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Introduction

Why A Discernment Notebook? (2/04) 

Is It Right to Judge?

Is Controversy Christian?  (6/98)

False Doctrine & Matthew 18  (1/99)

All Truth is God's Truth?  (1/02)

Unconditional Love/Acceptance  (12/97)

Are We Too Negative?  (1/99)

I Don't Wanna' Hear It  (1/99)

Love/Doctrine/Unity/Truth  (10/98)

Modern Day Balaams  (8/96)

Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel  (12/97)

The Siren Song of Unity  (1/97)

The New Birth  (4/97)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation (6/97)

The Sovereignty of God in Salvation  (12/03) 

The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation  (8/98)

Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith: The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not 
(8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

Google - Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site
Search   

 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries 

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcbaptr.htm
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Exposés

Anderson, Neil  (8/97)

Arthur, Kay  (2/03) 

Blue, Ron  (11/98)

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich   (3/96)

Bright, Bill  (10/03) 

Briscoe, Stuart & Jill  (12/01)

Burkett, Larry  (10/03) 

Campolo, Tony  (3/05) 

Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi  (2/04) 

Collins, Gary  (8/01)

Colson, Chuck  (11/00)

Copeland, Kenneth  (8/01)

Crabb, Larry  (12/04) 

Dobson, James  (2/04) 

Engstrom, Ted  (1/04) 

Ezzo, Gary  (7/98)

Falwell, Jerry  (1/99)

Finney, Charles  (8/05) 

Foster, Richard (8/05)

Gothard, Bill  (2/04) 

Graham, Billy  (2/04)

Hagee, John  (8/05) 

Hagin, Kenneth  (10/03) 

Hanegraaff, Hank  (3/98)

Hayford, Jack  (2/99)

Hendricks, Howard  (3/05) 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccc/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/cri/
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Hinn, Benny  (2/04) 

Hocking, David  (8/98)

Horton, Michael  (2/02) 

Howard-Browne, Rodney  (3/96)

Hunt, Dave  (12/06) 

Hybels, Bill   (12/04) 

Hyles, Jack  (1/06) 

Jakes, T.D. (1/06)

Jeremiah, David  (12/99) 

Kennedy, D. James  (1/03)

Kroll, Woodrow  (8/99)

LaHaye, Tim & Beverly  (1/05) 

Laurie, Greg  (10/00)

Levitt, Zola  (9/06) 

Lewis, C.S.  (1/04)

Lindsey, Hal  (2/03) 

Lovett, C.S.  (7/92)

Lucado, Max  (2/02)

Luther, Martin  (12/97)

McCartney, Bill  (8/99)

McDowell, Josh  (1/02)

MacArthur, John (12/99)

MacDonald, Gordon  (3/05) 

Mains, David & Karen  (8/96)

Matzat, Don  (1/05) 

Maxwell, John C. (11/03) 

Meyer, Joyce (1/05) 

Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul  (8/98)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/back.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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Moon, Sun Myung  (11/01)

Osteen, Joel  (7/09) 

Packer, J.I.  (3/03) 

Palau, Luis  (8/01)

Parsley, Rod (1/06)

Peale, Norman Vincent  (3/96)

Peck, M. Scott  (2/03) 

Peretti, Frank  (6/95)

Rainey, Dennis  (12/02)

Robertson, Pat  (9/06) 

Robison, James  (4/97)

Ross, Hugh  (8/96)

Schaap, Jack  (12/08) 

Schuller, Robert  (2/04) 

Seamands, David  (5/94)

Smalley, Gary  (8/97)

Smith, Chuck  (1/02) 

Solomon, Charles  (12/01)

Sproul, R.C.  (12/04) 

Stanley, Charles  (8/01)

Swindoll, Charles  (2/02)

Teresa, Mother (12/03)

Warren, Rick  (12/06) 

Wildmon, Donald  (1/04) 

Wimber, John  (12/97)

Yancey, Philip  (3/05) 

Ziglar, Zig  (1/03)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/guidepo/
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HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

Google - Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site
Search   

 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries 

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful)
Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have
such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because

it is a free service. If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them.
However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the ads.
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Anderson, Neil

General Teachings/Activities (8/97)

Demon Possession and the New Clinical Deliverance (10/92)

Can a Believer Be Demon-Possessed? (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Arthur, Kay
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Arthur, Kay

General Teachings/Activities   (2/03)

Book Notes -- Lord, Heal My Hurts  (8/01)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Blue, Ron
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Blue, Ron

General Teachings/Activities   (11/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Bonhoeffer, Dietrich

General Teachings/Activities

Link to: Truth About Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Apprising Ministries June 2010

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/
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Briscoe, Stuart & Jill

General Teachings/Activities   (12/01)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Burkett, Larry
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Burkett, Larry

General Teachings/Activities (10/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Campolo, Tony
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Campolo, Tony

General Teachings/Activities (03/05)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi
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Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Collins, Gary
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Collins, Gary

General Teachings/Activities  (8/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Colson, Chuck
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Colson, Chuck

General Teachings/Activities  (11/00)

The Counterfeit Gospel (Book Reviews) (10/00)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Copeland, Kenneth
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Copeland, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities   (8/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Crabb, Larry
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Crabb, Larry

General Teachings/Activities  (1/04) 

Larry Crabb: "Dr. Doublespeak"?  (12/04) 

Summary Criticism of Larry Crabb's Counseling Model (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/crabb12_4.html


Dobson, James
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Dobson, James

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (3/04) 

General Teachings/Activities (11/00)

Sex, Lies & The Truth (8/97)

Turn Your Heart Toward Home

Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem (8/98)

James Dobson Promotes Freud (11/00)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/dobson73.html


Engstrom, Ted
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Engstrom, Ted

General Teachings/Activities  (1/04) 

World Vision & Psychoheresy  (3/04) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Ezzo, Gary
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Ezzo, Gary

General Teachings/Activities (7/98)

How to Raise Your Family -- Teaching with John MacArthur (7/98)

How to Raise Your Kids God's Way (7/98)

Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis (11/95)

Introduction to the Ezzos' Parenting Curriculum (7/98)

Critique of Preparation For Parenting (7/98)

Critique of Preparation For The Toddler Years (7/98)

Critique of Growing Kids God's Way (7/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Falwell, Jerry

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/falwell/[6/8/2020 6:56:36 PM]

Falwell, Jerry

General Teachings/Activities (1/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Finney, Charles
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Finney, Charles

Charles Finney's Influence on American Evangelicalism  (CIC:1999) (8/05) 

Revival in the Church:  Do We Need It?/Is It Biblical?  (8/01) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.twincityfellowship.com/cic/articles/issue53.htm


Foster, Richard

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/foster/[6/8/2020 6:56:38 PM]

Foster, Richard

General Teachings/Activities (03/05)

Celebration of Discipline - Book Review by Gary Gilley (3/05)

The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible - Book Review by TBC (8/05) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/celeb.htm


Gothard, Bill
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Gothard, Bill

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

The Power of Crying Out - Book Review (1/04) 

More Gothard on the Web -- Links to Internet Articles on the Teachings of Bill Gothard (3/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Graham, Billy
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Graham, Billy

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (2/04) 

General Teachings/Activities (8/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm


Hagee, John
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Hagee, John

The Other Gospel of John Hagee  (PFO:1999) (8/05)    

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/jonhagee.htm


Hagin, Kenneth

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hagin/[6/8/2020 6:56:41 PM]

Hagin, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities  (10/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hayford, Jack
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Hayford, Jack

General Teachings/Activities (2/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hendricks, Howard
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Hendricks, Howard

General Teachings/Activities (3/05)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hinn, Benny
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Hinn, Benny

General Teachings/Activities (2/03)

Charismatic Confusion and Benny Hinn by M.H. Reynolds, Jr. (2/04) 

More Benny Hinn on the Web -- Links to Six More Articles on the Teachings of Benny Hinn (2/03)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcCharismaticConfusion.htm


Hocking, David

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hocking/[6/8/2020 6:56:44 PM]

Hocking, David

General Teachings/Activities (8/98)

10/9/92 L.A. Times Article

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Horton, Michael

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/Horton/[6/8/2020 6:56:45 PM]

Horton, Michael

General Teachings/Activities (2/02) 

Power Religion (Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hunt, Dave

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hunt/[6/8/2020 6:56:46 PM]

Hunt, Dave

General Teachings/Activities   (12/06) 

Response to Hunt's "Endorsement" of Henry Blackaby's Experiencing God  (5/98)

Reviews of Hunt's Arminianism in What Love Is This?  (12/06)  

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/exp_god/gilleyrs.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/exp_god/gilleyrs.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/what_love/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/what_love/


Hybels, Bill
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Hybels, Bill

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

7/91 Christian News Article

Willow Creek & Psychoheresy (Including An Analysis of Mrs. Bill [Lynne] Hybels' talk "Time Out")  (12/04) 

The People's Church, Willow Creek, and the Church Growth Movement  (12/03) 

The Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association with Them is Wrong  (12/03) 

An Insider's Account of Willow Creek's Deepening Apostasy  (12/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/willowcreek.html
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/willowcreek.html


Hyles, Jack
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Hyles, Jack

General Teachings/Activities  (1/06) 

Doctrinal Errors and Heresies (1/06)   [Excerpts from The Biblical Evangelist Exposé on Jack Hyles] 

Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists (1/94)

Pentecost vs. Hylescost (8/98)

Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers  (1/06)

General Teachings/Activities  (12/08) Of Jack Schaap protégé and replacement for his mentor Jack Hyles 

Prosperity Doctrine Taught at Hyles' Former Church  (12/08) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php
http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php


Jakes, T.D.
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Jakes, T.D.

Get Ready for T.D. Jakes  (PFO:1997) (1/06) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/jakes.html


Jeremiah, David

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/jeremiah/[6/8/2020 6:56:49 PM]

Jeremiah, David

General Teachings/Activities (12/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Kennedy, D. James

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/kennedy/[6/8/2020 6:56:50 PM]

Kennedy, D. James

General Teachings/Activities (1/03) 

1990 Television Messages-- "Self-Image"

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



LaHaye, Tim and Beverly

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lahaye/[6/8/2020 6:56:51 PM]

LaHaye, Tim and Beverly

General Teachings/Activities  (1/05) 

Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing  (8/92)

The Left Behind Series - Book Review  (1/05) 

Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (3/04) 

Tim LaHaye & Psychoheresy  --  1999 P.A.L. Article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan

Tim LaHaye Promotes Sigmund Freud  --  1999 P.A.L. Article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/lahaye74.html
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/lahaye75.html


Laurie, Greg

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/laurie/[6/8/2020 6:56:52 PM]

Laurie, Greg

General Teachings/Activities

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Levitt, Zola

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/levitt/[6/8/2020 6:56:52 PM]

Levitt, Zola

General Teachings/Activities (9/06)  

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Lewis, C.S.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lewis/[6/8/2020 6:56:53 PM]

Lewis, C.S.

General Teachings/Activities (1/04) 

Frequently Asked Questions About C.S. Lewis (1/99)

Did C.S. Lewis Go to Heaven? (12/03) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.trinityfoundation.org/journal.php?id=103


Lindsey, Hal

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lindsey/[6/8/2020 6:56:54 PM]

Lindsey, Hal

General Teachings/Activities  (2/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Lovett, C.S.
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Lovett, C.S.

General Teachings/Activities

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Lucado, Max

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lucado/[6/8/2020 6:56:56 PM]

Lucado, Max

General Teachings/Activities (2/02)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcbaptr.htm


Luther, Martin

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/luther/[6/8/2020 6:56:57 PM]

Luther, Martin

General Teachings/Activities

Luther's Sacramental Gospel (12/97)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



McDowell, Josh

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/mcdowell/[6/8/2020 6:56:57 PM]

McDowell, Josh

General Teachings/Activities  (1/02)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



MacArthur, John

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/macarthur/[6/8/2020 6:56:58 PM]

MacArthur, John

General Teachings/Activities (12/99) 

19 Characteristics of Leadership (2/92)

Grace Church Support Group Fellowships (8/91)

Introduction to Biblical Counseling -- Book Notes (11/94)

Incompetent to Counsel -By Miles Stanford (1/99)

5/90 Mothers Day Message -- "Shade For Our Children" (6/99)

Our Sufficiency In Christ -- Book Notes (12/97)

Self-Esteem/Self-Worth/Psychological Teachings -- Radio Tape Index (6/99)

The Day Gods Word Went on Trial -- Audio Tape Series (8/93)

The Fulfilled Family -- Audio Tape Series (circa 1979; re-preached 1996) (6/99)

How to Raise Your Family -- Teaching with Gary Ezzo (8/98)

Response to GCC Elders' Statement Regarding Gary Ezzo (10/97)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



MacDonald, Gordon

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/macdonald/[6/8/2020 6:56:59 PM]

MacDonald, Gordon

General Teachings/Activities  (3/05) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Mains, David & Karen

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/mains/[6/8/2020 6:57:00 PM]

Mains, David & Karen

General Teachings/Activities (8/96)  

Summary of 50-Day Spiritual Adventures (1991-1996)  (3/96)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Matzat, Don

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/matzat/[6/8/2020 6:57:01 PM]

Matzat, Don

General Teachings/Activities (1/05) 

Christ-Esteem -- Book Notes (2/02)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Maxwell, John C.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/maxwell/[6/8/2020 6:57:01 PM]

Maxwell, John C.

General Teachings/Activities  (11/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Meyer, Joyce

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/meyer/[6/8/2020 6:57:02 PM]

Meyer, Joyce

Doctrinal Ambiguity of a Wandering Star: The Changing Views of Joyce Meyer  (PFO:1996) (01/04) 

The Preacher Who Doesn't Tell It Like It Is: The Truth Twisting and Tall Tales of Joyce Meyer  (PFO:1999)
(01/04)  

Mired in Confusion and Mysticism: Demonology and Spiritual Warfare According to Joyce Meyer  (PFO:2002)
(Not Yet Available)

What Joyce Wants, Joyce Gets  (WFA:2003) (01/05) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/wan-star.htm
http://www.pfo.org/preacher.htm
http://www.pfo.org/res2a.htm


Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/m&m/[6/8/2020 6:57:03 PM]

Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul

General Teachings/Activities (1/97)

Love is a Choice -- Book Notes

Minirth & Meier: Psychologizers of the Faith (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Moon, Sun Myung

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/moon/[6/8/2020 6:57:04 PM]

Moon, Sun Myung

General Teachings/Activities (11/01) 

Unification Church (11/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Osteen, Joel

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/osteen/[6/8/2020 6:57:05 PM]

Osteen, Joel

The Leaven of Lakewood  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen: True or False  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen: Smile When You Lie  (1/06)   

Joel Osteen Can't Tell You the Gospel/Doesn't Know Who's Going to Hell  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen and The Prosperity Gospel (7/09) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.av1611.org/osteen.html
http://apprising.org/2008/09/joel-osteen-smile-when-you-lie/
http://www.svchapel.org/resources/articles/22-contemporary-issues/620-joel-osteen-and-the-prosperity-gospel


Packer, J.I.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/packer/[6/8/2020 6:57:05 PM]

Packer, J.I.

General Teachings/Activities (3/03) 
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The Purpose Driven Church -- Book Review  (4/99)

An Analysis of Rick Warren's The Purpose Driven Life by Matt Costella (2/04)  

The Adulation of Man in The Purpose Driven Life by Richard Bennett (12/04) 

The Purpose Driven Life: Demeaning the Very Nature of God by Richard Bennett (3/05)  

Spirit-Led or Purpose Driven? -- The Purpose Driven Life Book Review; Pt.1; Pt.2; Pt.3; Pt.4; Pt.5; Pt.6; by Berit
Kjos (1/04)  

Purpose-Driven Deception on a Global Scale by Berit Kjos (12/06)  

The Purpose Driven Life -- Review of Scripture Misuse  by Gary Gilley (11/03) 

Celebrate Recovery: Rick Warren's Purpose Driven 12-Step Recovery Program  by T.A. McMahon (10/05) 
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Neil Anderson
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Dr. Neil T. Anderson, a former aerospace engineer with Apollo, is an associate professor of practical theology at
Talbot School of Theology (and chairman of his department), and president of Freedom In Christ Ministries. His
three most popular books are Victory Over the Darkness (Regal Books, 1990, 245 pages), The Bondage Breaker
(Harvest House, 1990/1993, 247 pages), and Released from Bondage (Here's Life, 1991, 263 pages). He also
conducts seminars on Spiritual Conflicts and Counseling, which are designed to free Christians from bondage -- the
bondage of Satan and demons! His method is to show believers that they are in Christ, so that they can then take
their "authority" and get free. 

-  There are two main branches among non-charismatic spiritual warfare leaders. There are those who advocate
"power encounters" (e.g., John Wimber and C. Peter Wagner), and those who advocate "truth encounters." The truth
encounter branch is well represented by Neil Anderson, who believes that power encounters are not necessary, in
fact may be dangerous. He teaches, instead, a more clinical approach which directs the demonized to take certain
steps based on truth. When those steps are taken, the demons are obligated to release their victim from bondage.
The all-important factor for Christian freedom and growth, and the answer to sin in the life of the believer, is
totally missing in the deliverance ministries of Anderson and others -- they have substituted Satan and demons for
the scriptural source of all sins -- the fleshly, Adamic old man; self himself! 

-  What does Anderson teach that the believer must do in order to be free from demonization? His primary focus is
to be contained within the following four concepts (Source: 4/95 & 5/95, Southern View Chapel, Gary Gilley, "The
Spiritual Warfare Movement, Pts. I & II"):

1) Understanding Our Identity in Christ -- The argument runs like this. I am seated in the heavenlies in Christ.
Christ has all power and authority. Therefore, I have Christ's power and authority. As a result, all Christians have
authority over Satan and his demons. It should be obvious that the third premise above is not true. Anderson gives
Lk. 9-10 as proof texts. But not only are these references to the pre-Pentecostal believer, but they are specific
instructions to a specific group of people for a specific act. These passages have no reference or application to the
church. 

2) Freedom From Our Past -- No doubt there are Christians who struggle with issues in their past that have, in
fact, been fully dealt with at the cross, but which continue to plague them. Rather than addressing these issues
Biblically, through the process of forgiveness (where needed) and the diligent practice of memorizing, meditating
on and practicing God's Word, most deal with "past traumas and hurts" in ways that are based not on the Word of
God, but through man-centered, psychologically-based methods that do not deal with root issues of sin, but with
"mental illness"; "syndromes"; "disorders"; "dysfunctions"; and other maladies of the flesh. Anderson's approach to
dealing with the "issues of the past" is to promote and practice: (1) The "integration of psychology with theology"
(Anderson's words); (2) Freeing Christians of "generational demonic bondage" (e.g.; genetically inherited demons,
spirit guides, Satanic curses, genetic predisposition to addictive or habitual sin, and renouncing pre-Christian sin
that has since been repented of); (3) Forgiving God (which is blasphemy); and (4) Forgiving self (nothing in all the
Word of God gives us the authority to forgive ourselves). [A pro-Anderson counselor attending one of Anderson's
seminars matter-of-factly stated that Anderson encourages counselors to take from psychology whatever they
consider to be useful in their efforts to help counselees. The specific practice that was being questioned was
"visualization." In the case in question, the counselor suggested to the counselee to visualize Jesus, to "see" His
eyes, His face, His presence, and to "create" a mental image of the Lord with the mind. This is what is known as
"inner healing" -- the unscriptural, occultic practice of first creating a mental image of the Lord in one's mind, and
then visually recreating a mental image of a painful episode in one's life, and placing the mental Jesus into the
scene to provide comfort and healing. Inner healing's doorway to the occult is a sure-fire way to conjure up a spirit
guide (a demon) cloaking as an image of a comforting Christ.]

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/warfare/
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3) Freedom from Scriptural Conflicts Caused by Demons -- Demonic confrontation is the crux of Anderson's
ministry. Note three unhealthy and/or unscriptural presumptions: (a) demons (not the flesh) are the primary source
of Scriptural failure for the Christian; (b) Christians can become demon possessed; and (c) spiritual warfare is an
offensive, rather than a defensive campaign, including verbal assaults on Satan. 

4) Seven Steps to Freedom in Christ -- Satan will be defeated only if we confront him verbally -- (1) Renounce
involvement with satanically inspired occultic practices (including any activity that a family member may have
participated in); (2) Choose to live by truth rather than deception; (3) Choose forgiveness rather than being bitter
(this includes forgiving ourselves); (4) We must choose to be submissive rather than rebellious; (5) Live humbly
instead of proudly; (6) Choose freedom rather than bondage to sin; and (7) Renounce the sins and curses which
may have been placed on your ancestors.

-  In Victory Over the Darkness, Anderson is evidently unaware of the preponderance of verses that teach that even
after salvation, man struggles with sin (Rom 7:7-25; Gen. 8:21a; Psa. 32; 51:5), because man is by nature a sinner.
The sin nature is not annihilated at salvation, as Anderson teaches ("Your old self and your old nature are gone
forever. As a child of God, a saint, you are no longer under the authority of you Old Man. He is dead, buried, gone
forever," p. 27). Anderson believes that man can win total victory over this struggle, but not by the process of
continual sanctification through the Word and the power of the Spirit (as the Bible teaches -- Rom. 12:1,2; Phil.
1:6; 2:12,13; 3:20,21), but by exercising techniques that will control the forces "causing" the believer to sin. (See
Anderson's later books [The Bondage Breaker and Released from Bondage] for the evidence that he believes that
the enemy in the sinner's struggle with sin is not the sinner himself, but demon spirits that have controlled the
sinner and thereby "caused" him to sin.) The main error here is that Anderson denies the ongoing sinfulness of the
believer:

"Many Christians refer to themselves as sinners saved by grace. But are you really a sinner? Is that
your scriptural identity? Not at all. God doesn't call you a sinner; He calls you a saint -- a holy one. If
you think of yourself as a sinner, guess what you will do: you'll live like a sinner; you'll sin. Why not
identify yourself for who you really are: a saint who occasionally sins ... Satan will try to convince you
that you are an unworthy, unacceptable, sin-sick person who will never amount to anything in God's
eyes" (Victory Over the Darkness, pp. 44-45, 56).

There are numerous problems with these overstatements. They depend upon picking and choosing certain
Scriptures, but ignoring others. From the Sermon on the Mount he sites verses saying that I am salt and light. Why
not list the verses that say I am a man of little faith, I am a hypocrite, I am evil, and that I should mourn over my
sin (Matt. 6:30; 7:5; 11; 5:4)? Even when I obey God I am to see myself as an unworthy slave who only did what
he was commanded (Luke 17:10). Anderson conveniently skips such "negative" verses. Other problems with
denying a believer's ongoing sinfulness is that it destroys the basis for a growing humility before God. [The most
godly men in the Bible all were deeply aware of their own utter depravity in the presence of God (Gen. 18:27; Job
42:6; Isa. 6:5; Dan. 9:5; Luke 5:8).] Anderson's view also undercuts the need for self-distrust (1 Cor. 10:12), it
eliminates the need for ongoing self-examination (2 Cor. 13:5; 1 Cor. 11:28), and it leads Christians into an anemic
view of God's grace, which is the chief motivation for holy living (Luke 7:47). 

Anderson's view of the believer's core identity as a saint causes him to look elsewhere when considering the root of
personal sin. This "devil-made-me-do-it" perspective is unbiblical and detrimental to one's sanctification. Why
does the Bible contain so many repeated warnings against sin, especially among God's people, if continuing
sinfulness is not a present and real danger? Anderson eliminates the need for an ongoing life of repentance. Any
theory of the Christian life which downplays the seriousness of sin, even in the ongoing struggle of the Christian, as
does Anderson's system, is bound to result in unbiblical and unhealthy programs of sanctification. 

-  Anderson's system of sanctification as developed in Victory Over the Darkness can also be described as feelings
oriented [i.e., feelings "are neither good nor bad; they're amoral, just part of your humanity" (p. 182) -- if this is so,
why does the Bible condemn certain feelings, such as lust, selfish anger, bitterness, jealousy, etc., as sin?].
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Anderson even encourages a counselee to vent sinful anger, and uses one of David's psalms as justification for
"being honest with our feelings" (pp. 186-187)! It seems that men like Anderson are plagued with a mystical
spirituality like that revived in the "Higher Life Movement." The "victorious Christian life" uses terms like "full
surrender," "yielding," "letting go and letting God," but the new terms merely recast an old error. It all sounds like
Wesley's "two stages of salvation." One may be converted, but a "second blessing" was required which would then
free the believer from any known sin. In this "victorious Christian life" teaching, sin is not a failure to conform to
God's legal righteousness, but merely a failure to yield or surrender to the Spirit. (Source: Made in America.)

-  Though Anderson's other 1990 book, The Bondage Breaker, is quite similar to Victory Over the Darkness in
subject matter covered, Anderson does seem to carry heresy to a new high. Nevertheless, Harvest House promotes
the book as follows: "This completely Christ-centered and non-sensational book is excellent for counselors too."
"Christ-centered and non-sensational" could hardly be further from the truth. Anderson's teachings are highly
charismatic and sensationally unscriptural in dealing with the subject of "spiritual warfare" (e.g., "Satanists meet
from 12:00 - 3:00 a.m., and part of their ritual is to summon and send demons. Three in the morning is prime time
for demon activity, and if you have awakened at that time it may be that you have been targeted. I have been
targeted by demons numerous times" [p. 102]). 

But Anderson is careful not to utilize such terms as "possession," and "indwelt," concerning the Christian and
demons. Rather, he resorts to the less inflammatory "demonized." By this he usually means that one or more
demons are indwelling the Christian. [To have a demon or to be demonized in Scripture means that the demon
resides within you and he controls you -- Anderson has made up "degrees" of demonization that the Scriptures do
not allow for (see Ice and Dean, A Holy Rebellion, pp. 116-118). In parallel Biblical accounts in the Gospels there
is no distinction between "possess" and "indwell" (i.e., Matthew says "demon possessed" while Luke says "having a
demon").] Anderson says this about demonization:

"My first approach was to get a demon to expose itself and then command it to come out. Usually this
resulted in a great deal of trauma for the person, and one would wonder who was the more powerful.
Although progress was made, the episode would often have to be repeated again. Let me quickly add
that demon control does not mean ownership ... Dr. Merrill Unger writes, 'The demon enters ... as a
squatter, and not as an owner or a guest or as one who has a right there. But he comes in as an intruder
and as an invader and enemy. He comes in if the door is open by serious and protracted sin' ... If this
possibility is difficult for you to swallow, I encourage you to read [Dickason's] Demon Possession and
the Christian" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 173).

Dr. C. Fred Dickason is professor of Theology and chairman of the Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute.
He says that: "The word 'possession' implies ownership. Actually demons own nothing. The New Testament
regards them as squatters or invaders of territory that does not belong to them. It is much better to use the term
'demonization,' or 'demonized'" (p. 38). 

-  The Bible makes no distinction between possession, indwelling, and demonization. Despite Dr. Anderson's
adamant teaching to the contrary, there are many "deliverance" leaders who also are forced to admit that there is
absolutely no Scriptural basis for their "demonization" claims. And since they have no Scripture upon which to base
their claims of casting demons out of Christians, they resort to "testimonies," and "stories," [i.e., "experience"] in an
effort to back up their claims. Even Anderson's own recommended author, Fred Dickason, admits it: "Can a
Christian be demonized (indwelt)?... we have sought evidence from biblical and theological considerations. ... we
could not come to a definite conclusion" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149). The big three of "demon
deliverance" likewise "fess-up": (1) Dr. Kurt Koch -- "American theologians say 'no,' but those of us who have had
experience with the demonized say, 'Yes'"; (2) Mrs. Jessie Penn-Lewis -- "Without hesitation, yes. For if you have
proved it in your own experience, you have no other answer to give. The fact of the possible possession of the
believer is scripturally reasonable"; and (3) Evan Roberts -- "There is no specific instance given in Scripture that a
Christian can be possessed by demons, but the principle is there; and you understand the principle by experience." 

-  When Anderson enters the non-doctrine, "experiential" realm of demons indwelling Christians, his error becomes
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limitless:

"Anything bad which you cannot stop doing, or anything good which you cannot make yourself do,
could be an area of demonic control ... What if you do make provision for the flesh by giving Satan an
opportunity in your life through sin? Do we have blanket immunity from Satan's invasion? No, that
protection is conditional on our responsible participation in God's plan for our protection ..." (The
Bondage Breaker, p. 179-180) (cf. Rom 7:19,20).

This is an age-old Arminian scare tactic. When one refers to the objective truth of the Word, there is no basis for
such a claim. If it were true, Satan and his demons would be in control of the Body of Christ today. All believers
walk in the flesh to one degree or another. According to the Word of God, our Father is sovereign -- not Satan, not
the demons, and not the believer. The Father rules over all, whether or not the believer knows and reckons
concerning his position.

Anderson has Satan and his evil spirits replacing Adamic lust, and the God-given conscience. But James wrote,
"Every man is tempted [or tested] when he is drawn away of his own [Adamic] lust, and enticed" (1:14). The
Apostle Paul would not instruct the believer to count himself to have died unto sin if the Adamic source of sin had
been eradicated. Anderson has eradicated Adam, and again substituted Satan (John 8:34; Rom 6:16). 

-  One would think it difficult for Anderson to "top" the heresy taught in Victory Over the Darkness and The
Bondage Breaker, but Released from Bondage is trashy beyond description. The material in the book is mainly
composed of testimonies and stories from Anderson's counseling clients -- over 200 pages of them. This book could
justifiably be called "obscene" as it contains story after story of people who were supposedly delivered from
demonic influence/invasion/possession by Anderson's "7-Steps to victory." Anderson tells all the filth -- details of
the sexual things some of his counselee's groveled in. As the book states: "True stories [!] of freedom from
obsessive thoughts, guilt and hurtful memories, compulsive behavior, satanic ritual abuse, childhood abuse, female
and male sexual abuse, cultic and occultic bondage, eating disorders, and false teachers." Yet the publisher ("Here's
Life"; owned by Campus Crusade at the time) incredibly describes the book thusly: "Discover how you can find
freedom from compulsive thoughts and behaviors, sexual disorders, eating disorders, depression, and other spiritual
struggles. This collection of testimonies is from people who have overcome just such problems. Follow their
stories, be encouraged, and learn how to resolve your own struggles in a biblical way."

-  Anderson has also written two books dealing with the supposed demonization of young children of Christian
parents -- The Seduction of Our Children (Harvest House, 1991, 245 pages); and Spiritual Protection for Your
Children (Regal Books, 1996, 259 pages). However one rebukes or renounces Satan, Anderson contends that the
communication must be spoken aloud, because demons cannot read individuals' minds. While Anderson argues that
parents should teach their children to look for and speak out against demonic attack, a practice that may frighten
them unnecessarily, the Gospel accounts show that parents themselves went to Jesus on behalf of their children
(Matt. 17:14-18). Moreover, Anderson speaks of "rebuking," "commanding," "resisting," or "renouncing" Satan.
While the meaning of these terms often remains unclear, only one is used in the Bible with reference to the actions
of believers, namely, resistance (James 4:7). The others are particularly troublesome because of the lack of Biblical
precedent in practicing them. More significantly, Anderson does not explain how one can follow his prescriptions
while still avoiding the bold rebuke of angelic majestics denounced by both Peter and Jude (Jude 8-9; 2 Pet. 2:10).
One needs to ask Anderson the following question: "While you are battling demons in Christian men, women, and
children, what do you think the indwelling Holy Spirit is doing, the indwelling Lord Jesus Christ, and the Sovereign
Father who controls every atom in the universe for his own blessed purposes, according to the good pleasure of His
will?" (1 Cor. 3:16-17; 6:19).

-  The Scriptures determine the manner and mode of dealing with Satan: "Submit yourselves therefore to God.
Resist the devil, and he will flee from you" (Jas. 4:7). Again, that's just what Jesus did (Lk. 4:1-13). Over and over
again the Word of God exhorts believers, not to so-called power or truth encounters with demons, but to
steadfastness in the faith. Peter, who was no stranger to casting out demons, nevertheless wrote, "Be sober, be
vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: whom
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resist stedfast in the faith' (1 Pe. 5:8). 

-  Many concerned observers of the spiritual warfare movement recognize its characteristics as being akin to
shamanism (i.e., witchdoctoring). The shaman's world is one of direct daily contact with the spirit realm. The
shaman leads his people in spiritually efficacious rituals or public dances/marches to the glory of his spirits. He
develops methods and techniques to overcome evil spirits, techniques he receives from good spirits, so he believes.
Communication with invisible entities is totally subjective, often experimental, and always pragmatic: if it works
it's good medicine. The "good" spirits give the shaman spiritual discernment, enabling him to recognize curse-laden
objects and even to "see" evil entities which could be destructive to his village. All such methods, techniques and
rituals encompass sorcery and are diametrically opposed to God's way. (Source: 7/97, The Berean Call.)

-  In this dispensation of faith and grace, the believer neither has nor needs authority and power over Satan. His
stance is defensive (not offensive): "Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles
of the devil" -- "hidden with Christ in God" (Eph. 6:11; Col. 3:3). The believer resists (not attacks) the defeated
foe, by faith in the finished work of the Cross, where Satan experienced his finish -- his total defeat. From this
"faith-resistance," Satan flees: "Resist him, standing firm in the faith"; "resist the devil, and he will flee from you"
(1 Pet 5:9; James 4:7). The Greek word, ekballo, "to cast out," does not even appear in the Epistles. In the Acts and
the Epistles there is not one example of demon possession of a member of the Body of Christ. Neither is there a
single word of instruction about casting demons out of a Christian. In fighting this spiritual warfare, we are never
told to "bind" or "rebuke" the demon of lust, or the demon of immorality, etc. We are told to know, and hold fast
to, the Word of God, and submit ourselves in humble obedience to righteousness.

The tragic fact is that Anderson's claims concerning the indwelling of Satan or his demons in a member of the Body
of Christ are totally false -- both in the matter of Scripture and experience. This includes the claims of the entire
"deliverance" movement: Pentecostal, Charismatic, Evangelical, Satanist. Anderson has substituted Satan for self,
for the indwelling Adamic life and nature. Satan is given the blame for all, while self goes free to cancel all. He is
trying to free believers from supposed Satan and demonic bondage, while Scripture clearly teaches and gives the
answer to bondage from the Adamic life within. When any part of these Satan-oriented ministries seems to be
acceptable and good, and recommended and promoted, unsuspecting believers become interested and confident in
the leader -- and thereby the demonic hook is set, and the rest of their material comes into play. Another life ruined
in the vortex of Charismatic subjectivism. (Source: 5/94 paper by Miles Stanford.)

* Demonization and its erroneous theories are held by all the "deliverance" professors in professing evangelical
seminaries. Some of the better known are Drs. Anderson, Kwas, and Louweres at Talbot; Drs. Warner and Grudem
at Trinity International University (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School); Drs. Wagner and Kraft (plus
others) at Fuller; Dr. Pennoyer at Seattle Pacific; Dr. Niehaus at Gordon-Conwell; and Dr. Dickason at Moody.
What is one to think of the emotional and spiritual stability and integrity of leaders, even faculty professors
responsible for the spiritual instruction of our young people, who teach and publish these "lying wonders"? Not to
mention the editors and publishers (Harvest House, Here's Life, Moody Press, etc.) who make them available to
Christians.

{We are indebted to the ministry of Miles J. Stanford for his work on spiritual warfare in general, and on Neil
Anderson specifically. While much of this report is the direct result of Mr. Stanford's work, Biblical Discernment
Ministries is solely responsible for its content.}

{Other material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from two 1992 audio tapes by Pastor Gil Rugh of
Indian Hills Community Church in Lincoln, Nebraska, titled "Can Believers be Demon Possessed?" and "The
Heresies of Demonization."}

Notes on Biblical Demonology (verses to understand Bible's doctrine of demons):
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O.T. -- Gen. 3; Isa 14:12-15; Ezek. 28:11-15; Job 2,3; 1 Chron. 21; 1 Kings 22; Dan. 10

Gospels# -- Matt. 8:16; 12:22,23,28 (to prove Jesus as the Messiah of Israel) 

Acts# -- Acts 8, 16, 19 (to testify to the Apostles)

Epistles -- None (demonism never addressed in the Epistles to Church on how to deal with sin)

Revelation -- Rev. 2 (Ltrs to the seven churches -- "Be faithful," but no command to "cast-out")

__________________

# {Only time demons cast-out -- Christ on Earth and His appointed witnesses, and those who record the completed
revelation of Scripture.}

Not only is the spiritual warfare movement derived from extra-Biblical sources, but it contradicts much of what the
New Testament does tell us about demons. Some examples (Source: 4/95 & 5/95, Southern View Chapel, Gary
Gilley, "The Spiritual Warfare Movement, Pts. I & II"):

1) In the epistles there are ten references to demons (mostly relating certain facts), but there are over
fifty references to "the flesh" as the primary enemy of the Christian. The NT perspective is that the
major area of conflict is in the arena of the flesh, not demonic influence;

2) Some are claiming that demons have names that reflect their influence. Names such as, "lust,"
"murder," "envy," "gossip," etc. Yet, nowhere in the Bible do we find any support for this teaching.
Scripture explicitly says these actions are a product of the flesh (e.g. Gal. 5:19-21);

3) Anderson claims that when we deal with demons it is a "truth encounter," not a "power encounter."
But in the Scriptures whenever Jesus or the Apostles cast out demons it was always a power encounter.
Never once did Jesus attempt to reason with a demonized individual. Never once did He call on them
to believe the truth. He always forcibly cast demons out of such people. In addition, not a single person
in the Gospels ever came to Jesus for deliverance from demons. The obvious reason being that when a
demon controls someone, that person has lost his ability to choose right. Yet the spiritual warfare
teachers claim that demonized believers are coming to them for deliverance in great droves.

4) The spiritual warfare leaders do not understand the distinction between Jesus and the Apostles, and
the average Christian. Jesus' encounters with the demons were directly related to His claim to be the
Messiah and His offer of the Kingdom. As for the Apostles, there are three occasions in which they
cast out demons after Christ's ascension (Acts 8:5-8; 16:16-18; 19:11-12). The ability to do this was
given to verify their appointments as Apostles (Mk. 16:17; 2 Cor. 12:12). In the NT, we do not find
Christians casting out demons unless they were Apostles. However, even with the Apostles, we do not
find the casting out of demons to be a major part of their ministry. Instead, the norm for dealing with
the demon-possessed was the presentation of the gospel.

5) It is interesting to realize that it is these very areas -- the ones the charismatics and the spiritual
warfare people emphasize so heavily -- that Jesus singles out as proving nothing concerning one's
relationship to God (Matt. 7:21-23). And later Paul would teach that even satanically inspired people
can produce miracles (2 Thes. 2:9-12).

6) The bottom line is that this method of sanctification (via the spiritual warfare techniques of binding
Satan, rebuking the devil, praying the blood, and breaking inherited curses) is taught nowhere in the
Bible. We surely can trust our Lord to have included a means of demonic deliverance if it had been
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needed.

Note: Neil Anderson appears to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Bill Bright,
head of Campus Crusade for Christ, fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. Bright cites "a great sense of
urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) (Mission America is the umbrella under which these ecumenists gather, which includes the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association and Campus Crusade for Christ, along with many other church and parachurch
organizations. It is a program of ecumenical evangelism as practiced by these groups. The philosophy that seems to
supersede others is THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS. This "Christian" form of pragmatism sets aside Biblical
truth so that cooperation can be established [Colas report].) 

Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (When Bright spoke at the
convention, he was in his 15th day of a 40-day fast. Fasting was placed on the same level of importance as prayer.
It was made a public matter rather than a private one. Those who had fasted were interviewed so their testimony
would be made public. While 2 Chron. 7:14 was often quoted, nowhere is fasting mentioned or implied in that
particular verse.) Fasting and Prayer '97 is scheduled for Dallas, November 12-14; speakers will include Bill Bright,
Shirley Dobson, Pat Robertson, Tony Evans, and Paul Cedar (Alliance Life, 5/7/97).
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Neil Anderson
Demon Possession and the New Clinical Deliverance*

A friend once told me that "80% of snake venom is protein." Even though we all need a daily source of protein in
our diet, it does not follow that snake venom is a good source for protein. The 20% will still be fatal! I have long
believed that those who teach a high percentage of the truth, yet mix in a percentage of falsehood, do more damage
within the evangelical community than those who are more blatantly in error. I am sorry to have to conclude that
many of Dr. Neil T. Anderson's views on spiritual warfare and deliverance approaches fit into the category of subtle
falsehoods. His whole approach is built upon a faulty foundation.

Dr. Neil T. Anderson had been a pastor for a number of years, but currently is an associate professor of practical
theology at Talbot School of Theology. Anderson has written a number of books and conducts large seminars, often
in churches that would not normally host someone teaching a message of how Christians can receive deliverance
from the demonic. His books relating to this subject include: The Bondage Breaker; The Bondage Breaker Study
Guide; and The Seduction of Our Children all from Harvest House Publishers. Also Victory Over the Darkness
(Regal Books); Released From Bondage; and Walking Through the Darkness from Campus Crusade for Christ's
Here's Life Publishers.

Whether through his books, live seminars, audio or video tapes, Dr. Anderson is fast becoming one of the most
popular influences within Evangelical Christianity. Anderson's message contains a blend of psychology, theology,
Bible verses, but most importantly story after story to give his readers/listeners confidence that he has practiced
what he preaches.

Even though Anderson usually presents his message in highly psychologized categories (i.e., self-esteem,
positivism, Freudian subconscious, and views personality as onion layers, etc.), nevertheless he often criticizes
psychology, producing the false impression that he is Biblically critical of these things. Even though on occasion he
renders valid Biblical critique, the nature of his criticism would more accurately be classified along the lines of an
in-house disagreement between competing psychological theories. (An example would be his understanding of so-
called multiple personality disorder [MPD] in Released:207-10.) Along the same line, Anderson makes it clear that
he is not in favor of the "direct deliverance encounter" which involves the casting out of demons; sometimes he
even speaks critically of such practices. However, in spite of these criticisms, Anderson himself presents a seven
step deliverance approach which he calls a "truth encounter," rather than a "power encounter." As we shall see, any
kind of "deliverance encounter" must be built upon the belief that Christians can in fact be demon possessed, other
wise there would be no need for deliverance.

Neil Anderson's special blend of psychology, use of the Bible, case studies (i.e., stories), and his belief in
deliverance blend together to create what I call his "clinical deliverance" approach. His use of psychological
categories and analysis produce a clinical flavor to do his deliverance teaching. Instead of talking to the demons, as
do those involved in good old fashioned direct deliverance, Anderson finds out the background information through
a questionnaire similar to those commonly used in a doctor's office to gather a patient's history. Anderson then
takes the "patient" through his "seven steps" of deliverance, in much the same way a counselor would deal with a
patient.

Dr. Anderson's clinical approach is much more appealing to an evangelical community, which has already been
psychologized, to believe that their problems are primarily the result of something someone else has done to them
in the past, rather than something for which they are currently responsible. In these instances, Anderson convinces
them that they are victims of demonic strongholds, albeit through their sins and "hurts," from which the "bondage
breaker" then offers deliverance. Instead, the Bible teaches that our problems and struggles in life are handled
through normal growth and maturity as we apply Biblical teachings on living the Christian life.
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A BIBLICAL VIEW OF DEMON POSSESSION 

A watershed issue for all Christians to consider is whether or not a believer can be demon possessed. The last
decade has seen a major shift by Evangelicals away from a belief that Christians could not be demonized or demon
possessed to a dominate view that a child of God can be demon possessed and thus needs periodic deliverance.
Neil Anderson believes that Christians can be controlled by a demon (The Bondage Breaker: Harvest House,
1990:171-73). 

We must start with a clear understanding of what Scripture means when it refers to demon possession. Anderson
often relies on experience-oriented stories, presented as "case studies," which serve to create an impression that
Christians can be demon controlled. This "evidence" in turn shapes his view of Scripture on this matter. Instead, we
should develop our categories and thinking on this matter from the Bible from which we then use to interpret
experiences which we encounter.

For a definitive presentation of the Biblical material you should read (Thomas Ice and Robert Dean) A Holy
Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual Warfare, (Harvest House:1990). Another good book on the subject is Alex Konya,
Demons: A Biblically Based Perspective (Regular Baptist Press:1990). If you can get a copy of Merrill F. Unger's
out of print book, Biblical Demonology: A Study of the Spiritual Forces Behind the Present World Unrest
(Scripture Press:1952), it is still very helpful. Unger's later books on the subject are not recommended, since he
shifted from Biblical authority to experience in subsequent works.

Anderson's approach commits the fallacy of defining a word based on its root meanings, or etymology, rather than
on how the word is actually used in the Bible. "Demonized" and "to have a demon" are used of only one extreme:
to be inwardly controlled by an indwelling demon. They are never used to describe a case involving anything less.
For example, these terms never describe Satan's activity of accusation, temptation, deception, or persecution; they
only describe the extreme case of being inwardly controlled by a demon. Therefore, Anderson is wrong to say that
there is only one word. He is also wrong to say "demon possession" is not a term that exists in the Bible because
the Greek term "demonize" and it's accurate English translations equivalent, "demon possession," are used in the
Bible. Further, the parallel phrase "to have a demon" also means demon possession in the Greek New Testament.

Biblical demon possession is the direct, inward control by demons (also called evil spirits) of their victim by
residing in him. Demon possession does not include external temptation aimed at a person by Satan and his
demons. I do not believe the Bible teaches that a Christian can be possessed or indwelt, by a demon. I do believe,
however, that Christians can be severely influenced or oppressed by Satan and the demonic. The key issues on this
matter revolve around the differences between internal control and inhabitation and external influence.

The example Christ cited to the Pharisees in Matthew 12:43 ("When the unclean spirit goes out of a man, it passes
through waterless places, seeking rest and does not find it"), the demon is searching for a new home because he was
cast out of the individual he once occupied. Then the homeless demon says, "I will return to my house from which
I came" (12:44). The demon and his friends can only enter the house if it is empty and unoccupied. In the case of
all believers the house is occupied, and God the Holy Spirit answers the door even if repossession is attempted.
This passage is saying that only empty houses -- unbelievers -- can be reoccupied. Therefore, Christians cannot be
demon possessed. There are several other New Testament passages indicate that Christ's victory over Satan and the
demonic was so great that he cannot come back and repossess believers (John 17:15; 1 John 5:18).

Another reason believers cannot be demonized is that the New Testament nowhere says they can! Nor does the
New Testament ever use the language, referring to a believer, that describes demon possession. Whenever a person
who is demon possessed is dealt with, the Bible indicates that they are "cast out" (e.g. Mt. 8:16; Mk. 1:34). ("Cast
out" clearly indicates that when someone was delivered from demons it was a "power encounter" not a "truth
encounter," as Anderson claims.) Never are believers said to respond to Satan or demons by casting them out,
which is always the remedy in the New Testament for a demon possessed person. Instead, for the believer, the
command is always to stand or resist, which is the counter to an external temptation by Satan and the demonic.
This supports the idea that Christians cannot be demon possessed since they are never commanded or told how to
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deliver believers (or anyone) from demonic possession.

MISGUIDED ARGUMENTS 

Neil Anderson and others who teach that Christians can be demon possessed mainly attempt to establish their views
based upon the many stories (they call them case studies) they tell of Christians which they characterize as bound
by demons. Another approach often attempted is to try to stretch some of the language of the Bible to fit their
views. Anderson does not even present a study of the passages and terms normally dealt with in a study of this
issue, except for his cursory treatment of demonized as in Bondage Breaker. When I listened to the taped messages
from his seminar on the Bondage Breaker, He did not even deal with the issue directly. He merely assumed that
believers could be demon possessed or they would not be experiencing the problems they were having. Anderson
tended to simply talk about those who believe these things (i.e., Christians can be bounded by demons) and those
who did not, as if the latter did not believe that Satan and his demons were real.

Anderson introduces the subject, as noted above, with a letter from a lady named Sheila. He views her as a
Christian and one who is under "demonic control." I must confess I have a hard time distinguishing the difference
between someone who is said to be under demonic control and demon possession. They certainly sound the same to
me. 

Anderson links possession of a believer to the amount of sin that a believer compiles in one's life. If he sins greatly
in an area, then that allows stronger bondage than one who sins less. This fits into Anderson's statement that
demonization is a matter of degrees. Even if there are degrees of possession, either one is or is not possessed.
Attempting to redefine demon possession as a matter of degrees does not overcome the fact that the Bible does not
support any kind of demon possession in a believer.

"Let me quickly add," declares Anderson, "that demonic control does not mean satanic ownership" (Breakers :172).
At this point Anderson creates false categories that do not reflect the teaching of the Bible. According to the
material presented above defining from the Bible a picture of demonization in Matthew 12, we saw that a demon
could not enter the house or person who was occupied by the Holy Spirit. Anderson says that demons can return as
a squatter, when that passage makes it clear that a demon cannot enter at all into the house regardless of the
descriptive label one may decide to put on such an action. I must ask, "How can a 'squatter-demon' be said to
control a believer when Christ has prayed for our protection in these things (John 17:15) and our Lord is said to be
protecting us from the evil one" (1 John 5:18; 2 Thes. 3:3)? It can't happen! Since Satan does not own us, then his
demons cannot control us. 

Dr. Anderson then slips in an amazing statement about our options relating to who is responsible for one's actions.

"Those who say a demon cannot control an area of a believer's life have left us with only two possible
culprits for the problems we face: ourselves or God. If we blame ourselves we feel hopeless because
we can't do anything to stop what we're doing. If we blame God our confidence in Him as our
benevolent Father is shattered. Either way, we have no chance to gain the victory which the Bible
promises us" (Breakers :174).

This is an example of the influence of psychobabble upon Dr. Anderson's theology. This mentally reflects
pragmatic positivism rather than the reality of the Bible. If we blame ourselves, which is the right answer to the
question as to who is responsible for sin in my life, it does not lead to hopelessness. If we learn the lessons of the
Bible we find that God has provided for victory over sin, even though I am responsible for committing it, through
growing in grace as a believer in Christ Jesus. It will stunt the growth of a Christian if he is wrongly blaming the
devil for his sins when he is responsible to apply normal Christian growth principles to the problem, not
deliverance.

SEVEN STEPS OF STUMBLING 
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Since Christians can be demon possessed, then according to Anderson they also need deliverance. Not that good old
fashioned kind where the deliverance minister shouts, rebukes, and binds the demons sending them to the pit of
hell, while the subject is usually exhausted from the protracted event. Instead, Anderson advocates a clinical
deliverance through which the patient goes through a seven step process of self-deliverance.

Anderson's clinical approach is wrong at the outset because it incorrectly diagnoses a Christian's problem as demon
possession instead of a lack of growth or disobedience. So whether one uses a reserved or wild method is not the
issue. 

Christ has delivered all believers from bondage to Satan at the point of salvation. If any past sins have to be dealt
with specifically because they are a special kind of sin, then it follows that Christ did not really gain victory over all
the believer's sin. All sin has been dealt with at the cross.

The seven steps of Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is presented by him as the key to successful Christian
living. Unless one has gone through the seven steps, the implication is that you are not free to grow in Christ. This
is disturbing since these steps, arranged in this way, have been uniquely developed by Dr. Anderson. He emphasizes
the importance of following and completing each step so that freedom will be accomplished. Yet this would imply
that Christians of the past have not really been free to live for Christ. At best, this is highly doubtful.

The seven steps are unique to Anderson because the Bible doesn't teach such a system. Once again, if deliverance
were a key to proper Christian living then the Epistles, written to teach a Christian how to live for Christ, would be
teaching these things. Instead, silence on this matter speaks volumes.

Dr. Anderson is correct to emphasize our position in Christ as a key to Christian living. Christianity involves
putting into practice what Christ has accomplished for us positionally. Sanctification is correctly viewed as
justification applied. However, Dr. Anderson is wrong to (mis)apply the believer's position in Christ as the basis for
his clinical deliverance steps. Our position in Christ, as I have shown above, provides protection for a believer from
demon possession in the first place. So how can it be said that our position is the basis for something (demon
possession) for which our position already protects us from?

Our position in Christ is the basis for living the Christian life, which includes help in the area of resisting the
temptations of the world, the flesh, and the Devil.

The third step in Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is titled "Bitterness Versus Forgiveness" (Breakers:194).
Anderson advocates in his seminar and implies in a book (Released:174) that God is one of those whom we need to
forgive. Any idea that we as sinful creatures must forgive our sinless God is blasphemous. God has never done
anything wrong to ever be in need of forgiveness. Forgiveness is what is offered to one who has wronged another.
Who has God wronged that He needs forgiveness?

DELIVERANCE -- A TRUTH ENCOUNTER 

Dr. Anderson is fond of contrasting his clinical deliverance approach with the traditional deliverance approach of
direct conflict with demons by saying, "I don's see the battle as a power encounter, but rather a truth encounter. I
believe that it is truth that sets us free" (Released: 183). In John 8:32, where Christ says, "you shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free," He was talking with the Jews who said they had never been enslaved to anyone
(8:33). Jesus responded to them by saying, "Truly, truly, I say to you, everyone who commits sin is the slave of sin"
(8:34). So it is clear from the context that Christ is talking freedom from sin, not about freedom from demons.

In the New Testament when it came to deliverance from demons, it was a power encounter! Christ did not carry on
a discussion about the truth with the demons He cast out, using His power as God. Christ demanded them to leave
because He was powerful enough to bind the strongman.

Once again, Anderson's error is his belief that Christians can be demonized, when in reality they cannot. Power
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encounters for casting out demons are also wrong because Christians cannot be demon possessed. Dr. Anderson
rightly understands the Epistle's emphasis is on the believer learning and applying truth. The Epistles do not teach
"truth encounters" for deliverance, they teach truth mixed with obedience for maturity.

CONCLUSION 

Dr. Anderson believes that one of the greatest problems within evangelicalism are those who believe that Christians
aren't subject to demon activity:

"The prevailing belief among evangelicals today is that Christians cannot be severely oppressed by
demons ... Nothing has done greater damage to diagnosing spiritual problems than this un-truth ...
Those who deny the enemy's potential for destruction are the most vulnerable to it" (Bondage: 21).

Just the opposite of what Anderson has said would be true if Christians are not subjected to the type of demonic
oppression which he and others like him advocate. The real potential for problems in the Christian life is blaming
things on the demonic and neglecting normal Christian growth and maturity. It is this kind of lack of maturity in
the lives of many believers, because they are looking for the quick-fix of a Neil Anderson deliverance, that will
prove in the long run to effect the greater damage.

* This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Tommy Ice,
Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. V, No. 3, May-June 1992. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.)
The use of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his
current ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/92
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Spiritual Warfare
Can a Believer Be Demon-Possessed?*

Can a believer be demonized; i.e., possessed by a demon? There is a movement within professing Evangelicalism
today that says, "Yes." This movement is teaching that a high percentage of sin among Christians is caused by
demons. Followers assent that a person can be a believer in Jesus Christ, experience fullness of salvation, and still
be in bondage to Satan and demons. The popularity of this movement can be seen in the seminars being held across
the country and the best-selling books being published that promote this teaching. Nonetheless, this teaching of the
"demonization of the believer" is contrary to Scripture and is in line with the world's view of everyone being a
victim. It is a denial of the sufficiency of the work of Christ and Scripture.

This teaching of the demonization of the believer has not come without a forerunner. Christian psychology has
brought the world's idea of victimization to the Church. Psychology has taught us that everyone is a victim. When a
person has problems in his life, he is often told it is the result of his past or how his parents treated him. The end
result is that he does not take responsibility for his own actions. We see this today. People are suing cigarette
makers because they have smoked for fifty years and are dying of lung cancer. Criminals claim that their
dysfunctional families are the reason for their criminal acts. Everyone is blaming someone or something else for
their problems.

Now there is a different twist. Now our deviant behavior is being blamed on Satan and demons. This is the flip-
side of psychology. In both cases, there is something other than ourselves to blame for our sin. Both make the
believer a victim who needs the steps and formulas of the "experts" in order to find true joy and victory.

Christian psychology's emphasis on experience and stories also parallels this teaching on the demonization of the
believer. In Christian psychology, the source of authority is experience rather than Scripture. Now with the
demonization of the believer movement, one finds the same "theology by story" emphasis. And in the process, the
Biblical way of dealing with people's sin problem has been abandoned.

But this issue is not over whether Satan and demons exist. The Bible teaches a literal, personal devil who is busily
opposing us. We are in a spiritual warfare against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places. This is
not to be minimized. However, we must make sure our view of demons and how to deal with them is based on
Scripture, not stories.

When filtered through Scripture, it becomes obvious that this teaching on the demonization of believers is not
Biblical, and many of the experiences cited to support this teaching do not line up with Scripture. As a result,
people are being deceived and professing Christians are paying attention to unsound doctrine.

The following is an analysis of the demonization movement in light of Scripture. Referred to often are the works of
two men, Neil Anderson and Fred Dickason, who have had great influence in promoting demonization teaching.
(See also BDM's reports on Anderson.) Much of their teaching is in error in light of Scripture, but there are
sections that are theologically sound. However, it is the mixture of truth with error that ensnares believers. Often
when people promote a teaching they suspect others may disagree with, they use information everyone will agree
on. Then they wonder why their teaching is being scrutinized. However, the problem is the mixture. When a gallon
of milk is mixed with a drop of poison, the product is not mostly good milk. The result is poisoned milk. Likewise,
a mixture of good theology with unbiblical theology results in a poisoned theology.

We will look at the issue of demons and their relationship to sin in the life of the believer. In doing so, we will also
evaluate the current demonization of the believer movement.

Sin: Who Is to Blame?

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v1n5-1.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/anderson/
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Since we are dealing with the issue of sin in the life of a believer, it is essential to look at what the Bible has to say
about the issue of sin and who is responsible for it. Many of us are familiar with the phrase, "The devil made me do
it." But now there are Christians who are teaching that sin in the life of a believer can sometimes be traced directly
to demons (i.e., "the Devil did it"). For example, in his book, The Bondage Breaker, Neil Anderson gives an
example of this type of thinking when he describes the case of a Christian woman who he said had been involved
in all types of sin:

"Sheila is a sobering example of a dimension of spiritual vulnerability that most Christians do not like
to talk about: demonic control. As a believer, Sheila had obviously lost control in her eating habits, in
her sexual behavior, and in her devotional life" [Neil Anderson, The Bondage Breaker, (Eugene, OR:
Harvest House, 1990), p. 172].

According to Anderson, the reason for this woman's sinful behavior was "demonic control." She is not to blame for
her lack of discipline or the sexual immorality in her life. Anderson then states that this woman eventually became
free when she renounced Satan's control over her life (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

But can the devil make us sin? Is demonic control a reason for our sinful behavior? The Scripture is clear on what
the source of sin is:

Our Lusts -- "Let no one say when he is tempted, I am being tempted by God, for God cannot be
tempted by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. But each one is tempted when he is carried
away and enticed by his own lust" (James 1:13,14). James says that our own lust is the reason for our
sin, not demonic control.

The Flesh --"Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality, impurity, sensuality,
idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, envying,
drunkenness, carousing, and things like these" (Gal. 5:1921). Notice that these sins are not deeds of the
devil. They are deeds of the "flesh." When we sin, our flesh is the problem. The responsibility lies with
us. No outside force can be blamed.

Evil Hearts -- "For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed the evil thoughts, fornications, thefts,
murders, adulteries, deeds of coveting and wickedness, as well as deceit, sensuality, envy, slander,
pride and foolishness" (Mark 7:21,22). The evil thoughts and deeds of men come from their own
wicked hearts. It is our own lusts, flesh, and evil hearts that cause us to sin, not the Devil and his
demons.

Within each person there remains a desire to sin which the Bible calls the "flesh." Even believers, who possess the
Holy Spirit, have this battle with the flesh. That is why there is a conflict. The Holy Spirit and the flesh are at war
with each other. The unbeliever does not have this conflict since he does not possess the Holy Spirit. For him, the
flesh always has its way. But for the Christian, there is a war going on inside his own body (Rom. 7:18,19,21).

The battle with sin is a tough, life-long battle. But, provision has been made to allow us victory over sin -- Now
those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires (Gal. 5:24).

For the believer, the flesh has been "crucified." This does not mean that the flesh is totally done away with or
ceases to exist, for we still struggle with it. But its power over the believer has been broken. Though the flesh still
exists, the believer no longer has to obey it (Rom. 6:6,7,12,13).

Because our flesh has been crucified and its power over us has been broken, we are not to let sin reign in our
bodies. We no longer have to obey our old master of sin. We are now free to serve God and do righteousness.

To summarize, the Bible is clear on the issue of sin and where it comes from. When a person sins, it is because of
his own flesh and sinful heart. The responsibility lies with that person alone. Sin cannot be blamed on anyone or
anything else. It is true that Christians can sin. Even though they are new creatures in Christ, there is still the battle
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with the flesh. However, Christ's death provided us with the power to have victory over the flesh. The final victory
over sin will come when Christ comes again and grants us our sinless, eternal bodies. What a joy it is to know the
fullness of salvation in Christ!

A Biblical Survey of Demonology

What does the Bible says about Satan and demons? The Biblical doctrine of demonology is not complicated. The
Old Testament gives insight into Satan and his activities. Genesis 3 describes his temptation of Eve. Isaiah 14:12-15
and Ezekiel 28:11-15 portray the fall of Satan as a result of his rebellion against God. Particularly applicable to this
discussion is the case of Job. The first two chapters of Job give insight into spiritual battles and conflicts. Job was
the object of Satanic attack, but he was not indwelt by Satan. Job never was told to deal with the devil. He was not
told to speak to Satan, bind him, or send him to the pit. Job's responsibility was to be faithful, resist, and stand firm.

The Gospel Era was a unique period of time. With the presence of Jesus, the Son of God, on earth, demonic
manifestation began. Demons openly displayed their presence so that Jesus' power and authority over the demons
could be demonstrated.

The casting out of demons was directly related to the Messiah's offer of the kingdom to the nation Israel (Matt.
12:28). Subduing demons was a demonstration of the authority and power that Jesus had as the Messiah of Israel.
The King had come and the kingdom was now present in the person of the Messiah. That is why Jesus could say,
"The kingdom of God has come upon you." Jesus was saying to the Jewish leaders, "I am the Messiah. I am here to
establish the kingdom. The proof is I have authority over Satan and demons" (Matt. 8:16,17).

When the people saw that Jesus had authority over demons, the Messianic prophecy of Isaiah should have alerted
them that the King was present and the kingdom was being offered:

"Then there was brought to Him a demon-possessed man who was blind and dumb, and He healed him,
so that the dumb man spoke and saw. And all the multitudes were amazed and began to say, 'This man
cannot be the Son of David, can he?'" (Matt. 12:22,23).

"Son of David" was a Messianic title. Again, the people rightfully associated His power and authority over the
demons as the work of the Messiah.

A verse that has often been interpreted incorrectly is Matthew 12:29. In this passage, Jesus had been accused of
casting out demons in the power of Satan. He responded by saying, "Or how can anyone enter the strong man's
house and carry off his property, unless he first binds the strong man?"

Christ alone, as the Messiah, had the power to subdue Satan. But Neil Anderson takes "binding the strongman" to
mean a present pattern to be followed:

"Stand firm in the armor of God that God has provided and step out in Christ's authority to plunder the
strong man's house for God" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 91).

Anderson thinks that if we are going to have victory over Satan, we too have to bind the strong man. But as we
have already shown, dealing with demons directly was an indicator that the Messiah was present on the earth, not
something to be normative for all believers. What makes Anderson's interpretation of this passage inconsistent is
that earlier in his book he acknowledges that it is not proper to form doctrine based only on the Gospels:

"We have mistakenly formulated our methods for dealing with demonic powers from the Gospels
instead of the Epistles. This is easy to do, since the only specific examples of demonic expulsion are
found in Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Acts. ... Some Christians object to making a sharp distinction
between the Gospels and the Epistles. Yet all dispensational as well as covenantal theologians see at
least some distinctions in moving from law to grace and from the Old Covenant to the New Covenant"
(The Bondage Breaker, p. 207).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/warfare/warfare.htm
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Anderson admits we should not be taking our instruction and pattern for dealing with demons from the Gospels, but
that is exactly what he did with Matthew 12. Matthew 12 is unique because Jesus was showing His Messianic
authority by subduing the devil. Yet Anderson wrongly makes "binding the strongman" something to be practiced
today.

There are those who want to base their theology of demons on the Gospels since they cannot get it anywhere else.
But as we have already shown, because of the uniqueness of the Gospel Period, one should not build his doctrine of
dealing with demons based on how the Son of God dealt with them. Jesus Christ's personal power and authority
over demons as the Messiah cannot be transferred to anyone else. It is true that He gave that authority to the
Apostles to go out and represent Him. But that apostolic authority ended with the death of the Apostles and does
not transfer over to us today.

There are three occasions in the book of Acts that deal with demons: Acts 8, 16, and 19. In each of these cases, the
Apostles were dealing with demons. The Apostles were specifically commissioned by Christ as representatives of
Him. The power given them was for the purpose of validating their apostleship, not as an example for the Church to
follow. Because of the nature of their commission, their casting out of demons cannot be made normative for
believers today.

The activity of demons in the Epistles is well documented. Demons promote false doctrine (I Tim. 4:1-3), are
associated with idolatry (I Cor. 10:20), help cause divisions (James 3:13-16), and aid Satan in his war against God
(Eph 6:11,12). However, dealing directly with demons is never addressed. This is important since the Epistles dealt
specifically with instructions for the Church. The Epistles were written to give the Church all the information it
needed to effectively serve the Lord in this age, yet nowhere is the concept of speaking to or casting out demons
mentioned. If casting out demons was so important to the Church, why was it never mentioned in the Epistles?
Also, we do not find Paul running all over the country casting out demons. Even in a city like Corinth, where there
was much occultic activity, Paul does not mention casting out demons. However, what is mentioned often is how to
deal with the flesh (Gal. 5:16). The emphasis is clearly on the flesh when dealing with sin, not demons.

In the book of Revelation, demonic activity picks up again. But even in the sections which are addressed to the
churches (chapters 1-3), there are no directions for speaking to demons. Even with the Church living under demonic
pressure, where Satan's throne was (Rev. 2:13), there were no commands to bind and/or cast out Satan and his
demons. When Jesus spoke to the church at Thyatira, He did not say, "Bind Satan" or "You have a territorial
demon, drive him out." Even those believers who were under the influence of the wicked Jezebel were not told to
break her demonic power. Revelation gives us a glimpse into the demonic world and what is taking place behind
the scenes. However, we do not have any situation where believers are running around binding and casting out
demons.

To summarize, the only legitimate casting out of demons happened in the time of Christ and the apostles. This
demonstrated that Jesus truly was the Messiah the Old Testament predicted would come. The Jews at that time
would recognize that casting out of demons meant that the Messiah was present and offering the kingdom to the
nation Israel. The apostles were given this authority to cast out demons as representatives of Christ. This authority
cannot be transferred to anyone else. Scripture has much to say concerning Satan and demons. They are real
spiritual beings who actively oppose the plans of God. They are busy deceiving, tempting, and promoting false
doctrine. But nowhere do we see believers being possessed by demons.

Demon Possession and the Believer

Scripture shows us the activity of Satan and demons. But on the issue of demons and the believer there has been
some question. Can a believer be demon possessed? Some teach that there is a difference between an unbeliever
being totally possessed by a demon and a Christian being invaded by a demon. For example, in Bill McLeod's
book, Fellowship with the Fallen, he attempts to make a distinction between "invasion" and "possession." (See
BDM reports on the Canadian Revival Fellowship.):

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/canad/
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"You will notice that I am using the word 'invasion' as well as the word 'possession.' I am using the
word 'invasion' as a general term to cover the demonization of believers, and the word 'possession' as a
term to cover the demonization of non-believers. ... No Christian can be so possessed. He can certainly
be invaded to lesser degrees and in some cases to alarming degrees, but he cannot be totally possessed"
[W.L. McLeod, Fellowship With the Fallen, (Canada: Northern Canada Mission Press), p. 168].

Anderson agrees:

"To be demonized means to be under the control of one or more demons. Demonization is not a matter
of extremes, such as the either/or idea of being completely free or totally bound; it is a matter of
degrees" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 174).

To these men, demonization is not a matter of extremes. It is not either being completely free of demons or totally
bound by demons. To them it is a matter of degree.

However, Scripture does not make a distinction between demon "possession" of unbelievers and demon "invasion"
of believers. To claim otherwise is to play word games. Demon possession simply means that a demon resides
within a person and is controlling that person. There are no other variations of demons indwelling a person.
Demons can oppress, attack, and tempt from the outside, but Scripture is clear that a demon cannot indwell a
believer and control him.

There are two terms that refer to demon possession in the New Testament. First, the Greek word, daimonizomai is
usually translated "to be possessed by a demon." Or when it refers to a person, it is translated, "demoniac." The
word is found thirteen times in the Gospels and is sometimes translated, "to be demonized." The second term,
daimmonion echein means "to have a demon" [Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr., Overrun By Demons, (Eugene,
OR: Harvest House, 1990), p. 116]. This term is used eight times.

Some make a distinction between being "demonized" and "demon possessed" as if there was a difference. But this
is an artificial distinction. To be "demonized" is to be "demon possessed." In the Gospels, those who were
demonized had a demon residing within them and that demon controlled them. The demon manifested his control in
various ways, but he resided in and controlled the person he indwelt. The Scripture does not allow for a special
category of believers who have been invaded by a demon but are not possessed by that demon.

A few examples will show that there is no difference between demon possession and demon invasion:

"When evening had come, they brought to Him many who were demon-possessed; and He cast out the
spirits with a word" (Matt. 8:16).

"Mary who was called Magdalene from whom seven demons had gone out" (Luke 8:2).

"And when He had come to the other side into the country of the Gadarenes, two men who were
demon-possessed met Him" (Matt. 8:28).

These were obviously demon possessed people. The demons were to be cast out of them and into something else --
for example, the herd of swine (Matt. 8:31). It is clear that the demons mentioned inhabited the people in question.
That is why Jesus cast them out (Matt. 9:32,33). To have a demon and to be demon possessed are the same thing.
In other words, a person who has a demon is one who is demon possessed. There are no separate degrees.

One would expect that those who promote that believers can be demonized would try to make a strong case from
Scripture for their view. Yet even these men recognize that the Bible does not clearly support their view. Neil
Anderson says:

"Can a Christian be demon possessed? No question polarizes the Christian community more than this
one, and the tragedy is that there is no absolutely biblical way to answer it ... the word translated as
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'demon possession' never occurs in Scripture after the cross, so we are left with no theological precision
as to what demonization would constitute in the Church Age" [Neil Anderson, Released From Bondage
(San Bernardino, CA: Here's Life, 1991), pp. 15,16].

It must be asked, if we cannot be theologically precise concerning demon possession in this Church Age, why are
we making it an issue for the Church?

Fred Dickason (Chairman of the Bible Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute, and has been teaching
students "demon deliverance" since 1961), in his book Demon Possession and the Christian, has a chapter entitled,
"Biblical Evidence Supporting Demonization of Christians," in which he examines all the Scripture passages
relating to demon possession. What is interesting about this chapter is the conclusions he comes to in the passages
that supposedly give support for demonization of believers. Though it is not possible to cover every passage he
gives, here are samples of his conclusions to certain passages that are often used to prove that believers can be
demonized:

1 Thessalonians 2:18: "This passage says nothing of demonization in any clear sense" [Fred Dickason,
Demon Possession and the Christian (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1987), p. 102].

1 John 4:14: "We conclude that this passage does not present any sure evidence that believers can be
inhabited by demons" (p. 102).

2 Peter 2:122: "We conclude that there is no sure evidence of the demonization of genuine believers
available from this passage. Where there is a reasonable doubt of the certainty of the contribution of a
passage, we cannot legitimately count on it" (pp. 103-104).

Matthew 8:16: "We must again say that the weight of the facts does not bring us to an inescapable
conclusion" (p. 113).

Acts 5:13: "We must again conclude that there is not sufficient evidence to determine if this is a case of
believers being demonized" (p. 114).

Acts 8:924: "The evidence is inconclusive" (p. 115).

Remember that this is supposedly the chapter that is presenting Biblical evidence supporting demonization of
believers. Also notice what he states in his summary of this chapter:

"We have considered the major passages and cases from Scripture that have been used or may be used
to support the concept that genuine believers may be demonized. Most of these cases cannot be
considered valid evidence for various reasons in the context or from other biblical information"
(Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 127).

Dickason does say that certain passages, such as the ones describing the daughter of Abraham who had a spirit of
illness in Luke 13 and the Corinthian tongues speakers in 1 Corinthians 12, "must be considered as fairly strong
evidence" (for demonization of believers). Dickason then says about these passages:

"However, there still may be legitimate doubts that these are genuine examples of New Testament
believers being inhabited by demons. Thus we cannot conclusively say that the Bible clearly presents
evidence that believers may be demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 127).

In the conclusion to his book, Dickason says:

"A rather thorough examination of the biblical evidence leads us to conclude that it neither clearly
affirms nor denies the reality of demonization of believers. ... But to be fair, we must say that with
biblical evidence alone, we cannot reach a definite or dogmatic conclusion" (Demon Possession and the
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Christian, p. 340).

Therefore, according to Dickason himself, after all the Biblical evidence is weighed, the best that can be said is that
there is no definite evidence for demonic possession of believers. But if there is no Biblical evidence, why doesn't
he just leave the matter alone instead of trying to add experience and clinical evidence to Scripture?

Can it be true that something so important to our spiritual lives would not be addressed by Scripture? In Christ
have we not received "everything pertaining to life and godliness" (2 Peter 1:3)? Is not "all Scripture inspired by
God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; that the man of God may
be adequate, equipped for every good work" (2 Timothy 3:16-17)? Is the Bible incomplete on such an important
issue? On the contrary, the Bible is clear that a believer cannot be possessed by demons:

"Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from
God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price: therefore glorify God in
your body" (1 Cor. 6:19).

Amazingly, there are those who think that the devil can live in the same temple as the Holy Spirit. Yet this body is
the residence of the Holy Spirit. It belongs to Him, not to us or the devil. Titus 2:14 says that Christ redeemed us to
be "a people for His own possession." We are God's property. To say that the devil can live in the body of believers
makes nonsense of what the Scripture teaches:

"You are from God, little children, and have overcome them; because greater is He who is in you than
he who is in the world" (1 John 4:4).

The "He" who is in the believer is the Holy Spirit. The "he" who is in the world is the devil. The Holy Spirit who
indwells us is greater than the devil whose presence is in the world. Plus, if the devil is in the world, he is not in us.
God will not let the devil have control of a believer ( 1 John 5:18). Jesus also prayed that the Father would keep us
"from the evil one" (John 17:15).

Luke 13:1016 has been used to try to show that a Christian can be possessed. In this passage, a woman who was
bent over because of a spirit of infirmity is called a "daughter of Abraham." Therefore, according to some, she
must have been a believer. However, in this context, being a "daughter of Abraham" simply meant that she was a
Jew (John 8:33,37). It cannot be implied that she was a believer.

In summary, believers cannot be possessed by demons. Scripture teaches that the Holy Spirit indwells us and is
greater than the devil who is in the world. The devil cannot touch us and Jesus has asked the Father to keep us from
the evil one. Plus, Christ's death has broken the devil's power over us and we have newness of life. This does not
mean that a believer cannot be deceived or tempted by the devil. It does mean that the devil cannot reside within a
believer or have power over him.

The Scripture is clear on this matter. But even if it was not so clear, the subject must be mute since there is no way
to have any authoritative knowledge about the spirit realm apart from the revelation of God. Isaiah condemned the
people of his day for going outside of Scripture for supposed answers by asking, "Should not a people consult their
God?" (Isa. 8:19,20). Those who say we must look to experience for the answer to this problem are saying that they
are not satisfied with what God has revealed concerning this spiritual matter. Therefore, they are going to find the
answer on their own. The idea that a person can turn to experience because he does not believe Scripture is clear
enough is erroneous.

Christ's work was sufficient. There is no further deliverance that must take place. If there were, salvation in Christ
would be incomplete. If the Church would stop and think through its theology of Scripture, we would realize that
something is drastically wrong with what is being promoted by those who teach that believers can be demonized.

The Biblical Way of Dealing with Demons
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The glorious salvation of Jesus Christ has freed us from the power of Satan. Yet as believers, we are still involved
in a spiritual battle with the powers of darkness (Eph. 6:12). The battle is real and we must be prepared. Provision
has been made for us to be unshakable and immovable in spiritual warfare.

Believers must keep a Biblical view of dealing with sin and demons. We should not be surprised when the world
buys into victimization programs. But there is no excuse for the Church to get mired down in the same sink hole. It
is important that we do not think like the world on this issue (Rom. 12:2).

The Christian's warfare tactics are primarily defensive. It is one of being alert and standing firm in our faith. Notice
there is no command to engage Satan in an offensive manner (James 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:8,9). We do not fight the devil in
our own strength, but we are strong "in the Lord." He is the One who gives us the victory. We fight our spiritual
battle in His power by putting on His armor (Eph. 6:10,11).

The idea of taking up the full armor of God is deficient if the devil is living in the believer. The picture of putting
on the armor indicates we are going to do battle with an outer opponent who is attacking us from the outside, not
from within (Eph. 6:13).

The Bible does talk about the devil and how believers are to deal with him. We fight our spiritual warfare by
standing firm. We stand firm against the devil by using truth, righteousness, the Gospel, faith, salvation, the Word
of God, and prayer (Eph. 6:1418). We are not told to deal with Satan in the unseen cosmic realm. Nowhere in
God's direct instructions concerning dealing with the devil are we told to speak to him, bind him, or cast him out.
Also notice that nowhere does the Bible say that a demon can be in a believer. Our focus in spiritual warfare is to
be on what God has provided for us in Christ. As we are on the alert and stand firm in our salvation we will
experience victory in spiritual battle.

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of
God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high [places]. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that
ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the
preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching
thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints; (Ephesians 6:10-18).

In spite of the clear, Biblical instruction concerning how we are to conduct our spiritual warfare, there are those
who teach that we must also speak to demons:

"As you go through the steps to freedom, remember that Satan will be defeated only if you confront
him verbally" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 186).

"If you're going to resist Satan, you must do so outwardly so he can understand you and be put to
flight" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 84).

In other words, unless Scripture is spoken aloud to Satan, it will have no impact on him. But where does it say in
Scripture that one must speak aloud to Satan so he can hear? Isn't believing, submitting, and laying claim to the
Word enough? Yet now we are told we must speak out loud to Satan. We do not know whether Satan can read our
minds or not. Evidently if it was that important, God would have told us in His Word. Neil Anderson cannot tell us
more than God has.

In his book, Dickason tells of a time he asked a demon, who was supposedly speaking through a believer, if
demons try to keep Christians from thinking that they can be inhabited by demons. The demon responded: "Oh,
yes! We use it all the time. It is one of the best tools we have ever promoted" (Demon Possession and the
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Christian, p. 191).

Here is a case of a man asking a demon for information! Is that the way to find out about the spirit realm? Can a
demon tell us what Scripture does not say? This sounds like the Charismatic movement all over again. Bible-
believing Christians have long regarded the Pentecostal methods of dealing with demons as unbiblical. However,
we now have well-known and respected "Christian" leaders teaching what Charismatic teachers have been teaching
for years.

This teaching that believers are to speak to demons is unbiblical. Even Michael the archangel, when disputing with
Satan over the body of Moses, "did not dare pronounce against him a railing judgment, but said, 'The Lord rebuke
you'" (Jude 9). We too, when it comes to speaking to Satan, ought to leave it to the Lord.

The Fallacy of Clinical Evidence in Spiritual Matters

The use of clinical evidence has been cited as a legitimate way to evaluate whether believers can be demonized. In
other words, some believe that "scientific evaluation" (the term often given erroneously to what is nothing more
than empirical observation or the recording of experience recollections) can be used to help us understand more
about demonization of believers. But can clinical evidence help us understand more about this issue? Fred
Dickason thinks so:

"But where Scripture is not decisive, we may gain insight from experience" [Fred Dickason. Angels,
Elect and Evil (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1975) p. 189].

"We are ready to consider the contribution of clinical evidence to our search for the answer to our
principal question, Can Christians be demonized?" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

"Just as science has found the truth of God's world in its research, so may genuinely evaluated and
reliably documented experience find the truth in this matter" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p.
158).

"We have found that though there is a great deal of information to consider and though men adduce
evidence of varying weight, yet we could not come to a definite conclusion. We now must seek what
other valid evidence there might be that could aid us in our quest to answer this important and practical
question" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

Dickason claims that the Scripture is not clear enough to instruct us on demon possession of believers. Therefore,
we must also look towards experience and clinical evidence instead. This is a serious matter. If demons can indwell
and control a believer in such a way that he has no control over his own body, wouldn't God address this in His
Word? Wouldn't our salvation be related to this issue? Yet Dickason is saying that there is not enough information
in the Bible on this issue; therefore, we must look at clinical evidence and experience.

The mere mention of "clinical evidence" brings a white coat, medical picture to mind. We assume that since it is
clinical evidence it must be valid. It is just like going to the doctor. If we have a pain, or a growth, we go into the
clinic and they examine it and find out what is physically wrong. Now there are some who want to do that in the
spiritual realm as well.

The analogy of clinical evidence in regard to physical diseases has been used to try to show that demonization can
also be clinically evaluated. Dickason has tried to use the analogy of cancer to show that believers can be
demonized:

"If we find that a believer has such a disease, we have evidence for saying that believers can have that
disease. When we are done, we do not have a biblical doctrine; but we have used biblical doctrine in
application to an experiential investigation. With proper validation, our conclusion may be accepted as
fact, even though it is not taught specifically in the Bible" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/
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153).

Dickason is saying that even though the Bible does not address the issue of believers having cancer, we can know
through clinical evidence that they can have cancer. He believes clinical research can then also be applied to the
issue of demon possession of believers:

"Having researched the evidence in broad fashion by proper application of both biblical and clinical
parameters, we may come to the valid conclusion that Christians can be demonized" (Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

No one will deny that we can find out about having cancer by going to a medical doctor. And no one will deny that
believers get diseases. But Dickason assumes that the next step is to find out about demonization of believers by
using clinical evaluation. However, comparing cancer with demon possession is a false analogy. Spiritual matters
cannot be determined by scientific evidence. That is comparing apples with rocks. The Bible never pretends to
address all the information there is on physical diseases. But Scripture does claim to address all matters concerning
sin and sanctification in the life of the believer (cf. 2 Peter 1:3). It may be factual truth and not Biblical truth that a
person can be diagnosed as having cancer. But there is no factual truth that is involved with sin and the spirit world
that is not found in Scripture.

It is often said, "Not all truth that can be known is found in the Bible." That may be true. The Bible says nothing
about the truths of electricity. Why? It is not essential for salvation and sanctification. However, all the truth
concerning salvation and sanctification is found in the Bible. Likewise, all truth for dealing with sin and Satan is
found in the Bible. 

Concerning the use of clinical evidence, Dickason goes on to say:

"When we seek what may be called 'clinical evidence,' we are really looking at information that may
legitimately be gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in
handling demonic oppression ... We hope this will be accepted as a legitimate and practical procedure
in our search" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

But are we really looking at legitimate information when we seek supposed, "clinical evidence"? After all, who said
it is legitimately gathered? Who said God wants us rooting through the garbage cans of the world looking for a way
to deal with indwelling demons in the lives of believers? Are we going to find evidence from the medical and
psychological professions that has not been found in the Bible? Supposedly, we are looking for information that
may be legitimately gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in handling
demonic oppression. But how do they know they have been involved in handling demonic oppression? The Bible
does not tell us this. Are we supposed to listen to the "stories" of people who supposedly counseled the demon
oppressed when the Scripture does not even address the issue? In spite of these unanswered questions, the findings
of these experts are supposed to be valid evidence.

In referring to the idea that clinical evidence can be used to determine if Christians can be demonized, Dickason
says:

"When we say this, we cannot say this is a biblical doctrine or theological deduction from biblical
evidence" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

Notice that he admits that demonization of believers cannot be a Biblical doctrine. He also says:

"We recognize the lack of conclusive evidence in the Bible on this issue, and would not elevate the
conclusion to the stature of biblical truth. But we have found the factual truth to be that Christians can
be and have been demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

But how do we know whether he has truly found the factual truth. He has moved into a realm where all he has is
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an experience and his own ability to discern what is really happening in the spirit world. Dickason even admits that
we cannot affirm this is a Biblical doctrine or a theological deduction from Biblical evidence. How can we know
that we are dealing with demon oppressed people when the Bible does not tell us? According to these men, we have
to go outside the Scripture for the evidence. But, when Jesus prayed to the Father, "Sanctify them in the truth; Thy
word is truth," was He praying for an incomplete sanctification, i.e., one needing extra-Biblical "clinical evidence"?

Concerning clinical evidence, Dickason also says:

"This general approach to acquiring evidence is commonly used and accepted in areas of medicine,
counseling, and human services. It deals with personal, practical, and scientific approaches to everyday
issues. It seeks to deal with the facts so that they may be analyzed and used in beneficial procedures"
(Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

It is true that clinical evidence is legitimate in medicine and human services. However, it is not a legitimate way to
find out how a believer deals with sin. If it cannot be determined from Scripture whether believers can be
demonized, then it must be a non-issue for believers. This is not to say demons are a non-issue. But dealing with
demonic oppression of a believer must be a non-issue, otherwise what we have in Scripture is not adequate for us
to deal with the devil or to enable us to live holy and godly lives. And that would make God a liar (2 Peter 1:3).

What is the relationship between experience and Biblical truth? The issue is not whether we experience Biblical
truth or not, because we do. The point is that experience does not add to the truth of Scripture. It is true that
experience has taught us many things not learned from Scripture, but no experience has added a thing to the issue
of salvation and sanctification.

Everything necessary for dealing with sin, Satan, and living a life pleasing to God is contained within Scripture. As
we live, we grow in our experiences, but our experiences do not add to the revelation of the Bible. This is similar to
the trap of psychology which says, "All truth is God's truth." With this teaching, the Bible became just one of many
sources for truth. As a result, the professing Church has largely abandoned the Scripture as the sole source of truth
concerning sin and salvation matters and accepted so-called "truth" from secular humanists. Now we are reaping
the results of that. In addition to finding out truth from secular humanists, we are now told we need to find out truth
from demons and personal experiences.

In summary, there is a Devil and demons, but the doctrines of men regarding Satan and demons are not to be
believed. There is far more to the issue of demons and the spirit world than the Scripture has made known to me.
But I also believe that the revealed things belong to us and the secret things belong to God (Deut. 29:29). Scripture
has given much information concerning the person and activities of Satan, but we must be careful not to go beyond
the Scripture. When we do we open ourselves to all kinds of deception.

We must be alert to the invalid analogies that are used by men who want to use clinical evidence for spiritual
matters. When these men cannot support their views with Scripture, they build an invalid analogy to support their
views. They try to take a step off of Scripture, but when they do they are left standing on air.

The whole idea of using clinical evidence to evaluate spiritual matters is built on sand. Why? Sin and salvation
matters cannot be clinically evaluated. However, some have decided that the eternal unchanging Word of God does
not provide enough information on the subject. They are determined to find something. And often when people are
determined to find something, the devil will make sure they do. The problem is it will not be the truth.

What then is the verdict on clinical evidence in regards to spiritual matters? It does not work. There is no valid
clinical evidence when it comes to dealing with the spiritual lives of believers. The Scripture is complete when
dealing with sanctification. If the Scripture does not address an issue, we should not be trying to find clinical
evidence to supplement what we think is lacking in Scripture.

Ancestral Demons

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/atgt.htm
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Those who teach that believers can be demonized claim that ancestral involvement in the occult is a major cause for
demonization. Dickason describes ancestral involvement:

"By ancestral involvement we refer to occult or demonic practices of the client's ancestors. This has
been found to be one of the most common reasons for demonic affliction or demonization [Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 162]. ... I have found this avenue of ancestral involvement to be the
chief cause of demonization. Well over 95 percent of more than 400 persons I have contacted in my
counseling ministry have been demonized because of their ancestors' involvement in occult and
demonic activities" (p. 221).

Dickason says there may be an ancestral demon passed down from generation to generation in a person's family
through the activity of their grandparents or parents. However, what if that person became a believer in Jesus
Christ? According to Dickason, these ancestral demons do not leave when a person becomes a believer. These
ancestral demons are different. In other words, being raised with Christ to newness of life was not enough to take
care of these ancestral demons.

Dickason then gives an example of a woman who had been a Christian for a few years who was a victim of
ancestral demons:

"We soon found that defiant and devious spirits were present inside her body. Some had come in at
birth and some thereafter. Her ancestors had long been involved in the occult and demonic activity.
That is the reason they felt they could enter her, and they were stubborn in their claims" (Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 197).

Concerning this issue, Neil Anderson says:

"Adopted children can be especially subject to demonic strongholds because of their natural parentage.
But even an adopted child can become a new creation in Christ, and must actively renounce old
strongholds and embrace his or her inheritance as God's child. ... If you have been subject to satanic
ritual there is a good chance that you were assigned a spiritual 'guardian' or 'parent.' These spiritual
relationships must be specifically renounced along with any blood pacts uniting you to anyone but
God" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 202).

According to Anderson how does one become set free from ancestral demonic influence?:

"In order to walk free from past influences, pray the following prayer: ... I here and now reject and
disown all the sins of my ancestors. ... I cancel out all demonic working that has been passed on to me
from my ancestors. ... I now command every familiar spirit and every enemy of the Lord Jesus Christ
that is in or around me to flee my presence and never to return" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

But even then, Anderson's "seven steps to freedom" might not be enough:

"Once you have secured your freedom by going through these seven steps, you may find demonic
influences attempting re-entry days or even months later. One person told me that she heard a spirit say
to her mind, 'I'm back' two days after she had been set free" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

What was once condemned as unbiblical has now been adopted. Christ's death rendered the devil "powerless" (Heb.
2:14). To "render powerless" means that the power to control has been broken. Therefore, the devil's power over
believers has been broken. No matter what occultic background we or our ancestors may have had, the devil no
longer has control over us. How can there be teachers who claim that when a person becomes a believer he must
still contend with indwelling demons? Christ defeated Satan. We no longer have to worry about demonization or
so-called ancestral demons.

This whole issue of ancestral demons hindering believers is unbiblical. Salvation is a radical break with our old life
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(Rom. 6:4-8). When we came to believe in Jesus Christ, we were identified with Him in His death, His burial, and
His resurrection. As a result, those who believe in Him can now walk in newness of life. We have been set free.
We are no longer slaves of sin. No matter how awful our background may have been, Christ gave us a new, fresh
start. If that is true, how can we still be slaves to our past or to demons? Notice that the Scripture does not say,
"buried with Him, raised with Him to newness of life, but indwelt by ancestral demons." When we became
believers, if we still had ancestral demons, we would not be walking in newness of life; i.e., the salvation of Jesus
Christ would not have been a complete salvation, and, thereby, what good was it? But everything has been
accomplished for us at the moment of salvation. That is why this type of teaching is an attack on the sufficiency of
Christ's work. This does not mean that we never sin. But when we sin, we are to face that sin, turn from it, and get
on with our walk with God. That is the true Biblical pattern.

Experienced-Based Theology

One of the marks of true Christianity throughout history has been its emphasis on the Bible alone as the sole
authority for living the Christian life, i.e., Sola Scriptura -- meaning, "the Scripture alone." Many in the
Charismatic movement are now coming up with stories and revelations that are supposedly from God. Historically,
the Church refused to acknowledge them as true. Why? Because the Church has known that when stories and
experiences are added to Scripture, there is no way to hold the line theologically. Who decides which stories are
true and which are not? It becomes too subjective. Besides, if stories add to our knowledge of truth, what does this
say about the sufficiency of God's Word?

Yet in the Church today, there is a growing emphasis on experienced-based theology. We saw it with the
integration of psychology into the professing Church and now we see it with those who promote that believers can
be demonized.

There is a real danger of building a theology based on experiences. A survey of Neil Anderson's Released From
Bondage shows this emphasis on experience. The opening page reads:

"Do you struggle with bad habits? Disturbing childhood memories? Compulsive behavior? Guilt? You
are not alone. Dr. Neil Anderson, best-selling author of The Bondage Breaker and Walking Through
the Darkness has found that thousands of Christian men and women live lives of not-so-quiet
desperation, in spiritual and emotional bondage due to unresolved traumas in their past" (Released
From Bondage, opening page).

Is that an appropriate description of a believer who has been raised to newness of life in Christ? Is it Biblical to
think that a renewed creature of God can be habitually in desperation and spiritual bondage?

"In his seminars and personal counseling, Anderson has helped many of these people break through to
dramatic, lasting freedom from bondage through just seven essential steps" (Released From Bondage,
opening page).

It used to be taught that the Gospel set people free. But now we find out it is Anderson's seven steps. What has the
Church done for 2,000 years without these seven steps? Does this mean that all Christians who lived before
Anderson's book did not have the resources to live a victorious Christian life?

"Now you can learn from their stories -- and from the helpful insights Dr. Anderson shares before and
after each testimony" (Released From Bondage, opening page). (Emphasis added.)

Notice the emphasis on "stories." Scripture is used some throughout the book, but the overwhelming emphasis of
this book is learning by story:

"Best of all, you too can walk through those same seven Steps to Freedom in Christ . . . and discover
once-and-for-all the absolute freedom and joy Jesus Christ has also provided -- for YOU" (Released
From Bondage, opening page).
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If we need Neil Anderson's seven steps to have true freedom and joy, what does this say about the power of the
Gospel and the sufficiency of Christ? As the book goes on, there is story after story. Many of the stories would not
be appropriate to be quoted because of their polluted nature. In reading this book, one has to wade through the
sexual perversions of people -- their affairs and other illicit sexual practices. Is this what we have to do to learn
about freedom in Christ? Do people have to pollute their minds with these stories to be delivered?

Many of the stories given in Neil Anderson's books have a mystical, superstitious nature to them. If one did not
know who the author was, he might think he was reading Roman Catholic or Charismatic material. For example, in
one of the chapters dealing with female sexual abuse and freedom, a lady talks about her prior life of addiction and
sexual abuse. She said:

"My stepfather died and we brought his favorite chair home. When I sat in the chair and looked down
our hallway, I could see shadows darting from the kids' rooms to the bedroom across the hall. ... One
night a figure stood at the end of my bed and stared at me. It was tall and dark with a short-looking
child standing beside it. These apparitions occurred off and on for several months. ... One day I decided
it was time for action, so I took my father's chair to a flea market and sold it. After that we all stopped
seeing ghosts in our home" (Released From Bondage, pp. 103-104).

That is flat out superstition. What is the difference between the apparitions the Roman Catholic Church claims to
see all over the world and this account? There was a time when all Bible-believing churches would have planted
their feet and preached against this. We ridiculed Roman Catholicism for putting stock in their stories. We did not
accept their stories about seeing the Virgin Mary and so on. Now the professing Evangelical Church has its own
book of stories.

Anderson gives another example of a woman with an abusive background who was currently involved in
immorality (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 148-150):

"Janelle, we can help you with your problems because there is
a battle going on for your mind which God has given us authority
to win." As soon as I spoke those words Janelle suddenly
went catatonic. She sat as still as stone, eyes glazed over
and staring into space.

"Have you ever seen her behave like this?" I asked her pastor
and fiancé.

"No," they answered wide-eyed. They were more than a little
frightened.

"Well, there's nothing to worry about, I've seen it before," I
said. "We're going to take authority over it, but it's important
that you two affirm your right standing with God in order to
prevent any transference of this demonic influence."

I addressed the demonic influence in Janelle: "In the name of
Christ and by His authority, I bind you to that chair and I
command
you to sit there."

I wish I could have videotaped my encounter with Janelle that
day in order to show the skeptics what happens when Satan's
attempt is confronted by God's authority.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Anderson then described how he bound the demons in Janelle and led her through the steps to freedom. There is no
support in Scripture for this type of foolishness. If Roman Catholics or Charismatics did this we would say this was
superstitious mysticism.

Psychology has taught us that we are victims of our past. Now there are those who say we are victims of demons:

"Lydia is a middle-aged woman who was dealt a bad hand in life right from the beginning. [Aren't all
of us dealt a bad hand? David said, "In sin my mother conceived me" (Psa. 51:5).] Memories of ritual
and sexual abuse that she suffered as a young child have haunted her continually throughout her
Christian life. When she came to see me her damaged self-image seemed beyond repair" (The Bondage
Breaker, pp. 41-42).

Damaged self-image? There is no mention in Scripture of a person with that problem. Anderson then asked her
how she perceived herself (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 41-42):

"I'm evil," she answered stoically. "I'm just no good for anybody
..." 
"You're not evil," I argued. "How can a child of God be evil?"
[Anderson then explained how he wrote down some verse that
shows who we are in Christ. He then wanted her to read these
verses out loud.]

Lydia took the paper and began to read the first statement aloud
rather haltingly: I am th-the s-s-salt of the ... Suddenly her
character changed. She looked up and sneered, No way, you
dirty son of a _____!

It is never pleasant to see the evil one express his ugly personality
through a victim like Lydia. (Bold added.)

In this case, Lydia is portrayed as a victim. Here is a poor Christian, indwelt, possessed, and controlled by a
demon. She is not to blame for her foul language or her abusive speech. But what about the instruction from
Scripture, to "let no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth" (Eph. 4:29)? Does this not apply to her?
According to Anderson, she is a poor victim, with damaged self-esteem, indwelt by a demon. He then says:

"But I took authority over him through prayer in Christ's name and led Lydia through the steps to
freedom. She was able to gain a whole new perspective of who she really is in Christ" (The Bondage
Breaker, pp. 41-42).

Here is a woman who supposedly is a Christian (by his and her testimony), who is indwelt and controlled by a
demon, who spews forth many obscenities out of her mouth. If this woman was saved, what was she saved from?
Certainly not from the power of the devil. Yet, isn't that what happens at salvation? But in this situation, we find a
supposed believer controlled by a demon and shouting obscenities. How absurd!

Anderson says:

"Are you one of those Christians who lives in the quiet desperation of bondage to fear, anger,
depression, habits you can't break, thoughts or inner voices you can't elude, or sinful behavior you can't
escape? I'm not saying that every spiritual problem is the result of direct demonic activity. But you may
be in bondage because you have overlooked or denied the reality of demonic powers at work in the
world today" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 14).

He does say that not every spiritual problem is the direct result of demonic activity, but later on in the book he says
85 percent of Christians have demon problems. That means most Christians are victims of demonic powers. But
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what did James say? -- Each one of us falls into sin when we are enticed by our own lusts and lured away (James
1:14). But if Anderson is right, that only applies to 15 percent of us. The rest of us have demon problems.

We do not want to make light of the struggles we have as believers, but we do not find support for Anderson's
demonology in Paul's letters to the churches. So how can Anderson say this could be our problem? Plus, all these
things he lists (bondage to fear, anger, depression, and habits that cannot be broken), the Bible classifies as SIN.

Concerning sexual sin, Anderson says:

"Virtually every person I have counseled regarding a spiritual conflict has confessed some kind of
sexual aberration. Some were in bondage to uncontrollable lust. Others were the victims of demonic
sexual attack. ... If there is such a thing as demonic transference from one person to another, I would
say that illicit sexual union is the chief means by which it happens" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 137).

But what does Paul say the terrible thing about illicit sex is? The person takes Christ and joins Him to a harlot (1
Cor. 6:16). But Anderson says it is a transfer of demons. There is direct conflict between Neil Anderson and the
Apostle Paul:

"Or do you not know that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived;
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, or adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals nor thieves, nor the
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, shall inherit the kingdom of God. Such were some
of you; but you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:911).

This passage does not say that "people who do these things will not enter the kingdom of God, unless, they are
victims of demons." People are responsible for their actions and those who practice these things will not enter the
kingdom.

Anderson continues:

"I received the following letter from a young woman I have never met . .... Dear Neil, ... For the first
14 years of my life I lived with an oppressive, abusive mother who never said 'I love you' or put her
arms around me when I cried. I received no affection, no kind words, no affirmation, no sense of who I
was -- only physical and emotional abuse (The Bondage Breaker, p. 171).

She then goes on to state that she became a believer, but then she says:

"I lost my joy and closeness to the Lord. ... The demons attacked my sense of right and wrong, and I
became involved in immorality in my search for identity and love. But that all ended yesterday when I
renounced Satan's control in my life" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

Let us think about this statement theologically. Jesus said that "out of the heart of man proceed all kinds of
immorality" (Mark 7:2123). But her problem was not immorality coming from the heart; her immorality was
coming from a demon. Who, then, are we supposed to believe? When we get our theology from "stories" and
"experiences" instead of Scripture, we get ourselves in trouble, because there are no longer boundaries to keep us in
check. [For more on this issue of victimization, see Jim Owen's book, Christian Psychology's War on God's Word:
The Victimization of the Believer, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.]

In reading the material of these men the reader is likely to ask, "Who is not a victim of demonization?" Here is an
example of this type of thinking:

"Where people are plagued by evil thinking and lustful thoughts and practices, and when they find
themselves lying and perhaps blaspheming God, there is very likely some degree of demonic invasion"
(Fellowship With the Fallen, p. 170).

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
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What believer has never had a lustful thought? Yet this type of thinking would have us believe it could be a
demon. This sounds like the Charismatics. What happened with Jimmy Swaggart's problem with prostitutes? Oral
Roberts came in and supposedly delivered him from a long-fingernailed demon that was making him do these
things. If we believe these men's stories, why don't we believe Oral Robert's and Jimmy Swaggart's stories? Who
decides whose stories we are going to believe?

Here is another example:

"To illustrate how human and spiritual forces of wickedness work together, ask any group of
committed Christians this question: How many of you have been awakened for no apparent reason at 3
a.m.? I ask that question regularly in my conferences, and about two-thirds of the participants raise
their hands. Satanists meet from 12 to 3 a.m., and part of their ritual is to summon and send demons.
Three in the morning is prime time for demon activity, and if you have been awakened at that time it
may be that you have been targeted" (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 101-102).

Who hasn't woke up at 3 a.m. sometime in their life? Yet, this type of statement sows something in our minds the
next time we wake up at that time. We may start to think we are targeted by demons. But this is totally subjective.
Where in Scripture does it talk about the time Satan and his demons are sent out? But this man supposedly knows,
because he has talked to people who were involved with Satanism. Should the people of God "consult the mediums
and the spiritists who whisper and mutter, should not a people consult their God" (Isa. 8:19)? The Charismatics
have promoted this type of doctrine for years but now there are leading Evangelicals who are endorsing this type of
foolishness.

As discussed earlier in this report, Anderson states that 85% of Christians are demonized to one degree or another:

"It is my observation that no more than 15 percent of the evangelical Christian community is
completely free of Satan's bondage.... The other 85 percent are struggling along fruitlessly at one of at
least three levels of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

The Scripture never addresses Christians as being under Satanic bondage, yet Anderson says 85 percent of
Christians are not able to live fruitful godly lives because of it. What kind of salvation leaves more than eight out of
ten believers under the power of Satan's bondage? How does this square with the fact that Jesus rendered the devil
powerless for all who believe (Heb. 2:14)? Plus, this 85 percent is subjective. Where does this number come from?
What if someone tells him that only two percent of Christians are having this problem? Who is right? Scripture
does not say. Yet many will accept this figure because the person writing this claims to be an expert.

Anderson states that there are three levels of demonic bondage for Christians. Anderson says of the first level of
bondage:

"First, a believer may lead a fairly normal Christian life on the outside while wrestling with a steady
barrage of sinful thoughts on the inside: lust, envy, greed, hatred, apathy, etc. ... I see about 65 percent
of all Christians living at this level of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

A statement like that can make us wonder if we belong on that level. Who hasn't struggled with a lustful thought,
greed, envy, hatred or apathy? Even Paul cried out, "O wretched man that I am" (Rom. 7:24). These things are an
ongoing struggle for all believers in this life. If Anderson is correct, Paul must have fit into this 65 percent.

The second level of conflict includes:

"Those who can distinguish between their own thoughts and strange evil voices which seem to
overpower them. ... About 15 percent of all Christians fall into this category" (The Bondage Breaker,
pp. 107-108).

Concerning the third level:
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"The individual has lost control and hears voices inside his mind which tell him what to think, say, and
do. ... Sadly, about 5 percent of the Christian community falls victim to this level of deception and
control" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 108).

This has become so subjective and broad. It is just like psychology in that it ends up encompassing everyone. We
may identify with some of the criteria and think we have a demon problem when in fact the criteria describes 99.9
percent of all people. It is like horoscopes -- they all fit. The same is true with this issue of demonization. This
emphasis on experience and stories in dealing with sin is dangerous. As we have seen, when we abandon the Word
of God as the sole authority for dealing with sin and living the Christian life, there is nothing to keep us in line
theologically. The only solution is for us to return to the Word of God as the sole source of instruction for godly
living.

Conclusion

We should praise God for a salvation that is full and complete. Salvation is more than just being saved from hell. It
extends to all areas of our Christian life and that includes demons. Yes, we still struggle with sin, (and the devil
wages war with us every moment of our lives), but Christ's death and resurrection have provided the victory over
sin and Satan. As believers, we have everything we need to live the Christian life. We go to the Word of God and
stand firm. We have the indwelling Holy Spirit who empowers us. There are no forces past or present that can keep
us as children of God from being everything God intended for us in Christ. It does not matter what our family
background was. It does not matter what kind of occult background our ancestors may have had (cf. 1 Corinthians
6:11).

I wish there were seven steps to spiritual victory. But there are not. There is only moment by moment, day by day,
reliance upon the living God, His truth, and submission to the Holy Spirit. That is all we need. We are always
looking for that one formula that will lift us above the struggles, battles, and warfare, but that is not the Christian
approach to life. It is an ongoing battle and warfare -- "Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of
God" (Acts 14:22).

As inviting as the doctrines of men concerning demons may be, they do not match up with Scripture. This new
teaching concerning demons is unbiblical. There should be an outcry against this in the Church. Yet there are men
promoting such teachings and there are many people buying and reading their books. The men teaching these
doctrines must be responsible for their teaching. Professing believers who pay to read and listen to their material
are accountable before God for their unfaithfulness as well. Believers are not to be "tossed here and there by waves,
and carried about by every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14).

The battle goes on. This doctrine of dealing with demons is just a variation of Charismatic theology which teaches
that you can have an "experience" that will set you above it all. But God's plan is to do battle in His strength, by His
grace and provision. That keeps us depending on Him. Is that discouraging? No. Jesus said, "I will never leave you
or forsake you" (Heb. 13:5). He has given us the Spirit of God to dwell in us as a seal. I do not need to go through
someone's seven steps to get the devil out of my life. I am opposed to any teaching, regardless of the sincerity of
intentions, that would undermine, discredit, or attack the finished work of Christ and its effect in the life of the
believer.

[For those who would like to further pursue the issue of believers and demonization, see Overrun By Demons, by
Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Harvest House:1990.]
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Kay Arthur
General Teachings/Activities

-  Kay Arthur is the executive vice president and founder of Precept Ministries International, a highly respected and
frequently recommended international women's Bible study ministry located in Chattanooga, Tennessee. (Precept
was originally founded in 1970 by Kay and husband Jack Arthur as "Reach Out, Inc.," a Bible conference center in
Chattanooga.) Kay Arthur is also the host/teacher on two radio and two television programs: Radio -- the 15-minute
daily "Precept with Kay Arthur" and the 60-second daily "Precepts from God's Word" (heard on more than 800 U.S.
stations); TV -- the weekly one-hour "How Can I Live?" (airs in all 50 states on 41 independent stations) and the
weekly half-hour "Precepts for Life." She is the author of the Precept Upon Precept inductive Bible study program,
which prints and distributes over 100,000 books each year for adults. Precept's operating budget currently exceeds
$10 million annually, made up of approximately one-third donations and two-thirds sales. 

-  Arthur claims she derives her teaching authority "from the Word of God." She conducts conferences and
seminars and speaks all over the world. Arthur's influence on women is vast. She claims that at any one time there
are more than 12,000 Precept classes in session in more than 119 countries in more than 65 languages with over
100,000 students in attendance. She has also authored more than 40 books and more than 35 "inductive Bible
studies." Beginning in the mid-1980s, Arthur has written nine books in the "Lord ..." series: Lord, I Want To Know
You (1984?); Lord, How Can I Ever Be Righteous (1985); Lord, Heal My Hurts (1988); Lord, I Need The Grace To
Make It (1989); Lord, Is It Warfare? (1991); Lord, Where Are You When Bad Things Happen? (1992);  Lord,
Teach Me to Pray in 28 Days (1995); Lord, Only You Can Change Me (1997?), Lord, I'm Torn Between Two
Masters (1999?), and Lord, Give Me a Heart for You (2001). (Two earlier, less well-known books authored by
Arthur were How Can I Live?, and Teach Me How To Live.)

Despite her frequent denials, Kay Arthur teaches doctrine to men as well as women. (In our opinion, Jack Arthur's
name is at the head of the ministry's masthead merely to dispel the unbiblical teaching practices of his wife.) The
most recent example of Kay Arthur's willingness to teach men was her August 2001 advertisement in the Houston
Chronicle -- an advertisement for a September 2001 Precept Ministries seminar:

Study with Kay Arthur in Houston, Texas. 'A Holy God … A Holy People.' Life Changing! Invite your
pastor, Sunday School teachers, youth workers, men's and women's ministry leaders."

-  In 1992, Arthur published (through Harvest House) The International Inductive Study Bible, receiving book
jacket endorsements from neo-evangelical psychologizers Howard Hendricks (DTS), Joseph Stowell (MBI), R.C.
Sproul (Ligonier), and Mrs. Pat Robertson (CBN). On 11/7/93, the John Ankerberg Show began a rerun of a five-
week series titled, "Eight Biblical Scholars Defend the Bible." At the end of each of the programs, Ankerberg ran a
premium offer promo for Arthur's Study Bible (for a gift of $85 for the leather-bound edition!). Appearing on tape
(after four of the five programs) to endorse the Study Bible were social activist Beverly LaHaye, self-love
psychobabblers R.C. Sproul and Josh McDowell, neo-evangelical Joni Eareckson Tada, and Arthur herself. After
the third program, added endorsers were Campus Crusade's neo-evangelical leader Bill Bright and
hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford. (Arthur also spoke with R.C. Sproul at his 2/3/94-2/5/94 Orlando Bible
Conference, along with James Dobson, J.I. Packer, and Ravi Zacharias.) 

-  Arthur's neo-evangelical associations and affiliations are many. For example, her 1992-1993 Precept Ministries
Product Catalog (the latest available to us) includes ministry endorsements from "defrocked" psychologizer David
Hocking, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford; ecumenical, Catholic sympathizer Bill Bright (Campus Crusade);
psychologizer Erwin Lutzer (Moody Memorial Church); charismatic, demon-deliverer Evelyn Christenson; SBC
pastor Adrian Rogers; neo-evangelical television show programmer/host John Ankerberg; psychologizer Charles
Stanley; neo-evangelical theologian John Sproule; and E. Brandt Gustavson, then president of the National
Religious Broadcasters (NRB). [Arthur has also spoken at the Billy Graham Training Center in Asheville, North
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Carolina (The Cove) every year since at least 1994. In 1/95, she also did a so-called Christian cruise with former
SBC presidents and psychologizers Charles Stanley, Jerry Vines, and Adrian Rogers.] 

The NRB, an arm of the neo-evangelical NAE until early-2001, has a strong charismatic component. Arthur is a
"Member At Large" of the NRB's Executive Committee, a member of its 90-member Board of Directors, and has
spoken at each of its annual conventions since at least 1991. The 4/1/91 Christian News showed Arthur as "NRB
awards committee chairman" presenting a trophy to pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson, inducting him into NRB's
Hall of Fame. And at the NRB's 50th annual convention in 2/93, Arthur read an ecumenical resolution to close the
session, which included a point-by-point corporate confession of the sins of the nation and a statement of
repentance! 

-  Kay Arthur's unbiblical associations should be reason enough for professing fundamentalists to separate from her
and her ministry. Those requiring additional grounds need only examine her teachings. Considering both together,
the case for separation is overwhelming. A good summary of Kay Arthur's doctrine can be gleaned from her book
Lord, Heal My Hurts. Even though this book offers some solid Biblical teaching concerning the way to obtain so-
called "healing" (i.e., confession of sin, forgiveness, trust in the promises of God, and obedience to the Word), there
is also an overwhelming amount of unbiblical teaching that draws upon the concepts, terminology, and teachings of
Freudian and humanistic psychology. [Surprisingly, Nouthetic counseling advocate Dr. Jay E. Adams (NANC) has
endorsed this book. One would suspect (hope!) that Jay never read the book, but endorsed it as a "publisher's
favor."] 

-  The American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC) is a psychologically oriented counseling organization
that grew to about 5,000 members in 1993, more than 17,000 in 1997, and more than 24,000 today. The 5/17/93
issue of Christianity Today was devoted entirely to the defense of psychological counseling. In the special
advertising section of this issue, Gary Collins (the president of the AACC at the time) ran the following
advertisement for AACC:

"The AACC is made up of nearly 5,000 professional, pastoral, and lay counselors who are equally
committed to psychological excellence and biblical truth. Members of the AACC seek to encourage the
integration of counseling principles with biblical theology ... AACC provides its members with support
that includes its newsletter The Counseling Connection, its magazine Christian Counseling Today,
cassette tapes of interviews with counseling leaders, regional conferences, liability insurance, and
opportunities to purchase Christian counseling books at reduced rates."

In a recent brochure from the AACC, promoting their Certificate Program in Biblical Counseling, Kay Arthur is
quoted as saying: "AACC provides a powerful platform for it's membership to gain Biblical knowledge and
counseling skills. People helpers everywhere can care for the soul in real-life practical ways -- beautifully blending
the physical, emotional, clinical, and spiritual." Thus, no one should have any doubts as to where Kay Arthur places
her loyalty -- she is committed to the integration of psychology with the Bible.

-  As mentioned in our review of Lord, Heal My Hurts, perhaps the most disconcerting teaching is Arthur's
apparent acceptance of some of the heresies of the "demon deliverance" ministries. Moreover, when one reads
Arthur's 1991 book, Lord, Is It Warfare?: Teach Me To Stand (see specifically pp. 280-323), little doubt is left that
her demonology doctrine is thoroughly unbiblical. Arthur seemingly attributes every sin and every weakness to the
work of demons. And rather than Biblical exegesis to establish a doctrine of demonology, Arthur relies almost
exclusively on experience, à la Neil Anderson. In fact, on page 319 of Warfare, Arthur endorses two of Neil
Anderson's highly heretical books, Victory Over the Darkness and The Bondage Breaker, both of which teach a so-
called Christian "seven-step program" for living a victorious life. [In actuality, the books teach charismatic
approaches to both sanctification (i.e., "crisis" sanctification) and demonology (i.e., deliverance from/exorcism of a
believer's demons)]. 

In Warfare, Arthur, like Anderson in his aforementioned books, teaches that a Christian can be indwelt by demons;
that Christians have the authority to cast-out demons from believers and unbelievers alike; that since demons can be
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responsible for sickness, healing can, in many cases, be obtained by commanding the enemy to leave; that Satan's
demons have territorial powers that must be broken or the gospel cannot be effective; and that Satan's demons are
also assigned to our homes, binding the hearts and minds of our children, thereby requiring a special kind of prayer,
which she calls "offensive warfare" praying (i.e., commanding the demons to depart).

-  In the mid-1990s, Bill Bright, Billy Graham, Luis Palau, and Kyun Chik Han (Korea) were named as four new
Honorary Co-Chairmen of A.D. 2000 Evangelism. (Paul Cedar of the Evangelical Free Church at the time, chaired
the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of 200 key leaders from various
denominations, national and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical, compromising to the core, and
even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed
believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. Kay Arthur is one of these participants; Precept
Ministries held AD 2000 Women's Track Meetings in Chattanooga from 12/10/93-12/12/93, and went to Colorado
where she introduced key women leaders from sixteen countries to the "inductive study method." This unscriptural
evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all
kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of
those participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a
blessing.

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration"  (EC). This document has been
endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents
of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom
publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of
helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT
documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic
Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth
is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT
documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters
in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed
ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is
for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT
endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred
in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary
Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114
members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill
Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer,
Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck
Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and
Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Kay Arthur and fellow endorsers may be of all this, her participation in EC makes her a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
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comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus
Crusade.)]

-  One of the most ambitious undertakings may be that of "Chosen Women: Daughters of the King." This new
Pasadena, California-based group (founded by Susan Kimes, in con-junction with Calvary Church in Santa Ana,
California, where she has held women's conferences since 1985 [under the inspiration of David Hocking, who
pastored there through late-1992]) had hoped to attract 80,000 women to the Rose Bowl May 16-17, 1997, with
speakers such as Ruth Graham, Anne Graham Lotz, Elisabeth Elliot, Bunny Wilson, and Jill Briscoe. Actually,
30,000 attended, which is still the largest women-only stadium rally since the Promise Keepers men's movement
began. Women of all ages sang, danced, did the wave, blew bubbles, batted beach balls, prayed, and applauded the
all-female slate of speakers. Attendees paid between $56 and $71 in registration fees for the experience (6/16/97,
Christianity Today). [1998's event in Fresno's Bulldog Stadium (5/29/98-5/30/98) drew about 10,000; Anne
Graham Lotz spoke again, as did Kay Arthur via videotape.]

-  Another concern we have about Arthur is her view of the gospel message -- at times it appears that she
undermines the gospel of the unconditional saving grace of Jesus Christ with a man-made requirement for pre-
salvation works. We can see this by looking at her definition of faith in her Covenant Precept study: "... [faith is]
absolute surrender of one's separate self ... a total death to self ... a walk into death ... coming to God with nothing
held back." She then gives at least five requirements for salvation (all of which seem to set forth "ingredients" of
salvation, rather than that which is produced by salvation): (a) walk through the veil of His flesh; (b) death to all
other relationships -- Jesus is first; (c) death to one's own life, own interests, self-denial; (d) lose life for Jesus' sake
in order to find it; and (e) be crucified with Christ. Again, all this seems to be a focus on what an unbeliever must
do to gain salvation; i.e., according to Arthur, one can only have salvation if he dies to self, fully surrenders, and
has a "conduct inspired by that surrender." 

In the Covenant study, Arthur's definition of faith (citing the Hebrew word for believe) is "... the idea of an
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unqualified committal of oneself to another." On one of the leader tapes, Arthur defines the Greek word for believe
as "firm conviction" and "full surrender." In looking these words up (e.g., in Vine's Expository Dictionary),
however, it seems that Arthur chose certain words and left others out, conveying an unbalanced definition. For
example, pisteuo in the Greek means to "entrust one's spiritual well-being to Christ and rely upon; to be persuaded,
committed only in the sense of entrusted -- entrusting one's life to another to save." Arthur has taken something
simple -- "I cannot save myself from the penalty for my sin, but You, Lord, can and did" -- and made it quite
difficult. Granted, we must initially recognize our lost, sinful condition, and then surrender to Him by giving
ourselves up to Him to save us through the application of His substitutionary, sacrificial death. But it is faith first
and only then obedience; change of conduct follows faith because only then do we have the power within to live
obediently. We can only live the Christian life as it is meant to be lived as we have the Holy Spirit within. Yet all
too frequently, Arthur appears to believe that Christians must initially be either all for God, fully surrendered, or not
one of His at all.

-  Arthur has also written a book on this subject of the Covenant -- Our Covenant God: Learning to Trust Him. Let
Pastor Gary Gilley's review of this (March of 1999) book suffice for our concerns in this area of Arthur's teaching:

"Take away the word 'beloved' and you lose about 20 pages of this book. Remove the hype and
constant attempts to convince the reader that what they are reading is not only virgin ground seldom
explored by even the finest of Christian teachers, but that Arthur is presenting the missing ingredient to
abundant living, and you lose another 50 pages. In addition, reduce the over abundance of 'white space'
and large chunks of Scripture quotations and you shrink this 275-page book down to about 150 pages.
And … if you eliminate the elaborate retelling of the biblical stories and personal testimonials designed
to prove her case, this book could have been under 100 pages, about 25 of which are of any value. As
you can tell, I was highly unimpressed with Arthur's attempt to abridge the whole of Scripture and
Christian living to one component [a covenant]. Has God made covenants with mankind? Without
question. Are we to strain every aspect of the Christian life through the strainer of covenant?
Apparently not, or the New Testament would be filled with such teaching, which it is not. Is the
understanding of covenant the key component to the understanding of our Christian life? Is it because
we do not have a firm grasp on this subject that so many flounder spiritually? Certainly not, for the
same reason as given above. Whenever any Bible teacher attempts to reduce the complexities of
Scripture to one factor, then promises that that one factor, properly understood or experienced, is the
spiritual secret of Christianity, we know that teacher has simply gone too far. Many try it, and many
buy it, but the richness of God, Scripture, and biblical living just cannot be squeezed into simplistic
formulas.

"Even in Arthur's exposition of Scripture she makes many careless mistakes. She simply ignores the
references to the New Covenant being cut with Israel and Judah, and not the church. She butchers the
whole point of the Law being our tutor in Galatians, accepting the English meaning for tutor and
applying it to individuals today, totally out of context to the thrust of the passage. In addition, she
sprinkles the book with mystical stories and self-promotion. Our Covenant God is a book that can be
happily ignored. And for those thousands (she claims) who have been revolutionized by the covenant
concept that she teaches, I suggest a thorough reading of the New Testament to discover if these things
are so. They AIN'T."
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Kay Arthur -- Book Notes
Lord, Heal My Hurts

-  In this 1988 book published by Harvest House, Arthur spends considerable time encouraging readers to dredge-
up "feelings of hurts," "unmet needs," "rejection," "wounds," "horrors," "emotional scars," "destructive traumas,"
"emotional abuse," "disappointments," "depression," etc. from the "unseen" past, in order to lay a foundation for the
healing process. According to Arthur, this is best done by the victim writing-out or charting her thoughts and
feelings of past hurts and of those who hurt her, and then meditating on them before taking them to God. She even
encourages the reader to write-out her mate's or friend's past hurts if she can't think of any of her own! In Arthur's
words, "... whatever has been buried, stuffed down, or denied, needs to be exposed so that the healing balm of
Gilead can be applied and bring healing ... it must be lanced, opened, cleaned out ..." (One wonders why it is
necessary to "lance, open, and clean-out" past wounds. Does not Arthur believe that the old man, i.e., the old
Adam, is to be reckoned dead [i.e., powerless -- Rom. 6]? The efficacy of the cross and the truth of the Word are
both put in question by her insistence upon healing the wounds of the old self.) All of this so-called "past-
mapping" is clearly more Freudian than it is Biblical. (See pp. 9, 15-16, 24, 27, 34, 42, 64, 68, 93, 112, 121, 128,
138, 141, 182-184, 200, 213, 253, 257, 268-269.) 

-  Even though Arthur does present some good material concerning one's need to put self to death and others first
(particularly a section putting-down today's psychological thinking on self-love and self-esteem), she, nevertheless,
still uses some of the same humanistic terminology when identifying potential past hurts in one's life (e.g.,
"thoughts of worthlessness"; "feelings of never being good enough"; "emotionally sick"; "hurting because they don't
like who they are"; "you may not like the way you look; you may despise yourself"; "one of Satan's tactics is to
make you feel rejected"; "painful feelings of self-hatred and worthlessness"; etc.). (See pp. 17, 23, 89, 114, 123,
149, 168-169.)

-  Arthur also teaches the humanistic concepts of unconditional love/unconditional acceptance. According to
Arthur, unconditional love and acceptance, by others and of others, is absolutely essential to the "healing" process.
Arthur states that "God loves you, my friend, no matter what you are like, no matter what you do." She even
encourages the believer-reader to unconditionally accept the unbeliever "just the way he is" or healing will not be
possible. Arthur evidently confuses the unconditional/non-performance nature of our election and subsequent
positional justification by God with these humanistic psychological ideas of unconditional love and acceptance.
(See pp. 55, 80, 149, 171, 181, 194-199, 240, 243, 245, 248-249, 251-253, 255.) [Though a believer's salvation is
eternally secure, the Bible also teaches that the richness of our on-going relationship with God and His Son is most
certainly dependent upon a conditional element, that condition being our obedience. Unhindered fellowship with
God through prayer, experiencing God's blessing in our lives, God's use of us in ministry, and eternal rewards, are
all conditioned upon a believer's humble submission to the Spirit through the Word. (See Brownback, The Danger
of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II,  pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, pp. 65-71), for a proper, Biblical analyses of so-called unconditional love and
acceptance.)] 

-  Arthur has apparently accepted some the heretical teachings of the "demon deliverance" ministries. Arthur
teaches that since we have the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16), any evil thoughts must be from the devil. She says,
"Satan made me think those thoughts were my thoughts." (Does this not imply then that there is no need for the
Christian to accept responsibility for his own evil thought life?) And when she finds herself having thoughts
contrary to Phil. 4:8, she commands the devil to depart in the name of Jesus: "'Satan, those thoughts are not from
God. You have no place in me; therefore, in the name of Jesus Christ and by the blood of Jesus Christ, I command
you to leave me alone.' Why address Satan? Jesus did. He rebuked him [Satan] and told him to leave." Arthur
ignores the fact that there is no instruction in the New Testament for believers to even rebuke Satan, let alone
command him in the name of Jesus. (See pp. 147-149, 164.) [In a 1991 book by Arthur, Lord, Is It Warfare?:
Teach Me To Stand (see specifically ppgs. 280-323), she leaves little doubt as to the extremely unbiblical nature of
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her teaching in this area.]

-  Some of Arthur's teachings on "why people get angry" are also based on psychological concepts rather than
Biblical ones. For example, Arthur teaches that some people get angry because they are unable to fill their loved
one's expectations, particularly a problem with those who are "effeminate, homosexual, and lesbians" -- according
to Arthur, they were unable to be the man or woman their parent(s) wanted, and in anger, turned to the same sex
for love and acceptance! Another one of Arthur's reasons why people get angry is that others humiliate them or
cause them embarrassment, usually resulting in the explosion of pent-up anger manifested in physical abuse. Again,
this teaching is not from the Bible, but is Freudian (psychic determinism and ventilation). (See pp. 216-217,
223.) 
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Ron Blue
General Teachings/Activities

-  Ron Blue is the head of Ronald Blue & Co., a financial advisory firm with offices in Atlanta, Orlando, and
Indianapolis. He is also founder and owner of Christian Financial Management. He is a C.P.A. and holds an MBA
degree from Indiana University. Blue's wife, Judy, who has co-authored two books with him (Money Matters for
Parents and their Kids and A Woman's Guide to Financial Peace of Mind) has a degree in Speech & Hearing
Therapy from Indiana University, as well as an M.A. in Counseling & Guidance. 

-  Ron Blue is one of the two so-called "Christian financial experts" so popular today (the other being Larry
Burkett). Blue is probably best known for his book and video series, Master Your Money. He is also the popular
author of several other books on financial management -- The Debt Squeeze [now renamed Taming the Money
Monster], Money Matters for Parents and their Kids, Raising Money-Smart Kids, A Woman's Guide to Financial
Peace of Mind, Sneakers From Heaven, and Storm Shelter. One of Blue's books (Money Matters for Parents and
their Kids) has been endorsed by Gary Smalley (of left-brain/right-brain pseudoscience fame), another (Sneakers
From Heaven) by Chuck Swindoll (pop-psychologizer and recommender of books by occultists and New Agers),
and another (the 1991 edition of Master Your Money) by both Swindoll and Howard Hendricks (self-love
advocate). In addition, Blue not only appears regularly on James Dobson's radio program (as well as being
published by Focus on the Family Publishing -- The Debt Squeeze:1989), but also serves on the board of directors
for Swindoll's Insight for Living and for Promise Keepers (see later in this report).

-  As for Blue himself, it is almost humorous the way he incorporates pop psychological ideas into his explanations
of financial and economic phenomena. For example:

(a) In a February 1992 Moody Monthly article, Blue discusses the problems associated with the huge
amount of consumer debt outstanding. A logical question for Christians would be, "How can I avoid
getting into debt, and what are the causes of people overspending?" Blue has the answer: "If we look
beyond overspending to the root cause, we often find a low self-esteem [Dobson], or a need for
significance or approval [Crabb], which can trigger materialism" ("The Middle Income Muddle," p.
30). (Emphasis added.)

(b) In the August 1991 Focus On The Family magazine, Blue co-authored an article with his wife titled
"A Woman's Guide to Financial Peace of Mind." In that article, adapted from the Blue's book by the
same name, the Blues incorporate Larry Crabb's "need theology" into their idea of why men and
women invest the way they do: "Women tend to be security-oriented in their attitude toward money,
whereas men tend to be more motivated by a desire for significance. It's common, for example, for a
husband to want to invest in the stock market while the wife wants to pay off the home mortgage. Men
are driven more by the need to build something of significance than by the [woman's] desire to provide
short-term security for their families" (p. 12). (Emphasis added.)

(c) In the February 1995 In Touch magazine (Charles Stanley's publication), speaking of his latest book
at the time (Storm Shelter), Blue exhibits more Larry Crabb terminology: "The Christian who struggles
with his or her finances needs to stop and ask: 'Where does my security and significance come from?
...'"

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
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history. Nevertheless, Ron Blue is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
he has spoken at PK conferences, has written articles for the PK monthly newsletter, PK promotes his books, and
he is a member of PK's Board of Directors in 1996.

-  Blue is quite ecumenical in his associations and speaking appearances. Besides the previously detailed affiliation
with Promise Keepers, Blue was also a scheduled speaker at CBN's (Pat Robertson's) 11/10/94-11/13/94 "Financial
Success in the '90s" Conference (10/92, Charisma, p. 11; 4/1/96, Calvary Contender). 

In addition, in endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Blue says: "I consider Luis Palau
and the LPEA to be one of the vital forces in world evangelization today. ... The world needs more examples of
men like Luis who with boldness and integrity communicate the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ." Palau is a
Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-
believism.
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer
General Teachings/Activities *

-  Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) was a neo-orthodox German theologian, pastor, preacher, radio broadcaster,
and prolific writer in the 1930s and early-1940s, during the rise, rule, and downfall of Adolph Hitler. He was
greatly fascinated with neo-orthodox thought, theology, and terminology, and was greatly influenced by the major
theologian of neo-orthodoxy, Karl Barth (1886-1968). Bonhoeffer's writings are credited with helping to father the
"Death of God" theology which was popularized by the Anglican Bishop John A.T. Robinson in the decade of
the1960s. Bonhoeffer was in reality a practical atheist and a religious humanist who denied virtually every cardinal
doctrine of the historic Christian faith (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York:
Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12).

Bonhoeffer readily acknowledged "the debt he owes to liberal theology." Declaring that it was impossible to know
the objective truth about Christ's real nature and essence, Bonhoeffer proclaimed that God was dead. Moreover,
Bonhoeffer believed that the true Christian was the confessing believer who totally immersed his life in the secular
world, becoming a secular Christian. Rejecting the objective unalterable moral standards of the Bible, Bonhoeffer
proclaimed a situational ethics -- that right and wrong are determined solely by the "loving obligations of the
moment" (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York: Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12, 378;
Ethics, pp. 38, 186; No Rusty Swords, pp. 44-45).

-  The son of a Berlin professor of psychiatry, Bonhoeffer studied theology at Tubingen, Berlin and at Union
Theological Seminary in New York City. When Hitler came to power in 1933, Bonhoeffer, student chaplain and
lecturer at the University of Berlin, joined the anti-Nazi pastors in the German "church struggle." In 1935, he was
appointed head of the Finkenwalde Confessing Church Seminary, which was closed by the government in 1937. In
1939, Bonhoeffer rejected the possibility of a job in America, safe from the impending European war. He was
convinced that he had to face the difficulties ahead with the Christians in Germany.

Back in Germany during World War II, Bonhoeffer was forbidden to preach or to publish. Though claiming to be a
disciple of Gandhi and his credo of non-violence, Bonhoeffer worked as a double agent in the anti-Nazi resistance
movement and in the German military office, and eventually joined the wartime conspiracy to assassinate Hitler.
His arrest in 1943, however, arose from his direct involvement in smuggling fourteen Jews to Switzerland. He was
hanged by the Nazis at Flossenburg on April 9, 1945.

Although only 39 when executed, Bonhoeffer left a rich legacy of books, some of his best known being Sanctorum
Communio, Act and Being, The Cost of Discipleship, and Life Together, as well as letters, papers, and notes
published by his close friend and biographer, Eberhard Bethge. These include Letters and Papers from Prison,
Ethics, and six volumes of collected writings (Dr. Ruth Zerner, City University of New York, "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer," Eerdmans' Handbook To The History of Christianity, 1977, p. 603).

-  Although Bonhoeffer presented his own strain of neo-orthodox existentialism, many evangelicals have been
taken in by his warm-hearted piety and by his high sounding devotion to Christ and call to suffer for His sake. His
religious terminology may appear to be evangelical, but its substance was existential. Yet, there are those today
who continue to present Dietrich Bonhoeffer as a genuine Christian hero (e.g., Don Matzat, Chuck Colson, and the
editorial board of Christianity Today). Grand Rapids Baptist College (GARBC -- now Cornerstone College)
scheduled a play in the fall of 1991 which extolled Bonhoeffer's memory. And Dr. John F. MacArthur, Jr., has used
quotes from Bonhoeffer to expound on the nature of true Christian fellowship ("The Riches and Responsibilities of
Fellowship," The Master's Current, Winter 1994, p. 2). All such accolades to Bonhoeffer are clearly unwarranted.

-  The following is a summary of beliefs and influence of Dietrich Bonhoeffer as taken from some of the over 14
books and documents attributed to him:
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1. He believed that "God is teaching us that we must live as men who can get along very well without
Him. The God who is with us is the God who forsakes us." Bonhoeffer also believed that the concept
of God as a "supreme Being, absolute in power and goodness," was a "spurious conception of
transcendence," and that "God as a working hypothesis in morals, politics, and science ... should be
dropped, or as far as possible eliminated" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great
Britain: Fontana Books, 1953, pp. 122, 164, 360).

2. He believed that mankind had become of age and no longer needed religion, which was only a
deceptive garment of true faith; he suggested the need for a "religionless Christianity." To Bonhoeffer,
"the Christian is identified not by his beliefs, but by actions, by his participation in the suffering of God
in the life of the world" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, p. 163). Thus, Bonhoeffer's final writings have given impulse to Marxist theologians
sponsoring "liberation theology" and to others wishing to promote a worldly social gospel.

3. He refused to discuss the origin of Christ, His relationship to the Father, His two natures, or even the
relationship of the two natures. Bonhoeffer was adamant in his belief that it was impossible to know the
objective truth about the real essence of Christ's being-nature (Christ the Center, pp. 30, 88, 100-101).

4. He questioned the Virgin Birth, and in reality denied it (The Cost of Discipleship, p. 215).

5. He denied the deity of Christ; he advocated that "Jesus Christ Today" is not a real person and being,
but a "corporate presence" (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 75-76; Christ the Center, p. 58).

6. He denied the sinlessness of Christ's human nature and further questioned the sinlessness of His
earthly behavior (Christ the Center, pp. 108-109).

7. He believed that Christ exists in three "revelatory forms" -- as Word, as sacrament, and as church.
From asserting that Christ is the church, he followed that all persons in the church are identical with
Christ (Christ the Center, p. 58; The Cost of Discipleship, p. 217). This amounts to pantheism!

8. He believed that Christianity is not exclusive, i.e., that Christ is not the only way to God (Testimony
to Freedom, pp. 55-56).

9. He was a prominent figure in the early ecumenical movement, as evidenced through his associations
with the "World Alliance for International Friendship" (a forerunner of the apostate World Council of
Churches [WCC]), Union Theological Seminary, and Visser 't Hooft (who later became the first
General Secretary of the WCC) (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 22, 212, 568). Bonhoeffer also reached out
to Roman Catholics, prefiguring the broader ecumenism that blossomed after Vatican II in the mid-
1960s.

10. He was a practical evolutionist (No Rusty Swords, p. 143), and believed that the book of Genesis
was scientifically naive and full of myths (Creation and Fall: A Theological Interpretation of Genesis
1-3).

11. He adhered to neo-orthodox theology and terminology concerning salvation (Testimony to
Freedom, p. 130), was a sacramentalist (Life Together, p. 122; The Way to Freedom, pp. 115, 153),
believed in regenerational infant baptism (Letters and Papers from Prison, Macmillan, pp. 142-143) as
well as adult baptismal regeneration (The Way to Freedom, p. 151), equated church membership with
salvation (The Way to Freedom, p. 93), and denied a personal/individualistic salvation (Letters and
Papers from Prison, Macmillan, p. 156).

12. He placed little or no value on the Old Testament --"... the faith of the Old Testament is not a
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religion of salvation" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, p. 112).

13. He denied the verbal-plenary inspiration of Scripture, believing that the Bible was only a "witness"
to the Word of God and becomes the Word of God only when it "speaks" to an individual; otherwise, it
was simply the word of man/men (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 9, 104; Sanctorum Communio, p. 161).
To Bonhoeffer, the Bible was meant "to be expounded as a witness, not as a book of wisdom, a
teaching book, a book of eternal truth" (No Rusty Swords, p. 118). He also believed in the value of
higher criticism/historical criticism, which is a denial of the inerrancy and authenticity of the Bible
(Christ the Center, pp. 73-74).

14. He had no faith in the physical resurrection of Christ. Bonhoeffer believed the "historicity" of the
Resurrection was in "the realm of ambiguity," and that it was one of the "mythological" elements of
Christianity that "must be interpreted in such a way as not to make religion a pre-condition of faith."
He also believed that "Belief in the Resurrection is not the solution of the problem of death," and that
such things as miracles and the ascension of Christ were "mythological conceptions" as well (Christ
the Center, p. 112; Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, pp. 93-94, 110).

-  Dr. G. Archer Weniger declared, "If there is wholesome food in a garbage can, then one can find some good
things in Bonhoeffer, but if it be dangerous to expect to find nourishment in a garbage can, then Bonhoeffer must
be totally rejected and repudiated as blasphemy. It is worse than garbage" (FBF Information Bulletin, May 1977, p.
12).

* The material in this report was adapted in part from a paper by Don Jasmin (Fundamentalist Digest, P.O. Box
2322, Elkton, MD 21922-2322). See also the 9/13/93 and 9/18/95 issues of Christian News (p. 21 and pp. 11-13,
respectively), and the Oct-Dec 1991 Bibliotheca Sacra, pp. 399-408.]
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Stuart & Jill Briscoe
General Teachings/Activities

-  Stuart Briscoe was formerly senior pastor (now "minister-at-large") of the approximately 10,000-member
Elmbrook Church in Brookfield, Wisconsin. Elmbrook was started in 1965 as a Baptist congregation, but became
independent in 1968. Briscoe is also president of "Telling the Truth, Inc.," a radio and tape ministry that reaches
many parts of the world. He has authored and co-authored more than 50 books and recorded more than 1,000
sermons. He has a Doctor of Divinity from the neo-evangelical Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (now Trinity
International University -- an E-Free affiliated school), and a Doctorate of Humane Letters from John Brown
University (Arkansas). [It is unclear whether these degrees are earned or honorary.]

Jill Briscoe was born in Liverpool, England, graduated from Homerton College, Cambridge, and is on the Board of
Directors of the neo-evangelical magazine Christianity Today. The Briscoe family moved to the United States in
1970 and resides in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. They frequently "minister" together at so-called Christian marriage
enrichment seminars, etc. Both are highly neo-evangelical and psychological in their teachings and associations.
They currently minister together offering informal training to pastors in the third world where the church is
growing but training is unavailable.

-  In 1959, the Briscoes took over a ministry (begun in England shortly after WWII by Ian Thomas) called
"Torchbearers," a worldwide youth outreach organization. "Since Stuart Briscoe accepted the senior pastorate at
Elmbrook, average Sunday morning attendance has grown to over 6,000 and five [now seven] additional churches
have been established." It takes four police officers to keep the 2,500 cars moving smoothly into and out of the
parking lots. Elmbrook's new state-of-the-art church building seats 3,000. The church's operating budget is $3.5
million, plus another $1.25 million for missions and $1.3 million for building expansion. Like most "church-growth
movement" churches of recent times, Elmbrook is "program-oriented" rather than Bible-teaching oriented -- "[We]
offer programs that meet real needs in people's lives," says Elmbrook's senior associate pastor Dick Robinson.
Some of the programs offered include (all information derived from the March 1995 edition of Exclusively Yours,
"Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15):

(a) "An extensive counseling ministry with support groups for nearly every problem faced by people in
today's society. Lay counselors are given extensive training; they refer people for professional help
when it is needed." [Translation: A full range of psychotherapies is available, in-house or out-of-
house.]

(b) "A range of family programs. ... a complete day care facility open to the public; a 'Mom's' program
for mothers and their young children; ... Christian contemporary music concerts and social activities ...
sports leagues in two full-size gyms ..."

(c) "Women's groups include leadership training ... lecture series for young mothers, working women,
and 'empty nesters.'" [Translation: Elmbrook Church not only encourages women working outside the
home, but facilitates it through church programs.]

(d) "Men's groups include Promise Keepers ... and Top Gun ... which emphasize commitment,
responsibility, and positive role modeling for men." [See below plus BDM's report on the ecumenical,
psychological, and charismatic Promise Keepers movement.]

(e) "The church's fine arts program is extensive, offering a wide variety of music ... (evenly split
between traditional and contemporary) ... dramatic productions, and social activities." [Translation:
Elmbrook has a wide variety of entertainment for all ages and tastes; e.g., in the Spring of 1996,
Elmbrook hosted a Pat Boone concert, which included rock music -- Seats at $10 and up (11/96 letter
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on file).]

(f) An example is given in the article of an "involved" family at Elmbrook. The husband and wife have
been trained by Elmbrook as lay counselors; the wife is the head of the post-abortion support program
(see BDM's report on Crisis Pregnancy Centers for an analysis of the psychological and occultic
teachings in this type of program); and the husband works in chemical dependency counseling and
Promise Keepers!

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Stuart Briscoe is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by that detailed above and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-
monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").

-  Jill Briscoe serves on the board of Christianity Today, neo-evangelicalism's most prominent magazine, and on the
board of the theologically-liberal and politically-leftist, World Relief. She also first spoke at Moody's Founders
week in 1985, and at least two other time since (the most recent being in 2001). The Briscoe's church in Wisconsin
also has a liberal position on the role of women in ministry, e.g., "Elmbrook Church ordains women ... and has
several women among its 20 full-time pastors." Jill Briscoe has stated that she "would like to see women become
willing to serve the church at any level ..." Currently, women also serve as deacons at Elmbrook Church, and in the
past have been considered for positions as elders. Elmbrook's associate pastor of women's ministries, Laurie Katz,
states that, "At Elmbrook women are highly regarded and are given positions of responsibility in the church ... This
church is stronger because of all the women who have been empowered here. ... The Council of Elders does not
function in an authoritarian way, they just oversee things. We don't have to have our decisions approved by them"
(March 1995, Exclusively Yours, "Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15). 

The 4/8/96 Christianity Today quotes Jill Briscoe thusly:

"And for eight years I preached and taught and saw people come to Christ on the streets. The
hierarchy of the mission was thrilled and affirmed that gift in me... The people who have set me free to
minister to men as well as to women have been men, not women. In my own church, through my
husband and the elders, women have gained huge freedoms -- we have 'come a long way.' We have
women pastors on staff. We have women in every echelon of leadership, apart from the council of
elders." (Emphasis added.)

Jill Briscoe has also taught at Word of Life, Moody Bible Institute, and brought the Sunday evening message at the
3/96 National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) convention. Obviously, Jill Briscoe either has no idea of what the
Bible teaches about women in ministry, or simply doesn't care.

-  One of the busy spots at the 55th Annual NAE Convention (1997) was the "Christians for Biblical Equality"
exhibit. This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul Really Said About
Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and rejecting the Scripture texts that forbid women
serving as pastors and elders. Their statement said "We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted holistically and
thematically. The Bible teaches that in the New Testament economy women as well as men exercise the prophetic,
priestly and royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching, preaching and worship." Among
those who signed this declaration are Myron S. Augsburger, Stuart Briscoe, Tony Campolo, Vernon Grounds,
David Hubbard, Bill Hybels, Richard Mouw, and Ronald Sider.

-  Stuart Briscoe defines an "evangelical" as someone who has had "some type of conversion experience -- although
that can be defined differently by different people, from a major turning point in life to a simple baptism" (March
1995, Exclusively Yours, "Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15). That's easy-believism at best
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and baptismal regeneration at worst!!

-  Stuart Briscoe, in his book What Works When Life Doesn't teaches: temperament theory, a form of personality
typing that has more in common with astrology than with scientific fact (p. 114); that counselees need a
psychologist for emotional problems, while pastors are good only for spiritual problems (p. 115); and that there is
validity in the totally discredited concept of the Freudian "unconscious" (p. 118).

-  Stuart and Jill Briscoe were both scheduled speakers for the 50th (1992) convention of the National Association
of Evangelicals (NAE), a seriously compromised association of neo-evangelicals. Other featured speakers: James
Burtchaell, professor (theology department and former Provost of the University of Notre Dame!); Bill Hybels
(pastor of the Willow Creek Church (the rock music, entertainment, and "sermonette" church); Gordon MacDonald
(an adulterer in a previous pastorate); Leighton Ford; and others. No one can question the Briscoes' neo-evangelical
credentials! [Stuart Briscoe is also a partner in Christianity Today's PREACHING today series, along with church
growth guru Bill Hybels and ecumenical psychologizer Haddon Robinson. Briscoe also spoke at a general
conference at Dallas Seminary (the day after Chuck Swindoll's inauguration as president), along with James
Dobson and Chuck Colson!]

-  Both Stuart and Jill Briscoe spoke for James Dobson at his 7/95 International Congress on the Family in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Others appearing with the Briscoes were Catholic Bill Bennett; psychologizers Gary
Smalley (right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience), Larry Crabb (need theology), Robert McGee (codependency/Rapha
Treatment Centers), and Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (Freudian/M&M New Life Clinics); charismatic E.V. Hill;
and former Southern Baptist Convention president Adrian Rodgers. (Reported in the 1/15/95, Calvary Contender.)

-  Both Stuart & Jill Briscoe endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference: "All
lives do make a difference. Gary Collins shows how to make the difference positive."

-  Jill Briscoe served as women's prayer chairman for the 1979 Milwaukee Billy Graham Crusade. Stuart Briscoe
served as the vice-chairman for the same crusade. Fundamentalists will recall that this was the Graham crusade
where the Roman Catholics held a city-wide mass for the new "converts" gained from the Graham crusade! In
addition, Jill Briscoe regularly speaks for Graham at the "Training Center at The Cove" in North Carolina; Briscoe
was listed among the following neo-evangelicals and/or psychologizers as 1998 speakers: Joseph Stowell, James
Montgomery Boice, David Jeremiah, Warren Wiersbe, Elisabeth Elliot, Anne Graham Lotz, Franklin Graham,
Woodrow Kroll, Adrian Rogers, Buster Soaries, Larry Crabb, Stephen Hayner, Jay Kesler, and Bruce Wilkinson.
(Source: 4/1/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Jill Briscoe is a member of the board of WEC, a missionary agency associated with the Evangelical Foreign
Missions Association (EFMA), an NAE affiliate organization. (Stuart Briscoe also serves of the WEC board.)

-  Stuart Briscoe has endorsed the ministry of psychologizers David and Karen Mains (of Chapel of the Air fame).
He has not only endorsed the heavily psychologized 50-Day Spiritual Adventure series (i.e., "Many people want to
grow spiritually but need something to give them a boost. The 50-Day Spiritual Adventure will do it."), he also
hosted (in 1995) an "Adventure Pastor Training Orientation Conference" at Elmbrook Church.

-  Jill Briscoe was a speaker at the 1989 missions conference at Grace Chapel, Lexington, Mass., along with Billy
Kim and Ray Bakke. Grace Chapel is known as one of the leading neo-evangelical churches in New England. Billy
Kim is a Southern Baptist preacher and a vice-president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance, an organization
which has conducted "theological dialogue(s)" (on three occasions) with the Vatican Secretariat for promoting
Christian Unity. (The theme of the third dialogue was "Our Common Testimony in the World.")

-  Of the 20 full-time pastors at Elmbrook, the one working with college-age people, started ministering with a
pastor of a PCUSA church (NCC) in the inner-city, in order to "heal racial differences." Answering concerns he
stated: "Despite our differences in doctrine, he is my brother in Christ since he calls Jesus Lord" (11/96 letter on
file).
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-  It would be an understatement to say that Stuart Briscoe is not too strong concerning the various charismatic
errors that have infiltrated the professing fundamentalist church today. He and wife, Jill, have maintained a column
in Robert Walker's charismatic Christian Life magazine, seeing nothing wrong with such an association and
example.

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Stuart Briscoe's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)
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Larry Burkett (1939-2003)
General Teachings/Activities

-  On July 4, 2003, Larry Burkett lost his long battle with cancer and heart disease. (Burkett's 1996 book, Damaged
But Not Broken, detailed his struggle with renal cell carcinoma. Discovered in 3/95, he underwent surgery to
remove his right kidney and left shoulder blade.) Burkett was the president and founder (1976) of Christian
Financial Concepts (CFC), headquartered in Gainesville, Georgia, through which he and/or his staff conducted over
a 200 seminars a year. Speaking in neo-evangelical, charismatic, liberal, and SDA pulpits, Burkett was rapidly
becoming the Bill Gothard of so-called Christian finance. CFC merged with Crown Ministries in 2001, becoming
Crown Financial Ministries (CFM) under the leadership of Crown's Howard Dayton. Larry Burkett's concepts and
teachings will continue with Crown.

-  Burkett got his start in 1973 as a financial counselor to the staff of the ecumenical Campus Crusade for Christ.
He authored more 60 financial books -- more than 70 if one includes several best selling non-fiction books and
three novels. Some of Burkett's most popular books have been How to Manage Your Money, The Complete
Financial Guide for Young Couples, Investing for the Future, Preparing for Retirement, Debt-Free Living, and The
Coming Economic Earthquake. 

Besides seminars, CFM's ministries include radio; career counseling; Single Parents, Hispanic, and Russian
Outreaches; church counselor training; and in-house counseling. CFM employs a staff of more than 140 plus nearly
1,100 trained lay volunteers around the world, with a budget of more than $15 million. The official monthly eight-
page newsletter of CFC under Burkett, Money Matters, had a circulation of over 200,000 in the U.S. and Canada. 

Burkett was also a frequent guest on pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio show, and
since 1982, had hosted his own radio show, "Money Matters" (most recently co-hosted with Crown's Steve Moore);
this live, call-in daily 30-minute program currently airs on more than 450 radio outlets across the nation, and is also
electronically available on delay via the Internet courtesy of KKLA in Los Angeles. In addition, "How to Manage
Your Money" is a daily four-minute, topical program heard on over 700 radio outlets around the world (including
stations, translators, satellite repeat stations, and cable company outlets). The CFM Radio Department also produces
a one-minute daily program, "A Money Minute" (public service announcements heard on more than 900 stations
nationwide); and a 30-minute, weekend program (333 stations) that features a radio magazine format,
"MoneyWatch." All totaled, CFM estimates a monthly listening audience of five to six million.

-  Though Burkett's books and seminars dealing with finances contained a few Scriptural principles (as well as
many worldly insights for handling money), we believe that these seminars, in particular, may have been the latest
satanic "wile" to entrap historical separatists-fundamentalists in the neo-evangelical net. Since the seminars claimed
to be both "Christian" in concept and "Biblical" in content, they come under the restrictions, boundaries, and
limitations of the Word of God with regard to Biblical separation. Yet, Burkett's associations and affiliations
appeared to lie clearly in the new evangelical camp at best, and in the apostate liberal camp at worst. (Burkett's
Money Matters newsletter for 9/95 listed five United Methodist Churches where CFC seminars were being
conducted during the fall 1995 months -- congregations associated with the apostate NCC and WCC!; also included
were Seventh-Day Adventist and Assembly of God churches.) With the economic uncertainties of the times, CFM's
seminars appeared to have had the definite possibility of replacing Bill Gothard seminars on a mass scale, seminars
which have immeasurably weakened the fundamentalist stand and enhanced the new evangelical cause, despite
personal benefits that some individuals have received. (Reported in The Fundamentalist Digest, May/June 1992 and
November/December 1995; and updated for the death of Burkett.) 

-  In his 1991 book, The Coming Economic Earthquake, Burkett warned of an impending economic calamity for the
U.S. unless a drastic effort is quickly made to curb massive federal spending and the soaring deficit. Burkett said
some good things in the book, but he was basically "panic-mongering," giving his readers no real solutions on how
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to invest for and/or protect themselves against the coming financial collapse (primarily because there are no ways to
avoid its worldly and worldwide consequences). We also disagree with his ecumenical stance (p. 140) --
bemoaning Christians not being well organized in cooperative efforts. He said: "The denominational and
ideological barriers we erect keep us divided and our resources scattered."

-  In Burkett's audiocassette message, "Perspective on the Next Four Years," he presented a sales pitch for his
Super Fund, which purportedly was to be used to employ attorneys to fight legal battles in the court system "to
protect our Christian liberties." Of course, there is no Scriptural support for the idea of Christians banding together
to defend their so-called Christian liberties. If there were, then the Apostle Paul was grossly negligent. Instead of
giving his life for the gospel, he should have used his influence to bring the churches together to fight the will of
Rome in the court system of that time (or at least organized a protest march or two). (From a letter printed in the
4/93, Berean Call.)

Along these same lines, Burkett took an active roll in the "Christian America"/political activism agendas of the so-
called Christian Right. Dr. D. James Kennedy and his church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church of Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida) sponsored the third annual "Reclaiming America for Christ" Conference (3/1/96-3/3/96; at $95 per
attendee). Larry Burkett was one of the speakers at this conference. Other speakers included Ed Meese (former
U.S. Attorney General); U.S. Senator John Ashcroft; Gary Bauer (president of Family Research Council); Roman
Catholics Phyllis Schlafly and Paul Weyrich; ecumenical charismatic Ben Kinchlow (co-host of Pat Robertson's
700 Club); Dr. Ronald Nash (of Reformed Seminary conducted a "Teen Track" for more than 100 teenagers); and
CCM religious rocker Phil Driscoll. The purpose was to "equip and motivate Christians to impact American culture
for Christ." Kennedy said, "The key to our nation's survival is the return of Christians to positions of influence and
authority in our nation's political and cultural institutions. ... to kindle a passion in the hearts of those who come, to
reengage American culture and public life with the claims of Jesus Christ" (3/25/96, Christian News).

-  The desire to handle God's money according to sound Biblical principles does not justify or override the Biblical
principle of separation from apostates and disobedient brethren. Other documented facts concerning Burkett's
inclusive, neo-evangelical stand include [(1) and (2) from the 7/96, Fundamentalist Digest]:

(1) Burkett was a featured speaker at the 1993 Concerned Women of America (CWA -- Beverly
LaHaye) National Convention, along with Roman Catholics Bill Bennett and Pat Buchanan. The
brochure promoting the conference contained a full page of prayer requests, with no disclaimer
anywhere concerning the adherence of these Roman Catholics to the agenda of the Roman papacy
(CWA 1993 National Convention Brochure).

(2) Burkett was a member of the "International Committee of Reference" for Campus Crusade for
Christ's "New Life 2000" evangelism campaign. Members of this reference committee included
apostates Norman Vincent Peale [now dead] and Robert Schuller; a Seventh-Day Adventist preacher;
relational theology advocate Bruce Larsen (Schuller asst. pastor); Baptist World Alliance promoter Dr.
Billy Kim; charismatic heretics David Yonggi Cho, Paul Crouch, and Jack Hayford; entertainer Pat
Boone; left-wing neo-evangelicals Vernon Grounds and Roberta Hestenes; papal sympathizer Jack
Van Impe; ecumenical evangelism promulgators Leighton Ford and Luis Palau; and Fuller Seminary
president Richard Mouw (1/11/93, Christianity Today, p. 38, advertisement).

(3) Burkett promoted Bill Bright's/Campus Crusade's unbiblical "Four Spiritual Laws" evangelism
concept, as well as advertised Campus Crusade's "Jesus Film" (7/21/96, CFC Home Page on the
Internet).

(4) Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he
claimed to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call
for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to
fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new
evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill,
Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard,
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Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cited "a great sense of urgency to
link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead
of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in
the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in
11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host
Committee for this event included most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill
McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted
Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third
conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included
Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil
Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill
Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade, and Bright's death in 2003.)

(5) In late-1996, 160 of Burkett's friends held a surprise party for him at the Atlanta airport to celebrate
the 20th year of CFC. The guest speaker for the night was the Catholic-sympathizer and head of
Campus Crusade for Christ, Bill Bright. (As mentioned earlier, Burkett began his career with CCC in
1973.) Burkett was also honored in videotaped messages from the neo-evangelical head of Moody
Bible Institute, Joseph Stowell, and from pop psychologist James Dobson. (Burkett also received a
plaque from Moody Press, which has published 3.5 million of his books.) Another of the guests was
Peter Lord of Park Avenue Baptist Church in Titusville, Florida. Lord is best known for his seminars
on how to love yourself "Biblically."

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Burkett tapped into four-temperaments/personality testing techniques through CFC's Life Pathways Division
(formerly Career Pathways). (The name was changed [7/97] from "Career Pathways" to "Life Pathways" to
emphasize even more "situations in which a person's unique personality and talents play a role.") CFC offered a
"Complete Career Assessment Package" (dubbed Career Direct), which included an "Interest, Skills & Values
Inventory" (ISVI) and a "Personality Inventory" (CPPI). (Over 40,000 packages at $75 each have been sold since
1990.) Other career guidance resources included a self-scoring Personality Analysis booklet to help "a person
identify and understand his or her personality profile. It highlights strengths and weaknesses and relates 16
individual profiles to the work environment." (This self-scoring personality analysis was at one time also available
as a $12.95 PC computer program, called MatchPoint -- 7/96, Money Matters, p. 6.)

In Burkett's materials catalog, there was a listing for the Personal Profile System (PPS), which is a personality
inventory based on Carl Jung's (psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-Christian) theory of psychological types,
which has its roots in the four temperaments and astrology. Burkett's catalog said the following about the PPS:

"This is the self-scoring version of the DiSC instrument that Larry Burkett began using years ago to
determine a person's basic personality profile. With it you can identify your primary and secondary
motivations and begin to understand the strengths and weaknesses of your personality. You can also
learn to appreciate how others have different motivations and see how each profile has a most desired
and most efficient work environment." (Emphasis added.)

The implied promises in this and other such listings were wholly incompatible with the facts. But then, those
infatuated with psychological concepts have never let their opinions be changed by facts. (See the Bobgan's book,
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Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Larry Burkett was a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement -- as evidenced by his regular column in the magazine New Man (originally run by PK, but now
operated by Charisma), and by his speaking at PK events. Charisma magazine says, "People tell me they sense the
Holy Spirit's presence as they read the magazine [PK's New Man]. We received rave reviews from a diverse group
of leaders such as Jack Hayford ... and Howard Hendricks ... We have a regular column on fitness and another on
finances by Larry Burkett" (7/94, Charisma).
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Tony Campolo
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tony Campolo is professor emeritus of Sociology at Eastern University in St. Davids, Pennsylvania (formerly
Eastern College), an American Baptist Convention School; he has taught there since 1966. He previously served for
ten years on the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania. He is a graduate of Eastern University and earned a
Ph.D. from Temple University. Eastern University literature reveals the following: EU has a student body of
approximately 2,400. It was founded in 1932 as a department of Eastern Baptist Seminary. It hosts the Campolo
School for Social Change, a graduate program that "exists to prepare Christian change agents -- compassionate
professionals and activist scholars -- to use their professions and their lives to assist and empower urban
communities around the world to transform themselves economically, socially, politically, and spiritually." It is
affiliated with the American Baptist Churches, USA (member of the NCC/WCC). 

Its chapels feature speakers ranging from Cardinal Bevilacqua to Habitat for Humanity's Millard Fuller. It has
active chapters of Habitat for Humanity and Evangelicals for Social Action. It has or has had relationships with
World Vision, Habitat for Humanity, YWAM, and Young Life. Its concert schedule lists United Methodist and
United Presbyterian churches, and a concert by rock group Jars of Clay. New Ager Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr. is
on EU's board of directors. David Neff (Christianity Today executive editor) was an 11/17/97 EU scheduled
speaker. Dr. Roberta Hestenes ("liberal" feminist, activist) recently stepped down as EU president to become senior
pastor of Solana Beach Presbyterian Church (USA) in California. Honorary degrees were conferred on Promise
Keepers speaker Tony Evans and wife Lois in 1996. Nearby Eastern Seminary has students from over 20
denominations, 35 percent of which are women. (Source: 5/15/97, Calvary Contender.) [Furthermore, Eastern
University was represented at the 4/93 Gay March on Washington. Four students carried a banner proclaiming,
"Christian, Gay, and Proud -- Eastern University Gay and Lesbian Community." The American Baptist Convention
is also pro-abortion.]

-  Campolo has co-hosted his own television series, Hashing It Out, on the Odyssey Network, and presently hosts
From Across The Pond, a weekly program on the Premier Radio Network in England. The author of 28 books, his
most recent titles are Revolution and Renewal: How Churches Are Saving Our Cities, Let Me Tell You a Story: Life
Lessons From Unexpected Places and Unlikely People, and Speaking My Mind, a book in which Campolo suggests
a union between Christianity and Islam. He also serves as Associate Pastor of Mt. Carmel Baptist Church in West
Philadelphia. He is also the founder and president of the Evangelical Association for the Promotion of Education
(EAPE -- an inner-city ministry that combines evangelism and social justice in public schools, universities,
orphanages, literacy centers, and tutoring programs), and heads up the social/political action group, Philadelphia
Outreach. As one reads the speaker's lists for the explos and extravaganzas of neo-evangelicalism, Campolo's name
keeps recurring (he speaks at more than 200 events a year); e.g., as featured speaker for InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship, Youth for Christ, and the National Council of Churches. He has written for World Vision, appeared on
Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program, and has produced educational videos for David C. Cook.
But merely calling Campolo a neo-evangelical is being much too kind. Campolo is a theological liberal and a
radical political socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst!

-  Campolo has spent the last 30 years or so making a career of bashing America and peddling a baptized Marxist
gospel aimed at Christian youth. He persists in his campaign against "the established wealth distribution" (Partly
Right, p. 211) and our "consumer oriented society" (Wake Up America, p. 180). Consistent with his liberal, anti-free
market hypocrisy, Campolo denounces capitalism and preaches the simple life, yet he lives in luxury in the nation
that he despises. (Campolo discloses that he lives in an area that "has maintained its reputation for sophistication
and affluence and is a place where the upwardly mobile of southeastern Pennsylvania like to live [Partly Right, p.
210].) While Campolo may admire Catholic works salvation legends such as "Mother" Teresa and Francis of
Assisi, he is apparently unwilling to take things that far in his own life.
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Campolo is currently campaigning against what he calls the "Religious Right" in his new ecumenical book from W
Publishing (formerly Word
Publishing), Speaking My Mind: The Radical Evangelical Prophet Tackles the Tough Issues Christians Are Afraid
to Face. Radical? Yes. Prophet? You decide: In promotional interviews, Campolo postulates that repelling Islamic
terrorism, defending marriage as a sacred covenant between a man and a woman, and protecting the unborn
(historically moral planks of the Republican platform) are secondary issues, instead citing injustices to Palestinians,
the plight of "born that way" homosexuals, and automobile pollution as "significant" issues that "may lead us to
vote for the Kerry campaign." (Source: 9/18/04, Toledo Blade.)

-  Campolo signed an article in the liberal Sojourners magazine in May 1981, which lambasted the United States
and stated that Roman Catholicism was the one bright light in the dark situation in El Salvador: "The Roman
Catholic church is being converted to the poor in El Salvador." This is a reference to the wicked Liberation
Theology movement in Romanism, a movement which substitutes the salvation of society for the salvation of the
soul. Liberation Theology is Christianized Marxism, but here we find Campolo signing a statement which called it
a "bright light."

-  One of Campolo's most serious errors is his confusion regarding the kingdom of God. He holds the popular
"kingdom now" theology, which is sweeping through much of the evangelical/charismatic world. According to this
thinking, the kingdom of God is something which is right now in this world. Campolo places the Bible promises for
a future earthly kingdom into the context of this apostate hour. Thus, Campolo challenges Christians to go into the
world and to transform society.

In his message at Urbana '87, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship's tri-annual youth meeting, Campolo said, "This
night is a historical moment. This night God wants to raise up a generation of men and women who will enter into
every sector of society as agents of change, transforming the world into the kind of world He wills it to be"
(Decision magazine, 3/98). This is why Campolo says "the kingdom of God is party." According to Campolo: "The
kingdom of God is a glorious and gigantic party!" (cf. Rom. 13:11-14). That is the title of one of his books and is a
keynote theme which he brings into many of his messages. To prove this idea, Campolo quotes from Bible
references to such things as the Old Testament Jewish festivals and wrongly applies this to our time.

There is no hint in the New Testament that the Apostles considered themselves agents of change in society. We
don't see them "having a party." They gave their entire attention to preaching the Gospel, building churches, and
teaching doctrine. They did not protest the problems of the Roman Empire. They did not get involved in starting
new businesses for the poor. They looked upon this present world as one under the imminent judgment of God and
they did all they could to snatch brands from the fire, to preach the gospel to men before it is too late. Yet,
Campolo actually makes fun of this type of thinking (see his book Signs of the Kingdom). (Source: O Timothy
magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  From his book, Partly Right, Campolo espouses his New Age philosophy of pantheism:

"We affirm our divinity by doing what is worthy of gods, and we affirm our humanity by taking risks
only available to mortals. God had to become one of us before He could become heroic ... Robert
Schuller affirms our divinity, yet does not deny our humanity ... isn't that what the gospel is? Isn't
God's message to sinful humanity that He sees in each of us a divine nature of such worth that He
sacrificed His own Son so that our divine potentialities might be realized? ... The hymn writer who
taught us to sing 'Amazing Grace' was all too ready to call himself a 'wretch' ... Forgetting our divinity
and over-identifying with our [Freudian] anal humanity [Freud is responsible for a host of maladies
that plague our contemporary society] ... Erich Fromm, one of the most popular psychoanalysts of our
time, recognized the diabolical social consequences that can come about when a person loses sight of
his/her own divinity ..." [Fromm was a godless anti-Christian, who took the serpent's lie, Ye Shall Be As
Gods, for the title of one of his books, and was largely responsible for the introduction of the self-love
movement into the professing Church.]

The Apostle Paul was apparently too quick to deny his own deity when he wrote, "This is a faithful saying, and
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worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners; of whom I am the chief" (I Timothy
1:15).] (Quoted in part from CIB Bulletin, December 1989.) (Emphases added.)

-  Robert Schuller reinterprets the doctrines of the Word of God to conform to his self-esteem philosophy. His
Christ is a Jesus who provides men with self-esteem. Schuller's gospel is the replacement of negative self-concepts
with positive ones. To Schuller, sin is merely the lack of self-esteem. To Schuller, the greatest evil is to call men
sinners in a Biblical fashion and thereby injure their self-esteem. Schuller is a universalist who believes that all
people are the children of God. His goal is to help each person understand and enjoy this "fact." Yet, Tony
Campolo has frequently recommended Schuller and has spoken with him on various platforms. (Source: 2/7/98,
FBIS.)

-  Campolo was booked to be a main speaker at Youth Congress '85 in Washington D.C., co-sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ and Youth for Christ, which was expected to bring 15,000 teenagers to the capital city. But a
group of Evangelical Free Church pastors in Illinois had read Campolo's 1983 book, A Reasonable Faith, and
decided that it was not so reasonable. They protested his appearance and declined to have their young people attend
if the invitation to Campolo was not rescinded. Youth for Christ's Jay Kesler still defended Campolo, but went
along with the cancellation for the sake of unity.

The focal point of the controversy in A Reasonable Faith is Campolo's development of the idea that Christ lives in
all human beings, whether or not they are Christians. Campolo asserts in this book that he is not merely saying that
all people reflect the image of God, but that the resurrected Jesus of history "actually is present" in each person:
"We want to convince the whole human race that there is a God who established the infinite value of every person,
who mystically dwells in each person ..." (A Reasonable Faith: Responding to Secularism, p. 59). "I do not mean
that others represent Jesus for us. I mean that Jesus actually is present in each other person" (p. 192). Campolo thus
embraces and teaches the New Age lie that Christ mystically indwells every human being. Such heresies not only
identify another Jesus, but are also similar to the view of Christ that the Gnostics held in the first century. The
Apostle John militated against their false doctrines and identified aberrations in Gnostic Christology as being of the
"spirit of antichrist." Campolo hopes a "new humanity" will emerge through this Christ consciousness (p. 65).
(Adapted from New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54).

Interestingly, Campolo was aware in 1983 that he would be accused of distorting the Gospel. He writes the
following in A Reasonable Faith: "There are some warnings that I wish to issue to anyone reading this book. The
first is to be aware that the theology expressed in this short volume represents a personal attempt to state my
Christian faith in a way that might prove meaningful for my secularist friends. I am sensitive to the fact that any
attempt to state the Gospel in the dominant categories of a culture inevitably leads to a distortion of the Gospel.
Consequently, anyone who accuses me of violating the biblical message is correct" (p. 190).

-  In the movie, "It's Friday, But Sunday's Coming," Campolo again espouses an extreme pantheistic view by saying
that the little Haitian child thrust into his arms as he was about to board a plane for the States was Jesus, "... and
Jesus is in everyone; not a metaphysical Jesus, but the real historic one!" Other tidbits from the movie, all delivered
in typical Campolo arrogant and obnoxious style:

(a) An off-color/crude Mother's Day joke.
(b) A colloquial profanity ("Oh Jees").
(c) An account of the "evolutionary" history of religions.
(d) "Paul has discovered the same truth the sociologists have -- we make our gods in the image of
ourselves to worship ourselves."
(e) Portrays James and John ("sons of thunder") as being "losers" and similar to "Hells Angels with
black leather jackets."
(f) Now that he has met Jesus, and therefore a "Somebody" -- emphasizes that "Jesus brings self-worth
to losers."
(g) Confuses "poor in spirit" with "poor in material things" -- equates "loser" with being worthy of
salvation and "winner" with not being worthy of salvation. (Campolo's proof text is "harder for a rich
man to enter the Kingdom of Heaven than for a camel to go through the eye of a needle.")
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(h) Preaches a gospel that Christians should be "agents of change" (the social gospel a lá Jesse
Jackson), rather than Christians taking the gospel to all the world, calling sinners out of the world.

-  "Christian" evangelicals devoid of discernment love Tony Campolo. But surprisingly, some non-believers can see
right through the man's Christian pretense. In 1997, Campolo was a guest on ABC TV's Politically Incorrect
program. Questioned time and again about his Christian faith, Campolo pandered to the liberal audience, even
making vulgar sexual comments. At one point, the host, a secular Jew, Bill Maher, stopped Campolo for a
commercial and said, "We're going to take a break because the religious guy's getting dirty." Later in the same
show, Maher got so disgusted he turned to Campolo and blurted out, "It makes me sick actually, you know, because
everything you say is like programmed to get applause. It's like the guy's a master of the soundbite. You're
supposed to be the Holy guy on the show!" (Source: 7/98, Flashpoint.)

- In an address at Prestatyn (UK) in 1988, Campolo again expressed his "Jesus is in everyone" philosophy:

"One of the most startling discoveries of my life was the realization that the Jesus that I love, the Jesus
who died for me on Calvary, that Jesus, is waiting, mystically and wonderfully, in every person I meet.
I find Jesus everywhere. The difference between a Christian and non-Christian is not that Jesus isn't in
the non-Christian -- the difference is that the Jesus who is within him [the non-Christian] is a Jesus to
whom he will not surrender his life. You say, 'Are you saying that Jesus is present in everybody?' I am
only telling you what it says in John 1:9; He is the light that lighteth every man, every woman that
cometh into the world. The minute you start saying that God isn't in some people, you're on the verge
of Fascism. Why? Erich Fromm saw that. The minute you can look at somebody and say God isn't in
him -- he is only in Christians -- that person is pure demon."

Has Campolo changed his views over the years? According to a 1/24/97 television interview with Charlie Rose, not
a bit -- "I am saying that there is no salvation apart from Jesus, that's my evangelical mindset. However, I'm not
convinced that Jesus only lives in Christians."

-  That Campolo was absolved of heresy by a panel of so-called leading evangelicals (chaired by J.I. Packer) [see
the 9/20/85, Christianity Today, pp. 30-38; the 12/13/85, Christianity Today, p. 52; and the 8/9/89, Christianity
Today] is amazing when one considers even more Campoloisms. (The following are excerpted from those reported
in the January 1991, CIB Bulletin.):

(a) "There are those who would limit Jesus to being present only in those who acknowledge Him as
Lord and Savior, but I will not accept that limitation. I believe that Jesus is present even in ... those
who refuse Him."

(b) "Then it hit me -- humanness and Godness are one and the same ... Jesus was God because He was
fully human and He was fully human because He was God ..."

(c) "Jesus is the only Savior, but not everybody who is being saved by Him is aware that He is the One
who is doing the saving ..." [This sounds strangely like the idea that each man may come to God in his
own way without any understanding of God's way of salvation (a lá C.S. Lewis).]

-  After Campolo's exoneration of heresy by the Christian Legal Society, he told Christianity Today:

"I'm worried that evangelical intellectuals will not say anything except the old phrases and the old worn
out terminology ... The way evangelical Christianity is doing theology really bothers me. If everybody
has to say only things that they know are safely orthodox, if we lose the capacity to be open and to
share ideas that people may consider heretical, I think we will lose our creativity."

What a foolish statement! To call for a questioning of the "old worn out terminology," and for theological openness
to new theology is apostasy. The "old phrases" of evangelicalism are nothing more or less than the sound Bible
doctrine which has been given to us by the Apostles and Prophets in Holy Scripture, and which has been held and
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defended by orthodox Christians through the centuries. The problem with modern evangelicalism is just this: It is
departing from the old paths. (Source: O Timothy magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  When Campolo was examined by the "evangelical" leaders in 1985, they noted that "while he accepts an
evolutionary view of the origin of man and the universe, he holds that this is consistent with Scripture that teaches
only the fact (not the method) of Creation" (Christian News, 9/23/85). This is a very serious matter. It should be
obvious even to a child that the Bible teaches not only the fact of creation, but the method as well. The Bible
plainly teaches that the world was created by God in six days and six nights. There is absolutely no room for any
sort of evolutionary thinking here, and to allow men such as Campolo to hold such views is folly. The doctrine of
special creation is the only view which reveals the nature of man as distinct from the animals, and which explains
the fall of man in a literal Garden of Eden. (Source: O Timothy magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  Campolo spoke at Canada's August 1990, Christian Festival III, an ecumenical gathering held in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. (Campolo was billed as having special appeal for youth.) The Calvary Crusade described Campolo as
follows: "Evangelical socialists are clamoring for dialogue and social action to unite world religions. Eastern
College sociologist Dr. Tony Campolo says the task of the church is not to get us ready for heaven, but to send its
people into every avenue of life to be 'revolutionary leaven.'" [Campolo ignores the common Scriptural use of
"leaven" -- it almost always symbolizes sin or evil doctrine.]

-  Campolo spoke at the (apostate) National Counsel of Churches gathering in May of 1988; his message suggested
that standing firm on absolutes and vehemently resisting error were tantamount to "doing the devil's work." He said
that Hindu pacifist Ghandi "was more Christian than most Christians." [How can a man who rejected Christ be
more Christian than anybody?] Campolo also praised Catholic nun Mother Teresa as well as Martin Luther King.
(Reported in The Christian World Report, August 1990.) [Campolo was on the editorial board for the production of
the film Mother Teresa, which exalts the Roman Catholic nun and which contains no warning about her false
gospel. Campolo often uses Mother Teresa as an example of proper Bible Christianity, though she preached a false
gospel and worshipped Mary.]

-  "An Assessment of the Preaching of Tony Campolo, Based on His Address to the Rally of the General Assembly
of the Baptist Union of Scotland" on 10/24/91 (points excerpted from a report by UK pastor, Paul Mansbacher):

(a) Tony Campolo's style is that of the entertainer ... somewhat offensive.

(b) Tony had distorted the second commandment -- to preach that in order to love your neighbor you
first have to love yourself and that one of the things that Jesus came to do was to deliver us from self-
hatred.

(c) Quoted the Jewish mystic Martin Buber, a Taoist story.

(d) Gave some illustrations of love that were spiritually, outrageously disgusting.

(e) Campolo tells the story of the "duck woman," who had acquired the name because she constantly
quacked like a duck. One day, Tony was waiting at the traffic lights after finishing lectures, when this
woman came alongside him. He turned, and their eyes made contact. He "reached down through her
eyes into the depths of her being," making contact with the "Christ within" her, while aware that at the
same time she was doing the same to him. The effect of this was so dramatic, that the woman stopped
quacking and said to him, "It's a lovely day. It's a lovely day, isn't ...?" Before she finished her sentence
the lights changed and somebody shoved her. She fell over, and when she got up she was again
quacking like a duck. Tony used this as an illustration of loving your neighbor.

(f) It was very obvious from his address that he places no weight at all on sound exegesis.

(g) Tony closed his address by calling for people to surrender their lives to Christ, to Christian service,
and many made commitments. But to which Christ? At no point was there any mention of the way of
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salvation, God's condemnation of sin, God's love for the sinner illustrated by Jesus death on the cross in
our place, that by His blood we may be redeemed.

(h) There was no mention of the true nature of sin, only the concept of the "dark side" of human nature.
It was implied that one man could enter into the heart of another through the eyes, but Scripture teaches
that God says "I am the one who searches the heart" (Prv. 17:3; Jer. 11:20; 17:10; 20:12; Rom. 8:23
amongst others). The Christ presented was not the Christ of the Bible, but rather the mystical, New
Age "Christ within each one of us." We were presented with an idea of love, and methods of putting
that into practice, which can find no justification in Scripture.

(i) There is absolutely no doubt at all in my heart, that the spirit that was speaking through Tony on this
night was not the Holy Spirit, but the spirit of the antichrist. We need to turn to God with fasting and
repentance for having invited this spirit into our midst and condoning his message.

-  "A Report On Tony Campolo's Input to the Seminar and Evening Rally Arranged by British Youth For Christ" on
1/11/92 (points excerpted from a report by UK pastor, Paul Mansbacher):

(a) At no time did he [Campolo] mention that the source of all these evils is the sinful heart of man
which needs to be transformed by the saving Grace of Jesus Christ. Effectively, Tony was saying,
"faith comes by praxis [practice as opposed to theory]" although Rom. 10:17 says, "So then faith
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God."

(b) "It doesn't matter which comes first," says Tony, the chicken or the egg, faith or works, and we
can't know which comes first. Of course, the Bible says that faith must come first, for without faith it is
impossible to please God (Heb. 11:6). Faith is the initiator of action pleasing to God (Heb. 11). Without
it, our works are as filthy rags to God (Isa. 64:6).

(c) "How do we convert people?" asks Tony, and answers, "Get them to do Christian things before
getting them to become a Christian. Challenge them to get involved in social work, to preach the
Gospel to the poor. Truth must be communicated in the concept of action. Those who come to do the
converting end up being converted, not the children on the street. They won't convert the poor, but they
themselves will get converted due to the principle of praxis. Preach about the needs of the poor, get
people to commit themselves to Christ by helping the poor. You're a Christian when your heart is
broken by the things that break the heart of Jesus. The greatest need of a person is to love. Loving is
what it is all about." This is the concept of Tony's Philadelphia Outreach to which hundreds of young
people from around the world come each year.

(d) Tony followed this by praising the book, The Road Less Traveled, by [pantheistic New Age
psychologist] M. Scott Peck, as an "absolutely brilliant book. Everyone should order it and read it." He
claims that this book describes the process by which Scott became a Christian!

(e) Tony spoke about the "Christ within." He made it clear that he was talking about Christ present
within everyone (believers and unbelievers alike).

(f) It is very alarming to know that Tony is quite aware of what he is doing, using psychological
methods to attract large crowds to hear a gospel that is really no gospel -- relying on the methods of the
world and not relying on God to "give the increase" with man's part being simply to faithfully preach
the Word. While Tony may not be aware of it, I am sure that it is no accident that the spirituality
underlying so much of what he does and says is New Age.

(g) He said, "Jesus sends you in order that you should change the world. ... My task is to get you to be
evangelists. ... Jesus loves everybody -- through you he wants to take away suffering. ... I want to make
you all into Mother Teresa."
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(h) Tony mocked those Christians who say that the ecology movement is New Age.

-  When Campolo was asked by Christianity Today editors (9/20/85 issue) about the coming of the Holy Spirit to
indwell believers, Campolo stated the following:

"The difference is this: God is at work in every human being, as it says in Romans. Every human being
is approached by God. But the nature of every human being is to be at war with the God who is
struggling to love him or her. When one surrenders to God, the power of the Holy Spirit breaks loose in
that individual as never before, and all the fruits of the Spirit become operative in that person's life."
(Emphases added.)

Thus, Campolo clearly views the Holy Spirit as being present in every person, but only breaking forth in new
freedom when the person is saved (cf. John 14:16). Campolo's view seems quite related to the modernist's
conception of "a little bit of divinity in every man."

-  There has never been much doubt that Campolo is an environmentalist wacko (which ties in nicely with his New
Age pantheism). Campolo even goes so far as to call environmentalism a fruit of the Spirit (from an article titled
"Rescuing the Earth," in Salt & Light, a 1993 political-activism book edited by David J. Gyertson): "Spirituality
and creation-care are tied together. To be properly committed to the one should lead us inevitably to the other."
[Campolo also thinks Christians should form a "Christian Green Party" -- Chapter 11 of How to Rescue the Earth
Without Worshiping Nature, titled "The Greening of the Church."]

-  Campolo has said that the people who make up the Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the Christian
community. To counter the perception that the coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the
political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called
Religious Right, launched a group called "Call for Renewal." On May 23, 1995, Campolo and his group of self-
proclaimed evangelicals called a news conference. They said they had had enough of politics as usual and stepped
forward claiming to have a new vision for transcending Left and Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from
"a diversity of traditions" signed a document called the Cry for Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to
dissent publicly from the Coalition's policies and perceived allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians
to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity Today; and Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony
Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is nothing but a front for liberal theology, that in effect, wants the
Religious Right out of politics.

Campolo was just one of a number of evangelicals to sign on to the Cry for Renewal document. Some well known
names include; Steve Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air
Ministries; J.I. Packer, theologian (he also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up America! by Zondervan); Ted Engstrom,
World Vision; and Phillip Yancey, Christianity Today. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash
calls, "militantly evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman,
Children's Defense Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the
National Council of Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr.
Paul Sherry, President of the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal
Church.

-  Campolo is against the use of words of historic theological statements. Christianity Today quotes him as stating
(9/20/85 article): "I'm worried that evangelical intellectuals will not say anything except the old worn out
terminology that only causes people to smile on us benevolently." Campolo said he regards himself as a victim in
what he called a "wave of religious McCarthyism." (Poor Joseph McCarthy! He cannot rest in peace, for he gets
resurrected every time a liberal politician or theologian feels the heat.)

Campolo is a man whose thinking is filled with contradictions which he sets side by side in a dialectical manner,
assuming that both "facts" are true. It is rare to see a man claim a belief in inerrancy and a belief in evolution in the
same paragraph. Christianity Today states the following: "Tony vigorously affirms that the Bible is inerrant, but he
says all our interpretations of the Bible must be submitted to the authority of the church. While he accepts an
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evolutionary view of the origin of man and the universe (albeit not Darwin's version), he holds that this is
consistent with Scripture that teaches only the fact (not the method) of Creation." In plain words, Campolo is a
theistic evolutionist. (Excerpted from New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54.)

-  Campolo has chosen a different set of Christian heroes of the faith. In his appeal to the secular mind, Campolo
frequently downplays orthodox teachers like Spurgeon and Edwards, and instead draws his insights selectively from
Karl Marx, Paul Tillich, Martin Buber, and Teilhard de Chardin. Often he finds that the secular worldview has
embedded within it "more faith than I find in most churchmen." We see this in Campolo's definition of history:
"History is a class struggle between the oppressed peoples of the world and their oppressors." Familiar? Yes, but
doesn't it seem strange that a Christian and the Communists would share the same view of history? (Excerpted from
New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54.)

In his 1991 book Wake Up America!, Campolo is at it again: he claims that the voice of Martin Luther King
[womanizer and Communist sympathizer] is the one which America most needs to hear today (p. 21); he praises
the Jesus People USA (p. 42), Dietrich Bonhoeffer [the blasphemous, liberal German theologian who denied the
physical resurrection of Christ] (p. 43), liberation theology (p. 59), and the Sojourners [a group of liberals who
have promoted the work of radicals who deny Christianity] (p. 98); he commends James Cone [the radical left wing
"father of black theology"] (p. 102), and fellow neo-evangelical, radical Ronald Sider; he supports the ordination of
women (p. 106); and he is extremely sympathetic toward charismatics (pp. 106, 175, 178). (Reported in the
10/28/91, Christian News.) [Concerning the ordination of women, at a 1992 youth meeting in Vancouver, Campolo
said, "Are you suggesting women can preach? A lot better than most men! If they can preach in Africa, they can
preach in Vancouver. That's what I say."]

-  In his book, Carpe Diem: Seize the Day (Word:1994), Campolo concocts a recipe of current leftist and liberal
dogmas (see chapter 19 titled, "Hugging a Tree Isn't as Ridiculous As It Sounds"). Campolo also pays homage to
Catholicism and his hero St. Francis Assisi, the goofball priest who baptized animals and preached to the birds and
bees. In this book, Campolo has also discovered God's feminine nature! (Chapter titled "Embracing the Feminine
Side of God"):

"There is a feminine side of God. I always knew this ... Jesus approached the world with what we
would call a feminine sensitivity and appreciation. ... The masculine side of God is something to be
admired. But it is the feminine side that draws love out of me. It is this feminine side of God I find in
Jesus that makes me want to sing duets with Him ... Not only do I love the feminine Jesus, but the more
I know Jesus, the more I realize that Jesus loves the feminine in me. Until I accept the feminine in my
humanness, there will be a part of me that cannot receive the Lord's love. ... There is that feminine side
of me that must be recovered and strengthened if I am to be like Christ ... And until I feel the feminine
in Jesus, there is a part of Him which I cannot identify. What I long for in the end is to know the way
He can love Himself through me and I can love myself through Him ..." (pp. 85-88).

Man is not called to express some latent femininity which lies within him; he is called to be fully a MAN, an
uncompromising, obedient, Christ-centered, others-serving, wholehearted, zealous man of God. The Bible never
says that a man has a feminine side, and never says that a woman has a masculine side. Carl Jung, who
communicated with demons, claimed that man has a feminine side, but the Bible denies this. (Source: O Timothy,
Vol. 11; Iss. 9-10 [1994].) [At a Youth Ministry Training event which took place in Chicago 1/30/92-2/2/92,
Campolo proclaimed (on 1/30/92) that he sees prayer as "making love to Jesus" and envisions himself "lying next
to Jesus and allowing Jesus to penetrate him." -- I guess that would be the masculine Jesus penetrating the feminine
Campolo? -- what a demented, perverted blasphemer is this fellow!]

-  Campolo claims that homosexual orientation is inborn in many or most cases, and refers to "evangelical
homosexuality." He has related how two homosexual men "solved their problems of loneliness" by living in a
celibate "covenant" relationship "in all love and tenderness." He even makes the blasphemous claim that Christians
will have difficulty finding any Biblical condemnation of romantic feelings between persons of the same sex (cf.
Rom. 1:18ff)!! (Reported in the 4/1/91, Calvary Contender; and in a 2/7/94, ACCC report on the 1994 NRB
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Convention.)

In his 1988 book, 20 Hot Potatoes Christians Are Afraid To Touch, Campolo also claims that though he personally
thinks that homosexual behavior is contrary to the will of God (p. 115), Scripture does not universally condemn it.
He adds that homosexual orientation is not a matter of choice, but is inborn (pp. 112-113), and that masturbation is
an acceptable way for Christians to release pent-up sexual energies (pp. 63-64). The fact is that Tony Campolo, and
especially his wife Peggy, are activists in homosexual causes. (See an interview with Peggy Campolo in the 3/94
issue of The Lofton Letter; in the Summer of 1993, Peggy Campolo reduced her involvement in her husband's office
in order to be more active in the cause of "social justice" for lesbians and homosexual men.) [Peggy Campolo has
also said: "We both believe that homosexual orientations are not chosen any more than heterosexual orientations are
chosen. ... homosexuals are entitled to the same rights and privileges I claim for myself, including being able to
marry legally and in the sight of the church ..." (Emphasis added.) [Peggy Campolo also recently spoke out in
support of a new homosexual American Baptist Church that is starting in the Philadelphia area. The church, called
Fusion Baptist Church, held its inaugural service on 2/2/03. Peggy Campolo is a national leader of the Association
of Welcoming and Affirming Baptists, which urges American Baptist congregations to be supportive of
homosexuals. (Source: 2/14/03, FBIS.) ]

Talk show host Mark Gilman on radio station WAVA near Washington D.C. in Virginia said on a 4/13/93 program
that Tony Campolo put it best when he said: "How in the world can you expect the homosexual community to come
to Christ when they think that Christians hate them?" [But are we not to hate what God hates? And God clearly
hates homosexuality. But the question should be put back to Campolo: "How in the world can you expect the
homosexual community to come under conviction of sin and need of repentance when you falsely tell them that
God loves them just as they are?"]

-  Ten-year-old Bart Simpson sailed into his 13th season (The Simpsons) last fall with 14 million fans and a
cheerleading squad of "Christian" and conservative commentators, despite the fact that the series skewers family
and moral values. Politically correct themes, frequent profanity (especially by Bart), and unresolved moral issues
abound, wiping out whatever little positive impact a given episode might offer. It took more than a decade, but
writers who have jumped on Bart's bandwagon include Frederica Mathewes-Green in her regular column, Barbara
Curtis in The Plain Truth magazine, Mark Pinsky in Christianity Today, and Tony Campolo in his foreword to
Pinsky's book on the series.

In 2001, Pinsky authored The Gospel According to The Simpsons: The Spiritual Life of the World’s Most Animated
Family. In a 10/6/02 interview with Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Pinsky said, "... I found most of the
sexual references went over [my children's] heads, and most were between husband and wife. I found nothing
objectionable as far as my children were concerned." Tony Campolo wrote in his foreword to Pinsky's book, "As
an evangelical Christian, I find that The Simpsons provides me with a mirror that reflects my own religious life. ...
the Simpsons are basically a decent American family with good values." [It is difficult to perceive how viewers
extract positive moral lessons and good role models from The Simpsons. For example, it's hard to miss something
like Homer's hiring a homosexual secretary who kisses Homer on the mouth (6/6/91 episode). That episode began a
pattern of upholding homosexual activism. Jokes insinuate homosexual conduct between Bart and his friend
Milhouse in the 9/27/98 episode; etc.; etc.] (Source: Randall Murphree, Agape Press, 2/6/02.)

-  Campolo has the dubious honor of being former President Clinton's "good friend ... in Philadelphia" (Clinton's
1/25/94 state of the Union address). After reading an interview with Campolo in the 1/94 Bookstore Journal, it is
understandable why Clinton would consider Campolo a friend. Clinton and Gore hosted 12 "evangelical" leaders at
a private breakfast 10/18/93 in the White House, one of which was Campolo. Afterwards, Campolo claimed that
Clinton and Gore "understand the fundamental evangelical ethos." He says Clinton "is not only a Christian ... [who]
has a very high view of Scripture... [but also is] a deeply religious man." (Reported in the 3/94 issue of The Lofton
Letter, p. 8.)

Campolo remains deeply impressed with Clinton's spirituality: "If I were to posture Bill Clinton, I would have to
say he's about halfway between Baptist and Pentecostal. He really has a deep sensitivity for the excitement of
Pentecostal spirituality. A lot of people say when they go to meet with the President, I prayed with the President. I
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don't. Whenever I'm with the President I always ask him to pray and he prays with deep intensity, and I always
come away excited, because I sense something there, I sense something alive there. People always ask me, well,
what about his personal life? I don't know a thing about his personal life; I just know the man I met about four
years ago, and I love him and he's my friend and I've seen him interact with the First Lady and with Chelsea. I've
been to dinner there and I feel a loving relationship between people. I sense, much to my critics chagrin, the
presence, the presence of God there. So, I sense a man who is really seeking to know God, who really wants to
follow Christ in his everyday walk. I know a man who knows the Bible , who quotes it, who understands it, and uh,
so that's my appraisal of where he's coming from." [Yikes!] (Source: Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings
of Tony Campolo.)

Concerning the 1997-1998 Clinton sex scandals and resultant accusations of perjury and obstruction of justice,
Campolo defended Clinton by comparing his life and acceptance to that of Jesus! Campolo, worried that other
ministers might distance themselves from Clinton out of concern for their own reputations, said: "I follow a man
who really didn't give a hoot about his reputation. As a matter of fact, I think Jesus had the worst reputation in
Jerusalem" (2/2/98, Christian News).

-  Over the 11/19/93-11/21/93 period, about 500 neo-evangelical activists met in Chicago to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the signing of the 1973 "Chicago Declaration." Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA), which grew
out of that 1973 meeting, called the 1993 meeting to sign a two-page Chicago Declaration II. The latter expands on
the racism, sexism, poverty, and other social action [socialistic] themes of the 1973 document. Signers of both
documents included mainline and liberal new evangelicals. Some 1993 signers: Tony Campolo, Jim Wallis,
Roberta Hestenes [former president of the University where Campolo still teaches], Samuel Escobar, and ESA's
president Ron Sider. New age and left-wing themes such as "holistic Christianity," "the magic of ritual," and
"redistribution of the world's resources," were stressed. Animal rights people were there also (2/15/94, Calvary
Contender.)

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Tony Campolo's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.) [Campolo also endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "This is a bold
declaration of what it means to be a Christian. Figuring out what discipleship means is difficult these days and this
book helped me a lot." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in
Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.)]

-  Campolo is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." (See report on Richard Foster.) In actuality,
Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection,
"Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism
and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining
"personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of
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its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March,
1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses.")

-  Campolo is cozy with Roman Catholicism. Campolo was one of 16 writers who responded to Pope John Paul II's
Crossing the Threshold of Hope. Campolo said: "When young people say they are looking for certainty, they do not
mean they are simply looking for proof that the doctrinal propositions set forth by the church are true ... They want
that certainty that comes from a mystical, experiential encounter with the living Lord ... that comes only when they
can feel God permeating their lives. They want to have the assurance of salvation that comes when they sense that
Christ is personally addressing them ..." He said "I agree with the Pope's implication that the young cannot be
allowed to seek Christ apart from the church." He said "the most important pastor of any church body in the world
today [is] the Pope." (Source: 12/15/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the
same, with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin
Miller, Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)

-  In the Fall of 1997, a book was published titled, Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo.
Here are some excerpts from that book:

(a) Reaching out in our communities for Tony Campolo includes participating with the American
Muslim Council, the Unitarian Universalist Association, Planned Parenthood of America's Clergy
Advisory Board, the quasi-Buddhist SEVA Foundation, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the
Revolutionary Communist Party, the Democratic Socialists of America, and Americans United for
Separation of Church and State. Preaching a complete Gospel includes holding candlelight prayer vigils
outside offending factories, and calling on the church to help stop what he claims is the world's grave
over-population problem.

(b) The use of doublespeak includes the use of phrases and terms that rename otherwise objectionable
concepts. In Dr. Campolo's usage, the left-wing animal rights movement becomes "creation care."
Embracing the agenda of Worldwatch Institute and Greenpeace becomes Christian "Stewardship" of
the earth. Brutal laws such as China's one-child-per-family mandate become "farsighted" population
control strategies. Doublespeak also works the other way. Pejorative terminology quickly denigrates
things most people would not find objectionable, such as disposable diapers and cans of deodorant. In
Tony Campolo's lexicon, using disposable diapers or aerosol deodorant is "ecologically sinful."
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Watering your lawn or consuming fuel becomes "environmental terrorism." Preaching that
homosexuals must repent becomes "homophobia" and "gay-bashing." In fact, Campolo says that new
types of sin need to be introduced related to environmentalism. Speaking out against the wickedness of
Clinton White House policies becomes "meanness."

(c) For the first 172 pages of How to Rescue the Earth, Campolo presents a political action program
that is merely a baptized version of what Greenpeace and Worldwatch Institute have promoted for
years. This program involves dramatic change in the economic infrastructure of the West and a total
overhaul of our way of life, with government serving as the great enforcer of environmentally correct
behavior. In addition, throughout the book, Campolo calls for a new spirituality that embraces the
"sacramental" character of nature.

(d) To make his case that evangelical theology needs help, Campolo favorably cites the teachings of a
man named Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. He writes that Teilhard represents more "modern Christian
thinking," and that we can gain inspiration from Teilhard. He refers to Teilhard's "genius" on page 83
and on the same page insists that even "those who have sought to refute his theories could not help but
admire his genius." He does not warn readers that anything is amiss in the teachings of Teilhard.
[Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, born in 1881, was a Jesuit priest and philosopher as well as a geologist
and paleontologist. As philosopher, he fused Catholic doctrine and evolutionary theory and as a result,
conflicted with church authority. He is credited for helping to lay the foundation for the modern New
Age movement. The Christ of Teilhard de Chardin is not the Christ of Scripture. Teilhard's Christ is
the cosmic christ of an emerging global New Age spirituality. What spiritual insight can be gained
from someone who rejects the Christ of Scripture? God has made foolish the wisdom of this world (I
Corinthians 1:20). Yet, Campolo writes: "And until we come up with some more solid alternatives, the
perspectives of St. Francis and Teilhard ought to provide some of the inspiration for our preaching."]

(e) Concerning political activism, Campolo says, "May we be cautious about those who would use
political power to advance the interest of religion. I'm afraid for America. I'm afraid for its future. And
what is ironic is I am afraid for America because I fear what my fellow Christians might do." If you
heard him address the Baptist Joint Committee you would think that he is opposed to involvement by
Christians when it concerns economics and public policy. It would be more accurate to say that
Campolo is clearly opposed to religious involvement in government if those involved are
fundamentalist Christian conservatives. In his speech to an assembly of Marxists, homosexual activists,
abortion rights defenders, feminist theologians, and New Age disciples, Campolo made it very clear:
members of the "Religious Right" need not apply [to his new group, Call For Renewal]. He referred to
the worldview of the "Religious Right" as "neither biblical nor Christian."

(f) Campolo believes that Christians should join together to support Clinton: "The ball is in our court
now. We can reject Mr. Clinton's overtures and embrace the skepticism that will only lead to
destructive tensions between him and the evangelical community. Or we can act in faith and believe
that together there is much that we can do to rekindle the spiritual fires that once provided the
dynamism of our nation. I think that we have no other option but to take hold of his outstretched hand
and ask, 'Mr. President, what can we do together?'" There are millions of Christians who have refused
to join hands with President Clinton. They will not because the President's hands are covered with the
blood of innocent children.

(g) Concerning partial-birth abortions: President Clinton has always outspokenly defended the killing
of pre-born children at every stage of development. Campolo states in his book 20 Hot Potatoes that he
found pre-schoolers engaged in killing ants to be "demonic." Yet, Campolo thinks that a President who
defends the law that allows abortionists to cut open a baby's head and suck out its brains can exude the
"presence of God." The long overdue question we must ask is, which "god" is Tony Campolo talking
about?
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Paul (David) Yonggi Cho
General Teachings/Activities

-  Paul Yonggi Cho is the "pastor" of the world's largest Protestant church (Assemblies of God), the 850,000-
member Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, South Korea. (The 11/92 Charisma reports that, after a family spat,
Paul Yonggi Cho changed his name to "David.") Cho's teachings are an idolatrous mix of a little Biblical teaching
with a lot of occult healing, prophesying, visualization, sorcery, and pagan mind techniques. Cho teaches that
Christians can get anything they want by calling upon the spirit world in the "fourth dimension" and envisioning
(visualizing) their felt needs, no matter how crass and gross. Cho teaches that positive thinking, positive speaking,
and positive visualization are the keys to success, and that anyone can literally "incubate" and give birth to physical
reality by creating a vivid image in his or her mind and focusing upon it. David Cloud visited the Yoido Full
Gospel Church in November of 2003, and filed this report:

"They claim that they have 850,000 members, but I believe that is a vast exaggeration. They have
seven services on Sunday, and the auditorium seats about 14,000. It was full the two services I
attended, but even so, that is not anything like 850,000 -- even adding the other places where they have
services. It is a charismatic church and they have a lot of false doctrine, which is very sad, considering
the vast number of people that they are leading astray. The pastor, David Yonggi Cho, is very popular
around the world. He teaches that God promises healing and prosperity for every believer. In fact, he
considers this as part of the gospel. The church's web site presents a 'five fold gospel' -- the gospel of
regeneration, the gospel of the fullness of the Holy Spirit, the gospel of divine healing, the gospel of
blessing, and the gospel of the advent. The Yoido Church web site says, 'Full Gospel faith not only
accepts the Gospel of salvation which Christ made complete as He was resurrected from the dead, but
also believes in the release from physical illness and salvation for the cursed life.' By adding to the one
true gospel of the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ, [Cho] is preaching a false gospel. In 1 Cor.
15:1-4, Paul clearly stated the gospel that he preached, and it is the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ for our sins. Period. Paul warned that if someone adds to or changes this gospel, they are cursed
of God (Galatians 1). These are fearful words. The Yoido Full Gospel Church's web site says that 279
of the 527 pastors are women. This is in direct disobedience to 1 Timothy 2."

-  The 13th Annual Church Growth International Conference was held 9/28/92-10/6/92 at Cho's Yoido Full Gospel
Church in Seoul, South Korea (Korean AOG). (Cho is the head of Church Growth International [CGI].) The cost
for the conference was $1,750 per person from the West Coast. The week-long schedule for the Church Growth
Conference was one of unionistic "worship" with a veritable Babel of denominations. (Dr. C. Peter Wagner, the
Donald McGavran Professor of Church Growth and Phrenology at Fuller Theological Seminary, was special guest
speaker. Cho's connection with America is through Fuller Seminary and Dr. Wagner. Wagner is Cho's co-worker,
fellow Pentecostalist, and one of the gurus of the American Church Growth Movement.) Besides Cho's various
other false teachings concerning church growth (detailed later in this report), two other major flaws concern his
teaching of church growth through organization. First, he neglects God's will by concentrating too much on
mechanical organization. Second, he violates the Biblical role of women by appointing them to be leaders or
pastors to teach and preach to men.

-  In late 1990, Cho launched the 700,000 subscriber (total circulation of one million) Daily News in Seoul with a
staff of 500 full-time reporters all over the world, and with a Korean staff of 800 full-time workers and 400-half-
time workers. Cho claims he started the paper as an effort to further affect his nation with godly morals and
lifestyles -- each issue includes four full pages of "Christian material" and 24 pages of secular information.

-  Cho's involvements in the movements of positive thinking, prophesying and miracle healing, charismatic practice,
prosperity theology, and world-wide evangelism have caused him to be held up as an example of "success" or
"prosperity" today. Because he has achieved remarkable success in church growth, a large number of "Christian"
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leaders are recommending and using many of his books. But what Cho actually does is substitute Biblical, God-
centered teachings with a worldly, man-centered system of prosperity gospel, positive confession, visualization,
fourth dimension concept, and other dangerous ideas. His theology and methodology have deviated from the truths
of the historic Christian faith.

-  The following is a summary of Cho's teachings (from an abstract of a doctoral dissertation by Christian Wei).
Some of the specifics will be expanded upon later in this report:

(a) There are two main erroneous areas in Cho's Bibliology: the extent of revelation and the method of
interpretation. Cho subscribes to an impossible position -- the mutually exclusive view of the close of
the canon and the view of the continuity of special revelation. In so doing, he undermines the authority
and the sufficiency of God's Word. Cho's method of interpretation is so allegorical, arbitrary, and
subjective that he virtually distorts Biblical truths and textual meanings.

(b) In the doctrine of God, Cho's man-centered philosophy causes him to deviate from the Biblical
teaching in the areas of God's goodness, God's will, and God's sovereignty. When he insists that God's
will for His children is prosperity and health, he disregards the clear Scriptural teaching regarding
Christian suffering and contentment. Cho organizes his teaching around a man-centered theology when
he asserts that God cannot do anything unless man cooperates with Him. Thus, he seriously undermines
God's sovereign will, power, and position.

(c) The three major fallacies of Cho's Pneumatology (doctrine of the Holy Spirit) lie in the work,
baptism, and gifts of the Holy Spirit. Cho's teaching of the work of the Holy Spirit is closely related to
pantheism. By insisting that man can obtain and manipulate the power of the Holy Spirit, Cho, at best,
repudiates the sovereignty of the Spirit and threatens His personality; at worst, he virtually dabbles in
occultism. Cho believes that the sign of the Spirit baptism is speaking in tongues, and, thereby, he
refuses to acknowledge that the evidence of such an experience lies in moral virtues, not miraculous
proofs. Cho contends that God still grants His children miraculous and supernatural gifts. But since the
Holy Spirit divides gifts as He wills (1 Cor. 12:11), Cho violates clear Scriptural teaching when he
encourages his people to pursue such gifts.

(d) In Soteriology, Cho's teachings on the nature of the Gospel and the doctrine of faith have departed
from the truth. He insists that the Gospel includes more than the forgiveness of sins. Cho's view on
faith is rather radical since he believes that a "usable" faith will definitely experience miracles. For
Cho, if there is no miracle, there is no faith.

(e) With respect to the doctrine of sin, Cho overlooks man's sin nature when he insists that man is able
to attain his own unlimited potential, simply by exercising a positive attitude, which includes
imagination and thinking. This concept ignores the Apostle Paul's teaching that emphasizes that even
the believer cannot escape the conflict between his old sinful nature and new nature (Rom. 7:15-24).
For Cho, human sin is substituted with human sovereignty.

(f) Cho's doctrine of angelology is based on his theory of the "fourth dimension," a concept which
ultimately leads him into dualism and occultism. He believes that the evil fourth dimension is able to do
what God does. Cho also confuses demonic influence with demonic possession, insisting that all
unsaved persons are possessed or indwelt by demons. Cho also attributes all sins and sicknesses to the
devil.

(g) Cho claims that if there is no visualization, there will be no church growth. He insists that every
minister needs to have visualization, the process in a person's mind through which pictures in visions or
dreams bring about miracles and powers. This method, however, is not only unbiblical, it is the most
powerful occult technique known, having been practiced by shamans and witchdoctors for thousands of
years. [First, its foundation is unbiblical because Cho misinterprets Bible verses to fit his peculiar
theory. He also ignores God's warning regarding the dangers and deceitfulness of dreams and visions
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(Deut. 13:1-5; Jer. 23:25-32; 27:9-10). Second, it is an unsound practice since it relies on the human
mind and is related to the occult. Hence, the Scripture condemns the practice. Third, it is biased
because Cho relies on his own interpretation of Biblical examples and his personal experiences.]

(h) Divine healing is another method which Cho uses to generate church growth, claiming this is the
most essential element. This is unbiblical for many reasons. First, it rests on a false premise. The Bible
shows explicitly that healing or miracles do not necessarily bring a person to the saving knowledge of
Christ (cf. Matt. 9:22-25,32-34; 11:20-24; Acts 4:5-22). Second, it fosters wrong motivation since it
encourages the crowd to come to church with ulterior motives. Third, it obscures the true purpose of
healing, which in the Bible authenticates the messiahship of Christ and the apostleship of apostles.
Finally, Cho's concept conceals the true nature of healing since he confuses functional disorders with
organic illnesses. Furthermore, contrary to the Biblical pattern, Cho fails to "heal" some (all?) who
desire healing.

(i) Cho teaches that prayer will definitely alter the material world and lead to church growth, but he
fails to realize that true prayer does not necessarily demand the changing of circumstances or the
material world for man; rather, it requires the changing of the attitude of the believer and the
submission of his will to God's will. Cho also twists the meaning of "praying in the Holy Spirit" when
he insists that it refers to speaking in tongues. Rather, when Paul and Jude encourage believers to pray
in the Holy Spirit, they are referring to the assistance, the influence, and the intercession of the Holy
Spirit (Rom. 8:26). It has nothing to do with speaking in tongues as Cho teaches.

-  Cho tells us how he prayed for his needs: "I ordered these things in such articulate terms that God could not make
a mistake in delivering them. Then I felt faith following up …" Cho says that the Lord never welcomes vague
prayers, and goes on to teach that the believer gets these specific requests supplied by visualizing them and then
bringing them into existence by faith! Here is the point at which charismatic development leaves Christianity and
crosses into the territory of paganism.

He teaches the need for a vivid mental picture coupled with a burning desire and a firm conviction that the goal is
already accomplished. Cho calls this process: visualizing the goal, then incubating it into reality by strength of faith
-- or would it be will-power? He teaches that believers may order up wealth and success; anything they want as
long as it is moral. The key to getting these things is the art of fantasizing them, because God cannot bring them
into being unless the individual incubates the image.

-  Though Cho attempts to give some Biblical justification for his ideas, he tells us that he obtained them in the first
place because God communicated them directly to him. He claims that God spoke to him describing the material
world as belonging to the third dimension. God supposedly told Dr. Cho that because all human beings are spiritual
beings (as well as physical beings) they have the fourth dimension in their hearts, and by developing the art of
concentrating visions and dreams in their imaginations, they can influence and change the third dimension (material
things) just as the Holy Spirit did when He brooded over the primeval earth. According to Cho, God told him that
Buddhist and yoga adherents worked "miracle" cures because they explored and developed their human fourth-
dimensional power, imagining mental pictures of health and willing them into their bodies. God told him that all
human beings had the power to exercise legitimate dominion over the material world through this fourth-
dimensional activity.

Cho's teaching is a system of mind over matter (or rather, imagination over matter). He frankly admits that it is a
Christianized version of precisely the same methods practiced by Buddhists, exponents of yoga, and the followers
of other pagan, mystical, and occult systems. The only difference is that their fourth-dimensional power receives
co-operation from the devil, while that of Christians supposedly receives help from the Holy Spirit. He says that so
long as we keep our minds from foolish and wrong ideas, we shall keep the canvas of our imagination clean for the
Holy Spirit to paint on it the things we are to have. (Cho says that his massive church grew to its present size, and
continues to grow, because he follows this principle of visualization. He first imagines his church growing to a
certain figure, and he then visualizes all the faces and incubates the vision into reality.) Cho teaches that all
Christians should aim to prosper in body, soul, and spirit, and their success and failure in this is due entirely to their
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success or failure in visualizing.

-  Absolute confidence in ideas which spring into the mind as "desires" is a characteristic of Dr. Cho. Faith,
according to this teaching, is not merely trusting that God will do those things which He has promised to do in His
Word. Faith is redefined as having absolute trust in desires which come subjectively into one's mind, for these ideas
or desires are assumed to be direct communications from God. We must, therefore, develop unshakeable
confidence in them. If we take these ideas and imagine and incubate them into reality, then we are promised
"miracles," and these should be our lifelong experience.

-  Cho's focus is on the so-called "subconscious" mind. Possibility thinking, positive confession and affirmations,
self-esteem messages, imaging, "inner healing," and visualization all branch from the family tree of reprogramming
the invisible subconscious mind. True believing, Cho says, does not take place in the conscious mind but rather in
the subconscious. Similarly, positive confession, affirmations, and visualization "create reality" for the
subconscious mind. "Inner healing" works on the basis that healing takes place through reprogramming the
subconscious mind with a "positive" experience. It substitutes for forgiveness of a "negative" experience.
According to Cho, there is a three-step formula necessary to program the subconscious and get your "prayers"
answered. Step 2 is "creative prayer" in order to spiritually "picturize until the picture comes to pass." Cho calls this
spiritual picturizing "incubation: a law of faith." (Cho claims to have taught an "older spinster" to order her
husband from God through visualizing her desires for a tall, skinny, musical, Caucasian school teacher.)

Cho's theology begins with the subconscious mind. It ends with God and Cho switching roles. Cho describes the
obedience of the Holy Spirit to his will: "… I can go into the fourth dimension of the Holy Spirit, and I tell Him
what is needed in my church in Korea, and He carries out the work" (The Fourth Dimension, p. 49). [Jesus' attitude
was quite the opposite, "nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt" (Matthew 26:39).] Cho has authored a
rebellious gospel that is identical to the New Age gospel of men becoming co-creators with God.

-  Cho's visualization theology will serve anti-Christianity. Here is how he develops it: (All quotes from The Fourth
Dimension, pp. 36-47.) 

Man's spirit is his subconscious mind which includes the imagination. 
The subconscious is in the spiritual fourth dimension. 
The fourth dimension (home of the spirit/subconscious) contains both good and evil, and
controls, creates, and "incubates" the third dimension natural realm. 
Any man's spirit or subconscious, Christian or non-Christian, can be developed to control the
natural world and "carry out dominion" upon their third dimension circumstances (e.g., "visualize
a bike, get a bike"). 
To accomplish this, the human spirit/subconscious must join up with the spirit of either the evil
fourth dimension or the good fourth dimension. Thus, Buddhists possess the identical
subconscious powers as Christians.  
"God then taught me," writes Cho, "that since we can link our spirit's fourth dimension to the
fourth dimension of the Holy Father -- we can have all the more dominion over circumstances …
we can exercise great control and power over the third dimension." 
We "incubate" the subconscious through our imaginations and visualization. Thus, "only through
a vision and a dream can you visualize and dream bigger churches."  
"The Holy Spirit comes to cooperate with us" to create through our imagination and
visualization.  
The Holy Spirit then begins "to carry out dominion."

Cho justifies this theology by adding to Scripture. The Abrahamic Covenant was confirmed in Genesis 15:5: He
took him outside and said, Look up at the heavens and count the stars -- if indeed you can count them. Then he said
to him, So shall your offspring be. The Bible tells us (Genesis 15:6) Abraham believed the Lord, and he credited it
to him as righteousness. Cho's version is quite different. Abram "was struck with emotion … he saw all the stars
changing into the faces of his descendants, and once again shouting, 'Father Abraham!' Those pictures came to his
mind again and again, and became his own dreams and pictures. Those pictures immediately became part of his
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fourth dimension, in the language of spiritual visions and dreams. These visions and dreams carried dominion over
his one-hundred year-old body, and it was soon transformed as if it were like a young body" (The Fourth
Dimension, p. 48).

Simple trust in God (Genesis 15:6) has been altered to trust in visualization and the occult. Cho's mystical
foundation is built upon the sands of Sigmund Freud's and Carl Jung's subconscious mind rather than the rock of
Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 3:11). The Word of God tells us man's imagination is vain (Rom. 1:21), turned against God (2
Cor. 10:15), evil from his youth (Genesis 8:21), and connected with evil and pride (Jer. 18:12; Luke 1:51). "Fourth
Dimension theology," claiming the spirit is the subconscious and imagination, incorrectly concludes that the born
again spirit means a born again imagination. Visualization and the "creative forces of the subconscious mind" must
therefore be of God. Instead of Biblically renewing the conscious mind with the Word of God, Cho teaches that we
are to reprogram the "subconscious" and thus create through affirmations and imaging.

-  Jeremiah 23:16 says: "This is what the Lord Almighty says: 'Do not listen to what the prophets are prophesying
to you; they fill you with false hopes. They speak visions from their own minds, not from the mouth of the Lord.'"
Cho says: "The subconscious is your spirit … you may wonder how we can incubate our subconscious … the only
way for us to incubate is through our imaginations, through our visions and our dreams … visions and dreams are
the language of the fourth dimension, and the Holy Spirit communicates through them. Only through a vision and a
dream can you visualize and dream bigger churches (The Fourth Dimension, pp. 42-44).

The fruits of the "fourth dimension" seem to be "revealed secrets for answered prayer and church renewal." The
roots, however, reveal a gospel linked to the occult. Cho's doctrine of creating through our imaginations is one
more building block on the faulty foundation supporting positive confession and the power of the mind. Those who
accept Cho's mind power "secrets" are enslaving themselves to Satan rather than submitting to the Holy Spirit. The
"fourth dimension" claims to prepare believers to exercise dominion over the "third dimension" material world.
Instead, it is actually preparing an apostate church to serve the false christ.

-  New Age theology promotes the "collective unconscious," where all human beings possess a common psychic
structure. It is through the subconscious mind that the "collective unconscious" of humanity creates good or evil.
"Evil thought forms" should be replaced by positive thoughts which release "energy" to shape a new positive
consciousness. It is up to us as individuals to visualize, focus, and direct this energy. We are told that sin in our
hearts is not the problem, but is "incorrect thinking." We have unlimited potential in our minds to redirect
"consciousness." Transformation into a New Age occurs when humanity collectively unifies in positive thought.
Since the "fourth dimension" creates the third dimension material world, collective positive visualization can create
a New Age of love, peace, and harmony.

Cho has a Christian version: "One of our greatest problems as humans is our self-image. We don't realize what a
capable creation we are … According to the Creator, man is only limited by his imagination. The imagination is that
part of man's mind that creates the pictures which give context to his actions … The great hindrance to man's
potential is in his separation [from each other] … As the confusion of languages at the Tower of Babel separated
man, so also the unity of languages at Pentecost brought man together." Cho explains that we now have been given
the Holy Spirit, and thus limits to our imagination have been lifted. Thus, the unification of Christians' imaginations
"leads to a great future of unlimited potential here in this world and in the world to come" (Cho, The Leap of Faith,
pp. 15-17). [In Diakrisis (Summer, 1992 issue -- a scholarly journal published in London, England) was an article
titled: "Socerous Apprentices, Testing the Spirits of a Church Bewitched." It is a thorough treatment of New Age
thought invading the professing Christian Church. The Diakrisis article gives extensive examples of Cho's occult
language and parallels in occult textbooks.]

-  Occultists were the world's first and only scientists for thousands of years. To work their sorcery through the
"laws of manifestation," occultists have always used three scientific techniques: positive thinking, positive speaking,
and visualizing. Though all three are now accepted and used in the professing evangelical church, no one has
promoted these occult teachings as successfully as Cho.

Of positive speaking (confession), Cho declares: "You can create the presence of Jesus with your mouth … He is
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bound by your lips and by your words …" As for visualization, the most powerful occult technique, Cho writes,
"Through visualization and dreaming, you can incubate your future and hatch the results." In the foreword to Cho's
best-known book, The Fourth Dimension, Robert Schuller writes of visualization, "Don't try to understand it. Just
start to enjoy it! It's true. It works. It tried it. Thank you -- Paul Yonggi Cho -- for allowing the Holy Spirit to give
this message to us and to the world." (Cho himself admits that his message of hope always exalts people and
focuses solely on prosperity, health, and problem-free life. This teaching prompts the deceitful message of selfism,
advocating the dangerous message of uplifting man through self-love/self-esteem/self-worth.)

-  A trait of Korean Christianity is the tendency to see Christianity as a path to material prosperity. That tendency is
a residue of shamanism, the native folk religion in Korea and other northeast Asian countries for centuries. In
Shamanism, you ask the shaman (a sort of medicine man or woman) to intercede with the spirits to ensure your
health or business success. There is in Korean shamanism a great spirit, above the other spirits, who couldn't be
contacted by the shamans. That helped Christianity get off the ground, says David Susan, a Lutheran missionary,
because "when the early Christian missionaries came and said, 'There's an almighty God who judges you at your
death,' Koreans said, 'Ah, yes, we've heard of that god before.'" But in a sense, it made Christianity too easy for
Koreans to accept. Many Korean professing Christians still consider the gods of shamanism and the God of
Christianity kindred spirits.

The religious disposition of the Koreans is both harnessed and exploited by the "Christianity" of Paul Yonggi Cho
in his blatant mix of sorcery, mind-over-matter, self-interest, Sinkyo, Japanese Buddhism, and Christianity. But to
mix pagan ideas and practices with the pure religion of Christ is condemned in Scripture as the heinous sin of
idolatry. It is a marriage of Christianity and the occult, and is forbidden by Paul's words: What communion hath
light with darkness? And: What agreement hath the temple of God with idols?

What has built the largest church in the world? The answer is an idolatrous mixture of Biblical teaching and pagan
mind-techniques. God is deprived of His sovereignty in the believer's affairs, and the authority of Scripture is
replaced by the authority of supposedly direct messages from God and the produce of the imagination (Peter
Masters, The Healing Epidemic, p. 35).
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Gary Collins
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Gary Collins, a licensed clinical psychologist with a Ph.D. in Clinical psychology from Purdue University, and
author of more than 40 books, taught pastoral counseling for 20 years at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
(Deerfield, Illinois; affiliated with The Evangelical Free Church of America, and since renamed Trinity
International University), for much of the time as department chairman, before leaving to head up the psychological
counseling program at Jerry Falwell's correspondence school, The Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling (LILC,
established in 10/89). [Falwell advertised that LILC was established in order to train, by correspondence courses,
laymen interested in helping "victims" of such "psychologically damaging afflictions" as child abuse, stress, family
crisis, AIDS, depression, addictions, drug abuse, aging, etc. All courses offered had a heavy emphasis on Freudian
and humanistic approaches to counseling.]

Collins has authored more than 150 psychoheretical articles and over 50 books, including Christian Counseling: A
Comprehensive Guide, The Biblical Basis of Christian Counseling, Can You Trust Psychology?, and  Family Shock:
Keeping Families Strong in the Midst of Earthshaking Change. He was general editor of the thirty-volume
Resources for Christian Counseling series of professional counseling books mostly published in the 1980s, the
Word Christian Counseling Library of cassette tapes, and the twelve-volume Contemporary Christian Counseling
series of books that appeared in the early 1990s. 

-  Collins subsequently left LILC to head up the American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC) in 1991, a
psychologically oriented counseling organization that grew to about 5,000 members in 1993, more than 17,000 in
1997, and 24,000 today. (Collins is no longer president of the AACC, resigning in 1998, but remains the executive
director of  Christian Counseling Today, the official AACC magazine that he founded.) Currently, he is heading the
newly formed International Institute for Christian Counseling, chairs the International Federation for Christian
Counseling, and frequently travels overseas and within North America to give lectures and conduct seminars for "
Christian" counselors. The 5/17/93 issue of Christianity Today was devoted entirely to the defense of psychological
counseling. In the special advertising section of this issue, Collins ran the following advertisement for AACC:

"The AACC is made up of nearly 5,000 professional, pastoral, and lay counselors who are equally
committed to psychological excellence and biblical truth. Members of the AACC seek to encourage the
integration of counseling principles with biblical theology ... AACC provides its members with support
that includes its newsletter The Counseling Connection, its magazine Christian Counseling Today,
cassette tapes of interviews with counseling leaders, regional conferences, liability insurance, and
opportunities to purchase Christian counseling books at reduced rates."

No one should have any doubts as to where Gary Collins places his loyalty -- he is committed to the integration of
psychology with the Bible.

-  Collins participates in a number of confusions that are typical among professing Christians who are enamored
with psychological counseling and its underlying psychologies. Collins supports the "All Truth is God's Truth"
perspective, as well as the "medical model," and he believes all of the principle psychological myths (described in
detail by the Bobgans in PsychoHeresy): (1) that psychology and its underlying psychotherapies are science; (2)
that the best kind of counseling utilizes both psychology and the Bible; (3) that people experiencing
mental/emotional/behavioral problems are "mentally ill"; and (4) that psychotherapy has a high record of success. 

-  In his 1988 book Can You Trust Psychology?, Collins' conclusion was that you most certainly can trust
psychology, since after all, "psychology is a science." His reasoning is: Since we don't throw out the conclusions of
the physical sciences (such as chemistry and physics) merely because the Bible doesn't speak to them specifically,
why should we ignore the insights gained by studying the social sciences (such as psychology and sociology)? 
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The answer to that question is that the social "sciences" are not "science." For an area of study to qualify as
science, there must be the possibility of not only refuting theories, but also predicting future events, reproducing
results obtained, and controlling what is observed. Yet the cause and effect relationship so evident in the physical
sciences is largely absent in the "social sciences"; instead of statistically significant casual relationships, the social
sciences rely heavily on covariation (events which appear together, but are not necessarily related). Yet to support
his position that counseling psychologies are science, and that psychological theories are "scientific conclusions,"
Collins fails to mention one true expert (a philosopher of science, a Nobel Laureate, or a distinguished professor)
who holds his subjectively held personal view. That is because there are none! 

-  But it would make no difference if psychology was science, because God has already claimed as His exclusive
domain, all truth relating to the nature of man, how he should live, and how he can change (2 Pe 1:3; 2 Tim
3:15,16); He needs no help from godless, anti-Christians (Freud, Jung, Rogers, et al.) and their so-called scientific
theories and therapies, which were neither derived from Scripture nor compared with Scripture. Yet Collins claims
that the only reason that Jesus and His disciples did not use psychology was merely a matter of technology; i.e., it
just wasn't available then, just as the radio and antibiotics were not then available! By this same reasoning, would
Jesus have then used the modern psychological principles of stress management had they been available to Him; to
wit, the occult practices of visualization, self-hypnosis, positive self-talk, etc.?

-  In Can You Trust Psychology?, Collins does admit that Christians cannot trust all of psychology. However, in
answer to his book title Collins says, "It all depends on the psychology and the psychologist." Then he gives his
criteria of acceptance:

"When a psychologist seeks to be guided by the Holy Spirit, is committed to serving Christ faithfully,
is growing in his or her knowledge of the Scriptures, is well aware of the facts and conclusions of
psychology, and is willing to evaluate psychological ideas in the light of biblical teaching -- then you
can trust the psychologist, even though he or she at times will make mistakes, as we all do. If the
psychology or psychological technique is not at odds with scriptural teaching, then it is likely to be
trustworthy, especially if it also is supported by scientific data."

But at the present time there are over 250 competing and often contradictory therapies and over 10,000 not-always-
compatible techniques! To determine methodological systems used by professing Christians who practice
psychotherapy, the Bobgans conducted a survey with the Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS), a
national, integrationist organization composed of numerous practicing "Christian" therapists. A simple questionnaire
was used in which the therapists were asked to list in order the psychotherapeutic approaches that most influenced
their private practices. Only ten approaches were listed, but blank spaces were provided at the bottom of the sheet
for adding others before final ranking. The results indicated that Client-Centered Therapy (Rogers) and Reality
Therapy (Glasser) were the two top choices, and that psychoanalysis (Freud) and Rational Emotive Therapy (Ellis)
followed closely behind -- all therapies invented by godless, anti-Christians! Collins claims that since "Christian"
therapists have goals that are different from secular therapists, we should not be alarmed. Nevertheless, the
"Christian" therapists use theories and methods borrowed directly from approaches devised by secular psychologists
whose systems have underlying presuppositions that are antithetical to the Bible. 

-  Collins readily uses the vocabulary of humanistic psychology, both adopting it and adapting it with Biblical
explanations and examples. He claims that "the Bible does not condemn human potential," that God "molds us into
new creatures with reason for positive self-esteem," and that God "enables us, through Christ, to find real self-
fulfillment." (Compare with Lk. 9:23; 2 Tim. 3:1-4; 2 Cor. 12:9,10.) Collins fascination with the god of self has
even led him into New Age occultism; i.e., he explains Job's boils as the product of great duress, that went away
only when Job used "positive mental imagery." This is an ancient occultic technique, dressed up in modern
psychological terminology, and brought into the church under the protective umbrella of modern science, and with
the support of psychologically-based Scripture exegesis. 

-  In the Fall 1991 issue of Liberty University's Christian Counseling Newsletter, Collins reports his occultic/New
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Age recommendation for dealing with pain: "Many counselees can benefit from relaxation techniques [meditation,
visualization, etc.], a better understanding of the nature of their pain, counseling to reduce stress and anxiety,
biofeedback, and cognitive-behavioral techniques that [use] self-talk or teach management skills. Although some
Christians are critical of visualization techniques these are often helpful, especially with children." (Emphasis
added.)

Collins also allows for variations of New Age meditation. He says even some counselors misuse visualization and
guided imagery, but "this does not mean these practices are wrong in themselves." He believes that the same
technique can be occultic or non-occultic. In another book, Collins asserts that different counselors learn their
techniques from different schools. He also understands that there are Christians angrily condemning practices such
as hypnosis, visualization, self-talk, or imagery. Even though Collins does not openly promote such techniques, he
says "We do seek to be guided by the Holy Spirit in our work, and we are sensitive to the issues …" Finally, he
says "we may choose to disagree." In other  words, Collins is saying, if you want to use hypnosis and other
meditation type techniques, you may do so (Collins, Can You Trust Psychology?, pp. 105-106; Collins, What is
Christian Counseling?, pp. 12-13).

Collins also believes self-help books and tapes are not necessarily harmful. There can be value in them. These
resources include those that teach hypnosis (Gary Collins, Innovative Approaches to Counseling, Dallas: Word
Publishing, 1986, pp. 64-65). Collins agrees that parapsychology is a controversial field, but it is a serious attempt
to study psychic phenomena. His conclusion is that: "Christians should not ignore or completely dismiss this field"
(Collins, Can You Trust Psychology?, pp. 152-156). 

-  AACC's membership is made up of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, licensed counselors, mental
health professionals, pastors, youth leaders, missionaries, pastoral counselors, Christian educators, and others
interested in Christian counseling but who have little or no professional training. Membership costs $86 per year.
Only 44% of its members are men, versus about two-thirds four years ago, and about 88% hold Master’s Degrees
or higher. The AACC Advisory Board is made up of such notable psychologizers as Dan Allender, Steve
Arterburn,  Larry Crabb, Richard Dobbins, Archibald Hart, Grace Ketterman, H.B. London, Robert McGee, Paul
Meier & Frank Minirth, John Trent, Sandra Wilson, and H. Norman Wright. Christian Counseling Today, the
AACC Quarterly magazine founded by Collins, is heavy in psychological themes. We examined four issues of the
magazine from 1995-1996 and found numerous psycho-spiritual articles authored by the likes of Sandra Wilson,
Ron Hawkins, Jan Hook, John Trent, Archibald Hart, Ed Dobson, Larry Crabb, Dan Allender, and Gary Collins.
(Source: AACC's Internet web site -- 8/01.)

-  The Atlanta '92 meeting of the AACC is typical of the thinking and practice of Gary Collins:

In Atlanta in November of 1992, a bevy of psycho-occultists were assembled by Collins' AACC for
the five-day Second International Congress on Christian Counseling ("Atlanta '92"). Collins advertised
that "more than 50 national professional organizations, mental health corporations, and academic
institutions have joined as Congress sponsors. ... A group of 19 professional counselors -- all
committed Christians -- has worked together to produce an informative, state of the art program
featuring experts in almost every field of Christian counseling. ... Over 300 separate papers, workshops,
video presentations, demonstrations, and plenary addresses will focus on the diverse issues that make
up the field of Christian counseling."

Plenary speakers were self-love proponent Charles Stanley, clinical psychiatrist Grace Ketterman,
liberal pantheist Tony Campolo, Adlerean/Maslowian/Freudian psychologist Larry Crabb, as well as
Collins himself. Other well-known psychologizers on the program were David Stoop, Bruce
Narramore, and H. Norman Wright. Receiving special recognition awards were pop psychologist James
Dobson, "inner healer" David Seamands, and Larry Crabb, all "for their significant contributions to the
Christian counseling field." 

Just a sampling of the titles of the more than 300 presentations given at Atlanta '92 was very revealing
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as to just how psycho-occultic, and thereby anti-Christian, this gathering turned out to be:

The Christian Process for the Healing of Repressed Memories, Ritual Abuse, Multiple
Personality Disorder, and Other Childhood Trauma
And the Word Became Flesh ... in Psychodrama
Emotions, Prayer, and Inner Healing in Psychotherapy
Steps to a New Beginning: Leading Others to Christ Through the Twelve-Step Process
Intensive Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy and Christian Counseling: A Practical Integration
Some Long Term Effects of Child Sexual Abuse and the Use of Guided Biblical Imagery for the
Healing Journey
Integrating Hypnosis with Christian Therapy
A Critique of the Inner Child Work: Implications for Christian Counseling
A Christian Approach for Building Self-Esteem
The Usefulness of Psychology in Churches
Freedom from Demon-Induced Oppression
Multiple Personality Disorder and Scripture: Enhancing Healing
Concepts and Techniques of an Explicitly Christian Psychotherapy

-  Lee Strobel is a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois. Strobel has authored a number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside
the Mind of Unchured Harry & Mary: How to Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The
book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels, and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more
neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C.
Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill Bright, and Gary Collins.) In this book, Strobel makes it clear
that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found
himself comfortable with the music and modern style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion
experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on
his own perception, rather than honoring man's obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find
out what works, and not to find out what is Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to
please God. To read Strobel's book (and by nature of endorsement, Gary Collins' thoughts also) you come up with
the idea that the problem with people is that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as
lost and in need of a Savior (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7).

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Collins' teachings would be two books by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110): Prophets of PsychoHeresy
I, pp. 15-103 (now out of print), and Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 195-210 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel
of Self-Esteem & Psychology). Unless otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this report come from these
two sources.
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Chuck Colson
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Colson's world collapsed when he was trapped in the Watergate scandal. He was an Episcopalian with no
understanding of saving faith. A man by the name of Tom Phillips pointed him to Christ. When left alone he
humbly cried out, "God, take me as I am." Shortly after, he was sentenced to prison (Colson's testimony as reported
in New Neutralism II, p. 68). After his release from jail (he served seven months of a one-to-three-year federal
prison sentence), Colson founded Prison Fellowship Ministries (PFM) to help "meet the needs" of the kind of men
he met in prison. PFM now operates programs in more than 80% of the prisons in the U.S. 

Colson started a daily four-minute radio program, Breakpoint, in 1991, which now airs on more than 1,000 stations
nationwide with more than 3 million listeners. He is also a syndicated columnist and has also authored 38 books
(over 5 million books sold). In 1989, Colson expanded Prison Fellowship by adding Neighbors Who Care, a
community-based support system for victims of crime. PFM states its vision as: "That God's kingdom will be
manifested as the redemptive grace and peace of Jesus Christ are experienced by those impacted by crime"; and its
mission statement as: "To exhort, equip, and assist the Church in its ministry to prisoners, ex-prisoners, victims,
and their families, and in its promotion of biblical standards of justice in the criminal justice system." (Source:
10/00. Internet web site.)

-  Colson claims to have been converted in 1973 by reading C. S. Lewis (Lewis' theology is a garbled mixture of
some ideas from the Bible, more from the Anglo-Catholic Church, and many from pagans), and Colson was later
tutored in theology by R. C. Sproul, among others. Lewis was a member of the apostate Church of England, an
institution whose history is based largely on theological compromise with Rome, and R. C. Sproul clings
tenaciously to Aristotelian and Roman Catholic philosophy, while preaching the sovereignty of God, apparently
believing that a mind divided against itself can too stand. (Source: 4/98, The Trinity Review.) Colson also credits
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's writings with influencing his life. From this beginning, it is not difficult to see from where
Colson learned his twisted theology and ecumenical philosophy.

-  Until recently, Colson (born in 1931) was president of PFM. (Mike Timmis, a Roman Catholic and former
Promise Keepers board member, is now president -- see below.) Next to Billy Graham, Colson is probably the most
responsible for the growing acceptance of Roman Catholics on the part of professing evangelicals. PFM uses about
50,000 volunteer workers, and employs 21 Directors (some of whom are Roman Catholics) in PFM offices in 83
countries. (Over 70% of PFM's chaplains are Roman Catholic.) He has an ecumenical record of praising liberals,
Roman Catholics, and charismatics, and opposes the death penalty. He has even gone so far as to praise "Mother"
Teresa as "the ultimate example of holiness for me" (Christian American, May-June 1993, p. 16). By profession,
he is a Southern Baptist. [Colson's wife, Patty, is a practicing Roman Catholic, but teaches a women's Bible study
in his Southern Baptist church! (6/15/91, Calvary Contender). See also the review by John Robbins of Colson's
book, Life Sentence.] 

-  In July of 1998, Detroit businessman Michael Timmis was named chairman of PFM, succeeding founder Chuck
Colson who remains on the board as Chairman Emeritus. Timmis is a Roman Catholic. Colson, Timmis, and Jim
Berlucchi (Promise Keeper's Catholic evangelist) were scheduled speakers along with two Catholic priests at the
"Catholic Men's Conference" June 9-11 at the Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio, which is heavily
involved with Marian apparitions and with PK (6/00, The Berean Call).

Colson seems to have a policy of speaking anywhere, anytime, regardless of the heresy or apostasy emanating from
the pulpit he accepts (e.g., recipient of the 21st "Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion" (8/93), R.C. Sproul's
2/92 "Hunger for Significance" conference, NAE's 3/90 annual convention, Dallas Seminary's 1990
commencement, Wheaton College's 5/82 commencement [also received an honorary Doctor of Laws from
Wheaton], 1985 Moody Founder's Week, numerous James Dobson' Focus on the Family radio programs, etc.)
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-  Colson's Prison Fellowship appears to be a money-hungry group that milks its members. In the summer of 1993,
Colson sent out a computer-generated, fundraising letter to his thousands of followers. In the letter, Colson tearfully
appealed for an immediate $800,000 or, he claimed, Prison Fellowship wouldn't be able to pay its summer bills.
This letter was sent just after Colson's group had pocketed over $1 million he had received in May from the
"Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion."

-  In the Foreword to Keith Fournier's book Evangelical Catholics (see the end of this report for Fournier's
teachings in Evangelical Catholics), Colson wrote a glowing endorsement. This book is a plea for Protestants to
join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort (i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by
the year 2000). Fournier, former Ohio prosecutor, is one of the new breed of charismatic Catholic activists. He is
executive director of Pat Robertson's American Center For Law and Justice, and the former Dean of Evangelism
and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. He pleads for
Protestant/Catholic unity without concern for doctrine (a policy with which Colson has never had a problem).
Rather than recognize that the false gospel of Catholicism is what separates Protestants from Catholics, Fournier
and Colson want to gloss over the differences and unite in love. Christ's love, however, compels us not to "accept
Catholics," but to inform them where and why Catholic dogmas and traditions contradict God's Word. (Excerpted
in part from the 2/91, CIB Bulletin.)

Colson's thesis is that secularism is the great enemy of our age and about to overwhelm us all. Since EC's
(evangelical Catholics) and EP's (evangelical Protestants) share "belief in the basics" and "the same mission," we
should put aside "minor differences" (since we are all "whether Catholic or Protestant part of the same Body") and
work together for the evangelization of the world. Colson's hope is that Fournier's book will be a "bridge across
many historic divisions," and bind us together "against the encroaching armies of secularism ... it's high time that all
of us who are Christians come together regardless of the difference of our confessions and our traditions and make
common cause to bring Christian values to bear in our society" (Evangelical Catholics, p. vi). (Emphasis added.)

-  In Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, he calls on evangelicals to join forces with orthodox
Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism & secularism]." He says
"the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands, and Catholic ears -- all with
their eyes on Jesus." In an 11/23/92 Christianity Today interview, he criticized those evangelicals who would write-
off and not join with Roman Catholics in the "cosmic battle." Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain
of command and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the body of Christ. (Reported in the 12/15/92, Calvary
Contender.) [Colson has also made a two-part video series on The Body.] According to the 12/28/92 Christian
News, the bottom line of The Body is: 

"... the Catholic Church runs a tight ship and he approves a Southern Baptist sounding at times like a
Catholic traditionalist. praising the Catholic chain of command. Some of Colson's comments in The
Body sound like a blueprint for 'stealth campaigns' by the Christian Religious Right. An effective army,
he argues, 'infiltrates small units to disrupt the enemy's communications and attack strategic targets.'
[He argues that] this is, in fact, what Christians must do in a 'post-Christian culture' dominated by the
TV feel-good values of Donahue and Oprah." [The book has been endorsed by Jerry Falwell, Pat
Robertson, Carl F.H. Henry, James Montgomery Boice, Jack Hayford, Adrian Rogers, Vernon
Grounds, and Catholic priest Richard John Neuhaus; a 7/19/93 Christianity Today advertisement
carried additional endorsements from Roman Catholic John Cardinal O'Connor, neo-evangelicals J.I.
Packer and Kenneth Kantzer, and psychoheretic, "church growth" guru Bill Hybels.]

Colson's appeal for unity with Rome is based upon gross misinformation provided to his readers. For example, after
explaining that a major catalyst for the Reformation was Luther's revulsion for the practice of selling indulgences,
Colson writes: "The Reformers, for example, assailed the corrupt practice of indulgences; today they are gone" (p.
271). Indulgences "are gone"? Absolutely not! Vatican II's Indulgentarium Doctrina by Pope Paul VI devotes 17
pages to indulgences. This document declares that the Roman Catholic Church commands that the usage of
indulgences be kept in the Church; and it condemns with anathema those who say that indulgences are useless!
(Adapted from the 4/93, Berean Call.)
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Colson finds fault with various segments of the evangelical church, but not with today's Catholic Church. And the
praise he gives Rome is often so blind as to be embarrassing, such as his statement that "the Catholic Church, to its
great credit, does call heretics to account" (p. 132). Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the
stake! And to this day both Trent and Vatican II condemn evangelicals as heretics for holding beliefs to which
Colson subscribes. Surely he must know this! [As an example of Rome's censure of heretics, Colson commends
Pope Urban VIII for declaring "that anyone in the New World who kept Indian slaves would be excommunicated"
(p. 133). But he fails to mention that this same Pope condemned some heretics to the most horrible slavery of all --
the galleys for life! Nor does he tell us that Urban VIII also threatened an elderly and very ill Galileo with torture
for saying that the earth revolved around the sun, and had him on his knees in front of the Inquisition recanting of
this "heresy" in fear of his life! Calling heretics to account, indeed!] (Adapted from the 4/93, Berean Call.)

-  In an article in the Religious News Service (October 16,1995), Colson described his October meeting with the
Pope in New York City. He depicted the Pope as a great moral leader and a friend of Biblical orthodoxy. Consider
an excerpt:

"As one of the evangelicals present, I left with one conclusion: Those who defend eternal moral truths
and Christian orthodoxy have taken their stand on common ground.  The pope made it quite clear that
he fully supports those of all persuasions who recognize, and work to counter, the enormous problems
resulting from our society's flight from the truths of orthodoxy. When my eyes met the pope's, we
stared across centuries of distrust and suspicion and found common ground. ... Orthodoxy is nothing
less than that thread that connects the present to the past and the past to the future -- and that is the
thing that really bothers our adversaries." 

Colson's blindness is incredible. Only Biblical prophecies of last days apostasy can explain such blindness. The
Pope of Rome, a defender of Christian orthodoxy?! Why, everything he stands for uniquely as the Pope is contrary
to the Bible. He claims to be the head of all the churches. He claims to be able to turn the bread and juice of the
Lord's Supper into the very body and blood of Christ. He claims to be a spiritual father to all Christians. He claims,
as a priest, to mediate between God and men. He claims to be able to influence the eternal destinies of men through
his unscriptural sacraments. He claims that Mary is the Mother of God. He prays to her and adores her, and he
thanked her for saving him when an assassin's bullet almost ended his life. He has "all yours" embroidered on his
garments, and he admits that it refers to Mary. He claims that the blood of Christ was not sufficient to give men
eternal life but that they also need Roman masses and baptisms and other rituals. In fact, he claims that even all of
this might not be sufficient, and that even "the faithful" might have to go to a place called purgatory where their
sins will finally be expunged.

The last statement we cited by Colson is telling. Colson claims that he has found common ground with
Roman Catholicism. This is not because Romanism has changed, but it is because he himself represents an
apostate form of Christianity known as modern evangelicalism that is so nonchalant about the truth that it
cannot resist error. Colson says orthodoxy is the thread which connects the present with the past and the
future. Not so. In relation to the Pope, it is not orthodoxy which connects the past and the future, but heresy.
John Paul II represents ancient heresies which were affirmed by the anathemas of Trent; at the same time he
represents that final apostate Mother of Harlots foretold in Revelation 17. Those who yoke together with the
Pope are yoked together with his blasphemies and heresies (Revelation 18:4). (Source: FBIS)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion
and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about
Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to
aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed
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their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
Charismatic Movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for
example]. In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that
the parties can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, John White (of
NAE), Bill Bright (of Campus Crusade), Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, Colson and friends have, in effect, declared
the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I.
Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C.
Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized
them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal
with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but
has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any
form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no
better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I
stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit
or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC
among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.] 

However ignorant Colson and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based
on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  On 10/31/98, Colson spoke at Calvin College chapel. Calvin Theological Seminary and the Roman Catholic
Acton Institute in Grand Rapids, Michigan collaborated on a symposium titled "Over One Hundred Years of
Christian Social Teaching: The Legacy of Abraham Kuyper and Leo XIII." Colson presented his lecture "Building
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Common Ground in the Christian Church for the Culture of Life." A handful of Roman Catholic priests milled
about greeting those who had come. Vietnamese Archbishop Van Trang, a cabinet member at the Vatican on the
Commission of Peace and Justice (introduced as "Your Excellency"), was also present. Colson came to the platform
to rousing applause and began his lecture by commending the seminary for a conference that brought together
Calvinists and Catholics on the eve of celebrating the Reformation. Relating the 1994 release of Evangelicals and
Catholics Together (ECT), Colson said the message of the document was "something I believe in very deeply." He
went on to commend the pope, saying John Paul II, a man he called the "Holy Father," would be known as "John
Paul the Great," and he thanked the pope for his positive movement in bringing social change. 

The theme of Colson's lecture was linking ECT with the Reformed tradition as expressed a century ago by the
Dutch scholar and statesman Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920). Colson's intent was to show the existence of a historic
Reformed basis for ECT and thus justification for continuing to build a Roman/Reformed consensus and apologetic
for ECT and "The Gift of Salvation" (1997).  First stating the problem, Colson illustrated the moral decline of
America both in contemporary culture and in the political arena. To be a fundamentalist or a separatist, which
includes not engaging contemporary culture with the Bible, he said, is the "greatest sin." After thirty years of
cultural autonomy and its dismal failure, he argued that it is time to identify with John Paul II and his statement that
the new millennium will be a "springtime of the Christian faith." Evangelicals and Catholics together, according to
Colson, have a historic opportunity upon the demise of humanism to join ranks and create a driving force for
implementing world change. (Source: 3/99, The Trinity Review.)

-  Charles Colson is clearly one of the leaders of the ecumenical movement. He has expressed his fundamental
ecumenical idea in these words ("Foreword," Evangelical Catholics):

"The pain and distrust between Catholics and Protestants goes [sic] back centuries. The church has
often been plagued by wars within her walls, crippling her in her battle against the encroaching armies
of secularism. But at root, those who are called of God, whether Catholic or Protestant, are part of the
same Body. What they share is a belief in the basics: the virgin birth, the deity of Christ, His bodily
resurrection, His imminent return, and the authority of his infallible Word. They also share the same
mission: presenting Christ as Savior and Lord to a needy world. ... It's high time that all of us who are
Christians come together regardless of the differences in our confessions and our traditions and make
common cause to bring Christian values to bear in our society. When the barbarians are scaling the
walls, there is no time for petty quarreling in the camp."

Colson first asserts that "the church" has been crippled by wars within her walls. He says that Romanists and
Protestants are part of the same church. What makes them part of the same body is their common doctrine, and
Colson lists five fundamental doctrines held in common. But his fundamental doctrinal unity between the systems
of Romanism and Protestantism does not exist. Take, for example, the single issue of Scripture: Colson calls the
common doctrine "the authority of His infallible Word." But what is common about it? Romanism and historic
Protestantism have different Bibles; Rome says there are 73 books and a few fragments; historic Protestantism says
there are 66 books and no fragments. Second, Rome says that she wrote the books of Scripture, and not only did
she write them, she approves and authenticates them. Historic Protestantism says that the books of Scripture are
prior to the church, they called forth and created the church; and they judge and authenticate the church. Third,
Romanism denies the sufficiency, inerrancy, historical reliability, scientific accuracy, and clarity of Scripture;
historical Protestantism asserts all these. Romanism and historic Protestantism have nothing in common on the
doctrine of Scripture. Those who assert that they do -- such as Charles Colson -- simply display their ignorance of
what both Rome and the Scriptures teach.

Colson goes on to say, after asserting that Protestants and Romanists have fundamental doctrines in common, that
we should put aside the remaining minor doctrines and unite to fight secularism. Why does Colson find secularism
a greater threat than false religions? The greatest enemies of Christianity have always been false religions. It was
not secularists who crucified Christ; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who persecuted Christians in the
first century; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who ruined ancient Israel; it was false religionists. The
ancient prophets denounced the false religions of their times. Quite frankly, friends, the eighteenth century
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Enlightenment did less harm to Christianity than Romanism or twentieth century modernism. Colson, being a
political animal, calls for a united front against the barbarians scaling the walls. He denies that the barbarians are
already within the walls, that barbarians ruled and ruined virtually all the churches for a thousand years -- and for
the past 500 years, most of the churches professing to be Christian. 

In Colson's circle, the Cultural Mandate has been substituted for the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. In the United
States it has become the conservative counterpart to the liberal social gospel. The Western civilization that Charles
Colson and his ilk are attempting to save cannot be saved by the cultural gospel, for we do not wrestle against flesh
and blood, but against principalities and powers. Only the preaching of the Gospel can defeat those principalities
and powers. Western civilization is a by-product of the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Now, in the name
of saving what is left of Western civilization, Colson and his ilk demand that we make a theological, social, and
political alliance with the Roman State-Church, and battle the barbarians scaling the walls. Mr. Colson is ill-
educated. His many ghostwriters have not served him well. He neither understands the source of Western
Civilization nor what is required to save it. Just as the individual's eternal salvation is entirely in the hands of
Christ, so a civilization's temporal salvation depends entirely on Christ, and if his Gospel is ignored, disbelieved, or
despised, as Colson and his tribe despise it, then Christ will surely abandon that culture. All power in Heaven and
on Earth has been given to Christ. (Source: "Bleating Wolves: The Meaning of Evangelicals and Catholics
Together," 10/98, No.164,  The Trinity Review.)

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Colson says: "He preaches with a powerful,
convicting spirit and with a wonderful ability to have all people of all backgrounds relate to him. He's been
anointed to preach the Gospel." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with
pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. (Colson and Palau were elected as trustees of Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, effective May 1, 1999. As pro-Catholic ecumenicals, they should fit well with G-C's new-
evangelical stance.)

-  When Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (a book which critiqued the teachings of Dr. James C. Dobson) was published
in 1990 (republished and revised in 1998 as James's Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), Colson
consoled Dobson by saying, "Jim, God has called you to do a work for Him. Don't look to the right or left. Just go
get it done." (Colson also served on the National Advisory Committee of the 1993 National Day of Prayer, chaired
by Dobson's wife, Shirley; also, a Jewish rabbi and Catholic cardinal were listed with Dr. D. James Kennedy as
"Committee Liaisons." James Dobson has also endorsed PFM and Colson has appeared many times on Dobson's
Focus on the Family radio program.)

In 1997 there was an award established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented
annually to recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were
initially recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy,
Gary Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with
his other "achievements," Colson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Colson was a supporter of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical amalgamation of
professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal was religious
pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while was promoting a new one world religion. Other "evangelical"
signators and/or supporters with Colson were James Dobson, Beverly LaHaye, and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer
exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute," an organization
headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was
originally designated as "national teacher training and outreach center" for the Williamsburg Charter Foundation. Its
New Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic
Society," is being offered to the nations' public schools by the National Council on Religion and Public Education,
a Liberty Institute organization, and has been accepted by the California State Board of Education.)]

-  Colson endorsed R.C. Sproul's 1991 polemic for self-love, The Hunger For Significance (the revised edition of
Sproul's 1983 book, In Search of Dignity). Sproul had this to say about his own book:
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"Every person needs to feel significant. We want our lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some
way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as intense as our need for oxygen --
doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us to understand how
important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know our
present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the
human cry for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together,
we can help each other discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of
significance being made in the image of God." (Emphasis added.)

Colson had no problem endorsing the book: "This book is powerful. It speaks in understandable terms to one of the
most critical issues of our day -- the dignity and worth of man -- and equips the believer in the living God with
magnificent insight and answers for a world desperately yearning for meaning." [Colson also spoke at Sproul's 2/92
"Hunger for Significance Conference" in Orlando, Florida.]

-  Colson endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God. "Bill Hybels, one of the bright stars in today's evangelical
world, has performed a great service in Honest to God. He helps Christians deal with unrecognized sin inhibiting
our witness in today's secular struggle for a more authentic faith." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the
virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth"
movement.)

-  Colson also appears to have difficulty recognizing the seriousness of allowing children to read books with occult
fantasy themes. In a May, 2000 radio commentary, Colson opined on the Harry Potter phenomenon:

"It may relieve you to know that the magic in these books [more than eight million of them] is purely
mechanical, as opposed to occultic. That is, Harry and his friends cast spells, read crystal balls, and
turn themselves into animals -- but they don't make contact with a supernatural world."

What spiritual ignorance! There can be nothing more occultic than crystal balls (divination), casting spells, and
demonic alteration of oneself into an animal-like creature. Yet Colson sees this as mere innocent child's play.
(Source: 6/00, The Berean Call.) [See the following four linked reports on the danger of the Harry Potter books:
Report1; Report2; Report3; Report4.]

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
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psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Colson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
Colson has been a speaker at PK men's conferences and has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in
PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"). 

-  More than 6,000 delegates to the Parliament of the World's Religions (PWR) met in Chicago from 8/28/93-
9/5/93. Nearly every demonic false Christ-worshipping cult, Scripture-twisting counterfeit, and apostate Christian
group in the world was gathered at the Palmer House for a week of plenary sessions and over 500 meetings and
workshops. Prior to the Chicago meetings, a committee made up of the leaders of the world's five major religions
(Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) met and chose Chuck Colson as the 21st recipient of the
million dollar "John M. Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion -- "for showing "extraordinary originality in
advancing humankind's understanding of God." (The "Prize" was established in 1972 by New Age
pantheist/science-of-mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton.) Colson not only agreed to take the
money (which actually came to more than $1.2 million for 1993), which he claimed would be used to further the
aims of his Prison Fellowship Ministry, but also agreed to attend and speak at the Chicago PWR event. (Although
the presentation of the Templeton Prize was not an "official act" of the PWR, the timing for the public presentation
-- a ceremony that was held on 9/2/93 in the Rockefeller Chapel of the University of Chicago -- was meant to
coincide with the PWR's meetings, and the ceremony itself was listed on PWR's 9/23 schedule of events.) There, in
the presence of some of the most evil and diabolical men and women on the face of the earth, Colson expressed his
gratitude to them in his formal acceptance speech.

Among the attendees with Colson in Chicago were a Hindu swami who heads the Divine Life Society of India
(Chidananda Saraswati); the secretary-general of the Muslim World League (Abdullah Omar Naseef); the exiled
"god-king" of Tibetan Buddhism (the Dalai Lama); the feminist director of the National Council of Churches (Joan
Campbell); several Roman Catholic dignitaries such as liberal theologian Hans Kung, the Archbishop of Chicago
(Joseph Cardinal Bernardin), a goddess advocate (Dr. Rosemary Reuther), a worshipper in Hindu temples who
dresses in robes of a Hindu guru (Dr. Bede Griffiths), and even the Vatican's official representative (Francisco
Gioia of the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue); representatives of the Eastern Religions of Taoism,
Confucianism, and Shintoism; officials of the satanic Lucis Trust; Zoroastrian sun god worshippers; witchcraft
priestesses, santeria/voodoo high priests, and various shamanists and animists; apostate "Christians"; Freemason
higher-ups; serpent charmers; liberal Jewish rabbis; assorted New Age "dignitaries"; and Druid priests! Even the
American Humanist Association was represented. In all, occultists and religionists from over 130 countries came to
celebrate their "Unity in Diversity."

The joint goal of PWR is Unity -- it "seeks to encourage understanding of the benefits of each of the great
religions," and ultimately, to bring all the world's faiths and religions together as one. As a result, PWR is made up
of a gaggle of deceived and misguided zealots blindly following the pied pipers of ecumenism. The 4/19/93
Christian News said: "The World Parliament of Religions promotes an anti-scriptural universalism, the notion that
all religions worship the true God and that Christianity is not the only true and saving faith." This intent was
reiterated by Templeton himself at the first news conference (2/17/93 in New York), where he announced that
Colson, who was present, was the 1993 Prize recipient. In response, Colson said, "I salute Sir John for establishing
this award ..." [One researcher asks, "Would Elijah have complimented the priests of Ashtoreth, Baal, Dagon,
Molech, et al. for establishing a 'progress in religion' prize and have accepted it? Would Paul have accepted such a
prize offered by the pagan leaders of his day? Then why excuse Colson?" How can anyone really justify a
professing evangelical commending and accepting the "Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion"? Is Christianity
merely another religion? Do Christians help false religions progress? Religious leaders nailed Christ to the cross.
To accept an award from Christ-rejecting Muslims, Hindus, et al. for "progress in religion" is to deny Christ and
His gospel! (11/93, Berean Call).]

Perhaps Colson was picked for this high "honor" precisely because of his devotion to the ecumenical movement. In
later press releases, Colson announced his pleasure in being selected for the "Templeton Prize." Colson noted that
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Mother Teresa and Billy Graham were past recipients. What he failed to mention was that other past recipients also
include India's Hindu guru, Baba Amte; Japanese Buddhist teacher and founder of the world's largest Buddhist lay
organization, Nikkyo Niwano; the secretary-general of the World Muslim Congress, Dr. Inamulla Khan;
evolutionist Alister Hardy; Unitarian Ralph Burhoe; the former president of India (Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), who
was awarded the Prize for his contribution to Hinduism; and the Dalai Lama. The 6/1/93 Calvary Contender stated:
"'Evangelical' Colson, by participating in such an interfaith worship/dialogue parliament featuring New Agers and
adherents of Buddhism, Hinduism, Catholicism, Islam, etc., will confuse his followers and bring great reproach to
the cause of Christ. Even his Watergate deeds, not done in the name of religion, could hardly be so shameful."

Is Chuck Colson, then, a wolf in sheep's clothing -- a "born again" New Ager disguised as an evangelical
Christian? Whatever he is, the Hindus, Buddhists, Wiccans (witches), Moslems, and other false religionists and
cultists must have been deliriously happy that the famous Chuck Colson appeared in Chicago to bless their devilish
affair. [Portions of the above were also adapted from a 6/93 Flashpoint article and an 8/93 Media Spotlight article.]

[More on the Parliament of the World's Religions/Chuck Colson: In the "business" sessions of the PWR, it's
chairman proposed a "United Nations" of religions be established that would dispatch mediators to help defuse
inter-religious tensions. (A Zoroastrian, a Muslim, and a Buddhist actually prepared a charter. The General Council
plans to meet annually and form an Executive Council, which will meet often throughout the year. The plan is for
religious leaders to work with the United Nations on all world affairs, including war.) The Jewish ADL pulled out
of the event after Nation of Islam minister Louis Farrakhan was invited to speak. Pagans swayed and chanted "We
are one with the soul of the Earth." A Global Ethic document, drafted by Catholic theologian Hans Kung, was
signed. It made no mention of God, but called for human rights, respect for the environment, gender equality, and a
culture of peace (10/15/93, Calvary Contender).

Colson's award ceremony began with a Muslim's speech and chant (Dr. Ghulan-Haider Aasi of the American
Islamic College of Chicago). After Colson's talk, a Buddhist (Dr. Chuen Phangcham of the American Buddhist
Congress) led the audience in a "meditation," during which he and some of the audience went into a trance, and
what he was saying became unintelligible. A Roman Catholic Church leader closed with final remarks. Colson's
office claimed that accepting the Prize gave Colson "a marvelous opportunity, not unlike that of Paul on Mars Hill,
to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ clearly and powerfully to ... many who have perverted the truth." Sadly, in
none of his news conferences or speeches did he fulfill this ideal. Moreover, it would be the height of hypocrisy
and confusion to accept an award designed to promote all religions and at the same time to charge that all religions
are false and that Christ alone saves. No wonder the gospel was not made plain on any of these occasions.

In Colson's formal acceptance speech, the full Gospel was not preached, but instead he used language that would
not offend his hosts. This was by design, to emphasize the interfaith, ecumenical nature of the event. Nowhere in his
speech did Colson make it clear that we are sinners facing God's wrath and that Christ's death paid the penalty
demanded by God's justice against sin so we could be forgiven. In fact, Colson obscured that vital truth with his
final story of a prison cell occupied solely by a crucifix, which a prisoner explained as, "He's doing time for all the
rest of us" -- an appealing, but false Catholic gospel. Christ is not "doing time" for us. He is no longer on the cross.
The debt has been paid in full! (10/93, Flashpoint;11/93, Berean Call).

It is equally alarming that not only Colson, but also other professing evangelicals would imagine that he had
actually presented the gospel, when its primary elements were missing. Colson came just close enough to the gospel
for Christians to interpret his ambiguous language as meaning what they believe; and he missed it by enough so as
not to offend too badly the followers of the world's false religions or to convert them (11/93, Berean Call).]

-  Colson claims to be conservative and orthodox, but his actions speak louder than his words (from 10/93,
Flashpoint):

(a) Colson has unhealthy connections with the United Nations. In 1986, he and Prison Fellowship
reportedly endorsed the New Age movement's World Day of Healing -- also known as Global Mind-
Link -- then hastily withdrew its endorsement after receiving criticism from concerned Christians.
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(b) In a 1993 newsletter, Colson bragged that Prison Fellowship's proposal to release over half of all
criminals now in prisons from their cells, and return these convicts to their local communities, had
been adopted by Janet Reno, Bill Clinton's attorney general. Reno has also expressed support for
Colson's campaign to end capital punishment and abolish the death penalty. Colson and Prison
Fellowship are in bed with radical liberals on both these issues.

(c) Colson has encouraged Christians to read the works of fiction writer Madeleine L'Engle, in spite of
the fact that L'Engle's writings are laced with occultism and New Age imagery. He has also
enthusiastically promoted President George Bush's "Thousand Points of Light" program, which has
been proven to be a project of the New Age group, Secret Brotherhood.

(d) In the early-1990s, the ultra-liberal newspaper, The Washington Post, "invited" Colson to write a
guest article. In the article, Colson blasted pro-life Christians, accusing them of "inflammatory
rhetoric." Pro-lifers, said Colson, must "seek common ground" with the abortionists. Moreover, "the
Religious Right," Colson wrote, "must accept the fact that America is the pluralist nation."

-  See the reviews ["The Counterfeit Gospel" (Book Reviews)] of various Colson' books for more on Colson's false
Roman Catholic gospel, his praise of Catholicism, his moral/religious relativism, his social activism, etc.

Keith Fournier's Teachings in Evangelical Catholics

-  Fournier's "new birth" experience in adulthood, after he gained full knowledge of the "true Faith," is declared to
be merely a "renewing" of his "baptism vows" and infant baptism. Fournier states, "We need to insure ... that those
who occupy our churches have met Jesus Christ personally. For some of us that will mean reaffirming our baptism
as children" (p. 181). Conversion is declared to be a continual process that takes place, not a "once for all"
experience.

-  In one and two sentence statements interspersed throughout the book, Fournier indicates acceptance of and
adherence to every pagan Romish doctrine. He accepts infant baptismal regeneration (pp. 101-102, 134, 181), he
believes in using statutes as an aid to prayer (p. 26), that the Roman Catholic institution is the "ark" of spiritual
safety and the "mother church" (pp. 45, 46, 49, 165), and that it is in this "church" through which God makes
known his will (p. 49). He also adheres to the Rosary (p. 95), Mariolatry [calling Mary the "second Eve"] (p. 125),
and the Eucharist as becoming the literal body and blood of Christ (according to Fournier, it is the "heart of the
Christian life") (p. 42).

-  Fournier accepts all seven Roman Catholic sacraments as means of grace (p. 17), and he believes in the
supremacy and full authority of the papacy (pp. 18, 204), never questioning the pope's position or theology. And of
course, the Roman Catholic "church" is the one true world-wide ecumenical church (pp. 65, 143, 165). These
doctrines are carefully and subtlety "slipped in," while promoting an "evangelical" line. (Reported in the March-
April 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)

NOTE I: Colson's conclusion about the author is: "Keith Fournier stands in the breach -- truly orthodox in his
adherence to Catholic doctrine and fully evangelical in his relationship to Christ and His creation."

NOTE II: Fournier says concerning Colson: "Several years ago we honored Chuck with our Poverello Medal, our
highest award given annually to the man, woman, or organization which most reflects the spirit of Saint Francis in
his simple love for Jesus Christ [p. 205] The Prison Fellowship Ministries staff and volunteers simply want to touch
unbelievers and fellow Christians with the love of Christ. So when their work takes them to predominantly Catholic
countries and Catholic environments, they strive to work with Catholic Christians" (p. 202). Throughout the book,
Fournier's foremost Christian heroes appear to be Mother Teresa and Charles Colson.
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NOTE III: Foundation for March-April 1990, in reference to Colson stated: "When questioned as to any doctrinal
requirements for participation in his Prison Fellowship Ministries, he explained that because of its nature and scope,
it is necessary to make no distinctions on the basis of either religion or race." After reading the revelations in
Fournier's book, it is understandable how Colson could make that statement. He simply sees no differences based on
doctrine. This is tragic. It is obvious that Colson was trained as a lawyer, not as a theologian (New Neutralism II,
pp. 68-70).

NOTE IV: Fournier lists nine current areas of cooperative effort between the evangelical- ecumenical Roman
Catholic and the evangelical-ecumenical Protestant that are expediting the "back to Rome" process: These included
(a) social ecumenism [joint social action projects]; (b) evangelistic ecumenism [ecumenical evangelism] and (c)
moral ecumenism [joint action in the anti-abortion effort]. Through the Fournier/Robertson ACLJ, professing
fundamentalists, in their desire to retain/regain essential constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, are being conned
into an ecumenical mesh from which they may be unable or unwilling to extract themselves. In the future, they
could wind up regaining/maintaining the right to publicly exercise a faith which they no longer possess that faith
having been lost in an ecumenical planning for legal justice. It has been said  that "It's never right to do wrong, in
order to get a chance to do right." This certainly appears to be applicable here. Fighting for religious liberty does
not justify forging ecumenical ties!  [Return to Text]
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Charles Colson
"The Counterfeit Gospel"* (Book Reviews)

Loving God

In this book and audio cassette tapes by Chuck Colson, he praises "Mother" Teresa very highly as one of the
"contemporary giants of the faith" and "the greatest saint in the world." I do not know which faith he is speaking
about, Christianity or Roman Catholicism, since he seems to think that the two are identical, or at least that
Catholicism is a species of the genus Christianity.

The Body

Since Loving God, Colson has written a number of books. The Body is a book about the church. It is
enthusiastically endorsed by J.I. Packer, John Cardinal O' Connor, Pat Robertson, Bill Hybels, Steve Brown, Jerry
Falwell, James Montgomery Boice, Jack Hayford, Carl F. H. Henry, Adrian Rogers, Kenneth Kantzer, Richard
John Neuhaus, and Vernon Grounds -- a cross-section of the religious establishment in America.

Like other Colson books, it is a mélanges of fictional short stories, anecdotes, social commentary, autobiography,
and theology. Although it is not a systematic discussion of the purpose, function, or structure of the church, it is
perhaps his most theological book so far.

In the nine page "Recommended Reading" list he appends to The Body, included are works by "outstanding"
theologians such as Richard Owen Roberts, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Cardinal Ratzinger, Malcolm Muggeridge,
Richard John Neuhaus, Richard Niebuhr, Ern Baxter, Avery Dulles, Charles Finney, Keith Fournier, John Frame,
John Paul II, Robert Webber, and Helmut Thelicke.

As one can surmise by reading his Recommended Reading list, Colson's views are quite eclectic -- perhaps
ecumenical is the better word. He expresses his gratitude to those who have helped him: Baptist Carl Henry;
Presbyterians Francis Schaeffer, R.C. Sproul, and T.M. Moore; Roman Catholics Richard John Neuhaus, Tom
Weinandy, and J. Daryl Charles; Anglican J. I. Packer, and so on.

The reason Colson is ecumenical is that he sees Christianity as "mere Christianity," a set of five or six
"fundamentals" that constitute the essence of Christianity -- fundamentals such as "the Virgin Birth, the deity of
Christ, the Atonement, the Resurrection, the authority of Scripture, and the Second Coming" (104; 108-109, 185ff.).
Colson claims to be a fundamentalist, and insistently says so. He calls for church unity around those fundamentals.
He is a leading proponent of minimal Christianity and maximum one-churchism. (Those two, by the way, always
go together: minimal doctrine and maximal bureaucracy. The Biblical view is maximal doctrine and minimal
bureaucracy.)

"There are fundamentalists in every denomination," he writes. "Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist,
Episcopal every Christian is a fundamentalist" (186). What we need is all to get together. Colson's book is a 400-
page equivalent of Rodney King's whine, "Can't we all just get along?"

Colson lards his book with quotations from or references to John Calvin, Martin Luther, Jonathan Edwards, the
popes, several cardinals, Charles Finney, D.L. Moody, Billy Graham, many Roman Catholic priests, and United
Methodist Ministers; he gives no evidence of understanding that these men represent different religions. If Roman
Catholicism -- with its adoration of Mary, veneration of the saints, prayers to both, religious costumes, elaborate
rituals, mass, totalitarian hierarchy, saving sacraments, eating the physical body and blood of Christ, adulterated
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Bible, perverted Gospel, and oral tradition -- is Christianity, then Calvin, Luther, Edwards, the Puritans, Pilgrims,
Reformed Baptists, and this writer are not Christians. Christians should never forget that Paul cursed the
fundamentalists in Galatia who erred on justification (Galatians 1), and the author of Hebrews excoriated the
fundamentalists to whom he wrote (Hebrews 5).

Colson is enthusiastic that the liberals -- who, as J. Gresham Machen argued, are not Christians -- and the Roman
Catholics are uniting. Colson's affinity for the Roman church is revealed throughout the book (page numbers in
parens):

1. Colson favors making the sign of the cross (106);

2. Colson laments the lack of a Protestant Magisterium (132);

3. Colson viciously attacks "individualism," "lone rangers," and the "entrepreneurial spirit" (32, 134);
(one wonders if Colson has such people as Noah, Abraham, Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, Abadnego,
David, Athanasius, John Huss, and Christ himself in mind when he condemns "Lone Rangers");

4. Colson favors private communication (140); (it seems that this is theologically correct
individualism);

5. Colson laments the lack of a monolithic church structure (199);

6. Colson laments the fact that Americans are free to choose which church they will attend (41);

7. Colson thinks that "Catholics have better made visible the spiritual reality of worship" (73);

8. Colson uses the title "Father" throughout the book to refer to priests, despite Christ's explicit
command not to do so;

9. Colson vigorously defends Mother Teresa's "Christian commitment" (87);

10. Colson endorses "natural law" (196);

11. Colson praises Billy Graham for including Roman Catholic priests in his "revivals" (333);

12. Colson includes all denominations in the work of Prison Fellowship;

13. Colson endorses "Catholic evangelicals" (101);

14. Colson asserts "the church is hierarchical and authoritarian and ultimately answerable only to God"
(133);

15. Colson criticizes those Protestants who opposed John Kennedy's presidential candidacy (169);

16. Colson implies that anti-abortion activism is more important than a correct understanding of the
doctrine of justification (114);

17. Colson praises the Catholic church for "calling heretics to account" (132);

18. Colson believes the pope to be "one of the most articulate defenders of democratic capitalism"
(268).

According to Colson, while Luther may have been justified in some of his protests against the Roman Church, the
reasons for the protests have disappeared: Indulgences, for example are gone; Rome has changed (271).
Indulgences, however, are not gone, and Rome has not changed in any important respect. Rome has always prided
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itself on staying the same -- semper eadem is its motto -- while adapting to changing cultures.

On one hand, Colson says he is "thoroughly reformed" in his theology; on the other, he praises the holiness and
charismatic movements for "breathing life into the churches." On one hand, Colson writes: "The charge is to preach
the whole truth" (123). On the other, only the fundamentals. Everything else tends to disunity.

Two Enemies

Colson sees two enemies facing the church today: secularism and Islam. They are such serious threats, he believes,
"it is so crucial for the members of the Body to put aside their less significant differences and join forces around
our integrated worldview to defend the truth" (199). The first question is, What integrated worldview? Thomism?
Calvinism? What is this integrated worldview that Colson has in mind?

Second, when confronted with a similar argument in the 16th century, the Reformers would have nothing to do with
it. They were urged to join forces with the Catholics against the "Turk." Islam was the threat then too. The
Reformers were too wise to be fooled by that specious argument. They took the command to Biblical separation
seriously, Colson doesn't.

One wonders how soon Colson will be joining the Catholic church -- doing so exactly what he and J. I. Packer are
urging others to do: "It is about time for Christians who recite the creed and mean it to come together for fellowship
and witness regardless of denominational identity" (99).

Against the Night

Against the Night, an indictment of the West and a plea that we revive Western Civilization, grew out of lectures
that Colson delivered at Wheaton College in 1988. There is little new in the book; if one has read C. S. Lewis,
Russell Kirk, and Robert Bellah, he has already read Against the Night. "Individualism" is a swear word for Colson,
which he regularly modifies by adjectives such as "rampant," "utilitarian," "experiential," and "radical"; and we
have lost our sense of "community."

What we need to do is to revive the "classical" and Christian "consensus" about the "eternal things." We must
recover "2,300 years of accumulated moral wisdom" and a "rationally defensible natural law" (44). (Weren't the
Ten Commandments revealed 3,500 years ago? What is this 2,300 year old "accumulated moral wisdom"?)
Colson's prescriptions for political, social, and educational action are conservative bromides; he does not get to the
heart of the matter.

According to Colson, the Roman Catholic church created the model we need for the next Dark Age: "Instead of
conforming to the barbarian culture of the Dark Ages, the medieval church modeled a counterculture to a world
engulfed by destruction and confusion. Thousands of monastic orders spread across Europe these religious [sic]
provided attractive models of communities of caring and character" (132).

Colson's heroes are the same as in his other books: the Roman Catholics, Jaime Cardinal Sin (yes, that's his name),
Mother Teresa, Christopher Dawson, Russell Kirk, Richard John Neuhaus, Gordon Liddy, G.K. Chesterton, Paul
Johnson, Pope John Paul II, Charles Williams, Malcolm Muggeridge, a smattering of Anglicans, and a few
Protestants. Servant, his publisher, is Catholic. There is a little light in this book, and no hope of winning against
the night.

Who Speaks for God?

This book is a collection of essays that Colson wrote for Jubilee, a publication of Prison Fellowship. In these
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essays, as in all his books, Colson does exactly what he accuses the media of doing: "The Christian worldview has
been undermined by a fierce frontal assault for the past twenty-five years. But, startling as it may sound, these
attacks are not really what alarm me. Of course, they are grave -- but also obvious. No, what concerns me more
than the frontal assault is a more subtle attack -- the insidious way Christian ideas are subtly altered by an
interpretation here, a nuance there." Colson's subversion of Christianity is dangerous, yet almost no one sees it.

The God of Stones and Spiders

The God of Stones and Spiders is a collection of essays originally written for Prison Fellowship's publication
Jubilee and for the neo-evangelical Christianity Today. Perhaps Colson's most startling statement in this book is
that "there are 350,000 churches across America where people's spiritual needs are being met" (125). Does he
seriously believe that? That's 7,000 sound churches in every state, over 100 in every county. Apparently he has a
very broad definition of "meeting spiritual needs," just as he has a very broad definition of Christianity. This book
continues Colson's program of subverting the Reformation.

Life Sentence

According to the blurb at the beginning of this book, "Life Sentence begins where Born Again left off, chronicling
Chuck Colson's growth to full Christian commitment in his prison ministry." The book is endorsed by Jack
Anderson, Billy Graham, Catherine Marshall, Carl Henry, John Perkins, and Vernon Grounds.

Life Sentence furnishes one bit of information that might explain why Colson glosses over the differences between
Roman Catholicism and Christianity: His wife Patty "was increasingly uncomfortable about my becoming involved
too much in religious work. The aggressive Christians nettled Patty, made her feel that her own quiet, Roman
Catholic beliefs were inadequate" (35). Colson explains further: "I've been an Episcopalian, but I go to Catholic
mass occasionally with my wife and sometimes we go to different churches" (39). "Two days later, as I sometimes
do, I accompanied Patty to mass in her parish church" (93).

Colson is a religious relativist, although he denounces ethical relativism in his other books. Consider this
conversation. Colson is being questioned by a member of the audience during an appearance at George Washington
University:

"Do you believe that only Christians go to heaven?"
"Yes."

"What about Jews?" (The questioner was speaking for much of the audience on that one.)
"Everyone must seek God in his or her own way. I do not judge others and I respect others' beliefs,
but I know what is truth for me. I can't compromise what Jesus says and I won't because I believe"
(79).

Notice that Colson says that "everyone must seek God in his or her own way." Christ said, "I am the way, the truth,
and the life. No man comes to the Father but by me." Colson says that Christianity is "truth for me." The Bible says
that it is truth, period. "Truth for me" is the language of relativism.

This religious relativism explains Colson's practice of working with Roman Catholics wherever possible. In fact, be
insists on working with "all churches" -- Protestant, liberal, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, you name it. Colson
informs us that "few churches have been more effective in prison ministry over the years than the Roman Catholics"
(232).

Colson's religious relativism is an indication of theological confusion, and Colson is very confused, to put it most
charitably. On page 148 he refers to "inner regenerative experiences such as election and justification -- that is,
God's work in the believer." Colson teaches the Roman Catholic doctrine of justification. The Gospel is absent
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from this book. Indeed, one looks in vain throughout his books for a clear and accurate statement of the Gospel.

Kingdoms in Conflict

The dust jacket subtitle is "An insider's challenging view of politics, power and the pulpit." This book breaks no
new ground for Colson. He continues his uninterrupted praise for and citation of Mother Teresa, Richard John
Neuhaus, Christopher Dawson, Paul Johnson, and Pope John Paul II, among others. He favors the use of
government to erect crèches and other religious symbols (209-210). And he says nothing in opposition to the
billions of dollars the government gives to religious organizations every year.

Colson points out that Hitler was a Catholic who, quoting William Shirer, borrowed "a chapter from the Roman
church [by] restoring pageantry and color and mysticism to the drab lives of twentieth-century Germans. This
morning's opening meeting had something of the mysticism and religious fervor of an Easter or Christmas mass in
a great Catholic cathedral" (131).

Colson tells us, incredibly, that "Christianity possesses the hearts of the [Polish] people and shapes the Polish
culture" (195). In fact, "Christianity has been firmly established in Poland for a thousand years" (196). Confusing
anti-Communism with Christianity (Colson seems to think that everything that is anti-Communist is pro-Christian,
forgetting that Hitler was anti-Communist), he waxes enthusiastic about Papal Masses in Poland and the
"worshippers" (what were they worshipping?) at the Shrine of Black Madonna.

Summary of Above

From the above reviews, it is obvious that Southern Baptist Charles Colson is one of the most effective
propagandists for the Roman Catholic Church in America. The following summary points out some of Colson's
anti-Christian and Roman Catholic ideas:

1. Colson asserts that the Bible is paradoxical (Loving God).

2. Colson praises the nun Teresa of Calcutta as one of the "contemporary giants of the faith" and as the
"greatest saint in the world" (Loving God).

3. Colson asserts that faith is "not just belief, but belief lived out -- practiced" (Loving God, 37).

4. Colson advocates "mere Christianity," the doctrines on which "all Christians agree" (The Body, 104,
108, 185).

5. Colson praises ecumenical discussions between Lutherans and Roman Catholics (The Body, 271).

6. Colson favors making the sign of the cross (The Body, 106).

7. Colson laments the lack of an ecclesiastical Magisterium among Protestantism (The Body, 132).

8. Colson heatedly attacks "individualism," "lone rangers," and the "entrepreneurial spirit" (The Body,
32, 134).

9. Colson advocates private communion (The Body, 140).

10. Colson laments the lack of a monolithic church structure (The Body, 199).

11. Colson laments the fact that Americans are free to choose the churches they will attend (The Body,
199).
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12. Colson believes that Roman "Catholics have better made visible the spiritual reality of worship"
(The Body, 73).

13. Colson constantly uses the title "Father" in referring to Roman and Orthodox priests.

14. Colson vigorously defends "Mother Teresa's Christian commitment" (The Body, 87).

15. Colson endorses "natural law" (The Body, 196).

16. Colson praises Billy Graham for including Roman Catholic priests in staffing his crusades (The
Body, 333).

17. Colson includes all denominations in Prison Fellowship (The Body, Life Sentence).

18. Colson endorses "Catholic evangelicals" (The Body, 101) as "a great movement of the Holy Spirit
among people completely committed to Christian living within the Catholic Church" (Foreword to
Evangelical Catholics).

19. Colson asserts that "the church is hierarchical and authoritarian and ultimately answerable only to
God" (The Body, 133).

20. Colson criticizes Protestants who opposed John Kennedy's election as President (The Body, 169).

21. Colson implies that anti-abortion activism is more important than a correct understanding of the
doctrine of justification (The Body, 114).

22. Colson praises the Roman Church-State for "calling heretics to account" (The Body, 132).

23. Colson recommends reading Roman Catholic authors (The Body).

24. Colson asserts that Rome no longer offers indulgences (The Body, 271).

25. Colson uses "inclusive language" in his own books while denouncing such inclusive language as
"code words of a feminist orthodoxy" which "represent subscription to the entire [feminist] agenda"
(The Body, 242).

26. Colson endorses a Roman Catholic monk as a "Christian" -- a monk who teaches that obedience to
God's commands is "not difficult" and "very simple" (The Body, 320).

27. Colson asserts that "it is so crucial for the members of the Body to put aside their less significant
differences and join forces around our integrated world-view" (The Body, 199).

28. Colson endorses one world church: "It is about time for Christians who recite the creed and mean it
to come together for fellowship and witness regardless of denominational identity" (The Body, 99).

29. Colson attends mass with his Roman Catholic wife (Life Sentence, 39, 93).

30. Colson asserts that "Christianity has been firmly established in Poland for a thousand years"
(Kingdoms in Conflict, 196).

31. Colson enthusiastically praises Roman Catholic masses in Poland and the worship of the Black
Madonna (Kingdoms in Conflict, 196).

32. Colson participated in mass in Northern Ireland (Loving God tapes).
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33. Colson defends lying for pious purposes (Kingdoms in Conflict, 286).

How Now Shall We Live?

Introduction

Since the review of Colson's earlier books [above], Colson has publicly attacked the Biblical doctrine of
justification by faith alone in Evangelicals and Catholics Together and The Gift of Salvation, and, if their pattern
holds, we can expect another such quasi-Romanist document from the Cardinal Cassidy Colsonites in 2000.
Colson's jihad against Biblical Christianity continues to open new theaters of conflict, and he and his Romanist and
crypto-Romanist friends have already inflicted many casualties, including some within the Southern Baptist
Convention and the Presbyterian Church in America.

Now Colson, Colson's collaborators and ghostwriters, and his vast network of enablers have presented us with
another book, How Now Shall We Live? an awkward title that bastardizes Francis Schaeffer's How Should We Then
Live? Colson desperately wants to be recognized as Schaeffer's intellectual heir (he dedicated the book to the
memory of Schaeffer). At 45 chapters and 572 pages, How Now musters more theological, philosophical, and
historical blunders than a cathedralful of chattering clerics at a Vatican Council.

The errors range from the inconsequential -- on page xi, a mere three pages into the Introduction, Colson describes
Abraham Kuyper as "the great eighteenth-century theologian" ("No, Chuck, if it's the 1800s, it's the nineteenth
century") -- to the soul-destroying. It is the latter that makes Colson so dangerous; the former are merely amusing.
Far from being a "champion of the faith," as CEO Joel Belz of World magazine described Colson in a shameless
puff piece in his neo-evangelical magazine, Colson is an enemy of the Christian faith -- one of the slickest that has
yet emerged from the theological swamp of American neo-evangelicalism.

Colson's trickery -- there are few other accurate words for it -- begins in the Introduction. Colson writes,
"Christianity offers the only viable, rationally defensible answers to these questions. ... Only Christianity offers a
way to understand both the physical and the moral order. ... God's revelation is the source of all truth" (xi). Sounds
good, doesn't it? But we must understand that by the phrase, "God's revelation," Colson does not mean the Bible;
he actually means everything else, including symphonies, in which we "hear his [God's] voice" (xii). Chuck has
exchanged the Creator for the composer, all the while unctuously pontificating about God and a Christian
worldview. Colson denies sola Scriptura, just as he denies sola fide. There can be no "Christian world and life
view" that omits, denies, soft-pedals, or perverts either of those doctrines.

And there is just the rub. There are many groups, organizations, and individuals abroad promoting what they call
the "Christian worldview." But while they may have a world-view of some sort, it is not Christian, any more than
the world-view of the apostolically anathematized Judaizers in Galatia. What removed the Judaizers from the fold
of Christianity, and what removes many today, is their denial of justification by belief alone. That doctrine is a sine
qua non for Christianity and a Christian worldview. Deny it, ignore it, soft-pedal it, and no matter how pious and
religious you are, you are not Christian. But Colson and many of the "Christian worldview" groups endorse and
collaborate with those whom the Apostle Paul has anathematized. Poor Paul: He should have seen the importance
of unity and worked together with the Judaizers to oppose the pagan worldview of the Roman Empire.

One reviewer of Colson's book (Christopher Mann writing in the Fall 1999 issue of American Outlook, a secular
magazine) commented on the fact that "although the authors [Colson and Pearcey] expend much effort investigating
examples of honest and dishonest science, they pay only a small amount of attention to the biblical worldview and
the Bible itself. Only one chapter [out of 45] is devoted to this subject, yet the Bible and its scientific and moral
implications are at the center of the debates today." Quite perceptive. How Now has no Scripture index, for it has
very little Scripture in it. Instead of Scripture, Colson appends a recommended reading list that runs for 15 pages.
Contrary to his claim, Colson does not get his worldview from Scripture.
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Rewriting History

On page ix, the very first page of the Introduction, in listing the persecutors of the Christian church, Colson
mentions pagan Rome, the barbarians, the Turks, and modern tyrants. He conveniently omits the ancient Jews, and,
more significantly, papal Rome, which has persecuted millions of Christians, kept Europe ignorant of the Gospel
for a thousand years, still keeps its own subjects ignorant today, and continues to persecute Christians 2,000 years
after the coming of Christ. Colson omits Rome from his list of persecutors, for he has made a theological and
political alliance with Rome.

The Religious New World Order

On page x, Colson quotes the Roman priest Richard John Neuhaus, one of his collaborators in the ecumenical
movement called Evangelical and Catholics Together, as optimistically predicting the "desecularization of world
history" in the next millennium. That is, Colson and Neuhaus look forward to the re-divinization of world history --
to a time when priests and witchdoctors once again rule the world.

One of the cultural consequences of the widespread preaching of Christian doctrine was the de-divinization -- the
"secularization" -- of the world. Pagan religions, including Roman Catholicism (read the Roman Catholic historian
Carlos Eire's book, War Against the Idols, for details) had populated the world with fairies and nymphs, spirits,
demons, wonderworking and weather-controlling crucifixes, and miraculous relics -- and all that was swept away
by the preaching of the Christian Gospel in Europe and North America. The world was de-divinized, secularized,
and industry and business developed as a consequence. Now that the Reformation is over, Colson and Neuhaus are
heralding the coming of a new religious world order. Following the lead of Pius IX, author of the Syllabus of
Errors, they are preaching a new Crusade against Modernity and in favor of Medievalism. (They are echoed by
some who call themselves Reformed.) The unctuous blathering of politicians about God and values is a harbinger
of great religious deception to come.

Cosmology, not Soteriology

Colson quite deliberately removes justification by faith alone from its supreme Biblical position when he writes that
"the dominating principle of Christian truth is not soteriological (i.e., justification by faith) but rather cosmological
(i.e., the sovereignty of the triune God over the whole cosmos)."

The Apostle Paul disagreed: "I determined not to know anything among you except Jesus Christ and him crucified"
(1 Corinthians 2:2). Apparently Paul did not know what the dominating principle of Christianity is. Contra Colson,
soteriology is the "dominating principle" of Christianity. "I am the way, the truth, and the life; no one comes to the
Father but by me." Christ the Savior is the only revelation of, the only spokesman for, the only Son of, and the only
way to, the sovereign God. By displacing Christ and salvation with cosmology, Colson is deliberately attempting to
set one teaching of the Bible against another.

Colson mentions justification by name only once in this large book, and then it is to depreciate its importance:
"Being justified before God is a wonderful gift, yet it is just the beginning" (279). (The sole entry for "justification"
in the index is page 12 -- a blank page, which aptly sums up Colson's soteriology.) His book jacket takes the same
condescending attitude toward salvation: "True Christianity goes far beyond John 3:16." Colson simply does not
understand that all of Christianity flows from Christ. He thinks he has discovered something higher and deeper and
more important than salvation, when there is and can be nothing higher or deeper or more important. His
depreciation of soteriology and Christ is at the foundation of his alliance with Rome and other anti-Christian
organizations that profess to believe in God.

One problem with asserting that cosmology is the defining doctrine of Christianity is that the demons -- at least the
ones mentioned by James and the one who speaks to Christ in Mark 1 -- believe in God and the power of God, but
they do not believe the Gospel. Monotheism is not Christianity. It is the doctrine of salvation that defines
Christianity; that is one of the lessons of Galatians.

http://web.archive.org/web/20051025075312/http://incolor.inetnebr.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
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Common Grace

Colson is an advocate of "common grace." In fact, "common grace" is the reason that he wrote this book: "Because
we wanted to communicate a fuller sense of how we cooperate with God's common grace, Nancy Pearcey and I felt
compelled to write this book" (xii). "We" -- that is, presumably, all people, at least all nominal Christians, not just
Chuck and Nancy -- "cooperate with common grace." And it is common grace upon which a Christian culture can
be built. "As God's servants," Colson writes, "we may at times be agents of his saving grace, evangelizing and
bring people to Christ. But few of us really understand common grace, which is the means by which God's power
sustains creation, holding back the sin and evil that result from the Fall, and that would otherwise overwhelm his
creation like a great flood. As agents of God's common grace, we are called to help sustain and renew his creation"
(xii). And that is done apart from saving grace, Colson says.

Now, the Scriptures know nothing of Colson's "common grace"; they teach only saving grace. The whole of history
and creation, Paul tells us in Romans 8:28, is governed for the good of believers: "All things" -- the Greek is the
word for the universe -- "work together for the good of those who love God, to those who are called according to
his purpose." Colson is urging us to go beyond soteriology and "special grace" and become "agents of common
grace." He has not learned even the first lesson of Christian political theory: Any civilization that exists is due to
God's special grace toward his people. Christ taught this in the Sermon on the Mount: "Do not worry about your
life, what you will eat or what you will drink; nor about your body, what you will put on. ... For after all these
things the Gentiles seek. ... But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will be
added unto you." How Now is a sustained attack on Christ's command to seek first God's righteousness, that is, his
justification and salvation, to make seeking that righteousness the priority, the dominating principle, of one's
doctrine and life. All the rest follows from that. To put anything else first is unbelief.

Human Experience

"Christianity is, after all, a reasonable faith, solidly grounded in human experience" (xiii). The Apostle Paul
disagrees: "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man the things which God has
prepared for those who love him, but God has revealed them to us through his Spirit. ... No one knows the things of
God except the Spirit of God" (I Corinthians 2).

Idolatry

Colson enthusiastically informs us that the head of Prison Fellowship in Ecuador is a Roman Catholic and that
Prison Fellowship services (Prison Fellowship acts as a ersatz-church with officers and priests) are held in a room
in which "pictures of Christ and other religious symbols were everywhere" (7).

God and Un-Logic

On page 15, Colson asserts that "God created the laws of logic," which, if it were true, would make God illogical,
or at least non-logical. From this it follows, for example, that if the word "David" refers to the King of Israel for us,
the word "David" cannot mean the King of Israel for God. We think A is A, but God, since he is not logical, thinks
otherwise. Therefore, we have and can have no knowledge -- no propositional revelation -- of God.

However God gets along without logic, Colson says that we have no trouble obtaining knowledge apart from
Scripture: "In every area of life," Colson asserts, "genuine knowledge means discerning the laws and ordinances by
which God has structured creation. ..." But the Scriptures say that genuine knowledge is that received as a gift from
God through his Word, his propositional revelation, not by "discerning the laws ... of creation." The worldview that
Colson promotes is the Roman Catholic worldview, not the Christian. Colson quotes Al Wolters with approbation:
"It is by listening to the voice of God in the work of his hands that the farmer finds the way of agricultural
wisdom." Colson continues: "The same is true in economics, politics, the arts, medicine, communications, and
education -- in every area of society. We learn how to take care of God's creation by familiarizing ourselves with
the creational structures and living in tune with them, and we formalize that knowledge in a Christian worldview"
(516). That is, Colson's worldview is not derived from Scripture, but from experience.
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The Deficiency of Scripture

The Scriptures are insufficient, Colson tells us: "When advancing the biblical perspective in public debate, we ought
to interpret biblical truth in ways that appeal to the common good. [Question: How many different interpretations of
Biblical truth are there?] So although we believe that Scripture is God's inerrant revelation, we do not have to derive
all arguments directly from Scripture. The answer [to people who object to Colson's syncretism] is that of course
God's Word is sufficient for salvation -- for saving grace. But here we are talking about common grace -- that is,
carrying out God's work of maintaining creation" (33-34). For this task, the Bible is insufficient. [This sounds much
like R.C. Sproul's statement that: "We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to 'salvific' life,
obviously, but for the whole structure of life, we need more than the Bible."] Colson argues that we must turn to
science, politics, law, arts, medicine, and education. In this he contradicts 2 Timothy 3: 16-17: "All Scripture is
given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work." Colson simply
does not teach Christian ideas.

In Colson's scheme, common grace first overshadows and then supplants saving grace. In Colson's anti-Christian
worldview, cosmology dethrones soteriology; monotheism, not justification, defines Christianity; and the cultural
war is more important than proclaiming and contending for the faith once delivered to the saints.

Positively Medieval

Colson is such a Romanist that he describes the Middle Ages -- specifically the 12th century -- as "the days when
Christian faith was robust, even heroic" (47). Christianity, far from being robust in the Middle Ages, was cruelly
suppressed by priests, popes, and their henchmen; Christians were driven from society. The heroes were those who
did not deny Christ when threatened by the fire and sword of the Antichrists whom Colson praises.

Colson's Heroes

Speaking of heroes, whom does Colson admire? He calls the Roman Catholic Peter Kreeft a "Christian apologist"
(119). Kreeft has called for a grand alliance of monotheists -- Christians, Jews, and Muslims -- to wage a jihad --
or in Catholicese, a Crusade -- against the secularists. Colson describes John Paul II as a "Christian leader" (303).
Colson believes the legends about Patricius (300) who became St. Patrick, and praises him for establishing
monasteries in Ireland. Colson refers to the establishment of monasteries as "an astonishing feat." He writes several
pages in praise of monks, but only three lines about the Reformation. It is the Reformation that Colson wants to
reverse; it is the monasteries he wants to reinstate: "we want to transform our pagan culture as the monks did in the
Middle Ages" (308). Colson's history is wrong: On the eve of the Reformation, Europe was still pagan. Colson
should read War Against the Idols by Eire.

Science

Colson thinks science is indispensable in presenting the "Christian" worldview. For example, he writes: "What we
need to avoid is giving the mistaken idea that Christianity is opposed to science. If we are too quick to quote the
Bible, we will never break out of the stereotype spread by Inherit the Wind. We should not oppose science with
religion; we should oppose bad science with better science" (61).

In saying, "we should not oppose science with religion," that is, with the Bible, Colson disarms not only himself,
but also all those who listen to him. The Bible describes itself as our only offensive weapon in Ephesians 6. The
weapon Colson has chosen -- something called better science -- is no defense at all.

Yet Colson has an ambivalent attitude toward science. On the one hand, he thinks it can prove Christianity. He
presents an argument for God from DNA and the design of the universe, a type of argument is very popular in
some circles, but which has no value, simply because the argument is logically invalid. The Bible tells us it is
invalid: "The world through wisdom did not know God" (1 Corinthians 1:21). Colson tells us that "In many ways,
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the scientific method is merely a codification of common sense" (66), but that, of course, does not tell us whether
common sense or the scientific method is a way to discover truth. The Bible says they are not, for all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge are hidden and cannot be known except as Christ reveals them in his Word.

On the other hand, "Western science has destroyed the environment and polluted the air" (263). So while science is
good for apologetics, it is bad for technology -- at least "western science" is. Colson seems to favors some sort of
mysticism. He condemns "Western thought" as "leading to fragmentation and alienation" (263).

Colson's Faith-Based Fascism

Faith-based fascism -- the deliberate and gradual elimination of the separation of church and state by
governments' collecting taxes to fund religious schools, colleges, hospitals, welfare organizations, and other
programs -- is already well-developed in the United States, and this religious movement threatens to end religious
freedom in America.

In keeping with the Medieval nightmare that he wants us all to share, Colson attacks capitalism and self-interest:
"Whereas both classical [the word "classical" in this context, as in many contexts, means "pagan Greek and
Roman"] and Christian [the word "Christian" here means "Medieval" or "Roman Catholic"] ethics had regarded
self-interest as a vice to be overcome for the common good, [Adam] Smith contended that self-interest was actually
good for society. Instead of raising the moral bar, challenging people to go beyond self-interest [challenging people
to go beyond self-interest is, of course, what all collectivist systems do, from medievalism to 20th century
totalitarianism; one can read about the challenges in histories of Romanism, Nazism, and Communism], Smith's
system [capitalism] seemed to accommodate our sinful state. The system demanded the very impulses Christianity
had traditionally renounced as immoral. ... As the early days of industrialism proved, an autonomous, secularized
capitalism exploits both workers and the environment, creating new forms of slavery. ... Capitalism provides the
best opportunity for economic growth and human freedom only if it is tempered by compassion and regard for
social justice" (389-391). This, of course, is the fascist economic perspective of the Roman Church-State, which
Colson dutifully follows. I explain faith-based fascism in my book, Ecclesiastical Megalomania: The Economic and
Political Thought of the Roman Catholic Church. Read it, and you will see why Colson talks so much about
"natural law," the "common good," and "social justice."

WILL CHARLES COLSON GO TO HELL?

Charles Colson's eternal destination is not the issue, as some readers who object to these reviews will undoubtedly
try to make it. The issue is the counterfeit gospel Colson teaches while on Earth, which is misleading many souls
besides his own. Colson -- and anyone else -- will make it to heaven only if he believes the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
which is not the gospel Colson teaches.

The church has been plagued with celebrity Christians for much of this century. Colson is a good example of a man
who has had some sort of religious experience and is smart enough to parlay that into an organization and
movement that keeps his celebrity status alive. But the doctrine he teaches is false. His gospel is no gospel at all.

After reading Colson's books, one gets the impression that twenty years after Watergate, Charles Colson is still
working for his party. This time the work is not so innocent as getting the president re-elected. This time, Colson is
out to ensure the success of his religious party -- a party that garbles the Gospel of Jesus Christ, a party that
advocates religious relativism, a party tolerant of anyone calling himself Christian except the one who insists that
broad is the way and wide that gate that leads to destruction, and narrow is the path and strait the gate that leads to
everlasting life.

Charles Colson is a bright and clever fellow. One does not get to be White House Counsel by being stupid or
ignorant. One might conclude that Colson knows exactly what he is doing in writing his books, and perhaps he
does. But my experience has been that bright and clever fellows in one area can be stupid and ignorant in others.
That is the best and most charitable interpretation one can put on the matter. But that does not excuse the mortal
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errors that Colson is teaching in his books.

If one is looking for a proclamation and defense of Christianity, or even a clear and accurate statement of the
Gospel, he will not find it in Colson's books. That is not to say that there are no good or true statements in them;
any book that is wholly false would be rare indeed. But the "worldview" that Colson presents is not the Christian
worldview. The Gospel is missing. The knowledge of theology that a person of Colson's stature should have is
absent.

The issue is: Will those who read Colson's books find in them the information they need to get to heaven? It isn't
there. Only the grace of God will keep them from being deceived by the counterfeit gospel of Charles Colson.

* The majority of this material has been adapted/excerpted from two articles in the January and February, 1994,
The Trinity Review; the "Summary" section of this report, and the review of How Now Shall We Live? have been
adapted/excerpted from the October 2000, The Trinity Review (John W. Robbins, P.O. Box 68, Unicoi, TN 37692).
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Kenneth Copeland
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tongues-speaking charismatic Kenneth Copeland is considered to be the most prosperous and well-known in the
"Word-Faith"/"Positive Confession" movement. His television program is carried nationwide on the Trinity
Broadcasting Network, and he is the author of numerous charismatic-oriented books and articles. Copeland's daily
Believers’ Voice of Victory television broadcast is available to more than 76 million households on nearly 700
stations in the United States. An estimated 82 million households are able to receive the Sunday broadcast over
more than 600 stations, and the broadcast can be seen on about 135 International stations. Copeland also publishes
the monthly Believer's Voice of Victory magazine, and the bimonthly Shout! The Voice of Victory for Kids
magazine. 

In his Believer's Voice of Victory magazine, Copeland teaches the following heresies: "God has never used sickness
to discipline His children" (9/89); "AIDS is 'absolutely not' God's way of punishing immoral people" (11/87); Jesus
didn't claim to be God when He lived on earth (8/88); the New Age/occult techniques of positive imaging and
visualization are for God's people today (9/88); God intends for His people to be united, and, "That union won't be
based on doctrine" (12/88); healing is for every believer (2/93); and tongues are for the entire Body of Christ
(1/93). Copeland also says: "It would have been impossible for Jesus to have been poor!" (9/90, Charisma).
(Reported in the 2/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  As the name "Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what we say more that whom
we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. A favorite term in the Word-Faith movement is
"positive confession." It refers to the Word-Faith teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-
Faith teachers claim, determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say --
especially the favors you demand of God - -must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is
required to answer (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). Word-Faith believers view their positive confessions as an
incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire: "Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth.
That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 285).

-  Word-Faith is the fastest-growing movement within the professing church. It has involved two distinct but
closely related factions: the Peale/Schuller Positive/Possibility thinkers, with their roots in New Thought, and the
Hagin/Copeland Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William
Branham, and the Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain Movement. In Kenneth Hagin's book, Having Faith in Your
Faith (Copeland confesses that Hagin's tapes and books revolutionized his ministry), Hagin teaches that anyone can
develop universal "laws of faith" to get what he wants. Hagin teaches that for a pastor or anyone to drive a
Chevrolet instead of a luxury car isn't "being humble, that's being ignorant" of God's "law of prosperity" that works
for "whoever you are," saint or sinner. The battle-cry of the Positive Confession (PC) movement is: "Have faith in
your faith." This is a far cry from what Jesus taught: "Have faith in God" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). (Copeland's
book, The Laws of Prosperity, teaches these same concepts.)

This is at the heart of the PC movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel. The PC movement
is a charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their
common beliefs. PC is basically warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic language. (Other
well-known PC'ers besides the "father" of the movement, Kenneth Hagin, and Copeland, his most successful
protégé, are Charles Capps, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David (Paul) Yonggi Cho. Many of them are
graduates of Hagin's Rhema Bible Training Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma.)

-  Copeland's teaching on healing is a particularly destructive lie -- in the 2/93 issue of Believer's Voice of Victory,
Copeland says that every Christian is guaranteed physical healing and financial prosperity. Multitudes of those who
have believed the charismatic lies about healing in the Atonement have become confused and disappointed. Many
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have become bitter against God because God did not do what they were convinced He had promised to do. The
problem with Copeland's teachings is that God has not promised health and prosperity to His people in this present
world. Nevertheless, Copeland speaks disparagingly of Christians who "are still living in sickness, bondage, and
lack." Yet this "sickness, bondage, and lack" is the epitaph of a great many of God's choicest saints.

-  Copeland is perhaps the best known proponent of the charismatic's "little gods" teaching (see below). He says
Jesus told him:

"Don't be disturbed when people accuse you of thinking you are God ... They crucified Me for claiming
I was God. I didn't claim that I was God; I just claimed that I walked with Him and that He was in Me.
Hallelujah! That's what you're doing ..." ("Take Time to Pray," Believer's Voice of Victory, 2/87, p. 9).

Copeland thus denies the uniqueness of Christ, saying that Christ was not God, only that He walked closely with
God. And as Copeland says, so does he! Copeland, thereby, places himself on the same level as Jesus Christ,
willing to blur the distinction between the will of God and the will of Copeland. Copeland seems to think that he
and Jesus have about the same authority for the believer, and sounds like New Ager Shirley MacClaine when he
says:

"You're all God. You don't have a God living in you; you are one! ... When I read in the Bible where
God tells Moses, 'I AM,' I say, 'Yah, I am too!'" ("The Force of Love," Tape BBC-56).

- Copeland teaches that Adam was "created in the god class"; i.e., he was a reproduction of God:

"He was not subordinate to God ... [but] was walking as a god with the authority of a god. ... What he
said went. What he did, counted. [And when he] bowed his knee to Satan and put Satan up above him,
then there wasn't anything God could do about it, because a god had placed [Satan] there" ("The Force
of Love," tape #02-0028).

When Adam committed high treason, according to Copeland, even though "created in the god class," he fell below
the god class, but on the cross, Jesus won the right for believers to be born again back into the "god class" (see
below). Jesus' deity, according to Copeland, encompasses "healing, deliverance, financial prosperity, mental
prosperity, physical prosperity, and family prosperity." And because believers are now back in the "god class," they
are guaranteed those blessings here and now (Charismatic Chaos, p. 272).

-  Copeland teaches, as do all the Word-Faith teachers, that "Jesus Died Spiritually" (JDS). What makes the Word-
Faith teachers' version of JDS, heresy (if not blasphemy), is their teaching that our redemption comes not from
Christ's death upon the cross, but from His being tortured by Satan in hell for three days and nights! Copeland has,
thus, embraced a heresy known as the "Ransom theory of the atonement." It is the view that Christ's death was a
ransom paid to Satan to settle the legal claim the devil had on the human race because of Adam's sin. But that view
contradicts the clear Biblical teaching that Christ's death was a sacrifice offered to God, not to Satan (Eph. 5:2)
(Charismatic Chaos, p. 278). Copeland, for example, says:

"He allowed the devil to drag Him into the depths of hell as if He were the most wicked sinner who
ever lived ... Every demon in hell came down on Him to annihilate Him ... [They] tortured Him beyond
anything that anybody has ever conceived ... In a thunder of spiritual force, the voice of God spoke to
the death-whipped, broken, punished spirit of Jesus ... [in] the pit of destruction, and charged the spirit
of Jesus with resurrection power! Suddenly His twisted, death-wracked spirit began to fill out and
come back to life ... He was literally being reborn before the devil's very eyes. He began to flex His
spiritual muscles ... Jesus Christ dragged Satan up and down the halls of hell ... Jesus ... was raised up a
born-again man ... The day I realized that a born-again man had defeated Satan, hell, and death, I got
so excited ... !" ("The Price of it All," Believer’s Voice of Victory, September 1991, p. 4).

It is both fanciful nonsense and heretical to teach that our redemption comes through Satan torturing Jesus in hell.
That would make Satan our co-redeemer. If he didn't torture Jesus enough, we wouldn't be saved -- and if he did,
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do we thank Satan? Incredible! Moreover, Satan isn't even the proprietor of hell. He hasn't even been there yet. Nor
will Satan torture the damned but will himself be tortured with "everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his
angels" (Matt. 25:41) when death and hell have been "cast into the lake of fire" (Rev. 20:14).

Before He died, Jesus cried in triumph, "It is finished" (Jn. 19:30), indicating that our redemption has been
accomplished on the Cross. Christ told the thief on the cross who believed in Him, "Today shalt thou be with me in
paradise" (Lk. 23:43), not in hell! He said, "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit" (Lk. 23:46). Yet Hagin,
Copeland, et al., say He ended up, instead, in the hands of Satan in the depths of hell! What blasphemy! (5/93,
Berean Call).

-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far, because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

Other Quotes Illustrating  Kenneth Copeland’s Heretical Teachings

That Adam was God manifest in the flesh.
“God’s reason for creating Adam was His desire to reproduce Himself. I mean a reproduction of Himself, and in
the Garden of Eden He did just that. He was not a little like God. He was not almost like God. He was not
subordinate to God even. ... Adam is as much like God as you could get, just the same as Jesus. ... Adam, in the
Garden of Eden, was God manifested in the flesh.” (Following the Faith of Abraham I, 1989 audiotape, #01-3001,
side 1)

God is the greatest failure in the Universe.
“I was shocked when I found out who the biggest failure in the Bible actually is. ... The biggest one is God. ... I
mean, He lost His top-ranking, most anointed angel; the first man He ever created; the first woman He ever
created; the whole earth and all the Fullness therein; a third of the angels, at least—that’s a big loss, man ... Now,
the reason you don’t think of God as a failure is He never said He’s a failure. And you’re not a failure till you say
you’re one.” (Praise-a-Thon program on TBN [April 1988] )

God lives on a mother planet
“Heaven has a north and a south and an east and a west. Consequently, it must be a planet.” (Spirit, Soul and Body
I, 1985 audiotape #01-0601, side 1)

“You don’t think earth was first, do you? Huh? Well, you don’t think that God made man in His image, and then
made earth in some other image? There is not anything under this whole sun that’s new. Are you hearing what I’m
saying? This is all a copy. It’s a copy of home. It’s a copy of the Mother Planet. Where God lives, He made a little
one just like His and put us on it.” (Following the Faith of Abraham I, 1989 audiotape, #01-3001, side 1)    

The death of Jesus on the Cross did not pay the price for sins.
“It wasn’t the physical death on the cross that paid the price for sin ... anybody could do that.” (What Satan Saw on
the Day of Pentecost)

“Every prophet that walked the face of the earth under the Abrahamic covenant could have paid the price if it were
a physical death only” “When He said ‘It is finished’ on that cross, He was not speaking of the plan of redemption.
The plan of redemption had just begun; there were still three days and three nights to be gone through.” “[Jesus]
accepted the sin nature of Satan in His own Spirit, and at the moment that He did so, He cried ‘My God, my God,
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why have you forsaken me?’.” “He [Jesus] was down in that pit and there he suffered the punishment for three
horrible days and nights for Adam’s treason ... There is a new birth takes place in the very depths of the earth,
when the command of God says ‘That’s enough, loose him and let him go’.” (What Happened from the Cross to
the Throne)

Jesus was raped by homosexual Roman soldiers everyway possible.
“Let me tell you something folks. Anybody in here that’s ever been sexually abused, listen to me right now. Listen
to me very carefully. The Bible’s very careful about the way it says these things. But down there in that dungeon,
Romans, ungodly men, ungodly men, put Him (Jesus) to every kind of abuse that you can think of. There is no sin
that Jesus didn’t bare. There is no thing, there is no such thing as a sexual abuse on somebody that Jesus doesn’t
know firsthand what it’s all about. He’s been where you are. I don’t care what you’ve been through, Jesus has been
through it. And everything’s done to him that we couldn’t even speak of.” (The Resurrection Truth) 

God and Adam are the same size.
“God spoke Adam into existence in authority with words. These words struck Adam’s body in the face. His body
and God’s were exactly the same size.” (Holy Bible, Kenneth Copeland Reference Edition 1991, p. 45)  

God is “a being that is very uncanny the way He’s very much like you and me. A being that stands somewhere
around 6’-2”, 6’-3”, that weighs somewhere in the neighborhood of a couple of hundred pounds, little better, [and]
has a [hand] span of nine inches across.” (Spirit, Soul and Body I, 1985, audiotape #01-0601, side 1)

“[Adam] was the copy, looked just like [God]. If you stood Adam upside God, they look just exactly alike. If you
stood Jesus and Adam side-by-side, they would look and sound exactly alike.” (Authority of the Believer IV, 1987,
audiotape #01-0304, side 1)

God has no right to the earth at all; He needs an invitation.
“God had no avenue of lasting faith or moving in the earth. He had to have covenant with somebody. ... He had to
be invited in, in other words, or He couldn’t come. God is on the outside looking in. In order to have any say so in
the earth, He’s going to have to be in agreement with a man here.” (God’s Covenants With Man II, 1985, audiotape
#01-4404, side 1) 

The deification of Satan.
Satan is deified as the God this world and is positioned with so much power that he could manage to “turn the light
off in God.” 

Ownership of the earth is Satan’s.
“God’s on the outside looking in. He doesn’t have any legal entree into the earth. The thing don’t belong to Him.
You see how sassy the Devil was in the presence of God in the book of Job? God said, ‘Where have you been?’
Wasn’t any of God’s business. He [Satan] didn’t even have to answer if he didn’t want to ... God didn’t argue with
him a bit! You see, this is the position that God’s been in … Might say, ‘Well, if God’s running things He’s doing
a lousy job of it.’ He hadn’t been running ’em, except when He’s just got, you know, a little bit of a chance.”
(Image of God in You III, 1989, audiotape #01-1403, side 1)

“Here’s where we’re gonna depart from ordinary church: Now, you see, God is injecting His Word into the earth to
produce this Jesus—these faith-filled words that framed the image that’s in Him … He can’t just walk onto the
earth and say, ‘Let it be!’ because He doesn’t have the right. He had to sneak it in here around the god of this world
that was blockin’ every way that he possibly could.” (The Image of God in You III, 1989, audiotape #01-1403, side
2)

“The Bible says that God gave this earth to the sons of men … and when [Adam] turned and gave that dominion to
Satan, look where it left God. If left Him on the outside looking in … He had no legal right to do anything about it,
did He? … He had injected Himself illegally into the earth—what Satan had intended for Him to do was to fall for
it—pull off an illegal act and turn the light off in God, and subordinate God to himself … He intended to get God
into such a trap that He couldn’t get out.” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne, 1990, audiotape #02-
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0017)

“Adam committed high treason; and at that point, all the dominion and authority God had given to him was handed
over to Satan. Suddenly, God was on the outside looking in … After Adam’s fall, God found Himself in a peculiar
position …God needed an avenue back into the earth …God laid out His proposition and Abram accepted it. It gave
God access to the earth and gave man access to God ... Technically, if God ever broke the Covenant, He would
have to destroy Himself.” (Our Covenant with God, 1987, pp. 8-11) 

Jesus Christ communicates directly with Copeland.
“Don’t be disturbed when people put you down and speak harshly and roughly of you. They spoke that way of Me,
should they not speak that way of you? The more you get to be like Me, the more they’re going to think that way of
you. They crucified Me for claiming that I was God. But I didn’t claim I was God; I just claimed I walked with
Him and that He was in Me. Hallelujah.” (“Take Time to Pray,” Believer’s Voice of, February 1987, p. 9)

“The Spirit of God spoke to me and He said, ‘Son, realize this. Now follow me in this and don’t let your tradition
trip you up.’ He said, ‘Think this way—a twice-born man whipped Satan in his own domain.’ And I threw my
Bible down … like that. I said, ‘What?’ He said, ‘A born-again man defeated Satan, the firstborn of many brethren
defeated him.’ He said, ‘You are the very image, the very copy of that one.’ I said, ‘Well now you don’t mean, you
couldn’t dare mean, that I could have done the same thing?’ He said, ‘Oh yeah, if you’d had the knowledge of the
Word of God that He did, you could’ve done the same thing, ‘cause you’re a reborn man too.” (Substitution and
Identification, 1989, tape #00-0202, side 2)

Atonement Atrocities.
Copeland says that Jesus became a sign of Satan when He was hanging on the cross: “The righteousness of God
was made to be sin. He accepted the sin nature of Satan in His own spirit. And at the moment that He did so, He
cried, ‘My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken Me?’ You don’t know what happened at the cross. Why do you
think Moses, upon instruction of God, raised the serpent upon that pole instead of a lamb? That used to bug me. I
said, ‘Why in the world would you want to put a snake up there—the sign of Satan? Why didn’t you put a lamb on
that pole?’ And the Lord said, ‘Because it was a sign of Satan that was hanging on the cross.’ He said, ‘I accepted,
in My own spirit, spiritual death; and the light was turned off.’” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne,
1990, audiotape #02-0017, side 2)

“When Jesus cried, ‘It is finished!’ He was not speaking of the plan of redemption. There were still three days and
nights to go through before He went to the throne. … Jesus’ death on the cross was only the beginning of the
complete work of redemption.” (“Jesus—Our Lord of Glory,” Believer’s Voice of Victory, April 1982, p. 3) 

Jesus’ “rebirth” in hell.
“[I]n hell He [Jesus] suffered for you and for me. The Bible says hell was made for Satan and his angles. It was not
made for men. Satan was holding the Son of God there illegally … The trap was set for Satan and Jesus was the
bait.” (Walking in the Realm of the Miraculous, 1979, p. 77)

Satan blew it on a technicality, according to Faith theology, because Satan had dragged Jesus into hell illegally. As
Copeland puts it, “The Devil forgot to take into consideration that Jesus hadn’t sinned Himself but, rather, had
merely become sin as a result of the sin of others.” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne, 1990, audiotape
#02-0017, side 2)

“… [t]hat Word of the living God went down into that pit of destruction and charged the spirit of Jesus with
resurrection power! Suddenly His twisted, death-wracked spirit began to fill out and come back to life. He began to
look like something the devil had never seen before. He was literally being reborn before the devil’s very eyes. He
began to flex His spiritual muscles … Jesus was born again—the first-born from the dead the Word calls Him—
and He whipped the devil in his own backyard. He took everything he had away from him. He took his keys and
his authority away from him.” (“The Price of it All,” Believer’s Voice of Victory, September 1991, p. 4)

Miscellaneous Quotes
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“Any O.T. prophet could have atoned for our sins if they knew what Jesus knew.” (Substitution and Identification)

“Jesus is no longer the only begotten Son of God.” (Now We Are In Christ Jesus, 1980, p. 24) 

“Adam was made in the image of God. He was as much female as he was male. He was exactly like God. Then
God separated him and removed the female part. Woman means ‘man with the womb.’ Eve had as much authority
as Adam did as long as they stayed together.” (Sensitivity of Heart, KCP Publications, 1984, p. 23)

“He [Jesus] is suffering all that there is to suffer. There is no suffering left apart from Him. His emaciated, poured
out, little, wormy spirit is down in the bottom of that thing [hell]. And the Devil thinks he’s got Him destroyed.”
(Believer’s Voice of Victory program [21 April 1991]. This message was originally delivered at the Full Gospel
Motorcycle Rally Association, 1990 Rally at Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas.)

“As a believer, you have a right to make commands in the name of Jesus. Each time you stand on the Word, you
are commanding God to a certain extent because it is His Word.” (Our Covenant with God, KCP Publications,
1987, p. 32)

“God was making promises to Jesus, and Jesus wasn’t even there. But, you see, God deals with things that are not
yet as though they already were. That’s the way He gets them to come to pass.” (What Happened from the Cross to
the Throne, 1990, audiotape #02-0017)
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Larry Crabb
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Larry Crabb is an author, licensed clinical psychologist, and founder and Director of the Institute for Biblical
Community (IBC) (formerly the Institute of Biblical Counseling) at Colorado Christian University in Morrison,
Colorado, where he is also Distinguished Scholar in Residence (since 1996). (IBC is an organization Crabb founded
in the early-1980s while on the faculty at Grace Theological Seminary in Winona Lake, Indiana [1982-1989]. IBC
has been replaced by Crabb's School of Spiritual Direction & SoulCare -- see below.) He has developed a model of
counseling that is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which is derived
from both Freudian (the unconscious supposedly being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses
governing a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (a hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis
on so-called emotional needs). His counseling model is Freudian, Adlerean, and Maslowian in its underlying
theories. It is an integrationist model; i.e., it seeks to combine theories, ideas, and opinions from psychotherapy,
clinical psychology, counseling psychology, and their underlying psychologies, with the Scriptures. (See subreport
for an excellent comparison of Crabb's model of counseling with the Biblical model.)

Crabb started New Way Ministries (the "new way" from Romans 7:6) in 2001, which puts on his School of
Spiritual Direction and SoulCare conferences. The ministry's launching pad was Shattered Dreams (WaterBrook,
2001), Crabb's book based on the journey of Naomi in the Book of Ruth. It came out during The Prayer of Jabez
fever. (According to Crabb, the message of Shattered Dreams was the exact opposite: "God, I don't like my
territory, but it's all I've got right now, so help me -- and others through me -- find you in it!") The School of
Spiritual Direction, SoulCare conferences supposedly teach participants to "enter the battle for the souls" of those
they love -- a "concurrent cycle in spiritual formation begins with brokenness (hurt caused by your and others' sin),
which leads to repentance (a realization that God is not there to cooperate with your agenda), which leads to
abandonment (you resist the temptation to escape or to curse God, instead abandoning yourself to him), which
arouses confidence (the Spirit witnesses to your spirit that you belong to God, and that he is present even in your
darkest night), which finally leads to release of what's most alive within you (springs of Living Water)." (Source:
"A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today, May 2003.)

-  Crabb was in private practice in the early 1970s (as a clinical psychologist) when his "eureka moment" came at 2
a.m. as he sat on the back porch of his Florida home, reading Lewis and Schaeffer. He woke his wife, exclaiming,
as he recalls: "The deepest longings for significance and security going on inside my clients are needs that God
actually intended to meet through the community of believers!" (Bold added.) This led Crabb to merge psychology
with theology, giving rise to his first book, Principles of Biblical Counseling (Zondervan, 1975) and then Effective
Biblical Counseling (Zondervan, 1977). (Source: "A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today, May 2003.) (He
has since authored 19 more books, and has another on tap for 2004 publication.) Despite massive evidence to the
contrary, Crabb continues to maintain that he is completely Biblical in his counseling, but the three following areas
of his teaching alone give ample evidence of the unscriptural basis of his counseling model:

(a) "Spoiling the Egyptians" Approach: Crabb believes that the best counseling model is one in which
"truth" from both the Bible and the "spoils" from secular psychology are "integrated" into a combined
counseling model.

(b) The Need for "Security" and "Significance": The main building block of Crabb's model is the
presupposition that man has these two basic "needs" at the core of his being that motivate all of his
behavior. (These two needs were originally referred to by Crabb as merely "inputs" that were required
to satisfy man's basic primary need: "a sense of personal worth, an acceptance of oneself as a whole,
real person." -- Effective Biblical Counseling, p. 61.) He maintains that men are driven ruthlessly to
meet these needs, and that these "driving forces" underlie all problems in counseling, and that the
counselor's task is that of changing the person's basic assumption about how to meet these two deepest
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needs. Thus, rather than viewing the "needs" themselves as the evil that they really are (the sins of
pride/selfism), instead, only the "improper" strategies utilized in satisfying these so-called "legitimate
needs" are condemned as sin. (In fact, Crabb teaches that a Christian can become truly productive in
his relationships with others only when he realizes that his own needs are paramount!) Crabb has,
thereby, developed a "need theology" where Christians are no longer to ask what is right or wrong, but
only what meets their so-called needs and what contributes to their self-concept, thus cutting
themselves adrift from objective truth and diminishing the "consciousness" of sin.

(c) The "Unconscious": This idea is closely related to Crabb's "need" theology, as he views the needs
for security and significance as being "hidden" in the "unconscious," causing problems when an
individual chooses an improper means of satisfying these needs. Thus, the counselor simply needs to
help the counselee know how these needs should be met. In Crabb's system, counselees are to confront
and confess the sins of others committed against them so that they can re-experience their own pain
and disappointments to find the so-called source of their erroneous thinking, which in Crabb's system
is the real sin that lies hidden in the unconscious. The concept of the "unconscious" is found nowhere
in Scripture; where it is found is in the teachings of Freudian psychology. (Freud saw the unconscious
as a reservoir of drives and impulses that govern an individual beyond his conscious awareness.) As a
matter of fact, the idea of the "unconscious" is not only not supported by the Bible, it has no scientific
support either! (The Freudian unconscious is entirely different from the ordinary use of the word as
defined in a regular dictionary, which gives as one of the definitions of the word unconscious: "not
aware of." The Freudian unconscious, as presented in Crabb's writings and as embraced by the field of
psychotherapy, is the driving force behind behavior.)

-  Crabb's doctrine of a powerful unconscious is based on the Freudian unconscious as modified by Alfred Adler.
We do not deny that Crabb confronts sin, but rather Crabb confronts sin with a Freudian/Adlerean psychological
model. It is not a matter of whether Crabb confronts sin; it's a matter of how he confronts sin and how he even
psychologically represents sinful behavior, which requires him to have a psychological answer. Psychoheresy is a
most subtle and devious spectre haunting the church, because it is perceived and received as a scientific salve for
the sick soul rather than as what it truly is: a pseudoscientific substitute system of religious belief. Crabb's own
words best define his Freudian model -- from Understanding People:

"Freud is rightly credited with introducing the whole idea of psychodynamics to the modern mind. The
term refers to psychological forces within the personality (usually unconscious) that have the power to
cause behavioral and emotional disturbance. He taught us to regard problems as symptoms of
underlying dynamic processes in the psyche" (p. 59, italics his; underlines added).

Crabb further says, "I think Freud was correct ... when he told us to look beneath surface problems to hidden
internal causes" (p. 61). While Crabb does not agree with all that Freud taught, and even sees errors in his theories,
he contends that "the error of Freud and other dynamic theorists is not an insistence that we pay close attention to
unconscious forces within personality" (p. 61, italics his). In spite of Freud's strong criticism of Christianity, Crabb
says, "I believe that [Freud's] psychodynamic theory is both provocative and valuable in recognizing elements in
the human personality that many theologians have failed to see" (Understanding People, pp. 215-216).

-  Furthermore, in Crabb's 1988 book Inside Out, in a mere four sentences, he demonstrates his allegiances to the
psychotherapies of three godless atheists: Freud, Jung, and Maslow (p. 211):

"At the very center of our soul, we feel shame and fear that is attached to our identity as male or
female. Males lack the healthy confidence that they're intact men who can move into their world
unafraid of being completely destroyed by failure or disrespect. Females lack that quietly exhilarating
awareness that they're secure women who can embrace their world with no worry of having their
essential identity crushed by someone's abuse or rejection. ... We will not face our self-protective
maneuvering nor be passionately convicted about its sinfulness until we see its function is to preserve
whatever is left of our identity as men and women" (Italics his.)
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The above quote demonstrates Crabb's combination of Freud's libido (sexual energy), Jung's animus and anima
(unconscious elements of masculinity and femininity), and Maslow's hierarchy of needs. (Source: Larry Crabb's
GOSPEL. p. 24.)

-  Crabb claims to believe in the sufficiency of the Scriptures, but apparently only in the sense that they are
"sufficient as a framework." He thus supplements that framework with psychological "insights," and relegates the
role of the Bible to that of merely another "data" source. This weak view of sufficiency is also evident in his belief
that a Biblical model "must draw implications from the Scriptures rather than rely on specific passages"
(Understanding People, p. 93). (Emphasis added.) He believes that man's problems are rooted in his need for
"security" (defined as the need for love, both unconditional and consistently expressed, and permanent acceptance)
and "significance" (defined as purpose, importance, adequacy for a job, meaningfulness, and impact), whereas the
Bible teaches that man's primary need is for "salvation" and "sanctification." Crabb's ideas concerning the
"unconscious" and "needs" are more in line with a Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian worldview than a Biblical one.

-  There is no apparent "progression toward Biblicality" in Crabb's writings over time; i.e., one is unable to find any
movement from the unbiblical to the Biblical in Crabb's counseling model, from his first book in 1975 (Basic
Principles of Biblical Counseling) through his latest book in 2002 (The Pressure’s Off). Yet, when Crabb's notions
would be described, people invariably would say, "But, have you read his latest book?," as if he had repudiated his
earlier writings. However, each time we found that though his language had changed to sound more evangelical and
less psychological, certain psychological concepts remained in place. They were simply described differently (Sep-
Oct 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). (Even though Crabb's model has become somewhat more complex
over time, its increased complexity is not the result of the incorporation of a deeper theological framework, but of a
greater commitment to psychological principles.) Jay Adams states that, "there has been no basic change in his
[Crabb's] views. Differences in later books stem only from the use of varied biblical images with which the system
is painted and repainted" (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, p. 105). [The Crabb section of this book has been reissued
as Larry Crabb's Gospel.]

For example, in his earlier books, Crabb uses the word unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and
power for motivation. In Inside Out, he relies on metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core,"
"beneath the surface," "hidden inner regions of our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline,"
"underlying motivation," "hidden purpose," and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title, Inside
Out, suggests the Freudian notion of the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a real and powerful
part of every person. He also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are indispensable to the church! Since the
writing of Inside Out, Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling and the church. In each
instance investigated, it is clear that Crabb still supports his past books. (Source: July-August 1997, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter.)

The prime example of Crabb making superficial changes in his model over time is his subtle renaming of the man's
so-called "need for significance" to "need for impact," and the woman's so-called "need for security" to "need for
relationship." (See Understanding People, p. 15 -- "Readers familiar with my earlier books will recognize
movement in my concepts but not, I think, fundamental change. For example, my preference now is to speak of
deep longings in the human heart for relationship and impact rather than personal needs for security and
significance [italics his]). In fact, in a 1991 book, Men & Women: Enjoying the Difference, Crabb carries this
"renaming" of needs a step further -- into the realm of the God-given male/female sexual relationship. A man's
need for significance/impact becomes the longing for "separateness, achievement, and entering," while the woman's
need for security/relationship becomes the longing for "involvement, attachment, and invitation." Crabb states that,
"I do not think it stretches things too far to regard physical sexuality as a wonderful picture of personal sexuality:
men feel complete as they strongly enter; women feel enjoyed as they warmly invite." (Emphasis added.)

-  Nevertheless, an interview with Larry Crabb in the 8/14/95 Christianity Today (pp. 16-17), Crabb seemed to be
saying that he had changed his position on the integration of psychology and the Bible; i.e., that the cure of souls
belongs in the church and that mature believers should be the ones to minister to those suffering in the depths of
their souls, not psychologists and psychotherapists ("Larry Crabb's Antipsychology Crusade," were the words on
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the cover of CT). But was Crabb really repenting of his psychologically-based "Biblical counseling" model and his
years of therapizing? Was he really on a crusade against professional therapy and integrating psychology and
Christianity?

Just beneath the title of the article, "Putting an End to Christian Psychology," were these words: "Larry Crabb
thinks therapy belongs back in the churches." (Those words reminded us of Crabb's 9/22/78 CT article titled
"Moving The Couch Into The Church.") It is, thus, obvious that Crabb in 1995 was not changing his doctrine, but
simply his audience. He makes it clear in the 8/14/95 CT interview, that rather than or in addition to training
counselors with the theories developed in Understanding People and Inside Out, Crabb wants to train elders
(pastors and other mature believers) with these same psychoheretical theories! Even though Crabb admits in the
article, "I haven't got a clue what I'm doing," one must assume that he will continue to use an integrationist
approach as he attempts to move the couch into the church and help "release a generation of elders" to fulfill their
calling.

Crabb has not repudiated his past and continues to inject psychology into his teachings. Crabb is still speaking out
of both sides of his mouth. He speaks some of the same things the anti-psychologists have been saying out of the
right side of his mouth, he but continues some of the same psychogarble out of the wrong side. If he had a straight
message, he would be apologizing for the balance of his life for all the havoc he and other psychologists have
caused in the church. We have yet to hear him confess and repent of the serious errors of his horrendously
unbiblical teachings. Instead, he adjusts his language to fit his next goal: "training elders to elder." (Why is it that
psychologists and other social change agents have a penchant for taking nouns and turning them into verbs?) In
spite of the Christianity Today headlines, it is obvious that Crabb still supports his past books, his psychologized
model of "Biblical counseling," counseling for pay, and the ungodly and unbiblical American Association of
Christian Counselors (Sep-Oct 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).

[Postscript: 10/2/95 Christianity Today -- Letter to the editor from Larry Crabb (referring to the 8/14/95 CT
article): "... the interview contents did not at all support the front cover billing ('Larry Crabb's Antipsychology
Crusade') nor the title given to the interview ('Putting an End to Christian Psychology'). I am neither crusading nor
do I want to put an end to Christian psychology. ... Positioning me as an antipsychology crusader who wants to end
Christian psychology is badly inaccurate and places me in company where I don't belong. I am a friend of Christian
counseling; I am not part of the antipsychology movement; and I am grateful for many godly men and women who
faithfully represent Christ in their professional counseling." -- So much for the wishful thinking of those who
perceived Crabb as repenting of his commitment to psychotherapy.]

-  The quips below from a more recent Christianity Today article ("A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today,
May 2003) are presented as an indication of Crabb's continued love of psychology, and to demonstrate how he
seemingly incorporates psychology  into his every active thought process: 

Crabb insists that what's going on inside directors determines the quality of conversation. Peering inside
himself one morning, he tells us he had eaten six pieces of bacon at breakfast, four more than he usually
allows himself. He realized that he overate because he was mad at someone. The confession gave his words
power that morning. 

In one intense moment, he closes his eyes tightly, blood rushes to his face, and he clasps his hands together.
"Brokenness," he says, "isn't so much about how bad you've been hurt but how you've sinned in handling it."
He lifts his hands as he loosely quotes Hosea 7:13–14, imploring: "I long to redeem my people but they're not
crying out for me! They wail upon their beds! They do nothing more than hurting over their circumstances."
["Loosely quotes"? What an understatement!]

He also recites insights from an eclectic group of thinkers he drew on to come up with his model of direction:
Thomas Merton, Eugene Peterson, Francis Schaeffer, [New Age mystic] Henri Nouwen, Brennan Manning,
John of the Cross, G. K. Chesterton, Michael Card, Peter Kreeft, Augustine, Copernicus, and James
Houston. 
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But the buzz that Crabb would advise professional Christian counselors to close shop and begin giving
spiritual direction isn't true. "I don't think it's going to work very well until the day the Lord comes back," he
says. "I'm just grateful for anybody who has a good conversation with somebody. If that happens in a therapy
setting, for $100 an hour, that's fine."

-  Various other unbiblical aspects of Crabb's model are as follows:

(a) Claims man was "created for relationship," whereby the Scriptures state that man was created to
glorify and to praise God (Isa. 43:7,21; Jer. 13:11). Crabb's view is understandable in light of his
failure to distinguish between believers and unbelievers in his model, apparently seeing no real
difference in basic desires based upon regeneration.

(b) Has no higher regard for Biblical truth than any other "truth"; e.g., "To speak of biblical truth as
somehow more authoritative than scientific truth is really absurd. Truth has authority over error, not
over another truth. One truth may enjoy greater relevance to a scientific question than another truth, but
no truth is more authoritative than another truth. The authority of truth lies in its truthfulness, not in the
place where it is found" (Understanding People, p. 40). (Emphasis added.)

(c) Typical of most so-called Christian psychologists, Crabb demeans the efforts of the
pastor/theologian as being indicative of the shallow help being offered, in contrast to the profound
offerings of psychologists; e.g., "Unless we understand sin as rooted in unconscious beliefs and
motives and figure out how to expose and deal with these deep forces within the personality, the
church will continue to promote superficial adjustment, while psychotherapists, with or without biblical
foundations, will do a better job than the church in restoring troubled people to more effective
functioning ..." (Understanding People, p. 129). (Emphasis added.)

(d) Views Christians as superficial and ineffective, and thereby in need of deep probing into the
unconscious. He believes that everyone is involved in "denial" and "self-protection," and views the
Christian life as being "unspeakably sad." Crabb writes that, "Before we'll see how sinful we are as a
self-protective agent, we must first feel how disappointed we are as a vulnerable victim" (Inside Out, p.
177). (Emphasis added.) (This theme of entering into the pain of our victimization is absolutely
essential to Crabb's methodology [See Chapters 10-12 of Inside Out], but is the utter antithesis of New
Testament teachings on sin and sanctification [see Romans 6-8].) It logically follows then, that Crabb
seems to identify the "feeling of pain" (a sort of self-induced catharsis that can lead to tears) with true
salvation, while it is actually nothing more than a psychological technique used in getting Christians to
"open up." Since it cannot do the work of the Holy Spirit or the Word of God, nor can it induce
spiritual change, it at best can only superficially modify behavior.

(e) Views repentance as the identification of self-protective strategies (which are wrong in Crabb's
view because "their purpose is to avoid more relational pain"), and as the substitution of "self-
protective manipulation with vulnerable obedience" (Understanding People, p. 149). For Crabb, the
essential for real change is "forgiveness and involvement." Biblical repentance, on the other hand, is
man turning from sin to God, rather than from "protective strategies" to "involvement." The repentant
sinner's primary concern is not with the amplitude of his own pain, as Crabb so emphatically teaches,
but with the magnitude of his offense against a Holy God.

(f) Greatly overstates the change capability of therapy and technique, and claims that both go deeper
than either the Word or the Spirit in effecting change. This ignores the most elemental form of
salvation theology -- that all growth is the result of divine grace. There is absolutely no similarity
between Crabb's method of change (i.e., sanctification) and the Bible's.

-  According to Freud, the id drives the behavior, and what happens in the first five years of life (psychological
stages of development) will shape the behavior. According to Adler, what drives behavior is the need for worth
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(also referred to as striving for superiority) and what shapes behavior is what happens in a person's early life. In
both Freud's and Adler's systems, the drives and the early childhood experiences, plus resulting misconceptions,
form the content of the unconscious. In Crabb's system, the needs or longings drive behavior and the early
disappointments of not having the needs met (what Morrison identifies as the "individual's unique experience of
depravation of the things a normal human soul longs for") shape the thinking and behaving, and all of this is in the
unconscious. In all three systems, the person develops strategies to protect himself, identified by Freud as ego
defense mechanisms, such as denial (and by Crabb as "self-protective" strategies").

The main difference between Crabb and his psychological mentors is that Crabb contends that the essence of sin is
when people attempt to meet these needs apart from God -- thus the idea of autonomy as the essence of sin. Crabb's
system is designed to reveal to people that they have unmet needs and that they have sinned in their wrong thoughts
and strategies to meet those needs and to protect themselves from further pain. Thus, if only people can realize that
God Himself meets those needs/longings, then they can recognize their dependence on Him. And they can
overcome their sin of autonomy and have their unconscious needs/longings met. This is the essence of Crabb's
system of psychological sanctification. (Source: Martin & Deidre Bobgan unpublished paper.)

-  The Bobgans say this about Crabb's model in their 1998 book Larry Crabb's GOSPEL (excerpted and/or adapted
from Larry Crabb's GOSPEL, pp. 5-7, as reproduced in the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter):

From his background in psychology he comes to Scripture with a viewpoint that sounds both appealing
and workable. However, the way he hopes to solve problems and lead people into a closer walk with
the Lord depends heavily on psychological theories and techniques. Though Crabb has been sensitive
to the criticism of his work through the years, when people criticized him for using psychological
terminology rather than Biblical, he worked to improve his expression. Along the way he has discarded
much of the psychological vocabulary while keeping the psychological concepts, but making them
sound more Biblical. When he discovered that aspects of his work did not fully satisfy and that he had
not yet reached his goal of bringing the best of psychology and the Bible together for the entire body of
Christ, he expanded his eclecticism.

Crabb's book Connecting (1997) is a good example of this process; it includes some admissions, as do
his other books. He gives the impression that he is constantly discovering more about the very best way
to help people change and grow in their relationship with God and with one another. Yet, his basic
model of man and methodology of change remain firmly tied to the psychological theories presented in
his earlier books. Each book has enough truth in it to make it appear that the most recent version of his
approach is even better and more Biblical than the previous one. He is careful, however, to justify the
value of his previous work so that no one will misunderstand and think he has discarded his former
ideas or repented of his former teachings. Clearly, his original model is still intact even though he has
expanded his eclecticism.

Moreover, Crabb's amalgamation of psychology with the Bible impinges on the gospel message. Even
his theologically correct statements feed into his psychotheology. For instance, he says:

"The gospel really is good news. When the internal troubles of people are exposed, when
unsatisfied longings are felt in a way that leads to overwhelming pain, when self-
centeredness is recognized in every fiber, then (and not until then) can the wonder of the
gospel be truly appreciated" (Understanding People, p. 211). (Emphasis added.)

While the first sentence is correct, the remainder of the above quote adds psychological requirements
beyond the requirements of Scripture. Crabb interprets the message of the cross according to his
psychological ideas about the nature of man and how he changes. Thus, Larry Crabb's gospel becomes
the good news that Jesus meets the needs/longings/passions which motivate all behavior from the
unconscious. Sin becomes wrong strategies for meeting the needs/longings/passions. Confession is
telling our stories and gaining insight into those wrong strategies. Full repentance comes through
getting in touch with the pain of the past. Hence, the gospel message itself is directly tied to a
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psychological construct. Not only is the doctrine of man psychologized, but the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit are made subservient to Crabb's psychospiritual theories.

-  In summary, Crabb's model effectively denies the Biblical teachings of: the denial of self (a man-centered model
rather than a Christ-centered one); the distinction between the regenerate and the unregenerate; the means of grace
as having practical efficacy in the life of the believer; the sufficiency of Scripture; Scriptural foundation (versus a
psychological foundation); and the Holy Spirit's essential role for empowering and grace in the life of the believer.
It is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human behavior, which
system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest
emphasis on so-called emotional needs, the fulfillment of which result in a sense of personal worth and
psychological healthiness. When needs are not met, according to Crabb, they produce intense pain and sorrow --
sometimes without the person even knowing it. Counseling under Crabb's model takes the form of delving into the
unconscious by peeling away the "self-protective layers" (i.e., "defense mechanisms") and getting at the real pain
and sorrow of unmet needs (many of which began in childhood), then giving counsel on how to meet those needs in
a more spiritually healthy way. This inward and rearward focus is far from Biblical (cf. Phil. 3:13-14). Instead of
trying to "meet" our natural human "needs," we are to set our hearts on things above and put to death whatever
belongs to our sinful nature (Col. 3:1-5).

Note#1: Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians.
Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of
secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to
perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from
participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals
of Christian history. Nevertheless, Larry Crabb is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement -- Crabb was a speaker at PK's 1992 National Men's Conference, and spoke at a 1996 stadium rally.
[Crabb also speaks regularly at The Cove (a Billy Graham retreat and training center), at Moody Founder's Week
conferences, and on James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program and at family issue conferences.]

Note#2: Crabb was once a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though Crabb is no longer a
Steering Committee member of COR, he did sign its Manifesto, AND he wrote COR's World View paper on
Psychology & Counseling. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a
brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like
a different gospel? (All emphases added):  

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ’s victory at Calvary."

That Crabb has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

Note#3: Brennan Manning is the author of the psychologically-oriented book The Ragamuffin Gospel. According to
Christianity Today (May 2003, "A Shrink Gets Stretched"), Manning has been giving Larry Crabb "occasional
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spiritual direction for the last 14 years. [See Note#4 for more details on Manning's teachings] ... Manning and Crabb
see each other once a year, at best. When they do, they follow a spontaneously begun ritual. 'As soon as we spot
one another,' says Manning, 'we both jump up and down, run to one another, and kiss one another on the lips. ...
When you see two men in public doing that, there's often only one conclusion. But he's so secure in his identity that
we can throw caution to the wind. If anybody's got a problem with that, then it's their problem.'" In this same CT
article, Crabb describes a period of his life spent searching for spiritual growth and not finding it in Evangelicalism:
"I was finding water for my thirsty soul in classic Catholic writings."

Note#4: Since Manning appears to be one of Larry Crabb's spiritual mentors, it is important to note the seriousness
of the error in Manning's theology. The following is adapted and/or excerpted from a web site article titled, "The
Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association With Them Is Wrong":

Brennan Manning is a New Age/Christian mystic who used to be a Roman Catholic priest. In the last ten years
he has become a popular author and speaker among the "evangelical" church, yet he shouldn't have even gotten
his foot in the door. His teachings of "spiritual contemplation" are filled with unbiblical ideas, Eastern
mysticism and dangerous New Age meditation techniques, and yet Manning is so charming, seductive, and
cunning that he easily takes advantage of undiscerning Christians.

Manning overemphasizes the love and grace of God while ignoring His attributes of justice, righteousness, and
holiness. He teaches that Jesus has redeemed all mankind. (Source: Beware of Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing by
Mike Gendron, Reaching Catholics for Christ website.) In Manning's bestselling book, The Ragamuffin Gospel
he writes: "False gods—the gods of human understanding—despise sinners, but the Father of Jesus loves all, no
matter what they do. But of course this is almost too incredible for us to accept." (My emphasis.) Of course,
Manning doesn't point out that God's Word also thinks it is too incredible to accept: "Thou dost hate all who do
iniquity" (Psalm 5:5).

It's obvious, however, that Manning has little use for Scripture and he shows his disdain for those who do. He
says, "I am deeply distressed by what I only can call in our Christian culture the idolatry of the Scriptures. For
many Christians, the Bible is not a pointer to God but God himself. In a word—bibliolatry ... I develop a nasty
rash around people who speak as if mere scrutiny of its pages will reveal precisely how God thinks and
precisely what God wants" (The Signature of Jesus, Manning).

Sadly, Manning's answer to ascertaining God's thinking is by using occult meditation practices instead of
Scripture. In his book The Signature of Jesus, Manning teaches his readers how to pray by using an eight-word
mantra. He says, "the first step in faith is to stop thinking about God at the time of prayer" (p. 212). (Say What?
) The second step is "without moving your lips, repeat the sacred word [or phrase] inwardly, slowly, and often."
If distractions come, "simply return to listening to your sacred word" (p. 218). He also encourages his readers to
"celebrate the darkness" because "the ego has to break; and this breaking is like entering into a great darkness"
(p. 145). Manning's direction is in direct conflict with Jesus who said, "He who follows me shall not walk in
darkness" (John 8:12), and is a practice that sets people up for serious deception and demonic influence.

This dangerous technique, however, is just one of the many New Age mind-emptying methods that Manning
teaches in The Signature of Jesus. Some of the unbiblical techniques include: centering prayer, paschal
spirituality, the discipline of the secret, mineralization, practicing the presence, inner integration, yielding to the
Center, notional knowledge, contemporary spiritual masters, and masters of the interior life.

Is it any wonder that Manning practices these techniques and claims to have had visions and so-called
encounters with God? No doubt Manning has truly had these experiences, and so will his followers who try his
techniques, but they will not find true intimacy with God. Yes, they may have special feelings and experiences,
and they may "feel" closer to God. However, in the process they will actually move away from Him as a result
of a counterfeit spirituality.

For example, one of Manning's dreams was about judgment day. In his dream, Manning describes how
everyone from Adolf Hitler to Hugh Hefner are seen going before Jesus to be judged, as is Manning. When
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Manning comes forward, however, God does not really judge. Instead, says Manning, "He takes my hand and
we go home." The implication, of course, is that everyone from Hitler to Hefner will be similarly treated. In
Manning's teaching, God is a universalist who accepts everyone (The Signature of God, pp. 239-242). In an
earlier book titled Gentle Revolutionaries, Manning recounted the same dream and wrote that God told him, "I
am not your judge." This part was strangely omitted from his later accounts.

Brennan Manning, then, is a dangerous influence on the Christian world. His books promote the use of
psychology, New Age/occult meditation, ecumenism, and universalism, and yet he is still popular in Christian
circles. One of his popular books written for children, The Boy Who Cried Abba, is a mystical parable about the
journey of a boy who must go into a dark cave called Bright Darkness to find acceptance from God. Again,
Manning is leading his readers to embrace darkness and error. Even worse, he is targeting his message to
children.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Crabb's teachings is Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp.
107-220 (Critiquing Dr. Lawrence Crabb, Jr.; the Crabb section of this book has been reissued as Larry Crabb's
Gospel), by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1989, 360 pages; and a more
recent update of the Crabb section of the book: Larry Crabb's GOSPEL, 1998, 205 pages.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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Summary Criticism of Larry Crabb's Counseling Model

Perspective Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Epistemology Integrationist -- Psychology

and Scripture provide answers
to the problems of living.

Biblicist (1) -- The Scriptures
alone provide answers to the
problems of living.

Anthropology Very Positive -- Starts from the
image of God [arbitrarily
defined(2)], and is thus
controlled by a semi-Pelagian
mentality.

Very Negative -- Starts from the
fallenness of man, and is thus
controlled by an Augustinian
mentality.

Problem Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Man's Basic
Needs

Security/Significance
[Or: Relationship/Impact]

Salvation/Sanctification

Man's
Consequent
State

He is Confused! -- That is,
hitherto unable to recognize the
truth regarding the only way to
meet his needs.

He is in rebellion! -- That is, by
nature unwilling to accept the
truth regarding the only way to
have his true needs met on his
behalf.

Prescription Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Man's
Prevailing
Condition

He is miserable, and thus he
needs compassionate
direction.(3)

He is guilty, and thus he needs
compassionate confrontation.

The Message
to be
Delivered

"Know this -- God loves you
and gave His Son for you."

Therefore, you ought to love
and accept yourself!"
(Security/Significance thus
provided.)

"Know this -- God loves you and
gave His Son for you."

Therefore, you ought to love and
serve Him!" 
(Salvation/Sanctification already
provided.)

 

Endnotes

(1) Slightly overstated, as certain matters of methodology, etc. may be found outside of Scripture, as long as they
don't contradict Scripture. However, the issue of authority is very much at the center of the present discussion, and
it is easily demonstrated that in the name of "spoiling the Egyptians," Crabb has allowed unbiblical propositions
and presuppositions to control in the framing of his model (See p. 86, Larry Crabb's Gospel, EastGate Publishers,
1998).  [Return to Table]

(2) Crabb defines "personhood" (i.e., the image of God) as evaluative thinking [rationality], active choosing
[volition], emotional experiencing [emotion] and deep longings [needs]. This last element, which is not part of any
standard definition of the image of God and which seems entirely arbitrary, becomes the controlling factor in
Crabb's model. (For this reason, Crabb's approach is sometimes denominated "need theology.") This concept is
borrowed from Abraham Maslow's "hierarchy of needs."  [Return to Table]

(3) According to Crabb, instruction for truly difficult problems can be provided only by those who have been
trained as professional clinical psychotherapists. Thus, he develops three tiers of counselling capabilities, with
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professional psychotherapists alone on the uppermost tier. [Return to Table]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/98
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Dr. James C. Dobson
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Focus on the Family (FOTF), located in Colorado Springs, Colorado (relocated there from California in 1991),
was founded in 1977 by Dr. James C. Dobson (circa 1936), a Ph.D. in child development from the University of
Southern California. (Dobson claims the Lord told his dying father that a great ministry would be fulfilled through
his son -- see below.) Dobson also has honorary doctorates from Pepperdine University (1983), Franciscan
University of Steubenville, Ohio [a Catholic university] (1988), Seattle Pacific University (1988), Asbury
Theological Seminary (1989), Mid America Nazarene College (1992), and Liberty University (1993). Prior to 1977,
Dobson served 14 years as associate clinical professor of pediatrics at the USC School of Medicine and a
concurrent 17 years on the attending staff of Los Angeles Children's Hospital in the Divisions of Child
Development and Medical Genetics. (This clinical experience supposedly gives Dobson the "authority" to advise
Christians on family matters.) Dobson has authored more than 15 books; his largest seller, Dare to Discipline (a
child-rearing manual first published in 1971 and reissued as The New Dare to Discipline in 1994) has sold over 2
million copies.

FOTF consists of more than 74 different programs in eight languages operating in 78 countries worldwide,
employing more than 1,300 in its modern three-building Colorado Springs facility. For fiscal year 1999, FOTF had
an annual operating budget of more than $120 million. Most funds come from contributions and FOTF spends over
$4 million a year on fund raising efforts! Its 30-minute daily radio broadcast is heard on approximately 2,500
stations worldwide that reach more than 650 million people every day; daily listening audience is estimated to be
about 5 million. It is the second most widely syndicated show in America (after Paul Harvey). FOTF also produces
other radio programs that hold the third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth spots in the syndication standings. They
publish Focus on the Family magazine, the second most widely read religious magazine in America (after
Guideposts), and their videos are shown in more schools than in churches. Additionally, Dobson has a 90-second
commentary feature which is carried on over 200 of the largest secular radio stations and on more than 40 secular
television stations in the United States; he claims that more than 11 million people hear and/or see these
commentaries every week. He also writes a nationally syndicated newspaper column (titled "Dr. James Dobson
Answers Your Questions"), which is published in 675 newspapers. FOTF has about 2.5 million on its ministry
mailing list. FOTF receives about 5,000-8,000 pieces of mail daily (averaging 7,000 per day), and receives between
4,000-6,000 telephone calls every working day -- totaling about three million contacts a year.

In addition to Focus on the Family magazine, the FOTF organization produces ten more magazines (Citizen,
Clubhouse, Clubhouse Jr., Breakaway, Brio, LifeWise, Teachers in Focus, Physician, Plugged In [formerly
Parental Guidance], and Single-Parent Family, as well as award-winning books, films, and videos. Through the
use of a computer data base containing Dobson's canned views on a wide range of issues, a cadre of college-
educated FOTF employees respond to all of the more than 250,000 calls and letters received each month. The so-
called tougher inquiries (about 150 each day) are handled internally by one of FOTF's more than a dozen trained
"professional" [i.e., psychological] counselors, or are referred to a network of 1,200 psychological therapists around
the country. Dobson says his methods attempt to "'turn hearts toward home' by reasonable, biblical, and empirical
[psychological] insights so that people will be able to discover the founder of homes and the creator of families-
Jesus Christ" (8/93, FOTF magazine). [FOTF's Colorado Springs campus hosts more than 100,000 visitors each
year. One of them described the FOTF operation as resembling "a cross between a crisis hotline center and Santa's
workshop ..." ("Millions of Families Served, But What Is FOF's Focus?," 1/29/96, Christian News, p. 16 (Jennifer
Mears:API story).]

FOTF is heavily engaged in public policy, and Dobson himself is very politically active. FOTF has 35 affiliated
political groups in 35 states under the direction of extremely strong grass roots lobbies. About 4% of FOTF's annual
budget is devoted to public policy projects, voter education, and lobbying (i.e., over $4 million!). Dobson himself
has served in a variety of consulting capacities to the Carter, Reagan, and Bush administrations, and was nominated
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by (then) Senate majority leader Bob Dole to the Presidential Commission on Child and Family Welfare in the
Clinton administration; he received the loving attention of virtually all of the 1996 Republican presidential
candidates, although he has been virtually ignored by George W. Bush's 2000 Campaign.)

-  In the second chapter of Dobson’s book, Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives, Dobson discusses the source of
much of his ministry. It does not come from the Scriptures, but from the Lord's direct revelation to Dobson. The
Lord first spoke to Dobson's father informing him of a joint project between he and his son. … years later, as
Dobson was rushing to his dying father's hospital bed, the Lord spoke to him. Although the voice was not audible,
somehow the Lord said, "You are going to write a book for husbands and fathers, based on the life of your dad.
The inspiration will be derived from his values, his dedications, his walk with Me. This is the joint venture of
which I spoke two years ago" Later Dobson asked the Lord for more specifics. He said to the Lord, "Why should I
depend on my own puny insight and wisdom, when I can tap the resources of the Creator of families. Give me the
concepts that you want me to communicate." It is obvious at that point that Dr. Dobson did not believe that the
Scriptures were sufficient to communicate God's will concerning families. Something more was needed, and that
something was a direct word from the Lord to Dobson. … Here were God's instructions: "If America is going to
survive the incredible stresses and dangers it now faces, it will be because husbands and fathers again place their
families at the highest level of their system of priorities, reserving a portion of their time and energy for leadership
within their home!" The emphasis of Dobson's ministry since that time has been based upon this extrabiblical
revelation, not upon the Word of God. Did Dobson hear from God or not? If he did, then that revelation should
carry divine authority. If he did not, then he has added to the Scriptures, something John warns us not to do (Rev.
22:18,19).

-  One former employee of Focus on the Family has coined the term "Dobsonology":

"Dobsonology is a mixture of psychology, humanism, New Age, political activism and ecumenism
packed in a silver box of morality; it is tied with a golden ribbon of assorted Scriptures -- not
necessarily in context. It is being sold to the Christian Community in lieu of Biblical authority through
sound doctrine by James Dobson and his Focus On The Family Organization."

The following quote from The Christian Counselor's Manual by Dr. Jay E. Adams (pp. 82-83), best describes
Dobson's child-rearing "system":

"... Dobson ... recommends strictly behavioristic methods for child raising in the name of Christianity ...
His near total capitulation to behaviorism is couched in Christian terms but really introduces an equally
godless system into the Christian home while purporting to be a Christian reaction to permissiveness ...
Reward and punishment are prominent (particularly the former), and the need for structure is
emphasized. But Dobson's approach is cold and godless. It centers upon manipulation but says nothing
of biblical confrontation. Conspicuously absent in such child discipline is the use of the Scriptures,
conversion, repentance, the work of the Holy Spirit, and sanctification. ... Biblical persuasion,
conviction, and personal commitment are ignored." (Emphasis added.)

-  In Dobson's book, Dare to Discipline, "he places a needed emphasis on discipline by structure," but he draws
from a Skinnerian ideology; i.e., "according to Dobson, a child is to be 'trained' as one would [evidently] train his
dog ...The presupposition (not stated, but underlying the book) is that man is but another animal," thereby leaving
"no place for the work of the Holy Spirit in conversion or sanctification." Change is, thereby, assumed to "take
place strictly on the horizontal level." (Excerpted from The Big Umbrella by Jay Adams, pp. 130-131.) In 1994,
Focus on the Family published The New Dare to Discipline. In the Q&A section of the book, one of the questions
was "Should teenage children be spanked for disobedience or rudeness?" Dr. James Dobson, the self-proclaimed
child-rearing expert, answered thusly:

"No. Teens desperately want to be thought of as adults and they deeply resent being treated as
children. Spanking is the ultimate insult at that age and they are justified in hating it. Besides, it doesn't
work."
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On what authority should teens not be spanked? -- Dr. Dobson's? And do we govern our lives by what teens "want"
or by what the Bible teaches? If teens resent being treated like children, then they shouldn't act like children. And if
spanking is the ultimate insult for a teenager, then this is evidence it must work very effectively in deterring the
rebellious actions that bring the rod. And finally, by saying "it doesn't work," Dobson is calling God a liar (cf. Prov.
22:15 -- Folly is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of discipline will drive it far from him.)! God says
spanking does work (and He doesn't even give an age limit -- cf. Prov. 19:18 -- Discipline your son, while there is
hope; do not be a willing party to his death).

-  In Dobson's 1993 book, When God Doesn't Make Sense, Dobson makes the blasphemous suggestion that we
should forgive God: (And so do R.C. Sproul and J.I. Packer, both of whom endorsed the book.)

"There is only one cure for the cancer of bitterness, that is to forgive the perceived offender. Once and
for all, with God's help, as strange as it seems, I am suggesting that some of us need to forgive God for
those heartaches that are charged to His account. You've carried resentment against Him for years.
Now it's time to let go of it. [Dobson now tries to escape the blasphemy he's just uttered, but he is
unsuccessful.] Please don't misunderstand me at this point. God is in the business of forgiving us, and
it almost sounds blasphemous [it is!] to suggest that the relationship could be reversed. He has done no
wrong and does not need our approbation. But the source of bitterness must be admitted before it can
be cleared. There is no better way to get rid of it than to absolve the Lord of whatever we have
harbored. ... It is the only way you will ever be entirely free. ...

"Corrie ten Boom forgave an SS guard who shared responsibility for the deaths of her family members.
[False analogy.] Surely we can forgive the King of the Universe Who sent His only Son to die as an
atonement for our sin." (Emphasis added.)

The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One Who can do no wrong and is perfect in every way,
and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a blasphemous affront to His holy, righteous
character! [See the March-April 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, "Dobson's Blasphemies?," pp. 4-5, for a
more thorough analysis of Dobson's book.] If a man has resentment against God for something, he should repent.
How can man, who is sinful, ever "absolve" God of something when God is not guilty of anything? How can man
clear God of something when God has done nothing of which he needs clearing? How can man acquit God of
something when God is not on trial? Dobson says that he knows this idea of a man forgiving God "almost sounds
blasphemous." -- it does not almost sound blasphemous; it is UTTERLY BLASPHEMOUS! It is BLATANTLY
BLASPHEMOUS! [Amazingly, When God Doesn't Make Sense won two Evangelical Christian Publishing
Association awards: the Gold Medallion award in the Christian Living category and "Christian Book of the Year"
award.]

-  Often cited are Dobson's "good works" in opposing abortion, pornography, etc., and in supporting various moral
causes, particularly family causes, as evidence of his spiritual "fruit" and, thereby, his Biblical Christianity.
However, his moralism is steeped in ecumenism, in most cases being totally devoid of God and basic Biblical
principles. This "end justifies the means" strategy, however, is not Biblical -- joining the ungodly in promoting
moralism (a system which is in actuality no better than humanism) is not what the Bible calls Christians to do. It is
not our job to transform society, nor to attempt to "Christianize" its institutions, nor to pressure the ungodly to live
like saints, but instead to call out of the world those who will respond to the gospel, that they might live wholly for
God. 

Witness FOTF's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad in USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity," in which
Dobson opined: 'Let's clean up the world's behavior,' without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! The ad
promotes pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and which, therefore, has neither the resources
nor the power to abstain. Dobson appears to be so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that he tends to
forget that the soul must be placed before the body; i.e., he has ended up promoting a social, psychological, middle-
class American moralistic gospel that cannot save! -- it can't save the home, the family, or the nation, but can
certainly stand in the way of the true Gospel. [See also the report analyzing Focus on the Family's 1994 Video,
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"Sex, Lies & The Truth," another worldly, "moralistic" production that ignores the sin issue, and, moreover, is soft-
core "pornographic" in its own right! See also the 10/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, wherein rock
music star CeCe Winas is featured in an advertisement with a very low neckline and a bare stomach. Apparently
for Dobson, only hard-core pornography is wrong.]

-  One wonders how lewd or vulgar something has to be for Dobson to disapprove of it. In Dobson's 1978 book
Preparing for Adolescence, a book obviously targeted at 10-13 year-olds, Dobson says, "... we need to talk very
plainly about the subject of sexual intercourse. ... I'm going to be treating you like adults and withholding no
subject that is relevant to you." Dobson then goes on to graphically describe the act and feelings of a man and
woman engaged in sexual intercourse (p. 82). (Is sexual intercourse really a subject that is relevant to a preteen
"preparing for adolescence"? Would a Christian parent want to have their adolescents read this material?) Though
promoting abstinence in Preparing for Adolescence, Dobson also condones masturbation, describes the "tingly
feeling" one gets from it, and claims it's a "normal part of adolescence." Moreover, since it doesn't cause disease
nor produce babies, Dobson believes it "is not much of an issue with God"! (pp. 86-87).

-  Dobson wrote an article for Billy Graham's October 1988, Decision magazine, in which Dobson stated, "We are
sexual creatures, and the physical attraction between males and females provides the basis for every dimension of
marriage and parenthood." (Emphasis added.) The Bible knows nothing of this evolutionary, humanistic theology.
[Dobson and wife Shirley also shared their testimonies at the 6/94 Graham Crusade in Cleveland before a crowd of
55,000 at Cleveland Stadium.]

-  Dobson supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of
forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social
upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Dobson's philosophy seems to be one
of "the end justifies the means."

-  Dobson has taken to favorably extolling the virtues of German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer
(9/97, FOTF magazine, pp. 10-12). We also see in the 6/98 FOTF magazine that its 3-hour radio drama "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer: The Cost of Freedom" was named a winner of the 57th annual Peabody Awards, and a "Bonhoeffer"
CD and cassette are promoted. This is all in spite of the fact that Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or
questioned nearly every major doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death
of God" theology, opposed institutional religion, and stressed existential "religionless" Christianity.

-  Dobson appears to have a close and non-critical relationship with the Roman Catholic Church and its ecumenical
agenda:

(a) In the late 1980s, Dobson helped form the Religious Alliance Against Pornography which included
Roman Catholic priests and bishops. The 1986 meeting was held in St. Patrick's Cathedral. Dobson
praised the unity which was present at that meeting and stated that "there has been great camaraderie
among the top leaders of virtually all religious groups" in the U.S. (1/87, Focus on the Family). Of this
alliance Jerry Kirk said, "Never before have we seen Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Greek Orthodox and
(Mormon) leaders come together in such agreement and cooperation on an issue." Also represented at
the meeting were the National Association of Evangelicals, the National Council of Churches, the
Southern Baptist Convention, and Charismatics. A Catholic archbishop called the alliance "an
ecumenical miracle" (8/22/98, FBIS).

(b) Dobson has frequently welcomed Roman Catholics and Mormons on his radio show, welcoming all
as members of "the family of God." In late 1989, Dobson offered a calendar with a peculiarly Mormon
slogan, "Families Are Forever," which summarizes the Mormon doctrine of eternal progression of
Mormon "temple-sealed" families (4/15/91, Calvary Contender). Dobson is also the possessor of an
honorary doctorate from the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio, and was
featured in a 9/90 five-page article (with cover photo) in the Catholic charismatic magazine New
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Covenant. (Reported in The Fundamentalist Digest, November-December 1991.)

(c) In the 11/89 issue of FOTF's Clubhouse magazine for children, a smiling "Mother" Teresa was on
the cover, and the lead article was entitled, "Teresa of Calcutta: Little Woman with a Big Heart." The
readers of this magazine were made to think that Mother Teresa was a genuine New Testament
Christian and that she was doing a great work for God through her Sisters of Charities mission.
"Mother" Teresa was, in reality, a New Age pantheist who considered Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, and
other religions all to be acceptable ways to God. This is a great deception. She also preached the false
sacramental gospel of Rome and had given multitudes of people a false comfort by encouraging them
to place their hopes in such vanities as the Roman Catholic mass and the Roman Catholic Mary. It is
an abomination before God for Dobson to feature this woman in his magazine.

(d) Protestant-turned-Catholic Scott Hahn, a theology professor at Franciscan University, and a very
popular guest on evangelical radio programs across the country, began one interview by gushing over
the fact that his Catholic school has impressed leading evangelicals James Dobson and Chuck Colson.
He quoted Dobson as noting that "he had never seen a campus where the students take the Lordship of
Jesus Christ so seriously." Hahn then added that Colson had nominated the Catholic university for
membership in the Evangelical College Coalition because, "it really is a dynamic orthodox Catholic
university that is as evangelical as it is Catholic." (Source: Scott Hahn interview, "Pittsburgh Talks,"
WORD-FM; as reported in the 4/96, The Berean Call.)

(e) The March 8-14, 1998, issue of the National Catholic Register contained an article about Catholic
musicians. It noted that the following artists who move in Contemporary Christian Music circles are
Roman Catholic: John Michael Talbot, Kathy Triccoli, Tom Booth, Tony Melendez, Sarah Hart,
Danny Langdon, and Sheryl Crow. The article also noted that James Dobson and Focus on the Family
has endorsed Kathy Triccoli and her music. The National Catholic Register also pointed out that
Dobson endorses a Catholic youth magazine named "YOU!" (8/22/98, FBIS).

(f) Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist, was a major speaker at a November 1998
conference sponsored by James Dobson's Focus on the Family organization. Dobson held two more
conferences in 1999 (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) in which Nicolosi was again featured. (See later in this
report for more details.)

-  In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in Colorado Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of
Colorado Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged that "Jewish and Catholic youth were being evangelized at
school." They met with "Christian" leaders in Colorado Springs (there were 72 national and international
"Christian" associations headquartered there at the time) and all agreed that such evangelization was improper!
Christian students were rebuked for trying to rescue their school friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The
Berean Call).

Then in April of 1993, a "Covenant of Mutual Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one
another's diverse beliefs and to avoid "polarization"! Dobson/FOTF (along with Hirsch and Hanifen) was a
signatory to this agreement. (Imagine Peter, James, and John, when forbidden by the Sanhedrin to preach the
gospel, signing an agreement to cease such activities out of respect for diverse beliefs among Roman citizens!) The
"Covenant" read that a network of organizations in the Colorado Springs area "are heralding an entirely new form
of socialistic Christianity" (i.e., ecumenism for social activism), and that those in the organization "seek to share
insights and learn from each other in a spirit of goodwill and mutual respect, thus living out this scriptural heritage.
It is our hope and prayer that in so doing we will provide a positive model of public discourse that stands upon the
foundation of our common Judeo-Christian heritage. ... a willingness to listen and learn from each other, to the end
that we may manifest the ministry of reconciliation." Hanifen was quoted as saying his hope for the future is to
"explore all kinds of issues to learn the values of various faiths and how they view the Scripture." Bottom line,
Dobson is not only ignoring fundamental differences of belief in order to unite for common causes, but has now
become a party to muzzling the gospel.
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-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  More evidence of Dobson's ecumenical mindset came when workers for Dr. Dobson's Focus on the Family "cast
their theological distinctives aside in order to achieve a common objective -- to help families," FOTF vice president
Rolf Zettersten has said. The Alabama insert for Dobson's 6/90 Focus on the Family Citizen promoted a local
ministry "dedicated to promoting unity within the body of Christ by uniting Christians in prayer together. [The
"Christians" include Roman Catholics.] ... Right doctrines shouldn't be an issue" if you are born into "that" family.
Furthermore, "an emphasis in doctrinal purity has been drilled into so many people that it has become a real
obstacle and hindrance" (7/15/90, Calvary Contender). (Emphasis added.) [Another indication of Dobson's
expanding ecumenism was an editorial in the 1/90 Citizen, which called Pope John Paul II, "the most eminent
religious leader who names the name of Jesus Christ" -- a strange accolade for a man who denies that Christians
can go directly to God with their petitions.]

-  In response to a letter-writer's question concerning Dobson's views on salvation and Christ's second coming,
Dobson responded in October 1989 that his ministry had made a deliberate decision to direct the attention of the
ministry "away from matters of biblical interpretation and theology, choosing instead to concentrate our efforts
exclusively on family-related topics." [FOTF answered similarly in 6/97 when asked Dobson's views on evolution -
- "He has chosen to direct his efforts toward the strengthening of traditional values and the institution of the family
rather than to discuss controversial theological topics" (Grey Gunn, FOTF letter on file).] This further affirms
critic's claims that Dobson's ministry is not only not Biblically based, but in fact there is a deliberate effort to turn
away from the Bible and get wisdom from somewhere else. Dobson is in effect saying, 'I'm no theologian, so don't
nail me with this Biblical stuff; I'm giving you what works.' "However, such a decision does not free an avowed
Christian ministry to the family from basing its teachings on Scripture. It is an admission to placing the Bible in a
secondary position to the psychological wisdom of men. Apparently Dobson does not agree that the Bible is
sufficient for understanding human nature and guiding behavior" (Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, p. 146).
[Notwithstanding Dobson's theological disclaimer, he does have a theology: "... he teaches a doctrine of man which
is both psychological and theological ... man [according to Dobson] is central and God serves to help people
overcome inferiority and develop self-esteem and self-acceptance" (Prophets II, p. 142). In addition, Dobson is a
Nazarene, meaning he denies the doctrine of total hereditary depravity -- the doctrine of salvation that is wholly of
grace; he also denies the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints (eternal security).]

-  The primary basis of Dobson's "ministry" is his belief in the false gospel of self-esteem/self-worth. Though
research clearly indicates, and the Bible clearly teaches, that both children and adults tend to esteem themselves
more highly than they ought, Dobson believes just the opposite; he believes that feelings of inferiority (i.e., low
self-esteem) and self-hatred (i.e., poor self-image) run rampant in society and are the basic causes of virtually
every social malady. In the November 1988 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, Dobson says:
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"Feelings of inferiority even account for outbreak of wars and international hatred. ... inferiority is the
major force behind the rampaging incidence of rape today ... How about aggressive violence in
American classrooms? ... Can it be attributed to the frustration of low self-esteem? I'm inclined to
believe so. ... The examples are legion. That is why I have contended that social chaos in all its forms
is increased when citizens feel inadequate and inferior. There are numerous other causes of course, but
none so powerful." (Emphasis added.)

In fact, Dobson even goes to the extreme of attributing the attempted genocide of the Jews in Germany during
WWII to the inferiority complex of Hitler! Dobson taught the same thing, almost word-for-word, in his 1979 book,
Hide or Seek, page 165, and in the 2/94 Focus on the Family Bulletin. And in the 10/94 FOTF magazine, Dobson
made another incredible statement about self-esteem: 

"... some things in life are more important than academic excellence, and self-esteem is one of them. A
child can survive, if he must, without knowing a noun from a verb, but if he doesn't have some
measure of self-confidence and personal respect, he won't have a chance in life."

-  The Bobgans accurately portray Dobson's worldview as, "a psychological viewpoint influenced by underlying
ideologies of the Freudian unconscious, Adlerean inferiority, and the humanistic belief in the intrinsic goodness of
man and the universal victimization of the individual by parents and society. The culprit is society (mainly parents)
and the diagnosis is low self-esteem with feelings of inferiority and inadequacy. In fact, those feelings are presented
as overwhelming and uncontrollable and thus causing rebellion. Therefore, the universal solution to personal
problems, rebellion, unhappiness, and hostility presented throughout Dobson's books is raising self-esteem"
(Prophets II, pp. 24 -25).

-  All one has to do is read Hide or Seek to understand Dobson's total reliance on the false gospel of self-esteem:

"... whenever the keys to self-esteem are seemingly out of reach for a large percentage of the people, as
in twentieth-century America, then widespread 'mental illness,' neuroticism, hatred, alcoholism, drug
abuse, violence, and social disorder will certainly occur. Personal worth is not something human beings
are free to take or leave. We must have it, and when it is unattainable, everybody suffers. ... a sizable
proportion of all human activity is devoted to the task of shielding us from the inner pain of inferiority.
I believe this is to be the most dominant force in life" (Hide or Seek, pp. 20-21, 152). (Emphasis
added.)

To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin is "the most dominant force" in human life (Rom. 3:10-18,23; 7:18,24;
Jer. 17:9, Eph. 2:1-3; 5:15-16, 1 Jn. 5:19), not "the pain of inferiority." Nevertheless, Dobson thinks he has the
answer: "The heart of this book ... is devoted to a description of ten comprehensive 'strategies' for building self-
esteem" (Hide or Seek, p. 21). Evidently, Christ is not all we need. We also (according to Dobson) need "self-
esteem." What was Paul's answer to anyone who adds anything to the gospel (i.e., anything to Christ)? -- Galatians
1:9,10 -- anathema!

-  In case there is still any question as to Dr. Dobson's perspective and teaching on self-esteem:

"If I could write a prescription for the women of the world, I would provide each one of them with a
healthy dose of self-esteem and personal worth ... I have no doubt that this is their greatest need"
(What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew about Women, p. 35).

"Feelings of self-worth and acceptance ... provide the cornerstone of a healthy personality. ... it is
apparent that emotional problems usually originate from ... an inability to gain acceptance and respect
from peers. ... I have observed the most powerful influence to emanate from ego needs" (Dr. Dobson
Answers Your Questions, pp. 168, 191, 435).

-  The March 1999 edition of Focus on the Family ran an advertisement for its "Tenth Annual Counseling
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Enrichment Program," a program for those involved with Christian counseling.  This advertisement stated, "The
program is designed to enhance the skill and effectiveness of Christian counselors by assisting them in the
integration of biblical principles with core psychological concepts" (emphasis mine). Notice that this influential
magazine can unashamedly market its conference as one that integrates the Bible with "psychological concepts."
This shows how far the church has come in denying the sufficiency of the Bible.  

So, shouldn't there be an award for all this wonderful psychobabble Dobson has perpetrated on the church. -- Now
there is. In 1997, an award was established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented
annually to recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were
initially recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy,
Gary Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with
his other "achievements," Dobson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Walt Disney Pictures' The Lion King sold 20 million copies in its first week of release for retail on video, and has
become one of the best-selling videos ever. But millions of children who watch it will be at great risk. Though it is
artistically amazing, its New Ageism, Neo-paganism, Hinduism, pantheism/environmentalism, astrology, and
occult imagery is devastating! Adding insult to injury is a subtle but definite promotion of homosexuality. An
admitted homosexual produced parts of the soundtrack, and two "outcasts" (Timon and Pumbaa) represent
homosexuals and the "intolerant discrimination" they experience in our society. Sodomite Ernie Sabell, the voice of
the Wart Hog in the film (Pumbaa) admitted: "These are the first homosexual Disney characters ever to come on the
screen." (Reported in the 4/15/95, Calvary Contender.) [The Disney Senior V.P. who played a major role in
marketing The Lion King died in 1/95 of AIDS. His obituary asked that donations be made to a homosexual group
(10/95, Perilous Times, p. 8).] (See report by Berit Kjos for an excellent analysis of The Lion King.)

Al Dager, editor of Media Spotlight, said this about Disney's 1994 occult/New Age "children's animation" film:

"The Lion King packs powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life,' is
a variation on the cycles of nature: life, death, and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of
evolution. The film presents this theme from the perspective of nature religion more so than Disney
films of the past -- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of shamanistic
ritualism is graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the earth" (Media
Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 3).

Dobson, on the other hand, encouraged parents to take their children to see The Lion King! The 8/15/94 issue of
Parental Guidance (a magazine published and edited by FOTF, and since renamed Plugged In) says:

"The lion's share of this movie focuses on positive themes that can be used to teach children a variety
of valuable, at times biblical, lessons. ... These two film favorites [including Pinocchio] share one other
commonality -- a mild dose of magic. ... The Lion King does include a few crude moments --
munching on bugs and worms ... large belch[es] ... comical references to the warthog's flatulence
problem [gas]. They are minor, but parents will want to discourage children from imitating these
behaviors. ... Despite a few slight imperfections, The Lion King is a wholesome, brilliantly animated
picture relating the importance of family and responsibility."

"A few slight imperfections"? Like the teaching of shamanistic ritual, necromancy, spiritualism, and occult
fantasy? One wonders if Dobson has any discernment at all. [The cover story in the 4/95 Focus on the Family
magazine also promotes The Lion King as a good family movie! Also, the 11/95 issue of Brio (published by FOTF
for teen girls) had an article on the "Christian" girl who was the singing voice of the young Nala in the movie; this
very favorable article appears to be saying that it's okay to see the movie because a Christian helped out on it.]

-  The 1998 animated film on the life of Moses, The Prince of Egypt, was made with input from evangelicals, Jews,
and Muslims. The anti-God filmmaker, DreamWorks, taking great care not to offend these religious groups, took
considerable liberties with the Biblical account. It pressured an evangelical publisher, working on a children's book
tie-in, to eliminate references to God as "He" and some references to God as "Lord" (12/98, What In The World!)
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To meet politically correct feminist criteria for an acceptable god, it has YHWH saying, "... I am the God of your
ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God of Sara, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah" (12/98, Media Spotlight). Billy
Graham, James Dobson, and Jerry Falwell were also consulted, and all praised the movie. (Reported in the 1/15/99,
Calvary Contender.) (For an excellent analysis of The Prince of Egypt, see Berit Kjos report.)

-  How much of the true gospel message is promoted through Focus on the Family? "The Garden Song" was
handed out to the people in the FOTF distribution center (1993) to be sung. Some of the words of this song are:
"Grain for grain sun and rain; find my way in nature's chain; Tune my body and my brain; to the music of the
land." The phrase "find my way in nature's chain" seems to be a reference to evolution! [Of course, this shouldn't
surprise anyone, since Dobson is a "theistic evolutionist" (see section on Hugh Ross).]

Another verse in "The Garden Song" states: "Plant your rows straight and long; season with a pray'r and song;
Mother Earth will make you strong; if you give her loving care." The mention of Mother Earth is a clear indication
of the pagan/New Age orientation of this song. There is no credit given to God who makes all things to grow, but
instead it's "Mother Earth" who will "make you strong."

Other New Age items have been promoted through FOTF. For instance, in the 1/93 Focus on the Family magazine
there was an advertisement for a new publication entitled A Better Tomorrow. This magazine, marketed to Christian
high school seniors, advocated yoga, biofeedback, affirmations, imagery, etc., and had an article by Norman
Vincent Peale (the late New Ager, 33rd degree Mason, and publisher of Guideposts magazine) in its very first
issue! Dobson has also endorsed The Natural Childbirth Book. On the cover is a picture of the occult yin/ yang
symbol. (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also
printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.) [In Goddess Earth, Samantha Smith documented that the New
Age El Pomar Foundation provided a $4 million grant to relocate Focus on the Family to Colorado Springs in 1991
(p. 185).]

-  On Dobson's 1/15/94 radio program, FOTF highly recommended The Healing Journey for Adult Children of
Alcoholics by Daryl E. Quick, which was made available through FOTF. This book advocates visualization, which
is a form of creating your own reality. Llewellyn New Times, a New Age magazine which openly promotes
witchcraft and all kinds of occultic practices, writes: "Visualization is the essence of the ability of bending reality to
will. Do you know people who have extraordinary luck? Things always seem to work out for them. That is because
whether they are conscious of it or not, they create their own reality with Creative Visualization." Another issue of
this magazine reminds us that visualization "is a simple yet potent form of magick. All it requires is the use of your
mind."

-  Quest International is a nonprofit educational organization that has placed its Quest program in thousands of
public schools. Quest also goes by the names: "Skills for Adolescence," "Skills for Growing," and "Skills for
Living." Quest utilizes the techniques of visualization and guided imagery, and is very humanistic in its approach
to learning. But this doesn't bother Dr. Dobson. Dobson, although not condemning nor endorsing Quest, claims that
if Quest's techniques are used by professionals, they are okay. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on
the Family," a 1/96 article by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 22-27.)

-  Besides visualization and guided imagery, FOTF promotes various other occultic techniques, such as hypnosis
and progressive relaxation. In the 3/95 issue of Breakaway, a magazine produced by FOTF for teen boys, a reader
wrote in to ask if hypnosis was a sin. The editor answered that it depended on the situation, but was probably okay
if done by a "well-qualified Christian therapist"! (sounds like "situation ethics").

In the 11/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, an article titled, "My Child Isn't Learning!," teaches an occult
technique known as progressive relaxation, a Yoga method of relaxation which was derived from Hinduism, a
pagan religion that worships literally millions of gods, including one's self.

-  FOTF is also training its employees in the occult through its various Certification programs. FOTF employees are
required to complete 15 hours of core courses in order to develop new competencies for career growth and
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development. At the end of the course descriptions, there is a list of 17 books located in the FOTF Human
Resource Library. One of the books, The Encyclopedia of Group Activities, by J. William Pfeiffer, teaches over 150
activities dealing with fantasy exploration, sensory deprivation, gestalt, psychodrama, "values clarification," out-of-
body experiences, and many other occult-/New Age-oriented concepts. Another course offered in 1995, "The Fine
Art of Managing Change," is raw New Ageism. All these things relate to each other in that they all involve altered
states of consciousness, the highway into the occult. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on the Family,"
a 1/96 article by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 8-19.) [Not part of the Certification program, but also offered to FOTF
employees, are various "On-Site Opportunities," which include Weight Watchers, Massage Therapy, Aerobics,
Anorexia/Bulimia Recovery Support groups, and Karate (whose roots are in Zen Buddhism)! -- 1/96, FOTF Health
and Wellness News.]

-  Dobson obviously believes in the "medical model" (which treats people as victims rather than sinners) as
evidenced by his statements that everything from pornography and child molesting to love of one's own spouse, is,
or can become, addictive. In fact, in his 1/23/89 interview with convicted child murderer Ted Bundy, the night
before Bundy's execution, Dobson would not permit Bundy to accept any personal responsibility for any of the
crimes he had committed. Instead, Bundy's behavior (according to Dobson) was due to an uncontrollable addiction
to pornography caused by an immoral society which permitted him to be exposed to it. (As in his dealing with Ted
Bundy, Dobson tends to place blame on society, not sin, for all the wicked things people do. Being a New Age
psychologist who has Christianized his New Age psychobabble first, and being a Nazarene second, he will not
admit the extent of the sinfulness of the human nature. According to Dobson, man does not sin because of his sin
nature; he sins because of society.)

-  On a FOTF radio program aired 1/29/96, Dobson and co-host Mike Trout conducted a program on "Addictive
Behaviors." Guests were H.B. London, FOTF Pastoral Ministries head, and Dr. Ralph Earl of Psychological
Counseling Services, Scottsdale, AZ (Ph.D. Pastoral Psych/M.Div. Harvard Divinity School). Dobson introduced
Dr. Earl as one who "specializes in sex therapy and other addictions." (Dobson, himself, was introduced as he
always is on the program -- "psychologist and author, James Dobson" -- it seems that not even FOTF wants to call
Dobson a Christian.) Some of the most outrageous, unbiblical, and unChristian statements were made on this
program. Here is a sample:

Dobson: "Gambling is only one addictive behavior; of course there are many others in addition to
drugs, alcohol -- addictions to spending and to shopping, and addictions to food ... because of the
cultural environment in which we live, and the list is almost endless. ... a problem that is gripping
humanity ... sexual addiction. It is rampant in our society at this time."

Trout: "It gets a hold of you [sexual addiction] and sometimes it just doesn't let go."

Dobson: "It does! ... Pornography, I believe, is one of the most addictive forces in human experience.
... For some 13 year-old boys, one exposure to pornographic material can grab and hold him for a
lifetime, every bit as much as cocaine and heroine or some of the drugs ... the matter of sexual
addiction among pastors, because it's a serious problem there."

Earl: "There's an epidemic ... One thing about sex addiction, it's progressive ... it's always in intimacy
disorders, always about hurting somebody else and self."

During Earl's 25 years of practice, he claims to have treated more than 200 pastors with "sexual addictions of
various sorts." Pastors with "sexual addictions"? Are these perverse men not aware of what the Bible teaches about
slavery (a.k.a. addiction) to sin (cf. Rom. 6)? Sexual immorality and/or perversion is not an addiction or disease; it
is SIN! Earl makes it very clear that these pastors will never overcome their "sexual addiction" until they get into
therapy. And then the best they can hope for is to have the "addiction" go into "remission ... just as those who have
cancer ... go to a physician."

[A few years later, Mike Trout must have contracted a little of that "sexual addiction" disease himself. The
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Religious News Service reported in October of 2000 that the 53 year-old Trout resigned his 19-year position as
senior VP of  the broadcast division of FOTF after admitting to "an inappropriate relationship with a woman other
than his wife." FOTF was quick to state that this was not a corporate problem, but a personal one .]

-  Dobson not only believes "alcoholism" to be a "disease" (in spite of the fact that the Scriptures call
"drunkenness" a sin), but even recommends Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) as a viable treatment option for
Christians! (He even considers AA to be a place where non-Christians might find Christ!) This recommendation
comes in spite of the overwhelming evidence that not only is AA largely ineffective in treating over-drinking, but
that the atmosphere of almost all AA centers is consistently unbiblical, if not outright anti-Christian. [AA is proud
of its ability to lead men to see their need of a Higher Power and encourages group members to discover or define
for themselves what or who that Higher Power is. Dobson evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts
being promoted by AA that are leading AA members to accept false gods (i.e., a kind of "Star Wars Force") as a
substitute for the true, living, personal God of the Bible.]

-  Dobson is a primary supporter of David Seamands, the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the
Memories/Inner Healing (which technique uses one or more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as
regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis, and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal
scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.). Various other "memory-healers"/"memory interpreters" have been regular
contributors of articles to Dobson's Focus on the Family magazine, and have made numerous appearances on
Dobson's daily radio program (e.g., Dr. Kevin Leman and Randy Carlson, authors of Unlocking the Secrets of Your
Childhood Memories, a book based upon various discredited Freudian theories).

-  Dobson is a primary supporter and endorser of so-called Christian psychologist, Gary Smalley, the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to
describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to male/female communication
effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it has no
support in Scripture). The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of
Love, co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but
apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.) The Language of Love
was published and promoted by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing, and Smalley and Trent have been
frequent guests on Dobson's radio program (as has pop psychologist, Dr. Donald Joy, credited by Smalley and Trent
as being the source of their right-/left-brain information). Similar right-brain/left-brain nonsense is frequently
propagated over the Focus on the Family airways by another Dobson favorite, H. Norman Wright, former pastor
turned psychologist.

[In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-brain silliness,
all references to such were removed. Unfortunately, this "revision" was only cosmetic. The delusion that "emotional
word pictures" are the key to relationships and spiritual growth, remains the false message of this deceptive book.
(Reported in the January 1992, CIB Bulletin.) In late-1994, Smalley and Trent appeared on Dobson's radio program
for a three-day series (11/16/94-11/18/94) titled "Learning to Communicate." They again promoted The Language
of Love and again told how to communicate effectively through the use of "emotional word pictures."]

-  David Jeremiah, then the president of Christian Heritage College and Bible teacher on the "Turning Point" radio
and television programs, appeared on James Dobson's 4/28/92 and 4/29/92 Focus on the Family radio programs to
discuss Jeremiah's book Exposing the Myths of Parenthood. On the 4/28 program, "Jeremiah's Myth #10" was
examined: "To be loved is not necessarily to feel loved" ("the only love you can use is the love you can feel,"
according to Jeremiah). Dobson then disclosed his own "theory" of why he thought children could, "by every
objective standard," be loved by their parents, yet not feel loved -- it is due to "hormonal influence," like "pre-
menstrual disequilibria," which then causes most of a child's low self-esteem problems! Dobson concluded: "... if
my guess is correct ... that there is a hormonal explanation for a lot of that rebellious behavior, and especially the
low self-esteem ... [then] it's temporary ... this is a developmental imbalance that's going on ... this is why it is of no
value whatsoever to say to [rebellious kids], 'Why are you acting this way?' ... all they know is that they feel these
things passionately inside." In effect then, Dobson was saying that there is no personal responsibility for sin!
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Instead, 'My hormones made me do it! ' Dobson agreed with Jeremiah's conclusion: "... you accept the fact that it
can be hormonal and just keep on working as hard as you can to communicate love at a feeling level."

-  Dobson's Focus on the Family has endorsed and heavily promoted Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint
of God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox
Christianity's literal/factual/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Dobson has
also given Ross a forum (the Focus on the Family radio program) to espouse this heresy. For example, on April 17-
18 of 1991, Ross appeared on Dobson's program, at which time Dobson boasted that Focus on the Family helped
give Ross's ministry ("Reasons to Believe") the initial publicity boost it needed to get started. Dobson also said that
he agrees "in an unqualified way" that the Earth is 3.5 to 4 billion years old. He also did not quarrel with Ross's
claim that physical death fully existed long before Adam and that God was fully responsible for this order of
things! In response to a critical letter from the Bible-Science Newsletter, a Dobson spokesperson said that since the
first eleven chapters of Genesis can be taken to be a form of poetry, and not necessarily factual history, Dobson
was, thereby, justified in making a figurative rather than a literal interpretation of them!

On a 9/92 FOTF program (tape:CS721), Ross was a guest along with ICR's (Institute for Creation Research) Dr.
Duane Gish, in order to debate the "Origin of the Universe." Dobson posed the question of the "scientific" necessity
of a distant origin, without it being theologically prescribed. Ross's response was that "No, it's important for both. I
can't have the Bible consistent with a thousands of years old universe." Ross was straight forwardly saying, "The
universe is billions of years old and the Bible teaches that, or I can no longer with integrity hold to the veracity of
the Bible." Ross, by his own words, places science (so-called) over the Bible, rather than placing science under the
Word of God where it belongs.

Ross also commented that ICR's approach to astronomy and astrophysics would absolutely never be seriously
entertained by the scientific community at large (and Dobson agreed!). This was all said in a tone of voice that
clearly implied the idea that ICR was ignorant, backwoods, behind the times, and an obstruction to the speeding of
a more enlightened Christian scientific position.

In August of 1996, Ross was again on Dobson's radio program, telling his view on some new "Mars rocks" that
were found in Antarctica. Scientists at the time were saying that the rocks they found were from Mars and had
traces of bacteria (long dead) in them. (See the 9/96, Acts & Facts for details.) Ross was telling Dobson his own
theory about the rock's origin; i.e., that a big rock with life on it was broken off from the earth millions of years
ago, and went to Mars; then at a later time, a piece came from Mars to earth. This laughable rendition was agreed
to by Dobson. During the program, Dobson again endorsed Ross and his ministry, and after the program, FOTF
sent out a fact sheet again referring to an earth age of "four billion years."

-  Consistent with Dobson's endorsement of Hugh Ross is an article by Marlo Schalesky in Dobson's 3/96, Teachers
in Focus, which also seems to suggest theistic evolution. In a "Teaching Evolutionary Theory Without Scrapping
Scripture" article, Schalesky explains how she taught her students to "make a distinction between the realms of
science and religion." She then gave several examples. One of these examples is: "Fossils seem to indicate that
species have been changing for millions of years ..." She then tells her students that this is "scientific." She adds:
"After teaching in this manner, I could answer, 'Who's to say how God created everything? Did He 'poof' it into
existence? Or did He use some kind of evolutionary process similar to the ones we studied in class? The Bible
doesn't really say one way or another.'"

Not true! The Bible clearly states that God created everything in six literal days. There was no long, drawn-out
evolutionary process that took place. The viewpoint expressed by Schalesky is definitely a theistic evolution (or
progressive creation) theory. Although Dobson may not be aware of each article that is printed in his magazines, his
name is listed as the "President and Publisher," so he is, thereby, responsible. (Source: 5/1/96, Calvary Contender;
and 5/20/96, Christian News.)

Dobson's unbiblical position on Biblical creationism was reaffirmed recently. Popular creationist Ken Ham is
quoted as follows in the 9/18/00 Christian News: "Recently I heaved a heavy sigh of disappointment when I heard
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Mike Trout, James Dobson's announcer [at the time], highly recommend a book for teenagers on the
creation/evolution issue titled It Couldn 't Just Happen at the end of a Focus on the Family radio program (an
interview between Dr. Dobson and Philip Johnson). This book is also listed in Focus on the Family's master book
list as one that 'offers solid, biblical answers to questions about the Big Bang Theory, dinosaurs and much more.'
My heart sank as I pictured thousands of eager moms and dads buying this book for their children. And, what
would they learn [from this book]?: (1) Noah's Flood could be local or worldwide -- we can't know for sure; (2)
The days of Creation could be ordinary days or millions of years -- we can't know for sure; (3) The Earth could be
thousands or billions of years old -- we can't know. …" (Source: 10/15/00, Calvary Contender.)

-  Dobson was a supporter and signatory of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical
amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal
is religious pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while is promoting a new one world religion. Other
"evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Dobson are Beverly LaHaye, Chuck Colson, and Billy Graham.
[WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute,"
headed by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was
originally designated as "national teacher training and out-reach center" for WCF. Its New Age/One World
curriculum, "Living With Our Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is being offered to
America's public schools by the National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty Institute
organization, and has been accepted by the California State Board of Education.)]

-  In 1995, there was a concert held for the employees at FOTF's headquarters in Colorado Springs. The FOTF
"Events Management Memo" stated:

"This Thursday, June 15 [1995], at 12 noon there will be another great noontime concert! Focus
employees and guests will have an opportunity to watch authentic Polynesian dancing performed by the
Island Breeze Ministries in the Chapelteria from 12:00-1:00 pm. ... Island Breeze is a ministry of
Youth With A Mission (YWAM), founded by Sosene & Becky Le'au in 1979 in American Samoa.
Don't miss this great opportunity to experience another culture's way of spreading the Gospel of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ."

Spreading the Gospel through Polynesian dancing? The concert seemed to be more of a pagan dancing session than
anything else. One person who attended this concert wrote: "This group came complete with loud music, many
drums types (sic) and what they called 'kingdom fun.' The 100-plus decibels (sic) included 'aerobics' (sic) in which
volunteers standing in position kicked up first one leg and then the other much like a 'chorus' line-up. Visiting kids
and Focus adults took part in this event. The 'modest' grass skirts worn by four of their party became fast moving
female behinds along with four males whose body movements were suggestive -- all to the beat of the music."
(Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in
the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.) [At the FOTF daily devotions meeting held on 1/9/96 (attendance
required), Dobson brought in John Bayley, a "Christian Reggae Artist," to perform.]

-  Dobson and FOTF are also endorsers of rap music -- a rap tape was produced by FOTF. As mentioned earlier,
Breakaway is one of the magazines for teens published by FOTF (for teen boys 13 and older). In 1993, there was a
"Radical Rap" contest where the readers of Breakaway were supposed to send in their original rap songs. Forty
winners were then chosen and their raps were placed on a cassette tape which was called "Breakaway Raps." Along
with these 40 winners, the Breakaway staff did their own rap song. This tape is extremely blasphemous -- especially
the song by the Breakaway staff. At one point they refer to Jesus Christ as "the Big J.C." At another point they are
talking about "the Word" and then one of the rappers chimes in with "Nerd." All this is done while talking about
the Living Word -- who is Jesus Christ.

A little later on in the tape, the Breakaway staff is talking about the so-called Christian rap group DC Talk. One of
the men mentions that another one of the staff had inside information about DC Talk. They then asked him what
kind of underwear one of the DC Talk boys wears. He told them that he wears "green polka dot boxers" and then
another guy brags that "You heard it here first, ladies and gentlemen!" Is this even remotely Christian? (Eph. 4:29;
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5:4) (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also
printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

-  Chuck Colson, the ecumenical Catholic-sympathizer who co-authored the 1994 Catholic Evangelical Accord,
"Evangelicals and Catholics Together" (ECT), appeared with Dobson and gave the dedication speech for FOTF's
Colorado Springs facility. An excerpt from that speech was printed in the 1/94 FOTF magazine. At the end of the
article, under a picture of Dobson and Colson sitting together, FOTF says, "Chuck Colson, a longtime friend of Dr.
Dobson, holds the record for being on the most 'Focus on the Family' broadcasts with 17 'appearances.'" Dobson has
also promoted Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, wherein Colson calls on evangelicals to
join forces with orthodox Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism
& secularism]." [The 4/94 FOTF magazine carried a two-page article extolling the virtues of former Bush
Administration official Bill Bennett (pp. 12-13). Bennett is a Roman Catholic, but this fact didn't prevent Dobson
from publishing Bennett's book The Devaluing of America.]

Dobson and Colson also had big plans at one time for cleaning up the Church. Dobson reported that at a 5/23/96
FOTF Board meeting, the Board said that "the Lord appears to have ordained two people at this time to speak to
the issue of righteousness -- Chuck Colson and myself" -- and urged Dobson to work with Colson concerning the
possibility of doing stadium rallies in 1997; Dobson said Colson was very excited about that. Dobson also said that
the Focus Board had decided that the church needed cleaning up, and that he (Dobson) and FOTF intended to take
charge and make it happen, with "Chuck Colson's help." (Source: May-June 1996, Foundation magazine, pp. 6-12.)
[The rallies were never held. An insider at FOTF at the time reports that the FOTF leadership was having trouble
defining "righteousness."]

-  Dobson wholeheartedly recommends the books of "Christian" psychiatrists, Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and
frequently hosts one or both of  them on his radio program. Minirth and Meier are perhaps the "purest" of the
Freudian psychologists in the church today, who by cleverly masquerading their discredited Freudianisms as
"Christian" have gained widespread acceptability. (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 223-334, for an excellent
analysis of Minirth & Meier's Freudian teachings with respect to the unconscious, infantile sexuality, psychic
determinism, defense mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth order, five stages of grief, etc.)

-  Bill Hybels, the guru of the unbiblical "church growth" movement and a psychologizer like Dobson [e.g., Hybels
extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in his book Honest to God], is a frequent guest on Dobson's radio
program. In 1993, Dobson also added Hybels to the Board of Directors of Focus on the Family.

-  Freud's theories are gross distortions of Biblical anthropology and should be rejected by all Christians. One of the
grossest distortions of God-given truth is Freud's theory of the Oedipus complex. No true child of God can long
endure such an heretical formulation. Yet, we conclude from the following evidence that Dobson does:

(a) In a Dobson booklet, Raising Teenagers Right, he responds to a question concerning the time in the
life of a child that the sexual nature develops: "No, it occurs long before puberty. Perhaps the most
important scientific fact suggested by Freud was his observation that children are not asexual. He
[Freud] stated that sexual gratification begins in the cradle and is first associated with feeding" (p. 13).
Such a conclusion has little to do with science. The notion that babies connect feeding with sexual
gratification is merely another evidence of Freud's obsession with sex. Yet, Dobson really believes this
nonsense! (CIB Bulletin, Sept. 1990)

(b) In November of 1998, FOTF sponsored a conference titled "Homosexuality and Youth." One of the
principal speakers at the conference was Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist who
authored the Freudian-oriented book Reparative Therapy of Male Homosexuality. In Nicolosi's book
and conference tapes, he reveals the Freudian roots of his theory. Nicolosi says: "Typically there is an
overly close relationship between mother and son, with the father distant from both of them ... Perhaps
one significant factor is the availability of mother when the boy of 2 or 3 is experiencing problems with
the father. A receptive and over-sympathetic mother might provide such a haven of emotional security
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that the boy would find it easy to disengage totally from such a father" (pp. 28-29). Just as the Oedipus
complex is the cornerstone of Freudian psychoanalysis, so too the Oedipus complex is the cornerstone
of Reparative Therapy for Male Homosexuals. And, just as lifetime treatment is characteristic of
Freudian psychoanalysis, so too is this true of reparative therapy. [Since the 11/98 conference, Dobson
held two more conferences (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) on the same theme but with a new title, "Love
Won Out." Featured at both conferences was the same Freudian therapist Dr. Joseph Nicolosi.
Promoting a Freudian (Nicolosi), knowing that he is a Freudian, and that he will promote a Freudian
view of homosexuality, is tantamount to promoting Freud, which Dobson has done. But do his
supporters mind? Apparently not.]

Less than 50 years ago, proving that a leading evangelical loved Freud's Oedipal theory would be reason enough to
question his entire ministry. However, the church has become too "sophisticated," too lukewarm, too worldly for
that to occur. Today, such a revelation usually draws only a yawn or perhaps irritation over anyone daring to
criticize. (Source: "James Dobson Promotes Freud," May-June 1999, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

-  Idolatry always takes the gifts of God and attempts to use them specifically to achieve what we want, i.e., to use
them for our own comfort and/or power. Lest you doubt that something as lovely as family could ever be used by
godless men for selfish purposes, consider the following from the bulletin insert entitled "The Church Around the
World," June 1999:

  "James Dobson’s radio commentaries on the family are broadcast in China. Ai Jai is sanctioned by
China’s Bureau of Radio and Television. Dobson, or Dr. Du as he is known in Chinese, is heard on
more than four hundred facilities. The stations make up China National Radio, the government
network. The government has asked Focus on the Family for permission to run the printed form
regularly in the Beijing daily newspaper."

The same Communist government tortures, imprisons, and places in slave labor those who bear real witness to
Christ. Do you think this government is going to sponsor any genuine Christian message, any offense of the cross?
Focusing on the family comes from the world, and the world loves it -- as does the godless government of
Communist China. The world loves the idea of the family, but hates the real Christian message.

It is not Scripture that calls us to "turn our hearts toward home." All of Scripture agrees with David in Psalm
119:112 in saying, "I have inclined mine heart to perform thy statutes alway, even unto the end." Nowhere are we
told in God's revealed Word to focus on the family. In fact, there has been no highway quite as broad anywhere for
the Freudian heresy as the road that opens when the church makes marriage and family the focus and reason for
existence, both for the individual and for the church itself.  (Source: January-February 2000, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, James Dobson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
-- FOTF has published Promise Keepers-sponsored books, radio programs featuring Promise Keepers have been
aired on FOTF radio, Dobson has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of
Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"), and he was a featured speaker at one of Promise Keepers
National Conferences in Boulder, Colorado.

It appears that some of the nonsense associated with Promise Keepers has rubbed-off on Dobson. On 7/20/94-
7/21/94, the FOTF radio program had on a "Christian" magician whose gimmick was putting handcuffs on people
to "show" them about the bondage that young people were in. Dobson and co-host Mike Trout were sitting there in
handcuffs, crying as they talked about drugs, homosexuality, and manhood. This is not normal behavior! [Dobson
continues to endorse PK, regardless of the problems surrounding it -- see Dobson's 11/95, FOTF letter. Dobson and
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FOTF also sponsored (on 2/14/96) a three-hour evening reception for the approximately 40,000 pastors at PK's
National Clergy Conference in Atlanta.]

-  In the summer of 1996, FOTF started a PK look-alike ministry for women called "Renewing the Heart," with its
three main purposes to "equip, encourage and evangelize." The first conference was held in Nashville in September
of 1996 and attracted a sell-out crowd of 19,600 with another 20,000 requesting tickets. It featured Patsy Clairmont,
Eva Self, Kay Coles James, Anne Graham Lotz and Shirley Dobson, as well as CCM artists. Five more "Renewing
the Heart" conferences were held in 1998.

-  In the 7/93 FOTF magazine, Dobson replied to a question from a homosexual who was writing to protest
"derogatory and demeaning references to gay people." Dobson's reply to this sodomite is amazing. In typical
psychologically-positive fashion, Dobson began by saying, "More than anything else, I appreciate the respectful,
conciliatory and very Christian attitude you conveyed in broaching an extremely emotional and controversial
subject with me." Can an unrepentant homosexual have a "Christian attitude" about anything, let alone
homosexuality? Homosexuals can certainly be saved, but they will be born again, they will be changed, and they
will not continue in their sin and rebellion against the Word of God (1 Cor. 6:11).

Dobson does not tell the homosexual that he disagrees with his understanding of Scripture, but instead says, "Let
me simply say that the same Scriptures that condemn homosexuality and premarital heterosexuality also tell us to
accept those who are in violation of these ordinances. Jesus was more compassionate toward the woman caught in
the very act of intercourse -- a capital offense in those days -- than He was toward the hypocrites in the church.
This is our model and our mandate." This is amazing! It is true that Christ was compassionate toward the woman
caught in adultery, but Dobson fails to clarify that Christ instructed the adulterous woman to "go and sin no more."
The adulterer, the homosexual, the thief, the murderer -- all can be saved. But God's Word to all sinners is "repent"
and "go and sin no more," not acceptance! (O Timothy, Vol. 10, Issue 10, 1993).

-  In 1992, Dobson formed a new team to minister to pastors and to help them "balance their competing roles as
spouses, parents and spiritual leaders." This outreach is headed by Dobson's cousin, H.B. London, Jr., who also was
Dobson's pastor at the First Church of the Nazarene in Pasadena, California, before assuming the new position in
Dobson's organization. In an interview from his office at Focus on the Family headquarters in Colorado Springs,
London said, "Every pastor deserves the right to be a father or a mother, a husband or a wife, along with their
duties as a pastor." This reveals the compromise attitude of Focus on the Family toward Biblical teaching. God
forbids a woman to be a pastor (1 Tim. 2:12), yet Focus on the Family refuses to require what God requires in
pastoral leadership. Instead, they will "minister" to female pastors and encourage them in their rebellious positions
in ruling over men. (Excerpted from O Timothy, Volume 9, Issue 8, 1992, p. 26.)

-  On Dobson's 4/23/92 Focus on the Family radio program, he discussed Chapters 3 and 4 from his 1987 book
Love for a Lifetime. Apparently, 12-step programs were also popular in the late-1980s -- Dobson detailed the "12
steps to romantic bonding," originally developed by pop psychologizer Dr. Donald Joy. These 12-steps are: eye to
body contact/eye to eye/voice to voice/hand to hand/hand to shoulder/hand to waist/face to face/hand to head/hand
to body/ mouth to breast/hand to genitals/sexual intercourse. Dobson explained two keys to understanding this
"romantic bonding" process:

(1) He got them from Scripture! (no where does he document this); and

(2) No skipping of steps or getting out of order without risk of seriously damaging the later marriage
relationship! (What if someone accidentally touched his girl friend's hair before he kissed her -- i.e.,
what if "hand to head" contact were made before "face to face" contact? Would that, as Dobson
believes, irrevocably damage the future marriage relationship? What utter nonsense!)

-  Norman Cousins is a globalist, new-age occultist and a leader in the infamous human potential movement. His
book, The Healing Heart, also endorses all kinds of mind control techniques, including transcendental meditation.
He is also an evolutionist and a humanist. He enthusiastically says: "We are seeing a new breed of scientific
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humanists and humanistic scientists." On other occasions, Cousins refers to "the gods," which should be obvious
where he stands on the issue of a personal and knowable God. Cousins also helped found Planetary Citizens, an
organization whose purpose is to aid the "World Servers everywhere." The purpose of the World Servers is to serve
as the "vanguard for the reappearance of the Christ" -- the New Age Christ.

On 9/17/84, Cousins was scheduled to be on Dobson's FOTF radio show. Many calls of protest were received at
Focus and, at the last minute, the program was pulled. However, one year later this program was sneaked into the
schedule. This time the program listing didn't mention Norman Cousins' name, so no one knew to protest it. Dobson
played a 20-minute segment from a Cousins' four-hour tape series. The theme of this segment was the ways in
which thoughts affect physical health. Much of the teaching was quite similar to that of the human potential
movement and holistic health. Cousins even related a story of mind over matter, where a person used "mind
control" to manage pain and control bleeding. This should have been easily recognized by Dobson and/or the Focus
on the Family staff for what it was -- a promotion of a New Age technique used by yogis and other occultists, and
practiced by witch doctors for thousands of years! Instead, listeners were told by the announcer introducing the tape
(Dobson's co-host, Gil Moegerly), "We are fully aware that Norman Cousins does not come from an evangelical
Christian perspective, but All Truth is God's Truth. If it's true, it came from God, and the next twenty minutes we
feel are true and valuable and will make a contribution in your life."

Even worse, another endorsement was given at the end of the program, along with a toll-free telephone number. It
supposedly had been stipulated that Dobson provide the telephone number in order to use the Cousins' segment.
The number was that of the Nightingale-Conant Corporation. A catalog of their videos was sent to those calling the
number. This catalog contained videos on yoga, affirmations, positive thinking, and other New Age oriented
techniques. One wonders how many people received this catalog, and were subsequently led into occult techniques,
thanks to the indiscretion of Dr. Dobson and Focus on the Family. (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your
Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

Conclusion : Dobson's ministry is loaded with false teaching. He has been confronted many times by Christian
leaders and has rejected every rebuke. He is causing divisions by his worldly teachings that are contrary to sound
doctrine and, therefore, he must be avoided (Rom. 16:17; 1 Jn. 2:15-17). Further, his works are works of darkness
("destructive heresies" -- 2 Pe. 2:1-4) which we should have no fellowship with, but rather reprove them (Eph.
5:11). He is a deceiver who claims to be a Christian whose mouth must be stopped, who is subverting whole houses
teaching things which he ought not. He professes to know God, but in his works, he denies Him, being abominable
and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate (Titus 1:10-16). He is preaching another gospel other than
that which we have received; therefore, let him be accursed (Gal. 1:8,9).

Although Dobson professes to be a Christian, he continually denies Jesus Christ by adding to His Word the
philosophy and false teaching of the world. He, thus, is a type of Antichrist (2 John 7). He transgresses and abides
not in the doctrine of Christ. Therefore, the Scripture says he hath not God (2 John 9), and those who bid him well,
support him, or sponsor him are partakers of his evil deeds (2 John 11). We are called by God to hate every false
way (Psa. 119:104,127,128,163). Is Dobson's way a false way? We believe with all our hearts before God that it is.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Dobson's teachings are two books by Martin & Deidre
Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA): Prophets of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson
(1990, 310 pages); and James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Revised:1998, 243 pages).
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Sex, Lies & ... the Truth
(Video produced by Focus On The Family)

"Sex, Lies & ... the Truth" is a 30-minute video promoting sexual abstinence before marriage, produced by Focus
on the Family and shown in churches and schools throughout America. (James Dobson produced two versions, a
"Christian" and a secular one to be shown in schools, etc. Dobson boasts that in the secular version "there were no
references to God and religion in it.") The following analysis was prepared by Christian parents who watched the
"Christian" version of the video when it was shown to the youth group at their local church in California:

1. The hosts of the video, Kurt & Chelsea Cameron, are movie stars that are posing as examples to
youth viewing the video. They are both dressed in shorts; Kurt's are tight and Chelsea's are short-shorts
cut up as short as they can go -- not great examples of what the Bible describes as modest dress. Kurt's
character in his TV show was one of a good-looking, charming, flirtatious kid (i.e., worldly, not
glorifying to God, and not to be looked up to.) It's "cool" and "positive" to be a virgin (worldly). He
only gives himself glory, not God, by abstaining. Chelsea doesn't use her husband's last name
(worldly). She is quoted as having the philosophy that, "Nothing that's good is easy" (What Scripture is
that?) (1 Cor. 3:19-21).

2. Viewers are forced to look at bikini-clad bodies, G-strings, cleavage, demonic/evil faces and images,
etc., to get the point. One of the quotes Chelsea Cameron made was, "You have to see the whole
picture before you make a decision" (not true!). [We're trying to keep our youth "from" looking at these
things in movies/television/magazines so they aren't tempted and fall into lust. When examples as these
aren't used with Scripture, they can become glorified in and of themselves. They're exploiting
wickedness to make the point instead of having nothing to do with it. In portraying the wrong side in
this way, our youth are given instruction on how to rationalize sin (i.e., the young boys talking about
using "double protection with a condom and diaphragm").] (Rom. 16:19b; Prv. 15:26; Eph. 5:3-12;
Phil. 4:8-9)

3. The majority of points made to challenge the youth, over and over again, are scare tactics (i.e.
pregnancy, AIDS/diseases, "There's no protection for a broken heart," etc.) which are used instead of
"examples" of living a holy life for God, explaining Biblical principles, and that our bodies are temples
of the Holy Spirit not to be sinned against. (Dobson uses the same modern marketing techniques as the
world -- sex or fear.)

4. "Self-esteem" is used as follows: (1) The NFL athlete/instructor said you won't feel better about
yourself (focusing on pleasing self, not God); (2) Darius McCrary (of the television show "Family
Matters") said, "It's about respecting yourself and loving yourself enough"; (3) Oral Hersheiser said that
if you've been sexually active in the past, "there may be a possibility of a new policy, a secondary
virginity policy, now that you have the information," you can have a new virginity. He also said you
can have your self-dignity back and can be self-controlled; (4) Chelsea said, "Look inside yourself and
do what's right for you"; (5) Eric Mannes, founder of Virgin Pride, says he has a good self-image and
is fine with the way he is. He's proud he's using his own willpower to abstain "so he won't get AIDS."
(Where's the sinner's reliance on God's grace, power, and Holy Spirit to hate evil?)

5. Some Christian schools warn their students not to attend any sex/health education classes anywhere
a public school district is used as an authority. Yet, the "Health-Ed Specialist for the Los Angeles
Unified School District" was on the video as an authority!

6. The model says she stays a virgin "... so that when she gets to the altar, she can wear white and
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mean it." (What kind of a Biblical principle is that for our youth to remember? This, once again,
appeals to the flesh.) It's "cool" and "positive" to be a virgin (worldly).

7. Dobson said safe sex is a false sense of security. Also, if you don't wear a condom properly, it will
fail. The issue of sin wasn't even addressed by this "Christian leader." Yet, we are told this video is
produced by a "Christian" ministry with "Christian" contributions.

8. Even if you abstain from sexual immorality, don't get pregnant, don't get a disease, and live until
you're 90, if you're not born-again, you're going to hell! None of the celebrities in the video (with the
exception of a few) seemed to be, or even claimed to be, Christians. The few times "God" was
mentioned, it was generic and didn't refer to Jesus. No hope was given by any of the people who were
dying, except for a prolonged physical death. There's no mention of dying spiritually, only physically.
There was no gospel message given in entire video!!! (1 Cor. 2:10-16; John 17: 13-19; 2 Tim. 2:21)
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James C. Dobson 
Turn Your Heart Toward Home

Film Series

Film #1: "A Father Looks Back"

Filmed in Cincinnati, Ohio, 16,000-seat, Riverfront Coliseum for a pro-family rally.
At least half the film deals with so-called mid-life crisis. "I ought to be going through a mid-life crisis ... but
I'm not ... a lot of my friends have." Proceeded to go through all of the "characteristics" of this crisis in men "
... they wear it like a neon sign.":

owns a 'hot' car
wears a silk shirt open to the navel
wears a medallion with a gold chain
is probably fighting with his wife
might run off with his secretary ("which seems to be part of the syndrome")

"One of the things that causes mid-life crisis for men, because when you hit your 40s it's not unusual to lose
your father -- that's an emotional impact that makes you think about life and how short it is."
" ... in that faith [Christianity] I find meaning, purpose, and dignity, and self-esteem, self-respect, self-
control, and identity ... I know who I am."

Film #2: "Power in Parenting: The Young Child"

"Knowing how to ventilate feelings is a very important part of a good marriage." (Freudian?)
"Children come with no instructions ... you have to kind of assemble them on your own." (I guess the Bible
has nothing to offer in the way of instruction?)
"deep-seated characteristics within us ... desire for power, desire for control, desire to take charge, desire to
have our own way ... A scientific study shows that a child one day of age already begins to behave in ways to
manipulate adults around him -- that's the essence of who we are."
"Siblings hate each other when they begin to tear down the self-esteem and attack the self-worth of the other
-- that's where hatred comes from and you've got a lifetime of it, not just a childhood of it."
"Almost every child alive, with very few exceptions, will stop working sometime between the 6th and 9th
grades ... most kids quit working in school -- they're distracted -- I mean there's such an enormous assault on
self-worth at that time that they can't and don't want to think about schoolwork." (I've never known even one
person who "quit" in any grade level!)
"A person with anorexia nervosa is usually a very compliant person who has this need to control and have
power, and this is their way of doing it."
"A strong-willed child doesn't need a battlefield -- he'll ambush you because his interest is in control and
power."
Security in defined limits -- they push you because they want the wall to hold firm. 
Power in human relationship -- deep within the human spirit is this desire for control."
"Power is the ability to control your circumstances, other people, and especially yourself. It's a natural desire
for children to control all three situations."
"The desire for power is insatiable -- a very basic human characteristic, and a dangerous one."
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Film #3: "Power in Parenting: The Adolescent"

"I haven't found this in a textbook. It may not be true [about teenagers], but I am absolutely convinced that
the rebellion, and the instability, the conflict, and even the desire for power, and much of the struggling that
goes on with an early adolescent, is not primarily sociological or psychological in nature -- it is hormonal in
nature. It has the look of pre-menstrual tension, or menopause, or a man in a severe mid-life crisis, or some
of the other intense hormonal changes that are going on inside ..." [Dobson seems to be saying that mid-life
crisis is hormonal; i.e., medical, and thereby, one's sinful response to its so-called characteristics (see notes to
Film # 1) is not one's fault. Appears to also be saying that teenage rebellion; i.e., sin, is medical in nature!]
Dobson claims that fathers need to plot the menstrual cycles of both mother (wife) and daughter, because if
they come together, you've got a potential "Molotoff cocktail."
"Are you aware that the cross-sectional relationship [mother/son; father/daughter] has a profound impact on
all future romantic relationships. And when the mother/son relationship has been good, and when the
father/daughter relationship has been good, they tend to spend the rest of their lives trying to find a duplicate
of that relationship, and when it's been bad, they tend to spend the rest of their lives trying to find something
different?" (Freudian psychic determinism?)
"My advice in raising adolescents is 'get 'em through it.' Hold your breath, grit your teeth, and get 'em
through it' ... You can cause the crisis that will affect them the rest of their lives [psychic determinism again?]
... If you don't allow some rebellion, if you don't allow some power, they'll find it, folks, in a more extreme
way."
Dobson contradicts what he just said above by saying, "determinism is a lie." He then goes on to give another
contradictory example that shows he doesn't really believe that "determinism is a lie:" A child's "self-esteem
is assaulted" in their environment, and as a result (determined?) they cope in the only way they know -- total
rebellion; i.e., the total rebellion is caused by (determined by?) the assaulting of the child's self-esteem.
Quotes Dr. John White from Parents in Pain, as helping him greatly in his understanding of the Book of
Proverbs.

Film #6: "The Heritage"

Dobson lists four principles on which the family rests, one of which is, "the worth of the individual
regardless of the circumstances in which they find themselves." Abortion is the most serious issue "due to the
worth of every individual." (No mention of the fact that abortion is wrong, not because the unborn is so
valuable, but because the child bears God's image, and thus abortion is an indirect attack on God Himself.)
"Women who have had an abortion will have a harder time forgiving themselves than God forgiving you."
Dobson then urges them to find a counselor to help them work through it.
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Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem*
Self-esteem is a high priority for many professing Christians, who work hard to develop self-esteem in themselves
and in their children. They assume that increasing self-esteem is right and good -- even an absolute necessity! Dr.
James Dobson has enthusiastically touted self-esteem through his books and his Focus on the Family radio program
and other ministry efforts. Because he professes Christianity and promotes family values, many people assume that
Dobson's teachings on self-esteem are Biblical, but they can be found nowhere in the Bible unless Scripture is bent
to fit.

The bad news concerning Dobson's self-esteem teachings is that his books promoting such teachings have sky
rocketed in sales. This is balanced, however, by the good news coming from continued research on self-esteem.
Research once again indicates that critics like Martin and Deidre Bobgan are correct about self-esteem and Dobson
is dead wrong! (See James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology). More bad news, however, is that the
research results have not reversed the incorrect assumptions about self-esteem in the minds of many professing
Christians, and the research has not dampened the sales of Dobson's self-esteem books.

In James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, the Bobgans quoted extensive research to document
Dobson's erroneous assumptions and recommendations regarding self-esteem. One of the chapters reported on
California's expenditure of $735,000 to research the subject of self-esteem in preparation for promoting it
throughout the state. The result of this expensive effort was published in a book titled The Social Importance of
Self-Esteem.

Dr. Neil Smelzer, the professor hired to summarize the research, admits: "One of the disappointing aspects of every
chapter in this volume ... is how low the associations between self-esteem and its consequences are in research to
date." He also says:

"The authors who have assessed the state-of-the-art knowledge of factors important in the genesis of
many social problems have been unable to uncover many causally valid findings relating to that genesis
-- and they have therefore been correspondingly unable to come up with systematic statements relating
to cure or prevention."

After examining the research in The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, David L. Kirk, syndicated writer for the San
Francisco Examiner, says it more bluntly: "There is precious little evidence that self-esteem is the cause of our
social ills." He continues:

"Those social scientists looked hard ... but they could detect essentially no cause-and-effect link
between self-esteem and problematic behavior, whether it's teen pregnancy, drug use or child abuse."

John Leo's article titled "Damn, I'm Good" (US News & World Report, 5/18/98) followed his examination of the
research on self-esteem. Leo says:

"The self-esteem movement is one of the marvels of our time. It goes on and on, even though its
assumptions are wrong and its basic premises have been discredited by a great deal of research. Like a
monster in the last 10 minutes of a horror movie, it has enough fatal wounds to stop a platoon. But it
keeps stumbling on, seeming not to notice."

A New York Times article quotes Albert Bandura, a psychology professor at Stanford, as saying that "self-esteem
affects neither personal goals nor performance."

Yes, Dobson is dead wrong about self-esteem from both a Biblical and research perspective. However, in spite of
all the research that continues to contradict Dobson's position on self-esteem, his books continue to be popular.
Moreover, because he has combined the psychology of self-esteem with the Bible, many will have a difficult time
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giving it up. It's part of their faith and no amount of research to the contrary will dissuade them.

In the midst of all the psychological nonsense Dobson has brought into the church, there is still hope. The good
news is that God's Word is true and we can depend on Him, who by His "divine power hath given unto us all things
that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue: whereby
are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye might be partakers of the divine nature,
having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Peter 1:3,4).

One need not add self-esteem from the psychological wisdom of the world. God Himself provides what is needed
to live the Christian life -- knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and power that will never be found in self-esteem or
any other addition from psychology.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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Ted Engstrom
General Teachings/Activities

-  Ted Engstrom is currently president emeritus of the socialist-leaning World Vision International (WVI); he is
WVI's former president and chief executive officer. During the 1960s he was president of Youth for Christ (YFC).
Both WVI and YFC are highly ecumenical organizations with man-centered, humanistic ("religious" humanism)
gospels. Engstrom has written over forty best-selling books on Christian leadership and management, and is an
active board member of many "Christian" organizations (including Focus on the Family.) Engstrom is considered
one of the top four "Christian" leadership "experts," the others being L.E. Schaller (author of The Senior Minister),
John Maxwell (The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader), and Kenneth Gangel (Competent to Lead). [World
Vision (established in 1950) is an international relief and development organization "working to promote the well
being of all people -- especially children. In 2002, World Vision offered material, emotional, social and spiritual
support to 85 million people in 96 countries."]

-  Neo-evangelical Engstrom's two most popular books are The Making of a Christian Leader and Motivation To
Last a Lifetime. Engstrom has written these two highly psychologically-oriented books on leadership under the
guise that this is what the Bible has been teaching us all along. Both books are loaded with psychobabble being
passed-off as Christian. In the latter book, Engstrom even favorably quotes Denis Waitley, who encourages the use
of "positive self-talk" and "positive imagery" -- both occultic techniques (pp. 50-51)! (Details on The Making of a
Christian Leader are at the end of this report.) It is our opinion that a Christian man in a leadership position would
be infinitely better off reading the books of non-Christian management expert Peter Drucker -- at least with
Drucker, there is not the pretext of a "Christian" model overlayed to sanctify the humanistic concepts being taught..

-  Engstrom endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "I can think of no one more sensitively and culturally
involved in the struggles with those who seek to live life meaningfully and authentically today than Bill Hybels.
This is a book for those who want to make a difference in the decade of the '90s." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g.,
he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical
"church growth" movement.)

-  Engstrom also endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference: "What a
comforting, timely, and immensely challenging concept psychologist Gary Collins shares with us in this book. The
message herein is really exciting -- and most of all biblical."

-  Engstrom is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed description of Renovaré and its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and
William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's
Senses.")

-  Engstrom was once a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though Engstrom is no longer
a Steering Committee member of COR, he did sign its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated
with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for
Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):  
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"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ’s victory at Calvary."

That Engstrom has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Psychological highlights from Engstrom's 1976 book, The Making of a Christian Leader:

(a) Engstrom admits the source of his leadership insights: "... it is essential to have a clear concept of
the nature of leadership, and to acquire this we borrow from secular research and analyze the
Scriptures to formulate an adequate Christian philosophy -- and theology, if you will -- of leadership to
guide Christian enterprises out of the morass" (p. 14).

(b) And leaders are lost without good self-esteem: "A person with low self-esteem has many
difficulties. This is especially so for a leader, because his view of others reflects how he sees himself.
If he does not feel good about himself as a human being, he will not be an inner-directed individual,
but will constantly have to be bolstered and motivated by people around him [p. 85] ... You will
develop a better and more adequate self-image when you begin to feel that other people are more
worthy. Practice treating other people as if they had some value -- and surprisingly enough your self-
esteem will go up [p. 87] ... What is true of the secular man as regards these traits is equally true of a
Christian. His personality and feelings of himself can constitute success or failure" (p. 89).

(c) And Engstrom believes all this is what the Bible teaches!: "The Bible clearly points this out in
Hebrews 11. The leaders mentioned there are as varied in characteristics as the situations required. A
careful study of each person's personality will disclose the manifold diversity and ability of each and
show that each had a high estimate of himself [!!!] to believe that God had uniquely chosen him for a
mission" (pp. 89-90). [The Bible says that these were humble and submissive men!]

(d) Engstrom's "shopping mall theology": "The leader's personality is more often than not, then, what
sparks the vision and enthusiasm and fuses diversity into unity. He has to kindle desire in others from
his inner self, and that is why it is so important that he has a good, healthy ego ... The Christian leader
should have the best feeling about himself because Christ has redeemed him and placed him in His
forever family ... No Christian should grovel in the dust with weak feeling of self-worth. God thought
enough of us to send His Son to die for us -- that makes us pretty important!" (p. 90). [This "shopping
mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes
something like this: "The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we
really are somebodies, that we are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great
price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but
for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not establish my personal worth, but instead was
required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the price, the costlier my sin, not the
greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything
that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that
nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
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(e) Engstrom's Freudian underpinnings: "Anxiety is the key to personality development because it
provides a test for the ego … The way a person deals with conflict does denote whether he is a strong,
healthy, emotional person, or one who develops neurotic symptoms. The way an individual thinks of
himself and others greatly determines how he will face tension. If he has a weak ego, he will
continually rely on defense structures that sustain neuroticism and prevent emotional growth" (pp. 86-
87).

(f) Engstrom identifies with Freudian/Jungian personality theory: "Can personality be changed or
achieved? Most psychologists agree that to a certain extent one's personality can change through
emotional growth. Therefore personality cultivation can be achieved through training, therapy ...
[another] way to cultivate an enriched personality … take self-improvement courses ... We hear much
today about self-actualization from secular sources; the Christian leader must also come to grips with
his need to develop his selfhood … Nothing, however, can actually take the place of depth therapy that
helps give a person insight into his own repressions, regressions, and emotional hang-ups ... It seems to
me that the apostle Paul is a shining example of the power of self-realization" (pp. 91-92).

(g) Engstrom is a proponent of psychological/personality testing: "... potential leaders should be
screened through the use of intelligence and psychological tests … Today as never before the field of
testing is developed to disclose a person's normal and abnormal responses and motives" (pp. 122-123).
[To the contrary, personality tests have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity -- see the
Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent
analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.]

(h) Engstrom promotes the humanistic psychological technique of sensitivity training: "How does one
get people to do what has to be done? … Sensitivity training is designed to make one more aware of
the feelings of others. This is surely basic to understanding how to motivate, how to inspire, how to
infuse a spirit of willingness to perform effectively" (p 131).

(i) Engstrom extols the virtues of Maslow's (humanist psychologist) hierarchy of needs: "… one of his
primary tasks is to motivate his subordinates. A good help for a detailed study of this topic is the
hierarchy of psychological needs introduced by Abraham Maslow, the father of modern motivation
theory. His 'hierarchy' is the starting point for any deep understanding of industrial motivation" (p.
181).
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World Vision & Psychoheresy

       World Vision recently published a Stress and Trauma Handbook, which is a further testimony to their
commitment to an integration position. The integration position is one in which Scripture and psychology or
secular ideas are integrated. The introduction to the book states:

For the last five years World Vision International, the world’s largest international Christian
humanitarian organisation, has been developing a comprehensive programme to provide staff with the
support and care necessary to ensure continued health and safety (p. 2).

This is certainly a worthwhile goal, but we find that the strategies for achieving the goal are highly
ecumenical and diminished by the secular and psychological bent of the authors.

      The Stress and Trauma Handbook [Handbook] gives testimony to World Vision’s insufficiency-of-
Scripture position, because their strategies promote the secular and psychological wisdom of men, fail to
include the use of Scripture when ministering to those suffering from stress and trauma, and thus indicate that
they do not believe in the sufficiency of Scripture for ministering to the deepest mental-emotional-behavioral
needs of humanity.

      The subtitle of the Stress and Trauma Handbook is Strategies for Flourishing in Demanding
Environments. The book relies on and promotes secular and psychological authors, checklists, questionnaires,
descriptions, definitions, and, worst of all, secular strategies to “flourishing in demanding environments.”
From a broad ecumenical and very secular view, there is much excellent and informative material in the
book. However, when it comes to the essentials of the sufficiency of God’s Word empowered by the
Holy Spirit to minister to “stress and trauma,” the Handbook is a total failure.

      The Handbook does not even suggest one visibly biblical approach as a “strategy” or “intervention” for
dealing with stress and trauma, and none that involve the Bible. The “anecdotes and case-study accounts” -
referred to on page 5 exclude references to Christ, Christianity, and the Bible. They could be used in any
book produced by a secular or psychological organization. If one were only to read this one World Vision
book, one would conclude that World Vision is Christian in name only. The extreme ecumenical spirituality
promoted and the secular and psychological strategies recommended demonstrate that World Vision is not a
Christian organization in the biblical sense.

      While cautions are stated regarding the check lists, questionnaires, and inventories made available, the
underlying message throughout is: “Any concerns about mental health should immediately be brought to the
attention of a mental health professional” (p. 232). The very beginning of the book makes it clear that “Any
and all clinical diagnosis, and subsequent treatment, must always be performed by an appropriately qualified
and trained specialist” (p. 2). As applied to stress and trauma, it largely refers to mental health professionals.

      The love for secular psychology can be seen everywhere in the book and comes to a culmination in
Appendix 3, which is authored by an individual schooled in psychology and who is “passionate about the
application of integrated psychology and integrated management” (p. 248).

CISD

      Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) is a psychological approach to “stress debriefing.” While the
author mentions “professional criticisms of CISD” (p. 21), and while there is a caution about using it (p.
226), he nonetheless says, “CISD is a well-constructed therapeutic intervention for groups of people exposed
to a single shared traumatic event” (p. 21).

      In direct contrast, the Psychotherapy Networker, a publication for mental health professionals, says:
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Nowhere is the gap between researchers and clinicians more evident than in the debate about Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) and Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD).
Researchers have rarely made such a point of singling out treatments for exaggerated claims about their
effectiveness as they have with EMDR and CISD.

The Psychotherapy Networker article further declares:

Despite its widespread application, considerable research indicates that those who receive CISD typically
do no better than those who don’t, and that a significant number of people treated with CISD do even
worse than those who didn’t receive any treatment. This negative reaction seems to emerge because, for
some people, the very act of focusing on their negative feelings in CISD increases their distress and leads
to more difficulties, such as flashbacks, nightmares, and anxiety attacks. According to trauma expert
Richard Gist, “Not only did CISD not deliver much in the way of preventive efficacy, it seemed to
inhibit natural resolution for some.” The Cochrane Collaboration of Great Britain, one of the most
prominent gatekeepers in medicine, charged with assessing the effectiveness of procedures ranging from
open heart surgery to psychotherapy for depression, evaluated CISD and found it to be without
empirical support (Jay Lebow, “War of the Worlds,” Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 27, No. 5, p. 79,
bold added).

      Science News reports the following:

Efforts to get firefighters, disaster survivors, and others to talk about traumatic events immediately after
such experiences, with an emphasis on venting emotions, have mushroomed in the past few years. That
growth has unfolded despite the absence of evidence that such psychological debriefing actually aids
recovery from highly upsetting events, according to a review in the Psychological Science in the Public
Interest. . . . “For scientific and ethical reasons, professionals should cease compulsory debriefing of
trauma-exposed people,” the researchers conclude (Nos. 25 & 26, Vol. 164, p. 398).

Personality Inventories

      The confidence exhibited and recommendation for using personality inventories in the Handbook are,
also, wholly without academic support. For example, they say:

The use of tools such as Myers-Briggs or DISC would be useful as a means to enhance team cohesion
(p. 59).
In Myers-Briggs [MBTI] terms, an introvert is likely to find fieldwork, especially where bedrooms need
to be shared, to be highly stressful, whereas extroverts may describe the whole experience rather like a
very long party (p. 180).
Assessment tools such as those developed by Myers and Briggs have been used extensively by NGOs
[non-government organizations] and should form part of any individual and team preparation (p. 180).

      One textbook says: “Undoubtedly the most important question to be asked about any psychological test
concerns its validity.” The National Research Council has evaluated the MBTI. The Council members are
drawn from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and
Institute of Medicine. In appraising the MBTI, the National Research Council says:

McCaulley estimates that the MBTI is used as a diagnostic instrument by 1,700,000 people a year in the
United States, and Moore and Woods list the wide variety of organizations in business, industry,
education, government, and the military that use it. It is probably fair to say that the MBTI is the most
popular “self-insight, insight into others” instrument in use today. Unfortunately, however, the popularity
of the instrument is not coincident with supportive research results (The National Research Council, In
the Mind’s Eye, D, Druckman and R.A. Bjork, eds. (Washington: National Academy Press, 1991), p.
96).
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      In other words, research results do not support the popularity! The Council’s particular concern is the lack
of validity for the MBTI. In concluding the section on validity the Council states: “The evidence summarized
in this section raises questions about the validity of the MBTI” (p. 99).

      The conclusion stated above about the MBTI regarding the so-called introvert is one example of many in
the Handbook where statements are made entirely without support or footnote references. The end notes to
the chapter (p. 186) contain no references to support the use of the MBTI. The absence of footnotes or
support occurs for a number of important categorical statements made in the Handbook.

      For example, no evidence is provided for the following statement: “Individuals should have a good idea
as to their personality type before heading out on field missions” (p. 180). Immediately after that, the author
makes the following contradictory statement:

Although basic personality type tends to remain fairly constant, situational influences at the time of
testing may alter test results. Some evidence exists that over time, quite significant changes in personality
type can be observed” (p. 180).

One concludes from this that one’s personality type “tends to remain fairly constant,” but “that over time,
quite significant changes in personality type can be observed.” No explanation; no research support; no
footnote.

Relaxation Techniques

      One exercise recommended under “Relaxation Techniques” is Herbert Benson’s Relaxation Response (pp.
181, 182). Ten steps of this meditation are listed for the person to follow. The author may not be aware that
such techniques as guided meditation can lead to a trance state. Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework,
says:

Many times therapists aren’t even aware that they’re doing hypnosis. They’re doing what they call
guided imagery or guided meditation, which are all very mainstream hypnotic techniques (FMS
Foundation Newsletter, Aug-Sept, 1993, p. 3, bold added).

Conclusion

      World Vision’s Handbook raises a serious question: How would the prophets and patriarchs of the Old
Testament, the disciples of Jesus, the Apostle Paul, and the saints of God over the centuries have been helped
by these strategies? We say many would have been derailed or eliminated from their godly callings.

      The Handbook provides much in the way of secular education regarding “flourishing in demanding
environments,” but very little spiritual food for the suffering soul.

      “A review of the professional psychological literature” spans 25 pages of the book and is replete with
publications that exalt the use of psychology, while the spirituality chapter (“Spirituality as the foundation for
growth”) is only 10 pages long. However, even this chapter is ecumenically aimed and absent of the true
spiritual food and resources found in the only fully accurate Description of man and Prescription for help.

      Underlying the entire Handbook is the fact that World Vision is a highly ecumenical organization. The
Handbook provides secular psychological information, but no true Gospel of Jesus Christ will be found in its
pages. It does not contain biblical resolutions to stress and trauma. It does contain the very wisdom of man
about which God has warned His people (1 Cor. 2:5) and much “science falsely so called” (1 Tim. 6:20). In
fact, Jesus who is the Life of every true Christian and who is the source of the fruit of the spirit (love, joy,
peace, etc., Gal. 5:22-23) and who “has given unto us all things pertaining unto life and godliness” (2 Peter
1:3) is not even mentioned as a source of help for stress and trauma. Instead, a generic god is the only one
found in this World Vision Handbook. One will not find the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  Neither will
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one find Jesus Christ, the only begotten of the Father, the One who is able “to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound . . . to comfort all that
mourn, to appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning,
the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness” (Isaiah 61: 1-3). Instead, one will find a simulated, secular,
psychological substitute for the true balm of Gilead.

      It grieves us to criticize an organization that has done such a tremendous amount of humanitarian work.
We can commend them for their outstanding humanitarian efforts, but if this one book represents the best
World Vision can recommend for dealing with stress and trauma, then they have failed the biblical test that
demarcates the believer from the pretender.

(PAL V12N2 - March-April 2004)

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries
4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
www.psychoheresy-aware.org
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Gary Ezzo
General Teachings/Activities

-  Gary Ezzo is a graduate of Talbot Theological Seminary. He gained his popularity and credibility through his ten
years on the staff of John MacArthur's Grace Community Church in Sun Valley, California. Ezzo held the position
of "Pastor, Family Ministries" at Grace Church (GCC) for eight of those ten years (1985-1993). While on staff, he
and his wife, Anne Marie Ezzo, developed a number of parenting curriculums used by GCC (e.g., Ezzo taught the
"young families and single parents" Sunday School class -- "Joint Heirs" -- and his materials were used to teach
parenting classes and were sold in large quantities in the GCC bookstore), and eventually, in a number of other
churches around the country. The growth of that ministry lead to the start-up of a separate entity that became
known as Growing Families International (GFI:1989), a Chatsworth, California-based firm. In 1993, Ezzo resigned
his pastoral position at Grace Church to give full-time to GFI, where he is Executive Director. He remained an
elder at Grace Church until July of 1995, finally leaving GCC altogether in June of 1996.

It is clear from Ezzo's teachings that he is a Freudian/Maslowian/Adlerean psychologizer, promoting many of the
same concepts taught by clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. (Crabb is the founder and director of the Institute of
Biblical Counseling, now located on the campus of Colorado Christian University in Morrison, Colorado. Crabb's
model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human
behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs,
with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs.) See the sub-reports for documentation of Ezzo's
psychological teachings.

-  The Ezzos claim that their materials are being used by one million parents in some 95 countries throughout the
world. Their church-based parenting curriculums are used by over 6,000 churches across North America. They also
state on their web site (6/98): "This ministry is here to bring hope and confidence to a new parenting generation." A
1997 GFI catalog states GFI's mission:

"From birth through your child's teen years, Growing Families International Inc., is here to help parents
raise morally responsible and biblically responsive children. We offer a full line of parenting curricula
for the church and community. Tapes, books, and other resources are available to help families apply
biblical principles for living."

The gradual evolution of GFI reveals a sad direction away from the primacy of the local church. As mentioned in
the first paragraph of this report, Ezzo began presenting his parenting ideas as a member of the pastoral team within
the Grace Community Church. Since leaving GCC, Ezzo continues to propagate his views through GFI, which as a
parachurch organization, operates outside the boundaries, control, and direction of any one local church (Acts 15:6;
20:28; Heb. 13:17). Also, his fast-selling and far-reaching materials can have the unfortunate effect of undermining
the independent teaching ministry of each local assembly. Ezzo admits at the beginning of most of his manuals that
many of the specifics of his material are not found in the Bible. Consequently, the specific parenting ideas of one
couple are being uniformly introduced into thousands of local churches throughout the world. This is in direct
conflict with God's plan for parenting instruction as outlined in Titus 2:1-8, where, in the context of the local
church, godly saints in each geographical and cultural setting pass on to the younger saints the helpful hints and
details of godly family behavior.

-  Within GFI is a division called Growing Families International Educational Services (GFIES). This division
"serves the community at large with health, educational research, and basic services in the areas of childbirth
education, parent training and general education." (p. 8, The Making of the Community School, by Ezzo, Vander
Weide, St. Clair). One part of GFIES is Community Schools International, an association of independent
community schools, which are a unique combination of traditional classroom instruction and home schooling. This
shows the Ezzos' growing social agenda. GFI's Educational Services division seeks to serve the community (not
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only the church) with a variety of educational and health services. Also, the Ezzo's introductory parenting course,
"Preparation For Parenting," has recently been re-worked into a secular edition, stripping out all religious
references and being sold under the titles of "On Becoming Babywise I & II." 

-  We have listened to and/or viewed the following three seminars by Ezzo. (A brief analysis of each is attached to
this report.):

(a) How To Raise Your Kids God's Way -- 1987, 20-message audio cassette series (since revised and
now marketed under the name Growing Kids God's Way: Biblical Ethics for Parenting); also available
in ten/120-minute video cassettes. This series is highly psychological, stressing the "Christianized"
version of need theology, psychic determinism, ventilation therapy, and self-love.

(b) Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis -- Early 1990s, 13-message/7-tape audio cassette series. This
series gets even deeper into secular psychological concepts than the previous series, and stresses self-
love almost exclusively. (Brief summary of only the first six messages in this series.)

(c) How To Raise Your Family: Biblical Essentials for No-Regret Parenting -- 1985, 4-part video
series, featuring Gary Ezzo with John MacArthur in a supporting role. This series is highly
psychological in nature, teaching various principles of humanistic and Freudian psychology,
specifically Larry Crabb's "need theology." [Analysis of only the first two tapes in this series; this
series is no longer marketed by the Ezzos, but was available on four audio cassettes through
MacArthur's 1993 "Grace to You Catalog" (GTY34-37). In addition, it is not clear whether
MacArthur's tape ministry still distributes this series. At our most recent visit to the Grace Church
Book Shack (7/25/93), this video series could not be found. However, the same series was available on
four audio cassettes (GTY34-37) through the 1993 "Grace to You Catalog."]

-  Other popular Ezzo' materials marketed by GFI include Reflections of Moral Innocence (eight/55-minute videos
or 8-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook [rev:1996]); Preparation for Parenting (six/60-
minute videos or 7-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook); Preparation for the Toddler
Years (five/60-minute videos or 6-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook); Preparation for
Adolescence: Growing Together Through the Middle Years (8-12) (six/65-minute videos or 4-tape audio cassette
series, and a student workbook); The Bible and Common Sense Parenting (booklet); On Becoming Babywise and
Babywise II (paperback books -- secularized versions of Preparation for Parenting, but without religious
references); Birth By Design (a childbirth manual); and Reaching the Heart of Your Teen (eight/55-minute videos
or 8-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook).

Four individual tapes are also sold by GFI -- The Father's Mandate; Rejection: Man's Greatest Fear; Repentance:
Forgiveness & Restoration; and Memorials -- although I have only read the transcript of the Rejection tape (which
borrows heavily from humanistic psychology; the need theology of Maslow/Crabb, which stresses the "need" for
self-acceptance and self-esteem; and from Freudian psychology), the GFI catalog descriptions of the content of the
other three appear psychological as well. (As of 10/1/97, no independent bookstore may sell any of GFI's
curriculum materials, but customers and churches must now buy directly from GFI. Only Multnomah will market
the non-curriculum materials -- the Babywise books and the Reaching the Heart of Your Teen book.)

-  Some claim that Gary Ezzo no longer teaches the psychologically-oriented material described in this report --
specifically, that How To Raise Your Kids God's Way has been substantially revised and no longer contains
psychological teachings (at least to the degree described in our review). As stated above, How To Raise Your Kids
God's Way was originally recorded in 20 messages on audio cassette tapes in 1987. I first listened to these tapes in
January of 1992. In September of 1993, GFI re-recorded these messages and marketed the series under the new title
of Growing Kids God's Way: Biblical Ethics for Parenting. In a phone conversation with Anne Marie Ezzo (Gary
Ezzo's wife) in March of 1996, I was told that this 1993 revised series was a "major revision," consisting of
"condensing some of the material and adding major new material." Nevertheless, this revised series now consists of
only 19 messages. (The revised video series includes an introduction plus 17 sessions.) Upon further questioning,
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Mrs. Ezzo confirmed that the topics and material covered in the original 1987-series, such as the self-esteem
material, was also taught in this 9/93-series. (Growing Kids God's Way was re-recorded again in January of 1995,
but only to take advantage of state-of-the-art recording equipment made available to the Ezzos; i.e., "very little
change was made from the 1993 edition," according to Mrs. Ezzo.) In addition, Mrs. Ezzo confirmed that the
original Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis series has not been revised and is still being sold. Since this series is
even more psychological than the original How To Raise Your Kids God's Way series, it is evident that Gary Ezzo
has not changed his psychologically-oriented views.

Since that conversation with Mrs. Ezzo, I have endeavored to look at more of the Ezzos' teaching materials and the
analysis done by some others. An elder at a New England Bible-teaching church has written an excellent review of
Growing Kids God's Way, as well as reviews of Preparation for Parenting and Preparation for the Toddler Years. I
have adapted his materials into three new sub-reports.

-  Besides the psychological content problems with all of Ezzo's materials, Ezzo has run into a little problem with
some in the medical profession concerning his Preparation for Parenting series -- "Some physicians and nurses are
concerned that the rigidity of the feeding program the Ezzos advocate may put some newborn infants at risk of
inadequate weight gain, especially in the first weeks after birth" (8/16/93, Christianity Today, "The Brave New
Baby," p. 34). This "program" was begun in 1987 and is now in its fifth edition. Christianity Today published
another negative article in 1998 (2/9/98, "Growing Criticism, Groups back away from Preparation for Parenting," p.
96), again citing physicians "reporting a high incidence of dehydrated and failure-to-thrive children whose parents
were adhering strictly to the Ezzos' program." In a GFI web site response to the latter article, the Ezzos point out
that a million parents are now using either Preparation for Parenting or On Becoming Babywise, implying that CT's
criticism is nothing but sour grapes. Evidently, for the pragmatic Ezzos, big numbers validate one's teachings.

The Ezzo's problems in this area have not stopped them from continuing to market themselves and their
organization as experts. (Anne Marie Ezzo is a Registered Nurse with a background in pediatric nursing, and is a
childbirth instructor and co-founder of Christian Childbirth Educators.) GFI offers a child-birth teacher certification
program through its GFIES subsidiary, "designed to equip program participants in the areas of theology,
philosophy, anatomy, and physiology." They also market a bi-monthly newsletter for expectant parents and parents
of children up to one year of age -- Babyline.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Gary Ezzo is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, at
least indirectly -- the latest GFI product catalog offers two highly psychological books by a PK promoter, author,
and speaker, Stu Weber -- The Tender Warrior: God's Intention for a Man; and Locking Arms: God's Design for
Masculine Friendships. Also, Ezzo wrote a section in a "Four Thoughts on Parenting" article in PK's Summer 1996
Men of Action magazine.

Other supplemental reading materials offered by GFI which indicate the psychologically-oriented nature of the
Ezzos are books by self-love advocates Dennis Rainey (The Tribute: What Every Parent Longs to Hear) and R.C.
Sproul (Essential Truths of the Christian Faith); psychologizing marriage counselor Gary Chapman (The Five Love
Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate); and the ecumenical Elisabeth Elliot (Passion &
Purity: Learning to Bring Your Love Life Under Christ's Control).
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Gary Ezzo & John MacArthur
How To Raise Your Family

Film #1: "The Husband and Wife Relationship"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo presents his well-worn model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships -- "well-worn"
because a full three years after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for John MacArthur's Masterpiece
magazine that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape. ("Restoring Your
Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988).This "need theology" model is virtually identical to that presented by
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in his counseling model (Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a
psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human behavior, which system is derived
from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-
called emotional needs), only some of the concept titles have been changed -- Ezzo changes Crabb's "need for
security" to "need to be loved," and Crabb's "need for significance" to "need to know where one fits," as well as
adding a third need of children, the "need to know that mom and dad love each other." Ezzo claims that God
created children with these three basic needs, but gives no Scriptural support (which is probably due to the fact that
there is none)! Rather than accepting the Biblical precept that a child is personally responsible for his bad behavior
(Ezekiel 18), Ezzo teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the parent's failure to meet the child's
"need for security."

-  Not only did John MacArthur affirm almost every one of Ezzo's psychological teachings on this video, he even
introduced a couple of disastrous psychological concepts of his own. By far the worst was MacArthur's story of a
father who required that his son spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt guilty that he had
been raising his son using an improper discipline philosophy, and thereby, saw the solution as one of letting the son
'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness from the son would have been too simplistic a solution!)
MacArthur affirmed that it was a legitimate need of the father to be spanked by the son! This is merely a slightly
modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the
church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David Seamands, et al. (One wonders what Ezzo and
MacArthur would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy meeting this new-found "need" of
the father?)

Film #2: "The Seven Pillars of Christian Character"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo details what he calls "seven character traits," that children must develop in order to live productive godly
lives: (1) respect for position, (2) respect for elders, (3) respect for parents, (4) respect for property, (5) respect for
peers, (6) respect for nature, and (7) respect for self. It is unclear as to what any of the first six "pillars of Christian
character" even have to do with Christian character, let alone to call them "pillars" of it; one might call them "six
attitudes to help develop godly character," but "pillars" implies that these are actually character traits, which they
clearly are not.

-  Ezzo's development of trait number two, "respect for elders," is based on psychological principles of child
development, not the Bible. In addition, even though Ezzo's definition of self-respect (trait number seven, defined
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by Ezzo as "confidence that what I'm doing is right"), was not the typical humanistic one, one cannot help but
wonder why Ezzo chooses to borrow terminology from humanistic psychology in the first place? Even so, the clear
implication drawn from Ezzo's teachings is that once the first six traits are developed, self-respect and a good
feeling about oneself will be the outcome. (One also fails to see where Ezzo's definition of self-respect has
anything whatsoever to do with a Christian character trait.)

-  Similar to tape number one in this series, John MacArthur again makes a number of psychological contributions
of his own. The following humanistic, selfism-type statements were made by MacArthur:

(a) MacArthur raised his kids to learn that, "You are a MacArthur, and you're special."

(b) With respect to the value of animals and plants found in nature: "If everything else is valuable, I'm
valuable; I'm part of God's creation, so that makes sense" (that he's valuable).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 7/98
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Gary & Anne Marie Ezzo
How To Raise Your Kids God's Way

Audio Cassette Series

Taped in 1987 at a Grace Community Church multi-week, parenting class in Sun Valley, California (the same
church pastored, then and now, by John MacArthur). (This series has since been revised and re-taped under the
new title of Growing Kids God's Way, and now is available with an optional 338-page manual [4th edition:1993].)
There are twenty tapes in this set. In the introductory tape, Ezzo cautions the class about psychologists who take a
godless principle, dress it up in divine language, and then pass it off as Biblical. Despite this warning, Ezzo follows
this exact same practice throughout the series. Ezzo seems to go from the psychological principle, to the
"compatible" Biblical verse, to the practical application. And even when the practical application is correct (and
there are a number of these instances), it is often painted with the principles of Adlerean/Maslowian need
psychology (the school of thought used by Larry Crabb), Bruce Narramore's self-love theory, and Freud's theory of
psychic determinism (including the "unconscious," ventilation therapy, etc.).

Tape #1: "For the Scriptures Save"

-  Ezzo spends considerable time discussing the value and technique of "apologizing." But to apologize is the
world's way. In contrast, confessing and asking forgiveness is the Bible's way. (Lest one might think that this is
nitpicking, for the significance of this distinction see pp. 63-65 of From Forgiven to Forgiving by Jay Adams.)

-  Ezzo tells the story (evidently borrowed from John MacArthur's story on the 1985 video series, How to Raise
Your Family) of a father who required his son to spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt
guilty about having raised his son using an improper philosophy of discipline, and thereby, saw the solution (i.e.,
the "need") as one of letting the son 'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness would have been too
simplistic a solution?) This is merely a slightly modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently
popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David
Seamands, et al. (One wonders what Ezzo would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy
meeting this new-found "need" of the father?)

Tape #2: "Prelude to Parenting"

-  Here Ezzo fully develops his model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships. (About a year
after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for Masterpiece magazine (the house organ, at the time, for
John MacArthur's ministry) that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape
("Restoring Your Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988). This "need theology" model is virtually identical to
that presented by clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in his counseling model -- only some of the concept titles
have been changed. Ezzo changes Crabb's unconscious "need for security" to "need to be loved/internal need to
know I belong" (the "identification factor"), and Crabb's unconscious "need for significance" to "need to know
where one fits" (the "socialization factor"), as well as adding a third need of children -- the "need to know that
mom and dad love each other." Ezzo claims that God created children with these three basic/primary needs, but
gives no Scriptural support (which is probably due to the fact that there is none!). (And why wouldn't the
commandment to obey and honor parents be one of the three "primary" needs of children?) Rather than accepting
the Biblical precept that a child is personally responsible for his bad behavior (e.g., Ezekiel 18:4,14-20), Ezzo
teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the parent's failure to meet the child's need for security.
[Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate
human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of
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needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs.]

-  Ezzo states that the need to know where one belongs (the "socialization" factor) is "the most critical factor" in
child development -- "The root of all parental rejection and teenage rebellion begins when this need is not met."
(The Bible, on the other hand, teaches that the sin of rebellion is "inherited" as part of the sinful nature.)

-  Ezzo teaches that the father needs to know when to "rescue" the wife from her role of mother, back to that of
wife, because it's "unhealthy" for her to be getting all of her "gratification and self-worth from her children." In
such cases, says Ezzo, the husband is not being "completed," which is then "the cause of him going elsewhere for
that completion." (Again, see Ezekiel 18 for God's view of personal responsibility versus Ezzo's view.)

-  Ezzo implies that he holds some mystical, analytical power that us mere mortals don't possess. He tells the story
of his being able to tell that a 2-1/2 year old girl was insecure by merely looking into her eyes -- "she wasn't having
her [internal emotional] needs of identification and socialization satisfied."

Tape #3: "The Development of Me -- Pt. 1"

-  Ezzo uses less Scripture in this and the next message than in any of the other messages in the series. This is no
doubt accounted for by the fact that these two messages are heavy-laden in Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian
psychological concepts (e.g., the "unconscious," psychic determinism, repression, and need satisfaction).

-  Ezzo teaches the Freudian concept that "Many of us unconsciously suppress or distort the personality
development of our children ... usually the result of how we were parented. How we were parented causes certain
'blind spots' and causes us to parent through those 'blind spots' with our children.. Many times it results from us
experiencing emotional neglect in childhood."

Tape #4: "The Development of Me -- Pt. 2"

-  Ezzo espouses the psychological theory of the development of the conscience (passed-off as a Biblical model of
course) -- "assertive" conscience (I do something because it is right or I don't do something because it is wrong)
versus "prohibitive" conscience (I do something because I fear the penalty or consequences of doing wrong or not
doing right). Ezzo contends that prohibitive conscience development will leave "lasting scars" (on the Freudian
unconscious, evidently), "which affects your entire life."

-  Ezzo implies that an adult with a prohibitive conscience is not responsible for the way he or she parents his own
children because his or her conscience was fully developed by his parents before he was five years old (clearly a
Freudian concept that has no Biblical counterpart; in fact, the Bible teaches exactly the opposite concerning
individual responsibility). (Ezzo also spends considerable time developing the psychological concept of "parent
types" -- manipulative, martyr, etc.)

-  Ezzo's adherence to Freud's concept of psychic determinism, as well as to Crabb's need theology, can be clearly
seen by the following statement:

"The only way I know that a person can rescue themselves from the guilt feelings that haunt us, the
fear of rejection, is to understand the unconditional love of Christ ... 'My mother manipulated me
because she had a need and no one took the time to take care of her need ... maybe her mother
manipulated her. ... The need to know where I belong has to be satisfied.'" (Unconditional love is not a
Biblical concept -- see Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), for a
proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)
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Tape #5: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 1"

-  This and the next two messages are classics in religious humanism. Ezzo states right up front that the subject is
"moral development;" i.e., the development of "self-worth and self-esteem into your children from a Biblical
perspective" (i.e., religious humanism). (He also covers the so-called "six pillars of character development," which
was also covered in the 1985 video series alluded to in the comments on Tape #1.) The clear teaching throughout
these three tapes is obvious -- sound moral development comes through the proper instilling of self-worth and self-
esteem into your children!: "We now have probably the most insecure generation in our nation's history, because
security, confidence, and true self-worth is tied to proper moral character development." This is a "cause and effect
relationship." (The California Commission on Self-Esteem couldn't have said it better!)

-  Ezzo teaches us what "we know about self-worth" (evidently from Ezzo's psychology textbook; certainly not
from the Bible):

-  "Every human being has inherent self-worth, but most never realize it. The question then is how do we confirm
true self-worth, both in our children and in ourselves?"

-  "There is nothing wrong with a child having a healthy sense of self-worth; there's nothing wrong with a child
feeling good about himself. There's nothing wrong with a child having confidence in himself. ... We want these
things for our children. We want them to feel good about themselves."

Here Ezzo's religious humanism comes through loud and clear: "The wrongness of the self-esteem movement that
is in our contemporary society is not the desired end product, but rather the pathway parents choose to get their
children there." (Religious humanists/self-love proponents, James Dobson and Charles Swindoll, couldn't have said
it better!)

For Ezzo, the wrong "pathway" is external positive reinforcement (showering kids with praise), while the right
"pathway" is teaching kids to place value on others. This, of course, is psychological double-talk. Ezzo is saying
that feeling good about oneself/having a high self-esteem is a desired goal (exactly what the world teaches), that
only needs to be approached in a proper/"Biblical" manner. The right "pathway" to this worthy goal becomes my
recognition of your intrinsic self-worth and value. And if I don't recognize your value, then I obviously don't have
any value either. This double-talk allows Ezzo to say that true self-worth is not selfish or self-centered at all, but is
actually rooted in one's heartfelt attitude of other-centeredness! -- a nice bit of mental gymnastics if you can sell it.

-  What does the Bible teach us about self-worth/self-esteem? According to Ezzo:

"The Bible confirms that we all have inherent self-worth ... The Bible says man has value (because he's
created in God's image -- Gen. 1:27) ... We know this speaks to man's value (Psa. 139:13,14 says we're
wonderfully made, and therefore, we have value) ... Christ's death on the cross points to our
redeemable natures ... It [Rom. 12:3] doesn't say 'don't think highly of yourself,' only not too highly ...
Recognize the value of yourself, but don't go beyond that point ... The Bible says, 'Look, you have
value, just don't esteem yourself higher.' ... [Phil.2:3] proves that esteeming others develops self-
worth." [See BDM report for an analysis of these verses used by Ezzo.]

Tape #6: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 2"

-  Ezzo believes that children develop their concept of God and His character from the way they view their parents:
"What are some of the consequences when parents fail to put a premium on teaching the importance of respecting
authority? -- children develop a warped sense of awe and respect for who God is and His authority over us. Young
children can only measure God's justice, God's fairness, God's love, and God's authority by what is demonstrated by
the parents; and dads get this, especially by you! ... A child's perception of who God is wrapped-up in how they see
mommy and daddy. 'God is only as fair as daddy is fair.'" (This teaching is not derived from the Bible, but from
Freudian psychology!)
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-  Ezzo teaches that the primary goal/end product of your parenting is to win your child's friendship! -- "This should
be the relationship goal each parent strives for -- having a deep-seated friendship with your children." (I always
thought the end goal was to be the glorification of God?)

-  Ezzo teaches that once a child passes from one stage of maturity to another (Ezzo establishes four age-stages of
character development), without being properly schooled/trained in the previous stage, 'the ball game is over,' so to
speak -- "you can't go back and retrain." Ezzo appears to allow no place for prayer and the supernatural work of
God in changing a child's heart (i.e., the cross of Christ), but instead places all the burden on one's human parents.

Tape #7: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 3"

-  Back to his religious humanism teachings, Ezzo says that there is "one relationship we have neglected to stress
thus far -- 'respect for self' -- placing value on self." Ezzo then goes back to his concept (from Pt. 1) that the way to
obtain self-worth is to value others highly; this same old double-talk that says 'I have value because I value you.':

"It produces in the child's perception a world of 'value reality' which is then fed back to the child
through that socialization process of 'social reality integration'; thus, true self-worth is actually achieved
in your child. ... I'm not giving you anything new."

-  Ezzo claims that "Jesus taught this same principle of obtaining self-worth by first valuing others -- 'In order for a
man to gain his life, he must first lose it.' And I think we can add to this context safely: 'In order to gain value of
self you must first place value on others.' ... When I respect authority [parents, elders, peers, etc.] something
happens to me ... I feel good about myself; I really do ... Why do I feel so good about myself? Here's the key:
Because the inner person will confirm what the outer person is doing ... This takes us right back to the development
of the conscience. Do you really want your children to feel good about themselves?" And here is Ezzo's underlying
philosophy: "Then what you are going to have to do is to build their character and teach them to place value on
those outside of self so they can have a frame of reference of understanding what true human value is all about.
That's how Biblical self-worth is developed in your children!"

Tape #8: "What is Obedience?/The Appeal Process"

Nothing new on this tape that wasn't already developed in earlier tapes.

Tape #9: "The Biblical Mandate for Chastisement"

-  In discussing the subject of when spanking is actually child abuse, Ezzo places his faith in the unsubstantiated
psychological theory of psychic determinism: "Anger and hostility are communicated towards the child by both
actions and attitudes. It is the actions and the attitudes of uncontrolled emotions that are communicated from one
generation to a second generation. That's why it is very common to find that the parent who is abusive was a child
who was abused. The uncontrolled emotions is passed on from generation to generation."

-  In describing the violent stimulations that children are subjected to, Ezzo cites erroneous research concerning the
supposed receipt of "subliminal" messages from music: "The direct subliminal message of suicide fantasy accounts
for the dramatic rise of suicide among our children between 15 and 19 years old." (This position should not surprise
us when one considers that it is derived from Freud's discredited theory of the unconscious, to which Ezzo is an
adherent.) To the contrary, the scientific research has shown that "subliminals" have zero effect on behavior.
Moreover, no place in Scripture supports such an idea. In fact, the Bible is consciously and volitionally oriented
(not unconsciously and passively oriented).

Tape #10: "The Rod of Reproof/What Do I Do After I Spank?/Repentance"
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-  In the message on repentance, Ezzo goes back to the world's practice of "apology" versus the Biblical practice of
asking forgiveness.

-  Touches again on the Freudian concept of "suppressed guilt" -- Ezzo reports that Sweden's high suicide rate is
due to suppressed guilt caused by that country's "no spank" policy. (With all the variances and covariances present
in such a study, who knows what causes what?)

Tape #11: "Choosing Appropriate Methods of Discipline"

-  Ezzo heavily emphasizes "reinforcement training"; it becomes very difficult to distinguish what portion is neutral
and what portion comes from behavioristic psychology -- there is almost a "Pavlov's dog" mentality in Ezzo's
presentation.

-  To support reinforcement training, Ezzo sites a host of statistics that are not only unverifiable, but they purport to
measure things that are virtually unmeasurable; e.g., "In 1985, 85% of all children under two years old threw a
temper tantrum."

-  Ezzo again focuses on the Freudian concept that "suppressed guilt" will occur if bad behavior is not corrected
early.

-  Ezzo attempts to distinguish between a child's "frustration tantrum" and a "temper tantrum" --  this appears to be
a totally false distinction, giving the child the opportunity to claim frustration when he throws a tantrum. Ezzo
states: "Don't even think about spanking a child having a frustration tantrum, but offer to help the child. ... The
frustration tantrum is different from the temper tantrum. The frustration tantrum did not come as much from the act
of rebellion as it does from the inability in motor skills to accomplish the task they're trying to do." Based upon
Ezzo's own standards for reinforcement training, this would appear to "reinforce" the "true" frustration tantrum in
the same way that not spanking would reinforce the "true" temper tantrum?

Tape #12: "Teenage Rebellion/Family Identity"

-  Ezzo asks: "What are some of the needs in your child's life? -- if these needs aren't met, what is the end product?
" Teenage rebellion, according to Ezzo: "Much of what we see today as teenage rebellion results from the parent's
failure to meet a fundamental emotional need in the child's life. This need is called the "identification factor" -- "the
child's internal longing or need to know he belongs. ... This need [impulse] to know [in your child] keeps shouting
out -- 'I need to know I'm loved by you; I need to know I belong!'" (This "deep need inside to know I belong" is
found nowhere in the Bible, but can be found in any basic psychology textbook and in the writings of men such as
Adler, Maslow, and Larry Crabb.)

-  Ezzo makes the distinction between "interdependent" families versus "independent" families. In the context of
discussing interdependent families, Ezzo speaks of "the sociological process of association," and that we as parents
"have a need to learn from [our] children"; again, two concepts not derived from the Bible. Ezzo's basis for child
training focuses on sociological and psychological theory, rather than on what the Bible says. The question for Ezzo
is not 'Have we caused our children to be grounded in the Word?' but "Have we cultivated in his heart a sense of
[interdependent] family?"

-  Ezzo defines "identification" as "basic social needs" -- "If this need for identification is not met by the parents in
the formative years (birth to 12 years old), the child will begin to drift about from social group to social group until
this need is fulfilled ... I cannot emphasize this enough!" This implies that if parents fail here in an area of "need
satisfaction," then all is lost. But what about the child's responsibility before God for "identification" as a child of
God, in God's family unit?
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-  Rather than grounding the child in the Word of God as being all sufficient and all important for the establishment
of a firm foundation for the child to withstand the temptations of the world (Ezzo defines temptation as "peer
pressure"), Ezzo emphasizes that the key is the satisfaction of the sociological need for identification.

-  Ezzo discusses the rebellion issue -- "rebellion and parental rejection become part of the child's expression of
group identity -- did you get that? ... Whenever you see a teenager in rebellion, don't feel contempt, but
compassion, because what you're seeing is a young man searching for identity." This implies that rebellion is not
the child's fault, i.e., not his responsibility, but the parent's fault, because the parent did not meet the child's "deep
emotional need for identity." [This sounds like Don Matzat's  teachings.]

-  Ezzo even contradicts his own theory of the "need for sociological identity" when he brings up a possible
objection -- 'God is perfect and yet His two kids (Adam & Eve) rebelled.' But one could ask, 'If I, less than perfect,
am responsible for my kid's rebellion, why wasn't God responsible for His kids' rebellion?' Obviously, the issue is
not, as Ezzo teaches, whether children have had their need for identity satisfied (Adam & Eve's so-called need for
identity was certainly satisfied -- God walked in the Garden with them!), but the issue is one of faith and
obedience, and individual responsibility for disobedience. If the identity-need theory doesn't hold true for Adam
and Eve, raised in a perfect environment with a perfect Father, then it certainly can't hold for us! Nevertheless, Ezzo
continues to follow the non-Biblical model.

-  Ezzo apparently believes that environment and peer pressure account for social and individual evil -- "What we
see in our society today is the result of group association!" (I thought it was the result of unsaved men acting out
their sinful natures in obedience to the god of this world?)

Tape #13: "A Father's Mandate"

-  Ezzo again reviews the "identification factor" and the "socialization factor" in the development of children. (See
notes to tape #2.)

-  Ezzo adds that "trust" is the bridge between "identification" and "socialization," and only through this "trust" will
your children accept your faith system. This is an Arminian definition of trust that has no Biblical support. One
must ask Ezzo: 'Do we trust God because of who He is, or should we instead focus on meeting our "needs"?'

-  Ezzo gets into Dobson's concept of "building memories" -- time spent with your kids tells them, "I'm worth
something. ... You need to cultivate that sense/attitude of family identity -- our kids are proud of who they are --
Ezzos! ... And dads, you have to develop that attitude." (What about being a part of God's family for identity?)

-  Ezzo gets into the "inner child" teaching popularized today in Christendom by such men as Charles Stanley, H.
Norman Wright, Chuck Swindoll, etc. Each man has a little boy in his heart that "wants to get out and play. ...
Wives need to respect this in their husbands -- that's their private world. [Likewise] inside of that woman you know
is a little girl that's longing to get out ... and play ... Our children need to see our little girl and little boys get out
and play."

-  "Fathers, the greatest need your children can have is to be touched by you -- physically. ... We need that physical
contact. ... That hugging can fulfill an emotional need in their lives."

-  Ezzo doesn't get to the point of building a father-child relationship on God's Word until the very end of his list of
"how-to's" -- he then states, "After all, fathers, your child's eternal destiny is in your hands." (Again, an Arminian
concept that has no Biblical support.)

Tape #14: "Mealtime Behavior"

-  In discussing the standards that parents should set for mealtime behavior, Ezzo again gets into the unproven
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theory of "subliminal messages": "You're sending your child a subliminal message -- a message not of rules, but of
standards. ... It's all in the subliminal message being sent your children, building up that entire respect for character
you want to see ... It's again a subliminal message of respect [to let your elders go through the buffet line first] --
understanding the value of who they are ..."

Tape #15: "The Proper Use of Rewards"

No specific comments.

Tape #16: "Money Management Training"

Practical money management training techniques -- no psychological statements made.

Tape #17: "Parental Purity"

-  Ezzo makes a statement that has no scientific basis whatsoever -- the following theory of sexual maladjustment
sounds like Freud, not the Bible: 

"Let me go on to this conclusion ... Teaching your children the importance of modesty, purity, and
respect for their bodies have long-term effects on their social development. It also plays a vital role in
their perception of self-worth. How willing a teenager, male or female, is to becoming sexually active
is directly related to his own perception of self-worth. [Sounds like Ezzo has bought-into the Dobson'
lie that poor self-esteem/self-worth is the cause of all social ills.] ... Children who are exposed to nudity
early, whether it be mom or dad's nakedness or their own self-exposures, struggle with sexual
maladjustment problems as they grow older. ... Do not steal or cheapen your child's sense of worth by
playing down the importance of Biblical purity."

Tape #18: "Financial Stewardship" (Wayne Foslesons)

-  Foslesons adheres to the myth of "Christian America" -- the myth that America is a Christian country, founded by
Christian men, who wrote documents with a Christian foundation. Foslesons even believes that God influenced
(i.e., "providentially caused") America's founding fathers to place "In God We Trust" on the coinage. (But strange,
isn't it, that God somehow forgot to "providentially cause" His Name or the Name of His Son to appear in the
founding documents, such as the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution of the United States?)

-  Quotes favorably from Dobson's Focus on the Family magazine.

Tape #19: "Questions & Answers" (Amy & Jenny Ezzo)

-  Amy Ezzo (18 years old at the time) claims to have once gone through a period where she had lost her "self-
confidence" because her dad (Gary Ezzo) was out of town, and there was, therefore, no one around to make her
"feel special."

Tape #20: "The Four Educational Systems" (Gary & Anne Marie Ezzo)

-  Gary Ezzo, in discussing the types of educational systems available and the general value of learning and
knowledge, makes the following statement: 

"Now, not all knowledge is about God, we know that; but all knowledge is from God!" This sounds
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much like the "All truth is God's truth" heresy, which allows psychological "truths" to assume equal
footing with God's all-sufficient Scriptures.
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Gary Ezzo
Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis

Tape #1 -- "The Basis of Dignity"

-  The whole human dignity/human worth concept and Ezzo's explanation of it comes straight out of secular
psychology, not the Bible as Ezzo claims. He has merely dressed-up this psychology in divine language.

Tape #2 -- "Self-Worth & Man's Conscience"

-  This tape reeks with religious humanism; i.e., taking the humanists self-love concepts and recasting them in
Christian terminology. 

-  Ezzo claims we get our value by creation and by imputation. Particularly offensive is Ezzo's claim that Christ's
death speaks of our great worth to Him, as assessed by Him. This is blasphemy!

-  Ezzo's extra-Biblical explanation of the human conscience ("lower and higher conscience") is Freudian. 

-  Ezzo's "Good boy, Gary" routine sounds hauntingly like Josh McDowell's rendition of God telling him, "You're
special, Josh." The self-love teaching is nauseous. 

Tape #3 -- "Moral Character Development"

-  Ezzo claims that the "four temperaments" used to deduce personality types is from God. Actually, they are
derived from astrology, and popularized and brought into the church by Tim LaHaye.

-  Ezzo's description of how the conscience works is Freudian; he teaches the concept of "unconscious"/memory
tapes playing in one's head. 

Tape #4 -- "Illusiveness of Self-Esteem"

-  Ezzo spends considerable time giving the correct interpretation of what the Bible really teaches on self-love, but
then Christianizes the whole secular mess to come up with his own self-love theory -- rather than calling it "feeling
good about ourselves," we now have "feeling right about ourselves." Ezzo has found a "legitimate way to feel right
about yourself."

-  Ezzo makes an artificial distinction between self-esteem and self-worth, expecting us to believe that self-worth is
actually from God.

-  Ezzo teaches that to feel right about yourself, i.e., good self-esteem, is in reality, humility! -- if you're humble
and obedient, then you can have good self-esteem. What a perversion of the English language and God's Word! To
quote, "Self-esteem ... is rooted in humility and is activated by obedience ... if you want to feel good about yourself,
humble yourself and obey God." 
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-  According to Ezzo, as long as you've got God, then you can have good self-esteem, feel good/ right about
yourself, have a favorable opinion about self, etc., and its all okay. But, without God, this same self-esteem would
be wrong -- Ezzo has God sanctifying self! 

-  Ezzo has fallen into the same "shopping mall theology" trap as have most self-love proponents (McDowell,
Swindoll, Dobson, etc.) -- 'The value of the object is what I am willing to pay for it or how precious it is to me.'

Tape #5 -- "Humanism & Self-Esteem"

-  Ezzo plays word games with us -- feeling "good" is bad, while feeling "right" is good. 'Since human worth comes
from God, God-worth gives me self-esteem.' -- and he sees no contradiction is all this! 

-  Ezzo teaches that the secular model of self-esteem is wrong because it is relative (i.e., no absolute standard), but
he fails to see that the "religious model" he has constructed is just as relative. Except this time, the relative choice
of a standard is the God-standard. It's still secular self-esteem, just dressed-up in divine language this time -- 'I can
feel good about myself inside of "God's gracious plan of redemption."'

Tape #6 -- "Humanism and the Self-Esteem Curriculum"

-  Ezzo rehashes the feel "good" versus the feel "right" distinction. He also Christianizes the world's practice of
"give to get" (i.e., giving or doing good for what I can expect to get out of it). 

-  Ezzo teaches again that our value was the reason for God's redemption of us (rather than our great sin that
required such a great price)?
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Introduction to the Ezzos' Parenting Curriculum*
Gary and Ann Marie Ezzo, through their materials and organization, Growing Families International (GFI), have
gained a wide following among many Christians. However, they are also incurring increasing criticism from
sources both Christian and secular. The secular criticism focuses on their techniques of child-rearing, especially
infant feeding; it also questions whether total control techniques are harmful or helpful to children. The Christian
criticism is likewise concerned with the techniques, but it also focuses on the way in which GFI and the Ezzos infer
that their particular way is God's way, and that these with a Biblical mind-set will do things the Ezzo way.

The Ezzos and GFI are going far beyond what is in the Bible -- there is no textual basis in Scripture for the Ezzos'
primary and most controversial assertions about child care. Strangely, when confronted with this sort of thing in
interviews, Gary Ezzo agrees! The Ezzos' use of Scripture is forced and frequently irrelevant. Look up their
Scriptural references and one repeatedly finds a tenuous or no relationship to the matter at hand.

If one thing is clear from a theological perspective, it is that the Ezzos fail to establish themselves as worthy of
belief regarding Biblical insights into child-rearing.

Main points in reaching this conclusion:

1. Gary and Ann Marie Ezzo are a pro-contraception couple. Their teaching on birth control methods is best
described in a 1993 GFI book titled Birth By Design (hereafter BBD). It is authored by a group of seven women
including Anne Marie Ezzo. One is a doctor, one is a midwife, and the others are nurses. The "Introduction" states:
"Birth By Design is [a] philosophical and theological treatise addressing issues related to childbearing."

In Chapter 1, "History and Philosophy of Birth Practices," BBD states: "The Hebrew nation regarded children as a
blessing, yet allowed certain methods of birth control" (p. 4). (No Biblical text is cited.) That's a grave
misstatement. There is nothing in the Bible that allows certain methods of birth control. On the contrary, the only
time there is any direct mention of birth control is in the Onan account (Gen. 38:6-10), and Onan is killed directly
by God for his use of withdrawal, an unnatural form of birth control.

2. Chapter 2 of BBD, "Changing Roles and Relationships," starts with a restatement of one of the Ezzos' recurring
themes: "The greatest influence on one's children comes not from one's role as a father or mother but as a husband
or wife. That basic Biblical truth has been forgotten and even rejected by parents today. The result is a society that
is consumed with child-centeredness" (p. 13). (Emphasis added.) The authors answer to the "child-centeredness"
problem is that "the husband needs to romance his wife and occasionally take her away from those things that so
easily distract her" (p. 19). And what are these things? The next sentence makes it clear: the baby! Naturally, there
are no Bible texts quoted to support getting away from your baby. That's just a non-Biblical belief that's very
popular in a society that is adult-centered, not child-centered.

3. The program should be labeled "Growing Kids the Ezzos' Way." There is no Biblical evidence to support the
inference that the Ezzos' "Let the baby cry-it-out" philosophy or any other distinguishing part of their program is
"God's way" of rearing children (Preparation For Parenting, Chapter 9, "When Your Baby Cries"). Still, the Ezzos
resort to a simply outrageous use of Scripture to try to support their cry-it-out philosophy. Because the common
English translation of the Bible uses the word "cried," they dare to refer to Matthew 27:46 in this context. "Jesus
cried out with a loud voice ... 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken Me?'." Amazingly, they use this text as
justification for parents not to respond to their crying infants, noting that the Father did not respond to the cry of
Jesus by taking Him off the cross. While admitting that Matthew 27:46 does not "prove" that parents should not
respond to the cries of their children, the Ezzos still cite it as supporting their views.

In a radio interview by Rich Agozino with Gary Ezzo in July of 1993, Ezzo responded to a question concerning
whether his parenting methods are found in Scripture:
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"... God gives us principles in His Word. But apart from that, there are no exact how-to's, there is no
blueprint to parent. There is nothing in Scripture that speaks about feeding babies. Whether you feed
them on a routine, whether you feed them on a hyper-schedulist model, whether you feed 'em on a free
feed, cry feed, or demand feeding -- there's nothing in Scripture about that. And, therefore, what you
have is you have freedom from that point on."

Rebecca Prewett adds a footnote at this point: "Somehow, the Ezzos have failed to communicate this freedom to
those followers of theirs to whom I have personally spoken." The point is this -- the Ezzos criticize demand nursing
and advocate what they call "parent-directed feeding." However, the Ezzos admit that there is no basis in Scripture
for either their criticism of demand nursing or their advocacy of parent-directed feeding (PDF).

4. The Ezzos' program claims to build a Biblical mind-set, but the term remains undefined (Preparation For
Parenting, pp. 19-21). To a Christian, should not a "Biblical mind-set" mean thinking and acting with the mind and
heart of the self-sacrificing Jesus Christ? One finds nothing of this nature in the Ezzos' total-control dogma, a
dogma that caters instead to parental convenience. There is no question that responding to a baby's cries with
comforting takes effort. Such response, however, is not part of the Ezzos' program -- unless you call checking in on
a crying baby every 15 minutes "comforting."

Admittedly, applying Biblical principles about love in general to a specific area such as child care is fraught with
difficulties. However, some things can be said. Babies have real needs beyond nutrition and diapering. Babies have
real needs to be held, real needs to be in physical contact with their mothers. God endowed babies with only a few
ways of communicating, and one of them is crying. The idea that responding to the cries of a baby by picking him
up is somehow contrary to a "Biblical mind-set" simply boggles the imagination.

5. The entire program of detailed instructions about time between feedings (Preparation For Parenting, pp. 53-57),
time spent in the playpen (pp. 175-178), and time spent sleeping (Chapter 8), is without basis in Scripture. If a
couple chooses to follow such an unscientific program, they should not believe that there is a Biblical basis for it,
because there is not.

6. The Ezzos denial of God-given instincts in human babies and adults is without any foundation in Scripture
(Preparation For Parenting, pp. 22-23, 140). The Ezzos strangely deny that God has given instincts to human
persons. This enables them to deny that a mother is following God-given instincts in wanting to pick up her crying
baby. If there are no instincts, then it is not instinctual for a baby to root and suckle when it is hungry, or to cry if it
has some need to which a parent ought to attend. Such denial of instincts puts the Ezzos in a world of their own.
To the extent that they give the impression that the denial of instincts is somehow part of a Biblical mind-set, they
also bring discredit upon the Bible and the Christian faith.

7. The Ezzos' program sets up an imaginary conflict between baby and parents from Day One. In the Ezzos view,
the crying baby is not carrying out a God-given instinct for getting needed attention, but is somehow seeking to
control the parents. Therefore, the parents must respond by making sure that they have total control of the baby's
eating and sleeping patterns, and later, playing habits. It is easy to see how total-control parents can become
frustrated by potty training; let us rejoice that GFI doesn't recommend using laxatives so parents can also be in total
control of the baby's defecation pattern as some total-controllers recommended in the first decade of the 20th
century. No Christian will deny that children need to be educated, trained, disciplined, and discipled. At the same
time, the Ezzos' hypothesis of baby-parent control conflict finds no support in Scripture.

8. The Ezzos give the distinct impression of having prior conclusions and then looking for some Biblical quotes to
attempt to justify them. Also, while sometimes starting with premises with which all Christians would agree, they
have a habit of drawing conclusions that do not flow from the premises. For example, from the premise that God is
the God of order, they attempt to justify baby-care schedules arranged for parental convenience. Yet when pressed,
they state that the Bible is silent on such matters.

The bottom line is that parents who choose to let their babies cry-it-out and to put their babies on strict feeding and
sleeping schedules should not try to rationalize such choices from the Bible. Such choices cannot be supported by
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Scripture or science.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from "Growing Families International: A Theological Critique," by John F. Kippley,
The Couple to Couple League International, Inc.:1998.
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A Critique of 
Preparation For Parenting
PREPARATION FOR PARENTING
Bringing God's Order to Your Baby's Day
and Restful Sleep to Your Baby's Night
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
Fifth Edition; 7th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1993, 1995

Introduction

"Preparation For Parenting" (PFP) is the starting point for the Ezzos' series on parenting. It is designed to prepare
parents for the newborn infant experience. This theme is expressed on the manual cover by two subtitles: "Bringing
God's Order to Your Baby's Day and Restful Sleep to Your Baby's Night" and "A Study in the Philosophy,
Physiology, and Practice of Nurturing a Newborn."

The first three pages of the manual are filled with positive affirmations of the book's content by a variety of health
care professionals from around the country. These positive credits introduce the reader to the decidedly clinical
emphasis in the manual. Extensive material is provided on such subjects as nursing, crying, sleeping, etc. The
book's three guiding premises as stated on page 11 are:

1. God is the God of order, not confusion. Routine and order are mutual allies of both baby and parent.

2. Parents serve their baby best when they are proactive, not reactive. Their response is to be rational,
not emotional. They are to think first, then act.

3. For the sake of their baby and the rest of the family, parents should consider their baby a welcome
member of the family, not the center of the family universe.

Points of Concern:

A. The series begins on page 19 with a disclaimer about the supposed lack of information regarding parenting in the
Scriptures:

"Scripture has very few specific mandates for practical applications in the realm of parenting, especially,
infant parenting. It provides the spiritual goals of parenting but not exact or specific how-to's. Therefore, parents
guided by the Holy Spirit have the ultimate responsibility and duty to research the parenting philosophies
available today. ... Review your parenting options, examine carefully all the alternative theories, observe the
end product, and then decide which parenting stratagem is right for you, especially when it comes to infant
nurturing." (Bold added.)

1. Such a disclaimer in the Introduction of a "parenting stratagem" serves only to discourage parents
from the important and noble exercise of searching the Scriptures for themselves (Acts 17:11). Instead,
Ezzo redirects parents from the Bible to "research the parenting philosophies available today." This
will inevitably lead one away from the Bible and to psychological theories of parenting.

2. So-called "general information" in the Bible regarding the Christian life, sanctification, holiness,
etc., when seriously and consistently applied to life's practical side will most definitely influence
parenting in a direct and specific way.
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3. Encouraging parents to "research the parenting philosophies available today" turns parents away
from the Scriptures out to the world. Ezzo assumes that there are God-pleasing parenting principles
out there in this godless world. This sounds like the psychologists' "All truth is God's truth" principle.
The world will not be the source of the wisdom that godly parents want and need. That wisdom comes
only from God, and Scripture invites us to pray to Him for wisdom when we don't have it (James 1:5).

4. Though Ezzo turns parents loose to search the "alternative theories" available today, he never
mentions in the entire series God's plan for parenting instruction within the local church, as recorded in
Titus 2:1-8. Within each individual Body of believers, the older women are to "admonish the younger
women to love their husbands, to love their children, to be ... homemakers." This divine plan guards
against two dangers that are inherent in the Ezzo "stratagem":

a) The danger of immodesty with a male explaining at length to a mixed audience the
details of female physiology, nursing, etc.

b) The danger of undermining the independence of individual Spirit-led local churches
with an external, one-size-fits-all program.

B. Ezzo talks about the dangers of a "child-centered parenting" style. We are a little confused at his choice of
terminology, in that many saved and unsaved parents today seem to be far more self-centered than child-centered.
But whatever term is used, we can see, as the Ezzos point out, an obvious failure on the part of parents to train and
discipline their children. To correct this trend, the Ezzos encourage parents to shift gears and become "parent-
centered" in their approach. We agree that a good strong relationship between husband and wife is of great benefit
to the family. However, we fear that the parent-centered approach that Ezzo imagines may not adequately prepare
couples in the areas of maturity and self-denial when the various demands of children may threaten the couple's
romantic preferences. Ezzo's practical suggestions on maintaining a close marriage (pp. 35-36) reveal an element of
immaturity (daily couch time, weekly date nights, buying present for spouse if buying for child, etc.), as well as a
somewhat privileged American middle class mind-set.

C. In connection with "couch time" (defined by Ezzo as the 10-15 minutes per day that a couple totally ignores
their children in order to sit on the couch and talk about how their days went, thereby visibly showing the children
that mother and dad come first and they are second), Ezzo writes:

"In this tangible way a child can see his mom and dad's love for one another, and thus feel secure. In addition,
couch time provides a predictable forum for a couple to share their relational needs with each other" (p. 36).

1. The above quotation links love and the sharing of "relational" needs. This "you tell me your needs
and I'll tell you mine" approach seems to have little in common with Biblical "agape" love -- a love
that denies self to meet the need of another. Christ's love for the church illustrates this kind of love
(Eph. 5:25-27).

2. In the same vein, Ezzo suggests that parents need time away from their children in order to build a
strong marriage, and that the wife should serve her husband first, before the children, even down to the
detail of who is served first at the dinner table. By putting the father first, it is asserted, the children
will learn the proper balance of relationships, and the mother will be modeling servanthood. This may
sound legitimate at first glance, but closer examination reveals many troubling possibilities. A GFI
mother posed a sincere, hypothetical dilemma: young child is teething and miserable, mother is trying
to cook dinner, father comes home hungry. By the GFI interpretation, mother concludes that
servanthood is best exemplified by setting child aside and making dinner for dad first. My question is
this: who made the sacrifice in being the servant? [child] What lesson did the child really learn? [dad is
first place, I am second] Is this servanthood, or is this merely a hierarchical, pecking-order experience?
It seems to me that true servanthood would better be modeled here if one or both parents attended to
the child first, rather than attending merely to themselves. The Ezzos' interpretation of "modeling
servanthood" is actually imposing it upon children rather than modeling it, without regard to age,
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readiness, or foundational teaching. In such a context, resentment may be the result rather than positive
Christian learning. (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?")

3. The "predictable forum" of couch time seems far too inadequate to exemplify to children the depth
of a self-denying, Christ-like love that should openly characterize the godly couple every moment of
the day.

D. The details of nursing are directed (in the manual and in local study groups) to a male/female mixed audience.

1. The idea that men must be equally familiar with the mechanics of nursing is more an American
phenomenon than a Biblical pattern.

2. Paul's letter to Titus (2:1-8) advises the older women to teach the younger women the details of their
gender-specific responsibilities within marriage and the home. This Biblical pattern avoids the
inappropriateness, immodesty, and embarrassment of a mixed audience setting.

E. Ezzo dedicates much of the PFP manual to the inter-related subjects of infant feeding, sleeping, and crying. He
rejects so-called "attachment-parenting" and "demand-feeding" and encourages parents to take the "parent-
directed" approach. This approach, according to Ezzo, is an approach of order. The fact that God is a God of order
(1 Cor. 14:40) is used for support.

1. Ezzo admitted at the beginning of the manual that the how-to's in the manual were his own ideas.
Yet he speaks quite critically of the ideas of others, particularly the ideas of foreign, primitive cultures.
His American cultural bias is often evident. He speaks, for example, rather dramatically about the
dangers of children sleeping with parents as a "passively abusive" method (p. 73). How will that advice
fit in a foreign culture where there is no such thing as a crib or bed, and the entire family sleeps in the
same room? The playpen is another example. It represents a significant prop in the Ezzo system (pp.
175-178). It provides a confined, safe spot for baby to sit while Mom gets other things done. Fine. But
why would a playpen ever be necessary in a foreign culture where three or four generations live under
one roof? While Mom worked on supper, Grandma might have a chance to spend time with baby.
Certainly, that kind of adult/child interaction is more beneficial than the developmental advantages of
drooling on the playpen rail!

2. Adherence to a strict sleep and feeding schedule may seem unnecessarily efficient to some mothers
and can be potentially dangerous to the health of the baby. Parents must not assume that the newborn
is capable of consistently adjusting to the Ezzo grand plan. Exceptions must be anticipated. Instead, it
is the responsibility of the adult to make the adjustments, to show concern, sensitivity, and self-denial.

3. To illustrate to parents that they should not get in the habit of answering the baby's every cry, Ezzo
uses the example of God, the Father. When Christ cried from the cross for His Father not to forsake
Him, "Our Father's non-intervention to His Son's cry at that moment was the right response" (p. 142).
To use this passage of Scripture (Matt. 27:46) to support his own "parenting stratagem," reveals that
Ezzo is desperately grasping for Biblical support, and it undermines the uniqueness of the Calvary
moment.

4. A true understanding of human depravity -- of our total inability to choose good over evil in the
spiritual realm and our blindness to the things of God until He regenerates us -- will render almost
ridiculous the argument that infant scheduling could offer any sort of answer to this human condition.
The suggestion that we, as parents, can train the hearts of our children and bring about a condition of
spiritual inertia and somehow take control of our children until God takes control is not only presuming
upon the sovereignty of God, but presuming that we can somehow do that which only He has power to
do -- change the heart of a child. (Source: Family Issues page; Rebecca Prewett Internet Web Site,
6/98.)
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F. The "results" achieved by Ezzo-trained parents are spotty at best. One mother makes the following observations
(Source: "Some Concerns About The Ezzo Method of Parenting," by Rebecca Prewett):

1. Within a year of hearing the Ezzos for the first time on the radio, I had learned of at least a dozen
babies in Southern California that had been diagnosed "failure to thrive" as a result of their parents'
implementation of the Ezzo method. At least one baby reportedly required hospitalization and was
expected to live only hours, but survived. Another lost 25% of body weight within two weeks of birth.
What bothered the professionals involved were the evasive answers they are being given by some of
these parents as to how often the baby nursed, whether the baby was nursing at night, etc. Only when
the parents realized how serious their babes' conditions were did they become completely forthright. A
few offered the alarming information that they had been told in their "Prep" classes not to discuss their
feeding methods with "outsiders." Further, they had been warned to expect opposition from medical
professionals who had been trained in "humanistic" institutions. As a result, some professionals are
now beginning to ask routinely if parents have taken any parenting classes or seminars; so far parents
seem willing to admit if they have taken the "Prep" course. I am appalled that Gary and Anne Marie
would appear to encourage parents to be evasive with their pediatricians and other health care
providers. Whose best interests do the Ezzos have at heart -- theirs or the babies?

2. Other parents expressed concerns about divisiveness within families and churches. Some families
had actually felt compelled to leave their churches because of constant criticism over their "refusal" to
adopt the Ezzo Method. I learned of grandparents who were alarmed at how their grandchildren were
being raised -- and were criticized strongly for voicing their feelings. In more than one church, GFI
advocates clamored for the Sunday School teachers to be replaced by those who had taken the Ezzos'
classes. Another church reportedly required attendance at GFI classes as a prerequisite for church
leadership. Certainly these sort of actions are not insisted upon by the Ezzos; however, they are
undeniably a "fruit" of their method.

3. A magazine publisher described the torrent of angry letters she received after publishing an article
about breast-feeding voicing disagreement with what she had discreetly referred to as "a couple from
California." She said that, in her years of publishing, she had never received such "unkind and
insensitive" letters. Their very tone brought to her mind Luke 6:40 ("... but everyone who is fully
trained will be like his teacher"). The letters, she wrote me, only served to convince her that this
teaching was of more cause for concern than she had previously thought.
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A Critique of
Preparation For The Toddler Years
PREPARATION FOR THE TODDLER YEARS (5-15 months)
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
7th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1994

Introduction

This is the second manual in the parenting series beginning with "Preparation For Parenting" (PFP). As the subtitle
indicates, it is "The Next Step in the Practical Development of the Child's Moral, Academic and Physical Health."
Ezzo makes a point to emphasize that this material to prepare for the toddler years is only for graduates of PFP:

"The PCF (Parent Centered Family) baby has achieved equilibrium in developmental areas while the
demand fed and attachment-parenting babies usually lag behind in states of disequilibrium" (p. 10).

The material in this manual is designed for the 5-15 month age range of the baby. During this period, the baby will
need to develop learning patterns that will provide a proper foundation for behavior in the coming toddler years.
With this purpose, the manual offers much practical advice in areas such as napping and sleeping; highchair
manners and mealtime behavior; language development, etc.

Points of Concern:

A. Within the context of the need for the mother and father to have a proper and healthy relationship together, Ezzo
makes this curious statement: "Throughout the Holy Scripture, the union of matrimony is the single metaphor
representing man and God" (p. 14). (Bold added.) What about the Father/Child relationship (2 Cor. 6:18)?

B. On page 25, the statement is made that natural talents (as opposed to basic skills) are gifts from God. The use of
the terminology "gifts from God," may cause some confusion in making the proper distinction between natural
talents and Scripturally documented spiritual gifts.

C. Regarding the academic learning of a child, Ezzo makes this bold statement: "Reading is an academic skill God
intended every man to possess. Without it, one cannot read the Word of God" (p. 26). Is literacy really a Biblical
mandate or is it a (commendable) American cultural value? Scripture seems to put the emphasis on hearing the
Word as opposed to reading it (Rom. 10:17; Eph. 1:13). Certainly, the ability to read is a valuable skill and should
be attained if at all possible. But to assert that it is God's will for everyone to read is a tenuous position.

D. Before an infant is able to communicate verbally, Ezzo advocates the use of sign language between infant and
parent so that the child doesn't have to resort to other more dramatic, destructive, or otherwise irritating means of
communication (pp. 55-56).

1. Though there is nothing Biblically wrong with teaching sign language to the infant, we wonder if the
process might unnecessarily delay the development of verbal communication. Admittedly, it is difficult
to determine what a fussing and crying baby wants or needs. But usually a patient and caring mother
learns quickly to identify the needs of her baby.

2. A child's first attempts at verbally communicating his/her wants and needs provides special and
amusing moments in family life. The universally applied sign language system stifles these unique and
precious moments.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/ezzo/
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A Critique of
Growing Kids God's Way
GROWING KIDS GOD'S WAY
Biblical Ethics For Parenting
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
Fourth Edition; 16th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1993

Introduction

"Growing Kids God's Way" (GKGW) is the flagship manual of the Ezzos' series on parenting.
Subtitled "Biblical Ethics For Parenting," its 300-plus pages are filled with extensive discussions on the
philosophies and principles unique to the Ezzos' "parenting stratagem." The first two manuals in the
series, Preparation For Parenting and Preparation For The Toddler Years, deal extensively with many
of the practical details of baby life. This manual, by comparison, zeros in on "How to Raise a Moral
Child" (the title of Chapter One).

It is important to realize is that GKGW really can't be taken without acceptance of the first two curricula (Prep).
This is mentioned because parents and pastors have been heard to say, "Well, we don't agree with Prep, but GKGW
is okay by itself." In several places, however, GKGW discusses the foundation that must be laid in order to
implement it, and it refers the parents back to Prep if they feel that the proper foundation has not yet been laid. This
in turn means accepting the premises put forth in Prep, including accepting the belief that mothers do not have a
mothering instinct, that our children are by nature depraved to the point that we cannot trust them to know what is
good for themselves in any circumstance, and that the parental relationship is always to be put before the children.
GKGW cannot be separated from its Prep siblings; it is a foundation stone in the philosophical building of Growing
Families International (GFI) and cannot stand alone. (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?
")

The Ezzos state their objective this way in the Introduction:

"... it is our desire to show you through Growing Kids God's Way the practical side of biblical truth.
God gives the precepts, Anne Marie and I will attempt to show you the many shades of application" (p.
9).

Some of the prominent themes throughout the manual are: Morality and character development; the father's
responsibilities; discipline and chastisement; the child's moral conscience; obedience; etc.

Points of Concern:

A. In the Introduction, the Ezzos write:

"While Biblical doctrine provides the basis for parental standards, Scripture has very few specific mandates for
practical applications. Guided by the Holy Spirit, parents have the ultimate responsibility and duty to research
the parenting philosophies available today to determine if they are in line with Scripture" (p. 15).

1. Again, the Ezzos start off another one of their books with this standard disclaimer regarding the
Bible (cf. Preparation For Parenting, p. 19); i.e., that it doesn't really have a lot to say on the subject of
child-rearing. This disclaimer serves to discourage parents from turning to the Word to seek
information. Also, we are concerned that the Ezzos do not effectively communicate that general
Biblical teaching on the Christian life will directly impact parenting practice.
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2. The Ezzos tell parents to evaluate parenting philosophies available today. Considering most extra-
Biblical parenting philosophies are psychologically-oriented, this is not sound Biblical advice. If, as the
Ezzos suggest, the Scriptures are short on specifics (which they are not), what is the frustrated parent to
do? The Ezzos suggest looking at available parenting philosophies to cull the principles and strategies
that seem to line up with Scripture. What about asking God for wisdom? The Ezzos should have
encouraged parents to open up their Bibles, express to God their need, and ask Him for wisdom (James
1:5). Is the Holy Spirit given to us to teach us God's wisdom from the Scriptures, or simply to help us
sort through the philosophies within our world?

B. To introduce the need for the parent to be involved in training the heart of the child, the Ezzos offer a few words
on the nature of man. Though they appeal to conclusions of conservative and reformed theologians, their own
explanations seem weak and unconvincing:

"At one time, human nature had no taint of sin; now sin stains it. ... The Fall of man did not strip him of his basic
God-given dignity, nor did it reduce man to something less than what God created, but man's nature is now subject
to inherent depravity" (p. 23).

"Parents then, are responsible for presenting a moral code with the hope it will eventually govern their child's life.
In early training, a child's heart is like a clean slate, not with regard to moral propensity but to specific moral
content" (p. 108).

1. Ezzo speaks of the dignity of man but offers no Scriptural definition of that "dignity." When we read
that the natural man is, in God's eyes, alienated from God, a child of wrath, and God's enemy (Col.
1:21: Eph. 2:3); we wonder where "dignity" fits into the equation. [Ezzo's view of the "dignity of man"
is more in line with the teachings of R.C. Sproul than the Bible (see In Search of Dignity:1983 and The
Hunger For Significance:1991).]

2. Ezzo presents us with a literary puzzle when he curiously states, "The Fall of man did not ... reduce
man to something less than what God created ..." To the contrary, the term "The Fall" has been used
historically as a theological term to indicate the drastic declination in man's condition compared to his
original state.

3. The condition of spiritual death into which man has fallen is never developed. Ezzo talks about
depravity in terms of a "taint of sin," "the propensity of sin," and "incurably selfish," but nothing about
spiritual death. (In his sinful condition, man is spiritually dead.) It is unfortunate that this was not
mentioned for it is highly significant to a discussion on parenting. It is the awareness of spiritual death
that will provide the parent with the commitment to pray and labor for the regeneration of the child. It
will be the awareness of spiritual death that will keep the parent from having unrealistic expectations
about the child's own abilities to perform morally and ethically.

4. The crux of GKGW philosophy is the belief that a child's heart is molded by external factors, and it
is molding by the parents that will lead the child to Christ. Rebelliousness in teenagers is seen largely
as the result of poor parenting methods/discipline, and salvation, though not stated as such, appears to
be more the result of "good" parenting than of God's grace. If we embrace classical Christianity and the
doctrine of salvation by grace, should we also be embracing a parenting method that seems to imply
that it is our parenting as much as it is God's grace that will bring our child to salvation? Yes, parents
bear heavy responsibility for the outcome of their children, and God's ability to reach even the most
difficult child seems diminished by the parental burden. But one must ask, what, then, is the role of the
Holy Spirit, in salvation? Is it He or us who brings our children to repentance? The Holy Spirit seems
minimized, even lost, in this context (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?").

5. A secondary concern here is that, in the end, it seems that behavior modification is what is really
being taught as the key to success and Christianity. Once again, we walk a fine line in questioning this
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application; behavior modification is a long-accepted tool of child raising, and has become especially
popular in Christendom. But it should be rejected by those desiring to parent with a Biblical mind-set.

6. A true understanding of human depravity -- of our total inability to choose good over evil in the
spiritual realm and our blindness to the things of God until He regenerates us -- will render almost
ridiculous the argument that infant scheduling could offer any sort of answer to this human condition.
The suggestion that we, as parents, can train the hearts of our children and bring about a condition of
spiritual inertia and somehow take control of our children until God takes control is not only presuming
upon the sovereignty of God but presuming that we can somehow do that which only He has power to
do -- change the heart of a child. (Source: Family Issues page; Rebecca Prewett Internet Web Site,
6/98.)

C. The Ezzos share the popular psychological viewpoint of divine love. It is a viewpoint that misreads God's love
and reinterprets it with humanistic psychology's concept of love. They write these words directed to the believer:

"... you have an owner, Jesus Christ. To Him you are absolutely precious. You are so precious that He left the
splendor of heaven to come to die for you" (p. 39).

1. Ezzo confuses things by stating that God considers His redeemed children to be precious now, and
He considered them to be precious in their pre-salvation state as well. Theologically, this viewpoint
fails to adequately clarify the distinction in man's condition (and God's view of that condition) before
and after salvation. Before salvation, man was a sinner (Rom. 5:8), at enmity with God (Rom. 8:7),
unable to please God (Rom. 8:8), and under His wrath (John 3:36). Compare that with the Biblical
wording that describes the believer.

2. It is this pre-salvation "preciousness," according to Ezzo, that motivated God to send His Son to die
for us. This humanizes divine love. This is how the world loves. Human, worldly love responds to
something that is perceived to be desirable and precious. God's love is infinitely higher. His love is not
externally motivated by anything desirable He sees in unregenerate man. Rather, in spite of man's
worthlessness, rebellion, wickedness, and rottenness (Isaiah 64:6; Jer. 17:9; Rom. 3:23), God's love
flows outward from within His own infinite and eternal character to wash us, save us, and bestow on
us innumerable blessings and benefits.

3. Ezzo's view of man's worth is what can be best described as "shopping mall" theology -- that the
value of an object is equal to the price paid for it. This "theology" goes something like this: "The death
of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we
are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On
the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid
on the cross does not establish my personal worth, but instead, was required to meet the claims of
divine justice. In fact, the greater the price the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the
sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything that should make me feel
good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that nailed Him there. How
could that fact possibly validate my preciousness and build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
Seduction.]

D. In the second chapter, entitled "Law, Principle, And Freedom," the Ezzos discuss how to determine what to do
in "the gray areas of life -- the non-absolutes of Scripture." They instruct us to use both the laws and principles of
the Scriptures to guide us in our behavior and in the behavior of our children. They go on to say, however, that
there will be some actions in the course of life that will not have an applicable law or principle to guide us. They
write:

"Areas of freedom result when there is no law or principle to fall back on. You are left with God, your conscience,
and 1 Corinthians 10:31. ..." (p. 50)
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"Even though God's laws and principles are unchanging, areas of freedom can change from day to day. ... In our
family we personally made those gray area decisions by classifying them into three categories: that which is
biblically best, biblically acceptable, and biblically tolerable ..." (p. 50).

1. The Ezzos seem to conclude that there are some actions which fall outside the laws and even the
principles of Scripture. We disagree, because, though there may not always be a specific law for every
specific in life, there will always be applicable principles (2 Pe. 1:3).

2. We're suspicious of the use of the three categories: "biblically best, biblically acceptable, and
biblically tolerable." Where in the Bible are we encouraged to make decisions utilizing this spurious
three point checklist? Is this three-step mental exercise really of spiritual value? Shouldn't we always
be encouraging our families to do the Biblically best thing all of the time?

3. In this section on the "gray areas of life," the Ezzos do not encourage families to ask God for
wisdom (James 1:5) nor to seek the inner guiding ministry of the Holy Spirit.

E. Regarding terminology: According to the Ezzos, the right approach is "parent-centered parenting." The wrong
approach is "child-centered parenting." Simply put, the problem with the child-centered approach is that (1) parents
do not make a priority of their husband-wife relationship, but focus instead on their roles as mom and dad; and (2)
they make the child the center of the home.

"The greatest overall influence you will have on your children will not come in your role as a dad or mom but as a
husband or wife. Our society has forgotten and even rejected that basic biblical truth. The result is a society
consumed with child-centeredness, which is the precursor to self-centeredness" (p. 58).

"Often parents leave their first love, each other, and focus extensively on their children" (p. 64).

1. When the Ezzos use the term "child-centered parenting," one would assume they are using the term
after making an observation of the typical American family. But is this really an accurate assessment --
that the average unsaved family is child-centered? To us, the opposite is apparent -- the chronic plague
of many homes is that parents are self-centered. Parents, as individuals, are preoccupied with
themselves, their careers, their pursuits, etc. Children across America are being neglected, ignored, and
at earlier ages placed under the care of others as parents pursue their own selfish interests.
Unfortunately, even in the Christian home, training and discipline is often neglected, and children are
allowed to do pretty much as they please. This is clearly a problem of self-centeredness.

2. We need to remember that godly homes are not established simply by changing the focus in the
home from child-centered to parent-centered. While we agree with the Ezzos that a good strong
marriage relationship is a tremendous benefit to the home, that in itself is not the key to a God-
honoring home. It is entirely possible for a couple to be focused on their relationship together, and yet
still be spoiling their children and failing in the responsibilities of discipline and training in the
Scriptures.

3. In claiming to redress the wrong of child-centered parenting, the Ezzos offer instead a model of self-
centered parenting. Parents of infants are advised to institute a rigid three-hour feeding schedule --
"God's Way" as the Ezzos see it, because God created an orderly universe. The main object seems to
be to get the baby on a schedule so as to cause as little inconvenience or disruption of the parents' lives
as possible. (Source: "Whose Way, After All?" by Barbara Curtis.)

4. On the subject of focus (with all the discussion of parent-centered versus child-centered homes),
would it seem too trite and rudimentary to ask why the Ezzos do not place more emphasis on having a
Christ-centered home? Shouldn't this theme have more prominence in such an extensive parenting
manual for Christian homes?
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F. On pages 67-68, the Ezzos offer five practical suggestions to help parents become a parent-centered home. The
suggestions include such ideas as "couch time," weekly date nights, buying gift for spouse when buying for child,
inviting friends over for fellowship, and maintaining relationships developed before children were born. These same
five ideas are recorded in most of the Ezzos' manuals, indicating their importance in the Ezzos' "parenting
stratagem."

1. Though the Ezzos mention the need for balance, we're concerned that these suggestions may lead
some Christian parents away from a true Biblical and sacrificial love for their children to an attitude
much like the world's. It is self-centeredness that causes many unsaved parents in our society to regard
children as an interruption and disruption of their pursuits and interests as individuals and as couples.
Even in the church, we sometimes see an absence of the kind of Biblical, sacrificial love that results in
parents committing themselves to the time and work of Biblical training and discipline.

2. Many couples experience a significant change in their activities and lifestyle when children arrive.
Many take this in stride and, with a sense of maturity, feel completely comfortable with sharing love
for spouse with child. For many of them, it means that some pre-children activities are curtailed or even
brought to an end. But this change was anticipated and accepted, and now enjoyed. To follow some of
these five suggestions by the Ezzos, for many, is unnecessary and unwelcome. Love for spouse was
never sacrificed for children, but rather it was deepened. And the rich adventures of being parents
together make the efforts to revert back to those pre-children days seem artificial, hollow, and
immature.

G. On page 75, Ezzo states emphatically that "Love is expressed through emotional languages." We question this.
Love may at times be accompanied by emotion (and we hope that it is!), but it must not be dependent on emotion.
There will be times when Biblical "agape" love must persist even when unloving emotions reside within.

H. Chapter Four is entitled "How To Say I Love You." In this chapter, the Ezzos develop a system of
communicating love based on what they call "love languages." A footnote on page 75 indicates most of this
material comes directly from two books: The Five Love Languages, by Gary Chapman; and How To Say I Love
You, by Judson Swihart. According to this material, there are five love languages that parents need to know about:

1. Encouraging words
2. Acts of service
3. Gift giving
4. Quality time
5. Physical touch and closeness

According to the Ezzos, "... one of the deepest emotional desires we have is to feel loved" (p. 74). Ezzo teaches that
parents naturally love their children, but need to be educated in how to communicate that love, and that each of us
has a primary love language (one of the five) which becomes recognizable in a child at age seven (p. 82) -- "Your
primary love language is evident in two ways: You speak it more often than the other languages, and you feel most
loved when it is spoken to you." Ezzo contends that it is incumbent on the parent to learn the primary love language
of each child, and to communicate love to each child in his respective primary love language. It is also asserted that
"the arrangement of your love languages is God given and not learned" (p. 83).

1. This significantly developed system of communicating love has no Biblical basis whatsoever. (It
does have much in common, however, with the writings of psychologizer Gary Smalley; e.g. The
Language of Love.) No Biblical passage develops the concept of primary love languages. Though the
Ezzos attempt to use a few verses for support, the context of those verses never even remotely suggests
this kind of pseudo-Christian psychological system.

2. The love language concept is an example of a needs-based psychological system (again, similar to
the one espoused by Gary Smalley). It assumes that each individual has a "need" to be loved in his/her
primary love language. It assumes that this need is legitimate and that it is God's will for that need to be
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met by others. These assumptions are man's conclusions and are not detailed in Scripture.

On page 81, we are provided with an anecdote of a child who always asked for money to buy something when he
was taken to the store with his parents. At first his parents thought this was an "abnormal materialistic streak," but
then they began to see this behavior as the signal of the child's primary love language #3 -- Gift Giving.
Consequently, they began a habitual pattern of buying gifts for the child as "a little something to say I love you." In
this case, the parents unwisely interpreted a felt need (i.e., a want) as a legitimate need. We must remind ourselves
that not every "need" felt within the human experience is a legitimate one, nor that we have a Biblical mandate to
meet that so-called need. True Biblical love will often by-pass a person's felt needs to zero in on the (often
unrealized) true spiritual need of the individual.

I. Chapter Five is entitled "The Father's Mandate." The Ezzos point out from 1 Tim. 5:8 that the father is to provide
for the physical needs of the family:

"But that is not the last word of parenting in Scripture. There is one more element that is too often missing in our
families: the duty of a father to establish a relationship with his children -- a relationship based on trust" (p. 87).

To help build that relationship of trust, the Ezzos offer the "eight non-negotiable mandates of fatherhood" (p. 89).
Here are the eight mandates:

a). A father must cultivate a sense of family identity.
b). A father must demonstrate an ongoing love for his wife.
c). A father must understand and respect his child's private world.
d). A father must keep his promises.
e). A father must give his children the freedom to fail.
f). A father must be the encourager of the family.
g). A father must routinely embrace his children.
h). A father, if he's going to build a relationship of trust with his children, must build it on God's Word and not on
human wisdom.

1. It seems rather curious that in a chapter devoted to the father's mandate, there is not a single
reference made to the typical Scripture passages that deal specifically with the subject of fathering.
While some of the eight mandates seem crucial, we wonder why hugging should be on the list, while
there is no mention of Biblically obvious duties like teaching the Scriptures (Deut. 6:7); not provoking
children to wrath (Col. 3:21); training them in the nurture and admonition of the Lord (Eph. 6:4); etc.

2. We question, as well, the Ezzos overall, big-picture responsibility of the father, i.e., to establish a
relationship based on trust with his children. We think it is a commendable and crucial responsibility,
but Biblically, it falls short. An unsaved father could take this as his fathering mandate. As Christian
fathers, shouldn't our priorities and duties be more Biblically specific and significantly different?
Though developing a relationship of trust is important, it should be viewed as a part of the means by
which we involve ourselves, as fathers, in the more important priorities -- communicating God's
character to our children; teaching them the Scriptures; leading them to Christ and salvation; etc.

J. Observations on Chapter Twelve, "Guidelines For Chastisement":

On pages 207-208, the Ezzos offer four supporting arguments in favor of spanking:

(1) Its universal use -- even outside Judeo/Christian cultures;
(2) Its practice in the animal world;
(3) Its positive results -- "Of course spanking works";
(4) Its Biblical basis -- According to the Ezzos, the Bible condones spanking: "The Bible encourages spanking but
does not command it."
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1. For Christians who are seriously looking for direction in the awesome, one-chance-only
responsibility of raising godly children, we need the confidence that comes from the instructions of the
Word of God. The first three arguments above may be accurate observations, but as Christians, we
need to be very careful about ordering our behavior based on these kinds of extra-Biblical arguments.

2. In the process of emphasizing that spanking works, the Ezzos make the statement: "That is why the
vast majority of American parents use it to correct a child's rebellious behavior" (p. 208). No
documentation is offered to support this assertion. We question its validity. If spanking works, and if
the vast majority of parents in America are using it, why do we see such extensive evidences in our
society of juvenile rebellion, disobedience, disrespect, etc.? And, even if spanking was used by the
majority of Americans, is it a Biblical form of spanking performed in a Biblical manner in conjunction
with other Biblical parental responsibilities?

3. After making this claim that spanking is used by the vast majority of Americans, and that it works,
the Ezzos go on to try to distinguish between society's "cultural spanking" and "biblical chastisement."
-- "Chastisement means to inflict pain with controlled force on an individual to amend an inner
attitude" (p. 209). On pages 209-210, the Ezzos list nine major contrasts between cultural spanking and
Biblical chastisement. One contrast is: "Cultural spanking is performed throughout a child's life.
Biblical chastisement is nearly completed by the age of five" (p. 209).

On pages 218-219, it is estimated that 75-80% of all spankings will take place between 14 and 40
months of age. We wonder if this spanking time-frame is something the Ezzos have seen in the
Scriptures, or if it is just their conclusion based on observation. They claim that their concept of
spanking comes from the book of Proverbs:

"The Bible encourages spanking but does not command it. ... We support its use because it is part of
the wisdom literature of Proverbs and is used in conjunction with righteous training" (pp. 208-209).

On page 216, the Ezzos list five passages in Proverbs where the subject of "the rod" appears (Prov.
22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15; 26:3; 10:13). This is their Biblical basis for what they call "Biblical
chastisement," which predominantly occurs between 14 and 40 months. Though our infants and
toddlers need to be controlled and corrected, we question whether these "rod" verses in Proverbs are to
be applied so specifically to the tender ages of 14-40 months. A careful study of these "rod verses"
would seem to indicate that the use of the rod was a very severe form of correction primarily reserved
for grown male youths who evidenced an advanced state of rebellion by their involvement in adult
crimes and infractions.

4. It is generally agreed that one should not pick a Bible version for the translation of a verse that one
finds more suitable to one's own philosophy. One should choose that which is the closest to the
original. Not so for Gary Ezzo. On page 213, Ezzo uses the King James Version translation of Proverbs
19:18 -- "Chasten thy son while there is hope, and let not thy soul spare for his crying." The KJV
translation has long been recognized as an inexplicably incorrect translation of the Hebrew text of the
second half of this verse. The Hebrew text properly translated reads like the New King James Version,
which offers this more accurate revision: "Chasten your son while there is hope, and do not set your
heart on his destruction."

5. One mother shares her experience from a class she attended: "At the second session, during class
discussion, one mother shared her frustration because she was spanking her child to make him take
naps. Sometimes the spankings went on for three hours, because she felt her authority was at stake.
Where was the help for this poor parent, who needed most of all to be told that her four year old child
shouldn't be forced to take a nap just because it made her life more convenient? Because the Ezzos
miss the mark, and because parents' hearts are not changed to become more Christlike, I am afraid
many children will continue to suffer needlessly."
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K. The "Morality" Factor

Throughout the manual, the various forms of the words "moral" and "ethical" pop up on almost every page. In the
"Introduction" we read that "we serve an ethical God" (p. 9). In the first paragraph of an unnumbered chapter titled,
"The Foundations of Growing Kids God's Way," is this sentence: "Our major emphasis is on the moral training of
parents and children" (p. 15). To their credit, the Ezzos occasionally link the issue of morality up with Scripture and
its demands:

"Moral training in the Christian home should equate to training in biblical virtues and values" (p. 16).

"Biblical ethics is concerned with the manner of life that the Christian faith demands" (p. 36).

1. These statements notwithstanding, we are concerned about the extensive use of these words
throughout the manual. The words "morality" and "ethics," though positive terms, are somewhat
generic and can be ambiguous due to heavy secular usage. The Ezzos perform a disservice to Christian
families when they use these generic words to the virtual exclusion of wording more specific to New
Testament Christianity: words like "spiritual," "Christ-like," "godly," "holy," etc. These are the words
that describe the kind of behavior that many Christian parents long for in their children. At one point
the Ezzos write: "When we speak of Christian character, we are referring to moral and social
excellence" (p. 121). There are many devout Catholics, Mormons, Jehovah Witnesses, etc. who would
accept that sentence. The ambiguity of the statement does not allow for the unique features and
responsibilities of New Testament Christianity to come into focus.

2. On pages 187-189, we are told that when looking at the acts of our children, we need to distinguish
between those acts that are moral and those that are morally neutral. We wonder if there is such a thing
as "morally neutral." Rather than considering the morality of a child's behavior, what if we were to
focus on whether that behavior was holy and pleasing to the Lord? A child's action is either pleasing to
the Lord or it isn't. It is holy, or it isn't. There is no neutral, middle ground.

3. The Ezzos point out that moral training (based on the Law of God) is necessary in the lives of young
children, even before regeneration (p. 17), and even before they can comprehend "morality" (p. 26).
We accept this. But we would add that the Law is designed to reveal man's sin (Rom. 7:7); and, as a
tutor, to lead people to Christ, Who is the end of the law (Gal. 3:24; Rom. 10:4). Unfortunately,
however, we believe that the Ezzos do not help Christian parents transition from the early teaching of
the moral Law to the eventual teaching of justification and sanctification in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Moral Law principles must be taught to our young children. But there will come a time in the child's
life when he will begin to experience the struggle of Romans 7 -- that it is impossible to do what is
pleasing to the Lord apart from salvation and sanctification.

4. In the text it is stated: "The duty of parents is to continually bring their children to God's standard
and not lower the standard to suit the child." Many parents have expressed concern, however, over
haziness as to when it is GOD's standard set forth, and when it is the Ezzos' standards, or a cultural
standard, i.e. required use of Mr. and Mrs. to express respect (GKGW Appendix); mealtime etiquette;
dealing with a shy child; returning shopping carts to their proper places. These are all good things in
and of themselves, yet are often presented dogmatically and in the name of God and Scripture. If we
fail to do them, are we really letting God down? Should extenuating circumstances influence our
decisions, or is it really as cut and dried as the Ezzos say it is? (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING
KIDS: Is it God's Way?").

Parents must participate as guides, leading their children through this transition from self to Christ. The Ezzos do
not seem to develop the need for this necessary transition, but instead keep up a steady development of the themes
of morality, self-control, self-discipline, etc. This is, in our estimation, the most potentially damaging aspect of the
Ezzos' "parenting stratagem." At one point the Ezzos write:
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"The obedience factor is very important in your child's development. Just as Christ is the cornerstone
of Christianity, so obedience must be the foundation of Christian behavior" (p. 180).

If Christ is the cornerstone of Christianity, isn't He the foundation of our Christian behavior as well? These
teachings are slightly askew and may unfortunately lead children down a path that promotes self-reliance and
undermines faith in the sufficiency of Christ.

As mentioned in our other reports, we are aware that the Ezzos are beginning to offer secular editions of some of
their material. Their emphasis on morality and ethics at the expense New Testament Christianity makes this
possible.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 7/98

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Jerry Falwell
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Jerry Falwell (born 1933) has been pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia since its
founding in 1956 (with 35 charter members), and is chancellor of Liberty University, a four-year in residence
undergraduate college founded by Falwell in 1971 as Lynchburg Baptist College (with four full-time faculty and
154 students). The church now has 22,000 members (Falwell is planning to build a new 12,000 seat sanctuary; he
currently preaches only one Sunday morning service in the church's present 4,000-seat auditorium), and the school
has 14,000 students (5,600 in residence) from all 50 states and 52 countries. Falwell seeks to develop Liberty
University into a 50,000 student school which will "challenge Harvard in academics and Notre Dame in athletics."
[1,200 of Liberty's alumni have become pastors and 700 are missionaries, but the school has yet to live up to
Falwell's aspirations. The 1996 annual U.S. News & World Report regional rankings put Liberty in the fourth, or
bottom, tier. Among 30 Southern schools, Liberty tied for last in the academic reputation category and it had, by
far, the highest student-to-faculty ratio -- 37 to 1. Business attracts the largest number of academic majors at
Liberty, followed by psychology (12/6/96, Christianity Today).]

Falwell is also chancellor of the Liberty Bible Institute, a two-year non-degree Bible program (for $5,000 tuition)
that is part of Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary, and is chancellor of the Liberty University School of LifeLong
Learning, a correspondence school with more than 16,000 students. He is the speaker for the Old Time Gospel Hour
on radio and television. (The Old Time Gospel Hour went off the air in 1991, but is now back on 225 television
stations.) He founded and led the Moral Majority and its successor, the Liberty Federation, and founded the Elim
Home for Alcoholics and Liberty Godparent Home for Unwed Mothers.

Falwell is a graduate of Baptist Bible College in Springfield, Missouri, and has honorary doctorates from Tennessee
Temple University and the California Graduate School of Theology. The proper religious taxonomy of Dr. Falwell
has been a subject of considerable debate. He loudly proclaims himself a fundamentalist, yet his actions are those
of a new evangelical; he would be better designated a "pseudo fundamentalist." Falwell's political action efforts of
the 1980s (through his leadership in the "Moral Majority") have tended to lead him away from a clear presentation
of a separatist, fundamentalist gospel to one steeped in pop psychology and ecumenism. Falwell has no problem in
comfortably working with charismatics, Southern Baptists, Catholics, etc.

-  In 1981, Falwell declared his position on fundamentalism and new evangelicalism in a book titled, The
Fundamentalist Phenomenon. Actually, the book was written by two of Falwell's compatriots whose names do not
even appear on the book jacket, Ed Dobson and Ed Hindson (both of whom are now well-known pop
psychologizers in their own rights). Falwell wrote the concluding chapter titled, "Future-Word: An Agenda for the
Eighties." It spells out the social action platform of the Moral Majority. It makes a twin appeal -- to the
fundamentalist and to the new evangelical alike. The main thesis of the book is spelled out on page 222:

"As the English theologian James Barr has already pointed out, non-evangelicals view Evangelicals
and Fundamentalists alike anyhow. We have so much in common. Only the radicals among us (to the
left and to the right) divide us. I say it is time we denied the 'lunatic fringe' of our movements and
worked for a great conservative crusade to turn America back to God."

By the "lunatic fringe" of the Fundamentalist movement, Falwell means any fundamentalist who still believes in
Scriptural separation. Like the new evangelicals, he seems to shed vicarious tears of repentance for the great
warriors of the past who wrote "Ichabod" over the doors of apostate denominations and walked out to begin anew
with a pure church. Since Moral Majority could not hold together if godly men practice separation, those who do
must be sacrificed to facilitate Falwell's merger (New Neutralism II, pp. 90-91).

-  The first hallmark of new evangelicalism is a repudiation of Biblical separation. Falwell's personal contempt for
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separation is demonstrated very clearly in his cooperation with unbelievers in the organization of the Moral
Majority, and his willing involvement with charismatics in the PTL episode (see below). The problem of separation
is obvious in the case of Moral Majority. If a majority is to be built, it must be much broader than the circle of
brethren. Falwell recognizes this and answers: "Moral Majority is a political organization and is not based on
theological considerations" (The Fundamentalist Phenomenon, p. 188). The Moral Majority has now been
succeeded by the Liberty Federation, which is supposed to provide a larger platform for international issues (New
Neutralism II, p. 92).

-  Falwell's greatest deviation from fundamentalism has to do with his part in the PTL Network scandal. On March
20, 1987, Falwell announced that the reins of the charismatic PTL conglomerate had been turned over to him by the
"Reverend" Jim Bakker. Falwell was quoted as saying that Bakker's resignation was a "blow to the cause of
Christ," that "God would not want me to allow the collapse of this ministry," that he was "trying to save a sister
ministry," that his goal was to "rebuild the credibility and guarantee the ongoing testimony of Jesus Christ," and
that "the entire cause of Christ is at stake." All of these statements gave credibility to an enterprise which had been
a spacey combination of tongues, healing, prosperity gospel, success testimonies, and unabashed deceit. Later
revelations exposed all types of immorality, drug addiction, high living, and misappropriation of funds. In the
takeover which ensued, Falwell personally chose new board members including new evangelicals such as Ben
Armstrong of the National Association of Religious Broadcasters, Southern Baptists such as Sam Moore of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, Dr. Baily Smith and Richard Lee Common, and charismatics Richard Dortch, Rex Humbard,
and James Watt (New Neutralism II, p. 93).

-  Reggae, gospel, and rock bands entertained at the 4/96 Washington for Jesus (WFJ) rally -- organized by hyper-
charismatic John Gimenez, pastor of the Rock Church (Va. Beach). Women preachers and tongue-speaking were
featured. Falwell promoted this "Christian Woodstock" rally in his 4/96 National Liberty Journal. He, Benny Hinn,
and Kenneth Hagin, Jr. were featured speakers. Following the lead of Oral Roberts Univ., Falwell said Liberty
would give $5,000 for the expenses of the WFJ meeting. He earlier told Gimenez: "We must network together or
we will lose this country." Falwell sat on the platform while Richard Roberts was publicly claiming that God had
physically touched him and given him a prophecy that needed to be delivered at this WFJ rally. The rally concluded
with a Signs and Wonders Miracle Service led by Benny Hinn. (Reported in the 6/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

Jerry Falwell remains very friendly with the Charismatic movement. Charismatic leader Stephen Strang, editor of
the Charismatic movement's main magazine (Charisma), paid a "bridge-building" visit to Falwell in mid-1997 and
came away praising Falwell's "open[ness] to Pentecostals and charismatics" ("Revival in Lynchburg: Jerry Falwell
Now Open to Charismatics," 10/97, Charisma). Rob Jackson, Vice-President for Spiritual Life and Senior Campus
Pastor at Liberty, says, "We thank God for the hundreds of Pentecostal and Charismatic students that God continues
to send to be a part of our family ... We are not anti-charismatic in our doctrine, but we are non-charismatic and we
say so openly" (11/98, e-mail on file).

-  Falwell is scheduled to speak at a "Revival Fires Celebration" hosted by Cecil and Linda Todd in April, 1999
(Charisma, January 1999, p. 97). Other speakers include Rod Parsley, Tommy Barnett, and Jesse Duplantis, all of
whom are proponents of Word-Faith doctrine and who are closely aligned with false teachers such as Benny Hinn,
Rodney Howard-Browne, and Oral Roberts. Tommy Barnett is one of the trustees of the Charismatic Bible
Ministries (CBM), which was founded by Oral Roberts. Ads for CBM conferences at Oral Roberts University
appearing in Charisma magazine promise "miracles, signs and wonders." The men Falwell is honoring by appearing
at their conference are those who have promoted such unscriptural and hurtful teachings as "tongues speaking,"
spirit slaying, healing in the atonement, the prosperity gospel, end-time prophets, the laughing revival, and spirit
drunkenness. These are not minor doctrinal aberrations, and Falwell's fellowship with such men sends the message
that he agrees with their doctrine and that these men are "safe" to follow. (Reported in a 1/19/99 FBIS article.)

-  Falwell has always had a strong tie to the Southern Baptist Convention. In the July/August 1989 issue of
Falwell's now defunct Fundamentalist Journal, approximately 18 pages were devoted to extolling the virtues of the
SBC. In the 9/15/89 issue of the Sword of the Lord Falwell is quoted as saying: "Forty percent of the Liberty
University student body comes from SBC churches. ... More SBC pastors speak here at Thomas Road Baptist
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Church and Liberty University than from any other fellowship of churches, and I personally speak for more SBC
churches than any other one movement." In late-1993, Falwell said that he thought more cooperative meetings are
ahead for independent and Southern Baptists. He said: "I would say we're a couple of years away ... but I don't
think there's any question that we're heading toward some major mergers that will probably surprise a lot of people"
(12/15/93, Calvary Contender).

Falwell and a group of members of Thomas Road Baptist Church attended the 1998 Southern Baptist convention in
Utah and voted as messengers. They gained voting status by donating to the Southern Baptist Conservatives of
Virginia (SBCV). In the 7/98 issue of the National Liberty Journal, Falwell praised the SBC, claiming that its six
national seminaries "have fundamentalist presidents and faculties." Falwell erroneously defines fundamentalism
merely as a belief in key Biblical doctrines such as the inerrancy of Scripture and the deity and vicarious atonement
of Jesus Christ. In reality, fundamentalism has always been characterized not only by commitment to Biblical
orthodoxy, but also by separation from unorthodoxy. By the latter definition, neither Falwell nor the SBC are part
of fundamentalism.

The SBC does not practice Biblical separation or discipline, and even its most conservative leaders reject the label
of fundamentalist. SBC congregations are literally filled with heretics. Former president Jimmy Carter is a Sunday
School teacher in an SBC congregation, yet he is modernistic in his theology and believes that Mormons are
genuine Christians. President Bill Clinton is a member of an SBC congregation, yet he has done more than any
former president to defend abortion and to exalt homosexuals to power in the United States government. Evangelist
Billy Graham is a member of an SBC congregation, yet he has done more than any other man alive to break down
the walls between true churches and false and to confuse the Gospel by holding hands with heretics such as the
Pope of Rome.

The SBC recently confirmed its relationship with the very liberal China Christian Council and with the very liberal
World Baptist Alliance, through which SBC congregations hold hands with modernistic Baptist groups such as the
Baptist Union of England. The SBC even has a formal ongoing dialogue with the Roman Catholic Church. Many
of the state conventions aligned with the SBC are openly modernistic in spite of the so-called "conservative
takeover," and all of them represent an unscriptural mixture of modernism and orthodoxy.

The SBC prominently supports radically and unscripturally ecumenical organizations such as Promise Keepers
(which has a Roman Catholic on its board of directors). SBC pastors are supporting members of ecumenical clergy
associations throughout the land, and through these forums they hold hands with modernists, Catholic priests,
Seventh-day Adventists, charismatics, baptismal regenerationists, and other false teachers. The SBC also has
several hundred women pastors, and hundreds of SBC pastors are Freemasons. Falwell evidently does not oppose
women pastors or pastors being Freemasons. Former SBC president Jerry Vines is chairman of Liberty's board of
trustees. (Adapted from the 7/7/98, FBIS.)

-  Falwell's 1996 Super Conference had Wheaton College Prof. Robert Webber as leader of the Praise and Worship
Conference. The 9/30/80 Blu-Print called Webber "an ardent New Evangelical turned Episcopalian," and quoted
him as saying: "The authoritative basis for Christian truth does not rest on a doctrine of verbal inerrancy, but
Apostolic tradition"; and: "The Church, to be apostolic, ought to have within her all the charismatic gifts that were
present in the primitive church practiced within the body." The 2/3/86 Christian News quoted Webber from a 1986
book: "We may not all agree that the Bible is inerrant, but we can agree that it is the authoritative apostolic witness
to Jesus Christ"; and: "In the Episcopal church I find a healthy sense of unity and diversity." The apostate
Episcopal Church has hundreds of women priests, is a member of the NCC/WCC, and let its bishops and priests
ordain practicing homosexuals. (Reported in the 6/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

Other new evangelical visitors to Falwell's pulpit have included Josh McDowell, Harold Lindsell, Adrian Rogers,
Warren Wiersbe, Woodrow Kroll (Back to the Bible), E.V. Hill, Billy Kim, Jesse Jackson, Clyde Narramore,
Eldridge Cleaver, Charles Colson, Chuck Swindoll, Howard Hendricks, Larry Ward (World Vision), and Jack
Wyrtzen. Billy Graham was the Liberty University 1998 commencement speaker. Perhaps the low point of
Falwell's guest list came in 1983 when he wined, dined, and dialogued with Senator Edward Kennedy and featured
him in an address to the student body of Liberty Baptist College -- shades of Jehoshaphat sitting down with Ahab!
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(New Neutralism II, p. 93).

-  In June of 1997, Falwell visited porn king Larry Flynt for coffee and a friendly chat in his Beverly Hills office.
Falwell had unsuccessfully sued "sleaze merchant" Flynt over a 1983 smutty Hustler magazine cartoon which
suggested Falwell had sex with his mother. But at the meeting they acted like long-lost pen pals (6/11/97, L.A.
Times). Falwell praised Flynt: "He is a warm-hearted, very talented and very generous person whom I believe has
much to offer the world." Hardly the language of Spurgeon or Paul to a "child of the devil" and "enemy of all
righteousness" (Acts 13:10)! (Reported in the 7/1/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  In a 10/2/87 letter to Christian bookstore owners promoting a film on the Catholic pope ("The Power of Faith --
The Planet is Alive"), Falwell said he was "deeply moved" by this film. Falwell claims that it "is not a Roman
Catholic film." Technically, Falwell's correct. It's a New Age, "Global Peace" propaganda film. It is supported by
the "Planetary Initiative for the World We Choose." This group consists of a broad international group of
organizations founded in January, 1981, a coalition of over 200 organizations whose motto is "Thinking Globally,
Acting Locally." Their intentions are to create a positive "force" for change. The film is a production of Robert
Evans Productions and the Roman Catholic Church of the Archdiocese of New Orleans. It is a journey through the
life of Pope John Paul II. The film is a "visual musical" which Robert Evans says "speaks directly to the heart
without the benefit of words." The film portrays the pope as the personification of love and forgiveness.

In his letter, Falwell extols the pope: "... this man's commitment to the dignity of human life and his strong
opposition to tyranny and bigotry provide a shining light for the people of our generation who need such
reinforcement." At one point in the film, the image of Jesus is shown, then it dissolves into the image of the pope.
At another point we see a cathedral or church, then that, too, becomes the pope's image. Finally, we see the globe
which becomes the pope with outstretched hands, blessing the viewers. The main message of the film is that the
pope will be, or is, the savior of the world.

-  Falwell continues to be involved in ecumenical (Catholic) causes:

(a) In his January 1985 Morality Majority Report, Falwell called the pope and Billy Graham great
moral and religious leaders. Falwell has also said that the pope is "the greatest in my lifetime," and that
he knew "... many Catholic priests who are born again and who preach the same message I do."

(b) In the 2/21/86 Christianity Today, Falwell stated that Catholics made up the largest constituency
(30%) in Moral Majority. At that time Moral Majority had 500,000 active contributors and a mailing
list of six million people. Falwell was also one of the speakers at the 4/80 "Washington for Jesus" rally.
Fellow speakers were Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon.

(c) Falwell and New York Cardinal John O'Connor publicly joined forces in their addresses at Unity
'90, a nationwide conference of anti-abortion leaders in Chicago in June of 1990. Falwell said, "I
remember some years ago when evangelical Christians were not in the movement and the Roman
Catholics and a few other groups ... were carrying the burden ... But that's in the past." He called on
conservative Protestants to join with Roman Catholics "in the 1990s to bring an end to the nation's sin
before the 21st century." (Reported in the 7/1/90, Times Union.)

(d) Pat Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free
legal counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the
ACLJ is former Ohio prosecutor Keith Fournier, currently a charismatic Catholic activist, Dean of
Evangelism and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio,
and author of Evangelical Catholics (which book is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint
evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year
2000). Fournier, speaking of Falwell and others in Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a
tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my church and a thawing in what
had been hard ice in the past." Fournier also specifically praised Falwell for his (Falwell's) inclusion of
"great Catholic churchmen" in his efforts to influence public policy, and for his "refreshing openness."
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[See the end of the Charles Colson report for a summary of the teachings in Evangelical Catholics.]

(e) There was a full-page ad in the 6/5/93 World by the CEBA for ten Freedom videos. CEBA
president and series moderator is Liberty University professor Bob Mateer. Falwell is a speaker on one
of the videos. Roman Catholic Cardinal Anthony J. Bevilacqua and other Catholics are speakers on
some of the other videos. These are advertised as "for use in the classroom, church or home, featuring
the nation's leading economists, educators and pastors." So now "conservative" videos by Romanists
are being recommended for use in evangelical and other churches (7/1/93, Calvary Contender).

(f) Falwell endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in
Darkness (which is also endorsed by Bill Hybels, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry,
and Cardinal O'Connor). Colson, ever ecumenical, calls on evangelicals to join forces with orthodox
Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism &
secularism]," praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet,
charismatic hands, and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman
Catholic church Colson says it, "to its great credit, does call heretics to account." One commentator
(4/93, Berean Call) responds: "Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!"

-  Have Falwell's associations with unbelievers affected his personal convictions (cf. 1 Corinthians 15:33 -- "Be not
deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners")? The 7/24/88 Washington Post Magazine carried a long
story on Dr. Falwell and stated the following:

"He has changed his mind about attending parties where booze is served, about sharing the stage with
Catholics or Jews or people who speak in tongues. He now says God answers the prayers of all people,
no matter their faith. For this, hardened fundamentalists have attacked him. He has even changed his
mind about who can go the Heaven -- with not only fundamentalists but Catholics and other Christians
of all faiths now having a chance" (New Neutralism II, p. 92).

-  Falwell was one of the original founders of the Moral Majority, which was one of the classic examples of "the
good cause syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is
good enough. Falwell clearly believes that Christianity and morality can be separated; i.e., that union between
believer and unbeliever can be sanctioned as a political union rather than a religious one, as long as the cause is a
moral one. [One Christian school administrator correctly observed, "Morality is a matter of religion; a man's
morality is based upon his religious beliefs." Men do what they do because they believe what they believe. An
organization established upon common moral beliefs has to be religious in nature.] In actuality, the Moral Majority
joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic, in an unholy union "to save the
country." But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged. The line of demarcation
between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition. (Reported in New Neutralism II, pp. 70-
71.)

Falwell sought to circumvent this unequal yoke with unbelievers in the Moral Majority (and in its successor, the
Liberty Federation) in several clever ways. He attempts to distinguish between what he does as a private citizen
and what he does as a pastor:

"Moral Majority for me is definitely a movement in which I am involved as a private citizen ... period.
I do not involve Thomas Road Baptist Church ... The largest synagogue in this country has invited me
to come and speak on Moral Majority. As a gentleman, that is all I would speak on. I would not go
there as a pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church, but as president of Moral Majority, sharing what I
think would be our points of coalescing. The same thing is true with Mormons."

Falwell is saying that there are places he can go as a citizen that he cannot go as a preacher! Yet when he goes to
these places, he is going to speak on things that will cause a growth and union between him and Jews and
Mormons! (But what fellowship does light have with darkness?) Falwell has another clever response. He says he is
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not experiencing fellowship with Catholics, Jews, and Mormons, but rather, friendship:

"There is not theological agreement in Moral Majority ... Fortunately, fundamentalists like me have
been growing up over the past 20 years. We have been finding we can have fellowship only with truth,
but we can have friendship in many other affinities."

This is religious double-talk. There is no difference between fellowship and friendship with those with whom you
are in agreement and are organizationally united in a common religious cause. Notice how Christianity and morality
become strangely blurred when "friendships" with apostasy are formed. On 3/20/85, Falwell on television favorably
quoted Bishop Fulton Sheen. According to Falwell and this "other affinity," if the church is not willing to care for
mothers and babies, she has no right to condemn abortion. Amazingly, Falwell is saying that unless and until the
church becomes a social agency caring for unwed mothers and illegitimate babies, preachers have no right to
declare that murder is morally wrong!

-  One of the supposed experts in the "church growth" movement is Dr. Elmer Towns, dean of the School of
Religion as well as professor of Systematic Theology at Falwell's Liberty University. Towns advises churches to
concentrate on the crowd called "the baby boomers" -- those in the 18-35 age bracket. Towns says that the boomers
are not attracted to religion through the old ways of guilt, fear, and tradition. He suggests that churches should drop
Sunday evening services in favor of adult education or social programs. He suggests that pastors preach "fix-it" and
"how-to" sermons on sexual topics. He thinks churches ought to get rid of the choir and use electronic music
instead of traditional hymns on the organ and piano. He suggests that churches do more hugging. Such is the upbeat
stuff of new evangelicalism. According to Towns and Falwell, baby boomers do not come under repentance in the
standard Bible way (New Neutralism II, p. 72).

-  Falwell has obviously bought into the lie that the psychological gospel is a necessary supplement for a life of
Spirit-filled Christian living. As chancellor of Liberty University and its correspondence school, Liberty University
School of LifeLong Learning (LUSLLL), Falwell advertised on the Old Time Gospel Hour (Falwell's weekly
television program) in August of 1989, that one good reason to enroll in LUSLLL would be that successful
completion would, "improve your self-esteem," and that "maybe a psychology degree is for you if you're interested
in people and you want to help them." Falwell not only billed LUSLLL as "The PSYCH CONNECTION" for those
desiring training in general psychology, but he also initiated a new degree program in so-called "Christian"
psychological counseling (details below).

The LUSLLL course catalog offered more than 30 different psychology courses, taught by psychologizers such as
Paul Meier, Ron Hawkins, and Gary Collins, all with known training in Freudian and humanistic psychology.
Moreover, LUSLLL touted itself as "The PSYCH CONNECTION" -- "... enroll today in LUSLLL, the Psych
Connection, LUSLLL's Bachelor of Science in Psychology meets a number of needs with a variety of
concentration -- GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, for example. Accreditation assures a sound reputation nation-wide
for this degree and those holding it ... These assets make LUSLLL your Psych Connection. Stop reserving your
gift for close acquaintances only. Get the training necessary to deal with others as a professional -- ministering to a
hurting world" (LUSLLL Update, May, 1989). What makes LUSLLL the Psych Connection? -- "In the past six
months similar attitudes and experiences have motivated 2,400 students to enroll in LUSLLL's Bachelor of Science
program in Psychology ... These 2000 students particularly enjoy the flexibility within the Psych program, which
features concentrations in three important areas: GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY, CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY" (LUSLLL Update, April 1989). (Emphasis added.)

-  In October of 1989, Falwell announced another new psychology program, "The Liberty Institute for Lay
Counseling" (LILC) in order to train by correspondence courses, laymen interested in helping "victims" of such
"psychologically damaging afflictions" as child abuse, stress, family crisis, AIDS, depression, addictions, drug
abuse, aging, etc. Courses offered included (all with a heavy emphasis on Freudian and humanistic approaches to
counseling):

Overcoming a Painful Past
Building Self-Esteem and Self-Control
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Counseling and Mental Illness
Helping the Sick and Grieving
Focusing on Feelings and Depression
Managing Stress and Anxiety
Counseling Hurting Parents
Identifying and Counseling Victims of Family Violence

Gary Collins, a licensed clinical psychologist, left the faculty of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School to head up the
LILC program. [Collins has since left Liberty University also.] Twelve other licensed psychologists, psychiatrists,
clinicians, and/or medical doctors made up the remainder of the faculty. Included on the LILC faculty -- Dr. A.D.
Hart, Dean of the Graduate School of Psychology at Fuller Theological Seminary, and a certified biofeedback
practitioner! LILC advertised that Dr. Hart brings to LILC his "expertise in the treatment of stress and depression."

The stated purpose for starting the LILC program was because, "There are simply not enough trained Christian
Psychologists, Psychiatrists, and Pastors to meet the counseling needs of the teeming masses who are crying out for
help. Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling will provide the necessary training so lay people can now be equipped to
do something about the hurt, confusion, neglect, abuse, and suffering that is sweeping this nation like a sinister
plague" (10/89 letter to prospective LILC enrollees). (Emphasis added.)

-  Psychology 200 (General Psychology) has been a required course of all students for AA and BA degrees at
Liberty University since at least 1985. The course text has been Introduction to Psychology by Atkinson, Atkinson,
Smith, and Hilgard. That book boasts that psychology has been able to redefine morals for society, even changing
what was once viewed as perversion to normal. It treats humans as highly evolved animals, promotes situation
ethics, and neither acknowledges God nor sin. It exalts self and legitimizes sodomy. A student wrote in 1989, "I
have completed the entire General Psychology course [with] grade of A (I add this to show that I closely listened to
and studied the material presented) and never heard the professor even once, to my recollection, correct the false,
devilish, unbiblical claims of the textbook." (3/89, Berean Call).

-  It is clear, Liberty continues to be the Psych Connection, as evidenced by the course offerings and the degree
requirements in its various 1998-1999 Course Catalogs: Liberty University Catalog (Psychology Department and
Counseling Department); Liberty University External Degree Program Catalog (same faculty and course offerings
as in the regular Liberty University Catalog); Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary Catalog; and Liberty Bible
Institute Catalog. The Liberty University Psychology Department employs eleven psychologically-trained faculty
and offers three major programs of study with twenty-five psychology courses. Likewise, the Liberty University
Counseling Department employs six psychologically-trained faculty and offers two Master's Degree programs (one
"regular" 36-hour program and one 48-hour program for certification/licensing) with twenty-nine
psychology/counseling courses.

Perhaps the following excerpts from the Purpose statement from the Counseling Department's 1998-1999 Catalog
best depicts the psychological bent of Liberty University (emphasis added):

"In accordance with the mission of Liberty University, the Department of Counseling provides master's
level training to prepare persons for service as professional counselors, within both the Christian and
world communities. ... within the framework of a reasoned Christian world view.

"LEARNING OUTCOMES: (1) Students understand and appreciate the importance of counselor
professional identity; (2) Students evaluate counseling information and acquire knowledge to become
professional counselors or to pursue more advanced graduate studies; (3) Students integrate Christian
faith and values with counseling theories and practice; (4) Students apply counseling techniques, skills,
and assessment tools.

"The 36-hour program [the "regular" program] is intended for those who use psychological information
or do some counseling in their work, but who will not be seeking licensure as professional counselors.
This includes pastors, personnel directors and those who plan to work in student development services
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in a college or university setting. ... These courses adhere to the content requirements of CACREP and
NBCC and of most states, so that by taking the 48-hour program students will meet the academic
licensing requirements for most states."

-  Falwell has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as D. James Kennedy, Charles Stanley, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Rapha also claims that over 3,500
churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Falwell is quoted as saying that, "It has been good to know that we now
have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual and substance
abuse problems." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping
the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre
Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  On Falwell's 6/23/93 radio program, he praised German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer for his
stand against Hitler's Nazism. (Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned nearly every major
doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology.) Falwell did
this in the context of praising pop psychologist James Dobson for calling on Christians to stand publicly against
America's social ills. Falwell read much of Dobson's 3/93 "prayer letter" on his program. Consider an excerpt of
what Falwell read:

"... Thank God for Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who refused to go along with this wickedness. He protested
loudly, to his own peril. ... Their silence will echo throughout eternity! So will the words and deeds of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer."

One should not be surprised that Dobson would make a statement such as this. New evangelicals have long praised
Modernists. But this is an amazing statement for a supposed Fundamental Baptist to endorse. It is fine that
Bonhoeffer stood against Nazism, but in reality, he was part of the problem, not the cure; i.e., Bonhoeffer was one
of the key proponents of Neo-Orthodoxy, which is merely the old rationalistic Modernism in new garb.

-  Cult leader Sun Myung Moon is the founder of the Unification Church (the "Moonies"), and is the self-
proclaimed Messiah to the world. In 6/85, one of Moon's organizations held several rallies, one of which was in
Washington, D.C. Falwell joined a group of religious leaders at a Washington news conference dubbed as a
"welcome home" party for Moon, who had just been released from prison after serving 13 months for evading
federal income taxes. At this conference, Falwell suggested that President Ronald Reagan issue a pardon to clear
Moon's name.

Moon hosted another of his D.C. vanity banquets at the Omni-Shoreham Hotel on 7/26/94. The occasion was his
founding of the Youth Federation for World Peace, another of Moon's Socialist front organizations for young
radicals. He lined up an all-star cast of political has-beens to lend his self-aggrandizement some much-needed
credibility. Alexander Haig, Walter Fauntroy, Edward Heath, Maureen Reagan, and Jerry Falwell sat at the head
table with the convicted felon. Falwell is featured in a front-page photo along with Moon and his wife and a group
of other public figures (9/30/94, Washington City Paper).

In December of 1995 in Montevideo, Uruguay, Falwell spoke at a conference sponsored by Moon's Inter Religious
Federation for World Peace and Washington Times Foundation, and titled, "Christian Ecumenism in the Americas:
Toward One Christian Family Under God." In his speech, Falwell said, "It is my observation and personal
conviction that conferences and seminars like this one can be very beneficial for building bridges of
communication." ("Bridges of communication"? What does that mean! Christ didn't say, "Go into all the world and
build bridges of communion." He commands us to "preach the gospel"! Any lesser "communication" is compromise
and a denial of our Lord.) (Source: 5/96, TBC.)
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Falwell continues to remain close to Mr. Moon and his money -- the following is a report from the 4Q Personal
Freedom Outreach Journal ("The Deep Pockets of Rev. Moon") (See also the 2/9/98 issue of Christianity Today):

It was revealed that the Moon-Falwell relationship had deepened when the Korean church leader's
charity was accepted in a sizable way by Falwell. According to Cornerstone magazine, "In 1994, Jerry
Falwell quietly accepted a $3.5 million donation from a Unification Church front group, the Women's
Federation for World Peace, to help bail out Falwell's then-insolvent Liberty University." The
magazine also reported that Robert Parry, a journalist for I.F. Magazine and the Los Angeles Times,
revealed that Moon had funneled the donation through the Christian Heritage Foundation (CHF), a non-
profit group that had bought the school's debt, which at the time amounted to $73 million. The reporter
had used an IRS tax form to track the donation's source. Rumors about the Unification Church-Liberty
University relationship had circulated for months. Falwell's group labeled the reports as "smoke and
mirrors" and claimed that a wire service report in November 1997 contained "an unfounded statement
that reported Liberty University had also accepted funds from the Unificationists." Falwell's newspaper,
National Liberty Journal, said it "wishes to set the record straight by assuring readers that Liberty
University has never solicited or received funds, directly or indirectly, from the Unification Church."
[Nevertheless] Falwell himself added: "If the Unificationists, the American Atheist Society, or Bill
Clinton himself ever send an unrestricted gift to any of my ministries, be assured I will operate on
evangelist Billy Sunday's philosophy of: 'The Devil's had it long enough' ... and quickly cash the
check!" [Apparently, Falwell has never read 3 John 6-9 -- "Which have borne witness of thy charity
before the church: whom if thou bring forward on their journey after a godly sort, thou shalt do well:
Because that for his name's sake they went forth, taking nothing of the Gentiles. We therefore ought
to receive such, that we might be fellowhelpers to the truth."]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Jerry Falwell is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by the following:

(a) Over 10,000 men attended a Promise Keepers Men's Ministry Leadership seminar held 3/25/95 at
Liberty University's Vines Center. Southern Baptist Adrian Rogers was the main speaker. (Source:
3/95, National Liberty Journal.)

(b) Liberty University vice president Elmer Towns wrote a long article in Falwell's 4/95 National
Liberty Journal praising Promise Keepers.

(c) Falwell's 11/98 NLJ has an article reporting PK's financial woes, and its redesigned new millennium
approach of utilizing local churches similar to Billy Graham's method. The article stated that PK is
"back on solid footing" and ready "to minister to men in pursuit of godly living. ..." (Reported in the
11/15/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Mel White (a homosexual) ghostwrote Jerry Falwell's 1987 autobiography, Strength for the Journey. (White also
wrote Billy Graham's Approaching Hoofbeats; and Pat Robertson's America's Date with Destiny.) It is not known
whether Falwell knowingly allowed a homosexual to help write this book. However, he says he still considers
White a friend and has no regrets about their collaboration on two books. A paragraph on p. 371 has Falwell saying:
"Although I see homosexual practice as a moral wrong ... I do not want to deny [them] their civil rights or take
away their civil rights or take away their right to accommodations or employment or even their right to teach in
public schools as long as they don't use the classroom to promote homosexuality."

White has also been installed as dean of the 1200-member Cathedral of Hope in Dallas, billed as the world's largest
homosexual congregation. During his first sermon to the sodomite congregation, White railed at his former
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associates, saying they are, "wrong about the Bible, wrong about Jesus, wrong about God ... and seriously wrong
about gay and lesbian people." White says he will now dedicate himself to help the "suffering" sodomites in
America and "to help cut off that suffering at its source, the Religious Right." (Reported in the 7/19/93, Christian
News.)

-  Falwell has apparently become quite the fan of so-called Christian rap music. A 4/9/91 Wall Street Journal article
reported that Falwell can take some credit for rap's rebirth -- the popular "Christian" rap groups DC Talk and
Transformation Crusade were started by undergrads at Falwell's Liberty University in the 1980s. Falwell calls
himself a "convert of rap," and says, "I'm for it." DC Talk says it uses rap to "cool with the Creator and 'dis' with
the devil," and yet claims that its lyrics are "based on the Word of God," while set to a "beat you can dance to."
(DC Talk's "music" is a mix of soul, rap, hip-hop, and rock, performed with strobe lights and psychedelic smoke.)
The article also refers to Transformation Crusade's "throbbing rap beat" and its borrowed "hip-hop rhythms and
slanging styles."

Falwell's 1/96 National Liberty Journal reports: "Hot on the heels of their [DC Talk's] Free At Last tour, the group
is launching its Jesus Freak tour in the spring. Liberty students are already excited about welcoming the group
back to Liberty University for their second concert [4/5/96]." DC Talk has also recorded an album with the Jesus
Freak name.

-  Falwell's schools continue their multi-year struggle to survive financially. By 1990, Liberty, which has an $80
million annual budget, found itself $110 million in debt. This triggered a series of cash-flow crises and ushered in a
new era of austerity that continues today. The debt load also caused Liberty's external degree program to be placed
on probation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) in 1990-91. In 7/92, employees were
given two weeks off without pay to save $1 million. (Falwell's ministries at the time employed approximately 1,200
full-time and 600 part-time workers.) Falwell had personally guaranteed millions of dollars worth of loans for
Liberty University which he could not cover. A plan was originally worked out to give Liberty seven years to pay
back about $72.6 million of debt. And the Securities and Exchange Commission sued a now-defunct securities firm
that loaned nearly $13 million to Falwell's television ministry in the late 1980s. This fraud suit charges that a $3
million advance to Falwell's Old Time Gospel Hour was an unlawful sham. (Reported in the 7/15/92, Calvary
Contender.)

Falwell told the faithful who bought Liberty University bonds that there would be no more interest payments, but
"promised" that some day the principal would be repaid, though he didn't say when. In 1990, the campus of Liberty
University was valued at $55 million. That was when Falwell tried to sell tax-exempt Industrial Development
Revenue bonds to refinance the existing debt. Liberty is now valued at about $5.2 million. Plus the Old Time
Gospel Hour is $16 million in debt. With total debt of $89 million and assets of $5.2 million, Falwell's religious
empire was about to collapse under its own weight. As of 4/15/95, Liberty University had reduced its total debt by
$31 million, thanks to two Lynchburg business-partner trustees who forgave the loans they made to Liberty.

Christianity Today (12/9/96) gave a special report on "Jerry Falwell's Uncertain Legacy." The article focuses on the
chronic indebtedness of Liberty University "stuck at around $40 million" (the largest portion of which is owed to a
group of around 2,000 individual bondholders). The school defaulted on bonds in 1991, made late payments of
$340,000 to bondholders in 1994 and 1995, missed payments in March and September of 1996, and avoided the
threat of foreclosure on 11/11/96 by making an overdue $1.1 million payment to the bondholders. Yet, Falwell told
Christianity Today, "We have mammoth building needs right now. I don't ever see the university being debt-free."

The SACS again placed Liberty University on probation in December of 1996, stating that Liberty's financial
situation has impinged on the education program"; the SACS review "found more than three dozen violations by
Liberty, including in the areas of academic freedom, faculty compensation, and faculty loads." But that hasn't
stopped Falwell's grandiose schemes -- Falwell plans to relocate Thomas Road Baptist Church and 20 other
ministries to a 1,400-acre site on Liberty Mountain. Phase I of the Jerry Falwell Ministries world headquarters is set
for completion before Christmas 1999 and includes a new 12,000-seat sanctuary (largest in America), adjacent to
Liberty University. Total cost is projected at $200 million (9/1/98, Calvary Contender).
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-  Because of these monetary problems, Liberty University has compromised whatever "Christian" standards it
might have had left. In 1993, Falwell's Liberty University relaxed evangelical requirements in an effort to preserve
state of Virginia tuition assistance grants for students. As requested by the Virginia State Council of Higher
Education, Liberty amended its publications and informed faculty members and students of its new policies. New
school policy now specifies that faculty members are free to take positions in their teachings or publications that
may be contrary to Liberty's doctrine. Neither faculty members nor students will be required to sign any statement
that they believe or accept Liberty's doctrinal positions.

The Council also asked Liberty to drop compulsory attendance at campus religious services -- the Council said
Liberty could keep about $1.3 million in yearly state tuition aid (roughly $1400 per student) only if the school met
a list of requirements, including the dropping of compulsory attendance at religious activities. (Under Virginia law,
students who attend schools that have a primary purpose of religious or theological training are banned from
receiving financial help from the state under its Tuition Assistance Grants program.) The day the agreement was
announced, Falwell issued an incredulous statement that University officials were pleased the state "made no effort
to require Liberty to compromise its Christian convictions." [In reality, Liberty has basically agreed to exchange its
unique religious character for a government handout. Even liberals were surprised at this compromise, but Falwell
said the policy change will not alter the University because the regulations never were enforced (7/19/93,
Christianity Today).] (This is not the first compromise for Liberty in conforming to state of Virginia requirements.
It changed its name from Liberty Baptist College, "convocation" was substituted for "chapel" in its catalog, and
"community service" was substituted for "Christian" service requirements.)
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Revival in the Church*
Do We Need It?/Is It Biblical?

Far from being experts on revival, it nevertheless seems rather strange to us that modern-day revivalists proclaim
that "God is going to be bringing a great revival in these last days, characterized by a new and powerful working of
the Holy Spirit." Yet the Bible says that God's plan for the last days is the Great Apostasy, characterized by all
kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs, and wonders (2 Thes. 2:3, 6-10). Is God really bringing revival, or is what we
see happening now that which will culminate in the greatest delusion of all time (vs. 11)? We believe the latter, and
what is commonly called "revival" today, is not at all different from the revivals of yesteryear -- a religious carnival
show steeped in mysticism and rampant emotionalism.

The question that must ultimately be answered with respect to revival is this: "Is it proper (i.e., is it Biblical), to
pray for and seek revival in the Church?" Is revival wrong? Is revival contrary to the Scriptures?

Although Scripture uses the word "revive" in the Old Testament, this term must be understood in the context of
Israel's theocracy and before the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. "Revival," therefore, had an entirely different
connotation then. Revival has also been confused with various so-called "reformation movements" in the Church,
but this is also a serious historical and theological mistake.

In the revival movement of today, the common practice has been for "spiritually lethargic" churches to call in a
revival preacher to instill new life into the congregation, and solicit from members of the church new commitments
to Jesus. Besides the fact that this "decisional" type of preaching is unbiblical, our greatest quarrel is with the
experiential/emotional/mystical/fanatical approach that most modern-day revivals take.

Believers struggle to be free from the presence of sin. Some suffer defeat after defeat in their growth in
sanctification. Yet the born-again Apostle Paul said, "Wretched man that I am, who will set me free from this body
of death?" (Rom. 7:24). Still looking for a quick fix, however, many naively opt for such things as "revival"
meetings. Throughout history, "revivals" have mixed Scriptural words and concepts with mystical experiences.
These mystical experiences pretend to be direct encounters with God. In light of Jesus' discourse with Thomas
Didymus (Jn. 20:24-29), any relationship between such revival meetings and true Christianity is purely conjectural. 

Martyn Lloyd-Jones, an ardent proponent of revival himself, defined revival as "an experience in the life of the
church when the Holy Spirit does an unusual work." (Emphasis added.) This "unusual" work of the Spirit, claim the
revivalists, manifests itself in a profound and even unnerving and frighteningly disturbing conviction of sin, so that
those brought under this conviction are so completely under the control of forces beyond their power that they cry
out and groan and shout. They may even be given the privilege of seeing visions and receiving revelations from
angels or even from Jesus Christ Himself! 

Those who encourage such things are, in effect, advocating a return to Roman Catholic mysticism. Revival is
characterized by mysticism, and it was carried directly into Protestant thinking through the revivals of John Wesley
in 18th century England. Wesley was steeped deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics, claimed
to have read them avidly, and was instrumental in publishing a great number of these Roman Catholic works. This
false mysticism stayed with Wesley all his life, and is present today in revivalism.

The emphasis on visions and dreams, special extra-Biblical revelations, and the guidance of the Spirit through these
revelations all belong to the tradition of mysticism. No wonder there is such a striking resemblance between
revivalism and the modern charismatic movement! Yet, mysticism is contrary to the Scriptures -- it is a theology of
emotions, a theology of feeling, with little regard for doctrine. Although this cannot be said of all revivalists (e.g.,
Jonathan Edwards), in general, revivalism is at best disinterested in and careless of doctrine, and at worst, is an
enemy of the truth.
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For example, consider the life of Charles Grandison Finney, the early-19th century revivalist in the Northeastern
part of the United States, and a kindred spirit of John Wesley. (Finney doctrinalized Wesley's "second experience"
teaching.) Finney's introduction of new methods for getting converts and the orchestrating of emotion and
excitement in huge revival gatherings was clearly based on his heretical understanding of being born-again
(12/25/95, Christian News, p. 7). Finney writes that he repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of the faith,
including the vicarious nature of the atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of preaching revival:

"These doctrines I could not receive. I could not receive his [my teacher's] views on the subject of atonement,
regeneration, faith, repentance, the slavery of the will, or any of their kindred doctrines" (The Memoirs of Charles
Finney, p. 48).

Revivalism, then, is clearly the friend of pragmatism; i.e., using whatever method works in getting men to "make
decisions for Christ," or in getting them to "weep and wail before God as evidence of a renewed commitment to
godly living," regardless of the Bible's condemnation of any such method. Finney again, writing in 1834, declared
that revival is "a purely philosophical result of the right use of the constituted means. " In other words, Finney's
purpose was solely to convince the human will and produce decisions and commitments (12/25/95, Christian News,
p. 7). (See note at end of this report.) 

This pragmatic approach appears to be grounded in the revivalist's faulty view of conversion; i.e., the revivalists
were, for the most part, like Finney, Arminians, preaching that salvation was dependent upon the individual, and
that the preacher must prepare the individual's heart by preaching the law so as to put him in a spiritual frame of
mind either to "accept" Christ or "reject" Him. The "decision" was solely up to the individual. 

Revivalists typically hold to the false doctrine that salvation rests in man's hands, and that a "decision" can be
encouraged if only some kind of "unusual" and/or "extraordinary" experience can be generated. In the end, the
intensity of the "experience" becomes the revivalist's test, not only for the genuineness of the conversion, but for
the personal assurance of salvation as well.

Even Jonathan Edwards, whose revivals seemed to bring forth an unprecedented number of genuinely new converts
and/or recommitted believers, recognized (albeit after the fact) that any infiltration of the
mysticism/emotionalism/fanaticism common to revivals, would be detrimental to the working of the Spirit, not a
prerequisite for, nor evidence of, His working. In early-1744, shortly after the most "successful" revivals ever held,
Edwards commented that the state of religion "in New England is, on many accounts, very melancholy. There is a
vast alteration within two years. ... There had been from the beginning a great mixture ... of false experiences and
false religion with true ... and many were led away into sad delusions. ... [When an] affection arises from the
imagination, and is built upon it, as its foundation, instead of a spiritual illumination or discovery, then is the
affection, however elevated, worthless and vain." (Emphasis added.) 

So even under the watchful eye and guidance of a man like Jonathan Edwards, a man totally dedicated to the sound
preaching of the sovereignty of God in salvation, there were many spurious conversions and much false religion,
which at the time were regarded as genuine. Only later did Edwards fully recognize that the culprit was the
emotionalism and false experiences, at the time thought to be the genuine fruit of sound doctrinal preaching, and
thereby, not to be discouraged. If it was difficult then, it must be more so now, to detect the causes of the spurious
excitement -- the loud outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations -- which then so extensively prevailed.

Do we need revival? No! We need transformation. And this transformation cannot be achieved by "weeping and
wailing" before God (as the revivalists would have us do), brought on by some "unusual" outpouring of the Spirit.
The transformation that the Bible talks about is the continual sanctification through the Word and the power of the
Spirit (Rom. 12:1,2; Phil. 1:6; 2:12,13; 3:20,21). Transformation is the product of our prayers for the courage and
the grace of the Holy Spirit; standing fast with the Word in battle; not wavering, not compromising, not being
overcome with fear, but steadfast in the cause of the truth -- TRUTH! -- a word foreign to most of the revival
movement, both past and present. 
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The warning given about the "great" revivals of the 18th and 19th centuries equally applies today:

All this is a formidable array of evils. ... There was too little discrimination between true and false religious feeling.
There was too much encouragement given to outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations as probable evidence of the
presence and power of God. There was, in many, too much reliance on impulses, visions, and the pretended
power of discerning spirits. There was a great deal of censoriousness, and of sinful disregard of ecclesiastical
order. The disastrous effects of these evils, the rapid spread of false religion, the dishonour and decline of true
piety, the prevalence of erroneous doctrines, the division of congregations, the alienation of Christians, and the
long period of subsequent deadness in the church, stand up as a solemn warning to Christians, and especially to
Christian ministers in all times to come (The Trinity Review, July/August 1991).

Note on Finney's Theology: Charles Finney's "new measures" in revivalism left an indelible stamp upon
Evangelicalism. Evangelism crusades, revival meetings, the altar call, the anxious seat or mourner's bench, the
invitation, the "decision" to "accept" Christ, the "prayer of faith," the use of excitement and emotion to facilitate
"decisions" for Christ, and the attempt to promote the moral reformation of the culture, can all be attributed to the
"new measures" introduced by Finney in the 1830s. Some of his methods, such as the altar call or invitation, are
now practically a Protestant "sacrament." Many of the modern movements such as Church Growth, Promise
Keepers, and the so-called Religious Right find their roots in Finney. Evangelicals cannot escape his influence.

The problem with Finney's influence on modern-day evangelicalism is that Finney's methods produce "results." He
initiated what was called the "Second Great Awakening." Great revivals were reported in towns and cities
throughout the country. Lives were reportedly changed. Moral reformations reportedly occurred. But since Finney
did not preach the total corruption of the human nature and rejected the truth of justification by grace through faith
alone, the basis for his "results" could not have been the Holy Spirit. Finney's results were exactly as Finney
defined them -- a human dynamic. ("Assessing the Promise Keepers," 12/25/95, Christian News, pp. 1, 7-8.) 

While those involved in the Great Awakening were slow to use the word "revival" until after the fact, it was in
Finney's time that preachers were taught that they could lead, hold, or conduct a revival. This view of revival comes
from Finney's belief that "a revival is not a miracle, nor dependent on a miracle, in any sense. It is a purely
philosophical result of the use of the constituted means as much so as any other effect produced by the application
of means" (Revivals of Religion, p. 5). This stands in stark contrast to the Biblical definition of revival as a gracious
act of God. His mistaken view of revival was just one example of the faulty theology of Charles Finney that
affected his practice and the practice of those who follow his example today.

Charles Finney was converted at a time when Calvinism was the predominant theological view of the day and
heretical "hyper-Calvinism," the belief that the gospel invitation was for the elect only, was espoused as well.
Finney found these ideas offensive and rejected them as illogical. His reaction was to develop a theology that went
beyond Arminianism and approached the heresy first spread in the 5th Century by Pelagius. Finney's theology can
be found in his Autobiography (also entitled Memoirs), Systematic Theology, and Revivals of Religion. Along with
these books by Finney, B.B. Warfield's Perfectionism contains an excellent critique of Finney's theology. 

Finney began his journey away from orthodoxy by rejecting the doctrine of the depravity of man's nature. He
declared, "the sinner has all the faculties and natural abilities requisite to render perfect obedience to God." All he
needs "is to be induced to use these powers and attributes as he ought" (Systematic Theology, pp. 282-300). He
continued his backward trek by dismissing as "theological fiction" the doctrine of imputation. Specifically, he
rejected the doctrine of the imputation of Adam's sin to mankind, the imputation of the believer's sin to Christ, and
the imputation of Christ's righteousness to believers (An Autobiography, pp. 56-59). This is in contradiction to the
Biblical teaching of the doctrine of imputation found in Romans chapters 3 through 5. From his denial of the
imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity, Finney logically concluded that man does not have a sinful nature and a
natural disposition to sin, but is born morally "neutral." -- "If man's nature is not ruined by Adam's fall," Finney
reasoned, "then man is able to fulfill the will of God by himself because 'there is nothing in religion beyond the
ordinary powers of nature.'" (Revivals of Religion, p. 4). Finney stressed human ability to repent, create new hearts,
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and to perfect one's own  nature and society as well. 

With the major premise of man's neutrality in spiritual matters and innate ability to do the will of God, Finney's
revival and evangelistic efforts were marked by efforts to "persuade" people to accept God's offer of salvation.
Finney would say, "If men will not yield to persuasion, they must be lost" (Warfield, Perfectionism, p. 176). The
effect of such beliefs on Finney's methods was obvious. His book, Revivals of Religion, is pure evangelical
pragmatism; that is, "if it works, it must be good." He believed that "the success of any measure designed to
promote a revival of religion, demonstrates its wisdom. ... When the blessing evidently follows the introduction of
the measure itself, the proof is unanswerable, that the measure is wise" (Revivals of Religion, p. 211). 

Finney's error in the matter of anthropology, denying the sinful nature of man, led to other deviations from
fundamental doctrine, including an erroneous view of justification by faith alone. His doctrine was that justification
is not permanent, it is not a Divine declaration, but merely a pardon, and is achieved by man working together with
God (Systematic Theology, pp. 383-391). This view of justification led to his view of sanctification. 'Finney
claimed that complete obedience to God's law was possible on the grounds (means) of man’s natural ability
(Systematic Theology, p. 407). All of this logically led to a post-millennial eschatology, which advocated that
Christians should invest their time and energy in establishing the millennial kingdom of God on earth by winning
converts and being involved in social reform. 

The evangelistic efforts of Charles Finney caused his home area of western New York to become known as "the
burned-over district" because of the hardness the people developed to spiritual things. Warfield cites close friends
of Finney who lamented over the rapid retreat of converts back into their sinful ways. One close friend and co-
worker of Finney's, Asa Mahan, said that everyone concerned with the revivals were "left like dead coals that could
not be reignited" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Even Finney would say, "The great body of them [the
converts] are a disgrace to religion" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Critics would say that his measures
promoted superficial professors of religion. A famous contemporary, Charles Spurgeon, would say, "Possibly much
of the flimsy piety of our present day arises from the ease with which men attain to peace and joy in these
evangelistic days" (Spurgeon, Autobiography, Vol. 1, p. 54). Finney believed that the cause of this lack of
permanent results was his failure to teach them perfectionism and to instill in them the "how" of Christian living
and the fear of falling away. He would leave his evangelistic efforts to start Oberlin College, where he could
concentrate on this aspect of his doctrine. (Source: Spring 1998, The Projector.)  [Return to Text]

Quotes from the Past:

"A very great portion of modern revivalism has been more a curse than a blessing, because it has led thousands to a
kind of peace before they have known their misery; restoring the prodigal to the Father's house, and never making
him say, 'Father, I have sinned.' How can he be healed who is not sick, or he be satisfied with the bread of life who
is not hungry? The old-fashioned sense of sin is despised. ... Every thing in this age is shallow. ... The consequence
is that men leap into religion, and then leap out again. Unhumbled they came to the church, unhumbled they
remained in it, and unhumbled they go from it" (C.H. Spurgeon, 1882).

"American Protestantism is characterized by a peculiar evil which I may describe by the term 'spurious revivalism.'
The common mischief resulting from all its forms is the over-hasty reception into the communion of the churches
of multitudes of persons whom time proves to have experienced no spiritual change. In most cases, these
mischievous accessions are brought about by sensational human expedients. It is an unpopular thing for a minister
of the gospel to bear this witness. But it is true. And my regard for that account which I must soon render at a more
awful bar than that of arrogant public opinion demands its utterance" (R.L. Dabney, 1892).

*Unless otherwise indicated, the content of this report has been paraphrased or excerpted directly from three 1991
issues of The Trinity Review -- May/June, July/August, and September/October -- "Ought the Church to Pray for
Revival?" and "The Great Revival of Religion, 1740-1745" (Pts. 1 & 2). Those interested in further study should
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pursue Iain Murray's Revival and Revivalism: The Making and Marring of American Evangelicalism, 1750-1858
(Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1994).
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Richard Foster
General Teachings/Activities*

Modern Christian Mysticism

Medieval mysticism has managed to survive within small pockets of Roman Catholicism for centuries but has gone
largely unnoticed by evangelicals. It is true that a few groups, such as the Quakers, have always kept some aspect
of mysticism within range of evangelical awareness, and elements of mystical practices have actually thrived in
charismatic circles right down to the ranks of Fundamentalism. But classical mysticism was virtually unknown in
Evangelical circles until 1978 when Quaker minister Richard J. Foster published Celebration of Discipline, the Path
to Spiritual Growth. Hailed by Christianity Today as one of the ten best books of the twentieth century and voted
by the readers of that magazine as the third most influential book after the Bible, Celebration of Discipline has
blown the doors off evangelicals’ understanding of spirituality. What Foster has done, in essence, is reintroduce to
the church the so-called “masters of the interior life,” as he likes to call the Medieval mystics. He declares that they
alone have discovered the key to true spiritual life and slowly, over the last few years, convinced multitudes that he
is right. It seems to me that Foster’s recipe for Christian living has been simmering in the pot for over two decades,
but as of late has caught fire. New forces and new players have popularized Foster’s ideas to a new set of
Christians and it seems to be rapidly taking hold. This is due to the efforts of organizations such as Youth
Specialties, numerous Bible colleges, and a rash of books and speakers, all introducing mystical practices and
theology to our young people and our young ministers. Many of these, having grown up in churches that no longer
major on the teaching of Scripture, and are thus lacking Biblical discernment, are easy prey for spiritual sounding
techniques, especially those that promise such personal and life changing encounters with God.  Following is an
overview into Foster’s key teachings. 

In General

Celebration of Discipline alone, not even referencing Foster’s other writings and teachings and ministries, is a
virtual encyclopedia of theological error. We would be hard pressed to find in one so-called evangelical volume
such a composite of false teaching. These include faulty views on the subjective leading of God (pp. 10, 16-17, 18,
50, 95, 98, 108-109, 128, 139-140, 149-150, 162, 167, 182); approval of New Age teachers (see Thomas Merton
below); occultic use of imagination (pp. 25-26, 40-43, 163, 198); open theism (p. 35); misunderstanding of the will
of God in prayer (p. 37); promotion of visions, revelations and charismatic gifts (pp. 108, 165, 168-169, 171, 193);
endorsement of rosary and prayer wheel use (p. 64); misunderstanding of the Old Testament Law for today (pp. 82,
87); mystical journaling (p. 108); embracing pop-psychology (pp. 113-120); promoting Roman Catholic practices
such as use of “spiritual directors,” confession, and penance (pp. 146-150, 156, 185); and affirming of aberrant
charismatic practices (pp. 158-174, 198).

Foster’s Mystic Heroes

Foster introduces to the unsuspecting reader literally dozens of mystics, some from the Christian tradition, some
not. Many of these, he assures us, have traveled to depths of spiritual experience that we moderns cannot even
imagine. Foster wants us to know that these individuals knew the secrets to an encounter with God. If only we
would follow their pattern, we too could enjoy what they enjoyed. Just who are these mystics? Here is a thumbnail
sketch of three of Foster’s favorites:

Meister Eckhart

Eckhart, a Dominican monk who lived in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, ranks among the great
Roman Catholic mystics such as Teresa of Ávila, John of the Cross, and Julian of Norwich. Toward
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the end of his life, Eckhart was charged (and found guilty after his death in 1327) with heresy for his
mystical assertions, which the Catholic Church determined had bled over into pantheism. Eckhart
“believed that in every human soul there is something of the very nature of God. Here it is that the
human soul meets God…. [His] doctrine of the human soul has lasted to the present, and is reaffirmed
whenever one speaks of a Divine Spark within each of us.”[1]   Eckhart made statements such as these,
“Henceforth I shall not speak about the soul, for she has lost her name yonder in the oneness of divine
essence. There she is no more called soul: she is called infinite being.”  And, “She plunges into the
bottomless well of the divine nature and becomes one with God that she herself would say that she is
God.”  Such statements not only bothered the Medieval Church, but some more modern researchers
have found agreements in Eckhart’s philosophy with all the major points of Hindu mystics.[2]  Other
scholars are not so certain about Eckhart’s pantheism, but his statements certainly leave the door open
for such interpretations. Yet Eckhart is considered to be one of the most important Christian mystics of
the Middle Ages, and both ancient and modern mysticism reflect his views. Eckhart’s Divine Spark
corresponds almost directly with the teachings of Eastern Mysticism, with the difference that the Divine
Spark in Christian Mysticism is defined as God who resides in every human being.

Thomas Merton

Foster cites and/or quotes Merton on at least nine separate occasions in Celebration of Discipline, yet
Merton was not a Christian. He was a twentieth-century Roman Catholic who had so immersed himself
in Buddhism that he claimed he saw no contradiction between Buddhism and Christianity, and intended
to become as good a Buddhist as he could.[3]  But despite his doctrinal views and New Age leanings,
Foster considers Merton’s Contemplative Prayer, “A must book,”[4] and says of Merton, “[He] has
perhaps done more than any other twentieth-century figure to make the life of prayer widely known
and understood.”[5]  Merton wrote, “If only [people] could see themselves as they really are. If only
we could see each other that way all the time. There would be no more war, no more hatred, no more
cruelty, no more greed…. I suppose the big problem would be that we would fall down and worship
each other.”[6]

Ignatius Loyola

We know Loyola today mainly due to his founding of the Society of Jesus, or the order of the Jesuits,
in 1534. One of the missions of the Jesuits was to fight the battles of the church against infidels and
heretics, in what is now termed the “Counter-Reformation.”  For our purposes, Ignatius’ contribution
lies in the creation of his Spiritual Exercises which provided specifications for spiritual self-
examination and the mental and spiritual conditioning of the Jesuits. Foster’s disciplines seem to draw
heavily upon Ignatius.

St. John of the Cross and Teresa of Ávila are also mystics of note, involved in the sixteenth century Counter-
Reformation seeking to overturn the Reformation. These mystics believed that through contemplation a union with
God could be obtained which would eradicate sinful actions and tendencies.

Foster’s Main Teachings -- Celebration of Discipline

As are concerning as many of Richard Foster’s teachings and mentors, far more disturbing are the two main thrusts
of his spiritual formation system. The first is his use of what he calls the “Spiritual Disciplines.”  The second is
closely related—“Contemplative Prayer”―which is rapidly becoming the rage throughout much of evangelicalism,
especially among the youth.

Spiritual Disciplines as a Means of Grace

It might be best to begin this section by relaying an experience that Foster shares in Celebration of Discipline.
Having come to the conclusion that there must be “more spiritual resources than I was experiencing,” he prayed,
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“Lord, is there more you want to bring into my life? I want to be conquered and ruled by you. If there is anything
blocking the flow of your power, reveal it to me.”[7] God seemed to answer this prayer through a growing
impression that something in his past was impeding the flow of life, so he set aside blocks of time on three
consecutive days to listen to God in absolute silence, through the use of journaling, a process whereby God is
supposed to reveal His mind to the silent participant. After the third day, Foster took his lists to a friend, who
volunteered to serve as his confessor, who prayed for healing for all the sorrows and hurts of Foster’s past as
presumably revealed by God. It was following this experience of journaling, an experience not taught in the Bible
but common in the occultic world, that it seemed to Foster that he “was released to explore what were for me new
and uncharted regions of the Spirit. Following that event, I began to move into several of the Disciplines described
in this book that I had never experienced before.”[8] 

It is most disturbing that Foster’s magnum opus stems from a questionable Divine encounter of a dubious nature.
But it is also significant to realize that Foster’s system for spiritual formation is not drawn from the Scriptures, but
from subjective experiences involving unbiblical methodologies, and reinforced by Roman Catholic mystical
practices. At the very least, this should give pause to any seeker of truth. It must not be automatically assumed, as
many seem to do, that Foster has rediscovered the missing jewels of spirituality.

Or as Eugene Peterson describes it in the twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Celebration of Discipline, “Like a
child exploring the attic of an old house on a rainy day, discovering a trunk full of treasure and then calling all his
brothers and sisters to share the find, Richard J. Foster has ‘found’ the spiritual disciplines that the modern world
stored away and forgot, and has excitedly called us to celebrate them. For they are, as he shows us, the instruments
of joy, the way into mature Christian spirituality and abundant life” (p. 206). Even more to the point, the dust jacket
of this edition assures us “that it is only by and through these practices that the true path to spiritual growth can
be found” (emphasis mine). If spiritual growth is dependent upon the spiritual disciplines described in Foster’s
book, should not we have expected to find this truth in the Scriptures?  Why did God reveal them, not to the
apostles, but to apostate Roman Catholic mystics, and then to Richard Foster as he studied the mystics and used
occultic techniques of meditation?  We need to tread very carefully through this spiritual minefield.

The Spiritual Disciplines

But just what are the Spiritual Disciplines which are absolutely essential to our spiritual development?  Foster
breaks them into three categories: inward, outward and corporate. The first two inward disciplines both deal with
prayer (and will be the subject of an update to this report at a later date). Fasting is the third, and as might be
expected, his instructions on fasting are purely extrabiblical. The purpose behind fasting, the value of it, and the
methodology are interesting, but purely subjective and unauthorative. The final inward discipline is study. The new
reader of Foster might expect that he would direct us to the study of Scripture as the primary means of spiritual
growth. But Foster has broader ideas. Actually, there are two “books” to be studied: verbal and nonverbal. Verbal
books include any literature, and one of the important means of study is repetition. Here he sees the use of a rosary
and/or a Hindu type prayer wheel as being effective (p. 64). After a number of suggestions on reading books, Foster
finally discusses the type of books to read to enhance spiritual growth. At last, we think he will turn to the Word,
and he does, for two paragraphs, before rushing off to recommend reading the Medieval mystical classics. The
nonverbal book is mainly the “reading” of nature. Here, with St. Francis, he encourages “making friends with the
flowers and trees and the little creatures that creep upon the earth” (p. 74). We should also be students of people,
and of ourselves, and while there is undoubted value in this, many have spent a lifetime studying nature, people,
and themselves and have no clue about God. Repeatedly, we find in Foster that he is just not that interested in the
study of Scripture, except as it serves his purpose for contemplative meditation.

The outward disciplines begin with simplicity, starting with the simple life as modeled by the heretical cult known
as the Shakers. Extreme mystic Thomas Kelly tells us that simplicity allows us to live out of “The Divine Center”
(whatever that is), and existentialist Kierkegaard claimed it led to holiness. In attempting to find a Biblical base for
his view, Foster makes the Old Testament civil laws a pattern for New Testament Christianity, and manages to
misinterpret virtually every scriptural passage he uses (although he scores points on seeking the kingdom of God
first). Next up is solitude. Instead of a nice chapter on the importance of breaking free from the noise and
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distractions of our world and focusing on God and His Word, we enter into the mystical world of Medieval
Catholicism, Quakerism, and Eastern mystics. Quotes flow from Merton, Teresa of Ávila, John Woolman, George
Fox, and St. John of the Cross. Terms like “The Divine Center,” “The Divine Opening,” and “the dark night of the
soul,” dominate. It is here that we are taught to keep a journal as we “listen to the thunder of God’s silence”
(p.108). The next discipline is “submission,” and it is in this chapter that we receive our heaviest dose of
psychobabble, including: “self-fulfillment,” “self-actualization,” “loving ourselves,” and mutual submission within
marriage. The final discipline is service, and as with the others, this one too is based more on writings of the
mystics than on the Scriptures. This is only expected from Foster, because he places far more importance on
mystical experiences than he does on the Word. For example, he writes, “True service comes from a relationship
with the divine Other deep inside. We serve out of whispered promptings, divine urgings” (p. 128). Not only does
Foster consistently elevate these subjective experiences over the Scriptures, but in this chapter on service Foster
recommends self-abasement: “The strictest daily discipline is necessary to hold these passions in check. The flesh
must learn the painful lesson that it has no rights of its own. It is the work of hidden service that will accomplish
this self-abasement” (p. 131, cf. p. 133). This is in direct contradiction to Paul’s teaching in Colossians 2:20-23,
which tells us that self-abasement has no affect on the passions of the flesh.

The final category of disciplines is the corporate—and here Foster does no better. The first corporate discipline is
that of confession; and we are not surprised to discover that Foster supports the position of  the Roman Catholic
Church, complete with penance and absolution (pp. 146-149). And why not? For Dietrich Bonhoeffer assures us
that “when I go to my brother to confess, I am going to God” (p. 146), and Foster wants us to know, “The
assurance of forgiveness is sealed in the Spirit when it is spoken by our brother or sister in the name of Christ” (p.
148). Since none of this is drawn from Scripture, how can Foster be so sure? Well, not only do his favorite mystics
back his view, but so does personal experience. Once, when receiving the confession of a lady she, “looked at me
and ‘saw’ superimposed upon my eyes the eyes of Another who conveyed to her a love and acceptance that
released her to unburden her heart” (p. 155). While nothing in the Bible remotely implies such an experience, we
are left to assume that the eyes she saw were the eyes of God.

As for the discipline of worship, we find that worship “is a breaking into the Shekinah of God, or better yet, being
invaded by the Shekinah of God…. We have not worshiped the Lord until Spirit touches spirit…. [And] it all
begins as we enter the Shekinah of the heart” (pp. 158-162). This convoluted understanding of worship is
augmented with a strong charismatic flavor. As a matter of fact, “if Jesus is our Leader, miracles should be
expected to occur in worship. Healing, both inward and outward, will be the rule, not the exception” (p. 165). Such
services will have prophecies and words of knowledge (p. 165), and that is because, “The mightiest stirring of
praise in the twentieth century has been the charismatic movement. Through it God has breathed new life and
vitality into millions” (p. 168). But even more disturbing is the idea that in the worship of God, “Our rational
faculties alone are inadequate…. That is one reason for the spiritual gift of tongues. It helps us to move beyond
mere rational worship into a more inward communion with the Father. Our outward mind may not know what is
being said, but our inward spirit understands. Spirit touches spirit” (p. 169). Remember above how we have not
worshiped until Spirit touches spirit -- now we see the process. It is as we move beyond the mind and into mystical,
subjective experiences, that true worship takes place.

With all that Foster has already communicated, the discipline of guidance is predictable. “Many,” he tells us, “Are
having a deep and profound experience of an Emmanuel of the Spirit -- God with us; a knowledge that in the
power of the Spirit Jesus has come to guide his people himself; an experience of his leading that is as definite and
as immediate as the cloud by day and the pillar by night” (p. 175). The model, of course, of this kind of guidance is
the mystic. We are also introduced at this point to the Catholic concept of Spiritual Directors (pp. 185-187),
something that Foster believes only Roman Catholic monastics know much about today.

Foster brings everything together with his last discipline, that of celebration. Here we are to express joy in all that
we have learned thus far in the book, even participation in “holy laughter” on occasion (p. 198).

Robert Webber, professor of theology at Wheaton College, sums up Foster’s impact well, “Over the past two
decades, my own personal spiritual pilgrimage has taken me away from the propositional and rationalistic mind-set
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that proclaims an intellectualized proof-oriented faith toward a Christianity of practice and experience” (p. 208).
Webber is, of course, erecting a strawman. No one is calling for a purely intellectualized faith devoid of practice
and experience. What those who draw their cue from Scripture, and not mystics, are calling for is a Christian faith,
experience, and practice that is rational, intellectual, makes sense, and most importantly, is solidly grounded on the
Word of God. Foster and company have taken many far afield in pursuit of mystical experiences that lead to a
pseudo-Christianity that has the appearance of spirituality, but not the substance.

[1] Georgia Harkness, Mysticism, (Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1973), p. 106.

[2] See Winfried Corduan, Mysticism: an Evangelical Option?, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1991), pp. 106-107.

[3] See Ray Yungen, A Time of Departing, (Silverton, Oregon: Lighthouse Trails Publishing Company, 2002), p.
75.

[4] Richard Foster and Emilie Griffen, Spiritual Classics, (San Francisco: Harper, 2000), p. 17.

[5] As cited in Yungen p. 75.

[6] Thomas Merton, Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander, Image Edition of 1989, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1966), pp. 157, 158.

[7] Richard Foster, Celebration of Discipline, Third Edition, (San Francisco: Harper, 1978), p. 149.

[8] Ibid., p. 150. 

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the February 2005 Think On These Things, "Mysticism Part II," by Pastor Gary
Gilley, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL 62703. For a primer on mysticism, see Gilley's January 2005 Think
On These Things, "Mysticism Part I: Mysticism, a Way of the Past, the Wave of the Future."
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Bill Gothard
General Teachings/Activities

Born November 2, 1934, Bill Gothard has two academic degrees from Wheaton College (B.A. 1957; M.A. 1961).
His Master's thesis was entitled, "A Proposed Youth Program for Hi-Crusader Clubs." (Gothard's website now says:
"Bill wrote his master's thesis at Wheaton Graduate School on seven Biblical, non-optional principles of life which,
when followed, will result in harmonious relationships in all areas of life.") At one point, he devoted 35 hours per
week to youth work with a Chicago missionary society while still a full-time student at Wheaton, 25 miles away.
For approximately 15 years, he worked with teenage gangs in the Chicago area. He was ordained in the LaGrange
Bible Church in suburban Chicago. [Bill Gothard has never married. "There have been reports of major problems
developing from this position, but the real problem is that his ministry has become a family ministry and he has
never had a family. He is the coach who never played the game" (Pastor Bob Cosby letter).]

In 1964, Gothard developed a six-day seminar that became known as the Institute in Basic Youth Conflicts
(officially "founded" in 1973). The name of Gothard's organization was changed in 1990 to the Institute in Basic
Life Principles (IBLP). The adult/teen seminar ("The Basic Seminar") is still called the Seminar in Basic Youth
Conflicts. Gothard presents this seminar in person, or on videotape, in cities all across America. The 32-hour Basic
Seminar outlines and elaborates on the seven basic principles, which Bill Gothard describes as Biblical and non-
optional. Once a person attends this seminar, he becomes an "alumni" entitled to go to future Basic Seminars at no
cost, and to other seminars at reduced cost. The Basic Seminar is now presented over a period of four evenings and
one full day, for a total of 30 hours. Although it was not unusual in the 1970s for Gothard to pack-out auditoriums
with capacities of 10,000 to 20,000 people, attendance at his seminars today pales when compared with two decades
ago. (The height of the seminars' popularity came in 1982 and 1983, when they reached 300,000 in annual
attendance. Today, a crowd of 3,000 is considered large for an individual seminar.) Nevertheless, Gothard's
influence remains. It is estimated that there are more than 2.5 million red notebook-carrying "alumni" (which is in
keeping with the image of "educator" that Gothard seeks to project), and he has a mailing list of approximately
90,000 pastors.1 (Recently, IBLP has formed Life Study Groups. Groups of 10 or more may conduct any one of
IBLP's seminars privately for a per-participant fee.)

IBLP operates with a paid staff of about 300 out of its Oak Brook, Illinois headquarters. The organization reported
revenue of more than $19.4 million and assets of more than $34.7 million on its 1998 tax returns, the most recent
report available. (Gifts have totaled $70 million through the first half of 2000, the largest being the use of a 2,200-
acre former university campus near Tyler, Texas, used by Gothard's ALERT program). The Institute's highest-paid
employee earns $47,880. Gothard himself reports having received just $12,000 in salary and $18,000 in expenses in
1998. In 2000, Gothard says he will make $15,000. (This information is sketchy and outdated, because Gothard
does not make financial information readily available.)

In addition to the Basic Seminar, IBLP also runs more than 60 other ministries, including conducting an Advanced
Seminar, Children's Seminars (1992) (ages 6-12 -- "The Children's Institute in Basic Life Principles"), the Anger
Resolution Seminar, the Financial Freedom Seminar, the Marriage Oneness Seminar (Secrets to the Ultimate
Marriage), and special Legislative, Medical, and special training for public and private school teachers [ATI (1984)
-- Advanced Training Institute home-based education program]. In addition, IBLP has a home school curriculum
(through ATI using the Wisdom Booklet series [52 booklets]);2 operates the Oak Brook College of Law and
Government Policy (1994); operates the Telos Institute (1997) (a post-secondary, distance learning degree
program), Excel (training for young women), and Verity (distance learning undergraduate degree); conducts "All
Day Ministers' Seminars";3 and publishes a quarterly journal, Life Purpose: A Journal of God's Power in Us.
Community ministries include orphanages, the Log Cabin program for troubled youths, ALERT, CharacterLink,
and Character First!. (See Note on IBLP programs and affiliated organizations.)

Ecumenism
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Scheduling a seminar for a city can be quite a production. A number of years ago there was a movement to bring a
Gothard seminar to Cleveland. The groundwork was laid by General Association of Regular Baptist Church
(GARBC) pastors. A sheet was circulated titled, "THREE PHASES IN SELECTING A SEMINAR LOCATION."
(Caps in original.) Three steps were given and one was headed "Phase II - Petition for Seminar by Local Christian
Leadership." The first sentence under this heading reads as follows: "This phase begins when the seminar
headquarters receives personal letters of invitation from the majority of pastors representing the various
denominations in a city's greater metropolitan area." (Emphasis added.)

That is the same policy Billy Graham uses. That explains the mixed crowd at a Gothard seminar, which will run the
gamut from Roman Catholic priests and nuns, to the ecumenical crowd, to the new evangelical crowd. The
fellowship of sitting for six days with that mixed multitude makes the fundamentalist layman go home saying, "The
priest I sat beside was a very nice fellow." Attitudes toward false religion and plain unbelief are unavoidably
softened by any participation in a Gothard seminar.4 (Source: New Neutralism II, pp. 73-74.) [It has been
confirmed by a Gothard regional director's office that Gothard has Catholics on his local sponsoring committees as
well as workers at his seminars5 (8/15/96, Calvary Contender).]

Widespread ecumenical fellowship continues to be no problem for Bill Gothard.6 Campus Crusade founder Bill
Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claimed to have received a "prophecy from
God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-
evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee for the first
annual Fasting & Prayer Conference, made up of a hodge-podge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics,
was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A.
Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett.
CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of
King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the
Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath
of God.7 (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.)

The 2/95 Charisma quotes various attendees at the 1994 Fasting & Prayer Conference. Pro-Catholic Charles Colson
sees denominationalism as the biggest barrier to prison outreach. Carlton Pearson said lack of church racial
integration hinders revival. Bright embraced him and asked forgiveness for white abuses and prejudices of the past.
Charisma continues: "Then Bill Gothard said he felt impressed to share what he believed was a prophetic
directive: 'God is going to use African Americans to bring revival to America.'" Charismatics have long claimed to
have extra-biblical revelations and "prophetic words" from God. Now Bill Gothard is claiming the same.8
(Reported in the 3/15/95, Calvary Contender.)

More ecumenism: Bob Wood is a Bob Jones University faculty member specializing in "training ministerial
students as biblical counselors." He is also a "victimization" psychologizer who "presents biblical solutions for
helping those who are struggling to overcome the pain of their past" (2/95, Frontline video advertisement). Wood
was also the main speaker for Gothard's "Church Strategy Seminars" (CSS) scheduled for 5/96 and 9/96. Also,
Gothard's 1996 "Advanced Day Ministers' Seminars" (ADMS) were scheduled to be held in Assembly of God,
Southern Baptist, and Missionary Alliance churches. (Reported in the March-April 1996, Fundamentalist Digest.)

Character Training

In 1991, the head of the Moscow Department of Education (DOE) was supposedly amazed at the youth she met
who were a part of Gothard's Advanced Training Institute (ATI) working in Russia. She invited more ATI youth to
Russia and 320 responded to come and teach character in the public schools of Moscow. Moscow's DOE also gave
ATI a five-acre complex to use. Since that date, more than 2,000 students have spent various periods of time in
Moscow teaching in public schools, working with orphans, counseling delinquent teenagers, assisting pensioner
teachers, and doing other community service. This complex is now the campus for the Moscow College of the
Advanced Training Institute, and also a Training Center and refuge for orphans and juvenile delinquents. News of
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the work in Russia has spawned invitations from Taiwan, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, Bolivia, Mexico, and
China, as well as from many U.S. cities. (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) As of mid-2000, more than 75
cities worldwide have become part of Gothard's "International Association of Character Cities."

In 1992, the mayor of Indianapolis invited ATI young people to come to the city and to work in a low-income,
high-crime area. There was a news article in The Indianapolis News (8/20/92) about the city of Indianapolis
considering a link with Gothard: "Lambart (representing Gothard) said the group does not promote religion or
church, but simply deals with 'non-optional, universal principles of life. [This sounds suspiciously like paganism's
"universal life principles."] ... The concern within the social services community is that we help a person ... without
any sectarian overtones.'" Why was Gothard trying to convince the city that he helps the community "without any
sectarian overtones," while with Christians he claims to be totally Bible-based? Is this consistent with God's Word?
(Reported in the 10/92, The Biblical Examiner.)

In February of 1993, Gothard set up a permanent facility in Indianapolis (Indianapolis Training Institute), claiming
that "the results are achieved through standards of excellence and practical life application of what is learned. Only
then will young people learn to be problem solvers and become effective in helping others." (Emphasis added.) The
county's juvenile court began sending young offenders to a Gothard rehabilitation facility, the Indianapolis Training
Institute, which serves as a school for more than 100 children. Some families have complained to the state when it
was discovered that the "intensive family counseling" provided consisted of "viewing 15 IBLP religious tapes" (The
Indianapolis Star).

The Indianapolis experiment has now been developed into a character training program in other parts of the U.S.
Gothard stated, "Twenty American cities and states and other nations have officially invited the Institute and those
who have applied the principles of this Seminar to help them build stronger families!" As of mid-2000, there were
17 training centers worldwide.

Gothard is at the forefront of the character education movement in this country (CharacterFirst!), which at its top is
connected with the global ethics people (friends of Planned Parenthood and the World Bank crowd). Gothard
reported in 1997 that "a leading Democratic senator in Washington, D.C. has learned about this plan and wants to
meet with us to learn more about it for the purpose of presenting it to Congress for national application. He stated
that Congress is looking for a character program that works." (Emphasis added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site,
8/97.) [Perhaps the anonymous Democrat senator desired to "character train" the then occupants of the White
House?]

In 2000, IBLP purchased the Ramada Plaza Hotel in downtown Flint, Michigan, and has since turned it into the
Riverfront Character Inn International Convention Center. The purchase was made possible by a multimillion-dollar
donation from an anonymous donor. Gothard said he hopes the Character Inn will become a hub for IBLP -- part
hotel, part conference center offering character training to individuals and groups. The rooms were being equipped
with closed-circuit televisions to broadcast training videos and other IBLP programs. Yet, Gothard claims the
CharacterFirst! program does not involve religion in any way. (Source: 7/9/00, The Flint Journal.)

CharacterFirst! is now being offered in more than 800 schools nationwide, and is required by law in 14 states. This
character training (for K-6 children) appears to be quite similar to the unscriptural DARE program, which attempts
to teach character to unbelievers. This is all part of the new character education movement in the country -- a
mechanism to bring in a set of national core values which we must adhere to in order to be good citizens, and thus,
maintain an orderly society. True Christians, however, won't fit into their new "core values" because the authorities
allow no room for Biblical absolutes.9

One has to question, what will be the result of rearing a generation of kids who believe they can be a success in life
without Christ? Second, what will be the result of teaching kids that they can have these good character traits
without the Sprit of God. Worse yet, what if they actually can develop these good traits without Christ? Will they
then think they do not need Christ? Third, the natural result of these classes will be that the kids will believe they
are their own gods. They are the ones who are in control, and they are the ones who decide what is right and what
is wrong. They have no moral standard to go by, that is, the Word of God.
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One observer spoke with Ken Fahrenbruck, the director of Gothard's Character First! program. Fahrenbruck said he
was a Christian, and he and his wife homeschool their children. He was asked about the attempt to build character
without Christ, and the danger that could lead to. He said that he and the staff have also agonized over the same
question, but Gothard assured him it was fine, and put together a paper justifying character education without God.
[Source: The Biblical Examiner, Spring (March) 2002.]

Gothard's "Army"

Gothard operates what appears to be a paramilitary-like training school for teenagers on a 2,200-acre former
college campus in Big Sandy, Texas, as part of his ALERT program (Air Land Emergency Resource Team) --
purportedly for domestic missions work via the providing of disaster relief and humanitarian aid (see second
paragraph of Endnote #9). Gothard states that "ALERT is an intensive program in which young men [male
graduates of ATI] ages sixteen and older are trained in Biblical principles, Godly character, and practical skills.
ALERT utilizes military disciplines to train young men to restore life, rather than take it, and to bring peace and
encouragement to those in distress. The present program involves the following phases: (1) Discipline: in physical
strength, endurance, and self-control; (2) Skills: in a wide range of vocational specialties; and (3) Emergency
Services: in response to calls from cities, states, and nations." (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) As of July,
2000, the program had 181 enrolled and 600 graduates.

Since the hyper-spiritual warfare motifs of the Latter Rain movement are beginning to take a sinister shift towards
actual military, Gothard's involvement in paramilitary-like things causes us to wonder if there is a connection. Don't
forget that Joel's Army has a "chosen seed" (the coming generation) to carry out its purpose on earth, which is
dominion (both physical and spiritual). In this context, Christians should have some grave concerns about Gothard's
activities.

Along these lines, Gothard has clearly bought into the "Christian America Myth" (ATI Wisdom Booklet 53). He
believes that "Christian" conviction can be equated with Biblical faith. But, all religions offer some form of moral
basis for society. Christian conviction cannot save a nation that continues to reject true faith in Jesus Christ.
America flourished upon a "Biblical ethic" that has sustained it until recent years. But a Biblical ethic is not
necessarily evidence of a Biblical faith.

The Gothard "System" (a.k.a. "Gothardism")

Gothard's Institute has in fact become a system unto itself. This system covers teaching on counseling, ministry,
home, family, worship, church structure, divorce, adoption, dating, even hiring a church secretary. A whole church
ministry program can be set up with a Gothard minister's manual. Some of that system, Gothard suggests, should
be introduced into the church as curriculum. Even with a cursory examination, one gets the feeling that Gothard's
system is much like the legal system of the Pharisees -- legislating, dictating, directing, and regulating just about
every phase, every aspect, every move, every eventuality of life. Not much is left to the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
sanctified creativity, or just informed choice. (Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of
Bill Gothard's Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.)

In a 1974, 22-page comprehensive analysis of Gothard's ministry by Dr. E. Robert Jordan (Chancellor of Calvary
Baptist Theological Seminary at the time), 15 reasons were listed "Why Fundamentalist Baptists Should Not
Cooperate With Bill Gothard's Institute In Basic Youth Conflicts." Problem areas included Gothard's secrecy,
salvation views, chain-of-command teaching, use of Freudian psychology, interdenominationalism, new evangelical
jargon, and many doctrinal aberrations.

Gothard's seminars are "a mixture of human psychology and Scripture with emphasis upon 'problem' solving,
correcting poor self-image, and developing wholesome self-concepts.10 The ministry does not draw clear-cut lines
of demarcation regarding ecclesiastical separation, and his audiences are made-up largely of neo-evangelicals, the
unconverted, charismatics, and naive, uninformed fundamentalists." Gothard's seminars are a duplicate in the
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teaching field of what Billy Graham does ecumenically in the evangelistic field. (Reported in the 4/1/90, Calvary
Contender.)

Gothard's "system" places a heavy emphasis upon adapting Biblical principles/laws to Christian living, with the
assumption that if one follows these principles/laws/steps, he's got the formula well in hand for leading a successful
Christian life.11 (See examples on p. 32 of IBLP's Secrets to Self-Acceptance, and pp. 22-28 and 119-124 of the
Rebuilder's Guide -- Gothard seems to have a seven-step program for just about everything.12) But "the system"
smacks of legalism and putting the believer back under Old Testament law,13 and thereby, it is quite similar to the
Theonomist heresy (i.e., that all the Old Testament laws given to Israel, except the ceremonial laws, are applicable
today) espoused by the Reconstructionists.14 In fact, Gothard has stated that one does not even need to be a
Christian to benefit from his seminars. The seminars are aimed at helping people be more successful where they are
(i.e., "These principles apply to all: Jews, Christians, and Atheists." [4/26/74, St. Paul Dispatch]).15 Gothard seems
to be using the Bible as a success course for all people.

In actuality, Gothard has substituted his laws for the Law of God. The New Testament is clear that we are unable to
keep the Law of God, and that one of the purposes of the Law was to show us our need for a Savior. Given that,
why should we expect to be able to keep the principles and laws of Gothard? Gothard replaces the sovereignty of
God and a personal relationship with Him with formulas and principles. A former Gothardite puts it well:
"Gothard's system is one whereby our actions or inaction and adherence to his principles make God pleased with
us. I believe that Scripture teaches that God desires us to live lives free of sin, but my position before Him is totally
dependent upon the Blood of Jesus and the utterly and totally finished work of the cross. Gothard has created his
own Mishna, and in the process, has created a cult of neo-Pharisees. Paul referred to men like Gothard as dogs and
mutilators of the flesh (Philippians 3:2) when they tried to put new believers back under the Jewish law. Bill
Gothard has merely substituted his Institute's principles for the written and oral/rabbinical Jewish law."16

The Psychological Way

Gothard's concept of "accepting" one 's physical defects teaches that God deliberately made people with deformities
in order to glorify Himself. Notwithstanding Exodus 4:11, John 9 teaches that the defective gene pool caused by the
Fall is the original cause of all deformities, all of which God allows to occur and then may choose to use to His
glory. The Biblical teaching is quite different than Gothard's concept of God being some kind of gruesome author
of physical defects, through which the recipient of the defect is to love himself anyway. (See the Gothard
publication Secrets to Self-Acceptance, as well as page 122 of the Rebuilder 's Guide.)

Gothard also teaches that one's undue concern for clothes may be an attempt to cover up or compensate for
unchangeable physical features that the person has rejected. He claims that Jesus linked these two thoughts in
Matthew 6:27-28 ("Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature? And why take ye thought
for raiment?"). Gothard makes it sound as though Jesus is addressing the problem of shame over unwanted
blemishes, a big nose, or the like. A glance at the context, however, reveals that Jesus had nothing of the sort in
mind, but instead was addressing the sin of habitual worry (Matt. 6:25). "Jesus by no means was linking the two
thoughts of clothing and a poor self-image, but by teaching that He was, Gothard also commits the error of
anachronistic (chronologically misplaced) reasoning, by 'projecting' (if you will) the assumptions of 20th century
psychology onto the teachings of Jesus" ("A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's
Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996).

Gothard teaches a methodology for birthing godly children, which is not only unscientific, but borders on the
occult. Through what he calls "Pre-Birth Training," Gothard encourages pregnant mothers to read the Bible to the
embryos in their wombs for the purpose of relaxing the embryo and for teaching it Biblical truth (supposedly
"subconsciously" -- sounds like communication with the Freudian unconscious)!17 But a newborn baby can't even
understand the Bible, how can an embryo? Of course, it can't, unless one believes in the thoroughly discredited
concept of the Freudian unconscious. The extent to which Gothard carries opinion, seemingly made Scriptural, is
far beyond what any reputable scientist would confirm.
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Gothard continues to promote the pop psychology idea that birth order is a key determinant of human personality
traits. The "birth order" concept has long been a favorite of psychologists such as humanist Alfred Adler. However,
numerous studies have now shown this idea to be pure myth. [See pp. 235-237 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II
(reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), by Martin & Deidre Bobgan.]

Nevertheless, in an IBLP publication Secrets to Self-Acceptance, Gothard teaches that, "Every child has special
characteristics, tendencies, and needs which are directly related to his or her birth order. [The words, "Every child,"
and "directly related," certainly have the ring of an ordinal purist.] ... By accepting my birth order, I am able to
bring my tendencies under the control of the Holy Spirit, thus avoiding the destructive rivalry and bitterness which
often occurs among family members" (p. 6). (Emphasis added.) Not satisfied with merely attributing the cause of
various problems of life to one's birth order (inside front cover), Gothard even (blasphemously) applies the birth
order concept to the life of Christ; i.e., Gothard teaches that some of Christ's character traits are indicative of His
being a first-born! (p. 19). What Gothard has done is to read into Scripture an unproven idea in the same way
Minirth, Meier and other psychological integrationists "prove" that the Freudian ego-defense mechanisms are found
in the Bible.

Gothard's teachings on self are also extremely psychological in nature -- the "Self-Image" section of his Institute in
Basic Youth Conflicts (IBYC) notebook is titled "Acceptance of Self." While Gothard's defenders claim that the
self-acceptance focus of the ministry exclusively addresses how one should respond correctly to physical defects, in
reality, well over 50% of the material in the aforementioned notebook section focuses upon "forming attitudes
about ourselves." There is a two-page table entitled "Evidences of Self-Rejection" (which would perhaps be better
titled "Evidences of Self-Love"), which claims that the Bible teaches all of the following (all emphases added):

(a) "... if we cannot love ourselves in the right way, we will also find it difficult to love others in the
right way. 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself' (Mt. 19:19)."

(b) "Complaints about unchangeable physical features, abilities, parentage, and social heritage are
significant indications of self-rejection."

(c) A "perfectionist" usually is a person with unhealthy self-rejection.

(d) People who worry about clothing have inferiority complexes. (This is a typical example of
Gothard's theology -- he moves from experience to doctrine, from illustrations to principles and full-
blown teachings.)

(e) What the Bible calls "pride" is actually humility in disguise -- "A person who appears superior is
actually a person who inwardly feels inferior but is trying to narrow his field of comparison."

(f) "Self-worth increases as we make significant contributions to the body of Christ."

And in a more recent Gothard publication, Secrets to Self-Acceptance, not being able to accept oneself, or rejecting
oneself, is classified as a defining cause of failure to love one's wife (inside front cover), and is cited as evidence of
one's rejection of God! (pp. 16-17 & 23). Moreover, the symptoms of self-rejection are claimed to be
communicated to the next generation (a kind of "ancestral" inferiority?) (p. 18). A list of 42 symptoms is given for
the reader to determine if he has rejected himself, but has been covering it up (p. 24). Another Gothard selfism
along these same lines:18

"Failure to properly love myself causes me to be unable to properly love others. ... Self-worth comes
by knowing that I have a vital function within the body of Christ. ... Self-acceptance is the basis for
glorifying God and being conformed to the image of Christ" (p. 23).

Moreover, much of what Gothard teaches on basic "needs" is strikingly similar to that taught by so-called Christian
psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious
needs motivating behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind
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with drives and impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its
hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).] Gothard, like Crabb, sees man as having to
meet three primary needs: acceptance, security, and meaning/significance. Approximately 10% of the Rebuilder's
Guide is devoted to Gothard's teachings on need identification and satisfaction (pp. 128-153 & 204).

Last, but not least, Bill Gothard has promoted (and continues to promote) a Mormon by the name of Dr. Michael
Ballam, who appears to be heavily influenced by New Age principles and psychological therapies. Dr. Ballam
produces self-help tapes known as "Music and the Mind." In the mid-1990s, it is reported that Gothard's Institute
promoted the teachings of Michael Ballam at a pastors' conference of about 1,000. Ballam's "Music and the Mind"
audiotapes speak of such psychological and/or New Age/occultic concepts as "alpha levels," "right brain-left
brain," and "planetary vibration tones," and give glowing testimony of children who were having extreme difficulty
in school, then become excellent students and/or geniuses, thus reaching their highest potential, by mindfully
listening to "special music" utilizing Ballam's so-called "music therapy." 

As of February 2004, Gothard continues to promote Dr. Ballam by offering Ballam's "Music and the Mind"
audiocassettes on his website. Ballam's website promotes the concept of "Inspiration," which clearly implies that
Our Lord Jesus was merely a channeler of power and/or energy in order to do His miracles. Equating Jesus Christ's
miracle working power with the unique abilities of famous composers, Ballam's website states: "The powers from
which all truly great composers like Mozart, Schubert, Bach and Beethoven drew their inspiration is the same
power that enabled Jesus to work his miracles. It is the power that created our earth and the whole universe."
(Emphasis added.) Ballam also gives credence on his website to such New Age concepts as biofeedback, guided
imagery, meditative exercises, and all manner of self-empowerment techniques. [In a personal phone conversation
with a concerned Christian in early-1998, Gothard defended his promotion of Ballam by saying he (Gothard) "was
just trying to show the negative influences of Rock Music."]

The Medicine Man

Gothard has produced some twenty "Basic CARE" booklets/bulletins (24, including the Series Two booklets on
medical philosophy) through ILBP's Medical Training Institute of America (MTIA). These booklets contain
information and advice on a variety of medical topics. Gothard also presents diagnoses and cures for medical
problems which, in some cases, could possibly cause serious harm -- even life-threatening consequences. It seems
that some very risky and unwise choices can be made based on Bill Gothard's unclear and conflicting guidance in
these matters. 

It is also clear that Gothard devalues the opinion of medical doctors, and by devaluing doctors' opinions in these
matters, he removes the possibility of individuals making "wise" choices based on the most objective information
available which has been provided by the doctors. Gothard declares, "Wise parents will not look at these
circumstances from their point of view," i.e., doctors warning of possible serious complications, mental, and
physical deformities, but will look instead "from God's bigger picture." How "God's bigger picture" becomes
grasped by wise parents is not revealed. Many cult members have sacrificed their children and even their own lives
on such subjective and presumptuous claims of having special knowledge of God's will. 

Another example of Bill Gothard's questionable medical teaching is found in his Basic CARE Bulletin #7. In this
bulletin, "How to Avoid Unnecessary Cesarean Sections," in a section titled, "Getting a Word from the Lord,"
Romans 15:4 is quoted -- "For whatever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that we
through patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope." One might well wonder how God speaks today
through the Scriptures to any concerned couple to give direction about Cesarean Sections! Here in Bulletin #7, the
answer is provided. "A couple who is contemplating a VBAC [Vaginal Birth After Cesarean] should ask the Lord
to give them a specific portion of Scripture that they can claim for the birth. Both the father and the mother should
memorize and meditate on this passage and use it to conquer any fear that may come during the pregnancy or
delivery." (Unfortunately, this mystical approach to "getting a word from the Lord" to determine God's specific
will, is similar to the kind of divination Scripture clearly condemns. Nowhere in the Bible is the above "tea leaves"
method of reading Scripture taught as a way to discern God's will.) 
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In the Basic Care Newsletter of January, 1996, it was actually reported that in two situations the existence of
Cabbage Patch and Troll dolls in the home effectively prevented the mothers from giving birth! Once the offending
toys were removed from the homes, the women were able to successfully give birth. The "cleansing of the home
from evil influences," was credited to the attending midwives committed to Gothard's teaching. It is scary to think
that a midwife's first inclination might be to "cleanse" a home of perceived evil influences, rather than call 911 in
the midst of a challenging delivery. Attributing this much power to a doll goes beyond the pale of reason and
lapses into pagan superstition.

Too much of the medical advice offered by Gothard in his materials prescribes a distinctively mystical approach to
diagnosing and solving medical problems. The expression "medical training," under which banner these bulletins
are published, is a misnomer. Such mystical advice cannot truly be deemed "medical" since it is far removed from
any scientific foundation. Moreover, it is downright dangerous. (Excerpted and/or adapted from "Bill Gothard's
Evangelical Talmud, Part 4: Bill Gothard's Mystical Approach to Medical Issues," by Marty Butz, The Midwest
Christian Outreach Journal, September-October, 1998.) 

Dating vs. Courtship

As an offshoot of Gothard's teachings on authority, Gothard teaches that young people must allow their authorities
to determine whom they will marry, and that God can bless no marriage if it goes against parental counsel. In his
booklet titled Establishing Biblical Standards of Courtship, beneath a picture of a couple riding bikes, Gothard
writes: "Is this couple dating, or courting? The answer will have an important effect upon their lives, the lives of
their families, and (if they marry) the lives of those in ever generation which follows. There is a definite and vital
difference between courtship and dating. Unless this difference is understood and the principles of courtship are
applied, defrauding and hurts can result, as well as lasting physical, mental, and spiritual consequences." 

Gothard must view dating as an abominable sin if it can have consequences "in every generation which follows!"
Courtship, on the other hand, "is a father's agreeing to work with a qualified young man to win his daughter for
marriage …" "the Lord has warned us not to follow our natural inclinations but to receive His precise guidelines
for carrying out a Godly courtship." 

In defining dating and courting so tightly, and then juxtaposing them, Gothard creates a false dilemma by asserting
that all who date do so for their own personal pleasure rather than with the motive of forming a mutual
commitment, leading potentially to marriage. Why must Gothard's idea of "courtship," which is, in effect, arranged
marriage, be the only alternative to casual dating, rather than serious, conscientious dating? In creating this false
dilemma, he has set up his followers to accept the idea that there is only one divinely inspired, God-ordained
method of finding a spouse. Any other way is sure to bring God's cataclysmic judgment on the couple and their
descendants for generations. We find Gothard's courtship teaching to be unbiblical, unfair, unreasonable,
unworkable, and, ultimately, unwise. 

One of the reasons Gothard gives to ban dating is that "through the deception of dating, Satan is able to reduce the
fruitfulness of one's ministry both in singleness and in marriage." He reasons that single people spend too much
time pairing off and enjoying companionship with members of the opposite sex. Hence, when they marry, they may
soon get bored and "neglect the responsibilities of marriage to enjoy the benefits of singleness." 

Gothard argues that when a single person feels the need to have companionship, he or she is not being content with
the Lord and "… unless we are content with the Lord in singleness, we will not be content with another person in
marriage." In other words, feelings of loneliness indicate a spiritual problem. 

It must be emphasized again that in Gothard's system, under no possible circumstances is a courtship to be entered
into without the consent of the parents. In his seminar Gothard says, "I'm firmly convinced that God never intended
girls to turn down dates. He intended for their father's [sic] to." This principle applies equally to marriage. In
Gothard's booklet Establishing Biblical Standards of Courtship, there is a page for sons and daughters to cut out,
which is a covenant they sign with their fathers to "… demonstrate your commitment to God's plan for courtship
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instead of man's philosophy of dating. …" 

The young person must say to his or her father, "I will wait for your full release before entering into marriage." The
father, in turn, tells his daughter that "I will protect you from unqualified men." To his son the father says, "I will
protect you from strange women." This covenant is "between a father and a son as witnessed by the Lord Jesus
Christ," and must be signed by the child, the father, and the family's pastor. 

In all of Gothard's writing and teaching on the subject of courtship and marriage, there is a complete absence of any
understanding of this special kind of intimacy between a man and a woman that cements a marriage together. In
Gothard's booklet Understanding the Biblical Foundations of Marriage, no mention is made of anything even
relating to intimate love. When Gothard does mention love, it is cold and clinical. Although Gothard's teaching on
courtship does not explicitly forbid romantic love, one gets the impression that if it happens it's a bonus, not an
essential ingredient for marriage. Safety is what matters, and giving one's heart can truly be scary in an insecure
world. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 253-256; 258; 276-277)

Other Problems with Gothardism

Other general problems with Gothard's "system":

(a) Makes dogmatic assertions on arbitrary matters (e.g., "God's order of worship"). He apparently
believes that every Scriptural truth can be systematically tied-up with a neat ribbon, without any
exceptions. He then selects a Scriptural illustration that makes it all look air-tight (e.g., see pp. 4-5 of
Secrets to Self-Acceptance on adoptive parents and the death of a parent). To disagree with Gothard is,
in effect, to disagree with God. This can create great division in the local church. In Gothardom, every
issue can become a test of fellowship.19a

(b) Appeal is to submit to his system -- a system of legalistic rules -- often based on Old Testament
ceremonial law, not to submit personally to God; God is thus turned into an impersonal Deity instead
of a loving Father. With all the "universal, non-optional principles of life" that Gothard's Basic Seminar
Textbook contains, there are literally thousands more pages of IBLP materials, all filled with lists of 
"principles" for living the Christian life. How could anyone who reads them avoid drawing the
conclusion that the Christian life is one of extremely complicated rule-keeping? Several Bible teachers
have observed that legalism inevitably leads to license, because it frustrates the very grace of God. We
need to become holy. Instead of being cleansed by God's Spirit, legalism depends on one's own efforts;
and since man is not up to the task, sin invariably boils over in the human soul. 19b (Source: "Bill
Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 3: Gothard and the Law," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, July-August 1998.)

(c) Teaches a social gospel geared to save society rather than the Good News of the humility of Christ
through His death, burial, resurrection, and ascension. At its best, Gothard's system can only produce
reformed sinners, not regenerated saints (Jan-Feb 1997, Fundamentalist Digest -- comments on
Gothard's "most important letter -- ever" to "Pastors and Christian Leaders").

(d) Ignores a major premise of dispensational theology; i.e., the distinction between the nation of Israel
and the Church. By "rightly dividing the Word of truth" (2 Tim. 2:15) on the basis of Pauline
Dispensationalism, there is no possible way that God's Old Testament promises and penalties
concerning Israel can be applied to the heavenly Church; i.e., to the Christian, whose life is "hidden
with Christ in God" (Col. 3:3). (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant,
4/97, p. 2.)

(e) Has a misunderstanding of the doctrine of grace. The Advanced Seminar Textbook offers
"operational definitions" that are misleading and wrong. The Grace of God, which is God's unmerited
favor, is defined by Gothard as: "The desire and power to reproduce ourselves spiritually." In this
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redefining and recasting of grace, Gothard does not even come close. The source of grace is God, not
ourselves. It is a gift from God (Eph. 2:8-9) -- the goodness of God manifested toward the ill-
deserving. Furthermore, Gothard defines faith as "Visualizing what God intends to do." Faith is not
visualization in any sense. Faith (Greek: pistis) is trust in God and His Word. Faith is clinging to God
and His promises (Rom. 10:17). It is translated as trust in most of the Old Testament passages. It is a
distortion to turn a strong Biblical concept into a watered-down human endeavor of visualization.
(Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," The
Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.) [In a paper by Gothard titled
Definition of Grace [IBLP:2000], Gothard attacks the Biblical definition of grace as "unmerited favor,"
calling it instead a "faulty definition." He says, "In the Old Testament, those who found grace
possessed qualities that merited God's favor." This "meriting God's favor" contradicts the heart and soul
of the Biblical teaching about grace. For Gothard, the primary purpose of grace is to assist Christians in
keeping the Law, and a primary purpose for keeping the Law is to "earn" more grace! (Source: Veinot
& Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 143; 147.)]

(f) Has a weak view of the seriousness of sin in God's eyes -- sin is at times referred to as "failure"
(e.g., see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 100, 194). In some instances, he seems to have also abdicated
individual responsibility for sin (e.g., see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 79, 87, 91).

(g) Views spiritual warfare for the believer to include mandatory binding and rebuking of Satan and his
demons, and "praying a hedge of thorns" around one's estranged spouse (see Rebuilder's Guide, pp.
115, 119-121, 124). (Gothard also teaches the concept of "ancestral" demons.) Ed Silvoso, a
charismatic "spiritual warfare expert" has also appeared with Gothard at his seminars.20 A 1992
booklet, Ten Reasons for Alumni to Be Encouraged, describes a typical demon deliverance ritual then
being conducted at various IBLP meetings.21

Even spiritual warfare guru Neil Anderson (author of The Bondage Breaker) appeared with Gothard at
a 6/94 Homeschooling Training Seminar in Knoxville, Tennessee. Almost without exception,
demonizers are eradicationists. Via their experience-centered error, the old man is "crucified, dead and
gone -- extinct." Hence, it is a simple matter to substitute a demon for the indwelling old Adamic man.
Cast out the demon of a specific symptom, and the individual is "delivered." (Source: Miles J.
Stanford, 4/97 report, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant.)

(h) Leaves followers with a false understanding of spirituality -- in two ways. One way is that some
begin to think holiness is conformity to lists of rules and regulations; emphasis is placed on external
rather than internal issues. People may perceive themselves to be more spiritual than others in the
church based on adherence to dietary regulations, hairstyles, clothing regulations, types of music they
listen to, or a host of other issues promoted by Gothard. Paul frequently wrote against the use of an
external standard (Colossians 2:16-17, 20-23).  The other way concerns Gothard's mystical
tendencies.22

(i) An overly rigid division and emphasis on the tripartite division of man into body/soul/spirit.

(j) Supports principles by the implications of the text rather than by the interpretation of the text,
leading often to the implications becoming the main teaching (e.g., Job neglected his family, hence his
problems). In other words, he comes to the truth via analogy instead of by doctrine; i.e., he creates an
analogy, and on the basis of that, he builds a truth. This is dangerous because one doesn't know what
the product of the Scripture is, compared to what the product of the analogy is, because it's all mixed-
up together.23 (See also pp. 119-124 & 157 of the Rebuilder's Guide for Gothard's derivation of his
"praying a hedge of thorns" doctrine.)

(k) Similar to (j) above, Gothard makes a goal out of a byproduct. Gothard is seemingly filled with this
urge of trying to solve the problems of youth and taking care of "basic youth conflicts." He is making a
goal out of a byproduct. One illustration of this is the great appeal he makes for the desire for success.
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He teaches that if somebody wants to be successful, you teach him how to be successful. But the desire
for success doesn't need to be glorified, it needs to be crucified! The Bible tells us how to be
OBEDIENT, and if I am obedient, the byproduct is success. (Source: The Projector, Frank Sells.)

(l) Heavy reliance on paraphrased editions of the Bible (Phillip's and Living Bible most frequently),
allowing crucial principles to be established on the basis of the "feeling" expressed in the paraphrase.
Gothard claims that every teaching from his seminars is "firmly rooted in the King James Bible," but
that paraphrases, though not relied on for doctrine, "may be helpful in widening our understanding of a
verse in its application" (personal letter on file).24 (How can either of these so-called versions be
"helpful in widening our understanding of a verse in its application"? By relying on either of these
Bibles for the application of doctrine is, by definition, relying on them for doctrine.)

(m) Guilty of mixing discovery with revelation. In one of his brochures, Gothard says that in his fifteen
years of working with teenagers, he has "discovered" their problems. Then he takes the problems he
has "discovered" and finds the answers in the Bible. The fallacy of this methodology  is that neither
Gothard nor anybody else is qualified to discover the so-called problem any more than he is qualified
to solve it. We need the statement of the problem from the Bible as well as the answer from the Bible.
The Bible reveals both! Gothard in effect says, "Don't tell me anything about their problems. I know
about the problems." The answer is, he doesn't! Both the problem and the answer need to be revealed
from the Word, not discovered from experience. (Source: The Projector, Frank Sells.) (For example,
where in the Bible is the teenager's need for acceptance and a good self-image? Gothard has obviously
"discovered" this problem elsewhere.)

(n) Teaching on "Authority" and "Chain of Command" is unbiblical. Gothard teaches that children are
to obey parents even when they know God's will is something different. He teaches that there should be
an unquestioning accountability to the authority of parents, even after the child moves into adulthood,
and even if the parents are unsaved (cf. Psa. 1).25 This includes the requirement that both sets of
parents consent unanimously in their son's or daughter's selection of marriage partners, again, even if
the parents are both pagans. Failure to obey this requirement, according to Gothard, will always lead to
future marriage problems (see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 78, 110, 154, 224, 235). (He also teaches that
women are always to obey their husbands instead of God in matters of conscience.)

(o) Incomplete exegesis of Exodus 20:4-6 (and apparent ignorance of Ezek. 18) has led to the
unscriptural teaching that children are guilty for the sins of their forefathers.26 This is the Charismatic
error of applying Old Testament generational retribution to the church (Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism:
Charismatic & Covenant, 4/97, p. 1). For example, Gothard teaches that the "sons" must agree to the
guilt and ask God to remove its consequences, and that parents of an adopted child should research the
child's biological parents and pray with the child for forgiveness, even casting out demons if necessary.
He also warns against adopting a child altogether, because you might be adopting one that has been
cursed (Exo. 20:4-6 again).27 (See Rebuilder 's Guide, pp. 160 & 181; and "Ten Reasons Why Adopted
Children Tend to Have More Conflicts," IBYC, 1982, pp. 1-2.) The only result of such a teaching is
guilt -- something Gothard seems to desire to produce in his followers.

IBLP Programs and Affiliated Organizations

Among the programs or organizations affiliated with the institute in Basic Life Principles are (Source: The Flint
Journal, "Low-keyed evangelist emerges as major player in Flint's future," July 9, 2000, pp. A-1,A-10):  [As of
July 2000; Some of the ministries and numbers have been updated from IBLP's 1/2004 website.]

Seminars: Basic Seminar; Advanced Seminar; Children's Institute; All-Day Ministers' Seminar. All are based on
principles Gothard [supposedly] gleaned from Biblical principles. More than 2.5 million people have attended the
Basic Seminar, by the Institute's count. 
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Education: The Telos Institute, a post-secondary [distance learning] degree program that integrates Biblical
principles and character training with life skills, has a current enrollment of 336. [Telos students may earn an
associate of arts degree in Character Development Services, and an associate of arts degree in Child and Youth
Character Development. Preliminary studies in mechanical engineering are also available.] Oak Brook College of
Law, a four-year juris doctorate correspondence program that offers a legal education with a [supposedly] Biblical
basis, had 21 graduates earlier this year [2000] in its inaugural class. Advanced Training Institute, a home-based
education program focusing on moral, intellectual and spiritual development, has 12,800 students. 

CharacterFirst! Education: The character-training program is offered in 800 schools across the country.

International Association of Character Cities: Provides materials and assistance to municipal leaders committed
to reinforcing positive character in their communities. More than 75 cities have adopted the program.                       

Air Land Emergency Resource Team (ALERT): Composed of male graduates of the Advanced Training
Institute, the program is activated at the request of government officials and provides disaster relief and
humanitarian aid, as well as aerial, land underwater search and recovery. The program is based on a 22-acre former
college campus in Texas donated to the Institute. The program currently has 181 enrolled; it has 600 graduates. 

Training Centers: The institute operates 17 centers worldwide that offer character-based training for individuals,
businesses, orphans, and juvenile delinquents. 

CharacterLink: The Internet service provider displays content blocks and other safe access options. There are
more than 1,300 subscribers.

[Return to Text]
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End Notes

1 Gothard's organization is an educational road show that teaches his unique view of Scripture. His seminars offer
self-help, presumably from the Bible, in the form of lists and steps to solving life's problems. He has a subjective
and personal interpretive scheme, and finds in God's Word what no one else has. (Source: "A Study in Evolving
Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom
Outreach, April-June 1996.)

Gothard promises seminar attendees: "Using this Seminar as a foundation, we can now offer you an unprecedented
series of further educational, informational, and character development opportunities that will be the best guarantee
that your sons and daughters will avoid the destructive pressures of our day ..." (Emphasis added.) [Notice there is
no mention of faith in Jesus Christ as a guarantee of anything!] Gothard continues, "you want to break destructive
habits; conquer anger, guilt, and bitterness; restore vital relationships with family and others; experience true
freedom and happiness; understand why things happen to you; and discover God's purpose for your life ... THIS
SEMINAR IS FOR YOU. This Seminar presents seven non-optional, universal principles which every person must
follow regardless of culture, race, religion, education, or social status. These principles teach people how to have
successful lives, marriages, families, and businesses." (Italics added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) It is
almost as if Gothard is saying. "With all the promises and guarantees we offer, who needs Jesus Christ!"

Gothard advertises Basic Youth Conflicts Seminar ("The Basic Seminar" -- $75 for an individual; $125 for a
married couple) topics as follows: "(1) How can I break habits which I know are wrong?; (2) What are the eight
keys to true success and happiness?; (3) How can I resolve major conflicts with parents and others?; (4) How can I
have a happy and successful marriage?; (5) What are the three root causes to which all major problems in life can
be traced?; (6) How can I overcome guilt from past failures?; (7) How can I have freedom from financial
pressures?; (8) How can I resolve anger and bitterness toward others?; (9) How can I conquer boredom and
discover purpose in life?; (10) How can I conquer fear and overcome feeling inferior?; (11) How can I establish
true friendships? ... PROVEN RESULTS" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) Notice the focus on self and what
"I" can get out of this -- where's the focus on Christ and Him crucified?

Amplifying further, Gothard says, "The Basic Seminar addresses seven Biblical principles that apply to every
person, regardless of culture, race, religion, age, education, or social status. A sampling of the topics include
insights on how to break unhealthy habits; resolve anger, guilt, bitterness, and fear; and discover real purpose for
life.  ... Designed for alumni of the Basic Seminar, the Advanced Seminar discusses more specific application of
how Biblical principles apply to marriage, family, education, financial responsibility, and additional topics. ... In the
Financial Freedom Seminar, IBLP board member and real estate developer Jim Sammons shares Biblical
perspectives related to debt, business relationships, and stewardship he learned after experiencing an overwhelming
financial collapse. Mr. Sammons intersperses Biblical counsel with personal anecdotes and lessons drawn from his
own financial woes and successes. ... Each Children's Institute is held in concurrence with a Basic Seminar and uses
nature stories, object lessons, and a 'team' approach to encourage children aged 6-12 to understand the importance
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of Godly character. Its purposes is to turn the hearts of children toward their parents (see Malachi 4:6) and to assist
parents in building strong families. [Held in concurrence with the Basic Seminar, it offers 21 hours of instruction
and has taught 88,000 children since its inception in 1992.]" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 10/00.)
[Return to text]

2 To enroll in Gothard's ATI home schooling program, parents and enrolling children are required to complete the
Basic and Advanced IBLP Seminars (and pay the yearly $675 per family tuition fee). Families must agree to many
guidelines in order to be accepted into the school and continue in it. At the yearly ATI conference, the dress code is
nearly a uniform consisting of a white shirt and navy blue pants or skirt. They must follow a dress code while they
are homeschooling, and the curriculum itself describes in detail what is required for proper and modest dress and
grooming. Beards are not allowed, but an exception is granted to those who have one because of religious
conviction. Once in ATI, a family is sent the curriculum on a regular basis. The curriculum consists of 52 Wisdom
Booklets, which provide nearly all that is required to complete the education. These booklets make a stack just over
a foot high. When a family has completed all the booklets, they start again from the beginning. The curriculum is
intended to be used for all ages simultaneously -- K-12.

Gothard claims that "As students explore information, it passes (consciously or unconsciously) through a grid of
presuppositions in their minds. After the information is evaluated by this 'grid,' it is acted upon." (Emphasis added.)
One of the goals of the training is "To identify each son and daughter's purpose in life and establish direction for
their training." One of the "Tools" to accomplish this is a "Life Purpose Appraisal," which sounds much like
personality testing! (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding
of the origins, techniques, and goals of personality testing would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.]
[Return to text]

3 These "All Day Ministers' Seminars" are purportedly for "senior pastors and Christian leaders" and their wives; it
"addresses current issues facing ministers and Christian leaders and provides training and encouragement" (IBLP
Internet web site, 10/00). A recent seminar covered the following topics: "(1) How to reach the heart of your
listener by understanding his true needs; (2) How to respond to people who live by their own rules; (3) How to
meet an urgent need in your church with new answers on Anger Resolution; (4) How to bring the light of Christ
back into your public schools (A new opportunity!); (5) How to develop three unexpected qualities that God looks
for in a leader He uses; (6) How to avoid defeat by understanding the five aspects of temptation; (7) How to have a
prayer ministry that is guaranteed to get results in your community; (8) How to win the heart of a rebel (vital for
parents); and (9) How to develop a passion for souls." (Emphasis added.) And for the pastor's wife: "(1) The key to
finding inward rest (Elisabeth Elliot teaching); (2) How to help your husband be known in the gates." (Source:
IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

4 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he excuses his ecumenically-attended meetings to the fact that publicans
and Pharisees attended the preaching of the Lord Jesus Christ. He failed to note a key difference. The Pharisees
hated the Lord Jesus Christ and quickly made plans to destroy Him. They did not sit under his ministry and enjoy it
and return to hear more. If Gothard were faithful to the Scriptures in his teachings, modernists, new evangelicals,
off-the-wall charismatics, and Roman Catholics would be convicted of their errors or would not be returning to his
seminars. (Source: 3/27/97, FBIS; adapted from a response to a 2/97 Gothard letter.)
[Return to text]

5 Quoted from a California pastor named John Mincy (8/15/96, Calvary Contender).
[Return to text]

6 A former Gothard ATI Family Coordinator reports that when traveling in Russia in 1992, visiting churches and
holding mini-training seminars for the ATI families, he refused to attend the unbiblical churches he was ordered to
attend. He was forced to resign. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]
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7 In spite of ample evidence of ecumenical compromise on Gothard's part, in an 8/97 personal letter Gothard claims
to be a Biblical separatist and lists six things he separates from. (False doctrine was not on the list.) One item listed
was fornication. It appears that Gothard is hypocritical in this matter also. Dr. Samuel J. Schultz, professor emeritus
of Old Testament, Wheaton College, was a member of the Board of IBYC (IBLP) from 1965 to 1980. On the
occasion of his resignation from the Board, due to a sex scandal involving Gothard's brother, Steve (IBLP
employee and vice president at the time), and some female members of the IBLP staff, Schultz read the following
paper to the Board. In part, he stated:

"On May 14, 1980, we as Board members were shocked to learn of the gross immorality that had
prevailed for some time among the staff under Bill's supervision as president. The disruption that
followed adversely affected the lives of almost the entire staff and families associated with IBYC.
Their confidence in Bill was shaken, and his credibility deteriorated rapidly in the wake of this tragedy.
Steve Gothard (Bill's younger brother) and the seven female employees with whom he has been
involved sexually were dismissed immediately. If any of us assumed that this was the basic problem,
we were soon made aware of the almost total loss of confidence by the staff in Bill as an administrator
and teacher in the seminars. The basic charge: Bill does not practice what he teaches. By July, Bill's
leadership was bankrupt. On Saturday morning, July 5th, a member of the Gothard family shared in
detail with the Board that Steve Gothard has also been deeply involved in pornography. The staff
communicated to us that they could not conscientiously promote the seminars since Bill was not
consistent with his message. This assertion is documented repeatedly by staff members as they resigned
throughout the rest of the year. ..." (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant,
4/97, p. 4.)

Dozens of employees resigned, angry at the way Gothard handled the incident, the Chicago Tribune reported. Bill
Gothard also resigned, but he soon returned to the ministry (less than a month after leaving). In 1986, Steve
Gothard went to court, alleging that brother Bill had tricked him into deeding his home and 360 acres of property in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan to the Institute. Steve Gothard dropped the suit in 1988 and told the Tribune in
1992 he has nothing but praise for his brother. (Source: 7/9/00, The Flint Journal.) [Bill Gothard also had some
morality problems of his own. It was reported in the 4/5/98 issue of the  L.A. Times that "Bill Gothard was seen by
staff members patting and fondling women employees. Later, he admitted in staff meetings that these actions were
'moral failures' on his part" (Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, p. 54).]
[Return to text] 

8 In a February 1997 letter to Calvary Contender's editor, Jerry Huffman, Gothard says he has not and does not
give "prophetic directives," as the 2/95 Charisma reported. The question to Gothard that goes begging for an
answer is (from Huffman's response to Gothard): 

"Why have you not cleared this up with Charisma? It is the main magazine of the charismatics, it is
down there near where the meeting was (in Florida), and was friendly to the Bright gathering. So I
assumed they would quote you correctly. But by you not first pursuing a retraction from Charisma (a
six-digit circulation magazine), the source of the 'error,' but instead faulting me for a one-sentence
reported quote from you (in my barely four-digit circulation little newsletter) is puzzling. I can see how
some might conclude that by leaving the 'prophetic directive' remark unchallenged in Charisma would
tend to boost your attendance from charismatics at your meetings, but to cover all bases, this must not
be reported to Fundamentalists. I certainly hope this is not the case and would hope that you would,
even two years later, write a letter to the Charisma editor to correct their 'erroneous' quote. ... If you
plan to do this, or take other action to clarify this, please let me know and I will gladly inform CC
readers." 

As of January of 2004, Gothard has still not responded to Mr. Huffman.
[Return to text]

9 Gothard claims: "Now is the time that you and your church can have a profound part in literally changing the
direction of America. The opportunity of the century is now here! Over twenty U.S. cities and states and other
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nations have officially invited us to work with their troubled youth and help them build stronger families! Whole
cities are now sponsoring a Basic Seminar after one city experienced a 50 percent drop in juvenile crime only four
months after their Basic Seminar. Other cities are asking us to bring our young people into their public schools to
teach their faculties and students how to develop character qualities such as honesty, diligence, obedience,
gratefulness, responsibility, virtue, initiative, orderliness, and attentiveness. A pilot program has already been
approved by the curriculum director and other school officials in Oklahoma City and will be under way February 3,
1997!" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)

The state of Arkansas is one of 14 states that have required character training in the schools. Moreover, Arkansas
has mandated Gothard's CharacterFirst! character training program be used: "The plan calls for teaching character
in all their public schools and, at the same time, enrolling thousands of outstanding high school boys in an
'Arkansas ALERT Program' (Air Land Emergency Resource Team). These young men would learn personal
disciplines, character qualities, practical skills, and basic life principles. They would respond to needs throughout
the state and enlist welfare recipients to work with them on special projects. A superintendent of a school district in
Arkansas has offered his schools for a totally new approach to education. We would restructure his schools around
age-integrated learning teams rather than the traditional age-segregated classes. The older student team leaders
would be trained to be role models and to work with younger students on their teams. Teachers would be guides,
academic consultants, and professional tutors working to serve the parents, who would accept primary
responsibility for their children's education and facilitate further teaching in the home." (Source: IBLP Internet web
site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

10 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he pleads that his teaching cannot possibly be psychological, because he
was not trained in psychology nor has he "read the works of secular or Christian psychologists or psychiatrists."
However, it is not necessary to be trained in psychology to use psychological ideas. These psychological teachings
have thoroughly saturated our society and the church has absorbed them. Gothard's work shows clear evidence of
this through his teachings on self-acceptance, self-rejection, self-image, self-love, self-worth, and the need
theology teachings of Larry Crabb. Contrary to Gothard's claim, none of this comes from "studying the Scriptures."
(One attendee at an "All Day Ministers' Seminar" in New Jersey reported that pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson
was favorably referred to many times by Gothard. In addition, left-brain/right-brain guru and self-love proponent
Gary Smalley worked for Gothard for ten years.)

Also contradicting Gothard's claim that he is psychology-free, with all of his teachings firmly rooted in the
Scriptures, is a 1993 booklet published by IBLP titled How to Conquer the Addiction of Rock Music. One section is
titled, "How the Rock Beat Creates an Addiction: Explained by a Psychiatrist" (pp. 81-85). The psychiatrist is a
man by the name of Verle Bell, formerly of the Freudian-based Minirth-Meier Clinic (Chicago), who not only runs
a psychological counseling "ministry" in the Chicago area, but has also conducted in-house teaching/training of the
IBLP staff.
[Return to text]

11 Testimony from a former Gothardite: "It made so much sense at the time. He had an answer to everything. I was
having problems at work and Mr. Gothard pointed out that I had failed to submit to the authority of my boss and
work the eighty hours a week he demanded. For an electrical engineer, I wasn't making quite as much money as I
thought I should and Mr. Gothard attributed it all to a loan that I had taken out and I was receiving God's
chastening for violating His principles. In college, I had trouble in some of the more esoteric mathematical and
electrical engineering classes, ... it was because I had gone to public school and state college and listened to rock
music while doing so and God just couldn't help me because of that sin. Marital problems, chalk that up to
rebellious music, television and failing to follow God's plan of courtship instead of dating. Mr. Gothard presented a
world in which God had established principles to govern reality. These principles were such a strong influence in
this world that Gothard teaches that we can come to know God by knowing His principles. His Institute also
teaches that if we honor these principles, God is required to honor us. This stuff made perfect sense the first time I
heard it. All of my problems could be attributed to my unwitting failure to honor these principles. If I had just
gotten the formula right, God would have had to make me a success."
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And from another former Gothardite: "Mr. Gothard does not teach these wonderful truths which will set us free
from the power of sin (the law) and to allow the Holy Spirit to empower us to be everything we were meant to be.
No! He teaches how to be enslaved to the power and the penalty of sin. There is no freedom of the Spirit to lead in
one's life. Gothard must think he has the blueprint for one's life. By the time you have "progressed" to the elite
"home education" seminar, he will dictate when to get up in the morning, how to dress, what to eat (dietary law),
what music to listen to, how to us the TV (never) and the newspaper (let others screen it for you), not to use
contraceptives, when to have sex with your mate (based on Levitical law), what colors and styles to use in your
dress, how to clean your house, how to check your mail, choice of toys, whether a man should wear a beard or not,
how to use your money, how you should worship, how to be cleansed from sin, how to be right with your brothers,
friendships, dating, and the list goes on. Gothard's blueprint is indeed a "how to" religion which gives people no
room for personal Christianity. It is a way of controlling and cloning people. What area of life would the Holy
Spirit be able to interact with a person under this system? Does Gothard know the mind of God so well that he can
dictate so many details in the lives and hearts of God's people? Wouldn't this also isolate these people from any
truth or added information from sources outside of the Gothard camp? Would it enhance an arrogance of
superiority in the body of Christ because no one but Gothard knows God's way? (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A
Matter of Basic Principles, pp.198-199.)

Christians should be extremely wary of anyone who teaches that God requires the practice of the Old Testament
Law or portions thereof in order to become successful in one's spiritual life. On the contrary, the apostle Paul tells
believers that they are "delivered from the Law" and are "become dead to the Law" (Rom. 7:4). He adds, "Now we
are delivered from the law ... that we should serve in newness of spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter' (Rom.
7:6). The Law revealed sin (Rom. 7:7) and served as a "schoolmaster," pointing forward to Christ. The New
Testament believer is to derive his instruction for "successful" living from the New Testament, realizing that the
power to accomplish the obedience of faith comes from the Holy Spirit. Mixing law and grace as Gothard does
inevitably results in the confusion of basic, theological principles. (Source: May-June 2000, Foundation.)
[Return to text]

12 Gothard seems to truly believe that his seven principles, applied diligently, will insure that God's desires are
carried out in the lives of those who follow them and that the adherents will be the better for it. These "principles,"
rather than a relationship with God, are the focus of Gothard's teaching. The following seven steps, or principles,
are recalled by a former Gothard follower: (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 49; 207-
209; and IBLP website, 1/04.)

Accepting God's design in the way He made us (self-acceptance) -- We must accept the way that god has designed us,
and make no changes to it, except changes that will attract attention to God. Out of this principle stem two other key
teachings (a) we must have bright eyes. This is based on Isaiah 60:1, which is a clear misuse of Scripture; and (b) No
forms of birth control are acceptable even for use within marriage. God has designed us to reproduce! 

Being responsible for our offenses (clear conscience) -- We have a responsibility to God to be perfect in every action,
word, deed, and thought. This puts followers into a continual confessing process where they are scared they have
forgotten to confess some misstep. This step is really tied into the third principle. 

Getting under the protection of God-ordained leaders (response to authority) -- We must be under authority. This is
Gothard's favorite principle, and the one he spends the most time on. When you join Gothard's group, you become a part
of a "chain of authority," originating directly with God. The "chain of authority," diagrammed as a pyramid, places God at
the top, Bill Gothard directly underneath, then his aides, then the fathers of every family in his program. Of course, the
mother and children are placed under the father. This principle is tied to the second one in that children and wives are to
confess all improper words, actions, thoughts, and deeds to the father, as they would to God. 

Forgiving those who offend us (suffering) -- We will suffer for committing to such a high standard of living. The endless
lists of rules and regulations which are imposed on all members of this cult by the religious hierarchy are explained away
as a special standard of living which God expects of those who are so much closer to the truth and to Him than the rest
of the world. 

Yielding our personal rights (ownership) -- We are owned by God, and by our fathers. This is how Gothard promotes his
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teaching of arranged marriages, and a ritual that engages a daughter to her father until her time of marriage. 

Developing levels of maturity (life purpose/freedom) -- The more that we submit to authority, and continually examine
our minds for where Satan might be inhabiting us, we will find true freedom. 

Engrafting Scripture into our souls (success) -- All of this brings true success, and success will continue as long as we
continue studying Bill Gothard's teachings. 

And from a letter to Miles Stanford from an attendee of a Gothard seminar: "The first time I heard the
identification truths at a Gothard seminar was in May of 1982. Bill shared the truths in a seven-step approach. He
told the crowd that if any of the seven steps were not acted upon one could not expect victory over sin. This is
typical, as Bill is a collector. During the scandal crisis of BIYC, several of the staff were reading [Watchman] Nee's
book The Normal Christian Life. One of the staff was being groomed to replace Bill should the need occur. This
brother did all the video seminars. He met with Bill one Sunday and shared how he saw the Institute endorsing the
law instead of grace. Others shared this same burden with Bill, and out of all of them he developed these seven
(who can argue with the perfect number?) steps. Many expressed to me how excited they were that Bill was
teaching Romans Six, and I hoped that God was turning the sex scandal around. But I was disappointed when I
heard first-hand just what was being taught. Bill makes the truths of Identification a human activity -- more of a
formula than a living truth. And I am afraid that these truths are no more than another file in his drawer. Our
identification with Christ in His death, burial, resurrection, and ascension is not the central truth of Bill's ministry,
but just another truth." (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant, 4/97, pp. 3-4.)
[Return to text]

13 In his Advanced Seminar handout titled "Appendix on the Place of Old Testament Law in the Life of New
Testament Believers," Gothard makes it clear that he does not believe that keeping the Old Testament Law will save
any individual. Nevertheless, he advances the idea that the Old Testament Law plays a vitally important part in the
life of the believer who desires to fulfill God's will. He says Jesus "understood the continuing value of the Law in
the lives of believers" and adds, "The Holy Spirit will guide our daily lives by all Scripture, including the Law, and
give us the power to obey His Word." He believes "the [Old Testament] Law is God's infinitely wise and masterful
'blueprint' for success in personal living, financial decisions, marriage, family, health and community life." Gothard
plunges into great detail to explain his ideas, but he continually uses Scripture out of Its proper, dispensational
context, or even edits the Scripture verses so as to force the text to support his own theology. (Source: May-June
2000, Foundation.)

Also from Gothard's Advanced Seminar materials: He believes that the Old Testament menstrual taboos are for the
New Testament as well. He equates "uncleanness," as the Old Testament refers to the menstrual cycle, to the
"uncleanness" of the New Testament, which is always in the context of refraining from fornication, adultery,
lasciviousness, etc. The conclusion is, of course, that the Old Testament sin of "uncleanness" is equal to the other
sexual sins mentioned in the New Testament. Gothard appears to be using the same English-translated word for
"uncleanliness" to build his case for marital abstinence. Page after page of material discusses sexuality in terms
implying that it limits one's spiritual "power." As a result, there is a strong push in Gothard's system for very
frequent periods of marital abstinence, in order to devote oneself to "prayer and fasting."
[Return to text]

14 Gothard does not profess to be a Theonomist. However, his interpretation of Matthew 5:17 clearly takes a
Theonomian position. Like the Theonomians, Gothard believes Christ’s basic meaning was to reaffirm the validity
of the Law for all time. Nonetheless, Gothard’s view goes beyond that of the Theonomists. He, too, believes that
modern civil laws should be based on Scripture, but he also strongly promotes the ceremonial requirements of the
Law for Christians today. In this, his belief comes closer to that of another group outside of evangelicalism:
Seventh-day Adventists. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, p. 129.)

A Baptist pastor wrote saying that his seven children are involved in home schooling with the Gothard ATI
curriculum -- "The improper interpretation of the Scripture and non-dispensationalism viewpoints are beginning to
show in their attitudes, comments, and lifestyles. The beard issue started my concern (if you have one you are not
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in submission to God)." Gothard teaches that beards indicate a lack of humility. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

15 In September of 1996, forty officials representing Russia and the U.S. Embassy attended a formal dedication of
Gothard's (character) Training Center. The "Russian Parliament adopted a declaration from a committee of experts
stating that the Biblically based principles taught by the Institute would be beneficial for all Russians to follow."
(Emphasis added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

16 Another example of Gothard's "system" is the IBLP Advanced Seminar Textbook -- Gothard provides
information on how women are to select makeup and choose colors that enhance skin tone, how to choose a hair
style, how to wear accessories, and the place of accents on the clothing, as well as how to stand (with illustrations)
and why to avoid any slits in the skirt (pp. 276-281). Beyond these materials is a large set of notes called Advanced
Training Institute of America. In it he teaches on self-image, responsibility, conscience, rights, freedom, success,
purpose, friends, engagement, finances, gratefulness, and prayer. With material this extensive, one can only wonder
when there would be time to read the Bible.

Some of the material borders on being silly. Proverbs 6:6-8 advises us to think ahead like an ant and to make
proper provision for the future. The simple illustration and context are very clear. But why leave it so simple and so
easy? From the Biblical illustration, Gothard develops an elaborate 20-point system (with drawings and
illustrations) around ants! (Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's
Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.)
[Return to text]

17 Gothard perverts Scripture to prove an unscientific psychological opinion. He says in an 8/97 personal letter:
"When John the Baptist was in his seventh month in the womb, he distinguished the voice of Mary and leaped for
joy when he heard her speak." He obviously is referring to Luke 1:41-44, but ignores Luke 1:15. This is not an
every-child situation; this is a special child ordained from the womb by God and "filled with the Holy Ghost, even
from his mother's womb." It appears Gothard is saying that what was true for John the Baptist is true for all babies
in the womb. The other verse used by Gothard is 2 Timothy 3:15. He says, "The Greek word 'brefos' means infant,
and can include an unborn child." I know of no Greek scholar who would say that this verse refers to an unborn
child.
[Return to text]

18 See also pp. 93, 122, 133, 135, 139, 166-167, and 204 of the Rebuilder's Guide for more of Gothard's current
teaching on self-acceptance/self-rejection.
[Return to text]

19a Gothard has a unique strategy for marketing his own books and material -- you could only get them by
attending his seminars. One effect of this was that no one who had not actually attended a seminar had access to
what Gothard was teaching. At his seminars, Gothard publicly discouraged attendees from even discussing
materials outside of the seminars. Since you could not just go out and buy a Gothard book at a Christian bookstore,
Christian book reviewers could not read them and point out any problems found in them. Therefore, almost no one
was able to read any critical analysis of any problems. It also meant his books were generally unavailable to Bible
professors, theologians, and those engaged apologetics and discernment ministries.

Gothard once accused Pastor G. Richard Fisher of being opposed to Bill's teachings in order to justify his (Fisher's)
desire for alcohol. The interesting aspect of this accusation is that Fisher practices complete abstinence from
alcohol. But as has occurred frequently in the past, passing false information about others is not an uncommon
thing for Gothard. At the same time, he is very concerned with keeping negative information about himself and the
Institute from getting out to the public, for he considers it "unbiblical" for others to criticize him. During a staff
meeting at the time of the sex scandal, Gothard introduced a brand-new teaching on Matthew 18. He passed around
a large poster-like contract for all to sign promising never to "give an evil report but only say good things about
other people." According to former staff members, this teaching was meant to intimidate the staff and squelch any
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critical talk about what was going on within the organization. Any discussion of perceived problems was to be
considered "gossip." Bill Gothard equates disagreeing with his teaching and methodology to doubting the Word of
God. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 53, 67, 72, 94, 95.)
[Return to text]

19b An example of Gothard's rule-making carried to the ridiculous occurred at Gothard's Advanced Seminars in
1983 -- Gothard introduced sex regulations based upon Old Testament commands. Under the session titled "Six
Purposes, Principles, and Keys To Fulfillment In The Marriage Relationship," he told married couples to abstain
from physical relations: (1) During the wife's menstrual cycle; (2) Seven days after the cycles; (3) 40 days after the
birth of a son; (4) 80 days after the birth of a daughter; and (5) The evening prior to worship.  
[Return to text]

20 Prominent Southern Baptist evangelist Mickey Bonner has also spoken for Gothard. The 8/97 Charisma said:
"Although [Bonner] was Southern Baptist, he was widely accepted by charismatics because of his emphasis on
spiritual gifts such as healing and deliverance." (Emphasis added.) Bonner collapsed and died 6/5/97 while
preaching a sermon on humility and brokenness. He was addressing 16,000 people who had gathered in Knoxville,
Tennessee for a home schooling conference sponsored by Bill Gothard. (Source: 8/15/97, Calvary Contender.)
[Return to text]

21 "... several men were trying to cast various evil spirits out of the young man. The spirits would leave and then
return. ... I (Gothard) asked him if he would like to learn what bitterness had done to his soul. He eagerly listened
as I drew a chart illustrating how his bitterness had given 'ground' to Satan and how from that 'ground,' Satan had
built his strongholds of false conclusions and was tormenting him with depression, fear, anger, and other
destructive emotions. ... After he understood how Satan had gained areas of jurisdictional authority in his soul when
he 'let the sun go down on his wrath,' he took the following three Scriptural steps. These steps appropriate the
victory that Christ already won for us with His death on the cross: (1) He confessed the sin of bitterness; (2) He
claimed the blood of Christ; (3) He asked God to regain 'ground' in areas of his soul given to Satan. ... he finally
uttered the words, and immediately his uncontrolled trembling stopped and a peace came over him. ... I explained
that immorality will also give 'ground' to Satan and that on that 'ground,' Satan will build false ideas (strongholds)
from which wrong conclusions are made. He acknowledged that there had been much immorality, so we repeated
the steps in order to regain surrendered 'ground.' ... Great praise went up to God for this marvelous demonstration of
His power. ... the next evening as attendees heard this new material on conquering bitterness and regaining 'ground.'
Throughout the remainder of the week, others who applied these steps could be heard in the hallways exclaiming,
'I'm free! I'm free!' ...

"From his strongholds, Satan's tormentors invade other areas of the soul with unexplainable fears, mental confusion,
deep depression, and uncontrollable anger or lust. No matter how these teenagers try to battle these destructive
emotions, they find little success ... 'Bill Gothard told me that because I had received and accepted these thoughts
over the years, Satan had taken a lot of "ground" in my soul. He asked me if I would like to pray and ask the Lord
to take back the "ground" I had given to Satan. ... As soon as I said the words, my shaking stopped. I just felt
relaxed, and I could see clearly. ... I felt a complete freedom! ... To this day, I have not dwelt on or considered
suicide again. I am completely free from the hold Satan had on my life.' ... Any bitterness, greed, or guilt will
darken your eyes and give Satan jurisdiction in your soul. ... A booklet describing this vital truth is available for
you to order." (Emphasis added.) (Source: Ten Reasons for Alumni to Be Encouraged.)
[Return to text]

22 At one of Gothard's seminars, the story was told of a woman who was so spiritually sensitive that she fainted
every time she heard a particular type of rock beat. This story repeated by multiple followers of IBLP. Another
church member who was at this conference, heard the story, and was deeply impressed. For some time thereafter,
every time she heard a song that had a stronger rhythm than she felt was appropriate, she would feel nauseated.
(Apparently, she could not learn how to faint.) 

Gothard and his followers also frequently speak of the "light in the eyes" the young people under his ministry
exhibit, provided they don't listen to contemporary music. A couple of Scriptures are occasionally twisted to support
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this. At one seminar, Gothard said essentially, "Jesus said the eye is the light of the body and let your light shine
before men." In personal correspondence, Gothard denies he uses these verses to support the "light in the eyes"
phenomena. However, he goes on to state, "The light in the eyes is an observable fact." (Source: Keith Gibson,
"When Gothard Comes To Church.")
[Return to text]

23 Gothard's poor hermeneutic technique is THE ISSUE behind all other problems in his ministry. An individual or
family who become heavily involved with IBLP must overlook a series of Scripture abuses. This lack of
understanding regarding proper methods of interpretation leaves the follower open to other teachers who mishandle
the Word. Many of the techniques used by Gothard are also used by cults and faith teachers. A family who
becomes involved in Gothard's ministry is ill prepared to counter these false teachers. (Source: Keith Gibson,
"When Gothard Comes To Church.")
[Return to text]

24 The same man referenced in Endnote #6 confronted Gothard on the subject of the many versions of the Bible
that are accepted and used by the staff and by Gothard himself. Gothard said that he personally believed that the
KJV is God's only Word in English, but would not make a stand. He said he encourages the use of the Phillip's
translation and the memorization of it rather than the KJV. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

25 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he says he teaches that as a child matures to adulthood, "he passes from
chain of command to chain of counsel. Scripture teaches that we should not forsake the counsel of our father and
mother when they are old." This is playing word games. If one is subject to absolute parental authority as long as
the parent is alive, what difference does it make whether it is the parent's chain of command authority or the
parent's counsel to which the child/adult is subject?

Moreover, Gothard is a bit hypocritical in the "Authority" area. The man referenced in Endnotes #6 and #24, when
resigning from IBLP and ATI, told Gothard he could not stay because of their differences in beliefs and because his
father would not let him work for Gothard any longer. Gothard tried to convince him otherwise. The man told
Gothard that he was going against his own authority teachings. Gothard told him to pay no attention to his father.
(Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

26 Gothard emphasizes sins visited "upon the children unto the third and fourth generation" and neither emphasizes
nor explains the pregnant phrase, "of them that hate me." It is also regrettable that he does not properly consider
verse six: "But showing love to thousands who love me and keep my commandments." In an 8/97 personal letter
from Gothard, he tries to make a distinction between the sins of the forefathers and the iniquities, claiming he
teaches that the iniquities are passed on, not the sins. However, this is playing word games again. Moreover, the
word translated iniquity in Exodus 20:4-6, as well as in many other places throughout the Old Testament, includes
not only the tendency to sin, but also the sin, the guilt, the punishment, and the consequences. Gothard also says in
his letter that, "in the same way they [parents] transfer to us physical features and health weakness, they can also
pass on spiritual tendencies." This a false analogy between the spiritual and the physical/genetic.
[Return to text]

27 Gothard teaches that the new parents of an adopted child must research the sins of the "biological parents,"
confessing them and casting the consequences off the child. He says: "Causes of Conflicts -- Adopted children are
affected by the sins of their natural parents, and these sins are usually very severe. ... Steps to Resolve Conflicts --
If the child is too young to understand, pray for the child. Confess your sins and acknowledge the sins of the natural
parents. Ask God to rebuke Satan and free the child from any unbelief or rebellion from the lives of the parents.
Pray in the name and through the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ" ("Ten Reasons Why Adopted Children Tend to
Have More Conflicts," IBYC, 1982, pp. 1-2).
[Return to text]
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The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes
Mighty
by Bill Gothard

In his short book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty,2 Bill Gothard attempts to show prayers
expressed by crying out loud are the most effective. Gothard writes, 

“For most of my life, I assumed that crying out was simply synonymous with prayer. I’ve come to be
amazed, however, to see the specific purposes and potential for crying out—and how this is
emphasized time and again in Scripture. God hears our prayers, and the Bible’s testimony reveals that,
in a special way, He particularly hears us when our requests are voiced aloud.”3 [emphasis in original] 

Jesus condemned those who make a public spectacle of their prayers and those who speak many words in hope they
will be heard (Matt. 6:5-7). The power of prayer is determined by the intent of the person, not the method of
expression. Jesus calls us to examine our prayer before it is spoken. In contrast, Gothard tells us to cry out and then
examine our prayers:

“As we call aloud our prayers, we can more easily recognize our heart’s condition before God. Hearing
our own spoken words, we quickly detect any lack of fervency or humility or reverence. Listening to
ourselves, we’re forced to examine our hearts.”4 

Does God really respond more favorably when our prayers are voiced aloud with great fervency? The answer is
unequivocally, “No.”  

What Exactly Is The Point Of This Book?  

God answers prayers that are in accordance with His will. Move your mind to the Garden of Gethsemane (Luke
22:39-46). The cry of our Savior could not have been more fervent. Jesus literally was sweating blood. He was
about to face the excruciating pain delivered by the cross. His human nature desired to be delivered from the pain
He was about to face. Nevertheless, His human will yielded to that of the Father. Christ’s prayer in Gethsemane is a
model for the believer. Ultimately, prayer is not a tool to change our circumstances or the mind of God. Effective
prayer is aligning our will with the will of God.  

The Power of Crying Out paints quite a different picture of the purpose and mechanics of prayer. Gothard clearly
makes a distinction between normal prayer and crying out to God in a loud voice. The distinction Gothard makes is
that there are some situations that favorable answers to prayer come only after the prayer is voiced aloud. As he
says it, “I saw that the Bible makes a distinction between ‘prayer’ and ‘crying out to God’.”6 

Does It Work? 

Throughout the book, there are anecdotal stories supporting Gothard’s belief there is special power in crying aloud
in prayer. Stories of cancer being cured,7 criminals lowering their guns,8 engines stalling,9 financial success,10
freedom from lust,11 and more, permeate the book.  

But God is not sitting in Heaven waiting to see what and how people will pray. He already knows our prayers—
they are a part of His eternal knowledge and sovereign plan for this world. We are called to bring to our Father
requests and petitions (Phil. 4:6). However, to think if one cries aloud God will answer the prayer favorably for
them is unbiblical. God certainly answers all our prayers. The answer, however, is often not what we desire.  

Success stories long have been effective marketing tools. Companies that sell cosmetics, dieting methods, and
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exercise equipment parade the beautiful, slim, and fit to promote their product. The wise consumer understands, as
the fine print usually states, results may vary. Gothard also asserted his own ‘fine print.’ In the “Points to Ponder”
section he writes, 

“Have you ever cried out to God in a crisis, but nothing happened? Did your cry reflect total humility?
Did you acknowledge your complete weakness? Was there unconditional surrender to God’s will on
every matter? Are there still areas in your life where you have not fully surrendered to Him?”14  

If this is the criteria for answered prayer, then God will never answer the prayer of a Christian. What Christian can
honestly say he is completely humble, completely acknowledge his weaknesses, and has unconditional surrender in
every part of his life? The Apostle John tells us, “If we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth
is not in us” (1 Jn. 1:8). It is for this reason we lean on the wisdom of God and not our own understanding.  

In an attempt to give an answer to the one whose cry is not acted upon by God, Gothard writes Chapter 11—“When
God Delays His Answer.” The title says it all. Implied in the title and explicit in the chapter is the idea that if God
has not answered your cry—just wait, He will. “I’ve been amazed at how just one cry will bring immediate results.
But, we should not always expect this to be the case. Sometimes we need to keep crying night and day.”15
[emphasis in original] 

Gothard continues in this chapter with a story of how God provided real estate to his ministry ALERT.16 The wife
of the founder of ALERT “began to cry out to the Lord with the prayer of Jabez,17 asking for expanded
facilities.”18 Gothard relates that they cried out several times after it looked like they would not get the land.
Finally, they received the land. Gothard concludes, 

“God’s Word tells us of ‘His own elect who cry out day and night to Him,’ and how God will respond
to them ‘speedily’ as He patiently hears them. His timely response will always come according to what
He wisely determines is the best schedule, in reward to our faith.”19 [emphasis in original] 

The Scripture Gothard is referring to is Luke 18:7-8. In context, Jesus is talking to His disciples about the coming
of the Kingdom of God. In Luke 18:1, Jesus begins a parable of a godless judge. A widow who wanted justice
against her adversary constantly petitioned the judge. The judge gave her justice so she would not badger him any
longer. Jesus responds, “And the Lord said, ‘Hear what the unrighteous judge said; now, will not God bring
about justice for His elect who cry to Him day and night, and will He delay long over them? I tell you that He
will bring about justice for them quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on the earth?
’ (Luke 18:7-8).” 

This passage does not teach that we are to cry out for things in this world until we get them. Jesus is explaining the
cry of the believer for justice will be answered. The Kingdom of God will come, and His judgment will be speedy.
Gothard’s application of this passage to the provision of expanded facilities is completely without warrant and a
classic example of pretexting.20 

God, Do You Hear Me? 

It should be noted that we are not against the idea of crying aloud to God. In some cases, it is a natural outflow of
the heart. Our criticism concerns Gothard’s claim there is a qualitative difference between silent prayer and prayer
spoken aloud.21  

It is the heart of the prayer God hears. Words? whether spoken silently or aloud—are an outpouring of the heart.
Words spoken aloud do not guarantee a pure and humble heart. The heart full of envy, pride, and jealousy can also
speak aloud. Gothard gives many examples where the Bible records crying aloud to God. The mistake Gothard
makes is taking what is descriptive in Scripture and making it prescriptive for everyday life. God is looking for a
heart that cries out, not a voice that cries out. 

There is nothing we can do to grab God’s ear for a special hearing. Job attempted to get such a hearing with God.
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He lamented chapter after chapter in hope God might hear his case. Job pleaded that God might explain his
suffering. The Lord responded out of the storm, “Brace yourself like a man; I will question you, and you shall
answer me” (Job 38:3). 

Just as Job could not move God to a response, neither can we. God hears the cry of the heart, but He is not moved
by our passion. Our prayers do not have power within themselves. They cannot change the mind of God nor deliver
an answer of our choosing. The power of prayer is found in the One to whom we pray, not in the prayer itself. 

Gothard is correct to stress the notion of fervency in prayer. God certainly hears the sincere prayer. Gothard makes
two incorrect deductions, however. First, Gothard equates crying aloud with fervency. Second, he believes the
fervent prayer is always answered in the affirmative. Gothard makes these two deductions when he writes, 

“Much of our prayer lacks the kind of fervency God requires for effective results. But when a person
sincerely cries out to God as his only hope for deliverance, provision, or protection, we can be quite
certain the cry will be fervent.”23 

If Gothard were to use the phrase “cries out” to mean a cry of the heart and not necessarily a cry of the voice, his
above quote would be accurate. However, in the context of the book, it is clear Gothard is referring to the cry of the
voice—a cry spoken out loud. 

God longs to hear our heart cry to Him. Our prayer should be that we might be delivered through the trouble of this
world. The cry of the heart should be centered on the very person and nature of God.  

God’s People In Prayer 

Prayer is our fellowship with the Bridegroom. The Church is the bride of Christ. What is a marriage without
communication? We pray to God, and He speaks to us through His Word. The heart of a Christian should desire
the will of her Groom. Pray to Him and also listen to Him. God will not answer a prayer in a way that is contrary to
His Word. You can bank on it.  

This cannot be overemphasized: God does not answer prayer that is in conflict with His Word. Prayer is not an
opportunity to inform God of His will. The unknowing do not explain to God “how it is.” The unknowing seek the
omniscient One to ask “how should it be?”  

Prayer is not some mystic thing, where we try to find the right combination of word and phrase that will make God
snap to attention and expand our ministry or whatever else. People in the occult 25 use prayer, word phrases, and
mysticism to gain power for them. This is not the way of the Christian. The power of prayer lies in the omnipotent
One—exactly where it should be. 

Final Thoughts 

Gothard needs to stop looking for a mechanistic method for prayer. This is a view of prayer similar to what we find
in an occultic system of reality: a + b = c (The Prayer of Jabez + our praying it = expanded ministry); b + d = q
(need in our life + crying aloud = positive answer). It is the idea that if I know the right ingredients to prayer, then I
can insure the answer to prayer. The Christian idea of prayer, however, is one of relationship with God. Prayer is
seeking to commune and communicate with our heavenly Father with whom we have a relationship. God hears our
prayers whether audible or inaudible.  

Books such as Gothard’s The Power of Crying Out plague the American church. This mode of thinking has
infected the Christian life and church. Self-help is the antithesis of the Gospel. Paul continually reminds the Roman
church that they were saved by faith. Faith is a noun and not a verb. Our faith is in what God has already done—
His Cross, and the promise of what He is still going to do—separate the good from the evil. Self-help is falling
back into a different gospel. Self-help is a desire for knowledge to control life. If faith is a verb, an action, then it is
not faith at all. Christian faith is a noun; faith is no better than the God our faith is in, what He has done, what He
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does, and what He will do. We pray in faith. Amen. 

ENDNOTES:  [Missing endnotes are the result of editing-out the cited text in question.]

2 Bill Gothard, Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, (Sisters, OR: Multnomah Publishers, 2002)   
3 Ibid., 19.   
4 Ibid., 26.
6 Ibid., 12.
7 Ibid., 10.
8 Ibid., 17.
9 Ibid., 38.
10 Ibid., 40.
11 Ibid., 47-48
14 Gothard, 73.
15 Gothard, 79.
16 Air Land Emergency Resource Team
17 For a review of The Prayer of Jabez, see Vol. 8, No. 1, Winter 2002 edition of the Midwest Christian Outreach
Journal.
18 Gothard, 79.
19 Ibid., 81.
20 Pretexting is reading one’s own ideas into Scripture rather than allowing Scripture to define our ideas. 
21 Interestingly, Neil Anderson in his book Bondage Breaker, exhorts the Christian to not speak their prayers aloud
because Satan can then hear them and use those prayers against the believer. We do not believe this to be true. But,
what is evident with both of these books is the spiritual “no-mans land” in which the Christian is left. This
illustrates the need for the believer to test the writings of all authors against Scripture.
23 Ibid., 75.
25 Bill Gothard is not in any way associated with the occult. We are simply pointing out the nature of occultic
prayer.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in the Summer 2003, MCO Journal: “For Crying Out Loud: Looking at
Bill Gothard’s Book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, pp. 8 & 9-12; a review by Randall
Birtell & Randal Ming. (Birtell and Ming are the Scranton, KS Branch Directors of MCOI, and are both completing
their Master’s Degree in Apologetics.) 
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More Gothard on the Web
Bill Gothard and The Institute in Basic Life Principles (IBLP) by Ron Henzel -- In the side bars of this short
article, there are links to numerous other articles on the teachings of Bill Gothard. Among them are the following
articles we consider to be key in understanding the phenomena of Gothardism:

(1) "Issues of Concern -- Bill Gothard and the Bible: A Report," by Ronald B. Allen, May 30, 1984.

(2) "There You Go Again -- Bill Gothard and 'The Facts': An Open Letter," by Ronald B. Allen, November 7,
1997.

(3) "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," by G. Richard Fisher, The
Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.

(4) "An Evening With Bill Gothard," by Ron Henzel, Don Veinot, and Marty Butz, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, March-April 1998.

(5) "The Basis Life Principles of Bill Gothard: Benevolent Ministry or Bondage Making?," by G. Richard Fisher,
The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1998.

(6) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 1," by Don Veinot and Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian Outreach
Journal, July-August 1997.

(7) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 2: Chain of Authority," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, September 1997.  

(8) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 3: Gothard and the Law," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, July-August 1998.

(9) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 4: Bill Gothard's Mystical Approach to Medical Issues," by Marty
Butz, The Midwest Christian Outreach Journal, September-October 1998.
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Billy Graham 
General Teachings/Activities

-  Billy Graham (born in 1918) has Parkinson's disease, a progressive nervous disorder that has already made it
impossible for him to drive a car or write by hand. Graham, an ordained Southern Baptist (SBC), heads a $100
million a year evangelistic empire, the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) (Graham is now paid
$101,250 per year with a $33,750 housing allowance.) The BGEA also operates a 1,500 acre training center, "The
Cove," located in Asheville, North Carolina. The Cove was started in 1987 and includes an inn and a Cove camp
for youths ages 9-15. Approximately 5-10,000 adults are trained there annually in Graham-style evangelism.

Graham's magazine, Decision, reaches 1.7 million people, his column appears in more than 100 newspapers, his
radio program is on 700 stations worldwide, and several of his books have been best-sellers. (Angels, published in
1975, sold one million copies in just 90 days.) Graham has reportedly preached to over 200 million people and once
claimed that precisely 2,874,082 of them have stepped forward to "accept Jesus Christ as personal Savior"
(11/15/93, Time magazine). Former President Bush called Graham "America's pastor." Harry Truman called him a
"counterfeit" and publicity seeker. Pat Boone considers him "the greatest man since Jesus." Still another says
Graham "has done more harm to the cause of Christ than any other living man." Who's correct? Read on and judge
for yourself.

-  In 1995, Billy Graham's prodigal son Franklin, was named first vice chairman and eventual successor to his
father's crusade organization. Billy Graham will remain chairman and head preacher as long as he is able. Franklin
wears jeans, boots, denim shirt, and leather jacket. He was a teen rebel who drank, smoked, fought, and led police
on high-speed chases. He was kicked out of LeTourneau College. He will continue as director of Samaritan's Purse
and World Medical Mission, both social gospel organizations.

Early in June 1996, Franklin Graham, interviewed on CNBC, declared, "[W]hether it's the Roman Catholic Church
... the Orthodox Church ...we'd all agree ... it's Jesus Christ who paid the penalty for sin." That statement was
tragically deceptive. Could Franklin, like his father, be unaware that Catholicism and Orthodoxy, while using the
same Biblical words as evangelicals, mean something else? Franklin Graham told the Indianapolis Star (6/3/99)
that his father's longstanding ecumenical alliance with the Catholic Church and all other denominations, "was one
of the smartest things his father ever did." The charismatic Charisma magazine in 10/95 contained a 7-page article
on Franklin Graham. They quoted him as saying, "I thank God for the warmth I see within many of the charismatic
churches -- their love for the Lord and love for the scriptures. ..." He also said, "Probably (Samaritan's Purse)
largest base of support comes from the charismatic community." He has referred to "Mother" Teresa as an
"example of the woman God uses" (4/1/99, Calvary Contender).

Franklin Graham is a chip off the old block, and you may be sure that he will compromise as much or more than
his father. Look for little change from the current ecumenical stance of the BGEA once Franklin takes over full
time -- or worse -- Franklin Graham does not use his father's word, "crusade," but uses the secular seeker-sensitive
word "festival" for his meetings. His 5/99 "festival" at the University of Alabama drew 50,000. The 5/13/99
Alabama Baptist listed some Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) performers, and said "contemporary Christian
artist Steven Curtis Chapman had the young people rocking and singing on the coliseum floor. ..." (Source: 6/15/99,
Calvary Contender.)

-  Norman Vincent Peale was the person who was not only responsible for bringing "Christian" psychology into the
professing Church, but he also advocated such New Age and/or occult teachings as visualization, pantheism, human
potential, positive confession, positive thinking, etc. Once on the Phil Donahue Show, Peale, a 33rd degree Mason,
said, "It's not necessary to be born again. You have your way to God, I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto
shrine." (Shintoism is an ancient Oriental religion that fuses ancestor worship with mysticism.) He also denied the
necessity of believing in the virgin birth.
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Peale's false teachings apparently mattered little to Billy Graham. Bible for Today quoted Graham as saying in a
speech at a National Council of Churches luncheon on 12/6/66: "I don't know anyone who has done more for the
kingdom of God than Norman and Ruth Peale, or have meant any more in my life -- the encouragement they have
given me" (Hayes Minnick, BFT Report #565, p. 28). (Maybe Billy meant to say that he could think of no one who
had done more evil for the cause of Christ than the Peales?) Graham even once allowed Peale to give the
benediction at one of his New York City rallies, and then sent the names of some 400 new "converts" to Peale's
Marble Collegiate Church.

-  One of Norman Vincent Peale's most "successful" prot�g�s is Robert Schuller. Schuller teaches that there is no
need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no need for repentance, and no need for the crucifixion of self.
Concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the opposite philosophy -- that self is to be exalted -- which is
nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. (See Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, wherein
Schuller says, "Jesus knew His worth; His success fed His self-esteem. He suffered the cross to sanctify His self-
esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-esteem. The cross will sanctify the ego trip" [cf. Matthew
16:24].)

Yet, Graham endorses this apostate as well, saying: "Robert Schuller is a great man of God, whose shoes I am not
worthy to stoop and loose" (cf. John the Baptist's statement when speaking of Jesus in John 1:27!). Graham is also
the one who advised Schuller, back in 1969, to start his "Hour of Power" television show. In 1972, Graham made
Schuller a leader in his Anaheim Crusade, saying, "There is no one in all the world I love in Christ more than I do
Bob Schuller. ... He has done some of the greatest things for the Kingdom of God of any man in our generation"
(David Beale, S.B.C. House on the Sand, p. 144). Graham made a personal appearance on Schuller's 1000th
anniversary program (aired 4/2/89), relating how he had encouraged Schuller 20 years earlier when he said, "Bob,
why don't you think of telecasting your services." [Graham spoke at Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral in 1985,
and the two men came up with a joint definition of "born again" as "a decision to stop carrying your own luggage"
(Paul Harvey's report, 7/15/85).]

-  Cooperation with a Graham crusade will automatically necessitate fellowship with those who have denied the
cardinal doctrines of the faith. For example, Graham not only has influential unbelievers on his crusade platforms,
but has also had, on a regular basis since at least 1972, Catholic counselors counsel with new Roman Catholic
"converts," referring these new converts back to their own Catholic churches for follow-up. In fact, Graham won't
even hold a crusade in a city unless he is assured of wide denominational support (i.e., ecumenical backing). The
issue then is more than the authenticity of Billy Graham's Christianity, but is instead the fact that any involvement
whatsoever with Graham and/or his organization means "association for religious purposes with people who hold to
another gospel: in some cases a Roman Catholic gospel, in others a modernistic gospel," and in others still, no
gospel at all (R.J. Sheehan, C.H. Spurgeon and the Modern Church, pp.97-98). [Graham's habit of referring back to
the Catholic Church can even be documented as far back as 1957! In a 9/21/57 interview with the San Francisco
News, Graham said, "Anyone who makes a decision at our meetings is seen later and referred to a local clergyman,
Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish." (More recently, Graham's 1994 Crusades in Minneapolis and Cleveland: 6,000
respondents at each Crusade referred back to the Catholic Church; Graham's 9/96 Charlotte, NC Crusade: 1,700
respondents referred back to the Catholic Church)]

Over the years, Catholic leaders have learned they have nothing to fear from Billy Graham crusades. They use the
Graham crusades to retrieve non-practicing Catholics and even to gain proselytes to Romanism. Graham's call to
"receive Christ," or "make the step of faith," or "come to Christ tonight," is general enough to allow Catholic
leaders to insert their sacramental gospel into it. And the fact that Graham is working with the Catholic churches
and never sounds any warnings about Romanism gives people the idea that he accepts their theology. Catholic
priests simply teach the inquirers that they are born again at baptism and repeatedly renewed in Christ through all
sorts of religious activities -- the mass, family duties, the rosary, even coming forward at evangelistic rallies
(Wilson Ewin, The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into the Roman Catholic Church, pp. 38-39):

"For some unexplainable or even mysterious reason, Billy Graham is unable to discern the theological,
moral, and spiritual soul of Roman Catholicism. Likewise, he has failed to grasp, or worse still, has
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chosen to ignore the historical character of the entire Vatican system. Instead, he has chosen to become
attracted, impressed, and finally to honor and follow the Holy See. The result has been a tragic failure
on his part to understand the difference between the truth of God's Word and the utter blackness of
Roman Catholicism" (Ewin, p. 22).

["Early on in my life, I didn't know much about Catholics. But through the years I have made many friends within
the Roman Catholic church. In fact, when we hold a crusade in a city now, nearly all the Roman Catholic churches
support it. And when we went to Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., for the crusade [last year], we saw St. Paul, which is
largely Catholic, and Minneapolis, which is largely Lutheran, both supporting the crusade. That wouldn't have
happened 25 years ago" (Billy Graham interview with Promise Keepers New Man magazine, March-April 1997).]

-  The Billy Graham Crusade held 9/92 in the Portland, Oregon area is an excellent example of Graham's
compromise with Rome. The Catholic Sentinel of Oregon (April 24, 1992) contained an article entitled "Counselors
Recruited For Billy Graham Crusade." The Sentinel reported that 10,000 counselors were expected to attend the
necessary classes, and the Roman Catholic churches had set a goal to supply 6,000 of these. The article also stated,
(regarding the "decision makers"): "Those who have been baptized Catholic or express a Catholic preference will
be directed to local parishes that are part of the Crusade."

Fellowship with the Catholic Church was not the only worldliness at the Crusade. The 9/13/92 Oregonian said:
"Over 7,000 young Christians plugged into their source at the Graham Crusade's Power Surge youth rally Saturday
night in the Portland Memorial Coliseum. With the amplifiers turned up, and the lights turned down, the young T-
shirt-and-jeans crowd rocked the rafters with songs of praise, lifted up on a pulsating rock beat."

After the Crusade was over, the 9/25/92 Catholic Sentinel had these words of favor for Graham:

"Graham's message is for people to return to God and their churches. ... Graham offered special praise
for the Catholic Church, saying, 'We're delighted that the Roman Catholic Church now cooperates with
us wherever we go ...'"

-  Graham even finds it difficult to take a truly Christian position on moral issues. When in Portland for the
aforementioned 9/92 Crusade, Graham had the unique opportunity to declare that homosexuality is sin. He was
asked about his position on Oregon's upcoming (11/92) statewide referendum that would declare homosexuality
abnormal, and would thereby prohibit government support of it. Rather than giving a clear answer from the Bible,
Graham played the politician:

"I find it is emotional, with strong arguments on both sides of the issue. I intend to stay out of national
and local politics while here. God loves all people whatever their ethnic or political background or
their social orientation. ... Christians take opposing views on many issues ... those on both sides of the
issue must love each other. ... I never speak against other groups" (9/22/92, The Statesman Journal).

On the 12/22/94 Larry King Live Show, Graham also said that he believed that homosexuals are born with a
tendency toward homosexuality; i.e., in the genes.

Concerning the issue of abortion, a year earlier on ABC's "Good Morning America" (GMA) (9/5/91), Graham,
when asked the Christian position on abortion, said: "... there is a Christian position, I think. But I'm not prepared to
say what it is." And, again two weeks later on GMA (9/19/91), Graham said: "But there are occasions when
abortion is the only alternative" (although he didn't say when it is okay to snuff out innocent, unborn human life).
(Reported in the 2/22/93, Christian News.)

In an interview in TV Guide (8/6/94), Graham says, when asked about the issues of abortion and homosexuality:

"I don't get involved in the abortion thing. I agree with the Pope, whom I know well, on abortion. But I
just don't take extreme positions. I preach to unite people. There is a great division in the religious
community today. God loves homosexual as much as anyone else. I think homosexuality is a sin, but
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no greater than idolatry and adultery. In my judgment, it's not that big."

-  In 1948, Billy Graham was asked: "What do you expect the World Council of Churches (WCC) to do this August
when they visit Copenhagen?" He replied: "I believe they are going to nominate the Antichrist!" As early as 1966,
however, Graham boasted that he attended the WCC assembly in New Delhi in 1961, and he hoped he would
attend the 4th assembly in Uppsala, Sweden in 1968 (which he did). He has attended all but two WCC General
Assemblies since!

Graham's collaboration with apostate ecumenical leaders (such as with those in the WCC), his refusal to expose the
unscriptural position upon which their search for "Christian unity" is based, and his willingness to cooperate with
apostate religious leaders, was demonstrated once again in his reported cordial visit with Konrad Raiser, General
Secretary of the World Council of Churches. The EPS report said, "Raiser reported that he and Graham had a
friendly, informal and wide-ranging conversation. Graham recalled his attendance at the earlier WCC general
assemblies and talked about many of his current activities, Raiser said. An assistant to Graham later expressed hope
that WCC efforts to develop ties with Graham and other evangelicals would continue, Raised said, and reported that
he had invited Graham to visit WCC headquarters in Geneva whenever he could do so."

-  The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association held its North American Conference for Itinerant Evangelists in
Louisville, Kentucky 6/28/94-7/1/94. It included the participation of more than 40 denominations and organizations
as Graham predicted that "a new generation of evangelists is on the horizon." This conference followed the pattern
of previous conferences -- it gave a great boost to WCC-NCC denominations, the charismatic movement, and the
Roman Catholic Church. In the waning years of his ministry, Graham is giving great emphasis to training the future
generation of evangelists to disobey God's Word when it comes to working with those who preach a false gospel
.(Original source: Sept/Oct 1993, Foundation magazine.)

-  In 1952, and again in 1958, Billy Graham made sound statements concerning the separation from those who
teach false doctrine. For example, in 1952 he wrote to Dr. Bob Jones, Sr.: "We have never had a man on our
[crusade] committee that denied the virgin birth, the vicarious atonement, or the bodily resurrection." In 1958,
Graham stated in Eternity magazine: "If a man blatantly denies the deity of Christ or that Christ has come in the
flesh, we are not to even bid him Godspeed. Thus, the Scriptures teach that we are to be separated from those who
deny the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. ... I am to treat him as an Antichrist and an enemy of the cross." Yet, as
early as 1963, Graham had United Methodist Bishop, Gerald B. Kennedy, as his Los Angeles Crusade Chairman.
Kennedy wrote in one of his books (God's Good News, p. 125): "I believe that the testimony of the New Testament
taken as a whole is against the doctrine of the deity of Jesus. ..." Yet Graham said of Kennedy in 1963, "Bishop
Kennedy is one of the ten greatest Christian preachers in America."

-  Perhaps most dramatic is Graham's change regarding false religions. In 1948, he said: "The three gravest menaces
faced by Orthodox Christianity are Communism, Roman Catholicism, and Mohammedanism." By 1973, however,
Graham had changed his tune. He said that Communist Mao Tse-Tung's "eight precepts are basically the same as
the Ten Commandments," he praised the Roman Catholic mass as a "very beautiful thing" (see later item), and said
Mohammed Ali's beliefs in Islam "are something we all could believe."

Even earlier, in 1966, Graham said, "I find myself closer to Catholics than the radical Protestants. I think the
Roman Catholic Church today is going through a second Reformation" (5/24/66, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin).
According to Graham, this "Reformation" must have been completed by 1978, when he said, "I found that my
beliefs are essentially the same as those of orthodox Catholics. We only differ on some matters of later church
tradition. I find that my beliefs are essentially the same as those of orthodox Roman Catholics" (1/78, McCall's
Magazine).

-  Graham's gospel and Roman Catholicism's gospel are, in reality, no different. In 1978, McCall's Magazine
reported Dr. Graham's "updated" understanding of the way of salvation:

"I used to think that pagans in far-off countries were lost -- were going to hell -- if they did not have
the Gospel of Jesus Christ preached to them. I no longer believe that. ... I believe there are other ways
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of recognizing the existence of God -- through nature, for instance -- and plenty of other opportunities,
therefore, of saying yes to God."

This, of course, is a false gospel (cf. Jn. 14:6) -- and one that condemns the one who preaches it (cf. Jn. 14:6; Gal.
1:8,9)! [It's difficult to know what Graham really believes about hell. One thing for sure, to Graham it's not literal:
"The only thing I could say for sure is that hell means separation from God. We are separated from His light, from
His fellowship. That is going to hell. When it comes to a literal fire, I don't preach it because I'm not sure about it.
When the Scripture uses fire concerning hell, that is possibly an illustration of how terrible it's going to be -- not
fire but something worse, a thirst for God that cannot be quenched." (11/15/93, Time magazine).

-  In 1985, Graham affirmed his belief that those outside of Christ might be saved. Los Angeles reporter David
Colker asked Graham: "What about people of other faiths who live good lives but don't profess a belief in Christ?"
Graham replied, "I'm going to leave that to the Lord. He'll decide that" (Los Angeles Herald Examiner, 7/22/85).
While this answer might appear reasonable to those who do not know the Bible, in reality it is a great compromise
of the truth. God has already decided what will happen to those who die outside of faith in Jesus Christ. The book
of Ephesians describes the condition of such as "children of wrath" (Eph. 2:3) and "having no hope, and without
God in the world" (Eph. 2:12). That is why Christ must be preached. Men without a saving knowledge of Christ are
condemned already (John 3:18). There is no mystery or question about this matter, because the Bible has plainly
spoken.

In 1993, Graham repeated this philosophy in an interview with David Frost:

"And I think there is that hunger for God and people are living as best they know how according to the
light that they have. Well, I think they're in a separate category than people like Hitler and people who
have just defied God, and shaken their fists at God. ... I would say that God, being a God of mercy, we
have to rest it right there, and say that God is a God of mercy and love, and how it happens, we don't
know" (The Charlotte Observer, 2/16/93). [As reported in Evangelicals and Rome, by David Cloud.]

-  In 1948, Graham called Roman Catholics "one of the three gravest menaces facing orthodox Christianity." Today,
he works arm in arm with them, having become an all-out supporter. He has received numerous Catholic awards,
and is one of Pope John Paul II's greatest admirers and boosters, as evidenced by his full support of a 1989
Charismatic plan to award the Pope the "Prince of Peace Prize" (which the Pope subsequently turned down), and by
his having referred to the Pope as, "the greatest religious leader of the modern world," and as a "statesman, a
pastor, and an evangelist." Here is a brief history of Graham's papal overtures:

1963: Upon the death of Pope John XXIII, Graham said from Bonn, Germany, "I admired Pope John
tremendously ... I felt he brought a new era to the world. It is my hope that the Cardinals elect a new
Pope who will follow the same line as John. It would be a great tragedy if they chose a man who
reacted against John" (2/2/63, Michigan City News-Dispatch; 6/8/63, Chicago Tribune).

1973: Graham recommended Roman Catholic literature in the ecumenical Key '73 meetings held across
North America; he especially recommended a biography of the Pope John XXIII containing hundreds
of pages of devotion to Mary and the Saints, worship of the host (wafer) at the Mass, and his [the
Pope's] trust in the sacraments as the means of salvation. Graham advertised this book as "a classic in
devotion" (2/86, The Gospel Standard; Key '73: Congregational Resource Book).

1979: Billy Graham appeared on the Phil Donahue show on 10/11, and in discussing Pope John Paul
II's visit to the U.S.A., said: "I think the American people are looking for a leader, a moral and spiritual
leader that believes something. And the Pope does. ... Thank God, I've got somebody to quote now with
some real authority."

Graham said elsewhere: "The visit of Pope John Paul II to the United States is an event of great
significance not only for Roman Catholics, but for all Americans -- as well as the world ... In the short
time he has been the Pope, John Paul II has become the moral leader of the world. My prayers and the
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prayers of countless other Protestants will be with him as he makes his journey (9/27/79, Religious
New Service dispatch; quoted in New Neutralism II, p. 40). (Emphasis added.) He also said that John
Paul II, "is almost an evangelist because he calls to people to turn to Christ, to turn to Christianity"
(The Star, June 26, 1979; reprinted in the Australian Beacon, August 1979, p. 1).

1980: "Since his election, Pope John Paul II has emerged as the greatest religious leader of the modern
world, and one of the greatest moral and spiritual leaders of this century ... The Pope came [to
America] as a statesman and a pastor, but I believe he also sees himself coming as an evangelist. ...
The Pope sought to speak to the spiritual hunger of our age in the same way Christians throughout the
centuries have spoken to the spiritual yearnings of every age -- by pointing people to Christ" (Saturday
Evening Post, Jan.-Feb. 1980). [In this same article, Graham was quoted as saying, "Recently I learned
the word 'Pontiff' comes from the Latin words which originally meant 'bridge builder.' ... Pope John
Paul II [is] indeed a bridge builder, and that is something our divided world desperately needs."
Historically, "pontiff" does not mean bridge-builder, but refers to the papal title of Pontifex Maximus,
which was handed down to the early popes from the high priests of ancient heathen religion in the
Roman Empire; "Pontiff" in Italian and Latin means "bridge," and clearly points to the Pope's
blasphemous claim that he himself is that bridge between man and God.]

1981: Graham met with Pope John Paul II on 1/13 and was reported in the Religious News Service as
saying, "We had a spiritual time," and that the intense conversations lasting about two hours were "very
private, intimate conversation. He [the Pope] was extremely warm and interested in our work" (2/6/81
& 7/17/81, Christianity Today).

1984: On coming to Vancouver less than a month after the Pope had been there, Graham commented
on the Pope's message: "I'll tell you, that was just about as straight an evangelical address as I've ever
heard. It was tremendous. Of course, I'm a great admirer of his. He gives moral guidance in a world
that seems to have lost its way" (Foundation, Vol. V, Iss. 5, 1984).

1989: Graham spoke about a meeting with Pope John Paul II: "There was a pause in the conversation;
suddenly the Pope's arm shot out and he grabbed the lapels of my coat, he pulled me forward within
inches of his own face. He fixed his eyes on me and said, 'Listen Graham, we are brothers'" (6/8/89,
Today). Graham said that that was a great happening in his life.

1990: After meeting with the Pope, Graham said that it is particularly evident in the Pope's speeches
that his attitudes and decisions, "are based on his great personal spiritual life. ... he bases his work and
messages and vision on biblical principles" (Ewin, The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into
the Roman Catholic Church, 1992, p. N).

1993: At a 7/12 interview by Joan Lunden on ABC-TV's "Good Morning America," Graham said: "I'm
delighted the Pope is coming [to Denver for a Catholic youth conference] ... I admire the Pope even
though I don't agree with him on everything ..." [The Pope in talks this year insists that he is the
infallible "Vicar of Christ." How can anyone who proclaims the one and only true Gospel ever be
"delighted" that a counterfeit christ would come with a false gospel to beguile thousands of youth?]

-  On 4/21/72, Graham received the Catholic International Franciscan Award for "his contribution to true
ecumenism" and "his sincere and authentic ecumenism" (4/22/72, Minneapolis Star). In acknowledging the award,
Graham said, "While I am not worthy to touch the shoe laces of St. Francis, yet this same Christ that called Francis
in the 13th century also called me to be one of his servants in the 20th century" (2/86, The Gospel Standard).

-  Graham was instrumental in paving the way for Vatican ties with President Reagan's decision to appoint an
ambassador to the Vatican (Charisma, May, 1984, pp. 101-102). The President asked Graham to help the national
security adviser, William P. Clark, to gather responses for establishing formal diplomatic relations with the Holy
See. The Christian "leaders" contacted by Graham were Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, Billy Melvin (Executive
Secretary of the NAE), David Hubbard (then president of Fuller Seminary), and Gilbert Beers (then editor of
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Christianity Today). A letter to Dr. Graham sent to Mr. Clark was also obtained and quoted Graham as saying, "If
anyone can do it and get away with it, it is Mr. Reagan ..."

-  On 12/9/79, popular Catholic Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen died. Sheen was a Catholic traditionalist who upheld
Rome's dogmas. He was a staunch enemy of the New Testament faith. Yet, Graham called Sheen's death:

"a great loss to the nation and both the Catholic and Protestant churches. He broke down walls of
prejudice between Catholics and Protestants. ... I mourn his death and look forward to our reunion in
heaven" (12/22/79 ,EP News Service).

But Sheen's hope was in Mary, not in Christ's completed atonement. Unless he repented and turned wholly to
Christ on his deathbed, there is no reason to believe Sheen will be in heaven (David Cloud, Flirting With Rome,
Vol. I: Billy Graham, p. 31). [Of course, why not Fulton Sheen in heaven if Elvis is going to be there? -- In an
article in the 4/16/92 issue of USA Today, Graham stated that he "expects to spend eternity with God, the great, and
the good -- including Elvis Presley."]

-  Graham once said: "It is my opinion that we ought not to contrast the 'nurture of grace' and the 'grace of
conversion' as many have tried to do. I am convinced that there are both, and happy is the man who by the nurture
of grace is brought to the grace of conversion." Anyone familiar with Roman Catholicism knows that their "nurture
of grace" refers to the grace of the seven sacraments. Thus, Graham has both learned and accepted Rome's
sacramental grace!

We should not be surprised, then, to learn that Graham also holds to Rome's false gospel of baptismal regeneration!
The following quote is from an article written in October of 1961 after Graham gave an interview to Lutheran
clergyman Wilfred Bockelman, who was then the associate editor of The Lutheran Standard: (Emphasis added.)

"I do believe that something happens at the baptism of an infant, particularly if the parents are
Christians and teach their children Christian truths from childhood. We cannot fully understand the
mysteries of God, but I believe a miracle can happen in these children so that they are regenerated, that
is, made Christians through infant baptism. If you want to call that baptismal regeneration, that's all
right with me" (10/10/61, The Lutheran Standard).

Bockelman said, "One would assume that, as a Baptist, Dr. Graham would be opposed to infant baptism."
Bockelman not only found this not to be the case, but that Graham's wife, Ruth, and all their children but the
youngest, were baptized as infants. (Reported in the Summer 1991 Dorea, pp. 9-10.)

-  Graham has said that the virgin birth of Christ is NOT an essential part of the Christian faith. In an interview
with a United Church of Canada publication in 1966 ("Billy Graham Answers 26 Provocative Questions," United
Church Observer, July 1, 1966), Graham gave the following reply to a question about the virgin birth of Christ:

Q. Do you think a literal belief in the Virgin birth -- not just as a symbol of the incarnation or of
Christ's divinity -- as an historic event is necessary for personal salvation?

A. While I most certainly believe that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, I do not find anywhere in the
New Testament that this particular belief is necessary for personal salvation.

In his zeal to appease the apostates in the United Church of Christ (its current moderator, Bill Phipps, denies that
Jesus Christ is God), Graham tells an absolute lie. How would it be possible for a saved person to deny the virgin
birth of Jesus Christ? If Jesus Christ were not virgin born, He was a sinner; and if He were a sinner, He could not
have died for our sins. Further, if Christ were a sinner, and if He were not virgin born, He was a liar for making
such claims and the Bible that records those claims is a blatant and wicked lie, and the Bible-believing Christian is
a deceived and foolish person whose faith has no authoritative foundation. Therefore, apart from the virgin birth,
there is no Gospel and no Salvation and no authoritative Bible. The virgin birth of Christ is "fatal" doctrine,
meaning it is crucial for salvation. The entire Gospel stands or falls on the virgin birth (Evangelicals and Rome, by
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David Cloud).

-  A recent interview on CNN's "Larry King Live" television broadcast once again reveals just how far Graham has
fallen from the orthodox teaching of Scripture. King interviewed Graham for a full hour on Christmas Day, 1998.
During the course of the interview, King questioned Graham about the afterlife soon after Graham had mentioned
he was not afraid to die since he knew he would be with God (italics added):

GRAHAM: I'll know Him. He'll know me. He will receive me. I believe the moment that I die, an
angel comes and takes my hand and leads me into His presence.

KING: In your body or through a soul?

GRAHAM: Both -- maybe both, because we have been resurrected. Remember, this body's coming
back together again. Nothing ever disappears ...

KING: All right. You'll meet Jesus and then what will it be like? What will paradise be like?

GRAHAM: It's going to be like paradise. It'll be the -- everything that you ever wanted for happiness
will be there. People say that the Bible teaches there's no sex in Heaven. If sex is necessary for our
happiness and fulfillment, it'll be there. And then, if certain other things that we think are pleasurable
will -- it'll be there.

Once again, Graham's theology is completely contrary to Scripture. God's Word never teaches that whatever is
necessary for physical human happiness will be the believer's lot in heaven. On the contrary, the believer will
rejoice in praising God and fulfilling His will, not the desired will of the individual. The believer's physical body,
while on the earth, is still wrestling with the lusts of the flesh and the pride of life that are certainly pleasurable to
the earthly saint. But heaven will be a place where the believer will fulfill the will of the Savior and honor and
glorify Him throughout all eternity. To give the impression that heaven will be a type of hedonistic paradise is
dangerous, false theology. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the Jan-Feb 1999, Foundation magazine.)

-  Graham also believes that men can be saved apart from the Name of Christ. (Source: 5/31/98 television interview
with Robert Schuller, as reported in the May-June 1997, Foundation magazine.):

SCHULLER: Tell me, what do you think is the future of Christianity?

GRAHAM: Well, Christianity and being a true believer -- you know, I think there's the Body of Christ.
This comes from all the Christian groups around the world, outside the Christian groups. I think
everybody that loves Christ, or knows Christ, whether they're conscious of it or not, they're members of
the Body of Christ. [How can anyone love Christ or know Christ and not be conscious of it (Rom.
8:9,16; 10:14; 1 John 3:24; 4:13; John 3:18)?] And I don't think that we're going to see a great
sweeping revival that will turn the whole world to Christ at any time. I think James answered that --
the Apostle James in the first council in Jerusalem, when he said that God's purpose for this age is to
call out a people for His name. And that's what God is doing today, He's calling people out of the
world for His name, whether they come from the Muslim world, or the Buddhist world, or the
Christian world, or the non-believing world, they are members of the Body of Christ because they've
been called by God. They may not even know the name of Jesus [How can this be? (cf. Acts 4:12;
Rom 10:13)], but they know in their hearts that they need something that they don't have, and they turn
to the only light that they have, and I think that they are saved, and that they're going to be with us in
heaven.

SCHULLER: Well, what I hear you saying, that it's possible for Jesus Christ to come into human hearts
and soul and life, even if they've been born in darkness and have never had exposure to the Bible. Is
that a correct interpretation of what you're saying?
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GRAHAM: Yes, it is, because I believe that. I've met people in various parts of the world in tribal
situations, that they have never seen a Bible or heard about a Bible, and never heard of Jesus, but
they've believed in their hearts that there was a God, and they've tried to live a life that was quite apart
from the surrounding community in which they lived.

SCHULLER: [R.S. trips over his tongue for a moment, his face beaming, then says] This is fantastic!
I'm so thrilled to hear you say that! There's a wideness in God's mercy!

GRAHAM: There is. There definitely is.

What Graham is actually saying here is: "Sinners can be saved by their good works and that a personal relationship
to Jesus Christ by being born again is NOT necessary to salvation." This statement also directly agrees with the
Roman Catholic universal catechism, page 224; para. 847:

"Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ or his church, but who
nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart and, moved by grace, try in their actions to do his will as
they know it through the dictates of their conscience, those too may achieve eternal salvation."

Thus, Roman Catholicism, and Billy Graham, have said that even if you never hear about Christ, you can still be
saved by being the best person you can be. This directly contradicts Acts 4:12 which says, "Neither is there
salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved."
Jesus, Himself left no doubt: "Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me." (John 14:6)

-  Graham refuses to defend the Bible as the inerrant Word of God. Newsweek magazine, April 26, 1982, examined
the debate on the issue of Biblical infallibility. The article noted that Billy Graham is not on the side of inerrancy:

"Billy Graham, for one, clearly is not. 'I believe the Bible is the inspired, authoritative word of God,'
Graham says, 'but I don't use the word "inerrant" because it's become a brittle divisive word.'"

Graham avoids controversy at any cost. He knows that Modernists and unbelieving Evangelicals are willing to call
the Bible "authoritative and inspired" even while denying that it is the infallible and inerrant Word of God. Graham
aligns himself with this unbelieving camp. If the Bible is not the inerrant Word of God, who can dogmatically
determine which part is and which part is not inerrant? If the Bible is not inerrant, it is not authoritative (Source:
Evangelicals and Rome, by David Cloud).

-  Never mind that the Catholic sacrament of the Mass is the greatest attack ever on the finished work of Christ (cf.
Heb. 10:19-22), Graham thinks the Mass is not only beautiful, but that it is clear in the gospel!:

"This past week I preached in the great Catholic cathedral a funeral sermon for a close friend of mine
who was a Catholic, and they had several Bishops and Archbishops to participate. And as I sat there
going through the funeral Mass, that was a very beautiful thing, and certainly straight and clear in the
gospel. There was a wonderful little priest that would tell me when to stand and when to kneel and
what to do" (O Timothy, Vol. 10, Issue 9, 1993, pp. 16-17).

There you have it. Billy Graham kneeling and worshiping the Mass wafer! It evidently matters not to Graham that
the Mass destroys the Biblical teaching of Christ's atonement, and thereby, the very Gospel itself.

-  In an interview with the Bookstore Journal, Graham again states quite clearly his position on ecumenism, and
shows just how far he is willing to twist Scripture in order to support it:

"Another significant thing happened in the early '50s in Boston. [Catholic] Cardinal Cushing ... put
'Bravo Billy' on the front cover [of his magazine]. That made news all over the country. He and I
became close, wonderful friends. That was my first real coming to grips with the whole
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Protestant/Catholic situation. I began to realize that there were Christians everywhere. They might be
called modernists, Catholics, or whatever, but they were Christians. Jesus taught, 'By this all men will
know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.' And that love is more important than anything
else. I don't think I've ever departed from that realization" (November 1991, Bookstore Journal).

-  In 1964, Graham's aide, George Edstrom, wrote: "Mr. Graham has never preached in a Catholic Church, and he
does not agree with them in the joining of one church. If you heard this, it is nothing but false rumors." Yet, as
early as 1963, one year prior to the above statement, Graham had spoken at the Roman Catholic Belmont Abbey
College in North Carolina.

In 1967, Graham again spoke at Belmont Abbey, at the Institute for Ecumenical Dialogue, receiving his honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters (D.H.L.) from them and saying that this was "... a time when Protestants and Catholics
could meet together, and greet each other as brothers, whereas ten years ago they could not." Graham said he
"knew of no greater honor a North Carolina preacher, reared just a few miles from here, could have than to be
presented with this degree. I'm not sure but what this could start me being called 'Father Graham,'" he facetiously
added. In this same talk, Graham stated:

"Finally, the way of salvation has not changed. I know how the ending of the book will be. The gospel
that built this school and the gospel that brings me here tonight is still the way to salvation" (11/22/67,
The Gastonia Gazette).

Compare this to Graham's statement in 1957, when he branded the Catholic gospel, "a stench in the nostrils of
God" (A Prophet With Honor, p. 223).

-  In 1968, Graham was in a meeting in San Antonio, Texas. He said that the Roman Church had given
"tremendous cooperation" in areas where he had held crusades. He added, "A great part of our support today comes
from Catholics. We never hold a crusade without priests and nuns being much in evidence in the audience."

In 1985, the Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association and Tyndale House Publishers jointly published
What Christians Can Learn from One Another about Evangelizing Adults, which contained a chapter by Billy
Graham. The book called for greater cooperation between Protestants and Catholics in so-called evangelism, and
also included articles by Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Robert Schuller, Bill Bright, Jack Wyrtzen, and others
(Flirting With Rome, Vol. I: Billy Graham, p. 31).

-  Thirty-four Roman Catholic churches and 300-400 parish volunteers participated in the Graham Evangelistic
Association St. Louis Crusade led by Graham associate, Dr. Ralph Bell, September 22-29, 1991. The crusade was
co-sponsored by the Archdiocese of St. Louis. (Reported in the 1992 March-April Fundamentalist Digest.) Vincent
Heier of the Archdiocese office commented, "Billy Graham has always been very ecumenical ... Billy Graham has
not necessarily pushed people into one denomination or another but he's tries to encourage whatever denominations
that want to cooperate."

-  David Briggs, an Associated Press reporter, wrote concerning the 9/22/91 Billy Graham New York City Crusade
that "many of those who answer the call at the end of his crusade have been swayed by techniques such as having
the ushers come forward to give the impression there is a groundswell of people committing to Christ." (Reported
in The Patriot-News, Religion section, Harrisburg, PA, 9/20/91, p. 1.) The rally was endorsed by Roman Catholic
Cardinal John O'Connor who said, "the Billy Graham organization has asked our help in providing people to
counsel and to welcome back those who wish to practice their Catholic faith." At the rally, Graham thanked
O'Connor and the area archbishops for their support. Graham also expressed appreciation to the Jewish Rabbis in
New York. (Graham said: "I want to thank the Jewish Rabbis for having me for lunch. ... About 200 Rabbis
gathered and we broke bread together and we talked about the things of God and the things of New York City.")
When extending the invitation at the close of his message, Graham invited individuals to "come back to the Lord"
by "renewing" their "vows of baptism or confirmation." (Reported in the 1992 March-April Fundamentalist
Digest.) [Graham made this same appeal to "reconfirm" at a 1977 Crusade held in the heart of Roman Catholicism
at Notre Dame University: "Many of you want to come tonight to reconfirm your confirmation. You want to
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reconfirm the decision that you made when you joined the church" (Interdisciplinary Biblical Research Institute,
pp. 75-76).]

-  Graham first preached in Moscow in 1982 when it was still part of the Soviet Union. When Graham returned to
Russia for a 10/23/92-10/25/92 rally, he met with Russian Orthodox Church spokesman, Patriarch Alexi II, and
issued a joint statement denouncing proselytizing in the former Soviet Union (July-August 1993, Fundamentalist
Digest). Graham and Alexi issued the statement in a private meeting at Moscow's historic Danilov Monastery.
Graham said:

"I assured him we didn't come here to proselytize, that I have been here a number of times with the
Orthodox church as their guest, that I have a great love for the church and believe the people need to
go back to their roots and put a great deal of emphasis on Bible study." (Reported in the 12/92 ,Baptist
Challenge.) (Emphasis added.)

Street preaching, distribution of Bible tracts and other Gospel literature, and publishing of Bible- related materials
by foreign missionaries have also been banned in Russia. The restrictions were pushed by the same Russian
Orthodox denomination that Graham has such "a great love" for. Graham voiced his agreement with the new laws,
describing tract distribution as an "inappropriate" activity.

-  The 1998 animated film on the life of Moses, The Prince of Egypt, was made with input from evangelicals, Jews,
and Muslims. The anti-God filmmaker, DreamWorks, taking great care not to offend these religious groups, took
considerable liberties with the Biblical account. It pressured an evangelical publisher, working on a children's book
tie-in, to eliminate references to God as "he" and some references to God as "Lord" (12/98, What In The World!).
To meet politically correct feminist criteria for an acceptable god, it has YHWH saying, "... I am the God of your
ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God of Sara, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah" (12/98, Media Spotlight). Billy
Graham, James Dobson, and Jerry Falwell were also consulted, and all praise the movie. (Reported in the 1/15/99,
Calvary Contender.)

-  Christianity Today reported on Graham's third Pittsburgh Crusade, held from 6/2/93-6/6/93 (previous crusades
were held in 1952 and 1968):

"The effort was marked by an ecumenical cooperation that saw 1,050 churches and 65 denominations
come together. ... 171,500 persons attended ... 12,515 of them making commitments to Christ. ...
[Contributions came] in at $180,000 above the $1.45 million budget. ... the Crusade in largely Roman
Catholic Pittsburgh had six Catholics on the [Crusade] Executive Committee. Earlier crusades did not
include invitations to Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese officials. This time Graham met with eight bishops
and executives from Catholic and Protestant groups" (7/19/93 Christianity Today).

-  In 9/93, Graham held a crusade in Columbus, Ohio. In a pre-Crusade television interview, Graham said (speaking
of the people of Columbus, Ohio):

"You're too good, you don't need evangelism. ... In fact, that's what kept us from coming [to Columbus]
for so long."

A TV news reporter said Graham didn't care what faith you were from, that "the idea is to bring you back to your
faith, no matter what it is, and to use the Crusade as a catalyst to bring you back to that faith." Another reporter
said: "The Catholic Church ... is taking an active part ... and is inviting its parishioners to attend the crusades"
(9/19/93 ,Columbus Dispatch).

Graham, in his final 9/26 sermon to 44,000 people, asked: "Is AIDS a judgment from God? I cannot say for sure,
but I think so." Two weeks later he said he didn't mean it. He said: "To say God has judged people with AIDS
would be very wrong and very cruel" and "I would like to say that I am very sorry for what I said" (10/10/93,
Bloomington Herald-Times). Graham also told the Cleveland Plain Dealer, "I don't believe that, and I don't know
why I said it."
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-  In a five-day visit to North Korea in 3/92, Graham preached in one Protestant and one Catholic church (the only
two churches permitted to exist in North Korea!). He delivered a message from the Pope, and spoke with
government approval. He praised North Korea's Marxist dictator Kim II Sung's call for "reconciliation and peace,"
and Graham said that he has "learned to appreciate Korea's long struggle to preserve its national sovereignty." On
ABC's "Good Morning America" (4/6/92), talking about his trip, Graham said that the people of North Korea
seemed "relaxed and happy," noting that they were preparing for Kim's 80th birthday, of whom Graham said was
almost like "a grandfather" to his people! Graham said that Kim had given the Graham party "a very lavish
luncheon" during which he was "very warm and friendly." But, said Graham, he had no idea why he was invited to
North Korea.

"Well, I have an idea," says John Lofton of The Lofton Letter: "Graham is invited to such places as North Korea
and the then Communist Soviet Union because he is a Dupe, what Lenin called 'a useful idiot' who can be counted
on to not tell it like it is." Graham's trip was obviously of immense propaganda value to atheist North Korea, which
recently joined the United Nations, and is now contracting to sell powerful "terror weapons" to Iran. (Reported in
the 5/1/92 Calvary Contender and the 2/22/93 Christian News.) [Graham has always seemed to have a higher view
of communism than of Scripture. A number of years ago Graham said that "Mao Tse Tung's Eight Precepts are
basically the same as the Ten Commandments. In fact, if we can't have the Ten Commandments read in the schools,
I'll settle for Mao's Precepts" (Gothardism Evaluated, 1988, p. 16).]

-  Graham is a supporter of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation [WCF] (Graham gave the keynote address at the
signing ceremony on 6/25/88), an ecumenical amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New
Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal is religious tolerance in education, but all the while is promoting
a new one world religion. Other "evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Graham were James Dobson,
Beverly LaHaye, and Chuck Colson. [WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new"
organization, "The First Liberty Institute," an organization headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First
Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was originally designated as "national teacher training and
outreach center" for the Williamsburg Charter Foundation. Its New Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our
Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is being offered to the nations' public schools by
the National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty Institute organization, and has been accepted by
the California State Board of Education.)]

-  A 1993 article from the Houston Chronicle quoted Billy Graham's favorable comments about left wing liberal
President(s) Bill & Hillary Clinton:

"President Bill Clinton would make a great evangelist, the Rev. Billy Graham told U.S. News & World
Report in a recent interview. ... Graham said he was impressed with Clinton's charisma and 'with some
of the things he believes. ... From a biblical point of view, we should be headed in the direction of
goodness and righteousness, away from crime and immorality,' Graham said, 'and towards one's
neighbors who are in need. I'm encouraged by the emphasis President Clinton and Hillary are putting
on that.'"

Like what? Putting homosexuals in the military or helping to abort your neighbor's baby? Or perhaps Clinton's
enthusiasm towards the New World Order? That Graham should have any kind words at all for a couple who
represent the antithesis of Biblical "goodness," "righteousness," and "morality" is bad enough, but for Graham to
think that the Clintons are emphasizing these virtues exhibits a heretofore unprecedented level of ignorance and/or
self-deceit on Graham's part.

Graham attended a 1993 prayer breakfast in which Clinton participated. Senator Kerry read Jn. 3:1-21 (skipping
verse 16) and said Christ was speaking of "spiritual renewal" and that "in the spirit of Christ ... Hindu, Buddhist,
Muslim, Jew, Christian" were meeting and "there is renewal ... with a new President and Vice President ..." Billy
Graham added, "I do not know a time when we had a more spiritual time than we've had today."

[On the 3/5/98 "Today Show," Graham said about Clinton's sexual escapades: "I forgive him because I know the
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frailty of human nature and I know how hard it is, and especially a strong vigorous young man like he is -- he has
such a tremendous personality. I think the ladies just go wild over him."]

-  More evidence of Graham's ecumenism is his statement in U.S. News & World Report (12/19/88):

"World travel and getting to know clergy of all denominations has helped mold me into an ecumenical
being. We're separated by theology and, in some instances, culture and race, but all of that means
nothing to me anymore."

This should not surprise us in light of the fact that as early as 1958, Graham had reduced the doctrine of verbal
inerrancy to the status of mere "theory," and denied that "this particular theory of inspiration" was even essential to
Christian orthodoxy, let alone grounds for the breaking of Christian fellowship. (Billy Graham's letter to the editor,
11/58, Eternity magazine, pp. 18-19.)

-  A pastor who attended a Billy Graham crusade on September 22, 1990, in Nassau Coliseum on Long Island,
reported his experience as follows:

"I have read often of the compromises of Billy Graham, but doubted some of the stories as
exaggerated. Now they have been proven, in my eyes, worse than reported. ... My conclusion is that
Billy Graham is making men twofold more the child of hell ... The emphasis was on believing in God,
with a little commentary on Jesus Christ, but very little. ... We were told that the way to take care of
the sin problem is to 'receive Christ, rededicate your life, or renew your confirmation vows, or
whatever you call it in your church.' I could hardly believe my ears. What do confirmation vows have
to do with salvation? ... No one could have convinced me of the apostasy of Billy Graham any more
than my own experience. ... He even had a Rabbi on the platform to show the unity of the religions. ...
Not having competent counselors is bad enough, but then to have led them to believe that a church
experience is the same as being born again is the height of apostasy. ... Billy has not compromised, he
has gone kaput!" (From The Baptist Lighthouse, reprinted in The Perilous Times, March, 1991.)

-  During the early-1991 Gulf War with Iraq, Billy Graham was summoned to the White House to pray with and for
President George Bush. Graham has said that Bush is the best friend he has in the world outside his own staff, and
said that out of the war perhaps "will come a new peace and, as ... stated by the president, a new world order"
(2/4/91, Christian News). (Emphasis added.)

-  More evidence of Graham conforming to the world was his organization asking for a PG (Parental Guidance)
rating for the film, The Prodigal. This request was "so it wouldn't be seen as a goody- two-shoes 'religious' movie"
(4/90, Focus on the Family magazine). "Such primary/pragmatic concern for worldly image compromises [any]
possible secondary spiritual benefits [the film might have had]" (2/15/91, Calvary Contender).

-  In Amsterdam in 1986, sponsored by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Crusade at a cost of $21 million, more than
12,000 "Christian" leaders met to plan a strategy for evangelizing the world. Graham openly admitted at the closing
press conference that the only way to achieve world evangelism is under the umbrella of ecumenicity. When asked
how he could conduct a conference on worldwide evangelism when so many attending groups did not even
embrace the same fundamentals of the faith or agree on the definition of the Gospel, Graham responded:

"Evangelism is about the only word we can unite on ... Our methods would be different and there
would be debates over even the message sometimes, but there is no debate over the fact that we need to
evangelize. ... I think there is an ecumenicity that cannot [be gotten] under any other umbrella."

Thus, Graham has chosen to join in evangelism with those who would debate the very content of the Gospel!
(Reported in the July 1991 CIB Bulletin and the March-May 1991 Foundation, p. 13.)

-  Billy Graham was named as one of the four Honorary Co-Chairmen of the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization.
(The other three are Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea. Paul Cedar, then
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head of the Evangelical Free Church, chairs the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is
composed of 200 key leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is
ecumenical, compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert
Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed "believers" are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This
unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and
Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world
when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism
program a curse, not a blessing.

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  In preparation for an ecumenical evangelistic crusade that was held in Germany in March of 1993, Graham met
with leading German governmental and religious officials. Among those with whom he met was Bishop Karl
Lehmann, the "highest-ranking Roman Catholic official in the country." The purpose of their meeting was "to
extend the opportunity for local dioceses to participate in the outreach of the crusade." According to the report,
"Bishop Lehmann warmly welcomed Mr. Graham stating, 'One of the key words uniting us today, including
Orthodox, Protestant and Catholic alike is 'evangelism.'" (1/93, Decision magazine, p. 19)

[Those who fellowship with Romanism put a stamp of approval -- unwittingly, perhaps, but just as surely -- upon
the false gospel preached by their Roman Catholic friends. When Billy Graham includes Catholics in his
evangelistic crusades and sends inquirers to Catholic churches, those looking on are made to think that Roman
Catholicism must be true Christianity. When evangelical leaders fellowship with Rome, a climate is created
whereby it is very difficult to preach that Catholics need to be saved and leave their apostate [church]. Ecumenical
evangelicals break down the walls between truth and error and muddy the waters of gospel work. ..." (Reported in
the 7/1/93 ,Calvary Contender, quoting Way of Life Literature).]

-  After numerous letters from the editor of Christian News questioning Graham's alleged Masonic affiliations, a
staff member of Graham's ministry denied that Graham was ever a Freemason. (In a weakly worded statement, the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association "condemned" Freemasonry on the grounds that the church should meet the
needs one is trying to satisfy by joining a lodge, that joining a lodge could cause a rift between husband and wife if
they had not mutually agreed on the husband's lodge membership, and the requirement to take an oath violates
Scripture.) But Graham's ministry also admitted that Graham attended a 33rd degree initiation rite back in 1966.
Graham's defenders claim that this is how he became alerted to the dangers of Freemasonry.

But Masons are not in the habit of inviting the curious to its secret ceremonies! Can one then surmise that this was
Graham's own initiation ceremony? In doing primary research for his book, The Origins and Teachings of
Freemasonry (at the House of the Temple in Washington, D.C.), Dr. Robert A. Morey was told that they keep a file
on all 33rd degree Masons. Morey asked if they had a file on Billy Graham. The Librarian said, "Yes. Do you want
to see it?" But since he did not feel that it was proper, he said, "No, not at this time" (Robert Morey' letter to the
editor, Christian News, 9/14/92).

Fritz Springmeier of Portland, Oregon has written a tract, "Billy Graham and the Bible." He gives evidence of Billy
Graham being a 33rd degree Mason who has taken secret oaths in blood. In this tract, Springmeier states, "Billy
Graham took part in the initiation rites of Jim Shaw as a 33rd degree Mason. This was before Shaw left the Masons
in obedience to Christ" (9/14/92, Christian News).
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-  William Martin, a sociologist at Rice University, spent five years researching for an authorized biography of
Graham (A Prophet With Honor: The Billy Graham Story, 1991 -- this was the second authorized biography of
Graham, the other being by John Pollock in 1966). Martin characterizes Graham as a "regular guy who can skinny-
dip with Lyndon Johnson or flip through Playboy at a barber shop without embarrassment. But he is also an
example of clean living." Other observations by Martin include:

(a) Graham's form of Christianity relies upon emotion and a simplistic view of the Bible in favor of a
mass-produced approach to gaining converts.

(b) Graham is willing to tread carelessly along the line separating religion and politics in exchange for
access to the rich and powerful.

(c) Studies have found that Graham's rallies largely preach to the professing converted, and that many
of those who answer the call at the end of his crusades have been swayed by techniques, such as
having ushers come forward in order to give the impression that there is a groundswell of people
committing to Christ.

(d) Graham has been vilified for his willingness to work in cooperation with mainline Protestants,
Catholics, and others of suspect faith.

(e) Graham has publicly endorsed Martin Luther King, a known womanizer and Marxist sympathizer.

(f) Graham's ecumenical achievements include the founding of the neo-evangelical magazine
Christianity Today, and the founding of the ecumenical youth organization, Youth for Christ, as well as
having been an important cog in the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) since its early days.

-  Graham visited the NCC's (National Council of Churches) headquarters in New York City on 8/27/91 and praised
the group as follows: "There's no group of people in the world that I would rather be with right now than you all.
Because I think of you, I pray for you, and we follow with great interest the things you do. ... I don't speak to too
many church assemblies any more because I consider myself as belonging to all the churches. And I love
everybody equally and I have no problem in fellowship with anybody who says that Jesus Christ is Lord. This has
been a great relief to me to come to that conclusion about twenty-some years ago." (As reported in Foundation,
June-August 1991, p. 34.) [At the 1995 NCC convention, NCC General Secretary Joan Brown Campbell read a
letter from Graham encouraging the board -- "May God use your efforts to bring about a renewed understanding of
the priority of evangelism, and rededication to the practice of biblical evangelism within the churches you serve."]

-  For decades Billy Graham has had a love for the Charismatic movement and has supported it. His photo appears
on the cover of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship magazine, Voice, for October 1962, after he spoke at
their convention that year in Seattle. It was Billy Graham who was instrumental in bringing Oral Roberts into the
mainstream of evangelical sympathy. He invited Oral to the World Congress on Evangelism sponsored by
Christianity Today magazine in Berlin in late 1966, then spoke at the dedication of Oral Roberts University in April
of 1967.

Graham has also appeared on TV specials with Oral Roberts. There has never been a word of protest or warning
about Roberts' wild visions, faith healing, and shameless money-raising schemes. At Graham's Amsterdam '83, two
of the main speakers were David Yonggi Cho of Korea and Pat Robertson of the USA. Both, of course, are
outspoken charismatics (New Neutralism II, p. 30).

Billy Graham's love affair with the Charismatic movement continues today. He sent his greetings and blessing to
the hyper-charismatic gathering at the "New Orleans '87 North American Congress on the Holy Spirit & World
Evangelization" via a video clip which was introduced with much fanfare and shown on large screens. When asked
to send greetings, he should have been honest and said, "How in the world can God bless that mess"! Instead,
though, he said this: (Reported in an O Timothy Special Issue, "Charismatic Confusion in Indianapolis.")
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"Greetings in the name of the Lord! I would love to be with you today in your great conference. But I
am unable to do so because we are involved in a crusade here in Denver, Colorado ... I rejoice with you
at the goals of your ... Congress ... And I thank God for the vital role that your movement is having in
bringing about a spiritual awakening in this country ... My prayers are with you that your Congress will
be greatly blessed of God and used by the Holy Spirit to further the Good News of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. May God bless you all." [!!!]

-  A highly influential book promoting the charismatic "Manifest Sons of God" doctrine is Destined For the Throne
by Paul E. Billheimer. In a chapter titled, "God's purpose for the Church," regarding the extension of the Godhead,
Billheimer wrote: "The Union goes beyond a mere formal, functional or idealistic harmony or rapport. It is an
'organic relationship of personalities'; through the new birth we become bona fide members of the original, cosmic
family. ..." Billheimer claims he received his "insights" by personal ministry of the "Holy Spirit." He concludes,
"Thus through the new birth-and I speak reverently -- we become the 'next of kin' to the Trinity, a kind of
'extension' of the Godhead." Charismaniacs Jan and Paul Crouch of TBN mailed out hundreds of thousands of this
book in 1985 and 1986. Even now they send it out as a fund raiser. The foreword to the book was written by Billy
Graham. (Reported in Bold Truth News.)

-  Billy Graham has also taken the "low road" with respect to pop psychological gospel being espoused by so many
of today's leading "evangelicals." Two examples follow:

(a) Graham endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Charles Stanley, Howard Hendricks, and D.
James Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts
(e.g., study note to Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little
of ourselves ... the key to an honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth --
our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26 -- "Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share
many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we
can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of worth helps you love God ...").
Graham is quoted as saying that, "The Life Application Bible is a great step forward in helping
Christians apply the Bible's life-changing message in their lives."

(b) Graham states in his book, Answers to Life's Problems, "... faith in God is very, very important,"
but apparently not enough -- "God may choose to use an able psychiatrist to help you with some of the
problems you are facing ... Therefore, you should not feel that you are wrong in seeking the help of a
psychiatrist or trained psychologist if that will help you deal with some deep- seated emotional
problems. Seek one who will not discourage your faith in God. Your pastor can perhaps suggest a
Christian psychiatrist in your area."

-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In
the first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary
English" were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The
Message is so good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.
Billy Graham has also endorsed The Message: "The Message is one of the most dynamic recent versions of the
New Testament that I have seen ... Children can easily understand it, and veteran Bible readers will see Christ's
words in a fresh light." In fact, Billy Graham even authorized a special edition of The Message to be distributed by
his Evangelistic Association -- it contains "... many explanations that I've written to help you understand what the
New Testament says."

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm
fuzzy view of life). For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and
purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual
immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that
"commitment and intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God
gave them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (providing a loophole for
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committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner).
There are hundreds of examples like these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we
do our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."
This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we
then rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say
about a man like Billy Graham when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's
personal, politically correct interpretation. (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe, J.I. Packer, and
Jack Hayford.) [Adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE?, an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996 the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is again a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Billy Graham is a supporter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement. Graham relayed to everyone at the February, 1996, PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta that PK is "the
organization that helps the church work," and needs to "tear down the walls that separate us."

-  Foundation magazine seems to adequately sum up the case against Billy Graham:

"Fifty years of compromise have increased Billy Graham's popularity but have resulted in a serious
loss of spiritual discernment and Scriptural convictions. Fifty years of compromise have brought Billy
Graham into close fellowship and cooperation with millions of those who preach a false gospel and
teach dangerous, unscriptural doctrines. His refusal to warn about the false gospel preached by the
Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant churches is inexcusable and indefensible. His failure to
warn about the dangers of the wildfire teachings of charismatic leaders opens the door for millions of
believers to be deceived. Fifty years of compromise have even led Billy Graham into joining with
leaders of pagan, heathen religions on the basis of a mutual search for world peace" (March- May 1991
Foundation, p. 16).

Unless otherwise noted, the information in this report, and other factual documentation on Billy Graham, can be
found in the following sources:

(a) Church League of America. Billy Graham: Performer, Politician, Preacher, Prophet, 1982.

(b) Cloud, David. Flirting With Rome, Vol. 1: Billy Graham, 1992, 48 ppgs.

(c) Dullea, Charles. A Catholic Looks at Billy Graham, 1967.
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(d) Dunham, William E. "The Billy Graham Compromise," The Review of the News, 5/8/74.

(e) Ewin, Wilson. The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into the Roman Catholic Church, 1992, 23 ppgs.

(f) Hulls, Errol. Billy Graham: The Pastor's Dilemma, 1966.

(g) Pasley, Ian. Billy Graham and the Church of Rome, 19??.

(h) Peterson, F. Paul. The Other Side of Billy Graham and Watergate, 1974.

(i) Pickering, Ernest. Biblical Separation, 1979 (pp. 141-155).

(j) Reynolds, M.H. "Billy Graham, the Pope, and the Bible," Fundamental Evangelistic Association tract, 19??.

(k) Waite, D.A. "Billy Graham's Rapid Change of Principles," Bible For Today, 6 ppgs.
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Kenneth E. Hagin (1917-2003)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tongues-speaking charismatic Kenneth E. Hagin died September 19, 2003 at the age of 85. (Because his
influence in charismatic circles will never die, and because his son and grandson carry on with Kenneth Hagin's
teachings, this report will remain posted.) He was well known as the father of the "Word-Faith"/"Positive
Confession" movement. (See endnote for a detailed description of the Hagin ministry empire.) In his The Word of
Faith magazine, Hagin taught the following heresies: Receiving healing, just as receiving salvation, is simply a
matter of appropriating what already belongs to us (6/90); healing is included in the gospel (8/92); God does not
afflict people with sickness and disease (12/90); he (Hagin) went to heaven and talked with his sister (6/91); Jesus
appeared to him in a vision in 1950 (8/91); he once went to hell in an out-of-body experience (9/91); he does not
believe in sickness and disease (7/92); it is always God's will to heal the sick (12/92); believers have a legal and
redemptive right to divine healing (1/93). Hagin says: "Your confession of faith in God's Word will bring healing
or whatever it is you need from God into the present tense and make it a reality in your life!" (12/92). (Reported in
the 2/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  As the name "Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what we say more that whom
we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. A favorite term in the Word-Faith movement is
"positive confession." It refers to the Word-Faith teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-
Faith teachers claim, determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say --
especially the favors you demand of God -- must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is
required to answer (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). Word-Faith believers view their positive confessions as an
incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire: "Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth.
That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 285).

-  Word-Faith is the fastest-growing movement within the professing church. It has involved two distinct but
closely related factions: the Peale/Schuller-Positive/Possibility thinkers, with their roots in New Thought, and the
Hagin/Copeland Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William
Branham, and the Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain Movement. In Hagin's book, Having Faith in Your Faith, he
teaches that anyone can develop universal "laws of faith" to get what he wants. Hagin teaches that for a pastor or
anyone to drive a Chevrolet instead of a luxury car isn't "being humble, that's being ignorant" of God's "law of
prosperity" that works for "whoever you are," saint or sinner. "Having faith in your faith" is a far cry from what
Jesus taught: "Have faith in God." [Other Hagin books that clearly detail his "theology" are How to Write Your
Own Ticket with God (Tulsa: Faith Library, 1979) and Godliness is Profitable (Tulsa: Faith Library, 1982).] Hagin
claims Jesus told him, "If anybody, anywhere, will ... put these [positive confession] principles into operation, he
will always have whatever he wants from Me or God the Father" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281).

-  In an early-1990s edition of his magazine, The Word of Faith, Hagin clearly delineated his heresy of "positive
confession." The article was entitled, "You Can Have What You Say":

"Often you create your own negative situations yourself with wrong thinking, wrong believing, and
wrong speaking. So start believing according to God's Word. Then begin making positive confessions
of faith and victory over your life. ... You will never receive anything from God beyond the words you
speak. ... If you don't like what you have in life, then begin to change the way you are thinking,
believing, and speaking. Instead of speaking according to natural circumstances out of your head, learn
to speak God's Word from your spirit. Begin to confess God's promises of life and health and victory
into your situation. Then you can begin to enjoy God's abundant life as you have what you say!"

This was not a slip of the tongue or some new doctrine. This is at the heart of the Positive Confession (PC)
movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel. The Positive Confession movement is a
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charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their
common beliefs. Positive Confession is basically warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic
language. (Other well-known PC'ers besides Hagin's most successful protégé, Kenneth Copeland, are Charles
Capps, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David Yonggi Cho. Many of them are graduates of Hagin's
RHEMA Bible Training Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma.)

-  Hagin went a step further, from heresy to blasphemy, when he said, "The believer is as much an incarnation of
God as Jesus Christ" (Hagin, "The Incarnation," The Word of Faith, 12/80, cited in Christianity in Crisis, p.
175,397). He has also said, "If we ever wake up and realize who we are, we'll start doing the work that we're
supposed to do. Because the church hasn't realized yet that they are Christ. That's who they are. They are Christ."
This is a gross heresy. The Lord Jesus Christ is God manifest in the flesh. He is the eternal Son of God. Nowhere is
the believer said to be an incarnation of Almighty God. The Lord Jesus Christ performed miracles to demonstrate
that He was the Son of God, the promised Messiah. No Christian can do the things that Christ did. Not one
Pentecostal preacher has ever been able to perform the miracles that Christ performed. It is blasphemous confusion
to claim that the believer is an incarnation of God like Christ was.

-  Hagin obviously did not believe God is sovereign. Jesus, according to Word-Faith theology, has no authority on
earth, having delegated it all to the church. He developed this point in his book The Authority of the Believer (Tulsa:
Faith Library, 1979). And though most Word-Faith advocates would affirm the personality of the Holy Spirit, their
teachings, in effect, depersonalize Him by consistently speaking of Him as a power to be drawn upon rather than it
is we who are to be His instruments (Charismatic Chaos, p. 267).

-  When one starts believing that he is Christ, with the power of Christ to create reality, the stories become
ludicrous. Surely Hagin had the most unusual story of all. He said that when he was younger and still single, God
led him to break off a relationship with a woman by revealing to him that she was morally unfit. Hagin claimed
God miraculously transported him out of church one Sunday, right in the middle of the sermon. Worst of all, Hagin
was the preacher delivering the sermon! (Charismatic Chaos, p. 49.)

-  In How to Write Your Own Ticket with God, Hagin saw a vision of Jesus, and said to Him, "Dear Lord, I have
two sermons I preach concerning the woman who touched Your clothes and was healed when You were on earth. I
received both of these sermons by inspiration." (Emphasis added.) Later, Hagin quoted what Jesus told him in
reply: "You are correct. My Spirit, the Holy Spirit, has endeavored to get another sermon into your spirit, but you
have failed to pick it up. While I am here, I will do as you ask. I will give you that sermon outline. Now get your
pencil and paper and write it down." (Emphasis added.) Hagin claimed to have received numerous visions, as well
as eight personal visitations from Jesus (see below). Hagin wrote, "The Lord Himself taught me about prosperity. I
never read about it in a book. I got it directly from heaven" (How God Taught Me About Prosperity, Tulsa: Faith
Library, 1985). That claim, of course, is a lie. (Charismatic Chaos, p. 268.) [Hagin also claimed that he knew that
Paul wrote Hebrews because Jesus appeared to him (Hagin) and told him so!]

Hagin claimed that of the eight times Jesus appeared to him, seven times Jesus was barefoot; the other time Jesus
was wearing Roman sandals, and came into Hagin's room, sat down by his bedside, and talked with him for about
30 minutes. During that time, Jesus allegedly taught Hagin how to be led by the inner witness of the Holy Spirit.
Hagin described Jesus as 5'11" tall and weighing about 180 pounds. This is of course impossible (cf. 2 Cor. 5:16).
If the resurrected, ascended, glorified Christ chose to visit Hagin for a midnight chat, He would not be wearing
sandals, and Hagin would be toast (3/4/96, Christian News, p. 12).

-  Other examples of Hagin's false teachings (Source: "Hagin Drunk 'In The Spirit'," David Cloud, 10/4/98, FBIS
report):

(a) Hagin claimed that his teaching was given to him by God, but in fact he plagiarized heavily from
the writings of Kenyon (1867-1948). D.R. McConnell, in his book A Different Gospel, documents this
with pages of comparisons proving beyond question that Hagin plagiarized Kenyon's writings.
McConnell introduces this section of his book by saying: "Hagin has, indeed, copied word-for-word
without documentation from Kenyon's writings. The following excerpts of plagiarisms from no less
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than eight books by E.W. Kenyon are presented as evidence of this charge. This is only a sampling of
such plagiarisms. Many more could be cited."

(b) Hagin taught that Christ's physical death did not remove sin. Rather, it was Christ's alleged
"spiritual death" and struggles in hell that removed sin. Hagin taught that Christ was sent to hell and
there struggled against Satan and demons, and by his victory over them was born again. This is heresy
of the greatest sort. The Bible plainly states that we are redeemed by Christ's death and blood (Acts
20:28; Heb. 9:14; 10:10). The atonement was finished on the cross. When Christ dismissed His spirit
from his body, He cried, "It is finished" (John 19:30). The Lord Jesus Christ was not born again; He
was never lost. He bore our sin, but He was never a sinner. He was never tormented in hell by Satan
and the demons. Nowhere does the Bible say that Satan is in hell or that he has any influence in hell.
One happy day in the future, Satan will be bound for 1,000 years in the bottomless pit (Rev. 20:1-3)
and ultimately he will be cast into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10), but nowhere does the Bible say Satan
is the master of hell.

(c) Hagin claimed he was guided by alleged visitations of angels and of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
His book I Believe in Visions describes eight of these. The seventh occurred December 12, 1962. Hagin
claimed the Lord prophesied to him in this visitation that He would soon begin to move among all
denominations to "bring them into a full salvation and into the baptism of the Holy Ghost." Hagin
claimed that Jesus Christ told him that he would play a part in this ecumenical miracle revival. (A
similar prophecy was given to David DuPlessis by Smith Wigglesworth in 1936. The ecumenical-
charismatic movement, which has since swept through the Roman Catholic Church and the mainline
Protestant denominations, would appear to be a fulfillment of these prophecies. DuPlessis was the first
to carry Pentecostal experiences to the Roman Catholic Church. He was the only Pentecostal to attend
Rome's Vatican II Council in the mid 1960s.) 

(d) Hagin taught a health-prosperity gospel. He wrote: "Like salvation, healing is a gift, already paid
for at Calvary. All we need to do is accept it. All we need to do is possess the promise that is ours. As
children of God, we need to realize that healing belongs to us" (Hagin, Healing Belongs to Us, p. 32).
He further said: "God is glorified through healing and deliverance, not sickness and suffering" (Hagin,
The Key to Scriptural Healing, p. 17). Hagin's claims do not match reality, though. A few years ago he
claimed that he hadn't been sick in 60 years, but actually he had several cardiovascular crises, one
lasting six weeks (and the final crises being his cause of death).

(e) Hagin claimed that the Lord spoke to him in a vision in 1959 with the words: "If you will learn to
follow that inward witness I will make you rich. I will guide you in all the affairs of life, financial as
well as spiritual" (Hagin, How to Be Led by the Holy Spirit). In an article "How God Taught Me about
Prosperity," Hagin claimed that Jesus Christ taught him not to think that it is wrong to have riches.
Allegedly Christ told him not to "pray about money anymore; that is, the way you've been praying.
CLAIM WHATEVER YOU NEED." Christ allegedly further taught Hagin that he had personal angels
who could be commanded to do his bidding. Hagin said Christ told him in 1963 that the angels were
waiting for his command to provide his material desires: "They are waiting on you to give them the
order, just as the waitress cannot do anything for you until you give her the order" (Hagin, I Believe in
Visions, p. 126). [Wasn't  it then exceedingly contradictory and hypocritical that at least 20 minutes of
Hagin's meetings were given over to fund raising?]

-  Here is just a sample of some of the direct revelations and/or direct "anointings" Kenneth Hagin claimed to have
received from the Lord. (All quotes from The Word of Faith magazine.):

(a) "'... You have learned faith both through My Word and by experience. Now go teach my people
what I've taught you. Go teach My people faith.' These words, spoken years ago by the Head of the
Church to Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin, have never lost their sense of divine urgency, Decades have passed,
and that heavenly commission still stands" (11/96).
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(b) "In March 1945 ... On Sunday afternoon I was lying on the living room floor. The Holy Ghost said,
'When you're in your sixties, the two main thrusts of your ministry will be radio and the printed page'"
(11/96).

(c) "Then almost twenty years later in 1963, during an unusual time of prayer at a meeting in Houston,
the Lord told me four things to do: Go to neutral places to hold my own 'All Faiths Crusades' and
invite everyone to come; put all my teachings from my daytime teachings on tape; and get on the radio
and teach -- don't preach" (11/96).

(d) "Waves of God's glory swept through the sanctuary, and people broke out in Holy Ghost laughter
or dancing in the Spirit. Then Brother Hagin began laying hands on various people in the audience,
telling them to 'Be blessed!' He was operating under such a strong anointing that ENTIRE ROWS OF
PEOPLE WOULD FALL UNDER THE POWER OF GOD when Brother Hagin touched the first
person in the row -- or at times just walked by the row! Afterwards, Brother Hagin began to close the
service -- but the Holy Ghost arrested him, striking him dumb or mute by the power of God! For the
next hour, Brother Hagin, unable to speak himself, walked throughout the audience, handing various
ministers the microphone so the minister could speak as the Lord led him. But the moment Brother
Hagin gave the microphone to someone, THAT MINISTER WAS EITHER STRUCK DUMB, FELL
UNDER THE POWER OF GOD, OR WAS OVERCOME BY HOLY GHOST LAUGHTER" (5/96,
Description of a meeting conducted by Kenneth Hagin at the Winter Bible Seminar '96 on the RHEMA
campus). [Hagin had been in the center of the current Laughing Revival. It was during a Rodney
Howard-Browne crusade at Hagin's church in Tulsa, Oklahoma, that Vineyard Pastor Randy Clark
received the "anointing" which he subsequently carried to Toronto.]

(e) "One morning at a recent Holy Ghost Meeting, the Lord asked me a question ... The Lord said to
me, 'Do you think I'd ask you to do something that I wouldn't be willing to do?'" (10/96).

(f) The Lord spoke audibly to him and told him when was the proper time to applaud (clap) during a
worship service: "The Lord didn't say, 'Don't ever clap.' He was explaining the right and wrong time to
clap. ... I'm only telling you what the Lord told me!" (10/96).  

-  Hagin displayed his hyper-charismatic theology on a regular basis in his The Word of Faith magazine. The
following excerpts are from Hagin's "From the Archives" series. This is presented as further proof of the nonsense
emanating from charismatic pulpits today: 

In the10/01 magazine, in an article titled "Born Again," Hagin recounted his three visits to hell as a 15 year-old boy
in the year 1933. The article introduces the visits with: "Kenneth E. Hagin suffered poor health throughout
childhood and at the age of fifteen became bedfast. That night, he died and went to the gates of hell three times": 

"As I began to descend into the darkness for the third time, my spirit cried out, 'God, I belong to the
church! I've been baptized in the water!' … I came again to the bottom of that pit. Again I could feel
the heat as it beat me in the face. Again I approached the entrance, the gates into hell itself. The
creature that met me the first two times again took me by the arm. … I just heard the voice. I don't
know what he said, but whatever he said, that place shook; it just trembled. And that creature took his
hand off my arm. It was just as if there was a suction to my back parts. It pulled me back, away from
the entrance to hell, until I stood in the shadows. Then it pulled me up headfirst." 

Hagin's out-of-body experience ends up back home: 

"I came up beside my bed in my grandparents' house. The difference between the three experiences was
that I came up on the porch the first time; at the foot of the bed the second time; and right beside the
bed the third time. When I got inside my body, my physical voice picked up and continued my prayer
right in the middle of the sentence. I was already praying out of my spirit." 
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And quite a prayer it was—a real traffic-stopper: 

"… they tell me that between me and Momma praying so loud, traffic was lined up for two blocks on
either side of our house! They heard me praying from inside the house, and they heard my mother as
she walked the porch praying at the top of her voice. … That was the very hour I was born again …" 

Arguably, Hagin's fictionalized account of his salvation experience is necessary to give credibility to the hyper-
charismatic's claim to prophethood. But to seal the deal, the self-proclaimed charismatic prophet needed a
personalized visit from Jesus. And not just any visit would do—one on par with the Revelation of Jesus Christ to
the Apostle John WAS apparently required. In Hagin's November 2001 The Word of Faith magazine, in an article
titled "A Sobering Vision," he recounted a 1950 tent revival in Texas where Jesus appeared to him in a vision.
Reading like a passage from the Book of Revelation, Hagin actually wrote new revelation: 

"As I lay under the power of God, it seemed that I stood on a plain and could see for miles. … To the
west I saw what appeared to be a tiny dot on the horizon. As I watched, it grew larger. It was a horse
with a man upon it, riding toward me at full speed. The horseman came to me, stopped, and handed me
a scroll—a roll of paper twelve or fourteen inches long. As I unrolled it, he said, 'Take and read.' At
the top of the page in big, bold, black print were the words, 'WAR AND DESTRUCTION.' I was
struck dumb. He laid his right hand on my head and said, 'Read, in the Name of Jesus Christ!' I began
to read what followed on the paper, and as the words instructed me, I looked and saw what I read
about. First, I read about thousands upon thousands of men in uniform. … wave after wave of soldiers
marching as to war … I saw many … All of the women were bowed together in sorrow and were
weeping profusely. … I looked at the scroll again, and again looked up to see what I had read about. I
saw the skyline of a large city. Looking closer I saw its skyscrapers were burned-out hulls, and
portions of the city were in ruins. It was not written that just one city would be destroyed, burned, and
in ruins, but that there would be many such cities." 

Too bad Hagin didn't reveal this to the FBI before the September 11th WTC attacks. He continued with his vision: 

"The scroll was written in the first person; it seemed as if Jesus Himself were speaking. I read,
'America is receiving her last call. Some nations have already received their last call and will never
receive another.' Then in larger print it said, 'THE TIME OF THE END OF ALL THINGS IS AT
HAND.' This statement was repeated four or five times." 

Now for the good stuff—Jesus validates the gifts of the Spirit for today. How convenient for charismatic theology!: 

"The scroll continued, 'All the gifts of the Spirit will be in operation in the Church in these last days.
The Church will do greater things than even the Early Church did. It will have greater power, signs,
and wonders than were recorded in the Acts of the Apostles. We have seen and experienced many
healings, but we now behold amazing miracles such as have not been seen before. More and more
miracles will be performed in the last days which are just ahead (referring to the end of the last days),
for it is time for the gift of the working of miracles to be more in prominence. We now have entered
into the area of the miraculous. Many of My own people will not accept the moving of My Spirit, and
will turn back and will not be ready to meet Me at My coming. Many will be deceived by false
prophets and miracles of satanic origin. But follow the Word of God, the Spirit of God, and Me, and
you will not be deceived. I am gathering My own together and am preparing them, for the time is
short.'" 

Finally, Hagin got his papers validated as a prophet of God: 

"'Warn this generation, as did Noah his generation, for judgment is about to fall. And these sayings
shall be fulfilled shortly, for I am coming soon. This is the last revival. I am preparing My people for
My coming. Judgment is coming, but I will call My people away, even unto Myself, before the worst
shall come. But be thou faithful and watch and pray.' Then the message concluded with the words, 'For
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the time of the end of all things is at hand.'" 

In the December 2001 issue of The Word of Faith, Hagin went back to the time immediately following his "new
birth" experience. He was still bedfast when "the glory of God" filled his room with a "bright light -- brighter than
the sun shining on snow." Hagin then had another out-of-body experience, hearing Jesus speaking, "Go back! Go
back! Go back to the earth! Your work's not done!" Moreover, during the time the bright cloud of God filled
Hagin's room, Hagin's 70 year-old grandmother repeatedly tried to enter the room through the open door, only to be
repelled by the cloud, "bouncing off of it like it was a rubber ball." Granny couldn't get in the room until the cloud
had lifted. 

In the January 2002 magazine, in an article titled "Come Up to the Throne of God," Hagin recounted his face-to-
face meeting with Jesus. Even the novice Christian can discern the unbiblical nature of this false vision: 

"I was conscious of the fact that I still lay flat on my face on the floor, and for a few minutes I
remained there, feeling the glory of this miraculous visitation. Again I heard a voice say, 'Come up
hither.' And this time the voice said, 'Come up hither; come up to the throne of God.' I saw Jesus
standing again about where the top of the tent should be, and I went to Him through the air. When I
reached Him, together we continued on to Heaven. We came to the throne of God, and I beheld it in all
its splendor. The first thing that attracted my attention was the rainbow about the throne. It was very
beautiful. The second thing I noticed was the winged creatures on either side of the throne. They were
peculiar looking creatures, and as I walked up with Jesus, these creatures stood with wings out-
stretched. They were saying something, but they ceased and folded their wings. They had eyes of fire
set all the way around their heads, and they looked in all directions at once. I stood with Jesus in the
midst, about eighteen to twenty-four feet from the throne. I started to look at the One who sat upon the
throne. Jesus told me not to look upon His face. I could see only a form of a Being seated upon the
throne. Then for the first time I actually looked into the eyes of Jesus. Many times when relating this
experience I am asked, 'What did His eyes look like?' All I can say is that they looked like wells of
living love. It seemed as if one could see a half-mile deep into them, and the tender look of love is
indescribable. As I looked into His face and into His eyes, I fell at His feet. I noticed then that His feet
were bare, and I laid the palms of my hands on the top of His feet and laid my forehead on the backs of
my hands. Weeping, I said, 'Oh Lord, no one as unworthy as I should look upon Your face.' Jesus said
that I should stand upright on my feet. I stood up. He called me worthy to look upon His face, for He
had called me and cleansed me from all sin."

-  Hagin promiseed health and wealth to Christians, and SAID: "All you have to do is visualize it, speak it into
existence." Hagin claimed that Jesus appeared to him in a vision in 1950 and gave him a special anointing to
minister to the sick (4/96, The Word of Faith). After a 1952 vision, Hagin said: "[N]ow when I minister and lay
hands on people, I can tell if there is an evil spirit present either through the word of knowledge or the discerning of
spirits." He relateED a time when "there stood Jesus right in front of me" (after a failed healing) and said Jesus
pointed His finger at him, almost touching his nose. Jesus supposedly said, "I told you, 'If you feel that fire jumping
from hand to hand like heat waves, there is a demon or evil spirit in the body. Call him out in My Name and he will
leave.'" (Reported in the 7/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Hagin explained his criteria for judging between true and false spiritual gifts: 

"When God moves, everybody will be blessed. If something is of the flesh, everybody will have a sick
feeling. And if something is of the devil, it seems like the hair will stand up on your neck. That's a
simple way everyone can judge, whether they've got any spiritual discernment or not." 

There, as explicitly as it can be expressed, is a statement that defines exactly what is wrong with charismatic
mysticism. Spiritual discernment is deemed unnecessary. According to Kenneth Hagin, you can judge between
what is true, fleshly, or demonic by a process that is really just a simplified system of biofeedback (Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 160-161).
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-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far. Because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

Hagin Drunk "In The Spirit"

The following has been excerpted from a report by David Cloud, relating his experience of attending a Kenneth
Hagin "Holy Ghost Meeting":

October 4, 1998 (David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA
98277) –  

On Thursday, September 17, 1998, I attended a Kenneth Hagin Holy Ghost Meeting at the New Life Victory
Center in Huntington, West Virginia. A large portion of the Huntington, West Virginia, meeting was given over to a
rock-jazz concert disguised as a worship service. There were no hymns, no Scripture songs. It was obvious that the
crowd came to boogie! Even old farmer types were bopping around. The lyrics to most of the songs focused on
Word-Faith themes. The song "No More Bondage" proclaimed "no more sickness, no more poverty, no more
bondage." The song "I'm Free" stated, "I don't have to be sick; I don't have to be poor; the devil's under my feet;
sickness is under my feet; poverty is under my feet; prosperity is complete." Another song proclaimed repetitiously,
"Demons are afraid of me." The offertory was a strong jazz number which would have made any Bourbon Street
nightclub band proud. 

Hagin preached on "The Demonstration of the Spirit" from 1 Corinthians 2:4. There was no Gospel message, no
preaching against sin or carnality or worldliness or apostasy; no call to grow in Christ. Instead, the message was a
litany of alleged miracles which have been demonstrated in Hagin's ministry. He told of a woman preacher who
danced in the air (levitation). He told of another woman who danced during an entire church service; she danced
the metal taps off of her shoes, but she didn't make any noise. He told of a girl who fell into a trance during one of
his meetings and remained transfixed for eight hours and 40 minutes. He had commanded that she be filled with the
Spirit. Two men tried to lift her and move her to a warmer part of the room, but they were unable to budge her. He
told of how his wife and two other people were glued to the floor by the Holy Spirit. When someone was levitated
in a meeting, Hagin's wife and two other people had questioned whether it was of the Lord. He claims that God
instructed him to touch all three of them on the forehead with his little finger, and when he did so, they were
knocked to the floor and paralyzed so that they could not get up. They were not allowed to rise until they
acknowledged that Hagin's power was of God. When they admitted this, Hagin touched them again with his finger
and they were released. 

After he had preached for about ten minutes, Hagin began to argue that one of the demonstrations of the Spirit is
drunkenness. At that point he stopped preaching and for about 25 minutes, he staggered about, laughing, blowing on
people, waving his arms at people, and otherwise acting drunken. He repeatedly tried to speak, but was unable to
do so. Large numbers of people in the crowd also began to laugh loudly and some fell to the floor or staggered
about and acted foolishly like drunks. Women fall to the floor in all sorts of compromising positions and had to be
covered with the assistance of ladies who are assigned that task. Kenneth Hagin Jr. attempted to read from his
father's notes, but he could not form the words and staggered all across the front of the church. When Hagin began
speaking again, he claimed that this was a fulfillment of Ezekiel 3:26-27. Like most of the other Scriptures which
were used, this passage was twisted entirely out of context. 

Hagin cited Acts chapter 2 in an attempt to prove that the Apostles were drunk in the Spirit on the day of Pentecost.
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This is nonsense. Those who said the disciples were "full of new wine" were the mockers who wanted to debunk
the miracle of tongues which was occurring (Acts 2:13). The mockers did not say the disciples were drunken
because they were staggering about and slurred in speech and falling to the ground, but because of the many
languages which were used to preach the Gospel that day and because they wanted to slander the servants of
Christ. In his reply to these mockers, PETER PLAINLY SAID THEY WERE NOT DRUNKEN (Acts 2:15). In
Ephesians 5:18, Paul CONTRASTS drunkenness with the filling of the Spirit. The drunk is not in control of
himself, but is under the power of a foreign substance. In contrast, the Spirit-filled Christian is entirely in control of
himself under the direction of the Holy Spirit. There is absolutely no case in the New Testament of the Lord Jesus
Christ or the Apostles or early Christians staggering about in a drunken stupor, unable to attend to necessary duties,
as those in the laughing revival are experiencing. THE CHRISTIAN IS COMMANDED TO BE SOBER AT ALL
TIMES (1 Thess. 5:6,8; 1 Tim. 3:2,11; Titus 1:8; 2:2,4,6; 1 Pet. 1:13; 4:7; 5:8). 

If for no other reason, one should reject Hagin on this basis alone: "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary
the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour" (1 Peter 5:8). 

The only example of "spiritual drunkenness" in the Bible is in the prophets, referring to God's judgment upon sin
and apostasy (Isa. 29:9-14; Jer. 51:37-40). These prophecies sound a solemn warning to the Laughing Revival
crowd. They have rejected the sound teaching of the Bible; they have refused to be sober and vigilant; they have
mocked careful Biblical discernment; they have exalted experience over doctrine; they have gone awhoring after
feelings and "signs and wonders"; and they have been blinded by demonic delusions. God warns that those who
refuse to obey the truth will be blinded by lying wonders (2 Thess. 2:9-12). 

Throughout the rest of Hagin's sermon, various people were laughing hysterically, making it difficult to follow his
message. The service could best be characterized by confusion. It ended like it began, with a rock concert disguised
as a worship service.

The Hagin Ministry Conglomerate

Kenneth E. Hagin began his ministry in Texas in 1934 at the age of 17. For twelve years he pastored, then traveled
extensively in the evangelistic field. In 1963, the Kenneth E. Hagin Evangelistic Association was incorporated. In
1966, the offices of the ministry were moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma. Kenneth Hagin, Sr., ministers with his son,
Kenneth Hagin, Jr., and grandson, Craig Hagin. (Craig is his grandfather's Crusade Director, Special Meetings
coordinator, operations manager for the ministry, and the associate pastor of the RHEMA Bible Church, pastored
by his father. In a February, 1998 ministry letter, he also claimed that the Holy Spirit led him to preach and teach
healing.)

RHEMA Bible Training Center was founded in 1974. In 1978, the name of the ministry was changed to RHEMA
Bible Church (a.k.a. Kenneth Hagin Ministries, Inc.). The Training Center is located on a more than 110-acre
campus consisting of 23 buildings, including a 96-unit student housing complex, a 2,000-seat auditorium, and a
Prayer and Healing Center (PHC). Since the 1974-75 charter class graduated 58 students, RHEMA has provided
training to more than 23,000 graduates. RHEMA's average annual enrollment is 1,800 with graduating classes of
750-800. (Internationally, there are RHEMA Training Centers in 13 countries.) RHEMA Correspondence Bible
School has enrolled more than 60,000 students since its inception and offers an extensive curriculum for home
Bible study.

"Faith Seminar of the Air," begun in 1966, is RHEMA's radio ministry, airing on more than 250 stations in a 15-
minute daily slot, as well as being heard via short-wave radio in over 120 countries and on all continents of the
world. In addition, "RHEMA Radio Church," airs its 30-minute program via 93 radio broadcasts weekly in 30
states. All tolled, RHEMA's radio broadcasts can be picked up by 2.8 billion potential listeners. 

In late 1995, a videotape ministry was initiated. RHEMA Bible Church sends video teaching tapes to an average of
125 RHEMA missionaries each month. In 1996, "RHEMA Praise," a half-hour television program outreach of
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RHEMA Bible Church, began airing in the Tulsa area. "RHEMA Praise" is also translated into Spanish and
broadcasted into 54 nations covering all of South America and parts of Europe. In August 1999, "RHEMA Praise"
began broadcasting into 40 additional countries in Europe, Australia, and the Middle East. Since its inception,
broadcast locations have expanded to reach a combined potential audience of more than 30 million homes every
week.

Kenneth Hagin and his son, Kenneth Hagin, Jr., have authored 147 charismatic-oriented books. More than 65
million copies of these books are currently in circulation around the world, translated into more than 25 foreign
languages. RHEMA's efforts support missionaries in 109 countries and The Word of Faith magazine is sent into
more than 250,000 homes each month. More than 50,000 teaching tapes by the Hagins are distributed each month.
More than eight million tapes have been distributed since the inception of the cassette tape ministry.

Kenneth Hagin, Jr., pastors the 8,000-member RHEMA Bible Church that meets on the campus of RHEMA Bible
Training Center in a 4,500-seat auditorium. Father, son, and grandson all minister together and individually in
crusades, seminars, and other special meetings. Each July, the Hagin's conduct their indoor "Campmeeting" at
Tulsa's Convention Center. It has drawn people from all 50 states, Canada, and 68 other countries.

In the fall of 1979, Hagin, Sr., began the Healing School on the RHEMA campus (the Prayer and Healing Center).
Morning and afternoon healing sessions are held daily, at which students are taught the techniques of healing the
sick! Hagin boasted that "The highest percentage of healings is among those with incurable diseases, many of
which include cases diagnosed as terminal." [If student's really learn how to heal, why are they not then sent into
the hospitals of Tulsa and heal all the terminally ill there?]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 10/2003
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Jack Hayford
General Teachings/Activities

-  Jack Hayford (born 1934) is the hyper-charismatic pastor of The Church on the Way, The First Foursquare
Church of Van Nuys, California. Hayford started the church in 1969 with 18 people; it is now the largest
Foursquare Church (Pentecostal) in the U.S. -- about 9,000 members (of which about 80% speak in tongues as a
prayer language, according to Hayford) with weekly attendance between 8,500 and 10,000. Hayford promotes the
"four-square" doctrines of Pentecostalism -- that Jesus is Savior, Baptizer with the Holy Spirit, Healer, and Coming
King. He also teaches the false doctrine that healing is promised in the atonement (Charisma, June 1992). Pat
Boone is an elder in Hayford's church, and Trinity Broadcasting Network's (TBN) heretical founders, Paul and Jan
Crouch, are members. Hayford has authored more than two dozen books, and is also a prolific "hymn" writer,
composing more than 400 popular charismatic "gospel" songs, including "Majesty" (which promotes the false
charismatic "Kingdom Now" philosophy in which Christians are thought to be able to exercise kingdom authority
over sickness and the devil in this present hour). 

Hayford's teaching can be heard nationwide through his "Living Way" radio and television ministries. The half-
hour weekday radio program was started in 1981 (originally titled, "FreeWay") and is now heard in over 40 states
and in several foreign countries. In 1989, Living Way began a Sunday morning "live" broadcast of the church
services from The Church On The Way. The now one-hour Sunday television program was started in 1977 and is
seen in all 50 states on TBN (as well as in Canada and South Africa). Also on its 24 acre campus, the Church on the
Way operates The King's College, The King's Seminary, and the Jack W. Hayford School of Pastoral Nurture.

Hayford writes in A Man's Worship and Witness (p. 80) that since the inception of The Church on the Way 25 years
ago, over 40,000 "decisions for Christ" have been made at his church, more than 30 churches have been planted
elsewhere, and over 100 pastors and church leaders have gone out to serve in other places. Also, Hayford claims to
have given over $20 million to "serve human needs and spread the Gospel" throughout the world.

-  Foursquare was founded in 1923 by flamboyant, twice-divorced Pentecostal female preacher Aimee Semple
McPherson. (In a 1990 sermon about McPherson's ministry, Hayford defended her on the grounds that "she
certainly should not be viewed as one who 'bounced' from marriage to marriage," and that in his view, her ministry
was validated by the fact that "a half-century later, the devil still hates her sufficiently to spray lying venom on her
memory.") In a 3/93 Charisma magazine article, Hayford says Foursquare was "one of the first to fully embrace the
charismatic movement as being a legitimate movement of the Spirit." Yet, Foursquare teaches physical healing in
the atonement, "Spirit-slaying," spiritual warfare/demon-deliverance, tongues-speaking, signs & wonders
evangelism, extra-revelatory prophecy, etc., etc. In the face of mounting criticism, Hayford now admits to a more
flexible attitude. In his latest book, he also refrains from demanding tongues as a proof of Spirit baptism, and
instead presents "spiritual language" as a "divine and desirable provision to assist every believer ..." [still error
though]. (Reported in the 8/17/92, Christianity Today; the 3/15/93, Calvary Contender; and the 3/8/93, Christian
News.)

-  Evidence abounds of Hayford's hyper-charismatic, ecumenical, and occultic tendencies: (Reported in the 11/1/89
and 9/15/91, Calvary Contenders; and the 12/91, CIB Bulletin.)

(a) Hayford spoke at the 1989 Billy Graham/Lausanne II conference (with John Wimber, David
Yonggi Cho, and Dick Eastman), and has appeared at other ecumenical events such as Robert Schuller
"success" conferences. [Hayford also endorsed Schuller's 1996 autobiography -- Prayer: My Soul's
Adventure With God.]

(b) In 10/91, Hayford visited Sydney, Australia with John Wimber (the "signs & wonders," Church
Growth, Power Evangelism, Vineyard Movement founder and leader who died in 1997) to hold a
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"holiness conference" (a number of Catholic priests also spoke at the conference).

(c) In the 10/91 issue of Charisma magazine, Hayford relates a vision of seeing Jesus seated in heaven
and then rising from the throne. Hayford states: "As the anointing caught in the folds of His garments,
it began to splash out and fall over the church." Jesus then supposedly said, "I am beginning to rise
now in preparation for my second coming. Those who will rise with me will share in this double
portion of anointing." 

(d) Hayford praised Richard Foster for his efforts in bringing together all the streams of the church.
(Foster is the head of Renovaré, an international ecumenical organization that espouses the use of
guided imagery and visualization as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal.")

-  Charismatic Bible Ministries (CBM) was founded in 1986 by hyper-charismatic Oral Roberts. Jack Hayford was
one of the original officers and trustees of CBM. (Others included such hyper-charismatics as Richard Roberts,
Kenneth Copeland, David Yonggi Cho, Charles Capps, Morris Cerullo, Paul Crouch, Kenneth Hagin, Benny Hinn,
Charles and Frances Hunter, Robert Tilton, Casey Treat, John Osteen, Earl Paulk, Fred K.C. Price, Tommy Reid,
Stephen Strang, and Lester Sumrall.) CBM conducts leadership conferences for its charismatic coalition, many of
whom espouse dominion theology tenets. CBM's slogan is "Love and Unity through Signs and Wonders." When
people look to signs and wonders to produce love and unity, they will find themselves united with everything that
appears miraculous regardless of the source (Vengeance is Ours, pp. 125-127).

-  Paul Crouch, the founder of the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN), is a member in good standing
at the Hayford-pastored Church on the Way. Crouch publishes the monthly newsletter Praise the Lord . I think it's
fair to assume that Hayford is in agreement with Crouch's theology, or else as his pastor, Hayford would correct
Crouch and discipline him if necessary. The following are quotes from the 3/93 Praise the Lord newsletter: (All
emphases in the original.)

(a) "I love a good fight! ... who the REAL enemy is! ... the heretic hunters [e.g., Martin Bobgan] ...
searching endlessly for some new flaw in doctrine, picking, picking, picking some new splinter of error
from the eyes ..."

(b) "... the many documented miracles under Kathryn Kuhlman's ministry and, of course, Benny Hinn's
present-day ministry. ... if there is no power -- no healings -- no miracles in a church or ministry, the
only thing left to do is to develop a new theology to justify their [the "heretic hunters"] pitiful,
spiritually barren lives and ministry!" [Kuhlman was one of the first of many "stage show healers," in
effect, blazing the trail for the Benny Hinn's and Oral Roberts of today.]

(c) "If miracles really did cease at 90 A.D. ... the heretic hunters were right! If we are not 'little Gods,'
we will apologize to you in front of ten thousand times ten thousand before the Crystal Sea!" [Hayford
has taught the "little gods" heresy himself, specifically in a message first recorded in 1979 (titled
"Marching Against Mammon") and rebroadcast on a on a 10/2/86 Living Way radio program.]

(d) "A host of evil spirits ... responsible for much, if not most, of the personal difficulties, spiritual
pressures and aggravated forms of evil that characterize our modern social order. ... this constant and
fiendish disruption of the human social order is explained only by the mass activity behind the scenes
of a vast, well organized host of wicked spirits under the control of their master prince. ... When will
YOU take back everything Satan has stolen from you by bluff, bluster, lying and deceit? ... Say it with
me -- 'Satan, I bind YOUR EVIL WORKS in Jesus' name.' Say it with me, 'I claim my healing, in
Jesus' name; I take back what is mine, in Jesus' name!'" ["Name-It-and-Claim-It"/demon-deliverance].

(e) "If and when we finally lay down these petty doctrinal and traditional differences and JOIN
TOGETHER as an awesome UNITED body and force, all hell will finally retreat into the abyss, and,
together, we will bring back the king! ... When will we realize that the enforcement of Christ's Victory
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is UP TO US? " [Dominion Now theology].

(f) "Some of you have, indeed, grasped this truth and victory -- Glory! Some of you have repossessed
your rightful ownership and possessions. ... Praise the Lord, David's God is teaching our hands to war
too! Soon our enemy will be destroyed! Soon our enemy will have to yield even his remaining
strongholds. Together, we are: 'Destroying the works of the Devil' -- just as Jesus commanded us to
do." [Charismatic spiritual warfare]

-  Hayford is an endorser/participant in the National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a Kingwood, Texas
charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our city to Jesus." NEC sponsors an
annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking questions from a
form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal
of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are the Evangelical Free Church
of America, Youth With a Mission, Campus Crusade for Christ, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as
charismatic-loonies John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo,
Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman, and Richard Roberts.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. Conferences were
also held in 1997 and 1998.]

-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In
the first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary
English" were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The
Message is so good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.
Jack Hayford has also endorsed The Message: "The Message is certainly destined to become a devotional classic,
not to mention a powerful pastoral tool." 

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm
fuzzy view of life)! For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal
and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual
immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that now
"commitment and intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God
gave them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (a loophole is provided for
committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choosing of a same-sex partner).
There are hundreds of examples like these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we
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do our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."
This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we
then rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say
about a man like Jack Hayford when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's
personal, politically correct interpretation? (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe and J.I. Packer.)
[Adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE, an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  In the Foursquare World Advance magazine of Jan-Feb '94, when asked why he was among a group of
evangelical Christian "leaders" who met with President Clinton on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White
House (since Clinton is pro-abortion and pro-homosexual), Hayford said he respects the office of the presidency
and "Finally, I believe in the power of presence. Just my being there would leave a deposit of some sort." He also
said he has "deep love" for Clinton as "a human being," and views Clinton as "a personable, devoted public
servant." Indeed! And it's what Clinton is devoted to that should be denounced by all real Christians. [Among the
other attendees with Hayford were social radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, church growth movement guru and
psychologizer Bill Hybels (who stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda), and the
psychologized president of Taylor University Jay Kesler.] (Reported in the 4/94, Lofton Letter .) [Later, in a
congregational report, Hayford expressed his conviction regarding the "clarity of President Clinton's commitment to
Jesus Christ," and said he was convinced that Clinton was indeed a believer! (6/20/94, Christian News).]

-  Hayford spoke for Renovaré at its 1991 Los Angeles Conference -- Renovaré is an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's
Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing
the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses.")

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Hayford is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
Hayford is on PK's board of directors and has spoken at major events for Promise Keepers every year since PK's
inception. (He also patterns the men's program at The Church On The Way after the PK model.) On 5/14/94,
Hayford spoke at a regional Promise Keepers conference in Anaheim, California. During his message, Hayford
gave three reasons why God required circumcision in the Old Testament: 

"[1] God wants to touch your very identity as a man; [2] He wants to reach out and touch your secret
and private parts. This enables Him to better perform surgery on the heart; [3] God wants to touch
man's creative parts. This represents the idea that since God has touched our creative parts, we as God's
people need to be creative in our witnessing to others."

Hayford also spoke at the PK "1996 National Clergy Conference" (2/13/96-2/15/96) in Atlanta's Georgia Dome
stadium. The theme for the conference was "Fan the Flame," because McCartney (PK's founder) believes "God
wants to bring revival to His church through its clergy" (2/26/96, Christian News, p. 10). The purpose of this
gathering, according to McCartney, was to "tear the hearts of pastors wide open so that a single leadership can be
produced." He had hoped to "bring as many as 100,000 ministers and priests of all races together" (7/1/95, The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p. C8). [Actual attendance was 38,914, which represented all 50 states and more than
a dozen foreign countries; 600 in attendance were Roman Catholic priests!] At the beginning of the conference,
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Hayford was speaking and trying to influence everyone to "dance in the Lord," an unscriptural routine favored by
the fanatical wing of Pentecostal charismaticism. Hayford said he learned the dance in Africa, and later the Lord
spoke to him directly saying, "May I have this dance?" He then began doing an African folkdance around the
podium, suggestive of the dances associated with heathen witch-doctoring. 

-  Hayford's psychological teachings are less chronicled than his charismatic doctrines, but they nevertheless are
prominent. Hayford is a frequent guest on Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program, and he endorses
many of the newly published books by "Christian" psychologists as they come to market.

-  In the Church on the Way's Mission Statement, Hayford espouses the following about tongues-speaking and
spiritual warfare (from the Living Way Ministries Internet web site -- 8/6/96):

(a) "Vitality of the Spiritual Language -- The biblical exercise of Holy Spirit enabled supernatural
utterance is vital for prayer, praise, intercession, and edification and is a desirable and an available
resource for every believer." (Emphasis added.) [Hayford offers to sell the book The Beauty of
Spiritual Language, and a 2-tape cassette album titled "The Holy Spirit: The Great Psychiatrist"!]

(b) "Committed to Spiritual Warfare -- The reality of the invisible realm of spiritual conflict demands
biblical confrontation through prayer and ministry with discernment and love; that the triumph of
Calvary is not minimized, but applied by such means." (Emphasis added.) [Hayford offers to sell the
book Prayer is Invading the Impossible, and a 2-tape cassette album titled "Resisting the Devil."]

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Hayford says: "There are many practical
reasons for supporting the ministry of Luis Palau: his fidelity to the truth, his constancy of passion for the lost, and
his integrity in personal life ... the evidence of God's sovereign choice to anoint and use this man mightily at this
crucial juncture in church history." (Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted
with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism -- hardly God's "sovereign choice.") [Hayford has also taken
part with Palau in the annual ecumenical/charismatic/ Catholic-accommodating March For Jesus campaigns.]

-  Hayford has endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which is
also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Hybels, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- Fall with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic church Colson says it,
"to its great credit, does call heretics to account." Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!
(4/93, Berean Call). 

Hayford also writes: "Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table. Whether your tradition celebrates it as
Communion, Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this centerpiece of Christian worship"
(Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 19). Historically, the Roman Catholic mass has been recognized by Bible
believers as blatant blasphemy, Yet, today, Hayford teaches that this false view of Christian worship is approved by
God and proper for all Christians to accept.

-  Almost all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Orlando '95 (North American [charismatic] Congress on the Holy Spirit and World
Evangelization.) A Catholic bishop led one session. There was also conga-style aisle-dancing by the Haitian
Catholics during the evening worship sessions. Others "praised God" by dancing around the convention center
waving open umbrellas, signifying that the invisible rain of the Holy Spirit was falling. Of the 8,000 attending, over
half were charismatic Catholics. The 10/95 Charisma said, "Charismatics abandoned their theological differences ...
at least for four days. ... Today millions of Catholics, including Pope John Paul II's personal preacher ... have joined
ranks with charismatics." A Catholic priest added, "This is the greatest ecumenical movement in the Christian
church." Some of the hyper-charismatic teachers at Orlando '95 were Pat Robertson, Benny Hinn, Jack Hayford,
Marilyn Hickey, and Paul Crouch.
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-  Hayford also has a strange idea of what constitutes true worship of God (although not strange by charismatic
standards):

"Let Holy Spirit-filled worship be a blend of our highest thoughts and our deepest feelings so that the
goal of true worship be reached: the reshaping of our lives." (Emphases added.)

Wrong! The goal of worship is not the reshaping of our lives. True worship focuses on God, the object of worship,
as worthy of all glory and honor and power and obedience for Who He is, regardless of what we are. If we were
perfect in every way we would still be unworthy of Him. It is not worship, but Scripture which is useful for
reshaping our lives (2 Tim. 3:16-17). For Hayford and others of the charismatic ilk, Scripture is fast giving way to
experience as the standard upon which to base belief. Nowhere in Scripture are we told that the goal of worship is
the reshaping of our lives. That is just self-centeredness. [Source: Comments/Essays in The Answer To Happiness,
Health, and Fulfillment in Life: The Holy Bible (with Selected Writings by Leading Inspirational Authors.]
[Comments excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 (1993), No. 1.]

-  Rave is a dance movement from Europe in which teens take designer drugs, use virtual-reality devices, and dance
(usually alone) away the night and early mornings hours to repetitive techno-pop dance music. Often there is no
lighting except for strobes and lasers. "Christian" rave parties have been adopted by several youth ministries
worldwide (including Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel movement). In April of 1997, Hayford's Church on the Way
sponsored its second rave concert.
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Howard Hendricks
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Howard G. Hendricks is Distinguished Professor and Chairman of the Center for Christian Leadership at
Dallas Theological Seminary. He has an AB and a DDiv from Wheaton and a ThM from Dallas Theological
Seminary. Hendricks has written many books about marriage and family life (e.g., Heaven Help the Home), and
spends considerable time conducting so-called marriage enrichment seminars. He has spoken in more than 60
countries. It can be well documented that Hendricks has become quite psychological in his teachings over the years,
not only in his seminars and in his books, but also in his endorsements (e.g., Larry Crabb) and his appearances
(e.g., James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio show and Promise Keepers conventions).

-  Hendricks endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Charles Stanley, and D. James
Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3--"Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26--
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God ..."). Hendricks is quoted as saying that, "I am bullish on the Life Application Bible
because it is a serious attempt to relate truth to life, to transform belief into practice."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Hendricks is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at PK stadium rallies, writing chapters in PK-authored books, and his position on the PK
Board of Directors. He has also endorsed Robert Hicks' blasphemous book The Masculine Journey (promoted by
PK also) as "an eye-opening key to understanding the Bible's teaching on what it means to be a man." [Charisma
magazine also says, "People tell me they sense the Holy Spirit's presence as they read the magazine (PK's New
Man). We received rave reviews from a diverse group of leaders such as ... Howard Hendricks ..." (7/94,
Charisma).]

-  Hendricks wrote the foreword to Christian psychologist Larry Crabb's 1991 book Men and Women: Enjoying the
Difference. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly
motivates all behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a
"hierarchy of needs") psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.] Hendricks gives the book a
high recommendation:

"Of all the information and statistics published to make marriages more meaningful, this 'report and
recommendation' soars over most of them because of its biblical balance and real-life situations. For
men and women who want to invest in a profitable marriage, here is a guide to the bottom line of
beauty and lifetime benefits" (p. 12). (Emphasis added.)

What kind of "biblical balance" has Hendricks found in Men and Women? In this book, Crabb takes his need
theology a step further than heretofore -- into the realm of the God-given male/female sexual relationship. Crabb
teaches that a man's need for significance/impact becomes the need for "separateness, achievement, and entering,"
while the woman's need for security/relationship becomes the need for "involvement, attachment, and invitation."
Crabb states that, "I do not think it stretches things too far to regard physical sexuality as a wonderful picture of
personal sexuality: men feel complete as they strongly enter; women feel enjoyed as they warmly invite."
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(Emphases added.)

-  A description of some of Hendricks ecumenical activities follows:

(a) The Joyful Woman for May/June, 1994, pictured self-esteem promoter Dr. James Dobson and his
wife Shirley on the front cover. Popular author and speaker Elisabeth Elliot is the keynote speaker for
the 10/13/94-10/15/94 National Joyful Woman Jubilee at the Highland Park Baptist Church (Tennessee
Temple) in Chattanooga. Howard Hendricks was a recent-year Joyful Woman speaker. (Reported in
the 9/15/94, Calvary Contender.);

(b) Hendricks speaks frequently at the Billy Graham retreat center in Asheville, North Carolina -- The
Cove (every year since at least 1994). He also speaks frequently at Moody Founder's Week. In 2/96, he
shared the platform with hyper-charismatic E.V. Hill, church growth guru Bill Hybels, and "anti-
psychology" psychologizer John MacArthur.

(c) Besides being on the Board of Directors of Promise Keepers, Hendricks also sits on the boards of
Navigators and Walk Thru the Bible, all three highly ecumenically- and psychologically-oriented
organizations.

-  One of the concepts that Hendricks has been pushing is that of mentoring. (See Hendricks' chapter in the 1995
book Standing Together; his article titled "Vital Relationships" in the Sep-Oct 1995, New Man magazine; and his
1995 book As Iron Sharpens Iron: Building Character in a Mentoring Relationship.) This all falls right in line with
Hendricks affiliation with Promise Keepers, which is very big on mentoring. [In fact, in AsIron Sharpens Iron,
Hendricks states that the book "was prepared to coincide with the 1995 schedule of Promise Keepers conferences
..." (p. 10).] Mentoring is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom he can be held
accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Another word for mentoring would be discipling or shepherding,
which has gained prominence within the charismatic movement. Mentoring within the confines of self-help/small
groups is also used; such groups by themselves (even without mentoring) are fraught with psychoheretical dangers.

As a part of mentoring, every man must be accountable to some other man, especially in the areas of one's finances,
sexual life, and relationship to God. This partner gained through mentoring, then, must be given complete freedom
to inquire into any of these areas at will, with the understanding that he may bring correction to those areas he feels
are not in proper alignment. This is a kind of covenant relationship not found anywhere in Scripture. In fact, to the
contrary, God takes such covenants far more seriously than does Howard Hendricks (cf. Num. 30:2). (Why would
any man who had a relationship with the One true Mentor, the glorified Lord Jesus Christ, want to subject the
intimate details of his family life to the type of mentoring Howard Hendricks promotes? What was good enough for
the Apostle Paul should be good enough for Howard Hendricks!)

-  Hendricks is currently doing Teammates marriage seminars with Bruce and Donna Cook. The Cooks are not
Biblically-based teachers, but are even more psychologically-oriented than Hendricks. Bruce Cook is President of
Rapha Southeast, which a Teammates brochure describes as "a Christ-centered counseling ministry based in
Atlanta." (See note at end of this report.) When Mr. Cook was president of Leadership Dynamics International, he
developed "Biblically-based courses" now distributed by the ecumenical Walk Thru the Bible Ministries. Donna
Cook has served in teaching and counseling roles with the Dallas Public School Board and Campus Crusade for
Christ (ecumenical/psychological), and has authored the popular course entitled Time Management for Women.

The big bucks are in the video home study market, so that's where Hendricks and the Cooks have taken Teammates.
The Teammates Video Kit consists of three, 10-session videos; one hardbound spiral notebook; overhead
transparencies; leader's guide; and five course workbooks -- all for only $219.95! The ten video sessions address
such things as (all below are direct quotes from a 1993 Teammates brochure):

(a) Building on your strengths: By taking an enlightening temperament survey, couples learn their
mate's strengths and weaknesses while learning to understand, cope with, and even benefit from the
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differences;

(b) Understanding your mate: acceptance of their weaknesses ... personality traits;

(c) Relating to your mate: ... improve compatibility no matter what personality traits are involved;

(d) Meeting your mate's needs: Imagine each spouse listing his or her top individual needs and
discussing them with their mate. That's what happens here ...;

(e) Developing your love life: Dr. Hendricks shares ten ways to increase fulfillment in marriage,
including pleasure and respect, self giving, responsibility and privilege, the feeling of belongingness,
and more.

(The bold words are BDM's emphases. They help to show where these teachings come from -- Larry Crabb's need
theology and Tim LaHaye's temperament analysis/personality typing. Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of Crabb's teachings is Larry Crabb's Gospel, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers,
Santa Barbara, CA, 1998, 205 pages. Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of LaHaye's teachings
on the temperaments would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 49-66, by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.)

Teammates has even secured the endorsement of psychologizer Dr. Charles Stanley [who at the time of the
endorsement was unbiblically-separated from his wife!]: "Teammates is one of the very best tools we have to help
marriage partners. Many couples continue to express the incredibly positive impact of this program in enriching
their marriage [but apparently not so "positive" nor "enriching" for Stanley and his wife]. I heartily recommend
Teammates."

-  Hendricks has also become quite ecumenical over the years, speaking just about anywhere with anybody. For
example, Hendricks spoke at a 10/91 conference at the Southern Baptist Church of SBC president Ed Young in
Houston, Texas. Other speakers were charismatic Pat Robertson, psychologizer Chuck Swindoll, and left-
brain/right-brain guru Gary Smalley. (Reported in the 1/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Hendricks says: "It is rare to find an
individual who speaks the undiluted truth of God's Word in today's world ... Luis Palau is that type of person. I
wholeheartedly endorse Luis Palau and the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association." In truth, Palau is a Catholic
sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Howard Hendricks' thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people
is that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
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evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the
same, with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin
Miller, Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)
 

Note: Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers is an organization that heavily promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step
codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha
specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted Christians by employing an amalgamation
of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted in 1986 and claims to have treated over
20,000 psychiatric inpatients since then. Today Rapha operates 120 hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an
annual income of more than $12 million. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the
"codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery
Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)  [Back to Text]
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Benny Hinn
General Teachings/Activities*

Benny Hinn, [former] pastor of Orlando Christian Center in Orlando, Florida [the church was first re-named World
Outreach Church, and then Faith World Church in 1999 when Hinn resigned from the pastorate and moved his
"crusade and evangelism" ministry to Dallas] is one of the most prolific voices in the so-called "Christian" media
today. [Hinn's "ministry" reportedly takes in over $100 million a year, which allows him to maintain a $3.5 million
home, and to spend $8,000 on airline fares and stay in $2,000/night hotel rooms.] His book Good Morning, Holy
Spirit has remained on the best-seller list since its release in October, 1990, having sold approximately one-quarter
million copies within the first few months. In May of 1992, it was number one among paperback books according
to Christian Reading, one of the major trade publications for "Christian" bookstores, distributors, and publishers. 

Due to some rather startling statements in the original edition of Good Morning, Holy Spirit, Hinn came under fire
from a few organizations that perceived serious doctrinal discrepancies in Hinn's theology.

The most public criticism of Hinn's teachings came from the Christian Research Institute (CRI) [which has many
theological problems of its own], which took Hinn and his publisher, Thomas Nelson Company, to task for what
CRI perceived as heretical statements. This resulted in Nelson revising the questionable material in its later releases
and Hinn apologizing and promising not to promote in the future the teachings under question. However, Thomas
Nelson Company spokesman Bruce Barbour (publisher) and Bill Watkins (senior editor) as well as Hinn, say that
the theology expressed in the original edition has not been changed but merely "clarified."

Yet Hinn does claim to have changed his mind about other teachings not dealt with in Good Morning, Holy Spirit,
most notably the "Jesus-died-spiritually" heresy that has characterized the theology of word-faith teachers from E.
W. Kenyon through Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, and others.

In spite of these developments, many Christians are still questioning where Benny Hinn is coming from. And in
view of his continued popularity within the Christian marketplace, we thought that an analysis of Hinn's teachings
is in order. We also think that some of the criticism leveled against Hinn has been based not on Scriptural truth, but
upon orthodoxy -- traditionally accepted understanding of issues not necessarily addressed in clear terms by
Scripture. It is our hope [Al Dager of Media Spotlight -- see asterisk note (between the horizontal lines) at the end
of this section] to set these differences apart.

The Man

Benny Hinn was born in 1953 in Israel to a Greek father and an Armenian mother. He was raised in the Greek
Orthodox [false] religion. Hinn claims that while he was a young boy of 11 years of age in Israel, God first
appeared to him, and has been appearing to him ever since. At the age of 14, Hinn moved to Canada with his
parents. While attending high school there, he says he had visions of himself preaching before huge crowds. He
also claims that God healed him of a stuttering problem so that he could become a preacher.

Yet in spite of the visions and God's appearing to him for several years, Hinn marks the year of his being born
again as 1972 when he was about 20 years old. It was at a Kathryn Kuhlman service the following year that he says
he had a "profound spiritual experience."

Hinn readily admits that much of the misunderstanding that has arisen from his teachings is the result of his lack of
formal Bible training. In fact, almost immediately after his having been "born again," Hinn says, "The Lord
launched me into ministry almost overnight."
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In spite of these circumstances, Hinn founded the Orlando Christian Center in 1983. Beginning with just a few
hundred members, that church now boasts an average weekly attendance of over 10,000. [The newly named Faith
World Church is now being pastored by Clint Brown, who merged his charismatic Orlando church with Hinn's
when Hinn moved to Dallas in late-1999.] In addition, Hinn conducts worldwide crusades and has a daily television
program [the 30-minute This Is Your Day program is seen in more than 100 countries] that airs over the Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN), headed by Jan and Paul Crouch [see the end of this report for transcripts of two of
Hinn's recent appearances on TBN]. [Hinn also claimed to be building a $30-$35 million "Healing Center" in
Dallas, which was to operate 24 hours a day with its planned opening in 2001; part of the attraction was to be films
of previous healing services conducted by the masters of the trade -- Oral Roberts, Kathryn Kuhlman, Aimee
Semple McPhearson, A.A. Allen, Jack Coe, Lester Sumrall, etc. As of the date of this report revision, it appears that
Hinn has again raised money under false pretences -- not one brick has been laid for the Healing Center. Hinn now
says the decision to delay the project was divinely inspired (6/23/02, Dallas Morning News).]

Although Hinn states that his ministry throughout the 1970s was shaped by the writings of men like D.L. Moody
and R.A. Torrey, he was a strong proponent of "revelation knowledge" -- new truths revealed to him by God
directly -- that were not contained within Scripture. Only recently has he stated that he will no longer claim
revelation knowledge as the authority for his teachings. [See the end of this report of Hinn once again claiming
revelation knowledge].

More than this, Hinn claims to actually be a channel for God -- that God enters him and takes over his mind and
tongue to the point where he is unaware of what he has said. After his sermon on December 31, 1989, at Orlando
Christian Center, during which he gave several future prophecies, Hinn expressed that he was drunk -- presumably
on the Holy Spirit -- and asked someone to tell him what he had just said.

It became evident in the early 1980s that the word-faith teachings of Kenyon, Hagin, Copeland, and others began to
have an enormous impact on Hinn. But shortly after his encounter with critics of his book, Hinn announced that he
no longer hold to the word-faith teachings.

As Hinn's popularity increased due to his television program and the runaway sales of Good Morning, Holy Spirit,
his teachings came under close scrutiny by several apologetics ministries. The Christian Research Institute became
especially alarmed by Hinn's references to the Godhead that seemed at best unorthodox and at worst heretical. On
both his television program and in his book, Hinn asserted that all three persons of the Triune Godhead have their
own independent bodies, souls, and spirits, as well as wills (10/13/90, TBN).

What alarmed most critics of Hinn is his statement that "there are nine of them [Spirits of God]." Some took this to
mean that there are nine persons, which is not what Hinn was saying. "Nine of them" referred to the separate
elements of the Trinity: three bodies, souls, and spirits.

Hinn is clearly guilty of teaching "revelation knowledge" (God's Truth imparted to him personally), something that
is not at all supported by Scripture. As such, he has established in the minds of those who trust him, a personal
belief as if it were authoritative truth, which it is not.

While Hinn's teachings on the Trinity have captured the forefront of the debate between himself and the apologist
ministries, there are other serious issues that have taken a back seat to the questionable Trinitarian controversy --
issues that truly do lead toward heresy.

A God-Man

Hinn teaches that when one is born again by faith in Jesus, he is given a new spirit man that wasn't there before -- a
spirit man that is divine in nature and God-like (Our Position in Christ [sermon tape]).

Throughout his dissertations, Hinn avows that the Bible says what he says. But his ploy is the same as that of every
false teacher, which is to pull a proof text out of context and apply it to a personal interpretation which is claimed
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to have been given by direct revelation from God. Where in Scripture is it found that some "spirit-man" distinct
from us, comes into us? The Holy Spirit comes into us, but Hinn isn't speaking of the Holy Spirit, because he says
this spirit-man was "created before the foundation of the world."

Hinn also cites Ephesians 1 as a proof text, but this is a gross error. It does speak of our being chosen in Christ
before the foundation of the world; nowhere does it mention a God-like "spirit-man," let alone one distinct from us.

In another statement, Hinn asserts that though we are not Almighty God Himself, nevertheless, we are now divine
(12/1/90, TBN). Hinn continues by denying that he is saying we are God, but affirming that we are children of God
(elsewhere he asserts that we are gods).

Jesus Took On Satan's Nature

One of the popular word-faith teachings is that Jesus took on the nature of Satan and had to be born again. This
doctrine is intrinsically linked to the "Jesus died spiritually" heresy which postulates that Jesus' shed blood was
insufficient for the redemption of man; He had to suffer at Satan's hands in Hell and be born again as the first man
to conquer death. Hinn also teaches this heresy:

"He [Jesus] who is righteous by choice said, 'The only way I can stop sin is by Me becoming it. I can't
just stop it by letting it touch Me; I and it must become one.' Hear this! He who is the nature of God
became the nature of Satan where He became sin!" (TBN, 12/1/90).

In this one statement, Hinn manages to convey three distinct errors concerning Jesus, to which we must answer the
following:

1) Jesus is not righteous by choice, but by nature;
2) Jesus never said these words, either in Scripture or to Benny Hinn personally, because they are
unbiblical; and
3) Jesus' nature is constant; even God cannot change His nature from God to something else.

When He became a man, the Word of God commingled his divine nature with the flesh of man, not angels; but that
is the limit of His approaching anything like assuming Satan's nature. This idea is a first-rate heresy which, drawn
to its conclusion in the supposed spiritual death of Jesus, denies the blood of Christ and damns those who teach and
believe it unless they repent. It is a different gospel from that given through Scripture.

In spite of Hinn's professional rejection of the word-faith message, he hasn't given up on it entirely. The word-faith
message encompasses far more than the "name it and claim it" foolishness. It is intrinsically linked to the God-man-
believer and Jesus-died-spiritually heresies, which Hinn continues to espouse. It exalts man and denigrates Christ,
as most false teachings do.

The problem with these and other teachings of Hinn is that he exhibits the mindset of someone who "learned as he
earned," strewing spiritual wreckage in his path. Whatever comes to mind must be God's voice; after all, Hinn
believes himself a prophet of God. And woe to those who dare challenge him.

Blowing It

One of the characteristics of Hinn's services has been his claim to impart the Holy Spirit at will by blowing on
people. He has been known to wave his coat in the air, or to toss the Holy Spirit like a baseball at the audience,
causing entire sections to ostensibly swoon under the power of God. Obviously God is at Hinn's disposal. And he
doesn't mind being made a spectacle in the process.

The phenomenon known as being "slain in the Spirit" is a trademark of modern charismaticism. And while I would
not say that God will or cannot come upon someone with such a power, it becomes obvious that, coupled with false
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teachings, the power transmitted by Hinn (if there is any power at all) is not of God. [At one crusade, a man Hinn
had "slain in the Spirit" fell on a prostrate elderly woman and broke her hip, resulting in her death. The lawsuit was
settled out of court.] In fact, it appears, for several reasons, more a case of mass hysteria entered into by people
predisposed to fall:

1) they want the power of God no matter what;
2) they would be embarrassed not to fall when everyone else around them is falling;
3) many have testified that the person imparting the Holy Spirit pushed them down;
4) God might allow and even grant such a "blessing" to entrench error in people's minds who don't
care about truth as much as they do about some supernatural experience;
5) Satan and demons may duplicate such a phenomenon to validate as truth the error of one's
teachings.

[Other examples of Hinn's false healing powers: An elderly Hinn follower was turned away from one entrance to
ARGO Stadium in Sacramento, CA because she had not given enough money to enter there. Later, on the stage she
was "slain in the Spirit," and while she was lying on the floor a huge man, likewise "slain," landed on top of her,
breaking her leg. In 1993 in Basel, Switzerland, Hinn prophesied over a man with cancer that he had many years to
live. He died two days later. In Nairobi, Kenya early in May 2000, four patients released from a hospital to attend
Hinn's "Miracle Crusade" died while waiting for prayer. (Source: 9/00, TBC.)]

Finally, Hinn's errors are compounded by his continual extolling of the virtues of the pope and Roman Catholicism,
as if the errors of that [false] church are to be ignored in the interest of unity. In 1989, Hinn was a participant in the
move to grant to Pope John Paul II the "Prince of Peace" award, instigated by Harold Bradesen. Receiving much
flack for his part in that award, Hinn recanted and withdrew his participation.

* The original material (non-bracketed) has been adapted/excerpted from a Media Spotlight Special Report, "Pros
& Cons," of May, 1992. Must reading is a book by G. Richard Fisher and M. Kurt Goedelman, The Confusing
World of Benny Hinn (2002 expanded edition; 334 pages). The following is excerpted from the Foreword of that
book: "[Hinn] claims to have had more revelations and seen more visions than anyone, even in Bible times,
including John who wrote Revelation. Hinn has rebuked 'the spirit of cancer' and the 'devil of death and debt' so
many times without result that it would be laughable, if only so many weren't deceived. His bizarre heresies, false
prophesies, contradictions, and outright occult involvement, are uncovered and thoroughly documented ..."

BENNY HINN SAYS THE DEAD IN THEIR CASKETS
WILL BE RAISED TO LIFE IN FRONT OF TV SETS

The following is a transcription of what Benny Hinn said on Paul and Jan Crouch's TBN television program (Praise
The Lord, Trinity Broadcasting Network, October 19, 1999):

Benny Hinn: But here's first what I see for TBN. You're going to have people raised from the dead watching this
network. You're going to have people raised from the dead watching TBN. Programs -- just plain programs --
programs that haven't done much when it comes to supernatural manifestations -- teaching programs. It's not going
to be a Benny Hinn saying "Stretch your hands." It's going to be your average teaching program, your normal
Christian program that's blessing the church. There's going to be such power on these programs people will be
raised from the dead worldwide. I'm telling you, I see this in the Spirit. It's going to be so awesome. Jesus I give
you praise for this -- that people around the world -- maybe not so much in America -- people around the world
who will lose loved ones, will say to undertakers, "Not yet. I want to take my dead loved one and place him in
front of that TV set for 24 hours."

Paul Crouch: Benny Hinn! Jesus!
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Benny Hinn: I'm telling you. People will be -- people -- I'm telling you, I feel the anointing talking here. People are
going to be canceling funeral services and bringing their dead in their caskets, placing them -- my God! I feel the
anointing here -- placing them before a television set, waiting for God's power to come through and touch them.
And it's going to happen time and time -- so much it's going to spread. You're going to hear it from Kenya to
Mexico to Europe to South America, where people will be raised from the -- so much so that the Word will spread
that if some dead person be put in front of this TV screen, they will be raised from the dead and they will be by the
thousands. You wait. Now the Lord just told me -- and I don't know whether this is true or not -- as I'm saying this,
the Lord said He gave you that word many, many years ago.

Paul Crouch: I have said that, yes.

Benny Hinn: I don't remember you saying that to me ever.

Paul Crouch: No, I didn't.

Benny Hinn: [He said] 'I've told him this already.'

Paul Crouch: Yeah, the Lord spoke that to me in the very beginning of TBN and I
didn't really ...

Jan Crouch: And I had a dream.

Benny Hinn: You had a dream.

Paul Crouch: Yeah, tell him about that little ...

Jan Crouch: That's just a dream -- people were being raised from the dead. Years ago.

Paul Crouch: It's on tape. I said the day is coming ...

Benny Hinn: I see quite something amazing. I see rows of caskets lining up in front of this TV set and I see them
bringing them closer to the TV set and as people are coming closer I see actually loved ones picking up the hands
of the dead and letting them touch the screen and people are getting raised as their hands are touching that screen.
With this program -- I'm not talking about my program -- I'm talking programs, plain programs aired -- the glory of
God will be so on TBN that there's going to be divine resurrection happening as people bring their loved ones to the
TV set.

Paul Crouch: Just because it's His time.

Benny Hinn: It's His time. Now here's something else I see. Jesus, I give You praise for this, I give You praise for
this, I give You praise for this -- the day will come, Paul -- and I pray you'll be here. I pray the Lord will allow you
to be here and see it. I mean, physically be here. You're in your 60s now. But the day is going to come when the
gifts of the Holy Spirit will so intensify in the church that young children will be watching TBN and signs and
wonders will begin to take place through them. Impartations of the Spirit will come to them. A little child that
knows nothing about the gifts, knows nothing about the anointing, knows nothing about the power of God, will be
imbued with power from on high as a child, as that TV set comes on, and will go out like fire torches to their
schools and their playgrounds and their families. I see children, I see children, what looks like fire in their lips
spreading -- but I see these kids touching the TV set, receiving it, and going out and spreading it. And it's going to
happen with children in the U.S., Canada, all over the world. And I do see people being raised from the dead here,
but I see masses of them overseas.

The following is excerpted and/or adapted from an article titled:
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"Benny Hinn ... going Lower"
(10/99, Contending Earnestly for the Faith)

When Benny Hinn found himself in a bind over his gaffe about there being nine persons in the Trinity, he said that
it was only a joke. He has made many other irresponsible claims; e.g., that humans were created to swim like fish
and fly like birds, and with only a thought, could move from planet to planet. When challenged as to his authority
for such ridiculous claims, he appealed to his Jewish origin (Hinn was born a Palestinian Arab, not a Jew ["The
Confusing World of Benny Hinn," PFO Journal, 12/97, p. 34]) and his knowledge of Hebrew, which he clearly
doesn't have. He said that the word translated to "have dominion" in the creation story means that Adam and Eve
could do everything that the creatures over which they had dominion could do (Christianity in Crisis, p. 119). So
presumably, they could also lay eggs like hens and swarm like bees.

The teachings of Benny Hinn from the beginning of his ministry are obviously the rantings of a buffoon. A recent
TV interview, however, indicates that the man has gone beyond the pale -- that he has indeed moved to a lower
level. Paul Crouch (PC) is interviewing Benny Hinn (BH) on the Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN) with Paul
and Jan Crouch (9/13/99):

In the opening exchanges of the interview, reference is made to Kathryn Kuhlman, who BH appeals to as a
precedent for his "cursing and blessing" pronouncements at a recently held Healing Crusade in Denver. He also
refers to Fred Roberts, whom he calls "an apostle," as being another person who encouraged him to "speak
judgment" on his opponents.

BH:  He said you are entitled now because they blasphemed the Holy Spirit to tell God what you want
to see done.

PC:  Because they were attributing your works to the devil; exactly what they did to Jesus. (Hinn
agrees.)

BH:  See the second they attribute the work of God to Satan, we, as believers, step into, legally step
into, a place we can ask God to stop them.

PC:  Amen!

BH:  William Branham was ministering one time -- and this happened more than one time but I only
heard about it twice -- this happened; when a man came in and said -- he was actually lying to William
Branham -- and said -- he was trying to mock him -- and came in and said he was sick and wanted
William Branham to pray for him; and William Branham said, "you're not sick; you're just here to
mock me; but you're going to walk out with the same sickness you said you had," and he walked out
sick!

As the interview continues, BH refers to an incident that he alleges took place under the ministry of Tommy Reid
in the Philippines when God supposedly inflicted sickness upon someone who was opposing the meetings. Whether
such did or didn't take place we have no means of checking. From the way BH recounts it, it's very doubtful. What
is certain is that Benny Hinn is employing illegitimate fear tactics. Even worse, he appeals to a Biblical incident in
the life of Christ in an unscriptural way. Read what Benny Hinn said in the light of Proverbs 26:18.

BH:  When they said this -- "It's of the devil," He (said), "Ah this is one thing I won't forgive!" He
spoke there, judgment; and the judgment He spoke was eternal damnation. He said I'll forgive any sin
but not this one; and there he made the clear cut. So Tommy (Reid) said to the Lord, "All right Lord,
here's what I want done." The last night of the meeting they brought this lady with arthritis on a
wheelchair down front. The man came back, in the back again, began to do the same thing. "This is of
the devil," screaming all this stuff. And Tommy said, "Lord now!" When he said "now," the Lord
healed the lady with the arthritis and struck the man with her sickness, he switched sicknesses.

http://www.christian-witness.org/archives/cetf1999/bhinnlower.html
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PC:  Jesus!

BH:  He switched sicknesses and took it off the lady and hit the man with it. And the man began
screaming and ran out. With ARTHRITIS!

Ask yourself, "Are these the rantings of a man whose mind has gone, who is no longer thinking rationally? Or are
they, as is being presented, the expressions of someone anointed by the Holy Spirit?" According to Benny Hinn,
God heals a woman in a wheel chair. In so doing He (i.e. God Almighty) "switched sicknesses" and brought
judgment upon a poor Philippine man, who RAN out screaming with the same ARTHRITIS that had confined the
woman to a wheel chair? Sounds like a double miracle, with the second canceling out the reality of the first. Now
that really does stretch credulity.

[Apart from the utter stupidity of the ravings of Benny Hinn in this clearly fabricated story, the really sad thing is
that he appeals to Scripture as a precedent. There is such a thing as blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, of which sin
our Lord said there was no forgiveness (Matt 12:31-32). Seeing so many in the "Revival Now" camp all the time
appealing to this SIN as their get-out from legitimate examination and judgment, by those who seek to follow the
Berean example, it behooves us to know clearly what this blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is in the Scriptural
context. Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is ascribing the act of exorcising demons from people by the Lord Jesus
Christ (Himself) to the works of the devil (Satan), while maintaining that Christ Himself is demon possessed. The
application made by Benny Hinn and others like him is not legitimate Biblically. Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
relates to our Lord Jesus Christ and not to Benny Hinn or any self-acclaimed "Anointed ONE." If you are doing
what the Bible requires of you -- "testing the spirits" (1 John 4); "judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24), "proving
all things" (1 Thess. 5:21), and generally acting as a Berean Christian should act (Acts 17:11), it is impossible for
you to blaspheme the Holy Spirit. It is far more likely that men like Benny Hinn and Paul Crouch, et al., are
themselves guilty of the blasphemy that they impute to others.]

The interview gets worse:

BH:  Under the anointing not one word falls to the ground.

PC:  Amen.

BH:  I am not the same man under the anointing that I am now -- My children are afraid of me under
the anointing. What they do not know is that I'm afraid of the anointing too. [laughter] I'm not afraid of
myself, I'm afraid of what the anointing can do to me if I mistreat it. Or if I abuse it or if I misuse it.

Clearly, Benny Hinn is not talking about the "anointing" as the whole of Scripture portrays it and John the apostle
describes it in 1 John 2:19-29. What is this anointing that he and others keep talking about? Nowhere in the New
Testament is there any idea of ANYONE being specially anointed other than our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the
ANOINTED ; i.e., the CHRIST (the words "anointing, Christ, messiah" all derive from the same root). There is a
sense in which all of God's people have a general anointing, and John makes it clear that this gives us a relationship
with our blessed Lord, but it never makes one higher, better, greater, or more powerful than another. This is utter
heresy and is part of the necessary creation of a "mystique" to silence criticism and critics.

From here the TV interview goes to a level which can only be described as horrific and occultic. TBN screens a
video recorded in Denver when Benny Hinn pronounced blessings on those who support him and curses on those
who oppose him:

BH:  I've been preaching 25 years almost; I've never seen the anointing as frightening as I saw in
Denver Friday night; and so when you hear me in just a little bit give blessings and cursings ... any
who attack this anointing, I speak a judgment on them.

According to an eyewitness account: "In the recent Denver crusade, Hinn became a different person under the
influence of the 'anointing' unlike anything seen before. So much so, that his voice changed to a 'growl.' He was
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telling the people to raise their hands and exalt the master Jesus. It was obvious that he was not talking about the
Jesus of the Bible. He also cursed all who would raise their hands against his ministry in word or deed." Here are
some extracts from the video recording of what happened at Denver:

BH:  My skin is about to explode. Your body will tingle from the top to the bottom. Lift your voices.
Lift your hands and ask him for it -- People of God, be healed! People of the Lord, be delivered! Rise
up out of your sickness and jump into the river of healing and be healed, in Jesus' name. Take your
seats; this is just the beginning of the service. (Hinn then brings up a man claiming two thirds of his
heart is dead.) He's barely been able to walk (Hinn growls). The glory! The glory! If I don't release it,
I'll blow up. If I don't release the anointing, I'll blow up. I got to release it on somebody. The demon
must bow to the name of the master Jesus ... Yes Lord I'll do it! I place a curse on every man and
woman that will stretch his hand against this anointing. I curse that man who dares to speak a word
against this ministry. But any man, any woman, that raises his or her hand in blessing towards this
ministry, I bless that man. I bless that home. I bless that family. Any man, any woman, any person that
raises his tongue in blessing toward this work, raises his tongue in blessing toward this anointing,
raises his tongue in blessing toward this servant of the Lord, I bless them. I bless the work of your
hands. I bless your life with His mighty power. I bless your home with divine protection. I bless your
children with long life and I bless you (with) length of days. I bless you with healing. I bless you with
prosperity. I bless you with the very presence of Almighty God. I, a servant, bless you in the name of
the One I serve. I bless (your) people tonight in Denver. Lift your hands and receive the blessing. I
rarely ever do what I'm doing now. This is the Holy Ghost on me telling me to do this. I bless you; I
bless your homes, your life, your future, your children. May every attack of Satan be destroyed. May
every plan of hell be destroyed against you (change of voice) and every plan of God be established in
Jesus name. Amen, amen.

A number of third wave charismatics, key players in today's revivalism, were guests on Hinn's program over recent
weeks -- Kenneth Copeland, Rod Parsley, Joyce Meyer's and Rodney Howard-Browne. Hinn clearly is assuming
the apostolic father-figure of the healing ministry, picking up the mantle where, not Kathryn Kuhlman, but William
Branham left off.

Here's just one extract from one of the TV programs to let you see where things are heading. Sounds a bit like a
Jimmy Bakker re-run. This is with Benny Hinn (BH) and Rod Parsley (RP) on "This Is Your Day," August 24,
1999:

BH:  The healing ministry is almost dead. When you look at who's out there praying for the sick today,
there's not many! (This is false. There are more healing ministries today then there ever were.) And the
Lord said to me to build a healing center, a healing and prayer center that people can come to, 24 hours
a day, any day of the week, and be prayed for and get healed. And I did not really know what the Lord
would show me, but as time went on, I began to get the picture much clearer. January 3rd, the year
2000, we break ground for that Healing Centre in Dallas Texas. [Ground-breaking has yet to take
place.] It's going to have Healing Gardens with Healing Statues of Biblical Healing saints from the Old
Testament. It's going to have a Healing Fountain an Eternal Healing Fire. It's going to have places
where people can come to and be prayed for in a Healing Cathedral and Chapels in it. Think about a
place that will be staffed with partners, God-anointed partners. They will be there volunteering, where
people can come 24 hours a day and be prayed for. So no one will have to wait for a crusade. Yes, I
will continue to have crusades; yes I will continue to travel; but what wonderful thing it would be when
Gods people can come to a place like that. It's going to be built with Jerusalem rock. It's going to look
like Jerusalem and the Lord gave us property a mile and a half from the Dallas Stadium right on
highway 114. Saints, we have to preserve that anointing; whether it's the anointing ... that's on Rod ...
and your building a place now expanding your own ministry ...

Rod Parsley then prayed showing how little he understands about the true Biblical anointing.

RP:  Holy Spirit of God, I thank you even now your servant has been willing to conceive this child,
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this healing center where multiplied thousands upon thousands would be healed, but more than (that)
where the healing ministry will be preserved. Preserved so that we will not lose our roots; so that
people may know the ministry of Kathryn Kuhlman and Aimee Semple McPhearson, A.A. Allen and
Jack Coe; of Oral Roberts and Lester Sumrall, God, where those anointings will be multiplied [I'm
seeing this now Benny] and brought to bear in that place; multiplied by one another -- Smith
Wigglesworth's anointing multiplied by Oral Robert's anointing, multiplied by Kathryn Kuhlman's
anointing, multiplied by Benny Hinn's anointing. And when the people come there, their faith will be at
such a level that that spiritual genealogy, which you are preserving, will come to bear against their
need. A.A. Allen had a miracle valley. This is going to be a miracle mountain.

BH:  Whoa! This is going to be a miracle mountain.

COMMENT: Benny Hinn is a dangerous false prophet. The Bible does not promise a miracle-working revival at
the end of the church age before the return of Christ. It promises, rather, great deception (Matthew 24:24; 2
Thessalonians 2:7-10; Revelation 13:13,14). Many gullible people are deceived by miracles, but the Bible warns
that miracles can be counterfeited. As we see in the above cited verses, every time the New Testament mentions
miracles at the end of this age, it refers to them as deceptions. Miracles do not impart faith. Most of the people who
witnessed Christ's miracles did not believe. Faith comes only by hearing the Word of God, the Bible -- "So then
faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God" (Romans 10:17). Hebrews chapter 11 also tells us that
faith comes through God's Word. It is the miracles that are recorded in Scripture that give faith (John 20:30,31).
(Source: 12/11/99, FBIS.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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More Hinn on the Web
(1) Benny Hinn's Move Into Necromancy: 
http://www.pfo.org/bhnecro.htm

(2) Is Benny Hinn's "Fire" Anointing Really Just The Emperor's New Clothes?: 
http://www.pfo.org/new-clth.htm

(3) Prophecy or Presumption? -- Time is Running Out on the Spurious Oracles of Benny Hinn:
http://www.pfo.org/prophecy.htm

(4) Skating on Thin Ice -- Benny Hinn's Fiasco in New Guinea
http://www.pfo.org/thin-ice.htm

(5) This Old House and Other Tall Tales -- Who Has Really "Touched" Benny Hinn
http://www.pfo.org/oldhouse.htm

(6) Touch, Topple, Tilt: Looking at the Enigmatic, Fascinating World of Benny Hinn: 
http://www.letusreason.org/Wf1.htm
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David Hocking
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. David Hocking (born 1941) was best known as the host of the "Solid Rock Radio" ministry, which had been
broadcast over 170 stations nationwide, and for many years was the host of the "BIOLA HOUR," a nationwide
psychologically-oriented radio program affiliated with the liberal (apostate?) Biola University/Talbot
Seminary/Rosemead School of Psychology institutions. (See Note.) He was also the senior pastor of the 6,000-
member Calvary Church of Santa Ana, California, located just a few miles from Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel
Costa Mesa. Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid Rock Radio in October of 1992 after confessing
to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation.

-  In October of 1992, the elders of Calvary Church caught David Hocking in a major scandal involving marital
infidelity. The elders of the church told Hocking that he could no longer be the Senior Pastor of Calvary Church
and would have to undergo a three-year restoration process. Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid
Rock Radio on 10/7/92 after confessing to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation (see newspaper
accounts from sub-report). Yet only three days later, Hocking told the leadership of Calvary Santa Ana that he had
changed his mind and wanted to return to the pulpit, immediately!

To the credit of the elders at Calvary Church Santa Ana, Hocking was permanently expelled (i.e., "ex-
communicated") over this dispute concerning his desired "restoration." But, to the rescue came Chuck Smith and
Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa. At the end of November of 1992, less than 60 days after Hocking's expulsion from
Calvary Church of Santa Ana, Hocking was trotted out (to a wildly enthusiastic reception) by Chuck Smith to give
the closing prayer at a Calvary Chapel men's seminar (interestingly titled, considering Hocking's marital infidelity,
"Biblical Morality -- Keeping Pure"). Shortly thereafter, Smith hired Hocking on Calvary Chapel's staff saying, "If
he doesn't resume his teaching, I'm afraid he'll be literally and totally destroyed." (Our records indicate Hocking
was officially added to Calvary Chapel staff on 1/1/93; Hocking denies this, and says that this proves I can't be
trusted with anything factual. But he will not say on what date his hire-on was official. One thing we know for sure,
Hocking was on Calvary Chapel's staff as of May of 1993 -- see next section below.) Thanks to Chuck Smith and
the leadership at Calvary Chapel, a statement was made that it's okay to "ordain" an admitted adulterer to teach and
preach. (Reported in the March-April 1993, Bible For Today Newsreport; the 4/5/93. Christian News; and the
2/8/93 & 3/15/93, Calvary Contender.) (Perhaps the term "admitted adulterer" is incorrect, at least from a
secular/legal standpoint -- Hocking only admitted to "sexual sin, short of sexual intercourse," and to "fondling," not
adultery. From a Biblical standpoint, however, the physical act of sexual intercourse is not a requirement for one to
be classified as an adulterer [cf. Matt. 5:28].) 

The 5/2/93 Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa Sunday Church bulletin showed that Hocking had been fully incorporated
into Calvary Chapel's teaching ministry. Hocking was listed as teaching the Wednesday night Bible Study (which is
Calvary's main, non-Sunday teaching service) held in Calvary Chapel's "sanctuary," and was scheduled to speak at
the 5/22/93 Southern California Men's Business Conference (along with Chuck Smith). Hocking was also teaching
at the Calvary Chapel Bible College in Twin Peaks (near Lake Arrowhead, CA). It was obvious to everyone from
the close timing of the events that there was no restoration process. Worse yet, the process turned into a sheep
stealing exercise as Calvary Church Santa Ana emptied out and Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa filled up, due entirely
to the presence of David Hocking. Calvary Church Santa Ana went into a financial down spin. and having Hocking
preaching less than 10 miles away on Wednesday nights made the situation much worse.

Hocking's "ministry" status today is somewhat unclear to us. Up until late-1995, Hocking maintained a wide range
of teaching duties at Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, including the Wednesday night Bible Study, a 2-hour class at
Calvary Chapel Bible College, and a nationally broadcast radio program ("Hope for Today") on Calvary Chapel's
KWVE radio station, and also officially on the pastoral staff. We called Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa and were
informed that Hocking is no longer on the staff, but does teach there occasionally. We checked out Hocking's
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"Hope For Today Ministries" website, and no mention is made of Calvary Chapel. In fact, Hocking is now teaching
Wednesday evenings at a Salvation Army Church (which he claims to be renting for this "Bible study"). He still
broadcasts a daily radio program on KWVE, "Hope For Today," that reaches 36 outlets, mostly west of the
Mississippi. He also sells books and tapes, and offers a yearly tour to Israel.

-  Hocking was the featured speaker for a 7/27/91 Leadership breakfast at the Hawthorne Gospel Church in New
Jersey, where publicity materials were distributed for an upcoming Northern New Jersey Billy Graham Crusade.
Hocking was also on the Executive Crusade Committee and Ministers Committee of the July 1985 Southern
California Graham Crusade. More recently, Hocking again spoke at a Crusade Leadership Breakfast, this time
promoting Graham's 9/92 Mission Portland Crusade [at which the Roman Catholic Church supplied 60% of the
10,000 counselors trained in directing "decision-makers" to a local church!]. (Reported in the 7/15/91 & 7/15/92,
Calvary Contender.)

This kind of ecumenism is not too difficult to understand when one is aware of what Hocking wrote in an article in
the Summer 1987, Biola Impact:

"If the issue is not essential to salvation or eternal life, he [the Apostle Paul] says, 'Let's not sweat it.
Let's learn to get along with each other.' ... there are too many things that simply are not that important.
Don't fight over them ... Your religious background or doctrinal leanings don't matter. Some people
believe in something so zealously, they will stomp, yell and fight for it, but in the final analysis it's not
crucial. And relationships with people are damaged by this stubborn and head-strong attitude."
(Emphasis added.)

Therefore, according to Hocking, a Christian should not consider doctrinal matters worth fighting for! And if he
does, he has a "stubborn and head-strong attitude." And worse yet, Hocking tells us that this is what the Apostle
Paul was really talking about in Philippians 4:1-5!

-  Hocking endorsed Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for progressive
creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. (See BDM's report on Hugh Ross.) Hocking's
endorsement reads as follows:

"There is no question that this book is a tremendous treatise on the cosmological evidence for a divine
Creator Whose power, wisdom, and planning has given us the universe and all that it contains."
(Emphasis added.)

From this endorsement, we can only assume that Hocking agrees with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam. (But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded
Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things?
And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished
nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it
not be a requirement that a professing evangelical teacher be a literal creationist? (Hocking privately claims not to
believe in progressive creationism, but no public retraction of the above endorsement has been made.)

-  Hocking endorsed Neil T. Anderson's 1990 book, The Bondage Breaker, which teaches a so-called Christian
"seven-step program" for living a victorious life. In actuality, the book teaches a charismatic story-telling approach
to both sanctification (i.e., "crisis" sanctification) and demonology (i.e., deliverance from/exorcism of a believer's
demon[s]). [See BDM's reports on Neil Anderson.] Hocking's endorsement of The Bondage Breaker reads as
follows:

"Very few books strike the reader as a permanent classic and an essential tool for the Christian life and
ministry -- this is one of them! The book is one of the most important volumes for the believer I have
read in a long time. ... filled with Biblical understanding concerning most questions of the Christian life
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in terms of victory and deliverance from sinful attitudes, habits, and lifestyles." (Emphasis added.)

(Hocking privately claims not to believe as Anderson does, i.e., that a Christian can be indwelt by a demon, but
again, no public retraction of the above endorsement has ever been made.)

-  In a personal letter in May of 1992, and again in an e-mail in June of 1998, Hocking claims that the publishers of
both The Fingerprint of God and The Bondage Breaker took the above quoted endorsements "out of context," and
since he voiced his objection to the publishers (privately), he should not be held responsible for what the publishers
supposedly did. He then goes on to state, "the publisher (as often happens) took my quote out of context from the
greater remarks I had given." (Emphasis added.)

Read the two glowing endorsements again. From what greater remarks could these quotes have possibly been
taken that would render either of these endorsements "out of context"!? I asked Hocking to send me the totality of
the remarks he had provided the publishers so that I might determine whether the quoted material was really taken
out of context. He would not respond to this legitimate request. The greater question is still, "Why would anyone be
giving any kind of an endorsement of a Hugh Ross' book, considering the man denies the Biblical account of
creation at every step?! And why would anyone be giving any kind of an endorsement of a Neil Anderson' book,
considering Anderson's hyper-charismatic theology?"

-  In 1987, Hocking wrote a 24-page booklet, published by Multnomah Press, titled What the Bible Says About Self-
Esteem. The following quotes give a good picture of Hocking's complete sell-out to the false gospel of self-esteem:
(All emphases added.)

We concentrate on personal worth in an effort to establish the importance of the individual.

Is it right to place value upon yourself? ... Robert Schuller ... you can not help being
impressed with his underlying dedication to self-worth ... "Self-esteem is the human
hunger for the divine dignity that God intended to be our emotional birth-right as children
created in his image" (Schuller).

Is self-esteem a "human hunger"? We would probably answer, Yes.

By now some of you may have a question. Are we simply worms, totally depraved,
worthless in every sense, unable to do anything about our condition? ... How could we ever
build a sense of self-worth from that?

My true identity is crucial to understanding self-esteem or self-worth. My values are
deeply affected by my understanding of who I am and what my possibilities are.

The amazing thing about all these definitions of "self" is the reluctance of Christians to
think positively of themselves.

Our sense of self-esteem and worth is rooted in the redemptive work of Jesus Christ and in
the fact that we were born again. Self-esteem for the believer is based on his or her
conversion to Christ. That's when our worth was clearly established. I am valuable to God
because I am His child.

It is true that everyone has some dignity and worth because of our creation in the image of
God ... sin marred that dignity and wrecked that sense of worth and esteem. Self-worth and
esteem are restored and made what they could never before have been only when we are
born again of the Spirit of God and made new creatures in Christ!

No other event in history so clearly establishes our value to God than the death of His Son
... We are so valuable to God that He ordained the death of His Son, Jesus Christ, to save
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us.

The failure to understand who we really are can lead to a poor self-image and a sense of
failure.

We are still defeated if we see nothing good or valuable about ourselves.

A person's attitude toward himself greatly influences his attitude toward God ... A negative
self-image results when we let the values and opinions of others influence us rather than
what God says about us.

People with bad self-images and low self-esteem have trouble loving others and are
frequently rebellious. They can't develop close and intimate friendships with people and
are often judgmental or self-righteous.

Emotional problems which cause people to question their worth ... we simply don't believe
what God says about us. We can't accept that we're valuable and have great worth as His
children and His treasure.

If you never received the approval of your parents or you felt that you could never please
them, you probably have a poor self-image ... God says you are of infinite value! Do you
believe that?

Your self-esteem and worth will be restored when you learn of His faithfulness and His
love for you and what He says about you now that you are a Christian. It's tremendously
uplifting to your sense of self-esteem!

A poor self-image is not the opposite of pride. Pride is often the reason for the bad sense
of self-worth.

We are looking for self-worth and esteem in the wrong places ... We are valuable because
of what God has done for us. We are new creatures in Christ!

Immodesty ... reaching out for approval and acceptance ... rooted in pride, a refusal to
accept ourselves as God meant us to be ... wrong values can lead to a bad self-image.

Insecure people with bad self-images are often obsessed with possessions ...try to achieve
a measure of self-worth by accumulating clothes, cars, houses, and furniture. Yet
materialism leads to a poor self-image.

We are valuable because we are children of the King.

Whenever there is a pattern of sin in a believer's life, the usual result is a loss of worth and
esteem.

So remember -- true self-esteem is rooted in: spiritual birth, a new relationship to God, a
new nature from God, a new position before God!

-  The above excerpted material reads more like it came from a Norman Vincent Peale' book or from a Robert
Schuller' sermon. Yet, in a personal letter from David Hocking in May of 1992, Hocking claimed that the booklet
quoted from above (What The Bible Says About Self-Esteem) is actually an attack on the views of self-esteem, not
a polemic for them! He also stated that: "I do not support any views of self-esteem that are not rooted in the Bible
and its support of the ... worth of the individual through God's work of salvation as we are made new creatures in
Christ." (Emphasis added.) We know of no Biblically-rooted view of self-esteem (particularly in the way Hocking
implies as evidenced by the material in the booklet), and the Bible certainly does not teach that man obtains worth
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through God's salvation, nor is man worthy of salvation due to his intrinsic worth. The religious humanists teach
this (Schuller, Dobson, Swindoll, MacArthur, Ezzo, McDowell, etc.), but that Hocking believes that his booklet
teaches "what the Bible says about self-esteem" is sad indeed.

In a series of e-mail exchanges with Hocking in June of 1998, Hocking again claims that this booklet is against
self-esteem! He now also claims that Biola was responsible for its authorship, not him, and that he did not even
approve of its publication. This is puzzling considering that Biola's name appears nowhere in the booklet, and that
Hocking's name as author is printed on the front cover. It seems that where David Hocking is concerned, nothing is
what it appears to be -- endorsements are not really his endorsements and authorship is not really his authorship. It's
always somebody else's fault, somebody else's responsibility.

-  During the Summer of 1992, Calvary Church Santa Ana (at which Hocking was senior pastor at the time)
scheduled a one-night-per-week, eight-week Summer Bible Conference titled, "8 Great Nights." On eight
consecutive Wednesday evenings from 7/8/92 through 8/26/92, a different speaker each week addressed "social and
moral issues that are pertinent to the American family" looking to "biblical solutions for the challenges we face
today." The list of speakers is just another indication of Hocking's confusion over what constitutes "Biblical" and
what is psychological. (In keeping with his M.O., Hocking denies any responsibility for the scheduling of
psychologically-oriented speakers.) We concede that attendees at all eight Wednesday evenings received truly
"biblical solutions" from the likes of Dr. Martin Bobgan (who spoke on 8/5/92 on "The Danger of Psychology to
the Family," and from Ken Ham (who spoke on 8/19/92 on "The Genesis Solution to the Evolution Revolution"),
but what did they receive from the following psychologizers on the agenda?:

(a) Dr. Erwin Lutzer -- spoke on 7/8/92 on "Pulling Together in a World Tearing Apart"; Lutzer is the
senior pastor of the highly psychologized Moody Bible Church, and in his writings holds to the
psychological concepts of need theology, crisis sanctification, unconditional acceptance, self-
acceptance, deep-seated inferiority complexes, subconscious/unconscious behavior, and much more.
Worse yet, there is every indication that Lutzer holds to the Moody Bible Institute's unbiblical
charismatic position that Christians can be indwelt by demons (taught by the head of the MBI Theology
Dept.)!

(b) Steve Russo -- spoke on 7/15/92 on "The Seduction of Our Children"; Russo has co-authored a
book with Neil Anderson by that same title. (See earlier in report for more information on Neil
Anderson.)

(c) Dr. Joseph Aldrich -- spoke on 7/22/92 on "Our Families Need Prayer"; Aldrich at the time was
president of Multnomah, the neo-evangelical, psychologized "Bible" college in Oregon, and has written
Life-Style Evangelism, in which there is a chapter extolling the virtues of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
-- Aldrich teaches that it is impossible to evangelize the poor until their "needs" at the base of the
hierarchy pyramid are satisfied, and he equates salvation to the meeting of the needs of self-esteem and
self-actualization!

(d) Dr. Josh McDowell -- spoke on 8/26/92 on "Why Wait, Teen Sex and the Need for Abstinence";
McDowell is the most vocal and well-known self-love psychologizer/religious humanist in the
professing church today. His message can best be summarized as: (a) poor self-image, rather than sin,
is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image reduces or eliminates man's problems. His
most popular book at the time, Why Wait?, is a polemic for good self-image/high self-esteem as the
primary motivating force for sexual abstinence before marriage.

-  Further evidence that Hocking's ministry is psychologically-oriented rather than Biblically-based is the fact that
Calvary Church of Santa Ana (at the time he pastored it) operated an in-house counseling ministry that was
directed by a woman who was working towards a State of California [psychologically-oriented] license to counsel
(M.F.C.C. -- Marriage and Family Counseling Certificate). This same woman also headed the Church's ladies'
ministries. In addition, a staff member at the Church told us (in 7/92) that the Church's counseling ministry also
routinely refers counselees to "professionals" (i.e., licensed psychologists), but, not to fear, only to so-called
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"Christian" psychologists, and then only for the "tough cases." (In fact, at a "Q&A with David Hocking" held at
Calvary Church on 1/5/92, Hocking even admitted to having gone to a professional counselor himself, "for certain
things I wanted to find out," and that there are "many, many professional psychologists and psychiatrists" in
Calvary Church.) Calvary's counseling ministry also used Larry Crabb's materials in their counseling. [So-called
Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious
needs motivating behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind
with drives and impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its
hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]

Note: Rosemead School of Psychology has as its motto, "... dedicated to integrating the Christian faith with every
aspect of clinical psychology." On its faculty are men such as humanistic psychologist Bruce Narramore. A
Rosemead publication, Connections, touts seemingly every psycho-occultic technique known to man, all under the
banner of "Where Psychology is Integrated with Theology."  [Return to Text]
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David Hocking
Los Angeles Times 10/9/92 Article*

"Santa Ana's Rev. Hocking Quits Pulpit After Affair"

Scandal: Renowned minister acknowledges 'sexual sin' with married woman in congregation of his Calvary
Church.

By BILL BILLITER
Times Staff Writer

SANTA ANA-The Rev. David Hocking, a Protestant minister who has a national following through his taped radio
sermons, resigned as pastor of Calvary Church after acknowledging an affair with a married woman in the
congregation, a church official said Thursday.

Hocking, 51, who is married and has three grown children, could not be reached for comment.

During his 10 years as a pastor, Hocking's nondenominational Calvary Church of Santa Ana has grown from 1,000
members to over 4,500. His taped radio sermons, distributed by the Orange-based Solid Rock Radio company, are
broadcast daily on about 150 stations in the United States and Canada.

In a brief prepared statement Thursday, officials said Hocking resigned Wednesday after meeting with the church's
18-member board of elders.

"His resignation came after his admission to elders of his moral failure in recent months, resulting in sexual sin,"
said the church's announcement.

John Crandall, the new acting head of the church, said in an interview that the "sexual sin" was an affair between
Hocking and a woman in the congregation. "He confessed to a sexual involvement with woman other than his
wife," Crandall said. "It was one woman-a married woman-whom he has admitted being involved with. She is from
the congregation."

Asked how the alleged affair became known, Crandall responded: "She came forward and admitted to having a
physical involvement with him. As we understood it, [the affair] was in the last few months."

Crandall said the woman confessed her affair to church officials last week, when Hocking was on a trip to Israel.
When Hocking returned this week, church elders asked to meet with him, and Hocking also admitted the affair,
Crandall said. Hocking then submitted his resignation, and the elders on Wednesday unanimously accepted it,
Crandall said.

Crandall said the resignation was necessary, but that church officials nonetheless felt pity and sorrow for Hocking.

"Our elders, our leadership, we all feel the same way," Crandall said. "There's not any one of us that want to be
perceived as being judgmental. We believe the action he has taken in resigning, and the action we have taken, is
required by the Bible, which he has so faithfully preached. We don't do this in a judgmental or condemning sense."

Solid Rock Radio officials said Hocking resigned from that company on Tuesday. In a prepared announcement, the
radio company said that broadcast of Hocking's tapes would cease as of today.

The tapes are made from Hocking's sermons at Calvary Church.
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Crandall said that neither the woman nor Hocking are being expelled from the church. Hocking's professional plans
for the future are not clear, Crandall said.

A search will be made for a new senior pastor to succeed Hocking, Crandall said.

Calls flooded into the church's offices on Thursday from congregants distressed by the news about Hocking. A
telephone receptionist read the board of elders brief message to callers, and usually concluded by telling the callers,
"Let's pray for one another."

During the interview Thursday, Crandall was asked if church membership might decline because of Hocking's
departure.

"That's a hard call," responded Crandall. "David is a very charismatic individual. He has had a tremendous impact
nationwide in ministry. And it's no secret that many people are here because of him. So it's hard to assess what
people will do, but we would hope that they would not leave."

* This material has been excerpted from the Orange County edition of the L.A. Times.
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Michael Horton
General Teachings/Activities*

Michael Horton was president of Christians United for Reformation (CURE) until its 1994 merger with the
Philadelphia based Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE). (Actually, CURE/ACE acted as a joint organization
until 1999, when the CURE name was dropped entirely.) He is now the President and Chairman of the Council of
ACE, and an Associate Professor of Apologetics and Historical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Escondido, California. He was educated at Biola University (B.A.); Westminster Theological Seminary in
California; Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, and the University of Coventry (Ph.D.); and has also completed a Research
Fellowship at Yale University Divinity School. Horton is a minister in the United Reformed Churches, having
served in three churches in Southern California, and is the publisher of ACE's Modern Reformation magazine. Since
1990, he has hosted a 30-minute, weekly radio talk-show called "The White Horse Inn" ("exploring issues of
reformational theology in American Christianity"), which is aired weekly on Sunday evenings on approximately 27
stations in the U.S. and Canada (as well as a Sunday evening national broadcast from Los Angeles via the
Internet). 

Horton is recognized as a young champion of the Reformed faith with a "prophetic" ministry of calling the church
to repentance. He is vitally involved with ACE, which claims to exist to revive the rallying cries of the
Reformation, including "Scripture Alone," "Christ Alone," "Grace Alone," "Faith Alone," "Glory to God Alone,"
and "The Priesthood of All Believers." Horton is known for exposing false teachers and false doctrine, and has,
thereby, become a key spokesman in "Evangelical" circles. He is a prolific author having written or served as editor
of many well-known "evangelical" books (fourteen at latest count), including Putting Amazing Back into Grace,
Made In America, The Agony of Deceit, Power Religion, Christ The Lord, Beyond Culture Wars, The Law of
Perfect Freedom, Where In The World Is The Church?, We Believe, and In The Face of God. His books come
endorsed by many well-known neo-evangelicals, including James M. Boice, Carl F. Henry, and R.C. Sproul.

Horton's latest book is A Confessing Theology For Postmodern Times. Two others yet to be released are A Better
Way: Rediscovering the Drama of God-Centered Worship, and Covenant and Eschatology: the Divine Drama. He
has written articles for Modern Reformation, Pro Ecclesia, Christianity Today, The International Journal of
Systematic Theology, and Books and Culture. He is a member of the Oxford University Union Society, the Royal
Institute of Philosophy, the American Academy of Religion, the American Theological Society, and the Calvin
Studies Society. (Source: 8/27/01, ACE Internet Web Site.)

CURE/ACE

In a CURE "Dear Friends" letter dated 8/1/95, Horton said, "The vision of the organization is to enable
evangelicalism to rediscover its roots in the writings of the Reformers and to heighten awareness of the ideas and
methods developed by those Reformers in addressing the issues of their day. The organization is not sectarian or
separatist but is concerned to enable denominations, or groups within denominations, to recover a sense of identity
or purpose." (Emphasis added.)

Moreover, "The Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals exists to call the church, amidst our dying culture, to repent of
its worldliness, to recover and confess the truth of God's Word as did the Reformers, and to see that truth embodied
in doctrine, worship, and life" (ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

It is clear that Horton and the ACE organization see themselves as the protectors/defenders of Reformed theology
and true Christian worship in the evangelical church. However, as stated above, Horton has no intention of letting
the Biblical doctrine of separation get in the way of the perverted view that doctrinal strength comes through
ecumenical unity. He says:
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"At this particular time he [James Boice] served as a catalyst for bringing together many like-minded
folk from diverse traditions, including Presbyterians (R.C. Sproul), Congregationalists (David Wells),
Lutherans (Gene Veith), and Baptists (John Armstrong) -- all of us agreeing that the solas were the
bedrock of our faith. The result was the Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE), an organization
chaired by Dr. Boice and vice-chaired by David Wells and me, and headquartered in the CURE
offices" ("A Short Note About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE
Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Horton's Theology

Horton is strongly committed to Reformed (combining Luther and Calvin) and Covenant theology. He is very
opposed to Dispensational theology. Because of his Reformed and Covenant theology, he sees water baptism as the
counterpart of circumcision in the Old Testament. He, therefore, like Calvin, holds to infant baptism as the means
for bringing babies into the "Covenant." But, like Luther, he also holds baptism to be the means by which saving
grace is communicated.

Horton does not speak for all those who hold to Covenant theology (there are various views), but his views
correspond to what many believe. As one reads Horton, it appears that he is driven by a presuppositional
commitment to his system of Reformed/Covenant theology, rather than by a literal systematic interpretation of the
whole counsel of God. Nevertheless, it is easy to agree with Horton as he addresses error within the church,
particularly with his earliest works exposing the psychological gospel (i.e., The Agony of Deceit and Made In
America), albeit never condemning it.

While agreeing with Horton regarding various issues, there are also many things in his theology that are greatly
concerning. These concerns relate to the most basic and critical issues of HOW ONE RECEIVES CHRIST. In fact,
Michael Horton clearly teaches ANOTHER gospel! It is a SACRAMENTAL GOSPEL that says Christ is
received through the Sacrament of water baptism. This view is better known as BAPTISMAL REGENERATION.
This is a most serious matter! (cf. Gal. 1:6-9)

Speaking Out of Both Sides of His Mouth

On the one hand, Horton will strongly state that we are saved by FAITH ALONE. On the other hand, he states
repeatedly that water baptism is the "means of grace" by which we are saved. This is obviously a contradiction. We
cannot be saved by FAITH ALONE and FAITH plus BAPTISM at the same time. It has to be one or the other. Of
course, the problem is that Horton redefines Grace and Faith in light of his Covenant beliefs. The fact remains,
however, that the act of baptism is a work, and Grace and works are mutually exclusive (Rom. 11:6).

The Bible is clear that the GOSPEL is distinct from WATER BAPTISM (1 Cor. 1:17). The Gospel is that "... Christ
died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according
to the Scriptures. ... That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that
God hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and
with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. For the Scripture saith, Whosoever believeth on Him shall not be
ashamed" (1 Cor. 15:3b-4; Rom. 10:9-11). Baptism then follows as a symbol or testimony of our identification
with Christ (1 Pe. 3:18-21).

In His Own Words

In his earlier works, Horton often hinted at his BAPTISMAL REGENERATION views, but it was always
somewhat unclear as to where he was coming from. However, in his major book, In The Face of God, he leaves no
doubt as to his views on how one receives Christ. Note the following quotes: (Emphases added.)

(a) It is one thing for an evangelical to believe that the Word is a means of grace. It is quite another to
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add that the sacraments are a further means of grace. Even the word "sacrament" sounds "Catholic" to
many evangelical ears. In fact, it is a biblical concept. ... (p. 139).

(b) The sacraments serve the same purpose as the Word itself, not only offering or exhibiting God's
promise, but actually conferring His saving grace by linking us, through faith, to Christ and His
benefits (p. 141).

(c) The Roman Church undermined the importance of God's ordained sacraments by adding sacraments
of their own. The Anabaptist enthusiasts undermined them by reducing the efficacy of the two
sacraments [Baptism and the Lord's Supper] Christ instituted (p. 142).

(d) Furthermore, a sacrament not only reveals; it confers. Through Word and sacrament, God
actually gives that which he promises in his gospel -- forgiveness of sins, freedom from the
tyranny of sin and eternal life. The sacraments not only testify to or signify divine activity in
salvation, but are part of that divine redemptive activity (p. 219).

(e) Nothing other than the Word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper are given this place by God as a
means of grace (p. 219).

The Seriousness of the Error

In saying that BAPTISM is a means of GRACE, Horton confuses God's Grace and human works. Grace is defined
Biblically as the demonstration of love/favor that is unearned, undeserved, and unrepayable; God imputes merit
where none previously existed and declares no debt to be where one had been before. Grace is not dispensed on the
basis of good works, including the good work of baptism.

Baptism, therefore, is not "a means of saving grace" as Horton declares. Rather, GRACE is God's unmerited favor
in choosing us before time began (2 Tim. 1:9). GRACE is Christ dying in our place (Heb. 2:9). GRACE is the work
of God in our hearts bringing us to saving faith (1 Tim. 1:14). We proclaim the "gospel of the grace of God" (Acts
20:24), and when this GOSPEL is believed, the person is saved (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is the MESSAGE of God's
kind and gracious undeserved favor which He has provided for our salvation (1 Cor. 15:1-4). The way Christ is
RECEIVED is by FAITH (John 1:12), not by baptism or any of the other sacraments. Faith is a matter of the
HEART -- "For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness ..." (Rom. 10:10).

How serious is the error of BAPTISMAL REGENERATION? It is FATAL! Paul defines TRUE believers as those
who "worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). He
goes on to say that he had "suffered the loss of all things, and do count them [but] dung, that I may win Christ, And
be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of
Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith" (Phil. 3:8-9). "All things" means all things, including all good
religious rituals and exercises. In order to gain Christ, a person must completely reject everything else as
meritorious for salvation and TRUST in Christ ALONE. EVERYTHING must be counted as a total loss. Paul
counted it "dung." Why such strong language? Because if you trust in anything other than Christ alone it will
DAMN your soul!

Horton's deception is not new. Many of the Reformers, while rejecting various aspects of Roman Catholicism, yet
held on to much damning baggage. While Catholicism had SEVEN sacraments, Luther pared it back to only TWO.
The fact is, though, if one is trusting in seven sacraments, two sacraments, or just one sacrament to save his soul,
the result is the same -- HE IS LOST! Saving faith is entirely a matter of the heart as a result of the regenerating
work of God's grace in the heart. God opened Lydia's heart (Acts 16:14), so that she might believe the truth of the
Gospel. That is GRACE! The only means of Grace is the cross and God Himself working by His Spirit through the
Gospel for His own glory.
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The Sacramental Gospel Comes Full Circle -- A Martin Luther Lovefest

One only need peruse the ACE Internet web site to understand just how deep is Michael Horton's love for Luther's
sacramental gospel. One of the site's recommended reading lists, "Luther & Lutheranism: An Introductory
Bibliography," lists 138 recommended books, including eight that teach baptismal regeneration and nine that teach
consubstantiation. (These same kinds of materials can also be found in the current ACE "Online Catalog" -- 2/02,
ACE Internet Web Site.)

There are also links to other Luther web sites, including "Project Wittenberg," described as "A tremendous location
for Lutheran works. Articles by Martin Luther, Philip Melanchthon, Martin Chemnitz, and others are available.
Also gives you access to Lutheran documents." Also available is Logia: A Journal of Lutheran Theology, and other
"Lutheran Links, Journals & Resources."

Moreover, Dr. Rod Rosenbladt is one of Horton's co-hosts on "The White Horse Inn" radio program; he is a
professor of theology at the Lutheran Concordia University in Irvine, California. He received his undergraduate
degree from Pacific Lutheran College. He is also an ordained minister in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

The Psychological Gospel -- The Evidence from Power Religion

After reading the above, one might say, "What else needs to be said about Michael Horton? He believes and
teaches a false gospel; that's all we need to know." That is true, but there are other aspects of Horton's teachings
that have deceived many. For example, Horton claims to be against the therapeutic psychologies and the integration
of such into the professing church. But is Horton actually a psychologizer in his own right?

Power Religion was the title of a 1992 book edited by Michael Horton. In two earlier best-selling books (The Agony
of Deceit and Made In America), critics complained that Horton only goes after the easy targets (Kenneth
Copeland, Robert Tilton, David Yonggi Cho, etc.), leaving the big names/popular heretics (i.e., the psychologizers)
untouched. Writing about Made In America, one reviewer said: "It is an assault on the evangelical right, the easy
targets, while silent concerning the heresies of respected icons on the evangelical left (e.g., Campolo, Sider,
Wheaton, Trinity, Christianity Today)."

Power Religion is subtitled The Selling Out of the Evangelical Church. We think it is Horton who has sold out.
Again, the big names are not targeted. Instead, some of them are the authors of the book's individual chapters!
(Others have apparently been deemed untouchable by the book's neo-evangelical publisher, The Moody Bible
Institute's Moody Press.) Called on by Horton to author chapters in Power Religion are ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, Catholic-sympathizers Charles Colson and J.I. Packer (both of whom signed the ECT document -- see
section below on "The Roman Catholic Connection"); pop-psychologizer R.C. Sproul; psychological integrationists
Don Matzat, David Powlison, and Ed Welch; and some lesser known names affiliated with the neo-evangelical,
psychologized Trinity International University/Evangelical Free Church of America (Don Carson, Bill Hull, and
Tom Nettles).

The book purports to be a critique of Christian activism ("Power Politics"), the signs and wonders movement
("Power Evangelism"), the church growth movement ("Power Growth"), psychology ("Power Within"), and
personality cults ("Power Preachers"). Yet Horton claims that we can still learn something from the purveyors of
these heresies! He says:

"The contributors to Power Religion would be quick to note that these disciplines [sociology,
psychology, and politics] are not in themselves evil or unnecessary ... None of the authors suggests that
those who support Christian political activism, the signs and wonders movement, the church growth
movement, the therapeutic movement, or sensational or potentially authoritarian schemes, are non-
Christians or enemies of the faith masquerading as disciples of Christ ... [That is a large part of the
problem today -- the acceptance of everyone as genuine Christians, regardless of their doctrinal fruit.]
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In fact, none of us suggests that there is nothing to learn from these various movements. Speaking for
myself, I know that my own Christian faith and life would be the poorer without interaction with some
of my close friends who are charismatic, for instance. Likewise, I have admired the zeal of some
church growth leaders ... miracles, philosophy, corporate and psychological insights, and political
positions may well be part of the life of any Christian, [although] they are weak substitutes for the
gospel" (Jacket & pp. 14-15, 333.) (Emphasis added.)

Noting the above quotation, one wonders why Power Religion was even written.

Consider also the hypocrisy of political activist Chuck Colson writing a chapter warning about the dangers of
Christian activism. Or of Don Carson and John Armstrong, both supposedly writing against the signs and wonders
movement, yet finding many things to praise in John Wimber's Vineyard movement. Also, church growth
advocates Bill Hull and Tom Nettles, supposedly writing against the church growth movement, never mention Bill
Hybels, the guru of church growth who "pastors" at Willow Creek (possibly because the book's publisher, MBI,
employs Hybels to speak at its conferences?). David Powlison, Ed Welch, and Don Matzat are all psychological
integrationists, yet they each write a chapter in the book's anti-psychology/anti-"therapeutic movement" section.
And Ken Riddlebarger (the senior pastor at the Reformed church where Horton co-pastored), at the time studying
in the doctoral program at the psychologized, charismatic, doctrinally-void Fuller Seminary, writes a chapter in
which he is highly critical of the critics of psychoheresy, who, according to Riddlebarger, purportedly see a "legion
of demons under every psychiatrist's couch."

Michael Horton is right about one thing. The evangelical church is certainly being "sold out." Unfortunately, Horton
doesn't appear to be able to discern the difference between the sellers and the buyers.

The Psychological Gospel -- Other Evidence

There is additional evidence of Horton's outright support for the use of psychology in the church. In an official
letter dated 4/18/92 from Alan J. Maben, CURE's Director of Communications at the time, Maben writes:

"... while we oppose the 'end-run' around the cross that psychology often performs when it assures non-
believers that God is on good terms with them, we do not condemn psychology itself, only its attempt
to usurp the place of God. Psychology is a very helpful and necessary tool when used wisely"
(Emphasis added.)

Are we to assume that 2 Peter 1:3 is no longer operative for the church today? -- According as His divine power
hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him that hath called
us to glory and virtue --We now need (i.e., "necessary tool") psychology to augment the Bible's timeless truths
given to believers for the living of a godly life?

Mr. Maben also claimed that this writer (The BDM Letter, March 1992) had "misunderstood" R.C. Sproul's
comments made at Sproul's February, 1992, "Hunger For Significance" conference, whereat Sproul claimed that the
Bible was sufficient for salvation, but not for all other matters of life and godliness (again, see 2 Pe. 1:3). (Sproul, a
self-love psychologizer, is on the ACE Council1).

Sproul's exact words were: "We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to 'salvific' life, obviously,
but for the whole structure of life, we need MORE than the Bible."

It couldn't be more clear than that! Has not R.C. Sproul directly (and ACE/Maben/Horton indirectly) denied the
sanctifying sufficiency of the Word of God?! Or if Sproul is correct (in his contention that "we need more than the
Bible"), then the Holy Spirit, for nearly 2,000 years of Church history, somehow, either through ignorance or
oversight, failed to include in the Scriptures the vital psychological tools necessary for sanctified, godly living! One
can come to only one of two conclusions. Either Sproul's/Horton's so-called psychological truths are false, and
that's why God left them out of Holy Writ, or somehow, the Bible is deficient.
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The Roman Catholic Connection

Announced at a press conference on March 29, 1994, was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in September of 1992 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran
clergyman [ELCA] turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute
on Religion and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian
faith and mission." It goes downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive
proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also
confessed their past sins against Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

Michael Horton has written articles2 and spoken out on his radio programs against the ECT; yet J.I. Packer is on
the Board of CURE and Horton defends Packer's signing of the Accord! In late-1994, due to the criticism Packer
was receiving for signing the ECT, Horton drafted a document titled "Resolutions for Roman Catholic &
Evangelical Dialogue"; the final product was revised by J.I. Packer and copyrighted by CURE/ACE ("Resolutions
for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by J. I. Packer 1994
CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

"Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue" (RC&E Dialogue)

The RC&E Dialogue was written and "offered as material for dialogue between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals,
following from the recent document, Evangelicals and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium, drafted by Richard John Neuhaus and Charles Colson, with others ... in a spirit of irenic debate on
issues arising from that important joint statement. As that document was crafted to encourage cooperation on the
basis of a consensus deemed sufficient for the purpose, though confessionally incomplete, so the following
statements seek to identify issues of concern to evangelical Protestants that the thrust of the document raises. What
follows is intended to encourage further discussion of the possibilities and problems of acting together."

The RC&E Dialogue goes on to postulate areas of disagreement between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals so
that, despite these "problems of acting together," dialogue might continue amicably and not disturb the ecumenical
efforts desired. What are these problems attested to by Horton and Packer?:

(1) There is not agreement on the "essential elements" of the Gospel;

(2) The doctrine of justification by grace alone through faith alone because of Christ alone is rejected
by Roman Catholicism (Rome has, in fact, anathematized those who embrace this doctrine!), making
Rome's gospel one that "falls short" of this "tenet that distinguishes a true from a false church" (i.e.,
Horton admits that Roman Catholicism is a false church!);
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(3) Evangelicals "radically" disagree with "the teaching of the Second Vatican Council that unbelievers
may be saved by their good works, apart from faith in Christ";

(4) Nevertheless, despite Rome's false gospel and Rome's anathematizing of all who disagree with her,
there remains sufficient "creedal consensus that binds orthodox Evangelicals and Roman Catholics
together [for] the making of common cause on moral and cultural issues in society.[!!] Roman
Catholics and Evangelicals have every reason to join minds, hearts, and hands when Christian values
and behavioral patterns are at stake." Not to fear though, despite Biblical data to the contrary,
Horton/Packer claim that "it is incorrect to regard such cooperation among Christians as common
ecclesial action in fulfilling a common ecclesial mission" (cf. Amos 3:3; 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1; 2 John 11);3

(5) Moreover, "Christ's prayer for unity requires vigilant patience and diligence as we seek a greater
visible unity";4

(6) If an individual Roman Catholic does "not self-consciously assent to the precise definitions of the
Roman Catholic Magisterium regarding [the elements of Rome's false gospel], but who think and speak
evangelically about these things, are indeed our brothers and sisters in Christ, despite Rome's official
position."

Signers included Michael Horton, J.I. Packer, R.C. Sproul, James Boice, Erwin Lutzer, and Kim Riddlebarger
(CURE/ACE) ("Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by
J. I. Packer 1994 CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Conclusion

Michael Horton teaches a false sacramental gospel, he has exhibited a fondness for the psychological gospel and
those who teach it, and he supports ecumenical efforts with Rome. Horton and the various ACE ministries should
be avoided.

Endnotes

1  In R.C. Sproul's 1991 book titled The Hunger For Significance (which was a rewrite of his 1983 book titled In
Search of Dignity), Sproul espouses his psychological gospel: "Every person needs to feel significant. We want our
lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as
intense as our need for oxygen -- doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us
to understand how important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know
our present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the human cry
for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together, we can help each other
discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of significance being made in the
image of God." (Emphasis added.)  [Return to Text]

2  For example: "A couple of years ago, a document entitled Evangelicals and Catholics Together confirmed that
our concerns regarding the church were well-founded. Many of the leaders of evangelicalism demonstrated in their
endorsement of this document that the doctrine of justification was no longer their central concern ("A Short Note
About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).  [Return to
Text]

3  This is what one is led to when one sees the church as a conduit for social action -- Horton/Packer write that
"The mission of the church as such is primarily the fulfilling of the Great Commission of Christ through the
ministry of Word and sacraments, and cultural, moral, political and social concerns in which Christians rightly
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engage must not be thought to determine the relationship of ecclesial communions, or allowed to become decisive
in the setting of their respective agendas."  [Return to Text]

4  On this point, we assume Horton/Packer are referring to Christ's prayer recorded in John 17:23 -- that they may
be made perfect in one [complete unity]; and that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them,
as thou hast loved me. Yet in so doing, they neglect Jesus' words in John 17:11, 21, 22, that unity is to be the same
kind of unity as Jesus has with the Father -- so that they may be one as we [are]; That they all may be one; as
thou, Father, [art] in me, and I in thee, that they may be one, even as we are one: It is obvious that Jesus and the
Father are one in perfect love, but are they not also one in perfect doctrine? Certainly Jesus in not asking in this
prayer that God's children be united in love regardless of doctrine! Without sound doctrine there can be no Christian
unity. And without sound doctrine there can be no true Christian love either. Horton and Packer have trashed the
true Gospel of Christ in order to forge a false unity for social activism.  [Return to Text] 

* Portions of this report were excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the May-June 1997 Earnestly Contending
for the Faith, used by permission of Dwight Oswald, editor (125 South 23rd Street, Council Bluffs, IA 51501).
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Dave Hunt
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Dave Hunt was born in 1926. His church background is Plymouth Brethren. He has a degree in mathematics and
a career as a CPA/management consultant, during which time he became involved in numerous campus ministries,
with a special outreach to foreign students. Beginning in 1973, Hunt went into ministry full-time. He has authored
or co-authored more than 30 books dealing with the incursion into Western culture, religion, and the church itself,
of Eastern as well as psychological and selfist philosophies, New Age thinking, ecumenism between Catholics and
Protestants, and other heretical teachings. More than three million copies of Hunt's books have been sold, and have
been translated into many languages. Hunt fills numerous speaking engagements in many countries, is a frequent
radio and TV talk-show guest (as well as co-hosting his own radio show), and has engaged in many debates with
Catholic apologists. Hunt's organization publishes a free monthly newsletter, The Berean Call, which has a mailing
list of more than 25,000.

-  Dave Hunt is not a "five-point" Arminian (he says he believes in the Perseverance of the Saints), but he is clearly
Arminian with respect to man's role in salvation. In Whatever Happened to Heaven? (Harvest House:1988), Hunt
goes so far as to say that anyone who denies man's free will in salvation blasphemes God's character. Bottom line
for Hunt, if you're not an Arminian, you are a blasphemer! (In late 2002, Hunt published another pro-Arminian
book, What Love Is This?: Calvinism's Misrepresentation of God, and is labeled by Hunt as a "defense of God's
character.") -- Hunt has kinder words for false teachers such as Billy Graham and Bill Bright than for those whom
affirm the sovereignty of God in salvation! [Hunt reiterates his "blasphemes" and/or "maligns" God's character
claim in the Q&A sections of both the 5/02 and 9/05 issues of TBC, and again in What Love Is This?. Moreover, in
the Q&A section of the 9/05 TBC, Hunt declares that those disagreeing with his Arminian theology are reprobate!]

In an article in the 2/01 The Berean Call titled "What a Sovereign God Cannot Do," Hunt puts on full display his
Arminian theology -- i.e., that God sovereignly vacates His sovereignty in order to allow man to choose salvation;
that man is not totally depraved, but capable, without any intervention by God whatsoever, of making a completely
free-will choice to "accept" Christ (i.e., decisional regeneration); that God cannot violate man's free will to choose
or reject Christ; and that God is totally incapable of bestowing the gift of salvation on any man, lest that man is
agreeable to it and accepts the gift. Dave Hunt has completely deneutered the miracle of salvation, changing it from
the miraculous act of a sovereign God, to the mundane choice of supposedly reasonable and rational men. (See
BDM's report on God's sovereign election. See also James White's "Open Letter to Dave Hunt," an excellent
refutation of Hunt's anti-sovereignty rant in What Love is This?, as well as Mitch Cirvinka's review -- another
excellent refutation of Dave Hunt's Arminian gospel in What Love is This?).

Hunt's commitment to man's sovereignty in salvation (which is a clear denial of God's sovereignty) is best
summed up by a statement he made in the 3/01 TBC: 

"Once it is admitted that man has a will, it is impossible to maintain either that it is in bondage or to
explain how it was delivered except by its own choice. No one is made willing against his will but
must have been willing to be made willing."

-  Dave Hunt does not believe in a literal hell. Below are excerpts from correspondence with a friend on this matter
[page references from Whatever Happened to Heaven? (Harvest House:1988)]:

Q:  My wife is looking for the places in Whatever Happened to Heaven concerning Hunt's denial of a
literal hell, but the only thing she found so far is on pages 28 & 29 where Hunt is saying, "Hell is not a
metaphor or a state of mind. It is a real place. But more than that, hell -- like heaven -- is also a state of
being." The "state of being" part strikes me strange, but the first part sounds okay.
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BDM:  The first part does sound okay, until you read the entire section (pp. 27-31). In the passage you
quoted above, Dave is saying hell is a "real place" all right, but "more than that," he says, it is also "a
state of being." This is where he begins to slip -- the "state of being" concept to Dave is the "burning
thirst" concept he develops, which is the "more than that" concept of hell that the Bible teaches. Hell is
certainly a real place to Dave, but "hell" to Dave is not the burning FIRE of hell, but a burning
THIRST for Christ. That concept is not Biblical.

Q:  On page 29, re: Dante, "but not because it involves 'material fire (that) will torment the bodies of
the damned' as Augustine imagined. 'Everlasting fire' that was specifically designed for Satan and his
minions, who are spirit beings without bodies, could hardly be physical. The eternal fire which
torments the damned will be much worse and far more painful and real than physical flames."

BDM:  See what he is saying! ? -- To Hunt, Augustine's concept of a "material fire" is part of
Augustine's IMAGINATION!! And that the fire that was designed for Satan "could hardly be
physical"!! That's about as clear a denial of the real hell-fire that the Bible teaches as one can make.
AND, according to Hunt, the fire that torments the damned is "much worse" than physical flames (i.e.,
the "burning thirst" as later developed by Hunt). Hunt believes the fire is not a physical fire (which is a
denial of a literal fire in hell), because physical bodies are not in hell. (I also can't figure out how a
burning thirst can be "much worse and far more painful" than physical flames. When I was an
unbeliever, if I were told that hell was a burning thirst for the Christ I didn't give a hoot about, rather
than real literal flames, my response would have been, "Not a bad price to pay for a life filled with the
pleasures of sin. I'll take the sin now and be thirsty later.")

Q:  What about this statement?: "The excruciating torment of people in the lake of fire will surely
involve remorse [Hunt refers to Lk. 16:25], but it will be painfully unrepentant remorse as they live
over and over in vivid memory the sins they have committed and in whose web they are inextricably
caught for eternity" (p. 29).

BDM:  He does it again. Notice, Hunt does NOT mention physical flames (because he has already told
us that the flames in the lake of fire are not real physical flames), but is referring once again to a
burning thirst (which he develops on pp. 29-30). This "remorse" he speaks of is not from the pain of
the flames, but from the thirst for the Christ they have rejected. This is a namby-pamby view of hell,
and thoroughly unbiblical.

Q:  Please comment on this statement: "That anguish will be all the more unbearable under the
horrifying realization that willful folly and stubborn selfishness has sent them there -- a place to which
they need not have come and from which fate God Himself did all He could to rescue them" (p. 29).

BDM:  Here is another flaw in Hunt's theology -- he totally rejects God's sovereign role in salvation!!
God "did all He could to rescue them"??!! What kind of a God is this who "did all He could," and
FAILED? And on p. 28 -- "... refusing to allow Him [God] to forgive them and to make them the
sanctified and happy persons that He desires." Again, what kind of a God do we have if He did all He
could and failed? What kind of a God do we have if we can refuse to ALLOW Him to forgive us? Not
the God of the Bible, for sure, but a God of our own imaginations that replaces His will with our will.
The Bible does NOT teach this Arminian philosophy!

Q:  I see some speculation on Hunt's part to what hell might be like, but I do not see a non-literal hell.
I would agree with Hunt that the flames of hell are certainly going to be far worse than physical flames
(on earth), because they torment without consuming.

BDM:  That's not what Hunt is saying. To Hunt, there are no flames in hell to be worse than the
physical flames on earth. He is saying the REAL burning thirst will be far worse than the physical
flames (NON-REAL flames to Hunt) that theologians of past and present have IMAGINED to be in
hell. The lake of fire to Hunt does not have real flames. If you don't have literal flames, then you don't
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have a literal hell.

Read the section of Whatever Happened to Heaven? starting at the bottom of page 29 through page 30
-- "Burning Thirst ..."; Dave is very clear here that the flames of hell cannot be physical because the
bodies are not physical. He is not describing a worse flame than earthly flames, but a DIFFERENT
kind of "flame"; i.e., a non-physical flame that he describes as a burning thirst for God that "burns
LIKE a flame." This concept is no different than that taught by C.S. Lewis, John Stott, Clark Pinnock,
and Billy Graham. Even the highly regarded (unjustifiably so) J.I. Packer teaches this non-literal hell
(with a little more selfism thrown in). (Packer says he does not believe that "the essence of hell is
grotesque bodily discomfort ... [that idea, he conceives] misses the deeper point of the lurid word-
pictures drawn by Dante and Jesus, and the New Testament writers ... The essence of hell is [rather]
self-hatred and God-hatred ...")

Hunt goes on to describe this thirst as "torture" -- "The flaming THIRST [i.e., not flaming fire] that
tortures those in the lake of fire is caused by the lack of the very love that fills heaven and makes it a
state of bliss" (p. 30). Is this not a denial of the literal hell-fire so clearly depicted in the Bible?!

That Hunt is unclear in Whatever Happened to Heaven?, I do not deny. But read the entire sections again, looking
for any admission that there are real flames of fire in hell -- you won't find it. See also Hunt's book In Defense of
the Faith, wherein Dave is much more transparent in teaching that hell is merely a state of terrific spiritual thirst for
God by its inhabitants.

Hunt must have missed these verses:

Matthew 13:42 -- "And shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and gnashing of
teeth."

Revelation 20:13-15 -- "And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered
up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works. And death
and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. And whosoever was not found written
in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire."

Revelation 21:8 -- "But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth
with fire and brimstone: which is the second death."

In short, Hunt's position on hell is closer to that of the pope's than to evangelical Christianity (i.e., Pope JPII --
"[hell is] a mental state you put yourself in by cutting yourself off from God.")

[Postscript #1:  In a letter dated 2/4/00 (and reproduced by Hunt in the 3/00 The Berean Call), Hunt attempts to
again explain his position on hell: ― "As for a literal hell with literal flames, that is exactly what I believe. Are
those flames physical, or something even more horrible? Must something be physical to be real? Is that what you
mean by 'literal'? Are the soul and spirit real? The rich man said he was 'tormented in this flame' and asked that
Lazarus might 'dip the tip of his finger in water, and cool my tongue' (Lk 16:24). There was literal flame and
burning thirst. Was it physical, or worse? His physical body was decaying in the grave and only his soul and spirit
were in hell." ― This is precisely our problem with Dave Hunt -- he has redefined "literal" to mean non-physical!
(I suppose for Hunt that to have a "literal dollar bill" could mean the "thought of a dollar bill in his mind"!) If you
read what Hunt says in Whatever Happened to Heaven?, and then in this letter, he clearly continues to define a
"spiritual" thirst WORSE and MORE HORRIBLE than the physical flames of hell. This is incredible, that a man
who assails those who allegorize and/or spiritualize the Scriptures, is doing the exact same thing!] 

[Postscript #2:  Hunt wrote an article in the 4/01 The Berean Call titled "Is Punishment Eternal." Again, a gleaning
of the article would lead one to believe that Hunt has changed his position to that of a true literal hell. Yet nowhere
in this article does Hunt say that the fire is literal. He acknowledges the presence of a Lake of Fire, but shies away
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from declaring its literality. That in this article Hunt acknowledges a Lake of Fire as a place of eternal punishment,
is no different from his previous position -- only this time he makes no mention of the "burning thirst." Bottom
line, until Hunt recants what he wrote in Whatever Happened to Heaven, and/or writes an article where he
specifically states that the Lake of Fire is a literal fire, and not just a burning thirst, then he is still on record as
denying the Biblical doctrine of a literal hell-fire.]

[Postscript #3:  From a November, 2000 reader's email  to BDM concerning Hunt's denial of a literal hell: "Right
you are that it is not Biblical [Hunt's position that hell is a state of mind rather than a physical place], but neither is
it 'mamby pamby.' It is serious major-league heresy. It smacks of Rosicrucian mysticism, developed by the Teutonic
Philosopher, Jacob Boehme.  Boehme's cosmology was that the universe is merely an emanation of the mind of
God. As God proceeds to discover Himself and all of the logical implications therein, the worlds are 'created' and
we find ourselves, evolving through the layers of evolving universal divinity, exploring its endless potential. Those
who through the force of their wills thirst for the emanation of eternal life and light, which we call 'Christ,' will
steadily unfold like a rose to ultimately discover that 'Christ' is already burning at the center of their being. Like
Boehme, Hunt's hell and heaven are ultimately mere states of mind, rather than physical states of being. This is
classic Theosophy. Forsaking the world to find this 'christ' within is a prominent theme of historic Rosicrucian
mysticism. But it sure sounds orthodox to unschooled neo-evangelicals, doesn't it? I'm afraid that Hunt's heretical
views on hellfire thus point to a far more heretical cosmology lurking just below the surface, thanks to his lifelong
obsession with the romantic Christian mystic William Law, who served as the main channel of Boehme's writings
to Europe and the New World. Were it not for Law, Boehme may have remained an obscure mystic locked away in
the archives of occult literature and western history may have emerged with a completely different tone. Deism
may have never seen its day. Freemasonry may have remained an obscure drinking club for English gentlemen,
never to take hold among the grass roots of colonial society. Christian mystical movements, such as the burning of
the bosom or higher life, may have never seen the light of day. Apparently the legacy of Boehme has left it's mark
on the church, not only through Law, but specifically in the students of Law, as evidenced by the unusual doctrines
of Dave Hunt."]

-  Hunt will speak anywhere, totally oblivious to the doctrine of Biblical separation. Hunt says, "First of all, I would
speak at the Vatican if invited to do so and allowed to state the Gospel clearly in contrast to the false Gospel of
Roman Catholicism." Sounds good, right? Billy Graham says this. It played well then, so Hunt repeats it now. But
this analogy is no good unless you actually correct the errors of those before whom you preach! When Hunt spoke
at John MacArthur's church, did he correct MacArthur on the Blood of Christ, or on MacArthur's ecumenical
associations, or on MacArthur's teaching of psychological concepts? No, he did not. So, Hunt's argument that he
would go anywhere to correct false doctrine was not followed when he himself went to John MacArthur's church.
Hunt totally failed to heed his own advice.

One time when speaking personally with Dave Hunt, I asked him why he continued to speak at Word of Life
(WOL) when the likes of a Chuck Swindoll were invited into the same pulpit. He gave me the same song and
dance -- "As long as they don't restrict what I say, I will speak anywhere." I tried to show him that WOL didn't
need to restrict him; he was restricting himself (just as he did when in MacArthur's pulpit). I asked him if he
thought he'd be invited back if he publicly chided Word of Life for having a rank psychologizer (Swindoll)
speaking for the three days immediately preceding his (Hunt's) engagement? His response was, "You're a hard man
Rick" (meaning, I suppose, that I had a critical spirit).

The bottom line is this -- Dave Hunt is totally incapable of articulating the Biblical doctrine of separation. His
application of 2 John 9-11 is only for separation from a teacher who specifically says, "I affirm that Christ did NOT
come in the flesh," which restricts us from fellowship, I suppose, only from the likes of a Bishop Spong and other
rank liberals of his ilk. One must also ask, what does it mean to "abide in the doctrine of Christ?" What is the
doctrine of Christ? Since the Bible teaches that Christ is the living Word, ALL the doctrines of the Bible make up
the "doctrine of Christ." Which doctrines would Hunt be willing to exclude in order to will into the Kingdom
disobedient professing brethren under 2 John 7-11?

-  Here is another good example of Dave Hunt failing to practice Biblical separation: Dave Hunt is on the Board of
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ExCatholics for Christ (ECFC), and has spoken at its annual meetings (including the above referenced meeting at
John MacArthur's church). The ECFC has allowed Pentecostals and Charismatics the freedom to participate on
their platform. One speaker stated in a letter in 1989, "I had what I considered to be a genuine experience of being
baptized in the Spirit and later had the experience of speaking in tongues." Giving a charismatic a forum, even
though he did not use the occasion to teach error, is a dangerous practice. Those who believe in works to be saved
or to maintain salvation are as lost as the Roman Catholic people the ECFC is seeking to bring to Christ. A
denomination that believes that speaking in tongues is a necessary part of or the evidence of salvation has fallen
into the same trap as Romanism. (Source: 2/1/99, Calvary Contender.) [The July-August 2001 Foundation
magazine further reveals: "It is disheartening to report that Henry Morris, founder of the Institute for Creation
Research, and Dave Hunt, editor of the Berean Call, joined with Calvary Chapel founder Chuck Smith recently for
a 'Wisdom of the Ages' Bible conference. ... this sad compromise lends credence to the Charismatic theology and
ecumenical endeavors of the Calvary Chapel movement." Foundation said compromise occurred when these men
joined in ministerial effort with Smith, "who espouses speaking in tongues and other revelatory gifts and feels
comfortable in the Charismatic and New Evangelical camp." (Source: 9/15/01, Calvary Contender.)]

-  It seems to be a little known fact that Dave Hunt is NOT a cessationist (one who believes not only that the canon
of Scripture is closed, but also that new revelation from God is no longer being given). Hunt's roots are in
Pentecostalism, from which he has never totally broken. His closest ties are with Chuck Smith and the Calvary
Chapels, a "moderately" charismatic denomination (as opposed to a "hyper"-charismatic one). Hunt believes
tongues and all gifts of the Spirit are for today, but warns that tongues are dangerously easy to fake and be deceived
by (10/87, Eternity). In his testimony, he describes his experience of being baptized in the Holy Spirit and speaking
in tongues (7/14/86, Christian News). The 10/87 Heritage Herald had Hunt on the PTL Club guest list. [Hunt was
once excommunicated from the Plymouth Brethren (1966) for being too Pentecostal -- specifically, for advocating
speaking in tongues and other gifts of the Spirit for today. Yet Hunt claimed that he was shunned for adamantly
speaking Biblical truth that the Brethren did not want to hear. For a full account of Hunt's story, see his 1972 book,
Confessions of a Heretic (Logos International, 216 ppgs.), specifically chapter 18, "The Heresy Hunt Begins." In
Confessions, Hunt lays claim to a number of charismatic experiences including "tongues" and hearing God's
"audible voice," and says he "sat on the stage at many a Kathryn Kuhlman meeting in the Shrine Auditorium and
watched miracles take place around me until I almost could not believe my own eyes" (Confessions, pp. 185,186).
Hunt claims that it was during this period of his life that he fashioned "a system of theology" (Confessions, p. 214)
and that "system" seems to still be infecting his thinking and writing.]

Hunt not only believes in tongues, he apparently retains the Pentecostal/charismatic view of revelation. Hunt is
supportive of Henry Blackaby (Experiencing God co-author), probably because Blackaby's view of revelation is
much the same as Hunt's. Hunt is a moderate charismatic, Blackaby a mystical Baptist (some call it Bapticostal).
(Dave Hunt would vehemently object to being called a non-cessationist as that term is defined in relation to the
canon of Scripture being closed. But as a practical matter, that is precisely what he is endorsing with his support of
Experiencing God.) The point is that both Hunt and Blackaby hold an open view of revelation -- God is still
speaking today -- not contrary to, but definitely apart from, the Scriptures. Such a position will lead to errors of
doctrine and practice, but most importantly, it is unbiblical.

-  In the March 1997 issue of The Berean Call, a reader asked Dave Hunt the following question:

"As a conservative evangelical Christian and Southern Baptist pastor I was troubled that you wrote
[Jan. '97] 'And only 55 percent of the delegates at the Southern Baptist Convention of Louisiana in
November voted that the Bible is inerrant! Why don't the Christian activists show concern for this
unbelief which eternally damns souls?' Mr. Hunt, are you trying to say that 45 percent of those
Louisiana SBC delegates are on their way to hell, and is belief in the doctrine of inerrancy a
precondition for salvation ...? Please clarify your position in the next issue of TBC. ... I question the
fairness and integrity of accusing a group of people of being in unbelief, heresy, and even apostasy by
rejecting the doctrine of inerrancy."

Dave Hunt answered the reader as follows:
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"I'm sorry that what I wrote was misunderstood. I did not intend to convey that the Southern Baptists
who deny the inerrancy of Scripture are necessarily lost. If they believe the gospel they are saved
eternally. What I did intend to convey was that a denial of inerrancy puts the gospel itself in question.
If the Bible is not entirely true, then who is to decide which parts are valid and which parts are not? A
denial of inerrancy could provide unbelievers with the excuse they seek for rejecting the gospel and
thus damn their souls. No, I did not intend to convey that the 45 percent who rejected biblical inerrancy
are 'in unbelief, heresy, and even apostasy,' but I do believe that denial of inerrancy is a big step in the
direction of all of these." (Emphasis added.)

If someone asked me that question, I would have said that those who deny inerrancy are indeed on their way to hell.
Without belief in the inerrancy of the Scriptures, belief in the Lord Jesus Christ is rendered meaningless. In
Revelation 19, one of the titles for the Lord Jesus Christ is the Word of God. He is also referred to as the Word in
John 1. I would have said that at LEAST 45 percent of those Louisiana SBC delegates, and perhaps many more
than that, are indeed on their way to hell. One has to wonder: What in the world is Dave Hunt thinking? (Source:
The Proclaimer; Issue #2, 1997.) (But this is typical of Hunt -- he regularly exposes the false teachings and
ecumenical activities of well-known "Christian" leaders, and then tells us that these same false teachers are our
brothers-in-the-Lord. Yet nowhere in the Bible is there even a hint that a man can simultaneously be both a false
teacher and a believer in Christ.)

-  A pastor wrote concerning Dave Hunt's children's book, The Money Tree (illustrated by Hunt's Daughter):

"I thought it a matter of integrity to send you back The Money Tree. The main reason I am sending it
back is because the only thing we read to our children is Scripture. Therefore, we simply would not use
this book. ... I might also point out in the 3rd scene of the book, the dream the boy has is about a
"mystical, magical, wonderful tree." Magic and mysticism are matters in which I am working at
teaching my children to hate and NOT consider "wonderful." Also, in the 2nd and l3th pictures, there is
what looks like a Saturday morning cartoon scene with "Future Heroes" above it. There is no reference
to the picture in the text of the book. I wonder why it is there. [See BDM report on so-called
"Christian" fantasy.]

-  In the Q&A section of the January, 2000, TBC, a question referenced Hunt's booklet "The Nonnegotiable
Gospel," with the concern that the word "repentance" could not be found anywhere. Hunt's response was that the
words "repent," "repentance," or "repented" are not found in the entire Gospel of John, nor is there anything
specific about repentance in the gospel as Paul defines it in 1 Corinthians 15, and that repentance is not a major
theme of the New Testament. Therefore, reasoned Hunt, repentance does not require articulation because it is
implicit in believing the gospel, and, thereby:

"... since the Bible doesn't specify repentance as part of the gospel whereby sinners are saved, I dare
not do so either. I'm not saying it might not be good to preach repentance in 'The Nonnegotiable
Gospel,' but it would require considerable explanation. Might not requiring repentance cause some
confusion? What exactly is meant by repentance? How thorough must repentance be? Must the person
repent of every sin ever committed? Is he then under obligation to live a life above sin? Might this put
a burden upon the sinner which he cannot bear, not yet realizing that Christ will give him the strength
to live a new life? I had not consciously left out repentance, but I think it is best left that way."

[Comment from the Editor of Voice in the Wilderness: The Bible doesn't teach it (?), therefore I "dare not" either (?
); it's "too confusing" to people (?). When Dave Hunt refuses to proclaim this fundamental, non-negotiable,
salvation doctrine, when Jesus commanded that "repentance and remission of sins" should be "proclaimed in His
name" (Lk. 24:47), Hunt is proclaiming a "different gospel." He is essentially suggesting that Jesus was wrong
when He commanded that repentance be proclaimed. Is not "remission of sins" the gist of how one is saved? Did
not Jesus place "repentance" within the same context? Did He not command that it be proclaimed? Yes, Hunt
admits that such a thing as "repentance" exists. And he is quite correct when he says that there are many times
where the actual word "repent" might not appear -- that it is "inherent" (implied or understood) in the "rest" of the
salvation process -- but to suggest that the Bible doesn't say that repentance is part of salvation, or that we "dare
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not" proclaim it, that it is "best left [out]," when anyone who has read even a scant amount of Scripture sees the
concept PROLIFERATING the Scriptures, and God's pleas to "Turn! Turn [repent] from your evil ways, for why
will you die ...?" (Ezek. 33:11), it is a "different gospel." Furthermore, Hunt's tangle of words indicates that he,
himself, is confused about what repentance truly is. He seems to view it as a "work," rather than a "place" at the
foot of the cross of Christ.]

[Postscript: In a 2/4/00 letter from Dave Hunt, he says, "Nor did John the Apostle and the Holy Spirit properly
present the gospel in his entire Gospel. In fact, if I understand you correctly, Jesus did not properly present the
gospel to Nicodemus, or to the woman at the well, or to the blind men, or to Zacchaeus, et al. Zacchaeus, by the
way, repented without Jesus telling him to do so. As I tried to say, I believe repentance is inherent in the gospel for
those who believe it." In other words, according to Dave Hunt, you can repent by not actually repenting, because it's
inherent in the gospel you have already believed (even though you may not have had it expressed to you as such)??
This is Clinton-speak, is it not? (See the 3/00 TBC for the printing of parts of this letter.)]

One can only suppose that Hunt is not familiar with the following Scriptures:

Mark 2:17 -- "When Jesus heard it, he saith unto them, They that are whole have no need of the
physician, but they that are sick: I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance"; or

Luke 15:7 -- "I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more
than over ninety and nine just persons, which need no repentance"; or

Luke 24:47 -- "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all
nations, beginning at Jerusalem"); or Acts 26:20 ("But shewed first unto them of Damascus, and at
Jerusalem, and throughout all the coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and
turn to God, and do works meet for repentance"; or

2 Corinthians 7:8-10 -- "For though I made you sorry with a letter, I do not repent, though I did repent:
for I perceive that the same epistle hath made you sorry, though it were but for a season. Now I rejoice,
not that ye were made sorry, but that ye sorrowed to repentance: for ye were made sorry after a godly
manner, that ye might receive damage by us in nothing. For godly sorrow worketh repentance to
salvation not to be repented of: but the sorrow of the world worketh death"; or

Hebrews 6:1 -- "Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection;
not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God"; or

2 Peter 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is
longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance."

-  Dave Hunt also demonstrates a favorable inclination towards "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical
Celebration" (EC). The editor of the Voice in the Wilderness wrote a letter to TBC regarding this: In the 7/99 The
Berean Call newsletter, TBC expresses being "... thrilled at reading [EC's] affirmations of the true gospel ..." Dave
Hunt, nor anyone else at TBC, has ever responded to that letter of concern. TBC's only concern over that document
seemed to be the "bed-fellows" of those who had signed it. Otherwise, Hunt apparently agreed with those who
endorsed the contents of the EC document.

Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on the EC document (see the 6/14/99, Christianity Today for the full text of the EC). This
document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the
controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D.
James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT
documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not
fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently
opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal
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indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of
"doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new EC document
should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could
subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from
ECT.

It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics such as
Dave Hunt. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to
admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of
EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll,
Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley,
John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant Dave Hunt and fellow EC sympathizers may be of all this, Hunt's being "thrilled" with the EC
document makes him a party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is
supposed to be a definitive and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions
repentance for salvation (sound familiar, Dave? -- see item on "repentance" above), and never mentions the total
depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a gospel of decisional regeneration). No wonder Dave Hunt is "thrilled"
with the EC document.

Moreover, EC promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all
professing believers who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in
Ephesians. While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true
Biblical unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word
"unity" in the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is
a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify
into essentials and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to
"mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
(Rom. 16:17).

-  In seeing Hunt's printed speaking itinerary each month in his TBC newsletters, noting the "labels" of some of the
places where he speaks, one wonders "how" he gains entrance into places which seem to be some of the very ones
he "targets" in his writings as being part of the apostasy and false teachings in the church. The churches of the
Calvary Chapel movement fall into this same category. Even though Dave Hunt has been a frequent speaker for
churches in the Calvary Chapel movement (almost from the inception of his public ministry), to glance at his
speaking itineraries in the 12/99 and 1/00 TBC newsletters, one would think that Hunt has now become an official
Calvary Chapel circuit rider. (The 3/01 TBC had Hunt's itinerary for March 9 through May 20 of 2001 -- more than
half of Hunt's speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary Chapel churches. The 11/02 TBC had Hunt's
itinerary for November 13-17 of 2002 -- seven of the ten Hunt' speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary
Chapel churches or radio programs. The 12/02 TBC had Hunt's itinerary for January 15 - February 23 of 2003 --
four of the seven Hunt' speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary Chapel churches. We could go on and on
here -- as of 12/06, Hunt's speaking engagements continue to be predominately at Calvary Chapel sponsored
events.) The Calvary Chapels are very ecumenical and allow for unscriptural charismatic experiences. Also, John
Wimber, founder of the Vineyard movement, came out of the Calvary Chapel movement. By speaking in these
Calvary Chapel forums, Hunt is putting his imprimatur upon their errors, because those who observe his actions
assume he stands where they stand (and apparently he does).

The following account is a summary of the experience of the editor of the Voice in the Wilderness when he went to
a Calvary Chapel church to hear Dave Hunt speak:

One walks into this large (1500 seating capacity) "dark" auditorium, with very much the feel of, as a
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friend put it, a "movie theater." (And later I was to find out from this same friend that this "church"
even has an espresso concession stand.) Prominently in the back is a full studio-sized audio/video
control center. Sound/video system is all "state-of-the-art." And the "dark" (although lighted with
spotlights) platform is obviously designed for their resident rock band -- drum set with several
microphones on it, guitars, and black monitor boxes. There is nothing on any walls to indicate to a
person walking in that this might be a "church."

After being subjected to "piped-in" rock music during pre-service time, and the theater-like, big-screen
"promos" of coming attractions, the "worship" time begins with the wail of a rock guitar as the band
begins playing. The singers lead out in the occultish mantra-like repetitious phrases, supposedly
"praising" God, as many people are swaying and raising their hands. When the leader (the same one
who has been wailing "Satan's voice" on the rock guitar) then leads in "prayer," he is so emotionally
wrought that he spends a few seconds "sighing" into the microphone.

As an aside, this is the same place where, a few years ago when I was working at this one job, there
was this gal I talked with occasionally during coffee breaks or lunch; not a Christian, no interest in
spiritual matters, but she went to "Calvary Chapel" because ... ready for this? -- "They have a GREAT
band!"

After such an opening, and then introduction by the pastor, up to the platform goes Dave, who, up to
this moment, has been in prayer most of the time (for recent surgery). Dave's message was a good one,
but in many respects, troubling. On one hand, he cites quotes from Billy Graham, expressing Graham's
"fellowship" with the pope and other such figures, and [Graham's] statements that Mormons are okay,
and in the next breath, he says that Billy Graham "preaches the gospel" and "people have been saved"
under his ministry. Or, Dave berates Bill Bright for receiving the Templeton Prize and being a co-
signer of ECT, and in another breath refers to him as "my old friend ..." sounding as though this
"friendship" was still a "current" relationship? [Hunt authored the original story upon which a Billy
Graham film was based, and played a major role in developing Campus Crusade's "Athletes In
Action."] Where does Eph. 5:11(a) fit into this, since he is faithful to verse 11(b)? -- "[a] Have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but [b] rather expose them."

And here we get to what I asked him about. -- Considering "what" he exposes and teaches, how does
he gain entrance to places which, by their character, are the very ones whom he speaks against and
exposes? His response was on the order that, while these places have certain denominational ties and
"labels," they do, in fact, "agree with" what he writes and speaks. ... that he doesn't receive invitations
from places that don't agree ...

Well, while Dave Hunt "thinks" that the places that invite him "agree" ... and the pastor at this (local)
place got up pretending to be agreeing ... the official printed ("Position Paper") literature of the
"church" tells another story. And this local pastor, after Dave was finished and had sat down, continued
on for a bit, adding his own "two-cents" worth; and in reality, "watered down" the very clear message
as Dave had just presented it.

As detailed earlier in this report, if Dave Hunt were to specifically speak out against the false teachings and
practices of the Calvary Chapel churches at which he speaks, he would never be invited back. His clear
compromise in this area makes a hypocritical joke of his message to "earnestly contend for the faith."

-  A look at Dave Hunt's itinerary in the November 2002 TBC revealed an even more shocking speaking
engagement than the standard Calvary Chapel appearances. -- On 11/13/02, Hunt was scheduled to speak at Greg
Laurie's Harvest Christian Fellowship church! Greg Laurie is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor
of the 12,000-plus member Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California. Laurie is an ecumenical
psychologizer and speaker for and endorser of the unbiblical Promise Keepers movement. Laurie conducts 5-6
evangelistic crusades every year (Harvest Crusades) that draw about 50,000 people each. Laurie's gospel is a man-
centered (Arminian) psychological gospel; his message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in life," with Jesus as
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the One who came to "fill the void."

Apparently, it doesn't matter to Hunt that at Laurie's Harvest Crusades between 500 and 800 churches are involved
in providing various forms of support. The Harvest web site states that: "The type of support would range from
financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting attendance at the crusades. Many denominations and
associations are involved, including Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church of Christ, Assembly
of God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches." Typically, Vineyard and Roman Catholic churches also
participate. 

Quotes from the Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, Statement of Faith, and from web sites linked from the Calvary
Chapel main web page (Source: FBIS, 7/3/01):

ECUMENISM: "We are not a denominational church, nor are we opposed to denominations as such,
only their over-emphasis of doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We
believe that the only true basis of Christian fellowship is His (Agape) love, which is greater than any
differences we possess and without which we have no right to claim ourselves Christians" (Statement
of Faith, Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapels, is very ecumenical. In a 1993 book he says: "We should
realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any real divisions in the Body.
We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the Baptists! -- And the
Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong to Him. We see
the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one another"
(Smith, Answers for Today, p. 157).

Chuck Smith's ecumenism is also evident from a statement quoted in the December 1995 issue of
Sojourner magazine: "Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He
asked, 'Isn't that carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a
Presbyterian,' 'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes,
the less denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there
aren't any real divisions in the Body. We're all one."

CHARISMATIC GIFTS IN GENERAL: "We believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the
Scriptures are valid for today if they are exercised within the scriptural guidelines" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

TONGUES: "When you're alone in your closet, when you are among believers in an after-glow prayer
service, you can speak in tongues -- and you can pray to God. Why? Because nobody is going to
benefit from tongues. You know who's going to benefit? Paul says only the Lord. Because nobody
understands what you're saying. Only the Holy Spirit knows what you're saying" (A Raul Ries Bible
study; tape #IN44-5, Acts 1:8; Calvary Chapel, West Covina, CA).

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: "The Baptism with the Holy Spirit is a definite occurrence,
subsequent to salvation, whereby the Third Person of the Godhead comes upon the believer to anoint
and energize him for Spiritual service" (Greg Laurie's web site, as linked from the Calvary Chapel
main web page).

[Return to Text]

* I take no pleasure in preparing this expos� on Dave Hunt. I first met Dave in the Summer of 1988, have read all
his books, went on an Israel tour with Dave in 1990, have gone to a number of his speaking events and debates, and
considered him a good friend. Until a few years ago, I had chosen to ignore what I have considered to be some
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flaws in Dave's theology and practice, even in cases where I was convinced that he was seriously wrong. In this
complicity, I was wrong. Readers deserve to have the facts on Dave Hunt, and then discern for themselves the
seriousness of his error. I contend that error, in many cases, is very serious.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/2006
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Bill Hybels
General Teachings/Activities

-  Bill Hybels (born 1952) is the senior pastor (out of a total of more than 50 staff pastors) of the 12,000-plus
member Willow Creek Community Church located in Northwest-suburban Chicago (South Barrington, IL). (Three
branch churches have also benn established in the Chicago suburbs.) When Hybels decided to plant a church at
"Willow Creek" (the name of the rented movie theater in which the church first met), rather than "set-up shop" and
faithfully preach the Word of God, he instead took a three-man survey team through the community, asking those
people who admitted to being unchurched, why they did not regularly attend a church. The survey revealed that
people: "(1) didn't like being bugged for money; (2) found church boring, predictable, and routine; (3) didn't think
that the church was relevant to their lives; and (4) always left church feeling guilty (the Christian message too
negative with 'sin,' etc.)."

Hybels solution was to "program our Sunday morning service [in addition to a Saturday evening "seeker service"]
to non-believers, and program our service to believers [called "New Community"] on another day or evening
[Wednesday and Thursday nights]," so that the newcomers would feel welcome, unthreatened, and entertained.
Hybels states that it is absolutely essential that the "unchurched Harry's and Mary's" be introduced to a "creative,
introductory level, positive, Bible-centered church experience on a Sunday morning ... a place designed for [the
unbeliever]. We have put a lot of time and thought into what non-churched people want from a Sunday morning
service. And we have concluded that they basically want four things: (1) anonymity; (2) truth presented at an
introductory level; (3) time to 'make a decision'; and (4) excellence in programming, creativity, humor,
contemporary [worship], relevancy, etc." (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek.")

The Hybels' methodology then: "Take a poll of lost people, find out what they want in religion, then make an all
out effort in the church to provide what they want. Real Bible believers do not follow the polls to find out what
sinners want; they go to the Bible to find out what sinners need. They get their message from the Bible, not from
George Barna [or from George Gallup]" (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, p. 5).

-  Hybels' philosophy appears to have "worked." From its beginnings in a rented movie theater with 125 members
in 1975, they were at 2,000 in 1978, and now average more than 17,000 total for its six weekend services (two
exclusively designed for Gen-Xers). (Over 20,000 showed up at the church's 20th anniversary celebration at
Chicago's United Center sports arena; President Clinton sent his personal greetings via videotape.) "Worship"
services are "programmed with cutting-edge music, drama, and teaching to reach the unchurched. The services'
'wow' factor is aided by 50 vocalists, a 75-voice choir, 7 rhythm bands, a 65-piece orchestra, 41 actors, a video
production department, and an arts center with 200 students that serves as a farm club for future talent."

Willow Creek now meets in a 352,000-square-foot building that seats 4,500, located on a 155-acre campus. (A new
building project is under construction that will cost as much as $80 million. It will include a 49,000-square-foot
office building, a classroom building for workshops, and a new auditorium with approximately 7,000 seats.)
Because of Willow Creek's size, the church's leaders feel participation in small groups is essential to the spiritual
support of its members; Willow Creek has over 2,600 of them! And in keeping with its mega-church status, Willow
Creek is loaded with specialized ministries for virtually every so-called need among its devotees: Programs for four
age divisions of youth, three categories of single adults, married couples, divorced persons, single parents, and
physically and "mentally challenged" individuals, as well as outreach services to the homeless, the poor, and prison
inmates, are just a few of the selections from the church's huge and diverse menu. There is even a Sexaholics
Anonymous group. The extensive programs and the corps of committed volunteers (over 8,000) are directed by 512
Willow Creek employees, 60% of them full time. (Reported in part in the 12/2/95, Bloomington Herald-Times, an
Associated Press article by Debra Hale, "Welcome to the Un-Church, Video Screens and All," p. A8; the 9/13/00
Christianity Today, "Community Is Their Middle Name"; and the Willow Creek Internet website, 2/2004.)
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-  Hybels states that Willow Creek has four primary objectives: (1) understand and apply the ministry of
exaltation/worship (though apparently not on Sunday morning); (2) commitment to edification; (3) commitment to
evangelism; and (4) commitment to social action. Numbers (3) and (4) are worthy of a closer look; note the
extreme unbiblical nature of both objectives. (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek."):

EVANGELISM -- "The personal [evangelism] goes on out in the marketplace, and on Sundays we
continue and supplement the personal efforts by helping people as we give them a creative service to
bring people who are in the process of deciding about a relationship with Jesus Christ."

SOCIAL ACTION -- "We have Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon, Narcotics Anonymous, Emotions
Anonymous, you-name-it anonymous, I think we have it here. And we have a counseling center, and a
food pantry, and a benevolent board that counsels people that are hurting financially; an employment
counseling ministry; we are committed to helping a church in the inner-city; a hospital in Haiti;
projects through World Vision; and other ministries [one even for women going through menopause!].
I believe we are called to arrest the social decay we see happening around us."

-  In Hybels' 1990 book entitled Honest To God, he relates how he "grew" the Willow Creek Church. He claims that
he was successful in growing the church because he was "honest to God;" i.e., he grew "God's church, God's way."
In actuality, Hybels grew Willow Creek man's way (see above) -- he gave the people what they wanted -- an
apostate church in an atmosphere of glitz and entertainment, while preaching a feelings-oriented gospel of
codependency/recovery, self-love, and unconditional acceptance. Yet Hybels justifies his church growth philosophy
with the following incredible statement:

"At Willow Creek, we feel that God has given us a plan, but it doesn't necessarily have to apply to
every church. In fact, we believe that this may be one of the few churches that God, manifesting a
sense of humor if you will, has decided to say, 'Look, I'm saying to give them a little different kind of
plan over here.'" (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek.")

-  About 17,000-20,000 people currently attend Saturday evening and the Sunday morning "seeker sensitive
services" (services designed to get lost people to enjoy church without guilt or shame; no sermons against sin and
no call for repentance), entertained by contemporary "Christian" music (played by a 20-piece rock band with laser
lights and an elaborate sound system), pop singers, multi-media displays, actors presenting dramatic sketches
illustrating contemporary problems such as grief and workplace stress (i.e., "psychodramas"), and "practical, witty
messages" geared to those "investigating Christianity." (For those not in the formal "worship service," there are
darts, basketball, and coloring for the youngsters, a [750-seat] food court fit for a shopping mall, and a fully-out-
fitted exercise gym. The church spends $125,000 annually for off-duty police officers to direct traffic.) Almost half
of the seeker service attendees come from a Catholic background. One man revealed why Willow Creek appeals to
him: "I still don't buy the God stuff, but this is helping my life." Another attendee states that going to Willow Creek
is "... like I had been sprinkled with Jesus dust."

New Community, the Wednesday and Thursday night services for professing believers (attended by approximately
3,000 on a typical evening), are advertised as following the "traditional" worship service, which Hybels defines as
prayer, communion, and "a deeper exploration of the Bible through allegorical skits and modern music. ... 'There is
no fire-and-brimstone here. No Bible-thumping. Just practical, witty messages designed to hit the listeners where
they live.' ... Hybels and other church leaders are said to be 'an ecumenical and youthful group.' [Since] half of the
attendees are from a Catholic background, so the mid-week traditional services feature the familiar 'Sacrament of
Communion.'" (See "Worshiping God Big Time," 10/15/92, Woman's Day.) (Emphasis added.)

Christianity Today interviewed a number of Willow Creek members for its extensive 9/13/00 article. One was
Teresa Russo-Cox, a volunteer coach for the hairdressers ministry. (Yes, a hairdressers ministry!; I'm not making
this up.) Russo-Cox had been a professional hairdresser for 25 years and an educator for Paul Mitchell hair
products when one of her clients invited her to Willow Creek three years ago: "I was raised Catholic but had left
the church. When I first walked into Willow, I thought, 'What is this all about? No icons? No robes?' I remember
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John Ortberg spoke on 'Shhh, God is Speaking.' My heart was beating fast, and I knew God was speaking to me.
Right there I rededicated my life to Christ." The woman was a Roman Catholic and merely rededicated her life to
Christ. No Gospel, no repentance, just a reinvigorated Catholic! (Source: 12/00, Cornerstone Challenge.)

-  The following was reported in the USA WEEKEND for April 13-15, 1990 (from New Neutralism II, pp. 72-73):
The article describes a service at Willow Creek as "a slick, show-biz service where drama and soft rock are served
up on a stage washed in pink and blue spotlights. A soft-sell sermon is delivered by Hybels from a Lucite lectern
..." The author of the article acknowledges the fact that people attending the services there "will not be bored as a
combination of drama, humor, and pop music is presented with no archaic hymns." The church building is likened
to "a 4,500 seat theatre complete with 12 big screen TVs showing close-ups of action on stage just like at rock
concerts."

-  Despite (or because of) Hybels' humanistic gospel, other churches hungry for Hybels'-style growth have been
flocking to the Willow Creek staff to learn the techniques of "church growth." Hybels says his staff cannot keep up
with the increasing number of requests for help from other churches. So in 1992, the Willow Creek Association
(WCA) was formed. WCA began as an international network of 96 like-minded churches; as of 6/03, there were
nearly 10,000 Association member churches in more than 25 countries, representing 90 denominations, many of
which are linked with liberal denominations, and some with cults. The WCA's 120 employees provide special
conferences, resources, and consultation to its constituents seeking "user friendly," "seeker sensitive" approaches to
church growth. In 2000, the WCA hosted 76,000 "church leaders" in conferences on Willow's campus and around
the world. (Hybels also formed Willow Creek Resources, a joint-publishing venture between the new association
and Zondervan Publishing House, to publish books, audios, and videos produced by staffers from within Willow
Creek Community Church and the rest of the WCA.) One observer writes: "The Willow Creek Association through
its member churches have in effect silenced the Body Of Christ and provided pagans, new-agers, atheists, socialists,
communists, Marxists, humanists, homosexuals, feminists and liberals in general thousands of sterilized venues
where they can come and present their 'felt needs' to those with open arms and open minds. By meeting the so-
called "felt needs" of the godless, THEIR voices are heard, THEIR philosophies are made known, THEIR music is
played, THEIR religion is taught, THEIR ideologies are discussed and THEIR agenda is carried out virtually
unopposed in the corridors, classrooms and worship centers of every 'seeker sensitive' church in America."

-  Willow Creek one-time assistant pastor Lee Strobel is typical of the flippant approach to holy things taken by the
leadership at Willow Creek. (Strobel is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church,
another church-growth oriented church.) While pastoring at Willow Creek in 1994, Strobel wrote a book titled
What Jesus Would Say. It takes an irreverent, humorous, "sympathetic look" at immoral, prominent, ungodly
personalities such as President Clinton, Murphey Brown, Bart Simpson, and Madonna, and suggests what would
happen if Jesus had "chats" with these people. In exploring what he thinks Jesus would say to modern celebrities,
Strobel is striving to make religion relevant to a cynical contemporary world. (As bad as that idea is, isn't
purporting to speak for God a bit presumptuous at best, and blasphemous at worse?)

In Madonna, Strobel says he thinks Jesus "would see by her own admission that it's her sense of mediocrity and her
desire to overcome that that's driving her -- it's a self-esteem issue. She said her great drive in life is not just to be
somebody, but to be SOMEBODY. Well, to Jesus, she already is somebody. He was willing to sacrifice himself to
pay for her wrongdoing." Jesus, opines Strobel, would look beyond Madonna the media icon to see Madonna the
person, someone who lost her mother at a young age and who was turned off by the trappings of traditional
religion. If people have a less than compassionate concept of God than this, Strobel lays the blame on evangelical
Christians (1/8/95, Santa Barbara Press, p. D4).

Strobel authored a previous book in 1993, Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to Reach Friends
and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels. (The book is
also endorsed/recommended by thirteen more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max Lucado, Tony
Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill Bright, and Gary
Collins.) In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the message of truth, but
by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern style of worship, he
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simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs based religion. His
purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's obligation to worship and
glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is Biblical. His purpose is to
please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by nature of endorsement, Bill
Hybels' thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is that they are simply unchurched.
To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7).

-  As one would expect to find in a church founded and nurtured on the Fuller Seminary/John Wimber/C. Peter
Wagner principles of church growth, Hybels has a distorted view of the Gospel message. In Honest To God, he
seems to be saying that there are two different gospels, one for men and one for women. According to Hybels, the
gospel message for a man is that a relationship with Jesus Christ is essential in order to avoid "mindless
misinterpretations of masculine identity," while for a woman, the gospel is that Jesus Christ offers freedom from
being a "people-pleaser," thereby allowing her to satisfy her "need for inner security." These are obviously both
self-focused gospels that are entirely devoid of a recognition of man's sin problem. (Also sounds a lot like Larry
Crabb's "Need for significance/need for security.")

-  One of the busy spots at the 1997 National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) convention was the "Christians for
Biblical Equality" exhibit. This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul
Really Said About Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and rejecting the Scripture texts that
forbid women serving as pastors and elders. Their statement said, "We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted
holistically and thematically. The Bible teaches that in the New Testament economy women as well as men
exercise the prophetic, priestly and royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching, preaching and
worship." Among those who signed this declaration was Bill Hybels. [See BDM report on the Biblical role of
women.]

-  Of the many unscriptural practices of Hybels and Willow Creek is the acceptance of women in leadership and
teaching positions. Willow Creek has had women elders since its founding in 1975, but now expects members to
expressly accept the right of women to equality as pastors and elders. An internal draft position paper dated
January 1996, which World magazine (3/29/97) obtained, makes clear Willow Creek's belief that "when the Bible is
interpreted comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in status, giftedness, and opportunity
for ministry," despite "a few scriptural texts [that] appear to restrict the full ministry freedom of women." A
document for elders on "The Most Frequently Asked Questions About Membership at Willow Creek," written by a
female elder, says, "We ask that Participating Members of Willow Creek minimally be able to affirm with integrity
the following: that they can joyfully sit under the teaching of women teachers ... that they can joyfully submit to the
leadership of women in various leadership positions at Willow Creek." The female elder also said, "… if you can't
embrace this teaching, practically speaking, you'd probably be happier at some other church." [Source: "Femme
Fatale: The Feminist Seduction of the Evangelical Church," World magazine, March 29, 1997 (reported in a 4/21/97
FBIS report).]

-  The Hybels family are big fans of psychological counseling. On pages 114-118 of their book Rediscovering
Church, the Hybels describe how they underwent psychological counseling. Lynne Hybels says, "In January 1991, I
walked into a Christian counselor's office. The choice to take that walk was one of the wisest I have ever made ..."
(p. 114). Lynne Hybels states that after she had entered counseling, Bill entered "a Christian counselor's office as
well." [What she refers to as a "Christian counselor's office" is really a psychologist's office (source: Jean Blunt,
Hybels' secretary, 12/19/95 phone conversation).] As a result of her "counseling," Mrs. Hybels states that she had
"discovered unseen wounds deep inside me ..." Did Lynne Hybels discover "unseen wounds" or was she
psychologically indoctrinated with the theories and concepts of psychology? "Unseen wounds deep inside" is
psychobabble used to transform oneself into a victim rather than one who is fully accountable to God for every
word and action.

Bill's [psychological] counseling taught him that he had been "driven by an unconscious drive" of "unmet
emotional needs" and a "pain driven pattern ... Through conversations with his [psychologist] counselor," Bill
Hybels "pursued a deeper understanding of his emotional needs," and he learned more about "unconscious needs
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that drive ... pathological pastors." Mrs. Hybels goes on to say that she and Bill may be "shame-based" and "so
hungry for love" (p. 118) [Minirth-Meier/Freudian psycho-speak].

-  In 1991, Bill & Lynne Hybels authored Fit To Be Tied. In that book, endorsed by psychologizers Tony Campolo
and Larry Crabb, they further reveal how they saturated their minds with psychological teaching. They say:

"We also agreed that taking advantage of the wonderful self-help resources available today greatly
increased our holding power. We went to seminars and workshops and conferences on marriage. We
listened to tapes on marriage. We read books on marriage. Oh, did we read books! We read together
and read separately. We read on vacation and read ourselves to sleep at night. We read books by
theologians and psychologists and marriage counselors. We read about the temperaments, personal
growth, workaholism, conflict resolutions, sex, stress management, how to relax, how to raise kids,
how to handle money. We latched on to every good idea we could find, and it helped tremendously.
Some people give up before they read the first book, or listen to the first tape, or attend the first
workshop. That's a tragedy. Only we are to blame if we fail to use the incredible resources available at
our disposal" (pp. 210-211). (Emphasis added.)

Because the Hybels saturated their minds with psychological books and underwent psychological counseling, they
now have a psychological interpretation of people's behavior, rather than a Biblical view. One young women
(whom they describe in Fit To Be Tied) is given a psychological explanation for her behavior, i.e., coming from a
"dysfunctional family where their needs are not met. They are so desperate to be loved and accepted, so lacking in
self-esteem and fearful of being abandoned, that they will cling to any relationship, even one that brings them pain"
(p. 36). This is the classical psychological interpretation of one's sinful and selfish conduct explained away as
arising from being a victim. "Dysfunctional family," "needs not met," "desperate to be loved," "lacking in self-
esteem," "fearful of being abandoned," are all psychological clichés and labels that are standard lingo of humanistic
psychologizers.

-  As indicated above, the Hybels have read a great number of counseling and psychological books and have
attended many seminars (Fit To Be Tied, pp. 210-211). Fit To Be Tied also gives ample evidence that they have
been strongly influenced by the psychological writings of Melody Beattie. Beattie is footnoted more than any other
person in Fit To Be Tied. For example, in chapter 12 there are eight footnotes referring authoritatively to Beattie
and her book Codependent No More. On page 196, the whole page is devoted to Beattie's theories, with five
footnote references to Beattie's Codependent No More. The reader is given the clear impression that Beattie is an
expert and is to be trusted. There is no indication by the Hybels who Beattie really is and what she teaches.
(Melody Beattie's books are also sold in Hybels' church bookstore.)

Who is this woman whom the Hybels respect so much as an "author and counselor"? What does she teach in
Codependent No More and in her two sequels, Beyond Codependency and Codependent Guide to the Twelve Steps?
Beattie's books from cover to cover are hard core humanistic psychology. But they are more than that. Codependent
No More is also a strong promotion and endorsement of Alcoholics Anonymous/12-step programs. Beattie strongly
advocates and teaches her readers to seek a "Higher Power," any "Higher Power." This Higher Power is not the
God of the Bible, but is whatever one conceives in his imagination. This is idolatry in its purest form. (A female
"elder" at Willow Creek claims "our higher power here [at Willow Creek] is Christ.") [Beattie also endorses and
highly recommends reading A Course In Miracles, which is full of hard core New Age teaching and was dictated
by a spirit guide (i.e., a demon) to its author. It is published by the New Age organization Foundation for Inner
Peace. Beattie also endorses the best selling New Age book in the U.S. -- The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott
Peck. (Like Melodie Beattie, Hybels likes M. Scott Peck enough to speak favorably of him a number of times in
his books and in various articles. Hybels never gives one word of warning whatsoever about this New Age guru.)]

-  In a 12-page informative paper (March, 2003) entitled Protestant No More: Willow Creek is Infiltrated by
Renovaré, Mary Fairchild presents a "partially insider" revealing look at two dangerous movements of our day. She
writes: "I went back to Willow Creek earlier this year only to discover my plans to be serving in the women's
ministry as a 'Biblical Titus 2 woman' were, in actuality, going to be serving as a 'New Age spiritual guide.' Mystic
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ways of praying (repeating and meditating) were being taught along with frequent references to Quakers and
Catholics. New Age authors like mystic Quakers Parker Palmer and Renovaré founder Richard Foster were quoted
frequently…" Foster, a Fuller Seminary psychologist, teaches quietism, mantras, centering, Buddhism, Yoga, etc.,
yet is promoted in thought and books at Willow Creek. Other big name occultists/mystics/New Agers, and/or just
plain false teachers promoted at Willow Creek are Carl Jung, Morton Kelsey, Brennan Manning, Karen Mains, M.
Scott Peck, David Seamands, Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, Philip Yancey, Mother Teresa, Pope John Paul II,
Gilbert Bilezikian, George Fox, Parker Palmer, Ignatius Loyola (Jesuit priest), and David Keirsey (author of Please
Understand Me II and Keirsey Temperament Sorter).

-  Hybels endorsed the book Secrets of Your Family Tree: Healing for Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families, by
Townsend & Cloud (psychiatrists employed at the time by the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics). Even though this
is a book built upon the discredited theory that one's past prevents him from having normal relationships in
adulthood, Hybels had no problem providing the following endorsement on the jacket of the book: "The materials
by Drs. Townsend and Cloud on 'Forming Healthy Boundaries' and 'Achieving Adulthood' is the best I've seen on
this very needed subject." 

-  Hybels is also a 12-step advocate. He admits in Rediscovering Church that the 1992 eleven-week series Hunger
for Healing "made its way into the [Willow Creek] weekend and midweek services." (Hybels and two associate
pastors taught the series at Willow Creek.) Hybels describes the series as:

"Hunger for Healing (based on the twelve steps of the [Alcoholics Anonymous] recovery group
movement) beckoned Willow Creek attendees to emotional as well as spiritual growth. Though such
teaching was beneficial for many people in the church, it was probably most reflective of and
responsive to the needs of many staff and lay leaders during that era" (p. 122).

This series was based on Keith Miller's book Hunger for Healing. This book is a total advocacy of Alcoholics
Anonymous and the Twelve Steps of AA and just about every twelve-step group imaginable. Miller attempts to
rationalize that AA and the Twelve Steps are Biblical. It has sold over two million copies nationwide and is a very
popular seller in the Willow Creek bookstore. The series is available in the Willow Creek tape catalog under the
title: DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO GROW? The series covers each one of the 12 steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous. The tape catalog describes the series as follows:

"The 12 Step Programs (such as Alcoholics Anonymous) offer people a way out of compulsive, self-
centered and controlling behavior. This series studies the 12 steps to recovery with an emphasis on the
underlying need for spiritual growth and healing" (p. 57, Seeds Resource Center 1995 tape catalog).

A Willow Creek brochure (no date, received 12/15/95) claims "Willow Creek Community Church hosts a variety of
12-step support groups for those desiring wholeness and healing." The various 12 step groups listed are: Alcoholics
Anonymous, Adult children of Alcoholics, Al-Anon, Codependents Anonymous, Al-Akids, Debtors Anonymous,
Emotions Anonymous, Over Eaters Anonymous, Incest Survivors Anonymous, Sex Addicts Anonymous, S-Anon
(spouses of Sex Addicts Anonymous), and Nam Vets Alcoholic Anonymous. [Must reading for anyone desiring a
fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages.]

-  Bill Hybels is also an advocate and promoter of self-esteem and self-love. The church sells a four-tape album by
Hybels with the following titles: (1) Source of Your Self-Esteem; (2) What Scars Your Self-Esteem; (3) Rebuilding
your Self-Esteem; and (4) Building Self-Esteem. (In addition, Willow Creek's tape catalog advertises two self-
esteem messages by a Dr. J. Allan Petersen with the titles Self-Esteem and Building Self-Esteem in Children.)

Since 1990, Hybels also has served on the board of directors of James Dobson's organization, Focus on the Family.
Dobson is the leading promoter of self-esteem in so-called evangelicalism today. Hybels also has close ties with
self-esteem teacher/possibility thinker/apostate Robert Schuller. (Schuller wrote the blasphemous book Self-Esteem:
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The New Reformation.) Hybels promotion of Schuller is understandable considering the fact that both preach a
gospel of self-love. [Christianity Today for September 8, 1989, had a picture of Hybels with Schuller and hyper-
charismatic, "church growth" guru Dr. C. Peter Wagner at Schuller's Crystal Cathedral.] Hybels also continues to
speak at Schuller's Institute for Successful Church Leadership conferences held in January each year. (More than
eighty homosexual and lesbian pastors and lay leaders from the Metropolitan Community Churches participated in
Schuller's 1997's Institute for Successful Church Leadership; one of the key speakers was Hybels.) Hybels reveals
his close ties, friendship, and influence with Robert Schuller in Rediscovering Church. Hybels describes Schuller as
"a man so highly esteemed" and "the only credible adult who had given us any encouragement" when Hybels was
starting Willow Creek. Hybels describes this 1976 meeting as a "divinely staged encounter" (p. 69).

-  Hybels endorsed the book Toxic Faith by Steve Arterburn and Jack Felton. (Tony Campolo and Robert Schuller
also endorsed the book.) This book mixes false religions with misunderstandings of Christian doctrine, calling both
"toxic faith," and offers solutions grounded in Freudian psychotherapy. There are numerous false teachings in this
book, some of which include the use of the 12 steps of Alcoholics Anonymous and concepts of humanistic
psychology. Toxic Faith is basically an advertisement for Arterburn's for-profit corporation New Life Treatment
Centers (now Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics). On the back jacket of Toxic Faith, Hybels says: "Steve Arterburn
plows new ground with this book ... 'It is a must read.'"

-  Another book Bill Hybels highly endorses and promotes is The Workaholic and His Family, by Freudian
psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (and three other lesser known psychiatrists). Hybels says in his book
Christians In The Marketplace: "For this profile and much of the information presented in this chapter, I am
indebted to Dr. Paul Meier and his colleagues ... To anyone who suspects that he or she is a workaholic or may be
married to one, I highly recommend this practical, informative book" (p. 58). The book is a blatant mixture of the
teachings of Sigmund Freud (the founder of psychoanalysis), humanistic psychology, and so-called evangelical
theology.

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Hybels is a serious proponent of "four-temperaments" analysis and Jungian personality theory. In his book Honest
To God (pp. 70-75), Bill Hybels says God used a book called Please Understand Me: Character and Temperament
Types by David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates, to revolutionize his marriage. Please Understand Me is an in-depth
look at psycho-occultist Carl Jung's theory of the four temperaments and the applications made by Myers and
Briggs in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test, a so-called tool for identifying personality types based on various
combinations of inborn temperament traits. In Honest to God, Hybels says:

"Do you and your spouse need to patiently understand each other's ways of behaving that stem from
different inborn temperament traits? Then do it! Or better yet, find a counselor who can give you the
Myers-Briggs test, and help you work through the results. It's an investment that could revolutionize
the most important relationship in your life" (pp. 74-75).

On page 80 of Honest to God, Hybels indicates in a footnote that he has taught these concepts to his congregation.
The book Please Understand Me is also sold at the "Seeds Resource Center," the Willow Creek Church bookstore
(as of 12/7/95). [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the four temperaments and their tie to
the occult should read Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan,
EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.]

-  Also in Honest to God, Hybels says that "journaling" is how he keeps "connected" to God. There is certainly
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nothing wrong with writing down your thoughts of God or insights from Scripture. But it is when Hybels decides to
listen to God that he runs into trouble. After he prays, Hybels asks God to speak to Him. He says, "Lord, you talked
to your children all through history, and you said you're an unchangeable God. Talk to me now. I'm listening, I'm
open." He then asks God four questions and often, "... gets impressions that are so strong and real I write them
down." His first question is, "What is the next step in my relationship with You?" If he senses nothing, he
interprets that to mean that everything is okay. At other times, God specifically tells him of some move to take and
he takes it. To his other questions concerning character development, family life, and ministry, God always gives
specific suggestions. God even will often tell him to write or call someone, or to give away a possession, or start a
new ministry. Hybels assures us that these promptings don't have to be understood, but they must be obeyed. He
promises that these "moments of inspiration will become precious memories" (see pp. 20-26). [It should be noted
that Hybels' methodology is used by various cults (e.g. the Oxford Group) and even in spiritism. What has always
made Christianity unique is that we have God's communication already, we don't need more. Instead, we are to
study and obey what God has already revealed.] (Reported in The Southern View Chapel [now Think On These
Things], Pastor Gary Gilley.)

-  For a revealing look at just how psychological Willow Creek has become (it does have trained psychologists on
its staff), see "Borne on His Wings," Willow Creek Magazine, 1990 (and reprinted in The Beacon, February 1992,
pp. 3-5). This article takes a Freudian approach to life's problems. For example, the article contends that "someone
with an abusive past will inevitably have a distorted view of God ..." and that, "Sometimes, like a physical
infection, our emotional wound has been 'covered over' without adequately healing, and must be re-opened. The
wound may require 'lancing' to heal." This language is typical of psychologically-driven systems which consider it
"inevitable" that those who have experienced abuse will have a distorted view of God and will need therapy to heal
the "emotional wounds of the past."

-  Hybels has endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which is
also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic Church, Colson says, it,
"to its great credit, does call heretics to account." One writer responds, "Indeed she does, having burned more than
a million at the stake!"

-  Luis Palau brought his ecumenical evangelism crusade to Chicago for eight weeks of meetings in the Spring of
1996. Bill Hybels supported this crusade (along with 1,500 other churches), saying, "I pray that all churches will
come together to proclaim the Gospel throughout Chicago ..." Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen,
endorsed the unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his
ecumenical evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals.
His messages are also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. The 1993 Palau Crusade
in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives
wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen
by us as an important event in the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner."

-  Hybels was among a group of twelve so-called evangelical Christian "leaders" who met with President Clinton
on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White House. In fact, Hybels was considered a spiritual advisor to Clinton
at the time, "who consults him [Hybels] on a fairly regular basis" (3/16/95 ABC News Special, "In the Name of
God," Peter Jennings reporting). Hybels stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda. At
this meeting, Clinton spoke of the pain he felt when conservatives attacked his policies (such as furthering his
homosexual agenda?). [Among the other attendees with Hybels were hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, social
radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, and the psychologizer president of Taylor University, Jay Kesler.] (Reported
in the 4/94, Lofton Letter.)

In a 4/19/97 interview, Hybels said the president is not only a policy-maker, but a person seeking God --
"Generally, in evangelicalism I think people are glad that the president is meeting with spiritual mentors." Hybels
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was one of about 10 clergy Clinton invited to Arkansas within the first month of his 1992 election (including
apostates Robert Schuller and Tony Campolo). At Clinton's second inauguration, Hybels disclosed that he and
Clinton had met monthly. (Source: 4/21/97, Washington Times.) The 4/5/97 issue of World magazine said Hybels,
on inauguration day, faced the President and praised "the wisdom and the leadership and the vision in your life the
past four years." Hybels lauded "the development of your [Clinton's] heart, your increasing desire to know God,
and to live for him. ..." Hybels wanted Clinton to know "to the depths of your being that you are loved by God.
And, not incidentally, by many, many of us." (Source: 5/1/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  President Clinton's August 2000 appearance at Willow Creek for its annual three-day Leadership Summit
Conference was another prime example of Bill Hybels' total lack of spiritual discernment and/or disregard for the
Biblical doctrine of separation. During the almost 90-minute interview and question-and-answer session led by
Hybels, the president said he was in a process of "totally rebuilding my life from a terrible mistake that I made,”
referring to his immoral conduct with Monica Lewinsky. There was little genuine baring of the soul, however, and
certainly nothing spiritually edifying taking place at Willow Creek that day. Sun-Times reporter Ernest Tucker noted
that the president "seemed at ease, at times poking fun at himself. The audience applauded and laughed at his Jay
Lenolike quips." Even compromiser Chuck Colson noted that "you could have mistaken the setting for the 'Oprah
Winfrey Show'." The president offered "little mention of God and no mention of sin." Instead, he said in reference
to his affair with Lewinsky, "I wake up every day, no matter what anybody says, with this overwhelming sense of
gratitude. If I hadn't been knocked down in the way I was and forced to come to grips with what I'd done and the
consequences of it, I might not ever have had to really deal with it a hundred percent." He also noted, "two-thirds
of the American people stuck with me. That's an incredible thing. ... In a funny way, when you realize there is
nothing left to hide, then it sort of frees you up to what you ought to be doing anyway." Colson called the event a
"graphic demonstration of the Oprah-izing of American values," and observed that the president's words were
steeped in the language of American therapeutic culture, in which self-fulfillment reigns and one's feelings about
oneself are not only the center of attention, but the only criterion for judgment. But even if "American culture has
redefined sin and repentance," is it too much to ask that the Church at least maintain the godly definitions?
Apparently it is: Clinton left to a standing ovation of 4,500 "Christian" leaders. (Another 6,300 watched by satellite
at 15 other locations.) 

Even if one accepted the president's apology (Hybels called it "... one of the most clear confessional statements that
I have ever heard"!), it is fair to ask why so-called Christian leaders would give a standing ovation to a president
who at every opportunity had waged war on unborn children. From the very first day of his presidency, when he
signed three executive orders against the unborn, until the final year of his presidency, when he struck down a ban
against killing viable babies nearly out their mothers' wombs, Clinton had participated in shedding the blood of
innocents. Of this he has never repented or apologized. And this is not to mention his steady promotion of
homosexuality as well. For "Christians" the likes of Bill Hybels and his "leadership" crowd, morality is now private
and not public -- not in the sense Clinton seems to have meant, that what a man in power does in his "private" life
is no one else's business, but in the sense that moral standards are now personal and subjective and not eternal and
objective. Sins are "mistakes," one is not caught but "knocked down," and no one asks you to repent as long as you
learn from the experience, grow, and move on. And no one asks you to repent of sins (sins like promoting abortion
and homosexuality) you yourself do not feel are sins. So everyone felt good and Hybels pronounced what can only
be described as a feel-good absolution. At the end, according to the Chicago Tribune, Hybels and Clinton stood
before the crowd; Hybels then "put his arm on the president's shoulder and prayed: 'Thank you, God, that you wired
him up the way you did'." If feelings are what count in religion, then Clinton himself played the perfect evangelist
at Willow Creek. Eleven thousand approving converts in one evening is impressive. The episode at Willow Creek
was more than the "Oprah-izing of American values," it was the Clintonizing of  professing Christians who should
know better. [Source: "A Feel-Good Sacrament," James M. Kushiner, Touchstone magazine
(touchstonemagazine.com), October 2000.] 

One observer writes, "You’ll know that your church is becoming 'seeker-sensitive' when the worship service begins
to resemble an Amway convention run by pod people in polo shirts whose savior looks more like Bill Clinton with
sunglasses and a saxophone than the Son of God hanging from a lonely cross for the sins of the world."
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-  Hybels has also invited a Roman Catholic priest, Fr. Med Laz from Holy Family Church, into his Willow Creek
pulpit to share with the congregation "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics." In introducing Laz, Hybels told
how, at Laz's invitation, he (Hybels) had spoken to a conference of Catholic leaders at Holy Family, and that he
had "developed this enormous respect and admiration for this man as a brother in Christ ..." (transcribed from
audiotape M9010, "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics," Bill Hybels/Fr. Med Lax, Seeds Tape Ministry, a
ministry of Willow Creek Community Church). Yet Laz told of "really becoming a Christian" after he was already
a priest and that it happened through going to a motel room at 2:00 A.M. to see a young female acquaintance.
Tempted to go to bed with her, he resisted the temptation and felt so good at having done so that he knew he was
now a Christian. This "testimony" was greeted with enthusiastic applause, though it was hardly an example of what
evangelicals call getting saved, and it implied a priesthood made up of men who don't know Christ. While Hybels
admitted that he and the priest didn't agree upon everything, any differences were too minor to mention. Hybels had
only praise for Roman Catholicism and its false gospel. He told the congregation, "I believe there are some things
we can learn from the Catholic Church and I'd like to ask Med ... to tell us what are some of the praiseworthy
things of the Roman Catholic Church that you think Protestants can learn from ..." (Ibid.) 

Laz then boasted that Mother Teresa was part of the Catholic Church and Hybels implied that Protestants were
jealous of that fact. There was not a word concerning her own deficient testimony. Laz also boasted that Covenant
House, America's largest crisis shelter for runaways (with six locations), was run by Catholic nuns. Again, Hybels'
only response was approval. Laz also boasted of Rome's firm commitment to marriage, to which Hybels again gave
his full assent. Not a word was said of the more than 60,000 annulments given (for a fee) by the Catholic Church in
the United States each year and which make a mockery of marriage (National Catholic Reporter, August 27, 1993).
Many annulments are granted for "psychological" reasons such as being raised in a "dysfunctional" family or being
"psychologically unprepared" for a marriage that occurred decades before and produced numerous children -- the
ultimate in hypocrisy and cynicism. Typical is the distress of a faithful Catholic woman whose Catholic husband
was granted an annulment after a 30-year marriage and five children so he could marry again "in the Church"
(letter on file). (Source: 5/23/98, FBIS report.)

-  In October of 2001, Hybels invited a local Muslim leader, Fred Hammouda, to talk about Islam to Willow Creek
churchgoers. Hammouda was provided with this huge forum to spread lies about his false and dangerous religion.
He blamed the U.S. for recent terrorism and professed hate for the U.S. and Israel. He said Muslims consider Jesus
and other Biblical figures Islamic prophets, though not as important as Mohammed. It surprised many in Hybels'
audience that Muslims believe in Jesus [not the Biblical Jesus, of course]. The deception was evident from reactions
such as, "I didn't know they believed in Jesus," and "we have much in common." Some walked out, however, when
he said things like "The U.S. is responsible for terrorism." Hybels claimed that the dialogue was beneficial. The
12/01 Foundation states: "For any Christian leader to share a platform with a Muslim and blatantly allow a false
teacher to propagate error is unthinkable. Hybels has completely rejected … Paul's admonition for church leaders to
protect the flock and beware of false teachers and false doctrine (Acts 20:28-31). Rather, he has intentionally
allowed a wolf to enter the doors of the church and deceive the flock. This … reveals the extent to which one will
compromise once the Biblical doctrine of separation is rejected." (Source: 11/01, Calvary Contender.) After the
dialogue, Hybels said in an interview that the goal of the event wasn't to change longstanding views. "I don't know
that many views needed to be changed. I think questions were answered" (Chicago Tribune, Oct. 12, 2001).
Tragically, Muslims worship a false god and believe in a false christ; and the Bible says we are to preach the
gospel to false religions, not dialogue with them. Hybels would do well to follow the example of the Apostle Paul
on Mars Hill and boldly preach against false gods and proclaim God's command that all men everywhere repent.
Instead, he is unwisely pursuing the path of ecumenical compromise and soft peddle dialogue. (Source: 10/19/01,
FBIS.) 

-  By taking a "seeker sensitive" approach to evangelism and worship, Willow Creek is, in effect, unable to take a
firm stand on anything. In a 1991 phone conversation with a Willow Creek Community Church' spokeswoman,
their policy on abortion was defined. She stated that the church is "pro-life," but in order to avoid offending
potential converts, they don't tell anyone their stand unless they are asked. It was explained that the church
preferred to wait for the conversion experience before detailing what Christianity fully entails. Is this "model
church" only one example of the compromises being made regarding honesty with the prospective "targets"
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(unsuspecting unbelievers)? Did Jesus Christ use deception to win souls? Has the "Evangelical movement" as a
whole chosen this and other unlikely tactics to bring about its agenda? 

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971, and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is, again, a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God. Yet,
Hybels says of the NLT: "The New Living Translation opens up Scripture so all people can more easily understand
the life-changing truth that transforms the nonbeliever into a devoted follower of Christ."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Bill Hybels is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
He has written articles for the Promise Keepers magazine, New Man, written chapters in various Promise Keepers
books, and has spoken at Promise Keepers conferences in 1994 through 1996. At a 6/94 PK conference in
Indianapolis, Hybels said many men vastly overrate how good they are in the eyes of a holy God. "But ask
yourself," he said, "how you stack up against Mother Teresa and Billy Graham ..."

[For more details on the philosophies and false teachings of those who are part of "the Willow Creek Family Tree"
(Schuller, Peck, Wagner, Laz, Bridges, Manning, Jung, Bly, and Beattie), see The Willow Creek Dilemma, an
August 2001 report by Chris Carmichael.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC). (See the 6/14/99
Christianity Today for the full text of the EC.) This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright,
and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by
R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and
criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document
that deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new
EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a
person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their
names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by
former critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to
admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of
EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 
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However ignorant Bill Hybels and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  The overreaching concern, common to almost all the critics, is that "seeker-sensitive" churches compromise the
gospel by tailoring their messages to non-Christians: that the use of polished entertainment, feel-good sermons, and
marketing techniques subtly alters the gospel that is being communicated. The author of two critical works on the
state of the evangelical church -- No Place for Truth and God in the Wasteland -- theologian David Wells says, "I
honestly believe [Hybels] doesn't think he's compromising the gospel by using cultural devices, but he seems
blinded to the fact that culture is not neutral. ... The problem is that culture is laden with values that inevitably go
against the thrust of the gospel message. ... Theoretically there are many groups they choose from ... including the
poor, the aged, students, Afro-Americans and Hispanics, but practically, church marketers exclusively target white,
middle-class, college-educated baby boomers" (7/18/94, Christianity Today, "Selling Out the House of God?").
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Bill Hybels
Christian News 7/91 Article*

"Commentary: Building a Church On Marketing Surveys"

(Dr. Balmer, who writes frequently on religion in America, is associate professor of religion at Barnard
College/Columbia University. He is author of "A Perfect Babel of Confusion: Dutch Religion and English Culture
in the Middle Colonies" and "Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory: A Journey into the Evangelical Subculture of
America.")

SOUTH BARRINGTON, ILL. (RNS)-The traffic will likely be the first thing to capture your attention during a
visit to Willow Creek Community Church. The main entrance to the church is a winding, four-lane driveway that,
just before any of the three weekend services looks more like the Santa Monica Freeway at five in the afternoon
than a church entrance on Sunday morning.

From the perspective of the traffic controller perched atop the church building, the succession of Cadillacs,
Toyotas, pickup trucks and Volvo station wagons resembles a military convoy headed for the front or a regiment of
ants marching toward a picnic. The traffic maven barks instructions by radio to a bevy of uniformed traffic guards
who guide the automobiles into a huge parking lot demarcated into sections-airport style.

Welcome to the weekend worship services-one on Saturday evening and two on Sunday morning-at Willow Creek,
an evangelical church in South Barrington, Ill.

Inside the lobby there are information booths and counters offering audiocassettes for sale. Several men in three-
piece suits (conspicuous in this casually dressed crowd) roam the lobby with walkie-talkies and earpieces, their
eyes scanning the crowd, looking very much like the Secret Service.

The worship service starts on the hour with a crescendo of music from the orchestra. The congregation sings one
song. A drama troupe presents a one-act play illustrating the sermon's theme. Someone gives a few announcements,
collects an offering and a preacher struts onstage to deliver a 40-minute sermon.

From the beginning to end, the service lasts one hour and 15 minutes, whereupon the congregation files back to the
parking lot and heads home.

If all this sounds like the product of meticulous planning and execution, make no mistake about it-it is. Willow
Creek has all the trappings of an efficient corporation, from traffic control to a child-care system during the
services, complete with photo identification cards.

The church was begun in the mid-1970s by Bill Hybels, a graduate of Trinity College, Deerfield, Ill, who
conducted a door-to-door survey in the northwest suburbs of Chicago to find out why people didn't attend church.

He discovered that non-church goers preferred to remain anonymous when they did attend church, that they
resented being dunned for money and that they generally found church services boring.

Armed with the results of his public-opinion survey, Hybels proceeded to design his own church to appeal to what
he calls the "unchurched Harrys" and "unchurched Marys." Accordingly, Willow Creek spends a great deal of time,
money and effort on entertainment. Visitors are never asked to stand and introduce themselves, as they might be in
other evangelical churches. The announcements before the offertory explicitly state that visitors need not contribute,
that they should consider themselves guests.

If numbers are the criterion for determining success, Willow Creek's formula is overwhelmingly successful.
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Approximately 12,600 people attend the church's worship services each weekend.

Despite the casual appearance of the congregation-shorts and T-shirts predominate-this is the Gospel dressed in
pinstripes. Willow Creek Community Church represents ecclesiastical niche marketing at its best. The
"management team" (the term the church uses to refer to its senior pastors and administrators) has carefully crafted
a program to appeal to the tastes of suburbanites.

The church building itself resembles a corporate office park, complete with a pond, a fountain, and a flock of geese.
But it has no Christian symbols whatsoever-no cross, no icons-so as not to frighten or intimidate visitors. The
ministers refer to their overall programs as a "product." The self-help ethic pervades both the sermons and the
many support or special-interest groups-singles, new mothers, alcoholics, those with sexual addictions.

Despite its apparent novelty, however, Willow Creek Community Church lies very much within the tradition of
American religion. The free market of religion in the United States demands that churches compete with one
another for their audiences. Here in the northwest suburbs of Chicago, that entails appropriating the trappings of
corporate America, with its ideals of efficiency and its careful attention to "consumer" tastes.

Evangelicals have historically adapted to popular tastes more readily than other religious groups in America.
Unconstrained by liturgical rubrics or denominational hierarchies, they have fashioned their message to their
audiences, whether it be the Methodist circuit riders on the frontier, the mendicant revivalists around the turn of the
century or the televangelists of the 1980s peddling their prosperity gospel to Ronald Reagan's America.

I find the slick, contrived professionalism of Willow Creek discomforting somehow, but that may reflect my
uneasiness with corporate culture. For 12,000 upwardly mobile suburbanites, however, the formula works. If
success is reckoned in numbers, evangelicals have shown once again that they can package the message to meet the
demands of the marketplace.

* This material has been excerpted from the Christian News of July, 1991, which in turn was reprinted from a
7/16/91 Religious News Service piece.
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The People’s Church, Willow Creek, and the Church Growth Movement

by Paul Proctor

I walked through the doors of The First Baptist Church in the spring of 1995 after having been somewhat of a
prodigal son for roughly 10 years. I had recently rededicated my life to Christ and wanted to once again be a part
of a loving church family. As I entered and sat down to the joyful noise of a magnificent choir and orchestra
praising God in song, my heart and soul were filled with wonder, excitement and great expectation. I was truly
being prepared for worship.

When the preacher finished his sermon, I was spiritually refreshed and energized for the week ahead. His
message had been clear, powerful, convicting, biblical and full of the Holy Spirit. Over time I grew to love this
brother in Christ because of his faithfulness and passion for the gospel. After visiting the church for some months,
I knew I had found a church home.

A couple of years later, the pastor invited me to lunch at a nearby country club he frequented where he
mentioned in passing his desire to eventually do away with the First Baptist Church name and simply call it "The
People's Church", claiming "that's what everyone called it anyway". Still taken by the man's persona, I smiled and
nodded in approval as he told me of wanting to take the church in "a new direction", away from the Southern
Baptist stigma that he felt had somehow hindered us in the past and move on greater things. Unfortunately, he
didn't elaborate on what that "new direction" was and I mistakenly assumed that he meant toward a non-
denominational identity.

In the coming weeks and months a new message began emanating from his pulpit not unlike what had been
coming from, of all places, the presidential podium of Bill Clinton during the height of his scandals. A re-occurring
theme of "tolerance, diversity and unity" seemed to permeate almost every sermon. It became increasingly clear
to me that the pastor's "new direction" was worldly and that he was now being guided by someone or something
other than God. Friction grew between the two of us over the course of time as his sermons turned away from the
gospel that leads to repentance and faith in Christ to the social psychology of get-alongism. Sure, the Bible calls
us to live in peace with one another, to keep and maintain healthy relationships with our brothers and sisters in
Christ, but NOT at the expense of God. The pastor I once held in such high regard began reciting "group-think"
platitudes like: "YOU CAN'T BE RIGHT WITH GOD AND AT ODDS WITH EVERYONE ELSE", meaning it was
now time for us all to compromise our conscience and convictions for the collective. This is the "Consensus
Process" at work, a 200 year-old socialist brainwashing technique known by social psychologists the world over
as the "Hegelian Dialectic."

For the benefit of those who have not yet heard of the Hegelian Dialectic, let me briefly run through it as taught
by Authority Research Center president, Dean Gotcher. The Hegelian Dialectic or "Consensus Process" is a 200
year-old, three-step process of "thesis, antithesis and synthesis", developed in the late 1700's by a german
named Georg William Friedreich Hegel that results in what we now know as "group-think". It is a system Dean
Gotcher calls "Praxis" that socialists have used for centuries to seduce, seize and control mass populations
without warfare. It is also in full operation here in the United States under such names as: "Outcome Based
Education", "Goals 2000", "Sustainable Development", "School To Work", "DARE" and many more. It's all about
embracing "tolerance, diversity and unity" for The New World Order. To put it in layman's terms; it's brainwashing.

Here's how it works: A group gathers, and has agreed beforehand that each in attendance will ultimately
surrender his or her own personal position on any given issue to the will or "consensus" of the group after
*processing to consensus* through dialog. In a Christian setting, the presupposition is that the group's will
determines "the will of God". The group's "facilitator", whoever that may be, mediates between sides, be they
"good and evil", "for and against", "republican and democrat", "liberal and conservative", etc., whatever the case
may be, often instigating heated confrontations between the opposing sides for the purpose of suggesting
compromise as the perfect solution to restore and maintain the peace and the relationships of everyone involved.
The resulting outcome or *consensus* is then re-introduced if necessary, at the next meeting for more "Praxis",
more dialog and more compromise until another "consensus" is reached. Then the "process" repeats all over
again.....and again....and again until the facilitator's desired outcome is achieved. Over time, the convictions and
concerns anyone may have had originally are processed away beyond recognition or relevance leaving one and
all to accept the facilitator's pre-determined outcome as the consensus of the group. It's no longer a question of
what is right or wrong, good or bad, lawful or unlawful, but rather HOW WE ALL FEEL ABOUT IT......no
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absolutes, no conscience, no convictions, no laws, no Constitution, no Bible and NO GOD!!!....only
consensus....and a contrived consensus at that. Pretty slick huh? That's the Hegelian Dialectic.

The "Hegelian Dialectic" is especially damaging to those of the faith who are compelled by the process to accept
the unacceptable in order to gain the approval of the group. It is the herd mentality of humanist thinking and an
abomination before God.

You see the Bible is FULL of godly men who stood alone and died fighting the heresy of the herd mentality,
including Jesus Himself. Being "at odds with everyone else" is EXACTLY what got Him nailed to a cross! He said:
"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it." (Matthew 7:13-14) This certainly doesn't bode well for pastors whose primary agenda is
church growth and big numbers.

It was not a tolerant Jesus who cleared the temple in Jerusalem of moneychangers with a whip or a tolerant John
the Baptist who publicly railed against King Herod for marrying his brother’s wife or a tolerant Paul that stood up
against Peter for alienating uncircumcised believers or tolerance that got most of the disciples beheaded or
crucified in the early days of the church. Yet, here we are entering a new millennium, crossing that illustrious
"Bridge To The 21st Century", as a re-invented church of tolerance, diversity and unity. As the doors are all
thrown open to anyone and anything, I ask you, is the church affecting the culture or is the culture infecting the
church? Who is proselytizing whom here? Look around and tell me what you see.

It wasn't long before a vulgar campaign for cash began at The People's Church as if someone was running for
political office, complete with banquets, dinners, awards, lots of flattering speech, testimonials, presentations,
private meetings and special attention given to the church's "big givers", (their term, not mine) all to benefit a
massive new building program that would put us in a high-tech "worship center" and twelve million dollars in debt.

Today when I walk into that entertainment complex on Sunday morning where a sanctuary used to be, I see a lot
of cushioned movie theater seats where pews used to be; a big multi-media projection screen where a wooden
cross used to be; a half dozen choreographed entertainers performing to applause where a choir used to be; a
jazz/rock band playing solos where an orchestra used to be; a young female singer leading simplistic chants
before a confused audience, where a music minister used to lead great hymns of worship and praise to God and
where a charming "facilitator" in a golf shirt preaches that we should all GO ALONG TO GET ALONG, where a
once humble man of God in a suit and tie used to courageously proclaim the Word of God.

Just the other day I was listening to a pre-recorded radio program on the internet called "Steel On Steel" hosted
by John Loeffler. He was interviewing a former teacher and expert on European history and philosophy by the
name of Dean Gotcher about the "Hegelian Dialectic" or "Consensus Process" and how it is has successfully been
integrated into the government, the media, the military, law enforcement, public education, colleges, seminaries
and even the church to centralize everything and unify us all into the socialist mindset of global governance. The
global-socialist goal is and always has been a one-world government and a one-world religion. They have used
the "Hegelian Dialectic" for centuries to control large populations around the world and steer them toward a "New
World Order". Near the end of the hour-long program, he casually mentioned a couple of Christian organizations
that were known for seducing churches into this "Consensus Process" with "progressive" church-growth programs
where compromising brings in big numbers. The temptation of such worldly fruit is obviously hard to resist, even
among the most faithful of pastors. Nonetheless, doing unholy things in the name of Christ does not make them
holy.

When Dean Gotcher mentioned one of those organizations as being "The Willow Creek Association", bells began
ringing, lights began flashing and all of a sudden five years of confusion, contention and controversy between my
pastor and me were INSTANTLY brought into complete clarity. OF COURSE! The People’s Church belonged to
the Willow Creek Association! Once my eyes were opened to their carnal ways through additional research,
combined with all that I had learned over the years about global-socialism, I became convinced that we, (the
church) had been brought into the "Consensus Process" by way of a socialistic humanist organization posing as a
Christian ministry, complete with "change-agents" and "facilitators" (wolves in sheep’s clothing) that I myself had
encountered personally from Sunday School to Sunday worship. Apparently, THIS was the pastor's "new
direction" for The First Baptist Church. It came as no surprise to later discover that Willow Creek's founder, Bill
Hybels is a dear friend and personal minister to the nation’s most renown socialist and "facilitator", Bill Clinton.
NOW I KNOW why my pastor began sounding so "Clintonesque" in his Sunday morning sermons some three or
four years ago.
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As I went on to research The Willow Creek Association, I discovered that thousands upon thousands of
established churches around the country were being transformed into sensory driven "seeker churches" EXACTLY
like ours under the guidance and direction of this organization, all with the same tolerance, diversity and unity
theme, liberal worship format, scripturally shallow teaching, heavy on the comfort and light on the conscience,
equipped with huge multi-media projection screens, large sound systems, exotic music, no choir, female ministers,
feelings-motivated skits, dance interpretations and heavily burdened with millions of dollars of debt from building
state-of-the-art entertainment venues they call "worship centers". I think the revolving disco ball sparkling
overhead at our dedication service a couple of years ago was a REAL poignant moment for me personally.

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is
not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the
Father, but is of the world. And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth the will of God
abideth forever." (1st John 2:15-17)

I have long-since worn out my welcome with certain members of the church staff by repeatedly protesting our
involvement in these ecumenical movements and carnal extravaganzas beginning with the "men's movement";
that emotionally driven, highly advertised, celebrity endorsed, spiritually misguided and now financially bankrupt
organization known as "Promise Keepers". The "Consensus Process" or "Hegelian Dialectic" teaches "facilitators"
to isolate, intimidate and even shame their critics into silence and cooperation with "hurt feelings" as their license
and authority. This too is carnal. Those seeking group acceptance and approval are powerless against it. Frankly,
I'd much rather have God's acceptance and approval than the herd's. You see The Willow Creek Association
always emphasizes "felt needs", unity, harmony, peace and human relationships over everything else...Just like
the United Nations. But, that's not the Gospel.

"Consensus" is all about compromising toward "group-think" not God think. It is conformity to the collective
through peer-pressure. This is the very heart of the heresy. Centralization toward globalism is the reason for
consensus and explains why so many big corporations have merged into government-controlled monopolies; why
the two major political parties have become almost indistinguishable; why national borders have become virtually
meaningless; why national sovereignty is being surrendered to the United Nations; why the Constitution is being
ignored by our own president; why "The Millennium World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" is
meeting in August to christen a One World Religion and world leaders from 160 nations are meeting in September
at the UN. for "The Millennium Summit" to initiate World Government, complete with its own criminal court, tax
system and standing army. Unfortunately, the nasty little secret about the consensus process is that any and all
issues discussed usually have a pre-determined outcome provided by the attending "facilitator". Imagine that!
Conscience and compromise can NEVER co-exist. They are ALWAYS incompatible. One MUST surrender to the
other for there to be unity. Consensus therefore, will ALWAYS lead it’s followers away from biblical absolutes and
Authority (i.e., "Thus sayeth the Lord....") to obtain the acceptance and approval of the group.

We all want to be loved don't we? Some of us are desperate to be loved. It is undoubtedly why so many have
given their lives to the entertainment and film industry and made Hollywood their "Emerald City". They have been
taught throughout the 20th century that if they could only be a "big star" they would be loved and accepted by
everyone. The desire to BE LOVED is natural but loving those that don’t agree with us is unnatural and difficult.
Jesus said: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This
is the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself'". Yet,
millions of children for over half a century listened and learned as The Wizard Of Oz told the Tin Man: "...a heart
is not judged by how much you love, but by how much you are loved by others." This is consensus over
conviction, covetousness over conscience and flesh over spirit, the heresy of Hollywood and the wages of Willow
Creek...following the crowd and the culture in order to be loved and accepted.

"There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death." (Proverbs 14:12)

The bottom line is this; Willow Creek is a showboat, sold as a Christian cruise that in time will be remembered as
another Titanic. The First Baptist Church is truly becoming "The People's Church", because that is exactly who
they have chosen to follow and obey...PEOPLE. Needless to say, after 5 long and frustrating years aboard this
wayward vessel, I'll be going in search of a humble fishing boat where the waters are calm, the nets are full, the
crew is faithful, and Christ is the captain, because as Paul Harvey says: "Now I know the REST of the story".

"They have not known nor understood: for he hath shut their eyes, that they cannot see; and their hearts, that
they cannot understand." (Isaiah 44:18)
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THE WILLOW CREEK IDEAL: SOCIALIZING THE CHURCH

"For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned
unto fables." (II Timothy 4:3-4)

I took a break from writing for a couple of months to further research the "seeker-sensitive", "church-growth"
movement; that tumorous plague that has become to the Christian community what AIDS is to the homosexual
community. Those who have been infected always deny it publicly believing in their hearts they are righteous and
extraordinary rather than depraved, dying and delusional.

The UN sponsored, government protected disease called political correctness entered the bloodstream of
Christendom sometime ago and is quickly becoming the accepted norm in churches across America thanks to
organizations like Willow Creek and Saddleback who serve as public bathhouses for the PC infected where it is
casually acquired and transmitted through the abominable practice of TDU (tolerance, diversity and unity); a
forbidden form of carnal indulgence that liberals teach as "love", but is in fact an abominable lie with hideous
consequences. PC ought to stand for poisonous candy; the sugar cube of socialists that was made fashionable in
the 60’s by flower children who didn’t seem to care that it was laced with a virus that attacks and weakens the
conscience and severely compromises, if not corrupts altogether the soul of a person who claims to love God.

Today’s carriers of this Christian-flavored humanism are currently taking over mainstream denominations by
flaunting a fluffy and flowery Disney World doctrine of feelings and emotion while living in utter denial of the
ancient wisdom and power found in the Great Physician’s own medical manual for mankind.

"……Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away. For of this sort are they
which creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts, Ever learning,
and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth." (II Timothy 3:5-7)

When first infected, an individual shows little or no visual signs of the disease and goes about daily life as if they
were perfectly healthy. However, as time goes by, symptoms begin to surface that drive them to various clinics,
conferences and counseling sessions seeking the fashionable remedies, theories, strategies and techniques of
social psychologists, marketing specialists and motivational speakers who peddle pantheistic potions and think-
positive notions to the "enlightened" for healthy profits and praise.

These hapless victims of a re-invented religion are won through flattery, seduction, covetousness and attrition as
their church sanctuaries are slowly converted into temples of doom where the PC gospel is eventually published
as holy writ by an unaccountable leadership who privately profits from preaching propaganda. Its carriers do not
really believe in the Word of God but rather in the consensus of popular opinion and the sensual gratification of
personal experience. Theirs is a selective morality, powered by adrenaline, that never infringes on anyone else’s
self-esteem or sensitivities yet provides a colorful and charming Christ-like costume suitable for the endtimes
masquerade called Apostasy.

"Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart
departeth from the Lord." (Jeremiah 17:5)

Instead of accepting God’s way as Holy and the world’s way as sinful, they busy themselves endeavoring to make
everyone else at church exactly like them through the micromanaging and peer pressure of accountability groups
while re-defining for those outside the church what being a Christian really is…. A codependent, hypersensitive,
emotionally fragile composite of compliance, complexity and contradiction with a fossilized happy face and a
tolerance for anything and everything but intolerance.

You’ll know that your church is becoming "seeker-sensitive" when the worship service begins to resemble an
Amway convention run by pod people in polo shirts whose savior looks more like Bill Clinton with sunglasses and
a saxophone than the Son of God hanging from a lonely cross for the sins of the world.

"And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be
damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." (II Thessalonians 2: 11-12)

CONVERTING CHRISTIANITY
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One of the most damning aspects of Willow Creek and the whole Church Growth Movement is the hypocrisy that
makes up its very foundation and operation. Having its members sign covenants, (which is expressly forbidden by
Holy Scripture), saying they will not criticize or complain about the church or its leadership is not just socialism
("tyranny with a smile"), but a coup de tat of the church and its Divine mission. Willow Creek was formed, as are
its member churches by surveying the lost and unchurched in each of their respective communities to gather a
consensus of what those specific people DO NOT LIKE ABOUT CHURCH that one may be built and/or designed
to suit them. So, the Children of God are to essentially shut up while the inmates run the asylum for the
hierarchy! I think the appropriate word here would be subterfuge.

The Willow Creek Association through its member churches have in effect silenced the Body Of Christ and
provided pagans, new-agers, atheists, socialists, communists, Marxists, humanists, homosexuals, feminists and
liberals in general thousands of sterilized venues where they can come and present their "felt needs" to those with
open arms and open minds.

By creating a politically correct environment for them to work in the UN can now steer Christians and their new
church of tolerance, diversity and unity right into global governance. (Just like socialists have already done with
the federal government, public education, the media, military, law enforcement and business community.) This is
just another of the many shrewd ways the UN is successfully conquering our country through attrition. It's the
Gramsci strategy at work.

By meeting the so-called "felt needs" of the godless, THEIR voices are heard, THEIR philosophies are made
known, THEIR music is played, THEIR religion is taught, THEIR ideologies are discussed and THEIR agenda is
carried out virtually unopposed in the corridors, classrooms and worship centers of every "seeker sensitive"
church in America. Bottom line is; the REAL students here are the silent, submissive, ignorant, gullible,
compromised and compliant Christians who are held at bay by global socialists surreptitiously destroying our
religious heritage through the church growth movement.

But its OK cause we're having a GREAT TIME at a GREAT CHURCH, with GREAT PROGRAMS and GREAT
MUSIC, in a GREAT WORSHIP CENTER, with a GREAT PASTOR, that tells GREAT STORIES and GREAT
JOKES, to a GREAT CROWD before a GREAT GOD! Consequently, the only sinner in a "seeker-sensitive"
church is the party-pooper who disrupts the "unity" of the "unequally yoked" by criticizing the UN¹s doctrine of
"tolerance and diversity".

Here's what the Bible has to say about tolerance:

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is
not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of
the Father, but is of the world." (1st John 2:15)

Here's what Jesus says about diversity:

"I am the way and the truth and the life. No man cometh unto the Father but by me." (John 14:6)

Here's what He says about unity:

"Suppose ye that I come to bring peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division." (Luke 12:51)

It should therefore come as no surprise to anyone that at the UN's meeting in September called "The Millennium
World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" they:

1. All but banned evangelical Christians from attending. 2. Condemned Christianity from the podium as the first
order of business. 3. Spent the rest of the time fighting among themselves for the best seats in the house. 4.
Agreed to nothing. (So much for "World Peace" and the UN’s PC gospel of tolerance, diversity and unity.)

There is absolutely no fear or reverence of God in a seeker-sensitive church because Jesus is your party pal.
He's a guy you can hang around when you want to, talk to when you want to, listen to when you want to, ignore
when you want to, embarrass when you want to, cry on his shoulder when you want to or joke about when you
want to. You can even tell Him to shut up if you want to. FEAR? OBEY? Come on! He's a bud! The nation of
Israel used to fall to the ground trembling in fear at the presence of Almighty God. People that realized who Jesus
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Christ was during his earthy ministry also fell down before Him in tears, shame and remorse, but not at a "seeker
friendly" church. LET¹S PARTY DUDE! cause GOD ROCKS !

In my quest to find a new church home, I accidentally sat in on another "seeker-sensitive" service last Sunday
morning at a Baptist church only a few miles away from The People's Church, the one I wrote about a couple of
months ago. As you might guess, I have managed to earn somewhat of a reputation locally for the controversy of
my convictions and compositions. Fortunately, no one at this particular church knew me when my friend and I
walked in SO, believe it or not we were invited to sit right up on the front row by the man I would later discover
was the church's pastor. (See God DOES have a sense of humor.)

We suspected it might be a seeker-sensitized church when we first pulled into the parking lot because I saw
"guest parking" signs all along the building. Because there was not a multi-million dollar "worship center" on the
property I thought I should at least give them the benefit of the doubt. (FYI: I did hear later that one was on the
way) Please keep in mind that none of these superficial things I mention are necessarily bad in and of
themselves. They're just simply trademarks and symbols of the product for sale inside. You see; it's all about eye
candy for the consumer, the marketing of comfort, convenience, excitement and aesthetic appeal. They didn't as
yet, have the Wal-Mart style greeters shaking hands with everyone at the doors as is common for Willow Creek
churches, but the taped music playing inside was really thumping as we searched for a couple of empty chairs.
(The absence of church pews is another sign)

It wasn't long before the church's rock band counted off the first number and buddy let me tell you THE GOOD
TIMES ROLLED! We had everything but an open bar, including some congregational choreography (line dancing,
for you rednecks) that would make even Bob Fosse proud!

When it came time for the pastor to head for the acrylic podium, (another trademark), he jumped up and ran
onstage sliding across the hardwood floor coming to a stop in front of a laughing and applauding choir. Yes they
still had a choir at this church. The pastor had obviously not yet done away with them as did mine at The
People's Church. I heard it caused a lot of heartache when he quietly called them all together for a special
meeting to inform them that their ministry was no longer needed because of the new music and singers the
church would be acquiring. It seems that part of the transformational process into a full-blown seeker-sensitive
church is the eventual elimination of the choir. I guess it's just one of those churchy things that the target
audience (the one's surveyed) really don't care for. You see, the Willow Creek way is to maximize the
entertainment value of the service by providing the audience with the best young and attractive singers and
performers available to give them more bang for the buck. Anyway as the choir laughed hysterically at this young
pastor's comical antics onstage, I thought to myself, "If they only knew."

You must understand that most people at a "seeker-sensitive" church have no idea what is being planned for
them. Frankly, it is quite common to find very few staff members at a seeker church that even know who or what
Willow Creek is, much less who is behind the entire church growth movement. The slow, subtle and steady
transformation of a traditional church into a "seeker-friendly" church is often planned and executed behind closed
doors using slick promotion, humanist marketing strategies, slight of hand techniques and even propaganda.
When friends write me telling of disturbing things they're noticing at their church, some will ask if it is possible that
their church has become a member of The Willow Creek Association. I must tell you it is a sad duty to have to
report back to them with the bad news.

When that "worship service" was finally over last Sunday and we drove away, I asked myself, "I wonder if these
folks would act like this if Jesus Christ suddenly appeared before them?" Something tells me that if the Lord had
walked into that room it would have become deathly quiet, after a few screams of course. The band would
probably call it a night. The preacher would instantly grow up and stop acting like a sophomore in gym class. The
congregation and choir would 86 the Richard Simmons Review and everyone would get right with God while
falling to their faces in fear and repentance, trembling before the King of Kings and Lord of Lords.

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and instruction" (Proverbs 1:7)

There's absolutely nothing wrong with neighborhood kids running, jumping, screaming, playing and dancing
around outside. But you know as well as I do if they all came inside YOUR father's house, especially on a
Sunday, he would demand that every one of them be on their best behavior out of reverence and respect. I can
assure you it is no different with our Father in Heaven. His desire is that we "Worship Him in Spirit and in Truth",
not turn our churches into playpens for bored and aging adolescents who are looking for cheap thrills and a place
to party.
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"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of
my Father which is in heaven. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name?
and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto
them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity." (Matthew 7:21-23)

AN EARTHLY KINGDOM

It becomes increasingly difficult for well-meaning Christians who support the church growth movement to taste the
poison in the candy they consume after having acquired such a sweet tooth for it through habitual exposure and
indulgence. It has been my experience that these sugar addicts who so passionately defend the seeker-service
almost always overlook and/or minimize it's humanist origin, diabolical doctrine, unholy alliances and closed-door
tactics. By contrast, I have yet to hear of a single conservative congregation that openly voted to join the Willow
Creek Association and pay consultants those astronomical fees to re-invent their church. Most of us simply learn
from alternative sources that our once conservative church now belongs to a liberal organization that is in
partnership with the federal government and United Nations promoting humanist values and ecumenical ideologies
through already implemented programs we know little or nothing about. As strange as it may seem, staffers
outside the senior leadership circle of CGM churches don¹t even know enough about Willow Creek to answer the
most basic of questions from concerned members. That in itself should alarm anyone whose church belongs to
Willow Creek or Saddleback.

Because each church that embraces the seeker-sensitive formula is at a different stage of transformation, it is
impossible to accurately assess the whole movement by simply observing the people and progress of a single
congregation or staff. One has to thoroughly research the origin, background, philosophy and agenda of those
leading the movement to properly evaluate it. In addition, it must be studied outside and away from Willow Creek
and Saddleback's own propaganda and pitchmen in order to ascertain it's true agenda. Even then, without the
discernment of the Holy Spirit, all of the research in the world won't make a blind man see.

Those who shoot from the hip to passionately defend Willow Creek and Saddleback are often frustrated rock
musicians and performers who have spent a lifetime seeking their own glory. When they become a Christian,
instead of giving up their lusts and worldly pursuits for the cause of Christ they instinctively begin searching for
some way to graft their talents and tastes into the church in order to gain notoriety, credibility, gratification and the
support of fellow believers. They deceive themselves into believing that just because they do it, enjoy it and it
draws a crowd, it must be holy and therefore suitable for service. Again, these are well meaning folks who simply
confuse faith with feelings. And as many of us know, our emotions can be VERY deceiving and self-destructive.
Essentially they try to link their carnal world to their Christian life to legitimize it before the eyes of men as if a
good performance was a true affirmation of faith in Christ. Liberals in particular have a hard time grasping the
idea that faith is not an emotion and spiritual gifts are not talents. They have yet to understand that God chooses
to glorify Himself not through our strengths, (talents, abilities, wealth, education, influence, etc.), but rather through
our weakness. Why, because OUR strengths and talents glorify us,not God. (Ref: 1st Corinthians 1)

Using our talents and abilities to accomplish even the most honorable of goals and charitable ventures for the
most part glorifies the flesh. However, when we forsake OUR strengths and yield to God's strength, He then
empowers us through His Holy Spirit to accomplish those miracles in life that our human strengths never could.
That's how mountains are moved, seas are parted, arks are built, Goliath was defeated, Lazarus was raised,
demons are cast out and souls are saved unto eternal life. The Apostle Paul addressed this issue in the 3rd
chapter of Philippians for those with the courage and faith to read it. This little known spiritual truth is so
discerned and empowering that those outside the faith cannot understand nor comprehend it.

You see, Satan tempted Jesus for 40 days in the desert trying to get Him to use His own strength, power and
influence to gratify, glorify and ultimately save Himself. Instead, Jesus chose to deny Himself and humbly become
weak in the flesh to the glory of God the Father thereby applying the Almighty's power and strength necessary to
live a sinless life and perform great works. By becoming weak in the flesh, He became strong in the Spirit in
complete obedience and humility before God the Father.

God expects no less of those who profess Christ. Unfortunately, applying one's own strengths, talents and
resources to grow the church is not only a key concept and marketing strategy of Willow Creek and Saddleback,
but is an integral part of CGM's modus operandi.

The church growth movement is also about building a kingdom on Earth through those church/government
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partnerships I mentioned earlier. The goal is to make these mega-churches the very focal point of every
community around the globe where social programs can easily be implemented and managed, like government
agencies and tools of the state. How soon we Christians forget Jesus telling Pilate before his flogging and
crucifixion: "My kingdom is not of this world". It therefore leads one to the next logical question. Who are Willow
Creek and Saddleback building this kingdom for, the coming antichrist?

Could we actually be witnessing the birth of the Apostasy? I think those who truly know the Lord Jesus Christ and
have studied carefully the books of Daniel and Revelation with a healthy Christian worldview have very legitimate
suspicions about the church growth movement.

As we see all of this wealth, power and influence coming together in a vast merger of government and religion
under the direction of the UN, I would ask you to look at the temptation of Christ as described in Luke 4:1-13.
Focus for a moment, if you will on what Satan said to Jesus in the second of the three temptations in verses 5-7.

"And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment
of time. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto
me; and to whomsoever I will I give it. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine."

Notice who it is that gives men great power and glory on Earth and what is required of them to obtain it. More
importantly, notice that Jesus never disputes Satan's claim. Furthermore, if Satan did not have the authority to
give such power and glory on Earth, it would not even be a temptation. I suspect some are getting chills right now
especially those of you who support the church growth movement of Saddleback and Willow Creek.

"Beware lest anyone spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments
of the world, and not after Christ." (Colossians 2:8)

AN UNHOLY ALLIANCE

Twice this week I have stumbled onto articles heralding the new partnership between church and state now being
manifested in the form of government-sponsored faith-based organizations where social programs can be carried
out by Uncle Sam's newest federal agency, the church.

Now that a REAL born-again Christian is on his way to the White House, many religious conservatives are
mindlessly celebrating the utopian belief that God will now be able to effectively govern these United States HIS
WAY with HIS CANDIDATE, George W. Bush through church/government partnerships. Well I have news for you
God-fearing republicans. The great commission given us by Jesus Christ WAS NOT "Go ye therefore into
government service and implement social programs in my name. That's Jesse Jackson's religion. What Jesus DID
SAY was: "Go ye therefore into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." (Mark 16:15) Furthermore,
scripture is explicit about not forming unholy alliances, which is exactly what is happening here. It's one thing to
give a cup of cold water to a stranger in the name of Christ and quite another to chain oneself to the enemy for
humanitarian causes.

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or
what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye
are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will be their God,
and they shall be my people. Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and
touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you." (2nd Corinthians 6:14-17)

The church is supposed to send it's own OUT into the world to proclaim the gospel of Christ, not bring the world
into a reinvented, government approved church to receive social services and government benefits. If you doubt
there is connection between today's mainline denominations and the United Nations then proceed to the UN's own
web site and view for yourself the DPI/NGO membership list. (Department of Information/Non-governmental
organizations) On that list you will find, among other Christian organizations the Southern Baptist Convention and
Christian Life Commission. After you view the list take a look at the criteria and responsibilities of its members.

As I alluded to in "An Earthly Kingdom", we do not live in a Christian world, nor are we governed by godly men.
Those who profess faith in Christ are essentially foreign missionaries in enemy territory to be about the preaching
of the good news of Jesus Christ, not going into business with politicians, bankers and globalists to carry out the
UN's global agenda. Not only is this partnership idea from the UN but participating churches and Christian
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organizations are required to sterilize their environments of any and all references to, symbols of, and discussions
about YOUR Christian faith and are instead to disseminate THEIR propaganda, implement THEIR programs and
pursue THEIR goals. Under such guidelines Willow Creek churches are already well on their way toward UN
compliance and government service. In addition, churches that are incorporated with a 501C3 status are already
in partnership with the federal government and thereby bound to UN treaties, guidelines and directives.

CGM churches have been sterilizing their sanctuaries, sermons and Sunday school lessons for years to draw in
unwashed consumers through politically correct doors to do what they do best…CONSUME. This, they believe, is
the success of the 21st century church; a church that comes of age abandoning her "First Love" for the harlotry of
compromise, consensus, consumerism and covetousness. The REAL church however, (the remnant) will have
nothing to do with it. Hearing the still small voice of the Lord, they are already coming out from among them like
sheep being separated from the goats. And because of their faithfulness, they will be ridiculed, harassed,
persecuted and in some parts of the world even incarcerated, tortured and killed, not because of outsiders but by
the betrayal of those from within the Apostate church who once called them brothers and sisters in Christ. It has
happened many times before my friends and it will happen again, not because I said so, but because the Bible
says so.

"...Yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think that he doeth God service. And these things will
they do unto you, because they have not known the Father, nor me." (John 16:2-3)

This is why CMG churches avoid teaching bible prophecy even though almost 90% of prophecy has already been
fulfilled. When you hear someone from your church's pulpit or Sunday school class say they don't believe Bible
prophecy should be taught or discussed because it is somehow beyond our understanding you'll know you've
heard from Satan himself because he knows he's doomed and doesn't want anyone talking about it. He has a
kingdom to build and a One World Government/Religion to run and he needs all the help and cooperation he can
get.

SIFTING THE SAINTS

I have received a lot of email over the last year from many who have heard the "still small voice" calling them out
of the seeker-sensitive church-growth movement and it's thousands of Willow Creek/Saddleback churches across
America. Many have shared with me heartbreaking stories of deception and betrayal by a corrupted clergy who
they once considered to be brothers in Christ. I believe with all my heart that God has allowed this movement to
prosper for a time that Satan may sift the brethren the way he sifted the Apostle Peter before Jesus' crucifixion
that Heaven and Earth may know who belongs to Him. It is a separating of the sheep from a gathering of goats
and a coming out party for the One-World Religion that will accompany a One-World Government under the
guidance and direction of the United Nations.

Just this week an article in the Chicago Daily Herald was brought to my attention by one of my readers describing
a recent forum held at Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois for the world's largest
religions. It was like a reenactment of last September's pageant of pantheism called "The Millennium World Peace
Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" held at the United Nations in New York City. Included in the article
was a very disturbing and yet revealing comment that confirmed much of what I've been writing all along about
Willow Creek.

"All pathways to heaven and God are not the same; that's the reality," said David Staal, a spokesman for Willow
Creek.

As any bible believing Christian knows, this is the opposite of what Jesus taught. It is more of the Hegelian
Dialectic at work made famous by socialists for centuries and the driving force behind the New World Order...The
anti-gospel.

"Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John
14:6)

"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go in thereat: because strait is the gate and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it. (Matthew 7:13-14)

These two scriptures are the essence of the gospel message and yet many of today's "Christians" continue to
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follow Willow Creek's blind guides into the global abyss seeking the emotional gratification of group acceptance. It
is clear that those who remain loyal to the church-growth movement do so because it is where their friends and
family are and they just can't bear to forfeit such valuable relationships for the cause of Christ. It is a travesty that
the cross is so readily forsaken for the frivolity of compromised companionship. These poor souls never seem to
grasp that in doing this they exchange the "Agape" love of Christ for the "Phileo" love of ecumenism. Tragically,
some even convince themselves they can carry out a ministry by playing along in these "Temples of Doom"
forgetting the Apostle Paul's warning to not be "unequally yoked together with unbelievers". (II Corinthians 6:14)

The fact is Willow Creek and Saddleback utilize many of Satan's carnal tools to promote the global agenda
believing as socialists do, that the end justifies the means. The "church growth movement" is about growing
churches and budgets instead of Christians. It is "seeker-sensitive" because it is not God sensitive. It focuses on
"felt needs" instead of spiritual needs. So, rather than equipping saints to go out into the world to rescue the lost
from a culture of death they employ the culture's own singers, celebrities and salesmen to seduce them into their
apostasy by marketing a gospel of gratification. It is the harlotry of hedonism and the very antithesis of all that is
holy.

Regardless of what the spokesman said at Willow Creek's religious forum, "...There is none other name under
Heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved." (Acts 4:12)

It is still Jesus Christ plus NOTHING.

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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The Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association With Them Is Wrong

The following report, gleaned from various sources, was presented to an overseers committee at my local
Christian Church in the Fall of 2001 in an effort to confront the church leadership about their increasing
involvement with the Willow Creek Association and their Church Growth Movement principles. Although the
overseers ultimately rejected the basic premise expressed in this letter and have continued their relationship
with Willow Creek's church resources and leadership training, I believe it is important that the specific
arguments about this issue continue to be heard despite the dated references. Since I am no longer a
member of this church, and I bear no ill will against many dear friends who have remained there, I have
respectfully edited out the name of the church.  

In the past several months (our church) has strengthened its relationship with Willow Creek Church, not only by
joining the Willow Creek Association (WCA), but also by frequently using Willow Creek resources, seminars and
conferences to train our church leadership. It is all part of a noble, heartfelt effort by (our church) to adopt a more
dynamic, aggressive program of evangelism in order to better reach the unchurched in our city area. Truly, it is a
commendable endeavor on the part of (our church), and on the surface, the strong ties to Willow Creek would seem
to be an advantage.

A closer examination of the general philosophy of the Willow Creek organization, however, poses a dilemma for (our
church) and brings into question whether it is in the best interest of (our church) to continue to be under the tutelage
of the WCA, its leadership and its resources. After weeks of personal research into the Willow Creek phenomena, I
have discovered that the organization is subtly embracing a worldly, humanistic viewpoint in order to succeed in
their evangelistic mission. This pragmatic evangelism has admittedly brought them success, but it has come at a
cost to their solid Christian position.

One of the most damaging aspects of this Willow Creek pragmatism is their association and promotion of several
"Christian" leaders and experts that are espousing unbiblical teachings. Not only is Bill Hybels a supporter and friend
to some of these people, but the Willow Creek establishment is actively promoting their books and ideas throughout
their system. Shockingly, Willow Creek is seemingly unconcerned about associating with people who openly promote
Eastern mysticism, humanistic psychology, and radical ecumenism.

The question (our church) needs to ask itself as it ponders its current association with Willow Creek is "Can two
walk together, except they be agreed?" (Amos 3:3). In other words, is our "walking together" with Willow Creek
exposing us to their apparent endorsements of unbiblical positions? And should we be "agreeing" with this?

Frankly, I am fearful that the unbiblical influences that have filtered into Willow Creek’s prominent ministry will
eventually affect the solid Christian foundations of other WCA members, including (our church). Therefore, out of
love and concern for (our church), I feel compelled to warn others about some of the questionable people and
teachings that Willow Creek seems to be endorsing to unwary churches like (our church).

The following roster of people are members of what I like to call the "Willow Creek Family Tree." This is a long and
growing list of so-called Christian leaders, New Age philosophers and humanistic psychologist who are directly or
indirectly validated by Willow Creek and/or its leader, Bill Hybels. Bear with me: it is a dense, interconnected
directory of names that might make you dizzy from its complexity, but it speaks volumes about how deeply
networked these false teachers are within the Willow Creek organization and how insidious their influence could
become to unsuspecting churches like (our church).

Robert Schuller

Schuller espouses the unbiblical "Self-Esteem Christianity," and is openly an universalist who commends all forms of
religion and philosophies, including TM, Zen Buddhism, Unity, Islam, Hinduism, New Age thinking and more. (Biblical
Discernment Ministries, website.) His article in the Summer 1986 issue of Possibilities magazine declared that, "The
Christ Spirit dwells in every human being, whether the person knows it or not." (pg.12)

Especially troubling is Schuller's connection with pagan philosophies, his stance on Transcendental Meditation and
his promotion of Hindu teachings. He says, "It is important to remember that meditation in any form is the
harnessing, by human means, of God's divine laws.... We are endowed with a great many powers and forces that we
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do not yet understand.... The most effective mantras employ the 'M' sound. You can get the feel of it by repeating
the words, 'I am, I am' many times over... Transcendental Meditation or TM... is not a religion nor is it necessarily
anti-Christian." (Peace of Mind Through Possibility Thinking (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977), pp. 131-132. (Of
course, it may be important to note that in fact TM is a religious practice, one that is used in Hinduism, and that the
repetition of "I am, I am" over and over is a direct replication of Hindu meditation, which is the very first step in the
Hindu attempt to find the universe within oneself.)

Schuller is also a strong believer of "Self-Esteem" Christianity, which really isn’t Christianity at all, but more
humanistic and New Age. Among the many disturbing quotes from his book, Self-Esteem: The New Reformation,
are these sacrilegious gems:

"Classical theology has erred in its insistence that theology be ‘God-centered,’ not ‘man-
centered.’" (p. 64)
"The Cross sanctifies the ego trip. For the Cross protected our Lord’s perfect self-esteem from
turning into sinful pride." (p. 75)
"Christ is the Ideal One, for he was Self-Esteem Incarnate." (p.135)
"And what is hell?... A person is in hell when he has lost his self-esteem." (p.14-15)

These quotes and many more like them reveal Schuller’s mistaken doctrine. Despite this, however, it is widely
known that Schuller and Bill Hybels have a mentor/disciple relationship that began in the 1970s and is still going
strong today.

Hybels readily admits his close ties, friendship, and influence with Robert Schuller in his book, Rediscovering
Church. Hybels describes Schuller as "a man so highly esteemed" and "the only credible adult who had given us any
encouragement" when Hybels was first starting Willow Creek. Hybels describes this 1976 meeting as a "divinely
staged encounter" (p. 69). Schuller also revealed his mentoring relationship with Bill Hybel when he gave this
statement: "I am so proud of him … I think of him as a son. I think of him as one of the greatest things to happen in
Christianity in our time. … Bill Hybels is doing the best job of anybody I know!" (G.A. Pritchard, Willow Creek
Seekers Services: Evaluating a New Way of Doing Church, Baker: 1996., p. 56)

Their strong relationship is also publicly evidenced by Hybels’ willingness for many years now to attend Schuller’s
annual Institute of Successful Church Leadership conference at the Crystal Cathedral as teacher and speaker.
Hybels, in fact, just made an appearance at the 2001 conference this January. More recently, Hybels was the guest
speaker on Schuller’s Hour of Power telecast in May 2001. (Crystal Cathedral and Hour of Power websites.)

The unmistakable Schuller-Hybels connection is quite disturbing, regardless of whether Hybels technically agrees
with all of Schuller’s "self-esteem" gospel or not. Basically, by ignoring Schuller’s heretical teachings and publicly
associating with him, Hybels has given the impression of endorsing and approving Schuller’s wayward theology and
knowingly leading his Willow Creek followers into deception. Wouldn’t it be prudent for (our church) to distance itself
from an organization that appears to support Robert Schuller’s teachings?

C. Peter Wagner

Peter Wagner is a radical Pentecostal/Charismatic who came from the academic halls of Fuller Theological Seminary
and has strategically placed himself into the middle of an international network of "Christian" activities to help
implement, organize and dominate a Global Church within the coming New World Order. (If this sounds disturbingly
New Age, then your feelings are correct.) Currently, Wagner is President of Global Harvest Ministries whose main
objective states: "From day one we have joined hands with Jesus of whom it was said, "The Son of God was
manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil" (1 Jn. 3:8). Our mandate is to weaken the "god of this age"
that he will no longer be able to blind the minds of men and women who are lost. We know that you are ready for
war!" (Doesn’t Scripture say that Jesus Himself will destroy the devil, not any effort by Global Harvest?)

Through Global Harvest Ministries and it offshoots, Wagner Leadership Institute and the World Prayer Center
(WPC), Wagner is training future Christian leaders, tracking thousands upon thousands of churches by computer,
and creating a "New Way" in which the Holy Spirit is working in this age. Dr. Wagner says, "We see our task as
getting people in touch with one another to form interactive, human web networks that are properly equipped to
wage effective spiritual warfare." The WPC is "a fully equipped nerve center with data and information about prayer
needs throughout the world [which]... networks prayer ministries, denominations, churches and cell groups. This
creates a united prayer front that will end Satan's attempt to divide and isolate believers, and to blind so many to the
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Gospel of Jesus Christ. (These are quotes from the World Prayer Center website. My emphasis.)

For anyone who has studied the current push in today’s headlines for a One World Order and a unified Global
Chuch, Wagner’s agenda conjures up an endtime scenario straight out of the Book of Revelation. My question is, as
this WPC network becomes stronger and more powerful, how will it be used to identify Christians who don’t agree
with Wagner’s global, ecumenical One World Church? Will WPC label them as part of "Satan’s attempt to divide
believers" and make war with them? Let’s hope not.

So what specifically is Wagner doing? As part of his networking plan, he recently founded the idea of the "New
Apostolic Reformation" where apostles and prophets are rising up to take control of the Church. Dr. Wagner recently
proclaimed himself "presiding apostle" of a coalition of 200 "true" apostles by forming the "International Coalition of
Apostles." Their mandate, of course, is to build and usher in the Kingdom of God. Wagner and his apostolic brethren
purport to speak for our Lord and they claim to hold the greatest authority over the direction of the Church and the
lives of God's people. These apostles & prophets are the people that the majority of the other leaders in the
charismatic movement look to for new insights, revelation, and vision for the future of the Church.

For the last fifteen years, Wagner’s Apostolic Conferences all over the country are boldly proclaiming in their
advertisements that God is "shifting and establishing His governmental foundation." They urge, therefore, that we
must all come under their apostolic authority. (Source: Inner-City Discernment Ministry.) Among his Apostolic
buddies are Ted Haggard, Bill Hamon, Cindy Jacobs, John Eckhardt and Chuck Pierce. (Pierce, who oversees
Wagner’s World Prayer Center, has said he has the "authority to gain the keys..." and often gives unbiblical first-
person revelations from God to "entire tribes and nations." --- C. Peter Wagner's Prayer Track News, 1997.) 

The most disturbing thing about Peter Wagner is that he is never really in the forefront of the Apostolic network and
their adjacent false movements, and he is very shrewd about not being in the limelight. On the contrary, he merely
aligns himself with this specific group of questionable Christian leaders, "apostles and prophets," and allows them to
blatantly spread their false gospel, while he quietly supports them in the background. At all these "Apostolic"
conferences, Wagner is called the "convener," which clearly reveals him as the power behind the movement. In fact,
he describes himself as a "horizontal" apostle, which means that he is the behind-the-scenes apostle who organizes
and empowers the "vertical" apostles within his looseknit organizations who deal with God’s message. (Global
Harvest website.) Wagner’s true colors, however, are exposed when you see the list of his closest associates, which
include the late John Wimber, James Ryle, Jack Deere, Mike Bickle, Paul Cain, and more. Some of their false
doctrines, movements, and organizations include Vineyard, Latter Rain, Manifested Sons of God, Cleansing Stream,
Holy Laughter, and being slain in the Spirit.

Wagner is also involved in Spiritual Warfare, or what I call, "demon-chasing." In a 1997 memo to participants in
Wagner’s International Spiritual Warfare Network, Wagner urged members to do spiritual battle against a demonic
entity known as the "Queen of Heaven." There is no Biblical basis for this, but apparently, Wagner and others are
actively working to uncover the "seat" of this Queen of Heaven and destroy her influence there. They are using
extra-biblical revelations from some of their operatives and are also using bizarre, mystical interpretations from
Scripture to track this demonic influence in the world and "take that land back for the kingdom." This, unfortunately,
is all part of Wagner’s belief that the main reason people do not accept Christ is because of demonic, territorial
spirits, and not because of people’s sinful natures. (John Hart’s Review of Peter Wagner, Journal of the Grace
Evangelical Society, Spring 1997.) Much of Wagner’s teaching points to the devil, but very little on the Person of
Jesus Christ.

Wagner’s interest in demonology seems to stem from his tendency to merge paganism and Christianity in a shocking
but subtle manner. In "Territorial Spirits" p.179 he states: "In this way the Jews resolved the problem of the one and
the many. There was only one God, and he was their god for ever. All other spiritual forces, be they good or bad,
were ultimately of his creation, under his control and assigned as tutelary deities to other nations. ...The nations
which ruled the ancient world were under the supervision of their angel-princes, who in their turn were under the
ultimate control of Yahweh, the Lord of heaven and earth..." (Note that pagan ‘gods’ and spirits are seen as under
Yahweh, and acknowledged as "tutelary deities." Where does the Bible teach about a hierarchy of little gods under
the control of one big god?)

Unfortunately, much of what Wagner uses to back up his claims are based upon extra-biblical sources, since none of
his ideas have any connection to Scripture. For example, Wagner’s spiritual warfare book, "Territorial Spirits," is a
compilation of the writing of such people as Paul (David) Yonggi Cho, Larry Lea, Jack Hayford and others who
accept the neo-dominionist doctrines. This book is an anti-biblical book which teaches that Christians can
dispossess Satan’s angels from their seats of authority over geographical areas. (Biblically, these spiritual entities
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will not be put down until Jesus Christ returns. [Revelation 19-20.] Wagner, again, has usurped Christ’s authority.)

Wagner’s obsession with demons and "signs and wonders" seems to have started at Fuller Theological Seminary
where he was a "think tank" genius who created methodologies and strategies for the reintroduction of fake gifts and
mission to the churches. He was the professor of Fuller’s School of World Mission, and was a disciple and close
associate of John Wimber. He co-authored the Fuller course MC510 Signs and Wonders with Wimber and took this
course globally to every continent. He and Wimber were the implementers of the so-called restoration of the missing
holy spirit to the Churches.

Because of this unbiblical belief in a "new and improved" holy spirit, Wagner has publicly affirmed many charismatic
deceptions, like the "gold fillings" miracles in Latin America, where people have reported having regular fillings in
their mouth changed to gold by the power of God. (Wagner’s Confronting the Powers, p. 59.) His reliance on extra-
biblical spirituality is so strong, in fact, that Wagner seems to indicate that occult practitioners have superior
knowledge to Christians. He states in Confronting the Powers that "certain people such as shamans, witch doctors,
practitioners of Eastern religions, New Age gurus or professors of the occult on university faculties are examples of
the kind of people who may have much more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than most Christians have." He
goes so far as to advocate that Christians attempt "first-hand research into the world of darkness" and chides those
who are unwilling to listen to "independent expertise in demonology." (Powers, Wagner. p. 147.) This, however, is a
direct contradiction of God’s command not to attempt contact with the spirit world.

In mainstream Christian circles, however, little is known about his bizarre charismatic leanings; Wagner is mostly
recognized as one of the founders and advocates of the "Church Growth Movement" that has heavily influenced
Willow Creek and Saddleback Church. As a leader in the growth movement, Wagner has consistently pushed for
extreme ecumenicalism as a way to bring forth a global church. On page 87 of Territorial Spirits, Wagner says a
"spirit of religion" and its insistence on dogma is dividing Protestants, Catholics, and others. He says we must resist
this "spirit" and "insist that everyone who names the name of Jesus Christ and holds that name as their only hope of
salvation is our brother or sister." (Don’t Mormons "name the name" of Jesus, too?) Unfortunately, Wagner does not
differentiate between doctrinally-sound churches and those churches that proclaim Christ under a false gospel. As a
result he preaches unity over truth and leads others to accept error for the sake of global evangelism.

Nonetheless, Bill Hybels has been indoctrinated by Wagner’s work through the Church Growth field, and continues to
follow his teachings. Hybels’ books frequently quote Wagner as an expert, they have spoken together at Schuller
conferences, and in Christianity Today, September 8, 1989, there was a picture of Hybels with Schuller and Dr.
Wagner at Schuller's Crystal Cathedral. As of July 2001, Wagner had a best-selling book, Finding Your Spiritual
Gifts, in Seeds bookstore at Willow Creek.

It is not hard to see Wagner’s influence on Willow Creek as a ecumenical organization that has linked up with
thousands of other churches through the WCA. Willow Creek is the perfect Wagnerian prototype megachurch and
has definitely set itself up to be at the forefront of Wagner’s vision for a global church.

Unfortunately, (our church) has allowed itself to be put in the Wagner database through WCA.

(NOTE: As early as 1996, (our church) has favorably cited both Robert Schuller and C. Peter Wagner. Both men are
referenced often in (our church)’s Leadership Community Retreat Handbook of April 1996. This was the church’s
first such "leadership" event in its history, and the handbook exclusively used quotes from Schuller or Wagner as a
guide for (our church)’s future vision. Though the quotes are void of controversial theological content, their inclusion
was certainly an indirect promotion of these men’s false teachings among (our church) leadership. Just seeing these
quotes in (our church) publications can only lead our congregation into believing that Schuller and Wagner are men
to be trusted and revered as solid Christian leaders.)

Brennan Manning

Brennan Manning is a New Age/Christian mystic who used to be a Roman Catholic priest. In the last ten years he
has become a popular author and speaker among the "evangelical" church, yet he shouldn’t have even gotten his
foot in their door. His teachings of "spiritual contemplation" are filled with unbiblical ideas, Eastern mysticism and
dangerous New Age meditation techniques, and yet Manning is so charming, seductive and cunning that he easily
takes advantage of undiscerning Christians.

Manning overemphasizes the love and grace of God while ignoring His attributes of justice, righteousness and
holiness. He teaches that Jesus has redeemed all mankind. (Beware of Wolves in Sheeps Clothing by Mike
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Gendron, from Reaching Catholics for Christ website.) In Manning’s bestselling book, The Ragamuffin Gospel he
writes: "False gods--the gods of human understanding-- despise sinners, but the Father of Jesus loves all, no matter
what they do. But of course this is almost too incredible for us to accept." (My emphasis.) Of course, Manning
doesn’t point out that God’s word thinks it is too incredible to accept, too: "Thou dost hate all who do iniquity." Psalm
5:5.

It’s obvious, however, that Manning has little use for Scripture and he shows his disdain for those who do. He says,
"I am deeply distressed by what I only can call in our Christian culture the idolatry of the Scriptures. For many
Christians, the Bible is not a pointer to God but God himself. In a word-- bibliolatry... I develop a nasty rash around
people who speak as if mere scrutiny of its pages will reveal precisely how God thinks and precisely what God
wants." (The Signature of Jesus, Manning)

Unfortunately, Manning’s answer to ascertaining God’s thinking is by using occult meditation practices instead of
Scripture. In his book The Signature of Jesus, Manning teaches his readers how to pray by using an eight-word
mantra. He says, "the first step in faith is to stop thinking about God at the time of prayer" (p.212). (WHAT?) The
second step is "without moving your lips, repeat the sacred word [or phrase] inwardly, slowly, and often." If
distractions come, "simply return to listening to your sacred word" (p.218). He also encourages his readers to
"celebrate the darkness" because "the ego has to break; and this breaking is like entering into a great darkness"
(p.145). Manning’s direction is in direct conflict with Jesus who said, "He who follows me shall not walk in darkness"
(John 8:12), and is a practice that sets people up for serious deception and demonic influence.

This dangerous technique, however, is just one of the many New Age mind-emptying methods that Manning teaches
in The Signature of Jesus. Some of the unbiblical techniques include: centering prayer, paschal spirituality, the
discipline of the secret, mineralization, practicing the presence, inner integration, yielding to the Center, notional
knowledge, contemporary spiritual masters and masters of the interior life.

Is it any wonder that Manning practices these techniques and claims to have had visions and so-called encounters
with God? No doubt Manning has truly had these experiences, and so will his followers who try his techniques, but
they will not find true intimacy with God. Yes, they may have special feelings and experiences, and they may "feel"
closer to God. However, in the process they will actually move away from Him as a result of a counterfeit spirituality.

For example, one of Manning’s dreams was about judgment day. In his dream, Manning describes how everyone
from Adolf Hitler to Hugh Hefner are seen going before Jesus to be judged, as is Manning. When Manning comes
forward, however, God does not really judge. Instead, says Manning, "He takes my hand and we go home." The
implication, of course, is that everyone from Hitler to Hefner will be similarly treated. In Manning’s teaching, God is a
universalist who accepts everyone. (The Signature of God, p. 239-242.) In an earlier book, Gentle Revolutionaries,
Manning recounted the same dream and wrote that God told him, "I am not your judge." This part was strangely
omitted from his later accounts.

Brennan Manning, then, is a dangerous influence on the Christian world. His books promote the use of psychology,
New Age/occult meditation, ecumenism, and universalism, and yet he is still popular in Christian circles. One of his
popular books written for children, The Boy Who Cried Abba, is a mystical parable about the journey of a boy who
must go into a dark cave called Bright Darkness to find acceptance from God. Again, Manning is leading his readers
to embrace darkness and error. Even worse, he is targeting his message to kids, too.

Worse still, these Manning books are accepted by the Willow Creek organization, which proudly sells them in their
bookstore. In fact, Manning’s book Ruthless Trust is currently #9 on Seeds Bestseller List. (Willow Creek website,
July 2001.) So why does (our church) lean on the expertise of a Manning supporter and New Age propaganda
machine like Willow Creek?

Fr. Med Laz

Father Med Laz, a Catholic priest from the Chicago area, is not a prominent figure in mainstream Christianity, but I
make mention of him because he was recently asked by Bill Hybels to speak at Willow Creek to tell his Protestant
audience about the virtues of Catholicism. In fact, Hybels wanted his congregation to learn about ways the Catholics
are superior to them.

In a message entitled, "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics" (Seeds Tape Ministry, # M9010), Hybels told
the congregation, which looks to him for leadership and guidance, "I believe that there are some things we can learn
from the Catholic Church and I’d like to ask Med... to tell what are some of the praiseworthy things of the Roman
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Catholic Church that you think Protestants can learn from..."

Priest Laz stepped forward and began to boast of Mother Teresa, Covenant House shelter, and Rome’s firm
commitment to marriage. During the whole presentation, Hybels had nothing but praise for Roman Catholicism and
the points Laz made. Apparently differences where too minor to mention. The point of this message was for Hybels
to promote the idea of unity and ecumenism between the two faiths, and to show the basic equality of their beliefs
as "brothers in Christ."

Ultimately, this approach was a slap in the face to the martyrdom of thousands upon thousands of Christians
throughout history who were killed by Rome because of their desire to reject Catholicism’s false dogmas and cling to
the true Gospel. What exactly did Martin Luther risk his life for? Was Luther’s zeal to return to the simple truths of
Jesus Christ so misguided that Hybels felt a need to lead his congregation back into a loving acceptance of
Catholicism? What exactly was the point of this exercise?

Surely there were people in the audience who had left the burdens of Catholicism for a more biblical Christianity,
only to be confused by Hybel’s implied endorsement of Rome. Were they wrong in leaving the Papal church?
Should they go back? Clearly, Hybels was irresponsible in his eagerness to embrace his Catholic brothers and
promote them in his church. What purpose did it serve, except to be a repudiation of the Protestant position?

Worse yet, Hybels let his priest friend make statements that went unchallenged, thus implying that his statements
were correct. Not only did Hybels not enlighten his congregation to the unscriptural authority and infallibility of the
Pope and the Catholic priesthood (with its heretical worship of Mary, the lie of purgatory, and the grievous
transubstantiation of their Communion), but he also allowed Laz to freely promote several examples of Catholic
"superiority" as truth.

For example, there is overwhelming proof that Mother Teresa had a deficient testimony, by her open acceptance of
Hinduism and Buddhism within her ministry, for example. Covenant House is a chain of runaway shelters run by
nuns that seeks to rescue desperate, lost youth, but does not try to save them with the gospel of Jesus Christ, even
when they ask about salvation. And the myth of the solid institution of Catholic marriages is laughable, when the fact
is exposed that the Catholic Church makes a mockery of marriage by granting more than 60,000 annulments each
year for a fee. Just ask the faithful Catholic wife who is suddenly "not married" after 30 years because her husband
wants to marry someone else "in the Church." Is this really a "commitment to the sacredness of matrimony" as
Hybels concurred with Laz? (Way of Life website: Bill Hybels and the Roman Catholic Church, David Cloud.)

That Hybels would allow such Catholic propaganda to be dispensed from the Willow Creek pulpit is a sad indication
at how misled Hybel’s passion for ecumenism has become. If Hybels came to (our church) and did the same thing, I
am aware of a number of ex-Catholics in our congregation who would be very disturbed or confused by this
presentation, in light of their heartfelt conversions to Protestantism. In fact, if our church really accepts this Willow
Creek call for "Christian unity," why don’t we just have a spokesman for the local RLDS (Community of Christ)
Church come to our church so we can learn about the "praiseworthy things" in their so-called "Christian" faith?

By associating with Willow Creek and their irresponsible support of ecumenism, (our church) is indirectly endorsing
their action of "watering down" the importance of the truth of essential Protestant doctrines that instead should be
maintained and vigorously defended.

William Bridges

William Bridges, Ph.D., is the nation's leading "Change Theorist", and was past president of the Association for
Humanistic Psychology, which is grounded in the application of the tradition in psychology. AHP is "concerned with
psychotherapy and issues of social concern. And it is in Transpersonal Psychology (Association for Transpersonal,
Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, New Age, East-West, the Consciousness Movement, Noetic Sciences); the
Growth Center and Human Potential Movements; the Self-Esteem and Addiction Recovery Movements; Family
Therapy, Holistic Health and Hospice, and Organizational Development and Organization Transformation. It is
philosophically aligned with the post-modern philosophy of science, constructivist epistemology, structuralism, and
deconstructionism. We also could include green politics, deep ecology, the feminist and gay rights movements, and
the psycho-spiritual wing of the peace movement." (AHP website. My emphasis.)

Although Bridges is not a Christian author, his new book, Way of Transition is sold at Willow Creek’s Seeds
Bookstore and is on their Top Ten bestseller list as of July 2001. (Willow Creek website.)
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According to Bridges, transition is the internal journey caused by change, and that internal journey of transition has
three parts. First, "transition always starts with an ending." Bridges writes: "In the ending, we lose or let go of our old
outlook, our old reality, our old attitude, our old values, our old self-image. We may resist this ending for a while.
We may try to talk ourselves out of what we are feeling, and when we do give in, we may be swept by feelings of
sadness and anger." (The Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 5)

Next comes the middle place. As Bridges describes it: "The . . . zone between the old and new . . . This confusing
state is a time when our lives feel as though they have broken apart or gone dead. We get mixed signals, some
from our old way of being and some from a way of being that is still unclear to us. Nothing feels solid. Yet for that
very reason, it is a time when we sometimes feel that anything is possible. So the in-between time can be a very
creative time too." (The Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 5-6)

Finally, comes the last step in transition, the new beginning. Here, Bridges writes: "We take hold of and identify with
some new outlook and new reality, as well as new attitudes and a new self-image. When we have done this, we feel
that we are finally starting a new chapter in our lives. We have . . . a new sense of purpose and possibility." (The
Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 6)

Bridges also gave a keynote address at the Friends of the Center Leadership Conference 2000, "Personal and
Professional Renewal in a World of Constant Change." Bridges challenged his audience to think about their own
transitions and about "self-renewal." Self-renewal doesn’t start with doing something, he said; it starts with letting go.
"It’s another kind of dying — to your old life, your old habits. You have to let go of whatever got you this far. It’s
counterintuitive. You have to ask, ‘What’s really over now?’ ‘What am I holding on to, out of habit?’"

So why are Bridges’ ideas of "change" so dangerous? Because Bridges’ "Change Theory" ideas are not only being
promoted at Seeds, but have already been integrated into Willow Creek’s teachings. In a Willow Creek Seminar
Tape, for example, teacher Jim Dethmar says, "Change only occurs when there is significant disillusionment with the
status quo. This is 'Change Theory' ". (This is evidence that Mr. Bridges’ secular "change theory" has already crept
into Willow Creek teaching.) Later on in the lecture, Jim Dethmar gives a suggestion on how one might implement
change when he says, "...a simplified view of how to do change is find something that is wrong, it might be a little
one, and rub it raw, irritate it". (Willow Creek Seminar Tape.) The implication is that if a church wants to adopt
Willow Creek "changes," then it has to "irritate" the status quo, i.e. congregants who resist change.

It is very disturbing to see a church organization base their teachings on humanistic psychology that overrides the
sufficiency of the Bible to guide our lives and make us new creatures in Christ. Frankly, I don’t understand what this
humanistic propaganda is doing in a church bookstore. This is yet another example, however, of Willow Creek’s
willing promotion of secular psychology that relegates the Bible to a secondary source for edifying their membership.
Can (our church) really avoid being infected by this partiality when they rub shoulders with the WCA?

M. Scott Peck

Peck is a New Age "guru," who professes Christianity, but teaches otherwise. Life magazine, in fact, said "the Scott
Peck gospel is an amalgam of psychiatry and Christianity drizzled with Greek myth and Buddhism" (11/18/95, World
). Though he claims conversion to Christianity in 1980, M. Scott Peck has never refuted or modified in subsequent
books the views expressed in the 1978 The Road Less Traveled. In fact, his later books continue to express the
same New Age world-view.

Here are a few of Peck’s false and dangerous beliefs:

"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself). We are growing toward godhood. God is
the goal of evolution." ---from The Road Less Traveled, 1978. (Sounds like Mormonism to me.)
"God does not punish.... God cannot destroy; He can only create." --- People of the Lie, 1983.
(Denying God’s Holy Judgment.)
"It is the principal thesis of this work that these specific [evil] people - as well as human evil in
general - need to be studied scientifically..... A psychology of evil must be a healing
psychology.... a psychology of evil must be a religious psychology...it must not only embrace
valid insights from all religious traditions but must also recognize the reality of the
'supernatural'". --- People of the Lie,1983. (Embracing the occult and other false religions to
understand sin.)
"It is important for people who find the concept of emptiness frightening to remember that
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meditation - emptiness - is not an end in itself but the means to an end. It is said that nature
abhors a vacuum. So it is that the moment we become empty something comes into our
emptiness. The virtue of meditation is that whatever comes into emptiness is beyond our control.
It is the unforeseen, the unexpected, the new. And it is only from the unforeseen, the
unexpected, the new that we learn." --- The Different Drum, 1987. (An irresponsible suggestion
to unsuspecting Christians. A dangerous, dangerous practice that invites major deception.)
"Our responsibility as individuals to empty ourselves in order to achieve peace was stated
clearly by the Hindu mystic Krishnamurti twenty years ago in his book Freedom from the Known.
--- The Different Drum,1987. (Why is a Christian advocating a Hindu mystic?)
In an interview which appeared in Christianity Today, Peck was asked "what he meant when he
called Christ 'Savior.'" The reviewer writes, "Peck likes Jesus the Savior as fairy godmother (a
term I'm sure he does not use flippantly) and an exemplar, or one who shows us how to live and
die. But he does not like the idea of Jesus the Atoner" (3/1/85, Christianity Today, p. 22).

From these examples (and there are many, many more) it is easy to see why Peck is embraced by the New Age
community and featured in their bookstores. Peck, in fact, makes no bones of the fact that he is aligned with their
beliefs. In 1988, for example, Peck endorsed Cosmic New Age Christ by Matthew Fox, a mystical New Age Catholic
priest (defrocked in 1995).

The most amazing and dangerous fact about Peck, however, is that his influence is also accepted in many Christian
circles, even reaching to the top of the Willow Creek organization. Unbelievably, Bill Hybels in his book Honest to
God uses Peck as a positive resource from The Road Less Traveled and The Different Drum (a book that Marilyn
Furgeson, New Age author, endorsed by stating, "Peck has done it again!"). Hybels also wrote an article for the
Grand Rapids College newspaper entitled "Truth Telling" which favorably and extensively quoted Peck (12/15/95,
Calvary Contender & Logos Resources website).

Is it any wonder that M. Scott Peck is also referenced by John Ortberg, associate pastor at Willow Creek? You’ll find
Peck quoted in Ortberg’s new book called If You Want to Walk on Water, You Have to Get Out of The Boat, which
is currently #1 on the Seeds Bestseller List.

Remember, M. Scott Peck is a man who not only distorts the true Gospel of Jesus Christ into blasphemous New
Age drivel, but he is also the man who, in a March 1991 Playboy interview, said he thought pornography was good.
Not a very good resource to draw upon. But Hybels doesn’t seem to have a problem with it, and he draws his Willow
Creek followers further into deception by associating with a person like Peck.

Melody Beattie

Like M. Scott Peck, Melody Beattie claims to be a Christian, but is teaching unbiblical ideas that preach "Self-Love"
psychology and New Age perspectives. Author of the best-seller Codependent No More, Beattie says that we "suffer
from that vague but penetrating affliction, low self-worth" and that "self-love" is the cure. One of the chapters in her
book, in fact, is entitled, "Have a Love Affair With Yourself." She suggests we stop torturing ourselves and try to
raise our view of ourselves. How do we do that? She says: "Right now, we can give ourselves a big emotional and
mental hug. We are okay. It's wonderful to be who we are. Our thoughts are okay. Our feelings are appropriate.
We're right where we're supposed to be today, this moment. There is nothing wrong with us. There is nothing
fundamentally wrong with us." (What about Romans 3:23, "all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.")

In an excerpt from her original meditation in The Language of Letting Go, Beattie writes: "Trust yourself. Trust what
you know. Sometimes, it is hard to stand in our own truth & trust what we know, especially when others would try to
convince us otherwise... Ask to be shown the truth, clearly – not by the person trying to manipulate or convince you,
but by yourself, your Higher Power & the Universe. (The New Age terminology I underlined is blatant and decidedly
unchristian. How is the "Universe" or your "Higher Power" going to show you truth? Do we have "our own" truth?
Isn’t Jesus the only truth?)

In a 1997 interview Beattie reveals more of her "New Age spirituality" by erroneously comparing the holiness of the
crucifixion with the "holiness" of human despair. She stated: "The crucifixion has become one of the holy places, but
I'm sure it didn't feel all that holy going through it. But he (Jesus) took his pain and made it count for something. He
owned his power within that situation, he did what he wanted to do and he handled it creatively. That night when we
bottom out on drinking and we've never hated ourselves so much, that's a holy place. That day when we're ready to
blow our brains out because he won't change and do something differently so we can be happy, and someone says
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why don't you try Al-Anon, it becomes a holy place." (To describe Christ’s plan of salvation as a creative exercise in
overcoming pain and then compare it to people struggling with their sinful nature is nothing short of blasphemy.)

In this same interview Beattie implies that people living today had the opportunity (before their birth) to choose to live
at this particular time in history: "I know it sounds kind of new-agey, [she rubbed her hands together and grinned
gleefully] but I think there are some of us who just went: I know there's going to be some stuff happening there [on
earth in this time] and I want to be part of it. We might be having second thoughts as we grind through the nineties,
but I do think it's going to pay off. As we go around the tip of this decade, I think we're going to see and remember
why we're here." --- The Power of Self-Love: Conversations with Melody Beattie, Phoenix, Vol. 17, No. 10, Oct.
1997. (I agree with you, Miss Beattie, it sounds A LOT "new-agey!")

Unfortunately, Melody Beattie has strong ties to Willow Creek despite her obvious New Age leanings. Bill Hybels’
book, Fit To Be Tied gives ample evidence that he has been strongly influenced by the psychological writings of
Melody Beattie. Beattie is footnoted more than any other person in Fit To Be Tied. For example, in chapter 12, there
are eight footnotes referring authoritatively to Beattie and her book Codependent No More. On p.196, the whole
page is devoted to Beattie's theories, with five footnote references to Beattie's Codependent No More. The reader is
given the clear impression that Beattie is an expert to be trusted. There is no indication by Hybels who Beattie really
is and what she teaches.

Worse yet, Melody Beattie's books are also sold at Willow Creek’s Seeds bookstore where, G. A. Pritchard reports,
most of the books sold are psychological and self-help books, with the decidedly anti-Christian Codependent No
More by Melody Beattie the top seller at the time of his publication. (Pritchard’s Willow Creek analysis, pp. 227, 235)

Hybels and Willow Creek’s promotion of Beattie’s teachings, therefore, will only mislead unsuspecting Christians into
the notion that her New Age ideas are valid and edifying when they are really dangerous and misleading. And if the
leadership of Willow Creek is actively involved in this unbiblical pop psychology, isn’t it safe to assume that these
aberrant ideas will be sprinkled throughout Willow Creek resources under the guise of solid Christian teachings?
Can (our church) really afford to associate with an organization that openly supports people like Melody Beattie?

Carl Jung

The overwhelming majority of Christians have probably never heard of Carl G. Jung, but his influence in the church,
especially Willow Creek, is vast and affects sermons, books, and activities. Carl Jung was an internationally
renowned Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist who, along with Sigmund Freud, popularized psychoanalysis. Jung
believed that psychoanalysis was a way to achieve both personal and cultural renewal and rebirth. He believed that
we could become one with god by finding "the god within."

Carl Jung was the disgruntled son of a Protestant minister (Martin and Deidre Bobgan, Psycho-Heresy: The
Psychological Seduction of Christianity, p. 12). He found the Christian Communion to be dull and lifeless, so he
renounced Christianity. Jung did not follow his mentor, Dr. Sigmund Freud, in denying all religions. Instead he
concluded they were myths that contained some truth about the human psyche. Since he viewed all religions as
containing some truth, Jung denied the authority of the Bible and Jesus' claim to be the only way of salvation.

In repudiating Christianity, Jung became involved in idolatry. He replaced and renamed all things Christian with his
own mythology of archetypes (humble fellow). As his thinking progressed, the archetypes took form and served him
as familiar spirits (Bobgan, p. 14). Jung even claimed to have a personal spirit guide named Philemon, another
named Ka. Jung thought he could talk to the dead, and the dead could talk back (Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams,
Reflections, p. 18, 70-199).

Obviously, Jung was deeply involved in the occult. He went through what he described as a deification process,
whereby he believed he became a god through an initiation in "the Land of the Dead". (Aion: Researches in the
Phenomology of Self, 1951.) Most of his psychological ideas came after his "deification" and inspiration came from
his 'spirit guide', Philemon. He was involved in astrology, automatic writing, casting horoscopes, divination methods
and other occult practices. It was through these personal occult experiences that he developed a new belief system
called psychoanalysis, which ultimately defames man's spirituality by declaring all religion, especially Christianity, to
be fable and fantasy.

For some mysterious reason, however, Bill Hybels is a strong advocate of Jung. In 1990, Bill Hybels wrote Honest to
God? Becoming an Authentic Christian which has been widely promoted by other Christian leaders in spite of the
fact that it exalts the false theories of humanistic psychology and Carl Jung. Under the heading, "Different Isn't Bad,"
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on page 70, Hybels wrote: "In the 1920's Carl Jung took a new look at the old theory that just as people are born
with differing physical traits-tall or short, brown-eyed or blue-eyed, right-handed or left-handed-so they are born with
differing temperament traits. In the 1950s Isabel Myers and Kathryn Briggs expanded Jung's work and devised the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test, a tool for identifying personality types based on various combinations of inborn
temperament traits, an unbiblical notion to say the least.

In Honest to God Hybels also endorses Please Understand Me by David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates, which advances
the theories of Carl Jung on personality types from which the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator Test in the book was
derived. Says Hybels:

"Please Understand Me is an in-depth look at Jung's theory and the applications made by Myers and Briggs. Lynne
and I read it one year on vacation, and to say it revolutionized our marriage is no exaggeration. It dispelled the
notion that there is one standard of 'normalcy' and whoever doesn't fit it is wrong."

"The theory proposes that people approach four selected areas of life in ways that are fundamentally different-but
equally right. These different ways of behaving are called preferences."

As you can see, Bill Hybels is messing with error. Jungian "personality temperaments" philosophy is nothing more
than a false teaching that relegates our sinful nature to inbred temperaments we cannot control. The boxing in of the
four main personality traits as developed by Jung becomes a form of divination and denies that Christians can be
conformed to Christ and become new creatures. The study of these temperaments, which are man-centered, self-
oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to the unwitting Christian as a sophisticated, almost magical way
to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into
the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age personality typologies.

Unfortunately, not only is Bill Hybels deeply involved in Jungian psychology in his personal life, but he has also
heartily injected it into the Willow Creek organization. Currently, it is easy to see that Willow Creek is openly mixing
this godless, humanistic psychology with Biblical truth. Many leaders and teachers at Willow Creek have degrees in
psychology, including prominent teaching pastor, John Ortberg, whose latest book also references Jung, as well as
Jewish psychiatrist Victor Frankl, Schuller’s psychotherapist hero. (See Ortberg’s If You Want to Walk on The Water,
You Have to Get Out of the Boat.) Willow Creek also endorses the work of Freudian psychiatrists Frank Minirth and
Paul Meier.

So just how serious is this? Willow Creek blatantly dabbles in Jung's "religion" when they incorporate his notions
about man and deity through partaking in his theories, therapies, and notions that have filtered down through other
psychotherapies, through 12-step programs, through inner healing, through dream analysis, and through personality
types and tests. Unfortunately, this unholy mixture is a very deceptive attack upon Biblical standards of right and
wrong, truth and error. Remember, too, Jung was an occultist, astrologer, believed the Bible is a myth, and was
demonically possessed by two spirit guides; Philemon and Ka. But if Bill Hybels isn’t bothered by this, why should
we be?

(Our church) should be very bothered by this.

Robert Bly

Robert Bly, poet and philosopher, is the founder of the New Age Men’s Movement, and is an advocate of
mythological, psychological and occult practices to redeem man’s natural condition. Bly's books and philosophies can
be found in New Age bookstores.

The works of Robert Bly present the reader with a panorama of the pagan concepts that permeate the secular
men’s movement. Bly’s ideology assumes that the basic need of men is to "go back to ancient mythology . . . to
visualize the wild man that is part of every modern male." ("Connecting With the Wild Man Inside All Males," Utne
Reader, Nov./Dec., 1989, p. 58.) The Promise Keepers publication The Masculine Journey describes Bly’s book Iron
John as "a treatise on the need for men to experience the ancient occultic rites of initiation." These "occultic" rites of
initiation are defined as "long and intensive training with the aim of elevating the one who undergoes it go begin
(initiate) living a new, higher life, often described as being on the level of Godhood, above and beyond the state of
ordinary mortals..." (Seekers Handbook, p. 297)

To restore a boy's male identity, Bly proposes, he must quit taking cues from "Mother" (the symbolic female
influence in the boy’s life) and "go down into the psyche and accept what's dark down there." (What Men Really
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Want, Keith Thompson) This sounds very much like Brennan Manning’s unbiblical teaching of readily embracing the
darkness through meditation and self-analysis.

In a 1999 interview Bly endorsed everything from occultist Carl Jung, Sigmund Freud, and psychotherapy to strange
New Age rhetoric about the "sister of the Virgin Mary, the Baba Yaga being," and the "Mayan Lords of Death."
(Reunion of Masculine and Feminine: An Interview with Robert Bly, by Bill Bruzy, Creations Magazine, February
1999)

Unfortunately, Bill Hybels also has promoted Bly by using him as a reference in his book Honest To God. Of course,
maybe it shouldn’t be much of a surprise considering the fact that Promise Keepers has also endorsed Bly’s ideas in
the book The Masculine Journey, and Willow Creek is a big promoter of Promise Keepers, an ecumenical group that
appeases and embraces Mormons and Catholics alike within their organization.

Conclusion:

Through a misguided kind of Christian "love" that denies God’s ultimate truth and holiness, Willow Creek has
accepted all the people you just read about as part of their philosophy to view any professing Christian to be a
"brother or sister" in Christ, no matter what doctrine they espouse. Ultimately, they even accept the teachings of
several secular, nonChristian experts under the fallacious notion that "all truth is God’s truth." But is this right?

Certainly the idea of unity among all Christians is a noble concept when it involves agreement on the essentials of
Biblical Christianity. The problem with the Willow Creek method, however, is that they have opened their doors wide
open to ALL religious thought (including secular thought), and embraced them under the guise of Christian love and
acceptance, even when it is diametrically opposed to the fundamentals of Christianity. This philosophy, unfortunately,
is far beyond the boundaries of respectable ecumenism. (Of course, this is assuming that ecumenism is, in itself,
respectable ---which is very questionable.)

For example, G. A. Pritchard makes this sad assessment of Willow Creek’s practice of mixing humanistic psychology
with Christianity: "Ironically, while Hybels is evangelizing those in the world toward Christianity, he is also
evangelizing Christians toward the world. As the unchurched Harrys in the audience (10 percent) move closer to
Christianity, the Christians in the audience (90 percent) are often becoming more psychological and worldly. … In
the effort to become relevant Willow Creek ironically is in danger of becoming irrelevant" (Pritchard, p. 238-239).

Pritchard believes that this accentuation on psychology, "instead of encouraging Creekers to know and love God,
encourages them to know and accept themselves and develop a strong self-esteem. The goals and means of one's
ethics change from a God-centered to a human-centered orientation. …" (Pritchard, p. 234).

Another Christian analyst, Dr. Jay E. Adams agrees with Pritchard’s conclusions. He states: "In my opinion,
advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within the church is every bit as pagan
and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of some of the most bizarre cults. The only vital
difference is that the cults are less dangerous because their errors are more identifiable."

Yet unfortunately Willow Creek is dabbling in more than just psychology. As we’ve seen earlier, Bill Hybels has been
all too willing to look the other way when people in which he associates promote false doctrine. Therefore, Willow
Creek is almost practicing a much more severe and dangerous form of ecumenism call "syncretism," which is the
merging or union of conflicting religious beliefs which forms a new religious philosophy. By not openly rejecting these
false teachings, Willow Creek has effectively hampered its Christian mission and damaged the ability of its leaders
and members to discern light from darkness, wheat from tares, and truth from error. The result are Christians who
have been indoctrinated to easily accept and incorporate ideas from a potpourri of false "isms": Eastern mysticism,
Catholicism, Mormonism, Humanism, etc.

In the end, this mixture of false beliefs with true Christianity eventually forms a new "Willow Creek Christianity" that
bears little resemblance to the true Gospel. And with the international influence Willow Creek has built, they are
essentially leading many churches into the same kind of error.

The antidote? Simple. Bill Hybels, Willow Creek, and all WCA member churches need to remember what the Bible
clearly teaches and follow its dictates:

We are to separate from those who are not sound in the faith (2Tim. 3:5).
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We are not to assist the cause of the ungodly (2Chron. 19:2).
We are not to give honor to one who denies the faith (Gal. 1:6-9).
We are to examine a person's theological position and find it acceptable before cooperating with
him in spiritual efforts (1Jn. 4:1).
We are commanded not to join forces with unbelievers in the Lord's work (2Cor. 6:14).
We are not to emphasize unity at the expense of doctrinal purity (Jude 3).
We are not to encourage or cooperate with persons of unsound doctrine (2Jn. 10-11).

(Our church) needs to review these scriptures, too, and decide where they stand in their official association with
Willow Creek. Just look at these two facts that show two basic doctrinal differences that separate (our church) and
Willow Creek:

#1: Willow Creek believes that woman can hold the position of overseer, which (our church) does not
believe. Willow Creek, in fact, strongly promotes this belief and considers acceptance of female elders
as a criteria for membership.

#2: Willow Creek believes that baptism by "sprinkling" (as an alternative to immersion) is acceptable,
which (our church) does not believe.

Generally speaking, these two issues alone might be enough reason to feel that (our church) would be better off not
officially associating with Willow Creek. I mean, are we really sure that (our church) leaders can go to Chicago, be
trained by Willow Creek leaders, and not be influenced by some of their opposing doctrinal viewpoints?

And worse yet, what about the overwhelming use of humanistic psychology and worldly thinking that is sprinkled
throughout almost every Willow Creek program and used to defend their pragmatic, ecumenical philosophy? How
does (our church) leaders avoid being influenced by Willow Creek resources and seminars that may contain worldly,
unbiblical teachings that are couched in Christian terminology?

Frankly, I believe that some of the Willow Creek pragmatism has already started to affect some of the (church)
leadership. I can personally attest to a certain arrogance among some of the (our church) Creative Arts ministry
leaders after they came back from a seminar at a "Willow Creek-like" megachurch in Texas called Fellowship
Church. After returning from this Texas trip, the Creative Arts leaders conducted a (church) meeting to tout some of
the new ideas they gained at Fellowship Church. Unfortunately, some of the new attitude that they wanted to pass
on to the Worship Team were not edifying in the least.

One of the more disturbing attitudes they brought back with them, unhappily, was an almost callous
acknowledgement that by implementing "Willow Creek/Fellowship" strategies into (our church), they would probably
lose some valuable church members who didn’t like the "new" changes. They joked that these people might leave
and (our church) would then be known as the "Church of the Blessed Subtraction." In other words, we were to
consider the loss of these people as just a necessary evil in order to bring in more Willow Creek-type "seekers" into
our services. Personally, I found the insensitive categorization of offended brothers and sisters of our church as
"blessed subtractions" to be a disturbing attitude that has obviously come from the Willow Creek/Saddleback
mentality where "change theory" is king.

Don’t get me wrong; I am not saying there is a sinister Willow Creek "conspiracy" going on here. I am well aware
that Willow Creek has a very strong desire to reach the lost for Jesus, and that is commendable. No doubt (our
church) wants only to share in that kind of passion to bring salvation to others. But Willow Creek’s praiseworthy zeal
for evangelism has been perverted by pragmatic and ecumenical leanings that have exposed them to the influences
of the world and its false ideology. Unless and until Willow Creek changes their philosophy of worldly evangelism
and returns to Biblical discernment and truth, I believe it would be in (our) Christian Church’s best interests to no
longer financially support them, attend their seminars, or use their resources. The Bible clearly teaches:

Ephesians 5:11 says, And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them.

Galatians 1:6-11 says, I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto
another gospel: Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of Christ.
But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto
you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than
that ye have received, let him be accursed. For do I now persuade men, or God? or do I seek to please men? for if
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I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ. But I certify you, brethren, that the gospel which was
preached of me is not after man.

Based on there scriptures, should not our involvement with Willow Creek be questioned considering the dangerous
influences of people like Schuller, Peck, Beattie and Wagner? Does the WCA really supply us with so many spiritual
advantages that it is worth wading through their contaminated philosophy to get to it?

I stand by my conviction that God’s Word is wholly sufficient to guide His people in ALL things (2 Timothy 3:16), and
until I am shown compelling Biblical evidence to the contrary, I will diligently contend for the faith and be wary of any
outside worldly influence upon (our church). It is my fervent hope that the leadership of (our church) comes to the
same conclusion and deems our official Willow Creek association to be wholly unnecessary and ultimately, a
drawback to the proper edification of our membership.

--- Chris Carmichael, August 2001.
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An Insider's Account of Willow Creek's Deepening Apostasy

Excerpts from "Protestant No More:  Willow Creek Infiltrated
by a Mystic Quaker Movement Called Renovare"

 by Mary Fairchild - March 2003

Editor's Note: The unsettling information in this firsthand account by a Willow Creek insider clearly shows how
the "Church Growth" principles of consensus, tolerance and ecumenism that were implemented years ago by
Willow Creek have left them wide open to the infiltration of New Age teachings and Eastern mysticism, under
the guise of "Christian experience." This should be a warning that Willow Creek and other CGM churches,
regardless of their orthodox Faith Statements, are actually leading their congregations through a consensus
process that dismisses the authority and sufficiency of Scripture, while embracing the alternative "truths" of
mysticism, spiritualism and other false belief systems. Do not be fooled by these wolves in sheep's clothing.

For more history on mysticism, read The Evangelical Attraction To Mysticism at the Berean Beacon website. To
learn more about Quaker mystic Richard Foster and his unbiblical teachings, go to the Lighthouse Trails
website report.

Many good Christian leaders have difficulty perceiving the spirit of compromise. I went back to Willow Creek earlier this
year only to discover my plans to serve in the women's ministry as a Biblical "Titus 2 woman" serving the younger were,
in actuality, going to be a "spiritual guide" for a New Age Movement. Mystic ways of praying (repeating and meditation)
and relating to God were being taught along with frequent references to Quakers. Terms like "covenant", "covenant
groups", and "lectio divina" where frequently used. They gave out free books in the mentor training class in January
(Sacred Companions by David G. Benner, and Spiritual Mentoring by Keith Anderson & Randy Reese). One class
included a clip from the movie The Matrix. The movie was recommended and had keen insight for us in some way. We
were told to avail ourselves to the classics of Roman Catholic mystics, and do timelines on our lives...

The classics the women's ministry were instructing us to "avail to" were mystical writings from around the fourth to
fifteenth century. The mystics taught how to unclutter the mind and remove any rational thought so the mind is totally
passive. This opened them up for the "Presence of God" which is actually a form of Zen meditation. Quaker quietists
believe in a similar manner that "God is within" and they believe a "Quiet Revolution" is coming and declare there will
be a coming incomparable "harvest." They are predicting the greatest harvesting of souls in the history of the world. An
important difference to understand is that the Holy Spirit indwells (believers) and the occult meaning behind the concept
of "the god within," "the light within," or "the Christ within" has a different meaning.

It's a strategy for ecumenism without regard for doctrine. Renovare is the organization behind this movement out of the
traditions of Quakerism and it is directed by Rich Foster and William L. Vasivig.

At the Wednesday night service at WCCC we were introduced to a "spiritual formation leader", Mindy Caliguire. This
was a special night of prayer for those who had concerns about our situation in Iraq and it was a last minute idea to fill-
in because Randy Travis cancelled his concerts. It had received TV coverage due to the Iraq situation. This guide was
not on TV but she led us in ways best described as that of the "New Age." We were instructed to relax our arms and
put our palms up and be silent and meditate. She was praised by Bill Hybels for how "deeply" she had just been
praying and was introduced as someone who is very actively working behind the scenes in the spiritual direction of the
elders and the church.

On page 41 of the membership book Willow Creek currently claims to be "interdenominational," emphasizing that all
true believers are one with Christ and each other, regardless of denominational background. This is an important
change in that "nondenominational" rejects all man-made doctrines and strives to follow only what the Bible teaches
and "interdenominational" accepts all beliefs. This makes a "grave" difference. Just like the old Jesuit Philosophy, "the
end justifies the means," or "if one's goal is to promote worthy spiritual causes, one may adopt questionable means to

http://www.bereanbeacon.org/EvangelicalAttraction.html
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/richardfoster.htm
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attain those goals"...

One night Sibyl Towner was speaking to the woman next to me. She was excited telling of how she had used some
sort of spiritual exercise on a 3 year old. She said she had used it 66 times and offered it the woman she was speaking
to. She was excited because she felt that the 3 year old "was ready" somehow because she enjoyed the game where
she likes being "found" by the great shepherd.

Spiritual Formation leaders at Willow Creek

1. Mindy Caliguire: http://fm2.forministry.com/Article.asp?Record=2772 
head of spiritual formation for elders at WCCC; spiritual retreats on website; teaches at women's classes at WCCC.

2. John & Nancy Ortberg: www.caresonline.com/Presenters.html 
teaching pastors at WCCC; various websites on seminars and speaking engagements around; the world; books;
ministry; 1995 John and Ruth Barton unveiled the "spiritual formation" at WCCC; 1996 John was responsible for the
push for equality of women at WCCC.

3. Ruth Haley Barton: www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html 
co-author of book with John Ortberg; presented spiritual formation in 1995 with John Ortberg at WCCC; President of
Chicago chapter of Christians for Biblical Equality; spiritual formation minister at WCCC; spiritual formation speaker for
NAPCE pastors conference involving one-on-one spiritual directors and training.

4. Sibyl Towner: www.helpingpastors.com/covenantmembers.html 
http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html 
Sibyl is heading up mentoring for women at WCCC and various other ministries there; trainer for the Hungry Souls
Website with Karen Mains from Mainstay Ministries; teaching staff for women's ministries at WCCC.

5. Keri Wyatt Kent: Is teaching women's ministry classes at WCCC; Involved in Cenacle Retreat House Spirituality
Center-Interactive Retreats where you can experience "God within" in a variety of ways-through art, walking the
labyrinth, Franciscan priest's prayers, chanting, meditation, Indian sound mysticism, and other journeys to your creative
center; she frequently speaks at MOPS.

6. Susan Shadid: teacher from the Middle East who taught spiritual mentoring with Sibyl Towner in the women's
mentoring classes recently. She also has websites for WCCC promiseland.

In the Friday morning women's study, Practicing Our Faith by Dorothy Bass, taught by: Keri Kent, Lynn Siewert, Sibyl
Towner, and Charlotte Tofilon. The acceptance of "traditions" of other faiths is being taught through the month of May.
Last fall's women's classes were equally disturbing in topics. Meditation techniques and the writings and traditions from
the Jesuits, the Quakers, and the Black church are being mixed with Scripture and New Age ideas.

A video of Mother Theresa was shown, during the Friday study, where she vividly prayed to Mary for a cease fire and
there was a cease fire. They didn't use this to discuss true Christianity but left it up to us and many were in awe. It was
merely an example of compassion they said. While reading from Hebrews 12:1-2 Lynn Siewert pointed out that one of
the words in the verse, "hinders", also means "encumbers" and that is a Quaker word! She then goes on to tell her
woes of being a busy mom who broke down one day in her business. She began reading this book we were using for
class, Practicing Our Faith, and one day she just took the two words "be still" and meditated on them for two hours!
This has helped her to say "no" to business...

I called the leader of the women's ministries I knew from about 10 years ago and she was let go after 9/11. She was
aware of some of the influences of the women in leadership as relating to Catholic traditions. She is not very involved
now and had been busy with family over the past few years. She encouraged me to go to leadership because I may be
on to something especially if the spiritual formation was in any way leading to having another direct you in prayer in

http://fm2.forministry.com/Article.asp?Record=2772
http://www.caresonline.com/Presenters.html
http://www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html
http://www.helpingpastors.com/covenantmembers.html
http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html
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some way. I affirmed that the books did just that and that there were more in the bookstore promoting the same. She
said that Mindy Caliguire, the spiritual guide, had been an intern with her husband and that they started a church in
Boston and had returned. The associate pastor, John Ortberg, had gotten together with Ruth Barton about 5 years ago
and started a focus on "spiritual formation" with a book they co-authored.

I got a call from the women's ministries volunteer about becoming a mentor at Willow. I told her I hadn't had an
interview yet and I wasn't even a member. I only attended recently in the past few weeks. She said as long as I
attended the class that was good enough since they were understaffed. Then I let her know that I was concerned about
some of the references to Catholic, Quakers, and the Jesuits in class. She told me she was just reading a book on
"Quakers." And then she added, "We must avail ourselves to the classics!" I was concerned that the church was not
Protestant anymore so I asked about these influences from other religions. She said Sibyl Towner had been a volunteer
for 8-9 years and has recently headed up mentoring in the past year and a half. She has inspired the liturgical
influences like "lectio divina." I told her I didn't agree with these meditations and the "breath prayers" as described by
Sibyl. I warned her that this form of meditation could open people up to the wrong spirit and hearing voices. She
replied, in defense, that in the Old Testament God spoke to people. I told her God doesn't speak to us today as he did
in the Old Testament and that she may be opening herself up to other spirits and they are not of God. I shared the
Scripture Matthew 6:6-9 with her about how to pray.

 

Hungry Souls website (http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html)

This Hungry Souls website, in which Sibyl Towner is planning to train mentors, details experiences by Karen Mains as
she anxiously awaits to hear her "voices." They're geared up for growth complete with "telementoring calls," and
"pilgrimages back to the sacred Spanish mystic sites."

Sibyl Towner called me after speaking with the volunteer and reading my comments on the Mother Theresa video. We
covered all of the information I shared with Pam and I asked her why not choose a great woman of faith like Elizabeth
Eliot who is not compromising like Mother Theresa. I discussed my problem with the meditating and breath prayers with
her also. I also shared my concern for her misleading innocent women with her teaching which may open them up to
evil spirits since this type of prayer is how the occult prays and it's not found in Scripture. She tried to have me see how
Psalm 1:2 taught this method. Although it describes one who meditates on the Scriptures day and night I see no
indication of choosing one or two words to repeat over and over for hours or even half a day as they are beginning to
teach in these classes.

We need to read all of God's word so we can have more resources to guide us in our daily decisions. When we pray to
God He already knows all about what is on our mind but he wants us to relate with us and when we read the Bible we
learn what He is like and what He wants for us to do. Habitual, formula prayers dominate in pagan religions. They
appeal to human nature and its "felt needs." Who wouldn't want to recite a prayer or mantra that promises easy access
to higher powers that will fulfill  your dreams and satisfy your wants? Our finite dreams and wishes fall far short of God's
wonderful plan for us.

Promoted writers and leaders of this movement at the WCCC

1. Richard J. Foster www.cephasministry.com/new_age_richard_foster.html  Renovare & Christian Mystic Quaker and
Fuller psychologist, Foster teaches all the techniques of the New Age such as quietism, mantras, centering, Buddhism,
Yoga, T. M., exercises of Ignatius Loyola, Eastern religion and so on….

2. Tilden Edwards www.shalem.org author: Spiritual Friend, Paulist Press, 1980 Episcopal priest; founder and director of
Shalem Institute For Spiritual Formation. His vision is that contemplative spirituality can have a powerful effect on
today's national life.

3. Parker Palmer believes that a life illuminated by spirit and infused with soul will transform education. His on-line [no
longer available] transcript follows the Dalai Lama. He is a Quaker.

4. Ignatius Loyola and the Jesuits Ignatius was the first general of the Jesuit army. They infiltrated churches to destroy
all that were not related to the mother church. One of the bloodiest times in the history of mankind, the Jesuits were
probably the most cruel and fierce as they justified torture and murder for the church. Loyola's spiritual exercises were
used by the Jesuits and they would put themselves into a trance and levitate.

http://www.cephasministry.com/new_age_richard_foster.html
http://www.shalem.org/
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5. George Fox founder of Quakerism Mothers of Feminism; The Story of Quaker Women in America by Margaret Hope
Bacon, Harper & Row Publishers, 1986; The Quakers by Hugh Barbour and J. William Frost, Greenwood Press, 1988,
Westport, CT. In deep depression and hopelessness Fox hears a voice and promotes it as the "Light within." Perhaps
out of his devotion to his over-indulging and well-learned mother, he pushes a strong egalitarian movement and sets up
women preachers as he twists Scripture to make sense of his "experiences" and explain his unscriptural choices.

6. Gilbert Bilezikian and Egalitarians www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html  Bilezikian is the founding elder and
influential theologian at WCCC. Egalitarians assert that women should be pastors, elders, and co-heads of families.
They twist Scripture just like George Fox did to make this possible.

7. John Ortberg & Ruth Barton Egalitarian and New Age influences. Together they opened up "spiritual formation" at
WCCC with the introduction of their new book and curriculum An Ordinary Day With Jesus.

Richard Foster

Al Dager writes: "A large part of Renovare's spiritual disciplines involve meditation on the writings of selected spiritual
masters associated with the "Christian" contemplative tradition. Most, of course, are Roman Catholic, particularly those
mystics from the fourth through the fifteenth century..

Like other occultists, Foster encourages his followers "astral projection," the ascension to heavenly places and into the
"Presence." Foster takes his followers on spiritual journeys up beyond the heavenly places and into the "Presence of
God", face to face with the Creator of the universe through the use of Eastern meditative techniques. His book,
Celebration of Discipline, instruction is offered using guided imagery in occult practices of visualization, meditation and
even astral travel.

Media Spotlight gives a long list of those supporting Foster's Renovare including: Renovare's Steering Committee
*Sister Thomas Bernard, Director. The Spirituality Centre, Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles. *Isaac Canales, Ass.
Dir. Hispanic Ministries, FTS* *T. Eugene Coffin Counselllor, Memorial Gardens, Crystal Cathedral. *Richard Felix,
President, AZUSA Pacific University. David Allen Hubbard, President of Fuller Theological Seminary…*Robert A. Seiple,
Pres. World Vision, Inc. Renovare's Board of Reference Ted W. Engstrom, Tony Compolo, Richard Felix, Roger Forster,
William C. Frey, Millare Fuller, Henry Gariepy, Michael Harper, Roberts Hestenes, Jerry R. Kirk, Clarence A Kopp, Sr.,
David LeShana, Peter Lord, Carl H. Lunquist, David and Karen Mains, Martin Marty,
Renovare's speaking platform are: (Many are from Fuller Theo. Seminary). Eugene Coffin, Crystal Cathedral, Bob
Seiple, World Vision, Inc…..

Foster reciprocated John Wimber's endorsement by commending Wimber's honesty in the forward to "Power Healing."
He affirmed Wimber's apostolic role and claimed that "John speaks with confidence as one who is living out of the
divine center." That "divine Center" is an Eastern mysticism term, meaning "God is a universal consciousness, residing
within everyone, guiding them on the path to evolutionary perfection."

Renovare is merely one of the many avenues for incorporating this mysticism and ecumenical teaching into society,
and specifically, Christianity. Foster and Vasivig have held many conferences and in 1991 had their second "National
Conference on Personal Spiritual Renewal of Christian Leaders": "with more than one thousand pastors and leaders in
attendance, the directors praised occultist/psychiatrist Carl Jung as a great psychiatrist emphasized personal renewal
through 'meditative prayer' involving 'centering down' to become quiet and passive, then used guided imagery and
visualization of Christ" "Foster called for unity in the body of Christ through the five streams of Christianity, the
contemplative, the holiness, the charismatic, social justice and evangelical. Vasivig recalled that his first experience of
"meditative prayer using visualization was taught to him personally by Episcopalian mystic Agnes Sanford.

Roman Catholic mystics, particularly of the fourth to the fifteenth century are associated with these same teachings.
Besides Jacob Boehme and George Fox, some like-minded mystics include Thomas Merton, Ingatius Loyola, Henry
Suso, Dorothy of Montau, Julian of Norwich and so on.

Tilden Edwards

"Together I think both the Catholics and Protestants vaguely have sensed that we share a time of grouping together
toward and emerging, reconstellated understanding of direction in which none of us is yet thoroughly confident. Thus, in

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
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regard to readings, as in all other dimensions of the program, there is a common sense of humble searching and
equality.
Five levels of reading are involved in the first year.."p. 223; criteria for selection of individual: 4. Have a B.A. degree or
equivalent, 5. Express commitment to Truth through a particular major religious tradition and at the same time are open
to learning from other traditions. p. 208; Roughly 50 people applied for the first program in September, 1978. Our main
disappointment was in having no black applicants. ..we chose a group of almost equal numbers of men and women and
of Roman Catholics and Protestants, and a good mix of parish clergy, religious community members, chaplains,
seminary faculty, advanced students, formation directors, and laity working in various church and community situations.
..they really need apprenticeship to a master..but in this relatively "masterless" time, ,this is not likely to happen. They
do need to be with someone who is their director, who can help them attend to the Master of Loving Truth within. There
is that dimension of charisma involved that can only be attended as an unfolding process. A program can provide
launching, sensitising, and securing platforms, but oh, how puny these look beside the spirit's movement in a person
when the time has come. A program at its best stands as midwife, attending the birth of deeper spiritual sight through
cleansing, aligning, resting.

This faithfully appropriated integrative sight is what "makes" a good spiritual director. It is not the accumulation of
knowledge. It is the nakedness of sight. The program can be taken for graduate academic credit...some are taking it as
part of academic doctoral programs in Christian Spirituality at Catholic University..and some as part of master of divinity
programs. (pp. 210-212, Tilden Edwards, Spiritual Friend, Paulist Press, 1980,).

Parker Palmer

"As we go into these five days together, let us remember one thing about the soul. It is like a wild animal: tough, self-
sufficient, resilient, but also exceedingly shy… if we are willing to go into the woods and sit quietly at the base of a tree,
that wild animal will, after a few hours, reveal itself to you. And out of the corner of your eye, you will glimpse
something of the wild preciousness that this conference is looking for.

I ask for guidance for myself and, as Quakers say, hold the entire conference in the light, to be here, to be present to
each other in the right spirit, speaking our truth gently and simply…ground in our own experience and expanded by
experiences that are not yet ours. Compassionate toward that which we do not yet understand, not only as a kindness
to others but for the sake of our growth and our students and the transformation of education. Amen."

Ignatius Loyola and the Jesuits

Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556) spent time reading about pious Roman saints and the life of Christ while recuperating from
a broken leg. Feeling too inadequate, he confessed his sins for three days at a shrine of the Virgin Mary. As his
conscience troubled him deeply he chose to earn his salvation by obedient service to the Roman church and the pope
rather than accept Christ's free offer of salvation. He soon planned to bring Catholic turned Protestants back to the
Roman Church which he thought was the Kingdom of God on earth.

The Counter-Reformation brought new life to the inquisition. The Inquisition virtually destroyed Protestantism in Spain
and halted its growth. The Inquisition became one of Europe's bloodiest times and one of the bloodiest times in the
history of mankind. Loyola was responsible for torturing and killing Protestants. He started up the Jesuits. He was the
first general of the Jesuit army. The Jesuits, an order of priests, were probably most the most cruel and fierce of all the
Catholic organizations in their tactics. They believed that "to kill or torture is justifiable, if it is done for the cause of the
church. He used to put himself into a trance and levitate like many other Roman Catholic Jesuit priests. Around 1550
the Jesuits began infiltrating every religion and denomination. Their job was to infiltrate and destroy churches other than
the mother church. Before long, Jesuits had become teachers and professors in universities throughout Europe.
Eventually they started their own schools, colleges, and universities. They saw education as a way to serve the church
by strengthening people who were already members and reclaiming those who had become Protestants.

The Roman Church remained convinced that it was the Kingdom of God on earth, and it saw the Protestant
Reformation as a threat to that Kingdom. The church determined to regain what it had lost and to put the whole world
under its religious domination once and for all. A Christian is condemned by the Roman Catholic Church. Over 100
anathemas against Christians have been pronounced by the Roman Catholic Councils of Trent and Vatican II. These
condemnations are still in effect today. A Catholic is condemned by the Word of God. There is a judged for the one
who rejects Me and does not accept my words; that very word which I spoke will condemn him at the last day (John
12:48). If we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one we preached to you, let him be
eternally condemned! (Galatians 1:9)
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They still infiltrate churches today. They also infiltrate many Bible schools and Seminaries around the world and keep
them from teaching the fullness of the word of God. Education was and is used to reach others and strengthen their
own and their hallmark is "the end justifies the means." (History of the World by A Beka Book, 1995, Pensacola
Christian Collage, p. 221, Church History and the Things to Come by A Beka Book, 1993, Pensacola Christian Collage,
p.50) 

George Fox

The Quakers sought equality for women from their beginnings and had women teachers and circuit preachers known to
abandon their large families at the start. In some of their earlier travels they appeared to enjoy arguing with young
theologians and even went to such extremes as walking through the streets naked to oppose hypocrisy. Their acts were
considered to be under the direct leading of the Holy Spirit. Some of their experiences were described as response to
falling deeply in love and they would follow whatever the Spirit wanted. The nickname "Quaker" came from the shaking
aroused by inner struggles of individuals facing their inner motives "under the Light" in the Quaker meetings. They
believe they have revived true Christianity and all other religions are false.

In 1654 pairs of north-country farmers or women who had received calling from the Quaker Light, set out to reach all
parts of England. Huge crowds gathered at a rented hall in a tavern in London and at an orchard in Bristol:

John Audland, who very much trembled…stood up, full of dread and shinning brightness on his countenance, lifted up
his voice as a trumpet, and said "I proclaim spiritual war with the inhabitants of the earth, who are in separation from
God."…some fell on the ground, others crying out under the sense of the opening of their (spiritual) states…Oh, the
tears, sighs and groans, tremblings and mournings…in the sense of our spiritual wants and necessities…We are forced
to meet without doors, and that in frost and snow, when several thousands have been assembled together.

Margaret Fell, wife of George Fox, instructed to "let the Eternal Light search you…for this …will rise up and lay you
open…naked and bare before the Lord. …Keep down your Minds that questions and stumbles at the power of God.
Puritan Francis Higginson writes during the summer of 1652: Groups met in homes or on crags sometimes a hundred
or two hundred in a swarm…..and continue all night long. They have no singing of psalms, no reading or exposition of
Holy Scripture, no administration of sacraments….Their speaker for the most part uses the posture of standing, or
sitting with his hat on, his countenance severe, his face downward, his eyes fixed mostly towards the earth, his hands
and fingers expanded, continually striking gently on his breast, …his voice low, his sentences incoherent…Some stand
in the market place…and cry "Repent, repent, woe, woe, the judge of the world has come." They exhort people to mind
the Light within, to hearken to the voice and follow the guide within them, to dwell within…The priests of the world (they
say) do deceive them, ….they speak of living under the cross, and against pride in apparel and covetousness. (The
Quakers by Hugh Barbour and J. William Frost, Greenwood Press, 1988, Westport, CT.)

George Fox was the founder of Quakerism. He was indulged by his mother who was considered to be "more learned"
than most women. George was described as an inward and serious child and was kept away from playing with the
other children since he was different and quite withdrawn. His mother had encouraged him to spend many hours of
solitary meditating and Bible reading. After the death of his mother he wrote that his spirit was in travail. As an
adolescent he writes in his journal that he continued in his "religious struggles." After seeking on a pilgrimage for
anyone who could answer his spiritual yearnings he had a religious experience where he actually heard a voice say:
"There is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to thy condition."

From then out the Quakers believed that Jesus Christ was the light within that everyone had the potential to
experience. The "light" was always given a capital "L." He believed that "there was that of God" in all men, in the
American Indian, the African Black, and in all men. We are all a "holy community" where no one has dominance over
another and where there is no reason for war. For a long time Fox had been promoting equality of men and women. In
1648 he stood up and opposed a meeting of Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, and Anglicans when a woman was
silenced and not allowed to speak in the church. Fox said that because the church is a spiritual household in which
Christ is the head that women may be allowed to prophecy and speak. In 1656 He wrote a tract called The Women
Learning in Silence: or the Mysterie of the woman's Subjection to her husband, as also, the Daughter prophesying,
wherein the Lord hath, and is fulfilling that he spake by the Prophet Joel, I will pour out my Spirit unto all Flesh. Fox
explained that he thought that people respond "to a certain measure" of their attained "Light" of the teaching of Christ in
their heart. He taught that 1 and 2 Timothy, where Paul writes that women are to keep silent in churches, is only "Paul's
attained level of knowledge on the subject."

All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness. 2 Timothy
3:16
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Every Word of God is flawless; He is a shield to those who take refuge in Him. Do not add to His words, or He will
rebuke you and prove you a liar. Proverbs 30:5-6

In his second tract he believed Paul was merely speaking to a particular group of unsaved women who had not been
raised to that "certain level of understanding" so he did not actually condemn the preaching of all women. He continued
to write and defend women and stated that the Holy Spirit is available to everyone and no one had the right to stop it.
As his followers turned to him for advice and counsel, Fox was compelled to bring others to the liberating experience he
knew and to also confound false teachings. He likened the experience of the Holy Spirit as to that of mother nurturing
her baby at her breast. In 1652, in Lancashire, Fox converted a large group of seekers. This was the beginning of the
Society of Friends once called the Children of the Light.

In 1669 when he married a convert he was determined to exemplify marriage as a union of equals. Their marriage was
considered a spiritual partnership and neither hindered the other's leading of the Spirit. After his death his wife,
Margaret Fell, traveled and counseled until her death.

Puritan values were challenged as the Quakers pushed gender equality and disorder to the Puritan's reverence for
order and the Scriptural role of the man as the sole authority of his household. William Penn, who believed that religious
liberty must be available to everyone, helped the Quakers secure their own colony while remaining ambivalent to their
roles of women. (Mothers of Feminism; The Story of Quaker Women in America by Margaret Hope Bacon, Harper &
Row Publishers, 1986).

Gilbert Bilezikian

See www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
 

Selections from the article "Femme Fatale: The Seduction of the Evangelical Church," World Magazine, March 29, 1997:
The move (to inclusive language Bibles) fits with the trend toward egalitarianism-the denial of any distinctions between
men and women-in the church and home. Egalitarians assert that women should be pastors, elders, and co-heads of
families. Gilbert Bilezikian, professor emeritus at Wheaton College and author of Beyond Sex Roles, puts it bluntly:
"There cannot be authentic community as described in the New Testament without the full inclusion of the constituency
of members into the ministry life and leadership of the group." After reading the book Mothers of Feminism; The Story of
Quaker Women in America I could see obvious parallels with Belezikian's book Beyond Sex Roles. He's been
promoting the Quaker's feminism all along.

Mr. Bilezikian is a founding elder and influential theologian at Bill Hybel's Willow Creek Community Church in South
Barrington, Ill. Willow Creek's rapid growth and it's influence on other evangelical churches through the 2,200-member
Willow Creek Association makes it position on the issue important. Willow Creek has had women elders since its
founding in 1978. But in the past year the church has made explicit among its leaders the reasons for its position-and
demanded a level of agreement from staff and prospective church members.
 
John Ortberg & Ruth Barton

John Ortberg had gotten together with Ruth Barton about 5 years ago and started a focus on "spiritual formation."
She's a graduate of Wheaton College, recently served as president of the Chicago chapter of Christians for Biblical
Equality. She is currently working on a degree at Northern Baptist Theological Seminary and ministering in the area of
spiritual formation at Willow Creek. Ruth is a trained spiritual director and speaks often to conferences and groups.
NAPCE, North American Professors of Christian Education, annual conference 2001; this conference explored the
journey to spiritual maturity in four communities; African, Asian, Hispanic and the Willow Creek Community Church
experiences. "Ruth Barton 'champions' the rapidly emerging spiritual formation emphasis at Willow Creek." At the
National Pastors Convention February 26-March 1, 2003 meetings were planned one-on-one with spiritual directors to
explore your presence and call in your life. You get to embark on an hour-long journey through the prayer experience
of Labyrinth. A personal guided meditation tour to help you "deeply" relate with God…Ruth was scheduled to teach
seminars on spiritual transformation. General session speakers included John Ortberg and Rob Bell(well known at
WCCC). John Ortberg and his wife, Nancy, both teach at Willow. John claims to be "passionate about spiritual
formation" as his write up states on the website along with his wife they are selling teaching videos there.
www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html  

Teaching videos are sold by the Ortbergs on spiritual formation. Note Nancy's New Age term "centering" and John's
terminology "Rule for Life" which was written by St. Benedict in the early years of monasticism and is still used in

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
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monasteries and convents; also used in the discipleship of a New Age by Alice Bailey & Djwhal Khul.

"The rule" can be roughly translated into modern English as follows: "The one upon the Way leaps forward, leaving the
world of fluid life. He makes the great transition and leaves the watery way behind. He walks upon the water and is not
submerged therein. A chela with a light leads him by the hand from light into a greater Light. (John's current book is
titled, You Can't Walk On Water Until You Get Out Of the Boat)

Mr. Ortberg's teaching became the basis for a draft position paper dated January 1996. The paper, which was
distributed only to Willow Creek's ministry leaders, says the church "has sought to ensure an appropriate level of
consensus on this issue with new staff members" to avoid an environment that "would be destructive to authentic
community and effective ministry." The statement makes clear the church's belief that "when the Bible is interpreted
comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in status, giftedness, and opportunity for ministry,"
despite "a few scriptural texts that appear to restrict the full ministry freedom of women."

Willow Creek has had women elders since its founding in 1978 (compromise #1). In 1995 John Ortand and Ruth Barton
were allowed to begin "spiritual formation" at Willow Creek Community Church (compromise #2). In 1996 John Ortberg
taught a two hour class to church ministry leaders to seek "an appropriate level of consensus on the issue of the
church's belief that "when the Bible is interpreted comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in
status, giftedness, and opportunity for ministry," despite "a few scriptural texts that appear to restrict the full ministry
freedom of women." 

Read complete article on the CEPHAS MINISTRY website
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Jack Hyles (1926-2001)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Jack Hyles (born 9/25/26) pastored the First Baptist Church in Hammond, Indiana (FBCH) from 1959 until
his death on February 6, 2001, overseeing its growth from 700 (attendance) to over 20,000 (membership claimed at
over 100,000). (The "Dr." is for a purely honorary degree from the Pontiac, Michigan, Midwestern Bible College, a
Hyles'-"protégé" school.) He was also founder and chancellor of Hyles-Anderson College (HAC -- founded in
1972 with 302 students). (Hyles was succeeded at FBCH by Dr. Jack Schaap, his son-in-law -- see note at end of
this report.) Hyles authored 49 self-published treatises/books on theology and church practice, which have sold in
excess of 14 million copies. He claimed to have traveled over 200,000 miles a year preaching in various
conferences, and to have preached over 50,000 sermons throughout his ministry. [Let's run the numbers on this last
point: assuming Hyles started preaching at age twenty-five, 50,000 sermons would be approximately 1,000 sermons
a year, or about three sermons a day, every day, for 50 years! Why is it that people into self-aggrandizement
always fail to do the math before advertising their "accomplishments"? -- And it doesn't appear that the
exaggerations will diminish any under Jack Schaap. As of the time of Hyles death, Schaap claimed to have been a
member of FBCH for 24 years and on the staff of HAC for the last 20 years, yet had found the time to preach more
than 26,000 sermons, another phenomenal three sermons a day!]

Before coming to Hammond, Jack Hyles was pastor of Miller Road Baptist Church in Garland, Texas, where he
boasted that membership grew from 44 to 4,100 in seven years. Hyles was perhaps best known for engineering the
massive growth in Sunday school and church attendance at FBCH through the development of a bus ministry.
FBCH claims to be the home of America's largest Sunday school (with church membership of over 100,000, and
thus, "is America's largest church," with total ministry property value of over $50 million), and every year leads the
nation in "conversions" and baptisms. (As of  September of 2000, Hyles claimed to have fostered 23,000
conversions and to have baptized 8,000 each year over the previous six years.) Hyles once claimed to be personally
responsible for leading over 750,000 souls to Christ! (Yet, one must ask, where are the Bible-believing churches
spawned in the Chicagoland area from the massive number of conversions claimed by Hyles over the last 40-plus
years?) Hyles also claimed that Hyles-Anderson College has "over 600 graduates now pastoring churches all over
the world, and more than 1,000 graduates serving God full-time." [Ministry statistics source: FBCH "Unofficial"
Internet web site (baptist-city.com), 8/01 & 1/03.)

Hyles had also become known for his alleged immorality, specifically his behavior with his secretary (the wife of a
deacon in the church), and for his explicit sexual references from the pulpit, in counseling, and through FBCH's
schools (grade school, high school, and Hyles-Anderson Bible College). Furthermore, Hyles conducted an annual
ecclesiastical carnival called "Pastor's School" (37 in all over his tenure at FBCH). Much of his teaching must be
labeled as unadulterated false doctrine, and he encouraged an almost cult-like mentality among FBCH's members.
[See Doctrinal Errors/Heresies report.]

-  Hyles' reported love affair with his secretary (allegedly begun in 1969), the wife of a deacon at FBCH, is well
documented -- "These were passionate love notes from Jack Hyles to Jennie [Nischik], all signed 'Your aching guy,
Jack!' They expressed undying love, telling Jennie that she was the only woman he loved. ... There were references
to secret meetings with him in different places" (The Wizard of God: My Life With Jack Hyles, by Victor Nischik,
pp. 57- 58). Victor Nischik also writes, "... my home was tampered with and my marriage deliberately wrecked by
Jack Hyles. He stole my wife, her loyalty and affection, and when the divorce hung in balance, [Hyles] unilaterally
met with the two attorneys and negotiated the divorce settlement." The latter meeting took place only eight days
after Hyles' deposition was taken under oath, and just 12 days before the case was to be heard in court. The divorce
(1986) was finalized two weeks to the day from Hyles' deposition! (The Biblical Evangelist, 5/1/89). [Hyles
continually denied all of Nischik's charges, but after I viewed the devastating WJBK-TV report (see below),
Nischik's assertions ring true. Hyles' response to the exposé was to charge Nischik with being a womanizer and a
homosexual. (Source: "Dr. Jack Hyles Replies," 1990 letter to FBCH mailing list.) See "Sin in the Camp report for
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more details.]

-  Besides Hyles own church and schools being scandalized with immorality and pedophilic activity (numerous
FBCH men have been charged or convicted of child molestation), Hyles spawned a number of "ministries" (there
are approximately 200 independent Baptist churches nationwide that hold Hyles and his teachings in high regard)
that have been scandalized in the same manner. For example, seven Hyles-affiliated churches from 1984-1993 were
rocked by child molestation scandals (San Diego; North Sharon, MI; Petersburg, VA; Anniston, AL; Monroe, LA;
Beaumont, TX; and Hyles own church in Hammond). From 5/16/93-5/20/93, Detroit television station WJBK-TV
aired a five-part exposé on Hyles and various associated ministries. Following are the "low-lights" of that series: 

(a) A.V. Ballenger, a deacon and bus route driver at Hyles' First Baptist Church Hammond, was
convicted in March of 1993 (and sentenced in July of 1993 to five years in jail) of molesting a seven
year old girl. (This crime occurred in a Sunday School room of the church! Incredibly, after conviction,
but prior to sentencing, Ballenger was allowed to resume his FBCH bus route!) The highlight of the
sentencing hearing was the testimony of three young women. Each was molested by Ballenger when
she was a child, and in each case, before age seven. Jack Hyles, who testified on Ballenger's behalf,
defiantly declared the outcome of the trial null and void, claiming that the courts had no jurisdiction in
this matter. Hyles told the girl's parents, "Deacon Ballenger just likes little girls."

(b) Hyles' protégé Earl Reeves, pastor of Lighthouse Baptist Temple in San Diego, served eight years
in prison for molesting young women and grade school girls from his congregation.

(c) Hyles-Anderson Bible College grad and Calvary Park Baptist Church's (Petersburg, VA) youth
pastor, Jeffrey Jerrell, pleaded guilty to having sex with eleven young girls from his congregation.

(d) David Hyles, Jack Hyles' son, had affairs with at least 19 different women at Miller Road Baptist
Church in Garland, Texas, during the time he pastored there. (He was dismissed when a janitor found
photos of Hyles having sex with a deacon's daughter.) Back in the Chicago area (Bolingbrook, IL), and
after David's divorce from his wife, David was cohabitating with a woman by the name of Brenda
Stevens. Brenda posed for pornographic pictures in Adam and Chicago Swingers magazines (in an
advertisement for group sex) during the time she and David were living together. After David married
Brenda, Brenda's 17-month-old son by a previous marriage was found battered and dead at the Hyles'
home. The police still consider the case a murder and continue to view David and Brenda as prime
suspects. At the coroner's inquest in 1985, Brenda was a no-show, while David Hyles pleaded the Fifth
Amendment. [David and Brenda Hyles later conceived a son, and named him Jack David Hyles. In
March of 1999, Brenda Hyles ran over the 5 year-old boy with the family car, killing him. Brenda
claimed that Jack David had fallen out of the car and she could not avoid running over him (3/25/99,
St. Petersburg Times). In June of 2003, it was reported that David Hyles had been kicked out of
another church (Pinellas Park Baptist in the Florida Keys), this time over a 9-woman sex scandal.
Nevertheless, David Hyles still keeps a full itinerary of speaking to churches on Sunday School
growth.]

-  In the years since the WJBK-TV exposé, other criminal sexual misconduct scandals involving current or former
Hyles-trained/-employed men have come to light. Some cases were more egregious than others, but none more
appalling than the case of Joseph Combs. Combs was an extremely popular Hyles-Anderson College faculty
member up until the mid-1980s. He left to start a church in Tennessee. The following is a summary account (from
a Blountville, Tennessee newspaper, March 2001) of a criminal case involving Combs and his wife:

Combs, 51, and his wife, Evangeline Combs, 50, were sentenced to 114 years and 65 years in prison,
respectively, for enslaving and abusing a girl (Esther Combs, now 22) they raised after taking her from
an Indiana orphanage. The couple, who took the girl from the orphanage in 1978, but never adopted
her, were convicted in March of 2001 of especially aggravated kidnapping. Joseph Combs also was
convicted of aggravated assault, aggravated perjury, seven counts of rape, and one count of aggravated
rape. Evangeline Combs also was convicted of four counts of aggravated child abuse. According to
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court records, Evangeline Combs often pulled out chunks of Esther's flesh with pliers. Joseph Combs
once wrapped a rope around Esther's neck and draped her over his back until she passed out. There are
more than 400 permanent scars on Esther's body resulting from the physical abuse inflicted by her
parents.

We bring up this case not to imply that Hyles should be deemed guilty by association, but to point out the gross
nature of the immorality and perversion that continues to be revealed among Hyles-trained men. One must ask, is
Combs the type of man who is naturally attracted to Hyles' schools and/or FBCH, or does a man's training and
associations there foster this immoral behavior? [For more details on the Combs' case, see The Biblical Evangelist
website.]

To bring the public record up to date, there are also the William and Andy Beith cases:

William S. Beith, a Hyles-Anderson College grad, founded Liberty Baptist Church in Lake Station
(formerly East Gary), Indiana, and later was founder and principal of Liberty Baptist Academy (a
private "Christian" school with about 160 students). He was forced to resign from the school in 1998
after being arrested for public indecency for soliciting a male undercover police officer for oral sex.
(Under the state's deferred prosecution program, he pleaded-out for probation and counseling.) His son,
William "Andy" Beith, took over as principal in 2000. It did not matter to the Academy board that
Andy had been arrested in 1990, while still a teenager, and charged with contributing to the
delinquency of a minor for exposing himself to a 15-year old girl. The younger Beith also attended
HAC. In May of 2001, Andy Beith, single and 28 years old at the time, took a car owned by Liberty
Baptist Church and left the state with an 11 year old black girl who was a student at the Academy. The
subject of a nationwide manhunt, Beith was arrested several days later in Las Vegas. He admitted to
having sex with the child on numerous occasions, and said he planned to marry the girl and have
children with her. Beith was charged by federal authorities with coercing and enticing a minor, and
transporting a minor across state lines to engage in sexual activity. He was convicted in 2002, and
while awaiting sentencing was held in Chicago's Men's Correctional Center under 24-hour solitary
lock-down. In May of 2003, Andy Beith was sentenced to 15 years in prison. It was the maximum
allowed. (Even the minimum sentence would have been 12 years and 7 months in prison.) Beith
received credit for the two-plus years he served as this case worked its way through the system; he
could earn good-time credit. But Beith would serve about 85% of his time even when time served and
good-time credit is applied. Beith also received three years of supervised release after his
imprisonment, and was ordered to pay $19,340 in restitution to the Lake County Division of Family
and Children. (In [The school and church are now run by Beith Sr.'s son-in-law Darryl Crotz (married
to William Beith's eldest daughter Cindy), both of whom are also HAC graduates.]

-  Due to the poor turnout for Hyles' 1991 Pastor's School, stronger "bait" was used for 1992 (3/16/92-3/20/92). (In
the early years of Hyles' "ministry," Pastor's School was attended by over 8,000 delegates. Attendance in the late
1990s was regularly less than a quarter of that.) Things such as automobiles, diamond rings, church buses, a Holy
Land trip for two, cash, and Bibles Jack Hyles had used, etc., were advertised to be given away. The following
excerpts are from a 1992 Pastor's School advertisement:

Dr. John R. Rice's Car: 1976 Buick Electra, with actual mileage of 32,774. 
Dr. Rice's one-carat diamond ring, valued at over $5,000.00. ("When Dr. Rice went
to heaven, Mrs. Rice placed it in a woman's setting. What a treasured possession for
some church or pastor or pastor's wife!") 
Hyles' 1989 Station Wagon. ("Brother Hyles does not own a car, but the church has
a station wagon which it used as a 'mail car.' Dr. Hyles drives it to and from his
house.") 
Man's Diamond Ring, worn by Hyles. 
A $7,000 church bus. 
1,100 tapes of Dr. Hyles' Preaching (last twenty years). 
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Cash prizes totaling $26,000.

The ad also said, "The pastor whose church earns first place will have the first of the above awards. The award will
be given based on three things: (1) Total number of people registered in Pastor's School; (2) Total number of miles
traveled by people registered in Pastor's School; and (3) Percentage of church members registered at Pastor's
School. Each of these will determine one third of the contest results. This will give any church small or large a
chance to win."

Following are a couple of appropriate comments from the time (2/24/92, Christian News):

"We would hope that the good Dr. Rice would not approve of such crass religious commercialism
based on his name and possessions. ... Why stop with the car and rings of Hyles and Rice? Why not
give away their shoes, ties, handkerchiefs, shirts, and suits as awards. Can you not imagine the power
that a preacher would have, if he rode to his church in John R. Rice's car, stood in Rice's shoes,
wearing Jack Hyles' ring, and preaching out of a Bible that Hyles had preached out of. If that wouldn't
bring down the power, what would?" [In truth, John Rice had well sown the seed which gave sprout to
men like Jack Hyles who came preaching "decision salvation" and "easy-believism" spiced with prizes,
gimmicks, and Hollywood celebrities. Rice was an antinomian pioneer and may well have been the
granddaddy of easy-believism. His heresy was that repentance was not necessary, for it was included in
faith (much like Dave Hunt teaches). He also taught that no change was necessary in the life after one
believes. (Source: 11/96, The Perilous Times.)]

"Why would anyone show up at a religious meeting where such crude gimmickry is used? For
hundreds of years the Roman Catholic Church has trafficked in relics of the dead. I remember an Arab
Christian(?) who proudly carried a piece of the cross of Christ in his billfold. The bones of St. Peter,
Mary's milk, the cup that Jesus drank from, and the Robe of Turin ... have all been sold or exhibited by
the Catholic Church. Will fundamentalists start their own list of relics? Since Hyles has [evidently]
won more souls than Paul, built a larger Church than Spurgeon, traveled farther than Wesley, and
preached to more people than Whitfield, should they be saving everything he has ever owned? ... Think
what a blessing it would be for the young fundamentalist preacher to be able to see the unwashed
hankie of Dr. Hyles with his sweat and nose drippings on it. (Don't forget the toenail clippings.) What a
blessing to see the 'mail car' that he was allowed to drive home at night, all glass enclosed of course.
(We wouldn't want all the paint rubbed off by young men trying to get the power.)"

-  An FBCH ad published in Revival Fires advertised a Hyles' 1992 "Youth Conference" -- the picture in the ad
consisted of a "gangland" style car from the Al Capone days! In front was Jack Hyles, called "Big Mac Hyles" and
his staff: "Wendell Da Weasel" Evans, "Dead Eye Don" Boyd, "Eddie Da Lip" Lupina, "Machine Gun"
McSpadden, "Baby Face" Owens, and "Chop Shop" Schaap. All are dressed in clothing identified with the "gang-
styled" clothing of the men from whom they took their nicknames. They are armed with pistols, machine guns, etc.
(Using props, clothing, facial expressions, nick-names, and weapons typical of gangsters, represent the most
ungodly, wicked, merciless group of thieves and murderers that the United States has ever known!) Speaking of
FBCH, the ad says, "Da Joint opens at 7:00 p.m." It further states, "Dees big services will be wit da Big Boss,
himself [speaking of Hyles]."

-  There should be no personality cults among the Lord's churches. The chief of personality cults among
independent Baptists is that surrounding the late Jack Hyles. Though he died six years ago, the cult continues.
There is a magazine that is published in his honor, an annual Jack Hyles Memorial Conference, Jack Hyles
memorial web pages, and even a Jack Hyles Press. The magazine is The Independent Baptist Contender, published
by Pastor Tom Neal, Berean Baptist Church, Orange Park, Florida. The magazine's subtitle is "Perpetuating and
Protecting the Principles and Philosophies of Dr. Jack Hyles." In the November-December 2002 issue (volume 6,
issue 3), Jack Hyles is mentioned at least 95 times, not counting the hundreds of pronouns that also refer to him.
There is an advertisement on page 10 that says: "Are you a GENUINE INDEPENDENT BAPTIST? Do you
IDENTIFY YOURSELF with the brand of fundamentalism taught by Dr. Jack Hyles? Are you interested in
perpetuating REAL independent Baptist fundamentalism? Then maybe you should advertise your church in The
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Independent Baptist Contender" (emphasis in the original). On page 12 there is an ad for "The Other Shore," a
"collection of 15 songs in honor of Dr. Jack Hyles." (Can you image Peter putting out a CD collection honoring
Paul! Can you imagine him saying, "Oh, our great Paul is gone; let us establish memorials to his great name.") On
page 41 is an ad for The Other Shore: The Passing Over of Dr. Jack Hyles, a book by his adulterous son David
Hyles. Page 45 contains a full-page ad for the 2nd annual Jack Hyles Memorial Conference, where attendees can
"Hear Dr. Jack Hyles Speak through the voices of over a dozen men whose lives he greatly influenced." The article
on page 3 is titled "The Mind of Dr. Jack Hyles." Most of the "call outs" are quotes from Hyles. There are 31 of
these altogether in one issue. (Source: "I Am of Jack," 4/21/03, FBIS.)

-  Dr. Wayne Wall writes in the 7/1/92 Biblical Evangelist ("On Tootin' One's Own Horn!"):

"A cursory sampling of his [Jack Hyles] sermonic output betrays his hopeless propensity to make
himself the hero of every story and illustration and depict himself in his sermons in the legendary
proportions of his carefully crafted person around which he has built a personality cult rivaling that of
Jim Jones. ... Hyles has no room for glorifying the Savior or the Apostles in his sermons. He is too
preoccupied with glorifying Jack Hyles! Hyles is all in all in his sermons -- the subject, the object, the
beginning and end, the first and last! ... Hyles sees God as a Genie in the lamp. He is our Servant,
ready to do our bidding any time we call, rather than the other way around. In fact, it may have even
been God's plan that man sin originally, Hyles contends, just so that He might have the pleasure of
redeeming and serving us! Oh Great Hylesology! God need us? Needless to say, these inflated views
of man and distorted views of God are sick and heretical."

Ego requires continual inflation. It is easily punctured. Self-inflating statements as these were common at FBCH
under Jack Hyles: "Before you stands the source of all human knowledge"; "... God knew that probably 10,000
preachers across this nation would call me their pastor." He boasted on several occasions that if he were brought
down, Fundamentalism would fall with him -- "Just think how much destruction would happen to America and the
churches if I quit"; "America needs me"; "This is the greatest church in the history of Christianity. We must protect
it at all costs. Without us, America is gone."; "Leadership is always right"; and "We are the greatest." According to
one former Hyles-disciple, Hyles was jokingly referred to by some as the fourth member of the Godhead. (Hyles
once also claimed that should he tell people on his staff to commit suicide, they would obey him. He has also said if
he told his deacons to bow down and kiss his feet, they would do it.) [A month before Hyles death, a HAC
fundraiser was initiated for the purpose of building a statue of Jack Hyles. They had hoped to complete it by Hyles'
September 26th birthday. The projected cost was $300,000, and they were selling bricks at $50 apiece to raise the
money.]

-  Hyles' "Bus Manual" includes an oft-repeated story about a little boy who got his shoe tied by Jack Hyles. "God
tied my shoe," was the lad's remark. Hyles seemed to enjoy repeating this story, and even seemed to enjoy being
mistaken for God. Also, Hyles' long-time organist, Elaine Colsten, wrote a book on the subject of church music (As
I See Church Music) which contains a very revealing sentiment (the 120-page book does not quote a single verse
of Scripture): 

"As an organist I cannot separate the two -- God and my pastor. My pastor represents my Lord. My
Lord has put my pastor in my church as my leader. I shall and I want to follow him. I have no right to
do anything at the organ which would be in direct opposition to that which would please the pastor, for
certainly in so doing I would also be displeasing my Lord."

-  Hyles was a staunch member of the KJV-Onlyism cult. (See next item.) At Hyles' Pastor's Conference in 3/96,
Mrs. Gail Riplinger (author of New Age Bible Versions) was awarded a "Sword" and an "Honorary Doctorate" from
Hyles-Anderson College. Hyles, clowning around as was his custom, said he was ready to "ordain" Riplinger to
preach. He referred to Riplinger's book as a "masterpiece," but shortly thereafter said he had read the book but "did
not understand it." This might explain how he could endorse a book when its author denies the doctrine of the
Eternal Sonship of Christ, the same doctrine believed by the KJV translators. (Reported in the 7/29/96, Christian
News, p. 21.)
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-  Jack Hyles was a constant source of "confusion" about the King James Bible and the New Birth. In an article
posted to Hyles' website (7/97) entitled "False Bibles--An Enemy of Soul Winning," taken from Hyles' book,
Enemies of Soul Winning, Hyles tied the New Birth (for English-speaking people) to the King James Bible, making
the use of the KJB a condition of being born again:

"The words of God are the genes of regeneration. Titus 3:5, 'Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of
the Holy Ghost.' Actually the word 'regeneration' means 'to be re-gened.' Just as the genes of my
parents brought my old nature into existence, even so the genes of God brought my new nature into
existence. Your old nature is sinful because there was sin in the genes, but the genes of the Word of
God are incorruptible, meaning that which is born of God; that is, the new nature, cannot sin. Now if
the very words of God must be pure, and if in fact the King James Bible contains the preserved words
of God, then any other words are not the words of God. ... we must have the incorruptible seed in order
to be re-gened, or regenerated, or born again. Suppose corruptible seed is used. Can a person then be
born again from it? You answer that question. According to I Peter 1:23 we read, 'Being born again,
not of corruptible seed ...' Then , if corruptible seed is used, one cannot be born again. I have a
conviction as deep as my soul that every English-speaking person who has ever been born again was
born of incorruptible seed; that is, the King James Bible. Does that mean that if someone goes soul
winning and takes a false Bible that the person who receives Christ is not saved? I believe with all of
my soul that the incorruptible seed must have been used somewhere in that person's life. If all a person
has ever read is the Revised Standard Version, he cannot be born again, because corruptible seed is
used, and I Peter 1:23 is very plain to tell us that a person cannot be born again of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible seed, and it explains that that incorruptible seed is the Word of God, and it explains
that it liveth and abideth forever. ..." (Emphasis added.)

The "confusion" about this matter was created by other materials from Hyles which "seemed" to contradict the
foregoing. For example, an article by Hyles in the February 1997 issue of Revival Fires (p. 11) claimed that he
could win souls with an RSV and a Catholic Bible. In doing this, he claimed there would be "King James words" in
the RSV and Catholic Bible, so in effect, he attributed the soul-winning to the KJB. The "bottom line" is that one
must have the "words" as they are in KJB, regardless of what other English version one might have in his hands
when soul-winning, and thus, he still made the KJB "words," in one form or another, essential to salvation.

Bob Ross has also written an article on the erroneous view which Hyles espoused on 1 Peter 1:23, where Hyles
mistakenly makes the word "incorruptible" modify the "word of God," when in fact the word "incorruptible" is
referring to God Himself. Peter has our "progeny" in view, as being of the incorruptible God, contrasted to
"corruptible" progeny ("seed"). Those born again are always said to be "born OF God" as the source; "BY" the
Word refers to the instrumentality. Thus, we are "born again" of "incorruptible" progeny (God), "by the Word of
God." ["Some wrongly regard 'the Word of God' as the incorruptible seed. But they were begotten of God, 'of'
indicating the source of their new life; but were begotten by (by means of) the Word of God (James 1:18), the
truths of the Bible, the Gospel (1 Cor. 4:15)." [An American Commentary on the New Testament; First Peter, by N.
Williams, Vol. VI, page 22 in the section on First Peter].

The truth, which is presented in the KJB in its specific format and sentence structure, predated the "format" of the
KJB, and was in prior English Bibles, but was not necessarily given in the same English words and structure as the
KJB; otherwise, we would have to conclude there was no "truth" until the words and structure of the KJB came on
the scene. Furthermore, if all post-1611 English Bibles are "perversions" (as Hyles said), then would not the same
be the case with pre-1611 English Bibles? Was there no "Word of God" in English before 1611? According to what
Hyles called "logic," apparently there was no "pure" Bible in English before 1611. There was no "pure seed" until
then; and if not, how could anyone have been born again?

The idea that Biblical truth cannot be presented except in the precise and unaltered terminology and structure of the
King James Bible or any other version is tantamount to superstition. It is reminiscent of the one-and-only
"baptismal formula" taught by the "Oneness Pentecostals" who think the validity of baptism depends on the "right
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words." Such "logic" is the "confusion" sown by Jack Hyles and those who hold to the Hyles "brand" of "King
James Onlyism." (Source: Bob Ross, Pilgrim Publications, 7/25/97 e-mail article: "The 'Confusion' of Jack Hyles
and His 'King James Onlyism Salvation.'")

-  Hyles' error begins at salvation, teaching soul-winners elaborate procedures whereby to secure an outward
profession of faith and decision for Christ (The Hyles Visitation Manual, pp. 165-208), with the utter disregard for
the powerful internal operation of God -- Hyles' "procedural evangelism" is foreign to Scripture. Hyles and his
disciples also tend to invent and implement dress and behavior codes that have absolutely nothing to do with the
Scriptures, apparently in order that they may effectively avoid what the Scriptures actually prohibit: lack of love
and a servant attitude (1 Cor. 13; Mk. 10:42-45), lust (Matt. 5:27, 28), immorality (Gal. 5:16-21), etc.

-  Examples of Jack Hyles' lies, immorality, doctrinal heresies, mind control, pope ways, church stealing, cult leader
tactics, antinomianism, etc. were legion (see sub-reports). Why did Hyles do such things? For one thing, he was
famous for dreaming up far out unscriptural schemes. He led a whole generation of young preachers down the road
to easy-believism and cheap gimmickry. (Hyles spent much time ridiculing and attacking those he called the
"deeper life" people. According to him, these are the people who spend all their time studying the Scriptures and
are not out soul-winning.) This is all detailed and thoroughly documented in the following sources:

(a) A former teacher at Hyles' school (George Godfrey, 629 North Oakwood, Griffith, IN
46319) has written a paper exposing the practices and morals of Hyles.

(b) A former deacon of FBCH (Victor P. Nischik, 7647 Hohlman Ave. - #10, Munster, IN
46321) has written a book charging Hyles with serious offenses involving the affection of
the deacon's wife, among other things (The Wizard of God: My Life With Jack Hyles).

(c) An attorney (Voyle A. Glover, 101 West 75th Place, Merrillville, IN 46410), a former
member of FBCH and long-time associate of Jack Hyles, has written a 485-page book
exposing Hyles' methods and morals. Glover claims that FBCH has degenerated into a
"Christian cult" (Fundamental Seduction: The Jack Hyles Case).

(d) Bible For Today Newsreport (D.A. Waite, 900 Park Ave., Collingswood, NJ 08108)
has a multitude of materials available on Hyles' escapades. Of particular interest are two
tapes: 

(1) a 2-hour telephone interview, conducted in 6/93, with Victor Nischik
("Jack Hyles--Pastoral Promulgator of Pornographic Pollution" -- tape #2353),
and 
(2) a Detroit television station's exposé on the financial improprieties and
immorality of Jack Hyles and his protégés ("Preying from the Pulpit--The Evil
Immoral Influences of Jack Hyles" -- VHS or audio tape #2354).

(e) A former Christian newspaper publisher (Pastor Dick Sumner, P.O. Drawer 940,
Ingleside, TX 78362), wrote a lengthy cover story (5/1/89, The Biblical Evangelist)
detailing Hyles' many doctrinal errors. [In a 10-page booklet published by First Baptist
Church Hammond, titled: "Dr. Jack Hyles Answers Robert Sumner's Accusations in The
Biblical Evangelist," Hyles alleges 52 "untruths" in Sumner's article. But for Hyles to be
correct, George Godfrey, Victor Nischik, Voyle Glover, D.A. Waite, and the entire
investigative news department at station WJBK-TV in Detroit have to all be liars, and
moreover, would have to have been engaged in one of the most massive and most
successful conspiracies in the history of the world! (See The Biblical Evangelist's response
to Hyles's "Answers.")]

(f) A group of 25 independent Baptist pastors met in Indianapolis on 1/27/92 to discuss
Hyles' teachings and actions. They published a report, which we have summarized. [This
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pastors' group gave Dr. Hyles ample opportunity to come and defend the charges made
against him, but Hyles never replied.]

Note -- FBCH Ministry Update: "The charismatic former pastor of First Baptist Church in Hammond is
constantly looking down upon his surging flock. … from a towering mural of his likeness painted on a church
building overlooking the parking lot. … his name is still used almost as often as God's name by church followers.
Gone, but not forgotten, the saying goes. Hyles' 47-year-old son-in-law successor, Jack Schaap (pronounced Skop),
doesn't mind one bit. He's parlayed his mentor's … handiwork to make the church larger, more influential and
prosperous than ever before. … Last Sunday, the church's staff of a few hundred used the three-city-block complex
of buildings to preach the Gospel to more than 17,000 believers. The church leases and operates more buses on any
given weekend than some cities, up to 250 in all … Last year the church attracted 2.5 million tourists to the region
through conferences and events. In October alone, the church took in more than a half a million dollars … giving
from the congregation is up 37 percent since Hyles died. Enrollment at the church's schools, including Hyles-
Anderson College in Schererville, is at a 25-year high. Sunday school classes top 800 most every week. … church
officials broke ground for a new multimillion dollar, three-story auditorium just across the street, with seating for
10,000. After Hyles died, Schaap and other church officials got together and bought a 2002 Jaguar for Hyles'
widow … The church makes monthly payments on it. 'She was awfully down. We thought it would cheer her up,'
Schaap said." (Source: The Times, 12/9/02, pp. A1, A12.) [Perhaps this has all been made possible by Schaap's
heavy emphasis on the charismatic (prosperity message) view of tithing (see the 4/28/03, FBIS.)]  

January 2006 Update: The new building was completed in 2005. The $27 million, 167,000 square-foot church was
financed by the ministry itself and finished on budget. The auditorium seats 7,500 people, with two overflow rooms
that accommodate 270 more; two heated, 1,200 gallon baptismal pools with private changing rooms; more than 100
wall-mounted, flat-screen video displays; and 10 studio cameras connected by more than 100 miles of cable to two
72-channel recording consoles. The platform is constructed of Brazilian cherry wood and accommodates a 140-
member choir, three baby grand pianos, an organ, and a full orchestra. (Source: "Megachurch opens doors to
faithful," 3/21/05, The Post-Tribune.)
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Doctrinal Errors/Heresies of
Dr. Jack Hyles*

-  Since the rumors first started circulating around First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana (FBCH) [concerning
Hyles' immorality], one long-time member estimated that "perhaps forty percent" of Jack Hyles' teachings have
been in defense of himself, seeking to squelch the scandal. Some of the things in this sordid story that distress us
[Robert Sumner of The Biblical Evangelist]:

(1) Hyles adopted what could be considered a Mormon philosophy of celestial marriage to justify his
relationship with Jennie Nischik, Vic Nischik's wife.

(2) In 1971, when Jennie first demanded that husband Vic leave, Hyles came to Vic and reportedly
asked if, once divorce had been granted, he had permission to marry her.

(3) In 1985, when Vic demanded that Hyles give him his wife back, Hyles reportedly told Vic that he
could have Beverly (Mrs. Hyles), with the same relationship Hyles enjoyed with Jennie.

-  Untruthfulness in Hyles' preaching is abundant. His stories are so colorful, so fantastic, so numerous, so
uncharacteristic of normal reality, one cannot help but wonder if he did not take smatterings of fact and build them
into delightful tales. And Jack Hyles seems to always be the hero in each and every one of them. One man, who
earned two degrees at Hyles-Anderson College over an 8-year period, wrote: "... I heard more 'new' truth there than
you or God could ever dream of!" Some who have been in the church for years refer to this new truth as
"Hylesology!" Note the following:

(a) In Hyles' sermon, "Don't Cut the Grass," he taught that all of us have "wheat and tares" in us, but
we should let both grow side by side and not cut anything, lest we cut out the wheat (good) in us by
mistake. [This is a typical misuse of Scripture by Hyles; cf. Matt. 13:27ff.]

(b) On numerous occasions, Hyles has taught that there are two gifts of life in salvation, one is eternal
life and the other is everlasting life. The distinction being that one in qualitative and the other
quantitative. A 4/28/85 sermon, "The Gifts of God Are Everlasting Life & Eternal Life," started by
misquoting Romans 6:23 as "the gifts of God" (plural) instead of "the gift of God" (singular):

"When a person receives Christ as his Savior ... God gives him immediately -- and he is an
immediate possessor of -- everlasting life. Though he has a gift of everlasting life, he does
not necessarily possess eternal life. For everlasting life is a quantity of life and eternal is a
quality of life. ... The gift of everlasting life is taken once and for all when you receive
Christ as Savior, and the gift of eternal life is made available. ... Eternal life is a gift, but is
only made available at the acceptance of everlasting life. ... Eternal life is a life that must
be received every day. Every time you get out of bed at the sunrise in the morning, God
looks at you and says, 'I have another gift for you today. I have the gift of eternal life. You
can accept that gift and life in eternity, or you can refuse that gift and live like the base
animals of the world live.'"

Hyles also said there were hundreds of members of the FBCH who "have everlasting life, but you are
not a possessor this morning of eternal life. You are living like the animals of the field live." [This
heresy has reportedly wrought havoc among the church membership, i.e., people concluding they are
only half saved and able to live like the devil.]

(c) Hyles teaches that one should store up merits (works) to offset times of demerits (sins). If you have
enough in reserve, God will forgive your sin and put you back in business. It is "second cousin"
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teaching to the old Roman Catholic doctrine of indulgences.

(d) In a 12/26/82 sermon, "I Am Only Human," Hyles argued that "God can be maneuvered," saying,
"The Old Testament saints knew God so well they maneuvered with God. They all started off, 'Thou,
the great God of Jacob, Thou the God of the creation, Thou the God that made the stars.'" [Hyles has
also preached on the subject, "How to Make God Your Slave"!]

(e) Hyles claims to go once a week to the mausoleum where his mother's remains are interred and there
he prays to her. In his prayer meeting talk on 12/3/87, he noted that his mother is not dead, just moved
beyond his senses: "Hence, I go to the cemetery and visit with her and speak to her. She can hear me,
but I cannot hear her." Hyles has pictures in his study of John R. Rice, Lester Roloff, his mother, and
Lee Robertson. Before he leaves town on a speaking engagement, he says he follows this ritual: he
stops before the picture of Rice and Roloff, promising them he will do his best; then he stops before the
picture of his mother and asks her to intercede for him to do a good job while he is preaching. [Let the
Catholics pray to Mary, Hyles prays to his mother! As one of his members wrote, complaining about
"the deification and adoration" of Mother Hyles: "We have heard on many occasions how God used
her to bring the latest savior (Jack Hyles) into the world. His attachment to his late mother borders on
the bizarre. We in Hammond have our own Holy Mother of Hyles."]

(f) Not only does Hyles pray to the dead, he apparently prays for the dead. In a sermon on 2/7/88, "Full
Reward," he said one of the reasons he was so driven in his ministry was that he hoped his efforts
would lessen his father's suffering in hell. [That is full-blown Roman Catholicism, on two counts: first,
in the matter of praying to the dead, and second, thinking something he could do would ease his lost
father's suffering in hell.]

(g) According to Hyles, God made man body, soul, and spirit, but when man fell, he lost his spirit and
became only body and soul -- on the same level as an animal. He said that when man falls, he is no
longer human, but becomes an animal, arguing, "Man in his unregenerate state is not human." [Putting
man on the animal level is what evolutionists do, not Bible-believing Christians.]

(h) Hyles says sin does not need to be repented of, only forgotten; "We don't even have a right to
remember our sins." [Hebrews 10:17 is his proof text; see Pentecost vs. Hylescost for a more recent
update of Hyles' denial of the need for repentance in salvation.]

(i) A former Hyles-Anderson College faculty member made a thorough study on sexual messages in
Hyles' preaching. One discovery related to the street language of prostitutes used in many of his
sermons. One female faculty member reportedly got up and walked out of a chapel service in disgust
when Hyles was graphically going through every part of a woman's anatomy.

(j) In his 12/20/87 sermon, "The Good Man Versus the Spiritual Man," Hyles said that the difference
between someone who has committed adultery and one who has not is that the latter has the sin of
adultery "in remission." Hyles also says that adultery is not a sin, just a "mistake."

(k) Regarding the New Year's Eve Watch Night service on 12/31/87, Hyles told his people in advance
that the meeting would be sacrilegious, warning them not to come if they wanted a spiritual time.

(l) In a sermon on the text in 2 Corinthians 12:13-15, Hyles made the statement: "All men are mental
homosexuals."

(m) There have been a number of male students at Hyles-Anderson College who had divorced their
wives, or had been divorced by them because of what they had done. After being at Hyles-Anderson a
while, some of the divorced men reportedly went to Dr. Hyles to ask if they could remarry. No one
ever claimed to have been refused. [Reported by a former faculty member.]
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(n) Hyles has totally reversed his posture on Bible translations and now endorses the Peter Ruckman
position on the King James Bible. Not only does Hyles now say the KJV is the only "inspired
translation," he claims that if your "personal worker" used any other English translation, you are not
saved. [See General Teachings report for details.]

(o) Hyles expects absolute loyalty from all who are associated with him. In a 3/5/89 sermon, Hyles told
his congregation that if he were to tell each one of the men sitting on the platform to go jump off a
bridge and commit suicide for him, he had no doubt but what each one would do it, they were so
submitted to him. Not a word did he say about suicide being wrong, or that such loyalty/submission is
totally unbiblical. [Rather than "loyalty," it should more aptly be defined as "cultic." Such blind
obedience is the kind of mind control the cults have over their followers.]

(p) On 5/26/85, Hyles preached on "Thank you, Adam," actually thanking Adam and Eve for
disobeying God and bringing sin into the world. He said such things as, "Thank God for the chains of
sin," and, "If nobody ever got drunk, I wouldn't enjoy preaching." [Perhaps that is one reason why sin
is treated so lightly at First Baptist -- no one is ever faced openly with his sin.]

(q) In a 2/22/87 sermon, "Just What is Sin Anyway?," Hyles said that if you drank milk and did not do
it in faith, it was sin -- hence, not drinking milk in faith would be as bad as committing murder and
adultery! Referring to the "works of the flesh" in Galatians 5, Hyles said it was not "totally true" that
they were sins -- and that God didn't call them sin, adding these works of the flesh were never called
sin in the Bible.

(r) In another sermon minimizing sin (4/22/84), "No One Practices What He Preaches," Hyles
emphasized a favorite theme: no one has a right to judge another about anything! In this sermon,
Hyles offered his hearers this gem: "The way to success is to keep on failing!"

(s) One man took notes on Hyles' sermons for some time. At the bottom of the page, after the sermons,
this item appeared repeatedly: "Observation: after the initial Scripture reading ... the Bible was not
referenced at all." Another member of First Baptist, who with her husband had served as leaders in the
church for about 20 years, said Hyles very frequently says, "Close your Bibles; just listen to me." [For
some reason, the Bible is not a very popular book in Hammond. One man reportedly showed up at a
deacon's meeting with his Bible and the others laughed at him, one of them saying, "What are you
going to do, preach to us?"]

* Adapted in part from the 5/1/89 The Biblical Evangelist. See The Biblical Evangelist web site for the totality of
the Hyles articles/rebuttals.
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Dr. Jack Hyles
Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists

The following action was taken by the Indianapolis Baptist Temple (Greg Dixon, pastor):

We are not trying to interfere with another local church. We are doing only what we can do biblically to
disassociate with apostasy. We asked a council of pastors (Proverbs 11:14) to gather in our church auditorium
January 27, 1992, to hear and view evidence along with several members of our church [concerning Dr. Jack
Hyles]. We gave Dr. Hyles an opportunity to come and defend the charges made against him, [but] we never heard
from him. After prayerful deliberation, this council unanimously recommended to our church that the following
statement be considered:

(a) The Indianapolis Baptist Temple as of Feb. 12, 1992, withdraws fellowship with the First Baptist
Church of Hammond, IN, and Hyles-Anderson College, as long as Dr. Jack Hyles is pastor of the
church, Chancellor (or other official position) with the college.

(b) Dr. Hyles has enlarged the issue by making himself a litmus test for Fundamentalists and also
because of the international scope of his ministry ... other churches [25] have taken similar action.

(c) We take the admonition of I Tim 5:1,19 very seriously, but Dr. Hyles was confronted twice in
Deacon's Meetings at First Baptist Church with no success, and on several occasions good men of God
in the spirit of Matthew 18:15-19 have tried to meet with him privately and publicly to no avail; but
rather their acts of love were met with rebuff.

Statement by the Indianapolis Baptist Temple on Breaking Fellowship With First Baptist Church, Hammond,
Indiana; Hyles-Anderson College -- (Unanimous Action of the Church on February 12, 1992 -- this is a partial
statement only; the entire statement is reprinted in the 7/20/92, Christian News, p. 14.):

1) Dr. Hyles destroyed a man's [Victor Nischik's] family, alienated the affection of his wife from him
and his children. Even though he [Hyles] knew of this estranged relationship, he continued to employ
her and have close, private, and intimate contact with her in their offices behind closed and locked
doors for long periods of time. He also took her on long automobile rides and trips for hours, including
resort hotels with neither of their spouses present. He refused to stop seeing the man's wife under these
circumstances even after being confronted many times by her husband. Dr. Hyles' conduct is a clear
violation of several Scriptures ... (Rom. 14:16; I Cor. 8:13; I Thes. 5:22).

2) Dr. Hyles lied to the preachers of America when he wrote in letters dated June 7, 1990, and August
3, 1990, that he had no evidence whatsoever that his son [David] was having moral problems before he
left First Baptist Church. The fact is he had been told by many witnesses again and again that his son
was a fornicator and later an adulterer (I Sam. 2:12-36; 4:1-22; Deut. 19:15- 19). He further refused to
exercise church discipline on his son when he [the son] and his second wife returned to the First
Baptist Church of Hammond although it had been known that David was continuing to have affairs
with women. It was also known that his wife posed for a pornographic magazine in a most lewd
manner. In this magazine she was featured in an advertisement for group sex.

3) Dr. Hyles lied to the preachers in his letter of August 3, 1989, saying in point number 11: "I did not
recommend my son David to the Miller Road Baptist Church of Garland, Texas. They contacted him
apart from my knowledge and never sought my recommendation." Jack Hyles actually recommended
David to the pulpit of Miller Road in several personal phone calls with deacons. [Hyles once called
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David Hyles "the most brilliant, spiritual man I have ever met."] By recommending David, he
deliberately turned a sex maniac loose on the unsuspecting congregation. This resulted in the near
destruction of the church when David became involved with at least nineteen different women in the
church. Dr. Hyles then added insult to injury when he instructed David not to confess his sin before the
church when he was willing to do so.

4) Dr. Hyles deceived preachers when he implied that there was no door between his and Mrs.
Nischik's offices. ... In reality, there had been a door between their offices from the time he became
pastor until it was shut after the Sumner article was published [5/1/89, Biblical Evangelist].

5) Dr. Hyles lied several times about his involvement with this woman [Jenny Nischik] in dispositions
taken in early 1986. Under oath he admitted that he gave her from Church and personal funds more
than $100,000 over a 20-year period. This was in addition to her salary.

6) Dr. Hyles has taught false doctrine. He has proclaimed the heresy of the eternal humanity of Christ
in sermons preached from 1982 to 1988. In 1982, Dr. Hyles stated, "Jesus did not become human in
Bethlehem; He became flesh in Bethlehem." In sermons delivered from 1986 to 1988, Hyles preached,
"He didn't learn how to become a man when He came to Bethlehem. He already was one." "Jesus says,
'Father, you have never been human. I have always been human.'" (1986) "Jesus is man. He always was
man." (1987) "Jesus was always man or human ...; Jesus did not become man in Bethlehem; He
became flesh." (1988) To our knowledge, these statements never have been publicly retracted.

7) Dr. Hyles is dividing Fundamentalism by making himself the litmus test of Fundamentalism. For
example, if one does not attend [Hyles' annual] Pastors' School, or if one does not support him 100%,
he is not to be considered a Fundamentalist. Recently, he has declared in sermons that if a person does
not support him, that person is not in "the Faith" (Prov. 6:16,19).

8) Dr. Hyles has had numerous opportunities to clear his name of all charges. He has repeatedly
refused to meet with good men to discuss these issues; or to meet face to face those who have accused
him.

9) Dr. Hyles appears to be trying to hide his outlandish sin and heresy behind the "success syndrome,"
namely, big crowds, big enrollment, big conferences, and big offerings.

In conclusion, Dr. Hyles' greatest sin, in our opinion, is the sin of pride. In his June 7, 1990, letter to the pastors he
wrote, "I said to my people recently that God never asks us to understand Him. It is impossible for us to understand
God, so He does not require us to do so. We have never been God, so we cannot understand God. Because of this,
all God asks of us is our faith, our trust, our confidence. You cannot understand me. No one in the history of
America has ever stood in my shoes, so I cannot ask you to understand. I can ask you what God asks; I would like
to have your trust, your faith, your confidence." [Hyles claims he is being persecuted because of his defense of the
King James Version of the Bible and his conservative theology. He told his congregation that he is the purest man
they had ever seen.]
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Jack Hyles
Pentecost vs. Hylescost*

Jack Hyles is pastor of the First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana. There has been a recent comparison (by the
Hyles' sycophants) between First Baptist of Hammond and the church at Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost. The
claim has been made that Hyles' church saw more people saved on May 3, 1998 than were saved and baptized on
the day of Pentecost. Hyles estimates that around 15,000 people were saved on their special day on May 3, and
5,112 were baptized. About 500 of the "decisions" occurred in the First Baptist Church auditorium (there were
about 2,000 present in the 7,000-seat auditorium on the special day), while the other baptisms occurred at 216 other
preaching points which had been set up for the day.

Hyles' "Pentecost" illustrates serious problems which are rampant at First Baptist Hammond, and further
substantiates the material documented in our report on Hyles doctrinal heresies.

Hyles has compared himself and his church with Pentecost. He has stated that more people were saved on May 3 at
First Baptist in Hammond "than at any church in the history of Christianity." As patently ridiculous as this claim is,
it should still be tested by the Word of God. Hyles' report of his "Pentecost Sunday" and the sermon he preached
that day are recorded in the June 1998 issue of the Revival Fires paper. When one compares Hylescost with
Pentecost, as recorded in Acts chapter two of the infallible Word of God, five serious differences are readily
apparent:

(1) There was a different message at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The message preached on the day of
Pentecost focused on Jesus Christ, the promise of His coming, His preordained death and resurrection, His
exaltation to heaven, and His Lordship (Acts 2:22-36). The message preached on Hylescost was very different from
this. Hyles preached a message titled "A Place Called Heaven." His text was John 14:1-6, which, of course, is
addressed to believers, not unbelievers. He began by giving four reasons why he believes in heaven. First, because
he has met three people who claim to have been to heaven in near-death experiences. Second, because his mother
saw heaven before she died. Third, because of logic; since all civilizations have a belief in some form of heaven
there must be one which God has created to fulfill that desire. Fourth, because the Bible says there is a heaven.
(Hyles first three reasons are unnecessary, undependable, and carry no authority whatsoever.) Hyles later told the
crowd:

"If you have the least desire to go to heaven, if there's just a little bit of a desire to go to heaven, then
this morning, you trust Jesus as your Saviour" (Jack Hyles, "A Place Called Heaven," May 3, 1998).

Hyles told many stories and he mentioned the Gospel and Jesus Christ, but did not plainly preach the Gospel of
Jesus Christ so that a sinner could understand exactly Who He is and what He has done. Many Americans today
are as ignorant of the Bible and of Jesus Christ and the Gospel as any idolatrous Hindu in South Asia. When we
say that Jesus died for their sins, they don't know what sin is. Is it the lack of self-esteem? Is it a psychological
problem? Does it refer to the mistakes I have made? Is it racial discrimination? Is it economic inequality?
Ignorance of what the Gospel terms mean is certainly rampant in the ghettos of Chicago where large numbers of
Hyles' bus riders come from. When most Americans think of "Jesus," they are thinking of a false christ of some
sort. When they think of "God," they are thinking of a false god of their own imagination. Without careful
preaching, without clear Bible definitions of the facts and terms of the Gospel, people will not understand the
Gospel sufficiently to be genuinely saved. They will "trust" a "Jesus" of their own imagination to save them from a
false idea of sin.

Heaven is a wonderful subject, but the Gospel is not about heaven. The Gospel is the death, burial, and resurrection
of Jesus Christ for our sin (1 Cor. 15:1-4). Heaven is definitely a product of salvation, but why is it that none of the
Apostles preached on heaven when they were presenting the Gospel? Why are the sermons recorded in the book of
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Acts so different from the one Hyles preached? Consider the sermon Paul preached on Mars Hills to the idolatrous
pagans (Acts 17). Paul did not preach on heaven; he preached on God and His righteous judgment so that the
idolaters would understand their sin and turn to Christ for redemption. The average American today is very much
like those idolatrous pagans, and Americans need the same type of preaching. An idolatrous and apostate people
need sermons on hell more than sermons on heaven. They need sermons on the law more than sermons on grace,
because Biblical grace is only understood by the law. The law was given to prepare the way for grace. The book of
Romans begins with the law of God and the righteousness of God and the sinfulness of man before it gets to the
grace of Jesus Christ. That is the Biblical way to preach the Gospel. This is how Peter preached on the day of
Pentecost, but it is not how Jack Hyles preached on Hylescost.

(2) There was a different requirement at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The requirement for salvation at
Pentecost was "Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost" (Acts 2:38). Repentance toward God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ
is the Biblical requirement for salvation. "Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks, repentance toward
God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). This is what Peter preached (see also 2 Peter 3:9). It is
what John the Baptist preached (Matthew 3:8). It is what Jesus Christ preached (Matt. 9:13; Lk. 17:3,5). It is what
the Apostle Paul preached (Acts 17:30; 20:21; 26:20).

Therefore, in analyzing the requirement for salvation on the day of Pentecost, we note plainly that it involved
repentance. Repentance is mentioned 66 times in the New Testament, ten times in the book of Acts alone. Hyles,
though, did not preach repentance on his big day which he compares with Pentecost. In fact, he did not even
mention repentance. He did not even hint at repentance. He merely said that if his hearers had even the slightest
desire to go to heaven, they should pray to receive Christ as their Savior. They were encouraged to pray a prayer as
a ticket to heaven. No repentance whatsoever.

Actually, Jack Hyles redefines repentance to mean turning from unbelief to belief. (His sermon "Misunderstood
Repentance: An Enemy of Soul Winning" is posted to one of the Hyles unofficial websites.) He builds his doctrine
of repentance largely on human reasoning: since unbelief is the only sin which sends men to hell (so he claims),
unbelief is the only sin which must be repented of. At first glance, that sounds reasonable, but the bottom line is
that it is contrary to the clear example and teaching of the Word of God. Biblical repentance as preached by John
the Baptist, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Apostles, involved a change of mind TOWARD GOD AND SIN. Note
the following summary of Paul's message: "But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and
throughout all the coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and turn to God, and DO
WORKS MEET FOR REPENTANCE" (Acts 26:20). The Gospel message preached by Peter on the day of
Pentecost and by Paul after Pentecost required repentance and defined that as a turning to God from evil works.
Biblical repentance is a change of mind toward God and sin that results in a change of life. To say that it has
nothing to do with one's attitude toward sin is to throw away nineteen centuries of Christian preaching.

In attempting to justify his teaching on repentance, Hyles' raises many smoke screens. He says, "If a person has to
clean up his own life before he gets saved, we are back to Arminianism or salvation by works." That is pure human
reasoning and is an attempt to darken the issue. Hyles also says: "If turning from sins would get you saved, then
turning back to sins would get you lost." Repentance does have something to do with one's attitude toward and
relationship with sin, but repentance alone does not save anyone. It is repentance toward God and faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ that saves a soul, and the Bible says that salvation is eternal. Hyles further says: "If a person must
repent of his sins to be saved, of what sins must he repent?" The repentance is toward God and sin in general and
in specific as God convicts the soul about his life. The prodigal son's repentance had to do with the way he was
living. Christ dealt with the rich young ruler about his covetousness. He dealt with the woman at the well about her
adultery. The conviction of specific sin is the Holy Spirit's job: "And when he is come, he will reprove the world of
sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment:" (John 16:8). As the Concise Bible Dictionary defines it: "Repentance
is a change of mind Godward that leads to a judgment of self and one's acts." Biblical repentance is a change of
mind toward God and sin, but it is not works salvation as Hyles would have us believe. (See "The Doctrine of
Repentance In Salvation.")

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/repent.htm
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(3) There was a different doctrine of the church at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The Bible informs us that
those who were saved on the day of Pentecost were baptized and added to the church. "Then they that gladly
received his word were baptized: and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls. ... And
the Lord added to the church daily such as should be saved" (Acts 2:41,47). This is not what happened at
Hylescost, though. In his message "A Place Called Heaven," Hyles told his hearers:

"Don't join this church if you don't want to. Don't ever come back if you don't want to. ... I'm closing
the doors of our membership today. You cannot join First Baptist Church of Hammond today" (Jack
Hyles, "A Place Called Heaven," May 3, 1998).

This, also, is not scriptural evangelism. The Bible is our example, and those who were saved in the days of the
Apostles were baptized and added to the assembly immediately. The Bible does not disassociate salvation
completely from baptism and church membership as Hyles did on his special day.

(4) There was a different method at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The only method used at Pentecost was
prayer, the preaching of the Word of God, personal testimony, and the miracle power of the Holy Spirit. This is not
the only method that Hylescost employed. Hyles uses a multiplicity of man-made promotions to attract people to
his meetings. He claims that there have been four times that First Baptist has seen more than 3,000 people saved in
one day. One of those was in 1989, and recently interviewed was one of the men who worked on the buses that
year. This man is a pastor today, but in 1989 he was a student at Hyles-Anderson College. Anyone familiar with
the bus ministry at First Baptist Church in Hammond will know that the things this pastor testifies are true.

On the big day in 1989, Chicago ghetto kids were drawn to the meetings by the promise of winning a Camero and
by being taken to a carnival. The church of Jesus Christ was turned into a worldly carnival for the sake of getting
big numbers. This pastor said that he believes very, very few of the kids who were counted as saved that day had
any abiding interest in Jesus Christ. He was there for the months before and after the meeting and had opportunity
to observe firsthand the results. He personally questioned many of the kids who were baptized on that day and most
of them did not even understand what they were doing. They had been instructed to get baptized and they did, but
they had no idea what was happening. This is typical of the Hyles method of "soul-winning." If a person can be
manipulated into praying a prayer, that person is counted as "saved," regardless of whether or not the person shows
evidence of having repented of his sin and trusted Jesus Christ for salvation. The aforementioned pastor said that
his bus captain counted salvations even if the kids who were "saved" laughed and cursed and mocked during the
salvation prayer. One day the bus captain claimed that 25 people were saved; those 25 included a group of kids who
mocked and cursed as the bus captain led them in a "salvation prayer." It was all a big joke to these kids, yet they
were listed as part of the salvation statistics at First Baptist. This is the kind of thing which goes on regularly at
First Baptist Hammond. The pressure put upon the evangelistic workers produces this type of thing. Whatever you
want to call it, it certainly is not Pentecost.

(5) There was a different result at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- What was the result of the preaching on the
day of Pentecost? The Bible leaves no doubt as to the long-term result of Pentecost: "And they CONTINUED
STEADFASTLY in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayer. ... And all that
believed were together, and had all things common ... And they, CONTINUING daily with one accord in the
temple, and breaking bread from house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of heart" (Acts
2:42-46). Those who were saved and baptized on the day of Pentecost showed every evidence of supernatural
salvation. They did not have to be begged and coerced to come back to the next church service. They did not go
home after their baptism and continue to live as if nothing had happened.

What is the result of Hylescost? Only a very, very small percentage of the 5,000 who were baptized at Hylescost
will continue in the things of God. Hyles proponents have argued heatedly that we cannot judge who is saved and
who is lost. True, I cannot know for sure who is saved or lost, but the Bible plainly says that salvation will make a
difference in a person's life and it warns about false professions. Consider some Scriptures:

"Therefore if any man be in Christ, HE IS A NEW CREATURE: old things are passed
away; behold, all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17).
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"They profess that they know God; but IN WORKS THEY DENY HIM, being
abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate" (Titus 1:16).

"But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, THE DOG IS TURNED TO
HIS OWN VOMIT AGAIN; AND THE SOW THAT WAS WASHED TO HER
WALLOWING IN THE MIRE" (2 Peter 2:22).

"HE THAT SAITH, I KNOW HIM, AND KEEPETH NOT HIS COMMANDMENTS, IS
A LIAR, and the truth is not in him" (1 John 2:4).

"HE THAT IS OF GOD HEARETH GOD'S WORDS: ye therefore hear them not, because
ye are not of God" (John 8:47).

"My sheep HEAR MY VOICE, and I know them, AND THEY FOLLOW ME" (John
10:27).

There are no examples in the New Testament of people being "saved" who cared nothing about the assembly and
Christian fellowship and the Word of God. That is not Scriptural salvation. Scriptural salvation is a miracle of God
whereby a sinner is converted and is passed from death to life and is born again by the resurrection power of the
Holy Spirit. There is no such thing as a truly born again Christian who gives no evidence of his salvation.

What was the result on Hylescost? It was this: 5,000 people prayed a prayer, went through a religious ritual
(baptism), and then a large percentage of them went home unchanged to go about their daily lives basically as if
nothing had happened. In a "no-repentance, quick-prayerism, easy-believism" environment, massive numbers of
people become almost inoculated to the Gospel by their repentantless profession of faith and by the false assurance
which is given to them by pseudo soul-winners. When someone later confronts this person with his spiritual need,
he replies, "Yea, I've done that." He means he has prayed a prayer and been baptized. He means he has been given
assurance of salvation by a soul-winner. It had no affect on his life, but he "has done that" and refuses to listen to
anything further from the Bible. This unscriptural method of evangelism, the same method taught and practiced by
Jack Hyles at First Baptist Hammond, has done great harm to the cause of Jesus Christ.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an 8/7/98 Fundamental Baptist Information Service; David Cloud, editor; 1701
Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/98

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.whidbey.net/~dcloud/index.html
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Jack Hyles
Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers

The following e-mails were received by BDM from individuals who have first-hand knowledge of the activities of
Jack Hyles and First Baptist Church Hammond. To protect the innocent (from harassment and ridicule from those
currently in FBCH "leadership"), names, locations, and dates have been suppressed:

12/7/97

I just got done reading the items that you have written on Jack Hyles. You are so right and to the point. I attended
Hammond Baptist Schools from third grade until I graduated from high school in ____. My father served on the
deacon board there for __ years and my mother taught _______ there for __ years. Needless to say, [no longer do]
my parents nor I have anything whatsoever to do with the cult "First Baptist Church of Hammond (FBCH)"
[Indiana].

There were other allegations that surfaced while I was a member, such as payoffs to faculty members who
threatened to leave or expose things there. Also, they used to have a real thing about publicly humiliating anyone
who decided to join another church in the area. There are approximately 15 to 20 other congregations in the
Calumet region made up of ex-FBCH members. When I met with Hyles for my Senior [high school] appointment,
which he [would] ask all graduating seniors from Hammond Baptist Schools to meet with him, I told him that I was
going to attend Bob Jones University (which I did for one year). He basically terminated the session and told me
that he would pray for me because he did not understand why I was not going to his school.

I saw numerous heresies while attending FBCH, such as making sure that other biblical denominations that were
not necessarily Baptist were not ever talked about. The church has basically operated as a cult since about 1975. I
started attending there in about ____, but I never noticed a cult type atmosphere until I got into ___ grade. Then it
was like, if you didn't do it their way you were going to hell. If you went against the wishes of Hyles, you were
publicly blackballed, evident in the George Godfrey incident when they broke into his house and stole his honorary
doctorate from Hyles-Anderson College. I am glad that the exposure is on the web -- too bad more people don't
know this. …

Early-1998

For your personal information, I was a member of Miller Road Baptist Church at the time David Hyles was there. I
am not vindictive, nor am I covering any man's sin. I hold the preachers of America and the missionaries of the
world directly responsible. The pastor and staff of other local churches here in Garland [Texas -- where David
Hyles was pastor of Miller Road Baptist Church] also knew of the history and some had even quietly withdrawn
support or allowing David Hyles to speak at their meetings. They did nothing!!

I had the opportunity a few years ago to take some young people and my family to The Wilds. I sat across from a
pastor and a staff man from Florida. As the conversation turned to where I was from they brought up Miller Road. I
sat quietly as they expressed how the church had unsubmissive deacons who had "run out David Hyles," how he
was then leading the music at one of the local churches, and how all the "rumors and slander" laid at his feet were
no more than unfounded gossip of jealousy and spite by those who wanted to do hurt to him and his father for their
consistent stand against modernism. They continued on and on.

You may wonder why I did not raise my voice and tell them of the broken marriages, destroyed family structures,
[and] wrecked lives of new believers. I could tell them of the names and addresses of a number of men and women.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/hyles/
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I could tell them of the former husband of Brenda Stevens [David Hyles' current wife] who sits in church, still
faithful despite the immense damage. I could tell of a faithful pastor and friend who has had to leave a pastorate
and is currently seeking another, because it became known within the congregation that his wife was one of the
many that fell under "David's spell." I could tell of David's divorced wife, now remarried and living in a
neighboring town who still carries the memories and bitterness … and the list goes on!!

Why did I keep quiet? At that time I recalled thinking that God in his own timing brought David Hyles to a crucial
point of exposure. He allowed him to reach the height of success to have his living exposed so that none could find
excuse. I know now I was wrong.

So I ask you to keep publishing the outlandish behavior and heretical teaching of Jack and David Hyles. Place it
prominently for all to see.

Would that the men who demand to be known as "the man of God" would raise up, proclaim the judgment upon the
men, disband the church, sell the materials and property, shut the doors of the college, and hold forth "the Word of
Truth."

Sorry for the length. I suppose my own depravity is so embarrassingly real to me, I have trouble imagining
preachers thinking themselves as so "special to God's cause." But by the merciful grace of God and the love of
Christ, I would be without the hope I cannot find but with His Word.

8/31/98

I really enjoyed reading your page on this; well, not "enjoyed," but I hope you know what I mean. I graduated from
HAC [Hyles-Anderson College] in ____, and returned to teach for ___ years on the faculty there ... The best thing
that ever happened to me, after being saved, was being delivered from the cult-like mentality of Jack Hyles. That
happened in the late ____s, and the college has "disowned" me. I haven't managed to lose any sleep over it yet! 

1/6/99 

I am very interested in some communication with you regarding your exposé on Jack Hyles. You are very on target
with your information. I was virtually raised in FBCH, attended grade school and Jr. High school in the FBC school
system, as well as two years of college at Hyles-Anderson. I finally fled the Independent Fundamentalist
"denomination" -- my first hand knowledge of SO MANY discrepancies in the teachings vs. [practice] had caused
me great confusion, frustration ,and turmoil.

An interesting side note for you: As a child I was a classmate and friend of Vic Nischik's son, Jack. To read the
documented facts about Jennie and Jack Hyles truly broke my heart. Being raised as a "loyal" follower … I
wouldn't allow myself to 'wake up and smell the coffee' (as they say) on that issue for a number of years. However,
every other issue you have listed, I have first hand knowledge of, and it is all completely accurate. I suppose I
shouldn't doubt your word on that one as well.

My father attended Hyles-Anderson College, as did my sister and one brother. At this point in time, I (strictly by
God's grace) am the only one who still goes to church or pursues the Christian life. As a result of living in
Hammond for years, there was much abuse in our home and it has splintered our family terribly. I have found that
this is the case among many of our former friends and acquaintances from Hammond. There is no spiritual growth
in that congregation or student body resulting from the teaching of or study of God's Word. I am almost ___ years
old and having been a Christian for [most] of those years, I was virtually ignorant of correct theology until three
years ago. And as immature a Christian as they come! I thank God for ripping me away from the radical beliefs of
Jack Hyles' brand of Fundamentalism. My husband and I are often amused that (in our opinion) God took us out of
"church" to get us into church.
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Anyway.....you have truly only tipped the iceberg, Sir, on this particular issue. There are still many who are blinded
and, yes, becoming more and more cultish every day. There is WAY more under the surface at FBCH and I have
no earthly idea how it all stays so secretive. I have often thought that there must be some way God might allow me
to use what I have learned to help other people get out of that blinding lie that is First Baptist Church of Hammond.
I tremble to think of the times that I stood on people's doorsteps and led them through a meaningless prayer and
assured them that "That's all there is to it -- see you in heaven!" and then walked away from a person who was AS
clueless after my visit as they were before. Incredible, isn't it?

[Concerning my abusive father], in ____ my father was an HAC student and a Sunday School bus driver on a
Chicago route. My mom taught Sunday School and was in Phoster Club. Dr. Hyles knew them on a first name
basis. My father was reported by a neighbor for child abuse. Dr. Hyles had a deacon in the church, Bruce Johnson,
represent my parents before the H.E.W. department board and I believe in court as well. The case was closed.
However, what no one ever bothered to find out was: Were the accusations true? My dad was a "lucky" one. Many
other friends from church were having their children removed from their homes by the Welfare Dept. Even the
High School Principal (a BJU graduate) had his daughter taken away and placed in foster care.

The thing was, the reports [of abuse] were absolutely true. My father was extremely abusive. And so were other
parents who lived in our neighborhood that attended FBCH. Yet the church was providing legal representation for
these offenders. And Dr. Hyles would get up from the pulpit and warn the congregation about how our church had
become a "victim" of unfair persecution by the Health Education and Welfare Department! The problem that I
currently have regarding that situation is this: I know beyond a doubt that many HAC graduates and students living
in the Hammond area are current wife and children abusers. I have friends and former roommates from college
who are married to some of these guys. My sister and I saw these girls come to church on Sunday morning with
bruised faces and bleeding lips. And the children often looked worse. What is the deal? [Why] is the church still
covering for these bums?

My sister is currently being pursued by legal council FOR First Baptist Church. They are demanding that she fly to
Hammond and testify in a lawsuit regarding an educably slow woman. They have told her that since she worked in
that ________ department, she needs to come and testify on Dr. Hyles behalf, as a favor to him. They have even
had college staff members call her and pressure her. (She was a 19__ graduate). Anyway, she and I did not realize
until very recently, by stumbling across an article online, that it is a sexual abuse case. We both feel strongly that
she should refuse to testify for FBCH, since we both know that this type of abuse happens there all the time, and
the church covers.

It's a vicious cycle! FBCH is a powerful place. They manipulate people all over this country. And it is because so
many people will NOT open their eyes to what is really going on.

4/8/99

My father is a Hyles follower. He would choose Hyles over my siblings and me.

As for me, I would never set foot back there. Seventeen years, minus all the Sundays I ditched, was too much. That
church ruined my childhood. God has completely healed that. I feared Hyles. We basically thought he was a big eye
in the sky. We never heard about the love of God. Jesus' name (to my remembering) was hardly mentioned.

11/99

I was a member of a Baptist Church here in ________ for a while whose pastor was trained at Hyles-Anderson
College. I no longer attend that church, but my boss and his family are very much into the Hyles movement. The
thing that struck me kind of' funny is the feeling you get that the people are programmed not to question their
pastor or anything that comes out of FBC of Hammond. When looking for some info ... the other day concerning
the "repentance" issue, I found your web site and the information about Jack Hyles past. I was shocked! He and his
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family have always been held up before the people here as above reproach! I did hear about one "Preacher's
School" about two years ago, when Jack Hyles had men come on stage wearing dog collars and he wore a robe like
the pope. People would ask the "dogs" questions and they could only answer when Dr. Hyles yanked their leashes.
I left the church shortly after that.

11/17/99

My name is ____________. I am one of the ____________ of the late Dr. John R. Rice. I can tell you that I have
known Jack Hyles my entire life, and everything you mention in your website is either something that I have seen
proof of myself, or something I know of. The evil things Jack Hyles did were not known till after [Dr. Rice] was in
Heaven, or we obviously would have separated from fellowship with him completely. ... Jack Hyles is a wicked,
wicked man, but I saw [Dr. Rice] read the Bible every morning at breakfast, six chapters or more, and I saw him
pray, every single day that we were together, crying by himself in his chair, and praying over his open Bible that
the Lord would bring unsaved souls to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. I saw [Dr. Rice] when I was a little
_____ on his knee, give money to hungry people, give coats away that people had given him. For years when I was
a little _____, we lived on the farm [the Rice family] owned. I never saw [Dr. Rice] do anything at all that I felt was
something the Lord would hate. I never saw him do anything arrogant or deliberately selfish. He never sold relics,
or promoted soulwinning without the backup immediately of the local church in discipling and follow-up. [Dr.
Rice] was real -- heart and soul, and one of the best examples of a Spirit-filled Servant of God that I have ever met.
He spent his life serving, not on an ego trip or anything close to Jack Hyles' current megalomania. ...

1/7/00

Thank you for printing the article about Jack Hyles. It is all true. I went to HAC for five years and then taught at
Miller Road Baptist in Garland for several years. The Hyles family is the one of the worst things that has ever
happened to Christianity. The "doctrines" they have taught are nothing more than man-made ideas which confuse
and mislead people. After 10 years away from their influence, I am still trying to find out who God really is and
what the Bible really teaches. I am convinced they have brainwashed thousands of people and will have much to
answer for some day.

I was especially glad to see the sentence about Brenda Steven's baby who died. Justice was not done, but I'm glad
the suspicions are out in the open. What happened to that child was only a part of the damage David Hyles did to
the people at Miller Road.

Thank you for exposing them.

2/21/00

I found your website just today. I find the articles that you wrote about Jack Hyles very interesting. My ex-husband
and I attended Hyles-Anderson College back in the years of ____ - ____. We left the college and church when my
husband had only one semester left of school to graduate. I believe everything that you wrote in your articles.
There were so many things that have left me feeling very unsettled through the years regarding the church and
much more about the college. The women were treated very badly and at times it felt that we were in a prison.
Some of the practices were very demoralizing (such as dress code checks). I remember having demerits given to me
because my sweater was "to clingy to my breasts." The women were not allowed to leave the campus unless ... on a
bus with several others. This was even to go to the mall, go to the doctor, and other needed errands. You had to be
chaperoned at all times. Who knows what trouble we would have caused? Today I believe myself to be a strong
Christian woman, but have suffered through the years from the lies that have been put into my head about myself
and about God.

I remember some of the meetings that the college girls would have with "The Preacher" (Dr. Hyles). If anyone
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would have walked into the room, they would have thought that all these college age girls were waiting for Elvis to
return. We were taught to actually worship him and treat him as an idol. There was a song that we would sing to
him to make him come out to the stage: 

"We love you preacher, oh yes we do, we don't love anyone as much as you. If you're not with us,
we're blue, Oh Preacher we love you"! 

He would not come out until the girls were in a frenzy. What happened to only preaching Christ and him crucified?
Even at the time, these meetings made me very uncomfortable. They seemed to be very sexual in nature. He would
speak to us as if we were his girls that he was trying to court or swoon. Being a mother today, I would NEVER
allow my daughter to attend these meetings. Hyles' Church and college have hurt many people. Many of the young
pastors that have looked up to him (like the one that I spoke of) carry on his legacy of man-worship. I feel mostly
for the women who suffer the degrading remarks and humiliation that comes from their beliefs.

9/23/00

I am ____ years old and have been a member of an Independent Baptist Church since childhood. At the age of five,
I [trusted] the Lord Jesus Christ. All through my younger years and adult life, I have always looked up to our
pastors in the Independent church. What has happened to us? God has not changed!!! I can relate to some of what
went on at the First Baptist Church in Indiana. ... I resigned as deacon ... Many of the members came to me with
concerns/complaints about our pastor. I met with him and shared these concerns. ... he did nothing about it -- his
words "the door swings both ways." As long as you agree with him and don't buck what he has to say -- you're
okay. Members are shunned if they disagree.

Some issues:

1. Monies (thousands of dollars) are not reported to any of the members. These monies are spent on
non-needed things.

2. Several buddies (of the pastor) are employed by the church. .... without voting upon them or without
knowledge of members.

3. Leadership (deacons) has no say so in any matters.

4. There is no accountability.

5. Members say that he has a cult. -- I forgot to mention ... when he came to our church three years ago
from another state, he brought along three families of followers (non-family members.) These families
sit near the pulpit ... like they are protecting him.

6. He brought in a child-molester (from out of state) to head our media ministry. He knew of this man's
past, but failed to tell anyone at the church, [yet] we have many children in our services. I stumbled on
this information.

I could go on and on. ... I still have many members that call and they are very upset with what he is still doing there
at the church, but they can't [seem to] leave.

10/9/00

I attended HAC in ____ - ____. I so appreciate your web page on Dr. Hyles and the situation in Hammond. My
involvement as a teen, here in _______, in going to Youth Conference and our church having Dave Hyles up for
our youth conferences in the early 19__s, paved the way for my "worship" of the "success" of Hammond. I went to
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HAC and thought I "was it" spiritually. This was THE place God was working. It caused a great deal of spiritual
pride and, eventually, great confusion and disillusionment!

The real attraction of Dr. Hyles was that you felt loved, cared for, and you knew he was down to earth. As a bus kid
myself from an abusive home, Dr. Hyles' screaming, hard preaching, and black and white mentality seemed so
normal.

He did lots of fun things for the students; it was a surrogate family for so many of us from abusive backgrounds.
My subsequent research into abusive churches and cults frightened me when I saw the striking similarities!

I could tell many stories, but here are the things that made me, after a year down at HAC, not want to be a part of
that movement [any longer]:

1. The demands and hours of service were absolutely crazy. The real "spiritual" students were praised
for giving their entire lives for ridiculous schedules. Some were often physically ill because of the
demands. Where was family life? No wonder so many were falling into immorality. I must note that
when I was there, I felt safe and never saw outward signs of immorality or felt Dr. Hyles said lewd
things. I guess I was involved when there was still enough Godly influence on the college staff; I don't
know.

2. They acted as though they were the only ones with truth. My church back home where I was saved
was "not separated enough." That really put a big red flag in my mind.

3. Dr. Hyles would allow us as female students to sit on his car hood while he drove off slowly, after a
girl's meeting with "Daddy Hyles,"  screaming, "We love you preacher!" like he was some rock star
with groupies!!! He would throw down 10- and 20-dollar bills from the cafeteria balcony at screaming
girls. He would allow the girls to pat his back and "touch his garments" so to speak, when he would go
to the cafeteria after a girl's meeting to have our free pizza. When I was in it, I thought it was perfectly
normal. It took some years to see the inappropriateness of this "hero worship." But at the time it really
met "needs" for love, excitement, fun, and significance.

4. One of my roommates, after a Sunday night service, got into the "preacher boys line" outside of Dr.
Hyles' office to ask a question. She was not aware she was not to be in THAT line. Well, according to
her, Dr. Hyles screamed at her in front of everyone and told her off for being in the wrong line. She
related this story, still shaken and in tears in our dorm. We were kind of in shock, and calmed her
down by saying, "he's tired, I'm sure he didn't mean it". That was the other red flag in my mind.

I guess things became more cult like in the late '80s and beyond, according to what I have just read on your
website. The fallout from this in those of us who followed Dr. Hyles is the most devastating when you start to
realize what you were in! It is a personality cult of one man who has complete control of thousands of followers.
People start to shut off their thinking when the red flags keep happening. I am so thankful to God that my own
pastor was wary of the Hyles' movement and I had a solid church to return to. I shudder to think where I would be
right now if I had married a Hyles' follower down there. I certainly wouldn't be sending you this email, because I
would think you were of the devil!

Keep on keeping on, sir. Be the watchmen and warn the sheep.

12/15/00

I was a graduate of Hammond Baptist High School and I attended Hyles-Anderson College as well for ____ years.

I was in the same class as David Hyles and it was common knowledge that the behavior which got him into so
much trouble later in life was already a problem then. Surely his father was aware of it. But he had his own reasons
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for a cover-up. ...

I have first had knowledge how these people will lie just to punish people they don't like. I did a radio show which
they didn't like. The result was that I received a letter from them demanding a full term's tuition for class I didn't
take. I had voluntarily withdrawn from the college the semester before. I called the school and explained that I
could not possibly owe them tuition since I was no longer a student. They put me on hold and then came back to
tell me that it is correct that I wasn't an official student, but now they claimed I audited all of my courses. Of
course, there would be no class attendance records and no grades or other records to show that I audited the classes.
But if I didn't pay them for the additional semester, they would refuse to send my records to any other school and I
would lose two years of credits. 

I stood by my principles and lost the two years credit because they invented a story. I also know for a fact it was
because of the radio show. I gave out an address on the air (but it wasn't my address). The letter demanding extra
money or I would lose two years worth of college credits was sent to the address I gave out on the radio. 

It showed me that the people at FBC were vindictive and would do anything to punish people -- even lie. 

I [had also] worked at an all-night health center not far from the college. I can also testify that various top church
people would use the gym to meet the people they were having affairs with. The man would check in the men's
side. The woman would go in through the ladies side. They would then meet in the common area outside the locker
rooms and sneak off somewhere to be together -- it was a two story gym and quite large so there were plenty of
places to hide. Since I worked the late night shift the place was often empty. That was a good time for "lovers" to
sneak into the locker rooms and use private changing booths. 

The FBC was a cesspool of hypocrisy and I'm glad I got out.

2/4/01

I was in a "Hyles" church in ____________ for __ years. ___ years ago I left -- thank the Lord I woke up.  My
former pastor idolized Jack Hyles, attended every Pastor's school, quoted him endlessly, and modeled our church
after 1st Baptist Church of Hammond.  Many teens from our church attended the college and are still there. Two
families have moved to Hammond to be "under Jack Hyles." I cannot tell you the twisted concepts that Jack Hyles
has passed on to pastors all over this country, but the letters I've read on your web site from other people who
"woke up" give me reason to see that I wasn't crazy in leaving that church and I was and am not "unstable" as my
former pastor told me.

Why did I stay in that environment so long? I wish I could tell you! I saw how the church treated other families
who left, and talked about them from the pulpit after they left, and then shunned them completely (just as we were
told to do from the pulpit). The thought that I would be in the same shoes if I left was more than I could bear. But I
finally left and it has taken 2 years to even begin to see the guilt leave me. Words cannot express the distorted view
of God that a "Hyles church" can give to a person. My biggest pain is that I raised two children entirely in that
atmosphere and I can see the scars that were left in their lives and on their hearts because of it! May God forgive
me for that -- and He has!!!

Don't let this web site stop letting people know what is happening.

2/9/01 

Thank you so much for your website -- I wish I had known about it before yesterday. My life changed when a
graduate from HAC became our Pastor when our previous man moved away. I wanted so badly to do what God
wanted me to do -- I struggled to know His perfect will. The new pastor told me that it was God's will for me to go
to HAC, [even though] my parents had heard some things about the college and felt I shouldn't go. These were
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loving, active people in the church. The pastor said they were being used of the devil. I was so upset that I couldn't
sleep feeling this war going on. The Pastor would leave notes in my notebook at school , "Did you sleep well last
night," and other things that I now view as a form of mental torture. 

I attended a year at HAC -- it has taken me over 8 years to feel as though I'll make it now. … I have had
nightmares through all these years about that place and not being able to escape. The inappropriate behavior of Jack
Hyles is overwhelming. At times I wanted to go to 20/20 or a place like that so he would be exposed and people
would see him for what he is, but I was always overwhelmed with fear that they would find me.

2/9/01 

I read your web site about Hyles. I had heard some faint rumors years ago, but ignored them. I was raised in a
church that was 100% supportive of Hyles. It was KJV-only and I was a loyal follower. I had to memorize over
800 verses by the time I graduated from the Christian school. I attended from 4th grade to 12th grade and then I
went to a KJV college in Ohio. I have NOTHING good to say about that church (FBCH). I ran a bus route (the
most [geographically] dangerous) and picked up kids from the projects. I had my route canned because I brought
black kids to church. My three years there was a living nightmare! Then I attended a large fundamental church in
____________. What I thought was a nightmare from the college days became worse in this Hyles copy-cat
church. … We left devastated and destroyed. After being back in the U.S. for 8 years ... still attending a Jack Hyles
pro church, [we] finally left because of the pastor's spousal abuse.  

After that I started investigating the Christian school where I grew up. I questioned former students and found out
that they came from sexual abuse homes, physically abusive homes, homes involved in witchcraft, and so on. It was
so revolting to find this out! Praise God! I'm out of it!

3/7/01

I have known of Jack Hyles for a good many years. The information presented on this site is mostly something I
am not truly familiar with. However, what I do know is that I am not happy with my contacts with those ministers
who were following him. Lies, half truths, and gossip have often characterized my contacts with them. I have first
hand knowledge of the misconduct of three of their pastors, one of whom pastored the church where God has given
me the pulpit. I found out, after he was gone, that people began confessing their sins to The Lord, and It turned out
that this "pastor" (I use the term loosely) was using cigarettes, drugs, and alcohol, all the while decrying these in
public, but outside the church he even gave these things to members of the congregation, and used them with them.
I also found out that he also had had two affairs with women in the church.

As to Jack Hyles himself, I attended one of his "Pastor's Schools." I was never so disappointed in all my life. The
very first meeting of the conference had him crying out to the crowd, "What are ya?" The reply came back,
"Idiots." God forgive him, he had trained all these people to call themselves "RACA!" As the days wore on, I
became more and more disenchanted, fed up by the time we left to come back to _________. Since I returned from
Hammond about __ years ago, I've received dozens of communications from [Hyles] inviting people to various
conferences at his church. He had a greatly inflated opinion of himself, to say the least. In all of those letters he
[might have] mentioned Jesus, Lord, God, Holy Spirit ... once, if you were lucky. Yet his own name might appear
between twenty or thirty times. He was truly a sad case ... I guess he died in February. I don't know how he could
face The Lord Jesus -- he was a heretic who left a wake of troubled people with a mechanistic Christianity, that
didn't ever get to Godliness, just a hellish legalism.

6/26/01 

Thank you so much for all of the informative articles you have posted concerning Jack Hyles. I have grown up in
an independent Baptist church, and am now an independent Baptist preacher. I was saved at age 10. One of my
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first converts was a friend the same age. I had the joy of leading him to the Lord one night as he slept over. I saw
him grow spiritually and mature in the Lord. When we were teens, we had a youth pastor who was a HAC grad,
and a loyal Hyles follower. He strongly influenced both me and my friend, and encouraged us to attend HAC. After
high school, he [my friend] went to HAC, and I attended Bible college in _______________. While I was in
School, I received a phone call from my HAC friend. He was frantic and full of worry. He warned that I was in a
liberal college, and out of God's will. He claimed my college had no soulwinning program (untrue), no dress
standards (again, not true) and "rock" music in the church's services. I was amused at my friends
inaccurate statements and asked where he heard them. He said Dr. Jack Schaap [a Hyles protégé] told him these
things. After much time and many phone conversation, I have noted some distressing opinions expressed by this
person. Some things my friend has said are: 

Jack Hyles is the "Elijah" of this generation, and not to be questioned, criticized or spoken ill of; 

God only is working through First Baptist and that church is needed if revival is going to take place in
America; 

Jack Hyles is personally responsible for my salvation (no kidding, he claims if Jack were not around, no
Americans today would be saved -- he said I needed to "thank" Hyles for my salvation); 

All churches in America have been touched by Jack Hyles; 

Jack Hyles has "led" more people to the Lord than anyone; therefore; he is not be questioned; 

Hyles words are final authority (he admitted that he doesn’t compare Hyles teachings to scripture, as this
would be sin).

7/28/01

I read with great interest the article on Hyles. Unfortunately, when I was growing up we did not have a computer in
our home. If we had the information on Hyles, it would have been a great help to me. My father is a Baptist
minister and sadly became a Hyles devotee when I was a teenager. My father  and a large part of his family were
brainwashed by this idiotic thinking. I was forced to endure pilgrimages to Hammond and seemingly endless hours
of ranting [by Hyles]. I have often wondered why as a child I could clearly see this for the cult it was, but my
parents could not.

8/1/01

Recently I had a harsh conflict with a Hyles-Anderson graduate. The man actually assaulted me. I had expressed
my concerns about Hyles' teaching. The man then began [trying] to convince me of the same false teaching of
Hyles (specifically what Hyles taught about salvation only through the KJV). 

He became very sarcastic and was wanting to take the conversation outside the church and "settle it" out there
(meaning he wanted to fight). I said that we should not continue the conversation and he continued to press me
with the issues. … as the man pressed me intensely in the conversation, I did say to him that Hyles was an adulterer
and an heretic. 

The man actually took me by the throat and raised his fist. Fortunately he didn't strike me, however, he did inflict
pain when he slammed his palm to my throat and took hold of me by the throat. … I let the associate pastor know
what happened and talked to the pastor afterwards. The man had gone to the pastor and told him what
happened. The man did come to me and "apologize" BUT said, "I warned you three times and you wouldn't
listen." The gall of the man! I was the one that wanted to cease the conversation! I told him that if he was asking
for forgiveness, then I forgave him. He walked away.
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11/3/01

Thank you for helping to spread the information about Jack Hyles & the cult he lead. We've been out of that cult for
about 17 years. The longer we are away the clearer we can see. All the unscriptural teachings I heard & believed
while under his spell! I am completely convinced, now in hind sight, that Jack Hyles actually hated the Word of
God & true men of God. If one were a true Bible scholar, knowledgeable of the Word of God, one would [easily]
be able to see all the heresy taught at First Baptist Church & Hyles-Anderson College. He regularly railed on Bible
scholars. He made fun of anyone who even thought about going on to seminary after graduating from college! He
didn't want people to know their Bible! Then they would see the false teachings. What a sick man. ... he helped
create many sick, unlearned preachers that are now all over the country. 

12/13/01

I just happened to stumble across your web page and I was very surprised by what I read. I am a grad of HAC
many moons ago. I have first hand knowledge of some of the things people on your web site are talking about. I've
been out of the loop for sometime now and I am glad that now people have seen what I was saying while I attended
there. It's sad to admit that I wasted 4 good years there and have to tell people that I went there. I am not a reporter
or have anything that has to do with the media. just a fellow grad who also been lied to all the years of my service
there. and even though I didn't attend church there, my church also was a staunch follower.

2/17/02

I was one of Jack Hyles' personal body guards from 1978-83. If you only knew the actual man. I met with him
personally and saw his megalomania and personal greed. I have talked with many of his personal staff and found
their stories to be reputable when proclaiming his escapades and sexually perverted tendencies. There was one staff
member at Hyles Anderson College, a Bill McFadden, who had sex with a student in the chapel tunnel; when it
was reported, the incident was swept under the rug and dismissed. Jack was not going to let this ruin his monarchy.
Jack was more like Jimmy Swaggart or James Bakker than a man of God. I feel most sorry for his son David, who
was a "victim" of his fathers debauchery and gutter life. I worked with David as well.

5/9/02

I grew up in an independent Baptist church from the nursery. I have had two preachers in my entire life -- both
Hyles-grads -- both ran off with women from the church. When I was in the 11th grade, I decided that I would
NEVER go to HAC, because I was so afraid I would marry a man from there that would cheat on me just like my
preachers did.

I am 21 years old, and I went to HAC for 3 yrs. The first year I went because of my dad. The second year I went
back because my boyfriend (who also attended HAC) told me I wasn't right with God if I didn't. My third year I
felt so guilty about not going back, I went to appease my conscience.

As I sat in chapel day after day, I became more and more rebellious. I am the type that likes to think things out for
myself, so I had a hard time letting someone else think for me. I got extremely disgusted when the President of
HAC got up and said, "You are at your highest level spiritually by being here. If you leave, and don't finish, it will
be all down hill from there."

It annoyed me and made me very angry when Tom Vogel got up and introduced the idea of Founders Park. -- The
park wasn't so bad, but it was the part when he said that there was going to be a life-like statue of Jack Hyles in the
middle where people from all over the country can come for years to come and pray.
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Anyway, just wanted to email you and let you know that I know exactly what you are talking about.

9/14/02 

Let me join in with the others and say thank you [David Cloud] for your wise discernments of the ministry of Jack
Hyles. Praise God and Halleluiah!

My ex and late husband ruled our home with every word spoken by Jack Hyles. He let our little girl of 6 years of
age scream and cry herself to sleep every night in the dark because Hyles said we should teach our children there is
nothing to be afraid of in the dark. He was going to throw out our only TV because Hyles referred to it as an idiot
box, but then found out that Hyles had seven TVs in his own house, so we kept ours. He ruled the children and me
with an iron hand, and was physically violent with us because Hyles said that men were the ruler of their families.
Even though people were aware of our home life, I was told that divorce was out of the question. And I listened to
them until our very lives were in jeopardy, and I divorced him. I broke from the church, but stopped in briefly on a
Sunday morning one time and a lady asked me how could I stay away -- how do I feel not attending FBC any
more? My reply? One word -- "Free." That's how I felt; free at last. Cult? -- Oh, yes.

And I, too, deeply regret sending each of our children through the Hammond Baptist School system. I once wrote a
letter to Hyles stating that if a student's parents were not on the staff of FBC or their schools, or smart enough to
make the school look good, or their parents did not have mega bucks to give to the FBC ministries, then the student
was treated shabbily. Hyles' response to me was that I was a very good letter writer. Period.

I returned to attend a funeral years after I had left the church, and listened to Hyles, now as a free person and no
longer a cult member, and discovered that the first 20 minutes of his funeral service had to do with himself; the last
10 min., he talked about the deceased.

I sang in their choir for years, was a Foster Club member, and was a loyal attendee to their Women's Spectacular
each year. I feel I have earned the right to finally speak out. 

P.S. Hyles would describe IN DETAIL how he spanked his daughter, using the words "lift up her little dress."
Every time he said it, my system automatically cringed. It was not a statement to make in front of thousands of
people.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

I grew up near the Bill Rice Ranch, in Murfreesboro, TN. During my high school years, I worked on the ranch
(1961 -1966), and Dr. Hyles would often speak there. I was caught up at first in him, but later, as I married and
moved, I began to say to my wife when we would go to hear him preach, I wonder who Jack Hyles will exalt
tonight? -- Himself or the LORD? Sadly, It was always HIMSELF. We stopped attending His meetings years ago
when everybody thought he was the BEST!!

My sister, after graduating from TTS went off to Hammond to teach at First Baptist Elementary School. While
there, her eyes were opened also. She has told me of things that happened that I could hardly believe. For example,
Dave Hyles many affairs.

It is so sad that this man, Jack Hyles, has destroyed so many people's faith in the church and the LORD.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

Jack Hyles was not only wrong on salvation and repentance, he was also a class "A" fraud. I graduated from his
college and seminary in the 1980s. I attended First Baptist Church of Hammond for seven years. I played their
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game quite well, not knowing any better at the time. I "won" more souls there than anyone in my time there. I was
awarded "The Sword of the Lord Award for Evangelism" in recognition of my "numbers." (They were in the
thousands.) I taught "soul winning" in Pastor's School.

Jack Hyles would say and do anything to validate his ministry and his massive ego. Numbers were ALL that
mattered to him. I have seen buses full of black children who, while not being allowed in the bus ministry, were
driven down the alley behind the church, told to repeat a prayer, and counted as "souls won on church property"
during big days. It was a disgraceful practice!

In all my years in Hyles' church I was NEVER able to find ONE person whom Jack Hyles personally led to the
Lord, even in his own fraudulent way. He was big on sending others, but he himself NEVER went!

Thank you for reminding folks what a fraud this entire ministry was and is. His son-in-law now runs the show. He
is a man who is thoroughly compromised by his detailed knowledge of everything that went on there for twenty
years -- the moral degeneracy of Dave Hyles, the child molestations, the rampant affairs, divorces, debauchery and
adultery, the lust and fornication on the part of so many staff members, the cultishness, the siege mentality, the
twisted doctrine, the arranged marriages, and so much more. I have seen it all firsthand.

Hyles' supporters are now saying that a new day has dawned. The truth, however, is that Jack Schaap (Hyles son-
in-law and successor) is a deeply compromised man. Until he makes that institution accountable for its sins of the
past, he deserves not one whit of respect from Christians. He knew of ALL the abuse and turned a blind eye to it
all in order to preserve his ecclesiastical inheritance. In effect, the man sold his soul. He watched more lives ruined
by two decades of abuse than most people will ever know. I saw him many times around his father-in-law, Jack
Hyles. He was a like a little puppy. I remember being so embarrassed for him.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

I am a Hyles-Anderson grad, and everything you said is right on the mark. Some of us truly tried to present the
Gospel clearly, but we had nowhere near the numbers the "big boys" did. If the Hyles and Grays and Neals and all
the others who are having "thousands saved," presented salvation as a complete change of life, you know what the
results would be. When I sat in the auditorium in Hammond for seven years (2 degrees), I hardly ever saw anyone
coming regularly who looked [or acted] like they were newly saved people. Oh, they might come once, but that was
it. Let's face it, if they were having 15-20,000 baptisms a year (that wasn't so either, but that's another story) and
only 1% were real and began attending, they would have needed to add seating for another 500 people every 3
years or so. It never happened. What a fantasy. This all panders to pride and arrogance, which is the driving force
behind all these ministries. I could go on and so could you, but for what ... the deluded will never be convinced
anyway. I think I would rather stand before God with a few truly saved from my labors than a multitude pointing
the finger at me for confirming them in their unbelief.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

It is certain that Hyles-Anderson, for a long period of time, did teach the heresy that repentance is not part of the
gospel, and many of their graduates have left there and taught this false gospel. Furthermore, while I was at
Fairhaven Baptist Church + College [Valparaiso, IN] (I graduated in Spring 2000), I saw firsthand instances where
people from Hyles' school would come to where we had bus kids, go through the entire area, gimmick them to a
Saturday "church party," and baptize them all to count them as "saved." It made me and my fellow bus workers
very angry! Thankfully, they would then abandon them so that we could continue to take them to church and teach
them the gospel of repentance and faith in Christ. There was one time that they did this in a project we picked kids
up in, and they baptized practically everyone, except for one kid who we picked up regularly. We asked this kid
why he did not get baptized, and he told us that they had baptized him twice already, and he did not want to be
baptized again. He did not understand the gospel, either, so he was not born again. Anyway, I say all this to say
that I am in agreement with you about the soul-damning results of Hyles-Anderson methodology and their former
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anti-repentance theology.

10/30/02

As far back as 1960 the Detroit Bible College Chorale, of which I was a member, toured with a theme of Westward
Ho. We traveled to Iowa, Colorado, Wyoming, Missouri, and came back by way of Hammond, Indiana, stopping
for a "concert" at FBCH.

Our stop at First Baptist was anything but a blessing. After being "used" by the church to sing 18 stanzas of an
invitation hymn to initiate "decisions" such as salvation, dedication, rededication, membership, transfer-
membership, service on the bus staff, ad nausea, the director of the chorale had to visually put his hand up to us to
say by gesture: "Keep your cool, gang. It will be over soon, and we'll be out of here." That's how oppressive it was
OVER 40 YEARS AGO! 

It is a sad commentary on the evil heart of pride, and a detriment to the cause of Christ Jesus our Lord. And it
certainly did not help the Baptist cause nationwide even though I am not a Baptist. Unfortunately, it did have the
effect of turning me and others away from a denominationalism of this type known for its superficial invitations
and sermons. I'm not so sure this practice did not also occur in many Baptist congregations across the country to a
lesser degree. 

11/3/02

I am also one of those converts of Jack Hyles bus ministry back in 1981. I was in the Navy stationed at Great
Lakes NTC, when approached by two men form Hyles Church. They "whizzed" me through the Scriptures, and
kept asking, "do you believe"? I said yes out of politeness, but it was all so fast. It seemed like we went through the
salvation plan in less then three minutes, then all the sudden we were praying and I was told I was going to go to
Heaven. Wow! I felt like I had been dragged to salvation. I had no clue what I had just agreed to! 

I even went to the church and was baptized that Sunday, I don’t ever remember saying or agreeing I should do this,
but I found myself in this long line of men being baptized. I remember saying to myself, you better get baptized,
and you would not want to hurt anyone’s feelings. It was all at a very manic pace.

12/25/02

My father was a Hyles follower for years. My sister went to HAC where she met her husband. Our family was so
steeped in his philosophy we would not make a move without consulting Mr. Hyles' many books and articles. My
father thought that he [Hyles] was doing right, but I could tell that he struggled with his [Hyles] teachings for years.
We were deep in the cult, though, and there was no turning back. Hyles ruined our family ... I have struggled for
years myself hating Hyles for his sick teachings and his ability to sway so many people in his direction. I realize
now that the man may not have been saved himself. My father was a good man who loved the Lord with all his
heart. His only mistake was to listen to Hyles and believe that he was a man of God when he was not. My father
passed away in 1997, no longer believing Hyles was the great man he once thought, yet not quite ready to denounce
his teaching or to believe that he was as bad as he really was. But now in heaven, he knows the truth, and the truth
is the mighty Dr. Jack Hyles is not there.

12/28/02 

I write this letter with much sadness. I started attending First Baptist Church in the 1960s. I was only in grade
school and my family was very involved there at the time. The Jack Hyles that I remember back then was a
preacher who was on the right course. His sermons from back then still have an impact on me today. Something
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happened to him around 1968. He changed. He became obsessed with numbers and the people that were close to
the Hyles children knew that things in the Hyles household were not what they should be. The cover-up was to
begin. I left the church when I graduated from their high school, which was the best thing I ever did. I realized it
was like a cult and Jesus helped me realize through a lot of circumstances in my life not to let any man take His
place in my faith and worship. 

I went back to the church after Jack Hyles died to see if the church would go back to what it started out to be many
years ago. It is with much sadness that I have realized that the church under the ministry of Jack Schaap, his son-
in-law, is going to be worse than what Jack Hyles ever thought of being. Jack Schaap has encouraged FBCH
church members to make Jack Hyles an idol. Besides the money the church has blown with paintings on sides of
buildings and statues that were made and disliked by the family ($300,000.00 out the door), only to be discarded
and replaced with new ones ( at the church's expense), the church bought Mrs. Jack Hyles a 2002 Jaguar to help her
get over the normal grieving process of losing a husband, and make her feel better (according to the local
newspaper that had a front page story about it). I guess she needed it to go along with the new Kasper Suits that the
adult Sunday school class bought her every month. I would love to ask Mrs. Hyles how she can look herself in the
mirror and sit in the front row of the choir and see all the widows whom barely have enough money for essential
things, yet she is using their tithe for her luxuries. I feel sorry for Cindy Hyles Schaap, I guess she was too young
to have remembered her preacher dad before he corrupted himself from power. It truly saddens my heart; his
ministry could have ended so differently. 

1/8/03

I went to HAC/FBC for 8 or 9 years. I was expelled from college 2 times. I have only told my story to about 5
people. And it took me 10 years to really face the truth and quit fooling myself. I cannot believe how stupid I was
to fall for all that stuff. It may have been because I was young. Either that or an easily influenced person.

I had never attended a Christian school. I was raised in a Christian home. Parents were both married still and we
attended church every week. My parents had about the same morals as they teach at FBC -- [except for allowing
of] the woman wearing pants and I could go to rated G-rated movies. ... When I first learned of FBC and went, I
loved it. I think I liked the bigness of it all. And I liked the excitement from behind the pulpit. I started riding the
bus to First Baptist as a bus kid from Division ___. 

When I graduated high school, I attended a Junior College in the area. The following year I applied to HAC. ... My
first year at HAC, no matter what I said or did, I was considered a "ghetto" bus kid, [even though] my father was
well off and I lived in a $300,000 home. So being 17 years old, I decided to make up a "bus kid" profile for myself.
I made up all these lies about my parents and myself. Said I was in a gang and did drugs, etc. I started to play the
tough guy act at the college. ... Finally, HAC decided it was best I leave for the safety of myself and the college. 

[Some years later, I re-enrolled in HAC.] I was determined in my heart to do right and graduate and go out and
start a girl's home. By now I was already into the frame of mind that "Dr. Hyles was the greatest." I thought Vic
Nischik was a lunatic -- because that is what Dr. Hyles said, so I believed it.

It makes no sense to me why [HAC] was not biblical in how they treated people. It angers me that so many
teenagers went there looking to go into full time Christian service and ended up on the sidelines, because they didn't
fit the mold and bow down to the people there. So many people ended up hating God and out of the ministry and
church too. It is a very sad sad place they run there. It is people worship. I sat there and watched several staff
members have relationships with girl students -- when they [the staff members] were married. The whole place is
pathetic and needs to be exposed as it really is. I have read Voyle Glover's book and Vic Nischik's book --
something I never dared back then -- but my eyes have been totally opened at the farce that place is.

2/2004 
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Well, all I can say is FINALLY someone believes what I have said about Jack Hyles. He turns male HAC
grads into Mini Jack Hyles -- here is an example: Our pastor Bill Wininger at the North Sharon Baptist Church in
Grass lake, MI was also a graduate of Hyles Anderson College. Some of our classes at NSBC were held in the
church basement. The pastor would call many girls up to his office one by one -- some to fondle, some to just hold
and say I love you too. He even at one time gave me money for McDonalds, but only if I  gave him a very tight
hug. He was always hugging me, telling me he loved me, and with a grin on his face, watch me as I would walk
away in my skirts. No one would believe anything we said and we were all considered liars and listening to Satan. 

The child molestation charges in 1990 with Tim Leonard and Mark Foller were all said to be of the devil and all the
3-10 yr olds were lying. I dared to say I thought they were guilty and I thought I was going to get beat for saying
that. ... Bill Wininger also told me to quit feeling sorry for myself when I tried to tell him about the abuse at home.
This HAC graduate condoned women being treated like the scum of the earth, children being abused. When I left
the state after I graduated in 1994, and told everyone I would NEVER go to HAC, I was considered a heathen.
Then in 1995, my cousin had caught Pastor Wininger in his office. having an affair with a lady member of the
church. She left her husband but no one believed my cousin.

 

 6/2004 

I am proud to have been given the opportunity to read your articles regarding the Jack Hyles ministries and
schools.  

As a child, my parents were divorced while I was an infant. My mother worked hard as a single mother for RCA in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Upon RCA's factory closing, my mother made the choice to move to Indiana, for a better
opportunity with work and mostly because of a new school which had just been started. My mother felt that a
young girl should learn the ways of being a lady and that with a religious upbringing, I would have a better chance
for my future. 

From the moment I arrived in Schererville, Indiana, I began a life of anguish and fear. Because my parents were
divorced, I was often used as an example to my class mates and made to feel inappropriate and inferior to the rest
of my peers and the teachers within HB schools. The rules I was given involved ideas I had never learned prior to
attending HB. I was told pants on a girl were unacceptable for school or church, and that television and music,
aside from hymns sung in church, were works of the devil trying to persuade me into a "demonic ways" so that I
might become a soul serving in Hell. 

On one winter day, I was very ill and had missed 2 days of school due to scarlet fever. My mother had bundled me
up from the cold and I was wearing pants as we traveled to the doctor and to the drug store afterwards. When we
entered the drug store, I noticed a teacher from HB was looking through some greeting cards and I faintly tried to
smile at her. She gave me a disdainful look and then proceeded to leave the store. A couple of days later I returned
to school and I was immediately called to the principle's office. I was counseled and given the option of explaining
why I would have been seen in public dressed as a man. I was told that it was abnormal for girls to want to wear
pants and asked if I would like to be a man instead of a woman when I grew up. After several minutes of
discussion, I was told that girls were not normally paddled for their mistakes but that boys were harder to learn their
lesson and needed more persuasion. At this time a large narrow paddle approximately 12 inches long, with large
holes cut throughout it, was removed from the counter behind the desk. I was told to stand up and remove my
underpants. When I began to cry, I was told that if I wished to live the life of a boy, I should be treated as such. I
was then told to lift my skirt and hold it above my waist. I was "paddled" severely that day. I went to school as a  9
yr old little girl that day, but I had lost my childhood. From that day forward, every teacher or adult I came into
contact with became someone I feared. 

I was called to the principle's office on several occasions during my period with HB. I began to believe that I would
never become an "acceptable" Christian girl. I continued to live the nightmare for 6 years until my mother was
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finally transferred in her job to a suburb of Chicago, and I was permitted to attend a public school. At that point, it
was if I had to undergo deprogramming. I didn't fit in with "normal" kids my age and I was already of the opinion
that I was inferior to everyone else from the treatment I had received with HB. At 15, I was checked into the
University of Chicago Hospital for a nervous breakdown and psychological evaluation. I spent 6 weeks trying to
recover my life and realize that I was perfectly normal. The doctors did a full physical workup on me and
determined my virginity had been taken from me.  My mother could not believe it and she began questioning every
move I would make. ... My mother couldn't believe that someone in the religious faith would harm a child, much
less a 9 yr old child. She eventually moved us back to Ohio, thinking it might help with my dilemma. My mother
was fooled like so many others have been. ... Just as Jack Hyles died, my Mom has since passed away and there is
not one day that goes by in my life that I don't experience difficulty or question whether I am normal or if I was
somehow not Christian enough  in God's eyes to avoid the torment I went through. In many ways, I guess you
could say the ministry of Jack Hyles still rules over my life from the grave. I can only hope that somewhere in life
each of us find a way to overcome our weaknesses and move forward. Maybe your website will help some of us do
so.

 

 6/2004 

Reading all of these articles brings back such sad memories. Honestly, it makes me want to cry for what HAC did
to my walk, my life -- to the way I viewed myself in God's eyes as a result of my experience there. 

I attended HAC in fall of 1983. I had attended a small Christian school for 3 years, but did not grow up in Christian
home. The first year was fine, as I got accustomed to rules. I thought they were odd and tough, and I was surprised
at the cult-view people had of Jack Hyles. But to say anything was out of the question was unthinkable. My
freshman year ended with some demerits for going to see a movie …  I saw the rules as very inconsistent towards
me, compared with other students whose parents were either in the ministry or strong supporters of Hyles. Over the
summer, this treatment boiled over inside me -- and not because I was far from God. In fact, because I thought God
AND the school would want to know how I felt, to do the honorable thing, etc. I would come back to school and go
to some ‘friends’ on staff. 

My sophomore year started with me telling, very calmly and humbly, that I felt maybe things were a little cultish
and at times skewed. My sophomore year ended about 4 weeks later, with expulsion from loads of demerits -- for
minor infractions that weren’t even violations -- but I couldn’t argue them with anyone. 

I went back and tried to right myself (and because I still believed Hyles was the MAN and if I wasn't there, I
wasn’t in God's will). I  left a year later, and struggled with my broken identity as a child of God for the next 10+
years. I couldn't begin to tell you the details of what happened/happens at that school -- just "Thank You, HAC" --
for weeding me out and making sure I knew my place in God's eyes.

11/2004 

I have read the articles about Jack Hyles and the personal testimonies of former HAC students and faculty and
FBCH members, and I thought I was the only one that was a "VICTIM."

I don't know where to begin, so I will start at the beginning if you don't mind. My Dad divorced and now
remarried, went to HAC around '74 with his new wife he had met in Florida, while he was involved in the "hippie
Jesus" age in the early '70s. They sold everything they had to move up there to attend this college so he could be a
preacher. I, in the meantime, was in foster care in North Carolina because his ex-wife, my mother, could not afford
to keep me, and the courts could not find my Dad. In summer of '76, I was 5 years old, my Dad came to me and
took me up to Hammond to be with him and his new wife. By that fall, I was thrown into the grade school there at
FBCH to be brainwashed. My teacher had told my parents that I was a very smart child and I became bored very
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easy, because I finished my work before the other students and I would help the other kids in my class with their
work. I would get spanked for that. 

My dad would follow the Hyles handbook on child raising, and was very abusive. When he would take me in the
room to spank me, he would have me remove my pants and he would turn out the light, it was dark outside, and he
would use his belt and he would not care where it hit. Many times I went to school the next day with bleeding welts
on my back and legs and would have a black eye from where the belt hit me in the face. There were times when I
was sent to school without food and I would beg for food from my friends. Once at the school, my first grade
teacher took my lunch away from me and threw it in the garbage for talking in class. I had already gone two days
without food and was so eagerly wanting that lunch that after school I went to the dumpster and tore open the
garbage bags until I found my lunch. Another time my Dad took me into a field and made me run, and if he caught
me he would beat me until I was bleeding. Needles to say, being only eight years old, he caught me. 

We left there when I was nine and moved to California, where my Dad tried to take-over several churches from
Pastors he worked under. Between him and my step mom, they caused several church splits. Eventually they started
a church in Fresno, CA with an attendance of 65, which about 50 were kids my Dad picked up in the back of his
pickup for every service. They could not keep adults in the church because they would run them off with Hyles-
doctrine. During this time, my Dad was still very abusive.

I graduated from High School and to make my parents happy -- I went to HAC. I made it a point to see if I could
break every rule in the rulebook and not get caught, I succeeded. I returned home and joined the military where I
served in Special Ops for 14 years. While I was in Florida at Mac Dill AFB, I met my lovely wife who I have been
married to for 10 years, and have never raised a hand to her because I had seen first hand what that will do to a
family. 

12/23/04 

My wife and I attended FBCH [1973-1987], and both graduated from HAC, where we both served on the staff, and
taught in the school system, after graduating. Your reporting is quite accurate. I personally witnessed and knew
more than I want to share. 

Thank you for your web site. Keep up with the good work, because our Lord and God will be the One whom we all
will one day give an account to.

                       

 1/2005 

Thank-you, thank-you, thank-you, for your newsletter exposing even this small percentage of abuse that goes on at
HAC. My husband and I attended the "church" and college from 1991-2001. I cannot begin to describe the
emotional and spiritual turmoil we went through at the hands of Jack Hyles and his band of merry men. 

We were newly married and very involved in our church when a Hyles grad came to be our new pastor. He was
totally devoted to Jack Hyles and FBC. This was during the height of "the battle" as Hyles called it, yet the
members of our church never heard a word about it and only knew that FBC was THE place to be and the epicenter
of Christianity. It became our Mecca, and Pastor's School was our yearly pilgrimage. Our church changed
dramatically over the next three years. We started to do things to please our pastor, and think in terms of "what
would Jack do?' We attended the Pastor's School in 1991, where there was INTENSE pressure put upon the
delegates to surrender to preach. "If God didn't call you so what? You can still volunteer! After all, God has done
that is the least you can do ..."  Needless to say, my husband went forward. Two months later we had sold our
house loaded up our possessions and left for the holy-land, Hammond, Indiana! I was four months pregnant with
our third child, and we had no job (Dr. Hyles had told us to sell our house and worry about the job when we got
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there). There was a man on staff whose job was  to help students get jobs (he had one contact which he always
used) and find apartments (again, one contact in lovely crime free Gary, IN!).

Of course, the longer one went without a job, or the worse the place you had to live, the better, made for great
sermon illustrations! My husband was a great singer and was singing a lot in church and banquets, which gave us a
pass to some of the inner circle there. Red flags started almost immediately, there was hero worship everywhere,
and the things they chose to uplift and praise seemed so anti-doctrinal. Swallowing hard, we tried to make the best
of it, after all it must be us that was bad and sinful, as everyone else seemed so happy to be told how pathetic we all
were. Plus we weren't quitters and weren't ready to say we've made a terrible mistake and come home. Our home
pastor would have considered that a failure; we couldn't disappoint him and our proud parents.  People often ask
why we didn't just leave?  You have no idea the amount of power they sway over you. 

My poor husband got only 3 to 4 hours sleep at night during the week while going to night college. I say college
loosely, as his classes all consisted on how to build a church just like Jack Hyles, and the required readings were all
Hyles books or books by faculty extolling Hyles. Every night he was told how stupid he was, and lazy he was, and
wicked he was, and his only salvation was this college and learning how to model himself after the great and
wonderful Jack. Then came the weekend, but if I thought I'd actually get to see my husband, I had another thing in
store for me. We were told the Sailor ministry (at Great Lakes Naval Training Center] was more "family-friendly"
than the bus ministry because we all could participate together. All that meant was that our whole family was
required to be their indentured servants. My husband left for the base at six in the morning, and I didn't see him
again until four in the afternoon, when he would pass by me in line as I helped serve the meal we had prepared for
100 men. Then he was off again until midnight when he would return with five to ten men (sailors) who I would
have a meal waiting for. Then they would all shower and we would make them a bed on our floors and lock
ourselves and our children into our bedroom, then up the next morning at five to make the sailors a "home-cooked
breakfast." Then a full day of preaching and feeding the sailors again at our ministry base. If you ever missed a
week you were told you didn't love your sailors and wanted them all to go to Hell. There were weeks that our
children only saw their dad for a few hours on Friday nights. It's amazing that they didn't seem to care if we loved
our children enough to spend some time with them to keep them out of Hell, no wonder MOST of the faculty and
staff kids ended up "rebelling" and leaving the place. 

Meanwhile, I was taking a few classes where I was told how I was not submissive enough, and was going to ruin
my husband and his ministry if I had the audacity to complain about not seeing him enough. This was God's man
and if he wasn't succeeding, it was my fault. Oh, if I could only be like Mrs. Hyles or Mrs. Evans. Once I was told
there was an opening to do a job that was a HUGE honor. Just to be asked was considered prestigious and that I
was doing God's business. It was to clean (for free of course) Mrs. Evans house, as she was too busy traveling and
changing America to actually take care of her own home, or make her meals, or even do her hair and make-up
every day. I was told "America needs her" and to clean her house was a great honor. Puuuuleaseee!!  This sort of
thing went on all the time. We were grunts there to do the bidding of these great  men and women of God. To
question anything was totally taboo, and considered disloyal. My husband and I after a few years of this felt so beat
down and like complete failures it was easier to just go along rather than fight it . We knew by now the place was
totally hypocritical and a farce, yet they still had enough sway over us not to leave. That would be the ultimate
failure. People who left were spoken of in hushed tones, like someone who had died. Besides, where were we to
go?  Every other church that was not 100% Hyles, was bad. Our children would surely go to the devil out there in
the abyss. After Jack Hyles died and the complete idolatry took over, we finally had had enough; to escape from
there was worth all the recriminations we would receive.

Well like most, we floated around not knowing what to believe or where to go (no  one was TELLING us now). I
went through a few years of bitterness from being so manipulated (how could they call themselves Christians), then
sadness for the lost years, and finally now thankfulness to God for being freed from there. My husband went
through an extreme period of depression and guilt. We finally feel like we have healed from the experience and are
happy, if not a little wary, and back in church serving God. There is only one word to describe that place --
CULT!  If not one of the sexual scandals or monetary escapades was true, what that place does on a day to day
basis, to all those unfortunate enough to have fallen into their way, is enough to shut their doors forever. May God
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have mercy on their souls.  

3/2/05

I stumbled upon your website rather accidentally; I graduated from Tennessee Temple in 1975.  I don't remember
much about doctrinal concerns, but I do remember John R. Rice and others.  I specifically remember Jack Hyles
being the speaker at a conference in Philadelphia, PA in 1976.   The hotel banquet hall was large and his preaching
was so loud a hotel staff member went to a closet on the balcony to turn the volume down.  I'm guessing they had
complaints from hotel guests.  Once Hyles realized the man  had turned the volume down, he stopped in the middle
of his sermon and accosted the man as he was walking away.  He demanded that the man turn the volume back up,
and embarrassed him for interfering with his message. 

4/29/05

I attended Hyles-Anderson College from ____.  There is permanent nerve damage to my hearing from extensive
amplified screaming. My family was destroyed by Hylesian Fundamentalism. The most difficult thing for survivors
of Hylesian Fundamentalism is the task of embracing truth that has been couched within lies that have hurt them. I
could tell you stories that you have never heard. Regardless of what you already know, you would be shocked! My
family was destroyed by Hylesian Fundamentalism. Twenty years ago, schisms were created that have still not
healed. Though thoroughly churched (and believers for many years) many members of my family mistakenly
placed their hope in men. Disappointed, they no longer even attend church.  

11/8/05

I attended multiple youth conferences while I was a teenager (1976-1979), and attended Hyles-Anderson college
for one year. I left after that year to pursue education at a different school. I am so thankful! Others were deeply
scarred. I have never, ever spoken to anyone but my parents, my wife, and my brother-in -aw about why I left. But
here it is: (1) Dave Hyles telling dirty jokes to students while he played basketball with us. I could not reconcile
this close personal image with his public image; (2) Being actively discouraged from reading important books by
various great Christian leaders because I had not yet completed every book by Jack Hyles and John R. Rice; (3) Joe
Combs' meetings with ministerial students about how to keep a wife, which included some rather sick and
debauched advice. I'm sure equivalent advice would have been available around the water cooler at work or in a
pornographic magazine. It simply couldn't be found in Scripture; (4) The idolatry of students toward Dr. Hyles
himself, which seemed only to be encouraged by every structure, event, and even by every sermon he preached.
 
As a young man I read the New Testament extensively and faithfully. And I could see absolutely no
correspondence between the attitudes of these men and the attitudes of Scripture. I left. I was called arrogant by
some. "You don't really believe you know better than these men of God, do you?" My answer is still the same
today: "I don't, but I know what God's Word says."

 

Letter from a Hyles Supporter to David Cloud:

Mr. Cloud, I don't know if you will personally read this e-mail, but I read your article on Pentecost vs. Hylescost.
What kind of "Christian" is a man that would critique a man of God? How could you possibly say such horrible
things about a man of God that is serving the Lord and doing exactly what God put him on this earth to do? Until
you pastor the World’s Largest Sunday School, and see over 5,000 people saved in a day, you have no right to
speak as you did about Dr. Jack Hyles. No decent Baptist would say negative things about another Baptist preacher.

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/hylessupporters.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/hyles/pente.htm
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Therefore, I don't believe that you are a Baptist. I can't believe that I even allowed myself to even read such a
disgusting article. I attend Hyles-Anderson College, and First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana. I WILL
STAND FOR JACK HYLES, AND EVERYTHING HE PREACHES, I will not let anybody put him down. If you
say that you are who you really are, you would too. If I let people know about this article, you will have thousands
of people against you. Jack Hyles is doing far above more for the cause of Christ than you can ever do" (emphasis
added).

Reply from David Cloud:

Hello. I am sorry that you feel the way that you do, but I have the responsibility before God to judge preachers and
their message by the Word of God (1 Cor. 14:29; 1 Thess. 5:21; Acts 17:11), and I intend to continue to do that in
spite of the bitterness that is poured out toward me by those who blindly follow men. Your attitude of
unquestioning loyalty to a man is not Scriptural, but is cultic. No preacher is above being judged by the Word of
God. No preacher has the authority to demand unquestioning loyalty. A godly preacher, in fact, does not desire
unquestioning loyalty. Like Paul, any godly preacher is pleased when people judge him and his message and his
ministry by God's Word (Acts 17:11). A preacher's only authority is the Bible, and when he strays from that, he has
no authority whatsoever.

The Bible describes a man like Jack Hyles, and his name was Diotrephes.

"I wrote unto the church: but Diotrephes, who LOVETH TO HAVE THE PREEMINENCE among
them, receiveth us not. Wherefore, if I come, I will remember his deeds which he doeth, PRATING
AGAINST US WITH MALICIOUS WORDS: and not content therewith, neither doth he himself
receive the brethren, and forbiddeth them that would, and casteth them out of the church. Beloved,
follow not that which is evil, but that which is good. He that doeth good is of God: but he that doeth
evil hath not seen God" (3 John 9-11).

Diotrephes had a HEART problem. He was a proud man; puffed up in his own estimation; he wanted to be "top
dog." Diotrephes had a WILL problem. He ruled the church by his own will, but the pastor's job is to rule by God's
will. The church is God's flock, God's building, God's husbandry. The pastor is not to be lord over God's heritage (1
Pet. 5:3). Diotrephes also had an AUTHORITY problem. He felt he was an authority unto himself; whereas the
pastor's sole authority is the Bible. It is to the man who speaks "the Word of God" to whom God's people are to
submit (Heb. 13:7). The supposed Christian leader who attempts to lead the church by man-made tradition and
philosophy is to be rejected, not obeyed.

THERE ARE MANY DIOTREPHES IN THE INDEPENDENT BAPTIST MOVEMENT, BUT JACK HYLES IS
KING OF THEM ALL. Any preacher that would allow his people to wear "100% Hyles" buttons (as Hyles did
some years back) is a Diotrephes. My friends, beware of the spirit of Diotrephes. Don't be caught up in the cultic
clutches of such men. They will try to usurp the place of Jesus Christ in your life and will rob you of your God-
given right of private interpretation and judgment. They want people to be dependent upon them. God-ordained
pastors have real authority and are to be obeyed as they obey the Bible (Heb. 13:7,17), but a Diotrephes exceeds
this God-given pastoral authority and lords it over God's people in a carnal manner.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2006

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Jack Schaap
Teaches Prosperity Doctrine! Article by Way of Life Ministry - David
Cloud
(Copied with permission)

PROSPERITY DOCTRINE TAUGHT AT HYLES' FORMER CHURCH

April 28, 2003 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061,
866-295-4143, fbns@wayoflife.org; for instructions about subscribing and unsubscribing or changing addresses, see
the information paragraph at the end of the article) -

When Jack Hyles died in 2001, the pastorate of First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana, passed to his son-in-
law, Jack Schaap.

Schaap has since published a series of booklets titled "God's Plan for Your Money" that borrows heavily from the
hyper-charismatic prosperity teaching of Don Meares, the pastor of Evangel Temple near Washington, D.C. Meares
is a proponent of the "Kingdom Now" theology that teaches that the church will take over the world and be made
wealthy before the return of Christ. He lives a lavish lifestyle and claims that God is giving him new revelations for
these days. He is associated with many of the radical charismatics such as Oral Roberts, Kenneth Copeland, Rod
Parsley, Benny Hinn, Paul Crouch, and Creflo Dollar, Jr. (who claims that Jesus was rich). Meares believes that
God is raising up new apostles and prophets for our day.

Note the following quotes from Schaap's booklets:

Jack Schaap: "Every promise to Abraham is my blessing, and I receive that blessing by the act of tithing because
that was when Abraham was blessed. The blessing was released when the tithe was given."

Actually the blessing of Abraham comes upon those who believe. He is known in Scripture as the father of faith,
not the father of tithing! "And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which
he had yet being uncircumcised: that he might be the father of all them that believe ... Who against hope believed
in hope, that he might become the father of many nations, according to that which was spoken, So shall thy seed
be" (Rom. 4:11, 18).

Jack Schaap: "The windows [referring to Malachi 3:10] allow the tither to see into another dimension. That
dimension allows the tither to rear his children, run his marriage, to have a happy home, and to have insight into
Scripture."

This strange doctrine of tithing bringing "another dimension" has no biblical basis. It is strictly the figment of a
fevered charismatic imagination. Note the following quote from Why Tithe? by Don Meares: "When you tithe, you
can expect God to open the windows of heaven and dimensions of spiritual insight. You can expect God to show
you your destiny, who you are and where you are to go. When you do not tithe, God will not show you anything." It
is sad to see a fundamental Baptist preacher gullibly borrowing such nonsense.

Jack Schaap: "He was no longer Jacob the hustler, the shyster, or the trickster; he was Israel, a prince with God. ...
Jacob said, 'I saw who I really was. I saw what God's destiny was for me,' and that destiny was showed to a man
who promised he would be a tither."

Actually, Jacob was given the vision and promises of God BEFORE he pledged a tithe to God and his tithing had
nothing to do with the divine covenant that he inherited or with the revelation that God gave him.
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Jack Schaap: "You say, 'What is that blessing?' It's the windows of Heaven. 'What are the windows of Heaven?' It's
that perception, that insight. No wonder Jeremiah understood that he was called from his mamma's womb. I bet his
daddy was a tither."

Schaap tells us that Jeremiah received divine revelation because his father was a tither. All I can say to this is that it
must be something Pastor Schaap got from deep within the Hebrew!

Jack Schaap: "[Referring to Matthew 13:23] Your ground is your heart. God says, 'I have the power to produce fruit
in your heart, and those who tithe will produce fruit in their heart when they hear the Word of God.'"

Schaap quotes God here, but for the live of me, I can't find it in the Bible. That particular quote must be in the book
of 2nd Opinions. You know, the book that contains those famous verses "cleanliness is next to godliness" and "God
helps those who help themselves."

Jack Schaap: "The tither's heart is protected from the world and Satan. ... The tither is not easily offended. ... The
tither has special insight into God's Word. ... The tither is a fruit bearer. ... God promises that the children of tithing
parents will reach their potential. ... Those who have love and joy and peace and longsuffering and gentleness and
goodness and faith and meekness and temperance are those who tithe.""

I thought those were the fruits of walking in right relationship with Jesus Christ and His Word and being filled by
the Holy Spirit, but now I see that they come through tithing. This is indeed a new revelation.

Jack Schaap: "Abraham tithed because he wanted God's blessing."

No, Abraham tithed because he HAD God's blessing and he wanted to honor the God who had blessed him.
Abraham didn't tithe until Genesis 14, but God had already blessed him in Genesis 12. When we come to the time
of Malachi, God did promise to bless tithing, but that is long after the days of Abraham. To say that Abraham tithed
because he wanted God's blessing is simply not found in the Bible and is mere speculation.

Jack Schaap: "Nobody is immune from the devourer touching his life, but God says, 'How would you like it if I
personally walk up to that spirit that wants to give you a hard time and say, 'SIT DOWN!' Would that help you at
all? God will control the spirit o the devourer, that spirit that hurts your marriage, that wounds your heart, that
oppresses you. ... I love tithing! I sit there and put my tithe in and say, 'I'm protected! Don't mess with me! You
say, 'Do you think your hot stuff?' No, but I've got an awesome Bodyguard. I double-dog dare you to hurt me
because I know Who protects me. Tithe! It's the best form of insurance you'll ever have."

Schaap tells us that tithing will not only bring prosperity, but it will take care of ALL of your problems. This is
truly an amazing new revelation.

Jack Schaap: "According to Genesis 4, offerings are associated with tithes. ... According to Genesis 4:4, Abel
brought a tithe which was the firstling, and he brought an offering, in that order. ... The result of Abel's obedience is
recorded in Genesis 4:4b, '...And the Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering. God respected the obedience
of the obeyer; consequently, He could receive Abel's offering. Abel was qualified to make an offering because he
had given God his firstfruits. Genesis 4:5 says, But unto Cain and to his offering he had not respect...' Why?
Because Cain had not obeyed by giving the tithe first. Obedience is the prerequisite for sacrifice."

This is a very dangerous bit of scriptural twisting and it touches upon the very gospel itself. Schaap is saying that
God accepted Abel because he brought a tithe, not because he brought the bloody animal sacrifice that fore figured
the cross-work of Christ. In fact, Hebrews 11:4 says, "By faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice
than Cain..." Abel was not bringing a tithe; he was bringing a sacrifice, a sin offering. Hebrews 12:24 also plainly
states that Abel's offering pointed to Christ. Furthermore, Schaap claims that "obedience is the prerequisite for
sacrifice." If I must obey God before I can claim the blood of Christ, which is what was depicted by Abel's
offering, then that is a works gospel.
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Jack Schaap: "Nowhere in the Bible does it say that the law was hung on the cross; the Bible says ordinances were
hung on the cross."

This is the worse blunder of all. Pastor Schaap claims that the commandments of the Mosaic Law, particularly the
Ten Commandments, were not taken away by Christ. In fact, Paul says very plainly that the entire Mosaic Law was
"done away" in Christ. In 2 Corinthians 3, he refers to that which was "written and engraven in stones" (verse 7).
Obviously he is speaking of the Ten Commandments and the other laws that were written on Mt. Sinai. Paul calls
those commandments a "ministration of death" (v. 7) and a "ministration of condemnation" (v. 9). The reason for
this is that man is sinful and he cannot keep God's holy law. Thus the only thing the law can do for man is to show
him his sin and point him to the Saviour, Jesus Christ (Gal. 3:10-13, 24-26). Paul through the Holy Spirit plainly
tells us that the Mosaic Law was "DONE AWAY" (v. 11) through the blood of Christ. Hallelujah! The believer is
no longer under its condemnation. We live by a higher and better law, which is called the "law of liberty" (James
1:25), "the royal law" (James 2:8), the "law of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:2), and the "law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2).

CONCLUSION

To me, it is not surprising to find a fundamental Baptist pastor borrowing from the Charismatic prosperity message.
This fall it will have been 30 years since I became a fundamental Baptist preacher, and I know something about
what is going on in our midst. Too many independent Baptist preachers are lazy Bible students. Too many have
nursed the saints with topical milk and beat them with hobby horses and pet peeves and tickled their ears with wild
stories instead of grounding them in the meat of God's Word and discipling them in the spiritual life of Christ. Too
many are willfully uneducated about the heresies and compromises of our day. They don't know what is going on
and they don't want to know and they rebuke any man who tries to inform them. Too many have bought into the
positive-only philosophy and refuse to plainly identify error and false teachers. Therefore they and their people are
susceptible to being deceived by those very errors. Too many are looking for something that "works," some
pragmatic methodology that will build a larger church and bring in more offerings and are not exercising keen
spiritual and biblical discernment about such things.

The Charismatic movement is powerful and is influencing fundamentalist and fundamental Baptist churches in
many other ways. Charismatic music is coming in. Charismatic dress standards (meaning NO dress standards) are
coming in. The Charismatic judge-not philosophy is coming in.

In our estimation, the Charismatic movement is one of the glues of End Times apostasy. Be wise and beware!

[Distributed by Way of Life Literature's Fundamental Baptist Information Service. These articles cannot be stored
on BBS or Internet sites or sold or placed by themselves or with other material in any electronic format for sale, but
may be distributed for free by e-mail or by print. They must be left intact and nothing removed or changed,
including these informational headers. The Fundamental Baptist Information Service is a listing for Fundamental
Baptists and other fundamentalist, Bible-believing Christians. Our goal in this particular aspect of our ministry is
not devotional but is TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO ASSIST PREACHERS IN THE PROTECTION OF THE
CHURCHES IN THIS APOSTATE HOUR. This material is sent only to those who personally subscribe to the list.
If somehow you have subscribed unintentionally, following are the instructions for removal. TO SUBSCRIBE to
the Fundamental Baptist Information Service, send an email to lists@wayoflife.org and put "subscribe FBIS" in the
subject field. To UNSUBSCRIBE, send an email to lists@wayoflife.org and put "unsubscribe FBIS" in the subject
field. To change addresses, simply unsubscribe the old one, then re-subscribe the new one. Or a more simple
process is to go to the web site and sign up or change addresses there: http://www.wayoflife.org/fbis/subscribe.html
We take up a quarterly offering to fund this ministry, and those who use the materials are expected to participate
(Galatians 6:6). Some of these articles are from O Timothy magazine, which is in its 19th year of publication. Way
of Life publishes many helpful books. The catalog is located at the web site:
http://www.wayoflife.org/catalog/catalog.htm Way of Life Literature, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061.
866-295-4143, fbns@wayoflife.org (e-mail). OFFERINGS can be made at
http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/offering.html PAYPAL offerings can be made to
https://www.paypal.com/xclick/business=dcloud@wayoflife.org]
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- Article posted in its entirety with permission.
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David Jeremiah
General Teachings/Activities

-  David Jeremiah is the former president of Christian Heritage College in San Diego, California (succeeding
psychologizer Tim LaHaye in 1988, but resigning in 1999 for health reasons [cancer, now in remission]), the senior
pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church of El Cajon since 1981 (formerly known as Scott Memorial
Baptist Church and where he also succeeded LaHaye), and perhaps best known as Bible teacher on the "Turning
Point" radio and television programs. The radio program airs on 460 national and international stations daily.
Jeremiah has also authored more than a dozen books.

-  Jeremiah's neo-evangelical and psychological leanings are becoming more and more evident with the passage of
time. Jeremiah is a product of the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC), having pastored the
GARBC-affiliated Blackhawk Baptist Church in Ft. Wayne, Indiana prior to moving to Southern California, and
having served on the GARBC's ruling Council of Eighteen in the late-1970s/early-1980s. (Jeremiah's father is
Chancellor at GARBC-approved Cedarville College in Ohio.) He has also appeared frequently on "Christian"
psychologist James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program (having first met Dobson in 1976 when Dobson
spoke at Jeremiah's church in Indiana).

-  At the time of the 1980 GARBC Annual Convention in San Diego, Jeremiah had been speaking at all kinds of
neo-evangelical meetings and conferences. Jeremiah was very angry because he had received numerous critical
letters complaining that he, as a Council of Eighteen member, was identifying the GARBC with these neo-
evangelicals. Jeremiah would not even attend the Council sessions, but did come to the closed Executive Session.
He stated before all the Council members and the newly appointed National Representative, Dr. Paul Tassell [then
a strong separatist/fundamentalist, but now a flaming neo-evangelical], that he was fed up with the GARBC and
wanted nothing more to do with it and its stand on separation! In fact, after this he soon left the GARBC. (Reported
in What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 19-20.)

-  Jeremiah stated in 1987 (at neo-evangelical Moody Bible Institute) that a Christian should stay in a church which
no longer preaches the Bible, as long as he can do some good, and as long as his spiritual life is not hurt. Such
counsel is clear-cut, neo-evangelical philosophy! (Reported in What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?,
pp. 20-21.) Jeremiah was a 2/92 Moody Founder's Week speaker and is listed with a bevy of neo-evangelical
speakers in the 1992 Program Schedule for the Billy Graham Training Center at The Cove in North Carolina.
(Reported in the 5/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Jeremiah appeared on James Dobson's 4/28/92 and 4/29/92 Focus on the Family radio programs to discuss
Jeremiah's book Exposing the Myths of Parenthood. On the 4/28 program, myth #10 was examined: "To be loved is
not necessarily to feel loved." Jeremiah revealed that he has coined a phrase from this: "The only love you can use
is the love you can feel."

Dobson then disclosed his own "theory" of why he thought children could, by every objective standard, be loved by
their parents, yet not feel loved -- it is due to "hormonal influence," like "pre-menstrual disequilibrium," which then
causes most of a child's low self-esteem problems! Dobson concluded: "... if my guess is correct ... that there is a
hormonal explanation for a lot of that rebellious behavior, and especially the low self-esteem ... [then] it's
temporary ... this is a developmental imbalance that's going on ... this is why it is of no value whatsoever to say to
[rebellious kids], 'Why are you acting this way?' ... all they know is that they feel these things passionately inside."
Jeremiah agreed with Dobson's theory.

In effect then, Dobson and Jeremiah are saying that there is no personal responsibility for sin. Instead, 'My
hormones made me do it!' Jeremiah concluded: "I wish you [Dobson] had been around when I was going through
this [when his daughter was on drugs and being rebellious] ... you accept the fact that it can be hormonal and just
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keep on working as hard as you can to communicate love at a feeling level." What psychological dribble!

-  Jeremiah's adopted daughter, Jan, gave her testimony on Dobson's 4/29/92 radio program, which had been taped
previously at Word of Life in New York. In summary, Jan Jeremiah declared that her problems with drugs,
rebelliousness, etc. were due primarily to the identity problem she supposedly suffered when the family moved
from Indiana to California -- she had "low self-esteem" and "I hated myself." With the passage of time (supposedly
she outgrew the hormonal effects on her behavior) and with the beneficial effects of attending a school in the
Dominican Republic (where she was taught that "you are an important person in God's eyes"), she recovered and
again became a joyful Christian serving the Lord. David Jeremiah confirmed that the majority of his daughter's
problems were due to her problem of low self-worth; i.e., she just couldn't "feel" the love being given her.

The Bible knows nothing of this feeling love that Jeremiah, Dobson, and the many other religious humanists (e.g.,
James Dobson, Gary Ezzo, Chuck Swindoll, Josh McDowell, etc.) in the professing church today are so fond of.
Instead, the Bible speaks of action love-giving, obeying, doing, etc. -- and then only in the truth (John 3:16;
14:23,24; Rom. 5:8; 12:9a,20a; Eph. 5:25; 1 John 3:16a,18; 4:9,10,19,20; 5:3; 2 John 6; Rev. 2:4,5).

-  Jeremiah is on the Board of Directors of ALIVE Counseling Ministries, headquartered in El Cajon, California.
ALIVE (an acronym for "Always Living In View of Eternity") purports to be a "church oriented approach to [meet]
the counseling needs of the Christian community." However, ALIVE readily reveals its psychological, not Biblical,
basis of counseling -- the following statement from an ALIVE brochure details how it meets these counseling
needs: "... with a biblically based plan for recovery ... [benefiting] from the best of modern medical and counseling
advances that stand the test of harmony with God's revealed truth. ... Advanced formal education [translated:
"psychological training"] provides knowledge of emotions, personal relationships, and thinking about behavior
problems. This education enables Christian counselors to apply God's revealed truth to the problems of man."!
(Emphasis added.)

ALIVE in El Cajon is directed by Dr. Ken Nichols (who holds a doctor of counseling psychology from the
Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology) [Nichols is also professor and Vice President of Student Development
at Christian Heritage College where Jeremiah was president]. ALIVE also has four affiliate offices that are also
directed by men with degrees and experience in clinical and/or counseling psychology. In spite of all this, Jeremiah
endorses ALIVE's highly psychological program:

"ALIVE Counseling is meeting the needs of hundreds of families and individuals. I know personally
dozens of marriages that have been saved and deep emotional problems that have been resolved. In this
day of psychological confusion and "new age" philosophy, it is encouraging to find a counseling
ministry that is firmly rooted in the Scriptures." (Emphasis added.)

"... firmly rooted in the Scriptures"? Where in the Scriptures do we find sending Christians to godless atheists for
spiritual help ("... make referrals for professional evaluation" [i.e., evaluation by a licensed psychologist or
psychiatrist]), or where do we find the concept of support group/recovery counseling ("set up specialized support
group training programs"), or where in the Bible are we taught that the key to godly living is to focus on self ("How
a person views himself affects his perception of every facet of life ... enables participants to better understand that
they are fearfully and wonderfully made")? (Quotes are from ALIVE's "Introducing ALIVE Ministries" brochure;
emphasis added.)

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by a host of psychologizers and neo-
evangelicals such as Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT
documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of
whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number
of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT
documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic
Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth
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is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT
documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters
in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed
ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is
for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT
endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics.

We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask
forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the
15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg,
Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack
Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.]

However ignorant Jeremiah and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  In early-1998, neo-evangelical, charismatic Greg Laurie concocted a new "ministry," PREACH THE WORD. Its
first event was held August 26-29, 1998, titled "Leader's Training Seminar." Laurie states the purpose of the
Leader's Training Seminar is to bring in "some of America's most powerful communicators to spend three days
teaching on the topic of how to effectively bring God's Word to our generation." (Source: Greg Laurie/Harvest
Crusade Internet web site, 4/98.) (The seminar was held concurrent with a Laurie' "Harvest Crusade.")

Besides Laurie speaking at the Leader's Training Seminar, four other neo-evangelical psychologizers participated:
David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Chuck Swindoll, and John MacArthur. It should be emphasized here, this event
was not dubbed a debate. These are five men speaking on the same platform in supposed agreement. (This would
seem to be a problem only for John MacArthur, since the others, including Jeremiah, have never spoken out against
psychology, but instead have taught many psychological concepts openly.)

-  Speakers at Shadow Mountain have included four-temperaments guru Tim LaHaye (10/3/99 -- both services with
books on sale), hyper-charismatic and liberal activist E.V. Hill (July, 1999, Summer Bible Conference), Promise
Keepers' Bill McCartney (1996, with his wife also giving her testimony from the pulpit), and assorted sports
figures. Also, as of November, 1999, Dr. Ken Nichols is teaching a lay counseling class. This is apparently the
same Dr. Ken Nichols who was at Northwest Baptist Seminary in Tacoma, Washington some years back. He has a
Ph.D. from Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology and was Director of Alive Counseling Ministries in
Richland, Washington -- both highly psychologized organizations. Yet, Jeremiah has identified himself with the
teachings of all these men (2 John 11).

A Shadow Mountain member reported that on the last Sunday in October of 1999, Jeremiah preached on Mary
Magdalene, concluding the sermon with a statement that "'Contrary to Baptist doctrine regarding women preachers,
Mary Magdalene was the first to 'preach' Christ's resurrection.' The ladies loved it." (Jeremiah recanted by the
evening service, saying that ordaining women pastors was not Scriptural.)
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-  Other Jeremiah' ecumenical/neo-evangelical activities include:

(a) Speaking at Billy Graham Training Center ("The Cove") programs (every year since 1992);

(b) Speaking at ecumenical, charismatic, psychospiritual men's conferences that have become so
popular since the advent of the Promise Keepers movement. For example, Jeremiah spoke at the 1994
Christian Men's Conference ("Becoming a Faithful Man") held 8/26-8/28 in Palm Springs, California;

(c) Having a blasphemous religious rap group "DC Talk" for a week long (3/3/94-3/8/94) appearance
at Shadow Mountain. (Reported in the May-Jun 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.);

(d) Participating in a four-way written dialogue with apostate relational theology preacher Bruce
Larson [now co-pastor of apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral] in the Winter 1994 Leadership
magazine. Other participants included Chuck Swindoll, then the new president of Dallas Theological
Seminary, and Charles Blake, pastor of the West Angeles (CA) Church of God in Christ. (Reported in
the Jul-Aug 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.);

(e) Quoting from the Living Bible (without acknowledging that it is only a paraphrase), and honoring
liberal/neo-orthodox men like William Barclay (a favorite, seemingly) and German theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. (Reported in the 9/15/94, Calvary Contender -- from Jeremiah's 1994 book, Turning
Toward Integrity.);

(f) Speaking at National Religious Broadcaster's (NRB) meetings, and serving on its 90-member Board
of Directors. Jeremiah was the keynote speaker for the 1997 NRB Convention. As he began to speak,
Jeremiah said, "It is a privilege for Donna and me to be here. I deeply appreciate the musicians we
have just heard [rock music]. I have been coming to the NRB for 25 years, and only missed one three
years ago when I was ill.";

(g) Praising South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu on his 10/11/99 Turning Point radio program.
(Tutu is a liberation theologian who believes Christ was a revolutionary similar to Castro or Mao. He
does not believe in the inerrancy of Scripture, but believes that all great religions lead to God. He was
quoted as saying: "I am a socialist. I hate capitalism." He favors ordination of homosexuals.)
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D. James Kennedy
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. D. James Kennedy is a well-known author and pastor of the nearly 10,000-member Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Kennedy earned a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Tampa, a Master of
Divinity from Columbia Theological Seminary, a Master of Theology from Chicago Graduate School of Theology,
and a Ph.D. from New York University. He is the author of more than 55 books, including Evangelism Explosion
(more than 1.5 million copies), What If Jesus Had Never Been Born?, The Gates of Hell Shall Not Prevail, New
Every Morning, Skeptics Answered, What If The Bible Had Never Been Written?, Led By the Carpenter, Solving
Bible Mysteries, and God’s Absolute Best for You. 

Kennedy has also founded four organizations that he now oversees: Evangelism Explosion International (1962),
Knox Theological Seminary (1989), Coral Ridge Ministries Media (CRMM) (1974), and Westminster Academy
(1971). CRMM has grown from 15 employees to more than 180, broadcasting Truths That Transform, a daily half-
hour national radio program carried on nearly 485 stations; The Kennedy Commentary, a daily 90-second radio
feature heard on over 470 stations; and The Coral Ridge Hour, a weekly one-hour television program begun in
1978 and now carried on more than 600 stations and four cable networks (primarily on TBN, the blasphemous
station owned and operated by Paul and Jan Crouch), reaching 40,000 cities and 202 nations.

Kennedy also claims to be a champion of the anti-self-esteem movement, yet his actions are much softer than his
words. Also of concern is Kennedy's fascination with the "Gospel in the Stars" heresy and with his social activism
and evangelistic ecumenism with Catholics and charismatics. Kennedy has also become a full-fledged "Cultural
Mandate" promoter and an advocate of the "Christian America" myth. Kennedy's Center for Christian
Statesmanship is Coral Ridge's "spiritually based outreach to men and women in positions of influence and
authority in our nation's capital." The Center for Reclaiming America is another Coral Ridge outreach "to inform
the American public and motivate people of faith to defend and implement the biblical principles on which our
country was founded."

-  Kennedy has endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Howard Hendricks, and Charles
Stanley), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ "; and Gen. 1:26 --
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God "). Yet despite these study notes, Kennedy is quoted as saying that, "Much Bible reading
is like squirting gasoline at the opening of the fuel tank from ten feet away. Much of it ends up on the ground. The
Life Application Bible will succeed in getting more gasoline in the tank."

-  Kennedy is a proponent of the teaching known as the Gospel in the Stars, which is nothing more than a
"Christian" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in much the same class as so-called "Biblical" pyramidology
and numerology. In fact, Kennedy even calls this teaching "Biblical astrology." The following is excerpted from a
1992 brochure promoting Kennedy's book and book on audiotape, The Real Meaning of the Zodiac.

"What Does Your Future Hold? Listen to Dr. D. James Kennedy's book on audio tape, The Real
Meaning of the Zodiac. Discover what he calls Biblical astrology or the 'Gospel in the stars.' What does
the Bible tell us about the Zodiac and astrology? Startling discoveries related by eminent theologian
Dr. D. James Kennedy prove that God created the Zodiac! God intended the stars to foretell the
future of the world! Discover what Dr. Kennedy calls Biblical astrology, or the 'Gospel in the stars' Dr.
Kennedy clearly proves from Scripture that astrology is nothing more than a satanic perversion of the
original revelation of God As you listen to The Real Meaning of the Zodiac, you will gain new
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knowledge of God's sovereignty over all creation and gain valuable insight into a deception that is
anything but harmless." (Emphasis in original.)

This, of course, is the same logic men use to "Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or
practice, whether it be psychology, Eastern "medicine," magic, the martial arts, pyramidology, graphology,
numerology, etc., etc., etc. The logic goes something like this: "It was originated by God (which requires a few
verses out of context to "prove" it), Satan stole it and/or counterfeited it (under the false assumption that "Satan
can't create, he just steals from God"), we need to reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then we can use it 'to glorify
God.'" In truth, such teaching encourages a deadly mixture of humanism and Christianity in that it is much like
presenting the gospel from Star Wars or other occultic stories.

-  Kennedy published an article (in The Coral Ridge Encounter, Feb. '90) that espoused the Christian's use of
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross's five stages of grief (modified to four -- "... generally, everyone goes through denial, anger,
depression, and acceptance"). (Kübler-Ross is a practicing transpersonal psychologist/occultist who, among other
things, encourages individual efforts to achieve out-of-body experiences.)

-  Kennedy encourages the celebration of Valentine's Day as a Christian observation, though it is in reality a pagan
holiday Christianized by the Romish superstition (The Coral Ridge Encounter, Feb. '90).

-  On a radio broadcast in December, 1990, after interviewing Dr. Jay E. Adams concerning Adams' book, The
Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (a book that eloquently condemns the false gospel of self that
has entered into the professing Church), Kennedy exhibited his complete lack of understanding of the issue:

"If he [an individual lost sinner] will repent of those sins and turn instead in faith to accept Jesus Christ
as Savior and Lord, something remarkable happens to him ... he realizes he has been adopted into the
family of God, that he has become a child of the King, that he is now royalty ... He is going to discover
that his self-esteem has been inadvertently heightened and that he has found purpose and meaning and
significance to his life and to himself, and that's where true self-esteem comes from."

-  On an early-September, 1992, television show (Kennedy's program is seen on over 675 stations nationwide),
Kennedy promoted the counseling ministry of Dr. Linda Fuhurer (Christian Counseling Services of Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida), who has an earned Ph.D. in clinical psychology. The promotion claimed that Fuhurer studied clinical
psychology in order to "help others using the Bible and psychology together!" Kennedy agreed that "many have
been legitimately helped by psychology." Fuhurer's testimony is that "her self-image found a new vantage point
because of her conversion."

On this same television show, Kennedy offered a free book by Jack Kuhatschek, Self-Esteem: Seeing Ourselves As
God Sees Us. The book's teachings are identical to the self-love nonsense taught by the secular psychologists, only
dressed-up in Christian terminology and splattered with out-of-context or poorly exegeted Bible verses in order to
give the impression that this is what the Bible has always taught. For example, Kuhatschek writes that man has
inherent worth and beauty (p. 53); that "we are of great value to God. Otherwise, He would not have sent His only
Son to die for us (p. 54)"; that to not love ourselves is evidence that we do not love Christ (p. 55); and that one
must acknowledge both the old and new natures if he is to have a "healthy self-esteem," and that this is nothing
more than "healthy pride" rather than "false pride [which] is often distorted and shame-based" (pp. 59-60).

-  If there was still any doubt that Kennedy is a psychological integrationist in general, and a self-love advocate
specifically (all the while claiming to be anti-psychology and anti-self-love), one only need read the brochure
promoting Kennedy's Island Cruise '93 on "The Bible Boat" (2/8/93-2/12/93), which was touted to bring each
passenger "spiritual renewal, inspiration, and fellowship." On the front cover beside a picture of Kennedy is a
picture of Zig Ziglar. Inside the brochure, Ziglar is touted as "known on every continent as a 'world class' speaker,
author, and statesman. Whether it be in the halls of Congress, a corporate seminar, or on national television, he
shares his message of hope and humor with thousands of people each year. You will be both challenged and
motivated to make a difference in 'your' world." (Emphasis in original.)
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What does "world class" speaker Zig Ziglar really teach? -- a humanistic, psychological gospel of self-love/self-
esteem! The following is taken from Ziglar's book, See You At the Top:

"As you accept yourself, you will see yourself as a person who truly deserves 'the good things of life' ...
Shakespeare said it, 'This above all, to thine own self be true' ... Once you accept yourself for your true
worth, then the symptoms of vulgarity, profanity, sloppiness, promiscuity, etc., disappear. There, my
friend, goes your problem [pp. 90-91] To build your self-image, make a list of your positive qualities
on a card and keep it for handy reference ... Brag on yourself from time to time. Get in your own
corner ... You should also set aside a few minutes each day for the sole purpose of deliberately looking
yourself in the eye. As you do this, repeat some positive affirmations of things you have done (use
your victory list from step ten)" [pp. 84, 88].

Ziglar also recommends plastic surgery to improve one's self-image, particularly in cases of "grossly oversized or
undersized breasts, etc."

-  More recent evidence of Kennedy's infatuation with Freudian-/Minirth & Meier-style psychobabble came in the
following 8/26/93 Coral Ridge Ministries book offers:

(a) "Let God Turn Anger and Depression in Your Life Into a Positive Force! ...Coral Ridge Ministries
responds daily to many calls for help from Christians in all walks of life. Two excellent booklets are
available now for those in need. When You Feel Hurt explains the emotions of hurt and anger, and
How To Beat The Blahs will help you face depression.

(b) "When You Feel Hurt was written by Dwight L. Carlson, M.D., a psychiatry specialist for 12 of his
22 years in medicine. 'Repressed anger has serious, long-term effects,' according to Carlson, 'but can be
a very valuable force if put to constructive use.' By understanding this powerful emotion and
channeling it, we can have peace with ourselves and with God.

(c) "How to Beat the Blahs by Florence Littauer [a proponent of psycho-occultic four temperaments
theory] ... is a first-hand account of her personal struggle and triumph over depression. Learn how you
can recognize the symptoms of depression, come to terms with guilt, and develop your own plan for
permanent peace of mind."

-  Kennedy has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Today Rapha operates 120
hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an annual income of more than $12 million. Rapha also claims that
over 2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Kennedy is quoted as saying that, "Rapha offers a unique
blend of clinical competence and scriptural authority. They truly live up to their biblical name." (Must reading for
anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to
Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara,
CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  Kennedy supports the so-called validity and the use of psychological testing of Christians (The Coral Ridge
Encounter, Feb. '90). (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 74-75, and Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing,
both by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, for an excellent analyses of the
worthlessness of psychological and personality testing.)

-  Shouldn't there be an award for all this psychobabble Kennedy has perpetrated on the church? -- Now there is. In
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1997, an award was established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented annually to
recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were initially
recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy, Gary
Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with his
other "achievements," Kennedy is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler. 

-  Kennedy supports and encourages participation in acts of civil disobedience, such as Randall Terry's Operation
Rescue. (Kennedy wrote one of the Forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue.) Although there are numerous
cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of forcing an ungodly society to
obey Biblical principles. Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social upheaval, and thereby pressure
governments into changing the abortion laws, Kennedy's philosophy seems to be the same as OR's -- "the end
justifies the means."

-  In January, 1990, Kennedy turned-over the pulpit of his Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church to a "PTL Crusade"
sponsored by Paul and Jan Crouch of the ecumenical and blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). Both
Paul and Jan Crouch spoke from the pulpit as well as sat on the stage for the entire program of speakers, one of
whom was Kennedy himself. Another of the speakers was ecumenical, charismatic preacher E.V. Hill (of Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church in the Watts section of Los Angeles), who during his message praised Jesse Jackson
(radical social activist) and Jack Hyles (First Baptist Church Hammond's [Indiana] who claims to have the world's
largest Sunday school bus ministry -- some of Hyles' church leaders [including Hyles] have also been implicated in
immorality scandals [some of whom have even been convicted of child molesting charges]). Hill is also linked with
liberal groups such as the National Council of Churches and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (which
endorsed the early-1993 gay march on Washington, D.C.!).

Kennedy continues to identify with the hyper-charismatic Paul Crouch -- the same 1/90 Crusade program detailed
above was aired again on TBN in 10/93 and again in 7/95 (tape #0125-90). In addition, in Crouch's 2/93 Praise the
Lord paper Crouch says: "God is bringing His church together! The old denominational barriers are coming down!
Just a few months ago, we had the privilege of joining with Dr. D. James Kennedy and many [other] pastors and
ministers from across our nation for a great Call to Prayer for America!" Kennedy is pictured with Paul and Jan
Crouch in this PTL issue. (Kennedy also appeared on Crouch's 5/17/94 TBN show to promote his [Kennedy's] book
What if Jesus Had Never Been Born?)

-  The National Day of Prayer for 1993 (5/6/93), with the theme "United in Prayer," was chaired by Mrs. James
(Shirley) Dobson. Pat Boone and Mrs. Bill Bright were co-chairmen. Ecumenicals such as E.V. Hill, Bill Bright,
and Charles Colson were on the National Advisory Committee. Also listed in National Day of Prayer literature as
"Liaisons" were a Jewish rabbi, a Catholic cardinal, and Dr. D. James Kennedy. [Kennedy was also a participant in
1994's and 1995's National Day of Prayer.]

-  Kennedy is an active member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization
dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law)
on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Kennedy is also a Steering Committee member of COR, and was scheduled
to be the moderator for the first phase of COR's 1994 Church Council on theology (held 7/25/94-7/30/94 at Campus
Crusade's Arrowhead Springs Hotel in San Bernardino, California), which seeks to establish doctrine on 24 topics in
nine major areas, one of which is "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional." He was a signator to all
of COR's founding documents. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is
from a recent brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this
not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
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Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Kennedy has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  In a promotional piece sent to ministry supporters in November, 1992, Kennedy listed ten things to be thankful
for. Number ten was "I am thankful that I live in America, a free nation established by Christian patriots upon
Christian principles." This is the standard "Christian-America" myth promoted by the Dominionists and
Reconstructionists. [See The Search For Christian America by Noll, Hatch, and Marsden, for a thorough,
documented debunking of this myth.] Proof of Kennedy's Dominionist/Reconstructionist theology comes from his
own statement on the inside of this promotional piece:

"Dr. Kennedy and Coral Ridge Ministries are dedicated to three important purposes ... 3. Reforming the
Culture -- protecting religious liberty and America's Christian heritage by encouraging the application
of Biblical principles to our culture." (Emphasis added.)

Along these same lines, Kennedy and his church sponsored the third annual "Reclaiming America for Christ"
Conference (3/1/96-3/3/96; at $95 per attendee). Speakers included Ed Meese (former U.S. Attorney General), U.S.
Senator John Ashcroft, Gary Bauer (president of Family Research Council), Roman Catholics Phyllis Schlafly and
Paul Weyrich, ecumenical charismatic Ben Kinchlow (co-host of Pat Robertson's 700 Club), psycho-financial guru
Larry Burkett, Dr. Ronald Nash (of Reformed Seminary conducted a "Teen Track" for more than 100 teenagers),
and CCM religious rocker Phil Driscoll. The purpose was to "equip and motivate Christians to impact American
culture for Christ. Kennedy said, "The key to our nation's survival is the return of Christians to positions of
influence and authority in our nation's political and cultural institutions. ... to kindle a passion in the hearts of those
who come, to reengage American culture and public life with the claims of Jesus Christ" (3/25/96, Christian News).

-  Another example of the extent to which men like Kennedy will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel,
Kennedy held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now-defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon is
the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called evangelicals
that served with Kennedy at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim LaHaye (CRF's
paid chairman!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American Family Association), Paul
Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide radio talk
show host), and charismatics James Robison and Jimmy Swaggart -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes
for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.)

-  In 1987, Bill Bright of Campus Crusade, founded a "broad-based coalition of denominations and World Christian
leaders" called New Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an advisory board of 1,000 leading
professing Christians. These "Christian" leaders include James Dobson from Focus on the Family, James Kennedy
of Coral Ridge Ministries, Charles Stanley, and Ted Engstrom, founder of World Vision and acting chairman of the
committee. Jay Gary is an author, consultant, and partner with New Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly
promoting the philosophies of the World Parliament of Religions, the United Nations agenda for education via
Robert Mueller's Global Core curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan whose goals include reduction of the world's
population by the year 2000. In a best seller entitled Megatrends 2000, endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as
well as New Ager Marilyn Ferguson, the author devotes an entire chapter to religion, speaking favorably of New
Age perspectives.) Gary is also communications consultant with New Life 2000, Campus Crusade's A.D. 2000
counterpart. Rome has, in fact, its own branch of AD 2000 called "Evangelization 2000."
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-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences
have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright’s August 2001 retirement from
Campus Crusade, and Bright’s death in 2003.)

-  Kennedy's love for the Church of Rome can be well documented:

(a) Evangelism Explosion (EE) is an organization founded by Kennedy in 1962 (named after his best
selling book), and claims to have a ministry in all 211 nations of the world. EE is training Catholics in
Catholic churches, and James Kennedy has not only defended the practice, but has expressed no
concern for the fact that people would thus be brought into the bondage of Romanism. The problem is
not so much that Catholics are sometimes present for EE training sessions. The problem is that the
training is actually given by EE, specifically for Roman Catholics, within a Roman Catholic setting.
When asked about this, the senior vice-president of Evangelism Explosion had this to say: "As far as
we have been able to ascertain to this date, the Roman Catholics who are being trained in Evangelism
Explosion in their respective churches are faithfully declaring the Gospel in its essence. The effort to
bring people into membership in their church is strictly a secondary concern" (Biblical Missions,
Jul./Aug. 1985).

(b) Kennedy thinks nothing of preaching on the same platform with Catholic priests and modernists.
He was one of the speakers for the 4/80 "Washington for Jesus" rally. Fellow speakers included
Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon; liberal blasphemer Robert
Schuller; and a host of radical charismatics, including Jim Bakker of the PTL, Pat Robertson of the 700
Club, and Demos Shakarian of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International. (F.B.F. News
Bulletin, Jul.-Aug. 1986).

(c) Kennedy appeared as a guest with Catholic priest John Bertolucci, and radical charismatics Paul
Yonggi Cho, Oral Roberts, and Demos Shakarian, during the premier broadcast week for the launching
in 1986 of the Rock Christian Network (F.B.F. News Bulletin, Jul.-Aug. 1986).

(d) In 8/88, Kennedy participated in the ecumenical "Congress '88" in Chicago. The Archbishop of
Chicago, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, brought the opening address of the Congress. This faithful son of
Rome was introduced as a "warm, caring, Christ-honoring, Christ-like brother" (Frank Bumpus, "New-
Evangelicals United with Catholics and Liberals," F.B.F. News Bulletin, Nov.-Dec. 1988). Kennedy
also joined Jerry Falwell in founding the ecumenical Moral Majority, which encouraged Catholic
participation (Flirting With Rome, Vol. 2, p. 30).

(e) Kennedy was one of the sponsors for the Billy Graham Central Park Rally in New York City in
1991. At the rally, Graham thanked Roman Catholic Cardinal O'Connor and the area archbishops for
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their support. Graham also expressed appreciation to the Jewish Rabbis in New York City. When
extending the invitation at the close of his message, Graham invited individuals to "come back to the
Lord" by "renewing" their "vows of baptism or confirmation." (Reported in the March-April 1992
Fundamentalist Digest.) Kennedy was also a scheduled speaker at Billy Graham's '92 School of
Evangelism (see 2/1/92, Calvary Contender).

(f) Kennedy had "Mother" Teresa as a guest on his 5/3/97 Truths That Transform radio program. She
was speaking on the subject of "love." The announcer for Kennedy stated warmly, "Who better to speak
on love than Mother Teresa?"

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman (ELCA) turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In January of 1995, the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at
D. James Kennedy 's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida). Other participants in the
seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT) were Ankerberg, Kennedy, John MacArthur, and
psychologizer R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and
Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six consecutive Sunday evenings starting 3/5/95. Kennedy was
seated on the grandiose stage with MacArthur and Sproul, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience, serving
as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January, 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth recognized
by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve Differences On
Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral Ridge facility)
were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called evangelicals critical of
the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D. James Kennedy, Joseph
Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
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satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
latter, Ankerberg states eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group helped write the so-called clarification agreement.]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95, "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) Kennedy and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11).

"[Kennedy] and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from,
those who promote ecumenical endeavors with roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal
Statement changed nothing" (5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

-  Kennedy also demonstrates a favorable inclination towards another document of evangelical compromise with
Catholicism -- "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC). Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the
Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a 6/18/99 statement on the EC document
(see the 6/14/99, Christianity Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles
Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as
well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly]
challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this
latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is
now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC
says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace."
But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James
1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be
relevant, the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult
to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to
remove their names from ECT.

It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics such as
D. James Kennedy. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their
having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant Kennedy and fellow EC sympathizers may be of all this, his participation in EC document makes
him a party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a
definitive and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for
salvation, and never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration).
Moreover, the EC promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all
professing believers who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in
Ephesians. While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true
Biblical unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word
"unity" in the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is
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a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify
into essentials and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to
"mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
(Rom. 16:17).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Kennedy is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. In a
salute to Promise Keepers and its founder, Bill McCartney, on Kennedy's 9/18/94 television show, Kennedy
claimed that the 1990s will be the decade of the "post-sensitive man" (the "1980s was the decade of the sensitive
man -- Alan Alda style"). Kennedy said this about Promise Keepers:

"But happily, in addition to the secular revolution of men leading them out into the woods and to their
tom-toms, there is also a Christian men's revolution that is underway that I think portends very good
and positive things. And who is it that is leading the way; it is an organization known as Promise
Keepers. The main thing they're trying to do is to inculcate in men to get them to keep their promises."

Kennedy closed the program with a film profile of Bill McCartney, conveniently omitting any reference to
McCartney's hyper-charismatic (Vineyard movement) orientation. [Note: In early-1995, Kennedy taped a favorable
radio interview with Robert Hicks concerning Hicks' blasphemous book The Masculine Journey. Promise Keepers
has endorsed Hicks' book and continues to defend Hicks and his "theology" espoused in the book.]

-  Kennedy's evangelism efforts have always been quite ecumenical. He endorsed Pat Robertson's efforts to form "a
grass roots coalition of Evangelicals, conservative Catholics, and their allies ... to make government and the media
responsible to our concerns. It's high time we realize strength that comes through unity." (Reported in the
September 1990, Omega-Letter.) Robertson began this effort in October, 1989, with the formation of the Christian
Coalition.

In 1990, Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal
counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio
prosecutor Keith Fournier, a charismatic Catholic activist and former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the
Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. Fournier has authored Evangelical Catholics, a
book which is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic
endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year 2000." Fournier, speaking of Kennedy and others in
Evangelical Catholics. "I found not only a tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my
church and a thawing in what had been hard ice in the past." [See end of Colson report for a review of Evangelical
Catholics.]

In addition, in endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Kennedy says: "Luis Palau is
indeed one of the premier evangelists in all of the world. He is doctrinally sound and extraordinarily gifted in
communicating the Gospel." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop
psychology and Arminian easy-believism.
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D. James Kennedy
1990 Television Messages

"Self-Image"

These messages (broadcast in November of 1990) were part of a two-part series against (supposedly) the teachings
of psychology in general and self-image specifically. Even though most of the material was excellent and
thoroughly Biblical, Kennedy again slipped into to some common psychological traps:

-  After properly presenting the image of a sinner without God (totally depraved, worthless, and
without value), Kennedy depicts a Christian as one with value, significance, and meaning. He speaks of
himself as, "I'm royalty; I'm a child of the King!"

-  Not psychological per sé, but an indication of where one's amillennial eschatology might lead -- a
social/political action gospel message: "We must be very busy about changing society in order to bring
about the Kingdom of God."

-  The greatest emphasis of the messages is how bad "secular" psychology is, and even though
Kennedy depicts so-called "Christian" psychology as also 'bad,' he gives the clear impression that
Christian psychology is not quite as bad as that 'godless, atheistic, kind.'

-  Kennedy falls into the trap of trying to salvage something for self as he asks, "Do you know who you
are? What kind of self-image do you have? Christ would like to remake you into the very image of
God. How's that for a self-image?!"

-  Kennedy closes the first of the two messages by praying for those "struggling with feelings of
worthlessness and uselessness and insignificance and lack of purpose and meaning." Kennedy's answer
to this dilemma is to find Christ, "the doorway to meaning and significance in life." (This is purely a
psychological approach to man's focus on himself, not a Biblical one.)

-  Lends credibility to the ecumenical "ministry" of Mother Teresa.

-  Kennedy quotes Martin Luther as having the proper view of our value to God -- "God does not love
us because we are valuable; we are valuable because God loves us." Kennedy ignores the fact that I can
value something merely because of who I am, even though the object of my subjective "value"
judgment is, to all objective observers, completely worthless, with no value whatsoever. Likewise, God
loves us -- worthless, wretched sinners that we are -- because of who He is, not because of who we are.
Merely because we are objects of His love does not necessarily follow that we now have value.
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Tim & Beverly LaHaye
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tim LaHaye is the founder and director of the psychologically-oriented Family Life Seminars, Inc., now
headquartered in Arlington, Texas (originally in Washington, D.C.). -- For seventeen years, wife Beverly was a co-
speaker with Tim for Family Life Seminars; they conducted over 350 of more than 1,000 seminars together. He is
the author of more than 40 books (over 10 million copies in print) on such topics as family life, temperaments, and
prophecy. Tim is also the president of Tim LaHaye Ministries, and founder of the Pre-Trib Research Center (see
below). He has an earned doctorate degree from Western Baptist Seminary, Portland, Oregon. Among his books is
the psychologically-oriented The Act of Marriage, co-written with Beverly, which has sold more than 2.5 million
copies since it was first printed in 1976.

In 1958, the LaHayes moved to San Diego where Tim became pastor of Scott Memorial Church, a position he held
for almost 25 years. During that time he also started a Christian school that developed into a 10-school system, and
Christian Heritage College (founded with Henry Morris of the Institute for Creation Research) in nearby El Cajon.
Tim LaHaye left the pulpit in 1981 in order to devote more time to politics and to writing. One of his most popular
writing projects has been the bestselling Left Behind series of novels, written with collaborator Jerry Jenkins (see
brief review later in this report and a more extensive sub-report review). He has also written so-called Bible
commentaries such as Revelation, Illustrated and Made Plain; How to Study Bible Prophecy for Yourself; and No
Fear of the Storm: Why Christians Will Escape the Tribulation.

-  Beverly LaHaye is a nationally recognized advocate and spokeswoman on issues affecting women and the family.
Voted Christian Woman of the Year in 1984 and Churchwoman of the Year in 1988, she also received a Religious
Freedom Award in 1991, and in 1993 her nationally syndicated daily radio program, "Beverly LaHaye Live," was
named Talk Show of the Year. Her many psychologically-oriented books include The Spirit-Controlled Woman
and The Desires of a Woman's Heart. She also heads Concerned Woman for America, the nation's largest public
policy pro-family women's organization. Advocating school prayer and opposition to abortion, the organization has
over 600,000 members. The LaHayes currently live in California.

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Tim LaHaye is the leading so-called evangelical today peddling the temperaments as Christian, and is largely
responsible for popularizing its teachings in the Church. LaHaye has the following books out on the subject (as well
as having developed his own personality measurement instrument -- the LaHaye Temperament Analysis [LTA]):
Spirit-Controlled Temperament (1966); Transformed Temperaments (1971); Understanding the Male Temperament
(1977); Why You Act the Way You Do (1984). Beverly LaHaye also has written books on the temperaments: The
Spirit-Controlled Woman (1976/1996) and How To Develop Your Child's Temperament (1977). (Must reading for
anyone desiring a fuller understanding of LaHaye's teachings on the temperaments would be Four Temperaments,
Astrology & Personality Testing [pp. 49-66], by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara,
CA, 1992, 213 pages. The information on the temperaments detailed in this report was excerpted and/or adapted
from this source.):

(a) In Why You Act the Way You Do, one can readily see the underlying astrological roots of
temperament theory -- LaHaye labels Christians as Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melancholic,
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and applies this to explain why people are "locked-in" to behaving the way they do; according to
LaHaye, the "strengths and weaknesses" of one's temperament type determines how they act (e.g.,
LaHaye turns King David into a combination of Sanguine and Melancholic). LaHaye attempts to
distinguish between temperament, character, and personality. He defines temperament as "the
combination of inborn traits that subconsciously affects man's behavior." He calls character "the real
you" and equates it with "the hidden man of the heart" and the soul. He contends that character "is the
result of your natural temperament modified by childhood training, education, and basic attitudes,
beliefs, principles, and motivations." Finally, he defines personality as "the outward expression of
ourselves," which may be "the same as our character" or simply "a pleasing facade for an unpleasant or
weak character." LaHaye contends that "it is essential to know your temperament and to be able to
analyze other people's temperaments." He further testifies that "of all the behavior theories ever devised,
it [the four temperaments theory] has served as the most helpful explanation." He has even insisted that
temperament is genetic! (Furthermore, LaHaye has also attempted to validate the temperament theory
on the basis of so-called handwriting experts. These "graphologists" claim that a person's handwriting
reveals his personality. However, numerous research studies have refuted these claims.)

(b) LaHaye lays the usual groundwork of temperament strengths and weaknesses, combines them with
Scripture, and comes up with a foreign paradigm of man's sinful nature and the sanctification process.
While he claims to present a Biblical anthropology, LaHaye arbitrarily presents his definition of man in
terms of psychological opinion rather than in terms of Biblical categories. Just as Freud believed that
man is driven by unseen forces in his "unconscious," LaHaye teaches that a person's temperament is
"the unseen force underlying human action." LaHaye also includes Carl Jung's Introvert-Extrovert
typology in his scheme and places the Sanguine and Choleric under the Extrovert type and the
Melancholic and Phlegmatic under the Introvert type. LaHaye claims that "the four-fold classification
of temperaments is still widely used," yet even psychological theorists have generally abandoned the
four temperaments typology.

(c) As a further indication of the Biblical facade through which LaHaye attempts to sanctify his
teachings on the temperaments, he equates temperament with our "old nature": "Since temperament is
our 'old nature,' what man needs is a 'new nature.'" But LaHaye does not teach that the temperament is
to be reckoned dead or put off as the old man is to be reckoned dead and put off. He only seems to
want to put off the "weaknesses," which he calls "sin." He wants to keep and enhance the "strengths."
Then, by a huge leap of the imagination, he turns the nine-fold Fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5) into
"temperament traits" of our new nature.

(d) LaHaye presents four major persons from the Bible in terms of the temperaments. In his book
Transformed Temperaments, though warning people about indiscriminately using the four
temperaments to describe Peter, Paul, Moses, and Abraham, he, nevertheless, turns Peter into a
Sanguine, Paul into a Choleric, Moses into a Melancholic, and Abraham into a Phlegmatic. This entire
business of describing the four temperaments and assigning people to categories is so subjective as to
be both useless and misleading. LaHaye's charts and descriptions make the whole set-up look factual
and reliable, but these are arbitrary classifications and combinations. Throughout his later books,
LaHaye adds and embellishes the lists, and even makes up a test that people can take to fit themselves
into his system. LaHaye, then, leaves us with an arbitrary system of psychological theory presented by
an amateur pop psychologist.

-  Left Behind, by Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins, is the first of 12 novels (they have recently announced three
additional volumes, the first to be published in 3/05) dealing with the end times. LaHaye says that Left Behind is
"the first fictional portrayal of events that are true to the literal interpretation of Bible prophecy. It was written for
anyone who loves gripping fiction featuring believable characters, a dynamic plot that also weaves prophetic events
in a fascinating story." The story begins on the day that the Rapture takes place and concludes just as the Antichrist
is about to assume power over the world. The story, however, is wrapped around the lives of a handful of
individuals who come face to face with the fact that the Rapture has occurred. Will they come to Christ, or be taken
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in by the false explanations for the disappearance of millions throughout the world. And if they come to the Lord,
what will it cost them?

As fiction goes, the first book in the series is relatively faithful to Scripture (at least in contrast to the fiction of
Frank Peretti). Nevertheless, LaHaye's ecumenical nature comes through as does his psychological leanings. One
comment even implies that Mother Teresa was raptured! This is even more odd given the fact the book is supposed
to be set several decades in the future and Mother Teresa was nearing death when the book was written (and has
since died). But more importantly, one would think that LaHaye and Jenkins would recognize that Mother Teresa
never received Christ by faith alone. She always clung to the works-salvation of the Roman Catholic Church.
Worse yet, LaHaye has the Pope being raptured with the church! So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help
Chuck Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line
of demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity. 

Also, one wonders, with such a golden opportunity for LaHaye and Jenkins to very clearly outline the gospel of
Jesus Christ to many who will read the series, but would not let a soulwinner tell them the same, why is the sound
gospel of the grace of God so obscure, to the point of being absent from the books?! True, there are instances in the
book of some of the characters giving a brief testimony to salvation, but even those are so weak that if a person
were not looking for and familiar with God's plan of salvation, he would never know what it means to be born
again. Of what practical use is a book in the home of a lost man that does not and cannot convict of sin and show
the need for a Saviour? (Source: Pastors Kevin Bier and Gary Gilley. For a detailed review of the Left Behind
series, see BDM's companion report.) 

- LaHaye has made a small fortune off of his fictional books in the Left Behind series, and Hank Hanegraaff of the
Christian Research Institute evidently thinks there is potential in the fiction market for his fiction, too. LaHaye
fictionalizes about events related to the Second Coming of Christ, which he believes are yet to come; on the other
hand, Hanegraaff fictionalizes about events from the "Preterist" point of view, which means that the events have
already taken place in A.D. 70. One of the strange things about this is the fact that Tyndale House publishes both
the pre-trib, pre-mill views of LaHaye as well as the Preterist views of Hanegraaff. (The only "prophecy" Tyndale
seems to be interested in is whatever is "profitable.")

This recent development has caused LaHaye to have no small consternation, if the report in the book trade
magazine Christian Retailing is correct (January 3, 2005, page 1). According to the magazine, LaHaye now feels
"betrayed" by Tyndale House, for his publisher has taken money made from LaHaye's fiction to "promote the
nonsense" fiction written by Hanegraaff. Another "strange" element in this matter is the fact that even LaHaye
himself holds to some elements of Preterism. He imposes the views of Jewish Preterism over the Book of Daniel,
for example, and this accounts for his confused ideas about the Antichrist and the Abomination of Desolation.
LaHaye advocates the Jewish Preterism that the Seleucids, Ptolemies, and Antiochus Epiphanes fulfill Daniel 11:5-
35, which was first taught in the uninspired Book of Maccabees by the uninspired Jewish writer. This preteristic
idea makes Daniel 11:5-35 irrelevant to future prophetic events. (See Tim LaHaye's Prophecy Study Bible on
Daniel 11).   

It is also rather "strange" and humorous that LaHaye, who has pocketed big bucks off his fiction, which involves
elements of Preterism, is now complaining about Hanegraaff's using some of the same Preterist fiction about the
Second Coming to make money off of it. Both LaHaye and Hanegraaff borrow basic Preterist ideas which
originated before the first coming of Christ, being Jewish interpretations of Daniel which serve to nullify much of
Daniel's prophetic truth. (Source: Bob Ross, "LaHaye vs. Hanegraaff -- Or, Truth Again Proves to be 'Stranger
Than Fiction'" [01/06/05].)

-  The LaHayes have become fabulously wealthy through Tim's authorship of the Left Behind series. So much so
that the LaHayes have managed to buy a legacy for themselves -- they gave Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5
million toward a new student center; in return, the new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was
named after LaHaye, and he serves as its president. Tim has also received the honor of being named  "the most
influential evangelical leader of the last quarter century." This was the verdict of the Institute for the Study of
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American Evangelicals, located at Wheaton College in Illinois, as announced in their periodical, The Evangelical
Studies Bulletin.

-  For being a supposed prophecy expert, LaHaye has some real problems with his prophetical teachings in the Left
Behind series. For example, in books 8 & 9, LaHaye and Jenkins teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can
still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang scenario" is developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the
beast and the sealing of the Lord. In Desecration, Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question
about how a Christian can have the mark of the beast and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed
readers on the Left Behind messageboard, and was answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on
the heart," says Jenkins. "He [Chang] was a believer first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is
only fiction, so do not take it seriously." He also did not say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian
may receive the mark of the beast and be saved."

LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord Jesus Christ before men and still inherit
eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today: 

"My mind rushes to the thousands of Christians savagely killed and maimed by the lions in Roman
amphitheaters long ago. Their crime? They refused to bow down and worship Caesar. Doubtless some
on that day cowered before their oppressors and feigned a rejection of Christ. Like those who were
martyred, they will also be saved. But they will not receive the martyr's crown their Lord wanted them
to have."

The authors are teaching that if a Christian outwardly rejects the Lord Jesus Christ, he will still be saved, though he
will forfeit the martyr's crown. They are saying that the Christians in the past who bowed down and "pretended" to
worship Caesar (that is what feigning a rejection of Christ would be in that context!) would still be saved! They
would not receive the martyr's crown, but would be saved even after denying the Lord Jesus Christ before men. The
authors are reassuring Christians that even if you outwardly deny the Lord Jesus Christ (as long as you don't really
mean it on the inside) and pretend to worship a false Christ, you will still be saved. This teaching is rejected by the
Bible (Matt. 10:32,33; 16:25; Luke 12:8,9; Mark 8:35; 1 John 2:22,23).

-  Beverly LaHaye has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, and D. James Kennedy). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Today Rapha operates 120
hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an annual income of more than $12 million. Rapha also claims that
over 2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. LaHaye is quoted as saying, "I am confident that the Rapha
Hospital Treatment Centers are a gift of God for our generation. I am pleased to be able to recommend the Rapha
program everywhere." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy
sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Tim LaHaye is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity
("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").

-  There are many ways one can be drawn into unbiblical unity with other professing believers. It most commonly
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occurs as men focus upon one particular issue or theological topic, which issue or topic may, by itself, be legitimate
and theologically correct. Yet, that unity usually tends to set aside doctrinal differences, so that the resulting unity
overall is unbiblical. (Often, the methods employed by the organization are also unbiblical.)

Such an organization was formed by Tim LaHaye in 1994, the Pre-Trib Research Center (PTRC) (originally
headquartered in Family Life Seminar's Washington, D.C. offices, but moved to Arlington, Texas in the late-
1990s), made up of a "large group of prophetic Bible scholars given a sacred task of joining with others in
proclaiming, teaching, defending, and applying the doctrine of the Pretribulational Rapture of the Church." PTRC
claims to have brought "together such a group of like-minded prophetic scholars, communicators, and authors to
defend this very important biblical truth." PTRC claims 70 members who hold the Pre-Trib position and have
signed PTRC's doctrinal statement. Even if one assumes that the stated purpose of the PTRC is a worthy one,
PTRC's hodgepodge of neo-evangelicals, psychologizers, and prophecy hyper-speculators (listed as members on
PTRC's letterhead) would most certainly disqualify it as an organization of "like-minded scholars" in Biblical unity
(e.g., "like-minded prophetic scholars" include Ed Hindson, Kay Arthur, John Ankerberg, Chuck Missler, Martin
DeHaan II, David Jeremiah, Grant Jeffrey, Peter LaLonde, David Reagan, Jerry Vines, Adrian Rogers, Zane
Hodges, Robert Lightner, Thomas McCall, J. Dwight Pentecost, Charles Ryrie, John Walvoord, Stanley Toussaint,
Zola Levitt, Hal Lindsey, David Noebel, Richard Mayhue, John Sproule, and Elmer Towns). This is a
"dispensational ecumenism" that, in our opinion, can only go downhill from here.

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ--An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye,
Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven
Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.]

However ignorant the LaHayes and fellow endorsers may be of all this, their participation in EC makes them a
party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive
and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and
never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).
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-  Tim LaHaye was one of the original founders (along with Jerry Falwell and other neo-evangelicals) of the Moral
Majority (now succeeded by the Liberty Federation), which is one of the classic examples of "the good cause
syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is good enough.
(In actuality, the Moral Majority joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic
in an unholy union to save the country. But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged.
The line of demarcation between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition.) [Reported in New
Neutralism II, pp. 70-71.] [In 1992, Falwell's Liberty University awarded Beverly LaHaye an honorary Doctorate
of Humanities for her lifetime achievements in protecting the rights of the family.]

-  Both Tim and Beverly LaHaye have a long history of extreme ecumenism. Tim has been the president of Moral
Majority of California and a board member of the national Moral Majority. In this capacity he joined hands with
every sort of apostasy, including Romanism and Judaism. As the head of the American Coalition for Traditional
Values, LaHaye yoked together with such "distinguished Christian leaders" (his own words in 1984) as Demos
Shakarian, radical charismatic head of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International; United Methodist
pastor and head of the activist American Family Association, Don Wildmon; Jim Bakker of the PTL Club;
Kenneth Copeland; Rex Humbard; Robert Tilton; Thomas Zimmerman, then head of the Assemblies of God; Paul
Crouch, radical head of the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network; and Jimmy Swaggart. These men are as
radically ecumenical and as Biblically unsound and as opposed to fundamental, Biblical separation as any you will
find anywhere. Three have since been disgraced through their moral and financial corruption. Paul Crouch hates
fundamentalists and has publicly cursed them. Thomas Zimmerman was at the forefront of breaking down the walls
of separation between old-line Pentecostals and Romanists. For LaHaye to be the leader of this unholy, mixed
multitude is wickedness.

LaHaye's ecumenism isn't limited to his political activities. He frequently joins hands with apostates at all sorts of
ecumenical gatherings. For example, when the charismatic Rock Christian Network was launched in 1986, Tim
LaHaye's beaming face joined those of the charismatic mystics Oral Roberts, David Yonggi Cho, and Demos
Shakarian, Catholic priest John Bertolucci, and others. LaHaye has appeared regularly at "Jesus" rock festivals in
various parts of the country, joining hands with rock 'n' rollers and ecumenists, including Tom Skinner and Tony
Campolo. Tim LaHaye spoke at Oral Roberts University's 1990 Christian School Conference. He was Co-chairman
of the Jerusalem '90 charismatic conference which featured David Yonggi Cho and James Robison. In a fund-
raising promotional brochure, LaHaye praised radical charismatic "faith healer" Morris Cerullo upon his takeover of
the PTL TV Network/Heritage properties. LaHaye said he was glad it would not be lost "to the body of Christ," and
that because of Cerullo's faith, the network would "continue to be used to preach the Gospel and to present positive
programming" (11/1/90 & 3/1/91 issues of the Calvary Contender). What amazing blindness! (Reported in the 1/95,
O Timothy.)

-  Tim and Beverly LaHaye have now taken to appearing on the television shows of charismatics. -- Each day of
the week 4/21/03-4/25/03, the LaHayes appeared on the Benny Hinn nightly one-hour television show ("This Is
Your Day") aired on TBN. (LaHaye is not uninformed concerning Hinn's record since at one of LaHaye's Pre-Trib
Research Council meetings someone made a presentation, including video clips, of some of Hinn's more outlandish
prophecies.) The subject matter for the week was Bible prophecy. The LaHayes spent the five hours chumming it up
with Benny Hinn and allowing Tim's latest book, Charting the End Times, to be offered as a premium to those
contributing $50 to Hinn's heretical ministry. Included in that package were end-times charts and timelines. LaHaye
stood to make millions, and at the same time, Hinn would rake in the money. (Source: 5/1/03, The Christian
Sentinel Report; and viewing by BDM.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is an enthusiastic supporter of her husband's ecumenical stance. Through her Concerned Women
for America (CWA) organization, she is encouraging Christians to forget their differences and join hands to effect
political and social change. CWA's radical, unscriptural ecumenism was demonstrated in a CWA radio broadcast on
10/13/94. The speaker was an unsaved Jew, Dennis Prager, who was also the keynote speaker at the 1996 CWA
national conference. Prager was speaking about the moral problems of America, and promoted as a solution, that all
religious people of good will must come together to resist the powers of secularism. The statement was made, "All
Christians must come together." This dangerous, unscriptural sentiment was echoed by the hosts of CWA's
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broadcast.

Like her husband, Mrs. LaHaye does not limit her ecumenical wanderings to political activities. She was a featured
speaker at the 15th anniversary celebration of the charismatic magazine Charisma. On this occasion, she joined
hands with Oral Roberts, members of the religious rock group Petra, and hyper-charismatics Charles and Frances
Hunter to celebrate this dangerous, unscriptural publication. Beverly LaHaye has spoken at least twice at the annual
conference sponsored by the charismatic Christian Believers United (CBU) Fellowship. Calvary Contender editor
Jerry Huffman notes, "When you ask charismatics to join your political crusade, it must be hard to say no when
they want you to 'join' their religious 'crusade.' Satan is subtle! (3/1/86, Calvary Contender ). (Reported in the 1/95,
O Timothy.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is also a member of the highly ecumenical National Religious Broadcasters (NRB), and formerly
an arm of the neo-evangelical (and increasingly charismatic) National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). At the
NRB's 53rd Annual Convention in Indianapolis in February of 1996, Beverly LaHaye (through her CWA
organization) sponsored the Anniversary Banquet, which was a black-tie event at $50 per ticket. She also spoke at
the Women's Luncheon at the 1997 NRB Convention.

-  Beverly LaHaye is a Southern Baptist by profession. She recently took part in an ecumenical Bible commentary
publishing effort by 22 Southern Baptist women and 80 women from other denominations. Some of the other
unbiblical women in the project include Vonette Bright (wife of Campus Crusade's Bill Bright), Shirley Dobson
(wife of Focus on the Family's James Dobson), Karen Mains, and Jill Briscoe. The Women's Study Bible is
purported to focus on women's ideas and concerns. (Reported in the 11/1/95, Calvary Contender.)

-  Tim LaHaye was featured speaker at the Jesus Northwest festival in 7/92 at an Assemblies of God church in
Salem, Oregon. Other speakers included notorious liberal Tony Campolo, Mike Warnke, Frank Peretti, Ed
Underwood (from Walk Thru' The Bible), and over a dozen "Christian" rock/rap groups (including Petra, DC Talk,
etc.). (Reported in the 3/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Tim LaHaye is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated
to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on
unbelieving peoples and institutions. Although no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, LaHaye does give
the following strong endorsement:

"I commend the work of COR and its efforts to unite pastors and parachurch leaders to bring revival to
their churches and reformation to their societies."

Beverly LaHaye resigned from COR in 1989, but stated in a 12/89 letter that husband Tim was remaining "on the
board of the Coalition ... using this position in hopes of influencing them" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:33)! [In a personal letter
dated 6/3/93, Tim LaHaye claimed to have resigned from COR "four or more years ago" -- yet, as of early-1990,
his name was still on COR's letterhead as a Steering Committee member.] As an indication of what the people
affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference
for Christian Reconstruction. Does not the following sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."
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That LaHaye has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Being a member of a hyper-Calvinistic organization like COR, one might be surprised to learn that LaHaye's
theology is Arminian. Much like Dave Hunt, LaHaye rejects the sovereignty of God in salvation. Dave Hunt and
Joseph Chambers (Gail Riplinger's KJV-Onlyist friend in North Carolina) are now promoting an anti-Calvinist
Symposium, using a publicity blurb from LaHaye. Tim is quoted as saying, "Calvinism comes perilously close to
blasphemy," attributes it to "Greek humanism," and alleges that "the God of Calvinism is a far cry from the God of
the Bible" (End Times, January 2002, p. 16). 

-  The extent to which men like Tim LaHaye will go in furthering the social gospel is truly amazing. LaHaye held
the paid position of chairman with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon
is the founder of the Unification Church, and is the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world. He teaches the
particularly vile heresy that not only did Jesus fail in His earthly ministry, but that He had sex with the women who
followed Him.) (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter and the 1Q96, Religion in Politics.)

In June, 1985, CRF held several rallies, one of which was in Washington, D.C. There LaHaye urged the over 300
men and women present to support Moon by voluntarily going to jail with him for a week if allowed to do so by
authorities. "Not that I agree with his doctrine," said LaHaye. "Not that I agree with what he teaches, because many
of us don't know what he teaches. We have only read about it in the paper and you know how much we can trust
the papers." (Evidently LaHaye is unaware of the many books and research papers made available by Christian cult
investigators. Certainly the newspapers aren't the only source of information.) Other so-called evangelicals that
served with LaHaye at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Don Wildmon (founder
and president of the social activist American Family Association), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide
radio talk show host), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, James Robison, Jimmy
Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. [In a personal letter
dated 6/3/93, LaHaye claims to have never received any pay for his stint as CRF's "temporary chairman for a
month and a half." LaHaye seems to be saying, "It's okay to serve on the Board of an apostate organization as long
as you don't accept pay for it."]

LaHaye's involvement with Moon is particularly vile. In 1985, Carolyn Weaver, writing for Mother Jones
Magazine, exposed the fact that LaHaye had received substantial funds from Moon's aid Bo Hi Park. This was
discovered in a tape of a dictated thank you letter from LaHaye, thanking Park for a contribution in excess of
$500,000. LaHaye would not admit or deny the receipt of the contribution, instead he attacked the source of the
information. (Reported in the 1Q96, Religion in Politics.)

-  Moon held a Washington Family Federation for World Peace conference in late-1996 that attracted a gaggle of
famous "evangelical" speakers, including Christian Coalition executive director Ralph Reed (now a political
consultant), Family Research Council president Gary Bauer, and Concerned Women for America president Beverly
LaHaye. Moon and his fourth wife also addressed the conference, which attracted 1,500 participants from around
the globe. When asked in a personal letter why she would speak to a Moonie front group, Mrs. LaHaye responded
that she found out only a few days before the event that it was a Moon-sponsored event, but that "it was too late to
back out [so] I decided I would have to see it through and use it as an opportunity to share the true Word of God
..." She also claimed that both Bauer and Reed were caught in the same dilemma. "So the three of us tried to be a
true witness for Christ in this event."

Beverly LaHaye's "explanation" for speaking at the gathering does not stand up to scrutiny. The LaHayes have had
a relationship with the Moonies for years (see above); they are very well aware of all the Moonie front groups,
including the Family Federation for World Peace. But let's assume she is telling the truth in her letter, and really
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was ignorant of the group to which she was going to speak. But she admits she became aware of it "a few days
before the event," so why couldn't she cancel? Why was it "too late to back out"? Even so, in what way did she use
her appearance "as an opportunity to share the true Word of God and God's standard for the family marriage"? Did
she specifically address the fact that the Moonies are a blasphemous cult and an abomination before a holy God?
Hardly. In every account of her remarks that have been made public, she makes not one reference to the gospel.

LaHaye also remarks that Gary Bauer and Ralph Reed "were caught in the same dilemma." Not according to Reed.
When asked why the Christian Coalition chose to associate with Moon, spokesman Mike Russell said, "They're
working to strengthen the family and so are we. Ralph doesn't agree with every organization he speaks to." Nor
according to Bauer either; Bauer said, "I don't see why Christians should censor themselves out of any forum in
which our perspectives can be heard." At least these two ecumenists are willing to tell the truth. From their
statements, you can see that neither Reed nor Bauer make any claim of being ignorant of the Moonie sponsorship
of the event. Why was Beverly LaHaye such a dupe when the others were so knowledgeable? The fact is, Beverly
LaHaye was caught with her hand in the cookie jar, and now she's making excuses like a 2-year old -- "Momma, I
didn't know there were cookies in there until five minutes ago, and then it was too late to back out." (Moon has
been known to draw speakers with honorariums exceeding $100,000; perhaps that is why "it was too late to back
out.")

-  Apparently, activism runs in the family -- Beverly LaHaye is founder and chairman of Concerned Women for
America (1979), an ecumenical social activism organization for professing Christian women (CWA has in the past
featured Roman Catholic and charismatic speakers), touted to be the "nation's largest women's organization" (over
600,000 members). Mirabella magazine (2/93 edition) said Beverly LaHaye "has surpassed Phyllis Schlafly in
importance and continues to gain an audience through a monthly magazine [Family Voice], video tapes, and a
syndicated call-in radio show [Beverly LaHaye Live (weekdays) and This Week With Beverly LaHaye (weekend) --
founded in 1988 and now heard on approximately 100 "Christian" stations, reaching over 750,000 listeners], all
financed by CWA's $10 million annual budget ... Beverly LaHaye Live was named the National Religious
Broadcaster's Talk Show of the Year" for 1993 for exhibiting "outstanding achievement in stimulating and leading
the discussion of moral, political, social and religious issues relevant to the Christian community." (Reported in
Tim LaHaye's 5/93, Capital Report.). CWA employs a paid staff of 33, including legislative specialists and field
operatives. Beverly LaHaye has also authored two women's books, Who But a Woman and The Restless Woman.
[Corporations helping to bankroll CWA include: PepsiCo, Levi Strauss, Avon, American Express, Sun Company,
United Bank of Denver, and GEICO. (Reported in the 1Q96, Religion in Politics. )] 

LaHaye recently announced the appointment of Sandy Rios as president of CWA. Rios is a Chicago radio talk show
host, musician and singer, and mother of two grown children, one of whom is severely disabled. Rios says she has
a heart for those often overlooked in the cultural battle for the soul of America. "Mrs. LaHaye ... taught us a lesson
in founding CWA to show that the radical feminists do not speak for mainstream American women. ... Young
people and minorities can and must have a voice in promoting the effective Bible-based values we share. I want to
help Mrs. LaHaye reach out to make sure those voices are heard too." Rios relocated to metropolitan Washington
and begin with CWA on October 15, 2001 (10/15/01, Calvary Contender).

-  The Concerned Women For America ministry website sells books that send the message that the Harry Potter
phenomenon can advance the kingdom of God:

"In What's A Christian To Do With Harry Potter? you'll explore the valid concerns some Christians
have about the series, sort out the fact and fiction at the center of the debate, discover biblical answers
that may surprise you, and learn how you can tap into this powerful cultural phenomenon to help
advance the kingdom of God." (Emphasis added.)

The Harry Potter books contain real, black magick satanism, and even include human sacrifice. If God's people
believe fellowshipping with devils in any form can be used to advance the kingdom of God, then they are literally
being set up to believe that the antichrist is God. It is also disturbing that Connie Neal's countering-Harry-Potter-
critics book entitled The Gospel According to Harry Potter is also sold on the CWA website. Why would CWA sell
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books that counter Christian opposition to Harry Potter and possibly win Rowlings more readers?

-  Even Beverly LaHaye's entanglement with the Coors Brewing Company proved to be embarrassing -- Coors
extended health benefits to homosexual employees' partners. LaHaye's CWA has long accepted Coors' money,
which has hindered the CWA from tackling alcohol-related issues. [Alcohol is the nation's number one "drug
problem," accounting for over $100 billion in economic costs and 105,000 deaths each year [8/17/92, Christianity
Today. )] (Reported in the 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is also a supporter and signatory of the (now defunct) Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF),
an ecumenical amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc.,
whose stated goal was religious pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while promoting a new one-world
religion. Other "evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Beverly LaHaye were James Dobson, Chuck Colson,
and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The
First Liberty Institute," an organization headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty at George
Mason University was originally designated as "national teacher training and outreach center" for the Williamsburg
Charter Foundation.)]

-  Beverly LaHaye's endorsement appears on the book cover (along with James Dobson's) of The Natural Childbirth
Book. Also on the cover is a picture of the occult yin/yang symbol. It appears Mrs. LaHaye needs to scrutinize her
endorsements more closely.

-  Tim and Beverly LaHaye also appear to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Bill
Bright, founder of Campus Crusade for Christ, fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims
to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of
liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An
Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed.
Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles
Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright
cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2
Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18
(instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the
11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los
Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included
most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly
LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and
Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the
Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby (of Experiencing God fame), Loren Cunningham
(YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy,
Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain
future with Bill Bright's August, 2001 retirement  from Campus Crusade, and with his death in 2003.)]
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Tim LaHaye (with Jerry Jenkins)
Book Review*

The Left Behind Series
The Left Behind series of novels about events following the Rapture has been a phenomenal commercial success.
The authors are Jerry Jenkins, writer-at-large for the neo-evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and
Tim LaHaye, well-known author (over 40 books), "noted authority" on Bible prophecy (e.g., Revelation Unveiled),
and promoter of the heretical "Four Temperaments" theory. 

The books have more than doubled both the profits and staff of Tyndale House Publishers (Wheaton, Illinois).
More than 65 million copies have been sold (over 75 million counting the graphic novels and children's versions),
generating more than 650 million dollars in sales since first published in 1995. Twelve volumes are now in print.
The seventh, The Indwelling, released in May of 2000, pre-sold 1.4 million copies before it was even released (total
sales of 2.9 million as of 2/04), and some stores opened at midnight to long lines of fans. It immediately hit number
one on the New York Times bestseller list. The same was true for the eighth volume, The Mark (3 million total sales
as of 2/04). The ninth volume, Desecration, published in 10/01, had a first printing of 3 million, the largest-ever
print run for a "Christian" novel. Book number 10, The Remnant, was released in 2002 with a 2.75 million print
run. Book number 11, Armageddon: The Cosmic Battle of the Ages, was released in April 2003, and book number
12, Glorious Appearing, was released March 30, 2004.# [One must question LaHaye's true contribution to the
writing of these books. Pentecostal Evangel interviewed LaHaye on May 28, 2000, and this is LaHaye's declaration
regarding the place of Scripture in the Left Behind series: "As the series enlarges, I give Jerry an outline of the
Scripture for each book, and he hangs the story on the outline."]

In addition to the more than 65 million Left Behind series books, Tyndale House has sold more than 10 million
related items, such as computer screensavers, postcards, calendars, board games, music, apparel, and collectibles.
There is a Left Behind kids series (Left Behind: The Kids -- 34 books published with sales of more than 10 million -
- targeted at 10-14 year-olds), an audio series, two movies, and a television series that premiered in 2003. The Left
Behind web site attracts more than 60,000 hits a day.

There is a serious problem with fictionalizing Bible subjects. Fiction, by its very nature, is not truth. At best, it goes
beyond truth and reality. It is not wise to fictionalize the Bible. The Scriptures tell us exactly what God wants men
to know, no more and no less, about future events. "The secret things belong unto the LORD our God: but those
things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of this law"
(Deut. 29:29). The Left Behind series goes far beyond what the Bible says, and instead, speculates about things God
has not said. Revelation 22 warns about adding to or taking away from the Words of God in prophecy. Why would
that warning not apply to the Left Behind series? One can argue that the books are only fiction, but will the
intermingling of Bible truth and fiction not leave wrong impressions in the minds of people? Will the average
reader be able to tell truth from fiction?

The fictionalizing of Scripture is an egregious offense in and of itself, but the theology presented in the books is
intolerable (despite the publisher's claim that "The series is guaranteed to be theologically sound."). Following are
just a few examples of the unscriptural things found in the Left Behind series:

(1)  Large numbers of relatives and friends of Christians are saved after the Rapture occurs. This sends the message
that it is possible to wait and get saved later. But the Bible never offers such hope. Second Thessalonians chapter
two describes the coming of the Antichrist, and it plainly states that those who are left behind who have rejected the
truth will not be saved, but will be deluded by God Himself.
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And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall
destroy with the brightness of his coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power
and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; BECAUSE
THEY RECEIVED NOT THE LOVE OF THE TRUTH, THAT THEY MIGHT BE SAVED. AND FOR THIS CAUSE
GOD SHALL SEND THEM STRONG DELUSION, THAT THEY SHOULD BELIEVE A LIE (2 Thess. 2:8-11).

[Edit made 9/20/14 I do not agree with this teaching that some holding the pretrib postulate that] many people will
be saved during the Tribulation (i.e., Revelation 6:11; 7:14), it would appear that these are people who did not have
opportunity to hear the Gospel before the Rapture. There are multiplied millions of people in the world today who
have not heard a clear and true presentation of the Gospel. While we do not know enough perhaps to be dogmatic
about exactly who will and will not be saved after the Rapture, it is irresponsible on the part of the Left Behind
authors to present a position on this that at least appears to be directly contrary to 2 Thessalonians 2:8-11.

(2)  The books feature the formation of a "Tribulation Force" to resist the Antichrist. There is nothing like this even
hinted at in the Bible.

(3)  Prayers to the dead is taught in one of the books. During the funeral for a Tribulation-era pastor, one of the
leaders of the Tribulation Force is depicted as praying to the dead man (vol. 3, Nicolae, p. 315).

(4)  New Age/occult out-of-body experiences are encouraged. One of the characters in The Indwelling has an
elaborate and richly detailed out-of-body experience (OBE); LaHaye glorifies OBE as a good way to pray.
LaHaye's OBE account is identical with OBEs described and marketed by countless New Agers on the Internet and
in myriads of occult based books (vol. 7, The Indwelling, pp. 232-248).

(5)  Satan is in charge of the weather. One of the key figures in the Left Behind books is the supposed leader of the
144,000 Jews. In book four, he sends out a message to believers throughout the world via the Internet and makes
the following statement: "Eons ago, God the Father conceded control of earth's weather to Satan himself, the prince
and power of the air" (vol. 4, Soul Harvest, p. 232). The Bible does not say that Satan has been given control of the
weather. When the Bible mentions thunder and hail and such things, it refers to them as coming from the hand of
God (i.e., Job 38:22-29; Ps. 77:18). Psalm 104 describes the various aspects of this present creation and attributes
the control of everything to God. Satan is not called the "god of this world" because God turned the world over to
him, but because mankind in general has rejected God and believed the serpent's lie.

(6)  One of the very questionable doctrines the Left Behind series teaches is that at the time of the rapture pregnant
women will suddenly become un-pregnant (that is, the unborn babies will be taken in the rapture and will leave the
unsaved mother, who is left behind, many pounds lighter!). A rapture for embryos! (vol. 1, Left Behind, pp. 46-47).

(7)  The Christians in the books make major decisions based on their intuitions and human reasoning rather than on
Bible precepts. For example, two of the heroes of the Left Behind series become romantically involved. Though
they discuss the matter and wonder if it is God's will, they get married and have a child in the midst of the Great
Tribulation, with no apparent consultation of the Scriptures. First Corinthians 7:29-35 would have settled their
question. Another example of this is the decision made by two of the members of the "Tribulation Force" to work
for the Antichrist, one as his pilot and one as the head of a news magazine. They question the propriety of their
decision, but instead of consulting the Scriptures, they "feel" it is God's will. One would think that 2 Corinthians
6:14-18 and Revelation 18:4 would easily have settled that question.

(8)  Easy-believism and low moral standards are promoted in the Left Behind series. Based on a bathroom scene
where the hero, Buck, gets converted, it appears all that is needed to be saved is mental assent to God's existence.
Then when Buck uses his credit card to embezzle and steal from his boss, this "Christian" deems all okay because
the theft is for the cause of Christ (and his boss is the Antichrist). Then in Tribulation Force, Buck expresses his
embarrassment at having to admit to Chloe that he is still a virgin at age 30. In Nicolae, Buck tells Verna, an
admitted lesbian, that "My Bible doesn't differentiate between homosexuals and heterosexuals." Also in Nicolae,
Rayford becomes "angry at himself" for trying to persuade Hattie to not have an abortion, and later apologizes to
her for hurting her feelings (p. 195). Later Chole, sounding like a Planned Parenthood counselor, tells Hattie
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concerning her abortion, "These are personal decisions only you can make," and that even if she aborts her baby,
"we won't love you any less," nor will God, who loves aborters unconditionally, "regardless of what we do" (p.
248). Later in The Indwelling, Chloe considers killing herself and her son, and Tsion wonders, "Is this a sign of
faith or lack of faith?"

(9)  Female Bible teachers are acceptable. Book three has two female members of the "Tribulation Force" trained to
teach the Bible to mixed groups of people (vol. 3, Nicolae, pp. 354,355). Contrast this teaching with 1 Timothy
2:12.

(10) Books 8 & 9 teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang
scenario" is developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the beast and the sealing of the Lord. In
Desecration, Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question about how a Christian can have the
mark of the beast and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed readers on the Left Behind
messageboard, and was answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on the heart," says Jenkins. "He
[Chang] was a believer first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is only fiction, so do not take it
seriously." He also did not say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian may receive the mark of the
beast and be saved" (cf. Matt. 10:32,33). [LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord
Jesus Christ before men and still inherit eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today -- see
LaHaye report for more details.]

(11) The pope is raptured away! The books depict the Roman Catholic pope as a saved man who is taken away in
the Rapture. This is perhaps the most serious and dangerous error in all the books. It encourages the ecumenical
movement and its powerful back-to-Rome emphasis. It adds support to the false ecumenical concept of
"evangelical Catholicism." Of course, for any pope to be saved, he would have to reject what his own church
teaches. The Roman Catholic Church dogmatically teaches that works and sacraments are necessary to salvation,
and that man cannot be saved by the grace of Christ alone. So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help Chuck
Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line of
demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity.

In summary, the Left Behind series may be tolerable fiction, but it is definitely intolerable theology, and thereby,
must be rejected by true Christians.

* This report (and the Notes below) was excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Left Behind:
Tolerable Fiction, Intolerable Theology," 6/28/01, FBIS; (2) "Left Behind: One of Satan's Latest Wiles," Raymond
Blanton, The Perilous Times, Feb/Mar 2001; (3) "Should We Promote the Left Behind Theology," Christian News,
2/23/04; and (4) The "Left Behind" official Internet web site (3/04 & 1/05).

Note#1: Books in the Left Behind series thus far: Left Behind, Tribulation Force, Nicolae, Soul Harvest, Apollyon,
Assassins, The Indwelling, The Mark, Desecration, The Remnant, and Armageddon, and Glorious Appearing
(released by Tyndale in March, 2004). [In late October of 2004, Tyndale announced three more book titles to be
added to the series -- two of the new books will be set prior to events depicted in the original book, while the third
will conclude the series. The first new volume, The Rising, is due March 1, 2005.] The Left Behind: The Kids series,
geared to 10-14 year-olds, includes 40 titles. So convinced is Tyndale that the Left Behind series has dramatically
changed lives, it conducted a nationwide search for photos of readers whose lives had been influenced by the series.
Winners pictures were used on the cover of These Will Not Be Left Behind, a book released in 2003; it features
testimonials of those who have made "faith decisions" after reading the series: "With over two-dozen real life
stories of Left Behind series readers, this book chronicles the miraculous way that God has used the series to
change their lives" (3/04, Left Behind web site).

Note#2: In July of 1999, co-author Tim LaHaye filed suit in Los Angeles Superior Court against Namesake
Entertainment, the Kentucky-based firm that originally bought the film rights to Left Behind, and Peter and Paul
Lalonde's Cloud Ten Pictures, claiming breach of contract and requesting unspecified damages. LaHaye sought to
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have the original contract voided so that he can control the film rights to sequels and children's video spin-offs. At
the time film rights were sold in 1997, fewer than 100,000 books in the Left Behind series had been purchased, and
some believe the suit was an attempt to renegotiate the terms. LaHaye's suit alleged that Namesake representatives
pledged to spend $40 million on a major motion picture that would be released in theaters before January 2000, the
time when the public was most interested in the millennium. Namesake reportedly was unable to interest a major
Hollywood studio in the project, and with its option for the film rights due to expire, contacted Cloud Ten.
(According to the contract, Cloud Ten owns the rights to future Left Behind films.) LaHaye claimed the companies
breached their contract by making a film of lower quality than promised (they spent $17.4 million instead of the
originally agreed to amount of $40 million). LaHaye's suit also states that he has been "caused ' to suffer 'emotional
and mental distress, including anxiety, worry, mental anguish and sleeplessness.'" Apparently, LaHaye's "all-
inclusive" contract with Namesake and Cloud Ten will also cost him millions in potential revenue from the planned
movie of the Left Behind: The Kids series. (Fighting the pain of this potential revenue loss, Tim and Beverly
LaHaye still managed to scrape together enough cash to give Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5 million toward
a new student center; in return, the new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was named after
LaHaye, and he serves as its president.) The question one has to ask is: "If Tim LaHaye is primarily concerned for
lost souls and the imminent return of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, why is he suing for more money? Does he
plan to take it with him, or does he fear being 'left behind' and needing it?" [In March of 2003, the Federal judge in
the case dismissed all of LaHaye's claims.]

Note#3: In addition to many of the same doctrinal problems with the Left Behind books, we have a couple more
problems with the Left Behind I film/video. (A second video was released in 2002 -- Left Behind II: Tribulation
Force.) The most serious problem is that the GOSPEL of our Lord was LEFT BEHIND in this film (actually LEFT
OUT!). There was no gospel presented anywhere in the film. The name of Christ is mentioned only three times in
the film (during about a one minute segment, a scene where a video was being played to explain the rapture; the
video was prepared by a pastor prior to the rapture with the hope that it would help people to understand what was
happening after the rapture). Apart from this, Christ's Name is never mentioned. When people pray to be saved, it
is in the most general terms ("God, please forgive me"), and invitations to salvation are also very general ("You
need to believe in God"). There is no mention of the cross (Christ's substitutionary death), no empty tomb (the
Resurrection), no emphasis on the sinfulness of man (man's total depravity), and no clear presentation of the terms
of salvation (God's sovereignty in salvation). Any religious person who "believes in God" would probably think that
they have met the conditions. Also, some of the music in the video was horrible ("Christian" rock music of the
worst kind). At the end of the video, after the movie was completed, there was a review of some of the scenes in the
movie with rock music in the background, along with some scenes of a "Christian" rock group performing with
typical body movements and awful facial expressions as they sang a song called, "The Midnight Cry," which was
not even worthy to be called music. (Source: "LEFT BEHIND: The Gospel Being LEFT OUT," George Zeller, The
Middletown Bible Church, Middletown, CT; Zeller also viewed Left Behind II, and found it much less
objectionable than the first film, albeit still with major problems.)  [Return to Text]
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Greg Laurie
General Teachings/Activities

-  Greg Laurie (circa.1953) is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the eighth largest church in
America, the Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California. (The church also has three administrative
pastors and eleven assistant pastors, and averages a weekly attendance of 15,000.) The church was started in 1972
as Calvary Chapel Riverside -- a Bible study of about 30 people. Laurie was just 19 years of age at the time. The
name was changed to Harvest Christian Fellowship in 1982. Laurie's ministry began at Calvary Chapel of Costa
Mesa, the largest church in the state of California, under the tutelage of charismatic, psychologizer Chuck Smith.
Laurie is a product of the "Jesus People Movement" [see Note] of the 1960s and 1970s pioneered by Smith, a
counter-cultural, hippie movement which focused heavily on subjective religious experience. In 1989, Chuck Smith
asked Greg Laurie to resume teaching a Monday night Bible study at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. Soon, some
2,500 people were attending this weekly gathering.

Laurie is also the featured speaker on a nationally syndicated one-half hour daily radio program (approx. 250
stations) entitled "A New Beginning," and on a daily one-minute audio titled "A Time For Harvest." He also has a
daily half-hour television program airing in a limited number of markets (primarily on the West Coast). He is also a
regular speaker at The Billy Graham Training Center at The Cove, in Asheville, North Carolina, and at the Billy
Graham School of Evangelism; he serves on the board of directors of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
and Samaritan's Purse, among others. He holds two honorary doctorates from Biola University and Azusa Pacific
University. Laurie has authored several books, including Life, Any Questions?, The Great Compromise, Every Day
With Jesus, On Fire, The Invisible World, Five Minutes with Jesus, Discipleship: Giving God Your Best, The New
Believer's Growth Book, The God of the Second Chance: Experiencing Forgiveness, and his latest, The Upside-
Down Church.

-  Laurie is probably best known for his Harvest Crusades, which are frequently broadcast on the blasphemous
Trinity Broadcasting Network. Laurie conducts 5-6 evangelistic, three-day crusades every year that draw on average
about 50,000 people each. Since the first Harvest Crusade at Costa Mesa's Pacific Amphitheater in 1990, where
more than 90,000 people attended, 2.56 million people have heard Laurie speak at crusades across the country
(through October 2000). (Each crusade event is typically 1-1/2 hours of entertainment and announcements, and 1/2
hour of preaching.) Always keeping score, Laurie claims that through these crusades, nearly 210,000 people have
indicated that they have "made a decision to commit their lives to Jesus Christ." Laurie's ministry has been
endorsed by such notables as Billy Graham, Jerry Falwell, John MacArthur, and hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford.

Laurie's events feature "Christian" pop music and a sermon laced with quotes from Sting to John Lennon to Oscar
Wilde. Laurie describes his ministry as "old gospel in new packaging." His church sells cappuccino between
Sunday morning services. His favorite movie is "Ben Hur" (he cried during the crucifixion scene) and he collects
Disney memorabilia (11/10/94, The Charlotte Observer). Asked what he would do if his children turn from Jesus
when they grow older, Laurie said he would respect their individuality (7/30/94, Houston Chronicle).

-  Laurie's gospel is a man-centered psychological gospel -- his message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in
life," with Jesus as the One who came to "fill the void" (see below). Despite this Arminian, man-centered gospel,
Laurie claims that the "results" of his crusades prove that his ministry has "undeniably been blessed and used by
God in a unique way." Read in Laurie's own words what he has to say about his "success":

"The trademark of a Greg Laurie program, whether it be a Sunday morning church service or a stadium
crusade, is the contemporary, yet straightforward, style and format. All programs feature contemporary
music, concise messages from the Bible, and an informal atmosphere. All of this contributes to an
entertaining and non-threatening environment that attracts people of all ages, but particularly young
people" (Harvest Church Internet Web Site:10/00 posting).
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Translation: Laurie-led church services (a) are primarily attended by young people dressed in shorts and T-shirts,
(b) are heavy in entertaining "Christian" rock music, and (c) are light in Biblical message. Should we be surprised,
then, that a "non-threatening environment," with entertainment and a 15-30 minute sermon, would attract a large
crowd?

-  Rock music is a main staple of Laurie-led crusades. ReligionToday.com, an Internet religious news
service, reported after a 1998 crusade that 12,000 youth "registered decisions to commit their lives to
following Jesus Christ," and that Laurie "peppers his talks with illustrations from culture and current events,
quoting lyrics from [secular rock groups] Smashing Pumpkins or Nine Inch Nails" in order to answer young
people's questions in a more "relevant" way. Crusade director John Collins told Religion Today, "We bring
in fairly raucous music" but added that the crowd does not get out of control. Rock groups Audio
Adrenaline, the Super Tones, Big Tent Revival and The Kry generated the interest of 88,000 young people
during two evenings. Laurie is also a frequent speaker at other Christian Rock music festivals (one of which
in 1997 [Creation '97] featured the group Jars of Clay, which at the time had recently recorded for a new R-
rated film that had nudity and 83 obscenities).

Laurie's Harvest Crusade is a perfect example of how New Evangelicals today are attempting to use the
tools and amusements of the world to reach people for Christ. God's Word, however, commands believers
to act and live in a way that is different from that of the world.  The idea that the truth of the Gospel
message itself is not enough to reach people for Christ completely undermines the power of the message
and of the convicting work of the Holy Spirit. God never commands the church to use the world to make
His Gospel message more "palatable." No, the church is commanded to boldly sow the seed of God's Word,
whether or not it is attractive to the listener. (Source: Sept-Oct 1998, Foundation.)

-  The Apostle Paul in Galatians takes a very serious stand against someone who perverts the gospel
(Galatians 1:8-9). Laurie's gospel in a booklet entitled Teenage Suicide: The Ultimate Wipeout! is such a
false gospel. At the very beginning (of dealing with suicide) we are told that suicide is an "epidemic." This
subtly denies the fact that suicide is sin. He then goes into the "Breakdown [of] The Home"; "Fear of the
Future"; speaks of a need for loving the teenager "unconditionally"; and quotes Dr. James Dobson as
someone we should listen to. The booklet is completely void of any reference to the fact that suicide is
serious sin and rebellion against God.

Laurie's gospel is totally self-centered and man-centered. Laurie goes back to his old standby to explain the
suicide "epidemic" -- to wit, "Chronic Loneliness"!: 

"This chronic loneliness involves a feeling of inner emptiness, sadness, discouragement, restlessness,
anxiety, a sense of isolation and an intense desire to be wanted or needed by someone." 

We know this kind of "loneliness" is sin, because Galatians 5:20 says one of the works of the flesh is "selfish
ambitions." For someone to be so consumed with feelings of "emptiness, sadness, discouragement, restlessness, and
anxiety" because they have "an intense desire to be wanted or needed," is evidence that they are consumed with
their own self-centered desires/selfish ambitions. Jesus' cure for this is found in Luke 9:23 (deny yourself). Laurie's
cure, on the other hand, is "You need to know that Jesus has come to fill that lonely void in your life." 

Laurie's gospel is a perversion! Jesus did not come to this sin-sick, wicked world to die in utter shame exposed on
a cross and then rise up from the dead so that He could someday "fill that lonely void in your life"! Jesus came
because the wrath of God was heavy upon us! The true gospel is a slap in the face to mankind. It is not God's offer
to man to fill that "void" in his life.

-  Our concern with the ministry of Greg Laurie is five-fold: (1) He teaches a man-centered gospel; (2) He fails to
identify false teachers in the church; (3) He is duped by psychology; (4) He is ecumenical; and (5) He obliterates
the warning of discipleship:
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1. A Man-Centered Gospel

Laurie's message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in life" and "filling the void"; this is clear in his tape, What Is
the Gospel? (M634). There he says:

"Boiled down, the gospel is essentially this: that God loves humanity, but we've broken His laws; we've
miserably fallen short of his glory. Now the result of that is an emptiness and a void in our life, and a
certain judgment we will all face. Therefore, God took drastic measures, and He came to this earth, and
went to the cross and died in our place ..." (Emphasis added.)

No doubt, there is truth mixed in that statement, but if there wasn't, it wouldn't be deceitful. An L.A. Times article of
7/10/94 states, "Laurie urges Christians to appeal to that internal void." In his book Five Minutes With Jesus, Laurie
states under, "Things That Are True of Every Person" (pp. 96-97):

"Every man or woman, no matter how wealthy or powerful, has an emptiness inside. No matter how
great things look on the outside ... there is a void and an emptiness in every person's life. ... You can
assume that in addition to emptiness in a person's life, there is loneliness ... no relationship can fill that
inner loneliness in your life."

In his book Every Day with Jesus, he says:

"But still there is a void in your life, a loneliness that just won't go away. Do you know what the
hollowness is? It's a loneliness for God" (p. 291).

Laurie goes on to say that this "void" was created by God!:

"You were created with a void and an emptiness that only God can fill" (p. 292).

And, he calls Jesus the loneliest man who ever lived!:

"Next to the cross itself, I think the loneliest movement in the life of Jesus occurred in the Garden of
Gethsemane. It was there Jesus experienced a depth of loneliness no man or woman could ever know.
... There has never been a man who experienced loneliness as deeply as Jesus did" (pp. 61 & 291).

But the Bible says that loneliness is the result of living a self-centered life (Gal. 5:20 -- "selfish ambitions"). The
cure is to deny yourself (Luke 9:23). It is true that Jesus will cure this problem of "loneliness," because He is the
answer to our problem of self-centeredness and sin. But this "loneliness," that supposedly is a driving factor
towards God, is actually the result of sin in a person's life (John 10:10). No doubt there is joy in Christ, but the
abundant life Christ is speaking of is not the filling some void. This is completely a fabrication by Greg Laurie,
nowhere found in Scripture.

In Greg Laurie's man-centered gospel, he also appears to preach that it is hard to go to hell. Contrary to the
teaching of Jesus, recorded in Matthew 7:13-14, Laurie says (on the tape, God's Message To The Young (Part 1):

"But I want to tell you something. I think it's kind of hard to go to hell. I think it's hard because you
have got to resist the calling of the Spirit on your life over and over and over again. You have to really
be determined, and you have to resist Him; and ignore Him; and run from Him; and disobey Him. If
you get hell, pat yourself on the back, it took hard work."

Like all man-centered gospels, Laurie has made man sovereign in salvation.

2. Failure To Identify False Teachers In The Church (2 Peter 2:1; Jude 4)
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In the book store at Harvest Christian Fellowship, one will find such authors as Tim LaHaye, Gary Smalley, Ed
Wheat, and Dr. James Dobson. Under the sign reading, "Pastor's Recommended Reading," Laurie had Dr. James
Dobson's book, When God Doesn't Make Sense. This is the book in which Dobson actually suggests that we forgive
God (pp. 238 & 242).

3. Duped By Psychology

Even though Laurie occasionally preaches against psychology and self-esteem, he himself has been taken in by it.
On the tape Key to True Happiness (M449), Laurie says:

"... and we turn to Him and He enters into our life, now I am of great value. Not because of what I was
before Jesus came, but because of who I am since Jesus came into my life. ... So now I recognize I
have a treasure inside of me. I have something valuable inside of me, so that now, I don't walk around
and say, 'I'm garbage, I'm worthless.' No. I have something to offer this world. I have a message to
give to this world."

Laurie teaches psychology and self-esteem by "Christianizing" it -- "Now that I'm saved, I'm worth something!"

He has also bought into psychological explanations for the human dilemma. In the Southern California Christian
Times he is quoted as saying: "The majority of societal problems can be directly related to the breakdown of the
family" [sounds like James Dobson]. In Laurie's booklet, God's Blueprint For Today's Family, he says, "... I found
one common link in every major problem facing our culture: the disintegration of the family."

4. Ecumenical

Greg Laurie came out of Chuck Smith's church. In view of  this, it is no wonder he is ecumenical. In Laurie's
Harvest Crusades, between 500 and 800 churches are involved in providing various forms of support. The Harvest
web site states that:

"The type of support would range from financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting
attendance at the crusades. Many denominations and associations are involved, including Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church of Christ [baptismal regeneration], Assembly of
God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches."

Typically, Vineyard and Roman Catholic churches also participate. With this in mind, should it be a surprise to
read that Laurie said, "I find I have more in common with a committed Catholic than a liberal Protestant" (L.A.
Times ). [cf. 2 John 9-11]

5. Obliterates The Warning Of Discipleship

On His tape, Wanted Disciples (M726), Laurie says:

"You could say that every disciple is a believer, but you could not necessarily say that every believer is
a disciple. In other words, every disciple of Jesus obviously is already a believer, but just because
you're a believer doesn't mean that you become a disciple."

In Discipleship: Giving God Your Best, he calls discipleship "radical Christian living," and even talks against
"easy-believism" (p. 7). How does he explain this?:

"The requirements of discipleship are different than the requirements of salvation. To be a Christian,
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you need to believe in Him whom God has sent, and then you will receive eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord. It is a gift. To be a disciple is to take up the cross daily and follow Him, making His
will your will. It is a commitment. ... As you are learning, every disciple is a Christian, but not every
Christian is a disciple" (pp. 30-31).

That is a lie! Yet, He purports that this is what Jesus teaches. On the back cover of the book it says:

"In a biblical, straightforward manner, Greg Laurie shares: Jesus' definition of discipleship ...
Discipleship requires an unabashed, uncompromising commitment to Jesus Christ. Every disciple is a
believer, but not every believer is a disciple. Discover the dynamic difference."

Is this what Jesus taught (cf. Matt. 10:37-39)? Jesus is speaking of salvation! Just as he was talking about salvation
(eternal life) with the rich young ruler (Mark 10:17-27). If you are a Christian, you are a disciple of Christ. If you
are not a disciple of Christ, you are not a Christian! (cf. Mark 8:34-36). This is serious error Greg Laurie is
teaching. He is obliterating the very Words of our Living Savior! This is no small matter.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Greg Laurie is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by his speaking at its conferences.

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson.
(Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement
(August, 2001) from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that the Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's the Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT (also produced under a variety of titles such as New Believer's Bible, Life Application Study
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Bible, TouchPoint Bible, and The One Year Bible) is a more worthless version than the Living Bible ever was. It is,
again, a paraphrase, like the Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of
the Word of God. No problem for Greg Laurie, though. He says:

"One tool that may help you keep that 'one thing' as your priority is the New Believer's Bible that I
mentioned in my last letter to you. It is a Bible in the New Living Translation that is chock full of notes
that I have written with the design of taking a person from the point of initial belief to a good, basic
foundation in the Word. ... I am happy to report that it is now available! I hope it will be a blessing to
you and others" (Harvest Church Internet Web Site:12/96 posting).

Note on the Jesus People Movement: Chuck Smith reached out to the hippies and spiritual "seekers" looking for
enlightenment in ways ranging from Buddhism to LSD. "Christianity" became an option for some as Calvary
Chapel welcomed these young people with long hair, jeans, and bare feet into its worship services. By 1971, Smith
was at the forefront of the Jesus People Movement, baptizing hundreds in the Pacific Ocean and erecting a giant
circus tent that could hold 1,600 people for Sunday services (12/31/94, Rapid City Journal, p.A7). The 9/93 issue of
Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the Jesus People Movement. Some key
words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk
music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse
ministries. The Jesus People Movement helped fuel the wild-fire spread of the Charismatic Movement along with
its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave vitality to such ecumenical/neo-evangelical organizations as
Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, The Navigators, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (Jesus People
USA) and Greg Laurie (indirectly) are also a products of the Jesus People Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93,
Calvary Contender.)  [Return To Text]

A Jesus People Reunion concert was held at Anaheim's Arrowhead Pond on 4/2499. The 4/25/99 Orange County
Register reported that over 10,000 people gathered to celebrate the birth of the Jesus People Movement, a
movement of hippies in the late '60s and early '70s who, under the leadership of Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith,
professed to come to Christ but continued to indulge in the music, dress, and commune-style living of the hippie
generation. The article noted that scholars today "credit them with spearheading a casual style of worship that is the
norm among many congregations worldwide." One reunion attendee told the Register, "Jesus resembled the flower
children in many ways. He probably sported long hair. He hung out with the poor and the outcasts. He shook up the
establishment. And if he understands English, he's grooving along with us right now." Chuck Smith spoke at the
reunion and reminisced about the hippie years. The Register article noted, "More than anything else, music defined
the hippie experience at Smith's sanctuary. Some of the top draws reunited Saturday afternoon." Those in
attendance listened to several bands perform, including Mustard Seed Faith, Parable, and Love Song. (Reported in
the May-June 1999, Foundation.)  [Back to Text]

* Note on Suicide: We hold that the Biblical position on suicide is that it is the sin of "Self-Murder," and by its
very nature (versus "other-murder") cannot be repented of (unless one takes the Roman Catholic way of repenting
in advance for the intentional commission of a future sin). Some will argue, however, that Samson's "suicide"
(Judg. 16:28-30) is proof that a person who commits suicide can still be a believer. But in the true sense of the
term, there are problems with classifying Samson's death as a "suicide." The verses in question read:

28 And Samson called unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I
pray thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes.
29 And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up, of
the one with his right hand, and of the other with his left.
30 And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with [all his] might; and the house
fell upon the lords, and upon all the people that [were] therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more
than [they] which he slew in his life.

A typical suicide does not require God's special power and permission to commit. The only way Samson could "kill
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himself" is if God granted him the "strength" ("I pray thee, and strengthen me") and if He gave permission therein
to die ("Let me die with the Philistines"). There is no other "suicide" like this anywhere else in the Bible. -- No
strength, no "suicide." No permission, no "suicide." -- This is more a case of God killing Samson (in order to
answer Samson's prayer to be "avenged of the Philistines"), than of Samson killing himself. If it is true that a person
who commits suicide can still be a believer, the example of Samson cannot be used as a proof-text.  [Back to Text]
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Zola Levitt (1939-2006)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Zola Levitt died in April of 2006, after a long battle with cancer. Zola was the head of Zola Levitt Ministries of
Dallas, Texas. Zola's ministry continues to produce a weekly 30-minute television program, "Zola Levitt Presents,"
which is aired on hundreds of TV stations by Paul and Jan Crouch's blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network
(TBN), Pat Robertson's Family Channel (FAM/CBN), The New Inspirational Network (INSP), and on numerous
large city independent broadcast stations. The ministry also publishes a monthly newsletter, the Levitt Letter. The
stated focus of the ministry is evangelization of the Jew and prophecy, including tours to Israel. Zola earned a
Ph.D. in music from Indiana University (he wrote more than 150 "spiritual" songs), but little formal theological
training. (He also earned a music degree from a Catholic school -- Duquesne University.)

Zola's television program features teaching, interviews, Middle Eastern film footage particularly directed to the
studies of Israel and prophecy, and various musicals/dramatic presentations set in Biblical times that have also been
televised nationally. Zola's writings and music are offered for sale on the program, which includes more than 45
book titles and 15 musical albums. Zola would also undertake speaking engagements for churches, civic groups,
university conferences and the like, giving updated Middle East reports and general Bible teaching. Zola acted as
lecturer and tour host on more than fifty trips to Israel, Egypt, the areas of the seven churches, Mediterranean
islands, European capitals, etc. He formerly taught a course on "Christ in the Old Testament" at Dallas Baptist
University. (Source: Zola Levitt Ministries Internet web site.)

-  About the time Zola was becoming more charismatic in his theology, he divorced his wife, left his Messianic
Jewish congregation, and joined W.A. Criswell's neo-evangelical, psychologized First Baptist Church of Dallas
(Southern Baptist Convention). It was always difficult to tell whether Zola increased his charismatic tendencies, or
whether Zola's increased charismatic associations were merely a part of his general fondness for ecumenism. At any
rate, Zola took part in an ecumenical charismatic renewal conference, "Indianapolis 1990: North American
Congress on the Holy Spirit & World Evangelization," held 8/15/90-8/19/90 in Indianapolis, Indiana. (Zola was
advertised to speak at the Messianic Jewish Conference, featuring "special Messianic worship and dance.") Almost
all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Indianapolis '90. Charisma & Christian Life magazine wrote in its pre-congress issue
that:

"One common bond that unites the groups ... is baptism in the Spirit, accompanied by the charismatic
gifts. Although there will be a multitude of differing theologies represented among participants,
everyone will be open to the work of the Holy Spirit ... The gifts of the Spirit will be welcome in all the
sessions of the congress ... The Holy Spirit will be invited to magnify Jesus Christ." (Emphasis added.)

Some of the hyper-charismatic teachers at the conference were Larry Lea, John Wimber, C. Peter Wagner, Bob
Weiner, Charles Green, Mike Bickel, and Paul Cain. 

Also speaking was Tom Forrest, Catholic "evangelist" in charge of "Evangelization 2000," an ecumenical world
evangelization project administered directly out of the Vatican. Forrest reports directly to Cardinal Suenens, who
reports to the pope. Forrest was very clear in the "Catholic only" sessions -- that outside the church of Rome, there
is no salvation. Therefore, the goal of Evangelization 2000 is to bring home the "separated brethren" [that's us].

It is important to keep in mind that every participating organization, as well as every individual speaker at the
Indianapolis '90 conference was required to subscribe to the North American Renewal Service Committee's
"Statement of Policy" (i.e., the "unity statement"). This ecumenical unity statement was written by a Roman
Catholic, Kevin Ranaghan (who was chairman of the 1977 Congress in Kansas City), which closed with the
sentences: "In view of the call we all have from the Lord to enter into this relationship for common work, we want
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to express our mutual personal respect and our respect for one another's ministries. We will speak well of one
another whenever possible." Yet it is utterly impossible to obey God's clear commands to identify, expose, rebuke,
and separate from error, and at the same time obey this Statement of Policy. Nevertheless, all of the exhibitors and
participants at Indianapolis '90, including Zola Levitt, agreed to the Statement. (Source: a special issue of O
Timothy -- "Charismatic Confusion in Indianapolis.")

-  In the September 1989 Levitt Letter, Zola printed an article submitted by Elaine Hardt entitled "Unanswered
Prayer." Miss Hardt's theology on prayer was decidedly hyper-charismatic: she continually referred to prayer as a
"price" to be paid in order to exercise authority or to command the creation in the realms of healing, or just getting
what we want in general. Not only is there absolutely no Biblical basis for this teaching, but in fact it smacks of the
positive confessionism/"name-it-and-claim-it" teachings of Kenneth Copeland, Robert Tilton, F.K.C. Price, et al.
The Bible nowhere teaches that prayer is a price to be paid to get the authority with which to get the things we
desire, but instead teaches that prayer is that process whereby one submits his will to the will of God so that His
will is done through us, His willing and humble servants. Miss Hardt's "let's put God in a box" theology is outright
heresy. [Our two letters to Zola protesting the printing of this article went answered. However, Zola did
subsequently remove us from his mailing list.]

-  In an early 1990 television production of "Zola Levitt Presents," Zola recounted his January 1990 visit to
Moscow where he attended a Global Forum convention -- as clear a gathering of New Age "environmentalist
wackos" as has ever been assembled (more than 1,000 participants from 83 countries attended). It was co-hosted by
the first freely elected Soviet parliament, all Soviet religious bodies, the Soviet Academy of Sciences, and the
International Foundation for the Survival and Development of Humanity. Yet Zola enthusiastically praised the
environmental goals of the Forum and spoke glowingly of the various conference attendees -- atheist, New Age
globalist Mikhail Gorbachev (who came with his KGB-appointed Soviet church officials in tow); globalist U.N.
Secretary General Perez de Cuellar; atheist, evolutionist, New Ager Carl [the pagan] Sagan; and earth worshiper,
radical environmentalist, New Ager, former Vice President of the U.S. (then senator), Al Gore.

In his plenary address, Gore, a Southern Baptist whose writings reflect his belief in the mother goddess, Gaia,
declared that ecological problems could only be solved through a "new spirituality" common to all religions. (Gore's
"new" ecumenical spirituality is, in reality, revived paganism.) The "Moscow Declaration" signed by participants
called for "a global council of spiritual leaders" and the "creation of an inter-faith prayer ... a new communion with
Nature ..." This growing pagan spirituality with its worship of creation instead of the Creator (Rom 1:21-23) is
ideal for joining so-called science and all non-Christian religions.

Carl Sagan (now dead), worshiper of the cosmos, told the Moscow Global Forum that Earth should be regarded as
"sacred" to encourage treating it with "care and respect" -- not because God made it, but because it (Gaia) made us!
Sagan, who rejected the Biblical God, said we should "revere the Sun and stars." (This scientific neo-pantheism is
called eco-theology. Another advocate, Professor Victor Ferkiss, says its basic premise is that "the Universe is
God.")

Some of the other attendees were the Dalai Lama of Tibetan Buddhism, as well as an odd assortment of apostate
"Christians," Hindu gurus, and Moslem potentates. Zola seemed oblivious to the dangers of his new-found
fellowship with those that worship Mother Earth, even praising Carl Sagan for acknowledging the need to view the
world as sacred, and expressing the attitude that it is just so wonderful that the Global Forum is discussing and
seemingly adopting "spiritual values." (It was Gorbachev who, at the Global Forum, first suggested the creation of
an International Green Cross, which Gorbachev said is needed to protect the environment and save the earth.
Mocking the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, in a statement that was as blasphemous as it was cunning, Gorbachev
lamented "the crucifixion of Mother Earth" by those who would pollute her. Gorbachev said Green Cross's main
purpose is "to bring nations together ... to stimulate the new environmental consciousness ... returning man to a
sense of being a part of Nature.") Zola's intense concern with the ecological survival of the planet, clearly a sign of
the Last Days, has apparently overwhelmed his concern for lost souls (details below).

Zola apparently received numerous negative responses to this television program. In the July 1990 Levitt Letter,
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Zola responded to his critics with unapproachable arrogance. In no uncertain terms, Zola expressed the view that
being critical of Zola was, in effect, being critical of the ministry of Jesus Christ Himself. Zola's attitude was one of
"don't correct me, I'm a New Age expert." He implied that his purpose in attending the Global Forum was to
evangelize the pagans and New Agers there, likening himself as a modern-day Jonah being sent to modern-day
Nineveh. In our opinion, what Zola actually accomplished was the yoking of himself with unbelievers for the
advancement of an unbiblical social gospel.

There was also a paragraph in the newsletter that implied that children dying in the Third World is reason enough to
abandon the Great Commission (which includes only three things: evangelize, baptize, and teach the whole council
of God -- note that there is no mention of "save the planet" nor "feed and clothe" the poor). Zola seems to have
adopted the philosophy of [the now deceased] Mother Teresa -- that a Christian's life mission should be to clean-
up, feed, and clothe the poor in order to send them to hell smelling good, with a full stomach, and a decent set of
clothes. Zola apparently believes that, somehow, an ecologically cleaner planet has eternal value. 

-  Even though Zola Levitt authored or co-authored books on the New Age and the occult, he apparently came to
the conclusion that the New Age Movement is no longer any big deal. In the May 1991 Levitt Letter, Zola wrote:

"I don't really understand our great concern about the so-called 'New Age Movement' in this world ...
The entire movement claims only 28,000 adherents ... As I suspected, despite what people have
imagined this movement to be, it really has little impact at all."

(Zola reiterated this view in his August 1991 Levitt Letter.) It is surprising that Zola did not recognize that many of
these "28,000 adherents" are influential political and social leaders, having influence far greater than their numbers
suggest. (Reported in the November 1991, CIB Bulletin.) Can anyone doubt for even a moment the tremendous
influence that former Vice President Al Gore has had in advancing his New Age agenda?!

-  Since Zola Levitt claimed that a major focus of his ministry was the evangelization of the lost, one has to ask,
"What is the gospel according to Levitt?" It must be the same as that espoused in Campus Crusade's (CCC) The
Four Spiritual Laws tract, because that is the tract sent to anyone contacting Zola Levitt Ministries for witnessing
materials. (Source: Zola Levitt Ministries Internet web site.) 

The Four Spiritual Laws was a tract developed in 1956 by Bill Bright at CCC, and is still being used extensively
today (translated in over 200 languages). Bright tells us how in writing The Four Spiritual Laws pamphlet, he
rearranged the points of the gospel message so an not to offend sinners:

"... revise the presentation so that the first law would be, 'God loves you and has a wonderful plan for
your life,' instead of 'You are a sinner and separated from God.' We moved the statement of the fact of
man's sin and separation from God, making it Law Two. Thus, The Four Spiritual Laws started with
the positive note of God's love ... through the presentation of the Four Spiritual Laws, that God loves
them and has a wonderful plan for their lives. Can you think of any more exciting, wonderful message
than this to proclaim to the world?" (Come Help Change the World, pp. 46-47). (Emphasis added.)

It may be an "exciting, wonderful message," but for those that are perishing, not an accurate one. God's plan for
lost, unrepentant sinners is anything but "wonderful" or "exciting" (see Rom. 1:18-32 and Rev. 20:11-15).
Emphasizing God's love at the expense of making man cognizant of his sinful, lost condition, is a perversion of the
gospel. It might bring in larger numbers of professing "converts," but what gospel have they really believed? A
"Universalist, 'God loves everybody' gospel message," is not the gospel the Apostle Paul conveyed in his letter to
the Romans (1:18-5:21). 

-  A major part of Zola's ministry (at least as a revenue source) was his tour business. Zola took as few as one and
as many as three tour groups to Israel every year. (As of year-end 2004, Zola had personally taken more than 60
tour groups to Israel.) We believe "Zola's Summer '89 Greek Isles Cruise-Israel Tour" was representative of the
typical Zola tour. Zola's regular tour guide in Israel, touted as a "Jewish Christian," was a total disaster. His
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disrespect for, and unbelief in, God's Word was abominable! He made frequent statements such as, "the Bible was
wrong when it said ..."; "Moses turned the wrong way when he turned toward Canaan [no oil reserves]"; "it makes
no sense to believe that Abraham was 172 years old, so they must have counted in seasons in Biblical times rather
than in 12-month years"; etc. Also on the 1989 tour, Zola employed a Jewish archaeological expert who was clearly
an atheistic evolutionist (e.g., in his teaching at various Temple excavation sites, he used typical circular reasoning
applied by unbelieving archaeologists for the dating of artifacts). Zola was basically "on vacation" with us, turning
everything over to his unbelieving guides, content to let them do the on-site "spiritual" teaching as well as the
historical. [The low view of Scripture demonstrated by Zola's paid tour guides (see further evidence below) is not
surprising when one considers Zola's own low view of Scripture: Peter Lalonde, who himself teaches that the Bible
contains errors, in late-1996 had Zola Levitt as a guest on his prophecy television program. Levitt accused the
King James Bible of "anti-Semitism" because of Biblical passages which, in his opinion, defame the Jews.]

-  More recently (11/99), Zola revealed in his monthly ministry letter that a Dr. Gerald Schroeder "always speaks to
our tour groups in Israel and receives the same sort of excited reactions as when he appeared on our television
program. He is the MIT professor, now residing in Jerusalem, who proposed that the six days of creation and the 15
billion years found by cosmologists in studying the universe are the same time periods." (Emphasis added.)
(Schroeder uses Psalm 105:8 to calculate the earth's age at 15 billion years.) Zola goes on to say in his letter that he
agreed with Schroeder's day-age creation theory! -- "Personally, I tend to favor Dr. Schroeder's elegant explanation
of the wonderful coordination between science and Scripture ..." (Emphasis added.) [Yet Zola Levitt Ministries'
official doctrinal statement says that the Ministry "holds to a strictly literal and inerrant Bible interpretation."
(Emphasis added.) What hypocrisy!]

From Zola's statement favoring Schroeder's "elegant explanation" for a 15 billion year-old earth, it logically follows
that Zola also had to believe that physical death fully existed long before Adam, and thereby, that death entered the
world before sin. But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed
preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin," and how did the entrance of sin change
things? And if death preceded sin, then death cannot be the penalty for sin, as the Bible proclaims, and Christ's
death on the cross accomplished nothing. Such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the
work of Christ -- and, thereby, a denial of the truth of Scripture.
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C.S. Lewis (1898-1963)
General Teachings/Activities

-  C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland, the younger of two sons; he was named Clive Staples Lewis. He claimed
to have been converted to Christianity in 1931 and was, as he put it: "A very ordinary layman of The Church of
England." (Lewis was a member of the apostate Church of England, an institution whose history is based largely on
theological compromise with Rome.) He had no theological training. He was the author of 40-plus books which
included poems, novels, children's books, science fiction, theology, literary criticisms, educational philosophy, and
an autobiography. 

From 1954 until his death, he was professor of medieval and Renaissance English at Cambridge University. Today,
C.S. Lewis is known as a distinguished literary scholar and Christian apologist. Mere Christianity (a book upon
which the beliefs of many professing Christians are based) is considered one of the most profound and logically
irrefutable writings on Christian apologetics. Nevertheless, even this book is fraught with theological error. (For
example, the concept of "mere Christianity" means agreeing on a small common denominator of Christian truth,
while tolerating great areas of disagreement.)

-  In 1993, Christianity Today explained why C.S. Lewis is so popular among Evangelicals. Among the reasons
given for his popularity was the following "Lewis's … concentration on the main doctrines of the church
coincided with evangelicals' concern to avoid ecclesiastical separatism" (Christianity Today, 10/25/93). CT
admits that C.S. Lewis is popular to Evangelicals today because, like them, he despised Biblical separation. As an
indication of Lewis's continued popularity, annual book sales remain over two million ( half of which comes from
The Chronicles Of Narnia series, an occult fantasy series written for children -- see the end of this report for an
analysis of Lewis's morbid fascination with occult fantasy). In an article commemorating the 100th anniversary of
Lewis's birth, J.I. Packer called him "our patron saint." Christianity Today said Lewis "has come to be the Aquinas,
the Augustine, and the Aesop of contemporary Evangelicalism" ("Still Surprised by Lewis," Christianity Today,
9/7/98). Wheaton College sponsored a lecture series on C.S. Lewis, and Eerdmans published "The Pilgrim’s Guide"
to C.S. Lewis. In April 1998, Mormon professor Robert Millet spoke at Wheaton College on the topic of C.S.
Lewis. In a recent issue of Christianity Today, Millet, dean of Brigham Young University, is quoted as saying that
C.S. Lewis "is so well received by Latter-day Saints [Mormons] because of his broad and inclusive vision of
Christianity" (John W. Kennedy, "Southern Baptists Take Up the Mormon Challenge," Christianity Today,
6/15/98, p. 30).

-  By the time of his death, Lewis had moved from Idealism (no idea of a personal God) to Pantheism (an
impersonal God in everything) and then to Theism (the existence of God). In Letters to Malcolm (p. 107), Lewis
indicates that shortly before his death he was turning toward the Catholic Church. Lewis termed himself "very
Catholic" -- his prayers for the dead, belief in purgatory, and rejection of the literal resurrection of the body are
serious deviations from Biblical Christianity (C.S. Lewis: A Biography, p. 234); he even went to a priest for regular
confession (p. 198), and received the sacrament of extreme unction on 7/16/63 (p. 301). His contention that some
pagans may "belong to Christ without knowing it" is a destructive heresy (Mere Christianity, pp. 176-177), as was
his statement that "Christ fulfils both Paganism and Judaism ..." (Reflections on the Psalms, p. 129). Lewis believed
that we're to become "gods," an apparent affirmation of theistic evolution. He also believed the Book of Job is
"unhistorical" (Reflections on the Psalms, pp. 110), and that the Bible contained "error" (pp. 110, 112) and is not
divinely inspired (The Inklings, p. 175). Lewis used profanities, told bawdy stories, and frequently got drunk with
his students (5/19/90, World magazine). Christians need to read more critically The Abolition of Man, The Problem
of Pain, Miracles, The Great Divorce, and God in the Dock. For example, Lewis never believed in a literal hell, but
instead believed hell is a state of mind one chooses to possess and become -- he wrote, "... every shutting-up of the
creature within the dungeon of its own mind is, in the end, Hell" (The Great Divorce, p. 65). 

If it is true to say that 'you are what you eat,' then it is also true to say that 'a Christian is what he hears and reads,'
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since this is how he gets his spiritual food. Thus if Christians are brought up on a diet of C.S. Lewis, it should
not surprise us to find they are seeking 'to continue the legacy of C.S. Lewis.' The apostle Paul said, 'A little
leaven leaveneth the whole lump' (Gal. 5:9). Thus, if evangelicals read and applaud such books as Mere
Christianity, it should come as no surprise if we find them ‘working towards a common mission’ with the
enemies of the gospel. The young Christian should be very careful what he reads, and those in positions of
authority (pastors, teachers, parents) should be very careful what they recommend others to read (Dr. Tony
Baxter, "The Enigma of C.S. Lewis," CRN Journal, Winter 1998, Christian Research Network, Colchester, United
Kingdom, p. 30).

-  It is difficult to attempt to evaluate the theology of a man regarded by many as the greatest contemporary lay
writer for the Christian faith. With his witty English humor, sharp and simple logic, and seeming loyalty to the
tenets of the Christian faith, C.S. Lewis won the admiration of thousands in England and here in the United States.
Nevertheless, the following is such an attempt. For the sake of argument, references are made only to points of
disagreement (GD=The Great Divorce; LM=Letters to Malcolm, M=Miracles, MC=Mere Christianity; PP=The
Problem of Pain; RP=Reflections on the Psalms, SJ=Surprised by Joy, SL=The Screwtape Letters):

Theology Proper

On Creation: Lewis believed that evolution was true to an extent in the past, but that it will be superseded in the
future (MC, p.169). "... for we have good reason to believe that animals existed long before men. ... For long
centuries God perfected the animal form which was to become the vehicle of humanity and the image of Himself ...
[Eventually,] God caused a new kind of consciousness to descend upon this organism" (PP, pp.133,77). "... Man,
the highest of the animals" (MC, p.139); "... but he (man) remains still a primate and an animal" (RP, pp.115,129);
"If ... you mean simply that man is physically descended from animals, I have no objection" (PP, p.72) "He made
an earth at first 'without form and void' and brought it by degrees to its perfection" (M, p.125). Nature's "pregnancy
has been long and painful and anxious, but it has reached its climax" (MC, p.172). He held that the Genesis account
came from Pagan and mythical sources -- "I have therefore no difficulty accepting, say, the view of those scholars
who tell us that the account of Creation in Genesis is derived from earlier Semitic stories which were Pagan and
mythical." (RP, p.110).

Anthropology

On the depravity of man: "... when the consequence is drawn that, since we are totally depraved, our idea of good is
worth simply nothing -- may thus turn Christianity into a form of devil worship" (PP, pp.37-38). The divine
goodness differs "from ours not as white and black but as a perfect circle from a child's first attempt to draw a
wheel" (PP, p.39). Total depravity was rejected by Lewis ("I disbelieve that doctrine") because: (1) If we were
totally depraved we could not know ourselves to be depraved; (2) Experience shows that there is much goodness in
human nature (PP, p.66).

Soteriology

How salvation (the general scope) works: "There are people in other religions who are being led by God's secret
influence to concentrate on those parts of their religion which are in agreement with Christianity, and who thus
belong to Christ without knowing it ... For example a Buddhist of good will may be led to concentrate more and
more on the Buddhist teaching about mercy and to leave in the background (though he might still say he believed)
the Buddhist teaching on certain points. Many of the good Pagans long before Christ's birth may have been in this
position" (MC, pp. 176-177). God "often makes prizes of humans who have given their lives for causes He thinks
bad on the monstrously sophistical ground that the humans thought them good and were following the best they
knew" (SL, p.26). "There are three things that spread the Christ-life to us: baptism, belief, and that mysterious
action which different Christians call by different names -- Holy Communion, the Mass, the Lord's Supper" (MC,
pp.62,63). In the other world "there will be every occasion for being the sort of people that we can become only as
the result of doing such acts here" (MC, p.63).
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On losing salvation: "There are people (a great many of them) who are slowly ceasing to be Christians ..." (MC,
p.162). "... a Christian can lose the Christ-life which has been put into him, and he has to make efforts to keep it"
(MC, p.49).

On being "Born Again": "... ye must be born again. Till then, we have duty, morality, the Law. A schoolmaster, as
St. Paul says.... But the schooldays, please God, are numbered" (LM, p.115). [Note: In context, to be "born again,"
for Lewis, is somewhere down the road yet (MC, pp.59,60).]

The Hereafter

On heaven: "All the scriptural imagery (harps, crowns, gold, etc.) is, of course, a merely symbolical attempt to
express the inexpressible. Musical instruments are mentioned because for many people (not all) music is the thing
known in the present life which most strongly suggests ecstasy and infinity. Crowns are mentioned to suggest the
fact that those who are united with God in eternity share His splendor and power and joy. Gold is mentioned to
suggest the timelessness of heaven (gold does not rust) and the preciousness of it" (MC, p.106). "The point is not
that God will refuse you admission to His eternal world if you have not certain qualities of character: the point is
that if people have not got at least the beginnings of those qualities inside them, then no possible external
conditions could make a 'Heaven' for them ..." (MC, p.63).

On animals in heaven: "The redemptive function" of man toward animals -- "It seems to me possible that certain
animals may have an immortality, not in themselves, but in the immortality of their masters" (PP, pp.136,139-140).
Lewis also pictures animals in heaven as partaking of the Christ-life through a saintly woman (GD, p.108).

Bibliology

"I have the deepest respect for Pagan myths, still more for myths in the Holy Scriptures" (PP, p.71).

Brief Analysis:

(a) Although the free will of man and the sovereignty of God were both propounded, it is difficult to clearly
delineate their inter-play as presented by Lewis. Man seems to be always presented as making choices as a result of
his own self-will; yet in his own conversion, Lewis seemed to think that he was almost compelled to believe.

(b) It is most unfortunate that theistic evolution had pervaded Lewis's theological climate, as it led him to a non-
literal interpretation of the Scriptures. It was also the beginning of a lower doctrine of anthropology and ensuing
doctrinal deviations. This position eventually affected all of Lewis's doctrinal concepts, even his concept of
salvation.

(c) To substantiate his view concerning total depravity, Lewis overlooked the clear statement of Scripture that our
righteousness is like filthy rags and that there is none that are doing good. He looked at the subject from man's point
of view rather than from God's as revealed in the Bible. What he referred to as "animal nature," should instead be
termed "sin nature" or the "natural man."

(d) C.S. Lewis's most outrageous misunderstanding was that concerning the purpose of the death of Christ, which
of course mars all subsequent propositions about the effects of the cross and salvation. Tragically, he did not hold
to the Substitutionary Atonement, but saw Christ's death as something analogous to the Roman Catholic concept of
the storing-up of grace. It is distressing to find the large number of references to loss of salvation and ceasing to be
Christians. Lewis realized that "mere improvement is not redemption," but that redemption results in transformation
was foreign to him. Rather, he thought that transformation is the process of redemption. Lewis conceived of
Christians as being born again rather than being born-again once -- he viewed salvation as a process rather than an
act.

(e) We find some rather strange ideas concerning those who are Christians. Lewis made the distinction between

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/newbirth.htm
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those who are saved through Christ (everyone) and those who are saved and know Him. Lewis seemed to think that
there is sufficient revelation in other religions for God to covertly direct man's attention to this revelation and bring
salvation without knowing of the particulars of Christ.

(f) Lewis held to one of the most fallacious errors of our day -- that God accepts those that are sincere even though
they are very wrong. The Church of England's influence on his theology was also evidenced by his belief that the
Christ-life is spread by baptism and communion as well as belief.

(g) In his speculations on the hereafter, Lewis is to be criticized for being so extra-Biblical. At times, his
speculations are so much of a contrast with the plain statements of Scripture as to become absurd to the Bible
reader. Perhaps the most striking example of this is his attempt to get animals into heaven through partaking of the
Christ-life through their human masters.

[See also "Did C.S. Lewis Go to Heaven?," by John Robbins, November-December 2003 The Trinity Review.]

Note on Lewis's "Christianity": The following excerpt is from "A Conversation with Thomas Howard ..." (a
Roman Catholic), considered one of the foremost experts on the life and work of C.S. Lewis (12/6/98). It again
raises the question: Why do today's "evangelicals" view C.S. Lewis as a true Christian?

Q: I have not read the whole book [JACK: C.S. Lewis and His Times, by George Sayer, a biography about C.S.
Lewis], but someone drew my attention to a certain section describing a holiday where George Sayer, C.S. Lewis
and C.S. Lewis' wife, Joy, went off to Greece. C.S. Lewis attended some Greek liturgies and a Greek wedding. I
was quite surprised that Sayer quotes C.S. Lewis as telling him that of all the liturgies he'd ever attended, he
preferred the Greek Orthodox liturgy to anything that he had seen in the West, Protestant or Roman Catholic. Then
he went on to say that of all the priests and monks that he had ever had the opportunity to meet, the Orthodox
priests that he ran across in his sojourn in Greece were the holiest, most spiritual men he had ever met. C.S. Lewis
referred to a certain look they had, a sense.

I know you are a scholar and an expert on C.S. Lewis, so I'd like your comments. I find it odd to read this pro-
Orthodox statement stuck in the middle of a biography being sold by a Calvinistic, Protestant publishing company.
This brings up a point: isn't it strange that C.S. Lewis is an "evangelical hero" when he certainly cannot be
described as Protestant, let alone "evangelical" in the classical sense?

Howard: You've put your finger on a very, very interesting point. I had an article in a Roman Catholic magazine
called CRISIS several months back on this very point: on C.S. Lewis and his evangelical "clientele." Not only is it
an irony, it is a contradiction. Lewis would have been appalled by the evangelical adulation of his work. He would
have been horrified, even enraged by a lot of what he would see today in American evangelical circles. He was not
a free church evangelical. C.S. Lewis was a sacramentalist, an Anglican who really did not want to pursue the
ecclesiological question further than he did. He resisted, rather angrily sometimes, the Church questions. But he
was not at all attracted to Protestant evangelicalism, or even Anglicanism. Actually I can bring it in closer than just
George Sayer's speaking about C.S. Lewis' attraction to the Greek Orthodox liturgy. Lewis himself, and I probably
can find the quote for you, in one of his letters, I think it's in LETTERS TO MALCOLM, Lewis speaks of having
been at an Orthodox liturgy and he said he loved it. He said some stood, some sat, some knelt and one old
man crawled around the floor like a caterpillar! He absolutely loved it! [Bold added.]

Lewis' good, very close friend, J.R.R. Tolkien, the man that wrote the hobbit books, was a very devout Roman
Catholic and tried hard over the years to budge Lewis across the line. He got nowhere. Lewis would not speak
about Church questions. We only know for sure that C.S. Lewis loved the Orthodox Church, though, of course, he
never joined it and remained in the Anglican Church.

Q: Speaking just as a layman, it seems to me that the "theology" you get out of THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA,
THE GREAT DIVORCE, THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS is Orthodox. I was recently rereading THE SCREWTAPE
LETTERS and Lewis has a section where Screwtape (the lead demon writing to the little demon, Wormwood) says

http://www.trinityfoundation.org/journal.php?id=103
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something like, "In misleading your Protestant convert, the best thing to do is get him to pray extemporaneously;
make sure that above all he does not pray the liturgical prayers his mother taught him; let him think that everything
he says is original." When I read C.S. Lewis I hear an Orthodox voice. I hear a sacramentalist and liturgical
traditionalist writing. How do evangelical, let alone fundamentalist, Protestants read C.S. Lewis and think that they
are reading someone who is on "their side?" [Emphasis added.]

Howard: Maybe I'm being a little bit naughty, but the answer is, probably the same way they read the Bible! You
and I would say the Apostolic Church is there, in its seed, in the Bible, but apparently it's possible to read the Bible
as a Protestant for sixty or seventy or eighty years and never see it! By the same token, Lewis' evangelical
American "clientele" simply don't get it. When C.S. Lewis speaks of the blessed sacrament, they don't hear it.
When Lewis speaks of the prayers of the Church, they don't hear it. When Lewis speaks of auricular confession,
which he practiced, they don't hear it. I think when Lewis smokes a cigarette or drinks his whiskey, they don't see
it, either; not that that's on the same level as his ecclesiology! (Laughter) C.S. Lewis would have been very, very ill
at ease with his eager North American free church clientele. Very, very ill at ease and out of his métier. [Bold
added.]

Occult Fantasy

[This section has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 1985 Media Spotlight Special Report: "C.S. Lewis: The
Man and His Myths."]

In spite of what many believe to be brilliant exegesis on Christian apologetics (In light of the above, one wonders
which of Lewis's books these people have been reading?), there appears to have been in C.S. Lewis a seemingly
irresistible attraction to the shadow world of occult fantasy -- a mingling of darkness with light evident in writings
apart from his apologetics. As a child, Lewis's fertile imagination was greatly influenced by fantasy and fairy tales
told to him by his mother. His brilliant mind was quick to seize upon these experiences, and his favorite pastime
became drawing what he later called the "anthropomorphized beasts of nursery literature." He and his brother
referred to them as "dressed animals" (C.S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy, p. 6).

Lewis's early favorite literature included E. Nesbit's trilogy: Five Children and It, The Phoenix and the Wishing
Carpet, and The Amulet -- all occult fantasies. Even after having been a professing Christian for twenty-five years,
he maintained, "I can still read with delight" (p. 14). So much was Lewis's life steeped in fantasy that he wrote,
"The central story of my life is about nothing else" (p. 17). From Nesbit and Gulliver he advanced to Longfellow's
Saga of King Olaf and fell in love with the magic and pagan myths of Norse legend. By the age of twelve, there
had grown in Lewis's mind an intense relationship with the world of fantasy and elves: "I fell deeply under the
spell of Dwarfs -- the old bright-hooded, snowy-bearded dwarfs we had in those days before Arthur Rackham
sublimed or Walt Disney vulgarized, the earthmen. I visualized them so intensely that I came to the very frontiers
of hallucination; once, walking in the garden, I was for a second not quite sure that a little man had not run past me
into the shrubbery. I was faintly alarmed ..." (p. 55). Although one would expect childhood fantasies to subside after
a time, in Lewis's case they became more a delight as he grew older.

When Lewis was sent to boarding school in Hertfordshire, England, his first impression was one of revulsion
toward the unpleasant urban environment compared to his Irish countryside. He immediately hated England. Of this
same time he writes, "I also developed a great taste for all the fiction I could get about the ancient world: Quo
Vadis, Darkness and Dawn, The Gladiators, Ben Hur ... the attraction, as I now see, was erotic, and erotic in rather
a morbid way ... what I took to at the same time, is the work of Rider Haggard; and also the 'scientification' of H.G.
Wells ... The interest, when the fit was upon me, was ravenous, like a lust" (p. 35).

After advancing to preparatory school at Wyvern, Lewis gradually "ceased to be a Christian." He became interested
in the occult and embraced an attitude of pessimism about what he considered a faulty world. His taste for the
occult was nurtured and grew as he became enthralled with Wagnerian operas and their Norse sagas derived from
Celtic mythology.
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At the age of twenty-seven, after having been elected Fellow and Tutor in English Language and Literature at
Magdalen College, C.S. Lewis met John Ronald Reuel Tolkien at a meeting of the English faculty at Menton
College (5/11/26). J.R.R. Tolkien, though wary of Lewis at first, enrolled him in the "Coalbiters," a club founded by
Tolkien for the study and propagation of Norse mythology. The two became close friends, sharing their common
interest in occult fantasy. Tolkien argued that there is an inherent truth of mythology: that all pagan religions point
in the direction of God. Through this faulty argument, Lewis reasoned the story of Christ to be a "true myth" -- a
myth much the same as others, but a myth that really happened.

It was during their long association that both Lewis and Tolkien developed their most prestigious "sword and
sorcery" material. Tolkien, of course, became well-known for his mythological tale, The Hobbit, and his later work,
The Lord of the Rings, released as three volumes: The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers, and The Return of
the King. Lewis turned to expounding intermittently on Christian apologetics and to writing fantasy.

Perhaps the best-known fantasy from Lewis's pen is the seven-volume The Chronicles of Narnia. In it some see a
parallel to the warfare between God and Satan. Many of Lewis's fantasies see the great lion, Aslan, as Christ. This
because Aslan lays down his life to free the children from the curse of the evil witch (believed to represent Satan).
He possesses knowledge of a greater "magic" than that of the witch -- a magic that brings him back to life and
destroys the witch's power.

It is argued that in presenting a blend of fantasy with analogy to Christian truth, Lewis hoped to encourage his
readers to search out the truth further.* This, however, was not Lewis's intention in writing his fantasies. Rather, he
was genuinely enamored of mythology and believed the "Story" to take precedence over any preconceived moral.
In Lewis's own words:

"Some people seem to think that I began by asking myself how I could say something about
Christianity to children; then fixed on the fairy tale as an instrument; then collected information about
child-psychology and decided what age group I'd write for; then drew up a list of basic Christian truths
and hammered out 'allegories' to embody them. This is all pure moonshine. I couldn't write in that way
at all. Everything began with images; a faun carrying an umbrella, a queen on a sledge, a magnificent
lion. At first there wasn't even anything Christian about them; that element pushed itself in of its own
accord" (Of Other Worlds, p. 36).

So we see that Narnia was not by design Christian allegory. Yet even if Christian allegory or analogy was Lewis's
intention, the fact is that the truth of God, when couched in terms less than accurate, is open to question. Aside
from the fact that when presented as myth the truth may be mistaken for myth, no clear understanding can be
forthcoming without prior knowledge of the truth -- in which case the allegory or analogy is useless. In any case, it
is dangerous to present evil as good, and magic as synonymous with the miracle-working power of the Holy Spirit
(Isa. 5:20, Acts 8:9-23).

Many of Lewis's characters in his fantasies depicted as "good" are in reality associated with witchcraft, pagan
mythology, and the Norse mysteries. They are, in fact, gods of nature. And magic in these stories is used for either
"good" or "evil" purposes depending upon the source of that magic. One of the more pronounced confusions of
good and evil is Till We Have Faces, Lewis's retelling of the Greek myth of Cupid and Psyche, written just a few
years before his death. In this work, several ungodly concepts are espoused as valid truths. One such is a strong hint
at universalist doctrine:

"We're all Timbs and parts of one Whole. Hence, of each other, Men, and gods, flow in and out and
mingle" (Till We Have Faces, pp. 300-301).

When such ideas are presented by one of the chief protagonists, heralded as a purveyor of wisdom by the author,
one cannot but think the author also believed that way. So, too, one might for this same reason think Lewis looked
upon suicide as an acceptable act:

"Have I not told you often that to depart from life of a man's own will when there's good reason is one

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
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of the things that are according to nature?" (Till We Have Faces, p. 17).

Was Lewis necessarily aware of his error? He apparently saw no incompatibility between his professed faith and
occult fantasy. His imagination, welded upon fantasy in preference to what he considered a faulty reality, set the
theme for his writings and became the basis for confusion by readers who perceived them as "Christian" allegory.

While millions accept Lewis's apologetics as evidence of a genuine faith [mistakenly so, in our opinion], they
forget that he was a fallible human being whose writings in total must be subjected to testing by God's Word. We
see in Christian bookstores Lewis's treatises on Christian thought along side his occult fantasies. It has apparently
escaped notice that Lewis is highly respected among those involved in occultism. In fact, there has developed a cult
of sorts which venerates the fantasies of Lewis along with those of other writers who do not claim to be Christians.
Evidence of this is the fact that Lewis's Chronicles of Narnia is listed along with other occult writings as
recommended inspirational reading by the makers of the demonically-oriented game Dungeons and Dragons!

To some degree, we've all been infected by the world's philosophies. But those philosophies should be discarded as
we come to a knowledge of truth. Yet, it's difficult to discard them when they are perceived as "Christian" allegory.
While there may be insights into life that are profitable to be found in the works of C.S. Lewis, we think it not wise
to encourage young or untaught Christians to feed on such a presentation of so-called Christian truth. Some may be
readily attracted to Lewis's style and logic, but let us not be blinded and thus miss the plain and simple truth of
Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* A prime example of how a fantasy novelist is able to weave truth and untruth and fact and fable, thus distorting
God's Word, is found in the C.S. Lewis book The Last Battle of The Chronicles of Narnia series. Young people
who read this book are falsely led to believe that all the sin and evil that a person has committed, in serving Satan,
can in the end be counted as service rendered to God!

"Then I fell at his feet and thought, Surely this is the hour of death, for the Lion (who is worthy of all
honour) [supposedly the Narnian representation of Christ] will know that I have served Tash
[supposedly the Narnian representation of Satan] all my days and not him [the Lion/Christ]. ... But the
Glorious One bent down his golden head ... and said, Son, thou art welcome. But I said, Alas, Lord, I
am no son of thine but the servant of Tash. He answered, Child, all the service thou hast done to Tash,
I account as service done to me.

" ... I overcame my fear and questioned the Glorious One and said, Lord, is it then true, as the Ape
said, that thou and Tash are one? The Lion growled so that the earth shook (but his wrath was not
against me) and said, It is false. Not because he and I are one, but because we are opposites, I take to
me the services which thou hast done to him. For I and he are of such different kinds that no service
which is vile can be done to me, and none which is not vile can be done to him. Therefore if any man
swear by Tash and keep his oath for the oath's sake, it is by me that he has truly sworn, though he
know it not, and it is I who reward him. And if any man do a cruelty in my name, then, though he says
the name Aslan, it is Tash whom he serves and by Tash his deed is accepted. .. But I said also (for the
truth constrained me), Yet I have been seeking Tash all my days. Beloved, said the Glorious One,
unless thy desire had been for me thou shouldst not have sought so long and so truly. For all find what
they truly seek."

Lewis is teaching damnable false doctrine here, and it is even more wicked, in that it is intended for the
indoctrination of children. First, according to Lewis, those who sincerely serve the devil (Tash) are actually serving
God (Aslan), and will eventually be accepted by God. That is the heresy of Universalism, believing that God will
somehow receive unbelievers and followers of false religions into Heaven even though they do not know Jesus
Christ in this life. Furthermore, Lewis is teaching that salvation can be achieved by works and religious seeking,
and that is a false gospel that is cursed of God in the book of Galatians. (Source: 5/29/01, FBIS.)

[Return to Text]
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Frequently Asked Questions About

C.S. Lewis
This FAQ is adapted from an FAQ that can be found at The Socratic
Page: http://www.aslan.demon.co.uk/csl.htm

Who was C.S. Lewis?
C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast in 1898. He was educated in England, first at a prep school that he
later likened to a concentration camp, then at Malvern College and finally by a private tutor. He
enlisted in the army in 1917, saw front-line combat and was wounded at Arras. He returned to his
studies after the war, graduated in 1922 and became a fellow of Magdalen college in 1925. An atheist
in his boyhood, Lewis converted to Christianity in 1931 and became famous as a result of his wartime
religious talks on the BBC, and his children's books. Lewis was part of the Oxford literary circle
known as the Inklings, whose members also included J.R.R. Tolkien and Charles Williams. In 1957 he
married Joy Davidman Gresham, an American with whom he had corresponded for a number of years.
Joy had been a "Jewish atheist" and a communist; she converted to Christianity partly as a result of
reading Lewis's books. Joy was already suffering from bone-cancer at the time of their marriage, and
died in 1960. Lewis himself died on November the 22nd 1963, the same day that John F. Kennedy
was assassinated in Dallas.

Why was C.S. Lewis known as "Jack"?
He didn't like the name "Clive" and as a small child had a pet dog called Jacksie, which was run over
by one of the first cars in Northern Ireland. Jack decided that from thenceforth he would answer to
nothing but "Jacksie," and this became "Jack" in due course. The only person who seems ever to have
called him Clive was William Kirkpatrick, his boyhood tutor.

 

Who was Mrs. Moore?
Janie King Moore was the mother of Paddy Moore, Lewis's closest comrade-in-arms during the First
World War. Lewis reported that the two young men made a pledge that if either man didn't make it
home, the survivor would take care of Lewis's father and Moore's mother. Paddy Moore died in the
war, and Lewis fulfilled that pledge for years, contributing towards Mrs. Moore's finances when he
was still a poor student and setting up a home with her and Moore's young sister Maureen when he
obtained a teaching position and could afford one. When her declining health (years later) required
professional care, he faithfully visited the nursing home until she died. Maureen later succeeded to a
Scottish title and became Lady Dunbar of Hempriggs.

http://www.aslan.demon.co.uk/csl.htm
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The exact nature of Lewis's relationship with Mrs. Moore is not certain: many readers have surmised
that it is connected with the "enormous emotional episode" that Lewis refers to in Surprised by Joy
but says that he is not at liberty to write about. Walter Hooper writes that "The combination of
motive, means and opportunity invites, though it does not demand, the conclusion that Janie King
Moore and C.S. Lewis were lovers."

Mrs. Moore is sometimes represented as the villain in the story of C.S. Lewis. Owen Barfield says
people have turned her into "a sort of baleful stepmother." Warren Lewis described her relationship
with his brother as a "strange, self-imposed slavery." On the other hand, George Sayer writes:

"Some of those who have written about C.S. Lewis regard his living with Mrs. Moore as
odd, even sinister. This was not the view of those of us who visited his home in the
thirties. Like his other pupils, I thought it completely normal that a woman, probably a
widow, would make a home for a young bachelor. We had no difficult accepting her, even
when we came to realise that she was not his mother."

 

Who is Walter Hooper? What is his connection with Lewis?
Walter Hooper is a sort of literary manager to C.S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. He met Jack briefly in 1963, and
has since dedicated his life to bringing Jack's works before the public. He is originally American but
has lived in England for many years.

 

Did C.S. Lewis really lose his faith after the death of his wife?
Some people got this idea from Shadowlands, but it is not true, as Lewis's autobiographical book A
Grief Observed makes plain. He did go through a period of questioning God's goodness, but this
seems to have lasted for only a few hours. (A Grief Observed contains a few pages in which Lewis
speculates that God might be wicked, followed by the line "I wrote that last night. It was a yell rather
than a thought.") One of Lewis's best Christian books -- Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer -- was
written in the last years of his life, after Joy had died.

 

What biographies have been written about C.S. Lewis? Are they
reliable?
There are many, some better than others, including:

Douglas Gresham, Lenten Lands, My Childhood With C.S. Lewis and Joy Davidman
A personal account by Lewis's stepson.

William Griffin, CS Lewis --The Authentic Voice
A nice lively read with a lot of quotes from letters, diaries, books, joined up in a fairly dramatised
style.

Walter Hooper & Roger Lancelyn Green, CS Lewis: A Biography
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An "official" version by two friends of Lewis.

Walter Hooper, C.S Lewis: A Companion & Guide
Includes a biography, detailed bibliography, overviews of all Lewis's writings, and guides to the
people, places and things associated with his life. Almost certainly the definitive Lewis reference
book.

W.H. Lewis, Memoir of C.S. Lewis
This extended essay, by Lewis's brother, can be found in the Letters of C.S. Lewis. Walter Hooper
described this memoir as "the best thing ever written about C.S. Lewis."

George Sayer, Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times
Part memoir and part biography by a friend and pupil of Lewis. Douglas Gresham recommends this as
the very best biography available.

Brian Sibley, Shadowlands
A short biography of Lewis and Joy Davidman, concentrating on the last years. Note this is not to be
confused with the novelisation of the screenplay of the movie version of Shadowlands, which is a
every bit as bad as you would expect.

A.N. Wilson, C.S. Lewis: A Biography
A well-written, interesting version.

 

What did C.S. Lewis write?
For an full bibliography, see http://ic.net/~erasmus/RAZ26.HTM

Academic Books
The Allegory of Love -- 1936
A scholarly study of medieval allegory and courtly love.

The Personal Heresy -- 1939
A debate with E.W. Tillyard about literary criticism. The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms
describes it as "urbane, courteous and continuously stimulating; a model of how people should agree
to differ in their search after truth."

Preface to Paradise Lost -- 1942
An introduction to Milton's epic.

The Oxford History of English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama -- 1954
A text book, regarded as controversial, and nicknamed the "O Hell!" by Lewis.

Studies in Words -- 1960
An analysis of how words have changed their meaning over time.

An Experiment in Criticism -- 1961
An attempt to analyse literature from the point of view of the reader.

http://ic.net/~erasmus/RAZ26.HTM
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The Discarded Image -- 1964
A description of the medieval world picture.

Plus numerous literary essays, prefaces, and reviews.

Books About Christianity
The Problem of Pain -- 1940
Lewis's first attempt to explain why God allows suffering.

The Screwtape Letters -- 1942
Lewis's famous series of letters "from one devil to another."

Mere Christianity -- (As Broadcast Talks, Christian Behaviour, and Beyond Personality, 1942, '43 &
'44: in its present form, 1952.) The transcripts of the radio talks that made Lewis famous: a simple
explanation of what Christianity is and why an intelligent person can and should believe in it.

The Abolition of Man -- 1943
Lewis's defence of the idea of "natural law."

Miracles -- 1947
Lewis's exploration of whether miracles can -- in theory -- ever occur.

Reflections on the Psalms -- 1958
A series of reflections on the Psalms.

The Four Loves -- 1960
Essays on affection, friendship, erotic love, and charity.

Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer -- 1964
Devotional letters to an imaginary friend -- Lewis's last book.

Christian Reunion
Christian Reflections
Fern Seed and Elephants
First and Second Things
God in the Dock
Of This and Other Worlds
Present Concerns
Screwtape Propose at Toast
Timeless at Heart

All the above are collections of essays and articles on a wide range of subjects.

Note that Lewis's wide range of essays have been anthologised in various editions over the years; the
above are the titles of the most recent UK collections. American readers may find editions under
different titles. A detailed bibliography can be found in Hooper's Companion and Guide.

Poetry
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Poems
This contains Spirits in Bondage, Lewis's first published work, written before he was a Christian, and
many short poems written at various times during his life.

Narrative Poems
This includes "Dymer," the long poem that Lewis wrote as an undergraduate.

Fiction, Allegory, Imaginative Works
The Pilgrim's Regress -- 1933
Lewis's first "religious work" written only a year after his conversion, of which the book is an
allegorical account.

Out of the Silent Planet --1938
Perelandra -- 1943
That Hideous Strength -- 1945
The so-called "interplanetary trilogy"; science fiction books, under the influence of H.G. Wells, but
with a strong Christian theme. The first paperback edition of Perelandra was published under the
much more imaginative title of Voyage to Venus in 1953. An abridged paperback edition of That
Hideous Strength was published in 1946 under the title The Tortured Planet

The Great Divorce -- 1945
Lewis imagines what would happen if a group of damned souls were allowed to visit heaven.
Described by George Sayer as Lewis's most perfect book.

The Narnia Chronicles -- 1951-56 (see below)
Lewis's children's tales of Lions, Dragons, Princes, and Wardrobes.

Till We Have Faces --1956
A Christian version of the myth of Cupid and Psyche. Lewis's favourite of all his fiction.

The Dark Tower -- 1975
Posthumous fragments, including the abandoned beginning of a fourth book in the interplanetary
trilogy (see below).

Autobiography
Surprised by Joy -- 1955
Lewis's account of his childhood and his conversion to Christianity.

A Grief Observed -- 1961
The diary which Lewis kept in weeks following the death from cancer of his wife.

All My Road Before Me -- 1991
Lewis's diaries from his undergraduate years.

Letters
Although the complete letters of C.S. Lewis is still awaited, a selected edition and a number of smaller
volumes have been published:
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Letters of C.S. Lewis, edited by Walter Hooper
A sample of Lewis's many correspondences, with excerpts from his diaries and comments from
Warnie.

They Stand Together
The lifelong correspondence between Lewis and his best friend Arthur Greeves.

Letters to an American Lady
Pastoral letters to an anonymous American admirer.

Letters to Children
Lewis's answers to the many young people who wrote to him with questions about Narnia,
Christianity, and the craft of writing.

 

Why is my set of the Narnia books numbered in the wrong order?
There are two ways of numbering the Narnia books. When the American publisher Macmillan decided
to put numbers on their editions they chose to use the order in which the books were originally
published, i.e.:

1. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (1950)
2. Prince Caspian (1951)
3. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (1952)
4. The Silver Chair (1953)
5. The Horse and His Boy (1954)
6. The Magicians Nephew (1955)
7. The Last Battle (1956)

When Harper Collins took over the publication of the books in America, they decided to keep
numbering the books, but on the recommendation of Lewis's stepson Douglas Gresham, they adopted
the order that follows Narnian Chronology, i.e.:

1. The Magicians Nephew
2. The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe
3. The Horse and His Boy
4. Prince Caspian
5. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
6. The Silver Chair
7. The Last Battle

This is also the order followed by the current British editions, published by Fontana Lions.

A case can be made for both orders. Lewis himself came down in favour of the chronological order,
which is why Douglas Gresham recommended it. In a letter written in 1957 to an American boy
named Laurence, Lewis wrote the following:

"I think I agree with your order {i.e. chronological} for reading the books more than with
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your mother's. The series was not planned beforehand as she thinks. When I wrote The Lion
I did not know I was going to write any more. Then I wrote P. Caspian as a sequel and
still didn't think there would be any more, and when I had done The Voyage I felt quite sure
it would be the last. But I found as I was wrong. So perhaps it does not matter very much
in which order anyone read them. I'm not even sure that all the others were written in the
same order in which they were published."

 

Is Narnia an allegory?
All readers of Narnia must realise that Aslan the Lion, who is the Son of the Great Emperor Across
the Sea, who breaks the power of the White Witch by his death and resurrection -- and who, as C.S.
Lewis pointed out to one of his young readers "arrived at the same time as Father Christmas" -- is a
picture of Jesus Christ. Does it follow that the books as a whole are allegories?

C.S. Lewis used a very strict definition of the word "allegory" -- after all, one of his most important
academic books was a study of this subject. He wrote to some Maryland fifth graders in 1954:

"I did not say to myself 'Let us represent Jesus as He really is in our world by a Lion in
Narnia'; I said, 'Let us suppose that there were a land like Narnia and that the Son of God,
as he became a Man in our world, became a Lion there, and then imagine what would
happen.'"

"The whole series" wrote Lewis in another letter "works out like this:

The Magician's Nephew tells the Creation and how evil entered Narnia,
The Lion etc. - the Crucifixion and Resurrection,
Prince Caspian - restoration of the true religion after a corruption,
The Horse and His Boy - the calling and conversion of the heathen,
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader - the spiritual life (especially in Reepicheep),
The Silver Chair - the continuing war against the powers of darkness,
The Last Battle - the coming of Antichrist (the ape). The end of the world and the last
judgement."

So, in today's loose terminology the books can probably be said to be "allegorical." If you want to use
that term, then a number of characters might be said to be allegories:

The White Witch represents the Devil, as does Tash.
Peter represents the valiant and wise Christian.
Reepicheep is the very soul of chivalry with both its virtues and its failings.
"Edmund," wrote Lewis "Is, like Judas, a traitor and a sneak. But unlike Judas he repents
and is forgiven (as Judas no doubt would have been if he'd repented)."
Father Christmas -- who gives gifts to Aslan's followers to help them fight the powers of
darkness -- may be a picture of the Holy Spirit.
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Is it true that there are differences in the British and American editions
of the Narnia books?
Some very minor changes were made to The Lion ... and The Voyage ... for their American
publication. For example, the name of the witch's agent is changed from "Maugrim" to "Fenris Ulf"
and Peter's title from "Sir Peter Wolfs-Bane" to "Sir Peter Fenris-Bane." In the English edition, Aslan
says that the Emperor's magic is written "in letters as deep as a spear is long on the fire-stones of the
Secret Hill." In the American he says "in letters as deep as a spear is long on the trunk of the world
ash-tree." The current (1994) Harper Collins American editions have been standardised with the
English versions.

 

What film and TV versions of Lewis's books have there been?
a: 1967 -- The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Black and white TV adaptation, nine twenty-minute episodes, shown on British ITV.

b: 1979 --The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Two one-hour episodes by the Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation of Atlanta and the Children's
Television Workshop (creators of Sesame Street and The Electric Company), animated by Bill
Melendez.

Note that when the film was shown in the UK in 1980, the sound-track was re-recorded with a cast of
British actors including Arthur Lowe (Mr. Beaver), June Whitfield (Mrs. Beaver), Leo McKern (the
Professor), and Steven Thorn (Aslan).

c: 1988 -- The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Colour, live action version produced by BBC TV. Six, thirty-minute episodes.

d: 1989 -- Prince Caspian / The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
A sequel to the 1988 Lion with many of the same cast. A total of six, thirty-minute episodes.

e: 1990 -- The Silver Chair
The last BBC adaptation to date, a further 6 colour episodes.

The three BBC serials are available on BBC video.

 

What's this I hear about a new movie of The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe?
Paramount Pictures have bought an option on The Lion and have a screenplay in development. John
Boorman was originally scheduled to direct. In the draft script, the non-Narnian sections of the book
were updated to modern Los Angeles. The children are staying with the Professor in order to avoid an
earthquake, rather than air-raids: in an earlier draft, they were sent away as a punishment because
Edmund had shop-lifted a CD. Other delights apparently included a Narnian trades-union (ALON:
"Allied Leopards of Narnia") and centaurs that graze. The first draft evidently had Edmund asking the
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White Witch, not for "Turkish Delight" but for "Cheeseburger and Fries"!

As of spring 1997, John Boorman was replaced by Robert Minskoff as director. As a result of this, a
new script writer will also be chosen and a new version of the screenplay produced, possibly by the
team who wrote the screenplay of The Lion King. At time of writing (summer 1998) the project seems
to be at a standstill.

 

What was The C.S. Lewis Hoax?
The C.S. Lewis Hoax was a book by Kathryn Lindskoog published in 1988. It directed a number of
allegations at Walter Hooper and the C.S. Lewis estate: most notably that Hooper had lied about
rescuing unpublished works by Lewis from a bonfire; that he had exaggerated the length and intimacy
of his friendship with Lewis; and that some of Lewis's minor posthumous works, including The Dark
Tower and two of the essays in Boxen are not by Lewis at all, but forgeries by Walter Hooper. A
follow-up to the book, Light in the Shadowlands, was withdrawn under threat of legal action from the
C.S. Lewis Foundation of Redlands, CA.

It does seem to be a fact that Hooper only worked with Lewis for a period of a few weeks in 1963
(this fact is agreed by all Lewis's biographers) and not the "many years" claimed in some dust jacket
blurbs.

In 1995, forensic document examiner Nancy H. Cole of Palo Alto, CA compared the MS of the Dark
Tower and other contested works with known examples of Lewis's and Hooper's handwriting.
Although it is true that Hooper's handwriting is very similar to Lewis's, Cole lists six characteristics
which the Dark Tower shares with the Lewis texts, but not with the Hooper samples. Therefore, in her
professional opinion, the Dark Tower is certainly written by Lewis. She concludes: "There is no base
to the charge that Walter Hooper has forged these documents, and he is deserving of apology."

Cole's credibility as a handwriting analyst has been called into question by Kathryn Lindskoog's. Her
side of the argument can be found on the web at: http://www.niu.edu/acad/english/krm/lewis.html

 

Is Screwtape Proposes a Toast a sequel to The Screwtape Letters?
Not exactly. Screwtape Proposes a Toast is a separate essay in which Screwtape gives a speech
praising recent developments in the English education system. This is one essay in the collection
entitled Screwtape Proposes a Toast.

 

Is there any more posthumous Lewis material awaiting publication?
There will eventually be a complete Letters of C.S. Lewis to replace the present one volume selection.
There is also some unpublished poetry.

 

http://www.niu.edu/acad/english/krm/lewis.html
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Are there any tapes of Lewis speaking available?
The five essays that make up The Four Loves were originally radio talks commissioned by the
Episcopal Radio and Television Foundation of Atlanta Georgia in 1957. (They were not very widely
broadcast, supposedly because the Foundation thought that audiences might be shocked by the fact
that Lewis "several times brought sex into his talk on Eros.") These talks are available on audio
cassette from the Foundation.

The Foundation has published two other cassettes of Lewis speaking. One, entitled C.S Lewis:
Comments and Critiques contains a number of Lewis's BBC broadcasts: his preface to The Great
Divorce; a talk on Charles Williams; a talk on The Pilgrim's Progress; and perhaps most excitingly a
version of his inaugural lecture at Cambridge.

Sadly, only one of the wartime talks that Lewis gave on the BBC and which later became Mere
Christianity seems to have survived. This is the chapter entitled "The New Men" from the final
section of the book. The Foundation's 1982 tape of Michael York reading Mere Christianity also
included this precious recording. However, this tape is no longer available.

 

Were Lewis's proofs of the existence of God from Miracles refuted by
Elizabeth Anscombe?
On 2nd February 1948, Elizabeth Anscombe read a paper criticising the third chapter of C.S Lewis's
Miracles to the Oxford Socratic Club. Anscombe was a student of Wittgenstein, a student of
philosophy but also a convert to Catholicism. At the Socratic Club debate, she argued against Lewis's
position: she was not attacking his faith, but the philosophical validity of his argument. Lewis must
have accepted the criticisms, since he later rewrote the chapter: changing the title from "Naturalism is
Self-Refuting" to the less ambitious "The Cardinal Difficulty of Naturalism."

According to George Sayer, Lewis's friend and biographer, Lewis regarded the debate as a defeat, and
felt humiliated by it:

"He told me that he had been proved wrong, and that his argument for the existence of God
had been demolished. ...The debate had been a humiliating experience, but perhaps it was
ultimately good for him. In the past, he had been too proud of his logical ability. Now he
was humbled ....'I can never write another book of that sort' he said to me of Miracles. And
he never did. He also never wrote another theological book. Reflections on the Psalms is
really devotional and literary; Letters to Malcolm is also a devotional book, a series of
reflections on prayer, without contentious arguments."

Derek Brewer goes even further, saying that Lewis recalled the meeting "with real horror" was "deeply
disturbed by it" and described it in terms of "the retreat of infantry thrown back under heavy attack."

On the other hand, the minutes of the Socratic Club do not report such a dramatic and humiliating
defeat, merely recording that:

"In general it appeared that Mr. Lewis would have to turn his argument into a rigorous
analytic one, if his motion were to stand the test of all the questions put to him."
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Anscombe herself did not remember "humiliating" or "defeating" Lewis. She wrote:

"The fact that Lewis rewrote that chapter, and rewrote it so that it now has those qualities,
shows his honesty and seriousness. The meeting of the Socratic Club at which I read my
paper has been described by several of his friends as a horrible and shocking experience
which upset him very much. Neither Dr. Havard (who had Lewis and me to dinner a few
weeks later) nor Professor Jack Bennet remembered any such feelings on Lewis's part... My
own recollection is that it was an occasion of sober discussion of certain quite definite
criticisms, which Lewis's rethinking and rewriting showed he thought was accurate. I am
inclined to construe the odd accounts of the matter by some of his friends -- who seem not
to have been interested in the actual arguments of the subject-matter -- as an interesting
example of the phenomenon called projection."

 

Was Lewis a Roman Catholic? Didn't he believe in Purgatory?
Lewis was not a Catholic. He was and remained an Anglican (Church of England) for his post-
conversion life, describing himself as "neither particularly 'high,' nor particularly 'low'." He was
critical of some specific aspects of the Catholic faith -- memorably commenting that if the Virgin Mary
is like the best of human mothers, she doesn't want attention directed at herself instead of her Son! On
the other hand, in Letters to Malcolm and elsewhere, he defends the idea of Purgatory as a necessary
"cleaning up time" for the soul before entering the company of heaven -- although he acknowledged
that the doctrine was open to abuse. "I hope," he writes "that when the tooth of life is drawn and I am
coming round, a voice will say "Rinse your mouth out with this." This will be purgatory."

In the essay Christian Reunion he states that the real disagreement between Catholics and Protestants
is not about any particular belief, but about the source and nature of doctrine and authority:

"The real reason I cannot be in communion with you is ... that to accept your Church
means not to accept a given body of doctrine but to accept in advance any doctrine that
your Church hereafter produces."

When Lewis was working on Mere Christianity, he had Book II vetted by Anglican, Roman Catholic,
Methodist, and Presbyterian clergymen, to avoid any hint of denominational bias creeping in. In a
telling passage in Allegory of Love he recognises the potential flaws in both the Catholic and the
Protestant paths:

"When Catholicism goes bad it becomes the world-old, world-wide religion of amulets and
holy places and priest craft; Protestantism, in its corresponding decay, becomes a vague
mist of ethical platitudes."

 

What did Lewis think about the Bible? Was he a fundamentalist?
Here we again run into semantic difficulties -- what is meant by "fundamentalist"? Lewis did believe
that the Bible was the Word of God, but he also believed that we were given our minds to use them. In
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his Reflections on the Psalms Lewis says:

"At one point I had to explain how I differed on a certain point from both Catholics and
Fundamentalists: I hope I shall not for this forfeit the goodwill or the prayers of either. Nor
do I much fear it."

The "certain matter" is, again, the source of authority: although he regards much of the Bible as
being the historical truth, he cannot regard it as a source of absolute certainty, as fundamentalists
do. [Emphasis added.] His two most sustained discussions of the Bible are "Fern Seed and Elephants"
(an essay in the collection of the same title) and the chapter "Scripture" in Reflections on the Psalms.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/99
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Hal Lindsey
General Teachings/Activities

-  Hal Lindsey is best known for his multi-million copy best seller The Late Great Planet Earth. He has written
many other prophecy-related books and speaks frequently at "evangelical" prophecy conferences. He was also the
pastor of Tetelestai Christian Center in Torrance, California prior to his resignation in 1996.

Sadly, in recent years Lindsey has become quite comfortable ministering with hyper-charismatics and neo-
evangelicals, and has most recently taken up an active interest in the area of religious humanism. [Part of this may
be due to Lindsey's unscriptural divorces and remarriages (see below).] (Lindsey has even taken up with Roman
Catholics: A regular guest and commentator on Lindsey's radio program is John Gizzy. Lindsey calls him "Mr.
Conservative" and a brother-in-Christ. In late-1994, Gizzy handled the call-in portion of the show for three weeks
while Hal was on vacation in Italy. Gizzy is a Roman Catholic.)

-  Hal Lindsey is currently married to his fourth wife, having divorced his previous three. On the back cover of the
sixth printing of his 1974 book, There's a New World Coming, is a picture of Lindsey with his second wife, Jan.
(Jan is the mother of Hal's three grown daughters.) He also dedicates the book to "my best pal, my wife Jan ..."
However, "best pal" Jan is gone from the back cover of the book's 1984 "updated" edition, as is the dedication to
her. A later Lindsey' book, Planet Earth--2000 A.D. (18 million in circulation as of 1/95), carries a picture of Hal
and his third wife, Kim, who is approximately 25 years his junior. (Kim is the sister of author Johanna Michaelsen,
and the sister-in-law of Tetelestai Center's Associate Pastor, Randy Michaelsen.) After dumping Kim, Hal is now
married to wife #4, JoLyn, a member of Tetelestai and in a Bible class taught by Lindsey when she was evidently
"discovered" by Hal.

-  Lindsey is a big fan of country music, and believes that God is also!:

"A current revival of the ballad-type is known as 'country music.' This is my favorite. I like this kind
of music because it runs the gamut of emotions from gloom to glee. After a Johnny Cash concert, I'm
worn out! That music comes right out of the soul and grabs me! I wouldn't be at all surprised or
disappointed if the new song which the hosts of heaven sing to extol the incomparable Son of God has
a 'country music' style!" (There's a New World Coming, 1974 edition -- p. 97; 1984 edition -- p. 80).

-  Lindsey claims that he does not go along with many of the charismatic excesses presented on the hyper-
charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN -- owned and operated by Paul and Jan Crouch), yet he continues
to be part of its programming. One can regularly tune-in to TBN programs and find Lindsey as a guest, or even
hosting the show, heaping praise upon its charismatic and social activist participants. Lindsey also co-hosts a one-
half hour weekly TV program aired on TBN, a prophecy program called "International Intelligence Briefing." By
Lindsey's participation in the programming of TBN, he not only remains silent about the many heresies being
taught on TBN, but he actually helps build TBN's audience. The Crouches provide Lindsey's program either free of
charge or at reduced rates, knowing full well that they are attracting viewers who would not otherwise tune in nor
support TBN financially.

-  On TBN's 12/29/99 "Praise the Lord" program, Hal Lindsey and his sidekick, Cliff Ford, hosted. One of their
guests was Chuck Missler. Missler said he was there for the purpose of endorsing TBN's movie, The Omega Code,
and promoting his own new book on the Code. The three of them carried on and on about how great TBN is and
how everyone needs to continue to support the network to spread the gospel around the world. 

What they didn't say is that the new gospel of the hidden messages in the Bible (Omega Code) and the prosperity
gospel are two different gospels, not the Gospel that was preached in the New Testament. The Omega Code movie
did NOT promote the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but rather gave credence to the latest big lie -- that there are hidden
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messages in the Bible when one uses the letters as an acrostic puzzle. This is the latest blasphemy sweeping
through the professing church -- using the Bible as a tool for divination. The movie and the books on the subject
would have us believe that historical events, such as the death of Princess Diana, the assassination of President
Kennedy, and the Challenger space shuttle disaster are not only significant events in God's plan for the Ages, but
were secretly coded into the Bible just waiting for sleuths like Lindsey to discover them. What a pitiful cosmic
joke! (Source: The Christian Sentinel Report, Jackie Alnor, Eastern Christian Outreach web site, 12/99.)

-  As an example of the extent to which men like Hal Lindsey will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel,
Lindsey actually held a position with the Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF).
(Moon is the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called
evangelicals that served with Lindsey at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim
LaHaye (CRF's paid chairman at the time!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American
Family Association), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View
nationwide radio talk show host), James Robison, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and pastor of
Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes for
strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the 11/90, Omega-Letter.)

-  That Hal Lindsey is an ecumenical compromiser is known by many, but few know that he also is now teaching
the false gospel of self-love/self-esteem. One could speculate that this is at least partially due to Lindsey's recent
"involvement" with the Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers in Houston, Texas (one of Lindsey's former wives was
"treated" there). (Rapha operates a chain of twenty psychiatric hospitals specializing in the "treatment" of so-called
codependent and/or addicted Christians, by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology
and the Bible, all in the framework of a typical Alcoholics Anonymous 12-Step recovery program.) The "specialty"
of Rapha's Houston clinic is "self-esteem therapy."

-  Lindsey, never known for his "scholarly" style, came under harsh criticism in an 11/93 Biblical Viewpoint review
of Lindsey's 1989 book, The Road to Holocaust:

"Warmly dedicated to his 'spiritual father, Col. Robert B. Thieme, Jr.,' this book is Lindsey's rebuttal to
the theonomic postmillennial position, also known as dominion theology or Christian reconstruction. It
is simultaneously a defense of the dispensational premillennial position. Unfortunately, the book does
little more than give additional ammunition to the former and weakens the credibility of the latter. ...

"Lindsey's characteristically accusatory tone ... suggests that the author has only a surface
understanding of the reasons and motives behind the reconstructionist position. This suspicion is only
heightened when one finds apparent plagiarism rampant throughout the book. His entire biographical
section on reconstructionists appears to have been lifted directly out of Dominion Theology (a previous
work by Wayne House and Thomas Ice) right down to the order and specific phraseology of the text.

"Chapter 11 is particularly egregious; the author fails to demonstrate an independent investigation and
first-hand understanding of dominion theology, since 33 out of the 43 footnotes duplicate the footnote
material in chapter 12 of House and Ice in Dominion Theology, and only seven of these duplications
note their previous citation by House and Ice. In addition, misspellings abound (pp. 258, 264, 289, 290,
292). ... If  anything more damaging than the uncredited appropriation of unoriginal material noted
above, it would be the author's inexcusable Greek word blunders. ...This is from a man who, according
to page 296, majored at Dallas Theological Seminary in New Testament and early Greek literature."

-  Lindsey teaches the Freudian concept of the "subconscious"/"unconscious" mind:

"[The mind has a] vast area of the 'subconscious.' ... It's in the subconscious mind that ... the fortresses
of Satan are built ... in the first 16 years of life. ... Things happen in your earlier years, so your parents
played a big role in the ways you think about life -- the way you view yourself and how you view God.
If you have an abusive person, you're going to initially see God as that" (Sermon message from
Tetelestai Christian Center, aired 5/20/93 on Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN).
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Freud invented the idea of an "unconscious" as a reservoir of drives and impulses that govern an individual beyond
his conscious awareness. Freud saw the unconscious as the home of "ego-defense mechanisms," including
"repression" and "denial." The idea of the "unconscious" is not only not supported by the Bible, it has no scientific
support either!

-  Lindsey is also an adherent to the "science" of psycho-cybernetics, which trains the individual to repeat certain
affirmations regularly (e.g., "I love myself unconditionally"). Psycho-cybernetics teaches that it is not even
important that the person believe what he or she is repeating, only that it be repeated. The inner mind is supposedly
trained and will eventually respond by modifying behavior to conform to the affirmation. This principle has been
"known" for centuries by the mind-science cults, and is a frequently advertised technique in today's New Age
publications. (See pp. 233-236 of Lindsey's book, The Liberation of Planet Earth, "Your 'New Self' Means That
You Can Have A New Self-Image.")
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C.S. Lovett
General Teachings/Activities

-  C.S. Lovett is the president of Maranatha Family, which has its motto, "Helping Christians 'Prepare For His
Appearing' since 1951," and publishes the Personal Christianity newsletter. He has pastored a nondenominational
church in Baldwin Park, California, for the past 40 years. His training is in Baptist Schools (he graduated from
California Baptist Theological Seminary), has done graduate work in Psychology at Los Angeles State College, and
holds an honorary doctorate from the Protestant Episcopal University in London. He is a retired Air Force Chaplain
with the rank of Lt. Colonel. He has written more than 40 books. Unfortunately, most everything he has written is
gross heresy.

-  Lovett teaches a slightly modified form of Mind Science-ancient sorcery dressed up in Christian terminology.
This is similar to the teaching which advocates having "faith in your faith." Lovett urges us to have faith in our
subconscious. Moreover, he suggests that it was not through the power of God but through tapping into the power
of the human unconscious that Jesus healed. (Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 115):

"Would it shock you to learn that God's healing power is available through your own mind and you can
trigger it-by faith! ... If you had direct access to your unconscious mind, you could command any
disease to be healed in a flash. That's how much power is at hand. Jesus obviously had access to it, for
He produced command healings. But God has purposely placed this power beyond our awareness. That
way fallen man can't tamper with it. However there is a way to get to it indirectly-by faith ... Sounds
like mind science? I admit that. It's true that the cults have discovered certain of God's healing laws and
use them to lure people into their webs ... But let me ask, should born-again believers be denied healing
simply because certain cults exploit these laws ...?"

-  More "Science of the Mind" from C.S. Lovett: "Imagination is the key to creation. Everything God is doing he
first sees in His mind. And so it is with men made in His image ... While our faith allows us to accept what we
can't see ... imagination takes us a step beyond, allowing us to picture what we cannot see. Isn't that remarkable!"
(Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 157.)

-  And on the Christianization of the occult technique of visualization: 

"Around 300 years ago there was a French monk by the name of Brother Lawrence, who … developed
the art of visualizing the Lord Jesus, and it revolutionized his life ... THE MOST NOBLE AND
GLORIOUS PURPOSE OF THE IMAGINATION IS GIVING REALITY TO THE UNSEEN LORD!
... As you know, many tend to be superstitious about picturing the Lord ... But you see, the Lord doesn't
care one bit how we visualize Him ... Picture Him any way you wish, but love Him ... I know from
experience your enjoyment of Him is going to be greatly enhanced by giving Him arms with which to
hold you." (Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 160.)

"Turn on you imagination screen ... We're going to do an exercise that can help you visualize the Lord.
I want to make sure you have a clear mental picture of Him ... But you see, the Lord doesn't care one
bit how we visualize Him ... Anyone willing to humble Himself on a cross for us isn't going to fuss
over the way we picture Him in our minds ... Thank you for alerting me to this glorious use of my
imagination ... my visualization of You is going to get clearer as we spend more time together" (The
Seduction of Christianity, p. 173).

-  In a 1991 Personal Christianity article, Lovett introduced a weight loss program tied into his conception of
Biblical fasting: 
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"It is only in recent times that I've focused on the spiritual side of fasting ... I am very excited about a
new breakthrough that allows you to fast without hunger. A person could easily take off 100 pounds or
more if necessary ... when they want to know how you did it, you can reply ... 'I did it God's way. I
fasted.'"

-  In a 1971 book What's A Parent To Do?, Lovett shows his Freudian thought processes, his charismatic approach
to dealing with so-called demon oppression ("the devil made me do it"), his complete lack of concern for doctrinal
purity in the church, his equating of spiritual passion with sexual passion, and his condoning of abortions for
pregnant teens:

(a) "No teen consciously seeks to avenge himself on his parents by getting into trouble with the law. He
is moved by an unconscious drive … What he suffers is unreasoned. It takes place down deep where
there is no reasoning or understanding" (p 18).

(b) "... a four step plan that really works … It's a real experience to tell Satan to 'bug off.' It's an
adventure when he goes! ... the idea that someone could have engineered all his trouble. He wonders if
he could have been the victim of satanic suggestion ... it is something a person wouldn't do unless he
were led into it in some mysterious way. Isn't that right? ... It is a fantastic thing to get the anti-satan
skill into a young life … Those parents who equip their teens with the anti-satan skill, give them one of
the finest advantages for walking in the Spirit [pp. 137-138] ... Next to God, he is the most powerful
person in the universe. He has the power to thrust tempting ideas into our minds as easily as God can
inspire us. For instance dear, if it ever occurs to you to wear your neck line a little lower or your
hemline a little higher, so that you will be noticed or admired, you can be sure the devil put it there ...
It's healthy for young people to learn that Satan is the author of many of their rebellious feelings and
resentments against their parents" (p. 146).

(c) "... the church you select for your teens must be one that GLOWS with the Spirit. It is not enough
to find a fellowship that acknowledges Christ as God and treasures the Bible as His Word. It should be
a church that enjoys the testimonies of young people experiencing the thrill of Christ. The church must
be ALIVE ... Don't insist on finding a church that conforms to your doctrinal system. Doctrinal
exactitude should NOT have the priority over-spiritual warmth and vitality ... Thrills in the Spirit will
do more to involve young people with Christ than the sterility of precise doctrine. It can be
demonstrated that joy in the Lord involves teens with the Christ-life quicker than a head full of
doctrines. Discount your doctrines if need be, to get into a glowing church [pp. 160-161] ... the average
evangelical church will not meet the emotional requirement of a teen" (p. 206).

(d) "It is not uncommon for young people to become sexually involved following their participation at
a youth camp … Young people sometimes get high on Christ ... Unfortunately spiritual highs are akin
to sexual highs. That is, the same feelings which accompany sexual satisfaction also accompany
spiritual highs. Thus a spiritual experience can be used by Satan to trigger sexual feelings ... Not a few
young people have become his victims after a glorious youth conference" (p. 228).

(e) "For some Christians this a bad word. A decision for abortion should not be based on public
opinion, but your own opinion as to when the fetus becomes a person ... If you hold the opinion that
God does not place the person in the fetus until after the fourth month (or when the mother feels life),
then an abortion would be no problem for you. The fetus would merely be body tissue with no
independent life of its own. It would be like removing an appendix or some other mass of tissue.
Certainly it could not be murder as some claim ... If you feel there is no child until the moment of birth,
then you could also consider abortion as a possible solution ... Aside from the moral issue, it has been
my experience that abortion solves the problem with the least amount of bad side effects. If the girl is
very young, say 13 or 14 , then it can be done and forgotten. You avoid any risk of her not being ready
for pregnancy. The surgeon's scalpel removes the tissue and God's forgiveness removes the guilt
feelings" (pp. 230-231).
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Max Lucado
General Teachings/Activities

-  Max Lucado is pulpit minister of Oak Hills Church of Christ in San Antonio, Texas, and the author of 37 books
since 1985, including the following best-sellers: And the Angels Were Silent, He Still Moves Stones, He Close the
Nails, Traveling Light, The Applause of Heaven, God Came Near, In the Eye of the Storm, On the Anvil, Six Hours
One Friday, In the Grip of Grace, You Are Special, When God Whispers Your Name, A Gentle Thunder, The Great
House of God, and No Wonder They Call Him the Savior. His popularity as an author is evidenced by the fact that
at one time he had three top ten best-sellers simultaneously. When God Whispers Your Name was the number one
hardback seller for eight straight months. In addition, at the time Lucado had 11 books in print, all of these books
simultaneously appeared on the Christian Booksellers Association hardcover, paperback, and children's best-seller
lists. Lucado has won six Gold Medallion Awards, and served as general editor of the  New Century Version The
Inspirational Study Bible, a so-called "everyday language" version. Lucado's 15-minute radio program, UpWords,
is heard daily in 47 states on more than 1,000 stations.

-  Lucado's Oak Hills Church teaches an unbiblical unconditional love/acceptance concept quite typical of feelings-
oriented churches. They state: "At Oak Hills We Teach ... LOVE -- We are a family of believers who accept each
other because God has accepted each of us." Lucado also makes it clear that doctrine will not stand in the way of
unity at Oak Hills: "While avoiding entanglement in the creeds and traditions, we make a diligent effort to follow
Christ. The original followers of Christ (the first century church) provide an inspiring model of lifestyle, worship,
doctrine, and organization that, in principle, is to be followed in our century." (Emphases added.)

-  Lucado also teaches the Church of Christ's false doctrine that salvation comes only after baptism (i.e., "baptismal
regeneration"). The following quote came from the Oak Hills Church of Christ official Internet web site -- updated
7/15/95; copied 7/12/96; and re-verified 2/98. (The Oak Hills Church pulled this statement from their web site in
1999, apparently due to complaints from evangelicals, and replaced it with a rather generic statement.):

"It is necessary to respond to God's free offer of salvation by faith, repentance, and baptism. As we
confess Christ as our Lord and are baptized by immersion, God meets us, forgives our sins and gives
us the gift of the Holy Spirit that empowers each of us." (Emphases added.)

Most Christians are not aware that Max Lucado is the pastor of the Oak Hills Church of Christ. Sadly, most
Christians are not even aware that the Church of Christ adds baptism to the Gospel. Some say that perhaps because
Max Lucado is not a member of the radical Boston Church of Christ, the fact that he pastors at the Oak Hills
Church of Christ is not a problem. But baptismal regeneration is the bedrock of EVERY Church of Christ's
statement of faith. If Lucado's church no longer believes in baptismal regeneration, then it should change the name
of the church and renounce any affiliation with the Church of Christ. Without this renunciation, one can only
assume that Max Lucado and Oak Hills Church continue to believe this false gospel, and are thereby condemned
(Gal. 1: 6-9). [In June of 1997, David Cloud of the Fundamental Baptist Information Service, spoke by telephone
with Lucado as well as with Elder Doyle Jennings of the Oak Hills Church of Christ. Both stated that they believe
that baptism is necessary for salvation, but they do not believe in baptismal regeneration (even though they mean
the same thing -- i.e., baptism necessary for salvation is the definition of baptismal regeneration). Jennings also said
he does not accept the doctrine of eternal security, while Lucado said this doctrine is not an issue in the church, and
his elders and people are free to accept it or reject it. This is very telling since a proper understanding of salvation
requires eternal security for the believer. Those who believe a born again child of God can lose his salvation simply
do not understand the Gospel.]

-  Lucado has a touchy-feely writing style that appears to be an attempt to get the reader to identify with the human
side of Jesus. The result is heresy at best and blasphemy at worst. In his book, No Wonder They Call Him the
Savior (Multnomah, 1986:199pgs.), Lucado blasphemes the Lord Jesus Christ with the following statement (pp.
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131-132):

"Now, look into the picture. Look closely through the shadowy foliage. See that person? See that
solitary figure? What's he doing? Flat on the ground. Face stained with dirt and tears. Fists pounding
the hard earth. Eyes wide with a stupor of fear. Hair matted with salty sweat. Is that blood on his
forehead? That's Jesus. Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane. ... Does this look like the picture of a
saintly Jesus resting in the palm of God? Hardly. ... We see an agonizing, straining, and struggling
Jesus. We see a 'man of sorrows.' We see a man struggling with fear, wrestling with commitments,
and yearning for relief." (Emphasis added.)

Jesus in a stupor of fear? What we see is blasphemy (defined as the defamation of the person or nature of God)! It
appears that in Lucado's attempt to help us identify with the "human side" of Jesus, he has engaged in gross
speculation, in effect rewriting the Bible's account of Jesus time in the Garden, and thereby, he portrays a different
Jesus -- a sinful One! 

The Bible tells us not to fear, but to trust God. The Bible tells us that greater is He who is in us than he who is in
the world. The Bible tells us that perfect love drives out fear. The Bible tells us to be anxious for nothing. If Jesus
agonized, strained, struggled, wrestled, and yearned, as Lucado speculates, particularly if he fell into a stupor of
fear as Lucado contends, then Jesus would have sinned and could not possibly have been the God and Savior He
claimed to be -- and that's blasphemy!

-  Lucado was a speaker at the 1995 Christian Booksellers Association (CBA) Convention. Lucado gave a call to
unity among Christians across denominational lines. Likening Christians to sailors on the same boat with "one
captain" and "one destination," Lucado urged acceptance between Protestants and Catholics, Baptists, and
Presbyterians. (Reported in the 12/95, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson.
(Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001
retirement from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Max Lucado is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement,
as evidenced by his speaking at two 1997 Promise Keepers stadium rallies. He was also a speaker at the October
1997 "Stand in the Gap" rally in Washington, D.C., where he led the crowd in confessing the sin of disunity in the
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Body of Christ. [Using the same technique that he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta in February 1996
(see next item), Lucado had people call out all at once the various denominations with which they were identified.
Of course, the result was a confused, loud sound. Then they were asked to shout out the name of Jesus, and they
willingly did so in unison. In this manner, Lucado shows that PK is unified because they claim to love Jesus.]

-  At the 1996 Promise Keepers Clergy Conference in Atlanta, Max Lucado was the keynote speaker. His message
dealt with "Denominational Harmony: From Bondage to Freedom." Lucado spoke of PK's statement of faith and
emphasized that they are committed to truth and unity, "which are equal." He said, "I submit myself to the Word
and there are core beliefs. However, for too long we have allowed our differences to divide us instead of our
agreements to unite us." He urged that they subscribe to the premise, "In essentials unity -- in non-essentials
charity."

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: We wonder if Lucado considers the gospel itself "essential"? If so, how can he
yoke together with Roman Catholics who add sacraments to Christ's salvation? The phrase "in essentials unity --
in non-essentials charity" is a smokescreen for disobedience to Biblical separation. While not every teaching of
Scripture is of equal importance, the Bible does not divide doctrine into essential and non-essential. Timothy's job
in Ephesus was to make certain that NO OTHER DOCTRINE be allowed (1 Tim. 1:3). There is no hint here that
some portions of apostolic truth are "non-essential." Paul labored to preach the whole counsel of God (Acts
20:27). The man who strives to be faithful to every detail of New Testament truth will find it impossible to be
comfortable in an ecumenical Promise Keepers-type environment. As one wise man observed, "You will have a
limited fellowship, or you will have a limited message."]

Lucado then had the 40,000 call out their denominations all at once, and in the mixed multitude none could be
identified. When Lucado asked them who was the Messiah, "Jesus" was the immediate response, and that name
came through loud and clear. Lucado said, "The sin of disunity causes people to go to Hell!" (No chapter and verse
was given.). "The step to unity is acceptance and no longer to speak evil of one another. Would it not be wonderful
not to be known as either protestant or Catholic? This is a God-sized dream and no one in our generation has ever
seen the Church united."

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: This is not a "God-sized dream"; it is the vision of the Harlot that John
recorded in Revelation 17. [Lucado and Promise Keepers are] confused about the church. It certainly is not all the
alleged Christian denominations. The focus on the New Testament Scriptures is upon the church as a local body
of baptized believers organized according to the apostolic pattern for the fulfillment of the Great Commission. This
is the church which is the pillar and ground of the truth (1 Tim. 3). To define the "church" as the denominations
and to call for this hodgepodge of doctrinal and moral confusion "to stand together" is utter confusion. The
denominations today are more akin to the Harlot of Revelation 17 than to the church of Jesus Christ.]

Lucado then pled that every clergyman who had ever spoken against another group or denomination, find a member
of that group and apologize. Steve Green then belted out repeatedly "Let the Walls Come Down." The 40,000
ministers shouted, whistled, clapped, and cheered as they worked to a higher and higher pitch of emotion.

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: We are to apologize for warning people of false gospels and false baptisms and
false spirits and false Christs and false sacraments and false mediators and false views of the church and false
views of Scripture? We are to apologize for warning of sin and worldliness and compromise? I have spoken
against many Christian groups and denominations, because God commands me to preach the truth AND to
expose error (2 Timothy 4:1-6). I refuse to apologize for obeying God. By God's grace I am going to keep on
exposing error until the Lord takes me to Glory. And by God's grace I am going to name names and be specific
about the error and the sin. Oh God, help us have the courage in these evil hours to honor and obey you rather
than man.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
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which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Max Lucado and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party
to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Max Lucado's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)

-  In early-1995, Lucado was working on a novel based on the fictional account of Jesus life as if He were born in
the South in the United States today. Lucado said he was thinking of titling it The Gospel According to Manny
(Manny being short for Immanuel). Lucado's only concern for this title is that "Manny doesn't sound like a Southern
name" (June/July 1995, Release).

The interviewer of the Release article suggested to Lucado that he might want to change the title of The Gospel
According to Manny to The Gospel According to Manny Joe-Bob, in order to better reflect Jesus' fictitious Southern
heritage. Lucado said he liked that idea. [All this is not surprising when one considers the everyday, flippant,
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irreverent attitude Lucado has toward the Savior -- in his office, Lucado has hung a sketch of Jesus laughing
hysterically (5/15/96, Calvary Contender)].
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Martin Luther
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Martin Luther (1483-1546) was a German theologian and a major leader of the Protestant Reformation. He is
sometimes called the father of Protestantism, and one of the major branches of "main-line" Protestantism --
Lutheranism -- is named after him. Luther was the son of a Saxon miner. He entered the University of Erfurt when
he was 18 years old. After graduation, he began to study law in 1505. In July of that year, however, he narrowly
escaped death in a thunderstorm and vowed to become a monk. He entered the monastery of the Augustinian
Hermits at Erfurt, where he was ordained in 1507. The following year he was sent to Wittenberg, where he
continued his studies and lectured in moral philosophy. In 1511, he received his doctorate in theology and an
appointment as professor of Scripture, which he held for the rest of his life. Luther visited Rome in 1510 on
business for his order and was shocked to find corruption in high ecclesiastical places in the Roman Catholic
Church. 

He was well acquainted with the scholastic theology of his day, but he made the study of the Bible, especially the
epistles of Paul, the center of his work. Luther found that his teachings diverged increasingly from the traditional
beliefs of the Roman church. His studies had supposedly led him to the conclusion that Christ was the sole mediator
between God and man and that forgiveness of sin and salvation are effected by God's grace alone (sola gratia) and
are received by faith alone (sola fide) on the part of man. This point of view supposedly turned him against
scholastic theology, which had emphasized man's role in his own salvation, and against many church practices that
emphasized justification by good works. (We say "supposedly" because in his Small Catechism of 1529, Luther
clearly denies grace alone and faith alone in favor of adding baptism and the sacraments.) His approach to theology
soon led to a clash between Luther and church officials, precipitating the dramatic events of the Reformation. 

The doctrine of Indulgences, with its worldly view of sin and repentance, became the specific focus of Luther's
indignation. The sale by the church of indulgences -- the remission of temporal punishments for sins committed and
confessed to a priest through the payment of money -- brought in much revenue. The archbishop of Mainz
sponsored such a sale in 1517 to pay the pope for his appointment to Mainz and for the construction of Saint Peter's
in Rome. Luther posted his famous 95 theses on the door of the castle church at Wittenberg on October 31, 1517.
Although some of the theses directly criticized papal policies, they were put forward only as tentative objections for
discussion. 

In 1520, Luther completed three celebrated works in which he stated his views. In his Address to the Christian
Nobility of the German Nation, he invited the German princes to take the reform of the church into their own
hands; in A Prelude Concerning the Babylonian Captivity of the Church, he attacked the papacy and the current
theology of sacraments; and in On the Freedom of a Christian Man, he stated his position on justification and good
works. The bull of Pope Leo X, Exsurge Domine, issued on June 15 that same year, gave Luther 60 days to recant,
and Decet Romanum Pontificem, of Jan. 3, 1521, excommunicated him. 

His reforming work during subsequent years included the writing of the Small and Large Catechisms, sermon
books, more than a dozen hymns, over 100 volumes of tracts, treatises, Biblical commentaries, thousands of letters,
and the translation of the entire Bible into German. Luther's failure to reach doctrinal accord with Ulrich Zwingli on
the nature of the Eucharist (1529) split the Reform movement. Nonetheless, Luther found personal solace in his
marriage (1525) to a former Cistercian nun, Katherina von Bora; they raised six children. (Adapted and/or
excerpted from Funk & Wagnall's New Encyclopedia, Webster's New Biographical Dictionary, and Grolier's
Electronic Encyclopedia.)

-  We are told today that the rallying cry of the Reformation was: Sola Scriptura! Sola Gratia! Sola Fide! (Scripture
only, Grace only, Faith only). But is this what Luther actually believed and taught? In 1529, Luther published his
most popular book, the Small Catechism. By commenting briefly in question and answer form on the Ten
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Commandments, the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, baptism, and the Lord's Supper, the Small Catechism
explains the theology of the evangelical reformation. As Luther's theology is presented in the following excerpts
from the Small Catechism, ask yourself this question: "If this theology was presented to you anonymously (i.e.,
without Luther's name on it), what would you think about the so-called saving faith of its author?":

1. Luther & the Altering of the Ten Commandments -- Luther's rendering of the Ten Commandments follow:

(1) You must not have other gods.
(2) You must not misuse your God's name.
(3) You must keep the Sabbath holy.
(4) You must honor your father and mother. [So that things will go well for you and you will live long
on earth].
(5) You must not kill.
(6) You must not commit adultery.
(7) You must not steal.
(8) You must not tell lies about your neighbor.
(9) You must not desire your neighbor's house.
(10) You must not desire your neighbor's wife, servant, maid, animals or anything that belongs to him.

Notice how the Second Commandment of God (Idol/Image-making -- Exo. 20:4-6) is nowhere to be found!
Instead, to come up with Ten Commandments (after eliminating No. 2 and renumbering the remaining No.'s 2-9),
God's Commandment No. 10 is divided into two parts to get No.'s 9 & 10. This is EXACTLY what you will find in
the Roman Catholic Catechism. It's easy to understand why popery wanted no prohibition against idols, statutes,
and images, but isn't it strange that Luther went along with this altering of the Word of God! (cf. Deut. 4:2; 12:32;
Prov. 30:5-6; 2 Pe. 3:15-16; Rev. 22:19). 

Not surprising from a man who would alter Scripture, Luther did not believe in the inerrancy of Scripture either.
Well known is his low esteem of the epistle of James. He called it an "epistle of straw." In his opinion, it did not
contain the gospel. In his translation of the Bible, Luther placed the epistle of James after Revelation, because he
disliked it so much.

2. Luther & Baptismal Regeneration -- (Note specifically: II.)

The Sacrament of Holy Baptism: The Simple Way a Father Should Present it to His Household.

I. Q. What is Baptism?
A. Baptism is not just plain water, but it is water contained within God's command and united with God's Word.

II. Q. What does Baptism give? What good is it?
A. It gives the forgiveness of sins, redeems from death and the Devil, gives eternal salvation to all who believe this,
just as God's words and promises declare. (Emphasis added.)

Q. What are these words and promises of God?
A. Our Lord Christ spoke one of them in the last chapter of Mark: "Whoever believes and is baptized will be
saved; but whoever does not believe will be damned."

III. Q. How can water do such great things?
A. Water doesn't make these things happen, of course. It is God's Word, which is with and in the water. Because,
without God's Word, the water is plain water and not baptism. But with God's Word it is a Baptism, a grace-filled
water of life, a bath of a new birth in the Holy Spirit, as St. Paul said to Titus in the third chapter: "Through this
bath of rebirth and renewal of the Holy Spirit, which He poured out on us abundantly through Jesus Christ, our
Savior, that we, justified by the same grace are made heirs according to the hope of eternal life. This is a faithful
saying." (Emphasis added.)
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IV. Q. What is the meaning of such a water Baptism?
A. It means that the old Adam in us should be drowned by daily sorrow and repentance, and die with all sins and
evil lusts, and, in turn, a new person daily come forth and rise from death again. He will live forever before God in
righteousness and purity.

Q. Where is this written?
A. St. Paul says to the Romans in chapter six: "We are buried with Christ through Baptism into death, so that, in
the same way Christ is risen from the dead by the glory of the Father, thus also must we walk in a new life."

Is not this gospel of "baptism for salvation" another gospel? (cf. Gal. 1:6-9). Numbers III. & IV. above also touch
on the "sacramentalism" aspect of baptism, again, much like the Roman Catholic sacraments. (See Endnote
detailing Luther's teachings on baptism from his Bible commentaries.)

3. Luther & Consubstantiation/Sacramentalism -- [Consubstantiation: the actual substantial presence and
combination of the body and blood of Christ with the eucharistic bread and wine according to a teaching associated
with Martin Luther (Merriam-Webster's Dictionary).] [Sacramentalism: belief in or use of sacramental rites, acts,
or objects; specif.: belief that the sacraments are inherently efficacious and necessary for salvation (Merriam-
Webster's Dictionary).]

The Sacrament of the Altar: The Simple Way a Father Should Present it to his Household.

I. Q. What is the Sacrament of the Altar?
A. It is the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ under bread and wine for us Christians to eat and to drink,
established by Christ Himself. (Emphasis added.)

III. Q. What good does this eating and drinking do?
A. These words tell us: "Given for you" and "Shed for you to forgive sins." Namely, that the forgiveness of sins, life
and salvation are given to us through these words in the sacrament. Because, where sins are forgiven, there is life
and salvation as well. (Emphasis added.)

IV. Q. How can physical eating and drinking do such great things?
A. Of course, eating and drinking do not do these things. These words, written here, do them: "given for you" and
"shed for you to forgive sins." These words, along with physical eating and drinking are the important part of the
sacrament. Anyone who believes these words has what they say and what they record, namely, the forgiveness of
sins. (Emphasis added.)

Obviously, another of the Roman Catholic "means of grace" carried over into Lutheranism. (An interesting note: in
the book Huldrych Zwingli: His Life and Work, the author noted that the disagreement between Zwingli and Luther
over the Lord's supper had deeper roots than simply the presence of the Lord in the elements. Luther clung to his
consubstantiation view because, "According to Luther, 'Only the real presence guarantees the Lord's Supper as a
means to transmit salvation'" (p. 132). 

The above issues were supposedly the key doctrinal issues Luther was fighting Rome over! 

Sola Scriptura? -- Luther altered the Ten Commandments! Sola Gratia? -- Luther had grace being dispensed
through baptism and communion! Sola Fide? -- Luther added baptism and the sacraments to a simple believing
faith! Based on these contradictions, and the clear words of Paul in Galatians 1:6-9, what should be our position
concerning Luther's true saving faith?

-  History shows that the "Young Luther" took a more Biblical position on some of these doctrinal issues. In his
later writings, he reverted back to the Catholic views, as demonstrated above in his teachings on baptism and
"communion." In his earlier writings, Luther clearly taught "baptism of believers." He reverted later on when he
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was confronted with the necessity to organize the church in those provinces that had rejected Catholicism. Many of
the dukes introduced the "Reformation" in their territory because they could confiscate the vast real estate holdings
of the monasteries. In this situation, Luther decided to organize the churches as a State Church. Perhaps his
teachings changed because of political "necessities."

Whatever the reason, as far as one can tell by reading Luther's Catechisms, Large and Small, in the end, precious
little of popery was rejected by Martin Luther, save the practice of indulgences detailed in Luther's 95 theses. All
this probably should not be of any great surprise, since the "Reformers" were just that -- bent on "reforming"
Catholicism, not on "transforming" it, and certainly not on rejecting it outright.

Luther's Catechisms must be considered the defining statement of his beliefs. After all, that's the meaning of
"catechism" -- "an instructional summary of the basic principles of a religion, in question-and-answer form"
(American Heritage Dictionary). Also, Luther's Catechisms are the documents upon which the Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod (LCMS) was founded. So, it doesn't much matter what Luther wrote or taught outside of his Large
and Small Catechisms. He had 16 years to change them if he had changed his beliefs between the time of their
publishing in 1529 and his death in 1546. There is no evidence of his doing so.

As was suggested earlier, if these beliefs were presented you anonymously, would you not say that the author was a
heretic, without saving faith in the Lord Jesus Christ?! Strange then that with Luther's name attached, excuses are
made -- such as: "You misunderstand what he says"; "Something was lost in the translation"; "The words don't
have the same meaning they had in the 16th century"; and "How dare you attack Martin Luther!"

-  But some men say, "What about all of Luther's 'good works'? Don't they testify to his saving faith?" By 1537,
Luther's health had begun to deteriorate, and he felt burdened by the resurgence of the papacy and by what he
perceived as an attempt by Jews to take advantage of the confusion among Christians and reopen the question of
Jesus' messiahship. Apprehensive about his own responsibility for this situation, he wrote a violent polemic against
the Jews, as well as polemics against the papacy and the radical wing of the reformers, the Anabaptists. Luther
maliciously slandered anyone he disagreed with: 

(a) Luther encouraged true Christians to murder Catholic bishops and destroy their property (Against the Falsely
Called Spiritual Order of the Pope and the Bishops):

"It were better that every bishop were murdered, every [monastery or convent] rooted out, that one soul
should be destroyed ... But if they will not hear God's Word, but rage and rave with bannings and
burnings, killings and every evil, what do they better deserve than a strong uprising which will sweep
them from the earth? And we would smile did it happen. ... All who contribute body, goods and honor
that the rule of the bishops may be destroyed are God's dear children and true Christians."

(b) With the dawn of the Reformation in 1517, it seemed that Jews might fair much better. Luther rallied to their
cause and published a pamphlet in 1523 which he entitled, Jesus Christ Was Born a Jew. In it he sympathized with
the Jewish plight, mocked their enemies, and hoped to show Jews that Jesus was their promised Messiah. When
they refused to convert, Luther changed his attitude, and in 1542 he wrote a book entitled, Against the Jews and
Their Lies. For 200 pages, Luther poured out passionate diatribes of anti-Semitism that few have matched since his
time. He termed Jews "alien murderers and bloodthirsty enemies" who "practiced all sorts of vices." In his vicious
reviling of the Jews, Luther urged burning of synagogues, destroying of Jewish homes and prayer books, and
confiscating of Jewish property:

"Know, O adored Christ, and make no mistake, that aside from the Devil, you have no enemy more
venomous, more desperate, more bitter, than a true Jew ... let their synagogues be burned, their books
confiscated, that they be forbidden to pray to God in their own way, and that they be made to work
with their hands, or, better still, that the princes expel them from their lands, and that the authorities --
magistrates as well as clergy -- unite toward these ends."
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Right up until his death, Luther kept calling for various repressive measures against Jews -- burning of their
schools, confiscating their literature, prohibiting rabbis from teaching on pain of death, and confiscating their
wealth and assigning them to manual labor. Poliakov wrote, "Luther's last sermon at Eisleben, the city of his birth,
four days before his death [February 18, 1546], was entirely devoted to the obdurate Jews, whom it was a matter of
great urgency to expel from all German territory." "We are at fault for not slaying them," Luther fumed. To Luther,
a dead Jew was a good Jew. He even used profanity against them so vile that it cannot be quoted here.
Unfortunately, the teachings of Luther on Jewry became part of the theological framework for the Nazis.
(Excerpted and/or adapted from the April/May 1993 issue of Israel My Glory.)

(c) The acid tongue of Luther was often used in personal attacks and ridicule of alleged heretics, opening the door
for persecution by those who very likely needed little excuse. Luther, after dialoguing with the humble peacemaker
Casper Schwenckfeld over their differences regarding the Lord's Supper, referred to Schwenckfeld as Schwein feld,
the German term for pig (11/96, The Berean Call). Luther also condoned the active persecution of the Anabaptists,
including their wholesale slaughter! (Plain and Amish, by Bernd G. Langin, Herald Press: 1994). The Catholics
readily obliged by burning the Anabaptists on the stake and the Reformers tied their hands together on their back
and threw them into the rivers. Of the Anabaptists, Luther said, "Who seeth not here in the Anabaptists, men not
possessed with devils, but even devils themselves possessed with worse devils?"

-  It never ceases to amaze how historical figures gain a reputation based upon total ignorance of the facts. Can true
Christians just ignore Luther's altering of the Word of God, his teaching of baptismal regeneration, his theology of
Sacramentalism? Should we ignore his hatred for the Jews and his encouraging of violence in the name of Christ?
We sure wouldn't tolerate such things from the common man in the pew -- why for Luther? One never wants to
judge a man's heart. Yet, his fruit we are to judge (John 7:24; Matt. 7:13-23). I wonder how many false gospels a
man has to preach before we judge and warn as Paul did (cf. Gal. 1:6-10)?

* Some of the information in this report was derived from an Internet resource provided by Project Wittenberg,
"home to works by and about Martin Luther and other Lutherans." It is a project of the Walther Library at
Concordia Theological Seminary.

Though not covered in his Catechisms, Luther was also a devotee to the Mary of Roman Catholicism. In his own
words:

"... she is full of grace, proclaimed to be entirely without sin. ... God's grace fills her with everything
good and makes her devoid of all evil. ... God is with her, meaning that all she did or left undone is
divine and the action of God in her. Moreover, God guarded and protected her from all that might be
hurtful to her" (Luther's Works, American edition, Vol. 43, p. 40, ed. H. Lehmann, Fortress, 1968).
(Emphasis added.)

".... she is rightly called not only the mother of the man, but also the Mother of God. ... it is certain that
Mary is the Mother of the real and true God" ("Sermon on John 14:16": Luther's Works [St. Louis], ed.
Jaroslav Pelican, Concordia. Vol. 24. p. 107).

"Christ our Savior was the real and natural fruit of Mary's virginal womb. ... This was without the
cooperation of a man, and she remained a virgin after that" ("On the Gospel of St. John": Luther's
Works, Vol. 22. p. 23, ed. Jaroslav Pelican, Concordia, 1957). (Emphasis added).

"Men have crowded all her glory into a single phrase: The Mother of God. No one can say anything
greater of her, though he had as many tongues as there are leaves on the trees" (From the Commentary
on the Magnificat).

http://www.iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/wittenberg/wittenberg-home.html
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[Endnote: The fact that Luther's Catechisms teach baptismal regeneration is clear. When we take a look at his other
writings on the subject of baptism, Luther's doctrine of justification by faith alone has a hallow (heretical) ring to it.
In his commentaries on various books of the Bible, Luther wrote the following comments: (Emphases added.)

Romans 6:3 -- "We are not found in a state of perfection as soon as we have been baptized into Jesus Christ and
His death. Having been baptized into His death ... we are merely baptized into everlasting life and the kingdom of
heaven ... We have merely taken the first step to seek after eternal life. ... Therefore it is necessary that we should
be baptized into Jesus Christ and His death (Commentary On The Epistle To The Romans, trans. J. Theodore
Mueller, p. 85).

Galatians 3:27 -- "[Speaking of putting off the garment of sin and putting on Christ] This is not done by changing
of a garment, or by any laws or works, but by a new birth, and by the renewing of the inward man; which is done
in baptism, as Paul saith: 'All ye that are baptized, have put on Christ.' ... they which are baptized are regenerated
and renewed by the Holy Ghost to a heavenly righteousness and to eternal life ... This is diligently to be noted,
because of the fond and fantastical spirits, which go about to deface the majesty of baptism and speak wickedly of
it. Paul contrariwise commendeth and setteth it forth ... As if he said, Ye are carried out of the law into a new birth,
which is wrought in baptism. ...[through which] ye are clothed with a new garment; to wit, with the righteousness
of Christ." (A Commentary On Saint Paul's Epistle To The Galatians, trans. Robert Carter, pp. 346-347)

Luther and those who have perpetuated the doctrine of baptismal regeneration are responsible for a whole raft of
false teaching that afflicts Christianity today. No doubt but what our modern day Church of Christ teaching on
baptismal regeneration came from Luther's Protestantism. Though Luther would probably cringe at the thought, this
false teaching has resulted in the Mormon perversion of baptizing for the dead ("Martin Luther and Baptismal
Regeneration," a tract by E.L. Bynum, Tabernacle Baptist Church, Lubbock, Texas).]  [Return to Text]
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Martin Luther's Sacramental Gospel
by Dwight Oswald*

"... you have this baptismal regeneration, preparing stepping stones to make it easy for men to go
to Rome. ... I pray you never rest upon this wretched and rotten foundation, this deceitful
invention of antichrist." -- Charles Spurgeon (From his sermon titled Baptismal Regeneration)

"The fact that Christianity is a religion of salvation is expressed in the sacramental life of the
Church. ... Baptism and the Eucharist [are] sacraments which create in man the seed of eternal
life. -- Pope John Paul II (Quoted from Crossing the Threshold of Hope, pp. 74-75)

"To put it most simply, the power, effect, benefit, fruit, and purpose of Baptism is to save. No one
is baptized in order to become a prince, but as the words say, to 'be saved.' To be saved, we
know, is nothing else than to be delivered from sin, death, and the devil and to enter into the
kingdom of Christ and live with him forever." -- Martin Luther (Quoted from The Large Catechism)

The false sacramental gospel of "Baptismal Regeneration," as proclaimed by Martin Luther and others, has
probably (God only knows) led more people to hell than any other error propagated and tolerated within the ranks
of professing Christianity.

Background

"More books have been written about Luther [1483-1546], the great German Reformer, than about any other figure
in history, except Christ" (The History of Christianity, Lion Publishing, p. 368). Luther was born on November 10,
1483 in Eisleben, Germany. The next day he was baptized as a Roman Catholic at St. Ann's Church in Eisleben. As
a young man he attended the University of Erfurt in preparation to become a lawyer. One night [1505] on his way
to his parent's home he was nearly struck by lightening. In terror he vowed that if Saint Ann would save him he
would become a monk. Following this, much to the consternation of his father, Luther joined himself to the Cloister
of Augustinian Friars in Erfurt. He was ordained to the priesthood in 1507. During this time, Luther desperately
tried to earn favor with God through a life of rigid asceticism. It brought no peace.

On a business trip to Rome in 1510, Luther was shocked by the corruption and worldliness he witnessed in the
Roman Catholic Church. In 1511, his Augustinian order sent him to the University of Wittenberg, where he
completed his doctorate of theology. Shortly thereafter, he was given the position "Chair of Biblical Theology" at
Wittenberg, which he maintained for the rest of his life.

Sometime between 1512 and 1515, Luther supposedly came to realize that man is not justified by his own works
but rather by faith alone. On October 31, 1517, he placed his 95 Theses on the door of the Castle Church at
Wittenberg. For the most part, they challenged the practice of selling "indulgences." Initially, Luther's desire was
for REFORMATION to take place within the Roman Catholic church. In 1521, the Pope excommunicated Luther.
In 1525, Luther married a former nun by the name of Katherina von Bora. They had six children. Luther died in the
same town he was born -- Eisleben, Germany in 1546.

An Evangelical Reputation -- A Sacramental Gospel

Luther is quoted favorably by just about everyone in professing Christianity. Evangelicals and Fundamentalists
often refer to him as a champion of "Justification By Faith ALONE." However, that is only half the story. It is
absolutely amazing that very few seem to realize that Luther in fact believed that we are saved by "faith alone
through baptism." However, you can't have it both ways at the same time -- "Faith Alone" and "Faith through
Baptism." The addition of "through baptism" in effect contradicts "faith alone."
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In reality, Luther did not hold to JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE IN CHRIST ALONE! If he had really held
to this, he would have rejected the doctrine of "baptismal regeneration." He did not! In fact, Luther called for the
death of those (Anabaptists) who outspokenly believed in JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE IN CHRIST
ALONE and practiced BELIEVER'S BAPTISM. To get away from a gospel of works salvation, Luther referred to
baptism as "God's Work" and not a work that man does. However, the OBJECT of Luther's faith was not Christ
ALONE, but CHRIST plus BAPTISM. That is ANOTHER GOSPEL!!!

Luther's Catechisms

Luther wrote down the "essentials" of the faith as he saw them in what is known as Luther's Catechism. There was
the SMALL CATECHISM geared toward children and his LARGE CATECHISM geared toward adults. Both
Catechisms deal with five things: The Ten Commandments; The Apostles Creed; The Lord's Prayer; Baptism; and
Communion. Luther himself said:

"In the catechism, we have a very exact, direct, and short way to the whole Christian religion. ... The
catechism is the most complete and best doctrine, and therefore should continually be preached; all
public sermons should be grounded and built thereupon. ... the catechism, I insist, is the right Bible of
the laity, wherein is contained the whole sum of Christian doctrine necessary to be known by every
Christian for salvation. ... We should esteem and love the catechism, for therein is the ancient, pure,
divine doctrine of the Christian Church" (Table Talk -- Martin Luther, translated by William Hazlitt,
pp. 139-140).

"Luther said that he would be glad to have all his works perish except the reply to Erasmus and the catechism"
(Here I Stand -- Roland H. Bainton, p. 263).

Luther in His Own Words from The Large Catechism (All from The Large Catechism of
Martin Luther, translated by Robert Fischer)

"It remains for us to speak of our two sacraments, instituted by Christ. Every Christian ought to have
at least some brief, elementary instruction in them because without these no one can be a Christian ...
First we shall take up Baptism through which we are first received into the Christian community. ...
Moreover, it is solemnly and strictly commanded that we must be baptized or we shall not be saved"
(pp. 80-81). (Bold added.)

"Hence it is well described as a divine, blessed, fruitful, and gracious water, for through the Word
Baptism receives the power to become the "washing of regeneration," as St. Paul calls it in Titus 3:5. ...
Thus faith clings to the water and believes it to be Baptism in which there is sheer salvation and life
..." (p. 84). (Bold added.)

"'He who believes and is baptized will be saved,' that is, faith alone makes the person worthy to receive
the salutary, divine water profitably. ... But it becomes beneficial to you if you accept it as God's
command and ordinance, so that, baptized in the name of God, you may receive in the water the
promised salvation" (pp. 84-85). (Bold added.)

"He always [the Christian] has enough to do to believe firmly what Baptism promises and brings --
victory over death and the devil, forgiveness of sin, God's grace, the entire Christ, and the Holy Spirit
with his gifts. In short the blessings of Baptism are so boundless ... Now here in Baptism there is
brought free to every man's door just such a priceless medicine which swallows up death and saves the
lives of all men. To appreciate and use Baptism aright, we must draw strength and comfort from it
when our sins or conscience oppress us, and we must retort, "But I am baptized! And if I am
baptized, I have the promise that I shall be saved and have eternal life, both in soul and body." ...
No greater jewel, therefore, can adorn our body and soul than Baptism, for through it we obtain
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perfect holiness and salvation, which no other kind of life and no work on earth can acquire" (pp. 85-
86). (Bold added.)

"Thus we see what a great and excellent thing Baptism is, which snatches us from the jaws of the
devil and makes God our own, overcomes and takes away sin and daily strengthens the new man,
always remains until we pass from this present misery to eternal glory. ... As we have once obtained
forgiveness of sins in Baptism ..." (p. 90). (Bold added.)

Further Quotes from Luther on Baptism

"The Anabaptists cavil as to how the salvation of man is to be effected by water. The simple answer is,
that all things are possible to him who believes in God Almighty" (Table Talk, p. 180).

"Just so, when we are baptized into everlasting life and the kingdom of heaven ... Therefore it is
necessary that we should be baptized into Jesus Christ and His death" (Commentary on Romans --
Martin Luther, translated by J. Theodore Mueller, p. 101).

"... made children of God. ... by a new birth, and by the renewing of the inward man, which is done
in baptism ... For, besides that they who are baptized are regenerate and renewed by the Holy Ghost
to a heavenly righteousness, and to eternal life ... And this is to put on Christ truly, according to the
gospel. ... This is diligently to be noted, because of the fond and fantastical spirits, who go about to
deface the majesty of baptism, and speak wickedly of it. Paul, contrariwise, commendeth it, and
setteth it forth with honorable titles, calling it, 'the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy
Ghost.' And here also he saith, that 'all ye that are baptized into Christ, have put on Christ.' Wherefore
baptism is a thing of great force and efficacy" (Commentary On Galatians -- Martin Luther,
translated by Erasmus Middleton, pp. 221-222). (Bold added.)

"... so, it is to be observed, must you also be saved in baptism. Just as that water swallowed up all that
was then living, of man and beast, so baptism also swallows up all that is of the flesh and of the
corrupt nature, and makes us spiritual (Commentary On Peter & Jude -- Martin Luther, Kregel
Publications, p. 169). (Bold added.)

"Luther attached great importance to his baptism. When the Devil assailed him, he would answer, 'I am
baptized'" (Here I Stand -- Roland Bainton, p. 287).

Excusing Luther's Sacramental Gospel

Many make excuses for Luther, claiming that since he had just come out of Roman Catholicism, he couldn't be
expected to have all of his theology correct. One could concede this on so-called "secondary" issues, but the issue
here is not secondary but PRIMARY! (1 Tim. 2:4) The issue is HOW Christ is received. That is ESSENTIAL!!! It
should again be pointed out that the Anabaptists did have their doctrine correct concerning baptism, yet Luther
called for their death. It is not that Luther did not give careful thought to the issues. He did!:

"If anyone after my death should say: If Dr. Luther were living right now, he would teach and hold this
or that article differently, for he did not sufficiently consider it, against this I say now as then, and then
as now, that, by God's grace, I have most diligently compared all these articles with the Scriptures time
and time again, and have gone over them, and would defend them as confidently as I have now ..."
(Luther's Works, by Robert H. Fischer, p. 360).

Therefore, "faith alone" for Luther meant believing God saved one through the ritual of Baptism. He said it many
times. He said it clearly! And yet today many Evangelicals and Fundamentalists do not really understand that
Luther dogmatically held to "Baptismal Regeneration." In fact, if one did not believe in the Sacrament of
Baptism for salvation, then Luther held that your faith was in vain -- even if you were baptized:
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"... the Anabaptists [reject] baptism, and therefore they cannot efficiently baptize ... (Table Talk -- p.
180).

Luther held that those who believed water baptism was only a symbol and not a sacrament (means of grace) were
not saved:

"In 1527, he wrote with regard to the Anabaptists: ... 'Let everyone believe what he likes. If he is
wrong, he will have punishment enough in hell fire.' ... Most emphatically he believed that the wrong
faith would entail hell-fire ..." (Here I Stand, Roland Bainton, p. 294).

Luther and the Lord's Supper

Luther believed that through baptism one becomes a Christian. And, thus, it resulted in salvation on the basis of
"faith alone." Communion was for maintenance. Luther taught that through communion, one received forgiveness
of sins that threatened one's relationship with Christ and strength for Christian living:

"For here in the sacrament [Communion] you receive from Christ's lips the forgiveness of sins, which
contains and conveys God's grace and Spirit with all his gifts, protection, defense, and power against
death and the devil and all evils" (The Large Catechism -- p. 98).

Not Far Removed from Roman Catholicism

"Luther taught that the sacraments of baptism and Lord's Supper are vehicles that communicate the grace of God.
... Luther's concept of baptism did not differ markedly from the Roman Catholic view; he retained much of the
Roman ceremony connected with the rite. Luther taught baptism is necessary to salvation and, in fact,
produces regeneration in the person. ... Luther also upheld infant baptism, teaching that although infants are
unable to exercise faith, God through His prevenient grace, works faith in the unconscious child. He based the
baptism of infants on the command to baptize all nations (Mt. 28:19)" (Paul Enns in the Moody Handbook of
Theology, pp. 452-453). (Bold added.)

Luther and Evangelicals Today

Today, ecumenism reigns! Lutherans are embracing unity with other "baptismal regeneration" denominations and
also embracing reconciliation with Roman Catholics. Tragically, many "Evangelicals" also see a place for spiritual
fellowship with those embracing a sacramental gospel. In fact, some of the leading "champions" of the
"Evangelical" faith clearly hold to the same basic sacramental gospel espoused by Martin Luther. Michael Horton
would be one example. He is currently president of Christians United for Reformation and vice-chairman of the
Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals. He writes:

"In Baptism, we have been swept into the new creation and in the Supper we are actually fed with the
body and blood of Christ as pilgrims on the way to the Promised land ..." (Michael Horton in the
May/June 1997 issue of Modern Reformation, p. 14.)

The Sacramental Gospel is Another Gospel

One would have to agree with Luther that only the right kind of faith will get you to heaven. However, the
OBJECT of your FAITH must be Christ ALONE and not baptism!!! I would earnestly contend that the Scriptures
teach that your FAITH must be directly in CHRIST ALONE!!! (Gal. 1-3) To rest in a Sacrament (even partially) is
to deny the reality of the ONE mediator who is Jesus Christ HIMSELF (1 Tim. 2:5).

The Gospel is that Christ died for our sins and rose again (1 Cor. 15:3-4). The Gospel is the power of God unto
salvation for everyone who believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is distinct from baptism (1 Cor. 1:17). John 3:16
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promises "whosoever believes in Him [Christ] should not perish." ... Jesus said the one who believes has "passed
from death into life" (Jn. 5:24). John's essential purpose (20:31) was to write so "believing you may have life in His
name." John completely left out New Testament church baptism! Are we to believe John didn't get the GOSPEL
right?

Paul explains that the one "who does not work but believes on Him ... his faith is accounted for righteousness"
(Rom. 4:5). Again, Paul says that "with the heart one believes unto righteousness" (10:10), and the promise is
WHOSOEVER "shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved" (10:13). TRUE believers are those who "have
no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). They have counted all things loss to gain Christ and acquire the
righteousness "which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which is from God by faith" (3:7-9). Just as
Abraham was saved by faith alone (Gen. 15:6), so are we (Rom. 4; Gal. 3)! The "just shall live by faith" (Hab. 2:4;
Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11; Heb. 10:38)! All that believe are justified from all things (Acts 13:39). Our hearts are
purified by faith (Acts 15:9).

Ordinances have always been symbols. In the Old Testament, they looked forward to Christ (Heb. 8-10). In the
New Testament, they look back to Christ (1 Cor. 11). Symbols can never save -- only the substance which is
Christ can save. To rest in ordinances or rituals instead of Christ alone is to trample under foot the Son of God, to
show contempt for His precious blood, and to insult the Spirit of grace (Heb. 10:29). If faith is real in the heart,
then the expectation of Scripture is that believer's baptism (obedience/good works/fruit) will follow!

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the November-December 1997 Earnestly
Contending For The Faith, Pastor Dwight Oswald, editor (a ministry of Southview Bible Church, 2007 South 7th
Street, Council Bluffs, IA 51501.
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Josh McDowell
General Teachings/Activities

-  Once known for his apologetics (e.g., Evidence That Demands a Verdict, Answers to Tough Questions, and
Reasons Skeptics Should Consider Christianity -- three of the more than 30 books McDowell has authored or co-
authored), McDowell years ago converted to a different gospel, one that "sells better": the humanistic gospel of
self-love/self-esteem. Rather than his former message, i.e., that the evidence for Christianity demands that lost
sinners repent and believe in Christ, his new message can best be summarized as: (a) poor self-image, rather than
sin, is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image reduces or eliminates man's problems.
(Confirmation of McDowell's adherence to this new gospel was evidenced on his television program on TBN
["Issue of Truth," 5/13/94]: "... self-image is one of the greatest crises we face in the 20th century," says
McDowell.) [McDowell also has a 30-minute radio program, "Telling The Truth."] 

McDowell's espousal of this false gospel has been massive. In his 35-plus years of "ministry," since graduating
from Wheaton College and Talbot Theological Seminary (1964) (all of which has been affiliated with the
ecumenical, psychologically-oriented Campus Crusade for Christ; he also heads the Josh McDowell Ministry
International), McDowell claims to have given over 18,000 talks to over eight million high school and college
students on over 900 campuses in 84 countries. And what was the primary message of these talks? -- On the
12/12/93 John Ankerberg Show, McDowell gave a testimony as to why the Scriptures are important to him -- Josh
said the Scriptures have shown him "how to love myself in a Biblical way." [McDowell has apparently signed-on to
the Jack Hyles' school of new math -- 18,000 talks in 35 years is three talks every two days for 35 years!] 

-  McDowell's most popular book, Why Wait?, is a polemic for good self-image/high self-esteem as the primary
motivating force for sexual abstinence before marriage. According to McDowell, why should teens wait until
marriage? -- because sexual activity before marriage will cause one to have low self-esteem later in life. McDowell
gives only brief lip-service to God's commands concerning sexual purity. Evidently, a desire to please God and to
obey His commands is not a strong enough motivation for Christian teens, but instead, a dose of the world's
"What's in it for me" philosophy (humanism) is required.

-  McDowell has devoted two other entire books to helping Christians develop their self-image, self-esteem, and
sense of self-worth: Building Your Self-Image (Tyndale:1978) and His Image, My Image (Here's Life:1984). 

In His Image, My Image, McDowell presents three psychological essentials for a normal person: (1) a sense of
belonging (acceptance by others); (2) a sense of worthiness (feeling good about oneself); and (3) a sense of
competence (confidence in oneself). He didn't learn these ideas from the Bible, but from humanistic psychology. In
fact, most if not all of the heroes and heroines in the Bible lacked everything that McDowell says we need.
[McDowell still promotes these teachings via an audiotape message he sells on his Internet web site (12/26/01).] 

-  McDowell supports psychology's self-esteem, self-worth, self-acceptance teaching with a blasphemous
paraphrase from the Living Bible: "I want you to realize that God has been made rich because we who are Christ's
have been given to Him" (Eph. 1:18, LB). Elaborating on McDowell's erroneous interpretation, he is clearly saying
that we should feel good about ourselves because God was enriched through gaining us as His children! The context
of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the blessings we receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us.
Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not to an
inheritance the saints have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always
benefited by God. Common sense makes that clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be
enriched by anyone or anything. (Adapted from the 9/93, Berean Call.)

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
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Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn." 

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is, again, a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God.
Nevertheless, McDowell says, "Nothing illuminates the way God wants us to live more than the Bible. The New
Living Translation is an excellent way to communicate God's truth to people of all ages and spiritual backgrounds."

-  Referring to Building Your Self-Image, psychologizers David and Karen Mains say, "... author Josh McDowell
uses this book to describe his own battles with self-esteem and to provide practical and powerful answers to others
who lack self-confidence" (2/93, The Chapel Newsletter). The following excerpts are from Chapter one of this
book:

(a) "Yet each of us also carries another portrait with us, a picture far more important than any in our
wallet. Psychologists have a name for it. They call that mental picture of ourselves, our self-image. ...
there's always the person whose self-image is bent all out of shape, like a photo carried too long in a
wallet."

(b) "The person with a healthy, positive self-image tends to be out in front in the race of life. Whether
we like it or not, our mental self-portrait, that self-image, has a tremendous bearing on our emotional
and spiritual well-being."

(c) "Research has shown that we tend to act in harmony with our mental self-portrait. If we don't like
the kind of person we are, we think no one else likes us either. And that influences our social life, our
job performance, our relationships with others. ... That is why one writer styled the new insights about
self-image 'the most important psychological discovery of this century.'"

(d) "When did you get your mental portrait of yourself? How was it shaped? ... For all of us the
foundation begins to be laid the moment the doctor places us in our mother's arms. ... By the age of
five or six our self-concept, the person we think we are in relationship to others, is so firmly
established that we will resist efforts to change it."

(e) "... your self-portrait ... You can change it. You can develop a more accurate and healthy view of
yourself. ... The good news of the tremendous worth we have in God's eyes can light up our inner self-
portrait."

(f) "Those of you who know me or who have read my biography, A Skeptic's Quest, know what a
pitiful foundation for a good self-image was laid in my life. If I let those experiences shape my view of
myself, I would be overflowing with rage. ... I now see myself more as Jesus sees me. More and more I
like what I see in my self-portrait."

(g) "You can have your self-image reprogrammed through understanding and applying Biblical
principles. I want to help you see yourself as God sees you. I want to help you discover who you are,
the special individual you have been created to be in the eyes of God (Rom. 12:3)."

(h) "The good news of the tremendous worth we have in God's eyes can light up our inner self-
portrait."
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-  Another McDowell book, The Secret of Loving, perhaps best details his philosophy of self-love/self-esteem;
Chapter 3, "A Proper Self-Portrait," contains the following key humanistic teachings (All emphases added):

(a) "This image (what psychologists call our self-image) alone daily determines how you and I
perceive ourselves before other people ... the opinions we hold of ourselves affect everything we do ...
It's the way you think of yourself deep down inside ... that motivates your actions" (pp. 21-22).

(b) A clear presentation of McDowell's "shopping mall" theology -- "You are special also because you
are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an object is usually determined by the
price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be more true for you and me ... I am
worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis for a healthy self-image is to
understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving actions on your behalf have
demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God" (pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in
original.) [This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it --
has become quite a popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This
"theology" goes something like this: "The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human
soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we are of great value to God. After all, why would God
pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die
for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not establish my personal worth,
but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the price, the costlier
my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me
is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it
was my sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted
from Beyond Seduction.)]

(c) According to McDowell, unconditional love and acceptance by others is essential to the
development of a good self-image, but even more important is to accept yourself because, after all,
"God can accept me just the way I am." (p. 27) "God's love, you see, is unconditional and His
acceptance is unconditional" (p. 30). (See Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and
Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

(d) McDowell's teaching on self-appreciation seems to epitomize what Paul was warning against in 2
Timothy 3:2 -- In the last days, men will be lovers of themselves. -- "I can go back to the motel room,
look in the mirror and say, 'McDowell, you're cool! I like you. ...' When one has a healthy self-image,
you can do that" (p. 31).

(e) It's okay for a Christian to buy flowers for himself or herself just, "Because I like myself ..."
McDowell then relates the story of being away from home, buying himself five dozen flowers, placing
the flowers all over his room, "And every time I look at a dozen flowers, it's going to be God saying to
me, 'Josh, I love you. Josh, I accept you. Josh, I forgive you. Josh, as the Father has loved Me, so have
I loved you. Josh, you're special!' I'll look at each dozen flowers and hear God saying, 'Josh, you're of
great value. I created you in My image. Josh, you're unique'" (p. 34).

(f) McDowell recommends two books as "further helpful resources," both of which teach a self-love
gospel: Bruce Narramore, You're Someone Special and Verna Birkey, You Are Very Special (p. 34).

[These gross heresies in The Secret of Loving (some would say blasphemies) make an utter mockery of the
doctrines of grace and redemption! "The old rugged cross" has been robbed of both its shame and its glory. The
cross is now viewed from the selfish prospective of what it did for me and what I get out of it. McDowell's teaching
on self-love/self-worth/self-esteem/self-ad nausea does epitomize what Paul was warning believers against in 2
Timothy 3:2 -- "In the last days, men will be lovers of themselves." This certainly does give new emphasis to the
concept of narcissism! (See The Danger of Self-Love; The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image; and
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Beyond Seduction, pp. 146-189; for a Biblical analysis of the so-called "self-worth" issue.]

-  On 3/6/93, the First Baptist Church of Stanton, Michigan (General Association of Regular Baptist Churches)
sponsored a massive "Christian rock" party. It was attended by more than 1,300 teens, and included sensuous
dancing and lewd behavior during the party activities. The party was part of a national teen evangelism project
(called "Operation Powerlink" --  billed as "the world's largest pizza party") sponsored by Sonlife Ministries and
Josh McDowell Ministries. An estimated one million teens participated in the nationwide event connecting
thousands of youth groups through a live, one-hour cable presentation. The presentation, called See You at the
Party, aired on the Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). McDowell's organization was expecting 150,000
"conversions" from among the nearly one million teenagers attending three-hour pizza parties at locations across
the continent.

The "party" had a definite ecumenical and charismatic flavor, with 60 participating denominations. TBN, a hyper-
charismatic, predominately blasphemous "Christian" TV network, "aired a one hour special in connection with the
party [which] included a simultaneous broadcast via satellite linking teens from across the country," including the
Stanton party. The special featured CCM artists Petra, Michael W. Smith, and Carmen, "along with dramatic
vignettes and the testimony of Josh McDowell."

One observer at the Stanton "party" reported that the live band's "music was so loud that it hurt to breathe," and that
it "was just like any other rock concert" with rising smoke, an elevated rotating drum section, and an incredible
light show. [The female vocalist in the band even taught the crowd "dance moves to make with God"!] The
associate pastor at the Stanton GARBC-affiliated church defended the "party" on the basis that (a) the church youth
group had grown from 25 to over 100 in two months since the church "began playing Christian rock at their youth
activities"; (b) there were "decisions" for Christ at the party [15 out of 1,300 in attendance]; (c) the GARBC
seminary nearby had supported and commended the "party" by sending 50 students as counselors; and (d) the
church was experiencing the beginnings of a mighty revival. (Reported in the July-August 1993, Fundamentalist
Digest.) [On a number of occasions socialist radical Tony Campolo has also been a speaker with McDowell at
"Christian" rock concerts around the country (1/25/94, A Christian View of the News).]

-  McDowell is also into "Christian" rap music for winning teens to Christ. On his 10/28/94 "Issue of Truth"
program on TBN, McDowell had as guests three "Christian" gangster-rapper kids, who redefined their "music" as
"hip-hop." They said they were previously bad guys, but now they "hip-hop for God." They also said that they let
their clothes identify them with other hip-hoppers, not their Christian walk -- "That's the beauty of it. No one
knows we're Christians, until they hear our music." McDowell also boasted that his 13 year-old daughter's favorite
music group is DC Talk, another "Christian" rap group (6/10/94, TBN -- "Issue of Truth").

This should not be surprising when one considers whom McDowell has employed as his publicist/public relations
man -- Fred Baye. Baye also represents the following people and/or groups: Jake "the snake" Roberts, a
professional wrestler; Rebecca St. James, Steven Curtis Chapman, and Michael W. Smith, pop/contemporary
"Christian" singers; John Schlitt, "Christian" rock soloist for the band Petra; Petra; Wellington Boone,
writer/charismatic evangelist/reconstructionist/Promise Keepers conference speaker; DC Talk and the Newsboys,
"Christian" rappers; and neo-evangelical psychologizers Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford,
and Bill Bright. (Documented from the 12/26/01 Fred Baye & Company Internet web site.)

-  The co-host of McDowell's "Issue of Truth" 30-minute television show aired on TBN is Steve Arterburn, a
codependency guru and co-author of Toxic Faith. Arterburn is the CEO of New Life Treatment Centers
(codependency treatment centers now affiliated with the Minirth/Meier Clinics), and teaches many of the same
concepts as non-religious codependency guru John Bradshaw, only dressed up in Christian terminology. [Bradshaw
is an unbeliever who defines codependency as the internalization of shame, and blames it in part on Christians who
teach doctrines of original sin, total depravity, and eternal punishment, adding that a Christian's problem results
from "toxic shame" rather than sin. This theory holds that virtually everyone in the country is a product of a
"dysfunctional family," a whopping 96% of us, and that we have all experienced some form of traumatic abuse as
children. In turn, this childhood "abuse" inevitably results in some form of adult dysfunctional behavior -- often
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some form of addiction -- the solution for which is a concerted effort to "heal the inner child" through 12-Step
programs. This is the same John Bradshaw who "heartily recommends" Love is a Choice: Recovery for
Codependent Relationships, a best-selling "Christian" recovery book which Frank Minirth and Paul Meier co-
author with Robert Hemfelt (of Serenity Bible fame).] 

-  An excerpt from McDowell's 1994 book, Right From Wrong -- What You Need To Know To Help Youth Make
Right Choices, was featured in a cover story in Dr. James Dobson's 11/94 Focus On The Family magazine. In his 2-
page article, McDowell mentions sin only twice. And he mentions not at all either the Lord Jesus Christ or the
necessity for repentance. McDowell does mention a 1994 survey he took of 3,795 kids (ages 11-18), from 13
denominations, in which they were asked 193 questions. More than 80% said they attended an "evangelical church"
weekly, and 86% said they had made "a commitment to trust Christ as their Savior and Lord." Citing a number of
worldly activities these young people engage in, McDowell says this reveals "that many of our kids are not
adopting our value system at all." He asks: "What is happening to our kids?" Well, the answer here is painfully
obvious, yet it seems not to have dawned on McDowell. The so-called "evangelical churches" are not producing
real Christians! These kids are lying. 

McDowell is also big on "honesty" --  which he never defines. He says we have to teach our kids that being
"honest" gives them "unbroken fellowship with God." But, it doesn't! Sin is what broke this fellowship, and only
faith and repentance will restore it. McDowell says nothing about being born-again. What Josh McDowell and his
ilk must face is a very unpleasant truth: Their kind of preachy, feel-good-about-yourself moralizing is not working,
has not worked, and never will work, because it is not the Gospel. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the Lofton
Letter, as reprinted in the 11/14/94, Christian News.) [McDowell then appeared on Dobson's 11/15/94 FOTF radio
program to promote the book and his latest youth campaign -- "Right from Wrong."] [McDowell continues to be a
regular on Dobson's radio program, his latest area of expertise being how to "rescue the next generation" from the
"cultural gap" between parents and youth (10/1-10/2, 2001, FOTF radio).] 

-  McDowell is also very ecumenically-minded. He was a speaker at the 55th annual NAE convention in 1997. He
gave 12 keys to networking. He said that he is now working with 50 denominations in order "to resource families
and reinforce the crumbling foundation of our young people." He added, "We are all in the same boat. Unless we
start rowing together we will all sink separately." (Source: Ralph Colas NAE convention report.)

In 1996, Campus Crusade invited Russian Orthodox theologians and Russian doctors and professors to participate
at a cult seminar, along with Josh McDowell and Ron Enroth. McDowell told Christianity Today that opportunities
exist for Protestant and Orthodox Christians to work together on right-to-life, youth, and family-related issues.
(Source: What in the World, Vol.16, No.7.)

In 2000, McDowell was part of the ecumenical Billy Graham Amsterdam 2000 extravaganza, where he taught a
workshop on family relationships.

-  McDowell is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated
to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on
unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though McDowell is no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, he has
signed its Manifesto. COR has stated that "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional," thereby making
it necessary to "rebuild [a] city's entire society upon the Bible." COR says that its founding documents (see below)
were created "to give the Church a proper foundation," and that "no denomination, church, organization, or mission
can completely fulfill its God-assigned tasks unless it stands firmly on the biblical truths represented in these
documents ... the Church must stand on these truths or remain ineffective" (July 1997, "The Vision for the Coalition
on Revival"). 

As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the
12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All
emphases added):
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"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That McDowell has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details
of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  McDowell appears to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Campus Crusade
founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have received a
"prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics,
and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee
made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert
Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch,
Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of
urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been
held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus
Crusade, and his 2003 death.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Josh McDowell is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his speaking at PK events and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for
publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").
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John MacArthur
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. John F. MacArthur, Jr., (born 1940) is the pastor of Grace Community Church (GCC) in Sun Valley,
California, as well as the president of both The Master's College and The Master's Seminary. His first two years of
college were spent at Bob Jones University. His undergraduate work was completed at Los Angeles Pacific College,
followed by seminary training at Talbot Theological Seminary. Grace Church has grown from 450 members when
MacArthur accepted the pastorate in 1969, to over 12,000 today. Much of MacArthur's influence is derived from his
sermons that are edited and aired over more than 700 stations daily across the U.S. and Canada on the "Grace to
You" (GTY) radio program. First aired in 1977, GTY now has a full-time U.S. staff of approximately 45, and has
produced and distributed more than ten million audio cassette lessons. In addition, the "Grace to You Weekend"
broadcast now airs on almost 100 outlets. MacArthur is also a prolific "writer," authoring a New Testament
Commentary series, various issue-oriented books, and most recently, a study Bible. (Many of MacArthur's most
recent works are merely re-edited sermon messages.)

For many, John MacArthur is a champion of the faith whose voice is correcting many of the ills of Christianity. For
others, his teachings border on heresy, if not blasphemy (see below). Nevertheless, MacArthur's charm, charisma,
and abilities have combined to make him very appealing, even to those who should otherwise know better.
MacArthur's proclamation of much truth can also create in one's mind a delusion. In the following quotes,
MacArthur rightly reveals the deceptive ways of false teachers, yet in the process, he unwittingly describes himself:

"... they are dangerous when they tell truth because often they cannot be distinguished from true
teachers. The key to being a successful false teacher is to tell as much of the truth as possible"
(MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, Joy And Godliness, p. 17); and

"The subtlety of false teaching is that it uses the Word of God but misrepresents its teaching. Those
who teach something explicitly and overtly anti-biblical, anti-Christ, and anti-God pose no real threat
to the Christian church. But subtle teaching that appears to be biblical yet pulls unwary souls away
from the faith is a great danger to the church" (MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, Avoiding Spiritual
Counterfeiters, p. 17).

We will focus primarily on Dr. MacArthur's psychological teachings and his neo-evangelical associations, and
leave most of the other theological issues to others (e.g., a works-oriented approach to the concept of Lordship
Salvation; dispensational inconsistencies; confusion concerning the two natures of the believer; confusing
statements on the "blood of Christ"; denial of Eternal Sonship (since recanted); confusion concerning unlimited
atonement; and the use of contemporary Christian music). (Portions of the above were adapted from a 1988 OBF
Visitor Feature Article by Pastor Peter Foxx.)

-  Through books and in various sermons (heard via The Master's Fellowship tape ministry -- over 11 million
produced), MacArthur has continually claimed (since at least 1985) to be adamantly opposed to psychology and its
message of "self." Yet at the same time these anti-psychology books and messages were published and recorded,
respectively, MacArthur was fully employing the teachings of "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb (see details
below). Likewise, in direct contradiction of this claim of being against psychology, MacArthur has preached other
sermons teaching various psychological, and thereby, non-Biblical concepts and dogma, such as self-esteem, self-
image, self-worth, self-acceptance, self-forgiveness, etc., all clothed in deceptive Christian garb. (See the "Radio
Tape Index" for details. It should be noted that many of the exact statements in this radio log can be found in
anywhere from two to four written sources, authored by MacArthur, and still being sold in the GCC bookstore!)

For example, check out the following blasphemous psychobabble from the man who not only claims to understand
the psychological seduction of Christianity, but also claims to be solidly in the camp of those of us actively
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opposing it:

"A true sense of self-worth comes from understanding our position in Christ. We have been chosen in
Christ from before the foundation of the world. Knowing this gives us a sense of our significance and
value to God. We were so important to God that He gave up His Son to die on our behalf. ...
Thank God for considering you valuable enough to bestow such riches upon you. ... If you're struggling
with a lack of self-worth, remember that you were important enough for God to give you to Jesus as an
inheritance" (The Believer's Life in Christ, MacArthur Bible Study Guide, Eph. 1:1-2:10 [Word of
Grace Communications:1989/1995], pp. 27, 36, & 69-70). (Emphases added.) [Tape series also offered
in GTY's 51-page, 1996 tape and book resource catalogue.]

God died for us because we were "important enough"?! This is a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have
people who claim to belong to the living God, and churches that claim to be Bible-believing churches, that are
robbing God of that which belongs to Him and Him alone -- all the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of
salvation -- and directing it back to themselves. What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -
- that pastors like John MacArthur can find a way to say, "You want to know how valuable I am? You want to
know how much worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-esteem? God thought I was valuable enough
to die for." That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His alone. God did not die for us because of our
great worth, but because of our great sin! He died because of who He is, and in spite of what we are (cf. Rom. 5:8).
He died to demonstrate His righteousness and His divine justice (Rom. 3:23-26). There is no mercy if it had to do
with my worth. It is not of grace if it had to do with my value. Anyone who would try to divert some of that glory,
honor, and esteem to man is robbing God of the worship due Him and Him alone.

[Elaborating on MacArthur's erroneous interpretation, he is clearly saying that we should feel good about ourselves
because God was enriched through gaining us as His children! The context of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the
blessings we receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us. Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His
inheritance in the saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not, as MacArthur teaches, to an inheritance they
have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always benefited by God.
Common sense also makes that clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be enriched by anyone
or anything. (Adapted from the 9/93 TBC.)]

-  An elder of Grace Church once said the above self-worth/significance to God quote from MacArthur was
"admittedly a poor way for John to state his point" (September 1994 letter on file). Well, MacArthur's point was --
what the fact that God the Father sent his Son into the world, says about man's value. And it is the opposite of what
the Scriptures teach! It's like saying that since a person claims to be an ardent capitalist and then states, "hence I
believe there should be no private ownership of property," is choosing a poor way to make his point. His statement
proves the exact opposite of what he said he believed. [For clarification on this issue, see "The Parable of
Heathen," which is a section in Jim Owen's book Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (pp. 62-64). Owen is
an associate professor of history at The Master's College.]

In further contradiction to what MacArthur teaches, Dr. Trevor Craigen, also of The Master's Seminary, questions
the doctrine of redemption being used "to proclaim that man is something worth dying for, and that one may now
attribute to himself dignity, worth and significance or may see himself as something worthwhile." Yet, this is the
exact concept that his employer, John MacArthur, is teaching! Craigen says:

"In Scripture no context presenting the wonder and grandeur of salvation even remotely suggests or
attempts to apply the doctrine in such a way so that anyone may now validly conclude himself to be
worth dying for, or himself to be worthwhile and significant. ... Salvation is, in all of its aspects, a
testimony of the grace of God toward those who were unworthy of eternal life and of His love.
Salvation signifies, not the worth of man, but the sinfulness of man" (T. Craigen, An Exegetical
Foundation for a Biblical Approach to Thinking of Oneself, doctoral dissertation for Grace Theological
Seminary, Winona Lake, IN, 1984, p. 43).

MacArthur would be wise to run his writings by Dr. Craigen before publishing. It would save him considerable
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embarrassment and perhaps even help him to straighten out his theology on this crucial matter.

-  In the mid-1980s, Grace Community Church, with MacArthur's full knowledge and approval, and at the same
time MacArthur was claiming to be adamantly opposed to the psychological teachings that have invaded the
church, was deeply involved with the teaching and counseling ministries of so-called Christian psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb. (Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that
supposedly motivate human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian
psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs, the fulfillment of
which supposedly result in a sense of personal worth and psychological healthiness. Counseling under Crabb's
model takes the form of delving into the unconscious by peeling away the "self-protective layers" [i.e., defense
mechanisms] and getting at the "real pain and sorrow of unmet needs.") MacArthur had endorsed Crabb's film
series, Inside Out; allowed Crabb to hold seminars on the Grace Church campus on at least two different occasions
(while having Crabb as a co-speaker/teacher on at least two different "Christian cruises"); allowed his church
counseling staff to use Crabb's model in-house, as well as recommended Crabb's materials to radio listeners who
would call in for counseling; carried multiple copies of each of Crabb's books in The Master's College and
Seminary and Grace Church bookstores, while, at the same time, refusing to carry books critical of Crabb's
teachings; and had staffed the College and Seminary with a considerable number of pro-Crabb supporters (as well
as having had Dr. Crabb as an adjunct professor on the Seminary faculty).

Between August 1988 and July 1989, MacArthur's official policy regarding Larry Crabb was changing from one of
active support to one of declaring Dr. Crabb "persona-non-grata" Along with this policy change, MacArthur
claimed to have retracted the above "endorsements" of Crabb's teachings, and to have removed all identification
with Crabb's name and materials. Nevertheless, an attendee at MacArthur's March 1990 Shepherd's Conference
reported the following:

(1) many of Crabb's books were recommended as "helpful resources" in the Conference Notebook's
annotated bibliography; and

(2) Crabb's materials and/or teaching concepts were still being used extensively at Grace Church,
particularly in the adult Sunday School classes (one of which, "Marriage Builders," appeared to be
named after a Crabb book title, The Marriage Builder), and was being taught by a Grace Church staff
member and Crabb follower, John Zimmer. (Zimmer has since left Grace Church.)

Later on in the 1990s, MacArthur employed even more men teaching Crabb-like concepts and/or trained at Crabb-
influenced/-led institutions (see sections on Gary Ezzo, Wayne Mack, and David Harrell). Therefore, regardless of
his claims to the contrary, it is doubtful that MacArthur has ever abandoned his fondness for the psychological
teachings of Larry Crabb.

-  In 1985, MacArthur's tape ministry produced a two-tape audio series, The Day God's Word Went on Trial,
describing the public court trial of Grace Church relating to the Church's counseling relationship with a Talbot
Seminary Extension student who had committed suicide. The tape is not only replete with favorable references to
psychology and psychiatry, but at the same time, it makes derogatory comments concerning those who might desire
to counsel using only the Bible.

-  MacArthur's Grace Community Church owns and operates a bookstore (the Book Shack) on the Church's Sun
Valley campus. Over the August 1989-1993 period, even though the books of some of the most psychologically-
oriented authors (e.g., James Dobson, Dennis Rainey, Ed Wheat, Larry Crabb, and Minirth & Meier) were removed
from the store, books still being offered for sale were those by pantheistic New Ager Tony Campolo; financial
psychologizers Larry Burkett and Ron Blue; psychological "Christian Marriage Enrichment" counselor H. Norman
Wright; self-love advocates Josh McDowell, Chuck Swindoll, and R.C. Sproul; four temperaments guru Tim
LaHaye; right-brain/left-brain mentor Donald Joy; religious humanist Don Matzat; ecumenical Catholicism
promoter and psychologizer Chuck Colson; New Age Roman Catholic psychologist, mystic, and universalist Henri
Nouwen; Arminian revivalist Charles Finney; womens' ministries psychologizers Kay Arthur, Linda Dillow, and
Carol Mayhall; and other lesser known psychologically-oriented authors. [Correspondence with the Book Shack
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manager in November of 1990 revealed that MacArthur's main reason for selling psychologically-oriented books
was to teach his people discernment skills, and according to the manager, not to stock such books would be to
adopt a "head in the sand" mentality! (To the contrary, the Bible teaches that the shepherd's role is to warn and
protect the flock, not to expose them to dangerous heresies!]

The GCC bookstore also publishes a mail-order book catalogue, the "Grace Book Service" (GBS). Along with some
acceptable titles, the 31-page, 1996 GBS edition included a significant number of books and commentaries by
covenant theologians, plus a few books by some of the usual neo-evangelical, psychoheretical suspects -- Elisabeth
Elliot, Tony Evans, Josh McDowell, Dick Eastman, Max Lucado, Howard Hendricks, J.I. Packer, R.C. Sproul,
Walter Kaiser, Joseph Stowell, Ed Bulkley, Ed Wheat, Wayne Mack, etc.

-  On a visit to the Grace Church campus on Sunday, 7/25/93, I came across an official Grace Church "tract rack"
outside the main entrance to the Grace Church auditorium. All the tracts available were published by Good News
Publishers of Wheaton, Illinois. One of the free tracts was titled "You're Special," written by Ted Griffin. Note the
psychological concepts of self in this excerpt from the tract:

"... we are precious to God, for He continues to love us even when we pay Him no mind. He still sees
us as individuals with great value. ... He considers each of us important enough to love. ... Because you
and I are special to God, He wants to forgive us and give us a full, meaningful life. When we trust in
Jesus Christ and let Him put our lives together, the Bible says that we become 'God's masterpieces,
created in Christ Jesus.' Can anyone be more special than that?" (Emphasis added.)

Can John MacArthur really believe this psychobabble? Apparently so, or why else would such a tract be made
available free of charge to the thousands of people who pass through the Grace Church doors each Sunday? (There
is little doubt that MacArthur does believe this. The above quote reads like a paraphrase of the MacArthur quote
cited previously in this report from The Believer's Life in Christ series.)

-  In September/October of 1989, MacArthur's radio tape ministry re-aired a 1979 series, The Fulfilled Family, in
which MacArthur spends considerable time quoting from and recommending the works of so-called Christian
psychiatrist Paul Meier, with whom MacArthur now claims to disagree (see below). When asked in August of 1989
why the Meier references (as well as the other considerable psychological material in the series; i.e., favorable
quotes from Carl Rogers, James Dobson, Psychology Today, and various other "human behavior experts") were not
being edited-out of the radio messages nor the Bible Study Guide, MacArthur's top assistant at the time (who
claimed to speak with "the full authority of John MacArthur") replied, "It would cost too much; maybe we'll catch it
next time." The "next time(s)" occurred in March/April of 1991; February/March of 1993, and again in March/
April of 1995, again with no editing-out of the psychological teachings. [The Fulfilled Family was also offered in
GTY's 51-page, 1996 tape and book resource catalogue. Although a new Fulfilled Family 9-tape audio cassette
series was recorded in 1996 and aired on Grace To You (GTY) radio in 20 segments in early-1999 (2/8/99-3/5/99),
MacArthur still refers to the 1979-series as "the biblical model for family life," and claims the new series "includes
principles from the original ... plus new information and insight -- some gained through the successes and failures
of a whole generation of American families since then" (4/18/96, GTY ministry letter).]

-  In the late-1980s, with the financing of a "ministry friend," MacArthur even sent The Fulfilled Family 8-tape
cassette album and Bible Study Guide to every U.S. Senator, Congressman, and Supreme Court Justice, and to
every state governor and every "special person in the [Bush] White House" (Source: GC50-45 -- "The Secret of
Contentment -- Part 3" [Phil. 4:14-19]). MacArthur is apparently convinced that unbelievers can benefit from "the
truth that God has designed for marriage and the family" (cf. 1 Cor. 2:1) and/or he believes (like James Dobson)
that we can reform the heathen's behavior without God first regenerating the heart.

-  On 5/21/91, MacArthur debated "Christian" psychiatrist Paul Meier on John Stewart's Los Angeles radio program
(KKLA), rightly portraying Meier as a psychiatrist/psychologist with whom he [MacArthur] had serious
disagreement. Yet at the same time this debate took place, MacArthur was in the process of distributing a free tape
in the mail (GC80-69: "Shade for Our Children") that was recorded on Mother's Day, 1990. On that tape,
MacArthur again quoted favorably, and at great length, from Paul Meier's book, Christian Child-Rearing and
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Personality Development, much of which was taken directly from the transcript of MacArthur's 1979 The Fulfilled
Family series! If this wasn't bad enough, MacArthur even added more psychological references that are in direct
contradiction with some of what he says he believes in his April 1991 book, Our Sufficiency In Christ (see the
attached notes on the "Shade for Our Children" message). [Tape GC80-69 was redistributed (@$4.75/each) and
aired again on GTY radio in May of 1997; none of the psychological references were edited out. In June of 1997,
MacArthur distributed another free tape titled "A Crash Course in Christian Parenting" (no tape number).
MacArthur begins the message by affirming that Christian parents need to turn to God's Word for parenting
instructions, not the world. Ignoring his own advice, he then goes on to cite many of the same psychological
sources as in "Shade for Our Children." One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes was "If you want an accident
prone child, ignore him and fight with each other so that he hurts himself to get your attention." Where is this
psychological nonsense in the Bible?!]

-  In August of 1989, MacArthur's top assistant at the time (again, the same man who claimed to speak with the full
authority of John MacArthur) privately stated that the psychology curriculum at The Master's College was going to
be eliminated as early as the Fall 1990 semester, and that MacArthur was in the process of informing concerned
parties at the College of this decision. In November 1989, however, the top administrator of the Master's College
was questioned concerning the completion of this notification process, to which he replied, "To answer your
question concerning the elimination of our course offerings in Behavior Sciences, the answer is no." (As an
indication of the highly psychological content of the College's Behavioral Sciences curriculum at the time, the
following concepts were routinely taught: "coping mechanisms of human emotions"; "identity formation";
"adaptive techniques"; "mid-life crisis"; "treatment of abnormal behavior and personality disorders"; "group
counseling"; "psychological motivation"; "the psychology of human potential"; etc.; etc.)

The psychology curriculum was significantly altered for the Fall 1991 semester, but not eliminated entirely -- a new
program in so-called "Biblical counseling" is now being offered, but MacArthur announced at the time that the new
courses, "will be supported by courses in the social sciences" (July/August 1991, Masterpiece, p. 28). In fact, the
1996-1998 The Master's College Catalog still indicates that every Master's College degree-program student must
successfully complete an introductory social science course (p. 46), which includes course offerings in Psychology
and Sociology (pp. 158-159). In addition, students in the Liberal Studies and Teacher Education programs must
take both of the psychology courses offered in the Behavioral Studies department -- "Introduction to Psychology"
and "Child Development" (pp. 163, 207). (As of the Fall 1995 semester, the Biblical counseling program at The
Master's College had 80 students and two full-time faculty members.)

[One still needs to ask the question, "Why is the answer to 'getting rid of psychology courses in the curriculum' to
replace them with 'Biblical counseling' courses?" Shouldn't the answer be to teach the Bible? What goes on in The
Master's College theology and Bible classes if its graduates won't be able to care for their sheep without taking
special classes in psychology or Biblical counseling? The message being communicated by The Master's College is
this: Studying theology and the Bible does not adequately prepare pastors, teachers, and missionaries "for the
perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ" (Eph. 4:12). (The
Master's College continued reliance on "counseling" rather than the Bible to solve problems of living can bee seen
from the following statement on page 244 of The Master's College 1996-1998 Catalog -- "The college reserves the
right to require a student to seek a medical examination or counseling assessment and treatments or ongoing
counseling to maintain student status.")]

-  Wayne Mack was hired in 1993 to head up the Biblical counseling program at The Master's College and to train
Grace Church staff members in Biblical counseling methodologies. (Mack is now Chairman of the Biblical
Counseling Department and Professor of Biblical Counseling at The Master's College and an elder of Grace
Community Church.) Mack was formerly employed as a counselor/instructor by the Christian Counseling and
Educational Foundation (CCEF), an institution with a highly compromised Biblical stand (i.e., psychological
integrationism). (See Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible for an excellent critique of the "Biblical
counseling" movement in general and CCEF in particular.) Evidence of Mack's psychological leanings can be
gleaned from his 1991 book, Your Family, God's Way. The book is loaded down with Larry Crabb-taught concepts
and terminology such as: touchy-feely child rearing methods; "significance" and "security" needs; "self-image" and
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"self-worth"; "dysfunctional families"; "unconscious habits"; feelings of "rejection"; "listen to your inner-man";
"give yourself permission to feel and think"; "homophobia"; "inferiority feelings"; etc.; etc.

Another book by Mack, Preparing for Marriage God's Way, is also used as a text at Grace Church. (The book is
subtitled A Step-By-Step Guide for Marriage Readiness and After the Wedding Conflicts; it is designed to be used
as a premarital counseling manual.) One only need look at Mack's "Resource List of Helpful Books and Tapes for
Marriage and Family Counseling/Teaching" listed on page 153 of Preparing for Marriage God's Way to understand
the extent of this man's psychological bent -- Mack recommends books and tapes by Adlerean psychologizer John
Bettler (the director of CCEF); Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian psychologist Larry Crabb; four-temperaments gurus
Tim and Beverly LaHaye; right-brain/left-brain psychologizer Gary Smalley, Christian "sexologists" Ed and Gay
Wheat; and psychologizer and admitted adulterer Gordon MacDonald.

The book is also replete with self-centered tests no different than the personality/temperament tests used by secular
psychologists. In fact, on one of the "worksheets" (p. 15), the reader is asked to fill in the blank for: "What I like
best about myself is:" (cf. 2 Tim. 3:2). The book also teaches the pagan idea that it is "essential" to "know yourself"
and your partner "in a deep and accurate way" in order to have a successful marriage. ("Pagan" because on the
walls of the Temple of Delphi "... was inscribed the most famous of all Greek precepts -- 'Know thyself!' Man has
been preoccupied with such admonitions, and his partially successful response is reflected in the discipline of
contemporary psychology" -- Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 15, 1978, p. 149.)

[It appears that the CCEF influence (i.e., a psychological integrationist influence) is becoming dominant at Grace
Church and The Master's College and Seminary. This was reconfirmed in July of 1994 when Word Publishing
brought out a 21-chapter, 407-page book co-authored by MacArthur and Mack -- Introduction to Biblical
Counseling. The back cover proclaims that the book presents "an alternative to secular psychology" -- certainly a
bad beginning to a well-intended book. (Since when is the Bible an alternative to anything, especially an
"alternative to secular psychology"?) The book includes five chapters by John MacArthur, seven by Wayne Mack,
and six by various other then-current MacArthur employees. In addition, one of the chapters was written by David
Powlison (as well as a portion of the Q&A chapter), another psychological integrationist also employed at CCEF.
Again, those interested should obtain the Bobgan's 1994 book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible and/or
BDM's report on CCEF.]

-  The basically flawed, psychologically-oriented counseling program at The Master's College took a turn for the
worse in 1995. (See PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Jan-Feb 1996, "The Master's College: On the Downgrade?,"
pp. 1,4.) Not only are the College's Biblical counseling courses not Biblical, its rush to develop and expand
programs led to the employment of another psychologizer, David Harrell, as a faculty member in the expanding
Department of Biblical Studies. According to Dr. John Stead, who was Vice President of Academic Affairs at the
time of Harrell's hiring, Harrell was hired at the recommendation of Dr. Wayne Mack.

Harrell has a B.S. in Psychology and an M.A. in Biblical Counseling. He earned the M.A. under the leadership of
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb at Grace Theological Seminary (GTS). This is a one-year degree program
compared with an M.Div., which usually takes three years. At one time, Harrell attended Tennessee State
University and was majoring in Psychology. Harrell also has a D.Phil. degree from Oxford Graduate School, which
sounds rather prestigious until one learns that this Oxford is unaccredited and is essentially a correspondence
school in Tennessee.

Harrell was also co-founder and Executive Vice President of Buyer's Healthcare Cooperative, Inc. (BHC) from
1989 through 1995 until he left for The Master's College. The health care services provided by BHC include the
usual psychiatric and mental health services that similar plans offer. The fact that Harrell's business, BHC,
negotiates mental health care services for employees seems a bit contradictory if one supposedly stands for the
Bible as the source for dealing with problems of living. It is understandable how this would occur if one were
merely an employee, but legitimate questions arise when a professing Christian, who is an owner, is doing it. One
wonders how many Christian employees have used so-called mental health services as a result of Harrell's
company's negotiations.
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Harrell also lacked the educational and experiential background requirements for teaching in a Biblical Studies
department at an accredited Christian college. What little teaching experience Harrell does have occurred as a part-
time hourly instructor under Crabb at GTS during 1984-85, which actually required very little teaching. Moreover,
with a B.A. in Psychology, an attempt at a doctorate in Psychology, and an M.A. in an integrationist Biblical
counseling program under Crabb, there is a definite incongruity between Harrell's educational interests and his
hiring at The Master's College.

The question is: Why would Wayne Mack recommend someone as a faculty member to teach classes in Biblical
counseling when Harrell's counseling experience is so limited and the majority of his prior counseling was Crabb-
inspired? With all of the deficiencies discussed above, it is startling that Harrell was employed at The Master's
College in the first place, and as an Associate Professor, when the usual entry level is that of an Assistant Professor.
This unusual hiring of Harrell and his immediate elevation to Associate Professor causes one to wonder why he
was chosen over others. [While earlier Biblical Counseling department materials did show Harrell as an Associate
Professor, the 1996-1998 Master's College Catalog shows Harrell as an Assistant Professor. We have no idea which
is correct.] Why were the usual hiring standards set aside? Why wasn't someone with a better academic and
experiential background employed? Our guess is that Dr. Wayne Mack, who has more than a taint of integrationism
about him, selected someone who would be compatible with his own position on recycling of psychological
teachings ("recycling" is CCEF's euphemism for the integration of psychology with the Bible). Considering
Harrell's interest in psychology, with a B.A. and attempted doctorate augmented with an integrationist M.A. under
Larry Crabb, this surely makes sense.

[Harrell left the employ of The Master's College in 1996; Dr. Timothy Turner took his place. Turner died in May of
1998.]

-  Gary Ezzo held the position of "Pastor, Family Ministries" at Grace Community Church from early-1985 until
mid-1993, and taught the "young families and single parents" Sunday School class ("Joint Heirs"). (Ezzo also heads
up "Growing Families International," a Chatsworth, California-based firm, founded by Ezzo in 1989, that distributes
the materials of Gary and his wife, Anne Marie Ezzo.) Despite no longer being on the Grace Church staff, Ezzo
remained a "lay elder" at Grace Church until July of 1995, and as of November of 1995, the church was still
teaching his materials in church classes and selling his materials in its bookstore (11/19/95, Grace Today). In June
of 1996, the Ezzos resigned their membership at Grace Church.

Evident from Ezzo's teachings is that he is a Freudian/Maslowian/Adlerean psychologizer, promoting many of the
same concepts taught by Dr. Larry Crabb. It is not clear whether MacArthur's tape ministry still distributes the 1985
four-part video series, How To Raise Your Family: Biblical Essentials for No-Regret Parenting, a series featuring
John MacArthur and Gary Ezzo. [At our most recent visit to the Grace Church Book Shack (7/25/93), this video
series could not be found. However, the same series was available on four audio cassettes (GTY34-37) through the
1993 "Grace to You Catalog."] This series is highly psychological in nature, teaching various principles of
humanistic and Freudian psychology, specifically Larry Crabb's "need theology." (See the sub-report summarizing
the first two tapes in this series.)

Psychological materials by Ezzo that were available in the Book Shack (as of 11/19/95) were Godworth and the
Self-Worth Crisis (12-message audio series); Reflections of Moral Innocence (8-tape audio series); Preparation for
Parenting (loose-leaf notebook); The Bible and Common Sense Parenting (booklet); and Growing Kids God's Way
(19-message audio cassette series and workbook). Moreover (and contrary to the rumor at the time that "Ezzo is on
his way out"), Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing Kids God's Way" (GKGW) classes were scheduled to be
taught again at Grace Church in the fall of 1993 (as advertised in the 7/25/93 Grace Today, p. 3).

Besides the psychological content problems with all of Ezzo's materials, Ezzo has run into problems with some in
the medical profession concerning his Preparation for Parenting series -- "Some physicians and nurses are
concerned that the rigidity of the feeding program the Ezzo's advocate may put some newborn infants at risk of
inadequate weight gain, especially in the first weeks after birth" (8/16/93, Christianity Today, "The Brave New
Baby," p. 34). This "program" (six/60-minute videos or 7-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student
workbook), was created in 1987 under the auspices of MacArthur's Grace Community Church, and is now in its
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fifth edition, being used in about 3,500 churches is the U.S. The Ezzos claim that about 600,000 parents have gone
through Preparation for Parenting; and that all their materials in total are being used by one million parents in
some 95 countries throughout the world. Strange in all this is John MacArthur's response to Christianity Today's
editors when asked his opinion of Preparation for Parenting -- "no comment."

[Ezzo/MacArthur Update: On 8/15/96, BDM received an e-mail from John MacArthur's daughter, Melinda (with
a "Grace To You" e-mail address), stating that "Gary Ezzo and John MacArthur are not associated in any way ...
John does not agree at all with his [Ezzo's] methods." She provided no specifics as to when or why this separation
occurred, nor what steps John MacArthur had taken to publicly advise his and Ezzo's supporters of the decision. A
friend of BDM called the Grace Church Book Shack on 8/16/96 and asked if the bookstore still offered any Ezzo
materials. The employee said they did not, but eagerly volunteered the toll free number of Ezzo's Growing Families
International in case the caller wanted to place an order! (Does this sound like a "disagreement with Ezzo's
methods"? Is it not appalling that there was such a lack of concern -- or just plain incompetent leadership -- for the
spiritual well-being of those wanting to purchase Ezzo's materials that there was no communication with bookstore
employees concerning the Church's policy?) A few days later, a designated spokesperson of Grace To You e-
mailed me on the Ezzo matter, but refused to answer any of the above questions.

John MacArthur's Grace Community Church Board of Elders finally published a statement (dated 10/16/97)
detailing the reasons for their mid-1996 split with Gary Ezzo. The four areas of "more serious concerns" to the
elders were: (1) Throughout GFI's material there is a blurring of the line between that which is truly biblical, and
simple matters of preference; (2) GFI materials tend to be unclear on certain fundamental doctrinal issues --
particularly the issues of original sin and human depravity; (3) The GFI curriculum gives insufficient attention to
the child's need for regeneration; and (4) There is a tendency on the part of some GFI-trained parents to isolate
their children from others not involved in the program. My concerns with Ezzo are primarily his psychological
teachings, but since these teachings were not addressed at all in the Grace Church statement, one can only assume
that John MacArthur and his elders were not concerned about Ezzo in this area. That is not to say that the four
areas of disagreement the elders have with Ezzo are not important, but what about all the psychological heresies
Ezzo taught for more than ten years under the protection of the MacArthur umbrella? -- Ezzo's psychological
teachings don't even get a mention on the list of "serious concerns"! I think the obvious answer is that John
MacArthur does not oppose these psychoheresies. [In fact, in an 11/97 statement posted to the GFI website by Gary
Ezzo, Ezzo provided evidence that MacArthur (in a letter from MacArthur to Ezzo dated 7/18/95) did not question
his (Ezzo's) theology -- in MacArthur's own words: "... in my mind we're not dealing with issues of foundational
doctrine. I don't question your theology."]

At the end of the GCC Elders' statement, the elders profess their desire to handle things "privately," but that it was
now "profoundly unfortunate" to have to issue a public statement. But Ezzo's teachings were not private sins,
requiring private consultation. His teachings were not only public, they were publicly endorsed and supported by
Grace Church and John MacArthur for over ten years! It is "profoundly unfortunate" that a public statement was
withheld for over two years after Ezzo's resignation from the elder board. In my opinion, it all goes back to
MacArthur's incompetent leadership, which manifests itself in his reluctance to expose and expel grossly unbiblical
individuals such as Ezzo.

In March of 1998, Grace Church and Gary Ezzo made a truce of sorts. In exchange for Ezzo removing his detailed
response from the GFI website, Grace Church withdrew its 10/97 Statement and replaced it with a new statement
(sans the Ezzo character assassination and much of the detail of the 10/97 statement). The new GCC Elders' Board
Statement (dated 3/21/98) is very brief (only four short paragraphs totaling about 175 words), and covers only three
areas of disagreement with Ezzo's teachings (infant feeding methods, insufficient evidence on the doctrine of
depravity, and GFI-parent group isolationism); again, Ezzo's psychoheretical teachings are not mentioned as an area
that concerns the GCC elders.]

-  Hired to fill the position of GCC's Pastor of Family Ministries after Gary Ezzo's resignation in 1993 was
Associate Pastor Stuart Scott. Scott has the title of "Pastor of Biblical Counseling and Family Ministries" at GCC.
Scott is an avid promoter of the MacArthur/Mack/NANC philosophy of so-called Biblical counseling. In early-
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1998, a man from Ohio received a letter signed by Stuart Scott; it was in response to a copy of the Bobgans' book
(Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible) with a letter sent to John MacArthur. In his reply to the man from
Ohio, Scott said, "John MacArthur wishes to thank you for your letter. He asked if I would respond since I am the
pastor of the Biblical Counseling and Family Ministries at Grace Community Church." The remainder of the letter
was a severe critique of the Bobgans' book.

Martin Bobgan then sent two letters to Scott requesting information about his letter and the critique. Scott did not
answer either letter. Bobgan then wrote a response to Scott's letter and sent it to him, with a copy to MacArthur and
one to the man from Ohio. Scott then responded with a two-hour phone call and a subsequent letter, along with a
written summary of his phone-call admonishment of the Bobgans, regarding what he considers to be the Bobgans'
sinful attitudes, arrogance, etc. It was also learned that Scott claims NOT to have written the letter quoted above nor
to have written the critique. In Martin Bobgan's letter to Scott, Bobgan says, "Throughout your letter ... you use the
first person pronoun 'I' referring to yourself. The fact that you signed a letter you did not write, which is a criticism
of a book you did not critique, is more than problematic. ..." [It is patently dishonest!] (Source: July-August 1998,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) [Since Scott has not responded to Martin Bobgan's latest letter, Bobgan has
posted (to the PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries website) his response to Scott's so-called critique of Against
Biblical Counseling:]

-  It appears that MacArthur employs typical Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)/12-step recovery "Support Fellowships"
at Grace Church. In an 8/11/91 worship service handout, under the heading of "Special Ministries," two support
groups are listed -- one for people experiencing "Drug and Alcohol Problems" [not "sins"?], and another titled,
"Empowered Family Support Groups," for those apparently in so-called codependent relationships. (See the sub-
report summary taken from the 8/11/91, Grace Today.)

In addition, both Grace Church and The Master's Seminary have recommended and used a book by Dick Eastman,
The Hour That Changes The World, which offers a "12-step prayer program," complete with a call to pray that the
lost will "contemplate the possibility of a Higher Power" [sounds like AA-talk to us]. The book also encourages
believers to listen to their "inner voice" within, in order to ascertain God's will for their lives, and encourages
"journaling" to record God's audible instructions! The book is loaded with other New Age references, is heavy in
charismatic pseudomysticism, and is highly ecumenical in its approach. (MacArthur's top assistant at the time even
favorably quoted from this book in one of his 1993 speaking engagements, plus the book is offered in the 1996
edition of the Grace Book Service.) [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the
"codependent"/12-step recovery heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110, 1991, 247 pages.]

-  Charles M. Sheldon's classic In His Steps: What Would Jesus Do? is believed to have sold about 30 million
copies in over 15 languages in the past 100 years. One publication warned: "... In His Steps may be a great novel,
[but it] promotes a social gospel rather than the Saving Gospel of Jesus Christ. Walking in the steps of Jesus [as if
an unregenerate man could!] is not sufficient. One must trust in His saving merits and vicarious satisfaction to get
to Heaven." Sheldon, a Congregational minister, followed the liberal teaching of his day that Christ was merely an
example. In the past, this book has been heavily promoted by John MacArthur and Grace Church.

-  MacArthur's April 1991 book, Our Sufficiency In Christ, has an entire section devoted to the errors of
psychology. Nevertheless, MacArthur not only accepts many psychological tenets and is quite psychological in his
terminology, but he also reveals numerous contradictions between the realities of his ministry (past and present)
and his recollection of the facts pertaining thereto.

-  Bob Vernon was Assistant Chief of the Los Angeles Police Department and one of the leading candidates to
become the next Chief-of-Police when Darryl Gates was forced to "retire" over his handling of the 1991 L.A. riots
and other matters. Instead, Vernon was also politically pressured to "retire" on the pretense that his religious views
were too extreme. Vernon was, and is now, an elder at Grace Community Church. Vernon is also the author of a
book being sold in the Grace Church bookstore, L.A. Justice. The book is published by James Dobson's Focus on
the Family Publishing, and is full of the false gospel of self-esteem so prevalent in Dobson's teachings. (See
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specifically Cha. 17 of the book -- "Root Causes: The Abandonment Of Our Children"; Vernon is also an occasional
guest on Dobson's radio program.) Vernon claims his teachings are not contrary to Scripture on the self-esteem
issue. John MacArthur apparently agrees, or why would Vernon continue to be on the Grace Church Elder Board,
his book available in the Book Shack, and MacArthur favorably quote from it in his (MacArthur's) 1994 book, The
Vanishing Conscience (pp. 56-58)?

-  In a 1991 interview with Los Angeles Times religious reporter, John Dart, MacArthur sheds some light on
perhaps why he carries so many books of psychologically-oriented authors in the Grace Church bookstore:
"MacArthur said he respects Christian psychologist James Dobson," and that "he is not critical of Dobson because
he [Dobson] is not a purveyor of psychotherapy." (Incredible statement! -- Dobson is the purveyor of
psychotherapy in the church today.) Also quoted is Focus on the Family spokesman Paul Hetrick, who states that
"MacArthur and Dobson are friends and 'do not disagree on primary issues'" (9/6/91, Los Angeles Times).
(Emphases added.) [MacArthur later confirmed, in his answer to a Master's Seminary chapel question, that he had
not been misquoted by Dart, and that he indeed did not have a problem with James Dobson's teachings!]

-  In the same Los Angeles Times article cited above, MacArthur is also quoted as saying that he has "a lot in
common" with Jack Hayford, the ecumenical, hyper-charismatic, psychologically-oriented pastor of the Church on
the Way in Van Nuys, California. (Hayford has not only appeared at conferences with "signs & wonders"
charismatics John Wimber and C. Peter Wagner, but also claims to have once had a vision of Jesus seated in
heaven at the right hand of God, and then rise up in preparation for His Second Coming, promising to give a
"double portion of anointing to those who rise up with Him.") MacArthur also stated that he and Hayford "get
together and talk about ministry, agreeing to disagree." (Reported in the 9/6/91, Los Angeles Times and the 9/15/91,
Calvary Contender.)

We do not find the Apostle Paul suggesting a get-together to "talk about ministry" with Hymenaeus and Alexander
-- on the contrary, they were delivered to Satan in order that they might "learn not to blaspheme" (1 Timothy 1:20).
[One would think that, at a minimum, MacArthur should apply 2 John 7-11 here somewhere?] We think that Miles
Stanford's 3/93 open-letter warning to MacArthur is appropriate in this instance:

"Your association with Jack Hayford may seem ever so innocent and interesting, but you have a
responsibility to a tongue-vulnerable Church. You certainly should back up the stand of your
Charismatic Chaos. I would think by now you have received an inscribed copy of Hayford's latest
book, The Beauty of Spiritual Language. As you may have noted, it is a strong pitch for 'pseudo-
tongues,' and certainly has the potential for enticing many more into the present-day charismatic chaos
that has long plagued and devastated the Body."

-  In Jack Hayford's 1997 book, Pastors of Promise: A Practical and Passionate Call for Faithful Shepherds,
MacArthur is found praising Hayford along with 29 other so-called "Christian" leaders (among whom are Neil
Anderson, Robert Schuller, Bill Hybels, Chuck Colson, Bill Bright, James Ryle, Greg Laurie, and the late John
Wimber). At the beginning of Hayford's book, under "Praise for Pastors of Promise" (six pages of praise for
Hayford and his book) MacArthur's "praise" reads (on the fourth page of quotes):

"Jack Hayford is a model of diligence, faithfulness to the Lord and enduring loyalty to a local church.
It's the long haul that manifests integrity and proven character. Many have fallen in the battle. Hayford
is still standing-a tribute to God's marvelous grace."

Yet, five years prior (1992), MacArthur wrote in his book Charismatic Chaos the following:

"Lest you think cranks, obscure eccentrics, or naive charismatic believers are the only ones who would
make such claims, listen to Jack Hayford, internationally known author, media minister, and pastor of
The Church on the Way in Van Nuys, California. Hayford told the Pentecostal Fellowship of North
America that God has told him a new era is coming:

'Hayford ... related a vision in which he had seen Jesus seated on His throne at the right
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hand of the Father. In Hayford's vision, Jesus began to lean forward and rise from his seat.
As the anointing caught in the folds of His garments, it began to splash out and fall over
the church. Jesus said, "I am beginning to rise now in preparation for my second coming.
Those who will rise with Me will share in this double portion of anointing."'" [Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 48-49; footnote on Hayford, "Pentecostals Set Priorities," Charisma (January
1991), p. 44.]

MacArthur says Hayford is a man of "integrity" and "a model of diligence, faithfulness to the Lord ..." yet Hayford
claims to have seen Christ and received a revelatory message from Him! Not only is Hayford's claim contrary to 1
Peter 1:8 ("though now ye see Him not"), it is also contrary to MacArthur's own words (i.e., "Scripture is a closed
system of truth, complete, sufficient, and not to be added to (Jude 3; Rev. 22:18-19). It contains all the spiritual
truth God intended to reveal [Charismatic Chaos, p. 51]). Proverbs 30:5-6 says, "Every word of God is pure; He is
a shield to those who put their trust in Him. Do not add to His words, lest He reprove you, and you be found a
liar." Even though Hayford has added to "His words" (Proverbs 30:6) and claimed to have received a vision of
Christ, MacArthur says Hayford is "a model of diligence" and "faithfulness to the Lord"!

On page 50 of Charismatic Chaos, MacArthur asks, "Did Jack Hayford actually see Christ rise from his seat next
to God?" The obvious answer to that question (in the context of MacArthur's book) is "NO!" Jack Hayford lies
about seeing Christ (the true Christ), yet MacArthur says, "Jack Hayford is a model of diligence" and "faithfulness
to the Lord"! It took only one false prophesy in the Old Testament for a man to be found to be a false prophet
(Deut. 18:20-22). Hayford is a model of a false prophet! He is NOT a man of "integrity and proven character" as
MacArthur says. He is a false teacher who is leading thousands down the broad road to hell! This should be
obvious to even those who follow MacArthur.

-  As detailed elsewhere in this report, MacArthur claims to be against psychology and its message of self, yet he
himself proclaims it. For example, in his Commentary on Ephesians MacArthur writes:

"The only way a person can achieve a true sense of self-worth, meaning and significance is to have a
right relationship to his Creator" (p. 6).

Moreover, in MacArthur's daily devotional, Drawing Near, he perverts the fall of man into a self-focused "identity
crisis." At the head of the page in bold print he writes (for January 7):

"A true sense of identity comes from knowing that God himself personally selected you to be His
child."

Then, speaking about the fall of man (i.e. when Adam and Eve disobeyed God) he writes:

"That created within man a spiritual void and an identity crisis of unimaginable proportions."

This is what MacArthur thinks (and his friend Greg Laurie also teaches), not what God thinks. Such "identity
crisis" teaching is devoid from Genesis to Revelation.

-  Greg Laurie is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the 12,000-plus member Harvest Christian
Fellowship in Riverside, California. Laurie is an ecumenical psychologizer and speaker for and endorser of the
unbiblical Promise Keepers movement. Laurie conducts 5-6 evangelistic crusades every year (Harvest Crusades)
that draw about 50,000 people each. Laurie's gospel is a man-centered psychological gospel; his message is one of
finding a "deeper meaning in life," with Jesus as the One who came to "fill the void."

Since it has been documented that John MacArthur teaches that Christ came to die for us because "we were so
important to God," it should not be surprising that MacArthur also endorses Laurie's man-centered gospel and the
ecumenical Harvest Crusades:

"I want to invite you to be a part of the Harvest Crusades -- a wonderful opportunity for you to bring
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friends who will hear the gospel of Jesus Christ presented by Pastor Greg Laurie. I believe God has His
hand on this man, and I believe that the Word of God which he preaches is clear and penetrating. I
want to encourage you that this is an opportunity for you to touch the life of someone for eternity.
Bring them, and let them sit under the anointed preaching of God's Word and the gospel of Christ."
(Source: 8/96 Harvest Crusade brochure on the Harvest Crusade Internet web site.)

Along with MacArthur, other endorsers of the Los Angeles Crusade held 11/17/96-11/20/96 at Universal Studio's
Universal Amphitheater were hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, Jerry Falwell, and Billy Graham.

[Another Laurie Harvest Crusade set for Sept. 20-22, 1999 includes as speakers: John MacArthur, Franklin
Graham, Joe Stowell, Tony Evans, Anne Graham Lotz, and Alistair Begg. MacArthur and Begg also spoke at last
year's Crusade (which had the usual "Christian" rock music), along with Chuck Swindoll, Chuck Smith, and David
Jeremiah. (Source: 6/15/99, Calvary Contender.)]

[MacArthur/Laurie Update: In late-January, 1997, a friend faxed me a copy of a letter sent him by a MacArthur
spokesperson (Grace Church's Associate Pastor of Community Evangelism, Stephen Lonetti, dtd. 1/15/97), which
was an attempt to justify MacArthur's involvement with and support of Greg Laurie and his Harvest Crusades.
Before quoting directly from MacArthur's correspondence with others who had also expressed concerns over the
MacArthur-Laurie association, Lonetti reveals that not only did MacArthur and Grace Church endorse the
November 1996 Los Angeles Harvest Crusade, but Grace Church provided and trained crusade counselors to work
the event! Lonetti defines this as involvement on a "limited basis," and thereby, acceptable.

Apparently, it doesn't matter to MacArthur that at Laurie's Harvest Crusades between 500 and 800 churches are
involved in providing various forms of support. The Harvest web site states that: "The type of support would range
from financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting attendance at the crusades. Many
denominations and associations are involved, including Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church
of Christ, Assembly of God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches." Typically, Vineyard and Roman
Catholic churches also participate.

In the letter, MacArthur admits to having developed a close relationship with Laurie over the years, and to "have
had the privilege of helping him [Laurie] in the areas of doctrine and practical theology." (Could this be where
Laurie got his man-centered gospel -- from MacArthur?). More recently, MacArthur has allowed Laurie to
videotape him and use the tapes "as an endorsement" for Harvest Crusades! MacArthur admits to having "kept in
touch" with Laurie and to "have been encouraged by his [Laurie's] heart for the lost and his desire to present a clear
gospel message." So, according to MacArthur, Laurie's charismatic, feelings-oriented, man-centered, psychological
gospel is a "clear gospel message"! Absolutely incredible!

MacArthur goes on to justify Grace Church's involvement in the L.A. Harvest Crusade on the basis that Laurie
allowed Grace Church to train its own counselors and to provide "overall direction for the follow-up process. ...
[giving] us the freedom to use our own 'ground rules' for follow up ..." In other words, MacArthur says it's okay to
involve your church with a false psychological gospel and a myriad of false churches, as long as the false teacher
lets you play by your rules instead of his! Finally, all is well in this relationship because, according to MacArthur,
"God has placed [Laurie] within our sphere of influence" making it crucial that they (MacArthur and Grace Church)
"do all that we can to build a relationship ..." Where in the Bible do we find anything that would justify evil
associations in order to do some perceived good? In fact, just the opposite is taught (1 Cor. 15:33).]

-  Greg Laurie has also concocted a new "ministry," PREACH THE WORD. Its first event was held August 26-29,
1998, titled "Leader's Training Seminar." Laurie states the purpose of the Leader's Training Seminar is to bring in
"some of America's most powerful communicators to spend three days teaching on the topic of how to effectively
bring God's Word to our generation." (Source: Greg Laurie/Harvest Crusade Internet web site, 4/98.) (The event
was held concurrent with a Laurie' Harvest Crusade.)

Besides Laurie speaking at the Leader's Training Seminar, four other neo-evangelical psychologizers agreed to
participate: David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Chuck Swindoll, and John MacArthur. It should be emphasized here,
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this event was not been touted as a debate. These were five men speaking on the same platform in supposed
agreement. This would seem to be a problem only for John MacArthur, since the others have never spoken out
against psychology, but instead have taught many psychological concepts openly. Or, perhaps MacArthur has
abandoned his hypocrisy on the psychology issue and now openly wishes to identify with it and its infamous
teachers?

-  MacArthur has also taken-up with Chuck Smith in a political activism event. Smith and MacArthur joined with
pastors in the state of California at the 1999 "Pastor's Day at the Capitol" gathering on May 18 and 19, 1999.
Capitol Ministries, which organized the event, believes pastors can influence the lives of legislators by either
sharing the Gospel with those who are unsaved or worshipping with those who profess to know Christ. An
invitation to the event, mailed to over 16,000 California pastors, says:

"We are asking you, the men of God in our state, to come to the Capitol ... for a time of relationship
building and outreach to our elected officials. We plan to unite in a special time of fellowship, worship
and prayer all centered on the clear proclamation of God's holy Word by two of our State's leading
pastors, Chuck Smith and John MacArthur Jr."

While MacArthur speaks out against the Charismatic Movement and even many church growth programs, it is
evident that he certainly has no reservation about joining with those who believe otherwise. (Source: May-June
1999, Foundation.)

-  Besides taking nontraditional/unorthodox theological positions on the blood of Christ (that the "blood" is only
"symbolic" for death) and the eternal sonship of Christ (an eternal Jesus, but a "non-eternal" Son of God
["incarnational sonship"] -- since recanted), MacArthur's contribution to neo-evangelicalism is to cross all barriers
and bridge all gaps in diverse fellowship. In fact, MacArthur has stated, concerning himself and his Grace
Community Church staff, that they consider themselves evangelicals, not fundamentalists. A glance at MacArthur's
itineraries demonstrates that he is indeed "evangelical" -- neo-evangelical, that is.

MacArthur's speaking engagements range from supposed fundamentalists to confessed new evangelicals. He has
spoken in Southern Baptist circles at such places as Memphis' Bellevue Baptist Church with Adrian Rogers, at the
First Baptist Church of Atlanta with psychologizer Charles Stanley, and at a Medical Ethics conference sponsored
by the Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission at the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board in Nashville. He
has been an SBC Pastor's Conference speaker prior to annual Southern Baptist Conventions (once with pro-
Catholic Chuck Colson from 6/18/95-6/19/95), and addressed an Evangelical Free Church of America Pastor's
Conference. He serves on the Board of Trustees of the new evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and
has been a frequent speaker at Moody Founder's Week and Pastor's Conferences (taking the platform with
psychologizers such as Howard Hendricks, E.V. Hill, Bill Hybels, Billy Graham's daughter, Joni Tada, and Tony
Evans). He has spoken for and endorsed the ministries of psychologizers R.C. Sproul and Jerry Falwell, and at
various churches and institutions affiliated with the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC).
He has been a featured speaker at Wheaton College (on the same platform with a Catholic speaker), Cedarville
College, Dallas Theological Seminary, California Graduate School of Theology, Word of Life, Tennessee Temple
University, National Religious Broadcasters Convention (with Pat Robertson and Rex Humbard), and the National
Fellowship of Conservative Baptists. (Reported in part in New Neutralism II, pp. 66-67.) MacArthur (via the radio
program Grace To You) is also a member of the highly ecumenical National Religious Broadcasters (MacArthur
spoke at the 1/97 NRB Convention), which is an arm of the neo-evangelical (and increasingly charismatic)
National Association of Evangelicals.

[MacArthur has even taken to quoting sympathetically from German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer!
MacArthur favorably quotes from Bonhoeffer four times in a half-page article in the Winter 1994, The Master's
Current. This in spite of the fact that Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned nearly every major
doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology. (See "The
Riches and Responsibilities of Fellowship," The Master's Current, Winter 1994, p. 2.) In the past, MacArthur has
also quoted favorably from neo-orthodox theologian Soren Kierkegaard ("Praying for the Right Things -- Part 2,"
Grace To You audio cassette, GC53-6, 1992 -- redistributed 2/95), and from mystic Watchman Nee ("The Path to
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Pleasing God," Grace To You audio cassette, GC45-89, 1992 -- redistributed 5/95).]

To top all this off, Billy Kim was a Missions Conference speaker in 1986 at John MacArthur's Master's College!
Billy Kim speaks and travels with hyper-charismatic Paul (David) Yonggi Cho, and is vice president of the apostate
Baptist World Alliance, an organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with
the Vatican Secretariat for promoting Christian unity (5/1/93, Calvary Contender).

-  The lead article in the Spring 1995 The Master's Current details how the Political Studies major at The Master's
College is one of the newest and fastest growing on campus ("Christian Perspective Lights Up Legal Careers," p.
1). The first seniors majoring in Political Studies graduated in the Spring of 1991. The College states that two of its
1992 graduates work in Washington, D.C., one on the staff of a congressman and the other for an interest group
(euphemism for "lobbyist"), while a 1993 graduate works for a California State Legislator.

The Political Studies Department is apparently proud of the fact that they present a "non-theological" analysis of
issues, and that the course list "is very similar to that of a major university." But never fear, "the courses are taught
by committed Christians with a Christian perspective and world view. So while factual information remains the
same, The Master's College courses are value-oriented." The College also works with the politically active Christian
College Coalition in order to allow students to participate in an internship/study program in Washington, D.C.

So here we have a so-called Christian college training its students in the ways of a godless nation's political system,
then actively working to place them in employment in the system, all the while convinced that the College faculty's
so-called Christian world view, as well as a little Bible training thrown in along the way, will protect them against
the wickedness of their worldly walk. The fact that the Bible knows nothing of the acceptability of this type of
worldly employment for Christians seems not to phase MacArthur. Doesn't this approach represent a detour from
the straight path Christians are to walk before the world, not with the world (cf. James 4:4)?

[In the same Master's Current issue, the College points out proudly that The Master's is "listed in the 1993-94
Templeton Foundation for Character Building Colleges. The honor roll recognizes these colleges and universities
which presently teach character development and value building. Across the U.S., 111 colleges and universities
were chosen for this special honor." (Emphasis added.) A "special honor"?? From the Templeton Foundation? --
founded by New Age pantheist/science-of-mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton! The same
John Marks Templeton who funds the yearly $1 million Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion!]

-  Each year in January, MacArthur's Master's College usually holds a five-day Bible conference with various neo-
evangelical and/or psychological speakers. Two of 1995's most notable were David Jeremiah and Russ Moir. At the
time, Jeremiah was president of Christian Heritage College and Bible teacher on the "Turning Point" radio and
television programs. His orientation is thoroughly psychological, and in recent years he has started speaking at
charismatic men's conferences as well as hosting blasphemous "Christian" rap groups at the church he pastors. Moir
pastors the psychologically-oriented Blackhawk Baptist Church (GARBC) in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and is a
supporter of the psychological, ecumenical, charismatic Promise Keepers organization (personal letter on file); Moir
also has AA-type 12-Step programs in his church. Also performing at the 1/95 Conference was CCM star Steve
Camp. (See the Winter 1994, The Master's Current.)

[In March of 1998, the psychologizer and ecumenical president of Moody Bible Institute, Joseph Stowell spoke at
MacArthur's International Conference on the Bible. (MacArthur returned the favor and spoke at MBI on 5/20/98.)
Other speakers included Tony Evans, Stephen Olford, Adrian Rogers (SBC), and David Jeremiah.]

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
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(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In the summer of 1994, MacArthur preached a message warning of the dangers of the ECT Accord. He also
distributed free to anyone requesting it an audio cassette tape of the message. We, therefore, found it strange when
the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced in January of 1995 that MacArthur would be part
of a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at Catholic-sympathizer D. James Kennedy's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida). Other participants in the seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT
document) were Ankerberg and Kennedy along with psychologizer R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part
video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six
consecutive Sunday evenings beginning 3/5/95. MacArthur was seated on the grandiose stage in between Kennedy
and Sproul, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience, serving as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January of 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth
recognized by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve
Differences On Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral
Ridge facility) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called
evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D.
James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original ECT
signators remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
latter, Ankerberg states eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group [which included John MacArthur] helped write the so-called "clarification agreement."]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95 "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) MacArthur and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11)! [At
one point on this program, MacArthur boldly stated that Roman Catholicism is a false religion with which no
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fellowship is possible. Yet when Ankerberg replied, "That's why we put paragraph #1 in this new doctrinal
statement" (which permits and encourages ecumenical fellowship for worthy objectives), MacArthur did not object!
Nor did he object to any of the outrageous statements made by Kennedy or Sproul throughout the series.
(MacArthur has endorsed Sproul's teachings thusly: "R.C.'s teaching brought me face-to-face with the awful
splendor of God's majestic holiness in a new and fresh way" -- Ligonier Ministries Internet home page.)

"MacArthur and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from,
those who promote ecumenical endeavors with Roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal
Statement changed nothing" (5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

- Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ -- An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as MacArthur. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant MacArthur and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  MacArthur, in his 1994 book The Vanishing Conscience, continues to teach various "psychological truths," while
at the same time claiming to be opposed to psychology and self-esteem. For example, in the context of total
depravity and condemning self-esteem, he writes:

"How does one feel good about himself [as if this is a legitimate concern or need] when God Himself
declares us worthy of His wrath? There is an answer to this dilemma [p. 94]. ... The liberation from sin
those verses describe [Rom. 8:1-2] is the only basis on which we can really feel good about ourselves"
(p. 104).
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MacArthur obviously still believes that man has a "dilemma"/need to "feel good about" himself. But where in
God's Word are we ever encouraged or exhorted to feel good about ourselves, either before one comes to Christ or
after? (There is nothing really new here for MacArthur. What is new is the long list of book jacket endorsements
[hard-back copy] by a bevy of psychologizers and neo-evangelicals: glowing endorsements from the likes of
hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, Adrian Rogers, Joseph Stowell, Kay Arthur, Larry Burkett, J.I. Packer, James
Montgomery Boice, Greg Laurie, Joni Eareckson Tada, Bill Hybels, and Elisabeth Elliot!)

[See the following sampling of pages from The Vanishing Conscience for more of MacArthur's psychological
teachings: (1) p. 32 -- "healthy self-image" and "true self-respect"; (2) p. 33 -- Karl Menninger's concept of good
"mental health"; (3) p. 37 -- following one's conscience brings "self-respect"; (4) p. 90 -- here MacArthur even
seems to outdo himself and take leave of his senses by stating that the Publican left the temple with "a new sense of
self-worth" [Luke 18:10-13]. All this in a book with a chapter in which he claims to be against self-esteem!!]

-  Another humanistic psychological concept of which MacArthur is quite fond is that of self-forgiveness. In his
Bible Study Guide, Alive in Christ, he exhorts in bold print, "Do you have a problem forgiving yourself?" Then
he states:

"In Christ, we're all beloved sons ... totally forgiven. Therefore, if you can't forgive yourself, you've got
a God complex ... God has already accepted you -- so accept yourself!" ... So, if God can accept us, we
can accept ourselves. Our sense of worth comes from knowing that we matter to God. And if we matter
to God, we should matter to ourselves ... Self-worth and a firm self-image ... come from a knowledge
of what God has done for you in Christ" (pp. 66-67).

What is so damning about this self-focused doctrine is that it not only flows from the well of godless humanistic
psychology, but it is subtle and deceptive. Those who believe and follow these selfism concepts are deceitfully
diverted from a simple (2 Corinthians 11:3) focus on Christ (Hebrews 12:2) to a focus on self -- the exact opposite
of Christ's exhortation to "deny" self.

-  Word Publishers (now a Thomas Nelson division) released in late-1997 The MacArthur Study Bible, a 2,200-
page, New King James version of the Bible with John MacArthur's personal study notes explaining key words and
verses. Besides choosing a publisher well-known for the publishing of psychoheretical authors and their books,
MacArthur chose a bevy of neo-evangelicals, ecumenists, and psychologizers to endorse his Study Bible. Among
the endorsers were Adrian Rogers (former SBC president), Joseph Stowell (president of Moody Bible Institute)
Max Lucado (psychospiritual author and Church of Christ pastor), Franklin Graham, Tony Evans, Erwin Lutzer
(pastor of Moody Bible Church and teacher of charismatic spiritual warfare methodologies), and self-love teacher
Josh McDowell. Obviously, MacArthur wants to be identified with this hodge-podge of heresy, or why else would
he have chosen them to endorse this extensive theological work?

-  In an advertisement in the Christian Booksellers Association trade magazine, Marketplace, The MacArthur Study
Bible is described as follows:

"Unlike past 'classics' burdened by outdated theological systems, The MacArthur Study Bible strives to
let the systems go, and let the Word of God speak. And day after day, year after year, you can always
count on hearing something new."

On the historic, orthodox, creedal view that the Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is immanent and eternal, this
new Bible did indeed "let the systems go." The notations on Hebrews 1:5 and 7:3 demolished the historic creedal
view that Christ is the Eternal Son of God, hence there is no eternal and immanent Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. This is not "new," but compared to the view of Bible doctrine expressed in the Creeds, Confessions, and
Theological "standards," it is heterodox. In other writings, MacArthur has also expressed the view which makes the
Trinity a "nameless" unity, as he believes the "Son" is a "role" assumed by the "second person" in the flesh, which
also implies the "Father" is a "role" assumed by the "first person."

MacArthur contends in his Study Bible that "Sonship" refers to Christ in the "role" of "Son" which supposedly
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began in a "point of time" when He was incarnated via the virgin birth. This birth constituted Him as the "Son."
This is sometimes called "incarnational sonship." MacArthur uses the Syriac Pershitta translation on Hebrews 7:3 to
bring the reading of the passage more in line with his theory. We view Hebrews 7:3 as one of the strongest Biblical
affirmations of the Eternal Sonship of the "Son," and the MacArthur note demolishes this great truth from that
passage. (Excerpted from a 7/21/97 e-mail from Bob Ross of Pilgrim Publications.)

In contrast, the Bible teaches the Eternal Sonship of Christ -- that He was the Son in eternity past. To deny that the
attribute of eternality is inherent in Sonship (rather than conferred by incarnation), is, in effect, a denial of the
"equality" of the "Son" with God -- a very serious heresy!

To make matters worse, MacArthur branded as "heretics" those who held to the historical, orthodox, Biblical view
of Eternal Sonship -- he labeled the Biblical view as a "heretical idea" and he associated it with "cultists who deny
Christ's deity." Based on his concept of "Sonship," MacArthur specifically denounced the Eternal Sonship of Christ
as follows:

"He [Christ] is no 'eternal son' always subservient to God, always less than God, always under God. ...
It [Son] is his human title, and we should never get trapped in the heretical idea that Jesus Christ is
eternally subservient to God" (Commentary on Hebrews, 1983, pp. 28-29).

In that same Commentary, MacArthur associated Eternal Sonship with "cultists" who imply that eternality of the
Son means "inferiority" to God. Also, in his The Sonship of Christ booklet (published by the IFCA), MacArthur so
defined and distorted the "eternal generation" of the Son that he felt justified in branding it as being "meaningless
and confusing" (p. 9). He alleged that "orthodox teachers" who hold to "eternal generation" "echo an element" of
the "false belief" of "cultists who deny Christ's deity." He equated this with the idea that Christ was "created."
[Excerpted and/or adapted from a 11/17/97 e-mail from Bob Ross of Pilgrim Publications.]

[12/99 Update: In late-August of 1999, MacArthur released an extensive statement recanting his position of
Incarnational Sonship. A key portion of that statement read as follows:

"I want to state publicly that I have abandoned the doctrine of 'incarnational sonship.' Careful study and
reflection have brought me to understand that Scripture does indeed present the relationship between
God the Father and Christ the Son as an eternal Father-Son relationship. I no longer regard Christ's
sonship as a role He assumed in His incarnation."

Sadly, MacArthur's statement gave no indication how widely he planed to publish this doctrinal change, if at all.
Moreover, MacArthur showed no remorse or regret or repentance for the many he has misled on this vital doctrine
over the years, including, but not limited to, the damage that took place in the IFCA. (It was the same story when
MacArthur broke off with Larry Crabb and then Gary Ezzo -- absolutely no repentance for the many thousands led
into the clutches of these two psychoheretics.)

Reading the entire August, 1999 statement, MacArthur compared his theological review process to that of
Augustine's before his death. But MacArthur's words come off more as a trivialization of a crucial doctrine than
genuine remorse for teaching falsely; MacArthur's "repentance" reads more like: "Me and Augustine -- just doing a
little theological review before we die." In his statement, MacArthur even said it's no big deal for others to hold to
a mere Incarnational Sonship -- NOT "rank heresy" or anything like that -- and still falling within the boundaries of
orthodoxy. As if the doctrine of Eternal Sonship is some insignificant gray area that believers have the liberty to
accept or reject!

It would have also been helpful if MacArthur had given his followers a little of his thought process in coming to
this change in theology to which he had held so adamantly for so many years, in speaking and in writing. Should
we now expect a recall of MacArthur's Hebrews Commentary, his 1991 booklet The Sonship of Christ, and The
MacArthur Study Bible? Don't hold your breath.]

-  After John MacArthur changed his position on the doctrine of the Eternal Sonship of Christ, he wrote a letter in
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which he explained how he could sign the Independent Fundamental Churches of America (IFCA) doctrinal
statement even during all those years when he strongly denied the Eternal Sonship of Christ. These are his words
(in a letter to a Pennsylvania pastor dated 9/30/99):

"Frankly, I don't think the breach in the IFCA is merely a matter of the incarnational sonship. That's
such an isolated issue. It seems to me that the people who created the rift are, by disposition, divisive.
Also, the statement on sonship in the IFCA doctrine is simply that Christ is the eternal Son of God
without any explanation. Even people who believe in an incarnational sonship, such as I used to, could
affirm the statement that He is the eternal Son of God with qualification."

Pastor George Zeller (Middletown Bible Church, Middletown, CT) makes the following observations concerning
MacArthur's statement of recantation:

(1) I know the men MacArthur is referring to, and these men are not divisive. It was never their desire
to bring about a division in the IFCA. Their only desire was to defend and uphold the IFCA doctrinal
statement and not to broaden its meaning so as to allow for contrary views. Also these men were not
the ones who caused the rift. It was MacArthur's "Incarnational Sonship" teachings that triggered the
controversy and the whole problem could have been easily solved from the beginning if the IFCA
leadership had simply enforced its own doctrinal statement;

(2) The IFCA doctrinal statement simply says "that Christ is the eternal Son of God without any
explanation," because we believe exactly what these words mean. We take these words at face value.
Such a clear statement of doctrine does not need any explanation. The words mean what they say.
MacArthur once taught the following: "The Bible nowhere says that Christ is the eternal Son." This
denial of eternal Sonship is also very clear and needs no explanation;

(3) The problem that we have had with MacArthur is his affirmation of our [the IFCA] doctrinal
statement "with qualification." -- "I affirm the Christ is the eternal Son of God with the qualification
that He did not become the Son of God until Bethlehem." What if someone said, "I affirm the full deity
of Christ with the qualification that I don't really believe He is God!" Or, "I affirm the eternal security
of the believer with the qualification that those who depart from the faith will be lost and lost forever."
Or, "I affirm the Pre-Tribulation rapture of the church with the qualification that I really hold to the
Pre-Wrath view." Or, "I believe that Christ died as a Substitute for all mankind with the qualification
that He died as a Substitute only for the elect." Or, "I believe that the believer has two natures with the
qualification that the believer really only has one nature, the new nature in Christ." If the IFCA allowed
for such qualifications, as MacArthur contends, then any person holding to any deviant or heretical
view could sign the IFCA statement!

-  MacArthur (who is a "member in good standing" of the increasingly neo-evangelical/ecumenical IFCA), when
speaking to a gathering of Indiana GARBC churches (also now highly inclusivistic) in January of 1991, commented
on his then recent trip to the Soviet Union. While in Russia, MacArthur preached in the "registered" church. Since a
registered church is one that has already agreed to compromise the Scriptures by allowing itself to be controlled by
an atheistic government, MacArthur has apparently accepted the Communist propaganda concerning "freedom of
religion," and in effect, has stabbed the persecuted church in the back (much as Billy Graham did during his trip to
Russia in the early-1980s). (See the 6/15/91 Calvary Contender for Georgi Vins' accurate analysis of the Russian
"registered" church. Vins had refused to speak in the pulpits of Russia's registered church "where liberals have also
spoken," because his conscience would not permit him to do so. Apparently MacArthur's conscience is not as
sensitive to error as is Vins'.)

-  John MacArthur continues to sign the IFCA International's (formerly Independent Fundamental Churches of
America) doctrinal statement, even though he contradicts it in his public tapes and writings. Three examples:

(1) The Two Natures of the Believer -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that every saved person
possesses two natures, with provision made for victory of the new nature over the old through the
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power of the indwelling Holy Spirit." MacArthur: "I believe it is a serious misunderstanding to think of
the believer as having both an old and new nature ... there is no such thing as an old nature in the
believer" (Freedom from Sin: Rom. 6-7, pp. 31-32);

(2) The Extent of the Atonement -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ died on the
cross for all mankind as a representative, vicarious, substitutionary sacrifice." MacArthur: "He is the
Substitute only for those who believe. ... In the substitutionary sense He bore only the sins of those
who ultimately would put their faith in Him" (Tape GC47-36);

(3) The Eternal Sonship of Christ -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ, the
eternal Son of God, became man, without ceasing to be God." MacArthur: "The Bible nowhere speaks
of the eternal Sonship of Christ ... only from His incarnation has He been Son. He was not a son until
He was born into this world" (MacArthur Commentary Series: Hebrews [1:4-5]). [Recanted 8/99 -- see
above.]

Can the IFCA leadership ignore such glaring contradictions? Apparently so. The 6/97 IFCA national convention
was held at the Word of Life facilities (NY), with John MacArthur as main speaker! (1/15/97, Calvary Contender).
So the issue with MacArthur continues to be not whether one agrees with the IFCA Doctrinal Statement, but the
hypocrisy of John MacArthur in signing the IFCA's Statement of Faith, thereby attesting to the doctrines therein,
and then teaching what amounts to an outright denial of those very doctrines!

-  MacArthur's top assistant at the time (who, you must remember, claimed to "speak with the full authority of John
MacArthur" and was an elder at Grace Church) was preaching at a large Midwestern "evangelical" church on
7/25/93. One of his messages was titled "Learn to Discern," in which he lamented the failure of today's spiritual
leaders:

"[Where is the] spiritual discernment to successfully evaluate and distinguish the wisdom of the world
from the wisdom of God? ... The church is in such a paltry state because they ape the things of the
world ... just like the issue of psychology ... [The world] is jumping off the bandwagon of psychology
just at the time when the church is running toward it full bore. [Yet] spiritual discernment says that
you're able to distinguish between ... that which is right from that which is wrong ... that which is true
from that which is false. ... Biblical separation is the process by which you say, 'This is what God says
and all others are false, not true.' ... The discernment of evil is a byproduct of learning to identify
truth."

One only has to browse around the Grace Church campus and/or listen to tapes or read the various publications
emanating from The Master's Fellowship complex of ministries to come to the conclusion that spiritual discernment
there is a commodity in extremely short supply. (For example, in MacArthur's 1994 book, The Vanishing
Conscience, he begins chapter 3 by quoting favorably from Chuck Colson's acceptance speech for the 1993
"Templeton Progress in Religion Prize," delivered at the Parliament of World Religions in Chicago!) By applying
MacArthur's own definition of discernment, MacArthur and staff need to spend a great deal more time learning to
identify truth. Perhaps then they will be able to discern what is evil.

Personal Note

In John MacArthur's (et al.) 1994 book from Word Publishing titled Introduction to Biblical Counseling,
MacArthur says on p. 378:

"Is it inherently unkind or condemnatory to say someone else's view is errant? Not if one has biblical
authority for saying so. In fact, to remain silent and allow error to go unexposed and uncorrected is an
abdication of the elder's role (Titus 1:9). The apostle Paul publicly called Peter a hypocrite for
compromising biblical principles (Gal. 2:11-15). Peter had been publicly hypocritical; it was right that
he be rebuked publicly (cf. 1 Tim. 5:20). To disagree with or critique someone's published views does
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not constitute a personal attack. If the Church cannot tolerate polemic dialogue between opposing
views -- especially if Christian leaders cannot be held accountable for whether their teaching is biblical
-- then error will have free reign."

(This same teaching on public criticism can be found in MacArthur's 1994 book Reckless Faith, pp. 20-21, 40, 44,
47, 81.) From the following account, it is obvious that MacArthur means this public criticism is for others and not
for himself. This is gross hypocrisy:

In February and March of 1994, a pastor of a small house church in Southern California (herein referred to as
HCSC) confronted John MacArthur, both publicly (via three warning messages preached to HCSC's congregation)
and privately (the tapes of the messages were personally handed to MacArthur as well as personal letters sent him),
concerning his (MacArthur's) erroneous teachings on psychology. MacArthur's response (via official action of the
Elder Board of Grace Community Church) was to label HCSC's pastor a "factious" man (i.e., a "heretic" -- Titus
3:9-10 [KJV]), to deem him unqualified to teach or preach the Word of God, and to tell him he was on his way to
hell. Moreover, in a private meeting with three members of the Grace Church Elder Board (in which two other men
from HCSC were refused admission), they completely refused to discuss with or correct HCSC's pastor in regards
to what he taught in his exposition of MacArthur's teachings. Moreover, in a subsequent scurrilous letter to HCSC's
pastor from one of these elders ("scurrilous" because of the elder's unfounded charges that HCSC's pastor was a
child-beater, was sponging off other people, had never held a steady job, and was a cult leader much like David
Koresh and Jim Jones), it was specifically contended that the Scripture forbid the elders from engaging the pastor in
a doctrinal dispute over the specifics of MacArthur's teachings until he (HCSC's pastor) would admit and repent of
being "factious"! In other words, HCSC's pastor had to first admit he was a heretic before MacArthur would defend
his own heretical teachings!*

Similarly, since 1988, Biblical Discernment Ministries privately contacted Dr. MacArthur by personal letter on three
different occasions, each time asking him to justify his various psychological teachings in light of his professed
belief that psychology is not of God. On each occasion, I have received only generic responses from various
designated spokespersons in his ministry, never from Dr. MacArthur himself. Nor have I ever received a public or
private response "correcting" me, from the Word of God, of any erroneous reporting or improper interpretation or
analysis of Dr. MacArthur's teachings.

11/97 Update: There has been some recent "contact" with MacArthur's people. An elder at Grace Church has
posted to an Internet web site personal attacks against both the pastor mentioned above and against BDM's editor.
(See BDM response.) Yet, the question still remains to be answered -- "Are MacArthur's teachings true to
Scripture?" I contend that they are not. I have documented my contentions is this report and the posted sub-reports.
Other than these personal attacks leveled by the leadership of Grace Community Church, MacArthur's defenders
remain silent.

* The pastor's name has been withheld from this "Note" beginning with the 8/96 revision to this report in an
attempt to nullify MacArthur's continued use of a red herring argument. "The fallacy of red herring gets its name
from the practice of using a herring, a particularly smelly fish when cooked, to divert hunting dogs from the scent
of a fox. To commit the fallacy of red herring in an argument is to draw attention away from an issue by raising
some other, seemingly related issue. In so doing, the arguer attempts to sidetrack the opponent's argument. (Source:
Robert M. Johnson, A Logic Book, 2nd Edition, [Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1992], p. 262.)
MacArthur seems to think that if he can discredit those who challenge his teachings (i.e., making the issue the
person challenging him rather than the specifics of the challenge), then that makes his teachings immune from
scrutiny. In today's neo-evangelical environment, he has thus far been successful.
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John MacArthur
Audio Tape

"19 Characteristics of Leadership"

-  Taped in the Fall of 1991 as presented to the incoming class at The Master's Seminary in Sun Valley California.
MacArthur admits right up front that he will not do an exposition of a Bible text, but will speak from "my
experience." This tape is worthy of analysis, because it gives us some insights into MacArthur's philosophy of
ministry, and thereby, an indication as to why there are so many ongoing contradictions between the "talk" and the
"walk" in his ministry. (It also is a cause for pessimism for those of us who have prayed that MacArthur would
make positive changes, particularly in the personnel area. After hearing this tape, we have little hope that any real
change will occur.)

-  MacArthur lists what his experience has shown him to be the 19 characteristics necessary for effective and godly
leadership, with a definition of each and how he applies each personally in his ministry: (Those items without
comment were not pertinent to this discussion.)

(1)  Loyalty

(a) "Devoted to people at all costs ... I need to be loyal to them, then my subordinates will be loyal to
me."

(b) "If you're loyal to me, you owe me your disagreements."

(c) "Do not demand loyalty from them, give them loyalty. And what that means is that if somebody
comes to you to complain about somebody else on your staff or your team, you will not hear that. You
will defend that person to the very end, whether or not the criticism is right or wrong."

(d) "I need to be loyal to the people under me in terms of doing everything I can to meet their needs,
facilitating their efficiency ... and when I am loyal and committed to them at all costs, it's much easier
for them to be loyal back, because they feel the sense of not only example, but obligation."

(2)  Courage

(3)  Stamina

(4)  Empathy

(a) "What people feel ... ability to appreciate and understand the feelings of the people around you."

(b) Need to be sensitive to others feelings, or else will have large turnover "people aren't allowed to be
who they are ... a leader will always be dealing with people who can't move as fast as he does or they
would be in his place."

(c) "That is what builds loyalty. Sometimes people will say to me, 'You need to deal with that, and you
need to deal with that immediately.' And I say, 'Now wait a minute; there's a person here. And there's a
long-term relationship. And there's an issue of loyalty here. And I'm not ready to violate all of that just
for the sake of the speed of the process. If the process has to take a little bit longer to salvage the long-
term loyalty here, then I'm going to have to defer to that' ... We want to ... give space for them to come
along and understand where we're going and why."
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(5)  Anticipation

(6)  Competitiveness

(7)  Accountability

(8)  Credibility

(9)  Tenacity

(10) Dependability

(11) Self-discipline

(a) "Ordering your life to get the main things done."

(12) Vision

(a) "Keep people apprised of the big picture."

(13) Sacrifice

(a) "Let somebody else take the credit."

(14) Intolerant

(a) Be intolerant "of anything that threatens the ministry [which probably includes criticism] ... anything
that threatens to cause ... disunity."

(15) Negotiation Skills

(16) Able to Delegate

(17) Don't Deny Defeat/Rebound

(a) Acknowledge bad decisions and make new ones.

(18) Teachability

(19) Humility

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 2/92
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John MacArthur
Grace Church Support Group Fellowships*

Women's Ministries

Every Woman's Grace: a women's weekly Bible study, will begin again in the Fall. Watch Grace Today for
details and sign-ups.

For Women Only: women of all ages, Sunday, 10:15 a.m., Outreach office.

One with Christ: a support group for women who have lost their husbands through death or divorce, meets on the
first and third Monday of the month. For information, call Kay DeVries at 998-0200 or Kathy Therux at 360-3394.

F.A.I.T.H. Ministries: (Finding Answers in the Heart) is a post-abortion support group designed for women who
are suffering emotionally or spiritually from a past abortion. For information, call Elizabeth at 843-2035.

Evening Winning to Be One: our evening unequally yoked class, meets the third Thursday of each month at the
home of Emarie Britten, 16713 Romar Street at 7:00 p.m. For directions or information, call 363-1548.

Special Ministries

Drug and Alcohol Problems: [not sins?] Empowered Fellowship is an anonymous [AA?] ministry of individuals
and concerned family members who wrestle with substance abuse. We address these problems [not sins?] by
offering proven and time-tested methods [AA's 12 Steps?] to combat the fear, guilt, and anger associated with
these problems [not sins?]. We meet every Monday at 7:30 p.m. For information, call 909-5606.

Empowered Family Support Groups: are open to anyone (male or female) whose life is affected by a family
member or close friend who abuses alcohol or drugs [sounds like the language of "codependency"]. In an
atmosphere of anonymity [AA?], concern, love, and understanding, we are provided the opportunity to grow
spiritually by the principles of God's Word. This fellowship for coping family members [clearly "codependent"
terminology] meets every Monday at 7:30 p.m. If you are interested, call 909-5606.

Pastoral Care

The Compassion Connection: The Compassion Connection, a support group extending comfort, help, and
encouragement [how about the Gospel?] to A.I.D.S. patients, their families, and friends, meets the first Tuesday of
each month. For information, call 352-3706.

* This material has been excerpted from the 8/11/91 Grace Today (p. 2), a publication of Grace Community
Church; John MacArthur, senior pastor.
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Introduction to Biblical Counseling

This 1994 book from Word Publishing* proclaims in large letters on the book's jacket to be "An Alternative to
Secular Psychology." It is also deemed a "groundbreaking book." These days anything written by John MacArthur
seems to automatically come with high recommendations, and this book is no different. However, we can find
nothing in it to recommend. Some of our major concerns are detailed below:

-  The inside flap of the book jacket says that:

"John MacArthur's passion for the Scriptures and his experience in biblical counseling have been
combined with the vision and expertise of Wayne Mack and other members of the Master's College
Faculty to produce this definitive statement on biblical counseling. ... Pooling their years of biblical
counseling practice and the insights gained from years of biblical study and from teaching hundreds of
students to utilize such skills, the authors of this practical book provide a thorough look at this unique
field of Christian ministry."

John MacArthur has written five chapters in the book, two of which were adapted from previous books. However,
the material is actually compiled and edited by Wayne Mack. Mack is currently the Chairman of the Biblical
Counseling Department and Professor of Biblical Counseling at The Master's College, having come from the
Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) in 1993 to take over the program begun two years
earlier. But one only need look at Mack's "Resource List of Helpful Books and Tapes for Marriage and Family
Counseling/Teaching" printed in the "Counselor/Teacher's Guide" of his book Preparing for Marriage God's Way
to understand the extent of this man's psychological bent. (Mack recommends books and tapes by Adlerean
psychologizer John Bettler, Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian psychologizer Larry Crabb, four-temperaments gurus
Tim and Beverly LaHaye, right-brain/left-brain psychologizer Gary Smalley, Christian "sexologists" Ed and Gay
Wheat, and psychologizer Gordon MacDonald.)

-  Mack has written seven chapters in Introduction to Biblical Counseling, comprising an entire section of the book
(Part III: "The Process of Biblical Counseling"). These chapters by Mack represent the very kind of psychologizing
to which the Bobgans would be opposed (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate
Publishing, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). One of these chapters, "Implementing Biblical
Instruction" (pp. 284-297), is typical of Mack's psychological interpretation of Scripture. It also is typical of Mack's
methodology of attempting to change external conditions and practices rather than dealing with the source of sin as
a means of handling outward circumstances and behavior (pp. 284, 286). Mack even instructs counselees to develop
a detailed 11-step advance plan to help them resist temptation (p. 291), and then when the counselee fails, Mack
gives him eleven more steps prepared for his recovery! (p. 292).

-  Chapter 20 of the book presents a listing of "Resources for Biblical Counseling." The list was developed for the
book by CCEF's David Powlison. (See Against Biblical Counseling for more information on Powlison's
psychological integrationist position.) Much of what is on this list is inoffensive, but it does include Ed Bulkley's
Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology, most of Wayne Mack's books, and even MacArthur's highly
psychologically-oriented audio cassette series The Fulfilled Family.

-  Also of interest is Chapter 21, "Frequently Asked Questions About Biblical Counseling." The chapter lists 21
questions with answers by various Master's Fellowship staff and faculty and by other contributors to the book.
CCEF's Powlison answers four of the questions and Grace Church's Lance Quinn three others. Among other
questionable philosophies, neither of these men sees anything wrong with sending counselees to psychologists or
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psychiatrists (pp. 372, 382).

-  Space does not permit a more thorough review of this book. Suffice it to say that recent efforts by MacArthur and
company to paint The Master's Fellowship ministries in anti-psychology hues have been successful only to the
undiscerning eye. And this latest MacArthur/Mack effort to develop an "Alternative to Psychological Counseling"
comes with the same pitfalls and psychological model underpinnings described by the Bobgans in Against Biblical
Counseling. MacArthur/Mack have come out for a model borrowed from secular psychology, dressed it up in
Biblical terminology, and now try to claim this is what the apostle Paul always meant when he penned Romans
15:14, Galatians 6:2, and Ephesians 4:12.

* The Fundamental Evangelistic Association describes Word Publishing as "a fountainhead of theological pollution
and is boosting ecumenical apostasy" (7/8/78). Word is owned by the American Broadcasting Company, the
producers of some of the most vile and immoral TV programs (i.e., 1993-94's NYPD Blue). Other major
MacArthur' works published by Word include Our Sufficiency in Christ and The Vanishing Conscience.
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INCOMPETENT TO COUNSEL
Miles J. Stanford

The purpose of this paper is to look further into the Nouthetic (pronounced newthetic) technique of Dr. Jay E.
Adams, and to bring out its similarity to the teaching of Dr. John F. MacArthur. [Since the National Association
of Nouthetic Councelors (NANC), the Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF), and the Biblical
Counseling Foundation (BCF) all employ the counseling teachings and methodologies of Dr. Adams, the comments
made herein also apply to these organizations.]

The counseling program of The Master's College and The Master's Seminary has been formulated and is directed
by Dr. Wayne A. Mack, longtime associate of Dr. Adams. The title of the textbook for the MacArthur counseling
program is Introduction to Biblical Counseling (Word 1994, 408 pages), and was primarily edited and written by
the Covenant theologian, Dr. Mack.

We will look at some of Dr. Adams' nouthetic teaching, upon which the MacArthur program is built. Probably the
best known and most widely used book on Biblical Counseling is Dr. Adams' Competent to Counsel (Baker 1970,
278 pages). The following should make its error and danger quite clear, as something to be assiduously avoided.

Covenantism erroneously applies to the Church that which belongs primarily to Israel. All that they [Adams and
MacArthur] touch becomes law-bound, under the name of Covenant grace. Dr. Adams leaves no question as to that:

Moral judgment is the essence of counsel in the book of Proverbs. The unique element in the wisdom of
that counsel is its moral orientation. These are commands for the covenant people which enable them
to live in proper covenant relationship to God (p. 85).

Nouthetic counselors frequently hand out individual portions of the book of Proverbs. One reason why
they have found Proverbs so useful in counseling is that essentially it is a book of good counsel given
to covenant youth. Proverbs was written primarily to promote divine wisdom among God's covenant
people (pp. 97,98) [emphases ours].

In nouthetic counseling the book of Proverbs play a very significant part because these proverbs give
instruction. The system of counseling advocated in Proverbs is plainly nouthetic. Proverbs assumes the
need for divine wisdom imparted by verbal means: by instruction, by reproof, by rebuke, by correction,
and by applying God's commandments in order to change behavior for one's benefit (p. 99).

As the neophyte tends to exceed the bounds of his new theological sphere, Dr. MacArthur often out-covenants
Covenantism. In the Introduction of his non-dispensational book The Gospel According to Jesus (p. 15), he goes so
far as to establish the Church upon Judaism:

Several years ago I began to study and preach through the gospel of Matthew. As I worked through the
life and ministry of our Lord, a clear understanding of the message He proclaimed and the evangelistic
method He used crystallized in my thinking. I came to see Jesus' gospel as the foundation upon which
all NT doctrine stands. Many difficult passages in the Epistles became clearer when I understood them
in that light.

Have you ever known a dispensationalist to make such a bizarre claim as that?  Or any other doctrinally sound
believer, for that matter! Dr. MacArthur interprets Paul in the light of Jesus' Kingdom Gospel to Israel. He fails to
read Paul in light of the glorified Lord Jesus Christ's exclusive doctrine for His heavenly Body.

The way of life that Dr. MacArthur points to via Jesus' Kingdom Gospel results in "the law as the rule of life,"
whereas the ascended Lord Jesus' present "Gospel of the grace of God" results in "the law of the Spirit of life in
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Christ Jesus" (Rom. 8:3).

MOSAIC LAW -- Similarly, Dr. Adams leaves no question as to the orientation of his counseling:

Structure is the means of moral living. Lives structured according to the Ten Commandments are by
the very nature of the case also structured to the principles upon which God structured the world.

The life which disciplined disciples endeavor to live is the same life of discipline and training for
eternal holiness that Christ, the Son, perfectly lived. The disciplined life (a life lived according to God's
commandments) therefore grows out of the same kind of training to which Christ subjected Himself (p.
190).

Structured, or disciplined living is living that conforms to God's commandments. Clients and
counselors alike should be satisfied with nothing less than the goal of total structuring according to
God's law (p. 155).

The Bible teaches [to whom?] that a peace of mind which leads to longer and happier living comes
from keeping God's commandments. Thus the goal of nouthetic counseling is set forth plainly in the
Scriptures: to bring men into loving conformity to the law of God (pp. 113,55).

The Covenantists' lust for law blinds them to Pauline grace for the Christian life. They stop short of heavenly
position and grace for sanctification; hence they are blinded by the very law they would have as their "rule of life."

The law is a rule of death (2 Cor. 3:7). It is meant to bring one to Christ--Christ glorified, as Saviour and heavenly
Head of the heavenly Body--rather than to Jesus and His pre-Cross Kingdom Gospel to Israel. On that basis the
law blinds and binds the members of the Body of Christ.

"But now we are delivered from the law, having died to that in which we were held, that we should
serve in newness of spirit and not in the oldness of the letter." "For the law killeth, but the Spirit giveth
life (Rom. 7:6; 2 Cor. 3:6).

Dr. MacArthur is not to be outdone law-wise when it comes to Dr. Adams' legality:

The law is pertinent for those who believe in Christ because of its own character, and because of the
consequences of obeying and disobeying, and because its demands are clarified and enforced
throughout the rest of the NT. Its commands are not suggestions to be considered but requirements to
be followed. Those in Christ are no longer under the ultimate penalty, but are not free of its
requirements of righteousness.

The second principle is that the law is positive as well as negative. Its purpose not only is to prevent
both inward and outward sin, but to promote both inward and outward righteousness (pp.
268,272,287).

Dr. MacArthur promotes the precept rather than the Person, for the Christian life. The Christian has died to the
precept in order that he may live in, and to, the Person.

"The strength of sin is the law" (1 Cor. 15:56), hence it is not meant to prevent either inward or outward sin. That is
the exclusive work of the Spirit of Christ. Hear Paul: "This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the
lust of the flesh." "For sin shall not have dominion over you, for ye are not under law but under grace" (Gal. 5:16;
Rom. 6:14).

Christ is both our inward and outward righteousness! "But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto
us ... righteousness."  " ... that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him" (1 Cor. 1:30; 2 Cor. 5:21). For
the Covenant victim, law precepts dominate over the new-creation Person.
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HABITUATION -- When it comes to the Christian life, all Covenant theology has to offer is common ever-day
behaviorism, Do, in order to be, i.e., law.   Covenantism seems to miss or avoid the source (two Adams) factor.  
Righteousness for them is developed via good behavior, good habits, by means of keeping the law. All to them is
outside in!

Concerning the importance of habits in his nouthetic counseling, Dr. Adams writes:

One client spoke of having only "reservoirs of inadequacy."  He was correct, because he has been
living inadequately. His past provided little more than a record of inadequate solutions to fall back
upon and draw upon. But the solution to his problem was to begin drawing upon God's resources of
grace.

In this way alone could he begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequate living. Action based upon faith
was his need. As he begins to live adequately, i.e., according to the commands and promises of God, he
would begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequacy and a sense of humble confidence would grow
(p.134).

By its very nature most discipline is unpleasant. The chipping away of imperfections is a painful
process. "All discipline for a moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those who are
trained by it..."  (Heb. 12:11).

The word translated "trained" comes from the same root as our English term "gymnastics."   The
Greek, like the English, means to practice regular, systematic, habitual practice which makes the work
of the Lord natural.

Just as the athlete practices until his training makes him expert and his athletic accomplishments are
"second nature" to him, so the Christian by practice must become expert in holiness, so expert that his
"second nature" (wrought by the work of the Holy Spirit) is dominant, natural, easy. As he continues to
practice, the habit is etched in more permanently, holiness becomes easier and he becomes more
naturally a Christian (pp. 164,165).

Dr. MacArthur works on the same nouthetic habituation principle:

Since you are a new man--act like it. Leave the old habits and old selfishness that belonged [sic] to the
old man, and take on the new man's new habits of selflessness (Tape GC 2146).

Being alive unto God in Christ, we are not to attempt to "act like it." The Christian life is "for me to live is Christ." 
"... for we who live are always bearing about in the body the dying [not habits] of the Lord Jesus, that the life [not
habits] of Jesus might be made manifest in our body" (Phil. 1:21; 2 Cor. 4: 10).

Nor is it a matter of leaving "the old habits" and "the old selfishness that belonged to the old man."   We are, by
faith, to put off the source, the old Adamic man, not simply his activities. This is based upon the fact that we died
positionally to the old man. And of course we are not to take on the "new habits of selflessness which belong to the
new man." Christ, our life, is selfless because that is His life and nature--hence our new-creation life and nature is
the same.

PATTERNS -- "Manufactured in U.S.A!"  Dr. Adams' nouthetic counseling would construct the Christian life via
Israel's law. This is attempted by means of diligently working and practicing until habits are formed into patterns.
The following statement by Dr. Adams is especially saddening:

Holy living involves habit. Patterns of holiness can be established only by regular, constant practice.
Just as Christ learned obedience, we too must learn obedience by actual practice (p. 162).

Dr. Wm. R. Newell made a statement concerning Christ's obedience:
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Though being a Son, He learned from the things He suffered, obedience" (Heb. 5:8). As the Eternal
Son, the Second Person of the Deity, One in the counsels of creation itself, the Executor thereof, He
needed not to learn anything!

"He counted not the being on an equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking
the form of a servant, being made in the likeness of men; and being found in fashion as a man, He
humbled Himself, becoming obedient unto death, yea, even the death of the Cross!" (Phil. 2:6-8)
(Hebrews, Verse by Verse, p. 162).

As Eternal Son in the Godhead, there was no need for obedience. As the Son of Man He learned obedience in that it
was an altogether new issue. But He did not have to learn to obey! "Then said I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the
book it is written of Me) to do Thy will, O God" (Heb. 10:7).

That was but a hint in comparison to this:

Jesus learned God's will from God's Word which He applied to life. He had to learn how to develop
biblical patterns by actual practice in responding to life's problems (p. 162).

One must learn to do God's will which he has discovered in Scripture. He must practice the good so
faithfully that whenever the occasion to sin arises, naturally, and without deliberation, he knows what
to do and does it with ease and expertise (p. 163).

The image in man was distorted by the fall. Believers are being renewed in the spirit of their minds.
The mind because of sin had become futile, the understanding had been darkened, the heart had
become hard and callous.

All of these conditions, now, are in the process of being changed by the Spirit of God. He renews the
spirit of the believer's mind so that the former manner of life, with all its corrupt habits, patterns, and
ways of living, "the old self" or "the old man," may be shed like a tattered, worn, filthy old garment
that one throws away. Christians are called upon to "put on" instead the new biblical patterns, new
ways that truly reflect the God who created them (P. 218). [Emphases ours].

Sin is pictured as a cruel master who rules over the sinner. Proverbs says "he died," destroyed by his
own sin. He dies for lack of discipline, because he does not have the kind of structure that only God's
commandments provide. Your only hope is to rule over sin by breaking out of the pattern that is
developed through repentance and a subsequent change of behavior (p. 147).

The client must be shown the need to replace the old by new patterns. He must be shown that God
speaks of sanctification not only in terms of being "separated from" but also "separated unto." The old
man is "put off," partly, by establishing the "new man." Old habit patterns are crowded out by new
ones (p. 151).

Though habit patterns are hard to change, change is not impossible. Nouthetic counselors regularly
see patterns of 30-40 years' duration altered. What was learned can be unlearned. An old dog can
learn new tricks (p.75).

But, the issue is concerned with the old Adamic life and nature, not animals.  And Dr. MacArthur is not better off
in the Christian growth realm than Dr. Adams:

So, Christians are new creations, but sin is still a problem because of the old coat of humanness [!].
Ephesians 4:24 tells us to "put on the new man."  The "new man" is a new kind of human behavior, a
new humanness which we must put on to accommodate and fit our new nature. We must put off our
old patterns and practices--all the things of our old life that hang on us--and put on the clothes of the
new man (Tape GC 1928) [Emphasis ours].
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The new man is not a "new kind of behavior"; rather, it is our new-creation life, that naturally manifests a new kind
of behavior. All behavior has a life-source: the indwelling first Adam for that which is sinful, the Last Adam for
that which is righteous.

By reckoning upon our death to the old, and our life in the New (Rom. 6:11), the old man is practically "put off,"
and the new Man is practically "put on''--both, as we "walk in the Spirit."

NOUTHETIC CHILD-TRAINING -- It would seem that Dr. Adams is no more competent at counseling children
than he is adults:

What must be done when a child lies, talks back, or fails to come home on time? One good way to
determine fair consistent answers to such questions is to draw up a code of conduct. On a sheet,
consisting of four columns, each column is headed by the words "Crime," Punishment," By whom",
"When."

Each box in the code of conduct chart may be filled in according to the specific problem of individual
situations. For example, lying is a crime that can be punished by washing the mouth out with soap,
apologizing, and rectifying the situation by telling the truth! (When soap is used, if the child is old
enough, he is first required to do research on soaps by writing to the manufacturing company to make
sure that the use of the chosen soap is harmless [even Lifebuoy?!] (p. 188,189).

SEXUAL IMMORALITY -- Nor does Dr. Adams do any better counseling in the realm of sexual sin:

In all Scripture there is only one God-given solution to the problem of sexual desire: "It is better to
marry than to burn" (1 Cor. 7:9). Marriage is God's answer to immorality: "because of immoralities
let each man have his own wife, and let each woman have her own husband" (1 Cor. 7:2). The old
sinful pattern must be broken and replaced by the new godly one (p. 35).

The good doctor should heed the context, instead of forcing his point. Heed Paul: "Now I say unto the unmarried
and to the widows, it is good for them that they remain as I. But if they have not control over themselves let them
marry ..." (1 Cor. 7:8).

God's answer to sin, whether sexual or otherwise, as a single or otherwise, is to reckon oneself to have died unto
sin, and to be alive unto God in Christ. On that basis one is to "walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of
the flesh" (Gal. 5:16).

PSEUDO COUNSELING -- There are a number of predominant types of Christian counseling today, none of
which deal with the true source of sin in the believer's life. They are subjective, seeking to work from the outside
in--and hence are ineffective.

1 -- Psychotherapy -- This method mixes three parts secular psychology with one part Scripture, seeking to
"adjust" and Christianize the old Adamic life.

2 -- 12-STEP -- This extensive and never-ending program centers upon the Adamic life, i.e., self dealing with self.

3 -- Biblical Counseling -- This counseling seeks to center in the Scriptures, but is primarily non-dispensational,
and Covenant-oriented. It "legalizes" the client, and does not deal with the Adamic life, which Covenantism
"eradicates."

4 -- Charismatic -- This mode is totally subjective. It deals with Satan and alleged indwelling "demons," instead of
the old Adamic man--the true source of sin in the counselee.

None of the above function on the basis of the believer's position--that of being dead to sin and alive unto God in
Christ Jesus. Be warned, all ye Biblical counselors: to minister other than the truth of one's position in the glorified
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Lord Jesus Christ, is to be incompetent to counsel!
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John MacArthur
May, 1990 Mother's Day Message

"Shade for Our Children" (Eph. 6:4)

-  A challenge for the discerning Christian would be to read John MacArthur's book Our Sufficiency In Christ and
then listen to this tape message. Then try to discern what MacArthur's true position on psychology actually is. Our
conclusion is that MacArthur is either incredibly ignorant or brazenly hypocritical.

-  In June of 1991, MacArthur sent this audio cassette message (tape#GC80-69) free of charge to anyone who
requested it. One would have to assume by this that as of June, 1991, the material contained on this tape was
MacArthur's current position on the issues covered in the message (psychology). Moreover, it could be assumed
that MacArthur felt strongly enough about these issues and his position on them that he would deem it worth the
considerable expense of offering the tape free of charge. One should also keep in mind when considering
MacArthur's comments on this tape, that his book, Our Sufficiency In Christ, had been published only two months
before the distribution of this tape. [This tape was redistributed (@$4.75/each) and aired again on Grace To You
radio in May of 1997; none of the psychological references were edited out -- i.e., the tape is identical to the one
distributed in June of 1991.1 In addition, as of June of 1999, the "Shade for Our Children" transcript (dated 1997) is
still posted to a Grace To You-authorized web site. Bottom line: the teachings on this tape are current.] 

-  One should obtain MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, The Fulfilled Family (John MacArthur's Bible Studies, John
MacArthur Jr., Word of Grace Communications, P.O. Box 4000, Panorama City, CA 91412
[1981/1985/1987/1989], pp. 127-141), and particularly tape#GC-1950 (1979 audio tape cassette) -- MacArthur
favorably quotes2 extensively from psychiatrist Paul Meier's book, Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development. [In late-1996, MacArthur re-preached The Fulfilled Family series; although not nearly as
psychologically-oriented as the original series, he still teaches a number of psychological concepts (see the
supplemental notes to "The Fulfilled Family" sub-report) -- the transcripts of the nine messages in the new series
are also available.] On this message ("Shade for Our Children"), not only does MacArthur repeat many of the same
quotes from the 1979 series, verbatim, but he also adds the following psychological comments of his own
(psychological concepts, methodologies, techniques, and/or terminology are emphasized with underlines):

(a) "Now sometimes it's not really the mother's fault. Some husbands are weak and witless; some
husbands are absent, some husbands have left all together. By the way, at our church, Gary Ezzo [an
Adlerean/Maslowian psychologizer who has since quietly left Grace Church] in our family ministries
has an excellent support system for single mothers to help you compensate for that very difficult
situation ... We have support ministries to assist those mothers who have literally been dispossessed by
an unfaithful husband." (This quote follows MacArthur's verbatim quotes of Paul Meier from pp. 128-
131 of the 1989 edition of The Fulfilled Family Study Guide.)

(b) When giving evidence that children do not know obedience naturally (i.e., the sin nature), rather
than quoting Scripture as his authority, MacArthur quotes the Minnesota Crime Commission. (Same
quote used on p. 132 of The Fulfilled Family Study Guide, 1989 ed.)

(c) When quoting Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (supposedly child-rearing "experts" because of their
training in sociology), MacArthur emphasizes that "these are Harvard sociologists" and that their
advice can help "to guarantee against a future dysfunctional child." (Other quotes used are the same as
on p. 135 of the Fulfilled Family Study Guide, 1989 ed.)

(d) MacArthur tells the story of a girl he visited in the UCLA psychiatric clinic, who eventually killed
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herself: "She could never achieve the grade-point that her parents pushed her to achieve, and finally she
killed herself. And that was her way of saying, 'I'm so angry at you because of the pain you put in my
life because I can never succeed -- I never had a sense of accomplishment -- that I'm going to make
you hurt the rest of your life.' And so she killed herself and said in effect, 'Now, live with that.' She
gave back the hurt."

-  As favorable toward psychology as the above quotes from MacArthur's 1990 Mother's Day message appear to be,
one must remember that these quotes are merely in addition to those he reiterates on this tape cassette from his
earlier (1979) The Fulfilled Family tape series. Again, one should examine pp. 127-141 of The Fulfilled Family
Bible Study Guide (1989 ed.) and/or listen to tape#GC-1950 (1979 ed.) to gain the full importance that MacArthur
gives to psychological theory and concepts. One has to wonder, is it ignorance or is it hypocrisy?

1 In June of 1997, MacArthur distributed another free tape titled: "A Crash Course in Christian Parenting."
MacArthur begins the message by affirming that Christian parents need to turn to God's Word for parenting
instructions, not the world -- i.e., "God has given us the Manual on how to raise them." Apparently ignoring his
own advice, he then goes on to quote: (1) the Glueck's "four crucial factors on how to have non-delinquent kids --
90% accurate"; (2) the results of a study by "psychologists and experts" on child depression and suicide; (3) Paul
Meier's "ten steps on how to raise a delinquent" from his book Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development, and (4) the Minnesota Crime Commission. (MacArthur also refers once again to the story of the girl
who killed herself to get back at her parents [see (d) above].) One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes was "If
you want an accident-prone child, ignore him and fight with each other so that he hurts himself to get your
attention." -- Where in the Bible is MacArthur finding this psychological nonsense?!  [Return to Text]

2 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Back to Text]
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Our Sufficiency In Christ

(1991:Word Publishing)

p. 20 -- MacArthur condemns "your local Christian bookstore" for selling a "proliferation of so-called 'Christian'
recovery books"; yet his own Church bookstore (the Book Shack) was at the time selling these same types of books
(by such psychologically-oriented authors as Tony Campolo, Chuck Swindoll, R.C. Sproul, Josh McDowell, Tim
LaHaye, Chuck Colson, H. Norman Wright, Henry Nouwen, etc.).

pp. 55-57 -- MacArthur's recollection of the court case involving the Nally suicide incident is quite different than
that presented on his two-tape series, The Day God's Word Went On Trial. Why is there such a difference in the
two accounts and which, if either, is the truth?

pp. 58, 67 -- Favorable references to "true psychology," "emotional illnesses," "alcoholic," and "certain [helpful]
techniques of human psychology" (p. 58). Then later in Sufficiency (p. 67), MacArthur correctly states that "mental
and emotional health" is not a Biblical concept. What does he really believe here -- is there such a thing as
"emotional illness" (p. 58), or is there not (p. 67)?

p. 59 -- MacArthur states that the "supreme qualification for psychologists would be Christlikeness." This is utterly
impossible. Since psychology is a false religion, this would be like saying, "the supreme qualification for a Hindu
would be Christlikeness." How absurd! This obviously reveals MacArthur's lack of understanding on the issue of
psychology and its deadly attack on the church.

     -- MacArthur also states, "The presuppositions and most of the doctrine of psychology cannot be successfully
integrated with Christian truth." (Emphasis added.) Does he mean that some of it can? One wonders what parts of
the "doctrine of psychology" MacArthur thinks can be "successfully integrated with Christian truth"?

pp. 69-70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no quarrel with those who use ... social sciences as a helpful observer's
platform to look on human conduct and develop tools to assist people in getting some external controls in their
behavior. That may be useful as a first step to getting to the real spiritual cure." Is not the "first step" Christ and
His Word? Anything added or used along side, especially the godless "social science" of psychology, only blurs the
truth.

p. 70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no tolerance for those who exalt psychology above ... the perfect sufficiency
of our God," and has "no encouragement for people who wish to mix psychology with the divine resources." Yet at
the time this book was published, MacArthur employed two Larry Crabb followers, John Zimmer and Gary Ezzo,
in his Church's family ministries area (as well as allowing both to teach adult Sunday School classes). Does
MacArthur want us to believe that the employment of two rank psychologizers is not "tolerance" and
"encouragement"? [John Zimmer left the Grace Church staff in early-1992, and Gary Ezzo in mid-1993. However,
Ezzo was a "lay elder" at Grace Church until the summer of 1995, at which time the Church was still teaching
Ezzo's materials in certain classes and was selling his materials in its bookstore.]

p. 108 -- MacArthur states that "modern behavioral science, by comparison [to the Bible], is superficial -- and
usually downright counterproductive." (Emphasis added.) If one really believed in the total sufficiency of Scripture
(2 Pe. 1:3) wouldn't he instead say that the behavior sciences are always "down-right counterproductive"? Isn't it
always counterproductive to access a false religious system?
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pp. 120-121 -- MacArthur asks, "Are there no beneficial insights to be gained by looking at the observations of
sociologists and psychologists? ... Useful, perhaps. Necessary, no." Do we see anywhere in 2 Peter 1:3 that any
observation from a godless false religious system would be "useful" (of which psychology is clearly one of the
many false religious systems available from which to choose)?

pp. 246, 261 -- MacArthur uses psychological language that has more in common with Larry Crabb's need theology
than with Biblical terminology. MacArthur refers to the Apostle Paul's "deep hurt" because of the "rejection and
emotional abuse" he experienced, and that people "were created for relationships" (p. 246). He also speaks of man's
"deepest longings," his "most intense cravings," and our most "profound needs" (p. 261), as if these were
legitimate. The way MacArthur uses these terms are self-centered and man-centered, not at all equivalent to godly
cravings (cf. Psa. 42). 
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John MacArthur
Self-Esteem/Self-Worth/Psychological Teachings

Radio Tape Index

May, 1988
(a) Someone preaching constantly on self-esteem means, "self-esteem too low, and needs to be built up."

3/29/89 & 2/16/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) You're important to God.
(b) Looking for a sense of self-worth, value, and self-acceptance.
(c) Christian psychologists are "motivated good;" they want to "rescue people with poor self-image."
(d) The "need" for self-worth, value, and significance (sounds like Larry Crabb's need theology?) is satisfied by
knowing who you are in Christ.
(e) Because He chose you, before the beginning of time, YOU ARE SOMEBODY! -- "When I realized that I was
chosen in Him before the foundation of the world, then the conclusion is that I'm somebody! ... What a sense of
significance!!"
(f) "Your value comes because you're in Christ -- that's your self-worth."

3/30/89 & 2/17/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) Being in Christ, planned before the world began, gives us our significance.
(b) Our election has nothing to do with our merit, but nevertheless, we are "important to God" and "have value"
because of this election.
(c) "... Doctrine of election says to me, you are of value eternally in the heart of God ... Jesus came to shed His
blood to purchase you -- you are important!"
(d) "Don't struggle with a sense of self-worth; you are worthy."
(e) "You're a child of the King; get a sense of value to yourself."

4/05/89 & 2/22/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) God accepts you, so accept yourself. [See 7/5/90 message]
(b) God forgives you, so forgive yourself -- "If you can't forgive your-self, you've got a God complex."
(c) God thinks, "I am fantastic;" therefore, "you're not half-bad," and "you're something worth something."
(d) Since you're important to God, you're worth something and your self-worth is secure.

4/06/89 & 2/23/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) Eph 1:11 -- Interpreted by MacArthur to mean, "We are God's gift to Christ," and therefore, your self-worth is
secure because of your implied importance to God.1
(b) Our value and sense of worth are derived from God choosing us (election) before the world began.

9/18/89 & 3/18/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family; re-preached in late-1996 and re-aired over a 20-day
period in 1999: 2/8/99-3/15/99 (and scheduled again for 2001: 1/22/00-2/16/00). See The Fulfilled Family sub-
report]
(a) Introduction to The Fulfilled Family series: MacArthur states that part of the problem in the disintegration of the
family is that much of the "helpful" material on the family is counterproductive rather than a help to ministering to
family relationships. He then, later in the series, proceeds to quote2 these very same counterproductive sources (i.e.,
Carl Rogers, James Dobson, Paul Meier, etc.) as experts and legitimate helps to better family relationships.

2/15/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
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(a) MacArthur comments that: "This series keeps coming back ... it continues to be one of the most popular series
we have aired over the years. It's a very foundational teaching ... people are saved and they're looking at their
family and saying 'How do I do this thing called family now that I'm a Christian?' So there's always a brand new
audience for this particular series ... get the series on tape ... you'll maybe want to give it to your children or
relatives or friends ... it's a wonderful, wonderful tool" [a "psychological" tool?].

9/19/89 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Again stresses that the mass of so-called helps are counterproductive, but nevertheless, later in the series, quotes
from and/or recommends these same psychological "helps."

3/20/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) At the close of the broadcast, the announcer runs a promo for the psychologized MacArthur/Ezzo four-part
video series, How to Raise Your Family ("John MacArthur has an outstanding video tape series"). (Same promo run
again at end of 3/26/91 broadcast).

9/21/89 & 3/21/91 & 2/18/93 & 3/16/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Gives credence to the so-called "results" of psychological testing.

9/27/89 & 3/27/91 & 2/24/93 & 3/22/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Gives credence to man's "deep drives and needs" (sounds like Larry Crabb's "deep longings for relationship"?).

2/24/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Announcer's closing comments encourage listeners to order the 8-tape Fulfilled Family series, of which each
tape is the "complete, unedited presentation as John originally delivered this to his congregation" (i.e., despite
rhetoric to the contrary, no change in psychological teachings in almost 14 years! [1979-1993]).

9/28/89 & 3/28/91 & 2/25/93 & 3/23/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably from Carl Rogers' book (the father of client-directed therapy), Becoming Partners: Marriage
and Its Alternatives.
(b) Teaches the pop psychological concept of "unconditional love" and applies it to the nature of God's love: "We
have object-oriented attraction. Now God's love is very different. God could care less what the object is. It's His
nature to love -- anything that happens to be around gets it. God just loves, period. It's not the object that defines
the love for God. It is His nature -- anything in front of Him gets love." [Really? cf. Psa. 5:5,6 -- God hates all who
do wrong (not loves "anything that happens to be around").]

9/29/89 & 3/29/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Introduction to today's broadcasts: Stresses (1) the "need to listen to [this series] over and over again," and yet
gives no warning as to the psychological gospel contained therein (9/29/89), and (2) that "this is the third, fourth, or
fifth time we've run this series and the truths never change" (3/29/91). [What truths? -- the psychological ones?]

4/1/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) MacArthur's introductory remarks encourage listeners to order the Study Guide and tapes, because the
information therein lets you know "what God's standard for the family is." [God's standard now includes humanistic
and Freudian psychology?]

10/2/89 & 4/1/91 & 3/1/93 & 3/27/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably a "leading psychiatrist at the Menninger Clinic," from his "provocative book," The Castrated
Family.
(b) Quotes favorably from an article in Psychology Today.
(c) Quotes favorably a psychiatrist at Topeka State Hospital (mental).
(d) Quotes favorably from psychologizer Howard Hendricks.
(e) Quotes favorably a so-called "human behavior writer" (a.k.a. psychologist) concerning child suicide and
depression studies -- MacArthur agrees with the "expert" that child suicide is an "unconscious" act resulting from
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parental neglect and rejection (i.e., since "the emotional and spiritual needs of children are not being met" by
parents, the depression that leads to suicide is the result of the failure of the parents!) MacArthur gives no weight
whatsoever to individual responsibility and the Biblical position that suicide is the ultimate act of self.

10/3/89 & 4/2/91 & 3/2/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably from two articles in Psychology Today.

10/4/89 & 4/3/91 & 3/3/93 & 3/29/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably James Dobson's "slow-boil frog" story.

3/3/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) MacArthur advertises that the same material found in this series is also in his New Testament Commentary on
Ephesians.

3/4/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) In the closing promo, the announcer directs attention to family related materials for sale in the Grace To You
Catalog, one of them being the highly psychologized MacArthur/Ezzo four-part video series, How to Raise Your
Family (see notes to 3/20/91 broadcast).

10/6/89 & 4/5/91 & 3/5/93 &3/31/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Liberally and favorably quotes (for over seven minutes!) from "Christian" psychiatrist (actually "Freudian") Paul
Meier's book, Christian Child Rearing and Personality Development -- main message is that 'any behavior
abnormalities (i.e., homosexuality) in your child are your (the parent's) fault' (ignores the message of the Bible
[Ezek. 18] that each is responsible for his own sin).
(b) When MacArthur wants to prove a point, rather than using the Bible for proof-texts, he predominantly quotes
secular sources as authorities (psychiatrists, the Houston Police Department, the Minnesota Crime Commission,
etc.)
(c) MacArthur holds up the following psychological euphemisms as being valid concerns/problem areas for
Christians: alcoholics; sociopathic criminals; adult schizophrenia; obsessive-compulsive children; eating
disorders/addictions; hyper-kinetic children; and childhood hysteria.

10/9/89 & 4/8/91 & 3/8/93 & 4/3/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (sociologists) as being able to identify juvenile delinquents via
psychological personality testing. Although MacArthur qualifies his statement by stating that "these are not
Christian people, this is just psychoanalysis," he, nevertheless, quotes the Gluecks as authorities having valid
principles that can be used to the benefit of Christians.
(b) Again cites favorably, Freudian psychiatrist Paul Meier (described by MacArthur as "the medical doctor, the
psychiatrist, the Christian") as an expert on parent-child relationships.
(c) Quotes favorably "someone" (doesn't tell us that the "someone" is behavioristic psychologist Dorothy Law
Nolte) on how a child's environment determines his feelings about everything and everybody, especially about
himself; MacArthur reads, in agreement, a list with such statements as "If a child lives with shame, he learns to feel
guilty. If a child lives with approval, he learns to like himself."
(d) Takes over ten minutes using numerous psychological euphemisms to explain how not to "provoke your
children to anger."
(e) In closing the series, MacArthur again promos the 8-tape Fulfilled Family series as "You ought to have one for
future reference and to help your friends."
(f) MacArthur encourages first time letter-writers to request his free 18-page booklet, Answering The Key Questions
About The Family -- on p. 15 of that booklet, MacArthur quotes the same Glueck study and the same Paul Meier
material as that on this tape message.

7/05/90
In disusing 13 factors that can steal one's joy, MacArthur states that psychology has nothing to offer, yet he goes on
to teach two psychological concepts:
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(1) Self-Talk Therapy: Although he apparently is talking about a Christian learning to control his emotions, his
vocabulary smacks of positive self-talk therapy, derived from the teachings of such possibility thinkers as Robert
Schuller, Norman Vincent Peale, et al. (whose teachings were originally derived from the occult).

(2) Self-Forgiveness: Much like MacArthur's comments on his 4/5/89 The Fulfilled Family broadcast (cited earlier
in this report -- use "Return to Text" link at the end of this paragraph), he claims that those who continue to
experience guilt long after God has forgiven their sin, are playing God and need to forgive themselves just as God
has already forgiven them. (The Bible knows nothing of this self-forgiveness concept, but instead teaches that guilt
is a God-given emotion which He uses to convict His children of sin. In most cases where "no feeling of
forgiveness" is present, it is probably an indication that the sin causing the guilt has never truly been forsaken.
MacArthur, therefore, rather than trying to convince people that they're already forgiven and, thereby, need to
forgive themselves, should encourage a true heart-searching by the "guilty one" to ensure that the necessary
"requirements" for forgiveness have been met; i.e., true repentance and confession. If this has been done, yet
forgiveness is still not "felt," then the individual probably has a pride problem that would only be further
aggravated by his "self-forgiveness." Or, he refuses to believe God [1 Jn. 1:9] and is actually calling God a liar in
his heart. If the latter is the case, no wonder he doesn't "feel" forgiven.)  [Return to Text]

1 MacArthur is clearly saying that we should feel good about ourselves and be secure in Him, because God was
enriched through gaining us as His children! The context of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the blessings we
receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us. Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His inheritance in the
saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not to an inheritance the saints have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in
the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always benefited by God. Common sense alone makes that
clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be enriched by anyone or anything. (Adapted from the
9/93, Berean Call.)  [Return to Text]

2 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Return to Text]
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John MacArthur
Audio Tape Series

"The Day Gods Word Went on Trial"

In April of 1979, Ken Nally, a 24-year old Talbot Seminary student (Talbot Extension Seminary on the Grace
Church campus), committed suicide. His parents filed a clergy malpractice suit, alleging that pastors at Grace
Community Church (GCC) had prevented Nally from seeking professional counseling, and had instead counseled
him only with Scripture. In 1985, GCC won the case in court; hence, MacArthur's claim that God's Word was not
only "on trial," but had won! But was it really God's Word that was on trial and won out at Grace Church? The
following excerpts are from two tapes (distributed by MacArthur's ministry) containing comments by MacArthur
and GCC's attorney in the case, Sam Ericsson (editorial comments are BDM's):

In response to the question: "In giving full range to the examination process, medical, counseling, etc., does that
include secular people, including psychiatrists?"

MacArthur: "YES ... never had any problem with psychiatrists as such. The issue is to send them to a psychiatrist
whose value system in the long-term is going to be compatible (emphasis mine). Benefit in short-term is that
psychiatrist makes a medical analysis and provides medicine for the short-term situation; but if you're talking about
a long-term counseling system, then you've got to hook up a person who has a Christian frame of reference, with a
psychiatrist who is going to have a compatible frame of reference. Value system has to be compatible or there will
be no effect [of counseling therapy]. We would not want to set aside all psychology or psychiatrists, but simply to
say those we would refer to, would be helpful in the long-term, only if their value system was compatible ... which
means for the long term, [psychologists and psychiatrists] would have to be Christian."

Comment:

(1) By definition, it is impossible to have a Christian value system that is compatible with either psychology or
psychiatry, because psychology is a false religion;

(2) A regular medical doctor is quite competent to provide a medical analysis; but why send to a combination
medical doctor/witchdoctor?;

(3) By definition, psychology's belief system (frame of reference) is the antithesis of a Christian's; it cannot ever be
compatible!;

(4) Since the value systems can never be compatible, why refer a person to a psychiatrist?;

(5) How can a person with a different religious belief system, i.e., the psychological cult of self-worship, also
profess to be Christian, in light of the fact that the Christian "system" requires putting other's interests before one's
own? -- the belief systems are at the extremes of the spiritual continuum (self-love on one end, divine love of
others on the other).

Judge Joseph Callan was the presiding judge.

Judge Callan: "It is apparent that clinical psychology and pastoral counseling do not spring from the same well."
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Comment: If the judge can recognize that the belief systems of psychology and Christianity are not compatible,
why can't John MacArthur?

Sam Ericsson was the attorney for the defense (Grace Community Church).

Ericsson: "The fact of the matter, which came out during the trial, was that he [Nally] had been seen by no less
than eight professionals, physicians, and mental health professionals, many of them arranged by John MacArthur or
his staff at Grace Church."

Comment: Why would MacArthur arrange for help from the godless profession of psychology? How can
MacArthur claim that the issue is one of the Church's right to give Biblical counsel, when he himself arranged for
Nally to receive psychological counsel?

Ericsson: "Ken Nally was encouraged to see physicians and Christian psychologists."

Comment: There is no such thing as "Christian" psychology (except in the minds of the psychologists who profess
to practice it). Psychology and Christianity are two separate belief systems. (See Judge Callan's insightful comment
above.) Therefore, in reality, MacArthur referred Nally to psychological counseling, not Biblical counseling.

In response to a question, "What should pastors be conscious of as they counsel people?"

Ericsson: "Be sensitive to using Biblical procedures, Biblical methods, and Biblical principles, and part of that is to
recognize that they [pastors] shouldn't get in over their heads -- that there are other professions. There are
physicians, there are counselors, there are psychologists and psychiatrists who do provide assistance. So be sensitive
to a person's needs, and don't assume you have all the answers; and there is wisdom in a multitude of counselors --
don't hesitate to bring in other people [the psychologists and psychiatrists] to help."

Comment: In other words, Ericsson is saying that the Word of God is insufficient and that pastors are potentially
"in over their heads" in relying solely upon the Bible, and for this reason, we need to bring in the godless
psychologists and psychiatrists to help out the poor, insufficient Bible!!! Granted, every pastor may not be
thoroughly equipped to counsel using the Bible, but training in true biblical counseling can remedy this situation. At
any rate, the problem is not with the Bible and its teachings. (See 2 Pe 1:3 -- "His divine power has given us
everything we need for life and godliness through our knowledge of Him.") Individual pastors may not have all the
answers, but the Bible does!

Overall Summary Comments: These two tapes detail that MacArthur sent Nally to eight different "professionals,"
including "mental health professionals," and for this reason, MacArthur and staff denied all responsibility for
wrongdoing concerning Nally's suicide. In addition, MacArthur and his pastoral staff make no claim to have ever
had a "counseling relationship" with Nally, nor do they claim to have given exclusively Biblical advice. Hence,
God's Word was never on trial here, but only the right of the Church to counsel in house or to refer the counselee to
outside "professionals." The use of "professional referrals" to Nally was never disputed. Grace Church stood for
and defended its "right" to refer counselees to psychological and psychiatric "professionals"; and that is all that was
on trial.
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John MacArthur Tape Series
"The Fulfilled Family"

This series was originally preached and recorded by John MacArthur in early-1979 (eight audio cassette tapes), and
broadcast on Grace To You (GTY) Radio on seven different occasions between 1981 and 1995, each time unedited
from the original. Though claiming to be against the integration of psychology and the Bible, MacArthur's eight
original messages taught many psychological concepts and quoted favorably from numerous psychological
sources.1 [Study Guide (SG) pages referenced below are from the 1989 edition of The Fulfilled Family Study
Guide.]

Psychological References (1979, 8-tape series):

(1)  Assumes the validity of psychological testing (GC#1944/SG31), when, in fact, there is none;

(2)  Quotes in a favorable light New Ager Alvin Toffler from Toffler's book Future Shock (GC#1947);

(3)  Quotes as authoritative psychologist Carl Rogers (from Becoming Partners: Marriage and Its
Alternatives)/"Unconditional love" (GC#1947/SG73), as if Christians are to gain insight from such unregenerate
people (cf. Col. 2:8);

(4)  Quotes as authoritative psychiatric research from the Menninger Clinic (psychiatric mental facility)
(GC#1948/SG95), rather than finding the answer in the Word of God;

(5)  Quotes as helpful two articles from the 2/79 issue of Psychology Today (GC#1948/SG96;100), as if this is a
good source of information for the Christian (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16-17);

(6)  Quotes as authoritative a psychiatrist from Topeka State (mental) Hospital (GC#1948/SG96), as if a psychiatrist
has something to offer the Christian.

(7)  Quotes in a favorable light pop psychologist Dr. James C. Dobson (from Dare to Discipline)
(GC#1949/SG110);

(8)  Quotes at length psychological platitudes from Freudian psychiatrist Paul Meier ("the psychiatrist and
Christian") on human behavior and child development (from Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development) (GC#1950/SG128-132;136;143), rather than expounding from the Word of God concerning child-
rearing;

(9)  Quotes authoritatively sociologists (Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck) as being able to identify juvenile delinquents
via psychological testing (from Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency) (GC#1950/SG135), as if this were valid truth for
the Christian;

(10) Cites the example of a "catatonic schizophrenic" who committed suicide, who was (according to MacArthur)
induced by the parents who "provoked their child to anger" (GC#1950) -- from this quote it is apparent MacArthur
has been taken in by the wisdom of the world (cf. Col. 2:8);

(11) Quotes deterministic psychologist Dorothy Law Nolte on how a child's environment determines his feelings
about everything and everybody, including himself (GC#1950). (See Charles Swindoll's "Growing Wise in Family
Life" study guide, p. 28, for a copy of the list from which MacArthur read.) The material in this quote is pure
humanistic psychology, yet MacArthur quotes it as if it is truth for today.
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Note: The series was re-preached in 1996 and aired on GTY radio in 20 segments in early-1999 (2/8/99-3/5/99),
and scheduled to be broadcast again in 2001 (1/22/01-2/16/01). Although not nearly as psychologically-oriented as
the original series, MacArthur still teaches a number of psychological concepts in the "new" The Fulfilled Family
(see below). The above notes from the original series are still pertinent, however, because GTY still quotes from
the original series in other currently promoted tapes (see the "Shade for Our Children" sub-report), and MacArthur
still refers to the 1979-series as "the biblical model for family life," claiming the new series "includes principles
from the original plus new information and insight-some gained through the successes and failures of a whole
generation of American families since then" (4/18/96, GTY ministry letter).

Psychological References (1996, 9-tape series):

Tape#1 (#1943) -- A Plan For Your Family: God's vs. the World's (Eph. 5:18-6:2)

MacArthur gives credence to the concept of "mental illness." He also refers to a statement by a professor with an
earned Ph.D. degree from the University of Southern California (who teaches at MacArthur's The Master's College
[most likely: Gregory J. Behle, Professor of Christian Education: BA, Biola; Th.M., Dallas Theological Seminary;
Ph.D., USC]) who claims that "all of the existing literature today done on the study of children indicates that there
is a period of time between the ages of 6 and 12 when everything foundational is either put down or not put down,
and those are determinative years in what that child will become."

This teaching comes from godless deterministic psychology, not the Bible. What about God's sovereign grace in a
life? Is God in a box after the child turns 12, so that He cannot save or transform? The only difference between this
Master's College professor's deterministic statement and that of Sigmund Freud is that Freud's determinism was set
by age 6. However, both Freud and this professor are equally wrong. Freud's theories of early life determinism (0-6
years) have never been proved; and the Master's College professor's early life determinism (6-12 years) has never
been proved either, even though the professor claims it is in the "literature."

MacArthur continues, "... can predict almost perfectly if they [children] will be anti-social or socialize in a normal
way. We can see all of the roots of criminal behavior in that period of time in the life of a child." This makes sense,
MacArthur contends, because, as in the example of Jesus, "when a Jewish child reached 12, he was ready on his
own to be a son of the Law." First, the phrases "can predict almost perfectly" and can "see all of the roots" are not
only untrue, but irresponsible. How does this square with the hope presented throughout the Bible?2 Doubly
irresponsible is MacArthur's support of this professor's remarks and, particularly, for eisegetically relating this
determinism as an example of Jesus "when a Jewish child reached 12."

Later in this message, MacArthur says we don't need psychologists, psychiatrists, etc. -- "we have the Word of
God." Yet, he had earlier espoused the wisdom of "deterministic psychology," and the rest of the series is full of
psychological solutions to problems encountered in family life.

Tape#2 (1944) -- God's Pattern for Wives, Pt.1 (Eph. 5:22-24)

None

Tape#3 (#1945) -- God's Pattern for Wives, Pt.2 (Eph. 5:22-24)

Referring to Titus 2:3-5, concerning older women "'teaching' what is good," MacArthur says that the "teaching" is
not the formal instruction, classes, seminars, books -- but modeling. He then says that the popular term for
modeling is mentoring, with the Biblical term being "discipleship." But mentoring and discipleship are not
synonymous. The concept of mentoring is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom
he can be held accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Mentoring has been applied in the church through
the shepherding movement, which has gained prominence within the charismatic movement.
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Shepherdship is an oppressive system in which a person who often perceives himself as an immature Christian
submits himself to the leading of an "elder." The elders (shepherds) are appointed in much the same way as in other
hierarchies, with one submitting to the next higher in a chain of command. Total discipline is imposed on those
who submit themselves to an elder. His leadership is total, even extending over the person's family life. Failure to
obey the shepherd can lead to disapproval, verbal condemnation, and ultimately being put out of the fellowship.
The most significant aspect of the shepherding system is that one person submits his will completely to another
individual, the shepherd or elder.

Is this the role MacArthur wants the older women to play in their "mentoring" of the younger women? Moreover, if
an older woman actually "mentors" a younger woman, she may usurp the husband's Biblical authority and
leadership. At any rate, why use a popular term such as "mentor" that has so much baggage? Why not talk about
the woman teaching through example as well as through words?

Tape#4 (#1946) -- God's Pattern for Husbands, Pt.1 (Eph. 5:18-6:4)

MacArthur greatly overemphasizes the husband meeting the wife's supposed "needs" (much like Larry Crabb's need
theology emphasis on "felt needs" -- psychological desires) versus the Bible's approach of minimum needs (Matt. 6)
-- the true physical and spiritual needs as presented in Ephesians 5.

Tape#5 (#1947) -- God's Pattern for Husbands, Pt.2 (Eph. 5:25,29)

MacArthur reads a long letter from a woman who claims that her husband totally neglects her, as well as ignores
the children. The woman laments the fact that their sons are less accomplished in sports than would be the case if
their dad would play catch with them; and their daughter focuses more on young boys for attention than would be
the case if dad only hugged her more often. The woman closes the letter with the statement that her husband's
problem is that his father treated him the same way. Incredibly, MacArthur agreed with the woman's interpretation!

The husband's problem is NOT that "his father treated him the same way." The husband's problem is that he was
born in sin, raised in a sinful world, and sins like the rest of us, including the wife who is complaining about her
husband. The solution is not to point out his errors, but rather to point to the only true way to deal with sin and to
transform a human life. MacArthur is playing amateur psychologist at least and avoiding the Scripture at worst in
even discussing this woman's letter. He should have stayed with Scripture regarding the sins of the father being
passed on to the children, and proclaimed that Jesus provides the only way to cancel sin and to enable the parents to
live as they should live. On the other hand, the woman is blaming everything on the husband. (Has MacArthur
heard both "sides"?) Unfortunately, instead of looking to the Scriptures, these answers sound as if MacArthur has
been listening to Jim Dobson.

Tape#6 (#1948) -- God's Pattern for Children, Pt.1 (Eph. 6:1-3)

MacArthur develops the psychological concept of the "hurried child" -- learning too many ways of the world and
too soon; i.e., instead of the "controlled exposure" of yesteryear ("controlled" by parents and teachers), the
electronic/technological age has led to a "hurried exposure" to evil. MacArthur quotes from Psychology Today to
proclaim that puberty is being pushed down 2-5 years as the result. This concept, that generational depravity of the
soul (a spiritual matter) is the cause of generational physiological change (a physical phenomena), is questionable
at best.

The reason for alleged earlier physiological change may be as simple as additives to food or as complex as self-
indulgence and affluence permitting earlier life activities and experiences not found in former generations.
Regardless, sin exists in every age and at every age level. It is not necessary to "psych" out the reasons, but rather
to deal with the consequences of living in sinful bodies in a sinful world where the flesh and Satan's legions are so
ready to usher mankind down the broad way that leads to destruction. Rather than pursuing the man-made wisdom
of "controlled exposure" and "hurried exposure," MacArthur should take confidence in applying the Word that he
claims to know so well.
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Tape#7 (1949) -- God's Pattern for Children, Pt.2 (Eph. 6:3)

None

Tape#8 (#1950) -- God's Pattern for Parents (Eph. 6:3)

Just as in the 1979 series (see #s 8 and 10 above), MacArthur expounds on how you can "provoke your child into
tragedy ... into anger ... get a bitter, sullen, anti-social delinquent." MacArthur speaks for over six minutes using
numerous psychological euphemisms to explain how not to "provoke your children. ..." In this "new" Fulfilled
Family message, however, MacArthur doesn't reveal the source of the material (other than to say it is from "a
typical book on child-raising about on how to raise a delinquent").

We looked up the source, and the material comes from that old MacArthur favorite, "Christian" psychiatrist Paul
Meier ("ten steps on how to raise a delinquent"), from Meier's book Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development. One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes is, "If you want an accident-prone child, fight with each
other, ignore the child, and the child will hurt himself to get your attention." One has to ask, "Where in the Bible is
MacArthur finding this psychological nonsense?" Rather than go to the Bible for God's wisdom, MacArthur
apparently continues to prefer the philosophy of men who have derived their wisdom from godless psychologists.

MacArthur then goes into his own 10-step list of how Christian parents can provoke, frustrate, and exasperate their
children to anger. He again cites the example first cited in a May 1990 message, "Shade for Our Children" (and
still promoted and distributed by Grace To You) -- a girl kills herself to get back at her parents for the pain they
had supposedly caused her by setting achievement goals too high. MacArthur then closes with a favorable quote
from another old favorite -- the Minnesota Crime Commission.

But the Bible teaches that we are not stuck with our early upbringing if it happened to be bad; and no one can
guarantee that someone with good upbringing will turn out well. However, MacArthur has apparently been
convinced by the psychological fallacies that certain kinds of early training fix abnormal behavior in adults. Thus, if
an adult is poorly adjusted, people like MacArthur mistakenly assume that he had poor early parenting.3

A person does not need to remain trapped in early negative patterns of behavior, because the Bible offers a new
way of life, whereby one puts off the old man and puts on the new. Jesus said to Nicodemus, "Ye must be born
again." Elsewhere He said that new wine could not be put into old wineskins. Jesus offers new life and new
beginnings. One who is born again has the spiritual capacity to overcome old ways and to develop new ones by
means of the Holy Spirit and according to the Word of God. One wonders why MacArthur often substitutes the
hopelessness of psychic determinism for the hope of Christianity.

Tape#9 (90-108) -- The Fulfilled Family: The Key to Maintaining Family Unity

None

1 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Back to Text]

2 It doesn't even square with the so-called "social sciences." Social psychologist Dr. Carol Tavris cites the work of
Dr. Orville Brim of the Foundation for Child Development in New York and says, "Most of Brim's career has been
devoted to charting the course of child development and its relation to adult personality." She declares that Brim is
convinced that "people are virtually reprogrammable throughout life." She quotes him as saying, "Hundreds and
hundreds of studies now document the fact of personality change in adulthood." She also quotes Brim as saying:
"Social scientists are unable to predict adult personality from childhood or even from adolescence in any important
way. We can't blame the methods anymore, and we can't say that people who don't fit the predictions are deviant,
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unhealthy or strange. They are the norm." [See p. 295 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy I.]  [Back to Text]

3 Victor and Mildred Goertzel investigated this fallacy, and in their book CRADLES OF EMINENCE, they
described the early environments of over 400 eminent men and women of the 20th century who had experienced a
wide variety of trials and tribulations during their childhood. It is surprising, and even shocking, to discover the
environmental handicaps that have been overcome by individuals who should have been "psychically-determined"
failures according to psychological formulas like the ones MacArthur endorses. Instead of being harmed by
unfortunate early circumstances, they became outstanding in many different fields of endeavor and contributed
much to mankind. What might have been environmental curses seemed to act, rather, as catalysts to spawn genius
and creativity. This study is not an argument for poor upbringing; it is an argument against psychic determinism. 
[Back to Text]

In summary, MacArthur's "new" Fulfilled Family series is the same old siren song of psychology. It seems that
regardless of how much John MacArthur wants to be thought of as a psychology fighter, twenty years after the
original Fulfilled Family series, he is still buying into and teaching many of the same psychological concepts.
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John MacArthur & Gary Ezzo
How To Raise Your Family Video Series

Film #1: "The Husband and Wife Relationship"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo presents his well-worn model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships -- "well-worn"
because a full three years after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for John MacArthur's Masterpiece
magazine that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape. ("Restoring Your
Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988).This "need theology" model is virtually identical to that presented by
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb* in his counseling model, only some of the concept titles have been changed
-- Ezzo changes Crabb's "need for security" to "need to be loved," and Crabb's "need for significance" to "need to
know where one fits," as well as adding a third need of children, the "need to know that mom and dad love each
other." Ezzo claims that God created children with these three basic needs, but gives no Scriptural support (which is
probably due to the fact that there is none)! Rather than accepting the Biblical precept that a child is personally
responsible for his bad behavior (Ezekiel 18), Ezzo teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the
parent's failure to meet the child's "need for security."

-  Not only did John MacArthur affirm almost every one of Ezzo's psychological teachings on this video, he even
introduced a couple of disastrous psychological concepts of his own. By far the worst was MacArthur's story of a
father who required that his son spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt guilty that he had
been raising his son using an improper discipline philosophy, and thereby, saw the solution as one of letting the son
'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness from the son would have been too simplistic a solution!)
MacArthur affirmed that it was a legitimate need of the father to be spanked by the son! This is merely a slightly
modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the
church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David Seamands, et al. (One wonders what MacArthur and
Ezzo would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy meeting this new-found "need" of the
father?)

* Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate
human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/ Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy
of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs. 

Film #2: "The Seven Pillars of Christian Character"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo details what he calls "seven character traits," that children must develop in order to live productive, godly
lives:

(1) respect for position
(2) respect for elders
(3) respect for parents
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(4) respect for property
(5) respect for peers
(6) respect for nature
(7) respect for self

It is unclear as to what any of the first six "pillars of Christian character" have to do with Christian character, let
alone to call them "pillars" of it; one might call them "six attitudes to help develop godly character," but "pillars"
implies that these are actually character traits, which they clearly are not.

-  Ezzo's development of trait number two, "respect for elders," is based on psychological principles of child
development, not the Bible. In addition, even though Ezzo's definition of self-respect (trait number seven, defined
by Ezzo as "confidence that what I'm doing is right"), was not the typical humanistic one, one cannot help but
wonder why Ezzo chooses to borrow terminology from humanistic psychology in the first place? Even so, the clear
implication drawn from Ezzo's teachings is that once the first six traits are developed, self-respect and a good
feeling about oneself will be the outcome. (One also fails to see where Ezzo's definition of self-respect has
anything whatsoever to do with a Christian character trait.)

-  Similar to tape number one in this series, John MacArthur again makes a number of psychological contributions
of his own. The following humanistic, selfism-type statements were made by MacArthur:

(a) MacArthur raised his kids to learn that, "You are a MacArthur, and you're special."

(b) With respect to the value of animals and plants found in nature: "If everything else is valuable, I'm
valuable; I'm part of God's creation, so that makes sense" [that he's valuable].

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/98

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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A Statement Regarding Gary Ezzo and Growing Families
International

[With Editorial Comments by Biblical Discernment Ministries in brackets]

This statement was unanimously affirmed by the board of elders of Grace Community Church
on 16 October 1997.

We have received a flood of inquiries about our stance with regard to Gary Ezzo and Growing Families International
(GFI). What follows is a brief summary of why Grace Community Church is no longer affiliated in any way with that
ministry. We as elders cannot endorse GFI until these matters are resolved, and we wish to make our position clear. We
have delayed making a public statement as long as we held out hope that these concerns might be resolved privately.
Unfortunately, that no longer appears possible. We fully realize that many people worldwide have assumed GFI enjoys
our full support. Literally dozens of people each week ask for clarification of our position relative to GFI. Therefore we
believe this public statement of our concerns is warranted -- and even somewhat overdue.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: "Somewhat overdue"? Indeed! And why wouldn't people assume that Ezzo enjoyed MacArthur's
full support -- he had been teaching at Grace Church for over ten years. I first became aware of the MacArthur-Ezzo split
in August of 1996, at which time I received an email from John MacArthur's daughter, Melinda (with a "Grace To You"
email address), stating that "Gary Ezzo and John MacArthur are not associated in any way ... John does not agree at all
with his [Ezzo's] methods." She provided no specifics as to when or why this separation occurred, nor what steps John
MacArthur had taken to publicly advise his and Ezzo's supporters of the decision. A friend of mine called the Grace
Church Book Shack on 8/16/96 and asked if the bookstore still offered any Ezzo materials. The employee said they did
not, but eagerly volunteered the toll free number of Ezzo's Growing Families International in case the caller wanted to
place an order! Does this sound like a "disagreement with Ezzo's methods"? Is it not appalling that there was such a lack
of concern (or just plain incompetent leadership) for the spiritual well-being of those wanting to purchase Ezzo's
materials that there was no communication with bookstore employees concerning the Church's policy? A few days later, a
designated spokesperson of Grace To You emailed me on the Ezzo matter, but refused to answer any of my questions
concerning the split. That's the last I heard of any of this until this belated Grace Church elders' statement.]
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is still our earnest prayer, however, that these things may ultimately be resolved in a way that honors the Lord and is in
harmony with His Word:

At an elders' meeting in the Spring of 1993, the elders of Grace Church asked Gary Ezzo to be more accountable to them
-- particularly with regard to the content of his teaching and the amount of time he was spending in GFI ministries
beyond the purview of his responsibilities as a pastor.

Soon afterward, in June 1993, Gary announced he was resigning from the pastoral staff but planned to continue serving as
a lay elder, keeping Grace Community Church as the base of GFI ministries. The reason he gave for resigning from the
church staff was that GFI now demanded his full-time involvement.

The elders nonetheless urged Gary to follow through with his commitment to be more accountable, especially with regard
to the content of his teaching. Gary promised to do so.

The pastoral staff began a review of Gary's published and taped material, and met as a group with Gary in mid-1995 to
outline several concerns about the doctrinal and biblical content of GFI materials. (Some of those same concerns are given
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below.) Gary seemed to receive the criticism well and in a good spirit. He explained and clarified several points, and
promised to make changes in his material to alleviate everyone's concerns.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: As I detail in my report on the teachings of John MacArthur, Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing
Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace Church every year up through at least 1995. In addition, Preparation for
Parenting (referred to in the elders' statement below) was sold in the Grace Church bookstore from the time of its first
printing. Yet the elders didn't get around to reviewing the "doctrinal and Biblical content" of the materials until mid-
1995!? What kind of oversight is this? There is apparently a very serious leadership void at Grace Community Church.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

However, in the weeks immediately following the meeting, Gary wrote letters to some of the pastors who had raised
criticisms. He characterized their concerns as petty and personal, and indicated he believed the staff's criticism was driven
by one or two people's personal agendas. He repeated those allegations in private conversations with church members.

The changes discussed in that meeting were never submitted to the pastoral staff. Instead, Gary resigned as an elder and
withdrew from Grace Church completely. Ultimately several of his closest followers left the church as well.

Here is an outline summary of some of the more serious concerns Grace Church's pastors and elders have raised about
GFI and its teachings:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: My concerns with Ezzo are primarily his psychological teachings. Notice in the list below detailing
the elders "more serious concerns," Ezzo's psychological teachings are not addressed at all. One can only assume that
MacArthur and his elders were not concerned about Ezzo in this area. This is probably not so strange in light of the long
history of Grace Church's heavy promotion of such Ezzo' psychological classics as "Godworth and the Self-Worth
Crisis"; "How to Raise Your Family"; and "How to Raise Your Kids God's Way" (now "Growing Kids God's Way"). As
mentioned above, Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace church every year
up through at least 1995. In that series, there was very little of the teachings that MacArthur now claims caused the split.
Rather, it was loaded with psychoheresies.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Confusion between biblical standards and matters of personal preference. The best-known example of this is the
GFI emphasis on infant feeding schedules, combined with GFI's zealous opposition to demand feeding by nursing
mothers. Portraying scheduled feeding as the true biblical practice, GFI strongly implies that demand feeding should be
regarded as an unbiblical, humanistic -- even sinful -- approach to caring for infants. As elders, we see no biblical basis
whatsoever for GFI's dogmatism on this issue. While not opposing scheduled feeding, we would caution young mothers
not to adopt any system of parenting that is so rigid that it requires them to quell the God-given maternal impulse (cf. Isa.
66:10-13).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo taught these concepts at Grace Church for over ten years. Moreover, Ezzo's "dogmatism on
this issue" was strongly defended in July of 1991 by MacArthur's administrative assistant at the time, Lance Quinn.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other examples where matters of personal preference are presented as if they had biblical authority: GFI parents are
taught that sling-type baby carriers are too child-centered and therefore incompatible with biblical parenting. GFI
curriculum also teaches that mothers should not rock their babies to sleep; that they should not comfort or feed crying
infants in the parents' bed -- and especially that moms should never sleep next to their babies. Portions of the material
seem to place an undue stress on stifling the mother's desire to comfort her children. For example, Matthew 27:46 is used
to justify the teaching that mothers should refuse to attend to crying infants who have already been fed, changed, and had
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their basic needs met. Gary Ezzo writes, "Praise God that the Father did not intervene when His son cried out on the
cross" (Preparation for Parenting, p. 122).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo's teachings on "Rejection" use this same verse to teach that God the Father rejected His Son
while Jesus was on the cross: "For it was there that Christ suffered Divine rejection" ("Rejection: Man's Greatest Fear,"
Session Five, p. 21). When this was brought to the attention of Lance Quinn in August of 1989 (Ezzo was teaching a
Grace Church Sunday School class on the subject at the time), Quinn defended Ezzo.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

We find throughout the GFI material a blurring of the line between that which is truly biblical, and simple matters of
preference.

2. A lack of clarity on certain fundamental doctrinal issues. In particular, GFI materials tend to be unclear on the
issues of original sin and human depravity.

For example, in tape 12 of the "Growing Kids God's Way" tape series, Gary Ezzo says: "It is not the will of the child that
is corrupt but the nature that drives the will. It is the flesh that is corrupt." "The will itself is morally neutral." "The will
itself is not corrupt, the flesh is corrupt. The will is morally neutral."

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: "Growing Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace Church every year up through at least
1995, and the tape series sold in the Grace Church bookstore, without a word of warning from John MacArthur and his
elders. Dittos for Preparation for Parenting.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

However, Scripture clearly portrays our sinful nature as something that holds the unregenerate will in utter bondage (John
8:34, 44; Rom. 6:20). Nothing in Scripture suggests that the human will is morally neutral; rather Scripture teaches that
the will of the sinner is bent inexorably toward sin, enslaved to various lusts (Rom. 8:7-8; Titus 3:3). Every faculty of the
sinner's heart is corrupted by sin (cf. Gen. 6:5) -- and particularly the will. That is the whole point of the doctrine often
labeled "total depravity," which we affirm.

The notion that the human will is neutral is the very foundation of Pelagianism, a heresy that dates back to the Fifth
Century. We do not believe Gary intends to teach Pelagianism. He has expressly stated his belief that children are born
with a sin nature. (Even the statement above seems to hinge on Gary's assertion that "the nature . . . drives the will" -- i.e.,
if the nature is corrupt, the will tends to make sinful choices. But this still stops short of affirming what Scripture does:
that the sinner's will is in absolute bondage to sin.)

Again, we do not suggest that Gary means to deny the utter depravity of the sinner. But by over-classifying human
faculties and declaring the will "morally neutral," he has left room for serious misunderstanding on the issue. A similar
example is found in the GFI book Preparation for Parenting, where parents are told that the child's conscience at birth is
a "clean slate"; and then a footnote differentiates between the "higher" and "lower" conscience. All of this seems
needlessly to confuse the biblical stress on the utter corruption of the human heart and all its faculties (Jer. 17:9) -- even
from infancy: "The wicked are estranged from the womb: they go astray as soon as they be born, speaking lies" (Ps.
58:3).

3. Insufficient attention to the child's need for regeneration. Potential confusion on the human-depravity issue is
compounded by the weight of emphasis given to moral indoctrination, compared to the relatively meager stress on the
child's need for a divinely-renewed heart. Parents are repeatedly told that the goal of parenting is to raise a "morally
responsible child"; and that they can "restrain the natural corruption by instilling into the child the self-disciplines of life"
(Preparation for Parenting, p. 22). The impression is left with many parents that in training a well-mannered and morally
innocent child, they have raised their child "God's way."
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To be clear, our complaint is not that GFI material denies or omits the doctrine of regeneration. Statements are scattered
throughout various GFI publications that do mention the child's need of conversion. But the truths of the gospel and the
necessity of divine grace are by no means the essential heart of GFI's instruction to parents. Gary himself once reported in
an elders' meeting that GFI material has found a warm reception among Mormons and other non-evangelicals. This
would hardly be possible if the truths of the gospel received sufficient emphasis in the curriculum.

4. A tendency to isolationism. GFI parents tend to insulate their children from other children -- including Christian
children -- who are not part of the GFI "community" (i.e., those not indoctrinated in GFI principles). GFI parents have
been known to sever all relationships with non-GFI families. To some degree, GFI teaching is directly responsible for
encouraging this attitude.

While still a pastor at Grace Church, Gary Ezzo helped found a private "Community School," where children could be
enrolled only by personal invitation. Of course, only GFI parents were asked to enroll their children. Some were even
encouraged to withdraw their children from Grace Church's own Christian school, and move them instead to the
Community School.

Several GFI-trained parents have kept their children from participating in organized church youth activities in order to
avoid exposing their children to others not "in the community." Some GFI parents have objected because non-Christian
young people are welcome to attend youth-group activities, and because Christian young people in the youth group have
been encouraged to befriend and evangelize non-Christians in their schools and neighborhoods.

GFI material does not caution against, but rather defends, that type of isolationism. In fact, Gary Ezzo teaches that to do
otherwise could irreparably damage the "moral innocence" of children.

All of those are reasons why GFI materials are no longer available from Grace Community Church.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: In short, MacArthur and Grace Church have missed the boat again. I am not saying that the four
areas of disagreement they have with Ezzo are not important, but what about all the psychological heresies Ezzo taught
for years under the protection of the MacArthur umbrella? -- Ezzo's psychological teachings don't even get a mention
on the list of "serious concerns"! I think the obvious answer is that John MacArthur does not oppose these
psychoheresies, albeit decrying psychology yet interweaving it into his writings and sermons. MacArthur even appears in
a highly psychological video series as Ezzo's teaching partner. ]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

One additional concern has to do with how Gary Ezzo has responded to criticism.

In several instances, Gary Ezzo has declined to listen to concerns from essentially friendly critics -- including fellow
elders, pastors, and even co-workers in the GFI ministries. His responses to the elders of Grace Church have reflected a
repeated tendency to avoid accountability. For example, when the Community School was started, elders from Grace
Church's School Council asked for a meeting with Gary to share some concerns about his involvement with the
Community School. Gary refused to meet with them. Later, when asked about the Community School in a full elders'
meeting, Gary told the elders he had no direct involvement with the Community School. But in fact, he was serving on
the School's board of directors. In at least one case he assured a group of concerned elders that he would seek resolution
of a long-standing conflict -- then later refused to do so. His departure from Grace Church left a disturbing number of
conflicts unresolved and concerns unaddressed.

At the same time, Gary has been known to respond with exaggerated and even false accusations against his critics. For
example, just before he withdrew permanently from Grace Church, Gary sent an e-mail message to a Grace to You donor
in the Midwest. In the message, Gary claimed that several staff members of the church had "gone amillennial in their
eschatology"; that attendance at the church had dwindled so that church services were largely empty; and that Lance
Quinn (Senior Associate Pastor) had "walked out" on John MacArthur -- implying that Lance had left the church staff
under less than positive circumstances. (Of course, not one of those accusations is remotely true.) Gary asked the donor to
pray that the church would "close out its remaining years with dignity."
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: This portion of the elders' statement concerning Ezzo's personal attack on them reads like it came
from the pen of Grace Church elder Phil Johnson, who has made similar statements purporting things I have not said or
done. I am not denying that Ezzo is capable of such vitriol, but my first hand experience with the leadership of Grace
Community Church raises some doubt, in my mind at least, as to its veracity.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our choice would have been to deal with all these things privately, and that has been the reason for our long silence until
now. We consider it profoundly unfortunate that we must issue a public statement such as this. But our efforts to address
these concerns privately have been rebuffed or disregarded. Sadly, that has made this formal statement necessary.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo's teachings were not private sins, requiring private consultation. His teachings were not only
public, but they were publicly endorsed and supported by Grace Church and John MacArthur for over ten years. I
consider it "profoundly unfortunate" that a public statement was withheld for over 14 months after Ezzo's departure. In
my opinion, it all goes back to MacArthur's incompetent leadership, which manifests itself in his reluctance to say
publicly that unbiblical individuals should be exposed and put out of the church. It seems that the only time a public
statement will be made is if MacArthur is insulted personally. Remember, it has been over six years since Larry Crabb's
materials were removed from Grace Church, yet a public statement has never been made.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Again, our prayer is that all these matters will be resolved to the glory of Christ.

The Elders of Grace Community Church -- 10/16/97

Note: Gary Ezzo also posted an extensive response (in 11/97) to this Grace Church statement, which was very interesting
in that it included a copy of a 7/18/95 letter from John MacArthur stating things that are in direct contradiction to the
elders' statement of 10/16/97. Since that time, Philip Johnson (the author of the GCC Statement of 10/97) and Gary Ezzo
have made a truce of sorts. In exchange for Ezzo removing his detailed response from the GFI website, GCC and Johnson
have withdrawn the 10/97 Statement and replaced it with a new statement (sans the Ezzo character assassination and
much of the detail of the 10/97 statement). The new GCC Elders' Board Statement (dated 3/21/98) is very brief (only four
short paragraphs totalling about 175 words). It briefly covers only three areas of disagreement with Ezzo's teachings
(infant feeding methods, insufficient evidence on the doctrine of depravity, and GFI-parent group isolationism); again,
Ezzo's psychoheretical teachings are not mentioned as an area that concerns the GCC elders.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/97

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Gordon MacDonald
General Teachings/Activities

-  Gordon MacDonald was pastor of Grace Chapel in Lexington, Massachusetts for 12 years. He left in 1984 to go
with World Vision (a neo-evangelical, social gospel relief agency), and then became president of a college-age
missions organization, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (another neo-evangelical, para-church, charismatic group).
MacDonald also regularly teaches at Bethel Theological Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota, and the neo-evangelical
Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary in New England.

In 1987, while president of IVCF, he publicly admitted to an adulterous affair. Though that should have stopped
him forever from returning to the pulpit as a spiritual leader (since he was no longer Biblically qualified -- see
note), in 1989 he became pastor of Trinity Baptist Church in Manhattan. Then, as of 3/25/93, he took up the
pastorate once again at Grace Chapel in Lexington, a church with 2,300 members and weekly attendance ranging
from 2,500 to 3,000. (This shows how far down the spiritual ladder that particular church had fallen to bring back a
fallen minister to the place of leadership! Nevertheless, the decision to call MacDonald back to Grace Chapel was
hotly debated when members met on 1/10/93 -- about 26% of the 950 members attending a congregational meeting
that evening opposed MacDonald's return as senior minister.) 

-  MacDonald is best know as an author, particularly for Ordering Your Private World (1984/1985), Renewing Your
Spiritual Passion (1986/1989) (the latter [revised edition] being published subsequent to his public disgrace), and
Rebuilding Your Broken World (1990). However, all his books indicate, to one degree or another, a significant
reliance upon the psychological ideas of men rather than the pure Word of God (cf. 2 Peter 1:3). For example, in a
less well-known book, The Effective Father (specifically the chapter entitled, "Please Show Me That You Care"),
MacDonald clearly indicates his adherence to Freud's teachings on psychic determinism:

(a) Gives an example of a lady who had an "addiction" to promiscuity ("an addiction like alcohol"),
which was allegedly caused by her father's lack of affection toward her during her teen years.

(b) Makes the statement that women who become promiscuous in early adulthood are likely to have
grown-up with an unaffectionate father in the home.

-  At the height of President Clinton's sex scandal in 1998, it was announced that Gordon MacDonald was one of
the President's "spiritual advisors," so designated to help Clinton through his so-called spiritual crisis. (Clinton's
other advisors included liberal, social radical Tony Campolo, apostate Robert Schuller, and church growth guru Bill
Hybels.)  In addition to supporting the abominations of homosexuality and the murder of unborn children, former
President Clinton is a serial adulterer, a habitual liar, and a man who used the highest office of the land to obstruct
justice. In a letter of explanation written to his congregation in September of 1998, MacDonald shrugged-off
Clinton's immoral positions on homosexuality and abortion (deeming them "political" positions), and claimed that
Clinton was a genuine repentant sinner worthy of our prayers and our fellowship.

-  Even of more concern is MacDonald's book, Ordering Your Private World, in which he teaches a technique
called journaling. This technique has become a highly dangerous New Age methodology. One writer says the
following about journaling (excerpted/adapted from Beyond Seduction: A Return To Biblical Christianity, p. 237):

"'Journal-keeping' is becoming popular among Christians as a technique for recording one's inner
thoughts, along with ways to 'hear from God' by meditating on these thoughts; however, this same
technique is used by occultists to make contact with the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact
deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the 'ancient wisdom' allegedly contained in the
'collective unconscious.'"
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Ira Progoff is one of the foremost leaders in this particular application of Carl Jung's depth psychology, known as
Process Meditation; Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures (including
the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are
necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."

-  While MacDonald's description of journaling in Ordering Your Private World is strikingly similar to that taught
by Progoff, he fails to warn his readers of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for communication with God,
one's tendency toward mistaking false mysticism for spiritual enlightenment, and of spending more time upon one's
own inward thoughts than upon God's Word. In addition, since MacDonald claims to hear directly from God during
his daily communing through the journaling process (see below), one wonders what he is hearing concerning his
immorality and subsequent reinstatement to the pastorate?: (Emphases added.)

(a) "When I studied some of the mystic and contemplative Christians, I found that one practical way to
learn to listen to God speak in the garden of my private world was to keep a journal. With a pencil in
hand ready to write, I found that there was an expectancy, a readiness to hear anything God might wish
to whisper through my reading and reflection" (p. 130).

(b) "I found myself sharing in the journal more and more of the thoughts that flooded my inner spirit"
(p 131).

(c) "I began to realize that the journal was helping me come to grips with an enormous part of my inner
person that I had never been fully honest about ... I became aware ... that God's Holy Spirit was
directing many of the thoughts and insights as I wrote. On paper, the Lord and I were carrying on a
personal communion ... this began to happen only when the journal was employed" (p 131).

(d) "... twenty years of journal keeping [as of 1984] ... Hardly a morning passes that I do not open the
journal and record the things I hear God saying through my reading, meditation, and daily experience.
When the journal opens, so does the ear of my heart. If God is going to speak, I am ready to listen" (p
132).

(e) "... a beautiful example of a man listening to God in his private world through the use of a journal
... as he perceived the divine whisper, he transformed into print the still, small voice of his Lord" (p.
133).

(f) "All of this is part of listening to God. As I write, I am aware that what I am writing may actually
be what God wants to tell me. I dare presume that His Spirit is often operative in the things I am
choosing to think about and record" (p. 134).

(g) "... the main value of a journal is as a tool for listening to the quiet Voice that comes out of the
garden of the private world. Journal keeping serves as a wonderful tool for withdrawing and
communing with the Father. When I write, it is as if I am in direct conversation with Him. And there is
that sense that in the words that you are led to write, God's Spirit is mysteriously active, and
communion at the deepest level is happening" (p. 136).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Gordon MacDonald is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his speaking at various PK events and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals"
(encouraging journaling and women in leadership) for publication in PK’s bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily
guide to the Bible and prayer").
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-  MacDonald and his wife are involved with James Dobson's ministry, Focus on the Family, specifically in the
making of cassette tapes in FOTF's "Pastor to Pastor" series. FOTF describes this series as: "These tapes, produced
six times a year, feature interviews with the most popular and well-informed religious leaders of our day."

-  McDonald endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Bill understands the questions people are asking, and he's
not afraid to take some risks as he thinks through the way of Christ for the 1990s." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g.,
he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical
"church growth" movement.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the same,
with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin Miller,
Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)
 

Qualifications for an Elder are found in Timothy and Titus. For example, Titus 1:6-8:

If any be blameless, the husband of one wife, having faithful children not accused of riot or unruly. For a bishop
must be blameless, as the steward of God; not selfwilled, not soon angry, not given to wine, no striker, not given
to filthy lucre; But a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate;

Is adultery the act of a man that  meets the qualification of blamelessness? I think not. Does MacDonald’s
repentance re-qualify him for leadership? His repentance qualified him to fellowship in a Body of believers; it did
not nullify the qualifications for eldership. In our culture of victimization, all one has to say is, "I'm sorry"; but
God's standards are a bit higher.

The commission of adultery by itself, ipso facto, makes one NOT qualified to serve as an elder, regardless of
whether or not the adulterer meets all the other qualifications of an elder. If there were not a higher standard for
eldership, why did Paul take the time to set out requirements? If all a repentant sinner (and prospective or current
elder) had to do was to repent of his sin, whether it be adultery or anything else, why didn't Paul just state that the
qualification of an elder was to simply “be a repentant sinner”? Surely Paul was not condoning the ordination of an
adulterer, as long as the adulterer had repented.

In addition, the verse about being the husband of one wife is also one that applies here. The basic covenant of the
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marriage relationship implies no adultery and no divorce. A man that violates the marriage covenant in either way
cannot possibly be deemed to be the husband of one wife, in a moral sense at least. Can he repair that sufficiently
to re-qualify for eldership? -- I don't think so.   [Return to Text]
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David & Karen Mains
General Teachings/Activities

-  David and Karen Mains are best known as the hosts of the (former) daily 15-minute radio broadcast from
Wheaton, Illinois, The Chapel of the Air. (Chapel of the Air was begun in 1939 and led by John D. Jess. David
Mains took it over in 1977, after serving ten years as founder and pastor of the Circle Church in Chicago.) Chapel
of the Air was heard over 500 times each Monday through Saturday on approximately 185 radio outlets across the
United States and Canada; the show went off the air in April of 1995 due to the loss of several key markets
serviced by some of these stations. At the time of its shutdown, Chapel of the Air maintained a donor list of
approximately 12,000, receiving over $5 million a year. This closing left the Mainses about $1 million in debt,
forcing the sale of two office buildings. David Mains admits the loss of key stations was due from accusations that
he and his wife, Karen, are New Age sympathizers. (See later in this report for documented proof of the Mains's
New Age leanings.) 

Remaining on the air is the Chapel's latest media outreach, a one-hour, weekly television broadcast called Focal
Point, produced in cooperation with Channel 38, the "Christian" television station in Chicago. (The Mainses first
guest was "Christian" New Ager Richard Foster!) Another television show, You Need to Know, is a half-hour
program seen daily on 1,400 stations carrying the highly-ecumenical ACTS Cable Network. In light of the
shutdown of the radio broadcast, David Mains announced he will embark on a "huge transition to reposition the
Chapel Ministries" and "will personally assist the revival movement, and will expand the Fifty Day Spiritual
Adventures International for a more effective impact and will revitalize over one hundred thousand churches."
Mains plans to "monitor, interpret and encourage the moving of His Spirit in North America." (Reported in the
5/95, Bold Truth Press, p. 7.)

-  The Mainses are also the originators of the annual "50-Day Spiritual Adventure" series (a seven-week, eight-
Sunday series) -- 50-day journeys "built around a central theme with eight supporting preaching topics created to
help listeners achieve measurable spiritual growth accelerated spiritual renewal. a proven way to nurture, mature,
and sustain revival within your church." Chapel's "50-day Adventure Journals" have been used in thousands of so-
called evangelical churches since their inception in 1980, with over three million professing Christians participating,
including more than 19,000 pastors. [Often when churches use this program (about 3,700 churches participate
annually), the Sunday sermons follow the message of the study journals.] To promote the "Adventures," the
Mainses each year sponsor dozens of pre-Adventure "Pastor/Church Leader Training & Orientation Conferences"
(130, one-half-day conferences were held in 1995-96 at churches in 40 states and four Canadian Provinces), and
offer hundreds of books and audio and video cassettes. Also sponsored are "Super Seminars -- one day spiritual
learning events for layperson inspiration," and annual "4-Week Workshop Celebrations."

The churches selected to hold the 1995-96 training seminars were a hodgepodge of charismatic, psychologically-
oriented, works-oriented, and in some cases, outright apostate denominations -- First Church of God, Nazarene,
PCUSA, E-Free, Christian, Assemblies of God, ELCA (Lutheran), Episcopal, Mennonite, United Methodist,
Missionary Alliance, Pentecostal, etc. In many cases, it is the leaders of these churches that are instrumental in
developing the Adventure series (i.e., " developed with the help of four focus groups of pastors from dozens of
denominations"). In addition, endorsers of the 50-Day Adventures include a Who's Who in neo-evangelical and/or
charismatic "Christianity" -- Joe Aldrich (Multnomah Bible College), Jane Archer (Salvation Army), Don Argue
(NAE), Stuart Briscoe, Paul Cedar (former E-Free president), Robert Coleman (E-Free seminary professor), hyper-
charismatic Jack Hayford, Steve Hayner (IVCF), Jerry Rose (president of Channel 38, Chicago), and Don Spader
(Sonlife Ministries).

[The shutdown of the radio program has also adversely affected the finances of the Spiritual Adventure project.
Mains claims that because of the ministry's woes, 1,500 fewer churches and about 200,000 fewer adults participated
in 1996 than 1995, leading to an income loss of over $1 million (in addition to the losses from the radio shutdown),
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plus the loss of a quarter-million-dollar bank line of credit. David Mains has now resorted to begging previous
donors for funds to keep operating, or else, he says, the Spiritual Adventure ministry will also be forced to
shutdown. He claims he needs $800,000 immediately to launch the 1997 Adventure cycle. (Source: 6/3/96, Chapel
of the Air Ministries letter.)]

-  The Mainses, in all their various ministries, have bought into and teach a host of psychological concepts,
including self-love/self-esteem, unconditional love/acceptance, codependency/recovery, and various Freudian
concepts. (See the Mains sub-report summarizing the last five year's Adventure series, plus the series scheduled for
early-1996.) 

To make matters worse, the Mainses currently extol the "virtues" and philosophies of various New Agers. For
example, on a 7/26/91 radio program, David Mains remarked that he had been attacked and labeled as a "New
Ager." Indeed, after he had for several earlier programs favorably referred to M. Scott Peck's Developing a Global
Community, he did receive numerous letters of protest. [Peck has been a featured writer for the New Age Journal,
calling for a new American Revolution and "radical therapy for the Church." Peck admits he is "weak on traditional
Christian redemption theology -- which holds that Jesus is this spotless, sinless lamb that was sacrificed for us, and
redeemed us." He writes, "I have trouble with that in two ways. One is, there is a real question about whether or not
Jesus was sinless, because Christian doctrine also holds that while he was fully divine he was also fully human, and
I don't see how you can be fully human and be sinless. Secondly, I worry about theology that says that because this
or that was done, that we've been saved or even part of us has been saved. " (Reported in the Fall Edition:1991,
Bold Truth Press.) In a 1991 interview with Playboy magazine, Peck said, "I believe pornography can be healthy."
In his continual best seller, The Road Less Traveled, Peck writes, "God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or
Itself)" (p. 269).] Why should Mains be surprised that he was criticized for promoting a metaphysical New Ager
and his blasphemous philosophy?

-  Both David and Karen Mains are on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's
Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing
the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight 's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses") [Evidence that David Mains continues to be enamored with psychologist Richard Foster and his
New Age organization, Renovaré, was the fact that Foster was a guest on the 5/26/93-5/28/93 Chapel of the Air
radio broadcasts, was a 1994 Focal Point television guest, and his books are still being offered in Mains's 1996
"Chapel Choices" catalogue.] 

-  Karen Mains is a prolific author (18 books), television personality (Focal Point and You Need to Know), former
radio broadcaster (Chapel of the Air), and an extremely popular speaker at Christian women's conferences (about
two dozen meetings a year). She is also chairperson of the trustee board for (neo-evangelical/psychologically-
oriented) InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. She has few peers when it comes to influence upon professing
evangelical women. Therefore, Karen Mains' 1993 book, Lonely No More, is even more shocking than it otherwise
would be (see next section for details). The book is an exercise in pseudo-mystical journaling and reflects Mrs.
Mains' inner-healing foundations -- a mixture of Freudian/Jungian psycho-occultic concepts and spiritual beliefs,
practices, and techniques. The book combines magical superstitions and witchcraft-theology with Christianity.
(Mrs. Mains received training in inner healing at the School of Pastoral Care, established by the godmother of inner
healing, Agnes Sanford. Mains considers Sanford-disciple and inner-healing/spiritual therapist Leanne Payne to be
one of her "spiritual directors.") 

The route of psychospiritual self-therapy through which Karen Mains leads the reader of Lonely No More is a
deadly swamp subjectively infested with Jungian dream analysis, symbolic imagery, shamanic visualization,
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interactive communication with dream entities, projections from the (Freudian) subconscious, and mystical
contemplative prayer and fasting. It is particularly frightening that a woman who claims to be "a historical
evangelical" and "well aware of the dangers of undisciplined subjectivity" would buy into such spiritual mockery,
let alone try to pass it off as beneficial in knowing God. There is abundant evidence throughout Lonely No More
that Karen Mains penchant for the psychospiritual has corrupted whatever Biblical sense she may have had at one
time (4/94, The Berean Call).

-  In Lonely No More, Karen Mains relates how she has established communication with a personal spirit guide!
She tells of a young man who has been appearing in her dreams. Her descriptions of him are vivid: "He was tall ...
well formed and trim, somewhere in his early thirties ... His fine, dark hair fell in a thick lock across his forehead ...
his blue-gray eyes looking earnestly into mine." The details of his communication are specific: "'You are everything
I have ever wanted spiritually,' he said before I [in the dream] started to drive away." Mrs. Mains claims that this
experience has taken place "six or eight times a year for the last four or five years," and has had a "positively
profound effect" on her, compelling her to seek psychospiritual counsel (Leanne Payne, director of Pastoral Care
Ministries and Karen Mains' "spiritual mentor").

Her "spiritual director," a Catholic nun and Jungian psychotherapist, confirms what her evangelical, inner-healing
therapist friend and "unofficial spiritual mentor" told her: "Your male-self is certainly wooing you." Karen Mains
explains, "... this indeed is my male-self, the animus that I need to complement my female being, the anima. This
psychological concept of the male-within-the-female and the female-within-the-male was developed by Carl Jung,
but it has always seemed exceptionally scriptural to me." Mrs. Mains notes Jung's perspective "that for spiritual and
psychological health a person must have a harmonious and friendly relationship with his or her unconscious" and
adds, "Through the insistent initiation of the Holy Spirit, I am being forcefully guided to make rapprochement with
my inner, deepest self." [What incredible self-delusion! The Holy Spirit's work and Jung's anti-Biblical concepts
couldn't be more contrary to each other. Much of what Jung taught was derived from his own personal spirit guide,
a demon named Philemon. (See  America: The Sorcerer's New Apprentice for Jung's heavily demonized
background.)]

In a later Jungian session with her "spiritual director" at Cenacle, a Catholic contemplative retreat center, Mrs.
Mains tells of a drastic change in the entity which has been appearing in her mind. In graphic detail, she describes
an "idiot-child sitting at a table with other people ... totally bald head lolled to one side ... drooling ... six, seven or
eight years of age ... emaciated and malnourished ... sad, huge eyes ... This is my idiot-child, the idiot-self of my
self." Her "spiritual director" has her close her eyes and "see the child again." She does so and begins to
communicate with the image who surprises them both by revealing that it is the "Christ child." [!!] (This is right out
of the book, The Occult Christ, by Ted Andrews.) Mrs. Mains ponders the thought that the young man and the
idiot-child are both Jesus Christ who has "been attempting to woo me because an essential part of my identity in
Him has been expelled from my adult development." We find that this "Christ child," whom she is instructed to
always take with her, is her "spiritual authority" [classic New Age terminology for "spirit guide"] which she is
"afraid of having" and has "rejected not only [as] a part of myself, but a part of myself that is Christ."

There are three possibilities concerning Karen Mains and her spirit guide: (1) What she has written is the promotion
of her own agenda through a vehicle which she self-characterizes: "Mains, you have a wacko creative
imagination"; (2) Her penchant for introspection and symbolism have swept her into the delusionary world of the
experiential and hopelessly subjective. This is pure Jungian hokum, nothing more; or (3) One and two have led her
down the path to New Age shamanism, where, under the guise of psychological concepts and symbolism and
through the occult practice of guided imagery, she has been in communication with a spirit guide -- in fact a demon
appearing as an angel of light! From what she writes in this book, it appears that the third possibility is the reality
in the life of Karen Mains. Indeed, with Jung's "christ" come Jung's demons. (Reported in/excerpted from the 3/94
The Berean Call and/or Media Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 1, pp. 5-7. For another independent review of Lonely No
More, see Michele Witchell's article in the July/August 1994, Contender's Journal: "The Fruit of a Psychological
Gospel.") [Lonely No More was also advertised as a gift-giving book in Chapel of the Air 's 1994, 50-Day Spiritual
Adventure Journal booklet.]
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-  The spiritual path that Karen Mains describes in Lonely No More, one can easily find in most occult spiritual
transformation books. Mrs. Mains writes about embarking into a "spiritual soul journey." Housed in this journey is
archetypal psychology, dream analysis, earthen spirituality, imagery, mental energizing and guided shamanistic
visualization. Also expressed are transmission of magical powers, dream entities, and contemplative meditation.
Mrs. Mains is immersed in pagan religions, undergirded by the philosophy of Taoism. In her religious philosophy
and perception of God, she embodies elements of the ancient mysteries of Chinese religions and Buddhism. She
incorporates the mysticism within the Catholic Church traditions and the Theosophical Society -- New Age. It is
much more than merely being "New Age sympathizers." (Reported in the 5/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  Because of the critical articles in The Berean Call and Media Spotlight, and due to heavy criticism leveled by a
"Christian" radio station in Milwaukee (WVCY) against the Mains's obvious New Age teachings, a firestorm of
controversy has raged. In response, both David and Karen Mains wrote open letters to their supporters. In David
Mains's letter, dated 3/25/94, he defends his wife and himself by calling his accusers "unbalanced" and worthy of
"pity." He also takes consolation in being in "good company" with the likes of such "Christians" (a.k.a.,
psychoheretics) as Don Hawkins, Chuck Colson, Stuart and Jill Briscoe, Richard Foster, and Tony Campolo. The
Mainses even consider "Mother" Teresa as part of this "good company" of Christians being "defamed" by their
unbalanced critics!

More recently, an article in the 5/16/94 Christianity Today ("Hunting for Heresy," pp. 38-40) was very favorable
toward Karen Mains and her explanation of her teachings. Despite her overwhelming blasphemy and heresy in
Lonely No More, Christianity Today quotes Mrs. Mains as saying she "is guilty of a failure to communicate, not of
any doctrinal error." She also claims that those questioning her are "narrow-minded, self-appointed arbiters of
legalism leveling unfair and personal attacks." The article complained that both David and Karen Mains have been
misunderstood and harshly judged, but gave no specifics. (See also the attached 6/94 open letter to the Mainses
from Media Spotlight's Al Dager.)

-  The Chrysostom Society is another New Age group started by Richard Foster. (It was named for St. John
Chrysostom, a fourth-century mystic who became the archbishop of Constantinople. He later came to be known by
the Romans as the Church Father.) It describes itself as a contemporary Christian writers group. Each year this
group of twenty "writers of faith" gather together in a different state to talk about writing, to share manuscripts and
frustrations, and to collectively write. They also contribute articles for their official magazine, Image: A Journal of
the Arts and Religion. In 1990, the Society gave birth to a book called Reality and the Vision, which contains the
insights of eighteen members of the guild. Reality pays tribute to each of the writers' mentors -- those who most
"stimulated their passion, and changed their lives in monumental ways." In reading Reality and the Vision, one
finds members of the Society promoting both paganism and Christianity.

Karen Mains is a member of the Chrysostom Society. She chose to write about a true hero of modern times,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, whose toughness and perseverance in the face of the worst of adversity underscores his
struggle in Russian labor camps. However, Mains' chapter twists this man's genuine agony into what she calls a
"mythological type of heroism." She lapses into esoteric jargon, quoting from an interview between avowed
occultist Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers on the PBS-TV program, "The Power of Myth." She praises Campbell
for his emphasis upon mythical heroes and then redefines Solzhenitsyn's personal struggles, claiming he
experienced a "transformation of consciousness, [losing] himself for the sake of a higher end, undergoing a form of
death and resurrection." (It is deeply disturbing that Karen Mains would praise "The Power of Myth," an interview
in which Joseph Campbell blasted Christianity, denied the divinity of Jesus Christ, the inerrancy of Scripture, and
everything Christians hold sacred, while at the same time speaking highly of human sacrifice, demonic possession,
and other occult practices.) 

Throughout her chapter, Mrs. Mains endorses other New Age ideas, such as Carl Jung's theory of the collective
unconscious and an occultic Time of Beginnings. She asks, "And, should not we then cherish those rare few who
can help us recover the buried memory, both individual and collective?" Why is this so-called Christian writer
promoting the concepts of an occult psychologist? Where is she getting this New Age heresy? Another Karen
Mains book, The Key to an Open Heart, reveals the source of some of this influence. Under the acknowledgments,
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she wrote, "I am grateful to the pioneering work of Agnes Sanford, on which much of the structure of this book is
based." Agnes Sanford, an Episcopalian mystic and pantheist, who believed that God is nature itself, and who
melded Jungian psychology with New Age healing techniques to formulate her own style of "inner healing," is held
in high regard by many New Agers -- and also by Karen Mains.

In Reality and the Vision, Mrs. Mains describes her personal collection of books that have gripped her "at a
personal level," striking "a soulish satisfaction" in her (p. 152). Among these is The Chosen, written by Chiam
Potok, a Jewish mystic. Within this novel, Potok weaves elements of occult numerology, the Jewish books of
mysticism, the Cabala, and the Zohar. (David Mains evidently shares his wife's admiration for Potok. On his 7/1/92
Chapel of the Air radio program, David called Potok one of his favorite authors and devoted an entire broadcast to
The Chosen, never once referring to Scripture.) [Excerpted in part from The Trojan Horse: How the New Age
Movement Infiltrates the Church, by Brenda Scott and Samantha Smith, pp. 123-131.]

-  David and Karen Mains have championed psychospirituality for decades, from their radio and television shows
to the material used in their 50-Day Spiritual Adventures for churches. Additional evidence of the Mainses sell-out
to pop psychology can be gleaned from past monthly issues of The Chapel Newsletter, wherein one can find
glowing endorsements, recommendations, and radio show guest scheduling of such Freudian, humanistic, and/or
behavioral psychologists/psychologizers as Larry Crabb, Frank Minirth, Sandra Wilson, David Seamands, Richard
Foster, Joni Eareckson Tada, Larry Burkett, Tim Sledge, Mark Senter, Josh McDowell, etc., etc. (Josh McDowell
was David Mains' guest on his 1/26/93-1/28/93 radio programs -- McDowell admonished Mains for not being "self-
love oriented" enough!) 

Conferences and seminars sponsored by Chapel of the Air also give good indications of the psychological bent of
the Mainses. In 1992, Chapel of the Air led two conferences designed especially for lay leaders on the topic: "Hope
for Hurting Christians: Moving from Shame to Grace in our Families and Churches." Psychologist Dr. Sandra
Wilson (author of the books Released From Shame and Hurt People Hurt People) was the guest speaker. In 1994,
Chapel of the Air co-sponsored two "Super Seminars" titled "Healing the Wounds from a Painful Past." Teachers
were clinical psychotherapists Sandra Wilson and Michael Crutcher -- "They'll be helping participants identify and
overcome feelings of shame and worthlessness that are byproducts of a painful past." (Chapel of the Air also
promoted Wilson's Hurt People Hurt People -- "If you were raised in a dysfunctional home, this book can help you
relinquish hurtful patterns you learned as a child. Subtitled Hope and Healing for Yourself and Your Relationships,
it explains how to make the transition from being a hurting and hurtful person to being a helpful one. It also serves
as a how-to guide for improving your relationship with yourself, friends, spouse and children. If you were raised in
a hurting or hurtful home, this book offers specific guidelines for transforming a hurting identity, friendship or
marriage.")

-  Karen Mains was also active in the social gospel of political activism and liberation theology in the 1970s; Mrs.
Mains was a participant in the Evangelical Women's Caucus (EWC). She was a choreographer for the "Liturgical
Dance" (Liturgy of Liberation) at one of their conferences. EWC was founded in 11/74 to focus on "social concerns
and women's issues." One of their interests was to compile a directory of evangelical feminists.

Other resolutions followed at succeeding conferences. In 1975, two resolutions were passed "affirming and
pledging to work for the Equal Rights Amendment. (ERA)" A resolution also affirmed "solidarity with Roman
Catholic Sisters who were seeking ordination for women." By the 1978 conference, EWC had discussion groups on
such topics as "Biblical Authority" and "The Holy Spirit as Female." Mrs. Mains's involvement and affiliations
with womanism, socialism, and liberation theology led her to occultic witchcraft. It did not happen overnight.
Apostasy comes in sequence. First comes departure from Scriptural truths, then a downward spiral to everything
that is "politically correct." (Reported in the 10/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  The Mainses have extended their connections with Socialist advocates. On 5/23/95, a joint declaration titled "The
Cry for Renewal" (CFR) was signed by Jim Wallis of "Sojourners" and Ron Sider of "Evangelicals for Social
Action." Among others were Catholic bishops and "historic Protestants." A partial list of endorsers list Karen and
David Mains, Ted Engstrom, Tony Campolo, Richard Foster, J.I. Packer, Bishop Walter F. Sullivan (from the
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Catholic Diocese of Richmond, Virginia), Margaret Cafferty (executive director of the "Leadership Conference of
Women Religions"), Carol Cross (of the "Seamless Garment Network"), Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton (from the
Catholic Archdiocese of Detroit), and Gretchen Hull (of "Christians for Biblical Equality"). The declaration "offers
an alternative voice to the Christian Right."

Among CFR "concerns," you'll find the same rhetoric of the old socialism organizations based on a philosophy of
collective ownership and redistribution of goods. In their publication, there is talk of a "different future," "new
directions," "discarding the 'old options' and 'false choices.'" They say we are in a "historical juncture," and have to
"re-examine old solutions." The wall between "public" and "private" solutions must come down in favor of the new
partnerships and configurations that involve everyone. The CFR bunch call their new approach, "Biblical faith and
spiritual politics." Instead, many of them should be called "left-wing Socialist sympathizers"! (Reported in the
10/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  In addition to Karen Mains' Jungian and mystical preoccupation with self in her book Lonely No More (see above
for details), she also offers the basic thesis of humanistic and "Christian" psychology (Emphasis added; p. 73):

"My great concern is loving David; my great concern is loving myself. I know I will not care for him
well until I learn to care for myself well."

That is certainly not the way Jesus put it, nor is it the way of sacrificial love He both demonstrated and promises to
live through us (4/94, The Berean Call). 

-  In his 1991 book, Healing the Dysfunctional Church Family, David Mains explores what he calls "destructive
family patterns" which can infiltrate the body of Christ. Key teachings in this psychologically-oriented book are as
follows:

(a) "Our Heavenly Father's love is unconditional. Christ, the Son of God, was the same way." (See
Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-
96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of
so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

(b) Mains believes that church families display the same symptoms as what "Christian" psychologists
call "dysfunctional" individual families. He writes: "... Dysfunctional behavioral patterns often seen in
individual families are examined in ways they affect congregations. These include earning love;
blaming and shaming; unhealthy comparisons and competition; living in denial and delusion;
compulsive/addictive behavior; perfectionism; frozen feelings; and the inability to celebrate." 

(c) According to Mains, perfectionism can lead to church-hopping: "Church-hoppers jump from one
congregation to another. Many of them are looking for the perfect place to worship. They'll never find
it!"

-  David Mains has for years taught a charismatic concept of spiritual warfare, i.e., that demons can and do cause
one to sin . In his 1980 booklet, How to Resist Temptation, Mains teaches that all evil desires come directly from
Satan, and that if a Christian succumbs to temptation, he simply hasn't properly prepared his mind [didn't give
himself the correct pep-talk?]. But if he does overcome, then he can feel good about himself. (Emphases added.):

(a) "We must understand that temptation is nothing more than the enemy getting our attention through
subtlety of one kind or another. We can hardly prevent him from doing this ... the moment you
recognize feelings of jealousy rising, don't ask for forgiveness. At that point you haven't yet done
anything wrong. Identify the source [Satan] of the suggestion ..." (cf. Js. 1:14,15) (pp. 10-11). 

(b) "Satan's desire is to destroy me through his temptation. When you rise, whisper, 'Satan will want to
destroy me today.' When you pray before a meal, breathe, 'Father, help me to remember through your
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Spirit the enemy's true intent.' Write the warning on a card placed where you will see it often if that
helps. Satan's desire is to destroy. Ask a friend to repeat the truth often. In fact, say it out loud right
now. 'Satan's desire is to destroy '" (p. 17).

(c) "... too few are aware that overcoming such flaws ["Satan's desires"] bring pleasure also, including
self-respect, a spirit of confidence ..." (p. 46).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, David Mains is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
In The Chapel Ministries 2/9/96 "Dear friend" letter, Executive Director David Mains says he sees, "this excitement
factor regarding our Lord" present in the Promise Keepers movement. (He says he also sees it in the Campus
Crusade organization.) 

-  David Mains is a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Test.
law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the
following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does
this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That David Mains has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For
further details of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A
Manifesto for the Christian Church; Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View; and Twenty-
five Articles on the Kingdom of God -- P.O. Box A, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.)
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David & Karen Mains
Summary of 50-Day Spiritual Adventures

1991 Adventure -- Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns

Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns is the name of the book version of the 1991 Adventure by the same name. The
book argues for such things as "Satan-caused" self-destructive patterns (sin?) in a Christian's life (p. 6); the validity
of personality typing (p. 8); the false gospel of self-love/self-esteem/self-image (p. 9); "workaholism" (p. 13);
"unconditional love" (p. 28); the insufficiency of Scripture (pp. 28, 33); psychological counselors and support
groups (p. 33); and visualization for Scripture memorization (p. 58).

1992 Adventure -- The Family God Wants Us to Be

Healing the Dysfunctional Church Family is the name of the David Mains' book recommended to be used with this
Adventure Journal. The Adventure Journal argues for such things as the validity of "dysfunctional" families, both in
the home and the church (Intro); "dysfunctional patterns" (not sin?) resulting from not listening to the Lord (p. 4);
self-worth/self-acceptance (pp. 6, 23); Jesus' "unconditional love"/acceptance (pp. 6, 15-17, 27); that the "Blame-
Shame Syndrome" attacks a family member's self-esteem (pp. 8, 19); Freudian "denial" preventing "wholeness"
(pp. 12, 29-30); unconditional acceptance (good) versus "unhealthy" competition (bad) (pp. 23, 25); "dysfunctional,
compulsive/addictive patterns related to the church" (p. 33); intergenerational compulsive/addictive (sin)
transmission (pp. 34-35); the codependency concept of "adult children of ..." (p. 35); the dysfunctional family trait
of "perfectionism" (pp. 37-38); and the Freudian "repression" of emotions (unhealthy) versus the Freudian
ventilation of emotions (healthy) (pp. 41, 43).

1993 Adventure -- Survival Skills for Changing Times

An advertising flier listed eight books as "Helpful Resources for Learning! ... selected to provide ... additional
insights and professional guidance on spiritual survival themes related to the 50-Day Spiritual Adventure." Five of
the books were by: (a) self-love psychologizer Josh McDowell -- Building Your Self-Image ("will help you
overcome anxieties by liberating you from the negative feelings that hold you back"); (b) Nancy LeSourd -- No
Longer the Hero: The Personal Pilgrimage of an Adult Child ("you'll learn how to overcome lifetime patterns of
perfectionism and build healthy family legacies"); (c) psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier -- The Stress
Factor: Thriving Emotionally and Spiritually in the Turbulent '90s; (d) financial psychobabbler Larry Burkett --
Your Finances in Changing Times; and (e) David Mains' own book -- 8 Survival Skills for Changing Times.

The Adventure Guide "guarantee[s] you're in for substantive spiritual growth along the way! ... It will teach you
specific skills from the Scriptures that will help you become an impact player for Christ, living purposefully during
these turbulent, changing times." The Adventure Guide argues for such things as the daily "off-loading of stress" on
God, thereby realizing "the power of prayer" (pp. 8-9, 21, 23, 33); the name-it-and-claim-it prosperity gospel,
renamed "multiply you're resources through give-and-take" (p. 37); self-worth/self-respect (pp. 4, 36-39); and the
financial astuteness of Larry Burkett and Ron Blue (p. 18).

1994 Spiritual Adventure -- Daring to Dream Again
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The Adventure Journal argues for such things as giving "pain over to Christ each day" in order to heal the pain of
the past -- "These people ... cannot dream big dreams because they hurt big hurts. Memories of bad experiences can
paralyze people" (pp. 3, 6); even the apostle Paul had to move "beyond his painful past to participate in God's
dream for him" (pp. 21-22); going on "a daily God hunt so as not to miss 'sightings' of God's activity" (p. 8);
"empower our activities with prayer" (p. 50); and ecumenical unity/becoming a "global Christian"/"world-class"
Christian/breaking down "denominational backgrounds," all in order to realize "God's dream" of a "worldwide
fellowship of Christians ... show love for all" (pp. 10-12, 40-43, 47). [The Mainses would have us fellowship with
liberal, apostate, environmentalist wackos, all for the purpose of helping "God dream." Of course, the Bible never
speaks of God dreaming.]

Recommended reading materials to use with the 50-day Adventure include: (a) Tim Sledge -- Making Peace With
Your Past: Help for Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families (coursebook) ("You can learn how to face the
painful experiences of your childhood and find the inner healing only God can provide. In this 12-unit coursebook
[units include alcoholic, drug addict, rage-aholic (short temper), work addict, sex addict, eating disorders,
spending/gambling addict, religion addict, and others], you'll discover practical, biblically-based guidelines to help
you identify, understand, and come to terms with problems of growing up in a dysfunctional family. You'll identify
how your past affects your present, understand that others share your pain, unearth your buried feelings to
experience healing, overcome barriers to making peace with yourself, and develop a sense of hope for your life."
Sledge's coursebook is also interlaced with references from books by David Seamands [citing favorably his
visualization techniques for healing a painful past], Max Lucado, and Gary Smalley & John Trent); (b) David
Mains -- Never Too Late To Dream; (c) Karen Mains -- Lonely No More (tells of her New Age spirit guide); (d)
Raleigh Washington & Glen Kehrein -- Breaking Down Walls: A Model for Reconciliation in an Age of Racial
Strife; (e) Sandra Wilson -- Released from Shame; (f) Bill Hybels -- Too Busy Not To Pray; (g) Paul Borthwick --
How to Be a World Class Christian (a polemic for a social, globalism, politically correct gospel); and (h) Ruth
Senter -- Beyond Safe Places: Trusting God Through Life's Risks ("... exchanged her individual grasping after
personal security for obedience to God and His dreams for her life").

1995 Spiritual Adventure -- Facing Down Our Fears

The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Finding Courage When Anxiety Grips the Heart) is to "address
your church's most common fears." The most psychologically-oriented/self-centered (so-called) fears of the eight
listed are "rejection by others," failure ("the big 'F'"), "living insignificant lives," and "an oppressive/unhealthy fear
of God Himself." The Adventure Journal argues for such unbiblical things as "reject[ing] the spirit of rejection"
(pp. 9, 73); conquering rejection by practicing acceptance (p. 9); naming fears so you can analyze them (pp. 11, 41);
God "not only loves us but likes us and wants to spend time with us," so "break free from the unhealthy fear of
God" (pp. 12, 73) [Do modern-day professing Christians really have a problem with fearing God too much?]; and
emotions-/feelings-oriented spirituality (p. 68).

Recommended reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure include: (a) H. Norman Wright -- Afraid No
More ("Your people will discover how to overcome unhealthy fears that keep them from living fully and
confidently."); (b) Joseph Stowell -- Perilous Pursuits (supposedly gives us a Biblical rationale for self-
centeredness: "explains why the pursuit of significance apart from God is 'perilous' at best"); (c) Carol Kent --
Tame Your Fears ("suggests ways to tame ten of the most common fears faced by women today ... of being
rejected, of facing the past, and more"); (d) David New and Randy Petersen -- How to Fear God Without Being
Afraid of Him ("This essential book is recommended reading for all adult and student Adventurers who want to
complete Discipline 5: Break Free from the Unhealthy Fear of God."); and (e) Jack & Jerry Schruer -- Family
Fears ("helps readers cultivate an environment of confident love and acceptance").

1996 Spiritual Adventure -- What To Do When You Don't Know What To Do
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The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Trusting Christ When Life Gets Confusing) is to "... help you find
personal spiritual victories in times of confusion by tapping into the true source of hope and courage -- our Lord,
Jesus Christ!" (Your Spiritual Adventure Basic Guide brochure). One of the chief ways of accomplishing this is to
form support groups (Adventure Journal, pp. 3, 36-39), complete with a Prayer Partner Covenant that advocates
non-judgmental unconditional acceptance (pp. 34-35). The Adventure's recommended Five Action Steps (pp. 7-11)
refer to rote prayer babbling, to Christ as "plugging into a power source," to playing pranks on people as one of
life's joys, and to idols in one's life as mere "spiritual clutter." The Mainses also view Satan as the direct influence
of man's sin, rather than personal responsibility (pp. 18, 27); sin is referred as "shortcomings" (p. 59).

Of the 28 books recommended as additional reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure, the most
offensive are: (a) Carole Mayhall-- When God Whispers; (b) Max Lucado -- He Still Moves Stones; and (c) Bernard
Bangley -- If I'm Forgiven, Why Do I Still Feel Guilty? ("Forgiving yourself is often harder than forgiving someone
else. ... you'll explore roadblocks to guilt-free living that can include damaged self-esteem, resentment, and
legalism."). The Adventure Journal also quotes favorably from the blasphemous Bible paraphrase, The Message
(pp. 46, 67).

Note: For an excellent analysis of the "values level" teaching used in the Adventure Journals, see Brenda Fischer's
article in the 5/9/94 Christian News (pp. 12-13), "How Do You 'Feel' About the Bible?: With a Look at the 50-Day
Spiritual Adventures." Fischer insightfully shows how the Mainses have incorporated feelings-centered teaching
techniques that are remarkably similar to those used by Outcomes Based Education (OBE) and Values Clarification
proponents --"... [they] typically promote a sort of self-centered spirituality where environmentalism and globalism
are mixed with New Age and other paganism. ... [subjects] are taught through a manipulation of their feelings and
emotions, religions of self." Fischer then analyzes in some detail the 1994 Adventure Journal, showing how "...
values level questions are slanted to manipulate opinion or promote theology outside the study Scripture's intent."
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Don Matzat
General Teachings/Activities

-  Until October of 1998, Lutheran pastor Don Matzat (LCMS) was the host of "Issues, Etc.," a daily three-hour
radio talk show originating via satellite on the Missouri Synod's St. Louis Jubilee Network. An LCMS pastor for
over 25 years, Matzat left Messiah Lutheran in St. Louis in 1991 to give full-time effort to the daily program. (It is
now heard on approximately 100 radio stations nationwide, but is hosted by Todd Wilken, also a former LCMS
pastor.) Matzat left to accept a position at WORD-FM in Pittsburgh, but still hosts the Sunday evening "Issues,
Etc." edition, a three-hour nationally broadcast program. His guests include a Who's Who in neo-evangelicalism. 

-  Matzat, like standard LCMS teaching, believes that even infant baptism saves [the false gospel of baptismal
regeneration]: "I have on numerous occasions discussed if not debated the subject of infant Baptism with callers on
my daily radio program. The scenario is always the same. The opponent of infant Baptism is put off by the fact that
we teach and confess that an infant can become a believing Christian by God's grace through Baptism. ... " In a
2004 article posted to the Issues, Etc. website, Matzat reaffirms the false doctrine that baptism saves: "In Romans 6,
the power of baptism ... is the answer to the sins that plague Christians."

-  Matzat is best known as the author of the 1990 book, Christ-Esteem, which is an attempt to answer the current
teachings of self-esteem brought into the church by humanistic psychology. In actuality, Matzat teaches some of
the very concepts of humanistic psychology he claims to oppose, only dressed-up in Christian garb. We, therefore,
contend that Don Matzat is a "religious humanist," and believe the information in this report establishes that
contention.

-  One should, thereby, not be fooled by Matzat's alternative to self-esteem -- Christ-Esteem. It's the same old
humanism papered over with lots of "God talk," a substitution of the word "self" with the name of Christ, and then
called the "Christian" view of self. There is no better example of this form of disguised humanism than the chapter
Matzat wrote in the 1992 Michael Horton-edited book, Power Religion ("A Better Way: Christ Is My Worth," pp.
245-261).

Terminology such as "Christ is my worth" is typical of this substitutionary process. But rather than emphasizing the
teachings of the Josh McDowell's of the world (that "I have inherent worth, and that's why Christ died for me"),
Matzat usually doesn't begin the "worth-talk" until salvation, as if Christ zaps His children with value at that
moment. It is still religious humanism, and it's still a psychological integrationist position. (See pp. 258-261 of
Power Religion for Matzat's own words that his "better way" is to integrate the Bible with psychology, that
Christianity is not at odds with the "science" of psychology, and that psychology can help with "deep emotional"
problems.): (All emphases below are added.)

(a) "... every person possesses dignity and value as an image-bearer of God" (p. 248). [We don't find
this anywhere in the Bible].

(b) "The State of California correctly recognized the problem [of low self-esteem], but did not
understand it deeply enough to provide a sufficient solution" (p. 248). [The California study has been
thoroughly discredited. Besides, the Bible tells us that high self-esteem is man's problem, not low self-
esteem.]

(c) "Before the doctrine of self-esteem became a buzzword and point of controversy among Christians,
the necessity for self-confidence and a positive self-image in the arena of normal, daily human activity
was taken for granted [Taken for granted by the world, not by God as revealed in His Word!] ... It has
never been considered inappropriate for Christians, any more than for non-Christians, to encourage
their children or boost their self-esteem in this way" (p. 248).
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(d) "On one side are those who argue that any inculcation of a positive self-image is idolatry, whereas
others insist that this is the gospel. Rather, we ought to argue that positive thinking on the purely
human level is an altogether different matter than positive evaluations of our moral worth before God"
(p. 249). [No, it's still pride!]

(e) "... psychology is a science ... psychology can collect observable data, but it cannot offer any insight
into the ultimate questions" (p. 250). [A group of 10-year olds can collect observable data, but that
does not constitute science -- the greatest philosophers of science in the world confirm that psychology
is not science.]

(f) "... we feel compelled to affirm the basic human value of individuals. ... We feel uneasy giving
unequivocal support to the idea of self-esteem (even before man), but we cannot believe 'worm
theology' any longer, so we steer a middle course. What I am suggesting is that we resist that
temptation, [but still] affirming the full dignity, self-worth, and grandeur of humans as created in the
image of God, encouraging our children in their self-image, and at the same time pointing out the fact
that before God, because of our sinfulness, we are worthy only of condemnation apart from Christ's
worth" (p. 252). [This is religious humanistic psychobabble.]

(g) "We do not lose our identity when we become Christians. Although we have become 'new creations'
in Christ, we are nevertheless still the same people in terms of personality and physical, emotional, and
psychological characteristics. It is not the obliteration of personal identity to which the gospel calls us
but to the realization that our worth and merit before God come to us from outside, not from within, as
a gift, a charitable donation" (p. 258). [Where in the Bible does Matzat get this concept of "worth-
zapping" at salvation?]

(h) "The secular doctrine of self-esteem is a feeble alternative to the truth of justification" (p. 259).
[How about the so-called "Christian" doctrine of self-esteem taught by Matzat in Christ-Esteem? -- it's
equally feeble.]

(i) "In Christ we are already seated in heavenly places. In Him we have a solid, weighty, and positive
identity that constantly raises our minds from the passing assurances and positive platitudes of this
world to the heavens where we hear the promise of One who has issued us with these 'new papers.'" (p.
259). [Again, this is false concept of value being imputed at salvation.]

(j) "That does not mean, however, that Christianity is at odds with psychology as a social science any
more than it is at odds with physics. [False analogy.] It is when psychology dons the theologian's gown
or the pastor's robe that it becomes a rival. When it usurps the authority reserved for revelation ...
makes itself into a rival religion" (p. 259). [Because psychology as "social science" claims to have the
answers to who man is, how he should live, and how he can change, it has already "donned" the
theologian's gown; psychology is a false religious system!]

(k) "... emotional problems related to multiple personalities or a severe depressive condition" (p. 260).
["Multiple personality" theory is, at best, confused and controversial -- apparently, Matzat hasn't read
the research -- see The Harvard Mental Health Letter of 9/93.]

(l) "Therefore, a Christian need not feel guilty about seeing a psychologist about a sleeping disorder ...
psychologists transgress their competence when they address issues such as guilt and forgiveness" (p.
260). [But this is exactly what they do when they address the causes and remedies of the so-called
physical "disorder"! -- the "counsel" of a non-psychiatric medical doctor would suffice.]

(m) "... biblical revelation must have the final say in relation to the Christian's use of psychology. ...
psychological insights must always be scrutinized by Scripture before they are allowed to pass into
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Christian use, especially when that science [psychology is not science!] touches on so many issues
addressed by Scripture" (p. 260). [This is the old "psychology is okay if screened through
Scripture"/"All Truth is God's Truth" routine, and is apparently the same reasoning used by Matzat as
he supposedly "scrutinized by Scripture" Victor Frankl's "insights" from logotherapy (see Christ-
Esteem critique). Is Matzat ignorant of the fact that psychology is a false religious system? Would
Matzat be willing to use Buddhist, Hindu, Mormon, etc. "insights" as long as they were "scrutinized by
Scripture"?]

(n) "The fact that psychology, as a social science, is committed to producing good, moral, and
responsible people[!] does not make it an enemy of Christianity, but ... the fact that I am a miserable
sinner before God whose only ethical worth and acceptance is the gift of someone else (viz., Christ)
does not mean that I cannot maintain a sense of self-confidence and self-worth in my work, in my
relationships, and in society. ... we do have the worth and value of Christ assigned to us" (p. 260). [A
classic example of the religious humanism being passed-off by psychological integrationists today.]

(o) "Thus, the 'better way' is to steer a middle course between those, on the one hand, who would reject
psychology altogether as a legitimate discipline [but it's a false religious system!] in the kingdom of
nature, and those, on the other hand, who would give psychology a partnership in the kingdom of
grace" (p. 261). [i.e., according to Matzat, "the better way" is to integrate!!]

-  Don Matzat says of Gary Collins' pro-psychology arguments in Can You Trust Psychology?:

"Collins falls into the same trap that ensnares many who look to psychology as a means for changing
lives and developing character. Accepting the form of Scripture as being the correct description of the
quality of the Christian life, they ignore the substance or supernatural material of Christianity which is
the life of Christ himself. Viewing Christian growth as being the positive development of the human
personality into 'Christlikeness,' they feel justified to borrow from the techniques of psychology to
accomplish that end. So they boast, 'we can help produce Christian people!' While they acknowledge
the 'what' of Christian living, they ignore the 'how.' They therefore end up with what St. Paul calls 'the
form of godliness,' and for all practical purpose, deny the power that produces it" (6/20/88, Christian
News, "The Great Psychology Debate," p. 6). (Emphasis added.)

Does not Matzat do the very same thing of which he (rightly) accuses Collins? His infatuation with Frankl's
logotherapy (see review of Christ-Esteem), his teachings on the humanistic concept of self-esteem, and his clear
statements on the value of psychological integration is proof of this -- Don Matzat is a psychological integrationist
and a religious humanist.

-  In Matzat's 1996 book published by Harvest House, The Lord Told Me, I Think, he demonstrates that he has not
entirely left his charismatic roots. (Years ago, Matzat wrote an article for a Lutheran charismatic newsletter that
supported the "doctrine" of speaking in tongues. He also writes about the charismatic movement fondly, describing
the great financial success he had as a wandering tongue-speaker on the road.) Rather than the book taking aim at
the foibles of the tongue-speakers, he has produced a book that actually supports charismatic peculiar and
erroneous ways of thinking (i.e., that speaking in tongues is proof that the Holy Spirit is really at work); rather than
being critical of the "inner Word" of charismatics, he is actually offering to serve as coach of the "inner Word,"
based on his own true life adventures. Here are four examples; Matzat writes in the typical style of charismatics
who tune in to the Spirit, through their dreams and impulses, to take care of their problems: (Excerpted and/or
adapted from the 7/8/96, Christian News, pp. 8-9; and from the 7/99, Think On These Things, review by Gary
Gilley.)

(a) The book takes almost as mystical a view of God's leading as any Charismatic one would; Matzat
just leaves out tongues and some of the extreme claims of revelations. Matzat takes the tired and
misguided position that God gives personal leading and direction through circumstances, advice,
hunches, feelings, prophetic words, visions, dreams, etc. (e.g., pp. 22-23, 69, 112, 119-128). 
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(b) Over and over Matzat makes the unfounded claim that Scripture gives "clear commands and
promises about being led by the Spirit" in personal decision making, and actually teaches us how to be
led by Him (e.g. pp. 19, 24, 59, 113, 142, 149, 152). Scripture teaches no such thing. Yet every passage
used by Matzat to prove his point is taken out of context. Matzat teaches: "For us to use subjective
feelings to help discern the leading of the Holy Spirit is neither strange nor mystical" (p. 142). (But the
Holy Spirit doesn't work though feelings, because feelings are not "a means of Grace." Satan is the one
who works through our feelings and emotions.)

(c) Throughout the book, Matzat demonstrates the errors of those who take a more extreme position
than he does: Kenneth Hagan (p. 33), Rodney Howard-Browne (p. 34), Benny Hinn (pp. 37-38). But
their assertions are only different by degree from those of Matzat, not in essence. Matzat does not
believe that Scripture is able to sit in judgment upon many of our experiences (pp. 52-56). He states,
"When we evaluate our inner experience, we are always in the dimension of uncertainty. ... For this
reason, when we declare the leading of the Spirit in our lives, we should say, 'The Lord told me, I
think'" (p. 56, compare to pp. 60 & 69). Of what possible value is such nebulous, questionable leading?
Matzat claims, without Scriptural support, that the early Christians trained their minds to discern the
voice of the Holy Spirit, with the implication that we can do the same -- but of course he does not tell
us how because the Bible never mentions this subject (pp. 59, 79, 177).

(d) Matzat tells of an episode (p. 124) in which his church's bookstore went $1,500 in debt from
ordering too much stock. At a Bible study 50 miles away, a man said, "I had a dream last night that you
were having financial problems and that I helped you out. I believe that could be the Holy Spirit. Here
is a check [for $1,500]." Matzat concluded, "I believe that it was the Holy Spirit -- the Divine Director
of the Body of Christ" (p. 125). The sad effect of such stories is to encourage people to trust in their
dreams rather than in the Word of God.

-  Matzat believes that the Moslem's god is not a false god: "Because the Jew, the Turk, the Papist ... distort the
knowledge of God does not mean that they have false gods. ... It is contrary to teach that those who do not believe
the Gospel do not believe in the true God ... The Muslim God is also the true God." (Source: Matzat paper in
response to the LCMS controversy over ADP Benke's participation in a prayer service with Moslem clergy in
Yankee Stadium.)
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Don Matzat
Book Notes

Christ-Esteem
-  Don Matzat follows the teachings of psychiatrist Victor Frankl more than those of the Bible (see last item). In
trying to be relevant in today's professing church, Matzat gives the wrong diagnosis for man's problem. Instead of
sin and hell, and the need for forgiveness and heaven, he proposes a "need" for "identity" and "meaning" (pp. 11,
26-27). In the process, Matzat confuses the issues and gives (humanistic) psychology credit it does not deserve (p.
10).

-  Matzat's basic position regarding psychology is weak, even though in many places he seriously challenges its
teachings. Matzat focuses on "identity crisis" as a fundamental problem of man (pp. 11, 27, 38) and upon
psychology as offering some value in solving this problem (e.g., he invokes the "All Truth is God's Truth" defense
of the psychological integrationists) (pp. 29-30). Matzat professes to believe that those who promote the integration
of psychology and Scripture demonstrate a lack of understanding of either Biblical content or the essence of the
Christian faith (pp. 10, 28), but he is "not against psychology as a legitimate discipline studying the cause and
effect of human behavior" (p. 10). This seriously weakens both his position and his credibility.

-  Matzat places great emphasis on, and is terribly confused about, so-called human "needs":

"Humanistic psychology defines many human needs, but at closer examination, it is merely dealing
with symptoms which require the mere application of a Band-Aid to stop the bleeding. We are told, for
example, that man needs to find himself. Why is this true? How did man get lost in the first place? We
are told that man's most basic need is to feel good about himself. Why? Why doesn't he naturally feel
good about himself? [He does.] Man needs to find meaning in life. Why? Man needs a positive self-
image. Why? Why does he have to develop one? Why doesn't he have one? [He does.]" (p. 33) [The
Bible says man is lost, not that he needs to find himself, feel good about himself, or find meaning in
life. We are alienated from God and have the need for forgiveness and justification.]

Matzat does not refute these assumed needs of man and show that the whole emphasis is wrong. Instead, rather
than distinguishing between perceived needs (desires) and Biblically defined needs (cf. Mt. 6:25-33), he accepts
these needs as legitimate. In fact, some of what he says about "needs" sounds suspiciously like "Christian"
psychologist Larry Crabb's need theology (pp. 25- 27, 32-33).

-  One's supposed need for "identity" and meaning in life is a basic theme of Christ-Esteem (pp. 19, 27, etc.).
Accepting "identity" as a fundamental need of man, Matzat even describes his own "identity crisis" as a new pastor
(p. 38). The emphasized phrase, "modern man is looking for himself" (p. 66), reveals the deficiency in Matzat's
reasoning. Modern man (and man in all time periods) is alienated from God by his sin, not from self, as Matzat
seems to be saying. This is a crucial distinction. Man needs reconciliation with God, not with self. "Identity" is not
the basic need of man! Nevertheless, in an apparent attempt to "Christianize" the concept, Matzat extensively
presents Christ as the answer to this presumed "identity" need; i.e., he makes "identity" the main result of a
relationship with Christ!:

"It is my purpose to demonstrate that a relationship with the person of Jesus Christ more than
adequately solves the identity crisis of this generation and brings meaning and fulfillment of life [p. 11]
... in addition to being our righteousness, Jesus Christ is also our identity, our life, our fulfillment, our
pride, our hope, our peace, our joy, and our ultimate worth [p. 31] ... our new identity and life is
determined by the historical redeeming work of Jesus Christ [p. 75] ... The New Testament directive to
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find our identity and life in Christ Jesus is not a simplistic solution. It is profound" (p. 192). (Emphases
added.)

-  Matzat also focuses on the humanistic concept of "self-image," giving credit to so-called psychological truth:

"Our self-image is very important. It has been said that the teaching regarding self-image is the most
important psychological discovery of this century. If we don't have a self-image, we cannot answer the
question 'Who am I?' We have no way of making an accurate identification. The person who does not
know himself or cannot find himself does not possess a self-image" (p. 60). (Emphases added.)

This concept of self-image is totally cultural-bound. Can you imagine a Chinese slave laborer 400 years ago being
concerned about his self-image? The above quote sounds more like pop psychologist James Dobson or self-love
advocate Josh McDowell than the "Lutheran scholar" Matzat claims to be.

-  Matzat wants to emphasize Jesus Christ, which is wonderful, but at some points he caters to the current self-
focus of the world and the church. For example, his confession of Biblical truth even takes on a self-centered
focus:

"Standing firmly and confidently upon the truth of God's Word and focusing upon our identity in Christ
Jesus in the heavenly places, we also confess, 'I agree. I am forgiven and righteous in Christ. I am
seated in the heavenly places! I am more than a conqueror. I can do all things through Christ Jesus. I
believe your Word and promise" (p. 146). (Emphasis added.)

Note the repetition of the first person pronoun "I". But salvation is His work, an act of sheer grace, having nothing
to do with the "worth" or merit of the recipient.

-  Some of Matzat's sources are theologically questionable to say the least (even when the content of a particular
quote is not necessarily objectionable.) These sources include Universalist Paul Tournier (pp. 42, 65), neo-orthodox
Soren Kierkegaard (p. 43), blasphemous, liberal German theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer [who denied the physical
resurrection of Christ] (pp. 195, 197, 203), mystic Watchman Nee (pp. 47, 51, 101), and psychiatrist Victor Frankl
[see next item] (pp. 9, 15, 19-20, 73-74, 136). (In the endnotes to Chapter 8, Matzat even recommends one book by
psycho-spiritist/occultist and anti-Christian Carl Jung, and another by self-love theorist William James.) The danger
here is that those who respect Matzat may naively (though wrongly) assume that the men he quotes are
theologically sound. He, therefore, has a responsibility to take great care in his use of quotations.

-  It appears that of all the unbiblical sources used by Matzat, Victor Frankl is the one with which Matzat is most
enamored. An Austrian Jew and survivor of four Nazi death camps, Frankl was (died 9/98) a psychiatrist and author
of 32 books who developed a psychotherapeutic type of “treatment” called logotherapy. Frankl places much
emphasis on man's search for "meaning" (as does Matzat), particularly under conditions of intense suffering (The
Unheard Cry For Meaning, 1978). Generally, Frankl sees man as a free, self-determined agent who uniquely
determines the meaning of his own individual life, having the potential for either great good or great evil. His
system sees man not responsible before God, but only as responsible to himself; there is no place for absolute
standards of value, as determined by God, to distinguish between good and evil. Instead, "clients" are urged to
formally establish a personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences. The
logotherapist assists the patient to find meaning in his life, in essence a man-centered, relativistic "salvation"
system, less retrospective and introspective than psychoanalysis, focusing instead on the meanings to be fulfilled by
the patient in his future. Obviously, logotherapy can offer nothing of value to the Bible-believing Christian.
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John C. Maxwell
General Teachings/Activities*

Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood. For I know this,
that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock. Also of your
own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them. Therefore
watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I ceased not to warn every one night and day
with tears. (The Apostle Paul, explaining his philosophy of ministry in Acts 20:28-31.)

-  John C. Maxwell (born February 20, 1947) is one such man to warn against. Maxwell is a high-profile author,
former pastor (3,500-member Skyline Wesleyan Church, San Diego, 1981-1995), and founder of The INJOY
Group, a company whose main purpose is "… to help churches and church leaders to realize their full potential."
Currently residing in Atlanta, he conducts leadership training conferences across America, speaking to more than
250,000 people each year, and claims to have a "lifelong commitment to evangelism." He has been dubbed:
"America's expert on leadership" and "Dean of Christian Leadership." He is featured on the "peoplesuccess.com"
Internet resource, along with other humanistic, self-motivation, self-help figures such as Zig Ziglar, Og Mandino,
etc.

Maxwell grew up in Ohio, where he made a profession of "faith in Christ at the age of three, and reaffirmed that
commitment when he was 13." He holds a BA degree in Theology (1969, Circleville Bible College—Church of
Christ affiliated), a Master of Divinity (1989, from the hyper-charismatic Azusa Pacific University), a Doctorate of
Ministry (1993, from the notoriously apostate Fuller Theological Seminary), and five honorary Doctorates of
Divinity (including ones from the California Graduate School of Theology and Liberty University). Maxwell has
authored more than 30 books, some of which have achieved best-seller status. His more recent and/or best-selling
publications include:

      Leadership Promises for Everyday (2003)
Developing the Leaders Around You (2003:rev.) 
Thinking for a Change (2003) 
Attitude 101 (2003) 
The 17 Essential Qualities of a Team Player (2002)
Your Road Map for Success (2002)
Leadership 101 (2002)
The Maxwell Leadership Bible (2002) 
Running with the Giants (2002) 
Be All You Can Be (2002)
The 17 Indisputable Laws of Teamwork (2001)
Developing the Leader Within You (2001:rev.)
Failing Forward (2000)
The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader (1999)
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership (1998 )
Becoming a Person of Influence (co-author) (1997) 
The Winning Attitude (1993)

-  Major concerns about Maxwell's material, broadly speaking, are: First, the manner in which Maxwell handles the
Scriptures to "teach" his principles is sometimes egregiously mistaken, i.e., the Bible is not teaching the principles
that Maxwell contends it is. His handling of the Scripture indicates Maxwell does not know (or at least is not
utilizing) the proper methods of Biblical interpretation. Second, Maxwell either implicitly or explicitly endorses
some New Age teachers and doctrines. Third, Maxwell employs questionable theological doctrines—such as a
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mistaken notion of the miraculous, a conspicuous absence of the cross, and various psychological doctrines,
including self-esteem psychology and temperaments psychology.

-  One of our specific concerns is Maxwell's frequent misuse of Scripture. Some examples: 

(1) Proverbs 29:18 — "Where there is no vision the people perish." In The 17 Indisputable Laws of
Teamwork (ILT), Maxwell asserts, "vision gives team members direction and confidence" (ILT, p. 96).
The context shows that Maxwell is thinking of a vision as the ability of the team to "look beyond
current circumstances and any obvious shortcomings of current teammates to see the potential of the
team" (ILT. p. 95). Maxwell's use of this verse displays a common misunderstanding that is perhaps
created by the ambiguity of the English term "vision" used in the King James Version—the Hebrew
word hazon. According to Hebrew scholar Thomas Howe, it is "primarily used in the OT to refer to a
divine communication, i.e., when a prophet receives a vision." The Hebrew word is better translated as
(with the complete verse): "Where there is no revelation, the people cast off restraint; But happy is he
who keeps the law" (NKJV). Notice the contrasts in the parallelism of the verse. The "no revelation"
(no vision) is a parallel contrasting "law" (Hebrew, Torah) and the "cast off restraint" is a parallel
contrasting "happy." One can see this verse is teaching that without the Word of God, God's people
become unrestrained; and only with instruction (Torah) can God's people be happy or blessed. Thus,
the verse has nothing to do with what Maxwell is discussing. Howe comments, "There does not seem to
be a single instance where this word is used in the OT according to the popular way the word 'vision' is
used (the ability to think about or plan the future with imagination or wisdom, or a mental image of
what the future will or could be like)." 

(2) John 2 — On pages 12-13 in The Winning Attitude (TWA), Maxwell uses the story of Jesus at the
Cana wedding to illustrate several principles. Maxwell's discussion here is illustrative of how many
teachers misuse the Bible, especially if the passage in question is historical narrative. Rather than taking
the narrative at face value and trying to understand what it is saying, Maxwell often "allegorizes" or
"moralizes" the text. This means taking the elements of the story and trying to make each element
symbolize some aspect of the Christian life. Here, for example, Maxwell takes the overall "lesson" of
the story to be obedience. Maxwell tells us that we are to obey Jesus even if "you are not in the right
place" (TWA, p. 12), and takes the fact that Jesus performed His miracle at a wedding instead of a
church to mean we can expect "some of God's greatest blessings will be at 'other places' if we are
obedient to Him." Maxwell goes on to point out how other elements of the narrative illustrate obedience
in our Christian lives. One should be obedient (1) when "you have lots of problems," (2) when "you
are not encouraged," (3) when "you have not walked with Him very long," (4) when "you have not
seen Him work miracles in your life," and (5) when "you don't understand the entire process" (TWA, p.
13). These principles supposedly are taught in the narrative when the characters (1) run out of wine, (2)
when Jesus says, "My hour has not yet come," (3) because the disciples had just met Jesus, (4) because
this was Jesus' first miracle, and (5) because the characters did what Jesus commanded even in light of
not knowing what Jesus was up to. While these might be useful points in some sense, they have
nothing to do with Jesus at the Cana wedding. 

(3) 1 Samuel 17 — In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell says, "When Goliath came up against the
Israelites, the soldiers all thought, He's so big we can never kill him. David looked at the same giant
and thought, He's so big I can't miss" (TWA, p. 31; emphasis in original). This again is an example of
missing the real reason why the narrative tells us a story. To take Goliath as if he is illustrative of
problems or obstacles in our lives, the Israelite's reaction as negative thinking, and David's reaction as
positive thinking, is to completely violate sound principles of Biblical interpretation regarding
historical narrative. Maxwell's use of this passage has nothing to do with why God's Word tells us this
story. 

(4) Romans 10:7 — "Faith conies by hearing ..." Maxwell discusses how the negative and positive
words we hear can either encourage or discourage us (TWA, pp. 56-57). What he thinks Romans 10:7
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has to do with this is not clear in his discussion. One can only assume he thinks it is relevant since he
quotes part of the verse as a heading introducing this discussion. There is also an issue of the categories
of "positive" and "negative" in these discussions, but let it suffice to say here that Paul's point in
Romans 10 has nothing to do with positive or negative words and the impact they might have on us
being encouraged or discouraged. Rather, Paul is concerned with the truths contained in the Word of
God and how the hearing of God's truths can give rise to faith in God. Taking Romans 10:7 the way
Maxwell does ignores the context, reduces Paul's words to a mere platitude, and misses Paul's meaning
altogether. 

(5) Proverbs 23:7 — "For as he thinks within himself so he is." Here is another example of a verse that
is commonly taken out of context to say something it clearly does not mean. As Maxwell discusses
one's self-image, he comments, "It is impossible to perform consistently in a manner inconsistent with
the way we see ourselves. In other words, we usually act in direct response to our self-image" (TWA,
p. 61-62). Whether this pop psychological concept is true or not (it is not), this passage from Proverbs
has nothing to do with one's self-image. When one reads this verse, a question he should ask is, "Who
is the 'he' referring to?" In answering the question about what is the antecedent of the pronoun, we
have to look to the context. Consider the fuller citation: "Do not eat the bread of a miser, Nor desire his
delicacies; For as he thinks in his heart, so is he. 'Eat and drink!' he says to you, But his heart is not
with you" (vv. 6-7). It should be clear that this passage has nothing to do with self-image. Rather, the
writer is warning that though the miser outwardly seems to be hospitable, inwardly he resents the fact
you are eating his food. So, the counsel goes, do not be deceived by his hypocritical outward actions,
but be aware that how he is inwardly toward you (as he thinks in his heart) is his true disposition.
Further, Maxwell recounts a testimony where one uses this passage as a commentary on how one sees
the world around him—how one's attitude can make a difference (TWA, pp. 132-134). Again, it should
be clear this has nothing to do with the passage. 

(6) Numbers 13 & 14 — Maxwell uses the story of Israel's failure to enter the Promised Land in
Numbers 13 and 14 as illustrative of how "negative thinking limits God and our potential" (TWA, p.
122). Besides false notions of "positive thinking" and "negative thinking," Maxwell's use of this
passage misses the real reason why Israel failed to reap God's promises. It had nothing to do with being
"positive" or "negative." Rather, Israel's failure was due to unbelief. There was no question that God
repeatedly had promised Israel that He was going to give them this land. This promise constituted
God's inauguration through Abraham of His relationship with His chosen people (Genesis 12:1-3). The
difference between the two reactions of the spies and the nation of Israel was that Caleb and Joshua
believed God's promise, and the others did not. It is as simple as that. The lesson is profound. The issue
of believing God resounds throughout the entire Bible. In fact, our very salvation is a function of
believing God (Romans 4:3-5). To reduce the Numbers passage to the categories of positive and
negative thinking, rather than belief and unbelief in God, is to tragically miss the whole point of the
passage and neglect a perfect opportunity to teach a very important Biblical doctrine.

(7) Matthew 21:21 — "If you have faith and do not doubt you shall say to this mountain, 'Be taken up
and cast into the sea,' and it shall happen." Maxwell employs this passage to teach that "the only thing
that will guarantee the success of a doubtful undertaking is the faith from the beginning that you can do
it" (TWA, p. 139). There are several things wrong with taking the passage this way. First, one's faith is
not to be in one's self. I need not have faith that I can do it. Rather, faith should be directed toward
God. He is the one who can do it. But what is it He can, or will, do? This is the second problem with
Maxwell's use of Scripture here. Faith is believing what God has said. If the mountain is to be cast into
the sea, it will only be because that is God's will. We do not bring it about simply because we believe
it. First John 5:14 says, "Now this is the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask anything
according to His will, He hears us." If something is not God's will, then no amount of my believing it
or having "faith" in my ability to do something will be able to bring it about. But, how are we to know
whether God has willed it? God's will is fully revealed in His Word—the Bible. If we pray and ask
according to the Bible, we can know God will grant our petitions. This is not to say that we cannot
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pray for things about which the Bible is silent. We are invited to "cast our cares upon Him" (1 Peter
5:7). However, we must be willing to accept God's will even if it conflicts with ours. We cannot
presume that God would give us anything we ask if He has not promised it in His word.

-  Also of great concern is Maxwell's use of New Age teachers and philosophies. The following examples may
cause some believers not only to embrace the material Maxwell presents, but also view these teachers and doctrines
as harmless. 

(1) Norman Vincent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking: On several occasions, Maxwell favorably
quotes or refers to Norman Vincent Peale (TWA, p. 47, 172). In fact, in The Winning Attitude, Maxwell
recounts an episode that illustrates one of the dangers of endorsing writers such as Peale. He says, "My
father has always been a positive influence in my life. Once, while visiting my parents back east, I
noticed he was reading Norman Vincent Peale's book The Power of Positive Thinking. When I noted
that he had read this book previously, he replied enthusiastically, 'Of course! I must keep building my
attitude'" (TWA, p. 47). It is sad how many professing Christians consider Peale's doctrine to be
consistent with the Christian worldview. A more thorough examination of Peale's teachings is presented
in another BDM report, but a few examples here should suffice to show that the doctrines of The Power
of Positive Thinking are not Christian: 

(a) Many mistakenly think Peale's "positive thinking" is merely an encouragement to be
optimistic in one's outlook on life. Many mistakenly think all Peale is saying is that one
should try to look for the good in every situation. This is not "positive thinking." But even
if it were, it is still not a Biblical. The Bible encourages us to think truly—not
optimistically. Philippians 4:8 ff says, "Finally brethren, whatever things are true ...
meditate on these things." In the Bible, sometimes God was very "negative": "And the
LORD God commanded the man, saying, 'Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat;
but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you
eat of it you shall surely die'" (Genesis 2:16-17). And sometimes Satan was very
"positive": "Then the serpent said to the woman, 'You will not surely die'" (Genesis 3:4).
The categories of "positive" and "negative" do not necessarily track the categories of
"good" and "evil." 

(b) The second problem with Peale's position, even if he were talking about being
optimistic (which I contend he was not), is that we have no right to encourage anyone to be
optimistic unless and until that person has believed on Christ for eternal life. If we help the
lost person to gain an optimistic attitude, he will be discouraged from seeing his need for a
Savior. The lost person should not be optimistic because he is doomed without Christ. 

(c) There is a conspicuous lack of the cross in Peale's "positive thinking." He does not link
the fruits of "positive thinking" to an acknowledgement of one's own sin and the provision
that God has made through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross. So, even if Peale's
point were that one should have an optimistic attitude toward life, this still would be
misguided because of the greater need that one have a realistic, or true, attitude and
recognize that one is entitled to genuine optimism only if one has believed in the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. 

(d) An optimistic attitude toward life is not what Norman Vincent Peale's Power of
Positive Thinking is all about. Rather, this "power" is something by which one can "rise
above obstacles which ordinarily might defeat you" by "channeling spiritual power through
your thoughts." For Peale, this power is not merely an attitude, but is a real power that
resides in us. Peale encourages his readers to "believe in yourself! Have faith in your
abilities! Without a humble but reasonable confidence in your own powers you cannot be
successful or happy." Peale likens this power in other places as a "Higher Power" that "is
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constantly available (AA's 12-Step Higher Power?). If you open to it, it will rush in like a
mighty tide. It is there for anybody under any circumstances or in any conditions." (Even
in the condition of unbelief?) Tragically, Peale wants to relate this power to God. He
credits a friend of his for making him realize that he should "practice resting ... in God
[for] His support and power. Believe that He is giving it to you now and don't get out touch
with that power. Yield yourself to it—let it flow through you." 

(e) In relating this power to God, Peale comments, "Contact with God establishes within us
a flow of the same type of energy that re-creates the world and that renews springtime
every year. When in spiritual contact with God through our thought processes, the Divine
energy flows through the personality, automatically renewing the original creative act."
This type of thinking should sound familiar to anyone who has studied New Thought, New
Age, or Occult philosophy. For Maxwell to favorably mention Peale in his material is
misleading at best and potentially heretical at worst. 

In both The Winning Attitude and Becoming a Person of Influence (BPI), Maxwell uses the categories
of "positive" and "negative." He talks about the positive and negative influences on us (TWA, p. 44),
our positive and negative influence on others (BPI, p. 8-11), positive and negative words and attitudes
(TWA, pp. 57-58), and positive and negative thoughts (TWA, pp. 119 ff.). But the categories of
"positive" and "negative" are impotent to capture a proper understanding of reality vis-à-vis our
personal and spiritual lives. Rather, "positive" and "negative" are better suited to a discussion of an
energy like electricity. In terms of a discussion of spiritual matters, "positive" and "negative" bespeak
more of New Age and Occult philosophy. Because New Thought, New Age, and Occult philosophies
hold that the spiritual realm is an "energy" of sorts, one finds the categories of "positive" and
"negative" used extensively in such literature. Instead of "positive" and "negative," the Bible speaks in
terms of "true" and "false," "good" and "evil," "righteous" and "unrighteous," and "godly" and
"ungodly." 

(2) Positive Mental Attitude Pioneer Napoleon Hill: Concerns about Maxwell quoting Napoleon Hill in
The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader (p. 69) are similar to concerns about him quoting Norman
Vincent Peale, except Napoleon Hill is much more overtly Occult. Hill is the author of Think and Grow
Rich, which is probably one of the most widely read "positive mental attitude" and success-
motivational books around. The thrust of the book is that success is a function of one's attitude.
Specifically, Hill teaches there is a "Supreme Secret" that is the key to life. The secret is: "Anything the
human mind can believe, the human mind can achieve." In other words, the power of the mind is the
key to bring what is needed in life. Worse is Hill's testimony as to how he learned this secret (via an
Occult vision of a disembodied "Master"). Maxwell never warns his readers of these Occult teachings
when he references Napoleon Hill. 

(3) Mystical "Christian" Writer Richard Foster: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell quotes New Age
mystic writer Richard Foster (TWA, pp. 174-175). One of Foster's works is Celebration of Discipline:
The Path to Spiritual Growth. Foster is also co-director of Renovaré, an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is
that today's Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by
studying and practicing the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In
actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization,
astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e.,
a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the
New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a
more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster
and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave
of One's Senses"): 
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(a) Foster teaches techniques of meditation by saying, "the imagination is stronger than
conceptual thought and stronger than the will. In the West, our tendency to deify the merits
of rationalism—and it does have merit—has caused us to ignore the value of the
imagination." He goes on to advocate listening to our dreams. "For fifteen centuries
Christians overwhelmingly considered dreams as a natural way in which the spiritual
world broke into our lives." He suggests that "we can specifically pray, inviting God to
inform us through our dreams. We should tell Him of our willingness to allow Him to
speak to us in this way." But then Foster adds, "At the same time, it is wise to pray a
prayer of protection, since to open ourselves to spiritual influence can be dangerous as well
as profitable." Further, Foster thinks if one practices at meditation. he can develop his
skills in order to internalize and personalize the Scriptures. For example, He claims that in
meditating on a parable of Jesus, one enters "not as a passive observer but as an active
participant; remember that since Jesus lives in the Eternal Now and is not bound by time,
this event in the past is a living presentment experience for Him. Hence, you can actually
encounter the living Christ in the event, be addressed by His voice and be touched by His
healing power." 

(b) Foster advocates the Occult teaching of out-of-body experiences. He teaches: "In your
imagination allow your spiritual body, shining with light, to rise out of your physical body.
Look back so that you can see yourself lying in the grass and reassure your body that you
will return momentarily. Imagine your spiritual self, alive and vibrant, rising up through
the clouds and into the stratosphere. Observe your physical body, the knoll, and the forest
shrink as you leave the earth. Go deeper and deeper into outer space until there is nothing
except the warm presence of the eternal Creator." 

(c) Foster also endorses New Age writer Agnes Sanford, author of the book Healing Gifts
of the Spirit. He says, "This advice, and much more, was given to me by Agnes Sanford. I
have discovered her to be an extremely wise and skillful counselor in these matters. Her
book The Healing Gifts of the Spirit is an excellent resource." Agnes Sanford is a Pantheist.
She says, regarding the earth, the sea, the clouds, the birds and the sun, "all these God
made and He made them out of Himself." Further, Sanford teaches: "You see, God is
actually in the flowers and the growing grass and all the little chirping, singing things. He
made everything out of Himself and somehow He put a part of Himself into everything."
Regarding the baptism of the Holy Spirit, she says, "But no experience ever equaled in
bliss this baptism of pure light and power that came to me from God, not through the
medium of man counseling and praying with me, but through the sun and the waters of the
lake and the wind in the pine trees." Sanford appeals to the New Age writer Pierre Teilhard
de Chardin's works The Phenomena of Man and The Divine Milieu as authority for her
own teachings. 

(d) Foster even includes himself in the New Age Movement. He says, "We of the New
Age can risk going against the tide. Let us with abandon relish the fantasy games of
children. Let's see visions and dream dreams." 

(4) New Age Psychologist James Allen: On page 13 of The Winning Attitude, Maxwell quotes James
Allen. Among author Allen's works is As a Man Thinketh. Allen is another installment of those
positive-thinking, New Age writers who carelessly weave verses from the Bible with New Age and
Occult philosophy. In the grand tradition of the New Thought Movement, Allen claims, "all that a man
achieves and all that he fails to achieve is the direct result of his own thoughts." Further, Allen
maintains that "as a being of Power, Intelligence, and Love, and the lord of his own thought, man holds
the key to every situation, and contains within himself that transforming and regenerative agency by
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which he may make himself what he will." The contrast between this and the Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ should be obvious.

-  Another area of great concern is Maxwell's teaching of heretical doctrines. For example: 

(1) Maxwell's Notion of the Miraculous: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell gives a "four-step formula
to handle fear" from Acts 4:29-30 (TWA, pp. 139-142). Maxwell takes verse 30 to say that just as the
First-Century Apostles had their ministries attended with miracles, "This must happen in your life"
(TWA, p. 141). But the Christian should not expect his life and ministry to be attended with the
miraculous the way the Apostles' lives and ministries were attended with the miraculous. This is not to
say God cannot perform a miracle in someone's life as God sees fit, but Maxwell is missing the
significance of the presence of miracles in the ministries of the Apostles. Primarily, miracles are God's
supernatural intervention in the affairs of humans in order to vindicate His special revelation and
messenger. Throughout the Bible, God used miracles to prove that a given prophet or apostle was
speaking in God's name. God used miracles to vindicate the ministries of Moses, the Prophets, the
Apostles of Jesus, and most significantly, of Jesus Himself. To teach that any Christian should expect
the miraculous in his life is to, at best, dilute the significance of the miracles in the Bible. 

(2) A Conspicuous Absence of the Cross: In Chapter 14 of The Winning Attitude, titled "The God
Above You" (TWA pp. 169-179), Maxwell ostensibly turns to a discussion about how, with one's
security in Christ, "I can afford to take a risk in my life. Only the insecure cannot afford to risk failure.
The secure can be honest about themselves. They can admit failure. They are able to seek help and try
again. They can change" (TWA, p. 169). Maxwell discusses how one can draw strength from God's
Word, prayer, and the Holy Spirit. What is disturbing about his discussion is that nowhere does
Maxwell clearly link these prerogatives to having eternal life through trust in what Christ did for us on
the cross. Though he mentions a number of verses, including Paul's discussion of our security in
Romans 8, he says little that could not have been said by a liberal "Christian" or by someone speaking
from a generic religious perspective. Maxwell summarizes the change wrought in the disciples' lives by
the Holy Spirit as "changing an attitude" (TWA, p. 178). Throughout Maxwell's discussion of the
power the Holy Spirit gives, Maxwell characterizes that power as a power to be successful rather than a
power to live a righteous life and witness for Christ. When the power of the Gospel is relegated to
merely a change in attitude, rather than to a saving relationship with God through the cross of Christ
and being conformed to the image of Christ through the exigencies of life (cf. Proverbs 15:3 1, Phil.
3:7-15, James 1:2-4), then something is missing.

(3) Maxwell's Use of Pop Psychology: Maxwell's writings are laced with pop psychological concepts
and methodologies. For example: 

(a) Self-esteem Psychology: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell assumes a self-image
psychology (TWA, p. 61 ff.). Sadly, self-image and self-esteem are ideas that are
widespread throughout the professing evangelical church. To say the least, such an
encroachment of psychology is unhealthy for a growing Christian life. Rather, the Gospel
of Christ admonishes us to deny ourselves (Matt. 16:24). It is telling us that Paul's "self-
image" deteriorated as he grew closer to Christ. In 1 Cor. 15:9, Paul describes himself as
the "least of the apostles." Later in his life he says that he is the "least of all the saints"
(Eph. 3:8). Near the end of his life, Paul's self-assessment was that he was "chief of
sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15). Paul understood the key to his relationship with God was an
increasing love for Christ and an increasing disregard for himself. 

(b) Four Temperaments Psychology: Maxwell also endorses Tim LaHaye's Four
Temperaments teachings. (TWA, p. 54) What is disturbing about such an approach is that
not only is the four temperaments psychology not taught in the Bible, but one would be
hard pressed to find such teaching in any academic textbook on psychology. Educational
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Psychologist and prolific writer on the dangers of "Christian" Psychology, Martin Bobgan
comments: "Christian authors promoting the four temperaments and similar typologies
base their ideas on unproven psychological theories and subjective observations which are
based on neither the rigors of scientific investigation nor the rigors of exegetical Bible
study." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of teachings on the
temperaments would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, by Martin
and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.)

-  Bible believing Christians should also beware of some more of Maxwell's unscriptural positions and efforts to
promote godless organizations and philosophies. For example:

(1) Promise Keepers: Maxwell "… is frequently asked to speak for organizations such as Promise
Keepers and Focus on the Family …", and his INJOY Group, Inc. "ministry" is listed as a Promise
Keepers Ministry Alliance. It is well documented that the PK organization is ecumenical, charismatic,
and psychoheretical (and that James Dobson's Focus on the Family employs a psychological gospel that
cannot save and cannot sanctify). PK's roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's
contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing
of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its
ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise
Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.

(2) Worldly Models: In his book Developing the Leaders Around You, Maxwell endorses the teachings
of behaviorist psychologist Edward Thorndike (p. 124). True Christians reject the man-made, man-
centered theory of behavior modification. Although the book is written to "identify and train potential
leaders," Maxwell never mentions the Lord Jesus Christ. Evidently, he feels that God is not a worthy
reference point for genuine leadership training. Instead, he refers frequently to so-called management
experts, advertising experts, marketing specialists, "success" experts, psychologists, and "leadership
specialists." The Word of God is never quoted. Only Moses and Jethro are briefly referred to for their
leadership influence. The plan of salvation is never alluded to in any way, and yet Maxwell claims to
have "… the priority of personal commitment to evangelism."

(3) New Evangelicalism: Maxwell quotes from, and is in sympathy with, such persons as neo-
evangelical psychologizers Stuart Briscoe, Billy Graham, Tony Campolo, and Chuck Swindoll; and
church growth guru Rick Warren (cf. 2 Thessalonians 3:7, Romans 16:17).

(4) Female Pastors: One of the individuals Maxwell offers as a showcase for his leadership training
skills is a woman who became a pastor on staff at his former church (Developing the Leaders Around
You, p. 209). This is in clear violation of God's Word (1 Timothy 3:2; 1 Tim 2:12).

(5) Jesus of Nazareth and the Jim Jones-Hitler Connection: In his book Developing the Leader Within
You, Maxwell quotes these words from a non-Christian source: "Hitler was a leader and so was Jim
Jones. Jesus of Nazareth, Martin Luther King, Jr., Winston Churchill, and John F. Kennedy all were
leaders. While their value systems and management abilities were very different, each had followers."
(Source: James C. Georges, from an interview in Executive Communications.) Maxwell makes no
effort whatsoever to point out that Jesus was NOT just another leader with better values and superior
management skills. The casual reader is left with the impression that Jesus of Nazareth was just another
leadership figure like Hitler or cultist Jim Jones—only with "different" values.

* Unless otherwise cited, the material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from the Fall 2003 issue of
Midwest Christian Outreach Journal.
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What Joyce Wants, Joyce Gets
By Bob Waldrep (Watchman Fellowship of Alabama)

Almost every parent has said it. Their child sees a particular toy or candy that they must have. They then begin to
ask, to beg, to pitch a tantrum, to do whatever it takes to get the desire of their heart. The shrill cries of “I want it! I
want it!” seem incessant. Finally, not able to take any more, the irritated parent says what they heard from the lips
of their own parents: “You don’t always get what you want!”

Most folks believe that this is one of life’s great lessons; The Rolling Stones even included it in a song lyric.
However, there is one group of people that just doesn’t buy it: those who embrace Word Faith teaching. In fact,
many of them believe that if you want something, just speak it into existence. However, they believe not only that
you say what you get—you also get what you say, good or bad.

Gloria Copeland, a Word Faith teacher and the wife of Kenneth Copeland, put it this way during a recent broadcast
of their television program:

“One of the first things that Ken and I learned when we started walking in the power of God was that
our words had to match what we wanted to come to pass. And we learned it from the Scripture. We
learned it from Kenneth Hagin.”1

Another prominent teacher who popularizes this belief through her seminars and radio and television broadcasts is
Joyce Meyer. She echoed this teaching when promoting her tape series, “Is Your Mouth Saved?”:

“Now I want you to realize that words are containers for power and they carry either creative or
destructive power and we need to be very careful about the words of our mouth."2

A brief commercial for the series then runs in which a young lady preparing for a job interview declares, “Why am
I even doing this? I’m too stupid to get this job. They are not going to hire me anyway.” In Word Faith teaching,
this kind of statement is known as negative confession, and will bring about the bad results that are confessed. Her
husband then enters the picture and confidently asserts, “You need to listen to Joyce.”

And what does she hear Joyce say? What you say is what you get. The Bible says that we call those things that be
not [sic] as though they are. And it doesn’t just work in the positive, it works in the negative. Words are containers
for power and they carry either creative or destructive power.

The camera then switches back to the woman making the positive affirmation, “I can do all thing through Christ
who strengthens me.”3

The clear implication is that if this woman continues to make negative confessions, she will not get the job—but if
she speaks positively, she will get the job.

Meyer’s seminars, books and tapes are extremely popular. Concerns are frequently raised as to whether or not she
should be classified within the heretical Word Faith Movement. Though there is diversity of belief and practice
among those who might be classified as, or consider themselves, part of this group, they typically will agree on
several key doctrines. Meyer teaches or has taught at least four of the more prominent of these:

1. God creates by using His faith through the power of spoken words.
2. Man is a “little god” capable of creating in the same fashion as did God.
3. Man, through faith-filled words, creates or causes to come to pass that which is spoken. Thus by one’s

spoken words health/healing and wealth/prosperity are created.
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4. Jesus earned our redemption, not on the cross, but in hell.

The view presented in the promotion of her new tape series is not a new understanding or teaching for Meyer. In an
article titled “Your Mouth is a Weapon,” Meyer expressed the same idea in similar words:

“Words are containers that carry either creative or destructive power. Your mouth is a weapon—either
for Satan or against him. We can help the devil bring destruction into our lives, or we can learn how to
agree with God and experience His best for us.”4

Later, she explains her view further:

“Romans 4:17 says God gives life to the dead and speaks of the nonexistent things as if they already
existed. He created the world with faith-filled words (see Genesis 1). We are created in His image, and
we can also call things that are not as though they are. We can speak positive thoughts about ourselves
into the atmosphere and thereby ‘prophesy our future.’”5

How does this apply to the key Word Faith areas of health and wealth? Meyer explains in this same article:

“The Lord recently showed me that we can bless or curse the financial seed we sow. We can speak
positively about our financial future, or we can say things like, ‘I can’t afford it’ . . . ‘Every time I turn
around something happens to take my money’. . . . We should water our giving with the water of His
word and expect an abundant harvest. Sow your seed and speak prosperity scriptures over your
finances.”6

She continues:

“Proverbs 18:21 teaches us that the power of life and death are in the tongue. That means we can speak
life to dead circumstances, but it is a choice and decision not made with feelings as its basis. We can
also speak death to sick circumstances. In other words, we can have something negative (sick) happen,
and we can cause very serious problems by speaking negatively about it. It may go from sick to dead,
especially if we repeatedly talk hopeless, negative, and downcast. On the other hand, we can choose to
do what seems abnormal to the natural man. We can speak life to sick circumstances and see a
complete recovery before Satan has an opportunity to gain a stronghold.”7

Words are indeed powerful: a word spoken harshly or in anger can cause great harm, while a word spoken with
gentleness and love can be a soothing balm. However, words do not have the power in and of themselves to change
circumstances or to manipulate God to do whatever a person speaks.

How do Meyer and other Word Faith proponents come to the conclusion that their words alter or shape their
reality? This belief is based on a misunderstanding of Genesis 1:26-27, in which God makes mankind in His own
image. Word Faith teachers also cite Psalm 82:6 and John 10:34 as support for their position, because each verse
uses the phrase “Ye are gods,” referring to certain humans. Word Faith proponents interpret these passages to mean
that man is a little god with the same creative powers of God, Who spoke the world into existence.

Word Faith teacher Charles Capps explains this teaching in his book, The Tongue a Creative Force:

“This is not a theory. It is a fact. It is a spiritual law. It works every time it is applied correctly. God
never does anything without saying it first. God is a faith God. God released His faith in Words. . . .
Man was created in God’s class: very capable of operating in the same kind of faith. Man is a spirit, he
has a soul, he lives in a body. . . . Man is a spirit being, very capable of operating on the same level of
faith as God.”8

In commenting on this same doctrine passages in her message “Authority and Opposition,” Meyer states,
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“You know, I was listening to a set of tapes by one man and he explained it like this, and I think this
kind of gets the point across, he said, ‘Why do people have such a fit about God calling His creation,
His man—not His whole creation, but His man—little gods? If He’s God, what’s He going to call
them but the god-kind?’ I mean, if you as a human being have a baby, you call it a human kind. If
cattle has another cattle, they call it cattle-kind. So, I mean, what’s God supposed to call us? Doesn’t
the Bible say we’re created in his image? Now, you understand I am not saying you are God with a
capital G.”9

While Meyer doesn’t name the speaker whose tapes she was listening to, it could be almost any of the prominent
Word Faith teachers because this is a commonly held teaching. For example, Earl Paulk states, “Just as dogs have
puppies and cats have kittens, so God has little gods. Seed remains true to nature, bearing its own kind.”10

No-one better illustrates the natural conclusion of this erroneous teaching than Faith leader Kenneth Copeland
when he states:

“Adam is as much like God as you could get, just the same as Jesus when he came into the earth. He
said, ‘If you’ve seen me, you’ve seen the Father.’ He wasn’t a lot like God, he’s God manifested in the
flesh. And I want you to know something, Adam in the Garden of Eden was God manifested in the
flesh! He was God’s very image, the very likeness; everything he did, everything he said, every move
he made was the very image of Almighty God.”11

No wonder Copeland could makes such a statement as “When I read in the Bible where he says ‘I am,’ I just smile
and say ‘I am too.’”12

Copeland’s statements represent the extreme views held regarding the “little gods” doctrine. Others, while
professing to hold to this doctrine, are not quite as clear as to what they really believe it means. As Rob Bowman
points out in his excellent refutation of the Word Faith, The Word-Faith Controversy,

“It is only the vague and contradictory character of most Word Faith teachers’ explanations that
prevents us from concluding definitively that their little gods doctrine is itself necessarily heretical. In
general, their teachings on this subject appear to range from the rather aberrant (Kenyon) to the
outright heretical (almost certainly Copeland). While we must be careful not to over generalize the
error, there is no getting around the fact that the doctrine of human beings as little gods is indeed
seriously erroneous.”13

Not only has Meyer taught the “little gods” doctrine and the prosperity message of the Word Faith Movement, but
she has also taught that Jesus paid the price for redemption in hell. In her book The Most Important Decision You
Will Ever Make, beneath the caption “What Should You Believe,” she writes:

“Believe that Jesus did what the Bible says. Believe He is indeed the Son of God, born of a virgin. He
took man’s sin Himself. He became our sacrifice and died on the cross. He did not stay dead. During
that time, He entered hell, where you and I deserved to go (legally) because of our sin. He paid the
price there.”14 (emphasis added)

The teaching that Jesus paid the price in hell is widely held among Word Faith adherents. Its basis begins with their
belief that, rather than paying the price for sin on the cross, Jesus instead became sin or a sinner while on the cross,
taking upon himself a debt that would require him to go to hell in order to pay the price. Again, Copeland clearly
articulates the extremes to which this teaching can lead. In his message “What Happened From the Cross to the
Throne,” he proclaims:

“Jesus was made to be sin. He accepted the nature of Satan into his own spirit. . . . You don’t know
what happened at the cross. Why do you think Moses upon the instruction of God raised a serpent up
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on that pole instead of a lamb? That used to bug me; I said why in the world did you have to put that
snake up there, the sign of Satan? Why didn’t you put a lamb on that pole? And the Lord said, ‘because
it was the sign of Satan that was hanging on the cross.’ He said, ‘I accepted in my own spirit spiritual
death and the light was turned off.’”15

Copeland maintains not only that Jesus became sin but that His victory over Satan was not guaranteed:

“[I]f Satan is capable of overpowering him [Jesus] there, he’ll win the universe and mankind is
doomed. And don’t get the idea that Jesus was incapable of failure, for if he had been it would have
been illegal.”16

Word Faith teachers conclude that Jesus died spiritually on the cross when he took man’s sin upon Himself (thus
becoming a sinner in need of redemption), was ushered into hell where for three days He strove to win his own
redemption and man’s, and by earning this redemption became a born-again man and thus could legally offer
redemption to man as well.

Without question, Meyer is familiar with this distortion of the gospel message. In her book The Most Important
Decision You Will Ever Make, she proclaims that,

“He [Jesus] was resurrected from the dead—the first born-again man.”17

Under the caption “What Happened on the Cross,” she asserts that,

“His [Jesus] spirit went to hell because that is where we deserved to go. . . . Jesus went to hell for you.
He died for you. He paid for your sins.”18

Note the similarity of Meyer’s teaching to Copeland’s, extending even to a similar title to Copeland’s “What
Happened from the Cross to the Throne.”

The idea that, in taking our sin upon Him, Christ became spiritually dead, a sinner in need of being “born-again,” is
clearly a departure from the Biblical account. As Bowman rightly points out:

“We need to be born again because we are spiritually dead in our trespasses and sins (Eph. 2:1) Jesus
has never had any need to be born again. In fact, it is precisely because Jesus was without sin and died
for the sins of others that his resurrection could be the fountain of resurrection life for others. The
teaching that Jesus was born again, therefore, is contrary to the very heart of the gospel of salvation
through the death and resurrection of Christ.”19

In studying Meyer’s work, it is evident that she did not start out as a follower of or proponent of Word Faith
teaching, ... but along the way she has embraced at least some of the Word Faith teachings and now has one foot
firmly planted in that theological camp. Her continuing movement toward Word Faith teachings and her association
with Word Faith teachers and their message makes it vitally important that those who plan to continue attending her
seminars and purchasing her materials... [instead separate themselves from her.]
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Frank Minirth & Paul Meier
General Teachings/Activities*

-  None of the so-called Christian psychologists are so blatantly committed to Freudian ideas as are psychiatrists
Frank Minirth and Paul Meier. They once liberally dispensed these Freudianisms at their 25 owned and operated
Minirth Meier New Life [psychiatric inpatient] Clinics (Dallas, Texas being the main clinic, with 24 other branch
clinics nationwide, with a total of 6,500 beds, charging $1,000 or more per day, employing in total over 600
doctor/therapist staff members); there were also 55 outpatient units. The clinics averaged about 500 inpatient
admissions and about 7,500 outpatient visits per month. (See the last section of this report for the account of the
unwinding of this empire.) Through the many so-called "Christian help books" they have authored; through their
monthly publication Today's Better Life (formerly Christian Psychology for Today); over the radio airways on a
daily, call-in radio program; and in the classroom at Dallas Theological Seminary where they had been adjunct
professors on the faculty, they have very cleverly masqueraded their discredited Freudianisms as "Christian,"
twisting the Word of God to make it fit their preconceived, unproven, psychoanalytic opinions, and have, thereby,
gained widespread acceptability. (See the last section of this report for the latest on the split-up of the Minirth-
Meier team. The MMNL Clinics are now controlled by Steven Arterburn, the founder of New Life Clinics, except
for the Dallas Clinic, which has been renamed the Minirth Clinic. Paul Meier is off writing novels and other
things.)

-  What is the purpose of the MMNL clinic radio broadcast? Insiders from the Minirth-Meier group have reported
that their radio broadcasts were viewed by the owners as infomercials designed to draw paying clients into the
therapeutic net. One former M&M speaker freely admitted that program topics were chosen on the basis of how
many beds were empty at the clinics. If they needed more patients, they would do programs on addictions and
depression, for example. This was verified by a close relative of the head of psychiatry at the Minirth-Meier New
Life Clinics. The relative said, "My [relative] asked me if I knew why they [Minirth-Meier therapists] took their
patients back into their childhood. I said no. Then he laughed and said, 'Because the longer we can keep them in
their past, the longer we can keep them in therapy. And at $100 per session, we want to keep them in therapy as
long as possible.'" This, from a group that claims their purpose is to help hurting people find healing for their minds
through psychiatry.

-  A 4/93 Christianity Today article ("The Therapeutic Revolution: How Christian Counseling Is Changing the
Church," pp. 24-32) gives us some insights concerning the backgrounds and thinking of Frank Minirth and Paul
Meier:

"Meier attended ultra-fundamentalist Bob Jones University, a fact he is not eager to advertise today. By
the end of his years at BJU, fundamentalism had begun to lose its grip on him. He wanted to write a
book, to be called Practical Christianity, that would introduce a faith cleansed of unnecessary rules
and guilt, a faith that helped people rather than burdened them ... [p. 30] Meier and Minirth chose
psychiatry because they thought it would be a prestigious platform for their faith. ... They decided that
the key need was a trained pastorate. ... 'Both of us had job offers for $100,000 a year, but we felt we
could do more good at Dallas Theological Seminary.' [p. 31] Meier, no longer doing therapy, has
returned to a long-term love of his: biblical prophecy. ... Minirth and Meier both say that integrating
Scripture and psychiatry was easy for them ..." (p. 32). (Emphases added.)

-  Minirth & Meier believe in the widely discredited "medical model," which treats people as victims with
"diseases" rather than as sinners with sinful behavior; this is evidenced by their statements that everything from
anxiety and depression to love of one's own spouse, is or can become addictive. To Minirth & Meier, there
apparently are no sins for which an individual is independently responsible, but rather every "problem behavior" is
an illness just as surely as is heart disease, diabetes, and pneumonia. And what is the solution for these "diseased"
behaviors? -- "Christian" psychoanalysis, of course. (The medical/physical analogy goes something like this: since
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we wouldn't have a gall bladder removed without a trained physician, then we surely wouldn't attempt to raise
children without the psychological professional.) 

-  Minirth & Meier's idea concerning depression has two parts: "brain chemicals" and Freudian-based notions of
"repression" and "denial." Unfortunately for the followers of Minirth & Meier, "repression" and "denial" are based
upon widely discredited and unsubstantiated Freudian theory (as well as finding no place in Scripture), and their
repeated claim that holding grudges causes depletion of certain "brain chemicals," thereby resulting in depression, is
totally without scientific merit. 

-  Minirth & Meier repeatedly attempt to Biblicize Freud's idea of the "unconscious" by quoting such passages as
Jeremiah 17:9, Proverbs 21:1, and Psalm 139:23-24, in which they simply equate the "heart" with the unconscious
(with no Biblical exegesis, of course). For example, from their first book together in 1978, Happiness Is A Choice,
p. 97:

"Jeremiah 17:9 is the key to Christian psychiatry: 'The heart is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked, who can know it?' The prophet Jeremiah is saying that we humans cannot fathom
or comprehend how desperately sinful and deceitful our heart is -- our unconscious motives, conflicts,
drives, emotions, and thoughts." (Emphasis added.)

Without so much as an explanation, we're told that Jeremiah is talking about the "unconscious" mind. This is a
cavalier assumption that ignores that the heart in Old Testament usage refers to all that man is within, including his
reason and will. One has to believe in the Freudian "unconscious" mind to find it in Scripture. They give a similar
twist to Proverbs 11:14 ("Where there is no guidance, the people fall, but in an abundance of counselors there is
victory."):

"Some people (especially in the lower middle class) poke fun at getting professional counseling ... but
this ridicule is the product of their own naiveté and defensiveness. Getting guidance from a
knowledgeable Christian pastor or professional counselor can bring about victory over life's seemingly
overwhelming stresses. To obtain and apply to one's life good-quality Christian psychotherapy is
synonymous with discipleship" (p. 98). (Emphasis added.)

A proverb meant to speak to the issue of the quality of political leadership becomes a justification for "Christian"
psychiatric counseling, and psychiatric counseling (i.e., psychotherapy) becomes equated with discipleship! They
even argue that Proverbs 21:2 ("All a man's ways seem right to him, but the Lord weighs the heart") provides
evidence for "unconscious" defense mechanisms. And since they believe that repressed anger (e.g., holding a
grudge) causes depression, their prescribed therapy is Freudian "ventilation" (the verbal expression of anger onto
the casual agent of the depression). (Not only is there no Biblical evidence whatsoever for such a notion, even
secular studies reveal that the practice of ventilating anger is extremely harmful.) 

-  With their teachings on the Freudian "unconscious" as background, Minirth & Meier have easily made the
application to the "codependent" movement. (For a thorough understanding of the "codependency" heresy sweeping
the church today, see 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan,
EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages; the material in this section was drawn from this source.)
In their 1989 book, Love Is A Choice (which is highly recommended by Moody Bible Institute and Dallas
Theological Seminary), Minirth & Meier argue that the cause of codependency is unmet emotional needs, which
they then describe as unfilled "love tanks," and that all problems related to codependency can be traced to not
having been loved enough, or in the right way, as children. But the person doesn't really know that's the reason
because he has "repressed" the hurt and "denied" that he didn't get enough love. This whole idea matches the
Freudian invention of an "unconscious" which drives behavior, with its "ego-defense mechanisms" (including
repression and denial) and the Adlerean unconscious need for self-worth. 

Therefore, rather than addressing the problems found in sinful relationships from a solely Biblical perspective,
Minirth & Meier view everything through the colored glasses of psychological theories, which are merely the
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theories and wisdom of men -- and unredeemed men at that. Should not one expect better from professing
Christians who claim, in their own words, to "spend four hours every day studying the Scripture"? One would think
that studying the Scripture four hours a day would lead to more confidence in Scripture rather than confidence in
the opinions of men such as Freud. 

-  The psychobabble coming from the Minirth-Meier Clinic's "Christian" call-in radio program would be humorous
entertainment were it not so tragic in the havoc wrought in the lives of unsuspecting Christians. In a program aired
on 12/10/91, Drs. Hemfelt and Meier spent over half of the one hour program in an analysis of Charles Dickens' A
Christmas Carol. They closely examined the character of Ebenezer Scrooge, determining that Scrooge was a
suffering "codependent" who was miraculously cured in one night when the Ghost of Christmas Past visited
Scrooge and showed him that he was "a discontent, a negaholic, addicted to money, and suffered from interpersonal
relationship difficulties" (all of which were supposedly caused by the childhood trauma of Scrooge losing his
mother at a tender age, his father then turning emotionally against him, rejecting him, and then shuttling him off to
boarding schools, thereby effectively abandoning him rather than unconditionally accepting him). 

Hemfelt warns listeners that Christians, unlike Scrooge, cannot expect to be cured or healed of codependency in a
few hours one evening, but rather will need a "mechanism of recovery," such as the Minirth-Meier Clinic, where
the staff tries to "duplicate the Scrooge Experience," which "sometimes takes five days at a care clinic, or a week or
so in the hospital [at a cost of approximately $2000-$5000 per week!], or several weeks or months of committed
outpatient counseling," where "the same kind of miraculous transformation can occur."

Drs. Minirth, Meier, Hemfelt, et al., obviously give little weight to the sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit in the
lives of true believers. Even if one were to experience a "complete" and "absolute" cure, as Scrooge apparently
does in Dickens' story, the best the partially-healed Christian ("I may not ever be perfectly healed from my
codependency") can ever hope for (according to M&M) is "regular scheduled maintenance ... to sustain these
changes," which "may require some ongoing counseling, the use of a support organization such as Codependents
Anonymous, etc." 

-  The organization "Fundamentalists Anonymous" is based upon the idea that conservative Christianity (i.e.,
believing that Jesus Christ is the only way to God and that the Bible is the inerrant Word of God) is a serious,
debilitating addiction. Amazingly, in their book Love Is A Choice, Minirth & Meier have listed this anti-Christian
organization at the end of the book with the following recommendation: "Seek them out locally." [!!!] 

-  One of the most blatant errors (some would say blasphemies) of Minirth & Meier is their attempt to equate
Freud's idea of the "id," "ego," and "superego" with the Apostle Paul's teaching in the New Testament on the "old
nature," the "will," and the "conscience," respectively. In actuality, the id/ego/superego concept, with all its
psychosexual gratification underpinnings, was contrived by Freud precisely because he rejected God's truth about
man, not because there was a correspondence between Freudian theory and Biblical truth, as Minirth & Meier
would like us to believe. This is a classic example of what so-called Christian psychologists never seem to tire of
attempting to do -- they impose godless, anti-Christian ideas onto the Bible, all the while claiming a special calling
of God.

-  Someone once said that Eastern religions would come to the West as psychotherapies. Using a mantra is now
being embraced by so-called "Christian" therapists to help their clients relax. In the Summer of 1991, the Minirth &
Meier Clinic's monthly publication, Christian Psychology Today, changed its name to Today's Better Life. In the
premier issue, Frank Minirth authored an article entitled "Relax: A Prescription for Relieving Anxiety" (pp. 54-59),
in which he made the following incredulous statements (Emphasis added.):

(a) "Often when we counsel anxious patients, we teach them to use a repetitive phrase to help them
unwind. We suggest they say the same words over and over whenever they catch themselves worrying
... At the first hint of anxiety, before the symptoms multiply and conquer you, try breathing deeply, and
slowly. Each time you exhale, repeat the same phrase. What words work best? It doesn't matter" (p.
55). [To us this sounds like the incorporation of Hinduistic mantras into Christianity! How does this
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line up with Phil. 4:6, "Be anxious for nothing; but in every thing by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God?" Paul says, when you are anxious, pray. And
Jesus said, "But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall
be heard for their much speaking" (Matt 6:7). Could Minirth's recommended repetition be the kind
against which Jesus spoke?]

(b) "Anxiety and depression build because people don't air their feelings daily. We psychiatrists tell our
patients to ventilate their anxiety" (p. 56). [Freudian ventilation therapy. This is simply opinion based
upon their faith in the Freudian adaptation of the hydraulic model of energy. Only now, Minirth is
applying the model to anxiety as well as to anger. Nevertheless, the theory has been discredited.]

(c) "The most effective approach to overcoming anxiety is a multipronged plan that blends positive
praying with positive thinking, followed by positive action" (p. 57). [PMA therapy.]

At the end of his article, Minirth gives "Eight Ways to Control Anxiety," and not one of them is prayer! (p. 56).
Again, strange oversight for a man who claims to study Scripture four hours a day.

-  In late 1994, Wally Vanderzwaag, station manager at WJTG, Ft. Valley, Georgia, related the story of Scott and
Liesa Rogers. The Rogers family, who were friends and listeners to WJTG, have undergone the most traumatic,
horrific experience in their lives due to alleged false accusations brought against them by the Minirth Meier New
Life Clinic in Atlanta, Georgia. (For a detailed account of their testimony, please reference the video A Family
Betrayed. All the facts regarding this case are also established by hard copy documentation and sworn affidavits.
To obtain a copy of the video A Family Betrayed, call 1-800-729-9829. The video does have a warning on it
saying: "Contains explicit materials.")

At the beginning of the video, John Scott Rogers tells about listening to a Minirth Meier New Life Clinic radio
program on his car radio on March 15, 1994. During the broadcast, Rogers stopped his car and called the Minirth
Meier New Life Clinic because the program invited listeners to call in, and because the remarks made on the
program had precipitated some personal concerns. Specifically he relates, the statement was made on the program
that those who are abused as children grow up to be abusers. Rogers knew he had been abused as a child and, as a
result of listening to the program, now wondered if that would turn him into an abuser. He called for information
and prayer, but what followed was a nightmare for Scott Rogers and his family.

In the video, Rogers describes step by step from that one fateful phone call to allegations against him of child
sexual abuse. During the phone call to the Clinic, Rogers expressed concern that had been prompted by the
program, since he had suffered many severe beatings as a child. He told the woman from the Clinic that he did not
ever want to do to his children what had been done to him. The woman from the Clinic proceeded to ask him his
name, phone number, address, and if he carried health insurance. After he told her the name of his insurance
carrier, she insisted that he immediately check himself into a Minirth Meier New Life in-hospital treatment
program. When he expressed concern about the cost ($1,000 per day with a minimum stay of 14 days!), she told
him his insurance would pay. He assured her that he had never abused his children, but when he resisted the idea of
entering their in-hospital psychiatric treatment, she threatened to call the authorities and report him for child abuse! 

The Clinic did report Scott Rogers to Georgia authorities, accusing Rogers of sexually abusing his three year-old
son. After a more than two month ordeal, Scott Rogers was exonerated by the State of Georgia's Department of
Family and Children Services (DFCS). DFCS spent hours of evaluation with him and his family, versus twenty
minutes by phone with the Clinic. (Reported in the Sept/Oct PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) [This is not an
isolated Minirth-Meier horror story. See the 10/91, D Magazine article, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," pp. 45-
49, 66-71, for a similar family tragedy brought on by the counseling of a Minirth Meier Clinic in Dallas.]

-  There are countless horror stories from people like the Rogers, who have been treated at the MMNL clinics by
non-Christian psychiatrists and therapists as well as professing Christians. Marriages have been destroyed, families
torn apart by unbiblical therapy. One woman who believed she was maltreated had been advised by a criminal
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prosecution specialist that the MMNL clinics should be turned over to the FBI and the FCC. She wrote, "I include
Dr. James Dobson (founder, Focus on the Family) in my complaint because it was due to his promotion of the
clinics on his religious radio program that my family and I deemed them trustworthy." She said, "After hearing the
Minirth-Meier Clinic's nationwide program on our local non-profit radio station state that their clinics are run by
Christian doctors and counselors, and hearing Dr. Dobson promote them on his radio program, I went to their West
Coast clinic for a week in July '89. This clinic, we later learned, was directed by a Moslem physician." 

-  Space does not permit the critique of each and every Freudian theory and therapy that Minirth & Meier have
attempted to "Christianize." Suffice it to say that they have attempted to Christianize much of what Freud taught in
the areas of personality types and disorders; personality formation; child care; sexual identity; anxiety, anger, and
guilt; the defense mechanisms of repression, projection, and denial; depression; the unconscious; etc.; etc.; etc. And
we haven't even attempted to detail their unbiblical teachings borrowed from other schools of psychology (e.g., the
humanistic psychological concepts of self-love, self-image, and self-worth, borrowed from the likes of such anti-
Christians as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers). 

We can only echo the words of medical doctor Hilton P. Terrell, writing the foreword comments to the Bobgan's
critique of Minirth & Meier in Prophets of PsychoHeresy I -- "No amount of well-intentioned refinement of deadly
doctrines will make them clean for use by Christians. Though gems are usually found in coal mines, Christians who
go fossicking for gems of God's truth in psychoanalytic coal mines will usually emerge empty-handed and filthy.
Professional and non-professional Christians of discernment should avoid the dangerous system completely."

Breaking Up Is Hard To Do

As of 2/26/96, the Minirth-Meier radio show was airing on upwards of 200 stations. But now something was
missing here. Where was Paul Meier, Dr. Minirth's longtime partner? Or Stephen Arterburn, whose New Life
Clinics merged with Minirth-Meier in 1994 (to form Minirth Meier New Life Clinics -- MMNL)? Where were the
callers from Los Angeles and Washington, D.C., or the familiar 800 number? The new show is now officially
called "The Minirth Clinic," but gone is the network of radio stations and the nationwide chain of 80 clinics. As of
3/96, the program is aired only in the Dallas-Fort Worth market. Likewise, the name Minirth Clinic appears on just
two buildings, one in Dallas and one in D.C. The tension created by scandals and financial pressures seems to have
claimed the Minirth-Meier-Arterburn partnership as its most prominent victim. 

A spokeswoman for MMNL, which will not change its name despite the departure of the doctor with lead billing,
insists the split was amicable: "People think there must have been a big blowup, but it's really not anything like
that," said Pamela McCann from MMNL's headquarters in Richardson, TX, "It's very hard for doctors to work
within a corporate setting, and obviously there's no way to get away from that in a company this large. Dr. Minirth
wanted something specifically his own that he could control. Basically, they figured out a way to give him what he
needed." But events over the past two years suggest that the split was more than just a case of corporate
claustrophobia. 

MMNL's woes began 3/15/94 with the John Scott Rogers case [see details in report above]. Claiming that he had
been improperly accused by an intake counselor with no psychiatric training, Rogers sued MMNL for slander and
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Worse yet for the clinic, the case was picked up by broadcaster Vic
Eliason [a gross psychologizer in his own right], who publicized it widely on his network of 240 radio stations.
Strains in the Minirth-Meier-Arterburn partnership began to appear at this point. 

Soon after the Rogers case gained national prominence, Minirth dropped off the daily radio show. Throughout late-
1994, Minirth carried on an active correspondence with Eliason and other broadcasters, seeking to reassure them of
the organization's ministry orientation and Biblical foundations. In the end, Minirth would "flatly and categorically
deny all allegations of improper conduct." Throughout the increasingly nasty battle of open letters that raged
through 1995, Arterburn took over as spokesman while Minirth disappeared completely. 
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Minirth's next statement did not come until late February of 1996, after he had left MMNL and struck out on his
own. But the controversy has taken its toll. Clinics no longer run waiting lists. The radio network has dropped to
104 stations from a high of approximately 220. A new series of radio spots for an MMNL affiliate doesn't ever
mention the Minirth-Meier name. And, of course, the departure of a founding partner will continue to raise
questions in the public's mind. Given the total dominance of the MMNL organization, the answers to those
questions could well determine the future of the entire field of "Christian" psychiatry. (Adapted and/or excerpted
from a 1996 article in World magazine, "Personality splits -- Minirth of Minirth-Meier fame breaks off amid
controversy.")

Further Note: Steve Arterburn filed suit against Frank Minirth in the Superior Court of the State of California in
Orange County. In his action against Minirth, Arterburn was seeking damages in excess of $550,000. The file on
the case indicates that Arterburn's complaint was for defamation, "slander per se," and that "a jury trial [is]
demanded." Arterburn alleged that Minirth said the following words to at least Dr. Paul D. Meier and Nancy R.
Brown (Meier's sister): "He [Arterburn] is a murderer and adulterer." It is stated in Arterburn's complaint that
Minirth's statements exposed Arterburn to "hatred, contempt, ridicule, and obloquy" and impugned Arterburn's
integrity both personally and professionally. Arterburn contended that Minirth's statements were slanderous and
jeopardized Arterburn's financial livelihood, which included book revenues and speaking engagements. Arterburn
reported that he had received during the prior year $500,000 in book revenues and over $50,000 for speaking
engagements. Thus, Arterburn was seeking over $550,000 in damages. [Minirth admits that he had a private
conversation between himself and Meier, wherein Meier questioned the propriety of Minirth's decision to terminate
the contract between New Life Treatment Centers Minirth-Meier Clinic. Minirth responded to the effect that
Arterburn's judgment and actions were being affected by his previous actions, by his own admission in nationwide
print, in getting a woman pregnant out of wedlock and then being responsible for her having an abortion. Minirth
admits that his statement was true and was based upon and was a reference to Arterburn's own admissions to
nationwide audiences (in 1/94) that he had committed adultery and had been responsible for an abortion, which in
his own words and in the Christian community is the killing (murder) of an unborn child.] The suit was dismissed.
Arterburn claimed that he never intended to get money from the suit or to drag Minirth into court. (Reported in the
Nov-Dec 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter. )

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Minirth & Meier's teachings would be Prophets of
PsychoHeresy I, pp. 221-334, (Critiquing Paul Meier and Frank Minirth), by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate
Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1989, 360 pages; and Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 239-247 (Reissued as
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology). Unless otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this
report come from these two sources. (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I is now out of print; however the chapters from
the book covering Minirth and Meier are posted on the Bobgan's web site.)
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Minirth & Meier
Book Notes

Love Is A Choice

This book is primarily about codependency (subtitled: Recovery for Codependent Relationships). Relying heavily
on the speculations of Sigmund Freud, an enemy of the gospel, the authors see man as a victim rather than a
sinner. The book is endorsed by John Bradshaw and its teachings often resemble his theories, which deny every
fundamental doctrine of the Christian faith.

-  Codependency is viewed as a disease which is epidemic, chronic and progressive, and multigenerational. The
authors believe that a person must struggle with this "illness" throughout life, never becoming totally free of it.
They describe it in terms such as "loss of self," "lost child within," and "lost childhood." The believe that each
person has a "love hunger" or "narcissism" which must be satisfied. They teach that the codependent has an
obsession to repeat the family pain of his childhood and that he is locked into certain rigid family roles. Following
is the "cycle" they describe for the codependent: (1) pain, "love hunger," low self-esteem; (2) addiction to an agent
or relationship; (3) pain relief; (4) consequences and relationship pain; (5) guilt and shame; (6) back to #1! The
codependent supposedly lacks a "sense of self," lacks "boundaries," and is a "master of denial and repression."
Abuse by others is seen as the cause of sinful behavior in adult life, because one's "love tank" has not been filled.

-  Codependent relationships are described as being characterized by intense bonding, "enmeshment," excessive
dependence, and intense anger. Biblically, such behaviors/attitudes reflect a fear of man, a trusting in the flesh, and
a form of idolatry. Another significant problem here is the pathologizing of self-sacrifice, something that Christ
commands.

-  Anger, shame, and other emotions are stressed in this system. The authors recommend ventilation (misusing
Ephesians 4:26), and they believe that a person "needs" to have his emotions validated. They see "repressed" anger,
along with "false guilt," as being responsible for depression. They hold to a psychologized view of guilt as a
feeling rather than a transgression of God's laws. Stressing "denial" of emotions, they embrace as fact-and as
mandatory-the grief process model developed by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross [five-stages of grief]. They believe the
"losses" of one's childhood must be grieved according to this model-ignoring passages such as Phil. 3:8ff.

-  The Freudian "unconscious" is equated with the Biblical term "heart." The authors state, without
documentation, that only twenty percent of our decisions are made on the conscious level. This surely dilutes
responsibility before God for personal sin! Jeremiah 17:9 is misused in support of their theories. One of the things
their theories do is what God expressly reserves for Himself, using His powerful Word: the judging of the thoughts
and motives of another person's heart (Jer. 17:10, Heb. 4:12).

-  Man's relationship to God is seen as being determined by a person's transference of his relationship to his
earthly father. They note that the AA founders coined the phrase, "God as you understand Him" to get around the
bitterness arising from "dysfunctional" father-child relationships. The authors believe that dealing with one's
codependency is a prerequisite to salvation, as well as to properly understanding and applying God's Word. They
also teach (based on Carl Jung) that a person must "leave home emotionally" in order to establish a deep
relationship with the Lord. In all of this, they place unnecessary stumbling blocks in the path of the believer!

-  Self-love, self-worth, and self-parenting form the basis for much of this book. The authors stress the
formulation of new "I" messages, substituting one form of deception for another and promoting high views of self.
They stress individual "rights," including the "right" to pursue happiness. They divide the inner man so that the
"parent within" cares for the "child within." This usurps the place of God the Father and creates a division within
the inner man that contradicts Scripture. Caring for self ahead of others is emphasized, in opposition to Christ's
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clear commands (Lk. 9:23,24; Phil. 2:3).

-  Forgiveness is given last place in the authors' system of "recovery." It is based on selfish motivations, showing
no concern for the other real persons involved. Unbiblical techniques are utilized, such as writing letters that won't
be mailed and carrying on imaginary conversations (even with dead persons). These are forms of ventilation for the
sake of self, not Biblical methods for achieving reconciliation with others who have sinned. Much stress is placed
on the role of emotions in forgiveness; the authors attack "emotional dishonesty" and emphasize "emotional
integrity," despite Biblical commands to forgive regardless of one's feelings (Eph. 4:32; Col. 3:13).

-  Marital relationships receive much coverage in this book. The Freudian determinism of the authors is evident
in their belief that one's "codependent radar" dooms the person to a particular choice of spouse. Their views on
submission of wife to husband, separation/divorce, and "leaving home" grossly stretch Scripture and its clear
standards. They recommend temporary cessation of sexual involvement between husband and wife during
counseling/therapy.

-  Counseling relationships are viewed in a manner that defy New Testament "love one another" commands as
well as the actual practices of the Apostle Paul (Acts 20:31; 2 Cor. 11: 22ff). They believe the counseling
relationship must be "guarded" and that pastors, who are generally not trained to deal with codependency, are
particularly vulnerable.

-  Summary and Conclusion: The very title of this book, Love Is A Choice, reflects its unbiblical teachings.
Biblically, love is never a "choice" for the Christian, but a command that God gives:

"We love because He first loved us. If anyone says, 'I love God,' yet hates his brother, he is a liar. For
anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen.
And He has given us this command: Whoever loves God must also love his brother" (1 John 4:19-
21)
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Minirth & Meier: Psychologizers of the Faith*
Psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier are among the ranks of the most popular psychologizers of Christianity.
Minirth and Meier have become widely known in the church through their best-selling books, nationwide radio,
television programs, and "Christian" psychiatric clinics.

The Bobgans' book Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, which is now out-of-print, shows how Minirth and Meier
psychologized the Bible in their failed attempts to Biblicize psychology. They demeaned the Word of God by
twisting the Bible to make it fit their preconceived, unproven psychoanalytic opinions. They confused the issue
even more by using the defunct medical model of human behavior and justifying their psychology with "all truth is
God's truth." For those individuals who want fellowship with Freud with a Biblical facade, Minirth and Meier
would be a good choice.

Minirth and Meier have filled the minds of Christians with many Freudian myths. The following reveals their
unbiblical, Freudian view of battered women. In their best-selling book Happiness Is A Choice (over 500,000
copies sold), they say:

"Whenever a battered wife comes seeking advice and consolation because her husband beats her up
twice a week, our usual response is, "Oh, really? How do you get him to do that?" In all the scores
of cases of this nature that we have analyzed in depth, there was only one case in which the battered
wife was not provoking (usually unconsciously) her explosive husband until he reached the boiling
point (of course, this does not diminish the husband's responsibility). After a beating, the husband
usually feels very guilty and spoils his wife for several weeks. In the meantime, she is getting from
people around her the sympathy which she craves, and she is satisfying her unconscious needs to be
a masochist" (Happiness Is a Choice, Grand Rapids:Baker Book House, 1978, pp. 96-97). (Emphasis
added.)

When Minirth and Meier say that "she is satisfying her unconscious needs to be a masochist," they are
demonstrating their attachment to Freudian ideas. Freud coined the term masochism. The Dictionary of Psychology
defines masochism as "a sexual disorder in which the individual derives satisfaction from the infliction of pain upon
himself."

Placing the blame on a woman for being battered because of "unconscious needs to be a masochist" encourages
self-blame for a woman and diminishes full responsibility on the part of the man. It is extremely unfortunate when
women who are battered reach out for help and are slapped down again, not with clubs and fists, but with a defunct
theory that causes further degradation. It is surprising that women have not risen up in outrage over Minirth and
Meier's reference to a battered woman's "unconscious needs to be a masochist."

There is certainly a great incongruity between what Minirth and Meier say about battered women and what
researchers have said about this tragedy. After more "than fifteen years of research and study of family violence"
authors of the book Intimate Violence say, "Perhaps the cruelest of all the myths surrounding family violence is
the one that claims that battered women like being hit." (Emphasis added.) In summarizing the research, they say:

"The research on the factors that determine whether women stay or leave violent relationships
effectively explodes the myth that wives who remain with violent men are masochistic. The weight of
the collected evidence points more to social factors entrapping women in violent marriages" (Gelles
and Straus, p. 146).

Dr. Theodor Reik says in his book Masochism in Modern Man, "A woman does not want to be punished, abused,
tormented or flagellated, but wants to be loved" (Reik, p. 203). Women endure suffering because of love, not
masochism.
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Minirth and Meier's approach to the problem of the battered woman reflects their Freudian bias and their
psychoanalytic training. As with most psychotherapeutic theories, Freud's theories about women are merely a
matter of his own personal opinion. The real losers in all of this psychology-based-on-mythology are the women
who are found guilty of masochism without a jury, a trial, or even a hearing.

Minirth and Meier repeatedly emphasize the importance of early childhood. For example, they say that "the roots of
the hysterical personality reach back into childhood" (p. 79). In a special note they say:

"Over one-third of the hysterical females we have treated have had sexual intercourse with their fathers
or stepfathers. Usually they claim they were raped by their fathers, denying the obvious fact that they
also had a strong hand in the situation by seducing them, either consciously or unconsciously [of
course, this in no way diminishes the responsibility of the father or stepfather]" (p. 80; brackets theirs).

Our focus here is Minirth and Meier's statement about the little girls "denying the obvious fact that they also had a
strong hand in the situation by seducing them [fathers and stepfathers], either consciously or unconsciously."
Because Minirth and Meier use the "hysterical personality" terminology, we consulted the DSM-III-R, which they
admit using as their source for personality disorders. The DSM-III-R has a section on the "Histrionic Personality
Disorder," which is the equivalent of the "Hysterical Personality." This "personality disorder" is described as
"inappropriately sexually seductive in appearance or behavior."

However, nowhere in the DSM-III-R description is there any hint of a little girl seducing her father. It is a
cataclysmic leap from describing a woman as being "inappropriately sexually seductive" and saying that women
who were sexually abused as young children were seducing their fathers or stepfathers. The source for that
repugnant idea is obviously the Freudian Oedipal theory.

One wonders how many women have been betrayed by psychotherapists who have perpetrated this unproven
Freudian theory. And then as a result, how many have been submerged in years of analysis to get over the false
condemnation of having seductively encouraged the rape?

Freud believed that during what he called the phallic stage of development every boy desires to kill his father and
have sexual intercourse with his mother; and every girl desires to kill her mother and have sexual intercourse with
her father. Freud attributed those desires to all children between the ages of three and six. Minirth and Meier's
version of the Oedipus complex is very interesting. They say:

"During these years most children go through a stage of thinking that somehow they will grow up but
the parent of the opposite sex will stay the same age. The idea that they will somehow replace the
parent of the same sex by marrying the parent of the opposite sex is known as the Oedipus complex.
Although the oedipal stage of development was greatly over-emphasized by Sigmund Freud and others,
it has been documented repeatedly as occurring in probably a majority of children" (Minirth, Meier,
and Wichern, Introduction to Psychology and Counseling, pp. 110-111).

Minirth and Meier obviously believe in the Oedipus complex, but their version of it, in contrast to Freud's, would
be amusing if they had not influenced so many Christians with this myth.

Unfortunately, too many professing Christians have dipped into the broken cisterns of secular psychology, tried to
combine those theories with Scripture, and ended up with an ungodly mixture. Rather than turning to the opinions
of unsaved individuals to understand human nature and how one is to change and grow, Christians need to turn
back to the Lord and His Word. He is the only one who knows the human heart. Why look elsewhere when, "All
scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness: that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works" (2 Timothy 3:16,17).

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter. The pages from Prophets
of PsychoHeresy I that cover Minirth and Meier are now posted on the Bobgan's web site.
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Sun Myung Moon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Sun Myung Moon, founder of the Unification Church, says he is the Messiah of the Second Coming and that his
family is the first true family in all history! (His followers have been nicknamed "Moonies.") He is also the power
behind an international network which includes more than 350 closely affiliated companies worldwide (280 of them
in the U.S.), including the Washington Times, the International Cultural Foundation, the Washington Institute for
Values and Public Policy, Paragon House Publishers, the Christian Bernard jewelry chain, and Happy World toy
and clothing outlets. Other Unification Church' holdings include the following:

Political groups: American Freedom Coalition, CAUSU USA, CAUSU International, American Leadership
Conference, American Constitution Committee, Association for the Unity of Latin America.
Media organizations: News World Communications, New York City Tribune, Insight Magazine, World
Media Association.
Businesses: One Up Enterprises, U.S. Property Development, International Oceanic Enterprises.
Religious organizations: 55 principal worship centers (two in California, Texas and New York, one in every
other state, D.C., and Puerto Rico), and 206 additional churches.

-  The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World
Christianity. It was officially founded in 1954 by Moon, who claims that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ
appeared to him on a mountainside in Northwestern Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of
establishing the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. After World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of
communist North Korea, where he set up his first church (1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation,"
during which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's
influence. In 1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp),
accusing him of bigotry and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War
(1950). (Still today, Moon's sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents
Day," he observed, "Woman was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs
are the place of the true love palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the
Unification Church, which now claims more than three million members worldwide (about 45,000 U.S.), but both
these figures are believed by many to be grossly exaggerated (e.g., The Encyclopedia Americana reports Moon's
church membership at only 30,000 worldwide).

-  Moon's Unification Church has been the subject of much national publicity, primarily due to Moon's federal
conviction on income tax fraud (see next item), for which he served 11 months in federal prison. Moon is a
permanent resident of the U.S. (since 1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the
"Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to which Moon himself has laid claim!). Moon's theology is a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal "Christianity," Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics. (The
last three pages of this report highlight what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical
interpretation, sin, Christ, salvation, marriage, eschatology, heaven and hell, etc., drawn from BDM's 7/97 cult
report on the Unification Church).

-  Moon's legal problems stemmed from his being charged with having failed to pay tax on a combined interest
income of $150,000, resulting in less than $7,500 in tax. He was also charged (along with Takeru Kamiyama,
Moon's aide) with having falsified tax return statements and with perjury. After an audit was made of Moon's 1973-
75 returns, the Justice Department filled a thirteen-count indictment which sought to prove that Moon was the
principle beneficiary and owner of interest-bearing accounts in the Chase Manhattan Bank, and stock in a
corporation, Tong II Enterprises. These accounts bore Moon's personal name only as the beneficiary. In the three
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years in question, $1.7 million had been deposited in these accounts. Moon made personal transactions in the form
of loans to other Unification Church organizations, and other purchases including his personal estate, "East Garden"
in Tarrytown, New York.

Moon's defense, in its appeals for review, never argued against the validity of the charges against Moon, but against
the process by which he was found guilty. In Moon's Petition for Certiorari, we read, "At issue in this petition is
not the facts the government purports to have established, but the process -- including the choice of tribunal and the
charge to the jury -- by which the government obtained the result it sought."

Moon was convicted and sent to the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury, Connecticut, for a term of 18
months for tax evasion, falsifying tax documents, and perjury. He served 11 months of his sentence and was
released to serve the remainder at the Oxford Project halfway house in Brooklyn. There he was free to conduct his
church business during the day, but was required to spend nights at the facility. After only two more months he was
released for "good behavior."

Upon Moon's release from prison, his God and Freedom Committee spent over $100,000 on a public relations effort
to welcome him at a banquet where a purported 1,700 religious leaders dined, then listened to several speakers laud
Moon. Besides the Coalition for Religious Freedom, the list of churches and other groups that filed amicus briefs
with the court on behalf of Moon include the following: National Council for the Churches of Christ in the USA;
American Baptist Churches in the USA; Presbyterian Church USA; National Association of Evangelicals; Southern
Christian Leadership Conference; The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormons); American Civil
Liberties Union; The Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights; and the American Association of Christian
Schools.

Media Spotlight 's investigation (Media Spotlight, January-March 1986) determined that the charge of "religious
and ethnic persecution" was originally brought by Moon and the Unification Church. Through a broad public
relations campaign, pastors of tens of thousands of churches in the United States were contacted for the purpose of
garnering their support for Moon based on the Unification Church's claim that he was suffering under religious
persecution, and that if they wanted to ensure their own freedoms, they must rally to his defense. The Unification
Church spent approximately $30 million in its campaign, of which $4.5 million was spent on a mail blitz to
300,000 ministers who received a box bearing the words: "A GIFT FOR YOU FROM SOME FOLKS WHO
CARE." Inside were three video cassettes containing six hours of doctrinal lectures, two books expounding the
Divine Principle, some pamphlets, and two letters from Mose Durst, president of the Unification Church in
America. Sadly, many so-called evangelical leaders were taken in by this ploy.

-  In 1993, a l0,000-member-strong alliance of academics founded by Moon -- the Professors World Peace
Academy (PWPA) -- rescued the small University of Bridgeport (CT) with a $50,000 loan and grant package. In
exchange, PWPA received control of the University's board of trustees. This prompted a lawsuit from a Bridgeport
coalition. PWPA is by charter, independent, but 90% of its money comes from the Unification Church, and it
resolved a decade ago "to work with Moon toward the establishment of a God-centered world of universal
fellowship and harmony." Steven Hassan, a former Moon rising star, says Moon is deadly serious and dangerous.
He says no Moon affiliate is independent, but that all are links in his scheme for "taking over the world" (7/1/93,
Calvary Contender).

-  A two-page advertisement in Moon's 5/17/93 Washington Times printed the speech that Moon delivered on
5/15/93 in Washington, D.C. titled: "True Parents and the Completed Testament Age." The following excerpt
provides an excellent summary of "Moonie" ecumenical socialism (from the 6/28/93 Christian News, copy attached
as part of the print report):

"It was God's will that the Messiah of the Second Coming should unite the two hostile blocs. That is
why I mobilized our church to help settle conflicts between the right wing, represented by the free
world, and the left wing, represented by communism. We have also worked on behalf of Christianity
and Judaism as a peacemaker with our Islamic brothers and sisters."
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Despite Moon's "World Anti-Communist League," he, in reality, advocates a Communist/Socialist society. His
Multiplex Umbrella of organizations are clones of his ideologies expressed in Divine Principles (the Moonie bible).
He teaches that Socialism is God's Heavenly Kingdom here on earth. According to Moon's theology, man's original
mind, the "heavenly side," is trying to realize the principle of coexistence, co-prosperity, and common cause. Moon
is not the image he portrays to his Moonies or to many of the politically active "evangelicals" he fellowships with.
He is part of the One World, One Religion, Anti-Christ system (Bold Truth Press). [Moon has praised Gorbachev,
and has called "Marxist" Martin Luther King "the greatest American of this century." Moon also has built a $250
million automobile plant in communist China, and has established a friendship with Moscow's communist
leadership, stating that: "The Soviet Union will be at the center of God's providence in the next century."]

-  Sun Myung Moon's "spiritual discernment" supposedly enables him to pick the right mates for members of the
Unification Church, his followers say. Moon reportedly spent two months matching photographs and applications
in preparation for 1992 mass wedding ceremony. On 8/25/92 in Seoul, about 30,000 couples were wed. At the
service, Moon and his wife were called the "true parents of mankind" (9/7/92, NIR Report). In 1995, more than
720,000 people -- two-thirds of whom were renewing their vows -- were married via satellite at 545 sites in more
than 100 countries; 10,000 of those participating were American. Moon and his wife spent 15 months matching
people for marriage, using photographs categorized by sex, age and nationality. Japanese couples paid $29,000 each
to participate in the ceremony; Americans paid $2,000. Church officials say the money goes for satellite charges
and the costs for 200,000 African couples, but a number of Protestant churches in Korea said that the ceremonies,
which have brought the church $1.3 billion throughout the years, are just a way for the church to make money.
(Source: 9/25/95, Christian News, p. 14.) 

-  In purveying his "heavenly deceit," Moon incorporates classical cultic tactics to lure unsuspecting youth into his
fold. Through various front organizations, he attracts idealistic people who are seeking for ways to bring about a
better world. His staunch anti-communism and anti-secular humanism provides a platform upon which he displays
the "evils of the world." Pointing to abortion, pornography, crime, prostitution, and other evils that plague western
civilization, Moon offers hope for what he calls a "New Age" of righteousness under the coming salvation through
obedience to Moon. 

Recruits lives are kept busy with non-stop work, lecture sessions, and fund-raising activities. For their efforts, they
are provided meals and a bed in one of Moon's communes spread throughout America, Western Europe, Korea,
and Japan. Married couples who join are separated and their children are taken from them to be raised in Moon's
nurseries. The children are told that the "Reverend" and Mrs. Moon are their parents. Single Moonies are
discouraged from developing close friendships with members of the opposite sex. Rather, they are required to
purify themselves through prayer and hard work until the time Moon assigns them a marriage partner. "Before
marriage, Moonies must confess any sexual sins to the 'Father' and beg his forgiveness. After marriage, intercourse
is banned for forty days and then spouses are usually assigned to different -- and distant -- locations. As a result,
Moonies produce few children. 

Beliefs of Unification Church/Sun Myung Moon

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church:
"While church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics."
Below are the highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation,
the fall of man, the occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and
hell: [Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report -- Unification Church Cult report;
Revised 11/01: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia; (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They
Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 243-267; (4) "Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of
World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic &
Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification Church," April 2000, pp. 32-33.]:
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1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly
revealed directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third
testament" of the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to
have received new revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with
John the Baptist. This is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine
Principle revealed in this book is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be
continually revealed" (Unification Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where
they are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be
agents of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work
of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on
the cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not
refer to raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression
"end of the world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that
Christianity is not the one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many
religions. ... God cannot be found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They
claim that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached
perfection, and that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and
childbearing. Therefore, the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the
spiritual fall) and then with Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown
But Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later
transcribed.] Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it
readily accepts clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the
tree of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan,
and Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam
and Eve thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin
is a matter of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical
redemption; i.e. it is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and
blessed by Moon himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by
having sexual relations with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon).
Now, those who totally submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the
Unification Church, allowing Moon to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of
purification not requiring sexual cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and
the deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God
must exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and
femininity which are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught
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by Unification theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid
theological insight" (Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is
just like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no
means be God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the
bastard offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle,
pp. 143-145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was
killed before He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973).
Moonies believe that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into
a power bloc for Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or
essential part of God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical
salvation by redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it
to provide an incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor.
15:12-20), but that He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical
salvation by marrying and producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate
it considers him to be this "third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt
of sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising,
recruitment, and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that
the "third Adam" will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p.
148). They teach that once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and
bear sinless children. [HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a
perfect family (indeed, his twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers
through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being
different from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit,
"... appears feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a
bright light or a field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy
Spirit is a "female spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also
cleanses the sins of the people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage.
[HJB] Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated,
"Unification theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God.
Hence it is not primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification
Theology, p. 53).  

11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and
false lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies
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which we conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's
love and man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third
Adam." They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the
First Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam"
through marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to
establish God's kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that
Jesus failed at the First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential
because it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death
depends on his spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions."
Rather than immortal perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires,
dislikes, and aspirations as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to
accept Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a
new Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by
Moon, was born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want
us to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come
in the clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and
those who do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

__________________

Endnotes

Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with
famed Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide,
concerning his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a
leader in the Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak
asked, "Could you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here
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today?" Fletcher answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World
Teacher will be able to speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested
through him is the Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to
make a revelation he has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I
have been speaking for a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows
through him, the intelligence, is not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their
inspiration and their knowledge from One Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in
some strange symbolical way that pool becomes Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was
then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle
brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered, "That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not
exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for
revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are
popularly known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing,"
as Moonies refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides
and grooms and repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to
obtain marriage licenses from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun
Myung Moon had matched (Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife
based on Moon's selection) or those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of
celibacy before marriage) would be allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as
a 'recommitment of marriage' to unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

__________________
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Unification Church*
Christian or Cult?

The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity.
It was officially founded in 1954 by Sun Myung Moon (which has led to the referring of his followers as
"Moonies") and moved to America in 1959, where he established his international headquarters. Born in Korea in
1920, Moon claims that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ appeared to him on Easter morning on a
mountainside in Northwestern Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of establishing the
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, a mission that Christ had only begun. Christ supposedly told Moon that he would be
"the completer of man's salvation by being the Second Coming of Christ" (Sun Myung Moon and The Unification
Church, James Bjornstad, p. 9). After World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of communist North
Korea, where he set up his first church (1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation,"
during which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's
influence. In 1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp),
accusing him of bigotry and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War
(1950). (Still today, Moon's sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents
Day," he observed, "Woman was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs
are the place of the true love palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the
Unification Church, which now claims three million members in more than 120 countries (about 40-45 thousand
U.S.), but both these figures are believed by many to be grossly exaggerated. (The largest concentration of Moonies
reside in Korea and Japan.) In 1956, Moon published the English version of the Divine Principle as the
authoritative work of the Unification Church. (The Korean Version: "Wolli Haesol" or "Explanation of the
Principle" was published on August 15th, 1957.) 

This "church" has been the subject of much negative U.S. publicity, primarily due to alleged unethical recruitment
and fund-raising tactics and Moon's authoritative leadership style. In 1982, Moon was convicted of federal income
tax fraud, for which he served 11 months (of an 18-month sentence) in federal prison (beginning in the summer of
1984). The Unification Church of America was founded in 1972 and is headquartered in New York City. To train
those interested in joining the movement, a "seminary" was established in 1975 at Barrytown, New York (the
Unification Theological Seminary), with the goal of unifying all theological beliefs. Its faculty is drawn from
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Eastern Orthodox backgrounds, as well as from the Unification Church. Its
mission statement reads, "to inspire Christian denomination and all the world's religions to supersede their
separateness and cooperate for the attainment of God's will."

Moon has also launched numerous business ventures, and with the free labor of his followers, has built a multi-
million dollar empire that includes pharmaceutical companies, manufacturing, banking, publishing, and other
industries. (The Unification News is a monthly newspaper owned by the Church. They also publish a monthly
magazine called Insight. While not an official publication of the Unification Church, the Church does own and
operate the Washington Times, located in Washington, D.C. Today's World is a monthly magazine.) Moon is a
permanent resident of the U.S. (since 1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the
"Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to which Moon himself has laid claim!).

Moon is particularly fond of drawing former U.S. intelligence and military officers into his organizations. Moon
has masterfully used his hard line anti-communist campaigns, multi-million dollar business deals, and substantial
political donations to blur his ultimate objective of a one-world government originating from a centralized religious
power -- ruled by Moon -- under which his followers will purchase goods and services only from church sponsored
manufacturers.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/moon/
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The Unification Church has also been linked to a variety of associated organizations. Some of these include The
American Freedom Coalition, Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP), CAUSA USA,
American Leadership Conferences, American Constitution Committee, National Committee Against Religions
Bigotry and Racism, Conservative Action Foundation, National Council for Church and Social Action, The
Washington Times Corporation, World Media Association, U.S. Property Development Corporation, Atlanta Video,
Happy World Inc., as well as numerous others (Washington Post, 15 October 1989).

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church:
"While church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics."
Below are the highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation,
the fall of man, the occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly
revealed directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third
testament" of the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to
have received new revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with
John the Baptist. This is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine
Principle revealed in this book is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be
continually revealed" (Unification Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where
they are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be
agents of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work
of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on
the cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not
refer to raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression
"end of the world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that
Christianity is not the one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many
religions. ... God cannot be found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They
claim that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached
perfection, and that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and
childbearing. Therefore, the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the
spiritual fall) and then with Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown
But Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later
transcribed.] Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it
readily accepts clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the
tree of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan,
and Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam
and Eve thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin
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is a matter of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical
redemption; i.e. it is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and
blessed by Moon himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by
having sexual relations with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon).
Now, those who totally submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the
Unification Church, allowing Moon to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of
purification not requiring sexual cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and
the deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God
must exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and
femininity which are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught
by Unification theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid
theological insight" (Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is
just like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no
means be God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the
bastard offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle,
pp. 143-145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was
killed before He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973).
Moonies believe that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into
a power bloc for Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or
essential part of God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical
salvation by redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it
to provide an incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor.
15:12-20), but that He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical
salvation by marrying and producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate
it considers him to be this "third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt
of sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising,
recruitment, and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that
the "third Adam" will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p.
148). They teach that once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and
bear sinless children. [HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a
perfect family (indeed, his twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers
through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being
different from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit,
"... appears feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a
bright light or a field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy
Spirit is a "female spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also
cleanses the sins of the people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage.
[HJB] Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated,
"Unification theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God.
Hence it is not primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification
Theology, p. 53).  
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11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and
false lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies
which we conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's
love and man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third
Adam." They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the
First Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam"
through marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to
establish God's kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that
Jesus failed at the First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential
because it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death
depends on his spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions."
Rather than immortal perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires,
dislikes, and aspirations as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to
accept Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a
new Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by
Moon, was born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want
us to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come
in the clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and
those who do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
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"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

Endnotes

Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with
famed Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide,
concerning his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a
leader in the Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak
asked, "Could you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here
today?" Fletcher answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World
Teacher will be able to speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested
through him is the Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to
make a revelation he has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I
have been speaking for a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows
through him, the intelligence, is not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their
inspiration and their knowledge from One Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in
some strange symbolical way that pool becomes Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was
then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle
brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered, "That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not
exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for
revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are
popularly known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing,"
as Moonies refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides
and grooms and repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to
obtain marriage licenses from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun
Myung Moon had matched (Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife
based on Moon's selection) or those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of
celibacy before marriage) would be allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as
a 'recommitment of marriage' to unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia; (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990,
pp. 243-267; (4) "Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification
Church," April 2000, pp. 32-33.
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The Leaven of Lakewood
“‘I don’t want this to sound arrogant, but I believe one day we’re going to have 100,000 a weekend,” 

says Pastor Joel Osteen of Lakewood Church in Houston .’”[1]

By Robert S. Liichow (In its entirety from Discernment.org website no longer available)

 The Kudos

I want to begin this article by giving credit where credit is due.  When it comes to the Lakewood 
charismatic mega-church there are aspects of this ministry which must be cited as worthy.  To begin with the
church was originally started by John Osteen, who was originally a Southern Baptist pastor but after receiving the
“baptism” in/with the Holy Spirit he became enamored with the charismatic renewal movement in its early stage
and eventually became associated with the Word of Faith (WOF) cult.  The following commentary was taken from
the official web site of Lakewood Church :  

The late John Osteen served the Lord Jesus Christ as pastor, evangelist, author, and teacher
for sixty years. Ordained as a Southern Baptist, he received the baptism in the Holy Ghost
in 1958, an experience which revolutionized his ministry into a worldwide outreach…John
Osteen began Lakewood Church in a dusty, abandoned feed store on Mother's Day 1959…
John Osteen was driven by an amazing love for people of all ages, races, nationalities and
walks of life.[2]  

One thing is certain in a time of racial division, John Osteen opened wide the doors of his church to all
people, and all shades and classes of people came.  John, even though he had rejected his Baptist theology (he did
actually earn a Masters degree from Northern Baptist Seminary), he never lost sight of the need for foreign
missions and his congregation supported and still supports a great deal of foreign mission work.  At the time of his
death, Lakewood Church had risen to 8,000 members.

I must be honest with you; out of all the WOF teachers my wife and I listened to we enjoyed John Osteen
more than most.  He did have a genuine pastor’s heart and a desire to see people come to a saving faith in Jesus
Christ.  We have many of John Osteen’s books and tapes in the DMI archives.  It seems that his seminary
education helped keep John from espousing some of the most heretical doctrines that are commonly taught by WOF
teachers today.

However, I am under no illusions regarding the WOF “leaven” which John propagated and is unfortunately
being further magnified through his son Joel Osteen who took over as Pastor when his father died in 1999.  John
was a big crusader for the error of positive confession.  This is a metaphysical belief that we can either create or
change our reality by the power of our words, for example he stated the following:  

When they say like they did to Smith Wigglesworth, "How are you feeling today?" He said
"Listen, I don't ask my body how it's feeling; I tell it how to feel." And your words should
not be to describe the situation; your words should be given to change the situation. And

so, read it, meditate upon it, and speak it
[3]

I am the sum total of what I have been confessing through the years. My children are the
best children that ever lived on the face of the earth.  They are blessed of God.  They are
the sum total of what Dodie and I have confessed and loved them into being[4]

Osteen is on record as fully endorsing the WOF errant concepts surrounding financial prosperity:  

It's God's will for you to live in prosperity instead of poverty. It's God's will for you to pay
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your bills and not be in debt. It's God's will for you to live in health and not in sickness all
the days of your life[5]  

In the above sermon we can see the Health & Wealth “gospel” summed up three sentences.  So despite the
good things that John Osteen did as a Pastor, he got ensnared by the subtlety of false teaching and ended up
misleading millions before his death.

Jesus in speaking to His disciples warned them about the leaven of the Pharisees in the following
discussion:

     Mt 16:6,11-12 -- Then Jesus said unto them, Take heed and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees
and of the                         Sadducees…How is it that ye do not understand that I spake [it] not to you
concerning bread, that ye should beware of the leaven of the   Pharisees and of the Sadducees?  Then
understood they how that he bade [them] not beware of the leaven of bread, but of                    the doctrine
of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees.

Even though it seems to us that His disciples were a little slow on the “uptake” at times Jesus makes His
point crystal clear to them --- He was warning them to beware[6], to be on guard against the danger of their
doctrinal errors, which Jesus likens to leaven in bread.  Jesus knew that if left unchecked, like leaven in bread, their
doctrinal error would spread.  The leaven of false doctrines which he instilled in his son are now expanding and
misleading more people than John Osteen could have ever imagined.

The Concerns

Joel Osteen Master of Marketeering

Joel Osteen has absolutely no biblical training or experience to be a pastor.  Charismatic pulpits are
filled with people who feel “called” to the pastorate and that is enough for them and those who follow them.  They
attempt to build congregations on the “strength” of their calling.  Some charismatic leaders may go on to some
unaccredited “Bible School” for a year or two, none (which encompasses a large group of ministers) that we were
ever acquainted with attended any legitimate seminary.

Would you allow a surgeon to operate on you because he felt “called” to be a surgeon as a child, but never
went on to medical school?  Or would you allow someone to build your house who firmly believed God had called
him to be an architect yet had never gone on to college to study architectural design?  Of course not, it would be
the height of foolishness!

Yet millions of professing Christians are more than willing to follow a man (or woman) who says “God”
has called them and has supernaturally equipped them to be ministers.  These especially anointed men and women
have no need to study Church history, hermeneutics, systematic theology and struggle through Greek and Hebrew
as other ministers do.  They hear directly from God (this is especially true for the sign-gift[7] pastors, most seeker-
sensitive churches are led by seminary educated individuals).

So my first main concern is that we have a man in the pulpit of the largest congregation in America, being
beamed around the world, who has no biblical education or training for the vocation he says he has!  To me we
have a clear case of the blind leading the blind (read Luke 6:39) with the end result being masses of people falling
into the ditch of spiritual ignorance, abuse and/or extremism.

Joel Osteen made the following statement which ought to be enough to drive thousands of people away
from his church:  

Osteen’s upbeat style is deliberate and authentic. ‘Make church relevant,’ he says.
‘Give them something to be able to take away.  I find today people are not looking
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for theology.  There’s a place for it, [But] in your everyday life you need to know
how to live.[8]  

That statement is loaded with seeker-sensitive “code.”  My wife and I left a North American Baptist church
of over 1,000 members which had as its acronym “GPARS” which stood for: (1) Grace; (2) People; (3)
Authenticity; (4) Relevance and (5) Small groups.

Of course Osteen’s “style” is upbeat; would you expect negativity from a positive confession devotee?  No! 
Deliberate, absolutely, he really believes much of the WOF nonsense his father taught him all his life, not to
mention whatever offbeat spirituality he may have gleaned from his two years at Oral Roberts University. 
Authentic?  Without a doubt!  What you see is what you get.  Joel Osteen is a man without any biblical education,
but an admitted talent for marketing. 

To be a success in marketing you have to know where people itch and scratch it.  Or, you have to
create a desire in them by creating a hunger for something they currently do not have nor formerly knew
they needed.  All commercials can be condensed down to one of these two truths.

So to become a mega-church, a pastor has to make church relevant.  He has to give the people what they
want, something that soothes that spiritual itch.  In order to be a “success” (i.e. large masses of people and money)
pastors must preach unchallenging messages that uplift rather than convict.  He must pander to the lowest common
denominator and make sure that whatever is taught does not offend anymore at anytime.  What we are seeing is
really nothing new, it is a simply fulfillment of 2 Tim. 4:3-4:

For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves
teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.

 This is exactly where multitudes of people are spiritually today.  The above text also helps explain the
phenomena of people like Robert Schuller, Rick Warren, Bill Hybels, and now Joel Osteen.

Osteen goes on to say that “I find today that people are not looking for theology.”  Well that is obvious
because if they were they would not find any sound theology at Lakewood!  Although he does not reveal to the
readers where he found this astonishing fact out, it appears the folks he has talked to have no interest in theology.

Lest you think me a bit harsh, let me remind you that theology simply means “the knowledge of God.”  In
essence, Osteen has said that people are really not interested in learning about God.  Somehow (undoubtedly
due to his lack of biblical education) he has made a disconnect between knowing the God of the Bible via sound
biblical theology and “knowing how to live.” 

Brothers and sisters, my wife and I can testify to you that the more accurately you understand God within
the biblical context, the better life you will live before Him.  Tracy and I have a daughter. She does not like to eat
certain vegetables, but we MAKE her eat them from time to time.  Why?  As her parents, even though somewhat
distasteful to her, we know that eating them will be beneficial.

The same is true for every man who mounts a pulpit!  God does not tell us to feed the sheep what they want
to eat.  Jesus told Peter “feed My sheep,” (see John 21:16).  Jesus said “feed” the sheep not “entertain” them!  We
are to give them the Word of God in its totality.  Any pastor can fall into the trap of becoming a people pleaser. 
This is why Paul, through the Holy Ghost warned young Timothy in the verse just above the one I cited: 2 Tim. 4:-
2:

I charge [thee] therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and
his kingdom; Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine.  

Timothy is WARNED to be steadfast in his proclamation of the Gospel to be ready and in his preaching to:
(1) REPROVE; (2) REBUKE; (3) EXHORT the people according to the Scriptures.  How? We are to preach with
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all longsuffering (because such preaching is unpleasant to people’s carnal nature) and with doctrine.  GASP! 
Doctrine?  I can hear the seeker-sensitive pundits saying “oh come now, Rev. Liichow, surely you know preaching
doctrinal messages is passé?”  Osteen would do well to heed the word of the Lord from a genuine prophet who
stated:

 Eze 34:2 -3 -- Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel , prophesy, and say unto them, Thus saith the
Lord GOD unto the shepherds; Woe [be] to the shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves! should not the shepherds feed
the flocks?  Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: [but] ye feed not the flock.

 There are many biblical themes which are very “unpopular” and even politically “incorrect” yet the
faithful pastor/teacher will expound on these topics as well so that the flock under his care is receiving a
balanced spiritual diet and is able to walk in the full light of God’s Word and not in the shadows.

What is Joel’s educational background and experience?  Since we know his training is not theological, what
is it?  He did attend Oral Roberts University for two years, but his area of study had to do with television
production and marketing.  

Meanwhile, son Joel, one of six children, was learning the business of television… ‘Growing up, I knew
what I wanted to do.  I wanted to be involved in TV production,’ he says. ‘That was just my passion.’  In

1981 he came home from Oral Roberts University (ORU) to start the Lakewood TV ministry.[9]  

For seventeen (17) years Joel was behind the scenes handling all the television and marketing of his father’s
ministry.  The next statement from the Charisma article is very revealing:  

The younger Osteen’s television-marketing talents and his dad’s preaching skills resulted eventually in the
church churches being aired on stations nationwide and in more than 100 countries.[10]  

            Joel Osteen had the ability to get his father’s heavily WOF influenced message out all over America and
into 100 foreign markets.  Due to this dynamic-duo of folksy preaching/teaching and highly visible presence on
television, Lakewood Church grew to close to 8,000 members at the time of John Osteen’s death in 1999.

            With his father sick in the hospital, John asks his son, Joel, to preach for him that Sunday.  Initially, Joel
balked at the idea and said “no.”  He then relented, and here are Joel’s own words concerning his preaching that
day:  

I just got up there and told stories.  I was so glad when it was over, I said, ‘I’ll never do this again in my
life.’[11]  

That was the beginning of his public ministry; he just got up and told “stories.”  Joel has been telling stories
that have been tickling the ears of the multitudes ever since. Here is how the article describes Joel’s style of
preaching:  

The appealing style of Osteen’s personality in the pulpit is unmistakable.  It is part of the reason for the
Lakewood ’s current level of success.[12]
Everyone agrees Osteen’s preaching is a key ingredient.  Descriptions of his style include ‘simple,’ ‘down-
to-earth,’ ‘practical,’ ‘relatable,’ ‘easy,’ ‘folksy,’ ‘humble.’[13]
It’s 10 a.m. when he began his sermon.  The theme is practical as he gives example after example of the
importance of following God’s timing rather than one’s own.  He keeps the tone cheerful, optimistic. ‘God
doesn’t want anybody walking out of here today heavy-hearted and downcast,” Osteen says.[14]  

Joel Osteen is charismatic in his personality.  He is not a bad looking man; his delivery is as non-
threatening as the positive messages he delivers.  Perhaps I am reading in too much, yet when I read “practical” it
makes me think that he believes teaching theology is somehow “impractical.”  The example after example simply
means he tells a lot of stories and anecdotes that somehow relate to the message in which he may cite one or two
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proof texts to make his point.

It also concerns me when a pastor can make the statement that God does not want anybody walking out of
here “heavy-hearted.” My Bible says “godly sorrow worketh repentance…” (see 2 Cor. 7:10).  At times God does
want us to walk out of a service “heavy-hearted” if we have been sinning against His will.  We should allow the
Word (when properly expounded) and the Spirit (when genuinely present) to break us, to convict us of sinful
attitudes and practices. 

However, if all you hear is “upbeat,” “cheerful,” and “optimistic” messages, there is little opportunity for the
Holy Spirit to work conviction in the hearts of the hearers.  This folksy, down home, non-confrontational type of
message also goes a long way in explaining the huge crowds that gather to be entertained.   

Let Us Entertain You

Entertained?  Oh yes, it is not only Joel’s preaching style, but the music of Lakewood that is an important
ingredient in drawing hoards of people. Once Joel took command of Lakewood’s already large congregation
(between 6,000 to 8,000 members), he began to expand the musical talent as well.  

Four years ago, when Cindy Cruse-Ratcliff --- former member of the Dove Award-winning Cruse Family
gospel group --- became Lakewood’s minister of music, the church had only one Sunday morning
service…Soon after Cruse-Ratcliff arrived Lakewood expanded when two Sunday morning services were
added…’The growth was extremely rapid,’ says Cruse-Ratcliff, who still serves on the 200-member
Lakewood. Staff.[15]  

“Star power” brings people to churches as well, especially musical stars and Joel is not ignorant of this fact. 
As minister of music Ms. Ratcliff knows people in the contemporary music scene and she no doubt help add to the
musical strength of this mega-church by helping bring in some more musical talent:  

Helping to spice up that mix are two of the most prominent names in worship music.  Marcos Witt, who
fills stadiums in Latin America for worship concerts was tapped in 2002 to pastor Lakewood ’s 3,000
member Hispanic congregation.  Also adding diversity to the Lakewood staff is Israel Houghton, whose
soulful worship anthems are sung around the world.[16]
 

The music at Lakewood is contemporary.  They have musical stars that appeal to Hispanic (Witt), African-
American (Houghton) and Caucasian members (Ratcliff).  The musical team writes many of their own songs and
nothing in the article is ever mentioned about hymns.

This is not surprising when you consider that (to our knowledge) no seeker-sensitive or WOF congregation
use hymnals at all, apart from the occasional singing of Amazing Grace.  The charismatic movement’s brand of
music has infiltrated almost all evangelical congregations that have forsaken the use of the historic hymns.  At our
former seeker-sensitive Baptist church, we sang songs that originated from theToronto “revival” and from the
Vineyard movement, two examples of some of the wildest expressions within the renewal movement.

Musically speaking, there is a method “to their madness” at Lakewood and other mega-churches.  They have
a strong emphasis to cut all ties with traditional Christianity.  The classic, highly theological hymns and hymnals
virtually scream out the dreaded word “traditional.”

  Out With the Old, In With the New

  Lakewood and all seeker congregations do not want to be associated with any denominational trappings or
any forms of liturgical worship[17].  Many of these churches have even removed crosses from behind their pulpits
lest they appear to be too churchy to the seeker. 
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In all our time spent among both Pentecostal believers and seeker-sensitive groups, we never recited the
Lord’s prayer as part of our worship.  We never recited any of the historic creeds of the orthodox Church.  I doubt
there are three people who attend Lakewood who could recite the Apostles or Nicene Creeds, and probably few
know the Lord’s Prayer.  Catechism classes?  You’ve got to be kidding!  In its place some groups may offer a new
member’s class, but these classes are usually just general introductions to what the church has to offer the
“seeker.”  Osteen being a sign-gift believer, offers classes which promote the concept of a second baptism
in/with/by the Holy Spirit, but this aspect seems to be soft-peddled as well.

What Is the Key to Osteen’s Success?

Osteen, I believe, is probably the first of many WOF devotee’s who has melded the successful marketing
techniques of the seeker-sensitive mega-churches with their positive confession health & wealth message.  The
blend becomes a potent hybrid that appeals to both sign-gift believers (sort of “charismatic lite”) and baby-boomer
seekers.

The message that God wants to bless His children with complete physical health, to give them great
financial wealth, and to demand little of them regarding their spiritual life is a highly appealing message.  When
you combine this with well known Gospel singers, highly orchestrated praise and worship teams in a decidedly
non-church atmosphere, it will appeal to even a wider audience.

We cannot forget to mix in the vast television footprint that Lakewood church promotes, along with its web
site. Daddy John Osteen’s books are still in almost all Christian bookstores, so it is not difficult to understand how
it can gather 30,000 people in Lakewood’s rented 16,000 seat arena, formerly the home of the Houston Rockets.

Lastly, we cannot lose sight of the fact that a certain synergy builds with any church when it begins to reach
such a size.  People, who have no solid doctrinal foundation, will want to attend the place where “something” is
happening (throw in a coffee bar, ice rink and gym does not hurt either).  In America, bigger is better.  After all,
many posit, if Joel was not being used of the Lord, then why would God allow all these people to come to
Lakewood church?

Could it be a sign of God’s judgment on His people who have forsaken His ways?  Often we think of
God’s judgment as some divine catastrophe, yet often, and just as catastrophic, is when He simply allows people to
have own way.  I believe the words of Jeremiah are applicable to many in the Church today:

Jer 2:12-13 --  Be astonished, O ye heavens, at this, and be horribly afraid, be ye very desolate, saith the LORD. 
For my people have committed two evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, [and] hewed
them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no water.  

As much as Joel Osteen no doubt believes the growth they’ve experienced is due to the blessing of God, it
really boils down to three simple things, all of which have nothing to do with God at all: (1) his father’s legacy and
an already existing mega-church; (2) Joel’s slick marketing abilities; (3) a biblically errant, but hugely popular
message which appeals to the masses seeking to have their ears tickled and experience a “good time” in church.  

[1] Charisma, June 2004, pg. 42

[2] http://www.lakewood.cc/john_osteen_tribute.htm

[3] Osteen, John. Sermon entitled Developing Miracle Working Faith, FA- 006.  Bold type and underlining added
for emphasis.

[4]
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 Obtained from http://www.myfortress.org/JohnOsteen.html on 06-10-04.

[5] Osteen, John . Sermon, The Holy Spirit Part I HS-001

[6] prose/xw a ; e)pe/xw a : to be in a continuous state of readiness to learn of any future danger, need, or error,
and to respond appropriately - `to pay attention to, to keep on the lookout for, to be alert for, to be on one's guard
against.' Taken from the Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, Silver Mountain Software, ver 5.0.

[7] I purposefully use the term sign-gift in place of charismatic because all Christians are charismatic believers in
that each one of us have been gifted with some gift or gifts from the Holy Spirit (read 1 Cor. 12:7).

[8] Charisma, June 2004, pp. 44-45. Bold type added for emphasis.

[9]Ibid., June 2004, p. 44

[10] Ibid. p. 44.

[11] Ibid. p. 44.  Underlining added for emphasis.

[12] Ibid. p. 46.

[13] Ibid. p. 45.

[14] Ibid. p. 49. Italics and underlining added for emphasis.

[15] Ibid. p. 44.

[16] Ibid.  p. 46.

[17] It is interesting as hard as they have tried to distance themselves from established “traditional” forms of
Christian worship they have created their own liturgies of a sort.  They have banners which are marched around,
they have praise dancers (we called them “Glory Dancers”).  They have alter calls, and other aspects which have
become standard practices and thus traditions.
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Joel Osteen Can’t Tell You the Gospel/Doesn’t Know Who’s Going to
Hell

Joel Osteen’s book, Your Best Life Now: 7 Steps to Living at Your Full Potential, has rocketed up to #1 on The New
York Times bestseller list. (It includes chapters titled “Enlarge Your Vision,” “Develop a Healthy Self-Image,” and
“Discover the Power of Your Thoughts and Words.”) He’s filling up auditoriums for his road shows. His happy
times prosperity gospel church in Houston, Texas, has even bought up a 60,000-seat stadium for Osteen to preach
to his 30,000 followers. On June 20, 2005, Osteen sat for an interview with Larry King on CNN’s The Larry King
Show. King introduced Osteen as “evangelism’s hottest rising star, pastor for the biggest congregation in the United
States.” And what does he preach? Osteen said he doesn’t get into controversial subjects like sin and judgment.
False religions such as Islam, Hinduism, and Judaism don’t concern him. He doesn’t really know who’s going to
hell and who isn’t. 

Excerpts below are from the interview—a full transcript is available at: 
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0506/20/lkl.01.html.

KING: Is—have you always believed?

OSTEEN: I have always believed. I grew up, you know, my parents were a good Christian people. They showed us
love in the home. My parents were the same in the pulpit as they were at home. I think that’s where a lot of
preachers’ kids get off base sometimes. Because they don’t see the same things at both places. But I’ve always
believed. I saw it through my parents. And I just grew up believing. [Believing what?] 

KING: But you’re not fire and brimstone, right? You’re not pound the decks and hell and damnation? 

OSTEEN: No. That’s not me. It’s never been me. I’ve always been an encourager at heart. And when I took over
from my father, he came from the Southern Baptist background, and back 40-50 years ago, there was a lot more of
that. But, you know, I just—I don’t believe in that. I don’t believe—maybe it was for a time. But I don’t have it in
my heart to condemn people. I’m there to encourage them. I see myself more as a coach, as a motivator to help
them experience the life God has for us. 

KING: But don’t you think if people don’t believe as you believe, they’re somehow condemned? 

OSTEEN: You know, I think that happens in our society. But I try not to do that. I tell people all the time, preached
a couple Sundays about it. I’m for everybody. You may not agree with me, but to me it’s not my job to try to
straighten everybody out. The Gospel is called the good news. My message is a message of hope, that’s God’s
[message] for you. You can live a good life no matter what’s happened to you. And so I don’t know. I know there is
condemnation, but I don’t feel that’s my place. 

KING: You’ve been criticized for that, haven’t you? 

OSTEEN: I have. I have. Because I don’t know. 

KING: Good news guy, right? 

OSTEEN: Yeah. But you know what? It’s just in me . . . 

KING: So it’s self-fulfilling. Billy Graham was here last Thursday. 

OSTEEN: I saw. 
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KING: Might have been his last interview. Is he a hero to the evangelists? 

OSTEEN: He is a hero to us all. His life of integrity. Somebody that can stick with it for that long and just stick
with his message. What I love about Dr. Graham is he stayed on course. He didn’t get sidetracked. That’s what
happens to so many people today. It’s a good lesson for me, a good example for me to say, you know what, Joel,
you may have a lot now, but I want to be here 40 years from now sitting with you. 

KING: Do you share Billy’s beliefs of life after death in a sense of going somewhere? 

OSTEEN: I do, I do. We probably agree on 99 percent. I do. I believe there’s a heaven you know. Afterwards,
there’s, you know, a place called hell. And I believe it’s when we have a relationship with God and his son Jesus
and that’s what the Bible teaches us. I believe it. [So that’s the gospel?] 

KING: Is it hard to lead a Christian life? 

OSTEEN: I don’t think it’s that hard. To me it’s fun. We have joy and happiness. Our family—I don’t feel like that
at all. I’m not trying to follow a set of rules and stuff. I’m just living my life. 

KING: But you have rules, don’t you? 

OSTEEN: We do have rules. But the main rule to me is to honor God with your life. To live a life of integrity. Not
be selfish. You know, help others. But that’s really the essence of the Christian faith. 

KING: That we live in deeds? 

OSTEEN: I don’t know. What do you mean by that? 

KING: Because we’ve had ministers on who said, your record don’t count. You either believe in Christ or you
don’t. If you believe in Christ, you are, you are going to heaven. And if you don’t, no matter what you’ve done in
your life, you ain’t. 

OSTEEN: Yeah, I don’t know. There’s probably a balance between. I believe you have to know Christ. But I think
that if you know Christ, if you’re a believer in God, you’re going to have some good works. I think it’s a cop-out to
say I’m a Christian but I don’t ever do anything . . . 

KING: What if you’re Jewish or Muslim, you don’t accept Christ at all? 

OSTEEN: You know, I’m very careful about saying who would and wouldn’t go to heaven. I don’t know . . . 

KING: If you believe you have to believe in Christ? They’re wrong, aren’t they? 

OSTEEN: Well, I don’t know if I believe they’re wrong. I believe here’s what the Bible teaches and from the
Christian faith this is what I believe. But I just think that only God will judge a person’s heart. I spent a lot of time
in India with my father. I don’t know all about their religion. But I know they love God. And I don’t know. I’ve
seen their sincerity. So I don’t know. I know for me, and what the Bible teaches, I want to have a relationship with
Jesus. [Hindus love Jehovah God (Yahweh), and worship Him as Scripture commands? All sincere souls go to
heaven? What about Christ’s claim that “no man cometh unto the Father, but by me” (John 14:6)?]

One thing is clear from Joel Osteen’s interview: He revealed more about what he doesn’t know than about what he
claims to know. Osteen joins a growing company of celebrity “evangelicals” who have appeared on Larry King
Live and have failed “to give an answer to every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you . . .” (1
Peter 3:15). As evidenced by this transcript, Osteen seems a great deal less certain about the Gospel than the
following New Testament saints: 
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Paul declared, “I am not ashamed: for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded . . .” (2 Timothy 1:12); he
prayed, “that ye may know what is the hope of [Christ’s] calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance
in the saints” (Ephesians 1:18); and wrote, “Now we know that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them
who are under the law: that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may become guilty before God”
(Romans 3:19); “That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings . . .”
(Philippians 3:10); “Let your speech be alway with grace, seasoned with salt, that ye may know how ye ought to
answer every man” (Colossians 4:6); John declared, “These things have I written unto you . . . that ye may know
that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God. And we know that we are of God,
and the whole world lieth in wickedness. And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an
understanding, that we may know him that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This
is the true God, and eternal life” (1 John 5:13,19,20).  

And of course, the Old Testament also repeatedly states, “that ye may know. . . .” God certainly has conveyed the
impression that He wants us to be certain! Yet for Joel Osteen, over and over again, it’s “I don’t know.”

The above material was excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: the August, 2005 issue of The Power of
Prophecy; and the July, 2005 issue of The Berean Call.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/05
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J.I. Packer
General Teachings/Activities

-  J.I. Packer has authored many books, is a professor at the neo-evangelical Regent College located in Vancouver,
British Columbia, and is a senior editor, Visiting Scholar, and Institute Fellow for the neo-evangelical magazine
Christianity Today. Over the years, Dr. Packer has become increasingly neo-evangelical and ecumenical in his
writings, his endorsements, and his associations. Nevertheless, his reputation among the undiscerning remains
unscathed. Who among us has not heard at one time or another the retort, "J.I. Packer endorsed that book; it must be
okay"? As demonstrated in this report, however, Packer will apparently endorse anyone, or speak in any forum, as
long as they or it claim(s) to be Christian.

-  Even though much of what Packer has personally authored is well-written and theologically sound (perhaps he is
best known for Knowing God, his classic on the attributes of God), he nevertheless interjects into many of his later
writings much of the "pop psychology" gospel permeating evangelicalism today; e.g., Packer has evidently bought-
into the self-love gospel (self-esteem, self-image, self-worth, self-forgiveness, self-etc.):

"However unloved and worthless we once felt, and however much self-hate and condemnation we once
nursed, we must now see that by loving us enough to redeem us God gave us value, and by forgiving us
completely He obligated us to forgive ourselves and made it sin for us not to" (Eternity, April 1988).
(Emphases added.)

By definition, sin is the failure to obey a command of God, by not doing what He requires or by doing what He
forbids. Where in the Bible, then, are we commanded to forgive ourselves? Nowhere! It is a dangerous thing, indeed,
to extrapolate a command to forgive ourselves from the fact that God forgives us -- it is putting commands in God's
mouth and putting burdens on men's backs that they need not bear. (From Jay E. Adams, From Forgiven To
Forgiving, pp. 66-69.) [Packer also evidently believes the blasphemy that we should forgive God! This is evidenced
by his endorsement of the James Dobson' book that teaches this psychological concept (When God Doesn't Make
Sense). The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One Who can do no wrong and is perfect in every
way, and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a total affront to His holy, righteous
character!]

-  Packer was the keynote speaker at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School's [now Trinity International University
(TIU) -- an Evangelical Free Church-affiliated school] "Repentance, Holiness, and Power" conference held 5/29/91-
6/1/91. Other speakers at the conference were Catholic charismatics Michael Scanlan and Ann Shields. In the
6/22/92 Christianity Today, Packer analyzes and praises the Catholic charismatic movement. He calls it, "God's
witness," "God's therapy," "God's cure," and "God's summons." He says: "Protestant and Catholic charismatic
teaching on the Christian life is to all intents and purposes identical." Packer also seemed to defend Gordon College
professor Thomas Howard's 1985 conversion to Catholicism by saying it is nothing like the tragedy of becoming a
liberal (5/17/85, Christianity Today). Packer has also stated that the charismatic movement "must be adjudged a work
of God" (7/15/89, Calvary Contender), and that "Catholics are among the most loyal and [spiritually] virile brothers
evangelicals can find these days" (7/15/85, Christianity Today).

-  In the early-1990s, TIU' faculty member Murray J. Harris, Professor of NT Exegesis and Theology, denied the
Biblical teaching of the physical, material nature of the resurrection body. This was specifically taught in Professor
Harris's 1987 book, Raised Immortal, and in his 1990 book, From Grave to Glory. Harris taught that Christ did not
rise immortal in the same essentially physical body in which He died, and that Jesus does not now have a body of
physical "flesh and bones." This is nearly the doctrine of Jehovah's Witnesses. The key concern about Dr. Harris's
1990 book is that, in effect, it teaches the annihilation, not the resurrection of the essentially physical body of Jesus,
and that it, therefore, serves to undermine the Biblical doctrine of the present "incarnate" Christ. Like the JWs, Harris
also claims the Lord's appearances after His "resurrection" were "materializations" and that the heavenly body is
"immaterial." [It appears not to concern Harris that historic, orthodox Christianity has always held that Scripture
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teaches the necessity of belief in the resurrection of Christ's body of "flesh" for salvation (Jn. 2:18-22; Lk. 24:36-39;
Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:1-3,14, 17).] Also like the JWs, Harris denies the resurrection of the believer's body from the
grave; Harris holds that the believer's resurrection body is by nature "invisible," "immaterial," and "spiritual," and that
believers get it (in this "immaterial" form, "qualitatively and numerically distinct from the old body") at the moment
of death, even though the real physical body is still in the grave! [Harris apparently abandoned this latter view, but
the EFCA still holds it to be "orthodox."]

In a press release dated 9/24/92, Witness Inc., a major countercult ministry in Clayton, CA, announced that it and 34
other leading countercult organizations had taken a united stand against the doctrine of the resurrection as taught by
Harris (the number in the coalition had increased to 156 as of 1/96), saying that it is not "orthodox" but "akin to the
doctrine of the JW cult." Nevertheless, Dr. Kenneth Meyer, president of Trinity at the time, along with Dr. Harris in
a 13-page letter, asked all E-Free Churches "to respect and support" Trinity's judgment on Harris. Apparently, EFCA
leadership wanted their people to believe it is "orthodox" to hold that Jesus does not now have a body of physical
"flesh and bones"; that at the time of each person's death, the believer's physical body will be "replaced" by a form
that is not essentially material; and that it is "orthodox" to hold that the body that dies remains forever in the grave,
having been "replaced" by an immaterial/invisible "spiritual" form. And, apparently, so does J.I. Packer! He writes:

"The whole church benefits from the necessity laid on Professor Harris to prove his orthodoxy in the
matter of resurrection -- Christ's and ours. This is a clear, warm-hearted book [From Grave to Glory],
impeccable in scholarship and inspiring to read. Resurrection questions are not easy, and not all readers
will agree with Professor Harris on every detail, but Harris is undoubtedly in the main stream of
resurrection faith, and there is no more thorough treatment of the questions currently in print" (11/30/92,
Christian News -- from the back jacket of From Grave to Glory). (Emphases added.)

Packer, in a 4/5/93 Christianity Today article (pp. 64-65), also mentions the teachings of Origen as support for
Harris. What Packer doesn't say is that Origen's view of the resurrection was condemned by Church Councils as
deviations from Biblical truth. (In fact, with the exception of Origen, there was not a single major church father that
denied that Jesus was raised in His same material body of flesh!) Yet Packer maintains, "The nature of the
resurrection bodies is so mysterious, being right outside our present experience, that any theories about it must be
tentative at best" (p. 64). For J.I. Packer then, the belief in a resurrected Jesus of "flesh and bones" is merely belief in
a "tentative" theory! [The 6/17/93 issue of Christianity Today, after receiving much mail in protest over Packer's
statement, claimed that two of the most controversial paragraphs in the 4/5/93 Packer article were written by a
mystery writer, and that, by a "straightforward clerical error," must have become "accidentally snagged by a paper
clip" and, thusly, drug into Packer's piece! Incredible!]

In an article in the same 4/5/93 Christianity Today, "Why I Left," Packer explains how (though not why) it took him
29 years (from 1944-1973) to see unbelief at the core of the ecumenism of the World Council of Churches. Will it
take him another 29 years to discern Harris's errors?

-  Packer endorsed so-called Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's book, Men & Women: Enjoying the Difference
[Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which
is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses which
govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs, with great
emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]:

"Larry Crabb's insight into human nature, divine grace and Christian life yields a better blueprint for
marriage than the self-absorbed, rule-ridden role-play with which too many stop short. This is a wise
and liberating book for struggling couples -- and many others too."

-  Packer also endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference -- "Gary Collins digs us
heavily into the ribs to make us ask ourselves whether we count for God as we might, and if not, what are we going
to do about it. Here is therapy, spiritual and commonsensical, that will do a lot of us a lot of good."

-  Sometimes one wonders if J.I. Packer even knows how to identify heresy anymore. Tony Campolo is a theological
liberal and a radical political socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst. In 1983, he
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wrote a book titled A Reasonable Faith, in which he contends that Jesus Christ is mystically incarnate in every
human being, not just those born again. Nevertheless, a four-member panel, headed by J.I. Packer, cleared Campolo
of any heresy, merely labeling the book "methodologically naive and verbally incautious" containing "some
involuntary unorthodoxies of substance as well as some calculated unconventionalities in presentation" (9/20/85,
Christianity Today, pp. 30-38; and 12/13/85, Christianity Today, p. 52). (Packer also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up
America! by Zondervan.)

-  Tony Campolo has said that the people who make up the Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the
Christian community. To counter the perception that the coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the
political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called Religious
Right, launched a group called "Call for Renewal." On 5/23/95, Campolo and his group of self-proclaimed evangelicals
called a news conference. They said they had had enough of politics as usual and stepped forward claiming to have a
new vision for transcending Left and Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from "a diversity of traditions" signed
a document called the Cry for Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to dissent publicly from the Coalition's
policies and perceived allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity
Today; and Renegade Prophet?: A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is
nothing but a front for liberal theology. Some well known names signing on to the Cry for Renewal include; Steve
Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air Ministries; Ted Engstrom, World
Vision; Phillip Yancey; and  J.I. Packer. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash calls, "militantly
evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman, Children's Defense
Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the National Council of
Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr. Paul Sherry, President of
the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal Church. 

-  Packer is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization that
emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some
wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and "contemplative"
lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery
and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology
(i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age
model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of
Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's
Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses.")

-  Packer allows for women's ordination, and thereby, women preachers, as long as they are "properly supervised" by
men! He states that, "Since authority rests in the Word of God rather than in preachers and teachers of either sex, it is
my opinion that a woman's preaching and teaching gifts may be used to the full in situations where a male minister of
the Word has the effect of supplementing and supporting his own preaching and teaching." He then justifies this
effective nullification of the Word of God with the somewhat flippant statement that, "We in the West are no longer in
the Bibleless situation to which I Tim. 2:12 was directed" (2/11/91, Christianity Today). (Emphases added.)

-  More than 100 so-called evangelical leaders and academics, having declared Biblical faith is essential to solving
environmental problems, called on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal."
The statement, "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of Creation," had been in preparation for more than a year. It is
the joint effort of the Evangelical Environmental Network's World Vision (the neo-evangelical/ecumenical relief and
humanitarian agency) and radical social action group Evangelicals for Social Action (a network of professing Christians
involved in a broad range of public policy issues). (The Evangelical Environmental Network is also part of the National
Religious Partnership, which includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Consultation on Jewish Life and the Environment.) Though the statement carefully distances evangelical views of the
environment from aspects of ecological spirituality characterized as "pantheistic" and New Age, it, nevertheless, says
there is a Biblical responsibility for each person to care for the Earth. The document was drafted by a number of neo-
evangelical leaders, including World Vision President Robert Seiple, Evangelicals for Social Action President Ron
Sider, and Susan Drake, an organizer of the 1993 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio. Signers of the statement included J.I.
Packer. (Reported in the 4/4/94, Christian News.)
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-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the
first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English"
were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The Message is so
good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement. J.I. Packer has
also endorsed The Message: "In this crowded world of Bible versions, Eugene Peterson's blend of accurate scholarship
and vivid idiom make this rendering both distinctive and distinguished. The Message catches the logical flow, personal
energy, and imaginative overtones of the original very well indeed."

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy
view of life). For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and purpose
of my life," versus the Bible's "...The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual immorality" are
deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that "commitment and
intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God gave them over ..."
are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (providing a loophole for committed homosexuals who
"love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner). There are hundreds of examples like
these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we do
our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..." This all
sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we then rewrite
God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say about a man like J.I.
Packer when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's personal, politically correct
interpretation. (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe and Jack Hayford.) [Adapted from "What Kind of
Message is THE MESSAGE?" an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  The 2/88 issue of the Catholic charismatic magazine New Covenant carried a series of interviews with leaders from
various parts of Christendom. The same question was asked of each of these leaders: "Where is renewal happening in
the Catholic Church?" J.I. Packer was among those interviewed and his reply was significant:

"I see two streams of renewal flowing. ... One is a renewal of true godliness. This stream runs mainly,
though not exclusively, in charismatic channels. ... The second stream is a renewal of authentic
supernaturalism... Though I do not enthuse about the papacy and the Curia as institutions,
pronouncements from both sources since John Paul II took over have seemed to me, not indeed
infallible, but bracing expressions of this convictional renewal. ... It is as these two streams of renewal
continue to flow, and hopefully converge, that the Catholic Church will give most to the rest of
Christendom and to the benighted pagan world of our time."

How Packer can see signs of renewal in a totally apostate entity like the Roman Catholic Church is beyond the logic
of any discerning Bible-believer (Flirting With Rome, Vol. 2, p. 35).

-  Inclusivism teaches that adult adherents of other religions can be saved by being good adherents of their own
religions. This is the natural conclusion of pluralism. If no one is right, then everyone is right. Who are evangelical
Christians to make the absurd claim that only they have found the key to eternal life? Such an attitude we expect
from the unbeliever, but as postmodernism invades the church, inclusivism is rapidly being accepted there as well.
J.I. Packer writes, "We can safely say (i) if any good pagan reached the point of throwing himself on His Maker's
mercy for pardon, it was grace that brought him there; (ii) God will surely save anyone he brings thus far; (iii)
anyone thus saved would learn in the next world that he was saved through Christ" (God’s Words, p. 210). [This is
identical to the heretical teaching of C.S. Lewis—he says some pagans may "belong to Christ without knowing it"
(Mere Christianity, pp. 176-177), and "Christ fulfils both Paganism and Judaism ..." (Reflections on the Psalms,
p.129).] (Reported in Think on These Things – Postmodernism, Pt. IV, January 2003.) 

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
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initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned Catholic
priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life (headed by
Neuhaus). The declaration starts with, "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led
through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill
from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a
mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against Catholic/Protestant
unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This conveniently
ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of what brought
these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the charismatic movement
and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example]. In fact, one writer
correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties can continue to
cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In an article in the 12/12/94 Christianity Today ("Why I Signed It," pp. 34-37), Packer says he endorsed the accord
because "it affirms positions and expresses attitudes" that have been his "for half a lifetime"! Packer also said that he
has "... long thought that informal grassroots collaboration with Roman Catholics in ministry is the most fruitful sort
of ecumenism that one can practice nowadays," and that "evangelicals and Catholics who actively believe are
Christians together ... united in the one Body of Christ, joint-heirs not only with Him but with each other. ...
ecclesiastically divided Christians should not settle for doing separately anything that their consciences allow them to
do together." Packer knows that Catholics do not preach the gospel, but since they focus on many of the same things
that evangelicals do, Packer claims, "This constitutes a sufficient account of the gospel of salvation for shared
evangelistic ministry." Just how far Packer is willing to compromise is evident when he states, "We need to put sola
fide in small print because it is no longer one of the large-print issues that ought to divide us, nor should it divide us
in common mission." According to Packer, then, ecumenicity before truth!

Moreover, according to Packer, those refusing to join in this ecumenical spirit are in sin!: "Where there is fellowship
in faith, fellowship in service should follow, and the cherishing of standoffishness and isolationism becomes sin."
Bottom line for Packer: "... present needs of both church and community in North America ... cry out for an alliance
of good evangelical Protestants with good Roman Catholics (and good Eastern Orthodox, too)." To J.I. Packer, it
matters not that Catholics deny the heart of the gospel of Christ (i.e., the Catholic belief in baptismal regeneration
alone should be enough for evangelicals to separate from Catholics), as long as Catholics are active participants in
their church, that makes them Christian! And to Packer, for true Christians to obey God's commands to separate from
error, that is sin! How ludicrous! What insanity!

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January, 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth recognized
by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95, Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve Differences On
Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (held at Catholic-sympathizer D. James
Kennedy's Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright,
and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John
Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D. James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John
Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. In fact, in June of 1995, Packer co-authored a document with Michael Horton titled,
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"Resolutions for Roman Catholic and Evangelical Dialogue." The document encourages Catholics and Evangelicals
to join together when "Christian values and behavioral patterns are at stake," but this union is not to be regarded as
agreement in doctrine! It also accepts as fact that the Roman Catholic Church contains many believers.

Then in late-1995, Evangelicals and Catholics Together: Toward a Common Mission, edited by Colson and Neuhaus,
was published. The book is a collection of essays defending the ECT, including one essay by J.I. Packer. The
overall thesis of the book is that evangelicals and Catholics need each other to reform decaying culture obsessed with
destructive individualism and materialism, and that the Christian gospels compel a unity between sincere Christians
regardless of different, even irreconcilable theologies. (Reported in the 12/23/95, Houston Chronicle.) [Signers of
ECT I also signed the second ECT manifesto on 11/12/97, titled "The Gift of Salvation."]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example
of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe EC
will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness for
their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members of
the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony
Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly
LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack
Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant J.I. Packer and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC promotes
an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers who attest to
the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we are instructed by
Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on complete
agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New Testament is
found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on
sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials and non-essentials
(Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  The 7/02 TBC detailed Packer's latest comments concerning Catholicism -- "Catholics and Evangelicals in
Conversation" was a conference recently presented at Wheaton College and sponsored by its Department of Bible
and Theology and InterVarsity Press. It was a further development, and the first public endeavor of the ECT. At the
Wheaton conference, J.I. Packer shared the following: "What I dream of and long to see is evangelicals and Roman
Catholics standing together on the same platform to tell the world that Jesus Christ is the Savior whom everybody
needs." He then amplified his vision:

"I dream of those who respond to that good gospel word being taken through what would be a revived
catechumenate [a basic instructional program in the faith], a matter, incidentally, on which Roman
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Catholics, I think, have got further in these last few years than evangelicals have. A revived
catechumenate that is a grounding for new converts in which they are told that for the first year or two
years they should postpone the question of which church they are going to identify with, and simply
concentrate on getting the benefit of ministry of the Word and Christian fellowship in whatever churches
in their part of the world provide these. Catholic or Protestant. And it might be either."

Packer also left no doubt as to his commitment to the Evangelicals and Catholics Together dialogues:

"If through ECT there was for the future less evangelical apartheid in relation to Roman Catholics than
there has been in the past, and less Roman Catholic triumphalism...and more of Roman Catholic and
evangelical together[ness] in the re-Christianizing of society and the re-evangelizing and discipling of
the world community which is so largely drifting away from Christianity, then I should feel that we have
not failed. That's what I hope for and pray for, and it's to that effort that I for one hope that God in this
whole project will prosper what we're doing, keep us from folly, and enable us to be as influential in
these ways as [best] we can be."

An incredible statement considering the Catholic Church teaches that salvation is only through the Sacrament of
Baptism. Catholic teachings on salvation cannot be reconciled to the Bible. What we have here are two gospels: the
Biblical gospel, and, in the words of the Apostle Paul, "another gospel" (Gal 1:6,7) that can save no one.
Emphasizing that point, Paul twice calls the preachers of such a gospel "accursed" (Gal 1:8,9). How then could any
true evangelical advocate the partnership in winning souls to Christ proposed in Evangelicals and Catholics
Together? He could not. But that fact has neither deterred the participants of the ECT dialogue nor dampened their
enthusiasm.

-  Packer wrote the Foreword to Chuck Colson's book Who Speaks for God? He describes Colson as Richard Nixon's
"fixer and hatchet man," as "remarkable" and "gruesomely brilliant." Packer also says that Colson:

"... seeks to confront secular America with Christian truth ... to challenge the church to biblical fidelity
and obedience. ... He diagnoses our spiritual malaise in clear and stark terms. Thank God for his clarity
and vision!"

John Robbins (editor of The Trinity Review) says this about Packer: "The last good Foreword J.I. Packer wrote was
to John Owen's The Death of Death in the Death of Christ. Since then he has been praising -- and presumably being
well paid for his praise -- books he hasn't read. (And that is a charitable judgment.)" [Packer has also endorsed
Colson's book The Body, a book that calls for unity between Catholics and Protestants.]

-  Packer says he does not believe that "the essence of hell is grotesque bodily discomfort ... [that idea, he conceives]
misses the deeper point of the lurid word-pictures drawn by Dante and Jesus, and the New Testament writers ... The
essence of hell is [rather] self-hatred and God-hatred ..." (Reported in the 12/15/9,1 Calvary Contender.) This is a
Scripturally deficient concept of hell, and sounds much like the writings of C.S. Lewis, and more recently, Clark
Pinnock and John Stott.

-  Packer is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. Though Packer is no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, he has signed its
Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure
announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different
gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation
involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to the world around him.
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The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to
the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary."

That Packer has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents, make
up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  J.I. Packer is an endorser of  the highly controversial and dangerous Alpha Course. It was devised by Holy Trinity
Brompton, London, a large charismatic Anglican church. Anglican priest Nicky Gumbel began teaching it in 1990. It
is now the largest evangelistic effort in Britain and has been taken up by the main denominations and spread to the
U.S. Its philosophy is clearly New Age, leading one to experiences rooted in the occult. The Alpha Course,
originally intended for new Christians, is now aimed at the unchurched. But at its core is a "watered down" gospel at
best. It is geared less to conversion than to seeking the spurious Toronto Blessing experience (12/15/98, Calvary
Contender).

-  Based on all of the above, it is little wonder that J. I. Packer has now seen fit to blast fundamentalism as
"contentious orthodoxy." During a speech at "Not of This World: an Ecumenical Conference for Traditional
Christians," Packer declared, "I hope we are, none of us, fundamentalists." He said twice that fundamentalism is near
to being a "cultic heresy." During a question period after his speech, he said that Christians should be open to
different interpretations of Genesis 1-11 and that they should have "mental elbow room" in testing the historic
creeds. (Reported in the 6/12/95, Christian News.)
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Luis Palau
General Teachings/Activities

-  Luis Palau (pronounced pahl-OW), is an Argentinean-born (1934, to Roman Catholic parents) international
evangelistic preacher with immense popularity in South and Central America. He claims to have been born-again at
age 12, and immigrated to the U.S. in 1960. Palau is the author of 44 books and booklets, and has written more
than 100 articles published in Charisma, Christian Herald, Christian Parenting Today, Christian Reader,
Christianity Today, Decision, Discipleship Journal, Focus on the Family, Moody, The Plain Truth, Pursuit, World,
World Vision, Worldwide Challenge, and many other periodicals. He has been pegged by some to replace the
ecumenical Billy Graham as the United States' pre-eminent evangelist; "the Billy Graham of everywhere" says The
Wall Street Journal. (This, of course, was prior to the 11/95 appointment of Graham's son, Franklin, to replace the
retiring Billy.) Palau models his ministry and organization after Graham, being influenced by Graham since 1962,
when he served as a translator at a Graham crusade in California. Graham gave Palau money to start his own
organization in 1978, the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA). Palau raises money for his stadium crusades
like Graham also -- the responsibility falls upon sponsoring local churches.

-  Palau is a graduate and member of the Trustee Board at the neo-evangelical/psychologically-oriented Multnomah
School of the Bible in Portland, Oregon (now Multnomah Biblical Seminary). He is commonly called "the Billy
Graham of South America." The title is fitting, for he has followed Graham's new evangelical policies in his
crusades and has been willing to join hands with liberals, charismatics, and Roman Catholics. His ministry has not
been confined to South America, however. He has had crusades in such diverse places as Aberdeen, Scotland; New
Zealand; Managua, Nicaragua; and Peoria, Illinois (New Neutralism II, p. 67).

-  Since Palau's first crusade in 1966, an estimated 14 million people in 69 nations have attended 414 of Palau's
cross-denominational crusades and rallies (now termed "Festivals") -- he has preached on every continent except
Antarctica, and was the first evangelist to hold stadium evangelistic meetings in the Soviet Union (1989). In
addition, tens of millions more have been exposed to the Palau message through radio and TV broadcasts in 104
nations. His radio programs are broadcast each weekday on more than 500 stations in North, South, and Central
America (200 in the U.S.). Palau often purchases television time in cities where he plans stadium crusades, airing a
live call-in program called Night Talk with Luis Palau (carried by two national cable networks -- the National
Empowerment Television Network and the Inspirational Network). Viewers call to discuss their spiritual, family,
and other concerns. Palau claims to explain the basic Gospel and prays with those who want to trust Jesus Christ.
The national program also features taped segments of live TV programs from Palau's U.S. crusades. [Palau now airs
two distinct radio programs -- Luis Palau Responde and Cruzada, Spanish radio programs broadcast on more than
500 stations throughout Latin America and the United States; and Reaching Your World with Luis Palau, a two-
minute daily radio program, which went on the air 1/31/00, broadcast on more than 530 stations in the English-
speaking world.] (Source: LPEA Internet web site, 8/27/01.)

The Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA), his Portland, Oregon based non-profit organization, cites more
than 757,000 "known public decisions for Jesus Christ" as a result of the crusades, while tens of thousands more
have supposedly made life-changing decisions for Christ as a result of LPEA's broad range of ministries. The
LPEA has an annual budget of more than $4 million and 80 full- and part-time employees. In 1995, the operation
moved into a $1.3 million complex in Beaverton, Oregon, a Portland suburb. The new building includes a
television studio in addition to radio rooms. Palau has dreams of becoming a "Christian-based alternative to
'Geraldo' and 'Oprah.' I want to go nose to nose with the talk shows" (Martha Irvine: 10/13/95, Associated Press
story).

-  What kind of gospel is preached at a typical Palau' crusade? Palau conducted a "festival" in Waterbury,
Connecticut on 4/29/01. In an interview with Ed Flynn of "Talk of the Town" on radio station 1320 AM, on April
24, promoters of the Palau festival said that the evangelist is "a uniter, not a divider," that he is nondenominational
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and sends his converts "right back to the churches they come from." 

On 10/1/93, WGN-TV superstation out of Chicago aired a tape of Palau's message from his Phoenix Crusade held
at the America West Arena the end of October of 1992. [Jerry Colangelo, the president and CEO of the Phoenix
Suns professional basketball team, was the Crusade Chairman.] Palau's message was titled, "Hope for the Stressed-
Out."

Palau's message was peppered with "the Bible says" this/"the Bible says" that, but Palau never quoted a Bible
passage. For example: "The Bible says the Lord saves us from the pit -- the pit of despair, the pit of low self-
esteem ... the Bible says He redeems your life from the pit." Palau, of course, didn't give the passage from the Bible
to document that the Bible actually says God saves us from low self-esteem -- probably because there is no such
passage. (Chuck Swindoll, Josh McDowell, R.C. Sproul, Clyde Narramore, and other "Christian" psychologizers
say the Lord saves us from low self-esteem, but the Bible certainly doesn't say that. The salvation of sinners
depends upon the convicting power of the Holy Spirit to show sinners that they are lost and guilty before God, so
that they might repent and place their trust in Christ for salvation. What does this have to do with helping the sinner
enjoy feelings of greater self-esteem?)

The serious error in Palau's so-called gospel message was further illustrated in the Phoenix crusade video. The
Phoenix message was interrupted with cut-outs to a call-in television show Palau had done earlier in 1992. One
caller, a homosexual with AIDS from San Antonio, was "led to the Lord" by Palau via the repetition of an easy-
believism, decisional regeneration type of prayer so common in today's crusade evangelism. Nowhere in the prayer
was there the acknowledgement that the man's homosexuality was sin (although Palau told the caller that he had
"failed" the God who "loved and died for him").

-  Scholars have observed that although evangelists traditionally preached about hell-fire and brimstone, they began
avoiding the topic entirely in the 1960s and '70s, concentrating instead on the love of God rather than risk of
offending the populace. Adhering to this trend, Palau says he will emphasize God's forgiveness: "I think that's
where I'm gearing my message," he said. "I think there's a great sense of guilt in America. People want to know if
they're going to heaven, an implicit acknowledgment that there's a less desirable alternative than paradise. There is
no need to call Americans sinners. They know it already." (Emphasis added.) (4/17/96, Chicago Tribune). [In a
6/6/01 interview with Religion Today, Palau confirms his position: "While he does not emphasize hell in his
preaching 'to excess,' says Palau, 'I do bring it in as a warning -- not as a major but as a minor emphasis.'"]

So not to offend with the gospel, Palau is, in effect, saying that he preaches a watered-down gospel that is no gospel
at all. For example, in 1995, Palau preached to an estimated 26,000 in four meetings in Kathmandu, Nepal. Since
proselytization is illegal in Nepal, Palau encouraged Nepalis to "fall in love with Jesus," instead of urging them to
renounce Hinduism. This, of course, is not the Gospel of Christ. And what about the other gods the Hindus
worship? They would gladly add Jesus to their thousands of other gods. They might even make Him their chief god,
but not the only God (10/95, O Timothy). [Responding to BDM's criticism of Palau’s "watered-down gospel," Palau
responds in a 6/6/01 interview with Religion Today, "Almost 80 percent of my preaching comes from the Bible.
The other 20 percent is cultural, historic and psychological. I try to position and think, 'Where is my audience
coming from?'"]

-  Many times the best indicator of the "Biblical quality" of a ministry is the "quality" of those endorsing it. A Palau
brochure received by BDM in 12/93 had a section entitled "What Others Are Saying." It included glowing
endorsements from the ecumenical Billy Graham; charismatic demon-deliverer Evelyn Christenson; liberal
charismatic preacher E.V. Hill; hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford; and Catholic sympathizer and New Age religionist
Chuck Colson. [In a separate piece of literature, Joseph Stowell, president of Moody Bible Institute, endorsed
Palau's 8-week Chicago Crusade scheduled for April-May, 1996 (see below).]

BDM also received a book from the LPEA titled Say Yes!: How To Renew Your Spiritual Passion (Multnomah
Press, 1991, 168 ppgs.). In addition to Graham, Hayford, and Colson endorsing the book, other endorsers were
modernist John Stott; Campus Crusade's ecumenical leader Bill Bright; Dallas Seminary's neo-evangelical
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psychologizer Howard Hendricks; ecumenical social activist D. James Kennedy; the then director of the neo-
evangelical National Religious Broadcasters, E. Brandt Gustavson; and financial psychobabbler Ron Blue.
[Additionally, on 12/2/93, TBN aired a tape of a Palau' message from his 10/16/93-10/24/93 Greater Ft. Worth
Crusade held at the Tarrant County Convention Center. Giving testimonial endorsements prior to Palau's message
were ex-Dallas Cowboy football coach, Tom Landry, and self-love psychologizer and motivational speaker Zig
Ziglar.]

Also, Palau's web site lists endorsers of his ministry: Billy Graham, Chuck Colson, Jack Hayford, Joni Eareckson
Tada, Joseph Stowell, and the Archbishop of Canterbury (Angelican). 

Of all the endorsers of Palau and his ministry, we could not find a single endorsement by anyone even remotely
considered to be an evangelical, Biblical fundamentalist!

-  Palau says the fight against violence and hopelessness in America must be fought with more contemporary
weapons. So he incorporates some modern devices into his crusades. Christian rap music replaces the traditional
hymns at many events, and big-screen video shots of sporting events are used to attract younger audiences. Palau
says, "I think we need to adapt rather than fight it. I'm sure somebody is called to fight it, but my attitude is rather
than fight it, exploit it." Palau also quietly accepts the MTV cartoon characters, Beavis and Butt-head -- "Those two
guys ... you can scream all you like, but they're here to stay, those two," showing a sort of respect for the cartoon
delinquents on MTV (10/93 Associated Press report, printed in the Bloomington, Indiana, 10/23/93, The Herald-
Times).

An example of Palau's contemporary techniques would be his 1992 Phoenix Crusade (which drew about 72,000
total over the five days of meetings). On the last day of the crusade, the "Christian" rap group DC Talk performed
to about 16,000 of all ages amid roving colored lights and man-made fog. (See the 6/96, Christian Conscience for a
review of a DC Talk concert -- article by John Beardsley, pp. 54-58.) Palau sandwiched himself in the middle of
the afternoon's festivities with a short message and an invitation. About 700 came forward before the rapping
resumed. In his messages throughout the week, Palau frequently used humor and made references to such popular
figures as Madonna and Elizabeth Taylor. He said he wants to present the Christian message "positively" and to
show people he's not a "ranting, raving preacher." In one message he talked of heaven, but noted that many
preachers dwell too much on hell (11/2/92, The Arizona Republic).

-  Palau's 8-week "Say Yes, Chicago" Crusade was held over a 57-day period in April-May, 1996, and featured
more than 70 events in a variety of metropolitan-area venues, including the Rosemont Horizon, the UIC Pavilion,
and Soldier Field. Palau staffers and a 150-member executive committee of local clergy and laity raised $2.3
million and enlisted 1,700 churches from Kenosha to Kankakee and DeKalb, as well as from the city and suburbs.
The official Palau Chicago campaign brochure lists churches of many denominations: Presbyterian, Lutheran,
Assemblies of God, Evangelical Free, Nazarene, Episcopal, and Christian. Rock musicians performed. Individual
Catholic priests were involved in leadership roles. One of the sponsoring churches was church growth guru Bill
Hybels of Willow Creek Community Church. Ecumenical speakers included Tony Evans, E.V. Hill, Raleigh
Washington, Joseph Stowell, Erwin Lutzer, and Rabi Maharaj. The attendance goal was set at 500,000; 15,000
people were given a two-hour training course on how to share their faith with friends and neighbors. The schedule
included a nightly call-in TV show, special breakfasts and luncheons, and women's, children's, and youth events.

Palau claims to have preached the gospel to 129,000 people at 75 events throughout greater Chicago, and to have
bagged 9,460 new Christians during the two-month campaign (of which 44% were "first-time commitments").
Palau also presented his version of the gospel through 27 one-hour television programs on four Chicago stations,
originating in the studios of WCFC-TV38, and as a result, claimed more than 650 callers "indicated they prayed
with Luis or with counselors, committing their lives to Christ." (Source: LPEA Internet web site, 8/27/01.)

-  From 1/1/80-1/4/80, a "Methodist Congress on Evangelism" was held at Oral Roberts University. Palau appeared
with Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, Dr. Charles Allen of the First United Methodist Church of Houston, and several
Methodist bishops. This is just an example to show that Palau is not adverse to cooperation with those still in the
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fellowship of apostate Methodism or those on the radical fringe of charismaticism. In addition, Palau's 5/92 Peoria
Crusade included cooperation with over 150 churches, many of them liberal, charismatic, and even some from John
Wimber's radical Vineyard Christian Fellowship.

Palau's evangelistic association is also affiliated with the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). Along with
(apostate) comedian Steve Allen, Palau was a speaker at the 1987 convention of the National Religious
Broadcasters, an arm of the NAE at the time. Despite these dubious connections, he has also been a speaker at
Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Seminary's "School of Evangelism," and the 25th anniversary celebration of Talbot
Seminary (New Neutralism II, pp. 67-68).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Palau is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at PK's 1992 National Men's Conference and at regional stadium rallies in 1995, 1996,
and 2000, and by his authoring a chapter in two PK books (Go the Distance and Seven Promises of a Promise
Keeper). [Palau's wife, Pat, also authored a chapter in two PK books (Promises! Promises! and The Joy of a
Promise Kept) designed for the wives of Promise Keepers. Others authoring chapters in Promises! Promises! are
the wives of Howard Hendricks, Gary Smalley, and John Trent.)]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Palau and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
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(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-   Luis Palau was named as one of four Honorary Co-Chairmen of the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization. (The
other three were Billy Graham, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea. Paul Cedar of the
Evangelical Free Church chaired the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of
200 key leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical,
compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller), yet many
undiscerning or uninformed believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This unscriptural evangelism
movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is
evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those
participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a
blessing.

According to the July-August 1993, Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  The  "Alpha Course" was devised by Holy Trinity Brompton, London, a large charismatic Anglican church.
Anglican priest Nicky Gumbel began teaching it in 1990. It is now the largest evangelistic effort in Britain and has
been taken up by the main denominations and spread to the U.S. and elsewhere. Luis Palau has endorsed it. Its
philosophy is New Age, leading to experiences rooted in the occult. The Alpha Course, originally intended for new
Christians, is now aimed at the unchurched. But at its core is a "watered-down" gospel. It is geared less to
conversion than to seeking the spurious Toronto Blessing experience. (Source: 12/15/98, Calvary Contender). 

-  Palau is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. Since Palau has signed COR's Manifesto, it is interesting to read what the people affiliated
with COR believe. The following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for
Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Palau has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
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Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August  2001retirement from Campus
Crusade, and his 2003 death.)]

-  While reporting on Amsterdam '86, Fundamental Evangelistic Association reporter Dennis Costella asked Palau if
he would cooperate with Roman Catholics. Palau replied that he certainly would and admitted that it was being
done. He went on to mention specific plans for more extensive Catholic involvement in his future crusades (Jul/Aug
1986, Foundation magazine). Some of the details of past Palau's involvement with Catholics follows:

(a) In 1974, in a meeting in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, Catholic charismatics were among the counselors
(8/16/92, Pastor James E. Singleton sermon, Tri-City Baptist Church, Tempe, Arizona).

(b) In Managua, Nicaragua in 12/75, a conservative tabloid Novedodes carried this headline:
"Archbishop sees no problem with the Palau campaign." The 12/19/75 Christianity Today reported: "It
enjoyed the support of most of Managua's 125 Protestant churches and many Catholics. Catholic
charismatic groups attended."

(c) The Canadian Paper Faith Today (5/78) gave a glowing report of Palau's crusade in Montevideo,
Uruguay. It said, "On the final night of the crusade, the secretary of the Catholic Bishop of Montevideo
attended the meeting. He conveyed the Bishop's regrets that he could not attend personally, but he
assured Palau that on some future occasion, he hoped to be present."

(d) The 1987 Palau Crusade in New Zealand was reportedly "the first time the Catholic Church has
ever backed a major evangelical Christian mission" in that area. Catholic Bishop Dennis Browne of
Auckland accepted an invitation to join the mission's advisory board along with leaders of many other
denominations (4/18/86, College Weekly).

(e) The 1993 Palau Crusade in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate
in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen by us as an important event in the spreading of the
Gospel in an ecumenical manner" (3/15/93, Calvary Contender).

(f) A Palau Londonderry (Ireland) crusade campaign organizing committee member (a Baptist pastor)
was interviewed on BBC radio in company with a Roman Catholic priest -- he did not dispute claims
that Palau sends Catholics back to Rome. At Palau's 5/16/95-5/21/95 crusade, Roman Catholics and
Protestants worshipped together in a tent-pavilion on the bank of the Foyle River, which divides
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Protestant and Catholic communities (6/12/95, NIIR; and 9/15/95, Calvary Contender).

(g) Palau admits that his 2001 Mission Connecticut audience has been, in some spots, 60 to 70 percent
Roman Catholic: "The good thing about that," according to Palau, "is that they bring a high respect for
God, a high sense of sinfulness, and a sense of the holiness and the awesomeness of God" (6/6/01,
Religion Today). [What a perverted view of the true spiritual state of Roman Catholics!]

-  More evidence Palau has made a determined effort to appeal to Catholics: A 10/31/92 article in The Arizona
Republic ("One In Christ: Luis Palau Emphasizes Similarities in Making Interdenominational Appeal," p. B8)
detailed Palau's philosophy for reaching the lost in false religious systems:

"... Palau's form of worship presents such a broad Christian message that it appeals to Protestants and
Catholics alike. ... But unlike other evangelicals who have actively tried to lure ... Catholics away from
their churches, Palau aims to keep people in their own Christian churches -- regardless of
denomination. ... 'on the core of Christianity, we are one,' Palau said in a recent interview. ... Palau
represents a growing trend among religious groups ... that do not want to alienate Catholics. ... [Palau]
carefully avoids the controversial differences between Catholics and Protestants. ... Protestants of
Palau's type have a message that does not require abandoning church membership ... Bible studies are
deliberately held at times that would not conflict with Masses and controversial subjects like the Virgin
Mary are avoided. Instead there's an attempt to find a common ground in the Bible."

In other words, Palau's plan is to give them (Catholics, in the above example) a watered-down, non-offensive
gospel, and then leave them in the same blasphemous religious system they were in before being "saved." [LEPA
and Palau have also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic/Catholic-accommodating March For Jesus
campaigns.]

-  Some think that the ecumenical evangelism techniques used by Palau are not that serious a matter, and that those
opposing him are over-reacting. The following excerpts are from a letter from the pastor of the First Romanian
Fundamentalist Baptist Church in Chicago:

"Louis Palau has organized evangelistic meetings in some cities in Romania. The Baptist believers in
Romania were not informed about who he is, and therefore helped in these meetings. The association
of Mr. Palau spread word that 40,000 have been converted through these meetings. I had the occasion
of talking with some Romanian pastors after the meetings, and this is their evaluation:

(a) There were no additions to the churches with people "converted" in these evangelistic
meetings;

(b) One pastor mentioned that the only result he could point to in his church was the one
drunk person came to him and said he wanted to be baptized, for he heard Mr. Palau
saying people need to be baptized. This was the evidence of people responding after the
meetings;

(c) Some pastors observed that now they have a hard time organizing evangelistic
meetings, because people have participated in those organized by Mr. Palau and their
interest in these events is gone. By such actions, people are being immunized against the
Word of God!

If Mr. Palau has succeeded in anything in Romania, he has succeeded in conditioning people against
the Gospel."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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M. Scott Peck
The Road Broadly Traveled

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck (born 1936) has become an extremely popular speaker and writer (15 books authored).
His books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading "evangelical" magazine's
Book of the Year list. The list was a result of votes cast by a group of so-called evangelical writers, leaders, and
theologians selected by the magazine. The Road Less Traveled, published in 1978 and translated into more than 20
languages, remained on the New York Times bestseller list for over 544 weeks or 12 years (with over six million
copies sold to date in North America alone)! (Peck's The Different Drum and Further Along The Road Less
Traveled have also sold well.) A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast
Bible Belt"; the reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to
the 20th-century discoveries of Freud and Jung." Indeed!

Scott Peck began his trek down The Road Less Traveled as a Buddhist when he wrote his best selling book by that
title. By the time his second book was published, he claimed a conversion to Christianity (circa 1980). However,
his Buddhist teachings remain a vital part of his writings, along with other aberrations such as process theology,
Mormonism, New Age doctrine, and the secular humanist values of psychotherapy. Although The Road Less
Traveled is reminiscent of our Lord's words about the narrow road to life, Peck is clearly headed down the broad
road to destruction. Peck is ecumenical, New Age, and anti-Church. His "road" leads us away from God, away
from salvation, and away from the Bible. His theology clashes with Christianity at every crucial point; for the
Christian, Peck's writings should be a road not traveled:

1. Truth: Peck has no clear standards concerning the nature of truth. He is committed to mythology and paradox,
rather than to the Bible. Although he claims in places not to know anything, his writings reveal that he has
developed his own system of truth and values, a system that rejects Scripture as God's standard of truth (John
17:17).

2. Scripture: Peck interprets Scripture primarily as mythology, and he considers the Bible to be a mixture of truth
and error, fact and fiction. He believes that the Fifth Commandment, to honor one's parents, deserves "radical
rewriting." He denies the historical accuracy of the Bible's account of Adam and Eve and claims that the Bible
supports evolution. Thus, Peck sets himself up as the judge of Biblically revealed truth (Psalm 19:7).

3. God: Peck denies the sovereignty of God. In place of the God of the Scriptures, Peck worships a finite "god"
who is both limited and in the process of change. His teachings blur the crucial distinction between God the Creator
and man the creature, as Peck is more impressed with the "higher power" terminology of 12-step theology than the
sovereign Lord of Scripture. He uses inclusive language for God -- "She" or "He/She" (Jeremiah 10:10).

4. Jesus Christ: In places, Peck affirms that Jesus Christ is fully God and fully man. However, his writings reveal
an emphasis on His humanity that effectively denies His unique deity as Son of God. Some of Peck's speculations
about what Jesus might have said or thought border on outright blasphemy. Peck does not affirm Christ as the
Savior who sacrificed Himself on the cross to make propitiation for the sins of His people (Hebrews 1:3). 

5. Man: Evolution is the foundation for Peck's view of man. He believes that man is evolving forward, and thus, he
anticipates radical changes in the nature of man that Scripture does not support. He stresses man's freedom to the
point of denying God's sovereignty altogether. He views man's fall into sin as an evolutionary thrusting forth into
"consciousness," and therefore, a step forward. He claims that man lost his "oneness" with nature at that time. Peck
affirms self-love, but cautions against self-esteem. In general, he has no absolute standards for how man should
live.

Peck proposes "four stages of spirituality" for man. The third stage, characterized by skepticism and atheism, is
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claimed to be "higher" than the second stage, which would describe the orthodox Christian. The fourth and
"highest" stage is New Age mysticism (Rom. 5:12).

6. Evil: It is in this area where Peck departs from at least some of the teachings of New Age theology, where the
reality of evil is denied. However, Peck again denies God's sovereignty by viewing evil as essentially beyond God's
control. At the same time, he denies the original goodness of creation, taught in Genesis 1, by stating that the world
is essentially an evil one that is "contaminated" by good. Another error is Peck's view of evil, in man, as "mental
illness," rather than sin against God (Prov. 16:4).

7. The Devil: Peck has come to acknowledge the reality of the devil, but he believes that at the time of the Fall,
Satan was given a positive role by God, to contribute to the "spiritual growth" of man. Peck's views about the
relationship of Christ and the devil border on Mormonism. Also, a grave error occurs in Peck's view that the devil
will ultimately have a chance to accept the "friendship" of mankind and be saved. Significantly, this appraisal of
Satan occurs in People of the Lie, a book embraced by many professing evangelicals and frequently found in
"Christian" bookstores (Rev. 20:10).

8. Resurrection, Heaven and Hell: Peck rejects the bodily resurrection taught in Scripture. He finds it "distasteful."
He believes that people of all religions will be found in heaven and that the "gates of hell" are wide open so that
anyone can choose to walk out at any time (1 Cor. 15:42-44).

9. Eschatology: Instead of the glorious hope of Christ's visible return to consummate history, overthrow evil, and
usher in the eternal state, Peck substitutes a global "community" ushered in primarily by the efforts of man (1 Thes.
4:16-18).

10. Salvation: Peck offers a false salvation message in his teachings about "community building." This "salvation"
is claimed to be available to people of all religious faiths. Peck adamantly denies that there is an exclusive way of
salvation (Acts 4:12). In fact, Peck's definition of original sin is "laziness," and his view of salvation is "to become
all that you can be" ("The Road Well Traveled," MCO Journal, Vol.2, No.1).

11. New Age: Peck's commitment to New Age theology has undergone some revisions, but he remains entrenched
in its pantheism, meditation methods, and hopes of global unity, calling it potentially a "very holy thing" if it is
reformational rather than revolutionary.

12. Community: Peck's vision of "community" is characterized by an inclusivity uniting people of all religious
faiths, and a contempt for any claim to exclusive truth. It is a "leaderless" group similar to 12-step meetings. Peck
envisions his method of "salvation" occurring in the business community rather than in either the church or the
family.

13. Psychiatry and Religion: There are significant admissions here, as Peck acknowledges his profession's
traditional hostility to religion and the resulting problems. He also recognizes the religious nature of counseling and
the fact that psychiatry is not a purely objective science with no system of values. In spite of these admissions, he
upholds the values of secular humanism and sees the problems being solved by an integration of psychiatry and
spirituality, based on his own "stages of spirituality" and "diagnostic categories" of evil. He affirms a limited value
to pastoral counseling, but considers "Christian fundamentalist programs," along with "New Age practitioners," to
be competition from the fringes.

Peck's erroneous theology appears repeatedly throughout all of his books. The title of his most recent book, Further
Along the Road Less Traveled, is an accurate description of Peck's continued journey away from God's truth.

Additional Info: Life magazine says, "the Scott Peck gospel is an amalgam of psychiatry and Christianity drizzled
with Greek myth and Buddhism" (11/18/95, World). Peck announced in 1983 that he had become a Christian, but
his all-embracing definition of Christian included no statement of faith, but "millions of Hindus, Buddhists,
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Muslims, Jews, atheists, and agnostics." In 1988, Peck endorsed a "Cosmic New Age Christ" book by Matthew
Fox, a mystical New Age Catholic priest (defrocked in 1995). Yet neo-evangelical David Mains has
extensively/approvingly quoted from Peck's writings on his radio broadcast [now defunct]. And the GARBC-
approved Grand Rapids Baptist College (now Cornerstone College) has carried an article in its paper by Bill Hybels
that favorably quoted Peck (12/15/95, Calvary Contender).

* This report, unless otherwise cited, has been excerpted and/or adapted from "M. Scott Peck: The Road Broadly
Traveled," by D. Dewart, July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, pp. 3, 6.
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Frank Peretti
General Teachings/Activities*

Since World War II, most scholars say that America and the West are in a post-Christian era. A number of
Christian scholars have suggested that we have now entered into a new dark age, similar to the thousand-year
period preceding the Reformation. One of the most well-known aspects of the dark ages was a preoccupation with
the mystical and the occult, based upon experimental knowledge. Perhaps this accounts, to some degree, for the
explosion of interest in the demonic realm and, for many Christians, the new priority upon deliverance teachings
and, what is often called, "spiritual warfare." Into this climate steps a "Christian" novelist -- Frank Peretti.

Frank Peretti's [first] two books have taken the Christian market by storm. Although they are fiction, they are chock
full of theological presuppositions and teachings on the Christian life. Since they are fiction, these theological
views are not highlighted or supported by Scripture references and the casual reader, reading for pleasure, often
unknowingly picks up Peretti's theology of spiritual warfare. It is therefore imperative that Peretti's novels be
evaluated from a Biblical viewpoint. Even though Peretti writes fiction, we believe that he pretty much believes
what he is writing is realistic. Very likely, he sees himself helping the Christian community prepare for spiritual
warfare. "Keep on ... piercing the Darkness!" was how he autographed one of his books. 

Peretti's Rise to Fame

In 1986, Frank Peretti's book This Present Darkness (Present) was the first published, but little notice was taken of
it at that time. So-called Christian fiction was just beginning to become popular in the Christian market. By 1988,
this sleeper suddenly awoke and took the market by storm. As late as July of 1989 Present was still the #1 best-
seller among Christian books. In August 1989, Peretti's next work, Piercing the Darkness (Piercing), was released
by Crossway Books and promised to be at least as popular (by 10/89, it had already passed the 750,000 sales level
of Present). [In 1992, Peretti authored another charismatic thriller, Prophet; its popularity never matched that of his
other two books. Nevertheless, all three remain on the "Christian" best-seller list and have topped five million in
print. In August 1995, Peretti's fourth spiritual warfare novel, The Oath, is scheduled for release.]

An important shift has taken place in Christian books in the last few years, the more popular books are no longer
non-fiction Bible study or devotional works, but novels. In itself, this is not necessarily bad. The use of stories has
always been an extremely effective way to communicate important principles. Just look at the number of parables
our Lord used to communicate important truths about the Christian life. So even though fiction can be an effective
way to teach the truth, it more often can be very dangerous; since the theology is normally not clearly stated, non-
Biblical and erroneous ideas can be taught without the reader distinguishing between literary license and false
teaching. In addition, we must remember that when Christ used parables, he taught something that was true, not
fiction. Fiction, therefore, can never be an excuse for sloppy theology, even though many fiction writers want to
hide behind this flimsy excuse. 

Exposing the New Age Movement

Both books revolve around the theme of New Age groups which seek to defeat Christianity. [Only Present and
Piercing are discussed in this report; see also the Media Spotlight review of This Present Darkness for additional
details.] Peretti's unique approach is that he gives the reader a "two-dimensional" view of the conflict. Not only
does the reader see the various human agencies which are working against the church, but he opens up the spirit
world so that the reader can see what [supposedly] is going on behind the scenes in the spiritual realm. Here is the
real arena of spiritual warfare -- the struggle between the Holy Angels and the fallen angels or demons and how
they work to influence what is going on in the physical realm. The reader sees the connection between the demons
and New Age practices, such as creative visualization, channeling, and how the demons influence fallen men to
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work against the cause of Christ and Christianity. We think his exposé of the New Age is the only strength of his
books.

In both books, Peretti does a masterful job of describing the problem confronting the church and the Christian
today. Present is set in a small town called Ashton. There, several people, including a local college professor, the
police chief, the mayor, the pastor of the large liberal church in town, and a number of important townspeople, have
become involved in various New Age groups emphasizing human potential, mind control, hypnotism, etc. The
common denominator is that they are all in pursuit of power and control. In their attempt to gain control of the
small town, various crimes, including murder, are committed. Arrayed against them is the small community church
led by a faithful man of God and the editor of the local newspaper. Peretti paints a picture of just how a town can
be taken over by evil, of how many Christians are afraid and simply want to ignore what is really going on, and
what tragic consequences apathy and spiritual ignorance can produce.

In the more recent Piercing, Peretti gives a chilling account of just how fragile our current religious freedoms are in
this country, and presents a convincing scenario of how these freedoms can be destroyed. In this book, the
headmaster of a local church school is accused of child abuse and his children are taken from him by the local
authorities. At the same time, charges are brought against him at the school for child abuse -- he spanked a
disruptive child -- (carried out in a loving and Biblical way), for outrageous religious behavior against a child, and
excessive religious instruction harmful to the child. These charges were brought because a child, who had picked up
a spirit guide while practicing guided imagery exercises at the public school, was being taken over by a demon in
the classroom and blaspheming God. An exorcism had then been attempted. Behind this is an attempt by the ACFA
(a thinly-veiled parallel to the ACLU) to get restrictive legal definitions and precedents established to restrict
Christian teaching in private schools. Behind this, of course, is the demonic plan to destroy the witness of Christ.
Networked with the ACFA are various other groups involved in everything from human potential to witchcraft. It is
only through the diligence and faithfulness of the local church and the pastor and their strong prayer cover that
victory is won.

In both of these works, Peretti has given a very convincing scenario of just how precarious the position of
Christianity in America is today. He shows an excellent understanding of the New Age movement and all of its
various manifestations. He also gives a realistic account of how the various organizations grouped under the
umbrella term, "New Age," network together, and the very real danger they present to Biblical Christianity.
However, while Peretti does an excellent job in describing a problem confronting the church today, he falls into
some very serious errors in describing the solution. 

Spiritual Warfare

Peretti's emphasis on spiritual warfare and his description of war with demons reveals a certain theological
approach, whether he intends this or not. This deeply concerns us because it is a view of spiritual warfare that is
becoming very popular, yet has what we believe to be some serious errors. While it would be easy to take potshots
at Peretti's description of angels (they all seem to have wings -- only cherubim and seraphim have wings in
Scripture) and some of his graphic descriptions of how they do battle and what the demons look like, that does not
really concern us. The serious problems are those which do not fit with the picture given in Scripture. 

Problems with Peretti

Problem One: Peretti's view of the Holy Angels is serious error. He seems to make them glorified humans, even to
the point of having some sinful attitudes. At one point in Piercing, one angel laughs a "spiteful laugh" (p. 16).
Further, his angels seem to come in various races -- one is a Native American, another an Oriental, and another an
East Indian. There is no Biblical basis for either of these views. First, the Holy Angels are no longer capable of sin,
thus would not be given to spite. Second, the angels are non-racial, at least in human terms.

Problem Two: Peretti seriously confuses demons with the works of the flesh. He has demons named murder,
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hatred, lust, greed, strife, and division. In the Scriptures, these are works of the flesh (Gal. 5:19-21), not demons.
This approach is becoming very common in contemporary, "pop" demonology. The source for this knowledge of
demon names comes not from the Scripture, but from interviews with demons. Are we to believe lying spirits?
There are at least two major problems with this approach:

(1) The great danger that this poses is that it causes believers who struggle with sins of the flesh to look
to some sort of exorcism or deliverance as their solution, rather than claiming the victory of Christ over
sin and simply walking in obedience. In Peretti's view, the believer sins not because of his own flesh,
but because he is being moved to do so by a demon. At one point in the book, two Christians in the
local church are having a phone conversation and spreading gossip and malicious rumors about the
pastor and the school headmaster. When Peretti attempts to show what is going on in the spirit realm
he writes: "Gossip sat on her shoulders, dangling his skinny fingers in her brain while Strife sat on the
table and watched" (p. 223).

(2) Perhaps many believers do not realize that to get information from demons, no matter how much, is
condemned in the Bible as spiritism and sorcery (Deut. 18:10-11). We are not to seek or listen to any
information which a demon gives out. We are to develop our views on this, and any other matter,
solely from the text of Scripture, not the interpretation of our experiences with demonic power.

Problem Three: Another major area of weakness is Peretti's understanding of prayer. While prayer is a vital aspect
of spiritual warfare, Peretti makes spiritual victory so dependent upon prayer that he has the angels receiving their
strength from the prayers of the saints. According to Peretti, as long as the saints are praying, the holy angels can
have victory, but when the saints stop praying, the angels become helpless. This view of prayer totally ignores the
sovereign power and the work of God. God will work out his purposes and plans for man and is not limited by the
prayers of the saints. The closest parallel to this is found in Daniel 10:10-21. However, notice that the angel who
came to interpret Daniel's vision was sent from God on the first day of Daniel's prayer (10:12). Why did it take him
three weeks and the intervention of Michael, "one of the chief princes," for God's messenger to get through?
Because he received opposition from an evil angel -- "the prince of the kingdom of Persia" (10:13). But nowhere in
this "angelic conflict" is Daniel and his prayers -- in any way, shape, or form -- related to helping the angel get
through to Daniel. The text merely states that there was a conflict and opposition from below. To infer, as some
have done, that Daniel's prayer helped the angel get through, is to add to what the Bible says. 

Further, Peretti's view of prayer comes dangerously close to positive confession at times. According to Peretti, if the
church will submit to God and pray, they will always have victory over the demonic. There seems to be no room in
his view that temporary demonic victory may be in God's plan (e.g., Dan. 7:25; Rev. 13:7-8). This is where Peretti
and this new view of spiritual warfare is sympathetic with certain elements of dominion theology. One school of
dominion theology emphasizes spiritual dominion more than political dominion. In their view, Christians will be
victorious over Satan in this age.

Problem Four: This weakness is related to the third. Peretti has his angles and demons operating in a fashion that
appears to be completely independent of God. [Peretti also has demons in charge of hell, a concept not found in the
Bible.] In fact, God is so far removed from the actual battle that He is only alluded to at times. This leaves the
reader with the impression that God is not in complete control of every move made by either demons or angels. The
Scriptures clearly teach that Satan and the demons are completely under the control of God. In Job 1, Satan must
get God's permission to inflict suffering on Job. In fact, it was God who initiated the conversation by asking, "Have
you considered My servant Job?" (1:8; 2:3) The demons are not left to their own devices. This is the basis for the
promise in 1 Corinthians 10:13 -- that no Christian will be tested beyond his ability to withstand.

Further, Peretti's view fails to take into account the way God uses Satan and the demons to discipline believers and
unbelievers, even to the point of purposefully deceiving them. In 1 Samuel 16:14, God sent a distressing spirit to
Saul; in 1 Kings 22:19-22, God sent a spirit to deceive Ahab in his battle with Syria. Also, in 2 Samuel 24:1, we are
told that God moved David to number the people, but in 1 Chronicles 21:1, we are told that Satan moved David.
Apparently God used Satan to move David to sin in order to discipline the nation for their disobedience. God's
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involvement in spiritual warfare is so removed from Peretti's scenario that his view comes very close to being
autonomous forces doing battle on their own moves. In fact, as one reads Peretti, God does not come out the hero;
instead, it is the victorious Christians who win the day.

In summary, Peretti's understanding of angels, demons, and spiritual warfare does not reflect a correct view of the
Scriptures. But his books are so popular because many Christians today are being led astray into this erroneous
view of spiritual warfare by deliverance teachers. The role of demons is becoming emphasized in a way that goes
beyond the Scriptures. We want to make it clear that we believe in the reality of demons and that demons do tempt
the saints and are actively engaged in warfare against the saints. Our problem is that the solution presented by those
who hold to a deliverance theology are putting an emphasis on demons that goes way beyond the Scriptures. Too
often the knowledge about demons and their warfare does not come from the Scriptures but from those who have
had "experience" with the demonic. This, in effect, puts experience over the clear teaching of Scripture. The
counterattack to demons presented in Scripture includes prayer (Eph. 6:18), submission to God and resisting Satan
(James 4:7), and the pursuit of holiness and righteousness in the believer's life (James 4:8; 2 Tim. 2:22). 

But how is this to be implemented? What is the Biblical view of spiritual warfare and how does it differ from the
increasingly popular view as fictionalized by Peretti and the deliverance teachers? 

A Biblical View of Spiritual Warfare

It is not uncommon today to hear Christians talk about how they have recently been enlightened concerning the
demonic realm or spiritual warfare by listening to the experiences of other Christians. They may speak of how they
used to not believe in the supernatural world, but now they do after hearing or seeing an event relating to demonic
activity. As Christians, we should not believe in Satan and the demonic because of experiences; rather we should
believe because the Bible tells us it is true. We believe in demonic activity because the Bible tells us, not because
we have had a wild and hair-raising experience. The question always comes up: "How do you interpret and
evaluate these experiences?" On the same basis a Christian believes in demons in the first place -- the Bible tells
me so. The Bible is the basis for the believer's instructions relating to spiritual warfare. 

The New Spiritual Warfare

[For a more complete understanding of "the new spiritual warfare," see Ice and Dean's 1990 book, A Holy
Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual Warfare (Harvest House: 194 ppgs.).] There is potential danger in this new
emphasis, because like King Saul, advocates of the deliverance ministries are going beyond the limits of Scripture.
One of the ways Christians are opened-up to the new spiritual warfare is over the issue of just how active Satan and
his demons are today. The discussion usually centers on whether or not one believes in the supernatural realm,
which most people in America do believe in today. Then, when a person is convinced that the demonic realm is
alive and well on planet earth, it is assumed that they are to be dealt with in accordance with the teachings of the
deliverance teachers. 

These are really two separate questions?: (1) Are demons active in the world today?; (2) Since they are, then how
does the Bible tell us how to handle them? So often, once a Christian is convinced of question one, then they do not
even think to ask question two. Often believers are then rapidly escorted into an experience-based approach to
dealing with the demonic. (Unfortunately, this popular approach, which has been largely developed by "talking"
with demons, is advocated by so-called mainstream evangelicals such as C. Fred Dickason in his book Demon
Possession and the Christian: A New Perspective. Dickason is a theology professor and head of the Theology
Department at Moody Bible Institute.) 

Some Problems with the New Spiritual Warfare

The new deliverance teachings fail to account for the uniqueness of the ministry of Christ and the Apostles (Eph.
2:20). The deliverance teaching is modeled (often only loosely) after Christ's unique ministry where He came into
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direct conflict with Satan and his demons. There are events in the life of Christ that are as unique to His special
one-time ministry. While we are to be like Christ, there are many areas in which the things He said and did were
related to His special, one-time ministry as the God-man who came into the world to save sinners. How do we
distinguish the aspects of the life of Christ which we are to build upon from those areas which were related to His
unique, Messianic ministry? We believe that the New Testament (NT) Epistles were given to specialize in
instructions for how Christians are to live during the Church Age.

Many of Christ's miracles and conflicts with the powers of darkness are related to His Messiahship, and are not a
pattern for "spiritual warfare" during the Church Age. A couple of examples would include: (1) Satan's direct
temptation of Christ to forsake the Father's plan for His Messianic mission by following Satan's course (Matt. 4:1-
11); (2) An encounter with demons who were afraid that Jesus, the Messiah, was there to destroy them (Mark 1:23-
27), something which will happen fully at the Second Coming.

This is not the picture painted by that section of the NT which specializes in doctrine and examples for living the
Christian life during the Church Age -- the Epistles. Direct demonic conflict will resume in the future during the
seven year Tribulation period when Christ finally does bind the strong man and the demons and deposits them in
the bottomless pit. While it is true that believers are tempted as was Jesus the Messiah, and that we are involved in
spiritual warfare, it is handled in a different way as we will seek to demonstrate later.

The Greek word for "demon" (daimonion) and its related words are used 77 times in the (NT), according to our
sources. All but eleven of these instances occur in the four Gospels. Only seven of these uses are in the Epistles (4
times in 1 Cor. 10:20-21; 1 Tim. 4:1; James 2:19, 3:15). The other four uses occur once in Acts 17:18, and three
times in Revelation (9:20; 16:14; 18:2). A similar use occurs with the phrase "evil/unclean spirits," except that this
phrase is used more in Acts (6 times), but in a way similar to the Gospels. We do not think these occurrences
approach the thinking and practice being taught by many in the deliverance "ministries" of contemporary
Evangelicalism. We are not setting one portion of the NT against another, rather because these two sections are
harmonious, it is instructive that the Epistles do not warn believers to look out for demon possession, nor do they
describe how to become engaged in a deliverance ministry. 

Taking Dominion

Reconstructionist Gary North has described the agenda of the Christian in this present age to be that of gradually
taking back the ground from Satan lost in the fall of Adam. "God is in charge, waiting for His people to challenge
the rulers of the earth and take the steering wheel from them," claims North, "the battle for the earth is currently
going on" (Liberating Planet Earth, pp. 23-24). Dominionists believe that this is taking place right now (Kingdom
Now), before Christ returns. Therefore, we are living in the Kingdom of God and it is up to us to defeat Satan, his
human allies, and to take spiritual and physical dominion. North explains the nature of this process as something
which is to be accomplished "step by step, person by person, nation by nation" (p. 9).

Peretti paints a similar "take dominion" picture in Present -- step by step, demon by demon, Christians can take
over a town for Christ and run them out of town spiritually. Whether spiritually or physically, the principle of
taking dominion generally is the same. However, we believe that the task for believers during this present evil age
is evangelism and Christian living, while "waiting for his Son from heaven, who he raised from the dead, Jesus
who delivers us from the wrath to come" (1 Thes. 1:10), not gradually taking over a town for Christ by rounding up
the demons and running them out of town. The task of taking dominion is often expressed in the deliverance
teachings of binding demons and the Devil to prohibit Satanic influence. 

The Danger of Spiritism

Spiritism is best defined as "the masquerade of demonic forces, who pretend to be departed spirits with the intent
of deceiving through the power of Satan those foolish enough to believe the testimony of demons in preference to
the authority of the Word of God Himself" (The Kingdom of the Cults, pp. 199-200). Since Spiritism involves
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unauthorized communication with demons, this abomination is a very real possibility for those like Peretti who
practice the new spiritual warfare. This approach seems twice as risky in light of the many Biblical warnings for
believers to stay away from these kinds of things (Matt. 7:21-23; 2 Cor. 11:13-15; 2 Thes. 2:1-12; Rev. 9:20-21;
16:13-14; 18:2). 

Direct or Indirect?

It is not that we do not believe that demons are real, or not active. Just the opposite is true! It is because we believe
in their activity that we are concerned about current trends relating to the handling of this problem. The Scripture
warns us of tremendous demonic activity during all of human history, but how does this same Bible tell Christians
to handle it? We believe in an indirect manner rather than a direct approach.

The direct approach was what Christ and the Apostles were engaged in during Messiah's first coming. As noted
above, this was related to his one-time, unique ministry. The direct approach will be implemented during the
Tribulation and at the Second Coming in the future. We believe that a proper understanding of what is going on in
the Gospels and Acts and how it relates to the everyday instructions as outlined in the Epistles is central to this
issue. If one sees the direct approach of Christ as the norm for today, then he will likely be greatly impressed with
the new spiritual warfare, however, at the risk of becoming involved in spiritism. On the other hand, if the Epistles
present the standard, then an indirect approach follows.

The indirect approach would deal with demonic activity in a person's life, whether believer or unbeliever, by
challenging them to follow God's Word in any given area of contention. We call this approach indirect since
demonic influence is sometimes behind a specific problem. However, the specific issues should be dealt with and
God will work behind the scene to take care of the demonic when the subject works on the overt problem.

If you are dealing with an unbeliever, then you preach the gospel to them as you would any unbeliever, since all
unsaved are at the mercy of "the spirit that is now working in the sons of disobedience" (Eph 2:2). There is no
Biblical precedent for having to cast out demons from any sinner before he can be placed in a savable condition
any more than there is for a sinner to make any adjustment in his unsaved state (through psychology, inner healing,
etc.) so he can come to faith in Christ.

When dealing with a believer's problem, the issue of sin should be dealt with directly and God will do the behind
the scenes work. If the problem is lust, then the product of the flesh should be handled the way any sin of the flesh
is to be tackled. One is only asking for trouble by passing the buck and not dealing with the problem for what it
really is. Sins of the flesh cannot be dealt with by labeling the problem as the demon of lust and attempting to
exorcise it. Spiritual warfare as outlined in the Epistles is clear:: (1) recognize that Satan is behind temptation and
false doctrine 
(1 Tim. 3:7, 4:1), (2) flee youthful lusts (2 Tim. 2:22) and (3) stand against Satan through the power of prayer (Eph
6:18). The emphasis is on personal responsibility to overcome sin by asking God for the victory (1 Jn. 5:4), not by
verbal arguments with demons. 

Frank Peretti and the New Spiritual Warfare

Instead of seeing spiritual warfare as it is presented in the Bible, where the devil is fought with the weapons of
prayer, preaching, witness, godly living, and obedience to the Scriptures, Peretti sees himself as a modern-day
exorcist desiring hand-to-hand combat, striking the powers of darkness with dramatic words of authority. This is a
far cry from the picture of the spiritual warfare given by the Apostle Paul in Ephesians 6:10-20. Peretti's concept of
spiritual warfare teeters precariously between the superstitions of medieval Rome and the notions of Eastern, pagan
religions (Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, p. 83). [The foregoing statement was applied by Masters to
charismatic "demonologists" in general; we have specifically applied this teaching to Peretti.] 

If Peretti merely dispensed his flawed (if not heretical) spiritual warfare theology in novels, that would be bad
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enough. But Peretti (an ordained Assemblies of God minister) also travels throughout the country as a regular
conference speaker (presenting "dramatic visual presentation[s] you'll never forget") -- not as a novelist, but as an
expert theologian in what the Bible teaches about true spiritual warfare. But since his teachings are, in reality, based
upon charismatic experiences, not the Bible, true Bible-believing Christians should beware.

*This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Awareness Ministries' report by Robert L. Dean, Jr., and
Thomas Ice ("Frank Peretti and the New Spiritual Warfare," Biblical Perspectives, Vol. II, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1989).
(Biblical Awareness Ministries and its newsletter, Biblical Perspectives, no longer exist.)
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Frank Peretti
Book Review*

This Present Darkness
The residents of the sleepy college town of Ashton, comfortable in their middle American lifestyle, had no idea that
their community was about to play a significant role in the ages-old battle between the forces of good versus evil. A
malevolent storm was brewing in the nether regions, a storm that would challenge the mightiest of God's angels in
their task to preserve the earth from satanic conquest. And the people of Ashton were to play the major role in
equipping His angels with the power they would need to meet that challenge.

Author Frank E. Peretti weaves a tale of suspense tempered with humor in his book, This Present Darkness, which,
just of late, seems to have surged into popularity since its original release in 1986. Already in its eighth printing
since its debut, This Present Darkness is causing Christians to buzz with excitement at the prospect that they may
have learned something new and of great importance to help them in their own struggles against the spiritual
darkness that pervades the earth.

The premise of Peretti's book is the power of prayer to influence the forces in the spiritual world. When the novel's
chief protagonist, a godly pastor by the name of Hank Busche, discovers a sinister plot to turn Ashton's college into
a bulwark of New Age philosophy, he finds that human effort alone will not stop the advance of this evil. A novice
at prayer, Hank and his wife Mary learn quickly that, unless God intervenes, their very lives are at stake.

Facing discouragement at every turn, set up for a sexual scandal intended to discredit Hank, threatened with death
or worse, the Busches find that they are not alone in the fight. God has other prayer warriors they know nothing
about until the chips are down and the eleventh hour has passed in the plot to turn Whitmore College over to a
political machine steeped in witchcraft.

Behind the political machine is one Alexander Kaseph, holder of interests in multi-billion dollar corporations
working to establish a new world order. Kaseph allows himself to be possessed by "the Strongman," chief of all
demons.

Employed in Kaseph's service is professor of psychology Juleen Langstrat, known to dabble in witchcraft, and a
channeler for one of the Strongman's princes, Ba'al Rafar. Through her wiles, she controls the local sheriff, Alf
Brummel, and other lesser characters embroiled in their sinister plot.

But Kaseph, Langstrat, et al., do not reckon on the power of God to move the hearts of men toward good. Besides
the Busches, Marshall Hogan, editor of the Ashton Clarion, discovers through some top-notch investigative work
that all is not kosher in his quiet little town. With the help of an assistant, Bernice Krueger, he gathers enough
evidence to indict the conspirators, provided he can overcome the superior game-playing that he is up against. And
provided he doesn't get murdered as have others before him who got too nosy.

Peretti's tale braids the story of Ashton's human struggle with the "real" struggle behind the scenes: the spiritual
warfare that controls the destinies of men. Demon spirits, dark, sinister, fierce in their antagonism against God and
man, gather in a brooding cloud of evil, discernible only to other spirits in their realm: God's angels strategically
planted to offset this attack here, that countermove there.

Flailing with swords against forces vastly superior in number, God's angels take their share of blows. A broken
wing, a deep gash in the body, pain from countless injuries incurred during moments of lull in the humans' prayer
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lives. But with every prayer comes a new surge of strength, equipping the angels with the ability to stand against
the strongest demons.

On the other side, lesser demons are terrorized by their superiors, kicked into submission, ridiculed, and abased by
every means available to spirit entities. Tiny demons disappear into puffs of smoke, if not at the hands of God's
angels, then at the behest of their superiors displeased with their lack of performance. And it seems that, no matter
how powerful a demon, there is always one more powerful than he to keep him in place. Jealousy results in a
treasonous act by one demon of high status who is rankled over the impending victory by his hated and abusive
superior.

In the end, the Christians of Ashton -- The "Remnant" -- win the day along with a lot of souls, and keep Whitmore
College free of control by the Strongman.

Peretti's tale is absorbing. It can even be described as positively inspiring. However, it reflects an inaccurate
concept of spiritual warfare and the spirit realm in general.

Let's keep in mind that all we really know about the spirit realm is what Scripture reveals. Anything beyond that is
conjecture. When we fictionalize reality we have a novel. When we fictionalize conjecture we have fantasy. And
that is what we have in This Present Darkness -- a fantasy.

I don't say this to burst the balloons of all those who enjoyed reading This Present Darkness. Nor is it necessarily a
criticism of Peretti's authorship. It's just that because of the success of his book, Peretti is sought after for speaking
engagements on spiritual warfare in churches all across America, especially those predisposed toward dominionism.
It is therefore important that we make a distinction between spiritual warfare based on reality from one based on
fantasy.

As an attempt to depict spiritual warfare using fiction based on conjecture. This Present Darkness may be well-
meaning and entertaining. But if taken as an accurate portrayal of spiritual warfare, it could prove extremely
harmful.

An example of Peretti's warfare in his fantasy is the use of the all-too-common phrase among Christians, "I rebuke
you, Satan," invoked even during prayer. Let's consider this idea of rebuking Satan from the standpoint of reality
(i.e. Scriptural truth).

In the first place, Satan is not omnipresent. He is in a specific locale, most likely the heavenlies, working under the
permission of God to test the hearts of men (Job 1:6-12; 2:1-6). So he probably doesn't even hear our "rebukes."
We see from these same verses he is an angel, a "son of God," who rebelled and drew others (angels, demons, and
men) from allegiance to God. (He continues to draw men away from God. Whether he continues to draw angels is
doubtful.) He has access to earth and goes about as a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour (1 Pe. 5:8).

The point of this is that spiritual warfare does not consist of shot-gunning "rebukes" in the spirit realm. To say, "I
rebuke you, Satan!" is merely to say, "I admonish you, Satan!" For that is what "rebuke" means. It means
"admonish," or "verbally chastise." To verbally chastise Satan does not cause him to cease in action any more than
telling your car, "I rebuke you, car!" causes it to stop at every red light. In order to restrain, or hold back something
(cause it to cease in action) we must take some action (such as apply the brake to stop the car) and the thing we
want stopped will be stopped.

How, then, do we confront Satan's influence in our lives? God's Word is our weapon. By applying it to our life's
situations we destroy the works of the devil. By holding firmly to the truth we overcome evil.

When we see or hear false teaching, we come against it with the truth. When we are tempted, we employ God's
Word: "Resist the devil, and he will flee from you" (James 4:7). Jesus set the example for spiritual warfare by
coming against every challenge with the retort, "it is written," or "Have you not read?". God's Word combined with
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prayer is the offensive weapon in our spiritual armor (Ephesians 6:11-18). Our prayer life can only be as effective
as our knowledge of God's Word enables us to pray with understanding.

The mystical approach of throwing rebukes around has no basis in Scripture. Just the opposite is true. We are not to
rail against principalities and authorities in the spirit realm (Jude 8-9). Jude has some rather unpleasant remarks
concerning the fate of those who rail against spiritual powers. And we can see from His mention of Michael and
the devil that God does not look favorably upon those who rail against any authorities including Satan's. Yet the
Church is filled today with teachers who tell us how they're going to "stomp on the devil." They call him names out
of spite and rail against him as if to demonstrate that they have power over him.

The fact is that we have power over Satan only as long as we believe and act in accordance with God's Word. If we
are acting in the flesh, basing our actions on an erroneous concept of spiritual warfare, Satan will maintain his
influence over us. We can "rebuke" and rail all we want in our attempts to engage in spiritual warfare, but we will
be acting contrary to God's Word. There is no Scriptural teaching, example, or precedent for rebuking Satan. There
is, however, a teaching and an example of turning believers over to Satan for correction (1 Cor. 5:5; 1 Tim. 1:20).

The only areas in which we are commanded to invoke rebukes is against men who are in sin, in error, and/or
prevent the truth of God's Word (Lk. 17:3; 1 Tim. 5:20; 2 Tim. 4:2; Titus 1:13; 2:15). But this is not something we
are to take pleasure in. It must be done in humility, and with fear and trembling, considering our own weaknesses.

In spite of the Word of God to the contrary, many professing Christians go on rebuking rampages against the devil
while refusing to administer correction to false teachers. Yet false teachers, masquerading as ministers of
righteousness (2 Cor. 11:15), comprise the single most destructive element in the Church.

I suspect that our role in spiritual warfare is more mundane than many Christians would like to believe. It's more
appealing to our pride to confront satanic powers than to confront human beings. Besides, we don't have to suffer
the taunts of those whom we confront with their errors if we limit our spiritual warfare to the unseen realm. It's
something else again to confront teachers who spread errors, especially when those teachers have the majority of
the congregation on their side.

Yet, besides Jesus' encounter with the tempter in the desert, the only Scriptural instances of confrontation with
satanic powers were those who manifested themselves through human beings. Even Paul, when troubled by his
"thorn in the flesh," prayed to God to have it removed. It was not removed, but Paul was admonished to trust in the
sufficiency of God's grace (2 Cor. 12:7-9).

Not once in Scripture do we see the apostles confronting spirits except those who manifested themselves in human
agencies. When confronting false teachers, the way in which they rebuked them (and stopped their mouths) was by
challenging them with the Word of God just as Jesus did his enemies. This is our example for when we must
confront false teachers. True, they may go on teaching their errors, but it won't be in our presence or with our silent
permission.

Of course, besides the Word of God, we must employ prayer in our spiritual warfare. But while prayer is one of our
most powerful helps in waging that warfare, it does not work in quite the manner Peretti's book suggests. According
to This Present Darkness, if Christians do not pray, God's angels suffer defeats. There is no Scriptural basis for this
conclusion.

Contrary to Peretti's assumption, prayer is not what gives angels strength; God's power gives them strength. This is
why Michael, while contending for the body of Moses said, "The Lord rebuke thee." Satan works, believe it or not,
at the behest of God. This is amply demonstrated in the book of Job.

Yet our prayers are important to demonstrate to God our recognition of the need for His power in our lives. Prayer
demonstrates humility provided it is tempered with our desire for God's will to be done regardless of the
consequences to us personally. Many pray for their own wills to be done thinking that, because their will is in line
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with some perceived "good," it is acceptable to God.

Those of the mindset reflected in Peretti's concept of prayer, credit Daniel's prayers with giving "Gabriel" his power
to overcome the prince of Persia. But if we examine these passages of Scripture in Daniel 10, we'll see that Daniel's
prayers were merely for an understanding of future events that would befall God's people. They were not for
victory over adversity (Dan. 10:12-14).

Daniel was not praying for the defeat of the prince of Persia. But the angel, in his conflict with that prince, could
not be sent to Daniel until he had completed that task, which took twenty-one days (verse 13). The angel's power to
defeat the prince of Persia did not depend upon Daniel's prayers. More importantly, the purpose of that prince's
defeat was to allow another prince to arise to power -- the prince of Grecia. Daniel did not pray for the prince of
Grecia to be given power. He only prayed for an understanding of the future events revealed to him in visions and
dreams.

There is no doubt that Satan's forces are organized into principalities and powers (Eph. 6:10-12), probably of varied
strengths. But there is no evidence, as suggested by Peretti's book, that they fight among themselves. On the
contrary, Jesus' answer to the Pharisees who accused Him of casting out devils by the power of Satan indicated that
Satan is not so foolish as to allow his kingdom to be divided against itself (Matt. 12:20-28). Since Scripture does
not indicate any infighting among Satan's forces, the best that can be said of Peretti's descriptions of such infighting
is that it is amusing conjecture.

As far as satanic dominion over geographic areas is concerned, the only Scriptural reference to such dominion is in
Daniel 10. There we are told only that there was a prince of Persia whom an angel (commonly believed to be
Gabriel, but possibly the preincarnate Word of God [verses 5 and 6]) fought with the aid of Michael in order to
make room for the coming prince of Grecia (verses 12-20). Notice from these verses that God's angels did not
eliminate evil government, but merely worked to replace one world power with another according to God's will.

Evidently there are spirit princes of earthly kingdoms, at least over those predominant during their allotted time.
But whether or not there are specific princes over each country, state or province, county, city, community, social
institution, business, church, individual, or other entities, Scripture does not reveal. What happened to the prince of
Persia after his defeat to make way for the prince of Grecia? There may be satanic forces assigned to these areas,
but how many, and what their strengths are, no one can know for certain.

Other areas that mark This Present Darkness as fantasy are female angels, baby angels, pipsqueak demons, angels
with wings (some may have them, we don't know that they all do), and the portrayal of demonic spirits in charge of
hell. All these notions are elements of pagan mythology and have no basis in Biblical reality. If such things do
exist, there is not Scriptural evidence for them. And as far as Satan and his demons ruling in hell, that's strictly out
of Dante's Inferno, gleaned from pagan mythology as well. Satan in not in control of hell, God is.

Readers of This Present Darkness should keep these things in mind so they won't be misled into thinking that
Peretti's concept of spiritual warfare is Scriptural. That is not to say that no elements of his writing are Scriptural;
some are. But if his book must be read, keep in mind that it is a fantasy. Three hundred seventy-seven pages of
fantasy. Long reading that would be better spent in the Word of God learning the true aspects of spiritual warfare.

*This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 6/88 Media Spotlight Special Report -- "This Present
Darkness: Spiritual Warfare -- Fact or Fantasy?"; by Albert James Dager.
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Dennis Rainey
General Teachings/Activities

-  In 1976, Campus Crusade for Christ began "Family Ministry" to provide pre-marriage seminars for its staff
members, and later branched into married staff couples marriage seminars. Family Ministry was "spun-off" in 1976;
it is now called "FamilyLife" (headed by Dennis and Barbara Rainey). The Raineys opened the "FamilyLife
Marriage Conference" to the public in 1978. In 2002, the Raineys held more than 100 FamilyLife Marriage
Conferences (weekends) in almost every major city in America. (FamilyLife Seminars are abbreviated versions of
FamilyLife's full weekend, hotel-based marriage and parenting conferences. While the material is the same, some
sessions have been shortened and combined to accommodate the Friday night and all day Saturday seminar
format.)  In 1999, the "I Still Do" one-day (8-hour) seminar series was launched—seven of these are scheduled for
2003. (See details below of a 2002 "I Still Do" conference held in Chicago.)

Since 1976, more than one million people have attended FamilyLife conferences and even more have used its
materials, offering "the tools needed to build strong homes." FamilyLife's 30-minute daily radio program,
"FamilyLife Today" (winner of the NRB Radio Program Producer of the year award for 1995) can be heard on
hundreds of "Christian" radio stations nationwide, "providing practical, biblical answers to the issues couples and
families face." FamilyLife also airs a 90-second daily "Real FamilyLife" program, as well as a 30-minute weekend
"FamilyLife This Week" program. (Source: 12/02, FamilyLife Internet Website.)

-  Dennis and Barbara Rainey became best known for their 1980s book Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem, a
thoroughly self-oriented book that built on the psychological teachings of the self-love/self-esteem movement,
popularized in the professing church by such pop psychology notables as James Dobson and Josh McDowell. In
1995, Nelson Publishers printed a revised edition titled The New Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem (1995:Nelson,
191 pp.). It was endorsed by Josh McDowell ("… Dennis and Barbara Rainey have the most practical answers you
could ever want."; Howard Hendricks ("… has proven to be a professional uplift to strengthen the foundations of
our homes."; and Max Lucado ("I readily add my name to the growing list of people impacted by the ministry of
Dennis Rainey. Give heed to his heart—you'll be glad you did.").

The Raineys have also recorded an 8-tape audio series—"Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem: 10 Building Blocks":  

"Self-esteem is either the crippler or the completer of a marriage … If couples don't learn to base their
self-esteem on God's Word, they will develop an unhealthy concept of themselves and each other. …
In this 8 tape series, you'll learn how to: Communicate unconditional acceptance; Put the past in proper
perspective; Plant positive words; Give your mate the freedom to fail; Be a partner pleaser; Keep life
manageable; and Live with purpose." (Source: 12/02, FamilyLife Internet Website.)

Evidence of the Rainey's continued commitment to psychology is their offering of books (on the FamilyLife
website) by Freudian psychologists H. Norman Wright, James Dobson, Steve Arterburn, and Dan Allender (the
latter a Larry Crabb-trained psychologist). 

-  Wherever social ills are decried, the "dysfunctional" marriage and family are implicated as causative, and
"happy" marriages and "strong" families are then described as curative. Accordingly, the building of these ill-
defined entities has become a major individual, local, national, and international objective. Marriage and family
have come to dominate the airwaves and printed pages of so-called Christian media. They are the most common
subjects of "Christian" seminars and conferences. Their popularity has even spawned a new form of "Christian"
conferencing, the "road show," in which a conference is scheduled to play in various cities across the country,
featuring a cast of popular "Christian" speakers and entertainers in a "get-away-from-it-all" atmosphere that
combines teaching, entertainment, fun, food, shopping, and excitement. 
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The secular psychological self-improvement seminars have now fully evolved into "Christianized" psychological
self-improvement seminars, presented as road shows moving around the country or as national simulcast events
down-linked to churches. The amount of psychology and secular self-help ideas vary from speaker to speaker. but
are an integral part of these conferences. Two medical doctors describe a FamilyLife conference (a "ministry" of
Dennis and Barbara Rainey) they attended in Chicago titled "I still Do," which lists sixteen well-known speakers
for an eight-city tour with thousands attending. Highlights from this one-day conference follow: 

(a) On 8/24/02, several thousand married professing Christian couples attended "I still Do"—"A Life
Changing One-Day Conference for Couples" at the United Center, home of the Chicago Bulls. The "I
still Do" conference was billed by its producer and director, Dennis Rainey, as "an important step
toward improving your marriage … a fun, romantic, bonding experience with your spouse." Its four
guest speakers were to help attendees "understand the significance of [their] marriage vows … unlock
the secrets to romance and intimacy … improve communication … aspire and endeavor to make your
marriage last a lifetime." "FamilyLife," the "Leader in Marriage Conferences," produced this
conference, which was one of many scheduled across the country. The superbly organized and upbeat
format featured five popular "Christian" speakers, what was called praise and worship, special music
by a popular country-western singer, and a resource center featuring innumerable "how to" books by
the speakers and other authors, in addition to a host of other products somehow related to marriage.

(b) The opening speaker was popular pastor, radio, and conference speaker, Alistair Begg. Although
starting out well (from a Biblical standpoint), Begg left the misleading impression that our relationship
with God is important, but subservient to the ultimate goal of building a strong marriage.

The second speaker was Paul Sheppard, "senior pastor and musician," radio speaker, and conference
leader "in constant demand." The gospel was presented as something that works to create "harmony" in
marriage. Couples "need Christ and his body for their family." He emphasized the duty of the husband
to sacrifice "whatever" to meet the needs of the wife, to love her "supremely," to make the marriage
"spicy," to "cover" her faults instead of "criticizing." He said that God would call the husband to
account for everything that happens in the marriage, but did not mention the wife's responsibility before
God for her own sin.

The third speaker was Gary Chapman, popular author, "pastor and educator" who "delivers keen,
memorable insights on marriage." He spoke humorously on how to "rediscover emotional love in
marriage," by which he apparently meant the kind of starry-eyed emotions experienced by young
couples during pre-marital dating. Predictably for his address, he reviewed his best-selling book, The
Five Love Languages (similar to the "love language" nonsense taught by Gary Smalley). As a bonus
for this conference, he added seven steps to solve conflict (only two had Scriptural references). He
informed the audience: "… you don't have any conflicts that cannot be resolved" with these seven
steps. 

The fourth speaker was Les Parrott, "co-director of the Center for Relationship Development at Seattle
Pacific University," who teaches "the basics of good relationships through seminars and marriage
mentoring." Parrott drew his thoroughly secular advice from Yale University psychologist Robert
Sternberg, who understands marriage as a triangle of passion, intimacy, and commitment. Accordingly,
Parrott spoke of a wife's "undeniable need to be cherished" and of a husbands "undeniable need for
sex," while offering numerous techniques to satisfy those "needs." In his entire 50-minute presentation,
there was only one brief reference to Scripture, and that was from a paraphrased version of the Bible.

Dennis Rainey closed the show with an address calling for a "statement on behalf of marriage and
family." He offered five techniques to prevent divorce and called for spouses to "come forward" and
pick up a "rose of reconciliation" for their spouse. Each attending couple was given a large "Our
Marriage Covenant" document to sign, frame, and hang on the wall to "leave a legacy of Christ-
centered love" for future generations to see.
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(c) The message of the "I still Do" conference can be summarized in its title (in bold): I, in my own
strength and employing whatever techniques and methods psychology has to offer, still do have the
power to achieve and maintain a happy marriage. Sigmund Freud would have loved this conference. He
would have been pleased to see that it has taken little more than a century for his doctrines that he
concocted to take priority over Scripture, even within the professing Christian church. Freud boldly
rejected Christ and ridiculed Scripture's teaching of original sin. He taught that people have problems
with thinking, feeling, or behaving (and problems in marriage) because of past traumatic experiences.
For Freud, the solution to those problems comes via informed or insightful self-effort. Usually a
therapist or some special guidance is required. To him, the measure of psychological maturity or
"success" was personal pleasure, the fulfillment of sensual "needs." The Freudian paradigm rejected
any notion of original sin, conviction of sin, the counsel and guidance of the Holy Spirit, the
transforming work of God in the life of a believer, and the Christian life purposed in faithful service to
a redeeming, holy God.

(d) With the exception of Alistair Begg's opening remarks, there was essentially no mention of the
fallen state of man, his sinful nature, his absolute need for salvation, or the sin-corrupted nature of his
reasoning and resolve. Problems in marriage were presented simply as errors of technique, and the
ultimate goal in marriage was presented as sensual satisfaction. Conflict in marriage was not presented
as the expected result of individual sin in a marriage partner. There was no suggestion of: "From
whence come wars and fightings among you? come they not hence, even of your lusts that war in your
members? Ye lust, and have not: ye kill, and desire to have, and cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet ye
have not, because ye ask not" (James 4:1,2). There was no mention of the need for confession of sin,
repentance, forgiveness, or bearing with one another. The attendees were assumed to be good people
making errors in marriage due to ignorance of proper technique.

(e) "I still Do" was sold as a Christian conference for Christian couples. Although there was initial
reference to the importance of faith and salvation, one speaker after another made it clear that the real
value of Christianity was its pragmatic use as a step toward the higher goal of a happy marriage. This
kind of thinking is common and seemingly acceptable in Christianity today. Forgiveness is valuable
because it reduces blood pressure. Families that "pray together stay together" and supposedly have
fewer children in prison because they have stayed together. "Religiousness" is associated with
"healthier" responses to disaster. God is presented as a means to an end in contrast to Scripture's clear
presentation of God as the beginning and the end. God was surely made for us, rather than us for Him
(Col. 1:16). Christianity is presented as "useful" and its value as practical. The Christian is seen as an
eager consumer of the benefits of the Christian faith rather than as an eager servant loving that
Redeemer who first loved him.

(f) The emphasis on "I" was profound throughout the conference. Each individual husband and wife
were assumed to be able to accomplish their assigned tasks to achieve a "happy marriage." Failure was
never attributed to the fallen nature, but rather to error in technique or to insufficient information and
tools. This was a "do it yourself" Christian couples conference. All of the speakers supported this
approach to solving problems in marriage. The last three speakers made little or no reference to
Scripture and drew their advice from popular counseling psychology. In so doing, they left the
audience with the impression that God's Word is insufficient for godliness in marriage and family.
There was not a hint of II Peter 1:3-4 which says: "According as his divine power hath given unto us
all things that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to
glory and virtue: Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye
might be partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through
lust. And beside this, giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge."

(g) Nearly all the "tips and recommendations" were drawn from the world of psychology, motivational
dynamics, conflict resolution theory, and the personal experience and fascinating anecdotes of the
speakers. Even though the advice had a show of wisdom (Col. 2:23), it lacked the spiritual power
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necessary for real change (i.e., for sanctification). It would seem that the enthusiastic attendees were
largely taken captive "through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ" (Col. 2:8).

Scripture does not teach that righteousness comes about by self-effort. Attendees were not pointed
toward the Lord; they were pointed toward self and lists of things they should and supposedly could
do. Righteousness was not considered to be an issue and was certainly not the goal. The attendees
therefore left with lengthy lists, a diploma, and a sense of self-empowerment with the goal being a
"happy marriage."

Passages like Ephesians 5:22-33, Colossians 3:18-21, and 1 Peter 3:1-7 tell believers what our conduct
in marriage should be. But these are not lists of methods or techniques; they are fruits of the Spirit
working within the believer. These are not skills that can be purchased from the psychological self-help
marketplace. They come about as we are transformed by the Holy Spirit as we obediently and
gratefully "seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God" and
"mortify [your] members which are upon the earth," that part of our earthly nature that seeks self-
gratification (Col. 3:1, 5).

(h) Throughout the conference there was repeated reference to the necessity of fulfilling "needs."
Attendees were encouraged to fulfill the needs of their spouses, but it seemed always for their own gain
rather than for the glory of God. These "needs" were entirely romantic, erotic, and decidedly selfish.
Scripture tells us that the real need for each one of us is the removal of the wrath of God resting upon
us because of our sin (Phil. 3:8-16; Matt. 16:24-26; Luke 18:28-30). When atonement for sin has been
made, we are then called to mortify (put to death) that part of us that seeks to gratify the self. A
conference that validates psychology's so-called hierarchy of needs contradicts the clear Biblical truth
that Christ came to redeem us from the enslavement to such "needs." For before salvation we were all
enslaved to "serving divers lusts and pleasures" (Titus 3:3).

(i) The attendees were left with the impression that a "happy" marriage and a "strong" family are the
ultimate goals of the Christian life. At no time were Christian couples encouraged to pour out their
lives for anyone but themselves. With this kind of teaching from those we call "Christian" leaders, it
should not be surprising that hospitality, neighborliness, and authentic witnessing to "strangers" has
disappeared from the life of the church. Who has time for such when "date night," "sex night," "re-
igniting the fire in the bedroom night," "just sit on the couch looking at each other," "quality time," and
"family night" increasingly fill the calendar of committed "I still Do'ers!" The Word of God in
complacency-jarring hyperbole teaches a different priority: "And a man's foes shall be they of his own
household" (Matt. 10:36); and "If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife,
and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke
14:26).

(j) An even more fundamental concern about Rainey's "I still Do" conference is the message that God
depends upon the methods and efforts of man to accomplish His purposes. Scripture teaches us
repeatedly that when man turns to his own methods to accomplish even what he believes are God's
highest goals, his efforts are not only fruitless, but are condemned by God. (Abram's attempt to fulfill
God's covenant via Hagar produced no godly fruit. Isaac prayed to the Lord for twenty years before a
barren Rebekah became pregnant with Esau and Jacob. Meanwhile, Ishmael had already produced
twelve sons.) The Lord's ways are not our ways. (Joseph's brothers tried to kill him; yet the names of
those twelve boys from that "dysfunctional family" will be written on the gates of the eternal Jerusalem
[Rev. 21:12]. John the Baptist was born to a doubting old Zechariah and his barren old Elizabeth.)

Summary: This conference is characteristic of many large Christian conferences, which are highly advertised,
well-attended, and multi-citied or simulcast, with big name speakers who are to deliver on all kinds of direct and
implied promises regarding how to better one's life, marriage, and family. While well-intended, these conferences
incorporate psychology and self-help principles and practices mixed with Christianity. Some speakers promote
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psychological self-help ideas with little or no Scripture. Others, whether trained in psychology and it's solutions to
life's problems or not, mix it with Scripture and, thus, promote a psychological self-help gospel, unaware that they
are devaluing God's Word.  

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Dennis Rainey is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement, as evidenced by his speaking at their men's conferences and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals"
(encouraging such unbiblical practices as journaling and women leadership) for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men
of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"). 

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were:
Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul
Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great
sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)."
This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr.
20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/ Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held
every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade.)]
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Pat Robertson
General Teachings/Activities

-  Pat Robertson (circa. 1930) was Chairman of the Board of the cable network "The Family Channel" (TFC),
which was founded by the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) of Virginia Beach, Virginia. He was also
president of the political action group Christian Coalition. Robertson is the son of a United States senator. He
graduated from the Yale University Law School and the New York Theological Seminary, and briefly attended the
University of London. Pat Robertson has a mammoth media, educational, and legal empire with an estimated value
of a billion dollars. These enterprises work hand in hand to further Robertson's agenda. Robertson's message is
carried daily on the "700 Club" talk/news program, via his (now private, for profit) Family Channel, broadcast on
almost 10,000 cable systems and reaching some 68 million homes.

The "700 Club," founded by CBN (1977), was funded substantially with monies contributed by CBN donors.
Robertson, who piously touts the importance of moral integrity, has yet to answer for the millions that found their
way into his pockets in early May of 1992, when he and his son sold public shares in TFC. The network changed its
name to the Family Channel in 1989. To protect the tax-exempt status of CBN, Pat Robertson and his son, Tim,
spun off the Family Channel in 1990, legally separating it from CBN. In 1992, the Robertsons sold shares of stock
for the Family Channel, which resulted in a payoff of over $500 million for CBN. The Robertsons also owned a
block of stock. Regeant University, founded by Robertson, has on its sprawling campus a journalism school and
law school. Regeant receives funding from Coors beer through the Coors Foundation. 

Robertson lives on the top of a Virginia mountain, in a huge mansion with a private airstrip. He owns the Ice
Capades, a small hotel, diamond mines (in Zaire), a vitamin company (Kalo Vita) involved in a multi-level
marketing scheme along the lines of Amway, and until recently, International Family Entertainment, parent
company of the Family Channel (see below) -- all estimated to be worth between $150-200 million. How does a
televangelist, who is supposedly involved in non-profit work, manage to create such a fortune for himself? One
thing is known for sure, Robertson's numerous private business interests have at times pushed their expenses onto
the tax-exempt, religious interests of CBN. For example, Robertson was caught using CBN money and equipment
to aid his diamond mining operation -- a double good deal for Pat, seeing as he employed people in Zaire for
ridiculously low wages, and managed to use CBN's infrastructure to cut costs even more. In looking at Robertson's
businesses, one is struck by the constant use of non-profit, donor money to fund his schemes. (For documentation
of this and more, see Rob Boston's book entitled The Most Dangerous Man in America?: Pat Robertson and the
Rise of the Christian Coalition.)

-  On 6/11/97, Pat Robertson announced his departure as president of the Christian Coalition and the Christian
Broadcasting Network (CBN). On the same day, Robertson, along with his son , Tim, struck a megadeal with
media baron Rupert Murdoch for the sale of International Family Entertainment (IFE), parent company of the
Family Channel, for $1.9 billion. In addition, CBN agreed to sell its more than 3.8 million shares of stock in IFE to
Murdoch for $136.1 million. (Robertson remains active in both organizations.) The deal enabled Murdoch to take
over the Family Channel's cable television audience for his subsidiary, Fox Kids Worldwide. Murdoch intends to
transform the Family Channel, which is the ninth-largest cable television network in America, into a network of
children's programming that will compete with Time Warner's Cartoon Network and Viacom's Nickelodeon. Under
the terms of the sale, Fox Kids is required to continue carrying The 700 Club, which Robertson cohosts, at 10am
Eastern time weekdays, and to keep rebroadcasts on at 10pm. Also benefiting from the deal was Regeant
University, the graduate school Robertson established in 1977 as CBN University. Having agreed to sell its 4.2
million shares in IFE for $147.5 million, Regeant's total endowment will rise to $276.5 million, making it one of the
100 most highly endowed universities in the country.  

Robertson has relinquished day-to-day operations of his eight-year-old grassroots political organization, the
Christian Coalition, but he has become board chair, a new position. Don Hodel, 62, a secretary of Energy and
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Interior in the Reagan administration, succeeded Robertson as president and chief executive. He is a former board
member and executive vice president of Focus on the Family. Pat and Tim Robertson, along with Tele-
Communications Inc. founder John Malone, formed IFE in 1990 to buy out the Family Channel from CBN after the
network's profitability threatened the ministry's tax-exempt status. While CBN programming originally had been
heavy with Christian shows, The 700 Club wound up as the only overtly "Christian" show on the Family Channel
schedule. (Source: 7/14/97, Christianity Today.)

-  Until the mid-1980s, Robertson was known to his television viewers as a Southern Baptist preacher and
Pentecostal who claimed to speak in tongues and publicly divert hurricanes through the power of prayer. When he
ran for the Republican presidential nomination in 1988, however, he abruptly resigned his ordination, insisted that
he was merely a media executive, and grew testy when anyone referred to him as a televangelist. During his
campaign, he was forced to concede that he had exaggerated his educational background, that he had failed the bar
exam, and that he had fudged the date of his marriage to conceal the fact that his first child had been conceived out
of wedlock. (Reported in the 5/25/92 issue of Christian News.)

-  What does Pat Robertson believe concerning the inerrancy and inspiring of God's Word? On 6/1/78, Robertson
stated on a 700 Club program: 

"Anything coming through man is contaminated to some extent. Therefore, since the Bible came
through man, there must be some errors in it. So, we must never equate the Bible with the perfect
Jesus." (Emphasis added.) 

This is modernistic unbelief! (cf. 2 Pe 1:20-21). In 1985, Robertson also made statements such as: "The Bible is not
a science textbook," and "The only thing perfect in the universe is God Himself." [As of 11/00, we have no
evidence that Robertson has amended these views.]

-  In October of 1989, Robertson started the Christian Coalition (CC) to stand against the National Endowment for
the Arts and to promote Christian values in the political arena (i.e., "... to give Christians a voice in their
government again ... [seeking] to reverse the moral decay that threatens our nation by training Christians for
effective political action and getting more Christians involved in influencing public policy"). Robertson has also
stated that the Coalition's purpose is to "restore Godly principles and Godly people to all centers of influence, from
the school house to the White House." The plan was to contact all churches and train Christians (including "pro-life
Catholics") to be effective in the political arena and assist in voter registration. (Quoted from a 9/92 fund raising
letter from CC.) The Christian Coalition's main activity is to distribute voter guides in election years (depicting
candidates' positions on the issues) -- 70 million were distributed for the year 2000 election. 

That the Christian Coalition is a big-time political action organization cannot be questioned. It has organized
seminars throughout the country to train more than 5,000 evangelicals in how to succeed in local politics,
particularly by capturing school board seats and influencing local education policies. It has full-time lobbyists in
Washington. Each year numerous "Christian Action Training Schools" are held across the country; 2-day
workshops at $35 per person to teach activists how to shape public policy, run grass-roots organizations, elect
candidates who say they represent "Christian values," and run for offices ranging from school board to Congress.
(See the Christian Coalition Congressional Scorecard.)

[The Christian Coalition is not as new as it would appear. It came into being as a spin-off from Robertson's 1981
organization, The Freedom Council. Robertson was not successful with The Freedom Council. In 10/86, in the
midst of an IRS audit, the organization was dissolved. It appeared that The Freedom Council had abused its tax-
exempt status.]

-  In 1990, Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal
counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio
prosecutor Keith Fournier, a charismatic Catholic activist and former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the
Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. Fournier has authored Evangelical Catholics, a
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book which is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic
endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year 2000." Fournier, speaking of Robertson and others in
Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my
church and a thawing in what had been hard ice in the past." 

Jay Sekulow serves as the ACLJ's  general counsel. The ACLJ absorbed Concerned Women for America's legal
staff when CWA disbanded that aspect of its work. Sekulow boasts of having SWAT teams, which he defines as
"spiritual warfare assault teams," to defend religious liberty and fight anti-Christian bigotry. Using leased and
chartered jets, lawyers from the ACLJ's Virginia Beach headquarters leave at a moment's notice to defend its
agenda anywhere in the nation. The ACLJ staff includes 17 full-time lawyers and more than 500 affiliated lawyers.
The ACLJ's main office occupies the fourth floor of Regeant University in Virginia Beach. There are regional
offices in Atlanta, Mobile, Phoenix, Nashville, and New Hope, Kentucky (a suburb of Louisville -- this office
handles most of the ACLJ's anti-abortion cases), as well as a legislative office in Washington, DC. (Source: The
Freedom Writer). 

The ACLJ poses a danger that outweighs whatever beneficial purposes it might have -- a danger that should
labeled: LEGAL ECUMENISM. The potential danger in the ACLJ is the ecumenical overtones and ecumenical bait
being dangled before the legally-needy believer. Professing fundamentalists must be extremely careful in the future,
that in their desire to retain/regain constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, they are not conned into an ecumenical
mesh from which they will be unable to extract themselves. Those who in the future accept the assistance of the
ACLJ may discover that they could wind up regaining/maintaining the right to publicly exercise a faith which they
no longer possess, that faith having been lost in an ecumenical planning for legal justice (11/92, Fundamentalist
Digest).

These political arms (CC and ACLJ) of Robertson's ministry are unbiblical because they facilitate the bringing
together of many different denominations under the guise of encouraging conservative political action on the part of
those who hold so-called traditional Christian values. This is the same false philosophy held by Jerry Falwell's
Moral Majority (now defunct) that America can be helped politically and religiously by disobeying the plain
commands of God's Word that forbid fellowship with those who preach a false gospel, no matter how good their
political intentions may be. Fighting for religious liberty does not justify forging ecumenical ties!

-  Regeant University (formerly CBN University) was founded by Robertson. Known for its liberal arts and law
courses, it also boasts of a psychological counseling department that literally denies the sufficiency of Scripture:

"It is exciting to be a counselor or psychologist as we approach a new millennium. We are in an age of
technology, but technology has not resolved the basic problems of the human condition. With a
mission to family, church, and community, the School of Counseling and Human Services offers an
opportunity to be a leader in a still-emerging field. The challenge to the Christian mental health
professional is to synergize personal faith with practice in public, private, academic, and corporate
arenas [otherwise known as the integration of psychology and the Bible.] Our master’s program alumni
work in educational and mental health offices across the country and internationally. Our doctoral
program in clinical psychology is the only evangelical program of its kind on the East Coast. Today's
students are tomorrow's leaders in helping people and organizations make sense out of the strife and
chaos of modern life through understanding, healing, reconciliation, and faith. (Source: Rosemarie
Scotti Hughes, Ph.D., Dean of the Regeant School of Counseling and Human Services.)

Some "unique" features of the school, as described by Regeant are: "Integration of Judeo-Christian principles into
the curriculum and programs; a clinic to train students in the practice of counseling and psychology practice as well
as to conduct research on the efficacy of Christian counseling; cooperative ventures with other schools at Regeant,
such as law and education, in programs for families, churches, and the larger community; and curriculum
established to meet national accrediting standards and state licensure" (10/00, Regeant University web site). You
can pick up the catalogue of any secular university's psychology department, and its course descriptions would not
vary from the godless courses found at Regeant.
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-  Robertson supports and encourages participation in acts of civil disobedience, such as Randall Terry's Operation
Rescue. (Robertson wrote one of the forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue.) Although there are numerous
cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of forcing an ungodly society to
obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social upheaval, and thereby pressure
governments into changing the abortion laws, Robertson's philosophy seems to be the same as Operation Rescue's -
- "the end justifies the means."

-  In July of 1999, Pat Robertson's CBN joined Tyndale House Publishers in launching a $7 million advertising
campaign to promote "The Book," an edition of the The New Living Bible. Called the largest, most expensive book
promotion in the history of America (7/26/99, Christian News), the ad campaign used prime-time television
commercials, billboards, Internet promotions, and celebrity endorsements. The ads for "The Book" featured hiphop
(rap) and country-western music. One advertising jingle has Smokey Robinson and Andrae Crouch singing, "Rock
me, shock me, turn me, change me, set me free, show me what it has for me, take me to The Book." This is a
mockery of the things of God. Those who turn to "God" through such worldly methodology and message turn to a
false god and a false Christianity. The God of the Bible is not worldly cool and does not "dig" wicked rock music.
[Ads also feature such worldly comedians and musicians as Sinbad, Charlie Daniels, Chaka Khan, and Naomi Judd.
Sinbad tells vile, off-colored jokes and is completely at home with the wicked Las Vegas crowd and then promotes
the Bible. What confusion! Country/bluegrass musician Charlie Daniels has produced 29 albums, two of them
"Christian." An interview with Daniels in the Huntsville Times ([Alabama]) quoted him using profanity.] (Source:
FBIS, 7/29/99.)

-  Robertson endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which
was also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Bill Hybels, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also said, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic Church Colson says it, "to
its great credit, does call heretics to account. Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!"
(4/93, Berean Call).

-  "Mother" Teresa was featured, together with other famous professing Christians, in an award-winning television
special entitled "Don't ask me, ask God." Hosted in 1984 by Pat Robertson, and broadcast on 150 television outlets
as well as CBN, the first airing had more than 15 million viewers and ranked as one of the top five television
specials of the season. (Reported in Is Mother Teresa a True Christian?, by David W. Cloud, pp. 5-6.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion
and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about
Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to
aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed
their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
Charismatic Movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for
example]. In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that
the parties can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, John White (of
NAE), Bill Bright (of Campus Crusade), Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
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"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, Robertson and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake! 

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I.
Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C.
Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized
them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal
with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but
has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any
form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no
better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I
stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit
or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC
among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald
Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were
hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.] 

However ignorant Robertson and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based
on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Robertson's endorsement of ECT and EC was not much of a surprise in light of his 1992 exhortation to his 700
Club audience: "It's high time the 50 million evangelicals and the 40 million Roman Catholics get together and say
'Look, Christian bashing is over. We're not going to put up with it in America'" (11/19/92). Later in the year of
Robertson's ECT endorsement (early in October of 1994), Roman Catholic Bishop Walter Sullivan was allowed to
celebrate mass for Regeant's Catholic lawyers and law students. After the service, Sullivan said that homosexuals
are genetically predisposed to their sexual orientation and must endure their sinful tendencies. Some students
complained to Regeant Pres. Terry Lindvall, but he defended the school's decision (12/15/94, Calvary Contender).

-  Robertson also had a seat of honor at the Mass during Pope John Paul II's 10/7/95 visit to New York. He also
marched at the head of an ecumenical procession to the papal altar and was seated with Protestant, Orthodox, and
evangelical leaders . He said his meeting with the Pontiff was "very warm" and, through a personal letter hand-
delivered to the pope, pledged to work for Christian unity between evangelicals and Catholics. Robertson called the
pope "a humble and caring servant of the Lord." He said: "I believe the time has come where he must lay aside
minor differences and focus on the common ground of our faith in the lord Jesus Christ." Robertson said of the
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pope: "He's got great humility and spirituality …" The New York Times reported Robertson saying: "We all admire
the Holy Father tremendously. We all want to build bridges with the Catholic Church." (Source: 12/1/95, Calvary
Contender.) In his 1993 book, The Turning Tide, Robertson said (p. 279): "Pope John Paul II stands like a rock
against all opposition in his clear enunciation of the foundational principles of the Christian faith." All this is
spiritual blindness. How can Robertson say the Pope enunciates the foundational principles of the Christian faith
when he perverts the very gospel? Is the gospel not foundational!

-  In the 2/27/86 issue of the Catholic publication Wanderer was an interview with Robertson. When asked about
the supposed miracles that have occurred at the Mary shrine at Lourdes, Robertson gave this amazing reply: "I
understand there have been some tremendous healings. ... Again, the nice thing is that so many Roman Catholics
believe in miracles. They believe in a God who answers prayer. Miracles are part of the warp and woof of the
Church." Does Pat Robertson really believe that it is acceptable to pray to Mary for healing and to set up shrines in
her honor? (Source: 5/31/00, FBIS.)

-  Robertson has exhibited many charismatic tendencies over the years. On his 700 Club television programs, he has
on more than one occasion peered into the camera, and as if he could see into peoples' living rooms, describing
people who are being healed at that very moment. On a program during the summer of 1976, Robertson was
interviewing charismaniac Marvin Ford, who told about his experience of dying, going to heaven, and then
returning! Ford claimed the necktie he was wearing that day retained the aroma of heaven. He kept it so that
whenever he wanted to refresh his memory of that experience, he simply sniffed the tie. (Reported in Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 27-28.)

-  Robertson, like most charismatics, claims to receive additional revelation from God, and on a regular and
consistent basis. In fact, he even claims that God speaks to him in an audible voice. He also apparently considers
himself a prophet. But on several occasions, he has made prophecies which did not come to pass. For example, he
predicted the Tribulation would take place in 1982, then again in 1984 (cf. Deut. 18:22). Robertson says God gave
him a mission in July of 1977, not to be a religious leader, but to be an educator who would influence the very
center of our culture -- "from God's perspective." He also claimed that God chose him "to usher in the coming of
My Son."

-  Robertson also has bought into the "name it and claim it"/"Word-Faith" movement, which sees faith as an
immutable, impersonal "law" that, like gravity or the laws of thermodynamics, rules the universe -- a principle that
works regardless of who is exercising it, or for what purpose it is exercised. When asked if the laws of the
Kingdom work, even for non-Christians, Robertson wrote: "Yes. These are not just Christian and Jewish ... The
laws of God work for anybody who will follow them. The principles of the Kingdom apply to all of creation."
(Emphasis added.) Applied to the "law" of faith, that reasoning means all who claim a blessing without doubting
can have whatever they claim -- whether they are Christians or not! (Pat Robertson, Answers to 200 of Life's Most
Probing Questions [Nashville: Nelson, 1984], p. 271.)

Going one step further than your average Word-Faith charismatic, Robertson also said that, "Spirit controls matter
... The mind is the ultimate conduit of the spirit. In other words, when you confess blessing, favor, victory, and
success, those things will come to you." Further, those who remain ill or poverty-stricken demonstrate they have
"failed to grasp the points we have been making" or are "not living according to the major principles," which
Robertson refers to as "laws of prosperity." Robertson teaches that just as surely as scientific laws, these spiritual
laws govern good or ill-fortune. God's name is "like a blank check ... Use the water in the reservoir. Remember that
faith is the title deed to that pool of power. It is all ours if we know the rules of miracles."

Robertson not only embraces this "mind over matter" philosophy of Transcendentalism, but also appears to deny
the reality of matter altogether: "Matter is merely a form of energy. The great paradox is that what we perceive as
real and tangible is actually an illusion. The reality is energy." All this is in keeping with the emerging worldview
of what has been called "the new paganism." (Reported in Made in America, pp. 123-126.) (Emphasis added.)
[Robertson seems to have a strange affinity to Eastern mystical religions. In his book, Beyond Reason (p. 108),
Robertson makes this metaphysical statement: "The great paradox is that what we perceive as real and tangible is
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actually an illusion." This is the Eastern worldview, specifically Hinduism. Hindus believe in non-reality. They call
it "maya." To them, everything is an illusion.]

-  Roughly 15,000 people gathered together in St. Louis, Missouri, June 21-23, to participate in Celebrate Jesus
2000 (not to be confused with an ecumenical evangelistic program operated by Mission America which has the
same name). This is the sixth ecumenical-charismatic conference sponsored by the North American Renewal
Service Committee. (The conferences were originally called "North American Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization.") The first was in Kansas City in 1977 and was attended by 50,000 people. That was the first
major conference to include the "three streams" of the Charismatic movement -- Classical Pentecostals,
Charismatic Protestants, and Charismatic Roman Catholics. The next two meetings were held in New Orleans,
Louisiana in 1986 and 1987. Then there was a conference in Indianapolis in 1990, and one in Orlando in 1995.
YWAM has participated in all except the first North American (charismatic) Congress, and was right at home in
that radically ecumenical environment in St. Louis.

The Executive Committee for the 2000 conference was composed of Vinson Synan (Pentecostal), Nancy Kellar
(Roman Catholic nun), Jim Jackson (Christian Believers United), and Vernon Stoop (United Church of Christ
pastor). There were many well-known speakers, including Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, Stephen Hill, John
Kilpatrick, Cindy Jacobs, John Arnott, Steve Strang, Richard Roberts, Michael Scanlan, Tom Forrest, Thomas
Trask, and Rick Joyner (all either charismatic or Roman Catholic, or both). The stated goals of the meetings in a
nutshell are threefold: (1) To promote and celebrate the Charismatic movement, (2) to promote ecumenical unity
between all denominations, and (3) to further world evangelism. The grand focus, though, is ecumenical unity.
These conferences present a microcosm of the end-times ecumenical movement. The fact that the error is
intermingled with and glossed over with truth makes the ecumenical movement attractive to large numbers of
people and extremely dangerous. (Source: "CELEBRATION JESUS 2000: END TIMES CONFUSION IN ST.
LOUIS," David Cloud, Way of Life Literature.)

-  Robertson was a speaker at a March 1995 "signs and wonders" conference hosted by an Assemblies of God
seminary. More than 30 workshops will addressed such issues as healing, spiritual warfare, intercession, prayer, and
worship. Other speakers included Marilyn Hickey . On a 10/27/94 700 Club show, Robertson even praised Rodney
Howard-Browne's "holy laughter" revivals: "… what this says to me is that revival is taking place in the world in a
mass wave … and we look to the coming of the Lord. I think this is a very encouraging sign in the middle of all
this trouble and all these wars and all this confusion. God is saying 'I'm on the throne and I'm going to touch
multiplied millions.' It's wonderful. I applaud it." Robertson also promoted a 3/95 CBN conference titled "SIGNS
AND WONDERS—With Rodney Howard Browne—The Fire of the Holy Spirit." CBN launched a global
evangelism project (WorldReach) in 1995 with a week of tent "revival" services on the CBN campus. Oral Roberts,
James Robison, Robert Schuller, Benny Hinn and Robertson took turns preaching to the more than 

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
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been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Robertson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. --
In Robertson's 4/95 "Christian America Newspaper," there was a full page promotion for Promise Keepers . Also,
after showing a several minute video promoting PK on a 6/26/96 700 Club show (from a recent stadium rally  -- 
Charlotte race track), Robertson said, "We're so grateful for PK." 

-  In his book, The Secret Kingdom (which is merely warmed-over Postmillennialism), Robertson claimed God gave
him a revelation of eight Universal Laws, and that God is bound by these laws and has no choice but to obey them.
Robertson calls this the "Law of Reciprocity." (This is very similar to the claims of the Rosicrucian cult, which
claims that by acting upon those immutable laws, one can have what he believes and imagines into existence. This
is a foundational principle of all occult religion, including witchcraft.) Robertson speaks of the universality of the
"eight laws," and that his solutions could "save our world." He calls for an International Year of Jubilee where all
of the world's debts would be cancelled as the start of a new worldwide economic system. He paints a picture of a
better world -- a utopia on earth brought about by man's own efforts rather than by the return of Jesus. He proclaims
that the Church is going to take control of the world in order to hand it over to Jesus when He returns.

-  The major thrusts of Robertson's books are disturbing to many of those aware of the strategies of the New Age
Movement. There are disturbingly strong parallels between them and Rosicrucianism, Theosophy (including Alice
Bailey's teachings [the "mother" of the New Age Movement]), and even those of Russian occultist George
Gurdjieff. Robertson's Law of Reciprocity sounds amazingly like Gurdjieff's "Law of Reciprocal Maintenance."
Such parallels take on deep significance to the Christian when one considers Robertson's claim that God chose him
and CBN "to usher in the coming of my Son." They take on even deeper meaning when one considers the
frequency with which the 700 Club has featured New Age activists (see below).

[According to the CBN movie, "For I have Chosen You," the prophecy that God chose CBN and Pat Robertson to
"usher in the coming of My Son" came through Herald Bredesen. This allegedly took place at a charismatic-style
prayer meeting. In 1982, Pat Robertson solicited donations in closed circuit television telecasts to groups gathered
in hotels and other meeting spots around the United States. At that time, Pat Robertson was soliciting donations for
his Middle East television station. One of the reasons he gave these audiences for wanting money was that Jesus
had appeared to him in a vision and told him that he had been appointed a modern day John the Baptist to "usher
in" His coming. Further, he says that Jesus specifically told Robertson He wanted him to get the first television
shots of His return to earth. (Robertson says that when the Bible says "every eye shall behold Him," it means "on
television.") Robertson's scenario fits closely those given by many major New Age writers; e.g., The Armageddon
Script by Peter LeMesurier, The Book of Co-creation--The Book of Revelation by Barbara Marx Hubbard; The
Externalisation of The Hierarchy by Alice Bailey; and The Reappearance of the Christ by Benjamin Creme. (From
"Special Report on Pat Robertson," Constance Cumby's New Age Monitor, 1987.)]

-  The 700 Club has often given New Age interests a significant platform. (Robertson himself sometimes calls God
"The Initiator" and teaches the doctrines of "God Immanent" and "God Transcendent," all common New Age
terminology). Some of the prominent New Agers and/or New Age organizations that have appeared on the 700
Club include Norman Cousins, Jeremy Rifkin, Herbert Benson, John Naisbitt, Alvin Toffler, Amory and Hunter
Lovins, Curtis Sliwa, the Buckminster Fuller Institute, and Mother Earth News. [Also appearing have been
promoters of questionable, even obviously New Age-oriented theologies, including Richard Foster (of Renovaré),
Bruce Larson (who claims Carl Jung, an occultist and anti-Christian, is one of his heroes), Robert Schuller, and
Denis Waitley.] Holistic health doctors have been featured. They in turn promoted "Wellness Centers." A 7/82
program gave advice on what one could do until he or she could reach the "Wellness Center" -- "adopt a technique
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of visualization."

One wonders how many people became involved with Amory and Hunter Lovins or with Jeremy Rifkin as a result
of their favorable treatment on Robertson's programs? (Rifkin has boasted to interviewers that Robertson's program
has been one of his chief entry points to the Evangelicals.) How many people adopted a "visualization technique"?
How many became involved with Holistic Health through "Wellness Centers" because the 700 Club promoted
them? How many young people joined Sliwa's Guardian Angels? (More shocking still, the 700 Club celebrated
"International Forgiveness Week" in 1985an old time Lucis Trust project! What a spectacle -- the Lucis Trust, Tara
Center, and the 700 Club all celebrating International Forgiveness Week, all at the same time!) [From "Special
Report on Pat Robertson," Constance Cumby's New Age Monitor, 1987.]

-  Although claiming to be premillennial in his eschatological beliefs, and not expecting some reconstructed utopia
on earth, Robertson is very much Reconstructionist/Dominion Theology in practice. [Reconstructionism is
dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law)
on unbelieving peoples and institutions, so that Christ is then able to return and take-over the Kingdom.] Robertson
has deep Reconstructionist political ties, as well as makes available his 700 Club cable television program to
Reconstructionist leaders Rousas Rushdoony and Gary North. Moreover, reconstructionists often cite Robertson's
creation of the television network and the founding of (neo-evangelical) Regeant University (formerly CBN
University) as a model of effective Christian organization.

In fact, in an 8/17/92 Christianity Today letter to the editor, well-known Christian Reconstructionist Gary DeMar
wrote: "I was a bit confused when Pat Robertson claimed that he doesn't 'agree with Reconstructionism' but does
believe that 'Jesus is the Lord of all the world ... of the government, and the church, and business, and, hopefully,
one day, Lord of the press.' This is the heart and soul of Reconstructionism. Robertson says he wants 'the church to
move into the world.' Reconstructionists have been saying this and getting criticized for it for over 30 years. At the
very least, Pat Robertson, as I've always suspected, is an operational Reconstructionist." (Emphasis added.)
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James Robison
General Teachings/Activities

-  Robison is "officially" a Southern Baptist evangelist (but sounds more like a holy-roller Pentecostalist), who
claims to have a "ministry of reconciliation" (translated "unconditional acceptance and love based on feelings rather
than on truth"). In 1982, he claimed to have been "exorcized" of demons, and as a result, began converting to the
charismatic movement. Since then, his annual conferences have featured hyper-charismatics such as John Wimber,
and he has preached in Catholic churches with David Yonggi Cho. Robison's January 1991 conference featured
tongues-speaker Jamie Buckingham (now deceased), who had defended the Trinity-rejecting United Pentecostal
Church. Robison also spoke at the 1987 Catholic/Charismatic Congress in New Orleans, praising the pope and
Roman Catholics. (Reported in the 1/15/91, Calvary Contender.) 

-  Speakers at Robison's 1/92 Dallas "Bible" Conference included church growth specialist and Schuller-promoter
Bill Hybels, charismatic huckster Larry Lea, and former 12-year Dallas Seminary professor Jack Deere* (a key
figure in John Wimber's healing/deliverance movement as of 1/92, but in 8/92 was working informally with
Robison). Performing at the conference were Glen Campbell and Wayne Watson. (Reported in the 12/15/91,
Calvary Contender.) 

-  Robison, as a fiery young Southern Baptist evangelist, warned of Rome's false gospel and exposed Rome's
blasphemies. Today he says the pope is the finest example of morality in the world and claims that it is probable
that the Pope is a saved man. (Source: message at New Orleans '87, a charismatic renewal conference.) Robison on
Catholicism:

"I tell you what, all the critical Protestants standing around knocking Catholics, you'd better watch it!
God'll run right by you, pick up the whole Catholic movement, and wrap them up in Jesus and just love
them, and strip everything that is wrong there, and make them an expression to the whole earth. He
may be doing it right now. I tell you what, one of the finest moral representatives of morality in this
earth right now is the pope. People who know him really believe he is a born-again man." (Reported in
the 2/10/92, Christian News).

-  As an example of the extent to which men like James Robison will go in the pursuit of furthering the social
gospel, Robison held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF).
(Moon is the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called
evangelicals that served with Robison at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim
LaHaye (CRF's paid chairman!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American Family
Association), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide radio
talk show host), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James
Kennedy (author and pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social
activism certainly makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.) 

-  In the November/December 1986 issue of Day of Restoration, James Robison wrote that the miracle of Christmas
is "that Christ is formed in you;" that "our actual purpose in this world: receiving and expressing the fullness of the
life of Jesus." He goes on to say that "God wants us to see Jesus as merely the big brother in a huge family of
brothers and sisters like Him." Further, he states that II Corinthians 5:17 means that we "have the divine nature, the
eternal life of God." Still Christ must be "formed in you." He goes on to say that Jesus was a pattern; that "Jesus
Himself pioneered the process He is putting us through." He claims that "God reveals that Christ had to be formed
even in Jesus. ... That same Jesus also will be formed in you -- in anyone who will receive the light of this truth."
This is blasphemy! This is another Jesus, another gospel! He has fallen away from the Jesus of the Bible and
embraces the Christ anointing of the New Age religion and the "ongoing incarnation of Manifest Sons 'till we
produce Christ in the flesh." (Emphasis added.)
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-  Robison's calling himself a "Baptist" is quite deceptive -- his doctrines are hyper-charismatic! As evidence of
this, one only need listen to the four-part tape series that Robison would routinely send to each new "Restoration
Partner" in the early-1990s (i.e., pledge contributor), which clearly depicts his ministry as one that believes in the
following false doctrines:

(a) Charismatic demon warfare/deliverance (commands "death" to the growth on his daughter's lip).
Believes that he has authority from God to cast-out demons, as do all Christians who really believe that
they are "to do the ministry of Jesus ... You have total authority over demonic powers. You can cast
them out." 

(b) Dominionist/Reconstructionist view that "Israel" is now the "Church" (all the old covenants of God
with Israel now belong to the Church).

(c) Claims to have periodically received unrestricted healing power -- "Everybody I prayed for during
that period were instantly healed."

(d) Claims to speak directly with Jesus.

(e) Claims that the Holy Spirit "moves on" his Bible conferences to such a striking degree that even
one man was "literally lifted off the ground." 

(f) In his message on "Doing the Works of Jesus," Robison teaches that the ministry of Christ should
be a pattern for his [Robison's] and his followers' own work; i.e., he wants to make Christ our example
for healing. Robison interprets Matt. 4:23 and John 20:19-22 as "Jesus is sending us to do the same
ministry He had ... What He came to do [including all the miracles and healings] in ministry, we are to
do!" (cf. 2 Cor. 12:12; Heb. 2:3,4; Heb. 1:2) (For "six straight months" after learning he had this
healing power from God, there was not one single person he prayed for that was not "instantly
healed.") Robison states that he believes that he will see the day when he's preaching a funeral and the
corpse will get out of the casket -- "after all, Jesus raised the dead, didn't he." (And if you don't believe
as Robison does, it's because of your pride -- "God will not penetrate spiritual pride. Satan was hurled
out of heaven because of it ... Proud folks don't get healed at anybody's meeting.")

(g) Gives credit to the following mystic healers as those exemplifying the works of Jesus in their
ministries: John Wimber; Kathryn Kuhlman; R.W. Schambach; E.W. Kenyon; and Oral Roberts.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Robison is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at two of PK's 1996 men's conferences.

-  Robison places himself and his ministry above criticism. He equates those who measure a practice or ministry by
Scripture with the unbelieving scribes. This effectively insulates his teaching and practice from Scriptural critique.
He is equating opposition to his ministry with non-recognition of the person and ministry of the Holy Spirit.
Robison hides behind a facade of true adherence to the moving of the Spirit of God in order to insulate his theology
and practices from those who would unravel the facade with God's Word. At the same time, he equates anyone that
would challenge that facade with those who will not recognize Jesus' authority and work. This is a cult mentality
that does not address the real issue -- whether or not these practices and ideas are Biblical.
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* In 1986 Jack Deere believed the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit had passed away. He had just completed his
10th year as an associate professor at Dallas Seminary, and 7th year as pastor of a Bible church. Then he invited
British psychiatrist John White as guest speaker, and reluctantly agreed to let him teach about miraculous healing.
Soon after, Deere's thinking "radically reversed." He said: "First I began to believe that the scriptures taught that
healing and miracles were for today. Then I believed that God spoke today outside the Bible. ... And the final stage
was believing all the gifts of the Spirit actually are for today." Two weeks later he met Vineyard movement founder
John Wimber, developed close ties, and was dismissed from Dallas Seminary. Today he ministers worldwide with
"signs and wonders," prophetic minister Paul Cain (9/93, Charisma). Deere says: "After John Wimber prayed for
me several years ago, I noticed an immediate increase in revelatory words and healings whenever I prayed for
people. I've also seen this happen when Paul Cain has prayed for people ..." (Source: 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)
Deere is one of the most powerful spokesman for the Vineyard. His book Surprised by the Power of the Spirit is
probably the best defense of the Vineyard's views and has undoubtedly drawn many into the movement. His 1995
book, Surprised by the Voice of God, is supposed to be a treatise on how to tell God's voice from our own, or even
Satan's. In this volume, he defends the view that God is giving fresh revelations today.

In a private interview with Graham Banister following a Vineyard conference workshop taught by Deere (March of
1990 in Sydney, Australia), Deere was asked, "What is the Gospel?" Deere asked Banister what he thought the
gospel was. Banister replied that it was about Jesus Christ who died for our sins was buried and raised on the third
day and that it is this gospel by which we are saved (1 Cor. 15). Deere's reply was that this was not the gospel.
When asked what, then, is the gospel, Deere replied, "I'm not prepared to make a formal statement about that."
When asked, "Could you perhaps tell me informally what you believe to be the gospel?" Deere answered, "I'm not
sure. ... I used to be just like you ... thinking the gospel was simply justification by faith." When asked what he
would add to it, he responded, "Deliverance. ... things like demons and healing ... it's the complete package -- the
word and the works of Jesus?" But he was not yet ready to give a definitive answer to the question, "What is the
gospel?" Continuing to be amazed, Banister asked, "Are you saying that you couldn't go back into that pavilion and
tell those people the gospel?" He replied, "No, not yet. ... Maybe [in] five years, maybe ten ..." Amazingly, one of
the leading theological minds in the Signs and Wonders movement did not know what was the gospel! [Source:
4/24/90, The Briefing, "John Wimber: Friend or Foe," Sydney, Australia -- Deere claims that the article contains
"serious misrepresentations, false reporting, and erroneous methodology" concerning the Vineyard's teachings, and
misrepresents his (Deere's) understanding of the Gospel. Since it was just Graham Banister and Jack Deere present
for the interview, the reader must judge for himself whether The Briefing's rendition is consistent with what we
know of Deere's documented doctrinal positions. For Jack Deere's take on the interview in question, see the
"Misrepresentation Of Jack Deere's Teaching And Views" section of the May, 1992, "Vineyard Position Paper #2:
The Vineyard's Response to The Briefing," by Jack Deere.]  [Back to Text]
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Hugh Ross
General Teachings/Activities

-  Hugh Ross (born 1945) is president and founder of Reasons to Believe, Inc., a Progressive Creationist ministry
located in Pasadena, California. Yet, Reasons To Believe claims to be "an organization dedicated to showing how
the latest scientific discoveries point to the God of the Bible, the Creator. Reasons To Believe was founded in 1986
with the desire to reach the secular scientific community with the truth of the Gospel. Today Reasons To Believe
has 20 full time staff and 60 volunteers dedicated to sharing the joy of Christ through the latest scientific
discoveries" (Reasons to Believe Internet web site -- 7/16/96). Ross has a Ph.D. in Astronomy from the University
of Toronto, and is the former Minister of Evangelism at the Sierra Madre Congregational Church. Ross has
authored three books, two of which have become very controversial, The Fingerprint of God (1989) and Creation
and Time (1994). 

-  Dr. Ross is a professing Christian currently in full-time, non-denominational ministry dealing with apologetics,
especially Bible and science issues. Ross is perhaps the most visible spokesman for Progressive Creationism, a
belief which opposes both atheistic evolutionism and historic Christianity's understanding of Biblical creationism.
At best, then, Ross is a theistic evolutionist. He has become increasingly well-known as he has appeared on many
"Christian" radio and television programs and spoken before numerous audiences (see list at end of this report).
Ross packages his beliefs in a way that appears Biblically conservative and evangelical; thus, Ross prominently
displays endorsements of his books from many respected evangelicals (so-called) (see list at end of this report). 

-  Few people (even pastors) have the time or background necessary to deal effectively with Progressive
Creationism's/Ross's claims. Many have felt intimidated and confused by the scientific claims of its supporters and
their insistence that the Bible supports their view. But Ross's views contrast sharply with those of fundamentalist,
evangelical Christians who accept a literal, six-day Creation and a young Earth. Moreover, in some cases, Ross's
stand on foundational Biblical issues is heretical at best and neo-orthodox at worst (see numbers 2, 4, and 11
below). The following documented listing of Ross's teachings has been compiled from the work of a variety of
Bible-science organizations: 

1. Origin of the Universe (the Big Bang). Dr. Ross teaches that the universe is 17 billion years old, plus or minus
3 billion years. He maintains that the universe began with a God-engineered "Big Bang," and that the stars and
planets evolved into their present form and positions during these billions of years -- eventually resulting in the
formation of Earth approximately 5 billion years ago. Ross claims that the Big Bang Theory has been "undeniably"
proven, and he has taught the theory so strongly that if it were abandoned by the majority of scientists, as one day
may be the case, it will be a major embarrassment to his ministry. [See: Creation and Time, pp. 91-118, 129; The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 158-159; Hugh Ross, "Why Big Bang Opponents Never Say Die,"
Facts & Faith newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1990-91).]

[NOTE: God's Word provides lists of generations between Adam and Jesus Christ. Even if there were a few gaps in
the lists, it would be absurd to accept insertions of tens of thousands (or even millions) of years in the genealogy.
Actually, the great majority of scientific age estimation methods indicate a young earth. Dr. Ross's bias is apparent
in his willingness to accept only those scientific methods that agree with his belief in billions of years. In the final
analysis, none of man's scientific age estimation methods can be considered foolproof, young or old. We would
prefer to stick with the testimony of the only eyewitness, God.]

2. Origin of the Stars and Planets (order of creation). In contrast to Scripture, Dr. Ross teaches that the sun,
moon, and stars were created even before the first "day" (i.e., "in the beginning"), rather than on the fourth day as
stated in Genesis. He says that most of the stars existed long before Earth's creation; i.e., that approximately 10-15
billion years of stellar evolution occurred prior to the Creation Week. (Note: Thus, he claims that not all of the
heavens and earth were created in six days as the Bible plainly states in Exo. 20:11.) Dr. Ross claims that Genesis
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1 describes Creation from the point of view of one standing on the earth, and that the sun, moon, and stars did not
become visible until the fourth day. He believes the stars were not created instantaneously, but they evolved by the
physical laws of nature put into place by God: "This entire process of stellar evolution is by natural process alone.
We do not have to invoke Divine intervention at any stage in the history of the life-cycle of the stars that we
observe." According to Dr. Ross, many stars had long ceased to exist by the time of Adam's creation: "The planets
and life-essential elements are the burned-up remains -- i.e., ashes -- of [the Big Bang's] hydrogen gas." [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 158-159, 165-169; Creation and Time, pp. 52, 131, 148-151; Hugh
Ross, "Why Big Bang Opponents Never Say Die," Facts & Faith newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1990-91); Hugh
Ross, "Species Development: Natural Process or Divine Action" audiotape, (Reasons to Believe, 1990).]

3. Creation Week (not days, but billions of years). Dr. Ross teaches that the Creation of the heavens and Earth
took place about 4.6 billion years ago during six long, partially-overlapping periods, not 24 hour type days. [See:
The Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 146-155.] "Based on scientific dating records, each of God's
creation days is several hundred million years long." [Hugh Ross, Genesis 1: A Scientific Perspective, Revised
Edition (Sierra Madre, California: Wiseman Productions, 1983), p 11.] Dr. Ross teaches that we are currently in the
7th Day -- a day that began after God made Adam and Eve, and which will not end until the beginning of the New
Heavens and New Earth. [See: Creation and Time, pp. 59, 91-118.] 

4. Origin of Death (not a result of sin). Dr. Ross strongly teaches that the existence of physical death in our world
is not due to Adam's sin. He claims that death was created by God as a basic part of earthly existence since the
beginning of life, and that physical death and animal predation existed for billions of years throughout the world
prior to Adam's sin. (Note: Would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and
bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of
sin change things? And if death proceeded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross
accomplished nothing! Thus, any scheme that places death prior to man's sin is a False Gospel!) [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 153-155, 159-160; "Reasons to Believe," 90-second radio spots No. 47
& 48 (February 1991); Hugh Ross: "Focus on the Family" radio program, April 18, 1991.]

5. No Original Paradise. Dr. Ross does not believe the Garden of Eden was free of death, pain, suffering, or
degeneration -- a world created in perfection. According to Dr. Ross, there was no original paradise, except in the
sense that Adam walked with God, experienced less pain than we do, and experienced no sin initially. He believes
that death and degeneration existed in the beginning and have continued for billions of years. He also teaches that
neither the fall to sin nor the Flood resulted in significant physical changes in Nature. Dr. Ross claims that our
planet has always been subject to catastrophes and violent predation. He says that long before Adam, there were
supernovas and collisions with meteorites that wiped out millions of animals and caused "mass extinction." There
were floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, harmful mutations, and diseases of all sorts. In other words, God used "random,
wasteful, inefficiencies" to create the world into which Adam was placed. [Creation and Time, pp. 55, 65-69, 88;
Hugh Ross, "Species Development: Natural Process or Divine Action" audiotape, tape 2, side 1 (Reasons to
Believe, 1990).]

[NOTE: According to the Bible, death (both physical and spiritual) entered the world through man's sin (Gen. 2:17;
3:19, Rom. 5:12; 6:23; 1 Cor. 15:20-23). The Bible indicates that our world is very different from the one which
God created and pronounced as "very good." The Bible clearly says animals were not created carnivorous; God
originally commanded them to eat plants -- see Gen. 1:29-30, etc. Because of sin, God cursed the ground and
physical creation (Gen. 3:17). Scripture says the whole creation has been affected by man's sin, causing it to groan
as it awaits freedom from bondage to decay (Rom. 8:20-22). The global Flood judgment changed earth even more
(Gen. 8:21). One day God will restore paradise. Once again the lion will lie down with the lamb.]

6. Origin of Species: Progressive Creations (amoeba to man). Dr. Ross defines Progressive Creationism as "the
hypothesis that God has increased the complexity of life on earth by successive creations of new life forms over
billions of years while miraculously changing the earth to accommodate the new life." [Quote is from "Dinosaurs
and Hominids" audiotape, Reasons to Believe (1990).] In fact, Dr. Ross accepts a history of life very similar to that
outlined by Evolutionist Stephen Jay Gould. Gould's Punctuated Equilibrium theory describes slow progress by
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natural means, interspersed with mass extinctions and sudden, rapid advances. For Dr. Ross, the advances are the
result of a multitude of Divine miracles. He seems to accept far more miraculous creations ("hundreds of millions
of species of life") than most Progressive Creationists when he claims to "deny any significant biological evolution
over time scales long or short." Elsewhere, Dr. Ross seems to have a different attitude when he says that "many of
the changes that take place within the biological arena [are] by natural process natural selection, mutational advance
" He teaches that for billions of years before Adam, major disasters befell the animals, including supernovas,
asteroid impacts, etc. As a result, animals frequently became extinct, never to be seen by man. God stepped in many
times to create replacements or improved models -- sometimes completely abandoning entire groups of animals,
changing the previous course of life on earth. Eventually, God created Adam and Eve from the dust, but after the
majority of the earth's history had already taken place. The order of creation was from amoeba to man. Thus, for
Progressive Creationists, creation was an extremely long process interspersed with numerous miraculous events
which produced new forms of animals and plants. [See: Hugh Ross, "Open Line" radio program (Moody, April
1994); Creation and Time, p. 83; "Species Development," audiotape; "Dinosaurs and Hominids," audiotape
(Reasons to Believe, 1990).]

7. Hominids (man-like creatures). Dr. Ross: "Bipedal, tool-using, large-brained hominids roamed the earth at least
as long ago as one million years. New evidence indicates that the hominid species may have gone extinct before, or
as a result of, the appearance of man. Starting about 2 to 4 million years ago, God began creating man-like
mammals." Although some of these creatures looked completely human (e.g., Cro-Magnon, Neanderthal), "used
tools, buried their dead, and painted on cave walls," they were actually animals and "had no spirits." Ross has
stated that the major difference between men and hominids is that humans were "the first spirit creatures." [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 159-160; "Genesis One, Dinosaurs, and Cavemen," (Reasons to
Believe, 1989);Creation and Time, p. 88, etc.]

8. Origin of Man. Dr. Ross teaches that man was created by God from the dust of the Earth, but not on the last of
six 24-hour type days, as the Bible teaches. Humans were created somewhere between 6,000 and 60,000 years ago
-- after the majority of Earth's supposed history had already taken place, and after billions of years of animal life
and death. [Note: The Bible says that "from the beginning of the creation (not 17 billion years after the beginning)
God made them male and female." (Mark 10:6)] Dr. Ross: "If the time since the creation of the universe were
scaled down to a single year, the whole of human history would be less than one minute." [See: The Fingerprint of
God, first edition (1989), pp. 159-160, 178-179; Creation and Time, pp. 140-141; Hugh Ross, "Open Line" radio
program with Chris Fabry (Moody, April and May, 1994).]

9. Pre-Flood World. According to Dr. Ross, the pre-Flood world was basically identical to the post-Flood world --
same geology and paleontology, no significant environmental changes. He claims that rain began during the second
Creation Day when the modern atmosphere was created billions of years before the creation of Adam. (Note: The
Bible specifically says there was no rain until at least the sixth day, which for Dr. Ross would be billions of years
after plants and animals had first been created.) Incredibly, Dr. Ross has also claimed that before the Flood
"probably at least 19 out of 20 people were dying a death of murder. That's what was keeping the people from
living a long period of time." (Note: To the contrary, the Bible indicates pre-Flood lifespans were generally very
long. The average for the patriarchs was 912 years. In addition, such violent conditions would cause people to
scatter all over the world -- a problem for Dr. Ross because he teaches the Flood was local, not global.) [Hugh
Ross, "The Flood" audiotape (Reasons to Believe, 1990).] 

10. Noah's Flood (regional, not global). Dr. Ross teaches that the Flood of Noah's day did not cover the entire
planet nor all Earth's mountains of the day. Rather, Noah and animals floated on a shallow, temporary inland sea
(22 feet deep), somehow covering the Mesopotamian region; thus, it was a regional flood which destroyed all
mankind (except Noah and his family). He believes that the Flood did not destroy animals outside of man's sphere
of influence; death was basically limited to those "livestock, poultry, game animals," and any other birds and
mammals that had contact with man. [See: Facts & Faith, Reasons to Believe's quarterly newsletter, multiple part
article on the Flood, 1989-91, especially parts 7 and 8 (Fall and Winter 1990); Hugh Ross, "Noah's Floating Zoo,"
Facts & Faith newsletter Vol. 4 (Fall 1990), pp. 4-5; Creation and Time, p. 73; Hugh Ross, "The Flood," audiotape
(Reasons to Believe, 1990).]
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[NOTE: Dr. Ross claims that earth's entire human population was limited to this Mesopotamian region. Yet, the
Bible clearly states that every land animal and bird on the face of the earth was wiped out (Genesis 6:7; 7:21-23).
Dr. Ross teaches that most of the animals of the world were not affected, only those animals in Mesopotamia. Of
course, few, if any, of these animals were unique to the region. According to Dr. Ross, all of today's land animals
and birds are not descended from the creatures on the Ark. In other words, God required Noah to consume 120
years of his life building a huge boat to save representative animals which really didn't need to be saved. Most, if
not all, of these animals were alive and well in other parts of the world. In Dr. Ross's scenario, dry land is just over
the horizon all along. Despite the lack of necessity, God keeps Noah trapped in this boat full of animals under these
strange circumstances for over a year.]

11. "Dual Revelation" Theology. Dr. Ross frequently says that Nature is "the sixty-seventh book" of the Bible; he
tends to treat Nature as equal in authority to the written revelation of God (the Bible), and that neither is "inferior or
superior" to the other. Dr. Ross believes that Nature provides an accurate understanding of God and His plan for
history. They are simply "different, just like the content of Ezra is distinct from that of Romans" (Creation and
Time, p. 57). He proceeds to accept most of the interpretations of secular science while attempting to maintain the
doctrine of Biblical inerrancy. He has accused young-earth creationists of believing in "Single-Revelation
Theology" and denying "physical reality." He holds the unorthodox theological view that, "The plan of salvation as
stated in the Bible can be seen through observation of the universe around us." For example, he teaches that Job
"without the aid of scriptures discerned all the elements of 'the gospel,' the good news of how man can find eternal
life in God." [See: The Fingerprint of God, second edition (1989), pp. 144-145, 163-164, 179-181; Creation and
Time, pp. 11, 41, 55-57, 123; Hugh Ross, "Creation Days," audiotape (Reasons to Believe, 1990); "Hugh Ross's
Apologetics Hot Line," Christianity Today (March 11, 1991), p. 23.]

[NOTE: It is important to understand that: (1) Nature has no speech or voice (Psalm 19:3). Therefore, Nature is
subject to Man's misinterpretation, as the history of science has repeatedly demonstrated; (2) Man is particularly
limited in his ability to know the ancient past with certainty. We have no time machines to travel back and examine
actual events. Secular scientists who describe in great detail ancient animals and environments are guessing, making
assumptions, and hypothesizing; (3) The world and the universe have changed since their creation. The Fall and the
global Flood of Noah greatly marred the perfection of God's creations. What we have now is different in many
ways from what God originally created; (4) We humans are quite ungod-like in our abilities and understanding. We
are sinful, finite creatures with an enormous inclination to believe in lies. Earth is under the dominion of the Father
of Lies -- Satan. Our understanding of this universe is very incomplete and fallible. Scientific opinions are often
biased and change regularly, sometimes radically. Dr. Ross even goes so far as to make the strange claim that "in
addition to the words of the Bible being 'God-breathed useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting, and training in
righteousness,' so also are the words of God spoken through the work of His hands" (Creation and Time, p. 56). Dr.
Ross elevates the message of creation beyond its natural limitations. On many matters, it is naive, pompous, and
exceedingly dangerous to rate sinful man's incomplete and changing understanding of this degenerating universe as
equal in clarity with the written Word of God! Such views have led to dreadful errors. The Bible has demonstrated
its beautiful accuracy again and again, in contrast to the "scientific" pronouncements of men which have frequently
been wrong and often dominated by blinding bias.]

Partial List of Recent Appearances by Hugh Ross:
Trinity Broadcasting Network (15-part weekly series, "Reasons to Believe," featuring Dr. Ross (begun October 23,
1991 and continuing today broadcasting the contents of Creation and Time), plus various appearances on the
"Praise the Lord" program with Paul and Jan Crouch (nationwide television in the U.S. plus 33 foreign countries);
"Focus on the Family" radio programs with Dr. James Dobson, April 17-18, 1991, and September 1992 (Tape
CS721); Wheaton College (March 19, 1992); (GLASS) Greater Los Angeles Sunday Schools Convention; "Today's
Reasons to Believe," 90-second radio feature program series on some Christian radio stations in America; Lausanne
Commission for World Evangelization meetings in Moscow and Kiev; various seminary lectures which according
to Dr. Ross's publications include Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (an arm of the Evangelical Free Church of
America) and Fuller Theological Seminary; CBMC meetings; Moody Broadcasting Network's "Open Line" radio
program (WMBI, March 18, 1992); Craig Hawkins "Talk from the Heart" radio program; Rich Buhler's "Table
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Talk" radio program; many churches, Christian conference centers, Christian schools, Christian radio and television
stations (U.S. and Canadian), secular universities, etc. 

Doubleday has recently offered Ross's Creation and Time, and his earlier book, Creation and the Cosmos, to
members of its book-of-the-month club. In 1995, Ross also appeared in documentaries on CBS, CTV, and the
Learning Channel. He is working with an Emmy-winning producer on a high quality video series that may be
shown on PBS or the Discovery Channel. Also, in mid-1996, NavPress plans to release yet another Ross book. 
[Return to Text]

Endorsers of Hugh Ross and/or His Books:
Bill Bright -- Campus Crusade for Christ
R.C. Sproul -- Ligonier Ministries
Norman Geisler -- Southern Evangelical Seminary
David Hocking -- Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa
Harold Lindsell -- former editor of Christianity Today
Don Richardson -- author of Peace Child and Eternity in Their Heart
Ralph D. Winter -- US Center for World Mission
Earl Radmacher -- former president of Western Conservative Baptist Seminary
Walter Kaiser -- Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and editor of Christianity Today
Stan Oakes -- Christian Leadership Ministries, Campus Crusade for Christ
Jim Barney -- InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of Canada
Ted Martin -- International School of Theology, Campus Crusade for Christ
John Ankerberg -- The John Ankerberg Show
James Dobson -- Focus on the Family

[Return to Text]
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Jack Schaap
General Teachings/Activities
 [The apple did not fall far from the Hyles' sad legacy!]

-  Dr. Jack Schaap has been the Pastor of First Baptist Church (FBC) of Hammond, Indiana and Chancellor of
Hyles-Anderson College of Schererville, Indiana since 2001, after the passing of his mentor and father-in-law, Dr.
Jack Hyles. According to the Hyles-Anderson College website (12/7/08) they have a goal of, "...perpetuating the
ministry of Dr. Jack Hyles for the next generation." Dr. Schaap has authored many books but one in particular
written in 2005, Marriage: The Divine Intimacy led to this exposé/book review. The contents appear reminiscent of
the heretical Promise Keeper book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks and the exposé on the sin within the
Hyles camp here on the BDM site. Before leading into a brief book review, there are related items on Dr. Schaap's
teachings relevant to help form a picture of what could be a dangerous ministry on the verge of being a cult.
 
- The "Hall of Shame" found on the site Hardpreaching.com reveals more details of Schaap’s doings. This site has
actual audio and video clips of other outrages directly from the mouth of Dr. Schaap. In a synopsis:  (part of
sermon transcript linked here)

-         Schaap sympathizes with Pope John Paul II, saying to the effect he was a man of God.
-         Schaap sympathizes with sexual sin, in particular comparing the pedophile with a cigarette smoker who

believes he is a Christian. In comparing the history of scandal surrounding Hyles-Anderson College
(founded by Jack Hyles), it is easy to see why these scandals live on with such remarks from their new
leader!

-         A sympathetic defense of the angry red-headed Irish man who beats his wife!
-         Statements unbecoming anyone who would call themselves a man of God in what sounds like a sexual or

worldly context! (Listen for yourself from the link above!)
-    Announces he is a "friend" of a racist Rev. Meeks.

(One disclaimer - BDM does not endorse hardpreaching.com, this is an exposé reference only since they favorably post sermons of  Jack
Hyles  (for more click here).
 
So begins the revelation of numerous "Schaapologies" carrying on from his mentor and father-in-law’s
"Hylesology!"
 
- The book Marriage: The Divine Intimacy by Dr. Schaap, demonstrates the impunity in which FBC and
Hyles-Anderson College operate without accountability for its teachings. Here are only some of Schaap's wacky
teaching along with responses. Starting with quotes from Dr. Schaap followed by portions of the book that were
authored by his wife Cindy Schaap (Jack Hyles’ daughter):
 
Page 42, paragraph 3:

"When a person takes the bread during the Lord’s Supper, he is not actually eating Christ’s body. That
person is saying, this element represents something. The person who deeply loves Christ understands that
when he receives Christ as Saviour, it is a spiritual intercourse. A person receives the body of Christ. A
Christian is the female gender in the spiritual realm, and God is the male gender of the spiritual realm.
When a person receives Christ as Saviour, he is receiving Christ as a lover."

 
Compare this with the heretical Roman Catholic Eucharist where Catholics are taught they are eating the actual
body and drinking the blood of our Lord Jesus. In  this Schaapology, he compares the Lord’s Supper to engaging in
spiritual intercourse. This teaching of Schaap’s is so outrageous it is hard to comment further... but then it gets
worse!
 
Page 44, paragraph 2, Schaap states:
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"Psalm 119:30 says, 'I have chosen the way of truth: thy judgments have I laid before me.' That word laid is
a sexual term which literally means the same thing as a man laying with a woman. God was saying that
God’s laws should be as intimate as a marriage partner in a sexual liaison."

 
Reproof for this "Schaapology": No, Dr. Schaap, look at that Hebrew a bit closer. A similar verse is found in the
NT.  John 3:21: "But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are
wrought in God." It is ironic that Schaap would apply anything sexual, since both of these verses deal with
truthfulness. 
 
Schaap continues in the next paragraph:

"In the next verse [Ps 119:31], David gets more graphic. 'I have stuck unto thy testimonies: O LORD, put
me not to shame.' That word stuck means the act of a man entering his wife; it is sexual intercourse. God
says that the Word of God should be the Christian’s lover, and nothing should be closer to him than the
Bible. The Words of God are supposed to be the most intimate lover of his life."

 
Schaap's statement is blasphemy and is one of the most vile perversions of Scripture, perhaps only comparable to
the works of Sigmund Freud! A bit of Scriptural reproof, the Bible teaches, in John 8:31: "Then said Jesus to those
Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, [then] are ye my disciples indeed;" There is nothing sexual
implied in either verse. Rather, "stuck unto thy testimonies," and "continue in my word" both refer to holding to
God’s Word and being His disciple, NOT being His lover in the sexual context that Schaap states outright!
 
- The outrageous teachings go further when Schaap states born again believers need to seek forgiveness for the sins
of their ancestors. Page 50, the heading reads: "Confess the sins of your fathers, your ancestors." This Schaapology
is introduced concerning couples having problems in their romantic lives and that they should look to the previous
generation and even "ancestral" background. On page 51 Schaap adds: "…when one of our ancestors allows sexual
sin to come into his or her life, then an unclean spirit invades that family." Where in Scripture did that come from?
Schaap's statement smacks of the mysticism seen in charismatic deliverance doctrines. If anyone is concerned
Schaap was taken out of context, please consider the following quote from page 52:
 

"Christians need to confess the sins of their fathers. I believe it is very wise to go to the Lord and say, 'Lord
I have to admit that my father (or any other family member) committed sexual misconduct, and I know about
it, God. I want to admit that I have their genes in me because in principle, I was in the loins with them. I
want to confess the sin we committed, and I want You to rid me of the iniquity that is in my heart.'"

 
This is ludicrous! If this misconduct took place, you as an adult should be reporting it to the authorities! Going by
the previous paragraph, Schaap mentions some sins that are still illegal today "…such as molestations, child abuse,
pedophilia…" along with others sins such as adultery! You wouldn’t just confess these to God! Look at 1
Corinthians 5 and how harshly Christians are to deal with such sins! Here Schaap would have us confess for these
people and move on?! Schaap preaches confessing the sins of our previous generation and ancestors.  Perhaps they
should lead the way starting with the sordid history of FBC and Hyles-Anderson!

The heresy of confessing the sins of our ancestors has ties to spiritism and the Vineyard movement. It is exposed by
Al Dager in his book The World Christian Movement:  "The idea of identificational repentance is to stand in the
gap as a substitute for a corporate people in order to nullify so-called 'generational curses.' In essence, it is to
identify oneself with a corporate group of people to confess that group's social sins (e.g., I'm a white man who
killed an Indian and stole his land). This is the basis of the Reconciliation Movement." (p. 125)

- There's more! On Page 81 under the topic of "Clothing" another Schaapology states:
"Lady, your husband wants you to play multiple roles. As a matter of fact, a husband probably would not
mind if his wife played the role of an exotic dancer and danced for him in the privacy of their bedroom. A
wife might say, 'I couldn’t do that. I’m not that kind of woman!' Would you rather your husband go to some
gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!"
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This quote exemplifies why Schaap’s book is WORSE than the Promise Keeper Masculine Journey book! Asking
our wives (closer to demanding our wives) play the role of an exotic dancer is dishonoring our wives; it is simply
sexual deviancy and not something you would expect of a Independent Fundamental Baptist, King James Only
preacher of a growing ministry! ANY man wishing to exert this sort of pressure on his wife degrading her to the
level of a stripper (that is what an exotic dancer is), has a serious issue! Following Schaap's logic, I suppose a brass
pole in the bedroom is next!? Teachings promoting such demeaning role playing certainly give the appearance that
Schaap sees women in a lower class!
 
On page 82 Schaap asks with a comment on lovemaking, concerning where they do it. The husband in this case
asks his wife first and Schaap states, "...even if she thinks a suggestion is strange, at least he is thinking about her
feelings." Schaap contradicts his earlier more threatening tone towards the wife where he said, "Would you rather
your husband go to some gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!" How
hypocritical! 
 
[Personal Note: Speaking as a man who has been the husband of one wife for almost 25 years, I find Schaap’s
teaching personally repulsive and an affront to the truth in the Scriptures! Schaap’s idea that it is alright for a
husband to pressure his wife to dance like a stripper (and other role playing of this nature) dishonors his wife, his
marriage, and foremost God! The Bible teaches our wives to be submissive, but goes on to say in Ephesians 5:25,
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it;" And in 1 Peter 3:7,
"Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with [them] according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife, as unto the
weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life; that your prayers be not hindered." It is hard not to
give an angry response to Schaap’s indecent proposal for wives! To any man following Schaap's teachings with
his own wife, TAKE HEED, such selfish sinful behavior will not go unanswered by our Lord!]

- And not to be forgotten, Cindy Schaap (Dr. Hyles' daughter) for her book A Wife’s Purpose, states, "…I deeply
appreciate my husband allowing me to write this book." Strange choice of words. Did she really need his
permission to write a book? I would have encouraged my wife since she is a godly woman! Additionally, the
foreword, written by her husband Jack Schaap, makes mention of how Dr. Hyles said, "…if we would wait one year
longer and give him time to groom and polish her, that he could insure Cindy would not be a good wife –rather, she
would be a great wife." (Read on, thoughts connected below). Schaap, in the next paragraph states, "A synonym for
the word prudent could be matched, fitted or appropriate. Cindy is my perfect match, and she is very fitted and
suitable for me." Not sure where we are to "polish and groom" our daughters in the area of intimacy in marriage, as
Cindy reports her father did. Where in the dictionary does it defines prudent as meaning these things? 

On page 125 of Marriage: The Divine Intimacy Cindy Schaap writes about her marriage and after having to deal
with her young children all day, "…[that] can take away your desire for sex." She then mentions the following,
"My father sat down with me before I got married and told me over and over again the importance of the sexual
relationship in marriage. So I did something to correct my feelings." (Personal note: I know it would have seriously
"creeped out" my daughter had I discussed this "over and over" prior to her marriage!) Another natural question is
where was her mother in this? If this is not bad enough, Cindy goes on, "Before my husband would come home, I
would read books in private about romance; and I would get myself ready to be excited about romance." On the
previous page on this topic, Cindy has the header for this section titled, "Igniting the Eros Love, the Sensual Love"
"1. Read good books on sex" without qualifying to which books she is referring; it begs the question what books
would she feel the need to read, "…in private about romance" to get ready, especially in light of the other items
quoted from this book!

Cindy Schaap continues on this track that she "... never did the no-sex-for-six-weeks thing ..." after having her
children. She then refers to a counseling case where a husband went and had an affair during the six weeks after!
Relate this to what I quoted above of Schaap. This is not God’s love, but fear based on the threat that if I cannot get
it at home I will go somewhere else to get it! If a man is such an animal to do such a thing he is not in Christ! The
Bible is filled with warnings about immorality, but if we follow Schaap’s teachings most men cannot control their
fleshly desires. Again, to ANY man believing Schaap on this, he has not been reading the Bible! 2 Peter 1:8-10
speaks of having self-control, "For if these things be in you, and abound, they make [you that ye shall] neither [be]
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barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh these things is blind, and
cannot see afar off, and hath forgotten that he was purged from his old sins. Wherefore the rather, brethren, give
diligence to make your calling and election sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall:"

- Cindy Schaap in her book, A Wife’s Purpose on page 31 regarding a man’s basic needs, "…a man would rather
be admired and accepted for who he is than loved…" That being said, for her father and now her husband, perhaps
there is some truth in this picture of them! The self-glorification continues with numerous references to themselves
(see David Cloud’s site). 

- One last note, on page 76 of A Wife’s Purpose regarding washing of feet, there is a bit more psychobabble. Cindy
asks, "Why was Jesus able to volunteer to do such a menial task?" She quotes John 13:3 "Jesus knowing that the
Father had given all things into his hands, and that he was come from God, and went to God;" and she states, "This
verse tells us that Jesus could do this task because He knew who He was. In other words, He had a good sense of
identity or self-worth." From here I would almost need to write another critique as she goes on explaining how a
Christian can find his identity in Jesus. I will stop here and refer you to the BDM critique that speaks well to this
nonsense (linked here).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is my humble opinion any Bible believing, born-again, Fundamental Independent Baptist or any serious Bible
believing Christian should mark and avoid FBC and Hyles-Anderson in accordance with Scriptures. Acts 20:30,
"Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them." And
Ephesians 5:11, "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove [them]." Also
see Scriptures in Romans 16:17-18, Jude 3, and others. Read the FBC and Hyles-Anderson history, read what is in
black in white here, listen to the audio and video clips!

For those of you who are members of Independent Fundamental Baptist Churches that openly endorse FBC and
Hyles-Anderson, it is past time to bring this material to the attention of your Pastors! For pastors reading this, here
is an opportunity to cleanse your church of this hypocrisy! You should not be afraid to repudiate and reprove
such nonsense as you would any other sin from your pulpits!  Question yourselves before quoting MEN such as
Schaap or Hyles! 2 John 1:11 says, "For he that biddeth him God speed is a partaker of his evil deeds." How is
quoting these men favorably any different?

For those of you opposing the error taught by Hyles and Schaap, and yet attend churches that endorse and/or see no
problem with FBC and Hyles-Anderson, be prepared for rejection with comments like "you do not throw the baby
out with the bath water," and then remind them how quick they are to do just that with other false teachers! If you
need reminders of some of them, please come back to the BDM site for a list. I find it unconscionable how so many
Baptists give FBC and Hyles-Anderson a pass on their false teachings when they are ready to condemn others so
quickly for the slightest doctrinal error! It is a double standard and the sort of hypocrisy our Lord Jesus condemned
in the Pharisees! Matthew 23:24, "[Ye] blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel."

The Bible teaches in Luke 18:14, "…for every one that exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth
himself shall be exalted." It is past time for some at FBC and Hyles-Anderson to do some serious soul searching.
Your pride and arrogance has blinded you to heresy in your midst.  Do you think God is blind to your hypocrisy?
Even the world sees it.  A Google search reveals some pretty significant and alarming facts, you are giving
ammunition to many we would consider enemies of Christianity! It is time to realize you have left your first love
and teach things that are outside the Bible. It is time for real repentance, not the Hyles’ variety of repentance either!
(linked here)

Luke 12:1, "In the mean time, when there were gathered together an innumerable multitude of people, insomuch
that they trode one upon another, he began to say unto his disciples first of all, Beware ye of the leaven of the
Pharisees, which is hypocrisy."

James 3:17, "But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, [and] easy to be intreated, full
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of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2008 
[Assembled by John Beardsley]

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Robert Schuller
General Teachings/Activities

-  Born in 1926 to an Iowan family of Dutch descent, Robert Schuller was reared in the Reformed Church in
America. He entered the pastorate in 1951 at Hope Church in Chicago, which over the next four years grew from
38 to 400 members. In 1955, his denomination sent him to Orange County, California to establish a new church
there. After trying unsuccessfully to rent numerous facilities, Schuller finally rented the Orange County Drive-In
Theater for Sunday mornings. Schuller went from door to door inviting people to come to his church, and asking
them what type of church they would like to attend. He began to see his church as a mission, a place where non-
Christians would feel comfortable enough to come in and then later "accept Jesus." How would he do this? By
preaching only positive things! Schuller credits close friend Norman Vincent Peale "with fine tuning his own
positive faith and laying the foundation for his own Possibility Thinking that was to come."

In September of 1959, ground-breaking ceremonies were held at the location of the present church property in
Garden Grove, California. The Crystal Cathedral was completed in 1980, from which Schuller now tapes his
weekly service and later broadcasts on his weekly "Hour of Power" television show (begun in 1970). This cathedral
is a vast golden edifice with 10,000 windows, huge video screens, and a 10-foot tall angel hovering from the roof
on a rope of gold. He has built up a congregation of over 9,500 members in a church that cost over $20 million.

The "Tower of Power" television ministry makes more than $50 million a year and is beamed to about 20 million
viewers in more than 180 countries. Schuller claims to receive between thirty and forty thousand letters a week and
has a mailing list of over one million people. He has authored more than 25 books, several of them national best
sellers. (Source: "A Profile of Robert Schuller," by J.P. Gudel, Forward, Spring 1985.)

-  Schuller's false teaching is an extremely serious matter in light of his wide influence. His is the most popular
religion television broadcast in America. His books sell by the millions. He appears with presidents. His "self-
esteem Christianity" has been adopted by multitudes. These believe they are Christians and attend churches; but in
reality, they worship a false christ and follow a false gospel. Robert Schuller and his mentor, the late Norman
Vincent Peale, are two of the key culprits in promoting this error.

Schuller reinterprets the doctrines of the Word of God to conform with his self-esteem philosophy. His Christ is a
Jesus who provides men with self-esteem. Schuller's gospel is the replacement of negative self concepts with
positive ones. To Schuller, sin is merely the lack of self-esteem. To Schuller, the greatest evil is to call men sinners
in a Biblical fashion and thereby injure their self-esteem. Schuller is a universalist who believes that all people are
the children of God. His goal is to help each person understand and enjoy this "fact." Bottom line, Schuller's
message is that there is no need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no need for repentance, and no need for
the crucifixion of self. In fact, concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the opposite philosophy -- that self
is to be exalted -- which is nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of Jesus Christ:

(a) Personal Sin?: "What do I mean by sin? Answer: Any human condition or act that robs God of
glory by stripping one of his children of their right to divine dignity. I could offer another
complementing answer: Sin is that deep lack of trust that separates me from God and leaves me with a
sense of shame and unworthiness. I can offer still another answer: Sin is any act or thought that robs
myself or another human being of his or her self-esteem" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, p. 14).
In a 10/5/84 letter to Christianity Today, Schuller wrote, "I don't think anything has been done in the
name of Christ and under the banner of Christianity that has proven more destructive to human
personality and hence counterproductive to the evangelism enterprise than the often crude, uncouth,
and unchristian strategy of attempting to make people aware of their lost and sinful condition" (cf.
Romans 1:18-3:20).
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(b) Repentance?: In response to a question from Paul Crouch on Crouch's TBN 12/8/87 television
show, concerning critic's claims that Schuller doesn't preach repentance, Schuller responded, "I preach
repentance so positively, most people don't recognize it" (cf. Ezekiel 18:30-32).

(c) Denial of Self?: One of Schuller's books, Self-Love: The Dynamic Force of Success, took Eric
Fromm's humanistic self-love teachings and brought them into the church. In Self-Esteem: The New
Reformation (Word Books, 1982), Schuller teaches that: (1) the church's problem is that it has had a
God-centered theology for centuries, when it needs a man-centered one; (2) we're not bad, merely
badly informed about how good we are; (3) it would be an insult to the integrity of any human being to
call him a sinner; and (4) "Jesus knew His worth; His success fed His self-esteem. He suffered the
cross to sanctify His self-esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-esteem. The cross will
sanctify the ego trip" (p. 115) (cf. Matt. 16:24). (See attached reports for more analysis and quotes
from Self-Esteem: The New Reformation) [Schuller further amplified this latter thought on the 8/12/80
Phil Donahue Show; Schuller said, "Jesus had an ego. He said, 'I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men
unto me.' Wow, what an ego trip He was on!"]

-  The following are highlights from an 11/92 radio interview with Robert Schuller; it provides a good snapshot
summary of Schuller's perverted gospel of self:

QUESTIONER: Dr. Schuller, did you write "The unsaved person cannot perceive himself as worthy of
divine grace and hence rejects it."? 
SCHULLER: I may have said that because I am inclined to believe very definitely that the person who
is lost and unsaved is afraid of the light. The person who is only used to darkness is afraid of the light
and I think unsaved people do not consider themselves worthy enough; I think that's absolutely true,
"While we were yet sinners Christ died for us."
QUESTIONER: But not while we were "worthy" Christ died for us? 
SCHULLER: Listen, if Christ had died for somebody who wasn't worth anything that would have been
a lousy deal. God is a good steward and he teaches us to be good stewards. God knows the worst
sinner is worth saving so that he would die on a cross for us. 
QUESTIONER: But if we are worth it, then it is not grace, it's merit. 
SCHULLER: No, no. It means that we are still creatures of God, we are still sons of God. We have
value. We still have value. 

QUESTIONER: Would you be willing to address your congregation as a group as sinners?
SCHULLER: No I don't think I need to do that. ... My only concern is: I don't want to drive them
farther away than they are! ... I do let people know how great their sins and miseries are. How do I do
that? I don't do that by standing in a pulpit and telling them they're sinners. ... The way I do it is ask
questions. Are you happy? Do you have problems, what are they? So then I come across as somebody
who cares about them ... So the way I preach sin is by calling to attention what it does to them here and
now, and their need for divine grace! ... I believe in heaven. I believe in hell. But I don't know what
happens there. I don't take it literally that it's a fire that never stops burning. 
QUESTIONER: As Jesus said it was? 
SCHULLER: Jesus was not literal. 

QUESTIONER: Justified from what? The wrath of God? 
SCHULLER: Oh! I'll never use that language.
QUESTIONER: But the Bible does.
SCHULLER: Yes, the Bible does, but the Bible is ... a contradiction: Old Testament -- Law, New
Testament -- Grace. Jesus is a contradiction; totally human and totally God.
QUESTIONER: Of course we would say that the dual nature of Christ is a "mystery" but not a
contradiction.
SCHULLER: It is a contradiction, but you know what? Contradictions are ultimate points of
creativity...
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QUESTIONER: How could the cross, as you write, "sanctify the ego trip," and make us proud, in the
light of passages that say, "I hate pride and arrogance (Prov. 8:13), "Pride goes before destruction"
(Prov. 16:18),"The Lord detests all the proud" (Prov. 16:5), "Do not be proud" (Rom. 12:16), "Love
does not boast, it is not proud" (1 Cor. 13:4). In fact Paul warns Timothy that in the last days men "will
be lovers of themselves" (2 Tim. 3:2). ... Why should we do anything to encourage people to become
"lovers of themselves" if Paul in fact warned others that that would be the state of godlessness in the
last days? 
SCHULLER: I hope you don't [preach this] because you could do a lot of damage to a lot of beautiful
people. ... if you preach that text, oh man, I sure hope you give it the kind of interpretation that I do or,
I'll tell you, you'll drive them farther away and they'll be madder than hell at you and they'll turn the
Bible off, and they'll switch you off, and they'll turn on the rock music and Madonna. Just because it's
in the Bible doesn't mean you should preach it. ... it is so difficult to preach some of those texts and not
come across as lacking humility ...

QUESTIONER: Dr. Schuller, what do we tell someone who says, "I'm already happy and fulfilled, so
why do I need the gospel?" 
SCHULLER: I don't know ... I can't relate to that. 
QUESTIONER: Ought we to pray, "Our father in heaven, honorable is our name"? 
SCHULLER: (Silence)
QUESTIONER: That's a legitimate question?
SCHULLER: It may be a legitimate question but I think it's kind of a dumb question because I don't
teach that. Ask someone who teaches it. 
QUESTIONER: Well you wrote it on page 69 of Self-Esteem: The New Reformation. 
SCHULLER: You know what, I'm tired now. You're laying so many heavy trips on me, and I wasn't
prepared for this.

-  Since Schuller will not preach from the pulpit the gospel of repentance of sin and faith in Jesus Christ, nor teach
from the Bible, what then is the message he propagates? Los Angeles Times staff writer Bella Stumbo, after an
extended interview with Schuller, wrote: "In short, Robert Schuller believes that God placed him on this Earth to
preach possibility thinking" ("The Gospel of Success," 5/29/83, Los Angeles Times, p. 24). To underscore just how
"vitally important" this message is, Schuller once wrote: "I believe in positive thinking. It is almost as important as
the resurrection of Jesus Christ" (Michael Nason and Donna Nason, Robert Schuller: The Inside Story, 1983, p.
152).

-  Schuller's "possibility thinking" replaces truth. It doesn't matter what or whom one believes, but only that one be
positive. He argues that Biblical doctrine may have communicated to people in the past, but to our generation it
seems so "negative" and offensive that it turns people off. So what is needed now is a "positive" gospel that
everyone can accept. In an article in The Orange County Register, Schuller berated preachers "who spew forth their
angry, hate-filled sermons of fire and brimstone." Explaining that the way to "tell the good religion from the bad
religion" is whether it is "positive," Schuller exhorted "religious leaders ... whatever their theology ... to articulate
their faith in positive terms." He then called for a "massive, united effort by leaders of all religions" to proclaim
"the positive power ... of world-community-building religious values." (Emphases added.)

For Schuller, then, "faith" is a power of the mind and "God" is merely a placebo that helps one "believe" and
thereby activate mind power. For example, on an Amway tape, Schuller exults, "You don't know the power you
have within you! ... You make the world into anything you choose." It is Babel again, only in a more sophisticated
form. The power of thinking becomes the magic stairway that leads to the paradise where all one's wishes can be
fulfilled -- nothing but an "evangelical" form of Christian Science or Science of Mind! (6/93, The Berean Call).

-  For one who doesn't use the Bible much, it shouldn't surprise us when we hear how Schuller has distorted it,
usually in order to justify his theological positions. For instance, what does Schuller say Jesus really meant when
He taught His disciples to pray for their "daily bread" (Matt. 6:11)?
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"'Give us our daily bread.' What does the word bread mean? Bread refers to life's basic needs. God
doesn't promise that we will have the crust. ... What is the crust that God offers? We call it possibility
thinking. 'Give us this day our daily bread.' God will give us what we need. And what is that? It is
creative, inspiring, possibility-pregnant ideas" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, pp. 80,82).

Schuller is guilty of even more blatant distortion when he equates the "rivers of living water" that Jesus referred to
in John 7:38 with self-esteem:

"And I can feel the self-esteem rising all around me and within me, 'Rivers of living water shall flow
from the inmost being of anyone who believes in me' (John 7:38, TLB). I'll really feel good about
myself" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, p. 80).

-  The prime focus of Schuller's ministry continues today to be the self-esteem of the individual. This was reflected
in most of his earlier books, but was never specifically formulated until 1982, when he wrote SELF-ESTEEM: THE
NEW REFORMATION. Schuller believes that virtually every problem a person has, every ill that plagues society,
all sin and evil in the world, is a result of people having low self-esteem. Therefore, our greatest need is to have
our self-esteem increased:

"Self-esteem then, or 'pride in being a human being,' is the single greatest need facing the human race
today. ... I strongly suggest that self-love is the ultimate will of man -- that what you really want more
than anything else in the world is the awareness that you are a worthy person. ... Do not fear pride: the
easiest job God has is to humble us. God's almost impossible task is to keep us believing every hour of
every day how great we are as his sons and daughters on planet earth."

So, why didn't the early Church preach a theology of self-esteem? They were virtually surrounded by non-
believers, people whose greatest need, according to Schuller, was to have their self-esteem lifted. However, the
early Church followed the example of Paul, and preached "Christ and Him crucified," not any gospel of self-esteem
(e.g., 1 Cor. 2:2; 1:18,23; Rom. 3:10-18). We find no examples in the preaching of the apostles that man's basic
problem was a low self-esteem. Instead we find that it is a need for forgiveness of his sins.] 

-  It's doubtful that Schuller even knows what the gospel is. Schuller says: "Is there any possibility of a person
being, quote -- saved -- unquote, without accepting Jesus Christ in a way evangelicals preach it today? My answer
is, I don't know. That's the honest to God truth. But I believe in the sovereignty of God and the sovereignty of Jesus
Christ. I hope so. Is it possible to be saved without making public repentance? I think so. On the cross, Jesus said,
'Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.' He didn't say, 'Father, forgive them because they repented.'
Jesus has a different theology of salvation than most preachers." (Reported in O Timothy.) 

-  Robert Schuller has proudly said: "...what sets me apart from fundamentalists [is that they] are trying to convert
everybody to believe how they believe. ... We know the things the major faiths can agree on. We try to focus on
those without offending those with different view-points. ..." Schuller's connections include or have included Soviet
sycophant Armand Hammer; the cult of Unity; media magnate Rupert Murdoch, who's financing Schuller TV in
Europe; Napolean Hill's associate W. Clement Stone (like the deceased Norman Vincent Peale, Schuller's mentor, a
33rd degree Mason), who put up the funds to send out over 250,000 copies of Self-Esteem: The New Reformation to
pastors and seminary professors; "Course In Miracles" promoter Gerald Jampolsky; Amway; etc. (3/23/89, USA
Today).

-  With the "opening" of the Iron Curtain, Schuller was invited to appear on Soviet television. Schuller said
regarding this opportunity: "In 15 minutes, the only thing I could try to accomplish was to increase their perception
of a personal and positive God." Similarly, the 9/29/90 edition of the Houston Chronicle reported the following:

"Of all the big-name Protestant ministers moving behind what used to be the Iron Curtain, the Rev.
Robert Schuller ... might prove to be the most palatable. With the diplomatic help of industrialist
Armand Hammer, a long-time friend of the Soviets, Schuller delivered upbeat messages twice on
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Soviet television in recent months and hopes to begin a monthly television program before the end of
the year. As he does in this country, Schuller indicated he would talk mainly to non-believers,
emphasizing a self-esteem message not heavily laden with 'Jesus talk' ..." (Emphases added.)

-  Proof of Schuller's promotion of New Age teachings and teachers is his article in the Summer 1986 issue of
Possibilities magazine. As well as the central message being that 'all is God and God is all,' the article also declared
that, "The Christ Spirit dwells in every human being, whether the person knows it or not" (p. 12). In the past,
Schuller has also given his Hour of Power pulpit to a long list of New Agers, cultists, and occultists, ranging from
Gerald Jampolsky (who uses A Course in Miracles, dictated by a demon posing as Jesus), to influential Mormon
leader, Jack Anderson. (Reported in the 1/88 and 2/88 issues of the CIB Bulletin.) Schuller has even commended
all forms of Eastern meditation such as TM, Zen Buddhism, and yoga as valid methods for "the harnessing, by
human means, of God's divine laws. ..." 

Schuller has also addressed Unity ministers in Kansas City, not only stating that he agreed with their teachings
(which, among other things, reject the gospel of Christ, and teach Yoga, reincarnation, and other New Age
philosophies), but he also commended Unity and offered his success techniques to help Unity grow larger. In an
address to a Unity congregation in Warren, Michigan, Schuller's motivational talk presented Jesus as "the greatest
Possibility Thinker of all time!" (Reported in the 1/88 issue of the CIB Bulletin.)

-  Schuller has sympathized with Catholicism in the past. In 1972, Schuller "invited Catholic Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen to his pulpit and joined with Catholic bishops at their Mass at the Annual Mary's Hour at the Los Angeles
Sports Arena" (David Beale, S.B.C. House on the Sand, p. 144). During the Pope's visit to Los Angeles in 1987,
Schuller "played the papal hoopla on [his church's] giant-sized screen for people to come watch." Schuller said: "It's
time for Protestants to go to the shepherd [Pope] and say 'what do we have to do to come home?'" (11/15/87,
Calvary Contender). When Schuller was planning for the building of his Crystal Cathedral, he made a special trip
to Rome to ask the Pope's blessing on the building plans (Foundation, March-April 1990).

In 1985, the Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association and Tyndale House Publishers jointly published
What Christians Can Learn from One Another about Evangelizing Adults, which contained a chapter by Billy
Graham. The book called for greater cooperation between Protestants and Catholics in so-called evangelism, and
also included articles by Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Robert Schuller, Bill Bright, Jack Wyrtzen, and others
(Flirting With Rome, p. 31).

-  Those who still believe Schuller is an evangelical should consider the fact that the Roman Catholic Cardinal for
Los Angeles, Roger Mahony, was Schuller's honored guest at his church and on his television program on 3/22/92.
The content of Dr. Schuller's messages and those of most of his pulpit guests should make it clear that his ministry
is leading people away from the truth of the Gospel. (Foundation, July-August 1992)

Schuller also frequently speaks at conferences with Roman Catholic priests and bishops. He spoke at the
"Washington for Jesus" rally on 4/28/80, with priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon. In
10/87, Schuller spoke at a Roman Catholic conference called the Jesus Day VII, in Chicago. Catholic priests
Matthew Fox, John Powell, and Richard McBrien also spoke (National & International Religion Report, 9/21/87).
In 8/88, Schuller participated in the ecumenical Congress '88 in Chicago. The Archbishop of Chicago at the time,
Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, brought the opening address of the Congress, and was introduced as a "warm, caring,
Christ-honoring, Christ-like brother" (Frank Bumpus, "New Evangelicals United with Catholics and Liberals," FBF
News Bltn., Nov-Dec 1988). 

-  Schuller joined David Yonggi Cho in Sicily for the country's first Church Growth Conference in March 1998,
visiting Pope John Paul II en route to the conference. The May 1998 issue of Powerlines, Schuller's monthly
newsletter, highlights his church growth conference with Cho and his meeting with Pope John Paul II in Rome.
According to the newsletter, "it was the fourth time Dr. Schuller and the Pope had met, hand-to-hand, heart-to-
heart at the Vatican." The article also added a brief note concerning the discussion between the Pope and Schuller:
"When the Schullers met Pope John Paul II in March, the Pope expressed interest in how our churches could work
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together to take part in the Vatican's preparations for the Jubilee celebrations of Christianity's third millennium in
the year 2000." Pope John Paul II also blessed Mrs. Schuller, an act which Robert Schuller said may have caused
his wife to be healed five days later when Mrs. Schuller suffered a mild heart attack. "How could Arvella help but
be healed when the Crystal Cathedral Congregation is praying for her, and after she had received private blessings
from the Pope and a special visit from the pastor of the largest Protestant church in the world, David Yonggi Cho,"
Schuller said. Both the Pope and David Yonggi Cho are leading millions of people astray by the false doctrines
they propagate, and Schuller is perfectly comfortable commending these men as servants of God! (Source: May-
June 1998, Foundation magazine.)

-  As one of 16 writers who responded to Pope John Paul's Crossing of the Threshold of Hope book, in a new book,
A Reader's Companion to Crossing the Threshold of Hope, Robert Schuller said (p. 163): "God has promised
salvation to all of us. But only when we realize that we have been saved and we accept God's love do we open
ourselves to Jesus Christ ..." He speaks of experiencing "the Christ within" us, and "innermost potential." He said
"meaning" lies in a God who is committed to our happiness, and that belief in God helps us become possibility
thinkers. Schuller said: "When we know we have been redeemed and we know we are part of God's family, we are
ready to dream that great divine dream of building the kingdom of God in the world." (Source: 5/97, Sword and
Trumpet.)

-  Schuller boasted to Billy Graham that "thousands of pastors and hundreds of rabbis and ... over a million
Muslims a week" watch his Hour of Power television program. Schuller, whose Crystal Cathedral houses offices
for "Christians and Muslims for Peace," told Imam Alfred Mohammed of the Muslim American Society that "if he
[Schuller] came back in 100 years and found his descendants Muslims, it wouldn't bother him. ..." Apparently,
Schuller is unconcerned that Islam denies that Jesus is God and that He died for our sins (someone else died on the
Cross in His place), offers a gospel of good works for salvation, and death in jihad as the only sure way to the
Muslim's "heaven," where the faithful are rewarded with rivers of wine (which they are not permitted on earth) and
harems of beautiful virgins. (Source: 5/98, TBC.) ["Muslims for Peace" is quite a misnomer considering Muslims
lay claim to their "peace" when they earn "points" on their eternal scorecards for killing Jews and Christians.]

-  Over 100 churches, led by Schuller, banded together in 1992 to form Churches United in Global Missions
(CUGM), "seeking to address the needs of humanity and our environment." It is currently made up primarily of
mega-church pastors, but membership is open to any size church which can pay the annual dues of $1,000. "The
aim is to lure baby boomers back to church by welcoming all comers regardless of their beliefs and appealing to
their lack of theological convictions." Thus far we are unaware of any Catholic or Orthodox members in CUGM,
but CUGM's declaration affirms that it seeks "a spirit of unity that is truly Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox,
Evangelical, and Charismatic." The CUGM network does include charismatic, Baptist, Episcopal, Lutheran, and
Methodist churches. (Originally reported in the 5/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Since 1970, Schuller has operated the Robert Schuller Institute for Successful Church Leadership, with more than
20,000 church leaders having attended. One previous attendee testifies that: "The institute is a place where you
have an encounter with God, where God gives the instructions, where lives are transformed and you leave with a
lift" (magazine advertisement for the 1/93 seminar). More than eighty homosexual and lesbian pastors and lay
leaders from the Metropolitan Community Churches participated in 1997's Institute. (Source: Record, Spring 1997).
The January 25-28, 1999 meeting features "Father" Hank Albietz as a workshop speaker. In reply to a query to the
Crystal Cathedral, Holly Lovas wrote: "Father Hank is a Roman Catholic priest from St. Patrick Church,
Bellefontaine, OH. ... We are lucky to have him speak this year on goal setting in the ministry." (Source: 11/15/98,
Calvary Contender.)

-  In the 7/93 Charisma, Argentine preacher Juan Carlos Ortiz said Schuller asked him in 1990 to start a Hispanic
congregation from Schuller's Crystal Cathedral. Ortiz was a prominent charismatic movement leader in the 1970s,
and has insisted on associating with Catholics and mainline Protestants. At the Crystal Cathedral, Ortiz still courts
Catholics, lays hands on parishioners to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit, and says some speak in tongues. He
says Schuller respects people's self-esteem, and "doesn't scold them from the pulpit by saying they are sinners"
(7/15/93, Calvary Contender).
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-  Despite Schuller's unbiblical, heretical, and often blasphemous message, Schuller's 1000th Anniversary television
show (The Hour of Power, aired on April 2, 1989), presented film clip testimonies from seventeen of Schuller's
fans, including:

Billy Graham (suggested to Schuller in 1969, "Bob, why don't you think of telecasting your services.")
Former presidents Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan (the latter of whom said, "Your possibility thinking
messages have brought self-esteem to millions.")
Skip Humphrey (Hubert's son) ("... teaching us positive thinking and self-esteem.")
Entertainers Sammy Davis Jr., Bob Hope, Sheryll Ladd, and Ricky Schroeder.
Norman Vincent Peale, Mother Teresa, and Coretta Scott King ("three spiritual greats") (Schuller's son said
of Peale, he was "responsible for dad's possibility thinking.")

Schuller spent a considerable amount of time praising Billy Graham and Norman Vincent Peale (Positive Mental
Attitude), and stated his "indebtedness to our brothers and sisters of Roman Catholic faith in the great family of
believers." (He also billed his ministry as, "the only worldwide telecast of a Protestant and ecumenical ministry.")
Schuller offered a gift premium, "to keep you believing in the Great Believer, Who believes in us ... believe in the
God Who believes in you ... Be a believer in belief and believe in the Great Believer. Someday you'll be in heaven
because you believed in the Great Believer."

Schuller also changed the words to "Rise Up Great Men of God," in order to proclaim his self-love message, and
closed the show by singing "Dream the Impossible Dream."

[In a later interview with USA Today, Schuller was asked about the fact that Sammy Davis was Jewish. Schuller
said, "That's what sets me apart from fundamentalists who are trying to convert everybody to believe how they
believe. My role is as a churchman. ... We know the things the major faiths can agree on. We try to focus on those
without offending those with different viewpoints, or without compromising the integrity of my own Christian
commitment" (6/89, Chalcedon Report).]

-  In his broadcast on 1/16/94, Robert Schuller was in tears. He was talking about the 12/24/93 death of Norman
Vincent Peale. Schuller told how Peale had been his inspiration and mentor and how he had started the positive
thinking movement. Schuller then said he had swallowed it: "Hook, line, and sinker." [Peale was a 33rd degree
Mason who rejected the Christian doctrine of sin, the physical resurrection of Jesus Christ, and justification by faith
alone in the merits of Christ. Although he used Christian terminology and rhetoric, in a sense his theology had little
to do with Christianity, because it had little to do with sin and redemption. Although he may never have heard of
the fourth-century heresy called Pelagianism, he was a thorough Pelagian -- that is, someone who believes that
human nature is essentially good and that human beings are saved by developing their inner potential (2/7/94,
Christian News).]

-  On 1/28/94, Schuller appeared on Larry King Live to promote his new book, Achieve Your True Potential
Through Power Thinking or Power Thoughts. Schuller said:

"Forty years ago in 1953, the seminal book was published, The Power of Positive Thinking. Twenty
years later, a book was published, Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking, and now 20 years later in
1993, there's a book Achieve Your True Potential Through Power Thinking or Power Thoughts. So it's
from positive thinking to possibility thinking, to power thinking, and each is a level. ... Positive
thinking says, 'Hey. I am somebody. I can do it.' Possibility thinking picks up on it and says, 'Okay,
how is it possible and how can we make it possible,' and power thinking says, 'Okay. I am. I can. It's
possible. Okay, let's you and me do it. Let's just make it happen.'... I sum up this in a sentence. Faith
plus focus plus follow through equals achievement, and many people fail because they just don't have
the faith in themselves, and others have the faith in themselves, but they don't focus.

"... chapter three is the process of power thinking, seven levels to the process of thinking power
thoughts. First level is potentialize, second level is prioritize, the third is possibilitize ... you know, my
first studies were all of psychology. ... I'm not the first to say this, 'if you can believe it, you can
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achieve it.' But what I am saying in this book, a line that I had never used before ...'You're not free --
I'm not free until I believe in me.' ... I picked up my pen and wrote a quote: 'In the beginning' ... Ideas
generate energy. Once there was a power thought, and we are designed by the Creator, the Power
Thinker of all, we are designed to be power thought processors to receive power thoughts, catalogue,
compute them, evaluate them, reject them or accept and generate other power thoughts. It's very
exciting. ... the secret of conquering the invasion of negative thoughts is to keep your mind focused
actively on your dream, ...You know, this book, Larry, I think if it can be grasped and communicated,
is the answer to the violence that we face today. ...

"Back to self esteem. The first person ever to write a textbook of self-esteem theology. This came out
of my studies with Victor Frankl. [Frankl was an unbelieving Jewish psychiatrist who developed a
psychotherapeutic type of "treatment" called logotherapy. Frankl placed much emphasis on man's
search for "meaning."] We're going back 22 years ago, and I asked Victor Frankl, 'Put it to me in a
nutshell. What is the single heart of a person that makes him a human being?' 'Well' he said, 'Freud said
it's will to pleasure. Adler said it's will to power. I say it's will to meaning ... one thing no one can ever
take from me and that's my ultimate freedom to choose how I will react to what happens to me.' That, I
think, is part of the greatest sentence spoken by a living human being in this century."

-  A recent interview on CNN's "Larry King Live" television broadcast once again reveals just how far Schuller has
fallen from the orthodox teaching of Scripture. The 12/19/98 broadcast of "Larry King Live Weekend" featured a
panel of United States senators who discussed the implications of the House of Representatives' impeachment vote
against President Clinton. Toward the end of the broadcast, King interviewed Robert Schuller, asking him if this
was a time for national prayer (italics added):

SCHULLER: You know, it surely is. I think it's probably providential that this comes at just the day
before Larry King is going to be Robert Schuller's guest and you will offer your first public prayer in
the Crystal Cathedral.

KING: What does the nation do with something like this? What would you say to people? It's a sad
day.

SCHULLER: It's a sad day, and people are hurting, and they're hurting on all sides. What does this
mean? A hurt internally is an indication that we have spiritual needs that we're not totally personally
adequate to handle all alone, which means we all need God. We have to find God in our own way,
God lives in people.

KING: But Democrats say they believe in God and Republicans say they believe in God ... and they're
angry, and people are being hurt and we're meddling into lives.

SCHULLER: Which means we need -- we need Ramadan. We need Christmas. We need Hanukkah.
This is the time of the year when all human beings should realize, leave us alone into our whims and
fantasies and prejudices and hatreds and insecurities and fears and prejudices and we can be very mean
people. People can be real mean. This is the time to come clean and be kind and civil.

King proceeded to ask Schuller what advice he would give to the Democratic Senators and others who are angry
about the impeachment of President Clinton:

SCHULLER: I'd say to them, go to your knees and try prayer. I think that when Larry King writes a
book called Powerful Prayers, as you did -- and I'm so proud to have my name as a foreword to it.
When you call people to look at prayer, that's what we need -- in your own way.

The idea that people need to "find God in their own way" because "God lives in people" is completely contrary to
Scripture. Schuller's universalistic theology, while popular today among the majority of liberal churches and even
many so-called evangelical churches, is an abomination to God and is a false gospel. The Word of God teaches that
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all men are sinners and in rebellion against God, and that Jesus Christ is "the way, the truth, and the life." It is also
sad that Schuller promotes King's latest book on prayer, for the ["Jewish"] King is a self-professed agnostic.
(Excerpted and/or adapted from the Jan-Feb 1999, Foundation.)

-  Schuller has no problem roughing up a flight attendant when things don't go his way. According to an Associated
Press story, Schuller "roughed up" a United Airlines flight attendant after he refused to hang up Schuller's garment
bag and then later refused to serve him fruit without cheese. Schuller reportedly stood up and grabbed and shook
the attendant by the shoulders. Schuller was traveling to New York City, on the June 28, 1997 cross-country flight,
to speak at the memorial service of Betty Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X. Schuller denied assaulting the flight
attendant, but admitted that he might have touched him. An airline representative said Schuller "made physical
contact with the flight attendant and the flight attendant was injured." The attendant went on medical leave
following the episode, claiming physical pain consistent with whiplash. Schuller indicated that he was making
attempts for reconciliation with the man. In August of 1997, Schuller pleaded not guilty to a count of misdemeanor
assault, but then read an apology in court and agreed to pay an $1,100 fine and undergo a six-month diversion
program.

Perhaps the most incredible aspect of the incident was Schuller's declaration of moral innocence -- "I'm very
proud of who I am. I am innocent. I have not broken a single one of the Ten Commandments. I have not
broken any of the teachings of Jesus Christ, and so I'm proud of my faith and message," Schuller said at a
July 1 news conference after the incident. (Source: 4Q 1997, PFO The Quarterly Journal.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nonetheless, Robert Schuller is a promoter of PK as evidenced by his hosting local PK men's conferences
in his church.

Schuller's words to the tune "Rise Up Great Men of God:

People, people, everywhere, Each a jewel, fair and rare. 
Wake up world! Lost in fear! Jesus calls to hope and cheer. 
People, people, round the earth, Hunger for a deep self-worth. 
See the cross, the Holy Sign, Shape your life by this design. 
People, people, will you dare, Venture forth in noble prayer? 
Claim your heritage divine, Born to be a star to shine. 
Christ my Savior, help me see, This grand possibility. 
Saved from sin's indignity, Saved to love eternally.

[Return to Text]
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Robert Schuller
Self-Esteem or Satanic Error?*

Robert Schuller is not a new name in the realm of religion. Indeed, his glowing smile, striking appearance, and
winning way have brought him a world-wide following through his "Hour of Power" television program and the
familiar Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, California. (Schuller lost property tax exemption on the Cathedral due
to its use for secular performers like Beverly Sills, Victor Borge, and members of the Lawrence Welk show
[1/21/83 Christianity Today, p. 22].) But what is his message? Strip away the charisma and charm, separate the man
from his message and try the spirits of this man's ministry. The best way to examine a man's doctrine is to have
him put it in writing, to study his published work. This we have in Schuller's latest book, Self- Esteem the New
Reformation (Word:1982). 1 John 2:19 states that those in apostasy "went out that they might be made manifest that
they were not all of us," referring to their doctrinal departure from the faith which marks them for us to avoid. Is
Schuller for the faith or against it? Is he a misguided brother or an enemy to the cause of Christ?

The Word or the World?

The primary area in which apostasy becomes evident is in its attack upon the Scripture, either by full-blown denial
of it as the inspired Word of God or by a means such as declaring "degrees of inspiration" in it. How does Schuller
stand on the doctrine of verbal plenary inspiration? He states "can anything be above the Scriptures? Yes, the
Eternal Word transcends the written Word. … Christ is Lord over the Scriptures; the Scriptures are not Lord over
Christ" (p. 45).

This sounds pious enough until one realizes that apart from the Scriptures we would have no knowledge of Christ;
His Word is the only revelation of Himself and is in complete agreement with the Incarnate Word (John 1:14;
17:17). Schuller has adopted the Neo-Orthodox method of separating the spiritual Word from the written Word,
opening the door to spiritualizing or neglecting whatever he desires.

He states that "any creed, any biblical interpretation … that assaults and offends the self-esteem of persons is
heretically failing to be truly Christian no matter how … undergirded it might be with biblical references" (pp. 135-
136). He calls for the adoption of an "international, universal, transcreedal, transcultural, transracial standard" (p.
38). Note the conspicuous absence of the term "Biblical" or "Scriptural."

He also believes that Paul was not as inspired as the Gospel writers. God, however, says that all Scripture is given
by the inspiration of God (2 Tim. 3:16), including Paul's epistles (2 Pe. 3:15,16). When Schuller does use Scripture,
which is seldom in 176 pages, he often uses it out of context. He uses part of Matthew 4:4 ("Man shall not live by
bread alone") to say that the poor should not be manipulated by those who would feed them (p. 165). This totally
ignores the true meaning and importance of the verse by leaving out the fact stated in the rest of the verse that
many shall live "by every Word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." Such misapplications are numerous
throughout the book. With such a disregard for the authority of Scripture, the foundation is laid for further departure
from the faith.

The Dictionary of Schullerese

In order to remain within the good graces of as many people as possible, it becomes necessary to use terminology
which is recognized, familiar, and accepted. The key to introducing error is to redefine those time-honored, Biblical
terms so that the false teaching enveloped by the sugar-coat of orthodox wording will sound right and will be
palatable to the unwary and undiscerning. This is one of Schuller's main techniques for selling his "theology." Note
the following examples:

(a) Sin is no longer to be understood as lawlessness (1 Tim. 1:9), disobedience to God (Rom. 5:19), transgression(2
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Jn. 3:4), or unrighteousness (1 Jn. 5:17). It is, rather, "Any human condition or act that robs God of glory by
stripping one of his children of their right to divine dignity … that deep lack of trust that separates me from God
and leaves me with a sense of shame and unworthiness … any act or thought that robs myself or another human
being of his or her self-esteem" (p. 14). He states over and over again that the core of man's sin is not his depravity
(Gen. 6:5), but a "lack of self-dignity" (p. 15), "self-esteem," or "trust" (p. 65). Imagine the Apostle Paul writing
"Christ Jesus came into the world to save negative thinkers, those who lack self-esteem, of whom I am chief" (cf. 1
Tim. 1:15). But Schuller would have us believe that seeing sin as rebellion against God is shallow and lacking "in-
depth analysis" (p. 67). Likewise "guilt" is redefined by Schuller as "loss of self-esteem" (p. 65), thus equating
guilt with sin, a false assumption since guilt arises as a result of sin.

(b) Hell is no longer a literal place of eternal torment for unrepentant sinners (Matt. 25:41; Lk. 16:23), but is
redefined as "the loss of pride that naturally follows separation from God. … A person is in hell when he has lost
his self-esteem" (pp. 14-15). According to Schuller, it would be hell if God were to show him all the opportunities
to fulfill himself, to succeed, to do good that he could have done but did not (pp. 93-94). Further on he indicates
that hell is "on earth" (p. 96). What a rude awakening awaits Schuller! In addition, according to Schuller, to be
"delivered from evil" is to be delivered, not from the power of Satan and our sin nature, but from fear (p. 124).

(c) Salvation according to Schuller's theology is not rescue from sin, death, and hell (Eph. 2:1,5,6; Col. 1:13; Jn.
3:14); but is "rescue from shame to glory … guilt to pride … fear to love … distrust to faith … hypocrisy to
honesty" (p. 151). It is to become a "possibility thinker" (p. 99), "to be permanently lifted from sin (psychological
self-abuse …) and shame to self-esteem" (p. 99). Therefore, being "born again means that we must be changed
from a negative to a positive self-image-from inferiority to self-esteem, from fear to love, from doubt to trust" (p.
68).

(d) Repentance is no longer the change of mind from sin to faith in the finished work of Christ (1 Thes. 1:9; Acts
2:38). It is to be interpreted as a "positive, dynamic and highly-motivated redirection of life form a guilt-induced
fear and its consequent withdrawal form the divine call to a caring, risky trust which promises the hope of glory, for
yourself and your heavenly Father, through noble, human-need-filling achievements" (p. 104). To simplify this
grandiose pronouncement into short "Schullerese," repentance is turning over a new leaf, from lack of self-esteem
to self-esteem, from inferiority to good works. This is a far cry from the attitude of repentance seen in Scripture
and so beautifully exemplified in the publican's prayer: "God be merciful to me a sinner" (Lk. 18:13). There was no
surge of self-esteem in the publican who would not lift up so much as his eyes unto heaven. On the other hand, it
does not appear that there was a Schullerite theologian standing close by.

(e) Faith is redefined as "a commitment to an unprovable assumption" (p. 133). Had Schuller not already
discounted the absolute authority of Scripture, he could have found a different description of faith in Hebrews 11.
Observe the circumstances, events, and results in the lives of these heroes of the faith. As one example of the
fallacy of the above definition, consider Moses (11:29). How unprovable an assumption was it that allowed Israel to
pass through the Red Sea on dry ground? Indeed, our faith is by no means based on an "unprovable assumption;" it
is no "leap in the dark" hope. We have an accurate historical record of God's past dealings with man. Fulfilled
prophecies, events verified by extra-Biblical sources, and an empty tomb, are among the proofs of the surety of our
faith. Beyond these is the present verifiable witness of our own salvation experience which seals personally the
certainty of our faith.

Perhaps Schuller's "salvation experience" will shed light upon his lack of understanding about the nature of faith.
He states that at some time after he took his position at the Garden Grove, he was overtaken by a fear of failure for
about two years. Finally he prayed, "Dear Jesus Christ, if you're alive (emphasis mine), and I can't even prove you
are, I pray that you'll reach into my mind and take out this horrible fear. Save me," after which he felt a pressure in
his head, then release and peace (p. 130). This author will refrain from further comment concerning the pressure or
lack thereof in Schuller's head, but the Bible does say that "he that cometh to God must believe that He is" (Heb.
11:6). This requirement seems to be lacking in Schuller's experience. One wonders how he lasted so long previous
to this experience, while peddling the same sort of "positive thinking" doctrine, if he was then unsaved.

(f) Grace redefined is no longer the favor of God bestowed upon those who merit only God's disfavor (Rom. 5:8;
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Eph. 2:5-8). It is "divine self-esteem" (p. 95).

One tires quickly of the repetitious and redundant use of the term "self-esteem" found throughout Schuller's warped
theology. Compounding the absurdity of this heretical hobby-horse is the merciless overuse of a cacophony of
clichés and catch-phrases such as "nonjudgmental love," "the 'I am' determines the 'I can'," "the Cross sanctifies
your ego trip," and others. Most of these he has picked up from other men such as Norman Vincent Peale and C.A.
Seguin.

The Gospel According to Schuller

Incorporating the new meanings given to orthodox terminology, Schuller's view of the Gospel becomes evident. He
rejects the depravity of man calling it an "error" (p. 162) and "too shallow" (p. 63), insisting that salvation should
be man-centered [humanistic] rather than God-centered (p. 64). This is a devious way of saying that God's holiness
and His hatred of and judgment upon sin are to be ignored and only His "nonjudgmental love" is to be recognized.
Anything contrary to this is rejected as being too negative. Time and again he asserts that "Jesus never called
anyone a sinner" (pp. 100,126,157), that He "never puts down another human being" (p. 48). But would the scribes
and Pharisees, who Jesus "complimented" with such names as "hypocrites, white sepulchres, serpents, generation of
vipers, fools" (Matt. 23) agree? Would Jesus have preached repentance to those who were not sinners (Mk. 1:15)?
And did Jesus not acknowledge the woman taken in adultery as one guilty of sin (Jn. 8:11)?

The next liberal lie (and another of the clichés) in Schuller's scheme is the false doctrine of the Fatherhood of God.
He reiterates this theme in a variety of ways, even renaming a chapter after the concept. Schuller claims that in
order to create the kingdom of God here on earth we must all accentuate the positives, eliminate the negatives, fill
up on self-esteem, get everyone else to do the same regardless of creed (meaning regardless of what anyone
believes), join together, and all be God's children. As he says, "God is trying … to build a society of human beings
who live out the golden rule" (p. 135). This is, of course, based on the presupposition that we are all God's children
to begin with, whether in belief or if we simply make people aware of their divine parentage they will automatically
begin acting accordingly, what with everybody being full of divine self-esteem and all. This, in a nutshell so to
speak, is Schuller's "New Reformation" idea. But Jesus said that there is a different source for our spiritual
parentage (Jn. 8:44-"ye are of your father, the devil"), and that salvation is the only way to become His child (Jn.
1:12).

"Positively" Ecumenical

Naturally, in a hodge-podge religious household such as the one Schuller advocates, everyone must be included.
One of the main schisms to be reunited would be that between Protestantism, of which Schuller's Reformed Church
is a part, and the huge harlot cult of Roman Catholicism. This explains the glowing commendation Schuller gives
to the Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, calling him an "outstanding Christian" (p. 52), and the tribute paid to Mother Teresa
as an example of Christian dedication (pp. 70,76), and various flattering references to the pontifex maximus himself,
Pope John Paul II, to whom Schuller says he was "immediately attracted" (p. 17).

He calls for an embracing of the Social Gospel, calling it the "ministry that helps self-esteem-impoverished persons
to discover their self-worth through salvation and subsequent social service in our Saviour's name" (p. 118). He
believes that "self-esteem" will create a "theological bridge" to "bring together inter-connecting theologies" in order
to "attack the world's ills" (p. 149). Inherent with this call to unite in service is the call to ecumenical dialogue,
which he calls "construction" and which is to replace "confrontation" (pp. 116-117), that is, contending for the faith
and exposing error. A decidedly antidoctrinal, antifundamentalist bias manifests itself as he speaks of those who are
involved in the "casual practice of labeling" and who exercise "narrow authoritarianism in doctrines and practices
and … [who sow] seeds of suspicion and dissension in the religious community" (p. 153). Apparently Paul's
admonitions to Timothy no longer apply (2 Tim. 4:2).

The Blue-Plate Special at Schuller's Cafè

Schuller's manifesto reveals his true position and identity. He is not an original thinker, but has carefully picked
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through the theological garbage of other apostates and psychologists, arranged the resulting mess into an eye-
catching order smothered in the sweet spice of "self-esteem," and has declared it the "blue-plate special" for today.
He even goes so far as to declare that unless his theology is adopted, Christianity may not survive at all. Ironically,
there is a very appropriate refutation of Schuller's work found in the book itself. In chapter two, he declares that
"Any theological suggestion that self-esteem is to be the benchmark of our theology loses integrity, authenticity,
and must be branded as counterfeit and contrived secular humanisms unless it is central to the concern of Christ"
(p. 45: emphasis mine).

Well spoken for once, Mr. Schuller. How completely foreign these Schullerite concepts are to the central concern
of Christ is easily seen from the Scriptures: "For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (Jn. 3:16); "Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15); "God commendeth His love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us" (Rom. 5:8); "God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Gal.
6:14); "… let each esteem each other better than themselves" (Phil. 2:3).

The believer's duty is clear: "such are false prophets, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of
Christ" (1 Cor. 11:13); "from such turn away" (2 Tim. 3:5).

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a June, 1983, Ohio Bible Fellowship Visitor insert report
by Jack E. Stevens (Ohio Bible Fellowship, 3865 North High Street, Columbus, OH 43214).
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Robert Schuller
Quotes from Self-Esteem: The New Reformation

Schuller's theology is nothing but dressed-up humanism -- religious humanism. Religious humanism is much worse
than secular humanism because of the religious language used to convey the message. As one noted reviewer of
Self-Esteem: The New Reformation (Word:1982) said: "He sets man rather than God in the forefront, has no room
for a doctrine of human depravity, ascribes man's resistance to grace to a lost sense of self-worth, and thinks we
should tell sinners that they are worthy rather than unworthy. He redefines the terminology of the Faith so as to
produce an entirely different, and false, theology."

Schuller says he believes in salvation by grace, but what he actually believes is that salvation is being rescued from
poor self-esteem. He says he believes in hell; but his hell is the loss of self-esteem, not a place of fiery eternal
torment. He says he believes in sin; but sin is not willful rebellion against God and His law, but the loss of self-
esteem. He says he believes in Jesus Christ; but his positive-only, "Self-Esteem Incarnate" Jesus is not the Jesus of
the Bible. The man is an arch-heretic, a blasphemer. 

Nevertheless, Schuller's book was endorsed by such so-called evangelical leaders as Clark Pinnock of McMaster
Divinity College, David Hubbard of Fuller Theological Seminary, and Kenneth Chafin of the Southern Baptist
Convention. In 1984, Christianity Today editors examined Schuller's theology, and, amazingly, concluded that he is
not a heretic, claiming that, "He believes all the 'fundamental' doctrines of traditional fundamentalism. He adheres
to every line of the Apostles' Creed with a tenacity born of deep conviction." (All emphases below have been
added.)

General Theology

"I found myself immediately attracted to Pope John Paul II when, upon his election to the Papacy, his published
speeches invariably called attention to the need for recognizing the dignity of the human being as a child of God"
(p. 17).

"Classical theology has erred in its insistence that theology be 'God-centered,' not 'man-centered'" (p. 64).

"Historical theology has too often failed to interpret repentance as a positive creative force. ... Essentially, if
Christianity is to succeed in the next millennium, it must cease to be a negative religion and must become positive"
(p. 104).

"Roman Catholics utter their Papal edicts, Protestants quote their Bible, Fundamentalists declare their orthodox
theological dogmas, and we are all expected to renounce private reflection and peacefully acquiesce to these
pronouncements. And the result is that the dignity of the person is violated by such oppressive, intelligence-
smothering forms of communication" (p. 153).

"One classical role of the pulpit in Protestantism has been to 'preach sermons' which imply indoctrination more
than education. Within this from of communication, there is an inherent, intrinsic inclination to intimidate,
manipulate, and, hence, offend the person's most prized quality of humanness -- his dignity" (p. 153).

"In a theology that starts with an uncompromising respect for each person's pride and dignity, I have no right to
ever preach a sermon or write an article that would offend the self-respect and violate the self-dignity of a listener
or reader. Any minister, religious leader, writer, or reporter who stoops to a style, a strategy, a substance, or a spirit
that fails to show respect for his or her audience is committing an insulting sin. Every human being must be treated
with respect; self-esteem is his sacred right" (pp. 153-154).
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"The tragedy of Christendom today is the existence of entire congregations of church members who are dominated
by emotionally deprived or emotionally under-developed persons. These congregations have been accurately
labeled 'God's Frozen People.' ... And they do this by exercising narrow authoritarianism in doctrines and practices
and by sowing seeds of suspicion and dissension in the religious community. ... By contrast, strong persons -- self-
assured personalities, whose egos find their nourishment in a self-esteem-generating personal relationship with
Jesus Christ -- dare to face contrary opinions, diverse interpretations, and deviations of theology without becoming
disrespectful, judgmental, or accusatory" (p. 154).

"The classical error of historical Christianity is that we have never started with the value of the person. Rather, we
have started from the 'unworthiness of the sinner,' and that starting point has set the stage for the glorification of
human shame in Christian theology" (p. 162).

What is Sin?

"What do I mean by sin? Answer: Any human condition or act that robs God of glory by stripping one of His
children of their right to divine dignity. ... I can offer still another answer: 'Sin is any act or thought that robs
myself or another human being of his or her self-esteem'" (p. 14).

"Classical theology defines sin as 'rebellion against God.' The answer is not incorrect as much as it is shallow and
insulting to the human being. Every person deserves to be treated with dignity even if he or she is a 'rebellious
sinner" (p. 65).

"The core of original sin, then is LOT -- Lack of Trust. Or, it could be considered an innate inability to adequately
value ourselves. Label it a 'negative self-image,' but do not say that the central core of the human soul is
wickedness. ... positive Christianity does not hold to human depravity, but to human inability" (p. 67).

"Any analysis of 'sin' or 'evil' or 'demonic influence' or 'negative thinking' or 'systemic evil' or 'antisocial behavior'
that fails to see the lack of self-dignity as the core of the problem will prove to be too shallow" (p. 68).

"... the core of sin is a lack of self-esteem. ... Sin is psychological self-abuse. ... the most serious sin is one that
causes me to say, 'I am unworthy. I may have no claim to divine sonship if you examine me at my worst.' For once
a person believes he is an 'unworthy sinner,' it is doubtful if he can really honestly accept the saving grace God
offers in Jesus Christ" (pp. 98-99).

What is Hell?

"And what is 'hell'? It is the loss of pride that naturally follows separation from God -- the ultimate and unfailing
source of our soul's sense of self-respect. 'My God, my God, why has thou forsaken me?' was Christ's encounter
with hell. In that 'hellish' death our Lord experienced the ultimate horror-humiliation, shame, and loss of pride as a
human being. A person is in hell when he has lost his self-esteem. Can you imagine any condition more tragic than
to live life and eternity in shame?" (pp. 14-15, 93).

What is Salvation?

"What we need is a theology of salvation that begins and ends with a recognition of every person's hunger for
glory" (pp. 26-27).

"We are born to soar. We are children of God. ... The Fatherhood of God offers a deep spiritual cure for the
inferiority complex and lays the firm foundation for a solid spiritual self-esteem" (p. 60).

"I am humanly unable to correct my negative self-image until I encounter a life-changing experience with non-
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judgmental love bestowed upon me by a Person whom I admire so much that to be unconditionally accepted by
Him is to be born again" (p. 67).

"To be born again means that we must be changed from a negative to a positive self-image -- from inferiority to
self-esteem, from fear to love, from doubt to trust" (p. 68).

"The Cross sanctifies the ego trip. For the Cross protected our Lord's perfect self-esteem from turning into sinful
pride" (p. 75).

Who is Christ?

"Christ is the Ideal One, for he was Self-Esteem Incarnate" (p. 135).

"Jesus never called a person a sinner. ... Rather he reserved his righteous rebuke for those who used their religious
authority to generate guilt and caused people to lose their ability to taste and enjoy their right to dignity ..." (pp.
100, 126).
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David Seamands
General Teachings/Activities

-  Healing of the memories, or inner healing, or healing of the emotions has its roots in the teachings of anti-
Christian and occultist, Agnes Sanford. It was carried on after her death by those she influenced, such as lay
therapists Ruth Carter Stapleton (deceased sister of Jimmy Carter), Rosalind Rinker, John and Paula Sandford,
William Vaswig (of Renovaré fame), Rita Bennett, and others. John Wimber, David Yonggi Cho, Robert Schuller,
and Norman Vincent Peale are some of the well-known pop psychological practitioners of inner healing, but it has
spread widely in so- called evangelical circles in a more sophisticated form through such "Christian" psychologists
as David Seamands, H. Norman Wright, and James G. Friesen, as well as a number of lay therapists like Fred and
Florence Littauer. 

Inner healing therapies are offshoots of Freudian and Jungian theories rooted in the occult. They have destructively
impacted secular society for decades and are now taking their devastating toll within the professing Church. A
variety of "memory-healing" psychotherapies are masquerading under Christian terminology and turning Christians
from God to self. Among the most deadly are "regressive" therapies designed to probe the "unconscious" for buried
memories which are allegedly causing everything from depression to fits of anger and sexual misconduct, and
must, therefore, be uncovered and "healed." 

-  The basic teaching of inner healing is the theory that salvation or healing comes through the uprooting of
negative memories or "hurts" caused by others in early childhood that are supposedly buried in the "subconscious"
from where they tend to dictate our behavior without us even knowing it. Thus, the blame for one's bad behavior
(a.k.a. "emotional problems") in the present is placed upon others (who are perceived to have sinned against us in
the past) rather than upon ourselves where it belongs (cf. Ezekiel 18). In order to "heal" these "diseased memories,"
the occultic technique of visualization (which is in reality a type of sorcery or divination which has been used by
shamans, witchdoctors, and sorcerers for thousands of years, and is specifically forbid by the Bible) is frequently
used to recreate the distressful childhood scene, "image" Jesus (if one is a professing Christian), bringing Him into
the past situation as a "spirit guide"/"healing agent," and then causing Him to sanctify the event, forgive the person
who supposedly caused the hurt, and in most cases, even alter the reality of the situation in the subject's mind, all so
that the subject might be "delivered" from the "crippling emotional pain" associated with the past negative
experience that supposedly "diseased memory" in the first place. (Charismatic Roman Catholic memory-healers
employ the same techniques, but generally substitute Mary for Jesus as the "healing agent" whom the subject meets
in the fantasy.)

In actuality, what is being taught as inner healing/healing of memories is nothing but basic sorcery, which is an
attempt to manipulate reality in the past, present, or future, and denies God's omnipotence by implying that He
needs our "creative visualization" in order to apply effectively His forgiveness and healing, while simultaneously,
sets us up as gods who can, through prescribed rituals, use Him and His power as our tools. In fact, inner
healing/healing of memories is nothing but "Christianized psychoanalysis" that uses the power of suggestion to
solve so-called problems, which the technique itself has many times created. 

-  David Seamands is professor of Pastoral Ministries at the liberal Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
Kentucky. He is known as one of the pioneers of the type of counseling known as healing of the memories -- two
of his books, Healing for Damaged Emotions and Healing of Memories, are considered the "inner-healer's bibles"
in today's psychologically-oriented pulpits. Seamands claims to use prayer, imagery, identification and clarification
of past hurts, and positive visualization. In reality, his practice of inner healing uses one or more psychological
and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis, and the various
Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc. Seamands rationalizes that the imagination
is used: (1) to "recreate the painful memory ... [to] visualize it as it once took place," and (2) to "visualize Christ
present at the time of the painful incident." This is justified, he reasons, because Christ "is the Lord of time -- past,
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present, and future ... He transcends all time and space." Seamands completely ignores the dangerous occultic
influences to which he is subjecting his counselees. 

-  Like Rita Bennett before him, Seamands builds his ideas on a foundation of anecdotes and interesting tales about
the faculty of memory, rather than deriving them from Scripture. Of course, Seamands claims that his methods are
Biblical. In a chapter entitled "Biblical Foundations for Memory Healing" (in Healing of Memories), Seamands
declares that it is of the utmost importance to understand that these methods have a "solid foundation" in the
Scripture. Yet, he immediately launches into a heated criticism of people who reject his methods because they are
not described in the Bible.

The entire chapter on "Biblical Foundations ..." manages to raise no more than four Scripture passages, none of
which even remotely justifies these techniques. One of these is 1 Cor. 13:11, where Paul speaks of putting away
childish things. This text is promptly wrenched from its context and made to say that Paul felt a need to be freed
from childish memories which had held him in bondage! The use of such a passage to justify visualizing and
fantasizing is not merely absurd, it is to be condemned as willful spiritual and intellectual dishonesty.

Another of Seamand's texts is Hebrews 13:8, which reads, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and for
ever." Seamands argues that because Jesus is the Lord of time, He will happily enter into our visualizing games and
thereby heal our past hurts. It should be clear to all unprejudiced readers that this text in no way describes or
justifies visualizing or fantasizing Jesus into existence, and anyone who uses such a text to justify these techniques
can hardly be recognized as a person who takes seriously the message of Scripture.

Seamands goes so far as to say that counselors may dispense forgiveness like priests. He says:

"We Protestants have reacted against the Roman Catholic misuse of the confessional and the granting
of absolution by priests. In doing so we have given up one of the greatest privileges of our priesthood -
- being temporary assistants to the Spirit as His instruments to bring forgiveness."

Seamands claims that Matt. 18:18-20 gives authority for this (a clear indication of his lack of genuine evangelical
convictions) and tells us that he keeps handy consecrated communion elements for the purpose of bestowing
forgiveness!

What is wrong all of a sudden with direct prayer? Why can God no longer heal "emotional wounds" in answer to
prayer? Why should 1 Pe. 5:7 no longer be good enough ("Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you")?
Why should the fiction world of fantasizing, role-play, and pretense be elevated above believing prayer? And why
should God have waited 2,000 years to reveal a "better" method of healing to Seamands and company? (Adapted
and/or excerpted from Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, pp. 172-177.)

-  Seamands, in an interview with Christianity Today in September of 1987 (p. 21), said:

"The point is that it's possible to have sin cancelled and for it still to have power over you. People can
accept Christ, be on their way to heaven, and yet there's hurt and sin in the past that has power over
them. It's got to be broken, and if it's not broken they cannot live faithfully" (cf. Rom. 6:4-7; Heb. 2:4).
(Emphasis added.)

Seamands then goes on to defend the "inner healing of memories," not the cross, as the appropriate way to
accomplish this!

-  Seamands believes that some people just can't appropriate God's grace without the "inner healing" of past
victimizations (Healing for Damaged Emotions, p. 85):

"The realization of grace cannot be maintained in some people without an inner healing of the past.
God's care cannot be felt without a deep inner reprogramming of all the bad conditioning that has been
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put into them by parents and family and teachers and preachers and the church." (Emphases added.)

-  Seamands is also a believer in the humanistic concept of self-love/self-esteem. Approximately one-fourth of
Healing for Damaged Emotions covers this "problem" (which Seamands describes as "Satan's deadliest weapon").
Seamands claims that most of our enemy's weapons are "psychological," rather than spiritual in nature: fear, doubt,
anger, hostility, worry, guilt lingering on after a Christian receives God's forgiveness, and finally, inferiority,
inadequacy, low self- esteem or self-worth. Seamands' teaching, found nowhere in Scripture, albeit dressed-up in a
Christian facade: "... it is technically true to say that we are not actually commanded in these Scriptures [see below]
to love ourselves." He then goes on to state that Scripture assumes we have a healthy self-love, a proper sense of
self-worth, and thus we have been enabled to respond to Christ's command in an appropriate way (Healing Grace,
pp. 141-142):

"The plain inference in every one of them [Lev. 19:18,34; Matt. 19:19; 22:39; Mk. 12:31,33; Luke
10:27; Rom. 13:9; Gal. 5:14; Js. 2:8] is that a proper kind of self-love is the normal basis of relating
to others. It is not commanded, but it is assumed." (Emphasis his.)

The word "assumed" is the standard eisegetical wedge that so-called "Christian" psychology brings to Scripture to
allow it to bring Scripture around to conform to its view. Seamands is right that Scripture assumes we all love
ourselves, but it does not assume that our self-love is appropriate, normal, or proper. Scripture assumes we love
ourselves because it is the unavoidable expression of our sin nature! And never does Scripture assume that being
"in Christ" is the sanctifier of self-love (as Seamands obviously believes), but instead, being in Christ, we have
been redeemed from this self-idolatry.

-  When one considers that achieving the self-esteem Seamands is talking about can only be truly gained through
much memory healing (victimization) counseling, one can only wonder why our Lord ever invited us to abide in
Him so that we might have His joy in us -- yet never made any mention of these things:

"Jesus said that we should love God with our whole hearts and love our neighbors as we love
ourselves. Love for self is as necessary for maturity and wholeness and holiness as is love for God and
for other people. Indeed, loving God and loving my neighbor requires a measure of self-acceptance and
self-love in which I hold my own selfhood in esteem, integrity, identity, and respect" (Putting Away
Childish Things, p. 114). (Emphasis added.)
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Inner Healing/Healing of Memories
Christian or Occult?*

-  Healing of the memories, or inner healing, or healing of the emotions has its roots in the teachings of anti-
Christian and occultist, Agnes Sanford. It was carried on after her death by those she influenced, such as lay
therapists Ruth Carter Stapleton (deceased sister of Jimmy Carter), Rosalind Rinker, John and Paula Sandford
(currently of Elijah House, a demon-deliverance and memory healing center in Port Falls, Idaho), William Vaswig
(of Renovaré fame), Rita Bennett, and others. John Wimber, David Yonggi Cho, Robert Schuller, and Norman
Vincent Peale are some of the well-known pop psychological practitioners of inner healing, but it has spread widely
in so- called evangelical circles in a more sophisticated form through such "Christian" psychologists as David
Seamands, H. Norman Wright, and James G. Friesen, as well as a number of lay therapists like Fred and Florence
Littauer. (Two of David Seamand's books, Healing for Damaged Emotions and Healing of Memories, are
considered the "inner-healer's bibles" in today's psychologically-oriented pulpits.)

Inner healing therapies are offshoots of Freudian and Jungian theories rooted in the occult. They have destructively
impacted secular society for decades and are now taking their devastating toll within the professing Church. A
variety of "memory-healing" psychotherapies are masquerading under Christian terminology and turning Christians
from God to self. Among the most deadly are "regressive" therapies designed to probe the "unconscious" for buried
memories which are allegedly causing everything from depression to fits of anger and sexual misconduct, and
must, therefore, be uncovered and "healed."

-  The basic teaching of inner healing is the theory that salvation or healing comes through the uprooting of
negative memories or "hurts" caused by others in early childhood that are supposedly buried in the "subconscious"
from where they tend to dictate our behavior without us even knowing it. Thus, the blame for one's bad behavior
(a.k.a. "emotional problems") in the present is placed upon others (who are perceived to have sinned against us in
the past) rather than upon ourselves where it belongs (cf. Ezekiel 18). In order to "heal" these "diseased memories,"
the occultic technique of visualization (which is in reality a type of sorcery or divination which has been used by
shamans, witchdoctors, and sorcerers for thousands of years, and is specifically forbid by the Bible) is frequently
used to recreate the distressful childhood scene, "image" Jesus (if one is a professing Christian), bringing Him into
the past situation as a "spirit guide"/"healing agent," and then causing Him to sanctify the event, forgive the person
who supposedly caused the hurt, and in most cases, even alter the reality of the situation in the subject's mind, all so
that the subject might be "delivered" from the "crippling emotional pain" associated with the past negative
experience that supposedly "diseased memory" in the first place. (Charismatic Roman Catholic memory-healers
employ the same techniques, but generally substitute Mary for Jesus as the "healing agent" whom the subject meets
in the fantasy.)

-  One of the seemingly attractive forms of inner healing is to have Jesus enter a painful scene from the past. The
inner-healer helps the person recreate the memory by having Jesus do or say things that will make the person feel
better about the situation. For instance, if a man's dad had neglected him when he was a boy, an inner-healer may
help that man create a new memory of Jesus having played baseball with him when he was a boy. Through verbal
encouragement, he would regress him back to his childhood and encourage him to visualize Jesus pitching the ball
and praising him for hitting a home run. Some inner-healers regress people back to the womb and lead them
through "rebirthing" by guided imagery and imagination. Thus, through these psychoanalytic/occult techniques,
inner-healers should not be surprised at the possibility of actually altering or enhancing the memory in their zeal to
replace bad memories with good memories. Inner-healers are always in danger of unwittingly enhancing or
engrafting memories through words or actions that mean one thing to the inner-healer, but may communicate
something else entirely to the highly vulnerable subject.

-  Inner healing is based upon the implication that we clearly need something more than God's love and forgiveness
in order to love and forgive others who are perceived to have wronged us in the past. Since the Bible distinctly
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teaches that Jesus can never be called-up and forced to "perform" at our command, any "Jesus" actually visualized
would have to be a demon spirit and not of God. Of course, that is precisely the danger of the occult technique of
visualization -- subjects are being taught to experiment with things that God has repeatedly condemned in both the
Old and New Testaments alike, not because the phenomena visualized (i.e. "spirit guides") are not real, but rather
because they are produced by demons determined to lead one into the worship of other gods and ultimate
destruction (Deut. 13 ff.). The Bible repeatedly warns against becoming involved with the occult on any level,
because of what the Bible identifies as "spirits of demons working signs" for the purpose of deceiving the whole
world (Rev. 16:14; cf. 13:14). This exposure to the occult, however unintentional and innocent, could easily lead
the undiscerning into far more serious spiritual or "emotional" problems than they ever dreamed possible.
Unfortunately, the research is replete with such cases of demonic/occultic influence experienced by first-time
dabblers. 

-  Inner healing practices of regressing into the past, fossicking about in the unconscious for hidden memories,
conjuring up images, acting out fantasies and nightmares, and believing lies, all resemble the world of the occult,
not the work of the Holy Spirit. An imaginary memory created under a highly suggestible, hypnotic-like state will
only bring imaginary healing. It may also plunge people into a living nightmare. 

What is being taught as inner healing/healing of memories is nothing but basic sorcery, which is an attempt to
manipulate reality in the past, present, or future, and denies God's omnipotence by implying that He needs our
"creative visualization" in order to apply effectively His forgiveness and healing, while simultaneously, sets us up
as gods who can, through prescribed rituals, use Him and His power as our tools. In fact, inner healing/healing of
memories is nothing but "Christianized psychoanalysis" that uses the power of suggestion to solve so-called
problems, which the technique itself has many times created.

-  The Bible has much to say concerning the healing of memories (besides condemning its methodologies). The
Bible clearly teaches that moral choices rather than past traumas determine our current condition and actions, and
thereby, our responsibility; the Bible has always taught that it is not the act in the past but how one reacts to the act
that determines "which soul has sinned" (Ezekiel 18 again). Since there is no Biblical evidence that any prophet,
priest, or apostle ever dealt with anything remotely related to buried or repressed emotions or memories, then
shouldn't one question why this is so if inner healing is the big truth that its practitioners say it is? 

-  If prayer and Bible study and the power of the Holy Spirit are not enough for saints today to deal with life and
problems, then the saints of old, including the apostle Paul, must have been greatly lacking. Despite his many
hardships described in Scripture, Paul was able to function and rejoice in the Lord without the help of
psychoanalysis. Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to all those who love
Christ's appearing (2 Tim 4:7-8). 

Likewise, throughout Church history Christians have managed the same when they should have been at a great
disadvantage without the "insights" of modern psychology. It is a dangerous heresy to insist that we must accept
this new "revelation" by psychologists or live deficient lives. The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are
new creations for whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the
past in order to find an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture.
Though it may seem to help for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is
not the past, but one's personal relationship to Christ now. 

-  The people who are most vulnerable to inner-healers are those who are at a low point in their spiritual walk or
who are experiencing difficult circumstances. The inner-healers entice through all kinds of direct and implied
promises for healing damaged emotions, healing roots in the past that prevent personal growth, and enabling a
person to have a closer walk with God. They circle about congregations like vultures, waiting for the opportunity to
swoop down on those who are near to dropping from "spiritual exhaustion." They assure their prospective victims
of their sincere desire to help and they communicate a Biblical facade by using butchered Bible verses and
Christian-sounding conversation. However, once their talons pierce the person, a penetrating parasitic process
begins. And the host/parasite relationship continues as long as the host continues to look to the inner-healer to
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make him emotionally well and spiritually whole.

- Instead of being healed, there is a very strong possibility that the recipients of inner healing are now living on the
basis of a lie from the pit of hell. Inner healing is not based upon truth. It is based upon faulty memory, guided
imagery, fantasy, visualization, and hypnotic-like suggestibility. And, while the inner-healers may conjure up a
"Jesus" and recite Bible verses, such inner healing is not Biblical. Jesus said, "If ye continue in My Word, then are
ye My disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" (Jn. 8:31-32).

Moreover, inner healing is insulting to God when the "healers" attempt to take away His power to bless
"emotionally-distressed" people simply in response to their repentance and prayers. It is extra-Biblical,
blasphemous, and carnal in its visualization and manipulation of the Son of God. It is dangerous in the way it
forces people into childish self-interest, subjectivism, and emotionalism. And it is wickedly presumptuous in its
priestly bestowing of forgiveness and assurance.

* Major portions of this report were adapted from: (a) the Fall 1989 issue of PsychoHeresy Update (now the
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter), (b) the 2/93 issue of The Berean Call, (c) two articles in the September 1990,
Media Spotlight Special Report entitled "Latter- Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the
Kansas City-Vineyard Connection" and "Testing the Fruit of the Vineyard," and (d) the books The Seduction of
Christianity, Beyond Seduction, and The Healing Epidemic.
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Gary Smalley
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Smalley is a so-called Christian psychologist who seeks to integrate the presuppositions of psychology with those
of Scripture and equate the same level of authority to both of them. Smalley worked with Bill Gothard for ten
years, and now conducts family seminars through his own company, Today's Family. (Smalley has one seminar
version for Christian audiences and another version for secular audiences.) Today's Family is located in Branson,
Missouri.

Smalley began his career working for Bill Gothard teaching a spiritual "chain of command" theology, which was
very authoritarian and encouraged women to be compliant to and dependent on their husbands. When Smalley's
own marriage failed, he evidently made a disastrous revision of this theology by assigning an even greater burden
of marital responsibility to the husband, while stripping him of the authority necessary to carry it out. He reduced
women to inculpable "responders" to their husbands, congenital victims of gender with little of the strength of will
or character shown by Abigail with Nabal, for example. In a strange twist, the wife may then presume to be the
family's spiritual conscience and her husband's worst critic (Gen. 3:16). Disciplinary separations are encouraged
until the husband conforms to her expectations of "godly" behavior. [Paul Stevens (author of Married for Good)
says overcoming the problems with Gothard and Smalley's theology accounts for at least half his time as a marriage
counselor. He says the problem is not bad marriages, but bad theology.] (Source: Stephen Smyth.)

-  Smalley is a strong proponent of right-brain/left-brain theory, which postulates that men use the left side of their
brains, while women use the right side of theirs. Thus, according to Smalley, women are "more in touch" with their
feelings. On the basis of this theory, he approaches the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's point of view,
and concentrates on how the wife can get the husband to meet all of her so-called needs, rather than how she can
be a loving help-mate to him. Smalley, therefore, actually promotes a form of female dominance in the marriage
relationship. His techniques for "bonding" in the family and his counsel to wives on how to change their husbands
are shallow, selfish, and manipulative. 

-  Smalley is the "church's" leading proponent of right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain
myth, which claims to describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to
male/female communication effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists, to say
nothing of the fact that it has no support in Scripture. 

The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of Love, co-authored
by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both worked together in Phoenix, Arizona from 1984-1993. Both
also have theological degrees, but apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems
of living.) The Language of Love was published and promoted by James Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing,
and Smalley and Trent have been frequent guests on Dobson's radio program (as has pop psychologist, Dr. Donald
Joy, credited by Smalley and Trent as being the source of their right-/left-brain information). The book touts
"emotional word pictures" as the means of "activating" the "right brain," alleged to be essential for a wife to
communicate with her husband. (In a rare reference to Scripture, Smalley and Trent assert that the prophet Nathan
activated the right side of king David's brain with "an emotional word picture that would change the course of a
kingdom.") [In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-
brain silliness, all references to such were removed. "Unfortunately, this 'revision' was only cosmetic. The delusion
that 'emotional word pictures' are the key to relationships and spiritual growth remains the false message of this
deceptive book" (1/92, CIB Bulletin).]

[One writer described Smalley's 1988 Christian Broadcasters Convention speech as "humanistic nonsense," and
that, "His entire talk was based upon today's popular left-brain/right-brain myth spawned by pop psychology -- a
myth which brain researchers call "whole-brain/half-wittedness." (Source: 2/89, CIB Bulletin). In 1988, even
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Psychology Today ridiculed the concept with an article titled "Left-Brain/Right-Brain/Broccoli-Brain."]

-  In Winning the War Within, Smalley and Trent endorse an even more widely accepted myth, that of low self-
esteem as being the cause of most of our problems. For example, they say: "The degree of self-control you have in
your life is in direct proportion to the degree of acceptance you have for yourself. Put another way, if you don't
value yourself, you won't 'pull in the reins' on actions and attitudes that will affect you for the worst" (p. 44). They
go on to say that addictions, guilt, pride and apathy are all caused by a distorted view of ourselves as a result of the
damage caused to us by others. So, if our sins (which is what addictions, pride, etc. are) are caused by low self-
esteem, we would expect to find that Christ has come, at least in part, to save us from our own bad self-image (see
Beyond Promises, p. 79) Bill McCartney seems to believe this when he says in Trent and Smalley's book that he
came to Christ in order to "Gain some real satisfaction," since he "wasn't feeling good" about himself (p. 11).

Of course, the Scriptures do not sanction the low self-esteem theory -- it is thoroughly out of sync with the whole
message of the Bible. "The problem of the natural man is not that he fails to esteem or love himself enough; it is
that he loves himself too much" -- is the true message of Scripture. What makes a critique of Gary Smalley's
teachings on self-esteem so vital is that Smalley, like Robert Schuller, has not only distorted the Biblical teachings
on sanctification, but he has also distorted the message of the Gospel. The self-esteem gospel minimizes sin, points
us inward instead of to Christ, ignores the true purpose of the cross, and presents Christianity as a feel-good, self-
oriented religion, instead of a call to deny self and follow Christ. Are those who respond to the gospel of self-
esteem truly Christians, or have they been deceived? Paul's attitude toward those who preached a false gospel was
to condemn them (Galatians 1:6-9), not to join them!

What Gary Smalley and all his "self-esteem" cult followers mean when they say "self love" is so far from the
Biblical command to love your neighbor as yourself that it isn't rational to try making a comparison. What Smalley
is saying when he talks of "self-love" is that there is an intrinsic virtue or power within man whereby if he were to
activate it or act on it he would be able to solve his "low self-image" and effect a change that is needed within his
nature. It is a theology of humanism which exalts man and all that he is above everything else. It is a belief-system
which Smalley and his fellow humanists believe, which regards the essential nature of man as "good" and that man
is able to effect a change in his nature and consequently his behavior. (Adapted from the June/July 1997, Think on
These Things.)

-  Browsing the "book table" at my local Sam's Club in October of 1996, I stumbled upon Gary Smalley's latest
half-witted, pop-psychology contribution to the "Christian" book market, Making Love Last Forever (1996:Word). I
gleaned a few pages to learn that Smalley now has a "love guarantee" for every married couple -- for just $11.95
(discounted 60% at Sam's Club), you too can be blessed as Gary "reveals the secrets behind his love guarantee." It's
all typical Gary Smalley "matriarchal manipulation," all within his well-worn psychoheretical framework. The
endorsers on the back cover of the book are of interest. Not only has Smalley bagged the endorsements of such
"Christian" stalwarts as Connie Sellecca and John Tesh, Kathie Lee Gifford, and John Gray (author of Men are
from Mars, Women are from Venus), but DTS president Chuck Swindoll has signed on once again. (Swindoll
endorsed Smalley's Language of Love in 1989.) [Swindoll says, "If you're looking for an encouragement
transfusion, Gary Smalley can't be beat." "Can't be beat"!? I thought it's the Word of God that gives
encouragement? John Gray, a monk for nine years and former secretary to the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, prides
himself on bedding one woman per day for a year after leaving monkhood. That apparently gave him the
"qualifications" for writing on the topic of the sexes. He's a New Ager to boot! Why would Smalley seek such a
man for a book endorsement?]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Smalley is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. He
speaks frequently at PK's conferences and contributes his writings to its publications (e.g., the 1994 book Seven
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Promises of A Promise Keeper).

-  Smalley endorsed so-called Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's 1991 book, Men & Women: Enjoying the
Difference [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs,
with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]: 

"You know Larry Crabb's latest book is a winner when you want your entire staff to read it and then
schedule a weekend retreat to discuss and apply it."

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Smalley's teachings would be pp. 211-223 of Prophets
of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1990, 310 pages; and "Gary
Smalley: The Psychology of Matriarchy," Media Spotlight Special Report, Albert Dager, 1989, 4 pages. Some of
the material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from these sources.
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Gary Smalley
The Psychology of Matriarchy*

In teaching on family and personal relationships, perhaps the one person having the greatest impact upon the
Church today apart from Dr. James Dobson, is Gary Smalley. Smalley's messages in lectures and writings have
been targeted primarily for Christians.

His book Joy That Lasts (Zondervan: 1988) is a good example of a style that attempts to apply Scripture to real-life
experiences taken from counseling sessions. Joy That Lasts provides some worthwhile reading. Some of his
teachings are open to debate. But generally, as long as Smalley relies on Scripture to guide his judgment, he has
proven capable to counsel. [Problem is, in most cases, Smalley taints his Scriptures with the psychological ideas of
unregenerate men.]

In his books on marital relationships, however, he tends to rely more upon the human wisdom and psychological
technique than upon Scripture. There are some problems with his earlier writings that are still being published and
widely read, as well as with his 1989 book, The Language of Love. The books with which we deal in this report are
those that are devoid of any strong Biblically-based counsel. In them, Smalley has opted for psychological
techniques that promise wonderful results to those who master them.

In The Language of Love, Smalley and co-author John Trent present a psychological technique which utilizes what
they call "word pictures." They tell us that to be effective in communicating with others -- especially our spouses
and children -- plain language will not suffice. But if we paint them a picture in their minds, using stories that help
them identify with our point, they will be more inclined to receive correction and change their behavior.

The authors tell how world leaders use word pictures to move the masses -- some for "good," others for "evil." Yet
they insist that word pictures are the "language of love." But are expressions of love valid without emphasis upon
Jesus? Jesus, after all, is the one who expresses God's love -- the only love worthy of the name.

But Jesus is not mentioned in The Language of Love, except as an example of one who allegedly uses word
pictures. Yet the authors neglect to point out that Jesus used "word pictures" (parables) so that those who heard
them would not understand the truths they conveyed lest they repent and be saved (Matt. 13:10-16; Mk. 4:10-12).

Nor does the book, replete with case histories of the successful use of word pictures to effect psychological change,
make reference to prayer, seeking the Holy Spirit's intervention, or conviction of sin. This proves that its advice
may be viable for secular counselors, but for Christians, it offers a vast minefield of dangers -- advice that calls for
reliance upon psychological technique rather than God's intervention.

For example, the authors present an entire chapter on "Pillars That Support a Fulfilling Marriage" (pp. 108-125).
The five pillars are: (1) Security: a Warm Blanket of Love; (2) Meaningful Communication; (3)
Emotional/Romantic Times; (4) Meaningful Touch; and (5) Spiritual Intimacy. The first four are given pages of
attention. Spiritual intimacy rates no more than two paragraphs with no explanation of what it means.

The authors apply the same pillars to parent-child relationships, but they are not placed within a Biblical context.
Only secular advice on bonding is given. Unfortunately, Biblical applications are conspicuously absent. How about
family devotions, church attendance, and raising children in the admonition of the Lord?

These are the best ways to "bond" within a Christian family. I wouldn't suggest that Smalley sees no value in
spiritual exercises. But my concern is that in this book, he virtually ignores their application.

Left-Brain-Right-Brain
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Smalley is a strong proponent of the "left-brain-right-brain" theory, which postulates that men use the left side of
their brains while women use the right side of their brains. Thus women are "more in touch" with their feelings.

Without dwelling on this theory too greatly, we must remember that it is just that: a theory.

Employing the left-brain-right-brain theory, Smalley insists that men should defer to the interests of their wives.
This is true for both parties within the context of the husband's position. Lacking any Biblical context, Smalley thus
emasculates men in favor of their wives' desires:

"If a woman truly expects to have meaningful communication with her husband, she must activate the
right side of his brain. And if a man truly wants to communicate with his wife, he must enter her world
of emotions. In both these regards, word pictures can serve as a tremendous aid" (p. 42).

What do we learn from this? That women must activate the right side of their husbands' brains. Why? To get them
to think as women do. And men must enter their wives' world of emotions. Why? To get themselves to think as
women do. Thus, husbands are placed in subservience to their wives, contrary to God's order.

Female Dominance: (For Better or for Best and If Only He Knew)

This is only one example of Smalley's psychological advice that reverses the male-female roles, making the woman
dominant. More graphic examples of this role-reversal ploy are Smalley's two best-selling "marriage manuals," For
Better or for Best and If Only He Knew.

Each book was written for different readers -- For Better or for Best for the wife, If Only He Knew for the husband.
One might assume that the wife's book is designed to teach her how to esteem her husband's needs above her own,
while the husband's would teach the man the same for his wife's benefit. This is only partly true.

The man's book tells him where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. The woman's book tells
her the same thing -- where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. In other words, both books
approach the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's viewpoint. They comprise a course on how to get the
husband to meet the needs of his wife, with only a cursory explanation in For Better or for Best of how the wife
can meet the needs of her husband -- and this with the ulterior motive of inducing him to meet her needs.

If Only He Knew recognizes the need for men to truly love their wives. But this is not to say Smalley's book for
husbands contains wise counsel. Essentially, he wants them to give into their wives' every whim, regardless of
whether wisdom or God's leading direct otherwise. But since both books are designed to be used in conjunction
with each other, the wife's book should focus as much attention on her faults as the husband's book does on his. At
least they shouldn't be out of balance to the degree that these two are.

Motivation-Manipulation

An example of the lopsided approach to Smalley's marital counseling is the constant reference that the wife's book
makes to the husband's book. This is to encourage the wife to get her husband to read his book so she can
"motivate" him to shape up. Yet there is virtually no reference to her book in his. Thus, the husband is unknowingly
being "set up" for correction as a kind of conspiracy between Smalley and the husband's wife.

Many churches are using these books in courses for married couples and for those engaged to be married. The
strategy is that neither is to read the other's book: The husband is to read If Only He Knew; and the wife For Better
or for Best. I have personally seen this result in men becoming self-effacing, while their wives discuss how boorish
and totally out of touch with their reality their husband's are. They are educated on how to get their husbands'
minds off normal masculine interests and totally on the wives' interests.

One particularly distasteful portion in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) is an illustration of a sexual bondage
technique through which Smalley encourages wives to get their way by using trickery to play upon their husband's
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sexual appetites.

In Smalley's example, a wife wants her husband "to learn more about what a woman needs from a man, and, more
precisely, she wanted him to read the two books she had just purchased for him on the subject." Smalley points out
how the wife failed, and then offers advice on what she could have done by using what he calls the "salt principle"
on "How to catch your husband's interest and keep it." According to Smalley, the wife should have concentrated on
her husband's "area of higher interest" -- in this case, his sexual appetite.

Smalley then goes on to detail how the wife should have used sexual manipulation to bring her husband under
bondage. Smalley calls this perverse psychological ploy "motivation." In reality, it is manipulation; and not only
manipulation, but manipulation based on a lie. The books didn't "turn on" the wife at all, nor did she necessarily
even have to read them (pp. 48-49). If her concern is for herself -- how she can get what she wants -- and
especially if she uses subterfuge, lying, even the slightest amount of deception -- she is being manipulative. It is
this latter method that colors Smalley's advice to women.

In effect, this book teaches women to prostitute themselves within their own marriages by trading sexual favors for
approved behavior.

The Wife as Teacher

In his advice to the wife, Smalley puts her in the role of a teacher to her husband:

"Remember, you are in the process of teaching him, and he is in the process of learning" (105).

She is told how to get her husband to receive her correction, how to get him to stop watching "the most important
football game of the year" and focus his attention on any trivial matter she wants to discuss. But if she loves him,
why can't she let trivial matters wait and allow him to watch the game in peace -- perhaps even try to develop an
interest in it herself?

Were one to expound on the unscriptural nature of Smalley's advice to wives, it would take volumes. Suffice it to
say that of the 170 pages in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) there are at the most some eight or ten pages
worth of copy, split up among various sentences and paragraphs, that acknowledge the wife's responsibility to get
her act together. Add the remaining 160 pages to the 167 pages that dump on the husband in If He Only Knew, and
those few nuggets aren't worth digging for.

A Subtle Witchcraft

What makes Smalley's advice in these books particularly dangerous is the scant use of Scripture to justify what
amounts to a secularist philosophy. How much better would it have been for Smalley to present the Scriptures as
inviolable, recognizing that "Neither was man created for the woman; but the woman for the man" (1 Cor. 11:9).

If a man allows his wife to lead him, or a wife seeks to lead her husband (both of which Smalley teaches in these
books), they have disobeyed the Father's command; they have rebelled against His order of creation. They cannot
expect His protection upon their union. They are, in effect, guilty of a sin as serious as witchcraft (1 Sam 15:23).

An important aspect of witchcraft is the propagation of female supremacy. This comes from witchcraft's worship of
nature spirits, the earth goddess being supreme.

It is from pagan religious philosophy that the feminine aspects of nature are stressed. It is obvious then, that, the
Scriptures being true when they say that the man is the head of the woman as Christ is the head of the Church (1
Cor. 11:3; Eph. 5:23), those who advocate equality of authority in marriage are in rebellion against God.

Unrealistic Views

Will marriages be helped by Smalley's advice? Some might be -- those that are gross examples of a husband's total
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insensitivity to his wife's needs. But it won't be the Holy Spirit doing the work. It will be a manipulative wife
employing psychological subterfuge. And she must maintain the ruse throughout the life of the marriage. Any lapse
could prove disastrous.

And therein lies an essential problem with Smalley's philosophy. It is predicated upon the blanket proposition that
all men are by nature lowbrow creeps whose only redeeming value lies in their brute strength which, if "harnessed"
by women, as Smalley implies, might be put to some good use -- like helping with the housework.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 1989 Media Spotlight Special Report by the same name
(Albert James Dager).
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Chuck Smith
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Smith is best known to those outside of the state of California as the teacher on the nationwide radio
program, "The Word for Today." The radio programs are edited messages from Smith's sermons at Calvary Chapel
in Costa Mesa, California, where he is the senior pastor. [The television version of The Word for Today (taped
services from Calvary Chapel) is also seen nationwide on the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network.] Calvary
Chapel also operates a wholly-owned radio station (KWVE); a two-year Bible College (offering an Associate's
Degree in Theology, and a Bachelor's in Biblical Studies) on a 47-acre campus in Murietta Hot Springs, California;
a castle in Austria; and other properties. In addition, Calvary Chapel's related ministries include, Calvary Chapel
Music, Calvary Chapel Satellite Network International, Calvary Chapel Conference Center, Calvary Chapel
Christian Camp, Maranatha Christian Academy, and Calvary Chapel High School.

Born in 1927, Smith started Calvary Chapel in 1965 with only 25 people. Smith's ministry grew out of the
Christianized version of the hippie youth movement of the 1960s and 1970s; he was a leader in the "Jesus People
Movement,"* a counter-cultural movement which focused heavily on subjective religious experience. Smith
reached out to the hippies and spiritual "seekers" looking for enlightenment in ways ranging from Buddhism to
LSD. "Christianity" became an option for some as Calvary Chapel welcomed these young people with long hair,
jeans, and bare feet into its worship services. By 1971, Smith was at the forefront of the Jesus People Movement,
baptizing hundreds in the Pacific Ocean and erecting a giant circus tent that could hold 1,600 people for Sunday
services (12/31/94, Rapid City Journal, p. A7).

Six months from conception, Calvary Chapel's "membership" doubled. Today it has a reported membership of
approximately 15,000 and has planted Calvary Chapels all over the globe. More than 850 churches (approximately
700 nationally and 165 more worldwide) have grown out of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, some of them with
memberships of more than 5,000. Chuck Smith has been touted thusly: "This man, Chuck Smith and his church,
Calvary Chapel, has had an amazing influence upon the Christian world." That being the case: What kind of
message have they received (and do they receive) from Smith and Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa? We believe that
the rest of this report clearly demonstrates that Chuck Smith is highly ecumenical, compromises with psychology,
and is, at best, a fringe charismatic. [In addition. an excellent web site for a detailed analysis of the Calvary Chapel
"issues," see Calvary Chapel Frequently Asked But Unanswered Questions Answered.] 

I.  A Subtle Diversion Away From Loving The Truth: It's doubtful that Chuck Smith or the pastors at Calvary
Chapel would ever come right out and say they don't love the truth, but this is actually the message that they bring.
Larry Taylor, an assisting pastor to Chuck Smith and an administrator of Calvary Chapel Bible College, wrote a
booklet in 1994 entitled, Things I Learned From My Pastor: Biblical Principles of Ministry as Taught by Pastor
Chuck Smith. This booklet is sold in the bookstore at Calvary Chapel in Costa Mesa. In the introduction, Taylor
states: 

"The principles of ministry which follow are not at all original with me. In fact, 100% of what follows
I was taught by my pastor, Chuck Smith ... Pastor Chuck has been my pastor for over twenty years.
Many years ago, he took me, along with many other misplaced young men, under his wing, and taught
us by example how to be shepherds of God's people. All that I've done is pull together what he taught
us in one outline."

Under point "XIII. Be Balanced Theologically (see 1 Tim. 4:16. II Tim. 2:23-26)," Taylor says, "Pastor Chuck has
always sought to avoid those issues which do nothing but divide the Body of Christ, and, as he once said, 'when
Christ's Body is divided, pray tell, who bleeds?'" But avoiding controversial issues is not loving the truth. Jesus was
very controversial and much division was created because of Him (Luke 12:51-53; John 7:40-43; 9:16; 10:15-21).
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Some may argue that what Larry Taylor and Chuck Smith mean is that they don't get involved in foolish
controversies (like 2 Tim. 2:14, 23). But this is not what Smith means. 

In Smith's 1994 book, Why Grace Changes Everything, Smith relates a story of a couple of influential families at
Calvary Chapel who bought into the doctrine of the "Jesus Only" Pentecostals. (This cult teaches that the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit are merely different terms for Jesus.) Since Smith has "always detested arguing Scripture with
people," he "let them lay out their faulty positions without trying to tear them apart. ... I knew many Scriptures that
would clarify the issue, but I didn't bother to argue with these folks." (This in no way is what Paul was talking about
in 2 Tim. 2:23-26; i.e., "correcting them"!) Smith had deceived these families so badly by not correcting them, that
they believed Smith actually agreed with them, which encouraged them to go about confidently espousing their
false doctrine in the church (pp. 174-176). The point is this -- How can you leave someone in false doctrine, as if
what they believed was no serious matter, and still claim to love the Truth?!

In another 1994 booklet by Larry Taylor entitled, The Ministry of An Assisting Pastor: (Or, More Things I Learned
From My Pastor), Taylor defines gossip "as saying anything negative, whether true or not, to anyone about the
pastor or about the ministry" (section "7. Never Gossip"). He teaches that you should quit the church and be quiet
rather than "ever say anything negative about the pastor or the ministry to anyone, even after you've quit. In a
situation where something in the church is so completely wrong that the sheep in the body are in spiritual danger,
then say nothing to anybody, resign, and move on." (Emphasis added.) This sounds like the teaching of a hireling
(John 10:12), not a lover of the truth. (This booklet is also sold in Calvary Chapel's bookstore.)

II.  Chuck Smith Is Ecumenical: In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, Smith says the following:

"Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He asked, 'Isn't that
carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a Presbyterian,'
'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes, the less
denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't
any real divisions in the Body. We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the
Baptists! -- And the Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all
belong to Him. We see the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving
against one another" (p. 157). (Emphasis added.)

If anything should be clear, it is that Roman Catholicism is a false religious system and is in NO WAY part of the
Body of Christ. Yet Chuck Smith views Catholicism as merely another Christian denomination.

III.  Smith Denies the Power of Godliness (2 Tim. 3:5): This is exemplified via his teaching on a "carnal
Christian." In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, he denies the power of godliness (i.e., the power of a changed
life that comes through faith in Christ -- 2 Cor. 5:17):

"The carnal Christian, however, has enough of the Lord to be saved, but not enough of the Lord to rest
in that salvation. He has enough of Christ to be miserable in the world, but too much of the world to be
happy in Christ" [p. 148]. ... The 'carnal Christian' is the man who has been awakened by the Spirit of
God to his need of Jesus Christ and has received Jesus Christ into his life as his Saviour -- but he has
never submitted his life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Thus, he is one who believes in Jesus Christ as
his Saviour but is still ruled by his flesh" (p. 154).

To begin with, Smith's definition of a "carnal Christian" as a person who is "saved" is seriously flawed. Such a
person "ruled by his flesh" is not saved (Rom. 10:9-10; 6:5-7; 8:5-6,13; 1 Jn 2:4). In 1 Cor. 3:1-3, Paul is rebuking
and correcting the Corinthians and is in no way saying they could continue on in this "carnal" state and still be
saved!
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IV.  False Teaching On Suicide: In Answers For Today, Smith is asked, "Is a person who commits suicide totally
lost for eternity?" Smith answers, "Definitely not! I believe that a person who is driven to the point of committing
suicide no longer has full responsibility for the things he's doing. Driven to a point of such mental extremes, he isn't
necessarily responsible for the action of taking his own life" (pp. 88-89). That is precisely what psychology
teaches! -- Not the Word of God! The very fact that a person is suicidal (and ready and willing to murder himself)
proves him to be reprobate, in rebellion (1 Sam. 15:23) against God, and still at odds with Him (Col. 1:21; Rom.
5:1; Gal. 5:19-21). At the very least, if one is talking about premeditated suicide, there is no way such a person
knows God! He is a murderer (1 Jn. 3:15)!

Chuck Smith disciple Larry Taylor wrote a 1994 booklet entitled Suicide And The Church. In section "V. Suicide In
The Bible," he states, "So then, we see that a born again Christian could commit suicide, and if he did, he would go
to heaven." Taylor then tells the story of his own teenage son's 1986 suicide (section "VII. A Personal Word of
Testimony"). His son had been deeply involved in Dungeons and Dragons and was listening regularly to hard rock
music. Yet Taylor claims this was a Christian home his son grew up in, and that it was the fault of Dungeons and
Dragons that led to his son's death, not his son's rebellion and lost condition that led him to Dungeons and
Dragons. The truth is too hard to face, so men lie to themselves, just as Romans 1:18 and John 3:20 say they do.

V.  A Hypocritical Stand Against Psychology: Chuck Smith is the editor of a booklet that Bob Hoekstra has
written entitled, The Psychologizing of the Faith, that exposes the evils and false doctrine that has come into the
church via psychology. This booklet is sold in the book store at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. Although the
Calvary Chapel book store has a disclaimer at the cash register which says that they can't fully endorse every book
sold, it is absolute hypocrisy to endorse The Psychologizing of the Faith, and at the same time sell and promote (by
selling) books written by pop psychologist Dr. James C. Dobson, Tim and Beverly LaHaye (four-temperament
gurus), Charles Stanley, Billy Graham, Max Lucado, Kay Arthur, Bill Bright, etc. In addition, in the 1994 booklet
What Calvary Chapel Teaches: A Brief Explanation of the Doctrine of the Calvary Chapel Movement, by Larry
Taylor, Calvary Chapel admits to approving of "mental health professionals" and says, "we thank God for them."
(Taylor has a Ph.D. in psychologically-oriented counseling and has held previous private employment as a
consultant to psychiatric hospitals and social service departments; he claims most of the booklet was written by
Chuck Smith.)

Along the lines of hypocritically standing against the psychologizing of the faith while denying the power of
godliness, Calvary Chapel sponsors "DISCIPLESHIP SUPPORT GROUPS" every Friday evening at 7:20 P.M. in
Room MCA 202 (from a flyer distributed in the early-1990s by Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa). The flier describes
who should attend these support group meetings:

"For ... (a) People Pleasers -- For those who painfully depend on approval from others in an attempt to
find safety, value and identity; (b) Sexually Abused -- For women whose lives have been impacted by
sexual abuse in some form; (c) Bereavement -- For those who have lost a spouse or other loved one,
whether recently or in the past; (d) Separated/Divorced -- For those who have suffered the break-up of
a marriage; (e) Men Impacted by Sexual Abuse -- For men who have been sexually abused or have a
loved one who has been abused; and (f) Overeaters -- For those who compulsively eat."

This all follows the pattern of a psychological approach -- as does Calvary Chapel's "Tuesday School of the Bible."
Of the 34 course offerings listed in a School of the Bible catalog, over a quarter are blatantly psychologized, with
such titles as: (a) Preparation for Marriage (using a book written by pastor turned psychologist H. Norman Wright);
(b) Choosing to Love (teaches codependency concepts); (c) The Step to Sobriety (codependency course using The
Serenity Bible for the text); (d) Children With Chemically Dependent Parents (taught to 7 to 12 year-olds who have
parents who are drunks or are on drugs); and (e) Biblical Strategies For Recovery From Abuse (with a course
description that reads like a course on Inner Healing).

Smith teaches psychological concepts in many other places. For example, in his 1982 book Charisma vs.
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Charismania, Smith teaches Freud's concept of the superego as a picture of our ideal self (p. 47); that God prizes
and values us (p. 63); that Maslow's concept of a hierarchy of needs is valid for Christians (pp. 99-100); that what
the Bible calls sins are actually "overt escapes" (plus such psychological terminology as "I hate myself" and "a
subconscious desire for punishment") (pp. 102-103); etc. More psychological concepts can be found in Smith's
1977/1980 booklet titled Family Relationships, wherein he speaks of the "ego" and "superego" (p. 9) (also found in
his 1995 book, Why Grace Changes Everything, [pp. 32-33]); the "emotional spectrum" of women and men (p. 12);
"emotional needs" and the "male ego" (pp. 32-33); and "psychological problems" (p. 54).

VI.  Smith is a Charismatic: Though Smith cannot be classified as a hyper-charismatic (i.e., one who holds
physical healing and/or demon deliverance services in open church), his theology is definitely charismatic. (Former
Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa members also tell us that some of the more radical charismatic practices are allowed
and even encouraged in home Bible studies and prayer groups. Yet, Smith himself has a very personable aspect, his
speaking approach is low-key, and he is careful to avoid any untoward Charismatic characteristics. Hence, his
ministry is especially dangerous, in that most Christians today tend to evaluate a leader by his personality and
appearance, rather than by his doctrine. But this is a fatal practice, especially concerning false teachers.)
Nevertheless, in his 1996 book Living Water: The Power of the Holy Spirit in Your Life, Smith writes: 

"In exercising the ministry of pastor-teacher, I believe there are three spiritual gifts that operate,
especially when we are teaching the word of God: prophecy, the word of knowledge ["the Lord told
me"], and the word of wisdom [p. 19]. ... How is the gift of tongues to be used in the life of the
believer? Tongues are exciting! It builds you up in your walk with God, and invigorates your
relationship with Him" (p. 178).

In his 1982 book Charisma vs. Charismania, Smith teaches that the "abuse of tongues" (i.e., blurting out gibberish
in a formal church service) makes one a "charismaniac," but speaking in tongues as a private prayer language is not
only acceptable, but encouraged (p. 113) and to be an enjoyable "experience" (p. 110). Smith's experience-oriented
theology probably comes from the fact that he is strongly Arminian (i.e., easy-believism/decisional regeneration),
so strongly Arminian that he, in effect, has rendered meaningless the Biblical doctrine of God's sovereignty in
salvation (Word for Today tape#1849 and Calvinism vs. Arminianism, by Larry Taylor).

Chuck Smith's charismatic leanings are also evident from the conferences in which he participates or endorses; e.g.,
Bill Bright's Fasting & Prayer Conferences. Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer
of 1994, during which he claims to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then
issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to
fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and
charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson,
W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry
Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the
spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the
Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath
of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was
held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for
this event included most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise
Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph
Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis.
New additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg
Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks,
and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's
August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade.)]

VII.  Worldly Evangelism: Perhaps a result of Smith's early days in the counter-cultural "Jesus People
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Movement,"* he seems to have a particular fondness for using the world's methods to aid in teaching and/or
evangelism. For example, drama and soft-rock musicals have always been a staple in Calvary Chapel's youth
ministries. However, "Christianizing" the things of the world in order to reach the lost seems to have gone
considerably further at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. The 6/13/94 NIRR and the 11/16/94 Christian Century report
that Calvary Chapel has begun a ministry at all-night "rave" parties. Rave is a dance movement from Europe in
which teens take designer drugs, use virtual-reality devices, and dance (usually alone) away the night and early
mornings hours to repetitive techno-pop dance music. Often, there is no lighting except for strobes and lasers.

The raves are usually held in abandoned warehouses or on Indian reservations. The youth members from Calvary
Chapel dress like the ravers. The males wear leather jackets, T-shirts, parachute pants or shorts, and shoes similar
to army boots. The females usually wear T-shirts, cutoff shorts, and the same style boots. Calvary outreach
assistant Tracy Herman claims that the Calvary Chapel evangelists hand out "really hip tracts" at the raves, and the
response to the gospel is "almost always positive." Even if that were true, is it not a sin for a church to expose its
young people to such a wicked environment (1 Cor. 15:33)?

VIII.  Smith "Ordained" a Man Who Admitted to Sexual Sin: Dr. David Hocking (born 1941) was best known
as the host of the "Solid Rock Radio" ministry, which had been broadcast over 170 stations nationwide, and for
many years was the host of the "BIOLA HOUR," a nationwide psychologically-oriented radio program affiliated
with the liberal (apostate?) Biola University/Talbot Seminary/Rosemead School of Psychology institutions. He was
also the senior pastor of the 6,000-member Calvary Church of Santa Ana, California, located just a few miles from
Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa. (Despite the "Calvary" in both names, these two churches are not
affiliated in any way.) Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid Rock Radio on 10/7/92 after confessing
to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation. Yet only three days later, Hocking stated that he wanted
to return to the pulpit! 

To the credit of the elders at Calvary Church Santa Ana, Hocking was permanently expelled (i.e., "ex-
communicated") after a dispute over his desired "restoration" after his "moral failure"; i.e., Hocking refused to
accept the three-year restoration plan of the elders. (It should be noted that Hocking never admitted to committing
adultery, but only "sexual sin, short of sexual intercourse" and to "fondling.") But, to the rescue came Chuck Smith
and Calvary Chapel. Smith pre-empted the discipline process of Calvary Santa Ana by immediately hiring Hocking
as a Calvary Chapel pastor. Smith then declared, "If he [Hocking] doesn't resume his teaching, I'm afraid he'll be
literally and totally destroyed." Thanks to Chuck Smith and the leadership at Calvary Chapel, a statement was made
that, in effect, it's okay to "ordain" a man to teach and preach even though he had admitted to sexual immorality.
(Reported in the March-April 1993, Bible For Today Newsreport; the 4/5/93, Christian News; and the 2/8/93 &
3/15/93, Calvary Contender.) 

This then turned into a simple sheep-stealing exercise, as Calvary Church emptied out and Calvary Chapel further
filled-up, due entirely to the presence of David Hocking. Calvary Church went into a financial downspin, and
having Hocking preaching less than ten miles away on Wednesday nights made the situation much worse. The
5/2/93 Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa Sunday Church bulletin showed that Hocking had been fully incorporated into
Calvary Chapel's teaching ministry. Hocking was listed as teaching the Wednesday night Bible Study held in
Calvary Chapel's "sanctuary," and was scheduled to speak at the 5/22/93 Southern California Men's Business
Conference (along with Chuck Smith). Though no longer affiliated with Calvary Chapel (he left in 1995), while
there Hocking maintained a wide range of teaching duties, including the Wednesday night Bible Study, a 2-hour
class at Calvary Chapel Bible College, and a nightly radio program on Calvary Chapel's KWVE radio station
("Hope for Today," heard in 21 markets).

IX.  Smith Soft On Promise Keepers: Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a
"phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade
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any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless, Chuck Smith is a promoter of this ecumenical,
charismatic, psychologized men's movement.

Smith spoke at one of the Promise Keepers 1994 regional conferences, indicating his support for the concept and
goals of PK. Since then, Smith has found it necessary to "clarify" his position towards PK. In a 4/5/95 letter "To all
Calvary Chapel Pastors," Smith voiced concern about PK's "excessive costs for attendance and materials" and with
"the psychological emphasis demonstrated in the use of the book [by Robert Hicks], The Masculine Journey ."
Being aware of the blasphemous, psychosexual teachings in Hicks' book, one would think that Chuck Smith would
strongly recommend that no Calvary Chapel pastor or church member attend a Promise Keepers function. Instead,
Smith merely "discourage[s] men from attending Promise Keepers events" and "encourages the use of discernment
as to your involvement with Promise Keepers."

* Note on the Jesus People Movement: The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing
the legacy of the "Jesus People Movement" of the late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this
movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest,
peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary
Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus People Movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread of the
Charismatic Movement along with its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave vitality to such
ecumenical/neo-evangelical organizations as Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, The Navigators, and Jews
for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (Jesus People USA) (indirectly) and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel
convert) are also products of the Jesus People Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

A Jesus People Reunion concert was held at Anaheim's Arrowhead Pond on 4/24/99. The 4/25/99 Orange County
Register reported that over 10,000 people gathered to celebrate the birth of the Jesus People Movement, a
movement of hippies in the late '60s and early '70s who, under the leadership of Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith,
professed to come to Christ but continued to indulge in the music, dress, and commune-style living of the hippie
generation. The article noted that scholars today "credit them with spearheading a casual style of worship that is the
norm among many congregations worldwide." One reunion attendee told the Register, "Jesus resembled the flower
children in many ways. He probably sported long hair. He hung out with the poor and the outcasts. He shook up the
establishment. And if he understands English, he's grooving along with us right now." Chuck Smith spoke at the
reunion and reminisced about the hippie years. The Register article noted, "More than anything else, music defined
the hippie experience at Smith's sanctuary. Some of the top draws reunited Saturday afternoon." Those in
attendance listened to several bands perform, including Mustard Seed Faith, Parable, and Love Song. (Reported in
the May-June 1999, Foundation magazine.)  [Back to Text]

* Note on Suicide: We hold that the Biblical position on suicide is that it is the sin of "Self-Murder," and by its
very nature (versus "other-murder") cannot be repented of (unless one takes the Roman Catholic way of repenting
in advance for the intentional commission of a future sin). Some will argue, however, that Samson's "suicide"
(Judg. 16:28-30) is proof that a person who commits suicide can still be a believer. But in the true sense of the
term, there are problems with classifying Samson's death as a "suicide." The verses in question read:

28 And Samson called unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I
pray thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes.
29 And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up, of
the one with his right hand, and of the other with his left.
30 And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with [all his] might; and the house
fell upon the lords, and upon all the people that [were] therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more
than [they] which he slew in his life.

A typical suicide does not require God's special power and permission to commit. The only way Samson could "kill
himself" is if God granted him the "strength" ("I pray thee, and strengthen me") and if He gave permission therein
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to die ("Let me die with the Philistines"). There is no other "suicide" like this anywhere else in the Bible. -- No
strength, no "suicide." No permission, no "suicide." -- This is more a case of God killing Samson (in order to
answer Samson's prayer to be "avenged of the Philistines"), than of Samson killing himself. If it is true that a person
who commits suicide can still be a believer, the example of Samson cannot be used as a proof-text.  [Back to Test]
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Calvary Chapel Movement*
Biblical Doctrine or Charismatic & Ecumenical?

Aberrant Charismatic Theology

Calvary Chapels teach the errors of the Charismatic movement. Calvary teaches that the sign and revelatory gifts in
the early church are still available today and should be sought and practiced. They teach their followers to seek
what Charismatics call the "baptism of the Holy Spirit." According to Calvary doctrine, this baptism is a second
baptism which comes upon the believer subsequent to his salvation.

Nowhere in God's Word are believers exhorted or encouraged to seek a second baptism. In fact, the Bible teaches
the opposite when It states, "For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles,
whether we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:13). The Scripture states
there is but one baptism. Charismatics teach that there are two. The Bible states all true Christians are fully and
completely baptized with one baptism. Charismatics teach that only some are complete in their baptism.

One leader within the Calvary Chapel movement, Larry Taylor, writes in the booklet What Calvary Chapel
Teaches:

In our services, we focus on a personal relationship with God through worship, prayer, and the teaching of the
Word of God. We teach both expositorily and topically. We do not allow speaking in tongues loudly during
services, nor prophecy while a Bible study is in progress because we do not believe that the Holy Spirit would
interrupt Himself. We have specific "after-glow services" and believer's meetings when these gifts of the Spirit
may be exercised (http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

Calvary Chapel's charismatic doctrine is often referred to as being "moderately charismatic." This is because
Calvary Chapels do not teach nor believe in many of the blatant errors of the hyper-Charismatics. Chuck Smith,
founder of Calvary Chapel, does not believe that a Christian can be demon-possessed or that a person under the
Holy Spirit's influence should be out of control or behave in an undignified manner. He teaches against practices
such as "being slain in the spirit," and barking or laughing uncontrollably. Calvary's stance thus seems sensible and
orderly, but this combination of truth and error is what makes these doctrines so seductive and confusing.

Concerning Fundamentalism, Taylor writes:

Fundamentalism is that portion of Protestantism which holds to the literal interpretation of the Scriptures,
believing that they are divinely inspired and inerrant. Hence, the "fundamentals" of the faith are emphasized.
Although the modem news media and the liberal church scorn fundamentalists as backwards and stupid, the
truth is that fundamentalism has preserved the integrity of God's Word and held on to the essential doctrines of
the orthodox faith ... (Ibid.)

In this instance, Taylor is correct. Fundamentalism has held and should continue to hold to the fundamentals of the
faith (would be better termed "cardinal doctrines of the faith"). A day does not go by that I do not thank God for
strengthening and raising up men and women who refuse to compromise the teachings of Scripture with the
philosophies of the world (Col. 2:8). But teaching that speaking in tongues is for today is a direct contradiction of
the so-called "fundamentals."

Taylor then defines Pentecostalism:

Pentecostalism as a modern movement grew out of the Azusa Street revival in Los Angeles at the turn of the
20th century, and spawned denominations that emphasize the fullness of the Holy Spirit and the exercise of
spiritual and Scriptural gifts of the Spirit which had fallen dormant in the main line churches. (Ibid.)
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Taylor points to the Azusa Street revival as the beginning of the restoration of the "Scriptural gifts of the Spirit." 
However, neither the gifts of the Holy Spirit nor the Holy Spirit has been dormant for the last 1,900 years. Only the
revelatory and the miraculous sign gifts "ceased" when the perfect canon of Scripture was completed in the first
century (1 Cor. 13:8). The Holy Spirit has never left the church (Eph. 1:13-14; Heb. 13:5). It must be noted that the
phenomena at Azusa Street could not be a true movement of the Holy Spirit, for there were spiritists, hypnotists,
and many unscriptural activities taking place at the Azusa Street Mission. People who were allegedly under the
power of the Holy Spirit were given to fits of laughing and weeping uncontrollably. Many babbled in unintelligible
gibberish. Much of the same error and unscriptural activity that took place at Azusa Street is occurring today in
places such as Toronto and Pensacola.

Taylor then defines the position of the Calvary Chapel as the following:

Over the years, however, fundamentalism, while it clung to the integrity of God's Word, tended to become rigid,
legalistic, and unaccepting of spiritual gifts. Similarly, Pentecostalism became enthusiastic and emotional at the
expense of the teaching of God's Word. Calvary Chapel is the balance between the two. At Calvary Chapel we
believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the Bible, and we encourage their exercise, but always
decently and in order, and with the primary emphasis on the Word of God which we look to as our primary rule of
faith. (Ibid.)

According to Taylor, then, anyone who believes that the gifts of the foundational Apostolic Period are not for
today is "rigid and legalistic." But the Bible teaches that believers are to base their beliefs on Scripture alone as
opposed to experience—there is nothing "legalistic" about it. Calvary claims to be the balance between those who
cling to God's Word and those who put emotionalism and experience in the place of God's Word. This is not
balance. Make no mistake about it, Calvary is teaching grave error. The world teaches us to seek unity and
common ground with those who have beliefs different from our own.1 God's Word teaches us to separate from
unscriptural practices. John 8:32 says, "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." We are not
instructed to find the "balance" or the "middle ground." Jesus did not say, "know the balance, and the balance shall
make you free."

Many people who attend Calvary are either confused or unaware of what Chuck Smith teaches on the issue of
"tongues" being for today. The following quotes are taken from an article entitled "The Baptism of the Holy Spirit"
by Calvary Chapel founder Chuck Smith:

Speaking in tongues is an exercise of faith that is an affront to my intellect. My intellect used to be very important
to me. A straight-A average was the most important thing in the world when I was going to school, but God
humbled me. I must admit it is very humbling to pray to God in tongues, for you don't understand what you are
saying. I must by-pass my intellect to communicate with God in the spirit. I must trust the Holy Spirit to speak to
God, instead of my intellect. I must have faith that He knows, much better than I know, what is best for me and
how to petition God for it. In order to exercise my faith by speaking in tongues, I must deny that my own intellect
is better able to communicate (http://calvarychapel.com/ashland/hspirit.html).

Chuck Smith bases his belief that one must pray in tongues, while bypassing his intellect, on Romans 8:26:
"Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: but the
Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This is a misunderstanding and
misapplication of this verse. First, it is not we who are praying or making intercession; the verse clearly states that
"the Spirit itself maketh intercession." We have nothing to do with His intercession on our behalf. Second, the
Holy Spirit makes intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This rules out speaking or groaning
out loud in public or in private.  Chuck Smith teaches the same error that extreme Pentecostals and Charismatics
use to justify praying in unintelligible gibberish.

Chuck Smith also believes that if an individual doubts that he is speaking in tongues because he has the ability to
stop, Satan must be behind it. He writes:

The first hassle you find, the minute you start speaking in an unknown tongue, is that Satan tells you that you're
just making it up. When he does you're going to stop—just like that. And then he will say, "See, you were making
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it up, because you can stop." That is exactly what he did to me. But Paul said, "I will pray with the Spirit, and I
will pray with understanding." (Ibid.)

This is the same erroneous teaching that Charismatic seminars promote when training people to speak in tongues.
The people giving the seminar encourage the participants to "let their voices go" and to speak out whatever
syllables or gibberish is in their head. They are then told not to let the devil deceive them into thinking it is only
gibberish and not a genuine Holy Spirit-given "prayer language." How can such faulty teaching be reconciled with
what is clearly stated in God's Word, which says, "For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all
churches of the saints" (1 Cor. 14:33)?

No one needed to teach the apostles how to speak in tongues on the day of Pentecost. They did not speak gibberish
but, instead, known languages understood both by them as well as those hearing them. They spoke intelligible
languages as the "Holy Ghost gave them utterance" (Acts 2:4-11). The apostles had no reason to doubt that this
was an act of God. Faith is reasonable, and we must never "bypass" the mind that God has given us.

When the Pentecostal movement began at Azusa Street, a clear and definite difference existed between the
emotionally driven Pentecostal and the sober Bible-believing Fundamentalist. Hyper-Pentecostals were considered
"extremists" and part of the "lunatic fringe." But this is no longer true today. The Fundamentalist is now the one
who is considered divisive, extreme, and unloving while the Pentecostal/Charismatic churches are considered
loving and tolerant. What has caused this dramatic reversal? Though many factors exist, the primary reason is that
the vast majority of churches have gradually compromised. Doctrinal issues have been clouded because church
leaders fail to practice Biblical separation from those who promote these unscriptural doctrines. Many churches
have not heeded the apostle Paul's exhortation: "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

Calvary Chapel churches have played no small part in giving the Charismatic Movement the respectability it has
needed to thrive and flourish. Calvary Chapel, by taking a so-called moderate or "balanced" stand on extrabiblical
revelation, such as prophecy and tongues, has made what was once considered extreme and unacceptable now
appear to be moderate and credible.

Fellowshipping with Compromisers

Chuck Smith, Greg Laurie, Chuck Missler and many other well-known leaders of the Calvary Chapel movement
often appear on the hyper-Charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). By appearing on TBN, these men, by
association (2 John 9-11), actually endorse TBN's many programs that con money from their faithful viewers. The
manipulative and blatantly unscriptural practices of TBN to raise money are almost beyond belief. Promising those
who send money 100 to 1,000-fold returns on their "seed faith" offerings is only one of the many deceptions TBN
uses to fleece the flock, yet Chuck Smith and Chuck Missler hosted the "Praise the Lord" broadcast just this past
year (2000). 

Chuck Smith opposes such unscriptural practices, but then he appears on TBN. His compromise has a huge impact
on those who attend the various Calvary Chapel churches and who identify strongly with him, for it implies that
this network and its blasphemous "word-faith" teachings have his stamp of approval. After all, if the gifts of
miracles, tongues, and prophecy are for today, who would dare question or judge TBN's ministry? Galatians 5:9
makes it clear that only "a little leaven [bad doctrine] leaveneth the whole lump." TBN has much more than a little
leaven. Chuck Smith warns people about unscrupulous televangelists on his various radio ministries, but he rarely
names the people or programs against whom he is speaking. An overseer of the church of God has an obligation to
warn other believers of unscriptural and ungodly practices. How can church leaders warn God's people if they
remain silent for the most part and go so far as to participate with and, thereby, endorse those who promote
unscriptural teachings for profit?

Calvary teaches that the doctrines on spiritual gifts were "side issues" and that these issues should not divide the
body. Calvary has a built-in philosophy for compromise and toleration of questionable doctrines. Notice once
again what Larry Taylor writes:
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When we move away from the essential doctrines to those that are less essential we risk setting barriers up in
the church, something we at Calvary Chapel have no desire to do. Still, Calvary Chapel is distinct from
denominational churches and other Protestant groups and people want to know what those distinctions are. That
is the purpose of this little booklet (http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

The Scriptures do not teach that any portion of the Word of God contains doctrines that are "less essential."2 Our
Lord and Savior left no room for doubt on this subject: "It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4).

Endnotes

1  While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true biblical
unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in
the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity
of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real
spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions and offences
contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).  [Return to Text]

2  This does not appear to me to put much of a priority on truth other than the "essentials." In fact, why run so as to
win (1 Corinthians 9:24)? If you have the "essentials" down, it's no big deal if you get deceived into other areas.
What kind of a warning is Colossians 2:8 then anyway? So what if you're taken in by empty deceit! You have your
essentials! Eat and drink (theologically speaking), for tomorrow we all go to heaven! WHAT A LIE! One cannot
categorize Bible doctrine as very essential, not so very essential, less essential, non-essential, or whatever other
type of human ranking system. Differences in "Importance," yes, but there are no doctrines that are more or less
essential than others. The Bible does not divide doctrine into essential and non-essential. Paul labored to preach the
whole counsel of God (Acts 20:27). Modern evangelicalism claims that certain doctrines are "essential" and others
are "non-essential," and that Christian unity revolves strictly around the essentials, while the non-essentials have no
meaning in regard to fellowship. But the Bible nowhere says that doctrine can be so divided. "The faith once
delivered unto the saints" (Jude 3) describes that body of truth delivered to us by the Lord's Apostles through the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The entire body of truth is to be contended for. Timothy was to allow NO OTHER
DOCTRINE to be taught (1 Timothy 1:3). There is no hint here that some Bible doctrine is essential and other
doctrine is not.  [Back to Text]

Quotes from the Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, Statement of Faith, and from web sites linked from the Calvary
Chapel main web page (Source: FBIS, 7/3/01):

ECUMENISM: "We are not a denominational church, nor are we opposed to denominations as such,
only their over-emphasis of doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We
believe that the only true basis of Christian fellowship is His (Agape) love, which is greater than any
differences we possess and without which we have no right to claim ourselves Christians" (Statement
of Faith, Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapels, is very ecumenical. In a 1993 book he says: "We should
realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any real divisions in the Body.
We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the Baptists! -- And the
Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong to Him. We see
the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one another"
(Smith, Answers for Today, p. 157).

Chuck Smith's ecumenism is also evident from a statement quoted in the December 1995 issue of
Sojourner magazine. "Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He
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asked, 'Isn't that carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a
Presbyterian,' 'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes,
the less denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there
aren't any real divisions in the Body. We're all one."

CHARISMATIC GIFTS IN GENERAL: "We believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the
Scriptures are valid for today if they are exercised within the scriptural guidelines" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

TONGUES: "When you're alone in your closet, when you are among believers in an after-glow prayer
service, you can speak in tongues -- and you can pray to God. Why? Because nobody is going to
benefit from tongues. You know who's going to benefit? Paul says only the Lord. Because nobody
understands what you're saying. Only the Holy Spirit knows what you're saying" (A Raul Ries Bible
study; tape #IN44-5, Acts 1:8; Calvary Chapel, West Covina, CA).

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: "The Baptism with the Holy Spirit is a definite occurrence,
subsequent to salvation, whereby the Third Person of the Godhead comes upon the believer to anoint
and energize him for Spiritual service" (Greg Laurie's web site, as linked from the Calvary Chapel
main web page).  [Return to Top]

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a May-June 2001 Foundation magazine article: "Some Reflections on the Calvary
Chapel Movement," by Robert W. Hurzeler.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/2002
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Charles Solomon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Charles Solomon has a doctorate in psychology and counseling from the University of Northern Colorado
(1972). (Officially, the degree is a "Doctor of Education in Spirituotherapy.") He is the founder and executive
director of Grace Fellowship International (GFI), which was incorporated in the state of Colorado in 1969 as a non-
profit corporation for the express purpose of implementing a spiritual counseling ministry. (Grace Fellowship is
also a member of the neo-evangelical National Association of Evangelicals [NAE]).1 "Sharing the power of the
Cross with hurting people," is GFI's stated goal; to achieve this, other men and women have been trained and
ministries have been established in various places in the United States and on five continents. Solomon claims that
much of the work toward his doctorate was "original research, counseling, writing, and teaching associated with the
discipline of Spirituotherapy" (see below for details) (Source: Handbook of Happiness, pp. 6-7; and a 1995 GFI
"The Solomon Institute in Spirituotherapy" brochure).

-  Solomon has written several books about his personal (psycho-spiritual, integrationist) approach to counseling.
He describes his position in his 1977 book, Counseling with the Mind of Christ, as follows: "Rare, indeed, is the
individual who employs psychology exclusively for purposes of understanding the psychodynamics of the behavior
in question while allowing the Spirit of God to apply the Word of God to produce a child of God and that child
being 'conformed to His image'" (see Romans 8:29). He also shows his psychological preferences in Handbook of
Happiness when he says:

"the thesis of this book ... is supported by empirical evidence proving that where psychotherapy has
either failed completely or caused harmful results in many lives, the person subsequently has been
totally delivered through Spirituotherapy at Grace Fellowship ... there are many Christians within the
ranks of psychotherapists who are very sound in their faith and who are fundamental in doctrine. They
do much to alleviate suffering on the part of emotionally disturbed patients and many return to a fuller
life who are much better adjusted psychologically" (p. 18). (Emphasis added.)

On the back cover of Solomon's 1977 book, Handbook of Happiness: A Guide to Victorious Living and Effective
Counseling (11/84:6th printing), the publisher says:

"Now professionally trained in psychology, he has developed a Bible-based approach to contemporary
personal crises. He terms this 'Spirituotherapy.'! This manual details this technique that is answering
the quest for many troubled minds for a life that not only can mentally survive but spiritually abound in
the present space age complexities ... this may prove to be the answer you seek; it is not simply another
'Christian psychology' treatment. Rather, it dares to depart from some traditional psychological
approaches and to lead a distressed individual directly to the cross not only for life, but for the life
more abundant that Jesus promised." (Emphasis added.)

-  Despite Solomon paying lip-service in Handbook of Happiness to the evils of psychotherapy, "another Christian
psychology" is exactly what Spirituotherapy is -- its roots are Freudian, but with a little behaviorism and humanism
thrown in: (All emphases added.)

(a) Solomon quotes from Glasser's Reality Therapy ("At all times in our lives we must have at least
one other person who cares about us and whom we care for ourselves. If we do not have this essential
person, we will not be able to fulfill our basic needs. One characteristic is essential in the other person:
he must be in touch with reality himself and able to fulfill his own needs in the world.") and says,
"This, too, is the basic premise of Spirituotherapy; the prime difference is that the Person who meets
our needs is the Lord Jesus Christ -- not a human therapist. If Glasser's book were read with this
significant substitution, the approach of Spirituotherapy would be approximated" (p. 20).
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(b) "The counselor in Spirituotherapy is not a therapist but a spiritual guide. The therapy is
accompanied by the Master Therapist, the Holy Spirit. Thus, the therapy of the Holy Spirit within the
human spirit results in deliverance from psychological symptoms caused by spiritual maladjustment.
This is not to say that all psychological difficulties have a spiritual genesis. Many, if not most, of these
stem from early childhood, and psychology is beneficial in understanding some of the resultant
behavior" (p. 21).

(c) "... more than ninety per cent of all Christians never experience the abundant or victorious life, so
they do not understand how deep psychological problems can be resolved" (p. 23).

(d) Check out Solomon's humanistic poem on page 26: "ACCEPTANCE: Oh, to know acceptance; In a
feeling sort of way; To be known for what I am -- Not what I do or say; It's nice to be loved and
wanted, For the person I seem to be, But my heart cries out to be loved, For the person who really is
me! ... The path to feeling acceptance of God, Is paved with acceptance on Earth; Being valued by
others I love, Enhances my own feeling of worth ..."

(e) "If we propose to work with the human being in coping with the problems of living, it is a foregone
conclusion that we must understand his basic needs ... Freud ... It is suggested that he took the basics
for his theory of personality from the Bible, just as we do at Grace Fellowship. However, he perverted
them, while we employ them just as given. His constructs of id, ego, and superego are roughly
equivalent to those presented in the Word of God as body, soul, and spirit, respectively ... To deny the
genius of Freud in developing a counterfeit system in rivalry to God would be to show a complete lack
of understanding of the monumental work that he did. Also, to refuse to profit by his research and
understanding of human behavior would be to ignore a great body of knowledge which is extremely
useful, providing it is used solely for understanding ..." (pp. 27-28). [In actuality, the id/ego/superego
concept, with all its psychosexual gratification underpinnings, was contrived by Freud precisely
because he rejected God's truth about man, not because there was a correspondence between Freudian
theory and Biblical truth, as Solomon would like us to believe. This is a classic example of what so-
called Christian psychologists never seem to tire of attempting to do -- they impose godless, anti-
Christian ideas onto the Bible, all the while claiming a special calling of God.]

(f) Solomon describes one of the ways he uses Freud: "... some of the terms developed by Freud and
his successors to define certain behavioral traits are utilized when appropriate, since these terms are
well understood and afford a means of communication" (p. 29).

(g) Also basic to Solomon's Spirituotherapy system is the unbiblical, charismatic concept of "crisis
sanctification" or the "second blessing," whereby salvation from Christ and identification with Christ
are seen as two distinct and separate events: "How can this no-longer-I-but-Christ awareness take
place? It happens differently in every life. But in point of time it has to become as much as reality as
the day we trusted Jesus Christ to save us ... we must realize that this identification awareness is an
event that actually takes place at a point in time and experience. We may not be able to identify that
crisis point ... But the result is unmistakable -- self is dethroned and Christ takes control" (pp. 56-57) ...
"age 10 ... the average age at which a person enters into a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ (p. 64) ... age 40 ... a conservative estimate of the average age at which a Christian enters into
the abiding, abundant life of identification with Christ ... it is necessary that we have assurance of
identification. This is parallel to and just as vital as being sure of salvation. Unless we have assurance
of salvation, we will not possess our possessions in Christ; unless we have assurance of identification
we cannot rest in the finished work of Christ" (pp. 68-69).

(h) "If we are well adjusted psychologically, there is not as much disparity between our feelings and
the facts. However, a person who feels inferior, insecure, inadequate and unacceptable is continuously
faced with a set of emotions which are at variance with the facts or reality. Therefore, he must distort
the facts to agree with his feelings or employ some defense mechanism to permit him to cope with an
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untenable situation. Neurosis is said to be the distortion of reality" (p. 95).

(i) Solomon administers The Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis test (TJTA) "... to almost all of
those who have been counseled prior to the first interview. Additional testing after a prolonged period
will permit some valid objective data which has statistical significance" (p. 114). [The TJTA has been
proven to have no adequate statistical validity in either measuring personality traits, nor in using such
results to successfully predict marriage compatibility, occupational fitness, child success in school, etc.
Moreover, personality tests like the TJTA are based upon the theories of godless atheists (Carl Jung) --
see the Bobgans' book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an
excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.]

-  The following information was documented from various GFI brochures, advertising its conferences and training
seminars (received in May of 1994 from GFI Executive Director, Theron O. Messer) -- the psychological bent of
GFI's programs is evident:

(a) "The GRACE THAT WORKS Conference" is geared for "church members [who] are experiencing
the same conflicts and dysfunctions as the worldly society. ... designed ... to help participants discover
a powerful, personal faith, which will put the gifts of grace to work in order that they might become
more like Jesus."

(b) GFI conducts counselor training conferences, offering two levels of training in Spirituotherapy. The
first, the GFI workshop, offers 20 hours of training to "prepare you to take a life history and to present
God's solution using a Wheel and Line. You will be able to lead another into a personal experience of
oneness with Christ, whereby they exchange their old, fleshly identity for their new Christ-like spiritual
identity."

(c) There is also the Solomon Institute in Spirituotherapy, which is advanced training in
Spirituotherapy: "an intensive, one week (30 hours) Institute ... This Professional level of training has
been approved by various states ... by the National Board for Certified Counselors (NBCC) for
continuing education credits needed to keep counseling licenses current." [That would be a
psychologist's license.] "The institute is designed for those who are serious about being used of God in
ministering to the needs of hurting people. Committed lay people, pastors, counselors, physicians,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers can profit equally by such intensive study." (Emphasis
added.) The following psychologically-oriented books are recommended for students in the Institute:
Handbook to Happiness; The Ins and Outs of Rejection; Counseling With the Mind of Christ;
Handbook to Acceptance; Handbook to Happiness; and You -- A Spiritual Clinic.

(d) The "Exchanged Life Conference," is "designed such that a believer who is experiencing defeat in
his life may find the way to walk in faith and the victory that the Bible promises; ... When the self-life
is exchanged for the Christ-life, many symptoms of lifetime duration are dealt with in a very short
time. Defeat, emotional disturbances, mental symptoms, and interpersonal conflicts (such as in
marriage) are all within the realm of the Holy Spirit's working as the flesh gives way to the Spirit" [and
you cough-up your $425 per couple for the conference!]. Psycho-spiritual topics covered in the
conference are identity; rejection and its detrimental influence; healing and damaged emotions; the
exchanged life; the process of appropriation; application to daily life; and a counseling session video.

In Messer's letter that accompanied the brochures, Messer admits that GFI charges $50 an hour for counseling
clients.2 He also admits to referring those "out of touch with reality [Glasser's "Reality Therapy" terminology] ... to
such clinics as Rapha." [Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas, is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous (12-Step codependency/recovery) programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerian-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha claims
that over 3,500 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
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Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages.)] 

-  It is obvious that Solomon approaches the understanding of problems of living through psychological, not Biblical
eyes. Moreover, in later years, his psychological understanding of man is seen almost exclusively through the
concept of "Rejection." Just as Freud viewed human problems through the early life Oedipus Complex, Solomon
sees human problems through an "early life rejection syndrome." Rejection is now the cornerstone of Solomon's
theoretical amalgamation. And, just as Freudian analysts' patients report the Oedipal ideas and feelings to them, so
do Solomon's patients report the rejection syndrome to him and his followers. Solomon says: "... the majority of
mental and emotional symptoms have roots traceable to childhood rejection which has limited the person's options
in coping with responsibility and stress."

Solomon even outdoes Freud in how far back he is willing to carry the possibility of rejection. In his 1982 book,
The Rejection Syndrome, he says: "Research has also substantiated a cause-and-effect relationship between a
mother's rejection of an unborn child and the psychological difficulties of the child in later life." Although an
interesting psychological idea, the research has not substantiated any such cause-and-effect relationship. (A single
phone call to any medical school with faculty in child development or pediatric neurology will reveal this.)
Although Solomon thinks he has a spiritual solution to the so-called rejection syndrome, his model of man is
definitely psychological. (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 95-96.)

Note: One of the problems at the root of Solomon's psychological model is his doctrine of "One-Naturism" -- the
teaching of the eradication of the believer's Adamic life and nature. [Solomon wrote: "Satan, the enemy of souls,
has made another critical deception in blinding the minds of believers to the truth that the old man or sin nature no
longer exists in the Christian (The Rejection Syndrome, p. 106).] It is a product of Covenant theology, and is being
spread by the likes of John MacArthur, Neil Anderson, Woodrow Kroll, and Charles Stanley. The eradicationist
dispenses with the sinful Adamic life and nature by relegating the first Adam to extinction. Then, in order to
account for sin in the life of the believer, the "flesh" becomes the source of indwelling evil. The flesh is described
by such symptoms as: learned and developed pre-conversion habits, appetites, influences, tendencies, residual sin,
and "vestiges of our sinful flesh," "graveclothes of our sinful flesh," and "residual fallenness." Eradication instills in
the believer a tendency to avoid responsibility for personal sins. Considering his old man eradicated, he is wont to
shift the blame for his sin upon factors form his past -- old habits and tendencies, "dysfunctional" family
conditions, etc. Some eradicationists avoid responsibility for personal sin by blaming Satan. Heretofore it was, "The
devil made me do it"; but now it is, "Satan did it."

Every candid believer knows full well that the sin that dwells in him is manifested by the identical characteristics
that it had before he was saved -- nothing new, or different. It is the same old man that it ever was -- Adamic self
himself. Every honest Christian knows his indwelling old Adamic life and nature very well, having grown up in it.
It is not symptomatic habits, psychological victimization caused by "childhood rejection," or Satan, but hard-core
Adamic life and nature. The Covenant, one-nature, eradication error results from the lack of
dispensational/positional teaching. When Romans 6:6 is held to be actual and experiential, rather than judicial and
positional, it is only natural to deduct that the Adamic life is eradicated from the life of the believer. (Source:
Adapted from an 11/96 Miles Stanford paper: "Back to the Bible and One-Naturism.")

Endnotes

1  In November of 2001, BDM received an email from GFI's John Woodward, stating that GFI is no longer a
member of the NAE. I responded as follows: "If you will confirm that NO GFI site throughout the world belongs to
the NAE, I will correct the reference to the following: 'GFI was but is no longer a member of NAE.'" Woodward
never responded.  [Return to text]

2  Woodward also claims that "Grace Fellowship does not charge counselees a fee for counseling." I responded as
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follows: "If you will send me a statement indicating that NO GFI site throughout the world and NO GFI counselor
charges fees to counselees, I will be happy to make a correction.  Please indicate if any of the GFI counselors
encourage and accept donations for counseling." Again, Woodward never responded.  [Return to text]
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Charles Solomon's Integration*
Charles Solomon's approach to counseling is one that seems initially to promise a truly Biblical methodology.
Specifically, his counseling method promises to be grounded in "the truth of freedom through union with Christ in
His death and resurrection." He claims the cross and the power of God's Spirit to be central to his approach. The
following is written in Solomon's book Handbook to Happiness:

"Spirituotherapy is a word coined by Dr. Solomon to identify an approach to counseling that makes the
believer's relationship to the cross of Christ central to its method and goal. The Holy Spirit is the
therapist who renews the mind and transforms the life in accord with Romans 12:2" (p. 11).

Solomon does correctly remind us of the important concept of our union with Christ. Certainly that is an essential
concept in the area of sanctification. Unfortunately, Solomon emerges as yet another psychological integrationist
promising an approach that is accurate in its combination of psychology and theology. Such attempts at integration
are fundamentally flawed, and this one is no exception.

Criticisms of Psychotherapy

Severe criticisms of modern psychotherapy, scattered throughout Solomon's writings, hide the fact of his own
psychological integration. He rightly criticizes the strengthening of self, the therapeutic relationship, and the
practice of making counseling referrals outside the church. However, he admits his willingness to use psychological
categories to understand human nature, yet insists that he uses solely Biblical solutions. What is needed, however,
and lacking in Solomon's work, is a Biblical understanding of man's problems and solutions grounded solely in
God's truth and power.

Trichotomy

Solomon's particular understanding of man as a three-part being (body, soul, and spirit) is unbiblical and leads to
some rather strange conclusions. For example, he makes a sharp soul-spirit separation, insisting that the soul relates
to people while the spirit relates to God. On this basis, one wonders how Solomon would understand the command
to love God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength. Furthermore, trichotomy in general implies that the
psychologist cares for the soul while the pastor cares for the spirit. God's Word and Spirit, however, are sufficient
for the entire inner man (2 Peter 1:3).

Rejection

"Rejection" is undoubtedly Solomon's major psychological category for understanding human behavior. He places a
huge emphasis on "the absence of meaningful love." Rejection, for Solomon, is a very broad category that includes
the death or divorce of parents, or even time spent in an incubator prior to the development of "conscious"
memories.

Certainly, we live in a fallen world where all are sinned against to some degree. However, focusing on rejection
experienced at the hand of other fallen human beings, as the driving force behind adult behavior, diverts us from
the Biblical doctrine of sin and the glory of our reconciliation to God in Christ.

Identity

Here is another key to unlocking Solomon's counseling methods. Solomon believes that identity, either assigned by
others or created by self, has a powerful impact on our decisions and relationships with others. He sees it as one of
the major forces driving sinful behavior. Although Solomon's teachings appear Biblical in his exhortation to
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exchange identities, he remains subtly focused on self -- on guarding personal "identity" or self-concept.

Assurance of Salvation

Solomon rightly says that assurance of salvation is to be based on the facts of Scripture rather than our feelings.
Unfortunately, he insists that emotions most commonly account for a lack of assurance, and that an appeal to
Biblical facts fails to clear the confusion. He does note the Bible's teaching that we can have assurance (1 John
5:13). However, his attitude reflects a weak view of the power of God's living Word (consider Hebrews 4:12!).
Solomon claims to be Biblical, but denies the sufficiency of the Scripture (2 Peter 1:3). Similar reasoning is applied
when Solomon considers feelings of inferiority, insecurity, inadequacy, and such.

Salvation Plus...

Salvation, according to Solomon's teaching, is only one major milestone along the believer's path to glory.
Although denying a "second work of grace," Solomon clearly proposes "total surrender" as a separately identifiable
second experience that almost always occurs at some point after salvation. "Total surrender" involves a daily
"aggressive yielding" that borders on works-righteousness. In fact, it doesn't stop there. Solomon identifies a third
experience, that of identification with the cross of Christ. Important as this concept is, Scripture affirms its truth for
all believers (Romans 6:1-14), rather than identifying separate experiences that occur at some point after salvation.

Being vs. Doing

Pagan psychologist Abraham Maslow emphasized "being" over "becoming" or doing. Popular "recovery guru" John
Bradshaw has a similar disdain for any sort of "doing," counseling his listeners to love themselves for just "being."
Solomon is far more Biblical than these two, yet we encounter a similar concern, perhaps borrowed from pagan
sources. Solomon believes that the believer who really matures into "spiritual adulthood" is one who "is interested
primarily in his growth rather than in his service -- in "being rather than doing." However, Scripture does not
dissect "being" and "doing." Rather, being conformed to the image of Christ is highly correlated with active
obedience to His commands. "Being" -- in Christ -- is accompanied by "doing" -- Christ's commands. Jesus taught
that those who love Him will keep His commandments (John 14:15).

Solomon's being/doing division is evident in his distinction between the blood of Christ and the cross of Christ. Yet
although he makes some Biblical statements about Christ's work of atonement, this sort of dichotomy distorts the
Biblical message. Christ shed His blood on the cross. The cross and blood are inseparable.

Maintaining Victory

When Solomon considers difficult times during the believer's life, he borrows heavily from the polluted streams of
psychology. The beginning of a "downer," according to Solomon, is likely to involve a significant rejection, loss of
self-esteem, frustration, hostility, or depression. Such factors are emphasized more than sin arising out of the heart.
Furthermore, if Solomon were fully consistent with his thesis of the "exchanged" life, the "loss of self-esteem"
would hardly be a concern. Rejection, too, would not occupy such a prime position, as the believer can expect
rejection and persecution for his faith (John 15:18-20; 1 Peter 4:12-19).

Suffering

Solomon emphasizes God's use of suffering in the lives of Christians. Certainly, the reality of suffering is evident
from the Scriptures, and God uses it to accomplish His purposes. However, the necessity of suffering, as perhaps
the way in which God works in the believer's life, is Solomon's emphasis. Even though Solomon promotes an
"exchanged" life in which self is dethroned, his focal point is still self rather than God's glory. The use of human
suffering for God's glory is a scriptural emphasis that overshadows its use only to transform the believer. The
transformation of the believer is accomplished in order that God may be glorified.
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Conclusion

Solomon's work focuses on the important issue of our union with Christ. A Biblical understanding of this concept is
essential to comprehending the nature of our salvation and sanctification. However, it is important to look carefully
at what the Bible actually says and to correct the flaws in Solomon's analysis. Flaws exist not only in his
understanding of our union with Christ, but in his doctrine of the nature of man, and in his proposal that some
"second" or even "third" experience is needed to live the victorious Christian life. In addition, careful examination
is needed to identify the psychological concepts (particularly rejection) that Solomon introduces and mixes in with
Biblical teaching. His method sounds promising, and his intentions seem sincere, yet his counseling must be
exposed as yet another unbiblical integration of God's truth with man's "wisdom."

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article by D. Dewart in the March-April 1997, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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R.C. Sproul
General Teachings/Activities

-  R.C. Sproul was for years professor of systematic theology and apologetics at Reformed Theological Seminary in
Orlando, Florida (where one can "receive professional training that integrates Reformed theology and superior
psychological research.") He is now Professor of Theology and Apologetics at Knox Theological Seminary in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, and teaches at Westminster Theological Seminary as well. He is also the founder and chairman
of Ligonier Ministries (circa 1974) in Orlando ("designed to fill the gap between Sunday school and seminary");
Ligonier has more than 50 employees. Sproul has also authored over 50 books, recorded hundreds of messages on
video and audio cassette, and has a daily radio broadcast, "Renewing Your Mind," heard on more than 300 outlets
nationwide and throughout 120 countries. Sproul also publishes a monthly "Bible study" magazine (Tabletalk),
conducts conferences and seminars, and sells his and others videos, audios, and books. On Sproul's "Renewing
Your Mind Online" website, he touts ministry endorsements by such notable neo-evangelical psychologizers as
John MacArthur, D. James Kennedy, Elisabeth Elliot, Ravi Zacharias, Jerry Bridges, and Joni Eareckson Tada.

-  Sproul has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist, Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs,
with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).] Evidence of this endorsement comes from Sproul's October
1989, Tabletalk interview with Dr. Crabb ("Dealing With Sexual Sin: A Perspective on Guilt and Sexuality from
Dr. Larry Crabb," pp. 6-10), and a pull-out advertisement for a Larry Crabb' book (Inside Out) in the same
Tabletalk issue.

-  Sproul endorses the general teachings of psychologist James Dobson, particularly Dobson's teachings on self-
esteem/self-love/self-image. Sproul has not only published articles by Dobson in his ministry's Tabletalk
publication (e.g., see the December 1988 issue for Dobson's article, "Little Ones to Him Belong," in which Dobson's
main point is that an important fringe benefit of Christianity is that one obtains an additional source of self-esteem),
but also espouses Dobson's selfism philosophy in his own writings as well (e.g., see the 10/89 issue of Tabletalk,
"Who We Really Are," and the 10/25/89 InterAct devotional).

-  Sproul endorsed Bill Hybels' 1990 book Honest to God, saying, "Bill Hybels has an exciting and contagious
faith." Hybels is a psychologizer (e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory and "journaling" in
Honest to God), and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.) Sproul also recommends
Christ in Christmas ("An Advent devotional guide for the whole family. Features articles by R.C., Chuck Swindoll,
James Dobson ...") and Christ in Easter ("An Easter devotional guide for the whole family. Features articles by
Charles Colson, Max Lucado, Billy Graham ...").

-  R.C. Sproul publicly endorsed Hugh Ross's book, Creation and Time, which is a polemic for progressive
creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. This NavPress published book also openly attacks
the creation movement and the major people involved (2/26/96, Christian News).

From this endorsement, we can only assume that R.C. Sproul agrees with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam. (But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded
Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things?
And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished
nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it
not be a requirement that the head of a major so-called "apologetic" ministry be a literal creationist?
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-  In a 3/88 Eternity editorial, Sproul promoted a raunchy movie staring Barbara Streisand -- the movie included
cursing, prostitution, incest, and a glib justification for abortion. Sproul bemoans the fact that most Christians won't
see the film simply "because there is a growing taboo in the evangelical world against watching movies."
Raunchiness is not new for Sproul. In his Johnny Come Novel, many of its pages were "blue with blasphemy"
uttered by its principal characters, and he used "unnecessary and offensive explicitness" in relating an illicit event
(7/24/87, Sword of the Lord). In the 3/87 Eternity, he said, "All art bears witness to God." He made the astounding
charge that "for a Christian to despise art approaches blasphemy. A Christianity without art is a Christianity without
beauty [which is] ... a Christianity without Christ [which is] ... no Christianity at all." With this kind of mind-set, is
it any wonder that R.C. Sproul has spoken for apostate Robert Schuller on at least two occasions? (Reported in the
3/15/88, Calvary Contender.)

-  Even though some of what Sproul has authored is well-written and theologically sound, he nevertheless interjects
into many of his later books much of the "pop psychology" gospel permeating evangelicalism today. For example,
in his otherwise excellent 1988 book, Pleasing God, Sproul endorses the psychological and unbiblical concept(s) of:
self-esteem and self-confidence (pp. 59 &115); "All Truth is God's Truth" (p. 69); homosexual "orientations" of
some individuals (p. 80); the benefits of psychiatric help for the Christian (pp. 118 & 186-187); self-forgiveness
(pp. 131-133); and Freudian insights (p. 173). [Sproul also evidently believes the blasphemy that we should
"forgive God," as evidenced by his endorsement of the James Dobson' book (When God Doesn't Make Sense),
which teaches this psychological concept; see later in this report.]

-  Perhaps the best overall indication of Sproul's complete sell-out to the false gospel of self is his 1983 book, In
Search of Dignity. The statement from the book's inside jacket is an excellent indicator of the thoroughly
humanistic philosophy espoused by Sproul throughout this book:

"It is because God has assigned worth to men and women that human dignity is established. From his
creation to his redemption, man's dignity is preserved. His origin is significant. His destiny is
significant. He is significant. The conviction that permeates each chapter is the importance of daily
respect for the dignity of other people which requires a sensitivity to their self-esteem. We are also led
to the realization that the most fragile mechanization on this planet is the human ego." (Emphasis
added.)

-  Sproul has written a revised edition (1991) of In Search of Dignity and renamed it The Hunger For Significance.
It has been endorsed by some of the most prominent psychologizers in the professing church (Charles Allen [author
of God's Psychiatry, who says, "Reading this book has stimulated my sense of self-worth"], Bill Bright, Chuck
Colson, Joni Eareckson Tada, and David Hubbard [then president of Fuller seminary]). Sproul says this about his
book (still being offered for sale by Ligonier as of August of 2001):

"Every person needs to feel significant. We want our lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some
way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as intense as our need for oxygen --
doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us to understand how
important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know our
present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the
human cry for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together,
we can help each other discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of
significance being made in the image of God." (Emphasis added.)

-  Sproul and his Ligonier Ministries sponsored a conference in Orlando, Florida (February 20-22, 1992) titled,
"The Hunger For Significance." Besides Sproul, also on the program were ecumenical, Catholic-sympathizer
Charles Colson; neo-evangelical J.I. Packer; and pop psychologizer Chuck Swindoll. In addition, a special pre-
conference seminar was held on February 20th titled "Psychology and the Christian Faith -- Psychohealing or
Psychoheresy?" featuring Sproul and Dr. Bill White (president of Pathways Educational Network -- a fee-for-
service counseling and referral service located in Pittsburgh). (White has written for Tabletalk as far back as the
1970s.)
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Besides the general psychobabble in each man's message and in the joint Q&A session (see PAL article for more
details), of particular interest was Sproul's response to a question concerning how he would reconcile his belief that
"All truth is God's truth" (thereby allowing the use of the principles of psychology along with the Bible) with what
the Apostle Peter said under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit (II Peter 1:3 -- According as his divine power hath
given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to
glory and virtue)? Sproul's response:

"If you mean for the saving of life ... We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to
'salvific' life, obviously, but for the whole structure of life, we need more than the Bible."

It couldn't be more clear than that! R.C. Sproul has directly denied the sanctifying sufficiency of the Word
of God! Or if he is correct (in his contention that "we need more than the Bible"), then the Holy Spirit, for nearly
2000 years of Church history, somehow, either through ignorance or oversight, failed to include in the Scriptures
the vital psychological tools necessary for sanctified godly living! One can come to only one of two conclusions.
Either Sproul's so-called psychological truths are false, and that's why God left them out of Holy Writ, or
somehow, the Bible is deficient.

-  Again from Sproul's 1992 talk referred to above, Sproul raises the psychological wisdom of men to the level of
science (when, in fact, it is a false religious system). He says: "Now what you heard from him [White's talk] this
morning and what you're hearing from me is that the Christian who cuts himself off from natural science or from
secular science has cut himself off from divine revelation" (bold added). While on the one hand Sproul refers to
psychology as an "inexact science"; on the other hand he says:

"The care of the human soul is one of the top priorities that God has given to you in your ministry.
So, if there's anybody that should be searching the depths of Scripture to understand the human soul,
it's the pastor. And, if there's anybody who should be supplementing his search of sacred
Scripture concerning the nature of human souls by studying secular psychology, it's the pastor,
because of what is at stake, the souls of your people."

One of the critical problems with Sproul's talk is that he assumes that psychotherapy is science and gives his own
say so as the authority. By implying that the anti-psychology position is opposed to science, Sproul has distorted
what psychoheresy is really all about. "We give both Biblical and scientific reasons are given as to why Christians
should reject the pseudoscientific theories and therapies of counseling psychology. We use scientific research to
demonstrate the failures and fallacies of psychotherapy and other forms of counseling psychology and talk therapy.
We are not opposed to science, but we are opposed to pseudoscience. Sproul presents pseudoscience as science and
implies that those who are opposed to psychohealing are opposed to science. Sproul's position on psychohealing is
both theologically and scientifically dangerously flawed and should be avoided by all believers." (Source:
November-December 2003, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, p. 8.)

-  Dr. John H. Coe, as Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Theology at Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola
University, wrote a paper titled "Educating the Church for Wisdom's Sake or Why Biblical Counseling is
Unbiblical." The paper claims that believers have a mandate to look beyond Scripture for the wisdom and truth
necessary for righteous and successful living (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3)! Coe claims that the Bible itself "mandates the church to
develop a science of [moral and spiritual] values and human nature" from extra-Biblical sources. He declares that
whatever is "natural" is good and that one can deduce a "science of [moral] values" simply from observing nature.
(This is obviously not true.) Coe also declares that without natural revelation "the Bible ... alone is insufficient." Of
course, he includes in natural revelation that part of "God's truth" which secular psychologists have allegedly
discovered and which is therefore needed to supplement Scripture. We expect a psychological/psychotherapeutic
view of Scripture from a professor at the psychoheretical Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology, but R.C.
Sproul evidently also agrees with Coe -- Sproul carried a similar article by Coe in a late-1993 Tabletalk issue.

[Yes, the Bible is insufficient when it comes to flying an airplane, repairing an engine, transplanting a kidney, but
not when it comes to those "things that pertain to life and godliness," all of which Peter says have been given to us
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in Christ (2 Pe. 1:3,4). Paul says that through Scripture alone, the man or woman of God is "thoroughly furnished
unto all good works" (2 Tim. 3:17). Christ said that the Holy Spirit is "the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot
receive" (Jn. 14:17) and who guides believers "into all truth" (Jn. 16:13). He said that those who continue in His
word, which "is truth" (Jn. 17:17) know "the truth" (Jn. 8:32), not part of the truth, and are thereby set free, not
partially free. The Bible's declaration that the "natural man" cannot know God's truth, which is only revealed by the
Spirit of God (1 Cor. 2:14), is proof that Freud, et al. had nothing of God's truth to impart. That fact alone
thoroughly demolishes the Coe/Sproul/Christian psychology thesis that part of God's truth is to be found in secular
psychology. It isn't there. (Source: 2/97, The Berean Call.)]

-  Sproul sponsored another "Hunger for Significance" Conference (10/21/9310/23/93), this time in San Diego,
California. Besides Sproul himself, speaking again were Chuck Colson, J.I. Packer, and Chuck Swindoll. In the
Conference brochure Sproul says:

"We are capable of greatness and wickedness. We hunger for significance, yet we turn from our
Creator ... But even sin can't erase the stamp of God's image upon us. Even sin can't eliminate our
worth. This fall, Ligonier Ministries will examine the dignity of man during its 1993 conference "The
Hunger for Significance." Hear ... explain[ed] our origin, destiny, and calling. See why all people,
regardless of age, size, or health, are valuable. (Emphasis added.)

-  More self-love theology from Sproul comes from his Ligonier Ministries' 2/91 issue of Tabletalk:

"The Bible commands us to love ourselves. ... the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all. ...
Because you are the image of God, to love yourself means to love God. ... Humanity's ... hatred of itself
is concealed in what is perversely called 'self-love'." (Emphasis added.)

The 2/14/92, Tabletalk "devotional" has even more of the same. This is proof-positive that Sproul's self-love
teachings have only gotten worse over time. Contrary to this teaching, the Bible teaches that no man ever yet hated
his own self (Eph. 5:29), and warns that in the last days, men will not be haters of themselves, but instead, lovers
of self (2 Tim. 3:2). Sproul's brand of self-love is evidence of unbelief in the last days.

-  Sproul's 7/91 Tabletalk had an article by William H. McDowell, a staffer at Sproul's Ligonier Ministries at the
time, which praised Mortimer Adler and compared him to the Caleb of the Bible. Yet Adler openly admitted that
he could not understand Christianity, made no profession in any religion, and refused to talk about his own faith,
leaving the room if anyone asked him about it. (Reported in the 1/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Sproul endorsed James Dobson's 1994 book When God Doesn't Make Sense, in which Dobson makes the
blasphemous suggestion that we should forgive God! Dobson says:

"There is only one cure for the cancer of bitterness, that is to forgive the perceived offender. Once and
for all, with God's help, as strange as it seems, I am suggesting that some of us need to forgive God for
those heartaches that are charged to His account. You've carried resentment against Him for years.
Now it's time to let go of it. [Dobson now tries to escape the blasphemy he's just uttered, but he is
unsuccessful.] Please don't misunderstand me at this point. God is in the business of forgiving us, and
it almost sounds blasphemous [it is!] to suggest that the relationship could be reversed. He has done no
wrong and does not need our approbation. But the source of bitterness must be admitted before it can
be cleared. There is no better way to get rid of it than to absolve the Lord of whatever we have
harbored. ... It is the only way you will ever be entirely free. ... Corrie ten Boom forgave an SS guard
who shared responsibility for the deaths of her family members. Surely we can forgive the King of the
Universe who sent His only Son to die as an atonement for our sin." (Emphasis added.)

The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One who can do no wrong and is perfect in every way,
and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a total affront to His holy, righteous
character! How could Sproul endorse this blasphemy?
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-  On 11/7/93, the John Ankerberg Show began a six-week series titled, "Eight Biblical Scholars Defend the Bible."
At the end of each program, Ankerberg ran a premium offer promo for Kay Arthur's International Inductive Study
Bible (IISB). (Kay Arthur heads up Precept Ministries in Chattanooga, Tennessee, a women's Bible study ministry.
Mrs. Arthur is ecumenical and neo-evangelical, and even teaches charismatic spiritual warfare techniques [Lord, Is
It Warfare?, pp. 280-323].) One of those appearing on tape (on four of the five programs) to endorse the IISB was
R.C. Sproul. (Sproul also wrote a jacket endorsement for the IISB, and Arthur spoke at a Sproul Bible conference
in Orlando 2/3/94-2/5/94.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In January of 1995, the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at
Catholic-sympathizer D. James Kennedy's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida).
Other participants in the seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT) were Ankerberg, Kennedy, John
MacArthur, and R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and
Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six consecutive Sunday evenings starting 3/5/95. Sproul was
seated on the grandiose stage with MacArthur and Kennedy, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience,
serving as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January of 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth
recognized by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve
Differences On Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral
Ridge facility) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called
evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D.
James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
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latter, Ankerberg stated eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group helped write the so-called clarification agreement.]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95 "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) R.C. Sproul and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11).

In Ankerberg program #3, Sproul terms Catholic theology as it relates to the person of Christ, "heroic" and
"consistent." The problem with Roman Catholic theology, according to Sproul, is its concept of the work of Christ,
not the person of Christ -- if Catholics would only "repent of their rejection of sola fide," Sproul says he could sign
the ECT accord!! After all, Roman Catholics are correct ("heroic" and "consistent") on all the other "essentials" of
Christian doctrine; i.e., the person of Christ. And in program #4, Sproul stated that the clarification agreement
averted "a theological war" within Protestantism. What incredible naiveté!

"[Sproul] ... and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from, those who
promote ecumenical endeavors with Roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal Statement changed nothing"
(5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

[Note: Sproul also signed an agreement drafted in 6/95 by J.I. Packer and Michael Horton titled, "Resolutions for
Roman Catholic and Evangelical Dialogue." This document encouraged Catholics and Evangelicals to join together
when "Christian values and behavioral patterns are at stake," but the union is not to be regarded as agreement in
doctrine! The document also accepted as fact that the Roman Catholic Church contains many believers.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Sproul and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
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promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Sproul is on the board of CURE/ACE (Christians United for Reformation/Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals), a
Philadelphia-based Reformation "think-tank" with the vision "to enable evangelicalism to rediscover its roots in the
writings of the Reformers and to heighten awareness of the ideas and methods developed by those Reformers in
addressing the issues of their day. The organization is not sectarian or separatist but is concerned to enable
denominations, or groups within denominations, to recover a sense of identity or purpose." (Emphasis added.)
Moreover, "The Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals exists to call the church, amidst our dying culture, to repent of
its worldliness, to recover and confess the truth of God's Word as did the Reformers, and to see that truth embodied
in doctrine, worship, and life" (ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

It is clear that Sproul and the CURE/ACE organization see themselves as the protectors/defenders of Reformed
theology and true Christian worship in the evangelical church. However, as stated above, Sproul has no intention of
letting the Biblical doctrine of separation get in the way of the perverted view that doctrinal strength comes through
ecumenical unity.

-  Michael Horton is the president of CURE/ACE. In his earlier works, Horton often hinted at his baptismal
regeneration views, but it was always somewhat unclear as to where he was coming from. However, in his book In
The Face of God, Horton leaves no doubt as to his views on how one receives Christ. R.C. Sproul has endorsed
this book. Note the following quotes: (Emphases added.)

(a) It is one thing for an evangelical to believe that the Word is a means of grace. It is quite another to
add that the sacraments are a further means of grace. Even the word "sacrament" sounds "Catholic" to
many evangelical ears. In fact, it is a biblical concept. ... (p. 139).

(b) The sacraments serve the same purpose as the Word itself, not only offering or exhibiting God's
promise, but actually conferring His saving grace by linking us, through faith, to Christ and His
benefits (p. 141).

(c) The Roman Church undermined the importance of God's ordained sacraments by adding sacraments
of their own. The Anabaptist enthusiasts undermined them by reducing the efficacy of the two
sacraments [Baptism and the Lord's Supper] Christ instituted (p. 142).

(d) Furthermore, a sacrament not only reveals; it confers. Through Word and sacrament, God
actually gives that which he promises in his gospel -- forgiveness of sins, freedom from the
tyranny of sin and eternal life. The sacraments not only testify to or signify divine activity in
salvation, but are part of that divine redemptive activity (p. 219).

(e) Nothing other than the Word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper are given this place by God as a
means of grace (p. 219).

In saying that baptism is a means of grace, Horton (and Sproul by his endorsement) confuses God's Grace and
human works. Grace is defined Biblically as the demonstration of love/favor that is unearned, undeserved, and
unrepayable; God imputes merit where none previously existed and declares no debt to be where one had been
before. Grace is not dispensed on the basis of good works, including the good work of baptism.

Baptism, therefore, is not "a means of saving grace." Rather, grace is God's unmerited favor in choosing us before
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time began (2 Tim. 1:9). Grace is Christ dying in our place (Heb. 2:9). Grace is the work of God in our hearts
bringing us to saving faith (1 Tim. 1:14). We proclaim the "gospel of the grace of God" (Acts 20:24), and when
this Gospel is believed, the person is saved (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is the message of God's kind and gracious
undeserved favor which He has provided for our salvation (1 Cor. 15:1-4). The way Christ is received is by faith
(John 1:12), not by baptism or any of the other sacraments. Faith is a matter of the heart -- "For with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness" ... (Rom. 10:10).

How serious is the error of baptismal regeneration? It is FATAL! Paul defines true believers as those who
"worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). He goes on
to say that he had "suffered the loss of all things, and do count them [but] dung, that I may win Christ, And be
found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ,
the righteousness which is of God by faith" (Phil. 3:8-9). "All things" means all things, including all good religious
rituals and exercises. In order to gain Christ, a person must completely reject everything else as meritorious for
salvation and TRUST in Christ ALONE. EVERYTHING must be counted as a total loss. Paul counted it "dung."
Why such strong language? Because if you trust in anything other than Christ alone it will DAMN your soul!

In June of 1997, a reader wrote to Sproul asking him how he could endorse Horton's book. Sproul's assistant, V.A.
Voorhis, wrote back that Sproul is not saying that baptism is "the" means of grace, only "a" means! Substituting
circumcision for baptism, isn't this exactly what the Judaizers were saying in Galatia (Gal. 1)? Voorhis claimed that
Sproul rejects baptismal regeneration as "a classic principle of Reformed theology ... Baptism is not the instrumental
cause of justification but a means of grace God uses to proclaim His Word." This is playing word games that result
in the denying of Scripture.
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R. C. Sproul Responds

One year ago we published an article titled "R. C. Sproul and Psychoheresy."1 A reader sent the article to
Sproul to which he responded. Sproul claims:

I hold to the classical Christian view of the relationship between general revelation and special
revelation, and the thesis that no truth of any kind can be discovered apart from God’s revelation. With
Augustine, Aquinas, and all of orthodox Christianity, I believe that all truth is God’s truth.

Before we deal with what Sproul said, we begin by repeating our definition of psychoheresy, because this is
fundamental to our critique of Sproul. "Psychoheresy is the integration of secular psychological counseling
theories and therapies with the Bible." The dictionary defines integration as "an act or instance of combining
into an integral whole." The psychological integrationist combines "secular psychological counseling theories
and therapies with the Bible." As we demonstrated in our original article, Sproul supports the psychological
integrationist position and is therefore guilty of psychoheresy.

Practical Examples:

In our original article, we gave both scientific and theological reasons why Sproul’s support of integration is
contrary to both the Bible and science. Here we provide as evidence four individuals, all integrationists, who
are endorsed by Sproul and whose integrationist position he shares.

Dr. Bill White

Dr. Bill White was a co-speaker with Sproul on the Ligonier Ministries conference topic "Psychology:
Psychoheresy or Psychohealing?" White is a fee-for-service counselor and has written for Tabletalk, a
Ligonier Ministries publication.

One main thrust of White’s talk was an attempt to justify integrating psychology and the Bible. What Sproul
said following White’s talk dovetailed with White’s support for the integration position.

Dr. James Dobson

Probably the most popular world-wide promoter of psychoheresy (integration) is psychologist Dr. James
Dobson. Sproul endorses the general teachings of Dobson in the area of psychology and has promoted his
work in Tabletalk. Dobson’s Tabletalk article promotes an egregious example of selfism for which Dobson is
famous.

Dobson asks the following rhetorical question in the Tabletalk article: "What greater source of self-esteem
can there be than to know that Jesus would have died for him if he were the only human being on earth?"2

This wild speculation did not originate from Scripture, but rather out of Dobson’s humanistic psychological
orientation. It is a self-oriented psychology transformed into a man-oriented theology that we call
psychoheresy. We document many of Dobson’s false teachings in our book James Dobson’s Gospel of Self-
Esteem & Psychology.3

Compatibility with this and other heretical teachings of Dobson can be found in Sproul’s books In Search of
Dignity and The Hunger for Significance, as well as in Tabletalk articles. The book’s inside jacket cover
description of In Search of Dignity says:

It is because God has assigned worth to men and women that human dignity is established. From his
creation to his redemption, man’s dignity is preserved. His origin is significant. His destiny is
significant. He is significant. The conviction that permeates each chapter is the importance of daily
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respect for the dignity of other people which requires a sensitivity to their self-esteem. We are also led
to the realization that the most fragile mechanization on this planet is the human ego.

In a Tabletalk article titled "Humanity Hates Itself," Sproul begins with the following:

The Bible commands us to love ourselves when it says, "Love your neighbor as yourself" (Leviticus
19:18; Matthew 19:19). The command says as much about self-love as it says about loving others. We
might assume that all people love themselves, but the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all
(2-14-92).

This statement demonstrates how much the selfism of psychological theories has influenced Sproul’s
interpretation of Scripture. The verses he cites do not teach self-love. They do not say, "Love your neighbor
and yourself." The "as yourself" serves as a example of how much to love others.

Dr. Larry Crabb

We have demonstrated in our book Larry Crabb’s Gospel 4 and numerous articles about psychologist Larry
Crabb that he is an integrationist. Sproul ran an article by Crabb in Tabletalk with an advertisement for his
book Inside Out. We were told by a Ligonier staff member that "R. C. holds to Larry Crabb’s view."

In Tabletalk’s interview of Crabb on the subject of guilt and sexuality, Crabb says, "Rather than looking
deeper into the guilt, most of us hope that prayer or Bible study or something ‘spiritual’ will provide."5 To
understand what Crabb means by "looking deeper into the guilt," one needs to understand Crabb’s
commitment to discovering the source of the guilt in the unconscious. Throughout Crabb’s writings, he
demonstrates that guilt comes from attempting to protect oneself from the pain of unmet personal needs for
security and significance, called relationship and impact in his later writings. While what he writes may
sound biblical on the surface, one sees throughout his writings, that Crabb is committed to "looking deeper"
into the psyche through insights gleaned from Freud and others.

In his book Understanding People, Crabb suggests that ignorance of the crucial role of the unconscious
allows error to spread throughout the entire evangelical church.6 He says, "Perhaps the major error of
evangelical churches today involves a shallow and deficient understanding of sin ... many pastors preach an
‘iceberg view’ of sin. All they worry about is what is visible above the waterline." 7

Crabb’s use of psychology for dealing with sin and sanctification reveals that he does not find enough help in
biblical means of dealing with sin, guilt, and spiritual growth. He explains in the Tabletalk interview:

If in fact guilt continues over a long-since stopped sin, then the real issue is not to confess more
effectively or to try to believe more deeply in the efficacy of the Cross. That is self-defeating. The real
issue is an ongoing sinful pattern, and it may not be sexual at all. ... The reason people struggle with
ongoing guilt has to do much more with the quality of their relationships than with truly believing God
forgave them 20 years ago.8

In other words, people struggle with guilt because their deep need for relationship has not been met. And to
discover that deep need, one must have someone help the individual look deeply into the unconscious to find
the source of the pain and to repent of the sinful pattern of self-protection. While Crabb has made a number
of shifts and changes through the years, he has neither repudiated these earlier teachings nor requested to
have his early books put out-of-print.

Dr. John Coe

Dr. John Coe is Associate professor at Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology. Rosemead believes in,
promotes, and teaches the psychological integration position. We have exposed Coe’s erroneous justification
for the psychological integration position in our previous article on Sproul and in our book CRI Guilty of
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Psychoheresy? (Chapter 2).9 Coe presents an insufficiency of Scripture view necessitating an openness to the
psychological theories and therapies taught at Rosemead. Sproul supports this view and carried an article on
this theme in Tabletalk.

White, Dobson, Crabb, and Coe are all psychological integrationists; all are promoted by Sproul. Adding this
to the comments in our original article, one must conclude that Sproul supports integration and is therefore
guilty of psychoheresy.

Is All Truth God’s Truth?

The "All truth is God’s truth" referred to by Sproul is the shibboleth of all integrationists. It is Sproul’s
misuse, misapplication, and theological distortion of "All truth is God’s truth" that leads him to support the
integrationist position. In addition to articles on our web site and sections in our books discussing the abuse
of this statement, we recommend reading Dave Hunt’s chapter titled "Is All Truth God’s Truth?" in his book
Beyond Seduction,10 in which Hunt asks, "Should we not consider it odd that God has apparently inspired
men such as Freud, Jung, and now more recently Maslow and Rogers with ‘truths’ hidden from the apostles
and prophets and all of the leaders in the entire history of the church until the present time?" (p. 157). Hunt
distinguishes between human discoveries about the human physical body and God’s revelation about the soul
and spirit. He says,

What is meant by truth is seldom elaborated [by the integrationists]. Are we talking about scientific
facts involving the brain and body, or about God’s truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy
word is truth," not part of the truth. Psychotherapy deals with a subject upon which God has spoken
with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word the whole truth. There are
no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo, only to be discovered somewhere in the
secular world (p. 137).

Hunt accuses those who use the phrase "All truth is God’s truth," in an attempt to justify integration, of
undermining the authority of the Bible (p. 138), and warns, "We must cease adding to and taking away from
the Bible. God has specifically forbidden this and has prescribed heavy penalties for it" (p. 145).

We also recommend reading Dr. Jay Adams’ book Is All Truth God’s Truth?11 The following describes his
book:

The statement that "All truth is God’s Truth" has become the slogan of integrationist counselors. Under
this rubric many of the false and harmful ideas of non-Christian counseling have been incorporated
into the practices of the church (back cover).

Adams presents the problem of what integrationists include under "All truth is God’s truth" when he says:

All revelation from God is inerrant. This fact poses a new problem for the integrationist. He can call
some theory, idea, or method supposedly discovered in nature "God’s Truth" if he wishes, but if he
thinks for a minute, how is he to establish it as such? In no other field of endeavor has there been so
much disagreement. Psychologists retool throughout their lifetime to keep up with the latest newly-
uncovered system (or parts thereof) (p. 24).

Adams asks:

Which theory is True and which is not? Why should there be a mixture of truth and error if God has
truly revealed Truth? Did God want to confuse us? Revelation, whether General or Special, is always
inerrant. In Special Revelation, we can turn with confidence to any part of it and be sure that we are
dealing with Truth. In dealing with nature, on the other hand, integrationists tell us that we must
separate truth from error, revealed materials from non-revealed materials. If there were Truth mixed
with error, who gets to decide what is revelation and what is not? (p. 25).
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God,, in His common grace does allow unbelievers to investigate His universe and discover physical laws,
but such discoveries do not deserve the title "revelation," nor are they worthy of the measure of certainty with
which men ought to regard a word directly from God (which is precisely what all revelation is). Further, there
is a huge difference between understanding aerodynamics, for instance, and knowing the complexities of the
human soul. While superficialities can be observed about mankind, the depths of human nature elude
scientific investigation, and morality is beyond its comprehension. Natural reason can draw some conclusions
from observation, but these again are at the superficial level and subject to human distortion. Anything
beyond the superficial ends up being speculation and opinion.

Scripture is clear about who is able to know and understand the inner man. "The heart is deceitful above all
things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? I the LORD search the heart, I try the reins, even to give
every man according to his ways, and according to the fruit of his doings" (Jer. 17:9). Knowing the inner
workings of the human heart, soul, mind, and spirit is God’s domain. Because He is the primary Person
molding each of His children who have been born again by His Spirit, this is His prerogative to know and to
reveal.

Classical and Orthodox?

In Sproul’s response to our exposing his psychoheretical (integrationist) teachings, he refers to "the classical
Christian view" and to "Augustine, Aquinas, and all of orthodox Christianity" for his support.

Augustine (354-430)

Would Augustine, if he were living today, support Sproul’s integrationist position as he claims? Which of the
over 450 psychological theories would Augustine say is "God’s truth" and which of the over 10,000
techniques would he say is God’s revelation?

Augustine came against three precursors of psychotherapy, namely Gnosticism, Pelagianism, and Platonism.
All three early movements in the church were precursors of psychotherapy and Augustine was opposed to all
of them. We will only present Augustine’s opposition to Gnosticism. 

In modern-day insight-oriented psychotherapy, participants focus on themselves, their own "stories," their
own emotions, their own feelings. The therapy is directed toward self-validation, self-actualization, self-
development, and self-cure. It requires the participation of a therapist, who affirms, accepts, clarifies, and
encourages the client toward self-understanding and the achievement of a better, more effective, more
independent "higher self," with an expected state of pleasure, devoid of guilt and shame (p. 157).

Ever since the Fall, mankind has desired to know everything. Man naturally seeks to explain all that he
perceives. He demands to understand his reality fully and tends to have no respect for limits placed upon such
understanding. "For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil." (Gen. 3:5) Being like God, knowing good and evil, having all the answers: This is
the essence of the desire. From the dawn of creation, the desire for human solutions has tempted mankind to
stray from simple faith, simple trust, and simple obedience.

In his book Heresies, Harold O. J. Brown describes the Christian heresy known as "Gnosticism," which
"asserts that over and above the simple Gospel, which is all the ordinary spirits can understand, there is a
secret higher knowledge reserved for an elite" (p. 39). Augustine totally opposed the gnostic ideas and how
these very gnostic ideas reside in modern-day psychotherapy. The ancient Gnostics and their modern-day
heirs, the psychotherapists, teach a gospel different from that presented in Scripture. They present an
unbiblical view of our human problem and offer an unbiblical solution. They see our problem as the
thwarting of our innate goodness by a hostile and responsible environment; the solution they offer is insight
and effort.

One of the early psychotherapies was Freud’s psychoanalysis. Silvano Arieti, an enduring icon of the
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psychotherapy community, speculated as to why it took until the late nineteenth century for someone like
Freud to appear on the scene and originate psychoanalysis. One of the major reasons for this delay, according
to Arieti, was the work of Augustine. Arieti credits Augustine’s ideas about sin, his "moral evaluation of
behavior" from a sin-perspective, with forestalling Western man "from studying the psychological,
nonjudgmental motivation of phenomena. Augustine would clearly be opposed to modern-day psychotherapy
and therefore be opposed to the integration position.

Even though each of these ideas suffered defeat under the pen of Augustine and the authority of the early
church, it was obviously not a permanent defeat, for all of these ideas are alive and flourishing today in
modern psychotherapy. This resurgence is greatly strengthened as the church has adopted these ideas into its
own amalgam of "Christian psychology." If Augustine were among us today he would surely set his mind
prayerfully to pen and his voice to pulpit, fighting these ideas and their spokespeople. Surely his ardor would
be against those who have tried to "integrate" these ideas into the church through Christian psychology.

Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)

In addition to Augustine, Sproul uses Aquinas for his defense. According to the Evangelical Dictionary of
Theology (EDT), Thomism is: "The school of philosophy and theology following the thought of Thomas
Aquinas.... It developed in various phases and has experienced periods of support and neglect." EDT
describes the periods of "support and neglect" and reveals that shortly after Aquinas died, "there was still
much opposition to his Aristotelianism on the part of church authorities, and in 1277 in Paris and Oxford,
several propositions derived from Thomas’s teachings were condemned."13 Apparently the "church
authorities" at the time did not regard all of his teachings as classical or orthodox. The fact is that many
Roman Catholic doctrines, which are regarded as classical and orthodox by the Roman Catholic Church, are
rejected by Protestants. For example, the Roman Catholic doctrines of the infallibility of the Pope and
purgatory are certainly classical and orthodox to the Roman Catholic church. Aquinas supported both of
these Roman Catholic doctrines. Now, just because Augustine and Aquinas taught a particular doctrine is not
sufficient justification for calling it classical and orthodox or for accepting it as biblical.

Unfortunately Sproul teaches an unbiblical blend of Thomism and Scripture that deifies human reason and
transmogrifies the doctrine of general revelation.

Conclusion

Sproul says in his letter referred to earlier, "I have to say the article [our original article] was quite poor in
both its exposition of my position and its refutation." Note how careful we are to quote Sproul and support
our accusation of psychoheresy on his part in both the original article and this present article; note how
careless he is not to quote what we have said, but merely to contradict us on his say-so alone without any
evidence. Contrary to what Sproul says, a long-time staff member of Ligonier ministries, who is familiar
with Sproul’s teachings, said that "Sproul is on the integrationists’ side."

Sproul said in his response, "I have little recollection of the lecture referred to in the article as it was given
almost 20 years ago." The brochure for the conference is dated February 20-22, 1992. Simple arithmetic
indicates that instead of "almost 20 years ago," it was only about 12 years prior to the article appearing in our
newsletter. Moreover, the tapes of the talks were still available at the time of our writing the article and
surely would be available to him for review. Sproul is not only in error about when he gave the talk, but also
in error in his support of psychological integration (psychoheresy).

Sproul’s teachings have been tarnished with psychoheresy for years, which is why he supports the
psychoheresy of White, Dobson, Crabb, Coe, and others. Sproul’s application of the biblical teaching of
general revelation is neither classical nor orthodox as he claims, but rather comical and heterodox. Our two
articles and the tapes of the conference talks confirm that, contrary to what he says, R.C. Sproul is indeed
guilty of psychoheresy. If Sproul has changed his mind about his support of White, Dobson, Crabb, and Coe,
and if he no longer supports the integrationist position, we would rejoice and be happy to report such a
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dramatic change.

____________________

1 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, November-December 2003, Vol. 11, No. 6.
2 Tabletalk, December 1988, p. 5.
3 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, See materials sheet.
4 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, 1-800-216-4696.
5 Tabletalk, October 1989, p. 7.
6 Lawrence J. Crabb. Understanding People. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1987, p. 126-130.
7 Ibid., p. 129.
8 Tabletalk, October 1989, p. 10.
9 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries.
10 Available from The Berean Call, 1-800-937-6638.
11 Available from Timeless Texts, 1-800-800-8141.
12 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, 1-800-216-4696.
13 Walter A. Elwell, ed. Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, 2nd ed. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2001, p. 1198.
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R.C. Sproul
"Humanity Hates Itself"*

Whoever fails to find me harms himself; all who hate me love to death (Proverbs 8:36)

The Bible commands us to love ourselves when it says, "Love your neighbors as yourself" (Leviticus 19:18;
Matthew 19:19). The command says as much about self-love as it says about loving others. We might assume that
all people love themselves, but the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all.

What does it mean to love yourself? Because you are the image of God, to love yourself means to love God. Those
who hate God hate themselves for the same reason. Also, because other people are made in God's image, to love
yourself is to love them. This is especially true when it comes to those God has put close to us. Paul writes: "He
who loves his wife loves himself. After all, no one ever hated his own body, but he feeds and cares for it, just as
Christ does the church" (Ephesians 5:28b-29). Of course, those we call "masochists" do hate their own bodies, and
in one way or another, everyone outside of Christ hates himself.

The Bible appeals to self-love. Jesus asked, "What good will it be for a man if he gains the whole world, yet
forfeits his soul? Or what can a man give in exchange for his soul?" (Matthew 16:26). Here is an exhortation to
repent grounded in enlightened self-interest. If we really loved ourselves, we would repent, put our trust in Christ,
and save ourselves; but we don't do that, showing again that we really hate ourselves. Apart from God's intervening
grace, people do not act out of enlightened self-interest.

Humanity's love of death (Proverbs 8:36) and hatred of itself is concealed in what is perversely called "self-love."
As Christians we can call this counterfeit self-love "selfish love." Selfish love is self-centered, quick to resent other
people, and grounded in rebellion against God. True self-love, by way of contrast, is grounded in love for God and
embraces sacrificial love for other people. God is the Maker of the self, and the obligation to nurture and protect
ourselves is a Divine mandate. Apart from God, however, people work to destroy themselves, because they hate the
image of God and seek to deface it.

CORAM DEO

The celebration of Valentine's Day seems to capitalize on sentiment. True love of one's self and others, however,
flows not from fleeting emotions and feelings but from the love of God. Seek to cultivate that understanding by
celebrating that love given and received by the source of all love, God.

* This "devotional" material has been excerpted from a 2/14/92 Tabletalk (a publication of R.C. Sproul's Ligonier
Ministries of Orlando, Florida); it is indicative of the heretical view of self as practiced by R.C. Sproul.

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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Charles Stanley
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Charles Stanley (born 1933) is the senior pastor (since 1971) of the 13,000-member First Baptist Church of
Atlanta (FBCA) (Southern Baptist Convention). Stanley has twice been elected president of the SBC during his 30-
year reign at First Baptist. He has degrees from the University of Richmond, Southwestern Theological Seminary,
and Luther Rice Seminary. Stanley has authored more than 20 books.

He airs his sermon messages over nationwide radio and television via In Touch Ministries. In Touch was begun in
1974 on radio, went nationwide in 1977, and is now heard in every country in the world on more than 500 stations
and in 14 languages, and has an annual budget of more than $40 million (derived primarily from product sales and
donations). In the United States, In Touch airs on 478 radio stations; with 261 additional translators and satellites;
two radio satellite networks; 143 television stations, with 265 low power stations; eight television satellite networks;
and 18 cable access channels (1999 figures -- current numbers not available on In Touch  web site). In Touch
operates offices in Moscow, England, Brazil, and the Philippines. Stanley also publishes a free monthly magazine
titled In Touch (although removal for non-contributors is routine).

-  Stanley's wife of over 40 years, Anna J. Stanley, originally filed for divorce on 6/22/93 following their separation
in the spring of 1992, but his attorney got her to amend the lawsuit to seek a legal separation instead ("separate
maintenance"), while seeking reconciliation. She again filed for divorce on 3/20/95. Anna Stanley's divorce filing
asked for a jury trial (originally to begin in the first half of 1996) and sought alimony division of assets and
possession of their home. Stanley claimed his "childhood difficulties" caused the problems in his marriage.

Stanley stepped down from all administrative duties at First Baptist Church (FBCA) (effective 9/1/95) in an
emotional 4-hour, 8/13/95 meeting, but retained preaching responsibilities. He said he would resign completely if
the divorce became final. Stanley's son, Andy Stanley, resigned the pastorate (8/2/95) of FBCA's northside satellite
congregation (estb. 1988) and has started a new church (incorporated as Northpoint Community Church: geared to
people "who feel disenfranchised by traditional churches"; services began in late-1996). He thought his father
should have stepped down as leader of FBC Atlanta. Several other FBC Atlanta senior staff people also resigned.

At a 10/95 Congregational meeting, about 86% of FBCA's 5,000 members present agreed with the deacon's 35-3
decision to retain Stanley as pastor. Stanley then claimed God told him, "You keep doing what I called you to do,
where I called you to do it, until I tell you to do something else. If God wants me to move, He can move me
instantly. ... I'm not going to step aside and step down in disobedience to God. ... If you want to move me out, you
live by it." Stanley made it clear he was still the church's leader -- "Somebody has to give direction." (Reported in
the 5/1/95 & 9/15/95 issues of the Calvary Contender and the 10/9/95, Christian News.)

In early-1996, Anna Stanley withdrew her nearly 3-year-old petition for divorce. She said: "I am pleased to
announce that Charles and I are making progress toward reconciling our marriage differences. This past week I
cancelled my petition for divorce ... Although we are not living together at this time, we are working toward that
end ..." (3/26/96, Indiana Baptist). Mrs. Stanley moved back home shortly thereafter.

According to the May 23, 2000 edition of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Anna Stanley filed a petition, as "A.J.
Stanley" requesting divorce from "C.F. Stanley," on February 16, 2000, charging their marriage of 44 years was
"irretrievably broken." An Atlanta judge signed the final divorce decree May 11, 2000, following the execution of a
property agreement by the Stanleys on April 5th. Stanley has retained his position as pastor of FBCA.

-  Stanley was one of the original founders (along with Jerry Falwell and other neo-evangelicals) of the Moral
Majority (now succeeded by the Liberty Federation), which is one of the classic examples of "the good cause
syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is good enough.
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(In actuality, the Moral Majority joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic
in an unholy union to save the country. But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged.
The line of demarcation between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition.) (Reported in New
Neutralism II, pp. 70-71.) [Stanley was also instrumental in the formation of Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition.]

-  Stanley has also served on the board of the National Religious Broadcasters, one of the most compromising neo-
evangelical organizations in Christendom today. But most damaging to Stanley's claim to the fundamentalist label
is his affiliation with the Southern Baptist Convention. There can be no genuine fundamentalists in the SBC.
(Fundamentalism is the militant belief and proclamation of the totality of the doctrine of Christ, including
Scriptural separation from those who reject it and from those who effectively deny the sufficiency of Christ.)

Stanley claims to believe in Biblical inerrancy, and at one time clearly recognized the apostasy of the SBC. Stanley
instructed his church that the way to fight the apostasy was to starve it out by refusing to give to the SBC's
Cooperative Program. But then in 1984, Stanley was elected to the presidency of the SBC. His statement at his first
press conference was: "I think we have to learn to live together and love each other, whether we agree or not."
Stanley announced to the Baptist Press Association on 9/17/84, that he had now challenged his church to more than
double its Cooperative Program giving for the coming year and to "rethink" its entire missions program. Dr.
Stanley chose to settle for parity instead of purity (New Neutralism II, pp. 70-71).

-  Stanley has endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Howard Hendricks, and D. James
Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26 -- 
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God ..."). Stanley is quoted on the back cover saying, "The Life Application Bible is a concrete
step toward allowing the Spirit to transform the reader into a modern-day living epistle."

-  Stanley has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as D. James Kennedy, Jerry Falwell, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Rapha also claims that over 3,500
churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Stanley is quoted as saying that, "I am grateful to God for all Rapha is
doing to help hurting people. Those of us who are pastors are thankful for an organization like Rapha." (Must
reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers,
Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  March, 1990: Stanley announced on his television show, an "Inspiration Cruise" where a guest speaker would be
David Seamands, the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the Memories/Inner Healing (which uses one or
more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis,
and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.). (In Stanley's 9/91 In
Touch magazine, he again announced a cruise with Seamands for March of 1992.) [In a message broadcast
10/23/98 titled "Self-Defense Against Satan's Relentless Assault," Stanley taught that visualization is not occultic,
but quite normal; i.e., no different than picturing a banana split you're going to order after church. In that same
light, Christians "need to visualize doing good, so that Satan's tape recording in your mind will not have harmful
effects."]

-  Gary Smalley joined Stanley for In Touch Ministries ' March 4-8, 1991 "Bible Cruise." Smalley is the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. (This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to
describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights into male/female
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communication effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists, to say nothing of the fact
that it has no support in Scripture -- for a more detailed analysis of Smalley's teachings, see pp. 211-223 of
Prophets of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem
& Psychology, without the Smalley chapter), Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA,
1990, 310 pages; and "Gary Smalley: The Psychology of Matriarchy," Media Spotlight Special Report, Albert
Dager, 1989, 4 pages.)

In addition, Gary Smalley's "Love Is A Decision" Seminar (Gary Smalley & John Trent) for those "desiring to
strengthen their relationships" was held at Stanley's First Baptist Church 9/27/91-9/28/91. The Seminar was
advertised as being endorsed by Dobson's Focus On The Family and cost $35 per person. Topics included: "The
Incredible Worth of a Woman"; "Five Ways To Love and Network Your Kids"; and "How To Discover and
Maximize Your Personality Strengths" (7/28/91, The Witness).

-  Stanley has also endorsed the NIV Men's Devotional Bible (Zondervan)"... you will find the daily sharpening you
need from more than one hundred Christian men." These "Christian" men included Tom Landry, Larry Burkett,
Bill Hybels, and Dave Dravecky. All three also taught on Stanley's 1994 January Cruise. Stanley also held a 1995
January Bible Study Cruise through Templeton Tours. Speakers were neo-evangelical psychologizer, female
teacher Kay Arthur and former Southern Baptist Convention presidents Jerry Vines and Adrian Rogers. Stanley was
also a featured speaker at the Billy Graham Training Center at the Cove, North Carolina, from 8/11/94-8/14/94, and
every year since.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Stanley is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
over 200 members from Stanley's First Baptist of Atlanta (FBCA) attended the Promise Keepers National
Convention in Boulder, Colorado in 1994, and PK is listed as a "Support Group" ministry at FBCA.

-  October, 1989: Stanley broadcast a radio message in support of unconditional love and acceptance, giving as
Scriptural support the Parable of the Lost Son (Lk. 15:11ff); Stanley stopped at v. 20, calling that verse proof of our
unconditional acceptance by God, without our confession! (Verses 21ff. should be examined to see that acceptance
only follows confession -- See Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology) for proper, Biblical
analyses of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

-  Stanley has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist, Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that
supposedly motivates all behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic
(a "hierarchy of needs") psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.]

-  Howard Hendricks is currently doing Teammates marriage seminars with Bruce and Donna Cook. The Cooks are
not Biblically-based teachers, but are even more psychologically-oriented than Hendricks and Stanley. Bruce Cook
is also President of Rapha Southeast, which a Teammates ' brochure describes as "a Christ-centered counseling
ministry based in Atlanta." The 10-tape Teammates video series heavily promotes temperament surveys, personality
testing, and "individual needs" analysis. Strangely, Teammates was endorsed by Charles Stanley (who at the time
was unbiblically separated from his wife!): "Teammates is one of the very best tools we have to help marriage
partners. Many couples continue to express the incredibly positive impact of this program in enriching their
marriage. I heartily recommend Teammates." What incredible hypocrisy here! If Stanley's self-esteem therapy
hasn't worked for his own marriage, why is he continuing to sell it to the world? (See below.)

-  Stanley's evangelism efforts have become quite ecumenical -- he endorsed Pat Robertson's initial efforts to form
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"a grass roots coalition of Evangelicals, conservative Catholics, and their allies ... to make government and the
media responsible to our concerns. It's high time we realize strength that comes through unity." (Reported in the
September 1990, Omega Letter.)

Robertson began this effort in 1989 with the formation of the Christian Coalition. In 1990, Robertson started the
American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal counsel for Christians in battle
with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio prosecutor Keith Fournier, a
charismatic Catholic activist, former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan)
University of Steubenville in Ohio, and author of the book Evangelical Catholics (which book is a plea for
Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize"
the world by the year 2000). Fournier, speaking of Stanley and others in Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a
tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my church and a thawing in what had been
hard ice in the past."

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ -- An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Stanley and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

           -  In 1987, Bill Bright of the ecumenical Campus Crusade for Christ founded a "broad-based coalition of
denominations and World Christian leaders" called New Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an
advisory board of 1000 leading "Christians." These so-called Christian leaders include James Dobson from Focus
on the Family, James Kennedy of Coral Ridge Ministries, Charles Stanley , E.V. Hill, and Ted Engstrom (founder
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of World Vision and acting chairman of the committee). Jay Gary is an author, consultant, and partner with New
Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly promoting the philosophies of the World Parliament of Religions,
the United Nations agenda for education via Robert Mueller's Global Core curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan
whose goals include reduction of the world's population by the year 2000. In a best seller entitled Megatrends 2000,
endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as well as New Ager Marilyn Ferguson, the author devotes an entire chapter
to religion, speaking favorably of New Age perspectives.) Jay Gary is also communications consultant with "New
Life 2000," CCC's A.D. 2000 counterpart.

Stanley is also involved in another ecumenical evangelism organization -- the CoMission, a coalition of over 60
"evangelical" groups chaired by Bruce Wilkinson, the ecumenical head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries and
author of the name-it-and-claim-it best seller, The Prayer of Jabez.. Members besides Stanley's In Touch ministries
include: Campus Crusade for Christ, Moody Bible Institute, Youth For Christ, Church of God, and Biola. The
CoMission has the endorsement of the Russian Orthodox Church. (Reported in the 7/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's retirement (August, 2001) from
Campus Crusade.)]

-  Stanley has also evidently jumped on the bandwagon of the charismatic spiritual warfare movement. The 1/9/93
Bulletin of Stanley's FBCA contained the following announcement: "Spiritual Warfare Conference -- Saturday and
Sunday, January 15 and 16. Speakers: Dr. Mark I. Bubeck [former professor at Moody Bible Institute, author, and
self-proclaimed "spiritual warfare counselor" (Center for Counseling, Sioux City, IA)], Dr. Victor M. Matthews
[demon-deliverance teacher at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary], and Dr. C. Fred Dickason [Professor and Chairman
of the Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute, where he has been teaching students "demon deliverance"
since 1961]. [In a 2/94 letter to "Friends of IN TOUCH," Stanley writes: "When Satan puts an immoral thought in
your mind, reject it. When he tempts you, thank God for His way of escape. When he oppresses your spirit or
emotions, tell him to leave 'in Jesus' name.'"]

As a result of this conference, possibly thousands of Christians were subjected to the concentrated efforts of three
leading veterans (40-plus years) of the warfare, demon-deliverance movement -- plus all their Satan-/demon-
centered books. Some of the message titles were: "Interfacing Our Three Enemies," "Spiritual Warfare
Counseling," "Practical Benefits of Spiritual Warfare," and "Helping People Grow Toward Freedom." These
charismatic meetings, seminars, conferences, and books, are not Christ-centered, but rather Satan- and demon-
centered.

-  The serious error of eradication of the believer's Adamic life and nature is causing harm throughout the Church.
It is a product of Covenant theology, and is being spread by Charles Stanley. On a TV broadcast, Stanley said, 
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"I no longer believe that the believer has two natures. All our struggles are spiritual in nature. Each one
is a part of an ongoing struggle between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan.” 

The eradicationist, as seen above, dispenses with the sinful Adamic life and nature by relegating the first Adam to
extinction. In order to account for sin in the life of the believer, the "flesh" becomes the source of indwelling evil.
The flesh is described by such symptoms as: learned and developed pre-conversion habits, appetites, influences,
tendencies, residual sin, and according to John  MacArthur, "vestiges of our sinful flesh," "graveclothes of our
sinful flesh," and "residual fallenness," etc. 

Eradication instills in the believer a tendency to avoid responsibility for personal sins. Considering his old man
eradicated, he is wont to shift the blame for his sin upon factors form his past -- old habits and tendencies,
dysfunctional family conditions, etc. Many avoid responsibility for personal sin by blaming Satan. Heretofore it
was, "The devil made me do it"; but now it is, "Satan did it." (Source: “Back to the Bible and One Naturism,”
11/96, paper by Miles Stanford.)

-  Stanley's religious roots are Pentecostal, and he has never forsaken them. A 9/96 Charisma article reveals that
Stanley's Atlanta church attracts many charismatics who also watch his program on stations affiliated with Paul
Crouch's TBN. Stanley says:

"I have no problem with the Pentecostal movement. I think they have put life back into the church,
frankly. People ask me, 'Do you have charismatic people in your meetings?' Absolutely! Then they ask,
'Do you like that?' Absolutely! It makes for a good mixture. There needs to be life, joy, happiness and
praising God, and I'm all for that."

Stanley thinks it's humorous that many charismatics believe he is one of them while some Baptists aren't too sure
what he is. Stanley says, "None of that bothers me, I just love God. If somebody loves God, who cares what kind of
title they have?" (Reported in part in the 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  On a recent radio broadcast, Stanley said that God will not send people to hell if they have never heard the
gospel. Following is an extract:

 "… [W]ould God send somebody to hell because they did not receive Jesus whom they never heard
about, never had the privilege of knowing about? And my answer is: No, he would not" (Stanley, In
Touch Ministries, "Reconciling God's Love with His Justice," July 31, 2001). 

This is a great error. In Ephesians 2, God describes the condition of those who are outside of Christ. They are dead
in trespasses and sins (v. 1), by nature the children of wrath (v. 3), having no hope, and without God in the world
(v. 12). This is the unsaved man's condition regardless of whether or not he has heard the gospel. He is condemned
already, and that is why it is so imperative that Christ's commission be obeyed and the gospel be preached to the
ends of the earth. (Church News Notes, 8/3/01, David Cloud, FBIS)

-  In his 1994 book How To Listen To God, Stanley espouses the belief that God continues to speak to man today
outside of His Word (i.e., special revelation) (pp. 15-16; 81-82), and that he has been specifically used by God as a
conduit/channel for that special revelation to others! (pp. 15-16). Stanley even claims to have had a vision from
God (p. 11), and that those who rely solely on Scripture are missing out on all that God has for them (p. 128). He
even spends a whole chapter on "Identifying the Voice of God," which turns out to be nothing but a guessing game.

-  Stanley disagrees with his denomination's stand against women leading the church (6/28/00, Charlotte Observer).
He said he was led to Christ by a fiery female pastor and, "There are some godly women. ..." "I would never say
that a woman could not preach. ..." "You just can't draw the line and say, 'You can't do so-and-so.' You just can't
put God in a box." As to this issue being divisive, he said sometimes our decisions "alienate people." But Jesus was
"divisive" and his doctrines sometimes alienated people. (Source: 7/15/00, Calvary Contender.)

-  In 1992, Radio Bible Class's Discovery House Publishers published a revised edition of Oswald Chambers 1935
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daily devotional classic My Utmost for His Highest. This revised edition is billed as "an updated edition in today's
language." It was revised/edited by James Reimann, who has been a part of Charles Stanley's ministry "for over 20
years." Stanley says this about the revised edition in its Foreword:

"I am greatly encouraged to see these powerful daily devotions updated with more contemporary
expressions. The purpose of this edition is to make it more readable and easily understood. Not a single
truth has been altered even to the slightest degree . ..." (Emphasis added.)

One only need read the devotional for February 10th, "Is Your Ability To See God Blinded?" (in Chambers words,
"Is Your Imagination of God Starved?"), to understand that truth has been altered by Mr. Reimann. In the text of
the 2/10 devotional, in three instances where Chambers writes of "imagination," Reimann substitutes the word
"visualize" or "visualization." Can Mr. Reimann possibly be unaware that in "today's language" visualization is an
occult technique?! [In fact, visualization is the most powerful occult technique available -- visualizing an entity,
even "God" or "Christ," puts one in touch with a masquerading demon (see Beyond Seduction, pp. 190-240).]

-  In an August, 1990, advertising flier sent to parents that home school their children, Stanley's In Touch Ministries
offered to sell a Personality Profile test package (for $30.00) that promises to, "build your child's self-esteem,
discover what motivates their actions, ... understand recurring patterns of behavior, provide appropriate discipline
and instruction geared to their specific temperament, prepare your children to deal with peer pressure through a
positive self-image, and make your job as a parent less frustrating and more rewarding." The test results are also
promised to provide "a classical personality pattern(s)," for each child, such as achiever, perfectionist, persuader,
etc., in order to describe the child's emotions, goals, strengths, weaknesses, group behavior, and value system, all in
order to "transform" the parent's relationship with his child; i.e., "The Personality Profile will help your child
prepare for future career decisions while building an environment where your child may avoid negative peer
pressure and grow spiritually." (Emphasis added.)

Stanley's Personality Profile is merely another psychological testing/personality typing gimmick, of which all such
tests have been proven in the past to have insufficient statistical validity or reliability, either in measuring
personality traits or in using such traits to successfully motivate or modify behavior. (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 74-75,
and Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, both by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate
Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, for excellent analyses of the worthlessness of psychological and personality testing.)

-  Stanley's church teaches self-love/self-esteem to children in its beginners Sunday School classes and has held
numerous seminars on "building your child's self-esteem." One publication states, "Try teaching pre-schoolers.
Showing a toddler the wonders of nature or how wonderfully he/she is made and unconditionally loved happens to
be a great training ground for sharing your faith" (7/28/91, The Witness). Stanley continues with this self-esteem
theme: In a message broadcast 10/23/98 titled "Self-Defense Against Satan's Relentless Assault," Stanley taught
that Satan's constant assault causes Christians to feel worthless and have their self-esteem crushed. This is bad,
according to Stanley, since "Christ died for us because of our great value."

God died for us "because of our great value"?! This is a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have people
who claim to belong to the living God, and churches that claim to be Bible-believing churches, that are robbing
God of that which belongs to Him and Him alone -- all the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of salvation --
and directing it back to themselves. What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -- that men
like Charles Stanley can find a way to say, "You want to know how valuable I am? You want to know how much
worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-esteem? God thought I was valuable enough to die for."
That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His alone. God did not die for us because of our great worth,
but because of our great sin! He died because of who He is, and in spite of what we are (cf. Rom. 5:8). He died to
demonstrate His righteousness and His divine justice (Rom. 3:23-26). There is no mercy if it had to do with my
worth. It is not of grace if it had to do with my value. Anyone who would try to divert some of that glory, honor,
and esteem to man is robbing God of the worship due Him and Him alone.

-  Stanley's psychologizing is evident throughout the materials he sends to those on his mailing list. Just as an
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example, in the 1/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley speaks of reaching "emotional overload[s]" due to childhood
problems. He teaches unconditional love for others (1/6), self-love for yourself (1/7), self-forgiveness necessary to
truly enjoy the liberation that God's forgiveness brings (1/7), self-worth and self-esteem (1/8; 1/29), unconditional
love and acceptance (1/8; 1/19), and intrinsic worth (1/11). In the 6/93 and 7/93 In Touch magazines, Stanley
implies that man is generally born good, but becomes unlikable only "with time and abuse" (6/93); that man's
greatest need is significance (6/17); that self-esteem and self-worth are necessary for good husband-wife
relationships (6/17); and that it is important to instill feelings of worth in your child so that he may experience
"healthy growth and stability" and not struggle "with the acceptance of God's love and grace" (7/20). Moreover, in
the 9/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley quotes favorably from psychologist and mystic Richard Foster's book The
Celebration of Discipline (9/22). (Foster is the head of Renovaré, an international ecumenical organization that
espouses the use of guided imagery and visualization as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal.") In the
11/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley advertises for sale the books of psychologist James Dobson (When God Doesn't
Make Sense) and ecumenical Catholic-sympathizer Charles Colson (The Body).

The 10/94 In Touch magazine featured a four-page article by Stanley titled, "When We Feel Inferior." Stanley
claimed that: 

"... along with my stepfather's words that I was 'good for nothing and would never amount to anything,'
only helped to reinforce my struggle with low self-esteem, an emotional conflict I would fight for years
to come. Anytime we buy into feelings of inferiority, our minds become clouded with a sense of self-
doubt and insecurity. But when God sees us, He sees tremendous potential. He loves us unconditionally
and accepts us right where we are. ... When others do not approve, but criticize us, we feel a loss of
worthiness and self-esteem. ... Each of us at some point in life struggles with feelings of inferiority. ...
countless housewives struggle with depression and low self-esteem because they feel inferior to their
friends who work in an office along with its perks. ... we can dare to disregard the idea that we are
nobody. We no longer need to deceive ourselves about our true self-identity; we know we are
somebody to God. ... God loves you ... no matter how rich or poor, you can step toward Him and tell
Him: 'Lord, I need You. I feel so inferior, and it hurts so badly.' He will come to your aid and give you
a place of rest, a sense of worthiness, and a vision of hope for the future. ... With God there is always
hope. He sees your life and knows exactly what it takes to turn your thinking around. You are a person
of worth, because God is worthy and He lives inside of you. This is where inferiority stops and courage
and self-worth are born."

On the inside cover of the same issue of In Touch, Stanley says: 

"The struggle with inferiority can be all consuming. ... even affects the tenor of our fellowship with
Christ. The less we think of ourselves, the more grueling our emotional journey through life. An
unstable childhood deposited layers of inferiority in my thinking and behavior that discouraged me for
many years. First, I realized that inferiority is just a feeling. ... What others say or do or how the past
affects you may cause you to feel inferior; but from God's perspective of truth, you are fully adequate,
competent, and worthy. He loves us unconditionally, ... Shifting your mental focus from feelings to the
truth of Scripture is God's way to surmount the emotional gravity of inferiority. ... Believe what He
declares true about you, and slowly you will find the feelings of inferiority diminish in intensity. ... The
Lord has a very special plan for you because you are somebody very special to Him." 

Stanley also wants to be very special to his listeners and viewers. On a 6/23/91 In Touch radio broadcast, Stanley
offered a packet of materials titled, "Meditations with Charles Stanley." Included with the kit of materials were
"two black and white photos of Dr. Stanley to help you with your meditations."

More current, the First Baptist Church Atlanta website (as of 8/01) lists in detail a wide range of church-sponsored
psychological ministries (dubbed "Support Groups"):

Substance Abuse
Sexual Abuse Survivors (for women)
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Healing for Damaged Emotions
Sexual Addiction (for men)
Homosexual Recovery
Eating Disorders
Promise Keepers
HIV/Aids (those infected and those affected)
Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families

-  Stanley’s FBCA has scheduled a “Freedom in Christ” Seminar for 9/14-9/15 of 2001. The Seminar is being put
on by Neil Anderson's psychological-/spiritual warfare-oriented Freedom in Christ Recovery Ministries. For
$25/person, attendees will be taught "how to find freedom in your life from issues such as: Addiction &
Codependency; Anger & Bitterness; Perfectionism & Workaholism; Low Self-esteem; Eating Disorders, Gambling,
and Other Compulsive Behaviors; Depression & Irrational Fears; Sex Addiction & Pornography; Stress & Anxiety;
[Demonic] Strongholds; Habitual Sins; Negative Thoughts; and Broken Relationships." Here are some other
beauties as to why believers cannot find freedom in Christ (each a totally unbiblical concept -- see BDM reports on
Neil Anderson for an critical analysis of his "ministry"): 

Need to realize that God accepts them just the way they are, forgive themselves, and accept themselves.

Do not know they are dead to the law, and everything is permissible, and are still trying to perform and
measure up to get their acceptance and worth.
Don't know that God accepts them as they are and has not changed as a result of their sin.
Do not understand spiritual warfare and that Satan was defeated at the cross, and we have authority over him
and the demonic.

-  For more detailed information on Stanley's apparent love for "Christian" pop psychology and the psychological
gospel, see the following tape message indices: (1) "Unmet Needs"--9/92 & 2/99; (2) "Childhood Memories"--
2/91; (3) "Self-Rejection"--1/90.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/2001

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Charles Stanley
February, 1991 Radio Message

"Putting Away Childish Things"

-  Stanley uses 1 Corinthians 13:11 as the "proof-text" for this message, even though he readily admits that it
doesn't apply! ("I want to take this verse out of context, so to speak, to apply that to our emotional lives and the
effect that childish things of the past have on us today -- that is not exactly what Paul was referring to, but the truth
of what I'm going to say is indeed the truth.") Stanley then defines the kind of childishness he's talking about:

"I'm talking about the things that damaged us when we were children -- that our parents placed within
our lives -- damaging ideas that we live with. And when that little boy crops up, or that little girl crops
up, then we've got problems ... All of us have them [these damaged childhood memories] ... Many of
these attitudes that we never chose to adopt -- nobody ever said, 'Would you like to think this about
yourself?' -- it's just that it was programmed into our thinking ... In fact, all of us have the little boy and
the little girl still within us," which then can "act-up" beyond our control. "... the little child-likeness
within us still acts out, in a mature adult body, childish attitudes that are the result of those damaging
ideas that were programmed into our thinking while we were children ..."

"Often times it's not that we choose to respond that way; the little boy or the little girl comes to life and
acts out this carnal, fleshly attitude, and embarrasses the adult ... More than likely if they keep
reoccurring, it's the little boy or little girl within you that's trying to express himself or herself ... Who
is it that's really responding? Is that a choice you've made or is that the little boy back there with
damaged emotions, or little girl, who's rising to exercise their authority?"

-  The thesis of Stanley's message is one based upon Freud's thoroughly discredited theory of psychic determinism:

"When you and I were born, and even before we were born, we began to be programmed, and on this
'grid system' of our mind, our parents, other people, school teachers, friends later on, and people that
became a part of our life, began to make a contribution to our grid system -- that is, they began to say
things about us or to us that left indelible impressions as little children.

"If our parents were godly and loving and kind, they built beautiful, beautiful truths into our 'grid
system' because everything we would think from the very beginning would have to sift through that. If
my parents built self-worth in me, and a sense of security, and to be somebody, and I was worth
something, and that I was competent, then everything the rest of my life would sort of go through that,
and I would sift all the negative and the positive through my sense of self-worth and competency -- my
adequacy to face life. But if that parent built within me a sense of worthlessness -- 'you can't do that,
you won't ever amount to anything,' and all the rest -- into that grid system is built that, and so all the
other things the rest of my life are going to be sifted through those first-indelible impressions that were
made upon my life and your life."

-  Therefore, what the Bible calls sinful actions and/or sinful responses, Stanley calls uncontrollable impulses over
which one has no control, and thereby, cannot be held accountable nor responsible for:

"Not a matter of sin, but a matter of pre-programmed attitude, so be very, very careful of what you say
to your children ... Not really sinning, but the problem is your pre-programming of inferiority by your
parents."

-  Stanley offers no hope for those suffering from the effects of this so-called early childhood (or even pre-birth)
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pre-programming -- "You can't deny it's true, but you can deal with it." He even goes so far to say that, "if the little
boy or girl within you has not been dealt with, you do not know the God of this Book!"

-  Stanley claims to know "these truths" (of pre-programmed behavior for which one is not responsible) from
personal experience -- Stanley himself grew up with "rejection, poor self-esteem, poor self-image, and other things
that destroy a person emotionally." (Stanley claims to have grown up with a step-father who "totally rejected" him
and could not accept him, which thereby led to Stanley forming a programmed opinion of God that was the same as
the opinion he had of his earthly father.)

-  Stanley lists seven steps in dealing with the ill-effects of childhood pre-programming: (Remember, according to
Stanley, there is no cure for "these things," but one's only hope is to develop mechanisms for dealing with them.)

(a) Identify the childhood emotions, attitudes, and actions.

(b) Acknowledge its presence, its effect, and its source (your parents) in your life.

(c) Forgive those responsible -- place an empty chair in a room, visualize the responsible party sitting
in the chair (remember, it can't be your fault because you've been pre-programmed), and "forgive him
[your father] for programming low self-esteem into your life." (Stanley, incredibly, cautions us not to
go to the person directly!) This suggested methodology is identical to that taught by the "inner healers"
in the church today (David Seamands, Kevin Leman, Randy Carlson, etc.), who have derived their
techniques from such anti-Christians as Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud.

(d) Forgive yourself for the expectations you placed on yourself.

(e) Accept God's acceptance of me just the way I am, because "you're programmed" and, thereby, not
responsible for your actions.

(f) Believe your acceptance.

(g) Renew your mind with the Word, which is the truth that, "the little boy in me doesn't have to
control me," and that "I am SOMEBODY in the eyes of God."

(h) Stanley's prayer at the end of the message is typical of the Freudianisms he has become so fond of -
- "Grant them the courage to get started. Send them a friend -- a true friend who will listen to them cry,
listen to them shout and hurl their attitudes of animosity and resentment, who will listen and love them
right through to victory." (Freudian ventilation therapy)
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Charles Stanley
Book Notes*

How To Handle Adversity

p. 16 -- "Sin ... causes our self-esteem to die ... All of these forms of death result in adversity to some degree."

pp. 19-20 -- Stanley relates the case of a rebellious son who is the product of a broken home. Stanley lays no blame
whatsoever on the son's sin (rebellion) for the cause of his circumstances (i.e., a broken relationship with his
mother), but places it all on the mother who was the reason for the broken home. Stanley's theology apparently
allows for only one possibility -- that one's suffering must be due to another's sin (which is the correct
interpretation in some cases), but he appears to give no weight to the probability that one's suffering could be due
to the "victim's" sinful response to the sin against him (which is the correct interpretation in most cases). He
thereby, by this apparent lack of understanding of Ezekiel 18, promotes blame-shifting and neglect of individual
responsibility for one's own actions/reactions.

pp. 27-42 -- In relating the account of the Lazarus story of John 11, Stanley encourages his readers to "try to forget
the end of the story and 'feel' as they [the Biblical characters] must have." This is a very feeling-/emotion-oriented
approach (rather than action/behavior-oriented), based entirely upon speculation rather than actual Biblical
narrative.

p. 34 -- Stanley uses the terms "rejection" and "compensate" in a standard psychological sense.

p. 43 -- "So many situations arising today seem to go beyond the bounds of what the Scriptures address." (Oh,
really!? -- in 2 Peter 1:3 and 1 Timothy 3:16, God says exactly the opposite!)

p. 50 -- "Every time I deal with an individual suffering from something that happened during childhood, I think,
'Lord, it was not this person's decision to be born into that home.'" (Freudian psychic determinism)

p. 85 -- Stanley evidently has great respect for Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), particularly its ability to lead men to
see their "need of a higher power." He claims that "there aren't any atheists in AA," since they have seen their need
and "the group allows members to discover or define for themselves what or who that higher power is." (Emphasis
added.) Stanley evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are leading AA
members to accept false gods (in this case, a kind of "Star Wars Force" as a substitute for the true, living, personal
God of the Bible).

pp. 108-109 -- Stanley relates the story of a lady who was presently "pushy" and "bossy" because of her childhood
where her parents had high expectations for her without any affection. This environment in which she grew up was,
therefore, the cause of her "aggressive spirit." Stanley gives no weight whatsoever to the fact that, even though
probably sinned against first by her parents, her response to this "sin" was sinful in and of itself. Instead, Stanley
says, "Every major family counseling session I have been involved in centered on problems that stemmed from
some family member's past. Because of this, I begin almost every session with questions about early family life."
(Emphasis added.) (The Bible says that problems may stem from some learned sinful response in the past, but
present sin is not caused by past experiences.)

p. 127 -- "Perhaps a recent tragedy or illness has left you wondering about your usefulness or self-worth."
(Emphasis added.)

p. 180 -- Espouses the Freudian concept of "denial."
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p. 188 -- "Truths ... are essential to maintaining the right perspective on adversity. The reason is that self-esteem
and confidence in God are usually two things affected most by tragedy." (Emphasis added.) (Stanley doesn't
explain how one reconciles the conflict between self-esteem and confidence in God.)

* To be fair to Dr. Stanley, the material he presents in Chapters 5 and 13, pp. 69-82 and 149-161, respectively, is
excellent.
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Charles Stanley
January, 1990 Radio Message

"Self-Rejection: Its Characteristics, Causes & Cures"

-  "Self-rejection is a form of bondage that causes you to project these feelings on others that they didn't feel them
at all." (Self-rejection, and all the so-called feelings associated with it, would be better defined (Biblically) as one's
sinful response to ones circumstances and/or sin against him.)

-  Uses Col. 1:21,22 as proof-text for this message and the thesis that people who suffer from feelings of self-
rejection, "suffer from a very painful form of bondage."

-  "People in self-rejection syndrome have chronic feelings of unworthiness."

-  "Rejection is a form of control, manipulation, and domination; when someone needs acceptance and we deprive
them of that, we are controlling, manipulating, and dominating them." (The Bible, of course, knows nothing of this
"need for acceptance;" its source in humanistic psychology.)

-  Stanley's bottom line is that "people who suffer from self-rejection are willing to base their self-worth on opinion
of others rather than on relationship to God."

-  "Dominating thought of person feeling self-rejection is this: 'I must please these people in order to feel good
about myself.'"

-  Characteristics of people feeling self-rejection:

-  Overemphasis on dress (a self-image problem)
-  Difficult time trusting God
-  Difficult time loving others/being loved by others (psychic determinism/childhood hurts)
-  Critical spirit
-  Feelings of inferiority/inadequacy
-  Anger
-  Perfectionism ("I must be perfect to feel good about myself; arrogance and pride feelings are really
cover-ups for insecurity.")
-  Easily hurt
-  Suspicious of others actions
-  Self-isolation (that way, the only one that rejects them is themselves)
-  Depression (because you failed your expectations)
-  Self-verification (of their worthiness/self-worth)
-  Sensual fantasies (not a matter of sexual morality, it's a matter of acceptance)
-  Domineering the circumstances

The above list should actually be labeled "sinful responses of people claiming self-rejection." The above items in
the list have no Biblical basis. Their roots are instead Rogerian/behavioristic psychology and Freudian psychic
determinism.

-  "So what if someone else rejects you, your self-worth is not based on that individual's opinion, but on God's." 
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-  Causes of self-rejection: (This scenario completely ignores an individual's responsibility for sinful responses to
ones circumstances and/or to sinful actions against them.)

-  Early in life deformity
-  Deep emotional hurt from past childhood [psychic determinism]
-  Death of a parent ("Daddy died because he didn't love me" feelings.)
-  Abandonment ("You create awesome feelings of rejection that will go with that family the rest of
their life, and you will be the ultimate reason for it.")
-  Divorce
-  Child abuse
-  Guilt feelings from past sins/mistakes
-  Criticism from other people

-  According to Stanley, three feelings needed for one to be emotionally healthy:

(a) Feelings of belonging
(b) Feelings of worthiness 
(c) Feelings of competence

-  Self-worth should be based upon what God says, which according to Stanley is, "I have a sense of worth -- Jesus
died for me; I have a sense of competence -- the Holy Spirit is working in me" (complete failure to recognize that
Christ died for us, not because of our great worth, but because of our great sin!).

-  Stanley's three steps to overcoming self-rejection:

(a) Identify the feelings of rejection
(b) Reject the feelings of rejection (based on God having said, "I'm worthy ")
(c) Affirm the following: (sounds a little like positive confession)

(1) "Father, I thank you that I am unconditionally loved"
(2) "I am completely forgiven"
(3) "I am totally accepted"
(4) "I am complete in Christ" 
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Charles Stanley
September 13, 1992 Television Message

"Our Unmet Needs: The Basics"

-  Stanley states that the following three needs are absolutely "essential" for all healthy relationships -- with God,
others, self, etc. This is a "three-legged stool" according to Stanley, meaning that each leg must be present for the
stool (the emotionally healthy individual) to remain standing -- must be well-adjusted in all three areas or "things
aren't going to be right." God supposedly created these three basic needs in each person's life, so that each person
could be "whole":

(a) a need for sense of belonging 
(b) a need for sense of worthiness 
(c) a need for sense of competence

Stanley takes this psychological need system (Adlerian/Maslowian/Freudian), and then tries to Biblicize it -- "God
made these a part of every one of our lives." Stanley teaches that these are needs that God not only created in us,
but that "God has also provided for" (Phil 4:19); i.e., belonging comes from salvation (from the Father through
Christ), worthiness is evidenced by Christ dying for us and competence is from the Holy Spirit enabling us.

A.  Sense of Belonging -- an awareness of being wanted, cared for, and accepted. Stanley states that "God has
created in every single one of us the need to feel that we belong ... These are legitimate needs that God has placed
in all of us ... This need doesn't begin at 21. It begins in the mother's womb." Stanley contends that if this need isn't
satisfied in a loving, belonging household, you get "gangs, burning, looting, killing, sexual perversions, drugs, etc."
A teenager wouldn't want to be part of a gang if his home life had fulfilled this "God-given need."

According to Stanley, if you could do "no other thing" for a child, show him "that he belongs." Those who do not
have a sense of belonging will look for a substitute. People without sense of belonging have a difficult time giving
or receiving love. When Jesus said on the cross, "Why hath thou forsaken me?," He had lost his sense of belonging.
"Jesus no longer felt He belonged ... 'My God, My God, My belongingness has been fragmented!'" 

"What about a child growing up without that [sense of belonging satisfied]? You say 'Well, they'll get over it.' No
they won't!" How does he know "you don't get over it"? Stanley has experience on his side [not the Bible, because
the Bible says believers can and do get over it (Phil. 3:12-14)]. But Stanley has "observed and listened to others for
more than 35 years." He also has the benefit of his own personal situation. Stanley never had a real sense of
belonging (because he "moved 17 times in the first 16 years" of his life). 

B.  Sense of Worthiness -- "a sense of feeling good about yourself ... everybody needs a sense of worthiness ...
there's a healthy way to love yourself ... Jesus said love our neighbors as ourselves. We are to love our neighbors
and ourselves in a healthy fashion ... there is a healthy way to love ourselves. We should respect ourselves. We
should love ourselves in a godly fashion, not egotistically or pridefully, but in a healthful fashion ... so we should
love ourselves wisely."

"God says, 'Do you want to know how much you're worth? ... Here's how much you're worth. [Stanley stretches out
his arms like Jesus on the cross.] I died for you. You're worth so much, I was willing to die for you. That's how
much you're worth. [applause] It makes no difference what anybody else thinks. I died for you. That's how worthy I
think you are.' God looked down and said, 'Is he/she [you and me] worth dying for? -- and My answer is "yes,"
(hallelujah), "yes."'"
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"That's the reason you and I are saved. We were worth dying for ... Just remember this every time you look at the
cross ... God is shouting 'You are worth dying for!' ... It is God, with all His absolute knowledge who said, 'You and
I are worth dying for.' ... I know I'm worth saving because God said it and God demonstrated it!"

"Why is it that people do not have a sense of worth? Everybody should love themselves or think well of
themselves, but they don't." Anyone who gives you a "fishy handshake" is because "their sense of worth is dragging
so deep in the mud, and they feel so unworthy ... they can't look you in the eye ... Sometimes the worst kind of
abuse isn't beating ... [it's] feeling I'm unwanted and unworthy of being wanted." Why are we worthy to be wanted?
According to Stanley, it's because "no child comes into the world hostile or angry. No child is born a rebel ..." In
Stanley's opinion, we're all born with the good outweighing the bad.

"Failures in our past that somehow we cannot overcome" also can cause a sense of unworthiness, as can sin. "Sin
strikes out at your sense of self-esteem, your sense of worth. That's why guilt can absolutely destroy our sense of
worth ..."

Many business failures are due to lack of worth feelings. "Something inside of them keeps shouting 'You are not
worth succeeding.' ... Some of that is that old tape recording placed there by our parents that said 'You'll never
amount to anything in life. Don't even try.' ... So sometimes it's the sin of other people that causes us to have that
sense of worthlessness." You must deal with the past guilt or "subconsciously the gnawing is still going on ... you
don't get over it by becoming an adult. You get over it by dealing with it."

C.  Sense of Competence -- "I can; I'm capable." According to Stanley, Jesus spent so much time in the Upper
Room (John 13-17) because He knew what the disciples were feeling -- their sense of competence needed to be
built up.

-  In closing, Stanley brings in one of David Seamands' heresies, "healing of emotions": "People who planted things
into your mind when you were a child growing up, they were devastating to you. You can be liberated and freed
from every single solitary bit of it. Instantly? No. Because healing of emotions do not come over night. It takes
time." How can you get right with God and take a "dramatic step" towards wholeness? Stanley closes with a prayer
and some advice:

"Father, I just want to thank You for showing me today that You took care of my sense of belonging
by making me one of Your children. I want to thank You that You're my Father and I'm Your child,
and that I fully belong and nothing would be able to separate me from You. ... I want to thank You that
I must really be special because to think that You, God, would come to this earth, and be crucified on a
cross in order to say to me, 'You are worth My life.' ... I want to thank You for sending the Holy Spirit
to live on the inside of me. Because now I know that I'm really capable of doing anything in this world
You want me to do. So Lord, I'll begin today to trust You to heal those damaged emotions back
yonder. And I'm willing, Lord, to deal with any guilt back there that I've not dealt with. I'm willing to
forgive anybody who planted the wrong attitudes in my mind and heart so that I can begin to enjoy my
belongingness, and enjoy my worth, and enjoy my capacity as a child of God."

"Some sermons you can walk out and put 'em in your pocket and forget it. You better not forget this
sermon. You better not forget it. Because if you do, it's going to affect you, your family, your friends,
and it could affect you the rest of your life on this earth ... You can be a whole person if you have a
healthy sense of belongingness, worthiness, and competence. And if you don't, you will die [long
pause], NEVER COMPLETE!"
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Charles Swindoll
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Swindoll (born 1934) is a 1963 graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary (DTS). (Swindoll does not have
a college undergraduate degree; he was admitted to DTS in 1959 as a "special student" through the influence of
R.B. Thieme, Jr.) He was senior pastor of the First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California for 23 years
(1971-1994). Swindoll resigned the Fullerton pastorate effective 4/15/94 to take the post of president of DTS, the
sixth largest seminary in the world (effective 7/1/94). The 5/25/94 Dallas Morning News said Swindoll, "hedged on
specifics but said the focus [at DTS] will be on spicing up the image of the seminary." An interview in the 10/25/93
Christianity Today said: "President-elect Charles Swindoll says get ready for a kinder, gentler Dallas Seminary." He
said the "dispensationalism" term may disappear, and "perhaps it should." (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) 

Swindoll's installation as DTS's fourth president was held 10/27/94 at Prestonwood Baptist Church (Southern
Baptist Convention) in Dallas. The next day's events included a general conference featuring ecumenical
psychologizers James Dobson, Stuart Briscoe, and Chuck Colson (who gave the keynote address!). The following
day, Swindoll spoke at a local Promise Keepers conference. [Swindoll also spoke at both neo-evangelical Moody
Bible Institute and at church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Church in 9/94.] (Reported in the 10/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [In May of 2001, former provost and v-p for academic affairs, Mark L. Bailey, assumed the
presidency of Dallas Seminary. Swindoll now serves as chancellor of DTS and senior pastor of the Stonebriar
Community Church in Frisco, Texas (established 1998).]

-  When Swindoll originally assumed the DTS presidency, he had planned to move to Tennessee, relocating his
radio and publishing ministry to Nashville (one of his children lives in Nashville). He also planned to establish a
non-denominational church in Nashville while maintaining a second residence in Dallas. But his residence and
church-planting plans were put on hold and are now merely "long-range goals." Also, original plans called for Dr.
John Sailhamer of Trinity International University (TIU) [formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (TEDS)] to
be Dallas Seminary's Provost, but DTS' then current vice-president, Wendell Johnston was designated Executive
Vice President with responsibility for day-to-day operations.

As Swindoll began his second year at DTS's president, he set forth his priorities for the 1995-96 school year. Three
of the items on Swindoll's agenda are of particular interest: (a) "Soften and change the image of the school from
'exclusive' to 'distinctive'"; (b) "Provide training in and exposure to a variety of worship styles to lead worship
creatively"; and (c) "Promote the importance of affirmation and encouragement." Is this not an agenda that any
card-carrying neo-evangelical compromiser could be proud of?

-  Swindoll is one of the eminent popularizers of new evangelicalism in general and of pop psychology specifically.
His psychological gospel is perpetrated mainly through the print and broadcast media, the latter over the radio
airways where his 30-minute Insight For Living (IFL) broadcasts continue to be carried daily, in 16 languages, on
more than 2,100 radio stations worldwide. [IFL is the radio ministry developed by Swindoll and E-Free Fullerton in
1977, when it began broadcasting as a church ministry on 27 stations in the U.S. It is still operating today (but in
Plano, Texas, as of March 2001), with 150 staff, broadcasting Swindoll's sermons and distributing his Bible study
guides. Swindoll continues to officially head up IFL, with day-to-day operations under the control of his wife
Cynthia (president and CEO).]

Swindoll has also authored 59 books, 5 mini-books, and 38 booklets; he has received eleven Gold Medallion
Awards to date. He is also a regular featured speaker for the ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement known as Promise Keepers. [Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a
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"phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade
any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history. (At the 7/94 Boulder, Colorado National Promise Keepers
Conference, to the band's playing of "Born to Be Wild," Swindoll roared onto the stage astride a motorcycle, and
then delivered a sermon on avoiding temptation. Could this be what Swindoll means by "spicing up the image of
the seminary"?) Swindoll and his two sons were also on the cover of the Jan/Feb 1996, New Man, the official PK
magazine published by Charisma.]

-  Since at least 1987, Swindoll has completely psychologized his message; a mere cursory glance at the footnotes
and "Books for Probing Further" section of his Insight For Living Bible study guides will find glowing
endorsements and recommendations of such Freudian, humanistic, and/or behavioral psychologists/psychologizers
as Larry Crabb, James C. Dobson, Tony Campolo, Jerry White, Carl Rogers, Max Lucado, Tim Hansel, Frank
Minirth and Paul Meier, Philip Yancey, David Seamands, Gary Collins, Gary Smalley and John Trent, John White,
Josh McDowell, David Hocking, David and Karen Mains, Bruce and Clyde Narramore, H. Norman Wright, Paul
Tournier, Grace Ketterman, Karl Menninger, Kevin Leman, etc., etc. [Amazingly though, Swindoll sees himself as
part of the solution to the problem of the psychologizing of the Church rather than part of the problem! In a
5/17/93, Christianity Today article, "The Therapeutic Revolution: How Christian Counseling Is Changing the
Church," Swindoll says, "There's a lot of schlocky stuff being passed off as Christian counseling by a lot of
schlocky people."]

-  In a personal web site Q&A posting (titled "Who am I, really?"), Swindoll further reveals his neo-evangelical
and psychological preferences. To the question, "Who are your favorite writers and what books have made an
impact on your life?," Swindoll lists psychologizer Philip Yancey's Fearfully and Wonderfully Made as his number
one pick. He picks ecumenical psychologizer J.I. Packer as number 6, and Catholic-sympathizer and author of
occult fantasy C.S. Lewis as number 7. Easy-believism poster boy Charles Ryrie comes in number 11, Eugene
Peterson (author of the blasphemous Bible version The Message) comes in 12th., and psychologizer Warren
Wiersbe 13th. To the question, "Who do you consider to be the best Bible preachers of all time?," Swindoll picks
as number three John R.W. Stott, an Anglican ecumenical who denies the reality of a literal hell. (Source: Chuck
Swindoll personal web site, 2/02.)

In addition, Swindoll frequently quotes as authorities and sources helpful to Christians, various New Age
spokespersons, e.g., futurist Alvin Toffler (1/16/89 radio broadcast); transpersonal New Age psychologist and
occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross (Abraham: The Friend of God Bible Study Guide, p. 136 & 1/23/89 radio
broadcast); psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-Christian, Carl Jung (6/89, Insight For Living monthly letter);
author and occultist, Edgar Allan Poe (First Corinthians Bible Study Guide, p. 56); New Age pastor, Bruce Larson
(Strengthening Your Grip Bible Study Guide, p. 89); pantheistic, "evangelical" liberal, social activist, Tony
Campolo (Discipleship Bible Study Guide, p. 42); and pantheistic New Age psychologist, M. Scott Peck (6/89 &
2/92 Insight For Living monthly letters and Second Corinthians Bible Study Guide, p. 104). He recommends and
uncritically quotes from the books of a wide variety of false teachers; he has promoted the neo-orthodox theologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, praised the work of Roman Catholic "Mother" Teresa, and promoted and spoken for the
ministry of Billy Graham. In his book The Tale of the Tardy Oxcart, Swindoll quotes Robert Schuller with no
qualification, in spite of the fact that Schuller preaches a false gospel of self-esteem. 

-  Apparently as a result of his close friendship with Dr. James C. Dobson (circa 1987), Swindoll has become a full-
fledged advocate of the gospel of religious humanism -- self-love and self-esteem. [Swindoll was also at one time
involved with James Dobson's Focus on the Family (FOTF) ministry in the making of cassette tapes in FOTF's
"Pastor to Pastor" series. FOTF describes this series as: "These tapes, produced six times a year, feature interviews
with the most popular and well-informed religious leaders of our day."] Swindoll's book and Bible Study Guide,
both titled Growing Wise in Family Life (and both re-titled and republished in 1991 as The Strong Family),
shockingly develop the primary teachings of this false gospel; i.e., that the Bible purportedly teaches that we are to
love ourselves, that we are unable to love God and others until we do learn to love ourselves, and that most, if not
all, of society's social and moral ills are the result of its members having low self-image/low self-esteem.
(Particularly abominable is Swindoll's so-called exegesis of Ephesians 5:29, i.e., that that verse is a command to
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love and cherish oneself, rather than its clear meaning that man already loves and cherishes himself.) Therefore,
progressive sanctification for the Swindoll disciple primarily involves improving his feelings about himself. (See
pp. 131-148 and 99-114 of the books, Growing Wise in Family Life and The Strong Family, respectively, and pp.
66-71 and 63-70, respectively, of the Study Guides by the same names.) (See also Swindoll's 1990 Bible Study
Guide, The Grace Awakening, pp. 110-111, for further evidence of Swindoll's self-love teachings supposedly
"exegeted" from Eph. 5:22-30.)

-  On Swindoll's 9/1/89 Insight For Living radio broadcast, he developed the thought (from Matthew 6) that we are
worthy because Jesus says we have more worth than the sparrows, proceeded to follow with the thought that our
value is so high because of the high price paid by Christ (another example of Swindoll's "shopping mall" theology,
having no Biblical basis whatsoever), and ended with, "... if it hadn't been for you and for me, there wouldn't have
been a Savior!" Swindoll is in effect saying, "Isn't it great to know that our utter depravity and sinfulness is the
source of our value in that we made it possible for Christ to come into the world!" This gross heresy (some would
say blasphemy), that man is not only something worth dying for, but worth the life of the Son of God, makes an
utter mockery of the doctrines of grace and redemption. The value placed upon man as described in Matthew 6 is
value that is based upon the grace (undeserved, unwarranted favor) of God, not the grandeur of man.

-  On a 1995 Insight for Living radio program, Swindoll was commenting on Galatians 1:8,9. Swindoll did not like
the apostle Paul's viewpoint here, and said so. He then read a poem by Sara Teasdale that talked about
compromising: Swindoll said, "To learn to compromise is the mark of a mature Christian." Teasdale's poem that
Swindoll read on the air follows:

"WISDOM -- When I have ceased to break my wings / Against the faultiness of things / And learned
that compromises wait / Behind each hardly opened gate / When I can look Life in the eyes / Grown
calm and very coldly wise / Life will have given me the Truth / And taken in exchange -- my youth."
(Sara Teasdale:c.1916 -- emphasis added.)

The fact is that Sara Teasdale never claimed to be a "Christian," and died a suicide. Yet, Chuck Swindoll prefers
her views to those of the apostle Paul!

-  Swindoll endorses and recommends David Seamands (e.g., Abraham: The Friend of God Bible Study Guide, p.
170: Healing for Damaged Emotions), the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the Memories/Inner Healing
(which uses one or more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided
imagery, dream analysis, and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.).
[Swindoll also endorsed another psycho-occultic book, Secrets of Your Family Tree: Healing for Adult Children of
Dysfunctional Families, by Carder, Townsend, et al.]

-  Swindoll teaches an "unconditional forgiveness/carnal Christian" gospel that says, "nothing we do can hinder or
halt His giving ... Love prompts Him to keep on giving ... without expecting anything in return" (9/98, Insight For
Living newsletter). (Emphasis added.) Swindoll completely ignores the necessity of confession and repentance to
restore "broken fellowship" with God -- in fact, Swindoll apparently doesn't believe that a Christian can ever do
anything that could hinder man's free flow of communication with God, such as willful disobedience and
unconfessed sin (cf. Isaiah 59:1,2). [See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin &
Deidre Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

-  Swindoll's position on unconditional forgiveness/acceptance is even more clear in his 1990 book, The Grace
Awakening :

"Because there are differences of taste or preference, grace frees us to choose. My counsel is this: Let
people make their own choices. Accept them as they are  [p. 141)]. ... Freeing others means we never
assume a position we are not qualified to fill. This, in one sentence, is enough to stop any person from
judging another. We're not qualified" (p. 164). (Emphasis added.)
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Swindoll seems to be ignorant of the fact that it is not possible for a Christian to function Biblically without making
judgments (John 7:24; Gal. 6:1). Yet many professing evangelicals whose conduct and/or doctrine clearly call for
judgment, seek to avoid being called to account by claiming it would be legalistic to do so.
 
-  One of the habits of new evangelicals is to use the testimonies of prominent worldlings who claim to have
received Christ -- movie stars, entertainment figures, and professional sports celebrities. Swindoll took this
penchant to a new height in his Winter 1986, Insights by using the testimony of brewery magnate Adolph Coors IV.
(Source: New Neutralism II, p. 72.)

-  Swindoll has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb (4/89, Insight For Living monthly letter; Strengthening Your Grip Bible Study Guide, p. 121;
Discipleship Bible Study Guide, p. 108; You and Your Problems Bible Study Guide, p. 122; etc.). Crabb's model of
counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which is derived from
Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses which govern a person's
thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs [Maslow/Adler], with great
emphasis on so-called emotional needs). (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 105-222, for an excellent analysis of
Larry Crabb's teachings [reissued as Larry Crabb's Gospel].)

-  Swindoll is a primary supporter and endorser of so-called Christian psychologist, Gary Smalley, the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience (Esther Bible Study Guide, p. 108; 2/28/89 radio
broadcast; 3/1/89 advertisement of Swindoll's Alaska cruise with "Gary Smalley teaching marrieds"; and the 2/89
Insight For Living monthly letter). This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to describe personality types by
brain hemisphere dominance as well as give insights to male/female communication effectiveness, has been
thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it has no support in Scripture). The
popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of Love, co-authored by
Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but apparently believe that the
Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.)

The Language of Love was published and promoted by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing, and was endorsed
by Swindoll as, "two extremely gifted writers. This, their latest book, provides time-tested techniques for
expressing our love in ways that will be understood ... and remembered" (2/89, Insight For Living monthly letter).
[In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-brain silliness,
all references to such were removed. Sadly, this "revision" was only cosmetic. The delusion that "emotional word
pictures" are the key to relationships and spiritual growth, remains the false message of this deceptive book (1/92,
CIB Bulletin).]

-  Swindoll recommends the books of so-called Christian psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (numerous
Bible study guide recommendations; 9/90 radio interview; 5/92 Insight For Living monthly letter; etc.), and
wholeheartedly endorses the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic in Dallas. (In early-1996, the Minirth-Meier team split
up.) Minirth and Meier are perhaps the "purest" of the Freudian psychologists in the professing Church today, who
by cleverly masquerading their discredited Freudianisms as "Christian," have gained widespread acceptability. (See
Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 223-334, for an excellent analysis of Minirth and Meier's Freudian teachings with
respect to the unconscious, infantile sexuality, psychic determinism, defense mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth
order, five stages of grief, etc.) [See You and Your Problems Bible Study Guide for evidence of Swindoll's
acquiescence with these Freudian concepts.]

-  Swindoll clearly shows his fascination with the New Age/occult in his book, Living Above the Level of
Mediocrity. In this book, he praises a New Age mind control book by Roger van Oech titled A Whack on the Side
of the Head (e.g., "you owe it to yourself to read it," p. 25), and openly endorses visualization (a popular technique
of New Agers that has deep roots in the occult) as a technique for spiritual growth! In clearly New Age jargon,
Swindoll describes visualization as one of the key high-powered secrets to success, and encourages those who want
to break through the "mediocrity barrier" to "mentally visualize being on a higher plane" (p. 29). [Swindoll also
favorably quotes Denis Waitley (Abraham: The Man of God, p. 154), who encourages the use of "positive self-talk"
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and "positive imagery" (both occult techniques). Also, after Swindoll praised the book, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, he was confronted with a critique of its New Age teachings, to which Swindoll replied,
"All truth is God's truth, regardless of the source"! (personal letter on file).]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Chuck Swindoll and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a
party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive
and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and
never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Swindoll supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged in for the purpose
of forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create
social upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Swindoll's philosophy seems to
be one of "the end justifies the means." In the event a "rescue" fails, however, Swindoll recommends that
psychological counselors and support groups be used in counseling those who have had abortions, "to assist them
through the therapy of recovery" (Focus on the Family magazine, August 1990, pp. 18-21).

-  Swindoll's 6/92 Insight For Living newsletter was devoted entirely to "feelings." Swindoll relates how his sister
asked him "What is your favorite feeling?" Swindoll's response: "In computer-like fashion my brain began to think
through a dozen or more possibilities. Being a person to whom feelings are extremely important, I had a tough time
selecting one." (Emphasis added.) [The Bible knows nothing of this feeling orientation that Swindoll and his fellow
religious humanists (Dobson, McDowell, Hocking, MacArthur, Kennedy, Ezzo, etc.) in the professing church today
are so fond of. Instead, the Bible speaks of action -- giving, obeying, doing, etc. -- and then only in the truth (John
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3:16; 14:23,24; Rom. 5:8; 12:9a, 20a; Eph. 5:25; 1 John 3:16a,18; 4:9,10,19,20; 5:3; 2 John 6; Rev. 2:4,5).]
(Swindoll revealed that his favorite feeling is accomplishment, while his sister's is relief.)

-  Swindoll is also quite sympathetic to the unbiblical doctrines of the charismatic movement and its leaders, all
under the guise of grace and non-judgmental acceptance (From The Grace Awakening): (Emphases added.)

"Here's another grace-binding example: I'm not a charismatic. However, I don't feel it's my calling to
shoot great volleys of theological artillery at my charismatic brothers and sisters. Who knows how
much good they have done and the magnificent ministries many of them have? Thankfully, I've grown
up a little and learned that God uses many of them, in song as well as in writing and in pulpits today.
Grace helps to hold us close [p. 188]. ... More than ever we need grace-awakened ministers who free
rather than bind: Life beyond the letter of the Scripture ... absence of dogmatic Bible-bashing" (p. 233).

Swindoll's "grace" is not only gullible, but is out of control. "Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ" (John 1:17).
Grace that disregards its bounds of doctrinal truth, as Swindoll's clearly does, amounts to just another form of
antinomianism! (Miles Stanford's 4/91 report on Charles Swindoll: The Grace Awakening).

-  In Swindoll's booklet titled Demonism, published by Multnomah Press in 1981, Swindoll clearly teaches that
believers can be demon possessed:

"Can a Christian be demonized? For a number of years I questioned this, but now I am convinced it
can occur. If a 'ground of entrance' has been granted the power of darkness (such as trafficking in the
occult, a continual unforgiving spirit, a habitual state of carnality, etc.) the demon(s) sees this as a
green light -- okay to proceed. ... I have worked personally with troubled, anguished Christians for
many years. On a few occasions I have assisted in the painful process of delivering them of demons. ...
while present within the body (perhaps in the region of the soul) that evil force can wreck havoc within
the life." (Emphasis added.)

This teaching coming from Swindoll should not be surprising considering that it is taught at Trinity International
University (E-Free's denominationally supported seminary and college), and can easily fit into the theological
framework of those holding to the "free-grace/cheap-grace" position -- "the devil made me do it" can become a
convenient alibi for those "living-out their freedom in Christ."

-  In 1990, Swindoll promoted the corrupt Living Bible paraphrase, saying: "The Living Bible is like a stream of
sparkling water wandering across life's arid landscape: intriguing, refreshing, nourishing, comforting. My thirsty
soul is often satisfied by this invigorating wellspring" (Charisma, December 1990). Actually, the Living Bible is
crude, inaccurate, and promotes false doctrine. For example, in 1 Kings 18:27, the Living Bible says, "Perhaps he is
talking to someone or else is out sitting on the toilet." A footnote in the Living Bible at Zechariah 13:6, which refers
to the wounds on Christ's hands, claims that the passage is not Messianic. A footnote in Genesis 1 says "evening
and morning" could be translated "a period of time," which is an error and a capitulation to the false doctrine of
theistic evolution. 2 Corinthians 5:21 says our sins were poured into Christ, which is a false doctrine. A footnote at
1 Peter 2:2 says an alternative translation is, "Eat God's Word, read it, think about it, and grow strong in the Lord
and be saved." This was the actual reading in the text in early editions of the Living Bible, until it was transferred to
a footnote. 1 Peter 3:21 says, "in being baptized we are turning to God and asking him to cleanse our hearts from
sin." This is false doctrine, because in being baptized properly and Scripturally the candidate is not turning to God
and asking for forgiveness, but is merely showing forth publicly the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ.
(Source: 3/12/01, FBIS.)

Shopping Mall Theology -- First popularized and brought into the church by Josh McDowell: 

"You are special because you are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an object is
usually determined by the price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be more true
for you and me ... I am worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis for a
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healthy self-image is to understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving
actions on your behalf have demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God"
(Building Your Self-Image, pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in original.) 

This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes something like this:
"The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we
are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary,
the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not
establish my personal worth, but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the
price the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem
me is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my
sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
Seduction.]  [Return to Text]
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"Mother" Teresa (1910-1997)
General Teachings/Activities

-  "Mother" Teresa was born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu of Albanian parents in what is now Yugoslavia/Bosnia on
August 27, 1910. She died of a heart attack on September 5, 1997. The diminutive nun arrived in India on January
6, 1929, where she started assisting the needy and eventually established the now-global "Missionaries of Charity"
organization. Ultimately, more than 500 missions in 100 countries were established. Yet, "Mother" Teresa, and
those who worked with her, never tried to convert to Christ the dying people for whom they cared. Instead,
"Mother" Teresa declared: "If in coming face to face with God we accept Him in our lives, then we are converting.
We become a better Hindu, a better Muslim, a better Catholic, a better whatever we are. ... What God is in your
mind you must accept" (from Mother Teresa: Her People and Her Work, by Desmond Doig, p. 156).

-  How did "Mother" Teresa become such a great symbol of charity and saintliness? Her break into stardom came
when Malcolm Muggeridge -- a very pious British political and social pundit -- adopted her for his pet cause. In
1969, he made a very famous film about her life -- and later a book -- called Something Beautiful for God. Both the
book and the film deserve the label hagiography. So it wasn't the result of the propaganda of the "Holy Office," but
when the Catholic church realized it had a winner on its hands, it was quick to adopt her. She was a very great
favorite of the faithful and a very good advertisement to attract non-believers or non-Catholics. And she was very
useful for the current pope as a weapon against reformists and challengers within the church. (Source: "An
Interview with Christopher Hitchens on Mother Teresa," Fall 1996, Free Inquiry, pp. 54-55.)

-  Acknowledging that "Mother" Teresa was a good woman from the human perspective does not answer the
question: [Was] "Mother" Teresa a regenerate Christian in the Biblical sense -- a woman and an organization with
which Christians should associate and work? The secular world honored her with the Nobel Peace Prize (1979) and
accolades on every hand. In 6/85, she received from President Reagan the highest United States civilian honor, the
Medal of Freedom award. In 10/85, she received the "warmest ovation of the United Nation's 40th anniversary
celebration." It [was] not all that surprising to see the world, Catholicism, and liberal Protestantism offer
unqualified applause to "Mother" Teresa. More significant and difficult to understand [was] the applause given to
her by those claiming to be Bible-believing Christians. This, though, is evidenced on every hand ("Is Mother Teresa
a True Christian?," by David W. Cloud, pp. 5-6).

-  "Mother" Teresa was a thoroughgoing Catholic. She was a great worshiper of Mary; she believed the cracker of
the mass is Jesus Christ; she believed all men are children of God. In her speech before the United Nations in
October 1985, she said, "We gather to thank God for the 40 years of the beautiful work of the United Nations for
the good of the people. No color, no religion, no nationality should come between us -- we are all children of God.
... When we destroy an unborn child, we destroy God" (11/11/85, Christian News, p. 17).

-  Other notable quotes from "Mother" Teresa (12/4/89, Time magazine, pp. 11,13): (All emphases added):

(a) "The dying, the crippled, the mentally ill, the unwanted, the unloved -- they are Jesus in disguise. ...
[through the] poor people I have an opportunity to be 24 hours a day with Jesus." [On another
occasion, she again demonstrated her pantheistic religious philosophy: "Every AIDS victim is Jesus in
a pitiful disguise; Jesus is in everyone.. ... [AIDS sufferers are] children of God [who] have been
created for greater things" (1/13/86, Time).]

(b) "You must make them feel loved and wanted. They are Jesus for me."

(c) "I love all religions. ... If people become better Hindus, better Muslims, better Buddhists by our acts
of love, then there is something else growing there." [On another occasion, she again demonstrated her
false gospel that 'there are many ways to God': "All is God -- Buddhists, Hindus, Christians, etc., all
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have access to the same God."]

-  In her book, Life in the Spirit: Reflections, Meditations, and Prayers, "Mother" Teresa says on pp. 81-82:

"We never try to convert those who receive [aid from Missionaries of Charity] to Christianity but in
our work we bear witness to the love of God's presence and if Catholics, Protestants, Buddhists, or
agnostics become for this better men -- simply better -- we will be satisfied. It matters to the individual
what church he belongs to. If that individual thinks and believes that this is the only way to God for her
or him, this is the way God comes into their life -- his life. If he does not know any other way and if he
has no doubt so that he does not need to search then this is his way to salvation."

But Jesus Christ clearly stated, "I am the way, the truth, and the life. NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER
EXCEPT THROUGH ME" (Jn. 14:6). "Mother" Teresa could not have preached a clearer false gospel than that
quoted above.

-  It should be clear that "Mother" Teresa was anything but an Evangelical Christian. She was a self-sacrificing
woman who followed a false religion. Consider some quotes from her speech at the 10/84 Worldwide Retreat for
Priests:

(a) "At the word of a priest, that little piece of bread becomes the body of Christ, the Bread of Life."

(b) "Without a priest, without Jesus going with them, our sisters couldn't go anywhere."

(c) "When the priest is there, then can we have our altar and our tabernacle and our Jesus. Only the
priest put Jesus there for us. ... Jesus wants to go there, but we cannot bring him unless you first give
him to us. This is why I love priests so much. We could never be what we are and do the things we do
without you priests who first bring Jesus to us."

(d) "Mary ... is our patroness and our Mother, and she is always leading us to Jesus."

-  No one would deny that "Mother" Teresa did a marvelous piece of wonderful humanitarian work among the poor
and neglected of the world, but what gospel did she preach to them? She definitely did not lead them to the one,
true, eternal salvation through the finished sacrifice of Calvary. "Mother" Teresa provided the classic example of
compassionate and charitable deeds divorced from truth. She said that her purpose was to bring her patients closer
to the "God" in whom they already believe; so that a Hindu becomes a better Hindu, a Buddhist a better Buddhist,
etc.1 (Vatican II says those of all religions are somehow saved through the Church.) She told how to witness for
Jesus: In an interview with a nun who worked with "Mother" Teresa , dying Hindus were instructed to pray to their
own Hindu gods!2 (reported in Christian News):

"These people are waiting to die. What are you telling them to prepare them for death and eternity? She
replied candidly, 'We tell them to pray to their Bhagwan, to their gods.'"

She was instructing these staunch Hindus to pray sincerely to their own Hindu idols and she felt that if they did
this, God would certainly not judge them! No matter how plausible from man's earthly vantage point, when good
works are conducted by unregenerate religious people, what is promoted is a cursed false gospel, encouraging the
lost heathen to have hope in their false gods, even as they lay upon their death beds. In God's eyes, therefore, the
entire endeavor was a cursed one, and no Christian should have supported, assisted, or praised a work cursed by
God!

-  Since "Mother" Teresa has been labeled by many "Christian" leaders as the greatest modern day example of
Christianity, a look at her theology and beliefs is especially appropriate. Mother Teresa -- A Simple Path contains
inside cover notes declaring it "a unique spiritual guide." Thus, from it we can learn of her beliefs. A paragraph in
the Foreword sets the foundation for its reading. (Source: A Review of A Simple Path, by L. Barnes):
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"The Christian way has always been to love God and ones neighbor as oneself. Yet Mother Teresa has,
perhaps with the influence of the East, distilled six steps to creating peace in ourselves and others that
can be taken by anyone -- even someone of no religious beliefs or of a religious background other than
Christian -- with no insult to beliefs or practices. This is why, when reading Mother Teresa's words and
those of her community, we may, if we choose, replace the references to Jesus with references to other
godheads or symbols of divinity" (p. xxviii).

Her six steps to creating peace are: silence, prayer, faith, love, service, and peace. For those who don't know if they
believe much in anything, "Mother" Teresa suggested they try small acts of love toward others. She strongly
believed in prayer for everyone. She found no problem praying with Hindus, Muslims and other faiths. Three pages
of sample prayers are prefaced with, "You could replace 'Jesus' by 'God' if you are not a Christian" (p. 35).

In 184 pages, there was nothing stating that salvation was through Jesus alone. She wrote, "I've always said we
should help a Hindu become a better Hindu, a Muslim become a better Muslim, a Catholic become a better
Catholic" (p. 31). There is no attempt to let others know that Jesus is the only way. There is no hint that "Mother"
Teresa or her "sisters" believed the narrow way Jesus preached (cf. Matt. 7:13-14).

Scriptures were limited to three quotes from Jesus on the subject of serving, with no book, chapter, or verse
references. Since this was a book on "Mother" Teresa's faith, no Scripture until page 55 is quite a statement in itself.
Rather than Scripture, there was page after page of humanitarian testimonies. The value of God's Word was not
evident. In fact, "Mother" Teresa had a different word of God -- "Sister" Theresina put it this way, "We pray the
Rosary as we go out -- it's our weapon, the word of God" (p. 125).

-  The following is from an interview with a Catholic nun, "Sister" Ann, who worked in Kathman-du, Nepal, with
"Mother" Teresa's organization Missionaries of Charity. The interview was conducted 11/23/84 at the Pashupati
Temple:

Q: Do you believe if they die believing in Shiva or in Ram [Hindu gods] they will go to heaven?
A: Yes, that is their faith. My own faith will lead me to God, ... So if they have believed in their god
very strongly, if they have faith, surely they will be saved.

Q: Today it does not seem that the Catholic Church is trying to convert anymore. I know that John Paul
II is saying now that those of other religions are saved. You do not believe they are lost anyway, right?
A: No, they are not lost. They are saved according to their faith, you know. If they believe whatever
they believe, that is their salvation.

Obviously, then, "Mother" Teresa was both a pantheist and a Universalist -- Universalists maintain that Muslims,
Hindus, Jews, and other non-Christians can get to heaven without saving faith in Christ; they are those who believe
that all who sincerely follow their own religions or beliefs will be saved. "Mother" Teresa told Muslims and Jews
that they worship the same God that Christians worship. "Mother" Teresa even called atheistic communists children
of God!

-  In 12/96, a former nun in "Mother" Teresa's order wrote the following letter (Source: FBIS, 2/1/97):

"I myself was in Mother Teresa's order, the Missionaries of Charity. I am now a Christian. I was saved
on 3/3/96 ... You are quite right about the pagan influences on the order. When I was a postulant in
Rome, we had Hindu-style meditation techniques from a book called "Sadhana" by Father Antony De
Mello. Mother Teresa behaves like a Hindu guru. She visits each convent at six monthly to yearly
intervals. The sisters seem to live for these visits and sit worshipfully at her feet when she gives one of
her talks. On the special occasion when she presented us with our personal rosaries (in the postulancy
in Rome) she said, "My words are scripture for you," and of course she was right. All the letters which
she writes on "spiritual" matters are kept, printed and copied and bound into volumes. Each convent
has a copy of these volumes of her words which are studied daily as Christians study the Bible.
Cuttings of Mother Teresa's hair and pieces of her saris are kept in a cupboard in Rome, ready to be
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made into relics when she is canonized.

"But my main worry was the corporal penances used by the sisters and kept in small hand-made
drawstring bags, along with toothbrush, needle and thread, etc. These include a whip made of rope and
bracelets and waist-chains made of something similar to gardening wire which pierce the flesh. These
penance implements are made by the novices in Rome. This is dangerous to the health, but is kept
secret." (Signed, Pamela Hursch, England).

-  Christopher Hitchens, in his book The Missionary Position: Mother Teresa in Theory and Practice (Verso:1995),
and in his television program, strongly criticized "Mother" Teresa. He documented the pitiful conditions of
"Mother" Teresa's care facilities, despite the millions of dollars she collected yearly. The care facilities were
grotesquely simple: rudimentary, unscientific, miles behind any modern conception of what medical science is
supposed to do. Very rightly, it was said that she tended to the dying, because if you were doing anything but dying,
she hadn't really much to offer.

Hitchens was not indicting her with a lack of compassion or with cruelty toward her patients. The problem was her
Roman Catholic belief that personal suffering helps to earn one's salvation. She thought suffering was good, and she
didn't use pain relievers in her clinics. She had said that the suffering of the poor is something very beautiful and
the world is being very much helped by the nobility of this example of misery and suffering. Many Catholic priests
and nuns, to this day, wear hair undergarments, put stones in their shoes, flagellate themselves and otherwise try to
merit heaven by suffering. Poverty and suffering are not simply endured, but are sought and even created. Just as
she hoped to earn her way to heaven through her own deprivation and suffering, so "Mother" Teresa hoped to help
her patients as well to reach heaven through the suffering she imposed upon them.

In Roman Catholicism, baptism is essential for salvation. It is known that "Mother" Teresa's assistants secretly
"baptized" patients by placing a damp cloth on fevered brows, under their breath saying the magic formula that
allegedly erases original sin and gives entrance into the kingdom of God. Of course, the uncertain route leads
through purgatory and additional suffering in its flames before the gates of heaven can be opened. But then,
according to "Mother" Teresa, suffering is good. "Mother" Teresa (who herself, it should be noted, had checked
into some of the finest and costliest clinics and hospitals in the West during her bouts with heart trouble and old
age) once gave this game away in a filmed interview. She described a person who was in the last agonies of cancer
and suffering unbearable pain. With a smile, "Mother" Teresa told the camera what she told this terminal patient:
"You are suffering like Christ on the cross. So Jesus must be kissing you" (Hitchens, p. 41).

Contradictions abounded, not the least being her association with a number of unsavory persons with whom she
had been photographed and from whom she had received large sums of money and to whom she had given her
blessing and endorsement. There she was in 1981, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti in a photo with Michele Duvalier, wife
of the infamous dictator Jean-Claude ("Baby Doc") Duvalier. The occasion was "Mother" Teresa's reception of the
Haitian Legion d'honneur award. In return, she praised the wonderful treatment of the poor in Haiti, when actually
they were enduring a living hell. The Duvaliers had to flee Haiti not long thereafter to save their wealth and their
lives.

Then we have the photo taken with John-Roger, whom at that time almost everyone had already recognized as the
most obvious of frauds, leader of the "Insight" cult known as "Movement of Spiritual Inner Awareness" (MSIA).
Ironically, the occasion was her acceptance of the "Integrity Award," along with a check for $10,000, from this
shameless charlatan who claimed to have a "spiritual consciousness" superior to that of Jesus Christ.

Consider one more example of the associations of this legendary woman. The photo is with Charles Keating of
Lincoln Savings and Loan, now in prison for having swindled hundreds of millions of dollars from simple folk.
Keating, a staunch Roman Catholic whom "Mother" Teresa visited whenever in California, gave her more that a
million dollars. She wrote to Judge Lance Ito requesting leniency for Keating during his trial. (Source: "An
Interview with Christopher Hitchens on Mother Teresa," Fall 1996, Free Inquiry, pp. 53-58; and The Berean Call,
10/96.)
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-  "Mother" Teresa was very much in the mainstream of the ecumenical world evangelization project
"Evangelization 2000." She was on hand in June, 1987, by invitation, to help dedicate the offices of Evangelization
2000 in Rome. She was an honorary member of Lumen 2000, the electronic media aspect of Evangelization 2000.
The first issue of New Evangelization 2000 featured "Mother" Teresa prominently with photographs of her, and one
entire article entitled, "Mother Teresa Promises Support." (Reported in the 2/15/93, Bold Truth Press.) ["Mother"
Teresa was also scheduled to join the Dalai Lama and hundreds of other world religious leaders at the Parliament of
the World's Religions in 1993 in Chicago. She was scheduled to lead a closed session of key participants on future
co-operative efforts among the world's religions, but was forced to cancel for health reasons.]

-  "Mother" Teresa was also involved in various projects with New Agers and "one-worlders." In 1985, "Mother"
Teresa attended a conference sponsored by the United Nations University of Peace whose featured agenda was a
call to bring about the New World Order. Others participating in the "Spirit of Peace" conference included Marilyn
Ferguson, leading proponent of the New Age movement; Prince Bernhardt of the Netherlands, commonly known as
a leader of the one-world secret elitist society, the Bilderbergers; "His Holiness" Tenzin Gyatso, the XIV Dalai
Lama of Tibet; Helen Caldicott, president of "Physicians for Social Responsibility," an organization favoring U.S.
unilateral disarmament; Bishop Desmond Tutu, proponent of leftist revolution in South Africa; and New Ager
Robert Muller, Ass't. Secretary General of the U.N., in charge of coordinating the work of 32 specialized agencies
and world programs. [Reported in "Ecumenism, 'Global Spirituality' and Mother Teresa," Christian Inquirer (April
1985), p. 26; and The Prophecy Newsletter (Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 6).]

"Mother" Teresa also participated in the "Summit for Peace" in Assisi, Italy, in November 1986. This blasphemous
prayer meeting was arranged by the Pope and was attended by leaders of many different religions, including Hindu,
Buddhist, Islamic, Shinto, Sikh, and North American Indian -- all of whom united in prayers for world peace
(11/10/86, Time magazine, pp. 78-79).

-  "Mother" Teresa is apparently on a fast track to become a Catholic saint. Normally, there is a five-year wait
before the process of "sainthood" is pursued, but Pope John Paul II made an exception for "Mother" Teresa and the
process began within a year of her demise. There are three steps to sainthood: veneration, beatification, and
canonization. Step two, which requires confirmation of a miracle, is possibly nearing completion for "Mother"
Teresa, as a 12-member inquiry tribunal is looking at alleged miracles caused by her. In particular, they are
examining the disappearance of a malignant tumor from a village girl's stomach.  

But the Bible says nothing about a special class of saints who can hear and answer prayer. The term "saint" is used
in Scripture to refer to every born again child of God (Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:2; Eph. 1:1; Phil. 1:1; Col. 1:2, etc.).
Many evangelical leaders praised "Mother" Teresa while she was alive. Why do they not lift their voices publicly
today to condemn this idolatrous, heretical saintification process? (Source: 7/6/01, FBIS.)

-  In diaries scheduled to be published in 12/2002 in Italy, "Mother" Teresa described terrible, nagging doubts that
plagued her mind for the last 50 years of her life. The Italian newspaper Il Messeggero said, "The real Mother
Teresa was one who for one year had visions and who for the next 50 had doubts -- until her death." In 1958 she
wrote, "My smile is a great cloak that hides a multitude of pains." In another letter she said: "The damned of hell
suffer eternal punishment because they experiment with the loss of God. In my own soul, I feel the terrible pain of
this loss. I feel that God does not want me, that God is not God and that he does not really exist." The Bible says
that the true believer in Jesus Christ has eternal life as a gift of God and that it is not of works but of faith (John
3:16; Eph. 2:8-9). The Bible gives the true believer a blessed assurance of salvation (1 John 5:11-13). The
believer's hope is not an uncertain thing, but is "an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast" (Heb. 6:18-19).
"Mother" Teresa, on the other hand, had no assurance of salvation, because she put her faith in Rome's false
sacramental-works gospel. (Source: 12/6/02, FBIS.)

-  In September of 2001, Archbishop of Calcutta Henry D'Souza said "Mother" Teresa had an exorcism performed
on her while in the hospital in 1997, but he said this would not affect her candidacy for sainthood (9/7/01, Religion
Today). The exorcism took place in a hospital where she had gone for cardiac problems. The archbishop himself
had been hospitalized at the same facility and shared the same doctor as "Mother" Teresa. He said he noticed that
while "Mother" Teresa was calm during the day, at night she appeared "extremely agitated." D'Souza said "Mother"
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Teresa would pull off wires and other monitoring equipment stuck to her body.

He said that is when he believed "Mother" Teresa "might be under the attack of the evil one." He offered to arrange
for an exorcism for the elderly nun. She agreed. "So I said let's do the prayer of exorcism over her. So I called one
of the priests who was a holy man in Calcutta ..." After the exorcism was over, the archbishop said "Mother" Teresa
"slept like a baby." D'Souza said the revelations about "Mother" Teresa show that she was "both holy and human,"
making her even more special. (Source: 9/5/01, Satinder Bindra, CNN New Delhi Bureau.)

Endnotes

1  When "Mother" Teresa died, her longtime friend and biographer Naveen Chawla said that he once asked her
bluntly, "Do you convert?" She replied, "Of course I convert. I convert you to be a better Hindu or a better Muslim
or a better Protestant. Once you've found God, it's up to you to decide how to worship him" ("Mother Teresa
Touched Other Faiths," Associated Press, 9/7/97).  [Return to Text]

2  The April 7-13, 1990, issue of Radio Times tells the story of "Mother" Teresa sheltering an old Hindu priest.
"She nursed him with her own hands and helped him to die reconciled with his own gods."  [Return to Text]
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The Purpose-Driven Life
A Review of Scripture Misuse*

If the sense of a passage of Scripture is up for grabs; if your understanding is as good as mine; if a text has more
than one meaning and all meanings are equally justified, then why study the Bible at all? Why not think up
something you want to teach and then run to the Scriptures to try to find a passage that supports your views? Of
course, this has been an all too common practice for years. But now there is a new twist. When a leader wants to
develop a certain thesis and ground it in the Scriptures, but no objectively understood passage can support this
particular notion, what is to be done? He might force a passage out of context, simply misinterpret it and hope no
one notices. Or he might allegorize or spiritualize the passage, adding a foreign meaning. But all of this has been
done before. A novel approach, one that might work even better, is to get creative and find a translation or
paraphrase that will back your claim -- even if that translation has seriously distorted the passage. With this final
methodology, there is the advantage of actually using the Scriptures as the authority and a fair amount of certainty
that few will ever bother to check the passage for its accuracy and/or context. All of this brings to mind Peter’s
comments concerning the untaught and unstable distorting the Scriptures to their own destruction (2 Peter 3:16).
The word “distort” in that verse basically means “to torture.” It is the idea of twisting Scripture to make it mean
something it was not intended to mean, with the end result being our own destruction. 

I first discovered this new fad when I visited some market-driven evangelical churches. Here were churches where
their worship services were crowded and full of enthusiasm. Spiritual life appeared to flow as the congregations
sang praise choruses. But something was missing -- Bibles. I wondered why until I sat through the services and
found that Bibles were not needed. The Scriptures were never opened, never read. When the pastor preached, at
least he did open his Bible, but he asked no one to open theirs, nor did he expect anyone to do so. He preached a
message loosely based on Scripture and throughout his sermon his main points were projected on the overhead
screens along with a few Scripture verses. A church with no open Bibles created the scent of spiritual death to me.
Many who come to church today are Biblically illiterate. They can barely find Genesis, let alone Ezekiel. 

Churches all across the land are following the same methodologies. Apparently the church-growth leaders have
been recommending this approach and their disciples have jumped on board -- in many cases, perhaps, without
serious evaluation. But it is dangerous for Christians to close their Bibles. What are Bereans to do without their
Bibles? What if the leadership of the church has an agenda they want to foster and they misuse the Scriptures to
promote it? Who would examine the Word and “see whether these things are so” (Acts 17:11).

The Purpose-Driven Life

 About that time, I picked up Rick Warren’s runaway bestseller, The Purpose-Driven Life. Warren’s book promises
to be “a guide to a 40-day spiritual journey that will enable you to discover the answers to life’s most important
question: What on earth am I here for?” More than that, “By the end of this journey you will know God’s purpose
for your life and will understand the big picture -- how all the pieces of your life fit together” (p.9). With this kind
of promo, and with Warren’s notoriety, we would expect his book to sell well, and it has. Not only is it the number
one best selling Christian book at the time of this writing but thousands of churches are gearing up to take his 40-
day spiritual journey. 

First, we should say a word or two about Warren himself and his book in general. His first book, The Purpose-
Driven Church, has greatly influenced churches throughout the world, due certainly to the fact that the church he
pastors, Saddleback Church in southern California, is one of the largest churches in America, and a trendsetter
among new paradigm churches. Saddleback reports that over 300,000 pastors from over 100 countries have been
trained at their leadership conferences. Warren obviously has astounding influence over churches throughout the
world.  
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There are a number of similarities between The Purpose-Driven Church and The Purpose-Driven Life. Both, for
instance, offer some good advice, helpful Biblical insight, and practical suggestions -- AND both are riddled with
errors throughout. The highly discerning reader can perhaps sift through the wheat and tares and make a good loaf
of bread, but most readers, I fear, will swallow the poison along with the substance. This leads me to ask, “Who is
Warren’s audience?” I was thoroughly bewildered as to with whom the author was trying to connect. If it is a book
for the unsaved, then he fails miserably, for the gospel is never at anytime clearly presented. The closest he came
was when he wrote, “Real life begins by committing yourself completely to Jesus Christ” (p. 58). In Warren’s
gospel, no mention is made of sin, repentance, or even the Cross. Real life (i.e., a life with purpose) seems to be the
reward, and lack of real life (purpose) the problem. The thesis of The Purpose-Driven Life is stated, I believe, on
page twenty-five, “We discover that meaning and purpose only when we make God the reference point of our
lives.” Warren’s message is this:  Find God and you will find yourself (purpose). 

We will agree that meaning and purpose will be a reality to the Christian, but they are not the objects of the gospel
itself. The gospel is that we as rebellious sinners have offended a holy God, are dead in our sins, enslaved to sin
and the devil, and under the wrath of God. But God, rich in mercy, sent His Son to die as our substitute to redeem
us from our lost condition and give us eternal life. We receive this gift by faith as we turn to Christ, and from sin
(Ephesians 2:1-10). That our life takes on new purpose at that point is absolutely true. However, we do not come to
Christ because we sense a lack of purpose, but because God has opened our eyes to our need for forgiveness of sin
and a relationship with Him. This is one of the fatal flaws in the market-driven church’s message in which the
unbeliever is called to follow Christ in order to receive any number of benefits -- fulfillment, self-esteem, an
improved marriage, a thrilling lifestyle, or purpose, rather than freedom from sin and the gift of eternal salvation.

If Warren is writing for new believers, which seems the case due to the elementary tone and substance of the whole
book, he again misses the mark, for he uses many expressions and Biblical references that would be unfamiliar to
the novice. On the other hand, if he is writing to the mature, he has wasted paper, for any semi-well-taught believer
will be completely bored with this book. So, while much praise will surely be lavished on The Purpose-Driven Life,
it escapes me who will really profit.

As I began reading this book, the problems were so numerous and obvious that I backed up and began marking
these errors. I found 42 such Biblical inaccuracies, plus 18 out-of-context passages of Scripture, supposedly used to
prove his point, and another nine distorted translations. (More on some of these later in this report). In general, there
is much that is disturbing within the pages of The Purpose-Driven Life. Even though he denies it, Warren is
obviously a disciple of pop-psychology, which is littered throughout. The wise reader is well aware that simply
because someone denies they are teaching something does not mean they are not teaching it. (John MacArthur and
Larry Crabb are good examples of teachers who utilize this technique.) The proof is not in the denial but in the
substance. 

In this case, Warren, on the one hand, repeatedly rejects psychobabble, but on the other hand, he immerses his
readers in it. One example is his statement, “Most conflict is rooted in unmet needs” (p.154). You will find that idea
in Rogers and Freud and Crabb, but try to find it in Scripture. He quotes favorably from a wide variety of dubious
authors, from Aldous Huxley and Albert Schweitzer to George Bernard Shaw to St. John of the Cross (Catholic
mystic). He apparently believes practicing Roman Catholics are true believers, several times mentioning monks and
nuns as Christian examples, and of course the obligatory reference to Mother Teresa (twice). This unqualified
acceptance and promotion of Catholics brings into question Warren’s understanding of the gospel message itself. If
he believes that faithful Roman Catholics, who believe in a works-righteousness, are born-again Christians, what
does he believe the gospel is? Do we receive the gift of salvation by faith alone, or by faith plus certain works and
sacraments? This is no minor issue, especially in a book that never spells out the plan of salvation.

When every third page (on average) of a book presents either an unbiblical, or at least a Biblically unsupportable
idea, there is not much sense bothering to read it. And that would be my suggestion-- don’t bother.

Torturing Scripture
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What we want to do in the remainder of our examination of Warren’s popular book is to point out some examples
of his distortion of Scripture. This is not to say that everything he says is wrong. The irony is that often he will say
something that is Biblically correct, but rather than use proper Scriptural support, he chooses to twist the meaning
of some other passage to prove his point. Our concern here is focused on his blatant twisting of the Biblical text to
suit his purposes.

Matthew 16:25

As stated above, it is not unusual for Warren to make good statements, such as his rejection of pop-psychology,
then turn around and by his misuse of Scripture promote the very thing he just condemned.   The reader is then
faced with two problems: What does Warren really believe about this subject, and more importantly, why has he
chosen to either distort the Word of God directly or through his use of faulty translations? For example, in the
midst of his denial of pop-psychology (p. 19), he quotes The Message translation of Matthew 16:25 -- Self-help is
no help at all. Self-sacrifice is the way, my way, to finding yourself, your true self (emphasis mine throughout). The
Message has altered the meaning of Jesus’ words into a means by which a person finds himself, a fad having roots
back to the 1960s but not to the Bible. Compare the NASB rendering: “For whoever wishes to save his life shall
lose it; but whoever loses his life for My sake shall find it.” Jesus is speaking of eternal life (v. 26 makes this clear),
not the modern day concept of “finding yourself.” 

There is a bit of bait-and-switch going on in many of these quotes. Warren is attempting to tap into the current felt-
needs making the rounds-- in this case finding ourselves and/or finding our purpose in life. He is then presenting
the Christian life as a means of meeting that felt-need. It is true that the Lord will give you purpose in life, but that
purpose will be to live for and follow Christ. It is not a promise that we will find ourselves (if you ever find
yourself you are going to be disappointed anyway) but that we will find true life in Christ. What often happens is
subtle:  Warren turns these passages, and the Christian life, from being Christ-centered to being centered on the
human self, the individual. The focus now becomes us rather than Christ.

Romans 12:3

The thesis of the book is found on page 25, where Warren says, “We discover that meaning and purpose only when
we make God the reference point of our lives.”  The Message paraphrase of Romans 12:3 says, The only accurate
way to understand ourselves is by what God is and by what he does for us.” The Message has subtly changed the
meaning of the text. The NASB reads, For by the grace given to me I say to every man among you not to think
more highly of himself than he ought to think; but to think so as to have sound judgment, as God has allotted to
each a measure of faith. The thrust of the verse is the problem of pride, in the context of spiritual gifts (see verses
4-8). Apparently, some in the church body were arrogant about their spiritual gifts, leading to anger, bitterness and
vengeance (see verses 9-21). Paul told them not to think so highly of themselves but to have sound judgment in
reference to their giftedness. The result would be the proper functioning of the body. The passage is not giving a
formula for how to understand ourselves. The Message abuses the true meaning of the text, yet Warren quotes it to
support his thesis. 

In both of these examples Warren’s use of Scripture is not even close enough to be confusing, let alone accepted
without question. This is not a minor issue. Once we believe we have the right to change the meaning of God’s
Word to suit our agenda, there is no limit as to how far the misrepresentation of God’s truth can go. This is exactly
how virtually every cult and heresy is started. It should disturb us even more to discover that so few Christians care.
  

I Corinthians 2:7

In chapter one, Warren makes several statements with which I would agree. He writes that the Bible “explains what
no self-help or philosophy book could know” (p. 20). He then quotes 1 Corinthians 2:7 from The Message
paraphrase as support: God’s wisdom… goes deep into the interior of his purposes…. It’s not the latest message,
but more like the oldest -- what God determined as the way to bring out his best in us (emphasis mine throughout).
Let’s first compare this to the NASB: but we speak God’s wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom, which God
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predestined before the ages to our glory. Just a quick reading reveals that The Message’s paraphrase has no real
connection with the meaning Paul was intending. Paul was writing of the wisdom of God, which is unlike the
world’s in several ways. First, it is a mystery, which in Scripture speaks of something hidden in the past and
unknowable without revelation from God (see Ephesians 3:3-5). God’s wisdom is still hidden from the people of
the world (vv. 6, 8), but revealed to God’s people through the Holy Spirit in the New Testament Scriptures. God
had determined this wisdom before time began, but has now worked it out in the present age. All of this was for
our glory. In the context of the passage, this refers to the eternal salvation of God’s people as a result of the
crucifixion of Christ (see v. 8). Our glory is Biblical language referring to the final goal of salvation, which is to
share in the glory of the Lord Himself (v. 8b). Now, let’s back up to Warren and his use of The Message. The
wisdom of God that has been revealed through the apostle Paul is not that God has determined “the way to bring
out His best in us,” but that the Lord has determined the way to bring us to eternal glory. It is not about purpose in
life, but about the truth of salvation. The problem is that he is misusing Scripture, in a rather imaginative fashion, to
prove his position. 

Ephesians 1:11

A similar type of thing happens in the very next paragraph of the book. Warren makes a Biblically defensible
statement, “You must build your life on eternal truths, not pop psychology, success-motivation, or inspirational
stories.” But rather than backing this truth with proper Scripture, he decides to use a distorted paraphrase of
Ephesians 1:11, found in The Message once again. It reads, It’s in Christ that we find out who we are and what we
are living for. Long before we first heard of Christ and got our hopes up, he had his eyes on us, had designs on us
for glorious living, part of the overall purpose he is working out in everything and everyone. Warren says that this
quote gives us three insights into our purpose, the first of which is, “You discover your identity and purpose
through a relationship with Jesus Christ.”

The NASB reads: Also we have obtained an inheritance, having been predestined according to His purpose who
works all things after the counsel of His will. This verse says nothing about discovering our purpose through a
relationship with Christ. It speaks about our position in Christ -- our eternal inheritance in Him. This verse tells us
that we have been made the heirs of God; through no merit of our own we were given the right to all the blessings
of salvation, both now and in eternity. It speaks of being “predestined according to His purpose,” not finding our
purpose or identity.

Jeremiah 29:11

A more common form of misuse of Scripture is taking passages out of context. Warren gives this exaggerated
promise, “If you have felt hopeless, hold on!  Wonderful changes are going to happen in your life as you begin to
live it on purpose,” followed up with this quote from Jeremiah 29:11, I know what I am planning for you…. “I have
good plans for you, not plans to hurt you. I will give you hope and a good future” (p. 31). But this is a promise to
Israel concerning their future, not a general promise for all people (even Christians) at all times. Just a few chapters
later, the promise is reversed, Behold, I am watching over them for harm and not for good… (44:27). And in
Lamentations 3:38, the same prophet writes, Is it not from the mouth of the Most High that both good and ill go
forth? It is strange how people love to claim Jeremiah 29:11 and ignore passages such as these last two. I have yet
to find anyone who has claimed Jeremiah 44:27 as their life’s verse.

Genesis 6:8

Chapter nine is devoted to the kind of person who makes God smile and is rooted in this Living Bible paraphrase of
Genesis 6:8: Noah was a pleasure to the Lord. The New King James translates this verse, Noah found grace in the
eyes of the Lord. Some other literal versions translate “grace” as “favor,” and the Hebrew word can have that
meaning. But when used of God, the word always means unmerited favor or grace. When Noah found grace, he
was the recipient of undeserved Divine favor. He was not spared the flood because of his righteousness, but because
of God’s grace. By changing the word from “grace” to “pleasure,” the Living Bible has turned the true meaning of
the passage on its head. Now Noah is spared due to his goodness -- he is the kind of guy that makes God smile --
and you can be such a person too. But now grace is no longer grace; it has been transformed into a work that
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pleases God. This is not a minor error. It strikes at the root of the Christian faith. (Ironically, Genesis 6:9, which
tells us that Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his time, and Noah walked with God, could have been used to
support Warren’s chapter, so keep in mind our concern. We are not accusing Warren of being wrong in everything
he is saying, but we are accusing him of distorting Scripture.) Warren is undermining the Word of God by changing
its meaning to suit his purposes. In this case the marvelous doctrine of grace takes the hit.

Job 22:21

Warren strains Scripture to interesting limits by using none other than Eliphaz as his spokesman. “The Bible is
crystal clear about how you benefit when you fully surrender your life to God. First you experience peace” (p. 82).
The proof-text is Job 22:21, Stop quarreling with God!  If you agree with him, you will have peace at last, and
things will go well for you. If you recall, this speech from Job’s friend is a promotion of works-righteousness
which, along with Eliphaz’s whole theology of living, will be condemned by God later in the book. To use it as a
means of finding peace with God is, at minimum, an extremely careless use of Scripture.

Romans 6:17

In the same paragraph, Warren also promises freedom if we surrender to God. He uses The Message’s rendering of
Romans 6:17: Offer yourselves to the ways of God and the freedom never quits…. [his] commands set you free to
live openly in freedom!  It is true that we have been set free in Christ, but what kind of freedom is Paul offering?
The NASB translates this verse: But thanks be to God that though you were slaves of sin, you became obedient
from the heart to that form of teaching to which you were committed. Verse eighteen continues, and having been
freed from sin, you became slaves of righteousness. Warren does not mention that the freedom promised in
Scripture is from sin, and that the believer becomes immediately the slave of another -- righteousness. Nor is there
any mention that this slavery transferal is not predicated upon a subsequent surrender on the part of the Christian,
but rather is actually the definition of a Christian. When people come to Christ for salvation, their master is
changed. They no longer owe any allegiance to sin for they have become the slave of God. Whether they live in
fidelity to this new Master is another matter, but ownership has changed hands. This is the argument of Romans
Six, which is ignored by Warren. Instead, he forces it to say what God never intended.

Hebrews 12:1

Warren uses The Living Bible paraphrase of Hebrews 12:1 to teach that God has assigned certain boundaries to each
believer: “When we try to overextend our ministry reach beyond what God shaped us for, we experience stress. Just
as each runner in a race is given a different lane to run in, we must individually run with patience the particular
race that God has set before us” (p. 253). But this verse simply reads: Let us run with endurance the race that is
set before us (NASB), and is speaking of the Christian race of faith in general. This verse cannot be pressed to
teach that each Christian has a particular race to run -- it is simply not the context or meaning of the passage.

Philippians 4:7

We are told that “worry is the warning light that God has been shoved to the sideline. The moment you put him
back at the center, you will have peace again” (p. 314). He then quotes The Message’s translation of Philippians
4:7: A sense of God’s wholeness…will come and settle you down. It’s wonderful what happens when Christ
displaces worry at the center of your life. While there may be truth in what Warren says, a proper translation of this
verse will not teach what he says it does: And the peace of God which surpasses all comprehension, shall guard
your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus (NASB). Let’s break it down a bit. “A sense of God’s wholeness,” whatever
that means, is not the same thing as the peace of God. The last sentence found in The Message is foreign to the
passage. The peace of God guarding our hearts and minds cannot be contorted to mean that something wonderful
happens when Christ displaces worry at the center of your life. Warren is developing his propositions upon faulty
paraphrases of Scripture and the average reader is none the wiser. Placing God back at the center of your life may
indeed result in peace, but, and this is the important thing, Philippians 4:7 does not say so. To make Scripture say
what it does not say is manipulation, not exegesis.
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Of course we could go on, but hopefully you get the point. Other notable examples of Warren contorting Scripture
are:

Page 24 -- James 1:18
Pages 25, 30 -- Isaiah 49:4
Page 104 -- I Corinthians 14:16-17
Page 105 -- Romans 12:1,2
Page 109 -- Job 23: 8-10
Page 110 -- Job 7:11
Page 219 -- II Corinthians 3:18
Page 223 -- Habakkuk 2:3
Page 232 -- Mark 8:35
Pages 272-273 -- I Corinthians 1:27
Pages 273 -- II Corinthians 12:9-10

Summary

So, what difference does all this make? What if Warren is misrepresenting Scripture over 40 times as well as
peppering his book with extra-Biblical psychological theories and other earthly pieces of wisdom, disguised as
Biblical principles? Overall he says some good things, and even in the sections where Scripture is abused, he
sometimes says the right thing, but uses wrong Scripture to support it. What’s the big deal? The big deal is this:
Once we sign off on this kind of “Christian” teaching and torturing of Scripture, the sky is the limit. It should not
go without notice that every cult claims to believe in the Bible. The uniqueness of cults is that they twist the
interpretation of Scripture to say what they want it to say, and failing that, they write their own translations to
support their heresies (e.g. Jehovah Witnesses’ New World Bible). Should we then endorse these same
methodologies when professing evangelicals promote them? Or should we refute those who openly sanction such
approaches to Scripture? Remember, we are not discussing different opinions on interpretations of certain passages.
That too cannot be ignored. But of a more serious nature is this careless and wanton mishandling of Scripture that
we have been discussing. To purposely ignore the proper translation of a passage and insert one that has no basis in
the original languages in order to undergird a particular point of view is one of the most dangerous things
imaginable. The only thing more concerning would be to discover large segments of the evangelical community
being incapable of discerning this kind of problem -- and/or not caring.   

* The material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from a two-part report by Gary Gilley, Southern View
Chapel, Springfield, IL (“The Purpose-Driven Life: An Evaluation,” October & November 2003, Think on These
Things).
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A Visit to Saddleback Church (Lake Forest, CA)
 September 2, 2003 (Adapted and excerpted from: David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O.
Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061) -- Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California, pastored by Rick Warren, is
one of the most influential churches in the world. Warren says, "This is a world class church making a world class
impact." He is right about the impact, but sadly that impact is not encouraging strict faithfulness to God's Word. 

Saddleback is associated with the Southern Baptist Convention, but Warren's "Purpose Driven" philosophy has
spread to most denominations. Called by Christianity Today "America's most influential pastor," Warren's influence
is vast. He has taught 300,000 pastors through his church growth seminars and far more through his books and
videos. His influence reaches into every sphere of Christianity today, from Catholicism, to liberal Protestantism, to
evangelicalism, to fundamentalist Bible and Baptist churches. His latest book, The Purpose-Driven Life (sequel to
The Purpose-Driven Church), has sold 4.5 million copies. 

Many independent Baptist churches are being influenced by Warren's teaching. Rick Warren and Jerry Falwell
(who affiliates both with the Southern Baptist Convention and the Bible Baptist Fellowship) are partnering for a
Purpose-Driven "SuperConference" in October [2003]. It will be held on the campus of Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Virginia. Simultaneously, a Rick Warren "40 Days of Purpose" campaign will be shown by telecast in
more than 4,000 churches, including Falwell's church. 

I [David Cloud] visited two of the three morning services at Saddleback on August 24, 2003, the one at 8 a.m. and
the one at 9:45 a.m. The church complex is huge. The main auditorium seats many thousands, and there are dozens
of other buildings for various ministries. The overall mood of the services is casual in the extreme. The people dress
much as they would for a secular sporting event. Women are dressed in shorts, short skirts, tight pants, and other
types of immodest attire. The church bulletin for that Sunday was patterned after the cover to the TV Guide. The
words "TV Guide" were replaced with "SC Guide" for Saddleback Church. Television was mentioned several times
in the message, but there was not a hint of warning about its dangers. 

The Music 

The music was pure rock and roll. There were five singers, two electric guitars, a drum kit, an electric keyboard,
two saxophones, a piano, trumpet, trombone, and flute. Three special numbers were performed with a pure
nightclub effect, complete with swirling lights in the background and attractive female singers swaying and dancing
to the music. It appeared to me that not many of the people were actually participating in the worship service. Most
were merely watching the show up front.   

[Rick Warren was once quoted as saying: "I believe that one of the major church issues (of the future) will be how
we're going to reach the next generation with our music." Did he say "reach" them with "OUR MUSIC"? That's
what record companies and rock stars do! Is that what Jesus sent US to do? Is that what transforms sinners from the
old life into the new -- "OUR MUSIC"? Did Jesus carry a band around with Him to help draw a crowd so He could
"reach" His generation with a song? If it's music that brings us to repentance and faith, why didn't Jesus round up
12 top-notch musicians to be His apostles and just sing to us? Why spend so much time lecturing everyone about
the will of God? Is it only because they didn't have amplifiers and electricity back then to make them "feel it"?

Music, regardless of "style," volume, tempo, or instrumentation, simply cannot accomplish what proclaiming the
Word of God can. It might draw and hold a larger crowd than a lecture, bring everyone to their feet in resounding
applause, and help us all FEEL better about ourselves, but if a sinner, bound for hell, doesn't care about the Word
of God, there's not a song in the world that can save him. He might scream "JESUS ROCKS!" at the top of his
lungs during the band's closing number, but I doubt seriously he'll take up his cross and follow Christ when the
music stops and the hard times come -- which brings me to the controversial question: What are these passion-
filled, music-induced moments at Saddleback all about -- teaching obedience to the Word of God or manipulating
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the emotions and behavior of the masses into communal cooperation?

Speaking at one of his "Building A Purpose-Driven Church" Seminar, Warren had this to say: "We are really,
really loud on a weekend service. ... I say, 'we're not gonna' turn it down.' Now the reason why is baby boomers
want to feel the music, not just hear it ..." Further, "To insist that all good music came from Europe 200 years ago;
there's a name for that -- racism." Showing anything BUT "tolerance, diversity and unity" (the driving doctrine of
seekerism), Warren does what liberals ALWAYS do to traditionalists; he pulls the race card to try and not just
elevate himself and his cause under a guise of humility and compassion, but also shame his "stuck in the past"
critics into silence with politically correct hyperbole and innuendo. Therefore, taking exception to music at church
that is spiritually, emotionally, and even physically unhealthy, now makes you a racist. (Source: 10/29/03, "A New
Song," Paul Proctor, NewsWithViews.com.)]

The Message

The message, which was titled "The Potential of a Single Life," was a witty, motivational challenge to single people
to dedicate themselves to God. Rick Warren said, "You are as happy as you choose to be. You can waste your life
on vanities, spend your life on yourself, and invest your life for God." Mother Teresa was used as an example, with
no warning about her false gospel. There was no specific mention of the hard things of God's Word such as sin,
separation, judgment, hell, or repentance. These were replaced with general and vague references to Biblical truth.
No clear gospel message was given. Some of the things that were stated were good, but the error lay chiefly in
what was not stated. This is the hallmark of New Evangelicalism, which is characterized not so much by the heresy
that is preached, but by the truth that is neglected in an effort to present the Bible in a more positive light. 

Everything about Saddleback is shallow. Truth has been boiled down to such a low common denominator that not
much is left. For example, the Saddleback Statement of Faith has six simple points. Note the following statement
on salvation, which we are quoting in full: "Salvation is a gift from God to mankind. We can never make up for our
sin by self-improvement or good works. Only by trusting in Jesus Christ as God's offer of forgiveness can we be
saved from sin's penalty. Eternal life begins the moment we receive Jesus Christ into our life by faith." Note that
the gospel is not actually given in this statement. There is nothing about Christ's death, burial, and resurrection,
nothing about His shed blood and atonement. Sinners are exhorted to trust Christ, but that is not explained in any
sense whatsoever. 

I talked with one man who told me he has been a member of Saddleback for two years. I asked him when he was
born again. He replied, "I have always been a Christian. I grew up in the Christian Church." By that he was
referring to the Disciples of Christ, which preaches baptismal regeneration. He said that his mother took him to
church, though his father was a Buddhist. I asked him what he was required to do to join Saddleback, and he
replied that he "rededicated" his life at that time. I asked him if that was when he was born again, and he insisted
again that he has always been a Christian. 

Bible Versions

An outline of the sermon was handed out with the bulletin, and six or seven versions were quoted, most of them
paraphrases such as The Living Bible, The New Living Translation, The Message, The Today's English Version, and
The Contemporary English Version. I observed on the way into the auditorium that only a few of the people carried
Bibles, and the reason became clear when I saw the multiplicity of versions that were used in the preaching. It
would have been impossible to have followed along in one's Bible. The result is that the people do not bring their
own Bibles and do not therefore carefully test the preaching. 

Avoiding Doctrinal Controversy

In an interview with USA Today that ran in the July 21, 2003 issue, Rick Warren cites Billy Graham, the king of
ecumenical "positive onlyism," as his model. Warren says: "I'm not going to get into a debate over the non-
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essentials. I won't try to change other denominations. Why be divisive?" 

[The reason we need to be divisive is because God has commanded us to preach all of His Word and to "reprove,
rebuke, exhort" (2 Tim. 4:2). The emphasis in 2 Timothy 4 is as much "negative" as "positive." That is the
preacher's divine standard. God has commanded us not only to believe sound doctrine, but also to earnestly contend
for it (Jude 3). That means we are to fight aggressively against that which is false. This is exactly what we see in
the uncompromising ministry of the Lord's apostles. Their epistles contain strong and clear warnings about false
teaching. Paul often named the names of the false teachers. Such a ministry naturally causes divisions between
those who are committed to the truth and those who are following error. Paul made no effort whatsoever to avoid
doctrinal controversy. The apostasy of our time is much advanced in comparison with that of the days of the
apostles (2 Tim. 3:1-13; 4:3-4). The Holy Spirit warned that "evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse,
deceiving, and being deceived" (2 Tim. 3:13). That is the story of church history. The apostasy that was just
beginning in the days of the first churches grew quickly as the centuries passed, eventually producing the Roman
Catholic Church, and it has continued to grow and spread throughout the age. The Bible warns that just prior to the
return of Christ, the apostasy will be almost complete. Thus preachers today are obligated to be even more
aggressive and more divisive, if you will, than the apostles!] 

Conclusion

Our day is described plainly in Bible prophecy: "For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine;
but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away their
ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables" (2 Timothy 4:3-4). 

This generation has itching ears, and it will not hear the preaching of God's Word that plainly rebukes its sin and
forthrightly condemns its heresies; but it eagerly hears -- yea, flocks in droves to hear -- those soft-speaking
teachers that are willing to be non-divisive and tickle ears with a positive-only, non-offensive message. The same
generation that hates the uncompromising, plain-spoken, "old time" fundamentalist-style preaching, dearly loves the
preaching of the Billy Grahams and the Rick Warrens and the Robert Schullers. 

Rick Warren claims that he has not compromised the Word of God with his principles and methods, that he has
only modernized them; but when I look into the book of Acts and the Epistles, I see a different kind of Christianity,
a different kind of church there, than the one that Rick Warren has devised. Thus, I must reject Warren's Purpose-
Driven methods and I must warn those who have an ear to hear, regardless of how small that crowd may be, that
they not heed the siren call of the contemporary church growth gurus.
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Donald Wildmon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Donald Wildmon is an ordained minister in the apostate United Methodist denomination (serving as a pastor for
12 years), and the founder (1977) and president of the American Family Association (AFA), a so-called "Christian
activism" organization headquartered in Tupelo, Mississippi. (The AFA was originally founded as the National
Federation for Decency; the name was changed in 1988.) Wildmon has also authored 22 books with more than a
million copies in print. Wildmon says that, "AFA is for people who are tired of cursing the darkness and who are
ready to light a bonfire. ... [a Christian organization promoting the biblical ethic of decency and] represents and
stands for traditional family values, focusing primarily on the influence of television and other media -- including
pornography -- on our society." Wildmon's United Methodist foundation clearly shows through when he claims to
love all people, "from gays to murderers, but not necessarily their acts. 'We're all God's children,' he's fond of
saying" (11/6/81, Christianity Today, and AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96 & 1/21/04 -- the bracketed verbiage was
removed from the 2004 website blurb and the words "represents and stands for" were added).

-  Not long after the AFA was formed, Wildmon claims to have seen "the need for local activist groups." While the
AFA national office serves as the conduit for educational and legal resources, the movement depends on the
independent Local Affiliates to fight AFA's front line battles. Dubbed the "decency brigade," approximately 400
local AFA affiliates form a nationwide network of groups working for decency at the local level. Nineteen states
also have state directors to help coordinate statewide efforts. Other AFA "ministries" include: (All of the
information below has been excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96 & 1/21/04.)

(a) The AFA Center for Law & Policy (CLP) is a non-profit legal organization which intends to defend
the civil rights of Christians. Founded in 1990, it has numerous attorneys on staff who defend
Christians who think their Constitutionally protected rights have been attacked. In addition, more than
500 attorneys have registered a commitment to assist the CLP with cases in their respective areas
throughout the country. The CLP also engages in constitutional litigation in state and federal courts
throughout the country, and advises state and federal legislators on constitutional, political, and legal
issues; it also drafts legislation for governmental bodies at the local, state, and federal level.

(b) American Family Radio is AFA's network of more than 215 radio stations nation wide, offering 24-
hour-a-day programming of "light contemporary Christian music" and/or the teaching of popular
psychologically-oriented radio ministries.

(c) Through Aletheia Clubs, AFA provides resources for students to organize student-led Christian
clubs on junior high and high school campuses. Aletheia focuses on "restoring America to her three
founding pillars: faith, family and freedom." (It is unclear whether these clubs still exist.)

(d) Through AFA Resources, AFA offers the AFA Journal, which carries "action-oriented information
on moral issues; ideas for individual and community involvement; features by noted Christian authors;
scholarly research on the effects of TV sex, violence, and profanity; studies on relationships between
pornography and crimes of sexual aggression; information on the creators of TV entertainment, their
backgrounds, beliefs, etc." It is published eleven times a year, monthly, except for a
November/December issue, and is circulated throughout the United States.

(e) The OutReach division of AFA claims "to offer help for pornography addicts, their families, sexual
trauma victims, and for counselors who work with them." OutReach plans and leads workshops for so-
called "sexual addicts, and offers other educational materials dealing with pornography and sexual
addiction." (As of 2004, this Division is no longer active; see last item in this report.)
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-  Rather than the Biblical method of calling sinners "out of the world" to Christ (i.e., regeneration),
Wildmon's/AFA's strategy is to transform society or to attempt to "Christianize" its institutions, thereby pressuring
the ungodly to live like saints. Wildmon appears to be so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that he tends
to forget that the soul must be placed before the body; i.e., he has ended up promoting a social, psychological,
middle-class American moralistic gospel that cannot save! -- it can't save the home, the family, or the nation, but
can, and does, stand in the way of the true Gospel.

-  Wildmon organizes protests/marches/boycotts/etc. that are thoroughly ecumenical in their appeal. Wildmon
openly enlists and receives support from almost any organization or religion, just as long as the social gospel is
furthered. For example, in 1993 he advertised that the AFA is endorsed by more than 200 top Christian leaders --
his list included 81 Roman Catholics, 11 Episcopalians, 19 Southern Baptists, 16 United Methodists, four Greek
(Eastern) Orthodox, three American Baptists, and a hodge-podge of other representatives of professing Christian
groups. Individuals endorsements of AFA have  included those by Catholic John Cardinal O'Connor, Catholic-
sympathizer Chuck Colson, pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson, and D. James Kennedy.

-  Wildmon is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to
a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. (Yet, in a response to a letter sent him on 8/30/92, Wildmon claimed that not only does
COR no longer exist, but that he did not belong to the organization!) Though Wildmon is no longer a Steering
Committee member of COR, he did sign its 1986 Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with
COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian
Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Wildmon has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Wildmon supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of
forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social
upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Wildmon's philosophy seems to be
one of 'the end justifies the means.'

-  Another example of the extent to which men like Wildmon will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel --
Wildmon held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon is
the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called evangelicals
that served with Wildmon at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim LaHaye
(CRF's paid chairman!), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Marlin Maddoux (Point Of
View nationwide radio talk show host), James Robison, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and
pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly
makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.)
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-  Wildmon and his AFA clearly believe in the "medical model" (versus individual responsibility for sin) as
evidenced by articles in the February 1990 AFA Journal that state that "pornography causes violence," and "a man
who is addicted to pornography." Moreover, Wildmon does not appear to believe in the sufficiency of the
Scriptures either. In the same February 1990, AFA Journal, he says, "to simply tell the one hurting, 'Pray that God
would keep the filth out of your head' simply won't fly. They need real, in-depth help, counseling, and
suggestions."

More recently (the mid-1990s), Wildmon's AFA instituted a host of programs promoting psychospiritual
"treatment" for so-called "sexual addictions," a medical model term used in place of the Biblical term, sexual sin.
And rather than Biblical solutions for man's sexual immorality and/or perversions, Wildmon mimics the
codependency/recovery solutions offered by today's pop psychologists. [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the "codependent"/12-step recovery heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to
Destruction: Codependency/ Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110, 1991, 247 pages.] The following is a listing of some of the AFA's past
"addiction" programs. (The AFA still promotes the sexual addiction concept, but it no longer has the programs
described below.):

(a) The 6/96 AFA Journal had an advertisement that read: "If you or someone you love is hiding the
secret sin of sexual addiction, we have good news! There is help and hope when you call this number
... Through workshops, resources, confidential phone referrals, and now a special ministry to the wives
of sex addicts, AFA's OutReach Division is giving hope to men and their families trapped in sexual
addiction." The ad offers two codependency books (Faithful & True and 12 Steps to Sexual Addiction
Recovery: A Christ-Centered Bible Study) and a six-part audio tape series that "covers a complete
range of sexual addiction issues."

(b) AFA's OutReach has also offered Sexual Addiction Workshops to "help men overcome
inappropriate sexual behavior. Using Christ-centered tools OutReach workshops direct sex addicts to
an intimate relationship with the Lord -- a relationship that will hopefully lead to recovery." (Emphasis
added.) One of the workshop leaders was Mark R. Laaser, Ph.D., "a behavioral medicine and sexual
addiction consultant with various hospitals, clinical programs, and church groups." He has lectured
around the world and is the author of several books including The Secret Sin: Healing the Wounds of
Sexual Addictions and Couples in Recovery: Using the 12 Steps to Heal your Relationships. Neal J.
Clement, the then Director of AFA's OutReach Services "has been involved with the addiction field for
over six years," and has authored 12 Steps to Sexual Addiction Recovery: A Christ Centered Bible
Study and God's Quiet Voice, "a pornography prevention comic book used to educate children about
the negative effects of pornography in their lives." Workshop topics included "sources of sexual
addiction, identifying triggers toward acting out, addressing rituals of addiction, recovery tools, family
systems, appropriately bonding with other men, and working with recovery tools once you are back
home." Inner healing techniques were also used in these once-a-month, four-day workshops. The cost
was $1,100! (Excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(c) AFA's OutReach also operated a Sexual Addiction Intervention program designed to "confront
inappropriate behavior. Interrupting that specific behavior while offering support for the individual. ...
This tactic is to help sexually addicted individuals accept treatment or counseling for their problem."
AFA provided dozens of psychological techniques to use in conducting a group intervention, with the
caution: "Always contact a professional counselor or intervention specialist before trying to plan an
intervention on your own." (Excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(d) The Encourager was the newsletter of AFA OutReach, and the book Wounded Warriors: Healing
for the Wife of a Sex Addict explored emotional and spiritual issues of the wife of a so-called sex
addict. First Steps was another AFA 12-step approach, along with AFA's Wounded Warriors Retreat to
"offer spiritual renewal, support, encouragement, and instruction for wives of sex addicts." AFA listed
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for wives 17 "signs that may indicate a sexual addiction" plus four psychological coping techniques for
wives of sexual addicts, including, "Invent ways to raise your self-esteem." (Excerpted and/or adapted
from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(e) AFA's OutReach also had a program called LifeLink: "Why do I need a LifeLink sponsor? Addicts
fight a perpetual battle to stop their inappropriate behavior [not sin?]. Most often they fail. ... The
addict needs a LifeLink sponsor to show him, step-by-step, what recovery looks like and how to deal
with anger, loneliness, confusion, failure and frustration. The addict needs direction from someone who
has fought with addiction and won. ... An addict is only as sick as the secrets he carries. A LifeLink
sponsor acts as a deterrent to hiding secrets. ... LifeLink sponsors are men and women in recovery that
care enough about other struggling people to help guide them through the decision making processes of
their own recovery." (Emphasis added.) AFA also listed potential LifeLink sponsors among those
"successfully engaged in recovery," including pastors! AFA also recommended "recovery groups such
as Overcomers Outreach, Sexaholics Anonymous, Sex Addicts Anonymous, Sex and Love Addicts
Anonymous, and the National Association for Christian Recovery. (Excerpted and/or adapted from
AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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John Wimber
General Teachings/Activities

-  John Wimber, founder and director of the Association of Vineyard Churches, died November 17, 1997 of a brain
hemorrhage following a fall and recent coronary bypass surgery. He was 63 years old. From its beginnings in the
1970s, Wimber's Vineyard movement has grown to approximately 450 U.S. congregations and 250 more in other
countries. It was a strong influence in the "Laughing Revival" and Promise Keepers movements (top PK leaders are
Vineyard members). Wimber, a former Quaker, emphasized supernatural healing, spiritual warfare, and prophecies.
He taught a church growth course at Fuller Seminary with C. Peter Wagner. Wagner said of Wimber's Vineyard
churches, "It congealed more around relationships than written bylaws." Many of Wimber's "signs and wonders"
teachings are rooted in Eastern mysticism and mind-science inner healing techniques (per a 1996, 32-page report by
Media Spotlight; see adapted report). (12/15/97, Calvary Contender)

Wimber was the leader of the Vineyard Christian Fellowships, a hyper-charismatic organization within the
Vineyard Movement (which itself is also known by the names of "third wave," "Signs and Wonders Movement,"
and "power theology"). He was senior pastor of the 5,000-member Anaheim Vineyard from 1977-1994. He openly
admitted that his so-called conversion to Christianity occurred "in total mental confusion and emotional frustration"
(as quoted in Peter Masters' 1988 book, The Healing Epidemic, p. 41). (Before professing to be a Christian, Wimber
was the manager of the Righteous Brothers singing group.) Wimber had been a devotee to easy-believism from the
beginning, but became especially impressed by the effect which charismatic healing gifts had in increasing church
growth in Third World countries. It was, therefore, pragmatism combined with confusion that led Wimber "to chose
the radical solution of charismatic experimentation" (Masters, p. 42). 

- As an overview, Wimber's teachings erred dramatically in three main areas (each one of these is addressed in
more detail later in this report): (MS, p. 22)*

(1) Dependence on experience rather than Scripture, leading to both a pragmatic (if it works, it must be
from God) and a subjective approach (all sources of truth are equally valid) -- "experience first, then
mold theology to fit the experience," seemed to be Wimber's motto.

(2) Acceptance of occult/New Age practices in "Christian" forms, such as aura reading and
manipulation, the teaching of "inner healing," astral projection, contact with familiar spirits, and
psychological and occult methodologies.

(3) A mystical view of spiritual warfare that comes dangerously close to spiritism, culminating in the
belief that even Christians can be possessed by demons.

-  Wimber claimed that signs and wonders were the essential ingredient for success in first century church
evangelism (a claim which is not supported anywhere in the Book of Acts), and that for today, the only way to get
people to believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of
demons; Wimber called this "power evangelism." It was Wimber's opinion that only by startling the world by
demonstrations of clairvoyance and powerful healings would the gospel message receive respectful attention,
because (apparently) by itself, the Gospel is too weak and powerless to break the stubbornness and rebellion of the
human heart. (Cited in Masters, pp.74-75.)

-  Wimber's approach to healing was not the mere laying on of hands accompanied by fervent prayer, but the
incorporation of an unholy mixture of Jungian psychology and Agnes Sanford's "inner healing" techniques, both of
which have their roots in the occult, but have become popularized in our day through the New Age Movement
(Albert James Dager, Vengeance Is Ours, p. 155). "There is every indication that the Vineyard movement, chasing
after signs and wonders, has become caught up in a mystical [New Age] mindset that will lead inevitably to a
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greater religious deception to which the vast majority of the world's populace will succumb" (Dager, p. 156).

-  The conclusive influence which turned Wimber to a charismatic position was his conviction that God began to
speak to him in a direct and authoritative manner, and that God told him to use his authority to cast out demons and
illnesses from people. ("It never seems to have occurred to John Wimber that people who make dogmatic claims to
have messages from God are setting themselves up in the place of God. They deify their imaginations and become
their own god" [Masters, p. 43].) Up until 1995, Wimber pursued a worldwide ministry of healing through large
convention meetings, receiving "words of knowledge" in which he saw the illnesses of various people present in
the audience before praying for their healing. He then "called down" the Holy Spirit and ordered Him around with
language that was nothing short of blasphemy. 

-  "One of the most serious (and blasphemous) aspects of teachers like Wimber is that they are ready and willing to
diminish the Lord Jesus Christ in their desperation to find some shred of biblical support for what they do ... he
[Wimber] claims the ministry of Christ as a pattern for his own work. In the most explicit way he denies our Lord's
divine character, detracting from His power and glory and reducing Him virtually to the level of an ordinary
person. According to Wimber, Christ did not possess the personal power to read thoughts or to know the outcome
of events." Wimber's motive in downgrading the person and work of Christ appeared to be "that he wants to make
Christ our example not only for healing, but also for receiving 'words of knowledge' -- direct impressions and
commands from God ... Wimber empties the Lord Jesus Christ of His divine attributes -- particularly His
foreknowledge -- making Him totally dependent upon the Father for both information and orders concerning His
activities moment by moment ... Wimber repeatedly emphasizes this 'limited' divinity of Jesus as he strives to make
Him a person who we can legitimately imitate in every respect, including the receiving of intuitions from God, and
the performing of healing works" (Masters, pp. 46-47 -- see Col. 1:15,19; 2:3,9; Heb. 1:3; Jn. 1:14; 6:64; 16:30 for
Biblical refutation of Wimber's theology). Wimber's teaching was "anti-Christian in his abuse of Christ, despising
and disregarding His divinity and glory in order to present Him as a 'humanized' example of healing techniques
which may be copied in our day" (Masters, p. 51).

-  Wimber consistently maintained an ecumenical spirit toward Roman Catholicism. He frequently appeared on the
same platforms with Roman Catholic clergy in ecumenical gatherings, and hosted Catholic "leaders" at his various
church growth/healing seminars. Wimber even once wrote an article for the Catholic charismatic publication, New
Covenant, entitled "Why I Love Mary," lending credibility to the doctrines of Mariology. In that article, Wimber
wrote: "Wouldn't you like to sit down with Mary and have a cup of coffee with her and talk about faith? The Bible
doesn't tell us some of the answers that it would be fascinating to know." Remember when talking with the dead
used to be called "séances," and receiving extra-Biblical information is asking for the plagues that are mentioned in
Revelation.

If the pope and/or other visible Roman Catholic clergy and laity ever begin to truly perform signs and wonders,
Wimber will have played a large part in aiding the Vatican's designs for "reunification" (Dager, p. 158). In fact,
Wimber actively encouraged reunification -- he once "apologized" to the Catholic church on behalf of all
Protestants, stating that "the pope, who by the way is very responsive to the charismatic movement, and is himself a
born-again evangelical, is preaching the Gospel as clear as anyone in the world today" (MS, p. 24). Wimber also
called the pope's "Evangelization 2000" program, "One of the greatest things that has ever happened" (2/1/91,
Calvary Contender).

-  Wimber's personal testimony "is shot through with stories of signs and wonders and all sorts of supernatural
events. But the important truth of the Gospel is missing. One can only wonder how God can be behind a movement
that seems to ignore the Gospel in favor of the miraculous and replaces the cross with signs and wonders" (Robert
Dean, Jr., Biblical Perspectives, "Don't Be Caught By The Undertow Of The Third Wave," p. 4).

-  Wimber's doctrine of Demonology was thoroughly unscriptural; he saw demons behind many physical illnesses,
and most emotional problems, entering into people, both lost and saved, in varying degrees, either for "possession"
or "oppression," so as to control all or some aspects of their lives. "There is no biblical basis for the notion that
demons are free to cause illnesses outside the context of full demon possession. [And the power of Satan to enter
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and "possess" souls uninvited; i.e., at the whim of the demon, was ended at Christ's resurrection.] The only case in
the Bible of a person who suffered from an illness caused by Satan without being demon possessed, is that of Job"
(Masters, p. 86).

But even then, Satan had to secure permission from God, which would indicate that Satan and his demons have no
power to inflict illnesses in the ordinary course of events. To treat illnesses on the basis of a demon needing to be
expelled from a particular organ, as Wimber taught, is an idea derived from pagan religious cults and/or the
priestcraft of Rome, not from the Bible. Believers will certainly do battle with the wiles and temptations wrought by
Satan, "but nowhere in the New Testament is temptation resisted by a process of commanding demons to loose their
hold or leave a Christian's mind or body. Satan is resisted by being denied success in the temptation. Or if he
mounts an attack of depressive suggestions, he is resisted as the believer strives to keep hold of the comfort and
promises of God's Word" (Masters, p. 92).

-  Wimber and his team of traveling faith-healers once conducted a "healing meeting" in Leeds, England, which
happened to be attended by five doctors who were born-again Christians. To summarize the doctors' general
observations, one of them stated that there was not any evidence whatsoever of any true physical healing that
occurred at that evening's "very expert performance" (which included "many minutes of assorted shakings,
tremblings, smilings, fallings, swayings and utterings" as so-called evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit's
healing power), but instead all the evidence pointed to "all the textbook characteristics of the induction of
hypnosis." In their joint statement, the five Christian doctors said:

"Hypnotic trance with suggestion is a powerful psychological tool. It has many uses. Psychosomatic
disorders and physical symptoms related to neurosis [sin] are very likely in the short-term to respond to
this treatment. Relief of pain as in dental extraction or childbirth is relatively commonplace with
hypnosis. In Wimber's team meeting we saw no change that suggested any healing of organic, physical
disease. Given the concern of many attendees to be of use to their neighbors, some very helpful
suggestions were undoubtedly made during the numerous trance states. (Emphasis added.)

"The hypnotic state, though conscious, is not what Scripture means by self-control, the mind of Christ
in us, or mind renewal. To describe these trances, their visible or audible features, or any healings
experienced as [are] the perfectly legitimate result of hypnosis -- to describe them as the plain work of
the Holy Spirit is a deception. To encourage techniques which produce hypnosis and hysteria and to
teach that one is learning how to exercise kingdom rule over demons, disease, and nature is false; it is
misrepresentation." (All quotes from Masters, p. 213.)

Professor Verna Wright, M.D., Rheumatology, concluded that the great dangers of Wimber's "miraculous healing
teaching" are: (1) "it discredits the person of Christ because of the very obvious failures, when we claim to serve a
Savior Who never fails"; (2) "it undermines the Word, because it elevates a new form of 'revelation' -- so-called
words of knowledge or prophecy"; (3) "it deceives Christians and breeds a race of gullible believers, taken in by
virtually anything"; (4) "it increases the agony of suffering"; (5) "it removes Christian comfort"; and (6) "it
diminishes Christian testimony." (Cited in Masters, p. 227)

-  As an example of a practice rejected by the church for centuries, but engaged in by Wimber and the Vineyard
movement, is the use of relics (human remains and objects thought to have supernatural miracle powers by virtue of
their being connected with a Saint; the relic may be the whole or a part of a Saint's body, or something a Saint has
touched). The use of relics of the dead is an utterly pagan concept with no Scriptural justification whatsoever;
rather it is associated with necromancy. (Masters)

-  Wimber was on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
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tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses.")

-  Wimber listed raising of the dead as one of the basic elements of the healing ministry (Power Healing, pp. 38,
62), and agreed with C. Peter Wagner's assessment of the phenomena for today: "I, too, now believe that dead
people are literally being raised in the world today. As soon as I say that, some ask if I believe it is 'normative.' I
doubt if it would be normative in any local situation, but it probably is normative in terms of the universal body of
Christ. Even though it is an extremely uncommon event, I would not be surprised if it were happening several times
a year" (The Third Wave of the Holy Spirit, p. 112).

-  Wimber always placed himself and his ministry above criticism; "... he equates those who measure a practice or
ministry by Scripture with the unbelieving scribes. This effectively insulates his teaching and practice from
Scriptural critique. He is equating his ministry with non-recognition of the person and ministry of the Holy Spirit ...
Wimber is hiding behind a facade of true adherence to the moving of the Spirit of God in order to insulate his
theology and practices from those who would unravel the facade with God's Word. At the same time, he equates
anyone that would challenge that facade with those who did not recognize Jesus' authority and work. This is a cult
mentality that does not address the real issue: whether or not these practices and ideas are biblical" (MS, p. 23-24).

* All of the quotes and excerpts used in this report designated "MS," are derived from two articles in the September
1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and
the Kansas City-Vineyard Connection"; and "Testing the Fruit of the Vineyard."
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John Wimber & The Vineyard
by Albert James Dager*

In 1963, a young jazz musician by the name of John Wimber made a profession of faith in Jesus Christ. In 1970, he
joined the staff as an assistant pastor at the Yorba Linda Friends Church (Quaker) in Yorba Linda, California.

In 1974, Wimber left the pastorate of Yorba Linda Friends Church to join the staff of the Charles E. Fuller Institute
of Evangelism and Church Growth at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. For four years he
studied factors that lead to church growth. He was impressed by the statistics which showed that the most dramatic
growth was being enjoyed by Pentecostal and charismatic churches. Wimber's attitude toward signs and wonders
greatly changed, not because of his study of Scripture, but as a result of the reported growth of Pentecostal and
charismatic churches.

Wimber's wife had become a charismatic. She had undergone what she called a "personality meltdown" through the
work of the Holy Spirit to change her attitude toward charismatics (Carol Wimber, "Hunger for God: A Reflective
Look at the Vineyard Beginnings," The Vineyard Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. 3, Fall, 1987, p. 1).

The man who would have the most impact on Wimber's philosophy was C. Peter Wagner, alleged expert on church
growth, and a strong proponent of signs and wonders for the purpose of church growth. Affiliations at Fuller
convinced Wimber to study the relationship between spiritual gifts and evangelism. The result was his development
of what he called "power evangelism," predicated upon the supposition that the Gospel is largely ineffective unless
accompanied by signs and wonders.

The Beginning of the Vineyard

In his book Power Healing (Harper and Row), Wimber relates that on Mother's Day in May of 1977, he preached
his first sermon as pastor of what is now called the Vineyard Christian Fellowship. Wimber's pastoral association
with Calvary Chapel began in 1978 when he requested "Calvary Chapel covering" for his new group.

"In 1978, God spoke to me about returning to the pastorate, ... I resigned my position at the Institute of
Evangelism and Church Growth and returned to the pastorate ..." (John Wimber & Kevin Springer,
Power Evangelism, p. 84).

It wasn't long before Wimber began to categorize methodologies for healing, music ministry, leadership, outreach,
evangelism, etc. All aspects of body life became studies of method.

Within a short time, Wimber brought on Sam Thompson, a licensed psychologist, as an assistant pastor in charge of
counseling. Thompson developed the ministerial aspects of the Vineyard, combining psychological theory with
charismatic practices. He taught how to look for signs of spiritual and physical problems, and how to deal with
them. The emphasis was, and still is, on attaining spiritual power. The congregation would stand in circles, holding
hands and commanding demons to manifest themselves in order to cast them out.

The church was growing in numbers, and had the outward appearance of a typical Calvary Chapel. Wimber's "signs
and wonders" philosophy was developing and gaining adherents under the Calvary Chapel label. Concerned
Calvary Chapel pastors began to ask Wimber about the reports of people levitating, being "slain in the spirit,"
engaging in aura reading, and other bizarre practices.

Wimber made two statements in defense of the manifestations at Yorba Linda on which Chuck Smith challenged
him: 1) "God is above His Word"; and 2) "God is not limited by His Word." In other words, Wimber did not need
a Scriptural basis for the manifestations.
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Smith then offered the Calvary Chapel pastors the opportunity to either remain with Calvary Chapel and stress the
teaching of Scripture, or follow after Wimber and stress manifestations. Many chose to follow Wimber, converting
their churches to Vineyards.

The rest is history. The Vineyard has grown to more than seven hundred congregations in eight countries. They
claim some one hundred thousand members. In 1982, shortly after taking over the Vineyard, Wimber returned to
the Fuller Theological Seminary to co-teach with C. Peter Wagner a course entitled MC:510, "The Miraculous and
Church Growth." It was a laboratory for experiments in signs and wonders.

The Vineyard Philosophy

The Vineyard philosophy of signs and wonders is expressed primarily in the teachings of John Wimber. Major
points he emphasizes are:

(a) The need for a paradigm shift in the Church (we must change our Western world view to that
which integrates reliance upon supernatural influences);

(b) The charismatic movement is "where it's at" in church growth;

(c) We should be doing the "stuff" Jesus did;

(d) The supernatural practices beginning to emerge were of the Lord, and to be desired and pursued
(i.e., hot, tingly sensations indicating healing taking place during prayer; trance-like euphoric states of
"worship" characterized by a restful "alpha-wave"-type feeling, which is verification of the "presence"
of the Lord; supposed "words of knowledge," "discerning of spirits," "personal prophecy," etc.);

(e) Every believer can walk, talk, and do the very things Jesus and the apostles did;

(f) The signs-and-wonders movement is the third wave of God's power manifesting in the 20th century
(the first wave was turn-of-the-century Pentecostalism; the second wave was the charismatic
movement);

(g) We are involved in spiritual warfare to take the Kingdom by force; for this, the major weapon is
"power evangelism."

The Paradigm Shift

Wimber stated that the Western Church is largely out of touch with the power of God because of Western
materialism. Third World countries are more open to God's power because they have a different world view or
"paradigm."

Looking at the influences in Wimber's paradigm shift (originally a New Age term suggesting a shift from Western
materialism and pragmatism to Eastern spirituality), we can see how he had crossed the line from sound Biblical
truth to Eastern spiritual methodologies, while espousing a Biblical Christology. The fact is that the Vineyard does
adhere to a sound doctrine in statement. But the words don't line up with the deeds.

The call for a new world view, a shift from an objective approach to God's truth, to an almost entirely experiential
approach, to attempt to abandon your entire world view, particularly, your "Western rationalistic paradigm," and
replace it with a more subjective view, leaves you quite vulnerable.

Power Evangelism

In simple terms, "power evangelism," according to Wimber, means the combining of the proclamation of the
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Gospel with the demonstration of supernatural power through the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The premise is that signs
and wonders such as healing, raising the dead, and other miracles, are especially effective as tools to reinforce the
truth of the Gospel. Wimber has said that the Gospel is largely ineffective without signs and wonders.

The Other Side of the Pragmatism

Wimber suggests that we must demonstrate supernatural power in order to win souls, especially among "primitive
peoples":

"Primitive peoples often need to see the superior power of the gospel demonstrated for them to believe"
(Power Evangelism, p. 54).

First, there is no such thing as "primitive peoples." Mankind is unchanged since his creation. What has changed is
his knowledge of science, which has produced some advanced civilizations. Second, Wimber fails to see that
reliance upon signs and wonders for belief is just as pragmatic as intellectual investigation of the Gospel. (cf. John
20:29)

True, lasting faith comes to those who do not need signs and wonders to validate God's truth. The flesh looks for a
sign; the Holy Spirit impresses the truth upon our minds.

Method Ministry

The problem with Wimber's ministry was not only that he insisted that the [sign] gifts of the Spirit are still operable
today, it was also the assumption that the gifts of the Spirit can be manifested through a particular methodology --
also, that every supernatural gift of the Holy Spirit should be manifested in every believer on a regular basis. This,
most often, leads to the abuses and excesses of human flesh masquerading as the work of the Holy Spirit.

Compounding the problem is the penchant on the part of those obsessed with signs and wonders to cite Scripture
erroneously in order to validate their attempts at getting God to work in their behalf. An example was Wimber's
citing of Jesus' miracles to validate power evangelism. In fact, he believed that Jesus taught His disciples how to
perform signs and wonders.

There were many ways in which Wimber's attempts at signs and wonders differed from the simple, direct, and
unfailing ministry of the Holy Spirit. With the Wimber/Vineyard method, in order to effect a healing one must
"interview" the subject, often taking him or her back into the past to relive circumstances (inner healing) that may
have lead to their problem. Casting out demons is likewise a process that may take days or even years. The byword
for all Wimber/Vineyard ministry is method.

In spite of Wimber's statements that seem to warn against the use of methodology, it is methodology that typifies
the Vineyard form of ministry. Their methods include inner healing techniques, visualization, meditation, and
psychological integration. Wimber's book Power Evangelism has even been updated to include a study guide on
how to perform signs and wonders, replete with methodologies.

Experimentation

Two words characterize Wimber's methodology: experience and experimentation. In the former case, most of
Wimber's teachings were anecdotal, drawing from unverifiable but seemingly credible testimonies of signs and
wonders, rather than from Scripture. Often, Scripture was used as a proof text to validate the anecdotal. In the latter
case, Wimber encouraged his disciples to experiment through trial and error. And his idea of prayer went beyond
petition to commanding healing.

Having begun in the flesh, it is no wonder that the Vineyard ministry continues in the flesh. Yet even the flesh will
be gratified eventually, if not by God, certainly by Satan, or even by psychosomatic reactions to suggestion.
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The Same As Jesus?

Wimber acknowledged that his healing techniques didn't always work. His approach to "prophetic words" was
similar:

"Many if not most personal prophetic words given today are conditional, and as such are invitational,
not certainties" (John Wimber & Kevin Springer, Power Points: Your Action Plan to ..., p. 56).

This is a convenient way to explain why many personal prophecies do not come to pass. But what about John
14:12? -- Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater
works than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father. Wimber often cites this verse to validate his attempts at
signs and wonders. Up to his death date, after over 15 years of trying, he still hadn't done as well as Jesus, let alone
greater.

Psychic Healing

The methods of inner healing, including meditation, visualization, and other psychic and psychological
manipulations gleaned from the writings of Agnes Sanford and her disciples, are the same as those of psychic
healers. So is the evidence of healing power described by Wimber.

Because Wimber rejected the "Western worldview" and accepted certain forms of Eastern mystical practices, he
confused the deceptions of Satan and the flesh with the power of the Holy Spirit. Although he cited psychic healing
as a false system, by using the intuitive approach to healing Wimber nonetheless dabbled in the occult realm of
psychic healing. His methodology included exercises similar to those of psychic healers, such as aura healing.

Psychic healing is predicted upon the belief that the mind is capable of both causing and healing disease. This was
also affirmed by Wimber as far as the cause of disease is concerned (Wimber & Springer, Power Healing, pp. 44-
45). Unlike psychic healers, however, Wimber would also say that illness can be caused by Satan or demonic
attack. This, too, is partially true.

Seldom if ever taken into account by practitioners of so-called "divine healing" is the fact that God Himself causes
illness, and brings calamity upon the world (cf. Isa. 45:7; Ex 4:11). Unless one includes God's will in the equation,
one will be found fighting against God in the name of Holy Spirit ministry. Not recognizing God's design, those
who attempt trial-and-error healing methodologies are utilizing occult techniques. This is why the Vineyard healing
teams are encouraged to use the mind-science inner healing techniques of Agnes Sanford, which include
visualization, meditation, and other psychic healing methods.

Wimber would deny that he believed in a cosmic consciousness. But because he had been influenced by deceivers
masquerading as ministers of the gift of healing, he had adopted their psychic healing methods. How can an self-
proclaimed apostle of Christ learn spiritual truth from those who deny Christ?

The Vineyard's inner healing methods are especially rooted in psychic healing practices which, in turn, are based on
the belief in karma. Karma is said to be "the unconscious memory or knowledge of, and attachment to, unfinished
relationships, unfulfilled desires, and other incomplete cycles." Karma does not relate only to alleged past lives; it
also relates to memories of childhood and even of the womb.

Wimber would have denied such concepts as psychic surgery, and most of what is taught by psychic healers
philosophically. But in practice, he adopted virtually every form of psychic healing without being able to relate any
of it to Scripture. This should be cause for concern to all believers who would have any contact with the Vineyard.

Discrepancies
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Wimber seemed oblivious to the many contradictions in his writings. His suggestion that methodologies are
improper, countered by the fact that his entire ministry was methodologically empowered, is only one such
discrepancy.

Wimber insisted that Scripture must be the basis for all belief and practice. In reality, the experiences themselves
were to him validation enough that they were from God, unless they came in the name of an overtly occult
philosophy (i.e., mind science, T.M. est, psychic healing, or some other movement). As long as they came in the
name of Jesus, or were perpetuated by one who called himself a Christian, they were accepted by Wimber, even if
they originated in New Age occultism or, at best, Roman Catholic mysticism.

Influences

In order to properly understand Wimber's metamorphosis from that of a hard-line dispensationalist to an
ecumenical, charismatic "apostle" and healing practitioner, one must understand the influences upon his beliefs.

Morton Kelsey's name popped up frequently in Wimber's teachings, and Wimber had even dedicated a seminar
series to him. One wonders how one who claimed to be an apostle of Jesus could give credibility to someone who
equated the ministry of Jesus with that of a shaman -- a witch doctor.

Wimber evidently hoped to justify his learning from Kelsey by saying that he didn't agree with some of his
teachings. But there is no justification for "learning from" someone who equated Jesus with a witch doctor, or His
divine ability to know with "extra-sensory perception." Kelsey's errors extended far beyond this blasphemous
teaching. Anyone with a modicum of Holy Spirit discernment wouldn't touch Kelsey's writings with a ten-foot
pole, let alone dedicate a teaching to him.

There were many other influences whom Wimber cited in his teachings:

(a) Agnes Sanford -- pantheist and "mother" of inner healing in the churches;

(b) Ruth Carter Stapleton (former President Jimmy Carter's sister) -- disciple of Agnes Sanford, who
claimed that one could be "born again" by listening to greater music or gazing upon certain works of
art;

(c) Dennis and Rita Bennett -- disciples of Agnes Sanford, and early pioneers of the charismatic
movement;

(d) John and Paula Sanford -- pantheists, and disciples of Agnes Sanford;

(e) Francis MacNutt -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of
inner healing methodologies;

(f) Michael Scanlan -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of
inner healing methodologies;

(g) Kenneth E. Hagin -- "father" of the word-faith movement, mentor of Kenneth Copeland, and
disciple of E.W. Kenyon, whose theology was heavily influenced by science of mind teachings;

Space does not allow for more except to say that Wimber often sprinkled warnings about the New Age, the occult,
and erroneous charismatic suppositions as if his power evangelism methodologies were removed from them. This,
coupled with his listing in his bibliography the words of men like Kurt Koch and Doug Groothuis, acted as a
smoke-screen

Roman Catholic Influences
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Wimber gave much credence to Roman Catholic sources for establishing the validity of miracles. (Power Healing,
p. 7). He contrasted the false claims of healing by "Elmer Gantrys, men and women out for material gain at the
expense of the faithful," with the Catholic Church's "stringent criteria" for validating true miracles from God
(Power Healing, p. 10). Wimber implied that the Roman Catholic approach to miracles was more trustworthy than
that of Protestants (Power Healing, p. 11).

But why should this surprise us? Wimber's wife Carol was raised in the Roman Catholic Church. Wimber stated
that after having separated for awhile over marriage difficulties, he and Carol were remarried in the Catholic
Church. Neither of the Wimbers ever renounced their Roman Catholic experiences -- another reason why the occult
influences of Roman Catholic mysticism find expression in the Vineyard.

Additionally, Wimber wrote for the Catholic charismatic publication, New Covenant (June, 1988). His article, "Why
I Love Mary," didn't affirm the Catholic dogmas of Mary's sinlessness, her perpetual virginity, or her assumption
into heaven. But neither did it offer any refutation of them. Knowing the Catholic belief in Mary as "the Mother of
God," and the unbiblical doctrines that attend her veneration, such an article left the impression that Wimber had no
problem with the Catholic approach to Mary. (Moreover, in his ecumenical fervor, Wimber publicly apologized to
the Archbishop of Los Angeles on behalf of all Protestants.)

Holy Laughter

A phenomenon that has swept through many Vineyard churches is that known as "holy laughter." Many churches
are reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during times of solemn
ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in ecstatic trances,
and animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like drunken people,
unable to walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy laughter," since laughter
is the pre-eminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in the form of virtually any
expression attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit. Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence
of a fresh outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the people's desire to see a new sign from God.

The phenomena was imported into the United States and Canada from South Africa through one Rodney Howard-
Browne. It erupted in 1994 at the Toronto Airport Vineyard in Toronto, Canada, pastored by John Arnott. The
bizarre exhibitions of human flesh in this movement are in every way similar to what, for centuries, have been
regarded as evidence of demonic influences. It's little wonder that the Vineyard has led the charge, considering the
lack of discernment on the part of its leadership. Actually, these manifestations were in evidence during the early
years of Wimber's Vineyard ministry.

Initially, John Wimber kept a wait-and-see attitude, while validating the experiences as perhaps fleshly at times,
but, overall, a move of God -- "There's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see,
and I can't think of anything throughout the church age that would. So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's
just phenomena. It's just people responding to God" (2/95, Charisma). In December, 1995, he moved to
disenfranchise the Toronto Airport Vineyard. This was perceived by some as evidence that the Vineyard was acting
reasonably to keep such phenomena separate from its "legitimate" ministry.

However, the reason given by the leadership of the Association of Vineyard Churches (AVC) was not that the
Association rejected the goings-on at Toronto, but that the Toronto Airport Vineyard had gone "over the edge" by
promoting and encouraging the animal sounds and accompanying behavior (Marcia Ford, "Toronto Church Ousted
From Vineyard," Charisma and Christian Life, 2/96, p. 12). In September 1994, the AVC issued guidelines which
indicated that, while they were not against such phenomena, they did not want it promoted.

It needs to be emphasized, John Wimber never did reject the laughing revival. He endorsed John Arnott's book, The
Father's Blessing. He merely rejected some of the grosser aspects of this movement. The Vineyard Association's
statement of December 1995 concluded: 
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"OUR ACTION DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE HAVE REJECTED THE CURRENT RENEWAL.
Many of our churches have benefited greatly from this current renewal and have incorporated it into
their church life within the healthy and biblical guidelines reflected in the articles and policies
published over the past two years. WE HOPE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE TO PURSUE
RENEWAL IN THIS WAY."

Why would Wimber and the AVC take such harsh measures since Wimber himself had endorsed the Toronto
phenomena, and since he had allowed the same behavior in his own meetings? Are they manifestations of God or
not? If so, why not allow Arnott to promote and encourage them? If not, why has the AVC not condemned them
and taken similar action against the other almost 50% of Vineyard churches that encourage the phenomena?

Not ever being able to take a firm stand on the authority of these things, the AVC decided to dissociate from the
most visible and central Vineyard church promoting these phenomena, on the basis that its pastor did not comply
with the AVC Board's position. The AVC Board took the same non-committal stance that Wimber had taken. In
fact, they allowed their statement to be subject to the discretion of the local pastors.

The Kansas City Connection

Toward the mid to late 1980s, Wimber became enamored by the ministry team of the Kansas City Fellowship, or as
they became known as, "The Kansas City Prophets." At an August 1989 conference in Denver, Colorado, Wimber
called on Vineyard pastors to receive their ministry.

Interestingly enough, in 1990, when the Kansas City Prophets began to be exposed as fraudulent, it was to Wimber
that they went for "correction." But, he never stopped promoting the erroneous teachings of Paul Cain, Mike
Bickle, Bob Jones, and John Paul Jackson. In 1991, he did stop promoting Bob Jones, but not because of heresy,
but because of immorality.

The point is that Wimber, by his acceptance of false prophets, paved the way for an unquestioning acceptance of
"prophets" in general. Of course, there is nothing wrong with "modern day prophets" as long as they will submit to
the tests of Deut. 18 and Deut. 13. But, these prophets actually boasted about the margin of error that the Lord had
graciously allowed them!

The Gifts of the Spirit

God always has performed and always will perform His miracles according to His own purpose and pleasure. The
excesses and errors of the Vineyard, as well as many within the charismatic and Pentecostal churches, merely prove
that most of what is transpiring in the name of God's power is really the flesh of man seeking a sign to validate the
truth of God's Word.

Essentially, the [permanent] gifts of the Spirit are given primarily for the edification of the Church, not for
evangelism. The sign gifts, i.e., the miraculous gifts, have ceased. This does not negate the fact that God might
occasionally use the gifts to convict and convince those He has chosen for salvation. But first and foremost, the
gifts are for "power edification," not "power evangelism."

Conclusion

To hear virtually every major teacher in the Church today, there are no false teachers except those who call out the
false teachers and staunchly insist on a defense of the Faith -- the so-called "heretic hunters." Why are few leaders
of any real magnitude warning the brethren about false teachers? Because most are the false teachers. They are
compromising with the Vatican to lead all of Christendom back under the papal umbrella. And the central force for
that unity is not the true Gospel; it is false "love" combined with false doctrine and lying signs and wonders --
miracles of God -- implemented through occult methodologies.



John Wimber & The Vineyard
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* This report is adapted as a condensation of a 1996, 32-page report ("The Vineyard: History, Teachings &
Practices") by Al Dager of Media Spotlight.
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Philip Yancey
General Teachings/Activities

-  Philip Yancey is best known as the author of several books dealing with a Christian's relationship with God when
undergoing hardship, specifically the books Where Is God When It Hurts? (1981) and Disappointment With God
(1988) (see following paragraphs). [Other books by Yancey include Fearfully and Wonderfully Made, In His Image,
Unhappy Secrets, Open Windows (1982) [art & Christianity], I Was Just Wondering (1989) [Q&A essays], Praying
with the KGB (1992), The Bible Jesus Read (1999), What's So Amazing About Grace? (1998), The Jesus I Never
Knew (1995), Reaching for the Invisible God (2000), and most recently, Rumors of a Another World: What on
Earth Are We Missing (2004).] Yancey is also an editor-at-large for the neo-evangelical publication Christianity
Today and co-chair of the editorial board for Books and Culture, also a Christianity Today publication.

Yancey earned graduate degrees in Communications and English from Wheaton College Graduate School and the
University of Chicago. He joined the staff of Campus Life Magazine in 1971, and worked there as Editor for eight
years. Since 1978 Yancey has primarily concentrated on freelance writing. More than 600 of his articles have
appeared in 80 different publications, including Reader's Digest, Publisher's Weekly, National Wildlife, Saturday
Evening Post, Christian Century, and The Reformed Journal. His books have won eleven Gold Medallion Awards
from the Evangelical Christian Publishers Association and have sold more than five million copies.

-  Where Is God When It Hurts? was written by Yancey in 1981 while he was the editor of Campus Life magazine
(a publication of the neo-evangelical/psychologized Youth For Christ). Though Yancey gives lip-service to the
Biblical view that suffering in the lives of believers can be used by God for our benefit (but, according to Yancey,
not for our punishment), the underlying theme appears to be that God is somewhat unjustified in hurting those He
has decreed to love. This theme is more fully developed in Disappointment With God (see below). (In Where Is
God When It Hurts?, Yancey also speaks favorably of the mental health establishment [psychiatric and
psychological counseling], Mother Teresa, the "psychological pain of Abraham," the value of pursuing a social-
activist agenda, the ecumenical movement, "psychological pain," and positive thinking/self-love/self-
acceptance/self-confidence/self-therapy.)

-  Disappointment With God was written in 1988 and was endorsed by psychologizer Chuck Swindoll and neo-
evangelical Vernon Grounds. Yancey attempts to answer three doubting/self-centered questions: (1) Is God
listening to me?; (2) Can He be trusted?; and (3) Does He even exist? On the inside front jacket Yancey
comments: "I wanted a God who would roll up His sleeves and step into my life with power ... [I] began to
understand what God wants from human beings. God doesn't want to be analyzed. He just wants to be loved ... a
passionate God -- hungry for the love of His people" (Emphasis added). [In chapter 24 titled, "Is God Unfair,"
Yancey even quotes favorably from pantheistic New Age psychologist M. Scott Peck (from The Road Less
Traveled)!]

Yancey's concept of God is not Biblical. He seems to be saying throughout the book that God acts to bring suffering
into our lives because we haven't loved Him properly. He also appears to believe that there are instances in which
one can be justifiably "disappointed with God," even to the extent of directly voicing our disappointment to God.
This would imply that God could do wrong, or at least act outside of our best interests!

-  Considering both Where Is God When It Hurts? and Disappointment With God, one must ask: Has there ever
been a case were a Christian was justified in being "disappointed" with God? If so, would this not imply that God
had in some way erred? And can any true believer really believe that God accepts being "raked over the coals" by
one of his redeemed people? Is it then okay to get angry with God and "vent" our ill feelings and criticisms in His
face and then say we have done no wrong? One can honestly sympathize with someone's pain and frustration when
they or their loved ones suffer. Many have been tempted to rage and accuse God of meanness. But shouldn't one
instead feel guilty about such thoughts or behavior, not told that this is acceptable for Christians? When we get
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angry with God, even merely disappointed with Him, we sin.

By telling people that they have done nothing wrong by "venting" their disappointment with God, God is not only
misrepresented, but the offender is robbed of an opportunity to glorify God in times of trouble. We must admit that
God is righteous and just in all He does, that He is sovereign over everything and every aspect of life, and that he is
bringing us to maturity and holiness through painful hardship. Jim Owen, in his book Christian Psychology's War
on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer, accurately states the problem with an approach (like Yancey's) to
handling hardship:

"Far too often, however, we resent and resist any interference on God's part that might deprive us of
our deepest desires. Many Christians who sing, 'It is well with my soul,' are lying. It is not well with
their souls because they are not persevering, and they have no intention of doing so, because they are
bitter and hostile toward God and mourn over their 'victimization' at His hands. Others are little better,
for they 'persevere' with a cold, stony, stoic demeanor that constantly reminds God how much they are
doing for Him despite His lack of reciprocity" (p. 184).

-  More of Yancey's psychologizing can be documented. In Unhappy Secrets, Yancey speaks favorably of
psychological self-love counselor Paul Tournier; quotes favorably from psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-
Christian, Carl Jung; and holds to the psychological concepts of unconditional self-regard/self-acceptance/self-
forgiveness. In Fearfully and Wonderfully Made, Yancey encourages us to support the likes of Mother Teresa and
Billy Graham, and exhorts us to participate in small-group catharsis sessions, much like those developed by "John
Wesley's Methodists."

-  The Chrysostom Society is another New Age group started by Richard Foster (of Renovaré fame). (It was named
for St. John Chrysostom, a fourth-century mystic who became the archbishop of Constantinople. He later came to
be known by the Romans as the Church Father.) It describes itself as a contemporary Christian writers group. Each
year this group of twenty "writers of faith" gather together in a different state to talk about writing, to share
manuscripts and frustrations, and to collectively write. They also contribute articles for their official magazine,
Image: A Journal of the Arts and Religion. In 1990, the Society gave birth to a book called Reality and the Vision,
which contains the insights of eighteen members of the guild. Reality pays tribute to each of the writers' mentors --
those who most "stimulated their passion, and changed their lives in monumental ways." [Excerpted in part from
The Trojan Horse: How the New Age Movement Infiltrates the Church by Brenda Scott and Samantha Smith, pp.
123-131.]

The editing task for Reality and the Vision was given to Philip Yancey. In reading the book, one finds members of
the Society promoting both New Age paganism and Christianity. For example, throughout a chapter written by
Karen Mains, we find endorsements of New Age ideas, such as Carl Jung's theory of the collective unconscious and
an occultic Time of Beginnings. Mains asks, "And, should not we then cherish those rare few who can help us
recover the buried memory, both individual and collective?" Why is this so-called Christian writer promoting the
concepts of an occult psychologist? Where is Karen Mains getting this New Age heresy? And why is Philip
Yancey the editor of this pseudo-mystical book? If this stuff routinely got by Yancey as editor, can we not say that
he is in agreement with the New Age material in the book? Otherwise, wouldn't he have removed himself from the
role of editor?

-  Philip Yancey on "Guidance": "The sociologist Bronislaw Malinowski suggests a distinction between magic and
religion. Magic, he said, is when we manipulate the deities so that they perform our wishes; religion is when we
subject ourselves to the will of the deities. True guidance cannot resemble magic, a way for God to give us
shortcuts and genie bottles. It must, rather, fall under Malinowski's definition of religion. If so, it will occur in the
context of a committed relationship between a Christian and his God."

NO! True guidance must fall under God's (not Malinowski's) definition of religion as stated in His Word. A major
problem in the churches today is that man has become subjected to an inaccurate understanding of who God is and
what He wants. This is the result of basing "God's will" on the traditions of men rather than the pure, unadulterated
Word of God as it is clearly stated. [Source: Comments/Essays in The Answer To Happiness, Health, and
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Fulfillment in Life: The Holy Bible (with Selected Writings by Leading Inspirational Authors).] (Comments
excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 (1993), No. 1.)

-  Yancey co-authored an article on then President Bill Clinton's "faith" in the 4/25/94 Christianity Today. As
expressed in a letter-to-the-editor in the 7/18/94 Christianity Today, Yancey believes that Clinton "appears to be a
man of faith in a world that has no regard for faith. He (Clinton) is balancing these conflicting weights with
remarkable success."

In the Foursquare World Advance magazine of Jan-Feb '94, when asked why he was among a group of
"evangelical Christian leaders" who met with President Clinton on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White
House (since Clinton is pro-abortion and pro-homosexual), Jack Hayford said he respects the office of the
presidency and "Finally, I believe in the power of presence. Just my being there would leave a deposit of some
sort." He also said he has "deep love" for Clinton as "a human being," and views Clinton as "a personable, devoted
public servant." Indeed. And it's what Clinton is devoted to that should be denounced by all real Christians. [Among
the other attendees with Hayford were social radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, church growth movement guru
and psychologizer Bill Hybels (who stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda),
psychologizer Philip Yancey, Bob Seiple of World Vision, and the psychologized president of Taylor University,
Jay Kesler.] (Reported in the 4/94, Lofton Letter.)

Yancey again brought up Bill Clinton during a panel discussion at a conference on C. S. Lewis. Some on the panel
had criticized other American Evangelicals (and fundamentalists, particularly) for fighting in the "culture wars" on
everything from abortion to prayer in the schools to homosexuality. Addressing the 600-plus (mostly)
"Evangelicals" present, Yancey ended his remarks by informing us that he had been privileged to meet and
interview the president privately. And then he told us how Clinton had shared with him an important point, namely,
that there is a difference between private morality and public morality. That piece of wisdom was left in our laps by
an Evangelical leader as a saying worthy of all acceptance, though it came from a president with obvious self-
interest in separating the two. [Source: "A Feel-Good Sacrament," James M. Kushiner, Touchstone magazine
(touchstonemagazine.com), October 2000.]

-  Yancey has an unscriptural view of homosexuality and a dangerously perverted view of Biblical grace. In an
interview with lesbian Candace Chellew-Hodge, Yancey spoke of his continued close friendship with homosexual
Mel White, and said that love compels him to "show love and grace" ("Amazed by Grace: An Interview with author
Philip Yancey," Whosoever.org). What Yancey fails to say is that love for sinners requires exposing their sin and
the true grace of God results in a changed life (Matt. 3:7-8; Acts 26:20; 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Eph. 2:8-10; 5:11; Titus
2:11-15; 1 John 5:3). Yancey goes on to say: "As I've attended gay and lesbian churches, I'm also saddened that the
evangelical church by and large finds no place for homosexuals. I've met wonderful, committed Christians who
attend MCC [Metropolitan Community Church -- a church specifically organized by and for homosexuals]
churches, and I wish that the larger church had the benefit of their faith." (Source: FBIS, 11/16/04, "Friday Church
News Notes.") 

Comments on two other statements by Yancey in the interview: (1) Yancey reduces the MANY PASSAGES of
Scripture that identify sexual activity outside the confines of the God-ordained marriage relationship of one man
and one woman [Gen. 1:27-28; 2:24] as being sinful, to "there are a FEW PASSAGES of scripture that give me
pause"; and (2) Asked how can other evangelical Christians develop an attitude of grace (if not acceptance) toward
gay and lesbian Christians? , Yancey says, "The only way is through personal exposure. ... Disapproving
conservatives should have contact with those people, and vice versa. " Yancey encourages Christians to tolerate
such sinful practices amongst professing Christians by having what he calls "contact" with such people, rather than
disapprovingly confronting them. Measuring Yancey's comments against the teaching of the Word of God, Yancey
is guilty of what Jude warned against in verse 4, namely of "turning the grace of God into lasciviousness." Yancey
is either not equipped or simply unwilling to articulate God's clear views on this moral issue, and as a result, he is
giving false spiritual hope and comfort to those who are in danger of suffering the same judgment as their 'sexually
orientated ancestors'; as we read in Jude 7: "Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner, giving
themselves over to fornication and going after strange flesh, are set forth, for an example, suffering the vengeance
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of eternal fire." (Source: Cecil Andrews, "Take Heed" Ministries, 7/5/04.)

In a report written by Pastor Gary Gilley of Southern View Chapel, Gilley writes: "Yancey has a fundamental flaw
that runs throughout all of his writings -- he doesn't always draw his thoughts and principles from Scripture … this
serious flaw of not basing his concepts squarely upon the Scriptures eventually leads Yancey astray. Yancey does
not know the difference between tolerance and arrogance; between grace and license; between boldness and
harshness. By Yancey's definitions John the Baptist and Elijah would be men of "ungrace"; but God did not seem
to think so … Certainly Jesus loved and spent time with prostitutes, but He did so to call them to repentance, not to
accept their way of living. Yancey's method of dealing with a homosexual, who is also a church leader, may seem
like "grace" to him, it may seem like what Jesus would do, but it is clearly out of sync with the teachings and
examples of Scripture." (Source: 7/10/99 Review of What Is So Amazing About Grace?)

-  Christianity Today, with its blatant New Evangelical philosophy, is a very dangerous Christian publication. This
was evident in the October 2003 issue. In the article "Holy Sex," Philip Yancey said, "In one sense, we are never
more Godlike than in the act of sex." Where does the Bible support such a view? It does not, of course. This is an
unscriptural philosophy that is more akin to Tantric Hinduism than to Biblical Christianity. Yancey spoke casually
of having viewed pornography and of giving himself over to illicit lusts. He did not refer to these actions from an
attitude of deep remorse and repentance, nor did he describe them as sinful and wicked. He spoke of them, rather,
in psychological terms such as "the disconnect technique of sex." (Source: 11/7/03, FBIS.)

-  Liberal left-wing radical (and pro-homosexual) Tony Campolo has said that the people who make up the
Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the Christian community. To counter the perception that the
coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues
who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called Religious Right, launched a group called Call for Renewal.
On May 23, 1995, Campolo and his group of self-proclaimed evangelicals called a news conference. They said they
had had enough of politics as usual and stepped forward claiming to have a new vision for transcending Left and
Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from "a diversity of traditions" signed a document called the Cry for
Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to dissent publicly from the Coalition's policies and perceived
allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity Today; and
Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is nothing but
a front for liberal theology, that in effect, wants the Religious Right out of politics.

Campolo was just one of a number of evangelicals to sign on to the Cry for Renewal document. Some well known
names include; Steve Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air
Ministries; J.I. Packer, theologian (he also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up America! by Zondervan); Ted Engstrom,
World Vision; and Phillip Yancey. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash calls, "militantly
evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman, Children's
Defense Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the National
Council of Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr. Paul Sherry,
President of the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal Church.

-  Yancey wrote an editorial article in the 7/18/94 issue of Christianity Today, in which he defends (as brethren
"inside the tent") a multitude of neo-evangelicals, psychologizers, ecumenical social radicals, and New Agers:

"Everywhere I turn, it seems, I hear of Christians under attack -- not from secular humanists or
fundamentalist Muslims, but from fellow members of the Christian community. Charles Colson ...
Tony Campolo ... Karen Mains's career ... threatened by a boycott over what she has written about her
dream life. And Eugene Peterson's New Testament paraphrase, The Message, has made him a target of
those upset with anyone 'tampering with God's Word.' Richard Foster ... [is even] under suspicion as a
New Ager.

"What has infected the Christian community with such outright meanness? The tactics used by some of
the critics remind me of the worst attacks of Joseph McCarthy and the Reverend Carl McIntire, my
heroes as I grew up in Southern fundamentalism. It was only later that I learned to recognize their
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conspiracy theories as a house of cards based on rumor, innuendo, and guilt by association."

Moreover, Yancey refers to the ecumenical/radically liberal Chicago Declaration II as "the conference of
evangelical stalwarts." Yancey also defends Billy Graham, saying, "He [Graham] was savaged for inviting
Catholics onto his platform, for golfing with John Kennedy, for meeting with Jews and liberal Christians, for
traveling to communist countries. Yet he met all vituperation with soft words, humility, and a gentle spirit.
Eventually, Graham's irenic spirit provided an umbrella that sheltered -- and helped to mature -- the entire
evangelical movement. What will happen to that movement when Graham's peace-making spirit is no longer with
us?"

Yancey seems to have forgotten (if he ever knew) that truth must take priority over love, and that love without truth
is a false unity.

-  When Yancey pastored a church in Chicago, he let an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) chapter meet in the
basement room of the church building. Yancey tells of one new church attendee who recalled "that a church that
welcomes an AA group can't be all bad ..." Yancey goes on to praise the AA concept:

"[AA was] a solution to the church's tendency toward legalism and pride. AA's twelve steps, which
have had such a revolutionary impact on so many lives, boil down to two basic principles: radical
honesty and radical dependence. These are the very same principles expressed in the Lord's Prayer,
Jesus' capsule summary of prayerfully living one day at a time. AA meetings, which do not tolerate a
holier-than-thou front, insist on radical honesty from all. Members preface every comment with 'I'm an
alcoholic' or 'I'm a drug addict.' Half of the twelve steps relate to human inability to change, a painful
admission for any of us; the other half point to cure: radical dependence on a Higher Power and on
fellow strugglers." (Reprinted from a Christianity Today article in the 2/20/94 Vista [Wesleyan Church
Sunday School paper], "Where the High and Mighty Meet the Down and Dirty," pp. 2-3.)

This recommendation comes in spite of the overwhelming evidence that not only is AA largely ineffective in
treating over-drinking, but that the atmosphere of almost all AA centers is consistently unbiblical, if not outright
anti-Christian. AA is indeed proud of its ability to lead men to see their need of a Higher Power and encourages
group members to discover or define for themselves what or who that Higher Power is. Yancey evidently has no
conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are leading AA members to accept false gods as a
substitute for the true, living, personal God of the Bible.

-  In a 2/3/97 Christianity Today article ("My Gallery of Saints"), Yancey again spews his false views about AA
and its origins:

"I think of the thousands of chapters based on the Twelve Step program that meet in church basements,
VFW halls, and living rooms all across the nation, any night of the week. The Christians who founded
Alcoholics Anonymous faced the choice of whether to make it a restrictively Christian organization, or
to found it on Christian principles and then set it free. They chose the latter option, and now millions of
people in America look to that model -- based on dependence on a 'Higher Power' and on a supportive
community -- as a lifeline against addictions to alcohol, drugs, sex, and food."

AA's founders were not Christians! See 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages) for the facts on AA and its founders.

-  Yancey continues to be a fan of the AA/recovery movement. In his article titled "Lessons from Rock Bottom"
(Christianity Today, Vol. 44, No. 8), Yancey contends that Christians have much to learn from the natural
theologies of alcoholics and the recovery movement. He sees them as friendly allies rather than other religions.
Yancey begins his article by saying, "In earlier times, some theologians wrote 'natural theologies' by first explicating
the wonders of nature and then gradually moving toward theism, revelation, and Christian doctrine." This is a weak
foundation on which to rest. Any form of natural theology is severely weakened and distorted by the noetic effects
of the fall. Yancey says, "If I were writing a natural theology today, I think I would start with recovering
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alcoholics." Thus, Yancey builds on this faulty foundation of natural theology by equating fallen, sinful man
("recovering alcoholics") to "the wonders of nature." The "recovering alcoholics," as well as all fallen men, are
severely limited by the unsearchable depths of man and the inability of fallen man to accurately know himself
without the confusing intrusion of sinful biases. We who trust the Bible as sufficient for life and godliness say that
the Bible is the sole authoritative source of understanding the human condition, including values, and the sole
authoritative source of prescribing how one is to live. None of the humanly derived observations or strategies of
"recovering alcoholics" or others can ever be regarded as possessing certainty or authority equal to that of Scripture.

Yancey says, "Anthropology, original sin, regeneration, sanctification -- the recovery movement contains within it
seeds of all these doctrines." This statement is irrelevant and confusing. It is irrelevant as far as Christianity is
concerned, because, if you replace the words "the recovery movement" with any one of the many major world
religions, it would read equally well. If one believes that Jesus is the only "name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" (Acts 4:12), one must conclude that Yancey's statement is not just confusing. It is
deceptive. It can be used to justify any world religion as well as the world religion of Alcoholics Anonymous. He
may protest that he would not do that, but the truth is that AA opens the door to all religions (occultic, animistic,
and otherwise). (Source: May-June 2001 and July-August 2001 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  Yancey claims that in seeking models for his 1997 book, What's So Amazing About Grace?, he "turned to
imperfect people imparting love and acceptance in unlikely places: 'I have been to AA groups with friends. As I've
been there, I keep thinking: "If only the church was like this." ... What I wish the church would be is a place where
we're accepted by our failures ...'" Overall, the book is a polemic for the church as an evangelistic society, rather
than the Biblical view of the church -- the pillar and support of the truth. (Source: 12/13/97, Houston Chronicle
article -- "'Grace is Christianity's best gift to world,' author says.")

-  Yancey endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Bill has two very strange ideas about the church. One is that
Sunday services should be open to (and enjoyed by) people who ordinarily wouldn't be caught dead in a pew.
Another is the subject of this refreshing book." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian
personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.  Nevertheless, Philip Yancey is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of
Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").  

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
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"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the same,
with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin Miller,
Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)

More on Disappointment with God: Philip Yancey's extremely popular book, Disappointment with God,
ironically is packaged with a little yellow sticker that reads, "100% Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you
are dissatisfied with this book, return it postpaid … for a complete refund." It has not gone unnoticed that a book on
disappointment with God promises not to disappoint -- and if it does you can get your money back. If God came
with a warranty, perhaps He would fare better with today's "seekers."

Nevertheless, Yancey comes up with an interesting way of handling the "problem" when "bad things happen to
good people." Pain and suffering can be laid on the doorstep of the devil, or of people, to be sure. But the real
culprit seems to be life itself. Toward the end of the book, Yancey quotes favorably a friend who has learned to
handle tragedy by separating life from God:

"I learned, first through my wife's illness and then especially through the accident, not to confuse God with
life. I'm no stoic. I am as upset about what happened to me as anyone could be. I feel free to curse the
unfairness of life and to vent all my grief and anger. But I believe God feels the same way about that
accident -- grieved and angry. I don't blame him for what happened. … I have learned to see beyond the
physical reality in this world to the spiritual reality. We tend to think, 'Life should be fair because God is
fair.' But God is not life" (p. 183).

Yancey admits being a bit bothered with this strict separation of "physical reality" and "spiritual reality," but
intrigued nevertheless (p. 184). According to Yancey's borrowed theory, God is at odds with life. He, personally, is
fair and more than willing to do great things for us, but life (whatever that is) keeps getting in the way. Not only is
"God not life," God can't even control life. He is left, along with us, wringing His hands in "grief and anger" at
what life has done to His people. If only there was something He could do, but He lacks the power. But it is worse
than that, concludes Yancey, "No one is exempt from tragedy or disappointment -- God himself was not exempt"
(p. 186). How can we expect God to help us, He can't even help Himself. Yancey's basis for such a statement is the
Cross. Just think, he recommends, of the tragedy and disappointment that God faced at the Cross. [How absurd!
Without minimizing in any way the pain of the Cross, surely God never viewed it as a tragedy or a disappointment.
God had foreordained long before the world was ever created that His Son would die on the cross (Acts 2:16). The
Cross is God's power unto salvation for all mankind (I Corinthians 1:18; Romans 1:16,17). Certainly God was
saddened at the Cross, as He is with all sin. But He is never disappointed, and views nothing as a tragedy. Yancey's
God is far too human; no wonder he is disappointed.]

What kind of God is at the mercy of Satan, or people, or life in general? If we choose to believe in a God who is
all-loving and all-merciful, if for no other reason than we cannot bear the thought that He is not, that leaves us with
a God of one of two deficiencies. Either He is inadequate in power or He is lacking in knowledge. Either He does
not have the strength to pull off what His kind heart would love to do, or He has insufficient "know-how." One
might ask, do any Christian leaders who claim to be evangelical believe in such an insipid God? Unfortunately yes.

Philip Yancey speaks of God as One who takes risks. In the case of Job, for example, God was trying a little
experiment. He was making a "wager" (Yancey's word) with the devil that Job would stay the course no matter
what he had to suffer. God personally did not know if He was right and so He took a chance. As a matter of fact,
this wager went so far, Yancey believes, that, "God 'risks' the future of the human experiment on a person's
response" (p. 252). 

The human experiment?! Is the human race an experiment with God -- one in which He is uncertain about the
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outcome; a wager perhaps between God and the devil? Does Yancey believe that God is truly taking a gamble on
how the world will turn out? Is God in danger of losing His investment in His children? If God is at risk to lose
anything, then He is vulnerable; and if God is vulnerable, He is not the omnipotent One of the Bible.

This type of thinking is known as "open theism." Open theism, in short, is the view that God is bound by time just
as we are. As a result, God, who we are assured by the Bible knows all things that are knowable, does not know the
future because the future has not yet happened, and, thus, is unknowable, even to the Lord. God is extremely
resourceful and can make excellent guesses about the future, but He can neither infallibly determine nor predict the
future. In other words, He simply does not know how things are going to turn out. In Disappointment with God,
Yancey's thesis is that God's highest goal is for His creatures to love Him freely. He has therefore chosen to limit
His own power in order that we might be able to exercise free will in choosing to either love or reject God.

The open theist has chosen to retain the love of God, but at the expense of the power and knowledge of God. When
faced with suffering, we can be certain of God's concern and sympathy. He is suffering right along with us -- and
wishes He could do more, but simply cannot. In this system, God is not in any way responsible for evil or pain -- so
that problem is solved; but we are left with an anemic God pacing heaven's floors as He hopelessly watches our
plight on earth. One theologian summarizes it this way, "To abandon belief in the omnipotence of God may 'solve'
the problem of evil, but the cost is enormous: the resulting God is incapable of helping us. He may be able to give
us quite a bit of sympathy, and even groan along with us; but He clearly cannot help us -- not now, not in the
future. There is no point praying to such a God and asking for help. He is already doing the best He can, poor chap,
but He has reached the end of His resources" (How Long O Lord, p. 31).

In an attempt to shelter God and His reputation from any responsibility, directly or indirectly, for suffering or pain,
Yancey has made Him into something less than God. (Source: Excerpted and/or adapted from "The Pain, The Pain,"
Gary Gilley, Think on These Things, September, 2000.) [Return to text]
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Zig Ziglar
General Teachings/Activities

-  Zig Ziglar was once prominently affiliated with First Baptist Church (Southern Baptist Convention) in Dallas
(the late W.A. Criswell's former church), teaching a national cable network Sunday school class. Ziglar is now
affiliated with Prestonwood Baptist Church in Plano, Texas, where he teaches a Sunday morning class called
"Encouragers," but is best known as the head of a private organization that actively promotes Ziglar's motivational
seminars, tapes, and books (even an apparel line), all of which focus heavily upon Freudian and humanistic
psychological concepts (called "Christian" of course). This private organization is dubbed Ziglar Training Systems;
with its four-day, $1,295/person "Born to Win" seminar, Ziglar is the world's leading motivational guru: 

"the motivation and inspiration of the world's leading authority on complete, balanced success. … Zig
Ziglar has an appeal that transcends barriers of age, culture and occupation. Since 1970, he has traveled
over four million miles across the world delivering powerful life improvement messages, cultivating
the energy of change. ... Ziglar has written twenty-one celebrated books on personal growth,
leadership, sales, faith, family and success, including See You at the Top, Raising Positive Kids in a
Negative World, Top Performance, Courtship After Marriage, Over The Top and Secrets of Closing the
Sale. Nine titles have been on the bestseller lists; his books and tapes have been translated into over
thirty-eight languages and dialects. Success For Dummies and Confessions of a Grieving Christian
were released in 1998. The 25th Anniversary Revised Edition of See You at the Top and Staying Up,
Up, Up in a Down, Down World were released in 2000. His autobiography, ZIG, was published in July
2002." (Source: Ziglar Internet Website, 1/03.)

Ziglar also regularly speaks at apostate Robert Schuller's annual International Men's Conferences and church
growth seminars. It is at these "Christian" mega events that Ziglar's teachings are "Christianized" and marketed to
the self-focused masses in today's professing church. In addition, Ziglar has developed a Bill Gothard-like
character-building curriculum called "I Can," which is marketed and distributed by the Alexander Resource Group.

-  An example of a typical Ziglar conference/seminar appearance occurred at the "Success 1995 Business Seminar"
in Orlando, Florida on March 15, 1995. (Other "headline attractions" were Robert Schuller, Barbara Bush, and
General Colin Powell.) Ziglar was advertised as "the number one motivational speaker in the world. He has
changed more people's mental, physical, and spiritual lives than any other speaker. He invites you to fasten your
inspirational seat-belt and come along for the ride to success and happiness. His book, See You at the Top, is
actually used as a textbook, by companies and institutions alike. … you'll have all the information you need to get
there, based on Zig's unique blend of research and personal wisdom."

-  A video sold by the Zig Ziglar Corporation (now "Ziglar Training Systems") in the late-1980s is indicative of
Ziglar’s Freudian teachings today (e.g., "The Subconscious Mind" supposedly teaches you "how to tap the
subconscious mind—the 90% of the dynamic storehouse of power and knowledge which most people never use.").
(Reported in the September 1988, CIB Bulletin.)

-  Much of Ziglar's teachings also are laced with various New Age and occultic themes, again dressed-up as
"Christian." Indicative of this is Ziglar's receipt of the Napoleon Hill (an avowed occultist and cohort of Norman
Vincent Peale) Foundation's Gold Medal award in 1984. (Under heavy pressure, Ziglar returned the award in 1987,
but his organization continues to promote many of Hill's teachings.) (Reported in the September 1988, CIB Bulletin;
Ziglar Internet Website, 1/03.)

-  An indication of Ziglar's humanistic psychological gospel of self-love/self-esteem can be gleaned from the
following quotes from his book, See You at the Top (as quoted in The Seduction of Christianity, pp. 193, 196):
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"As you accept yourself, you will see yourself as a person who truly deserves 'the good things of life' ...
Shakespeare said it, 'This above all, to thine own self be true' ... Once you accept yourself for your true
worth, then the symptoms of vulgarity, profanity, sloppiness, promiscuity, etc., disappear. There, my
friend, goes your problem" (pp. 90-91).

"To build your self-image, make a list of your positive qualities on a card and keep it for handy
reference ... Brag on yourself from time to time. Get in your own corner ... You should also set aside a
few minutes each day for the sole purpose of deliberately looking yourself in the eye. As you do this,
repeat some positive affirmations of things you have done (use your victory list from step ten). ...
[Ziglar also recommends plastic surgery to improve one's self-image, particularly in cases of] grossly
oversized or undersized breasts, etc." (pp.84, 88).

-  Ziglar has also on occasion appeared with the proponents of the Positive Confession movement (Robert Tilton,
Kenneth Copeland, Earl Paulk, etc.), openly agreeing with the movement's Positive Mental Attitude,
success/motivation teachings.
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Recommended Publications
Since we are often asked which publications, newsletters, and other sources of Bible study/teaching materials would
be helpful for the discerning Christian, we update the "approved list" we publish from time to time. Although it is
never possible to unreservedly recommend a ministry's materials, we have found the following sources to be
consistently Biblical and informative (Frequency of Publication/Tax Deductibility of Contributions/Annual Cost of
Publication):

Jerry Huffman (Ed.; Retired)
104 Cotton Row NW
Huntsville, AL 35806

Web Site Click Here

Monthly
(no longer being published;
back issues on CC web site)

n/a n/a

Foundation
Dennis Costella (Ed.)
FEA, P.O. Box 6278
Los Osos, CA 93412

Web Site#1 Click Here

Web Site#2 Click Here

Web Site #3 Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes $8.00

O Timothy
David Cloud (Ed.)

Way of Life Literature 
P.O. Box 610368 

Port Huron, MI 48061
866-295-4143

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Monthly Yes $20.00

PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter
Martin & Deidre Bobgan (Eds.)

4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes Free
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Recommended Books
PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity (Bobgan)
Larry Crabb's Gospel (Bobgan)
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Bobgan)
The End of "Christian Psychology" (Bobgan)
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (Bobgan)
Competent To Minister: The Biblical Care of Souls (Bobgan)
Christ-Centered Misistry vs. Problem-Centered Counseling (Bobgan)
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Bobgan)
Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing (Bobgan)
TheoPhostic Counseling: Divine Revelation? OR PsychoHeresy? (Bobgan)
Missions & PsychoHeresy (Bobgan)
HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic? (Bobgan)

Manufacturing Victims: What the Psychology Industry is Doing to People (Dineen)

Abusing Memory: The Healing Theology of Agnes Sanford (Gumprecht)

Horoscopes & the Christian (Morey)

Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (Owen)

Need: The New Religion (Walter)

From Forgiven to Forgiving (Adams)
Call To Discernment (Adams)
The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (Adams)

The Danger of Self-Love (Brownback)

Can You Trust Your Doctor? (New Age Medicine) (Ankerberg/Weldon)

The Illustrated ORIGINS Answer Book (Taylor)

The Genesis Flood (Whitcomb/Morris)

Roman Catholicism (Boettner)

Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church (Pickering)

Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?  
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.
You Are On Our Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School
Teacher's Edition Oxford 1880s KJV
Bible - A Bible once endorsed by C.H.
Spurgeon

Our Blog Truth with Snares!?

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Maintained as part of our Ministry 

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

Newest Articles 
No One Will Be “Left Behind” …But You Will Be Separated! February 2013

- You like J.N. Darby and C.I. Scofield? Some lies stretch back some 173 years!
Soularize -Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left

– Homo-emergent teaching!? A glimpse at the homosexual agenda coming to the church! 

Christian-Yoga Studio Owner Claims No Compromise of Faith? 
- Owner states, "...we practice a hatha-based yoga."
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All free search engines have such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because it is a free service.

If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the ads.

Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses from people who "profess" to be
Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the
following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of criticisms
that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site NOT be
stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you
need, a link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.
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Introduction

Why A Discernment Notebook? (2/04) 

Is It Right to Judge?

Is Controversy Christian?  (6/98)

False Doctrine & Matthew 18  (1/99)

All Truth is God's Truth?  (1/02)

Unconditional Love/Acceptance  (12/97)

Are We Too Negative?  (1/99)

I Don't Wanna' Hear It  (1/99)

Love/Doctrine/Unity/Truth  (10/98)

Modern Day Balaams  (8/96)

Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel  (12/97)

The Siren Song of Unity  (1/97)

The New Birth  (4/97)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation (6/97)

The Sovereignty of God in Salvation  (12/03) 

The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation  (8/98)

Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith: The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not 
(8/98)
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Book Reviews / Movie Reviews

Book Reviews Movie Reviews

Bondage Breaker, The  
(Neil Anderson) (10/92) The Passion of the Christ  (3/05)  

Can You Trust Your Doctor?  
(Ankerberg & Weldon) (6/91) Atlantis: The Lost Empire  (2/04) 

Celebration of Discipline 
(Richard Foster) (3/05) Casper  (2/04) 

Christ-Esteem
(Don Matzat) (2/02) The Chronicles of Narnia (12/05)

Creative Counterpart  
(Linda Dillow) (8/90) Contact  (2/04)

Da Vinci Code, The
(Dan Brown) (12/06)    Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2/04) 

Every Man's Battle  
(Arterburn & Stoeker) (10/03) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2/04) 

Experiencing God  
(Henry Blackaby) (4/99) Hercules (2/04) 

Flames of Freedom  
(Erwin Lutzer) (4/92) Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Fresh Encounter  
(Henry Blackaby) (3/00) The Lion King (2/04) 

Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire  
(Jim Cymbala) (2/04) The Lord of the Rings (2/04) 

Hearing God's Voice
(Henry & Richard Blackaby) (12/06)   Maltilda (2/04) 

Hell's Best Kept Secret
(Ray Comfort) (12/06)    Matrix (2/04) 

Hour That Changes The World, The
(Dick Eastman) ( 8/92) Pocahontas (2/04) 

How To Handle Adversity  
(Charles Stanley) (6/91) Pokeman (2/04) 

I Just Saw JESUS  
(Paul Eshleman) (12/97) The Prince of Egypt (2/04) 

In The Face of God  
(Michael Horton) (2/02) Shrek (2/04) 

Intended For Pleasure  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99) Spider-Man (2/04) 

Introduction to Biblical Counseling  
(John MacArthur) (11/94) Star Wars: The Revenge of the Sith (1/06)

Jesus Manifesto, The - The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2

 (3/11) Tarzan (2/04) 

http://www.svchapel.org/Resources/Articles/read_articles.asp?id=95
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Left Behind Series, The  
(Tim LaHaye & Jerry Jenkins) (1/05)  

Life Application Bible  
(Zondervan/Tyndale) (2/92)  

Life-Style Evangelism  
(Joseph Aldrich) (9/99)  

Like Lambs to the Slaughter  
(Johanna Michaelsen) (2/92)  

Lord, Heal My Hurts  
(Kay Arthur) (8/01)  

Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
(John MacArthur v. Charles Ryrie) (1/97)  

Love Is A Choice  
(Minirth & Meier) (1/97)  

Love-Life  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99)  

Marriage: The Divine Intimacy  
(Jack Schaap) (12/08)  

Masculine Journey, The  
(Robert Hicks) (8/97)  

Message, The  
(Eugene Peterson) (3/95)  

Mount Up On Wounded Wings  
(Beneth Peters Jones) (4/97)  

New Kind of Christian, A
(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Our Sufficiency in Christ
(John MacArthur) (12/97)  

Power of Crying Out, The  
(Bill Gothard) (1/04)  

Power Religion  
(Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)  

Prayer of Jabez, The  
(Bruce Wilkinson) (3/03)  

Purpose Driven Church, The  
(Rick Warren) (4/99)  

Purpose Driven Life, The  
(Rick Warren) (11/03)   

Ragamuffin Gospel, The  
(Brennan Manning) (10/03)   

Rekindled 
(Pat Williams) (3/96)  

Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible, The 
(Richard Foster) (8/05)  

Road Less Traveled, The  
(M. Scott Peck) (2/03)  

Secret Message of Jesus, The

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/beware-newkind-christian.html
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2003/1-purpose.htm
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(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Serenity: Companion for 12-Step Rcvy  
(Hemfelt/Fowler) (2/93)  

Shack, The  
(William P. Young) (2/09)  

This Present Darkness  
(Frank Peretti) (6/95)  

What Love Is This? 
(Dave Hunt) (12/06)   

Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology  
(Ed Bulkley) (6/95)  

Wild at Heart  
(John Eldredge) (10/03)   
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Quotes

Misc. Quotes On False Teachers/Teachings  (9/90)

Quotes On "Unity"  (8/92)

C.H. Spurgeon On "Separation"  (9/92)

Quotes On "Psychology"  (1/94)

Quotes On "Public" v. "Private" Correction of Error  (4/92)

Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church  (3/81)

Doctrinal Division & Discernment  (12/91)

Watch Out For False Teachers Among You  (12/91)

Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers  (11/92)

What Is Success In Ministry?  (10/87)

Compromise & Pragmatism  (11/89)

Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?  (4/88)
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Search   
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Psych/New Age/Misc.

Affective Education: Self-Esteem Project/Quest/Etc.  (1/05)

Age of the Universe: How Old Is It?  (7/92)

Alpha Course (3/04) 

America's Christian Roots? / Activism & War  (8/01)

Awana Clubs  (5/01)

Back To The Bible  (8/99)

Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)  (2/05)

Biofeedback  (8/92)

Birth Order  (1/03) 

Bob Jones University (BJU)  (3/03)

Calvary Chapel Movement  (1/02)

Campus Crusade For Christ  (10/03) 

Canadian Revival Fellowship  (4/92)

Charismatic Movement  (8/00)

Childhood Memories?  (8/01)

Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation (CCEF-East)  (2/05)

Christian Research Institute (CRI)  (10/00)

Christian Rock Music?  (1/99)

Christian Schools  (6/00)

Christmas  (11/02)

Church Growth Movement  (9/06) 

Codependency/12-Steps/Alcoholics Anonymous  (10/05) 

Counseling Methods Survey  (8/01)

Crisis Pregnancy Centers/Care Net-Christian Act. Council (5/94)

Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)  (8/01)

Dominion Theol./Reconstructionism/Coalition on Revival  (1/04) 
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Ecclesiology  (12/03) 

Emerging Church Movement, The  (3/11)  

Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)  (8/96)

Fantasy  (1/97)

General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC)  (2/03) 

Gospel In The Stars: "Christian" Astrology?  (11/92)

Grief: The Five Stages  (12/04)  

Guideposts Magazine (+ Notes on Norman Vincent Peale)  (3/96)

Halloween  (10/00)

Holy Laughter  (3/96)

Hypnosis  (8/01)

Independent Fundamental Churches of America (IFCA)  (2/99)

Inner Healing/Healing of the Memories  (5/94)

Institute for Creation Research (ICR)  (1/04) 

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)  (8/01)

Journaling  (8/92)

Km (by Matol)  (2/92)

KJV-Onlyism (12/03) 

Landmarkism (3/05)

LinkCare (10/03) 

Martial Arts  (4/92)

Mid-Life Crisis  (5/92)

Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)  (8/01)

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)  (2/04) 

National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)  (2/05)

Navigators - Psychoheresy & Ecumenism  (9/00)

Neo-Evangelicalism  (8/01)

New Age Medicine  (11/95)
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Operation Rescue  (3/95)

Organic Church, The - Home -Cell Church Movement revived   (1/11)  

Palmistry  (8/92)

Planned Parenthood  (2/05) 

Positive Confession/PMA  (8/96)

Promise Keepers  (10/03) 

Psychology: Science or Religion?  (11/95)

Radio Bible Class  (10/00)

Revival in the Church  (8/01)

Right-Brain/Left-Brain Pseudoscience  (8/92)

Salvation Army (02/03) 

Self Esteem/Self-Love  (10/98) 

Self-Help/Support Groups  (5/93)

Sensitivity Training  (3/95)

Spiritual Warfare  (11/03) 

Subliminals  (8/01)

Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing  (8/92)

The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM)  (1/94)

TheoPhostic Counseling (12/06) 

Trans World Radio (TWR)  (1/94)

Vineyard Movement  (2/04) 

Women of Faith  (12/06)  

Women of Influence  (12/03)

World Vision  (3/04) 

Yoga  (1/02)

Youth For Christ (YFC)  (4/97)

Youth With A Mission (YWAM)  (1/05)
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Cults

Marks Of A Cult  (12/01)

Christian Science  (10/01)

Eckankar  (8/98)

Jehovah's Witnesses  (11/01)

Masons (Freemasonry) (12/01)

Mormonism  (3/03) 

New Age Movement  (11/01)

Scientology  (11/01)

Seventh-Day Adventism  (11/01)

Silva Method (Silva Mind Control) (11/94)

Unification Church (Moonies) (11/01)

Unitarian Universalists  (8/97)

Unity School of Christianity  (11/01)

Way International, The  (11/01)

WorldWide Church of God, The (Armstrongism) (11/01)
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Hyles, Jack
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Hyles, Jack

General Teachings/Activities  (1/06) 

Doctrinal Errors and Heresies (1/06)   [Excerpts from The Biblical Evangelist Exposé on Jack Hyles] 

Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists (1/94)

Pentecost vs. Hylescost (8/98)

Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers  (1/06)

General Teachings/Activities  (12/08) Of Jack Schaap protégé and replacement for his mentor Jack Hyles 

Prosperity Doctrine Taught at Hyles' Former Church  (12/08) 
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Dominion Theology/Reconstructionism/COR
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Dominion Theology/Reconstructionism/COR

Dominion Theology (1/97)

Notes on Reconstructionism (10/03) 

Coalition on Revival (COR) (1/04) 
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Copeland, Kenneth
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Copeland, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities   (8/01) 
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Parsley, Rod
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Parsley, Rod

Rod Parsley: The Raging Prophet  (PFO:1999) (1/06) 
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Hinn, Benny
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Hinn, Benny

General Teachings/Activities (2/03)

Charismatic Confusion and Benny Hinn by M.H. Reynolds, Jr. (2/04) 

More Benny Hinn on the Web -- Links to Six More Articles on the Teachings of Benny Hinn (2/03)
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http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcCharismaticConfusion.htm


National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)
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National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)

National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) Biblical or Psychological?  (2/03)

Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?   (8/97)

$$Simony & Biblical Counseling  (12/97)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05)

Incompetent to Counsel - by Miles Stanford  (1/99)
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Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation
(CCEF-East)

Biblical or Psychological? (12/97)

Psychological Counseling at CCEF? (12/97)

Faculty Credentials & Associations (11/94)

John Bettler - Power Struggles in the Family (10/91)

Notes On Catalog Course Descriptions  (11/94)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement? (8/97)

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05)

$$Simony & Biblical Counseling (12/97)

Incompetent to Counsel -By Miles Stanford (1/99)
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Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)

Confronting BCF's Self-Confrontation Manual  (11/95)

BCF - Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?  (8/97)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05) 

Incompetent to Counsel -B y Miles Stanford  (1/99)
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.  
 

Back to Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School Teacher's
Edition Oxford 1880s KJV Bible 

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Part of our Ministry

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

The Organic Church? Based on God's Word or Truth from the Dung
Heap?

2 Timothy 4:3-4 "For the time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having
itching ears; And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be

turned unto fables."
 The Organic Church: House2House - and the NAR & Contemplative

Way September 2011
Has House2House Church been co-opted by connections to the radical hyper-

charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd,
Dominionist teachings, AND even  Contemplative Mysticism? Or are they just

another facet of the same emergent movement?
 Blue is the New Red - 'Violology' is the New Theology! - God's Wife is the

Devil's Consort!? 
– Did One NAR / Home Church Leader Marry God to Form of “Ashtoreth?” 

 September 2011
The Church is the wife of God? / Connections to The Shack's Female God /

Jesus the lonely Bachelor? / The Trinity Redefined / Ties to Much More!
 The Organic Church: In Typical Christian Na’vi Blue - The message comes

forth! "Epic Jesus: The Christ You Never Knew"
– by Frank Viola 9/4/11 reviewed by John Beardsley 9/7/11   September 2011
The Tree of Life morphed into the enemy of God / The Church is the wife of

God?! ---What!?
Beardsley Ministries Series on The Organic Church

 The Organic Church Together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One January 2011
 The Way of The Organic Church: Part Two  March 2011

The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three  August 2011
Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011

Link to: "Open Letter to George Barna" August 30, 2011
A very timely letter addressing some of the concerns of the book Pagan

Christianity authored by George Barna and Frank Viola
- A book that was a primer for the book Reimagining Church and other issues

addresses here on BDM with the Organic Movement! 
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Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses
from people who "profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers,"
"false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
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More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or
yours! Examples of criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or
using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports
or articles on this site NOT be stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express
permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you need, a link to us does not mean we
endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.  
 

Back to Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School Teacher's
Edition Oxford 1880s KJV Bible 

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Part of our Ministry

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

 

Important Issues for Bible Believing Christians Today
Soularize -Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left – Homo-emergent teaching!? A
glimpse at the homosexual agenda coming to the church! 

Christian-Yoga Studio Owner Claims No Compromise of Faith? - Owner states, "...we practice
a hatha-based yoga."

Elevation ‘Video’ Church – A Visit to the Early Service at Matthews, NC - September 11, 2011
Pastor Steve Furtick and their not so "audacious faith" just another popular flash in the pan
 with a mix of rock-n-roll, hip-hop and gimmicks?

Book Review of The Shack - A dangerous self-published book by William P.
Young which has become a best seller - Popularized and endorsed by
numerous liberal, new age, and emergent church leaders! Including endorsements
or praise by Christianity Today, The Gaithers, Mark Lowry, Michael W. Smith, Eugene Peterson
and more! This review exposes numerous Satanic lies rolled into what many consider a
"Christian" Novel.

“The Left Behind Series” – Book  Review - Will you be left behind? Following
this book series, the majority of professing Christianity is left behind!
The Passion of the Christ - Movie Reviews Why True Christians Should
Avoid the "Roman Catholic" Evangelical Film "The Passion of Christ" The
script is based on the four gospels AND The Mystical City of God by Mary of
Agreda,  AND a book of visions by Ann Catherine Emmerich -- "passion
mystic" Catholic nuns!
WWJD? (What Would Jesus Do?) - The Popular Fad Examined to the Light
of Scriptures

Cults to beware of and those with "Cult like" behavior! - -With a number of
links to other helpful pages
A Critique of Dr. Lawrence Crabb's Book "Inside Out" - Demonstrates
Crabb's "Freudian" tendencies and unscriptural counsel

Morality Issues
Holy Matrimony or Bust!?  - Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to
change laws to force acceptance of their unhealthy lifestyles! This is a
frightening glimpse of what so-called same sex marriage mean for the not so
distant future!!! Article published in the Rapid City Journal  June 19th, 2004
under title "Majority must speak out"
Stand Up For Morality!  - A 2001 Article on the subject that is still
relevant! Article Published in Our Local Newspaper opposing the idea of
homosexual marriages
HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW - Must we have new hate crime laws?
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Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses
from people who "profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers,"
"false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or
yours! Examples of criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote
and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the
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Or Compost?

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only)
 A Short Exposé of Dr. Jack Schaap & Book Review -  Dr. Jack Schaap - His General
Teachings/Activities on the BDM Site (12/08)
- Something serious to carefully ponder if you are looking for a Christian College!  This exposé
reveals what I believe is dangerous doctrine in a book called "Marriage: The Divine Intimacy" along with other wacky
teachings in keeping Dr. Schaap's goal of, "... perpetuating the ministry of Dr. Jack Hyles for the next generation."

PROSPERITY DOCTRINE TAUGHT AT HYLES' FORMER CHURCH Jack Schaap Teaches Prosperity Doctrine!
Article by Way of Life Ministry - David Cloud (Copied with permission)

Biblical Discernment Ministries reports on Jack Hyles

Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search

  
 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful) Some advertising from Google sponsors  may appear in connection with your
searches. All free search engines have such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because
it is a free service. If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google with

any complaints on the ads.

Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses from people who
"profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc. 
Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of
criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what
you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site
NOT be stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our
site as you need, a link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.

 
 

 The Organic Church: House2House - and the NAR & Contemplative Way September 2011
Has House2House Church been co-opted by connections to the radical hyper-charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd,

Dominionist teachings, AND even  Contemplative Mysticism? Or are they just another facet of the same emergent movement? 
Here is a quick look at the "Momentum National House Church Conference" conference the weekend of 9/2-9/4, 2011 at Jacksonville, Florida 

with keynote speakers Neil Cole, Frank Viola and Wolfgang Simson. Complete with a breakout session from at least one contemplative
teacher!

One excerpt where Simson practices the New Age extra-biblical practice of interpreting dreams from his own site:

"Heavens TV. When God speaks to you in dreams. How we learn to stop missing the real night show; practical introduction to
interpreting dreams humans have from God – and how we in turn can become what God dreams of us (Starfish Edition, 2010)"
Wolfgang Simson - on his site: http://www.simsonwolfgang.de/html/welcome.html

 Blue is the New Red - 'Violology' is the New Theology! - God's Wife is the Devil's Consort!? 
– Did One NAR / Home Church Leader Marry God to Form of “Ashtoreth?”   September 2011

The Church is the wife of God? / Connections to The Shack's Female God / Jesus the lonely Bachelor? / The Trinity Redefined / Ties to Much
More!

 The Organic Church: In Typical Christian Na’vi Blue - The message comes forth! "Epic Jesus: The Christ You Never Knew"
– by Frank Viola 9/4/11 reviewed by John Beardsley 9/7/11   September 2011

The Tree of Life morphed into the enemy of God / The Church is the wife of God?! ---What!?
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The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three   August 2011
Continuing to expose the assault on the local church of foundational and fundamental doctrines! 

Again I show some of the people behind it are clearly connected to the Emerging Church Movement 
showing clear connections to the radical hyper-charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd, Dominionist teachings, 

Contemplative Mysticism, Extreme Ecumenical ties and more. 
If you are into the so-called Organic Church Movement watch out!!!

Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011
- A quick look at the 26 endorsers of The Jesus Manifesto listed from their site!

I was even a bit surprised with all of the connections to the Emergent, New Apostolic Reformation, Liberal theology, and even New Age!
Not a Biblical one in the list I can see!

Link to: "Open Letter to George Barna" August 30, 2011
A very timely letter addressing some of the concerns of the book Pagan Christianity authored by George Barna and Frank Viola

- A book that was a primer for the book Reimagining Church and other issues addresses here on BDM with the Organic Movement! 
One quote: "How, after that, you have been on a path to really eliminate the local church as we know it -- cross-pollinating
your half-baked results with half-baked theology and history to try to paint a new churchless Christianity which, it seems, is

the next step after seeker-sensitive, commitophobic churches.  The detractors of this blog will want evidence of such so I
point them to these reviews of your execrable books Revolution and Pagan Christianity."

 The Way of The Organic Church: Part Two  March 2011
 The next article of this continuing series revealing a fresh assault on the local church of its foundational and fundamental doctrines! A focus is
made on the book The Jesus Manifesto and the sources linking it to the old "God is dead" liberal theologians and to teachings called a cult-like

by the late Dr Walter Martin

 The Organic Church together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One January 2011
 New article revealing a fresh assault on the local church of its foundational and fundamental doctrines! Demonstrating ties to the New

Apostolic Reformation, Liberal theology and even to the New Age. - First of a series!

Frank Viola said in "Rethinking The Wineskin" (1998) and later revised in “Reimagining Church” quoted here: 
"To borrow a term from scientific philosopher Thomas Kuhn, we need a "paradigm shift" regarding the church before we can properly
rebuild it. That is, we need a new worldview regarding the meaning of the body of Christ. A new model for understanding the ekklesia. A
new framework for thinking about the church. Of course, the “new paradigm” that I’m speaking of is not new at all. It’s the paradigm that
undergirds the entire New Testament.”  (Reimaging Church p272, 2008) Emphasis bold and underlined mine.

---Or did Viola accurately say it right the first time and actually is introducing house churches to the emergent paradigm of the Leadership
Network and New Apostolic Reformation? If Viola’s paradigm is correct he is saying we have been “doing church” wrong for more than a

millennium and we need to “…rebuild it” As if it needs restoration!. Do we need Viola's definition of a paradigm shift that includes restoration
type theology or to get back to the Bible?!

 Book Review of The Shack 
 A dangerous self-published book by William P. Young which has become a best seller

- Popularized and endorsed by numerous liberal, new age, and emergent church leaders!
Including endorsements or praise by Christianity Today, The Gaithers, Mark Lowry, Michael W. Smith, Eugene Peterson and more! This review

exposes numerous Satanic lies rolled into what many consider a "Christian" Novel.

Holy Matrimony or Bust!? 
Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to change laws 

to force acceptance of their unhealthy lifestyles! This is a frightening glimpse of what so-called same sex marriage mean for the not so distant
future!!! Article published in the Rapid City Journal  June 19th, 2004 under title "Majority must speak out"

The Passion of the Christ  
- Movie Reviews Why True Christians Should Avoid the "Roman Catholic" Evangelical Film "The Passion of Christ" The script is based on the
four gospels AND The Mystical City of God by Mary of Agreda,  AND a book of visions by Ann Catherine Emmerich -- "passion mystic" Catholic

nuns!
 

Stand Up For Morality! 
-A 2001 Article on the subject that is still relevant! Article Published in Our Local Newspaper

opposing the idea of homosexual marriages
 

HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW 
Must we have new hate crime laws?

David danced and so can I!
-Another lame excuse of c-rockers to

behave like the world.
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Hello!? Is Anybody Out There? 
- Just How Big is the Universe? 

Science fiction is putting faith where there
is no hope.

 

Onward Followers of the Christ!?
- A Prose for today January 14, 2012 

Why so many walk the road a road most
travelled...

Google - Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search 

  
 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries 

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful)
Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have such

advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because it is a free service.
If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google

with any complaints on the ads.

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail
Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response!

We get numerous ugly responses from people who "profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," 
"slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 

"Those Fundamentalist Pharisees"  "Legalism" "Is it Right to Judge?"  More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say
about "Doctrine?"

Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of criticisms
that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. Our

purpose is not to provide you a sounding board!

Last Updated: February 17, 2012 
Thank you for visiting our homepage.

John & Kathy Beardsley

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site NOT be stored or re-
posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you need, a link to us does not mean

we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.

Site Active Since September 2, 1997
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Articles Exposing the Dangers of so called CCM & "Christian" Rock
-C-rockers, PLEASE DO NOT e-mail us anymore, we are NOT interested in further debates with those

twisting
God's word to justify their compromise with rock music and the behavior that goes with it .If you are interested

 in repenting of C-rock we will be more than happy to assist you. We admonish anyone using C-rock as a means
 to reach the lost to REPENT and do what the Bible teaches.  We have documented the ungodly

 & unbiblical behavior of C-rock repeatedly in some of the articles and links below.

Link to: HELPFUL MUSIC RESOURCES 
By David Cloud, Way Of Life Ministry 

Has much information on where to find good music!

Link to: Sacred Music Services
A great source for music and more!

Link to: DOES JESUS GROOVE TO ROCK MUSIC?
By David Cloud, Way Of Life Ministry 

The July issue of Charisma, ... exhorting the readers to "Get in the Groove." The author, J. Lee Grady, mocks
traditional Christian music as "dirge-like" and "lily-white" and something only for "grandmothers." He goes

on to make the pretentious claim that worship music in Heaven will feature "a dozen Hammond-B3 organs and
a procession of hip-hop [rap] dancers." Not content with this brazen claim, Grady tells us that Jesus Christ

"loves all music--even the funkiest" and that Jesus Christ enjoys dancing with the angels and "grooving to the
sound of Christian R&B [rhythm and blues] pumped out of a boom box."

Why I Knock so-called "Christian" Rock (C-Rock) 
This is not for C-rockers unless you plan on repenting and following what the Bible teaches!

The purpose is to assist Christians that are serious in defending their churches against this wile (C-rock and
CCM) of our adversary.  Nothing in my walk with my Lord Jesus, for some 20 years now has been more divisive

an issue than music, in particular so called "Christian" Rock and CCM music.  -- That is why I believe an
article such as this one is so badly needed.

To Sin to Reach a Sinner?! 
– An Ode to C-Rockers and the like 

For C-rockers questioning their rationale since many of them are bent on criticizing this site. 
A quick and easy answer to their many lies and distortions of God’s Holy Word.

The Church Upon We Rock??
Following the concepts of today’s "Revival"  A fictional story using various pieces of things actually taking

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/86ebb61683ddd5151cd6cd7709c2ce91-284.html
http://www.smsrecordings.com/
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/d71aa41148eaa805afc94b14c0518e20-482.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/d71aa41148eaa805afc94b14c0518e20-482.html
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place in so called "Christian Rock" concerts and in churches!!! It can be a glimpse into the near future!!!"

The Invasion Begins!
A Review Of the Newsboys 1997 "Take Me To Your Leader Tour"

The secular media even compares their musical sound to secular "Matthew Sweet," "Bush," "Stone Temple
Pilots," "Live," "Pet Shop Boys" and "Pearl Jam!" --  WHAT KIND OF GOSPEL ARE THEY PREACHING?

READ THIS ARTICLE AND FIND OUT!

DC Talk Examined - Headbanging and Moshing for Jesus?
A Review of DC Talk's 1996 "Jesus Freak Tour"

Some of the Band's role models are the Beatles, David Bowie, U2, The Police, Nat King Cole and Frank
Sinatra!

They play parts of secular "R.E.M.'s" and anti-Christian "Nirvana's" music!!!  Even the secular media states:
"But DC Talk's own songs seemed far too derivative of such groups as U2, Nine Inch Nails, and the Beastie

Boys." 
-- DOES DC TALK PLAY CHRISTIAN MUSIC?

---OR JUST MAYBE ARE THESE CHRISTIANS WHO PLAY ROCK & ROLL???!!! 
READ THE ARTICLE TO FIND OUT!

DC Talk Defended - ANSWERED!
This page is an answer to the hatchet job done to our article DC Talk Examined by a C-rocker !

Does the Bible Support Christian Rock?
A quick answer for so called "Christian Rockers"

What is it to be "all things" to all people?
A prose regarding 1 Corinthians 9:18 -23 and much more  -- a verse misused terribly by so called "Christian

Rockers" as an excuse for their rock!!!

Link to: "CHARISMATIC-STYLE WORSHIP: GETTING HIGH ON MUSIC "
An article giving you alarming information on many CCM performers you need to know!

Link to: WHY WE ARE OPPOSED TO CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MUSIC
Jars Of Clay a trio that names Jimi Hendrix and The Beatles as their inspiration! Many more...

Link to: Way of Life Ministry Topics on Music
Links to many useful articles on what to look for and what to watch out for

Link to: "Is ‘new worship’ compatible with traditional worship?"
AN EXCELLENT ARTICLE! "Can contemporary Christian worship
(we shall call it new worship) be combined with traditional worship?"

Links to more Information of what the Bible teaches regarding so called "Christian Rock"

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/highonmusic.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/opposedtoccm.html
http://wayoflife.org/database/musicheader.html
http://www.freedomministries.org.uk/masters/worship1.htm
http://www.biblebelievers.net/ChristianRock/kjcrockm.htm
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Articles Exposing the Dangers of "Promise Keepers"

Promise Keepers Changes Doctrinal Statement To Appease Catholics - by FBNS
Article describes the efforts which have been made by Promise Keepers leaders to make Catholics feel at home

in their organization.

Does Promise Keepers teach Biblical doctrine?
A list of numerous irreconcilable problems for the Bible believing Christian to be a PKer

The Promise Keeper "Process"
Is this the Gospel?

My Letter to Promise Keepers
A copy of my letter to PK - The how and Why I started examining the Promise Keeper Movement

My Experience With the PK Book, "The Masculine Journey"
A Sunday school class turned into an "encounter group!"

Promise Keeper History by BDM
Many more links exposing Promise Keepers below

Return To Our Home Page

file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/Psychology/pk/promise1.htm
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/Psychology/pk/pk.htm
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Articles That Demonstrate Homosexuality is a Sin

"BEHAVIOR IS A CHOICE"
An Article put together with the assistance of my Pastor

"BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY!"
Divine Revelation & Human Sexuality 

I found the insight and history in this article useful in exposing the lies promoted by homosexuals who claim to
be Christians Written by The Diakrisis Ministry

Return To Our Home Page
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Various Poems and More

Hello!? Is Anybody Out There? 
- Just How Big is the Universe? 

Science fiction is putting faith where there is no hope.

Onward Followers of the Christ!?
- A Prose for today January 14, 2012 

Why so many walk the road a road most travelled...

Is This Really Revival ? - A Poem

Tolerance? A - Prose

Some of John's Writings

Some of Kathy's Poems

Return To Our Home Page
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Related Ministry Links:

Biblical Discernment Ministries
Site Maintained Here

Apprising Ministries (Exposing the Emergent Church)

Herescope (Exposing the Emergent Church and more)

Lighthouse Trails (Number of resources useful on Emergent Church)

Voice In The Wilderness

Bible Believer's Resource Page (Tied to FEA) 

Calvary Contender

Freedom Ministries

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries

Sacred Music Services

Songfest

Way of Life Literature Home Page

Return To Our Home Page

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/
http://www.a-voice.org/
http://www.biblebelievers.net/
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My Testimony and Purpose for this Web Site

How Jesus Christ sought me out when I deserved nothing:

Isaiah 55:11 (All Bible References will always be KJV)
"So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it
shall accomplish that which I please, and shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it."

I grew up as an average kid, with one brother and one sister, born in Newark, New Jersey,
lived in Morristown until I was 8 and my dad got transferred to Charlotte, NC around 1970. In
Charlotte I "attended" a church and as many kids I was bored, my mind was fixed on a myriad
of things, unfortunately Jesus Christ was not one of them.

When I reached the volatile age of 12 I learned the meaning of the word divorce. My parents
split and my Dad moved back to New Jersey with his parents. My brother, sister and I stayed
in Charlotte with our mother. At that time I was happy my father had moved away, my Dad
and I were not the best of friends. I did not love him then, because of the angry way he treated
and abused me. So began my troubled teen years.

I began making new "friends" at the apartments we moved too, needless to say not one a
Christian. I became involved in a variety of malicious mischief, vandalism, chasing girls,
smoking, alcohol, and yes drugs, fortunately nothing beyond marijuana plus a growing love for
rock and roll music that helped motivate me through it all! Worst of all I became fascinated
with the study of ESP (that is really nothing more than witchcraft and sorcery) and the practice
of it, all this while I was 13 and 14 years old!

At 15 my Mom remarried and everything changed for what I thought was the worse. We moved
to a town called Unionville (one of those towns you bat your eyes and you missed it). I John
Beardsley had to learn to be a country boy! To this day I remember my city friends singing me
that John Denver song, and something about slopping the hogs, Oh how I hated it!

As it was the country life left me with lots of time on my hands. I ventured deeper into learning
about electronics, computers, and communications which would eventually become my career. I
developed high ambitions and wanted to get out and fight in this dog eat dog world. At the
same time I was becoming more and more interested in ESP and it's power. My Public High
School fueled my interests with a class in parapsychology! Before my eyes I saw what should
not be possible! Until I was 18 I dabbled with anything that seemed supernatural walking a
step away from full occult involvement!

At the age of 16, along with my study of the bizarre and supernatural I was asking myself the
infamous questions "Why am I here?", "What is the purpose of life?" and a few others. I had
convinced myself I was lonely, bored, and now I began to explore a new freedom with an old
AMC Javelin automobile. – what a piece of junk that was! Then the recession of 1979-1980 hurt
my step-father’s construction work causing him to have trouble supporting us plus the home
was getting a bit crowded with my third sister’s birth. So I moved out to live in Charlotte with
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my grandmother to begin working and to finish High School. I was itching to get out of the
country setting. (Even though I had grown to love it in ways I never thought I would).

After working a couple of restaurants in 1979, I got a job with the firm of Copes-Vulcan doing
electronic technician work at the age of 17. I thought I was finally on my way to a big career
when one morning on the way to work "crash!" My car was totaled and I was at fault. After
that it did not take me long to realize I was at a crossroads and a major decision would have to
be made. I thought of getting a second job to buy another car, but then how would I go to
college? I saw a long uphill climb and I wanted a way out, that’s when the idea of the military
came to mind, it looked like my best chance to succeed. April 1980 my Mom signed the papers
when I volunteered to be a part of the United States Air Force.

My recruiter gave me more than a job he handed me a new life in Christ when he placed one of
those green New Testaments from the Gideons in my hands. There was even a second testament
in my foot locker, God was signaling to me but I wasn’t listening. I started to read the book of
Revelations while I was in Basic Training, and I found it fascinating and a bit scary. (Typical
teen doing things backwards) The first seed of God in my life and I didn't begin to realize it
until my father died in August 1980 of a sudden heart attack. In September 1980 those deep
questions haunted my soul, I was really searching for the meaning of life. I knew there was no
consistency to the ESP stuff, but I knew there is power out there, I believed there is a God and
Jesus is the Son. (I remembered that from church anyway!)

After Basic Training I went to Corry Station, Florida for Technical Training June 1980. I began
to party with hard liquor and hard rock as if there was no tomorrow, and by the end of Sept.
1980 I had hit bottom. I concluded the party life was no life at all, I knew I didn’t have the
answers to this life and prayed with all I am to know the God out there whose Son is Jesus, I
prayed I want your truth in my life and nothing else! This world doesn't have the answers!
Unfortunately, you would think this is where my life gets on the right track, no, I decided to
follow in the steps of the world and its ways until I finished my technical training at Corry
Station, FL.

God took me a couple thousand miles away to Misawa AB, Japan, Jan 1981 where I finally got
cornered when a good friend named Sherman Watkins (a brand new Christian himself) came to
me and said, "I see you understand a lot about the Bible, but have you ever received Jesus as
your personal Savior?" It was at that moment I knew I was a sinner and needed a Savior, that I
needed to repent (turn away) from my wickedness and quit making excuses for my behavior.

Romans 3:10 
10 As it is written, There is none righteous, no, not one:

Acts 8:22 
"22 Repent therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of thine heart
may be forgiven thee."

Right there I prayed for God to forgive me of my sins believing on the powerful words in the
Bible, because I knew without Jesus’ saving work on the cross, His shed blood for me I was on
my way to an eternal Hell!
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Romans 3:22 - 28
"22 Even the righteousness of God [which is] by faith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them
that believe: for there is no difference: 23 For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God;
24 Being justified freely by his grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: 25 Whom
God hath set forth [to be] a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for
the remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God; 26 To declare, [I say], at this
time his righteousness: that he might be just, and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus. 27
Where [is] boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? of works? Nay: but by the law of faith. 28
Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the deeds of the law."

Romans 6:23
"23 For the wages of sin [is] death; but the gift of God [is] eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord."

Acts 2:38 
"38 Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost."

Acts 3:19 
"19 Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of
refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;"

James 1:21 
"21 Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness, and receive with meekness
the engrafted word, which is able to save your souls."

I understood a lot about the Bible before, but I didn’t know the God who wrote it until I
repented!

Romans 5:8 
"8 But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us."

I learned that Jesus Christ died for SINNERS like me!

1 Peter 2:24 
" 24 Who his own self bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins,
should live unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed."

Isaiah 53:3 - 6
"3 He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as
it were [our] faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not. 4. Surely he hath borne
our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. 5
But he [was] wounded for our transgressions, [he was] bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement
of our peace [was] upon him; and with his stripes we are healed. 6 All we like sheep have gone
astray; we have turned every one to his own way; and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of
us all."
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I KNEW SORROW FOR MY WAYS (and several more times after that as God brought back
things to my remembrance!) This is when the Holy Spirit came into my heart and I understood
on who it is I believed by the words of the Bible and MY life has never been the same!

So many today call themselves Christians but go on living the same worldly lives (just like I did)
thinking "I’m a good person," or even deceiving themselves into thinking they are teaching the
gospel when its no gospel at all, -seen with the numerous links to my site.

---Your good morals and self righteousness will lead you to Hell!

Matthew 7:22 - 23
"22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy
name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? 23 And then will I
profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity."

I can honestly say I know I’m on my way to Heaven! Not because of some feeling or religious
experience! But by believing with ALL my being by faith from God in His written Word, the
Bible, that is 100% without error – completely trustworthy!

2 Timothy 3:15 - 17
"15 And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures, which are able to make thee wise
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. 16 All scripture [is] given by inspiration of
God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: 17
That the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works."

Assurance of salvation is mine!

John 5:24 
"24 Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me,
hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto life."

1 John 5:13
"13 These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God; that ye may
know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God. 14. And
this is the confidence that we have in him, that, if we ask any thing according to his will, he
heareth us: 15 And if we know that he hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the
petitions that we desired of him."

We are new creatures! We have changed lives! And WE EXPERIENCE TRUE
RECONCILIATION TO GOD not the false reconciliation of groups like Promise Keepers
documented on my site. BECAUSE IF YOU ARE A RACIST YOU ARE NOT IN CHRIST
BUT ON YOUR WAY TO HELL, and this is not my judgment but God’s pronounced in the
Bible!

1 John 3:15 
"15 Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life
abiding in him."
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1 John 4:20 
"20 If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother
whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?"

2 Corinthians 5:17 - 19
"17 Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new creature: old things are passed away;
behold, all things are become new. 18 And all things [are] of God, who hath reconciled us to
himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation; 19 To wit, that God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and
hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation."

Before I had got saved I had accumulated a collection of Rock worth more than $2,000 dollars
with groups and singers including the likes of AC/DC, Van Halen, Pink Floyd, ZZ Top, Kansas,
Blondie, Doobie Brothers, Pat Benetar, ELO, Eagles, and many, many more... I say this to show
what I left behind, what I separated myself from as I played frisbee in an empty parking lot
with the more expensive type of vinyl records! Yes, my best friend and I did clean up the mess
and yes I did enjoy it! I used to "cuss like a sailor" too but through the new life I have found in
Jesus Christ I put that behind me as well, right along with alcohol! My life was really changed!

---Now many try to hang onto their Rock n Roll by calling it Christian and giving it some
supposed Christian words even though they know, like I do, Rock is born of rebellion and idol
worship. Rock has NO PLACE in the church or the Christian's life! Those that try to introduce
it into the church need to be strongly opposed! Consider these verses for starters:

2 Corinthians 6:16 - 18
"16 And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living
God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in [them]; and I will be their God, and they
shall be my people. 17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean [thing]; and I will receive you, 18 And will be a Father unto you, and
ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty."

---This quick word on the dangers of Rock doesn't begin to cover the problems with it,
including its fads, drugs, promotion of deviant behavior and etc! (Some documented on our site
and those linked to it) HOW CHRISTIANS CAN "CHRISTIANIZE" ROCK "n" ROLL and
say we "need it to reach the younger generation," is a BOLD FACED LIE! I knew many
who listened to this "alternative" Christian Rock and as far as I know they are as unsaved
today as they were before ---because C-Rock removes the need for them to change, SO THEY
DON'T CHANGE, continuing on a path that leads to an eternal Hell!!! I am glad I didn't learn
of this "alternative" until AFTER I was saved!

Today after serving 12 fruitful years in the USAF, I got out after much prayer and
consideration not knowing for certain where I would work, where I would live and I wasn’t
alone anymore I had to consider my beautiful wife and two children (all saved). From a base in
South Carolina to Oklahoma City, and then to Rapid City where I initially got one job as a
Software Consultant and then a second one about a month later where I am now a Computer
Operations Manager. Even the ambitions I gave up to the Lord, he saw fit to restore!
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So what’s the purpose of the website? Well this came of some trials and tribulations
documented here. After being surprised by some teachings regarding psychology at one church
plus some other differences I will not go into here we prayed for and sought out another
church. To our dismay we watched the next church we joined become "program driven," and
the heretical 50 day adventure came in (David & Karen Mains "Chapel of the Air"), Crabb’s
book "Inside Out," some other 12 step psychology book and of course Promise Keepers. After
expressing concerns about this to our Pastor at this church he encouraged my wife and I to read
more and report to him of what was being said and taught by these so-called teachers and we
were shocked at our findings!

We have discovered very few Christians take the time to listen and learn that these so-called
teachers they think so highly of are replacing God’s Word with false doctrine! The Bible has
numerous references to the importance of sound doctrine (instruction) and we are
WITNESSING it being thrown to the winds of psychology and "feelings" or "having an
experience." Then the time came when we would have been asked to leave if we had tried to
stay, so left that church. This is in spite the fact we were not propagating our findings to the
membership but to the church leadership as we are instructed in the Bible. (These leaders even
apologized to us for spreading our findings to the membership themselves, for that we were
grateful.) We posed too many questions for these church elders to answer or handle because they
would not compare the findings to scriptures. God does not call Christians to split churches but
to seek out a church with sound Biblical teachings in such situations – or to start one if one
cannot be found. Since then, we joined with Liberty Baptist Tabernacle in late 1994 and have
no plans to leave. (Praise the Lord!) It has been with their encouragement and our strong
convictions this website was created to mark those who teach false doctrines and to point out
what the Bible teaches. This is not a ministry we went looking for but one we believe with all
our hearts God dropped into our laps. Just remember, much can be learned if you dare to ask
questions! No lie comes from the truth and the infalliable truth we need is found in the Bible
ALONE!

1 John 2:21 
"21 I have not written unto you because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it, and that
no lie is of the truth."

So is it of any wonder how these false teachers gather such crowds:

1 John 4:5 
"5 They are of the world: therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them. 6 We are
of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know we
the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error."

Thank you for taking the time to read my testimony and it is my heartfelt
prayer that someone would be helped through it.

John A. Beardsley III
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Christians are saved BY FAITH ALONE! 
Romans 10:8 - 13
"8 But what saith it? The word is nigh thee, [even] in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the
word of faith, which we preach; 9 That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and
shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. 10 For
with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation. 11 For the scripture saith, Whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed. 12. For
there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all
that call upon him. 13 For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."

Ephesians 2:8- 9 
"8 For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: [it is] the gift of God: 9 Not
of works, lest any man should boast."

BACK TO OUR HOME PAGE
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Soularize – Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left 

By John Beardsley - January 2, 2012

Last year Apprising Ministries was the first to expose “…the latest apostasia-palooza thrown by the
sinfully ecumenical [i.e. Reformation repudiating] Emergent Church aka the Emerging Church.” At the
Wild Goose Festival (WGF) held at Shakori Hills, NC June 2011.  

 Largely unnoticed by those of us in the discernment work, another WGF type conference held 10/18-
21, 2011 in San Diego by some of the same feathered birds of WGF continuing to propagate the
various heresies of the Emergent Church – as well as a strong emphasis to reach out to the
homosexual.  

 So what is Soularize? Their own site overview call it:

A 3-Day Learning Party!

Join us in sunny San Diego for a three day “learning party” that will stretch your mind, fill your
heart, and encourage you toward the future. At each Soularize, we bring together an
unparalleled combination of keynote presenters and workshop leaders to give you a broad view
of the current (and future) conversations in the Church today.

 > WRESTLE through an attractional/missional approach to ministry.

> CHALLENGE what it means to be about social justice…not just talking about it.

> STRETCH your mind with new ways of thinking about heaven, hell, and our journey on the
Earth.

> CONNECT with other women and men who are passionate about following the Way of Jesus.

http://www.soularize.net/soularize-2011/overview/

However, this is part of a continued attack on Biblical Christianity’s view of sexuality by the likes of
Tony Jones, Doug Pagitt and Brian McLaren who spread doubt and confusion in the church in order
to welcome the unrepentant homosexual as a fellow brother or sister in Christ.

Though there are plenty of other items regarding Soularize that could be written, it is clear they
passionately follow the way of another Jesus! For example, the workshop titled The Church and
Homosexuality 101, by Brian Ammons  is summarized as follows, “In this workshop, Brian will
unpack the range of responses to and engagements with "the homosexuality question" drawing
attention to the underlying beliefs about biblical authority and the nature of identity.”

While I have not been able to find the actual Soularize session, consider this about Ammons:

“Brian Ammons is an educator, spiritual director, author, and ordained Baptist minister. He
lives and works in the intersections of gender, sexuality, spirituality, and justice, with particular

http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://www.soularize.net/soularize-2011/overview/
http://apprising.org/2011/08/07/christianity-21-to-attack-christian-sexuality/
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attention to how systems of knowing shape our understanding of the possibilities (or
impossibilities) of how those threads might be woven together.”

And,

“Though his postmodern aesthetic makes it unlikely that he would use these words to describe
himself, he is mostly okay with being understood as a gay Christian evangelist to the
evangelicals.” (Source from his own bio on his Internet blog “Nekkid Resurrection” link not
provided due to nudity on the site’s header & page emphasis in bold mine)

Brian Ammons is an openly homosexual man who has come under criticism by fellow emergent
church leaders in the publication of the book Baptimergent wherein the chapter he created was banned
for being too gay! Obviously the Baptist part of “Bapti” -mergent are those Ammons criticizes
elsewhere,

“Being a very proud Baptist, one of the things that continuously embarrasses me is NOT our
fundamentalist cousins in the SBC but the uber-wussy “moderate” Baptists who basically
pretend to be radically different than their SBC friends because they ordain women (and hire
very few of them).  I have long hoped for a Baptist community that is a big enough fellowship
to permit every disciple of Jesus to be present, honest, and then encouraged to take the next
step in their faith.” (Bold emphasis mine) http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/03/02/thats-
too-gay-brian-ammons-banned-chapter-from-baptimergent/

What is that “next step” Ammons is pushing these neo-evangelical churches (Baptist in name only) to
take?

More from Ammons own lips,

“I never asked to be the litmus test even we committed post modern types have tended to revert to
liberal and evangelical camps as soon as the GBLT questions come up. So in the big tent we’ll all get
under the big tent until somebody starts to talking about gays and we’ll run back to our sides. Um and 
I am ready for a different conversation, I am tired of being the object by which other folks define
themselves as a good liberal, or a good conservative, or a good moderate…” Big Tent Sexuality with
Brian Ammons & Richard Rohr http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-
with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/

For more on the “Big Tent” click http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-
postmodern-liberalism/ and on Spencer Burke who appears to be one of the driving forces
behind Soularize http://apprising.org/2008/11/26/spencer-burke-im-a-universalist-who-believes-
in-hell/

My conclusion: Ammons wants people to quit running from the GBLT questions and normalize
homosexual behavior in the church. Even the unrepentant homosexual can see the hypocrisy of the
“uber-wussies” who are just Baptist pretenders, afraid to make a stand FOR homosexuality which true
Christians know is AGAINST the teachings of the Bible, God’s final word on the matter! As for the
lie that the homosexuals are born that way, even science disagrees. Only tainted studies twisting the
facts are on their side.

http://www.helwys.com/books/baptimergent.html
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/03/02/thats-too-gay-brian-ammons-banned-chapter-from-baptimergent/
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http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/
http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-postmodern-liberalism/
http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-postmodern-liberalism/
http://apprising.org/2008/11/26/spencer-burke-im-a-universalist-who-believes-in-hell/
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No study has proven that homosexuality is genetic, hormonal or environmental! An article from
Hastings Center Report even challenges the science in key research studies that have suggested
a genetic base for homosexuality! The whole argument for genetic homosexuality is flawed. It
is being pushed upon the public through the guise of being "normal" insisting we must accept
their behavior or suffer consequences, lawsuits! Homosexuals are pushing an agenda, along
with propaganda, attempting to redefine laws and making it a crime to have an opinion against
them! Calling anyone who stands against them as being hateful homophobic bigots! Stand Up
For Morality!, 2001 by John Beardsley http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/behavior.htm

So-called Christians attending these WGF type conferences are being used by those pushing the
homosexual agenda in the church working toward undermining our freedom of religion. The strategy
is plain to see as the behavior is normalized in what is called the church that it will lead to
persecution to those of us standing for the unadulterated Word of God. The day will come when the
law makes it hate speech for true Christians to object or debate the behavior of homosexuality as
wrong or sinful according to the Bible and even for physical science that dare oppose it!

On their blog http://theimageoffish.com/  Soularize speakers and Quakers, Callid & Kristina Keefe-
Perry have are rather strong pro-GBLTQ statement for the Ohio Valley Quakers posted 8/3/2011:

Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting (Quakers) Publically Affirms GLBTQ Marriage

This is their formal statement, discerned and minuted during their annual sessions, July 27-31,
2011. Short and sweet:

    Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Friends have been led by the Light of the Living Christ to
understand that God's love extends with equality to all people regardless of sexual orientation or
gender identity. The understanding that Christ has given us as Quakers today leads us to three
conclusions. We affirm the full humanity of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and
transgenderpersons. We are committed to their equal status within the Religious Society
of Friends and the wider world. We celebrate their covenant relationships, including
marriages under the care of our constituent meetings, as just as sacred, just as valid, and
the cause for just as much joy as those of any other persons.

 So if Ammons was not enough evidence to make the case of what normalizing homosexual behavior
REALLY means – do not marginalize the others belonging to GBLTQ - Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian,
Transgender and Queer!

 What Does It All Mean and Why You Need To Be Concerned

      My home state faces a same sex marriage vote that should never have come due to weak liberal
leaders in North Carolina. New York had a vote passing this same legislation last year! The
connections are frighteningly clear, Christians who believe the Bible is true need to stand up and be
heard! We also need to show the pseudo-science of homosexual research for the sham it is.
Homosexuality is as much a behavioral choice as any other sin, like heterosexual sex outside of
marriage - both are evil before a Holy God! Repentance and forgiveness can be found in Jesus Christ
by His shed blood on the cross.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/behavior.htm
http://theimageoffish.com/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/26/callid-keefe-perry-quakerism-and-the-future-of-evangelicalism/
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 Without a doubt, based on my past experience opposing the homosexual movement, there will be
argumentation based on psychology that this thinking is backwards and verbal personal attacks of my
person. It is not “hate” to show sin as sin, it is hate not to point it out so that someone may repent.
To point out sin – is not discrimination unless you are calling the God of Heaven a bigot! It is
hate for you to compare me to some disreputable hate group. Additionally, talking about your
homosexual tendencies constantly and making them a federal issue shows your heart is of the flesh,
not of God. It would be just as wrong for me to constantly discuss that I am heterosexual in the same
fashion it is unhealthy physically and spiritually because all the importance is placed on the flesh and
not God.  It is not homophobia to oppose homosexuals any more than it is adulterer-phobic to oppose
adultery or witchcraft-phobic to oppose witchcraft. The homosexual is no more a victim of
homosexuality, than a murderer or a thief that is caught for their wrongdoing and acceptance of such
behavior should not be tolerated by society – much less a Church that would dare call upon the name
of Jesus Christ! Sin is sin, the Bible is crystal clear on this topic:

Romans 1:26-28 “For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their women
did change the natural use into that which is against nature: And likewise also the men, leaving
the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working
that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was
meet. And even as they did not like to retain God in [their] knowledge, God gave them over to
a reprobate mind, to do those things which are not convenient;”

 So there is no common ground; there can be no bridge building to do what God has condemned.
What those behind Ammons, Keefe-Perry and others at Soularize are doing is yet another attack on
foundational teaching of the Bible and an abomination to God. Such actions are predictable by those
who care nothing for doctrine and the truth of the Bible even willing to reinterpret and reimagine it to
prop up their aberrant teachings. My only hope is this article serves as a way to warn those caught in
this devilish snare so that they might escape!

Jude 1:22-23 And of some have compassion, making a difference: And others save with fear,
pulling [them] out of the fire; hating even the garment spotted by the flesh.

Return To Our Home Page
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Is It Right to Judge?
by Franklin C. Huling, MA

©Fundamental Evangelistic Association

(This article is posted in its entirety until the reconstruction of the www.feasite.org is completed)

THIS QUESTION- "IS IT RIGHT TO JUDGE?" is one that puzzles many sincere Christians. A careful and
open minded study of the Bible makes it clear that concerning certain vital matters, it is not only right but a positive
duty to judge. Many do not know that the Scripture commands us to judge. The Lord Jesus Christ commanded,
"Judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24). He told a man, "Thou hast rightly judged" (Luke 7:43). To others, our
Lord asked, "Why even of yourselves judge ye not what is right?" (Luke 12:57).

The Apostle Paul wrote, "I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say" (1 Corinthians 10:15). Again, Paul declared,
"He that is spiritual judgeth all things" (1 Corinthians 2:15). It is our positive duty to judge.

False Teachers and False Teaching

"Beware of false prophets!" (Matthew 7:15) is the warning and command of our Lord. But how could we "beware"
and how could we know they are "false prophets" if we did not judge? And what is the God given standard by
which we are to judge? " To the Law and to the Testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them." (Isaiah 8:20). "Ye shall know them by their fruits" (Matthew 7:16), Christ said. And in
judging the "fruits," we must judge by God's Word, not by what appeals to human reasoning. Many things seem
good to human judgment which are false to the Word of God.

The Apostle Paul admonished believers, "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord
Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple" (Romans
16:17-18). This apostolic command could not be obeyed were it not right to judge. God wants us to know His
Word and then test all teachers and teaching by it. Notice also that it is the false teachers who make the "divisions,"
and not those who protest against their false teaching. And these deceivers are not serving Christ, as they profess,
"but their own belly," or their own "bread and butter," as we would put it. We are to "mark them and avoid them."

"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17, read verses 14-18). and
"From such turn away." (2 Timothy 3:5). "Withdraw yourselves" (2 Thessalonians 3:6). "And have no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them " (Ephesians 5:1 1). "Abhor that which is evil; cleave
to that which is good" (Romans 12:9). "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21). It
would be impossible to obey these injunctions of God's Word unless it were right to judge! And remember, nothing
is "good" in God's sight that is not true to His Word.

The Apostle John wrote, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try [test, judge] the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the world " ( 1 John 4:1 ) . Again he wrote, "For many deceivers
are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.... If there come any unto you, and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds" (2 John 7,10-11). This Scripture commands us to judge between those who
do, and those who do not bring the true doctrine of Christ.

http://www.feasite.org/
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Whenever a child of God contributes to a denominational budget that supports Modernist (liberal, compromising)
missionaries or teachers, he is guilty before God, according to this Scripture, of bidding them, "God speed " in the
most effective way possible. And he thereby becomes a "partaker" with them of their "evil deeds" of spreading soul
damning poison. How terrible, but how true! Arouse yourself, child of God. If you are guilty, ask God to forgive
you and help you never again to be guilty of the blood of souls for whom Christ died. When we are willing to
suffer for Christ, we can readily see the truth of God's Word on this tremendously important matter. "If we suffer,
we shall also reign with Him" (2 Timothy 2:12) .

Misunderstood and Misused Scripture

One of the best known and most misunderstood and misapplied Scriptures is "Judge not" (Matthew 7:1). Let us
examine the entire passage:

"Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but
considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out
of thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye;
and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye" (Matthew 7:1-5).

Read this again carefully. Notice that it is addressed to a hypocrite!-not to those who sincerely want to discern
whether a teacher or teaching is true or false to God's Word. And instead of being a prohibition against honest
judgment, it is a solemn warning against hypocritical judgment. In fact, the last statement of this Scripture
commands sincere judgment-"Then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." If we take a
verse or a part of a verse out of its setting, we can make the Word of God appear to teach the very opposite of what
it really does teach. And those who do this cannot escape the judgment of God for twisting His Word (2 Peter
3:16). Let this be a warning to us never again to take a text of Scripture out of its context.

Many who piously quote, "Judge not," out of its context, in order to defend that which is false to God's Word, do
not see their own inconsistency in thus judging those who would obey God's Word about judging that which is
untrue to the Bible. It is tragic that so much that is anti-Scriptural has undeservedly found shelter behind a misuse
of the Scripture just quoted. The reason the professed church of Christ is today honeycombed and paralyzed by
satanic Modernism is because Christians have not obeyed the commands of God's Word to judge and put away and
separate from false teachers and false teaching when they first appeared in their midst. Physical health is
maintained by separation from disease germs. Spiritual health is maintained by separation from germs of false
doctrine. The greatest peril of our day is not too much judging, but too little judging of spiritual falsehood.

God wants His children to be like the noble Bereans who "searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were
so"(Acts 17:11).

Romans 2:1-3 is also addressed to the religious hypocrite who condemned himself because he was guilty of the
same things for which he condemned others. James 4:11-12 refers to an evil spirit of backbiting and fault finding,
not to judging whether teachers or teachings agree or disagree with God's Word. The Bible never contradicts itself.
To understand one portion of Scripture we must view it in the light of all Scripture. "No prophecy of the Scripture
is of any private [isolated] interpretation" (2 Peter 1:20). "Comparing spiritual things [words] with spiritual" (1
Corinthians 2:13).

The "Wheat and Tares" parable of Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43, is much misunderstood. First of all, our Lord is
talking about the world, not His Church-"the field is the world." He goes on to say that "the good seed are the
children of the Kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one" (Matthew 13:38) . They are the two
groups in the world; children of God-those who have received Christ (John 1:12), and the children of the devil-
those who reject Christ (John 8:44). When any of the "children of the wicked one" get into the professed church of
Christ, as they have always done, a definite procedure for God's children is set forth in His Word. First, it is their
duty to tell them that they have "neither part nor lot" in Christ (see Acts 8:21-23 and context).
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If the children of the devil do not leave voluntarily, as is generally the case, God's children are commanded to
"purge out" (1 Corinthians 5:7) these unbelievers. But God's people have disobeyed His Word about this, and so
unbelievers [and disobedient brethren- 2 Thessalonians 3:6,14-15] have gotten into control, as is now the case in
most denominations. Therefore, those who purpose to be true to Christ and His Word are commanded to "come out
from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17), regardless of property or any other
considerations. When we obey God's Word, we can trust Him to take care of all the consequences of our obedience.

Other Matters to be Judged

The immoral conduct of professed believers in Christ is to be judged. 1 Corinthians, Chapter 5, tells a sad story and
closes with the Apostolic injunction, "Therefore put away from among yourselves that wicked person" (1
Corinthians 5:13).

Disputes between Christians concerning "things that pertain to this life," (1 Corinthians 6:3) should be judged by a
tribunal of fellow Christians instead of going before unbelievers in the civil courts. The whole sixth chapter of 1
Corinthians makes clear God's plan for His people in this regard. And some startling truths are here revealed: First,
"The saints shall judge the world." Second, "We shall judge angels" (1 Corinthians 6:2-3). Beloved, are we letting
God prepare us for this high place?

We ought to judge ourselves. "Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves" (2
Corinthians 13:5). "For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged. But when we are judged, we are
chastened [child trained] of the Lord, that we should not be condemned with the world" (1 Corinthians 11:31-32).
What a change and what a blessing it would be if we would judge our own faults as uncharitably as we do the
faults of others-and if we would judge the failings of others as charitably as we do our own! And Christians could
save themselves much chastening of the Lord if they would judge and confess and cease their disobedience to God.
And, oh, how much dishonor and lack of fruit would our blessed Lord be spared!

Limitations of Human Judgment

Not scruples or conscience concerning matters of which the Bible does not directly speak. God forbids our judging
our brethren concerning the eating of certain kinds of food, keeping of days, etc. Romans, Chapter 14, 1
Corinthians 10:23-33, and Colossians 2:16-17 cover this subject.

Not motives. See 1 Corinthians 4:1-5. Only God can see into the heart and know the motives that underlie actions.

Not as to whom are saved. "The Lord knoweth them that are His" (2 Timothy 2:19). We cannot look into anyone's
heart and say whether or not they have accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as their personal Saviour, if they profess that
they have. But we had better test ourselves according to 2 Corinthians 5:17: "If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." If this change has not taken place, our
profession is vain.

Two Elements in Judgment

The New Testament Greek word that is most often translated "judge" or "judgment" is "krino." On the one hand, it
means to distinguish, to decide, to determine, to conclude, to try, to think and to call in question. That is what God
wants His children to do as to whether preachers, teachers and their teachings are true or false to His Word. The
Apostle Paul writes: "And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge and in all
judgment; that ye may approve things that are excellent" (Philippians 1:9-10). A wrong idea of love and lack of
knowledge and judgment causes God's people often to approve things that are anything but excellent in God's sight.
The epistle to the Hebrews tells us that mature believers, that is, those who are of "full age, " are ". .. those who by
reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil " (see Hebrews 5:11-14).
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On the other hand, the Greek word "krino"-judge or judgment-means to condemn, to sentence and to punish. This
is God's prerogative for He has said, "Vengeance is Mine, I will repay, saith the Lord" (Romans 12:19).

Guard Against a Wrong Attitude

Christians should guard against the tendency of the flesh to assume a critical and censorious attitude toward those
who do not share our opinions about other matters than those which have to do with Bible doctrine and moral
conduct. Rather than "pick to pieces" our brethren in Christ, it is our privilege and duty to do everything we can to
encourage their spiritual edification. We ought to love and pray for one another and consider ourselves lest we be
tempted. Galatians 6:1.

A Final Word

If you are saved, my reader, let us not forget that "We must all appear before the Judgment Seat of Christ" (2
Corinthians 5:10). It will be well with those who are studying God's Word, walking in the light of it, living for
Christ and the salvation of souls. It will go ill with those who have accepted Christ but who are living for the things
of this world. If you are a mere professor of Christ, or profess nothing, my friend, may I lovingly remind you "That
judgment must begin at the House of God; and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the
Gospel?" (1 Peter 4:17).

Delay not another moment to ask God for Christ's sake to forgive your sins. Surrender your heart and will to the
loving Saviour who died for you and rose again. Make Him the Lord of your life. Happy and blessed will you be,
now and forever.

"For there is some danger of falling into a soft and effeminate Christianity, under the plea of a lofty
and ethereal theology. Christianity was born for endurance; not an exotic, but a hardy plant, braced by
the keen wind; not languid, nor childish, nor cowardly. If walks with strong step and erect frame; it is
kindly, but firm; it is gentle, but honest; it is calm, but not facile; obliging, but not imbecile; decided,
but not churlish. It does not fear to speak the stern word of condemnation against error, nor to raise its
voice against surrounding evils, under the pretext it is not of this world; it does not shrink from giving
honest reproof, lest it come under the charge of displaying an unchristian spirit. It calls sin sin, on
whomsoever it is found, and would rather risk the accusation of being actuated by a bad spirit than not
discharge an explicit duty. Let us not. misjudge strong words used in honest controversy. Out of the
heat a viper may come forth but we shake it off and feel no harm. The religion of both Old and New
Testaments is marked by fervent outspoken testimonies against evil. To speak smooth things in such a
case may be sentimentalism, but it is not Christianity. It is a betrayal of the cause of truth and
righteousness. If anyone should be frank, manly, honest, cheerful (I do not say blunt or rude, for a
Christian must be courteous and polite); it is he who has tasted that the Lord is gracious, and is
looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God I know that charity covereth a multitude of
sins; but it does not call evil good, because a good man has done it; it does not excuse inconsistencies,
because the inconsistent brother has a high name and a fervent spirit; crookedness and worldliness are
still crookedness and worldliness, though exhibited in one who seems to have reached no common
height of attainment." -- HORATIUS BONAR (1808-89)

Fundamental Evangelistic Association
[Tracts, pamphlets and literature posted on-line are for your use in reaching lost souls with the one pure, true and precious Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and for encouraging and edifying believers as well as sounding a faithful warning regarding false teaching and movements in these deceptive last days. All
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scriptural references and quotes are based on the King James Version (AV1611) only. Because the F.E.A. provides these materials at or below cost, it is far
more economical to order the actual printed resources rather than making multiple copies from the files you print or download. The materials provided are
usually copyrighted and are so indicated; however, you have permission to make copies for your personal use provided proper reference to the the author is
maintained and the content is not changed. You have permission to link to these materials; however we ask that you do not post these materials on your
website or BBS. This ensures that changes and any corrections are incorporated. We encourage you to reach out to all who haven't heard the Gospel, that
precious lost souls will be saved for Christ and for His glory! All comments and questions regarding these materials should be directed to the Editor,
FOUNDATION Magazine, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, California 93412.]
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What does the Bible say about

"Doctrine?"
Doctrine Defined Using the Strong's Concordance Linked to verses below:

03948 leqach {leh'-kakh} from 03947; TWOT - 1124a; n m 
AV - doctrine 4, learning 4, fair speech 1; 9, 1) learning, teaching, insight, 1a) instruction (obj), 1b)
teaching (thing taught),1b1) teaching-power, 1b2) persuasiveness,

08052 sh muw`ah {sehm-oo-aw'} pass part of 08085; TWOT - 2412d; n f
AV - rumour 9, tidings 8, report 4, fame 2, bruit 1, doctrine 1, mentioned 1, news 1; 27, 1) report,
news, rumour, 1a) report, news, tidings, 1b) mention

04148 muwcar {moo-sawr'} from 03256; TWOT - 877b; n m 
AV - instruction 30, correction 8, chasten 4, chastisement 3, check 1, bond 1, discipline 1, doctrine 1,
rebuker 1; 50, 1) discipline, chastening, correction, 1a) discipline, correction, 1b) chastening

1322 didache {did-akh-ay'} from 1321; TDNT - 2:163,161; n f 
AV - doctrine 29, has been taught 1; 30, 1) teaching, 1a) that which is taught, 1b) doctrine, teaching,
concerning something, 2) the act of teaching, instruction, 2a) in religious assemblies of the Christians,
to speak in the way of teaching, in distinction from other modes of speaking in public

1319 didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah} from 1320; TDNT - 2:160,161; n f
AV - doctrine 19, teaching 1, learning 1; 21, 1) teaching, instruction, 2) teaching, 2a) that which is
taught, doctrine, 2b) teachings, precepts

2085 heterodidaskaleo {het-er-od-id-as-kal-eh'-o}, from 2087 and 1320; TDNT - 2:163,161; v
AV - teach other doctrine 1, teach otherwise 1; 2, 1) to teach other or different doctrine, 1a) deviating
from the truth

3056  logos {log'-os}, from 3004; TDNT - 4:69,505; n m
AV - word 218, saying 50, account 8, speech 8, Word (Christ) 7, thing 5, not tr 2, misc 32; 330, 1) of
speech, 1a) a word, uttered by a living voice, embodies a conception or idea, 1b) what someone has
said, 1b1) a word, 1b2) the sayings of God, 1b3) decree, mandate or order, 1b4) of the moral precepts
given by God, 1b5) Old Testament prophecy given by the prophets, 1b6) what is declared, a thought,
declaration, aphorism, a weighty saying, a dictum, a maxim, 1c) discourse, 1c1) the act of speaking,
speech, 1c2) the faculty of speech, skill and practice in speaking, 1c3) a kind or style of speaking, 1c4)
a continuous speaking discourse - instruction, 1d) doctrine, teaching, 1e) anything reported in speech; a
narration, narrative, 1f) matter under discussion, thing spoken of, affair, a matter in dispute, case, suit at
law, 1g) the thing spoken of or talked about; event, deed
2) its use as respect to the MIND alone, 2a) reason, the mental faculty of thinking, meditating,
reasoning, calculating, 2b) account, i.e. regard, consideration, 2c) account, i.e. reckoning, score, 2d)
account, i.e. answer or explanation in reference to judgment, 2e) relation, i.e. with whom as judge we
stand in relation, 2e1) reason would, 2f) reason, cause, ground
3) In John, denotes the essential Word of God, Jesus Christ, the personal wisdom and power in union
with God, his minister in creation and government of the universe, the cause of all the world's life both
physical and ethical, which for the procurement of man's salvation put on human nature in the person
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of Jesus the Messiah, the second person in the Godhead, and shone forth conspicuously from His
words and deeds.

All References KJV

Deuteronomy 32:2 My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, as the small
rain upon the tender herb, and as the showers upon the grass: Strongs 03948

Job 11:4 For thou hast said, My doctrine is pure, and I am clean in thine eyes. Strongs 03948

Proverbs 4:2 For I give you good doctrine, forsake ye not my law. Strongs 03948

Isaiah 28:9  Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall he make to understand doctrine? them
that are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts. Strongs 08052

Isaiah 29:24 They also that erred in spirit shall come to understanding, and they that murmured shall
learn doctrine. Strongs 03948

Jeremiah 10:8 But they are altogether brutish and foolish: the stock is a doctrine of vanities.Strongs
04148

Matthew 7:28 And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings, the people were astonished at
his doctrine: Strongs 1322

Matthew 16:12 Then understood they how that he bade them not beware of the leaven of bread, but of
the doctrine of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees.Strongs 1322

Matthew 22:33 And when the multitude heard this, they were astonished at his doctrine. Strongs 1322

Mark 1:22 And they were astonished at his doctrine: for he taught them as one that had authority, and
not as the scribes. Strongs 1322

Mark 1:27 And they were all amazed, insomuch that they questioned among themselves, saying, What
thing is this? what new doctrine is this? for with authority commandeth he even the unclean spirits,
and they do obey him. Strongs 1322

Mark 4:2 And he taught them many things by parables, and said unto them in his doctrine, Strongs
1322

Mark 11:18 And the scribes and chief priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy him: for they
feared him, because all the people was astonished at his doctrine. Strongs 1322

Mark 12:38 And he said unto them in his doctrine, Beware of the scribes, which love to go in long
clothing, and love salutations in the marketplaces, Strongs 1322

Luke 4:32 And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his word was with power. Strongs 1322

John 7:16 Jesus answered them, and said, My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. Strongs 1322

John 7:17 If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself. Strongs 1322

John 18:19 The high priest then asked Jesus of his disciples, and of his doctrine. Strongs 1322
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Acts 2:42  And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of
bread,  and in prayers. Strongs 1322

Acts 5:28 Saying, Did not we straitly command you that ye should not teach in this name? and, behold,
ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and intend to bring this man's blood upon us. Strongs 1322

Acts 13:12 Then the deputy, when he saw what was done, believed, being astonished at the doctrine of
the Lord. Strongs 1322

Acts 17:19 And they took him, and brought him unto Areopagus, saying, May we know what this new
doctrine, whereof thou speakest, Strongs 1322

Romans 6:17 But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart
that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Strongs 1322

Romans 16:17  Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary
to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them.Strongs 1322

1 Corinthians 14:6  Now, brethren, if I come unto you speaking with tongues, what shall I profit you,
except I shall speak to you either by revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine?
Strongs 1322

1 Corinthians 14:26  How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a psalm,
hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto
edifying.Strongs 1322

Ephesians 4:14 That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every
wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 1:3 As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia, that thou
mightest charge some that they teach no other doctrine, Strongs 2085

1 Timothy 1:10 For whoremongers, for them that defile themselves with mankind, for menstealers, for
liars, for perjured persons, and if there be any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine; Strongs
1319

1 Timothy 4:6  If thou put the brethren in remembrance of these things, thou shalt be a good minister
of Jesus Christ, nourished up in the words of faith and of good doctrine, whereunto thou hast attained.
Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 4:13 Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 4:16 Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this thou
shalt both save thyself, and them that hear thee. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 5:17  Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honour, especially they who
labour in the word and doctrine. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 6:1  Let as many servants as are under the yoke count their own masters worthy of all
honour, that the name of God and his doctrine be not blasphemed. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 6:3 If any man teach otherwise, and consent not to wholesome words, even the words of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is according to godliness; Strongs 1319
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2 Timothy 3:10  But thou hast fully known my doctrine, manner of life, purpose, faith, longsuffering,
charity, patience, Strongs 1319

2 Timothy 3:16 All scripture is  given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in righteousness: Strongs 1319

2 Timothy 4:2 Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
longsuffering and doctrine. Strongs 1322

2 Timothy 4:3 For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own
lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; Strongs 1319

Titus 1:9 Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine
both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. Strongs 1319

Titus 2:1  But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine: Strongs 1319

Titus 2:7 In all things shewing thyself a pattern of good works: in doctrine shewing uncorruptness,
gravity, sincerity, Strongs 1319

Titus 2:10 Not purloining, but shewing all good fidelity; that they may adorn the doctrine of God our
Saviour in all things. Strongs 1319

Hebrews 6:1  Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection;
not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God, Strongs 3056

Hebrews 6:2 Of the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead,
and of eternal judgment. Strongs 1322

2 John 1:9 Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. Strongs 1322

2 John 1:10  If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house,
neither bid him God speed: Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:14 But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the
doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children of Israel, to eat
things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication. Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:15 So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate.
Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:24 But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine,
and which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will put upon you none other burden.
Strongs 1322
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Why A Discernment Notebook?
The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11).

Wolves in disguise have entered the flock and are deceiving many. For this reason, it is important for us to closely
examine their teachings. And since it is impossible to separate the teachings from the teacher, we make no effort to
sidestep certain personalities or soften positions taken by these individuals. Nevertheless, this examination is not
done for the purpose of tearing down or simply to be negative, but only to help those who wish to be Biblical. 

Conservative fundamentalist thinking has always been accused of negativism and of delving into personalities in its
polemic against unbelief; but now fundamentalists are being encouraged to not even touch on the negative aspects
of doctrine. Yet the Bible has no such hands-off policy. The Bible uses terms such as "false prophets" (Mt. 7:15;
24:24); "heresies" (2 Pet. 2:1); "heretic" (Tit. 3:10); "false teacher" (2 Pet. 2:1); "false apostles, deceitful workers"
(2 Co. 11:13); "doctrines of devils" (1 Tim. 4:1); "tradition of men" (Col. 2:8); "evil workers" (Ph. 3:2); "another
gospel" (2 Cor. 11:4; Gal. 1:6), "antichrists" (1 Jn. 3:18); "evil men and seducers" (2 Tim. 3:13); "deceivers" (2
Tim. 3:13); "every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14); "them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned" (Rom. 16:17). 

The exercise of discernment is vitally necessary today. The difficulty is that many teachers on the contemporary
scene seem to affirm a Biblically sound doctrinal statement (i.e., the inspiration, infallibility, and inerrancy of
Scripture; the Trinity; the full deity and humanity of Christ; etc.); seem to affirm the gospel and speak often about
evangelism and bringing the lost to Christ; and often their teaching is replete with Scripture references and is
sometimes couched in very scholarly terms, giving the appearance of a well thought through Biblical position. More
in depth analysis, however, often reveals that, in practice, they depart from their orthodox position. What they say
they believe and what they actually teach are often miles apart.

Opposition and heresy from without and within have made defense of the faith always an imperative. But now we
seem to live in a day when believers are enamored by personalities, thereby consistently ignoring Rom. 16:17,
which teaches that believers are to 'NOTE them, MARK them, and AVOID them' -- those who bring contrary
doctrine. WHY? Because these false teachers serve only themselves, not Christ, and deceive the naive with smooth
talk (Rom. 16:18). The Bible never tells us to fellowship with "them," all the while ignoring their destructive
heresies -- that would be compromise. Instead, the Bible teaches that sound doctrine cannot be perpetuated through
compromise (1 Cor. 15:33), and that compromise cannot be avoided without separation (2 John 10,11).

The teachings of these men are like the proverbial bad penny -- they keep showing up. The problem is that they are
not always recognizable by those in positions to correct or avoid them. Sometimes an outsider must don the role of
realist in order to startle the insider into reality. Therefore, the information detailed in these Notebook reports is
written with a spirit of concern, and ought not to be misinterpreted as mere rock-hurling. The intention is to inform
and alert believers to the false gospels being passed-off as orthodoxy; this is clearly within our Biblical authority
and command. It is done without any personal animosity or hatred toward those involved.

But some would ask, "What about Christ's command to 'love one another' and 'the mark of a disciple being love'?
And doesn't the Bible say that love is the highest of the spiritual virtues, even above faith and hope?" (1 Cor.
13:13). Yes, but love certainly cannot be higher than truth! In fact, doctrine and truth are necessary prerequisites
for Biblical faith, hope, and love. Without sound doctrine there can be no faith, hope, or love. (Love rejoices in the
truth [1 Cor. 13:6], because without truth, love cannot even exist [1 Pe. 1:22].) Moreover, the Bible teaches that
love is the result (i.e., the fruit) of sound doctrine, not vice versa (1 Tim. 1:3-5; 1 Pe. 1:22). Our priority must
always be on truth. Therefore, "love as the mark of a true disciple" cannot be determined by the gauge of our
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agreement with one another. Instead, it must always be remembered that love is a Biblical doctrine in and of itself -
- LOVE in the TRUTH (see 2 & 3 John and Eph. 4:15).

Yet many would still contend that the top priority of the Church is the conversion of the lost, and thereby, as long
as one preaches the bare minimum of the true gospel, we should uphold that one and not criticize him for other
areas in which he may hold and teach false doctrine. Not only would this position be one of compromise and
accommodation, and thereby in contradiction with the clear teaching of Scripture, it also blurs the clear two-fold
function of the Church -- the Church's function is not only the propagation of the faith, but its preservation also.
Obviously, if the faith is not preserved, it cannot be passed-on to others. Thereby, whenever anyone in the
professing Church elevates the propagation of the message to the neglect of the preservation of it, then they are
defeating the very purpose of their existence, and must be challenged. We would agree with the comments in the
foreword to PsychoHeresy:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ. ...
[Religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then [the spirit of] the
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ...

"If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from a factual
and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then lovers of
God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

Again, we want to emphasize that our purpose is not to indiscriminately criticize, but to expose doctrinal error
while holding forth the Word of Truth. This will inevitably be unpopular with the mass of professing Christians as
they and their ministries compromise the truth to gain acceptance. But then, we are to be looking for the approval
of God, not men. To do otherwise would be to befriend the enemy and cause harm to the body of Christ.

It is, therefore, our desire to not only be 100% factually accurate in all the information provided in the reports in
this Notebook (quotes, context, etc.), but also to be fair in our interpretation and analysis of the facts. We, thereby,
welcome all comments and criticism along these lines.

May we all continue to be "good servants of Christ Jesus" (1 Tim. 4:1,2,6), upholding the Church as the "pillar and
support of the truth" (1 Timothy 3:15).

* Much of the content of this paper is paraphrased from two primary sources -- Neoevangelicalism Today, by
Robert Lightner; and Biblical Perspectives, "The Myths Of The Third Wave," by Robert Dean.

"A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and who
insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren . ... it is a necessary prerequisite for being
called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism" (Ken
Pulliam). Biblical Fundamentalism is the movement of men and ministries who, recognizing God's Word as
completely authoritative in every area of which it speaks, are dedicated to theological orthodoxy and an attitude of
disdain for unbelief as well as theological, ecclesial, or ministerial compromise. Such an attitude manifests itself by
militant defense of the faith once delivered (as recorded in its completeness in God's Word, the Bible) and
subsequent separation from those who entertain unbelief or compromise. Biblical fundamentalism is always marked
by 1) ecclesial separation from unbelievers or those who seek common ministerial cause with unbelievers or even
professing brethren who propagate false doctrine and, 2) defense of absolute truth as revealed in God's Word.
[Return to Text]
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Is Controversy Christian?
Many earnest Christians are very much opposed to religious controversy. To them, disagreement, debate, and
division over religious issues is quite deplorable and, in their judgment, contrary to the spirit of Christ and
detrimental to His cause. Hence, these people tend to avoid discussions, meetings, literature, or issues which would
bring into focus matters likely to cause controversy. A plea is made for a spirit of tolerance. But one man has put
his finger on the error often present here when he writes:

"There are many pleas made these days for 'tolerance.' But often 'tolerance' is not the right word for that
which is demanded. What is meant is 'compromise.' Tolerance and compromise are not the same thing.
This is tolerance -- to grant to another the same rights which I claim for myself. This is compromise --
to sacrifice heart-felt conviction in order that someone else may be pleased or in order to avoid a
breach of peace" (Copied).

To compromise with wrong in the name of tolerance is to dishonor God and His Word.

An extensive study could be made of the controversies of Jesus. Practically every day of His life on earth found
Him either opposed by or opposing error and sin. He had many conflicts with the scribes and Pharisees (cf. Matt.
23 and 12:24ff.). On some occasions, He opposed His own disciples (Matt. 16:21ff.). He taught that His followers
would have trouble, opposition, and controversy (Matt. 10:35ff.).

"Many religious persons have a dread of controversy, and wish truth to be stated without any reference
to those who hold the opposite errors. Controversy and a bad spirit are, in their estimation,
synonymous terms, and to strenuously oppose what is wrong is considered as contrary to Christian
meekness. Those who hold this opinion seem to overlook what every page of the New Testament lays
before us. In all the history of our Lord Jesus Christ, we never find Him out of controversy." (From the
writings of Robert Haldane).

Whole Bible books are given over to polemics. The epistle of Jude is an outstanding example. The entire book is a
rebuke to false teachers, a warning to believers, and a battle-cry against error. No doubt many Christians would feel
that Jude ought to have been more "positive." But God the Holy Spirit thought otherwise.

A prominent feature throughout the pages of the New Testament is controversy over doctrine. Yet, sincere
professing Christians sometimes say that they do not feel there should be any controversy over doctrine -- we ought
to just "preach the gospel" and not "argue" among ourselves. While all spiritual Christians would agree that purely
carnal argument (argument that springs from and promotes the desires of the flesh) should be avoided, at the same
time, the New Testament is clear that churches will be engaged in doctrinal conflict until Jesus comes back for His
saints.

The truth of God is constantly subject to attack, misrepresentation, and dilution. Acts 15:2 declares that Paul and
Barnabas "had no small dissension and disputation" with the Judaists, the propagators of a false gospel. Suppose no
one had engaged in controversy at this point? Suppose Paul and Barnabas had shunned "dissension" and
"disputation" on the grounds that it was not a spiritual approach to the problem? The Galatian heresy would have
spread throughout the churches and choked out its very life.

Note also that it is a doctrinal battle about which Paul speaks when he exhorts believers to "fight the good fight of
[the] faith" (1 Tim. 6:12) and when he triumphantly declares that he has, through the years of his tumultuous
ministry, "kept the faith" (2 Tim. 4:7). Those who go astray doctrinally are to be rebuked "sharply, that they may be
sound in the faith" (Titus 1:13).

Again it was Paul -- the same Paul who wrote the great chapter on love -- who, when his fellow preacher, Peter,
failed to stand true to Biblical principles, "withstood him to the face, because he was to be blamed" (Gal. 2:11). An
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unpleasant controversy indeed, and between two Christians and two preachers! But suppose Paul had refused to
enter into controversy with his friend Peter. Numbers had already followed Peter in his error and compromise (Gal.
2:13). With such an influential leader piloting the boat in the wrong direction, early Christianity might have been
wrecked upon the rocks of legalism.

Some well-meaning pastors, desiring to maintain peace and harmony in their churches, flee any controversial issue,
fearing that it will split their church and they will lose their pulpit. Granted that divine wisdom must be exercised in
the handling of controversial issues, they must, nevertheless, be handled. Controversy in local churches is
sometimes very healthy if righteousness and New Testament principles are being defended.

Let us not forget the blessings of controversy to the Church of Jesus Christ. Thank God for men in every age who,
with steadfast purpose, battled against error and those who held it. J. C. Ryle, in remarking on the danger of
Christians who were unwilling to fight, said:

"The only positive thing about them is that they dislike distinctiveness and think extreme and decided
and positive views are very naughty and very wrong. These people live in a kind of mist or fog. They
see nothing clearly, and do not know of what they believe. ... They are eaten up with a morbid dread of
controversy and an ignorant dislike of party spirit; and yet they really cannot define what they mean by
these phrases."

In these days when there is an abundance of pietistic objection that controversies and controversialists are hindering
the work of God in evangelism, let us hear the scholar, J. Gresham Machen:

"Again, men say that instead of engaging in controversy in the Church, we ought to pray to God for a
revival; instead of polemics, we ought to have evangelism. Well, what kind of evangelism is it that is
indifferent to the question what evangel it is that is to be preached? ... not the evangelism that Paul
meant when he said, 'Woe is unto me, if I preach not the gospel.' No, my friends, there can be no true
evangelism which makes common cause with the enemies of the cause of Christ ... Every true [moving
of the Holy Spirit] is born in controversy, and leads to more controversy."

It can without doubt be said that every great Christian truth is controversial. God is the controversial Figure in the
universe. His people are controversial as well. The truth stings, burns, and angers the hearts of men. May we be
faithful to the cause of truth!

[The above report was adapted from an article of the same title by Dr. Ernest Pickering, formerly president of
Central Baptist Seminary and Deputation Secretary for the Baptist World Mission. All Christians need to read Dr.
Pickering's book Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church.]
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False Doctrine & Matthew 18*
"Private" vs. "Public" Correction

Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But if he will
not hear [thee, then] take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three
witnesses every word may be established. And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell [it]
unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican (Matt. 18:15-17). (KJV)

Some suggest that on the basis of Matthew 18:15-17, that all criticism of a person's teachings should be done on a
one to one basis. However, Matthew 18 primarily applies to personal offenses and not to doctrinal problems. In all
cases of our work, there is no personal offense because no one has personally offended us. In fact, we usually do
not even know these people personally.

The danger and correction of false doctrine are not the subject of Matthew 18, and, therefore, do not necessarily
come under the specific instructions Christ gives in that passage regarding private confrontation. Moreover, it is
impossible for erroneous teaching that is presented publicly ever to be considered solely a private trespass of one
person against another, which might be dealt with privately between the two. The dissemination of false doctrine is
never a private matter and is always to be dealt with publicly . In fact, much of the New Testament was written to
publicly correct false teaching. (Even though not required by Scripture that the originator of error be individually
counselled, this is not to say that it might be feasible and convenient to do so. However, if such a person does not
make speedy and extensive efforts to retract his error, then the people of God are entitled to be warned and
protected by those who are in a position to do so.)

Jay Adams in his book Handbook of Church Discipline sheds some light on the subject of private versus public
correction of error:

"Some think that if one Christian differs with the writings or public statements of another [professing]
Christian on a point of doctrine, without rancor or any problem between them as persons, he is wrong
for stating the differences publicly before going privately to the 'brother' with whom he disagrees. That
is a misconception. First of all, there is no unreconciled condition between them; they simply differ.
Secondly, therefore, there is no matter of church discipline involved. Thirdly, even if this were a matter
of discipline, the first party wrote or spoke publicly--he put it before the church or the world; he did
not speak privately. For that reason it is as appropriate for the second brother to write or speak as
publicly as the first did in refuting what he thinks is a wrong interpretation of the Scriptures and which,
therefore, he believes may hurt the church if he doesn't" (pp. 34-35). (Emphasis added.)

Even the beloved Apostle John named Diotrephes in 3 John, and promised that when he came to that church he
would publicly correct the offender in person. Paul withstood Peter to his face publicly for his false interpretation
of the law that caused him not to associate with Gentile believers (Gal. 2:11-14). In a day of mass media,
particularly when access is denied by so-called "Christian" television and radio to those adhering to Biblical
teaching, the only method of public correction of false teaching is to write books and newsletters and to speak
publicly in order to call attention to errors that affect the whole Body.

In keeping with many other Scriptures that could be cited, 1 Cor. 14:29 (KJV) clearly states: "Let the prophets
speak two or three, and let the other judge." Clearly the issue is not whether an individual listener is offended by
what one of the preachers has said, even if you could stretch that to be a "sin" against his brother. It would be
entirely inappropriate for a listener to take aside the prophet he felt had spoken falsely and have a private
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discussion with him, and only if he refused to hear, then tell it to the Church. 

The issue is the doctrinal purity of the Body which must be guarded at all cost. And what has been publicly stated
must be discussed publicly. It may well be that the prophet spoke truly and the offended listener is wrong. So when
he speaks out against what the prophet has said, he himself will be corrected by others. It is this kind of open
discussion among believers that the Bible teaches, and that is the only protection against error being introduced and
allowed to corrupt the Church. Never is it suggested that no one must disagree with what is being taught because to
do so would cause "division." (In fact, the Bible tells us that it is by division that we are able to judge who has
God's approval [1 Cor. 11:18,19]!) On the contrary, we are told that we must correct error in teaching and do so
publicly so that the "others may also fear" (1 Tim. 5:19,20). Moreover, we are to correct and rebuke without
partiality (1 Tim. 5:21).

Furthermore, what teachers say in books and on television, etc. is part of a public domain, subject to review,
analysis, and critique of any kind. Anyone who makes public declarations intended to influence large audiences
through books, radio, television, etc., ought to know that he is responsible for what he says, and will be held
accountable. No one need ask anyone for permission to critique anything that has been espoused in a public forum.
The foreword to PsychoHeresy elaborates on this thought:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ ....
[religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then the [spirit of the]
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ... If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from
a factual and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then
lovers of God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

It is also a rather weak excuse to say that some writer or leader really didn't mean what he said. Then he should
have said what he meant. Even if one of these people has changed his beliefs, we must still deal with what has
been published for the sake of those who have been affected by it. Unfortunately, there are thousands, and in the
case of some, millions who have read and/or heard and taken it at face value, as any responsible person would.
Words have meaning, and it is assumed that the normal meaning applies. So if a person has truly changed his
beliefs, then he ought to publish just as widely in tape and book form a renunciation of any false or
misleading teaching he has given in the past.

We as Christians are to love one another genuinely and to seek unity. However, it should be remembered that it is
the "unity of the faith" that we are to maintain; and it is the truth that we are to speak in love. If members of the
professing Body have erred, then if we love them, we will correct them. ["Open rebuke (is) better than secret love"
(Prov. 27:5).] If this brings division, then so be it.

What the Bible does speak out against, however, is division caused by elevating personalities (1 Cor. 1); infighting
not having to do with critical doctrine, but motivated by selfish desires--having one's own way (3 John; Gal. 5:13-
15); and division caused by heresy (Gal. 1; 2 Pe. 2). The most loving thing we can do for the Body of Christ is to
warn believers of those who propagate false teachings, and the most loving thing to do for the perpetrators of error
is to continue to speak forth publicly in hopes that they will repent.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in The Berean Call; and an article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan from the
January-February 1994 issue of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter [used by permission of PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110].
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"All Truth Is God's Truth"?*
So Says "Christian" Psychology

Psychology pretends to be the study of the soul; in fact, it has become known as the cure of souls. But is not the
"cure of souls" the domain of the Bible? God is the only One who can take care of man's spiritual problems, and in
fact, He has done so. The Bible claims that God has given to the believer "all things that pertain unto life and
godliness" (2 Pe. 2:3). We don't need help from Freud, et al..

"Christian" psychology says that we do need such help, that the Bible doesn't have all the answers we need, that
prayer, repentance, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and other Biblical remedies are not enough because there are
psychological problems that require something more. Does it not seem a bit odd that God has apparently inspired
the likes of Freud, Jung, Maslow, Rogers, et al., with the "truths" unknown to the apostles and prophets and all of
the leaders in the entire history of the Church? No, we are told reassuringly, this is not to be considered strange at
all. What we need to understand is that "All truth is God's truth." This suspicious phrase is trotted out whenever
questions are raised, and is generally accepted without further thought.

But the question of what is meant by truth is seldom asked. Are we talking about scientific facts involving the brain
and body, or about God's truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy Word is truth" (John 17:17), not part
of the truth. Jesus said, "The world cannot accept Him [the Spirit of truth], because it neither sees Him nor knows
Him ... But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all truth" (John 14:17; 16:13). Therefore, it
is the Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, that leads us into ALL truth. How, then, can a Freud,
Rogers, Maslow, Jung, et al., have any truth for believers? -- Are they not of the world whom Jesus says cannot
even receive truth, let alone lead us into it? They cannot know anything about truth!

Jesus also said, "If you continue in My Word, then you are My disciples [not if you continue in Freud's word], and
you will know the truth and the truth will set you free" (John 8:31,32). What extrabiblical "truth" ever set anyone
free? One may get some facts of nature from extrabiblical sources, but NOT the truth that sets you free. {E=MC2}
is a scientific "truth," most certainly, but it sets no one free. Likewise, does God's truth include Freudian
pronouncements of obsessive neurosis or Jung's structure of archetypes? Or is God's truth Roger's ideas on human
love or the behaviorism of B.F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Paul wrote, "... the things of God knoweth no man but by the Spirit of God." It is clear in the context that he is not
talking about scientific discoveries made by atheists through an insight into nature or the witness of moral
conscience that God gives to all men. Paul is referring not to natural, but to spiritual truths, which he specifically
states are revealed by God only to true believers. The Bible clearly claims to be written to those who belong to the
Lord, and the truth it communicates is called "the things of the Spirit of God." We are told in unequivocal terms
that "the natural [unsaved] man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him;
neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2:14).

How, then, can "God's truth" be communicated to humanists who have rejected even the witness of creation and
conscience? Are such persons really God's chosen vessels to reveal heretofore undiscovered spiritual truths to the
body of Christ? Unless born again of the Spirit of God through faith in Christ, no man can even begin to
understand the "things of God," precisely because they have to be "spiritually discerned."

God's truth, says Paul, is only understood by the "spiritual man" who has been born of God's Spirit into the family
of God. It is only such men, Paul declares, who have "the mind of Christ" (1 Corinthians 2:16). To the unsaved,
Jesus said, "He that is of God heareth God's word; ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God" (John
8:47). Yet we are asked to believe that a part of God's truth heretofore unknown to those who are of God, and who,
therefore, have the mind of Christ, has lately been discovered by those who are not of God, and that this new
insight ought to be incorporated by the Church into its understanding of the Word of God! Before we accept such
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an unbiblical and illogical thesis, we need better justification than the plea: "All truth is God's truth."

Since there is not one standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called "Christian" psychologist decides for
himself which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing,
the subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word
of God. Perhaps they think that what has been observed in nature by the limited minds of men equals God's truth.
But the Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception.
Whatever else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot
be equal to God's truth. (See piece below on "General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'.")

Psychology pretends to deal with the soul and spirit (it actually claims to be a science of mind), a subject upon
which God has spoken with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word -- the whole
truth. There are no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo to be discovered by godless theorists
floating about in the secular world. To suggest that there are, is to contradict the clear testimony of Scripture and
the consistent teaching of the Church since the beginning until Psychology's very recent introduction into secular
society and from there into Christianity -- a Church that got along very well without psychology, that withstood the
Roman arena and the Inquisition, and left the stamp of victorious Christian living and the blood of her martyrs
upon the pages of history.

As soon as the door was opened for the "truths" of psychology to shed further light upon Scripture, a subtle process
began. If "All truth is God's truth," and psychology is part of that truth, then it has to be given at least equal
authority with the Bible. Of course, "Christian" psychologists deny that they do this. In all sincerity, they assure us
that no psychological theory will be accepted that contradicts the Bible; but in actual practice, "psychological truth"
is imposed upon the Bible and becomes the new grid through which the Bible is to be interpreted.

Imperceptibly, but inevitably, psychological theory by this process gains authority over the Bible and the Church,
and anyone not trained in the new "truths" of psychology is deemed unqualified to question the new interpretations.
"Christian" universities and seminaries develop large and growing psychology departments in order to keep up with
"current trends." No church staff of any size is any longer complete without at least one psychologist. Pastors begin
to believe that they are not competent to counsel from the Bible without going back to seminary for an advanced
degree in psychology. They are competent to preach or to teach the Word of God if they have a degree in theology,
but incompetent to counsel from the Word of God without a degree in psychology. This new state of affairs is
accepted almost without question; and those of us who do question it as unbiblical are accused of causing division
or of speaking from ignorance, because we presumably don't know enough about psychology.

So-called "Christian" psychology could almost be described as a cult inside our churches. It has its own
vocabulary, an endless new category of problems tagged with labels not found in the Bible and unknown to the
Church in its entire history. These strange new phrases now roll glibly off the tongues of pastors who are trying to
be "relevant" and to "communicate" in modern terms. In short, this cult has its own gospel, its own religious rituals
administered by its own class of priests -- the "Christian" psychologists, who have gained authority over those who
only counsel from the Word of God, but have been judged unqualified to do so because they have not yet been
initiated into psychology's inner academic circle. Nor can anyone appeal to the Scriptures as a means of correcting
this new priestly class, because they alone hold the keys to a vital part of "God's truth," which allows for a new
interpretation of the Bible and a new Christianity. It is a masterstroke of genius from the great mastermind of
deception himself. And it is all being carried on in the name of the Lord and for the supposed good of His Church.

The Christian life is not a grit-your-teeth and hold-your-breath roller-coaster ride. It is Christ living His
resurrection life in those who have trusted in Him. To suggest that psychotherapeutic techniques lately discovered
by Freud, et al., are now necessary in order for today's Christian to experience the abundant life in Christ is
destructive of the very faith that the proponents of this teaching say they are trying to enhance. Such is the
inevitable result of interpreting the Bible on the basis of the predetermined outside opinions of men. We desperately
need a return to Biblical Christianity (Jer. 17:9,10; 2 Tim. 3:15-17; 2 Pe. 1:3).
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General Revelation and the "Discovery" of "Truth"

General revelation is an important theological concept. Conservative theologians have used the term general
revelation to identify a very narrow category of truth that God has made powerfully evident (thus the word
revelation) to every rational human being (thus the word general), according to the way He fashioned the moral
and physical universe. Romans 1 and 2, the most important New Testament discussion of general revelation, states
unequivocally that the revelation God has set before all men, through the infinitely mysterious, complicated
physical universe and through the moral consciousness of all human beings, renders all humans without excuse
when they reject that truth.

Lately, however, the important theological category of general revelation has been broadened to include all truth-
claims made as a result of human efforts to understand the many aspects of the created order. Those who have
broadened the category argue that the Scriptures are indeed the "special" revelation which God has left to us and
that, because God is the Author of the entire created order, whenever men discover "truth" in that order, we can
refer to that humanly discovered "truth" as "general revelation."

Doug Bookman, in a paper titled "In Defense of Biblical Counseling," identifies the very dangerous ramifications
of the argument that replaces the Biblical doctrine of general revelation:

First ... by defining general revelation as that body of truth which is gained by human investigation and
discovery, the argument is guilty of neglecting the element of non-discoverability which is intrinsic to
the biblical notion of revelation and supplanting that notion with its exact antithesis. Further, the
approach is dangerous in that it attributes to the truth-claims of men an authority which they do not and
cannot possess, and renders it virtually impossible to bring those truth-claims under the authority of the
one standard by which God demands that they be measured.

Second, the argument ... is confused in its definition of the term "general." By mistakenly taking that
term to refer to the content of the category (rather than to the audience to which the revelation thus
denominated is available), the apologists who employ this argument commit two fallacies which are
destructive of orthodox theology: first, they expand the category to include all manner of truth-claims
which have no right to be thus honored; and second, they eviscerate the character of revelation by
including in the category truth-claims which are admittedly lesser than the truths of Scripture, which
demand that finite and fallen men measure them to determine their validity, and which at best can
possibly issue in a higher level of insight into the demands of living (italics in original).

Bookman concludes that:

... as described in Scripture, general revelation is truth which is manifestly set forth before all men
(Rom. 1:17-19; 2:14,15); it is truth so clear and irrefutable as to be known intuitively by all rational
men (Ps. 19:1-6; Rom. 1: 19); it is truth so authoritative and manifest that when men, by reason of
willful rebellion, reject that truth, they do so at the cost of their own eternal damnation (Rom. 1:20;
2:1,15). For this seamless, flawless and majestic tapestry of God-given truth is substituted a patchwork
of "lesser" truths, of truth which "is obtainable at least in part," truths which "are not delineated for us
by God" but are "discovered by fallible humans." ... Surely such a concept of general revelation
represents a ravaging of the biblical concept.

General revelation includes the proposition that "fallen man retains the ability and propensity to deduce truth from
the created world and thus to arrive at conclusions which are as authoritative as the Scriptures themselves." The
"All truth is God's truth"-ers defend such a proposition, not by any exegetical consideration of relevant Biblical
passages, but rather by pointing out that the sage in the book of Proverbs explicitly says he learned some things by
observing the natural order and that those things are recorded in Scripture, concluding that if it could be done by the
Biblical sage, it can be done by any human being. However, such a parallel is illegitimate. The conclusions drawn
from the supposed parallel are wrong and dangerous.
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More central to the issue is that the argument involves a denial of the Biblical insistence that divine truth is
foolishness to the natural man (1 Cor. 2:14); that apart from regeneration, man’s understanding is darkened and
alienated from the life of God (Eph. 4:17); that all men are enemies in their minds until God transforms them
through the work of salvation (Col. 1:13); and that from the sole of the foot even unto the head, there is no
soundness in fallen man (Isa. 1:5). Further, even regenerated man is crippled by the continuing corruption of sin, as
well as by the reality of his own finiteness (Isa. 55:8,9; 1 Cor. 2:16).

Thus, for any man, saved or lost, to suppose that his thoughts ought to be regarded as certain and/or as authoritative
as those of God—let alone the notion that all human truth-claims deserve such respect, simply because the sage of
the Old Testament sometimes related his articulation of truth to observations he had made in the natural order—is
to deny what the Bible says so often and so clearly about the real fallenness and finiteness of man and about the
infinite wisdom and matchless authority of God.

The question is whether the Bible is fully God-breathed or includes information discovered by the human intellect.
The "All truth is God's truth"-ers are convinced that the knowledge possessed by the sage in Proverbs and recorded
by him in Scripture was discovered by the sage alone, with no dependence upon God, yet this perceived parallel
between the ministry of the Old Testament sage and the work of the modern "social scientist" simply does not exist.

The issue here relates very directly to the character of inspired Scripture. Wisdom literature, such as that which is
represented by the sage in the book of Proverbs, is one of many precious and profitable genres of Biblical literature.
But the recorded message of the sage, no less than that of the prophet, the Gospelist, or the writer of a New
Testament epistle, is authoritative and dependable simply and only because it was breathed out by God (2 Tim.
3:16). The prophets received their messages by means of dreams (Num. 12:6); that doesn’t suggest that the dreams
of men today are just as authoritative as those of the prophets. The sage normally received his message by means of
observation; it is erroneous to conclude that, therefore, the observations of any man are as authoritative and/or
dependable as those observations of the sage which are recorded in the pages of sacred Scripture. 

Note carefully that the debate here is not whether any of the observations made by human beings might be true.
Rather, the debate is whether the observations of men today ought to be regarded as possessing the absolute
certainty and/or normative authority which the Bible possesses in all of its parts. The words of the sage are not
certain and authoritative because they were discovered by observation, any more than the words of Jude are certain
and authoritative because he cites them from the apocryphal book of Enoch (Jude 14). The words of all Biblical
writers are authoritative because the recording of them was done under the careful supervision of the Holy Spirit,
which is known as "inspiration." To regard the words of men as possessing the same sublime dignity and ultimate
authority that the words of the Bible possess is remarkably dangerous.

In summary, the "All truth is God's truth"-er understanding of general revelation is all-encompassing but erroneous.
In one fell swoop they even reduce sections of Scripture to less than God-breathed in their attempt to show that
God’s revelation refers to that which can be discovered through observation and natural reason. The word
revelation refers to an unveiling, a revealing of something that could not be otherwise discovered or known. What
mankind gleans through observation, reason, and logic is not revelation, but discovery. These discoveries can be
very helpful to mankind, such as the discovery of electricity. The kind of psychology the "All truth is God's truth"-
ers defend may include some discovery about the superficial aspects of man through observation, reason, and logic,
but these kinds of theories include highly subjective, speculative imaginations about the depths of man, and that
(the depths of man) is the sole province of Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Beyond Seduction; pp. 137-145;  PsychoHeresy, pp. 32-35; and from an article by
the same name ["General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'"] in the March-April 2001 issue of
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (the latter two by permission of PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/truth92.html
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Unconditional Love and Acceptance?*

Eph. 1:6 -- To the praise of the glory of His grace, wherein 
He hath made us accepted in the Beloved.

Among the stellar emotional needs of humanistic psychology are unconditional acceptance, unconditional self-
regard, unconditional self-acceptance, and unconditional love. The usual meaning of the word unconditional is
"without conditions or reservations; absolute." The practical extension of the theories of unconditional love is a
permissive attitude and a morally nonrestrictive atmosphere. That means no conditions or restrictions in child
rearing, counseling, and other human relationships. It must be an absolute love, unrestricted by human feelings or
failings, since the very meaning of the word is "absolute."

But, if there is any absolute when it comes to love, it is that human love is limited. It is not what it was originally
created to be, even in the best of people and circumstances, except when Jesus Himself is loving in and through a
person.

Humanistic psychologists Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow considered these "unconditionals" to be basic human
needs, essential to a person's sense of well-being. They taught that people need to be loved and accepted
unconditionally -- without any conditions of performance. Thus, their followers also teach and encourage all people
to love and accept themselves unconditionally.

Men such as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers believed that a human being would find answers to his own dilemmas and
naturally blossom into his best self in an atmosphere of unconditional love and acceptance (by which they meant a
permissive, unstructured atmosphere). Nevertheless, as much as they would like to think that they themselves loved
their clients unconditionally, the truth of the matter is this: people are NOT able to love unconditionally.

The Myth of Unconditional Love

Unconditional love is a myth. That is because humans are naturally self-biased and the human heart is so deceitful
that one can fool himself into thinking that he is loving unconditionally, when in fact he has all kinds of conditions.
For instance, what kind of "unconditional" love is at work when the psychiatrist's client can no longer pay for
services and therapy is discontinued?

Unconditional love cannot be based upon performance or it wouldn't be unconditional. Therefore, it must be based
on the intrinsic worth of the person. Paul Brownback, in his book The Danger of Self-Love, explains it this way:

"... by unconditional love we are speaking of love on the basis of being rather than doing. One
implication of this teaching is the place of grandeur that it gives to the human being. I am lovable just
because I am human; therefore being human, in and of itself, regardless of what I do with my
humanness, must have some sort of independent value or worth. It is by itself a sufficient claim to
respect and esteem" (p. 66).

Thus, according to the self theories, everyone is born with the right to receive unconditional love and unconditional
acceptance throughout his entire life, no matter what!

James Dobson, one of the chief proponents of unconditional love, believes that all people need it. Dobson declares:
"I'm convinced the human spirit craves this kind of unconditional love and experiences something akin to 'soul
hunger' when it cannot be achieved." Then as an extra bonus, Dobson brings God in as the primary person who
gives this unconditional love and acceptance -- he says "God's acceptance is unconditional." Dobson is not alone in

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/methods.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/methods.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/self-est/view.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/dobson
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that conclusion. A host of well-respected professing Christian leaders describe God's love as unconditional.

Pastors should have been alert to the subtleties of deception that would turn a believer's eyes from God to self. But
alas, rather that warning the sheep, many of the "shepherds" have joined the psychologists and embrace their
teachings of unconditional love and acceptance.

A Misunderstanding of God's Love

The basis for their eager embrace is a misunderstanding of "the love of Christ which passeth knowledge" (Eph.
3:19). They equate unconditional love and acceptance with the fact that God's love is vast, unfathomable, and
unmerited. Then they follow that with the idea that if God loves and accepts people unconditionally, they should
also love and accept themselves unconditionally. While this may sound like a logical progression, there are some
serious problems with the basic assumptions.

Therefore, we must address the question: Is God's love unconditional? Or are there any conditions that must be met
to become a recipient of His love?

Paul prayed that the believers in Ephesus would be able to comprehend the length, width, depth, and height of
God's love. He desired that they know the love of Christ, which surpasses knowledge, so that they would be filled
with the fullness of God (Eph. 3:16-19). The wide expanse of God's love has been the theme of the gospel
throughout the ages, for to know His love is to know Him. Therefore, any consideration of His love is highly
important and must be based upon His revelation of Himself rather than upon the imagination of men.

Love According to Secular Humanism

Ever since the rise of secular humanism in this country, and especially since the establishment of humanistic
psychology, the popular, "relevant" term to describe God's love has been unconditional. The thrust of this word in
humanistic psychology has been both to give and to expect unconditional love from one another with no strings
attached. While unconditional love and acceptance supposedly promote change and growth, they make no
requirements. But God, who is love, requires change and enables his children to grow in righteousness.

In humanistic psychology, parents and society are always the culprits. Since they believe that every person is born
with intrinsic worth and innate goodness, psychologists contend that one main reason people experience emotional
and behavioral problems is because they have not received unconditional love from their parents. Following that
thesis, Christians have come to believe that the best kind of love is unconditional love. It is the highest love secular
humanists know. It is touted as a love that makes no demands for performance, good behavior, or the like. It has
also been associated with a kind of permissiveness, since it makes no demands and has no conditions, even though
the promoters of the unconditional love jargon would say that unconditional love does not have to dispense with
discipline.

God's Love Revealed through Scripture

Because the concept of unconditional love permeates society and because it is often thought of as the highest form
of human love, it is natural for a Christian to mistakenly use this term to describe God. After all, His love is far
greater than any human love imaginable. God's love for humanity is so great that "He gave His only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (John 3:16). Oh, the magnitude of the
cost! We cannot even fathom His love even though our very breath depends upon it! His love indeed reaches to the
heights and depths. But again, is God's love truly unconditional?

God's love is available to human beings by grace alone. There is nothing that men can do to earn that love. There is
no good work that is either demanded or even possible. But does that make God's love unconditional? "That
whosoever will" is most certainly not a work, but it is a condition. Otherwise we would end up with universalism
(all people saved) rather than salvation by grace received through faith.
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God chooses upon whom He will place His love and the benefits of His love. Did Jesus ever imply that God's love
is unconditional? He said to His disciples:

"He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me: and he that loveth Me
shall be loved of My Father, and I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him" (John 14:21).

One might argue that the story of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11ff) proves unconditional love (as Charles Stanley
teaches). It indeed illustrates the vastness of God's love, forgiveness, and longsuffering. However, the son
repented! If he had a prosperous evil life he may never have repented. And while the father would have waited and
hoped, he would not have extended his love. After all, he did not go out searching for him to support his folly.

Up to a point, this seems to indicate unconditional love, and yet, God is not waiting in ignorance, not knowing what
those for whom His Son died might be doing. It is difficult enough to understand God's love without adding the
term unconditional love which is loaded with secular, humanistic, psychological connotations. The story of the
prodigal son teaches grace, forgiveness and mercy -- but unconditional love? No!

While God loves with a greater love than humans can comprehend, His holiness and justice also must be taken into
consideration. Therefore, the term unconditional love is inadequate for defining God. It does not account for God's
reaction to pompous men who devise plans against Him and His anointed. The psalmist goes so far as to say:

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak to
them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure" (Psalm 2:4-5).

And what about Lot's wife as she turned to look at the smoldering cities? Or what about Jesus' words to the cities
that refused to repent? Does this sound like unconditional love?:

"Woe to thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, which were done in you,
had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say
unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou,
Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell ... it shall be more tolerable
for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee" (Matthew 11:21-24).

Conclusion

But perhaps one could say that God's love for the Christian is unconditional since the Christian partakes of His love
and grace through faith. Wouldn't it be better to say that the conditions have been met? Jesus met the first
condition, to wash away the sin that God hates. The believer meets the second condition, but only by God's grace
through faith.

Or perhaps it would be better to say that God's love extended to a person is conditioned by His plan to give
eternal life to those whom He has enabled to believe on His Son. The conditions of God's love are resident
within Himself. As our opening Bible verse says: He hath MADE us accepted!

There is a strong temptation to use vocabulary that is popular in society in order to make Christianity sound
relevant. Christians have something far better than what the world offers, but in expressing that good news, they
confuse people by using words that are already loaded with humanistic connotations and systems of thought. It
would be better not to use the expression unconditional love when describing God's love. There are plenty of other
good words (1 John 4:9,10,16):

In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through him.

Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/stanley/
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our sins. ...

And we have known and believed the love that God hath to us. God is love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.

The incomprehensible magnitude of God's love surpasses any concept of love devised by humanistic psychologists.
The doctrine of unconditional love is a myth that glorifies man rather than God.

*Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, [now in a revised 1998 edition titled James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (pp. 65-71) (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110)], and from the September-October 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter by permission of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan. (See also Paul Brownback's book, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, for an excellent theological
critique of the unconditional love/acceptance phenomena.)  [Return to Top]
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Are We Too Negative?
Critics have long leveled the charge of "divisive" and "negative" against those who would warn the church of
unbiblical teachings and practices. They would rather we preach only "positive" things. I, also, long to put behind
me the controversy that has become such an unwelcome part of my life. Yet in articulating the pure gospel, one
must carefully distinguish it from the clever counterfeits all around.

How negligent it would be not to warn the sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds who promote lies in the
name of truth. Yet the odds are staggering. Norman Vincent Peale's magazines, for example, have 16 million
readers monthly, nearly 10,000 times BDM's small circulation! The flesh faints with weariness and frustration.
Then why persist in a task so lonely and burdensome? Yes, why this burning passion?

Compelled by God's Word

There are, thank God, the many letters of encouragement from those who offer their love, support and prayers.
There are, too, the earnest "thank you's" from thousands who've been set free from the delusion and bondage of
false gospels -- from Catholicism and "Christian" psychology to Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive
Confession. Yet even without any such encouragement, we would be compelled to carry on.

Jeremiah was hated, maligned, imprisoned, and threatened with death because he preached repentance and warned
of God's impending judgment, while the "positive prophets" promised peace and prosperity "by the word of the
Lord." Popular opinion opposed him. He became so discouraged that he declared that he would no longer speak for
God nor even mention His Name. But God's Word was in his heart and burned like a fire in his bones, so that he
had to speak (Jer. 20). Yes, above all, it is God's Word burning within that compels us.

Distressed by accusations of "negativism," I cry out to God and turn to His unfailing Word. And what do I find
there? The very message I am constrained to preach! Christ Himself was far more "negative" than I have dared to
be. He continually warned of judgment and hell, exposed sin, demanded repentance, rebuked the religious leaders,
and indicted them as hypocrites, white sepulchers, and blind leaders of the blind fools. Without doubt, He would be
banned from most Christian pulpits and media today!

The Sermon on the Mount is not intended to enhance one's "self-esteem." It encourages one to be poor in spirit, to
mourn, to be meek and merciful, and promises that those who are true to God and His Word will be hated,
persecuted, and vilified (Matt. 5). But didn't Jesus say, "Judge not that ye be not judged" (Matt 7:1)? Isn't it
unbiblical, then, to accuse a Christian leader of any wrong? On the contrary, Christ could only have meant that we
were not to judge motives, for He clearly told us to judge teachings and lives: "Beware of false prophets [i.e.
teachers] ... by their fruits [doctrine and lives] ye shall know them" (15-20). Surely he is calling us to judge false
doctrines and deeds!

A "Judging" Which Satan Hates

When Paul exhorted Timothy to "preach the Word," he explained that to do so one must "reprove, rebuke, exhort
with all longsuffering and doctrine" (2 Tim. 4:2). Paul warned of "vain talkers and deceivers ... whose mouths must
be stopped [from teaching false doctrine]." He urged Titus to "rebuke them sharply" (Titus 1:9-14). He told
Timothy, "Them that sin rebuke before all [i.e. publicly] that others also may fear" (1 Tim. 5:20). Clearly such
reproof requires a judging that does not violate Christ's prohibition but which, in fact, He commanded and the
apostles practiced -- a judging which Satan hates because it unmasks his lies.

The International Genocide Treaty signed by former President Reagan makes it a crime to try to convert anyone of
another religion or to suggest that their beliefs are wrong. It will soon be a serious crime to call homosexuality a
sin. The day is coming when, to protect "minority rights," we will be prohibited by law from preaching the gospel
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except in the most "positive" manner. Sadly, much of the evangelical church has already conformed.

It is not enough simply to "preach the truth" when there are lies which counterfeit it so closely that many can't tell
the difference. It is both logically and Scripturally essential to expose and refute today's pernicious false gospels.
Yet to do so is to be opposed by church leaders and barred from most platforms. True Bible teachers are banned
from "Christian" radio stations like the Moody network, lest they expose the humanism Moody promotes in the
name of "Christian psychology." Why not allow an open discussion of vital issues before the whole church? Are
church leaders concerned for truth -- or with protecting their own interests?

Turning Inexcusable Sin Into Excusable "Sickness"

"Christian" psychology may seem to help for a time, but it undermines our real victory in Christ by redefining sin
as "mental illness." This heresy inspired a host of new terms such as obsessive-compulsive behavior, dysfunctional
families, addiction -- and, more recently, the increasingly popular co-dependency myths and Twelve-Step recovery
programs spawned by Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). In 12 Steps to Destruction, the Bobgans point out that Bill
Wilson, founder of AA, based his system upon what was revolutionary new theory: that drunkenness was not a
"moral defect" but an excusable "illness." Wilson was relieved to learn that he was an "alcoholic" -- a new term at
the time.

Enlarging upon this lie, "Christian" psychologists have redefined as mental "illness" all manner of behavior that
Jesus, the Great Physician, diagnosed as sin. A woman called into a "Christian" psychology radio program to
confess that she couldn't keep from having sex with anybody and everybody. She was told that her problem arose
from an overbearing mother and milquetoast father, and that it was an "addiction" that could take years of therapy
to cure. So much for Christ's "Go and sin no more" (Jn. 8:11)! Disobeying God is no longer sin if one has a
"compulsion" or "addiction" or traumatic childhood.

One author wrote a while back: "The depth to which sanctified psychotherapy can sink is really quite profound. A
local newspaper a recently featured an article about a 34-bed clinic that has opened in Southern California to treat
'Christian sex addicts.' According to the article the clinic is affiliated with a large well-known Protestant church in
the area." Several leading "Christian" psychologists interviewed for the article "scoffed at the power of God's Word
to transform a heart and break the bondage of sexual sin." The director explained that his treatment center would
serve to rescue many Christians who had been taught that "the Bible is all you need."

Exposing the Lie

In The Journal of Biblical Ethics in Medicine, Dr. Robert Maddox warns that "all manner of sin ... from gluttony to
fornication, from stealing to bestiality ... is [being] labeled as disease, to be cured with chemical, electrical and
mechanical treatments." The Bobgans also quote from University of California professor Herbert Fingarette's book
Heavy Drinking: The Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease: "I just don't understand why any churches would go for the
disease idea ... [it] denies the spiritual dimension of the whole thing." They also quote Stanton Peele from his book
Diseasing of America: Addiction Treatment Out of Control: "... disease definitions undermine the individual's
obligations to control behavior and to answer for misconduct ... [and] actually increase the incidence of the
behaviors of concern."

How astonishing that as the secular world is abandoning the sinking ship of psychotherapy, Christians are jumping
aboard, imagining that this doomed vessel will not only stay afloat, but add needed buoyancy to the ark God has
provided!

It makes me weep to watch the growing deception, to cry out against it, and to be heeded by so few and opposed by
so many. Why is that essential correction which Scripture so clearly demands left to a few of us nobodies and
shunned by church leaders who would be heeded by millions?

Write to the most influential so-called evangelical leaders and ask how they can "preach the Word" without
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involving themselves in the reproof and rebuke of rampant error that Paul said must be at the very heart of Biblical
preaching!

Christian Publishing Gone Astray

A memo from a researcher, who along with her husband is among the nobodies crying out against heresy in the
church, stressed Her concern about The Ragamuffin Gospel by Brennan Manning, a Catholic, published by
Multnomah Press. In part she said: "Manning teaches ... that [a Christian] may continue to live a life of debauchery
... describes himself as a [heavy] smoker and someone who became an alcoholic after conversion ... wants active
homosexuals accepted into full fellowship (p. 26) along with other immoral people ... teaches an eastern-type
meditation (pp. 43, 205-6) ... twists Scripture (pp. 23, 28, 73, 173); he says that everyone, but the self-righteous
(those that obey God by Brennan's definition), will go to heaven (pp. 17, 26, 29) ... This book is dangerous ... a ploy
by a new age Catholic to invade the evangelical church ... Christian[s] must be warned that ... the once trusted
names of Multnomah, Thomas Nelson, and Fleming Revell [to name a few] are no guarantee of orthodoxy. What a
shame!"

"Christian" publishers can no longer be trusted to publish truth, but have become purveyors of death! A dump truck
would not be large enough to haul all of the heresy out of a typical Christian Booksellers Convention. Even Roman
Catholic publishers of the most awful blasphemy and incredible nonsense, such as Paulist Press, are represented
alongside so-called evangelical publishers.

Take, for example, the Christian Booksellers Convention in Orlando a number of years ago. At the booth of another
Catholic Publisher, Our Sunday Visitor, one of their books on display told the story of Padre Pio, a recently
deceased Catholic monk admired by Pope John Paul II. Pio manifested the "stigmata," bleeding from his palms to
make up the deficiency in Christ's redemptive work on the cross! Pio believed he was suffering for the salvation of
sinners! He claimed that literally millions of the spirits of the dead, whom he saw with his physical eyes, came to
him on their way to heaven to thank him for gaining their release from purgatory! This is only one of Rome's many
heresies. On confronting Our Sunday Visitor employees concerning this demonic delusion promoted by their books,
and objecting to their presence at a convention of evangelical publishers, they pointed to a nearby booth promoting
horrendous, allegedly "Christian" Rock music and declared: "We have as much right to be here as they do!" One
could only agree.

Today's "evangelical" leaders shun their duty to oppose heresy. Many of them promote Catholicism, occultism, and
humanistic psychology. Therefore, we, the nobodies, though few heed us, must cry out even louder to warn the
sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds. "Positive or "negative" is not the issue, but truth and simple
obedience to the Lord and His Word.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from an October, 1990, CIB Bulletin article.
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I Don't Wanna' Hear It*
We regularly receive letters expressing disapproval of our exposing ungodliness in the Church. We're accused of
sowing discord among brethren, of being unloving -- even hateful -- and are exhorted to concentrate on positive
issues that help build self-esteem. Evidently it disturbs many Christians to think that evil is in their midst. But evil
is in our midst. And there are plenty of books and periodicals already available for those who desire to have their
consciences massaged and their self-esteem enlarged.

Most Christians are disposed to point to the evil in the world, but it disturbs them to face the evil in their very midst
within the Church. It horrifies them to think that their pastor or favorite media preacher is advocating doctrines of
demons. So like the proverbial ostrich they stick their heads in the sand and ask only to be comforted in their
delusion.

Peruse the shelves of any Christian bookstore and you'll find that 98% of the books are inspirational, educational or
technical (Bible-study aids, etc.), instructional on living (how to pray, how to raise one's family, etc.), and
downright heretical (sufficiently aberrant in doctrinal positions to render them dangerous to the reader's faith). You
could carry in one arm those that expose the unfruitful works of darkness within the Church. Most written in that
vein are banned from display and are available only upon request -- if at all.

Listen to the sermons that proliferate in most churches and in the "Christian" media and you'll quickly see that the
vast majority fall within the above categories.

Satan isn't concerned if we Christians feel good about ourselves in our moral lifestyle and church attendance,
comparing ourselves with the lost. Nor is he so concerned that we spend hours pouring over the Scriptures as long
as we receive our understanding from teachers who do his bidding, whether knowingly or unknowingly. But dare to
expose his work in the bastions of the faith -- the hallowed halls of churches, seminaries, and "Christian" radio and
television studios -- and the fury of his wrath will be expressed through weak-willed Christians echoing his
euphemisms designed to shut down opposition: "Judge not!" and "Touch not God's anointed!"

If there is a need for prayer today it is that God will raise up godly men and women of faith who will stand firm in
the face of deception and be willing to suffer the consequences of following Christ.

We all rejoice in the knowledge that one day He will return. But I wonder if we all rejoice in that day when our
works are judged.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 10 - No. 3
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When Love Divorces Doctrine and Unity Rejects
Truth
It is evident that leading neo-evangelicals believe our main goal is to eliminate doctrinal distinctives and to
emphasize unity among those claiming to be believers.

One of the basic ideas of today's philosophy of ecumenical evangelism is that love is more important than doctrine.
Ecumenical evangelists say that doctrine divides, whereas love unifies. What does the Bible say? Is it true that in
the New Testament love is more important than doctrine, or Truth? In the so-called Love chapter of 1 Corinthians
13, we are told:

Now abideth in faith, hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love (agape).

Some say -- That settles it: love is supreme! But when we examine that chapter more carefully, we discover that
Truth is also mentioned in the chapter. In verse 6 we are told that, love rejoices in the truth. In other words, faith,
hope, and love are virtues but Truth has an altogether different status. It is the frame of reference, the foundation,
the atmosphere without which virtues such as love cannot exist at all.

Love rejoices in the truth. Why? Because without Truth to define it, to interpret it, to protect it, to guide it, to
channel it -- love can become a total disaster. We dare not place Truth on the same level as virtues. Virtues would
shrivel up and die if it were not for Truth.

We cannot imagine life on this planet without water. Water is absolutely essential for life, as long as it stays within
proper channels, within its canals, aqueduct, and pipes. But when water gets out of control, it is the second greatest
catastrophe that can happen to this planet, second only to fire. On the one hand, it is an absolute blessing, but on
the other hand, it can be a total disaster. So it is with love.

God's Definition Of Love

Love without divine definition (God's revealed channels within which it must flow) becomes the most horrible thing
on earth. It can destroy human beings by the millions, and can be reduced to satanic sentimentalism.

Love, as defined by God, is doing for a person that which is best for him in the light of eternity, no matter what the
cost may be. That is how it is defined by God. Somehow, when it comes to world evangelism, many people have
forgotten God's definitions and have fallen into sentimentalism. Consider some key Scriptures which illustrate the
distinction between love and Truth.

Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed; And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. -- John 8:31,32

Ultimate freedom may only be achieved by total submission -- unconditional surrender to Truth. There is nothing
here about love.

Love Obeys The Truth

There are many who speak glowingly of their love for Jesus Christ and for lost men. In John 14:15,21,23,24, He
stresses that obedience to Truth is the best form of love:

If ye love me, keep my commandments He that hath my commandments, and keeps them, he it is that
loves me If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and we will come unto
him, and make our abode with him. He that loveth me not keeps not my sayings: ...
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This is what we call the acid test of love -- does a man obey the commandments of the Lord Jesus Christ? It makes
no difference how much we talk about our love if we do not obey Christ. It is obedience that counts, not words.
Obedience without love is theoretically possible, but love without obedience is, in practice, impossible. It is a
satanic substitute for God's plan.

Love Teaches the Truth

John 21 gives an example of one who said much about his love for Jesus. But when it came to obedience, it was not
there. When the pressure came, his resolution collapsed and he denied his Lord. After the resurrection of Jesus, our
Lord confronted Peter lovingly, but in truth:

... Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou knowest
that I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my lambs Feed my sheep Feed my sheep. -- John 21:15-17

How do we express love to the Lord Jesus according to the lesson of this confrontation? By feeding His sheep, as
He also commanded in the great commission, by teaching His people and training them in the whole counsel of
God, teaching them whatsoever I have commanded you.

In Acts 20, we find a good example of an apostle who obeyed the great commission. He says nothing about love to
the Ephesians in this passage. But he exhibited the supreme love of any disciple toward the Ephesians. What did he
do for them? Did he say, I love you, I love you, I love you? Acts 20:26-27 gives the answer:

Wherefore I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all men. For I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of God.

Love Leaves Nothing Out

The result was that all which dwelt in Asia, both Jews and Greeks, heard the word of the Lord Jesus. Paul based his
evangelism on sound doctrinal instruction. That is God's key for world evangelism. The words of Paul in Galatians
1:6 were blunt and necessary as Paul says in Galatians 4, in order to tell them the Truth.

Ephesians 4 tells us how we can achieve the perfect balance. Note the gifts God gave the true Church, the body of
Christ, for service and ministry in this age: And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some evangelists;
and some pastors and teachers. -- Ephesians 4:11

Every one of these gifts in the form of a person is a doctrinal person. They are all totally involved in Truth. All
were totally involved in preaching, teaching, and discipling in the light of revealed Truth. There is no teaching
whatsoever in the New Testament suggesting that love is more important than doctrine or Truth.

Love is referred to in Galatians 4:15 where we read of, speaking the truth in love. Love is the manner and method
of speaking Truth. Love is the servant of Truth. It makes it easier to receive, absorb, and digest. But it must never
be allowed to eclipse or set aside Truth. God's Truth can never change, but God's Truth in the hands of human
messengers is a very delicate and fragile thing.

Love Resists Poisons

There is no living system known to science that can survive without an intricate, elaborate, and constantly-used
system to purify itself from poisons. This is true of God's Church. It is impossible for any organization to survive
unless it has a system to purify itself from poisonous influences.

We need to remember we are in a highly poisoned environment. We are immersed in Satan's world. He has
constant access to every servant of God through his fallen nature. How can the relative success of a Christian's
ministry be evaluated apart from God's infallible inerrant Word? Who is to determine what success means?
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Love Protects the Flock

Did the Lord Jesus encourage His disciples to listen sympathetically to other religious leaders of that time? His
answer is given in Matt. 7:15, Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they
are ravening wolves. Yet we are told today by neo-evangelicals that we should both teach and study in liberal
universities and colleges of theology. There is one thing worse than division and that is peace with compromise.
Truth is infinitely more important than the false unity of the world.

Love Corrects Error

Why? Because for the sake of Truth, even families will be split with hostility so that at least someone within that
unit can perpetuate God's Truth. In Romans 16:17 Paul says,

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which causes divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them.

If we honor and love the Lord Jesus we will watch for anything which may destroy His Truth. We will avoid such
people. 

A good way of life or good doctrine is always contaminated by a bad environment or bad associations. A mere
association of the good with the bad will never make the bad thing better. The good gets worse; the bad does not
improve. It is the same with a rotten apple in a barrel. The bad one never gets better, but the good ones go rotten (1
Cor. 15:33). Is it right for doctrinal purity to be blatantly submerged for the sake of worldly ecclesiastical unity?
Surely this is a total denial of the Holy Spirit's Word through the Scriptures.

-- Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Jr.
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Modern Day Balaams 
Spiritual Counterfeits Conducting Spiritual Fraud* (Numbers 22-24)

Balaam was a diviner (one who uses omens to determine God's will) and a soothsayer (possessing certain powers
not of God), the practices of which were condemned in Deut. 18. Yet by all appearances, Balaam was a man of
God -- a genuine prophet: Balaam's "God-talk" attested to his being a prophet (Num. 22:8,13,34,38; 23:12,28;
24:13); God was speaking to him and through him (Num. 22:9,12,20,32-35; 23:4,5,16,18-24); Balaam appeared to
worship God in spirit and truth (Num. 22:31); and he blessed the people of God (Num. 23:5,7-10,18-24; 24:2-9,15-
19).

There are other instances in the Bible where God appears to pagan peoples and reveals Himself: Ambimalech in a
dream (Gen. 20:6,7); Pharaoh (Gen. 41:25); Nebuchadnezzar before his conversion (Dan. 2,4); Pilate's wife through
suffering in a dream (Matt. 27:19); Saul (1 Sam. 19:23,24); and to Caiphas (Jn. 11:51,52).

Therefore, just because an individual seems to have great powers or a large following or that God is "using" him,
doesn't mean that the person is a genuine "prophet," let alone a believer in Jesus Christ. The person could be a
pagan, a false prophet, a spiritual fraud, who God is using for His purposes. Spiritual frauds are quite capable of
quoting the Word of God, of sounding pious and true, yet can be totally wicked. God speaking through a false
prophet does not signal a believer, any more than Balaam's donkey was a believer because God spoke through him
(Num. 23:21-30). In fact, the deception of a false prophet appearing to be from God was so prevalent in Old
Testament times that God established another screen for true prophets (in addition to accurate predictions) -- "Do
they lead you to worship other gods?" (Deut. 13:1-5).

The bottom line is that we must examine a teacher's fruit of doctrine. If his doctrine is impure, avoid him (Rom.
16:17; 2 Jn. 10,11). Even though his "God-talk" may proliferate, we must examine the fruit of his doctrine --
"diviners" and "soothsayers" cannot be the children of God.

Yet, we have a professing Church today that tolerates Balaams -- "They say some good things. They use the
Bible." Yes, but their doctrine gives them away. They are false prophets, corrupting and destroying the Church
from the inside!

The issue is not whether there is some good in their teachings. The issue is their erroneous doctrinal teachings from
which the Bible commands us to separate. So, look out for those who reject spiritual separation. In these days of
ecumenism, there are scores of frauds about us who make no distinction between what is right or wrong, whose
energies are devoted to man-made unity while they de-emphasize doctrine, whose purposes are to appeal to the
hearts of the masses while neglecting the truth of God. Inclusivism because of areas of agreement can never take
precedence over our obligation to separate because of error.

Believers need to use the weapons of truth which God has given us, so that we identify and deal with every
Balaamite fraud in the spiritual arena in which we live. Note his characteristics. He can be seen everywhere around
us on the landscape of Christendom. Mark such evil entities and avoid them. Learn the lesson Israel learned the
hard way from her unfortunate exposure to Balaam and his unscrupulous methods.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a 1988 sermon by Gil Rugh, Senior Pastor, Indian Hills Community Church,
Lincoln, NE; and from an article by Dave Kazen in the 4/96 Uplook: "Spiritual Fraud," pp. 4-5.
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Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel!*
And now I say unto you, Refrain from these men, and let them alone: for if this counsel or
this work be of men, it will come to nought: But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest
haply ye be found even to fight against God. (Acts 5:38-39)

Some people seem to think that Gamaliel was the only wise man in the whole of the Bible! Whenever wisdom is
needed to assess the latest strange idea or movement to penetrate the churches, we hear the famous "counsel of
Gamaliel" quoted. We hear it endlessly, for example, in connection with the "Toronto Blessing" [laughing revival].

We hear it especially when there is no scriptural support for something. When the rest of the Bible seems to say
"No!" then the counsel of Gamaliel comes to the rescue.

Gamaliel is often preferred above Paul. If the apostle clearly condemns something, his word is pushed aside in favor
of Gamaliel's. But Paul is not alone in this. Gamaliel is even wiser than the Lord Jesus Christ in the estimation of
some. Where Christ says, "Beware of false prophets," Gamaliel says, "Leave them be; just watch and wait. Say and
do nothing. And if they survive and flourish, they will prove to be from God."

A Liberal Appeal

A famous historical appeal to the counsel of Gamaliel was made by the notorious liberal, Harry Emerson Fosdick.
In an infamous sermon of 1922 (entitled, "Shall the Fundamentalists Win?"), Gamaliel was extolled as the
personification of tolerance and magnanimity. Fundamentalists were urged to abandon their narrow and
cantankerous unreasonableness and to adopt the great Gamaliel's intellectual liberalism.

In recent decades, however, evangelicals too have been heard to press the counsel of Gamaliel as a reason for doing
nothing about a range of new trends, including contemporary music in worship and charismatic excesses. The
ministry of warning has been strangled, and the people of God exposed to wild experimentation, all on account of
the wisdom of Gamaliel.

Who, then, was this man Gamaliel? Was he a good and faithful wise man? Did he speak from God? Is his
celebrated counsel as wonderful as many seem to think?

Gamaliel was a leading Pharisee, a doctor of the law, and a member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, who possessed great
influence between A.D. 20 and 58. He believed firmly that God's favor was secured by virtue of being born a Jew,
and by meticulous obedience to the ceremonial law. As a leading Pharisee, he would have been swamped by self-
righteousness and vehemently hostile to salvation by grace through faith.

He was well aware of the teaching of John the Baptist, that Christ was the Lamb of God, appointed to take away
the sin of the world. He was also very familiar with the teaching of Christ, that neither Jewishness nor the
ceremonial law could save the soul, and that individuals must repent and be born again by the power of God. These
teachings he rejected. Indeed, he rejected the idea that Jesus Christ was any more than a man.

If Gamaliel had been affected by the ministry of Christ in the smallest degree, he was nevertheless among those
who loved their position and the esteem of men far more than the praise of God. We must remember that he was
one of those of whom Christ had said: "You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to
do ..." (John 8:44).

Gamaliel's Intervention

Is it true that when the furious Jewish leaders were about to execute the apostles, Gamaliel intervened to save them.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
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The older Protestant commentators, however, were never impressed. How remarkable, they said, that God would
use a proud man with foolish reasoning to blunt the mad fury of a murderous Sanhedrin. The old writers gave the
glory to God, and no credit to Gamaliel.

Calvin expressed astonishment at the intellectual shallowness of Gamaliel, saying, "His opinion is not what one
might expect from a man of wisdom." If Gamaliel had been right, observed Calvin, "men must punish nobody and
all crime must go uncorrected."

Gamaliel's "do-nothing" counsel would certainly bring to an end all law enforcement, if adopted by any State.
Equally, there would be no discipline in the church. God repeatedly commands in His Word that right conduct
should be approved and wrongdoing should be restrained. The Sanhedrin had a duty to establish the truth (using the
Scriptures) and act accordingly.

If the apostles were teaching correctly, they should have been supported and encouraged. If they were teaching
falsehood, they should have been excluded from the Temple, and the people warned. Gamaliel and his colleagues
should have sided either for or against the apostles. Gamaliel's counsel was a total abdication of responsibility. He
said, in effect, "Time will tell. In the meantime, it does not matter whom they mislead."

It must be admitted Gamaliel made two correct statements: first, that the work of men comes to nothing, and
secondly, that the work of God cannot be overthrown. But he failed to note that the fall of the false may not take
place for many centuries! Has Islam fallen yet, or Rome, or Hinduism? By Gamaliel's test, perhaps we should
conclude that these movements are of God. But Gamaliel forgot that God does not judge the false immediately.
Some false institutions will last until Christ destroys them at His Coming.

True Only at Final Judgment

The counsel of Gamaliel is true only when set in the context of eternity, and the final judgment. In the meantime
we have a duty to exercise discernment by the clear guidance of the Word. To substitute the do-nothing counsel of
Gamaliel for discernment leads to one of two consequences, as we have noted. Either we fail to support something
which is right, or we say and do nothing about something which is harmful and dishonoring to God. Gamaliel's
counsel is always foolish, selfish, and hideously costly to the cause of Christ.

In the event, by doing nothing Gamaliel fought against God, because he failed to support God's cause. He even
failed to act when the apostles were beaten and charged not to speak in the name of the Lord.

Gamaliel's absurd counsel was not due to his being a foolish man, for he was a renowned scholar and thinker. His
reasoning was the product of fear. He was afraid of the reaction of the crowds in Jerusalem.

The other members of that hastily convened Jewish Council imagined that they possessed the social standing and
moral authority to get away with whatever their murderous instincts dictated. Gamaliel knew better, realizing that
the death of the apostles could put the Council itself at risk. So he warned, "Take heed to yourselves what you
intend to do."

Counsel of Fear

The Temple police sent to arrest the apostles had not dared to use violence "for they feared as people, lest they
should be stoned" (verse 26). The people sympathized with the apostles on account of their power to heal.

History repeats itself. Just as self-preservation and self-interest was the motive behind Gamaliel's original counsel,
so it is often the reason for its use today. The "Toronto blessing" arrives in a town where a weak and vacillating
pastor leads a fellowship of the Lord's people. "If I oppose this," he reasons," I may lose members in my church.
Worse, the advocates of this new phenomenon may push me aside. On the other hand, if I encourage this new
phenomenon too openly and too early, I will certainly meet with disapproval from others."
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What can this "dishonest steward," this "hireling," do? How will an insincere, indecisive, unprotecting pastor
handle such a dilemma?

He will not find a text presenting the words of Christ, or any prophet or apostle, to justify an ambivalent,
compromising, equivocal position. But fortunately for the unworthy pastor, the words of a proud, self-righteous,
unconverted Pharisee will come to his rescue. The counsel of Gamaliel is available for any pastor or elder interested
only in self-preservation and peace at any price.

Who are these who appeal so much to the counsel of Gamaliel? They are like him. They do not want the counsel of
God, but a safe, easy, and congenial solution. Even with the entire Bible open before them, nothing is to their taste
or of any value except for the words of an unregenerate Pharisee.

Gamaliel, to support his plea to do nothing, mentioned the cases of two rebel leaders who had been killed
(apparently by the Roman authorities), with the result that their influence soon waned. The obvious implication was
that Jesus of Nazareth had also been put to death by the Romans, and his following would doubtless die out in the
same way. Gamaliel further warned that if the movements was from God, to kill the disciples would be to fight
against Him.

So Gamaliel employed two arguments. Number One: If God is not behind the disciples, they will disperse without
our interference. Number Two: If God is behind them, we will be guilty of fighting Him. How frequently these
arguments are heard today! If God is not behind the gimmicks, the worldliness, and the hysterical and occult
practices coming into present-day Christianity, they will die out in time. Therefore, forget all pastoral responsibility
and let them be.

On the other hand, if you act against them, you may find you are quenching and blaspheming the work of the Spirit
of the living God. Therefore, keep off! Don't interfere! Stand on the "touch line." See which way the wind blows.
Do whatever is most advantageous and favorable to yourself and see how matters unfold.

A Test of Pastors!

The most useful purpose of the counsel of Gamaliel to present-day believers is that it serves as an indication of the
depth and reliability of those who function as pastors, leaders, and Bible teachers. The use of the counsel of
Gamaliel in defense of a "do-nothing" or "run-with-the-tide" approach to any new fad is a sure sign of a person
who has an inadequate respect for Scripture as the authoritative judge of all matters.

In other words, the counsel of Gamaliel may tell you much more about a pastor than about how you should respond
to the latest spiritual threats.

It is only to be expected that Gamaliel should be held in high regard by today's "evangelical" Bible commentators.
If the present array of new-evangelical, ecumenical evangelicals can endorse the Pope, then why not Gamaliel?
What is the difference? Both stand tenaciously for works as the basis of salvation, and both reject grace. Both
uphold a mediatorial priesthood imagined to be vested in themselves, and both reject the simplicity which is in
Christ. The similarities could be continued at length. Just as the Pope is now widely accepted as a true man of faith,
so Gamaliel, a Christ-rejecting, proud Pharisee, is regarded as a saintly protector of the apostles.

Fellow believers -- be warned and beware of the counsel of Gamaliel!

* Adapted from an article by Dr. Peter Masters: SWORD & TROWELL, The Metropolitan Tabernacle, Issue: 1995,
No. 3.
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The Siren Song of Unity!*
In Greek and Roman mythology, sirens were women who lured ships onto rocky shores by enticing the sailors with
their singing. Today the world's leaders, like the sirens of mythology, are singing an enchanting song of unification
very similar to the days of Babel: "Then they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to
the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the whole earth'"
(Genesis 11:4).

We have a comparable message coming from the present world's leaders telling us we must rethink our world and
come into a new way of doing things:

"Today humankind is facing a choice,' [Mikhail Gorbachev, former head of the Soviet Union] said. It is
time for every individual, nation, and state to re-think its place and role in world affairs.'... We need to
find a new paradigm .... This search for a new paradigm should be a search for synthesis, for what is
common to and unites people, countries and nations, rather than what divides them'" (From speech
given at the State of the World Forum in San Francisco, Oct., 1995, as quoted in letter from Lucis Trust
promoting World Invocation Day, received March, 1996).

Unfortunately, this "siren song of unity" is reaching into the Christian community. The book A Plea for Purity, Sex,
Marriage, and God, by J. Christoph Arnold (a pastor) includes a foreword by Mother Teresa, with endorsements by
men who also participated in or endorsed "Evangelical & Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium."

Subtly we are being directed toward Christian unity -- a unity not based on the Holy Scriptures and Biblical
doctrine, but founded on social issues ("better families," "sexual purity," "father/son relationships") and Promise
Keeper-like emotional experiences (fathers and sons embracing, standing ovations for pastors, and the joining of
hands during worship songs). As compelling and heart warming as the social issues and emotional experiences
might be, these cannot be the basis for Biblical unity. 

An unbiblical ecumenical union is not in the best interest of the body of Christ. Besides, many pastors and laymen
attending ecumenical gatherings are promoting and practicing beliefs not in accord with Biblical Christianity. This
fact alone should force us, out of respect for Christ and His teachings, as well as for our own spiritual well-being,
to avoid fellowship.

As conscientious and watchful Christians who need to be keenly aware of what Scripture warns about the last days'
generation, we must not only examine, but also scrutinize movements impacting the Church -- their immediate,
individual effects and also their long-term collective effects. Pastors and other church leaders cannot blindly accept
short-term benefits and not consider the long-range consequences. And the long-range consequences of uniting
with movements that want religious unity over Biblical unity will be compromising pastors, diminishing reliance on
the Word and doctrine, lukewarm congregations, unholy alliances with any faith, and eventually embracing the
religion of the Antichrist and the False Prophet.

Individuals who become saved and added to the body of Christ (regardless of when and where) must be discipled
with Christ-centered worship, Bible-based preaching, an "in-the-Bible" Bible study, and taught to test all things
according to Scripture. To lead them into unscriptural teachings and unbiblical unity is to tamper with the good
work started by the Holy Spirit.

Unity Fever is Everywhere

As the following quotations demonstrate, the song of unity has many melodies and many singers:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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(a) "We [participants in the Parliament of World Religions] are persons who have committed ourselves
to the precepts and practices of the world's religions. We confirm that there is already a consensus
among the religions which can be the basis for a global ethic -- a minimal fundamental consensus
concerning binding values, irrevocable standards, and fundamental moral attitudes" (Given at the 1993
Parliament of the World's Religions, September 4, 1993, in Chicago, Illinois).

(b) "The Millennium Council of Faiths is being asked to design suitable 'rites of passage' through
which people will 'die' to old 20th century ways of thinking and being, and emerge as new 21st century
people. Through the Parliament of the World's Religions, the Peace Council, and other major interfaith
organizations, we are building leadership commitments in Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Baha'm, Jain, Sikh, Wicca, Brahma Kumari, Shinto, Indigenous, and other faith traditions to
making the year 2000 a turning point" (The Millennial Moment Initiative: The Overall Plan,
December,1995).

(c) "Now that we [Catholic Church leadership] have briefly set out the conditions for ecumenical
action and the principles by which it is to be directed, we look with confidence to the future. This
Sacred Council exhorts the faithful to refrain from superficiality and imprudent zeal, which can hinder
real progress toward unity" (Decree On Ecumenism proclaimed at Saint Peter's, by Pope Paul VI on
Nov. 21, 1964).

(d) "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study,
and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission. ... In this statement we
address what we have discovered both about our unity and about our differences" (Evangelicals &
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium).

(e) "In spite of its problems, Christian television has done much to help tear down the barriers between
denominations and movements. Catholics now watch Baptists, and Presbyterians watch Pentecostals,
with everyone learning that there is merit to the beliefs of others. There are many Christian events that
draw believers together from across the spectrum of the body of Christ, and genuine interchange is
taking place. There is probably more unity in the church today than at any time in the last one
thousand years" (The Morning Star Prophetic Bulletin, May 1996, "Civil War in the Church").

(f) "We are in the prophesied latter days. This is the harvest time, the transition cycle between the
ending of the old, materialistic age and the New Age of Aquarius, now dawning. This forty-year
period (1960-2000) also is known as the Mark Age, or age of marks and signs when all on Earth know
we are entering a new spiritual dimension of love, peace and brotherhood" (MARK-AGE [Planet
Earth] Love in action for the New Age, [Mark-Age, Inc. is a nonprofit spiritual-educational
organization founded in 1960. Executive director and primary channel is Nada-Yolanda, a prophet for
the New Age and the Second Coming. International headquarters are in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
USA.]).

The body of Christ cannot hide from this unification crusade whether it be political or religious. The Book of
Revelation speaks to both types:

"Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He had two horns like a lamb, but he spoke like a
dragon. He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his behalf, and made the earth and its
inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And he performed great
and miraculous signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to earth in full view of men.
Because of the signs he was given power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants
of the earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword
and yet lived. He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak
and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. He also forced everyone, small and
great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no-
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one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his
name" (Revelation 13:11-17).

Since the Bible speaks of a false world religion in the end times that is an offense to Christ, and since we see a
push for oneness not only from politicians and economists but also from professing Christians, the body of Christ
must have a good understanding of what the Scriptures say about unity among believers.

Shouldn't Truth Unify the Church?

If believers remain in Christ's truth, the unity that He prayed for in John 17:20-26 is possible -- "that they may be
one as We are one. ... I in them and You in Me." Jesus and God are one spiritually. They have one essence or
nature, no separate kingdom, no separate interests, no separate will, no separate desire, and no separate truth. This
is the true unity that the body of Christ should have today. This kind of unity cannot occur in man simply through
ecumenical councils and unbiblical confessions. This unity can come only through the Holy Spirit's work in the
hearts of believers who are committed to the Word and to the testimony of Jesus.

To be Biblically one requires more than church attendance, more than emotional experiences, more than pseudo-
supernatural signs and wonders, more than promises, and more than resolving social ills. It requires "the glory that
You gave Me." What is this glory? "The 'glory' of Christ was His life of self-denying service and His dying on the
cross in order to redeem the human race. Likewise, the 'glory' of the believer is the path of humble service and
bearing his or her cross. Humility, self-denial, and the willingness to suffer for Christ will ensure the true unity of
believers and will lead to true glory" (Full Life Study Bible, p. 1621). This glory is not earned by some work of man
but bestowed by God through Jesus (John 17:22).

Above all else, Jesus and the Father are united with regards to the TRUTH, and believers are to be united likewise:
"Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for
they are the kind of worshippers the Father seeks" (John 4:23). Since truth comes from the Father through Jesus to
the apostles, and the Church is told to build upon the apostles (as well as Jesus), the apostles' teachings should be
followed: "They [the early believers] devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer" (Acts 2:42). The instructions of the apostles of what they knew about Christ and
His teachings became known as doctrines.

It seems interesting that doctrine is being ridiculed in some circles as being divisive: "If people didn't stick to their
'pet doctrines,' the Church wouldn't be so divided." I agree that some people divide over irrelevant issues. However,
Paul warns Timothy to beware, "For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to
suit their own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want
to hear" (2 Timothy 4:3). There is a major distinction between irrelevant issues and sound Biblical doctrine. Sound
Biblical doctrine needs to be aggressively defended, not timidly compromised. Here are some other Biblical
insights into the role of doctrine and its importance to the body of Christ:

(1) "He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage
others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it" (Titus 1:9);

(2) "You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine" (Titus 2:1);

(3) "Watch your life and doctrine closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both
yourself and your hearers" (1 Timothy 4:16); and

(4) "for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurers -- and for whatever else is
contrary to the sound doctrine" (1 Timothy 1:10);

Believers united as Christ defined in John 17 have kept to sound doctrine, and there has always been a remnant like
this:
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"God did not reject His people, whom He foreknew. Don't you know what the Scripture says in the
passage about Elijah -- how he appealed to God against Israel: 'Lord, they have killed Your prophets
and torn down Your altars; I am the only one left, and they are trying to kill me'! And what was God's
answer to him? 'I have reserved for Myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal.' So
too, at the present time there is a remnant chosen by grace" (Romans 11:2-5).

The whole professing church may seem to be succumbing to the unification movement; but a remnant still exists
today who have not bowed down to every new wave, new teaching, or new experience that comes along. They have
not united around social issues, signs and wonders, or a lowest-common-denominator Biblical standard that any
religion can join. They search the Scriptures daily, they worship, they deny themselves, they seek God's face
through prayer and supplication. Their hearts are turned toward their God, asking Him what He desires. Believers
like this, in fact, are united and they possess "the glory that You gave Me, that they may be one as We are one"
(John 17:22).

Since Jesus has left us His Biblical criterion for unity, the leaders of "Christian" ecumenism should willingly use
the Bible as the standard. When looking at the history of God's chosen people and the Church, it is easy to see that
any unity less than the one Jesus defines results ultimately in rebellion against His Word.

Does the Body Have Unity?

According to Paul in Ephesians chapter 4, the Church has unity because Paul instructs believers to "make every
effort to keep the unity of the Spirit" (v. 3). You only keep what you already have. This unity is kept "through the
bond of peace" (v. 3). This bond is defined in verse 2 as humility, gentleness, patience, and love.

Paul goes on in a very "narrow-minded" fashion by showing how exclusive real Biblical unity is. There is one
body, one Spirit, one hope (v. 4), one Lord, one faith, one baptism (v. 5), and "one God and Father of all, who is
over all and through all and in all" (v. 6).

So believers would be able to "grow up into Him who is the Head" (v. 15), Jesus established apostles, prophets,
evangelists, pastors, and teachers (v. 11). Through these offices, the Holy Spirit (a) prepares God's people for works
of service, (b) builds up the body of Christ, (c) brings us to unity in the faith and knowledge of Jesus Christ, thus
enabling us to "become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ" (vs. 12-13).

Once this fullness is attained, believers won't be deceived and seduced by false teachings and false doctrines
promoted by cunning and crafty men, but will speak the truth in love.

How Does the Church Remain United?

Since Jesus is our "wisdom from God -- that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption" (1 Corinthians 1:30),
we need to, "See that what [we] have heard from the beginning remains in [us]. If it does, [we] also will remain in
the Son and in the Father" (1 John 2:24).

As can be seen from John 15:4-11, it is imperative that the Church read, study, know, heed, and do the works of
Jesus as outlined in the Scriptures. "Anyone who runs ahead and does not continue in the teaching of Christ does
not have God; whoever continues in the teaching has both the Father and the Son" (2 John 1:9).

As members in the body of Christ, and with so much emphasis placed by Jesus on remaining in sound teaching, this
responsibility requires that we should not "let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels
disqualify [us] for the prize. Such a person goes into great detail about what he has seen, and his unspiritual mind
puffs him up with idle notions. He has lost connection with the Head, from whom the whole body, supported and
held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow" (Colossians 2:18-19).

If the body of Christ is indeed impotent and not doing the work of the Lord, is visible unity the answer? Or maybe
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it needs to return to the teachings of Christ, the vine! Perhaps the Church needs to return to Christ-centered
worship and preaching of the Word by pastors who believe in the reality and reliability of Scripture, the virgin
birth, the bodily resurrection, salvation by grace through faith alone in Christ alone, and other foundational truths.
Congregations need to desire the Word of God preached and that sin be exposed rather than desire "make-me-feel-
good" sermons, signs, miracles, wonders, and unscriptural experiences as a substitute. Jesus says, "No branch can
bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine."

Can the Body of Christ Afford to Ignore Christ's Warnings?

In the Book of Revelation, Christ tells us what a church should be like:

1. Not tolerating wicked persons -- 2:2
2. Testing the life, doctrine, and claims of Christian leaders -- 2:2
3. Persevering in faith, love, witness, service, and suffering for Christ -- 2:3,10,13,19,26
4. Hating what God hates -- 2:6
5. Overcoming sin, Satan, and the ungodly world -- 2:7,11,17 26; 3:5,12,21
6. Refusing to conform to immorality in the world and worldliness in the church -- 2:24; 3:4
7. Keeping God's Word -- 3:8,10

The Book of Revelation also reveals that churches have a natural tendency to error, to be influenced and misled by
false teaching, and to adapt to the evil, anti-God elements of the world:

1. To the church at Ephesus, Jesus said, "You have forsaken your first love" (2:4);

2. To the church at Smyrna, Jesus said, "I know your afflictions and your poverty -- yet you are rich"
(2:9)! (Notice Jesus had no rebuke for this church that by man's standards was poor.);

3. To the church at Pergamum, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have a few things against you: You have
people there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by
eating food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual immorality. Likewise you also have those who
hold to the teaching of the Nicolaitans" (2:14-15);

4. To the church in Thyatira, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that
woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess. By her teaching she misleads My servants into sexual
immorality and the eating of food sacrificed to idols" (2:20);

5. To the church at Sardis, Jesus said, "... I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but
you are dead. Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds
complete in the sight of My God. Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it,
and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I
will come to you" (3:1-3);

6. To the church at Philadelphia, Jesus said, "I know your deeds. See, I have placed before you an open
door that no-one can shut. I know that you have little strength, yet you have kept My word and have
not denied My name" (3:8). (Notice that Jesus commends them for keeping His Word and for not
denying His name.); and

7. To the church in Laodicea, Jesus said, "I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish
you were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm -- neither hot nor cold -- I am about to
spit you out of My mouth. You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.' But
you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked" (3:15-17).

By the end of the first century, only two churches out of seven are commended by Christ Himself. It seems the
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visible Church does not have a very good track record.

What Should Christians Do?

As the unity/ecumenical pressure increases, those opposing will be considered obstructions to a so-called "move of
God." Any opposing views will be condemned as divisive, negative, proud, unloving, narrow, radical, or some
other malicious label. To be able to stand against the criticism, avoid unholy entanglements, and be confident of
your position, we offer this checklist of questions as a guide to evaluate any ecumenical movement:

1. Is theology built on the 66 books of the Old and New Testament Scriptures used in context?;

2. Is the Biblical Christ the cornerstone?;

3. Is the bodily resurrection of the Biblical Jesus accepted and taught as literal, historical fact?;

4. Does the Biblical Jesus have preeminence in all areas?;

5. Do members love the Jesus Christ identified in the Scriptures, as evidenced by their obedience to His
Word?;

6. Is God's Word the final truth -- the last court of appeals in all matters of faith and doctrine?;

7. Is all worship, preaching, and teaching Christ-centered and leading to the Christ of the Bible?;

8. Do teachers promote the Word and the testimony of Jesus?; and

9. Are the Scriptures viewed as sufficient for all matters of life and godliness? Or are worldly
philosophies and pseudo-scientific teachings brought in under the guise of "All Truth Is God's Truth"?

Christians need to heed Jesus' prayer for unity, and desire, recognize, and work for His kind of unity -- not force
or promote an unbiblical one. Jesus Himself said, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Me" (John 14:6). This claim offends and excludes those who are not sold out to Him. In John
6, some of Christ's disciples were offended by His teaching that "... no one can come to Me unless the Father has
enabled him" (v. 65). Because of this teaching, many disciples abandoned Jesus (v. 66) just like many do today
because of His teachings. After this reaction, Jesus turned to the twelve disciples -- His core group -- and asked,
"You do not want to leave too, do you?" (v. 67). Notice how Simon Peter responded: "Lord, to whom shall we go?
You have the words of eternal life. We believe and know that You are the Holy One of God" (vs. 68-69). No one
else has the words which lead to eternal life or can claim to be the eternal God; so how can Christians unite with
any religious group that does not believe as Peter did?

Don't let the siren song of the current unity movement lure you away from Biblical Christianity or cause you to
make a compromised commitment to the Jesus of the Bible. Instead, stand in true Biblical unity, "the faith that was
once for all entrusted to the saints" (Jude 3).

Foremost, we need to adhere to Christ's teachings, live for Him and through Him, and be willing even to die for
Him as martyrs are doing today in many foreign countries like China and the Sudan. Biblical unity will
automatically follow those whose love and faith in Jesus are more important than life itself. Then true, sold-out
believers will be able to stand for Biblical Christianity, do great works, and be witnesses to a fallen world.
Combined with God's Word and our testimony of Jesus and the genuine power of the Holy Spirit, Christ's Church
will be an unblemished Bride occupying this earthly home until the Bridegroom returns.

"'Yes, I am coming soon.' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus" (Revelation 22:20).
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* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Jim Weikal, Biblical Research and Instruction
Director, Bill Rudge Ministries, Newsletter, Vol. 19, No. 2., pp. 1-5.
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The New Birth*
One evangelist was asked why he preached so often on "Ye must be born again." He answered, "Because ye must
be born again." Have YOU been born again? Without it, you have no hope of escaping the terrors of hell or
enjoying the glories of heaven. The Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again" (John 3:7).

I. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS NOT 

1. It is not a religion. Nicodemus was a Pharisee, a very strict religionist. He celebrated the Passover, paid tithes,
said prayers, brought sacrifices, and tried to keep the Law. To HIM the Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again."
Lawkeeping, joining the church, being baptized, or living up to a religious creed will not save you. There will be
many in hell who did all of these things. Will you? Ye MUST be born again.

2. It is not morality. You may try to keep the golden rule, pay your bills, be a good neighbor, keep out of jail, and
live a clean moral life, but that won't save you.

It is not recorded that our Lord said, "Ye must be born again," to cowardly, vacillating Pilate, or to two-faced,
hypocritical Judas. Why? Because you would say, "I know miserable hypocrites like Judas and men like Pilate need
to be born again, but I'm not like them. I wouldn't betray Christ with a kiss after professing to be His friend. I
wouldn't order Jesus to be beaten and then turn Him over to a howling, blood-thirsty mob to be crucified.
Gangsters, thugs, adulterers, whore-mongers, liars, drunkards, and gamblers need to be born again, but not I. I'm all
right."

My friend, do you realize that God's Son spoke these words on the new birth to a man who was doing his best to
gain heaven? Without a doubt, he was neither a crook, drunkard, nor gambler. He was a true husband, a good
neighbor, a man of clean morals, and religious. If he needed to be born again, so do you. How do you expect to
make it to heaven without being born again if Nicodemus couldn't?

3. It is not reformation. Even if you would quit all your meanness, that would not be the new birth. Your trouble is
not on the outside, but on the inside. You don't need exterior decoration but interior regeneration. Satan wants you
to rest in a false peace. We warn you in Jesus' name, don't be satisfied unless you have been born again.

II. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS 

1. It is a mystery you cannot explain, but a reality no man can explain away. "The wind bloweth where it listeth
(pleaseth), and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth; so is every
one that is born of the Spirit" (John 3:8). Just as Nicodemus could not understand or explain the wind, so no man
can understand or explain the new birth.

But the wind is a reality no man can explain away. Only a fool would say, "I don't believe in the wind because I
have never seen it and I can't understand it."

See the wind move the big limbs of an oak. Watch the wind tear a house to splinters. You cannot deny the reality
of wind! You cannot see the Holy Spirit. You cannot explain Him. But see His mighty power make the harlot pure,
the liar honest, the drunkard sober, the blasphemer pray, and then try to deny the reality of it.

2. It is the work of God by which a poor, lost, guilty, hell-deserving sinner who receives the Lord Jesus receives a
new nature, becomes a child of God, and begins a new life. It is a second birth, a spiritual birth.
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Physical life begins by birth. Spiritual life begins the same way--not by joining a church and becoming religious.
You cannot JOIN the family of God, you must be BORN into it. Someone has said, "You can't make a Christian
out of anybody." True, Christians are not made, they are born.

A birth is the coming into being of a new life which has the nature of its parents. When you were born the first
time, you were made a partaker of the old nature, the sinful nature we all received from Adam. When you are born
again, you become a partaker of the divine nature (II Peter 1:4).

No matter what kind of a religious profession you have made, no matter how good a person you may be morally,
unless you have been made a partaker of the divine nature, you are not saved. God gives you this new nature the
moment you receive His Son. It is instantaneous. You can no more be born again by degrees than you can shoot a
firecracker by degrees.

When you are born again, you begin living a new life; it is the evidence of the new Life dwelling within you. That
is what happened when you were born the first time; you began living a life you had never lived before.

Some think they are going to heaven just because they went forward in a meeting. Be sure you are born again.
There may be a more spectacular change in the life of one who is a drunken, railing blasphemer, but even in you
who have not been down deep in sin, there is bound to be a change when you are born again. There will be a new
attitude towards the Lord Jesus Christ, His Word, and His people.

Are you SURE you have been born again? If you are not certain about this most solemn matter, read on (John 3:36-
-"He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life.").

III. WHY YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN 

1. Because the Lord Jesus Christ said so. That ought to settle it.

2. Because you have a sinful nature. The nature we all receive from Adam is fallen, corrupt, and totally depraved.
God says the heart of man is desperately wicked and deceitful above all things (Jeremiah 17:9). With this old
nature, you could not even enjoy yourself in heaven, let alone rejoice in God's presence and worship Him. Instead,
the lost are destined for a Christless eternity--an eternal hell-fire beyond the most horrible description. Heaven is a
holy place. When you are born again, God gives you a new nature that you might desire holy things, now and in
heaven.

3. Because you cannot save yourself. "For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the
gift of God: Not of works, lest any man should boast" (Ephesians 2:8,9). "Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to His mercy He saved us ..." (Titus 3:5a). Now don't skip lightly over these two
quotations from God's Holy Word. Read them again and again until the truth grips you. You cannot save yourself--
you MUST be born again--and that by the sovereign will of Almighty God.

IV. HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN 

"He came unto His own, and His own received Him not. But as many as received Him, to them gave He power to
become the sons of God, even to them that believe on His Name: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:11-13).

1. It is not of blood. You are not a Christian just because your parents may be. You do not inherit salvation from
your parents. Even though your folks may be saved, if you have not been born again, you are lost.

2. Nor of the will of the flesh. It is not by your own efforts and will power. You will fail. So why not stop trying to
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work your way to heaven? Instead of trying, trust, receive, depend upon the One who died and rose again.

3. Nor of the will of man. It is not brought about by any of man's religious creeds, systems, or ceremonies. No man
or organization can do anything to you or for you that will make you a child of God. Join what you will, go through
ceremony after ceremony, memorize creeds, and try to keep the rules and regulations of man-made systems, but it
will not save you.

4. But of God. The Lord Jesus said you must be born "of the SPIRIT." It is 100% God's work, not yours. It is a
miracle. Only God can perform it. If God has not done a work in your life, you are not born again. Your part is to
believe God's record about you: You must believe that you are a lost, worthless sinner, and in desperate need of a
Savior. You must repent of your sins and receive the Lord Jesus Christ as both Lord and Saviour. He died on
Calvary's cross, satisfying the righteousness and justice of God, that He might take your sins and punishment upon
Himself. He arose and is seated today as God's Man at the right hand of the Majesty on high (see Hebrews 1:3), and
He is offered to you as God's only way of salvation (see John 14:6). When you receive HIM, you will be saved, for
Paul says we are "... children of God by faith in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:26).

You do not receive Christ by taking communion, or by being baptized, or by joining a church, or by any other
human effort. You receive Christ by faith and trust alone in His finished work on the cross. 

Ye MUST be born again!

* Adapted from a tract by Paul J. Levin; Bible Tracts, Inc.; Normal, Illinois.
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God's Sovereign Election to Salvation

"We believe that in order to be saved, sinners must be regenerated, or born again; that regeneration
consists in giving a holy disposition to the mind; that it is effected in a manner above our
comprehension by the power of the Holy Spirit, in connection with divine truth, so as to secure our
voluntary obedience to the gospel; and that its proper evidence appears in the holy fruits of repentance,
and faith, and newness of life." (Quoted from: BAPTIST CHURCH MANUAL, Revised, J.M. Pendleton,
1966, Broadman Press, Nashville, Tennessee, pp. 49-50)

Believers are born into God's family, NOT by man's will but by God's will. We are not free to choose Christ at any
time. Man's will is in BONDAGE to his nature. But God's people -- believing sinners -- shall be WILLING in the
day of His power, when Jesus Christ is revealed for Who He is, the Savior of the sinners (John 1:13; Psa. 110:3;
Phil. 2:13).

Salvation is the miraculous gift of God's grace given to all who believe on the Son (i.e., to all whom God has
sovereignly ELECTED to salvation). It includes all that God does in saving the elect from the penalty, power, and
presence of sin, and in restoring them to a right relationship with God. As such, it is solely the work of God from
initiation to completion. It cannot be gained by good works, but is a free gift for all whom God has ENABLED to
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and His finished work on the cross. All who so put their faith in Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord have been forgiven and saved from their sins and declared righteous before God (Christ's
righteousness is imputed to the sinner [Rom. 4:22-24], not "infused" as Roman Catholicism teaches -- i.e.,
believers have been declared righteous, not made righteous), and have been born into the family of God by the
regenerating work of the Holy Spirit. God's purpose for saving His elect is so that they bring glory to Him by their
lives (Rom. 1:16; 10:17; Acts 16:14b; Eph. 1:7; 2:8,9; Jn. 1:12,13; Rom. 9:16; 2 Cor. 5:21; Phil. 1:6; Titus 2:11-14;
3:5-7; 1 Pe. 1:18- 19; Jn. 5:40; 6:44; 3:36; 5:24; 1 Jn. 5:1).

Because of man's depravity, blindness, and rebellious nature, salvation is possible only as a gift without merit; i.e.,
grace alone is efficacious to the saving of the soul (Eph. 2:8,9). This "gift" of salvation includes all things necessary
as evidence that one has trusted Christ; i.e., the faith necessary to trust Christ and the repentant heart necessary to
turn from sin to Christ are both gifts from God to His elect (Acts 13:48; Eph, 2:8,9; Phil. 1:29; Rom. 2:4; Acts
5:31; 11:18; 14:27; 2 Tim. 2:25).

A life of obedience to the law -- that which God demands -- has been performed by the doing and the dying of
Jesus Christ -- His sinless life and His obedient death. Sinners are enabled to present the righteousness of Christ to
God by faith. Therefore, total forgiveness is granted by God based on the substitutional death of Christ on behalf of
the believer, thereby imputing to the believer the righteousness of God in Jesus Christ. All believers acknowledge
their sinful condition and trust in the death of Christ to pay the penalty for sin past, present, and future (1 Jn. 1:9).
To acknowledge sin as sin is a confession that characterizes believers. The responsibility of believers is to flee all
unrighteousness (1 Thes. 1:9b; 1 Tim. 6:11; 2 Tim. 2:22), having an appreciation for the cleansing ministry of Jesus
Christ (1 Jn. 2:1,2).

A "Christian," then, is the result of the creative act which Scripture calls regeneration -- a new birth. In order to be
saved, sinners must be "born again" (Jn. 3:3,5; Eph. 2:1,5; 1 Jn. 5:1), which is the new creation in Christ Jesus (2
Cor. 5:17; Col 2:13; Jn. 3:8). It occurs the instant a person believes on and receives the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord (Acts 16:30,31); i.e., it is not a process (Jn. 5:24). In the new birth, the one dead in trespasses and in sins
is made a partaker of the divine nature and receives eternal life, the free gift of God (Rom. 3:23; 6:23).

Q & A on Election

Q: I still don't agree with your view on election, I think it's fraught with too many contradictions with Scripture.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/repent.htm
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A: There are no contradictions with Scripture, only with man's desire to make himself sovereign over God, rather
than vice versa.

Q: How does one reconcile the numerous verses where God says it is not His wish that any should perish, but that
all should go to heaven? Here's the crux of the matter: how could God possibly claim this, that He wishes all could
go to heaven, if He very well knows that He hasn't enabled all, by regenerating them, to "accept" Christ? This is
tough for Christians themselves to answer.

A: This is not hard at all to answer. You are referring to 2 Pe. 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise,
as some understand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to
repentance." Notwithstanding the fact that God is writing to His elect (NOT the entire world of humanity -- see
Peter's introduction to this epistle), God is expressing His "Desiretive"/"moral" will, which is not to be confused
with His "Declarative"/"Determinative"/"Decretive"/"Predestined" will (e.g., the creation of the world or the eternal
doom of Satan). A sovereign God desires, or has pleasure in (e.g., that all be saved), the accomplishment of that
which He does NOT necessarily declare or determine or decree or predestine will be accomplished. God also
commands (i.e., desires) obedience from all, but He does not declare or determine or decree or predestine it so, but
nevertheless, holds us accountable for our disobedience. 

Acts 3:19 (KJV) [Repent] ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;
Acts 8:22 (KJV) [Repent] therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of
thine heart may be forgiven thee.
Acts 17:30 (KJV) And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every
where to [repent]:
Acts 26:20 (KJV) But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and throughout all the
coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should [repent] and turn to God, and do works
meet for repentance.

This is God's desiretive will displayed in all four of the verses above, yet He has not decreed that all will repent.
Only those will repent who have been GRANTED repentance by God:

Acts 11:18 (KJV) When they heard these things, they held their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then
hath God also to the Gentiles GRANTED REPENTANCE UNTO LIFE.

Back to this verse (2 Pe. 3:9), God patiently waits until all the ELECT are brought to repentance, that none of them
may perish. (This is to whom Peter writes in both of his letters -- the ELECT -- 1 Pe. 1:1; 2 Pe. 1:10.) (See also 2
Pe. 3:9; Ezek. 18:23, 32; 33:11; Acts 17:30; Rom. 2:4.)

Q: Election is hard in witnessing because it violates God's attributes (His love for all and the fact that Christ died
for the sins of the whole world). Therein lies another dilemma -- Why did God say Christ died for the sins of the
whole world while He very well knew He would only enable a few to benefit from it? He might as well have said
that Christ died only for the sins of those whom God had chosen.

A: This is flawed logic. God had to die for the sins of the whole world, or He would not be able to hold all
responsible for their unbelief. If He had not provided for (through the blood of Christ) the salvation of all, He
would be unjust in requiring that they all repent. His justice requires that the Guiltless One die for the guilty (Rom.
3:23-26). No one could be held accountable for NOT turning to Christ for salvation unless there is a sense in which
God has appointed His Christ to be the Savior of all the guilty ones. When Christ judges the wicked (Rev. 20 -- the
Great White Throne Judgment), it will be evident that He does so in full justice! (Romans 3:25,26):

Moreover, who are we to question God for His sovereign election?
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Romans 9:14-26 (KJV) What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid. For
he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom
I will have compassion. So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that
showeth mercy. For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up,
that I might show my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth.
Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth. Thou wilt say
then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will? Nay but, O man, who art
thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made
me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour,
and another unto dishonour? What if God, willing to show his wrath, and to make his power known,
endured with much longsuffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction: And that he might make
known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory, Even
us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles? As he saith also in Osee, I will
call them my people, which were not my people; and her beloved, which was not beloved. And it shall
come to pass, that in the place where it was said unto them, Ye are not my people; there shall they be
called the children of the living God.

Q: What logic was there in Christ saying to us to go and make disciples of all nations when He knew quite clearly
that only a few have been enabled to accept the message? He could have said for us to go and preach the Gospel
only to those whom God had enabled to accept Christ.

A: By man's "logic," there would indeed be no reason to evangelize. But God says this is the means He will use to
bring the elect to repentance. By your logic, we could also ask "why should we pray?" The old saying that "prayer
changes things," holds no water for a sovereign God. God's sovereign will controls all -- the purpose of prayer is to
line up our wills with the will of God. The purpose of evangelizing is to obey and to be used by Him in His
glorious purposes. Some of the greatest preachers of election of all time (e.g. Edwards, Spurgeon, etc.) were great
evangelists. Why, if only the elect would be saved? Because God commanded it, and these were men of great faith
and great obedience.

Q: Your theory of election has frightening questions which seem to violate who God is. I'm not accusing you of
being a heretic -- all I'm saying is I prefer Dave Hunt's Arminianism because, even though it has HUGE problems,
these don't contradict what we already know about God, but they cannot be answered because we simply don't have
that info in the Bible.

A: This is nonsense. The reason Arminians don't like election is because it puts total control in God's hands, i.e., it
makes salvation all of God and none of man. In our flesh, we don't like that. How is God's character violated (as
Dave Hunt teaches in his almost maniacal rantings against the sovereignty of God) when we say salvation is all of
Him and none of us? In the Romans' verses I quoted above, God says all are depraved, and from that pool of ALL
depraved humanity, God has mercy on some to salvation. That is perfectly in character with God's holy Nature. The
question should be, "Why does God save anyone?" Are we going to ask the Potter, "Why did you make me like
this?" (Rom. 9:19-21)? God forbid!

Q: For instance, Hunt's assertion that foreknowledge is the cause of predestination elicits the question, "How could
God know something was going to happen if He hadn't decided it should happen?" In our human realm, it's
impossible, but I don't see any contradiction with Scripture if I assert that it has to be possible with God, as
opposed to what you espouse which answers that question (by saying He knows because He's decided it will
happen), but in the process seemingly contradicts God's attributes (as I've explained above).

A: This is a misconception of the Bible's use of the word "foreknow." God's sovereign plan of "deciding what will
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happen," does not contradict His attributes at all! In fact, this supports His sovereignty. Do you think that God is
surprised by what happens in this world? An omniscient God is surprised by nothing. If He had not decreed
everything to happen in His sovereign plan, or at the minimum, decreed the framework from which everything
happens according to His plan, He'd have to be surprised, and THAT would violate His character. 

Q: The question of the "regenerate unbeliever" is another hot one! We're told that one cannot choose Christ because
he cannot will to do so, but that once we're regenerated, we "cannot avoid" choosing Christ (irresistible Grace).

A: That's correct. No more than we can avoid choosing diesel fuel for a car that our mechanic has pulled the gas
engine and replaced it with a diesel engine. Our choice is a "free will" choice, but the choice is now "bound" by the
new engine. This analogy is a good one for the new heart in "choosing Christ" -- it's a free will choice, but the
choice is bound up in the fact that our will follows the new heart and, therefore, can make no other choice.

Q: We can safely say, for the sake of argument, that once regenerated, we're at the same "spiritual level" as Adam
was before Adam sinned. But Adam was able to "resist" God's will, just as much as a regenerate person could
choose to "resist" accepting Christ.

A: The Bible does not tell us the nature of Adam's heart when He sinned. We cannot at all "safely say" what
spiritual level Adam was at when he sinned. That was a completely different dispensation (The Age of Innocence).
Also, having been given a regenerate heart does not mean that it renders one unable to sin. A regenerate man still
has the Adamic nature, which we struggle against throughout our time of sanctification (Rom. 7). Therefore, to fall
back on Adam as an example is meaningless. [Some Sovereign Grace theologians make a good case that Adam, in
his perfect innocence at creation, did have free will in the truest sense -- he could choose good or evil by a will
totally unbound by the fallen nature. As we know, he chose to sin, thereby resulting in the Fall and the imputation
of a sin nature to all of humanity, to which the will then became bound, both his will by imputation, and our wills
by inheritance.]

Q: What do you see as the difference between the will of man and the will of the flesh (John 1:13)? If there is a
difference, which one is totally depraved, or are both totally depraved?

A: Both come from the depraved nature of man.

Q: The Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position elects certain men to salvation and certain men to damnation?

A: Some argue for a double-election. But I think Romans 9:20-23 is quite clear. All have sinned and are destined
for a Christless eternity. But God, in His grace, elected some (from the pile of depraved clay) for glory. Those not
elected are LEFT in their depraved condition, NOT elected to it.

Q: Are you stating that God is willing to predestinate some to everlasting bliss and others to everlasting suffering?

A: I think this was covered in my answer above. ALL are destined to everlasting suffering, BUT for God's grace in
electing some for salvation. Why does He elect some and not others? The question should be, "Why has He elected
anybody?" Because of His mercy and grace, some He has DECLARED righteous and IMPUTED the righteousness
of His Son.

Q: Was I, before I got saved, in Adam or in Christ? If I was in Christ, did I fall out of Christ, get into Adam, and
then get out of Adam and back into Christ?
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A: This question doesn't make any sense. You can be of the elect and still not YET be saved, because God has not
yet regenerated your heart. But, in God's good time, all the elect will be saved.

Q: Jesus said: "... how often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her
wings, and ye would not!"

A: Of course they would not -- they were not elect. Nevertheless, Jesus DESIRED that they be saved, yea, even
COMMANDED obedience (which is impossible without Christ).

Q: Luke 13:34, how can the Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position state that the will of man plays no part in the
performance of the will of God?

A: The will of man plays NO part -- that is correct. If man's will can in any way whatsoever trigger the
"performance" (your word) of the will of God, then God is NOT the Almighty Sovereign He claims Himself to be
in the Bible. Salvation is either all of God or none of God.

Q: Jesus said He "would" but the people said we "would not."

A: Not until He grants them the faith and the power to repent; i.e., regenerates them with a new heart. The will of
man is bound by his nature. New nature, new will. The old nature WILL NOT, yea CANNOT, choose Christ. The
new nature WILL "choose" Christ -- no other choice can be made. That is what is meant by the phrase -- "Man's
will, bound yet free." Man's will is always bound by his nature.

Q: Many modern-day Arminians are in opposition to the view that "faith" comes to us as a "bestowed gift."

A: Speaking purely from my own salvation experience, if this were not a "bestowed gift" in my believing, working,
and persevering, I don't have an egg's chance of surviving a trip over Niagara Falls. I don't know a single thing that
I ever did which was acceptable to God that was not a "bestowed gift." John Bunyan once said that the best prayer
he ever uttered had enough sin in it to damn the world, and I must plead the same depravity as Bunyan. Faith is
indeed the "bestowed gift" of God, for it is His own creative work by the Word of God and its use by the Holy
Spirit. We are born "OF" (ek) the Spirit, BY (I) the Word of God. We are distinctly told that it is "not of blood, nor
of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:13). Whatever is essential to salvation is a
"work," and whatever is a "work" is a "condition," and whatever is a "condition" is what the Holy Spirit "bestows"
upon us in accomplishing the making of us new creations in Christ. The real issue is, "Who is sufficient for these
things? -- God or man?" "For who maketh thee to differ from another? and what hast thou that thou didst not
receive?" (1 Cor. 4:7).

Q: Isn't it clear that God has a will, the people have a will; God willed one thing, the people willed the opposite;
therefore God's will was not performed? This is a common occurrence throughout the Scriptures. How can you
explain this from the Bible?

A: Shame on you! Do you realize what you are saying? "Man can prevent God's will from functioning"!!! I'm sorry,
but you have just made man sovereign and God subject to man's will! You are confused between God allowing
something to happen and being forced to go along with the flow of man's will. This is very dangerous ground to be
on.
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And so the way is prepared for that caricature of gospel preaching, that consists chiefly in begging the
sinner to come to Jesus before it is too late, leaves the false impression that it is quite in his power to
come today or tomorrow, or whatever time may be convenient to him, and that presents a very willing
but powerless Jesus, that would ever be pleased to save the sinner, but is incapable to do so unless the
sinner gives his consent. The "whosoever will may come" is presented as meaning: "All men can will
to come whenever they please." And instead of the truth of the gospel that no man can come to Christ
unless the Father draw him, we now hear; "No, Christ cannot come to the sinner, unless the sinner
permit him!" Here is a fair example of it: "God is ready, God is willing, God is eager, God is anxious,
God is pleading for the privilege of washing away the sins of every soul in the precious blood of His
son and heir. But His hands are tied, His power is limited, His grace is constrained by you. If you want
to be saved, God is willing to save you. If you don't want to be saved, there isn't anything that even
God can do to rescue you from that pit of eternal burning." That is what becomes of the preaching of
the gospel when the truth of God's sovereign grace is either forgotten or denied. Call it the gospel, if
you like; to me it is nothing short of blasphemy of the name of the living God! An anxious and
pleading God, whose power is limited, and whose hands may be tied by the proud and stubborn sinner,
who is less than dust of the balance, is no God, but a miserable idol! (Herman Hoeksema (1886-1965)
in Whosoever Will).

Note on Calvinism vs. Arminianism -- The "Five Points of Calvinism" 

The five points of Calvinism were in response to the heretical teachings of Arminius, not vice versa. In fact,
Arminius "five points" (i.e., "five articles of faith") were drawn up in 1610 by his followers, one year AFTER
Arminias's death. The Arminians presented these five doctrines to the state of Holland in the form of a
Remonstrance, protesting the Belgic Confession of Faith and the Heidelberg Catechism, and demanding that the
official standards of the Church of Holland be changed to conform to the "five articles." In 1618, the Synod of
Dort  was called to examine each of the five views of Arminius as detailed in the Remonstrance; it met in 154
sessions over a seven month period, culminating in 1619 with a total rejection of all five points. Knowing a mere
rejection would be insufficient, the so-called "five points of Calvinism" were set out to specifically answer each of
the five articles of Arminius: (See also, "Five Points," by G.A. Chan.)

(1) Calvinists believe man is Totally Depraved in all his faculties, dead in trespasses and sins, and
completely unable to turn to God apart from regenerating grace. Arminians, on the other hand, contend
that man's depravity has not rendered him incapable of savingly exercising his will in trusting Christ for
salvation. Arminians, therefore, emphasize the so-called free will of man, while Calvinists stress the
free grace of God.

(2) Calvinists maintain that Election is Unconditional, arising from God's free and sovereign grace. In
opposition to this truth, the main body of Arminians affirm election to be conditional, issuing forth
from God's foreknowledge of faith in some whom He then designates as His elect: “Some Arminians
contend God does not [even] know the free actions of men, not because He cannot know them, but
because He chooses not to do so” (Abstract of Systematic Theology, Boyce, p. 120).

(3) Calvinists avow the atonement was specifically made for God's elect only. Hence, they hold to
Particular Redemption or Definite Atonement. Because of this position, they are wrongly accused
by Arminians of believing in a Limited Atonement. In reality, it is the Arminians, not the Calvinists,
who limit the atonement, for, in their system of belief, Christ died for all men equally, rendering all
men savable, but securing the salvation of no one.

(4) Calvinists affirm that God's grace is always effectual in saving the elect. This truth is sometimes
referred to as Irresistible Grace. Although saving grace is irresistible, it is so, not because the sinner is
saved against his will, but because he is made willing to be saved through the change of his nature, and
thus, his will in the new birth (Psalm 110:3). Many Calvinists prefer to call this truth the Effectual
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Call or Efficacious Grace. Arminians, on the other hand, believe that the sinner can effectively resist
the grace of God until he ultimately thwarts God's purpose to save him. It is evident, therefore, whom
Arminians regard to be sovereign. -- Arminians make man to be the sovereign and God to be bound by
man's choice.

(5) Calvinists maintain that the elect who have been born again will persevere in their faith and never
fall away so as to be lost forever. This is the doctrine of the Perseverance of the Saints. While they
do believe in the eternal security of the born-again believer, Calvinists do not teach that every person
who professes faith in Christ is thereby saved and eternally secure (i.e., false professors are not saved).
Arminians are divided on this issue. Some Arminians believe in the security of the professed believer,
e.g., the General Baptists of England, most modern Baptists, and some others. Indeed, it is because of
an Arminians' belief in the security of the believer that they deny they are Arminians (e.g., Dave Hunt).
Other Arminians contend that believers can fall away from Christ so as to be finally lost in hell (e.g.,
Free Will Baptists, Wesleyans, Campbellites, and Pentecostals).

The soteriological (salvational) concepts of Calvinists are always consistent with the sovereignty of God. Indeed,
God's sovereignty, along with the Biblical revelation of His nature and attributes, is the foundational truth on which
all other aspects of soteriology are founded. In contrast, Arminian soteriology rests upon the so-called free will of
man, as did Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism from whose roots Arminianism has developed. Instead of pointing
men to a sovereign God whose grace alone can save, Arminianism relies on the supposed sufficiency of the human
will to choose to be saved when influenced by the gospel. Thus, the foundational doctrine of Arminianism is man's
alleged free will, not God's free grace; its chief emphasis is human merit, not divine sovereignty; it worships at the
altar of choice not mercy; it stresses what is fair, not just; and it elevates humanity, not deity.

The Arminian tree has produced much rotten fruit. Arminianism has produced so-called decisional salvation with
its anxious seats, mourners benches, counseling rooms, and the modern invitation, which is nothing less than a
psychological tool to coerce people into professing faith in Christ. With its emphasis on fairness and God's owing
every person the same opportunity to be saved, it has given rise to contemporary humanism and the whole modern-
day rights movement. Because human choice is the high doctrine of this system, to which every other teaching
must be adjusted, many sinful and abominable practices based on the so-called right of choice have developed
wherever Arminianism has prevailed. [Adapted and/or excerpted from an article by Royce Smith.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2003
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The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation*
C.H. Spurgeon once made the statement: "Brethren, we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the
Bible."

We are living in a day and age where man is taught to think good thoughts, high thoughts, wonderful thoughts
about himself. Within the last 20 years or so there has been a covert invasion in Christianity in America without
hardly a whimper of protest. This invasion can best be described as "Christian" psychology, which is nothing more
than watered-down humanism. While there are millions of people searching for answers to their complicated
problems created by their increasingly complex lives, psychology comes along and attempts to answer and solve
man's sin problems and its consequences through the building up and restoration of man's self-esteem and self-
image. We are told today to get in touch with our inner self and ask the question: "How do you feel about yourself?
" The bottom line is, it doesn't amount to a hill of beans what we think or feel about ourselves, but what does the
Bible say and teach.

This matrimony between psychology and Christianity has created an unholy alliance which is producing some
strange children that are permitting, promoting, and preaching deceiving, dangerous, and damnable false doctrines.
This diabolical psychobabble of self-love is sweeping through churches today among self-seeking men in a self-
centered society whose greatest problem is a desire to worship at the altar of self. The apostle Paul warned us that
one of the characteristics of the last days would be that "men shall be lovers of their own selves" (2 Tim. 3:2).

I'm afraid many so-called fundamental/evangelical churches and preachers have fallen into the trap of teaching this
mushy self-worth propaganda that seeks to camouflage itself in robes of charity and tolerance. Churches and
preachers alike are abandoning their God-called purpose of holding up the mirror of God's Word and graphically
revealing to man what he really looks like in the sight of a holy God. The missing message in modern-day
preaching is the Biblical doctrine of repentance, where a sinner is convinced and convicted of his exceeding
sinfulness and lost condition.

Christ Preached Repentance

"Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom
of God, And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe
the gospel" (Mark 1:14-15).

When the very Son of God, the Lord Jesus Christ, appeared upon the scene in His public ministry, He came
preaching the narrow and exclusive doctrines of repentance and faith. If Jesus felt compelled to preach such a
message before a lost and dying world, so should we. Galatians 1:6-9 teaches that there is only one gospel, and if
any gospel message leaves out the doctrine of repentance or faith or both, you can be assured it is a false gospel.

Meaning of Repentance

The words "repent," "repentance," and "repented" are mentioned over 100 times in the Bible. There has been a lot
of misunderstanding and confusion over what the word repentance means. When the word "repent" is used in the
Word of God in the context of Biblical salvation, it is referring to a truly God-given, Spirit-led change of heart and
mind toward God about sin.

"Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out ..." (Acts 3:19).

The greatest need for any sinner is have his sins blotted out, but a man will never have the pardon of sin while he is
in love with his sin. There must be a hatred of sin, a loathing of it, a turning from it. Repentance is a revolution in
dealing with our attitude and view towards sin and righteousness. Repentance is not something one does with his
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hands, but it is an inward attitude of the soul. Sin must become, in the eyes of the sinner, exceedingly sinful.

All Sinners Are Condemned

Everyone knows they are not perfect, but for most sinners that is consolation, not condemnation. But the Bible
declares all sinners are already condemned:

"For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might
be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God" (John 3:17-18).

The problem is "all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God" (Rom.3:23). Man, in his lost, sinful,
condemned state, has failed to glorify God. Until a person becomes personally exceedingly sinful in his own eyes,
he will never see his need for repentance. Eph.2:1 says man is spiritually dead; Rom.3:10 and Isa.64:6 tells us no
one is righteous before a holy God; Rom.3:19 says all stand guilty and condemned before God; Eph.4:18 declares
all sinners are separated from God whose hearts and minds are blinded so that they cannot understand God or the
things of God.

Repentance basically involves two facts: the fact of sin and the fact of God's grace. If a person is not a sinner, he
would not need to repent, and if God was not the God of all grace, it would do no good to repent. Repentance
implies sin, sorrow for it, and a changed attitude towards God about it.

It should also be stressed that repentance itself is not a human act, but comes only from God (Rom.2:4) -- it is a
divine gift of God (Acts 5:31; 11:18; 2 Tim. 2:25).

The Nature of Repentance

In true Biblical repentance, there will be three things to occur as God does a work of grace upon the sinner's heart:

1) Conviction -- where sin is admitted. Man must see himself as a lost, ruined, guilty, desperately wicked sinner
without hope or help, in danger of hell. In repentance, a lost sinner not only sees himself as a sinner, but he
recognizes the fact that he has sinned against a righteous and holy God. The message that Paul preached was:
"repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). In repentance, there will be
confession of sin to God (Psa. 32:5; 51:1-4).

2) Contrition -- where sin is abhorred. When one sees himself as he appears before God, he is brought to a place
where there is godly sorrow for his sin and hates it altogether.

"For I will declare mine iniquity; I will be sorry for my sin." (Psa. 38:18); "For godly sorrow worketh
repentance to salvation not to be repented of ..." (2 Cor. 7:10).

To hate sin is to love God. In true repentance, there is not only the desire to escape the consequences of sin, but to
be rid of sin itself as a thing displeasing to God.

3) Conversion -- where sin is abandoned. Repentance involves the forsaking of sin:

"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the
LORD, and he will have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon" (Isa. 55:7);
"He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have
mercy" (Prov. 28:13).

Repentance is not only a heart broken for sin, but also from sin. We must forsake what we would have God
forgive.
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It should be stressed that it is not enough just to turn away from sin; one must also turn to God for salvation:

"... to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive
forgiveness of sins ... should repent and turn to God ..." (Acts 26:18,20).

In true repentance, there is conviction, contrition, and conversion as one turns from his sin to Christ for salvation.
Salvation is deliverance of a person from his sin, not merely from a sinful environment. Jesus Christ is the Saviour
from not only the penalty and punishment of sin, but also the power of sin.

Why Did Jesus Come?

"... I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Matt. 9:13).

The reason Jesus came to this earth was to call sinners to repentance. Those who did not see themselves as sinners,
deserving God's wrath, were not candidates for God's salvation. The sinner must reject his own righteousness,
because Jesus did not come to call the righteous, not even the self-righteous. The only way a sinner will come to
reject his own righteousness is by coming face to face with his own wickedness. You can take it from the lips of
Jesus Himself as a settled issue that He will not call the righteous. Only those to whom it is revealed (by God's
Spirit) that they are lost, depraved, ungodly sinners will respond to the calling of the Saviour in salvation.

All Sinners Commanded To Repent and Believe

Jesus soundly declared the message in His day: "repent ye, and believe the gospel." Repentance and faith are
inseparable and occur simultaneously in a sinner's heart; you cannot have one without the other. The order as given
in the Bible is repentance and faith (Mark 1:15; Acts 20:21; 26:20; 2 Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1).

Repentance is turning from sin; and faith is turning to Christ. Repentance comes about through the convicting
power of the Spirit of God using the Word of God to cause a change of attitude, action, and affection.

Saving faith is trust in and reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ as one's personal Lord and Saviour. Saving faith is
believing with your heart; it is coming to Christ, receiving Christ, looking to Christ, calling upon Christ to save
your soul.

Yes, Jesus said you must repent and believe the gospel, because the gospel of Christ is the power of God unto
salvation, to every one that believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel, the good news for every sinner, is that Christ died on
the cross for our sins, as our Substitute, and shed His precious blood to wash away our sins, and arose from the
dead on the third day in order that we might have the forgiveness of sins and have eternal life through Him.
Salvation of one's soul is the most important thing in this whole world.

But repentance without faith is nothing more than remorse or regret. And faith without repentance makes Christ
nothing more than a fire escape. There must be a work of repentance and faith upon the sinner's heart before
salvation can become a reality. Repentance is caused by the working of the Holy Spirit who takes the Sword of the
Spirit and slays the sinner's self-righteousness, self- goodness, self-decency, self-esteem, and causes him to cry
out: "God be merciful to me a sinner" (Luke 18:13) and "what must I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30).

Serious Questions To Consider

Is the preaching of repentance important?

Jesus thought so enough that He preached it. John the Baptist preached it (Matt. 3:1-2). The apostles were
commanded to preach it: "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all
nations, beginning at Jerusalem" (Luke 24:47).
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Who is commanded to repent?

"And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to repent:"
(Acts 17:30).

The good, the bad, the rich, the poor, the old, the young, the educated, the uneducated -- every man must repent
because we are all sinners. Notice it is God's command that 
is to be obeyed, now.

What happens if you don't repent?

"I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3,5).

The worst thing in the world for any person is to perish in their sins without Christ as their Saviour and spend an
eternity in the lake of fire, to be tormented and suffer forever and ever.

"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the
world; but that the world through him might be saved" (John 3:16-17).

Turn from yourself and sin and turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to save your soul -- that is the sinner's only hope.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 4/98 Plains Baptist Challenger: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
DOCTRINE OF REPENTANCE?, by Dean Robinson. The original of the article can be found at
<http://www.llano.net/baptist/pbc-4-98.htm>.
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Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith
The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not*

Colossians 1:21-23a -- And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in [your] mind by wicked
works, yet now hath he reconciled in the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and [be]
not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,

There is a heresy that is being taught that says a person may "get saved," live a Christian life for a certain length of
time, and then "get lost" again. Others teach that a person may "get saved" and live a Christian life for a time and
then go back to his old ways. He goes back to sins and cannot be distinguished from a lost person. This school of
thought affirms that such a person will still go to heaven when he dies because he is still saved (even though
"carnal"). Let us look at the Scriptures which make it very clear what the truth is concerning this matter of
salvation. We will find that those who are truly born again will continue in the faith.

Our Text is an assurance of salvation. It is a proof that one is born again. If one does not continue in the faith, he
was never saved. The Scriptures tell us that when we are saved we have everlasting life. We are indwelt by the
Holy Spirit by whom we are sealed unto the day of redemption, and that God will continue the work that He begins
in us.

The Bible tells us when we are saved we are new creatures in Christ, born again, washed in the blood of Christ,
have our names written in heaven, and have a mansion prepared for us in glory. There will be no empty mansions
in heaven nor empty seats at the marriage supper of the Lamb because so-called members of the Bride have turned
back to sin. Once you are saved, you are saved eternally, and the proof is: "If ye continue in the faith grounded and
settled." If you turn away from the faith, it is proof you were never saved in the first place.

If a person is living in sin, that person is lost. No matter how many aisles he walked, no matter how many
preacher's hands he shook, no matter how many times he got baptized, no matter what he did or what he claims. If
he is living in sin, he is lost. A Christian may fall into sin, but he will not live in sin.

1 Thessalonians 3:8 -- For now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord.

Christians continue in the faith. Those who are born again go on, thick or thin. They don't turn back. They continue:
"For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world" (Titus 2:11-13).

The salvation package comes with this teaching. The same grace that saves, teaches. The faith that comes by
hearing the Word of God is tried, tried, and tried again. It will come forth as gold, though it be tried with fire. It is
much more precious than gold that perisheth, because the faith that brings salvation does not perish.

These are proof Scriptures. Look back at I Thessalonians 3:8. Isn't that a strong statement? "... now we live, if ye
stand fast in the Lord." If the "ye" doesn't stand fast in the Lord, then it is not "we." It becomes "I." Anyone who is
called a brother, anyone who claims to be saved, we normally take them at their word until they prove themselves
otherwise. If they are not saved, in time they will prove themselves not saved.

There are multitudes who have been told by someone that they are all right, that they are going to heaven, when
they've never truly come to know the Lord. They have never been born again. Their life never changed. They never
repented. They have not ceased to do evil and learned to do well. They never believed the Gospel. They never
received the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ personally. They simply said, "Okay, yes, all right, I'll agree, I'll do, you
lead, I'll follow." They followed some man or some organization and never came to know the Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.
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Multitudes are in this awful state, supposing they are going to heaven and are instead going straight to hell. The end
of this Church Age is at hand. This could be the day. The children of God could leave here today. Everything is
complete. Everything is ready. If the rapture takes place today and you are not saved, you'll be left to endure the
Tribulation. You'll be the same. You'll have sinned away your day of grace with a thin religious coat on. You say,
"Well, I believe I'm all right." Well, if you are saved, you know it. You don't hope it. You don't think it. You don't
wish it. You know it. Here is one of the ways you will know you have eternal life -- "... if ye stand fast in the
Lord."

There will be some testing and trying. There will be some big terrible waves, storms, problems and mountains and
valleys, pitfalls, pitchforks, devils, and people trying their best to make you waver and turn and compromise and
give up. But we can stand fast in the Lord, it is proof we are saved. If we turn back, it proves we are not saved.
Christians continue. The pressures are heavy to make you not continue! The way it turns out, most who do profess,
do not continue.

Hebrews 3:6 -- But Christ as a son over his own house; whose house are we, if we hold fast the
confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.

This does not mean that a person who says he is saved will become lost again if he doesn't "hold these things fast
unto the end." It does prove that a person is saved if he perseveres to the end, and if he doesn't, that proves he was
never saved.

This idea of antinomianism is prominent. Antinomianism teaches that people who live in sin, yet say they are
saved, are going to heaven. That's the Devil's lie. That teaching is not found in the Bible. The ones who are saved
do hold fast the confidence and hope firm unto the end. Why do you think the martyrs would be burned at the stake
rather than recant? Why do you suppose they would stand with their eyes toward heaven, some singing hymns,
some praying, others testifying as the fire burned the life out of them? Because they were Christians. They
continued in the faith. They would die before they would turn back. They held fast their confidence and the
rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end. Proof of salvation. Christians continue.

Hebrews 5:9 -- And being made perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him;

And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say? (Luke 6:46)

My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: (John 10:27)

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. (John 15:14)

Those who are possessors of eternal life by the grace of God, obey Him. But those who don't obey the Lord, don't
even desire to obey the Lord, don't want to serve the Lord, don't want to please the Lord, why would anyone think
that person is a Christian?

Christ is the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey Him. We don't keep ourselves saved by obeying
Him, but obedience is simply proof that we are His sheep. If we had to keep ourselves saved, we wouldn't last long.
We obey Him because we are saved, because we know Him.

Hebrews 6:11-12 -- And we desire that every one of you do shew the same diligence to the full
assurance of hope unto the end. That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through faith and
patience inherit the promises.

Christians continue. They desire to serve the Lord. This passage reveals the danger that there might be false
professors among the saved. Paul's desire was that they were all saved, "every one." The proof of that genuine
salvation will be, "... the same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the end." Christians continue by faith.
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Hebrews 10:38-39 -- Now the just shall live by faith: but if any man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to the
saving of the soul.

Those who are new creatures in Christ will not be found among those "who draw back unto perdition." Those who
draw back unto perdition are lost. They never were saved. They are just as lost after they make a profession as they
were before. They are worse off than before. This age of easy-believism has succeeded in persuading raw sinners to
try to act like they are saved. They can't do it for long. They wind up back in their old hog wallers of sin time and
time again.

In order for "evangelists" to save face and reputation as powerful soul winners, the name of "carnal Christian" was
invented. When their "converts" wind up back in their adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry,
witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strive, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness,
revellings, sodomy, covetousness, self-loving, boasting, pride, blasphemies, disobedience to parents,
unthankfulness, ungodliness, etc. etc., they are excused by saying, "Oh, they are just carnal Christians. They just
need to grow."

That sounds good to the sinner. He can do all this sinning and still go to heaven. The broad way is crowded with
those who are going straight to hell, yet thinking they will go to heaven (Matthew 7:13-14). But God says, "Be not
deceived ..." These shall not inherit the kingdom of God! Christians continue.

2 Peter 2:19-22 -- While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption. for
of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. For it had been
better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them according to the true
proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the
mire.

Here we have a Bible description of the easy-believism "soul winners" and their "converts." Notice, "... The dog is
turned to his own vomit again." He was still a dog after making his profession of salvation. If he had been saved,
he would have then been a sheep. Also, "... the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire." She was still a
sow. She wasn't washed in the blood of Christ. If she had been, she would have been a new creature. She would
have been a ewe instead of a sow. Sheep don't eat their vomit and ewes don't wallow in the mire. Dogs and sows
do! Satan and his ministers are professionals at getting people to make false professions that won't hold up under
pressure. Real Christians continue!

1 John 2:18-19 -- Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come,
even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time. They went out from us,
but they were not of us; for f they had been of us, they would no doubt have continued with us: but they
went out, that they might be made manifest that they were not all of us.

The tares are called antichrists. They were among the Christians, but not of them. If they had been saved, there
would have been no doubt about them continuing with them. Why? Christians continue.

Romans 6:23 -- For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ
our Lord.

Those who live in sin are sinners. Find one place in the Bible where God's children are called sinners after they are
saved. Oh, we are not perfect. We are not perfect creatures, but we are new creatures. Sin is not the theme of our
lives as it was before salvation. You will not find one case in the Bible where a child of God is called a sinner. The
lost are called sinners, God's children are called saints and sons of God. This is not sinless perfection, but the
domination of sin is broken.
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"Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether of
sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness? But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye
have obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Being then made free from sin, ye
became the servants of righteousness" (Romans 6:16-18).

Conclusion

Many have been led down "the Roman Road" more than once, only to end up again in the mire of sin. Others have
repeated a prayer after some nice person, with no change in their life. The Roman Road may lead to Rome, but no
one finds salvation there. It is on the Calvary road where men and women "find the Saviour." Just hearing about
Him is not enough. You must know Him.

Luke 23:33 -- And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they crucified him,
and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.

Why did He die? -- "For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our
sins according to the scriptures; And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the
scriptures:" (1 Cor. 15:3-4).

That is the gospel. The Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ said -- "... repent ye, and believe the gospel" (Mark 1:15b); "I
tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3).

There is no salvation apart from repentance. If you have not repented, you are not saved. If you know now you are
a lost sinner who deserves to go to hell, but you really do desire God's salvation, are you repentantly sorrowful for
your sins? Will you repent and turn from your sins?

The Bible says -- "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon him while he is near" (Isaiah 55:6). The
Bible does not say repeat after someone. It says, "call ye upon him while he is near." The Lord is near. He will save
you and you will know it. And you will continue by His grace and strength.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the July 1998, The Perilous Times
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The Passion of the Christ - a Film by Mel Gibson*

Exodus 20:4-6 -- Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any
thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth below, or that is in the water under
the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy
God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third
and fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing mercy unto thousands of
them that love me, and keep my commandments.

Mel Gibson’s Film: THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST
March 26, 2004 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061,
fbns@wayoflife.org). [Revised from 2/06, 2/20, 2/27, 3/2, 3/3, March 7-8, and 3/12 reports.)] (Specifically, see
Cloud’s 3/02/04 FBIS titled, “More About Mel Gibson’s Movie,” for a detailed, comprehensive response to those
who would recommend seeing the film. See also Cloud's 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel Gibson’s Movie: Do We
Have Artistic License?,” for a listing of the things in Gibson’s movie that are added to, are contrary to, and are
heretical to the Bible account.)
Hollywood actor-director Mel Gibson’s controversial film on the death of Christ proved popular among Christians
even before its February 25th release date. The graphic, $30 million film (plus an additional $15 million in
marketing costs), The Passion of the Christ, depicts Christ’s life from the Garden of Gethsemane to the
resurrection. On the one-month anniversary of its release, the film has grossed more than $300 million in the U.S.
and Canada alone (plus another $11 million overseas). It has become the highest-grossing R-rated film ever
(surpassing Matrix Reloaded), and has already broken into the top ten films of all time. Experts now estimate total
gross (before video, DVD sales, and licensing of merchandise such as books, mugs, t-shirts, and “Jesus nails”) will
likely exceed $500 million. One would also assume that income will be explosive from the heavily Catholicized
parts of the world such as South America, Italy, Slovakia, Ireland, and the Philippines, and from Greek Orthodox
strongholds such as Russia. The movie’s soundtrack is also selling like hotcakes―50,000 CDs sold in the first week,
which is huge for soundtracks. Only the John Williams’ soundtracks for Star Wars I & II sold more in the first week.
[The following numbers are revised for 3/2005 availability: (1) the theater showing of the movie grossed $609
million worldwide; and (2) release of the DVD/VHS on 8/31/04 sold 4.5 million copies its first day, and an
estimated 20 million copies to date (approximately $560 million in sales!). (Churches purchased the DVD in bulk,
some customized with the church’s name and a personal message.) Gibson’s personal profits from the theater
showing and DVD/VHS sales combined are estimated at over $400 million.]
After a private showing, Billy Graham praised it. Mission America Coalition plans to use the movie for evangelism.
Campus Crusade is promoting it. Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church in southern California purchased 18,000
tickets. The Evangelical Free Church of Naperville, Illinois, purchased more than 1,000. Two members of Wheaton
Bible Church in Wheaton, Illinois, have offered to buy out two screenings of the movie at a local theater. After
Gibson showed part of the movie to a convention of the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship, he received a
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standing ovation. Afterward, the daughter of the organization’s president laid hands on Gibson and asked Jesus to
“bind Satan, bind the press, we ask you, Lord” (Peter Boyer, “The Jesus War,” The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Worship
Leader magazine for 2/04 offers a free guide to Gibson’s movie and says, “There has never been a film like it!
Powerful, life changing, an unprecedented opportunity for evangelism & discipleship.” Robert Schuller of the
Crystal Cathedral was given a private showing and afterward proclaimed, “It’s not your dream, this is God’s dream.
He gave it to you, because He knew you wouldn’t throw it away. Trust Him.” The movie has been recommended
by psychologist James Dobson and by Don Hodel, the current president of Focus on the Family. Ted Haggard,
president of the National Association of Evangelicals, called Gibson “the Michelangelo of this generation.”  The
American Tract Society proclaims on its web site that the movie is “one of the greatest opportunities for
evangelism in 2,000 years.” Teen Mania says at least 3,000 youth leaders have bought kits that instruct young
people in how to use the film to bring their friends to accept Christ. The Catholic League purchased 1,200 tickets
at $9.75 apiece and will make them available to members for $5. The film was shown to members of the Vatican
Secretariat of State, the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, and the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, and all of them expressed unanimous appreciation and approval. A positive review of the movie is making
the rounds via e-mail under the name “Paul Harvey’s Comments on The Passion,” but it was actually written by
Roman Catholic apologist Keith Fournier.

Gibson belongs to a Traditionalist Catholic group that performs the mass in Latin, abstains from meat on Fridays,
eschews ecumenism, and other such things that were changed at the Vatican II Council in the 1960s. Gibson built
his own Catholic chapel, called Holy Family, near his California home. During the filming, Gibson attended a
Catholic mass every morning with the misguided desire “to be squeaky clean.” The script was translated into
Aramaic and Latin by Jesuit priest William Fulco. Originally, Gibson did not plan to include even subtitles in English,
but he was convinced of the necessity of this by “evangelicals” who reviewed the film.

What gospel is Mel Gibson trying to preach through this movie? It is the Catholic gospel of sacramentalism. When
asked by a Protestant interviewer if someone can be saved apart from the Roman Catholic Church, Gibson replied,
“There is no salvation for those outside the Church” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). This was the official teaching of
Rome prior to Vatican II. Also in accordance with Catholic theology, Gibson identifies the Mass with Christ’s
sacrifice. He told Eternal Word Television Network that the “sacrifice of the cross” and “the sacrifice of the altar”
are “the same thing” (EWTNews Feature, 1/13/04).
According to Romanism, Jesus Christ died on the cross and purchased redemption and then delivered this
redemption to the Catholic Church to be distributed to men piecemeal via the seven sacraments. Man cannot
receive eternal salvation directly from Christ through faith; he must approach Christ through the Catholic Church,
via baptism, confirmation, mass, confession to a Catholic priest, etc. The Catholic Church teaches that Jesus’
sacrifice on the cross was not once for all and sufficient, but must be perpetuated in the mass, which is called a
non-bloody sacrifice. Consider this statement from the Vatican II Council: “Hence the Mass, the Lord’s Supper, is at
the same time and inseparably: a sacrifice in which the sacrifice of the cross is perpetuated … For in it Christ
perpetuates in an unbloody manner the sacrifice offered on the cross, offering himself to the Father for the
world’s salvation through the ministry of priests” (Vatican II Documents, The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy,
Instruction on the Worship of the Eucharistic Mystery, Introduction, C 1,2, p. 108). The New Catholic Catechism of
1992 said, “The sacrifice of Christ and the sacrifice of the Eucharist are one single sacrifice ... In this divine sacrifice
which is celebrated in the Mass, the same Christ who offered himself once in a bloody manner on the altar of the
cross is contained and offered in an unbloody manner.” The creed of Pope Pius IV, which authoritatively
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summarized the teaching of the Council of Trent, stated: “I profess likewise, that in the Mass is offered to God a
true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead; and that, in the most holy sacrifice of the
Eucharist, there is truly, really, and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity of our
Lord Jesus Christ.”
The movie is not based solely on the Bible, but also on the visions of Roman Catholic nun-mystics St. Anne
Catherine Emmerich and Mary of Agreda: [The following endorsement of Emmerich is more than just problematic;
Gibson’s endorsement has caused many to rush out and buy her book. In February of 2004 alone -- 17,000 copies
sold -- versus 3,000 copies for the entire 2003 calendar year.]

(1) Of the visions of Emmerich, Gibson said, “She supplied me with stuff I never would have thought
of” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774-1824) was a German nun who
allegedly had the stigmata or wounds of Christ in her body. Emmerich supposedly “had the use of
reason from her birth and could understand liturgical Latin from her first time at Mass.” During the
last 12 years of her life, she allegedly ate no food except the wafer of the Catholic mass. Her visions
on the life of Christ were published in 1824 under the title The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. They are still in print and were consulted by Gibson. An advertisement for
Emmerich’s Life of the Virgin Mary says, “This book is filled with unusual, saintly descriptions that are
not recorded in the Gospel story—descriptions that supplement and illustrate the Biblical narrative in
a way that makes the actual Scripture passages truly come alive.” Thus, these alleged visions go
beyond the Bible. According to Emmerich’s visions, Protestants also go to purgatory, but they suffer
more than Catholics because no one prays for them or offers masses for them. She taught that it is
more holy to pray for souls in purgatory than for sinners who are still alive. Her deceptive visions on
the suffering of Christ describe His scourging and crucifixion in great detail, giving many “facts” which
do not appear in Scripture. For example, she claimed that Christ “quivered and writhed like a poor
worm” and that He “cried in a suppressed voice, and a clear, sweet-sounding wailing” as He was being
beaten. She even claimed that Christ “glanced at His torturers, and sued for mercy.” She also claimed
that Jesus suffered from a wound on his shoulder more than any other.

(2) Mary of Agreda (1602-1665) was also a Catholic nun and visionary mystic. Her entire family
entered monasteries and convents in 1618, which means that her mother and father disobeyed 1
Corinthians 7 and separated for the sake of the Catholic church. She was given to trances and even
claimed that she could leave her body and teach people in foreign lands. Her book The Mystical City
of God is about Mary. Like the visions of Anne Catherine Emmerich, those of Mary of Agreda go far
beyond the Bible. For example, she claimed that though Joseph ate meat, Jesus and Mary seldom did.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Gibson’s film contains errors when judged by the Biblical account. It is, indeed, a
Catholic movie. For example, in the Garden of Gethsemane, the devil is depicted with Christ, whereas the Bible
says nothing about this. After Christ’s arrest and as He is being escorted to the high priest’s residence, He is
beaten, knocked down, and thrown off a bridge. After Christ is whipped, Mary gets down on her knees and wipes
up the blood. Mary is depicted as accompanying Christ all of the way to the cross and basically enduring the
suffering with Him. On the way to the cross, Jesus tells Mary, “Behold I make all things new.” As Jesus falls on the
way to the cross, there is a flashback to His childhood, when He supposedly fell and Mary ran to pick Him up.
Mary is depicted as holding Jesus in her arms when He is taken down from the cross. The apostles address Mary as
“Mother” throughout the movie. Mary is even depicted with supernatural powers. One man who saw the movie
described the following scene: “Mary was walking across a stone courtyard and then stopped and went prostrate
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on the ground, placing her ear to the stones. The camera went down, as if through the earth, and showed Jesus
hanging in chains from the stone ceiling of a jail cell. Jesus felt Mary’s presence, and looked up at her, as if to see
her through the stones.” In another scene, “Mary is watching Jesus being flogged and Jesus in turn looks to Satan
who is standing amongst the Roman soldiers holding what looks like (for lack of a better description) a pale
oversized retarded or demonic baby that mocks and laughs at Jesus.” (See the 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel
Gibson's Movie: Do We Have Artistic License?, for a complete listing of Gibson’s errors and heresies in this movie.)
Then there is the relentless torture itself, which goes far beyond what the Bible depicts. One movie reviewer
rightly observed that if Jesus had actually been treated as described in Mel Gibson’s movie, He would have been
dead long before He reached the cross! The film is rated “R” precisely because of its violence. The scourging and
crucifixion are shown in great detail. In fact, it goes far, far beyond the Biblical account. In his review of the film,
Roger Friedman observed:

“But the real problem with ‘The Passion’ is that it is graphic beyond belief, and unrelenting. How
anyone will be able to sit through this thing is the real mystery. There is blood, blood, everywhere.
The violence toward Jesus is sadistic and grotesque. Basically, the entire second half of the film is
spent watching Jesus endure physical torture never before seen in a movie. By the time it’s done,
actor James Caviezel’s body is a map of bloody rivers and lakes with craters of flesh excised from his
torso. Is this disgusting? You bet. It’s also puzzling, because what Gibson hasn’t done in ‘The Passion’
is explain his love of Christ or his own passion or devotion. We have no idea why Christ is so reviled by
the Jews, what he’s done to earn their anger, or what he’s done to earn Gibson’s respect. From the
moment the film begins, Jesus is simply a target for unbridled, unrestrained bloodlust. Yes, we get to
see the nails driven through him, blood spurting in every direction, skin being torn in the process. Is
there anything that’s learned by witnessing this enactment? I wish I could say there was, but there
isn’t. IT’S SIMPLE BRUTALITY, WITH A HARD ROCK MUSIC TRACK PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND” (Fox
News, 2/25/04).

Contrary to Gibson’s Catholic movie, the Bible does not focus on the violence of the crucifixion. Following is how
the Bible describes the crucifixion:

“... and when he had scourged Jesus, he delivered him to be crucified. Then the soldiers of the
governor took Jesus into the common hall, and gathered unto him the whole band of soldiers. And
they stripped him, and put on him a scarlet robe. And when they had platted a crown of thorns, they
put it upon his head, and a reed in his right hand: and they bowed the knee before him, and mocked
him, saying, Hail, King of the Jews! And they spit upon him, and took the reed, and smote him on the
head. And after that they had mocked him, they took the robe off from him, and put his own raiment
on him, and led him away to crucify him. And as they came out, they found a man of Cyrene, Simon
by name: him they compelled to bear his cross. And when they were come unto a place called
Golgotha, that is to say, a place of a skull, they gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall: and when
he had tasted thereof, he would not drink. And they crucified him ...” (Matt. 27:26-35).

Thus we see that the Bible does not linger on the details of Christ’s suffering. The Bible’s description is not R-
rated. (See Note at the end of this report.) While it is true that “by his stripes we are healed” (Is. 53:5), this does
not mean that salvation came through Christ’s beating. The focus of the Scriptures is not upon Christ’s suffering,
but upon Him being made sin in the sinner’s place. It was not Christ’s suffering in itself that made the atonement;
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it was our sin being laid upon Christ during His suffering. That is why Christ cried out, “My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?” God laid the sins of the world upon Christ. That is what has made our salvation possible. “For
he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in him” (2
Cor. 5:21). Further, it was not Christ’s suffering in general that made the atonement; it was precisely His blood and
death. “Much more then, being now justified BY HIS BLOOD, we shall be saved from wrath through him. For if,
when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God BY THE DEATH of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life” (Rom. 5:9, 10).

Jim Caviezel, who plays Jesus in the Gibson film, is also a staunch Roman Catholic. He prayed to St. Genesius of
Arles and St. Anthony of Padua for help in his acting career. He has visited Medjugorje to witness the site where
Mary allegedly appeared to six young people. One of the things that Mary allegedly told them is that the pope
“should consider himself as the father of all people and not only the Christians.” Caviezel said, “This film is
something that I believe was made by Mary for her Son” (Interview with Jim and Kerri Caviezel by Catholic priest
Mario Knezovic, Radio “Mir” Medjugorje, December 2003). Caviezel also said that his goal with the movie is to
“bring mankind back together.” Caviezel said that he was given “a piece of the true cross, which he kept with him
all of the time during the filming of the movie. He also had relics of “Padre Pio, St. Anthony of Padoua, Ste Maria
Goretti, and saint Denisius, the Patron saint of Actors.” 
On a recent visit to Rome, Caviezel said that it is important to fight evil “through the power of the rosary.” He said
this following attendance at a mass at the Church of San Giovanni (“Under the make-up, a man of faith,”
Asianews, March 20, 2004). This is the church that has the following words carved in Latin prominently on the
front marble face: “Most Holy Lateran Church, Mother and Mistress of All Churches of the City and the World.”
This is also the home of the tomb of Pope Innocent III, who was a great persecutor of those who refused to
accept Roman doctrine and, in fact, was one of the fathers of the horrible, centuries-long inquisition. When asked
how he acted the part of Jesus, Caviezel told the Catholic Zenit news service: “I began with the rosary, the rosary
led me to confession, confession led me to the Mass, every day, and always when I have the Eucharist in my body,
I feel more like being in Christ.”
Moreover, The Passion of the Christ is intimately associated with the moral vileness of those involved in its
production. Monica Bellucci, the actress who plays Mary Magdalene in Gibson’s movie, is a famous pornography
star in Italy (“The Passion of the Christ: An International Hoax”), and she has also played in R-rated movies in the
States. She posed for the 2001 GQ Italia Totally Nude calendar, and she has appeared in the nude or nearly nude
in many movies, including Irreversible, Melena, Brotherhood of the Wolf (a Dracula movie), and Under Suspicion.
Describing the film Irreversible, a professional movie reviewer says it “makes pure pornography look pretty
appealing in comparison.” The reviewer, Steve Rhodes, said it should be rated X, and based on his reviews of other
films, it is obvious that he is no “prude.” The movie has a ten minute anal rape scene featuring Bellucci, which is
“complete with penetration shots and depictions of sodomy.” The Society for the Promotion of Community
Standards gave this warning about Bellucci’s Irreversible: “Premiered at last years Cannes Film Festival, Irreversible
proved so shocking that 250 people walked out, some needing medical attention,” and described the movie as
“hard-core pornography.” 
Two of the other actresses in Gibson’s Jesus movie have pornographic photos plastered all over the Internet:
Rosita Celentano, who plays Satan; and Claudia Gerini, who plays Pilate’s wife. Maia Morgenstern, who plays Jesus’
mother Mary in the film, also starred in a vile, sexually provocative 1997 Hungarian movie entitled The Witman
Boys.  Finally, John Debney  wrote the rock ‘n’ roll music score to the film, the same man who wrote the rock
score for the blasphemous movie Bruce Almighty.
Much more could be said along these lines about other actors in The Passion of the Christ, but instead we need
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look no further than the producer himself. Mel Gibson has made millions, some of it used to finance this movie,
through his roles in R-rated films that have contributed significantly to the moral debasement of society, such as
Mad Max, Braveheart, Payback, and the extremely violent Lethal Weapon series. In the latter, Gibson played a
rogue policeman who excels in violence. Most of his movies are filled with foul language and profanity, including
those he has made during the past 12 years since, according to his own testimony, he has been dreaming about
making The Passion of the Christ. The Payback movie, for example, contained, according to one reviewer, at least
94 instances of cursing (including the most vile words) and filthy language, and used the name of the Lord in vain.
Gibson also starred in the sexually debauched 2000 film What Women Want. In this movie, Gibson played “a
character named Nick, whose goal in life was to bed all the women his lustful heart desired.” One Christian
reviewer summarized Gibson’s movies as follows: “The legacy of Mel Gibson has been sexual immorality, profanity,
coarse jesting, extreme violence and vigilantism” (Joseph Herrin, “The Passion of Mel Gibson”).
Gibson says that a major message of his film is tolerance. In an interview with Rachel Abramowitz of the Los
Angeles Times (“He’s Bruised, Defiant over Persecution,” 1/15/04), Gibson said, “Now the message he [Christ]
brought was one of peace and love and tolerance—all the messages of tolerance that I put in there, particularly
toward the end.” The message of peace, love, and tolerance is NOT exactly the message that Jesus Christ
preached. He did exemplify the greatest love known to mankind, but He also proclaimed Himself as the only Lord
and Saviour, that no man can come unto God except through Him (Jn. 10:7, 8; 14:6). He preached frequently on
eternal hellfire, warning that all men will go there unless they are born again through faith in Him (Jn. 3; Mat.
25:46). He warned that men will be judged in every area of their lives, even every idle word (Mat. 12:36). He
warned that He did not come to bring peace to the earth but division and a sword (Mat. 10:34; Lk. 12:51). — No
message of tolerance here.   
Besides all the other problems with the movie, our main concern is the idolatry involved. We believe that it is
idolatrous to depict the Lord Jesus Christ in pictures and films. (See the next review.) The law of God forbids man
to make any likeness of God. The Jesus in Mel Gibson’s movie is depicted in the typical fashion with long hair,
whereas the Bible is clear that Jesus would not have worn long hair (1 Cor. 11:14). Gibson got his inspiration for
the long-haired Jesus from the Shroud of Turin. He attempted to re-create the face depicted on the Shroud. 

Man has no divine authority to do this type of thing. It is presumptuous in the extreme for a fallen man to
attempt to portray the holy, sinless, eternal Son of God. As for Christ’s deity, that would be impossible to depict,
and even His humanity is not depicted properly in this film. The only thing the Bible tells us about Christ’s earthly
appearance is the following statement from Isaiah: “he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him,
there is no beauty that we should desire him” (Isaiah 53:2). Further, we know that Jesus Christ was a Jewish man.
Thus, whatever Jesus looked like, he certainly DID NOT look like the tall, blond, and handsome Caucasian
Hollywood movie star that plays the part in Gibson’s film!

Note the following warning about depictions of Christ from former Catholic priest Richard Bennett: 

“Creating a visual representation of the Lord Jesus, by definition, is to portray ‘another Jesus.’ The
Lord Jesus in His Person, character, and work is divine and perfect. No Savior other than the One
proclaimed in Scripture is permissible. Those who claim they are only depicting the humanity of Jesus
Christ fall into the grievous heresy of Nestorius, as they wrongly attempt to divide the humanity from
the deity of Christ, ending up with idols produced by the imaginations of their own hearts. The Lord
God gave believers a Wordbook, not a picture book. ... The visual works of a man’s devising, for all
their emotional power, are too dull a tool to bring to the individual conviction of sin and the explicit
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Gospel of grace that the Written Word and the truth preached bring.”

“But this fact notwithstanding, a three-dimensional image of Christ is not only allowed by official
Catholic teaching, but it is also to be venerated. The Vatican states, ‘Basing itself on the mystery of the
incarnate Word, the seventh ecumenical council at Nicaea (787) justified … the veneration of icons —
of Christ, but also of the Mother of God, the angels, and all the saints.’ The temptation to replace the
biblical Lord with a visible Christ dominates Catholic nations across of the world. Men calling
themselves Christian are now beginning to accept it. A figure one can touch, see, wear on jewelry, and
is visible in statues and on a crucifix, is identified as an object through which one can approach God
and learn of Him. Yet the Scripture clearly states that ‘there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men, the man Christ Jesus.’ The Lord God is approachable only through the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself. But as the bleeding Savior of Gibson’s passion is presented to the world, this fact seems
thrown aside. We ask, then, what worse blasphemy could there be than depicting with an image the
Lord God who condemns images? Evangelical leaders, by endorsing this Catholic film, further solidify
the image of the counterfeit Christ upon the minds of many” (Richard Bennett and J. Virgil Dunbar,
“The Passion of Christ: Mel Gibson’s Vivid Deception”).

Those supporting this movie are supporting a Roman Catholic producer who preaches a false gospel, and a movie
that is based not only on the Bible, but also on the Mary-centered visions of deluded Catholic mystics. Faith does
not come by seeing; faith comes by hearing the Word of God (Rom. 10:17).
We close with this warning from Buddy Smith, pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Malanda, Queensland: 

“What might be the results from this movie The Passion of the Christ? (1) There may be a handful of 
people genuinely converted to Christ [but] God does turn the follies of men to His own ends. (2) There will
be many who will be influenced toward Roman Catholicism, especially Mel Gibson’s form of traditional
(Latin mass) brand. (3) The ecumenical movement will receive a great boost as undiscerning Christians miss
the subtle Catholic innuendos of the film, and are motivated to participate in more and more ecumenical
meetings. (4) We will see and hear more and more of the New Evangelical spokesmen (Focus on the
Family, Campus Crusade, Billy Graham, and friends) encouraging interfaith dialogue with Rome. (5) And
last, I believe that those who are ‘converted’ through the film will suffer the ‘birth defects’ of compromise
with Rome and Hollywood through their exposure to both in the ‘film evangelism’ used by the churches to
win them.”

_______________________________
[Note: In an interview with conservative radio talk-show host Sean Hannity, Mel Gibson said the Bible is R-rated
and he is considering making a movie about the book of Maccabees. Gibson appeared with Hannity in Las Vegas
on March 17, 2004, sponsored by KXNT radio. When asked about the violence of his movie The Passion of the
Christ and its R-rating, Gibson replied, “Well, the Bible is R-rated. I mean it’s the most R-rated book I’ve ever read.
There’s murder and adultery all through it.” While it is true that the Bible describes adultery and murder, it’s
descriptions of evil are not graphic, sensual, or titillating; they are not R-rated in any sense. Gibson also said that
the graphic violence of his movie has made the suffering of Christ “believable now.” It is obvious that he does not
understand the divine authority and power of the Holy Scriptures, nor does he understand that the source of faith
is solely the Word of God. When asked by Hannity what he might be inclined to do next, Gibson responded, “The
story that’s always fired my imagination ... is the Book of Maccabees.” This is an apocryphal book accepted by the
Roman Catholic Church as authoritative. We wonder if the Protestants and Baptists who have given uncritical
support to Gibson and his Jesus movie will follow him on his next jaunt. They have much of the credit for the
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wealth that is pouring into his pockets, the funds that will enable him to continue supporting his traditionalist
Catholic faith with donations and by new movies.]

Five Reasons Not to Go See The Passion of the Christ
by Andrew J. Webb

On February 25, 2004, Icon films will be releasing Mel Gibson’s much anticipated film The Passion of the Christ.
The date of the release was deliberately chosen to coincide with the Roman Catholic holy day of Ash Wednesday,
and is indicative of the fact that for Gibson, his film was more of a work of devotion than a money making
enterprise. In an interview on the Roman Catholic Television Network EWTN, Gibson candidly stated why this
movie is so different from all his others, “It reflects my beliefs―I’ve never done that before.”1 He is also quite
open about his desire to see his movie used for worldwide evangelism. Many noted Evangelicals, including James
Dobson and Billy Graham, have also come forward to endorse The Passion of the Christ and recommend its use as
a teaching tool. Currently, The Passion of the Christ is riding a groundswell of nationwide support from both
Evangelicals and Roman Catholics, with many well-known Evangelical congregations, such as church growth guru
Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church, which purchased 18,000 tickets at seven theatres, doing everything they can to
ensure that The Passion of the Christ will be a smash hit amongst Christians and “seekers.” Expressing a widely
held view amongst the film’s supporters, Lisa Wheeler, associate editor of Catholic Exchange, a Web portal
dedicated to Catholic evangelism, told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, “It’s the best evangelization opportunity
we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus.”2

But should Evangelicals be supporting The Passion of the Christ and endorsing its use as an Evangelism tool? Is this
really the best evangelization opportunity we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus?3 After careful consideration,
my conclusion is an unequivocal “No.” Here then are five reasons why I believe Evangelicals should not see or
recommend The Passion of the Christ.

1) Its Origins: Even though Evangelicals are promoting The Passion of the Christ, it is not an Evangelical movie. As
Mel Gibson, a devout Roman Catholic put it so well, “It reflects my beliefs.” The Passion of the Christ is a Roman
Catholic movie, made by a Roman Catholic director, with Roman Catholic theological advisers, which gained the
endorsement of Pope John Paul II (who said after viewing it, “It is as it was.”4) The Passion of the Christ has
already proven its effectiveness as an evangelism tool in producing Catholic conversions and encouraging Catholic
devotion:

“In his first nationally broadcast interview about his starring role in Mel Gibson’s much-anticipated film The
Passion of the Christ, James Caviezel―Gibson’s Jesus―detailed on Friday the ordeal of filming the
Crucifixion scenes, noting that the overall experience prompted many in the crew to convert to
Catholicism.”

Noting the amount of conversions due to the movie, he said the experience of filming Christ’s story “really
changed people’s lives.” Caviezel recalled telling Gibson, “I think it’s very important that we have mass every
day―at least I need that to play this guy. … I felt if I was going to play him I needed [the sacrament] in me. So
[Gibson] provided that.”5

2) Its Script: Although it is widely thought that the script for the movie is based entirely on the gospel according
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to John, this is NOT the case. The script for The Passion of the Christ contains much extrabiblical material, and is
based in part on a mystical Roman Catholic devotional work by an 18th century German Nun (Anne Emmerich)
entitled The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Gibson stated on EWTN that reading
Emmerich’s book was his primary inspiration for making the movie. By introducing extrabiblical elements, not only
does The Passion of the Christ change some of the theological emphases of the Biblical account of Christ’s
crucifixion, but it will also create a false impression amongst the very “seekers” that Evangelicals are trying to
reach, i.e., that things were said and done at the crucifixion that did not actually happen. For Evangelicals, who
would feel very uncomfortable with a version of the Bible that put words into the mouth of Christ, to endorse a
movie that does the very same thing seems hopelessly inconsistent.
The script for The Passion of the Christ not only adds things that didn’t occur in the Bible, it cuts out other things
that did. The most widely known example of this is the important declaration, “His blood be on us and on our
children.” (Matthew 27:25) [This was removed from the film after considerable pressure from the Jewish Anti-
Defamation League.]

The script for The Passion of the Christ was translated into Aramaic and Latin by “Father” William Fulco, an old
friend of Mel Gibson’s. This was not done for reasons of making it more authentic.6 The language decisions in The
Passion of the Christ were made for theological reasons:

“It is crucial to realize that the images and language at the heart of The Passion of Christ flow directly out
of Gibson’s personal dedication to Catholicism in one of its most traditional and mysterious forms―the
16th-century Latin Mass.”

“I don’t go to any other services,” the director told the Eternal Word Television Network. “I go to the old
Tridentine Rite. That’s the way that I first saw it when I was a kid. So I think that that informs one’s understanding
of how to transcend language. Now, initially, I didn’t understand the Latin. ... But I understood the meaning and
the message and what they were doing. I understood it very fully and it was very moving and emotional and
efficacious, if I may say so.” The goal of the movie is to shake modern audiences by brashly juxtaposing the
“sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the altar―which is the same thing,” said Gibson. This ancient union of
symbols and sounds has never lost its hold on him. There is, he stressed, “a lot of power in these dead
languages.” Thus, the seemingly bizarre choice of Latin and Aramaic was actually part of the message.7

The script of The Passion of the Christ was specifically intended to link the crucifixion of Christ with what Roman
Catholics believe is the re-sacrificing of Christ that occurs in the mass. Gibson’s intent is to show us that the
sacrifice of the cross and the sacrifice of the altar (the mass) are the same thing. Protestant Evangelicals have
historically rejected the idea that Christ can be sacrificed again and again, and declared it “abominable.”  Speaking
of the concept that the Crucifixion and the mass is the same thing, the Protestant Westminster Confession
declares:

“In this sacrament, Christ is not offered up to his Father; nor any real sacrifice made at all, for
remission of sins of the quick or dead; but only a commemoration of that one offering up of himself,
by himself, upon the cross, once for all: and a spiritual oblation of all possible praise unto God, for the
same: so that the popish sacrifice of the mass (as they call it) is most abominably injurious to Christ’s
one, only sacrifice, the alone propitiation for all the sins of his elect.”8

3) Its Theology: Gibson’s comment about the sacrifice of the altar and the sacrifice of the cross shows the
indispensable link in this movie between the Catholic view of Christ’s sacrifice and the portrayal of the Crucifixion
in The Passion of the Christ. The fact that Evangelicals have uncritically endorsed it speaks volumes about how far
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the Evangelical Protestant understanding of Christ’s death and the related subject of Justification have slipped
since the Reformation. In Roman Catholic theology, the intense physical suffering of Christ’s Crucifixion is the focus
along with the emphasis on physical sacrifice. This is one of the reasons why in Roman Catholic iconography we
have so much imagery related to Christ’s physical pain and that crucifixes show him still suffering on the cross.
This emphasis on Christ’s physical agony is repeated in Roman Catholic devotional material, prayers, and, of
course, in The Passion of the Christ. The theology of the Bible, however, points out to us that the grand
importance of Christ’s crucifixion lay not in His physical suffering, but in His once for all propitiation of God’s wrath
(1 John 4:10). Lest we forget, the greatest torment that Christ experienced on the cross was not caused by the
nails driven into His flesh, but in His being made “sin for us” and vicariously suffering the righteous punishment of
the Father in our place. Even the worst physical torments inflicted by the Sanhedrin and the Romans upon Jesus
were nothing by comparison to the anguish of having the sins of the world laid upon Him and Him making full
satisfaction for them. Satisfying the justice of the Romans on a cross was comparatively easy; thousands of
condemned men and women, including Spartacus and several of the Apostles, did that, but only Christ could
satisfy the justice of God.
 
The sacrifice of Christ was a glorious event in which, in accordance with God’s plan, full satisfaction for sin was
procured by Christ on behalf of His people (Acts 2:43). The Passion of the Christ leaves us with a vision of the
sacrifice of Christ that is only dolorous (Dolorous: Full of grief; sad; sorrowful; doleful; dismal) and which puts into
sharp relief the Roman Catholic notion, not only of the importance of Christ’s agony, but that of Mary in “offering
her Son.” In an interview with Zenit, the Roman Catholic News Service, Thomas Rosica, the Catholic priest who
oversaw World Youth Day 2002 and its Way of the Cross through the streets of Toronto, illustrated how The
Passion of the Christ, in keeping with Roman Catholic theology, uses extrabiblical content to massively exaggerate
the role of Mary:

“One scene, in particular, was very moving. As Jesus falls on the Way of the Cross, there is a flashback
to his falling on a Jerusalem street as a child, and his mother running out of the house to pick him up.
The interplay of Mary and Jesus in this film is moving, and reaches its apex in the scene of the Pietà.
The Mother of the Lord is inviting each of us to share her grief and behold her Son.”9

This use of extra-biblical material, emphasis on physical suffering, exaggeration of the role of Mary, and explicitly
Roman Catholic theology should not surprise us, as these are all hallmarks of the primary inspiration for this
movie: The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Two examples can illustrate this, particularly
concerning the emphasis on the replacement of physical pain for the far greater agony of sin-bearing:

“‘He will not stretch himself out, but we will help him’; they accompanied these words with the most
fearful oaths and imprecations, and having fastened a rope to his right leg, dragged it violently until it
reached the wood, and then tied it down as tightly as possible. The agony which Jesus suffered from
this violent tension was indescribable; the words ‘My God, my God,’ escaped his lips, and the
executioners increased his pain by tying his chest and arms to the cross, lest the hands should be torn
from the nails.”10

“The hour of our Lord was at last come; his death-struggle had commenced; a cold sweat overspread every
limb. John stood at the foot of the Cross, and wiped the feet of Jesus with his scapular. Magdalen was
crouched to the ground in a perfect frenzy of grief behind the Cross. The Blessed Virgin stood between
Jesus and the good thief, supported by Salome and Mary of Cleophas, with her eyes riveted on the
countenance of her dying Son. Jesus then said: ‘It is consummated’; and, raising his head, cried out in a
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loud voice, ‘Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit.’ These words, which he uttered in a clear and
thrilling tone, resounded through heaven and earth; and a moment after, he bowed down his head and
gave up the ghost. I saw his soul, under the appearance of a bright meteor, penetrate the earth at the foot
of the Cross. John and the holy women fell prostrate on the ground.”11 

Emmerich’s book is literally filled with extra-biblical scenes like the two above, and also includes many extra-
biblical sayings of Jesus, which Emmerich says she personally heard in her visions.

4) Its Medium: Many Evangelical Pastors are hailing movies like The Passion of the Christ as part of a new and
better way of spreading the Gospel:

“This is a window of opportunity we have. Here’s a guy who’s putting his money into a movie that has
everything to do with what we do,” said pastor Cory Engel of Harvest Springs Community Church in
Great Falls, Mont. “Churches used to communicate by having a little lecture time on Sunday morning.
People don’t interact that way anymore. Here’s a chance for us to use a modern-day technique to
communicate the truth of the Bible,” the Rev. Engel said.12

It is indeed true that we live in a highly visual and increasingly anti-literate society―one that places a premium on
sound bites and easily assimilated visual imagery. But does this mean that we should abandon preaching in favor
of using movies or dramatic presentations? We need to remember that the last time dramatic presentations
replaced preaching as the main vehicle by which the truth of the Bible was communicated was during the Middle
Ages when the church refused to allow the translation of the Bible into common languages, and when in place of
the preaching and teaching of God’s Word, the common people were given visual presentations such as Passion
Plays, statues, relics, and icons. These things were designed, like most visual imagery, to play upon the emotions
and stimulate a response; but the ability to evoke an emotional response via imagery or drama is not the same as
successfully transmitting the Gospel. The means that God has ordained for the transmission of the Gospel was
neither drama, imagery, nor even “lectures”―it is preaching. Preaching involves the communication of the Gospel
in a way that patiently convinces, rebukes, exhorts, and teaches (2 Timothy 4:2-4). The Bible teaches us the
awesome importance of preaching and why it cannot be replaced by another medium:

“Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all
longsuffering and teaching. For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves
teachers; and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables.” (2 Tim.
4:2-4)

We must preach God’s Word because it always accomplishes the purpose for which it was sent: “For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, So are My ways higher than your ways, And My thoughts than your thoughts.
For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, And do not return there, But water the earth, And make
it bring forth and bud, That it may give seed to the sower And bread to the eater, So shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; It shall not return to Me void, But it shall accomplish what I please, And it shall prosper in
the thing for which I sent it.” (Isa.55:9-11)

God does not command us to produce dramatic presentations of Gospel themes, He commands us to preach.
Though this drama option was freely available to the Apostles as they brought the Gospel to cities with
amphitheaters and a long tradition of using the dramatic arts to convey religious and moral themes to the
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populace, they did not do so. The wisdom of the Apostolic methodology has been borne out by the fact that it
was when the Gospel was being transmitted primarily by plays and symbolism that true Christianity began to sink
under the weight of superstition. We are in danger of returning to precisely that state of affairs by reviving the
teaching methodology of the medieval church. Even though it was produced in the 21st century, The Passion of
the Christ is identical in all critical aspects to the Passion Plays of the Roman Catholic Church in the Middle Ages.

5) Its Main Character: Billy Graham, in his endorsement of The Passion of the Christ, said, “Every time I preach or
speak about the Cross, the things I saw on the screen will be on my heart and mind.”13 This is unfortunately part
of the problem with all visual representations of Jesus. Although we may intend for them only to have a role in
teaching, they inevitably become part of our worship and adoration. As a result of seeing this film, James Caviezel,
the “Jesus” of The Passion of the Christ, will become the figure countless thousands of people think of when they
worship Jesus Christ. To do this is to fall into the trap of changing “the glory of the incorruptible God into an
image made like corruptible man” (Romans 1:23) and to violate the Second Commandment.

Every visual representation of Jesus is inevitably a lie. There are two main reasons for this.

The first reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is because the only wise God went to great lengths
not to leave us with any description of the physical appearance of His Son, lest we fall into the sin of image-
making. Therefore, all of our representations of Jesus are inevitably speculations, usually based upon our own
desires. We create an image of Jesus that says more about the Jesus we want than the Jesus whom God sent.

For instance, isn’t it remarkable that the Jesus of The Passion of the Christ, as in almost all physical representations
of Christ, is tall, slim, and handsome? Why should not The Son of David (Luke 18:38) have been a relatively small
man like His great ancestor? It never seems to have occurred to most image-makers that Jesus could be relatively
short, or stout, or even have had a receding hairline. This is in spite of the fact that one of the few details the
Bible does give us about Christ’s appearance is that “He has no form or comeliness; And when we see Him, There
is no beauty that we should desire Him” (Isa. 53:2b). The fact that we have any concept of what Jesus looks like,
and that Gibson’s Jesus looks like the traditional Jesus, is a testament to the abiding impact of past iconography.
While the Gospels purposely leave out any description of Jesus that we might use to construct an idol, people
have created an image of Jesus that has become almost an industry standard, and it is solely for that reason,
rather than any basis in fact, that audiences would have been outraged had Gibson cast Danny DeVito and not
James Caviezel in the leading role.

The Second reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is that they can never hope to represent the
glory of Christ in His true nature. The best an image of Jesus can do is to represent Him as a man, and while Jesus
was truly a man, He was not merely a man. Jesus was also God, and no artist or filmmaker who has ever lived
could hope to create an image that captures the true Glory of Jesus as God. While this may not appear to be a
problem to us, the separation of Christ’s manhood from His deity is actually a grave heresy called Nestorianism.
For the first four centuries of its existence, the church did not use pictures of Jesus as an aid to evangelism. This
was despite the fact that they were bringing the gospel to highly visual cultures that had always used imagery to
convey religious ideas. The initial movements toward making pictures of Christ were initially strongly opposed, and
the practice was formally condemned by the church as late as 753 AD. Sadly, once they had taken hold of the
public imagination, the practice of making visible representations of Christ proved difficult, if not impossible, to
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eradicate. Gradually, pictures and dramatic representations of Jesus became quite commonplace in the church. At
the time of the Reformation, Protestants overwhelmingly rejected the practice of making images of Jesus as a
clear violation of the Second Commandment. They also rejected the notion that such images had a necessary role
as “textbooks for the laity,” and then proved that notion false by producing generations of other Protestants well
versed in the Word and familiar with their Savior, though they had never once owned or seen a representation of
Him.

Rather than visual imagery, they relied on the preaching of the Word to save souls, and the gospel made great
advances. If we return to the use of imagery and begin endorsing movies like The Passion of the Christ, we will be
returning to the very state of affairs the first Protestants struggled and died to reform. We must not think that
merely endorsing one form of visible representation of Christ will not lead inevitably to others. For instance, it is
impossible to make a coherent argument against the use of the crucifix in teaching the Gospel if we have already
endorsed the use of a movie that portrays the crucifixion. Merely because one display is static and the other
moving does not change their essential nature at all. The Passion of the Christ is, in essence, an animated Crucifix.

In closing, let me address a common objection, namely, that we must use tools like The Passion of the Christ in
order to reach the lost, and that if we don’t, we are “missing a great opportunity.” Are we really missing an
opportunity though? If we are convinced that using a Roman Catholic movie to present the Gospel is in essence a
violation of God’s Word, how could we possibly use it? Should we sin that grace may abound?

Also, are we really certain that this will be as effective as we think in saving souls? J. Marcellus Kik in his tract
titled “Pictures of Christ” addressed that very question and gave us some wise advice, which all Christians would
do well to heed:

“But can it not help in the saving of souls, it is asked. But how? Looking at a picture of Christ hanging
upon the cross tells me nothing. It does not tell me that He hung there for sin. It does not tell me that
He hung there for my sin. It does not tell me that He is the Son of God. Only the Word of God does
that. And it is the Word of God that has been given us to tell the story of salvation through the blood
of Christ. It is not through the foolishness of pictures that sinners are converted, but through the
foolishness of preaching.”

It is amazing how slowly unscriptural practices enter the professing Christian church. We must at all times go back
to the Scriptures. The Bible is our infallible guide. And if our practices and doctrines do not conform with the
teachings of the Scriptures, then we must eliminate them. The Bible instructs us not to make any likeness of
Christ. The present day pictures of Christ are false and no one would make a serious claim that they resemble
Christ upon earth. They separate His humanity from His deity. They do not at all give us a glimpse of His present
glory. They were not condoned by the inspired Apostles.

God has ordained the foolishness of preaching to evangelize the world. He has promised to attend the preaching
of the Word with the power of the Holy Spirit. The so-called pictures of Christ are a hindrance to the Gospel and a
temptation to idolatry. Let us cleanse the Temple of God from them.”14

Endnotes
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Thoughts on The Passion of the Christ
By Tom Holtz

First, let’s start with the obvious. By all accounts the movie is extremely gory and violent—even for
Hollywood. It is said to be at least as violent as Mel Gibson’s earlier movie The Patriot, or Pulp Fiction, which the
New York Times described as two of the most gory and violent artistic works of the modern era. This was a red
flag for us. Philippians 4:8 says, “whatsoever things are true, …honest, …just, …pure, …lovely, …of good report…
think on these things.”  I don’t believe this movie satisfies that standard, even if it purportedly describes the
suffering of our Lord on the cross. 

Some say shocking violence, vivid gore, and explicit images of repulsive brutality are excusable because
they’ll help people see what Christ did for them, such as Bob Lepine of Family Life, who writes, 

The Passion may be [Gibson’s] most violent film to date, and it deserves its R rating. On more than one occasion as I
watched this movie, I had to turn away from the screen. I remember thinking at one point, “Enough. This is over the
top.” And almost immediately I had a second thought. “That’s right,” I thought. “This is over the top, because the
death of Christ was, in reality, barbaric and violent.” Maybe what we all need to see is not a cleaned up, sanitized
Hollywood version of His death, but a more accurate and graphic look at how He suffered for us. (February, 2004
website article; emphasis added.) 

Why does Lepine (and so many others) suddenly link “accurate” and “graphic” in the same sentence these days as
though they were perfect synonyms?  The Bible doesn’t include graphic details in any crucifixion narrative.
Certainly God knows how “powerful” and “moving” it would have been to include such descriptions, but strong
preaching applied to man’s conscience is what God ordained to spread the gospel with power through the
movement of the Holy Spirit. The Bible says “…faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.”  And, “I
am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God unto salvation…”  And, “you were born again, not with
corruptible seed, but by incorruptible, through the living and abiding word of God.”  And, “for the preaching of the
cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God.” Man can use shock
and violence to evoke extreme empathy and emotion and bind viewers together in a “shared experience” of grief,

http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=46445
http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=48636.
http://www.passionchrist.org/
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horror, and outrage, but this is not God’s pathway to saving faith revealed in the New Testament, nor is it a means
to greater devotion and intimacy with God among God’s people. 

Yet, Mel Gibson (and evangelical leaders lining-up behind him) tells us that a graphic depiction of Christ’s
death will make it more “real” and powerful. In September, 2003, Gibson told New Yorker magazine: “I wanted to
be true to the gospels. That has never been done before. I didn’t want to see Jesus looking really pretty. I wanted
to mess-up one of his eyes, destroy it.” True to the gospels, Mel? Which of the Gospels depict Jesus with “a
destroyed eye” or anything like it? The Biblical accounts of Jesus’ beating and crucifixion are as minimal as they
could be. Matthew, Mark and Luke essentially state: “Having scourged Jesus, Pilate delivered him to be crucified,”
and “when they came to the place which is called the skull, there they crucified him.” A dozen or so verses later,
Jesus is dead. The Gospel writers did not linger over His suffering to stir emotions and empathy. As one
commentator put it: 

It would be as odd as welcoming home a wounded soldier and, instead of focusing on the victory he won, dwelling
on the exact moment the bayonet pierced his stomach—how he felt and what it looked like. A human soldier might
well feel annoyed with such attention to his weakness rather than his strength. He would feel that it better
preserved his dignity for visitors to avert their eyes from such details and recount that part of the story as scantly as
possible to focus instead on the final achievement. This is the sense we pick up in the Gospels. Jesus’ suffering is
rendered in the briefest terms, as if drawing about it a veil of modesty. What’s important is not that Jesus suffered
for us, but that Jesus suffered for us. It is the contrast with His eternal glory that awed the earliest Christians—and
should us today. 

As reasonable as this explanation appears to be, we don’t really know why the gospel writers don’t give explicit
details. The only fact we know for sure is that they don’t. 

Likewise, nowhere outside the gospels does the Bible suggest we meditate on the gory details of Christ’s
suffering—rather, that we focus on His life, the fact of his death, His resurrection, intercession for us, and His
future return. For example, in the classic text of Philippians 2:5-11, Paul exhorts believers to focus on Christ: 

Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery
to be equal with God: but made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was
made in the likeness of men: and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name
which is above every name, …

Surely, Paul knew what suffering was all about, yet he lifts up for meditation the fact of Christ’s humility and
suffering in light of His deity and subsequent exaltation, not the gore and torture of His execution. Likewise, in
Hebrews 12:2-4, the writer exhorts us to consider the death of Christ in another historically beloved text: 

Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God. For
consider him that endured such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint
in your minds. Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.

Clearly, the fact of Christ’s bloodshed is in view, but where’s the graphic depiction of the teeth-grinding anguish
and repulsive brutality of Roman soldiers torturing our Lord mercilessly? Again, in Psalm 22, a classic lament of
David with clear messianic overtones, we observe modest and poetic language describing His physical sufferings: 

They gaped upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring lion. I am poured out like water, and all my
bones are out of joint: my heart is like wax; it is melted in the midst of my bowels. My strength is dried up like a
potsherd; and my tongue cleaveth to my jaws; and thou hast brought me into the dust of death. For dogs have
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compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet. I may tell all my
bones: they look and stare upon me. They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my vesture. 

God’s people have much for their imaginations here, yet nothing graphic or torturous is spelled out. One might
easily conclude from Scripture that our appreciation of what Christ did at the cross is not enhanced by
experiencing a graphic, artistic rendition of the crucifixion event.[1][1] 

In Matthew 7:15-20, Christ tells us to beware of false teachers who will come in looking like the flock. We
are told to examine their fruits because a tree is known by its fruits. A good tree will produce good fruit and vice
versa. When evaluating some new doctrine or method or any new thing, Christ tells us to examine the fruits of the
person offering it, in addition to its apparent conformity to Scripture. The Passion of the Christ was written,
produced, financed and directed by Mel Gibson, a Hollywood actor who describes himself as not a born again
Christian, but a devout Roman Catholic “Traditionalist,” which holds tightly to the view that Mary is co-
Redemptress with Christ, and that the grace of Christ is mediated to man through Mary. He rejects salvation by
grace alone through faith alone—his church everywhere teaches that those who believe that pernicious doctrine
are anathema (damned to Hell). He believes there is no salvation outside the Roman Catholic Church, but is
mediated only through taking her communion in the traditional, Latin-rite Mass of the Eucharist. Gibson believes
Pope John Paul II is a liberal because he accepts Vatican II (1965), which allowed the mass in languages other than
Latin, and expunged the Jews of blood guilt for killing Christ (formerly Catholic dogma for 8 centuries).  

On March 6, 2003, a friend of Gibson’s, Gary Giuffré, told the New York Times that Gibson’s movie “will
graphically portray the intense suffering of Christ, perhaps as no film has done before,” and that it will “lay the
blame for the death of Christ where it belongs.”[2][2]  OK, so he’s not exactly a Christian. But I’ve heard many say
he has a good reputation. Gibson’s reputation might be good by Hollywood standards, but what about Biblical
ones? Gibson is known exclusively for his movies, which, without exception, contain countless expletives and are
extremely violent and gory (Kill Bill, Lethal Weapon, Mad Max, Braveheart, Patriot, etc). As a New Republic
reporter put it, “Gibson loves gore.”[3][3] Would you say we have a “good tree” here, from a Biblical point of
view?  Does Mel Gibson meet the standard of Matthew 7? Does anyone associated with this movie meet that
standard? 

Some say, it’s just a movie and it’ll get people talking about Christ and we can use it for pre-evangelism and
ignore the bothersome elements of Gibson’s personal faith and not-so-Christian reputation. If The Passion of the
Christ is a tool of evangelism, who’s the evangelist? Is Mel Gibson one of the sheep?  Should we expect to receive
something from Mel Gibson that true, born-again, New Testament Christians would find perfectly suited to taking
to a lost world? Answer this question not on the basis of how you think the church could use his movie, but from
what Christ says about false teachers coming in among the sheep.      

Let’s look more closely at the movie. The script is based on the four gospels and The Mystical City of God by
St. Mary of Agreda, and a book of visions entitled, Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by St.
Ann Catherine Emmerich. The latter two are Roman Catholic saints and “passion mystics” of the nineteenth
century. The passion mystic school has always been a very popular Catholic subcurrent. It emphasizes strange
devotional rituals (e.g., Stations of the Cross) to induce trance-like meditations on the sufferings of Christ as a
source of inner power and transcendence. Many Catholics quickly and correctly recognized The Passion of the
Christ as a passion meditation in the classical mystic tradition. Passion mysticism is far from Biblical—in fact, it’s
occultic. Emmerich is a legend among passion mystics and Gibson is a serious follower who carries a relic of hers
with him. There’s an introduction to her life at <http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm>. The whole article is
astonishing, but here’s an excerpt:

The famous work of hers is a book of visions called The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. That’s the one tied

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm
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to the movie. All I can say is that I knew she was a major mystic. I knew she had incredibly detailed visions. I knew
she suffered the stigmata.[4][4] But I had no idea of the extent of what this remarkable German woman reportedly
experienced. [She grew up] in Flamske, Germany, and the older she got, the more one sensed what Msgr. Schmogen
describes as a “mysterious power that emanated from her.”  Her visions began early in life. By the tender age of four
she often prolonged her prayer for two to three hours. She claimed to see her guardian angel on a nearly constant
basis. She also levitated. When she entered a cloister, she was frequently seen inexplicably above the ground. She
was said to “bilocate.” In vision (or bilocation) she saw the execution of King Louis XVI, and “visited” Marie
Antoinette, queen of France, in prison. As a child, she was taken to see the suffering souls in purgatory. Historic
pictures flashed before her eyes—like those that would spawn The Dolorous Passion, and serve to fill in details (like
those in The Passion of the Christ) that are not recorded in Scripture. She also saw “the creation of Heaven, the fall of
the angels, the creation of the earth, and paradise,” notes Schmoger. “In successive visions, she followed, through
ages and generations, the development of the holy mysteries of the Incarnation and the Redemption.” As Schmoger
says, reading her revelations leaves one feeling that he has undergone an “unusual influence” similar to what is now
reported with those who see the movie. It’s no surprise that there is a special “something” around a movie that taps
into them. It’s no surprise that the movie’s director, Mel Gibson, is said to carry one of her relics. The visions may not
be perfect. No mysticism is, but they are extremely potent. Her entire life was potent. And highly mysterious.

Gibson admits his movie is based upon Emmerich’s book, which was also the inspiration for it in the first place. 
For the mystics, the purpose of their transcendent meditations is to become so emotionally and psycho-

spiritually connected with the actual, physical sufferings of Christ, that they are “changed within” and gain greater
spiritual growth and awareness from the experience. Sound familiar? This is what many evangelicals suggest will
be gained by “experiencing” the movie. The construction of The Passion of the Christ as a passion meditation in
the mystic tradition was no minor artistic afterthought. The film was shot in southern Italy and in Rome in part so
Gibson could be near the Vatican for consultation. According to Italy’s national Catholic newspaper, Avenire,
Gibson consulted high-level Catholic theologians within the church almost daily throughout the shooting. On
December 11, 2003, Pope John Paul II screened The Passion on DVD with his close friend and secretary,
Monsignor Staislaw Dziwisz, in his private residence, and gave it his approval (the Pope recently changed his public
position for political reasons to neutral and reported comments were officially retracted). No one denies that
“Roman Catholic teachings” are readily apparent in many places in the film. It is important to understand that the
movie itself is a passion meditation. Claims about technically accuracy are irrelevant to this point. If you watch the
movie, you are participating in a passion meditation (i.e., a mystical rite). This is why Christ instructed us not to
rely solely on our own assumed ability to spot false teaching in the things offered to us for consumption, but to
look also at who is offering them.  

Some will say, “So, what can a little mystical dogma hurt, so long as Christ is presented?”  Remember,
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, New Agers, etc., all present Christ. First-century Gnostics presented Christ.
Catholics, for their part, present Christ—as well as a “Come Home to Rome” campaign among nominal Christians
and evangelicals—with some success. They see “evangelical” (toward Rome) potential in this movie. For example,
The Daily Catholic reports: 

Many see Gibson as a Hollywood movie star, but True Catholics see him as an evangelist in the purist sense. A true
Apostle for the Truths and Traditions of the Church Christ founded. Mel has set on film what has always been set in
stone: the everlasting reminder of why Christ died for each and every one of us. We have that reminder daily in the
Latin Mass in the Alter Christus—the priest offers Him up daily as a propitiatory sacrifice in an unbloody manner to
the Father for us. Prayerfully this movie will move the hearts and souls of millions to return to the Truths and
Traditions of Christ’s True Church. (Daily Catholic, January 17, 2004; emphasis added). 

Indeed, the international magazine Inside the Vatican has chosen Mel Gibson as its “Man of the Year” for 2003.
And why not?  When unbelievers are led to this movie (and its creator) as a good introduction to Christ, and they
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like what they see, why wouldn’t they consider Gibson’s faith as a whole? Again, who is the evangelist, here? It is
Mel Gibson, not all the evangelical leaders lining up behind him. Evangelical leaders do not control Mel Gibson, the
Roman Catholic organization, or the steps either one of them will take after this movie has been consumed by the
public. They decide what comes next. This is why the Roman church is so excited about this movie. Check their
websites. 

Thirdly, is the movie really accurate? Linda Chavez, a Roman Catholic and President of the Center for Equal
Opportunity, syndicated columnist, and former head of the Civil Rights Commission for the Reagan Administration,
writes: 

Gibson’s film is an intensely Catholic account of the death of Christ. Indeed most of the scenes depicting Christ’s
journey along the Via Dolorosa on the way to Golgotha seem inspired by the medieval Catholic devotional ritual
referred to as the “Stations of the Cross,” which dates back to the 14th century. A scene in the film depicting Jesus’
encounter with Veronica, who wipes his face and is left with Christ’s image on her veil, is part of Catholic tradition,
for example, and may be totally unfamiliar to non-Catholic viewers. (Emphasis added.) 

Here’s what another reviewer observed who saw the entire movie: 
Much has been added to the gospel story to fill in the gaps. In an interview after the film, Gibson stated that it was
“the Gospels plus my imagination” and that he brought the story from the Gospels and added information from
“history, visions, and medicine.” Perhaps because of Gibson’s Roman Catholic background, Mary has a major role in
the film. Gibson puts Mary at nearly all of the events of his trial, torture and crucifixion, and even has Mary kissing
Jesus feet when he is on the cross. There are many scenes like that one—not Biblical, but based upon mystic and
apocryphal writings and Roman Catholic tradition. I took notes of the non-Biblical scenes, events and characters and
had a full page of them. The danger is that this film will become the Oliver Stone’s JFK of the crucifixion—that is, the
public will only “know” the crucifixion story as it is depicted here with all the non-Biblical material assumed to be
Biblical or historical. This is the only way, I’m told, that many now “know” the details of the assassination of John F.
Kennedy—through Oliver Stone’s fictional film. 

Another reviewer had a similar experience and similar concerns. Here’s an excerpt of his review: 
Consider, for example, that the movie is said to depict a frenzied riot around Jesus as he drags the cross to Calvary—
Romans, Jews and others wildly fighting, with Christ being brutalized by all. Wild riots happened a lot in Mad Max
movies, but not in the Gospels. Christ is depicted as falling at three points, but otherwise the carrying of the cross is
presented as a solemn event. Here … is how the Gospel writer Luke, a deeply ardent believer, presents the scene:
“As they led him away … A great number of the People followed him, and among them were women who were
beating their breasts and wailing for him. But Jesus turned to them and said, “daughters of Jerusalem, do not weep
for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.” This doesn’t sound like the depiction of a crazed riot, nor
does Christ’s injunction sound like the sort of thing shouted over a melee. 

Despite Gibson’s definitively Catholic interpretation, he asserts his work is “the truth”—historically accurate in the
factual sense. What Mel Gibson means by “truth” is whatever he and his Catholic advisors think happened. 

Interestingly, Gibson tells of many “miracles” that led to the creation of the movie, and on the set where
shooting took place. For example, a blind 2-year-old child had her sight miraculously restored. Both Reuters and
Associated Press carried the story that Assistant Director Jan Michelini was struck by lightning twice during filming,
and the actor playing Jesus, James Caviezel, was struck once. Both were miraculously spared from harm with no
signs of injury—“only smoke coming from Caviezel’s ears,” according to witnesses. Caviezel is also a staunch
Roman Catholic who, during breaks in shooting, “always had a priest with him.” Gibson tells of many others. I’m
not sure what all this means, but these are self-reported by people (mostly Gibson himself) who think these are
signs of God’s blessing. He says so openly. 

Some acknowledge objectionable elements in the movie, but ask, “won’t people be moved by Christ’s
sufferings on their behalf and be more likely to investigate further?  Can’t we use it for pre-evangelism? First of
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all, the pre-evangelism we see in Scripture is that of serving people in selfless acts of Christian love. This was the
basis of Christ’s healing ministry and other miracles (feeding the 5,000, etc.). Christ met people’s physical needs
because he loved them. That supernatural demonstration of love won Him a hearing with people and softened
their hearts. That principle is still at work today all over the world as missionaries heal, treat, feed, and care for
the poor, teach people English, and perform other acts of service. This is pre-evangelism. The gory details of
Christ’s crucifixion will evoke extreme emotions—empathy, outrage, shock, sorrow, despair—but experiencing the
movie is not a supernatural demonstration of Christian love for which the only explanation is God. Christ’s work
depicted in the movie might be, but to the movie-goer it is just another movie about someone being tortured and,
quite frankly, they’ve seen many, many of those. Keep in mind all movies, in one way or another, depict a hero
doing something selfless and grand for the benefit of others, even giving their own life. These characters may
inspire us temporarily and make us feel good, but they do not work a lasting change within us. 

Furthermore, God can and will use whatever means He chooses to achieve His sovereign purposes, even
false teachers and our own bad choices. But we should guard against the creeping pragmatism of “whatever
appears to work,” and follow a Biblical path in faith and trust God for the results. No doubt, pragmatism will seem
too abstract and theoretical for some. Any method other than preaching the word, the prayers of God’s people,
testimonies, worship, self-sacrificial service in the name of Christ, and living-out our faith before the watching
world, should be suspect, especially when it fails Philippians 4:8 and Matthew 7. A pure walk and a joyful
abstinence from all appearance of evil and false teaching is the best pre-evangelism. 
___________________

QUESTIONS THAT MIGHT BE USED TO EVALUATE THIS OR A FUTURE FILM
1.                   Does this film satisfy the letter and spirit of Philippians 4:8? Is it pure, wholesome, lovely, and of good report in
every respect?
2.                   Does Mel Gibson’s religious beliefs and reputation with other movies constitute “good fruit” in the meaning of
Matthew 7? Is    he one of the sheep? Is Gibson a “good tree” from which we should expect to see good fruit through which
Christ will bring glory to Himself?
 3.                   Does close and personal identification with this actor, this movie, or the Hollywood movie industry compromise a
healthy degree of separation from all appearance of evil and false teaching? Will endorsement of this movie help a false
teacher (or teachers) gain a foothold among the flock or among unbelievers? (Separation is a touchy subject these days, but
remember—much error arises from running too far from other men’s errors.)
 4.                   Does this movie reflect the spirit of this age in any respect? If so, how? What are the implications of this if such a
movie were unqualifiedly embraced by the church in a major mass evangelism effort?
 5.                   Suppose everyone sees the movie as suggested and the movie is a blockbuster. What will Hollywood do next? How
will we react to Gibson’s next movie entitled, A Day in Hell (i.e., Dante’s Inferno), or The Stigmata (life of Ann Catherine
Emmerich), or some other cultish project? Will unbelievers, new believers, or persons “impacted” by The Passion of the
Christ be likely to view these movies? To what consequence?

* The preceding three reports were excerpted and/or adapted from the originals. For other reviews see (1) “Mel
Gibson's Passion,” by Berit Kjos; (2) “The Jesus War: Mel Gibson & ‘The Passion’,” 9/15/03, New Yorker, by Peter J.
Boyer; (3) “Why I Will Not See The Passion of the Christ,” by John LeGare; and (4) “The Passion of Christ: Mel
Gibson’s Vivid Deception,” by Richard Bennett and Virgil Dunbar, 2/04, The Beacon. Also, an article written over 40
years ago has great relevance for today: “The Menace of the Religious Movie,” by A.W. Tozer.
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HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

[1][1] On the other hand, explicit depictions of Jesus’ broken body and sufferings through paintings, statues, and
literature is a well-known Roman Catholic distinctive (we now add “film” to that list of genre). How would you react to
seeing a large crucifix installed in our church lobby? How would you argue against it?  Keep in mind, Catholics deny that
they “keep Jesus on the cross” by such things. Catholics affirm Christ’s resurrection. They claim these images help us
meditate on Christ’s sufferings. The removal of such distracting icons was a key feature of the Protestant reformation and
the theology behind it. 

[2][2] The Catholic tradition of “passion plays” has a checkered history in medieval Europe and Russia, where
their performance around Easter often produced violent pogroms against Jews. This is the historical context for the Anti-
Defamation League’s criticism of the movie. Many clips were removed (after pressure from the ADL) before a rough cut
of the film was screened for evangelical leaders, and edits have been made since those screenings. Some say Gibson
changed his original commitment to portray Jews as he originally planned. 

[3][3] Bob Lepine of Family Life wrote, “Those who have seen other Gibson movies (Braveheart, The Patriot, We
Were Soldiers) know that he does not shy away from violence and gore as a filmmaker.”  Gibson does not shy away from
violence and gore?  Are we to congratulate Gibson for these courageous films?  Another reviewer points out, “[Gibson’s]
Mad Max movies are an embarrassing paean [tribute] to teen fantasies of violence and slaughter as fun. His Lethal Weapon
movies depict criminals killing more often, and police killing far more often, than occurs in real life. There’s little wonder
that The Passion of the Christ depicts an over-the-top, Hollywood-style splatter movie.” 

[4][4] The high point of the passion mystics’ belief and practice was to receive the stigmata, which is the
miraculous appearance of the actual physical wounds of Christ in their bodies. Emmerich’s wounds (including thorn
wounds to her head) are said to have bled on and off during her lifetime, and she wore bandages frequently.
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Celebration of Discipline*
by Richard Foster

Written over twenty-five hears ago, and proclaimed by Christianity Today as one of the ten best books of the
twentieth century, the influence of Celebration of Discipline is all but incalculable. It's author, Richard Foster, is a
Quaker, so his spiritual life is grounded in the subjective “inner light” presupposition of the Friends. He is highly
steeped in the Roman Catholic mystics, drawing from dozens of them for his theology. More than that, Eugene
Peterson informs us that Foster has “‘found’ the spiritual disciplines [in the mystics] that the modern world stored
away and forgot” (p. 206). Foster’s views are also formed by Quaker mystics and even secular thinking, most
surprisingly Carl Jung, self-confessed demon-possessed psychologist.

Without question, these extra-biblical sources are behind Foster’s understanding of the Christian life. That is not to
say that he does not refer to Scripture and occasionally interpret it correctly. However, it is astounding to see how
often he mutilates the Word of God (e.g., pp. 16, 17, 55, 83, 114, 156, 170, and 177).

As a result of his unbiblical routes and disregard for the meaning of Scripture, it should not surprise us that Foster
has become a Pied Piper, leading multitudes away from Biblical Christianity. From the vantage point of twenty-six
years since the publication of Celebration of Discipline, we see just how far astray Foster has taken his followers.
These include:

• Subjective leading of God as being the norm (pp. 10, 16-17, 18, 50, 95, 98, 108-109, 128, 139-140,
149-150, 162, 167, 182);

• Journaling and prayer as ways that God speaks to us (p. 108);

• Open theism (p. 35);

• Misunderstanding of the Old Testament Law for today (pp. 82, 87);

• The contemplative prayer movement, which has taken many to the foothills of Eastern mysticism;

• Centering prayer, in which one moves to the center of God or self—an Eastern mystical practice;

•  Misunderstanding of the will of God in prayer (p. 37);

• An unbiblical use of imagination, which leads to occultic visualization (pp. 25-26, 40-43, 163, 198);

• Receptivity to all the charismatic gifts including tongues, visions, revelations and prophecy (pp. 108,
165, 168-169, 171, 193);

• Use of rosaries and prayer wheels (p. 64)

• Approval of New Age teachers (i.e.; Merton, Eckhart; Loyola; etc.);

• Embracing of pop-psychological views such as self-fulfillment, self-actualization, loving ourselves,
mutual submission, and healing of inner wounds (pp. 113-120);

• Propagation of the Roman Catholic view of confession, penitence, and spiritual directives (pp. 146-
150, 156, 185);

• Promoting charismatic patterns of worship, including calling for the presence of God and holy
laughter (pp. 158-174, 198). 
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Overall Foster’s book is an encyclopedia of unbiblical teaching, which leads the unsuspecting reader away from
Christ and into mysticism, or worse. It is a telltale sign of the state of the church to find how accepted Foster’s
teachings are.

 

* Reviewed by Pastor Gary Gilley, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL 62703. More detailed information on the
teachings in Celebration of Discipline is available in Gilley's February 2005 Think On These Things article:
"Mysticism Part II," and posted as BDM's report on Richard Foster. For a primer on mysticism, see Gilley's January
2005 Think On These Things, "Mysticism Part I: Mysticism, a Way of the Past, the Wave of the Future."
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Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth Exposes the Truth
about The Shack

2 Timothy 2:15, 16 “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth.

But shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness.”

Ephesians 4:14 “That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men, 

and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;”

     If ever there was truth, it is in the verses above. A book like The Shack by William P. Young will succeed only
in increasing ungodliness because it has no truth in it concerning God the Father, the Trinity, or the Christian life
and no where will you find a salvation message. What a missed opportunity if ever there was one. In my opinion it
is a fiction that in key places, tugs at the heart strings and creates a web of emotion in which the reader is caught
and drawn into a world of deception and lies. Those who know little or nothing about the true nature of God trying
to decide what they believe and are at a fork in the road will undoubtedly follow the wrong road. A large crowd
going in the same direction does not mean they are going the right way.

     Matthew 7:13, 14 “Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth
unto life, and few there be that find it.”

     It speaks volumes to the apostasy we live in by the endorsements of this book and the reviews given at Christian
Book Distributors website, that though it is labeled fiction, people are not seeing it as such and in fact accept it as
teaching them about God. (more material at the end of this review) The author is being lauded as an authority on
the person(s) of God as well as having the answers to the toughest questions concerning the spiritual realm
venerating him and his Gnostic teachings.  This book not only profanes God the Father and His deity but
blasphemes with almost every word.

     Aside from attempting political correctness by the mention of several ethnic descriptions of the trinity, the
author is seemingly trying to appease everyone ecumenically as well. Being raised as a child of missionaries I
would think the author would know the lines he crossed through blatant contradictions to God’s word. One has to
wonder if he was more influenced by the Eastern religions he was raised around in his youth and wrote this book
out of bitterness, rebellion and lack of discernment as a result of his “great loss as a child and young adult”
described on the back cover. I’m also curious to know what William Young means by “wastefulness of grace” that
he enjoys with his family. If God sees fit to show grace toward us, wasteful would not be a word I would use.

Ephesians 4:7 “But unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ.”

    Young not only used his imagination writing this book but borrowed from other cultures and religions which is
exactly why this book should not be taken seriously. Reading this book, I got the impression that Mr. Young,
through the various uses of other religions and occult practices, doesn’t know what he believes; maybe that explains
why he pushes love and relationships so hard, not that there is anything wrong with either if in accordance to God’s
principals. Mr. Young’s god is clearly from his own imagination and contrary to a quote you’ll see later, our
imagination does not “…make us so like them” (i.e. the trinity).

     The Shack is a story centering on a man named Mack, who four years earlier, lost his youngest child Missy to
murder. One day Mack checks the mail and pulls out a note written by God—signed Papa—telling him to come
back to the shack where Missy's bloody dress was found. Once there, Mack eventually falls asleep, weary with
grief and shivering from the winter cold. Next thing he knows he's meeting Papa, Jesus and Sarayu. They take turns
helping him through his emotional rollercoaster ride. Mack is then given the choice to stay with them and his
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beloved Missy or return to his life with his wife and remaining two children. Mack chooses to go back and is
awakened to find himself where he originally laid on the floor (by the blood stain that was his daughter's). Mack
gets in an accident on the way home and is nearly killed. Ironically, Mack's wife Nan, the spiritually strong one in
the family, is initially skeptical of Mack's experience at the shack but their love and relationship get them through
and they live happily ever after.

Because there are numerous things in contradiction to God’s word and Christianity as a whole, this will be an
attempt to focus on the most obvious errors.

This is just a partial list of errors and blasphemies:

Young introduces his version of the trinity with a variety of ethnic descriptions as well as two of the three being
female pg 82-84, “…a large African-American woman…”(Papa God the Father), “…a small distinctively Asian
woman…virtually transparent and hard to see…”, (Sarayu Holy Spirit), a man “…appeared Middle Eastern and
dressed like a laborer complete with tool belt and gloves...(Jesus as a carpenter).  
Nowhere in the Bible is God or any part of the Trinity described as female, creating a unholy trinity. Young,
assigned them names stemming from Eastern religion and Greek mythology; Papa and Elousia (God), Jesus’ name
is the same but certain aspects of his character are not scriptural, Sarayu (Holy Spirit), Sophia (a personification of
God’s wisdom).    

Pg 171 Sophia is named and defined as, “..a personification of Papa’s wisdom,” and “She’s part of the mystery
surrounding of Sarayu.” The conversation between Mack and Jesus concerning Sophia is as follows with a few
inconsequential details left out (such as Mack stopping to tie his shoes): Mack asks if she is God too, making four
of them. Jesus says no, there are only three of us. “Sophia is a personification of God’s wisdom.” Mack says, “Oh,
like in Proverbs, where wisdom is pictured as a woman calling out in the streets, trying to find anyone who’ll listen
to her?” Jesus: “That’s her.” Mack: “But…she seemed so real.” Jesus: “Oh, she’s quite real.” “She’s part of the
mystery surrounding of Sarayu.”

Which is it? Is she the personification of God’s wisdom or is she a mystery surrounding Sarayu? What is she to
Jesus? Young’s three persons of the trinity are all God equally yet Sophia is only something to two of them.

 Pg 152 Mack describes Sophia as, “...a tall, beautiful, olive-skinned woman with chiseled Hispanic features...”and
continues on 153 with Mack thinking she is “Everything that sensuality strives to be, but falls painfully short.”

Webster’s dictionary defines sensuality as, “The quality or state of being sensual; devotedness to the gratification of
the bodily appetites; free indulgence in carnal or sensual pleasures; luxuriousness; voluptuousness; lewdness.” Why
is it necessary to sensualize wisdom? First of all, wisdom is not referred to as a literal woman in the passage in
Proverbs that Young has Mack remember but rather metaphorically speaking and it was a proverb or analogy
Solomon was depicting between a wise man hearing and increasing learning and understanding, whereas fools
despise wisdom and instruction. Young’s fixation on the woman smacks more of a pagan love goddess not
wisdom!

Pg 92 Papa is telling Mack,
Honey, there’s no easy answer that will take your pain away. Believe me, if I had one, I’d use it now. I have
no magic wand to wave over you and make it all better. Life takes a bit of time and a lot of relationship.
[Bold emphasis mine]  

This is bringing God down to human level. Young’s god can’t take the pain away and doesn’t have an answer
except that time and relationships is all that’s needed to heal the hurt he is feeling. This is what you get in a false
god. 
Matthew 11:28-30 “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light.”
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Pg 95 Papa bears the same scars of the cross that Jesus does. “…Mack noticed the scars in her wrists, like those he
now assumed Jesus also had on his.” Again, nowhere is this found in scripture.

Pg 96 Papa: “Don’t ever think that what my son chose to do didn’t cost us dearly. Love always leaves a significant
mark,” she stated softly and gently. “We were there together.”” Mack: “At the cross? Now wait, I thought you left
him—you know—‘My God, my god, why hast thou forsaken me?” Papa: “You misunderstand the mystery there.
Regardless of what he felt at that moment, I never left him.” “…When all you can see is your pain, perhaps then
you lose sight of me?”

With this piece Young denies the finished work of the cross! Without God the Father turning His back on Jesus,
sin remains and there is no Biblical forgiveness. God the Father allowed this to happen for a divine purpose and
Jesus knew it. Jesus had to die in the manner He did on the cross for sin to be crucified with Him. This is the worse
sort of blasphemy rejecting Christ’s finished work thereby denying the Jesus of the Bible. John 19:28, “After this,
Jesus knowing that all things were now accomplished, that the scripture might be fulfilled, saith, I thirst.” Jesus
knew this truth, God the Father turned away that the scriptures be fulfilled. The Father turned away from His Son
when He bore the sins of the whole world. Holiness does not look upon unholiness. Young completely distorted
part of the foundational message of the Gospel of Christ and created another god!

Pg 141 Jesus tells Mack, “You imagine. Such a powerful ability, the imagination! That power alone makes you so
like us. But without wisdom, imagination is a cruel taskmaster.”

This power of imagination is not that of a simple child’s game, but more like today’s New Age practices:
Transcendental meditation, spirit guides, certain forms of yoga, all of which come from Eastern religions. Much
like the ones Young grew up around.

Romans 1:18-23 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for
God hath shewed it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse;
Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their
imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, And
changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man…” [Bold emphasis
mine]

 Pg 148 Mack asks Jesus the question,
But you came in the form of a man. Doesn’t that say something?” “Yes, but not what many have assumed. I
came as a man to complete a wonderful picture in how we made you. From the first day we hid the woman
within the man, so that at the right time we could remove her from within him. We didn’t create man to live
alone; she was purposed from the beginning. By taking her out of him, he birthed her in a sense. We created
a circle of relationship, like our own, but for humans. She, out of him, and now all the males, including me,
birthed through her; and all originating, or birthed, from God.

Eve was not hidden within Adam. There is no circle of relationship. God created Adam from the dust of the earth
and breathed life into him. God then took a rib from Adam and created Eve and they worshipped and
fellowshipped with God. 
Genesis 2:21, 22 “And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; and the rib, which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a
woman, and brought her unto the man.”

Ch. 15 opens with Sarayu and Papa taking Mack on a journey of sorts in his mind. When Mack opened his eyes he
was blinded by the light emanating from Sarayu, to which she responds, “You will find it very difficult to look at me
directly” “…or at Papa. But as your mind becomes accustomed to the changes, it will be easier.”

The rest of the chapter tells of Mack’s clarity of vision. He is now able to see as the three god figures see and
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everything is illuminated with halos of light: Nature, animals, angels, sentinels, and of course people have an aura
about them, more New Age philosophy that flows right into Necromancy. This is the second time in this book that
Mack will have contact with a dead loved one. The first, being with Missy when he was with Sophia and he saw
his daughter through a waterfall. Missy knew her father was there and motioned as if she was hugging him. Now, in
his mind with Sarayu and Papa, Mack sees a commotion of agitated lights which are coming from his dead father.
This time Mack actually embraces his father, they forgive each other and all is well.

     I believe The Shack is a compilation for all to see exactly what Mr. Young didn’t learn while growing up with
missionary parents and the occult influence that apparently took hold and grew in his perverse imagination. I’m
also leaning toward the belief that because of his great loss as a child and young adult, Mr. Young’s personal
beliefs and perhaps a bit of his own story are incorporated into this “fiction.”  

So often people think that Christianity is only something soft, only a kind of gooey love that loves evil
equally with good. This is not the biblical position. The holiness of God is to be exhibited simultaneously
with love. We must be careful, therefore, not to say that what is wrong is right, whether it is in the area of
doctrine or of life, in our own group or another. What is wrong is wrong anywhere, and we have a
responsibility in that situation to say that what is wrong is wrong.  (Schaeffer, Francis A.: The Mark of a
Christian. Westchester , Ill. : Crossway Books, 1996, c1982)

      Finally, I am saddened and bewildered to see the praise of this book by so many, especially those claiming a
Christian testimony. May your eyes be opened and your lack of discernment be found growing in wisdom in
accordance to God’s truth and not vain and profane babblings. If you don’t know the attributes of God the Father,
Jesus his Son, and the Holy Spirit as described in God’s word, but would rather take truth out of an erroneous
fiction, then I would consider this an indication that you do not know God at all and your gullibility to be taken in
by this deception is very disheartening. The evidence shows this book to be weighed and found wanting. 

John's notes: Today so many books are coming out claiming the name of Christ, to be speaking about His
Holiness, attributes and spirituality and more of God's character. Yet presenting works of fiction such as Frank
Peretti's This Present Darkness, William P. Young's The Shack, the movie The Passion of Christ and a host of
others then these writers are being seen as leaders and wise men speaking to large groups of Christians who
applaud them for their works of fiction as giving some great spiritual insight when in fact they are no different than
the Judaizers of Paul's day! The Apostle Paul condemned such false teachings in the harshest of ways in Galatians
1:6-9 which Paul says,

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto another
gospel: Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of
Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach
any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed.

We need to contend against such things that others can mark and avoid them, Jude 3, Romans 16:17-18. We need
to show how in fact they are presenting another Gospel, another Christ, another God or as Kathy has done showing
them how books like The Shack perverts the very nature of our God. Churches promoting things like this and those
exposed on BDM should be admonished and abandoned if they persist in being lulled into apostasy. It is important
to know the true nature of the God of the Bible, His Son, and the Holy Spirit for times like these when a book such
as The Shack (a work of fiction) distorts it and gains a following so it can easily be exposed as a counterfeit.
Likewise, it is important to know the attributes of our enemy the Devil. What is clear is the confusion this book
causes about the very nature and character of God is just one more subtle attempt to deceive the unlearned who are
not faithful in seeing if these things are so as in Act 17:11 with the Bereans. I have fully supported my wife in this
endeavor to expose this book for what it is - a book of lies, written by a person angry with Biblical Christianity
who touches about every precious truth of scripture and desecrates it. 
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Some of the endorsements given to The Shack:

Gloria Gaither – Hosted a reading of The Shack even photographed and published in The New York Times.

Michael W. Smith (CCMer) – “The Shack is the most absorbing work of fiction I’ve read in many years. My wife
and I laughed, cried, and repented of our own lack of faith along the way. The Shack will leave you craving for the
presence of God.” On back of The Shack.

Mark Lowry (former singer with the Gaithers) – “Well, I finally finished The Shack by William P. Young. The first
five chapters are very hard to read. Very painful. But somewhere around chapter 6, Dorothy lands in Oz and
everything becomes technicolor. I really love this book. It confirmed for me a lot of things I’ve been learning about
God.” From his 2008 Ramblings on his website May 2008.

James Ryle – “If God is all powerful and full of love why doesn’t he do something about all the pain and suffering
in our world? This book answers that age old question with startling creativity and staggering clarity by far one of
the best books I ever read.” In front section of the book “On what others are saying about  The Shack.” (Mentioned
many times within the Promise Keeper fiasco on BDM and in the article, Interesting Information About “Promise
Keepers”: 
 

James Ryle, Pastor of one of the Vineyard churches which supports the "Toronto Experience," along with
other "signs and wonders," Pastor to PK Founder Bill McCartney, Ryle himself recently participated in a
service making animal noises from the pulpit (this is one of the Toronto manifestations) “There are waves
of tear-wiping laughter. Ryle makes sound effects, including some animal noises. He snaps his fingers,
bangs the podium, paces and tells how God will appear here in suit of fire, oil, water. "You will feel! And
the glory of the Lord will put you down!”   (From the Washington Post 11/18/95)

Eugene Peterson – Author of the perversion of scripture called The Message

Christianity Today Magazine – The Shack received a positive review 7/10/2008 in Fiction for the Faith-Starved,
while acknowledging many Christian publishers rejected The Shack “…ostensibly for being too theologically
edgy…” they also praise its emotional story and state:

Despite its weaknesses, this is a story with the potential to wake readers up, to rekindle or reinvigorate their
faith. In an era when so much Christian fiction is about pat answers, conventional themes, and the
regurgitation of what we already know and believe, such stories are good news for thoughtful readers.

Not a word of about the heresy, blasphemy and gross error just excusing it as a “novel” See BDM warning on
Christian Fantasy.    

Other links to reviews warning of the deception of this book and more:

Deceived by a counterfeit “Jesus” The twisted "truths" of The Shack & A Course in Miracles -By Berit Kjos -
February 14, 2008
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm

The Consequence of Role-Reversals in The Shack – Parts 1 & 2 The Divine-Human Relationship - By Pastor Larry
DeBruyn
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm

The Emerging (Global) Church – Numerous links to articles related to where The Shack gets many of its
endorsements and the growing danger of the “Emergent Church Movement”

Contemplative Mysticism – Exposing the danger of this sort of imagination and visualization.

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/8565e7c7f98e6d3341e4c3ecd2e4a263-137.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/ccmconverting.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/crocke.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/opposedtoccm.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/fantasy.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/charts/new-spirituality.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/contemplativeheader.html
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Book Reviews - What Love is This?

James White's Open Letter to Dave Hunt  (5/02)

What Love is That?  (A Refutation of Dave Hunt's Arminian Gospel in What Love is This?) by Mitch Cervinka 
(12/06)  
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Misc. Quotes on False Teachers/Teachings*

"To seek unity with false prophets without challenging their errors leaves one's own beliefs open to questions.
Those who defend heretics, even if they do not believe in their teachings, are guilty of lending credibility to their
heresies, and will be held accountable to God for the souls that are destroyed as a result. It's up to those that know
the truth to defend the Church against false teachers whatever the cost to unity or to personal benefit" (p. 11).

"When the Scriptures tell us to judge the prophets by their fruit, it means their holy living and conformity to God's
Word for themselves and those they teach. It does not mean the number of spectacular events that transpire in their
lives. Nor does it rest on how many people are blessed by them; many are blessed by New Age practitioners. [Nor
does it rest on the number of moral causes they are involved in.] ... Yet today's prophets tell us not to judge the
ungodly lives [nor the bad doctrine] of the prophets, but to believe them because of the 'fruit' of their ministries."
(p. 12) "It is not to signs and wonders that we should look [nor to the number or nature of the moral causes they are
involved in], but to the overall integrity of the man who performs them. Integrity not only includes freedom from
greed, lust, and avarice, but adherence to sound doctrine" (p. 16).

How can one be exonerated of bad doctrine of a particular ministry, "when he has openly endorsed that ministry
and appears on their platform? One who endorses a work bears responsibility for that work and is identified with its
fruit" (p. 16).

"... unity is not found in uniformity of thought, but in the fellowship of the Spirit, based on sound doctrine which,
in turn, is predicated on the clear teaching of Scripture. This is why Paul exhorts us to "mark them which cause
divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom 16:17). The false
prophets call for unity based not on Scriptural doctrine, but on their [the false prophets] claim for authority. Those
who insist on fellowship based on sound doctrine are labeled legalists, while the false prophets are the ones
imposing unscriptural demands upon those who follow them" (p. 14).

The term "another gospel" referred to in Gal 1:6-9, "is a perversion of the true gospel. That is, it centers on the
person and work of Jesus, but adds or subtracts teachings that refocus people's efforts toward untruths" (p. 17).

* Quotes are derived from the September, 1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The
Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the Kansas City-Vineyard Connection."
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Quotes on Unity*

Puritan John Trapp

"Unity without verity [truth] is no better than conspiracy" (cited in The Golden Treasury of Puritan Quotations, p.
304).

A.W. Tozer

"The constantly recurring question must be: What shall we unite with and from what shall we separate? The
question of coexistence does not enter here, but the question of union and fellowship does. The wheat grows in the
same field as the tares, but shall the two cross-pollinate? The sheep graze near the goats, but shall they seek to
interbreed? The unjust and the just enjoy the same rain and sunshine, but shall they forget their deep moral
differences and intermarry? ... The Spirit-illuminated church will have none of this" (The Best of A.W. Tozer, p.
72).

C.H. Spurgeon

"On all hands we hear cries for unity in this and unity in that; but in our mind the main need of this age is not
compromise but conscientiousness, 'First pure, then peaceable.' It is easy to cry 'A confederacy,' but that union that
is not based on the truth of God is rather a conspiracy than a communion. Charity by all means: but honesty also.
Love of course, but love to God as well as love to men, and love of truth as well as love of union. It is exceedingly
difficult in these times to preserve one's fidelity before God and one's fraternity among men. Should not the former
be preferred to the latter if both cannot be maintained? We think so" (The Sword and Trowel, April 1887, p. 196, as
cited in C.H. Spurgeon and the Modern Church, by R.J. Sheehan, p. 22).

J.N. Darby

"Separation from evil is the necessary first principle of communion with Him ... Separation from evil is His
principle of unity" (Separation of Evil: God's Principle of Unity, as cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest
Pickering, p. 116).

J. Gresham Machen

"Again, men tell us that our preaching should be positive and not negative, that we can preach the truth without
attacking error. But if we follow that advice we shall have to close our Bible and desert its teachings. The New
Testament is a polemic book almost from beginning to end ... It is when men have felt compelled to take a stand
against error that they have risen to the really great heights in the celebration of the truth" (What Is Christianity, as
cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest Pickering, p. 97).

John Whitcomb Jr.

"Diversity and division is infinitely more precious than a satanic unity. The problem God's people are facing today:
Satan wants unity in what? -- in error. God would infinitely prefer division because of truth. Do you know what
Jesus said in Matthew 10? He said, 'I have come not to bring peace, not to bring unity, but to bring division, to set a
son against his father, a daughter against her mother, so that people within their own households will be enemies of
each other.' That is what Jesus said he came to do ... God's smashing of satanic ecumenical unity was an incredible
blessing [Genesis 11: the Tower of Babel] ... The potential for satanic depravity is infinite, as long as what
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continues? -- a unity in error -- organized blasphemy. Measure this friends. Grasp it. Satan will, in his brief hour,
at the end of this world, be given his opportunity to demonstrate what total unity is like in the human race, when
every person will have a mark on the forehead or right hand, and will walk lockstep under incredible blasphemy ... 

"You say, 'We want unity.' Oh, really? What kind of unity? 'We want all the churches to get together.' Oh, really?
You mean in error, in confusion, in heresy? That is, dear friends, the ecumenical movement of our hour, in which
all the great denominations and all the great church leaders are becoming more and more unified. In what? -- in
compromise and theological error; and this is the ultimate horror" (from Human Races, a message delivered at
Indian Hills Community Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Fall of 1984).

* Key Bible Verses: 
Psa. 133:1; Jn. 17:11, 21-23; 2 Chron. 30:12; Rom 15:5,6; 16:17,18; Dan. 2:43; 1 Cor. 1:10; 5:12,13; 10:17; 11:19;
Eph. 4:3-6, 13-15; Phil. 1:27; 2:2; Col. 2:2; 3:14
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Charles Haddon Spurgeon on "Separation"*

"Neither when we have chosen our way can we keep company with those who go the other way. There must come
with decision for truth a corresponding protest against error." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, September
1887.

"Avowed atheists are not a tenth as dangerous as those preachers who scatter doubt and stab at faith." -- C.H.S.,
The Sword and the Trowel, August 1887.

"Believers in Christ's atonement are now in declared union with those who make light of it; believers in Holy
Scripture are in confederacy with those who deny plenary inspiration; those who hold evangelical doctrine are in
open alliance with those who call the Fall a fable, who deny the personality of the Holy Ghost, who call
justification by faith immoral, and hold that there is another probation after death ... Yes, we have before us the
wretched spectacle of professedly orthodox Christians publicly avowing their union with those who deny the faith,
and scarcely concealing their contempt for those who can not be guilty of such a gross disloyalty to Christ. To be
very plain, we are unable to call these things Christian Unions; they begin to look like Confederacies in Evil ... It is
our solemn conviction that where there can be no real spiritual communion there should be no pretense of
fellowship. Fellowship with known and vital error is participation in sin." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel,
November 1887.

"The day will come when those who think they can repair a house which has no foundations will see the wisdom in
quitting it altogether. All along we have said that to come out from association with questionable doctrines is the
only possible solution of a difficulty which, however it may be denied, is not to be trifled with by those who are
conscious of its terrible reality." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, July 1889.

"Complicity with error will take from the best of men the power to enter any successful protest against it ...
Fellowship with known and vital error is participation in sin ... As soon as I saw, or thought I saw, that error had
become firmly established, I did not deliberate, but quitted the body at once. Since then my counsel has been 'Come
out from among them.' I have felt that no protest could be equal to that of distinct separation from known evil ...
That I might not stultify my testimony I have cut myself clear of those who err from the faith, and even from those
who associate with them." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel.

"Ah, my dear brethren, there are many that are deceived by this method of reasoning. They remain where their
conscience tells them they ought not to be, because, they say, they are more useful than they would be if they went
'without the camp.' This doing evil that good may come, can never be tolerated by an enlightened conscience. If an
act of sin would increase my usefulness tenfold, I have no right to do it; and if an act of righteousness would appear
likely to destroy all my apparent usefulness, I am yet to do it. It is yours and mine to do the right though the
heavens fall, and follow the command of Christ whatever the consequences may be. 'That is strong meat,' do you
say? Be strong men, then, and feed thereon." -- C.H.S., Sermons, 37, p. 426.

"Constantly we hear of proposals for union, and truly these are welcome where mere technical matters divide true
Christians; but what is the use of pretending to create union where there can be none? There is another matter
which needs to be thought of as well as union, and that is TRUTH. To part with truth to show charity is to betray
our Lord with a kiss. Between those who believe in the eternal verities and those who constantly cast doubt on them
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there can be no union. One cried of old, 'Is it peace?' And the answer was a sharp and true one. We render it thus --
'What hast thou to do with peace while departures from the truth of God are so many?' The first question is, 'Are
we one in Christ?' And are we obedient to the truth revealed in the Scriptures? If so, union will necessarily follow:
but if not, it is vain to clamour for a confederacy which would only be an agreement to aid and abet each other's
errors." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, February 1887.

"For Christians to be linked in association with ministries who do not preach the gospel of Christ is to incur moral
guilt. A Union which can continue irrespective of whether its member churches belong to a common faith is not
fulfilling any scriptural function. The preservation of a denominational association when it is powerless to
discipline heretics cannot be justified on the grounds of the preservation of 'Christian unity'... It is error which
breaks the unity of churches, and to remain in a denominational alignment which condones error is to support
schism." -- C.H.S., The Forgotten Spurgeon, pp. 164-165.

"I have preached God's truth, so far as I know it, and I have not been ashamed of its peculiarities. That I might not
stultify my testimony, I have cut myself clear of those who error from the faith, and even from those who associate
with them." -- C.H.S., October 1888.

* Key Bible Verses: 
Exo. 34:15,16; 1 Jn. 4:1-6; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; Hag. 2:11-13; Gal. 1:8,9; 1 Cor. 15:33; Amos 3:3; Rom. 16:17; 2
Cor. 6:14-18; 2 Chron. 19:2; Titus 3:10; 2 Cor. 7:1; Neh. 13:23,25; 1 Tim. 6:3-5; 2 Tim. 2:20,21; Hos. 4:17; Matt.
18:17; 1 Tim. 5:22; Psa. 1:1; 2 Tim. 3:1,2,5; 2 John 10,11; 1 Cor. 5:11; Acts 19:9; Eph. 5:11; Rev. 18:4
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Quotes on Psychology

Roger Mills: The field of psychology today is literally a mess. There are as many techniques, methods, and
theories around as there are researchers and therapists. I have personally seen therapists convince their clients that
all of their problems come from their mothers, the stars, their bio-chemical makeup, their diet, their lifestyle, and
even the "kharma" from their past lives. (psychologist)

Sigmund Koch: The hope of a psychological science became indistinguishable from the fact of psychological
science. The entire subsequent history of psychology can be seen as a ritualistic endeavor to emulate the forms of
science in order to sustain the delusion that it already is a science. ... Throughout psychology's history as "science,"
the hard knowledge it has deposited has been uniformly negative. (psychiatrist)

Thomas Szasz: It [psychology] is not merely a religion that pretends to be science, it is actually a fake religion that
seeks to destroy true religion. ... psychotherapy is a modern, scientific-sounding name for what used to be called
the "cure of souls" ... with the decline of religion and the growth of science in the eighteenth century, the cure of
(sinful) souls, which had been an integral part of the Christian religions, was recast as the cure of (sick) minds, and
became an integral part of medicine. ... It is customary to define psychiatry as a medical specialty concerned with
the study, diagnosis, and treatment of mental illness. This is a worthless and misleading definition. Mental illness is
a myth. ... the notion of a person "having a mental illness" is scientifically crippling. It provides professional assent
to the popular rationalization -- namely, that problems in living experienced and expressed in terms of so-called
psychiatric symptoms are basically similar to bodily diseases. (psychiatrist)

Carl Jung: Religions are systems of healing for psychic illness. ... That is why patients force the psychotherapist
into the role of a priest, and expect and demand of him that he shall free them from their distress. This is why we
psychotherapists must occupy ourselves with problems which, strictly speaking, belong to the theologian. (occultist
and transpersonal psychologist)

Jacob Needleman: A large and growing number of psychotherapists are now convinced that the Eastern religions
now offer an understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisaged by Western science. At the
same time, the leaders of the new religions themselves -- the numerous gurus and spiritual teachers now in the
West are reformulating and adapting the traditional systems according to the language and atmosphere of modern
psychology. (philosopher)

E. Fuller Torrey: The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are with few exceptions on exactly the same
scientific plane as the techniques used by witch doctors. ... The term itself ["mental illness"] is nonsensical, a
semantic mistake. The two words cannot go together ... you can no more have a mental "disease" than you can have
a purple idea or a wise space. ... The mind cannot really become diseased any more than the intellect can become
abscessed. Furthermore, the idea that mental "diseases" are actually brain diseases creates a strange category of
"diseases" which are, by definition, without known cause. Body and behavior become intertwined in this confusion
until they are no longer distinguishable. It is necessary to return to first principles: a disease is something you have,
behavior is something you do. (research psychiatrist)

Richard Feynman: Psychoanalysis is not a science [and it is] perhaps more like witch-doctoring. (Nobelist)

Am. Psychiatric Assoc.: An experiment at the All-India Institute of Mental Health in Bangalore found that
Western-trained psychiatrists and native healers had a comparable recovery rate. The most notable difference was
that the so-called "witch doctors" released their patients sooner.

Dr. Lee Coleman: There is no such thing as these repressed memories. That is a fraud, it's a fake, it doesn't exist.
They are completely the product of suggestibility in which vulnerable people end up getting manipulated by some
individual or group therapy setting. (psychiatrist and expert court witness on false memories)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/memory.htm
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CAPS: We are often asked if we are "Christian psychologists" and find it difficult to answer since we don't know
what the question implies. We are Christians who are psychologists but at the present time there is no acceptable
Christian psychology that is markedly different from non- Christian psychology. It is difficult to imply that we
function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian colleagues ... as yet there is not an
acceptable theory, mode of research or treatment methodology that is distinctly Christian. (paper presented at
meeting of Christian Association for Psychological Studies)

J. Vernon McGee: So-called Christian psychology is secular psychology clothed in pious platitudes and religious
rhetoric. (Bible teacher)

Jay E. Adams: In my opinion, advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within
the church is every bit as pagan and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of some of the
most bizarre cults. The only vital difference is that the cults are less dangerous because their errors are more
identifiable. (theologian and biblical counselor)

Ed Payne: The amount of research against psychology is amazing and from people in their own camps. ... the
impossibility of integration of avowedly pagan psychologists with Scripture seems obvious. One begins to wonder
whether these promoters of psychology have any biblical discernment. ... Church leaders must bear the guilt of the
invasion of psychology into the church. These are the people who are ordained of God to guard the minds of their
sheep [I Tim. 4:1,2,6]. Instead, they have invited wolves into the fold. Christian publishers are guilty as well. The
"profit margin" has become the most important consideration for them. In reality Christian publishers ought to be
under the authority of the church, so even in this area church leaders are at fault. (medical doctor and author)

Hilton P. Terrell: A Trojan horse full of dangerous psycho-fantasies has been professionally prepared for us by
Christian psychiatrists and psychologists. ... At base, such therapies stand upon dogma, not scientific observations,
and the dogma is the odious one of Freud and his followers who were some of the century's most anti-Christ
teachers. No amount of well- intentioned refinement of deadly doctrines will make them clean for use by Christians.
Though gems are usually found in coal mines, Christians who go fossicking for gems of God's truth in
psychoanalytic coal mines will usually emerge empty-handed and filthy. ... Christians of discernment should avoid
the dangerous system completely. (medical doctor)
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Quotes on Public vs. Private Correction of Error

"Some think that if one Christian differs with the writings or public statements of another [professing]
Christian on a point of doctrine, without rancor or any problem between them as persons, he is wrong
for stating the differences publicly before going privately to the 'brother' with whom he disagrees. That
is a misconception. First of all, there is no unreconciled condition between them; they simply differ.
Secondly, therefore, there is no matter of church discipline involved. Thirdly, even if this were a matter
of discipline, the first party wrote or spoke publicly -- he put it before the church or the world; he did
not speak privately. For that reason it is as appropriate for the second to write or speak as publicly as
the first did in refuting what he thinks is a wrong interpretation of the Scriptures and which, therefore,
he believes may hurt the church if he doesn't (Handbook of Church Discipline, pp. 34-35).

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ. ...
[Religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit, or on
radio or television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then [the spirit of] the
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authorization of a Protestant popery. If
[their] teachings are valid and Biblical, then [they] have nothing to fear from a factual and Scriptural
analysis ... and if [their] precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then lovers of God and truth will be
grateful when error is exposed" (Comments from the Foreword to PsychoHeresy).

"False doctrine is not the subject of Matthew 18, but something else entirely and, therefore, does not
come under the instructions Christ gives in that passage. False doctrine is never a private matter and is
always to be dealt with publicly. In fact, much of the New Testament was written to publicly correct
false teaching ... Paul withstood Peter to his face publicly for his false interpretation of the law that
caused him not to associate with Gentile believers (Gal. 2:11-14). In a day of mass media, particularly
when denied access to so-called 'Christian' television and radio, the only method of public correction of
false teaching is to write books and to speak publicly, in order to call the attention of the Body to
errors that affect the whole Body.

"Furthermore, what teachers say in books and on television, etc. is part of a public domain, subject to
review, analysis, and critique of any kind. Anyone who makes public declarations intended to influence
large audiences through books, radio, television, etc. ought to know that he is responsible for what he
says, and will be held accountable. No one need ask anyone for permission to critique anything that has
been espoused in a public forum. It is not necessary to first talk with a writer or speaker in order to be
accurate and fair in critiquing him ... If members of the Body have erred, then if we love them, we will
correct them" (February 1986, CIB Bulletin).
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Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church*

"Note the seriousness here -- the believers were tolerating them [the false teachers]. Now, that's the awfulness of it.
It's not amazing that there'd be men of this character [in the church]. The tragedy is that believers are tolerant of
these individuals! ...What happens when they're tolerated is they come in [into the church]. And you know what
they are? They're hidden reefs ... unsuspecting believers then crash on them. And their faith is upset and their life
is ruined. That's why you cannot tolerate it [false teaching] among believers. 

"You allow this hidden reef for an unsuspecting Christian to crash on, and often it's done under the guise and in the
name of "love." It's loving to set-up a reef for a Christian to be smashed on? Not on your life! You know what it
is? -- it's cowardice on the part of believers. They don't want to deal with it [false teaching], so they say it wouldn't
be loving. You know what they're afraid of? -- they're afraid of the battle. 

"That's why Jude says, 'contend earnestly.' You've got to deal with it. You can't be tolerant of it ... When you think
of how deceived believers have been -- you have to sift them [the apostates] very carefully through the Scriptures."

* Taken from a commentary on Jude 12a, preached 3/15/81 (Gil Rugh).
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Doctrinal Division & Discernment*

"The second part of Satan's program [the first being the hindering of the plan of God in salvation], is once a person
does come to believe in Jesus Christ, he wants to prevent him from taking in the pure milk of the Word -- he wants
to turn him aside from the simple commitment to following Christ and being obedient to His Word [2 Cor. 11:3,4]
... His [Paul's] concern for the Corinthians, as those who have come to believe in Jesus Christ, is that they might be
turned aside from the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ by paying attention to false teaching, to the
corrupted gospel that was being promoted by false teachers. They need to be alert and aware ... This is the concern
that is on Paul's mind as he addresses the Romans [Rom. 16:17,18].

"... He wants to remind them [the Romans] and warn them of the danger of false teachers who would turn them
aside from the truth of the Word of God. They [the false teachers] would hinder their growth and mar the testimony
for Christ ... Paul is saying that we are, as believers, to keep our eye on, to look over carefully, to watch out for,
these kinds of people. In other words, we are not allowed to be casual or indifferent as God's children in regard to
those that would cause dissension [division] and trouble in the body of Christ. We ought to be aware of those, who
by their wrong teaching, would divide the body, would cause trouble in the body. We are to recognize them, know
who they are. We are to keep our eye on them ... Believers are to know what's going on. We're to understand the
issues. We're to discern and recognize true teachers and false teachers ... Believers are to be discerning -- it's not an
option.

"... Now, how do we know who's doing this [bringing division]? Any time you have doctrine presented, you're
going to have division occur -- doctrine divides. What's the standard here? Well, Paul gives it very clearly in
Romans 16:17, when he says, 'contrary to the teaching which you learned.' Those who teach contrary to the
teaching that has been given through the Apostles and Prophets, are those who are causing dissensions and
conflicts. I want you to note this -- it's NOT those who are teaching sound doctrine, it's NOT those who are
teaching the truth of the Word of God that are divisive, that cause trouble. Rather, it's those who teach contrary to
the Word of God, contrary to what has been revealed by God. They are dividing the church. They are dividing
believers. They are causing trouble and preventing the growth of the body of Christ. That's important to keep in
mind, because any time we get into a doctrinal issue, a doctrinal conflict, the question comes, 'Well, should we be
divisive over this?' If you're presenting the truth of the Word of God, it's not divisive. What brings division and
dissension is those that bring teaching contrary to the Word of God. And you cannot sacrifice the truth of God for
peace, unity, or harmony.

"... The response to these people? -- very simply, verse 17 -- 'Turn away from them' ... We as believers are to pay
close attention, to watch out for, those who are causing dissension and hindrances by teaching contrary to the Word
of God, and we are to turn away from them. Have nothing to do with them ... Anyone who advocates doctrine
contrary to the Word is creating conflict within the body of Christ ... And dissension/division is always the result ...
We must carefully, carefully evaluate the content of what is being presented. There is no other way to discern evil.

". . .you cannot tell whether the doctrine being presented is true or false by the personality of the speaker. You can
only tell by analyzing the doctrine in light of the Word ... You see the issue here? -- false teachers wooing away
believers from their devotion to Christ; this is a serious matter ... This is the plan and program of Satan in the world
today -- to develop counterfeits to the plan and program of God in salvation ... and he can adjust it so it is
appealing to us, so it sounds good to us. And we have to be discerning lest we be led astray from the simplicity and
purity of devotion to Christ ... Some of those kind of teachers come up from among the church. They profess to be
believers; they appear in so many ways to look good. The only way to deal with satanic counterfeits is to sift the
doctrine carefully, carefully, carefully through the Scripture. The better the counterfeit, the more discerning you
have to be.

"... '[But] this person may be a believer.' You know, the Scripture doesn't call on me to make that final decision.
Some of these teachers promoting wrong doctrine, I can't tell whether they're believers or not ... But you know what
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the Scripture tells me to do -- discern their doctrine. If their doctrine's not correct, turn away from them. It doesn't
tell me to make a subjective decision -- 'If you feel good about the fact that they're probably believers, then forget
the doctrine.' If they're teaching contrary to the truth of the Word, turn away from them. And if you don't, over time
their smooth, flattering speech will deceive your heart, and you will be amazed at how far adrift from the truth you
can end up.

"... You note here, you're to contend earnestly for the faith [Jude 3]. 'Believers aren't to be divisive, are they?' We're
not to cause dissensions, no. How do we avoid that? We constantly just present the truth. That means we will be
constantly battling against error. People will say, 'Well look, I don't want a church where they have conflict, and I
don't want to have division.' What they're looking for is a nice squishy, emotional bath where people will throw
doctrine out the door for good feelings. And all that matters is that we 'come together and have love.' And love and
peace supersede doctrine. But you take doctrine out of your love and what do you have? ... What is your love
without truth? ... There is no love apart from truth! ... Biblical love only functions in the context of truth. There is
no sacrificing of doctrine for any reason, because then you've turned aside from purity of devotion to Christ.

"... And having a good testimony as a church does not mean now that you can sit back and take it easy. It means
that you must now be all the more alert, all the more careful, because there's all the more danger that you would be
turned from your obedience ... We're often gullible because we think we know better than God. 'Well, I know but I
don't want to be a doctrinal nitpicker here. My goodness, can't we just love one another for a while and forget this
doctrine?' No you can't. Satan won't go away ... One of his tactics is to wear us down ... The servants of Satan
cannot change. Any compromise has to come from us -- compromising God's standard and God's truth. And God
has not given us the right to compromise his truth -- not even the smallest jot and tittle can be compromised ...
What is taking place with this false doctrine and this false teaching is the activity of Satan. These are doctrines of
demons that are being promoted. That's why it brings dissension. That's why it troubles the body and brings
hindrances to growth. You cannot mix the doctrines of Satan and the doctrines of Almighty God.

"... We are called to peace as God's people. We are called to war as God's people. We are called to peace with
those who are like-minded in the gospel of Jesus Christ. We are called to war with those, to contend for the faith
against those, who oppose the truth of the Word of God."

* Taken from a commentary on Romans 16:17-20, preached 12/8/91 (Gil Rugh).
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Watch Out for the False Teachers Among You*

"Paul said that these false teachers (Romans 16:17,18) are effective in deceiving believers. They're effective for two
reasons: (1) These false teachers are very effective communicators -- 'They use smooth and flattering speech to
deceive people;' ... (2) Believers aren't paying attention. Believers are unsuspecting ... They're [the false teachers]
using smooth and flattering speech. They have personal magnetism about them. Our attention gets turned away
from what they are saying to how they are saying it, to the impression they are making with their own personality.
And when we are put in that situation, we turn our attention from the content of what is being taught, and ... we
open ourselves up to be deceived and turned away from our purity and devotion to Jesus Christ.

"Now, one of the ways that believers get deluded is they begin to focus on what they agree with in false teaching,
but what is at issue is what we disagree with ... Many believers are being deluded today [in this way] ... In such a
debate [with false teachers], we have to be sure to focus on what we disagree on ... we have to be very careful as
we are exposed to false teachers. 

" ... If we're talking about it being the power of God that establishes us, how do believers get deceived? Did God's
power not work for them? ... You must understand the means of God's power -- 'according to my Gospel ' ... The
Gospel of God is the message of Jesus Christ. He is the subject of that message ... The Gospel includes everything
related to His death, burial, and resurrection ... The whole book of Romans is a detailed presentation of the Gospel
... God's power always works in the context of His Gospel, His revealed Word ... That is true not only in the initial
salvation of the lost, but the ongoing salvation that the believer experiences [i.e., progressive sanctification] ... God's
power does not work in the life of God's child -- to establish them, to firmly plant them, to strengthen them -- apart
from the ministry of the Word of God in that life. If you are not being regularly exposed and taught and saturated
with the Word of God, then God's power will not operate to establish you, and you will become a prey to satanic
deception.

"I hope you have this underlined in your Bible -- 'There will also be false teachers among you.' He doesn't say
maybe. We're not talking about the [cults] ... we're talking about those that rise from within the Church of Jesus
Christ and promote false doctrine. 'They will secretly introduce destructive heresies' (2 Peter 2:1). How can you
secretly introduce a destructive heresy among believers? Well, you present it under the guise of being truth to
believers who are unsuspecting. You present it very cleverly, very smoothly ... 

"We [the Church] are more concerned with our feelings and our experiences than we are with the Truth of God ...
You better be looking for a place where the Word is believed and taught. That's what the Church is; it's the pillar
and support of the truth ... Are you looking for friends or are you looking for the truth? We want to corrupt and
twist the Church to make it what people want ... Come to the church that believes and teaches the truth! ... God's
power does not operate apart from God's Word ... If Satan wants to disrupt the work of God in your life, what does
he do? -- attack the Word, so that the power of God does not work ... You could never have been saved apart from
the Word of God, and you ought to understand, you can never grow, you can never be firmly planted as a child of
God, unless you are constantly, constantly taking in the diet of the pure milk of the Word of God ... We must have
that imbedded in our hearts and minds. Never be satisfied, never tolerate anything else, than a ministry that is
focused in its entirety on the Gospel of Jesus Christ."

* Taken from a commentary on Romans 16:17-20 & 2 Peter 2:1-3, preached 12/15/91 (Gil Rugh).
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Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers*

"Honor ... or esteem ... all the honor and esteem is given to Him. ... In complete humility, we are to cast ourselves
on our face. ... All the honor, all the esteem, is His for what He's done. Need I say, there's no place here for self-
worth and self-esteem? There's a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have people who claim to belong to
the living God; we have churches that claim to be Bible believing churches, that are robbing God of that which
alone belongs to Him. All the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of salvation.

"What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -- that people find a way to say 'You want to
know how valuable I am? You want to know how much worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-
esteem? God thought I was valuable enough to die for.' That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His
alone. Whether the men preaching it belong to the living God or not, I do not know, and it's not necessary for me to
know. God knows. But I tell you what is being preached by these men is blasphemy. In heaven itself, all the host of
heaven, including the redeemed, declare that all the honor, all the esteem, all the credit goes to God only, and
anyone who would try to divert some of that glory, honor, and esteem to man is robbing God and is guilty of
blasphemy. [Some of the men documented to be teaching this "blasphemy" are Charles Stanley, Chuck Swindoll,
Josh McDowell, Gary Ezzo, John MacArthur, David Hocking, Dennis Rainey, and John Stott.]

"We need to be clear on this which is at the heart of Biblical Christianity -- the salvation of the lost soul. And that
which is the foundation and heart of Biblical Christianity is under attack. And the Church is asleep! -- anyone
saying, 'My! You have established my worth; You have given me a real sense of self-esteem.' When we move to
heaven and find out all the host of heaven -- angels and redeemed alike -- are on their face before God declaring
that He is the only One to be esteemed we say, 'How did the paganism of this world, the worship of the Canaanite
people (to draw the analogy) so grip the hearts of the people who have declared themselves to be the people of
God?' What a tragedy. All the honor, all the esteem, goes to the One who alone is worthy -- because salvation
comes from our God on the throne and from the Lamb. There is no mercy if it had to do with my worth. It is not of
grace if it had to do with my value.

"But, oh it's hard, for us as sinners, to declare ourselves worthless, without value, and cast ourselves on God's
mercy and grace. In heaven there's no question. The whole host is there. Can you imagine me strutting forth ... and
saying, 'Oh yes, we ascribe all the glory to God, and do you realize my worth? Have you esteemed me properly? I
want you to know, I'm filled with thoughts of myself. I've got a good self-image as we gather here before the
throne.' Everybody else on their face before the throne and me strutting around worth something, full of a good
self-image and self-esteem?

"There won't be anybody in heaven doing that. And I fear that many of those doing it on earth aren't going to be
there. We're at the heart of what Biblical Christianity is. We're not dealing with a side issue. We're talking about,
according to verse 10 [Rev. 7:10], the salvation that comes from our God. Can you not have this straight and be a
child of God? It ought to be a tremendous concern to all of us in the Church of Jesus Christ today."

* Taken from a commentary on Revelation 7:11,12, preached 11/29/92 (Gil Rugh). 
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What Is Success In Ministry?*

"Back in Exodus 17:1-7, we had a similar incident. There God said to Moses: 'Go out, strike the rock with a rod,
water will come out.' Here He says, 'Go out and speak to the rock and water will come out.' Moses goes out, gives
a brief speech in verse ten [Num. 20:10] ... 'struck the rock twice, and water came forth abundantly ...'

"Note that 'water came forth abundantly' ... That's the first thing you ought to note here -- he [Moses] was a success.
The people are thirsty. He strikes the rock and water comes forth in super-abundance, and their needs are met. If
you're going to look at this, humanly speaking, you'd have to say it got the job done. No, it's Moses' greatest
failure!

"I'm somewhat puzzled by that. I think he might have struck the rock and nothing would have happened. But he
struck the rock and water came out. Were the whole nation of Israel to evaluate that you would have to say, 'There's
another evidence that Moses is the servant of God.' But you know what this is? It's an evidence of rebellion in
Moses' heart.

"I need to be very careful. Sometimes we as believers are duped into looking at what we call 'results,' and saying,
'God must be blessing that ministry. Look at what is happening! People get saved! Needs are met! How can you
criticize that?' [But] keep in mind that this is Moses' greatest failure! For this sin, he will not go into the land of
Canaan! All that he has done, all of his faithfulness, all of his intercession ... And here water is provided
abundantly, and for this sin, Moses is not going into Canaan.

"I need to be very careful. It's not just the results that God's looking at. He wants it done His Way. The issue is not
whether people get saved or not. The issue is: Is it done God's way?! He can save anybody He wants, anytime.
What He has called us to do is do it His way. ... I look and say, 'Well, things are happening. That's God's mark of
approval.' It is if it's happening God's way. It may look great to everybody else -- 'What can you say? Water --
abundantly -- the congregation and all their animals drank. What more could you ask for?' OBEDIENCE! Moses
failed [Num. 20:12]!

"God says to Moses: 'The problem here, and the reason you can't go in, is your unbelief -- you rebelled against Me'
[Num. 20:24; Psa. 106:32,33]. And the result is [that God] was not held up as holy before the people. You see what
happens when I rebel against God, when I don't do it His way? -- God is not exalted as holy before the people.
'They got their water didn't they? It was supernatural! What difference did it make to Israel, whether Moses struck
the rock or spoke to the rock? Why would that affect God's holiness?' God's holiness is exalted only when I serve
Him in obedience. [And only then can one's ministry be deemed a success.]"

* Taken from a commentary on Numbers 20:8-12, preached 10/11/87 (Gil Rugh).
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Compromise & Pragmatism*

"... Satan works to blend together his system with God's system, because when you blend error with truth you have
destroyed the truth. You no longer have a mixture of truth and error; you have error. Just like when you take poison
and put it in a glass of milk -- you not only have a glass of milk and poison, you have a glass of poison, because
the poison has corrupted the good milk. So it is with Satan's system when it is mixed-in, even with Biblical things,
it becomes a corrupting influence and you no longer have truth and error -- you have error. And the truth is even
corrupted by the error.

"... Part of the ministry and message of Jeremiah was one of condemnation because Israel had adopted the
corrupting influence of the worship of the Queen of Heaven [Jer. 44:17,18] ... Important to note -- people are
concerned about what works. One of the things destroying the church today is pragmatism. We find even believers
looking to see what works and that becomes the standard for what they want to adopt, rather than looking to the
Word of God and building upon that. And this is the foundation for why the people of Israel were worshiping the
Queen of Heaven ... It's just a pragmatic approach; things worked better.

"And that's the way some Christians look at it. They look around and see what's going on in some churches and
they say, 'Well, that's what we ought to do -- it works!' But that's never a fair test or standard. The question is, 'Is it
Biblical?' not 'Does it work?' Because here the testimony of the Jews [Jer. 44:17,18] was, 'We were better off; we
had less misfortune when we worshiped the Queen of Heaven then we do now, so Jeremiah, you can't change our
mind.'"

* Taken from a sermon titled Apostate Church in Prophecy, preached 11/26/89 (Gil Rugh).
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Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?*
(and, thereby, Portions of Scripture Not Applicable for Today?)

 

"... as we approach the Scriptures and interpret it, we interpret it in a literal or normal way according to the rules of
grammar in light of the historical setting in which it was given by God. We need to be very careful we don't write-
off portions of the Word -- [saying] 'That was cultural.' Because everything in the Word of God was cultural -- it
was written within the culture within which it was given.

"So the cultural arguments simply become an excuse [for some] to reject whatever portion of the Word of God that
does not fit with what [they and] the world ... [are] doing in this area today. The Word of God transcends culture ...
What is important here is that it is God giving these instructions. Some say, 'Well, these portions simply reflect the
cultural practices of that period of time.' That is a denial of the inspiration of the Scriptures."

* Taken from a sermon titled Family Fitness: Equal But Different, preached 4/24/88 (Gil Rugh).
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Affective Education*
Danger of Self-Esteem Programs

The Affect

Psychological curricula deals with the AFFECT, or emotions. The movement has been labeled Affective Education
by educators, and includes a wide range of programs and curricula which attempt to change the values and behavior
of students. Public schools, and even some private schools, spend valuable classroom time engaged in "cooperative"
learning (group learning) encounter sessions and discussion groups that employ pop psychology. These programs
are designed for a very specific purpose -- to change the attitudes, values and beliefs of children in order to prepare
them to be proper environmental citizens in the "sustainable" global village. Such behavior-modification programs
are the very root of the destruction of America's public education system.

With the rise of whole-brain research in the 1950s and 1960s, and with the concurrent development of humanistic
education, affective education got its start with a program called Quest. Quest was first marketed as a "humanistic
values education curriculum" in 1975. The Quest program has been revised considerably since the first 400-page
curriculum was published. A second version was released in 1982, and six versions of the program have been
published since.

Program Goals

Some programs are specifically targeted at resolving social problems such as drug abuse, the reduction of teen
pregnancy, the reduction of school dropout rates, crime, and other social ills.

Even though described as "value-free," most of the programs do deal with values, or their clarification. Almost all
claim positive outcomes such as:

Enhancement of self-esteem
Promotion of good decision-making
Reduction of stress
Improvement of academic performance
Improvement of a student's sensitivity to others

Almost without exception, the psychological curricula use a foundation of moral relativism and self-interest as the
primary motivation for character development or behavior modification.

A lucrative market has been developed since their inception in the mid-1970s. Estimates of the number of affective
education programs range up to 300 now being marketed in U.S. public schools. They are often funded by civic
groups such as Lions Club or Kiwanis, or large companies.

Most are identified as "living or coping skills development" programs. Collectively they are called Affective
Education Programs, dealing with the emotional content of a child's learning processes, as opposed to cognitive
education programs, which deal with academics such as reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Most importantly, they attempt to change values, therefore coming into conflict with parents, because they influence
the value systems of students exposed to them.

Principles

Affective education employs a number of psychological and pedagogic principles as primary to their success. The
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most significant of these principles includes beliefs such as:

The meaning of life lies in subjective experience.
Self-Interest is and should be the foundation for all moral decisions.
The teacher should be child advocate and therapist.
Problem-solving through the application of moral relativism.
Teaching by facilitation, giving no knowledge of opinions.
Children are capable of making sophisticated judgments.
Peer group pressure is more influential in establishing values than is home, school,
or church.
Commitment to a "clinical-therapeutic" education approach.

One of the founders of value-free education, Dr. W.R. Coulson, now admits that he made a costly mistake in
pushing affective education programs on the American school system:

"Youthful experimentation with sex, alcohol, marijuana, and a variety of other drugs -- whatever's
popular at the time -- has been shown to follow value-free education quite predictably. We now know
that after these classes, students become more prone to give into temptation than if they'd never been
enrolled."

The following are some of the more popular Affective Education Programs:

Project Self-Esteem

Project Self-Esteem is an elementary level program which purports to enhance self-esteem, improve memory,
improve communication skills, stress individuality, increase sensitivity to others, and improve self responsibility.

Project Self-Esteem is based upon a form of moral relativism (situation ethics), which uses self- interest as the
primary motivator for character development. One example from the section on stealing -- The objectives state that
the child will:

understand the difference between borrowing and stealing.
State the reasons why people steal.
Understand that stealing hurts himself and the victim.
Understand it lowers his self-esteem.

No judgment is made concerning the wrongness of stealing, and teachers are instructed to refrain from making
judgments about the rightness or wrongness of the act or injecting their own moral values. Self-interest, not society,
is the norm of behavior.

The child is asked to assess the short-term and long-term benefits, his feelings and the feelings of the people
affected by his actions, and then to decide a course of action based upon what is best for him.

This is a sophisticated and mature line of reasoning for a child, requiring him to assess long-term over short-term
benefits. For a child, at what the learning theorist Piaget called the "pre-operational stage of development," such
reasoning power is highly questionable.

A substantial part of the Project Self-Esteem program focuses on personal feelings, beliefs, and attitudes, with the
object of changing them. Such activities could be identified as a form of psychological testing and treatment.

Quest

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/self-est/
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Quest was originally published as a Humanistic Values Curriculum in 1975. The Quest program is divided into two
main curricula: Skills for Living -- High school level; and Skills for Adolescence for grades 6-8. The program has
undergone substantial modification, and at least seven different producers have marketed the program.

The promotion of Skills for Adolescence is a special project of the Lions Club International. Local Lions Clubs
promote and often finance the adoption of the Quest program at the local level.

Its most serious fault is the use of values clarification techniques. The program places "overwhelming emphasis on
students feelings, emotions, and private family information, compared to the much lesser significance given to facts
about the danger of drugs and alcohol."

The most common question concerning Quest is: "Is it a drug education program or isn't it?" The Skills for
Adolescence program is composed of seven instructional units, only one of which is about the facts and dangers of
drugs and alcohol. The other "dimensions" of the program deal with thinking, feeling, decision-making,
communication and action.

Since 1982, when the second edition of the program was published, it has been "used in more than 8,000
communities and schools throughout the world." One of the co-authors described the program as "... a humanistic
education curriculum ... a curriculum designed to enhance students self-esteem ... It has lots of values clarification
in it ... lots of communication skills ... lots of self-talk ... It's, I think, you know, a really fine synthesis of a live
humanistic education" (Howard Kirschenbaum, ASCD Convention, 1984).

The program has come under considerable fire in its long history. Parents have objected to the program's intrusive
nature and seeming lack of emphasis on its purported purpose. Prominent psychologist Joseph Adelson, Ph.D.
Professor of psychology at the University of Michigan Psychological Clinic in Ann Arbor, has stated that "Certain
parts of the syllabus qualify as personality testing."

100 Ways to Enhance Self-Esteem in the Classroom

The author of this manual is California psychologist, Jack Canfield. He recommends a variety of techniques, which
include Eastern religions precepts like guided imagery, meditation, relaxation exercises, and yoga exercises.

Canfield's theory of self-esteem is based on a distinction between the left and right brain. He claims the brain has
two hemispheres. The left hemisphere controls the logical thinking while the right hemisphere controls feelings and
impulses. Canfield asserts that working with guided imagery stimulates the right brain and will help students solve
all their problems -- not just academic ones, but physical ones as well. Guided imagery will help them to be smarter
and more creative, will increase their memory capacity, allow them to answer any troubling questions they have,
will increase their athletic performance, and even help to relieve headaches!

Guided Imagery exercises are usually introduced by asking students to discuss their dreams, nightmares, recurring
dreams, and the importance of dreams to our physical and mental health. A typical guided imagery exercise is
preceded with a brief period of relaxation. Then, students are told to notice how their stomach and chest rise and
expand.

Parents in Stockton, California learned that a Canfield curriculum was being used in a 10th grade English class.
Students told their parents they were practicing mind-relaxing exercises in the class. When parents checked with
the teacher to find out what the purpose of these exercises was, he said he was teaching students to learn how to
relax to reduce tensions before bedtime or to minimize stress in their lives. (This was supposed to help them do
better work in their English class.) The curriculum used in the class was Canfield's 18-page manual on Introduction
to Guided Imagery, which the teacher had obtained at a workshop on "self-esteem."

Over 600 concerned citizens protested the use of this curriculum, which was eventually removed after a dialogue
with the school board and administration.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/silva.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/yoga.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm#The Myth Of Mental Illness
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Workshop Way

This is supposedly a reading program for Grades 1-6. The emphasis, however, is on attitude changes and
developing feelings of self-worth. Among the philosophical statements of Workshop Way are:

1) The foremost goal in Workshop Way is to protect each child's dignity.

2) Growing a positive self-concept is feasible for all students because the self-concept is never
associated with knowledge, skills or right answers.

3) Obstacles to Workshop Way include report cards and morning recesses (which destroy any chance
of developing concentration in most students) as well as parents demanding papers with work marked
right or wrong.

Workshop Way uses a series of concentration tasks to develop self-esteem. There are ten motor coordination tasks
that pupils perform daily. One exercise is called "Pouring." The pupil practices pouring water from one container
into another without spilling it. He repeats this until he wishes to quit.

Parents in Jenks, Oklahoma describe Workshop Way as being anti-intellectual and anti-education, because
academic skills are subordinated to the "self-actualization" of the child. The program clearly states that one of the
major goals is to lead pupils toward "higher levels of consciousness and deepening awareness in students by
leading them to self-discovery."

Skills for Adolescence

This program, produced by the Quest organization in Ohio, is very popular all over the country. It promises to
improve communication skills and self-esteem by teaching students to make "responsible" decisions.

Students engage in rap sessions resembling group psychotherapy during which they discuss their private emotions
and attitudes -- what makes them sad or happy, what worries them. They also participate in touchy-feely games
which are supposed to make them feel good about themselves. Some of these games include: "Machine" (groups of
students create machines using their bodies and sounds); "Open Fist Simulation" (attempt to open partner's fist);
"Pretzel" (untwist body contortions); and imagination games like "Elevator" (pretend the floor is a certain year of
your life and describe that year).

Six classroom sessions of the Skills for Adolescence curriculum are devoted to the topic of private emotions. In one
assignment, students are supposed to fill in an "Emotional Clock" indicating what time of day they feel anger,
happiness, frustration, nervousness, surprise, anxiety, or sadness, and then must write down the reason for the
particular emotion.

PUMSY in Pursuit of Excellence

This is a very popular self-esteem program written by Jill Anderson and published by Timberline Press in Eugene,
Oregon. Pumsy is a girl dragon who has three parts to her mind. These include her Sparkler Mind, her Clear Mind,
and her Mud Mind. The author defines the Sparkler Mind as a mind that runs and plays like tiny pieces of happy
lightning. Pumsy wishes the Sparkler Mind would last forever. The Clear Mind is defined as a pond, still and quiet,
in the middle of a spring meadow. When Pumsy is in her Clear Mind, she feels good about herself and at peace.
The Mud mind is defined as a puddle of mud that does not allow her to think clearly. When she is in her Mud
Mind, she doesn't feel good about herself. All 39 pages of Pumsy are devoted to the self-analysis of the three parts
of the mind.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/sensit.htm
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In a school district in Sonoma, California which uses Pumsy, the children in a second-grade class (8-year-olds)
were told to get rid of their "mud" mind by writing down their "mud" (negative) thoughts to the tune of "I've Been
Working on the Railroad." One little boy wrote the following illiterate ditty expressing self-hatred:

"I'v ben worken on my mud mind. I'v ben work en hard. I hate my self. I am no good. I wish I could
kill my self."

When the boy brought this assignment home, his mother asked him whether he really felt this way. His answer was
"No!" Then she asked why he wrote these things. His reply was, "Because I thought that's what the teacher wanted
me to write."

The boy received the idea of hating himself directly from the "Pumsy Storybook." There are several pages about the
Mud Mind. In one section, Pumsy lets her Mud Mind say, "I'm no good," 100 times. The phrase ,"I'm no good,"
written by the child came directly from the text. Because of the requirement that the children write their "mud"
thoughts down on paper, this little boy was forced to write negative things about himself -- whether or not he really
believed them.

An even more tragic event was reported in Beverly Eakman's book Educating for the New World Order. On March
24, 1990, an 8-year-old boy in Michigan, Stephen Nalepa, saw a film entitled "Nobody's Useless" as part of a self-
esteem exercise in his second-grade class. One purpose was to encourage compassion for the physically
handicapped. There was an explicit description in the film of how to hang oneself, showing how to apply a rope to
the carotid artery and cut off air supply. Unlike the boy in the film, who was rescued from his suicide attempt,
Stephen Nalepa was found dead in his bedroom, his feet a couple of inches off the ground.

The DUSO Program

This program, "DUSO--Developing Understanding of Self and Others," contains 42 guided imagery lessons in
which children are ordered by teachers, the same way a hypnotist orders his subjects, to relax and close their eyes.
Then the children are told to imagine they're traveling to strange planets, meeting friendly creatures. Former Las
Vegas hypnotist Phil Potter (El Cajon, Calif.) reviewed DUSO and says that it is "exactly what we call hypnotism."

As a result of parental complaints about DUSO in New Mexico and other mind-altering programs, a resolution was
passed in 1988 that the teaching of or counseling by certain mind-altering psychological techniques be entirely
eliminated in New Mexico public schools.

GROUP

Many parents have sought to protect their children from the behavior-modification programs (described above) that
have taken the place of academic education in public schools. To escape the assault of Outcome-Based Education
(OBE), multi-culturalism, and workforce training programs, parents in ever-increasing numbers are placing their
children in private schools or are home-schooling. In spite of the "school wars," parents have felt safe taking their
children to Sunday School to help build a solid moral foundation. But, your church's Sunday School curriculum
may be as bad as that in the public schools -- tree-hugging, earth-worshipping paganism intermixed in the Christian
lessons.

Many churches are now using a Sunday School curriculum created by an organization in Colorado called "Group."
There is nothing in Group's publications that tells who they are, what they believe in, or anything about the
backgrounds of the creators of the materials. Nevertheless, Group curriculum is now sold in most Christian
bookstores. The Group material offers "Hands-on Bible curriculum" and advocates a "new approach to learning."

However, a close inspection of Group's materials and teaching methods shows it bears a close resemblance to the
behavior-modification techniques of OBE. For example, under the sub-head "Successful Teaching: You can do it!,"

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/hypno.htm
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the teacher's manual asks the question: "What does active learning mean to you as a teacher? It takes a lot of
pressure off because the spotlight shifts from you to the students. Instead of being the principle player, you become
a guide and FACILITATOR." This is basic OBE classroom organization where students are not taught by a teacher,
but are guided to learn on their own, as the class FACILITATOR simply suggests and gently directs toward a pre-
programmed, psychology-driven lesson plan.

Just as in OBE behavior-modification exercises, the Group curriculum provides "Problem Cards" for student
discussion of personal and family issues. Some examples from the Group workbook for fifth and sixth grade
Sunday School classes:

1. PROBLEM CARD: "It seems like my parents fight all the time. I don't know what's going to
happen. I'm afraid they're going to split up."
2. PROBLEM CARD: "The cool kids at school treat me like a total nothing. It's like I don't even exist."
3. PROBLEM CARD: "My dad is afraid he's going to lose his job, so we don't get to go anywhere on
vacation this summer."
4. PROBLEM CARD: "I got in trouble for not cleaning up my room. Now I'm grounded for the
weekend and can't go to my friend's birthday party. Doesn't that stink?"

Each of these examples are designed for group discussions in which the entire class takes on one child's personal
problem. Personal family business is disclosed, parental authority is questioned, and student "self-esteem" becomes
the central concern. This is Outcome-Based Education at work in the Sunday School class. Worse, all of it is done
under the authority of the local church.

Then, there's  pagan earth-worshipping. In a Group lesson entitled "Hug a Tree," students are led outside to an area
with trees. A child is blindfolded and led to a tree where he/she is to hug it, and then feel the tree very carefully:
"Try to learn everything about the tree that you can without looking at it." The student is led back to the group,
spun around three times, and the blindfold is removed. The Group tree-hugging lesson goes on to instruct the
facilitator: "After everyone has hugged a tree, been spun around and sat down, remove the blindfolds and find out
how many kids can identify the trees they hugged. If it's a nice day, sit down on the grass and discuss the
experience." Questions for the "facilitator" to ask: (1) How did it feel to hug a tree?; (2) How did you feel when you
recognized the tree you hugged?; and (3) What do you like about trees?

Another part of the lesson is called "Life Applications." Children are to be taken on a walk around the outdoor area
of the church. Once back inside, "Ask about the natural surroundings and human-made sounds. Talk about natural
beauty and human-made pollution. If you want, have the kids go back outside and pick up any trash they saw on
the walk." Question for the "facilitator to ask: “How do you think God feels when He sees how people have messed
up the beautiful world he created?" Children are then given a game to play to simulate pollution.

In a Group Workbook entitled, "Sunday School Specials," a chapter tells students that "real conservation means
remembering to turn off lights, hiking or biking instead of hitching a car ride, and cooling off in the shade instead
of in the air conditioning. Kids are often tempted to do things the easy way instead of the 'green' way. They need
lots of encouragement and affirmation to develop and stick to an environment-conscious lifestyle ..." That one line
demonstrates an important key to the purpose of Group's Sunday School curriculum -- to promote a political
agenda based on pagan earth worship rather than Christian values.

A Typical Self-Esteem Questionnaire

In many self-esteem classes, confidential questionnaires are given to students in order to determine how students
feel about themselves and their family. One questionnaire called "The Doctor is In" lists 20 statements and asks
students in all grade levels to "put a check next to each statement that applies to you." A few of these statements
follow:
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I get very little support at home.
I'm too shy.
Many/things/people make me nervous.
I fail at many things.
I'm not physically attractive.
I feel inferior to others.
I'm unhappy a lot of the time.
I don't get along with my family.
I think I'm prejudiced (race, religion).
I don't think I'll succeed in life.
I argue a lot.
I'm sometimes immature.

After completing the questionnaire, students are instructed to select three statements that are true for them
personally, and to write an essay discussing at least three of their choices and why they feel that way.

Criticisms of Self-Esteem Programs

There has been a barrage of criticism leveled against self-esteem programs:

1) They teach "New Age" and Eastern religious precepts which violate separation of church and state.

2) They violate the child's right of privacy by probing into private feelings and attitudes resembling
group psychotherapy.

3) They have not been proven to be beneficial to the child either emotionally or academically. To the
contrary, there are legitimate concerns that by probing into the child's psyche, there is a potential for
emotional harm.

4) They waste valuable academic time.

A recent study published in the book entitled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, and based on research by
several University of California psychologists and sociologists, indicates that there is NO correlation between self-
esteem and academic performance. In addition, these social "scientists" could find no conclusive evidence
indicating a relationship between self-esteem and teen pregnancy rates; self-esteem and alcohol/drug use; and self-
esteem and child abuse.

Edward Wynne, Professor of Education at the University of Illinois (Chicago Circle campus), and Kevin Ryan,
Professor of Education at Boston University, question the benefits of the obsession with self-esteem in America's
schools. In their recently published book Reclaiming Our Schools, they note:

"The self-esteem movement puts a false and infectious pressure on teachers. They are more and more
expected to keep students feeling good about themselves. In other eras, teachers were expected to
provide pupils with an environment and educational opportunity to grow and achieve."

A 1990 study contrasting the performance of American students in mathematics skills with five other countries
revealed that the math scores of American 5th-graders were the lowest of the six countries. The Koreans were first.
The test asked pupils to say whether they felt they would be "good at mathematics in high school." Of the
Americans, 68% said "yes" while only 26% of the high-scoring Koreans gave that reply.

Commenting on Workshop Way, psychiatrist Twilah Fox (Tulsa, Oklahoma), says the methods used are definitely
based on dangerous "New Age" ideas which are a prescription for mental chaos, rebellion, and degradation.

Dr. David Shaffer, M.D., Director of the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at Columbia University

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/newage.htm
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Medical School (New York City), thinks total self-esteem may reduce motivation. He says, "We know that anxiety
in small doses is a powerful, motivating force, and that a lack of concern and indifference to the opinion of others
can actually be quite handicapping."

Parental Rights and Self-Esteem Programs

1) Under the Freedom of Information Act, parents have the right to examine all school curricula.

2) Parents have the right to exempt their children from any portion of or all of any psychological
programs. Many of these programs are an invasion of child and family privacy and violate the moral
and religious freedom of the student and his family.

* Most of this material has been excerpted from a June 1990 Citizens for Excellence in Education special report
(Report #18--"Psychological Curriculum: An Overview ... With a Special Emphasis on Quest and Project Self-
Esteem") [NACE/CEE, Costa Mesa, CA] and from an August 1993 National Monitor of Education pamphlet ("The
dangers of Self-Esteem Programs"). The section on "Group" was adapted from a 1/05 NewsWithViews.com article
by Tom DeWeese: "Is Your Church Teaching Pagan Earth Worship in Sunday School?"

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2005
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Age of the Universe
Just How Old Is The Universe?*

Have you ever wondered about the origin of the universe? Did it start with a whimper or a big bang? How old is
the universe? Is it eternal or was it created out of nothing by nothing? And for good measure, how old is the planet
on which we live?

Questions such as these are valid and demand careful attention because they provide important solutions to the great
riddle of life. What is important is that these questions should be approached with an open mind instead of a
predetermined judgment. We should follow the evidence wherever it leads.

Since the present popular evolutionary position is that the universe is 15 to 25 billion years old, we should check the
evidence to see if this position is true. The following is a brief and partial list of some "puzzling" scientific facts
which indicate the universe and the earth is not billions of years old. The evidence indicates that we should think in
terms of thousands of years instead of billions of years.

I. The Top Soil Factor

It takes around a thousand years to produce one inch of top soil by the forces of erosion such as wind and rain. If
the earth is billions of years old and the process by which top soil is created has been functioning all the time (i.e.,
uniformitarianism) there should be a thick layer of top soil on the earth's crust. But there is only an average depth
of six to nine inches of top soil on the earth! This amount can only explain thousands of years of erosion. Where is
the top soil created by billions of years of erosion? Where did it go?

II. The Ocean's Floor

Perhaps the vast amount of top soil created by billions of years of erosion has simply washed into the ocean and
can be found in sedimentary deposits on its floor. If the earth is billions of years old and the erosion rate has been
steady and of such a degree to explain where all the top soil went, the sediment at the bottom of the ocean should
be miles deep. But the sediment on the ocean floor only has a 0.56 mile average thickness! This depth can only
explain thousands of years and cannot represent billions of years of erosion. Where is the sediment created by
billions of years of erosion. Where did it go?

III. Meteor Dust

When meteors collide with the earth's atmosphere they disintegrate into dust which settles on the earth's surface.
Given the present rate at which meteor dust is settling on the earth, if the earth is billions of years old there should
be at least fifty-four feet of meteor dust on the surface of the planet. Since the depths of top soil and ocean
sediment do not contain billions of years of meteor dust, what happened to this dust? Where did it go?

IV. The Helium Factor

As radioactive materials disintegrate, helium is released as a by-product into the atmosphere. Given the present rate
at which helium is released into the atmosphere, if the earth is billions of years old, there should be enough helium
in the atmosphere to make us all talk like Donald Duck. There is only enough helium in the atmosphere to explain
thousands of years. Where did the helium produced by billions of years go?

V. The Salty Sea

Given the present rate at which salt and other materials are being washed into the ocean, if the earth is billions of
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years old, what should be the concentration of salt in the earth's oceans? There is only enough salt in the ocean to
explain thousands of years of erosion. The concentration of such minerals as nickel as well as salt in the earth's
oceans would be many times greater if the earth were billions of years old. Where has all the billions of years of
salt and other minerals gone?

VI. The Earth's Magnetic Field

The scientific evidence clearly indicates that the earth's magnetic field is decaying. With an understanding of the
second law of Thermodynamics, this should be expected. Given the present rate of decay, if the earth were billions
of years old, the earth's magnetic field would have passed into nonexistence long ago. If the earth is billions of
years old, why does it still have a magnetic field?

VII. Moon Dust

The vehicles prepared for landing on the moon were equipped with special snow shoes because it was assumed that
if the moon was billions of years old there should be an incredibly thick layer of dust on the moon created by such
things as meteor impact. They discovered only one-fourth of an inch of dust on the moon! This amount of dust can
account for only thousands of years. If the moon is billions of years old, where did all the dust accumulated during
this time go?

VIII. The Shrinking Sun

The sun is shrinking as its energy is flung into the galaxy. Given the present rate of shrinkage, if the sun is billions
of years old, it should have disappeared by now. Or, if the sun is billions of years old, in order for it to have shrunk
down to the size it is now, it would have been at the beginning so big that it would have engulfed the space now
occupied by most of the planets in this galaxy. If this is true, then where did the planets come from?

IX. Active Volcanoes

Since the earth's moon is a dead world with no active volcanoes, it was assumed that this meant that the moon was
billions of years old. It was also assumed that no moons would have active volcanoes. The evidence is now clear
that at least one of the moons of Jupiter has active volcanoes. Does not this fact indicate that the assumption of the
necessity of billions of years of the age of the universe is erroneous? As a matter of fact, if the universe is billions
of years old, why and how should any planet or moon have active volcanoes?

X. The Rings of Saturn

If the universe is billions of years old, we must assume that the rings of Saturn are of this age. Given the rate of
orbital and structural decay, if the rings of Saturn are billions of years old, they should have collapsed and blurred
into one vast confusion. Yet the rings are so distinct that over a thousand of them can be counted and some of them
look as if they were braided by twisting around each other. Given the laws of physics, the rings must be viewed as
young and not old. If the rings are billions of years old, why are they clear and distinct?

Conclusion

These are ten puzzling scientific facts which will lead any open-minded person to the conclusion that the universe
is a lot younger than billions of years old. We should not let the religious prejudice of the evolutionists force us to
accept their doctrines by a blind leap of faith when the scientific evidence does not correspond to their theories.

Post Script

"The age of our globe is presently thought to be some 4.5 billion years, based on radio decay rates of
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uranium and thorium. Such 'confirmation' may be short-lived, as nature is not to be discovered quite so
easily. There has been in recent years the horrible realization that radio decay rates are not as constant
as previously thought, nor are they immune to environmental influences. And this could mean that the
atomic clocks are reset during some global disaster, and events which brought the Mesozoic to a close
may not be 65 million years ago but, rather, within the age and memory of man (Frederic B. Jueneman,
FAIC, "Secular Catastrophism," Industrial Research and Development, June 1982, p. 21).

"Evolution is a fairy tale for grown-ups. This theory has helped nothing in the progress of science, It is
useless" [Prof. Louis Bounoure (Former President of the Biological Society of Strasbourg and Director
of the Strasbourg Zoological Museum, later Director of Research at the French National Centre of
Scientific Research), as quoted in The Advocate, Thursday, March 8, 1984, p. 17].

*This material has been excerpted from a July 1992 pamphlet ("Just How Old Is The Universe?: Some Puzzling
Scientific Facts") from the Research & Education Foundation (P.O. Box 141455, Austin, TX 78714). For a more
complete discussion, obtain a copy of The Illustrated Origins Answer Book by Paul S. Taylor (Films for Christ).
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Awana Clubs
Ecumenical Children's Clubs?

-  Awana Clubs International is an organization that charters church-operated children's clubs primarily for three-
year-olds through 8th graders (although programs are also available for high school students). Awana was
established in Chicago in 1950, and now operates in more than 10,200 churches in 104 countries, with more than
45,000 club programs under charter. The Awana program is used in more than 8,200 churches in the U.S. alone,
with more than 800,000 "Clubbers." (The "home office" in Streamwood, Illinois employs 176.) Awana has a goal
of 15,000 U.S. clubs and 25,000 clubs worldwide by 2005. (See end of report for a detailed description of each of
the club programs.)

The children take part in various "Bible-centered" activities, with considerable emphasis on Bible verse
memorization. Club time is typically divided into three segments: game-time, a Bible lesson, and a time for
individuals to recite the verses they have been learning. Bible Quiz and Awana Olympics are held in the spring of
each year. Churches pay a yearly membership fee that entitles them to purchase Awana materials, take part in
regional and national Awana events, and publicize their affiliation with Awana.

Part of our problem with Awana is that it has become so well respected that it in effect has become a denomination,
in the sense that many people look for an "Awana" church rather than a "fundamental, Bible-teaching" church. Is
this respect warranted? And with whom and what are a church and its members identifying when they accept an
Awana charter?

-  Awana continues to claim to have very strict chartering requirements. Prior to 1995, its policy stated that it would
not grant charters to "churches affiliated with denominations that are members of the [apostate] National Council of
Churches [NCC] and/or the World Council of Churches [WCC]." In actuality, Awana charters churches affiliated
with the American Baptist Churches, USA (ABC), which is a member of the NCC. (Awana has been chartering
ABC churches since as early as 1963, though its policy statement against NCC membership was not instituted until
the early 1980s. Awana is committed to compromise with the NCC, and as of mid-1999, had chartered at least 40
American Baptist Churches.) Awana justified this clear violation of its own policy on the grounds that some ABC
churches fully support Awana doctrinally, have publicly declared themselves opposed and non- supportive of the
NCC, and remain in the ABC "only because of the financial repercussions of leaving" (1994 letter on file from
Awana's Missions Director).

In 1995, Awana officially changed its position regarding its relationship to churches within the NCC/WCC. Since
in recent years Awana's policy of not chartering NCC-member churches was not being practiced (see above), the
new statement reads that the Awana charter is not available to churches that are "supportive of the NCC and/or the
WCC" (removing the word "affiliated"). This implies that one can be affiliated with apostasy without being
supportive of it. Can Awana really believe that one can be affiliated with an NCC-member church without
partaking of its evil deeds? (cf. 2 John 9-11). If words mean anything any more, affiliation includes support. Not
according to Awana -- a church can be a part of an apostate denomination and simply tell Awana "we are not
supportive" of that denomination, and they will be granted a charter. The entire issue is now totally subjective. Who
will define "supportive"? This issue places Awana squarely in the neo-evangelical camp.

[5/5/01 Update to the Above: Awana recently sent a letter from its president to churches who
currently use Awana. The biggest changes are once again in the doctrinal statement. Awana claims it is
going back to its roots, but this is really a step toward further compromise. In a recent long discourse
with an Awana official, a Kansas pastor wrote the following: "… My problem is with the deceit of
chartering American Baptist Churches despite the clear statements prohibiting it, and now the
removing of key parts of the doctrinal statement that clearly speak against false doctrine and trends
such as the charismatic movement, and the policy change. Its statement formerly said churches who
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used Awana were not to be 'affiliated with' the NCC/WCC at all. Then they weakened it to 'not be
supportive of.'" Now this more recent change is to drop the policy on this completely, and opens the
door for charismatic/Pentecostal and liberal churches to be affiliated with Awana. The Awana official,
in an e-mail to the Kansas pastor, noted specifically that the Assemblies of God and all American
Baptist Churches now would be free to use Awana. The Kansas pastor adds: "In this latest change,
Awana has dropped its policy of selecting churches completely. All you have to do now is say you
agree to teach the materials as they are given." He said Awana’s philosophy, and that of many other
organizations and churches that formerly stood for the truth, is to downplay doctrine so that more
people can be reached for the gospel. The Bible clearly condemns that philosophy ["end justifies the
means"]. (Source: 5/15/01, Calvary Contender).]

Awana also charters non-NCC supporting Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) churches, also because they are
willing to affirm Awana's doctrinal statement. Yet the SBC is part of the apostate Baptist World Alliance (an
organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with the Vatican Secretariat for
promoting Christian unity), and both are represented on certain NCC Boards. (Awana's Home Missions director
says: "I am well aware of the liberal aspects of the SBC. However, it is beyond the role of Awana to make a change
in that situation. … There are Southern Baptist churches that have affirmed their agreement with the Awana
doctrinal statement, and therefore, are chartered.") (Reported in the 1/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

So if your church is in Awana, you are in an organization with both ABC and SBC churches. And your children
could be fellowshipping with and competing against the children affiliated with those churches. This, of course, is
in direct disobedience to God's commands concerning separation from modernism and apostasy (2 Jn. 10,11; Rom.
16:17; 2 Cor. 6: 14-7:1).

-  Awana's leaders and missionaries are very neo-evangelical in their associations. For example, Awana's president,
Art Rorheim, accepted an honorary doctorate from Jerry Falwell's neo-evangelical Liberty University a few years
ago. More recently, an Awana college missionary in Arizona was a supporter of the 10/92 Luis Palau Phoenix
Crusade; he published a brochure that told of an Awana Clubbers choir that was scheduled to sing and called for
counselors for the meeting (i.e., "You are needed as a personal worker at the end of Rev. Palau's message to help
boys and girls who desire to make a spiritual decision. … Come on Awana leaders, lets this [be] the best part of
our work, the harvest.") [Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop
psychology and Arminian easy-believism.]

- Awana was also an exhibitor for the first time at the 1997 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention.
(Until early-2001, the NRB was an arm of the neo-evangelical National Association of Evangelicals, but remains as
ecumenical as ever.) Awana also was an official sponsor and provided the delegate badges. This indicates a greater
involvement and identification with these neo-evangelical organizations. In 1999, however, Awana was only one of
the NRB Convention exhibitors. Awana also denied it was ever an NRB sponsor to some who questioned the
practice, while the evidence revealed it indeed was. Apparently, Awana leaders decided to discontinue being a
sponsor while still renting space for their exhibit. (Source: Calvary Contender.)

-  The Spring 1993 Awana Clubs' Leader's Digest lists guidelines from a Wayne Kiser book for getting free
publicity from newspapers for club news. One is: "Avoid Christian clichés like 'saved,' 'shared,' and 'blessed.'" A
book by radical liberal sociologist Anthony Campolo was included on a list of Awana Headquarters "Recommended
Resources." Though a mild disclaimer was given for the contents of listed books, none was given for authors.
(Reported in the 5/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Some say it's okay to support Awana because it's a good vehicle for child evangelism. But Awana's gospel
message is not the gospel of Christ. The Bible teaches that to be saved, man must repent of his sins as the Spirit of
God quickens his soul (Rom. 3:23; Lk. 13:3,5; Acts 17:30; 11:18). Antinomians contend that repent means "a
change of mind" only, with no fruit necessarily evident in the life of the professing Christian. Awana missionaries
believe as the Antinomians (there is also no mention of repentance in Awana's Statement of Faith):

"The sole condition for receiving salvation is faith (trust) in the Lord Jesus Christ. No act of … sorrow
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for or turning from one's sin may be added to or considered a part of faith as a condition for receiving
eternal life" (Reported in The Perilous Times).

This is the false gospel that is inherent in much of Awana Clubs' materials. [See the Nov/ Dec 1986 issue of
SIGNAL, pp. 12-13, for Awana board member Rich Wager's article espousing "decisional regeneration."]

Clubs are broken down into age groups: preschoolers (3-4 yrs.) (Cubbies); kindergarten thru' second grade (Sparks);
third & fourth grades (Pals & Chums); fifth & sixth grades (Pioneers & Guards); seventh & eighth grades (Junior
Varsity); and grades 9-12 (Varsity). For third grade through sixth grade clubs, boys and girls are separated into
different clubs. A detailed description of the Awana Club programs follow (Source: Awana Internet web site,
10/00):

Cubbies is the Awana Club for preschoolers during the two years prior to regular kindergarten, usually three- and
four-year-olds. Cubbies is unique because it supports and maintains parents as the primary source of spiritual
nurturing by directly involving them in the teaching and learning process. Cubbies uses the fundamental Awana
elements of games and activities, Bible memorization, handbooks, and awards. 

Sparks is the Awana Club for kindergartners, first-graders, and second-graders. Each club meeting has three
parts. In Game Time, Sparkies enjoy entertaining games played on the Awana Game Circle. During Green
Meadow Time, Sparkies gather for their age-appropriate Bible lesson. During Sparkle Time, clubbers recite Bible
verses from memory, complete handbook sections, and earn awards. Sparky, the friendly firefly, appears
throughout the Bible-based materials to encourage clubbers to complete their handbook achievements.

Pals is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade boys. An American Indian theme is used throughout the Bible-
based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented
games are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible
teaching, and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups
to recite Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and
earn awards.

Chums is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade girls. An American Indian theme is used throughout the
Bible-based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented
games are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible
teaching, and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups
to recite Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and
earn awards.

Pioneers is the Awana Club for fifth- and sixth-grade boys. As they mature and head toward their teenage years,
Pioneers use handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. These clubs use a
contemporary nautical theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive
games and a message that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time,
leaders interact with clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Guards is the club for fifth- and sixth-grade girls. As girls mature and head toward their teenage years, they use
handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. Guards uses a contemporary nautical
theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive games and a
message that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time, leaders
interact with clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Awana CrossTrainers is an inexpensive, Bible-centered club program run by urban churches and designed
specifically for inner-city boys and girls in third through sixth grade. The purpose of CrossTrainers is to assist the
local church in evangelizing, discipling, challenging, and training inner-city youth by providing Bible-based, Christ-
centered weekly club programs.  

[Back to Text]
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Back to the Bible
Or "Back to Psychology"

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we
are identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). Back to the Bible, on the
other hand, has identified itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  Back to the Bible (BTTB), headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska, was founded in 1939 by Theodore Epp, with a
vision to teach the Bible through radio. It now broadcasts a daily 25-minute program on more than 600 stations
worldwide in 17 languages and 13 countries. "In addition, literature, video, counseling, and missions outreaches are
carried out through a network of the international headquarters in the United States and 10 international offices"
(Source: 10/97 & 8/99, BTTB Internet web site). Back to the Bible Television also airs weekly on a few U.S. local
stations and on the ecumenical/charismatic Sky Angel Satellite Network .(See BJU report for Sky Angel details.)
Back to the Bible's purpose statement says:

"Back to the Bible is a worldwide service ministry whose purpose is to lead believers into spiritual
maturity and active service for Christ and the world and to reach unbelievers with the Gospel of Christ
by teaching the Bible through media."

But BTTB long ago abandoned its Biblical moorings, opting instead for the easy-sell of psychology and
ecumenical affiliation. This rapid slide began in earnest under Warren Wiersbe, and has shown no slowdown
under its current leader, Woodrow Kroll.

-  When Woodrow Kroll was appointed in 1990 to replace Dr. Warren Wiersbe as general director and Bible
teacher for Back to the Bible Broadcast, Christian News (6/4/90) reported that Kroll had been an associate pastor at
Jerry Falwell's church and a professor at Liberty University. Kroll has spoken at Moody, Word of Life, and at the
Billy Graham Training Center ("The Cove") in North Carolina. Many erstwhile good ministries today deceive
supporters by misleading and evasive tactics to downplay or cover their ecumenical ties -- BTTB is one of these.
Jerry Falwell's National Liberty Journal (4/98) included Kroll on its "distinguished list of visiting professors" at
Liberty Baptist Seminary (LBS). Yet when Jerry Huffman of the Calvary Contender reported this, Dr. Kroll, in an
e-mail from his secretary, seemed to distance himself from LBS and made the Calvary Contender the issue. His
secretary wrote: "He [Kroll] has no idea what the 'Calvary Contender' is nor knows what it is saying about an
association with Jerry Falwell." (Reported in the 5/15/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  In 1993, BTTB opted to hire veteran broadcaster from Dallas, and former co-host of the Freudian Minirth &
Meier program, Don Hawkins, as the new producer and co-host of the BTTB radio program (Hawkins started at
BTTB on 9/6/93). According to Kroll, the program's "Bible" teacher, the presence of a co-host means the program
will take a more "interactive approach." Hawkins also represents BTTB at public meetings. At the time of Hawkins
move to BTTB, he was also the host and executive producer of the highly psychological live call-in program, Life
Perspectives, which has been on the air since 1990 (affiliated with Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers). (Hawkins
continues broadcasting the program from Lincoln.) (Original source: 7/19/93, Christian News.) [Kroll has also co-
authored three books with Hawkins. BTTB recently hired a new associate Bible teacher who pastored a General
Association of Regular Baptist Church (GARBC) (5/15/99, Calvary Contender.)]

-  Hawkins also co-hosts a live call-in radio program produced by Back to the Bible -- "Confident Living" --
which is designed to address:

"the concerns of individuals in the middle stage of life by providing a biblical perspective for the
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complex issues they are facing. The program strives to point those in their mid-life years toward a
dynamic relationship with God so they can mentor others, reach beyond themselves to impact the
world with God's Word and be involved personally and financially in God's work. For two hours every
Saturday morning [on 60 stations], Don Hawkins and Eunice Arant challenge those in the mid-life
years to be about the business of building the kingdom of God. Each weekday, the five-minute version
of Confident Living addresses the same topics as the upcoming weekend program" (8/99, BTTB
Internet web site).

From 1998 through August of 1999, guests on Confident Living included the following psychologically-oriented
teachers: Crabb-trained Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Dan Allender; Linda Dillow; Warren Wiersbe;
Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Gary Oliver; David Mains; Erwin Lutzer; Elisabeth Elliot; Kay Arthur; John Trent;
the cowgirl charismatic Dale Evans Rogers; and birth-order guru Kevin Lehman (referred to as a "family
authority").

-  On 5/1/90, Back to the Bible held its 51st anniversary celebration in Lincoln, Nebraska with the main speakers
including Charles Swindoll (who is second only to James Dobson in the proclivity of self-love/self-esteem
teachings) and a man by the name of Gary Oliver.

Oliver is a clinical psychologist heading up the Southwest Counseling Associates in Littleton, Colorado; is visiting
Associate Professor of Marriage and Family Therapy and Co-Director of the D.Min. program in Marriage and
Family Counseling at Denver Seminary (neo-evangelical); and writes the "Encouraging Words" column in Back to
the Bible's monthly magazine, Confident Living. [Among the many Freudian and miscellaneous humanistic
psychological models used by Oliver, his favorite appears to be one based upon the teachings of Larry Crabb --
Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivates all
behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs. See Oliver's book Real Men Have Feelings Too for
a flavor of Oliver's Adlerean/Freudian approach.] In April of 1990, Oliver's office in Littleton stated that Oliver
highly recommends the following materials to his counselees: [Since then, Oliver has added the guru of right-
brain/left-brain pseudoscience, Gary Smalley, to his list of recommended counselors.]

(a) His Needs, Her Needs, by Willard F. Harley, Jr.;
(b) all of John Bradshaw's books on the family (a secular psychologist specializing in so-called
"codependency" treatment);
(c) all of H. Norman Wright's books (a "Christian" psychologist emphasizing occult techniques for
treating Christians with bad memories in the "unconscious"), especially the book Making Peace With
Your Past;
(d) David Burns' book, Feeling Good;
(e) Ward's book, Self-Esteem: A Gift from God;
(f) Minirth & Meier's book, Happiness is a Choice (Freudian psychiatrists);
(g) all of James Dobson's tapes.

Oliver's office also stated that Oliver administers two personality tests to all counselees, the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator and the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis tests. (See the Bobgan's book on this subject, Four
Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131- 172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of
personality testing; e.g., the Myers-Briggs test has its roots in Jungian psychology.)

Also contacted in April of 1990 was Mr. Roger Morrow, an executive editor of Confident Living at Back to the
Bible. Mr. Morrow had only the highest of praise for both Charles Swindoll and Gary Oliver. 

-  BTTB is a member of the IFMA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Trans World Radio, Far East Broadcasting Co., and
other highly neo-evangelical "ministries." IFMA is made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries. IFMA
accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of the
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mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members
even accept World Council of Churches' funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding
themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC
position. 

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IFMA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that BTTB's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IFMA policy. For example, does BTTB agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.

-  BTTB over the years has also functioned as a Christian book publisher. One highly regarded book was titled What
They Believe by Harold J. Berry -- a book that detailed the beliefs of 15 groups recognized as cults. In the 1992
edition, however, two of the cult groups included in every earlier edition were dropped -- Roman Catholicism and
Seventh Day Adventism. Could BTTB have been pressured by its contributing Catholic listeners? And was any
pressure exerted by the highly influential SDA headquarters in Lincoln? (BTTB unilaterally declassifying Roman
Catholicism and Seventh Day Adventism as cults reminds us of the American Psychological Association's vote a
few years ago, when the APA declared that homosexuality was, from that point forward, to be deemed normal
behavior!) 

-  Under Warren Wiersbe (who retired from BTTB in mid-1990 after five years as its director), BTTB was very
much "anti-Lordship" and for "easy-believism." Wiersbe even wrote a glowing endorsement of Charles Ryrie's so-
called "exegetical scholarship" in the forward to Ryrie's book So Great Salvation, in which Ryrie claims that the
repentance God calls us to is a changing of our minds about Jesus, but not necessarily about sin (So Great
Salvation, p. 94). (For an excellent review of the "Lordship controversy," and a comparative review of The Gospel
According to Jesus versus So Great Salvation, see "Lordship Salvation: Two Views," Media Spotlight, Vol. 11-No.
1, 1990, pp. 10-12;16.)

-  In a May 1986 letter responding to David Cloud's (editor of O Timothy) questioning of Warren Wiersbe's (and
BTTB's) neo-evangelical affiliations and associations, Wiersbe said:

"I am not sure what a 'new evangelical' really is. ... Quite frankly, my brother, I wish some of the
brethren would take off their boxing gloves and pick up a towel. Perhaps if people began to wash one
another's feet, there might be more love and unity."

Cloud comments: "This is typical of new evangelical duplicity. We are certain that Dr. Wiersbe does know what
new evangelicalism is. He is a voracious reader, and we are confident that the man knows the history and principles
of new evangelicalism. He has been closely associated in leadership positions with new evangelicalism's major
publications and institutions. One of the key principles of new evangelicalism of course, is that of neutralism and
toleration as contrasted with Bible separation and militancy against error. [While] Jesus Christ and the Apostles
lifted their voices against heresy ... Dr. Wiersbe has warm fellowship with Catholics, liberals, and other apostates." 

-  In Back to the Bible's Spring 1991 Catalog, offered was Elisabeth Elliot's tape, "Love Accepts." Mrs. Elliot,
Back to the Bible's popular author and speaker (she hosts "Gateway to Joy" on BTTB), teaches a psychological
version of unconditional love/unconditional acceptance (while the Bible teaches that love confronts, not
unconditionally accepts). (See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin & Deidre
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Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and
acceptance.) Elliot's neo-evangelical/ecumenical stance has been well documented in the past (see the 10/1/89
Calvary Contender); in June of 1991, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Creation '91 "Christian" festival, which featured
Tony Campolo, Josh McDowell, the "Christian" hard rock band Petra, and a hodge-podge of other charismatics,
neo-evangelicals, and rock/rap groups (She has also made frequent appearances on the "Christian" radio show of
pop psychologist/religious humanist, James Dobson.)

-  In the March/April 1992 issue of The Elisabeth Elliot Newsletter, her speaking itinerary lists two Catholic
organizations. She also requests that readers thank God with her that after all her years of praying for a helper, God
sent her a husband. (Isn't it wonderful how God answers prayer? -- instead of her being some man's helpmate, she
receives a man as a helpmate to her!)

Regardless of the many good things which could be said about Elisabeth Elliot, she is a committed ecumenist. She
regularly joins hands with such recognized anti-separatists as Billy Graham, Luis Palau, John Stott, James Dobson,
and Haddon Robinson (an editor of Christianity Today and Radio Bible Class speaker). All of these men are openly
opposed to Fundamentalism and Biblical separation.

Mrs. Elliot spoke at the 1995 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention, together with Luis Palau and
Billy Graham. There is not a more religiously confused hodgepodge anywhere than the NRB (the broadcasting arm
of the National Association of Evangelicals [NAE]). (In 1994, the NRB awarded its Milestone Award to The Voice
of Prophecy, a Seventh-day Adventist television program!) In July 1989, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Roman Catholic
Franciscan University in Steubenville, Ohio, a hotbed of Roman Catholic-Charismatic enthusiasm. Each year the
Franciscan University holds a conference to exalt the blasphemous Catholic dogmas that Mary is the immaculately
conceived Queen of Heaven and advocate of God's people. (Source: 9/15/97, FBIS.)

-  Also offered in BTTB's Spring 1991 Catalog was a book of articles, How to Raise Your Kids in a Non-Christian
World , compiled by the neo-evangelical organization, Youth for Christ (ecumenical, easy-believism, psychological,
etc.). The Back to the Bible promo for the book calls humanistic psychologist James Dobson a "family expert."

Authors currently promoted, along with their books sold on BTTB's web site, are Joseph Aldrich, Kay Arthur, Don
Hawkins (12 books), Max Lucado (Church of Christ), Chuck Swindoll, John Trent, Gary Oliver, Billy Melvin, and
Warren Wiersbe (16 books). In addition, BTTB's "Interacting With God" series is based on New Testament studies
by Gene Getz and co-author Claude V. King, who himself co-authored with Henry Blackaby the mystical,
psychoheretical book, Experiencing God.

- Current and former BTTB directors, Woodrow Kroll and Warren Wiersbe, respectively, were among listed
speakers for 1993 at the Billy Graham training center at the Cove, Asheville, 
North Carolina. In addition, Wiersbe, Kroll, and Elisabeth Elliot were speakers at the 1998 and 1999 Graham
conferences. Obviously, neither Kroll, Wiersbe, or Elliot have any conviction against Billy Graham's Catholic or
ecumenical connections.

-  In Back to the Bible's November 1991 issue of its monthly magazine, Confident Living, a very favorable article
on the Salvation Army was run; among many of the favorable statements made was the following:

"Many people do not know that the Salvation Army is a growing church, operating in 90 countries with
more than three million members. At the head of the Salvation Army, as its 13th General, is Eva
Burrows, the most kindly warrior you could ever hope to meet."

Can Back to the Bible be ignorant of the fact that the Salvation Army claims to be a church, yet ignores God's
ordinances (it has no Baptism and no Lord's Supper); and that it is eclectic throughout in its ways and methods,
working upon feelings and producing in people an idea that they have been converted if they merely drop their pet
sins? That the Salvation Army does "good" (in man's eyes) is not in question, but that never has been, nor never
can be, the test for our affections. (Reported in 11/4/91 Christian News.)
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Biofeedback
Self-Cure Medicine or Westernized Yoga?

-  Biofeedback is a technique by which a person supposedly learns relaxation. Of course, this relaxation is not
"resting" or "taking it easy." It is actually occult meditation; i.e., simply a Westernized, mechanized method of
achieving within a few weeks or months what it has traditionally taken Yogis 20 to 40 years to accomplish. One
"swami" (a Hindu teacher of occult meditation) said that it took him between 15 and 30 years to learn the same type
of meditation and relaxation as his students could learn in 15 to 30 days with biofeedback equipment. And
biofeedback usually (if not always) requires use of visualization, repetition, and meditation.

-  The basic biofeedback machine has been around since the late-1960s. Some of the units are very simple while
others, like a new unit known as the "Mind Mirror," are complex and expensive. By attaching oneself to a specially
designed monitor, people are learning to control the automatic ("unconscious") functions of their bodies, including
heartrate, skin temperature, blood pressure, etc. The chief developers of biofeedback, Dr. Elmer Green (head of the
Voluntary Controls Program at the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas), and his wife, Alyce Green, in their
book Beyond Biofeedback, called biofeedback "the yoga of the West," and are intrigued by the fact that many who
use it and other techniques of hypnosis and mind-training have developed psychic abilities.

-  In other words, this "electronic yoga" puts one into the same state of consciousness and develops the same
control over involuntary bodily functions -- and the same occult experiences and psychic powers -- that have been
the stock in trade of great Yogis since the Garden of Eden. Elmer and Alyce Green reflect this Hindu-Buddhist
occult world view:

"In working with patients we do not often point out that the 'detachment' to which we refer is a basic
feature of yogic training ... There are other similarities between biofeedback training and yoga ... I
guided myself through the development of these ideas [in the book] by the intentional use of
hypnogogic imagery. Whenever I was 'stuck' I made my mind a blank and asked the unconscious to get
the information I needed from wherever it was, from ... the collective mind, or from the 'future' ... I
believe that this technique, which I developed over a period of years, is not unique to me, but can be
learned by anyone who takes time and makes the effort."

We should not be surprised, then, that an article in Psychology Today that discusses the use of biofeedback,
relaxation, self-hypnosis, and imagery/visualization exercises in helping children (as young as three years old) to
gain control of pain was entitled "Little Swamis."

-  The Donning International Encyclopedic Psychic Dictionary even recognizes the dangers of biofeedback training
sessions:

"Dangers ... occur if the doctor or therapist who is monitoring the readouts and session is not familiar
with parapsychological principles."

Biofeedback is also recognized as an important tool in "consciousness research." Some Transpersonal biofeedback
researchers (i.e., New Age researchers) believe that widespread use of the machine will help bring about an
evolutionary leap of mankind as more of us learn to experience the "Awakened Mind" that their machines help one
achieve.
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Birth Order*
Science or Myth?

-  Dr. Kevin Leman has a book titled The Birth Order Book: Why You Are the Way You Are. He says, "Whatever
your family was, you are." Dr. James Dobson claims that, "The Birth Order Book has sold over a half-million
copies." In response to the declining birth rate, Leman says, "A greater proportion of first-born and only children
will make us a society of flaw-pickers, yuppies, and achievers."

In answer to the question asked by Christianity Today: "Can most church pastors who do a fair amount of
counseling use birth-order after reading a book or two?" Leman answers: " Absolutely. I have tried to train pastors
in a seminar called 'Counseling Families When You Don't Have Much Time.' This is an economical way to get
behind the eyes of someone in the church and understand their family and their plight in life" (Christianity Today,
10/18/85, p. 49).

-  On one of Dobson's Focus on the Family radio interviews with Leman, Dobson refers to The Birth Order Book as
"very relevant to parenting." He says to Leman, "I agree with your Birth Order Book," and after some discussion
about the book's subtitle, "Why You Are the Way You Are," the two agree that the subtitle is not meant to be an
absolute. At the end of the broadcast Dobson says, "I think you have a real winner here ... Keep writing." Leman
also appeared on the heretical Trinity Broadcasting Network program (TBN) on 6/26/92 to promote the birth order
concept.

-  Leman teaches concerning birth order that:

"The difference that is evident in kids' lives between the first-born child [and] the second-born child in
the family, you can almost guarantee they're going to be the opposite. As we go down the family
branch we see that each child branches off in a very unique way ... There's hard research to
substantiate there is something to birth order ... We find that people in certain occupational areas and
expertise in life, such as architecture, accounting, engineering, those structured occupations tend to be
first-born children. As we go through the family constellation and go through second children, youngest
children, we find that people go into much more people-oriented vocations."

Leman then attempts to Christianize the concept:

"The biblical characters in the Bible prove out birth order very well."

-  It is obvious that Leman is enthusiastic about the relationship between birth order and personality. However,
contrary to what he says, the research has not proven it. Science magazine featured a special report by John
Tierney on "The Myth of the Firstborn." Tierney says:

"Birth order theory makes an appealing neat way to categorize human beings -- like astrology, but with
scientific trappings ..."

After reviewing 35 years of research -- some 1500 studies -- Cécile Ernst and Jules Angst of the University of
Zurich reach a simple conclusion:

"On a scale of importance, the effects of birth order fall somewhere between negligible and
nonexistent " (Science, December 1983, p. 16). (Emphasis added.)

One wonders about the "hard research" to which Leman might be referring.

-  In addition to the subtitle of Leman's book, the following is found on the cover of the book:
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"FIRST BORN? MIDDLE CHILD? BABY OF THE FAMILY? FIND OUT WHAT IT MEANS FOR
YOUR CAREER, YOUR KIDS, AND YOUR MARRIAGE ..."

"THE COMBINATION THAT MAKES THE PERFECT MARRIAGE MATCH THE CAREER
CHOICE THAT FITS YOU BEST HOW TO MAKE YOUR BIRTH ORDER WORK FOR YOU
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE ..."

These are outrageous direct and implied promises that are based upon opinion, not fact. Leman says in the book:

"Birth order has nothing to do with astrology, but it definitely affects your personality, whom you
marry, your children, your occupational choice, and even how well you get along with God."

While birth order has nothing directly to do with astrology, there is a similarity [from which Four Temperament
Theory is derived]. Both astrology and birth order lack scientific support for their validity, and like astrology, both
are based upon opinion unsubstantiated by research.

-  Where is God in all of this? As usual, almost totally absent. Read another similar psychologically oriented book
by Leman, Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories, as well as The Birth Order Book. See if you can
find God there beyond a few passing references. Nor is He given any preeminence on the Focus on the Family radio
programs on which Leman espoused this psychological nonsense.

In both Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories and The Birth Order Book, the premises upon which
they rest are false. A false foundation can only result in false theories, techniques, and methodologies, which is the
case with these two books. Even people who love psychology should look askance at such books.

-  In a 1994 book published by Focus on the Family, Living in a Step Family Without Getting Stepped On, Leman
goes even further with his birth order myth. He now claims that birth order is a science and "If you understand how
the various birth orders react and relate, you can save yourself a lot of trouble!" (9/94, Focus on the Family
magazine, p. 14). He claims that if there are big age differences between children (i.e., "staircase" children), then
you can have more than one "first-born" in a family -- "... any child who is a least five years younger than his
oldest brother or sister is likely to have the characteristics of a first-born" (Ibid.). How convenient! [Focus on the
Family will also publish Leman's 1995 book, Raising Up Kids Without Tearing Them Down.]

-  Some further research debunking the validity of birth order derived personality typologies: 

(a) "Personality measurements for ascendancy, emotional stability, responsibility, sociability, and self-
esteem were compared across birth order categories. Undergraduates (N= 535 total) reported whether they
were the eldest, middle, or youngest children of their families, only children, or of inconsistent birth order
due to parents' remarriage.  ANOVA [a statistical procedure] did not support any significant effects for these
personality traits across birth order categories for either males or females. It was concluded that the
hypothesized differences must be relegated to folklore" (excerpted from the Journal of Articles in Support
of the Null Hypotheses). (Reported in the September-October, 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

(b) Are Firstborns Smarter? -- "Challenging popular belief is new research, published in American
Psychologist, that asserts that there is no direct link between birth order and intelligence, and that concerns
that big families produce less intelligent children are misguided" (excerpted from Psychology Today, Vol.
33, No. 6, p. 20, based on an article in the American Psychologist, Vol. 55, No.6, pp. 599-612). Authors of
the American Psychologist article clearly state: "The apparent relation between birth order and intelligence
has been a methodological illusion." (Reported in the May-June, 2001, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

* Besides James Dobson being favorably disposed to the birth order concept, another well-known devotee is Bill
Gothard. Gothard continues to promote the pop psychology idea that "birth order" is a key determinant of human
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personality traits. (Gothard even claims Jesus exhibits first born personality characteristics!) The "birth order"
concept has long been a favorite of psychologists such as humanist Alfred Adler, but as stated in this report,
numerous studies have now shown this idea to be pure myth. (See pp. 235-237 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, by
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, from which most of the information in this report has been drawn. PH II is now out of
print and has been replaced by James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology.)
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Childhood Memories?*
(Or the "Power of Suggestion"?)

-  Roseanne Barr Arnold shocked the pagan world with her story that she had "remembered," through the help of a
psychotherapist, that her parents had sexually abused her as a child- something she never dreamed of before the
counseling sessions. These horror stories have entered the Church also, with the help of "Christian"
psychotherapists helping their patients to "remember." Yet neuro-scientists caution that seemingly long-buried
memories can be pure fantasy or distortions. Some critics say that repressed memory has become a fad diagnosis,
used wrongly and sometimes harmfully to explain all manner of so-called psychological suffering. Psychotherapists
lead patients to believe they are abused, sexually or otherwise, when they are not. False memories can, and often
are, planted through mere tone of voice or the phrasing of a question (Isa 30:1,2; Psa. 1:1) [3/15/92, Calvary
Contender].

-  Across America parents are receiving phone calls and correspondence that plunge them into a nightmare of
accusations of abuse and incest. These are not parents of young children or teenagers. They are parents of grown
children who throughout their lives had had no recollection of being sexually molested by their mother or father.
These adult children, usually daughters, now claim to remember precise details of one of their parents sexually
abusing them. Where do they get such ideas? Where do those sordid memories come from? What brings them to the
surface? Inner healing and other forms of regressive-type therapy lurk behind this surge of family horror stories. At
first, the parents are stunned. They are being accused of sexual exploits that they declare they would never even
think of doing. But when they try to talk to their son or daughter they are accused and condemned without a trial-all
based upon alleged memories discovered through inner healing.

With the media accentuating and exaggerating the numbers of women who have been molested, nearly anyone who
cries "incest" is believed without question. And why should anyone doubt a grown woman's sudden "recall" of a
memory hidden in her unconscious? After all, isn't the memory like a tape recorder or computer that faithfully
records and retains every event in some deep unconscious vault of the mind? Aren't there reliable techniques that
enable a person to recall past events accurately? Or, are there some problems with those assumptions?

-  While many writers of pop psychology continue to equate the human mind with a tape recorder or computer,
those are poor and misleading analogies. Dr. John Searle, in his Reith Lecture "Minds, Brains, and Science,"
explained: "Because we don't understand the brain very well we're constantly tempted to use the latest technology
as a model for trying to understand it. The computer is probably no better and no worse as a metaphor for the brain
than earlier mechanical metaphors. We learn as much about the brain by saying it's a computer as we do by saying
it's a telephone switchboard, a telegraph system, a water pump, or a steam engine." Medical doctor-researcher
Nancy Andreasen, in her book The Broken Brain, declares that "there is no accurate model or metaphor to describe
how [the brain] works." She concludes that "the human brain is probably too complex to lend itself to any single
metaphor."

Current research demonstrates that computer memory and biological memory are significantly different. In his book
Remembering and Forgetting: Inquiries into the Nature of Memory, Edmund Bolles refers to the human brain as
"the most complicated structure in the known universe." He says:

"For several thousand years people have believed that remembering retrieves information stored
somewhere in the mind. The metaphors of memory have always been metaphors of storage: We
preserve images on wax; we carve them in stone; we write memories as with a pencil on paper, we file
memories away; we have photographic memories; we retain facts so firmly they seem held in a steel
trap. Each of these images proposes a memory warehouse where the past lies preserved like childhood
souvenirs in an attic. This book reports a revolution that has overturned that vision of memory.
Remembering is a creative, constructive process. There is no storehouse of information about the past
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anywhere in our brain." (Emphasis added.)

-  Unlike a computer, the memory does not store everything that goes into it. First, the mind sifts through the
multitude of stimuli that enter it during an actual event. The time, later events, and even later recall, color or alter
memories. During the creative process of recall, sketchy memories of events may be filled in with imagined details.
And, an amazing amount of information is simply forgotten-gone, not just hidden away in some deep cavern of the
mind. Memory is neither complete nor fixed. Nor is it accurate. As researcher Carol Tavris so aptly describes it:
"Memory is, in a word, lousy. It is a traitor at worst, a mischief-maker at best. It gives us vivid recollections of
events that could never have happened, and it obscures critical details of events that did." Yes, memories can even
be created, not from remembering true events, but by implanting imagined events onto the mind. In fact, it is
possible for implanted and enhanced memories to seem even more vivid than memories of actual past events.

-  Under certain conditions, a person's mind is open to suggestion in such a way that illusions of memory can be
received, believed, and remembered as true memories. Hypnosis, guided imagery, inner healing, and age regression
therapies (such as primal therapy) are as likely to cause a person to dredge up false information as true accounts of
past events. In a state of heightened suggestibility, a person's memory can easily be altered and enhanced.

Because the power of suggestion is so very strong in regressive explorations and in groups that encourage
remembering and reliving the past, some of the same things happen in hypnosis. Bernard Diamond, a professor of
law and clinical professor of psychiatry, says that hypnotized persons "graft onto their memories fantasies or
suggestions deliberately or unwittingly communicated by the hypnotist." Not only may they have new memories,
but Diamond declares that "after hypnosis the subject cannot differentiate between a true recollection and a fantasy
or a suggested detail." He notes that court witnesses who have been hypnotized "often develop a certitude about
their memories that ordinary witnesses seldom exhibit." Diamond declares, "no one, regardless of experience, can
verify the accuracy of the hypnotically enhanced memory."

-  Hypnosis in its various forms often occurs in unexpected places in which a person may be led into a trance state
without realizing that it is hypnosis. Therapists who attempt to help clients remember events and feelings from their
childhood often use hypnotic techniques that actually move clients into a trance state. They may deny using
hypnosis, but guided imagery and other techniques used in leading a person back into the past are hypnotic
induction devices. Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework, says: "Many times therapists aren't even aware that
they're doing hypnosis. They're doing what they call guided imagery or guided meditation, which are all very
mainstream hypnotic techniques."

The suggestions, the emotions, and the focus on feelings in the past rarely produce true memories. In various forms
of regressive therapy, the therapist attempts to convince the client that present problems are from past hurtful events
and then proceeds to help the client remember and re-experience hurtful events in the past. However, rather than
positive change, many false memories are produced. Some writers, such as Campbell Perry, indicate that such
techniques as the eliciting of memories, relaxation, and regression work are often disguised forms of hypnosis. In
introducing his paper on controversies regarding the False Memory Syndrome (FMS), Perry describes some of the
procedures that: "... appear to be strongly linked with the development of a subjectively convincing memory that a
person (usually a woman) was sexually abused during childhood by (usually) her father, that the putative memory
has been repressed, only to seemingly resurface during the course of 'recovered memory' therapy. Special emphasis
is placed upon the role of 'disguised' hypnosis in eliciting such memories -- that is, upon procedures that are
characterized by such terms as guided imagery, 'relaxation,' dream analysis, regression work and sodium amytal
represented as 'truth serum.' All of these appear to tap into the mechanisms thought to underlie the experience of
hypnosis." Leading questions, direct guidance, and voice intonation are enough to serve as an induction into the
trance state for many individuals. Mark Pendergrast says: "The 'guided imagery' exercises that trauma therapists
employ to gain access to buried memories can be enormously convincing, whether we choose to call the process
hypnosis or not. When someone is relaxed, willing to suspend critical judgment, engage in fantasy, and place
ultimate faith in an authority figure using ritualistic methods, deceptive scenes from the past can easily be
induced." (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory Syndrome: Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of
the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)
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-  The certainty of pseudomemories and the uncertainty of real memories render such activities as hypnosis and
regressive explorations questionable at best and dangerous at worst. Because memory is so unreliable, methods of
cure that rely on unearthing so-called hidden memories not only open up the possibility of human creativity, but
also expose the mind to possible demonic suggestion. Even though the hypnotist or inner healer may wish to
protect the person from receiving false material, he cannot avoid implanting human suggestion. Nor can he prevent
demonic suggestions from entering the vulnerable mind of the person who is in a heightened state of suggestibility.
Therefore, it is very possible that people who remember verbal abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse, or incest by
regressing are remembering an illusion or distortion of reality, a destructive suggestion accidentally placed there by
another person, or created through a combination of stimuli, such as from a nightmare, or worse yet, implanted by
demonic influence. (The possibility of lies and fantasies being engrafted onto the memory remains. That is because
of the involvement in occult activity, which is forbidden in the Bible.) The pain and agony of false memories is
then augmented by the pain and agony of reliving false and enhanced memories, leading to a seemingly endless
cycle of regressive exploration and therapy.

-  A newspaper wire story appearing in late-August of 1992 confirms the falseness of the notion that people can
have "repressed" memories of their past-typically said to involve traumatic events such as sexual abuse during
childhood-that are then brought out by psychotherapists. The wire service story reports that this idea is not
supported by scientific evidence, and quotes Elizabeth Loftus, a leading secular authority on memory (University of
Washington psychologist): "' The idea of repression of early traumatic memories is a concept many
psychotherapists readily accept,' but there is much evidence to suggest that 'memories' are false ones, implanted by
therapists through the power of suggestion and then uncritically accepted by them as evidence of truth." Loftus
attributes some of the popularity of the theory to a then current book, The Courage to Heal, which Loftus says
"suggests that abuse probably happened even if you have no memories and that any demands for corroboration are
not reasonable." Loftus said her research shows that it is easy to "implant" false memories.

-  Grown children are even accusing their parents of Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). The common thread in the
majority of cases is psychological therapy. A person begins counseling with a therapist who believes that people's
present distress is the result of past events. The therapist then "helps" the person "remember" so-called "repressed
memories" of abuse, including bizarre ritualistic activities from incest to sacrificing infants. As mentioned above,
most of these "repressed memories" are actually what is now labeled the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). Rather
than people suffering from "repressed memories," they are suffering from false memories-many created during
therapy.

One story, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," by Glenna Whitley in the October 1991 issue of D Magazine, revealed
the horror and pain of families caught in the dilemma of accusations based on false memories. Gloria Grady had
accused her parents of repeated SRA and the murder of a child she claimed to have birthed when she was a
teenager. Thankfully in this case, the Gradys were exonerated in court because of testimonies by Gloria's
pediatrician and others, who testified that she had never been pregnant during her teenage years. In addition, other
external evidence demonstrated that such abuse had not occurred.

Gloria Grady had received her "therapy" at the so called "Christian" Minirth-Meier Clinic in Richardson, Texas.
Grady's therapist, who was well-known for "discovering" hidden abuse in most of his patients, encouraged Grady
"to recover those 'memories' through individual 'trance writing.'" Hypnosis and group therapy were also used. Group
therapy included such activities as screaming, crying, "banging on chairs with bats, tearing up phone books and
throwing them across the room." Group members would describe what they were remembering and others would
repeat the same thing.

Ironically, the articles in D Magazine have been challenged by the Christian Association for Psychological Studies
(CAPS), which contended that D Magazine had maligned two "Christian therapists." CAPS defends its members
who practice such psychological/occult therapy by advising them to carry malpractice insurance and, "Know that
the evil one desires to cripple or destroy those who oppose him and help God's children to freedom." Naturally, in
this context, those who oppose the evil one are the so-called "Christian" therapists. God help us!

-  Regressing into the past, rummaging about in the unconscious for hidden memories, conjuring up images,
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experiencing the agony of such nightmares, and believing lies, resemble the work of Satan, not the Holy Spirit. An
imaginary memory created in a highly suggestible activity or environment will only bring imaginary healing. Even
if the memories were truly reliable, which they are not, the solution to the problem does not lie in the past or in
what other people have supposedly done to us. It is not the sins of others that separate us from God, and ultimately
from each other, but our own sin and own sinful reactions.

Some claim that one must uncover memories of past abuse in order to have a right relationship with God? Where
does the Bible say so? In contrast, Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to
all those who love Christ's appearing (2 Tim. 4: 7-8). The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are new
creations for whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the past
in order to find an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture. Though it
may seem to help for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is not the
past, but one's personal relationship to Christ now (2/93, TBC).

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 152-158),
Hypnosis and the Christian (pp. 24-27), and PsychoHeresy Update, Fall 1989 and Winter/Spring 1992, [now
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter] by permission of Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110. (Hypnosis and the Christian has been reissued as HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific,
or Occultic?.
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“Christian” College Dilemma 
     With secular education so thoroughly corrupted by grossly immoral philosophy, liberal politics, and
evolutionary theory, one seriously questions why Christian young people are frequently advised to attend such
institutions. Despite some occasional issues of accreditation, Christian schools can offer such benefits as: (1)
excellent academic training, (2) healthy environment for social interaction, (3) opportunity for development of
talents in Christian service experience, and (4) prospects for spiritual friendships and potential marriage partners.
Nevertheless, Christian colleges pose some serious issues of their own.

     It has been with a great deal of concern that we have monitored the sad example set by two leading Christian
colleges that claim to be fundamental. One school (Pensacola Christian College) has been involved in a strange
campaign to actively and publicly promote a misguided adherence to one translation of the Bible, which has
resulted in false accusations about other Christian institutions and in godly Bible teachers being labeled “new
evangelical” or even “neo-orthodox.” Thousands of videotapes have been distributed throughout the country,
perpetuating a complex web of misinformation and sophistry, which greatly increases the confusion about the
inspiration, preservation, and translation of Scripture. 

     Another school (Bob Jones University [BJU]) responded in a shameful way when their policy against interracial
dating became an issue in the 2000 Presidential primary campaign. When the president of BJU announced on
national television (Larry King Live) that the rule had been dropped, he failed to acknowledge the sad truth of the
reality of racism at his school. He misrepresented the truth in trying to downplay the seriousness of the
inconsistency that the university had maintained for seventy years. Far better if he had set a godly example by
admitting their sin and asking forgiveness from the nation, especially those against whom they held such prejudice.
The Gospel witness that was given would have been much more meaningful if it had been accompanied by
complete honesty and contrition.

     Moreover, BJU and a number of other Christian schools are utilizing the works of C.S. Lewis, such as Mere
Christianity and The Chronicles of Narnia, even though the writings of Lewis promote much false doctrine,
including occult fantasy. Evangelicals and even fundamentalists admire Lewis, although he lived a worldly lifestyle
and identified himself with Roman Catholicism in his last days.

     There also seems to be a universal trend by Christian liberal arts colleges, and even Bible Colleges, to include
“Fine Arts” in their academic programs. The following are some puzzling typical examples of “Fine Arts”
productions produced and used as promotion by some well-known, “fundamentalist Christian” colleges: 

Barber of Seville ¾ Rossini’s opera, 1816, (Il Barbiere di Siviglia, a takeoff on The Marriage of Figaro);
includes the depiction of drunkenness, deception, threats, implied adultery, and romantic foolishness unbecoming
to God-fearing Christians.

The Elixir of Love ¾ opera by Donizetti, 1832, (L’elisir d’Amore); depicts romantic foolishness unbecoming to
God-fearing Christians, drunkenness (the “elixir” is really wine), and deception by a quack “doctor.”

Hansel and Gretel ¾ opera music by Engelbert Humperdinck and libretto by Adelheid Wette (translated by
Norman Kelley, 1967); depicts superstition, drunkenness, witchcraft, cannibalism, “magic spells,” deception, and
murder.

Tosca ¾ opera by Puccini, 1900; Act I takes place in a Roman Catholic church and depicts veneration for a
statue of the Virgin Mary; alludes to a rendezvous for lovemaking; depicts heroine as offering her body to the
villain to save her lover; and depicts murders (one by stabbing, with a crucifix laid on the corpse, and one by a
firing squad) and suicide.
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A Man for All Seasons ¾ an award winning play (also made into an award winning movie) by Robert Bolt,
1960, 1962. This is supposedly an account of the martyrdom of Sir Thomas More. More was a Roman Catholic
humanist, statesman, scholar, friend of Erasmus, and author of Utopia (1516). Appointed Lord Chancellor, he
wrote nine books (1,000 pages) to discredit the Protestant writings of William Tyndale (“Father of the English
Bible”) and his (Tyndale’s) efforts to translate the Word of God into English. More had many people executed
because they denied the Pope’s authority. Ironically, he was executed by King Henry VIII (1535) for his
stubborn support of Papal supremacy. Pope Pius XI canonized More as a “saint” in 1935. The play contains
inaccuracies and curses and demonstrates a lack of careful research into the times in which the events took
place. 

     In addition, a supposedly very conservative, fundamental school recently performed “Charlie’s Aunt,” an
English farce that centers on a young man dressed as a woman. Some supposedly “moderate” fundamentalist
colleges have also put on productions of Fiddler on the Roof, Sound of Music,  Hello Dolly, and Oklahoma. BJU
also includes the “Don Cossacks,” a Russian dance troupe, in their cultural offerings, and heavily publicizes its
museum and art galley, which enshrines religious art—paintings that evidence the influences of paganism and
blasphemous Romanism.

      The above examples of the “Fine Arts” are also found in the publicity materials of Christian colleges. One has
to ask, “What ‘redeeming’ qualities might these productions have for the believer?” To know about these things
may be helpful in understanding our worldly culture, but I fail to understand why Christian young people are
encouraged to put their time, energy, and money into them. Even if the worldliness is “toned down,” knowledgeable
people in the community know what these works are supposed to represent. In fact, toning them down may lead
some to seek out the original works and participate in them.

      Operas demonstrate how one may be deceived into dwelling on sinful behavior because the music can be
appealing. Yet I suspect that if CCM (Contemporary Christian Music) artists engaged in such activities with their
music, they would be severely criticized by these very same schools.

      In these times when it is necessary to express our concern over the intrusion of worldliness into our lives,
homes, and churches, our protestations have been challenged with counter accusations of hypocrisy and
inconsistency.

      The defenders of so-called “Contemporary Christian Music” ask us why we are so critical of CCM’s more
conservative performers and artists when we remain silent regarding certain practices of supposedly fundamental
Christian colleges. As detailed above, such schools proudly produce elaborate operas and plays in the name of
“Fine Arts” that contain worldly, ungodly plots depicting behavior such as flirtation, adultery, use of alcoholic
beverages, lying, and even murder. Students and the public are urged to participate in and attend these theatrics,
which were once considered off-limits by God-fearing believers at the time of their origination.

      While the music itself may be beautiful and the attire fairly modest, the activities depicted are the kind that even
CCM artists are unlikely to portray. Though it may be necessary for God’s people to be aware of musical and
literary influences in our culture, can God be pleased by their active participation involving a significant investment
of time and finances?

      Some of these institutions also sponsor cheerleading camps and competition for teenagers. (Some even sponsor
Karate evangelism teams!) In this day when professional sports cheerleaders are clearly entertainers who wear
scanty costumes and dance provocatively, how can these schools justify encouraging Christian girls to copy this
worldly behavior in light of the Scriptural call for modesty?

      Moreover, it would be heartening if these schools would direct their promotional staff and recruiters to adhere
to Biblical principles. The mail brings us colorful ad campaigns, clever (sometimes outrageous) slogans, and
recruitment incentives that are contrary to any basic understanding of the principles of God’s Word. How are our
Christian young people going to learn to trust God and rely on prayer, or learn to function Biblically in their local
church, when our training institutions act as though they are entitled to operate without regard for the Bible? It is
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not just new evangelicals that advocate “the end justifies the means.”

      Although we can have a measure of reassurance when these schools uphold generally high standards for student
conduct, we receive, little comfort when one realizes that even the simple Gospel is many times seriously
compromised with psychological reasoning. Add to this the worldly programs described in this article, and it
becomes impossible to recommend any Christian schools. Even in a so-called Christian setting, there are just too
many temptations and pitfalls to be alert to and to avoid by God’s grace. 
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Counseling Methods Survey
Theories/Theorists & Terminology*

I. Theories and Theorists

(The following people are not all pure types)

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Freud, Sigmund: This man is the founder of psychoanalysis, and believed religion to be
"the universal obessional neurosis of humanity." He considered sexual impulses to be a
primary source of motivation for man, and that mental activity is essentially unconscious;
i.e., that the unconscious is a hidden reservoir of the mind which is filled with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior. .

2. Adler, Alfred: The first well-known dissenter from Freud's school of thought. Adler
became the father of what he called "individual psychology." He shifted the motivational
emphasis from biological instincts to social relationships. He believed man's primary
motivation to be a "will to power." This is based upon his conception of the universal need
of children to be dependent upon adults. Such dependency produces feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority which each must strive to overcome. (Adler is also considered a humanist.)

3. Jung, Carl: Here is another dissenter from Freud's school who de-emphasized the role
of sex in personality development. Jung also disagreed on the importance of dealing with
an individual's past. He submitted that attention must be given to man's religious, aesthetic,
and other such needs. Thus, in Jung we see the seeds of modern day existentialism being
planted. He is also noted for his work with the concepts of introversion/extroversion and
archetypes.

4. Horney, Karen: She is the first person to talk about a self-concept, and thus we can see
in her approach the roots of the third force theorists. Problems are considered to stem from
a "basic anxiety" that may be produced in individuals if they are not reared in an accepting
environment. Therapy consists of diminishing discrepancies between one's ideal-self and
self-concept.

5. Sullivan, Harry S.: The term "interpersonal anxiety" was coined by this man to express
his belief that man's greatest need is for satisfactory relationships with others. But these
basic relationship needs are not considered to be linked to physiological needs. Sullivan
was the first to formally construct a motivational hierarchy of physiological needs.

6. Erikson, Erik: He designed what are called the eight stages of ego development. Each
stage is said to be dependent upon the former. Counseling centers around identifying one's
present stage of development and working toward the next.

7. Fromm, Erich: His work was grounded in Freudian psychoanalytic theory, but evolved
into humanistic psychology. In his books Escape From Freedom and The Art of Loving ,
Fromm sets forth his idea that man fears being independent, and therefore, seeks structure
for security. Fromm is a total humanist, expander of secular existentialism, and initially
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developed the self-love concepts adapted by today's church.

8. Berne, Eric: This man is the father of "transactional analysis." Therapy consists of
analyzing and categorizing communication "bits" as expressing certain roles. The goal is
the understanding of why communication fails and making appropriate adjustments. The
roles (parent, adult, and child) are comparable to the psychoanalytic personality structures
(super-ego, ego, and id, respectively).

9. Harris, Thomas: He is a popular transactional analyst who wrote the book I'm OK,
You're OK .

B. Behavioristic

1. Watson, J. B.: As an originator of behaviorism, Watson stressed a reductionistic
approach to the study of human behavior. Reacting to the use of unseen constructs to
explain behavior, he opted for operationally defined constructs.

2. Skinner, B. F.: This man is most responsible for popularizing behavioristic philosophy.
He authored Walden II , a book describing a utopian society based upon this approach to
controlling human behavior. He firmly asserts that man can be wholly understood and
controlled through the basic principles of learning (once they are discovered). Motivation
is seen as a purely hedonistic matter.

3. Wolpe, Joseph: A method called "systematic desensitization" has been developed by
Wolpe to deal with fear. In this approach, responses prohibitive of fear are elicited and
then the previously fear producing stimulus is gradually introduced into the situation. Thus,
given the same stimulus, the new response is supposedly substituted for the fear response.

4. Glasser, William: The father of "reality therapy" has been well accepted by the teaching
profession and in the field of corrections. His is a hedonistic approach to directing
individuals in seeking the best possible life given the powers and circumstances that exist.

5. Dobson, James: The author of Dare to Discipline presents an approach to child-rearing
which is based primarily upon developing a system of immediate rewards and
punishments. The admonition aspect of Ephesians 6:4 is absent and the nature of his
system is extra-Biblical. He is primarily known, however, as a self-love practitioner.

C. Humanistic ("Self" Theorists)

1. Rogers, Carl: As the father of "client-centered therapy," Rogers has said that the
counselor is to be "nondirective" in the sessions--his job is to reflect the counselee's
responses back to him and, thus, set up a catalytic atmosphere of acceptance. Such an
environment is supposed to allow the client to get in touch with the innate resources within
himself for successfully dealing with life and developing self-esteem.

2. Maslow, Abraham: The term "self-actualization" has been popularized by this man. The
underlying assumption is that man is basically good and has within himself all he needs to
develop his full potential to be a worthwhile individual; i.e., to self-actualize. Maslow is
also noted for developing a hierarchy of motivational needs, including both physiological
and psychological ones. The physiological were more primary in his thinking.

3. Frankl, Viktor: He is the father of "logotherapy," an existential approach to counseling.
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Maladjustment is seen as an attempt to establish some meaningfulness to one's existence.
We are motivated primarily by a desire for identity. Clients are urged to formally establish
a personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences.

4. May, Rollo: Another existentialist, May speaks of discovering what is known as a state
of "satori." This is based upon the premise that one thing is as good as another and striving
is useless -- i.e., be content with what you are and what you have. He sees no need for
value judgments.

5. Hiltner, Seward: This man has advocated applying non-directive techniques to pastoral
counseling. He says that the pastor can best help by being an understanding and non-
judgmental friend to the counselee, helping the latter "get in touch with himself."

6. Mowrer, O. Hobart: The father of "integrity therapy," Mowrer believes that the solution
to man's problems lies in the group milieu. The group provides all that is necessary to
handle guilt (confession and restitution on the human level only), and then to develop a
sense of self-worth.

7. Perls, Fritz: This man is a the founder of "Gestalt" therapy. He believes conventional
morals cut man off from freely experiencing life with his physical senses. He is rather
directive in his approach to encouraging clients to get in touch with their "feelings" in the
"now" and act according to them.

8. Ellis, Albert: He has developed a counseling approach called "Rational Emotive
Therapy" (RET). The counselor is to be very directive in attacking certain unproductive
evaluations and behaviors of the client -- the counselor tells the client what to do and how
to think.

II. Terms

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Libido: the instinctual drives of id which are the source of motivation and "psychic
energy."

2. Oedipus Complex: repressed attitudes of hostility of a child toward the parent of the
same sex, and love (sexual desire) for the parent of the opposite sex, which may then lead
to certain neurotic symptoms.

3. Cathexes  the investment of psychic energy in some person or thing which can serve as
an object for fulfilling one of the various instinctual drives.

4. Catharsis: the actual discharge of psychic energy associated with a previously
suppressed cathexes, usually done as part of the "talk therapy."

5. Ventilation: the discharge of pent-up emotional energy by striking out in some way --
in counseling, by verbally getting things off one's chest.

6. Transference: the shifting of emotional energy from one person or object to the
therapist in the counseling session -- taking an unpleasant past experience and reliving it in
the presence of a warm, accepting therapist; thus, the superego is reduced in strength.
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7. Transactional Analysis: a modern day approach growing out of Freud's basic
personality structures. (See Eric Berne)

B. Behavioristic

1. Operant Conditioning: a form of learning in which the correct response (or
approximations to it) is selectively reinforced and supposedly becomes more likely to
occur.

2. Desensitization: a process by which reactions to traumatic experiences are reduced in
intensity by repeatedly exposing the individual to them in mild form, either in reality or in
fantasy.

3. Operationalism: a movement to insist that all definitions in the study of human
behavior be linked to observational data; the behavior is to be explained in terms of the
operations evoking it.

4. Parsimony (principle of): the most basic (simple) of two hypotheses should always be
accepted: i.e., explanations of human behavior are to be void of abstract concepts such as
"superego," "will" and "self."

5. Hedonism: idea that man is motivated primarily by a pleasure/pain principle.

C. Humanistic

1. Support: the attempt to maintain a person at his present manner of functioning through
listening and showing the client "acceptance."

2. Self-actualization: the realization of one's full potential as a human being brought about
be putting faith in one's self and doing whatever comes "natural."

3. Client Centered Therapy: begun by Carl Rogers, which calls for the counselor to act
as a reflector helping the client get in touch with himself, his potentials for self-
actualization, and solving all his own problems.

4. Directive Therapy: that in which the counselor instructs the client on what to do and
how to change in accordance with the counselors own value system and adjustment to life.

5. Existentialism: a view of man which emphasizes man's responsibility for himself and to
himself for becoming a meaningful person as he himself defines this.

III. Additional Terminology/Abnormal Behavior

A. Neurosis: an abnormal reaction pattern marked by acute anxiety, which lowers one's efficiency,
but which does not portray a break with reality. (Some examples are amnesias, multiple personality,
phobias, neurasthenia, and hysterical paralysis.)

B. Psychosis: abnormal reaction patterns which portray a lack of contact with reality and are usually
characterized by delusions and hallucinations.

1. Schizophrenia: person displays a retreat from reality into an imaginary world --
thoughts appear irrational and often unconnected.
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a. Simple: withdrawal from social contacts and a display of emotional
indifference.
b. Hebephrenic: regression to a silly, childish level of behavior where
responsibility for coping may be avoided.
c. Catatonic: characterized by behavioral states of motionlessness and/or great
excitement.
d. Paranoid: marked by persecutory delusions and/or visions of grandeur.
e. Undifferentiated: others

2. Paranoid: marked by delusions of persecution and/or grandeur but without appearing to
be out of contact with reality.

3. Affective Psychotic Reactions: a severe disorder of mood accompanied by thought
disturbances.

a. Depression: emotional state of dejection, feelings of worthlessness and
guilt, and usually apprehension.
b. Manic-Depression: characterized by prolonged periods of excitement and
over-activity (manic) or by periods of depression and underactivity
(depressive), or by alternations or mixture of the two.

4. Involutional Psychotic Reactions: (senility is an example)

Note: The operation of the multi-billion-dollar psychotherapy industry depends on the existence of a multitude of
therapists. When the average person asks, "Who can help me solve my problems?" the automatic answer is, "You
need to find a good therapist." From all walks of life, students enroll in a vast and highly variable sea of training
curricula designed to supply the ever-enlarging demand for therapists and counselors. Most of these students do not
realize that there is no standardized, agreed-upon, or proven curriculum for their chosen profession. By the time
they do realize it, it often is of little concern to them or their customers. The lack of scientific support for insight-
oriented psychotherapy has little impact on the throngs of individuals who pursue the revered mantle of "therapist."
Nor does it seem to dissuade the troubled millions who seek their help.

While the therapist is the central figure in psychotherapy, the Bible's teaching on the "care of souls" describes no
such central figure. It speaks only of exhorting and encouraging one another, of discipling the new believer, and of
discipline within the church. In so speaking, Scripture presents a complete, authoritative, and sufficient theology of
soul care. It is a theology both distinctive from and clearly opposed to that which has evolved in the practice of
psychotherapy.

Scripture speaks of what we might call counseling, but it speaks against those who pretend to read minds and
communicate with spirits, even for the supposedly noble purpose of helping another in distress. It urges those of us
who follow Christ to know and use God's Word, to care for fellow believers, and to confront sin in those for whom
we show that care. The church is to rebuke, train, encourage, and generally disciple those who are troubled or are
going astray. To do this is one of the ways we "love one another" (I John 4:7). To fail to do this, or to substitute
human wisdom for God's revealed wisdom, is to fail to love.

This stands in contrast to most "Christian therapists," who have taken on not only the fundamental doctrines of the
secular insight-oriented psychotherapy industry, but also its practices and trappings. Among these counselors who
characterize themselves as "Christian," all too often we find: (1) the claim to possess the secret knowledge of an
elite corps, along with the use of a vocabulary so elusive and complex that an aura of sheer magic surrounds it, (2)
credentials framed on the wall, and (3) fifty-minute therapy sessions, after which they charge fees for what should
be considered discipling. These counselors move within the church, more as people possessing secret knowledge
than as loving church leaders fighting the good fight.
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Quite apart from these professional counselors, Christians have the following four sources available for counsel: the
Holy Spirit, the Word of God, other Christians, and the organized church.

* For a more full development of the information in this report, see The End of "Christian Psychology" and
AGAINST "Biblical Counseling": FOR the BIBLE, both books by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (EastGate Publishers,
4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The above Note was excerpted and/or adapted from How
Christian Is Christian Counseling, pp. 49-51.
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Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPC)/Christian Action
Council (CAC)[Care Net]*
Religious Humanism in Disguise?

-  We believe that the crux of the "problem" today with the pro-life/anti-abortion movement, as promoted by
professing Christians, is its capitulation to a moralistic/humanistic/psychological/ecumenical/social action gospel
that puts the body before the soul. It's a gospel of religious humanism -- humanism because, in the end, it exalts
man's "worth" over Christ's, and religious because it is clothed in "Christian"/moralistic terminology. Dr. Jay E.
Adams hits the nail on the head when he writes:

"... [In their attempt] to thwart the abortion movement many well-meaning Christians unintentionally
exalt man by declaring him to be of infinite worth. Abortion should not be fought on the basis that
killing a human being is wrong because he or she is so valuable, but on the basis that, when a child
bearing God's image is slaughtered, it is God who is attacked because that child bears His image. If you
tear up a picture of my wife, you'll have me to answer to -- not because of the intrinsic worth or value
of the paper and print that you destroyed, but because you have insulted my wife. An attack on the
image of God is serious, not because of man's supposed great worth, but because of the One whose
image he reflects" (A Call to Discernment, pp. 18-19).

The focus of the pro-life movement today seems to be one of attempting to "Christianize" societal institutions by
pressuring the ungodly to live like saints. Instead, its focus should be one of presenting the pure Gospel of Christ,
which is to call out of the world (i.e., repentance of sin) those who will respond to this Gospel, so that they might
then (and only then) be enabled by the Spirit to live wholly for God. 

In addition, in many instances the pro-life movement seems to be denying the sovereignty of God; its proponents
behave as if God is not in control over who shall live and who shall die. For example, most pro-life organizations
promote pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and therefore, a culture that has neither the
resources nor the power to abstain (witness Focus on the Family's/James Dobson's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad
in USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity"). Then, if abstinence fails and immorality leads to
conception, pro-life organizations focus on saving the baby's body, with an almost total disregard for the mother's
soul (as witnessed by the law-breaking tactics of Operation Rescue). It all gets back to our first point; the pro-life
movement is focused on cleaning up the world's behavior without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! 

-  Another problem with the pro-life movement is its rampant ecumenism -- the pro-life movement, from top to
bottom, is heavily influenced by Catholics. Visit a protest or picket line at an abortion clinic and there is a good
chance that you will see someone (often priests or nuns) praying directly to Mary, saying the Rosary, or carrying
some kind of graven image. Or go into a Crisis Pregnancy Center and ask how many of its counselors are
Catholics. Since the Bible speaks against being unequally yoked with unbelievers (2 Cor. 6:14), any alliances with
Romanists do not and cannot honor the Lord. Moreover, ecumenical gatherings serve to weaken resistance to false
teachings; the Bible-believer's attitudes towards the Vatican may soften after being in the trenches with Catholics (1
Cor. 15:33). (Adapted from the 4/93, Christian Defender.)

-  An integral part of the pro-life movement is the vast system of Crisis Pregnancy Centers. Crisis Pregnancy Center
(CPC) is a generic name for any church or parachurch organization that counsels women against abortion. Most
operate out of small, storefront offices in 1,500-3,000 locations nationally, seeing an estimated 700,000 to
1,000,000 women annually. Most CPC' counselors are not "professionals," though most go through an
approximately 32-hour training course and about 20 hours of in-service preparation. Most CPCs also have no
official ties with Operation Rescue, although some of its volunteer counselors do take part in "rescues." 
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All CPCs offer a similar menu -- a free, self-administered pregnancy test, a crisis hot line, information about
abortion procedures, and alternatives to abortion. None of them offers referrals to abortion clinics nor contraceptive
information, preferring to stress abstinence for those not married. For women whose tests are negative (about 50%
are), counselors try to talk about the relationships with men that have made pregnancy a "crisis." And increasingly,
CPCs offer post-abortion counseling, often in the form of small-group Bible studies (see information on PACE later
in this report), many of which utilize the "five stages of grief" (developed by transpersonal New Age psychologist
and occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross). (CPC leaders point to this as proof that they are not harsh and judgmental; if
they were, how many women would come to them for help after an abortion?) 

Most CPCs also attempt to help women carry their babies to term, by offering free second-hand baby and maternity
clothes. Other practical helps may include a place to stay with a family, parenting classes, nutrition classes, prenatal
medical care, even job training, and helping to arrange adoptions ("Inside Crisis Pregnancy Centers," by Tim
Stafford, Christianity Today, 8/17/92).

-  The two largest "umbrella" organizations for CPCs are the Christian Action Council (CAC) (now Care Net -- see
footnote at end of report) and Birthright, comprising services for more than 1,000 CPCs in the U.S. and Canada.
CAC began in 1975 (founded by Billy Graham, C. Everett Koop, and Edith Schaeffer!) as a political lobby when
"evangelical Protestants" joined Catholics in their post-Roe v. Wade opposition to abortion. (Koop, previously
unaffectionately known as "Captain Condom," has now linked-up with the Clintons to promote pro-abortion health
care plans!) By 1981, CAC began organizing CPCs; approximately 450 centers are now affiliated with CAC.
(Birthright runs 500 CPCs in the U.S. and 75 in Canada. Birthright centers often have informal links to the Catholic
church.) Outside of the umbrella organizations are many independent CPCs, but nobody knows how many or what
methods and morals predominate. 

Other religious humanist organizations are also getting into the act of "advising" CPCs. An article in the 5/94 Focus
on the Family magazine (a publication of self-love advocate James Dobson's ministry) is titled "Crisis Pregnancy
Centers Receive the Focus Touch." Dobson says that FOTF has started a new quarterly newsletter, Heart to Heart,
in an "effort to encourage and support crisis pregnancy centers. ... will help build a strategic network for center-to-
center communication ... Each issue will feature evaluations of resources, including counseling manuals and
programs, pro-life videos and abstinence programs, as well as related news stories, creative ideas, successful
approaches and special projects. Every crisis pregnancy center on FOTF's mailing receives Heart to Heart free of
charge." (Notice there is no mention of the Gospel of Christ.)

-  We will focus on the Christian Action Council's/Care Net's materials, specifically its 71-page Crisis Pregnancy
Center Volunteer Training Manual. Despite CAC's claim that its primary focus is to evangelize its counselees, the
Training Manual gives only brief lip-service to the necessity of a Christ-centered gospel versus a man-centered
one (p. 61). When one examines the rest of the Manual , it is unclear how any volunteer counselor could possibly
present any semblance of an accurate gospel message to the lost (one focusing on God and others to the detriment
of self) -- the counseling training material comes straight from the teachings of anti-Christian, self-loving, godless
humanists, teaching such concepts as unconditional acceptance, self-esteem/self-image/self-worth/self-ad nauseam,
"feelings-oriented"/man-centered counseling techniques; Rogerian client-directed listening therapy, Freudian
ventilation therapy and psychosexual dysfunction therapy, etc., all about which the Bible knows nothing! [CAC
even admits (p. 7) that "... these terms are borrowed from secular psychology," but incredibly claims that "they
reflect biblical principles" anyway!] In fact, with only two pages out of the entire 71-page Training Manual devoted
to the gospel message, evangelism appears more as an afterthought than a CAC priority.

Perhaps a specific example from the Volunteer Training Manual would better illustrate the nature of the unbiblical
teaching perpetrated by CAC: "How To Talk to the Client About Sexuality" (pp. 55-57). The entire approach for
effecting change comes from a self-centered rather than a God-centered perspective -- discussion of the risks of
continued promiscuity (for a girl testing negative on her pregnancy test) centers on "her future happiness" and her
"well-being." This self-centered motivation for change is the antithesis of the Bible's teaching on motivation; i.e.,
the Bible says that sufficient motivation for any change is the believer's desire to do what is pleasing to God, not
"what's in it for me?" or how will it affect my "goals and hopes" later in life (Rom. 7:7-25). Sinful man in his
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sinful, self-centered nature will never be able to effect long-term, permanent, godly change on the basis of "what's
good for me" (Jer. 17:9). The Bible says "change because God commands it." But without Christ, this is impossible.
With Christ living within us, however, we have all the power and the motivation necessary to make the change
from an immoral lifestyle to a godly one (i.e., "put-off" sinful behavior and "put-on" righteousness -- Eph. 4:17-5:2
and Phil. 4:13). Yet, with CAC's pitiful emphasis on the gospel message, one wonders how any counselee can ever
hope to get to the point of repentance and subsequent desire to live a godly life!

-  More and more CPCs are offering post-abortion counseling, generally in the form of small-group Bible studies.
(This is encouraged by CAC in its brochure "Facts You Should Know About Abortion.") One such Bible study is
titled "Women in Ramah: A Post Abortion Bible Study," published by PACE (Post Abortion Counseling and
Education), and written by Linda Cochrane, a psychiatric nurse. Some examples of the teaching in this 71-page
manual are worthy of note:

(a) Appendix: "Why A Group?" (pp. 67-71) -- The techniques recommended are strikingly similar to
the psychiatric group therapy that one might have become familiar with if he had seen such movies as
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" or "The Dream Team." It is thoroughly "feelings" and "emotions"
oriented, and loaded down with psychological platitudes that are in direct conflict with Biblical
teaching. "People grow by living through their pain," is but one example of the psychobabble being
bought-into by the professing Church today, and being passed off as a spiritual truth in this Bible
study. 

(b) "Naming Your Baby" (pp. 58-59) -- This teaching is clearly one with spiritism underpinnings.
PACE recommends that a woman who has had an abortion embrace a pillow to relieve the "empty
arms feeling," communicate with the aborted baby by writing the baby a letter, and imagine the aborted
baby communicating its thoughts to you, the mother. These "techniques" are not only gestalt in nature,
but are, in actuality, forms of necromancy, i.e., consultation with the spirits of the dead (only, in this
example, without a medium to aid in the process). This practice is one of those strictly forbidden by
God, and called by Him an abomination (Deut. 18:10-13). It is also extremely dangerous for the
spiritual health of anyone dabbling in it, not only because God forbids it (which should be reason
enough for any Christian not to engage in it), but because it can serve as an introduction to the occult,
a realm in which the demons do not respect the innocence nor the naiveté of the participant.

-  Both Birthright and the Christian Action Council/Care Net require their affiliates to pledge a vow of "absolute
confidentiality" to the pregnant mothers who come in for counseling. But as Christians, should we be willing to
make such a vow? Dr. Jay Adams (in his book, Handbook of Church Discipline), says no we should not, since this
type of vow "originated in the Middle Ages and is unbiblical and contrary to Scripture." Also, "absolute"
confidentiality often prohibits the proper exercise of church discipline and possible restoration for a young woman
or couple (Matt. 18:15-17). CPCs need to reserve the right to tell those people who are Biblically authorized to
know.

Most CPCs today do not have a policy of notifying a Christian girl's parents or pastor when they have knowledge
that she is uncertain as to what she is going to do with her pre-born child, or worse, declares her intent to abort her
baby. Instead, most have policies of absolute confidentiality. At that point, the CPC is sharing the same
confidentiality policy as Planned Parenthood. The CPCs have a standard answer for their absolute confidentiality
policy. They fear that if they bring parents or husbands and pastors into the situation, pregnant woman will stop
coming to their center. But, does this not presume that godly parents, spouses, and pastors will not be used by the
Spirit to guide a Christian woman back to the right path, to bring accountability back into her life, and maybe bring
an end to the matter in such a way that brings glory to Him?

But with such an unholy vow of silence covering the CPCs, how can the fornication or adultery often leading to the
"crisis pregnancy" be set right? What keeps the sinners from ending up again at the CPC or the abortion mill? Very
little is corrected with silence. CPCs should attempt to steer the unwed pregnant girl and her family to a church that
understands and teaches the Bible, so as to facilitate confession, repentance, and restoration unto Christ. If the girl
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and the family reject this, then the death of her pre-born baby is not on the CPC's hands. But since many involved
with CPCs have courses or degrees in psychology, and have already replaced Biblical/ethical counseling with
psycho-therapeutic counseling, the moral foundation of these CPCs has already been destroyed. Thus, they are
often ill-equipped to accept the deeper moral problems concerning "absolute" confidentiality. (Adapted from "Are
Some Crisis Pregnancy Centers Fanning the Abortion Crisis," by Paul Dorr, FWR Report, 4/93.)

* Note: The CAC has changed its name to Care Net (1/15/94, World). It will now supposedly de-emphasize what it
is against (abortion) and reemphasize what it is for (women). In our opinion, this will only lead to an even greater
emphasis on pop psychology and victimization theology.
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D.A.R.E.*
Experimental Mysticism in the Classroom

-  Based on the idea that education can cut into the drug cartels' sources of revenue, there have arisen several
programs aimed at instructing young people about drugs and the consequences involved in using them. The
reasoning is that if people can be induced to make informed choices from an early age, the number of drug users
will dwindle sufficiently so as to make it less profitable for drug dealers to operate. The most well-known drug
awareness program is D.A.R.E. -- Drug Abuse Resistance Education (hereafter referred to as DARE).

Since DARE has become a regular part of today's education scene, knowledge of DARE's operation is of vital
importance to Christian parents. What is DARE? Does DARE really work in preventing children from becoming
involved in drugs? Should Christian children be involved in DARE?

-  DARE was conceived in 1983 by Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Chief Daryl Gates. He believed that if
the system could get to the kids while they were still young and relatively unexposed to drugs, especially by a
credible role model such as a police officer, fewer would choose to do drugs when they got older. The DARE
program quickly got spread to other school districts throughout the nation through DARE America, a private
funding arm put together by the LAPD working with major corporate sponsors. Now most every state has its own
DARE training center. Having established its programs in the elementary grades first, DARE has expanded to
Junior High and High Schools.

-  DARE takes an approach designed to present children with informed decision-making opportunities. DARE's
stated strategy is one of prevention, teaching social skills such as how to resist pressure from others, and
consequential thinking which presents options and their consequences if followed. However, there is more to DARE
than meets the eye. Charges from credible sources are correct: DARE is not a drug prevention program, but
rather psychotherapy with a basis in values clarification and self-esteem enhancement.

A basic premise of the DARE Program is that low self-esteem is a principle cause of drug abuse. Therefore, DARE
attempts to raise childrens' self-esteem by helping them think of themselves as worthy of a good life and capable of
achieving whatever they desire. Thus, only positive individuals are presented as role models.

-  DARE utilizes what is known as "affective education." Children are subjected to psychotherapy as a means to
condition them to think critically and to establish their own set of values in their relationships with others. This is
actually "Experimental Mysticism," a name attributed to psychologist Joseph Hart, and is a blend of "meditation
psychotherapy and encounter techniques." Synonyms for affective education were called by Dr. Hart "humanistic,"
"circle-based," "process education," and "experiential education"; i.e., experimental mysticism was developed atop
a foundation provided by client-centered psychotherapy. (This is nothing other than Rogerian Psychology, which
teaches that one's values should be discovered within oneself -- they should not be imposed from without.) Thus, it
is Joseph Hart's experimental mysticism that is the basis of all affective education programs in today's schools. It
incorporates group therapy, values clarification (now referred to as "critical thinking"), deep breathing exercises
(yoga), meditation, and myriad other means by which intuitional, non-objective reasoning is reached. It affirms that
there are no right or wrong choices; what is wrong for one individual may be right for another individual.
Therefore, in drug awareness programs for example, children are not instructed to abstain from drugs because they
are harmful and illegal. Rather, they are instructed only to weigh the consequences of any action to determine
whether or not that action is right for them, with the hope they will choose not to use drugs.

-  This values clarification approach, rather than an approach of teaching right from wrong, was made very clear by
Dr. Jerold Greenberg at the State University of New York:

"I propose that the objectives of health education not be decreasing the incidence of smoking, drug
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abuse, or any other health-related behavior. Rather, the objectives should be to improve self-esteem,
decrease alienation, help students realize the effects of peer group pressure, learn health knowledge and
skills, and so on. [It should] free people to make their own decisions."

Greenberg has classified the "student in school" as a "client" for this experiment in psychotherapy -- the client is
your child in the classroom!

Currently, every approved sex-education program in American public schools implements Greenberg's strategy --
the psychotherapeutic approach to education. Most drug-awareness programs also utilize this approach; some of the
more well-known are Quest, DECIDE, Project SMART, Here's Looking at You 2000, and DARE.

-  In the early 1970s, a Stanford University research team, headed by Dr. Richard Blum, began testing affective
education on school children. His intention was that his experiment would keep kids away from drugs; he learned
instead that "it guided them toward early use of cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana; and he knew that, as 'gateway
drugs,' these could lead to amphetamines, hallucinogens and heroin." Blum concluded that less time should be given
to "process," as it is called, and "more to content ... it is clear that slighting content and substituting a
psychotherapeutic style of classroom management turns out to hurt good children." In other words, feeling-oriented,
affective education, not only fails to achieve the desired results, but actually induces undesirable results. (In yet
another study, USC's Project SMART for alcohol prevention, found that "significantly more members of the
experimental group [those involved in Project SMART] than the controls [those not involved in Project SMART]
imbibed alcohol. 'It was as if we had driven them to drink!'")

One must, therefore, always remember that to the "social scientists" who promote these programs, success does not
lie in reduced aberrant behavior, but in free choice, whether for or against that behavior. Even the study offered by
DARE as evidence of its success in combating drug use has mixed results. While in some local DARE groups there
has been a modicum of success, overall these programs are either ineffective or detrimental. None of the programs,
some in operation since the early 1970s, can point to any outside, objective study to prove their effectiveness in
sufficiently diminishing the involvement in traditionally undesirable actions by their subjects. This is exactly what
one would expect to find since by affective education standards, the only result considered undesirable is for a child
to make a decision based upon learned values (especially values learned from parents), rather than upon his own
self-determined values.

-  DARE was created using the formulas of previous affective education programs, but with a new twist. While
other programs utilize classroom teachers as "facilitators," DARE utilizes uniformed police officers! The DARE
curriculum incorporates seventeen classroom sessions conducted by a DARE-trained police officer. Included are a
variety of activities such as question-and-answer, role-playing, group discussion, and DARE Workbook exercises.
(Not being familiar with psychotherapy, the DARE officers think nothing ill of the affective education approach.)
These exercises are disarming because they are "fun." They bring out the emotions and soften attitudes toward
others. And since DARE considers instruction on the dangers of drugs to be "scare tactics," enhanced self-esteem is
assumed to be the answer instead. Not once in the course of seventeen lessons does the DARE officer ever say,
"Don't use drugs." DARE works on developing the self-esteem that supposedly makes it easier to say "no." And it
works on the specific ways to say "no." (See next section.)

-  One of the key elements in the DARE program, and in any "affective education" program, is the assumed
positive relationship between self-esteem and decision making. In actuality, the emphasis is nothing but neo-
paganism -- a religion based on worship of self. DARE teaches children that self-esteem means being one's own
person, developing one's own values apart from values of others, especially the values of one's parents. The only
outcome of such a philosophy is a generation of selfish, defiant, and rebellious people who put themselves before
others. Children are being taught that they are worthy of self-esteem regardless of their behavior.

No true believer in Jesus Christ should buy the humanists' lie that low self-esteem is the reason for man's problems.
The best Christian parents can expect from a program such as DARE is that the children will become well-adjusted
humanists. (DARE officers are quoted as saying: "We have a course of 17 lesson plans. One is presented each
week. It deals with the ways to feel good about themselves.") The idea that high self-esteem will keep kids off
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drugs is bogus. Some of the most well-publicized users of illegal drugs are famous entertainers (especially rock
stars), well-heeled politicians, and high-society darlings. Who has higher self-esteem than these people?! Most are
super egotists. Drug abuse extends across the full spectrum of human economic, social, and political strata. Why?
Because man is plagued with self-esteem. It doesn't take a mental giant to see the results of "feel good"
psychotherapy in the schools for the past three decades or so.

-  Another key element in the DARE program is Values Clarification, a process by which children are
reprogrammed to set aside their parent's values and determine for themselves the values in life they wish to hold. It
was the brainchild in the mid-1960s of social "scientists" -- in particular, Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and
Sidney B. Simon. The Wall Street Journal clearly defines what is meant by values clarification:

"Teachers should never try to teach children correct values. To tell a student stealing is wrong or that
kindness and loyalty are good values, would be, according to Values Clarification, to manipulate and
coerce a student. Teachers should help students discover and clarify their own personal values instead
of trying to force someone else's values on them."

But values clarification presupposes very specific views about human nature and society, it becomes a kind of
"religious" position in its own right, which then competes directly with other religious views.

Values Clarification goes by many different names: "critical thinking," "decision-making skills," "situation ethics,"
"personal choice," and others. The meaning is the same: there are no values outside of yourself; you must determine
what is right for you; what's right in one case may be wrong in another; values change with new understanding. It
is strongly implied that to adopt one's parents' values is to fail to come to full self-actualization. In the process,
however, children are reinforced with the new values of the education system -- the state's concept of what
constitutes right and wrong. In the case of DARE, Values Clarification is openly espoused as a means to enhance
one's self-esteem. (One must remember that "success" in affective education does not necessarily mean that fewer
kids use drugs after going through the program; it means that the goal of getting kids to make their own choices has
been met!)

For Christians, God's Word should establish the values by which we are to believe and act. Values Clarification by
nature puts barriers between God's authority and the "self-actualized" child. It also puts barriers between parents
and children. Values Clarification is a tool of Satan to take children from under the authority of their parents and
place their decision-making in the hands of a godless, mindless, state-mandated educational system. One might just
as well send his child to a Buddhist temple as to a public school where values clarification or any element of
affective education is implemented!

-  A third key element in the DARE program is Group Therapy and Role Playing. DARE proposes group
discussions and role playing as teaching strategies. The term "group discussions" can be misleading when applied
to in-depth discussions of participants' personal lives. At that point the discussion transcends into group therapy,
particularly if the motive is to help "actualize" participants, or to help them change or resolve attitudes and
behavior. As stated in An Invitation to Project DARE, group discussions and role playing are used for exactly that
purpose: Self-Esteem Enhancement; Risk Assessment; Decision-Making Skills; Interpersonal and Communication
skills; and Critical Thinking. In child group discussions, Christian children do not belong in such groups with non-
Christian children. The danger of conflict with the Biblical values that Christian parents want instilled in their
children is just too great.

Role playing is another method used in DARE, and is merely another term for psycho-drama (i.e., spontaneous,
dramatic role-play), a device used in psychotherapy . Such psychotherapeutic devices can break down inhibitions
and result in the children revealing things that, in normal situations, they would not want to reveal. In some cases,
this has resulted in police action against families and in children being separated from their parents.

-  Perhaps the most disconcerting definition of child abuse involves "mental abuse." This vague term has been used
to justify the state's intrusion into the family for reasons as minor as depriving one's child of television viewing or
other expressions of the child's personal will. Child abuse is so vaguely defined as to give the state absolute power

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/sensit.htm
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to enforce its will in any circumstance that suits its globalist atheistic policy. Though rarely implemented as yet,
child abuse may also include parents teaching their faith to their children. How would DARE fit into this scheme?
The DARE officer is instructed that, while he or she is not acting in the role of a police officer, but as a facilitator,
any revelations of illegal activities or suspected child abuse are to be reported to the principal, and appropriate
action is to be taken. The psychotherapy of role playing and group therapy are specifically designed to break down
inhibitions and cause children to reveal the secrets they would not normally reveal. The DARE program promises
to be an ideal tool for the implementation of such a police state, and especially a means to gain information from
children against their parents.

-  The problem with the whole DARE program lies in the methodology and the system devised by the Los Angeles
Unified School District, a government agency long steeped in humanistic psychology. The police officers are as
much victims of the psychotherapeutic approach as are the students; their training requires them to undergo the
same therapy as they use on the students.

DARE is only one affective education program among many being implemented through virtually every
educational district in the United States and in many foreign countries. It probably isn't the worst, simply because at
least the kids see a uniformed police officer who attempts to gain their respect for law enforcement. Beyond that,
however, DARE fits into the same category as all other such programs. Because Christians have lacked discernment
for failure to study Scripture, Christian children are being sacrificed to Baal on the altars of education. Unless their
parents take the time and effort, and are willing to suffer whatever is necessary to preserve their children from this
evil, they will bear the guilt along with those educators into whose hands they placed them.

Note on DARE's "Effectiveness": 

[From a September, 2000, article by James Bovard, the author of Feeling Your Pain: The Explosion and Abuse of
Government Power in the Clinton-Gore Years (St. Martin’s Press, August 2000). This article is adapted from an
essay titled "DARE's Dying Gasp," published by The Future of Freedom Foundation in Fairfax, Va. (www.fff.org).
See also "Destroying Families for the Glory of the Drug War," Parts I and II. (All three of these articles are
available on the BDM CD-ROM.]

The nation's most popular drug education program may be on the ropes. The Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(DARE) program is increasingly being tossed out of school systems as the evidence of its failure to deter drug use
becomes overwhelming.

DARE was the brainchild of Los Angeles Police Department chief Daryl Gates, who launched the program in the
early 1980s. More than 20 million students receive DARE training each school day; DARE is taught in every state
and in three-quarters of the nation's school districts. The DARE curriculum is taught by police primarily to fifth-
and sixth-graders, though children in kindergarten and in high school also receive DARE instruction. The police
are supposed to serve as role models and trusted confidants.

America is deluged with DARE paraphernalia -- including bears, bumper stickers, buttons, hats, and jeeps. DARE
has everything -- except good results. Many independent experts have found that DARE miserably fails students:

• The federal Bureau of Justice Assistance paid $300,000 to the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), a
North Carolina research firm, to analyze DARE’s effectiveness. The RTI study found that DARE failed
to significantly reduce drug use. Researchers warned that "DARE could be taking the place of other,
more beneficial drug-use curricula."

• Dennis Rosenbaum, professor of criminal justice studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
surveyed and tracked 1,800 kids who had DARE training, and concluded in 1998 that "suburban
students who participated in DARE reported significantly higher rates of drug use … than suburban
students who did not participate in the program."

http://www.fff.org/comment/ed0900g.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0297d.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0397d.asp
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/cdoffer.html
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• A 1999 study by the California legislative analyst's office "concluded that DARE didn't keep children
from using drugs. In fact, it found that suburban kids who took DARE were more likely than others to
drink, smoke and take drugs," the Los Angeles Times reported.

• A 1999 University of Kentucky study, funded by the National Institutes of Health, examined the
effect of DARE on students' behavior over the subsequent 10 years. The report concluded: "Our results
are consistent in documenting the absence of beneficial effects associated with the DARE program.
This was true whether the outcome consisted of actual drug use or merely attitudes toward drug use."
One Kentucky researcher observed: "The only difference was that those who received D.A.R.E.
reported slightly lower levels of self-esteem at age 20."

Salt Lake City mayor Rocky Anderson recently denounced DARE as "a fraud on the people of America."
Anderson, who yanked DARE from Salt Lake City schools, complained: "For far too long, drug-prevention policies
have been driven by mindless adherence to a wasteful, ineffective, feel-good program. DARE has been a huge
public-relations success but a failure at accomplishing the goal of long-term drug-abuse prevention."

DARE America president Glenn Levant defends DARE by pointing to the reported 13 percent decline in teenage
drug use in the most recent annual survey. However, the percentage of eighth-graders who used marijuana, cocaine,
and LSD tripled between 1991 and 1997. DARE cannot claim credit for the most recent decline without accepting
blame for the huge increase in the preceding years -- at a time when DARE already saturated the nation's public
schools.

DARE suffered a stunning defeat in April of 2000 that could cripple its ability to stifle criticism. Federal judge
Virginia Phillips, in a case involving DARE America's libel suit against Rolling Stone magazine, ruled that there
was "substantial truth" to the charges that DARE had sought to "suppress scientific research" critical of DARE and
had "attempted to silence researchers" at the Research Triangle Institute, editors at the American Journal of Public
Health, and producers at Dateline: NBC.

DARE's feel-good photo opportunities are no substitute for effective drug education. American children deserve
something more than a drug program that fails to persuasively inform and warn them of the danger of narcotics.
Politicians, school officials, and police need the courage to admit that DARE is a dud.  [Return to Text]

* D.A.R.E. is an acronym for Drug Abuse Resistance Education. Except for the "Effectiveness Note," (above), this
report has been excerpted almost entirely from a Media Spotlight Report by the same name, published in August
1992. The following is excerpted from a January 2001 statement from Media Spotlight concerning the failure of
DARE programs: 

"When we first exposed the DARE program eight years ago, there were no secular studies done on the
effectiveness of the anti-drug program. Over the past few years, however, reports in the news media of
diverse studies indicate that not only has DARE proven ineffective in stemming the use of drugs
among school children, some even state that those who take the training are more likely to become
involved in drug use than those who do not take the training. About 80 percent of school districts in the
U.S. implement the DARE program at a cost of $230 million. In the last few years, several cities and
counties have dropped the program in the wake of critical studies. These include Seattle, Houston,
Omaha, and Rochester, N.Y. among many others.

"One of the first studies came from the criminal justice department at the University of Illinois. A
seven-year study in that state tracked students at 36 elementary schools, half of which offered the
DARE program. While the study found that DARE students were less likely to use cigarettes
immediately after graduating from the program, and started drinking later than those students who did
not participate, after five years there was no appreciable difference in drug and alcohol use between the
two groups. Other studies have drawn the same conclusions. 
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"Two years ago, the Essex, Vermont schools and police discontinued the DARE program after meeting
with teachers, parents, and students. The students said they thought the program was silly (some call it
"lame"), and they didn’t remember much of what they had learned after they got into high school. Not
to be deterred from addressing the problem of alcohol and drug abuse among children, however, some
schools are trying other programs similar to DARE. Essex decided to try a new program called Project
Northland, with sixth- through eight-graders. Project Northland is a shorter course (five or six sessions)
that focuses primarily on alcohol.

"I would think that these will eventually be found ineffective as well. Why? Because the problem is not
one of education, but of spiritual deficiency. The idea of attempting to bolster children’s self-esteem in
the hope that they will be better people is approaching the problem from the wrong angle. Children
already suffer from too much self-esteem. They need to be humbled; they do not need their egos fed."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)
A Smorgasbord of Heresy

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we
are identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). But E-Free denomination
leaders, rather than separating, have instead chosen to identify with a wide range of false teachings and false
teachers. In fact in some cases, E-Free institutions and spokespersons have become the leading forces in espousing
and implementing false doctrine!

-  A smorgasbord is a buffet meal featuring a varied number of dishes -- a kind of "something for everyone"
approach to dining out. By that definition, a veritable "smorgasbord" of false doctrines is readily available at
EFCA's headquarters, in its educational institutions, and throughout its member churches. Some of the unbiblical
programs, concepts, and/or teachings are: general psychology, self-love/self-esteem, codependency/recovery,
demonization of believers, signs & wonders charismania, the non-material resurrection of the believer, ecumenism
with Catholicism, progressive creationism/theistic evolution, "church growth" philosophies, and Dominion
Theology/Reconstructionism. (Details follow.)

-  If one wants to know what EFCA stands for, one only need look at the teachings of Charles Swindoll. Swindoll
was the senior pastor of First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California for 23 years (before resigning in
1994 to take the post of president of Dallas Theological Seminary), and thus is perhaps the best known E-Free
pastor/spokesperson. Swindoll's "résumé of heresy" is seemingly endless. To briefly summarize, he recommends the
books of many of the worst psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all under the banner of "All
Truth is God's Truth"; he teaches a psychological self-love/self-esteem gospel that is virtually indistinguishable
from that of the atheistic psychologists, in effect, denying the doctrines of grace and redemption; he openly
supports ecumenical cooperation with Catholics and charismatics, all under the guise of "grace" and non-
judgmental "acceptance"; he endorses the occultic practices of visualization and inner healing/victimization therapy;
and he teaches that believers can be demon possessed. 

-  Of all of the large and growing number of professing evangelical church fellowships/denominations buying into
the "religion" of codependency/recovery, EFCA would have to be considered the prime example. The most obvious
evidence of this is the June 1991 issue of The Evangelical Beacon, the "official magazine of The Evangelical Free
Church of America" -- the issue is titled "Power Through Grace: Freedom From Addiction and Codependency." It
contains ten pieces of "literature" (articles, editor's letters, interviews, columns, etc.) that could easily serve as the
philosophical guide for any church desiring to switch allegiance from the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the gospel of
codependency/12-step recovery; it is a perfect example of "heresy called sound doctrine." 

A letter to Dr. Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity International Univ. (TIU) [formerly Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School (TEDS)], the official Seminary of the E-Free denomination located in Deerfield, Illinois, criticizing
his part in the codependency heresy, drew the following, almost unbelievable response: [Kenneth Meyer resigned in
1995 and was replaced by Gregory Waybright.]

"Your letter ... showed an arrogance and total lack of Biblical sense in regard to codependent and
addictive needs ... the issue of The Evangelical Beacon you criticized was probably the best in their
recent history. Your letter shows your need for the ministry of a Christian psychologist or psychiatrist."
(Emphasis added.)

-  The EFCA has also publicly come out in favor of the unbiblical charismatic position on so-called "spiritual
warfare." The March 1992 issue of The Evangelical Beacon was titled "The Battle Rages." This issue contained
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seven articles on spiritual warfare issues -- five of particular interest are summarized below:

(a) Paul Cedar, president of EFCA, stresses "unity" necessary to defeat Satan (but no mention of "unity
in the truth").

(b) Timothy Warner, TIU professor, stresses that the church has the duty to "appropriate" the victory
over Satan. How do we know that this spiritual warfare is real? -- because, according to Warner,
"professionals in the psychological world are talking about spiritual power at work in their clients as
never before." He has authored the book Spiritual Warfare and recommends other heretical books on
spiritual warfare by the following authors: Bubeck [The Satanic Revival], Dawson [Taking Our Cities
for God: How to Break Spiritual Strongholds], Wagner [Engaging the Enemy], Webster [Tearing
Down Strongholds], and Christensen [Battling the Prince of Darkness]. Warner's article also teaches
unconditional love based upon the false premise that we are not "essentially bad persons."

(c) Mark Bubeck, former professor at Moody Bible Institute, author, and self-proclaimed "spiritual
warfare counselor" alleges demonic manifestations and recommends Neil Anderson's The Bondage
Breaker and Victory Over the Darkness to cure "our damaged emotions" and "defeated feelings" (e.g.,
"Low self-esteem has brought a plague of inaction upon the church ... a debilitating inferiority complex
is paralyzing believers"). 

(d) Richard Ensrud, an E-Free church pastor, had determined Satan had a stronghold on his church
("being overtly oppressed by the enemy") that needed to be reclaimed. He called on the church's
"spiritual warfare" counselors who brought the healing that the church's staff psychologist (i.e., the
"staff therapist") was unable to effect. ["One of our spiritual warfare counseling teams prayed with her
and was able to help her gain freedom from demonic strongholds in her life. The staff therapist noticed
a difference immediately."] He also writes of Satan's "binding and blinding powers" over believers (cf.
Rom. 6:4-7) ... "[and that] a church that doesn't understand spiritual warfare will never see how great
God is ..."

(e) Rick Keenan, president of Abundant Life Ministries, an organization specializing in spiritual
warfare counseling, and a member of Ensrud's church, presents a model for spiritual warfare which
includes retaking control from Satan and rebuking Satan and his host; he also gives a model prayer to
use in the retaking and rebuking process. At the completion of the article, the editor of the Beacon
concludes that pastors need to call on "spiritual warfare counselors or others experienced in spiritual
warfare."

-  The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) was a sponsoring organization of a conference titled
Evangelical Affirmations '89. It was held on TIU's campus 5/14/89-5/17/89. The purpose of the conference was for
the theologians of neo-evangelicalism to define the movement. They were, in essence, seeking to agree on the
"fundamentals" of new evangelicalism. A key doctrinal deviation of evangelicalism, the non-physical reality of hell,
was discussed. Christianity Today reported the following in its report of June 16, 1989:

"Strong disagreements did surface over the position of annihilationism ... Debate arose in the final
plenary session over whether such a view should be denounced in the affirmations. A representative
from the Advent Christian General Conference, whose churches hold such a view, argued strongly
against such a move. ... he pleaded with the group not to exclude Advent Christians from evangelical
fellowship on the basis of that single position. ... no renunciation of the position was included in the
draft document."

Here you have a key doctrinal deviation addressed by the group preparing the "fundamentals" for new
evangelicalism. Their action, in effect, wiped Scripture clean of all that Christ said about hell (New Neutralism II, p.
18). [Former TIU' faculty member Kenneth Kantzer has publicly stated that he also does not believe in a literal
hell; he says: "But when Jesus spoke of flames ... these are the most likely figurative warnings" (5/1/91, Calvary
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Contender).]

-  Three former and/or current TIU' faculty members (Kenneth S. Kantzer, Barry Beitzel, and Grant Osborne) were
contributors to/theological reviewers of The Life Application Bible (LAB). The LAB could best be described as the
"Self-Love/Self-Esteem" Bible. Its study notes teach the following psychological concepts: "You have great value
to God"; that the Bible teaches self-love; that our self-worth comes from Christ; that "knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God"; and the blasphemous teaching that "you are so valuable that God sent His only Son to
die for you." (See BDM's Josh McDowell report for an analysis of the latter concept.)

-  Up until 1995, Dr. Kenneth Kantzer was Dean Emeritus, Distinguished Professor of Biblical and Systematic
Theology at TIU; president and chancellor of Trinity College (1963-1991); and is a senior editor of the neo-
evangelical magazine Christianity Today. He has lavishly praised the pope, calling him "the successor of St. Peter,"
has said that Catholic charismatics have become true evangelicals, and has called for continued dialogue with
Catholics. In addition, he pragmatically embraces women's ordination. (Reported in the 1/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

The September 6, 1985 issue of Christianity Today contained an editorial by Kantzer entitled "A Man Under
Orders." Though Kantzer did acknowledge briefly that "on many vital matters that affect the souls of men and their
relationship to God, Rome is still Rome," this two-page editorial is actually an amazing tribute to John Paul II.
Consider some excerpts:

"His goal, therefore, is to forge a united church, renewed spiritually, updated just enough to survive in
a world of twentieth-century science, psychology, sociology, and biblical criticism, yet basically
traditional in its adherence to Roman Catholic theology and morals ... On a far deeper level, moreover,
that is the kind of church God has called the successor of Saint Peter to build. Consequently, the Pope
sees himself as a man under orders. It is a matter of duty and obedience, and of deep convictions and a
sharp sense of duty ... his strong support of certain fundamental doctrines of biblical faith; his biblical
emphasis in which his messages are invariably sprinkled with scriptural teaching; his strong
commitment to the family, to a biblical sexual ethics, and to pro-life positions; his insistence upon
justice and true freedom of religion everywhere; and his bold stand for the priority of the Christian
message over political involvement. All these endear him to the hearts of evangelicals." (Emphasis
added.)

To appreciate the pope because of his supposed good qualities is like appreciating the devil because he sometimes
quotes Scripture, or like appreciating the antichrist because he talks about God! If there is such a thing as a wicked,
vile, blasphemous false teacher, it is the pope of Rome. (And by such praise, Kantzer is likewise identified -- 2
John 9-11.) 

Kantzer said similar things in an 11/7/86 editorial in Christianity Today: 

"Traditional Roman Catholics are a different matter altogether. They retain much of biblical
Christianity and possess qualities that I admire and wish to imitate. For example, I treasure ... their
frequent celebration of the Lord's Supper, their loyalty to the Bible ... we can rejoice with the new-
found evangelicals in the Roman Catholic Church. We can encourage them. [cf. 2 John 10,11] We can
learn from them ... we can work together on those political and social issues where we are in such
strong agreement" (Kenneth Kantzer, "Church on the Move," 11/7/86, Christianity Today). 

Can Kantzer be serious when he praises traditional Roman Catholics for their "frequent celebrations of the Lord's
Supper"? Does the man not know that the Lord's Supper for a traditional Catholic is an abominable, idolatrous
event in which an illicit priest claims to have the power to sacrifice Christ afresh, to turn bread into the very Christ
of Glory? (Reported in Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2, pp. 26-27.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
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initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (the latter a former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA]
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and
Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics
who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission."
It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's
flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity. 

Kenneth Kantzer affirms that a document such as this should have been "signed by all evangelicals three decades
ago. ... we evangelicals need to close ranks with our Catholic neighbors. And with Mormons, conservative Jews,
and secularists who share our values" ("Should Roman Catholics and Evangelicals Join Ranks?", Christianity
Today, 7/18/94). It's difficult to understand how Kantzer can say this in light of the recent 803-page Catholic tome,
Catechism of the Catholic Church -- simply stated, there are no doctrinal grounds whatsoever upon which to forge a
unity between Roman Catholics and evangelical Christianity. In fact, the two groups are hopelessly and eternally
separated on the "core beliefs of Christianity."

-  Kantzer is the ultimate neo-evangelical. In a Christianity Today 10/5/92 article titled "The Doctrine Wars,"
Kantzer completely shuns Biblical separation from false teachers and their neo-evangelical organizations. He
believes that all our doctrinal differences do not have to be "worked out before Christians can join together to work
for the cause of Christ" (e.g., ecumenical evangelism) -- after all, these are merely "theological differences among
those whose evangelicalism is not questioned." The bottom line for Kantzer is that we must draw together "into
greater cooperation and unity" in order to fight the real enemy, which is "secularism," not "liberalism."

-  The New Revised Standard Version of the Bible, released May 1, 1990, updates the 1952 RSV. Liberal Bruce
Metzger chaired the revision committee of 30 Protestant and Catholic "scholars." The apostate National Council of
Churches receives a royalty fee for each NRSV sold, as it has with the older RSV version. The 11/23/92
Christianity Today had a big ad picturing "Evangelical scholar" and TIU professor D.A. Carson promoting the
NRSV.

-  TIU has two faculty members, Dr. Wayne Grudem (professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology) and Dr.
Timothy Warner (professor of World Mission and Evangelism), who teach John Wimber's "Power Encounter,"
including the belief that Christians can be indwelt by demons! (Wimber claims that signs and wonders were the
essential ingredient for success in first century church evangelism, and that for today, the only way to get people to
believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of demons -- that
is, through a "power encounter.") TIU claims that Warner's course, "Power Encounter in Missionary Ministry," is
the Seminary's most popular elective class. Both men also hold off-campus seminars on how to free demonized
Christians.

In 1988, Warner delivered the annual Church Growth Lectures at Fuller Seminary (the home of John Wimber). In
his talk, "The Power Encounter and World Evangelization," he stated, "I have come to believe that Satan does
indeed assign a demon or corps of demons to every geopolitical unit in the world." (This is the latest Power
Encounter fad, a là Frank Peretti.) From a book edited by C. Peter Wagner (Wrestling With Dark Angels, p. 111),
Warner shares the following lying wonder. Here we have a typical charismatic, experiential "Encounter":

"A Christian man was experiencing a deep spiritual depression from which he could not find relief. A
counselor asked him if anything else significant happened in his life about the time of the onset of the
depression. The man replied that, in fact, it was about the time someone prayed for him, and his
congenitally shortened leg was made whole for the first time in his life. The counselor then suggested
that it was possible that the healing was by demonic power and that the price of the healing was
depression. The man immediately said that if the healing was not from God he renounced it.
Whereupon his leg shriveled up again, but he lost his spiritual depression." (Emphasis added.)

Miles Stanford sums up this dangerous trend well: "The faculty members in our evangelical schools who are
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teaching and publishing demonism and deliverance are far above the general charismatic level of intelligence and
training, and usually come from sound evangelical backgrounds. But once they fall for the deliverance hoax they
tend to out-crazy the charismatic crazies."

-  Is God speaking through prophets today? Yes, say TIU faculty members Wayne Grudem and Don Carson, but
not with the same "authority" as in the Old and New Testaments!:

Wayne Grudem: Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology -- Argues that NT apostles were the
functional equivalents of OT prophets, and were in authority over NT prophets. Therefore, Grudem
considers NT non-apostolic prophecy less authoritative than both OT prophecy and NT apostolic
prophecy, in that it consists primarily of "impressions" which God gives the individual. Since the
individual may misunderstand or misinterpret these impressions, this NT prophecy is open to error and
is not required to meet the 100% accuracy demand of the OT (Dt. 3:1-5; 18:20-22). Thus, the view that
underlies much of the thinking about prophecy in the Vineyard Movement (in fact, Grudem has
claimed Vineyard preaches the true gospel of Christ), and now at TIU, is that "today's 'prophecies' are
usually imperfect and not trustworthy" (The Gift of Prophecy, pp. 100ff); by this means, Grudem can
and does argue that "prophecy" occurs today without the necessity of proving any miraculous element. 

D.A. Carson: Research Professor of New Testament. -- Carson has written a book, Showing the Spirit,
which affirms Grudem's views concerning the "inferiority" of NT prophecy (to wit, pp.97-98). Again,
by accepting the lie that the church at large in the NT was given some "second rate" gift, the door is
opened for Carson to accept the lie that the modern-day, self-appointed prophet can be acting in the
power of the Spirit, yet have a gift that is impotent and/or inaccurate.

-  J.I. Packer was the keynote speaker at TIU's "Repentance, Holiness, and Power" conference held 5/29/91-6/1/91;
other speakers at the conference were Catholic charismatics Michael Scanlan and Ann Shields. Packer has stated
that the charismatic movement "must be adjudged a work of God" (7/15/89, Calvary Contender), and that
"Catholics are among the most loyal and [spiritually] virile brothers evangelicals can find these days" (7/15/85,
Christianity Today). There was no protest to these statements from anyone at the conference.

-  TIU employs a large psychologically-trained faculty. Background on some of its most notable members follows
(quotes taken from TIU's Fall 1991, Wellspring magazine, "Is Christian Psychology Possible"):

Warren Heard:  Asst. Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MS in Family Therapy and a
clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy) -- "The Bible's
primary purpose is to tell us how to be right with God, not what to do when someone has a nervous
breakdown ...What we try to do at TEDS [TIU] is to help students form a good theological base, which
will equip them to glean truth from the field of psychology ... Because of this, the student is better able
to choose counseling theories that are compatible with a Christian worldview and therefore most
helpful to the client."

William Secor: Associate Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MA in Psychology and
Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Marquette) -- Practiced as a licensed psychologist in both
Christian and secular settings. "There is no demonstrated truth in psychology that has threatened my
theology or my biblical stance ... the Bible provides us with principles that many of us didn't see until
we started observing people and their behavior. What we're doing in counseling is bringing out 'truth in
the inward parts.' (Psa 51:6) ... A Christian psychologist that has this understanding [that there is a
spiritual dimension to emotional problems] as well as training in useful counseling techniques and
psychological theory, is uniquely equipped to be God's instrument in this kind of healing -- 'The
purposes of a man's heart are deep waters, but a man of understanding draws them out.' (Prv 20:5)."

Jan Hook: Director of the Trinity Counseling Center (which provides counseling services to clients
from TIU and Trinity College; counseling psychology majors do their practicum in the Counseling
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Center); (MA in Counseling Psychology at TIU) -- "It [psychology] can be complimentary, it can be
integrated. That's the challenge ... The Bible has to be the filter, the ground."

Other psychologized TIU-system employees/faculty members are David E. Carlson (licensed social worker in
private practice, and teaches in TIU's Doctoral of Ministries Program -- author of Counseling and Self-Esteem); Dr.
Sandra Wilson (TIU visiting professor of pastoral counseling and psychology -- author of Released from Shame);
Dr. Charles Sell (TIU professor of Christian Education -- author of Unfinished Business: Helping Adult Children
Resolve Their Past); Dr. Neil Snider (president of Trinity Western University); and Dr. Kenneth Meyer (former
president of both TIU and Trinity College). (See the June 1991 Evangelical Beacon for articles written by these
people.)

-  Dr. Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe, Inc., has lectured frequently at TIU-sponsored events. Ross is the author of
the book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is
in effect a denial of the literal/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam and that God was fully responsible for this order of things! (Would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin
and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of
sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death proceeded sin, then death is not the penalty for
sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that the administration and all of the faculty at
a so-called evangelical seminary be literal creationists?

-  TIU' faculty member Murray J. Harris, Professor of NT Exegesis and Theology, has denied the Biblical teaching
of the physical, material nature of the resurrection body. This is specifically taught in Professor Harris's 1987 book,
Raised Immortal, and in his 1990 book, From Grave to Glory. Harris teaches that Christ did not rise immortal in
the same essentially physical body in which He died, and that Jesus does not now have a body of physical "flesh
and bones." This is nearly the doctrine of Jehovah's Witnesses! The key concerns about Dr. Harris's latest book is
that, in effect, it teaches the annihilation, not the resurrection, of the essentially physical body of Jesus, and,
therefore, it serves to undermine the Biblical doctrine of the present "incarnate" Christ. Like the JWs, Harris also
claims the Lord's appearances after His "resurrection" were "materializations" and that the heavenly body is
"immaterial." [It appears not to concern Harris that historic, orthodox Christianity has always held that Scripture
teaches the necessity of belief in the resurrection of Christ's body of "flesh" for salvation (Jn. 2:18-22; Lk. 24:36-
39; Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:1-3,14, 17).] Also like the JWs, Harris denies the resurrection of the believer's body from
the grave. Professor Harris holds that the believer's resurrection body is by nature "invisible," "immaterial," and
"spiritual," and that believers get it (in this "immaterial" form, "qualitatively and numerically distinct from the old
body") at the moment of death, even though the real physical body is still in the grave! [Harris has apparently
abandoned this latter view, but the EFCA still holds it to be "orthodox."]

After the release of Raised Immortal, the EFCA was challenged on Harris's teaching on the resurrection at its 1988
annual conference by the well-known neo-evangelical author and apologist Norman Geisler (albeit a Catholic-
sympathizer himself), who through his book Battle for the Resurrection, was the first to bring the issue of Harris's
unorthodoxy to the public. EFCA upheld Harris's teaching as it voted to approve (on 6/22/88) the orthodoxy of this
heretical view; on 6/24/88, EFCA leaders ruled out of order a resolution from a local EFCA church to affirm the
historic Free Church belief in the physical nature of the resurrection body. When Geisler protested to the EFCA
leaders concerning its affirmation of this heresy, he was met with verbal abuse (called a "liar," a "rat," a "pagan,"
"ruthless," and a "deceiver") and accused that, "You are mentally ill." Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity,
also stated that he would "shun" Geisler in order "to treat him as a pagan." Geisler also requested a private meeting
with Professor Harris, but was rejected. Geisler, in a 7/5/88 letter, "Why I Left the Evangelical Free Church
Ministerial," makes the following observation:

"This is precisely how denominations go liberal, namely, when their doctrinal statements are stretched
beyond their original meaning to accommodate new doctrinal deviations. We cannot allow critical
doctrine[s] to be watered down by accommodating deviant views, no matter how much we personally
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like those who hold these positions. The simple truth is that brotherly charity should not be used as an
excuse to neglect doctrinal purity."

This issue flared-up again with the release of From Grave to Glory. In a press release dated 9/24/92, Witness Inc., a
major countercult ministry in Clayton, California, announced that it and 34 other leading countercult organizations
(the number in the coalition had increased to 156 as of 1/96) had taken a united stand against the doctrine of the
resurrection as taught by Harris:

"Trinity is the seminary of the Evangelical Free Church whose leadership endorses the teaching of
Harris as "orthodox." Thirty-five cult evangelism ministries, after fully studying the issue, have
determined that Dr. Harris' teaching on the resurrection, particularly that of Jesus, is not only outside of
orthodoxy, but is dangerous to the Church, akin to the doctrine of the JW cult. Not one countercult
organization has stated Harris is orthodox on the resurrection ... We hereby express our solemn concern
that this teaching of Dr. Harris undermines the very resurrection gospel upon which we stand (1 Cor.
15:1)."

Readers should scrutinize the following pages of Harris's books in order to examine his teachings first-hand: Raised
Immortal -- pp. 44, 53-54, 100-101, 124, 126-127, 133; From Grave to Glory -- pp. 142-143, 193-195, 198, 202-
208, 238, 351, 376, 385, 391-392, 404-408, 414-415, 423-424, 435. [Those interested in a thorough analysis of this
issue should write Duane Magnani of Witness, Inc. (P.O. Box 597, Clayton, CA 94517) for their well-documented,
29-page open-letter to "Pastors and friends of the EFC"; Witness also has available Dr. Robert D. Culver's book, A
Wakeup Call.] Dr. Kenneth Meyer of Trinity, along with Dr. Harris, responded to Witness's material with a 13-page
letter asking all E-Free Churches "to respect and support" Trinity's judgment on Harris. 

Does EFCA's leadership want their people to believe it is "orthodox" to hold that Jesus does not now have a body
of physical "flesh and bones"; that at the time of each person's death, the believer's physical body will be "replaced"
by a form that is not essentially material; and that it is "orthodox" to hold that the body that dies remains forever in
the grave, having been "replaced" by an immaterial/invisible "spiritual" form? Apparently so (despite EFCA's
Statement of Faith to the contrary -- i.e., Articles III and VII). Meyer's/Harris's 13-page rejoinder is a declaration
that Trinity and the EFCA leadership stand solidly behind/endorse the teaching of Murray Harris in regards to his
being "orthodox." (Letters from Paul Cedar, Kenneth Kantzer, and the TIU Alumni Board have also endorsed
Harris as orthodox.) Sadly, even J.I. Packer and James Montgomery Boice have joined in with their support of
Harris's heretical teaching.

[Harris/EFCA Update: After Dr. Meyer's resignation as president of Trinity, and with the hiring of Dr. Greg
Waybright, EFCA president, Paul Cedar, renewed dialog with Duane Magnani in the summer of 1995. The result
was an early-1996 "Reaffirmation statement" by the Board of Directors of the EFCA, which takes a firm stand
against Murray Harris's teaching that Jesus rose in a non-physical/non-fleshly body. And since all EFCA pastors
and each member of the Trinity faculty must affirm to the statement, Geisler and Magnani declared in early-March,
1996, "The Battle for the Resurrection is Over." Since Harris is required to annually affirm this statement, Magnani
praised God that "Harris now holds to the resurrection of Jesus in a physical body with 'flesh and bones' and that
believers will be raised in their 'physical' bodies." (See the 3/18/96 issue of the Christian News, pp. 1, 11-12.)

Remember though, this has always been the official position of the EFCA, and Harris has affirmed this statement
in writing every year, all the while writing books that denied it! So why should we now believe that Harris is
orthodox on the resurrection merely because he continues to sign the EFCA's statement of faith along with the
Reaffirmation statement? Shouldn't we have more tangible proof of doctrinal correction than this? Should we not
expect Harris and the EFCA to publicly correct the heresy previously taught? And what about all those adversely
affected by Harris's previous books? Does Harris plan an extensive public campaign to repent of these past false
teachings, just as widely as he originally taught them? Is Harris going to publicly request that his two books be
removed from distribution? I submit that Harris's failure to do these things raises a serious question that he has
truly corrected his false doctrine. Instead, it would appear that Harris has merely signed-on to hold his job at a
school that has now officially abandoned his position on a crucial doctrine.
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-  Paul Cedar, former president of EFCA (he retired effective 9/30/96), is no stranger to the heresies in his
denomination. In October of 1991, Cedar traveled with Wimberites, C. Peter Wagner (the "signs and wonders,"
Church Growth, Power Evangelism, Vineyard Fellowship follower) and Jack Hayford (hyper-charismatic/occultist)
to a church growth meeting in Argentina, where all three were scheduled speakers. Wagner and Cedar were
scheduled to speak there again in 11/92. (Reported in the 9/15/91 & 8/15/92 issues of Calvary Contender.):

(a) Charismatic healers Charles and Frances Hunter teach that all Christians are commanded to speak in
tongues and to heal the sick. The Hunters led a 1992 nationwide evangelistic campaign to "Win Your
City to Jesus." Cedar urged EFCA-affiliated churches to participate. [Also supporting this "outreach"
were liberal Robert Schuller's CUGM churches and Campus Crusade (8/15/92, Calvary Contender).]

(b) Cedar also spoke at a number of Billy Graham's 1992 Schools of Evangelism (Toronto, Asheville,
Portland, and Lake Louise, Canada). Teaching with Cedar were such neo-evangelicals as Franklin
Graham (Billy's son), Lloyd Ogilvie, Joe Aldrich, and D. James Kennedy. Cedar was also scheduled to
be the host dean at the 9/92 Graham Portland Crusade. (Reported in the 2/1/92 and 8/15/92 issues of
Calvary Contender.) 

(c) Cedar has succeeded (5/15/92) Leighton Ford as Chairman of the Board of the Lausanne
Committee in the U.S. Cedar says that, "World evangelism is the greatest concern that the Lord has
given me." The Lausanne is a highly ecumenical evangelization "ministry."

(d) Cedar is now the full-time head of Mission America, which has an ambitious (ecumenical) strategy
for evangelizing the entire U.S. by the year 2000. About 100 denominations and parachurch ministries
have joined this effort. (Reported in the 8/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Paul Cedar and the EFCA were endorsers/participants in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a
Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our city to Jesus."
NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking
questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be
shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are
Youth With a Mission, Campus Crusade for Christ, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as charismatic-
loonies John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn
Hickey, Dick Eastman, Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.) [Cedar has also taken part in the annual
ecumenical/charismatic March For Jesus campaigns.]

-  Paul Cedar chairs the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of 200 key
leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches. (The latest news from the A.D. 2000 Evangelism
organization is that Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea have
been named as the four new Honorary Co-Chairmen.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical, compromising to the
core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller) yet many undiscerning or
uninformed believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This unscriptural evangelism movement
includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that
many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those participating in that
effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in
fact, it's own branch of A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization 2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
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(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine). 

-  Kenneth Meyer, former president of TIU, endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Hybels' transparent life
comes through on every page, and his godly perception speaks directly to where we live." (Hybels is a
psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in
the unbiblical "church growth" movement -- a movement of which TIU has been an active supporter, as evidenced
by the church growth conference held there in 1991, and by TIU course offerings in church growth theory and
techniques.)

-  Robert Coleman is Professor of Evangelism and Director of the School of World Mission and Evangelism at
TIU, and is also the director of the Billy Graham Institute at Wheaton College. In 4/92, he spoke at the 50th
Anniversary convention of The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) on the topic "Mobilizing the Church
for Evangelism." (The NAE's establishment in 1942 was actually a repudiation of historic fundamentalism; it is an
organization that was founded on a platform of compromise, and its compromises have multiplied over the last five
decades.) While rightfully stressing the need for godliness and holiness, Coleman amazingly used Bill Hybels'
Willow Creek Community Church as a model of a "church focused on evangelism." (It would be difficult to find
any other church, even in the ecumenical movement, which uses more worldly approaches and programs than
Hybels' supposedly "evangelical" church.)

Coleman also demonstrated his inconsistency in stressing the need for the fullness of the Holy Spirit to empower
believers for witnessing. He praised Dr. C. Peter Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary for his emphasis on
"Power Evangelism" -- one of the newer heresies of our day, which holds that "signs, healings, miracles, and
wonders" must accompany evangelism in these last days in order to make the Gospel effective. (Reported in the
March-April 1992, Foundation magazine.)

-  Paul Cedar, former E-Free president, and Robert Coleman, TIU faculty member and author of The Coming World
Revival, have both endorsed the ministry of psychologizers David and Karen Mains (of Chapel of the Air fame).
Speaking of the heavily psychologized 50-Day Spiritual Adventure series for 1996, Cedar said it is "One of the
most strategic ministries God has raised up in our day"; Coleman said, "Take it as tonic for your soul" (1996
Chapel Adventure brochure).

-  For many years Walter C. Kaiser was Academic Dean and professor of Semitic languages and Old Testament at
Trinity. Dr. Kaiser has actively supported the ordination of women since at least the early-1980s. According to Dr.
Kaiser: 

"Paul's argument [in 1 Tim. 2:12], then, is based on the 'orders of education,' not the 'orders of
creation.' Thus, when the women have been taught, the conditions raised in the 'because,' or 'for'
clauses (vv. 13-14) will have been met and the ban [mentioned in 1 Tim. 2:12] removed even as the
Bible illustrates in the lives of Miriam, Deborah, Huldah, evangelist Philip's daughters, Phoebe,
Priscilla, Junias, Tryphena, Tryphosa, Persis, Euodia and Syntyche" ("Shared Leadership or Male
Headship?," Christianity Today , 10/3/86, p. 12-I). 

This is a liberal position and is shameful for a man of such linguistic ability to hold it.

-  A number of TIU's faculty members are actively involved in COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Dr. Gleason Archer, Professor
Emeritus of O.T. and Semantic Languages at TIU, is one such person; he is a Steering Committee member of COR
and has signed its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is
from a recent brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this
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not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary ."

That Archer has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church; Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View; and Twenty-five Articles on the
Kingdom of God -- P.O. Box A, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, the EFCA denomination is a strong supporter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized
men's movement -- three issues of the 1995 Evangelical Beacon had very favorable articles on Promise Keepers.
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"Christian" Fantasy
Biblical or Oxymoron?

-  The dictionary defines fable as:

"fantasy/fiction/falsehood dependent for effect on strangeness of setting (as other worlds or times) and
of characters (as supernatural or unnatural beings); the setting is usually in a non-existent or unreal
world, the characters are fanciful or unreal, or the conflict focuses on physical or scientific principles
not yet discovered or contrary to present experience."

-  Fantasy is especially dangerous for children. While most children in the 1970s knew enough truth to place
divination in the forbidden realm of the occult, today's children -- who often feel more comfortable with occult
games than Biblical truth -- see nothing wrong with pagan practices. Fantasy movies, like Disney's The Lion King,
are good matches for the new earth-centered paradigm or world view that is transforming childrens' views of
reality. While God told us to continually communicate truth to our children (Deut. 6:5-7), today's culture trains
children to see reality through a global, earth-centered filter. This "new" mental framework distorts truth, stretches
the meaning of familiar words, and promotes mystical "insights" that are incompatible with Christianity. Packaged
with entertainment, this message usually bypasses rational resistance, desensitizes opened minds, and fuels general
acceptance of pagan spirituality (Berit Kjos, "The Spirit Behind The Lion King," 1/95, The Christian Conscience,
pp. 32-34).

-  Most true Christians would recognize fantasy, such as the movie Star Wars, as being extremely wicked (in this
case, sorcery -- "The Force" being equivalent to black magic and white witchcraft). Yet, apparently, when we call it
"Christian," this somehow sanctifies what we do with our minds (imaginations), or what we allow our minds to
entertain. For example, one can look in any issue of the Christian Book Distributors Fiction Catalog and find the
most outrageous fantasy literature, yet it is all dubbed "Christian." The following is taken from the CBD Fiction
Catalog, 9/94 premier edition:

" ... now there's no more compromising for those who love Christian fiction, because you are holding
the key to your next escape-from-it-all right in the palm of your hand ... CBD's brand new Fiction
Catalog? It's filled with the latest and the best refreshing, thrilling, inspiring, wholesome fiction for you
and your family" (p. 2).

Wholesome? The following is a sample of that which CBD considers "wholesome." [Much of this type of writing
comes from medieval mysticism, which God hates (cf. Deut. 18: 10-12).]:

(a) Millennium's Dawn, by Ed Stewart (p. 25):

"June 2001. The future never seemed brighter for Dr. Evan Rider and his new bride, Shelby, as they
prepare to embark on the honeymoon of their dreams. But the dream quickly becomes a nightmare as a
long-buried secret shared by three college friends erupts, engulfing the couple in a sinister plot of
blackmail, terror, and betrayal."

(b) Till We Have Faces, by C. S. Lewis (p. 34):

"The unlovely Orual, eldest daughter of the King of Glome, becomes so consumed by her mingled love
and jealousy of her beautiful half-sister that she makes a complaint to the gods -- and receives an
answer she did not expect. This novel, possibly Lewis' best work and the one he considered his own
favorite, is his compelling rework of the myth of Cupid and Psyche." [Sound like something you could
want your children to read -- about "the gods"?]
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(c) The Song of Albion, by Stephen Lawhead (p. 33):

"Wolves prowl the streets of Oxford. A Green Man haunts the Highlands. A breach has been opened
between our world and the Celtic Otherworld and anything, anyone, may now enter [sounds similar to
Poltergeist, one of the most wicked movies ever produced]. But it's Lewis Gillies, an American
graduate student at Oxford, who reluctantly stumbles through. In the savagely beautiful Otherworld,
Lewis finds himself caught in an epic struggle between light and darkness -- a struggle that will
determine the fate of his own world. Memorably penned with vivid and poetic imagery, Lawhead's
breathtaking reworking of Celtic myth will keep you reading long into the night" [no doubt, and right
into the DARKNESS! -- the Celtic civilization is the culture from which we have received much of our
modern day Halloween practices.]

-  "Well," someone might say, "I'm not doing anything wicked, I'm just reading about wickedness." But does this
align with godliness? There are four things about fantasy which must be considered:

I.    It is Anti-Truth.
II.   It Slips Into Reality.
III.  It Does Not Fit True Godliness.
IV. A Love for God Will Oppose It.

I. Fantasy Is Anti-Truth

Isaiah 32:6 describes error against the Lord. All lies are against God (1 John 2:21; John 8:44). Satan is the father of
lies. Since fantasy is not true, then it is a lie! We have been duped into thinking there is some spiritual gray realm
out there in which something can be neither true nor a lie. It's just called fantasy! But fantasy is made up of lies,
deceit, and unreality, all wrapped up in a pretty (or sometimes, not so pretty) package.

How about the popular 1994 Disney occult/New Age "children's animation" film, The Lion King, which some
consider wholesome "fantasy." One observer wrote this about The Lion King:

"The Lion King packs a powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life' is
a variation on the cycles of nature: life, death and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of
evolution. The film presents this theme from the perspective of the nature religion, more so than
Disney films of the past -- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of
shamanistic ritualism is graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the
earth" (Media Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 3).

Yet, we have others who claim the name of Christ, like James Dobson's Focus on the Family, who would like to
encourage you to go and see this film that is filled with abominable contents. (See the 8/15/94 Parental Guidance
magazine, which is published by Focus on the Family.) FOTF claims that The Lion King has only a few slight
imperfections, otherwise it is "a wholesome, brilliantly animated picture relating the importance of family and
responsibility."

A "few slight imperfections"? How about the character Rafiki speaking of the eternal state of life and his
connectedness with it when Simba, as an adult lion, asks the question, "You knew my father." Rafiki's answer:
"Correction! I know your father." Recalling that his father had once told him that the stars are former kings who
look down on the earth and guide its inhabitants, Simba looks up at the stars and cries out to his father, "You said
you'd always be with me, but you aren't." Shortly thereafter his father appears to him [spiritism; cf. Deut. 18:10ff]
in a cloud and reminds him of his responsibility to assume his rightful place in the circle of life. -- "Look inside
yourself, Simba," he says. "You are more than what you have become."
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Besides the spiritism in the film, ask yourself a question -- "Do animals talk?" Just on this fantasy alone (animals
talking) it is a lie.

II. Fantasy Subtly Slips Into Reality.

It becomes very difficult to separate fantasy from reality, especially in the minds of children. There was an
interesting article in The Newhall Signal (newspaper) in light of this. Noting one of the teachings of the popular
fantasy games, "Death is usually seen as a temporary state with characters returning 'from beyond' to play again"
(7/22/87, The Newhall Signal, "Fantasy Games Linked to Real Deaths," p. 16).

Notice a few more books in the CBD Catalog:

(a) A Skeleton in God's Closet, by Paul L. Maier (p. 25):

"Move over, Indiana Jones! In this novel, Harvard archaeologist Dr. John Weber has just discovered a
shocking secret -- Jesus' bones. The evidence [an obvious denial of the resurrection] seems
incontestable. When word of the discovery leaks out, pandemonium ensues and millions abandon their
Christian faith. But which is the hoax -- the archaeological find or the Resurrection itself?" [How can
this be edifying?]

(b) The Guardian, by Jane Hamilton (p. 25):

"A new frontier for Christian fiction! Tabris [a guardian angel] has been given a second chance. As a
guardian angel, he was found guilty of committing the one unforgivable act against his human charge
and against God. Yet God, with mercy and grace, has forgiven Tabris and given him one more
assignment -- one more human being to protect. Why? Find out in this celestial parable that will
illuminate the indefinable love God has for his creation -- you, me, even angels. " (Emphasis added.)
[See the jump from fantasy to reality -- cf. Heb. 2:16 -- any angel who has ever sinned is a demon.
Sinning angels are never forgiven, but doomed eternally!]

(c) Darien: The Guardian Angel of Jesus, by Roger Elwood (p. 22):

"The ultimate adventure with an unforgettable guardian angel! Of all the guardian angels in heaven,
God chose only one to protect Christ during His time on earth. He chose Darien. (That's the Darien
who questioned God's decision to throw Lucifer from heaven and was sent to earth to witness Lucifer's
destruction of the world in the novel Angel Walk.) You can imagine that Darien has quite a tale to tell,
protecting God's own son -- and he tells it with poignancy and originality. Through this angel's eyes,
you'll go on a fascinating and even disturbing journey from the time of Lucifer's rebellion, to creation,
to the miracles of Jesus' birth and life. If the stories of Christ's life have become just matter-of-fact
Sunday school lessons to you, then here's the breath of fresh air you need!" [Notice the move from
fantasy into reality? How are lies, deceit, and fantasy going to freshen one's love for the Word of God?
]

This move from fantasy to reality, by definition, affects one's view of reality. Remember when Close Encounters of
the Third Kind came out? People believed it! Fantasy gets people to fantasize about reality. It is a slippery slide into
lies unknowingly.

III. Fantasy Does Not Fit True Godliness

What is godliness (1 Tim. 6:3; Prov. 3:5-6; 28:14)? Romans 1:18 teaches that God's wrath is against "ungodliness."
And as shown above, fantasy is ungodliness. Diving into fantasy, which, by its very nature is against the Truth, is a
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denial of God, what He says, and the Truth of His Word. How can a lie be used for evangelism, worship, or
anything else godly? By its very nature, fantasy removes the person from the Truth (reality) and moves them into a
realm away from God. This ungodliness is well depicted in the CBD Fiction Catalog, where it says on page 2:

"It's been said that reading fiction is one of the best ways to 'escape' from the cares of everyday life.
Since the beginning of time, great thinkers and writers (even Jesus himself) have been inspired to
create allegories, parables and epics, as well as the good, old-fashioned novel itself. What a tragedy to
think we have to settle for fiction that merely grabs our attention, but lacks the values and spiritual
insight we could carry with us when we return to the 'real world.'" [Again, the move from fantasy to
reality.]

Is this what the Lord wants us to do -- "escape" from reality? No! Fantasy is an attack on the very core of one's
being as a follower of Christ! And what about the claim that Jesus' parables and the allegories in Scripture, or
figurative speech, are parallel to the use of fantasy? No! The Bible's parables, allegories, and figurative speech are
not about fantasy at all. They are all about Truth!

IV. A Love For God Will Oppose Fantasy

God would not have His children take refuge in unreality. A love for God is equal to a love for the Truth (John
14:6). Matthew 22:34-40 teaches to love the Lord with all your mind (imagination). What does the Lord say in
Ephesians 4:25? -- Speak the Truth to one another! Do we ever stop speaking the truth and speak fantasy to one
another, or write fantasy to one another? Is this how God would have us live? Notice Ephesians 4:29. What's the
goal? Build each other up in the TRUTH! (not in fantasy). If a Christian is loving the Lord with all his MIND
(imagination), he will be dwelling on truth, reality, His Word, and Him, NOT FAIRY TALES AND FANTASY! 

Fantasy typically is filled with evil. What should be the Christian's perspective of evil (Rom. 16:19)? If we love the
Lord with all our MINDS, then we will not only avoid taking any pleasure in fantasy, but we will hate it. Because
fantasy is anti-reality, it is against godliness, it opens the door to deceit, and is an affront to the very core of your
being as a Christian. And what is that? -- Taking refuge in God, not escaping reality (Psalm 73:25-28).

-  In 2 Timothy 4:3-4 ("For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their
own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.
They will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths"), the Greek word translated myths means
tales, stories, or fables (untrue stories). So what about Pilgrim's Progress and other so-called Christian stories like
it?

Pilgrim's Progress (by John Bunyan) is claimed by many to be a good illustration of the truth -- the truth of a
Christian's pilgrimage in this life. Some would say, "The Bible uses (a) parables, (b) allegories, (c) figurative
language, symbolism, etc., and (d) dreams and visions, so what's wrong with Pilgrim's Progress doing the same? A
few examples follow:

(a) Parables are not fables. 

Matt. 12: 33-35 (using a real idea, expressing another real idea)
Matt. 13:3-9/18-23 (real/real)
Matt. 13:24-30/13:37-43 (real/real) 
Matt. 13:31-32 (real/real)
Matt. 13:33 (real/real)
Matt. 13:44 (real/real)
Matt. 13:45-46 (real/real - He does not fly out of the realm of reality)
Matt. 13:47-50 (real/real)
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(b) Allegory is symbolic, not mythical -- Gal. 4:22-31 (real/real)

(c) Figurative is not mythical -- John 6:53-63 -- Jesus does not fly out of the realm of reality. In fact,
He uses such explicitly (real) language that people are having a hard time understanding Him. Yet, He
explains that He is speaking in a figurative way (John 6:63).

(d) Dreams and Visions are not untrue stories -- Daniel 7:1ff; 8:17 refers to truth; 8:26 ("is true"); 9:21
(writing of Truth). These are not untrue stories (fables). Ezekiel 1 &10 -- these are real creatures!

So what about Pilgrim's Progress? There are serious problems in what that book teaches. For example, Christian
leaves his armor behind and eventually his sword for the rest of his journey. This does not at all square with
Ephesians 6.

Of course, someone would say, "It just a story." Exactly. It is a story that is supposed to illustrate truth, and when it
fails to do this, it falls short and becomes an untrue story (fable), which is not doing a good job (at times) in
illustrating truth. No doubt, there are many aspects about the story that are interesting and thought-provoking, but
that does not excuse the twisting of truth into a lie. Here are some more problems:

(a) Is it a myth? Yes. "But, it is a 'Christian' myth!" Is this supposed to make it okay? No, it makes it
worse! That's what Paul was talking about in 2 Tim. 4:4? Pagan myths? No -- "Christian" myths!
That's why it is so dangerous.

(b) Another possible danger with Pilgrim's Progress is that the Christian life could be seen through the
eyes of the story rather than solely through the Word of God. Romans says to transform our minds
(12:1). Only the Word of God can do that, not "Christian" fantasy. A Christian's affection should be
upon God's Word and His truth, not the fables of men. This type of Christian fable can pull our
affections away from the Word.

(c) Has the Word of God become so dull, dry, drab, or undesirable to us that we would even think we
would need such a book as Pilgrim's Progress to spur us on in the faith? 

-  A few more Scriptures indicate our concern with "Christian" fantasy:

(a) 2 Peter 1:16 -- We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you about the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his majesty. 

(b) Titus 1:14 -- and will pay no attention to Jewish myths or to the commands of those who reject the
truth. 

(c) 1 Timothy 1:4 -- nor to devote themselves to myths and endless genealogies. These promote
controversies rather than God's work -- which is by faith.

(d) 1 Timothy 4:7 -- Have nothing to do with godless myths and old wives' tales; rather, train yourself
to be godly.

-  Considering the present distress (2 Tim. 3:1), how can fantasy, no matter how supposedly good it may be, be
found profitable? We need to concentrate on reality -- the truth of the Word of God -- and leave the fantasizing to
those who are perishing (especially in light of the prevailing ignorance of the Word). And, especially when Paul
describes the "against the true church" as those who will "be turned aside to fables," we ought to hold fast to the
truth -- the Word of God (1 Thess. 5:21). 
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An Example from a "Christian" College

A recent FrontLine magazine (Vol. 6, No. 4) with a cover theme, "The Christian and the Arts," carried a lead
article titled "The God of All Beauty." The article is very disturbing because it lists so many Scripture references
[out of context/misapplied], but the author's rationalizations fail to give due consideration to Pauline Epistle truths
for this Church Age and the warnings about this world/age. Two other articles in this FrontLine issue are by Donna
Lynn Hess of Bob Jones University (BJU), one on fantasy and the other on selecting reading material for children.

The first article refers favorably to C.S. Lewis, a devotee and author of occult fantasy with unbiblical metaphors;
yet Hess claims that this kind of fantasy is useful in helping children "develop valuable literary skills" and in
developing an understanding of "similar literary elements used in Scripture." In the second article by Hess, she
states: "As Christian parents, we recognize the need for choosing books in which the theme is morally sound. But it
is just as important to be sure that this theme is artfully expressed"; she also says that it's okay to expose children to
stories with themes "antithetical to Christian beliefs" in order to "help inoculate them against the false ideas,
attitudes and behaviors these writers promote." 

BJU's ShowForth video division ("The video source you can trust.") also markets three video productions of C.S.
Lewis' fiction, and a documentary biography of Lewis himself. ShowForth 's catalog layout (p. 7), under
"Inspirational," lists C.S. Lewis as one of the "Warriors of the Word" along with C.H. Spurgeon. Considering
Lewis' many theological errors, it is dangerously deceptive to place him in such august company. A pastor
knowledgeable in the unbiblical teachings of Lewis wrote to BJU documenting Lewis's errors. BJU responded with
an involved, articulate, but off-the-mark defense for using "fantasy" as a teaching tool.

In the articles in FrontLine, as well in articles sent out by ShowForth, Hess gives an unusually broad description to
the term "fantasy," and does not give adequate consideration to the whole counsel of God. "Fantasy" should not be
used, as BJU does, to describe the figures of speech and literary techniques found in God's Word. More serious
study ought be made of the nature of God, the condemnation of all forms of spiritism throughout Scripture, the
recurring theme of sober/sound mind (especially in the New Testament), and the disassociation in the Epistles with
"fables" (myths) in presenting God's message.

In these times we live in, we believe pastors and parents must exercise extreme caution regarding the literary use of
fantasy. But caution is apparently not in BJU's vocabulary concerning this matter. BJU Press has published
Medallion, a popular fantasy reader for elementary age home-schoolers. There are strange similarities between
Medallion and two explicitly pagan books -- one a sixth-grade reader for public schools called The Dark is Rising,
and a Wiccan manual by Starhawk called The Spiral Dance. In response to a review of Medallion by Berit Kjos,
BJU trivializes the similarities, and states, "It appears that what this critique requires of Medallion rules out all
fantasy for the Christian. We hold that no story can mix fantasy with the supernatural facts of Scripture without
dangerously trivializing Biblical truth by associating scriptural realities with a dream world." [Couldn't have stated
the truth more clearly if we had tried!] Contrary to the scholarly opinion of BJU's Literature and Language
departments, "Christian" fantasy parallels the occultic literature for children, using similar images, story-lines,
symbols, and characters. Literary fantasy, rather than being neutral, has occultic roots. (This paragraph was
excerpted and/or adapted from the 10/96, The Christian Conscience, "Pagan Story for Christian Children," pp. 40-
42; see page 41 for a detailed comparison of Medallion and The Dark is Rising.)
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The "Gospel in the Stars"
(Or Astrology & Occultism?)

-  The "Gospel in the Stars" was popular in the late 1800s. Some of the books published then have lately been
brought back into print, among them E.W. Bullinger's The Witness of the Stars (1893) and Joseph A. Seiss's The
Gospel in the Stars (1884), both republished by Kregel. This is all done under the tenuous assumption that the signs
of the Zodiac were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel;" that this "Gospel in the Stars" was
known to those living before the Flood; that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology (as an
instrument of divination -- the predicting of the future and/or the determining of personality traits based on the
positions of the heavenly bodies); and that the alleged recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a
great "witness" to God and His Word. 

In actuality, it is a century-old "wind of doctrine" which seems to be gaining new popularity among many of
today's Christians who feel a need to prove the veracity of the Gospel by some means outside God's Word. They
attempt to glean diamonds of hidden truth from the gravel pit of occult theory. [Besides well-known "evangelical"
D. James Kennedy who teaches this "Gospel in the Stars" folly, other lesser known promoters are Noah Hutchings,
J.R. Church, John Barela, and David Webber, all currently or formerly of Southwest Radio Church, and Chuck
Missler, [formerly of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa.] Yet, not one shred of historical evidence can be offered in
support of this theory. It is based not upon fact, but speculation. Seiss even admits in his book (p. 5) that the
insights leading to his thesis came "in connection with [his] studies of the marvelous wisdom embodied in the Great
Pyramid of Gizeh." Thereby, the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" is simply a "Christianized" interpretation of
astrology and occultism, in the same class as pyramidology -- and equally dangerous.

-  It is claimed that "by way of the Bible itself we reach the idea of the GOSPEL in the STARS" (Seiss, p. 13). Not
so! While the Bible frequently states that the heavens are given for "signs," it never implies, much less states, that
these "signs" present the gospel. The Bible indicates that creation reveals God's glory and power, which are "clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made" (Rom. 1:20), and that "there is no speech nor language where
their voice is not heard" (Psa. 19:3). Never does it say that the heavens or any part of creation declare the gospel.
That is presented only by God's Word and preaching -- and that not even by angels, but only by men.

-  The idea of the "Gospel in the Stars" puts an alleged witness from creation on a par with the revelations
contained in the Bible. If this thesis is correct, then there are many places (Psa. 19:1-4; Rom. 1:19-24; Heb. 1:1-2;
2 Pe. 1:21; etc.) where the Bible could have, and should have, told us that the "gospel is in the stars" -- but it does
not. Hebrews 1:1 for example, tells us that God "spake in times past unto the fathers by the prophets," but fails to
say that He also spoke in the stars. Why does the Bible never propose this idea? Obviously because creation
witnesses to one thing, prophets to something else. The creation witnesses to God's eternal existence and power and
wisdom; the Bible takes it from there and explains the gospel. This distinction is destroyed by asserting that the
gospel is contained in the stars.

Actually, those who promote this myth admit that the gospel can't be seen in the stars themselves, but that it comes
from a "Christianized" interpretation of the fanciful "signs" of the Zodiac assigned by the ancients to certain
constellations. Nor can these figures be seen in the natural formations of the stars, but are the arbitrary product of
human imagination. And even if they could, one would not know from that "sign" that the Son of God and Savior
of the world was to be born of a virgin -- much less that He would die in our place and offer pardon for sin as a
free gift of God's grace. One simply cannot derive the "gospel" from the starry heavens, or from any other part of
creation!

-  There is no way that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" can be equated with what the Bible says the "heavens
declare" -- a message that Paul reminds us is "clearly seen" (Rom. 1:20) and understood by all those who observe
God's creation, no matter what their language (Psa. 19:3). That this is not the case with the "Gospel in the Stars," is
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obvious. In fact, the very idea that the "Gospel" is in the stars would never have entered the average Christian's
(much less pagan's) head from looking up at the starry heavens. Yet, in complete contradiction both of Scripture
and common sense, it is declared that the gospel "in all its length and breadth, stands written upon the stars ..."
(Seiss, p. 14). The truth is that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" is not contained in the stars at all. It is found only
in the books that tell us about this supposed wonder of the heavens and pretend to give us the original meanings
allegedly conveyed in ancient oral traditions -- for which there can be found no historical evidence today.

-  Even the Southern Cross, which is the only constellation that really forms a somewhat recognizable figure (and
thus is "Exhibit A" for those who promote this myth), fails on at least two counts:

First of all, the "gospel" is not clear from looking at a cross. One can only wonder that evangelicals,
who would reject the notion that the gospel is preached by a cross in a church, would suggest that it is
preached by a much less clearly formed "cross" in the sky! Even the physical meaning of such a
symbol was unknown before Roman times; and to this day the spiritual meaning of the cross is
unknown to those who have never read the Bible or heard the gospel preached by men.

Secondly, the fact that the Old Testament doesn't even mention the cross is reason enough to reject any
suggestion that an oral tradition interpreting the stars presented that truth before Christ's advent.
David's statement in Psalm 22 ("they pierced my hands and my feet") was only understood after its
meaning had been revealed through its fulfillment in Christ.

So even a "cross" clearly depicted in the stars could not possibly have conveyed the "gospel," which was not
revealed until after Christ's crucifixion. How much less, then, could any other symbol do so -- then or now?

-  To suggest that there was an oral tradition connected to the stars that presented the gospel, when even the Old
Testament did not present it, puts an oral tradition above Scripture, and thus undermines God's Word. In the
Genesis 3 statement by God that "the seed of the woman will bruise the serpent's head," the gospel is contained
only in embryo and in mystery, and was not understood until the New Testament revealed it. Without the Bible,
and with only the stars themselves to look at, even were the "signs of the Zodiac" distinct, which they are not, no
one could understand the gospel from them. In fact, the symbols of the Zodiac have universally served to support
occultism and astrology since the earliest times. To suggest that the "gospel" was their "original meaning" promotes
a deadly delusion.

The word "gospel" is used 101 times in 95 versus in the Bible (all New Testament) and it is never associated with
the stars or the witness of creation. The gospel is always preached by men and must be made perfectly clear for it to
be of any effect. The alleged "Gospel in the Stars" fails on both counts. Moreover, Matt. 24:14, Mk. 13:10, etc.,
indicate that the gospel must yet be preached to all nations, and thus it clearly had not been preached in the stars --
certainly not in "all its length and breadth ..." as Seiss, et al. enthusiastically but erroneously declare. The Bible
indicates that the gospel began to be preached with the advent of Christ (2 Tim. 1:10). Paul refers to "the beginning
of the gospel" (Phil. 4:15), and states that it had been a mystery until then "kept secret since the world began"
(Rom. 16:25). It is a contradiction of Scripture to suggest that for thousands of years before it was made clear in the
Bible, the gospel had been proclaimed in an oral tradition associated with the stars. Yet Siess claims that "men who
lived almost a thousand years [i.e. those before the Flood]" were taught the "gospel" by God from the stars. Then
why did Christ, during His time in Hades, preach the gospel to those who had lived before the Flood (see 1 Pe.
3:19-20) -- and why didn't Noah, in his preaching to these people before they died, present the "gospel" that was in
the stars?

It just doesn't add up from any angle. Yet Seiss, for example, swept up in an enthusiasm that carried him far beyond
facts and reason, expansively declared: "... all the great doctrines of the Christian faith were known, believed,
cherished, and recorded [in the stars] from the earliest generations of our race, proving that God has spoken to man,
and verily given him a revelation of truths and hopes precisely as written in our Scriptures, and so fondly cherished
by all Christian believers" (p. 15). That is blatantly false. And such speculation, far from supporting the Bible,
actually undermines it and gives mankind an excuse to look to oral traditions instead of only to God's written Word.
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-  If the "Gospel in the Stars" is factual and so valuable for us to know about, why doesn't the Bible even once refer
to it? Why didn't the prophets mention it for support and build upon it? Why doesn't Peter on the day of Pentecost,
who referred to the signs in the sky (Acts 2:19), use this great "sign"? One would think that such a witness would
have had a powerful effect upon Jews "who require a sign." Why didn't Paul, in reasoning with the Greeks in
Athens (or in his many debates with unbelievers elsewhere), along with referring to what their "own poets have
said" (Acts 17), mention this great "sign" in the heavens? Why didn't Jesus, who quoted so often the Old Testament
and continually used illustrations, make at least one reference to the gospel in the stars?

Such total silence throughout Scripture upon a topic that we are now told is of great value disproves this thesis.
Paul, in reasoning with his audience from creation, did not go beyond what creation declares plainly to all and that
which is known by all in their consciences. The very claim that the "gospel" is in the stars is inconsistent with the
knowledge that Scripture attributes to creation and with the manner in which Christ and His Apostles referred to
creation for a witness. When it came to the gospel, Paul based what he said upon Scripture and Christ's life, death,
and resurrection -- not upon the signs of the Zodiac!

-  To summarize: Lacking any solid evidence that the names of the stars have any direct relation to the Zodiac, the
proponents of the "Gospel in the Stars" theory have attempted to build their case on conjecture. In the process, they
have melded God's truth with pagan myth, traceable no further back than Babylon. It was from the vanity of man's
imagination that the pagan deities pictured in the Zodiac were conceived. Romans 1:21-23 is an accurate
description of this Zodiac, wherein we find imaginative portrayals of men and women, animals, insects, and even
mythological concoctions. It wasn't out of biblical imagery, but out of nature worship that astrology was born and
the Zodiac implemented, as far back as the Babylonian civilization. Such creatures as the winged horse Pegasus, the
half men and half animals Centaurus and Sagittarius, and others in the Zodiac, are clearly inventions of man's
imagination, which God's Word declares is only evil continually (Genesis 6:5). 

The teaching of this "Christianized" paganism could easily blur the truth with error and cause Christians weak in
faith to become involved in astrology. To become taken in by it, would, at the least, result in a terrible waste of
time, and may even result in Christians looking to the stars and reading horoscopes for knowledge, rather than the
Scriptures. (Perhaps it won't be long before zodiacal charms are sold in "Christian" bookstores.) The fact is that the
Zodiac is an instrument of occult divination -- the pagan interpretations of the Zodiac are the only ones of which
any legitimate records exist, and they predate the Gospels by at least two thousand years. These are the most
significant points in the whole matter. If the stars proclaim the entire Gospel as clearly as this theory makes them
seem to do, why didn't the Old Testament prophets understand fully the plan of redemption? Until it was clearly
proclaimed by the Apostles after Christ's resurrection, the mystery of God's redemptive plan was just that -- a
mystery. 

In their attempts to validate the Gospel, some people chase after any fantasy that will bolster their faith. Unable to
believe without seeing, they try to see something that doesn't exist. Anyone who tries to substitute sight for faith
ends up confusing the issue and building his house on sand. While Christians chase after every spectacular theory
and promise of secret knowledge to prove to themselves that the Gospel is true, they are wasting precious time that
could be better spent in service to God based upon genuine faith.

* Most of this report was adapted from a CIB newsletter article; additional material was adapted from a Media
Spotlight booklet titled "The Gospel in the Zodiac: A Biblical Analysis," by Al Dager.
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Five Stages of Grief*
Biblical or Psycho-Occultic?

-  Transpersonal psychologist and New Ager Elisabeth Kübler-Ross (1926-2004) (who, among other things,
encouraged the occult practice of achieving out-of-body experiences)# developed the concept of the Five Stages of
Grief, first from the perspective of the dying person:

shock followed by initial denial; 
denial replaced by anger, rage, envy, and resentment; 
bargaining (with God); 
depression;
ultimate acceptance

She taught that not every dying person had to go precisely through each stage, but emotional health would be more
likely achieved if each did. From the above, Kübler-Ross laid the groundwork from which other psychologists
developed five stages of grief necessary for the emotional well-being of the surviving friends and family members:

shock/denial 
inward anger 
outward anger 
depression 
acceptance

More recently, the teachings of the Five Stages have been brought into the church by so-called "Christian"
[Freudian] psychiatrists Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and by psychologist James Dobson. The concept has gained
even greater popularity through pop psychologizers D. James Kennedy, Charles Swindoll, Charles Stanley, and
others.

-  The Psalms poignantly and accurately reveal the deep emotions felt by God's people. One of those emotions is
grief (Psalms 6:7; 31:9,10). We are admonished to weep with those who weep (Romans 12:15) and to encourage
one another to draw near to the God of all comfort. But it seems at every turn after a tragedy there is someone
standing ready to ask, "What stage are you at now?," referring to this so-called grief process. It seems that the grief
process proponents deny the "everlasting consolation and the good hope through grace" and the "patience and
comfort of the Scriptures" available to us through Jesus Christ. It is His all-sufficient and satisfying comfort that is
able to "establish us in every good word and work."

This is our consolation and comfort in affliction -- Thy Word. Is it not even the doctrine of our Lord's return that
comforts and saves us from superfluous "anger, denial, bargaining, and depression" following trial and tragedy?
We are first to admit the pain, overwhelming pain at times, coupled with disobedience and doubts; we are first to
admit the "night watches" of controversy between the soul and the flesh, convincing the soul to "Hope thou in
God." But, the insisted stages of grief, and in the proper order -- NO. This "concoction" is from psychology. It
contorts the mind, will, and emotions unnecessarily, and especially when one is already vulnerable following
tragedy.

-  Nurses have always noticed that people experience various emotions during the process of death and grief. Then
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross and others codified grief into a system -- emotions in steps. Never mind the fact that not all
people experience the same thing or in the same order. Therapists and others often think that if a person does not
grieve in a prescribed way, he has not completed the process and will be emotionally damaged for it. Thus, they
work at making people express anger and cry during "grief work" types of therapy. "Grievers" are told to relive the
experience of their real loss in an artificial setting, which often demands them to go through each of the prescribed
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steps of grief in a manner acceptable to the therapist. People are forced to feel the pain of their loss again (in
contrived circumstances) and to express their agony (in the presence of a therapist). Invariably, the "patient" is
worse off for the therapy than before.

Research continues to verify that such "grief work" is of no effect: "Time remains the best healer for bereavement,
according to a pair of new studies. And 'grief work' usually doesn't work at all. Two studies … find no benefit in
helping people disclose their feelings about a loved one's death. Belgian researchers Margaret and Wolfgang
Stroebe and Henk Schut asked people widowed within the last three months to complete two questionnaires. … In
the second study, Schut and the Stroebes examined whether writing about feelings helped. … Distress decreased for
all the groups, suggesting that time, not any intervention, was the healer" (excerpted from  Psychotherapy
Networker, Vol. 26, No. 4, p. 18). (Source: Jan-Feb 2003, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter; "Psych Notes" section.)

[Note: "Now an examination of about 500 studies on grief and bereavement, led by social worker Janice Genevro,
concludes that there's no one-size-fits-all model for grieving, that grief therapy doesn’t shorten grieving, and that it
doesn't significantly alleviate the intensity or side effects of grief" (excerpted from Psychotherapy Networker, Vol.
28, No. 3, pp. 21, 22).  [The 182-page report discussing Genevro’s work is issued by the Center for the
Advancement for Health and is available free at the Center's web site.]

-  The Lord isn't sufficient for the professional therapists, who have to make it happen according to the steps of the
grief formula. But what excuse do professing Christians have for "Christianizing" this same five-step grief process,
and giving it precedence over Christ and His powerful and all- sufficient Word (2 Peter 1:3,4)? We believe that
many who try to force a so-called grief process on others are playing god and bringing more grief than they are
resolving. Not only are people harmed, the Lord is being dishonored. God's children are being led to believe that He
is not enough -- that He is not really the God of all comfort. God's grace is cheapened and His children are cheated.

* Much of the material in this report has been adapted or excerpted from an article in the Summer 1992,
PsychoHeresy Update ("Death and Dying: Grief By Prescription"); PsychoHeresy Update is now the PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter and is published by PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara,
CA 93110.

# Elizabeth Kübler-Ross's 1969 book On Death and Dying helped launch the hospice movement in America. She
became involved in the 1970s with a New Age cult, "spirit guides," and practiced "out of body" experiences. Her
husband divorced her. When incapacitated by a series of strokes in 1995, she did nothing but sit at home in Arizona
"smoking cigarettes, watching TV, and waiting to die" (Dr. Hugh Pyle, 8/22/97, Sword). She said: "I don't give a
hoot about the afterlife, reincarnation, or anything. I'm finished, and I'm not coming back." Before her death in
August of 2004, she said, "I am like a plane that has left the gate and not taken off. I would rather go back to the
gate or fly away." At the time, she was living in Arizona, claiming to enjoy "the daily company of the birds and
coyotes," and had written a new book, Life Lessons, supposedly teaching "us about the mysteries of life and living"
(Kübler-Ross Internet website, 1/03).
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Halloween

HALLOWE'EN: Should Christians Be Apart? (3/95)

The Truth About HALLOWE’EN

HALLOWE'EN 1999: A Seductive Bridge Between Two Cultures by Berit Kjos (10/99)

HALLOWE'EN 2000: Starring Harry Potter by Berit Kjos (10/00)
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Holy Laughter
Rodney Howard-Browne and the Toronto Blessing*

There are few within the evangelical Christian churches today have not heard of the phenomenon known as "holy
laughter." It has been increasingly manifesting in charismatic churches in the United States, Canada and Great
Britain for over two years, and its reach into new churches continues at a rapid pace.

WHAT IS HOLY LAUGHTER? 

Many churches are reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during
times of solemn ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in
ecstatic trances, and animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like
drunken people, unable to walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy
laughter," since laughter is the preeminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in
the form of virtually any expression attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit.

Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence of a fresh outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the
people's desire to see a new sign from God -- the latest in manifestations of Holy Ghost power, such as took place
at Azusa Street in Los Angeles at the turn of the century. They point to the Welsh Revival, the Cane Ridge Revival
in Bourbon County, Kentucky in 1801, and to [Arminian] preachers like Charles Finney, to validate today's holy
laughter experience.

Opponents say it is either a manifestation of the flesh, at best, or of demonic spirits at worst. Those who believe it
is of God point to changed lives, deeper commitment to faith in Jesus, huge responses to the salvation message, a
renewed strength and purpose for ministry, and all sorts of positive results. On the other hand, there are also reports
of demonic oppression, suicidal feelings, and loss of faith after the holy laughter experience.

Whatever one thinks of holy laughter, it has certainly impressed a number of well-known personalities within the
Christian media circuit. There seems to be a strong manifestation especially in word-faith churches, and within the
Vineyard movement, as well as charismatic mainline churches such as Episcopalian and Anglican. Individuals who
have flocked to holy laughter meetings span every denomination from Baptist to Roman Catholic.

Holy laughter has also received the endorsements of Oral and Richard Roberts, Marilyn Hickey, Paul and Jan
Crouch, Karl Strader, Larry Tomszak, Kenneth Copeland, Benny Hinn, John Wimber, and many other hyper-
charismatic luminaries.

While the claim of spontaneity is heard from all sources, the current popularity of the phenomenon can be traced to
one man, Rodney Howard-Browne, formerly a Pentecostal South African evangelist. The major impetus for the
worldwide spread of the movement has come through one church in particular -- the Toronto Airport Vineyard, in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, famous for "the Toronto Blessing."

THE TORONTO BLESSING 

People have flocked from all over the globe to attend services at the Toronto Airport Vineyard, hoping to
experience holy laughter. So impacting has been the influence of this church on the holy laughter phenomenon that
Charisma magazine devoted considerable space to the Toronto Blessing in its February, 1995, issue.

HOW DID IT START?

On January 20, 1994, what was intended to be the start of several "revival" meetings was held at a small church
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located in an industrial complex near Pearson International Airport in Toronto. Within one year, it had become
what Diana Doucet, writing for Charisma, calls, "a mecca of sorts." Because of the huge crowds seeking a sign
from God, the church continues to conduct meetings every night except Mondays. Even the secular media have
focused reports on the phenomenon with articles and television documentaries. The focus of all reports is upon the
physical manifestations displayed at these meetings. Says Diana Doucet in the 2/95 Charisma (pp. 20, 21):

"... Worshipers are overcome by laughing, weeping, groaning, shaking, falling and, to the chagrin of
some, noise-making that has been described as 'a cross between a jungle and a farmyard.' But of
greater significance are the reports of changed lives: healings, restored relationships and increased
fervor for God."

Doucet attributes the origins of the Toronto Blessing to Vineyard pastor Randy Clark of St. Louis, Missouri, who
had been influenced by Rodney Howard-Browne in late 1993:

"... What was intended to be a four-day series of meetings with Clark expanded into months of nightly
services that sometimes lasted until 3 a.m."

News of the movement spread, and by April, 1994, curious international visitors were arriving in Toronto. By
December, 75,000 people from almost every country of the world had crossed the Airport Vineyard's threshold.
Cumulative attendance has been more than 200,000, some 10,000 of them clergy [as of mid-1995].

It can be honestly stated that, until Clark took what he had received from Howard-Browne to the Toronto
Vineyard, Howard-Browne and holy laughter were virtually unheard of. This, in spite of the fact that Howard-
Browne claims he first experienced holy laughter in his meetings over thirteen years ago [1982]. Although Howard-
Browne is now the most visible spokesman for the phenomenon, it has virtually become a Vineyard movement
within its own right, spreading to Europe, Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world.

The impact of the Toronto Blessing has been especially felt in Great Britain, where it is reported that it has touched
every denomination in some way, with estimates that from 2,500 to 4,000 churches have had meetings similar to
those of the Airport Vineyard.

Is this hyperbole, or are such tremendous figures for real? Knowing the penchant toward "evangelistic speaking"
that is prevalent among charismatics, it is doubtful. But numbers aren't as important as the phenomenon's true
spiritual origins and its true spiritual origins and its true spiritual consequences.

THE ORIGINS 

Rodney Morgan Howard-Browne, a burly, 6-foot charismatic preacher from South Africa, was born June 12, 1961,
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. He says he committed his life to Christ at age 5, and was filled with the Holy Spirit
at age 8. In 1979, while praying for hours seeking a deeper spiritual experience, he challenged God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation. Suddenly, his whole body felt like it was on fire. He began to laugh uncontrollably. Then
he wept and began to speak in tongues. 'I was plugged into heaven's electrical supply,' he later wrote in
his book, The Touch of God. 'And since then my desire has been to go and plug other people in'" (Julia
Dulin, "Praise the Lord and Pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p. 22).

For the next ten years, Howard-Browne moved about, pastoring for two years at Rhema Church in Johannesburg,
South Africa, prior to moving to the United States in 1987. He became an itinerant preacher, with small
engagements, throughout the country. It was in April, 1989, while Howard-Browne was preaching in a church near
Albany, New York, that the holy laughter outbreak began. Browne claims that he felt a sensation like a heavy
blanket coming over him. Soon he began falling out of their seats, some laughing, others crying. From that point on,
his reputation began to grow.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/vine
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He established the Rodney Howard-Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of
1993, Karl Strader, pastor of Carpenter's Church in Lakeland, Florida, invited him to preach. Scheduled for a one-
week appearance, he was carried over for three more weeks.

Since the services were broadcast on radio, many people began showing up at Carpenter's Church to experience
what they heard on the air. It wasn't long before Howard-Browne was appearing on the Trinity Broadcasting
Network (TBN). It was only shortly afterward that Howard-Browne's influence began to envelope the Toronto
Airport Vineyard through the visit by Randy Clark. From that point, it was spread from the Toronto Airport
Vineyard to churches throughout the world, primarily through the Vineyard movement.

In the final analysis, then, the present popularity of the holy laughter phenomenon can be traced to this one man,
Rodney Howard-Browne, and his influence through radio and television, and his impact upon Randy Clark.

Or can it? Not to be outdone by Rodney Howard-Browne of the Vineyard movement, suddenly we learn from
Charles and Frances Hunter (a.k.a. "the Happy Hunters") that they were experiencing this phenomenon many, many
years ago. It's only in 1994 that they decided to let us know about it in their book, Holy Laughter. Frances Hunter
states that she fell under the power of the Holy Spirit at a Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship banquet in
Houston. She neglects to mention the year, but they were new to the charismatic experience at the time, so it must
have been sometime in the 1960s or '70s at the latest. After falling down with Charles, she found herself glued to
the floor, unable to move. Then she began to erupt into uncontrolled laughter for about one-half hour. After which
the Holy Spirit allegedly released her from His grip.

This was just the beginning of holy laughter for the Hunters. Thereafter, it seems that holy laughter manifested
itself at their meetings, almost always accompanied by claims of physical healings. New to the charismatic
experience at the time, the Hunters wanted to know what the phenomenon was. They asked their good friend Lester
Sumrall what he though of it:

"Dr. Sumrall said, 'What you experienced in your service is holy laughter.' Then he continued,
'Anything that is of God is holy and anything that is holy has power connected to it.' Now we began to
understand why the unusual healings took place because it was a supernatural move of God and it
brought supernatural healing power with it. Hallelujah!" (Holy Laughter, pp. 21-22).

One may wonder why holy laughter was never promoted by the Hunters until after it became popular through
Howard-Browne and the Vineyard. The Hunters do mention Howard-Browne, however, and give him credit for
imparting to them the gift of holy laughter on a greater scale by the laying on of his hands. But apparently they are
the originators and the experts on the phenomenon.

But wait! We have another person whose claim to holy laughter precedes that of the Hunters. Derek Prince, writing
in the 2/95 Charisma, states:

"I believe the Holy Spirit at times produces in people prolonged, exuberant and apparently causeless
laughter. I have to believe it, because that is how I was saved more than 50 years ago" (p. 52).

AN EARLIER PRECEDENT?

The holy laughter purveyors tell us that this is really nothing new, but has always been a part of revival. For
example, Charisma magazine quotes Jonathan Edwards, "pioneer of the First Great Awakening in the 1730s,"
whose revivals led to tears and laughter. 

One who is convicted of sin might well laugh or cry after he has felt release from the condemnation and control of
sin, which comes with confession and repentance. But there is no evidence he will bark like a dog or make other
animal noises. The manifestation have historically been attributed to demonic spirits, not to the Holy Spirit.
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Although today's holy laughter proponents like to point to Jonathan Edwards as validation for their practices,
history doesn't line up with their claims. The fact of the matter is, there is no true historical precedent for what is
occurring today with Rodney Howard-Browne, or at the Vineyard and other holy laughter meetings. And even if
there were a true historical precedent, it would mean, at best, that whatever is motivating today's holy laughter
participants motivated someone before. So what? There is no Biblical precedent.

But there is, the holy laughter proponents would say. It was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at "Pentecost" as
recorded in the Book of Acts. That outpouring resulted in the Lord's disciples preaching the Gospel unto
repentance, with the Holy Spirit giving them utterance in specific languages that the visitors from other nations
could hear and understand. This is a far cry from what is occurring under the alleged ministry of the holy laughter
preachers.

IS IT OF GOD? 

By what standard do the proponents of holy laughter judge whether the phenomenon is of God or not? Do they cite
Scripture properly? Do they minister with unfailing signs and wonders as did Jesus' apostles? No. Rather, they base
their judgment upon perceived results, and whether or not it catches on. Says Howard-Browne:

"The proof that this is a move of God is that when I leave, it doesn't stop" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord
and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. Why? Because they cannot
stand a theological test. Any valid theological test must be based on the clear teaching of Scripture, and holy
laughter doesn't measure up.

The only measure the holy laughter people want to apply is that which is based on outward results to their liking:

"Since last March [1994], Howard-Browne has been back to Carpenter's Church three times. The
church has added 800 new members, and its income is up 30 percent, according to [pastor Karl]
Strader. 'I've been here 28 years, and there's never been anything like this,' he adds. 'We've had 2,200
people baptized. We'd go until almost 2 a.m., Rodney baptizing them six at a time in our pool. That's
why we think we've had revival.' Strader invited Ron Clarke, pastor of Living Water Church in Tampa,
Florida, to one of the meetings. He was reluctant at first, but then he found himself lying on the floor,
laughing uncontrollably ... Clarke is still laughing today. In one year, membership at his church has
grown from 800 to 1,500, and the congregation recently bought a new building. Clarke says
conversions, baptisms in the Holy Spirit, and healings have soared" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and
pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

So, this so-called revival has come not through the preaching of the Gospel, but through allegedly uncontrollable
laughter. Strange that Scripture doesn't record any such event. The apostles did perform signs and wonders, but the
Gospel was always clearly delineated and repentance was called for. Seldom if ever is this the case with holy
laughter.

VALIDATION BY RESULTS

The Hunters claim that the purpose of holy laughter is to effect healing. They offer testimony after testimony of
people healed at their services after experiencing holy laughter. They also point to changed lives as do those in the
Toronto Blessing and the Rodney Howard-Browne camps:

"People began to testify of wonderful changed in their lives. Many displayed a new hunger for God
and a new zeal to see Him glorified. Bad relationships were healed, and weak marriages were
wonderfully strengthened. Formerly depressed people were changed beyond recognition" (Terry Virgo,
"Interrupted by the Spirit," 2/95, Charisma, p.29).
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"Church leaders also point to the spiritual fruit produced in people's lives. Overall, they report,
participants are experiencing a deeper relationship with God. Repentance is often manifested on both a
personal and a congregational level. People yield to forgiveness, relationships are healed, and families
are restored ... Their initial experiences often led to other results: the healing of long-standing
emotional hurts, a growing love for the Lord and an increased desire to read His Word and to pray.
Reports abound with testimonies of physical healings and stories of non-believers being overcome by
the power of God" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 22).

God may indeed be at work in individual lives. But results are subjective. Will they last? Are they emotionally
based or a true work of the Holy Spirit? Cults point to results of changed lives for the better to validate their beliefs
and practices. Should we not be critical of those beliefs and practices?

For that matter, the same results claimed by the holy laughter people can be found among non-Charismatics without
benefit of the experiences. It may be asked, "Who is the more spiritually mature -- those whose lives are changed
by willful obedience to God's Word, or those who cannot or will not change unless they experience what they
believe is a supernatural manifestation in their lives?" Scripture would point to the former.

Are the conversions genuine? Is God using holy laughter? Let's not confuse God's grace with man's foolishness.
Nor should we justify man's foolishness because of God's grace. And let's not confuse results with truth.

Yet, regardless of whether or not healings and changed lives accompany holy laughter, people are feeling
something; they are experiencing something that convinces they that God is manifesting Himself to them in a
unique way. But is it of God? Or is it demonic? Or is it merely the flesh? Can it possibly be that all three sources
are being manifested at the same time?

Even the proponents of holy laughter believe that not all manifestations are of God. While falling short of
attributing them to demons, they do acknowledge that sometimes the flesh gets involved:

"For Pentecostals or charismatics, such manifestations as fainting, weeping or laughing aren't
completely foreign. More problematic, however, are the animal sounds -- particularly the barking or
roaring that has been reported in meetings in Toronto, London and elsewhere. Opinions vary widely on
the origin of these animal sounds. Many reject them as demonic. Others counted that they are simply a
fleshly response to the Holy Spirit. In the British magazine Alpha, Toronto Vineyard pastor Marc
Dupont suggests that the noises could be from God. He tells of praying for Gideon Chui, a Vancouver-
based Chinese Pentecostal pastor. 'He began to roar like a lion,' Dupont relates, noting that normally he
would have assumed Chui needed deliverance from a demon spirit. But he believed Chui's unusual
vocal expression heralded a sign from God. 'This symbolic, prophetic act signifies that the Lion of
Judah will triumph,' Dupont explains" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto, 2/95, Charisma,
pp. 25-26).

Are we to assume that those who bark like dogs are heralding the triumph of Christ in some other form? Dogs are
unclean animals (as are lions). Can we imagine Jesus or any of the apostles barking like dogs or roaring like lions?
Yet who was more filled with the Holy Spirit than they?

How can these facts be overlooked? Vineyard movement founder John Wimber offers a clue:

"John Wimber takes a rather neutral approach to the more bizarre manifestations. 'There's nothing in
Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see, and I can't think of anything
throughout the church age that would,' Wimber writes. 'So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's
just phenomena. It's just people responding to God'" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto,
2/95, Charisma, p. 26).

What an amazing statement! His Vineyard movement has virtually exploded with this thing; he has exported it to
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the ends of the earth; and he feels no obligation to try to explain it, even though, by his own admission, it has no
precedent in Scripture or in Church history. How does this measure up to Scripture's exhortation that we must test
the spirits to see if they are of God or not (1 John 4:1)?

It will be argued that the test is whether or not one confesses that Jesus Christ came in the flesh (verses 2-3). And
this, certainly, the proponents of holy laughter would lay claim to. In the light of history, we must understand that
at the time John wrote those words, there was no one who would claim that Jesus Christ had come in the flesh other
than those who were His true disciples. By the same token, no one could say "Jesus is Lord," except by the Holy
Spirit (1 Cor. 12:3).

No one can deny that, today, many deceivers claim that Jesus has come in the flesh; they even use the expression
"Jesus is Lord." The Mormons, the pope, the Jehovah's Witnesses, virtually all pseudo-Christian cults and false
teachers who come in the name of Christ will testify to these truths. This is evidence that we are in the last days
(Matt. 24). While there have been false prophets through the ages, the last days are seeing a proliferation of false
prophets coming with lying signs and wonders. Therefore, the test today is whether or not something is in mere
agreement with God's Word.

The operative words in 1 John 4:1-3, then, are, "believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God." Today especially -- regardless of one's confession of faith -- it is imperative that we always try (test) the
spirits. And how do we try the spirits? Luke gives us an example in Acts 17:11, in speaking of the Jews at Berea:

These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of
mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.

The Bereans did not merely accept what the apostles told them, even though their words were anointed by the Holy
Spirit. They searched the Scriptures to see if what they were told was true. If a teaching or a manifestation cannot
bear the scrutiny of Scripture, then it must be rejected.

Proper exegesis does not permit the misapplying of God's Word in attempts to bolster acceptance of any teaching
or phenomenon. The Scriptures must be applied properly and in context in order to justify acceptance by believers.

Since, by John Wimber's own admission, "there's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena,"
they must be classified as unbiblical or, at best, extra-Biblical. Let us assume the best -- that they are extra-Biblical.
That being the case, the proponents should take care not to insist that those who do not enter into them or accept
them as genuine manifestations of the Holy Spirit are missing out on God's move, or are unspiritual, or are "closed
to the Holy Spirit." At least they should be willing to give people time to test this thing. But are these phenomena
being presented in this manner?

GET OUT OF YOUR MIND

To the contrary, Charles and Frances Hunter tell us not to test it, but to go whole-hog:

"Could this be the way God is bringing us into the final great revival before the return of Jesus?
Whether it is or not, we can feel the Holy Spirit moving -- and we're going right along with Him! Don't
stick your toe in to test the water! Don't wait! Jump all the way into this flowing river" (Holy Laughter,
p. 159).

Really? Just jump in? Don't test it? Don't wait? This is contrary to Scripture; it is the same tactic used by cultists to
intimidate candidates to follow their way. Don't use your mind:

"We always need to be completely open to the move of the Holy Spirit and never be so closed that we
cannot see that God might be doing something so fresh and new today that there is not way our finite
minds can understand it! Let's just enjoy it an not try to figure out God" (Holy Laughter, p. 103).
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The Hunter's language indicated that they themselves aren't all that positive about this thing. They use the phrases,
"whether or not," and "God might be doing something." Yet they insist that we not test what they are promoting.
This is characteristic of most of the major proponents of holy laughter, including Rodney Howard-Browne:

"Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. 'You can't
understand what God is doing in these meetings with an analytical mind,' he says. 'The only way you're
going to understand what God is doing is with your heart'" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the
New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.26).

But the heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked (Jer. 17:9) -- even the heart of the born again
believer in Jesus. This is why Scripture exhorts us to examine ourselves and to judge ourselves. Our self-life is still
part of the unredeemed flesh.

Scripture warns us repeatedly not only not to trust our hearts, but to keep a sound mind and to test everything that
comes in the name of Christ. When lauding the Bereans for searching after truth, Luke tells us that they "received
the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

Readiness of mind is important to discerning truth from error. Those who tell us not to trust our minds are not to be
trusted. No true minister of God would tell us such a thing. 

Something doesn't add up here. Nor does it add up that Terry Virgo, a Columbia, Missouri, pastor, would heartily
endorse this movement on one hand, and on the other say that it must be proven true from Scripture:

"Moving into the supernatural does not mean you kiss your brain goodbye. What we experience may
be amazing -- outside our normal realm -- but we should be able to articulate from Scripture the
precedent and the purpose for what is happening" (2/95, Charisma, p. 25).

But there is no precedent or purpose found in Scripture for what is happening in the holy laughter movement.

We find many similar mixed signals from the holy laughter proponents, even within the same forum of discussion.
For example, Mona Johnian, writing in the February, 1995, Charisma, implies dire consequences for those who do
not enter into the flow of this new thing:

"The question we as believers must answer is this: Will we flow with the plans and purposes of God
for this hour or will we hinder revival? I'm concerned that many are in danger of creating a false
comfort zone for themselves. By the position they're taking, they are saying: 'I'm not sure about this
present move. I'm just going to wait and see what happens.' But Jesus said, 'He who is not with Me is
against Me' (Matt. 12:30, NKJV). Pentecost was not -- and is not -- an option. God considers us to be
either for or against what He is doing at any given time" ("Flowing With Revival," p. 14).

Because someone doesn't blindly accept an extra-Biblical teaching or practice doesn't place him in the camp of
Christ's enemies. We can still be for Him. It is presumption to say that we will be against Him just because we
don't go with the flow.

Some have said that we cannot judge these phenomena without being there with an open spirit. But if truth or error
can only be judged by experience, what purpose do the Spirit of God and the Word of God serve? To observe any
religious thing with an open spirit precludes judgment. We would do better to observe everything with a spirit
attuned to the Holy Spirit, testing everything by God's Word. In fact, Derek Prince, while endorsing this movement
says:

"It is appropriate to approach unusual manifestations with caution, but not with blank, negative
skepticism. After all, the fact that an experience is unconventional -- or even extraordinary -- does not
necessarily mean that it is not from God" ("Uproar in the Church," 2/95, Charisma, p. 52).
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Testing by God's Word, of course, is not blind skepticism. Nor is coming to the conclusion to reject extra-Biblical
phenomena.

Charisma publisher Steven Strang goes even further in urging caution. After experiencing being "slain in the Spirit"
at the Toronto Airport Vineyard, he would still not endorse the holy laughter phenomenon personally, even though
he has published several glowing accounts of it by others:

"Am I endorsing what I saw and experienced in Toronto? No, because I still don't understand much of
it. Similar manifestations have occurred in past revivals; but I believe an experience should also be
established in the Word of God. Furthermore, I'm concerned. First, I'm concerned that such a move of
God has the potential to create a new group of 'spiritual elite' -- with those who have experienced
strange manifestations wearing them like a badge of spirituality. Second, I'm concerned that the
manifestations themselves could become so important that people who don't receive them through the
power of the Holy Spirit will fake them -- as Simon the magician wanted to do in Acts 8. Finally, I'm
concerned that a new denomination of shriekers, twitchers and laughter could spring up. Impossible,
you say? Well, remember the Shakers and Quakers -- religious sects named after the phenomenon for
which they were known" ("Floored in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 106).

Strang's perceptions are valid. He went to Toronto; he experienced something there himself; yet he is reticent to
endorse it because it cannot be validated by God's Word. And no one who knows anything about Charisma would
doubt Strang's charismatic fervor. He does say that he senses that what is happening is a part of what God is doing
because it's happening worldwide. But so is Islam happening worldwide. 

BLASPHEMING THE HOLY SPIRIT? 

No doubt those who reject phenomena like this as being of God will be accused of blaspheming against the Holy
Spirit. The experience-oriented religionists point to Matthew 12:31-32 to claim that those who attribute to Satan or
to the flesh what they believe is the work of the Holy Spirit, have blasphemed against the Holy Spirit.

This is a serious accusation. Those who blaspheme against the Holy Spirit are eternally condemned; according to
Jesus' own words, they will not be forgiven in this world or in the next. This should cause us to be careful in
making any assessment of supernatural (or seemingly supernatural) phenomena. Certainly we must guard our hearts
to be sure we are not resisting the grace of God from impure motives.

The fear that comes upon many who are uncomfortable with these things, yet who lack understanding or
discernment to be able to make a judgment, causes them to freeze at the thought of challenging the proponents.
This has been the problem in the churches these days; many pastors are too cowardly to speak against something so
bizarre, from fear that they may be blaspheming the Holy Spirit. Others become prideful in their acceptance of
anything -- their non-judgmentalism -- which keeps them in touch with everything going on.

Lester Sumrall says it this way:

"The reason I have been in every move of God is because I have never criticized any ministry or work
of God!" (Holy Laughter, p. 103)

Well, of course! Someone who will not criticize even the most blatantly unscriptural claims to truth and to God's
hand at work will find himself involved in every alleged "move of God." This is the true ecumenical spirit that
pervades the alleged supernatural manifestations at work today.

If we are confident in our relationship with the Lord based upon unreserved trust in His written Word. We need not
fear blaspheming the Holy Spirit. The Lord will keep us in check or will reveal to us what is of Himself. There are
many in the churches whose testimonies are pure -- whose walks are pure -- whose hearts are right before the Lord
-- who do not accept holy laughter being of God. They are not fighting the Holy Spirit out of spite, as did the
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religionists of Jesus' day who accused Him of casting out devils by the prince of devils. There is not jealousy
toward these people and their alleged Holy Spirit ministry. But there is concern that what is transpiring finds no
genuine fertile field among gullible professing Christians whose discernment is woefully lacking.

Truth does not produce guilt except guilt of sin. It is not a sin to test the claims of these people; it is not a sin not to
laugh when they prompt us to laugh; it is not a sin to reject any subjective, extra-Biblical or unbiblical work.
Therefore, we should have no guilt for rejecting any of these phenomena.

Those who are in faith will not be brought under condemnation by anything or anyone except those things that are
clearly delineated in God's Word. Everything else is subject to acceptance or rejection.

JOY! JOY! JOY! 

What is it that these holy laughter proponents want us to enter into without reservation? Obviously it entails
laughter, but not always. Nor is laughter the end in itself. It is the joy of the Lord, they claim, that the laughter
testifies to. As the Hunters say:

"There is a powerful new wind of the Holy Spirit blowing, but it's lots more than a rushing mighty
wind! There's an energizing, forceful sound that's coming with this new wind of the Spirit and it is the
exciting sound of joy, joy, joy, joy! Not only an inward joy, but it's bringing a vocal joy, a holy
laughter, right along with it. It's energetically stirring us to higher levels with God!" (Holy Laughter, p.
5)

We're told by the holy laughter purveyors that God wants to bless his people because He loves us so much. No
matter that the churches are in a chaotic mess of unbelief, false doctrine, self-pride, broken marriages, adultery,
ecumenical fervor, and toleration of sin and of different gospels. God just wants to bless us; He wants us to be
happy.

While Scripture warns us that the last days would see a great falling away from the purity of the Faith, the holy
laughter crowd is telling us that the last days are seeing a revival. While Scripture warns us that there would be
false teachers abounding in great numbers in the last days, the charismatics and others tell us that the false teachers
are those who are against false teachers. While Scripture warns us that judgment must come upon the house of God
before it comes upon the world, the happy crowd tells us that there is no judgment coming upon the Church -- only
blessings; we should be filled with joy, not sorrow, at the prospect of the Church's condition today.

Certainly we can understand how such a deception can come about. Recall how Howard-Browne sought a special
touch from God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation" (The Touch of God, p. 73).

The arrogance to demand anything from God reveals and attitude of self-love. This is common among charismatics
who place more stock in alleged signs and wonders than they do in God's written Word. This is reflected in
Howard-Browne's demand that if God didn't do something for him he would ascend into heaven and touch God.
Sound familiar?

Few believe Howard-Browne believed he could actually ascend into heaven and touch God, even at 18-years-of-
age. He was merely challenging God with extreme language. Yet even this is effrontery against the holiness of our
mighty, sovereign God. Such an attitude may well prompt God to send something -- but it won't be something a
true believer would want. And while we may all on occasion be guilty of challenging God, it isn't something we
should broadcast as an acceptable practice.

Because men do not love the truth (God's Word) -- because they use unbiblical means to approach Him -- He will
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send a strong delusion so that they would believe a lie (2 Thes. 2:11). By every test based on God's Word, holy
laughter is outwardly a blessing to those who follow after the flesh -- but it is a strong delusion.

INTIMIDATION 

Not only do the major proponents of holy laughter tell us not to use our minds -- not to bother testing these things -
- some denigrate those who do not readily fall under their spell. Howard-Browne calls those who do not enter into
this move "ugly," "sad," and other choice words that do not reflect the humility and kind spirit of a true minister of
God. This is intimidation at the basic level. While everyone around you is losing their minds, you feel out of place -
- conspicuous, unholy, unrighteous, guilty -- because you don't feel the bubbling up of holy laughter.

Claims of his wide-eyed fans to the contrary, Howard-Browne does intimidate verbally. On several occasions he
would "slay people in the Spirit," and if they didn't begin to laugh he would place his foot on their stomach and tell
them to laugh. Some he would kick as they lay there, and accuse them of not yielding to the Holy Spirit. He would
keep at it until they would obviously begin to force some kind of laugh out of themselves.

Since Rodney Howard-Browne is the catalyst for the holy laughter phenomenon's popularity today (most purveyors
tracing their "anointing" either directly or indirectly to him), it would be expedient to concentrate on his
methodology. From the root springs the tree. Rodney Howard-Browne is the root of the holy laughter movement.

HOWARD-BROWNE'S TEACHINGS 

Howard-Browne's primary focus in his book, The Touch of God, as well as in his preaching, is on the anointing of
God -- what the anointing is, the responsibilities that come with it, as well as the dangers and pitfalls. His call is for
holiness of life and seeking after God with all one's heart.

On the subject of God's anointing, Howard-Browne states that the anointing is not a formula but a relationship with
Jesus. The problem, Howard-Browne says, is that the early church had the substance and the modern church has the
formula. God's power, he says, should be tangible and evident in our lives. This, one must agree, is a problem in
today's churches. For the most part, either they are chasing after signs and wonders for their own sake, or they are
chasing after human potential schemes (such as 12-step programs and four temperament personality testing) for
spiritual giftedness. This is all confusion.

Howard-Browne takes a dim view of the extreme deliverance methods that incorporate railing against the devil
rather than prayer. He likens it to a spiritual Nintendo game, accusing many of living in a fantasy world of spiritual
warfare. One statement alludes to spiritual warfare novels that have set the tone for their readers' prayer lives.

Interestingly, Howard-Browne has many indicting things to say about certain self-proclaimed prophets and
apostles. He calls them "charismatic gurus," who always give vague prophecies, or apostles who want to rule over
others no matter how few. His solution is to be led by the Spirit of God -- to be like Jesus who said that He could
do nothing except what He saw the Father do.

In this process of teaching some valid truths, Howard-Browne reveals inside knowledge of how some alleged men
of God operate. Without offering names, he lets us know that things are not always as they seem on the outside.

He states that some ministers actually buy large crusades in third-world countries, offering one dollar per head,
because it looks good on television (and in their full-color brochures). It can move people in affluent countries to
contribute to their cause if they can offer visual evidence that they can assemble a quarter of a million people to
hear them preach. $250,000 invested can result in millions in return. This is quite a revelation.

Howard-Browne has harsh words for mail-order ministries that send trinkets in the mail promising God's anointing
for those who use them as a point of contact. This is interesting in view of Oral Robert's fund-raising methods and
the fact that Howard-Browne unashamedly states that Roberts laid hands on him. The point-of-contact and "seed
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faith" methods are Oral Roberts traditions.

It's in the area of accountability that one must disagree with Howard-Browne -- particularly when it comes to
exposing those who teach error. He believes that it is wrong to criticize anyone who claims to be a man of God. He
has harsh words for those who call these men to accountability:

"It's amazing how it's always the ones who are doing nothing for God who know how it should be
done. There are ministries that start off exposing the cults but then turn on the Body of Christ like
cannibals. They build their ministries off the fallings of God's servants" (The Touch of God, p. 107).

The important thing in exposing error is to not judge the motives of those teaching error. But we must, in a spirit of
humility -- yet with all boldness -- deal with the issues they bring up. In doing so, it is necessary to exercise the one
gift of the Spirit few in the churches care to concern themselves with today: the gift of discernment.

Discernment is more often recognizing error based upon knowledge and understanding of God's Word. It is not
merely some mystical sensory perception of demonic spirits. In any case, one's discernment must be based upon
rightly dividing the Word of Truth. God's Word is still the bottom line for judging all beliefs and practices.

Amazingly, Howard-Browne is full of criticism of others who take advantage of the Body of Christ. He just doesn't
name them. But he must have them in mind when he writes about them. So what's the difference? Is he not judging
them in his heart? His indictment is that they have no integrity.

While Howard-Browne laments the lack of integrity in the ministry, he can be found sharing the platform with
such men. How can a true man of God share the platform with a teacher who insists that we should think of
ourselves as equal to God, and teaches that it wasn't Jesus' death on the cross that saves us, but his suffering in hell
[Kenneth Copeland]. This is a denial of the blood of Christ. It lacks integrity not in the realm of money, but in the
realm of Biblical truth.

How can a true man of God share the platform with men who pronounce curses upon people that don't give
financially to their cause, telling them God will abandon them; they will suffer divorce; they will suffer financial
hardship. Yet that is the message of the word-faith people with whom Howard-Browne associates.

How can a true man of God have hands laid on him by someone who consistently says that the Lord told him to do
something and it will be blessed, when time after time it doesn't come to pass and God's blessing is not evident. In
the process, millions of dollars of the faithful are squandered on the promise of God's faithfulness.

He goes against his own words. Howard-Browne insists that men of God must have integrity. He claims, "I don't
do anything in my meetings other than allow the Holy Spirit to come and have free reign." Yet this will also be
proven false as we observe how he conducts his meetings.

Even if one were to suspend judgment on whether or not God wants to fill us with joy in the manner that the holy
laughter teachers say, how is that joy being manifested in the meetings?

A HOWARD-BROWNE SERVICE 

The following is a description taken from a video tape of a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church and aired on
TBN. Rodney Howard-Browne begins by exhorting the audience not to accept just anything that comes along in the
name of the Lord. He ridicules those who have fallen into ritualistic formalism, and gives examples of people
operating in the flesh.

"Whatever is done as mere symbolism and out of mere ritual and tradition is nothing more than a
religious noose that's going to choke you and rob you of the joy of serving Jesus."
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He cautions people about laying hands on others if they don't have the anointing, and about having hands laid on
them by those who don't have the anointing:

"I encourage people to lay hands on. But some churches go overboard and just have it as a free-for-all,
and you've got empty hands being laid on empty heads, and that's why -- you can't just call any donkey
out that's not anointed of God to come and put his hand on somebody's head to encourage that person.
If they've got no anointing, they've got no business putting their hands on somebody's head."

He continues that there's no reason to have empty hands laid on you because you're not going to get anything. Then
he goes on to say that whenever he has had hands laid on him, he didn't care who the person was; he just expected
God to do something and he's never been disappointed.

Well, which is it? Can expectancy on the part of a recipient force God's hand to move through the hands of one
who is not anointed? Where is chapter and verse for this? And why would he not take his own advice? This is just
one example of the illogical mentality behind much of the charismatic fervor today.

When it comes to free-for-all laying on of hands, that's just what the Vineyard churches practice. Everybody is
encouraged to lay hands on the person next to them. Yet Howard-Browne endorses the Vineyard movement while
ridiculing the very thing they practice. Again, which is it? He also ridicules those who advertise their school of the
prophets. He rightly states that one cannot go to school to learn to be a prophet.

Overall, there wasn't much to find fault with in his preaching time, although, again, Scripture was seldom cited. It
was more of a time for establishing that he could be trusted because he tore down the false assumptions of other
unnamed teachers.

During this time, a few hoots and laughs can be heard emanating from the audience, but there is still relative order.
After preaching, Howard-Browne calls a pastor forward who, the night before, had said he was ready to check
himself into a mental clinic. Promising a double dose of the Holy Spirit this night, Howard-Browne lays his hand
on the man, who promptly falls to the floor.

Howard-Browne then puts one foot on the man's stomach and pronounces that he will go forth forever changed.
This sets the stage for working his audience into laughter, and disproves the claims that he does not provoke
laughing responses:

"Someone said, 'Why'd you put your foot on him?' Because I didn't feel like bending down and putting
my hand on him."

The audience erupts in laughter; from this point on things begin to roll. He then does similarly with the man's wife.
Having fallen, she prays somewhat quietly. Howard-Browne tells her not to pray. He exhorts her with the words,
"Joy! joy! joy!"

One person after another is called out to receive his anointing. Those who do not laugh, he prompts to do so. Most
take quite a bit of prompting. One man lies there, also praying quietly. This is how Howard-Browne addresses him:

"Stop praying now and let the joy bubble out your belly. Joy. Joy. Joy. Don't pray! Laugh!"

The audience laughs all the more as he goes from person to person prodding them to laugh. If it seems to be
belaboring the point it's to demonstrate that, contrary to claims that holy laughter is spontaneous and uncontrollable,
it is more often induced through coercion. Going back to a man he had kicked in the foot, Howard-Browne chides
him:

"Why didn't you listen to the preacher? Why didn't you listen to the preacher? I said laugh!"

The man is coerced. He erupts into an obviously strained attempt to laugh under this intimidation. So much for the
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claims that the laughter is uncontrollable and spontaneous.

Then comes Howard-Browne's ridicule of those who do not wish to enter into his laugh parade. Making a dour face
he continues:

"Some people say, 'I don't want that joy brother Rodney. [His face becomes even more dour.] I'm
happy just like I am. My great grandfather was sad. My grandfather was sad. And when he died -- just
before he died -- he looked at me and said, 'Son, will you carry on the family tradition?' And I said,
'Yes, dad.'"

Hoots and hollering erupt from the audience as they join in laughing to derision those who don't enter in.

After some more banter calling people "ugly things" who aren't open to the Holy Spirit (read "open to falling down
and laughing"), Howard-Browne slaps on the side of the head a man sitting on the front pew. The man falls over
onto the pew, shaking his legs and hands in the air. The audience continues to roll with laughter.

Another man comes forward, goes down under Howard-Browne's touch and begins to pray. Says Howard-Browne:

"Get out of the praying mode and get into the rejoicing mode! Pray when you go home! Lord, have
mercy! I mean, if their prayers had been working they wouldn't have had to come up here in the first
place."

He begins a dissertation on the laying on of hands, pointing out that you can bless people by laying on of hands, you
can heal them, and you can pass on the anointing and people fall over. He begins to quote Peter in Acts 2: "These
are not drunk as you suppose ..." He lays his hand on a lady in the front pew, causing her to shriek repeatedly,
shaking her hands as if she had palsy. He points out that she is a pastor's wife. In fact, most of the front-row pews
are filled with pastors and their wives.

As he repeats, "These are not drunk as you suppose," "the drunkard" begins his routine. While sitting in his pew, a
man throws his head back and laughs heartily, kicking one leg up in the air. Suddenly, he bolts from his seat and
does a locomotive-action shuffle in a tight circle. Then he faces Howard-Browne, kicks one leg out in front and
does a pratfall. Another man jumps out of his seat, does the same sort of locomotion shuffle, arms flailing wildly,
and falls on the floor. Shortly afterward, the first man gets up and staggers around with a mock drunken smile on
his face, salutes Howard-Browne, and plops down in the pew again. It is obviously contrived, but Howard-Browne
and the audience eat it up.

Things continue in the same vein for the rest of the evening.

DRUNK IN THE SPIRITS 

Rodney Howard-Browne likes to call himself a "Holy Ghost bartender" who dispenses the "new wine" of
charismatic fervor. In an earlier meeting than the one described above, he teaches that, if there is drunkenness in the
physical realm, there must be drunkenness in the spiritual realm, also. To prove this illogical assumption, he quotes
Acts 2 to suggest that the disciples at Pentecost were acting like drunkards.

Suddenly, a man from the second row stands up. He's wearing slacks and a sport coat opened to reveal suspenders,
throws his head back, and in stereotypical pantomime of a comedic drunk (a la Foster Brooks or Jackie Gleason),
adopts a smirk. Peering down his nose, he looks with half-closed eyes at the audience as he sways back and forth.
He then plops himself in his pew and nods as if he's drunk, smiling at Howard-Browne, who enjoys it
tremendously. Loud guffaws abound.

Cannot Howard-Browne discern that this man is merely seeking attention -- that he is not truly "drunk in the
Spirit," as Howard-Browne claims? And what is being "drunk in the Spirit"? Scripture makes no mention of this.
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The proponents of holy laughter cite Acts 2 to suggest that acting drunk by the Holy Spirit is valid. But does Acts 2
really imply that such a thing is of God?

Versus 1-12 clearly teach that the disciples came forth from the upper room under the anointing of the Holy Spirit,
and began to preach the Gospel in the languages of those present from various nations. Although the hearers
discerned their own language, they also heard all the other languages being spoken at the same time. The mockers
(verse 13) did not listen to the message, but heard what seemed to them like a lot of babbling. Thus, they accused
the disciples of being drunk.

Verses 14-34 record Peter's dissertation to the crowd, exhorting them to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and to
repent of their sins. Verses 35-47 record the results of that plea.

While the disciples were accused of being drunk, they were not staggering about in the manner characteristic of
those "intoxicated" by holy laughter; they were accused of being drunk because, while some heard their own
languages, they also heard other languages. Nor did all the people accuse them, but only the mockers. It was a
phenomenon they did not understand, and to them it seemed for the most part like babbling. Peter set them straight
and many of them repented of their sins and were born again by the Spirit of God.

Furthermore, Acts 3 and 4 record that the disciples' activities after Pentecost resulted in persecution by the religious
establishment. Today's religious establishment isn't beating up on the holy laughter people -- it is embracing them.
In no way can Acts 2 be constructed to mean that the disciples were acting like drunkards -- certainly not like the
stereotypical comedic drunkard at the Howard-Browne meeting. Nor can it or Ephesians 5:18 be construed to mean
that the Holy Spirit would cause us to lose our sensibilities.

MISAPPLYING SCRIPTURE 

The misapplication of Scripture by the holy laughter people is not limited to Acts 2. In listening to Howard-Browne
and others, there is hardly a Scripture citation that isn't twisted to mean what they want it mean in order to validate
their peculiar experience. This, if nothing else, should be ample warning for caution if not down-right rejection of
these experiences.

As with Acts 2, the holy laughter people like to quote Ephesians 5:18 to prove their claim that being filled with the
Holy Spirit may result in one acting like a drunkard. This misapplication is evident to anyone who takes the time to
read Ephesians 5:18 in context. The meaning of being filled with the Spirit within the context of the body is
demonstrated in verses 19-21. These activities do not reflect a mindless stupor; rather they reflect a holy attitude of
worship and edification. 

What is taking place in these Howard-Browne meetings is pure exhibitionism played out for a group of spiritual
voyeurs. One could liken it to spiritual pornography; it titillates in an ungodly manner. People who go for it can't
get enough. Eventually their hunger grows for more bizarre stuff.

It wasn't enough to believe that they spoke in tongues; now they have to bark like dogs in the Spirit, roar like lions
in the Spirit, cackle like chickens in the Spirit, and stagger like drunks in the Spirit. What will be the next "move of
the Spirit?"

This exhibitionism may also be classified as pure experientialism -- a group therapy session engaging laughter as a
catharsis in place of the primal scream. Does it work? Outwardly, yes. People feel better. They feel happier. Anyone
who's had a good laugh feels better afterward. As one man at the meeting said, as he lay on the floor laughing,
"Laughing doeth good like a medicine." (This was a misquote of Proverbs 17:22.)

There is a difference between a merry heart and laughter. Laughter can be good or bad, depending upon the
circumstances. A merry heart reflects the joy of the Lord in all circumstances that are appropriate. Just as there are
proper times to laugh, there are proper times to weep (Eccl. 3:1-4).What transpires at these meetings is not proper
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laughter. It is coerced in the name of the Holy Spirit. 

Scripture warns against improper laughter (see Eccl. 7:3-4; 6) Proper laughter and rejoicing in the Lord is certainly
acceptable to the believer in Christ. But laughing to derision those who do not agree with you; coercing people to
laugh; claiming an anointing from the Holy Spirit on such laughter -- this is sin. It is evidence that one is in the
house of fools.

PREDISPOSITION 

In spite of the obvious coercion involved, we are told that this laughter is "uncontrollable" and "spontaneous." It is
true that Howard-Browne rarely cracks a smile. Yes, he holds a straight face. He rarely tells jokes -- if we're talking
about jokes that include a setup, a plot, and a punch line. But he does utilize witticisms in his preaching, designed
to invoke laughter. This, often at the expense of those who do not enter into the "flow" of what he's doing. A good
actor can easily keep a straight face while going through a comedy routine. 

And in spite of glowing reports of masses falling down in fits of uncontrollable laughter, many faces can be seen
with no merriment on them, or with mere smiles. The scenario we've described hardly suggests that much of the
laughter is uncontrollable when Howard-Browne has to prompt one after another to "let the joy bubble out your
belly."

A clue as to why so many fall under the spell may be found in this statement from one of the Charisma reports on
Howard-Browne:

"But his appeal is evident. It lies in his utter lack of slick evangelism. His simple style and genuine
desire to unleash spiritual revival in America have caught the attention of charismatics who are eager to
see signs and wonders" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

It becomes obvious that many of the people who attend these meetings are predisposed to laugh. They already know
the reputation of the holy laughter preacher and that's what they're seeking when they arrive. They are "eager to see
signs and wonders." They have come from miles around and they are not going to be disappointed.

Yet not all the laughter is contrived. Some of it is very genuine. People do laugh at others who laugh. Laughter is
contagious. If someone begins to laugh uncontrollably in our presence, our natural tendency is to laugh also.

In view of Howard-Browne's methods of inducing laughter, it's obvious that much of the laughter is not from
contagion but from coercion; it is contrived. If such an obvious contrivance is lost upon Howard-Browne, who is
supposed to be ministering this thing, how are others to know what is of God and what is of the flesh? If it is
acceptable to Howard-Browne or other proponents of holy laughter, even when it is obviously of the flesh, should
we not at least be suspicious of these proponents' motives? If not of their motives, certainly their discernment. In
either case, their credibility as ministers of the true spiritual gifts is in question. If they are operating with wrong
motives or if they are unable to discern the flesh at work, they are unqualified to lead God's people.

Their followers may leave feeling better about themselves; they may even have experienced a change in their
attitude toward God, or toward their mate, or toward their enemies. But, again, one cannot confuse God's grace in
using error with the validation of the error.

SHOW TIME! 

Much of the holy laughter delusion smacks of show biz. It's played out like a circus act with the lead characters
vying for starring roles. Even the language used to record Howard-Browne's rise to fame reveals a show business
mentality:

"Howard-Browne's reputation grew during the next four years, and he established the Rodney Howard-
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Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of 1993 his big break came
when Assemblies of God pastor Karl Strader invited him to preach in Lakeland, Florida, at Carpenter's
Home Church" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.23).

His "big break"? This suggests that the ministry is for the benefit of the minister. God's servants don't get "big
breaks." They get big trouble! Their reputations are not enhanced unless they are tickling people's ears. The vast
majority of those who follow after signs and wonders are not disposed to hear the hard Word of God. They want
feel-good religion. And that's what they get with the holy laughter teaching, as attested to by this statement in
Charisma:

"The difference was the laughter. No matter what Howard-Browne did or said, hundreds who attended
the daily sessions always ended up on the sanctuary floor in helpless laughter. When the services were
broadcast on radio, more curious seekers showed up to join the fun" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and
pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

"Curious seekers?" "Fun?" Since when does our holy God play to the benefit of curiosity seekers' amusement?
Since when has the holy Faith been turned into an occasion for "fun?" Jesus was a man of sorrows. He sorrowed
over the sins of the world. He would sorrow over "curious seekers" today; He would sorrow over the spectacle that
has been made of His Church to the derision of those outside.

There are those in the Body of Christ who are sorrowing over these things. While so many who hear of this
experience called holy laughter flock to receive gratification of their flesh, there is a small number who are
genuinely sorrowing over those people's captivity to this latest fad. They have fallen prey to a delusion that causes
them to think that, because they fall down and laugh, they have gotten a dose of holiness.

There is seldom any true teaching from God's Word in these meetings. And when there is, it is interrupted by
laughter. It makes God's Word of no effect. As a writer for Charisma says:

"No one doubts that having vast numbers of listeners convulsed in laughter can make whatever is being
said from the pulpit irrelevant" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma,
p.24).

What an indictment from one who lauds this side show! "Irrelevant" is an apt word to demonstrate how God's
Word has little place among the holy laughter crowd. But since when did God ordain that His Word should ever
become irrelevant? In essence, it is making the Word of no effect, which is what Jesus accused the religious leaders
of doing through their tradition and other such things (Mk. 7:13).

Interruptions of God's Word, even if taught by false teachers, is not a sign of the Holy Spirit at work. At worst, it is
a sign of demonic spirits at work. At best, it is a sign of irreverence on the part of those who do the interrupting.
Rather than accept such interruptions as a sign from God, a true minister of the Word would rebuke those who
would do such a thing. A true disciple of the Lord Jesus would continue in His Word (Jn. 8:31-32).

The truth -- God's Word -- is what makes us free, not experiences (especially extra-Biblical experiences like holy
laughter as claimed by its proponents). In fact, the holy laughter proponents demonstrate a rather low view of
Scripture.

A LOW VIEW OF SCRIPTURE 

Hugh E. "Bud" Williams, rector of an Episcopal church in Lakeland, Florida, received the "anointing" from
Howard-Browne in a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church:

"... After two meetings he was not impressed; during the third, Howard-Browne called him and three
others out into the aisle and simply said, 'Be filled!' 'Boom! Down I went in the Spirit,' Williams says,
'and I started laughing, I laughed so hard for 20 minutes, my throat was sore the next day. I've been
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charismatic for 14 years, but I had dried out and grown tired. This refreshed me personally and
changed my marriage.' So why would God use laughter to bring spiritual renewal? Williams says many
people today need more than words -- they need a demonstration of God's power. 'Words have become
meaningless in our society,' he says. 'Signs and wonders are what must recapture our attention'" (Julia
Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.28).

Does faith come from signs and wonders? Not according to God's Word (Rom. 10:17). Man's words may be
meaningless, but God's Word is never meaningless. Was Williams speaking about man's words or God's Word? If
man's words, we must agree with him. But then why extol experience over man's words? Why not extol Scripture
instead? It seems apparent that he was speaking of Scripture as mere "words."

Scripture records that those who seek signs from God are not content with His Word. Multitudes flocked to Jesus
for miracles, and in spite of his demonstrations of God's power, they crucified Him when His words became too
difficult for them to hear (Mt. 12:39).

The Good News of the resurrection should be sufficient to minister joy to the hearts of those truly surrendered to
God. But just as the resurrection did not satisfy the Jews of Jesus' day, it doesn't satisfy many professing Christians
today. To get joy (read "fun"), they must turn to extra-Biblical activities.

BRAINWASHING 

Those who know anything about brainwashing techniques and the ability to induce altered states of consciousness
in mass meetings will recognize that, often, these techniques are utilized in hyper-charismatic services.

Dick Sutphen, a professional hypnotist, conducts seminars on persuasion and brainwashing techniques. His purpose
is not to teach his listeners how to subvert other's minds, but to educate on how government, the military, cults, and
religious groups utilize certain techniques to induce control and gain converts to their particular causes.

He points out that many who use these techniques are not necessarily aware that they are using them. They may
well have learned them from watching others use them successfully. In any case, the bottom line is control; the
intent may be perfectly altruistic, it may be beneficial in the mind of the controller. But the fact remains that people
are being controlled, often with the belief that the Holy Spirit is doing a work in them.

Sutphen is not a believer in Christ. In fact, he is anti-Christ and a New Ager. But his logic and knowledge cannot
be argued with. This is because he is not addressing the Faith or holy laughter; he is addressing a subject that he
knows: brainwashing.

Sutphen believe that religion is valid, but that manipulation in the name of God is not:

"So, to begin, I want to state the most basic of all facts about brainwashing: IN THE ENTIRE
HISTORY OF MAN, NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN BRAINWASHED AND REALIZED, OR
BELIEVED, THAT HE HAD BEEN BRAINWASHED. Those who have been brainwashed will
usually passionately defend their manipulators, claiming they have simply been 'shown the light,' or
have been transformed in miraculous ways" (Sutphen undated transcript, 'The Battle for Your Mind:
Persuasion and Brainwashing Techniques Being Used on the Public Today," p. 1). (Emphasis
Sutphen's.)

Sutphen gives an example of how manipulators set their marks up. The first step is to give information that the
listeners will agree with. This gets them in the frame of mind to trust the speaker. Once trust has been instilled, they
are open to suggestion:

"... Assume for a moment that you are watching a politician give a speech. First, he might generate
what is called a 'YES SET.' These are statements that will cause listeners to agree; they might even
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unknowingly nod their heads in agreement. Next come the TRUISMS. These are usually facts that
could be debated but, once the politician has his audience agree, the odds are in the politician's favor
that the audience wont stop to think for themselves, thus continuing to agree. Last comes the
SUGGESTION. This is what the politician wants you to do and, since you have been agreeing all
along, you could be persuaded to accept the suggestion" (Sutphen, p. 10). (Emphasis Sutphen's.)

In the same manner, false teachers will preach from God's Word, sharing obvious truths. That's phase one -- the
"yes set." As well they will share what may be considered deep insights -- ideas that are debatable but not
necessarily untrue. These are the "truisms." Then comes the suggestion. It is generally toward the end of the
evening -- sometimes after two or three hours or more -- that the false teaching or inducement toward activity will
be implemented. This is exactly what one witnesses in the holy laughter movement, not to mention the charismatic
movement (particularly the word-faith movement) in general.

Sutphen points out that different entities may use different techniques -- the military may use some techniques that
the government, dealing with civilians, may not use. Religionists and cultists will use still other techniques. Most
techniques involve taking the subjects through stages or phases of conversion. Says Sutphen:

"With the progression through each phase, the degree of conversion becomes more effective and
complete. The ways to achieve conversion are many and varied, but the usual first step in religious or
political brainwashing is to work on the emotions of an individual or group until they reach an
abnormal level of anger, fear, excitement, or nervous tension. The progressive result of this mental
condition is to impair judgment and increase suggestibility. The more this condition can be maintained
or intensified, the more it compounds. Once catharsis, or the first brain phase, is reached, the complete
mental takeover becomes easier. Existing mental programming can be replaced with new patterns of
thinking and behavior" (Sutphen, p. 3).

Most people who attend the hyper-charismatic meetings that result in pandemonium and out-of-order behavior are
normal, everyday folks. They may be professional people and hold responsible jobs. Many are normally "dignified"
or "reserved." But they come with a sense of expectancy to receive something from the touch of the preacher --
something they are inclined to believe they can't receive from God on their own. They believe that God has placed
a special anointing on the preacher, probably because they have been induced with a clergy-laity mentality that is
the norm for most churches. Because they are so normal -- even possessing a reserved personality -- they can't
believe that they can be brainwashed or manipulated. But the manner in which excitement and fervor builds in
some meetings catches them off guard. They are susceptible to suggestion -- even the suggestion that they have
been healed. To not be healed often generates feelings of guilt, an emotion that is easily exploited by the preacher.
About alleged spiritual healing, Sutphen states:

"For some, the healing may be permanent. For many, it will last four days to a week, which is,
incidentally, how long a hypnotic suggestion given to a somnambulistic subject will usually last. Even
if the healing doesn't last, if they come back every week, the power of suggestion may continually
override the problem -- or sometimes, sadly, it can mask a physical problem which could prove to be
very detrimental to the individual in the long run. I'm not saying that legitimate healings do not take
place. They do. Maybe the individual was ready to let go of the negativity that caused the problem in
the first place; maybe it was the work of God. Yet I contend that it can be explained with existing
knowledge of brain/mind function" (Sutphen, pp. 4-5).

Sorry to say, Sutphen is correct in his assessment. New Agers testify of healings by laying on of hands, too. And
the scenarios are all to common among those who claim to have healing ministries in the Church: Short-term
healings; people neglecting proper health care because they believe they've been healed when they haven't been;
even death from diseases whose symptoms disappeared. The preacher will tell those whose healings didn't last that
it was because they "let go" of the healing. They didn't have enough faith to maintain it.

The difference between God's work and the work of the flesh is that God's work will always be validated by His
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written Word. And God doesn't play games with us. If He heals us by His sovereign will, we will be healed, period.

TOWARD THE NEW AGE? 

What we are witnessing in new evangelicalism and the charismatic movement is a subjective approach to God's
Word. If something seems to work, it is accepted even if it cannot be validated by Scripture. Since it cannot be
validated, it is assumed to be a new work of God. Those who reject it on the basis of its unbiblical or extra-Biblical
character are regarded as faithless when, in fact, they are faithless toward the subjective religious philosophy of the
"new thing" -- not toward God.

This subjectivity is necessary if Satan is going to meld humanity into a one-world religion. As the masses open
themselves up to beliefs and practices that are not validated by Scripture, they leave themselves open to deception
of the highest order, often presented in the name of Jesus.

The first step toward melding Christians into the New Age religion is not dissimilar to brianwashing techniques.
The "yes set" is to get us to agree that all denominations share a common belief system. This is the motivating force
behind the ecumenical movement sponsored by the Vatican and the major players in new evangelicalism and the
charismatic movement.

The "truisms" will be that we also share common beliefs and values with aberrant Christian cults and monotheistic
religions such as cabalistic Judaism and Islam.

The "suggestion" will be that we have a common spiritual bond with all of mankind. This suggestion will be
implemented through the observation of signs and wonders construed to be of God. And if God can honor the faith
of non-Christians, who are we to dissent from unity with them? 

Anyone who thinks he is above falling into this snare is hopelessly naive. In fact, he is an excellent candidate for
deception.

It is not merely coincidental that holy laughter has found its place among the mystically inclined whose beliefs lean
toward New Age philosophy. Leanne Payne, a disciple of inner healing guru, the late Agnes Sanford, has also
indulged in holy laughter. (Her experience is recorded in Karen Mains's book Lonely No More.) Payne blends New
Age mysticism, Jungian psychology, and Christian philosophy. Her ministry team is headed primarily by women
who share this integrationist methodology. To Payne, all sin is linked to lack of self-acceptance and failure to
recognize God's affirmation of oneself. Of course, this is a simple explanation of her more involved theology.

Is it merely coincidental that her disciple, Karen Mains, wrote of this holy laughter experience in 1993, essentially
the same time Rodney Howard-Browne's notoriety and the Toronto blessing began? And is it merely coincidental
that a phenomenon similar to holy laughter is found in the New Age movement is exactly at the same time?

Barbara Marx Hubbard is the founder of the Foundation for Conscious Evolution, and a leader at the frontier of
social and spiritual change for the New Age. At the same time holy laughter began to ripple through the churches,
she wrote as one channeling the thoughts of God. The instruction given was to expect planetary transformation and
a quantum leap in evolutionary personal transformation through uncontrollable joy. This uncontrollable joy of
which Hubbard speaks will transcend all barriers to unity. False signs and wonders will likewise break down those
barriers to unity (Mk. 13:22).

We can expect the holy laughter people to defend their practices as being of God, while these other practices are
counterfeits. But holy laughter as we know it today came lately. All attempts to link it to Scripture or early revival
history are without merit. Its real precedent is coincidental to New Age philosophy. Does God mimic something
Satan originates? Or is He taken off guard by Satan? I think not. Else He would be guilty of causing confusion
among His people. And God is not the author of confusion. (1 Cor. 14:33). 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/neoe.htm
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REORDERED THINKING 

What is transpiring in the Church is similar to what is transpiring in the world. In conditioning men's minds to
accept a globalist mentality, the New Age change agents call for unity in diversity with no judgment -- no concern
for what others believe or practice. If it doesn't fit for us, well, we just have a different truth. Let's just focus on our
common objectives.

But we're not dealing with one human philosophy vs. another human philosophy. We're dealing with all of man's
philosophies vs. God's Word. The world's rules don't apply here. This worldly assessment of truth is behind
criticism of those who expose error in the Body of Christ; just because we don't understand it, we shouldn't be
critical of it; it doesn't matter if it cannot be supported by Scripture; God may be doing a new thing we don't
understand; we just don't have the same truth that the popular preacher has.

This can be intimidating to those who don't know Scripture. But those who do know Scripture have a responsibility
to expose those who are in error. And it doesn't matter if they are 99.99% correct in their teachings. If the .01%
error is sufficient to lead someone astray, it must be challenged.

To demonstrate how the professing church's thinking is parallel to the world's thinking in subjective terms, we
might look at the current government education system and how it breaks down objective values in order to
substitute new, subjective values. This is done in order to create a globalist population that is easily controlled. If
someone doesn't have an absolute set of values, he can be exploited for the benefit of the hierarchy, whether
political or religious.

The breakdown in absolutes is accomplished through the reordering of thinking skills. Modern education relies
heavily on Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy which places knowledge of facts and comprehension on the bottom of the
order in thinking skills.

Bloom is considered by the education elite to be the foremost expert on change agent strategy. The object of
Bloom's reordering of thinking skills is to replace the Biblical model for thinking objectively with a new model
rooted in subjective intuitive thought. This is the basis of witchcraft.The following demonstrates that objective
understanding is considered to be lower on the scale than subjective and intuitive reasoning:

Higher Order Thinkng Skills
(1) Evaluation 
(2) Synthesis
(3) Analysis
(4) Application

Lower Order Thinking Skills 
(1) Comprehension
(2) Knowledge

Berit Kjos, an expert on the education system and New Age philosophy, points out that one of the methods for
bringing in the new global values is the removal of facts -- the removal of logical thinking -- so that people can't
argue back from a basis of understanding. They will not have an objective framework from which to draw
conclusions. Therefore, the education system is free to bring in all kinds of models for the new global spirituality
from earth-centered cultures around the world. Those cultures are basically pantheistic and polytheistic. What we
are seeing is a rise in animistic religions because the Biblical ethic and value system has been not only discarded,
but forbidden to be discussed.

Is this not similar to what is happening in the churches today? Attempts to hold teachers accountable to God's
Word are met with derision, even by those who insist that they believe that God's Word must form the basis for
judging all things. We learn quickly that their exhortation to Biblical integrity is merely a ploy to disarm their
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critics and deceive their listeners. God's Word is valued, yes; but it is placed on the lower order of thinking skills.
What is more important is intuitive "Holy Spirit" power.

Bloom's "higher order" thinking skills do have value; but they have no genuine value unless they are held
accountable to the objective truths and facts that reside in knowledge and comprehension. By the same token, what
is said to be of the Holy Spirit has value only if it is held accountable to, and is validated by, the objective truths
that reside in God's Word.

Modern education places a lower value on objective conclusions; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion
replace clear, concise teaching and instruction from facts. By the same token, the trend in the modern Church is to
disregard objective assessment of alleged signs and wonders; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion
replaces clear, concise teaching and instruction from God's Word.

People can only react against these deceptions if they have a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge, and which
motivates them to react against those deceptions. Most Christians lack a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge.
And they are fearful of reacting. Under the rules established by the religious hierarchy, you cannot judge or
challenge these subjective teachings and practices. To do so brings the religious leaders' judgment that you have
"touched God's anointed," or have blasphemed the Holy Spirit, thus risking God's wrath.

Thus, too, you cannot judge anyone else's belief system, whether Roman Catholicism, Mormonism, apostate
Judaism, or anything that produces palpable spiritual benefit or satisfaction.To the subjective religionists, objective
assessment of their teachings equals judgmentalism. And judgmentalism stirs God's anger. Fear and intimidation is
very much a part of this subjective religion.

What is ridiculed most is any suggestion that the subjective religion is leading its adherents toward induction into
the coming one-world New Age religious system. How dare anyone suggest that the major players within modern
"Christianity" could fall into that trap and lead others as well. Yet the major move today among virtually all the
well-known professing Christian leaders is toward ecumenism. They have already stated their disdain for those who
warn against unity with the papacy.

They have chosen to overlook serious Biblical error in order to forge a united front against certain evils such as
abortion, crime, pornography, and such. It's because they do not perceive heresy as any big deal that they can
overlook much of the same error in the Protestant churches. And where there can be found agreement with New
Age philosophy which works for a world wherein love and peace abide, one soon finds more "Christian" leaders
joining hands with New Age prophets.

CONCLUSION 

The only defenses we have against spiritual deceptions arising today are a holy life, a solid grounding in God's
Word, and a refusal to accept anything as being from Him that is not validated in His Word. We should heed John
4:23:

But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in
truth: for the Father seeketh such to worship him.

Many wish to worship God in the Spirit, and this is fine; but they neglect the second requirement: that we worship
Him in truth. His Word is truth (John 17:17). The two cannot be separated, for God's work is by His Word.

His Word says that all things in the Church must be done decently and in order (1 Cor. 14:40). Women (let alone
men) flopping on the floor and hooting or making animal sounds is not decent. Holy laughter is not orderly.

It doesn't matter how unspiritual we are perceived to be by those who go whole-log after alleged supernatural
phenomena. We must stand firmly for the integrity of God's Word, even when they cast us out of the synagogues
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and put us to death, believing they are doing God a service.

The day is coming and is now here when we will have to count the true cost of following Jesus.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 4/95 Special Report by the same name from Media
Spotlight (Albert James Dager).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/96
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Hypnosis*
Christian or Occult?

-  In these days of supposed great stress and strain, hypnosis claims to offer relief for the masses. Hypnosis has
become the therapeutic tool health professionals are pulling out of the bag to battle smoking and weight problems;
manage anxiety, fears, and phobias; relieve pain; overcome depression; improve a person's sex life; cure maladies
such as asthma and hayfever; undergo chemotherapy without nausea; prompt injuries to heal more quickly; and
improve grades. Otherwise legitimate medical doctors use hypnosis as part of the healing process to reduce the side
effects from drugs, to help speed patient recovery, and reduce post-operative discomfort. Dentists are using
hypnotic techniques in conjunction with nitrous oxide to relax patients, minimize pain and bleeding, and control
patient gas reflex during procedures. 

The sad part of it all is that even some unsuspecting Christians are willing to "try it." A 1992 newspaper ad placed
by a "Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist" (there is even an "American Society for Clinical Hypnosis") made some
amazing statements that indicate just how unbiblical (i.e., New Age) the technique of hypnosis is:

"Hypnosis is the most effective method of changing the way you think, feel and act. When you align
your subconscious mind -- your inner voice -- with your conscious mind, you erase conflicting beliefs
that hold you back. You can then move forward, without sabotaging yourself. Clinical hypnotic
techniques guide you to a relaxed, peaceful state of mind. You remain in total control while learning
how to use the power of your full mind to create a strong desire to accomplish your goal. You can
change your life."

-  Hypnosis is nothing new. It has been used for thousands of years by witchdoctors, spirit mediums, shamans,
Hindus, Buddhists, and yogis. But the increasing popularity of hypnosis for healing in the secular world has
influenced many in the professing church to accept hypnosis as a means of treatment. Both non-Christian and
professing Christian medical doctors, dentists, psychiatrists, and psychologists are recommending and using
hypnosis. 

Although a hypnotist may encourage only a light or medium trance, he cannot prevent a hypnotized subject from
spontaneously plunging into the danger zone, which may include a sense of separation from the body, seeming
clairvoyance, hallucination, mystical states similar to those described by Eastern mystics, and even what hypnotism
researcher Ernest Hilgard describes as "demonic possession." We would argue that hypnosis is occultic at any
trance level, but at its deeper levels, hypnosis is unmistakably occult. 

-  There is some controversy as to whether or not a hypnotist can cause a person to do something against his will.
Many hypnotists say categorically that the will cannot be violated. However, the evidence is otherwise. Hypnosis
heightens a person's suggestibility to the point that the subject will believe almost anything the hypnotist tells him --
even to the point of hallucinating at the hypnotist's suggestion. During hypnosis, a person's critical abilities are
reduced in such a way as to create what has been called a "trance logic" that undiscerningly accepts what would
normally seem irrational, illogical, and incompatible. 

Because almost anything can be made to seem plausible to someone in the trance state, it is possible for a
hypnotized person to act against his will -- to do what he would not do outside of the hypnotic state. Hypnosis
bypasses the will by placing personal responsibility outside of objective, rational, critical choice. With normal
evaluating abilities submerged, suggestibility heightened, and rational restraint reduced, the will is seriously
hampered and is, at the very least, capable of being violated. 

-  One popular use of hypnosis has been that of searching the memory by "going back into childhood." Some
patients even describe experiencing what they believe to be their life in the womb and subsequent birth. (This is
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impossible, however, because of the neurological, scientific fact that the myelin sheathing is too underdeveloped in
the prenatal, natal, and early postnatal brain to store such memories.) Still others describe some sort of disembodied
state and then what they identify as past lives and former identities. How much of this is created by heightened
suggestibility, unrestrained imagination, trance hallucination, or demonic intervention cannot be determined.
Furthermore, the Bible clearly contradicts past lives and reincarnation -- "It is appointed unto man once to die"
(Heb. 9:27).

Hypnosis is not even reliable with recent recall. What is "remembered" under hypnosis has often been created,
reconstructed, or enhanced during the state of heightened suggestibility. Research indicates that after hypnosis, a
person is unable to distinguish between a true recollection and what he imagined or created under the heightened
suggestibility. Hypnosis is just as likely to bring forth false impressions as true accounts of past events. (Individuals
can and do lie under hypnosis!) Hypnosis is thus more likely to contaminate the memory than to help a person
remember what really happened.

Besides past life hypnotic therapy, some practitioners are doing future life hypnotic therapy. The hypnotized person
supposedly sees future events, solves murders, reveals the future fates of well-known personalities, etc. One
involved in this hypnotic time travel must ask himself, "Where is the line of demarcation between the demonic and
the divine, between the realm of Satan and Science? At what point does the door of darkness open and the devil
gain a foothold?"

-  In today's landscape of promises for self-fulfillment, self-mastery, personal well-being, and quick fixes for
problems of living, one could easily find oneself in an environment conducive to hypnosis. One such environment
would be the regression into childhood memories (see above). Another would be in Large Group Awareness
Training. The Forum (formerly est), Life Spring, and Momentus are the names of some of the more well-known
large-group training seminars that promise life-transforming results. Using many of the ideas and techniques of the
encounter movement, such group sessions attempt to alter participants' present way of thinking (mind set, world
view, personal faith, etc.) through intense personal and group experiences. Some have marathon meetings that last
numerous hours and take advantage of fatigue working together with much repetition, group pressure, and various
psychological techniques, some of which attack personal belief systems and cause mental confusion. The confusion
technique, which is also a hypnotic device, may be used to disorient the subject to make him more responsive to
cues. Michael Yapko says: "In the confusion technique, you give a person more information than they could
possibly keep up with, you get them to question everything, you make them feel uncertain as a way of building up
their motivation to attain certainty." While hypnosis may not be intended or admitted in such large group training
sessions, the possibility is very strong for participants to experience hypnotic suggestion, dissociation, and impaired
personal judgment. (Other activities and settings where hypnosis may occur also include: music, church services,
prayer and meditation, medical offices, and self-help tapes.)

-  Since some doctors and many psychologists use hypnosis, most believe that hypnosis is medical and, therefore,
scientific. The label "medical" before the word hypnosis makes hypnosis seem benevolent and safe. Even some
well-known professing Christians (e.g., the late Walter Martin of CRI, and Josh McDowell & John Stewart in their
book Understanding the Occult) allege that hypnosis can be helpful if practiced by medical doctors whose intent is
good rather than evil. However, Donald Hebb says in "Psychology Today/The State of the Science" that "hypnosis
has persistently lacked satisfactory explanation." At the present time, there is no agreed-upon scientific explanation
of exactly what hypnosis is. Psychiatry professor Thomas Szasz describes hypnosis as the therapy of "a fake
science." We cannot call hypnosis a science, but we can say that it has been an integral part of the occult for
thousands of years. (Although hypnosis has been investigated by scientific means, and there are some measurable
criteria concerning the trance itself, hypnosis is not a science.) 

No one knows exactly how hypnosis "works," other than the obvious "placebo effect" -- the successful use of "false
feedback" in the same manner that feedback is used in the occult techniques common to acupuncture, biofeedback,
and psychotherapy. But compounding the word hypnosis with the word therapy does not lift the practice from the
occult to the scientific. The white coat may be a more respectable garb than feathers and face paint, but the basics
are the same. Hypnosis is hypnosis, whether it is called medical hypnosis, hypnotherapy, autosuggestion, or
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anything else. Hypnosis in the hands of a medical doctor is as scientific as a dowsing rod in the hands of a civil
engineer.

Trances brought about through medical doctors are not significantly different from occultic hypnosis. In their text
on hypnosis, which is used in medical schools, two well-known researchers state categorically: "The reader should
not be confused by the supposed differences between hypnosis, Zen, Yoga, and other Eastern healing
methodologies. Although the rituals for each differs, they are fundamentally the same." E. Fuller Torrey, a research
psychiatrist, aligns hypnotic techniques with witchcraft. He also says, "Hypnosis is one aspect of the yoga
techniques of therapeutic meditation." Medical doctor William Kroger states, "The fundamental principles of Yoga
are, in many respects, similar to those of hypnosis." To protect the scientific label for hypnosis he declares, "Yoga
is not considered a religion, but rather a 'science' to achieve mastery of the mind and cure physical and emotional
sickness." Then he makes a strange confession, "There are many systems to Yoga, but the central aim -- union with
God -- is common to all of them and is the method by which it achieves cure." Obviously then, just because
hypnosis is used by medical doctors does not mean that it is free of its occult nature. More and more medical
practitioners are being influenced by ancient, occult medical practices. The holistic healing movement has
successfully wed Western medicine to Eastern mysticism.

We then raise the following questions about the use of hypnosis by a medical doctor: How can one tell the long-
range spiritual effect of even a well-meaning medical doctor's use of hypnosis on a Christian patient? Would an
M.D. with an anti-Christian or occult bias in any way affect a Christian through trance treatment? How about the
use of a medical hypnotherapist who belongs to the Satanist church? What about an M.D. hypnotherapist who uses
past or future lives therapy as a means of mental-emotional or physical relief? These and other questions need to be
answered before subjecting oneself to such treatment, even, and especially,  in the hands of a medical doctor or
psychologist. 

-  Those who might feel a bit nervous about being hypnotized by another often tend to feel safe with self-hypnosis.
(Although those in a self-induced hypnotic trance may gain a certain amount of control and exercise some degree
of choice, they, nevertheless, do not retain their normal means of evaluation of reality and rational restraint.)
Teachers of self-hypnosis will generally try to assure people that hypnosis is simply focused attention, increased
concentration, relaxation, visualization, and imagination. Yet such activities are precisely the useful means of going
into the trance. Furthermore, they continue on at a different level during the trance. By imagining one is leaving his
body, one may move into the trance with the kind of hallucination and trance logic of really seeming to be out of
the body.

A medical doctor, teaching a class in self-hypnosis, instructed his students to go into a hypnotic trance, leave their
bodies, and then go back in to explore various parts of the body. All of this was for the purpose of self-diagnosis
and self-healing. Occultist Edgar Cayce also used self-hypnosis to diagnose disease and prescribe treatment.
Therefore, self-hypnosis can be as occult and demonic an activity as a trance directed by a hypnotist.

-  One researcher makes some interesting observations concerning why he would classify hypnosis as part of the
occult (Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, pp. 119-120):

"One reason for calling hypnotherapy a religious ritual is the fact that it produces mysterious effects
that leave any investigator who approaches it as science thoroughly puzzled: (1) under hypnosis
administered by psychiatrists, persons who have never had any contact with UFOs can be stimulated to
'remember' UFO abductions that conform in detail to those described by supposed genuine abductees;
(2) hypnosis also leads to spontaneous 'memories' of past and future lives, about one-fifth involving
existence on other planets; (3) hypnotic trance also duplicates the experiences common under the
stimulation of psychedelic drugs, TM, and other forms of Yoga and Eastern meditation; (4) hypnosis
also creates spontaneous psychic powers, clairvoyance, out-of-body experiences, and the whole range
of occult phenomena; and (5) the experience of so-called clinical death is also produced under
hypnosis.
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"Two conclusions that most investigators find very distasteful seem nevertheless to be inescapable: (1)
there is a common source behind all occult phenomena, including UFOs, that seems to be intelligently
and deliberately orchestrating a clever deception for its own purposes; and (2) hypnosis, or the power
of suggestion, is at the very heart of this scheme"

The connection between hypnosis and Eastern mysticism is clear. At varying depths of the hypnotic trance, patients
describe experiences that are identical to the cosmic consciousness and self-realization induced by yogic trance.
They experience first of all a deep peace, then detachment from the body, then release from identity with one's own
small self to merge with the universe, and the feeling that they are everything and have no limitation upon what
they can experience or become: i.e., God-consciousness "in which time, space, and ego are supposedly transcended,
leaving pure awareness of the primal nothingness from which all manifested creation comes."

-  Hypnosis began as part of the occult and false religion. The Bible speaks out strongly against all practices of
false religion and the occult. God desires His people to turn to Him in need, not to those who practice sorcery,
divination, or enchantment. He warns His people about following after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers,
and those who have a familiar spirit (Deut. 18:9-14). Hypnosis, as it is practiced today, may very well be the same
as what is identified as "enchantment" in the Bible (Lev. 19:26 KJV).

In hypnotism, faith is shifted from God and His Word to the hypnotist and his technique. God speaks to people
through the conscious, rational mind. He commands individuals as creatures who make conscious, volitional
choices. He sent His Holy Spirit to indwell Christians to enable them to trust and obey Him through love and
conscious choice. Hypnosis, on the other hand, operates on the basis of imagination, illusion, hallucination, and
deception. Jesus warned His followers about deception. After a person has opened his mind to deception through
hypnosis, he may become even more vulnerable to other forms of spiritual deception.

Hypnosis can generate Satan's counterfeits of true religious exercise. If hypnosis generates any form of faith and
worship not directed toward the God of the Bible, any person who subjects himself to hypnotism may be playing
the harlot in the spiritual realm. (See Lev. 19:26,31; 20:6,27; Deut. 18:9-14; 2 Ki 21:6; 2 Chron. 33:6; Isa. 47:9-13;
Jer. 27:9.)

-  Hypnotism is demonic at its worst and potentially dangerous at its best. At its worst, it opens an individual to
psychic experiences and satanic possession. When mediums go into hypnotic trances and contact the "dead," when
clairvoyants reveal information which they could not possibly know, when fortunetellers through self-hypnosis
reveal the future, Satan is most certainly at work.

Are people in the church being enticed to enter the twilight zone of the occult because hypnosis is now called
"science" and "medicine"? Let those who call the occult "science" tell us what the difference is between medical
and occultic hypnosis. And let those Christians who call it "scientific" explain why they also recommend that it be
performed only by a Christian. If hypnosis is science indeed, why the added requirement of Christianity for the
practitioner? There is a scarcity of adequate long-term studies of those who have been hypnotized. And there have
been none which have examined the effect on the individual's resulting faith or interest in the occult.

Before hypnotism becomes the new panacea from the pulpit, followed by a plethora of books on the subject, its
claims, methods, and long-term results should be considered. Arthur Shapiro has said, "One man's religion is
another man's superstition and one man's magic is another man's science." Hypnosis has become "scientific" and
"medical" for some Christians with little proof of its validity, longevity of its results, or understanding of its nature.
Because hypnosis has always been an integral part of the occult, because it is not a science, because of its known
harmful effects, and because of its potential for spiritual deception, the wise Christian will completely avoid it, even
for "medical" purposes. It is obvious that hypnosis is lethal if used for evil purposes. However, we contend that
hypnosis is potentially lethal for whatever purpose it is used. The moment one surrenders himself to the doorway of
the occult, even in the halls of "science" and "medicine," he is vulnerable to the powers of darkness.
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* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report was originally adapted from Hypnosis and the Christian,
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, Bethany House Publishers, 1984, 61 pages. The book was revised and reissued in 2001 as
Hypnosis: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic?, and some of this report was also drawn from this source.
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Inst. for Creation Research (ICR)
Ecumenism Under the Umbrella of Creation Science

-  The Institute for Creation Research (ICR), located in Santee, California, was founded in 1970 (in conjunction
with the Christian Heritage College [CHC] in San Diego, and as a division of CHC until 1981, at which time it
became autonomous), and reorganized with its present name in 1972, by theologian and creation scientist Dr. Henry
M. Morris. In 10/95, the then 77 year-old Dr. Morris announced his retirement from the ICR presidency, effective
1/1/96. He continues on a half-time basis with ICR, with the title of Founder and President Emeritus, doing
occasional speaking and writing. Dr. John D. Morris, Henry Morris's eldest son, was appointed as his successor.
John Morris previously served as ICR's V.P. for Outreach as well as Professor of Geology in the ICR Graduate
School. He has been with ICR intermittently since 1972 and full-time since 1984. (See note on John D. Morris's
testimony at the end of the report.)

ICR is mainly known for:

the founding of Christian Heritage College (San Diego);
 the ICR Graduate School (1981: current faculty of nine Ph.D. scientists);
the Museum of Creation and Earth History (founded in 1992 in San Diego, now receiving more than 20,000
visitors annually);
creation-evolution debates (more than 350 held, usually on college and university campuses, with attendances
ranging up to 5,000 each);
educational field tours;
ICR creation science seminars, week-long summer institutes, workshops, and student assemblies; 
ICR web site (over a million "hits" monthly); and
the publication of the quarterly devotional, Days of Praise (300,000 circulation), and the monthly creation
science newsletter, Acts & Facts (119,000 circulation).

 ICR also produces three radio features (carried on 1,668 different stations) -- the one-minute weekday commentary,
Back to Genesis, in English and Spanish; the 15-minute weekly creation "news magazine," Science, Scripture, &
Salvation (circa 1972); and the hour-long Jonathan Park Adventure specials. In addition, ICR's writers have
published more than 125 books and booklets in at least 25 languages, produced more than 60 creationist videos, and
its scientists have spoken in at least 40 foreign countries. In all, ICR speakers ministered to about 92,000 people in
2003. The total includes seminar and church meetings, Good Science workshops, youth camps, and debates, as well
as international meetings in the United Kingdom, the Ukraine, and Caribbean Islands. ICR has a combined
scientific and support staff of more than 100 full-time employees.  

-  ICR for years had maintained a unique combination of scholarly creation science credentials along with solid
Biblical positions on the issues of the day. Over time, however, ICR has become more and more ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, and psychological. With the seemingly psychological mindset of its new president (see below), we
have little hope for ICR's return to its Biblical, evangelical beginnings.

-  We used to be able to recommend ICR because of its strong stand against the pop psychology terminology and
practice that has seemingly taken over the professing evangelical church. However, ICR now seems to be
succumbing to these same psychological teachings. Dr. John D. Morris (the president of ICR as of 1/1/96) wrote an
Impact article (No. 248) for ICR's 2/94, Acts & Facts -- "Would China Benefit From Christianity?" The article
details the content of 13 proposed lectures to be given at a hoped-for Chinese conference presenting the Christian
worldview and its application to Chinese society. Lectures 7, 11, and 12 introduce the pop psychological concept of
man having "great personal worth/self-worth" because of his being created in the image of God. Lecture 10 uses the
secular, victimization term "alcoholism" in place of the Biblical term "drunkenness," and uses the terminology of
the recovery movement when referring to "dysfunctional families" as one of the offshoots of societal decay. This is
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clearly not a "Christian worldview," but "Christian" psychology's worldview.

Also of note is ICR's 8/12/93 Days of Praise devotional titled, "Love or Lust" (also written by John D. Morris),
wherein Proverbs 5 is "exegeted" through the eyes of secular and "Christian" psychology. Morris gives
psychologists credit as human behavior experts when he writes:

"Psychologists have long recognized that many prostitutes ply their trade out of a hatred for men,
purposefully and conscientiously destroying their companions (v.5)."

He also says that low self-esteem will be the result of yielding to the temptation of a prostitute (vs.12,13)! [Sounds
like the teaching of Josh McDowell. Since Dr. John D. Morris apparently has neither background nor training in
psychology, one might wonder where he has been getting his psychologically-oriented ideas. The answer probably
lies in the fact that Morris's wife has an M.A. in Counseling from the University of Oklahoma.]

-  In 1991, in response to reader requests for the names of schools that teach literal creationism, ICR began to
compile a list. A brief list was published in the 9/91 Acts & Facts, which then provoked responses from non-
included schools asking how they could get on the list. The criterion developed subsequently by ICR was a rather
loose one -- the "... sole criterion for inclusion in the list is for the administration and faculty ..." of each school to
profess to be literal creationists in their teaching (3/92, "Impact No. 225 -- Creationist Schools"). No other doctrinal
positions were deemed important enough for consideration!

Approximately 145 schools in 35 states affirmed ICR's definition of "creationist," and were, therefore, included on
the list. This final list was loaded with neo-evangelical, psychologically-oriented, and/or charismatic colleges and
seminaries. Of the 145 schools, there were nine Lutheran schools (baptismal regeneration); six charismatic schools
(why, in a tongues-vulnerable church?), and at least 14 neo-evangelical/heavily psychologized schools. Included
among the latter category were such names as Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Theological Seminary, Grace College
of the Bible (Omaha), Grace College & Seminary (Indiana), Grand Rapids Baptist College & Seminary (since
changed its name to Grand Rapids Seminary and Cornerstone College) (GARBC), Cedarville College (GARBC),
Tennessee Temple (now GARBC also), and Liberty University (Jerry Falwell).

Our contention is that for the majority of the 145 schools on the list, literal creationism is about the only thing
Biblical they do teach. And what could be better for a school that teaches aberrant doctrine (even assuming that
they do actually teach literal creationism: see bracketed comments below) than to be on ICR's "approved list"? It
merely lends credibility to their overall programs when a prestigious institution like ICR recognizes them. So it
shouldn't have been a great surprise that such schools were seemingly falling all over themselves to get on ICR's
list. Apparently oblivious to what was going on, ICR willingly played the role of "useful idiot" (a term coined by
Lenin when referring to non-Communists doing the work of Communists). (One can understand a parent's concern
in looking for a school that holds to literal creationism. But shouldn't ICR have at least warned them that their
children could be getting the very same evolutionary-based teachings in other areas of the school's curriculum,
disguised as "Christian counseling" courses, child development courses for prospective school teachers, and/or other
general courses in a school's behavioral "sciences" department?)

[Consider the following statement by Henry Morris (8/94, Acts & Facts, Back to Genesis No. 68, "Naive
Literalism"): "When I began to study the Bible seriously after getting out of college, I soon found that it was
impossible to harmonize the Bible with evolution, and so became a 'progressive creationist,' trying to correlate the
ages of geology with the days of creation in Genesis. This was the position advocated in most of the evangelical
colleges and seminaries at the time (and still is for that matter)." (Emphasis added.) Then how can ICR attempt to
make up a list of schools that teach literal creationism when they readily admit that currently most actually teach
progressive creationism?!]

[2003 Update to Approved School List: In an 11/2003 Impact article ("Impact #365 -- Creationist Colleges"),
ICR did another survey to provide readers with an updated list of "creationist colleges." ICR surveyed 649
"Protestant Christian colleges" in the U.S. (Only 224 schools responded to the survey.) This is what ICR proudly
reports (emphasis ours):
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"We are glad to report that at least 188 of these colleges now have tenets and/or faculty that support
literal Biblical creationism ... either exclusively or almost so. ... Quite frankly, some of the responses
surprised us, for we are aware that some of the responding schools employ vocal faculty members with
negative attitudes toward creation thinking. We are thankful that so many administrators identify their
schools as creationist."

First, ICR appears to be saying that some of the "approved" schools have faculty members that are anti-creation,
while the administrators at those schools say (via their "tenets") that they are pro-creation. Should not this raise a
red flag with ICR? -- Why would ICR "approve" a school with a sound creationist statement of faith, while at the
same time it employs faculty members whom ICR knows are anti-creation? Secondly, what would be an "almost"
Biblical position on creationism, and why would any creationist position less than 100% Biblical be acceptable to
ICR?

Looking over the updated approved list of 188 schools, the list continues to include a hodge-podge of Lutheran,
charismatic, ecumenical, and psychologized schools. Even two Seventh-day Adventist schools are included this
time around! And as with the 1991 listing, ICR invites schools "inadvertently omitted from the lists" to let them
know so that ICR might "make corrections in future printings." ICR continues to play the role of useful idiot.]

-  ICR routinely holds its "Back To Genesis," "Genesis Presentations," "Case for Creation," and "Good Science
Workshop" seminars (as well as various student assemblies and workshops, in total reaching over 100,000
individuals in 2000) at neo-evangelical and charismatic churches, schools, and institutions (e.g., Assemblies of
God, Church of God, Foursquare, Pentecostal, Lutheran, United Methodist, Evangelical Free, Southern Baptist,
Missionary Alliance, Nazarene, and Church of Christ churches, as well as Cedarville College, Cornerstone College,
Liberty University, Young Life, Christian Research Institute, and Christian Heritage College). In fact, ICR brags
about its inclusiveness with error:

"[ICR's meetings] are designed to minister to an entire community, with many churches involved, for
all churches, regardless of denominational distinctives, should incorporate creation in their foundation"
(6/96, Acts & Facts, "'Back To Genesis': Ministering to 30,000 People in Four Weeks," p. 1).
(Emphasis added.) [As if a church's "foundation" of creationism will be viewed favorably by God,
regardless of its doctrinal heresies.]

It appears that there is no heretical institution or church that is off-limits to ICR. For example, on at least three
different occasions, ICR has held meetings at Vineyard Fellowship churches!; from 5/17/91-5/18/91: an
"Understanding Genesis" seminar at a Vineyard Church in San Diego (7/91, Acts & Facts); from 10/28/94-
10/29/94: an "Other Engagement" at a Vineyard in Uncasville, Connecticut (10/94, Acts & Facts); and from
3/23/98-3/25/98: a "Back To Genesis" at a Vineyard in Eureka, California (12/97, Acts & Facts). (The Vineyard
Movement was founded by "signs and wonders," hyper-charismatic John Wimber; the meetings were arranged by
an ICR board member.) Not even Roman Catholic institutions are out-of-bounds for ICR; Dr. Duane Gish (ICR
V.P.) was the keynote speaker during the third quadrennial International Conference on Creationism held at
Duquesne University from 7/18/94-7/23/94. In all, some 22 papers were presented by resident and/or adjunct
members of ICR's science faculty! (3/94 & 9/94, Acts & Facts). [In 1999, Gish gave four lectures at the Catholic
University of Goias (6/99, Acts & Facts).] Nor are cult groups off-limits; in October of 1997, ICR held a meeting at
a Seventh-Day Adventist church (10/97, Acts & Facts), and a “Case for Creation” seminar at another SDA church
in March of 1999 (11/98, Acts & Facts). 

ICR's staff members also appear on charismatic and neo-evangelical/psychologically-oriented television and radio
programs. Dr. Gish (again), while in the Norfolk, Virginia area in the summer of 1992, was the chapel speaker at
Pat Robertson's CBN University (now Regent), and also recorded a television interview for Robertson's 700 Club
program (2/92, Acts & Facts). Gish has also been interviewed by James Dobson on Dobson's Focus on the Family
radio program. The point of all this is that when "evangelicals" ignore the doctrine of Biblical separation (Rom.
16:17; 2 Jn. 9-11; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; etc.), as ICR flagrantly does, they mislead those who indiscriminately marvel
at their otherwise good works.
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-  ICR now seems to be making a special effort to let its supporters know of its affections for neo-
evangelical/psychologized Moody Bible Institute, as well as for Bill Gothard and his ATIA home school
curriculum. In the 11/94 Acts & Facts, an article appears telling of Dr. John D. Morris's lecturing in four scheduled
Moody classes on 9/21/94, while his brother, Dr. Henry Morris III, lectured to nearly the entire student body in
Moody's 9/22/94 chapel. Compromising Moody Bible Institute is described as an institution that "... has long been
respected for its uncompromising stand on Biblical inerrancy and authority." (Emphasis added.) By what
"authority" does Moody promote the teachings of clinical psychologist Larry Crabb, the demon-
deliverance/spiritual warfare teachings of Theology Department head Dr. C. Fred Dickason, and the host of
psychobabblers featured each day over the Moody Bible Network? Certainly not Biblical authority!

While in Chicago, John Morris and his 14-year-old daughter also made two visits to Bill Gothard's ATIA
headquarters (Advanced Training Institute of America), the source of the home schooling curriculum used in the
Morris's home: "They felt great kinship in spirit and respect for God's Word with this organization headed by Mr.
Bill Gothard." Can Dr. Morris be totally ignorant of Gothard's psychologized, demon-deliverance, charismatic,
ecumenical, and reconstructionist/dominion heresies?

-  Perhaps the most grievous of ICR's recommendations/endorsements occurred in its 7/92 Acts &Facts publication.
It referred "interested" readers to an overseas Roman Catholic creation group! In an article titled, "Catholic
Creation Group Formed In England," ICR said, "Daylight: Creation Science for Catholics is the name of a new
organization and periodical recently established in England to oppose evolutionism in Roman Catholic institutions."
ICR then gave an address to write to. One can only wonder, would ICR be as accommodating toward a Mormon
creationist group, or a Buddhist, or a Hindu, or a Muslim, or any other cult/false religion group with a so-called
creationist agenda? (We say "so-called creationist" because Roman Catholicism teaches a progressive
creationism/theistic evolutionism, a teaching which ICR claims to be against.)

-  Dr. Duane Gish is ICR's chief debater in ICR-sponsored creation-evolution debates. Dr. Richard Bliss was ICR's
Director of Curriculum prior to his death. Dr. John D. Morris is ICR's president. All three of these men profess a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist theology as evidenced by the fact that all have signed two strategic Coalition on
Revival (COR) documents -- A Manifesto for the Christian Church and Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a
Christian World View (Summer 1995, Crosswinds: The Reformation Digest, pp. 60-62). (Gish and Bliss are/were
also  Steering Committee member of COR.) COR is a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. As an indication of what people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a
brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like
a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That these three men would sign these two documents is disconcerting to say the least. (For details of COR's
unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents,
make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  ICR is a supporter/co-founder of the psychologized Christian Heritage College (CHC) in San Diego. CHC was
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co-founded in 1970 by Henry Morris and psychologizer/four-temperaments guru Dr. Tim LaHaye. LaHaye served
as CHC's president for many years (and was headed-up until early-1999 by psychologizer David Jeremiah). Dr.
Vance Yoder, former Dean of psychologized Grace College (Winona Lake, Indiana), is CHC's current president.
ICR boasts of the excellent creation science curriculum at CHC, but what about the LaHaye/Jeremiah/Yoder
psychologically-oriented "behavioral sciences" curriculum?

-  ICR held its August, 1995 Summer Institute on Scientific Creationism at David Noebel's Summit Ministries in
Manitou Springs, Colorado. (Summer Institutes are designed to offer more advanced material on the creation-
evolution controversy than can be obtained in other ICR programs. As of 1/96, ICR had conducted over 90 such
week-long meetings, each consisting of approximately 30 hours of lectures.) This was the 13th time in 24 years that
ICR held its Summer Institute at Summit. Noebel is a psychologizer and a neo-evangelical, and his ministry is
Reconstructionist-/political activism-oriented, aimed at instilling a so-called Christian worldview in college-bound
young people. At mid-week, ICR took a side-trip to visit pop psychologist James Dobson's Focus on the Family
headquarters in nearby Colorado Springs (10/95, Acts & Facts). [Three Summer Institutes were held in 1996: the
first in July at psychologically-oriented, GARBC-approved Cedarville College; the second at CHC in August
(where an Institute has been held every year since 1972); and the third again at Summit in August.]

-  It seems ICR is willing to endorse any organization as long as that organization will endorse scientific
creationism. In 6/95, the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC) Annual Conference proposed
a strong resolution supporting scientific and Biblical creation. The 10/95 Acts &Facts reprinted the entire GARBC'
resolution, and then said, "The G.A.R.B.'s have long been known for their unwavering commitment to the inerrancy
and authority of Scripture ..." Really? Then why does Cornerstone College (formerly Grand Rapids Baptist Bible
College), a GARBC-supported/-affiliated school, employ professors who deny a literal heaven and a literal fire in
hell? (See BDM GARBC report.)

Not content to let a sleeping dog lie, ICR's 11/96 Acts & Facts has another glowing endorsement of the GARBC --
ICR sites another "strong resolution supporting literal creationism and the global flood" agreed to at the GARBC's
1996 Annual Conference. ICR commends the GARBC for maintaining "a strong Biblical stand ever since its
formation in 1932," and then recommends all seven of GARBC-supported/-affiliated schools of higher education!
Special recognition is given to Cedarville College in Ohio ("outstanding liberal arts college") and GARBC's two
seminaries. The fact of the matter is that GARBC has been spiritually deteriorating since its formation, but
especially since the early-1980s. Moreover, all seven of its affiliated schools are thoroughly neo-evangelical and
highly psychologized; perhaps the worst on both of these counts is ICR's favorite, Cedarville College!

-  In an Impact article in the 12/95 Acts & Facts ("Impact #270 -- An Educational Step in the Right Direction"),
Steve Deckard, Assistant Professor of Science Education at ICR's Graduate School, refers favorably to
psychologizer Josh McDowell's 1994 book Right From Wrong, giving the impression that Deckard believes that
McDowell is an authoritative/scientific source on childhood behavior. The truth is that McDowell is a self-love
advocate who believes that almost all society's problems result not from sin, but from low self-esteem. What Josh
McDowell refuses to face in Right From Wrong is a very unpleasant truth -- his kind of preachy, feel-good-about-
yourself moralizing is not working, has not worked, and never will work because it is not the Gospel. The fact that
Deckard/ICR think McDowell is an authoritative source on child behavior is another indication of ICR's severe lack
of discernment as it relates to psychologically-oriented subjects and teachers. [Perhaps this is what ICR thinks is
the gospel message -- from the "Origins Issues" section of the 3/99 Acts & Facts: "All people need to be told of the
value they have in God's eyes and that He has a plan and purpose for their life. Such is the wonderful message of
the Gospel ..."]

-  ICR's fellowship with psychologizers, neo-evangelicals, and so-called Christian activists continues. In 9/96, ICR
announced the release of a cassette titled "Truth and Creation." The cassette purports to discuss "the relevance of
creation and shows how the evolutionary worldview lays the foundation for man's rebellion against God. ... presents
a new perspective on the age-old battle of evolution versus creation." This would no doubt be a cassette featuring
creation-science experts, right? Wrong! Besides ICR president John Morris, the cassette features self-love advocate
Josh McDowell; psychologizer, neo-evangelical pastor of Moody Church, Erwin Lutzer; and "Christian" social
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activist and Director of the Family Research Council, Gary Bauer (9/96, Acts & Facts, p. 4).

-  ICR's long-time association with psychologizer and four-temperaments guru Tim LaHaye and family continues.
(Tim LaHaye heads up Family Life Seminars, Inc., a psychologically-oriented family "ministry" out of Arlington,
Texas, has written numerous books espousing four-temperaments/personality typing theory, and is most recently
famous for his co-authorship of the Left Behind series novels.) An article in the 5/93 Acts & Facts details this
continued association with, and support of, Dr. LaHaye. (LaHaye conducted a one-day retreat for ICR's staff
members on 3/24/93.) LaHaye was also the main speaker for ICR's 25th anniversary celebration held 10/95 in
Washington, D.C. -- his presence was billed as "a special treat" (8/95, Acts & Facts). And when ICR completed its
new research building, the 10/29/00 combined dedication ceremony and 35th Anniversary celebration featured Tim
LaHaye as speaker (9/00, "Dear Friends" letter). In addition, an article in the 2/94 Acts & Facts tells of ICR's hiring
of Richard LaHaye (Tim's brother) as director of ICR's Extension Services. (Richard LaHaye has a psychologically-
oriented degree in counseling, spent a year as Director of Operations for the highly ecumenical and heretical
Salvation Army [San Diego office], and has worked with brother Tim at Family Life Seminars.)

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Henry Morris, Morris defends Tim LaHaye and his four temperaments theory,
not on the basis that the temperaments are taught in Scripture (because they are not), but because it is "a useful
methodology in organizing and dealing with the personality and behavior problems that different people have. ... it
has been helpful to many people." But so has astrology been helpful to many people, from which the four
temperaments is derived! In other words, "If it works, let's use it! Who cares if it has more in common with
astrology than with Biblical truth." Morris even says that ICR's Biology Department is considering a research
project to see whether there is a correlation between the four temperaments and genetics! (For more on the four
temperaments, see BDM's 4-page report and/or a book by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, Four Temperaments,
Astrology &Personality Testing, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages [pp. 49-66 specifically
cover Tim LaHaye's teachings].)

Also in the 5/20/93 letter, Dr. Morris said that Dr. LaHaye should be respected for his books, his preaching, "and
even his political activities." He then goes on to defend Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority and pooh-poohs the doctrine
of Biblical separation.

-  In the 1/01 Acts & Facts, Henry Morris writes of his speaking to over 2,000 people in October of 2000 at Chuck
Smith's Calvary Chapel Bible College in Murietta Hot Springs, California: "The Calvary Chapel Bible College,
with some 500 students, serves a network of over 3,000 Calvary Chapel churches, all stemming from the first
Calvary Chapel (Costa Mesa, California) founded by Pastor Chuck Smith back in the 1960s around the so-called
'Jesus People' movement of that period. Pastor Chuck Smith presided at the Conference sessions, giving a gracious
testimony to the influence of Dr. Morris' books and the ICR ministry in general on his own life and ministry. We
are grateful that the whole Calvary Chapel movement is vitally committed to creationism and Biblical inerrancy in
general." 

The July-August 2001 Foundation magazine further reveals: "It is disheartening to report that Henry Morris,
founder of the Institute for Creation Research, and Dave Hunt, editor of the Berean Call, joined with Calvary
Chapel founder Chuck Smith recently for a 'Wisdom of the Ages' Bible conference. ... this sad compromise lends
credence to the Charismatic theology and ecumenical endeavors of the Calvary Chapel movement." Foundation
said compromise occurred when these men joined in ministerial effort with Smith, "who espouses speaking in
tongues and other revelatory gifts and feels comfortable in the Charismatic and New Evangelical camp." (Source:
9/15/01, Calvary Contender.) Also, John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard movement, came out of the Calvary
Chapel movement. By speaking in these Calvary Chapel forums, Morris is putting his imprimatur upon their errors,
because those who observe his actions assume he stands where they stand.

The 4/02  Acts & Facts reports that Chuck Smith, Tim LaHaye, and ICR's Duane Gish and Henry Morris were
getting together for another ICR-sponsored wing-ding -- "... teaming up for one of the most momentous events
since the modern creation movement began over 30 years ago. Passing the Torch of Creation is scheduled for
Saturday, May 18, 2002, at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa ... Dr. Tim LaHaye will be discussing the dangers of
Biblical compromise [and] the necessity of standing firm on God's Word ..." Tim LaHaye discussing the dangers of
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Biblical compromise!? This would be laughable were it not so sad. The event drew a crowd of about 2,800,
drawing supporters from about 250 cities and from 20 states and Canada (8/02, Acts & Facts). ICR is now selling
videos and CDs of the conference.

-  Dr. Henry Morris authored The Defender's Study Bible (KJV), "a reference Bible that approaches Scripture from a
literal, creationist viewpoint." This Study Bible represents notes accumulated by Dr. Morris over a 50-year period.
ICR's promotion of The Defender's Study Bible looks good until one examines its endorsers -- all neo-evangelicals
and psychologizers -- John MacArthur, Tim LaHaye, Woodrow Kroll (Back to the Bible), and David Jeremiah. A
dedicatory service for the new Bible was conducted by Tim LaHaye at ICR's 25th anniversary celebration in
Washington, D.C. in October of 1995.

-  ICR also advocates the "Gospel in the Stars" heresy. (See Dr. Henry Morris's 6/24/93 Days of Praise devotional
article -- "Creation and the Constellations"; and Morris's book -- Many Infallible Proofs [pp. 334-343].) The
"Gospel in the Stars" was first popular in the late-1800s. The theory was conceived under the tenuous assumption
that the signs of the Zodiac were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel," that this "Gospel in the
Stars" was known to those living before the Flood, that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology,
and that the alleged recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a great "witness" to God and His Word.

Actually, the "Gospel in the Stars" is nothing more than a "Christian" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in
much the same class as so-called "Biblical" pyramidology and numerology. It is the same logic men use to
"Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or practice, whether it be psychology, Eastern
"medicine," "voodoo music," magic, the martial arts, etc. [The logic goes something like this: "It was originated by
God (which requires a few verses out of context to "prove" it), Satan stole it and/or counterfeited it (under the false
assumption that "Satan can't create, he just steals from God"), we need to reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then
we can use it 'to glorify God.'" In truth, such teaching encourages a deadly mixture of humanism and Christianity in
that it is much like presenting the gospel from Star Wars or other occultic stories.]

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Morris, he defends the "Gospel in the Stars" with the same distorted logic
detailed above. Morris admits the Bible knows nothing of the concept, but it is "reasonable" anyway. He even
makes the absurd statement that the "Gospel in the Stars" is "at least consistent with the doctrine of special creation
and the character of God and is certainly not contradicted by any Scripture."

-  Want to "earn" that "good and faithful servant" accommodation from the Lord (Matt. 25:21)? ICR has the answer
-- put ICR in your last will and testament! ICR's Acts and Facts has a page devoted to Stewardship and Trust
Services. A recent issue had the following statement:

"Are you convinced that this is something you should look into? Do you need help getting started? If
so, give me a call or send me your phone number, and I will call you. Please know that this offer of
service is not a scheme to be included in your estate plans. If the Lord should move you in that
direction, we would be grateful, but that is between you and Him. Our desire is to help you earn the
'well done thou good and faithful servant ...' for which you yearn. In so doing, we will receive our own
'well done' in eternity, and God's promised provision for today. I look forward to your call."

As one subscriber wrote BDM: "Can you believe this? -- they are going to help me EARN a 'well done. ...'"

Note: For John D. Morris's testimony, see the 3/96 Acts & Facts, Back To Genesis No. 87, "For Such a Time as
This -- ICR and the Future -- Passing the Mantle." Morris claims that during his college days in the late-1960s, he
experienced "several years of rebellion and rejection" of God, was "primarily interested in worldly pleasures," and
was not reading the Bible because it didn't make "real sense" to him. Nevertheless, because he had "accepted Christ
... at an early age," Morris claims to have "never doubted" that he was saved during this entire period! This is
classic Arminianism -- an easy-believism/non-repentance gospel. [Spurgeon well described the kind of "salvation"
to which Dr. John D. Morris professes: "Do not imagine that the Gospel is magnified or God glorified by going to
worldlings and telling them that they may be saved at this moment simply by 'accepting Christ' as their Saviour,
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while they're wedded to their idols and their hearts are still in love with sin. If I do so, I tell them a lie, I pervert the
Gospel, I insult Christ, and turn the grace of God into lasciviousness." -- C.H. Spurgeon]  [Return to Text.]
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Journaling*
Biblical or Occultic?

-  "Journal-keeping" is becoming popular among Christians as a new genre of books emphasizes the "inner life"
and presents various methodologies for "hearing from God." This is not to say that meditating on the Word of God
and seeking closer communication with Him and deeper insights into His will ought not to be an important part of
every Christian's life, and even writing down for future reference insights or guidance that one believes to be
derived from this would be very helpful. However, this same technique is used by occultists to make contact with
the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the "ancient
wisdom" allegedly contained in the "collective unconscious."

-  Ira Progoff is one of the foremost leaders in this particular application of Carl Jung's depth psychology, known as
Process Meditation. Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures (including
the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are
necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."

-  "Christian" books on journaling, however, seldom warn of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for
communication with God, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's Word.
Whether through a "proper" use of journaling or journal-keeping, or other forms of meditation, one's focus must
always be upon the Scriptures and must never deviate from that Guide.

-  Two well-known authors/teachers that incorporate journaling in their books/models are Gordon MacDonald
(Ordering Your Private World), and Dick Eastman (The Hour That Changes The World):

(a) MacDonald -- While his description of journaling in Ordering Your Private World is strikingly
similar to that taught by Progoff, MacDonald fails to warn his readers of the dangers of mistaking one's
imagination for communication with God, one's tendency toward mistaking false mysticism for
spiritual enlightenment, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's
Word: (All emphases added.)

(1) "When I studied some of the mystic and contemplative Christians, I found that one
practical way to learn to listen to God speak in the garden of my private world was to keep
a journal. With a pencil in hand ready to write, I found that there was an expectancy, a
readiness to hear anything God might wish to whisper through my reading and reflection"
(p. 130).

(2) "I found myself sharing in the journal more and more of the thoughts that flooded my
inner spirit" (p 131).

(3) "I began to realize that the journal was helping me come to grips with an enormous part
of my inner person that I had never been fully honest about ... I became aware ... that God's
Holy Spirit was directing many of the thoughts and insights as I wrote. On paper, the Lord
and I were carrying on a personal communion ... this began to happen only when the
journal was employed" (p 131).

(4) "twenty years of journal keeping [as of 1984] ... Hardly a morning passes that I do not
open the journal and record the things I hear God saying through my reading, meditation,
and daily experience. When the journal opens, so does the ear of my heart. If God is going
to speak, I am ready to listen" (p 132).

(5) "a beautiful example of a man listening to God in his private world through the use of
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a journal ... as he perceived the divine whisper, he transformed into print the still, small
voice of his Lord" (p. 133).

(6) "All of this is part of listening to God. As I write, I am aware that what I am writing
may actually be what God wants to tell me. I dare presume that His Spirit is often
operative in the things I am choosing to think about and record" (p. 134).

(7) "the main value of a journal is as a tool for listening to the quiet Voice that comes out
of the garden of the private world. Journal keeping serves as a wonderful tool for
withdrawing and communing with the Father. When I write, it is as if I am in direct
conversation with Him. And there is that sense that in the words that you are led to write,
God's Spirit is mysteriously active, and communion at the deepest level is happening" (p.
136).

(b) Eastman -- In The Hour That Changes The World, Dick Eastman falls into the same mystical,
experiential, "direct communication with God" techniques as does Gordon MacDonald: (All emphases
added.)

(1) Eastman quotes F.W. Faber: "Whenever the sounds of the world die out in the soul,
then we hear the whisperings of God. He is always whispering to us, only we don't always
hear because of the noise, hurry and distractions which life causes as it rushes on" (p. 132).

(2) "Often His whisperings come in the form of a quiet impression on the heart ... On other
occasions there is no inner voice to guide us" (p. 132).

(3) "During the listening aspect of prayer you may wish to keep a note tablet handy to
record these impressions concerning your day. If a housewife asks God to help her plan the
day's activities, she should be ready to jot down any divine promptings (p. 133).

(4) "Always remember, listening serves a practical function. You are not merely listening
for divine 'niceties' ... The value of having paper and pencil is that it displays faith. It says
to God, 'I believe you will truly speak to me, and I have come prepared to record your
instructions'" [!!!] (p. 133).

(5) "There are dangers to be faced when we enter these deeper aspects of prayer [because
they are occultic in nature!!]. Much of prayer is an experiment [i.e., experientially based,
not Scripturally based] in spiritual growth that involves both failure and success ... As
Bridgid Herman so accurately states, 'One hour of such listening may give us a deeper
insight into the mysteries of human nature, a surer instinct for Divine values, than a year's
hard study or external intercourse with men'" (p. 133).

* The first three paragraphs have been excerpted in part from Beyond Seduction: A Return To Biblical Christianity,
p. 237.
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KJV-Onlyism
Biblical or Cultic?

There are many today, often very sincere and well-meaning, who are seeking to promote a “double inspiration
theory.” They teach that not only were the original manuscripts inspired by God, but also that the King James Bible
translation has been miraculously preserved and translated with the result that it is absolutely perfect and flawless.

This view is stated clearly by one of its defenders: “We believe that the same God who gave the original Scriptures
has the power and authority to PRESERVE them through the years of time and give them to us in our language—
infallible and without possibility of error. … We believe that Almighty God through the power of the Holy Spirit
has INSPIRED and PRESERVED (emphasis his) one and only one translation and version in the English language
as the infallible and inerrant Holy Scriptures. That version is the King James Authorized Version of 1611” (written
by Mark A. Underwood, president and founder of THE KING JAMES BIBLE MINISTRY, a ministry which was
founded “for the purpose of promoting and defending the KJV of 1611 as the infallible and inspired Holy
Scriptures”; the above quotations are from Underwood’s brochure in which he tells about his ministry and presents
his statement of faith).

I, also, am “King James Only” in the sense that I use only the King James Bible in my reading and study of the
Word. I love and honor and respect this translation of the Bible, and recognize that it has been greatly used of God
since its first edition in 1611. I also recognize that there are serious problems involving the multitude of modern
translations that are on the market today and that these problems must be faced and dealt with. But it is my
position, and the historic position of Bible believers, that it is only the original manuscripts (autographs) which have
been given by inspiration of God and that no translation, not even the revered KJV, is absolutely flawless and
perfect. A translation is accurate only to the extent that it faithfully gives an accurate rendering of the original text.
I am thankful that in general the KJV does this and does it very well. (Adapted from a 5/9/98 pastor’s e-mail.)

One can certainly appreciate the point that many modern translations are suspect because of the heterodoxy of the
translators. Still, insisting on retreat to a less than perfect translation of 1611, as all translations must be (and in fact
usually using a 1769 tenth edition of that translation, which alleviates some of the earlier nine editions’
imperfections), is still retreat, not an advance for the Kingdom of God. We can continue to appreciate and use “the
KJV (tenth edition)” without making it into an idol that is as detestable to God as any other idol.

Background Information

The Old Testament (OT) was almost all originally written in Hebrew with a few portions in Aramaic. The New
Testament (NT) was written in Greek. The OT: Before the Dead Sea Scrolls were found (1947-1956), the earliest
hand copied manuscript of the Hebrew OT was dated about A.D. 900. The Dead Sea Scrolls provided manuscripts
that were copied from 100 B.C. - A.D. 200. These manuscripts were about 1,000 years older than any previously
known copies of Hebrew OT texts. The remarkable thing was that a comparison proved the amazing similarity of
the texts. The only variation involved what scholars termed “incidental matters.” Today, there is little debate over
the OT text.

The NT: There are three major sources to examine to try and determine the actual text of the original writings of the
Greek New Testament. They are the Greek Manuscripts (about 5,300), the versions which are earlier translations
(about 8,000) and Bible quotations in the writings of the early church fathers.

Greek manuscripts have two primary text-type families. The debate over the preferred (or non-corrupted, if you are
KJV-Only) text centers around the Byzantine and the Alexandrian text-types. The Byzantine text-type was the
Greek text used during the Byzantine period (A.D. 312-1453). The King James translation was based on a few
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(about 6) of these manuscripts. Those few manuscripts became the basis for what became known as the TEXTUS
RECEPTUS or THE RECEIVED TEXT as presented in the KJV. The manuscripts that the KJV were based on
were late, with none earlier than the 10th century (cf. THE KING JAMES VERSION DEBATE by D.A. Carson, pp.
35-36). The earliest Byzantine texts are from the 4th century. The Alexandrian text-type has fewer manuscripts but
they are older. They were discovered after the translation of the KJV. Modern translations are based primarily on
these older manuscripts.

Facts of the Matter

1. Of over 5,000 copies of the NT available (of which no two are identical), only 50 are complete NTs, of which the
Textus Receptus is only one.

2. The Textus Receptus (TR) is NOT the NT the KJV translators used (for the 1611 KJV translation)—they used
the Stephens of 1550. The TR did not even exist until after 1624. The TR was a combination of the Stephens and
Beza texts. There are 200-300 variations between the Stephens text used by the KJV translators and the TR.

3. Other translations were used by the KJV translators is producing the 1611 edition—2.9% of the KJV is word-for-
word from the 1525 Tyndale Bible. Overall, 61% of the KJV was taken from other available translations, including
the Geneva Bible (see preface to the 1611 KJV).

4. The KJV used today is NOT the 1611 version, but the 10th edition! (which occurred about 150 years after 1611).
Moreover, the KJV of 1611 included the Roman Catholic Apocrypha (also called “Deuterocanonical books”)! How
could these “God-guided” translators (as KJV-Onlyites like to refer to them) have made such a grievous error?
[The Apocrypha began to be omitted in approximately 1769, and the most common printings of the modern day
rarely include them (except that all Roman Catholic Bibles still do). However the British coronation service
requires, or required, an “unmutilated” edition.]

5. Modern translations of the Bible as a standard practice include textual notes to indicate to the reader where the
Greek or Hebrew manuscripts contain variants. KJV-Only advocates, generally, dislike such footnotes, feeling that
they can “confuse” the reader, and that they are, in fact, faith-destroying. However, the KJV contained 8,422 such
marginal readings and notes when it was first published.

6. The translators of the 1611 edition, in the preface, stated the need for constant revision to update the language.
Yet KJV-Onlyism people criticize the modern translations for doing this very thing. If the KJV is the “authorized”
Bible, then KJV-Onlyites should have a real problem with what the translators themselves said.

7. A KJV-Only advocate, Texe Marrs, wrote the following letter on July 28, 1994, in response to receiving twenty-
eight pages of documentation demonstrating the errors and misrepresentations in Gail Riplinger’s book, New Age
Bible Versions: “Don’t write me again unless in sincere repentance. You are a devil, plain & simple. I understand
well why Mrs. Riplinger does not respond to your ridiculous assertions. Why dignify the lying claims of a servant
of Satan!” Is this the kind of “godliness” and “humility” we can expect from KJV-Only defenders?

8. It’s unfortunate that King James name is even on the KJV—he was an unsavory character. 

Questions for KJV-Onlyism Advocates
 
To those who believe that the King James translation has been flawlessly preserved and miraculously inspired, we
would ask the following questions (for more questions):

1. Which revision of the KJV is inspired and/or preserved, since it was revised ten times, the last being in 1850? 

2. What Bible did God have for the English-speaking world prior to 1611? Was it also a perfect translation? If God
was under obligation to make the King James Version perfect, then why would He leave English-speaking people
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for 1600 years without a translation they could rely on? 

3. Where in the Bible does God guarantee that any translator of the Bible, anyone who copies the Bible, anyone
who preached the Bible, or anyone who teaches the Bible, will be infallibly correct? [There is no such Scripture.
The doctrine of infallibility of the translation in the King James is not a Bible doctrine; it is a manmade scheme by
some partly ignorant and some partly influenced by bad motives.]

4. The KJV translators translated the Apocrypha and included these books in the original 1611 edition. If the KJV
translation was inspired, does this mean that the Apocrypha is inspired by God also? And if so, why was the
Apocrypha removed from later editions? 

5. If God gave the English-speaking world an inspired translation, did He also give an inspired translation in the
other languages (French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc.)? If so, where is it? If not, why not? [If God has obligated
Himself, as some fanatics say, to make one translation in English, that is, the King James Version, perfectly
translated without error, then would not God be obligated to furnish such a translation in every other language also?
What are those translations?] 

6. Why did the KJV translators use marginal notes showing alternate translation possibilities and showing variant
manuscript readings?

7. If the KJV translators were inspired of God in their work, why did they not know this and why did they not
mention this in their introduction, “The Translators to the Reader”? Instead, why did they humbly acknowledge
their own shortcomings and imperfections as Bible translators? If the KJV was perfect, why did the translators
expect that others would one day make their 1611 Bible into an even better one?

8. When there is a difference between the Textus Receptus (the “Received Text”) and the KJV translation, why do
you favor the KJV and reject the Textus Receptus?

9. When there is a difference between the Majority Text and the KJV translation, why do you favor the KJV and
reject the Majority Text?

10. Did our Pilgrim fathers have the wrong Bible with them when they brought the Geneva Bible with them to
North America?

11. If the KJV differs or varies from the original Greek text, should we correct the English by making it agree with
the Greek or should we correct the Greek by making it agree with the English?

12. When was the KJV “given by inspiration by God”? In 1611 or in one of the years when major/minor revisions
took place?—in 1613, 1629, 1638, 1644, 1664, 1701, 1744, 1762, 1769, or 1850?

13. Was the original Greek lost after 1611? If not, where are we to find it? It cannot be the Textus Receptus,
because there are many places where the KJV differs from the Textus Receptus. It cannot be the Majority Text
because there are many places where the KJV differs from the Majority Text.

14. Where does the Bible teach that God will perfectly preserve His Word in the form of one and only one
seventeenth-century English translation?

15. Should we condemn Tyndale’s translation (1525), Coverdale’s translation (1535), the Great Bible (1539), or the
Geneva Bible (1560—the Bible of the Pilgrims), because these English Bibles varied slightly from the KJV? And if
so, why did the “inspired” translators use these translations in their own readings?

16. If the KJV can “correct” the inspired originals, does this mean that the Hebrew and Greek originally “breathed
out by God” was in need of correction and improvement? How can the inspired, infallible originals need correcting
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or improving?

17. Why did the Lord Jesus and the Apostles make use of and quote from the Septuagint translation (ancient Greek
translation of the OT), even though the Septuagint differed from the original Hebrew in places and was certainly
not a perfect translation?

18. Since no two manuscripts of the Greek New Testament have been found to be exactly alike, which manuscript
is it that has been perfectly preserved and perfectly reflects the original?

19. F.H.A. Scrivener published a Greek New Testament that was made to reflect what the KJV says. The 1976
Trinitarian Bible Society Greek New Testament followed the text of Scrivener and claimed to be the Greek text
behind the KJV. Why is it that the KJV differs from these two Greek editions in certain places? [For example, in
Acts 19:20, where the Greek editions have “Lord” but the KJV has “God.”]

20. King James Only advocates frequently refer to the “Textus Receptus” (TR, Text Received) and the work of the
Roman Catholic monk Erasmus (ca. 1466-1536) as the only correct Greek text of the New Testament. Were the
compilers of the Textus Receptus (Erasmus, Stephanus, etc.) inspired by God in their work and miraculously kept
from error? But Erasmus revised the Greek text four times (and the KJV translators did not use his last edition).
Which is the correct, inspired text?

21. For 150 years Wycliffe’s translation was the only complete English translation in use. He completed his
translation about 1382. It was not translated from the original languages but from the Latin Vulgate. Wycliffe’s
translation varied from the KJV in many places. Should Wycliffe’s Bible be condemned or did it serve a good
purpose? Was it helpful or hurtful?

22. Luther translated the Greek New Testament into the German language. Was his translation a perfect translation?
Was it blessed of God and useful to the German people? Was it of the devil or of God?

23. Was Tyndale’s Bible a good translation? Was Tyndale guided by God any less than the KJV translators? It has
been estimated that one-third of the King James Version is worded as Tyndale had it, and that even in the
remaining two-thirds, the general literary structure set by Tyndale has been retained. Some scholars have said that
ninety per cent of Tyndale is reproduced in the King James Version of the New Testament. Thus, the KJV
translators were greatly indebted to Tyndale and yet they recognized that even his work was in need of revision and
correcting. Did they not also recognize that their work might also be improved upon?

24. The Geneva Bible was the translation used by Shakespeare, John Bunyan, the Puritans in England, and Oliver
Cromwell, as well as the Pilgrim fathers. It was the Bible that was brought to America on the Mayflower. Even the
address from “The Translators to the Reader,” which is prefaced to the Authorized Version of 1611, took its
quotations of the Scripture from the Geneva Bible. Was this Bible a corrupted Bible? Was it used of God? Was it
hurtful or helpful to the cause of Christ? Did it make people wise unto salvation? Was it used effectively in
building up God’s people in the most holy faith?

25. If God guided the KJV translators to translate a perfect Bible, did He also guide them to translate an imperfect
and uninspired Apocrypha? Were the Old and New Testaments translated in the Spirit and the Apocrypha
translated in the flesh? 

26. Why were italics employed by the KJV translators in 1 John 2:23? [The italics were not employed, as usual, to
mark a supplement, but to show that the words were regarded as suspicious. Stephanus excluded the clause but had
a reference to it in the margin; Beza admits it without hesitation]. Do the italics indicate that the KJV translators
were uncertain as to whether or not this clause was part of the original text?

27. Why were there 35 textual notes given in the margin of the King James Bible? [Examples: Matthew 26:26
—“Many Greek copies have…” Luke 10:22—“Many ancient copies add these words…” Luke 17:36—“This verse
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is wanting in most of the Greek copies” Acts 25:6—“Or as some copies read, no more than eight or ten days.”

28. Was the KJV correct in following the Latin Vulgate in Revelation 22:19 (“book of life”), even though most
Greek manuscripts have “tree of life”? Should the Latin be preferred over the Greek?

29. The Greek text underlying the King James Version agrees in 81 places with Beza’s Greek edition against
Stephen’s Greek edition, and it agrees in about 21 places with Stephen’s Greek edition against Beza’s Greek
edition, and in 29 places they agree with neither. In light of this, which Greek edition can we say has been divinely
and perfectly preserved?

30. Blayney’s edition of the KJV (1769) became the standard form of the version and is unto this day, but his
edition differs from the 1611 edition in about 75,000 minor details. Which edition of the KJV (Blayney’s or the
original) is the perfect, flawless Bible? If the original 1611 Bible that the KJV translators produced was perfect,
does this mean that our present KJV edition (based on Blayney’s edition) is flawed in about 75,000 details?

In Their Own Words

As cited earlier in this report, the King James translators did NOT think they were inspired by the Holy Spirit to
produce an infallible translation which was to be the only English Bible that God would ever use to preserve His
Word.

In fact, in the preface to the 1611 version (the Preface and the Apocrypha which they translated have both been
omitted from most copies of the KJV today), they clearly disclaim that their translation was the only Word of God.
There were already several English translations in existence and being used in England, America, and other
countries. Some of these were Wycliffe (1380), Tyndale (1525-30), Coverdale (1535), Matthew’s Bible (1537),
Great Bible (1540), Geneva Bible (1560), and Bishop’s Bible (1568).

In the preface titled, “The Translators to The Reader,” was written:

“... We do not deny, nay we affirm and avow, that the very meanest [most common, lowest quality]
translation of the Bible in English … containeth the Word of God, nay, is the Word of God. … We are
so far off from condemning any of their labors that prevailed before us [previous translators of
previous versions] in this kind, either in this land or beyond sea … that we acknowledge them to have
been raised up of God, for the building and furnishing of his Church, and that they deserve to be had of
us and of posterity in everlasting remembrance. … Truly (good Christian reader) we never thought
from the beginning that we should need to make a new translation, nor yet to make of a bad one a good
one … but to make a good one better, or out of many good ones, one principle good one …”

The 1611 original had numerous margin notes that offer different possible translations of words and phrases. The
translators wrote in the preface:

“Some peradventure would have no variety of senses to be set in the margin, less the authority of the
Scriptures for deciding of controversies by that show of uncertainty, should somewhat be shaken. But
we hold their judgment not to be so sound in this point. … It hath pleased God in his divine
providence, here and there to scatter words and sentences of that difficulty and doubtfulness. …
Variety of translations is profitable for the finding out of the sense of the Scriptures: so diversity of
signification and sense in the margin, where the text is not so clear, must needs do good, yea, is
necessary, as we are persuaded. …We have not tied ourselves to a uniformity of phrasing, or to an
identity of words, as some peradventure would wish that we had done. …Why should we be in
bondage to them [words or syllables] if we may be free, use one precisely when we may use another no
less fit, as commodiously? …We have … avoided the scrupulosity of the Puritans.”

Conclusion

http://www.tegart.com/brian/bible/kjvonly/1611pref.html
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KJV-Onlyism runs the gambit from moderately reasonable advocates (David Cloud, E.L. Bynum, John R. Rice), to
the wacked-out, stone throwers (D.A. Waite, Jack Hyles, Samuel Gipp, Walter Bebe, Texe Marrs, Peter Ruckman,
Gail Riplinger, etc.). A couple of years ago, Gary Hudson launched a website devoted to exposing the errors of
“King James Onlyism”—“The King James Only Resource Center.” Gary has a number of articles and reports
posted. This site has become a “one stop” resource center for all questions related to “King James Onlyism.” 
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Mid-Life Crisis
Science or Myth?

-  The proponents of mid-life crisis teach that by the time one reaches middle-age, normal situations that earlier in
life caused no stress or consternation whatsoever, now suddenly lead to dysfunction or even total paralysis.

-  The concept originated in secular psychology, and was popularized in the 1974 book Passages by Beth Sheehy,
who contended that:

(a) it occurs in women 35-45 years old (it originated with women in menopause, and was later picked-
up by men who didn't have menopause to fall back on);

(b) it is usually understood and treated by psychotherapy; and

(c) it is normally verbalized only in psychological terms and concepts.

Other secular books popularizing the concept were:

(a) The Awareness of Middle Age, Baumgartner, 1968

(b) The Wonderful Crisis of Middle Age, Lesham, 1973

(c) The Seasons of a Man's Life, Levinson, 1978

-  Two of the people who brought the concept into the church in the 1980s were Jim & Sally Conway (currently
directors of "Mid-Life Dimensions") with their books, Women in Mid-Life Crisis, Men in Mid-Life Crisis, and You
and Your Husband's Mid-Life Crisis. In Men in Mid-Life Crisis, Jim Conway refers to the period of so-called mid-
life crisis as a "second adolescence." He then develops this idea by speculating that a man faces four major enemies
in the throes of that crisis:

(a) His body -- Losing his looks, hair, physique, etc.;

(b) His work -- Monotony in what previously was an exciting job;

(c) His wife & family -- Trapped in his responsibilities; and

(d) His God -- Accusing him of selfishness, laziness, lust.

All this, we are told, causes a man to lash-back at God and blame Him for giving him a frail body, along with its
drives and weaknesses.

-  From a Biblical perspective, one diagnosed as being in mid-life crisis is merely making excuses for sinful
behavior (dissatisfied with life, etc.), walking in the flesh, etc., and blaming it all on an "uncontrollable life
situation." And as seen by Conway's analysis of the situation (alluded to above), a person convinced that he is in a
mid-life crisis, even justifies ventilating it all on God Himself!
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Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)

Another PsychoHeresy!*
"Christian" psychology has once again joined hands with the world. Christians are actively involved with alleged
multiple personalities, both as therapists and as patients. Besides following the world in diagnosis and treatment,
they may add exorcism and/or a new kind of evangelism that seeks to save each and every alternate personality --
just to be sure the entire person will go to heaven.

Since Christians are diagnosing and treating other Christians as if they have "multiple personality disorder" (MPD),
we must ask two questions: 

(1) Is MPD a scientifically established diagnosis or is it the latest fad in the mysterious world of
psychology and psychiatry?; and 
(2) Can one remain true to Biblical orthodoxy while combining it with secular MPD diagnosis and
treatment?

MPD is one of the most fascinating and seemingly mind-boggling psychiatric phenomena today. It is also one of
the fastest growing segments of psychiatric consumerism. Its growth parallels the booming business of recovering
(or constructing) memories of abuse and satanic ritual abuse (SRA). They go together.

Consider the case of Lucy Abney, who entered treatment for depression and ended up with 100 alternate
personalities after two years of therapy. Besides developing so-called MPD, Abney "relived" such horrendous
"memories" as sacrificing three of her children and drinking blood. Although Abney admits that "the memories
were very real, very vivid," she has concluded they were not based on reality. They were fantasy.1

Abney is just one of many abuse victims. However, the abuse appears to have occurred in therapy. Such psychiatric
abuse is costly to patients in terms of time spent in psychiatric units, unjust accusations of parents, the personal
emotional trauma of experiencing such horrible fantasies, and just plain dollars (in her case over $300,000).2

There is quite a bit of disagreement in the field concerning the diagnosis, treatment, and even existence of MPD.
However, most recognize its close connection to hypnosis and some researchers say that paranormal experiences
are often associated with those with alleged MPD. Much of the writing depends upon what we call "anecdotal
psychology" rather than research psychology. In other words, the authors rely on subjective views of individual
cases rather than solid research.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-III-R) describes MPD as:

"The existence within the person of two or more distinct personalities or personality states ... [each
having] a relatively enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and
one's self. ... At least two of the personalities, at some time and recurrently, take full control of the
person's behavior."3

This description sounds authoritative. However, neither the description nor diagnosis has been established by
objective scientific standards.

The usefulness of MPD being listed and defined in the DSM-III-R is financial. In fact, one might look at the DSM-
III-R as the guide to financial gain through psychiatric diagnosis. If a therapist can attach a DSM-III-R label to an
individual, he can be paid by insurance companies.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
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Beyond that, the DSM-III-R has numerous problems, with most of the "diseases" not being true diseases at all, but
rather problems of living.

Such medical jargon makes MPD sound as if it is beyond the reach of Biblical analysis. If a condition is described
as psychopathological, people assume it is outside the realm of Scripture. However, personality itself is an aspect of
the soul, and the Bible is the only accurate, authoritative source for understanding the soul. Nevertheless, before we
discuss MPD from a Biblical perspective, let's look at how various people in psychiatry and psychology view and
treat MPD.

101 Personalities?

Can a person have 100 different alternate personalities? Can a person have even one extra personality? That is a
question under considerable debate among the "professionals." The therapists who are busy diagnosing and treating
those to whom they've assigned the MPD diagnosis believe they are right. They contend that the only reason why
MPD used to be such a rare occurrence was because it was not previously recognized for what it was.

On the other hand, Dr. Paul R. McHugh, who is a professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins, believes that so-called
MPDs are created by the therapists themselves. He says:

"This formerly rare and disputed diagnosis became popular after the appearance of several best-selling
books and movies. It is often based on the crudest form of suggestion."4

Here are some of the kinds of suggestions McHugh says are used by therapists to find alter personalities in their
patients. Therapists ask such questions as "Have you ever felt like another part of you does things that you can't
control?" Then, if the patient gives any kind of positive response, the next question might be, "Does this set of
feelings have a name?" Even if the person does not yet give a name to that "set of feelings," the therapist may ask,
"Can I talk to the part of you that is taking those long drives in the country?" Here the therapist separates the person
into different personalities without even using hypnosis.5

McHugh contends, "Once patients have permitted a psychiatrist to 'talk to the part ... that is taking these long
drives,' they are committed to the idea that they have MPD and must act in ways consistent with this self-image."
He says, "The emergence of the first alter breaches the barrier of reality, and fantasy is allowed free rein."6

Advantages of MPD

There are distinct advantages of an MPD diagnosis. MPD provides a personally blameless explanation for why the
person's life is not working. MPD provides a convenient excuse -- just blame the sin on one of the multiples and
avoid having to own up to responsibility. It may be a case of wanting one's cake and eating it, too -- doing what
one knows is wrong but not having to feel guilty or bear the consequences. Generally, the alleged alters do what the
patient would "never do."

MPD can also be a very dramatic way of making sense out of life or drawing attention to one's own importance by
having a condition that seems beyond the scope of most people. The person becomes both the star and the entire
cast in a drama that challenges all who try to help, even the therapist, who is a partner in the drama -- the joint
playwright, producer, and director.

The diagnosis is also an advantage for the therapist. MPDs are fascinating and long term. If a therapist has enough
MPD cases, he won't have to drum up business. He can participate as the paid partner in this production for a "long
run."

Whereas the few isolated cases of people with suspected multiple personalities in the past had only one or two, the
numbers have now expanded, with the possibility of over 100 different personalities, including animals and
members of the opposite sex.
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The drama of MPD may begin with depression. Alter personalities are suspected and elicited. Memories of abuse
are suggested and encouraged. Then the therapist begins the long process of trying to integrate all those
personalities into one person.

In his study of 29 case reports, Dr. Myron Boor says: 

"A variety of therapy approaches, including psychoanalysis, hypnotherapy, behavior therapy, structured
videotaped sodium amobarbital interviews, and general integrative techniques, was used with some
success to treat the patients in these case reports."7 

Most of these techniques rely primarily on suggestion. Therefore, the entire treatment may simply become a
conspiracy of fantasy. Furthermore, there are documented dangers to using hypnosis and other mind-altering
techniques.

Both sides of this controversy present case studies to support their claims. But, one cannot rely on individual cases.
They are subjective and isolated.

McHugh compares the proliferation of MPD with that of "hystero-epilepsy," discovered by Jean-Martin Charcot in
the nineteenth century. A student by the name of Babinski insisted that Charcot himself had persuaded his patients
that they had hystero-epilepsy. At first Charcot objected. However, when Babinski connected the patient's
vulnerability to suggestion with the fact that they had been placed in the same ward with epileptic and hysterical
patients, Charcot was ready to try an experiment.8

Charcot moved these patients to other wards, away from the epileptics and hysterical patients, and away from the
others he had diagnosed as having hystero-epilepsy. Next, he and the hospital staff began to ignore the symptoms
resembling hysteria and epilepsy. Instead, they talked with the patients about the various concerns that had initially
led them into treatment. Without reinforcement, the patients' symptoms disappeared.9

McHugh relates this discovery that "doctors can induce a variety of physical and mental disorders, especially in
young, inexperienced, emotionally troubled women" to the current MPD vogue.10 He says:

"The rules discovered by Babinski and Charcot, now embedded in psychiatric textbooks and confirmed
by decades of research in social psychology, are being overlooked in the midst of a nationwide
epidemic of alleged MPD that is wreaking havoc on both patients and therapists."11

McHugh argues that "MPD, like hystero-epilepsy, is created by therapists."12 He recommends:

"Ignore the alters. Stop talking to them, taking notes on them, and discussing them in staff conferences.
Pay attention to real present problems and conflicts rather than fantasy. If these simple, familiar rules
are followed, multiple personalities will soon wither away."13

Another researcher, H. Merskey, examined a series of MPD cases and found that "no report fully excluded the
possibility of artificial production." In his article "The Manufacture of Personalities: The Production of Multiple
Personality Disorder," published in the British Journal of Psychiatry, Merskey says:

"Unprecedented numbers of cases of MPD have been diagnosed mainly in North America, since 1957.
Widespread publicity for the concept makes it uncertain whether any case can now arise without being
promoted by suggestion or prior preparation."14

Merskey mentions that MPD is "rarely, if ever, found in Japan or Britain."15 He says:

"It is likely that MPD never occurs as a spontaneous persistent natural event in adults. ... Suggestion,
social encouragement, preparation by expectation, and the reward of attention can produce and sustain
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a second personality. ... Enthusiasm for the phenomenon is a means of increasing it."16

In spite of the enthusiasm for diagnosing and treating MPD, both the description and diagnosis of MPD rest solely
on subjective material, such as: what the patient says in therapy, what the therapist thinks about what the patient
says, and such things as journals about dreams and fantasies. The only evidence regarding MPD is as scientific as
testimonies from alleged UFO abductees and Past Lives Therapy. Any information gleaned from a patient
diagnosed with MPD is highly subjective within a highly suggestive situation.

Erroneous Assumptions about MPD

Nevertheless, many assumptions about MPD are spoken of as facts from an authoritative sounding position. These
include this notion:

"Most people with this disorder have been physically and sexually abused for many years as children.
They are terrorized, violated, confused about who is to blame, and threatened with horrible
consequences if they reveal the truth."17

Such an assumption seems to make sense, since MPDs and SRAs and other forms of allegedly remembered abuse
go together. However, with such memories now in question, very possibly having been created by suggestion, it
appears that MPD also comes from suggestion rather than from early childhood abuse.

The manufactured memories of FMS (false memory syndrome) may simply accompany manufactured personalities.
Rather than sexual abuse being the cause of MPD, both may be created in therapy through the expectations of the
therapist and the patient, as well as through suggestive techniques, such as hypnosis.

While MPD therapists are busy "discovering" multiple personalities in their patients to integrate them into one
personality, there are other therapists who are working to help their patients discover their "sub-personalities."
Through guided imagery, they help their clients discover hidden aspects of themselves.

Specialists in sub-personalities teach people to imagine a lovely place and wait for a person or an animal to appear.
This entity is supposedly one of their own sub-personalities, somewhat like Carl Jung's archetypes. The humanistic
idea is that we can find wisdom within ourselves from these sub-personalities or archetypes. But, Jung became
involved with demons through this activity. What initially appeared as part of his own psyche turned out to be a
familiar spirit.

Thus we have all kinds of possibilities in our culture to develop what might look like multiple personalities. Are
they simply states brought on through hypnosis and other forms of suggestion? Are they actually parts of the person
that have split off from the central personality? Are they demon spirits? The professional community remains
divided on this issue. There are many opinions, but no consensus based upon objective scientific research.

MPD PsychoHeresy

The myths surrounding MPD have entered the church. Many [professing] Christians believe the popular,
unsubstantiated stories about satanic ritual abuse, and they may be receptive to creating false memories. Once they
enter the fantasy realm of FMS, they are ready to participate in the MPD drama.

There are [professing] Christians who see a demon behind every bush, and psychotherapists who see multiple
personalities behind every emotional or behavioral disturbance. But in the MPD craze, there are [professing]
Christians who integrate lots of notions about psychology with various doctrines of demons. Along with secular
therapists, there are "Christian psychologists" who look for abuse and SRA behind every MPD. Some try to help
patients integrate the personalities, some believe the alters are demons, and others attempt to distinguish the two
classes of alleged personalities. Many use hypnosis, which opens the mind to the demonic realm.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/journal.htm
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James Friesen's book Uncovering the Mystery of MPD is treated as an authoritative text for Christians. However,
Friesen promotes just about every secular myth about MPD, memories of child abuse, and SRA. He also includes
unbiblical teachings about spiritual warfare. He advocates such unbiblical activities as occultic visualization.18 His
book is based upon individual cases rather than scientific objectivity or solid Biblical exegesis. The substance of his
teachings are pure subjectivity and conjecture -- his own and his patients'.

One has to wonder about the kind of religion Friesen embraces, for he gives M. Scott Peck credit for his work with
MPD and SRA. He says:

"My preconceptions about therapy and about people began to change when I read People of the Lie:
The Hope for Healing Human Evil. That book led me to be more open to the clinical benefits of
exorcisms, and it prepared me for contact with evil."19

Peck refers to himself as a Christian, but his form of Christianity is another gospel, which is quite acceptable to
New Agers, and he is often featured at their conferences. (For a brief critique of Peck's work, see PsychoHeresy,
pp. 84-88.)

Because of the high degree of possible deception in the diagnosis and treatment of MPD, Christians should avoid it.
Using hypnosis is forbidden in Scripture and presents many dangers. (See the Bobgan's book HYPNOSIS: Medical,
Scientific, or Occultic?) Christians should also be wary of eliciting memories of abuse that have been forgotten.
Too many so-called repressed memories are contaminated by illusion and fantasy. One does not have to remember,
resurrect, or reconstruct the past in order to walk in newness of life. (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory
Syndrome: Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

What does the Bible say about MPD?

Rather than following subjective experience and psychological notions about why people are the way they are and
how they are to change, the Christian should follow the Bible as the authoritative guide to studying the soul.
Therefore, we have to ask: What does the Bible say about MPD? NOTHING.

The Bible does speak of demons inhabiting people, but it does not support the notion that Christians can be demon
possessed or controlled. It does say that all unbelievers are under Satan's rule (Ephesians 2:2-3). But, it also
declares that God "hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his
dear Son (Colossians 1:13).

The Bible says Christians can be tempted by Satan and his legions. But, inhabited? No! Controlled? No! God
enables Christians to resist temptation and overcome sin. If Christians do follow after temptation, they are walking
after the flesh and therefore do what will please the evil one. Nevertheless, the battle for the Christian is between
the flesh and the spirit.

Instead of presenting multiple personality disorder, the Bible shows that unbelievers are sinners with a sinful nature
and that believers may temporarily revert to the ways of the old nature's sinfulness. Instead of many personalities,
the Christian has two natures. The old nature has judicially been put to death and buried, but the flesh can make it
sinfully operative. The new nature is the new life in Christ which comes from true conversion by the Holy Spirit.

Paul rejoiced in this truth:

"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I
now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me"
(Galatians 2:20).

The Bible gives Christians the necessary information and power for living an abundant life. Christ is sufficient to
enable Christians to put off the old man and put on the new. Rather than instructing Christians to discover hidden
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alter personalities, the Bible tells believers:

"That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to the
deceitful lusts; and be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness" (Ephesians 4:22-24).

We contend that the current craze of MPD diagnosis is mistaken and misguided. Such a diagnosis covers up the real
problem -- sin -- and the true answers given in Scripture.
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Note: MPD is now most commonly referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID). Jerry Mungadze, a
Zimbabwean psychologist living and working in the U.S., considers this "disease" to be the result of childhood
trauma or "woundedness." In separating the emotional from the spiritual, he accepts the unbiblical view of man as a
victim rather than the Biblical view of man as a rebel. Therefore, he believes psychotherapy, rather than the cross,
has the answers.

DID has a 150-year history of waxing and waning popularity. It reappeared in the mid-1980s as an outgrowth of
the explosion of concern over child abuse and the popular paranoia about Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). Searching
for past abuse that supposedly always causes DID, therapists "recovered" lurid memories without regard to their
truthfulness. Out of that practice came another psycho-phenomenon, the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). At the
present time MPD, DID, SRA, and FMS are once again passing from the scene, chased off the stage of psycho-
history by malpractice attorneys. True victims of psychotherapy are suing therapists who therapeutically
manufactured multiple personalities and false memories in their clients while slandering family members with false
accusations of childhood sexual abuse. (For more on this subject, see Victims of Memory by Mark Pendergrast)

DID is not a biologically based disease. There is no authentic science to support its definition as a true disease. All
evidence points to the fact that it is a phenomenon created by a therapist and client caught up in a victimization
myth used to explain human mental suffering. (Read Manufacturing Victims by Tana Dineen or Creating Hysteria:
Women and Multiple Personality Disorder by Joan Acocella.)

The type of deliverance ministry Mungadze supports has also been used by Neil Anderson, Mark Bubeck, John
Wimber, Timothy Warner, C. Fred Dickason, and others. By drawing verses and descriptions from Scripture, by
adding exciting stories or dramatic personal accounts, and by inventing elaborate new concepts and terms, an entire
demon mythology has entered the Church. Central to this teaching are the assumptions that modern man can
reliably diagnose demon possession, can have reasonable conversations with demons, and can believe what they
say, even though Scripture is clear that demons come from the father of lies. Also important are the assumptions
that believers can be demon-possessed and that other believers are empowered, even expected, to cast demons out
of them. These teachings have become standard at many "Christian" schools (e.g., Moody Bible Institute) and
Seminaries (e.g., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School). Fueled by the American culture of victimization, its "the-
devil-made-me-do-it" attraction gained great popularity among [professing] Christians who had no interest in being
Bereans (Acts 17). (Read Overrun By Demons by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr.)

For too many generations the African and other third world people have been steeped in animism, spiritism, and
other snares of Satan. Individuals caught in the animistic religions have been held in fearful bondage to witch
doctors who practice these beliefs. It is tragic to see these very beliefs and practices syncretized into Christianity via
"deliverance ministers" or so-called Christian psychologists.

* This entire report (except for the Note above) has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article appearing in the
November-December 1993 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The Note was adapted and/or excerpted for an article in the March-April 2001
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) - Or National Association of Neo-Evangelicals?  (2/04) 

Two Neo-Evangelical Organazations: NAE & NRB (2/04) 

 

[The NRB is no longer an arm of the NAE, but it was at the time of the two reports below]

1/97 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention   (4/97)

1/98 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention  (8/98)
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The Navigators
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism*

-  "To reach, disciple, and equip people to know Christ and to make Him known through successive generations."
That is the stated mission of The Navigators, an organization headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The
U.S. International Ministries Group, which is the missions branch of the U. S. Navigators says, "We serve 460
American staff who work in 65 countries," and, "We also have links to countries where our non-American staff are
ministering, giving you opportunities to serve in a total of 102 countries." The U.S. Military Ministry of The
Navigators says, "We are composed of approximately 257 staff and more than 1,200 active-duty works [sic]
serving Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard personnel on more then 117 U.S. and overseas
military bases and posts." (Source: Navigators Internet web site, 9/00.)

As The Navigators describe their history and their current work, one will be impressed -- unless the psychologizing
of the faith (psychoheresy) and rank ecumenism are important issues. Through their involvement in both
psychoheresy and ecumenism, The Navigators organization has drifted drastically off course. Concerning
psychoheresy, The Navigators organization has been deeply involved in psychoheresy in two primary ministry
efforts. The first is through books published by NavPress, which is The Navigators' publishing arm; the second is
through their recruitment and care of missionaries. Concerning ecumenism, The Navigators endorse and/or affiliate
with a number of ecumenical, unbiblical organizations, and publish the books of ecumenical authors.

-  The Navigators have demonstrated a love for psychology through NavPress books. An enormous amount of
writing would be necessary to critique all the books produced by NavPress that involve psychoheresy, self-esteem,
12-step programs, and other aberrant and heretical teachings. Some of the major psychoheresy in the church has
originated from NavPress with such authors as Dan Allender, Gary Collins, Larry Crabb, and Robert Hicks, to
name a few. Two prime examples of psychoheresy would be books by Larry Crabb and Robert Hicks:

(a) Probably Crabb's best-known and most popular book is Inside Out, published by NavPress. This
book has been a prime source of the psychologizing of the faith. In his earlier books, Crabb uses the
word unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and power for motivation. In Inside Out, he
relies on metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core," "beneath the surface," "hidden
inner regions of our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline," "underlying motivation,"
"hidden purpose," and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title Inside Out suggests the
Freudian notion of the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a real and powerful part
of every person. He also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are indispensable to the church!
The many problems with Inside Out have been documented by various writers, including the Bobgans
(see Larry Crabb's Gospel). Yet, in spite of its unbiblical teachings, NavPress continues to offer it.
Since the writing of Inside Out, Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling
and the church. It is clear that Crabb still supports his past books, his psychologized model of "biblical
counseling," counseling for pay, and the ungodly and unbiblical American Association of Christian
Counselors (of which NavPress published author Gary Collins [was its long-time] president).

(b) The other example of a psychoheretical book published by NavPress is The Masculine Journey
(TMJ) by Robert Hicks. TMJ is not only filled with psychoheresy, but is also riddled with blasphemy
and heresy. The publication of TMJ in 1993 was originally co-sponsored by Promise Keepers (PK).
Thus, the Bobgan's 44-page booklet critiquing of TMJ titled Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy could
as well have been titled The Navigators and PsychoHeresy. PK has discontinued supporting the book,
but NavPress continues to advertise and sell it. 

Hicks' book is based on his own personal experience of what it means to be a man. He
forms arbitrary stages, in which to place his own personal experience and subjective
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psychological notions. By giving Biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some
Biblical truth, he makes it appear that the Bible validates everything he says about
manhood.

Hicks recalls six Hebrew words he learned in seminary. Miraculously, each word just
happens to fit one of Hicks' contrived stages of manhood. One of the six Hebrew words
for one of Hicks' stages of manhood is zakar. (One acid test to give pastors for the book is
to ask them to preach a message in graphic detail from TMJ, particularly from Chapter 3,
"The Phallic Man -- Zakar. " It is our belief that any pastor who preaches it the way it is
written would be dismissed from his pastorate.) Hicks contends that "this word [zakar]
reflects the phallic male in his distinct sexual aspect" (TMJ, p. 24). He says, "To be male
is to be a phallic kind of guy, and as men we should never apologize for it, or allow it to
be denigrated by women (or crass men either)" (p. 24). He also identifies Jesus as being
"very much zakar, phallic" and says, "I believe Jesus was phallic with all the inherent
phallic passions we experience as men" (TMJ, p. 181).

The phrase "a phallic kind of guy" brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than
Biblical manhood. That is exactly the direction Hicks takes his readers. To emphasize the
connection between sexuality and spirituality, Hicks refers to various pagan artifacts and
practices as well as Biblical circumcision. He says, "The phallus has always been the
symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (TMJ, p. 51). Hicks reduces the Biblical
definition of manhood to one body part. He says, "The Bible simply defines manhood by
the phallus" (TMJ, p. 49). As a matter of fact, Christianity has nothing to do with the
phallus as a symbol of manhood. Paul even called those who insisted on circumcising new
believers as preaching another (not the same) gospel. Why does Hicks want to introduce
the phallus into Christianity? He says, "We are called to worship God as phallic kinds of
guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized males so
popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (TMJ, p. 51).

Hicks declares: "I believe until the church sees men for what they are, phallic males with
all their inherent spiritual tensions, it will not begin to reach men where they are living"
(TMJ, p. 55). He contends that men's sexual problems (including "sexual addictions,"
pornography, and adultery) "reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted
form, the deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (TMJ, p. 56). But his analysis of
the situation is driven by psychological notions. He fails to give any solid Biblical support
that every man has a "deep compulsion to worship with [his] phallus."

If The Navigators were truly a Bible-centered organization, and if they truly cared for the doctrines and practices of
the faith, they would never have published Hicks' book in the first place. Moreover, they would have removed all of
their books that contain psychoheresy and issued an apology, a repudiation, and even a warning. However, one
look at any NavPress catalog reveals just the opposite.

-  The love for psychology can be seen throughout The Navigators. That love is not restricted to NavPress, but
permeates the very core, being embraced by administrators and missionaries alike. The leaders are proud of their
recruitment of missionaries, even though they use two questionable psychological tests, as well as a psychological
evaluation by a Ph.D. psychologist, in examining candidates for missionary work. The Navigators are also proud of
the psychological way they take care of their missionaries on the field. If a Navigators missionary is having
personal or family problems on the field, The Navigators sends a psychologist to give psychological assistance.
Such reliance on psychological tests, psychological evaluations, and psychological counseling communicates little
confidence in the Word of God or in the power of the Holy Spirit. There is no good reason to involve psychological
tests, psychological evaluations, or psychological counseling in recruiting or caring for missionaries. For both
Biblical and scientific reasons, such use of psychology is completely unnecessary and unwarranted (e.g., see the
Bobgan's Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing; Missions & PsychoHeresy; and Against Biblical
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Counseling: For the Bible).

-  The Navigators have ecumenically compromised in a number of ways. Just a few of many possible examples
follow:

(a) Promise Keepers -- Promise Keepers (PK) is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory
stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its
depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and
unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving
to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history.
Nevertheless, The Navigators and its president, Terry Taylor, have been strongly supportive of PK. An
eight-page letter supporting The Masculine Journey (TMJ) is no longer sent out by PK, and PK has
asked that its logo be removed from TMJ. Earlier, when the letter of support was available through PK,
Taylor was also sending it out to individuals. In addition, Taylor has referred to "the overwhelmingly
positive influence Promise Keepers is having on men in our society." Taylor also refers to the PK
movement as "a remarkable work of God in our time." In further support of PK, NavPress has also
published another PK book, What Makes a Man by Bill McCartney, PK's founder.

(b) Renovaré -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization that emanates from
the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some
wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and
"contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early
pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for
meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman
Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining
"personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. Richard Foster is the author of Celebration of
Discipline (Harper & Row), which is filled with psychoheresy and Eastern meditative techniques.
Foster is also the co-director of Renovaré. Nevertheless, The Navigators sponsored a Richard Foster
conference at The Navigators' Glen Eyrie retreat center and sent announcements to those on The
Navigators' mailing list. [For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors,
psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March,
1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses."]

(c) Covenant of Mutual Respect -- In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in
Colorado Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of Colorado Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged
that "Jewish and Catholic youth were being evangelized at school." They met with "Christian" leaders
in Colorado Springs (there are 72 national and international "Christian" associations headquartered
there) and agreed that such evangelization was improper! Christian students were rebuked for trying to
rescue their school friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The Berean Call). In April of 1993, a
"Covenant of Mutual Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one another's
diverse beliefs and to avoid "polarization"! The covenant was signed by a diversity of religious leaders
in the Colorado Springs area, including a Rabbi, a Bishop, James Dobson, and Terry Taylor of The
Navigators. The dictionary defines covenant as "a binding and solemn agreement made by two or more
individuals, parties, etc. to do or keep from doing a specified thing; compact." (Imagine Peter, James,
and John, when forbidden by the Sanhedrin to preach the gospel, signing an agreement to cease such
activities out of respect for diverse beliefs among Roman citizens!) Two of the sentences from the
"Covenant" are: "The diversity of our religious perspectives may lead us into areas of possible
disagreement. It is our hope to address those areas of difference with an attitude of openness, respect
and love, and a willingness to listen and learn from each other to the end that we may manifest the
ministry of reconciliation" (6/2/93, The Catholic Herald). Bottom line, The Navigators are not only
ignoring fundamental differences of belief in order to unite for common causes, but have also become a
party to muzzling the gospel.
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(d) NavPress Authors -- A review of NavPress books will demonstrate how broadly ecumenical they
are willing to be. The following are four examples. (A call to NavPress reveals that the first two books
are now out-of-print, but the question remains, why were they published originally?):

(1) A House United by Keith Fournier. Fournier "claims to be both fully evangelical and
fully Catholic" (see the 2/91, The Berean Call). Fournier is a leading Catholic apologist
and listed as one of the signers of the Evangelicals and Catholics Together accord (ECT)
and author of the book Evangelical Catholics. The Navigators refer to this book as: "A
plea for evangelicals and Catholics to form a winning alliance for the 21st century." (See
also the BDM report on Chuck Colson, which has a lengthy section detailing Fournier's
teachings in Evangelical Catholics.)

(2) Gospel According to Judas by Ray Anderson. The endorsement of this book by M.
Scott Peck should be enough to warn any reader. One researcher writes, "Peck, though his
books are highly praised by some evangelical leaders, is a blatant New Ager who, though
he deceives many with 'Christian' terminology, denies the ... faith -- as does professor
Anderson in Judas. The book is heretical from beginning to end" (see the 1/96, The Berean
Call). (See also the BDM report on M. Scott Peck.)

(3) Eugene Peterson's modern Bible "translation," The Message, has swept into Christian
bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the first four months after its mid-
July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English" were
printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. The Message teaches a different gospel
and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy view of life)! For
example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal
and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-
20, the words "sexual immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and
intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that now "commitment and intimacy," not
marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God gave
them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (a loophole is
provided for committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus "lust" becomes the sin,
not the choosing of a same-sex partner). There are hundreds of examples like these in The
Message.

(4) NavPress has published three of Hugh Ross's books -- Creation and Time, The Creator
and the Cosmos, and Beyond the Cosmos. Ross is perhaps the most visible spokesman for
Progressive Creationism, a belief that opposes both atheistic evolutionism and historic
Christianity's understanding of Biblical creationism. At best, Ross is a theistic evolutionist.
Among other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical
death fully existed long before Adam. Yet, this belief causes the doctrines of sin and
salvation to fall! If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what
are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death
preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross
accomplished nothing! Even though such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, NavPress has had no problem publishing and
promoting Ross's books. (For more, see the BDM report on Hugh Ross.)

-  Perhaps one of the most offensive things about The Navigators is its acceptance of Romanism as just another
Christian denomination. An e-mail sent out to The Navigators field staff on 9/14/00 made the following [excerpted]
announcement (emphases in CAPS ours):

"… During the past decade, God has led several staff to develop ministries with Catholics, starting with
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the Hispanic ministry in Albuquerque in the mid 1980s. In 1993, Rich and Gail Cleveland began to
experiment with Catholic ministry in Colorado Springs, AND WERE WELCOMED BY THE LOCAL
BISHOP AND SEVERAL PARISH PRIESTS. RICH NOW DIRECTS THE SMALL-GROUP
MINISTRY AT THE LARGEST CATHOLIC CHURCH IN COLORADO SPRINGS, leading more
than 200 people each year through a three-book discipling tool, Emmaus Journey, that he's designed
especially for Catholics. This series, which INCORPORATES CATHOLIC TERMINOLOGY,
THEOLOGY, AND REFERENCES while preserving Navigator values and distinctives, has been well
received by Catholic leaders and laymen across the country. …

"'God has consistently demonstrated that He will open doors of ministry opportunity,' Rich explains, 'as
long as we come with a desire to help Catholics know Christ and MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO
UNDERMINE THEIR CATHOLICITY. Every indication is that God is going before these ministries,
opening doors, and making the rough places smooth, and that He desires Roman Catholics to
participate fully with the Navigator ministry.'

"… The task force concluded that, for the U.S. Navigators, THERE IS 'ROOM TO RUN' IN
MINISTERING WITH CATHOLICS AS CATHOLICS. CATHOLIC DISCIPLES CAN ENRICH
THE NAVIGATOR CULTURE, particularly in the areas of devotion to Christ, care for the poor and
needy, and accepting the mystery of God and His work. … AFFIRMED THE LEGITIMACY AND
STRATEGIC VALUE OF MINISTRY WITH CATHOLICS. We believe the Holy Spirit is doing a
new and unique work of evangelism in and through Catholic communities …"

Roman Catholics need to be reached with the gospel of the grace of Jesus Christ, but the Bible absolutely forbids
Bible-believing Christians to yoke together with the Roman Catholic Church in the aforementioned manner. It is
impossible to be faithful to the Scriptures and to the Lord's Great Commission while at the same time making "no
attempt to undermine Catholicity." To preach the blessed gospel to Roman Catholics is obedience to the Lord's
command; to yoke together in ministry with the Roman Catholic Church in any fashion whatsoever is grave
disobedience and confusion. (Source: 9/26/00, FBIS e-mail.)

-  Those with long-term involvement with The Navigators make the following observations: (1) The Navigators
organization is not what it used to be years ago; (2) The Navigators organization has admitted making mistakes over
the years, but the leaders do not identify these mistakes except in euphemistic terms; (3) The Navigators
organization does not publicly repudiate its past errors nor repent of them; and (4) If one surveyed The Navigators'
missionaries, one would find the same embracing of rank ecumenism and psychoheresy. The missionaries for The
Navigators are merely a reflection of the problems presented above.

It is sad to see so many well-intentioned organizations go astray. The twin cancers of psychologism and ecumenism
tend to invade and engulf together. All true Christians need to behave like the noble Bereans who "received the
word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 9/00 Revised
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Neo-Evangelicalism
Characteristics and Positions

In general, a neo-evangelical would be defined as one who has taken a "lower view" of Scripture, has developed a
more open, inclusivistic spirit toward liberalism, and has become ecumenical in evangelism efforts. The movement
was one born of compromise, nurtured on pride of intellect, growing on appeasement of evil, and doomed by the
judgment of God's Word (Lightner, p. 109). In general, the neo-evangelicals "are radical -- theologically,
politically, and socially" (Pickering, p. 131). One of the chief spokesmen of neo-evangelicalism would be Billy
Graham; chief neo-evangelical scholars would be Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, and Bernard Ramm; major neo-
evangelical organizations would be the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), The World Evangelical
Fellowship, the Lausanne Committee, Campus Crusade for Christ, and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship; and
major neo-evangelical periodicals would be Christianity Today and Moody Monthly. Following are some of the
characteristics and positions of the leading neo-evangelicals (see Overview below) (Where indicated, quotes and
excerpts are taken from Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Ernest Pickering, pp. 131-138;
Neoevangelicalism Today, by Robert P. Lightner, 208 pages; or from a Grace Seminary course syllabus on "Biblical
Fundamentalism" by John C. Whitcomb, 1979, pp 1-2.):

Leading Characteristics of Neo-Evangelicals:

(1)  Espousal of, or toleration toward, questionable views of Scripture; e.g., most neo-evangelicals, to
one degree or another, have scuttled the doctrine of total, complete inerrancy of the Bible (regardless
of the lip-service given to it); there is evidence of the acceptance of a conceptual theory of inspiration,
but the neo-evangelical hesitates to accept the total verbal inspiration of the Bible. The issue becomes:
"Is the Bible inerrant in all its pronouncements [the conservative fundamental view], or is it merely an
inerrant record of some inspired truth [the neo-evangelical view]?" A "popular view of the Bible now
promoted" among neo-evangelicals is that "the Bible is inerrant when it is teaching us about God and
His redemptive works (that is, when instructing in important doctrinal matters [revelational]), but it
may contain errors in other areas about which it speaks [non-revelational matters]" (Lightner, pp. 80-
81, 84; Pickering, pp. 132-133). 

(2)  The sufficiency of Scripture is effectively denied as evidenced by neo-evangelical attempts to
"Christianize" pagan ideas and systems founded upon unbelief (i.e., psychology/psychiatry,
numerology, astrology, personality theory, etc.) In effect, the Bible is deemed NOT sufficient for all
matters pertaining to life and godliness (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3,4). Emphasis has been shifted from the authority
of Bible doctrine to the realm of human experience, thereby causing churches to move toward a
seminar type of ministry rather than an authoritative and dogmatic preaching ministry. 

(3)  The neo-evangelical's weak view of the inerrancy of Scripture has inevitability led to the
toleration of a wide diversity of theological viewpoints (Pickering, p. 131).

(4)  Expresses a dangerous subservience to science; the desire to gain intellectual acceptability has led
to a friendly attitude toward science, almost to the point of placing scholarship and science in the seat
of authority. This is evidenced in a friendliness toward, or acceptance of, evolutionary theories (e.g.,
progressive creation and/or theistic evolution), with particularly broad concessions to organic
evolutionism and uniformitarianism at the expense of a consistent and normal interpretation of the first
eleven chapters of Genesis. (Lightner, p. 76; Pickering, p. 132; Whitcomb, p. 1)

(5)  Emphasis upon the implications of the social gospel; neo-evangelicals view the gospel as being
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two-pronged in nature -- individual and social, thereby neglecting New Testament priorities. As a
result, rather than making the gospel applicable to the world, the gospel tends to get watered down to
make it acceptable to the world. "The societal impact which [the neo-evangelical] proposes to make
fosters the connotation of a 'Christianization' of society ..." which frequently speaks of a "'Christian
culture,' a 'new society,' and a 'new social order,' ... [the neo-evangelical aligns] himself and his church
with existing social reform movements." (Pickering, p. 134; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, pp. 67-68, 91-
92)

(6)  Enthusiasm over cooperative evangelism, even to the extent of aligning with groups that have
been traditionally subversive of Bible truth (e.g., Roman Catholicism). (Pickering, p. 134) Billy
Graham, more than any other, has epitomized this inclusivistic approach to evangelism (as opposed to
the Biblical separatistic approach). Official neo-evangelical evangelism projects following this
approach would be "AD 2000 Evangelism" and "Discipleship 2000," both claiming the goal of
reaching all the lost with the Gospel of Jesus Christ by the year 2000.

(7)  Strong criticism of traditional fundamentalism, particularly criticism of its doctrinal emphasis,
which is said to have caused neglect of the social application of Christianity to the world (Pickering, p.
135; Lightner, pp. 133-134); this criticism usually includes the call for preaching only a "positive
message," as often expressed by the statement, "God called me to win souls, not to criticize others."

(8)  The ways of the world are readily accepted by the neo-evangelical; there is a tendency toward
finding justifiable reasons condoning and using that which evolves from a carnality, sensuality,
secularism, and worldliness (especially in regards to music, theatrics, emotionalistic and psychological
manipulations, promotionalism, and general appearance).

(9)  Pleas for more political involvement and "Christian" Activism (Pickering, p. 135).

(10) Unbiblical views regarding God's role for women (Pickering, p. 135).

(11) Based upon a generally weak view of Scripture, there has been a natural shift from objective
Biblical doctrine to subjective experience -- allowance for the possible validity of apostolic sign-gifts
for our own day (prophecy, tongues, miracles of healing through special persons, etc.) (Whitcomb, p.
2).

(12) Shift away from dispensational premillennialism to some form of "historic premillennialism"
(even postmillennialism views are becoming widespread), together with a minimizing of the
importance of Biblical eschatology in general, not from doctrinal conviction, but for ecumenical
opportunity (Whitcomb, p. 2; Lightner, p. 101).

(13) Emphasis upon the unity of the church in preference to its purity. "Neo-evangelicals either tone
down or completely neglect ecclesiastical separation from apostasy and personal separation from the
world until these are virtually denied." (Pickering, p. 135; Lightner, p. 16) (See later in report for more
specific comments on this neglect of the Biblical doctrine of separation.)

Further Descriptions of Neo-Evangelicalism:

William Ashbrook -- "A movement born of compromise, nurtured on the pride of intellect, growing
on the appeasement of evil, and doomed by the judgment of the Word of God."

Charles Woodbridge -- "A movement with a new mood (toleration of false teachers, ridicule of
fundamentalists), with a new method ('the end justifies the means'), a new theology (questioning the
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canon of the Bible, its inerrant authority, and the nature of its content), and a new ethic (repudiation of
personal separation for interaction with the culture). ... following the downward path of toleration of
error, accommodation to error, cooperation with error, contamination by error, and capitulation to
error."

Ernest Pickering -- "It lacks moral courage in the face of the great conflict with apostasy. It lacks
doctrinal clarity in important areas of theology. It makes unwarranted concessions to the enemies of the
cross of Christ."

Francis Stiles -- "Neo-evangelicalism is a religious philosophy. It attempts to reach and minister to
man through his felt needs. It seeks to commend man for his achievements and realign his energies for
good. It emphasizes unity at the expense of truth and reduces the Biblical requirements of purity and
separation unto God until they are obscure. Man and his present circumstances, rather than God and
His eternal precepts, are the core of its concern.

Position of Neo-Evangelicals with Regard to Separation:  

[Separation from modernism, neo-orthodoxy, and all other errant philosophies and doctrines.]

(1) Willingness to remain within old-line denominations, even those that are clearly apostate, under
the guise of favorably influencing them with the gospel. The neo-evangelical hopes to emphasize
points of agreement with the liberal and the neo-orthodox rather than points of disagreement, in order
to "recapture" denominations. (Pickering, p. 136; Lightner, p. 57)

(2) Ecclesiastical separation is considered to be merely a matter of conscience rather than a command
of Scripture; the neo-evangelical ignores Rom. 16:17,18. (Lightner, pp. 94, 152-153)

(3) Maintains broad ecumenical fellowship, even to the extent of being involved in the apostate
National and World Council of Churches; evangelicals are even urged "to obtain all or part of their
training at liberal universities and seminaries" in order to "give evangelism more clout." The
conservative is called upon to welcome the neo-orthodox as friends and brethren since "truth is
welcomed wherever it is preached." This ecumenism generally involves the elevation of "love" above
doctrine. (Pickering, pp. 136-137; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, p. 56)

(4) Participates in ecumenical missionary efforts, clearly placing a higher priority on "opportunity"
than on "purity of testimony." (The neo-evangelical also tends to justify questionable methods in
missions or evangelism by pointing to successes, e.g., the popularity of the enterprise, numbers,
"conversions," etc.) Leaders in this effort would be Billy Graham, Wycliffe Bible Translators, and the
Latin American Mission. (Pickering, pp. 137-138; Lightner, p. 155)

Contemporary Fundamentalism is defined by the doctrine and practice of Biblical separation. To a large degree the
difference between Conservative Evangelicalism and Fundamentalism is a matter of separation. Contemporary
Fundamentalism maintains stricter views of moral and ecclesiastical (or doctrinal) separation than Evangelicalism.
While many spiritual leaders in conservative evangelical circles would practice separation from apostates and
Roman Catholics, virtually none would practice separation from [professing] believers who persist in sinful
doctrine or sinful practice. In many cases, while certain conservative evangelical leaders would oppose false
doctrine by actively teaching against it, few would actively separate from [professing] believers who persist in false
doctrine. History has vindicated the Fundamentalist view of separation; that is, no doctrinal position can be
maintained over time apart from the practice of separation. (Source: Rocco Piserchia)

Part of the immediate problem is that many so-called evangelical churches and leaders spent much of the mid-
twentieth century separating themselves from those who preached separation from unbelief. The neo-evangelicals
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had such a horror of separation that they had to separate from the separationists. Carl Henry was one of the leaders
of the neo-evangelicals. He and others wanted to lead a movement that would distance itself from fundamentalism,
and neo-evangelicalism was born. This in turn led quickly to Billy Graham's acceptance of liberal churches as
sponsors of his crusades in the 1950s, and in the 1960s to acceptance of Romanist churches as sponsors of the
crusades. What the Bible teaches on theological and ecclesiastical separation was ignored; and compromise, though
under different labels, became the modus operandi of the neo-evangelicals. It was called "cooperation" -- and who
is anti-social enough to oppose cooperation? It was called "engagement," and who is isolationist enough to reject
engagement? It was called "co-belligerence," a metaphor borrowed from war in which two parties fighting a third
party do not fight each other. But the idea of co-belligerence -- let alone the notions of cooperation and theological
alliance -- is itself a betrayal of Christ; it is abandoning theological warfare for cultural warfare. Co-belligerence
involves deciding that Christians will neither criticize Romanism nor evangelize Roman Catholics, nor criticize
Arminianism nor evangelize Arminians, nor criticize Judaism nor evangelize Jews -- because they are our allies in
the Culture Wars against the secularists. But fighting Culture Wars is not the Great Commission; Scripture knows
only Theology Wars, and in those Wars, all unbiblical thoughts and institutions are the enemies of Christ. Making a
separate peace with any one of them, as co-belligerency requires, is treason to Christ.

Overview: The following overview of Neo-Evangelicalism is excerpted from Biblical
Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Dr. Ernest D. Pickering (copyright 1979,
Regular Baptist Press), pp. 127-130:

Some errors are openly evident to true believers. Others are far more difficult to discern. The old
modernism was transparently erroneous. God's people saw immediately that men who denied great
truths taught in Scripture, such as the virgin birth of Christ and His substitutionary death, were
obviously heretics. They were branded as such and duly rejected.

In more recent years, however, systems of thought have been espoused by men thought of as
evangelical, teaching in evangelical schools, or ministering to multitudes in evangelism. These are more
subtle in their compromises and are much more difficult for the average believer to detect. The more
truth contained in a specific system of thought the more difficult it is to isolate the errors. So it has
been with the system which has been named the "new evangelicalism."

Someone has said that the new evangelicalism had its beginnings with a mood. Perhaps this is true, and
it makes it the more pernicious because a mood is extremely difficult to describe. You may feel it, but
you cannot verbally diagnose it.

After the great struggles between modernism and fundamentalism, a group of younger men arose who
had been reared, for the most part, in the homes and churches of fundamentalism. They were
intellectually bright and aspiring scholars, many of them trained in either completely secular or
liberally oriented religious schools. They were embarrassed by what they viewed as the "backwoodsy"
provincialism of fundamentalism. Somehow they wanted to make evangelical truth more "relevant" and
acceptable to a larger segment of society. No doubt many of them were sincere in their desire to do so.
This mood which characterized them, however, was to lead them into strange paths.

Among these young scholars a more open spirit developed toward liberalism. Not that they openly
embraced it, for they did not. But they desired to have more interaction with liberal scholars and
leaders, with the hope of learning from them and hopefully imparting some Biblical truth to them as
well. It was also their fervent desire that evangelical scholarship have wider recognition. They noted
that evangelicalism (fundamentalism) was viewed as unscholarly by society as a whole. Why could not
evangelicals win recognition through the writing of books and by securing faculty appointments at
prestigious institutions? Of course, to win such recognition before unbelieving scholars, who, for the
most part, were bitter enemies of Biblical truth, it would be necessary to show that evangelicals were
sufficiently broad-minded and flexible to be able to accept new ideas and work them into their system
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of thought. Two areas were particularly troublesome to humanistic, unregenerate scholars: the doctrine
of Biblical infallibility and the doctrine of creationism. But rising young evangelical thinkers were
prepared to make concessions in these areas. Some began to adopt compromising positions regarding
creationism. They accepted certain evolutionary premises, using such terms as "theistic evolution" or
"threshold creationism." It was an attempt to incorporate at least parts of the theory of evolution into a
Biblical framework.

As they moved along in their efforts, the doctrine of the inerrancy of Scripture became more and more
of a stumbling block. If the Bible were without error when speaking in areas of biology, cosmology,
geology and the like, then evangelicals would have no latitude to formulate views that would
accommodate to contemporary scientific theories. So, many evangelicals began to equivocate on the
doctrine of infallibility.

There were also the pressures of ecumenicity. Ecumenism is a hot commodity these days. Everyone
who is anyone is in favor of getting together. For one to be against all [professing] Christians working
together is like being opposed to the most sacred things in human life. The ecumenical fever struck
many evangelicals. They disdained the isolationism of fundamentalism and longed for wider fellowship
and broader horizons. They felt that the evangelical viewpoint should be represented in ecumenical
circles. Definite moves were made to see that it was.

With these attitudes prevailing, several historical incidents took place, which were important stepping-
stones to the public, visible ascendancy of the new evangelicalism. One of the earliest was the
organization of Fuller Theological Seminary (1947). Named after Charles Fuller, famous radio
preacher, one of its main purposes, according to its first president, Harold Ockenga, was to train young
men to go back into the old-line denominations and win a place for evangelicalism. Because millions
of people were acquainted with Charles Fuller through the "Old-Fashioned Revival Hour," and because
he was a strong Bible believer and preacher, the public naturally assumed that the school which bore
his name would also occupy his theological position. In this they were sadly misled. Fuller became one
of the major fountainheads for the new evangelical philosophy, and it has drifted farther and farther
from the position of the man whose name it bears.

In 1956, articles appeared in Christian Life magazine entitled "Is Evangelical Theology Changing?"
The conclusion of most of those interviewed was that it was changing. Among those responding to the
question were Vernon Grounds, Bernard Ramm, and Edward Carnell. They felt that fundamentalism
was changing for the better by having a more open attitude toward the gift of tongues, by being less
dispensational, and by evidencing a more accepting attitude toward science.

In 1956, the magazine Christianity Today was begun. It was intended as an evangelical counterpart to
the prestigious liberal journal Christian Century. In early issues, two editorials appeared which showed
the direction of the magazine. These were entitled "Beyond the Fundamentalist-Modernist
Controversy" and "Dare We Renew the Controversy?" The thought was expressed that too much time
has been wasted on fighting the battles with modernism; evangelicals should now progress to more
productive efforts. Another editorial, "The Perils of Independency," supported the mediating view of
the NAE [National Association of Evangelicals] as over against the views of independency
(fundamental separatism) or church unionism (ecumenism). The editors of the periodical expressed the
opinion that "the apostasy condemned by Independency is not as clearly discernible as it is assumed"
(Editorial, "The Perils of Independency," Christianity Today, Nov.12, 1956, pp. 20-23).

Interestingly, in the early days of Christianity Today's existence, the Conservative Baptist Fellowship
submitted a display ad for the famous Casebooks written by Chester Tulga. These books exposed
various forms of modernism and unbelief. The magazine refused to run the ad, explaining the reaction
of their editorial committee thus:

"There was a strong feeling, however, that in view of our circulation among many different
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groups, and of our announced intention to win the liberal, we would be, by running this ad in an
early issue, standing the risk of alienating the very persons whom we are trying to win" (Quoted
by R.T. Ketcham, "Christianity Today--An Analysis," Baptist Bulletin, XXII, March 1957,
pp.8,9).

The ministry of evangelist Billy Graham also aided the rise of the new evangelicalism, since he was
one of its chief spokesmen. His crusades, mixed in nature as they were, gave popular expression to the
whole philosophy behind new evangelicalism.

Many of the new evangelicals were authors, some of them prolific. Books and articles began to appear
from their pens. Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, Bernard Ramm and others produced works which had
widespread influence and promoted aspects of the new evangelical position.

The National Association of Evangelicals became an organizational haven for leaders of this
movement. The NAE made no official statements about it, but its own approach to the question of the
apostasy made it a natural gathering place for the new evangelicals.

[Return to Text]
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New Age Medicine
Therapies from the Devil?*

Altered States of Consciousness

Definition:  The deliberate cultivation of abnormal states of consciousness (states not normally experienced apart
from a specific technique or program to develop them).

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Proponents claim that altered states allegedly produce a "higher" state of
consciousness or "being," including dramatic revelations and a positive restructuring of the participant's world
view.

Scientific Evaluation:  Science cannot evaluate subjective claims concerning a particular state of consciousness.
Scientific research in this area is a mixture of investigating normal, marginally altered consciousness (e.g., dreams),
and occultic and parapsychological exploration of mystical, occultic states.

Occultic Potential:  Spirit contact, psychic transformation.

Major Problem:  Occultic associations.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic associations.

Potential Dangers:  Apparent "mental" illness; occult bondage; spirit possession.

Acupuncture

Definition:  Acupuncture is the practice of ancient Chinese needle stimulation based upon the occultic religion of
Taoism.

Founder:  Unknown; the traditional Chinese text is The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal Medicine.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Acupuncture claims to work by stimulating acupuncture points with needles,
supposedly permitting the cosmic energy of the universe (chi) to flow freely through the body organs and systems,
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Disputed, but largely discredited; while its Taoism is ignored in scientific studies, these
studies have yet to demonstrate acupuncture's effectiveness scientifically. A definitive three-year study released in
1991 concluded acupuncture was nothing more than, at best, a powerful placebo.

Occultic Potential:  Taoist practice and philosophy; psychic practitioners; meditative programs and other occultic
practices used in conjunction with acupuncture therapy.

Major Problem(s):  Acupuncture works on the basis of psychological, religious, or occultic principles, not scientific
ones or its own stated theories.
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Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Classical acupuncture involves the practice of an ancient pagan medicine
inseparably tied to Taoism.

Potential Dangers:  Needle stimulation has occasionally produced physical complications and injuries, some
serious; misdiagnosis of a serious illness; occult influence.

Attitudinal Healing

Definition:  Attitudinal healing is the regulation or maintenance of physical, "mental," and/or spiritual health by
learning "proper" mental attitudes.

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Because the spirit, mind, and body are interrelated, "proper" mental attitudes may
influence the entire person toward desired spiritual, psychological, and/or physical goals.

Scientific Evaluation:  Unsubstantiated claims.

Occultic Potential:  Adopting new age philosophy; encountering spiritistic revelations and contacts.

Major Problem(s):  Mental attitudes are typically restructured to harmonize with new age/spiritistic philosophy.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The form of attitudinal healing examined in this summary is from Jane Robert's The
Nature of Personal Reality, and the three-volume text, A Course in Miracles. These materials constitute spiritistic
revelations admittedly produced by occultic means, which the Bible forbids (Deut. 18:9-12). Cultivating occultic or
unbiblical attitudes toward life is not in harmony with Scriptural purposes, but rather is spiritually harmful.

Potential Dangers:  Adopting occultic philosophy and practice in the guise of physical, mental, and spiritual health.

Applied Kinesiology (Muscle Testing)

Definition:  Applied kinesiology is a method of diagnosis and treatment that combines chiropractic, muscle-testing,
nutritional evaluations, and other methods for overall preventive medicine and health maintenance.

Founder:  George Goodheart

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Applied kinesiology claims to induce proper structural and chemical-nutritional
organization in the body, as well as "left-and-right-brain" hemisphere balance. It claims to evaluate and correct
problems of the nervous, circulatory, lymphatic, skeletal-musculature, and "meridian" systems, thereby maintaining
health. Its practices are believed to permit the even flow of cosmic energy throughout the body, thus nurturing
individual organs and systems with the proper supply of chi energy.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited; see summary on acupuncture (above) and chiropractic (below).

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; energy channeling.

Major Problem(s):  Unsubstantiated practice with occultic potential.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are quack or potentially occultic should be avoided.
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Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis; quack treatment; occultic influence.

Channeling

Definition:  Channeling is a new age term for mediumism or spirit-possession, in this case, employing spirit guides
in new age medicine. Channeling occurs when someone permits a spirit entity to possess him or her for new age
healing purposes. The spirits may perform psychic diagnosis or healing through a healer, or they may speak
through the person's vocal chords in order to give spiritual, medical, and other teaching. Automatic writing and
inner voice dictation are other forms of spirit communication by channeling.

Founder:  The first recorded incident of channeling per se is found in Genesis 3:1 (see also 2 Cor. 11:3, 13-15; Rev.
12:9; 20:2).

How Does it Claim to Work?:  By meditation, visualization, hypnosis, altered states of consciousness, and other
methods, the spirits are able to enter, possess, and control a person, much in the same manner a puppeteer controls
a puppet. People claim that by permitting spirits to possess and speak through them, mankind can attain a wealth of
spiritual and other wisdom directly from spirits who have "passed on" or are highly evolved. The spirits claim they
can assist people's health concerns and direct them toward true individual and social enlightenment.

Scientific Evaluation:  Certain aspects of the practice can be "scientifically" evaluated, as in parapsychological
research, but science cannot evaluate the channelers' specific claims concerning the spirits' existence, nature, or
purpose.

Occultic Potential:  Channeling can be used for an endless number of occultic pursuits, including so-called higher
(altered) states of consciousness, developing psychic powers, attaining new revelations, etc. The new age movement
as a whole is largely based upon channeled revelations and activities.

Major Problem(s):  The spirits who claim to be "Ascended Masters" or wise and loving entities sent from God are
really evil spirits the Bible identifies as demons (see below).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Channeling is part of what the Bible calls spiritual warfare (Eph. 6:10-18) and is a
practice specifically forbidden (Deut. 18:9-12). The spirits' hidden purpose is to bring about people's eventual
spiritual ruin by gaining their trust and exerting influence over them (2 Cor. 4:4, 11:14).

Potential Dangers:  Spiritual deception, occult bondage, demon possession, mental breakdown, physical harm,
shortened life, and a host of other harmful consequences.

Chiropractic

Definition:  Physical adjustments to correct subluxations or "misalignments" of the spine.

Founder:  D.D. Palmer

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Spinal misalignments allegedly impinge or cause pressure upon spinal nerves,
interfering with the flow of nerve impulses to the rest of the body and producing susceptibility to disease. By
correcting subluxations (spinal misalignments), proper performance of the nervous system is restored, thereby
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Some physical manipulation employed by chiropractors may be both safe and beneficial.
General massage for tension headaches and rational, conservative spinal manipulation therapy for some
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neuromusculoskeletal disorders is medically justifiable. However, the fundamental chiropractic theory of
subluxations causing disease is false: subluxations have never been proven to even exist, let alone to function in the
manner claimed.

Occultic Potential:  May lead to occultic practices or beliefs or other new age health treatments in that these are
often employed by chiropractors.

Major Problem:  The basic theory underlying chiropractic treatment is false; the practice is employed far too
extensively to be justified on the basis of its limited effectiveness. Furthermore, chiropractic theory and practice are
easily integrated with many other new age therapies, thereby promoting new age medicine in general.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Avoid any irrational or potentially occultic aspects of chiropractic; to accomplish
this would probably require an avoidance of it altogether.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis and/or delay or treatment of a serious illness; moderate to serious physical harm
resulting from spinal adjustments; problems arising from over treatment; treatment by occultic practices; over
radiation from unnecessary full spine x-rays.

Crystal Healing/Crystal Work

Definition:  The use of a supposed "power" inherent within crystals for healing, developing psychic abilities, spirit
contact, and other new age goals.

Founder:  Unknown: but similar practices (e.g., the use of amulets and other magical stones or gems) have been
employed for millennia.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Crystals supposedly contain the ability to focus and direct psychic energies for
healing and other practices.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic development; spiritism.

Major Problem(s):  Crystals per se have no magical powers and easily become an implement behind which spirits
can work.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic usage.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis, occultic influences.

Herbal Medicine

Definition:  The use of herbs and other plant products to cure a wide variety of physical ailments; the use of
"spiritually potentized" herbs and plants for psychic healing and/or other occultic pursuits.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Particular herbs, plants, or flowers are believed to possess particular healing
properties, physical and/or spiritual. Roots, leaves, stems, plants, seeds, etc., are prepared in various ways,
sometimes through psychic methods, and then either consumed orally as medicine or used on the skin as ointment.
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Scientific Evaluation:  Some herbs and plants do contain medicinal properties and in extracted or synthetic forms
are used in modern health care and medical treatment. Unfortunately, new age herbalism largely ignores scientific
facts or concerns and pursues its own methods and interests.

Occultic Potential:  Developing altered states of consciousness and spirit contact by hallucinogenic plants;
practicing psychic healing through a supposed occult power in herbs.

Major Problem(s):  New age herbal medicine is largely, if not exclusively, a combination of questionable
commercialism and wishful thinking based on ignorance.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Prior to the Fall, human and animal life was vegetarian; seed-bearing plants and
fruits were the intended diet of both man and animals (Gen. 1:29-30; cf. 9:3; Isa. 11:7; 65:25). This might suggest
that plants were not only nutritious but also medicinal (see Isa. 38:21). Nevertheless, modern popular herbalism
presents both physical and spiritual risk: quack or occultic applications should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Many commonly sold herbs are potentially harmful by themselves (through "overdoses," for
example) or through synergism; using ineffective or dangerous treatments which delay or otherwise acerbate
serious illness; spiritistic influences through occultic herbalism.

Homeopathy

Definition:  Homeopathy is a system of diagnosis and treatment based on the principle of "like cures like" -- that
the same substance causing symptoms in a healthy person will cure those symptoms in a sick person.

Founder:  Samuel Hahnermann

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Homeopathy claims to work by correcting an imbalance or problem in the body's
"vital force" or life energy that is currently or will later be manifesting as disease. By an almost ritual process of
diluting and shaking, substances supposedly become powerful energy medicines which, in turn, either stimulate the
immune system or correct problems in the supposed vital force of the body, thereby curing the illness.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing, spiritism, astrology, and other occult philosophies; use of pendulums, radionic
instruments, and other occult devices.

Major Problem(s):  Homeopathic diagnosis is ineffective; homeopathic medicines are so diluted they cannot
possibly exert a physical effect (without a spirituistic influence).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Any system of medicine that is quackery or occultic should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Incorrect and/or harmful diagnosis and treatment; occultic influences.

Iridology

Definition:  Iridology is the study of the iris of the human eye to diagnose present and even future illness and
disease.

Founder:  Ignatz von Peczely is considered the modern founder; however, similar practices can be seen in ancient
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Chinese practices related to astrology. Bernard Jensen is considered the leading U.S. authority.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Iridologists claim that the eyes can "mirror" the health condition of the body because
the iris displays in detail the status of every organ system. The iris's connection with the central nervous system
allegedly permits detailed information to be sent from the rest of the body back to the iris. Furthermore, each iris
reveals what is happening on its own side of the body.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited in numerous scientific tests.

Occultic Potential:  Possible psychic diagnosis and healing.

Major Problem:  The diagnostic ability of iridology for both present and future illness is a myth.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Quack and potentially occultic practices should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  The progression of a serious illness that iridology fails to uncover; personal anxiety and loss of
finances from misdiagnosis that a serious illness exists; occult influences.

Meditation

Definition:  New age (Eastern/occultic) meditation involves the control and regulation of the mind for various
physical and spiritual purposes or goals.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Meditation claims to work by "stilling" or otherwise influencing the mind; the
mediator is allegedly able to perceive "true" reality and his own "true" nature, and achieve spiritual
"enlightenment." Meditation promoters also claim the practice has numerous health benefits.

Scientific Evaluation:  Apart from a "relaxation response," scientific studies have also confirmed
psychophysiological influences of meditation, but their meaning and value is variously interpreted; science cannot
comment on its spiritual claims.

Occultic Potential:  The development of psychic powers, altered states of consciousness, astral projection, spiritism,
kundalini arousal.

Major Problem:  New age meditation uses the mind in an abnormal manner to radically restructure a person's
perceptions to support new age philosophy and goals; regressive states of consciousness are wrongly interpreted as
"higher" or "divine" states of consciousness; meditation-developed psychic powers are falsely interpreted as
evidence of a latent divine nature; mediators often do not realize the possible long-term results or consequences of
these practices, such as kundalini arousal, nor would many have been likely to begin the practice had they known
them.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The nature, context, purpose, and type of meditation determines its validity and
outcome. Biblical meditation (Psalm 19:14; 77:12; 119:97,99) is a spiritually healthy practice; new age meditation
is an occult practice with harmful spiritual consequences.

Potential Dangers:  Occult influences; demon possession; physical, spiritual damage.

Naturopathy
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Definition:  Naturopathy is an approach to health and disease which assumes that "natural" methods of treatment
are preferable to "synthetic" treatments, such as drugs and surgery.

Founder:  Unknown.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Naturopathy is based on the idea that illness is due to an accumulation of toxins or
waste products in the body. Symptoms are the body's attempt to rid itself of such substances. By using only natural
agents in the treatment of disease, it is claimed that the body will heal itself. Health is maintained by adopting a
lifestyle that harmonizes with nature's healing agents.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Naturopathy may employ a wide range of New Age treatments having occultic potential, such
as radionics, homeopathy, meditation, and yoga.

Major Problem:  Naturopathy is often biased against modern medicine. Natural methods are often not sufficiently
powerful to cure specific illness. Further, the definition of "natural" is often subjective. "Natural" treatment may
include the methods of occult medicine.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  With theoretical revision and practical safeguards, naturopathy could function as a
commendable model for preventive health care and treatment of minor ailments. But as a whole, naturopathy is a
part of New Age medicine; Christian enthusiasts should exercise extreme caution.

Potential Dangers:  Naturopathy may inhibit correct diagnosis of a problem, permitting a curable illness to assume
serious or incurable proportions; it may also offer ineffective treatments, and involve clients in occultic methods.

Therapeutic Touch

Definition:  Therapeutic Touch is a form of psychic healing stressing the manipulation of alleged body energies
(e.g., prana).

Founders:  Dolores Krieger and Dora Kunz.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Therapeutic Touch claims to work by channeling (psychic transfer) the therapist's
supposed prana into the patient. Practitioners claim that this prods the patient's own life energies toward healing.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; spiritism; developing psychic powers; occultic self-transformation; use of
occult meditation; and altered states of consciousness.

Major Problems:  Therapeutic Touch appears so innocent and is sufficiently accepted within the nursing profession
that many people refuse to classify it as a form of psychic healing.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are occultic or potentially occultic (which include most if not all
practices) should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Occultic influences.

* Each of the therapies described in this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from the Ankerberg and
Weldon authored book, Can You Trust Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to
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Your Family. The book was published in 1991 by the now defunct Wolgemuth & Hyatt Publishers.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 11/95
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Operation Rescue
A Biblical Look*

In the minds of many, the greatest battle confronting the church today is overturning the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
that has legalized the murder of millions of unborn babies. As the church confronts this situation, Christians must
make sure that not only what they want is Biblical, but that the way they go about it is also Biblical. In the process
of achieving a goal that glorifies God, we must not dishonor God by the tactics we use.

In January 1986, Randall Terry and a group of six followers began a new movement in the abortion battle,
Operation Rescue. At first, Christians viewed the group as radical, but the group quickly gained a following. Their
tactic was to blockade a targeted abortion clinic, in effect shutting it down, through the use of non-violent
resistance. Rescuers, as the participants are called, would park their cars around an abortion clinic, preventing
access. Then they would sit or lie down in front of the clinic, preventing anyone from entering. Whenever a woman
would come to the clinic as a client, someone would take her aside and explain to her what she was doing and give
her some literature, with the hope that she would decide against an abortion. The problem is that to shut down a
clinic in this way involves breaking the law. Rescuers are arrested and taken to jail. In most cases, rescuers have
been found guilty of criminal trespass.

Since that time, there have been hundreds of "rescues." The tactic has gained the support of influential "Christian"
leaders: James Dobson, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and D. James Kennedy, to name a few. The latter two wrote
forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue. In his foreword Kennedy writes:

"The shocking reality is that Christians could stop abortions today if they wanted to. If four million
Christians went tomorrow and stood as a visible presence in front of every abortion clinic in the land,
no babies would be killed. ... I feel this approach is Biblically correct. ... I consider Operation Rescue a
legitimate front-line force in the pro-life movement."

Not all pro-life evangelical leaders (so-called) are so glowing in their praise. Some believe that rescuers are
misusing Scripture, breaking the law, and are thus criminal. Many others may not be as outspoken, but are just as
opposed.

After 21 years of legalized abortion, many in the pro-life camp are frustrated and discouraged with the progress
made in the movement and are open to any new tactic that promises results. A Supreme Court decision some years
ago (7/3/89), which allowed portions of the Missouri abortion law to stand (Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services), was clearly a shift in the Supreme Court's position and has encouraged pro-lifers. The rescues continue.

In light of the claims made, the endorsements by "Christian" leaders, and the obvious results which the rescues
have had, many more [professing] Christians are finding the courage to join a rescue. Unfortunately, many do this
without carefully evaluating the Biblical arguments used to see if they are right. Even though Dr. Kennedy feels that
this approach is Biblically correct, we must not take his word for it [especially when he's so wrong in so many
other doctrinal areas]. We must be like the Bereans the apostle Paul praised, and search the Scriptures to see if this
is so. In this paper we will evaluate the arguments used by the Rescuers to see if we can find a Biblical basis for
this tactic.

To simplify this, the argument used by the rescuers can be set fort in the following syllogism:

Major Premise: The Christian is obligated to obey God's law when it comes in conflict with man's
law.

Minor Premise: God's law demands that we protect the life of the unborn (taken to be those "unjustly
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sentenced to death," Prv. 24:11).

Conclusion: The Christian is obligated to protect the life of the unborn even if that involves breaking
man's law.

These premises will be examined against the testimony of Scripture to see if they are Biblical. If the premises can
be broken, then the conclusion is invalid.

WHEN IS THE CHRISTIAN OBLIGATED TO BREAK MAN'S LAW?

The basis for the rescue argument is that the Scriptures teach that God's law is higher than man's law, and it is
perfectly legitimate for God's people to violate the law of human government if in the obeying of human law they
will violate God's law. This is called "civil disobedience." 

There is no question that there is a Biblical precedent and basis for civil disobedience. God's law is always to be
obeyed. Nevertheless, too often Christians have been known to make something an issue of civil disobedience
which is not clearly taught in Scripture. For example, some strongly believe that the income tax law is inequitable
and unjust. They vigorously claim that Scripture teaches that each person is responsible for his or her own wealth
under the doctrine of stewardship. They believe that the taxation of personal income hinders them from being
faithful stewards of their money. Firmly convicted of this, they then quit reporting and paying income tax. 

Likewise, there are many Christians who hold strong convictions about what the Scriptures teach which may
conflict with government law. Often this is used as a reason to violate the law. Too often, the whole teaching of
Scripture is ignored. In the case of those refusing to pay income taxes, they ignore the passages where Jesus taught
that the State has a right to tax and that the citizens of the State are to "render therefore to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's" (Matt. 22:21, Rom. 13:7). Taxes always hinder the accumulation of wealth and cut into money that could
be used for missions, evangelism, helping the poor, or any number of righteous causes that are mandated by the
Scriptures. Nevertheless, the Christian is required to dutifully and joyfully pay his taxes and use the remainder in
service to God.

Therefore, before engaging in an act of civil disobedience, breaking man's law in order to obey the Scripture, we
must make sure that there is clearly a Biblical mandate and/or a Biblical precedent for the action. If there is no clear
command in the Scriptures, no parallel, and no example, then the act of civil disobedience is not Biblical. In the
following section we will examine passages which teach obedience to government and passages which show the
saints of God disobeying human government, to see if there is a parallel to Operation Rescue.

Submission to Government

The Scriptural basis for the institution of human government is found in two central New Testament passages:
Rom. 13:1-5 and 1 Peter 2:13-17. Here the believer is clearly told that part of his responsibility is to obey
government officials because they are established by God for the purpose of establishing righteousness. Often these
passages are cited by some who insist that believers should always obey government set over them. In order to
accurately evaluate these passages, we need to look at them.

"Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and
the authorities that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the
ordinance of God, and those who resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to
good works, but to evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will
have praise of the same. For he is God's minister to you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he
does not bear the sword in vain; for he is God's minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who
practices evil. Therefore you must be subject, not only because of wrath but also for conscience' sake."
(Romans 13:1-5).
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The Apostle Paul makes several important points here:

1. Christians are to subject themselves to the government authorities.
2. Government authorities, whether saved or unsaved, are appointed by God. Remember, Paul was
writing under the ungodly administration of Nero.
3. Resisting government authority is the same as resistance against God and will bring Divine
judgment.
4. The governing authority is God's servant, even though he may be an atheist or pagan. God
demonstrated this to Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4.

The apostle Peter makes a similar point:

"Therefore submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, whether to the king as
supreme, or to governors, as to those who are sent by him for the punishment of evildoers and for the
praise of those who do good. For this is the will of God that by doing good you may put to silence the
ignorance of foolish men. -- as free, yet not using your liberty as a cloak for vice, but as servants of
God. Honor all people. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the king" (1 Peter 2:13-17).

Like Paul, Peter sounds as if there is no room for any kind of civil disobedience. However, we know from Acts 4
that Peter and John disobeyed the civil magistrates in Jerusalem who attempted to keep them from preaching the
gospel. By comparing the above Scripture with other Scripture, we discover that there are apparently situations
which put the believers obedience to God in conflict with his obedience to human government. At those times, the
believer is responsible to obey God rather than man. By examining those situations, we can arrive at a clear picture
of the kinds of situations which the Scriptures authorize for civil disobedience, and then we can determine if
Operation Rescue fits with Biblical precedents.

Examples of Civil Disobedience

The Case of the Jewish Midwives (Exodus 1:15-21): At the beginning of Exodus, the Israelites had been in Egypt
for about 200 years. A new Pharaoh arose who "did not know Joseph" and made slaves out of Israel. Motivated
perhaps by a fear of the growing size of Israel (the census taken at Sinai indicates a population of about 2,000,000),
the Pharaoh charged two Hebrew midwives with the task of population control -- a government sponsored planned
parenthood. They were instructed to kill any male child when he was born. Pharaoh's authority gave this the force
of law. Because the Hebrew midwives "feared God" they disobeyed the law and did not kill any of the male
children.

An analysis of this situation shows that individuals were personally commanded by the magistrate to commit an act
in violation of God's command. The midwives had to make their own decision and chose to obey God rather than
man. This put their lives in danger and they apparently lied to avoid the consequences. God's blessing on them was
not because they lied, but because they saved the children.

The Case of Rahab (Joshua 2:1-6,15): This is the well known incident of Rahab the harlot protecting the two
Hebrew spies in Jericho. When the king of Jericho was informed that the spies were in Jericho staying at the house
of Rahab, he sent word to Rahab to give up the men. Rahab refused to do so, hid the men, and lied to protect them.
The brief narrative of Joshua leaves many questions unanswered. Why did they go to the house of Rahab the
harlot? Did they know beforehand that she was a follower of Yahweh? Was this a prearranged rendezvous or did
they go to her place simply by chance (which raises some other questions)? A little more insight can perhaps be
gleaned from Hebrews 11:31: "By faith the harlot Rahab did not perish with those who did not believe, when she
had received the spies with peace."

From this notice we can justifiably conclude that Rahab had some knowledge of Yahweh and His purposes for
Israel. Since faith is not some feeling, but belief about something, she apparently had some knowledge that she was
trusting in. She would also have known that to give up the spies would have probably cost them their lives. Once
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again, we have a situation where an individual is asked by the magistrate to do something which would entail
violating the command of God. Rahab chose to obey God rather than man.

The Case of Esther (Esther 5): Some suggest that Esther's appeal to Ahasuerus in Esther 5 is a case of civil
disobedience. It may be, but it has some unusual features. First, no one is commanding Esther to do anything
contrary to God's law. She is faced with Haman's conspiracy against the Jews and realizes that in order to stop it
she must gain the aid of the king. Since she had not been granted an audience with the king, she decided to make a
bold move. Under Persian law, no one was allowed to enter the King's presence without an invitation. However,
provision was made that if someone wanted to appeal to the king, they could enter his presence unannounced, but if
the king refused to recognize them, they would forfeit their life. Esther chose to take this bold move, although the
decision was entirely hers. Esther's situation is not comparable to others, and thus, does not constitute a case of
civil disobedience.

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Daniel 3): In this chapter, we are told that Nebuchadnezzar, the king of the
Babylonian Empire, erected an enormous statue -- an idol -- and commanded all in his kingdom "to fall down and
worship the gold image." The penalty for failure was to be thrown into a fiery furnace. When the time came for all
to worship the image, three young Jews who were being trained for service in the Babylonian bureaucracy refused
to worship the image. They were arrested, given a second chance, again refused, were cast into the fiery furnace,
and miraculously delivered by God.

This is clearly a case of civil disobedience. The pattern is like those already examined. Individuals were asked to
perform an act that was in violation of God's stated command. They chose to obey God rather than man.

Daniel and the Lion's Den (Daniel 6:10-13): This story is well known to most Christians. Jealous of Daniel's
position and favor with the king, a large group of governors and other government officials conspired to have King
Darius pass a law which would make it illegal for anyone to petition any god or king other than Darius. Darius
signed the law into effect and the jealous bureaucrats set a trap for Daniel. Daniel refused to obey the law and
continued to pray according to his daily practice. His jealous enemies caught him and took him before King Darius,
who was forced by the law to cast Daniel into a den of lions. God was gracious to Daniel, though, and miraculously
shut the mouths of the lions and preserved Daniel.

This again is a clear case of civil disobedience. Daniel refused to obey a human law that put him in conflict with
God's law. He obeyed God rather than man.

The Magi (Matt. 2:7-8): When the Magi were searching for the baby Jesus, they inquired of Herod. Herod told
them to tell him where the child was when they had found him. After finding the Child, they apparently intended to
obey Herod, but were "divinely warned in a dream" not to return to favor. 

As in the previous situations, they chose to obey God rather than man. Another clear case of civil disobedience.

John the Baptizer (Mark 6:14-29): This case is sometimes brought forward by those favoring rescue, but the case
is somewhat unique. John was arrested because he had condemned the marriage of Herod Antipas to Herodias, who
had been married to his brother Philip. This constituted incest under Mosaic Law (Lev. 18:16). We are also told in
Mark 6:20 that apparently Herod knew that John was right. 

This case involves freedom of speech. Apparently it was a violation of Herod's desire, and thus the law, to
condemn the marriage. John chose to speak the truth and to face the consequences. It seems that this would relate to
the Operation Rescue situation only if Christians were forbidden to express their opinion, which they are not.

Peter and John (Acts 4:19,20) : Here Peter and John were taken before the Sanhedrin, who attempted to forbid
them from preaching the Gospel and teaching about Jesus. Since Christ had commissioned them to do just that,
Peter and John chose to obey God rather than man.
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Paul and Phillipi (Acts 16): After being beaten by the magistrates for preaching the gospel in Phillipi, and then
being miraculously released from prison, Paul and Silas refused to leave town when asked. They staged a "sit-in." 

But the issue was the preaching of the Gospel. Paul's legal rights as a Roman citizen had been violated and he
wanted to press the point home to the magistrates of the city.

Conclusion: As we wrap up this survey of incidents in the Scriptures which involved acts of civil disobedience, we
must strongly affirm that the Scriptures do show that there is a proper time and situation when the believer is
obligated to disobey the civil government. In each of these cases, two parties were involved, the government which
mandated that an individual take a particular action, and the individual who chose to obey God rather than man. 

However, there is an important difference between these situations and those confronting the believer in the
abortion crisis. In the rescue scenario, we have a third party interfering and attempting to keep another
individual from disobeying God's command. The Biblical case would be established only if an example of third
party interference could be produced. 

In the Old Testament, a situation similar to infanticide took place in Molech worship. There a child was sacrificed
to the god. While the Old Testament prophets clearly condemned this practice, there is no evidence that they sought
to block the action physically. They proclaimed and condemned the practice. But they never sought to stop it
through a "sit-in" or physical restraint.

While these passages cited in the rescuers argument do support civil disobedience, they are not parallel to the
current abortion situation and thus do not apply. Thus the major premise, that believers are responsible to God to
obey Him rather than man is true, but the Scriptures give clear examples of the types of situations in which this
applies. These situations are not parallel to the abortion dilemma, and thus cannot be used to support the kind of
actions which rescuers carry out. These situations would apply only if the government were mandating abortion as
is done in China. Then believers would have the obligation to personally refrain from obeying the law.

A consistent principle emerges by observing the passages above: All the acts of legitimate civil disobedience
involved two parties (the adversary and the subject). There are no examples, as in the current Rescue argument,
which involves a third party (someone who acts on behalf of another). No law is compelling the rescuers to be
party to an abortion. 

Another facet of these examples is that the unjust law was the law that was broken. The unjust law the rescuers are
concerned about is the abortion law. But the law the rescuers are breaking, the trespass law, is a perfectly valid and
just law. Thus, Operation Rescue fails to fit the Biblical pattern in their practice of civil disobedience.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO "RESCUE THOSE UNJUSTLY SENTENCED TO DEATH"? 

Proverbs 24:11

Perhaps the central passage used by rescuers is found in Proverbs 24:11. Terry quotes the Living Bible version of
this on the cover of his book:

"Rescue those who are unjustly sentenced to death; don't stand back and let them die."

At first glance, it appears that this verse may provide a basis for the type of activity that Operation Rescue involves.
However, a close examination of this text is necessary. Rather than relying upon a paraphrase, we must look at a
translation of the text as well as the original Hebrew to see what this proverb is teaching and its application for
today. The NASB renders Proverbs 24:11,12:

"Deliver those who are being taken away to death, and those who are staggering to slaughter, Oh hold
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them back. If you say, "See, we did not know this," Does He not consider it who weighs the hearts?
And does He not know it who keeps your soul? And will He not render to man according to his work?"

It is clear from this translation that the paraphrase of the Living Bible puts a slant on the verse that is more
sympathetic to the aims of the rescuers.

To correctly interpret and apply this passage, we must first understand something about the nature of the Book of
Proverbs. A large portion of Proverbs was written by Solomon for his son. Over and over again he addresses these
to his son (1:8,10,15; 2:1; 3:1,11,21; 6:20; 7:1; 23:15,19,24,26; 24:13, 21). Since his son would follow him as king,
the immediate purpose of these Proverbs was to instruct his son to be a wise king. Obviously, the Proverbs cover
many areas of life and responsibilities that apply to everyone as well as a king. But certain of these Proverbs clearly
have a more direct application to the governing authorities or magistrate. 

In Proverbs 24, the passage in question is bracketed by other proverbs that clearly apply to one who, like Solomon
and his son, had governing responsibilities. Verse 6 talks about the need for the guidance to wage war and obtain
victory over the enemy. Verse 17 talks about the attitude toward defeated enemies -- he was not to rejoice. This is
parallel to the New Testament instruction not to hate ones enemies, which is related to the command to love your
enemies. Jesus gave this instruction in the context of explaining what it meant to "love you neighbor" (Matt. 5:44).
In between these verses, we have the proverb relating to delivering those being taken away to death.

The key to the understanding of this passage is found in verse 12. It might be easy for the king to ignore the plight
of some of his subjects and to plead ignorance to a miscarriage of justice. Solomon points out that this may get him
off the hook with men, but not with God who weighs the motive. Solomon is emphasizing the fact that his son is in
a position of authority and responsibility for others who depend upon him, and he must, therefore, not grow "slack
in the day of distress."

From this it appears that the direct application of the passage is to one in authority, not just anyone. Secondly, if the
passage has a judicial thrust, then the more direct application of the passage would indicate that Christians would be
investigating possible miscarriages of justice, and would be doing everything possible to rescue those on death row
who may have been wrongly accused. But we don't see Christians boycotting or trying to break unjustly sentenced
convicts out of jail.

To apply this verse to the plight of the unborn is at best a long stretch, at worst a misapplication. However, even if
we do admit this as a legitimate application of the verse, all we get from it is an injunction to do whatever is in our
power to help those being led away to death. There is no indication from this verse that violation of civil law is in
view. The point of the passage is that those who are in a position to do something about a calamity are obligated to
get involved. The extent of that involvement is not under consideration.

Luke 10:25-37

Another passage the rescuers appeal to is the parable of the Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37). This parable was told in
response to the question, "Who is my neighbor?" It was designed to show that all men are neighbors and that we are
to help them without discrimination. At no point is there any indication that this would involve breaking civil law,
although it could involve violation of social trends. Rescuers suggest the point of this passage is that we are to do
good to our neighbor. If and when the government defines what the good is, then we are justified in breaking the
law to go beyond this.

This is even weaker support for the kind of application Terry desires. Jesus is not addressing a civil disobedience
issue. He is simply pointing out that we need to do whatever we can when we are in a position to help those in
need. To read into this account an application to break the law to help the one in need is neither justified nor
warranted. It is an issue totally outside the scope of Luke 10.

After looking at these two passages, the most that can be said is that they indicate that Christians should be involved
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with those in need. Involvement in civil disobedience is outside the scope of either passage. The most that these
passages can be used for in the abortion issue is that Christians should be involved in educating and counseling
those considering an abortion.

The type of Biblical evidence rescuers need is a case where believers interfere in a situation where someone was
going to take a life in a legally or culturally accepted way, such as sacrificing a child to Molech. Yet, at no point is
this type of evidence found in the Scriptures.

IS THE CHURCH THE PRESERVER OF THE NATION?

One of the crucial issues in this entire discussion is the role of the Church in the world today? Is the primary
mandate of the church today to proclaim the gospel or is it to impose God's righteous standard on the world?
Christians today are beginning to act as if it is the latter. This means more than simply that Christians should take a
stand for righteousness and speak out against immorality and evil (exposing evil). This is clearly taught in Scripture
(Eph. 5:13). But does Scripture go one step further and teach that the Church should impose God's standard on an
ungodly and God- hating world (conquering evil). The central passage used for this is found in Matthew 5:13,
where Jesus said to his disciples, "You are the salt of the earth." Here Jesus was comparing the role of the believer
in the world to salt. What did He mean?

Over the years, preachers have waxed eloquently on this metaphor. They usually talk about all the many uses salt
has. Salt is used for seasoning bland food, salt is used for creating thirst, and salt is used for preservation. Usually,
the third idea is the one selected in interpreting this passage. However, the context would indicate that this is simply
not the case. 

Whenever Scripture uses a figure of speech, the best way to understand the significance of the figure is through
some clue given in the context. While speaking to His disciples here, Jesus gave just such a clue. After stating that
they were the salt of the earth, Jesus then said, "but if the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be seasoned?" (NKJV)
The original Greek word is moraino, which means "make tasteless or become tasteless or insipid" (Arndt and
Gingrich: 533). This indicates that the point Jesus is making has nothing to do with preservation, but with
seasoning. The believer is to live a life that shows the world that without Christ life is dull, drab, and tasteless. No
other verses seem to be used to indicate that the Church is to have a preservative effect on society. If the role of the
Church isn't to preserve society, what is it?

The primary function of the Church is to be "the pillar and support of the truth" (1 Tim. 3:15). Next in importance,
the Church is to proclaim the Gospel. In the process of the proclamation of the Gospel, our Sovereign God will call
out people for Himself and regenerate them. Only regenerate men have a hope of living in obedience to God's
standard. God's plan for the current age involves the Christian presence as a restraint of evil until His return, but
never a conquering of evil. To try to impose God's righteousness upon society apart from regeneration is a task
doomed to failure. Yet, that seems to be exactly what so many professing Christians want to do. In their frustration
over apparent lack of success and the moral decline of American society, they have given up on the Biblically
mandated practices of evangelism, prayer, and holding forth the standard of righteousness, and have followed the
humanistic tactics of men like Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. in order to achieve their goal.

That professing Christians have adopted an ends-justifies-the-means approach seems all too obvious. The first thing
that strikes one as he reads Randall Terry's book is that he begins by describing the results of Operation Rescue (an
emotional argument) before he ever attempts to demonstrate its Biblical base. While Terry himself may not believe
that the end justifies the means, and may even believe that his practice is grounded first on Scripture, the way he
presents his case clearly puts results before Scripture. For him, Operation Rescue is the answer because it is
producing results. It seems that this is another example of Christians who get fired up for a particular cause and
then go to the Bible to try to find some support for their actions. Faithfully trusting God and praying and relying on
a Sovereign God isn't enough and doesn't seem to work, so humanistic tactics are adopted. The answer to the
world's social problems is not Christian activism and revolution, but the preaching of the Gospel and the
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regeneration of the Holy Spirit.

*This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Robert L. Dean,
Jr., Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. II, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1989. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.)
The use of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his
current ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.

Biblical Discernment Ministries -3/95
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Palmistry
Science or Hoax?

-  Palmistry is the ancient art of counseling according to occult knowledge of one's karma (i.e., "psychic
counseling") revealed in the shape, size, color, and lines of the hands. Because one's karma is supposedly revealed
in this manner, one's future is also supposedly revealed. The objective of palmistry, then, is to learn the karmic
consequences under which the counselee is living, and encourage him to alter his thinking in order to affect those
consequences and ensure a better karma in his next incarnation.

-  Chiromancy, or palmistry, has a long history. It was practiced in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, and
extensively in China. Modern practices in palmistry were imported into Europe from Asia by Gypsies during the
Renaissance. This period was marked by a flourishing of beliefs in divining personality by studying parts of the
body. It has long been a favored means of fortune telling. It probably originated among medicine men, diviners, and
priests, and was probably related to divination by the examination of the entrails of sacrificial victims. Confidence
in the practice was based probably on the fact that no two palms are exactly alike, and, therefore, the palm was
taken to be an index of marked individuality. Some chiromancers even claimed to have found a greater authority in
the Bible -- Job 37:7 ("sealeth up the hand of every man: that all men may know his work") and Proverbs 3:16
("length of days is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and honour").

-  Over many centuries in Europe palmistry was held in high repute. Men of rank in society, politics, and the church
devoted time to its study. It was taught in the universities. From its early acceptance as a priestly institution it
degenerated even further into a medium of commercialized fortune telling. Thousands of palmists are active in
places of public amusement. Millions of people spend millions of dollars every year throughout the world upon
fortune telling. Yet, in no respect is it validated by scientific data or by intelligent understanding of human nature.
More importantly for Bible-believing Christians, all forms of fortune telling are nothing more than ancient
techniques of divination, and thereby, forbidden in God's Word (Deut. 18:10-12). 

Note the following quote from the 7/28/92 Bloomington Herald-Times, indicating the religious nature of palm
reading:

"One of the biggest misconceptions is that psychics are not religious ... that's simply not true. Reading
a palm comes from the mind and everything it is comes from God ... [She] pointed out that she has
studied various religions and was even a Sunday School teacher at one church. She said she often has
her Bible by her side as she does readings" ("Psychic's Future is Clear," p. D1).

-  Palmistry is clearly a form of divination -- a practice that seeks to foretell or foresee future events. Crystal balls,
the Ouija board, astrology, horoscopes, palm reading, and tarot card reading all deal with trying to foretell the
future in some way. Palm reading and tarot card reading are also done by astrologers. A palm reader "reads" the
lines in the palm of the hand, and depending on how the lines look (such as how long or short the line is, or how
deep the line is, etc.), tries to predict the future. Every aspect of both hands, but mostly the dominant hand, is
considered. The lines and swirls of the hand are considered as well as the overall shape and sizes of the various
parts. Color is also considered.

-  Palm readers say that as one changes his thinking, his personality will change, as will the characteristics of his
hands -- lines grow longer or shorter, appear or disappear, etc. Like astrology and virtually every form of occult
practice, palmistry is predicated upon the supposition that an individual's karma is discernible in natural phenomena.
In this case, the lines and other characteristics of one's hands supposedly reveal one's future based upon his karmic
dispensation. It is not surprising then, that palmists use many symbols from mythology and astrology -- "Palmistry
is related to astrology in that most parts of the palm are correlated with one of the astrological houses" (Brenner,
The Hand Book). In the final analysis, palmistry is merely another of man's attempts to substitute human reasoning
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for God's wisdom as revealed in His Word. As a form of divination, like any other psychic practice, the mind of the
individual is put under the control of others no more capable of living their lives free from turmoil than anyone
else.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/92
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Planned Parenthood
(Or "Planning Family Size Through Abortion"?)

-  A pamphlet published by the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA) in 1963 contained the following
statement: "An abortion kills the life of the baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to your life and health. It may
make you sterile so that when you want a child you cannot have it." Even in its 1990-1993 Long Range Plan,
Planned Parenthood admitted that abortion is so traumatic to most people who undergo its procedure that, "... the
incidence of post-procedural trauma for abortion clients may be as high as 91% of all cases." How interesting is all
this in light of Planned Parenthood's present, public position!

-  To Planned Parenthood, "Pro-Choice" now means pro-abortion. Planned Parenthood was founded in 1916 (by
Margaret Sanger) and now operates nearly 850 abortion clinics through its 123 affiliates in the District of Columbia
and all fifty states. (Although not all clinics perform abortions, all refer and counsel for them.) Planned Parenthood
killed 244,628 babies in its clinics in calendar year 2003, the highest number in its 89-year history. It is the largest
single provider of abortion services in the U.S. -- Planned Parenthood took in $810 million in the 2003-2004 fiscal
year (ending 6/30/04), with $306.2 million coming from "Clinic Income" and $265.2 million coming from
"Government Grants and Contracts" (i.e., out of the taxpayer's pocket). (With 33% of its total revenues derived
from taxpayers, it is also easy to see why Planned Parenthood invests so much time, money, and effort in the
political arena. On the expense side, Planned Parenthood indicates that it spent $39.4 million on "Public Policy"”)
The rest ($238.6 million) came from "Private Contributions and Bequests" and other sources. 

Planned Parenthood releases no figures on its abortion income. But a very conservative estimate, using the $372 the
Alan Guttmacher Institute (AGI -- Planned Parenthood's "special affiliate" for "reproductive health research") says
clinics charge for a standard, first-trimester, suction curettage abortion (chemical abortions cost more, as do the
second-trimester abortions many Planned Parenthood clinics advertise and perform), suggests that Planned
Parenthood, at a minimum, receives approximately $91 million a year for the abortions it performs, or nearly one-
third of its total clinic income in FY2004. In fact, the figure may be much, much higher -- clinics do abortions well
into the second trimester, with the average cost ranging from $774 when the baby is 16 weeks old to $1,179 for a
child of 20 weeks of age. If so, Planned Parenthood's income from abortion could be close to double the $91
million figure. (All abortion procedure costs stated are FY2002 amounts, but applied to FY2004 abortion numbers.)
Moreover, according to statistics released by the AGI, abortions have declined in the U.S. every year but one from
1990 to 2000 (the last year for which national statistics were available). This represents an overall decrease of 18%
in those 11 years. By contrast, since 1990 Planned Parenthood abortions have increased in 12 of the 14 years
Planned Parenthood has reported statistics. The overall increase for PPFA is more than 80% during the period.

Planned Parenthood is also trying to bring sex education programs and abortion counseling into churches, calling its
programs "faith-based initiatives" (7/27/02, World). George Grant, in his book Grand Illusions, says Planned
Parenthood also receives a set percentage of total United Way campaign funds. Their ads say they are "pro-choice,"
but the reality is that of all pregnant women who go to Planned Parenthood, 90% get an abortion. While it was
performing 244,628 abortions in calendar year 2003, Planned Parenthood saw only 16,427 prenatal clients, or just 1
for every 15 abortion patients! Only 1,774 clients were referred to adoption agencies (or 138 abortions performed
for every adoption referral), and just 465 patients were counseled or treated for infertility, proving once again that
Planned Parenthood's plans typically do NOT involve parenthood. (Source: Randall K. O'Bannon, National Right to
Life Internet Web Site, 2/05; and Planned Parenthood FY2004 Annual Report.)

-  There apparently is no type of abortion procedure abhorrent to Planned Parenthood. They approve of partial-birth
abortions (where the abortionist delivers the baby's entire body except for the head, jams scissors into the baby's
skull, opening them to enlarge the hole, and then sucking the child's brains out through a suction tube, causing the
skull to collapse), as well as the "medical abortion" drug RU486, which employs the powerful drug mifepristone.
Just a week before the FDA declared RU486 "approvable," Planned Parenthood announced it had received
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clearance from the FDA to conduct a nationwide study using an alternative abortion drug, methotrexate. The trial
began in September of 1996. Because methotrexate is a highly toxic anti-cancer drug that doctors are afraid to use,
Planned Parenthood wanted the FDA to recommend a change in the labeling so that "physicians will be able to use
methotrexate for medical abortion without undue hesitation about insurance or liability issues" (NRL News,
11/14/96). [In addition to special training, tracking, and advertising for RU486 in FY2003, Planned Parenthood
says it performed abortions using mifepristone on 48,500 women (an increase of 48% from the previous fiscal
year), through 172 of its clinics. Over half, or 74 out of its 125 affiliates at the time, were offering these chemical
abortions. (No figures are yet available for FY2004.)]

-  The following is adapted and/or excerpted from "The Predators of Planned Parenthood," by syndicated columnist
Michelle Malkin, 12/3/03. -- It provides shocking insight to the real Planned Parenthood agenda:

Planned Parenthood's outspoken activists remain stone-cold silent about Holly Patterson. She's the teenager who died of tragic
complications from taking the abortion drug cocktail RU-486, which she obtained from a northern California Planned
Parenthood clinic in September. Holly and her unborn child suffered a painful, bloody, and prolonged death.

Patterson was seven weeks pregnant when she received the chemical abortion regimen. After seven days and two desperate
trips to a hospital emergency room seeking help for intense cramping and bleeding, she succumbed to "septic shock, due to
endomyometritis (inflammation) due to therapeutic, drug-induced abortion," according to an Alameda County coroner's report.
The silence of the abortion lobby speaks volumes. While Patterson's family mourns and the Food and Drug Administration
investigates, Planned Parenthood continues to dispense the abortion kill pills to pregnant teens -- and it continues to entice
young people to its abortion clinics with a glitzy, MTV-like Web site offering "sexuality and relationship info you can trust." 

Called "Teenwire.com," the Planned Parenthood site is chock-full of colorful graphics, hip jargon, voluminous health advice,
and lots of exclamation points: "Check out our interactive color diagrams of female and male anatomy!"; "SEX TALK LIVE!";
"Got Lube?"; "I want both guys!"; "MASTURBATION: Go there!" Amid explicit discussions of "dry humping," oral sex,
masturbation, and encouragement for "queer and questioning" teens, the Teenwire.com site issues a stern note to parents who
might be trying to monitor what kind of sex education propaganda their kids are reading. Planned Parenthood lectures mothers
and fathers that "this Web site is for teens. This is their place. Take a look around the site if you like, but please do not register
on the site." Translation: We're the experts. You are meddling parents. Bug off and butt out.

Teenwire.com's readers are advised by Planned Parenthood legal experts to call a free hotline number for confidential
pregnancy tests and private abortion counseling. Responding to a 14-year-old girl nicknamed "devilchik," who writes a letter
asking the experts if she can get an abortion without her mom's permission, the Planned Parenthood advisers supply a list of
state laws regarding parental notification and consent. California, where Holly died, has no parental involvement requirement. In
a section titled "Yikes!" the experts enthusiastically explain the "judicial bypass" process for circumventing parents altogether
when a teen wants to take RU-486 in secret.

The Web site pounds home the blithe message that "abortion is a very safe procedure" akin to taking an aspirin or getting
tonsils removed. Shamelessly courting repeat customers, the Web site also mentions several times to its teenage audience that
second abortions are no big deal. Ignoring the untold number of American women who suffer from post-abortion trauma, the
Planned Parenthood experts also tell young girls that abortion "poses little danger to a woman's emotional and mental health.
Although a woman may feel some regret or remorse, the most common emotion after an abortion is relief."

Teenwire.com's section on abortion pills (mifepristone and misoprostol) reads like a cheerleading pharmaceutical press release.
"It's finally here!" crows Planned Parenthood writer Susan Motamed. "It's time-tested and super-safe," she informs teens. "Not
one woman has died from using mifepristone with misoprostol to end pregnancy," Teenwire.com falsely asserts. Unmentioned
are the approximately 400 adverse events linked to RU-486 by its manufacturer, including hemorrhaging, bacterial infections,
and the deaths of three women in North America, including 18-year-old Holly.

Predators win the trust of their victims by luring them away from their closest loved ones, speaking their language and telling
them what they want to hear. Planned Parenthood subverts parents and dispenses death pills to vulnerable teens like candy --
cheap! easy! super-safe! But as Holly's dad, Monty, sobbed at a press conference after his daughter's RU-486-induced
homicide: "There's no quick fix for pregnancy, no magic pill ... They told her it was safe, and it killed her."

Put that in capital letters, Planned Parenthood experts. File it on your Web site under "Yikes!" in memory of Holly Patterson
and her child who never had a chance.
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-  Planned Parenthood's week-long conference for children, "Nobody's Fool," held in Waco, Texas in July of 2004,
attracted 350 youngsters. The conference, open to children from grades five through nine, or 10 to 14 years old,
banned parents from attending. American Life League's STOPP International executive director, Jim Sedlak, called
the conference a "thinly veiled attack on parental rights, public morality, and the health and well-being of our
children." For the $5 admission charge, children in grades seven through nine also received a free copy of the book,
It's Perfectly Normal (by Robie H. Harris), an 89-page primer of sexually-explicit, nude illustrations (71 of them)
meant to teach children the tools for engaging in sexual acts, including masturbation. "This so-called 'educational
text' is nothing more than pornography in comic book form," Sedlak said. Some examples from the text include,
"The ancient Greeks thought that love between two men was the highest form of love" (p.17). According to
instructions on page 73 of the text, "There are many reasons why a female or a couple might want or need to end a
pregnancy," The ninth reason is listed as "female did not intend to become pregnant." [Source: 
WorldNetDaily.com, "Planned Parenthood gives kids 'porn' book," 7/17/04.]

In 2003, John Pisciotta, a Baylor University economics professor, led a successful boycott of the Bluebonnet
Council of the Girl Scouts in Waco, Texas because of its co-sponsorship of last year's [2003] "Nobody's Fool"
conference.  In an article, Pisciotta writes that Planned Parenthood passed out It's Perfectly Normal to young girls
that included the Girl Scouts logo and chapters on masturbation and homosexuality. The book also had images of
couples having sex and a boy wearing a condom. "The provocative drawings are designed to dissolve modesty and
desensitize children into thinking of sex in a casual way. Topics covered in the how-to book include heterosexual
intercourse, homosexuality, masturbation, birth control and abortion." (As a result of national attention gained by
the boycott, parents began removing their girls from the Scouts, leading to the closure of several troops and a
decision by the council to not sponsor future conferences.) [Source:  BeLogical.com, "Nobody's Fool or
Everybody's Fool," by John Pisciotta, 3/1/04.]

-  The deception used by Planned Parenthood in recruiting women for abortion is apparent in the following
example: Former Attorney General Edwin Meese told World magazine, "Planned Parenthood clinics are counseling
people they believe to be minors in inappropriate ways in order to thwart the purpose of the law." Life Dynamics, a
pro-life group in Denton, TX, employed a woman with a little-girl's voice to telephone 875 Planned Parenthood
clinics across the nation to tell the same story, that she was only 13 years old and thought she was pregnant by her
22-year-old boyfriend, and that she didn't want anyone to know. In each case she asked clinic personnel repeatedly
if anyone would have to know about the age of her "boyfriend." A typical answer was, "Oh, absolutely not. We
don't tell anybody about anything." Eight out of ten clinic employees agreed to conceal or willfully ignore the
felony sexual abuse of a 13-year-old girl by a 22-year-old man. Laws in every state require medical personnel to
report to child protective services or law-enforcement officials any suspected child abuse. In the fiscal year 2000,
Planned Parenthood’s national organization received more than $54 million under Title X. Yet according to law, no
provider of services under Title X shall be exempt from any state law requiring notification of the reporting of
child abuse, child molestation, or sexual abuse (World, 7/27/02). 

-  Margaret Sanger (1879-1966) was the founder of Planned Parenthood (in 1916). She has been given the unusual
title, "Father of Modern Society." The following facts on Sanger's philosophy of life give us insight into the
underlying philosophy on which Planned Parenthood was founded: (Other references on Sanger, in addition to those
cited below: (a) Elasah Drogin, Margaret Sanger: Father of Modern Society, (b) Margaret Sanger, The Pivot of
Civilization, and (c) Margaret Sanger, "A Plan for Peace," Birth Control Review.) (On the official Planned
Parenthood web page, PPFA claims that all these quotes attributed to Margaret Sanger are either taken out of
context or were actually said or written by others and falsely attributed to Sanger ["Sanger Fact Sheet," PPFA
Internet web site, 12/03 & 2/05].)

(a) Sanger was a militant radical who believed parents had the right to kill their children; 

(b) In her book, Women and the New Race, Sanger said that it is "merciful" to kill infants; she said that,
"The most merciful thing that the large family does to one of its infant members is to kill it";

(c) Sanger was a socialist, feminist, occultist, and a believer in promiscuous sex;
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(d) Sanger believed in controlled reproduction to purify the races (i.e., sterilization);

(e) Sanger founded and edited The Woman Rebel, the masthead read "No Gods, No Masters";

(f) Sanger coined the term "birth control" in 1912, founded the Voluntary Parenthood League in 1914,
and founded the first birth control clinic in 1916 in Brooklyn, NY;

(g) That Planned Parenthood was anti-Christianity from the beginning is without dispute. In her first
newspaper, The Woman Rebel, Margaret Sanger admitted that, "Birth control appeals to the advanced
radical, because it is calculated to undermine the authority of the Christian Churches. I look forward to
seeing humanity free someday of the tyranny of Christianity no less than Capitalism";

(h) Sanger was the president of the American Birth Control League in 1939 from which Planned
Parenthood was formed, and she remained honorary chairman of Planned Parenthood until her death
in 1966;

(i) Sanger called the marriage bed "the most degenerating influence in the social order" (i.e., she was a
"free love" advocate); she believed all sexual conduct was normal as long as harm was not brought to
others;

(j) Sanger was violently anti-family: "only individuals count, not families"; 

(k) Sanger believed the poor should be sexually sterilized, and she endorsed euthanasia; she believed in
selective breeding of the human race to produce "perfect" individuals (it was later that the Nazis
adopted this philosophy). Her slogan was "more children from the fit, less from the unfit";

(l) Sanger hoped for a motherhood that would refuse "to bring forth weaklings ..." She wrote of
"woman's upward struggle" and described the "lack of balance between the birth rate of the "unfit" and
the "fit" as "the greatest present menace to civilization";

(m) Sanger hoped to use birth control to exterminate the genetically inferior races, which to her meant
most of the non-white world; she wrote an article in 1921 called "Birth Control to Create a Race of
Thoroughbreds";

(n) In 1922, Sanger declared that Jews, Hispanics, and blacks were "human weeds" that would by
reproduction, "bring a dead weight of human waste into the world"; in April of 1932, Sanger outlined a
"plan for peace" to eliminate these groups (in an article titled "Birth Control Review"). The article also
advocated: (1) close doors to emigration to certain aliens; and (c) establishment of sterilization and/or
segregation of issengenic groups, namely people considered to have bad genes;

(o) Sanger approved of Hitler's extermination of Jews in Europe, and had as a goal the extermination
of the black race in the U.S. through sterilization and encouraging birth control via prominent black
clergy (who would be "paid-off" if necessary);

(p) Sanger frequently attended séances to communicate with her dead daughter, and later drifted into
eastern mysticism, Unitarianism, Rosicrucinism, astrology, and numerology; and

(q) Humanists declared Sanger "humanist of the year" in 1957.

As stated above, Planned Parenthood's website presents a greatly edited version of their founder's life. This
carefully crafted version seeks to downplay any charges that she promoted racial ideas and insist that others are
simply quoting her out of context. As indicated by the extensive quotes below, the truth is far different -- the quotes

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/unitari.htm
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of Sanger and her colleagues' show a tremendous affinity for the ideals espoused by Hitler's Germany: 

"While striving to limit the propagation of mental defectives and others grossly unfit, and guarding
mothers from dangerous or excessive childbearing, we physicians would be grievously remiss if we
failed to follow the recommendation of the most impressive of the birth control conferences, the one
held in New York in 1925, that 'persons whose progeny gives promise of being of decided value to the
community should be encouraged to bear as large families as they feasibly can.'" [Robert L. Dickinson.
"On the Control of Conception," Birth Control Review, Volume XV, Number 1 (January 1931), p. 5.]

In 1939 (10/19/39), Sanger wrote Clarence Gamble, instructing him to hire "three or four colored
ministers with engaging personalities … we do not want word to get out that we want to exterminate
the Negro population, and the minister is the man who can straighten out that idea if it occurs to any of
their more rebellious members." (Source: Linda Gordon, Women's Body, Women's Right, A Social
History of Birth Control in America, p. 333.) Another commentator notes, "Sanger frequently featured
racists and eugenicists in her magazine, the Birth Control Review. Contributor Lothrop Stoddard, who
also served on Sanger's board of directors, wrote in The Rising Tide of Color Against White World-
Supremacy that 'We must resolutely oppose both Asiatic permeation of white race-areas and Asiatic
inundation of those non-white, but equally non-Asiatic regions inhabited by the really inferior races.'
Each issue of the Birth Control Review was packed with such ideas. But Sanger was not content merely
to publish racist propaganda; the magazine also made concrete policy proposals, such as the creation of
'moron communities,' the forced production of children by the 'fit,' and the compulsory sterilization and
even elimination of the 'unfit.'"

"Sanger's own racist views were scarcely less opprobrious. In 1939, she and Clarence Gamble made an
infamous proposal called 'Birth Control and the Negro,' which asserted that 'the poorer areas,
particularly in the South … are producing alarmingly more than their share of future generations.' Her
'religion of birth control' would, she wrote, 'ease the financial load of caring for with public funds …
children destined to become a burden to themselves, to their family, and ultimately to the nation.'"
(Source: "The Repackaging of Margaret Sanger," Steven W. Mosher, The Wall Street Journal, May 5,
1997.)

-  The following "Eight Great Deceptions of Planned Parenthood," taken together, comprise one of the biggest lies
ever perpetrated upon the American public. This lie continues to deceive the uninformed and the unsuspecting.
(Excerpted in part from a 1994 CR Ministries publication.):

(1) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to advocate the freedom of women to choose if and when they will
have children, without government interference. 
Fact: From the beginning, Planned Parenthood has sought mandatory population control measures. Over the years
it has proposed our government implement "compulsory abortion for out-of-wedlock pregnancies," federal
entitlement "payments to encourage abortion," "compulsory sterilization for those who have already had two
children," and "tax penalties" for existing large families.

(2) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to serve the needs of poor women and low-income families. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood has always targeted minorities, the unwanted, and the disadvantaged for family
limitation, contraception, abortion, and sterilization. Planned Parenthood founder Margaret Sanger's "charity" was
"to eliminate the stocks" that she felt were most detrimental "to the future of the race and the world."

(3) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to be a privately funded, non-profit family planning organization. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood helps ban families, not plan families. As an association of over 300 separately
incorporated organizations worldwide, a vast portion of its funding comes right from American taxpayers'
pocketbooks. In 1993 alone, almost $160 million came from the Title X appropriations of the Public Health Service
Act and from 18 other federal statues!
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(4) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its system of birth control is safe and effective. 
Fact: Absolutely none of Planned Parenthood's birth control systems are 100% effective -- from the pill or
diaphragm to the IUD. A teen practicing "safe sex" with condoms has nearly an 87% chance of pregnancy. The
Planned Parenthood system virtually guarantees women will get pregnant and in the end be "forced" to fall back on
Planned Parenthood's ultimate birth control practice -- abortion.

(5) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that it is in the forefront of the battle against sexually transmitted
diseases. 
Fact: Through Planned Parenthood's distribution of non-barrier birth control contraceptives to 80% of its clients,
syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, herpes, hepatitis, granuloma, chancroid, and even AIDS are being encouraged.
Recent studies indicate the use of Planned Parenthood-favored birth control devices may actually enhance the risk
of sexually transmitted diseases.

(6) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that sex education is a necessary and effective means of preventing
teen pregnancies. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood's sex education programs have backfired, actually increasing teen pregnancies. A 1986
Louis Harris poll of teens who took "comprehensive" sex education have a 50% higher rate of sexual activity that
their "unenlightened" peers.

(7) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its efforts to provide abortion services have at last removed the
specter of dangerous back alley abortions from our land. 
Fact: Abortions may be legal, but they are not safe. A UCLA study by two obstetrical and gynecological professors
conclude "abortion can be a killer." Other complications are at least partially responsible for the steep rise in female
medical care costs over the last decade.

(8) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that its birth control, sex education, and abortion juggernaut is
essential to control rapid population growth. 
Fact: Instead of worrying about Planned Parenthood's "population bomb," many researchers are concerned about a
"birth dearth." Fertility in the U.S. has been steadily declining for two decades. The worldwide birthrate is now
falling faster than the mortality rate for the first time in recorded history.

Note: So, what should be a Christian's response to Planned Parenthood? Certainly it is NOT to engage in the
unbiblical tactics of Operation Rescue, which is based on a theology of activism. Operation Rescue's founder,
Randall Terry, explains that its purpose is to create social upheaval and thereby pressure government into changing
the abortion laws. A typical brochure declares: "Rescues help produce the social tension necessary for political
change ... whether for good or bad, political change comes after groups of Americans bring enough tension to the
nation and pressure on politicians that the laws are changed." This kind of "Christian" activism involves today the
well-meaning but foolish attempt to force "Christian principles" upon a godless society through more effective
lobbying, larger demonstrations, and greater "social upheaval" than the homosexuals, abortionists, or pornographers
can produce. But rather than pressure the ungodly to live like saints, we must win them to Christ that they might
live wholly for God. As Christians, our personal lives must also be lived in obedience to God, even if that brings us
into conflict with civil laws. In addition to avoiding idolatry and immorality, Christians must preach the gospel to
everyone everywhere. That would be the Biblical response to Planned Parenthood.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2005
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Positive Confession/PMA*
Prosperity Gospel & The New Age

-  The fastest growing segment of professing Christianity in recent years has been among churches connected with
the Positive Confession movement or Word-Faith movement (all part of the modern Charismatic movement). It has
involved two distinct but closely related factions: the Norman Vincent Peale/Robert Schuller Positive-Possibility
thinkers/Positive Mental Attitude, with their roots in New Thought; and the Kenneth Hagin/Kenneth Copeland
Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William Branham, and the
Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain movement. Well-known names among its leaders are E.W. Kenyon, Charles
Capps, Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David [Paul] Yonggi Cho. It
does not yet constitute a new denomination, but it certainly represents innovative teachings outside of mainstream
Christianity. The situation is so serious now because of the dominance over the so-called Christian media achieved
by the teachers of Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive Confession. 

D.R. McConnell points out that "any new religious movement [within Protestantism] must bear the scrutiny of two
criteria: biblical fidelity and historical orthodoxy." Regrettably, the Positive Confession movement fails on both
counts. The historical roots of this movement (which Charles Farah has called "Faith Formula Theology") lie in the
occult, and most recently, in New Thought and its off-shoot, the Mind Science cults. Its Biblical basis is found only
in the peculiar interpretations of its own leaders, not in generally accepted Christian theology. 

-  As the name "Positive Confession"/"Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what
we say more than whom we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. The term "positive
confession" refers to the teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-Faith teachers claim,
determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say -- especially the favors
you demand of God -- must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is required to answer. Word-
Faith believers view their positive confessions as an incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire:
"Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth. That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say"
(Charismatic Chaos, pp. 281, 285).

This is at the heart of the Positive Confession movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel.
The Positive Confession movement is nothing but a charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be
substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their common beliefs. Positive Confession is basically
warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic language. Positive Confession's basic beliefs can be
summarized as follows:

1. Faith is a force that both God and man can use: "Faith is a force just like electricity or gravity"
(Copeland), and it is the substance out of which God creates whatever is (Capps). God uses faith, and
so may we in exactly the same way in order to produce the same results through obedience to the same
"laws of faith" (Capps) that God applied in creation. "You have the same ability [as God has] dwelling
or residing on the inside of you" (Capps). "We have all the capabilities of God. We have His faith"
(Copeland).

2. Faith's force is released by speaking words: "Words are the most powerful thing in the universe"
because they "are containers" that "carry faith or fear and they produce after their kind" (Capps). God
operates by these very same laws. "God had faith in His own words ... God had faith in His faith,
because He spoke words of faith and they came to pass. That faith force was transported by words ...
the God-kind-of-faith ... is released by the words of your mouth" (Hagin). "Creative power was in
God's mouth. It is in your mouth also" (Capps).

3. Man is a "little god" in God's class: "Man was designed or created by God to be the god of this
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world" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was the god of this world ... [but he] sold out to Satan, and
Satan became the god of this world" (Hagin). "We were created to be gods over the earth, but
remember to spell it with a little 'g'" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was created in God's class ... to
rule as a god ... by speaking words" (Copeland). "Man was created in the God class ... We are a class of
gods ... God himself spawned us from His innermost being ... We are in God; so that makes us part of
God (2 Cor 5:17)" (Copeland).

4. Anyone -- occultist or Christian -- can use the faith force: Because man is a little god "in God's
class: very capable of operating on the same level of faith as God" (Capps), and "because all men are
spirit beings" (Hagin), therefore anyone, whether Christian or pagan, can release this "faith force" by
speaking words if he only believes in his words as God believes in His (Hagin). "God is a faith God.
God releases His faith in Words, [and we must do the same:] ... Everything you say [positive or
negative] will come to pass" (Capps). "Spiritual things are created by WORDS. Even natural, physical
things are created by WORDS" (Hagin).

5. You get what you confess: The vital key is confessing, or speaking aloud, and thereby, releasing the
force of faith. "You get what you say" (Hagin, Hunter). "Only by mouth confession can faith power be
released, allowing tremendous things to happen" (Cho). "Remember, the key to receiving the desires of
your heart is to make the words of your mouth agree with what you want" (Copeland). "Whatever
comes out of your mouth shall be produced in your life" (Tilton). "They're [his two children] 30-some
years of age today, and I don't believe I prayed more than half a dozen times for both of them in all
these years. Why? Because you can have what you say -- and I had already said it!" (Hagin).

6. Never make a negative confession: The tongue "can kill you, or it can release the life of God within
you ... whether you believe right or wrong, it is still the law" (Capps). There is power in "the evil fourth
dimension" (Cho). If you confess sickness you get it, if you confess health you get it; whatever you say
you get" (Hagin). "Faith is as a seed ... you plant it by speaking it" (Capps). "The spoken word ...
releases power -- power for good or power for evil" (Bashan). Therefore, it is very important never to
speak anything negative but only to make a positive confession -- hence the name of the Positive
Confession movement.

-  Positive Confession leaders have a wrong view of faith: Instead of trust in God as its object, it is a metaphysical
force they trust. They have a wrong view of God: He is not sufficient in Himself, but can only do what He does by
using this universal faith-force in obedience to certain cosmic laws. They have a wrong view of man: He is a little
god in God's class who has the same powers as God and can use the same force of faith by obedience to the same
laws that God also must obey. They also have a wrong view of redemption and the cross of Christ. 

-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far, because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

-  Linked to the Positive Confession movement is the concept of Positive Mental Attitude (PMA). PMA has become
the major link between sorcery and Christianity. It is the human potential movement that incorporates the age old
Eastern mystique that all men can acquire godhood, that "we can achieve anything we conceive." But the Bible
says: "With God all things are possible." PMA, however, declares: "With man all things are possible," which means
either that we do not need God or that we are God. Paul said, "I can do all things through Him [Christ] who
strengthens me." The New Age/PMA "Christ" is a state of consciousness rather than a historic Person. The
Christian has a positive attitude not because he believes in the power of positive thinking, but because he is trusting
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in God. The PMA that is promoted in today's New Age, however, is based upon humanistic psychology's first
article of faith: "Human potential is infinite!" The real Christian is happy and positive in all circumstances because
he believes that God, who alone is infinite, loves and cares for him. These two concepts -- Christian and PMA --
are mutually contradictory, in spite of the sincere people who believe they are the same thing expressed in different
language.

-  Those directly responsible for bringing PMA into the professing church are Norman Vincent Peale and Robert
Schuller. Napoleon Hill and W. Clement Stone, the originators or the PMA concept, talk about "God" in their
books, but their "God" is a metaphysical "Divine Power" that can be tapped into through mind-power techniques
(from visualization to positive self-talk and other forms of self-hypnosis and self-image psychology). Hill and
Stone don't substitute PMA for faith, but promote an even more dangerous idea: that PMA and faith are one and
the same, that believing in the power of the mind is somehow the same as believing in God; that the human mind is
some kind of magic talisman that wields a metaphysical force with infinite potential because, somehow, it is part of
what they call Infinite Intelligence. This is the "God" of the mind-science cults and of the New Age.

Note: There are many faithful believers who live modestly and will never have more than the basic necessities of
life. Yet they are content to have what they have. The prosperity teachers ridicule such and say that they only have
that little because they don't trust God for more; the fact of their contentment (which is highly regarded by God) is
looked upon as a lack of faith. And they are chastised because they haven't got the faith to get more so they can
give more. Ultimately, the giving is expected to go into the coffers of the prosperity teacher; they may give to
others, but not apart from also giving to the prosperity teacher.

All the prosperity teachers use a particular fear tactic to establish their rule for giving -- if you don't give, God will
curse you. Many also teach that if one wishes to use the prosperity gospel for selfish ends -- to acquire personal
wealth without giving -- it isn't going to work. If, however, one uses the prosperity gospel with the intention of
acquiring wealth for unselfish purposes (i.e., giving to the prosperity teacher, no doubt), God's promise is that He
will shower abundant financial blessings upon him. 

There is not a single prosperity teacher who can rightly divide the Word of Truth sufficiently to be qualified as a
teacher in the Church. They are renegades who present their own theories as absolute, Biblical authority. They
allegorize, theorize, and spiritualize the Word of God; the only time they approach it from a literal standpoint is if it
fits in with something they just happen to be saying that's true. Bottom line, the fact is that to deny the reality and
to attempt to alter reality with one's positive words and/or thoughts is witchcraft; it is not Biblical. (Source: Media
Spotlight -- v.13, #1, 12/92.)

* The material in this report, unless otherwise noted, was excerpted and/or adapted from two books: Beyond
Seduction (pp. 51-53) and The Seduction of Christianity (pp. 28, 217).
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Psychology
Science or Religion?*

What William Law wrote two centuries ago is even more evident today: "Man needs to be saved from his own
wisdom as much as from his own righteousness, for they produce one and the same corruption."

It is paradoxical that at a time when secular psychological researchers are demonstrating less confidence in
psychological counseling, more and more professing Christians are pursuing it. "Christian" counseling centers are
springing up all over the nation offering what many believe is the perfect combination: Christianity plus
psychology. Furthermore, Christians who are not even in the counseling ministry look to psychologists for advice
on how to live, how to relate to others, and how to meet the challenges of life.

In their attempts to be relevant, many preachers, teachers, counselors, and writers promote a psychological
perspective of life rather than a Biblical one. The symbol of psychology overshadows the cross of Christ, and
psychological jargon contaminates the Word of God.

Psychology is a subtle and widespread leaven in the Church. It has permeated the entire loaf and is stealthily
starving the sheep. It promises far more than it can deliver and what it does deliver is not the food that nourishes.
Yet multitudes of professing Christians view psychology with respect and awe.

Now, when we speak of psychology as leaven we are not referring to the entire field of psychological study, such
as valid research. Our concern is primarily with those areas that deal with the nature of man, how he should live,
and how he can change. These involve some values, attitudes, and behavior that are diametrically opposed to God's
Word. We will see, therefore, that psychoanalysis and psychotherapy have no compatibility with the Christian faith.

FOUR MYTHS ABOUT PSYCHOLOGY

Among professing Christians, there are four major myths about psychology which have become entrenched in the
Church:

The first major myth is common to Christians and non-Christians alike: that psychotherapy
(psychological counseling along with its theories and techniques) is a science -- a means of
understanding and helping humanity based on empirical evidence gleaned from measurable and
consistent data.

The second major myth is that the best kind of counseling utilizes both psychology and the Bible.
Psychologists who also claim to be Christians generally claim that they are more qualified to help
people understand themselves and change their behavior than are other Christians (including pastors
and elders) who are not trained in psychology.

The third major myth is that people who are experiencing mental-emotional behavioral problems are
mentally ill. They are supposedly psychologically sick and, therefore, need psychological therapy. The
common argument is that the doctor treats the body, the minister treats the spirit, and the psychologist
treats the mind and emotions. Ministers, unless they are trained in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy,
are then supposedly unqualified to help people who are suffering from serious problems of living.

The fourth major myth is that psychotherapy has a high record of success -- that professional
psychological counseling produces greater results than other forms of help, such as self-help or that
provided by family, friends, or pastors. Thus, psychological counseling is seen as more effective than
Biblical counseling in helping some Christians. This is one of the main reasons why so many
professing Christians are training to become psychotherapists.
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IS PSYCHOLOGY A SCIENCE?

Men and women of God seek wisdom and knowledge from both the revelation of Scripture and the physical world.
Paul contends that everyone is accountable before God because of the evidence that creation gives of His existence
(Rom. 1:20).

Scientific study is a valid way of coming to an understanding of God's work, and can be very useful in many walks
of life.

True science develops theories based on what is observed. It examines each theory with rigorous tests to see if it
describes reality. The scientific method works well in observing and recording physical data and in reaching
conclusions which either confirm or nullify a theory.

During the mid-19th century, scholars (philosophers, really) desired to study human nature in the hope of applying
the scientific method to observe, record, and treat human behavior. They believed that if people could be studied in
a scientific manner, there would be greater accuracy in understanding present behavior, in predicting future
behavior, and in altering behavior through scientific intervention.

Psychology, and its active arm of psychotherapy, have indeed adopted the scientific posture. However, from a
strictly scientific point of view, they have not been able to meet the requirements of true science.

In attempting to evaluate the status of psychology, the American Psychological Association appointed Sigmund
Koch to plan and direct a study which was subsidized by the National Science Foundation. This study involved
eighty eminent scholars in assessing the facts, theories, and methods of psychology. In 1983, the results were
published in a seven-volume series entitled Psychology: A Study of Science. Koch describes the delusion in
thinking of psychology as a science:

"The hope of a psychological science became indistinguishable from the fact of psychological science.
The entire subsequent history of psychology can be seen as a ritualistic endeavor to emulate the forms
of science in order to sustain the delusion that it already is a science."

Koch also says, "Throughout psychology's history as 'science,' the hard knowledge it has deposited has been
uniformly negative."

The fact is that psychological statements which describe human behavior or which report results from research can
be scientific. However, when we move from describing human behavior to explaining it, and particularly changing
it, we move from science to opinion.

To move from description to prescription is to move from objectivity to opinion. And opinion about human
behavior, when presented as truth or scientific fact, is mere pseudoscience. It rests upon false premises (opinions,
guesses, subjective explanations) and leads to false conclusions.

The dictionary defines pseudoscience as "a system of theories, assumptions, and methods erroneously regarded as
scientific." Pseudoscience, or pseudoscientism, includes the use of the scientific label to protect and promote
opinions which are neither provable nor refutable.

One aspect of psychology riddled with pseudoscience is that of psychotherapy. Had psychotherapy succeeded as a
science, we would have some consensus in the field regarding mental-emotional-behavioral problems and how to
treat them. Instead, the field is filled with contradictory theories and techniques, all of which communicate
confusion rather than anything approximating scientific order.

Psychotherapy proliferates with many conflicting explanations of man and his behavior. Psychologist Roger Mills,
in his 1980 article, "Psychology Goes Insane, Botches Role as Science," says:
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"The field of psychology today is literally a mess. There are as many techniques, methods and theories
around as there are researchers and therapists. I have personally seen therapists convince their clients
that all of their problems come from their mothers, the stars, their bio-chemical make-up, their diet,
their life-style and even the "kharma" from their past lives."

With over 250 separate systems of psychotherapy, each claiming superiority over the rest, it is hard to view such
diverse opinions as scientific or even factual.

The actual foundations of psychotherapy are not science, but rather various philosophical world views, especially
those of determinism, secular humanism, behaviorism, existentialism, and even evolutionism. World-renowned
research psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey is very blunt when he says:

"The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are, with few exceptions, on exactly the same scientific
plane as the techniques used by witch doctors."

PSYCHOLOGY AS RELIGION

Explanations of why people behave the way they do and how they change have concerned philosophers,
theologians, cultists, and occultists throughout the centuries. These explanations form the basis of modern
psychology. Yet psychology deals with the very same areas of concern already dealt with in Scripture.

Since God's Word tells us how to live, all ideas about the why's of behavior and the how's of change must be
viewed as religious in nature. Whereas the Bible claims divine revelation, psychotherapy claims scientific
substantiation. Nevertheless, when it comes to behavior and attitudes, and morals and values, we are dealing with
religion -- either the Christian faith or any one of a number of other religions, including secular humanism.

Nobelist Richard Feynman, in considering the claimed scientific status of psychotherapy, says that "psychoanalysis
is not a science" and that it is "perhaps even more like witch-doctoring."

Carl Jung himself wrote:

"Religions are systems of healing for psychic illness. ... That is why patients force the psychotherapist
into the role of a priest, and expect and demand of him that he shall free them from their distress. That
is why we psychotherapists must occupy ourselves with problems which, strictly speaking, belong to
the theologian."

Note that Jung used the word "religions" rather than Christianity. Jung had repudiated Christianity and explored
other forms of religious experience, including the occult. Without throwing out the religious nature of man, Jung
dispensed with the God of the Bible and assumed the role of priest himself.

Jung viewed all religions, including Christianity, as collective mythologies. He did not believe they were real in
essence, but that they could affect the human personality, and might serve as solutions to human problems.

In contrast to Jung, Sigmund Freud reduced all religious beliefs to the status of illusion and called religion "the
obsessional neurosis of humanity." He viewed religion as delusionary and, therefore, evil and the source of mental
problems.

Both Jung's and Freud's positions are true in respect to the world's religions, but they are also anti-Christian. One
denies Christianity and the other mythologizes it.

Repudiating the God of the Bible, both Freud and Jung led their followers in the quest for alternative
understandings of mankind and alternative solutions to problems of living. They turned inward to their own limited
imaginations and viewed their subjects from their own anti-Christian subjectivity.

The faith once delivered to the saints was displaced by a substitute faith disguising itself as medicine or science, but
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based upon foundations which are in direct contradiction to the Bible.

Psychiatrist Thomas Szasz, in his 1978 book The Myth of Psychotherapy, says, "The basic ingredients of
psychotherapy does not always involve repression." He points out that while psychotherapy does not always
involve repression, it does always involve religion and rhetoric (conversation). Szasz says very strongly that "the
human relations we now call 'psychotherapy,' are, in fact, matters of religion -- and that we mislabel them as
'therapeutic' at great risk to our spiritual well-being." Elsewhere, in referring to psychotherapy as a religion, Szasz
says:

"It is not merely a religion that pretends to be a science, it is actually a fake religion that seeks to
destroy true religion."

Szasz also says that "psychotherapy is a modern, scientific-sounding name for what used to be called the 'cure of
souls.'" One of his primary purposes for writing The Myth of Psychotherapy was:

"... to show how, with the decline of religion and the growth of science in the eighteenth century, the
cure of (sinful) souls, which had been an integral part of the Christian religions, was recast as the cure
of (sick) minds, and became an integral part of medicine."

The cure of souls, which once was a vital ministry of the Church, has now in this century been displaced by a cure
of minds called "psychotherapy." True "Biblical" counseling has waned until presently it is almost nonexistent.

TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

Although all forms of psychotherapy are religious, the fourth branch of psychology -- the transpersonal -- is more
blatantly religious than the others. Transpersonal psychologies involve faith in the supernatural -- something
beyond the physical universe. However, the spirituality they offer includes mystical experiences of both the occult
and Eastern religions.

Through transpersonal psychotherapies, various forms of Eastern religion are creeping into Western life.
Psychologist Daniel Goleman quotes Chogyam Trungpa as saying, "Buddhism will come to the West as
psychology." Goleman points out how Oriental religions "seem to be making gradual headway as psychologies, not
as religions." Also, Jacob Needleman says:

"A large and growing number of psychotherapists are now convinced that the Eastern religions offer an
understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisaged by Western science. At the
same time, the leaders of the new religions themselves -- the numerous gurus and spiritual teachers
now in the West -- are reformulating and adapting the traditional systems according to the language
and atmosphere of modern psychology."

PSYCHOLOGY PLUS THE BIBLE

The Church has not escaped the all-pervasive influence of psychotherapy. It has unwittingly and eagerly embraced
the pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy and has intimately incorporated this spectre into the very sinew of its life.
Not only does the Church include the concepts and teachings of psychotherapists in sermons and seminaries, it
steps aside and entrusts the mentally and emotionally halt and lame to the "high altar" of psychotherapy.

Many Church leaders contend that the Church doesn't have the ability to meet the needs of people suffering from
depression, anxiety, fear, and other problems of living. They, therefore, trust the paid practitioners of the
pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy more than they trust the Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit.

Because of the confusion between science and pseudoscience, Church leaders have elevated the psychotherapist to
a position of authority in the modern Church. Thus, any attack on the amalgamation of psychotherapy and
Christianity is considered to be an attack on the Church itself.
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Although the Church has almost universally accepted and endorsed the psychological way, there are Christians who
have not. Dr. Jay E. Adams says:

"In my opinion, advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within
the church is every bit as pagan and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of
some of the most bizarre cults. The only vital difference is that the cults are less dangerous because
their errors are more identifiable."

Psychotherapy is a most subtle and devious spectre haunting the Church, because it is perceived and received as a
scientific salve for the sick soul, rather than for what it truly is: a pseudoscientific substitute system of religious
belief.

The early Church faced and ministered to mental-emotional-behavioral problems which were as complex as the
ones that exist today. If anything, the conditions of the early Church were more difficult than those we currently
face. The early Christians suffered persecution, poverty, and various afflictions which are foreign to most of the
twentieth-century Christendom (especially in the West). The catacombs of Rome are a testimony to the extent of
the problems faced by the early Church.

If we suffer at all, it is from affluence and ease, which have propelled us toward a greater fixation on self that
would likely have occurred in less affluent times. However, the cure for sins of self-preoccupation existed in the
early Church and is just as available today. In fact, Biblical cures used by the early Church are just as potent if used
today.

The Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit are applicable to all problems of living and do not need to be
superceded by talk therapies and talk therapists.

Has the modern Church given up its call and obligation to minister to suffering individuals? If so, it is because
Christians believe the myth that psychological counseling is science when, in fact, it is another religion and another
gospel.

The conflict between the psychological way of counseling and the Biblical way is not between true science and
religion. The conflict is strictly religious -- it's a conflict between many religions grouped under the name of
psychotherapy (psychological counseling) and the one true religion of the Bible.

The worst of the primrose promises of Christian psychology is that the Bible plus psychotherapy can provide better
help than just the Bible alone. While this idea has been promulgated and promoted by many "Christian"
psychotherapists, there is no research evidence to support it. No one has ever shown that the Bible needs
psychological augmentation to be more effective in dealing with life's problems.

No one has proven that a Christianized cure of minds (psychotherapy) is any more beneficial than the original
unadulterated simple cure of souls (Biblical counseling).

IS THERE A CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY?

The Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) is a group of psychologists and psychological
counselors who are professing Christians. At one of their meetings the following was stated:

"We are often asked if we are "Christian Psychologists" and find it difficult to answer since we don't
know what the question implies. We are Christians who are psychologists but at the present time there
is no acceptable Christian psychology that is markedly different from non-Christian psychology. It is
difficult to imply that we function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian
colleagues ... as yet there is not an acceptable theory, mode of research or treatment methodology that
is distinctly Christian" (6/76 CAPS Western Assoc. meeting).
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In spite of the hodge-podge of unscientific opinions and contradictions, "Christian psychologists" proclaim, "All
truth is God's truth." They use this statement to support their use of psychology, but they are not clear about what
"God's truth is." Is God's truth Freudian pronouncements of obsessive neurosis? Or is it Jung's structure of
archetypes? Or is God's truth the behaviorism of B. F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Psychology, like all religions, includes elements of truth. Even Satan's temptation of Eve included both truth and
lie. The enticement of the "All truth is God's truth" fallacy is that there is some similarity between Biblical
teachings and psychological ideas. However, similarities do not make psychology compatible with Christianity any
more than the similarities between Christianity and other religious systems of belief. Even the writings of the
Hindu, Buddhist, and Moslem religions contain statements about attitudes and behavior which may be similar to
some Bible verses.

The similarities between psychology and Christianity merely indicate that the systems of psychological counseling
are indeed religious. Christians should no more turn to psychologists than to leaders of non-Christian religions to
find wisdom and help with problems of living.

Since there exists no standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called Christian psychologist decides for himself
which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing, the
subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word of
God.

The Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception.
Whatever else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot
in any way be equal to God's truth.

To even hint that the often conflicting theories of such unredeemed men as Freud, Jung, Rogers, etc. are God's truth
is to undermine the very Word of God. The revealed Word of God does not need the support or help of
psychological pronouncements. The Word alone stands as the truth of God. That psychologists who call themselves
Christian would even use such a phrase to justify their use of psychology, indicates the direction of their faith.

The statement "All truth is God's truth" is discussed in the popular "Christian" publication, Baker Encyclopedia of
Psychology. The book claims that its contributors are "among the finest evangelical scholars in the field." In his
review of this book, Dr. Ed Payne, Associate Professor of Medicine at Medical College of Georgia, says, "Almost
certainly the message of the book and its authors is that the Bible and psychological literature stand on the same
authoritative level."

Payne also states:

"Many pastors and laymen may be deceived by the Christian label of this book. Such psychology
presented by Christians is a plague on the modern church, distorting the Christian's relationship with
God, retarding his sanctification, and severely weakening the church. No other area of knowledge
seems to have a stranglehold on the church. This book strengthens that hold both individually and
corporately."

Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology merely reflects what the Church has come to accept: Unscientific,
unsubstantiated, unproven psychological opinions of men have now been leavened into the Church through the
semantic sorcery of "All truth is God's truth." The equating of psychology and theology reveals that the leaven has
now come to full loaf.

THE GOSPEL OF SELF

One of the most popular themes in psychology is that of self-fulfillment. Although this is an extremely popular
theme, it is a theme of recent origin, having arisen only within the past forty years [late-1940s] outside of the
Church an in the past twenty years with the Church itself.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/atgt.htm
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As society moved from self-denial to self-fulfillment, a new vocabulary emerged which revealed a new inner
attitude and a different view of life. The new vocabulary became the very fabric of a new psychology known as
humanistic psychology. Its major focus is self-actualization and its clarion call is self-fulfillment. And self-
fulfillment, with all its accompanying self-hyphenated and self-fixated variations such as self-love, self-
acceptance, self-esteem, and self-worth, has become the new promised land. Then as the Church became
psychologized, the emphasis shifted from God to self.

"Christian" books began to reflect what was accepted in society. Some examples are Love Yourself; The Art of
Learning to Celebrate Yourself; Loving Yourselves; Celebrate Yourself; You're Someone Special; Self-Esteem:
You're Better than You Think; and probably best known, Robert Schuller's Self Esteem: The New Reformation.
Books and examples of a psychological self-stroking mentality are numerous.

According to the psychologizers of Christianity, the greatest detriment to a fulfilling life is low self-esteem. In their
quest to bring their followers to the realization of their full potential (self-actualization), they substitute one form of
self-centeredness (high self-esteem) for another form of self-centeredness (low self-esteem). In either case, self is
the focal point of the cure as well as the problem.

Low self-esteem is popular because it's much more palatable to accept the idea of having "low self-esteem" than to
confess evil, ungodly, self-centered thoughts and then repent through believing what God has said in His Word.
While low self-esteem calls for psychological treatment to raise self-esteem, sinful thinking calls for confession,
repentance, restoration, and walking by faith in a love relationship with God provided by the cross of Christ. We
would suggest that one look to Scripture to discover one's greatest need and to find an antidote to life's problems,
rather than attempt to scripturalize some psychological fad. Mankind's greatest need is for Jesus Christ, not self-
esteem.

Unless Scripture is molded to conform to the teachings that promote self, the Bible clearly teaches one to be Christ-
centered and other-oriented. Loving God above all else and with one's entire being, and loving neighbor as much as
one ALREADY loves oneself, are the primary injunctions of the Bible. The admonition to love oneself or to esteem
oneself is missing.

Rather than self-love being taught as a virtue in Scripture, it is placed among the diabolical works of the flesh. For
example, Paul addresses the issue of self-love from just the opposite perspective of present-day promoters both
inside and outside the Church (2 Tim. 3:1-5).

The teachings of self-love, self-esteem, and self-worth have been gleaned from the world rather than from
Scripture. They are products of humanistic psychologists rather than the truth of God's Word.

Numerous are the examples of "Christian" psychologists who are ordained ministers. They begin with a desire to
Christianize psychology and end up psychologizing Christianity. Dr. Richard Dobbins, founder and director of
Emerge Ministries, is one example of the many ministers who have turned to psychology.

In his teaching film The Believer and His Self Concept, Dobbins leads the viewers through a series of steps to end
up chanting, "I am a lovable person. I am a valuable person. I am a forgivable person." In Dobbins' exercise is
found the confusion between the Biblical fact that God loves, values, and forgives His children and the humanistic
psychological lie that we are intrinsically lovable, valuable, and forgivable. If we have one iota of loveliness, or one
iota of value, or one iota of forgivability, then it makes no sense that Christ should have to die for us.

God has chosen to set his love upon us because of His essence, not because of ours, even after we are believers. His
love, His choice to place value upon us, and His choice to forgive us are by His grace alone. It is fully undeserved.
It is not because of who we are by some intrinsic value of our own or by our own righteousness.

The paradoxical, profound, and powerful truth of Scripture is that though we are not intrinsically lovable, valuable,
or forgivable, God loves, values, and forgives us. That is the pure theology of Scripture and the overpowering
message of Christ's death and resurrection. The Biblical truth is better presented as: "I am not a lovable person. I
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am not a valuable person. I am not a forgivable person. But Christ died for me!"

The alternative to self-love is not self-hate, but rather love in relationship with God and others. The alternative to
self-esteem is not self-denigration, but rather an understanding of the greatness of God dwelling in a weak vessel
of flesh. The alternative to self-fulfillment is not a life of emptiness and meaninglessness. It is God's invitation to
be so completely involved with His will and His purposes that fulfillment comes through relationship with Him
rather than with self.

The realization that the God and Creator of the universe has chosen to set His love upon us, should engender love
and esteem for Him rather than for self. The amazing truth that He has called us into relationship with Him to do
His will far surpass the puny dreams of self-fulfillment.

The psychologizers in the Church are not providing spiritual sustenance to those they try to make comfortable in
their self-centeredness. They are robbing them of the riches of Christ offered to all who will humble themselves
before Him.

Humility is not in the language of psychology to any great degree. Dobbins even goes so far as to encourage
individuals to express anger at God. [See James Dobson report for this same teaching.] He says, "If you're angry
with God, tell Him you're angry with Him. Go ahead and tell Him. He's big enough to take it." Where in Scripture
do we have an example that it's okay to be angry with God? Jonah was angry to his own detriment, but no example
can be found where anger at God is condoned, let alone encouraged (cf. Eccl. 5:2).

Whenever psychology is intermingled with Scripture, it dilutes the Word and deludes the Church. Anger is more
complex than the dangerous simplicity that Dobbins portrays. His Biblical basis for expressing anger is weak at best
and misleading at least. Dobbins' writings and films are based upon his own personal, unproven psychological
opinions. Unfortunately, his opinions and conclusions do not square with reality. Apparently, Dobbins would like us
to believe what he says because he says so. However, to subscribe to the defunct hydraulic-ventilationist theory and
to prescribe tackling dummies, pounding mattresses, punching a bag, etc. (as he does in his writings), and to
recommend getting angry with God without valid research or Biblical proof is scientifically inexcusable and
Biblically unreliable.

THE ROAD MORE TRAVELED

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck has become an extremely popular speaker and writer among professing Christians. His
books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading evangelical magazine's Book of
the Year list. The list is a result of votes cast by a group of evangelical writers, leaders, and theologians selected by
the magazine. A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast Bible Belt." The
reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to the 20th-century
discoveries of Freud and Jung."

In an interview which appeared in Christianity Today, Peck was asked "what he meant when he called Christ
'Savior.'" The reviewer writes,

"Peck likes Jesus the Savior as fairy godmother (a term I'm sure he does not use flippantly) and an
exemplar, or one who shows us how to live and die. But he does not like the idea of Jesus the Atoner"
(3/1/85, Christianity Today, p. 22).

Peck's understanding of the nature of God and the nature of man comes from a blend of Jungian psychology and
Eastern mysticism rather than from the Bible. He says of God and man:

"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself). We are growing toward godhood. God is the
goal of evolution. It is God who is the source of the evolutionary force and God who is the destination.
This is what we mean when we say that He is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end"
(cf. Isa. 44:6).
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Peck continues:

"It is one thing to believe in a nice old God who will take good care of us from a lofty position of
power which we ourselves could never begin to attain. It is quite another to believe in a God who has it
in mind for us precisely that we should attain His position, His power, His wisdom, His identity."

The only words that approach this description are those of Lucifer in Isaiah 14:13-14. And indeed, Peck claims
godhood for those who will take the responsibility for attaining it:

"Nonetheless, as soon as we believe it is possible for man to become God, we can really never rest for
long, never say, 'OK, my job is finished, my work is done.' We must constantly push ourselves to
greater and greater wisdom, greater and greater effectiveness. By this belief we will have trapped
ourselves, at least until death, on an effortful treadmill of self-improvement and spiritual growth. God's
responsibility must be our own."

Peck goes further into the morass of Eastern mysticism and Jungian occultism when he says, "To put it plainly, our
unconscious is God. God within us. We were part of God all the time. God has been with us all along, is now, and
always will be."

In contrast to Peck, the Bible reveals that the only way a person comes into relationship with God is through faith
in Jesus Christ as the only Way to the Father. Until a person is born of the Spirit, he resides in the kingdom of
darkness and is under the dominion of Satan (Eph. 2:1-5).

No matter how personable and well-meaning "Christian" therapists (or therapists who claim to be Christian) may
be, they are heavily influenced by the ungodly psychological perspective. Psychology thus becomes the means for
both interpreting Scripture and applying it to daily living. When one reads the Bible from the psychological
perspective of Freud, Jung, Adler, Maslow, Rogers, et al., he tends to conform his understanding of the Bible to
their theories. Rather than looking at life through the lens of the Bible, he looks at the Bible through the lens of
psychology.

Amalgamators add the wisdom of men to fill in what they think is missing from the Bible. They take the age-old
sin problem rooted in self-centeredness, give it a new name, such as "mid-life crisis," or some other idea, and offer
solutions from the leavened loaf. They integrate psychological ideas with a Bible verse or story here and there to
come up with what they believe to be effective solutions to problems they mistakenly think are beyond the reach of
Scripture.

PASTORS UNDERMINED

Psychological counselors undermine pastors and have developed a formula for referral: (1) Anyone who is not
psychologically trained is not qualified to counsel those people with the really serious problems of living; and (2)
Refer them to professional trained therapists. This is one predictable and pathetic pattern of the psychological
seduction of Christianity.

Pastors have been intimidated by the warnings from psychologists. They have become fearful of doing the very
thing God has called them to do: to minister to the spiritual needs of the people through godly counsel both in and
out of the pulpit. Some of that intimidation has come from pastors trained in psychology.

A spokesman for the American Association of Pastoral Counselors, a psychotherapeutically trained group of
pastors, says, "Our concern is that there are a lot of ministers who aren't trained to handle their parishioners'
psychotherapy." And of course, if the pastors are not trained, they are not considered qualified. Therefore, the
predictable benediction to the litany is: "refer to a professional."

Within the confines of the psychotherapists' office, the pastoral message confronting sin in the individual's life is
subverted. There has been a subtle change in the meanings of words and phrases. The word sin has been substituted
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with less convicting words such as shortcoming, mistake, reaction to past hurt. Words such as healed and whole
replace sanctified and holy. In fact, the word holy has been redefined to mean some kind of psychological
wholeness. For the psychologizers, what is literal in Scripture often becomes metaphorical, and what is
metaphorical becomes literal.

But these redefinitions are not received only by those who pay the price to receive them from psychotherapists;
they have become standardized within the professing Christian community at large through the influence of
psychotherapy in books, magazines, and in the so-called Christian media.

Is it any wonder that the few godly pastors that are left today are at their wit's end in attempting to counsel from
Scripture those under their care?

Ultimately, those who trust in psychotherapy rather than in Scripture will suffer because they are not brought face-
to-face with their sin nature. What psychological system justifies a person before God and gives him peace with
God? What psychological system gives the kind of faith in which a person can live by all of God's promises? What
psychological system fulfills its promises the way God fulfills His? What psychological system gives the hope of
which Paul speaks? What psychological system enables a person to exult in the midst of tribulation? What
psychological system increases the kind of perseverance that builds proven character, gives hope, and produces
divine love -- love that extends even to one's enemies?

Throughout the centuries, there have been individuals who have suffered from extremely difficult problems of
living who have sought God, and they have found Him to be true and faithful. They looked into the Word of God
for wisdom and guidance for living with and overcoming the problems of life. The lives of those saints far outshine
the lives of such pitiful souls as those who have followed the siren song of psychotherapy.

THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS

The terms mental disease, mental illness, and mental disorder are popular catch-alls for all kinds of problems of
living, most of which have little or nothing to do with disease. As soon as a person's behavior is labeled "illness,"
treatment and therapy become the solutions. If, on the other hand, we consider a person to be responsible for his
behavior, we should deal with him in the areas of education, faith, and choice. If we label him "mentally ill," we
rob him of the human dignity of personal responsibility and the divine relationship by which problems may be met.

Because the term mental illness throws attitudes and behavior into the medical realm, it is important to examine its
accuracy. In discussing the concept of mental illness or mental disease, research psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey says:

"The term itself is nonsensical, a semantic mistake. The two words cannot go together ... you can no
more have a mental 'disease' than you can have a purple idea or a wise space."

The word mental means "mind" and the mind is not the same as the brain. Also, the mind is really more than just a
function or activity of the brain. Brain researcher and author Barbara Brown insists that the mind goes beyond the
brain. She says:

"The scientific consensus that mind is only mechanical brain is dead wrong ... the research data of the
sciences themselves point much more strongly toward the existence of a mind-more-than-brain than
they do toward the mere mechanical brain action."

God created the human mind to know Him and to choose to love, trust, and obey Him. In the very creative act, God
planned for mankind to rule His earthly creation and to serve as His representatives on earth. Because the mind
goes beyond the physical realm, it goes beyond the reaches of science and cannot be medically sick.

Since the mind is not a physical organ, it cannot have a disease. While one can have a diseased brain, once cannot
have a diseased mind, although he may have a sinful or unredeemed mind. Torrey aptly says:
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"The mind cannot really become diseased any more than the intellect can become abscessed.
Furthermore, the idea that mental 'diseases' are actually brain diseases creates a strange category of
'diseases' which are, by definition, without known cause. Body and behavior become intertwined in this
confusion until they are no longer distinguishable. It is necessary to return to first principles: a disease
is something you have, behavior is something you do."

One can understand what a diseased body is, but what is a diseased mind? It is obvious that one cannot have a
diseased emotion or a diseased behavior. Then why a diseased mind? Nevertheless, therapists continually refer to
mental-emotional-behavioral problems as diseases.

Thomas Szasz criticizes what he calls the "psychiatric impostor" who "supports a common, culturally shared desire
to equate and confuse brain and mind, nerves and nervousness." Not only are brain and mind not synonymous,
neither are nerves and nervousness. One might nervously await the arrival of a friend who is late for an
appointment, but the nerves are busy performing other tasks. Szasz further says:

"It is customary to define psychiatry as a medical specialty concerned with the study, diagnosis, and
treatment of mental illness. This is a worthless and misleading definition. Mental illness is a myth ...
the notion of a person 'having a mental illness' is scientifically crippling. It provides professional assent
to the popular rationalization -- namely, that problems in living experienced and expressed in terms of
so-called psychiatric symptoms are basically similar to bodily diseases."

Although a medical problem or brain disease may bring on mental-emotional-behavioral symptoms, the person
does not and cannot rationally be classified as "mentally ill." He is medically ill, not mentally ill. The words
psychological and biological are not synonymous. In the same way, mental and medical are not synonymous. One
refers to the mind, the other to the body.

Psychological counseling does not deal with the physical brain. It deals with aspects of thinking, feeling, and
behaving. Therefore, the psychotherapist is not in the business of healing diseases, but of teaching new ways of
thinking, feeling, and behaving. He is a teacher, not a doctor.

Many have dishonestly used the term mental illness to describe a whole host of problems of thinking and behaving
which should be labeled as "problems of living." Though the term mental illness is a misnomer and a mismatch of
words, it has become firmly ingrained in the public vocabulary and is glibly pronounced on all sorts of occasions by
both lay and professional persons. Jonas Robitscher says:

"Our culture is permeated with psychiatric thought. Psychiatry, which had its beginnings in the care of
the sick , has expanded its net to include everyone, and it exercises its authority over this total
population by methods that range from enforced therapy and coerced control to the advancement of
ideas and the promulgation of values."

The very term mental illness has become a blight on society. If we really believe that a person with a mental-
emotional-behavioral problem is sick, then we have admitted that he is no longer responsible for his behavior. And
if he is not responsible for his behavior, who is?

The psychoanalytic and behavioristic approaches preach that man's behavior is fixed by forces outside of his
control. In the psychoanalytic approach, man is controlled by inner psychic forces. If man's behavior is determined
by internal or external uncontrollable forces, it follows that he is not responsible for his behavior. Thus, criminals
are allowed to plea bargain on the basis of "temporary insanity," "diminished capacity," and "incompetent to stand
trial." The full impact of the evil unleashed upon society by the psychoanalytical professionals is yet to be realized.

Meanwhile, the mystique surrounding the term mental illness has frightened away people who could be of great
help to those suffering from problems of living. Many people who want to help individuals with problems of living
feel "unqualified" to help a person labeled "mentally ill." The confusion inherent within this strange juxtaposition of
terms has led to errors which have often been more harmful than helpful to those thus labeled.
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Case histories abound of governmental intrusion into personal lives, forced incarceration in mental institutions,
deprivation of personal rights, and loss of livelihoods because of the stigma attached to the term "mental illness."
Nevertheless, the profession continues to promote the false concept of mental illness, to align it with medicine, and
consign it to science -- and the public follows. [Even infants are now being diagnosed as mentally ill!] Worse yet,
the professing Church follows.

IS PSYCHOTHERAPY SUCCESSFUL?

Because of the great faith in what is believed to be science and the ever expanding numbers of people labeled
"mentally ill," psychotherapy continues to flourish with promises for change, cure, and happiness. Assurances are
undergirded by testimonies and confidence in psychological models and methods. Yet research tells us something
different about the effectiveness and the limitations of psychotherapy.

The best-known earthly research on the success and failure rates of psychotherapy was reported in 1952 by Hans J.
Eysenck, an eminent English scholar. Eysenck compared groups of patients treated by psychotherapy with persons
given little or no treatment at all. He found that a greater percentage of patients who did not undergo psychotherapy
demonstrated greater improvement over those who did undergo therapy. After examining over 8,000 cases, Eysenck
concluded that:

"... roughly two-thirds of a group of neurotic patients will recover or improve to a marked extent within
about two years of the onset of their illness, whether they are treated by means of psychotherapy or
not."

The American Psychiatric Association indicates that a definite answer to the question, "Is psychotherapy effective?
" may be unattainable. Their 1982 research book, Psychotherapy Research: Methodological and Efficacy Issues,
concludes: "Unequivocal conclusions about casual connections between treatment and outcome may never be
possible in psychotherapy research." In its review of this book, the Brain/Mind Bulletin says, "Research often fails
to demonstrate an unequivocal advantage from psychotherapy." The following is an interesting example from the
book:

..". an experiment at the All-India Institute of Mental Health in Bangalore found that Western-trained
psychiatrists and native healers had a comparable recovery rate. The most notable difference was that
the so-called 'witch doctors' released their patients sooner."

If the American Psychopathological Association and the American Psychiatric Association (as well as other
independent study groups) give mixed reports about the efficacy of psychotherapy, why do so many "Christian"
leaders promote the untenable promises of psychology? And if there is so little sound research, and virtually no
empirical evidence to support psychotherapy, why are professing Christians eager to substitute theories and
therapists for Scripture and the work of the Holy Spirit? These are legitimate questions, especially in view of the
obvious religious nature of psychotherapy.

CONCLUSION

The Church exists in a hostile world. If its members do not reject the philosophies of the world they will reflect
them in their lives. If we are friends with the world (its religions, philosophies, psychological systems and
practices) then we must seriously ask ourselves why we do not heed Jesus' words:

If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love
you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is
why the world hates you (Jn. 15:18-19).

Obviously, if we do not heed His words, it's because we don't believe His words. The Church has been called to
reflect Jesus, not the world. Even though we are in the world we are not of the world. Thus, every ministry of the
Body of Christ must be Biblical and must not attempt to incorporate worldly philosophies, theories, or techniques.
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Jesus is "the way, the truth, and the life," not Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, Maslow, Ellis, or any other man. A
church that does not seek the Lord as its source but relies on the philosophical and psychological ideas and
techniques of men will become as secular as the world. Such a church may indeed have a form of godliness but it
has denied the power of God. It has established man as its god.

As the Body of Christ we need to pray for cleansing. We need to pray for pruning. We need to seek His face with
diligence. We need to put off the old (all that is of the world, the flesh, and the devil), and put on the new (all that
is in Jesus Christ).

Let us therefore drink from the springs of living water that flow from Jesus rather than the broken cisterns of
psychological systems.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 6/89 Special Report by the same name from Media
Spotlight, which is a condensation of the 1987 book, PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity by
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers and PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, Santa Barbara, CA.
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Right-Brain/Left-Brain*
Science or Pseudoscience?

-  Many Christians believe in the right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience. This has followed in the wake of the first
flush of false teaching generated by incomplete findings having to do with persons with brain damage, have then
embraced the implications, labeled them science, and brought them into the church.

-  Christians as well as non-Christians also use the brain hemispheres to describe personality types. The so-called
left-brain person is thought to be linear, logical, analytical, and unemotional; and the right-brained person is
thought to be spatial, creative, mystical, intuitive, and emotional. While such adjectives may describe people to
various degrees during various activities and in different work or social situations, this certainly is no basis for
knowing or understanding an individual. However, personality typologies have always been popular, even though
they are as spurious as astrological signs. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality typing and its connection with
astrology and the occult.)

-  One "Christian" radio personality has even claimed that the reason we don't have miracles and healings is
because we have become a "left-brained church." He argued that primitive people operate in the right side of the
brain and, therefore, get healings more easily. He declared categorically: "Faith cannot operate in the left side of the
brain." He contended that if he prays for a person's back and it still hurts, it means that the person is still operating
in the left side of the brain. Besides putting faith into the right hemisphere of the brain, he also assigned this
hemisphere to the spirit and claimed that God is doing all kinds of things in the right side of the brain when a
person is "slain in the spirit." He also declared that the so-called memory banks are in the right side of the brain
and that a good deal of praying in tongues is to heal those so-called buried-in-the-subconscious memories and
hurts. As one might expect, the research does not support the "memory-bank" model of the brain nor the "buried-
in-the-subconscious" model.

-  Professing Christians, both charismatic and non-charismatic, have gone on record as promoting visualization
techniques (guided imagery) as a spiritual, right-brain activity. They attempt to justify using the occult activity of
visualization by identifying it with brain research. However, visualization/guided imagery is an occult practice
based upon the belief that a person can create reality in his mind. But there is no support from brain research.
(Terence Hines, in his book Pseudoscience and the Paranormal (1988), says, "The actual evidence shows that, if
anything, the left hemisphere is more involved with dreaming and mental imagery than the right.")

-  Brain research has shown some particular areas of strengths of one hemisphere over the other, but George Deutsh
of the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston says that "differences within a hemisphere account for
more than differences between them" (quoted by Kevin McKean, "Of Two Minds: Selling the Right Brain,"
Discover, 1985, p. 38). Neurologist John Mazziotta at the UCLA school of medicine says:

"Even on the most trivial tasks our studies showed that everything in the brain was in flux -- both sides,
the front and back, the top and bottom. It was tremendously complicated. To think that you could
reduce this to a simple left-right dichotomy would be misleading and oversimplified" (Mazziotta,
quoted by Kevin McKean, see above).

While each hemisphere may specialize in certain activities, the only clear-cut function which only one side has is
related to speaking. The left hemisphere controls the muscles of the vocal tract (Terence Hines, Pseudoscience and
the Paranormal, 1988, pp. 298-299).

-  Jerre Levy, a biopsychologist at the University of Chicago, contends:
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"The two-brain myth was founded on an erroneous premise: that since each hemisphere was
specialized, each must function as an independent brain. But in fact, just the opposite is true. To the
extent that regions are differentiated in the brain, they must integrate their activities. Indeed, it is
precisely that integration that gives rise to behavior and mental processes greater than and different
from each region's contribution. Thus, since the central premise of the mythmakers is wrong, so are all
the inferences derived from it" ("Right Brain, Left Brain: Fact and Fiction," Psychology Today, May
1985, p. 43).

-  Today's popular left-brain/right-brain myth was spawned by pop psychology -- a myth which some brain
researchers have called "whole-brain/half-wittedness." In 1988, even Psychology Today ridiculed the concept with
an article titled "Left-Brain/Right-Brain/Broccoli-Brain." One should not be surprised when the whole world is
deceived, nor when New Age promoters use the pseudoscience of brain hemisphere dichotomy to give a semblance
of substance to their desires to market intuition, creativity, visualization, and mystical experience. One should be
concerned, though, when professing, evangelical Christians embrace and enthusiastically teach this myth as fact.
We see those who purport to speak for God use such "science falsely so-called" (1 Timothy 6:20) and
"philosophies and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ"
(Colossians 2:8). Rather than checking the accuracy of statements about right and left brain research and
conclusions, too many have moved into the never-never land of fantasy. Not only are their assumptions erroneous
from a logical point of view; they have no support in Scripture.

-  Gary Smalley is one such professing Christian teaching this right-brain/left-brain nonsense. According to
Smalley, because women are "right-brained," they are "more in touch" with their feelings. On the basis of this
theory, Smalley approaches the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's point of view, and concentrates on how
the wife can get her husband to meet all of her so-called needs, rather than how she can be a loving help-mate to
him. Smalley, therefore, actually promotes a form of female dominance in the marriage relationship. Smalley's
popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to his book The Language of Love (published and
promoted by James Dobson's Focus on the Family Radio program), co-authored by Smalley and fellow
psychologist, John Trent. The book touts "emotional word pictures" as the means of "activating" the "right brain,"
alleged to be essential for a wife to communicate with her husband.

-  Other well-known proponents of this teaching (besides Smalley, Trent, and Dobson mentioned above) are
Donald Joy (who Smalley and Trent credit as being the source of their right/left brain information) and H. Norman
Wright. They all dichotomize differences in a way the research does not permit, and promote right-brain/left-brain
pseudoscience that the researchers oppose. They claim differences that do not exist and they ignore overlapping
distributions that do exist. This misinformation and disinformation by such popularizers of right-brain/left-brain
mythology are a gross disservice to the church.

* Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (pp. 211-223) (now reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-
Esteem & Psychology) and PsychoHeresy Update (Spring 1989) (now renamed PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).
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Salvation Army
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism Conquers the Army*

-  The "Mission Statement" of the Salvation Army (SA) reads as follows:

"The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the universal Christian
church. Its Message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without discrimination."

Note that its message is to be based on the Bible, its ministry is to be motivated by love, and its mission is "to
preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs." According to the SA journal titled The Salvation
Army War Cry, "The Salvation Army provides services to 33 million people each year. Approximately 3 million of
these people suffer from stress, relationship problems or mental illness" (Vol. 120, No. 9, p. 5). Another issue of the
War Cry is titled "A Christian Perspective on Mental Health." There is no question that the Salvation Army (SA)
provides an extensive rehabilitation program for those who suffer from "mental illness," substance abuse, and other
problems of living. They have spent huge amounts of money to carry on their rehab programs. Though SA is
known as a Christian organization, it does NOT provide a truly Biblical perspective and program.

A "Mission Statement" of their publication War Cry speaks of witnessing "to the power of the gospel of Jesus
Christ to change lives." However, laced throughout the SA rehab programs meant to change lives is the use of the
very wisdom of men about which the Scripture warns. SA has adopted the alcoholism as a disease concept; it is
immersed in the 12-Step Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) originated programs; and the language is that of addiction
and recovery, including "once an alcoholic always an alcoholic" (e.g., War Cry, Vol. 117, No 16; and Vol. 120, No.
9). The testimony in one article declares, "At one time I was a hopeless alcoholic -- now I am an alcoholic with
hope" (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 17).

-  An article giving an example of "The Army's Recovery Ministries" starts out this way (War Cry, Vol. 117, No.
16, p. 6):

"Hi, I'm Jackie, I'm an addict"; "My name is Pat, I'm an alcoholic"; "I'm June, I'm recovering from a
drug addiction"; "My name is Vicki, I'm a grateful recovering addict"; "I'm Vivian, I'm still in
recovery."

The Bible used with this group of women is The Serenity Bible: A Companion for 12 Step Recovery. Since when
does the Bible need to be augmented by an AA format and need to be integrated with the 12-Step vocabulary and
mindset? It is only because we live in a psychological society that SA and other professing Christian groups have
adopted and practiced the psychological mindset. The Bobgans have produced academic and Biblical evidence in
opposition to the integration of worldly addiction-recovery programs with Christianity in their book 12 Steps to
Destruction. (See also "AA: Christian or Occult Roots?" in PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Vol. 5, No. 5.) In
these writings they refute a number of myths about AA and the codependency-recovery movement, including the
idea that addictions are diseases, that AA is based on Christianity, that the founders of AA were truly Christians,
that AA is highly effective, and that one can uncompromisingly Christianize the AA approach to addictions.

-  The Salvation Army has joined such worldly organizations as AA, NA, ACOA and others in their criticism of the
church. A War Cry article presents the following question and answer (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 5):

"Did you ever think about going to a church or somewhere for help?"; "Church? Why would I ever go
there? I was already feeling terrible about myself. They would just make me feel worse." 

Where is the SA criticism of the secular groups, including AA itself? Why doesn't SA admit the obvious and
criticize the very worldly organizations they copy. Why don't they reveal that there is no Biblical grace in them,
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because the God of the Bible is absent and Jesus Christ as the only way to the Father is entirely avoided?
Individuals are regularly excluded from AA meetings simply because they profess "the gospel of Jesus Christ,"
which is what the SA "Mission Statement" claims to do.

-  Like their worldly counterparts, the Salvation Army brags about the success rates of its rehab programs. One War
Cry article stated the following: "22.5% of all individuals who entered one of the 41 rehabilitation centers'
programs in 1996 graduated. The success rate for those in the long-term program was much higher." However, the
problem with the figures provided by the SA is that they are based on the say so of a "program development
officer," unsubstantiated by third-party researchers. And, there is no reference to follow-up studies after the
"graduates" have been gone for awhile. The Bobgans document many of the fallacies of the 12-Step movement in
their book 12 Steps to Destruction. AA is notorious for making unsubstantiated claims that disappear when third-
party researchers examine the claims. The same would no doubt happen with the SA claim since they use the same
12-Step approach.

-  Another area that is a compromise with the world and a contradiction of the SA principles is in the employment
of personnel in the rehab programs and in the screening of individuals to enter officers' training, as well as in the
training programs for officers and ministers. According to the SA web sites, the degrees and education required for
the personnel in rehab programs reflect the same academic and psychological training and experience requirements
as for secular rehab programs. Although the Bobgans in their research checked with only one SA Territorial
Headquarters, it is suspected from reading the War Cry that psychologists and psychological tests are used
throughout the SA for admission to the officer training program. Two psychological tests included in the screening
for those who wish to become officers are the MMPI and the 16PF. The DISC is also presented at the SA college.
Moreover, the manner in which these tests are used by SA is definitely contrary to the Standards volume available
from the American Psychological Association. The Bobgans have discussed these tests and their misuse in their
book Missions & PsychoHeresy. It is doubtful that any independent third-party, well-known psychometrist would
endorse the use of such tests in the manner in which they are used by SA. (The SA will say that the results of the
psychological interviews and psychological tests do not themselves screen out any applicant, but the tests are
required, i.e. no one is exempt from them.)

-  While many procedures established by the Salvation Army in nineteenth-century London are still in place, its
first U.S.-born general is moving the international organization toward greater flexibility in youth outreach. The 1.4
million-member Salvation Army is in no hurry to dispense with its distinctive hierarchy, uniforms, and territorial
divisions, but the denomination's leaders are re-examining their methods in order to be “responsive” to concerns
from youth leaders. At a 1/97 youth forum in Cape Town, South Africa, leaders, including Gen. Paul A. Rader,
received feedback from young Salvationists, as church members are called, who desire their organization to
diversify. Rader chose church growth as a leading priority when he assumed the top command, placing a high
value on keeping the Salvation Army culturally relevant in the more than 90 countries in which it operates. But the
Salvationists asked for more flexibility in the wearing of uniforms and more recognition in the command hierarchy
of decision making from local churches, or "corps," as they are known. Some participants called for the
introduction of water baptism and the celebration of Communion during worship services. (Source: 3/3/97,
Christianity Today.)

-  A man who had attended a Salvation Army church for two years was dismayed when he received a flier in his
mailbox depicting a Roman Catholic Cardinal (Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston) conducting services at one of the
main retreat centers of The Salvation Army. He went to the leaders, giving them the chance to repent. Instead, they
took up the cause of Roman Catholicism and defended them as "Christian brothers." In a letter, the area SA
"Colonel" responded: "… we do believe that allowing Cardinal Law to speak recently at a Salvation Army function
in no way compromises our theology or evangelical position. While there clearly are doctrinal differences between
The Salvation Army and the Catholic Church, we share a oneness in our ultimate allegiance to Jesus Christ. We
seek to proclaim Christ as Lord in this ecumenical effort." In another letter from Salvation Army World
Headquarters, SA confirms its global intent and unholy alliance with the Roman Catholic Church: "You will see
from the attached however that our position is that of support for the Roman Catholic Church as with other
Christian groups. That includes respect for their doctrines and practices and, as opportunity allows, sharing in
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corporate worship and public events of an ecumenical nature." (Source: "The Salvation Army in Bed with Rome,"
2001.)

-  The Salvation Army in the western part of the United States has decided to give benefits to the "partners" of
homosexual employees. In 1998, the city of San Francisco forbade the SA to receive public money unless it would
grant benefits to same-sex couples. At the time, the Salvation Army refused to go along with these ungodly terms
and gave up $3.5 million in public assistance, rightfully observing that the law conflicts with the organization's
Christian beliefs. An SA official in San Francisco was quoted as saying that "homosexuality presents a serious
threat to the integrity, quality and solidarity of society as a whole." Subsequently, the SA did an about face on the
issue and have put money before moral conviction. The local Salvation Army chapter promised it would not
discriminate against homosexuals, and also agreed to launch pro-gay sensitivity training for its staff, work to hire
more homosexuals, and review its policy on homosexuality. (The Salvation Army is also a member of the neo-
evangelical NAE.) (Source: 7/15/97, Calvary Contender; 11/9/01, FBIS.)

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article titled, "Salvation Army &
PsychoHeresy," by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, March-April 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Self-Help/Support Groups*
Catharsis for Christians?

-  More and more, it is not the Word of God that binds our hearts and minds in common unity, but rather our
particular "dysfunction" or "addiction" or "need." With increasing frequency, the church is being fragmented into
small groups centered on the group's common problem and often organized around the 12-step method adapted
from Alcoholics Anonymous [e.g., the "codependency" support-group movement within the professing church]. We
share our problems, we share our feelings, we share our "victimizations," we share our sinful lusts—in fact, we
almost glory in these things. The result is a dependent elitism. And one comes to believe that only the others in the
group can really understand him or her—that only those in the group know what the others suffer, struggle with,
hurt over, etc.

-  The idea behind such groups, in theory, can serve a good purpose. It is good to know that others of like
background have overcome temptation and are there to encourage us. But the dangers inherent in such groupings
are many and are detrimental to the church. Five such dangers are listed below:

1. Because group identity is so strong, there is little real identification with the rest of the church or
with its mission. In fact, one often sees the mission of the church as meeting one's own particular
"need," which in most cases is defined as "helping to control my 'problem' [never my sin] and work
through the pain it causes me."

2. There is little deep fellowship with, or ministry to, other believers outside of the "identity" group.
Only the group is deemed as being able to provide the unique sympathy craved. [What we end up with,
in reality, are church-sponsored pity parties.]

3. Dependence on the group is usually so great that if one is separated from it for any length of time,
his or her Christian walk begins to deteriorate.

4. Because the group's center is the group's common problem, and the methodology designed to control
the problem, there never develops the confidence in Christ's faithfulness which allows one to
experience the reality of His sufficiency and His power. Instead, sufficiency and power flow from the
group and the group's methodology.

5. One's relationship with Christ is always self-centered. It always focuses on one's "problem" and how
one can use Christ to keep the "problem" under control. This sabotages a healthy relationship of
absolute dependence on Christ. One never completely trusts Jesus as his Lord of Glory, his only hope
of glory, and himself as a servant of others for Christ's sake (2 Cor. 4:7). (The very nature of the group
limits one's ability to move toward bringing every thought captive to Christ, where one's every longing
is to see Christ face to face, where one's every work is to glorify and exalt Christ alone, and one's
greatest joy is fellowship with Christ.)

-  Often those who get into these groups never seem to get beyond their "problem." They never seem to get their
focus on Christ. They seem instead to always ponder their "victimization" or the problems stemming from it.
Always they identify themselves as a "recovering" something or other, still "working through their feelings." In
other words, they always remain self-focused.

-  Such fragmenting of believers into self-help/support groups is unbiblical. All such groupings ultimately teach a
deficient understanding of Christ and our new life in Him. The glory of the Christian's calling, the whole purpose of
his or her life in Christ, is to exalt Christ wholeheartedly, worship Him and imitate Him with great joy. It is not to
create a "life that is under control" or "behavior that works."
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-  Both Scripture and personal experience teach that believers are not to center their lives around any particular sin
or the memory of it or the threat of it. Nor are they to fellowship on the basis of any sin. But that is exactly what
groups modeled on AA do. [The group ends up making doctrine out of common experience.] "One must never
forget one's problem or escape its shadow," they say. Yet, the bondage continues, despite Christ. The great liberty
that is ours in Christ is never experienced (Rom. 6:14), nor is Christ ever truly trusted as He desires (Heb. 4:14-16).
What is trusted and practiced is the method itself.

-  The Christian's growing reliance on such methods as the 12-step program is a terrible admission about our lack of
reliance on the reality and power of our Lord Jesus. Scripture offers us a far more excellent way, and a far more
exciting way, than any 12-step method. In 1 Cor. 6:9-11, Paul lists many sinful behaviors that once characterized
the Corinthians. Some had been sexually promiscuous, others had been adulterers, male prostitutes, and
homosexuals. Still others had been idolaters, thieves, greedy money-grubbers, drunkards, slanderers, and swindlers.
Yet concerning this group Paul says, "And that is what some of you were"—past tense. You were that but you are
not that anymore. What a glorious declaration of deliverance! He goes on to say, "But you were washed, you were
sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of God"—cleaned up, made
straight, and set free.

The one thing you don't read of the Corinthians doing, even after many behaved carnally, even after Satan moved
in with his "super-apostles" and Paul had to apply strong disciplinary measures—is breaking up into small groups
each according to his or her past, sinful "addiction." In fact, no present, sinful addiction was to be tolerated. The ex-
drunkards didn't get off by themselves because only other ex-drunkards could understand their hurts and
disappointments and struggles. Nor did the ex-homosexuals, ex-thieves, ex-prostitutes, ex-swindlers, or ex-
anybody. Their fellowship was not in what they had been or what had been done to them. It was centered in Jesus
Christ. They had been washed, sanctified, and justified "in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of
our God." They were not "recovering" victims of any stripe.

-  It is time for the Christian to get back to the Bible and to put aside all of the how-to, self-help books. It is time to
abandon the "discovered" wisdom of psychotherapy and the support group mentality. Let us return to the Scriptures
and allow them to rebuke, correct, teach, and encourage us into paths of righteousness and service with joy. For
that is what God intended in giving them to us. And if, at the Bema seat of our Lord Jesus, we are told that we put
too much confidence in Christ and His Word, and that we should have submitted instead to His "discovered
revelation," then to our shame we will be "as one escaping through the flames." Yet with all your heart, can you
imagine Him saying, "You trusted my Word too much."?

* Unless otherwise indicated, the material used in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from Jim Owen's 1993
book, Christian Psychology's WAR on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer, pp. 137-141; by permission
of EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Sensitivity Training*
New Age Psychology in the Church

Sensitivity Training -- a Satanic brainwashing technique (also called Relational Therapy), the results
of which lead believers to "gracefully accept" rather than "scripturally oppose" evil and evil workers.

-  Traditional psychology involved two persons -- the patient on the couch and the psychologist in the armchair.
Now, people with things troubling their minds meet in groups to "talk, walk, cry, comfort, touch, feel, etc." Very
few of the people who become involved in these group sessions actually realize what is taking place. The truth is
that they have become involved in sensitivity training, a clever psychological technique and tool for producing
change.

Sensitivity Training is really a form of brainwashing, originated by the communists and refined and renamed for
American consumption. The Russian scientist, Pavlov, whose experiments with the behavior of dogs and the
methods of controlling their actions and reactions seems to have influenced Lenin's philosophy of controlling
people through the psychological manipulations of the mind. This whole theory, of course, is based on the
unscriptural, animalistic, evolutionary concept of man and it has been used for years by the communists -- both
Russian and Chinese -- to bind their people in mental and physical slavery. 

-  Sensitivity Training in the United States apparently had its beginning about 1946, with the formation of the
National Training Laboratories in Group Development. In 1947, the name was changed to the National Training
Laboratories Institute for Applied Behavioral Science under the auspices of the National Education Association
Adult Education Service. In 1962, it became a separate division of the NEA, and in 1967, it became an independent
nonprofit corporation associated with the National Education Association. This relationship is important to
understand, since every effort is being made to make Sensitivity Training mandatory for all public schools. The
NEA is alone one of the prime promoters of Sex Education in the public schools and there is a definite relationship
between Sex Education and Sensitivity Training.

-  A very simple definition of Sensitivity Training is: "Psychological techniques and programs designed to change
the standards, attitudes and behavior of individuals." The term "sensitivity training" was apparently coined by
behavioral scientists who are obsessed with the idea that a Utopian society and world can be realized through
psychological means.

Sensitivity Training goes by many different names to deceive the unwary. Sensitivity training techniques have
always been presented under a variety of names, but with the recent exposures of the true nature and character of
sensitivity training, the proliferation of names is astounding. Here are some of the names under which sensitivity
training now masquerades:

Reality Therapy

Conflict Management

New Consciousness

Psycho-Drama

Developing Personal Potential

Feeling Therapy
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Marathon Therapy

Nude Therapy

Interpersonal Relations

Group Development

Group Therapy

Group Theory

Personal Development Lab

Group Dynamics

Group Confession

Group Discussion

Interpersonal Competence

Interpersonal Behavior

Conflict Resolution

Self-Evaluation

T-Group Training

Auto-Criticism

Prayer Therapy

Basic Encounter Group

Operant Conditioning

Human Potential Workshop

Synanon Games Club

Cybernetics

Mind Set

Family Life Education

Body Awareness

Cursillo Movements

Community Relations

Enhancement of Human Potential
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Leadership Class

Management Development

Socio Drama

Sociometry

Truth Sessions

Self-Honesty Sessions

Micro-labs

Group Life Institute

Team Interpretation

Gestalt Therapy

Role Playing

Social Psychology

Confrontation Groups

Actualization Groups

Sensory Playing

Sensory Awareness Groups

Growth Groups

Social Philosophy

Personality Evaluation

Human Relations Lab

Gut Level Talks

Of course, not everything presented under these titles is sensitivity training, but when you see any of these names, it
will bear investigation.

-  What is the real purpose of Sensitivity Training? Proponents of this technique claim that it will increase love and
trust, open up honest communication, develop leadership and produce greater understanding and sensitivity for the
feelings of others. Who could find fault with such noble goals? What actually happens, however, is that after
hearing others in the group confess their wrong doings (either real or imagined) the individual is likely to feel that
his own sins are not so bad after all, thus paving the way for acceptance of lower moral standards. The government,
the family, the home, our friends, and our religious beliefs may all be torn to pieces by the group, thus placing
extreme pressure on the individual to feel that his own previously held standards were too high or too unrealistic.
The extreme anti-Christian character or sensitivity training may be clearly seen by the fact that their standards of
conduct and morals must be based on group consensus rather than on the sure and eternal Word of God.
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-  Sensitivity training involves group confession where the individual's problems become the problems of the group,
which in turn tries to find a solution. After criticizing others and being criticized yourself, doubt is introduced into
the mind of each individual as to whose standards are really proper. Suppose your child were the only Christian in a
sensitivity training group situation! Can you imagine how hard it would be to withstand the attacks from all the
others in this group upon his faith in Christ, his obedience to his parents, and his Biblical standards of morality and
decency? The extreme pressures that can be brought to bear on any individual in a small group situation should not
be underestimated. It is dangerous to permit our children and youth to be subjected to such pressures.

-  How to Spot Sensitivity Training Sessions: We have already pointed out that you can't go by the name "sensitivity
training" alone. In addition, not every sensitivity training session will use the exact same techniques. The following
methods are given only because they are perhaps the most frequently used and readily observable procedures:

1. One or more people in the group, known technically as trainers, or change agents, or facilitators, will
give the impression that they are merely stimulating free expression or openness, but will actually by
manipulating the group, without their knowledge, if possible.

2. Most sensitivity training sessions stress agreement upon certain ground rules, which actually become
the first foundation of sensitivity training, since individuals hesitate to break rules which they
themselves agreed to at the outset. Such rules may simply be agreeing to stay until the session is
ended; agreeing to be open and honest in all conversations; agreeing not to talk during non-verbal
exercises; and in some cases, the rules go so far as to agree not to object to language normally thought
objectionable in the group.

3. You will probably be asked to speak of or write out your greatest problems or faults or hang-ups so
the group can make suggestions as to how you can overcome these things. You, in turn, may be
encouraged to criticize others in the group if you feel they are not fully open or honest in confessing
their faults.

4. Non-verbal exercises may be used where individuals are asked to convey their feelings by some
means other than words. This may involve the use of the eyes, facial expression, or body movement,
including touching each other's hands, faces, or bodies in an effort to communicate feeling.

5. Periods of silence and meditation with eyes either closed or open are frequently used when the
discussions seem to be developing in the wrong way or when the trainer desires to make an abrupt
change in the procedures.

6. Marathon sessions are frequently used to break down "inhibitions" and encourage participants to
express "their true feelings" under the stress of physical fatigue and lack of sleep.

7. Body awareness exercises are often used, such as the group pushing a person down to help him feel
hostility, and then helping him up to help him feel love. Or a person may be asked to fall backward,
only to be caught by members of the group, to develop trust. All of these techniques involve bodily
contact in one form or another.

8. Nude sensitivity training sessions are used with increasing frequency. As one leading exponent of
Nude Encounter Workshop Sessions said, "Clothes accentuate feelings of guilt and separateness.
Clothing can keep you from touching other people." It is not difficult to see that the time may not be
far off when Nude Sensitivity Training sessions are common-place rather than exceptions.

-  Names associated with sensitivity training which you may want to remember -- the list is not offered as being
complete in any sense of the word, but it is helpful to know some of the prime leaders of this movement, since they
are to be found with increasing frequency in various periodicals throughout the country:
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(a) Dr. Carl Rogers, Resident Fellow at the Center for Studies of the Person, LaJolla, CA;
(b) Walter Anderson, Executive Director of the California Institute of Psycho Drama;
(c) Betty Fuller, Director of Consulting Services at Esalen;
(d) Bernard Gunther, Resident Staff Member of Esalen Institute and a pioneer in the use of Touch,
Relaxation, Body Awareness, and Non-Verbal Communication;
(e) Frederick S. Perls, Founder of the Gestalt School of Psycho-Therapy; 
(f) Richard Rubenstein, called by the Esalen catalog, "the best-known Jewish radical theologian";
(g) Alec Rubin, active in Experimental Church Services and Living Theater; 
(h) Virginia Satir, active in Marriage and Family Therapy Research and Work Shops; 
(i) William C. Schutz, Director of Esalen's Resident Program and a prime mover of Sensitivity
Programs throughout the United States;
(j) Stuart Shapiro, on the staff of the NTL and UCLA Institute of Industrial Relations -- very active in
educational circles;
(k) Lewis Yablonsky, President of the California Institute of Psycho-Drama and a pupil of Dr. J.L.
Moreno, the creator of Psycho-Drama;
(l) Richard E. Farson, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute; 
(m) Dr. William Glasser, originator and promoter of Reality Therapy; 
(n) Alan Watts, chief promoter of Zen Buddhism in the United States.

How beneficial is sensitivity training?: Even the NTL Institute Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2, for April 1968, admits that
"Research evidence on the effectiveness of sensitivity training is rather scarce and often subject to serious
methodological problems." It is amazing that so many people should fall for an un-scriptural, un-godly, un-proven
program such as this.

-  The history of sensitivity training in the churches: The National Council of Churches has been deeply involved in
sensitivity training programs almost from the very beginning. Since 1956, the NCC has sponsored an annual Spring
training laboratory for "pastors and church workers who want to initiate change in congregations or their
organizations, and persons who want to initiate community change." Much of the revolutionary spirit which has
rapidly spread through the churches in recent years is a direct result of the so-called "small group movement,"
which is really another way of saying "sensitivity training."

The World Council of Churches is also deeply involved in, and has been a showcase for, sensitivity training. As
early as 1954, when the WCC set up the Ecumenical Institute, it was obvious that sensitivity training was going to
play an important part in the future of the WCC. This is now clearly seen in the development of many of the newer
forms of worship services which have swept the world. At the 1968 World Council Assembly in Uppsala, Sweden,
Mr. William McGaw, Director of Communications at the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, introduced what
the press called the "Touch-and-Tell Worship Service," which was nothing more nor less than sensitivity training
set within a supposed religious framework. It received world-wide publicity.

The YMCA and YWCA have been heavily involved in sensitivity training programs for several years. Of course,
both organizations have long since ceased to be Christian, but they continue to exert a considerable influence upon
the children and youth of our nation. The utter contempt of sensitivity training leaders for Christian principles is to
be clearly seen in an article by Dr. William C. Schutz, who is an Associate in Residence and Director of Esalen
Institute's Resident Program at Big Sur, California. Writing in Redbook magazine for July, 1968, Dr. Schutz stated,
"When a Christian organization like the YMCA puts its boys through an encounter group to develop their
independence, they may find some of the boys questioning Christian principles. These are not only possibilities,
they happen, but they are necessary risks for individual development."

-  Sensitivity training --"the soft revolution": The Christian Century of 12/31/69, in an article entitled "The Soft
Revolution Explored," presents sensitivity training as an alternative to "The Hard Revolution." The author of the
article, Dr. Sam Keen, was formerly professor of Philosophy and Christian Faith at Louisville Presbyterian
Seminary and is now a post-doctoral Fellow at Western Behavioral Sciences Institute in LaJolla, California. Dr.
Keen is one of the chief advocates of sensitivity training in the church, and his article paints a glowing picture of
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the experiments and workshops which have been and are being conducted at Esalen and other Sensitivity Training
Centers. In spite of his obvious enthusiasm for sensitivity training, Dr. Keen, in his article admits, "with both its
promise and its ambiguities, the Soft Revolution must be embraced. Although it is too soon to name it, the new
spirit is moving in the world. Whether it leads toward greater wholeness or greater folly we do not know." Once
can only feel pity for the learned doctor who is willing to follow a path without knowing its destination. His
position is typical of every so-called church leader who has rejected the Word of God and is experimenting with
the theories of men.

Methodist Youth Leader for Spring 1970 called sensitivity training "tremendously exciting" and "utterly intriguing."
The article entitled "What is Sensitivity Training?" reports four statements made by high school young people who
attended a sensitivity training session sponsored by a State Council of Churches. The reports were most
illuminating and followed the usual sensitivity training techniques of both verbal and non-verbal communications.
Participants were asked to lie on the floor and relax to soft music. They were asked to choose partners without
speaking. They were asked to write out problems on which they needed help. They rocked certain individuals in the
group as an exercise in trust. It was reported that two pastors in the group, who had known each other previously,
had to be physically restrained from violence. One young man who had difficulty in expressing hostility, was given
a pillow and told to beat on it as a way of getting out his hostile feelings. Participants were told that feelings are
neither right nor wrong, good or bad. They just are -- "Because they exist, our feelings are true for us." Such amoral
philosophy is of course essential to the whole sensitivity training program, since the absolutes of God's Word are
rejected in favor of the changing standards and norms of the group.

-  Many liberal religious leaders have become experts in the field of sensitivity training, and are busily engaged in
training others to become change agents in the church and in society. Some of the more familiar names include: 

Dr. Robert Cromey, Episcopal priest from San Francisco, who has gained notoriety through his
defense of homosexuals and drug addicts; 

Dr. Harvey Cox, who has been active in encouraging dialog between Christianity and Marxism; 

Dr. William Hamilton, whose chief fame came through his espousal of the "God is Dead" theory;
and 

Dr. William McGaw of the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, who gained public attention
through the "Touch and Tell" worship services at the World Council Assembly in Uppsala,
Sweden. 

The late Bishop Pike was one of the most active supporters of this movement before his death. These men,
however, are all from the liberal establishment. The most disturbing factor of all is to realize that those in the New
Evangelical movement have also been drawn into this same satanic program.

-  Sensitivity training was just another program many pastors kept hearing about until some met it first hand in the
National and World Councils of Churches and in the Sex Education battle in their local school districts. But it
wasn't until Billy Graham's United States Congress on Evangelism held in Minneapolis in September 1969 that it
became evident how this program was being pushed in evangelical churches. Developments since then leads one to
conclude that sensitivity training is one of the most powerful, attractive, and deceptive forces which evangelical
churches will face in the years ahead.

Forty-six "Church In Action" workshops were presented at this U.S. Congress on Evangelism. At least one-third of
these workshops definitely involved sensitivity training techniques. Had this taken place at a meeting of the
National or World Councils of Churches it would have been expected. But to find it presented to evangelical
churches as "successful ways of reaching men for Christ in the contemporary world" was almost unbelievable.
These techniques were to be promoted throughout the nation by a series of National Clergy Conferences. Billy
Graham's brother-in-law, Leighton Ford, was one of those vitally interested in promoting this program. If you've
wondered about the so-called new forms of worship, coffee houses, jazz communions, psychedelic worship,
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experimental celebrations, etc., it was learned at Minneapolis that many of these are a direct result of the gut-level,
in-depth experiences produced by sensitivity training sessions. And the end is not yet! They are still experimenting:

(a) "Do Your Thing" was the title of one of the "Church in Action" workshop sessions at Minneapolis.
The leader was Lyman Coleman, Director of the Halfway House, Newton, Pennsylvania, and a
minister in the apostate American Baptist denomination. This workshop was a travesty on evangelism
and Christianity. The two hundred or more participants -- pastors, pastor's wives, youth leaders, Sunday
School teachers, and laymen -- were skillfully brainwashed step-by-step during the two-hour session,
until they ended up in a carnival spirit instead of a challenge to Biblical evangelism. From start to
finish, this was an uproarious, irreverent, flippant, worldly mockery of the gospel. 

"Do Your Thing" worship's supposed purpose was to show how to reach young people for Christ
through a coffee house experience. Participants were seated in groups of fours facing inward. "Role
playing" or psycho-drama techniques were used. Brainstorming prayer, gut-level discussion, and
sharing experiences were also common. Participants went back to the original groups of four. Slips of
paper were distributed to each one on which were written 1 Cor. 13:1-6. Each person was asked to
write their own free translation of this Scripture. On the back of the paper, everyone was asked to write
down what he considered to be his greatest problem or "hang up" -- and then put down three
suggestions for meeting that problem. Coleman stressed the importance of being absolutely open and
honest -- a gut-level discussion, he called it. After this, the leader explained "brainstorming prayer."
Hands were to be stacked or clasped in a foursome. The leader was to begin, "Lord, I ..." and then pray
for his own needs or the needs of others in the group as they had become acquainted with them through
the gut-level discussions. Anyone in the group was to feel free to break in at any time, without
introducing or saying "Amen" and it was suggested that non-verbal communication was good and
proper by squeezing the hand of another to show concern. After several minutes of bedlam as all
prayed aloud at once, Coleman said aloud, "Amen" and the prayer session was over.

(b) "Breaking Free" was the title of another "Church in Action" workshop at Minneapolis. The leader
of this group, Mr. George Kinnamon, stated that he had developed at least 120 various techniques for
engaging people in trying to "break free." The techniques presented at this session involved groupings
of two people with both verbal and non-verbal communication stressed. Participants were asked to put
on paper some symbol or mark which would convey to their partner what they really felt inside. Then,
the partner had the task of trying to understand the meaning of the symbol. There was the exchanging
of confidences as to problems (self-criticism), and hand holding during prayer, even though the
pairings involved different sexes.

"Listen fully to the other person and feel from his toes, from his vibrations ... what he is really saying
... give yourself fully to the other person," instructed Mr. Kinnamon. "It will astound you -- the depth
levels you can get to -- I mean a non-traumatic level, but a very high spiritual therapeutic level where
people are," he continued. "I want you to affirm each other. Tell your partner what you think about him
positively ... Affirm that good part of the person which you see inside ... Enable them to become the
person God wishes them to be, permitting the inner person to come out." (One would have thought he
was attending a Christian Science or Science of Mind lecture instead of a Congress on Evangelism
workshop.) "Would you close by touching each other," said Mr. Kinnamon -- "by holding each other's
hands in an intimate kind of touch which says, 'I love you.' This is a non-verbal way of saying, 'I care
about you.' We are afraid to touch each other -- but there is great power in the personal touch. We think
of it between a man and a woman as a sexual touch -- the kind of thing we're flirting with each other --
BALONEY! All of us need to be affirmed by the personal touch."

This U.S. Congress on Evangelism became a springboard for introducing Sensitivity Training to pastors across the
country. Mr. Kinnamon said that while in Minneapolis, he and a number of others who were interested in these new
approaches had met with Leighton Ford, Billy Graham's brother-in-law, to discuss the possibility of holding a
series of pastor's conferences across the country during 1970 to introduce "these exciting new techniques to the
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churches."

*This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the September-October 1994 issue of
Foundation magazine, M.H. Reynolds, Jr., editor. (Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los
Osos, CA 93412.)
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Subliminals*
Science or Myth?

-  In 1957, during the showing of a film in a movie theater in New Jersey, the words Drink Coke and Eat Popcorn
were flashed on the screen at a level below the conscious perception. The claim at the time was that Coke and
popcorn sales rose significantly because of those subliminal messages. Everyone who knows about subliminal
messages knows about this incident, but few seem to know that the procedure used was not up to scientific
standards, and more important, the results have never been reproduced!

-  The theory behind the use of subliminals is that the messages which are below a person's audio level or visual
level will be received directly by the "unconscious" mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation. At the audible
level, subliminal tapes contain music or sounds from nature, such as ocean waves. Below these audible sounds are
verbal messages that are inaudible as far as conscious perception. According to this theory, the "subconscious"
mind can and will distinguish the inaudible verbal messages from the audible sound messages, respond to them,
and act upon them. (The same idea underlies visual subliminals, such as the Coke/popcorn incident that started this
whole craze.)

-  The notion of the unconscious receiving messages directly through finer perceptive mechanisms than available to
the conscious mind is based upon a theory of the unconscious proposed by Sigmund Freud. Freud taught that the
driving force behind human behavior is the unconscious mind. He described the mind as being like an iceberg with
most of the mass (the unconscious) below the surface. According to Freud, it is out of this internal (subterranean)
unconscious abyss, of which we are unaware, that our external behavior arises. Therefore, the promoters of
subliminals are basically Freudian, most without even knowing it. Also, most are unaware that Freud's ideas about
the unconscious and other matters have been discredited because they have not been supported either
neurologically or scientifically. Moreover, the "Freudian unconscious" is contrary to the Word of God. No Scripture
passage supports such an idea. Instead, the Bible is consciously and volitionally oriented.

-  Through the use of subliminal tapes and the supposed power of the Freudian-invented unconscious, individuals
are told that they can stop smoking, improve their sex life, lose weight, improve sleep, overcome fears, relieve
stress, and be headache-free, along with hundreds of other promises and possibilities. Unfortunately, some
subliminal promoters even suggest cancer cures, as well as deliverance from other physical problems. Such
promises have been referred to as "one of the biggest rip-offs going" and "another form of health fraud."

The January 1991 issue of the University of California, Berkeley, Wellness Letter refers to "the complete lack of
any scientific evidence that such messages can alter human behavior. Nevertheless, one survey shows that 68
percent of the public believes in subliminal tapes, which are now a $50-million-a-year business." The article goes
on to say that "double blind tests have consistently shown that these products [subliminal tapes] fail to produce their
claimed effects." Numerous other valid research studies also fail to support the promises made by subliminal
promoters.

-  Think about the claim for subliminals. The claim is that the unconscious mind can understand messages that are
below the level of perception, repeated as many as 100,000 times an hour, at the same time the person is
consciously hearing musical or other pleasant sounds. Since the conscious mind processes speech significantly
below the level of the subliminal messages, it would be necessary for the unconscious mind to hear more words per
hour than the conscious mind. If anyone is helped by such tapes, it must be attributed to the "placebo effect" and
not to the tapes, since the human mind (conscious or "unconscious") is neither capable of perceiving such messages
nor acting upon them. (In fact, in the Wellness Letter referred to earlier, it was reported that "One research team
noted a 'non-specific placebo effect' ... tapes without subliminal messages produced a greater effect that those with
them"[!]) Moreover, it is not subliminal messages that individuals need to be concerned about, but rather audible,
understandable messages.
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-  Despite complete lack of scientific evidence supporting the effectiveness of subliminals, they have become quite
popular among professing Christians. There are now available "Christian" subliminal tapes provided by a number of
so-called Christian "ministries." Now instead of Drink Coke or Eat Popcorn, Scripture is used along with, or in
place of, other messages. These so-called Christian subliminal promoters promise about the same things as their
secular counterparts, with one exception. Unlike their secular counterparts, they claim Christian growth and
Christian spiritual help for the listeners. What follows is a mere sampling of what Christians are being offered:

(a) Vicki Jamison-Peterson Ministries announces: "A great breakthrough in science brings to us the
opportunity to hide God's Word in our hearts as never before. Since our brain has the capacity of
receiving many messages at one time at different levels of consciousness, the astonishing information I
wish to present to you is that the entire New Testament has been recorded layer upon layer on one
cassette so that in 60 minutes of time our brain can receive all of this information on a subliminal
level." The subliminal New Testament is hidden beneath "the gentle sound of ocean waves and sea
gulls." In addition, Vicki Jamison-Peterson Ministries says, "We have over 100 additional titles on
various subjects of self-improvement and behavioral modification."

(b) Renew Ministries offers continuous-play tapes promising "freedom from: Doubt, Fear, Failure,
Fear of Death, Guilt, Grief, Depression, Temper, Pride, Lust, Temptation, Pornography, Procrastination,
Unforgiveness, Rejection, Drugs, Alcohol, Smoking, Anger, Rebellion, Anxiety and Panic, Judging,
Homosexuality, Scars of Child Abuse & Molestation." Other Renew tapes promise to "speak into
being: Prosperity, Weight Loss, Peace, Healing, Self-Esteem, Salvation, Marital Harmony, Surrender
to God, Acceptance of God's Love, A Closer Walk With God!" According to Renew, "Bible-based
subliminal messages hit controlling spirits where they live and command them to leave in Jesus' name.
Then the void is filled with the Word of God!" ("Subliminal Deliverance" [advertisement] Charisma,
November 1990, p. 145.) (Emphasis in original.)

(c) Rapha Ranch of Defuniak, FL offers what they call "The Spiritual Solution to the Secular
Subliminal." They advertise that "tens of thousands of scriptures penetrate your total mind in just one
hour." In addition, the ad lists two testimonies, one from a medical doctor, the other from a pastor. The
medical doctor refers to: "Daily reports of healings, new peace and calmness, hearts being convicted
and lives changed." The pastor testifies of a woman "with Alzheimer's Disease who had been confined
to a mental institution," but who supposedly "received restoration of her mind and is functioning today
as a normal human being" after hearing the subliminals.

(d) W.V. Grant Evangelistic Association is even more absurd than the above examples, advertising
subliminal neckties! Two words, "Jesus Saves," are repeatedly, imperceptibly embedded in the
neckties. The ad says: "When a Christian wears Eagle Neckwear: He is reaching thousands—virtually
everyone who looks his way with the message 'Jesus Saves'—what a silent soul winning tool!" They
claim: "When worn, the words 'Jesus Saves' are actually being planted in the subconscious minds of
everyone who sees it. ... Never before in history has the Lord revealed such a plan as this!"

-  When people generally speak of the evils of secular rock music, they often refer to the supposedly evil and/or
satanic messages that are covertly placed in the minds of the listeners through a method called "back-masking." The
theory behind back-masking is the same as that of subliminals—that messages below the audio level (reversed
messages in this case) will be received by the unconscious mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation, and then at
some time in the future, are able to affect the behavior of the listener.

There is no doubt that back-masked messages have in fact been recorded, but since there is no proof that the human
mind is capable of even receiving these messages, their effect on human behavior must obviously be zero. In fact,
in a 1990 court case involving the British rock band Judas Priest, the band was accused of culpability in the suicide
deaths of two teenagers who had allegedly killed themselves as a result of acting upon the back-masked
"subliminal" messages on the band's recordings. However, the band was found not guilty, not because the
subliminal messages were not recorded (they were recorded), but because the scientific evidence presented at the
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trial was overwhelmingly convincing that subliminal messages just don't work!

Therefore, it is quite disturbing to hear that so-called Christian musicians have also been getting involved with the
back-masking of "Christian" messages on their recordings, under the guise of "subliminal evangelism" (apparently
echoing the same thinking as Grant with his subliminal neckties). Some have even made the incredulous claim that,
unbeknownst to them, the Holy Spirit Himself did the back-masking!! (Even assuming their ignorance of the non-
efficacy of back- masking, are not these musicians in effect saying that the Holy Spirit needs to resort to trickery in
order save sinners? Do they believe that the Word of God, preached clearly and without deceit, is no longer capable
of convicting men and calling them out for salvation? Evidently not.)

-  In summary, research evidence to the contrary, these so-called Christian subliminals are promoted with
outrageously unsubstantiated claims and personal opinions. Besides being a waste of time, subliminals encourage
faith in Freud and his unconscious motivation notions instead of faith in God and His Word. They encourage
mindlessness rather than diligent study of God's Word. They encourage magical passivity rather than obedience.
Instead of equipping the saints, they disarm them and make them vulnerable for the next gimmick—to bypass the
mind and the will and the opt for the 60-second, effortless transformation. The Word of God is clear about the
relationship between faith in God, conscientious study of His Word, and obedience (2 Tim. 2:15- 16; 3:16-17; 4:3-
4). It should be heeded.

Update Note [2000]: "An Update on Subliminal Influence," by Timothy E. Moore and Anthony R. Pratkanis

What has happened in the area of subliminal influence in the 8 years since we wrote our reviews for Skeptical
Inquirer? [See: Moore, T.E. (1992). " Subliminal perception: Facts and fallacies," Skeptical Inquirer, 16, 273-281;
Pratkanis, A. (1992), and " The cargo cult science of subliminal persuasion," Skeptical Inquirer,16, 260-272.] In a
nutshell, a little bit more science, a little less hysteria, and some still long-term, unresolved issues. In the "little bit
more" category, recent scientific evidence continues to support our original appraisal that actions, motives, and
beliefs are NOT susceptible to manipulation through the use of briefly (i.e., subliminally) presented messages or
directives. If anything the case against subliminal manipulation is stronger now than ever as a result of some recent
research designed to address Anthony Greenwald's (1992) "two-word challenge" -- to create an experimental
demonstration that multiple words presented subliminally could be understood as a unit and more than the sum of
the parts.

Numerous studies had previously demonstrated semantic activation of single words under conditions in which
subjects had no phenomenal awareness of the stimulus, as we noted in our reviews. However, no priming study had
shown that multiple words, presented subliminally, were capable of semantic activation. Such a demonstration
would be essential for validating claims that phrases such as "Eat Popcorn/Drink Coke" ... could affect human
motivation and behavior. A recent study by Draine (1997) has cast considerable doubt on the proposition that
multiple words presented subliminally can be comprehended. In his work, Draine established that priming effects of
word pairs are a function of individual word meanings, rather than their combined meaning. For example, the pair
of words "Not Dirty" was perceived to be evaluatively negative. The impact of the prime was uninfluenced by its
negation. Draine concluded that two-word grammatical combinations are beyond the analytic powers of
unconscious cognition. 

In the "little less of" category, we are pleased to report that much of the furor over subliminal influence has died
down. There have been no new rock bands labeled as "subliminal criminals." ... The news media, including ABC,
CBS News, and CNN Headline News have made numerous accurate presentations of the scientific data showing
the ineffectiveness of subliminal influence in general and subliminal self-help tapes in particular. The National
Academy of Science and the British Psychological Association both issued statements concerning the lack of
efficacy of subliminal tapes. The level of promotion of subliminal self-help tapes seems to have declined. The
message seems to have gotten out that when it comes to subliminal tapes, "Buyer Beware," although sales of such
tapes continue.

We wish we could end this update on a happy note and state that the hysterical claims for the power of subliminal
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influence have finally been laid to rest. However, we noted in our reviews that interest in subliminal influence is
often cyclical -- first appearing before the turn of century, then again in the 1950s, 1970s, and today. And while the
most recent manifestations of interest in things subliminal appear to have died down, the underlying reasons for
this interest remain. These include a general lack of scientific literacy, unclear standards for qualifying experts in
court, confusing unconscious perceptual processes with the psychodynamic unconscious, a mass media interested in
ratings and the sensational, and a desire for quick solutions to difficult problems and quick scapegoats when the
quick solutions don't work.

There is also a feature of subliminal stimulation that is somewhat unique compared to other urban myths -- namely
that evidence that could disconfirm the presence of subliminal stimuli is not readily available to the viewer (or
listener). A subliminal stimulus is, by definition, outside of conscious awareness. Consequently, NOT seeing (or
hearing) subliminal messages when one suspects their presence, confirms their presence in the minds of those who
have been encouraged to believe in subliminal persuasion. For this reason, subliminal conspiracies will no doubt
continue to crop up. Time will tell if, 5 or 10 or 20 years from now, some new researchers will need to write articles
similar to the ones we wrote 6 years ago to alert the public to the fact that no scientific evidence is available
showing that subliminal stimulation can significantly influence human motivation and behavior.

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 220-221)
and PsychoHeresy Update [now PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter], Vol. 3, No. 1, Winter 1991, by permission of
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110.
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Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing*
Christian or Psycho-Occult?

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which in actuality is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality type. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

-  The underlying basis for the four temperament types (Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melancholy) is in
ancient astrology, which is defined by the Bible as divination:

The "forth-telling" of time and destiny; seeking to foresee the future or discover hidden knowledge about the past,
present, or future through occultic methods, such as astrology, channeling, crystal balls, tarot cards, etc.

The casual observance of temperament/personality types brings to memory a time 20 years ago when the most
popular question to ask was, "What's your sign?" Now the question is, "What's your temperament type?" Back
then, astrology claimed that one acts in a certain way because he was born under a particular sign of the
constellation. Now it is believed that a Melancholy will act in a certain way because he has been classified as a
melancholy temperament type.

The four temperaments connection to astrology is not accidental, but rather by original design. Both astrology and
the temperaments are branches of the same tree -- ancient Babylon! (The practice of astrology is not simply limited
to knowing various charts and relating the configurations of the sky with the person's birth. Astrologers have
admitted they receive psychic knowledge about people beyond their abilities to use and understand the horoscope.
They are evidently given special information concerning individuals through demons. Similarly, anyone who reads
auras and types people accordingly receives information from demon spirits.)

-  The twelve zodiac personality types are arranged in four sets with three signs in each set. These are called trigons
or triplicities. Each triplicity corresponds with one of the four elements of Empedocles. Furthermore, each triplicity
corresponds with one of Hippocrates' four humors. And each triplicity corresponds with one of the four
temperaments. From Empedocles to Galen, each person who developed those categories also believed in the
influences of the planets and the stars on the elements, humors, and temperaments. Synthesizing ideas from
classical Greek medicine and astronomy, a theory of temperaments prevailing well into medieval times held that,
for example, a sanguine disposition reflected a particular combination of humors in the body and that, in turn, this
combination had been fixed by a certain configuration of the stars at the time of an individual's birth. The four
temperaments were finally devalued and considered relics of limited, ancient attempts to understand and deal with
individual differences. Although they remained a point of historical novelty, they are often totally ignored in current
psychology textbooks. In fact, few scholars give serious attention to the four temperament classifications except as
historical reference.

Nevertheless, the four temperaments are more popular than ever today, especially among astrologers and professing
evangelical Christians. The twelve signs of the zodiac are arranged according to the elements (fire, earth, air, and
water), the humors (yellow bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm), and the temperaments (choleric, melancholy,
sanguine, and phlegmatic), three times round in sequence. It was only as various psychologists examined the four
temperaments or drew from them to form their own personality theories and categories that the four temperaments
have been treated as though they are independent from astrology. Nevertheless, while they may appear to stand on
their own, the four temperaments are intrinsically part of astrology. They constitute an inadvertent way for people
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to practice an astrological kind of psychic and esoteric determinism without casting a horoscope and without even
realizing that they are practicing the essence of astrology. Neither astrology nor the four temperaments theory is
scientific. Both are deceptive and invalid. Both reinterpret Biblical doctrine. And both are bound to their occult
roots. Astrology is anathema to the Christian. And since the four temperaments are an intrinsic component of
astrology, the four temperaments should be avoided as well.

-  Under the "Christianization" of the temperaments, one's temperament type is determined by listing both positive
and negative word descriptions describing personality traits, thereby describing one's strengths and weaknesses. The
category with the most personality traits indicates the appropriate temperament type, which then, according to the
theory, somehow magically opens the door to a better and deeper understanding of oneself and others, revealing the
true nature of the personality with all its strengths and weaknesses, and facilitates the transformation of one's
weaknesses into strengths (see Tim LaHaye's Transformed Temperaments). At this point, the temperament theory is
interspersed with Scripture, specifically the Holy Spirit's power and the Fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22,23). But
attempting to wed temperament theory with the doctrines of salvation and sanctification leads to theological mish-
mash that is in essence a religion of works.

The temperament theorists fail to understand that we are unable to exhibit the Fruit of the Spirit by improving our
personalities (through the "flesh"), but that the Fruit of the Spirit shines forth only as one possesses the fullness of
the Holy Spirit of God (through the Spirit). In fact, examining closely a list of temperament strengths and
weaknesses, one will notice that not one of the nine-fold Fruit of the Spirit is even listed! Again, this is because the
strengths and weaknesses are by-products of the "flesh," not the Spirit. Temperament theory put into practice is
nothing more than a fleshly approach to sanctification. (What actually ends up happening is that one's sinful
behavior is relabeled as "weaknesses," thereby replacing personal responsibility with helplessness.)

-  Confusion arises from attempting to wed a pagan system of "strengths" and "weaknesses" -- the four
temperaments' astrological polarities -- with Biblical doctrines of man. People who try to wed the four
temperaments (or any other such personality types) with Scripture emphasize strengths and weaknesses of each
type rather than obedience and disobedience to God. To attempt to deal with these differences through a four
temperaments typology undermines the Holy Spirit's work in a person's life. Psychological systems for explaining
and understanding man's essence tend to replace relationship with the Lord Jesus with formulas and techniques.
Because of the system's pagan nature and the errors involved, a Christian may come into the bondage of trying to
fix himself up through modifying his weaknesses and exercising his strengths, rather than allowing the Holy Spirit
to work in His way. Scripture does not set forth a system of personality differences, but rather one of putting off
the old self and putting on the new; of loving God and following His way rather that the way of the self -- of
loving one another sacrificially as we already love ourselves. No matter what the individual differences are between
people, love is the issue and obedience to the Lord is the response.

Understanding ourselves in terms of typologies is unnecessary for walking after the Spirit and bearing the Fruit of
the Spirit. Concentration on such categories only feeds the flesh and ultimately leads to works of the flesh.
Focusing on temperament and personality categories, profiles, and tests avoids the real problem of sin and attempts
to fix us up with the ways of the world. Any system that focuses on strengths and weaknesses of various
temperament types is limited to reaching the greatest potential of what the Bible calls the "old man." In Philippians
1:6, Paul is not talking about people reaching their greatest potential through understanding themselves through
temperament categories. He is talking about the Holy Spirit's work in each person through the process of
sanctification whereby believers are transformed into the image of Christ. The four temperaments and similar
typologies give false power based upon a lie. The Word of God is true. It is quick and powerful. To replace it or
assist it with erroneous personality typologies is an insult to the Lord, especially considering the occult relationship.

Nevertheless, the temperament philosophy continues to strive to promote harmonious relationships across the gamut
of Christian living through compatibility and the understanding of differences, and the temperament followers
continue to claim greater harmony and interaction in personal relationships than those who use the Bible alone. In
actuality, the four temperaments and other personality type systems are rival religious systems to Christianity -- part
of the philosophical/psychological pool of man-made systems and personal opinions which attempt to explain the
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nature of man and present methods for change.

-  The leading so-called evangelicals today who consistently peddle the idea of the temperaments as Christian, are
Tim LaHaye [Spirit-Controlled Temperament (1967); Transformed Temperaments (1971); and Why You Act the
Way You Do (1984)], and Florence Littauer: [Some others in the professing Church promoting temperament
typologies, personality inventories, and/or tests of spiritual gifts are Charles Stanley, Larry Burkett, John
MacArthur, Gary Ezzo, H. Norman Wright, Ken Voges, Ron Braund, and Hal Lindsey.]

(a) In LaHaye's book Why You Act the Way You Do (as well as in his other books), one can readily see
the underlying astrological roots of temperament theory -- he labels Christians as Sanguine, Choleric,
Phlegmatic, and Melancholy, and applies this to explain why people are "locked-in" to behaving the
way they do; according to LaHaye, the strengths and weaknesses of one's temperament type determines
how he acts.

(b) Littauer, in her books (After Every Wedding Comes a Marriage, Your Personality Tree, Personality
Plus, and Personalities in Power), also espouses the virtues of temperament theory. In fact, Littauer
followed in LaHaye's steps after reading his book Spirit-Controlled Temperament. Since that time she
has conducted seminars and written a number of books focused on personality types. She encourages
self-analysis through understanding and applying the four temperaments because she believes that such
knowledge can help people truly become what God intended them to be -- that they can reach their full
potential. According to Littauer, God is the One who is using the four temperaments. She says that she
is "amazed at how God uses this tool to open people's eyes to themselves and their relationships with
others ... We will never reach the potential that is within us until we pull off the [temperament] mask
and become the real person God intended us to be;" i.e., she believes that God meant each person to be
one of the four temperament types! Littauer's system [she has developed the (unsubstantiated and
statistically invalid) Personality Profile Test (PPT)] promises that besides being free to be oneself, an
individual will know how to get his own unique-to-his-temperament needs met; she says that if their
needs are not met, they are vulnerable to temptation.

-  Christians using LaHaye's and Littauer's books claim that the similarity between astrology and the temperaments
results because astrology borrowed the "truth" of God's Word concerning the understanding of personalities through
the temperaments and misapplied it as "false belief" through astrology! Yet the Bible knows nothing of personality-
typing to understand behavior. Whatever the label Christians will give to the latest fad in New Age personality
systems, its origins can be traced to ancient pagan philosophy or occult religions, not the Bible. Even when
combined with Biblical teachings, the four temperaments do not become transformed. They are forever being
tempered within the confines of determinism. True freedom does not come from figuring out one's temperament
according to the relics of the four temperaments and astrology. Jesus already gave us the way to freedom, and that
is through believing the Word of God and living by that Truth (John 8:31-32).

True freedom does not come from learning the four temperaments and then redefining the Fruit of the Spirit into
so-called temperament traits of the new nature. The four temperaments are rooted in paganism and astrology.
Christians do not need pagan beliefs and practices, such as the four temperaments, to grow spiritually. If they did,
the Bible would have included such teachings. The four temperaments were certainly available at the time, along
with all other pagan practices that were an abomination to God. Instead of incorporating the Greek teachings of the
humors and temperaments for self-improvement, Paul insisted that there is only one true Gospel and that "the hope
of glory" is "Christ in you."

-  The four temperaments theory of personality is among the worst kinds of psychology. Furthermore, it is a means
of opening Christians to other psychological theories dressed in Bible verses. Those who integrate the four
temperaments theory of personality are doing the same thing as those who integrate any other personality theory
with Christianity, be it Freud's, Jung's, Adler's, Maslow's, Rogers', Hippocrates', Galen's, or Kant's. Those who
enthusiastically promote temperament theories, personality profiles, and other typologies are introducing foreign
paradigms which originated in paganism. Once such foreign paradigms are introduced, they are used to understand
and explain the human condition undergirded by a new interpretation of Scripture.
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Note on Psychological Testing: Psychological testing is the categorical term normally applied to the kind of
temperament/personality typing discussed in this report. With the rise of science and the use of mathematics in the
nineteenth century, hope was raised that mathematical models could be harnessed to understand and explain man
and to make predictions about him. The hope still is that, through the use of mathematics, psychological tests can
be developed that will use a small sample of man's behavior (as exhibited on the test) to reveal a great deal more
about him. The psychological test is an attempt to diagnose some broad and significant aspect of an individual's
behavior in order to reveal something about him or to predict how he will perform in the future.

Psychological testing can be categorized under the following three general headings: (1) tests of general intellectual
level, (2) tests of separate abilities, and (3) personality tests. A Christian's primary concern should be with the last
category, which includes personality inventories and temperament tests [such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI), the DiSC Personal Profile System (PPS), the Biblical Personal Profiles (BPP), the Taylor-Johnson
Temperament Analysis (TJTA), the LaHaye Temperament Analysis (LTA), the Personality Profile Test (PPT), the
Spiritual Gifts Inventories (SGI), etc.], all of which have pagan astrology as their basis, and/or were developed by,
or were based upon, the underlying theories of men who were godless atheists. As demonstrated in this report, not
only are these tests and what they purport to explain unbiblical, but they have also been proven to have extremely
poor statistical reliability and validity.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of this subject would be Four Temperaments, Astrology
& Personality Testing by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages;
and Tempora Mysticism by Shirley Ann Miller, Starburst Publishers, Lancaster, PA, 1991, 169 pages. Unless
otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this report come from these two sources.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/92
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The Evangelical Alliance Mission (T.E.A.M.)
Mission Improbable?

-  The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM) has had suspect neo-evangelical associations for over two decades,
but has in recent years unmistakably chartered a new evangelical course. TEAM's home office (Wheaton, Illinois)
has persistently claimed that TEAM opposes new evangelicalism, while at the same time its missionaries on the
field have joined in all sorts of ecumenical compromise (e.g., Billy Graham crusades -- Norman Mydske, a
missionary with TEAM, was the director of the 1991 Billy Graham Argentina Crusade, and George Snook, field
chairman for TEAM, was the 1990-91 missionary/scholar-in-residence at the Billy Graham Center at Wheaton
College). The following items were reported in the 7/15/92 Calvary Contender:

(a) Dr. Don Jasmin warned (6/87, FBF News Btn.) that a TEAM radio ministry was headed by
Southern Baptist ecumenist Dr. Billy Kim (Far East Broadcasting Company, Korea). Billy Kim speaks
and travels with hyper-charismatic David Yonggi Cho, is vice president of the apostate Baptist World
Alliance (an organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with
the Vatican Secretariat for promoting Christian unity), and was a 2/88 Moody Founder's Week speaker
(5/1/93, Calvary Contender).

(b) Christianity Today Senior Editor and pope-praiser Dr. Kenneth Kantzer has served on TEAM's
board many years since the mid-70s or earlier.

(c) The 2/27/84 Christian News carried a TEAM letter documenting TEAM compromise and cover-up.

(d) BJU Chancellor Dr. Bob Jones in a 5/9/80 open letter to TEAM cited its involvement in an IVCF
Urbana conference, and said: "For more than 20 years now I have protested not only the compromise
of TEAM but also the deceit which is practiced by your office in misrepresenting entirely TEAM's
position, which is as ecumenical as that of any 'faith' mission I know. Naturally, the result of this
deception is that you are getting money from Biblical Christians who would not give you a dime if they
knew the facts as to what TEAM missionaries are doing around the world in promoting apostasy,
ecclesiastical compromise, and ecumenicity."

-  TEAM is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with Trans World
Radio, RMBU Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East
Broadcasting Co., etc. IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and
6,500 missionaries. IFMA accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the
doctrinal position of the mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in
order to represent their ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation.
Some of its members even accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational
ministries, thus finding themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements
against the liberal WCC position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TEAM's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IMFA policy. For example, does TEAM agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
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the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
Pentecostal groups as members.

-  The Boards of TEAM and the 90 year-old Bible Christian Union (BCU) voted to merge BCU into TEAM
effective 1/1/94. Both were members of IFMA (see above). BCU's director, George Murray, will replace TEAM's
Richard Winchell in 8/94, working with Winchell until then. BCU will give up its name.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/94
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Trans World Radio
Gospel of Christ to the World?

-  1992 marked the 40th anniversary of international gospel broadcaster, Trans World Radio (TWR). TWR was
incorporated as International Evangelism, Inc. on 2/11/52 by Dr. Paul E. Freed, its founder and present-day
president, for the purpose of reaching those areas of the world yet unreached with the gospel. TWR began with a
2,500 watt station in Tangier, Morocco called "The Voice of Tangier." The fledging station went on the air on
2/22/54 in two languages, Spanish and English, with broadcasts to the people of Spain. Today, the gospel is
transmitted to 46 countries in Europe, North Africa, and the former Soviet republics in at least 36 languages from
this one station alone.

Since these modest beginnings, TWR has become one of the world's largest missionary broadcasters -- TWR
transmits over 1,000 hours of gospel programming each week in 90 languages from seven transmitting locations,
reaching approximately 80% of the world's people. Trans World Radio has 37 national partners and/or offices in 30
countries, including such international organizations as ERF International in Germany and Norea Radio
Evangelistic Association in Norway. Approximately half a million letters are received annually in response to the
broadcasts.

-  Unfortunately, TWR reaches its vast audience with rock music, government propaganda, Billy Graham, National
Religious Broadcasting style charismaticism, neo-evangelical inclusivism, etc. For example, TWR participated in
Urbana '90 and promoted the Billy Graham School of Evangelism in Moscow. TWR has also set-up a transmitting
station in a Moscow Baptist church (a KGB-controlled showcase church!) with the equipment being jointly owned
by TRW and this "church." TRW is also a member of the neo-evangelical EFMA/IFMA (see below). (Reported in
the 12/15/91 Calvary Contender.)

-  TWR is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East Broadcasting Co., etc.
IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries.
IFMA accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of
the mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members
even accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding
themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC
position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TWR's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IMFA policy. For example, does TWR agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.
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Yoga
Relaxation or Occult?*

-  Yoga is from the Sankrit word Yug, meaning "union" (with the Divine, your higher "SELF"). Yoga is a path for
transcending the ordinary mind (who you think you are) in order to merge with your "higher SELF" or "God
SELF." Yoga means "to yoke" -- to yoke with Brahman (i.e., the "Infinite," the "Universal Spirit," the impersonal
force that the Hindus call "God") via the realization of an altered state of consciousness, thereby theoretically
releasing oneself from the bondage of endless reincarnation. Yoga comes out of the Hindu Vedas. It can be traced
back to Patanjali, who was a religious leader. Shiva, one of Hinduism's three most powerful gods, was known as
"The Destroyer" -- he's called Yogi Swara or the "Lord of Yoga."

-  Consider the following portion of an article from a secular newspaper:

"It is estimated that there are 10,000 yoga teachers in the United States, who teach between 4 and 5
million students a week. Yoga is a program that involves conscious stretching, deliberate movements,
controlled breathing and relaxation exercises. Its purpose is to develop strength, flexibility, balance,
body alignment, body awareness, muscular balance, calmness and controlled breathing. Yoga originated
from a school of thought in the Hindu religion, which suggests that postures can isolate the soul from
the body and the mind.

"In the Western world, yoga is used mainly as a form of exercise. Yoga comes from the original
Sanskrit word, 'joga,' which means 'to join.' Yoga means to join body, mind and breath; to get them to
work together in harmony [This is a lie!]. It's very gentle, slow and meditative; but it requires
concentration. Yoga instructors say they have received a handful of complaints from people who
believe yoga is intertwined with mysticism and the occult. [We] acknowledge that yoga does indeed
come from a portion of India's Hindu religion, but [our] classes deal mainly with the physical aspects
of yoga, and do not in any way coerce people to become involved in Eastern religion" [another lie].
(Source: The Bloomington Herald-Times, 1991.) (Emphasis added.)

Sadly, even professing Christians have bought into this lie. Every Yoga teacher is, in effect, a Hindu or Buddhist
missionary, even though "he or she may wear a cross, insist that Jesus was a great Yogi, and protest that Yoga is
not a religion, but science. This is the most blatant of lies. Yet it has been so widely proclaimed and believed that
in America's public schools, beginning in kindergarten and in almost every other area of society today, Yoga and
other forms of Hindu-Buddhist occultism are taught and accepted as science. In contrast, Christianity has been
thrown out of the schools and is being crowded out of every other area of life in the 'broad-minded' move to
replace religion with the New Age 'science'!" (Source: Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, p. 147.)

-  Yoga is clearly a New Age concept that is deeply religious and pantheistic in its origin. It is widely practiced and
supported by New Age proponents. The New Age movement denies the reality of sin and total depravity, and
believes that man is generally good and is divine. They teach that there is a god within us, and we are to harness
that and develop it through meditation and other metaphysical techniques. They teach that the only thing people
need is enlightenment regarding their divinity. They believe that through reincarnation man is reunited with God.
They believe in karma, which is a debt one owes because of his previous life. They also believe and teach the
evolution of man as opposed to the Creation that is taught in the Bible. Yoga is also associated with imagery,
visualization, hypnosis, mind magic, chanting of mantra, positive thinking, and Silva mind techniques, which are
not only unbiblical, but are potentially dangerous. When practiced by professing believers, it allows a certain
external spiritual influence in our lives, which is inconsistent with, and disallowed (2 Cor. 6:14-18), in the
teachings of the Holy Scriptures (2 Cor. 4:4).

The practice of Yoga is pagan at best, and occultic at worse. Its teachings emanate from the Eastern religions, all of
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which teach that self is God, only we just don't realize it:

"The goal of Yoga is 'self-realization ' -- to look deeply within what ought to be the temple of the one
true God and there to discover the alleged 'true Self' or 'higher Self' and declare self to be God.
Nothing could be more religious than that, yet with straight faces all of the Yogis insist that practicing
Yoga will not change anyone's religious beliefs. This is the religion of Antichrist; and for the first time
in history it is being widely practiced throughout the Western world as Transcendental Meditation and
other forms of Yoga." (Source: The Seduction of Christianity, p. 54.)

-  Yoga calls itself science. "By calling itself science, Yoga (which is the very heart of Hinduism) has within the
last [30] years become an integral part of Western society, where it is taught in nearly every YMCA or YWCA, in
clubs, in public schools, in industry, and in many churches. Dressed in Western clothes, Yoga has gained
acceptance in medicine, psychology, education, and religion under such euphemisms as 'centering,' 'relaxation
therapy,' 'self-hypnosis,' and 'creative visualization.' Yoga is designed to lead to the 'realization' of one's true
'godhood' through an inward meditative journey that finally locates the ultimate source of everything within the
human psyche." (Source: The Seduction of Christianity, p. 110.)

-  Hatha-yoga is a popular form of Yoga practiced today by those looking for a form of relaxation and non-
strenuous exercise. Johanna Michaelsen, however, correctly discerns:

"There is a common misconception in the West that hatha-yoga, one of about ten forms of Yoga that
supposedly leads to self-realization, is merely a neutral form of exercise, a soothing and effective
alternative for those who abhor jogging and calisthenics ... [However], Hatha-yoga is 'one of the six
recognized systems of orthodox Hinduism' and is at its roots religious and mystical. It is also one of the
most difficult and potentially [spiritually] dangerous forms of Yoga.

"The term hatha is derived from the verb hath, which means 'to oppress.'... What the practice of hatha-
yoga is designed to do is suppress the flow of psychic energies through these channels ["symbolic, or
psychic passages on either side of the spinal column"], thereby forcing the 'serpent power' or the
kundalini force to rise through the central psychic channel in the spine (the sushumna) and up through
the chakras, the supposed psychic centers of human personality and power. Westerners mistakenly
believe that one can practice hatha-yoga apart from the philosophical and religious beliefs that
undergird it. This is an absolutely false belief. ... You cannot separate the exercises from the
philosophy. ... 'The movements themselves become a form of meditation.' The continued practice of the
exercises will, whether you ... intend it or not, eventually influence you toward an Eastern/mystical
perspective. That is what it is meant to do! ... There is, by definition, no such thing as 'neutral' Yoga"
(Like Lambs to the Slaughter, pp. 93-95). (Last emphasis added.)

-  Other types or brands of Yoga:

(a) Laya Yoga: Path of Universal Body -- In Laya Yoga, the Macrocosm (the Universe) is directly
networked with the Microcosm (the human body). There are five centres (chakras, or "wheels") along
the spine and one between the eyebrows that directly corresponds with some aspect of creation. These
chakras are linked through an etheric channel along the spine. A primordial creative energy (kundalini)
lies dormant at the base of the spine in the root chakra. The Laya Yogi (someone who practices Laya
Yoga), through meditation and Asanas (posture exercises), will coax this kundalini energy into
traveling up the channel through each chakra until it reaches its point of origin at the top of the skull.
At that point, the yogi will have merged with the source of creation. If the yogi then chooses to reverse
the process, the kundalini energy will travel back down the channel recharging each centre with an
increased amount of Prana (life force energy). The result is that the yogi will then have more
understanding of, and control over, all aspects of creation each time this process is done.

(b) Karma Yoga: Path of Selfless Action -- Action performed for the purpose of satisfying a desire has
the effect of generating new desires that require additional actions. Addiction to pleasure (in any form)
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is a good example of this. Once the desire is satisfied, it generates more desire, which then needs to be
satisfied ad infinitum. In Karma Yoga, one seeks to end this cycle by not being attached to the outcome
of anything he does. Actions are thus performed based on what seems appropriate in a given situation.
The person performing the action has no concern about whether the end result is "good" or "bad."
Since the actions are not performed for self-gratification, the person is free of them. As a result of not
being attached to the outcome, a person can become completely involved in whatever he is doing. In
this way, yogis seek to end the eternal cycle of death and rebirth.

(c) Jnana Yoga: Path of Transcendental Knowledge -- This type of yoga is geared toward those who
have an intellectual curiosity, who like to reason and analyze. The ordinary mind can never know
Ultimately and Absolutely. Therefore, the goal is for the ordinary mind to realize that and, thereby, get
out of the way. In effect, one uses the ordinary mind to transcend the ordinary mind. Gradually the
ordinary mind reveals its true nature to itself. In the "Who am I?" inquiry, as taught by the great Indian
guru Ramana Maharshi, the mind's false identities are discounted one by one until it is exhausted. Once
the mind has exhausted all its answers, then the higher Self may emerge.

(d) Bhakti Yoga: Path of Devotion -- Bhakti Yoga is considered the simplest of the Yogas. Bhakti is a
practice of self-surrender for the purpose of eventually identifying with the source of love, or the
higher Self. It is not unlike devotion and service associated with religion in the West. The yogi selects a
Saint, Guru, or another figure to direct his devotional love. Every act in daily life is done to serve the
beloved one. Visualizations and mantras are also part of Bhatki Yoga practice. The goal is to visualize
the beloved one all the time. At first one may have a picture or representation to look at as the
visualization skill is developed. A sound is repeated at the same time as the visualization. Although
there are many words that can be selected, the sound of "GM" (A-U-M) is one anyone can use. This
practice is especially suitable for people with intense emotional natures. Key words are: worship,
devotion, self-surrender, visualization, and mantra.

(e) Raja Yoga: Path of Stillness -- In Raja Yoga, the goal is to quiet the mind through meditation
where the attention is fixed on an object, mantra, or concept. Whenever the mind wanders, it is brought
back to whatever is the object of concentration. In time, the mind will cease wandering and become
completely still. A state of focused, uninterrupted concentration will occur. From this state, the yogi
will eventually merge with the higher SELF.

(f) Kriya Yoga -- Babaji's Kriya Yoga is a scientific art of perfect God Truth union and Self-
Realization. The great Master of India, Babaji Nagarag, revived it as a synthesis of ancient teachings of
the 18 Siddha tradition. Kriya Yoga claims to bring about an integrated transformation of the individual
in all five planes of existence: physical, vital, mental, intellectual, and spiritual. It includes a series of
144 techniques or, "Kriyas," grouped into five phases, or branches.

1. Kriya Hatha Yoga: including "Asanas," physical postures of relaxation, "bandahs,"
muscular locks, and "mudras," gestures, all of which bring about greater health, peace, and
the awakening of the principal energy centres, the "chakras." Babaji has selected a
particularly effective series of 18 postures, which are taught in stages and in pairs. One
cares for the physical body, not for its own sake, but as a vehicle or temple of the Divine
(religious, not just an exercise).

2. Kriya Kundalini Pranayama: the "potential" technique, is a powerful breathing exercise
to awaken powerful latent energy and circulate it through the seven principal chakras
between the base of the spine and crown of the head. It awakens their corresponding
psychological states and makes one a dynamo on all five planes of existence.

3. Kriya Dhyana Yoga: meditation, the scientific art of mastering the mind: to cleanse the
subconscious; develop concentration, mental clarity, and vision; to awaken the intuitive
and creative faculties; and bring about the breathless state of communion with God,
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"samadhi" (not the God of the Bible).

4. Kriya Mantra Yoga: the mental repetition of subtle sounds to awaken the intuition, the
intellect, and the chakras; the mantra becomes a substitute for the "I" centred chatter and
facilitates the accumulation of great amounts of energy. The mantra is supposed to cleanse
habitual subconscious tendencies (it is a religious repetitive chant).

5. Kriya Bhakti Yoga: devotional activities and service to awaken pure Divine universal
love and spiritual bliss; it includes chanting and singing, ceremonies, pilgrimages, and
worship.

-  So if someone's interested in physical exercises that are designed to help one's body, he should not take Yoga,
which is designed for death, and teaches how to reach this state of consciousness (see note) where one gets a better
reincarnation. Even the physical positions in Yoga come right out of the Hindu scriptures, and are designed to put
one into this state of consciousness where you imagine that you're God. Therefore, Christians who think they think
they're getting relaxation and/or exercise, are really getting Hinduism! They think they're getting science, but they're
getting religion. It's mislabeled and it's dangerous! (Source: a 1988 John Ankerberg Show program, "The New Age
in Society.")

-  John Weldon and Clifford Wilson wrote in Occult Shock and Psychic Forces that Yoga is really pure occultism.
Hans-Ulrich Rieker, in his book The Yoga of Light, also warns that misunderstanding the true nature of Yoga can
mean "death or insanity." Another little known fact is that virtually every major guru in India has issued warnings
similar to these; i.e., deep-breathing techniques such as the ones taught in Yoga are a time-honored method for
entering altered states of consciousness and for developing so-called psychic power. [Note: Yoga is one of the basic
means of reaching this altered state of consciousness. And the altered state is the doorway to the occult. Sir John
Eccles, Nobel Prize Winner for his research on the brain, said the brain is "a machine that a ghost can operate." In a
normal state of consciousness, one's own spirit ticks off the neurons in his brain and operates his body. We are
spirits connected with a body. But in an altered state, reached under drugs, Yoga, hypnosis, etc., this passive but
alert state, the connection between the spirit and the brain, is loosened. That allows another spirit to interpose itself,
to begin to tick off the neurons in the brain, and create an entire universe of illusion. You've then opened yourself
up. It's called sorcery. People are literally teaching themselves how to be demonized, all in the name of developing
one's full potential.]

* Unless otherwise cited, parts of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from  Examining & Exposing
Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, “Should a Christian Practise Yoga?,” April 2000, pp. 79-84.
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Youth for Christ
Para-Church Ecumenism

-  The root error of new evangelicalism is not so much what it teaches that is wrong, but what it refuses to preach
and the illicit fellowship in which it is involved. If we don't lift a voice against compromise of this magnitude,
surely we must be branded as traitors. More than twenty years ago Dr. Charles Woodbridge defined new
evangelicalism as "a spirit of compromise with unbelief." He identified five steps of progression: (1) toleration of
error, (2) accommodation to error, (3) cooperation with error, (4) contamination by error, and (5) capitulation to
error. Youth for Christ has clearly followed these steps of neo-evangelicalism. The Bible does not speak in vain
when it warns, "Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Cor. 15:33).

-  Youth for Christ, headquartered in Denver, Colorado, is a para-church organization focusing on the interest of
teen-agers.* Established in 1944, it has more than 225 chapters across the U.S.; Youth for Christ/International
(YFCI) is represented in 127 countries -- 65 chartered chapters and 62 pioneering chapters. YFC has over 800 full-
time employees and over 11,000 volunteers who work with students. YFC claims to work directly with 56,000
students, but to have "touched" the lives of over 600,000 in 1994 alone, with 31,000 coming "to know Christ." It
has always been ecumenical (Billy Graham was YFC's first paid employee and became one of YFC's early leaders),
but in its earlier years it did take a stand somewhat against Romanism. In the 1940s, for example, Youth for Christ
rented a plane and "bombed" the Vatican with gospel tracts (James Hefley, "How I Lost my Protestant Prejudice,"
Eternity, Nov. 1971)! 

Like most of the evangelical world, though, Youth for Christ has since become reconciled with Rome and is given
over to the most radical form of ecumenism. As early as 1971, YFC had a Catholic nun on its full-time staff in
Rochester, New York. Since the early 1970s, YFC has joined Roman Catholics in ecumenical meetings throughout
the world. Sam Wolgemuth represented Youth for Christ International on the Central Committee of the ecumenical
Key '73, which had strong participation by Roman Catholic leaders and laymen (Flirting With Rome: Key Men and
Organizations, Way of Life Literature, pp. 46-47). Another example of YFC's ecumenical activities is seen in its
participation in the Evangelical and Ecumenical Conference for Clergy and Laity in 1983. Together with the Roman
Catholic diocese of San Diego, the Salvation Army, and other organizations, the San Diego Youth for Christ co-
sponsored this meeting (Foundation,Vol. IV, Iss. II, 1983).

-  Campus Life is a division of Youth for Christ. (Campus Life/JV, or Club JV, is Campus Life for junior high and
middle school students.) Teen-agers on junior high and high school campuses are presented an Arminian,
psychological gospel (e.g., the "goal is to reach young people with a positive Christian message," asking them to
"accept Christ"). It is the working policy of Youth for Christ to then send "converts" to the "church of their choice."
Ian Grant, Australian/New Zealand director for YFC says, "We make no judgment of churches -- that's the Holy
Spirit's job. Young Christians can be more led into Bible reading and faith in a charismatic Catholic Church than in
some conservative evangelical churches." (Reported in the 7/91, CIB Bulletin.) (Grant has also been quoted as
saying, "We have to make sure young people hear about the Christian message in a creative way," such as
"Saturday night rock music, drama, and dance.") Read what YFC says about Campus Life:

"Campus Life is a relational ministry geared to high school aged young people who meet regularly in
private homes, community halls, etc., under the supervision of adult staff leaders. There are no dues or
membership requirements. In addition, camps, conferences, and other recreational activities are offered
at nominal cost. Campus Life believes in the balanced life concept; therefore, we strive to develop a
spiritual, physical, mental, and social balance in the young person's life. If any one area is
underdeveloped, the young person is unable to grow to the mature, young adult God intended
and parents desire." (Emphasis added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

-  A TOUCH OF CLASS--RAUCOUS COMEDY--LIVE BANDS--HOT DANCE MOVES -- As a Christian,
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if you read these words in a newspaper ad inviting attendance at a special program, would you want to attend
yourself, or rush to invite others? Exactly these words headlined an ad in the New Zealand Herald inviting
attendance at a Youth for Christ program to be held on 8/15/92 at the Auckland Town Hall. The rest of the ad
read: "Featured Band: 'The Pilgrims' from Waikato. Speaker: Ian Grant. Admission Free. Collection to cover
expenses. Another Youth for Christ program. Followed by a Dance Party in the Town Hall. Tickets $5.00 available
from Auckland Youth for Christ, or at the door." 

Of course, Youth for Christ never did take a fundamentalist position, but few people would have ever imagined that
this youth organization would have fallen to such depths of worldliness. Grant offered the amazing rationale for his
worldly programs by saying, "We have to make sure young people hear about such goings on?" (Foundation, July-
August 1992). 

-  YFC continues on the ecumenical, rock music kick; every three years it sponsors two "Youth Evangelism" Super
Conferences. In July-August 1994, "DC/LA '94" was held. The promotional brochure stated that the music would
feature fading lights, rising drumbeats, and the "hottest and latest" sounds in so-called "Christian music" with "Late
Night" comedy piped into the hotel rooms. Music groups included: Newsboys; 4 Him; and "Christian" rappers DC
Talk. Listed speakers included: Josh McDowell, Buster Soaries, and Tony Campolo. YFC "networked" with the
"True Love Waits" campaign, begun by Southern Baptists. The DC '94 conference involved 26 denominations and
youth organizations, including Southern Baptists, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Catholics, and Campus Crusade
for Christ. In the summer of 1995 at Six Flags Over Georgia, the 9th Annual Atlanta Fest was held. Sponsors
included Youth for Christ; CCM magazine; Jerry Falwell; Tony Campolo; Josh McDowell; and Andy Stanley. The
22nd Annual Fishnet conference (7/10/96-7/13/96) featured Tony Campolo with Youth for Christ representatives.
(Source: 1/1/95; 6/15/95; 4/1/96; Calvary Contender.)

Youth For Christ expects 35,000 attendees at its 1997 rock gatherings -- Washington, DC (July 16-20) and Los
Angeles (June 25-29). The list of over 75 "Christian Colleges" involved include: Oral Roberts University, Fuller,
Wheaton, Trinity, Biola, Gordon-Conwell, Baylor, Asbury, Moody, Liberty, Grace (IN), and the GARBC's
Western Baptist College and Christian Heritage College. Speakers include: Josh McDowell, Ron Luce, and Buster
Soaries. Music is by: Michael W. Smith, Jars of Clay, Newsboys, and Steven Curtis Chapman (4/1/97, Calvary
Contender).

-  Warren Wiersbe, a well-known author and Bible teacher, former senior pastor of Moody Church in Chicago, and
former general director of Back To The Bible in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1991 joined the staff of YFC International in
Wheaton, Illinois, directing its publications ministry. (Wiersbe later became its staff evangelist.) Wiersbe has tacitly
approved or associated with liberals, Roman Catholics, and neo-evangelicals for many years. Wiersbe himself is
overtly Arminian in his theology and a blatant psychologizer, and he frequently speaks through inclusivist pulpits
(e.g., at Trinity International University [formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School], Bill Hybels' Willow Creek
Community Church, etc.). (Reported in the 12/1/91, Calvary Contender.) 

-  Jim Groen, president of Youth for Christ International, was one of the organizers for the 1987 Billy Graham
crusade in Denver, Colorado, which featured close Catholic cooperation. The crusade had the full backing of the
regional Catholic hierarchy, trained dozens of Catholics as "counselors," and sent to local Catholic churches the
names of hundreds of those who had responded to the altar calls each night. One of the supervisors of the 6,600
counselors was Catholic priest Donald Willette.

-  Youth for Christ has supported many Luis Palau crusades. Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen,
endorsed the unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his
ecumenical evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals.
(His messages are also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.) The 1993 Palau
Crusade in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives
wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen
by us as an important event in the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner." 
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-  On 1/11/92, British Youth for Christ sponsored an appearance by neo-evangelical Tony Campolo. But merely
calling Campolo a neo-evangelical is being much to kind. Campolo is a theological liberal and a radical political
socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst! At this meeting, Campolo's message
was one of works salvation, New Age pantheism, and social action. Campolo even had praise for New Age
psychologist M. Scott Peck. (See BDM's report on Tony Campolo for more details of this speech.) 

-  Youth for Christ has endorsed the Southern Baptist campaign in which teens publicly pledge to abstain from sex.
Catholic leaders have also signed on. Baptist Sunday School Board youth consultant Richard Ross met with
officials in the National Conference of Catholic Bishops recently in Washington to discuss the 15 million-member
denomination's "True Love Waits" campaign. The no-sex campaign hopes to collect 500,000 or more youth
pledges. Also endorsing this ecumenical campaign is the Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee), the nation's oldest
Pentecostal church (7/31/93, The Houston Post).

-  The CoMission is a coalition of over 60 New Evangelical groups (Wheaton, Navigators, YFC, Campus Crusade,
Moody Bible Institute, Cedarville College, In Touch Ministries [Charles Stanley], Biola, etc.) chaired by Bruce
Wilkinson, the ecumenical, charismatic head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries. It exists to teach former Soviet
Union educators Christian ethics and morality ("Character Education") for them to teach to students. A 1995 letter
canceling the Protocol had negligible effect. Tongues-speaking CoMission members are asked to refrain from
public exercise, but private exercise of tongues is permitted. In an 11/22/96 paper from the Navigators, CoMission
stated its policy for dealing with doctrinal diversity: "All CoMission organizations and individuals must agree to
the Lausanne Covenant. This provides for great commonality. CoMission training focuses on what we have in
common and what we have to offer each other, not on different doctrines, traditions or gray areas." The
Graham/Stott Lausanne Covenant is weak on Biblical inerrancy. (Source: 7/1/93 & 1/15/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  More than 100 evangelical leaders and academics, declaring Biblical faith is essential to solving environmental
problems, are calling on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal." Nearly
150 so-called evangelical leaders have signed the 1,600-word "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of
Creation," which was prepared under the auspices of the Evangelical Environment Network (EEN). "As followers
of Jesus Christ, committed to the full authority of the Scriptures, and aware of the ways we have degraded creation,
we believe that biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological problems," the statement declares. Signers
include at least seventeen seminary and college presidents, World Relief, World Vision, Youth for Christ, Young
Life, Zondervan, Tyndale House, Christianity Today, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, SIM International, and
Latin America Mission (Christian News, 4/4/94). [The Evangelical Environmental Network is part of the National
Religious Partnership, which also includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Consultation on Jewish Life and the Environment.]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Youth for Christ is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement: A fax from a former GARBC pastor states that the Battle Creek (Michigan) YFC organized a group of
80 pastors to attend the 2/96 Atlanta Promise Keepers Clergy conference. Pastors from United Methodist,
Presbyterian (USA), Regular Baptist, Christian Reformed, etc., churches were "flying together, staying together,
praying together and trusting God to give us a vision to win Battle Creek together." Speakers at this ecumenical
event included: E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell, and Chuck Swindoll. Approximately 40,000 clergy from
every denomination participated. (Reported in the 1/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

* YFC describes its mission thusly -- note the references to using "what works" in evangelization of the lost, and
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by whatever "means" or "creative" methods YFC deems "responsible":

"Youth for Christ's mission is to communicate the life-changing message of Jesus Christ to every
young person. Our purpose is to participate in the body of Christ in the responsible evangelism of
youth, presenting them with the person, work, and teachings of Jesus Christ, discipling them, and
leading them into the local church. Our strategy is to mobilize the Christian community to reach lost
youth wherever they are and by all responsible means. 

"YFC is committed to doing whatever it takes to reach young people with the Gospel. This means that
we need to find what works best in each community. Young people live in such diverse cultures --
from the suburban junior high student to the inner city gang kid. Our strategy is to mobilize the
Christian community to reach lost youth wherever they are and by all possible means.

"YFC divides it's ministries into schools, institutions, neighborhoods and churches with more than 40
creative models of ministry. YFC sponsors national training/leadership events, campus ministries and
programs for at-risk teens, emphasizing crisis pregnancy centers, AIDS prevention, abstinence
education, gang reconciliation and non-violent conflict resolution through schools, neighborhoods and
institutions." (Emphases added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

[Back to Text]
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Youth With A Mission
Ecumenical (Catholic/Charismatic) Evangelism

-  Youth With A Mission (YWAM) is one of the largest mission groups in the world -- an international parachurch
organization with roughly 11,000 permanent and 51,000 short-term and student youth "missionaries" [see note]
serving in over 800 operating locations in over 135 countries. YWAM operates with a volunteer staff of about
12,000. It was founded in 1960 by a young Assemblies of God college student, Loren Cunningham, to "train young
Christians for short-term volunteer service in evangelism and faith development." YWAM operates as a family of
ministries rather than as a very structured, centralized agency, maintaining no international headquarters -- each
YWAM location does its own mobilizing and training, and sets its own priorities in carrying out ministry. As part
of this "family," YWAM operates two "mercy ships," the Good Samaritan and the Anastasis, both of which provide
medical and emergency supplies and conduct discipleship training and evangelism at ports around the world. Floyd
McClung Jr. heads YWAM today as its International Executive Director, while D. Leland Paris is the Director of
the Americas. YWAM also has a strong charismatic influence. 

-  Since the late-1970s, YWAM has worked closely with Catholic charismatics. In 1978, a YWAM worker in
Austria was praying about whether it was possible for a born-again, Bible-believing Christian to be a committed
Roman Catholic and decided it was. Beginning in 1978, YWAM workers in Austria began to cooperate with
Catholics there. By 1984, YWAM formally accepted a proposal to work with the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox
churches in various projects. YWAM has since played an important role in helping "nascent [emerging] charismatic
communities among Roman Catholic youth," resulting in the spreading of new Catholic centers for evangelism
training.

There are now a "good number" of young Roman Catholics working for YWAM, including Rob Clarke, the
national director of YWAM's discipleship training center in Dublin, Ireland. (Clarke has said: "We are trying to get
away from the idea of simply 'converting' Catholics -- that is turning them into Protestants -- and towards a
framework of ministry within the Catholic Church.") A YWAM representative at the 1987 Charismatic Congress in
New Orleans estimated that up to 1,000 of YWAM workers were Catholics. YWAM also worked with three Roman
Catholic dioceses in Poland in building "local communities of faith" (12/92, Religion Watch). This pattern of
YWAM cooperation with Catholics is spreading from Europe to Africa and Asia (1/4/93, Christian News). Al
Akimoff, YWAM's director for Slavic Ministries, said YWAM's missionaries are not aiming to lure Catholics out of
their churches.

-  Besides YWAM's Catholic connections, it is also very much tied into the Charismatic Movement. Although
YWAM does not label itself "independent charismatic," it absorbs by far the lion's share of the independent
charismatic missionary force worldwide. An estimated fifteen percent of YWAM's full-time missionaries and
annual short-termers are independent charismatics. (Reported in the 2/15/93, Christian News.)

-  YWAM is a somewhat sanitized version of Jesus People, USA (JPUSA -- publishers of Cornerstone magazine).
Like JPUSA, YWAM is counterculture, charismatic, and youth-oriented, promoting the idea that young people can
be heroes who will save the world. Also like JPUSA, they frequently live communally and have been accused of
cultic brainwashing by ex-members, as well as the abuses of the Shepherding movement. Martin Spacaro, who was
with YWAM for four years, considers the organization a borderline cult. Spacaro also claims that during his time
with YWAM, he "did not once hear the doctrine of justification by faith articulated." He also claimed YWAM is
anti-intellectual, discouraging informed theological understanding, and that it incorporates a feelings-oriented
Pentecostal theology. (Reported in the 9/11/95, Christian News.)

-  Roughly 15,000 people gathered together in St. Louis, Missouri, June 21-23, to participate in Celebrate Jesus
2000 (not to be confused with an ecumenical evangelistic program operated by Mission America which has the
same name). This is the sixth ecumenical-charismatic conference sponsored by the North American Renewal
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Service Committee. (The conferences were originally called "North American Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization.") The first was in Kansas City in 1977 and was attended by 50,000 people. That was the first
major conference to include the "three streams" of the Charismatic movement -- Classical Pentecostals,
Charismatic Protestants, and Charismatic Roman Catholics. The next two meetings were held in New Orleans,
Louisiana in 1986 and 1987. Then there was a conference in Indianapolis in 1990, and one in Orlando in 1995.
YWAM has participated in all except the first North American (charismatic) Congress, and was right at home in
that radically ecumenical environment in St. Louis.

The Executive Committee for the 2000 conference was composed of Vinson Synan (Pentecostal), Nancy Kellar
(Roman Catholic nun), Jim Jackson (Christian Believers United), and Vernon Stoop (United Church of Christ
pastor). There were many well-known speakers, including Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, Stephen Hill, John
Kilpatrick, Cindy Jacobs, John Arnott, Steve Strang, Richard Roberts, Michael Scanlan, Tom Forrest, Thomas
Trask, and Rick Joyner (all either charismatic or Roman Catholic, or both). The stated goals of the meetings in a
nutshell are threefold: (1) To promote and celebrate the Charismatic movement, (2) to promote ecumenical unity
between all denominations, and (3) to further world evangelism. The grand focus, though, is ecumenical unity.
These conferences present a microcosm of the end-times ecumenical movement. The fact that the error is
intermingled with and glossed over with truth makes the ecumenical movement attractive to large numbers of
people and extremely dangerous. (Source: "CELEBRATION JESUS 2000: END TIMES CONFUSION IN ST.
LOUIS," David Cloud, Way of Life Literature.)

-  The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the "Jesus Movement" of
the late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation,
long hair, hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children,
communes, and coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus
Movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread of the charismatic movement along with its so-called Contemporary
Christian Music. It gave vitality to Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone
magazine (indirectly) and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel convert) are also products of the Jesus Movement.
(Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  YWAM participates in the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization. Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill
Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea were named as four Honorary Co-Chairmen. A.D. 2000 Evangelism is
ecumenical, compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert
Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed professing believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it.
[Jay Gary was writing a guest column (in 1994) for YWAM's bimonthly 12-page news-service, World Christian
News. It goes to all A.D. 2,000 leaders.] This unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics,
Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the
impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false gospel.
This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in fact, it's own branch of A.D.
2000 called "Evangelization 2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993, Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  In 5/92, so-called leading evangelicals joined a coalition of science and religion sponsored by the "Joint Appeal
by Religion and Science for the Environment." Joint Appeal is based at New York's godless Episcopal Cathedral of
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St. John the Divine, a bastion of New Age/ecumenical/Antichrist deception. Its blasphemous dean, James Parks
Morton, declares that "the body of Christ is the earth ..." Out of the 5/92 meeting came an environmental
consortium of the U.S. Catholic Conference, the National Council of Churches, the Evangelical Environmental
Network, and the Consultation of Jewish Life and the Environment.

The environmental movement is a religion, a "bio-spiritual faith" in which man is a part of the natural order of
things "with no special claim on its resources and no special claim on God's love." Such pagan folly is gaining an
increasing following among evangelicals, who now claim that Christ's command to preach the gospel includes
rescuing the environment. Such is the message of a course titled "Environmental Stewardship: A Biblical
Perspective" taught at YWAM's University of the Nations at their headquarters in Hawaii. "Thus, [professing]
Christians enter compromising partnerships with the ungodly and expend their time and efforts on caring for a
temporal earth instead of preparing souls for eternity" (3/94, The Berean Call). 

-  YWAM's University of the Nations co-published a book with the charismatic-oriented organization Global
Mapping International, titled, Target: Earth. The book integrates the message of urgency for worldwide evangelism
with a New Age ecological and peace message. It erroneously traces Roman Catholicism to A.D. 33, which implies
that it is, as it claims, the true church from which all others split. (In fact, Roman Catholicism was spawned under
the Emperor Constantine in the fourth century, and was the first great apostasy from the true Faith.) The author-
contributors to Target: Earth could be best classified not as New Agers or liberal theologians, but as new
evangelicals or members of the "Redemptive Community." Redemptive theology, like the "Christian"
Reconstructionists/Dominion Now theologians, is concerned not just with saving souls, but with saving the planet
and the world social order. Thus, YWAM and its allies closely identify with the environmental activism and
paranoia found in New Age writings. (Reported in a 12/95 Media Spotlight Special Report titled "Celebration 2000:
Neo-Orthodoxy and the New Evangelism," pp. 11-12.)

-  YWAM is experimenting with a new, unscriptural missions strategy. Several international missions
organizations, including YWAM, are testing a new approach to missionary work in areas where Christianity is
unwelcome. A March 24, 2000, Charisma News Service report said some missionaries are now making converts but
are allowing them to "hold on to many of their traditional religious beliefs and practices" so as to refrain from
offending others within their culture. The Charisma article noted: "'Messianic Muslims, who continue to read the
Koran, visit the mosque and say their daily prayers but accept Christ as their Savior, are the products of the strategy
which is being tried in several countries." One particular church planter in Asia related how 50 members of a
Muslim family accepted Christ as Savior and formed their own fellowship. He writes in YWAM's staff newsletter,
"They continued a life of following the Islamic requirements, including mosque attendance, fasting and Koranic
reading, besides getting together as a fellowship of Muslims who acknowledge Christ as the source of God's mercy
for them." According to the Charisma report, the church planter said these "Messianic Muslims" also "meet
according to mosque traditions in a style that would horrify many Western Christians." Yet he claimed that this
method is Biblical. The Charisma report added that "YWAM is also adopting the approach in India, where a team
is working with a Hindu holy man."

This new approach in which the missionaries or church planters teach new converts that it is acceptable to continue
to adhere to pagan beliefs and practices is completely contrary to Scripture. God's Word declares that a believer
becomes a "new creature" in Christ at the moment he is saved and commands the believer to therefore separate
from the "unfruitful works of darkness" that once held him in bondage. Certainly many Jewish Christians in the
first-century church at Jerusalem and elsewhere did need a better understanding of grace vs. law, but those
Judaizers who espoused the idea that newly professing Christians needed to become more zealous in law-keeping
were diametrically opposed to the apostolic instruction for the church.  They actually became the chief enemies of
the apostle Paul as he sought to evangelize all men with the same Gospel of God's grace apart from works and
establish New Testament churches comprised of Jews and Gentiles alike (Rom. 4:16-25; Eph. 2:11-18; Gal. 3:10-
14; 5: 1). Paul emphasized the fact that the law was "bondage" but that life in Christ is "grace and peace." Those
who come to Christ must reject, turn from and separate from other gods and unbiblical beliefs and practices, no
matter how "culturally established" such practices and beliefs may be. Of course, the new believers were to refrain
from causing undue offense, but a difference certainly existed between causing undue offense and actually
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continuing to live, act, worship and believe as the unsaved Jews or Gentiles. (Source: May-June 2000,
Foundation.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, YWAM is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by various YWAM directors speaking at PK men's conferences (e.g., John Dawson in 1996).

-  Other YWAM notes:

(a) YWAM and three of its executives endorsed and participated in the 9/95 National Evangelistic
Census (NEC), a Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by
winning our cities to Jesus." NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey
where teams of two go door-to-door asking questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an
NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are
reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are Campus Crusade for Christ, the E-Free
Church, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as hyper-charismatics John Osteen, John Hagee,
Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman,
Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.) [YWAM has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic
(now defunct) March For Jesus campaigns.]

(b) Author John Dawson (International Director for Urban Ministries of YWAM) is one of the big-time
"spiritual warfare" promoters in the professing church today. He has written Taking Our Cities for
God: How to Break Spiritual Strongholds (Creation House:1989) and Defeating Territorial Spirits (in
which Dawson claims, "battles against evil spiritual forces controlling our cities can be waged and
won"). YWAM's fascination with the "strategic-level spiritual warfare movement" is concerning,
because its characteristics are akin to shamanism (i.e., witchdoctoring). [The shaman's world is one of
direct daily contact with the spirit realm. The shaman leads his people in spiritually efficacious rituals
or public dances/marches to the glory of his spirits. He develops methods and techniques to overcome
evil spirits, techniques he receives from good spirits, so he believes. Communication with invisible
entities is totally subjective, often experimental, and always pragmatic: if it works it's good medicine.
The "good" spirits give the shaman spiritual discernment, enabling him to recognize curse-laden
objects and even to "see" evil entities which could be destructive to his village. All such methods,
techniques, and rituals encompass sorcery and are diametrically opposed to God's way. (Source: 7/97
TBC.)]

(c) Leaders of YWAM appointed their first female national director in 3/93 to oversee a 200-member
staff in Switzerland. At a 1992 conference, YWAM founder Loren Cunningham spoke out strongly
against what he called "cultural bias" against women. He also warned that God's blessing might be
removed if YWAM did not commission female leaders (7/92, Charisma) (cf. 1 Tim. 2:11-14; 1 Cor.
14:34-37).

(d) Methods used by YWAM at their Discipleship Training School are some of the same types of
methods used by Chinese Brainwashing experts, the Moonies, and Scientology. Students are isolated
from their families and old acquaintances, forced to participate in obsessive personal confession and
exposure in small groups using classical "sensitivity training"/encounter group techniques familiar to
many cults, and forced to accept appointed authorities just for authority sake, whether the authorities
acted correctly or incorrectly (Laurie Jacobson, The Cultic Studies Journal, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1986). [The
Discipleship Training School (usually 24 weeks in length) is the basic YWAM school that serves as a
prerequisite to applying as YWAM staff and all other YWAM training programs.]
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(e) Growing out of the encounter group movement in the 1960s were what is now termed "Large
Group Awareness Training" (LGAT). LGAT's are part psychotherapy, part spirituality, and part
business. Erhard Seminars Training (est) was the most successful of these groups. The est model of
self-transformation is structured around an intense weekend experience along the lines of sensitivity
training, and has been widely imitated. One such imitation is Momentus, which describes itself as a
dynamic Christian seminar which "restores self-examination as a crucial aspect of Christian
transformation." Momentus has come under fire from cult awareness groups as well as from former
participants. Nevertheless, YWAM praises it highly and recommends it for YWAM trainees. [And why
not? -- Momentus' techniques are strikingly similar to those used at YWAM's Discipleship Training
Schools (see above).] (Source: "Momentus: Killing the Inner Victim," Media Spotlight, Vol.23-No.3,
October 2000.)

(f) Al Akimoff, YWAM director for Slavic Ministries, said: "YWAM's missions are not aiming to lure
Catholics out of their churches ... our philosophy is not to tear down but to build on what's there" (8/93,
Charisma).

(g) YWAM is a signatory to the 1974 Lausanne Covenant -- an ecumenical evangelism effort begun by
Billy Graham and Leighton Ford.

(h) YWAM leader Lynn Green is calling upon Christians to "make peace with Muslims through
reconciliation rather than confrontation" (Charisma News Service, 9/11/02). In April of 2002, he held
caucuses of Christian and Muslim leaders in Beirut and Damascus and urged Christians to refrain from
"collectively demonizing" Muslims. Green was a leader in the Reconciliation Walk (see below) from
1996-1999, during which ecumenical Christians retraced the path of the medieval Catholic crusades to
Palestine and apologized "in the name of the church" for the atrocities committed by the crusaders.
(Source: 9/27/02, FBIS.) 

(i) YWAM, along with its friends at A.D. 2000 & Beyond, organized "A Walk of Reconciliation" in
order to "promote better understanding between Christians, Muslims, and Jews. ... A walking tour that
is building bridges with Muslims and Jews." The Reconciliation Walk was launched in 1996 to
apologize for the harm that the Crusades brought to the people of the Middle East during the Middle
Ages. "Identificational repentance" was called for in order to "purge the corporate sin of Christians
during the Crusades." The hope is that the project "will result in substantial reconciliation between the
major monotheistic faiths." (Reported in the 1/96, Perilous Times.) This is an exercise in vanity. The
atrocities were not committed by Christians in general but specifically by Roman Catholics under the
urging of the popes. Ecumenists have an unscriptural view of the church, which they see as being
composed of all denominations. It was not the church of Jesus Christ that committed those atrocities; it
was the devil's harlot church, the one described in Revelation 17 as "drunken with the blood of the
saints." In addition, YWAM and others have no authority to reconcile and build bridges to Christ-
rejecting religions. The Cross of Christ is God's only salvation bridge. For Muslims, Jews, and others
who refuse that, there can be no real reconciliation (3/15/97, Calvary Contender; 9/27/02, FBIS). Basic
understanding like this frequently escapes YWAM leaders. 

(j) YWAM is one of the "sending agencies" of Adopt-A-People (Colorado Springs, Colorado), a
mission strategy that rather than focusing on countries and missionaries, focuses on people groups or
"nations"/tribes. Their ecumenical motto is "A Church For Every People," and it publishes a "List of
Unreached and Adoptable Peoples" through its Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse (co-published by A.D.
2000 & Beyond Movement and the Southern Baptist Convention Foreign Mission Board). Resources
available include books by A.D. 2000's Luis Bush and Jay Gary. (Other sending agencies are TEAM
and The Jesus Film Project.)

(k) YWAM has sought and received the endorsements of a number of liberals and ecumenicals: Bill
Bright (Campus Crusade for Christ), Tony Campolo, Dick Easton, Millard Fuller (Habitat for
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Humanity), Jack Hayford, Bill Hybels, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), and Billy Graham. 

(l) YWAM's leadership, including both Loren Cunningham and Joy Dawson, have been on the Benny
Hinn "This Is Your Day" show in endorsement of his ministry, pledging to work with him. Joy Dawson
flew to Hawaii with Hinn for his 2002 crusade, and stood on stage with Hinn promising that YWAM
would work with Hinn to evangelize the youth of the islands. Local YWAM leadership in Hawaii is
now responsible to implement Hinn's future crusades in Hawaii, and YWAM will be helping Hinn all
over the world. Hinrich Kranzlin, director of YWAM Oceania, indicated that he has only minor
problems with Hinn, but no real major problems with YWAM working with Hinn, and considers Hinn
to be a good evangelist. (YWAM also helped organize the ecumenical World Christian Gathering On
Indigenous People in Hawaii in October of 2002, and promoted the event on Honolulu radio.) (Source:
"YWAM: The Facts About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

(m) YWAM has been promoting heretical books by Third Wavers like Rick Joyner and Francis
Frangepane, publishes books by George Otis, Jr. and C. Peter Wagner, and hands out many others all
over the Hawaiian Islands to pastors and church leaders there.  YWAM is actively inviting people out
of Biblical churches to go to Third Wave churches and events. In Micronesia, YWAM is actively
proselytizing people from Evangelical churches to go to the Brownsville type church there, using false
spiritual warfare techniques such as binding territorial demons, blowing shofars on mountain tops,
getting the Holy Spirit by impartation and "through the mouth," going up to the hills with salt and
water to "reconcile men with women in the culture," prayer walking, spiritual mapping, etc. (Source:
"YWAM: The Facts About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

-  The following is from an email BDM received in 1996. The writer was a former YWAM missionary who went
through YWAM's Discipleship Training School (DTS) and served on the YWAM mercy ship Anastasis: (For more
testimonies from former YWAM'ers ...)

During the classroom phase [of DTS] different instructors come to teach and or minister.
One instructor was a psychologist -- a devoted disciple of Larry Crabb. He taught on Cliff
Jumping and exposing our true selves to others so we could have a higher degree of
intimacy with them and with God. Along this vein, [DTS has] small groups in which
students discuss their feelings, griefs, etc. with one another … In retrospect they were
nothing more than encounter groups. A lot of YWAM training involves being "freed from
your hurts or past" so you can serve -- sound a little like inner healing? In addition, on
more than one occasion I was concerned about YWAM's soteriological errors. -- Such
statements as: "God is revealing Himself to the Muslim world by appearing to them in
dreams. Muslims worship the same God we do, they just have a little distorted vision of
him."

On a more practical level, YWAM doesn't fare much better. DTS  students … are required
to do work around the base or ship. Usually these are menial tasks [regardless of] the
abilities of the student. This is [supposedly] necessary in order to learn servitude and
humility. After [successful completion of] DTS people can go on staff with YWAM. Many
times they do not receive the positions promised. They also tell DTS students that part of
the function of the DTS training is to develop character. It would seem at times, though,
that YWAM behavior borders on hazing, just to see if they can get a reaction out of you.

Often times their preparation for outreach is poor. Off to some 3rd world country goes a
party of DTS students with minimal contacts and minimal preparation. I did my outreach
in Albania. Many of my classmates were professionals like myself or had a skilled
trade. Thirty of us went into three different areas of Albania -- To do what??? We didn't
have a clue. YWAM said, "Just do a little friendship evangelism or whatever God shows
you." So we spent 8 weeks doing not much. We had two dentists in our group and they
went to a few villages and pulled some teeth. That was it. Many outreaches involve
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dramas. That's all they did -- dramas all day long for 8 weeks.

The last day of my DTS was the happiest day of my life. I couldn't wait to get away from
them. They were always trying to get inside my head and get me to express my real
feelings and to reveal some nonexistent emotional pain.

Now for the straw that broke the camel's back. Almost a year after completing my DTS, I
went out to a YWAM meeting with some friends. The speaker was a man named Steve
Pretzel. His first words were, "I sense a tired spirit here. I want you all to close your eyes
and go to that place where you meet Jesus. It might be in the mountains or by a stream or
in a field. But go to that place where you meet Jesus. And, Jesus is coming to you and He's
going to minister to you, and only you know how he's going to minister to you." Pure inner
healing/visualization!

YWAM also stoops to flat-out extortion to prevent people from spreading the message
about YWAM's many problems -- they use the story of Joshua and Caleb, cautioning
students not to bring back a bad report of YWAM lest the wrath of God fall on them.  

Note: It is unbiblical that youth should be displaced from their own families and artificially isolated in their own
company. In addition, the young are not intended by God to be missionaries. In fact, there is a strong warning not to
exalt novices, which most young Christians obviously are (1 Tim. 3:6). One has only to do a word study on "youth"
to see that it is a doctrine of devils to send the young out to do the labor of the mature Christian. Some will cite
Timothy and David as examples, but both of these young men were exceptional, and were not segregated in groups
of their peers. (Source: 
[Return to Text]
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The Marks of a Cult*
One must be careful to distinguish between the sociological position of what constitutes a cult (i.e., which states
that whatever is normative to a given culture is not cultic) and the theological position (i.e., which states that only
those groups that adhere to the Bible as the basis for all theology and practice are considered normative, and
thereby, not cultic).

From the theological viewpoint, any group or religious system, whether it calls itself "Christian" or not, that offers
other criteria as equal to or superior to the Bible, including but not limited to erroneous and/or exclusive
interpretations of Scripture, should be considered a cult. From the theological position, then, a cult can be best
defined as:

A system of religious beliefs and rituals with a body of adherents deeply devoted to an extrabiblical person, idea,
or thing; it cultivates worship in a religion that, with reference to its basis for man's salvation, is considered to be
unorthodox, spurious, or false, thereby insulating its members against true salvation in Christ. And inasmuch as
the central doctrine of Biblical Christianity is the sacrificial death of Christ for man's sin (Eph. 2:8,9), all cultic
deviations tend to downplay the finished work of Christ and emphasize the importance of earning moral
acceptance before God through one's own religious works.

From the theological viewpoint, all the groups/religious systems included in the Cult section of the Notebook are
obviously cults. They are all centered in religious beliefs or practices calling for devotion to a religious view
centered in false doctrine -- it is nothing less than organized heresy. 

To be classified as a cult, not all of the following characteristics have to be present, but in most cases, in one form
or another, all of them will be:

1. Extrabiblical Authority: All cults deny what God says in His Word as true. Cults have shifted their theological
point of authority away from God's full and final written Word, the Bible, to their own unique, self-promoting
opinions about the Bible; they generally will use parts of the Bible but will have their own unique scripture which
is considered to be superior to the Bible. While some cult groups give token respect for the Bible and go through
the motions of accepting the authority of Scripture, in reality, they honor the group's or leader's novel interpretation
of Scripture as normative. 

2. Works Salvation/Legalism: Cults teach that eternal life depends upon something other than the Atonement; i.e.,
faith in the atoning, finished work of Christ on the cross is deemed not to be sufficient (usually replaced with
human works and human responsibility). Rather than relying on the grace of God alone for salvation, the salvation
message of the cults always boils down to required obedience to, or abstention from, certain obligations and
practices (some even including obedience to the Old Testament law). 

3. No Assurance of Salvation: The issue of a cult member's salvation is never settled, but is constantly affected by
the changing circumstances of life; in this way, cult leaders are able to produce continued obligation and spiritual
bondage, rather than spiritual freedom.

4. Guru-Type Leader/Modern Prophet: The cult leader is looked to as the infallible interpreter of Scripture,
specially appointed by God to be a special saint, guru, or contemporary messiah, and thereby, has divine authority
that must not be violated. Cultists almost always quote their leader rather than the Bible. The cult's adherents often
expound the virtues of the founders and seek to cover the founder's sins and wickedness.

5. Vacillating, Ambiguous Doctrines/Spiritual Deception: In order to gain favor with the public, and thereby aid
in the recruitment of new members, cult "doctrine" tends to be characterized by many false or deceptive claims
concerning the cult's true spiritual beliefs (e.g., Mormons are not quick to reveal their belief that God was a man,
who has now become the God of planet Earth). 
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6. Exclusivity from/Denunciation of Other Groups: Each cult group, regardless of what other doctrines are
taught, will all have this one common idea -- "The Only True Church Syndrome." The members of each specific
organization have been taught that their church, organization, or community, is the only true group and that all other
groups are false. The group's leaders will explain that it is impossible to serve God without being a member of the
specific group. Moreover, when the cult leader announces himself as the true "Messiah," all others are declared to
be dishonest, deceitful, and deluded, and must be put down; alternative views are denounced as being satanic and
corrupt. Persecution is welcomed, and even glorified in, as "evidence" that they are being persecuted for
righteousness sake. Thus, if a member decides to leave the group, they have been told that they are not simply
leaving an organization, but rather they are leaving God and His only true organization. Hence, for a member of a
cult who has been in a group for any length of time, the action of leaving the group is much more difficult than
what most Christians understand. To leave the group is, in the minds of the cult member, tantamount to leaving
God. 

7. Claims of Special Discoveries/Additional Revelation: Acceptance of new, contemporary, continual revelations
that either deny the Bible or are allowed to explain it. The fundamental characteristic of Christianity is that it is
historical, not dependent upon private knowledge and secret, unconfirmable relationships, while the almost
universal basis of cult religion is the claimed exclusive revelation that one person has supposedly received. Rather
than conforming to Biblical rules of evidence (2 Cor. 13:1), cult leader revelations almost always emanate from
hallucinations, visions, dreams, private discoveries, etc. These new revelations often become codified as official
written "scripture" of the cults (e.g., The Book of Mormon), and are considered as valid as that of the apostles (and
even more relevant because they are given in these end times).

8. Defective Christology: Cults always have a false view of the nature of the Person of Jesus Christ; a cult will
usually deny the true deity of Christ, His true humanity, His true origin, or the true union of the two natures in one
Person.

9. Defective "Nature of Man": Most cults do not see man as an immortal being; instead they see him either as an
animal without a soul or as a being which is being perfected to the point of becoming a god. They usually do not
see man as a spirit clothed in a body of flesh awaiting the redemption of body and soul.

10. Out-Of-Context Scripture Use as Proof-Texts/Segmented Biblical Attention: Cults tend to focus on one
verse or passage of the Bible to the exclusion of others, and without regard for the context in which Scripture is
given (e.g., 1 Cor. 15:29 used by Mormons to justify baptism for the dead). In addition, cults have made an art form
out of using Christian terminology, all the while pouring out their own meanings into the words.

11. Erroneous Doctrines Concerning Life After Death and Retribution: Covering the gamut from soul sleep to
annihilationism to purgatory to universalism to the progression to godhood, cults invariably deny the existence of a
final judgment of, and a final "resting" place for, the unrighteous. 

12. Entangling Organization Structure: The less truth a movement represents, the more highly it seems to have to
organize itself; the absence of truth seems to make necessary the application of the bonds of fear. Cults often
demand total commitment by their converts to an organizational involvement that entangles them in a complicated
set of human restrictions, giving the impression of passionate and often irrational devotion to a cause.  

13. Financial Exploitation: The cultic practitioner strongly implies that money contributed to the cause will earn
the contributor numerous gifts, powers, and abilities, and in many cases, outright salvation.

14. Pseudomystical/Spiritistic/Occultic Influence: Occult influence is many times found in either the origin of the
group and/or in its current practices.

* The information herein was adapted from the following sources: (1) The Marks of a Cult, Dave Breese; (2)
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"Roman Catholicism: Is It A Cult?," Media Spotlight, Albert James Dager; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry;
(4) Cults and the Church of Christ, George Faull and Brooks Alexander of the Spiritual Counterfeits Project; (5)
"Patterns in the Cults," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1994); and (6) Examining & Exposing Cultic
& Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, April 2000, pp. 14-16; 73-78.
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Christian Science
Christian or Cult?*

The movement known as Christian Science is a religion "emphasizing divine healing as practiced by Jesus Christ."
It is officially known as The Church of Christ, Scientist (CCS) (with headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts),
founded in 1879 by the much married Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy (1821-1910). It is one of the more
sophisticated modern cults, attracting many intellectuals. Estimated membership was about 350,000 in the 1930s
with approximately 2,500 branch churches, societies, and college organizations in more than 50 countries
worldwide. Estimates suggest that membership has fallen to well under 100,000 at the present time. While the
branches are democratic in government, they all conform to the rules laid down in Mary Baker Eddy's Manual of
The Mother Church (1895); church affairs are now overseen by a self-perpetuating board of five people. 

Under the leadership of Board of Directors Chairman Virginia Harris, the CCS has embarked on an aggressive,
multi-faceted marketing program designed to mainstream itself and to attract new members. For example, the CCS
is finding new ways to promote itself in light of our society's current interest in self-awareness, spirituality,
mind/body connections, alternative medicine, and women's issues. The CCS's weekly magazine has been
redesigned to include quotes from New-Age proponent Oprah Winfrey. Church representatives are also turning up
at medical conferences and other places.

Mrs. Eddy was chronically sick growing up, with many ailments including paralysis, hysteria, seizures and
convulsions. At 22, she married her first of three husbands, George Glover, who died within 6 months from yellow
fever. Following Glover's death, she began to be involved in mesmerism (hypnosis) and the occult practices of
spiritualism and clairvoyance (Ruth Tucker, Another Gospel, p. 152). Still ill, she married Daniel Patterson in 1853,
a dentist and homeopathic practitioner. It was during this time she met mental healer Phineas P. Quimby (1802-
1866), whose influence would shape her belief of Christian Science. Quimby believed that illness and disease could
be cured through positive thoughts and healthy attitudes, by changing one's beliefs about the illness. She claimed
that Quimby cured her; she suddenly improved, but later the symptoms returned (Another Gospel, p. 155).

After Quimby's death in 1866, Mrs. Eddy determined to carry on his work. She had developed a "psychic
dependence" on Quimby, drawing on his spiritual presence, claiming even visitations by his apparition.  Eddy
"reached the scientific certainty that all causation rests with the Mind, and that every effect is a mental phenomena."
Eddy took Quimby's teachings one step further, claiming that sickness, death, and even our physical bodies do not
exist, but are only imagined. Based on this absurdity, Mary Baker Eddy formulated her unique interpretations of
Scripture upon which Christian Science was founded (and recorded in Eddy's 1875 book, Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures. [HJB] (In 2001, the ten millionth copy of Science and Health was sold). In essence, Christian
Science is a revival of ancient Pantheism. [Eddy later published 16 other books, including Retrospection and
Introspection (1891), which tells of her own experience of discovering, practicing, and teaching the "science" of
Christian healing.] [The CCS recently announced plans to build (at a cost of $25 million) the Mary Baker Eddy
Library for the Betterment of Humanity. Scheduled to open in 2002 in Boston, the library will house over 500,000
unpublished documents and artifacts related to Mrs. Eddy. It will also allow the CCS to secure another 45 years of
copyright protection for the writings under new U.S. copyright laws that take effect at the end of 2002.]

The event that Mrs. Eddy claimed as the inauguration of Christian Science occurred in February of 1866. She
claimed to have had a near fatal fall on icy pavement, but was instantly healed when "the healing Truth dawned
upon my senses," and the divine healing ministry was born (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 24; Science and Health, p.
107). Testimony from her attending physician as well as other correspondence from Mrs. Eddy at the time strongly
dispute Mrs. Eddy's "official" version of those events (Anthony Hoekema, Christian Science, pp. 12-13). 

Healing became a major distinctive of Christian Science. According to Eddy Baker, the central fact of the Bible is
the superiority of spiritual over physical power. The spiritual superiority is evident in other ways than healing.
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Telepathy is practiced in Christian Science treatment, and may be considered a form of psychic healing. Christian
Science claims to prove through the healing of disease and other difficulties that the understanding of God and his
spiritual creation is as effective now as it was in Jesus' time. Its adherents, therefore, rely on "divine law" in times
of sickness instead of resorting to medical and other material means. Christian Scientists do not use doctors,
medicine, or immunizations. Christian Science Practitioners are used to " help people through the false reality of
illness." Instead, proper prayer and training are employed to battle the "non-reality" of illness. (The right of
Christian Science parents to withhold medical treatment from their children has many times been challenged in
court.)

During the formative stages, the church saw many rivalries, scandals, and dissident movements. One of the
dissidents was Emma Hopkins, who as an independent Christian Science leader, taught Charles and Myrtle
Fillmore, who later founded the Unity School of Christianity (another "mind-science" cult). Because Mrs. Eddy
wanted to spread Christian Science, especially to the upper class, she increased her control over all aspects of the
movement and would not tolerate any disloyalty (Georgine Milmine, The Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy, p. 234 ff).

Publications of the Christian Science Publishing Society include the Christian Science Quarterly, containing Bible
lessons for daily study; The Christian Science Journal, a monthly magazine; Christian Science Sentinel, a weekly
magazine; The Christian Science Monitor, a daily newspaper; and The Herald of Christian Science. In the 1980s,
the group expanded into other media, producing both radio and television news programming. Their venture into
cable-television operations was ended in 1992, when it was discovered "that the church had secretly transferred
$46.5 million from endowments and pension funds to help cover huge losses on the 'Monitor Channel,' which had
lost over $325 million" (Chicago Tribune, 1/27/93, p. 2). [Additionally, there were losses of $36 million and the
resulting termination of World Monitor, a newspaper begun in 1988. The Christian Science Monitor is said to be
losing $13 million annually (Martin Gardner, The Healing Revelations of Mary Baker Eddy, p. 218).]

Instead of preachers (the CCS has no ordained clergy), Christian Science's Sunday services consist mainly of
prescribed readings from the Bible, followed by interpretive readings from Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures (which Eddy thought was divinely inspired -- "I should blush to write of Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures as I have, were it of human origin and I apart from God its author; but [since] I was only a scribe
echoing the harmonies of heaven in Divine Metaphysics, I cannot be super-modest of the Christian Science
Textbook."). Eddy's "Scientific Statement of Being" (read every week from every Christian Science pulpit) begins
with, "There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in matter," and ends with, "Therefore, man is not material;
he is spiritual." Wednesday meetings include testimonies of healing from the congregation. Readers, both men and
women, are elected from the membership to conduct the services. Practitioners, also both men and women, devote
full time to the work of "spiritual healing."

Mrs. Eddy presented Christian Science as a scientific system of healing based upon spiritual laws God (allegedly)
had revealed to her. She taught these laws must be followed -- without deviation -- if a believer wishes to practice
Christian Science with consistent success. She taught Christian Science cannot be mixed with any other doctrine or
spiritual healing system, and, thereby, it is incompatible with medicine. Eddy also believed in "Malicious Animal
Magnetism" (MAM), which is negative mental energy or power, on the level of black magic. "Reading Rooms" are
local Christian Science libraries where members go to read Eddy's works to aid their spiritual evolvement.

Christian Scientists call themselves Christians, but their beliefs deviate from Biblical Christianity on nearly every
central Doctrine. Below are the highlights of what Christian Scientists believe concerning their source of authority,
the Godhead, Christ, the Holy Spirit,  the Resurrection, sin and salvation, heaven and hell, man's destiny, and
disease and death: 

1. Source of Authority. Mary Baker Eddy claimed the Bible was her "only textbook" and "only authority." Yet she
also said the Bible has thousands of errors -- 30,000 in the Old Testament and 300,000 in the New Testament.
Christian Scientists believe that Mrs. Eddy's discovery of Divine Science is the "final revelation" from God. They
claim Science and Health is divinely inspired (even though it has been proven to contain numerous plagiarisms and
revisions). -- Science and Health is the "first book" which has been "uncontaminated by human hypothesis" (The
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First Church of Christ, Scientist and Miscellany, p. 115; Science and Health, pp. 99, 139, 456-457). [HJB] One is
only supposed to read the Bible if they have Eddy's "key" in hand, so as to find out what a passage means. The
implication is that God couldn't make Himself plain, but has to have Mary Baker Eddy interpret what He says. With
this in mind, the world was, in effect, left to grope in darkness until Mrs. Eddy came on the scene.

2. Language. Christian Scientists have given Bible terms allegorical, metaphysical definitions that are completely
different from normal usage. Everything is spiritualized to the point that the physical no longer exists. New
meanings have also been assigned to many traditional theological doctrines. (For example: "Adam was not an
actual person who was created by God and fell into sin. 'Adam' means error; a falsity; the belief in 'original sin,'
sickness, and death; evil; the opposite of good.") [HJB] 

3. Trinity. Christian Science clearly repudiates the Trinitarian Godhead: "The theory of three persons in one God
(that is, a personal Trinity or Tri-unity) suggests polytheism, rather than the one ever-present I Am" (Science and
Health, p. 256). Instead, "Life, Truth, and Love constitutes the triune Person called God ... God the Father-Mother;
Christ the spiritual idea of sonship; divine Science or the Holy Comforter" (Science and Health, p. 331-332).
Christian Science teaches that the Biblical concept of the Trinity suggests "heathen gods" (Science and Health, p.
152). God is thus viewed as an impersonal "Divine Principle," a conception of one's mind (Science and Health, pp.
361, 469). On page 465 in another of Mrs. Eddy's "authoritative" books, entitled Miscellaneous Writings, she wrote:
"God is incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite, mind, spirit, soul, principle, life, truth, love," but devoid of any
personality. [HJB] [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that God is a triune, personal, transcendent Being who
created "the world and all things in it" (Act 17:24). He is not a pantheistic all-in-all. He is holy and just, as well as
love. God created and governs the universe, including man (Acts 17:24-27).]

4. Jesus Christ. Christian Science denies that the incarnation of Christ was the fullness of deity dwelling in human
flesh, denies the perfection of the man Jesus, and attempts to explain away the historical death and bodily
resurrection of Jesus Christ (Science and Health, pp. 336, 29, 332, 53, 398, 313, 593; Miscellaneous Writings, p.
201) Christian Science believes that Mary's conception of Jesus was spiritual -- on pages 332 and 347 of Science
and Health, the virgin birth of Christ is described and explained: "Jesus was the offspring of Mary's self-conscious
communion with God. ... Mary's conception of him was spiritual." Christian Science believes that the names "Jesus"
and "Christ" do not refer to the same person -- that Jesus is the human man and Christ is the "divine idea" (i.e.,
"dualism"). They teach that the spiritual (good) cannot dwell in material bodies because they are evil; thus Jesus
could not have been both God and man. [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is not the divine idea
of God but was God uniquely manifested in the flesh, truly God and truly man, one divine Person with two
indivisible natures, who is the only Savior and the only truth and Lord (John 1:1-3,14; Col. 2:9; Phil. 2:6-7; John
14:6).] Christian Science believes that Jesus was not God and the only way to heaven, but only the "wayshower"
(cf. Jn. 20:31; I Jn. 4:2,3).

Christian Science not only denies that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, it also denies that Jesus is one Person with two
natures -- fully God and fully man. Christian Science presents Jesus Christ in terms of a Gnostic duality: "The
spiritual Christ was infallible: Jesus as material manhood was not Christ'' (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 84). "Christ
as the true spiritual ideal, is the ideal of God now and forever ..." (Science and Health, p. 361). "The Christ is
incorporeal, spiritual ..." while, "The corporeal [physical] man Jesus was human only (Science and Health, p 332).
Yet "matter is mortal error … matter is the unreal and temporal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 21). So what Christian
Science actually concludes is that the physical humanity of Jesus was an illusion, ''as it seemed to mortal view"
(Science and Health, p. 315).

Concerning the blood atonement of Jesus Christ: "The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious to cleanse
from sin when it was shed upon 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins ..." (Science and Health, p.
25). Christian Science teaches that the death of Jesus Christ for sin was a "man-made" theory, and that Jesus was
alive in the tomb, demonstrating the "power of Spirit to overrule mortal, material sense" (Science and Health, p.
44). Eddy states, "Christ was not crucified ... Jesus, being the man who possessed the Christ consciousness, was the
one who went to the cross and who appeared to die." Thus, according to the theology of Christian Science, the
Bible only appears to say that Jesus died on the cross and His body was laid in the tomb; it must instead be
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understood that Jesus actually never died, but was rather in the tomb denying death's reality!

5. Holy Spirit. Christian Science denies that the Holy Spirit is a personal being. It teaches that the Holy Spirit is
Christian Science. -- "This Comforter I understand to be Divine Science" (Science and Health, p. 55). It is the
unfolding of the thoughts and infinite mind of God (pp. 502-503). [cf. Jn. 16:13-14] Thus, God, the Holy Spirit,
cannot indwell a person (Science and Health, p. 336).

6. The Resurrection. It is obvious that if Jesus never physically died on the cross to atone for sins that mankind
cannot commit (Science and Health, pp. 45-46), then the resurrection must also have a unique meaning in Christian
Science. Eddy explains, "When Jesus reproduced his body after its burial, he revealed the myth or material falsity
of evil; its powerlessness to destroy good and the omnipotence of the Mind that knows this: he also showed forth
the error of nothingness of supposed life in matter, and the great somethingness of the good we possess, which is of
Spirit, and immortal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 201). Jesus resurrection was thus the manifestation of the error of
evil. He demonstrated that sin and death are illusions and that if one wishes to rid themselves of these illusions,
they only need to deny their reality.

7. Sin. Christian Science denies the existence of all matter, including man's physical body. They say that man is
"incapable of sin, sickness, and death." They claim sin, sickness, and death are the "effects of error," thereby
denying the reality of sin. [HJB] Bottom line, to Christian Science, there is no sin (Science and Health, p. 447).
This is a consistent deduction and fundamental principle of the Christian Science system -- namely, God is all and
God is good, and since the real man has never departed from his original state of perfection, he is not in need of
salvation. He is saved now and reposing in the bosom of the Father. He has always been saved -- that is, as God's
idea of the expression of the mind, man is forever held in the divine consciousness. And since sin and evil have no
reality, all ideas of sin and evil are illusions. They are the product of the mortal mind. Hence, it is a sense of sin
which is sinful because of the illusory product of the mortal mind. They say that man's real problem is the belief of
sin, and that "Christ came to destroy the belief of sin." [Eddy writes in Miscellaneous Writings in the question and
answer section: "If there is no sin, why did Jesus come to save sinners?" She answers, "Jesus came to seek and to
save such as believe in the reality of the unreal; to save them from this false belief; that they might lay hold of
eternal Life ..." (p. 63). In other words, Jesus came to save mankind from the false belief that sin is real! Jesus
saving work was to exemplify the fact that death is unreal, that sin is only an illusion or false belief, and that to
deny its existence is the ultimate task of each person.]

8. Salvation. Since Christian Scientists do not believe that sin is real, they, therefore, see no need for salvation in
Jesus Christ. Notwithstanding, Christian Scientists still teach a salvation based on works -- and contrary to even
their own teachings, a salvation through victory over suffering and temptation. [HJB] 

9. Hell. Christian Science denies the existence of hell and eternal punishment, and, therefore, there is no devil
(Science and Health, p. 469). Hell is defined as "mortal belief; error; lust; remorse; hatred; revenge; sin; sickness;
death." They believe that hell is a self-imposed "mental anguish," emanating from the guilt of one's imagined sin.
[HJB]

10. Man's Destiny. Christian Science teaches that since God is all good and nothing that is real exists outside God,
then sin, sickness, and death are mortal error or an illusion. Christ, as the Truth, therefore came to set man free
from these false beliefs by His teachings and example (Science and Health, pp. 473, 475, 108). Christian Science
denies the penal, substitutionary atonement of Christ, saying, ''The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious
to cleanse from sin when it was shed on 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins as he went daily
about His Father's business" (Science and Health, p.25). "Jesus taught the way of Life by demonstration. There is
but one way to heaven, harmony, and Christ in Divine Science shows us this way" (Science and Health, p. 242).
''Universal salvation rests on progression and probation … No final judgment awaits mortals …" (Science and
Health, p. 291)

11. Disease and Death. Christian Scientists claim that since organic disease does not exist, "the cause of all so-
called disease is mental" [i.e., 'the belief in sin is thereby the cause of it'], "a mistaken belief" (Science and Health,
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p. 377).  They say that since our physical bodies do not exist, disease and death are only illusions (Science and
Health, pp. 348,386). [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin, sickness, and evil are not an illusion, but a result
of man’s willful choice to rebel against a Holy God, and death (both physical and the spiritual eternal separation
from God) is the result of sin (Rom. 3:10, 23; 5:12-14; 1 John 1:8-10).] They believe they have restored Christ's
principles of divine healing through their practices of mental healing; i.e., the healing performed by Christian
Science involves helping a person to deny the reality of his illness, and thereby, any failure to heal is due to a
person's inability to overcome his belief. Mary Baker Eddy claimed to have this power of healing (called Divine
Science), though she never provided any tangible proof of it. [HJB] [Whereas the Christian Science approach to
healing may help psychosomatic illnesses, it has been scientifically demonstrated that it is not effective with real
illness. In fact, studies comparing the cumulative death rates of practicing Christian Scientists with control groups
have shown significantly higher death rates among the Christian Scientists (Journal of American Medical
Association, September 22/29, 1989, pp 1657-58; and Morbidity Weekly Report, August 23, 1991, pp. 579-582).]

12. The "Gospel" of Christian Science. Jesus, who possessed the Christ consciousness as do all men to a lesser
extent, went to the cross, not to bring about forgiveness of sin, for sin is an illusion, but rather to demonstrate that
death is an illusion. On the morning of the resurrection, the supposed physical body of Jesus was reproduced in its
original illusionary form, for all matter is illusion, and thereby demonstrated to mankind that all could do the same
by denying the reality of sin and death.

Jesus' "seeming" death on the cross was not intended to pay for our sins, but to prove the unreality of sin, disease,
and death. The Bible is full of mistakes. Jesus' words were recorded by "dull disciples ... in a decaying language,"
and must be spiritually interpreted through Christian Science.

To put it another way: "Jesus was laid down as the result of apparent death, into a fictitious tomb, in an unreal
body, to make an unnecessary atonement for sins that had never been a reality and had been committed in an
imaginary body, and that He saves from non-existing evil those headed toward an imaginary hell, the false fancy of
an erroneous Mortal Mind" (J.K. VanBaalen, The Chaos of Cults).

13. Conclusion. Christian Science offers some real enticements -- a "spiritually scientific" method for healing,
victory over life's circumstances, and guaranteed salvation. All one has to do to receive these blessings is to study
Eddy's writings and obey them to the letter. She was God's messenger to this age and her writings are considered
infallible. Just obey her teaching, and learn to think as she thought, and you will be victorious.

The physical dangers of Christian Science are obvious. Since they are taught that learning about their bodies is
spiritually harmful, Christian Scientists are ill equipped to understand the symptoms of illness. They often suffer
needlessly from treatable ailments and neglect life-threatening conditions that could be cured if treated in their
early stages. 

* Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia;(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) "Christian Science, Attempting a Comeback," MCO Journal,
Spring 2001, pp. 8-11, 15; (4) "Christian Science," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1997); (5)
Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Christian Science Examined," April 2000, pp. 26-
31; and (6) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 29-49.
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Eckankar (ECK)
New Age Religion

In 1964, a "new" religion made its appearance -- Eckankar, The Ancient Science of Soul Travel (Eck). Eck was
founded by Paul Twitchell, a journalist, eccentric occult dabbler, and self-proclaimed soldier of fortune. In 1964
and l965, he wrote articles and gave lectures on his peculiar philosophy of "Biolocation," or supposed out-of-body
travels. He evolved the philosophy and practice of Eck out of this experience and from studying the teachings of
Ruhani Satsung, Scientology, and several other religious and occult groups. Twitchell, who was born in Paducah,
Kentucky sometime between 1908 and 1912, and died in 1971, asserted that Eck did not actually begin in 1964, but
rather was a timeless and universal Truth which had been "revived" for public dissemination at that time. 

Eck's membership is estimated at approximately 50,000, but there are supposedly about 3 million "followers"
throughout the world. It was originally centered in Las Vegas, Nevada, but after Twitchell's death and the coming
to power of Darwin Gross, the group moved to Menlo Park, California. Its main headquarters are currently in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, but Eck also has active works in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Australia, and Africa.
Eck's authoritative books are An Introduction to Eckankar and Eckankar: The Key to Secret Worlds, both written by
Twitchell. Eck also publishes a monthly publication, Eck World News.

Twitchell sensed that he had hit upon a winning combination with Eck, proclaiming himself the unique incarnation
of God on earth (i.e., the "Living Eck Master"), insisting that only through him and his movement could an
individual find truth and salvation. Eck embodies almost all of the characteristics of a "made in America" cult
religion -- a recent vintage eclectic movement, combining occult philosophy and mystical experience, big money,
misrepresentation of origins, rampant spiritism, manifestations of psychic phenomena, virtual veneration of the
leader as God, syncretism, indoctrination, and a form of attempted mind control -- not to mention the standard
"esoteric gap," that is, the difference between the image the group projects to the public and the inner truths
revealed to initiates. Eck has gone from (literally) nothing to a highly systematized belief system with a large
corporate bureaucracy and an in-residence "God-man" as its leader.

Eckankar presents itself as the most ancient teaching known to mankind. It is referred to as "The Path of Total
Awareness." Below are the highlights of what Eckankar believes concerning its source(s) of authority, God, sin and
salvation, Christ, spiritual practice, the Kingdom of Heaven, reincarnation, and prayer*: 

1. Source of Authority. The current Living Eck Master -- "the MAHANTA, the Vi-Guru, the Light-Giver, the
Way Shower, the protector, guide and companion of every ECK chela" -- is the Eckist's sole authority for Eckankar
doctrine. Eck also has its own Scriptures, The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad, which state that "the faith that one has in the
Mahanta must be that of complete understanding and surrender." The "Word of God" in Eckankar is also known as
"Shabda, Basni" -- it is the Eckist's security, and "should one have this Word of God flowing from the temple
within himself, then he should be protected from bad experiences."

2. Eck Master. Eckankar teaches that few religious disciplines are able to transcend the lower states, due to
ignorance and the error of their way. Only through "soul travel," which is supposedly a superior and exclusive form
of out-of-the-body experience, is one able to flow upward (or inward) through the various realms in hopes of
eventually reaching the Sugmad, which exists as pure formless essence on the topmost plane. And the only way to
succeed is by submitting totally to the guidance of the Living Eck Master, or Mahanta, who plugs the chela (learner
or student) into the cosmic current. [This "current," known simply as the Eck, ostensibly flows out from, and back
into, the Sugmad. Eckists say it can be heard as sound and seen as light; thus with the help of the Mahanta, other
spirit guides (i.e., demons), and two of his five senses, the chela learns to flow with the Eck up through the various
"God Worlds," gradually attaining enlightenment and spiritual maturity along the way.]

When Living Eck Master Paul Twitchell died in 1971, his wife, Gail, claimed that Twitchell came to her in a dream
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and told her that Darwin Gross was to succeed him as the new Mahanta. Gail did as she was told and named Gross
the new Mahanta. She then married him in October 1972. Gross described himself as "the only man ever manifested
in all of history in whom individualism and universalism are combined in their full expression." (Gross was
obviously not to be outdone in his claims by Twitchell.) The Grosses were to have a short marriage. Five years later
they were divorced. At the suggestion of his advisory council, Gross resigned as the only "God-man" in October of
1981, and was replaced by the current "Living Eck Master," Sri Harold Klemp. This particular God-man was born
in Wisconsin.

Klemp and his predecessors are considered to be Mahantas -- one step above the normal Eck Masters. A Living
Eck Master is held so high that Eckists seem to put him equal with God. Twitchell said this of the Living Eck
Master: "The Living Eck Master is the only man, should I say being, who is capable of manifesting both individuals
and universalism in their full expressions. He is law unto himself, does what he pleases, has what he wants, comes
and goes absolutely at his own will, and asks no favors of any man." Sir Darwin Gross suggested that "self-
surrender" by everyone to the Living Eck Master's "radiant form" is the key to spiritual success. An Eck Master,
then, turns out to be nothing but a standard avatar, a routine "savior" who "incarnates" to instruct humanity,
reputedly being able to lift people out of the cycle of death and rebirth if they submit to him in total faith,
submission, and self-negation.

3. God. Twitchell realized early on that if he was going to create a new religion, he had to conjure up a new
concept of God to go with it. He used methods of eclectic cross-fertilization in his effort to come up with a new
hybrid, blending together monism and pantheism, with a touch of monotheism to give his theology some character.
The final product is a confused, crippled, and impotent deity which he indifferently labels "It." Like most hybrids,
Eck's "God" is sterile, incapable of producing new life. If anything, it is a throwback to the primitive fear religions
of the animistic and pagan cultures.

The "God" of Eckankar (Sugmad) does not manifest as a personality. Consequently, seeking, knowing, or desiring
to comprehend God in personal terms is impossible; indeed, it may be impossible in any terms. Twitchell writes
that "we do not, and cannot, know God. ... God itself is realized by the very cessation of all seeking and by
dropping of the mind. ... You will never find God by searching for Him. He is here and now within you! So never
search. Just realize this!"

Sugmad is a pantheistic god described by Eck as "progressive Self-realization or God-realization." Eck teaches that
God is all things, and more significantly, that God is not separate from his creation. Twitchell wrote: "There is
nothing in the universe that is not the SUGMAD, the everlasting ECK." By this logic, then, Eck is forced to pin the
universe's flaws and problems upon its own "God," and grudgingly admits that it is the Sugmad's "lower natures"
that generate negativity. (In Twitchell's book, The Tiger's Fang, Sugmad is described as being ignorant, internally
inconsistent, in need of wisdom and education, negative, unawakened, wondering, poor, unhappy, not content with
"his" creation, and in need of assistance.) Eck tries to evade this dilemma by teaching that the dynamic which
makes evil operative is a form of free will, which when abused, spawns "ignorance," leading to a lack of God-
realization in the self.

4. Sin. Eck does not adhere to the concept of "original sin." Eck believes this about sin: "The idea of man born in
sin is one of the oldest pitfalls which the Kal Niranjan ("Kal" for short -- Eck terminology for the negative force of
the cosmos, otherwise identified by Eck as "the Devil") could plan for keeping Soul in ignorance of Its true glory.
... All the doctrines of man born in sin, to be purified by the appearance of a messiah who dies for man's sins, is that
of a Kalistic belief." (Eck does not endorse or uphold Christian morals concerning sexual behavior. Also, Eck does
not believe this Soul enters the body of an unborn child; thus, they have no problem with abortion.)

5. Salvation. Twitchell said that "Eck is the highest of all paths to God. ... there is no other way to gain spiritual
enlightenment." He sweepingly pronounces that "belief in anything except the Eck is false. ... ECKANKAR is the
only direct path to God. ... All other paths are only stepping stones into the Astral plane. ... belief in anything except
the Eck is false ... it is not possible to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven except through the teachings of
ECKANKAR."
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6. Jesus Christ. Eck does not recognize any authenticity of the "virgin-birth." Twitchell stated that "Kal is the
Jehovah of the Jewish faith and the Father of the Christian teachings. ... Therefore, we really see [Jesus] as a son of
Kal Niranjan, king of the lower worlds." Thus, in Eck, the Bible, the entire structure of its moral teachings, and
Jesus Christ Himself are identified with the evil power of the cosmos -- in a word, with the Devil!

7. Spiritual Practice. The primary means of spiritual unfoldment practiced by Eck is soul travel or out-of-the-body
experiences. Five of the major techniques used are: (1) imaginative projection, (2) meditation, (3) projection via the
dream state, (4) trance, and (5) direct projection (intentionally willing one's consciousness to be in another
location). Mantras are frequently chanted and contact with spirit guides is practiced as well. Almost all forms and
types of occult/mystical consciousness alteration come into play. Trance states and spiritism are encouraged from
the outset in Eck spiritual practice, but the experience grows more esoteric as the Eckist travels up through "the
realms." There are ten initiations -- one for advancement to each plane. They are generally given yearly and are
considered the basic "sacrament" of Eckankar.

The chela finds himself going through thirty-two varied, but unique, phases of "spiritual unfoldment." These are
sometimes called the gift of Spirit, or the "essence of the ECK." Some of the most significant are mediumship,
E.S.P., telepathy, mind reading, clairvoyance, speaking in unknown tongues, magic, cosmic consciousness,
telekinetic powers, alchemy, and weather control. When one finally reaches this "upper level," he merges with the
Absolute and becomes a "coworker" with God. He becomes part of God, and there is nothing in the universe that is
not Sugmad (God) or the everlasting "ECK."

8. Kingdom of Heaven. The Kingdom of Heaven to which Twitchell refers is a cosmic layer cake of eleven
different realms or planes. Strictly speaking, only the upper six planes are "heavenly," the lower five being ruled by
the negative God-forces, especially by a cruel buffoon named Kal Niranjan, who supposedly causes all the familiar
woes and confusion we experience here on Earth Plane, or First Plane. The second realm, known popularly as the
Astral Plane, gives rise to all the garden varieties of occultic and psychic phenomena -- from deceitful spirits to
flying saucers and out-of-the-body astral projection experiences.

9. Reincarnation. According to Eck, as souls live their lives and make both conscious and "unconscious" choices,
they accrue karma and karmic debt. Souls must then pay for or work off negative karma acquired through wrong
action, either in this life or a previous one. In Eck, the individual soul must go through seemingly endless rounds of
reincarnations to work off karma, taking millions of years and millions of reincarnations as the soul rises up the
evolutionary scale of life. Eck teaches that the soul enters the universe as a mineral, then works its way up through
plant, fish, reptile, and mammal incarnations, eventually becoming human, where it will spend any number of
lifetimes until it attains spiritual enlightenment. [Twitchell claimed to have entered the lower universe as an
unspecified mineral eight million years ago, and supposedly got off the "Wheel of 84" (meaning no more
reincarnations) when he "translated" (Eckese for "died") in 1971.] The shortcut to God-realization is to meet and
follow the Living Eck Master, whose presence will burn away eons of karmic debt, freeing the soul from the
endless rebirths on the "Wheel of 84."

10. Prayer. Eck believes the Biblical concept of intercessory prayer is an "occult" technique.

*Most of the material in this report was derived from three sources: (1) SCP Journal, September 1979; (2) The
DISCERNER, 2Q1992; and (3) Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter, November 1996.
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Jehovah's Witnesses
Christian or Cult?*

Jehovah's Witnesses, also known as the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (with headquarters in Brooklyn, New
York), was officially founded in 1884 [as the Zion's Watch Tower and Tract Society (originally the Zion's Watch
Tower in 1879), officially adopting the name of Jehovah's Witnesses in 1931], by Charles Taze Russell (1852-
1916). In 1870, Russell was exposed to the teachings of William Miller, one of the founders of the Second
Adventist Movement and acquired an interest in end time prophecies. Russell originally denied  the doctrine of
Hell, and would go on to reject nearly every other Christian doctrine, as well as add many physically and spiritually
dangerous doctrines of his own making. Many of these unique and bizarre teachings were to be found in his six
volume series titled, Studies in the Scriptures.

For the year 2000, the Watchtower Society claims a worldwide membership of over six  million (about one  million
U.S.) in more than 91,000 congregations in 235 countries speaking 340 languages, and takes in approximately
300,000 new members each year (288,907 in 2000). According to JW statistics, yearly proselytizing is
accomplished via 4.8 million home Bible studies and 1.2 billion hours of witnessing. The JWs field over 500,000
full and part-time missionaries. Instruction and training are provided for all JWs at five meetings a week, held
primarily in "Kingdom Halls." Every week, an average of 45 new JW congregations are formed. [In the year 2000
in the United States alone, it was reported that 988,000 Jehovah's Witnesses spent more than 181 million hours in
field service (i.e., door-to-door witnessing and Bible studies).] 

JW leadership claims its victims by asserting itself to be the sole Christian religion and authority on the earth today,
as well as God's mouthpiece or prophet. The Watchtower further disrupts families through its harsh and unbiblical
interpretation of "disfellowshipping" and the practice of "shunning." Family members who are former JWs are
labeled by Watchtower adherents as "apostates" and prevented from even social contact. Disfellowshipped or
disassociated children, parents, and grandparents are kept from any type of communication with active members of
the organization. Divorces are common within the sect when one member becomes disillusioned with Watchtower
teaching and mind-control. 

Not only has the name of this cult been changed time and again, but they also change their doctrines regularly --
between 1917 and 1928, they changed their doctrines 148 times! (Prior to 1931, Jehovah's Witnesses had also gone
by the names of Millennial Dawn, People's Pulpit Association, The Brooklyn Tabernacle, and the International
Bible Students Association.) Russell died in 1916 and was replaced by the second president, Joseph F. Rutherford.
"A process of replacing Russell's writings with Rutherford's began in 1921 with the publication of Rutherford's
Harp of God. Between 1921 and 1941, Rutherford was to write twenty books and numerous pamphlets, which
would slowly revise the doctrine and structure left him by Russell" (Encyclopedia of American Religions, G.
Melton, Vol. 1, p. 485). One of Rutherford's books that caused a great amount of controversy was the seventh
volume of the Studies in the Scriptures.  

Russell adopted many of his doctrines from the Seventh-Day Adventists, but the JWs began to emphasize door-to-
door evangelism and literature distribution after Russell's death and subsequent leadership assumption by Joseph
Franklin Rutherford. The JWs have published over ten billion pieces of literature since 1928. Its main periodicals
are The Watchtower magazine (circulation of over 20 million in more than 130 languages) and Awake! (about 16
million copies in more than 80 languages), both published semi-monthly. 

Historically, the JWs are best known for their practices of refusing: (1) to serve in the military; (2) to salute the
flag; (3) to celebrate Christmas, birthdays, or other holidays; and (4) to give or to accept blood transfusions.
[Rejecting the medical practices of vaccinations, organ transplants, and blood transfusions, the Watchtower has
caused the deaths of many of its members throughout its history. Interestingly, vaccinations and organ transplants
have now been acknowledged by the Watchtower as acceptable practices, contradicting their previous doctrinal
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position.] (Although some of these practices are neither Biblical nor unbiblical in and of themselves, depending
upon one's motives and the exact nature of the practice, the reasons the JWs give for them often are unbiblical.) 

Below are the highlights of what JWs believe concerning their source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin,
salvation, heaven and hell, etc.: 

1. Source of Authority. JWs claim the Bible as their final authority, but Russell's writings, especially Studies in the
Scriptures, are considered "the light of the Scriptures." JWs have their own translation of the Scriptures (New
World Translation, published in 1961), which reflects the binding interpretations of the group's leaders. The JWs'
New World Translation greatly perverts the Scriptures to avoid placing themselves under the judgment of God (cf.
Jn. 1:1; 8:58; I Tim. 2:6; Ac. 10:36; Col. 1:16-17; 2:9-10; etc.). Hence, the leader's interpretation of the Bible, not
the Bible itself, is the final authority of JWs. The Watchtower magazine is one of the JWs main sources of doctrine,
and is considered authoritative by its members.

2. Trinity. JWs believe that God is not a triune God, but only "Jehovah God" (Let God Be True, pp. 100-101); they
teach that Trinitarianism is a belief in three gods, and thereby, Satan-inspired polytheism. Rutherford wrote: "...
sincere persons who want to know the true God and serve him find it a bit difficult to love and worship a
complicated, freakish-looking, three-headed God. The clergy who inject such ideas will contradict themselves in the
very next breath by stating that God made man in his own image; for certainly no one has ever seen a three-headed
human creature" (Let God Be True, 2nd ed., pp. 101-102).

3. God the Father. Known as Jehovah, the Watchtower considers Him to be the only true eternal God, the
Almighty. They write, "There was, therefore, a time when Jehovah was all alone in universal space" (Let God Be
True, p. 25). Being alone, the first creative act of Jehovah was to create His Son. 

4. Jesus Christ. Since JWs do not believe in the Trinity, they also do not believe that Jesus is God in the flesh.
They add the word "other" four times to Colossians 1:16,17, teaching that Christ was God's first creation, i.e., the
reincarnation of Michael the archangel created by Jehovah, rather than the Creator. [The "Watchtower" teaches that
Jehovah God created Michael the Archangel before the foundation of the world; Michael was His only begotten son
by virtue of the fact that he was the only creature directly created by Jehovah. It was this created Michael who
became the JW Jesus (i.e., a denial of the eternality of Christ). JWs say that "Since actual conception took place, it
appears that Jehovah God caused an ovum or egg in Mary's womb to become fertile, accomplishing this by the
transfer of the life of his first born son (Michael) from the spirit realm to the earth" (Aid to Bible Understanding, p.
920). "Marvelously, Jehovah transferred the life-force and the personality pattern of his first born heavenly son
(Michael) to the womb of Mary. God's own active force, his holy spirit, safeguarded the development of the child in
Mary's womb so that what was born was a perfect human" (Reasoning, p. 255).] JWs also add an "a" in John 1:1,
making the verse read, "the Word was a god" (which in essence, makes the JWs guilty of the same polytheism of
which they accuse Trinitarians). 

5. Use of Name Jehovah. JWs use the name "Jehovah" only for God (in order to distinguish between God and
Jesus Christ), while failing to recognize that Jesus is the fulfillment of "Jehovah" in Isaiah 40:3 and Matthew 3:3.
[HJB] 

6. Resurrection of Christ . JWs deny the bodily resurrection of Christ through their teaching that the body of
Christ was annihilated by God -- not risen -- but rather a new one was created three days after His death. This they
call the "resurrection" of Christ. Thus, Jesus was "resurrected" as a "glorious spirit creature" and does not now have
a glorified physical body. Instead, they claim Jesus arose spiritually and only "materialized" at various times after
His resurrection so He could be seen alive. (Awake!, 7/22/73, p. 4) 

7. The Holy Spirit. JWs deny the deity of the third person of the Trinity, as either God or as a person; they claim
that the Holy Spirit is only an impersonal "active force of Almighty God which moves His servants to do His will"
(Reasoning From the Scriptures, pp. 406-407; The Watchtower, 6/1/54, p. 24). They have written, "But the holy
spirit has no personal name. The reason for this is that the holy spirit is not an intelligent person. It is the
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impersonal, invisible active force that finds its source and reservoir in Jehovah God and that he uses to accomplish
his will even at great distances, over light years of space" (Let Your Name Be Sanctified, p. 269). 

8. Sin. JWs believe that the first man, Adam, disobeyed Jehovah when tempted by the angel Lucifer, who was
jealous of man. As a result of disobedience, Adam and all his descendants lost the right to life and so became liable
to death. This liability is applied to temporal death only. 

9. Salvation . JWs claim everlasting life is a reward for doing the will of God and carrying out one's dedication --
in other words, salvation is a reward for good works. (JWs are expected to spend five hours per week in door-to-
door visitation and witnessing, are responsible for selling twelve subscriptions to The Watchtower magazine each
month, and are responsible for conducting a "Bible study" each month in the homes of their converts.) According to
JW theology, a person has one of three possible destinies. The Anointed (144,000) will be in heaven to reign with
Jehovah God. The rest of the faithful Jehovah's Witnesses (not of the 144,000) will live forever on a paradise Earth.
Both of these classifications are determined to a great extent on membership in the Watchtower organization as
well as going door-to-door spreading the message of the Watchtower. Those people who are not members of the
Watchtower organization will be destroyed by Jehovah God and cease to exist. There is no concept of eternal
punishment or hell in Watchtower theology (Let God Be True, pp. 90-95, 289). They also believe that men will
have a second chance, after death, to be saved.

10. The Body of Christ. JWs believe that the members of the spiritual Body of Christ, or "Christian
Congregation," number only 144,000 (Rev. 7:4-8). Most of those members of Christ's Body are now deceased and
are reigning with Jesus in heaven since 1918. (Anybody born after 1936 cannot be in that number.) The remaining
members still on earth, approximately 8,000 (out of whom are selected the "Governing Body"), are known as the
"Remnant." They are collectively known as Jehovah God's "channel of communication" to men. They are the only
ones "born again" and are the only ones who have a hope of going to Heaven. The rest of Jehovah's faithful
witnesses only hope to be worthy enough to inherit the Earth, and will never see "Jesus/Michael," nor will they
ever go to Heaven. All "so called Christendom" will be destroyed at Armageddon.

11. Soul Sleep. JWs deny the immortality of the soul. They do not believe the soul can exist apart from the body,
but that a corpse remains in an unconscious state in the grave waiting for the resurrection. [HJB] 

12. Annihilation of the Wicked. JWs teach that the "second death" is annihilation and extinction -- the wicked will
cease to exist and will not suffer everlasting torment. They claim that a "doctrine of a burning hell" is "wholly
unscriptural," "unreasonable," "contrary to God's love," and "repugnant to justice." [HJB] They claim that "hell" is
the grave.

13. Prophecy . The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for
identification: (1) through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies
don't come to pass (Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20);
(5) men speak well of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and
for all in the flesh (1 Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most
cults are founded upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue
cultists. Russell's false prophecies formed the basis for what became The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society and
the Jehovah's Witnesses. Russell declared that the Second Coming had taken place invisibly in October 1874, and
the Lord was truly present, and that in 1914 the faithful (the 144,000) would be translated to heaven and the wicked
destroyed. Armageddon (which began in 1874) would culminate in 1914 with the complete overthrow of earth's
rulers and the end of the world. C.T. Russell, still on earth, died in 1916. 

In the early 1920s, JWs zealously distributed on the streets and from door to door a book titled Millions Now Living
Will Never Die. It was prophesied, "The year 1925 is a date definitely and clearly marked in the Scriptures, even
more clearly than that of 1914 ... we may confidently expect that 1925 will mark the return of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob and the faithful prophets of old ... to the condition of human perfection" ("Millions Now Living Will Never
Die," The Watchtower, 7/15/24, p. 89). The JWs even built a house in San Diego where the patriarchs were to live
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and tried to deed it to King David. (The house was quietly sold in 1954.) In the early 1940s, JWs were declaring
that Armageddon, only months away, would end World War II and the defeat of the Nazis would usher in God's
rule on earth (The Watchtower, 12/41). Their book, Children, suggested that plans to marry and have children be
postponed until after Armageddon. It's been a long wait! Not giving up, they later prophesied that God's millennial
kingdom would commence in 1975. Again JWs were told not to engage in any plans for this world, including
marriage and having children. Many quit their jobs, sold their homes, and dedicated themselves to going door to
door. (Source: 3/97, The Berean Call.) All in all, the Watchtower has predicted the end of the world for 1914,
1918, 1925, 1975, and 1989.

Five Myths of Jehovah's Witnesses

(Source: 4Q1993, The DISCERNER.)

Myth #1: The JWs are polytheist, believing in both a big God, Jehovah, and a little God, Jesus Christ.
Fact: JWs are absolutely monotheist, believing in Jehovah the Father who is the one true God and in His son, Jesus
Christ, who is not God in any way at all. 

Myth #2: JWs are pacifist and refuse to pay taxes.
Fact: JWs today refer to their stand as neutrality, not pacifism; that is, they are not against the use of force or even
killing; rather they seek to maintain strict neutrality in the world's affairs, not taking sides or serving any
government. As to paying taxes, the Witnesses do pay them.

Myth #3: JWs will not accept blood for any reason.
Fact: While it's true that they will not accept blood transfusions, JWs are allowed to have all the component parts
of blood plasma.

Myth #4: The Watchtower Society claims to be an inspired prophet with continuing revelations.  
Fact: JWs' Governing Body has always enjoyed all the privileges of prophets or apostles without any of the
responsibilities. So, technically, though they do not claim to be inspired prophets, in practice, that is just what they
are to the millions of JWs around the world. [Due to the resignation of the Governing Body's president and six
other board members in October of 2000, JWs formed three new corporations to run its U.S. operations.]

Myth #5: JWs are super-zealots living exemplary Christian lives.
Fact: The foremost reason for their super zealot reputation is the active door-to-door ministry. Many are impressed
by their willingness to spend so much time in their mission work. But what are their motives? Mainly they are fear
and guilt. The tight control the organization holds over its members helps bring about conformity in moral
standards.

The Jehovah's Witness "Jesus" -- what JWs confess and what they mean are two totally different things:
(Source: 1/94, Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter.)

(1) "Jesus Christ is the Son of God." -- The first created son of God was known as Michael the Archangel. This
angel was recreated as a perfect man on earth and named "Jesus." This Jesus died on a torture stake (not a cross), so
that men could work their way into God's Kingdom. This Jesus/Michael now rules over his Kingdom invisibly
since 1914. (Since he failed to show up then, to destroy the unfaithful, he was declared by the Watchtower "powers
that be," to be invisible!)

(2) "We believe in the second coming of Jesus Christ." -- The angel Michael turned his attention to the affairs of the
Earth in 1914 by establishing an invisible heavenly kingdom. This is what is meant by "second coming." He will
never return visibly to Earth, but will rule through his "anointed" or "remnant" group of JWs here on Earth.
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(3) "Jesus was resurrected." -- God (Jehovah) placed a newly created copy of Jesus' life pattern (or personality) into
a newly created Michael the Archangel's spiritual (not physical) body. Since Jesus had been totally annihilated,
Jehovah had to recreate Jesus from his memory, and he is now Jesus/Michael in heaven. 

[Return to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 51-70; (4) "Watchtower Bible and Tract Society," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile,
1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Focus on JWs," April 2000, pp. 16-
20.
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Masons (Freemasonry)
Christian or Anti-Christian?*

Freemasonry refers to the principles, institutions, and practices of the fraternal order of the Free and Accepted
Masons. The largest worldwide society, Freemasonry is an organization of men based on the "fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man," using builders' tools as symbols to teach basic moral truths generally accepted by
persons of good will. Their motto is "morality in which all men agree, that is, to be good men and true." It is
religious in that a belief in a Supreme Being and in the immortality of the soul are the two prime requirements for
membership, but it is nonsectarian in that no religious test is used.1 The purpose of Freemasonry is to enable men to
meet in harmony, to promote friendship, and to be charitable. Its basic ideals are that all persons are the children of
one God, that all persons are related to each other, and that the best way to worship God is to be of service to
people. 

Masons have no national headquarters as such, but the largest regional is the Scottish Rite Southern Jurisdiction (35
Southern states), which is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia. U.S. membership is claimed at about 3.5 million,
with about five million worldwide. The basic unit of Freemasonry is the lodge, which exists under a charter issued
by a grand lodge exercising administrative powers. The lodges are linked together informally by a system of mutual
recognition between lodges that meet the Masonic requirements. The lodge confers three degrees: Entered
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. Additional degrees are conferred by two groups of advanced
Freemasonry: the York Rite, which awards 12 degrees; and the Scottish Rite, which awards 30 higher degrees. In
the United States and Canada, members have formed a large number of groups to enable them to expand their
social and charitable activities. The best known of these groups is the Shriners (official name: "Ancient Arabic
Order Nobles Mystic Shrine"), who hold festive parades and support hospitals for crippled and burned children. (To
be a Shriner, one must be a 32nd degree Scottish Rite Mason, or its equivalent in the York Rite [Knights
Templar]). [The 33rd degree is an honorary degree bestowed upon especially worthy masons who have
accomplished outstanding work in such fields as religion and politics.] 

Although only men (of at least 21 years of age) can be Masons, related organizations are available for their
relatives -- there is the Order of the Eastern Star for Master Masons and their wives; the Order of De Molay for
boys; and the Order of Job's Daughters and the Order of Rainbow for young girls. The Masonic Lodge has more
than a hundred such fraternal organizations, including Daughters of the Nile, The Tall Cedars of Lebanon, The
Mystic Order of Veiled Prophets Of The Enchanted Realm, The Knights Of The Red Cross Of Constantine, and The
Blue Lodge.

Though some Masons trace their organization's origin back to the beginning of time (much of their teaching is tied
to Solomon's temple, but they also claim that John the Baptist and the Apostle John were Masons), modern
Masonry dates only to 1717. It was in that year that four lodges in Great Britain formed the first Grand Lodge of
England, which became the Premier Grand Lodge of the world. Since that time, lodges have spread all over the
world with local grand lodges formed whenever enough lodges exist in an area. Lodges first appeared in America
in Philadelphia (1730) and Boston (1733). 

The terminology and symbolism of Masonry seem to come mostly from the actual craft of stonemasonry during the
Middle Ages. The "free" in Masonry probably came from the "freestones" (stones that could be cut without
splitting) with which Mason's worked. Stonemasons had three classifications for workers practicing their craft:
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. As mentioned earlier, this is also the terminology used for the first
three degrees in Masonry today.

Many allegories and symbols are used in Masonry. The old English Constitution refers to an ancient definition of
the ancient craft: "Freemasonry is a system of morality, veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbol," [Freemason'
symbols can be made to mean almost anything a person chooses to make them; Master Masons take an oath, "Ever
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to conceal, never to reveal."2] It seeks to make good men better through the form of belief in "the fatherhood of
God, the brotherhood of man, and the    immortality of the soul."

Masonry was originally a means by which people in the occult could practice their "craft" and still remain
respectable citizens. The official publication of "The Supreme Council 33" of Scottish Rite Freemasonry is titled
New Age. Some church denominations are also led by avowed Masons. For example, a 1991 survey by the Southern
Baptist Convention Sunday School Board found that 14% of SBC pastors and 18% of SBC deacon board chairs
were Masons; it is also estimated that SBC members comprise 37% of total U.S. lodge membership. (A 2000
updated SBC report found that over 1,000 SBC pastors are Masons.) 

Many other secret societies seem to be patterned after the Masons. L. James Rongstad says that Freemasonry "is the
'Granddaddy' of all lodges. Its teachings, rituals, customs and practices, and its secrecy have had an inspirational
effect on other similar groups such as the Moose, Eagles, Elks, and the National Grange." Mormon Temple rites are
also strikingly similar to Masonic Lodge practices (probably because Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon
Church, was also a Mason). Most of the rituals of today's college fraternities are also based more or less directly
upon Masonic rituals.

The symbols on the back of the U.S. dollar bill (pyramid, all-seeing eye, the number of feathers on the eagle's
spread wings, the stars above the eagle's head in the shape of the Star of David, and the mottos e pluribus unum
[out of many one] and novus ordo seclorum [a new order of the ages]) also appear to emanate from Freemasonry;
this would not be surprising considering many of America's so-called founding fathers were themselves Masons --
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, Ethan Allen, John Hancock, John Paul Jones, Paul
Revere, Robert Livingston, and 35 other lesser known men who were signers of the Declaration of Independence
and/or the Constitution. (It should be noted that there were also a number of the founding fathers who condemned
masonry: John Adams, John Quincy Adams, James Madison, Millard Fillmore, Daniel Webster, and Charles
Sumner.) Other notable men in history who have been Freemasons include Mozart, Henry Ford, Rudyard Kipling,
Gerald Ford, Norman Vincent Peale, Douglas MacArthur, and Will Rogers. 

Since Masons are involved in so many worthy causes, many are unaware that Masonic leaders readily admit that
Freemasonry is actually a religion, not merely a "fraternal, social, civic service organization." Joseph Fort Newton
(1880-1950), an Episcopal minister and recognized authority in the Masonic world, said, "Masonry is not a religion
but Religion -- not a church but a worship in which men of all religions may unite." In fact, Freemasonry even sees
itself as superseding and unifying all religions. (At various times and places, Freemasonry has met religious and
political opposition. Religious opponents, especially the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, have
traditionally claimed that Freemasonry is a religion and is a secret organization.)

Henry Wilson Coil is the author of the encyclopedia that many lodges now accept as their authoritative source
(Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia). Coil says that if Freemasonry is not a religion, nothing would have to be added to
make it such, and that the religious service at the funeral of a Mason is evidence enough that Freemasonry is a
religion. But the fact that Freemasonry is religion would not necessarily condemn it, except that the views of the
Masonic religion are in open conflict with Biblical Christianity, so much so that, in our opinion, a knowledgeable
and committed Mason could not possibly be a true Christian. 

Below is detailed what the Masons believe about their source of authority, God, Jesus Christ, sin, and salvation and
future life:

1. Source of Authority. Masons refer to the Bible as the "Volume of the Sacred Law" (V.S.L.), and it is considered
an indispensable part of what is called "the furniture" in a Masonic Lodge. But the Bible is used only in a so-called
"Christian" lodge -- the Hebrew Pentateuch is used in a Hebrew lodge, the Koran in a Mohammedan lodge, the
Vedas in a Brahmin lodge, etc. Jim Shaw, a former 33rd degree Mason, says that Masonry is not based on the Bible
(referred to as "The Great Light"), but on the Kabala (Cabala), a medieval book of mysticism and magic. Masonic
authority Henry Wilson Coil also admits that the Kabala's teachings can be seen in some of the mystical and
philosophical degrees of Masonry. Albert Pike (see next), the man responsible for virtually rewriting the Scottish
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Rite degrees into their present form, said that the Masonic "search after light" leads directly back to the Kabala, the
ultimate source of Masonic beliefs (Morals and Dogma). [HJB]

One of the great authorities on Masonry was Albert Pike (1809-1901), Sovereign Grand Commander of the
Southern Supreme Council of Scottish Right Freemasonry in the USA and "an honorary member of almost every
Supreme Council in the world" (Albert G. Mackey, 33rd degree, and Charles T. McClenachan, 33rd degree,
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, The Masonic History Company, 1921, rev. ed.; 2:564). Pike authored Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry for the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree,
which was published by its authority. This compendium of official Masonic lore clearly traces Masonry to
Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, and other Eastern religions. Albert G. Mackey, co-author of Encyclopedia of
Freemasonry, is also one of Masonry's highest authorities. In his Manual of the Lodge, he traces Masonic teaching
back to "the ancient rites and mysteries practiced in the very bosom of pagan darkness. ..." (Albert G. Mackey,
Manual of the Lodge, Macoy and Sickles, 1802, p. 96).

In the final analysis, Masons do not adjust their beliefs to fit the Bible, the Bible is adjusted to fit their beliefs. A
Mason's loyalty is never to God but to the Lodge. Coil has concluded that: "The prevailing Masonic opinion is that
the Bible is only a symbol of Divine Will, Law, or Revelation, and not that its contents are Divine Law, inspired, or
revealed. So far, no responsible authority has held that a Freemason must believe the Bible or any part of it."
Masonry's only concern is that each person must swear by the most holy book he knows, so that he will then keep
the oaths of Freemasonry. (See Endnote #2 again.) 

2. God. Masons require one to believe in God to be a member, but the candidate is never required to say what god
he believes in -- "Masonry ... requires merely that you believe in some deity, give him what name you will ... any
god will do, so he is your god" (Little Masonic Library, Macoy Publishing, 1977, 4:32). Masons commonly refer to
their deity as the "Great Architect of the Universe" (G.A.O.T.U.) or the Supreme Being. God is further described as
Grand Artificer, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge Above, Jehovah, Allah, Buddha, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, or
Great Geometer. (The "G" in the Masonic ring can refer to God; it can also refer to geometry.) Masons claim that
the actual name for God has been lost (cf. Jn. 14:8,9; Phil. 2:9-11; 1 Jn. 5:20) [HJB]. 

3. Jesus Christ. The name of Christ is seldom referred to in Masonic literature, apparently due to Masons not
wanting to offend their non-Christian members. Some Masonic leaders even teach that the Messiah will not be an
individual, but "the perfection of the human race." One such leader thinks that the stories about various Messiahs
have their origin in the most ancient of religious beliefs -- Solar Worship. Masons, therefore, consider the
discussion about the deity of Christ to be an endless, futile argument. When quoting from the Bible, references to
Christ are omitted, and prayer is never allowed to be offered (in a "well-ordered" lodge) in the name of Jesus
Christ. Masons do not care whether a person privately petitions God or Jehovah, Allah or Buddha, Mohammed or
Jesus, the God of Israel or the "Great First Cause," but in the Lodge, the only petition allowed is to the "Great
Architect of the Universe." [HJB] Clearly then, Freemasonry does not believe that Jesus Christ is God, nor that
salvation is available only through Him (cf. 1 Jn. 4:3). Freemasonry is a religion without a Savior.

At the heart of Masonry is a secret Luciferian doctrine which a Mason only comes to understand as he reaches the
higher levels. Manly Palmer Hall, another of the great authorities on Masonry, writes, "When the Mason ... has
learned the mystery of his Craft, the seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands. ..." (Manly Palmer Hall, The Lost
Keys of Freemasonry, p. 48). The Apostle John warned that those who deny that Jesus is the only, all sufficient
Christ, and that He came once and for all in the flesh, have embraced the spirit of Antichrist (1 Jn. 4:1-3). That
Jesus was not the Christ, but that He had attained to the state of "Christ-consciousness" available to all mankind, is
again part of Masonry: "Jesus of Nazareth had attained a level of consciousness, of perfection, that has been called
by various names: cosmic consciousness, soul regeneration, philosophic initiation, spiritual illumination, Brahmic
Splendor, Christ-consciousness" (Lynn F. Perkins, The Meaning of Masonry, CSA Press, 1971, p. 53).

4. Sin. Sin is seldom referred to in Masonic literature. The reality of sin in the Biblical sense is denied (much like
the Christian Scientists); Masons think that any "shortcomings" can be overcome by greater enlightenment. Yet in
attaining the degree of Master Mason, the symbolism implies that a person is redeemed from the death of sin and
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sin's pollution. [HJB] 

5. Salvation and Future Life. Masons think that salvation refers to being brought from the material to the spiritual;
i.e., when man returns to "his forgotten inherent spirituality." Masons believe that the degree of Master Mason is
symbolical of old age, which allows a person to happily reflect on a well-spent life and to "die in the hope of a
glorious immortality." Because they deny the reality of sin, Masons see no need of salvation in the Biblical sense.
They see salvation as a step-by-step enlightenment, which comes through initiation into the Masonic degrees and
their mysteries. [HJB] 

In the 19th degree of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, the initiate is told that attachment to Masonry's "statutes and rules
of the order" will make him "deserving of entering the celestial Jerusalem [heaven]." In the 28th degree, he is told
that "the true Mason [is one] who raises himself by degrees till he reaches heaven" and that one of his duties is "To
divest [him]self of original sin ..." Masons clearly teach a salvation by works, or character development, not a
salvation by faith in Christ alone. Even in the 32nd Degree, a Mason never can nor will find the "light" he is
looking for.

Endnotes

1 Sectarianism is simply the belief that one's faith has an exclusive corner on the Truth and that all others are false.
In fact, Christianity is deemed by Freemasonry to be a sect, and Christians who believe in Jesus alone are said by
Masons to be sectarian. Since it is revealed that their Masonic "God" hates sectarianism, in effect, Freemasonry's
elite are admitting that they hate Jesus Christ. That is why the Masonic institution freely accepts Buddhists,
Moslems, Zoroastrians, Voodooists, and even Satanists into its fraternal chambers. All are welcomed so long as
each agrees that his particular religion is not exclusive. That would be sectarianism. However, Jesus Christ
testified that He alone is the one true God, that He alone is "The Way, The Truth, and The Life." Therefore, all
those who believe in Him as Lord and Savior refuse to give glory to any other deity. Every true Christian, in the
strictest Masonic view, is therefore, necessarily hated and despised as a divisive, sectarian believer. (Source: 1/95,
Flashpoint.)  [Return to Text]

2 Most do not realize the terrible oaths that Masons are required to take for each advancing degree in this cult.
Each Entering Apprentice, for example, is required to repeat:

"... most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, that I will always hail, ever conceal, and never
reveal, any of the arts, parts or points of the hidden mysteries of ancient Freemasonry. ... All this I
most solemnly, sincerely promise and swear, with a firm and steadfast resolution to perform the same,
without any mental reservation or secret evasion of mine whatever binding myself under no less a
penalty than that of having my throat cut across, my tongue torn out by its roots, and buried in the
rough sand of the sea at low water mark where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours,
should I ever knowingly or willingly violate my solemn oath and obligation as an Entered Apprentice
Mason. So help me, God."

Each succeeding degree has a similar horrible oath and penalty connected with it. But Jesus commanded His
followers to "not swear at all" (Matthew 5:34; James 5:12). In addition, Jesus would never sanction these required
oaths, for He said: "I have said nothing in secret" (John 18:20). Masonry claims to have found the truth, and yet
demands that its members swear never to reveal and always to conceal its teachings! -- How unlike true
Christianity in which believers are commanded to "go into all the world and preach the good news to all creation"
(Mark 16:15). Masonry's methods stand condemned by the Word of God.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 71-96); (3) Freemasonry and
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Christianity, Alva J. McClain, BMH Books:1986; (4) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack
Sin, "Of Freemasonry and the Lodge," April 2000, pp. 42-46; (5) "Freemasonry: The Cult--The Truth," Jack Harris
(former Past Worshipful Master of a Masonic lodge), 3/01, Internet web site; and (6) 7/97, The Berean Call.
 [Return to Top.]
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Mormonism
Christian* or Cult?#

Mormonism, known as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (with headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah
-- a state that is now 70% Mormon), was officially founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith Jr. (1805-1844). Smith
claimed to have had a personal visit from God the Father at the age of 15, who introduced him to Christ.1 Jesus
then supposedly told him not to join any church because they were all wrong and all the Christian church's doctrines
"were an abomination" (Joseph Smith -- History 19, Pearl of Great Price). After Smith's murder in 1844, Brigham
Young took the cult to Utah, where there is now a major University named after him, and the number of Mormons
exceed one million. The Mormon Church currently claims about 11 million baptized members worldwide (5.2
million U.S., ranking it 5th among the largest 25 U.S. denominations), up from about 2.5 million in 1970. 1970.
Over the last decade, nearly 300,000 individuals over the age of eight have joined the Mormon Church every year.
Membership is expected to grow to over 23 million over the next two decades. It is growing fastest in Latin
America and Asia. Official publications include Church News, a weekly 16-page newspaper, and the Ensign, a
monthly magazine. 

The Mormon Church collects at least $6 billion a year from its members, and generates at least another $5 billion in
sales from its various business enterprises; total church assets exceed $30 billion. (At least 100 companies are
controlled by the Mormon Church, and some estimate its total annual revenues in excess of $20 billion! The church
also owns 18 radio stations in the U.S.) Part of the Church's income goes to operate an elaborate internal welfare
system so its members avoid any governmental assistance. The Mormon Church also has a 58,000-plus missionary
force working in more than 160 nations in 102 languages. The Church's Provo, Utah, 26-acre Missionary Training
Center receives 500 new missionaries a week into its 3-9 week intensive missionary training program. (All boys,
once they turn 19, are expected to dedicate two years of their lives to missionary service.) Fielding missionaries is a
$500 million per year effort and currently reaps more than 300,000 new converts each year. Nevertheless, only
about 46% of Mormons attend a church meeting at least once a month. (The clean-cut image that Mormons have
attained has been a major factor in the attractiveness of the Mormon Church to outsiders. They are forbidden to
drink coffee, tea, and alcoholic beverages, and use tobacco products.)

The Mormon church (LDS) is organized so that one prophet leads the church. Beneath the prophet in authority is
the Council of the Twelve Apostles. A third group of men are called the First and Second Councils of the Seventy.
All of these men together are called the General Authorities. Local churches are called Wards or Stake Centers and
meet for worship in what the Mormons call "meetinghouses." The Temples are not for worship, but are used for
ceremonies for the living and the dead. Less than ten percent of all LDS members are allowed to enter these
structures.

As of year-end 2002, there were 114 operating temples of Mormondom worldwide, with another 14 under
construction or approved (albeit less elaborate than the 50 temples in existence at the end of 1997). (Approximately
65,000 members must be in an immediate area to qualify for a temple.) Temples are required for Mormon
marriages and for proxy baptisms of ancestors. Most people assume Mormon temples are places of worship. This is
not true. Only secret, occult rituals for the living and the dead are performed there, and Mormons think they must
perform them to have eternal life. It is tragic that over eleven million Mormons think they need secret handshakes,
oaths, incantations, and rituals, which originated in occultic Scottish Rite Freemasonry, in order to be with God in
heaven! (In the final years of Joseph Smith Jr.'s life, he became a "worshipful master" in the Masonic Lodge.)

Many today are under the false impression that Mormonism is merely another Christian denomination, when in
actuality, Mormon beliefs are not only unbiblical, but anti-Christian. Below are the highlights of what Mormons
believe concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 
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1. Source of Authority. Mormonism teaches that the canon of Scripture was not closed when the Bible was
completed. They have three sources in addition to the Bible, all of which they believe contain God's revelations --
the Book of Mormon 2 (changed in more than 4,000 places since 1830), Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of
Great Price. However, Mormons follow the teachings of these three books even when they contradict the Bible. For
example, Mormonism teaches that the Bible is the Word of God "as far as it is translated correctly." Then whenever
a Mormon belief contradicts Scripture, the Mormons say that particular part of Scripture is translated incorrectly,
and that the correct translation is in one of the Mormon scriptures (The Maze of Mormonism, p. 131). Thereby, the
Bible is rejected as the infallible Word of God. [e.g. "The Bible is considered usable, but suspect due to its many
errors and missing parts" (Articles of Faith No. 8, Ensign, January 1989, pp. 25, 27).

2. Trinity. Mormonism teaches polytheism (versus monotheism taught in the Bible), believing that the universe is
inhabited by many gods who produce spirit children. Joseph Smith declared, "I will preach on the plurality of Gods.
I have always declared God to be a distinct personage, Jesus Christ a separate and distinct personage from God the
Father, and the Holy Ghost was a distinct personage and a Spirit: and these three constitute three distinct
personages and three Gods" (Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, p. 370). Mormon Apostle Bruce R. McConkie
spoke about the Godhead in this way, "Plurality of Gods: Three separate personages: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
comprise the Godhead. As each of these persons is a God, it is evident, from this standpoint alone, that a plurality
of Gods exists. To us, speaking in the proper finite sense, these three are the only Gods we worship. But in addition
there is an infinite number of holy personages, drawn from worlds without number, who have passed on to
exaltation and are thus gods" (Mormon Doctrine, pp. 576-577).  

3. God.  In Mormon theology, the god of our planet is believed to have once been a man on another planet, who
through self-effort and the help of his own father-god, was appointed by a counsel of gods in the heavens to his
high position as the god of planet Earth, and now has a physical, resurrected, glorified body. Mormonism teaches
that through the atonement of Christ and by their good deeds and "holy" living, men can one day become gods, and
with their multiplicity of "goddess wives," populate their own planets. (This is what the celestial marriage and the
Mormon temple vows are all about.) Mormon theology, therefore, humanizes God and deifies man.3

4. Christ. Mormonism acknowledges the divinity of Christ, but as noted above, Mormon doctrine on what
constitutes divinity falls seriously short of the Biblical standard. Mormonism teaches that Jesus, Lucifer, and all the
demons, as well as all mankind, are actually all spirit brothers and sisters, born in the spirit world as spirit babies to
our man-god Heavenly Father and his goddess wives. Mormon leaders have consistently taught that God the Father
("Adam-god") had sexual relations on earth with Mary (his own spirit daughter), to produce the physical body of
Jesus. Early Mormon apostles also asserted that Christ was a polygamist, and that His wives included Mary and
Martha (the sisters of Lazarus) and Mary Magdalene.4

5. Holy Spirit. In Mormonism, a distinction is drawn between the Holy Ghost and the Holy Spirit. As LDS Apostle
Marion G. Romney stated: "The Holy Ghost is a person, a spirit, the third member of the Godhead" (Ensign, May
1977, pp. 43-44). The sixth LDS prophet, Joseph F. Smith, explains that the Holy Spirit is not a person but rather
an impersonal force: "You may call it the Spirit of God, you may call it the influence of God's intelligence, you
may call it the substance of his power; no matter what it is called, it is the spirit of intelligence that permeates the
universe" (Mormon Doctrine, McConkie, pp. 752-753).

6. Sin. In Mormon theology, it is not quite clear how the first humans, Adam and Eve, came to live on this earth
and received bodies, but somehow they did and began the process of human procreation, whereby bodies are
produced for their spirit children. But at the very beginning of the process of human generation, sin entered
necessarily. The earthly bodies of Adam and Eve were intended to be immortal tabernacles for their spirits, "but it
was necessary for them to possess through mortality and be redeemed through the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ
that the fullness of life might come." Therefore, they disobeyed God's commands. Since the fall of man was
necessary, it became necessary for men to disobey God in order to do His will. Adam's fall, thereby, was a fall
"upward."5 Concerning the transmission of sin to Adam's posterity, Mormons take a negative position -- they
believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's transgression. Having rejected the doctrine
of the imputation of the guilt of sin, Latter-Day Saints likewise repudiate the transmission of inherent corruption or
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original sin.

7. Salvation. Mormon theology teaches that the atonement of Christ was essential to our salvation and eternal life
with God, but that it is not sufficient. Christ's shed blood on the cross provides for universal resurrection of all
people, but does not pay for personal sins; according to Mormonism, only Christ's blood shed in the Garden of
Gethsemane atones for personal sin. Besides faith in Christ, complete and permanent repentance of all sin as well
as many good works are required.6 Mormonism also teaches that one must be baptized in water to be saved
(baptismal regeneration), and that salvation will also be available in the next world for those "missing-out" in this
one. Therefore, Mormons avidly pursue genealogy and practice baptism for the dead.7 

8. Heaven and Hell. Mormonism teaches that there are three degrees of glory: Celestial (for good Mormons able to
cease sinning in this lifetime -- see endnote #6 below), Terrestrial (for good people who do not comply with all the
teachings of Mormonism), and Telestial (for those who have lived unclean earthly lives). (See also Mormon
Doctrines, p. 348.) Mormonism teaches that there is a hell, but only for the "sons of perdition," a very small
number of souls that cannot be redeemed. According to Mormonism, then, the vast majority of mankind will be
"saved," though it should be obvious that no one will make it to the Celestial Kingdom. [Blacks used to be totally
out of the equation: "Black people are black because of their misdeeds in the pre-existence" (Three Degrees of
Glory, LDS Apostle Melvin J. Ballard, p. 21); "The Negro is an unfortunate man. He has been given a black skin.
But that is nothing compared with that greater handicap. He is not permitted to receive the priesthood and the
ordinances of the temple, necessary to prepare men and women to enter into and enjoy a fullness of glory in the
Celestial Kingdom" (Elder George E. Richards). In 1978, however, the Mormon Church announced that God had
lifted his curse from the African race.] 

9. Temple Rituals. A typical temple ceremony would take place as follows: "The ritual began in a small cubicle
where we had to strip completely. We then put on 'the shield,' a poncho with a hole for the head, but open on the
sides (similar to a hospital gown). We went through a series of 'washings and anointings,' as various parts of our
bodies were touched by elderly temple workers who mumbled appropriate incantations over them. Our Mormon
underwear, 'the garments,' are said to have powers to protect us from 'the evil one.' It had occult markings, which
were so 'sacred' that we were instructed to burn them when the garments wore out. The endowment ceremony
mocked all doctrines held to by Biblical Christianity, and Christian pastors were portrayed as servants of Satan. We
had to swear many blood oaths, promising we would forfeit our lives if we weren't faithful, or if we revealed any of
the secrets revealed to us in the temple ceremonies. We were made to pretend by grotesque gestures to cut our
throats, chests, and abdomens, indicating how we would lose our lives. We were never told who would kill us! The
inference was, and history testifies to, that it would be the Mormon priesthood." (Testimony of a former Mormon.)
[Note: The blood oaths and portrayal of Christian pastors were removed in April of 1990, despite the fact that the
ordinance was purported to have been given originally by a revelation and was never to be changed.]

10. More from the Mouths of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. 

  Joseph Smith

"God made Aaron to be the mouthpiece for the children of Israel, and He will make
me to be God to you in His stead, and the elders to be mouth for me; and if you don't
like it, you must lump it" (Documentary History of the Church, vol. 6, pp 319-320).

"I have more to boast of than ever any man had. I am the only man that has ever
been able to keep a whole church together since the days of Adam. A large majority of
the whole have stood by me. Neither Paul, John, Peter, nor Jesus ever did it. I boast
that no man ever did such a work as I" (D.H C., vol. 6, p. 408-409).

"The whole Earth shall bear me witness that I, like the towering rock in the midst of
the ocean, which has withstood the mighty surges of the warring waves for
centuries, am impregnable ... I combat the errors of ages; I meet the violence of
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mobs; I cope with illegal proceedings from executive authority; I cut the gordian knot
of powers, and I solve mathematical problems of universities, with truth -- diamond
truth; and God is my right hand man." (D.H.C., Vol. 6, p. 78).

"And I prophesy in the name of the Lord God of Israel, unless the United States
redress the wrongs committed upon the Saints in Missouri and punish the crimes
committed by her officers that in a few years the government will be utterly
overthrown and wasted and there will not be so much as a potsherd left, ..." (D.H
C., vol. 5, p. 394). [This prophecy was made in May of 1843, and the United States
government has not been overthrown and wasted.]

"Here then is eternal life -- to know the only wise and true God; and you have got to
learn how to be Gods yourselves, and to be kings and priests to God, the same as all
Gods have done before you..." (Teachings of the Prophet, Joseph Smith, p. 346).

"In the beginning, the head of the Gods called a council of the Gods; and they came
together and concocted a plan to create the world and people it" (Ibid., p. 349). 

"The greatest responsibility in this world that God has laid upon us is to seek after
our dead" [Our God of the Bible has forbidden us to have anything to do with the
dead (Deut. 18:10,11).

Brigham Young

"I have never yet preached a sertuon and sent it out to the children of men, that they may
not call Scripture. Let me have the privilege of correcting a sermon, and it is as good a
scripture" (Journa1 of Discourses, vol. 13, p. 95; also see vol. 13, p. 264). 

"I say, rather than the apostates should flourish here, I will unsheath my Bowie knife,
and conquer or die. [Great commotion in the congregation, and a simultaneous burst of
feeling, assenting to the declaration.] Now, you nasty apostates, clear out, or judgment
will be put on the line ... If you say it is right, raise your hands [All hands up], let us call
upon the Lord to assist us in this, and every good work." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p.
83) 

"I could refer you to plenty of instances where men have been righteously slain, in
order to atone for their sins ... This is loving our neighbor as ourselves, if he needs help,
help him, and if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in
order that he may be saved, spill it." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4,  p. 220). [Many were
killed under what is called the "Blood Atonement Doctrine" Leaving Mormonism was one
of the sins that the blood of Jesus could not atone for, and a person's own blood must be
shed by Mormon priests as an atonement for sin.]

"I intend to meet them on their own grounds. ... and if any miserable scoundrel comes
here, cut their throats." [And they obeyed; a wagon train of innocent men, women, and
children were massacred at Mountain Meadows under the orders of Brigham Young. They
were passing through Utah, and Brigham thought they were from Illinois where Joseph
Smith had been killed. Many more were "atoned."]

"Gold and silver grow, and so does every other kind of metal, the same as the hair upon
my head or the wheat in the field; ..." (JOD., vol. 1, p. 219).

"Who can tell us of the inhabitants of this little planet that shines of an evening, called
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the Moon? ... So it is with regard to the inhabitants of the Sun. Do you not think it is
inhabited? I rather think it is. Do you think there is any life there? No Question of it; it
was not made in vain." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 219).

"Do you think we shall ever be admitted as a State into the Union without denying the
principal of polygamy? If we are not admitted until then, we shall never be admitted."
(Journal of Discourses, vol. 11, p. 269). [The Edmunds Act was passed in 1882 forbidding
polygamy in the territory, and only then was Utah allowed to enter the Union. At that point
the LDS church officially gave up polygamy. Another false prophecy from the Mormon
prophet!]

"I think these preliminaries will satisfy me, and I feel prepared to take my text. It is the
words of Jesus Christ, but where they are in the Bible I cannot tell you now, for I have
not taken pains to look at them.  I have had so much to do, that I have not read the Bible
for many years. I used to read and study it, but did not understand the spirit and
meaning of it ..." (1854 Conference discourse, October 8). [Brigham Young obviously did
not understand the Bible, and neither do any of the other Mormon prophets!]

* In recent years, Mormon leaders, including the church's modern-day "Prophet," Gordon B. Hinckley, have
sought to align the LDS' public teachings and practices with those of politically correct, global ecumenicism. But it
is only until recently that Mormons wanted to be called "Christians," preferring not to be included with Christian
denominations, which Joseph Smith Jr. said were, "all wrong ... all their creeds were an abomination in His sight,
and that those professors (Christians) were all corrupt" (Pearl of Great Price, Joseph Smith, 2:18-19); Mormons
have preferred to be called "saints." However, in the recent years, the LDS church has spent millions of dollars in
an intense "PR" campaign aimed at moving the Mormon church into the mainstream of Christianity. The political
and economic benefits of Mormons being included in the mainstream of Christianity are obvious. Further, for
Mormons to be accepted as traditional Christians would greatly aid in proselytizing the members of Christian
denominations into the LDS church. This is why the LDS church is trying so hard to present itself as Christian and
is trying to overcome the stigma of being a cult (9/16/96, FBIS, "Are Mormons Christians," by Cooper P. Abrams
III). Moreover, Mormons let it be known in early-2001 that they no longer wanted to be referred to as "the Mormon
Church," "the Latter-day Saints Church," or by "LDS Church." If the name must be shortened, "the Church of
Jesus Christ," or "the Church" is acceptable, they said (3/19/01, USN&WR).  [Back to Top]

# This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: (1) "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (2) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "What is Wrong with Mormonism," April 2000, pp. 21-25.

Endnotes

1  The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1)
through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well
of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1
Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded
upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists.
Mormonism boasts of its prophets -- but they have all been false. In the course of 18 years, founding prophet
Joseph Smith made 64 specific prophecies. Only six of them were fulfilled -- fewer than 10 percent. Many of his
proclamations dealt with the future of his church. For example, in August of 1831 he stated that God had told him,
"The faithful among you shall be preserved and rejoice together in the land of Missouri." In September of 1832, he
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stated that the city of Independence would become the "New Jerusalem ... even the place of the temple, which
temple shall be reared in this generation." Six years later the Mormons were driven out of Independence. No temple
was built there. Eventually they were driven from Missouri and settled in Utah. In 1833, Smith prophesied that the
United States would suffer unparalleled multiple disasters ("pestilence, hail, famine, and earthquake") which would
sweep the wicked (non-Mormons) off the land, leaving Mormons safe in their Zion haven in Missouri. Instead,
they fled to Utah. Among Smith's many other false prophecies was the declaration in 1835 that Christ would return
within 56 years and many living then would "not taste of death till Christ comes" (History of the Church [Vol. 2], p.
182; [Vol. 5], p. 336). Smith's successor, Brigham Young, prophesied that the Civil War would not free the slaves.
 [Back to Text]

2  The Book of Mormon, purported by Joseph Smith Jr. to be "inspired by God," is the most famous of specifically
Mormon "scriptures." Smith concocted the preposterous yarn that an angel named Moroni (pronounced ma-roe-nee)
appeared to him in 1827 and told him of some golden plates hidden in a hillside near Palmyra, New York. From
these plates, Smith supposedly translated the Book of Mormon. [Published in 1830, this was to become the first of
many scriptures for the Mormon Church. By this time, Smith had also officially organized the LDS Church and
was gaining a following. Over the next ten years, the church headquarters would move to Kirtland, Ohio;
Independence, Missouri, and Far West, Missouri. Finally it would find a resting place in Nauvoo, Illinois.] In
actuality, the Book of Mormon is a fraud, having been plagiarized from the Bible, from Shakespeare, from the
pope's Essays on Man, from the Westminster Confession of Faith, and from other leading authors of the last few
hundred years prior to Smith's death. Despite its plagiarisms, the Book of Mormon contradicts the Bible in hundreds
of places (9/95, Maranatha Baptist Watchman).  [Back to Text]

3  Joseph Smith explained, "I am going to tell you how God came to be God. We have imagined and supposed that
God was God from all eternity. I will refute that idea, and take away the veil, so that you may see. He was once a
man like us; yea, that God himself, the father of us all, dwelt on an earth, the same as Jesus Christ Himself did"
(LDS History of the Church, Vol. 6, p. 305). "The Father has promised us that through our faithfulness we shall be
blessed with the fullness of his kingdom. In other words we will have the privilege of becoming like him. To
become like him we must have all the powers of godhood; thus a man and his wife when glorified will have spirit
children who eventually will go on an earth like this one we are on and pass through the same kind of experiences,
being subject to mortal conditions, and if faithful, then they also will receive the fullness of exaltation and partake
of the same blessings. There is no end to this development; it will go on forever. We will become gods and have
jurisdiction over the world, and the world will be peopled by our own offspring. We will have an endless eternity
for this" (Doctrines of Salvation, Vol. 2, p. 48).  [Back to Text]

4  Brigham Young stated, "The birth of the Saviour was as natural as are the births of our children; it was the result
of natural action. He partook of flesh and blood, was begotten of his Father, as we were of our father" (Journal of
Discourses, Vol. 8, p. 115). Mormon Apostle McConkie explained, "And Christ was born into the world as a literal
Son this Holy Being; he was born in the same personal, real, and literal sense that any mortal son is born to a
mortal father. He was begotten, conceived and born in the normal and natural course of events (Mormon Doctrine,
p. 742). Jesus, according to Milton Hunter of the LDS First Council of the Seventy, is the brother of Lucifer: "The
appointment of Jesus to be the Savior of the world was contested by one of the other sons of God. He was called
Lucifer, son of the morning. Haughty, ambitious, and covetous of power and glory, this spirit-brother of Jesus
desperately tried to become the Savior of mankind" (The Gospel Through the Ages, p. 15).  [Back to Text]

5  On June 8, 1873, speaking from the Salt Lake City Tabernacle, Brigham Young said, "The Devil told the truth ...
I do not blame Mother Eve. I would not have had her miss eating the forbidden fruit for anything. ..." Another
Mormon president declared, "The fall of man came as a blessing in disguise... We can hardly look upon anything
resulting in such benefits [i.e., godhood] as a sin." Incredibly, Mormonism is based upon the belief that Satan's
central lie is the gospel truth!  [Back to Text]

6  See: (1) Book of Mormon: 3 Nephi 27:13-27; Moroni 10:32-33; Mosiah 15:26-27; Alma 12:14-28; 34:32-35; 1
Nephi 3:7; (2) Doctrine & Covenants: 14:7; 58:42-43; and (3) Miracle of Forgiveness (Kimball): pp. 206-210, 313-
315, 321-322, 354-355.  [Back to Text]
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7  Mormons believe that everyone who lives and dies on this earth goes to a place called the Spirit Prison, except
faithful Mormons, who go to Paradise. Mormon Spirit Missionaries go down from Paradise to the Spirit Prison and
teach the Gospel of Joseph Smith to the lost Christians and others there. Those who accept Mormonism must
remain in prison until a worthy Mormon performs certain essential rituals, called "Ordinances," for them in one of
the Mormon Temples. Then they are released from Spirit Prison to join the Mormons in Paradise. Since these
rituals or Ordinances require a physical body to be washed, anointed, baptized, etc., they can only be performed by
a living person in the place and manner prescribed by Deity, acting under Universal (Mormon) cosmic laws.  [Back
to Text]

The Other Mormon Church# (RLDS)
(Community of Christ)
We are often asked about the "other Mormon church" that is headquartered in Independence, Missouri. The
questions vary from: "are they a cult?" to "what is the difference between them and the Utah Mormons?"

The answer to the first is easy. YES, they are a cult.

The answer to the second is a bit more complicated. The RLDS (Reorganized Latter Day Saints) actually had its
start after the assassination of Joseph Smith Jr., the founder and prophet of all LDS churches. After his death in
1844, there were many men who rose up and declared themselves to be the true prophet to replace Smith. Many of
these new "prophets" began their own version of the "only true church." In fact, there have been over 100 distinct
groups claiming to be the church that would end all controversy about the "restored" gospel. The RLDS is the
largest of these spin-off groups.

When Brigham Young led most of the "saints" to the Salt Lake Valley in Utah, several leaders, who did not accept
Smith's revelation on polygamy, branched off and formed the RLDS church. One of these men, Jason Briggs, who
had been an elder in the LDS church in Nauvoo, Illinois, had his own revelation that Joseph Smith III (Joseph Jr.'s
son) was the one to rightfully assume the mantle of "prophet." He, along with about 300 others, followed Emma
Smith (Joseph Jr.'s first and only non-polygamous wife), to Independence, Missouri. At first, Joseph Smith III
refused to take on the job of prophet, but he later relented and became the official head of the RLDS church on
April 6, 1860. Its official publications are the monthly magazine Saints Herald and the bimonthly Restoration
Witness.

Similar to most other churches which claim Joseph Smith Jr. as their founder, the RLDS Church is led by a Prophet
and his counselors. These men are known collectively as the First Presidency. In addition, the RLDS Church has a
Council of Twelve Apostles. There are lesser offices in the RLDS Church such as Bishops, Elders, etc. An RLDS
Fundamentalist or Restorationist is one who believes the Book of Mormon is historically and theologically accurate.
They also believe the RLDS Church, as defined by Joseph Smith III, is the only true church. 

Since its founding, each RLDS prophet had to be a descendent of Joseph Smith Jr. This was not a problem until
Prophet Wallace B. Smith failed to produce a male heir. But, the god of the RLDS was not to be foiled by this
unfortunate turn of events; he "revealed" to Wallace in 1984 that it was now acceptable for women to hold the
Mormon priesthood. Since Wallace does have daughters, it seemed likely that the next prophet of the RLDS church
would be a prophetess. However, Wallace B. Smith retired several years ago, and for the first time in the church's
history, a person not in direct lineage of Joseph Smith was appointed to be president -- Grant McMurray. 

Strange as it may seem, the RLDS church has built its doctrinal statement on points of disagreement with the
doctrine of the Utah Mormons. Unlike the Utah Mormons, they do not accept polygamy, marriage for time and
eternity, that men can become gods, and blood atonement as taught by Joseph Smith Jr. Rather, they blame all these
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errors on Brigham Young. Here they had to change history, because both Young and Smith practiced and taught
those things, semi-secretly until Smith's death. Later, Young taught all this in public without blushing. But, the
RLDSs have plenty of heresies of their own.

Historically, the RLDS has taught the following doctrines:

The RLDS versions of the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants are considered to be scripture.
They also accept Joseph Smith's rewritten version of the Bible, the Inspired Version [I.V.], as scripture.
Complete apostasy of the early Christian church (Fundamentals, F. Henry Edwards, pp. 175-210).
Joseph Smith Jr. was a prophet who restored God's church (D&C 1:4a and 1:5d-e).
Aaronic and Melchizedek Priesthoods were restored (History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Vol. 1, pp. 34-35).
Baptism for the remission of sins (D&C 39:2a-b, 16:4e).
Zion will be established in, and Jesus will return to, Independence, Missouri (I.V. of Gen. 7:20-25, D&C 57,
Times and Seasons, Vol. 3, p. 710).
Heaven has three levels (D&C 76:5-7).
Those who do not hear the RLDS gospel in this life will have another opportunity in the next (D&C 76:6c).

Of the Holy Spirit, Kurt Goedelman of Personal Freedom Outreach, writes, "While it is easy to find stated that the
Father and Son are regarded as persons in RLDS literature, it is difficult to find references to the Holy Spirit (or
Holy Ghost) as a person. Rather, He is mainly regarded as 'the living power and presence of God'" (Quarterly
Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 7).

Unlike the Mormon Church, most RLDS members view the Book of Mormon as a 19th century product (Position
Papers, pp. 103-112). The RLDS version of the Doctrine and Covenants also contains additional and different
revelations than will be found in the Mormon version. In addition, they do not use the Pearl of Great Price as do
the Utah Mormons.

In recent years, the RLDS Church has avoided viewing the Restoration of the Church as an actual historical event.
In a speech given at the First Presidency Meetings in 1979, it was stated, "When we are honest about our own
personal and corporate history, we realize that the apostasy and the Restoration were not events that happened one
time in history but rather are processes continually at work among us" (Presidential Papers, p. 28). Thus, by
denying the Restoration was an actual historical event, the RLDS Church has undermined the very foundation upon
which all of Joseph Smith Jr.'s later work depends and, thereby, undermining their own foundation.

Even these RLDS' doctrines that had been cast in stone are giving way to modern day liberalism and New Age
thinking. Paul Edwards, the dean of the Park College Graduate School of Religion and Temple School Center
director, has stated that each member must look to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. They
should not base their beliefs on the Bible or even the Book of Mormon, for each individual must form his own
belief founded on his experiences. The Bible is considered a springboard for each person to form his or her own
theology without help from any authority. Here is a quote from Edwards: "One of the most important needs for
RLDS people today is to look existentially at primary experiences as the starting point for their theological
activity." (Emphasis ours.)

Simply stated, Edwards is advocating that each individual view theological truths from a personal, subjective
perspective, rather than from an historical, objective perspective. Instead of beginning with the Bible, or even
RLDS scripture, such as the Book of Mormon and/or Doctrine and Covenants, the RLDS dean of theology
recommends that each believer looks to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. Based on this
idea, it would be difficult for the RLDS hierarchy to adopt any single Statement of Faith; for each individual would
interpret those beliefs in his own existential way.

Echoing Edwards' views, Anthony Chvala-Smith, who received his Ph.D. from Marquette University, "explained
there can be no 'perennial theology, only a theology of wayfarers'" (Ibid., p. 9). Thus, each believer in the RLDS
religion is left to stumble in darkness, making their own way through the maze, with no help from higher
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authorities.

Finally, Robert Mesle, professor of religion at Graceland, in speaking about the place of the Bible in RLDS
theology, stated, "We need to be teaching our young people to be responsible, discriminating readers of scripture
(who) use scripture as a springboard not a trap" (Ibid.). In RLDS theology, the Bible is simply a beginning point for
the individual's personal theology. The important source for theological truth is not God's word, but rather that
subjective, existential experience. It is felt by many cult researchers that this ambiguity of doctrine may be due, in
part, to both the on-going controversy between Fundamentalists and Liberals within the RLDS Church and the
church's tendency to reflect the latest social trends.

________________ 

#This article ("The Other Mormon Church -- RLDS") as been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the
January 1997 Mount Carmel Outreach newsletter; and from "Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints," Craig
Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996[?]). On April 7, 2000, members of the RLDS voted at its world
conference to go by a new name: Community of Christ. The new name took effect April 6, 2001.    [Back to Top
of RLDS]
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New Age Movement
New Age or Old Occult?*

The New Age Movement (NAM) is both a religious and a social movement. In fact, Western culture is currently
experiencing a phenomenal, spiritual, ideological, and sociological shift. It is a religious world view that is alien
and hostile to Christianity. It's a multi-focused, multi-faceted synthesis, in varying degrees, of the Far Eastern,
mystical religions, mainly Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Western Occultism, adapted to and influenced by
Western, materialistic culture. It sometimes appears in secularized forms. 

Prominent expressions of the NAM were carried on into more modern times in Europe and America by Emanuel
Swedenborg (1688-1772), transcendentalists like Thoreau, Emerson, and Wordsworth (early 1800s), and
Theosophy introduced by Madame Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) (The New Age Rage, pp. 22-24). The decade of
the sixties witnessed a revival of Eastern mysticism as traditional values were being challenged. Zen, Carlos
Castañada, the Beatles, Transcendental Meditation, and yoga all became popular.

The New Age Movement consists of an incredibly huge and well organized network consisting of thousands of
groups, trusts, foundations, clubs, lodges, and religious groups whose goal and purpose is to prepare the world to
enter the coming "Age Of Aquarius." A small sampling of only a few of the organizations involved would include:
Amnesty International, Zero Population Growth, California New Age Caucus, New World Alliance, World
Goodwill, The Church Universal and Triumphant, The Theosophical Society, the Forum, Planetary Initiative for the
World We Choose, the Club of Rome, Church Universal & Triumphant, Christian Science, and the Unity School of
Christianity. This list, by no means all inclusive, demonstrates the diversity of organizations operating in economic,
political, and religious spheres of influence. 

The New Age movement is not a unified, traditional cult system of beliefs and practices, even though its roots
derive from Eastern religions and the occult. It has no official leader, headquarters, nor membership list, but instead
is a network of groups working toward specific goals. One of its main goals is to bring to the forefront a one-world
leader who is called "The Christ" or "Maitreya." Nevertheless, it is estimated that there are millions of worldwide
followers of various New Age practices and/or holders of one or more of the major beliefs of the New Age.

The NAM has gained significant influence, affecting almost every area of the culture -- sociology, psychology,
medicine, the government, ecology, science, arts, education, the business community, the media, entertainment,
sports, and even the church. The movement expresses itself in widely divergent and various mutated forms, from
the blatantly obvious to the subtle. It is expressed in organized religious forms such as Christian Science, Unity,
and even forms of Witchcraft. Yet, it shows up in secular forms as well, in various human potential seminars, and
much in between, i.e., transcendental meditation, some alternative holistic health practices, and certain curriculum
in public (and private) schools. 

The book Networking lists over 1,200 organizations, centers, cooperatives, groups, communities, and networks in
fields ranging from health care and spiritual growth, through politics, economics, and ecology, to education,
communications, personal growth, and intercultural relations. There is hardly any area of human interest that does
not have some people somewhere exploring it from a New Age point of view. Due to the lack of a central
organization and the diversity of emphasis adhered to by the various New Age groups, there are literally hundreds
of publications. Some popular publications and journals are New Age Journal, Body Mind Spirit, Yoga Journal,
Gnosis, East West, Noetic Sciences, and Omega.

The major goal of the New Age Movement is to bring peace to the world upon entering the Age of Aquarius. This
will be accomplished primarily through the leadership of "the Christ" (also known as "Lord Maitreya"), who will
supposedly come to teach us to live at peace with each other. Some of the other stated goals of the movement are to
establish a World Food Authority, World Water Authority, World Economic Order, and an entirely New World
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Order. It should be noted here that one of the requirements for a person to enter the New Age is that he or she will
have to take what is known as a "Luciferic Initiation," a kind of pledge of allegiance to the Christ of the New Age
and to the New World Order. The primary goals of the movement then, are to prepare the world to receive the
Christ and to enter the Age of Aquarius, thus establishing the New World Order.

The New Age Movement professes a broad-minded openness to all religions, but its basic underlying philosophy
represents a carefully calculated undermining of Judeo-Christian beliefs with various combinations of gnosticism
and occultism. [Gnosticism is an ancient world-view stating that Divine essence is the only true or highest reality,
and that the unconscious Self of man is actually this essence. It is through intuitional discovery, "visionary
experience or initiation into secret doctrine" (not the plenary revelation of propositional truth in the Bible), that man
becomes conscious of this true Self (Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 10, 1968, p. 506; New Bible Dictionary, J.D.
Douglas, ed., pp. 473-474).] It bears a remarkable resemblance to the apostate world religion that H.G. Wells
claimed as his own and predicted would one day take over the world. It also fits the description of "The Plan" for
establishing the new world government that is described in various psychic communications from alleged E.T.'s and
ascended masters. There is one more connection: the New Age Movement fits the description of the Antichrist's
religion -- a rejection of the Judeo-Christian God and the declaration that Self is God. (Source: The Seduction of
Christianity.) 

Douglas R. Groothuis, author of Unmasking the New Age and Confronting the New Age, identifies six distinctives
of New Age thinking: (1) all is one; (2) all is God; (3) humanity is God; (4) a change in consciousness; (5) all
religions are one; and (6) cosmic evolutionary optimism. Norman Geisler details 14 primary "doctrines" of New
Age religions: (1) an impersonal god (force); (2) an eternal universe; (3) an illusory nature of matter; (4) a cyclical
nature of life; (5) the necessity of reincarnations; (6) the evolution of man into Godhood; (7) continuing revelations
from beings beyond the world; (8) the identity of man with God; (9) the need for meditation (or other
consciousness-changing techniques); (10) occult practices (astrology, mediums, etc.); (11) vegetarianism and
holistic health; (12) pacifism (or anti-war activities); (13) one world (global) order; and (14) syncretism (unity of
all religions). [HJB] 

The New Age also encompasses a wide array of notions: spiritualism, astrology, bioenergy, Chi energy, chakras,
nirvana, Christ-consciousness, Native American Spirituality, Prajna, out-of-body/near-death experiences,
reincarnation, and the occult disciplines, as well as unorthodox psychotherapeutic techniques and pseudoscientific
applications of the "healing powers" of crystals and pyramids. Some commonly used New Age terms are: guided
imagery, reincarnation; positive thinking; human potential; holistic; holographic; synergistic; unity; oneness;
transformation; awakening; networking; communal sharing; one-world/globalism/new world order (i.e., one
language, one government, one currency, one religion); cosmic consciousness; etc. (See New Age Dictionary
below.)

It is important for Christians to recognize even the most disguised forms of the New Age Movement. Some New
Age practices are: rebirthing; inner healing; biofeedback; yoga; I Ching; reflexology; black and white magic; fire-
walking; trance-channeling; therapeutic touch; transpersonal psychology; witchcraft; parapsychology; Magick; Tai
Chi; Shamanism; hypnotherapy; acupuncture/acupressure; TM; martial arts; Zen; Relaxation; Erhard Seminar
Training (est); Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control); visualization; etc. Some prominent New Agers are:
Alice Bailey, Alvin Toffler, Dr. Barbara Ray, Benjamin Creme, Levi Dowling, George Trevelyan, Fritjof Capra,
Abraham Maslow, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Ruth Montgomery, Shirley MacLaine, J.Z. Knight, Marilyn Ferguson,
David Spangler, Jeremy Rifkin, Norman Cousins, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, John Denver, George Lucas, and
Norman Lear. 

Many New Agers attach great importance to artifacts, relics, and sacred objects, all of which can be profitably
offered for sale: Tibetan bells, exotic herbal teas, Viking runes, solar energizers, colored candles for
"chromotherapy," and a plethora of occult books, pamphlets, instructions, and tape recordings. Crystals are the
favorite New Age object. These are not only thought to have mysterious healing powers, but are considered
programmable, like a computer, if one just concentrates hard enough. Other New Age objects would include the
rainbow; butterfly; pyramid; triangle; eye in triangle/pyramid; unicorn; Pegasus (winged-horse); swastika; yin-
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yang; goathead on pentagram; concentric circles; rays of light; crescent moon; etc. 

New Age music is a term applied to the works of various composers and musicians who strive to create soothing
audio environments rather than follow song structures. Born of an interest in spirituality and healing in the late
1970s, it is often used as an aid in meditation. The defining features of New Age music are harmonic consonance,
contemplative melodies, nonlinear song forms, and uplifting themes. New Age performers may use traditional
ethnic, acoustic, electric, or electronic instruments, or even sounds from nature. New Age music is meditative,
almost invariably instrumental style with roots in Oriental, jazz, and classical music; often derivative, New Age
compositions can sound like minimalist music or like lush evocations of the natural environment. Prominent New
Age musicians include electronic-music pioneer Brian Eno, multi-instrumentalist Kitaro; solo-piano artist George
Winston, vocalist Liz Story; harpist Andreas Vollenweider, and electric violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. 

Athletes are using guided imagery. Graduate schools of business are invoking Zen, yoga, and tarot cards in teaching
courses on creativity in business (e.g., Stanford Graduate School of Business). Stock market gurus employ
Fibonacci numbers and "wave theory" in their forecasting, both based upon astrology. Even some churches teach
that the best way to get to know God is to visualize Christ, ignoring that visualization is a powerful occult device.
(Visualizing an entity, even God or Christ, ultimately puts one in touch with a masquerading demon.) 

In summary, the term "New Age" is an informal term derived from astrology, which indicates that this earth, if not
the cosmos, is on the verge of an evolutionary transition from the Piscean Age (rationality) to the Aquarian Age of
spirituality, bliss, and harmony of all things. Even though it is undergoing a significant revival, the "New Age" is
hardly new. In fact, it is very old. A better term would be the "Old Occult." 

Keeping in mind that the myriads of New Age groups are quite eclectic, drawing from several religious traditions
mentioned earlier, the following is a general description of the more prominent unifying themes of the NAM. i.e.,
the highlights of what New Agers believe concerning their source of authority, God, Christ, sin and salvation, good
and evil, Satan, and future life:

1. Source of Authority. New Agers claim no external source of authority -- only an internal one ("the god
within"). They believe the individual is the standard of truth, saying that "truth as an objective reality simply does
not exist" (Shirley MacLaine, It's All in the Playing) (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet. 1:21; Matt. 5:18). [HJB]

2. God. New Agers confuse the Creator with His creation and think that God is part of creation, not separate from
it. They borrow from Eastern religions the belief in monism -- that "all is One" -- only one essence in the universe,
everyone and everything being a part of that essence. Everything is a different form of that essence (energy,
consciousness, power, love, force). But the belief in monism is really Hinduistic pantheism (all is God). New Agers
view God as an impersonal life force, consciousness, or energy (M. Ferguson, Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 382; S.
Gawain, Living In the Light, pp. 7-8) (e.g., the "Star Wars Force"), rather than a Person. They believe that every
person and thing is "intertwined" with God (evolving spiritually to the state of "the Christ" being), and use Luke
17:21 ("the kingdom of God is within you") to support this idea (despite the fact that "within you" in this passage
means "in your midst"). They claim every human has a divine spark within him because of being part of the divine
essence. The state of God is called by various terms among different New Age groups, i.e., God-consciousness,
Universal Love, Self-Realization, the I AM, Higher Self, Brahman, Nirvana, etc. New Agers are obviously part of a
religion of idolatry and self-worship. [HJB]

3. Jesus Christ. A major idea in New Age thinking is that of the "Christ Consciousness." In other words, Christ is
an office rather than an individual, such as Jesus, whom Christians know to be THE CHRIST. This idea of "Christ
Consciousness" asserts that Jesus was not the only Christ, but that He equipped Himself to receive the "Christ
Consciousness" (i.e., He was a great "spiritual master" who attained Christ Consciousness), as supposedly also did
Buddha, Krishna, and Mohammed. [This is an old occult Gnostic teaching which stems from the ancient
Babylonian mystery religions. New Agers also reinvent the historical Jesus by claiming that he spent 18 years in
India (during His "silent years") absorbing Hinduism and the teachings of Buddha.] New Agers believe that Jesus
received the Christ Consciousness at His baptism, and that it left Him at His crucifixion.
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4. Sin and Salvation. There is no place for the concept of sin in the New Age. There can be no sin because there is
no transcendent God to rebel against. There are no rules or absolute moral imperatives. New Agers have a "New
Thought" view of sin, which knows nothing of a representative man (Adam) by whose sin all men sinned. Nor does
New Thought teach that there is any original sin, but that man's true essence is divine and perfect. Indeed, it finds
nothing which is of the nature of sin. Instead, it speaks of "troublesome desires" which appear to be natural human
impulses which direct men from consciousness to their identity with God, and, therefore, are troublesome but
hardly sinful. Since New Agers believe that each person is god, thereby having endless potential for self-
improvement, sin is denied as the Bible defines it (man being inherently sinful and utterly depraved -- Rom. 5:12).
Sin is merely ignorance of one's "inner divinity." Because sin does not exist, there is no need for repentance or
forgiveness, and Jesus did not die for our sins. They think that any perceived lack that man might have is merely a
lack of enlightenment, thereby eliminating the need of salvation or a Savior. [In fact, salvation is not even an issue
for New Agers. The soul is part of the universe and never dies. It is reborn or reincarnated in different physical
bodies in a succession of future lives. The good or bad "karma" earned in the present lifetime determines one's
subsequent incarnation. Humans should seek to progress to higher states of consciousness and higher planes of
existence. There are many different paths to the goal of spiritual perfection. No one path is the only correct path.
The assumed cycle of reincarnation and karma presupposes a salvation by works, contrary to the principle of
salvation by God’s grace through faith in Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:8-9).]

5. Man's Destiny. The salvation of the world depends upon human beings. When enough people harmonize their
positive energy and turn their thoughts to peace, the world will be cleansed or negative elements and New Age
ideals will be realized in an era of spiritual enlightenment. Since man is intrinsically divine and perfect, his only
real problem is ignorance of that fact. Man has a perception of finiteness which is, in reality, an illusion (Ken
Keyes, Jr., Handbook to Higher Consciousness, pp. 125-29). Salvation in the New Age is for man to become
enlightened through experiential knowledge (gnosis). New Age groups offer various occultic techniques to enable
individuals, and ultimately the world, to evolve into this oneness (unitive) consciousness (James Redfield, The
Celestine Prophecy: An Experimental Guide, pp. 243-60). These techniques may include altered states of
consciousness (often transcendental meditation), yoga, crystals, channeling (spirit guides), psychics, past-life
therapy, acupuncture, etc.

6. Good and Evil. Mimicking the Eastern religions, New Agers distort the distinction between good and evil. They
believe that because "all is One," ultimately there is neither good nor evil. They think that a person can transcend
his consciousness and go beyond the bounds of moral distinctions, so that even murder sometimes becomes an
acceptable way of serving one's gods (e.g., Charles Manson). [HJB] 

7. Satan. The traditional view of Lucifer as the devil or Satan is clearly absent in New Age literature. Rather, he is
described as a mighty being of light and the "Ruler of Humanity," as Alice Bailey, foundational apostle and leading
writer of the New Age Movement, puts it. As to the history and achievements of Lucifer, Benjamin Creme, a
leading lecturer and proponent of the New Age, says, "Lucifer came from the planet Venus 18.5 million years ago;
he's the director of our planetary evolution, he is the sacrificial lamb, and the prodigal son. Lucifer made an
incredible sacrifice, a supreme sacrifice for our planet."

8. Future Life (Reincarnation). New Agers believe in the ancient [Hindu] Eastern religious concept of
reincarnation -- that through a long process of rebirths, man can eventually reach spiritual perfection (cf. Heb.
9:27). New Agers often place animal rights above human rights, because many New Agers believe animals are
reincarnated souls. They also teach the Hindu principle of "karma" -- that what a person sows in this life, he will
reap in the next life in his reincarnated state. This belief in reincarnation has led to believing in the power of "spirit
guides" or "channels" -- those who allow spirits from another dimension to speak through their bodies. [HJB]
These entities always seem to repeat the three-fold error: (1) There is no death, (2) man is god, (3) knowledge of
self is salvation and power (Brooks Alexander, Spiritual Counterfeits Project). New Agers misrepresent church
history, the doctrines of Christianity, and often twist Scripture to support the idea that original Christianity taught
reincarnation. They wrongly argue that the early church suppressed the doctrine and censored its teaching (Kenneth
Ring, Heading Toward Omega, p. 158).
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Endnotes

"Old Occult" -- The New Age Movement is a modern revival of very ancient, divergent, religious traditions and
practices. The actual original root is squarely centered in Genesis 3:1-5, and reverberates throughout the
movement's continued historical expressions. In the original lie, Satan questions God's word, His authority and
benevolent rule (v. 1), disputes that death results from disobedience (v. 4), and claims that through the acquisition
of secret or Gnostic wisdom man can be enlightened and can be "like God" (v. 5).

Many of the occult practices and beliefs revived by the modern NAM were a part of very early pagan cultures.
Many practices common to the NAM, such as witchcraft/sorcery, spiritism, divination, (clairvoyance; seeing the
future), necromancy (consulting the dead), and astrology, are clearly and strongly condemned in Scripture
(Deuteronomy 18: 9-17; Isaiah 47: 9-15). These and other occultic practices were spread through the ancient magic
and mystery religions of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and most notably, the Assyrian-Babylonian culture (Ancient
Empires of the New Age, pp. 15-62). Noting the scope of its continuing presence, the Bible informs Christians of
Babylon's eschatological implications. The lie of Genesis 3 is significantly developed in Babylon (Isaiah 47) and
continues to its ultimate state of development, revealed as Satan's one-world system at the end of the age
(Revelation 17-18).

Three major world religions whose beliefs and practices are entwined with the NAM are Hinduism, a product of
5,000 years of development, Buddhism, circa 560 B.C., and Taoism, circa 500 B.C. (Eerdman's Handbook to the
World's Religions, pp. 170, 221, 252). Another prominent occultic influence in Europe was Druidism, the religion
of the Celts, which extended from 300 B.C. into the middle ages (Ibid., pp. 114-19).  [Return to Text]

Reincarnation -- Christians should be able to demonstrate that the Bible does NOT teach reincarnation. When
Jesus calls John the Baptist "Elijah," He is clearly speaking metaphorically. Luke 1:17 demonstrates that John was
filling the office of Elijah, fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi 4:5-6. In fact, Elijah was seen with Jesus on the
Mount of Transfiguration in Matthew 17:1-3. The meaning of the resurrection is the opposite of reincarnation
(Hebrews 9:27; 1 Cor. 15:12-28). Point out that if God is an impersonal force, then love and forgiveness are not
possible. These are personal attributes as opposed to impersonal karmic law. Fundamentally, intercessory prayer is
absolutely necessary. The battle for the souls of men is won through God's grace, intervening and drawing them to
Himself.  [Return to Text]

 

* Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 117-138; (4) "The New Age Movement," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and
(5)  Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The New Age Movement," April 2000, pp.
51-62.

A Brief Dictionary of New Age Terminology

(Unless otherwise cited, adapted and/or excerpted from David L. Brown, Th.M. -- Investigative Researcher with
Logos Communication; and from "The Vocabulary of the 'New Agers,'" Sept/Oct 2001, The Perilous Times.)

The average Christian has little idea what the concepts and ideals of the New Age really are. Then when they
encounter New Age vocabulary, confusion really sets in. New Agers often play semantic word games, using the
same words Christians do, yet the definitions used bear no resemblance to the Christian definitions. This brief
dictionary is designed to help you understand New Age terminology as they define their terms. -- David L. Brown
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Age of Aquarius -- Astrologers believe that evolution goes through cycles corresponding to the signs of the zodiac,
each lasting from 2,000 to 2,400 years. New Age advocates say we are now moving from the cycle associated with
Pisces into the one associated with Aquarius. The Aquarian Age will supposedly be characterized by a heightened
degree of spiritual or cosmic consciousness. 

Agent -- A person sending a telepathic message. 

Akashic Record -- Imperishable records of every person's every word, thought, or act [allegedly from "outer
space"] inscribed in the earth or spirit realms, allegedly from "outer space" (known as "ether").

Alpha -- The physical body.

Angstrom -- a ten-billionth of a "meter." This is connected with "wave lengths." 

Animism -- The belief that inanimate things (such as plants) possess a soul or spirit. New Age advocates see
animism as a way of rededicating the earth. 

Anthroposophy -- An esoteric cult founded by German mystic Rudolf Steiner. The term literally means "wisdom
of man." It teaches that we possess the truth within ourselves. The system of thought is occultic and spiritistic. 

Ascended Masters -- Refers to those who have supposedly reached the highest level of spiritual consciousness and
have become guides of the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Ascension of Christ -- This is reinterpreted in a mystical way to refer to the rise of the "Christ-consciousness" in
mankind. It describes the awareness that man is divine.

Astral -- The word is from "star" (as in "ASTROnaut" and "ASTROnomy"). Here, it refers to an "after-death, out-
of-the-body" experience. In Humanism, demonism, Satanism, and Theosophy, the extended umbilical cord holds
the "astral" and the "physical" together. The experience is an "astral flight." Literally: "STAR FLIGHT," known on
TV as "Star Trek." 

Astral Body -- A spiritual body capable of projection from the physical body. The astral body survives death. 

Astral Flight -- Soul travel occurring particularly during sleep or deep meditation. 

Attunement -- A New Age counterpart to prayer. Also referred to as at-one-ment, the term relates primarily to the
New Age idea that complete oneness with God can be experienced by human beings. One attains a hypnotic
consciousness of an amoral, neuter "state of being" through meditation: Krishna consciousness, Nirvana, Prajna,
Samadhi, etc. Various consciousness techniques are used to cause this "oneness": meditation; guided imagery; yoga;
hypnosis; chanting of a mantra; ecstatic dancing; channeling of spirit guides; New Age music; and positive thinking
or Alpha Mind techniques. 

Aura -- Radiated glow or halo surrounding living beings. 

Automatic Writing -- Writing produced without conscious thought of a living person; written message given
through a spirit guide with a pencil or typewriter. 

Avatar -- A person who "descends" into human form from above as a manifestation of divinity and who reveals
divine truth to people. Such a one has supposedly progressed beyond the need to be reincarnated in another body
(i.e., there is no further "bad karma" to work off). 

Bhagavad Gita -- Hindu sacred scripture.
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Biofeedback -- A technique in which brain waves are monitored to bring normally unconscious, involuntary bodily
functions under conscious, voluntary control. Biofeedback can lead to altered states of consciousness and mystical
experiences. 

Blood of Christ -- This is understood by some New Agers to refer to the "life-energy" of the Cosmic Christ. This
"blood" supposedly flowed from the cross into the etheric (or spiritual) realms of the earth. From these realms, the
Christ seeks to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Bodhisattva -- A being who has supposedly earned the right to enter into Nirvana or into illumination, but instead
voluntarily turns back from that state in order to aid humanity in attaining the same goal. The "Christ" is said to be
a Bodhisattva. 

Buddha -- "The Enlightened One." An avatar or messenger.

Chakras -- The seven "energy points" on the body. Yoga is practiced through the Chakras; the "crown" Chakra is,
naturally, on top of the skull. 

Channeling -- A New Age form of mediumship or spiritism. The channeled yields control of his/her perceptual
and cognitive capacities to a spiritual entity with the intent of receiving paranormal information.

Chela -- A "Guru's" pupil. 

Chinook Learning Community -- A New Age educational community located in the Pacific Northwest. This
group sponsors both long and short-term educational programs on personal and social transformation, New Age
spirituality, and how to live with an ecological perspective. 

Clairaudience -- Ability to hear mentally without using the ears. 

Clairvoyance -- Ability to see mentally without using the eyes, beyond ordinary time and space limits; also called
"Second Sight." 

Consciousness Revolution -- New Age advocates call for a "consciousness revolution," a new way of looking at
and experiencing life. The primary focus of the new consciousness is oneness with God, all mankind, the earth, and
with the entire universe. 

Control -- The Spirit that sends messages through a medium in trance. 

Cosmic Christ -- In esoteric schools of thought, the Christ is considered to be a universal spirit or a cosmic force.
The primary goal of this impersonal spirit or force is to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Cosmic Consciousness -- A spiritual and mystical perception that all in the universe is "one." To attain cosmic
consciousness is to see the universe as God and God as the universe. 

Cosmic Humanism -- In contrast to normative humanism that sees man as the measure of all things, cosmic
humanism sees man as having virtually unlimited potential because of his inner divinity. 

Crystals -- New Age advocates believe that crystals contain incredible healing and energizing powers. Crystals are
often touted as being able to restore the "how of energy" in the human body. 

Deja Vu -- A French expression, meaning to relive life over again after another "incarnation." Transmigration of
souls is also connected with this. The feeling of having already experienced an event or place that is being
encountered for the very first time. 
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Discarnate -- The soul or personality of a living creature who has died. 

Dowser -- A sensitive who uses a forked stick that points to hidden water, oil, buried money, lost articles, or
people. 

Earth Logos -- Some New Age advocates believe that the Earth Logos is a great spiritual being who is the
ensouling life of planet earth. The earth is considered a physical manifestation (or body) of this spiritual
intelligence. This pagan religion is called "Animism." 

Ectoplasm -- A white filmy substance pouring from a medium's bodily openings, supposedly denoting the presence
of a disembodied spirit. 

Esalen Institute -- A "growth center" that offers a wide variety of workshops for mind, body, and spirit. It is
located in Big Sur, California. 

Esoteric -- A word used to describe knowledge that is possessed or understood only by a few. 

Esoteric Christianity -- A mystical form of professing Christianity that sees its "core truth" as identical to the
"core truth" of every other religion (i.e., man is divine). This form of Christianity is at home with Aldous Huxley's
"perennial philosophy." (See: Perennial Philosophy.) 

ESP -- Extrasensory perception encompassing paranormal abilities such as telepathy, precognition, and
clairvoyance. 

ESP Cards -- A pack of twenty-five cards bearing five symbols, including stars, squares, circles, crosses, and
waves. 

Exoteric Christianity -- A form of Christianity identified with historic or orthodox Christianity that New Agers
would describe as being devoid of all spiritual authenticity. 

Fall of Man -- Refers to the fall of man's consciousness. A fallen consciousness is one that recognizes the existence
of only the material realm. The Christ is believed to have "redeemed" man in the sense that He enabled man to
perceive the spiritual world behind the material world. 

Findhorn Community -- A legendary New Age community located in the North of Scotland. This group offers an
ongoing educational program in the principles of New Age spirituality. 

Gaia -- A Greek name for the goddess of the earth. It also refers to a scientific hypothesis formulated by James
Lovelock whereby all living matter on the earth is believed to be a single living organism. In such a scheme,
humanity is considered the nervous system of the living earth. 

Globalism -- A modern-day term referring to the need for a transformation from the present nation-state divisions
into a one-world community. 

Gnosticism -- A tradition going back to the second century which holds that salvation comes through intuitive
"gnosis" or knowledge of one's supposed divinity. 

God -- A being who has "many faces." He (it) is considered a radically immanent being who is often referred to as
a "universal consciousness," "universal life," or "universal energy." The New Age god is more or less an
impersonal force that pervades the universe. 

Graphology -- Character analysis and foretelling based on handwriting. 
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Great Invocation -- A New Age prayer that has been translated into over eighty languages. The purpose of this
prayer is to invoke the presence of the Cosmic Christ on earth, thus leading to the oneness and brotherhood of all
mankind. 

Group Guru -- A slang New Age term referring to the idea that the Cosmic Christ is incarnate in all of humanity.
All mankind is seen as a single "guru." 

Guru -- Teacher or master (sometimes "Gura."). The opposite of "Chela." The Guru is the Buddhist "Master." The
"Chela" is his pupil. 

Harmonic Convergence -- The assembly of New Age meditators gathered at the same propitious astrological time
in different locations to usher in peace on earth and one-world government. 

Holism -- The theory that all reality is organically one. Everything in the universe is viewed as interrelated and
interdependent. It is the basis of Hinduism and Buddhism, now taught in all colleges and universities in America
that followed Einstein's "theory of relativity." It is called "Yin and Yang" in Chinese and will be found on the
national flag of Korea, as a symbol.  

Holistic Health -- Holistic health sees the body as an inter-related organism. Its goal is to treat the whole person
(body, mind, and spirit) as opposed to merely treating a particular sickness. 

Hologram -- A three-dimensional projection resulting from the interaction of laser beams. Scientists have
discovered that the image of an entire hologram can be reproduced from any one of its many component parts.
New Agers use this to illustrate the oneness of all reality. 

Homeopathy -- A system of medicine rooted in occult ideas that was developed by Samuel Hahnemann. It claims
to manipulate the "vital force" of the human body by transferring the power of homeopathic medicines that have
been potentized by a process of dilutions and succession (vigorous shaking with impact). 

Human Potential Movement -- A movement with roots in humanistic psychology that stresses man's essential
goodness and unlimited potential.

I Ching -- A Chinese textbook, used in Red China, showing how to "divine" (a counterfeit way to tell the future)
by throwing sticks into six-sided figures as in "666" (cf. Rev. 13). 

Initiation -- This occult term is generally used in reference to the expansion or transformation of a person's
consciousness. An "initiate" is one whose consciousness has been transformed so that he now perceives inner
realities. There are varying "degrees" of initiation (i.e., "first degree initiates," "second-degree initiates," etc.). 

Inner Self or Higher Self -- Refers to the inner divine nature possessed by human beings. All people are said to
possess an inner self, though not all are aware of it. 

Interdependence or Interconnectedness -- These words are used by New Agers to describe the oneness and
essential unity of everything in the universe. All of reality is viewed as interdependent and interconnected. 

Jesus -- An avatar who attained a high level of attunement to the Cosmic Christ. This enabled him to become a
bodily vehicle for the Christ for a period of three years. (See: Avatar) 

Kabala (Cabbala, Qaballah) -- Hebrew mystery lore based on mystical interpretation of the Bible; magical, occult
practices stemming largely from the Middle Ages. 

Karma -- Refers to the "debt" accumulated against a soul as a result of good or bad actions committed during one's
life (or lives). If one accumulates good karma, he will supposedly be reincarnated in a desirable state. If one
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accumulates bad karma, he will be reincarnated in a less desirable state.

Kirlian --  The source of energy in people; it is supposed to be lying at the base of the spine, slightly lower than
the navel; it lies "coiled" there, as a serpent (cf. Isa. 27:1; Rev. 12:1-6; Gen. 3:1). 

Kirlian Photography -- A photographic process that measures living auras. 

Kundalini -- The elemental energy of the human body which, like a serpent, rests coiled at the base of the spine. 

Levitation -- Raising of objects or people off the ground without using physical energy. 

Lucis Trust -- Originally incorporated as the Lucifer Publishing Company, the Lucis Trust oversees the Lucis
Publishing Company, World Goodwill, and Arcane School. Lucis Trust owns all the copyrights of the Alice Bailey
books. 

Magic Circle Ring -- Drawn by occultists to protect them from the spirits and demons they call up by incantations
and rituals. 

Maitreya -- The name has its roots in a legendary Buddha figure. Some New Age advocates believe that the
"second coming of Christ" occurred in 1977 in the person of Maitreya. 

Mandala -- A design, usually concentric, that focuses attention to a single point. 

Mantra -- A word or phrase that is to be chanted repetitively in an effort to empty the mind and attain "cosmic
consciousness" (oneness with God and the universe). 

Mass Incarnation -- An incarnation of the Christ in all of humanity. New Age advocates say that this incarnation
is presently taking place on a planetary scale, and is not unlike the incarnation of the Cosmic Christ in the body of
Jesus 2,000 years ago. 

Medium -- A psychic or sensitive living person whose body is used as a vehicle for communicating with spirits. 

Metaphysics -- The science of the supernatural, although the word used in Philosophy (1600-1900, along with
Axiology and Epistemology) never meant that at all. Metaphysics was the study of Causality, Cosmology, the
nature of the Universe, etc. Literally, it deals with the problem of "What is real?" In the New Age, where lunacy is
the "norm," it deals with "Om," "Rome," and "Mahabone": three magic words used in Oriental religions, the
Catholic religion, and in Masonry. (OM symbolizes "Brahma.") 

Monism -- A metaphysical theory that sees all of reality as a unified whole. Everything in the universe is seen as
being made of the same stuff. 

Network -- An informal, decentralized organization created by like-minded individuals who are interested in
addressing specific problems and offering possible solutions. All of this takes place outside of conventional
institutions. 

New Age Movement -- A loose organization of people, many of them "Yuppies," who believe the world has
entered the Aquarian Age when peace on earth and one-world government will rule. They see themselves as
advanced in consciousness, rejecting Judeo-Christian values and the Bible in favor of Oriental philosophies and
religion. Among them may be found environmentalists, nuclear-freeze proponents, Marxist-socialist utopians,
mind-control advocates, ESP cultists, spiritists, witchcraft practitioners, and others using magical rites. 

Nirvana -- Liberation from earthly things; paradise. 
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Numerology -- The analysis of hidden or prophetic meanings of numbers. 

Occultism -- Belief in supernatural forces and beings. Available only to the initiate; secret.

Om -- A word symbolizing Brahma, the Creator God. 

One Worlders -- Those who advocate the abolition of nations, working to hand over power to a single-world
government similar in structure to the present United Nations; off-shoots of the United World Federalists founded
in the 1930s. 

Ouiji Board -- Game board containing all the letters of the alphabet plus numbers from 0 to 9 and "Yes/No." A
sliding pointer (planchette) spells out words in answer to questions asked by players. 

Out-of-Body Experience -- Leaving the physical body while at rest, asleep, near death, or temporarily dead. 

Pantheism -- Doctrine that identifies God with the whole universe, every particle, tree, table, animal, and person
being part of Him. 

Paradigm Shift -- Refers to a shift in world views. The so-called "new paradigm" (new model or form) is
pantheistic (all is God) and monistic (all is one). Practically, it means that toleration of sin becomes progress, while
virtue, morality, and purity become defects. In addition, lunacy becomes normal behavior while common sense
becomes a "hindrance to change." 

Paranormal -- Beyond or above normal human powers or senses. 

Parapsychology -- Study of psychic phenomena using scientific methods. 

Pendulum -- Heavy object on a string, used for dowsing or fortune telling. 

Pentagram -- Five-pointed star used in magical ceremonies. While sometimes used by Satanists, it is not strictly a
Satanic symbol. (Also, Satanists use the Pentagram only in its inverted orientation, while other occultists use it
almost exclusively in the upright orientation.)

Percipient -- Person who receives telepathic messages. 

Perennial Philosophy -- A term made popular by Aldous Huxley (coined by Liebniz) that sees all religious truth or
experience as one and the same. This philosophy proposes that even though the externals of the various religions
may differ, the essence or core truth is the same in each. 

Plan, The -- A phrase that occurs often in the writings of Alice Bailey. It refers to specific preparations in the
world for a New Age and a New Age Christ. These preparations are carried out by the "Masters of the Hierarchy,"
a group of exalted beings who supposedly guide the spiritual evolution of people on earth. Though this teaching of
the Plan does actually exist, the term has been sensationalized by some "Christian" writers. These writers have
mistakenly hypothesized that New Agers are completely unified in a "behind-the-scenes manipulation" of world
events in order to conquer the world for its true god, Lucifer. 

Planetary Citizens -- A New Age activist group committed to engendering a "planetary consciousness" among
both New Agers and the general public. 

Planetization -- New Age advocates believe that the various threats facing the human race require a global
solution. This solution is "planetization." The word refers to the unifying of the world into a corporate brotherhood. 

Poltergeist -- German word for a noisy, mischievous, destructive spirit (a demon). 
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Precognition -- Advance knowledge of future events. 

PSI -- Term used in place of psychic or paraphysical; ESP. 

Psychic Birth -- A quickening of spiritual or cosmic consciousness and power. This new consciousness is one that
recognizes oneness with God and the universe. Psychic birth is an occult counterpart to the Christian new birth. 

Psychic Energy -- Extrasensory energy that enables people to do miracles. 

Psychic Healer -- A person who cures mental or physical illness from the cosmic energy emanating through the
healer's hands. 

Psychoanalysis -- Tracing mental and physical ills back to hurtful childhood experiences; based on Sigmund
Freud's theories. 

Psychometry -- Reading information from an object about events involving the person who owns it, usually by
handling it. 

Psychotechnologies -- Refers to the various approaches or systems aimed at deliberately altering one's
consciousness. 

Reincarnation -- Refers to the cyclical evolution of a person's soul as it repeatedly passes from one body to
another at death. This process continues until the soul reaches a state of perfection. 

Retrocognition -- Knowledge of past events learned paranormally. 

Right Brain Learning -- The right hemisphere of the brain is believed to be the center of intuitive and creative
thought (as opposed to the rational nature of the left hemisphere). New Agers have seized on this as a justification
to bring "right brain learning techniques" into the classroom. These techniques include meditation, yoga, and guided
imagery. 

Rolfing -- Seeks to relieve energy blockages in the body by applying deep pressure or massage. 

Séance -- A gathering of people seeking communication with deceased loved ones or famous historical figures
through a medium. 

Second Coming of Christ -- Understood by some as the coming of the Cosmic Christ in all of humanity, related to
the New Age concept of the "mass incarnation." The Second Coming is supposedly now occurring in the hearts and
minds of people all over the earth. Others associate it specifically with the appearance of Maitreya as the avatar of
the coming age. 

Self-realization -- New Agers use this as a synonym for God-realization. It refers to a personal recognition of
one's divinity. 

Sensitive -- A person who frequently demonstrates extrasensory gifts such as clairvoyance, telepathy, or
precognition. 

Shaman -- A medicine man/woman or witchdoctor, who uses hypnotism, charms, drugs, chants (mantras), "Chi"
energy, etc., to open his victims to demon possession and controlled responses. 

Solar Logos -- Believed by some to be a mighty spiritual being who is the ensouling life of the solar system. The
material solar system is simply a physical manifestation (or body) of this living intelligence. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm
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Spirit Control -- A disembodied spirit who relays messages from dead people to the living through a trance
medium. 

Spirit Guide -- A spiritual entity who provides information of "guidance," often through a medium or channeled.
The spirit provides guidance only after the channeled relinquishes his perceptual and cognitive capacities into its
control. 

Spiritual Hierarchy of Masters -- New Age advocates believe these spiritual "masters" are highly evolved men
who, having already perfected themselves, are now guiding the rest of humanity to this same end. 

Spiritualist or Spiritist -- Person who believes in the ability to contact departed souls through a medium. 

Subject -- Person used for experiments in ESP studies. 

Sufism -- Persian mystical religion based on Islam. 

Syncretism -- The attempt to combine or unify differing religious systems. New Age gurus often claim that all the
world religions teach the same core truth: all people possess an inner divinity. 

Synergy -- A principle which states that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Tantra -- A word invented to describe the Hindu and Buddhist "scriptures" (which are actually called Sutras and
Vedas) which show people "shortcuts" to getting Prajna ("enlightenment"). 

Taoism -- A Chinese religion and philosophy that sees the universe as engaged in ceaseless motion and activity.
All is considered to be in continual flux. The universe is intrinsically dynamic. This continual cosmic process is
called the "Tao" by the Chinese. (The process is described in terms of Yin and Yang -- see: Yin/Yang). Tao is that
which is formless, yet the mother of all forms, and that which is timeless, yet prior to all manifestations, and that
which does nothing, yet leaves nothing undone. The most outrageous Taoist doctrine for Bible believers would be
Lao Tzu's adage "Forget right and wrong, and it will be better for everyone."  

Tarot Cards -- Deck of seventy-eight cards that supposedly reveal the secrets of man and the universe. 

Telekinesis -- The ability to move physical objects by force of will or mental energy alone; also called
psychokinesis. 

Telepathy -- Communication between minds by extrasensory means. 

Tetragram -- A magic diagram shaped as a four-pointed star. 

Theosophy -- A school of thought founded by Helena P. Blavatsky. The term literally means "divine wisdom." The
goals of Theosophy are to (1) form a universal brotherhood; (2) do comparative study of world religions, science,
and philosophy; and (3) investigate the psychic and spiritual powers latent in man. Theosophy is the forerunner of
much New Age thought.

Therapeutic Touch -- A "therapy" in which the practitioner "channels" the universal life energy for the patient and
then helps the patient to assimilate this energy. 

Third Eye -- An imaginary eye in the forehead believed to be the center of psychic vision. 

Trance -- A mental state resembling sleep during which the conscious mind rests while the spirit entity takes over
the medium's body. 
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Trance Channeler -- The newest term for "trance medium." (See: Medium.) 

Transformation -- New Age advocates promote both personal and planetary transformation. Personal
transformation involves the changes wrought in one's life by increasing Self-realization. As more and more people
are personally transformed, the planet too will be transformed into a global brotherhood. 

Trumpet Medium -- A psychic or "sensitive" who brings forth "spirit voices" through a trumpet at séances. 

UFO -- Unidentified flying object; flying saucer. 

Unity-in-Diversity Council -- A New Age "meta-network" of over 100 networks and groups rallying for global
cooperation and interdependence. 

Veda -- The most ancient of the Hindu scriptures. 

Visualization -- Also known as "guided imagery," visualization basically refers to "mind over matter." It involves
the attempt to bring about change in the material realm by the power of the mind. 

Warlock -- A wizard or sorcerer; a male witch. (Some male witches claim that "warlock" does not refer to a male
witch at all, but merely means "oath-breaker.")

World Goodwill -- A New Age political lobby that aims to unfold "The Plan" as spelled out in the writings of
Alice Bailey. 

Yin/Yang -- Chinese names referring to the active and passive principles of the universe. Yin refers to the female
or [inactive] negative force; Yang to the male or active force. These two polar forces continually interplay with
each other. Briefly, it means that "good and evil" and "right and wrong" are actually the SAME; they simply appear
as opposites. Get rid of all the Opposites (seen and unseen, hot and cold, up and down, back and forth, day and
night, high and low, etc.), and you can attain perfection (Nirvana, Samadhi, Prajna, etc.).  

Yoga -- A means of becoming united with the supreme being, or with the universal soul. 

Yogi -- Someone who practices yoga. 

Zodiac -- The band of twelve constellations along the plane of the ecliptic through which pass the sun, moon, and
planets across the sky. Each constellation, or sign, is attributed symbolic significance and associations that affect
various aspects of life on Earth.  

[Back to Text]
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Scientology
Science or New Age Cult?*

Scientology, officially known as The Church of Scientology, was founded in 1953 by L. Ron Hubbard (1912-1986),
and popularized through his 1950 book, DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health (over ten million
copies sold). Dianetics was originally intended to be Hubbard's psychotherapeutic answer to the techniques of
modern psychiatry. (The word "Dianetics" means "through the soul," and promises to reveal "the single source of
all man's insanities, psychosomatic illnesses, and neuroses.") In addition to Dianetics, Scientology produces scores
of other publications. A short list includes Source, The Delphian, Advance!, and The Auditor.

The history of Scientology actually begins much earlier than 1953. Hubbard had become a well known science
fiction writer in the 1930s. In fact, some of his ideas which are "common to Scientology first appeared in his 1938
manuscript titled Excalibur" (Kingdom of the Cults,  p. 345), more than a decade before its official founding. Wild
claims have been made about Hubbard's earlier life by Scientology publications. For example, they have claimed
that he "graduated in civil engineering from George Washington University as a nuclear physicist, although the
university records show that he attended for two short years, during the second of which he was on academic
probation, and failed physics. Hubbard's Ph.D. was said to be from a Sequoia University in California, although
there is no proof of the existence of any accredited institution in California by that name that grants doctorates"
(Podiatry Today, March 1990).

Gerry Armstrong, a devout Scientologist assigned by the Church to write an authorized biography of Hubbard,
discovered other inconsistencies in Hubbard's history. Armstrong, who has now left Scientology, states: "Nor was
Hubbard a World War II hero who miraculously cured himself of nearly fatal combat wounds, as he claimed.
Hubbard never saw combat. After his discharge from the Navy in 1946, he was granted 40% disability pay for
arthritis, bursitis and conjunctivitis. He continued to collect this pay long after he claimed to have discovered the
secret of how to cure such ailments" (Another Gospel, Ruth Tucker, p. 301). Hubbard's reputation as an explorer,
prolific science fiction writer, and parabotanist (he was one of the first to expound the idea of "communicating"
with plants) enlarged to make him the worldwide spokesman for this fast-growing cult.

Biographers have also uncovered Hubbard's involvement with the Occult, which probably influenced his writings.
Hubbard claimed to have had a near-death experience where he learned everything that ever puzzled the mind of
man. The notorious Satanist, Aleister Crowley, was Hubbard's mentor and he lived with Crowley prot�g� John
Parsons, engaging in sex magic at their black magic mansion hospice (Los Angeles Times, 24 June 1990, p. A1).

Despite the inconsistencies in his history, Hubbard would become one of the wealthiest and most well known
leaders of a religious movement in only a few years. Scientology currently holds assets of nearly $500 million,
including a 440-foot cruise ship used as a "seagoing religious retreat." Assets also include two publishing houses, a
2,845-acre California ranch used as a school for the children of church staffers, and more than 45 buildings on 500
acres in Riverside County, California. Other assets include reinforced vaults designed to preserve the church's
teachings in case of earthquake or nuclear attack. (These teachings include 500,000 pages of Hubbard's writings,
6,500 reels of tape, and 42 films.)

Scientology's methodology and beliefs have also led some members into a long history of criminal and civil actions
and convictions. Both the U.S. Federal and Canadian courts have found top Scientology officials and the church
guilty of charges such as burglarizing, wiretapping, and conspiracy against government agencies (Time, 6 May
1991, p. 50). In 1980, for example, eleven of Scientology's top leaders, including Hubbard's wife, were jailed for
bugging and burglarizing the U.S. Justice Department and other federal agencies in the 1970s. 

Within the church, there have been widespread purges and defections. Some former members have filed lawsuits
accusing the church of intimidating its critics, breaking up families, and using high-pressure sales techniques to
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separate large sums of money from its followers. In 1986, Scientology paid an estimated $5 million to settle more
than 20 of the suits, without admitting wrongdoing. In exchange, the plaintiffs agreed never again to criticize
Scientology or Hubbard and to have their lawsuits forever sealed from public view.

Hubbard formalized his theories into a religion in order to obtain tax-exempt status and freedom from governmental
interference for some of his organizations. Scientology currently claims to have more than eight  million members
in more than 3,000 "churches, mission-related organizations, and groups" in more than 133 countries. (Source:
11/2001, Scientology official Internet web site.) Closer to the truth is that there are only about 50,000 active
members. 

The cult claims "Celebrity Centers" (a chain of clubhouses that offer expensive counseling and career guidance) in
more than 100 cities in more than 15 countries. The cult appeals strongly to intellectuals and the "gifted," relying
extensively on endorsements from celebrities and corporations that employ Dianetics. Various world locations for
Scientology include Washington, D.C.; Clearwater, Florida (a Scientology Training Center); Sussex, England
(where it operates a thirty-room mansion and a fifty-seven acre estate); and Los Angeles (claiming such movie
stars and entertainers as John Travolta, Tom Cruise, Karen Black, Jennifer Aspen, Isaac Hayes, Priscilla Presley,
Kristie Alley, and the late Sonny Bono -- Scientology's "representative" in the U.S. Congress).  

There are numerous front organizations in the Church of Scientology used as vehicles for their objectives. Some of
the more prominent would include Advanced Organization of Los Angeles, Religious Technology Center, and
FLAG. Some of the more clandestine vehicles for recruitment and dissemination of Scientology are its affiliated
agencies and business programs, most of which are part of W.I.S.E. (Worldwide Institute of Scientology
Enterprises). There are groups like Sterling Management Systems; Steller Management; Singer Consultants;
Uptrends; Owl Management; Applied Scholastics; Citizens Commission on Human Rights; Citizens Against Taxes;
The Way to Happiness Foundation; Hollander Consultants; Irons, Marcus & Valko; and Uptrends (Podiatry Today,
March 1990; Watchman Expositor, 1997). They also work through Concerned Businessmen of America, and
through The Way to Happiness and Set a Good Example Contest, the latter two aimed at school children, and
through Narconon (meaning "non-narcosis" or "no drugs"), an alleged drug rehab program consisting of 50 alcohol
and drug rehabilitation centers in 21 countries, operating in 750 prisons under the name "Criminon" (Criminon,
meaning "no crime," is a volunteer criminal rehabilitation program which utilizes technologies developed by
Hubbard to help convicts recover pride and self-esteem). Narconon is a classic vehicle for drawing addicts into the
cult.

Hubbard was a best-selling author for more than 50 years, with over 589 published works to his credit. His fiction
sales total over 25 million copies, and his non-fiction works have sold more than 23 million. Many may have first
come in contact with Scientology through a clean-cut young man or woman at the door offering a "free personality
analysis." But the 200 questions posed are part of the recruiting program for the Church of Scientology, which is
nothing but an applied religious philosophy offering "a clear, bright insight to help you blaze toward your mind's
full potential."

In a nutshell, Scientology teaches that all humans descended from a race of uncreated, omnipotent gods called
Thetans, who gave up their powers to enter the Material-Energy-Space-Time (MEST) world of Earth. [Hubbard's
Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary explains, "The Thetan is immortal and is possessed of capabilities
well in excess of those hitherto predicted for man. In the final analysis what is this thing called Thetan? It is simply
you before you mocked yourself up and that is the handiest definition I know of" (p. 432). The Thetan is thus that
part of each individual which is immortal and which has become contaminated or debased by the influences of
MEST.] Gradually, they evolved upward by reincarnation to become humans who could not remember their deified
state. Scientologists are encouraged to awaken their dormant Thetan potential by removing all mental blocks called
engrams. By doing so, they can realize their true personhood, achieving total power and control over MEST.
Scientology offers a psychotherapeutic process for breaking through the engrams "picked up from traumas in prior
lives," to "realize" once again one's true identity as an "operating Thetan" (God) beyond the limitations of MEST.

Scientology, thereby, does nothing more than incorporate certain aspects of New Age pseudoscience,
psychotherapy, and various occult practices into the ancient lie of promised godhood. Below are the highlights of
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what Scientology believes and practices concerning its source of authority, roots, tactics, sin and salvation, Christ,
and spiritual practice:

1. Source of Authority. The official Scientology Internet web site says: "The writings and recorded spoken words
of L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of Scientology collectively constitute the Scripture of the religion. He set forth
the Scientology philosophy and technologies in more than 500,000 pages of writings, including dozens of books,
and more than 2,000 tape-recorded lectures." Principally, Hubbard and his 1950 book, Dianetics, is the authority for
Scientology. [The Church of Scientology's current Church president is Heber T. Jentzsch, but the real authority is
David Miscavige.] Scientology has even found it necessary to publish a dictionary with 7,000 definitions for the
use of over 3,000 Dianetic words. In 1951, Hubbard released his findings on the spirit of Man, which served as the
foundation of the religion of Scientology, dealing with what Hubbard considered the fundamental truths concerning
the essence of life, what came before, and the hereafter. This was later followed by another basic book,
SCIENTOLOGY: The Fundamentals of Thought. Hubbard's own definition of Scientology is "Knowing how to
know ... Know thyself ... and the truth shall set you free" -- an obvious twisting of the words of Jesus Christ in
John 8:32 -- "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."

2. Its Roots. Even though Hubbard himself declared Dianetics to be "the spiritual heir of Buddhism in the Western
world," there is evidence of even darker roots. Hubbard was at one time closely linked with British Satanist and
New Ager Aleister Crowley, and there are strong indications that the word Dianetics had its origins in the worship
of the goddess Diana.

3. Its Tactics. Scientology attempts to give the appearance that it is both a science and a religion. Fifty hours of
Scientology counseling can cost $2,350. Some former members say they invested up to $80,000, which may
explain some claims that the organization's total take is over $3 million per day. ["Auditing" is by far Scientology's
most expensive service. Auditing is purchased in 12 1/2-hour chunks, costing the Scientologist anywhere between
$3,000 and $11,000 each, depending on where it is bought.] Members are usually well-scrubbed, respectable,
middle-class types. Church "ministers" wear the conventional black priest-suit and white collar, and even sport
crosses, though they point out it isn't representative of Christ's crucifix. When their teachings and tactics are
questioned, Scientologists are not prone to turn the other cheek. Hubbard says, "you only get hurt when you duck."
Scientology's alleged tactics of harassment, intimidation, and defamation of critics are well-known -- once an FBI
raid on church quarters revealed a "hit list" of enemies. [The elite of Scientology's workers, at least 5,000 of them,
belong to a zealous faction known as the Sea Organization and are given room, board, and a small weekly
allowance. (Scientology web site: "Today, more than 5,000 members of this religious order occupy staff positions in
upper level Scientology church organizations around the world.") They sign contracts to serve Scientology in this
and future lifetimes -- for a billion years. Their motto is: "We come back." Dressed in mock navy uniforms adorned
with ribbons, they bark orders with a clipped, military cadence. They hold ranks such as captain, lieutenant, and
ensign. Officers, including women, are addressed as "Sir."]

4. Sin and Salvation. A major creed of L. Ron Hubbard states that "man is good," an immortal Thetan, able to
create MEST. This tenet is consistent with the Dianetic belief that man is descended from the gods and may
someday evolve to reclaim his Thetan potential. "Salvation" involves a process of working through levels of self-
knowledge and knowledge of past lives (reincarnation) to awaken the pre-existent deity within and regain total
godhood. As would be expected, the existence of an eternal heaven and hell is denied.

5. Christ. Christ is deemed merely a "cleared" individual (see #6 below), i.e., "just a man."

6. Spiritual Practice. Other doctrines and practices of Scientology include astral travel, regression to past lives,
and the "urge toward existence as spirits." Through the use of a Scientology "E-meter" (something like a lie
detector) in an "auditing" session, members undergo exercises and counseling to eliminate negative mental images
from past lives and achieve a state of "clear." (Hubbard believed all illnesses were psychosomatic and could be
cured by eliminating these past experiences from the brain.) Scientology promises members higher intelligence and
greater business success through Scientology courses that cost thousands of dollars. "Upper-level" or "OT6" ("OT"
stands for "Operating Thetan") teachings of Scientology are available only to members who graduate through
preliminary Church of Scientology programs. Scientologists tell their members that if they get into Level 6 before
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going through the preliminary levels, they could "dematerialize or develop [fatal] illnesses." Scientology is creating
a powerful group of brainwashed robots who believe they have found a solution for their own problems as well as a
master plan for every person and nation in the world, now and forever.

7. Summary of Scientology Theology. In the beginning were the Thetans. These were to eventually create the
MEST, which in actuality would not be the best thing they could have done. For when the Thetan, who inhabits the
MEST, comes into conflict with other MEST, an engram is recorded in the reactive mind. This engram, whether it
be remembered or not, due to unconsciousness which accompanies every engram, is stored in the reactive mind and
causes the Thetan to believe false data [erroneous ideas]. It is the purpose of Scientology, through its auditing
efforts, to rid the Thetan of all engrams so that in turn that Thetan, who now possesses a new educational
perspective on reality, as a result of the auditing, may advance to a higher state of being or Clear. Once one reaches
"Clear" (a 38-step process), there are 20 more steps before one reaches "OT," when one supposedly doesn't need a
body to exist and is clear of all "engrams."

Endnotes

MEST -- As Scientology endeavors to render this MEST mess intelligible they write, "An engram comes about
when the individual organism suffers an intense impact with MEST. Every moment of physical pain contains with
it a partial or major shutdown of the analytical function of the mind" (Science of Survival, Book Two, p. 28). Thus,
an engram is a memory which is caused when any accidental event (be it major or minor) is experienced. However,
at the instant that the engram is formed, often the person is unaware of the event. How is this possible?

In a series of lectures given during August and September 1950, Hubbard explained the process: "An engram is a
moment of pain and unconsciousness which contains perceptics. Actually there are thousands of moments of pain
with just a little unconsciousness. Even a little thing such as someone burning his finger still causes a flick of
attenuation of the analytical mind. The engram has one common denominator above all else, unconsciousness. But
unconsciousness is common to every single engram, because unconsciousness does just one thing; it closes down
the analytical mind. So, we have coined the word anaten. It is a contraction of the two words analytical attenuation
(Attenuation means shutting or closing down)" (Research and Discovery Series: A Running Record of Research
into the Mind and Life, Vol. 3, pp. 114-115).

This engram is thus that "mental picture" which "contains, as part of its content, unconsciousness and physical
pain" and is stored in the individual's mind (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 114). But which
mind?

As Hubbard explained, every person has two minds -- the analytical mind and the reactive mind. Both have very
specific functions, though not necessarily beneficial functions. In the booklet, Basic Dictionary of Dianetics and
Scientology, the two minds are defined in the following ways: "analytical mind: In Dianetics and Scientology the
analytical mind is the one which is alert and aware and the reactive mind simply reacts without analysis." It
continues with, "reactive mind: the portion of the mind which works on a stimulus-response basis. It consists of
locks, secondaries, engrams and chains of them and is the single source of human aberrations and psychosomatic
ills" (pp. 2, 23).

Thus, Man in his true nature is an immortal Thetan. However, the Thetan is responsible for the creation of MEST.
Though the Thetan created the MEST, sometimes the MEST collides with the Thetan resulting in the acquisition of
an engram. Because every engram is accompanied by unconsciousness to a greater or lesser degree, not all engrams
are known to exist by the Thetan's analytical mind. As a result of the build-up of thousands of known and unknown
engrams, stored in his reactive mind, man seems to experience problems throughout his life. These engrams have
accumulated not only in this life but in many past lives as well through reincarnation. Thus, it is Scientology's
purpose to rid the Thetan of these unwanted engrams. How is this accomplished? By becoming Clear.  [Return to
Text]
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Clear State -- In defining Clear, Hubbard used an interesting analogy. Clear is "The name of a button on an adding
machine. When you push it, all the hidden answers in the machine clear and the machine can be used for a proper
computation. So long as the button is not pressed the machine adds all old answers to all new efforts to compute
and wrong answers result. Really, that's all a Clear is. Clears are beings who have been Cleared of wrong answers
or useless answers which keep them from living or thinking." The Clear "can create energy at will, and can handle
and control, erase or re-create an analytical mind or reactive mind. The Clear has no engrams which can be
restimulated to throw out the correctness of computations by entering hidden and false data in it" (Dianetics and
Scientology: Technical Dictionary, pp. 75-76).

Hence, the Thetan who has reached the desired state of Clear has, in actuality, become a blank slate simply waiting
for new data to be entered. As Hubbard explained in a lecture series, "you have to have a new education if you are
going to change a Clear's viewpoint" (Research and Discovery Series, Vol. 2, p. 408). Thus, the new data given by
Scientology is not merely a rearrangement of already existing beliefs and ideas. Rather, it is completely "new"
material, which is precisely what is needed for the "new education." The "Clear" is now free to start working
towards immortality again by practicing higher disciplines that will re-educate him about his archaic origins in
space. (As he learns more and more about his past, he will become an "Operating Thetan," or OT. There are six
levels ranging from OT-1 to OT-6, the highest of Scientology disciplines. Hubbard, however, was said to be
working on OT-7 or OT-8 a few years before his disappearance.) Without this new education it is impossible to
reach the state of Clear. But if Clear is a higher state of being to which all should desire to evolve, then how is this
to be accomplished? By the Scientology practice of Auditing.  [Return to Text]

Auditing -- Since the reactive mind consists of "locks" and chains of engrams, in order for the Thetan to be
declared Clear, the reactive mind with its engrams must be removed by auditing. "The reactive mind is removed by
'returning' the pre-clear to the engram, and laying its contents before the scrutiny of the analytical mind"
(Dianetics: The Original Thesis, p. 54). 

Once the engram is openly expressed by the pre-clear [Scientology student], then "Auditing gets rid of unwanted
barriers that inhibit, stop or blunt a person's natural abilities as well as gradiently increasing the abilities a person
has so that he becomes more able and his survival, happiness and intelligence increase enormously. An activity of
an auditor taking over the control of and shepherding the attention of a pc [pre-clear] so as to bring about a higher
level of confront ability" (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 28). After the Thetan has
remembered the engram, it is then removed from the reactive mind during the auditing session with the aid of the
Scientology E-Meter. This device, similar in function to a lie-detector, is said to be "An electronic instrument for
measuring mental state and change of state in individuals, as an aid to precision and speed in auditing" (Basic
Dictionary of Dianetics and Scientology, p. 11).  [Return to Text]

Note on Science Fiction: Hubbard first gained notoriety in the minds of Americans as the author of numerous
science fiction novels. He would later use his skills to tightly weave the web of science fiction and religion. His
theology, which is today accepted by millions, eventually leads to tales of preincarnate souls trapped in ice cubes
from the planet Mars: "One preclear (student of Scientology) said that this Thetan (somewhat similar to 'soul' or
'spirit') had inhabited the body of a doll on the planet Mars 469,476,600 years ago. Martians seized the doll and
took it to a temple, where it was zapped by a bishop's gun while the congregation chanted 'God is Love.' The
Thetan was then put in an ice cube, placed aboard a flying saucer, and dropped off at Planet ZX 432, where it was
given a robot body, then put to work unloading flying saucers. Being a bit unruly, it zapped another robot to death
and was shipped off in a flying saucer to be punished.  But the flying saucer exploded, and the Thetan fell into
space" (story as reprinted in Kingdom of the Cults, p. 346, 1985 ed.). While this may be where the theology of the
Church of Scientology eventually leads, it is not explained to the initiate in these precise words. Rather, it is touted
to the world as the cure for all man's problems and a way to gain every desire.  [Return to Text]

Note on Religion: In 1967, the Church of Scientology of California was stripped of its tax-exempt status by the
IRS (deeming Scientology a for-profit business that enriched church officials), an action the church considered
unlawful and thus ignored. (The church also replied with more than 2,000 lawsuits against the IRS.) The IRS, in
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turn, undertook a mammoth audit of the church for the years 1970 through 1974. A federal court ruled in 1971 that
Hubbard's medical claims were bogus and that E-meter auditing could no longer be called a scientific treatment.
Hubbard responded by going fully religious, seeking First Amendment protection for Scientology's strange rites.
Scientology ministers (formerly "counselors") started to wear white collars, dark suits, and silver crosses. Sunday
services were mandated, chapels were erected in Scientology buildings, franchises became "missions," fees became
"fixed donations," and Hubbard's comic-book cosmology became "sacred scriptures." It was made a punishable
offense for a staffer to omit from church literature the notation that Scientology is a "religious philosophy." Many
of the changes flowed from a flurry of "religious image" directives issued by high-level Scientology executives.
One policy put it bluntly: "Visual evidences that Scientology is a religion are mandatory." 

IRS-conducted audits proved that Hubbard was skimming millions of dollars from the church, laundering the
money through dummy corporations in Panama, and stashing it in Swiss bank accounts. Moreover, church members
stole IRS documents, filed false tax returns, and harassed the agency's employees. By late 1985, with high-level
defectors accusing Hubbard of having stolen as much as $200 million from the church, the IRS was seeking an
indictment of Hubbard for tax fraud. Scientology members "worked day and night" shredding documents the IRS
sought, according to a defector who took part in the scheme. (Hubbard, who had been in hiding for five years, died
before the criminal case could be prosecuted.) None of this, however, convinced the IRS, which assessed the
church more than $1 million in back taxes for the years 1970 through 1972. Scientology appealed to the U.S. Tax
Court, where, in 1984, it was handed one of the worst financial and public relations disasters in its history. The
battle with the Internal Revenue Service was finally resolved on October 1, 1993. On that day, despite all the
evidence to the contrary, the IRS issued letters recognizing the Church of Scientology and its related churches and
organizations as tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In return, the Church of
Scientology paid the IRS $12.5 million to settle any tax assessments prior to 1993, and dropped all its lawsuits
against the IRS. The IRS also agreed to drop any outstanding audits of Scientology organizations and declared
several related Scientology organizations as tax-exempt, including a trust that oversees the church's 440-foot cruise
ship, Freewinds. Also, church members were permitted to henceforth deduct from their personal income taxes the
fees they pay for "auditing."  [Return to Text]

Note on Tactics: Frequently, a person's first contact with Scientology comes when he is approached by a staff
member on the street and offered a free personality test, or receives a lengthy questionnaire in the mail. Using
charts and graphs, the idea is to convince a person that he has some problem, or "ruin," that Scientology can fix,
while assuaging concerns he may have about the church. According to Hubbard, "if the job has been done well, the
person should be worried." With that accomplished, the customer is pushed to buy services he is told will improve
his sorry condition and perhaps give him such powers as being able to spiritually travel outside his body -- or, in
Scientology jargon, to "exteriorize." Church members are then required to write testimonials -- "success stories" --
as they progress from one level to the next. 

The Scientology organization uses sophisticated sales tactics to sell a seemingly endless progression of expensive
courses, each serving as a prerequisite for the next. Known collectively as "The Bridge," the courses promise
salvation, higher intelligence, superhuman powers, and even possible survival from nuclear fallout -- for those who
can pay. Church tenets mandate that parishioners purchase Scientology goods and services under Hubbard's
"doctrine of exchange." A person must learn to give, he said, as well as receive. For its programs and books, the
church charges "fixed donations" that range from $50 for an elementary course in improving communication skills
to more than $13,000 for Hubbard's secret teachings on the origins of the universe and the genesis of mankind's
ills. 

From time to time, the church offers "limited time only" deals on a select package of Hubbard courses, which
represent a small portion of The Bridge. One such offer packaged courses  that if bought individually would
supposedly cost $55,455; the sale price was $33,399.50. To complete Hubbard's progression of courses, a
Scientologist could conceivably spend a lifetime and more than $400,000. The Scientology Bridge is always under
construction, keeping the Supreme Answer one step away from church members -- a potent sales strategy devised
by Hubbard to keep the money flowing, critics contend. 
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New courses continually are added, each of which is said to be crucial for spiritual progress, each heavily
promoted. Church members are warned that unless they keep purchasing Scientology services, misery and sickness
may befall them. For the true believer, this is a powerful incentive to keep buying whatever the group is selling.
Through the mail, Scientologists are bombarded with glossy, colorful brochures announcing the latest courses and
discounts. Letters and postcards sound the dire warning, "Urgent! Urgent! Your future is at risk! ... It is time to
ACT! NOW! ... You must buy now!" 

Scientology staffers who sell Hubbard's courses are called "registrars." They earn commissions on their sales and
are skilled at eliciting every facet of an individual's finances, including bank accounts, stocks, cars, houses,
whatever can be converted to cash. Like all Scientology staffers, a registrar's productivity is evaluated each week.
Performance is judged by how much money he or she brings in by each Thursday afternoon. And, in Scientology,
declining or stagnant productivity is not viewed favorably. (Source: "The Scientology Story, Pt.2," L.A. Times,
6/25/90.)   [Return to Text]  

Note on David Miscavige: To the public, Heber Jentzsch, president of the Church of Scientology International,
is portrayed as Scientology's top official. He appears regularly at news conferences and on talk shows, appearing to
be chiefly responsible for church public relations. The real power is consolidated among a handful of Scientologists
who keep low public profiles. The Church of Scientology serves as the mother church and is responsible for the
overall ecclesiastical management, dissemination, and propagation of Scientology and the various churches of
Scientology, but the Religious Technology Center (RTC) serves as "protector of the religion." And, more
importantly, RTC is Scientology's final arbiter of orthodoxy. 

David Miscavige (41) (a high school drop out) has served as RTC's Chairman of the Board, its most senior
position, since 1987. Miscavige has been an active Scientologist for most of his life, and has been involved with
nearly every aspect of the Church's activities, closely working with Hubbard. Miscavige wields power with the iron-
fisted approach of his mentor. RTC owns the trademarks that Scientology churches need to operate, including the
words Scientology and Dianetics. RTC licenses the churches to use the trademarks and can revoke permission if a
church fails to perform properly. Therein rests much, but not all, of Miscavige's power. He is the man in control,
charting a direction for the organization that is at once expansionist and combative -- in keeping with the dictates
and personality of Hubbard, his role model.  [Return to Text]

More Detail on Scientology�s Wide Array of Front Groups and Financial Scams (Source:
5/6/91, Time Magazine): 

CONSULTING. Sterling Management Systems, formed in 1983, has been ranked in recent years by Inc. magazine
as one of America's fastest-growing private companies (estimated 1988 revenues of $20 million). Sterling regularly
mails a free newsletter to more than 300,000 health-care professionals, mostly dentists, promising to increase their
incomes dramatically. The firm offers seminars and courses that typically cost $10,000. But Sterling's true aim is to
hook customers for Scientology. Sterling's founder, dentist Gregory Hughes, is now under investigation by
California's Board of Dental Examiners for incompetence. Nine lawsuits are pending against him for malpractice
(seven others have been settled), mostly for orthodontic work on children. 

PUBLIC INFLUENCE. One front, the Way to Happiness Foundation, has distributed to children in thousands of
the nation's public schools more than 3.5 million copies of a booklet Hubbard wrote on morality. The church calls
the scheme "the largest dissemination project in Scientology history." Applied Scholastics is the name of still
another front, which is attempting to install a Hubbard tutorial program in public schools, primarily those populated
by minorities. The group also plans a 1,000-acre campus, where it will train educators to teach various Hubbard
methods. The disingenuously named Citizens Commission on Human Rights is a Scientology group at war with
psychiatry, its primary competitor. The commission typically issues reports aimed at discrediting particular
psychiatrists and the field in general [not a bad goal]. The CCHR is also behind an all-out war against Eli Lilly, the
maker of Prozac, the nation's top-selling anti-depression drug, claiming that Prozac drives people to murder or
suicide. Another Scientology-linked group, the Concerned Businessmen's Association of America, holds anti-drug
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contests and awards $5,000 grants to schools as a way to recruit students and curry favor with education officials. 

HEALTH CARE. HealthMed, a chain of clinics run by Scientologists, promotes a grueling and excessive system of
saunas, exercise, and vitamins designed by Hubbard to purify the body. Experts denounce the regime as quackery
and potentially harmful, yet HealthMed solicits unions and public agencies for contracts. The chain is plugged
heavily in a book, Diet for a Poisoned Planet, by journalist David Steinman, who concludes that scores of common
foods (among them: peanuts, bluefish, peaches and cottage cheese) are dangerous. Former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop labeled the book "trash," and the Food and Drug Administration issued a paper in October [of 1990]
that claims Steinman distorts his facts. "HealthMed is a gateway to Scientology, and Steinman's book is a sorting
mechanism," says physician William Jarvis, who is head of the National Council Against Health Fraud. 

DRUG TREATMENT. Hubbard's purification treatments are the mainstay of Narconon, a Scientology-run chain of
[50] alcohol and drug rehabilitation centers -- some in prisons under the name "Criminon." 

FINANCIAL SCAMS. Three Florida Scientologists, including Ronald Bernstein, a big contributor to the church's
international "war chest," pleaded guilty in March of 1991 to using their rare-coin dealership as a money laundry.
Other notorious activities by Scientologists include making the shady Vancouver stock exchange even shadier, and
plotting to plant operatives in the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and Export-Import Bank. The alleged
purpose of this scheme: to gain inside information on which countries are going to be denied credit so that
Scientology-linked traders can make illicit profits by taking "short" positions in those countries' currencies. 

BOOK PUBLISHING. Scientology mischief-making has even moved to the book industry. Since 1985, at least a
dozen Hubbard books, printed by a church company, have made best-seller lists. They range from a 5,000-page sci-
fi decology (Black Genesis, The Enemy Within, An Alien Affair, etc.) to the [50]-year-old Dianetics. Critics pan
most of Hubbard's books as unreadable, while defectors claim that church insiders are sometimes the real authors.
Even so, Scientology has sent out armies of its followers to buy the group's books at such major chains as B.
Dalton's and Waldenbooks to sustain the illusion of a best-selling author. A former Dalton's manager says that
some books arrived in his store with the chain's price stickers already on them, suggesting that copies are being
recycled. Scientology claims that sales of Hubbard books now top [100] million worldwide.  [Back to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Church of
Scientology," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "Scientology: Science or Science Fiction," G.
Richard Fisher, PFO Quarterly Journal, Vol.17 No.3; (3) "Lafayette Ronald Hubbard and the Theology of the
Church of Scientology," The Discerner, and (4) "Church of Scientology: A Religious Mafia?," The Watchman
Expositor (Vol. 15, No. 1, 1998, p. 5). [Christian books on the cults also have chapters or sections on Scientology.
For example, The Kingdom of the Cults, 1997; Ruth A. Tucker, Another Gospel, 1989; William Watson, A Concise
Dictionary of Cults and Religions, 1991; and J. Gordon Melton, Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America, 1986.
Two works by secular writers are Bent Coryden's L. Ron Hubbard: Messiah or Madman?, 1992; and Russell
Miller's Bare-Faced Messiah: The True Story of L. Ron Hubbard, 1987. One is advised that in both of these works
Hubbard frequently is quoted verbatim and any Christian will find his words vulgar, obscene, and offensive.]
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Silva Mind Control (Silva Method)*
Christian or New Age Mind Cult?

Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control [SMC]) was developed by José Silva. Over six million students in 71
countries have taken the Silva International courses (formerly Silva Mind Control International). (One of Silva's
goals is to have the Silva Method course taught to all school children, both in grade school and in college.) He
claims that any person who will take his 48-hour (four day) course will develop psychic powers. A student is shown
how to enter an altered state of consciousness, and in that state is taught how to tap into "higher intelligence in the
universe." The student is taught how to function psychically and clairvoyantly, and how to invite counselors, or
psychic guides, into his mind to help him with his problems. By the third day of the course, students are supposed
to be able to operate psychically enough so that they can project their awareness outside of their bodies; i.e., have
out-of-body experiences. Their minds are supposed to be able to tap into any source in the universe for the
information, including the minds of other men, alive or dead. 

Silva Method uses visualization and guided imagery quite heavily; both have long been recognized by sorcerers of
all kinds as the most powerful and effective methodology for contacting the spirit world in order to acquire
supernatural power, knowledge, and healing. This sort of thing has been going on down through history. It's known
as "shamanism," or witchcraft. Yet, Silva claims that God sent Jesus to teach us all of this! 

Obviously, the Silva Method is little more than a New Age psychological mind control technique, rather than a
cultic system of teaching with readily identifiable followers. Nevertheless, it does have spiritual underpinnings (see
Silva's book Keys to the Kingdom), and it does, in many ways, consider itself Christian. Below are the highlights of
what Silva Mind Control/Silva Method teaches concerning its source of authority, Christ, sin, salvation, the Holy
Spirit, and prayer: 

1. Source of Authority. Authority for the Silva Method student is José Silva and his official publication THE
SILVA METHOD. 

2. Jesus Christ. The Silva Method teaches that Jesus did miracles in the same way that the Silva Method teaches its
students. The Bible teaches that Jesus was not doing miracles by mind over matter. He did them by the power of
His Father. Silva Method fails to differentiate between the miraculous, genuine supernatural power of God and that
which man attributes to his own mind, which is nothing more than the usurping of the authority of God and trying
to be little gods themselves. 

Silva Method also teaches that "Rabbi Jesus was assigned by Almighty God of the Universe to Planet Earth to teach
humanity, in a step-by-step procedure, how to look for and find what is called the kingdom of God within us all. ...
Jesus came to give us a message to correct the problem of human development on this planet because Moses didn't
do it and Noah didn't do it, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob didn't ... Zoroaster, Krishna, Buddha, Mohammed didn't do it. So
Jesus finally came to straighten out their mess and problem ..." Silva says that Jesus said that we are to go into an
alpha state (an altered state of consciousness) with our spirit guides, thus gaining the psychic powers necessary to
correct the human situation. (Silva also says, "Jesus is not coming back, so we've got to do it. But He gave us the
keys; He gave us the message. Look inside; find this power; you've got the power and you can make earth 'paradise
earth.'") 

3. Sin. Silva denies original sin and sees only "problems to be solved." Silva teaches that the present is a process of
materializing thoughts, while the future is composed of conceived thoughts not yet materialized. He talks about
being able to prophesy, a process of projecting into thought patterns to see if we can detect information that can
help us solve problems. According to the Silva Method, this information is for no other thing than for solving
problems -- "to make this planet a better world to live in. ... if you get information to solve problems, where people
are suffering, and you do alleviate that suffering and you correct the problem, who cares where the information
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comes from? The idea is get it anyway you can to stop a problem and forget everything else." Silva's done away
with the blood of Jesus Christ; he's done away with the sacrificial death of Christ for our sins. According to the
Silva Method, it's not a sin problem anymore, it's ignorance! 

4. Salvation. Since Silva believes that we have been sent to the planet to solve problems (i.e., "to convert this
planet into a paradise"), salvation is earned by one's success in problem solving. The emphasis is one of total
pragmatism. But just the fact that one is solving problems does not answer the question of whether or not an
activity itself is right or pleasing to God. "Positive" results can occur through the occult world or the psychic world.

Being "born again" also has a unique meaning for Silva Method practitioners: "When we enter the kingdom of
heaven, once there we become centered and have access to the use of the right brain hemisphere ... This would truly
be the concept of being born again ... being 'born again' means 'Go back and retrace your steps and pick up the use
of the right brain hemisphere like you did when you were born originally.' ... when you get to use both brain
hemispheres, that is really being born again." Silva sums up what salvation is not in the Silva Method: "Somebody
who died 1,900 years ago or 2,000 years ago, his blood cleansing us from sin and so forth, that doesn't help solve
problems today." Salvation for Silva leads the lost away from the sacrifice of Christ for their sins upon the cross.
They don't need that anymore. All they need is alpha in the right brain.

The message of the Silva Method is one of complete rejection of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ upon the
cross, i.e., a claim that we have the power within us. Silva overlooks the major problem of evil in the human heart,
the sin nature of man, to which Jesus specifically said, "I come not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance."
One hears no repentance from Silva, no acknowledgement of any real guilt. Instead, it's just something that's a state
of mind that you can get rid of by going into your alpha level. 

5. Holy Spirit. In the Silva Method, the Holy Spirit is a "dimension that we can create -- a state of mind to enter it
and make use of it for problem-solving situations. ... We were sent to do a work for God -- help God with creation
in thinking of His creatures."

Rather than the Holy Spirit as Counselor, on the third day of Silva Method training, students are asked to pick two
counselors. The lecturer explains how to invoke them. And in the last session, during meditation, two counselors
appear in the laboratory of the mind of the student and they are available from that point on, whenever the student
needs them. Silva says that anytime that you find yourself with a problem and you do not know what to do next,
you consult your counselors: "They are here to do the work for you; they are here to help you evolve ... become ...
as good as they are, whoever they are." This, of course, is spiritism; and the nature of spiritism is ultimately
demonic. One can hear the same things from mediums and spiritists who talk to their advisors or their spirit guides
or counselors, all of which is prohibited by Scripture (cf. Deut. 18). 

6. Prayer. For Silva, praying is psychic -- the use of mind: "... we're praying; we're using psychic systems to pray,
to visualize ... imagine what's to happen, and believe that you already have it and you shall receive it." (Sounds like
the "name-it-and-claim-it" teaching of the Positive Confession movement.)

*Most of the material in this report came from a panel discussion on the subject on a 1988 John Ankerberg Show.
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Unitarian Universalists
Christian or Cult?

Unitarian Universalism (UU), known officially as the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations in North
America (with headquarters in Boston, Mass.), was officially formed in 1961 with the merger of two separate
religious groups whose roots date back to the early 1500s -- the American Unitarian Association (1825) and the
Universalist Church of America (1793). Unitarian Universalism is one of the most liberal of the denominations,
being more akin to a society of free thinkers than a traditional "Christian" denomination. 

In America, the religious liberalism that came to be known as Unitarianism appeared within the congregational
churches in Massachusetts as a reaction against the revivalism of the Great Awakening (1740-43). Unitarianism
prospered in the late-18th century among the Harvard elite, and emerged full bloom in the early-19th century as a
rational, mystical, liberal religion that rejected the divinity of Christ as well as the Calvinist view of man as totally
depraved. The Unitarians believed that man was not only morally perfectible, but that education was the only true
way to salvation. Since they believed that evil was caused by ignorance, poverty, and social injustice, they were
convinced that only a good liberal education, provided by the government at no charge, would solve society's
problems (1/96, The Blumenfeld Education Letter, p. 2). 

Universalism is the theological doctrine that all souls will ultimately be saved and that there are no torments of hell.
Universalism has been asserted at various times in different contexts throughout the history of the "Christian
church" -- e.g., Origen in the 3rd century. The Universalists also denied the miraculous element in Scripture, and
rejected such important Bible doctrines as the total depravity of man and the Trinity. 

There are currently about 205,000 Unitarian Universalist members in 1,040 congregations in North America. The
beliefs of Unitarian Universalism appeal greatly to the "yuppie" generation of today -- no penalty for sin, no hell,
salvation for all, ecumenism with all other religions, and extreme theological liberalism with no official creeds.
Many in this "church" do not believe in Biblical Christianity, and some do not even want to be known as
Christians. According to the Unitarian-Universalist 1985 revised statement, no minister, member, or congregation
"shall be required to subscribe to any particular interpretation of religion, or to any particular religious belief or
creed." Four of their seven Principles and Purposes are these: The inherent worth and dignity of every person; a
free and responsible search for truth; the goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all; respect
for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part. 

In their attempt to be "free thinking" and "non-creedal," the UUs have become so liberal that they deny almost
every doctrine of the Christian faith, replacing the worship of God with a worship of self, teaching that human
reason and experience take precedence over the Word of God. Below are the highlights of what the Unitarian
Universalists "believe" concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The UUs deny the divine inspiration and absolute authority of the Scriptures. They claim
the Bible was merely the creation of men, and therefore, the Bible contains many "inaccuracies, inconsistencies,
and errors." They substitute human reason for revelation as their source of authority, and believe there are no
absolute or infallible guides, including reason. [HJB] In fact, UUs desire a world religion that "draws from and
honors the teachings of all of the great religious traditions."

2. Trinity. The UUs deny that one God exists in three Persons. Instead, they claim that Trinitarian doctrine was
added by the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325. [HJB] 

3. God. The UUs hold a variety of liberal views about God: Some do not believe that He is a Person, but instead
claim He is an impersonal spirit, a natural force, or a principle. Some even claim that He is a created being, not
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supernatural. Others even deny His existence completely.

4. Jesus Christ. The UUs deny the deity of Christ -- that He is not God and Savior, but only a good man and
teacher. They claim that the apostles and other Christian writers added to the Scriptures the teachings concerning
Christ's atonement for sin.

5. Salvation. The UUs teach that the essence of salvation is character development ("deeds not creeds"), rather than
faith in Jesus Christ alone -- the "social gospel" reigns supreme in UU. This belief allows every person to do
whatever is right in his own eyes as long as he is sincere about it (including homosexual behavior -- UU became
the first denomination to call for the legal recognition of same-sex marriages [Associated Press:6/25/96]; as early as
1970, UUs called for an end to discrimination against homosexuals and bisexuals, and in 1980, UUs resolved that
homosexuals should be ordained.). 

6. Hell. The UUs hold the "universalist" belief that no one will be eternally condemned. They, therefore, deny the
existence of hell, claiming it is unreasonable for a loving God to send people to a place of eternal torment. They
believe that we suffer the consequences of sin in this life only. [HJB]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB] ,
BTTB:1990, pp. 269-287.
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Unity School of Christianity*
Christian or Cult?

Unity School of Christianity, also known as Unity (with headquarters on a 1,400-acre campus in Unity Village,
Missouri -- near Lee's Summit, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City), was "founded" in 1889 (with the publishing of
a national monthly magazine called Modern Thought -- renamed Unity Magazine in 1894) by Charles S. Fillmore
(1854-1948), a spiritist with no Christian background, and Myrtle (Paige) Fillmore (1845-1931), a Methodist; this
was after Myrtle said she was healed of tuberculosis by repeating an occultic mind-over-matter affirmation, "I am a
child of God, and therefore I do not inherent sickness" (she had been dabbling heavily in Christian Science). It was
later incorporated as a church in 1903 by the Unity Society of Practical Christianity. In 1948, the control of Unity
was assumed by the Fillmore's two sons, Lowell and W. Rickert Fillmore, and has since experienced tremendous
growth. Unity currently claims about 200,000 U.S. members and 1.5 million members worldwide.

Unity's leader is now Connie Fillmore Bazzy, a great-granddaughter of the founders. She controls everything from
publishing Unity's magazines to the 24-hour Silent Unity Prayer ministry that generates the majority of the
organization's approximately $30 million in annual income. Charles R. Fillmore is the grandson of the founder and
acts as Chairman of the Board for Unity.

Unity's roots are to be found in the ministry of Dr. Franz Anton Mesmer, who practiced what was called "animal
magnetism." His work involved manipulating the "subconscious" mind, and he was the first modern user of
hypnotism (hence, the term "mesmerism"). Some years later, Unity joined the International New Thought Alliance
(along with Christian Science and New Thought) from which many of their doctrines have emanated.1 

The Fillmores studied Spiritualism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Brahmanism, Rosicrucianism, Theosophy, New Thought,
Christian Science, and other Mind Science religions, believing that there was some good in every religion. (They
did disagree, however; with the Christian Science doctrine that matter is not real.) Charles Fillmore admits that he
and Myrtle had taken "more than forty courses (in metaphysical subjects)" (The Story of Unity, James Dillet
Freeman, Unity Books publishing, pp. 35, 41-42). The Fillmores also took "several courses" from Emma Curtis
Hopkins to further their understanding of New Thought. Hopkins had been an editor on the Christian Science
Journal, Mary Baker Eddy's publication (The Story of Unity, pp. 43-45).

Charles Fillmore chose the ancient Egyptian winged disc, an occult symbol, as the symbol to represent Unity.
Steeped in Hinduism, Fillmore felt that he had been associated with the symbol in previous lives. (He believed he
was the reincarnation of the Apostle Paul!) A Unity video states that this symbol is a representation of the "Earth
being lifted in consciousness." Unity Magazine says it is "a soul giving wings to the body." These are thoroughly
pagan ideas. (Frank Yurco, an Egyptologist at the University of Chicago, says the "winged disc" symbol represents
"a fear of demons and evil gods. ... It represents the sun-god, Ra, as he flees across the sky.")

This occultic fixation eventually led to the formation of a group which would pray, or meditate, for the healing of
others. This became the Society of Silent Help, later changed to Silent Unity, that extolled the virtues of creative
thinking and the power of the human mind to cure any ailment. The Fillmores never thought of starting a church, so
they took the name "Unity School of Practical Christianity." "Practical" was dropped from the name in 1914, at
which time the Unity Tract Society and Silent Unity incorporated under the name of Unity School of Christianity.
Fillmore, during a time of silent prayer, is said to have received the name Unity. Fillmore explained he heard the
name "just as the voice of Jesus was heard by Paul" (The Story of Unity, p. 61). 

Today the "school" is a centralized group with churches in many areas. They distribute millions of pieces of
literature a year; their most popular publications (with a total circulation of about three million) are Unity Magazine
(articles on metaphysical topics) and Daily Word (their daily devotional magazine). There are many "authoritative"
Unity writings, two of which are Mysteries in Genesis and Christian Healing, both by Charles Fillmore. They also
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air a number of radio broadcasts. They have over 500 churches and/or study groups in America, with an additional
100 or so congregations and study groups in 15 foreign countries.  

Unity's doctrines are a mish-mash of borrowed teachings from different religions and philosophies -- Hinduism,
Spiritism, Theosophy, Christian Science, and Christianity. At the heart of Unity's teachings is a "health and wealth"
philosophy so popular to many in the professing Christian church today. But according to a Unity booklet by
Elizabeth Sand Turner, What Unity Teaches, Unity has no dogmatic statement of faith to which the people must
adhere. Instead, the follower is to "accept what he finds helpful to lift his consciousness to a higher level."
Nevertheless, Charles R. Fillmore, grandson of Charles S. and Myrtle, wrote The Adventure Called Unity in 1963,
which clearly delineates Unity's teachings. 

Below are the highlights of what Unity believes concerning its source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin and
salvation, hell, sickness, and reincarnation: 

1. Source of Authority. Because of Unity's philosophy that all religions teach truth, the Bible is simply another
book of Scripture. Charles Fillmore wrote, "It is not necessary that you despise the scriptures of the Jews, of the
Hindus, or of any people, but you are to take them for what they are: the records of men as to what their
experiences have been in communing with the omnipresent God" (The Twelve Powers of Man, p. 115). Unity does
not believe that the Scriptures are the complete and absolute authority, but that they are merely the "testimonials of
men." They do not even consider their own teachings to be permanently binding, but believe that such teachings are
always open to new revelation. They teach that the Bible is an "allegory" -- i.e., that experience, if you are 'in tune'
with God, is more accurate and reliable than the Bible. They give metaphysical interpretations to many obvious
truths in the Bible so that the normal meaning is twisted and the passage then fits their theology. (In other words,
Unity says the Bible doesn't mean what it says.) They consider reason and "logic of the mind" to be their final
authority. [HJB] 

2. Trinity. Unity has given a metaphysical meaning to the word "trinity"; they say the Father, Son, and the Holy
Spirit refer to "mind, idea, and expression." They believe that God is Universal Law or divine Principle, not a
person. [HJB] They teach the New Age/Pantheistic idea that God is All and All is God. They explain, "God is
Spirit, or the creative energy which is the cause of all visible things. God is not a being or person having life,
intelligence, love, power. God is that invisible, intangible, but very real, something we call life. Each rock, tree,
animal, everything visible, is a manifestation of the one Spirit -- God -- differing only in degree of manifestation;
and each of the numberless modes of manifestation, or individualities, however insignificant, contains the whole"
(Lessons In Truth, H. Emilie Cady, pp. 6, 8).

3. God. Under the heading "spirit," Unity's Metaphysical Bible Dictionary states, "A name for God. Spirit and Mind
are synonymous; therefore we know God-Spirit as Mind, the one Mind, or Intelligence, of the universe." The
Dictionary continues with "The Father is Principle. Thus, we might also say, Father is Being in the absolute, the
unlimited, the unrelated" (p. 629). "Childlike, untrained minds say God is a personal being. The statement that God
is principle chills them, and in terror they cry out. God is the name we give to that unchangeable, inexorable
principle at the source of all existence. To the individual consciousness God takes on personality, but as the creative
underlying cause of all things, He is principle, impersonal; as expressed in each individual, He becomes personal to
that one -- a personal, loving, all-forgiving Father-Mother" (Lessons In Truth, p. 11).

4. Jesus Christ. Unity teaches that Christ is an idea, the essence of "divine Mind." They claim that Jesus was
merely a perfect man who fully possessed the Christ principle, which He obtained by advancing "through many
reincarnations" (What Unity Teaches). They say that every person is potentially perfect, and that Jesus expressed
that perfection, and while we are still only working toward it, we are part of the divine universal consciousness, and
therefore, divine by nature. They believe that we can do anything Jesus did, in effect raising mankind to the level of
the divine, and making us equal with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Unity tells us that studying about God and Jesus Christ is
not enough. We must discover the Christ principles of successful living and then be ready to apply them to our
own daily living. In summary, rather than viewing Jesus as the Savior from our sins, Unity views Him as merely
the "Way Shower."2 
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Unity believes in the Second Coming of Christ, not in the flesh, but as the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit to all who
are prepared to receive it. The Holy Spirit is a latent power within every man. This, they believe, is the fulfillment
of the promise of Jesus to his disciples (e.g., Unity says, "In this day of great spiritual awakening, when the hearts
and minds of many are turning to God, the Second Coming of Christ is taking place for them.").

5. Holy Spirit. Charles Fillmore, again in harmony with the Pantheistic ideology of his day, stated that the Holy
Spirit was not a personal being, but rather only an impersonal force. He wrote, "The Holy Spirit in Divine Mind
corresponds to our thought in our minds. So we can ideate the unlimited Divine Mind, but when this Mind is
brought into our world or consciousness it is limited to our conception of it" (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind, p.
99).

6. Sin and Salvation. Unity denies the reality of sin and evil. They do not recognize man as being sinful or in need
of salvation, because they believe that every person is part of God. They teach that we can overcome weaknesses
and mistakes through wisdom and right thinking, not by a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Instead,
Unity tells us that man's mind is his connecting link with God, and that if man is to control his spiritual growth and
fulfillment, he must control his thinking. They teach that the atonement is the reconciliation of our minds with the
Divine Mind. 

In Talks on Truth, Unity says: "Salvation is finally attained when the cycle of rebirth is broken and man comes to
birth no more. The true spiritual body is to replace the physical body and the man becomes like Christ. This is to be
done on earth ... eternal life means conscious existence in the body." For Unity, then, salvation and true religious
growth are "do-it-yourself projects" (The Adventure Called Unity, pp. 6-7). 

7. Hell. With the Unity concept of the power of positive thinking, there is no talk about sin, and therefore, no
eternal hell and no eternal punishment. They deny that hell is a real place, but claim that both heaven and hell are
"states of mind," not geographical locations, that people experience as a result of their thoughts, words, and deeds.
[HJB] Unity, thereby, is one of the most dangerous cults, because it lulls followers into thinking that they will
never have to face the living God of the Bible.

8. Sickness. Unity claims that pain, sickness, old age, and death are not real. Instead, they teach a process of
healing that uses "denial" and mental power: "Unity believes in the creative power of thoughts and words. We can
have neither good nor ill unless we think and speak it into manifestation. ... what we think and speak will act to lift
the consciousness to a higher level" (What Unity Teaches).

9. Reincarnation. Unity goes a step beyond Christian Science in its teaching of "transmigration of souls." Unity
believes in reincarnation, i.e., that through a long process of rebirths we eventually reach perfection and
immortality. (Unity teaches that Christ had been David, Moses, and Elijah in previous lives.) This was borrowed
directly from Hinduism, in effect, lifted right out of Hindu's sacred writings. (However, unlike Hinduism, Unity's
reincarnation is only to a new human body, never to an animal body.) They claim that God never intended for man
to die, but that reincarnation was His merciful provision (cf. Heb. 9:27). They teach that once we reach perfection,
we become part of the "Divine Mind," an eternal state of peace and tranquility [HJB]. Fulfillment, for the Unity
adherent, is to come to the end of countless reincarnations, because one has then finally arrived at his Christ-like
perfection state -- "The second birth is that in which we 'put on Christ.' It is a process of mental adjustment and
body transmutation that takes place right here on earth." [From Unity's Statement of Faith, Article 22: "We believe
that the dissolution of spirit, soul and body caused by death, is annulled by rebirth of the same spirit and soul in
another body here on earth. We believe the repeated incarnations of man to be a merciful provision of our loving
Father to the end that all may have opportunity to attain immortality through regeneration, as did Jesus."]

10. Summary. Following are quotes from Charles Fillmore's book Christian Healing (Unity School of Christianity,
Unity Village, MO). They are found at the end of the chapters in his book and are meant as summarizations and
points of meditation:
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"God is the name of my good" (p. 17);

"God is the name of the everywhere Principle, in whom I live, move, and have my being" (p. 17);

"I am the son of God, and the Spirit of the Most High dwells in me" (p. 29);

"I am the only begotten son, dwelling in the bosom of the Father" (p. 29);

"I am the Christ of God" (p. 29);

"I and my Father are one" (p. 29);

"I am one with Almightiness" (p. 29);

"God is good, and God is all, therefore I refuse to believe in the reality of evil in any of its forms" (p. 60);

"My perfection is now established in Divine Mind" (p. 83);

"Holding continuously to the reality of things spiritual establishes them in mind -- they become mental
substance" (p. 84);

"I see the light of Christ consciousness always" (p. 106).

11. Biblical Response. 

God is not all and all is not God. Rather, God is the creator of all things. (Genesis 1:1; Isa 44:24; John 1:2-3;
Col. 1:16);
The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit have personal attributes. They speak (Ex. 24:12, Acts 13:2); They reason
(Isa. 1:18); They feel compassion. (Luke 13:34, John 3:16-18);
Jesus was not possessed of a Christ consciousness, He is the Christ. (Matt. 1:18; Luke 2:11);
All religions are not true. (Matt. 7:21, 24:24; John 14:6; Acts 4:12);
Poverty, sin, sickness, and death are real. (Matt. 4:24; Mark 14:7; Rom. 3:23, 6:23; 1 John 1:7-10);
Reincarnation is not Biblical (Heb. 9:27).

Endnotes

1 A religious movement that began in the United States in the late 19th century, New Thought stresses the power of
the mind to heal disease and to improve life. Its individualistic orientation has hindered the development of
centralized institutions. New Thought, however, has influenced many who claim no allegiance to its organizations.
Phineas P. Quimby, a mental healer and metaphysician, is considered the founder of New Thought, even though the
movement incorporates ideas of other thinkers, including those of the American transcendentalists. Warren F. Evans
(1817-89) and Julius A. Dresser (1838-93) spread Quimby's teachings. The magazine New Thought, which is still
published today as Unity Magazine, was begun in 1894. The National New Thought Alliance was formed in 1908,
and the International New Thought Alliance (INTA) in 1914. The Unity School of Christianity, although not part of
INTA, is a prominent New Thought movement. 

New Thought was a philosophical school of thought that believed in the ability of the human mind to solve all of
the problems one might encounter. According to New Thought, the tremendous power of mind is explained by the
divinity of humankind. Unlike Christian Science, which New Thought resembles in some respects, New Thought
does not accept any final revelation and is not opposed in principle to material medicine. New Thought's optimistic
influence can be seen in such works as Norman Vincent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking (1952). New
Thought has also paved the way for recent interest in faith healing and in non-Western religions. (Source: 1995
Grolier Electronic Multimedia Encyclopedia.)  [Back to Text]
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2 As with other New Age/pantheistic groups, Unity distinguishes between Jesus, the man, and Christ, the divine
consciousness. This view of Christ is also shared by the Christian Science church of Mary Baker Eddy. Unity
states: "Jesus represents God's idea of man in expression; Christ is that idea in the absolute." Unity draws a similar
concept of the birth of Jesus as many other New Age cults. The Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, pp. 345-346, states:
"In the individual consciousness, the meaning of Jesus' being born in Bethlehem of Judea is that the principles of
truth have laid hold of the intelligent substance of Spirit (Bethlehem), and through praise (Judea) have brought the
Christ into manifestation. It is wise to protect the newborn spiritual consciousness from contact with Herod, the
personal ego; Herod seeks 'the young child to destroy him,' but under the guidance of Spirit, no harm comes to the
child. He is taken into Egypt (down into the protected places of the subconsciousness), to remain until the personal
ego destroys itself; then the Christ child is free to come forth and express."  [Back to Text]

*Some of the material in this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from seven sources: (1) the 4/93 issue of
The Discerner; (2) the 10/96 issue of the Mount Carmel Outreach; (3) Evaluating & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "Unity," April 2000, pp. 34-35; (4) "Unity School of Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); (5) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia; (6) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; and
(7) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 289-304.  [Back to Top]
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The Way International
Christian or Cult?*

The Way International (also known as the Way Bible Research Institute), with headquarters in New Knoxville,
Ohio, was officially founded in 1957 by Victor Paul Wierwille (1916-1985). (Although no significant growth
occurred until the Jesus Movement of the late 1960s, others attribute The Way's beginning to October of 1942 to
Wierwille's radio broadcast, the "Vesper Chimes," which first aired on WLOK in Lima). Formerly, Wierwille was a
United Church of Christ minister who had studied at two liberal seminaries -- the University of Chicago Divinity
School and Princeton Theological Seminary. [Although his followers referred to him as "Doctor," Wierwille had no
earned doctorate. His bogus doctoral degree was purchased from Pikes Peak Bible Seminary, a diploma mill (see,
From "Vesper Chimes" to "The Way International," pp. 10-11).] Though exposed to the Bible, Wierwille was a
man who had rejected God's truth in utter rebellion. Putting the Bible aside, Wierwille exercised very little
discernment in learning from others, readily accepting teachings from itinerant mystics, Christian Scientists, and
spiritists.

Wierwille founded what would become The Way after receiving (in 1942) what he claimed was a message from
God: "He spoke to me audibly, just like I am talking to you now," Wierwille explained in a Way biography -- "He
said he would teach me the Word as it had not been known since the first century, if I would teach it to others" (The
Way: Living in Love, p. 178). In some ways, Wierwille's beliefs were not that unique. Nor did they come directly
from God's lips. Much evidence exists that Wierwille borrowed theories from George Lamsa (The Quarterly
Journal, Personal Freedom Outreach, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1989, p. 1), and plagiarized portions of his foundational books
from the writings of others such as E.W. Bullinger and E.W. Kenyon (see: The Integrity and Accuracy of The
Way's Word, and Will the Real Author Please Stand Up?). 

Three years before his death, Wierwille passed leadership to L. Craig Martindale. After Wierwille died, the church
was beset by infighting and tax troubles, leading to a decade of decline and splintering amid charges of
mismanagement, authoritarianism, intolerance, plagiarism, and adultery. Membership fell from approximately
100,000 people in all 50 states and 40 foreign countries to an estimated 10,000 in 1996. (Official Way publications
include The Way Magazine, Jesus Christ is Not God, The Bible Tells Me So, God's Magnified Word, The Word's
Way, and The Rise and Expansion of the Church.)

Considerable criticism has focused on the founder. During his lifetime, Wierwille had been elevated to the level of
a living legend in the minds of his followers, according to former adherents. Most of the criticism by former Way
leaders, however, has been directed at L. Craig Martindale. Wierwille, fighting cancer, installed Martindale as
president in 1982. Born in 1948, Martindale had served as youth minister in a Southern Baptist church in
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and had been president of both the local Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Baptist
Student Union at the University of Kansas before joining The Way in 1971 (Profile: Rev. L. Craig Martindale,
published by The Way, Int'l.). Dissidents have questioned and even rebelled against Martindale's leadership amidst
violent turmoil and shocking controversy. Especially troubling to many former members are "widespread reports of
rampant adultery and promiscuous sex in The Way, including the highest levels of leadership. One ex-member said
the [Way] Corps' resident training was sometimes like a 'bordello,' with promiscuity, adultery, orgies, wife-
swapping, and even gang-rape" (Christian Research Journal, Summer 1996, pp. 6-7). [These scandals apparently
took their toll -- in April of 2000, Martindale resigned from The Way's board of trustees. Way's vice president,
Rosalie Rivenbark, became The Way's new president.]

The Way is also battling charges of rampant homosexuality. In 1994, The Way ended the WOW Ambassador
program (Word Over the World) at its annual "Rock of Ages" festival, fearing that nearly 10 percent of that year's
applicants were homosexual. [Martindale's restructuring of most of the sect's traditional programs may have been
intended in part to deal with this issue. Martindale said, "We have flushed homosexuals and 'homo' fantasizers and
sympathizers out of our Way Corps and Staff." One Way staffer reported that by January of 1995, "163 sodomites
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had been purged, marked and avoided" (Ibid., p. 6).] Later in 1995, The Way began the "The Way Disciples
Outreach Group" program to replace the WOWs. The Disciples were to find new recruits for The Way as the
WOWs did, but serve only four months instead of the year the WOWs served. But the Trustees now limit the
Disciples to only Advanced Class graduates in order to assure that they are more entrenched in Way practices and
more answerable to leaders. Amid these and other charges, the loss in followers has been paralleled by a drop in
finances, and many former Way members are flocking to break-off organizations (some of which are led by well-
known and respected ex-leaders: Christian Educational Service (CES) led by John Lynn; Pacific West Fellowship;
Great Lakes Fellowship; and The Way of Great Britain headed by Chris Geer.

Although The Way holds services, commissions missionaries, performs weddings, and other functions associated
with churches, technically, The Way does not consider itself to be a religion or a church. -- "The Way International
is a biblical research and teaching organization concerned with ... the inherent accuracy of the Word of God ... The
Way is not a church, nor is it a denomination or a religious sect of any sort" (This Is The Way, pamphlet). Yet, it
has been successful in attracting recruits via a time-tested cult technique known as "love-bombing" -- in The Way's
case, the showering of unconditional love and acceptance through its "Twig fellowships." 

Wierwille organized The Way around the structure of a tree, with the international headquarters serving as the
"roots," national offices forming the "trunks," state advisors serving as "limb" coordinators, regional or area
organizations serving as "branches," local congregations of 3 to 30 followers meeting in home study groups called
"twigs," and individual members are the "leaves." As most cults operate, The Way innocently infiltrates a
fellowship. After a meeting, they engage new Christians in Biblical discussions and invite them to Bible studies.
Left undisturbed, The Way members will display loving dispositions and appear quite harmless. 

Wierwille was also a conspiracy theorist with a "militia" mindset, warning followers about the Illuminati, a
supposed world cartel of powerful individuals secretly planning to overthrow the U.S. government. Rumors of
survival training and the buildup of a military stronghold circulated through Way fellowships. Students attending
advanced Way classes were required to learn how to shoot a gun -- they were advised to bring a Bible, Dale
Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence People, and a rifle or shotgun (handgun also if desired).

One of the most damaging aspects of The Way is the ability of its leadership to control many of the thoughts and
actions of its followers, using tactics of mind control. This is not strictly speaking "brainwashing" (which uses
physical abuse), but is the use of emotionally manipulative tactics to direct a person's attitudes and behavior. The
Way also routinely condemns everyone outside the organization of being "possessed by devil spirits." The Way
member often tells the children of divorced parents to be wary of, resist, not obey, or avoid the fallen-away parent
(the one who has left The Way) to protect themselves from the influence of the parent's devil spirits. The most
common and vicious claim is that people are possessed by "homosexual devil spirits." 

Anyone who closely views the lives of Way members is amazed and shocked by how every aspect of a follower's
life is controlled. Way members are also taught that the President of The Way is "The Man of God" and that they
must give allegiance to and obey him in all things, no matter how insignificant, and even if it appears that he is in
error. Way members are also told to obey local leadership, especially the "clergy" and "Way Corps" who have
graduated from The Way's leadership program. Leadership tells followers whom to date, whom to marry (and not
marry), when to separate or divorce, how to spend their time and money, when to sell their house, where to live,
when to change jobs, how to discipline their children -- the list goes on and on. In recent years, leaders have told
Way members to vacate certain towns and move close to leaders (sometimes hundreds of miles away, as when Way
members in Saint Louis were all told to move to Columbia, MO, in 1998) to be under their "protection."

Way teachers also typically attack verbally anyone who is not in The Way, so as children accept Way teaching,
they tend to turn against parents and family members who are not in The Way. Profanity and name-calling are
typical in the language of Way followers and Way leaders. Former Way President Martindale set the example, as
he peppered his conversation, lectures, and even sermons with profanity. In a brief, 15-minute impromptu talk to
his followers during a Sunday Night Service (May 4, 1997), he called his critics "morons," "snot-nosed punk,"
"can't find their *** in the dark," full of "devil spirits," "not have two brain cells to rub together," etc. He identified
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the local newspaper as "St. Mary's puke sheet" and mused at how wonderful it would be if all journalism and law
schools were burned down. In less public settings, he is even more profane. Since children commonly hear Way
members and leaders call their non-Way parents profane and derogatory names, this reduces their respect for them
and increases allegiance to the group.

Many of the core beliefs (anti-Semitic) that Wierwille taught should disturb true Christians -- such as Jesus Christ
is not God; today's Jews are actually an impostor tribe from Siberia; the Jewish Holocaust is a myth; and that much
of the Gospel doesn't have any real meaning today. Insiders have also reported instances of weapons stockpiling,
kidnapping, wife-swapping and other sexual misconduct, and financial scandal -- with varying degrees of
documentation in personal testimony and in the press. Below are the highlights of what The Way International
believes concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation, giving, spiritual
gifts, heaven and hell, laws, and God's dispensations: 

1. Source of Authority. The Way claims the Bible as their final authority, but in practice, Wierwille's
interpretations of the Bible are seen as the true, final authority -- Wierwille stated that he produced the only "pure
and correct" interpretation of the Bible since the first century. Wierwille claimed to have received special revelation
from God, but that the "Bible as a whole is not relevant to all people of all times." He rejected the Old Testament
and the Gospels as unnecessary. [HJB] The Way also teaches that the Bible is not the Word of God, but only
contains the word of God. Only the rest of the New Testament is relevant for his group, which he called the
"Church of God." The Way also believes that the New Testament was first written in Aramaic, not Greek. 

The original Way new-member, Power for Abundant Living video course (PFAL) was the main source of teaching
and outreach. (PFAL cost about $50, and was an intense, 12-session, 36-hour, no note-taking, no questions-
allowed, instruction series in The Way's doctrines. PFAL promised that right "believing" will keep away sickness,
insure prosperity, and even protect soldiers from enemy bullets. Poverty is condemned as the result of imperfect
faith. The "Good Life" is the proper reward for believing.) Power for Abundant Living has been replaced by
Martindale's, The Way of Abundance and Power. Other courses are also offered, starting at a minimum of $65 each,
providing The Way with most of its revenues.

2. Trinity. The Way denies the Trinity doctrine and teaches a doctrine of God similar to the Arianism of the
Jehovah's Witnesses. Technically, Way theology is called Dynamic Monarchianism (See Evangelical Dictionary of
Theology, "Arianism," "Monarchianism"). They correctly believe that there is only one God, but wrongly conclude
that God is limited to one Person. They believe that only the Father is God, denying the deity of Christ and the third
Person, the Holy Spirit. According to The Way, the Father, ONLY, is the one true God. He created all things
including Jesus and "holy spirit." 

3. Jesus Christ. Wierwille believed that Jesus Christ had no preincarnate existence except in the mind of God the
Father. The Way teaches that Jesus is not God, but a perfect human who came into existence when the Father
created sinless sperm and implanted it in Mary. Thus, The Way denies the deity of Christ, making the distinction
that "Jesus Christ is not God [that is, God Himself], but [merely] the Son of God. They are not 'co-eternal, without
beginning or end, and co-equal.' Jesus Christ was not literally with God in the beginning; neither does he have all
the assets of God" (Jesus Christ is Not God, p. 5). To support this, they change the meaning of common Greek
words in John 1:1 -- it is claimed that the phrase "the Word was with God" actually means "Jesus Christ was with
God in His foreknowledge," but that Jesus was not co-eternal with God the Father. The Way claims that "if Jesus
Christ is God ... we have not yet been redeemed." [HJB] 

4. Holy Spirit. Wierwille denied the deity and personality of the Holy Spirit. To circumvent obvious Biblical
references supporting the deity of the Holy Spirit, The Way arbitrarily provides two different meanings to the term
Holy Spirit (pneuma hagion) in the New Testament. Wierwille argued that in some texts the term should be
translated capitalized and in other verses with all small letters. According to Wierwille, the term Holy Spirit
(capitalized) is another name for God the Father (just like Bob is another name for Robert). The term "holy spirit"
(small letters) refers to an impersonal force that is given by the Father (Holy Spirit) to empower His believers.
Thus, holy spirit is the gift (inanimate force) and Holy Spirit (God the Father) is the giver (Receiving the Holy
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Spirit Today, pp. 1-5). To support his position, Wierwille contends that the deity of Christ was a late invention of
apostate Christianity and was never taught during the first three centuries of church history (Jesus Christ is Not
God, p. 12). [McDowell and Stewart refute Wierwille's claim: "Ignatius, (A.D. 50-115), an early Church Father and
disciple of the Apostle John, clearly writes of Christ's deity. Irenaeus (A.D. 115-190), another Church Father,
makes clear reference in Against Heresies, when he calls Christ Jesus 'Lord and God.' The apologist Tertullian
(A.D. 160-220) calls Christ the 'God of God.' Also Hippolytus, Origen and Lucian of Antioch, all clearly refer to
Christ as the one God" (Handbook of Today's Religions, pp. 107-108).]

The Way teaches that natural man is born with a body and soul, but not a spirit. When one is born again, God
creates a human spirit in him or her. This spirit is also called "Christ in you," "holy spirit," "inherent spiritual
power," "power from on high," "spiritual abilities," and "the mystery." It is not Jesus Christ Himself.

5. Salvation. Rather than emphasizing salvation through faith in Christ, Wierwille artificially separated "faith" from
"believing." He taught a very mechanical view of faith in Christ -- a mere intellectual or mental assent to Biblical,
historical facts. He also redefined repentance as just confession and belief. Thus, salvation does not involve
repentance of sins, but only doing "the will of God" (The Bible Tells Me So, p. 18; Jesus Christ Is God, pp. 238-
257). The Way also teaches that Jesus was raised on Saturday and that there were four people crucified with Him,
not two. Additionally, only true believers who lived after Pentecost will be saved. Also, The Way teaches that once
a person is saved, he cannot sin in his spirit. His body and soul can sin, but not his spirit -- this can lead to sinful
practices that are said to not affect the spirit of a person.

6. Abundant Sharing (and Tithing). Wierwille taught that every person owes God a tithe of his or her income,
and "true giving" only begins after the "minimum payment" is made. The portion over the tithe is called "abundant
sharing" and (with the tithe) is to be paid directly to the headquarters of The Way International. God's unchanging
"law of prosperity" is that the payment of one's "debt" of the tithe insures that the payer will not experience
financial collapse, health problems, or accidents. The Way's law of tithing and abundant sharing requires followers
give this 10%-plus even if personal needs go unmet.

7. Speaking in Tongues. The Way claims that every true believer should speak in tongues, and that the "holy
spirit" within enables the believer to do so. They claim that speaking in tongues is "the only visible and audible
proof that a man has been born again." [HJB] Followers are taught how to speak in tongues, interpret tongues, and
prophesy; and are then expected to do so instantly when called on by a leader in any meeting. [Wierwille taught
"tongues" by having his followers relax and inhale "holy spirit" through "heavy breathing," which he claimed was a
more accurate translation of "mighty rushing wind" in Acts 2:2 (Receiving the Holy Spirit Today, pp. 61-62).] 

8. Soul Sleep. Like Jehovah's Witnesses, The Way also teaches that the soul is the body's life force, which is in the
blood, and that the dead cease to exist (Ibid., pp. 258-290). The Way claims that "no passage of Scripture teaches
that there is conscious existence after death" -- they deny that believers immediately go to be with the Lord at
death. [HJB] Similarly, they teach that the wicked are annihilated at death, thereby denying the clear Biblical
teaching concerning eternal suffering in hell. 

9. Laws. The Way teaches that God established "immutable laws" which govern human situations, such as the law
of believing (whatever one believes will happen to one, whether bad or good -- i.e., positive/negative confession),
the law of prosperity, and the law of tithing. Accordingly, what one does, believes, or confesses (affirms) causes
either good or bad to come to him or her, depending on the quality of his or her action or belief. [Wierwille once
claimed that a boy's death in an automobile accident was actually caused by his mother's fear that he may be hurt
(Power for Abundant Living, pp. 37-44).]

10. Administrations. Wierwille adapted E.W. Bullinger's ultra-dispensationalism. Dispensationalism divides
history into seven administrations (dispensations). Ultra-dispensationalism teaches that water baptism should no
longer be practiced and that only the seven "church epistles" by the Apostle Paul are meant for Christians today,
thereby placing little stock in the other 59 books of the Bible.
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Endnotes

1) Steven Hassan, in his book, Combating Mind Control, describes several features common to groups like The
Way, which use such tactics of mental coercion, including:

making followers fearful that terrible things will happen to them if they disobey leadership or leave the group.
Way leaders say that if followers disobey, they will be "outside the protection of the household," and so they
"will be a grease spot by midnight," that they will be involved in a terrible accident, and that they will
destroy their relationship with God.
requiring followers to obey leadership strictly, even on seemingly minor issues, and even when obedience
damages the followers' lives. For instance, Way members are compelled to sell their homes if there is a
mortgage of any size (even if rental rates are much higher than the mortgage payment), quit a job, and move
to a new city to be near leadership.
inducing thought control by requiring recruits to use only approved language and jargon.
causing followers to block out all information from outside the group. They are required to burn literature
which was written by former followers of The Way who left it, even if the content of the books does not
contradict current teachings of The Way. They are not allowed to read literature critical of The Way, are told
not to read teaching by any religious group except The Way, and are taught that even distributing the Bible
without The Way's teaching will mislead people.
isolating followers by requiring them to forsake all outside activities (including children's school activities) in
order to devote long hours to group meetings and work.
"confronting" errant followers by yelling, screaming, cursing, haranguing, and verbally battering followers
until they obey leadership.
compelling youth, as well as parents, to "renew their minds" by submitting themselves to constant
indoctrination, including The Way publications, classes, taped sermons, and so forth. They are compelled to
attend Way meetings several nights a week, usually at the expense of all other school, community, and family
activities.  [Return to text]

2) The founder's "Advanced Power for Abundant Living" class, on which The Way's current teachings on devil
spirits is based, listed more than 31 varieties of devil spirits, including: Spirit of Anti-Christ, Bondage, Error, Fear
(in any realm of life), Jealousy, Emulation (ambition), Envy, Infirmity, Iniquity, Leviathan (alcoholics), Oppression,
Depression, Hallucination (often from drugs), Cancer, Murder, Epilepsy, Lesbianism, Sensuality, Obsession,
Sadism, Lying, Deception, Python, Masochism and many more. Followers of The Way can easily see many more
devil spirits in non-Way parents, even when they aren't actually there, especially a Spirit of Strife (people who can't
see and entirely obey The Way's version of truth), Whoredoms (especially not worshiping The Way's version of
God; therefore, in most anyone in any religion or church other than The Way), a Morbid Spirit (sickness), Sordid
Spirit (foul language), Sullen Spirit (introvert, sourpuss, unsociable, which may well be confused with the sadness
of being recently divorced and under attack by a Way ex-spouse), Spirit of Python (being critical, as any ex-Way
spouse would be of The Way), and other devil spirits. Since devil spirits can harm people, children are taught by
The Way to avoid people, including parents, who may be possessed.  [Return to text]

* Unless otherwise cited, primary sources used for this report are: (1) 10/15/95, Arkansas Democrat Gazette; (2)
"Sweeping Changes in The Way International," CRI Journal 1996 Special Report; (3) What They Believe, Harold J.
Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 305-324; (4) "The 'Closing' of The Way International," 2Q98 PFO Quarterly
Journal; (5) "The Poisoning of Families: Mind Control in The Way International," 3Q99 PFO Quarterly Journal;
(6) "The Way 'Robot Corps'," 2Q00 PFO Quarterly Journal; (7) "The Way Tree is Splintering," CRI Journal, Fall
1988; (8) "The Way, International," James K. Walker, (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and (9) Examining &
Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The Way International," April 2000, pp. 40-41. 
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Worldwide Church of God
Christian or Cult?*

The Worldwide Church of God (WCG), with headquarters in Pasadena, California, was officially begun in Oregon
in late-1933/early-1934 by Herbert W. Armstrong (1892-1986) (originally called "The Radio Church of God" --
changed to WCG in 1968). (The "original" WCG should not be confused with the organization "The Church of
God International" in Tyler, Texas, founded in 1978 by Herbert Armstrong's "disfellowshipped" son, Garner Ted
Armstrong.) Once a very large organization with a huge media impact, Armstrongism has waned in recent years. At
its peak, Armstrong's radio/television broadcast, "The World Tomorrow," aired on more than 446 television and
radio stations, but was eliminated in 1994 and replaced with spot ads and a two-minute time-slot radio program.
Armstrong's grossly misnamed magazine, The Plain Truth, peaked at a monthly distribution of more than eight
million, but has since fallen to less than 100,000 (and will probably decrease even further with its 1997 change
from a free to a paid subscription basis). 

In The Plain Truth magazine of January 1959, Armstrong claimed that "on the first Sunday of 1934" his radio
ministry "was the initial start-off event of the fulfilling of some 90% of all the prophecies in the Bible!" (The Plain
Truth, 1/59, p. 3). Furthermore, when Armstrong's broadcast "leaped to Europe" in 1953, he claimed that the Gospel
"went to Europe for the first time in 18-1/2 centuries" (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 2/64, p. 46). By the mid-
seventies, Armstrong was widely proclaiming himself God's apostle for the last days. (In 1979, the state of
California placed the church in receivership under allegations of financial abuses by church leaders. After lengthy
court battles, the courts removed the church from receivership.) Thus, Armstrong viewed himself to be the "endtime
Elijah," the "restorer" of "truths lost to the Church," and "God's apostle" for the "Philadelphia era." (See
Armstrong's summarial history in his Mystery of the Ages volume, which he published at age 94 and regarded as
virtually inspired. He said, "I feel I myself did not write it. Rather, I believe God used me in writing it.") 

The WCG's membership peaked at about 145,000 during Armstrong's lifetime. The group still claims about 67,000
members in about 100 countries in more than 950 congregations served by more than 1,400 pastors, but its active
membership is closer to 40,000. At one time, income for the group totaled more than $200 million a year, but fell
to about $70 million in 1984 after the loss of a $1.3 million defamation suit; income is currently down to an
annualized $28 million (for the first eight months of  2001 -- also, expenses exceeded revenues by $4 million during
this period). In 1988, the WCG claimed to have mailed 127 million pieces of literature; in 1991, it reported only
11.4 million, an 80% reduction! It is estimated that 2001 mailings will be less than five million. (In addition to The
Plain Truth, the WCG also publishes The Worldwide News in the U.S., the British Plain Truth in Great Britain, and
Northern Light in Canada.)

The WCG still owns 51 acres of land in Pasadena, along with 72 buildings, but the entire property is up for sale.
(Employees at Pasadena headquarters have fallen from 1,000 to 150. Even some pastors have been terminated and
lay pastors appointed for small congregations.) The WCG also sold Ambassador College/University, an accredited,
coeducational, liberal-arts undergraduate institution founded in 1947 (which had an enrollment of about 1,200 in its
heyday), located in Big Sandy, Texas (about 100 miles east of Dallas) -- the WCG closed the facility at the end of
the 1996-1997 school year (5/97), and sold all the properties. At that time, the WCG brought the Ambassador
students into a working relationship with Azusa Pacific University along with Fuller Theological Seminary (two
theologically liberal institutions) (1/21/97, The Worldwide News, p. 1).

Just prior to Armstrong's death in 1986, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr., assumed the title of "Pastor General" of the WCG.
(Tkach died in September, 1995, at the age of 68. He was succeeded by his son, Joseph Tkach, Jr.) Since the 1986
leadership change, observers of the cult's affairs can list some 40 changes in WCG's doctrines, as well as a
withdrawal from circulation of a number of Armstrong's written works. The leadership of the WCG has issued a
new statement of faith which, on the surface, appears to accept traditional Bible doctrine in many areas. The major
changes are toward a more orthodox position on the Trinity and salvation through the grace of God alone and not
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through good deeds. The WCG has also declared that tithing and observing the Sabbath are no longer mandatory.
[Of the Sabbath, it says, "Though physical Sabbath keeping is not required for Christians, it is the tradition and
practice of the Worldwide Church of God to hold its weekly worship service on the seventh-day Sabbath
(Saturday)."] And though the WCG continues to hold annual festivals based on the Old Testament feasts, they no
longer claim that these are binding upon Christians. (Despite the doctrinal changes, many still question the sincerity
of the WCG leadership in making them -- see note below.)

Due to the doctrinal and practical changes brought in by the new leadership, Joseph Tkach Jr. lists 104
organizations that have splintered from the Worldwide Church of God to form separate entities. (There were
approximately 350 pastors in the Worldwide Church of God as of 2/95, but more than 40% of these ministers had
resigned or been terminated because they could not accept the church's movement toward so-called mainstream
Christianity; with new additions, however, as of 11/01 there were 334 WCG pastors in the U.S.) These dissident-
formed breakaway churches include the Global Church of God; the Philadelphia Church of God; the United Church
of God; Triumph Prophetic Ministries (Church of God); and Christian Churches of God. To various degrees, all
these continue to promote Armstrongism. (See Notes below on the Philadelphia Church of God and the United
Church of God.)

Without doubt, under the new leadership, the legalism of this cult has been moderated. Gone are the prohibitions
against the use of cosmetics, celebrating birthdays and holidays, seeking medical treatment, and interracial
marriage. However, when examining the WCG's new doctrinal statement, one has trouble considering it to be an
Evangelical, much less Fundamentalist statement on basic doctrines -- namely, the Scriptures. For example, the
WCG depicts the Bible as "the fully reliable record of God's revelation to humanity." One can ask if the Bible is
"God's revelation to humanity" or is it just a "record" of it? A reliable record to tell us about God's revelation is not
the same as God's revelation. A Fundamentalist would declare that "the Bible is God's revelation of His Person,
His works, and His will for humanity." Since there are other cases like this, it is still uncertain as to exactly what
the membership of the new and reconstituted WCG truly believes, and how the defections will affect the continued
existence of the original group. (Glancing at some of the articles in recent issues of The Worldwide News, one's
hopes for the WCG's doctrinal correctness are not bolstered -- articles ranged from praise of Martin Luther King,
Jr., to an account of the encouragement of self-love and self-esteem at a WCG woman's conference, to a
psychologically-oriented article on how to cope with the pain from childhood abuse.)

In the August 25, 1986 issue of The Worldwide News, appeared the article, "God Restored These 18 Truths: How
Thankful Are You For Them?" The article stated that, "The Editorial Services staff has compiled here, for the first
time in any of the Church's publications, 18 essential, basic truths that God restored to His Church through Herbert
W. Armstrong." In less than a decade after that article was written, most of those "Truths" have been abandoned by
the church under the leadership of Joseph W. Tkach. The doctrinal foundation of the Worldwide Church of God
was adopted from the Seventh-Day Adventists through the Church of God-7th Day. Armstrong added the Identity
of Modern Israel theory which he obtained from J. H. Allen and the Jewish Feast Days, church eras, and the "true
name" of God's church which he picked up from G.G. Rupert (Address at a local elders' conference at Big Sandy,
Texas by Tkach, Jr., June 1994).

Therefore, what is presented below are the highlights of what the Worldwide Church of God officially believed,
pre-1994 (and what most of the breakaway groups continue to believe), compared with the WCG under Tkach,
concerning the Godhead, salvation, heaven and hell, and prophecy. [See the following articles for an up-to-date
analysis of the WCG's doctrinal positions: (1) David Cloud article, "What is Happening With the Worldwide
Church of God; (2) "The Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God," 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal; and (3)
"Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make' History,'" 3Q98, PFO Quarterly
Journal.]:

1. God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Armstrong) -- "The Hebrew for God is Elohim, a uniplural noun, such as
the words family, church, group ... And so, in truth, God is not merely one personage or even limited to a 'Trinity,'
but is a family" (The Good News, February, 1979, p. 1). "The doctrine of the Trinity is false ... Elohim is the divine
family -- only one family, but more than one divine Person ... So the eternal Father is a Person, and is God. Jesus
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Christ is a different Person -- and is God. They are two separate and individual Persons ..." (The Missing
Dimension In Sex, p. 32). Also, the Holy Spirit is not a person, but an active force emanating from God. 
Armstrong taught that the Bible reveals "two Personages coexisted and nothing else did.  No third Person is
mentioned -- no 'Ghost'" (Mystery of the Ages, p. 37). One argument for why the Holy Spirit is not a person comes
from an interpretation of Acts 2:18 and 10:45. These verses say that the Holy Spirit is poured out.  Armstrong
reasons that a person cannot be poured out, "The Holy Spirit, like water or a fluid, can be 'poured out.' Can you
pour out a person from one into another -- as from God into those assembled there?" (Ibid., p. 47).

God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Tkach) -- "Do let me summarize, and I hope to make this crystal clear. Our
old literature taught that there are two god beings in one God Family, each composed of Holy Spirit. That teaching,
which implied that there are two Gods, is not biblical. The Bible teaches that there is one God, not two. "The Bible
does not teach that God is a family name, with two God Beings in that family right now, and billions to come later.
The Bible teaches that the one and same God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit" (Pastor General's Report, July 27,
1993, p. 4).

2. Christ. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that before Jesus was conceived by Mary, He was not the Son of God, and
therefore, is not equal with God the Father -- Jesus only became a Son of God by His resurrection. It is also claimed
that the Blood of Christ does not finally save anyone, but it saves merely from the death penalty of sin. "Christ is
the Yahweh of the Old Testament" (The Plain Truth, Jan., 1955, p. 7). "Hence, we see that He was not the 'Son' of
God until He was born of the virgin Mary" (The Plain Truth, July/August, 1955, p. 4). "The Satan inspired doctrine
that Jesus was not human, that He did not inherit the sinful nature of Adam, that He did not have all the normal
human passions and weaknesses against which all of us have to struggle ... this is the doctrine of the antichrist"
(Ibid.). "Now notice carefully God the Father did not cause Jesus Christ to get back into the body which had died"
(The Plain Truth, April, 1963, p. 10).

Christ. (under Tkach) -- "Was Jesus the God of the Old Testament? Since God is one, what is the point of asking
who the God of the Old Testament was? The answer ... has to be 'The one and only true God. Who else?'" (Review
on the Nature of God, p. 5). "The Son of God is one of the three hypostases of the one God. Therefore, the Son of
God hypostasis is eternal" (Pastor General Report, Oct. 1993). "From God's standpoint, there was no possibility
that Christ might sin, ..." (Pastor General Report, Jan. 22, 1991). "Jesus Christ clearly showed to his disciples that
after his resurrection, He still had the body He had before His death" (The Plain Truth, April 1994, p. 19).

3. Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that salvation is by faith, but that it also requires works, and as such,
water baptism is essential for salvation. Actually, there are as many as six steps necessary for salvation: repentance,
faith, baptism, receiving the Holy Spirit, obedience, and resurrection (the "new birth"). Since "obedience" is one of
the required steps for salvation, a disciple of Armstrongism can never be secure in this life -- one can be converted
in this life, but salvation will have to await a future resurrection (cf. Acts 16:31; Eph. 4:30; 1 John 5:13).
[Armstrong claimed that the true Gospel had been lost to the world from A.D. 70 until it was restored by God
through Herbert W. Armstrong in 1934.] "We are saved by GRACE, and through faith -- make no mistake about
that; but -- there are conditions! ... People have been taught, falsely, that 'Christ completed the Plan of Salvation on
the Cross' -- when actually it was only begun there. The popular denominations have taught, 'Just BELIEVE --
that's all there is to it; believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you are that instant saved! That teaching is false!" (All
About Water Baptism, p. 2, 1954 edition). "... Jesus gave them the final GOSPEL COMMISSION ... He
commanded baptism as an obligatory ordinance for this Gospel dispensation: ... it is 'he that is baptized' that shall
be saved. It's part of the divine Commission -- a required ordinance for salvation!" (Ibid., p. 5). "Now water
baptism is a required CONDITION to receive the Holy Spirit" (Ibid., p. 8). "But now see how God's Spirit entering
and dwelling in one compares to the physical sperm impregnating the ovum -- the imparting of eternal SPIRIT life,
later to produce ... a SPIRIT PERSON! ... Life from the Father has been imparted to it ... but neither embryo nor
fetus is YET a born person. In the same manner the Spirit-begotten human is not, yet, a SPIRIT PERSON ..." (Just
What Do You Mean ... BORN AGAIN, p. 17, 1972 ed.). Armstrong taught that a believer could lose salvation by
disobeying what Armstrong declared to be "God's command through His chosen Apostle." He wrote, "Do you want
to let resentment against God's government over you NOW disqualify you -- snatch you from God's GRACE and
PURPOSE for you, and cast you into a lake of fire?" (Dear Brethren Letter, May 2, 1974, p. 7).
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Salvation. (under Tkach) -- "The gospel of the Kingdom of God is the gospel of salvation in Jesus Christ" (The
Worldwide News, August 11, 1992, p. 4). "Our hope of the future, the time when we will receive the fullness of our
inheritance, is made all the more real to us as we truly enter into and participate in the new life to which God has
called us in Christ right now" (The Worldwide News, October 6, 1992, p. 1). "... forgiveness is not a result of
baptism. Jesus forgave sins without having to perform a baptism. So when does a believer receive the Holy Spirit?
When a person believes, he or she is 'in Christ,' sealed with the Holy Spirit" (Reviews You Can Use,
November/December, 1993, pp. 21, 22). Yet Tkach has also taught that believers can lose their salvation by not
being overcomers: "Salvation is one thing but overcoming is another. And if we are not interested in overcoming,
you can rest assured that salvation is not going to be there. Salvation is a present possession. However, it does not
mean once saved always saved in any way, shape or form. You have to overcome and endure to the end" (Joseph
Tkach Sr., "Feast of Tabernacles," Sept. 30, 1993). "If the Christian remains faithful and does not turn away from
God, his salvation remains firm and secure. In that sense, 'once saved always saved' is right" (Pastor General
Report, May 15, 1990). 

4. Sabbath. (under Armstrong) -- The Jewish Sabbath must be observed to maintain one's salvation. Also required
is the keeping of the feasts and other aspects of the Old Testament Law (cf. Col. 2:16,17).

Sabbath. (under Tkach) -- Sabbath-keeping is no longer required for salvation. Also, it is now alright to work on
the Sabbath for a brief period of time. The Sabbath (Saturday) is still the WCG day of corporate worship.

5. Being Born Again. Claims that the term "born again" refers to a physical resurrection, not to spiritual birth --
"receiving" Christ merely means to be "conceived." Claims also that Jesus Christ had to be born again.

6. Second Chance for Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Those who "missed the chance" to believe in this life will
be given a second chance in the next life -- that they will be resurrected at the close of the Millennium and given
another opportunity to believe the Gospel (cf. Rom. 2:12-15; 2 Cor. 6:2; Heb. 9:27; Rev. 20:11-15).

Second Chance for Salvation. (under Tkach) -- The WCG still teaches a variation of the "second chance"
principle -- the unbiblical concept of "postmortem evangelization": "It is the belief of the Worldwide Church of
God that the Lord has made righteous provision in the Judgment for the unevangelized dead, and that many will
respond to their risen and glorified Savior in faith and be saved, while the rest will be condemned" (11/2001, WCG
Internet web site).

7. Heaven and Hell. (under Armstrong) -- Denies the Biblical promise of heaven for believers. Instead, believers
will spend eternity with Christ on earth. Likewise, hell is reserved for Satan and his demons only, while the wicked
are annihilated; i.e., they do not suffer eternal torment in the lake of fire (cf. Rev. 19:20; 20:10; Matt. 25:46).

Heaven and Hell. (under Tkach) -- The new WCG still rejects the Biblical concept of eternal punishment.

8. Soul Sleep. Claims that the soul is mortal; i.e., it will die, and that there is no conscious existence between death
and resurrection. (This is the same teaching as the Jehovah's Witnesses and the Seventh-Day Adventists -- cf. Lk.
16:19-31; 2 Cor. 5:1-8; Phil. 1:23,24; 1 Thes. 4:14.)

9. Forced Tithing. (under Armstrong) -- Tithing is required, and on special occasions, giving a tithe of the tithe of
the tithe (i.e., a three-tithe, 30% system).

Tithing. (under Tkach) -- Tithing is not part of the New Covenant and Christians are not obligated to obey tithing
laws. But when income dropped, the WCG was quick to explain that the new doctrine means members are not
restricted to giving only 10 percent of their income (i.e., they should now be giving more). This amounts to no real
change because the WCG under Armstrong also told members to not only pay their tithes, but to give generous
offerings besides. Further, the new WCG has returned to the old manipulative techniques of telling members that
God will bless them for giving, God commands them to give, and the WCG, with its unique ministry, is in financial
need.
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10. British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Armstrong) -- Views the "lost ten tribes" of Israel as the key to
prophecy. Claims that "Judah" and "Israel" always refer to the two separate nations, and that inhabitants of Great
Britain are of the tribe of Ephraim, while the inhabitants of America are of the tribe of Manasseh. (Armstrong
never did explain how a Britisher, by immigrating to the U.S., moves from the tribe of Ephraim to the tribe of
Manasseh.) Claims that white Anglo-Saxons are the chosen people of God.

British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Tkach) -- Late-1995, the church officially rejected the doctrine that the
Anglo-Saxons descended from the tribes of Israel

* Unless otherwise cited, four primary sources were used for this report: (1) "The Worldwide Church of God,"
Phillip Arnn (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "The Philadelphia Church of God," Tim Martin (Watchman
Fellowship, 2001); (3) "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO Quarterly Journal;
and (4) "Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make History'," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal; 

Note on the Sincerity of WCG Doctrinal Changes: Throughout the WCG "transformation," an issue that
needs careful consideration is: Are the changes mere external representations or true internal persuasions? Robert L.
Sumner astutely noted that the Worldwide Church of God's "changes seem more convenience than conviction!" In
his 1997 article, "Is Armstrong's Cult Now Orthodox?," he writes: 

"While going through their alleged metamorphous from a worm to a butterfly, the leaders repeatedly
changed and modified their statements to please their 'guides.' For example, in the matter of the Trinity,
especially as it related to the Holy Spirit, they would agree among themselves as to a position, then go
to those whom they were trying to please, saying, 'How is this?' The latter would reply, 'It doesn’t go
far enough.' So they would go back to the drawing board and make suggested changes, then return to
ask, 'Now what do you think?' That kind of 'doctoring doctrine' is not the stuff of which true Bible
believers are made, nor the stuff that may be called orthodox conviction" (The Biblical Evangelist,
Nov.-Dec. 1997, p. 7; and reprinted in a 2000 Biblical Evangelism Press booklet, pp. 10-11).

Two more disturbing issues further give pause: The church's continued kinship to its founder, Herbert W.
Armstrong, and its conviction that its past doctrine and practice did not separate it from the Body of Christ. 

Concerning the former, much is being made by the church's hierarchy that critics will not be satisfied until
the bones of Herbert W. Armstrong are exhumed and burned. This is a grave overstatement, to say the least.
All should be deeply concerned by the continued claims and allusions to Armstrong "as a minister of Jesus
Christ." It is inconceivable to us as to the amount of false doctrine, false prophecy, and abusive practices of
this man which has had to be altered and/or camouflaged, and for this organization to continue to promote
him with such reverence. 

The most important reason for caution is Matthew 7:15-20. Jesus identified cultic and aberrational groups as
"false prophets." He said we would know them by their fruit (v. 16) and that a rotten tree does not produce
good fruit (v. 18). Yet the WCG's  leadership today is telling us that the "church" is capable of producing
good fruit. It has had to rework and relegate its "bad tree" history into a "good tree" image, which just needs
a little care and some pruning and fertilizer. Yet Jesus said, "Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut
down and thrown into the fire" (v. 19). He did not tell us to coddle, prune, and nurture it.

Source: Excerpted and/or adapted from "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal.  [Back to Text]

Note on the Philadelphia Church of God: Simon-pure Armstrongism is being perpetuated in a very
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effective and broad manner by the "Philadelphia Church of God" splinter founded in 1989 and headquartered in
Edmond, Oklahoma. The Oklahoma "splinter" is headed by Gerald Flurry, a devotee of Herbert Armstrong, who
was "fired" by the Pasadena group "for disagreement with the new direction" taken by Armstrong's appointed
successor, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr. (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 1/97, p. 17). Flurry and about a dozen others launched
the Philadelphia Church of God "on the Sabbath [Sat.] of December 16, 1989 in a home," and has since risen to
6,000 members in 115 countries, presumably including many long-time followers of Armstrong who also rejected
the "changes" of the Pasadena headquarters.

The Philadelphia group publishes the monthly The Philadelphia Trumpet (circulation of about 80,000), which
replicates Armstrong's The Plain Truth, and True Education, a quarterly magazine for youth. Flurry regards the late
founder as being the "endtime Elijah" of "Bible prophecy." Flurry is not only totally dedicated to the claims and
teachings of Herbert W. Armstrong, his speaking manner is very much imitative of the alleged "endtime Elijah." He
alleges that the original Worldwide Church of God has now made "40 major doctrinal changes" from the "truths
restored to the church through Mr. Armstrong" (TPT, 1/97, p. 18). A booklet entitled WCG Doctrinal Changes and
the Tragic Results is published by the Flurry-led sect, and is being used to "recall" old Armstrongites who accept
the "restored truths lost to the Church over the centuries ... restored to the Church during Mr. Armstrong's ministry"
(TPT, 12/96, p. 24).

Gerald Flurry has imitated the ministry of Armstrong in other ways. Similar to the old The World Tomorrow
television program, Flurry airs a weekly television program called the Key of David. "The program is broadcast to
over 400 million worldwide." The Key of David program offers numerous free books on their web site. Most of
these books are written by Flurry, but several are from Armstrong and Steven Flurry (Gerald Flurry's son). Flurry
began republishing Armstrong's books, but was challenged in court by the WCG. A Federal court ordered Flurry to
cease publication of the Armstrong material in September, 2000.

Flurry follows Armstrong's theories as closely as any of the dead leader's followers. British-Israelism, Sabbath
keeping, "keeping the Ten Commandments" as a condition of salvation, baptism as a condition of salvation, and
similar departures from "orthodoxy" are as much a part of "Flurryism" as "Armstrongism." Flurry remarks, "If Mr.
Armstrong was right in that statement [declaring himself the "endtime Elijah"], then those words flowed right out
of the mind of the living, all-powerful GOD!" (TPT, 2/97, p. 1). Flurry's own "Malachi's Message" has been used
to "warn" the apostatized Armstrongites of what he calls the "Philadelphia era." (Source: Bob Ross, Pilgrim
Publications, 2/97.)

Since Armstrong's death, Flurry has taught that the Bible prophesied that the WCG would change direction as it
did.  However, this is not to say that the truth would be lost. "If God's Church goes astray, Christ rebukes it. If they
fail to repent, then He removes the lamp and raises up another Church or Work." Obviously, Flurry believes that
"other church" is the Philadelphia Church of God.

In a public address, Flurry stated that Armstrong fulfilled the role depicted in Matthew 24:14: "And this gospel of
the kingdom will be preached in the whole world ..." And that the subsequent verse describes the successor to the
WCG, Joseph Tkach Sr.: "so when you see standing in the holy place the abomination that causes desolation
..." Tkach is standing in the holy place because he became the Pastor General of the WCG after Armstrong died. He
is the abomination of desolation because he changed the doctrines that Armstrong restored.

According to Flurry, the time between Armstrong's death and Flurry's reestablishing the truth is depicted in Daniel
8. Verse 14 indicates that 2,300 evenings and mornings will pass before the sanctuary would be cleansed. After
explaining that 2,300 actually refers to 1,150 days, Flurry reveals that this was the time period in between
Armstrong's death and the writing of his book, Malachi's Message To God's Church Today. Finally, God is testing
his people with the changes in the WCG: "God's church has been flooded with His precious truth.  Now God is
going to see if we JUST TALK about faith -- or REALLY LIVE BY FAITH -- by His word.  Do we remember
what we were taught and live by it?"  [Return to Text]
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Note on the United Church of God: In June of 1995, a group of the WCG's highest-ranking pastors, with
12,000 members, organized a new denomination called the United Church of God. This new church -- announced
at the close of a four-day conference in Indianapolis -- is headed by David Hulmes of Pasadena, who resigned from
the WCG after 23 years as an evangelist and director of its Ambassador Performing Arts Foundation. The new
United Church of God now has more than 360 churches in 43 countries (230 in the U.S.), and claims approximately
20,000 members. It also airs a weekly radio broadcast in 11 media markets ("Good News Radio"), and publishes
Good News Magazine, a bimonthly magazine.  [Back to Text]

What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God?**

Many well-known evangelical leaders and cult watch organizations have accepted the leadership of the new
Worldwide Church of God as brothers in Christ and have called for acceptance of the organization. Hank
Hanegraaff, President of the Christian Research Institute, has been glowing in his praise of the changes which have
occurred in the WCG. An article in the 10/2/95 Christianity Today was very positive toward the "post-Armstrong
Worldwide Church of God." The article noted that the reformed WCG has been accepted by faculty from Regent
College, Fuller Seminary, and Azusa Pacific University [all liberal institutions].  David Neff, an editor of
Christianity Today, bewailed the fact that many Christians have been slow to receive the WCG with open arms:
"Sadly, Christians outside the WCG have been suspicious and slow to extend the right hand of fellowship." [The
National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) has also accepted the new WCG with full membership status.]

Though the leadership of the WCG has officially restated their doctrine in a more Biblical fashion, it is impossible
to know how many of its members still cling to Armstrongism. A 1995 report by Phillip Arnn in The Watchman
Expositor noted that Tkach's call for WCG ministers to preach the new doctrinal position on the Trinity has been
met by hostility: "One of those changes was a bombshell dropped in July of 1993 with the adoption of 'a form of
the Trinity' as the official statement on the nature of God. Although the change has been in effect for over a year,
many field ministers have failed to explain the new position to their church members. ... Armstrong taught that the
Trinity doctrine was false, and God was a family. Ministers and members were taught that God was reproducing
Himself and they had the potential to become Gods themselves. THE CHANGE HAS BEEN MET WITH
HOSTILITY FROM MINISTERS AND MEMBERS ALIKE. ... Many are unwilling to give up the 'Truth' they
received from Armstrong. Watchman has received numerous reports from members and ministers who are saying
that they can not understand the New Covenant being preached by Tkach."

This fact must be taken into consideration when determining what position to take toward the reformed Worldwide
Church of God. While at least some of the leaders today have rejected Armstrongism, many within its rank and file
have not. It is a mixed multitude in every sense of the term.

WHAT ABOUT SALVATION?

Many things about the reformation occurring in the Worldwide Church of God are confusing. The first area of
concern pertains to salvation. When were the members of the Worldwide Church of God born again? Since
Armstrong plainly denied that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone, and that works are a necessary part of
salvation, they could not have been saved under Armstrong -- no person can be saved through a false doctrine of
salvation.

If WCG members claim that they have always been saved, then they are not to be believed. That judgment is not
mine. It is based on the testimony of the Word of God. Those who openly deny the testimony of Scripture, as
Armstrong and his followers have done, prove that they are not taught of the Spirit (1 John 2:19,20). Now some
Worldwide Church of God leaders are attempting to follow Bible doctrine. That is wonderful, but we still ask
"When were they saved?" The Bible says they could not have been saved under Armstrongism. Doubtless, some
members did not accept all of the tenants of Armstrongism, but it is also doubtless that most of the members did
accept Armstrong's doctrines OR THEY WOULD NOT HAVE JOINED SUCH AN UNSCRIPTURAL
MOVEMENT.
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WHEN DID THIS STRANGE ENTITY, WITH ITS BLASPHEMOUS HERETICAL HISTORY, BECOME A
TRUE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH?

A second area of concern we have pertains to the Worldwide Church of God as a church. One has to wonder --
when did this strange entity, with its blasphemous heretical history, become a true New Testament church? The fact
is that it was not a true church under Armstrong, and it is not a true church today. It is a religious organization, but
it is not a New Testament church. We can understand how denominational structures can tentatively accept the
WCG as a church, because the denominations themselves are unscriptural. It is not surprising that
denominationally-minded men can accept the Worldwide Church of God as a "church," but we cannot. It is not a
New Testament church. If the leaders of the WCG want to obey the Word of God, let them disband their
unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved and to join sound churches. By attempting to
reform an unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are
creating tremendous confusion.

MORE ECUMENICAL CONFUSION

As the WCG tries to evolve from its cultic position to one that is more orthodox, we soon find that they are being
drawn in by the ecumenical/charismatic crowd. In the closing paragraphs of an article, Tkach says that, "We are
grateful for those fellow Christians -- Hank Hanegraaff (Christian Research Institute, successor to Walter Martin),
Ruth Tucker (a participant of Christians for Biblical Equality, an organization that puts women on the same par
with men in the ministry), David Neff (Executive Editor of Christianity Today), William G. Brafford, and friends at
Azusa Pacific University, Fuller Theological Seminary, Regent College and elsewhere -- who have extended the
hand of fellowship to us as we sincerely seek to follow Jesus Christ." We will not question the sincerity of Tkach
and the WCG, but we do question those with whom they have aligned themselves.

Christianity Today editor David Neff, after commending the WCG leadership for its courage in pursuit of truth,
concluded his article on the WCG with the following words: "Can we now welcome their people into this
transdenominational fellowship we call evangelicalism?" (Neff, "The Road to Orthodoxy," Christianity Today, Oct.
2, 1995). Therein lies the problem! Ecumenism in a nutshell, if you will. Neff's description of evangelicalism as
"this transdenominational fellowship" is precisely what evangelicalism has become, and it is an utterly unscriptural
concept.

Modern evangelicalism represented by Christianity Today and its sister publications and institutions is not
following the Bible. It is following a philosophy called "New Evangelicalism" which was formulated 50 years ago
by men who had rejected Biblical Christianity for a worldly-minded, positive-emphasis Christianity. Modern
evangelicalism is proud of its intellectual accomplishments, but is spiritually blind. This same Christianity Today
examined the teachings of Robert Schuller a few years ago and declared that he is not a heretic. This same
Christianity Today has argued that the Roman Catholic Church should not be called a cult and that there is such a
thing today as an "evangelical Catholic." This is an incredible lack of spiritual discernment. Modern evangelicalism
will accept the reformed Worldwide Church of God as a genuine church, but that is not surprising.

It appears that the reformed Worldwide Church of God is going to fit right into the ecumenical movement of these
last hours. The ecumenists will receive them and not be overly concerned about when or if they were born again,
and the WCG will add just a little more confusion to an already confused ecumenical stew.

CONCLUSION

We conclude by repeating our earlier statement: If the leaders of the Worldwide Church of God want to obey the
Word of God, let them disband their unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved by trusting the
finished atonement of Jesus Christ and to join sound New Testament churches. By attempting to reform an
unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are creating
tremendous confusion.
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[** The above article ("What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God") has been excerpted and/or
adapted from an article (by the same name) in the 6/96, O Timothy, pp. 9-15 (David Cloud, editor).]  [Return to
Text]

A Personal Note from a Former Worldwide Church of God Member#

David Covington was a member of the WCG for 25 years and was in the full-time ministry for five of those years.
He was pastor of the Roanoke and Lynchburg, Virginia, congregations and was a contributing writer to the WCG's
Plain Truth magazine. In May 1996, Covington resigned because, "after 19 months of addressing these issues with
[the WCG's] administration, it became apparent that I was actually enabling a sick system that does not desire
genuine change for Jesus."

Referring to pastor General Joe Tkach Jr., Mike Feazell, director of Church Administration, and Greg Albrecht,
editor of The Plain Truth, Covington writes:

"... I am convinced you aren't even capable of seeing, much less addressing the genuine problems. I
compare the 1996 WCG to a husband who used to beat his wife seven days a week and now has cut
back to four. And, the wife is supposed to be satisfied with his progress! Worse still, he's holding
seminars on domestic violence!"

Addressing why outside observers are reporting that genuine repentance has taken place in the WCG, Covington
points out, "These observers cannot possibly understand what it is like to be a member of this church. They miss
the dynamics of this system which remains abusive."

Covington also points out continuing doctrinal problems: "The WCG still rejects the doctrine of eternal punishment,
holds observances on the Jewish Sabbath and festivals ... and teaches as doctrine the debatable matter of post-
mortem evangelization [i.e., those who are not saved in this life still have a chance to be saved in a future
resurrection]. I would add that the abusive heretic, Herbert W. Armstrong, continues to be regarded as a minister of
Jesus Christ." Covington also disputes the WCG's profit motive:

"I have long said that the WCG exists to perpetuate itself and profit its leaders. Observers might argue
that this is not true of the new WCG as evidenced by the loss of members and income due to its
doctrinal correction. But while employed by the WCG, I was told that the charges were being made to
shed the cult image and to shift Plain Truth readership to a market more likely to donate. ... I know you
[Tkach] say that you have lost members and income by the changes you have made. However, your
power and prestige have not been abated. In fact, you have now had opportunity to speak before
hundreds of denominational leaders, be interviewed on radio with James Kennedy and Hank
Hanegraaff, obtain several book contracts, and that in addition to your planned radio program (and
aforementioned pay increase). You did not possess anywhere near this kind of prominence before."

Covington concludes that he "... hope[s] that observers of the WCG will begin to see the complexity of the issue of
an abusive cult becoming a healthy, orthodox church. It is not as simple as changing a few doctrines and mouthing
some evangelical sounding phrases."

[# This personal note has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal: "The
Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God.]
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Dominion Theology/Kingdom Now/Reconstructionism
Blessing or Curse?*

-  There is a movement about that is casting a long shadow for its size. It is known as Reconstructionism, Kingdom
Now theology, Theonomy, and/or Dominion theology, and it is a curious blend of Reformed/Calvinist theology and
Charismatic influence. While there are relatively few who would call themselves reconstructionists, a number of the
movement's ideas have infiltrated the thinking and actions of many professing believers, often without them
knowing it. The movement is led by such theologians as Rousas J. Rushdoony; Gary North; Ray Sutton; Greg
Bahnsen (deceased); David Chilton, and by Charismatic leaders such as Earl Paulk. But their ideas are often
reflected by non-reconstructionists such as Pat Robertson, D. James Kennedy, John Whitehead, Franky Schaeffer,
and Jerry Falwell. [In spite of the fact that many Dominionists-Reconstructionists-Theonomists are hyper-
Calvinists, yet at the same time they write and speak as if they believe that they must help God get things under
control down here on earth, so that the kingdom (their version of it) can be set up in order that the King Himself
can reign properly (through them, of course!).]

-  Dominion theology (the belief-system behind the Reconstructionist movement) teaches that through the coming
of Christ the believer has dominion over every area of life. We are now in the Kingdom of God (note the similar
view of the Kingdom that the Vineyard movement takes, as well as the plethora of Christian songs being written
implying that we are in the Kingdom at the present time), and as a result, we should be reigning with Christ over
the earth (as Rev. 5:10 says). The question is when will we reign. If the Kingdom is on earth now, then we should
have dominion now, so say the Dominionists. Many of us non-reconstructionists proclaim this same thought when
we sing the popular Charismatic song "Majesty" (written by hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford), which invites us to
"Come glorify Christ Jesus, the King" -- after all, "Kingdom authority flows from His throne unto His own." With
this authority from the King, we are to reclaim the earth for Christ, not just spiritually, but socially, economically (it
is no accident that one of the Reconstructionists' organizations is called "The Institute for Christian Economics"),
and politically. The dominion of the earth is accomplished not only through prayer and evangelism, but through
political process and social reformation. [The Dominion/Reconstructionist organization Coalition on Revival (COR)
was established for this purpose.] Christ will not (and cannot) return to earth until the church has accomplished this
task, so say the dominionists.

-  Dominion theology is predicated upon three basic beliefs:

(a) Satan usurped man's dominion over the earth through the temptation of Adam and Eve;
(b) The Church is God's instrument to take dominion back from Satan; and
(c) Jesus cannot or will not return until the Church has taken dominion by gaining control of the earth's
governmental and social institutions.

More specifically, what does Dominion Theology (DT) teach? Here are the highlights:

(a) The Old Testament (OT) Law is our rule of life for today. Although DT teaches that keeping of the
Law is not a condition for salvation, it is a condition for sanctification. (However, some of the COR's
official statements appear to specifically condition salvation upon OT Law-keeping!);

(b) In addition, the OT Law is to govern over society as well. Since we are called to subdue the earth
(Gen. 1:28), DT teaches that God's Law should rule (or dominate) all aspects of society. This view is
known as Theonomy (or God's law), and is described by Greg Bahnsen as: "The Christian is obligated
to keep the whole law of God as a pattern for sanctification and that this law is to be enforced by the
civil magistrate" (Theonomy, p. 34). This would mean that Christians would be obligated to keep the
whole OT Law except in a case in which the New Testament (NT) explicitly cancels a command, such
as the sacrificial system;
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(c) A central piece of DT is its belief in covenant theology. As a result, it makes no distinction between
the church and Israel (i.e., the church has become "spiritual Israel"). However, DT goes beyond
traditional covenant theology and teaches that the church is to be governed by the same laws, is subject
to the same curses, and is promised the same blessings as Israel;

(d) DT teaches a high level of social and political activism. If the Kingdom of God is to gradually take
dominion over the earth, it only makes sense that Christians should be attempting to change society
through the changing of laws and through social action;

(e) Followers of DT, like many charismatics, especially the Latter Rain Movement, look for a great end
time revival in which the masses will turn to Christ. As a result, DT does not believe in the rapture of
the church. According to DT, the world should be, and is becoming, a better place through the efforts
of Christians (cf. 2 Thes. 2:1-12);

(f) As with many others who follow the teachings of George Ladd, DT believes that we are in the
Kingdom age, but the Kingdom in another sense is yet to come. We are in the Kingdom, and have
Kingdom authority, but on the other hand, we are ushering in the Kingdom through our efforts. "The
Kingdom is now, but not yet," is a popular DT slogan;

(g) DT is postmillennial in its eschatology. It is believed that as a result of the reconstruction of society
by Biblical principals, that the final aspect of the Kingdom of God will be established on earth. Christ
cannot return until a certain amount of dominion is achieved by the church. It is believed that the curse
will slowly be removed as the world is won over. Even disease and death will be all but eliminated
before Christ returns to the earth;

(h) DT is preterist in its interpretation of prophecy. This means that they teach that virtually all
prophecies which most Christians believe are still future, have in fact been fulfilled already, mainly
between the years A.D. 30 and 70. In David Chilton's book, Days of Vengeance, he says that the book
of Revelation, "is not about the Second Coming of Christ. It is about the destruction of Israel and
Christ's victory over His enemies [during the first century]" (p. 43); and

(i) DT uses an allegorical hermeneutic, especially in reference to prophecy. So we find that the Great
Tribulation took place at the fall of Israel in A.D. 70; the Antichrist refers to the apostasy of the
Church prior to the fall of Jerusalem; the Beast of Revelation was Nero and the Roman Empire, etc.;

-  One of the most important distinctives of DT is its belief in Theonomy. DT teaches that Christians are under the
Law as a way of life, and are obligated to ultimately bring the world under that Law. This concept is based on
several passages. First, Gen. 1:28 commands Adam to subdue the earth. Adam lost his ability to do so to Satan as a
result of sin. The church should now be in the process of reclaiming from the devil what Adam lost. (You will note
a hint of the Spiritual Warfare movement here.) Secondly, the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20) commands the
followers of Christ to disciple all the nations, which we are told, goes beyond personal salvation and sanctification
to the reformation of society;

Matt. 5:17-19 is the passage upon which the system hinges. DT claims that the word "fulfill" actually means
"confirm." Thus, Christ did not in any sense fulfill, or complete, or do away with the Law, rather he confirmed it as
our rule of life today. The normal and best translation of plerosai is "fulfill" not "confirm." Besides this, however,
we have the weight of the NT teaching concerning the Law. The epistles clearly teach that believers are no longer
under the Law of Moses (Rom. 6:14; 7:6; 8:2-4; Gal. 3:24,25; 5:18), having been set free from that bondage to
serve under grace and the law of Christ (Gal. 6:2);

And besides, if the Christian is still under Law, why do we not keep the OT ceremonial laws? DT's answer is that
the Law was divided into three sections: civil, moral, and ceremonial. The ceremonial law, it is claimed, has been
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fulfilled by Christ and is no longer incumbent upon the believer, but not so the moral and civil parts of the law.
Therefore, we are to live under the moral law and seek to establish, in our society, the civil system of OT Israel.
The problem with this view is that nowhere in the Bible is the Law broken into these three sections; this is
something invented by men. Whenever the Law is mentioned, the Scriptures are speaking of the whole Law as a
unit. The Jews were as obligated to keep the sacrificial system and commandments concerning food and dress
(ceremonial law) as they were the Ten Commandments (moral law). If the NT says that Christ fulfilled the Law,
and that as Christians we are no longer under the Law, it means the whole Law. Church age saints are no longer
obligated to any aspect of the OT Law. No one has the right to arbitrarily claim that we have been set free from
some of the Law (the parts we don't like), but that the rest of the Law is obligatory. Either the believer has been
released from the whole Law (Rom. 7:4,6) or none of it. [As Thomas Ice reminds us, "The Law of Moses was
given to a specific people (Israel), to be followed in a specific location (the land of Israel), to deal with their
specific situation. Therefore, the Law cannot simply be obeyed today by the Church, as was expected of Israel
when it was given to that nation" (Biblical Perspectives, Vol. II, No. 6). On the positive side, Ice comments, "Paul
teaches in Galatians 3 and 4 that Christ has set us free from the bondage of the Law, not so that we can be lawless
as the Reconstructionists insist, instead, so that we can walk in the newness of the motivation of the Holy Spirit"
(Ibid., p. 2).]

-  There are many negative effects that the teachings of DT are having on evangelical Christianity today. Four of
these would be:

(a) Reconstructionists teach that the mission of the church goes beyond the spiritual transformation of
individuals, to a mandate to change society, a "moral patriotism," if you will, in opposition to secular
humanism. For Christ to be pleased with Christians, thereby, they must become political and social
activists. We must change the laws of the land, gear up to elect Christians to office, and generally seek
to take dominion over our world and bring it under the Law of Moses. We see the influence of this
thinking even in those who may know little about DT -- James Dobson, Larry Burkett, the Christian
Coalition, Pat Robertson, Promise Keepers, Charles Colson and the Evangelicals and Catholics
Together document (ECT), and Operation Rescue, are but a few of the evidences that reconstructionist
thinking is beginning to dominate the so-called evangelical world;

(b) Motivation for godly living, based upon the blessed hope -- the return of Christ (Titus 2:13) -- is
replaced with the task of restructuring society. This cultural mandate to restructure/restore society is a
task that may take thousands of years, even by the DT's own admission (approximately 36,000 years,
according to David Chilton);

(c) If we are in the Kingdom of God now, then the Charismatics are correct to teach that health and
prosperity is the right of every believer today. This is why "Reconstruction" Calvinists and "Kingdom
Now" Charismatics have formed at least a loose unity -- they both have the same world view. They are
not looking for Christ to return and set up His Kingdom; they are attempting to set it up for Him; and

(d) A theological anti-Semitism exists in the Dominionist plan to replace of Old Testament Israel with
the Church, often called the "New Israel" (i.e., "replacement theology" -- the church replaces the Jews
as the new or true Israel, and Israel has no future as a distinct nation within God's plan). They believe
that Israel does not have a future different from any other nation. Historically, replacement theology
has been the theological foundation upon which anti-Semitism has been built within the confines of
professing Christianity. While reconstructionists do believe that the individual Jews will be converted
to Christ in mass in the future, almost none of them believe that national Israel has a future, and thus,
the Church has completely taken over the promises of national Israel. (Reconstructionist David Chilton
said that "ethnic Israel was excommunicated for its apostasy and will never again be God's Kingdom. ...
the Bible does not tell of any future plan for Israel as a special nation." Reconstructionists believe that
the Church is now that new nation, which is why Christ destroyed the Jewish state. Reconstructionists
DeMar and Leithart have said, "In destroying Israel, Christ transferred the blessings of the kingdom
from Israel to a new people, the church."
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* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and H. Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The
Church in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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Notes on Reconstructionism*
Roots of a New "Christian" Inquisition?

-  During the 1960s, a new movement began within the sphere of Reformed or Covenant Theology, primarily out of
conservative Presbyterianism (Reformed and Orthodox). That movement has been called by three different names:
Reconstructionism (because it advocates the reconstruction of society), Dominion Theology (because its theology
teaches that Biblical Christianity is to rule every sphere of society), and Theonomy (a combination of two Greek
words -- theos [God] and nomos [law] -- because it asserts that all of society is to be brought into the obedience to
the Mosaic Law). It should be noted that this movement is not advocated by everyone within the realm of Reformed
or Covenant Theology (12/90, Israel My Glory). "The Reconstructionist movement and its allies and offshoots, by
substituting political and cultural action for the proclamation of the Gospel, by substituting eschatology for
soteriology, and by mangling the Gospel itself, have become tools of Romanist political action" (3/02, The Trinity
Review).

"Theonomy involves the application of the law of God, and the biblical law particularly, to all of life. It also
requires that one appeal to the whole law of God -- including the civil law of the Old Testament -- as a necessary
supplement to being saved by grace through faith. Some of Rushdoony's followers prefer the term
"reconstructionist," because they believe it does a better job of conveying their positive outlook on life. Indeed,
their view of the future could be described as postmillennial, since they tend to believe that God's Kingdom will
eventually be established on earth through the faithful preaching of the gospel and the faithful application of God's
law to society. The result will be a Christian civilization and a thousand year reign of Jesus Christ." (Emphasis
added.) (Source: William Edgar, "The Passing of R.J. Rushdoony," First Things, August/September 2001, pp. 24-
25.)

-  Reconstructionism has adopted "covenantalism," the theological doctrine that Biblical "covenants" exist between
God and man, God and nations, God and families, and that they make up the binding, incorporating doctrine that
makes sense of everything. Specifically, there is a series of covenant "structures" that make up a Biblical blueprint
for society's institutions. Reconstructionists believe that God "judges" a whole society according to how it keeps
these covenantal laws, and provides signs of that judgment. 

The significance of the Reconstructionist movement is not its numbers, but the power of its ideas and their
surprisingly rapid acceptance. Many on the Christian Right are unaware that they hold Reconstructionist ideas.
Because as a theology it is controversial, even among evangelicals, many who are consciously influenced by it
avoid the label. This furtiveness is not, however, as significant as the potency of the ideology itself. Generally,
Reconstructionism seeks to replace democracy with a theocratic elite that would govern by imposing their
interpretation of "Biblical Law." Reconstructionism would eliminate not only democracy but many of its
manifestations, such as labor unions, civil rights laws, and public schools. Insufficiently Christian men would be
denied citizenship, perhaps executed. So severe is this theocracy that it would extend capital punishment beyond
such crimes as kidnapping, rape, and murder to include, among other things, blasphemy, heresy, adultery, and
homosexuality ("Christian Reconstructionism: Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 1 -- Overview and
Roots," by Frederick Clarkson, 3/94 The Public Eye). 

-  The "Christian" Reconstruction movement (CRM) claims that believers possess a cultural mandate from God to
reclaim in this age dominion over human society -- a dominion forfeited by the fall, but supposedly regained for
immediate claim with the New Birth experience. As believers obey this mandate, gradually gaining dominion over
earthly society, this present world will supposedly become "Christianized," inaugurating the Millennium. In reality,
if effected, the entire earthly society would be placed under an O.T. "Theonomy" law system, rather than the N.T.
teaching of believers as a group of "called out" saints from the world. They want to apply Old Testament law to
today's society. This includes slavery as an alternative to prisons and capital punishment for a variety of offenses
(murder, homosexuality, etc.). This view advocates the reconstruction of society as a theocracy and is heavily
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postmillennial.

-  In Reconstructionism, the main thrust shifts from the salvaging of lost souls in a doomed society to the
reconstruction of a Christian world. The Great Commission is thus either lowered to the status of a co-equal with
the cultural mandate or merged with it, confusing its real identity. "Christian" Reconstructionism is a religious kin
to the "two" gospel theory (spiritual gospel/social gospel) promoted by new-evangelicals, and has links to the
secular gospel (social gospel) promulgated by the religious apostates. [God's mandate for believers in this age,
however, is not the restoration of cultural dominion over the earth, but the carrying out of the Great Commission.
The Scriptures predict great spiritual and moral decline, not the reverse, for the "latter days" and "last times" of this
dispensation (I Timothy 4:1-2, II Timothy 3:1-6). The Biblical course of action is the fulfillment of the Great
Commission (Matthew 28:18-20) (Sep-Oct '93, Fundamentalist Digest).]

-  The following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian
Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel?: (All emphases added.)

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

-  The three basic points underlying Reconstructionist philosophy are presuppositional apologetics, theonomy, and
postmillennialism. Also, Kingdom Theology teaching underscores the doctrine of CRM. CRM holds that man
forfeited dominion over the earth at the fall of Adam and Eve. Their fall allowed Satan to gain control of the earth.
God, through His Son Jesus, will regain control of the earth with human overcomers who will reign and rule with
Christ. The chief Biblical error of the Kingdom concept pertains to the timing of the appearance of the Millennium
and the means by which it will be installed. CRM preaches that the Kingdom is NOW. 

-  At the heart of Reconstructionism's system of belief is a postmillennial view of eschatology. Postmillennialists
believe that Christ will return to earth in His Second Coming after the Millennium. Reconstructionism asserts that
at creation God issued to Adam a cultural or dominion mandate to subdue the earth on behalf of God and thereby
establish the Kingdom of God on earth (Gen. 1:28). This mandate was an eternally binding covenant upon Adam
and his descendents. Israel and the Gentiles failed to keep the covenant mandate, just as Adam did. According to
the Reconstructionists (Matt 5:17-19), during His first coming Jesus "established and restored" the Mosaic Law "to
full measure as the rule of life for believers as well as society."

Through His atoning death, resurrection, and ascension, Christ defeated and bound Satan and his demons in a
definitive way, thereby causing them to lose their stranglehold on the world. Although they remain active in the
world, their activity is restricted. When every sphere of society, every nation, and the entire earth have been
subjected to the rule of Christ by the end of history, the Kingdom of God will have been established fully and
finally on earth, and Christ will return in His Second Coming on the last day to receive His Kingdom. God
permanently excommunicated the nation of Israel from its covenant position. Israel as a nation will never be
restored to its former covenant status; God has no special program for Israel in the future. God replaced Israel with
a new group as His covenant people. That new group is the Church; the Church is the new spiritual Israel. The
Church also owns all of God's future promises made to national Israel.

The Church is destined to fulfill the covenant mandate given at creation because it is empowered by the Holy Spirit.
The goal of the Church could be stated in the following ways: the "Cultural Christianization" of the world; "to
conquer the whole world for Jesus Christ"; "to work toward the creation of a one-world Christian order"; "the
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complete social transformation of the entire world"; "world dominion under Christ's lordship, a 'world takeover'";
"to impress heaven's pattern on earth"; to "take authority over the nations with the applied rule of Christ Jesus"; and
to establish a "Christocracy."

-  The Christianization of culture involves the transformation of every nation into a Christian nation; every national
government must be converted to an alliance with Christ -- a theocratic republic -- through the subjection of its
structures to Christ's rule. Every other sphere of society ("self, family, institutional church, business/vocations,
private associations") must be conformed to the rule of Christ. According to Reconstructionism, in order for the
dominion mandate, or Great Commission, to be fulfilled, three things must happen:

(a) the vast majority of people must experience true Christian conversion;

(b) Christians must take over the rule of every sphere of society; this means that Christians must be
political and social activists; and

(c) as Christians take over the rule of the world, they must subject every sphere of society to the
Biblical law found in the Old Testament, especially all the moral and civil aspects of the Mosaic Law
that God gave to Israel at Mount Sinai.

This enforcement of the Mosaic Law will involve the application of the death penalty for such capital crimes as
murder, rape, kidnapping, bestiality, incest, adultery, fornication, homosexuality, idolatry, witchcraft, the offering of
human sacrifice, unchangeable rebellion in adolescent children, flagrant negligence resulting in the death of another
person, blasphemy, apostasy, the spreading of false doctrines, and perhaps Sabbath breaking. The reconstructed
society will regard dissenters and heretics as treasonous criminals at war with the law and society. The
reconstructed society will also be characterized by the rights of private property, a free market economy bordering
on libertarianism, tight limitations on debt, the abolition of 30-year mortgages, a monetary system based on the gold
standard, the tithe rather than public taxes financing most social welfare, restitution of wrong rather the
imprisonment for many criminals, and voluntary slavery for purposes such as the restitution of a wrong or the
desire for financial security. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 12/90 & 1/91 issues of Israel My Glory.)

-  Who are the "Players" in Christian Reconstructionism?:

(a) Dr. Rousas J. Rushdoony (1917-2001) is considered the patriarch of CRM. (Cornelius Van Til, a
Princeton University theologian, is credited as being the "father of Reconstructionism," even though
Van Til himself never became a Reconstructionist.) Rushdoony was a prolific writer of books and the
founder (in 1965) of the Chalcedon Foundation in Vallecito, California (a think tank organization
named after the Council of Chalcedon, held in A.D. 451). This organization publishes Chalcedon and
The Journal of Christian Reconstruction. Rushdoony's massive two-volume Institutes of Biblical Law is
an extensive study (1,600 pages) of how the Ten Commandments could be applied to modern society,
followed by detailed treatments of taxation, government, virtue, oaths, penal sanctions, property, and
nearly every domain of jurisprudence. It is the "Bible" of Reconstructionist philosophy. Rushdoony, in
a 3/88 letter said: "[Our objective is] nothing less than the re-Christianizing of America." At the time of
his death, Rushdoony believed as many as twenty million charismatics worldwide were part of the
Reconstruction movement (even though he was not as fond of charismatics as is Gary North).
Reconstructionists would deny that they believe or teach salvation by works. Yet their spiritual father,
Rushdoony, believed a Christian had denied God if he did not actively work to transform society: "A
godly law order will work to disinherit, execute, and supplant the ungodly and to confirm the godly in
their inheritance. For Christians to work for anything less is to deny God." [If the latter statement were
true, all the Apostles, and Jesus Himself, would have to be counted as denying God!!]

(b) Gary North is the son-in-law of Rushdoony, and the founder of the Institute for Christian
Economics (in Tyler, Texas) and Dominion Press, and is one of the most militant Reconstructionists.
(Rushdoony and North did not speak to each other for years -- Rushdoony looked at North as a heretic,
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because North teaches that the menstrual blood of a virgin bride is a type of Jesus' blood shed on the
cross. North also broke with Rushdoony over the issue of "Christian America" -- North holding that
Article VI of the Constitution is proof of the establishment of a non-religious republic.) He publishes a
number of "gloom & doom" investment newsletters, all of which are long on verbosity and short on
useful investment advice. With an earned doctorate in economics, North would seem to be an unlikely
candidate as the single most influential spokesman for a modern socio-theological movement.
Nevertheless, through his enormous and diverse literary output (via Spurgeon Press, Geneva Ministries,
Dominion Press, Institute for Christian Economics, and Reconstruction Press) he has become the
primary shaker-and-mover of the Christian Reconstruction position today. Like his late father-in-law
and mentor, Rousas Rushdoony, North's forte is rhetoric, not exegesis. Consequently, his approach is
characterized more by logical/theological arguments occasionally punctuated with Scripture than by
hard reasoning derived from careful exegetical analysis of Scripture. (According to North, women who
have abortions should be publicly executed, "along with those who advised them to abort their
children." As the means of execution, North prefers stoning because, among other things, stones are
cheap, plentiful, and convenient.) North claims that "the ideas of the Reconstructionists have penetrated
into Protestant circles that for the most part are unaware of the original source of the theological ideas
that are beginning to transform them." North describes the "three major legs of the Reconstructionist
movement" as "the Presbyterian oriented educators, the Baptist school headmasters and pastors, and
the charismatic telecommunications system." 

(c) Kenneth Gentry is an author and speaker; He Shall Have Dominion: A Postmillennial Eschatology,
is a 500-plus-page book extolling the Reconstructionist view of the end times.

(d) David Chilton is a pastor in Placerville, California, and represents the prophetic arm of
Reconstructionism. He regards Matthew 5:13-16 as "... nothing less than a mandate for the complete
social transformation of the entire world." One point Chilton makes over and over again is that
literalism must be considered secondary to consistent Biblical imagery (that is, consistent with
Reconstructionist theology). 

(e) Greg Bahnsen (deceased) was a radical religious totalitarian who believed the codified Law of
Moses must be applied directly to American society. His controversial book, Theonomy in Christian
Ethics, argues that the Mosaic penal code should be applied to American civil law. (Bahnsen believed
that there are fifteen crimes that merit capital punishment in a Reconstructed society, including murder,
rape, sodomy, apostasy, witchcraft, Sabbath breaking, blasphemy, and incorrigibility in children.
Bahnsen considered an insolent teen or one who becomes repeatedly drunk, is a glutton, or who breaks
a civil law, as one who must die for his sin.)

(f) Gary DeMar is president of American Vision in Atlanta. He says: "Dominion Theology teaches that
we can, do and will have a kingdom of God on earth without Jesus' physical presence in Jerusalem"
(The Reduction of Christianity, Foreword, p. xii). DeMar edits The Biblical Worldview, a monthly
newsletter published by American Vision. This and other kinds of literature put out by
Reconstructionists have made significant in-roads into the curricula of Church-affiliated Christian
schools and home schools. Theonomist books, such as DeMar's God and Government, are often used as
texts.

(g) Dr. James Jordan is the pastor of the Reconstructionist Church in Tyler, Texas. Jordan is
unabashedly harsh and violent in calling for blood vengeance and maledictions (curses) on sinners. In
fact, Jordan says, "I suggest that in a Christian society ... the death penalty is still appropriate for the
crime of worshipping another god on the Lord's Day" (The Geneva Papers, July, 1982). Jordan says it
is a "myth" that society can be transformed from the bottom up. He also espouses the ideology of the
ecumenical movement, putting the organization, the visible church, first and theology second. This
clearly demonstrates the preference Reconstructionists have for power (dominion) over truth. (God,
however, grants primacy, not to the visible church, but to His doctrine. God's idea of unity is unity of
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mind/doctrine/theology, not unity of organization [John 17:11, 21-23; 1 Cor. 1:10; 2 Cor. 13:11; Phil.
1:27; 1 Pe 3:8]. God gave one theology in many churches; the Reconstructionists want many theologies
in one church.)

(h) Dennis Peacocke is a former Marxist who was tightly aligned with the Shepherding Movement.

(i) Joseph C. Morecraft III is the pastor of the Chalcedon Presbyterian Church in Atlanta. Following a
1987 Reconstructionist/Pentecostal theological meeting, Morecraft exclaimed: "God is blending
Presbyterian theology with charismatic zeal into a force that cannot be stopped!" 

(j) Ray Sutton is considered the expert in interpreting the CRM view of the Biblical covenants. He is
pastor of Good Shepherd Episcopal Church in Tyler, Texas, and author of That You May Prosper, a
book that is highly regarded within the movement as an exceptional work on covenants.

(k) Joseph Kickasola is a professor of international affairs at Regent University.

(l) Earl Paulk is the founding pastor of mega-church, Chapel Hill Harvester Church near Atlanta. He
believes that Christ cannot return until the church has taken dominion over the earth.

(m) Dr. Jay Grimstead is the founder of the Coalition on Revival (COR). His chief mission is
obtaining the signatures/endorsement of pastors and Christian leaders in America to the COR
Manifesto.

(n) Robert G. Grant is an influential Washington, D.C. based political/social activist. He has ties to the
Unification Church (the Moonies).

(o) Pat Robertson is the founder and President of Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN). He
maintains a low profile among the more militant Reconstructionists, although Rushdoony and North
have appeared a number of times on Robertson's 700 Club television program. Also, professing
Reconstructionist Joseph Kickasola teaches in (Robertson-founded) Regent University's School of
Public Policy; the dean of the Schools of Law and Public Policy was Herbert Titus, though not a
Reconstructionist himself, has said the school used six or seven Rushdoony and North titles for
textbooks; and Regent University board chair Mrs. Dee Jepson is a longtime COR (an organization
with a Reconstructionist agenda) Steering Committee member. In turn, Reconstructionists cite
Robertson's creation of a television network and Regent University as a model of effective Christian
organization.

(p) Rushdoony and North have also been repeat guests on D. James Kennedy's television program,
which often calls America to return to its "Christian base." Kennedy has denied that he is "a
Theonomist as such," because, "It would be impractical for every nation to go theonomic. But would
that be desirable."

CRM leaders believe an Old Testament-based government will replace democracy. The Theonomy that details the
laws will make America as strict as the most orthodox Muslim society. "True to the letter of Old Testament Law,
homosexuals, incorrigible children, adulterers, blasphemers, astrologers and others will be executed," says Rodney
Clapp (Christianity Today, 1987). CRM leaders have shaped their political, judicial, and economic programs by
relying totally on Old Testament Law.

For the most part, these Reconstructionist leaders attempt to portray their strong supporters as brilliant scholars.
Negatively, they generally attempt to portray their opponents as ignorant or dishonest, usually both. Often they do
not even make a reasonable attempt to answer the objections of their opponents, but instead they try to make fun or
ridicule them. They usually try to display themselves as being of very high moral standards and superior conduct,
ideals, and ethics, while attempting to insinuate that opponents are "antinomians" or unethical in some form or
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other. If one attempts to talk to them, or pin them down on any single point, one of their favorite defenses is to
pretend that we just "didn't understand what they wrote" or that they "didn't really say what we say they said."

-  The Christian "home schooling" movement is part of the long-term revolutionary strategy of Reconstructionism.
One of the principal home schooling curricula is provided by Reconstructionist Paul Lindstrom of Christian Liberty
Academy (CLA) in Arlington Heights, Illinois. CLA claims that it serves about 20,000 families. Its 1994 curriculum
included a book on "Biblical Economics" by Gary North. Home schooling advocate Christopher Klicka, who has
been deeply influenced by R. J. Rushdoony, writes: "Sending our children to the public school violates nearly every
Biblical principle. ... It is tantamount to sending our children to be trained by the enemy." He claims that the public
schools are Satan's choice. Klicka also advocates religious self-segregation and advises Christians not to affiliate
with non-Christian home schoolers in any way. "The differences I am talking about," declares Klicka, "have
resulted in wars and martyrdom in the not too distant past." According to Klicka, who is an attorney with the Home
School Legal Defense Association, "as an organization, and as individuals, we are committed to promote the cause
of Christ and His Kingdom." ("Christian Reconstructionism: Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 3 -- No
Longer Without Sheep," by Frederick Clarkson, 6/94 The Public Eye). 

-  Rushdoony's Institutes of Biblical Law consciously echoes a major work of the Protestant Reformation, John
Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion. In fact, Reconstructionists see themselves as the theological and
political heirs of Calvin. The theocracy Calvin created in Geneva, Switzerland in the 1500s is one of the political
models Reconstructionists look to, along with Old Testament Israel and the Calvinist Puritans of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. 

In fact, the Puritans were the direct forerunners of today's Kingdom/Dominion/Reconstructionist heresy. The
Puritans believed that they were carrying to America true Christianity as decreed by God, especially as written in
the Old Testament. They believed too that they were on a divine mission to America, a place specially appointed by
God to be the "New Israel," a theocratic "city upon a hill." The Puritans viewed themselves as God's special people,
replacing national Israel, and that the American Indians were the "new Canaanites." The fruit of the Puritan's
theology was brutal. They saw their mission as convert these "Canaanites" to Christianity, or slaughter them in the
name of Christ. For example, the Puritan massacres of the Pequot Indian tribe on May 26, 1637, and again on July
14, 1637, were deemed by the Puritans to be directed by God -- Captain John Mason declared, "God laughed his
enemies and the enemies of his people to scorn, making them as a fiery oven ... Thus did the Lord judge among the
heathen, filling the place with dead bodies" (Segal and Stinenback, Puritans, Indians, and Manifest Destiny, pp.
111-112, 134-135). Converting the pagans for God was acceptable to the Puritans, but killing the pagans for the
Lord was also acceptable!

Nearly three and a half centuries later, the "New Puritans," called Reconstructionists, want to do what the earlier
ones could not. Believing they have a mandate from God to reconstruct American society, they want to establish a
theocracy or Theonomy (God's law) by instituting the civil code of the Law of Moses under which all Americans,
and eventually all the world must live. They propose to eradicate democracy and reinstate a form of slavery. (Most
Reconstructionists are also anti-Semitic and racist, views deeply seeded in the old Identity Movement that
purported to be Christian.) Reconstructionism has married politics and attached its agenda to that arena. Under the
cover of fighting abortion, homosexuality, witchcraft, pornography, secular public education, and other anathemas
to Christianity, it has made enormous strides in religious and political affairs.

-  Christian Reconstructionism was a limited aberrant movement until the early-1980s when it invaded the
Charismatic churches. It began when Robert Tilton's wife read Gary DeMar's book God and Government in late
1983, and then persuaded her husband to invite a group of Reconstructionists to speak before 1,000 "positive
confession" pastors and their wives at a January 1984 rally sponsored by Tilton's Church. The all-day panel was
very well received. Gary DeMar subsequently taught a course on the Christian basis of civil government on Tilton's
satellite network. 

One writer says, concerning this phenomenon: "Although they are not charismatics, Reconstructionists are working
with such groups because charismatic television and radio networks provide an effective means of propagating
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related Reconstructionist beliefs. Gary North has openly acknowledged using the charismatics to this end. On their
part, the charismatics are apparently happy with their new partners because the Reconstructionists provide the
intellectual and academic credibility that has [more often than not] been in short supply within the [experience-
laden] charismatic movement. Gary North is convinced that a Reconstructionist partnership with the ... charismatics'
telecommunication system will transform the whole shape of American religious life ... He (North) goes on to say:
'the growing alliance between charismatics and Reconstructionists has (caused) ... critics (to) worry about the fact
that ... (the charismatic) infantry is at last being armed with Reconstructionism's field artillery. They should be
worried. This represents one of the most fundamental realignments in U.S. Protestant Church history'." 

-  Why would a movement that seems so good be so dangerous? First, it rests on unbiblical underpinnings.
Secondly, it is seeking to accomplish in a pluralistic country and world a Mosaic government, something that will
not happen. Lastly, though it will ultimately fail, its militancy will mean severe persecution for all Christians, and
worse, it will set in place the theocratic structure Antichrist will assume.

-  Reconstructionists represent extremist views. Their intent is to create a theocracy based on God's "New
Covenant." Their chief Biblical error is the assumption that the 1000-year kingdom of Christ on earth is now. But if
that is so, why isn't Christ physically ruling from Jerusalem? Where are the resurrected saints who rule with Him?
When did the Lord and His armies (resurrected saints and angels) destroy Antichrist and the False Prophet, and
when was Satan bound? Moreover, their rhetoric is rancorous anti-Semitism and smacks of racism. They are
planning a U.S. "Christian Government" based on Old Testament law, and their interpretation of Scriptures. Most
Reconstructionists pride themselves on Biblical knowledge. Yet, Al Dager says, "Of all the dominionist' materials
I've read I have yet to see a single, accurately exegeted Scripture reference that substantiates the dominionist
mandate for subduing the nations and/or ruling the world prior to Jesus' return. They either spiritualize, allegorize,
or erroneously apply the Scriptures in their attempts to justify an otherwise untenable position."

Not only will a man-made theocracy fail because it is not Biblical, it will result in massive persecution of Christians
who refuse to participate. If it succeeds, chances are it will mesh with the governmental structure of Antichrist. Its
premises are not scriptural. The kingdom of Christ on earth is yet to come. Some Reconstructionists believe the
Kingdom of God on earth is being established now by Christians and will be presented to Christ when He returns.
Politicians have always "used" religion as part of their programs to restore nationalism. The results have always led
to dictatorship, savagery, and death. Scripture tells us that when Jesus returns the nations will be allied against
Him; they will not be waiting to welcome Him (Revelation 16:14; 19:19). Whether Antichrist is a man or -- as
stated by many dominionists -- a system, the fact remains that, when Jesus returns, at least a vastly major portion of
the world will be under the rule of Antichrist, not under the rule of the Church. 

-  The concepts of the United States as a chosen country or a "Christian nation" is a basic teaching of the
"Dominionist", "Reconstructionists", "Kingdom Now" or "Replacement Theology" movements. There is a form of
elitism among these groups, because they see themselves as the heirs to all the promises made to Israel. In the book
of Romans, it is clear that the Gentiles (us) were made partakers of Israel's spiritual promises -- not the land (cf.
Rom. 15:27; Acts 13). When you combine the concept of a "Chosen Christian America" and the "Chosen Church,"
this results in "superior people" mentality, and this combination becomes political action. The "Chosen Church"
merges their identities and ideas with political action leaders, who are skilled in whipping up group passions and
fears to form the political army.

The rallying cry used to evoke emotional involvement is: "We must return America to the values and lifestyles
upon which it was founded"; this stirs the passions of the "Chosen Church" into action, resulting in the Gospel of
moralism and an alliance with cultic religions based upon issues, not doctrine. Misled Christians see their patriotic
and religious duty as a mandate to change society, and to ensure outward conformity to their concept of American
culture "legal rights." They feel they must rid society of "God haters," "evil doers," "God's enemies," "secular
humanists," "Pagans," and ultra-liberal heathens, who have subverted the "Christian American" culture and ethics
(4/93, Bold Truth News, p. 9).

-  We must not force the graceless, majority culture to live like Christians. A major problem of past sacralistic
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societies is that they produce an outward (hypocritical) adherence to prescribed religious standards. Our evangelistic
goal is to pray for a tranquil environment in which men can carry out their cultural functions. The time has come
for us to acknowledge that any "Christianity" that needs a sword to ensure its permanence, and that promises peace
only when the "good guys" have the artillery, is not Christianity. Further, it is critical that the church recognize the
errors of sacralism in order that she may shed her old covenant orientation, and act responsibly as a Christ-
informed counter-culture.

-  "Dominion" in Reconstructionist' literature means rigorous political rule. In fact, the Reconstructionists identify
their so-called cultural mandate with the Great Commission. Yet Christ himself condemned dominion theology:
"You know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise authority
upon them. But it shall not be so among you" (Mat 20:25-26). Dominion over men is an anti-Christian notion. In
Genesis 1, dominion is given to man over the whole non-human creation (angels excepted): the fish, the fowl, the
cattle, all the earth. No dominion over men is given. The Great Commission, as opposed to the so-called cultural
mandate, is addressed only to Christians, not to all men, and it is a command to preach, baptize, and teach through
peaceful persuasion; it is not a command to exercise dominion. Christ's servants do not fight, precisely because his
kingdom is not of this world. His method of establishing His kingdom, preaching, and teaching, is foolishness to
the world, and apparently to some Reconstructionists as well (2/24/92, Christian News).

-  The Reconstructionist' postmillennial view of history has prompted the adoption of some interesting beliefs and
interpretations of the Scriptures (excerpted and/or adapted from the 2/91 & 3/91 issues of Israel My Glory):

(1) Authority -- Some Reconstructionists imply that the Scriptures by themselves are not sufficient as
final authority for faith and practice. One individual indicates that there is a twofold authority, namely,
the Bible and theology. 

(2) Eschatology -- Reconstructionism is strongly opposed to Dispensationalism. Reconstructionism
asserts that God intends the Mosaic Law to be in effect throughout history. By contrast,
Dispensationalism teaches that the Mosaic Law was abolished when Christ died. Reconstructionism
accuses Premillennialism of defeatism (seeing no victorious end to history), of regarding the history of
the Church as irrelevant, of draining believers of the motivation to develop the Kingdom of God on
earth, and of being a product of paganism. Reconstructionism rejects the idea that the Rapture and the
Second Coming will be two separate events at different times. It insists that the Church will be raptured
to meet Christ in the air while He is descending to earth in His glorious Second Coming on the last day
of world history. Reconstructionists are convinced that the great majority of New Testament
prophecies, including most of the Book of Revelation, have already been fulfilled. In fact, they believe
that most of these prophecies were fulfilled by the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.
Reconstructionists teach that Matthew 24 and the Book of Revelation are not about the Second Coming
of Christ. Instead, they are prophecies about the 70 A.D. destruction of Jerusalem and Israel as a
national entity. Reconstructionism declares that the world coming in Revelation never refers to the
physical return of Christ to the earth at His Second Coming; it insists that most Biblical references to
Christ's coming are to periodic comings of divine judgment upon people and nations during this present
age.

(3) Economics -- Reconstructionists are convinced of the eventual collapse of the American economy
and the social breakdown of the American republic. They believe that when this collapse of the present
apostate civilization takes place, the Kingdom of God can be developed in the world by the remnant
that survives the collapse through the adoption of a medieval, feudalistic type of economy and lifestyle.

(4) Democracy -- Reconstructionists assert that a democracy in which ultimate authority resides in the
whim of the people is the inevitable enemy of divinely revealed Christianity.

(5) Humanism and Public Education -- Reconstructionists believe that humanism and God's law are
irreconcilable enemies. The modern state is dominated primarily by humanists, who use the state to
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enforce satanic control over other spheres of life.

(6) The Mosaic Law and Sanctification -- Reconstructionists strongly reject the idea that the Mosaic
Law was abolished when Christ died. Instead of Christ's death abolishing the Law, it enabled man to
keep the Law. They insist that God requires all nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals to be
subject to the civil and moral aspects of the Mosaic Law. Reconstructionists are convinced that there
are only two alternatives open to nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals -- obedience to the
Mosaic Law or humanistic self-rule and lawlessness. According to Reconstructionists, Christians are
dead to the Mosaic Law as the means of justification, but they are not dead to it as a rule of life. For
the Christian, obedience to the Mosaic Law is required for practical living; keeping the Law is the
Christian's means of sanctification.

(7) Evangelism and the Gospel -- Reconstructionists propose that personal redemption is not the do-all
and end-all of the Great Commission, but our evangelism must include sociology as well as salvation;
it must include reform and redemption, culture and conversion, a new social order as well as a new
birth, a revolution as well as a regeneration. This is a false gospel (cf. Gal. 1:8-10).

-  From the mouths of the Reconstructions themselves (7/94, Chalcedon Report):

"Since we are Calvinists, we believe the Christian Faith applies to all of life."

"Reconstructionists are dominionists, not priests. We hold that to limit God's authority over all of life is
to deny His sovereignty ... We believe we are called like the first Adam and mainly in the strength of
the second Adam, our Lord, to exercise dominion in His name throughout the earth."

"Reconstructionists are Theonomists. Theonomy just means the law of God. It equals the requirements
found in His written Word."

"The law is the standard of sanctification. It is true that Christ merited salvation for His people by
keeping the law, and thus released us from its penalty and condemnation. But God never intended to
replace the law as a reflection of His character. The law cannot save us, but it will forever remain a
perfect reflection of God's character. For that reason, we strive to keep the law, not as a means of
justification, but as the standard of sanctification. The Spirit has been given to us to assist us in
keeping the law."

"Theonomists believe God's law governs all of life. It must govern society no less than it governs our
individual lives, families, and churches."

"Reconstructionists are postmillennialists. We believe that Christ established His mediatorial kingdom
at His first coming." 

"We believe ... that the main reason God gave the Holy Spirit to the church in a special empowering
was so the church could do even greater works than Christ did while He was on earth, so it can fulfill
the commission given to it, bringing all nations and peoples under the authority of Christ and his
gospel and word. ... We believe our calling as individuals and families and churches and civil
governments is to take godly dominion in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."

"We Reconstructionists are God-centered not church-centered. We believe the church is but one
(though an important) institution among others."

"We fervently support the separations of church and state. but we do not believe in the separation of the
state (or any other institution) from God. God by His law must govern the state just as He governs the
individual, family, and church."
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"Some critics say our views would destroy the freedoms we Americans have. Some say we want to
replace the Constitution. That is utter nonsense. It is true that the Constitution -- like everything else --
must be subordinate to God's word, but we have never advocated replacing the Constitution."

And other sources:

"In winning a nation to the gospel, the sword as well as the pen must be used" (Gary North, Christian
Reconstructionism, 6:1, p. 198).

"The divorce problem will be solved in a society under God's law because any spouse guilty of capital
crimes (adultery, homosexuality, Sabbath desecration, etc.) would be swiftly executed, thus freeing the
other part to remarry" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"Parents would be required to bring their incorrigible children before the judge and, if convicted, have
them stoned to death" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"A godly nation must keep the Sabbath to have God's blessing, embracing not only a weekly
observance, but the observance of the sabbatical year of rest ... This is a legal national duty and
requirement ... For the nation to deny the Sabbath is to deny God" (R. J. Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report
#20).

"In a Christian society the death penalty is still appropriate for the crime of worshipping another god on
the Lord's day" (James Jordan, The Green Papers, July, 1982). [I guess that means that Jews, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Hindus should be put to death.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The
Church in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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Coalition On Revival (COR)
A Revival of Old Testament Law*

-  Reconstructionism had been of interest to few outside the evangelical community until the early 1990s, when its
political significance began to emerge. The formation of the Coalition on Revival (COR) has been a key force in
the politics of religion. At the same time that COR provided a catalyst (and a cover) for the discussion,
dissemination, and acceptance of Reconstructionist doctrine, these ideas have percolated up through a wide swath
of American Protestantism. COR "is a network of evangelical leaders from every major denominational and
theological perspective who share a vision for and a commitment to worldwide revival, renewal, and reformation in
Church and society. COR's basic mission is to encourage and help the universal Church of Jesus Christ to obey
God's Cultural Mandate and the Great Commission. COR's vision is to see Christians everywhere doing all they can
in the power of the Holy Spirit to take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ in every aspect of life.
COR's mission is 'to help the Church rebuild civilization on the principles of the Bible so God's will may be done
on earth as it is in heaven'" (COR official Internet website, 1/2004). 

COR was formed in the 1980s, and headed by Jay Grimstead. Dr. Grimstead received his doctorate of ministries at
Fuller Theological Seminary and was an area director of Young Life (a neo-evangelical, psychologized ministry)
from 1957 to 1977, when he helped to organize the now-defunct International Council on Biblical Inerrancy. He
founded COR in 1984, and the National Coordinating Council came into formal existence in January 1990.
Grimstead says he started out in the Presbyterian tradition, but has lately been associated with a Pentecostal
Holiness church in San Jose, California, and has close ties with the Shepherding movement. Describing the 50-
member National Coordinating Council and the 112 leaders of the Coalition on Revival, Dr. Grimstead told RNS in
11/90, "We are evangelicals, and some of us are fundamentalists and a bunch of us are charismatics. What it is is a
political-economic think tank. Our hope is to get America back to where it once was ... We're not dangerous, really.
We're just trying to get a sick America back to where it was safer and saner."

-  An 11-page document from a COR-sponsored "Continental Congress on Christian World View III" held July 2-4,
1986, in Washington D.C. says, "The Coalition on Revival was called into existence as a catalyst to help unify and
mobilize leadership in the Body of Christ to cause 'God's will to be done on earth as it is in heaven.'" This
Manifesto-Covenant was signed by 60 of COR's Steering Committee members. They made "A Solemn Covenant"
with God and each other to live by its terms until death, natural or martyred. COR signers made a public covenant
with God to establish a theocracy in place of democracy. They admitted that the covenant is "a recruiting tool" to
pool believers into an army. The other objective is to use the covenant as a means to "teach" (indoctrinate) believers
with COR's brand of Christianity. (As we shall see later in this report, discipleship, according to COR, requires
political activism. What COR requires of those who sign its covenant is to be willing to die in the attempt to
establish a theonomic political state. This statement makes the COR Manifesto-Covenant more than just a
covenant; it is a blood covenant, sworn to on the life of the signers; cf. Matt. 5:33-36.)

COR presented to the Christian church 17 documents and a Manifesto which they mailed to 15,000 U.S. and
Canadian churches for their own signing and commitment. They also planed to form Pastors Prayer Groups to
"raise up Gideon's army" around the United States and other countries. Their plan was to reverse materialism,
greed, and covetousness in such areas as government, education, law, business, Christian unity, evangelism, and
missions. COR's "Manifesto" states that "a consistent Biblical world view should be the standard for the American
life." They also propose a highly political agenda and include such organizations as Strategic Christian Services
(founded by Reconstructionist activist Dennis Peacock), American Christian Task Force, American Coalition for
Traditional Values, Christian Voice, and American Freedom Coalition.

-  Grimstead founded COR when he proposed the idea to the late Francis A. Schaeffer and Dr. Tim LaHaye. Their
support, and that of 60 other religious leaders and activists launched the Coalition by 1984. Its prime objective is to
apply Christian theology to 17 Spheres of "life and thought." These are: Government, Social Action, Law,
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Economics, Business and Occupations, Education, Discipleship, Art & Communication, Medicine, Psychology and
Counseling, Science and Technology, Church Unity, Local and World Evangelism, Helping the Hurting,
Revitalizing Christian Colleges and Universities, the Family, and Pastoral Renewal. (Freudian psychologist Larry
Crabb was instrumental in writing the Psychology and Counseling document.) According to the "calling" of COR's
Steering Committee, "these World View Documents and the Manifesto for the Christian Church would play a
modern role analogous to Luther's 95 Theses, the Westminster Confession and the Declaration of Independence."
According to Grimstead, the plan of COR is to set up a "Christian Green Beret boot camp for radical world changes
... to train over 200 political activists a year." (COR also publishes the monthly magazine Crosswinds, a magazine
that provides "a helicopter view of the entire battlefield.")

The real influence as far as the final form of these documents is concerned has been the Editorial Committee
comprised of Jay Grimstead, Dennis Peacocke, Bob Mumford, Cal Beisner, Gleason Archer, Gary DeMar, Larry
Walker, Bob Simonds, Duane Gish, and Henry Krabbandam. Grimstead, Peacocke, Mumford, DeMar, and Walker
are admitted Reconstructions; Mumford and Peacocke are strong Shepherding-Discipleship advocates as well, and
seem to cross the line between Charismatic Dominionism and Reconstruction. With 25% of the initial COR
Steering Committee and 50% of the Editorial Committee comprised of Dominionists, it was inevitable that the
dominionist mandate would find its way into the COR documents. [Grimstead claims that only nine of the original
112 members of COR's Steering Committee are postmillennialists. (The Steering Committee currently has a
membership of about 50.) But this is begging the question, however. Postmillennialism is not the issue; the
dominionist mandate is the issue, and this transcends postmillennialism -- what Gary North likes to call
"operational postmillennialists."] (Also of concern is the number of original Steering Committee members with
"Christian" psychology roots -- so-called evangelicals Larry Crabb, D.J. Kennedy, Tim LaHaye, Josh McDowell,
J.I. Packer, Jack Van Impe, Don Wildmon, and George Scipione [CCEF].)

-  COR is headquartered in Mountain View, California. It is an organization actively working to implement
Coventalism and Reconstructionism in the churches. COR is a theopolitical movement with a 24-point "Master
Plan" for implementing God's kingdom on earth (i.e., a "Christian America"). It proposes Christian takeovers of
virtually all societal areas, such as: education, the arts, politics, and even the military (11/19/90, Christianity
Today). COR leader Jay Grimstead says COR is made up of "fundamentalists, evangelicals, and a bunch of
charismatics" (11/12/90, Christian News). Its goal is revival of the church and "reformation of society." Its 1986
Call to Action called for casting out demons and bringing "judicial and legal systems in as close approximation to
the laws and commandments of the Bible" as citizens will allow. It is closely linked with the
Theonomy/Reconstruction movement. COR is dedicated to "helping the Body of Christ become unified and
mobilized around a Biblical Worldview and the Lordship of Christ in every sphere." With shades of Romanism,
COR sees the need for a "redemptive priestly ministry." It, as Christian Reconstructionism, is heavily post-
millennial. It is comprised of approximately 500 "Christian" leaders who must swear to a Dominionistic oath.

-  To bring the American Christian churches under its tight control, COR devised "The Christian Manifesto for the
Christian Church: Declaration and Covenant." This 7/4/86 document declares "where the church must stand and
what action it must take over the remaining years of this century." This strong stand and bold action, according to
the document, "begin with humble repentance from our past sins and indifference, and acceptance of much of the
blame for the world's desperate condition." Incredibly, pastors who sign the manifesto are admitting they are
responsible for the sin of the world. (For details of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see
COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian
World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents,
along with the 17 Sphere/World View Documents referred to earlier, make up what COR calls the "20 COR World
View Documents.") 

-  COR is a militant organization. It uses subtle intimidation practices (fear and guilt), strident warrior rhetoric,
melodramatic public rituals ("Solemn Assemblies"), and emotionally charged psychological manipulation to attract
and involve unwary, impressionable Christians. Many COR organizers came out of the notorious Shepherding
Movement whose means of control duplicated cult practices. Members of Shepherding Churches submitted
themselves to their shepherds and had to consult them before making decisions such as purchasing a car or taking
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medicine. [Grimstead advocates the "use of the controversial and authoritarian 'shepherding-discipleship' model of
church organization. 'Pastors should study shepherding techniques and COR theological materials for 18 months
...'" (Church & State Magazine, 10/91). This "discipling" and "obedience to the church" has the markings of the
Puritans or the Roman Catholic Church.]

-  To achieve its objectives, the "Manifesto of the Christian Church calls for a new covenant for unity, and it
culminates in a statement of truth and a call to action." The unity aspect is leading a virulent ecumenical
movement. Grimstead believes that differences in eschatology among various Christian religions can be surmounted
in view of a larger purpose; they have committed to unity and a non-quarreling policy over doctrinal points such as
eschatology, dispensationalism, Christian freedom, tongues, charismatic activity, and evangelism. Nevertheless, in
the end, everyone must agree with COR. -- In 2/87 Jay Grimstead said: "... each one of these points we're saying is
ESSENTIAL ... NON-NEGOTIABLE" (referring to the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View"
document). ... we're telling the premillennialists, who are scared to death of the postmillennialists and don't like the
word Dominion or Kingdom or Reconstruction, to wake up and realize that THERE'S NO OTHER OPTION."
Since the 42 Articles contained in this document are, in COR's words, "essential" and "non-negotiable" for
Christians, they are saying that one is not a Christian if he does not subscribe to them!

-  When a pastor is asked to join a local COR Steering Committee and sign the Manifesto, he is expected to "be
enthusiastically committed to accomplishing the 12 goals for Reformation in their country." Some of those goals are
as follows:

1) A pastor forms a discipleship chain so he produces an army of 100-plus mighty warriors within his
church: active members praying an hour per day; establish a Social Impact Committee within the
church.

2) Replace anti-biblical legislation in the country with righteous, sane, biblically-oriented legislation.

3) Replace anti-biblical elected officials with biblically oriented candidates.

How sad to see thousands of professing Christians coming under the delusion of this kind of leadership. In their
hearts they believe they must do something to rescue a rotten America. But why? The Scriptures must be fulfilled.
Evil will wax worse. God's judgment is at hand. The end is near. Naturally, we do not participate in evil, but neither
do we try to do the impossible. The Christian's first objective is to solidify his union with Christ on a personal basis.
Of course, it is much easier to join a Rescue, attend a rally, get arrested, and perform political work than it is to
come to grips with personal sin. The Reconstructionists and the Religious Right have combined to make a mockery
of Christianity. In their zealousness to fulfill what is really unbiblical -- a kingdom on earth now -- they are
producing a terrible witness for Christ, and worse, their actions and rhetoric will result in mass persecutions of all
true Christians.

-  COR's goals do not exclude violence in accomplishing them. At a 1989 COR conference, one well known
evangelist suggested that Christians should pray that God would kill all of those leaders who are opposing
Dominion Theology. Then later in the week, another well known pastor from the Dallas area suggested that God is
purging his church and purifying it for a great revival, and that believers need to be willing to use violence if
necessary in order to help bring in the kingdom. This violence message is really scary. The call to be willing to use
violence to bring the kingdom can't be more clear -- even if that violence is directed against Christian brothers and
sisters. According to Dominionists, those who believe in the "any moment return of Jesus" and are not willing to
commit to violence to bring in the kingdom, are obstructing the coming of the kingdom and are preventing the
outpouring of God's Spirit on the earth. (Personal letter on file.)

In Dennis Peacock's book, Winning the Battle for the Minds of Men, he quotes of Karl Marx (p. 34): "We need to
be MILITANT in our ASSAULT against the sham walls that imprison the nations." The whole book is full of
militant statements. Similarly, Jay Grimstead, on a 2/87 tape said: "We are to make Bible-obeying disciples of
anybody that gets in our way." In Thy Kingdom Come, by R.J. Rushdoony, in referring to Psalm 149, he speaks of
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the literal destruction of God's enemies as a means of praise -- he writes that those who are guilty of blasphemy
deserve the vengeance of God "whether they are believers or not."

-  In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century (1700s and 1800s), many pastors expressed the belief that
America would lead the rest of the world in ushering in the Kingdom of God. As a result, the doctrine of the
"Manifest Destiny" was declared by many. We are seeing that the same doctrine today under a different name --
Reconstructionist Kingdom, New Dominion Teachings, Restoration Movement. The proponents behind COR have
the same views, with a different twist. They are scurrying to network all Christians with this movement and their
ideas. They believe that not only the preaching of the Gospel, but also the government and educational systems
must come under this jurisdiction, and they are conditioning the Christian community to accept their ideas to "clean
up" so Jesus can return ("COR-Pt. I," Bold Truth Press, Fall 1987).

-  Some key beliefs of COR as stated in its Sphere (Christian World View) Documents ["Social, Political and Moral
Issues" (SPM); "Local and World Evangelism" (LWE); "Helping the Hurting" (HH); "Business and Occupations"
(BO); "Art and Communication" (AC); "Pastoral Renewal" (PR); and the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a
Christian World View" (42E)] follow:

Article 20 (SPM): "We deny that God and His truth should ever be separated from the State; this
should put to rest the Reconstructionists' claim that the Church will not control the government in a
theonomic society."

Article 22 (SPM): "Christians must be involved in all processes and offices of civil government in
obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ ... such involvement is part of the Church's prophetic role in
society." [Where in Scripture is this "prophetic role" of the Church? It doesn't exist. Where, too, are we
commanded to involve ourselves in the political process in order to be "in obedience"?]

Article 21a (LWE): "The ultimate goal of missions ... must be the totality of the gospel and the
necessity of Christ's lordship in all of its fullness for all the life of individuals, families, churches,
states, and other aspects of society." [If the drafters of this document had omitted the word "states"
there would not be much quarrel. But nowhere in Scripture are missionaries mandated to even exert
influence on states, let alone bring them under the lordship of Christ.]

Preface (HH): "The church must conform social, economic, legal, educational, medical, and
governmental structures to Biblical order." [Had COR said "influence" or "inform" rather than
"conform," there would be no quarrel.]

Preface (BO): "man ... is responsible, as God's faithful servant, to co-labor with Christ to bring all
nature under God's rulership." [What they're really saying is that nature must come under their
dominion.]

Preface (AC): "Christians must bring all art and communication under His authority. ... All art and
communication must be brought into captivity to the mind of Christ." [Had these statements said
Christians must bring their art and communication under Jesus' authority, there would be no quarrel.
But we're not required to bring all under His authority. If we look at what passes for art even in the
"Christian" community, we'd have to admit that here, too, the Church needs to get its own house in
order before trying to clean up the world.]

Article 15a (PR): "Every pastor, to accomplish his task and stay encouraged, needs to surround himself
with a few trustworthy and loyal men from among his church's leaders who are in the process of
catching his vision for their church and are eager to play their part in it and to be discipled by him in
how to be Christ-centered, Bible-obeying men of God." [There is no scriptural precedent for a pastor
to "surround himself with a few trustworthy and loyal men" to catch his vision. This is a priestcraft.
The fact remains that the head of the Church is Jesus, not the pastor. Many pastors are being swayed by
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Dominionists to think of themselves as "God anointed" on the basis that they happen to have been
placed in the position of "priest" to some church. They are told that, as "God's anointed no one is to
touch them or challenge their 'vision.'" Those who do -- even the elders -- are to be dealt with in a
manner that will strike fear in the hearts of others.]

Specific Actions, Article 7 (PR): "Those pastors and churches that mistakenly think that neither
pastors nor churches have any business trying to change society and stand for social righteousness by
constitutional means must become exposed to the COR Manifesto and the COR sphere documents. ...
in order to disabuse their minds of that false dichotomy." [This is the Dominionist commission for the
churches, not Christ's.]

Article 37 (42E): "We deny that any citizen is obliged to obey any government when it transgresses its
God given mandate or requires him to disobey God's Laws." [If a government requires us to disobey
God's laws, we must disobey that government. But because a government transgresses its "God given
mandate" does not arbitrarily mean we can disobey it. The problem lies within the definition of "God
given mandate." What exactly is God's mandate to government? According to COR, it is to administer
God's Law (Theonomy or theocracy). In this case, no government on earth is fulfilling its "God given
mandate." It logically follows, therefore, that all governments, as they are presently constituted, may be
disobeyed if they do not find favor with the Dominionist agenda.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The Church
in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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National Association of Nouthetic Counselors
(NANC)*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  The National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) is a fellowship of Christian pastors and laymen who
have banded together to promote and develop "counseling that is thoroughly grounded in the Scriptures as the only
rule of faith and practice." The stated purpose of NANC's founding (1975) was "to certify counselors and
counseling centers, to build a referral network of trustworthy counselors and institutions, to provide fellowship with
others who stand in the mainstream of biblical counseling, and to provide continuing education." Though NANC
was founded by anti-psychological integrationist Dr. Jay E. Adams (the widely recognized "father" of the
"nouthetic" Biblical counseling movement), and though NANC continues to verbally proclaim an anti-integrationist
position, its cross-pollination over the years with the integrationist Christian Counseling and Educational
Foundation (CCEF), the neo-evangelical, psychologically-oriented General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC), and the psychologized ministries of John MacArthur's Master's Fellowship, have left it slowly
sinking in a psychological quagmire. (NANC's 14-member Board of Trustees has only four members affiliated
outside these three organizations, and NANC's director, Randy Patten, is the former head of the Indiana GARBC.)

-  We also have a problem with Jay Adams' nouthetic method: nouthetic counseling is a law-oriented
confrontational type of approach. In his booklet, Godliness Through Discipline, Adams states: "Liberty comes
through law, not apart from it. Godly, commandment-oriented living comes only from Biblical structure and
discipline." In Competent to Counsel, Adams says: "Nouthesis presupposes a counseling type of confrontation in
which the object is to effect a characterological and behavioral change in the counselee. Nouthetic confrontation, in
its Biblical usage, aims at straightening out the individual by changing his patterns of behavior to conform to
biblical standards. Personality change in Scripture involves confession, repentance, and the development of biblical
patterns" (p. 46). (Emphasis added.) The nouthetic theory of working to change a person's personality by
establishing patterns of living from the outside in, is the heart of the problem with counseling in general and
specifically with NANC (Miles Stanford, 11/94 paper on Biblical counseling).

-  NANC holds an annual conference each year where "Biblical counseling" aficionados gather to attend plenary
and workshop sessions over a 48-hour period; the meetings purport to deal with a wide range of counseling issues.
Typical of the agenda and speakers at such conferences was the 1994 NANC Convention held 10/3/94-10/5/94 at
NANC headquarters in Lafayette, Indiana. [NANC moved its headquarters to Indianapolis in February of 2002.] It
featured five plenary session speakers and 23 workshop speakers. John MacArthur was one plenary session speaker
(two messages), as was psychologizer Wayne Mack of the Master's College (formerly of CCEF) and CCEF's
director/Adlerean psychologizer John Bettler. Of the 28 speakers on the program, four were from MacArthur's
ministries, five from CCEF, and eight from GARBC-affiliated churches. [In addition to the annual conference,
NANC's other recurring events include its On-The-Road Training Conferences, One-Day Symposiums, Parenting
Conferences, and Couples Conferences.]

The 2002 Convention was held in Rolling Meadows, Illinois; plenary speakers included John MacArthur and the
ecumenical Charles Ware. NANC recognized 22 newly certified Biblical counselors, bringing the total to 275
certified counselors, with over 250 persons in the process of certification. At its 2001 Convention, NANC
announced that there are now only 16 states that have no NANC-certified counselors. Also in 2001, NANC
expanded its Trustee Board by one member -- adding former MacArthur assistant Lance Quinn. The 2003
conference is to be held in Little Rock, AR (at Quinn's church). Scheduled plenary speakers include NANC director
Randy Patten and psychological integrationist David Powlison. 

-  Prior to the 10/88 NANC Convention held in St. Louis (and in prior years as well), NANC sponsored a 10-hour,
one-day training seminar teaching pastors and lay counselors the use of the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis
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(TJTA) test. (The TJTA is a psychologically-based personality test that has been proven to have no adequate
statistical validity in either measuring personality traits nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage
compatibility, occupational fitness, child success in school, etc., etc. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments,
Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.)
Prerequisite for the course was a degree in Social Sciences (i.e., sociology or psychology!) or a seminary degree.
Worse yet, the TJTA course was taught by Lloyd Jonas, a board member of NANC! This is just one example of
NANC declaring one view (anti-psychology/anti-integration) and practicing another (encouraging NANC member
use of a psychologically-based personality test). This difference between what NANC says and their true beliefs
pervade the organization. [At the 2001 NANC Convention, Jonas was named to the "Academy of NANC," a very
prestigious ranking. In NANC's 26 year history, only four people have been named to this position. This position is
reserved for those who have distinguished themselves in significantly advancing the cause of Biblical counseling,
especially through training others. Lloyd has started and developed seven church-based counseling centers and was
one of the founding board members of NANC.]

-  NANC publishes a bimonthly newsletter, The Biblical Counselor (circulation 14,000). Its 7/93 issue carried an
article by CCEF's Adlerean director, John Bettler: "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past." The article, though
short, gave enough information to reveal Bettler's integration of Adlerean psychology that it should have invoked a
protest immediately after its publication. A call to NANC's Executive Director a few months after the appearance of
the article revealed that there was not even one complaint. Therefore, we think it is fair to say that there has been
wholesale acceptance of psychological integration, exemplified by Bettler's teachings on the past, among those
affiliated with NANC who call themselves Biblical counselors.

In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology, there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence
on the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled
"Alfred Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Yet, NANC board members Jay Adams and David Powlison
(CCEF), as well as others affiliated with NANC, have publicly stated their belief that Bettler's teachings about
using the past are Biblical (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, Chas. 5 & 6). NANC,
therefore, has obviously joined the rest of the integrationists who call themselves Biblical.

-  The psychological leanings of NANC can also be readily ascertained by examining its Resource List and Catalog;
numerous books and tapes from a bevy of neo-evangelical psychologizers fill the pages: Linda Dillow, Ed Wheat,
Ed Buckley, Lou Priolo, Lloyd Jonas, John MacArthur, Wayne Mack, Stuart Scott, Ed Welch, David Powlison,
John Bettler, Charles Ware, Dorie Van Stone, etc. The teachings of many of NANC's "resources" are not only
antithetical to the Bible's, but in some cases, are identical to those emanating from psychology.

One example of many is Lou Priolo, a long-time NANC counselor and head of an Atlanta Biblical counseling
center. He has written a psychologically-oriented book titled The Complete Husband (1999); i.e., with regard to the
specific talk and interaction between a husband and wife, the instruction/teaching given in The Complete Husband
is essentially the same as in James Dobson's What Wives Wished Their Husbands Knew about Women. That is,
where the rubber meets the road (desirable, "Biblical" talk and behavior), there is no essential difference between
what the two books teach, other than the fact that The Complete Husband actually facilitates/invites the wife to
accomplish what Dobson's book says she may have difficulty doing due to the husband's resistance and sin.
Dobson's book has building the wife's self-esteem at its goal. Priolo's book tells the husband to do the things that
will facilitate what Dobson wants wives to do in order to have their husbands build their wives self-esteem. Most
"Biblical Counselors" will agree that it is sinful to behave in ways that  build self-esteem, using Dobson's methods
or any similar methods. Therefore, there must be something radically wrong with the teaching in Priolo's book. The
same behavior cannot be both sinful and righteous. 

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and
the separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. NANC can be criticized on both
these counts. Charging fees is totally unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task.
Any such predators on Christians, who are suffering problems of living and crying out for help, should be put out
of business. And, that's what it is! -- A ministry turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the
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expense and disadvantage of the person being counseled. For how many more years will church leaders hear so-
called Biblical counselors close in prayer and ask, "Will you pay by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly
condemning such a 20th century, never-heard-of-before church practice?

There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word
of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to
require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for
ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a
minister is paid a salary, but that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend
church. We hope no one would even think of doing that!) 

This "pay-for-service" makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices
simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime
example of charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the
psychological and Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments
in the future for those being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical
counselor stopped directly charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

-  Faith Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana (a GARBC-affiliated church) is the home of Faith Baptist Counseling
Ministries, and until February of 2002, was the home of NANC. The former director of NANC, the late Dr.
William Goode, was also senior pastor of Faith Baptist Church. Dr. Bob Smith, the head of Faith Baptist
Counseling Ministries, is a member of Faith Baptist Church and a member of the boards of both CCEF and NANC;
he also set up the so-called Biblical counseling program at John MacArthur's Master's College. Former NANC
Director Goode has said:

"The basic position of NANC is that the ideal in Biblical counseling model is one where troubled
people receive counseling from their pastor and or church family. We would not tout Faith Baptist
Counseling Ministries or CCEF to be 'the ultimate Church sponsored model.' They are training centers.
A church where pastor and people are involved in counseling is the ultimate model" (letter on file).

The dictionary definition of Pharisaic is: "1. of the Pharisees; 2. emphasizing or observing the letter but not the
spirit of religious law; 3. pretending to be highly moral and virtuous without actually being so; hypocritical." Does
Goode's remark sound Pharisaic?

NANC would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay because we 'are training centers.'"
But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and thereby justify its
existence? Both NANC and CCEF approve of charging fees for counseling. Maybe the fees are also justified by
virtue of being a "training center."

Whether one is dying in the hospital or "dying" from the sins and heartaches of life, there is absolutely no Biblical
reason to charge for ministering to one another in the Body of Christ. Goode would not have dared directly charge
the members of his church for worship services or for private pastoral consultation or for hospital visitation. He
wouldn't have dared even suggest or hint at "cash, check, or credit card" for ministry in his church. Nor would he
have dared attempt to justify charging for worship services and pastoral care by making his church a "training
center." Then why dare charge for ministry given at Faith Baptist Counseling Ministries? Why does NANC not
only approve but encourage such practices?

Because NANC participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of NANC weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role
of church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
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Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.) [It is reported that as of 1/1/95, Faith
Baptist Counseling Ministries no longer charges counselees for counseling. Nevertheless, NANC maintains its close
affiliation with CCEF (has members on CCEF's board and vice versa), which reaps over $500,000 annually in
counseling fees and continues to derive over 50% of its income from counseling fees. Therefore, for whatever
reason FBCM stopped charging counseling fees, it is not so opposed to the practice as to separate from an
organization that literally survives on it.]

-  NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant, but also sufficient."
Underneath this statement are a number of serious issues and questions, all having Biblical implications. None have
been discussed at NANC annual meetings, and probably will never be discussed at NANC. Below are seven issues
as examples of what NANC is unwilling to discuss publicly: 

Charging for Biblical counseling. 
Separated-from-the-Church Biblical counseling centers. 
The use of words such as counselor, counselee, and counseling, which are borrowed from secular counseling
and are not found in Scripture as they are generally used and practiced by Biblical counselors.
Women counseling men. 
Men counseling women. 
A Biblical counselor counseling a husband or wife in the absence of the other spouse. 
Participation in insurance reimbursement plans by those Biblical counselors who qualify, which necessitates
using practices within their license, mental health designations for reimbursement, and psychological write
ups for continued counseling. 

A case can easily be made by some that the above practices are not Biblically supported. Others would say just the
opposite. These are issues that should be confronted and discussed by any organization that claims to be "on the
leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also sufficient." All of the above are
prolifically practiced throughout the Biblical counseling movement, but have not been addressed at NANC
conferences. Those who differ with the status quo will not be given a chance in NANC's leadership; neither will
they be permitted to conduct workshops on these issues. We wonder if such individuals dare even suggest such
workshops. It is our impression that NANC functions on the basis of cronyism. Those who rise to leadership are
those who will keep an unwritten commitment to supporting current leadership and not rocking the boat. Not
rocking the boat includes a willingness to avoid controversial issues, never challenge what leadership says, and just
follow the good ole boy practices of secular organizations. (Source: "NANC & the APA," Sep-Oct '98,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  It is as though Biblical counseling has become a life raft in the sea of psychobabble, psychotechniques, and
psychoheresy. And the life raft crowd is working hard at making their craft appealing to those who are floating
along on the flotsam of psychology. Nevertheless, the Biblical counseling life raft continues to be tossed to and fro
in that sea of psychoheresy. Thus, believers should get out of the sea and stand on the solid rock. Believers do not
need either what the world offers or NANC's facsimile thereof.

A church does not need to have a "counseling ministry" or a "counselor training program" for believers to minister
to one another according to Scripture. After all, what did believers do for almost 2,000 years before the Biblical
counseling movement and NANC's promotion of it? They ministered to one another through encouragement,
admonition, discernment, comfort, counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers
from the inception of the church, because God's people believed and acted according to the Word of God by the
very life of Christ living in and through them by the Holy Spirit. Those who wish to remain faithful to Scripture
and the sufficiency of Christ should depart from "Biblical counseling" and NANC and simply minister to one
another in the mercy and grace of God without the title of "Biblical counselor." After all, Jesus Christ, the Holy
Spirit, and the Word of God are our true counselors.

-  In conclusion, for the reasons stated in this report (and in our reports on CCEF, MacArthur, and GARBC), we
believe that those at NANC have compromised the clear message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for
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some psychological pottage. What was meant for NANC to be a solution to the influx of psychology into
Christianity has drifted into a compromise with it. What was meant to be a return to Biblically-based pastoral care
and mutual ministry slid back into a reflection of the very problem it was meant to solve. We need more, not less,
separation from secular psychology and all those who have attempted to integrate it. NANC has done nothing more
than taken Biblical principles and molded them into a twentieth-century format to provide a replacement/alternative
for psychological counseling. This has encouraged and facilitated a therapeutic mentality and given credence to a
technology of change. Instead, Christians should be encouraged to minister to one another through the Word of
God, the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, and the Bible-based ministries of the local church (Bobgan:
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 117-118 & 168-191).

*For a good overview of what is wrong with the Biblical counseling movement in general, see Martin and Deidre
Bobgan's book Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110. Some of the information in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from this source.
This report should be read in conjunction with BDM's report on CCEF; BDM reports on John MacArthur and
GARBC will also give background information concerning the people and organizations closely affiliated with
NANC.
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counselor, and counsels do have shades of meaning.
However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical counseling
movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor. 

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
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anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice. 

Challenge to NANC

The 1997 Annual Conference of the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) will be held at Faith
Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana on October 6-8. Listed as "Plenary Session Speakers" are Jay Adams, Rich
Ganz, Bill Goode, Wayne Mack, Lance Quinn, and Ken Sande. NANC conference material emphasizes the Bible
and ethics. NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also
sufficient."

Most or all of the plenary speakers would agree that it is unbiblical to charge fees for counseling and that a
separated-from-the-church counseling center is unbiblical. We know that confronting both of these serious Biblical
contradictions of the Bible at one meeting would be too big a task. Therefore, we ask that one of them be
confronted. We ask that at this NANC conference it be made absolutely clear that the organization condemns
the unbiblical practice of charging fees for counseling God's Word and names those individuals and
organizations that are in violation. Jay Adams has pointed out that believers have an obligation to name names,
just as the Apostle Paul did. Here is an opportunity for NANC to do so.

To our knowledge, no such action has ever been officially taken by any of the Biblical counseling organizations --
to their shame. The NANC conference is an opportunity to correct such malpractice so that hurting individuals will
not be further hurt by those who are supposed to draw alongside and help bear their burdens instead of adding to
them.
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God will certainly be glorified in such a corrective action. If NANC believes in what they say, it should be easy
enough to accomplish this policy, which should, of course, include the naming of names. 

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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$$Simony & Biblical Counseling*
In another report on this site, one of the "props" mentioned as holding up the Biblical counseling movement was
that of charging fees. Also mentioned briefly were the words simony and simoniac. An accurate understanding of
these two terms suggest that the Biblical counseling movement is mired in the sin of simony. Additionally, the
leaders in the movement are reluctant to condemn the practice of charging fees and to name organizations and
individuals involved.

We want to make it clear once more that, according to I Cor 9:7-14 and other verses, the person who ministers can
be supported, but the person who ministers cannot charge. The support for one who ministers is produced by those
who voluntarily contribute and should never be mandated for Biblical counseling.

There is no Biblical precedent for the one who ministers to charge for ministry. Can you imagine the Apostle Paul
or any other disciple in the Bible charging? Is there anywhere in the entire Bible that would condone such a
practice?

Those who support the charging of fees for Biblical counseling must by analogy be in favor of charging fees for
communion, prayers, funerals, graveside services, hospital and home visits, marriage ceremonies, baptisms, worship
services, Bible classes and other ministries. In fact, those who favor fee-for-service Biblical counseling no doubt
favor a "menu" approach to church ministries with the fees for such services listed. If the fee-for-service Biblical
counselors would object to such a fee-for-service "menu," how can they justify charging for Biblical counseling?

The term simony is derived from Acts 8 and refers to Simon the sorcerer, who tried to buy the power of the Holy
Spirit he saw working through the Apostles (Acts 8:14-20). The New Catholic Encyclopedia states:

Modern authors usually adopt the definition of Thomas Aquinas: "A deliberate design of selling or buying
something spiritual or annexed to the spiritual."

The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia defines it as follows: "Simony, in CANON LAW, buying or selling of any
spiritual benefit for a temporal consideration." Part of the definition from Baker’s Dictionary of Theology is "the
charging of fees for benefits which may be received through the administration of word and sacrament."

Because Simon offered to buy the power of the Holy Spirit from the Apostles, some have said that simony involves
only the buying of something spiritual and does not involve the selling of it.

In response to this, Thomas Aquinas has said:

Simon Magus wished to buy a spiritual power in order to sell it afterwards. Gratian writes, Simon the magician
wished to buy the gift of the Holy Spirit in order that he might make money by selling the signs that were to be
wrought through him. So those who sell spiritual things are like him in intention, while those who buy them are like
him in deed. Those who sell are in deed also like Giezi the disciple of Eliseus, of whom we read, that he received
money from the leper who was made clean. And so the sellers of spiritual things may be called not only simoniacs
but also ‘Giezites.’ [2 Kings 5:20ff.]

Some early ecclesiastical writers distinguished between simony as buying and giezia as selling. However, the
various dictionaries and encyclopedias we consulted included both buying and selling in their definitions of simony.

In defending his own definition of simony, Aquinas said:

Now a spiritual thing is not the matter for buying and selling, and for three reasons. First, because a spiritual thing
cannot be appraised at any earthly price, as is written concerning wisdom, She is more precious than corals, and
none of your choice possessions can compare with her. Peter went to the root of Simon’s wickedness, Thy money
go to destruction with thee, because thou has thought that the gift of God could be purchased with money.

Secondly, a thing is not for sale if the seller is not the owner, as is clear from the authority cited. Ecclesiastical
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superiors are not owners, but the guardians of spiritual matters, according to St Paul, Let a man so account us,
as servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God.

Thirdly, sale strikes at the source of spiritual matters, since they flow from the freely-giving will of God. Our Lord
tells us, Freely you have received, freely give.

And so, by buying or selling a spiritual thing a man treats God and divine matters with irreverence, and
consequently commits a sin of irreligion.

John Wyclif in his work On Simony mentions another writer (William of Peraldus, bishop of Lyons) who called
simony spiritual sodomy. Wyclif said:

For just as in carnal sodomy contrary to nature the seed is lost by which an individual human being would be
formed, so in this sodomy the seed of God’s word is cast aside with which a spiritual generation in Christ Jesus
would be created. And just as sodomy in the time of the law of nature was one of the most serious sins against
nature, so simony in the time of the law of grace is one of the most serious sins against grace.

Wyclif also said:

Where God says in Matthew 10:8: "Freely you have received, freely give," the simoniac defends the opposite: that
he should not grant a spiritual gift from God except for a tangible return or compensation; and thus are committed
blasphemy, apostasy, and all kinds of vices, and these are directly contrary to the root of virtues. Without a doubt,
therefore, simony as contrary to such a virtuous principle destroys even more members of the church. Thus Peter
in Acts 8 says significantly: "Thy money go to destruction with you."

In concluding one of his sections on simony, Wyclif said:

For when someone in exchange for money performs a service or ministers in an office in which the Holy Spirit is
conferred, he not only makes money his god but sacrifices both persons to the idol that he adores.

Some of the early writers on simony emphasized that both the buyer and seller are guilty of simony. It may be that
those who pay for Biblical counseling are as guilty of simony as those who charge.

The answers to the following two questions are critical:

1. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) the sin of simony?

2. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) unbiblical?

Our answer to both questions is yes. We realize that some will disagree with our calling charging fees for ministry
simony, but hopefully all those who truly know the Bible will agree that charging for ministry is clearly unbiblical.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).
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CCEF-East*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  CCEF-East, now located in Laverock, Pennsylvania, was founded in 1968 in Hatboro, Pennsylvania. Key in its
founding and in the initial development of its Biblical counseling principles (dubbed "nouthetic counseling" and
defined as confronting the believer with the Word of God for the purpose of change) was co-founder Dr. Jay E.
Adams. Eight years after the establishment of CCEF, Dr. Adams left Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia, where he was a faculty member, and after an approximately six year "writing" period in Georgia, took
a similar position with Westminster Theological Seminary in Escondido, California. Apparently due to the lack of
the direct influence of Dr. Adams at CCEF after 1976, and under the leadership of CCEF's co-founder and
Adlerean director, John Bettler, the faculty and course offerings at CCEF have become increasingly psychological
in nature. (See the sub-reports detailing CCEF-East faculty member' credentials and association memberships, and
an analysis of CCEF-East's course offering descriptions.)

-  CCEF was founded primarily because of Jay Adams' concern that pastors needed a site where counseling was
actually taking place, where they could learn to counsel, and then return to their congregations. (Last year [fiscal
1993] almost ten thousand counseling sessions were conducted at the Laverock headquarters and its Bethlehem,
Princeton, Cherry Hill, and Reading branches. This is a part of our objection to CCEF; it operates as a para-church
ministry, outside the authority of any local church.) CCEF has grown as an institution under John Bettler's
leadership. Besides training counselors for degree programs at Westminster and at Biblical Theological Seminary,
CCEF offers short-term Certificate and Diploma programs for pastors and other church workers, and conducts
workshop and week-long Summer Institutes.

In the process, CCEF has become big business bringing in big money. In CCEF's fiscal year ended 8/31/94, CCEF
received more than $395,000 in total contributions, up from $248,000 in fiscal 1993. This 60% increase was
apparently the result of CCEF's aggressive fund raising efforts -- in October of 1993, CCEF started LAUNCH 2000,
a $500,000 capital campaign to expand its programs and facilities (Spring 1994 Pulse). CCEF also charged more
than $427,000 in counseling fees in fiscal year 1994 (versus approximately $550,000 in fiscal 1993), and received
educational/seminar income of approximately $250,000 (versus $270,000 in fiscal 1993). From over $1.1 million
dollars in total 1993-94 revenue, CCEF paid its faculty and staff over $750,000 in salary and benefits! (Fall 1993
Pulse and from CCEF's Form 990 federal tax returns).

[Counseling fees for 1996 approximated $500,000 once again, a portion of which were reimbursements from
insurance companies for psychological services rendered. Ed Welch, the Director of Counseling Services at CCEF,
is a licensed psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a
psychologist by providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for
the treatment.]

-  John Bettler has been CCEF-East's full-time director since 1974. Since Bettler is in charge of CCEF, he must
bear final responsibility for its psychological integrationist position. Bettler is a member of the North American
Society of Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) and a clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy (AAMFT). These organizations are purely and simply psychologically-oriented groups. (See the
attached "Faculty Credentials and Associations" sheet for more details on these two organizations -- why would
anyone supposedly committed to "Biblical counseling," instead of psychological counseling, be interested in
belonging to these organizations, meeting their requirements for membership, or even attending their conferences?)

NASAP calls itself "the home of Adlereans," reflecting it as an association that patterns its counseling methods
after the teachings of humanistic psychologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937). Bettler's bent for Style-style
integrationism became quite clear at CCEF-East's June 1993 Summer Institute. Bettler delivered three messages on
"Dealing with a Person's Past." [Bettler reiterates these teachings in "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past"
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(The Biblical Counselor, July 1993) and in "Counseling and the Problem of the Past" (The Journal of Biblical
Counseling, Winter 1994, pp. 5-23).] Bettler's argument for exploring the past and his proposed use of the past in
counseling not only reveal his Adlerean background, but show his commitment to integrating Adler without even
referring to Adler or crediting him in any way.

In his third message from "Dealing with a Person's Past," Bettler employed the typical integrationist technique of
taking a psychological concept, changing its name to disguise its origin, and then distorting Bible verses to show
that this concept has been in the Bible all the time, but not heretofore recognized as such without the help of the
"Christian" psychologizer. Bettler borrows godless psychologist Alfred Adler's concept of "style of life," renames it
"manner of life" ("a person's creative interpretation [Adler again] of past influences ... the way of doing things that
you return to again and again") and teaches that this is what Paul meant in Eph. 4:17-23 [NASB] (rather than
"sin")! But since Bettler does not credit Adler in any way, those unfamiliar with Adler's teachings are led to believe
that Bettler's proposed use of the past comes solely from Scripture. Instead, Bettler twists Scripture to support his
Adlerean beliefs. For example, in his final talk, Bettler says:

"If you're going to do counseling, you've got to know the person's 'manner of life' ... the way he has
processed all of those things that have happened to him and brought him into a 'style of life' [an
Adlerean slip?]. He needs to repent of the wrong kinds of conclusions and 'styles' he's developed over
the years. ... It's pretty dangerous to give assignments [to counselees] if you don't understand 'manner of
life' [not sin patterns?]."

Bettler should have been up front about his use of Adlerean psychology. Since his teachings are an excellent
example of integration (euphemized as "recycling" at CCEF), he should have identified them as such, both for the
sake of honesty and for the purpose of demonstrating how "recycling" works to supplement and interpret Scripture
with the wisdom of men. Bettler "recycles" Adler's style of life theories and thus integrates the idea of repentance.
Bettler's teaching about "manner of life" implies that God does not have the means to transform a person from
darkness to light without the insights gleaned from Adler and other theorists who seek to peer into the soul and fix
it from the inside out. Bettler goes outside Scripture to find a psychological system that purports to do the inner
work. Bettler's doctrines of using the past to discover a counselee's "manner of life" did not come from careful
Biblical analysis, but from proof-texting with Adlerean notions. (See Chapter 6 of Bobgan: Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible [pp. 119-162] for a more thorough analysis of Adler's teachings and Bettler's integration
of them.)

[In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence
on the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled
"Alfred Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Jay Adams, David Powlison, and others affiliated with CCEF
have publicly stated their belief that Bettler's "recycled" teachings about using the past are Biblical ("25 Years of
Biblical Counseling," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Fall 1993; and "From the Editor's Desk: Do You Use
This Journal?," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Winter 1994). They have obviously joined the rest of the
integrationists who call themselves Biblical. (CCEF's desire to devise a form of Biblical counseling that will fix the
inner man is what apparently made Adlerean/Maslowian/Freudian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb so appealing to
CCEF. See the report summarizing Bettler's 10/91 message delivered at the National Association of Nouthetic
Counselors [NANC] Convention in Lafayette, Indiana, wherein Bettler indicates his fondness for Crabb's
teachings.)]

-  David Powlison is a Lecturer in Practical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia and is
the editor of The Journal of Biblical Counseling (formerly The Journal of Pastoral Practice -- it has a circulation
of about 1100, distributed in 48 states and 26 foreign countries.) Powlison is also a highly regarded faculty and
counseling staff member at CCEF-East. But, because of the subtlety of his methods, he is in our opinion, one of the
most dangerous psychologizers of all -- Powlison claims to be within the mainstream of nouthetic/Biblical
counseling, yet he writes, speaks, and teaches an integrationist agenda.

For example, in 1984 Powlison wrote an article titled, "Which Presuppositions? Secular Psychology and the
Categories of Biblical Thought" (Journal of Psychology and Theology, Vol. 12, No. 4 [1984]: 270-278). (This
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article is still being recommended for reading by various members of the National Association of Nouthetic
Counselors [NANC], of which Powlison is also a board member, and by faculty members at John MacArthur's
Master's College.) Powlison erroneously writes that psychology is true science, that there is considerable value in
looking for truth and "insights" in psychological systems of thought, and that psychology is worthy of "creative
integration" with theology. This article clearly affirms Powlison as an integrationist who finds value in using
psychology in counseling.

In another article, "Crucial Issues in Contemporary Biblical Counseling" (Journal of Pastoral Practice, Vol. 9, No.
3 [1988]: 53-78), Powlison details his plan to "redeem error" from the secular counseling theorists. It sounds like
he's saying that we are to search through secular theories and therapies to discover what truth they have found but
distorted, and then undistort them according to the Bible. Powlison's plan to "redeem error by placing distorted bits
back within their proper biblical framework," is just a fancy way of saying he's really an integrationist. In fact, on
page 76 of "Critical Issues ..." Powlison comes right out and says he is: "... we, of all people, are the ones who
successfully will 'integrate' secular psychology ... reframe everything that psychologists see and hold dear into
biblical categories." Powlison concludes the article by authoritatively quoting from a personal letter from John
Carter of Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology. Carter is as clear an enemy to Biblical counseling as one
could find. But this would be consistent with Powlison's integrationist position.

[In this same "Critical Issues ..." article cited above, Powlison even disparages Jay Adams' position on psychology.
Through selective (and clearly deceptive) quoting from Adams' book Competent to Counsel (p. xxi), Powlison
would have us believe that Jay Adams is also an integrationist and a psychologizer. On page 74 of "Critical Issues
..." Powlison contends that Adams agrees with him that "there is a legitimate role for psychology" in
nouthetic/Biblical counseling! See also page 30 of "Critiquing Modern Integrationists" (The Journal of Biblical
Counseling, Vol. XI, No. 3, Spring 1993) and page 366 of Introduction to Biblical Counseling (MacArthur, Mack,
et al., 1994), wherein Powlison again selectively and deceptively quotes Adams from Competent to Counsel to
make it sound like Adams believes that "psychology can be a 'useful adjunct' to biblical counseling ... 'for the
purposes of illustrating, filling in generalizations with specifics' and ... 'challenging wrong human interpretations of
Scripture, thereby forcing the student to restudy the Scriptures.'" What Adams actually says on page xxi of
Competent to Counsel is that science could be a "useful adjunct," not psychology. We know that Adams is not
speaking of psychology as science (unlike Powlison) because Adams' last sentence of the paragraph (which
Powlison conveniently leaves out of what he quotes in all three articles) says, "However, in the area of psychiatry,
science has given way to humanistic philosophy and gross speculation." (See also Adams' footnote to this
sentence.) Powlison's misquoting of Adams once could be forgiven, but misquoting in the same way three times
must be viewed as highly questionable at best and dishonest at worst. (Although Jay Adams is supportive of CCEF-
East and its staff and programs, we are still reluctant to label him an integrationist or a psychologizer in the same
class as a Powlison or a Bettler. However, if Adams remains on CCEF's Board after reading Against Biblical
Counseling, Chapters 5 and 6, then one can draw no other conclusion.)]

While others have integrated in a non-Biblical way, Powlison and CCEF think they will be the ones to integrate in
a Biblical way! Powlison does not see that he is advocating out and out integration because he sees it as a
superior/Biblical form of integration! Knowingly or not, Powlison has provided an academic, not Biblical basis, for
psychological integration. Somehow he believes it is possible to incorporate psychological ideas and techniques into
Biblical categories in such a way to avoid integration. That is nonsense! And, in our opinion, anyone who holds this
point of view cannot rightfully call himself a "Biblical counselor." After reading Powlison, one can come to no
other conclusion -- Powlison is an integrationist. [See also Powlison's contribution to the Michael Horton edited
book Power Religion ("Integration or Inundation," specifically pp. 212-213) for more of Powlison's
accommodations to integrationists.]

Powlison's articles are a sad testimony to what is wrong with CCEF. CCEF contends that we must explore the
"neglected riches" of psychological theories and therapies in order to find bits of distorted gems to use to construct
a form of counseling that is fully Biblical. Without such an integrated model, Powlison and CCEF assert that
nouthetic counselors will appear to be superficial and poorly equipped to deal with matters of heart motivation and
human suffering. Powlison and CCEF have compromised the clear message of true nouthetic counseling and have
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in effect denied the sufficiency of Scripture! [See Chapter 5 of Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible
(pp. 109-117) and/or the two PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries critiques on CCEF/David Powlison for a more
thorough analysis of Powlison's integrationist teachings. See also "CCEF Catalog Course Descriptions" for analysis
of Powlison-taught courses CC42 and CC44.]

-  David Powlison was once an active member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old
Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Powlison was also a Steering Committee member of COR.
COR has stated that "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional," thereby making it necessary to
"rebuild [a] city's entire society upon the Bible." COR says that its documents (see below) were created "to give the
Church a proper foundation," and that "no denomination, church, organization, or mission can completely fulfill its
God-assigned tasks unless it stands firmly on the biblical truths represented in these documents ... the Church must
stand on these truths or remain ineffective" (July 1997, "The Vision for the Coalition on Revival").

As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the
12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? With
this unbiblical world view, is Powlison the kind of man qualified to do "Biblical counseling"? (All emphases
added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Powlison has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  At one time, CCEF-East distributed and recommended materials from a mail order catalog entitled Christian
Study Services. (The Christian Study Services organization was closely affiliated with CCEF, if not outright owned
and operated by CCEF, but "went out of business" in 1991. From 1983-1991, the catalog referred to here was
available to anyone interested in ordering from it.) Significant is the fact that a large number of the books in the
catalog were authored by avowed psychologizers (e.g., Crabb, Hoekema, Narramore, Solomon, Wright, Minirth &
Meier, Collins, Dobson, LaHaye, Tournier, Trobisch, etc.) -- a full 30% of the total offerings in the combined
"General Subject Index" and "Recent Books of Interest" sections of the catalog were books that specifically profess
and teach a psychological gospel! Worse yet, many of these psychologically-oriented books were noted as
"especially helpful for counseling assistance" or as "must have books"!

-  At CCEF-East's 1990 "Summer Institute" (The Summer Institute of Counseling Studies, held each summer for
three to five days each in San Diego and Philadelphia), CCEF's director, John Bettler, spoke on the topic of "Sex in
the Sanctuary," in which he gave credence to the idea that pastors can become sexually "addicted" (which thereby
implies that personal responsibility is not a factor in such "addictions"). (See 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages, for the Biblical view of such so-called addictions.)

Other CCEF featured speakers have included Larry Crabb (in 1988 and again in 1989) and Paul Vitz (in 1988).
Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all
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behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs. Since there is no question that Crabb has been an
integrationist from his earliest writings to the present, why did CCEF invite him, listen to him, and then invite him
again? Wouldn't one exposure to Crabb be enough? As for well-known integrationist Paul Vitz, he proudly testifies
of being a Roman Catholic, and believes that Jung, Freud, etc. were correct in their descriptions of human
behavior, but that Jesus is the answer because "Jesus is the anti-Oedipus" (Journal of Psychology and Theology:
Vol. 12, No. 1, 1984). Vitz wrote: "... in the long run I believe it will be possible to 'baptize' large portions of
secular psychology; that is, to use what is valid in them, while removing their anti-Christian threat" (The Christian
Vision: Man in Society, Lynne Morris [ed.], 1989, p. 80). CCEF said they were "especially pleased to have him
[Vitz]" speak there. It is also true that Fuller Graduate School of Psychology was pleased to have him speak there.
It's understandable why integrationists would be "pleased to have him," but why a professing anti-integrationist
institution?

-  CCEF-East publishes a quarterly newsletter, Pulse. The Summer 1990 issue published an article composed of
excerpts from a May 9, 1990, talk to a CCEF Alumni Conference by CCEF-East faculty member, counselor, and
certified social worker (A.C.S.W.) Leslie Vernick. Her talk dealt with "scriptural guidance for counseling adults
who were sexually abused as children" ("When Sexually Abused Children Grow Up, What Do the Scriptures Say to
Them?" Summer 1990, Pulse). The article is an amalgamation of psychology and Bible, with many Freudian
psycho-subtleties, such as ventilation techniques for repressed emotions, the probing for influences from the so-
called unconscious past, etc. In this article, Vernick not only misrepresents the research on sexual abuse of children,
she also promotes her own psychological ideas and mutilates Scripture to "prove" her position. By her Freudian
orientation and psychological methodology and language, she demonstrates a great commitment to psychology and
a woeful lack of commitment to the Scriptures for dealing with problems of living. The mere fact that CCEF chose
to publish Ms. Vernick's article, let alone its policy to employ such a person as a teacher and counselor in the first
place, is a clear indication of just how far down the psychological road CCEF has traveled. (For a more in-depth
analysis of the Pulse article by Vernick, see the Bobgan's Fall 1991 PsychoHeresy Update and/or Chapter 5 of
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 106-108.)

Then in the Fall 1990 issue of Pulse, which followed the issue mentioned above, under a headline asking "Does
Your Childhood Abuse Still Hurt?," CCEF's main office announced "a new counseling program ... Group
counseling." And the group leader was Leslie Vernick! A phone call to CCEF also revealed that Vernick
recommended the AA model of 12-Steps, and that she planned to use a 12-Step type of spiritual approach with this
new group! It was also revealed that Vernick recommends for women who have suffered abuse The Wounded Heart
by Dan Allender (Larry Crabb's associate at IBC in Colorado) and The Door of Hope: Recognizing and Resolving
the Pains of Your Past by Jan Frank. Evidently, CCEF must be in agreement with the books and the 12-Step group
therapeutic approach to permit this. Yet at the same time, they claim to understand the dangers of psychological
counseling. [Amazingly, this rank integrationist [Vernick] is not only still on CCEF's staff, but she also writes for
CCEF's academic journal! (e.g., "Getting to the Heart of the Matter in Marriage Counseling," The Journal of
Biblical Counseling, Vol. 12, No. 3, Spring 1994, pp. 31-35).]

-  Ed Welch is another CCEF-East staff member (Director of Counseling) whose ties to the psychological
counseling world are greater than to Biblical counseling. He is a member of the American Psychological
Association and is a licensed psychologist. Welch claims that he maintains this membership and license in order to
maintain access to secular organizations and their publications that he would not otherwise have. This seems a
weak argument, but even so, if CCEF really stands for Biblical counseling, why list an organization on your
"résumé" which stands for problems of living being solved by anything but the Bible? Does not listing this
affiliation and license communicate some commonality and professional credibility? "Such affiliations represent
more than a thread of compromise with the promoters of psychological counseling theories and therapies; it
demonstrates a lack of full confidence in the biblical way" (PsychoHeresy Update, Winter/Spring 1992, pp. 3-4,
and Against Biblical Counseling, Chapter 5, p. 106). [Welch has also mentioned before that he is favorably
impressed with the work of C.J. Jung, an anti-Christian and occultist! (message at a 6/87 CCEF-West conference);
and that he "appreciate(s) lots of things that Larry Crabb has done" (message at the 1987 CCEF-East Summer
Institute).]
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-  One of our many concerns about CCEF is that one of their counselors (Leslie Vernick) recommended the
Alcoholics Anonymous model of 12 Steps and used a 12-Step type of approach. In response to that criticism, David
Powlison responded, "I can't imagine any CCEF staff person mentioning the 12 Steps, since we ruthlessly critique
it" (letter from Powlison, 1/29/93, emphasis added).

Two books have been co-authored by CCEF's Director of Counseling, Ed Welch, and were published in 1995. The
book titled Addictive Behavior is written for the "counselor," and the book titled Running in Circles: How to Find
Freedom from Addictive Behavior is for the "counselee." Both books are supportive of 12-Step programs and
recommend some of the very books against which Christians should be warned.

In Running in Circles, Welch and his co-author, Gary Steven Shogren, discuss support groups (pp. 85-86). They
conclude: "To almost all Christians who ask me whether they should go to a Twelve-Step group, my answer is
"yes." The benefits will outweigh the disadvantages" (p. 87). The "Resource List" in Appendix A, the books listed
in their section "For Further Reading," and their list of "Recovery Devotional Guides" are more than enough to
condemn this book for Christian consumption. Without an appropriate warning, Appendix B displays "The Twelve
Steps and the Twelve Traditions of AA."

The book Addictive Behavior includes an "Addiction and Recovery Books" section, listing many of the same
recovery books as are listed in Running in Circles. One of the many bad examples of what they recommend in both
books is Melody Beattie's book Codependent No More. Here is the description given in Addictive Behavior: "The
most popular of the codependency books. The problem is control, the treatment is self-love. Also by Beattie,
Beyond Codependency" (p. 190). Not a word of warning. Not a suggestion here that there is anything wrong with
self-love as the treatment.

Welch's blatant support of the 12 Steps certainly does not support Powlison's contention that "we ruthlessly
critique it." (Source: November-December 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  In CCEF-East's most recent Course Catalog (published in early-1991, but updated each "school year" with inserts
of current course offerings), CCEF includes a section titled, "What Others Say About CCEF" (pp. 5-7). Included
are the following testimonies about the value of CCEF's training program: (We assume that the views these
individuals have about Biblical counseling would be compatible with those of CCEF, or why else would their
endorsements be in the catalog? See also Against Biblical Counseling, pp. 116-117, for documentation of CCEF's
listing with other integrationist counseling organizations in paid counseling directories.]

Judy Blore -- Formerly managed a Ronald McDonald House and is now a counselor for BASIS, a
"Christian bereavement ministry." Counseling at BASIS is clearly psychologically-oriented, despite the
facade of Christian terminology and claims to the contrary. For example, BASIS uses the "five stages
of grief" in counseling the bereaved, a psychological scheme developed by transpersonal New Age
transpersonal psychologist and occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross; BASIS also recommends books by
pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson.

Jerry Falwell -- This neo-evangelical, psychologizer, televangelist, and pastor says that he commends
CCEF for their "commitment to biblical counseling and their desire to equip the church to counsel."
Being that Falwell is one of the strongest proponents of the integration of psychology and the Bible in
the entire professing evangelical church, CCEF's solicitation and use of Falwell's endorsement of
CCEF's supposedly Biblical counseling program is shocking. Falwell heads a major university and two
correspondence schools that offer highly psychological curriculums (i.e., Falwell advertises Liberty
University's School of LifeLong Learning [LUSLLL] as "The PSYCH CONNECTION," and in
October, 1989, established the Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling [LILC], in order to train laymen
interested in helping "victims" with a multitude of "psychologically damaging afflictions.") Falwell
also endorses the highly psychological, Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers. If LUSLLL, LILC, and
Rapha are examples of what Falwell considers to be institutions that offer "Biblical counseling," then
what kind of counseling is he really endorsing at CCEF? [Rapha is an organization that heavily
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promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian"
methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-
called codependent and/or addicted Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean/Maslowian
need psychology and the Bible. Falwell is quoted as saying that, "It has been good to know that we
now have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual
and substance abuse problems."]

Joseph K. Newmann -- Clinical Psychologist at a Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Tennessee. Newmann claims that when he became a Christian in 1979, CCEF afforded him the
opportunity to "integrate" his psychological "counseling training and experience with [his] newfound
faith." Newmann says that, "God graciously led me to CCEF" and "left a real mark on my professional
work"! It sounds as if Newmann is thanking CCEF for providing him the training necessary to
amalgamate the godless teachings of psychology with the Bible! That CCEF's training (see companion
report on CCEF course offerings) could facilitate such a godless endeavor (the integration of
psychology and theology), and that CCEF's director is so proud of it that he publishes Newmann's
laudatory comments about the CCEF program, speaks volumes about the true psychological nature of
CCEF's training and counseling. [Apparently one of the concepts taught Newmann at CCEF was the
value of psychological/personality testing. Newmann uses the Millon Behavioral Health Inventory in
his work at the VA, despite its proven poor validity (see Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, Chapters 8-10).]

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and
the separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church, especially to the extent of ones
geographically separated from the church. CCEF can be criticized on both these counts. Charging fees is totally
unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task. Any such predators on Christians who
are suffering problems of living and crying out for help should be put out of business. And, that's what it is! A
ministry turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the expense and disadvantage of the person
being counseled. For how many more years will church leaders hear so-called Biblical counselors close in prayer
and ask, "Will you pay by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly condemning such a 20th century, never-
heard-of-before church practice?

There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word
of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to
require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for
ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a
minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend
church. We hope no one would even think of doing that!)

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices
simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime
example of charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the
psychological and Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments
in the future for those being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical
counselor stopped directly charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

CCEF would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay to charge fees because we 'are
training centers.'" But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and
thereby justify its existence? As said earlier in this report, CCEF receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. Maybe these fees are also justified by virtue of being a "training center."

Because CCEF participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of CCEF weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role of
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church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.)

-  In conclusion, for all the reasons stated in this report, we believe those at CCEF-East have compromised the
clear message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for some psychological pottage. What was meant for
CCEF to be a solution to the influx of psychology into Christianity has drifted into a compromise with it. What was
meant to be a return to Biblically-based pastoral care and mutual ministry slid back into a reflection of the very
problem it was meant to solve. We need more, not less, separation from secular psychology and all those who have
attempted to integrate it. We believe Biblical counseling should be opposed, particularly para-church Biblical
counseling as practiced at CCEF. CCEF has done nothing more than taken Biblical principles and molded them into
a twentieth-century format to provide a replacement/alternative for psychological counseling. This has encouraged
and facilitated a therapeutic mentality and given credence to a technology of change. Instead, Christians should be
encouraged to minister to one another through the Word of God, the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, and
the Bible-based ministries of the local church (Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 117-118 &
168-191).

* Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation, 1790 East Willow Grove Ave., Laverock, PA 19118. CCEF-
West in San Diego, CA is under the same general "CCEF umbrella" (formerly termed a "branch" office by CCEF-
East), but operates as an independent entity under the directorship of George Scipione. Other CCEF branches are
located in Bethlehem, PA (Mike Bobick), Princeton and Cherry Hill, NJ (John McConaughy), and in Reading, PA
(Earl Cook). The comments in this report, unless otherwise stated, do not necessarily apply to all CCEF branches,
although the Bethlehem, Princeton, Cherry Hill, and Reading branches are certainly much more closely tied,
operationally, to Laverock than is CCEF-West (although Scipione [CCEF-West] is on CCEF-East's Board of
Directors).

[Some of the material in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from Chapters 5 and 6 of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan's 1994 book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110). We have also drawn from two special reports written by Martin Bobgan ("A Critique of
CCEF-East" [31 ppgs.] and "A Second Critique of CCEF-East: A Response to David Powlison" [24 ppgs.]), also
available from EastGate/PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries in Santa Barbara. Readers should consult these
materials for even more details and analysis of CCEF-East's psychological leanings.]
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Psychological Counseling at CCEF?*

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) is located in Glenside, Pennsylvania and is
connected to Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. We were told recently that CCEF is involved in
third party (insurance) payments for counseling done under Ed Welch, a licensed psychologist who is the CCEF
director of counseling services. We wrote to Welch and asked him if what we heard is true. He wrote back, but
refused to answer our question. We then faxed him a letter and explained that we wanted to be accurate in what
we wrote. He still did not respond.

We then asked someone in the CCEF area to obtain the information. The individual called and received a letter
from CCEF. The following is a quote from the letter, which is apparently sent to anyone who asks:

Does CCEF qualify for insurance payment?

In today’s changing health insurance climate, the answer to this question can change monthly. As a general rule,
our counseling services are covered by some but not all insurance plans. Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Employee
Assistance Programs, and a number of private insurers have often reimbursed those seeking help at CCEF.
HMO’s, however, typically do not use CCEF as a designated provider.

You should check with your own insurance company to see if you should be reimbursed. Be sure to let them
know that CCEF counseling is done under the supervision of a licensed psychologist but is not always done by a
licensed psychologist.

If you qualify for coverage, we would be glad to do everything possible to help you submit the proper information
to your carrier. However, you will be expected to make payment at the time of your session and have your
insurance company reimburse you.

We have called several national insurance companies and asked if Biblical counseling is covered under any of
their plans. In each instance, we were told no. We do not pretend to know what all insurance companies do, but we
were told by the insurance companies we called that a diagnosis is required before counseling can begin. The
diagnosis is required to be from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). The DSM
contains a list of mental disorders that are used to psychologically label individuals for psychiatric and
psychological treatment.

There is a whole host of questions that individuals should be interested in having answered. And, because CCEF is
a "Christian" nonprofit agency, it should be open to answering. For example, which insurance companies are
involved? Do these insurance companies cover Biblical counseling? Do the insurance companies involved in
reimbursing CCEF clients require a DSM label? Has Welch used the DSM to psychologically label clients in order
to qualify for insurance payments? What do the involved insurance companies require of Welch?

CCEF purports to do Biblical, not psychological counseling. How, then, do they qualify clients for payments?
How much of the $500,000 in counseling fees received annually by CCEF is from insurance payments reimbursed
to clients? We ask these questions and raise the issue publicly, because Welch has been unwilling to respond.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).

Update from November-December 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter :

In the above article, the Bobgans reported on a seeming discrepancy between what is advertised and promoted at
CCEF and what clients are reimbursed for. Though claiming to be Biblical counselors at CCEF, several insurance
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companies have stated that Biblical counseling was not covered in their plans. 

Martin Bobgan sent a copy of his article from the September-October PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter to Ed
Welch, CCEF's licensed psychologist and director of counseling services. In response, he scribbled a brief note.
The following is Martin Bobgan's reply to him with a copy sent to John Bettler, who heads CCEF and is
responsible for what happens there:

I received your brief note in response to my request. I am still eager to hear your response to the questions that
naturally arise from the situation at CCEF that we described in our article.

You say in part two of your memo, "Please stop lying about the size of our counseling budget." The reason I
have been repeatedly contacting you is to print the truth. Hopefully that is a goal we share. There are several
sources for the reference to $500,000 in annual counseling fees at CCEF. David Powlison reports that in 1991
the annual gross income from counseling was "over $500,000." The Fall 1993 Pulse reports a counseling fee
income of $491,791.55. In addition, a recent letter received from your office states that CCEF staff "schedules
over two hundred counseling hours each week." At $60 to $75 per hour for 52 weeks, the total comes to over
$500,000. If this is in error, please help me print the truth in our next newsletter. Give me the annual gross
income from counseling fees at CCEF each year from 1991 to present and I will print it.

We are beginning to write articles for our next newsletter. Please provide written answers to my questions. If you
wish to speak by phone, I am happy to call you, provided I have your permission to tape our conversation. I
would, of course, provide you a copy of the tape. I urge you to provide answers soon to the questions that
naturally arise.

Because of the lack of cooperation on the part of Welch and CCEF, Dr. Bobgan decided to investigate further. He
located an insurance company where Welch is a designated provider. He spoke with two representatives from that
company and found out many things, such as:

1. While this company writes a great number of policies, it is extremely unlikely that any would cover
Biblical counseling.

2. To comply with this company's requirements, Welch must follow the published policies.

3. To meet the conditions for reimbursement to his clients by this company, Welch must function
within the scope of his license as a psychologist.

4. Welch is required to give a mental health code designation to his clients to identify their
psychological condition.

Dr. Bobgan privately confronted Welch and CCEF with his questions in hopes of making sense out of the seeming
contradiction between what CCEF claims to do and what the insurance companies have said. Welch is a licensed
psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a psychologist by
providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for the treatment.
We believe he is doing so.

We have already demonstrated in our reports on CCEF that Bettler, Powlison, and Welch are integrationists. This
present critique should further demonstrate that they are integrationists indeed, since Welch is the CCEF director
of counseling. Case is closed. CCEF is, without question, integrationist.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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CCEF-East
Faculty Credentials & Associations*

John F. Bettler

-  Clinical Member, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) -- an association that
clearly uses psychological, not Biblical methods of counseling. The requirements for clinical membership are
extensive and cover four pages in the AAMFT brochure. Why would Bettler want to fulfill the requirements for a
clinical rather than an associate membership?

-  Member, North American Society of Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) -- called "the home of Adlereans,"
reflecting that NASAP is an association that patterns its counseling methods after the teachings of humanistic
psychologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937). NASAP says it is interested in "fulfilling human potential," and their stated
goal is "to promote the growth and understanding of Adlerean psychology." Since this is also one of the schools of
psychology utilized by Larry Crabb, it becomes easier to understand Bettler's and CCEF's long-time "appreciation
for" and "indebtedness to" this psychological integrationist.

Jeffrey S. Black

-  Member, American Psychological Association (APA) -- an organization of humanists, Freudians, behaviorists,
transpersonalists, and even shamans and occultists. Why would a so-called "Biblical" counselor want to belong to
such an association?

-  Member, Society for Research in Child Development -- an association that patterns it counseling methods after
the teachings of behavioristic psychologist B.F. Skinner.

David A.C. Powlison

-  Member (1983-1989), Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) -- an organization committed to
an integration position. Members include some of Jay Adams harshest and most unloving critics. In addition, the
research commissioned by CAPS seemingly goes out of its way to attack and discredit any approach that uses
exclusively nouthetic techniques and methods. Although both Powlison and CAPS claim that Powlison is no longer
a member, the most recent CCEF-East Catalog (1991) still lists him as one.

-  Member, The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences (self-explanatory).

Edward T. Welch

-  Member, American Psychological Association (self-explanatory -- see Black comments).

-  Licensed Psychologist, Pennsylvania (self-explanatory).

* Unless otherwise stated, this information was derived from CCEF's catalog of courses, pp. 14-16.
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John Bettler (CCEF-East Director)
"Power Struggles in the Family"

Taped in October, 1991 at the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) Convention in Lafayette,
Indiana. (See our CCEF-East report for more information about NANC, CCEF, and John Bettler.) This tape was
the second of two messages by the same title -- the first given at the Convention's plenary session, and this one at a
workshop on the following day.

At the beginning of this message, Bettler clearly demonstrates his infatuation with the teachings of psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs
[Maslow/Adler], with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs). (See Larry Crabb's Gospel for an excellent
analysis of Crabb's teachings.)] The following is quoted from Bettler's message:

"We'll call this path, the path of manipulation, and we'll call this path, the path of ministry. Now, these
terms are terms that I got from Larry Crabb. I understand that in some areas of this conference, that's a
bad name to ascribe any indebtedness to. Quite honestly, I have tremendous appreciation for Larry
Crabb.

"Now, probably, that was a dumb thing to say. I just created controversy here. ... At any rate, I've got
tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. You read the first 70 pages [first three chapters] of
Understanding People, where Crabb puts forth his view of the sufficiency of Scripture, and I doubt
whether there's anyone in this conference here who wouldn't subscribe to that. I mean, it's excellent,
excellent material! Crabb is upholding the Scripture as sufficient. [Oh really? At the beginning of
Chapter four, Crabb pays homage to the great insights Freud gave us!]

"Now, the problem is how he goes about applying his understanding of the sufficiency of Scripture.
But you see, that's an exegetical problem. I can disagree with Crabb, because it's an argument of
exegesis. We've got the same authority. [It's not an exegesis problem; Crabb's authorities are Freud,
Adler, and Maslow. But then, so are Bettler's. No wonder he "appreciates" Crabb!] He says his
authority is the Scripture, not psychology. [Crabb is lying.] Now, I can say, 'Hey, you can say that,
Larry, but you're misusing this passage when you jump to that conclusion.' We can have an argument
because we have the same authority. I can't have that argument with Clyde Narramore. I can't have that
argument with Gary Collins because he has a different authority. He's got the Scripture and
psychology. He has two authorities. [So does Larry Crabb and so does John Bettler.]

"At any rate, tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. Lots of things I disagree with -- lots and lots
and lots -- Inside Out is the worst book he wrote -- shouldn't have written it. But, one of the good
books he wrote was The Marriage Builder. ... In The Marriage Builder, he makes this distinction
between manipulation and ministry -- that's a great distinction." [Crabb's The Marriage Builder (1982)
espouses the same "need theology" nonsense as his earlier and later books. Again, see the Bobgan's
book, Larry Crabb's Gospel for an excellent analysis of Larry Crabb's heretical teachings, including the
heresy in one of Bettler's favorites, The Marriage Builder.]
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CCEF-East
Notes On Catalog Course Descriptions*

Human Personality (CC 41) (Welch)

-  This course "evaluates the dominant personality theories" of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, etc. Although
recognizing that these theories are of "radically unbiblical roots," Welch claims that they nevertheless "work" and
"seem plausible." Why? Because "they [the godless atheists who developed the various theories] have borrowed,
albeit in distorted form, certain aspects of the truth." This is a typical error of the "integrationist" -- if some
secular/extra-biblical theory or method seems to work, then, the integrationist reasons, it must contain certain
elements of God's truth, and is, therefore, worthy of our integration of these "truth" elements into our counseling
models.

-  An even more basic error seems to be the assumption that complex human behavior can be better understood if
people are categorized into oversimplified and generalized personality typologies. (At any rate, this is our
interpretation of the language in the course description.) This thinking has more in common with astrology and its
horoscopes than with anything found in the Bible. (See Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp.
131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.)

Principles of Learning (CC 42)# (Powlison)

-  "This course interacts biblically with psychological theories of how people learn and change." (Emphasis added.)
This "and change" terminology implies that not only is learning theory a science, but that the counseling
psychologies are also science (a position with which eminent scholars disagree), from which we are then able to
collect and study its "particular data" and compare with the "data of Scripture." (Since when are the Holy Scriptures
to be referred to as a source from which we can collect scientific "data"?) Calling the counseling psychologies
science is usually the first step "closet" integrationists take to establish the authenticity and credibility of
psychology.

-  "This course aims to give students a working 'feel' for how the valid observations of psychologists relate to the
distortions caused by their secularism." (Emphasis added.) This is, in effect, a declaration that psychology has valid
observations that are problematic only because they are distorted "by their secularism," and thereby, implies that
these same "valid" observations from psychology could be embraced if observed by Christians. This faulty thinking
again opens the door to so-called "Christian" psychology as a valid, God-sanctioned discipline, when in actuality, it
is integrationism again.

Theology and Secular Psychology (CC 44)** (Powlison)

-  Proposes at least the partial acceptance (claims that the course "avoids their [secular psychotherapies] wholesale
acceptance") of the integration of psychology and theology, but renames it a "recycling" model, which is a
euphemism for the "integration" model that it actually is. Since CCEF is not into the "wholesale acceptance" of
"secular psychotherapies," the implication is that their "recycling model" is perfectly acceptable.

-  Powlison makes the claim that the Christian counselor would be robbed "of the stimulus of secular
[psychological] insights" if he refused to "recycle" (i.e., integrate) these "secular psychotherapies" with the Bible!
Even more incredible is the claim that the godless counseling models of Freud, Skinner, Rogers, Adler, etc., and
psychological schools of counseling such as cognitive, behavioral, and family systems, are necessary additions to
the biblical counselor's "arsenal of methods to use to enhance biblical change." (Emphasis added.)

-  Much in this course effectively denies the Bible's claim to sufficiency and Christ's adequacy as the Counselor (2
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Pe. 1:3; 2 tim. 3:16). One wonders how the Church survived for over 1900 years without the necessary
psychological resources to solve human problems and to live godly lives.

Counseling Families and Children (CC 46)*** (Black)

-  Claims to "examine the fundamentals of child development" relating to "solving behavioral problems in
children." The concept of "fundamentals of child development" comes from psychology, not the Bible.

-  The course also explores "various methods of family systems approaches." "Family systems" (e.g., "family
sculpting") is a secular psychological tool based on an underlying philosophy of change that is without Biblical
warrant.

Introduction To Psychological Assessment (CC 47)## (Black & Welch)

-  Claims that the course will give the student "the skills to think biblically" when called on to "evaluate
psychological research that is of interest to Christian counselors and to develop a scientifically informed and
biblical view of psychological tests." (Emphasis added.) How can CCEF teach that the study of psychology and
psychological tests can give a Biblical counselor any skill, let alone the skills necessary to "think biblically"?

-  Students take or review a number of psychological tests, and are taught how to use them in so-called Biblical
counseling. Yet the tests examined in this course have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity in either
measuring personality traits, nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage compatibility, occupational
fitness, child success in school, etc. Moreover, these tests are based upon the theories of godless atheists; e.g., the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test (one of those taught in this CCEF-East course) is based upon Jungian
psychology! (Jung was an occultist who thoroughly rejected Christianity and everything it stands for.) (See the
Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the
worthlessness of personality testing.)

*     Taken from the CCEF Catalog of courses, pp. 26-31. 

**   Formerly titled Counseling Methodologies.  [Back to Text]

*** Formerly titled Counseling and Child Development.  [Back to Text]

#     Although CC 42 is not currently taught at CCEF-East, we believe that the description of its previous offering is
indicative of the psychological leanings of CCEF-East in general, and of David Powlison specifically. Therefore,
the analysis above is based upon the course description in the previous Catalog (1987), and is presented here for
background information only.  [Back to Text]

##   This course apparently replaces Scientific Psychology I (CC 43) and Scientific Psychology II (CC 47). The
new CC 47 is not listed in the latest CCEF-East Catalog (1991) even though it was scheduled to be taught in the
Spring of 1993. Our analysis of the new CC 47 is, therefore, based on the old CC 43 course description in the
previous Catalog (1987). [Note: A personal letter from CCEF-East dated 7/8/92 confirmed that CC 47 did indeed
replace CC 43, and that it does still teach the use of various psychological tests and personality profiles.]  [Back to
Text]
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CCEF-East
Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*

Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ.

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that!

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.
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While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions.

Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers.

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel , counsellor , and counsels do have shades of
meaning. However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical
counseling movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor.

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
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a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place.

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/shutdown.html
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Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)
Confronting BCF's Self-Confrontation Manual*

For a number of years we have recommended the Biblical Counseling Foundation's manual currently titled Self-
Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. However, with our growing concern about the Biblical
counseling movement, we have taken another look at the manual as an integral part of the counseling training
program offered by the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF).

We express many of our concerns about the growing Biblical counseling movement in our book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible. We have serious problems with much of what is now called "Biblical counseling."

One of the big problems with the Biblical counseling movement is the erroneous impression, encouraged by many
organizations, that one needs to take a Biblical counseling course or complete a Biblical counseling program before
one can counsel from Scripture and certainly before one can excel in ministering godly counsel. Therefore, many
Christians enroll in these programs with the idea that they need such specialized training before they can or even
should minister Biblical counsel to another believer. However, the truth is that, for a variety of reasons, one could
become a worse counselor after taking such training.

We say categorically in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible:

Any person who can be used by the Holy Spirit to lead another to salvation or along the way of sanctification is
competent to be used by God to give wise counsel without needing specialized biblical counseling training.1

The "training" must be Biblical, and the promoters of these training programs would agree with that. However, a
disagreement we would have with the Biblical counseling training program promoters is that they attempt to prepare
individuals to be "Biblical counselors," when they should prepare individuals to give godly counsel as they minister
to one another in the body of Christ as part of the Biblically ordained ministries found in Ephesians 4:11-16,
Romans 12, and elsewhere in Scripture.

One needs to "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth" (2 Timothy 2:15). Such study occurs in worship services, Bible studies, Sunday school
classes, and at other times of reading and instruction in the Word. Such study occurs in Biblical counseling
programs as well, but there too much error and baggage that come from an emphasis on the process of counseling.

One feature of many Biblical counseling training programs is the identification of a number of areas of problems
(including sins and shortcomings) with Bible verses that may be applicable to such problems. Pastors and lay
people alike are then intimidated into believing they need the training to learn the verses that apply to specific
problems before they can minister appropriately.

What we say may shock those in the Biblical counseling movement, but it is entirely unnecessary to take such
classes and learn the verses as listed in their manuals in order to be used by God to minister godly counsel to one
another along the way to Christian maturity. Problems of living present possibilities for Christian growth, but it is
not necessary to know or learn specific verses about specific problems for Christian growth to occur.

We have studied the academic research on counseling for over 20 years. Based upon our familiarity with the
research, and we believe that researchers would agree with us, it would make no difference in the results of Biblical
counseling whether or not a counselor used or entirely avoided the specific verses related to the problems
confronted and whether or not one ever completed a Biblical counseling program.

In other words, one does not need to learn the lock-step relationship between specific verses and problems to
minister appropriately and effectively to one another in the body of Christ according to God's Word. Why?
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Because the true counselor is the Holy Spirit and He will convict a heart and change a life. It is the Word that will
be used by the Holy Spirit. Whether one uses specific verses related to problems or other passages of Scripture, the
results will be equivalent-except that the handbook-trained Biblical counselor more often comes with the worldly
baggage described in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

One more answer to the question of "why?" is this: According to research, the number one reason why people
change is because they want to. In most instances in which a person needs to change, that individual will know
what needs to be changed even before counseling begins. The problem may be spiritual stagnation often brought
about by disobedience to Scripture. The person may be spiritually stagnant and need spiritual growth. Reading the
Word and obeying the Word in any area of life will bring both spiritual and behavioral change in one who desires
to follow Christ at the cost of taking up his cross and denying himself.

The Relationship of BCF's Manual to the Biblical Counseling Movement

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship2 is the required text for the first course in BCF's Biblical
counseling training program. One may argue that this book is a discipleship book, not a counseling manual. But
this book has to do with discipleship and counseling. Not only is this book used in the first course of the BCF
counseling training program, but BCF equates counseling with discipleship. A BCF article titled "Equation for
Effectiveness: Biblical Counseling = In-depth Discipleship" says, "Many Christian leaders have separated
discipleship and Biblical counseling when, in fact, Scripture makes no such distinction."3 However, we disagree
with that conclusion.

Jesus' disciples were those who followed Him and learned from Him. Disciples are followers who are learning to
be like their master. Thus Christian discipleship is the process of following Christ and becoming like Him. It does
not require a counselor apart from the Holy Spirit, though it does involve an evangelist, pastor and teacher.
Teaching and learning are much closer to the Biblical idea of discipleship than counseling, especially any
counseling that is contaminated by the one-up-one-down mentality of psychological therapy. Nevertheless, BCF
uses the terms discipleship and counseling as synonyms, such as in the following statement:

We should not approach discipleship as a salesman who has a predetermined set of ideas to get across, but as a
physician who works with each individual to help him through any test, no matter how formidable it may initially
seem to be. In-depth discipleship (biblical counseling) requires great diligence in study and practice.4
(Parentheses in original.)

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is a counseling manual with an extended case study along
with counseling instructions. Furthermore, the Self-Confrontation Course, which uses this book as its initial text, is,
according to BCF, "the first part of a comprehensive training program in biblical counseling."5 In addition, the
supplements of the manual include aspects of worldly counseling never found in Scripture.

Even so-called "Christian" psychologists and psychiatrists claim to be doing discipleship when, in fact, they are
practicing psychotherapy and psychiatry.

Under the leadership of John Broger, the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF) in Rancho Mirage, California,
developed training programs and manuals for Biblical counseling. Over a period of years they wrote the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus, which has gone through a number of revisions and was used in BCF training programs.
Bracy Ball, BCF Vice President of Operations, asked us to critique an earlier version of the Syllabus and we did
so. To our knowledge, our suggestions were addressed in a later revision. Until two years ago, we whole-heartedly
recommended the BCF syllabus and training. As a matter of fact, numerous pastors and lay people first heard about
BCF from us. Nevertheless, we no longer recommend BCF or the manual, now titled Self-Confrontation: a manual
for in-depth discipleship.

Basic Doctrine
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The best and most useful aspect of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is the presentation of
basic Bible doctrines in the first chapters, which read more like a basic catechism than a counseling book. The
popularity of the BCF manual reveals the famine in many churches and provides foundational teachings that must
be lacking in many lives. Its usefulness suggests that churches need to teach and reteach classes on basic Christian
doctrine. The inclusion of homework in this manual also suggests that Christians are willing to do homework to
solve their problems and to equip themselves for ministry. Thus, Bible teachers should not hesitate to expect Bible
students to study the doctrines of Scripture themselves.

Besides basic doctrine, Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship also stresses the practical application
of Biblical doctrines. For those reasons the initial chapters of the book can be quite useful. However, the emphasis
on counseling, the problem-centered approach of later chapters, and the psychotainted sections in the appendix
(discussed later in this paper) prohibit us from recommending it.

Use of Scripture References

The presentation of Biblical doctrine in Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is helpful. And, as
one works through the BCF manual, there are numerous Scripture passages to look up along the way. The plethora
of verses gives the impression that they were generated with a computer program and then not thoroughly
evaluated. However, many of the verses used are only tangentially applicable, inapplicable, or simply misused. The
manual badly needs a theologian with a great amount of time to check all verses used in the manual.

The great number of verses to look up tends to discourage studying the verses in context. Thus, rather than a section
of Scripture being used in some depth, there are many individual verses strung together to support a particular
principle. Some verses are used numerous times to support various principles. If this is indeed a discipleship
manual, it should at least teach people to study verses in context.

At times, BCF misuses verses simply because they do not exegete them properly. But, of course, this is another
weakness. If they exegeted the verses in depth, the manual would end up to be several volumes instead of one.

For example, on the cover of the original syllabus preceding the title is the following Scripture reference: "Matthew
7:1-5." The apparent reason for its position on the cover and its use within the manual is to support the idea that to
counsel others, one must first learn to confront oneself. BCF says:

Self-confrontation must continue throughout your Christian walk if you are to avoid the hypocrisy of judging the
failures of others without first examining your own life in a biblical manner (Matthew 7:1-5; Luke 6:41-42).6

Matthew 7:1-5 certainly has to do with judging and hypocrisy. However, the BCF use of Matthew 7:1-5 and the
above quote turns counseling into judging. Following the logic of their use of terms leads one to this unfortunate
syllogism: Counseling equals discipleship. Counseling equals judging. Therefore, discipleship is judging. To drive
the logical progression even further: If discipleship equals counseling, does disciple equal counselee?

While removing the beam from one's own eye before attempting to remove a splinter from another person's eye is
what those who are under the law must do if they are not to be identified as hypocrites, this verse has to do with
judging, not counseling, unless as BCF implies, counseling and judging are the same thing. Look up the words
judging and counseling in a dictionary and see the difference.

Is BCF saying that Biblical counseling is primarily "judging the failures of others" by persons who attempt to avoid
hypocrisy through self-confrontation? Is "judging the failures of others" the main thrust of BCF? If not, they should
not use Matthew 7:1-5 as a foundational verse for justifying their first course. A more appropriate verse would have
been Galatians 6:1-3, which directly gives instruction for restoring a fellow believer. This verse has to do with the
personal ministry of restoration, not with judging.

But, again, judging is apparently a very important aspect for counseling and discipleship for BCF, since their
Principle 3 says:

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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Practicing God's Word begins with judging yourself and removing sinful obstructions from your own life (Matthew
7:1-5; 1 Corinthians 11:28-31; Hebrews 12:1). Then, you have the privilege and responsibility of restoring others
to victorious living (Matthew 7:5; Romans 15:14; II Corinthians 1:3-4; Galatians 6:1-5).7

By justifying their methodology of self-confrontation with this verse, they make judging a primary activity for both
counseling and discipleship. We would question the order and emphasis of this Principle 3 with 2 Timothy 3:16-17,
which indicates that practicing God's Word begins with doctrine. Then after the doctrine comes the reproof, which
is not necessarily "judging yourself," but rather conviction by the Holy Spirit. Judging ourselves is not necessarily a
good activity. Lots of people judge themselves and improve their flesh and deafen themselves to the conviction of
the Holy Spirit. We may even decide what we want to improve in ourselves by our own self-judging and God may
have a different order of change, a more significant depth of change.

The self-confrontation process does require a great deal of looking at oneself and judging oneself. The manual
declares:

Discipleship requires constant self-examination that is in accordance with God's Word (based on Matthew 7:1-5; I
Corinthians 11:31; Galatians 6:4).8

But do we become like Christ by looking at ourselves or by looking at Him ? Yes, we are to examine ourselves and
judge ourselves, but there is no indication that this is to be a constant activity. In fact, constant self-examination
may lead to disguised self-improvement and self-righteousness. In spite of good intentions and many Biblically
sound statements, self-confrontation easily becomes self-preoccupation, works oriented activity, and bondage
clouding our liberty in Christ. The greater emphasis in Scripture appears to be looking to Christ and at Christ in
order to become like Christ.

To best understand Matthew 7:1-5 and Luke 6:41-42, it is also necessary to do more work on the use of mote and
beam and how those words relate to the use of the words thou hypocrite. Even then, there is much more to be
learned here. This is only one of numerous examples of either misuse or superficial use of Bible verses. It is one of
many examples of BCF drawing inferences from Bible verses to make implications for Biblical counseling, rather
than presenting the intended meaning of the verse.

Intimidation

Within the chapter titled "Purposes of This Course" under the section "Overview of Biblical Counseling Training,"
John Broger says:

The overall objective of biblical counseling training is to teach members of the local church body to face the
challenge of living biblically in a fallen world and to prepare them to counsel others in a strictly biblical manner.9

This is a worthy goal: to equip the body of Christ. Such instructions and tools may indeed enable people to live
more effectively for Christ. However, instructions and tools can also become shackles of legalism and bondage.

Numerous people have expressed to us that the manual is too intimidating to use. Others have been intimidated by
the idea that they must go through special training before they can minister to others in the Body of Christ. Though
meant to be a help, the manual, the self-confrontation course, and the additional four levels of counseling training
can become a burden. How does that happen?

Supplement 1 of the BCF manual says:

The Bible itself states that the truths contained within it are entirely sufficient to enable a person to live a life
pleasing to God (II Peter 1:3-4).10

Other supporting verses are given in this section to emphasize the sufficiency of Scripture. However, immediately
following this section is one titled "Developing Biblical Habits." This section touts the use of the BCF Self-
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Confrontation course. It says:

In order to establish a scriptural base for biblical counseling, 105 biblical principles and their supporting verses are
presented in the BCF Self-Confrontation course. These biblical principles can be applied in a systematic manner
to overcome any problem of life and are not a mixture of man-contrived theories sprinkled with a few Bible
verses unrelated to problem solving. Instead, these biblical principles provide the essential foundation for any
person to change his unbiblical patterns of living and establish new habits of biblical behavior. While extensive and
unalterable, these biblical principles are not meant to be all inclusive due to the living and active characteristics of
God's Word (Hebrews 4:12).11 (Bold added.)

This not too subtle move from using the Bible to using the BCF manual, because it is organized with 105
"unalterable" Biblical principles with a plethora of Bible verses, is one reason why individuals are intimidated by
the manual. The intimidation is found in the legalistic-sounding lists of should and should-not, in the 105 principles
to be followed, and in the numerous verses to look up if one is to follow Scripture. This round about manner of
approaching Scripture, while systematically organized, focuses more on the principles themselves than on the
context of Scripture. While on the one hand, such principles may clarify or emphasize a truth from Scripture, there
is the danger of living by principles rather than by the living Word of God. One may follow a principle derived
from Scripture and still be walking according to self-effort even though some of the principles reveal the
uselessness of self-effort.

Whenever we expand on or even explain Scripture, we are at least once removed from Scripture itself. An example
of this was the Pharisees' attempt to define the Sabbath Law, to the point of how much a person could lift, how far
he could walk, and what exactly was or was not work. In an attempt to clarify the Law and give instructions and
tools for living, the Pharisees burdened the people beyond the requirements of the Law.

BCF is correct in rejecting the psychological wisdom of men, but wrong in immodestly touting their Bible-plus 105
Biblical principles for Biblical counseling. The truth is that one need not study their principles in order to live
victoriously or successfully minister godly counsel. To stress the 105 Biblical principles and application in a
"systematic manner to solve any problem of life" is both intimidating and Biblically false. Such a declaration that
these 105 principles are "to solve any problem of life" suggests a necessity to know those 105 principles if
problems are to be solved. By implication, such a statement emphasizes those principles more than the rest of God's
Word and inadvertently places the "systematic" manual in a superior position next to the Bible itself.

Part of the intimidation is involved in the 105 principles. The other intimidation comes from the five levels of
training offered in the BCF program. (See Supplement 2.12) One supposedly must not only learn the principles to
be a Biblical counselor, but must also go through the five levels. While a person in the midst of working through
the self-confrontation manual is encouraged to counsel others according to what he is learning, the implication is
that the more levels of training one has, the more adequate one will become.

Lesson 24 of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship says: "Those who counsel others in a biblical
manner must have specific steps to follow just as a medical doctor must follow basic steps to accomplish his
purposes."13 Thus, according to BCF, one must learn the "specific steps" before one can minister to another
believer. This is not only intimidating; it puts Biblical, Holy Spirit ministry into a straight jacket. Thus, that which
is meant to be a help may become a hindrance.

Another point of intimidation regards the rigidity of the BCF sequence of training. A BCF leader once said that
even Dr. Jay Adams would have to take the BCF level 1 before taking level 2, etc. So, the man who was
instrumental in starting the Biblical counseling movement (Adams) needs to complete the BCF level 1 before going
to level 2, etc., even though some of the self-confrontation manual is based directly on material from Adams' book
The Christian Counselor's Manual.14 This only adds to the already existent intimidation in the manual itself.

Under these conditions of intimidation, a tool (the manual) becomes a burden (must learn the 105 principles to
counsel). Individuals may get the idea that they must work on sanctification in a prescribed manner. The final result
may be one of legalism. Though BCF preaches against a legalistic approach, the ingredients in the manual may
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result in the very thing BCF wishes to avoid.

The Case Study

Throughout much of the manual is a case study called "Mary's Husband Has Left Her." The case study is first
presented in Lesson 9, and subsequent counseling sessions follow in the later lessons. In Lesson 9 the student of the
manual is to read the information about Mary and then answer questions. Unfortunately, the information about
Mary is too brief to be comprehensible. Mary has presumably come to "your house" with a marital problem. She is
distraught because her husband left her after arguing all night. After only a brief description, the reader of the
manual is asked questions regarding Mary and how one might help her. Throughout this "case study" the pronoun
"you" is used to designate the person who is presumably doing the counseling. However, as we discuss aspects of
this "case study" of Mary we will refer to the person to whom Mary came for help as the "woman" to avoid
confusion among "you" the reader of this paper, "you" the reader of the manual, and "you" the "counselor" in the
"case study."

In spite of the scarcity of information given regarding Mary and her situation, the reader of the manual is directed
to answer specific questions. However, to ask one to presume to give answers without sufficient information may
cause one to "answereth a matter before he heareth it," and that would be a "folly and shame unto him" (Proverbs
18:13). While one may pick up clues from the brief amount of information, the answers will involve some
speculation. For instance Question 3 asks, "What additional problems could result if Mary continues responding in
the same way (for example: depression, anxiety, suicide, murder, living as a recluse, physical or emotional
breakdown, alcohol and drug use)? What else?"15 But there simply is not enough information to give a definitive
answer. How does one presume to deal with such sketchy information? Answer: one must presume. We are also
concerned about BCF's use of such psychological terminology as "emotional breakdown."

Another question asks: "How would you give hope to Mary using FACTS ABOUT BIBLICAL COUNSELING
(Supplement 12)?"16 One would certainly want to find out about Mary's spiritual condition at this point, because
Jesus is our hope in every situation. However, if one turns to "Facts about Biblical Counseling," one may not feel
adequate to minister hope beyond arranging counseling appointments with trained counselors or counselors-in-
training. In that case, Mary might look to counseling as her hope rather than Jesus Christ.

Lesson 10 includes the same event in the case history of Mary. Here, we see that the hope to be given is a
counseling appointment. The "woman" who has been approached by Mary for help calls her pastor, who tells her to
pray with Mary and to set up an appointment for the next day with some other counselors present. Of course, these
are to be trained counselors or counselors-in-training, because that is what BCF is all about. The pastor directs the
woman to: "Set a specific time and place for Mary to come tomorrow and discuss her problem with you and other
Biblical counselors." Notice that BCF recommends that counselors counsel in teams. In other words, one Christian
does not minister privately with one other Christian, but one designated as "counselee" is to be "counseled" by a
group of "counselors."

In Lesson 10 the four elements "to be emphasized in every counseling session" are presented. They are:
"Understand the problem." "There is hope." "You must learn how to change." "You must practice being a doer of
God's Word."17 Directions are given to ask Mary questions to "understand the problem." But, the student of the
manual cannot ask the questions of Mary, who is neither actually present nor fully presented. Then the student of
the manual, who has not been given enough information even to begin to understand the problem, must proceed
with the process of what to counsel.

The section "Understand the problem" directs the reader to ask questions to gain information regarding the problem.
We agree that one must have the facts to avoid jumping to conclusions and thereby giving unwise counsel.
However, in the section "Understand the problem" one is instructed: "Make biblical inquiry by asking 'what, who,
when, where, and how' questions, but avoid 'why' questions; get all the facts (Proverbs 18:13, 17; James 1:19)."18
These verses support the idea of listening to what is being said and gaining factual information, but they do not
forbid anyone from asking "why?" The instruction "avoid 'why' questions" does not come from the verses cited.
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Instead, we see the influence of William Glasser's Reality Therapy in which he says:

In Reality Therapy, therefore, we rarely ask why. Our usual question is What? What are you doing-not why are
you doing it? Why implies that the reasons for the patient's behavior make a difference in therapy, but they do
not.19 (Emphasis his.)

Directing counselors to "avoid 'why' questions" may help them avoid expeditions into subjectivity and
rationalization for sin. However the direction to "avoid 'why' questions" is presented as if it is a Biblical injunction.

The verses used by BCF to support "understand the problem" and "avoid 'why' questions" are: Proverbs 18:13, "He
that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him"; Proverbs 18:17, "He that is first in his
own cause seemeth just; but his neighbour cometh and searcheth him"; and James 1:19, "Wherefore, my beloved
brethren, let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath." These verses direct a person to listen but
say nothing about understanding the problem or about what kinds of questions to avoid. This is an example of the
careless manner in which verses are sometimes used in this manual.

The most one can hope to gain by asking questions will be information and some subjective impressions, which
may lead to accurate or inaccurate understanding. However, no matter how many facts one collects, only the Holy
Spirit truly understands the problem and the people involved. Christians who come alongside other Christians who
are experiencing problems of living need to know the Lord and His Word, may need a certain amount of factual
information, but are not required to understand the person's problem in order to minister.

The "case study" of Mary continues in Lesson 12. The dialogues in this "case study" are called "role plays" and are
supposed to be demonstrations of how to do Biblical counseling. Here in the "role play" dialogue, one of the
counselors attempts to find out if Mary is saved. The counselor asks, "Mary, tell me how you came to know Jesus
Christ." Mary answers:

I accepted the Lord at a Christian summer camp when I was 16. I had real joy in the Lord. I regularly attended
church and Sunday school for a couple of years after that. I also had plenty of Christian friends. (Pause) In
college I started down a spiral. I met Tom who was not interested in the Christian life.20

Mary then proceeds to complain about her husband. After Mary states a few more complaints about Tom, the
counselor asks, "When did the problems first start between you and your husband Tom?"21

The counselors are evidently satisfied with Mary's testimony. However, one might well wonder whether Mary
really heard the Gospel at the camp or if she simply had an emotional response to an emotional appeal. From what
Mary says during the dialog, there is no evidence of repentance for sin or genuine conversion (beyond attending
church and having some Christian friends for two years).

Here there is a great need to establish Mary's position in Christ. Instead, the counselor proceeds with questions
about the problems with the husband, when her spiritual life should have been the first direction of the counsel.
Rather than pursuing the genuineness of Mary's faith, the counselors give Mary a platform for talking about her
husband behind his back.22 We express our concern about the direction of this counseling session, because the
dialogues in the "case study" are for the purpose of demonstrating how to counsel Biblically.

In Lesson 13's counseling session, "The counselor points out that Mary's most serious problem is that she is not
loving God."23 But, she is incapable of loving God if she has not been born again. Nowhere has it been established
that she has been converted. Then, in the next session, described briefly in Lesson 14, Mary sounds as bad as or
worse than at the first session. There is still no evidence that Mary has truly been regenerated, yet the counselors
continue trying to help her change. Besides that, while this case may be based on a real one, it sounds phony,
probably because the authors are trying to squeeze in what they want to teach and leave out most of the
conversation that would have occurred.

In Lesson 15, Mary has suddenly changed. No change was revealed in any of the previous sessions. But here,
glowing things are said about her being quite transformed, so much so that her husband, Tom, has now come to the
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counseling session with Mary. The assumption is that her change is due to spiritual growth. Evidently the
counselors were satisfied with her shallow testimony, because one counselor tells Tom that Mary has changed
"because of her commitment to please the Lord and be obedient to God's Word, which began with her spiritual new
birth."24

Lesson 15 gives a brief description of several counseling sessions where the counselor works with Mary while her
husband only observes. However, when he does begin to participate, the couple is instructed to have a "conference
table. . . to provide a structured environment for developing the habit of solving problems in a biblical fashion."25
At the conference table the husband is instructed to be the leader and the wife is told to be the "recorder." While
this format may be useful to some people, no such structure for family conferences can be found in the Bible. Such
a structure is not in itself Biblical communication, which is speaking the truth in love, forgiving one another, and
following other Biblical guidelines having to do with communication.

During this counseling session the couple practice the conference table approach. When they begin to argue, the
counselor raises his hand to demonstrate how to stop a fight. He then instructs Mary and Tom to raise their hands
when they start arguing. This gimmick may work for some people, but during a later counseling session, presented
in Lesson 18, one can see that the usefulness of the conference table and hand raising was of short duration. In fact,
in this lesson everything seems worse.

In Lesson 18, Mary reports that she has been ill, her house is a mess, and Tom has refused to attend the counseling
session. Mary tells her counselors that she was sick and in bed, and then, when she began to recover, she looked at
the mess and went back to bed because she could not face it. This lesson proceeds with questions about how to help
Mary see her "sinful self-focus," with verses for hope, and with assigned homework. There is no suggestion that the
counselors do anything practical, such as help clean up her house. With four counselors, at least one ought to be
able to lend a hand and be a good example of loving one another in practical ways.

In Lesson 19, Mary and Tom are back on track asking and giving forgiveness, but in Lesson 21, we discover for the
very first time that Mary's husband has a drinking problem. How odd that this did not surface earlier. But then,
when you have to concoct a prolonged "case study" and cover all the various problems at the right time in the
manual, you are bound not to make sense.

In reading through the entire case, one sees that this is really contrived with all kinds of processes and record-
keeping, etc., similar to psychological counseling. One wonders how the apostle Paul was able to minister without
these added "helps." Do believers need all of this to be able to minister Biblically? With all the worksheets and
procedures one wonders what Christians might do if they only had the Bible! While many of the teachings in the
various lessons are Biblical and worthy of study, we would strongly discourage using this case study as a model for
counseling.

The Holy Spirit in Counseling

The Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship does emphasize the work of the Holy Spirit in
counseling (Lesson 3). However, the manual also presents a methodology that could easily ignore the sovereign
work of the Spirit. The manual states:

In counseling that is true to God's Word, a Biblical counselor will collect enough information to enable him to
recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution.26

And, of course, the manual provides a means of collecting "enough information to enable him to recognize and
understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution."27 This approach suggests that after gathering
enough information, the counselor will indeed be able to "recognize and understand the problem in order to
formulate the biblical solution." This assumes that through this process the right questions will be asked and the
right information gathered. Even if this were possible, such as with a specific, limited superficial problem, the
Biblical solution formulated by the counselor may bypass the very thing the Lord is working in the person. Thus,
the counselor may intrude his own evaluation and diagnosis, which may be erroneous. That is why one must stress
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the convicting and directing role of the Word of God and the Holy Spirit. The counselor may indeed suggest
passages of Scripture that may apply or may convict. But, he cannot assume that data gathering will necessarily
"enable him to recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution." Moreover, his
own bias from his own experience may drastically contaminate his evaluation and understanding.

Instead of a manual with 105 principles, the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit will bring understanding
to the problem and provide a Biblical solution. It is rare that a counselor understands a person or that person's
problem beyond the most superficial layer. Moreover, it is rare for a counselor to know specifically how a person
will change or even what Scriptures may lead to that understanding or change. The Holy Spirit is the true counselor
and human counselors should not mess with the clay. The counselor does not decide how change will occur; that's
the work of the Holy Spirit.

Apart from the Holy Spirit and the Word of God, a person cannot take the internal spiritual temperature of himself.
Apart from what Scripture says generally about the heart, no one can know what is going on inside anyone else.
"For what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him? even so the things of God
knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God" (1 Corinthians 2:11). Furthermore, in attempting to analyze another
person's inner life (feeling and heart levels) in addition to external behavior (doing level)28, a counselor is in
danger of usurping the place of the Lord and of leading a person astray with his speculation.

The manual says: "Only God can accurately judge the entire spiritual condition of the heart."29 This begs the
question: Can a human thus judge an aspect of another's heart and conclude that the person is self-righteous,
jealous, prideful, etc.? Even observing behavior may not result in accurate evaluation of another's heart or
motivation. While this manual is for self-confrontation, one must keep in mind that it is the required preparation
(Track 1, In-depth Biblical Counseling/ Discipleship) for the BCF counseling program. The idea throughout is that
after an individual has confronted himself at the feeling, doing, and heart levels (Lesson 6, pages 4-5), that he can
confront others at those same levels. The implication comes from BCF's use of Matthew 7:1,5-that after one has
judged himself he may judge another at the feeling, doing, and heart levels. Thus, the BCF manual appears to
encourage Christians to evaluate one another's inner man regarding attitudes and motives.

For instance, the chart connecting the "Self-Centered Life" with "Self-Centered Deeds" indicates that "Arrogance"
is "Demonstrated by: Saying unkind words, being critical."30 Is one to conclude that whenever an unkind-sounding
or critical word is spoken, the heart attitude is one of arrogance? While the Bible clearly teaches that our actions
come from our inner attitudes, one cannot necessarily identify the inner attitude. For instance, what may appear to
be an unkind or critical word may actually originate from an attitude of love and a desire to help. Or, it may come
from a place of discouragement. Humans too often jump to conclusions. But the Lord knows the heart. That is why
David cried out to the Lord: "Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: And see if
there be any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting" (Psalm 139:23,24). While BCF discourages
speculation and allowing one's own experience and opinions from intruding, such can easily occur when attempting
to analyze and understand a problem at the heart and feeling levels, especially when it is someone else's heart.

The Christian life is lived both internally and externally. Man works out what God works within. "Wherefore, my
beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more in my absence, work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling. For it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good
pleasure" (Philippians 2:12,13).

Personal History/Problem Evaluation

Supplement 6 of the manual is titled "Personal History/Problem Evaluation." Except for the Religious Background
section, questions asked and information obtained in this section merely reflect the type of information sought by
secular counselors. Even the Religious Background section parallels the types of questions secularists ask.

Prior to the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, can you imagine a Christian, simply out of the blue, asking
another Christian such questions as: "Have you ever felt people were watching you? Yes____ No____ When?" or
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"Are you afraid of being in a car? Airplane? Yes____ No____ When?"31 Read through the information and
questions in this Supplement and see if you can imagine anyone in the church using such a format prior to the
current psychology craze. Until the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, the church did not need such forms,
because it ministered the Word to the individual and let the true Counselor direct the work of change.

Sharing Homework

Studying the Bible, memorizing Scripture, writing out one's personal testimony of God's gracious work in one's life
are all commendable activities and should be encouraged in all churches. BCF can be congratulated for encouraging
such activities. The statement at the bottom of every homework page says: "The completion of assignments marked
with an asterisk (*) is a prerequisite for further Biblical counseling training." However, some of the homework,
which is required if one is to continue training and hope to become a BCF certified counselor, may involve
exposing the sins of others. If one completes the "Bible Study and Application Format"32 with the specificity
required by the examples, he might easily confess the sins of others as well as his own. Additionally, an instructor
who reads and evaluates the homework may see a particular student in the light of having confessed some private
sinful attitude, such as the example of being selfish on Page 2 of Supplement 3. Without intending to look at that
person as a selfish individual, the one who has read the homework may easily fall into the trap of continually
viewing the student as selfish.

The "Discovering Problem Patterns Worksheet" asks people to observe and record patterns in their lives.33 They
are directed to write down instances of sinful behavior, such as all the times one is lazy during the week. While that
may be useful for some people, there is something very contrived about it. Moreover, one could follow such a
worksheet and improve the flesh without walking after the Spirit. Actually, a person could faithfully complete this
worksheet and never change. Worse, perhaps, would be "improving" the flesh and becoming prideful. New
Creations in Christ do not attempt to fix up old Adam by looking at patterns and then changing those patterns. Each
time one sins one must recognize that he is walking after the flesh rather than after the Spirit. He does not need to
identify patterns, but sins, whether they follow particular patterns or not. The Bible calls for confessing sins, not
writing them down and keeping track of them. Scripture says: "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (1 John 1:9). But, where does it say, "If we write
down patterns of sins for the week, we will overcome our sinful habit patterns and be cleansed from all
unrighteousness"?

Limited Warning

When I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; and thou givest him not warning, nor speakest to warn the
wicked from his wicked way, to save his life; the same wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood will I
require at thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked, and he turn not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked way,
he shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast delivered thy soul (Ezekiel 3:18-19).

A responsibility of every pastor and every teacher is to warn. Self-Confrontation does warn about the dangers of
humanistic psychology and even contrasts four "common humanistic philosophies" with the Bible.34 However,
there is no warning against patently unbiblical ministries, practices, and doctrines within the professing church. It is
doubtful that BCF will expose any individual or any false teaching that will lead to conflict. The BCF instructors
manual says:

... your aim must be to teach your students to recognize the difference between truth and error. Your purpose
here is to teach the students the error of the world's philosophies, not to critique particular individuals.35

But, is it Biblical not to do so? We contend that it is not only unbiblical, but naive. People who study Biblical
counseling do not necessarily limit themselves to the Bible. They often dip into numerous teachings by
psychologically oriented individuals.

Rather than warn about those who attempt to integrate psychology and the Bible, BCF extols one of the leading
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founders of integrationist "Christian psychology," Dr. Henry Brandt. Broger says in the 1990 edition of the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus:

We also owe a great debt to Dr. Jay E. Adams and Dr. Henry Brandt for their outstanding leadership and
pioneering efforts in the area of authoritative biblical counseling. We thank God for their dedication and singleness
of purpose in this important field of ministry.

Strange acknowledgment since Brandt is an integrationist! Also, it is strange to link two such names (Brandt and
Adams), when one is an integrationist and the other is not.

We provided evidence of Brandt's integration to BCF some time prior to the Nelson printing of their syllabus.
Nevertheless, the 1992 BCF edition and the current edition include the following acknowledgment: "Dr. Brandt's
emphasis on Jesus Christ as the only source of true peace and joy greatly helped our focus in training." While
changed from the earlier acknowledgment, it still leaves the wrong impression. And, it is still strange, because
Brandt is still an integrationist!

In addition, BCF is working together with a publisher of blatant psychoheresy. The BCF staff originally published
the Self-Confrontation Syllabus themselves. However, they have given Thomas Nelson Publishers the rights to
publish the syllabus "to expand the availability of Self-Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores."36
Nelson published it in early 1994 under the title Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. Nelson is
one of the most blatantly psychological publishers in the Christian publishing field. Nelson has led large numbers
of Christians astray with their psychological and recovery books. They ran a large, expensive eight-page insert for a
special series of their recovery books in the June 1992 New Age Journal ( a rank new-age publication). A Nelson
representative even bragged about the fact that one New-Age distributor listed several of Nelson's books among
their top fifty best sellers.

Why have the BCF Syllabus published by a publisher with such a visibly disreputable reputation for publishing
books that are contrary to what BCF claims to stand for? Their explanation is "to expand the availability of Self-
Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores." However, if BCF had openly criticized Nelson authors who
promote psychoheresy, it is doubtful that Nelson would have been interested.

Conclusion

With all the problems related to Biblical counseling training programs, all believers, including pastors, should rely
exclusively on Bible study and prayer for spiritual growth, and pastors should not send their sheep outside the
church to psychological or Biblical counseling shepherds. And, for all the reasons mentioned in our book, even a
Biblical counseling training program in the church, led by outsiders or even the pastor should be avoided.

The driving force behind the desire to be Biblical counselors may often be the visibility, respect, and status that
accompany the title of "counselor." This has been conditioned by the secular psychological model. Nevertheless,
Biblical counsel should be a part of (not apart from) the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. And, Biblical
counsel should be under, not over, the Biblically ordained ministries.

Biblical counseling handbooks and training programs should be at best supplementary, just like lexicons, Bible
dictionaries, etc. However there is commonly a great misuse of these manuals to the detriment of Scripture. This is
partly because of "oversell" on the part of various organizations, the idea of Biblical counseling being an alternative
to psychology, and the inherent nature of the problem-centered focus of many such manuals.

The BCF manual is less than 20 years old. Its current version or nearly so is less than 3 years old. As indicated
above, the latest version still has many problems that need correcting. Nevertheless, the statement on the cover has
the audacity to present the manual as "The definitive resource for developing and assessing your faith and
conduct." The dictionary defines definitive as follows:

1. that decides or settles in a final way; decisive; conclusive
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2. most nearly complete and accurate.

This type of puffing presents too positive a picture, which should embarrass even its most ardent promoters.

We no longer recommend any manuals or training programs for Biblical counseling. A church does not need to
have a "counseling ministry" or a counselor training program for believers to minister to one another according to
Scripture. After all, what did believers do for almost 2000 years without the Biblical counseling movement? There
has been some personal care among believers ministering to one another through encouragement, admonition,
discernment, comfort, counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers from the
inception of the church, because people believed and acted according to the Word of God, by the very life of Christ
living in and through them by the Holy Spirit.37

For years people have thought of Biblical counseling as an alternative to psychological counseling. But,
psychotherapy began as a religious alternative to Christianity. Therefore, rather than offering an alternative "look
alike," such as Biblical counseling, we urge Christians to return to the Bible. Counsel from the Bible is not an
alternative. It is God's truth versus the counsel of the world. It is God's light rather than the darkness of the wisdom
of men. We call Christians back to the light of God's Word and the life of Christ in the believer.

The Biblical counseling movement as it currently exists must die. Is there any hope for the Biblical counseling
movement? Yes, but only resurrected in its proper place as a part of the Biblically ordained ministries of the
church. Instead of a "counseling" ministry Christians should follow the Bible regarding mutual care among
believers, under Biblically ordained leadership. The answer to problems of living is not Biblical counseling, but
ongoing Biblical ministry in the body of Christ:

Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ: That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to
deceive; But speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is the head, even Christ: From
whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the
effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love
(Ephesians 4:13-16).
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counsellor, and counsels do have shades of
meaning. However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical
counseling movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counseling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor.  

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
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anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice.

While BCF is clear in its official statements about not charging for Biblical counseling, they are guilty of not being
serious enough about the charging issue to critique by name individuals and organizations who do. Charging is a
serious violation of Scripture and is practiced by many who are BCF trained. BCF needs to stop playing politics
regarding the charging issue and make more than a passing comment about it at their workshops. 

Prediction: BCF will continue to downplay their position on charging at workshops and will never publicly name
even one individual or organization involved in this grossly unbiblical practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/shutdown.html
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PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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“The Left Behind Series” – Book  Review
By Pastor Kevin Beier, Bible Believer's Baptist Church of Custer, South Dakota
Updated 2/3/2000 - Jump to update "click here"

 Are you left behind? Unfortunately the majority of professing Christianity is left behind. I am not referring to
being left behind in the rapture, (although I would not be surprised if many in professing Christianity are), but
rather being left behind in the mad scramble to learn more about ‘The Tribulation Force” and their endeavor to
expose the Antichrist and bring the word to Jesus Christ as it is being described in the Left Behind series by Tim
LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins.

 I do not want to be labeled hypocritical, so let me first confess to the fact that I have read the first four books in the
series. Quite honestly, the story line in the series is very interesting and exciting. But who would have thought
otherwise? Any time someone writes using the Bible as their source to entertain, the supernatural events described
in Scripture tend to interest people. Most people want nothing to do with the Bible or the God of the Bible, but
have no reservations about being entertained by someone who writes about the Bible. Hollywood figured that out
years ago. Stories about the Bible make big bucks.

 I have asked myself a number of times why folks detest the Bible so much, but love books about the Bible. Maybe
it is because the Bible reveals to you who you really are and demands a change and that into the image of Jesus
Christ. Who likes to be convicted about sin? However, books about the Bible tend to be a little easier on the ego
and conscience, so of course men are going to like books about the Book instead of the Book Itself!

 While I found myself being enthralled by the story-line in the books. I also found myself wondering, with such a
golden opportunity for LaHaye and Jenkins to very clearly outline the gospel of Jesus Christ to many who will read
the series but would not let a soul-winner tell them the same, why is the sound gospel of the grace of God so
obscure, to the point of being absent from the books?! At the very least it seems that the plan of salvation could
be given at the end or beginning of each book so that those who are lost might know how not to be left behind.
True that there are instances in the book of some of the characters giving a brief testimony to salvation, but even
those are so weak that if a person were not looking for and familiar with God’s plan of salvation they would never
know how to be born again. How do I know this to be true? A lady I work with is reading the first book. I saw her
with the book and asked how she liked it. She asked if I had read it and then said, “It is good science fiction.” She
is a Roman Catholic. When I tried to explain that it was supposed to be based upon Biblical facts, she responded
with surprise. I continued to talk with her about the content of the book to see if she had picked-up on the plan of
salvation. Nothing. Praise the Lord that I was able to give her the gospel and explain to her that the book, while
being thrilling, could not replace the Word of God which pleads with sinners to repent and turn to Jesus Christ for
salvation. But what if I hadn’t told her of Jesus? The book certainly did not!

But there is another problem. With such a vast range of readers, LaHaye and Jenkins are forced to be very careful
not to offend people who might see things a little differently. And that when the Bible is clear that the gospel is an
offence to those who are lost, yet is to be spoken anyway. So to help with the size of the target market, I mean to
keep from offending people. there must be little gems like the Pope being raptured with the church! Now come
on! Anyone who understands the Scriptures and what a Roman Catholic believes, knows that a person cannot
believe what that “church” teaches and the Pope stands for and be saved. It is impossible. So LaHaye and Jenkins
help Chuck Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the closet liberals to further blur the clear line of
demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity.

 I am sure that many will argue that the books are able to get into the homes of many people who normally would
not let a Christian come into their home and teach the Bible. True. But of what practical use is a book that does
not and cannot convict of sin and show the need for a Saviour in the home of a lost man? What good is it if
people know facts about the Scriptures, like the rapture and the wrath of God, but never know how to use it in their
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lives? Isn’t that one of the primary problems with today’s “Christianity?” Too many people are becoming
familiar with Bible and not familiar with the God of the Bible. A man can know the Bible upside down and
backwards, but if he has not the new birth and the Spirit of God to teach him how to receive the Word of God, all
of his Bible knowledge is in vain and worthless. There is a movement of looking and acting like a Christian, as it is
outlined by the liberal apostates who promote CCM (Contemporary Christian Music) [from worldly sounding pop
to heavy metal rock and rap],  the ECT accord (Evangelicals and Catholics Together) [an accord that compromises
our faith], and WWJD (What Would Jesus Do) [Fad trinkets], without being a Christian. What a difference!
[Editor's note: Items in blue underline linked to articles on the subject.]

What about the fact that two of the characters in the books, Chloe and Amanda are established as Bible teachers
when the Bible forbids such a practice, (1 Timothy 2:12)? Is that just a minor doctrinal difference that is to be
overlooked? Or the fact that three of the primary characters in the books, Chloe, Amanda, and Rayford are saved
after the rapture, when 2 Thessalonians 2:11 declares that God will send strong delusion to those who heard the
gospel but had pleasure in unrighteousness that they should believe a lie. ---In the book all three of these characters
took pleasure in their unrighteousness, so what are the odds of them really getting saved? None!  Are we going to
take the teaching of (Catholic) purgatory and change it to an earthly purgatory where those who are left behind
(like these characters) are allowed the second chance? If so, then no wonder the gospel is so obscure in the books.
Why offend people who will buy the books if they have a second chance after the rapture?! What’s more important
here anyway?!

[Editor's note: The Bible makes it clear ALL those who take pleasure in unrighteousness are damned! The
book series gives hope for these characters where there is none for their kind!] 
2 Thessalonians 2:11-12 "And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:
That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness."

The Left Behind series by LaHaye and Jenkins are very well written. If you like excitement, intrigue, and suspense
these are the books for you. But, if you are concerned about rightly dividing the word of truth, taking a bold
stand for Jesus Christ and His gospel. and/or the salvation of your friends and loved ones, I suggest reading
your King James Bible and buying a copy for someone else. After all, the same events found in the Left Behind
series are found in the Bible and you don’t even have to wait for the next book in the series to come out to find out
what happens next. It’s all in one volume! Oh, and after you spend eighty dollars on God’s Book (and it should be
less), it can be read again and again with something new for you every time.

Editor's notes:
After looking over the website dedicated to promoting the "Left Behind" series much of what Pastor Beier points
out is evident.  The website, like the book, says almost nothing about the eternal Hell that awaits those that are truly
left behind, it openly promotes the CCM with links to music done by the likes of rocking and rapping DC Talk and
more.  Beyond this the site advertises they are in production of "Left Behind--The Movie!!!"  A look at who is
producing this movie was enough to make me cringe!

From: http://www.leftbehind-themovie.com/leftbehindmoverdrivers.html   (This site no longer active)
Joe Goodman, Producer - "...he has co-produced two TV movies, including "Every Mother’s Worst Fear" (USA
Network) and "Can of Worms" (Disney Channel). He has two more TV movies in development, "Rock a Byte Baby"
(Showtime) and "Twas the Night Before..." (CBS)."

Ralph Winter, Producer - "... a veteran movie producer whose credits include ... "Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered
Country," and "Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home..."  "He has also worked as a producer or Executive Producer on
..."Mighty Joe Young" (Disney), "Inspector Gadget" (Disney), "Hackers" (UA), "The Puppet Masters" (Disney),
"Hocus Pocus" (Disney), "Captain Ron" (Disney), and the upcoming "X-Men."

---I think this makes the point!!! (More on the site referenced) These books are being used by those in Hollywood
to serve the almighty dollar and NOT a Holy God that condemns such endeavors!  I SERIOUSLY doubt the movie
houses are going to open there doors "for free" to let the people be warned!   In light of such facts, it is a Christian's

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/rccheader.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/rccheader.html
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duty to question the motives of these men.  Pastor Bier demonstrates the lack of truth in this book series, how it
actually comes across as a science fiction and not as the time when Jesus returns for His own!  I suppose it should
not surprise me since I know Tim LaHaye also endorses the corrupt NKJV Bible (he was on the oversight
committee) and that he openly promotes the teachings of sicko pervert Sigmund Freud! Look at these three links if
you need to know more:

The New King James Version: Counterfeit 
Tim & Beverly LaHaye General Teachings/Activities 
Temperament Analysis/ Personality Typing - Christian or Psycho-Occult?

Christians ---take heed! The popularity of this book series should an alarm to you! If those reading it believe it
they may never listen to the true Gospel that calls sinners to repentance!  Preachers, mark and avoid this book series
in your churches!

Romans 16:17-18
"Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye
have learned; and avoid them.  For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple."

Titus 1:9-11
"Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort
and to convince the gainsayers. For there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they of the
circumcision:  Whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not,
for filthy lucre's sake."

Pastor Kevin Beier can be reached at the following address:
Pastor Kevin Beier

PO Box 441
Custer,  South Dakota 57730

An Update From Pastor Kevin Beier:

As a response to those who have questioned where I found the reference to the Pope being raptured in the book
series Left Behind, the following information should be helpful.   On page 53 of book number two, The Tribulation
Force, the book says,

“Most interesting to Buck was the interpretation of the event on the part of other churchmen. A lot of Catholics
were confused, because while many remained, some had disappeared-including the new pope, who had been
installed just a few months before the vanishings.”

The book then goes on to make reference to the teachings of the pope being more toward the “heresy” of Martin
Luther than the historic Roman Catholic position. I would give the benefit of the doubt to Jenkins and LaHaye and
say that they intended for people to understand that Roman Catholic doctrine does not allow for Biblical salvation.
However, I cannot. There are still two problems showing why:

 1)  Mother Teresa was raptured in the first book, Left Behind, on page 319. Now we all know who Mother Teresa
was and that she was a “good Catholic,” i.e. she believed in a works salvation.

2) The notion that the pope was raptured smacks of the current issues of ECT and the thinking that Pope John Paul
II is a revolutionary pope who is in favor of Roman Catholics studying their Bibles and even his giving lip service
to being in basic agreement on salvation with Evangelicals.

http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html
http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/exposes/lahaye/general.htm
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/exposes/lahaye/general.htm
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
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Neither of these is true. He may tell them to study their Bibles, but he still teaches that if they disagree with the
doctrines of “Holy Mother Church” they are wrong and need to do penance for following false doctrine. What good
is studying your Bible if you are not allowed to follow your own, Holy Spirit guided conclusions? Furthermore, the
Roman Church IS NOT in agreement with Biblical salvation by grace through faith alone.

  Many men and women who keep up with the movement and positions of the Pope and the Roman Catholic
Church prove the false teachings are STILL being taught!

[From Webmaster] Look at these other links for more information on why anyone claiming to be Christian must
abandon the Roman Catholic church: http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/

  Again, these books boil down to good old-fashioned COMPROMISE! Jenkins and LaHaye have adopted the
philosophy that it is okay to tone-down truth to keep from offending people and to broaden the target market of
readers.

  The Bible plainly says that Jesus is an offense, (Romans 9:32-33). Moreover, those who teach and preach the
untarnished, pure, and straightforward Word of God never have been and never will be popular: and that doesn’t
work when you are trying to sell your books and tapes.

Someone once said, “It is never right to do wrong to get a chance to do right.” Just stick with God’s truth no matter
what people say or how they feel about it. God never changes His truth. Should we?

Return To Our Home Page

file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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WWJD? (What Would Jesus Do?)
- The Popular Fad Examined to the Light of Scriptures

Here are some things to consider with this latest WWJD "What Would Jesus Do" fad:
We are now selling Jesus’ name for profit! Through WWJD Bracelets, Shoestrings, Anklets, Necklaces,
License Tags, Pens, Dog Tags, Lapel Pins, Auto Fishes, Bumper Stickers, Crosses, Keychains, Bible covers,
golf balls and etc! 

I don't know who started the fad and it doesn't matter. In my example I demonstrate "Carman" is one of it's
big pushers! He is making merchandise of the name of our Lord and Saviour!!

2 Peter 2:3 
"And through covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a
long time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not."

Here is just some of the ridiculous items for sale on the Carman website!
    WWJD Woven Bracelet  $1.50             Assorted colors
    WWJD Neon Shoestring Bracelet  $1.99  Bright Neon with Footprints
    WWJD Pewter Cube Bracelet $3.49        Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD Pewter Cube Anklet  $3.49         Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD Pewter Cube Necklace  $3.99       Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD License Tag  $4.49                Plate for front of vehicle
    WWJD License Tag Frame  $2.95          Frame for front or back plate
    WWJD Blanc-a-like Pen   $5.99          Look-a-like Mont Blanc style pen in gift box
    WWJD Pewter Dog Tag  $2.99             Pewter Dog Tag on chain
    WWJD Pewter Lapel Pin  $1.25           Pewter pin "WWJD
    WWJD Charm Necklace  $2.49             WWJD in single charm style necklace
    WWJD Auto Fish       $3.49             Fish symbol with WWJD inside
    WWJD Bumper Sticker  $1.39             Mutil-color WWJD Bumper sticker
    WWJD Leather Keychain $1.99            Leather Key Tag with WWJD
    WWJD Pewter Keychain  $3.49            Pewter WWJD Key Chain
    WWJD Bible Cover   $13.99              Blue, L
    And several more WWJD covers!

So what would Jesus really do?  Burn this stuff? Put this stuff in the garbage dump? He certainly would NOT be
making merchandise of His name as Carman and many of the CCM and C-rock crowd do! (Not to mention
the CCMers and C-rockers glorification of themselves through very similiar items documented in our News Boys
and DC Talk articles!)

All we have to do is think what Jesus did to the money changers in the temple John 2:14-16.   This was in
reference to the temple of God so whether or not you apply it to a church building or the individual the spiritual
implications are very clear.  Do we or should we adorn ourselves with things that make merchandise of the name of
Jesus? Absolutely not!  All these trinkets serve is mammon and NOT God. It does not necessarily mean a person
is saved, it just identifies them with this latest fad. This is only another fad run amuck.  Dare we ask what's
next?!  What will be the next fad promoted? Christian tattoos?  Its not beyond Carman to blaspheme as
revealed from links to our site! For what its worth Carman and the like need to repent of this sort of manipulation
and get to what scriptures teach.

In a message a person who withheld their name speaks very well to the WWJD issue: [Bold Emphasis Mine]
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Subject: SEND: Jesus Bracelets
Seeing WWJD bracelets the other day made me ponder why I never liked the idea.  I'd seen the ad in the paper
urging kids to consider that and it didn't seem right but I never really pondered why I felt that way. Just down
inside the Holy Spirit said no.  Since Saturday I've gathered my thoughts as to what was wrong and want to share
them with you.

First thing this bracelet is another notch in the religious unity belt. The ad that I saw said nothing about
declaring/examining a teen's doctrine regarding Jesus before you could have the bracelet.  It's very much like
Promise Keepers and March for Jesus!  So Catholics can wear the bracelet and Lutherans can wear the bracelet
and Methodists can wear the bracelet. Also since they don't identify which Jesus and the bible tells us there is
another Jesus anyone can wear the bracelet.  Certainly Mormons believe in Jesus and JW's believe in Jesus. 
Also Muslims see Jesus as a great prophet so they could wear the bracelet.  Even new agers see Jesus as an
ascended master so it could be appropriate for them to wear the bracelet.  Just one big happy family, huh?

Next the question the bracelet asks a teen is What would Jesus do?  This really sounds like a good question to ask
oneself in every situation. However any answer given to that question would have to be an opinion and not fact! 
Now every answer/opinion given is going to be based on something but it will remain that, just one's opinion.  If the
question were what did Jesus do then the answer could be factual.  I would assume that the teen is to search the
scriptures for his answer/opinion; however, it's dangerous to direct one's actions based on one's opinions.  My
Bible tells me that all who are the sons of God are led by the spirit of God (and not their opinions.)

It must be really something in the local junior and senior high schools. I bet you a lot of kids wear those WWJD
bracelets.  Consider this scenario. This kid goes to high school and hangs around with a bunch of other kids, all
Christian.  So one Saturday night when a group of boys and girls are together at the bowling alley one kid suggests
an activity that isn't appropriate.  Since they are all Christians and wearing their bracelets another kid says what
would Jesus do?  Someone says, Jesus wouldn't do that; he'd go home alone before he did that.  However someone
else says, Jesus wouldn't find anything wrong with that; you're unloving and judgmental in your attitude and Jesus
wouldn't be like that.  One kid kicks in and acts like a moderator and what do you have?   Well there's a group of
diversified people with a social problem dialoging to a resolution.  Aha, the dialectic process!   All because the
question only allows an opinion (I think or I feel) and not facts!

Now the poor true child of God in this situation is going to be really torn. Here he is say a junior in high school
and for three years he's hung around with this group.  He's seen them at march for Jesus rallies and they've been
there in the morning to rally around the flag pole and pray together before school.  What is he to think?  In all his
time of association with them they've never discussed what they believe doctrinally only how much they love Jesus! 
... One part of him knows that what's proposed is wrong while another part of him feels that these kids are
Christians just like him.  All because the question raised is what would Jesus do.

Now if the question were what does God say (WDGS) [in the Bible] the answer wouldn't allow for opinion and the
dialectic process but only fact/truth.  However that probably wouldn't be popular and would be divisive.  Some
would chose to act on the word of God but others would chose to be hearers only and not doers of the word,
deceiving themselves by reasoning contrary to the truth. This would split the group into sheep and goats.  That
doesn't promote the unity the world needs for a one world religion that worships the anti-Christ, the one who
stands in the place of Jesus Christ.

It's so human to want to identify with a group of your peers that the church is using that to do a great disservice to
our youth.  Instead of teaching them to deny themselves and follow after Jesus they're causing them to be grouped
and numbered by an outward bracelet.   My Bible tells me that for the Christian true circumcision is inwardly and
a matter of the heart.  What are we telling our teens when we sell them a bracelet to remind them of Jesus?
Madison Avenue marketing leads the way.  How like Laodicea we are because we don't recognize how naked, blind
and poor we truly are.   May God have mercy on our souls.  It seems apparent why Paul says, awake, for the night
is far spent and the day is at hand.  We truly are asleep and sleeping we're like sheep led to the slaughter.
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In Conclusion from my Pastor on the WWJD fad:
"You might want to tell the people that it is not "What would Jesus do?" since we cannot read His mind, but
rather, "What did Jesus say in His Word?" that is clearly stated for us as a direction to take.  It is still the
clearly written Word of God that we must look to.  Fifteen people may have fifteen different ideas about
what Jesus would do!!!

Return To Our Home Page
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Cults

Marks Of A Cult  (12/01)

Christian Science  (10/01)

Eckankar  (8/98)

Jehovah's Witnesses  (11/01)

Masons (Freemasonry) (12/01)

Mormonism  (3/03) 

New Age Movement  (11/01)

Roman Catholic Church (9/11)

Scientology  (11/01)

Seventh-Day Adventism  (11/01)

Silva Method (Silva Mind Control) (11/94)

Unification Church (Moonies) (11/01)

Unitarian Universalists  (8/97)

Unity School of Christianity  (11/01)

Way International, The  (11/01)

WorldWide Church of God, The (Armstrongism) (11/01)
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Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have
such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because

it is a free service. If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them.
However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the ads.
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A Critique of Dr. Lawrence (Larry) Crabb’s Book
"Inside Out"
Dr. Crabb’s book tears across the foundation of Christianity. Obedience, faith, love, hope, prayer, and God Himself
are not enough or His grace sufficient. "Inside Out" is full of the idea we are miserable and need counselors
(Christian Psychologists) like Dr. Crabb. He comes across as if all Pastors are completely inept to perform the
task of reaching out to our soul (psyche). We need people like him to reach below the waterline (unconscious
mind). We need him in order to be complete Christians!

From the introduction we are led to believe Christianity (fundamentalists and charismatics particularly) fall short of
reaching hearts to address our lives problems. He teaches that fundamentalists are too rigid and rule following and
charismatics cover their feelings with emotion. Crabb seems to focus a special distaste for fundamentalists in
particular. Next Crabb tries to convince the reader that he/she has nagging doubts as to whether or not they are
"truly happy" or just covering over problems.

On page 44 Dr. Crabb uses the Freudian iceberg to explain our soul’s makeup. As follows: (Brackets, italics, and
bold indicate emphasis from me)

"Think of yourself as an iceberg. Let the visible peak above the waterline represent the things you do,
the thoughts you consciously think, and the feelings you sense within you. Let the great mass beneath
the waterline represent the part of you that cannot be clearly seen: the motives and attitudes of your
heart, those strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them, the painful
memories and raging emotions you prefer to keep hidden beneath the surface of your life."

"The Christian community generally presents three options for dealing with the confusing realities
beneath the waterline. All three promise deep internal change. In the rest of this chapter, I want to
briefly outline these options, each of which has value but is incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating."

Hold the thought, "... incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating".

Continue from Page 45

"Option 1: Do your Christian Duties

Perhaps the most common understanding of how change comes about is this one: If we determine to do
whatever God says, and if we couple that determination with involvement in Christian activities, then
somehow the power of God is released, enabling us to live as we should."

"We’re told we must obey God but that we must do it in His strength. Every effort to live in the power
of the flesh will inevitably fail. Above the waterline [consciously], we do what we should , including
immersing ourselves in God’s Word, praying, and serving others. As we do these things, God’s power
eventually overwhelms all those problems below the waterline [unconscious] and we are enabled to
live in consistent victory."

Then the next paragraph:

"When we fail above the waterline [consciously], then more effort is called for-- perhaps spending
more time in the Word or in prayer or enlisting in the church’s witnessing campaign. Obedience to
Christian duty and bathing our mind and soul in God’s truth keep us from quenching or grieving the
Holy Spirit. As we free Him to work powerfully in our life, His grace enables us to do what is right.
There is no need for an inside [unconscious] look. Whatever issues are rumbling beneath the surface
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[unconscious] will sort themselves out as God gets hold of our life through the performance of
Christian duties. An inside look [to the unconscious] is an unnecessary and damaging psychological
sidetrack on the path to maturity."

Following this he offers a case to make it clear the above is NOT sufficient.

Option 2 "Depend on the work of the Holy Spirit

A second approach grants that more needs to be done to change than performing Christian duties and
expecting the resulting *grace to take care of below-the-waterline problems. The effects of the Fall and
our stubborn inclination to sin must be forcefully dealt with by a definite work of the Holy Spirit."

Other parts of option 2 as follows:

"Other teaching prepares us to unconditionally surrender our heart to God by convincing us of the
impossibility of living as we should in our own strength."

"Still others encourage us to reckon ourselves as co-crucified and co-resurrected with Christ to the
point where we exchange our life for His. Holding to the truth of our identity in Christ and choosing to
depend on the reality of His life present within us empowers us to live at a new level of victory."

"Option 3 Work through obstacles to growth [He reviews the first two options and here is what
follows]

Frustration to these approaches [options] has opened the door to the modern emphasis on counseling,
share groups, and seminars on self-understanding. Doing right or yielding to God’s Spirit has not
always produced the change we desired. Disappointed with traditional Christian approaches to
change, we eagerly welcome new ideas. When blocks to growth are not overcome by more study or
deeper yielding, some form of counseling sometimes seems appropriate."

"I am a counselor. I have worked with hundreds of people and, I believe, have substantially helped
many. I am sympathetic to our modern emphasis on counseling because most counselors (not all)
encourage an honest look below the waterline [the unconscious]. I regard that as a big one. The
tragedy is that counselors are often more aware of the importance of facing who we really are than are
churches."

"Until this situation changes, until communities of God’s people are willing to courageously look at
each other’s lives and to search out God’s answers for tough questions, professional counseling will
play a needed and vital role in promoting deep change. Unfortunately, individual counselors may not
provide biblical solutions for their desperate clients. Unless the church begins to encourage an inside
look [to the unconscious]as well, hurting people may only find false and temporary solutions." [such as
options 1 and 2 this is very clear]

Dr. Crabb sums up this chapter as follows:

"Dealing with our insides can be frustrating. Disciplined Christian living fails to resolve all the
problems of our soul. Inviting the Holy Spirit to take over our life leaves part of our being
untouched. Looking honestly at our insides with the help of a counselor leads sometimes to confusion
and morbid self-protection. But still our Lord requires us to clean the insides [the unconscious] of
our personalities before we can ever experience legitimate cleanness on the outside [conscious]. We
must take an inside look [at the unconscious] if real change is to occur."

"In the remainder of this book, I want to develop a framework for understanding "inside-out" [the
Freudian iceberg concept] change that can guide us through the joys and trials of life. An inside look
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can be frustrating, but we can do better than talk about two dogs barking for the control of our life."
[one of option 1’s examples] [So ends page 49.]

According to Crabb the Holy Spirit no matter how much we yield, God in all His infinite power cannot reach below
the waterline "unconscious". We need counselors, we need our Pastors, and we all need to look below the waterline
to be honest with ourselves!!! Dr. Crabb’s material is deceitful. Using the guise that his material is biblical this
material methodically picks apart the very essence of being a Christian! Simply, his method is a lie.

The very premise of Crabb’s teachings is based that we have an unconscious, and deceives the naive reader because
he never says unconscious! Read the first paragraph again:

"Think of yourself as an iceberg. Let the visible peak above the waterline represent the things you do,
the thoughts you consciously think, and the feelings you sense within you. Let the great mass beneath
the waterline represent the part of you that cannot be clearly seen: the motives and attitudes of your
heart, those strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them, the painful
memories and raging emotions you prefer to keep hidden beneath the surface of your life."

Notice Crabb is careful not to say unconscious, but what else could he possibly be referring to? He doesn’t use the
word "unconscious" to make his teachings palatable to the Christian. The Bible in no way supports the teaching we
have an unconscious which causes "strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them".
We alone are responsible for our actions and sin. If you were to follow that thought the cliché "the devil made me
do it" would be true in a sense! The iceberg teaching is a textbook classic Freudian explanation of the conscious
and unconscious, Freud the Father of Secular (Anti-Christian) Psychology.

When you look how he presents Options 1 and 2 besides the fact he speaks as an outsider to these ideas, he refers
to them initially as "... incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating". These options combined ARE in fact the way a
Christian lives and breathes! Option 1 live a disciplined Christian Life, option 2 rely on the empowerment of the
Holy Spirit for strength, considering ourselves unconditionally surrendered to Christ, co-crucified and co-
resurrected. At the end of explaining options 1-3 he calls them "...false and temporary solutions."

*Refer to grace. Crabb’s own words show he treats grace with a kind of contempt, and that God’s grace is
insufficient to take care of our soul! Again a lie, was not God’s grace sufficient for the Apostle Paul? Is not God’s
own Word enough? Not according to Crabb.

Crabb comes to the defense of modern counselors and explains his sympathy and how most of them look at the
unconscious which he regards as a "big one". Then proceeds to cut down churches for their lack of emphasis of the
unconscious!

Crabb’s summarization of what he said is the last nail in the coffin for his teaching,

"Dealing with our insides can be frustrating. Disciplined Christian living fails to resolve all the
problems of our soul. Inviting the Holy Spirit to take over our life leaves part of our being
untouched."

God is not able? He goes on with the psychobabble about reaching beneath the waterline, (unconscious) and has the
gall to say it is the Lord himself who tells us to do that. The fact is there is no such thing as an unconscious, a great
mass beneath the waterline, motives and attitudes of our heart and/or strange impulses that sometime overwhelm
your determination to resist them. This is NOT God’s truth! Those are our conscious thoughts to sin the Bible
teaches:

"But every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived, it
bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death. Do not err, my beloved brethren." James 1:14-
16
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Have we forgotten we have a sinful nature? Crabb’s teaching could make someone believe we don’t have one!

Crabb seems fond of quoting scriptures, but often misuses them. Example:

"Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: and see if there be any wicked way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting." Psalm 139:23-24

God knows and understands the heart, yet Crabb teaches God does not by misquoting Jeremiah 17:9 on page 53,
"our heart is impossible to understand" He leaves off verse 10! Here is what the Bible says,

Vs 9 "The heart [is] deceitful above all [things], and desperately wicked: who can know it?" 
Vs 10 "I the LORD search the heart, [I] try the reins, even to give every man according to his ways, [and]
according to the fruit of his doings." Jeremiah 17:9-10

This is where Crabb defines "beneath the waterline" with his "impossible to understand heart", he is wrong. The
heart is deceitful because of the fall, we trust no man for that very reason, we are all sinful. The Bible is the ONLY
source we can trust on these issues. Whether or not Crabb is deliberately spreading heresy is not for me to decide
but to expose the error.

"Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to
convince the gainsayers." Titus 1:9

These teachings will cause the very problems they are supposed to fix. So-called "disappointed Christians" are
nothing new, that’s how many a cult got started like the Mormons and etc! Counseling is not our hope for solving
life’s complicated problems but rather a combination of options 1 & 2 which Crabb discounts as a waste!

"For our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our conscience, that in simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly
wisdom, but by the grace of God, we have had our conversation in the world, and more abundantly to you-ward." 2
Corinthians 1:12

"But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so your minds should be corrupted
from the simplicity that is in Christ. "For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached,
or [if] ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye
might well bear with [him]." 2 Corinthians 11:3-4

Crabb teaches using the Bible to prove there is a subconscious mind from Romans 12:1-2, "but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your mind" This is error. If Crabb had read Romans 12:3, "For I say, through the grace given
unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think [of himself] more highly than he ought to think; but to think
soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith." Crabb approached verse 12:2 with the
presupposition of the unconscious, but when put together with verse 3 Paul tells us it’s the conscious mind "Do not
think of yourselves more highly than you ought". No place can be found in the Bible to support claims like Crabb’s,
God has defined the nature and make-up of man. Here are the verses which prove the context:

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God. For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think [of himself] more
highly than he ought to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith."
Romans 12:1-3

How can we be consciously happy, joyous, blissful, content, but at the same time be miserable and unhappy? This
another of Crabb’s contentions in this book! Another Freudian concept!

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
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unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or
what part hath he that believeth with an infidel?" 2 Corinthians 6:14 -15

Examples that we should feel victimized: page 186 read the 3/4 of the page.

"The first act of changing his current relational lifestyle had to be to open himself to feeling the pain
of his past. Only then would he be in a position to realize how deeply determined he was to never feel
that pain again...moving on to deeper levels of involvements with others required this man to more
deeply feel his pain and face his self-protective sin. The more deeply we enter our disappointment, the
more thoroughly we can face our sin. Unless we feel the pain of being victimized, we will tend to limit
the definition of our problem with sin to visible acts of transgression." [emphasis mine]

From the book PsychoHeresy I by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, "This return to feel the pain of past is based upon the
Freudian theory of abreaction. The Dictionary of Psychology defines abreaction as "the discharge of tension by
reliving in words, feelings, and actions" a painful event from the past. Supposedly reliving the pain of past
experience relieves a person from its unconscious grip. However, research has never proven this idea. On the other
hand, there is a great deal of suspicion that quite the reverse is true. ... You may be creating new pain"

To quote Dr. Jay Adams, a respected Biblical Counselor (one who teaches the Bible is wholly sufficient), "Crabb
sincerely wants to be biblical and thinks that his system is. But as long as he continues to build his basic system out
of pagan materials [Freud, Maslow, Alder, Ellis, plus others] he will never achieve his goal."

"That their hearts might be comforted, being knit together in love, and unto all riches of the full assurance of
understanding, to the acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ; In whom are hid
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. And this I say, lest any man should beguile you with enticing words."
Colossians 2:2-4

Crabb is really saying, we have to feel and think about the pain of past sins against us, realize how much we hate it
to move on because releasing the pain allows us to move on to deeper relationships with others. We have to feel
victimized by other’s sins or we don’t address the problems in our heart. To put it bluntly this is a lie. First of all
show me in the Bible where we need to feel and think about the pain of past sin against us. (that’s a sin in itself!)
Secondly, remembering sin often causes the problems Crabb says he wants to help with (depression, sadness of
heart). Worst of all we are to think of OUR sins only to become repentant sinners! We alone must answer to God
for our actions and not for the actions of others. Talk about getting side-tracked!

"Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments
of the world, and not after Christ." Colossians 2:8

In another place Crabb says, "The gospel really is good news. When the internal troubles of people are exposed,
when unsatisfied longings are felt in a way that leads to overwhelming pain, when self-centeredness is recognized
in every fiber, then (and not until then) can the wonder of the gospel be truly appreciated."

Crabb interprets the gospel by the means of his "needs psychology"! He commits many errors contrary to the
teachings of the Bible with his statement. Yes the gospel is really good news, but from there he’s unbiblical.
Examples: "Who hath saved us, and called [us] with an holy calling, not according to our works, but according to
his own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began," 2 Timothy 1:9 "And
brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved? And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved, and thy house." Acts 16:30-31

How can anyone dare put conditions on salvation beyond those specified in scripture? What do my unsatisfied
longings have to do with my salvation? Must one feel overwhelming pain? Must I recognize self-centeredness in
every fiber before I can appreciate the Gospel of Christ? The Bible makes no such stipulations or conditions, I only
"need" to see myself as a sinner, then repent and accept the salvation freely offered by God. Crabb must be
listening to the author of confusion, his writings often leave me miffed to what he means. Some Christians call it
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psychobabble because it makes no sense and is self-contradicting. Even the world recognizes the foolishness of
Freud’s teachings. Why do people like Crabb continue to parade around like they have more knowledge about the
nature of man then even God?

Even the title of the book "Inside Out" is a direct reference to Crabb’s theology of the subconscious needs. It is not
Biblical. We are called to deny our "self" when people like Crabb teach us to exalt it. Humanism, psychoanalytic
techniques, behavoristic ideas, and personality psychologies stand against the way of the Cross. How can we
support such teachings? These things need to be rooted out from our church and from the body of all true believers.

"Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If any [man] will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross,
and follow me. For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find
it." Matthew 16:24-25

The list of problems with this book could go on and on. The thought of using this book in any capacity within a
Bible believing church should be immediately scrapped. It is heresy, it directly contradicts the True Word of God.
Crabb misuses scripture for his own purpose with his own words attempts to deceive the reader into thinking that
God does not reach the innermost parts of our being. He teaches no amount of yielding to God will help, and that
we NEED him to counsel us into God’s real truth to overcome our problems. Crabb’s God is a God far off who if
he wishes to help may, but not the God of the Bible who loves us and cares for the MOST difficult of problems we
could ever know in our "heart".

"The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire, and the prophets thereof divine for
money: yet will they lean upon the LORD, and say, [Is] not the LORD among us? none evil can come upon us."
Micah 3:11

"Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ" II Corinthians 10:5

Created: February 2/94 Revised 1/97 By John Beardsley
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Holy Matrimony or Bust!?
Published June 19th 2004

In the Rapid City Journal, Rapid City South Dakota under the title
 "Majority must speak out"

Article by: John Beardsley e-mail: jb_bdm@yahoo.com
(As Submitted to the Rapid City Journal)

(Article may be used with permission links to some of the sources below)

Marriage by definition is, �the legal union of a man and woman as husband and wife.� Now a few
judges in the state of Massachusetts have reinvented it, all part of a cleverly devised scheme by activist
homosexuals and the like.

The decision of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) deleting homosexuality from their list of
sexual disorders in 1973 was not a scientific decision but response to a political campaign that society
discriminates against homosexuality. Now homosexuals have attempted somewhat successfully making
their �behavior� a matter of civil rights based on research that gives no supporting evidence to their
claim. Homosexuals are identified by the �behaviors� they commit; there is no comparison with
race or sex to qualify homosexuals as a protected class of citizens! 

If we allow homosexual marriages what behavior will be normalized next? Answer: May 19, 2003, the
APA met in San Francisco to debate the removal of such sexual deviations as pedophilia, sado-
masochism, transvestism, transsexualism, and even bestiality from the DSM-IV-TR! -- The Bible of
mental health disorders!?

Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to change laws to force acceptance of their unhealthy
lifestyles! This is in spite of numerous inherent health risks associated with their behavior, shorter
life-spans, increased mental health issues and more! The laws against such behavior are to protect
citizens from harm and based on Biblical morality! We are deluding ourselves not to recognize that
diseases like AIDS are still primarily homosexual and recently cases of syphilis have
disproportionately increased in their population!

Redefining marriage means redefining the family, more confusion for our children, and worse
tolerance for a licentious & promiscuous lifestyle! Looking at so-called �Gay Pride� parades,
�Gay Days� at many family theme parks you get a glimpse of what acceptance means: public nudity
(people wearing thongs, just body paint or less), topless woman, people simulating anal sex,
transvestites decked out in lewd and disgusting of costumes, masochists in leather outfits and more!
Need proof? A 2004 Gay Day promotion on Father�s Day at Disney World, �Eroticism! See the
human body manipulated and displayed in ways you would never dream possible. This is more than
theater. This is total sensory overload.� More proof, other Gay Days at Disney (captured on video),
open drug use, homosexual acts, nudity, fondling, Disney cast on stage performing homosexual

mailto:jb_bdm@yahoo.com
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positions plus testimony from families that witnessed pornographic movies being shown on a Disney
bus. This sort of thing has been going on with Disney since 1991!

So where is the outrage!? Janet Jackson bares a breast on TV while feigning sex and people get angry!
What makes the homosexual movement different? Are we becoming numb from the pro-homosexual
TV shows --and that makes it ok now? Are we getting our morals from anti-Christian Hollywood?

Hollywood, coupled with homosexuals use big money to further their agenda and unless we fight back
will bully the rest of us into acceptance! Homosexual activists say they are going to silence their
opposition! Now the so-called oppressed �victims� are becoming the oppressors! They will strip
away our religious freedoms, outlaw the Bible as a hate book (like Canada has now), penalize those
opposing their views (even when quoting the Bible properly) and possibly even jailing us! 

Think of your children and their future you are �destroying� by cowering to these bullies! One
major homosexual activist admittedly uses Hitler's propaganda and Nazi Brown Shirt strategies to
terrorize opponents! Homosexual advocates regularly label decent moral people as bigots,
homophobes, accusing us of �bashing� in spite of overwhelming evidence showing they are the
bigots! Is it irrational fear (phobia), or prejudice to stand against what you know is wrong and
immoral!? 

�The shock of these startling attempts to change marriage by judicial edict is all the more troubling
because they skirt the democratic process. This shreds the rule of law, excludes the people from this
fundamental debate and decision, and emboldens local officials to determine for themselves which
laws they will and will not enforce� (Jay Sekulow, ACLJ).

"The sacred institution of marriage should not be redefined by a few activist judges" (President Bush).

The majority must speak out, our silence assures the lies will be believed and OUR rights taken away!

Some of the Sources:

The APA quote:
http://www.traditionalvalues.org/pdf_files/TVCSpecialRptTransgenders1234.PDF 

Quotes of homosexual activists saying they are going to silence opposition (Me in this case) This link
is no longer active:
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2004/05/03/sd_lawmaker_plans_to_undergo_sex_change?
mode=PF 
Where Rapid City Councilman Tom Murphy stated: �He said he made his decision after someone
expressed hatred of gays in a letter to the editor. "I said it's time for me to make him quiet, just put
him to rest and let him know I'm around and where I stand," he said.�
--- and:
http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=38275 

http://www.traditionalvalues.org/pdf_files/TVCSpecialRptTransgenders1234.PDF
http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=38275
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�The head of a national homosexual organization is vowing to politically "punish," "terrify" and
"torture" activists who oppose his organization's agenda on "gay" rights � which he says would give
him "endless satisfaction." --- Matt Foreman, executive director of the National Gay & Lesbian Task
Force in Washington, D.C., made the comments in yesterday's edition of Between the Lines, a Detroit
area homosexual newsmagazine

Return To Our Home Page
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Stand Up For Morality!
Published August 31, 2001

In the Rapid City Journal, Rapid City South Dakota

Article by: John Beardsley e-mail: jb_bdm@yahoo.com
(As Submitted to the Rapid City Journal)

(Article may be used with permission)

Marriage by definition is the joining of a man and woman. Our society has not rightfully considered the moral and
social implications of homosexuals being joined. Changing the law based on emotion or feelings is a mistake no
matter how heartfelt they are.

If homosexual behavior is to be considered "normal" what does human science have to say about it? Are there
verifiable facts to support the contentions of the homosexual movement that their "orientation" is somehow
genetic? Like a person being born white or black, male or female? Should we fundamentally alter our society's
laws for a "chosen behavior"? If we make this paradigm shift, what behavior will someone want to normalize next?

As a Christian, I take great exception to Michael Coats' viewpoint (Forum, Aug. 25) that opposition to homosexuals
being Christian is solely based on a particular interpretation of scripture. If you are Christian, you either believe
what the Bible says condemning homosexuality, or you do not believe it and you are not Christian by definition.
The book of Romans 1 and 1 Corinthians 6:9 leaves no room for a person to be an unrepentant homosexual
Christian. Jesus came to call sinners unto repentance whether homosexual, adulterer, thief, and etc.

A case study, Bailey & Pillard, of twins tries to demonstrate that homosexuality is inherited, however: "This study
has been understood as a demonstration that homosexuality is genetic, but there are some real problems with that
conclusion. ... Whatever the answer, it is not genetic." - Dr. Robert A. Pyne. Another study done by Simon Levay
reveals possible abnormalities in the hypothalamus of homosexuals which researchers said needs replication.

According to an October 1996 panel at the American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG), "No conclusions can be
drawn from studies relating genetics to sexual orientation." The ASHG also warned against "'genetic determinism'
on the basis of today's fragmentary and sometimes contradictory findings."

No study has proven that homosexuality is genetic, hormonal or environmental! An article from Hastings Center
Report even challenges the science in key research studies that have suggested a genetic base for homosexuality!
The whole argument for genetic homosexuality is flawed. It is being pushed upon the public through the guise of
being "normal" insisting we must accept their behavior or suffer consequences, lawsuits! Homosexuals are pushing
an agenda, along with propaganda, attempting to redefine laws and making it a crime to have an opinion against
them! Calling anyone who stands against them as being hateful homophobic bigots!

The homosexual agenda is readily observed in the following Hollywood shows and more: "Veronica's Closet,"
"Head Over Heals," "413 Hope Street," "Profiler," "E.R.," "NYPD Blue," "Friends," "Spin City," "Mad About
You," "Party of Five," "The Simpsons," "The Larry Sanders Show," "Cybill," "Chicago Hope," "All My Children,"
"Nash Bridges," "Fraiser," "Unhappily Ever After" and "Babylon 5" (Source: Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation). This is not counting the infiltration of Disney by homosexuals!

The National Education Association has taken up the pro-homosexual agenda by encouraging schools to introduce
pro-homosexual materials and concepts to students. The National Gay Task Force has goals to remove all age of
consent laws, and to legalize same-sex marriages. More radical homosexual groups like ACT-UP and Queer Nation
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have even used more aggressiveness to further their agendas!

The fact is that humans are made up of male and female, just like God created them. Marriage is the monogamous
joining of male and female for the purpose of love, togetherness and procreation. As we all know there can be no
new humans without the involvement of a male sperm and a female egg. God fixed that as a natural law, and no
homosexual or lesbian can change it!

More Bible references condemning homosexual behavior: Leviticus 18:22-24, Leviticus 20:13. (Under Old
Testament Law the penalty was death, but in Christ there is grace for the repentant sinner.)

"And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of a woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with
men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompense of their error which was meet."
(Romans 1:27)

Is it bashing or arrogance to point out facts not acceptable to homosexuals? No more than for them to bash
Christians who speak the facts in public. Yes, homosexuals and lesbians must be loved as any other person is loved,
but their error does not have to be loved or accepted.

We pass laws against murder, rape, robbery and other social behaviors. We have also passed laws against immoral
behavior. However, a society that has become very immoral in behavior seeks to repeal the moral laws. It is time
for the people of this land who still love truth and biblical morality to rise up and oppose such notions as
homosexual marriage, and declare the facts!

Return To Our Home Page
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HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW
"We must have hate crime laws immediately!"

This cry comes from the east and from the west, from the north and from the south. It is heard on TV,
radio, in news papers and other forums of free speech. It is also heard in the halls of Washington, DC.
Why? Two young men murdered Matthew Shepard outside the city of Laramie, Wyoming. It is not as
though Wyoming has no laws to deal with murderers. It does. Murderers have been punished in
Wyoming since statehood. This murder, however, was supposed to be motivated by hate - hate for a
homosexual!

What "hate crime law" can stop a rapist who hates women? What "hate crime law" can stop hatred
which leads to spousal murder? What "hate crime law" can stop a drunk driver from killing on the
road? What "hate crime law" can stop a member of one race from murdering someone of another race?
What "hate crime law" can stop Arabs and Jews from killing each other in the Middle East?

Can "hate crime laws" stop smokers from hating those who try to stop them from smoking? Can "hate
crime laws" stop slobs from creating a mess for others to clean up? Can "hate crime laws" stop road
rage which results in highway shootings? Can "hate crime laws" stop hatred during strikes in the work
place? If hate could be stopped by a law, it would have been done ages ago. Hatred cannot be stopped
by a law any more than love can be enforced by a law.

It can be argued that the better way to use law to stop hatred is to post the Ten Commandments
everywhere in the land, even in the halls of schools and universities. One of the commandments
requires love - the only solution for hate. Another forbids murder! If these two commandments had
been enforced in Wyoming, Matthew Shepard would still be alive - without any "hate crime law." We
do not need "hate crime laws" when we have the Ten Commandments, but then some hate the Ten
Commandments! If the Ten Commandments were enforced, there would be no more hate crimes! Yet,
they are being pulled out of almost every place except churches and one judge's chamber in Alabama.

The atheist wants no law which attempts to make him love God or creationism; yet, some people think
they can pass laws which will force Christians to accept evolution as a fact without dispute or
argument. According to the Christian Law Association's "briefcase," one Idaho city's School Board
plans by 2003 to make it impossible for students to graduate from their science course unless they
accept evolution as a fact!. The only thing "hate crime laws" will do is make certain kinds of belief
and free speech unlawful. They will provide the power to punish Christians who disagree with, and
speak against, the "approved" belief system.

Christians were thrown to the lions in Rome, not because they were Christians, but because they
dared preach that Caesar was not a god. There exists now enough hatred toward Christians in this
country to throw them to the lions if laws allowed, simply because they speak for a higher moral
standard than some want to live. Our president committed sexual sins, lied about it, and before the
blue dress stained with his semen was brought to light to prove his guilt, his wife accused the
Christian Right of causing his problems. That, fellow Americans, is hatred!

Many have defended our lying president while they attack with hatred those who seek the truth for the
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sake of justice. It is some of the same who are demanding "hate crime laws," but, against whom will
they use them? Is there any doubt about that question? Such would fill our nation with gross
immorality, and use the "hate crime laws" to pass judgment and imprisonment upon anyone who dared
speak against their immoral behavior. This fact is before the American people even now!

What "hate crime laws" will stop the hatred James Carville has for Kenneth Starr and the Christian
Right, upon whom he has declared war? Kenneth Starr is even being accused by Susan McDougal's
defense lawyer of being behind her embezzlement case in California.

The way such "hate crime laws" would be written, Christians who continue to speak and write their
opinions about the homosexual life-style, will be thrown in jail in short order. The James Carvilles of
the nation will continue, without any punishment, to wage war against duly appointed judges with a
job to do, and against Christians on the Right who oppose lying and immorality in our White House.
The White House is ours as much as it is theirs, right? We are citizens, too!

Hatred and murder have been around since Cain and Abel. They were brothers! Cain hated Abel
because Abel's life-style was acceptable to God and his was not. Christians in general are being
blamed for the murder in Wyoming because they have exercised their free speech to express their
beliefs about the issue of life-style, and the consequences of life-styles. The truth is, there is as much
hatred for God, the Bible, and Bible-believers by some as there ever has been for homosexuals and
lesbians by some Christians. Do those who blame Christians for Matthew Shepard's murder love
Christians? Would their "hate crime laws" protect Christians' free speech who speak against
homosexuality as acceptable life-style? The answer is obvious in recent news reports!

When laws are written which violate free speech and freedom of expression of beliefs, this nation is in
grave danger of becoming a despotic nation. The homosexual and lesbian must be free to state their
beliefs and defend their position. Christians must also be free to use speech and the written page to
state and defend their beliefs. Neither, however, has the right to murder another human being and not
pay for that crime of murder, whatever the motive was for the murder!

"You can't legislate morality."

Many moral laws which have been on the books since nationhood, have been repealed under this same
argument. Leaving what? This cry is made by the opposition when legislators attempt to pass laws to
raise the standards of morals to a higher level. Can laws be written which will force someone not to
hate something or someone? No, no more than a law can be written which will force someone to love
something or someone. No law can make anyone love, or not hate, anyone or anything! Who will
determine what cannot be hated under "hate crime law" legislation? Who will have that power?

I hate what the homosexual and lesbian life-style has done, and is doing further, to my homeland! I
have that right, as much as I have the right to hate drunkenness and what it does to families and
nation. I hate what drugs are doing to my nation, too. "Hate crime laws" would punish me for my
hatred. I do not have to hate the drunkard, the drug-taker, nor the homosexual to hate the life-style. I
have never abused nor harmed nor murdered any homosexual or lesbian, nor will I in the future. My
respect for the sanctity of one's life is far greater than my hatred for one's life-style.

We are in a crises in this nation. It is a moral and a legal crises. We are legalizing behavior which has
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destroyed every nation before us. "Hate crime laws" will legalize hatred toward those who oppose the
"new morality." We are on a collision course with a sad destiny if we do not see what is happening to
us.

I would chose jail before I would give up my freedom to declare my beliefs and convictions on a
matter. "Hate crime laws" will do more to destroy these freedoms than one can imagine, except those
who know what they really want to accomplish with such laws. In the spirit of Patrick Henry, I say,
"Give me liberty [freedom of belief and public expression of those beliefs] or give me death." Let one
of the greatest world leaders ever in human history, King David, state the case:

Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law? (Psalms
94:20)

There is very real "mischief" in the "hate crime laws" being demanded because of the murder of
Matthew Shepard in Wyoming. Use the death penalty for those murderers, but do not tamper with
freedom by passing "hate crime laws."

Pastor H. Wayne Williams 
Liberty Baptist Tabernacle Rapid City, SD 
E-Mail Address: pastorhwaynewilliams@earthlink.net

Church Address:
1515 Space Ave.
Rapid City, SD 57701

Return To Our Home Page
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David danced and so can I!
 -Another lame excuse of c-rockers to behave like the world.

In my ever growing experience in dealing with so called Christian rockers (C-rockers) and the like, I have run
across yet one more excuse for them to defend their worldly behavior. As is almost always the case, the person
wanting to defend their pet sin seeks to rationalize it using scripture. In this case it is to defend their worldly
dancing, body-surfing, moshing and head-banging being used in their concerts:

2 Samuel 6:14 "And David danced before the LORD with all his might; and David was girded with a linen ephod."

To top this off, the argument that David was almost naked for this dancing! The verse makes it clear he was
wearing a priest's linen ephod and as you will see in the following scripture that is NOT all!

1 Chronicles 15:27 "And David was clothed with a robe of fine linen, and all the Levites that bare the ark, and the
singers, and Chenaniah the master of the song with the singers: David also had upon him an ephod of linen."

No where in these scriptures does David uncontrollably flail his body around into others, nor do those
around him pick him up and pass him around in their hands and we certainly do not see him dancing
together with others. In fact, a closer study of dancing on the Old Testament reveals the dancing was a "whirling"
nothing like what is being practiced at concerts today. Further, Michal despises David not recognizing David's
joyful worship of God that is expressing itself in a controlled way but mightily! How ANYONE can take and
pervert these scriptures to support the behavior of worldly uncontrolled dancing, body-surfing, moshing and head-
banging commits the same sort of blasphemous act as Michal! (unless you want to count the guards or police for
crowd control!) We are first hand witnesses to a small part of what is taking place at these so called Christian
concerts and the "dancing" taking place is not in worship but emotional hype and is most often sexual in nature -the
complete opposite of what the Bible teaches.

It appears the c-rock & CCM crowd will go to any length to defend their sacred cow, certainly we will hear from
many a c-rocker or CCMer for shedding a little light in this area but the whole filthy industry of marketing our God
in sounding like their worldly counterparts needs to be exposed to the truth. What they are doing is wrong and
without defense in scripture.

Links Exposing Christian Rock's True Nature

Or
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Hello!? Is Anybody Out There?
- Just How Big is the Universe?
- By John A Beardsley III

The Bible says:

Genesis 15:5 

"And he brought him forth abroad, and said, Look now toward heaven,
and tell the stars, if thou be able to number them: and he said unto him, So
shall thy seed be."

Here are some deep thoughts: Is the universe bigger then what we can see?
Are we short-sighted? Yes! Our eyes and telescopes are too weak to see how
big the universe is. Do you believe God created what we call the universe?  
Or do you think these galaxies just exploded into existence from nothing? Or
is the universe much smaller than we know and God much greater than we
understand?  Are there only three dimensions or do realms exist beyond
human comprehension?

Could our lack of vision of all creation, only allow us to see a small part of
what’s "out there?"   These questions and many more go through the minds
of some in this day that science fails to explain how vast the known universe
is.

So many look at themselves as the center of the universe, truly an example of
how empty humans are when looking into the vastness of space, ---
demonstrating the feeble human condition on the intellectual level!

So many are willing to believe and even conclude that there IS alien life "out
there" not acknowledging the distances you must travel that must defy all
understanding of time and space to reach them or for them to reach us, ---
otherwise it would take thousands of years!

Back to reality from the "world" of science fiction, to date there is still no
proof AT ALL of life "out there" yet in spite of that science fiction movies
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abound to fill that gap in our hearts and minds.  The fact is without God, you
must make a giant leap of faith ---Science fiction is putting faith where there
is no hope.  But don’t tell the "UFO-ologists" that! (Those are the real kooks
chasing Unidentified Flying Objects for a reason for life)

If there is any truth to UFOs this verse gives you the source, Satan!

Ephesians 2:2
"Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh
in the children of disobedience:"

This shouldn’t surprise you if you read your Bible what better way to deceive
the masses!!!

2 Thessalonians 2:9
"Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and
signs and lying wonders,"

Today’s science fiction is more a false religion and fantasy revealing a truth
of the human condition, --- without God in the picture of the universe, visible
and invisible the universe is indeed a very, very large empty place!  The day
has come reader, I have to tell you, the force is NOT with you! I realize I
just dashed to bits another childhood dream but better learning it here then
learning the truth before God!

Romans 1:20-22
"For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power
and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: Because that, when they
knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but
became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened.
Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,"

How desperately we seek to find something to hope in, something to have
faith in, instead of seeking the face of God who made the universe!
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The size of the universe should boggle the mind of any rationale human
being.  From the smallest particles to the biggest objects visible in the
cosmos.  On Earth, from the simplest life form, to the human being.  Frankly,
I am aghast that any human can really believe that it is all "by chance." Or
other ridiculous notions that we were "planted" here by some alien race!
Where’s the proof?  It doesn’t exist except in vain and foolish minds, who
seek to deny the existence of God.  We have indeed become fools if we deny
there was even a creator "God."

Psalms 53:1
<<To the chief Musician upon Mahalath, Maschil, A Psalm of David.>>
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. Corrupt are they, and
have done abominable iniquity: there is none that doeth good.

Are we foolish enough to blindly leap in faith that there is some benevolent
alien being out there watching over Earth affairs that’s keeping us from
destroying it?

Do we grasp and live by the concept that the universe is just part of some
greater "circle of life" expanding and contracting over and over --- and has
always been in existence? 

Dr. Stan Swinney, (a real) retired NASA scientist (designer of the space
shuttle cockpit, the laser technology in guided smart bombs, and many other
things), describes this amazing number as follows: 
"If a man could count 20 numbers per second, it would take 100 million
billion years to count the known stars."

Psalm 147:4-5 

"He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth them all by their names.
Great is our Lord, and of great power: his understanding is infinite."

Even the atheist and humanist cannot fully grasp the size of the universe and
neither can this writer. So how can we be so arrogant to deny the possibility
that there is a God who created everything? ---This is the same argument
used by those who put stock in the alien theories! Couldn’t it be that all we
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see was created to point to a God of infinite wisdom and power?!  Can we
honestly say we know enough to deny the existence of God?  --- How much
knowledge is enough? Our science only can grasp the most basic items of the
world, yet we pretend we have the answers to life?!   Science changes almost
daily on topics like evolution, even those who believe evolution cannot agree
on all pertinent aspects!  How absurd to demand people believe evolution is
true then!

II Peter 3: 3-13
"Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking
after their own lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for
since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the
beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by
the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the
water and in the water: Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed
with water, perished: But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the
same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment
and perdition of ungodly men. But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one
thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one day. The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some
men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance. But the day of the
Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the
earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing then
that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to
be in all holy conversation and godliness, Looking for and hasting unto the
coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be
dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we,
according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness."

Matthew 24:29
"Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened,
and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven,
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and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken:"

Here’s a thought for these science fiction followers to chew on.   Put verses
like the ones above into the mix and imagine what could, make the "elements
shall melt with fervent heat,"  "And the stars shall fall from heaven." Could it
be what we are witnessing in the "cosmos" is our future destruction? Could
the phenomena of "Black Holes" be the hand of God holding back the
destruction foretold in scriptures? Or some other thing in space?   Perhaps. 
The world seems to love a good horror movie and one day its going to get
horror in full color as it happens to them! 

Consider this: Is it easier to believe that there is a God out there who created
all things OR that everything is "by chance?" What are you going to put your
faith in? Now using logic, if you believe there is a God out there didn’t He go
to a lot of trouble to create everything? Is it not sound reasoning to think that
He may have provided some form of communication with us? --- This isn’t
too far fetched compared to those supposed "alien" contacts our scientists
search for!!! Test what the Bible teaches, search its truth for yourself and see
what a great God has done! When you do, you find Him to be true! Many
great men and women have made this discovery when they sought to
challenge the scriptures but instead of revealing a lie, they found a Creator
and Savior! Don’t let your finite mind deceive you into thinking there is no
God, pray that your eyes would be opened to the truth today!

Hebrews 8:1 
"Now of the things which we have spoken this is the sum: We have such
an high priest, who is set on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in
the heavens;"

--- He made the universe, is there any task too small or too great for Him?
My "universe" got a whole lot bigger and brighter the day Jesus Christ
became my Savior, my Lord and my God! I am empty no more!

Revised 7/17/99
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Onward Followers of the Christ!?

In the search of knowing
Whence we came

We find a road most traveled
Not knowing where it goes

We just follow it with a feeling,
--- That we think is right.

 
Sensing there must be some force driving us on this road,

We make it how we live,
We walk along on it but whether it is real or fiction we cannot tell,

--- Surround it with our personal beliefs and make it our faith.
 

To protect how we feel we write books of comfort
Persuading others to come along,

--- So we can all go together down this road most traveled.
 

It maybe without reason we march down the road
But we cannot tell it just seems the only way to go,

We hear words of religion but do not want to hear any word of a place called Hell!
We look to each other to support our cause,

--- Not knowing what we believe is a god we have made in our minds.
 

We are without condemnation of those who act on their base or vile passions,
Freedom from the tyranny of religion is what we preach!

We make leaders of those who extol that nature most
with their books, conferences and fine speech!

--- We especially love those who are bold finding a greater experience!
 

 Are we the real fools who thinking ourselves wise
While stating how we hate religion but love Jesus?

--- Or is it you that is unwise!?
 

Our leaders are not afraid to say what they feel,
And quick to point out truth is too ambiguous to be defined!
--- We can show how our critics are too rigid, stiff and blind!

 
We clear our minds to new ideas and experience,

We write and sell more of our books than any of you,
--- Who dares to say what we write is unfounded or baseless lies!?
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Truth is relative and experience opens the mind,
--- But our detractors rely solely on a Bible - as if God could be so confined!

 
Since we’ve been marching on this road most traveled for some time,

We have found the true way! Don't you see?
It is our critics you must watch out for

With their trappings of a reality!
 

Onward Followers March!
Oppose any who would just use that Bible alone!

Those people are so narrow to think,
You do not know what is right for your heart!

--- They are not interpreting the Bible in the light!
 

Our numbers are growing!
How can they not see God is with us!?

Come with us!
--- Follow your feelings, intuitions and experience!

 
We are emerging into light! Can you feel it shine on you?

--- We are followers of the Christ!
 

We are on the road most traveled,
Not really knowing where it goes,

We feel we should somewhere deep inside, maybe,
But we don't question why or what we actually follow,

--- Because we are strong and walk the path we say is right!
 

We may sense there is be some force behind it,
We call upon its name from time to time,

We made it our god, we may even call it Christ,
We surround it with our personal beliefs,

--- It is truly our religion but please don’t call it that!
 

We protect how we feel with our written words of comfort and
We even have our own Bible or redefine one to fit.
We march boldly forward daring any to oppose,

Showing them to be haters,
 --- As we go together down this road most traveled.

By John Beardsley 1/14/12

Matthew 7:13 "Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide [is] the gate, and broad [is] the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:"
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Why I Knock so-called "Christian" Rock (C-Rock)

After debating on numerous occasions with this group of people who most often identify themselves as "C-rockers"
I started seeing a dangerous trend in their defense. My purpose in putting this web page article together is to assist
Christians that are serious in defending their churches against this wile of our adversary.  Nothing in my walk with
my Lord for some 18+ years now has been more divisive an issue than music, in particular so called "Christian"
Rock and CCM music. -- That is why I believe an article such as this one is so badly needed. 

(NOTE: If you are a C-rocker reading this I make no apologies for the offense it will inflict
on your heart, this article unequivocally destroys the C-rock defense, because the Bible,

NOT John Beardsley judges it as wrong.)

1. The Rationales of C-rockers Defending Their Sacred Cow: 
Outrageous quotes from various individuals who have visited our site
(copies of e-mails on file) Remarks in Blue mine:

-- Consider next two messages together:
"I really do not understand how you can say that rock that glorifies Christ is bad. I like to mosh. I like to headbang.
And I like to worship Christ. We have different ways of worshipping. I can worship and have fun at the same
time."

"As far as the crowd surfing and "jumping around," as you call it, goes, they are no indication of someone's spiritual
state. We are free to celebrate God in ANY form of music or dance, provided that people do not get abused or
hurt."

--You won't find this in scriptures! Funny how so many c-rockers apply their behavior and music to the Bible
but the Bible offers them condemnation not accommodation for their behavior! This line of thinking is common
throughout these quotes. Here are just a couple of verses that condemn this sort of outrageous behavior:

1 Corinthians 7:1 "Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: It is good for a man not to touch a
woman."
(In answer to the ridiculous notion that this verse only applies to the act of sex in a sinful manner the Bible
disagrees with you, it includes the practices of the heathen you cannot separate this practice of heathens in rock
concerts and "Christianize" it.)

Romans 12:2 "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

"About the body surfing; you have taken the verse about a man not touching a woman far out of context; the verse
speaks of sexual touching; casual touching, as far as I know, is not sinful. (If I am wrong, then should a man and
woman not shake hands?)"
--Bodysurfing is certainly NO handshake! You need to examine 1 Co. 7:1 more closely!

"What is biblically wrong with earrings, colored hair, and loud music? Please explain to me because I do not
understand where you are coming up with your information. I am 18 years old and have had more colors of hair
than God put in the rainbow. I have also had several ear piercings and a belly button piercing. I don't believe these
things did anything to hindrance my relationship with God and in fact had a positive impact on my witnessing to
others."
-- How then are you different from the world? I do not believe you are making a lasting difference conforming
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to the world, and your outward appearance is an affront to what scriptures teach no matter how you justify it.

"I'm just saying watch what you say. Because not all of us are OK with the kind of music I can imagine you listen
to which scares me!"
--Hmmm, "psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord;" pretty
scary stuff! Here's a link to help find some of that "scary stuff" the Bible talks of: 
"HELPFUL MUSIC RESOURCES" http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/helpful.htm

"I would just like to state that there are MANY Christian rock groups that have nothing but edifying lyrics and there
are many common hymns (Such as 'How Marvelous') which contain lyrics which defeat the entire purpose of the
gospel (Plus Christian Rock Lyrics don't require a master's degree in English to understand)."
--This person is as bad as another who tears apart "Amazing Grace!" Christian rock lyrics are quite so abstract
or vague that they can be interpreted a number of ways as demonstrated on our site.

"DC Talk does incorporate into their concerts many elements also found in secular music. However, these elements
themselves are not necessarily contrary to the teachings of Christ."
-- Point made for me by a c-rocker!

--These next three separate messages consider together:
"The merchandise there was relative to all Christian products. All Christian items are more expensive than secular
items. Even the Holy Bible. The reason they are promoting themselves is that they are using it as a witnessing tool.
Christian teens can buy shirts and what not show them to their non Christian friends and share to them the message
of the group, which is the message that Jesus has told us to share with the world."

"One thing that I would like to challenge is the notion that c-rock is about money. Let me tell you that Christian
music is not where the money is, and to suggest that is simply not accurate. Are their cases of ministries coveting
money unjustly? Of course there are, and I don't think that it has a stronghold on just the CCM industry."

"It is sad that you think it is all about money. I cannot believe the innuendoes made in the article about how
Christian rock bands are in it mostly for the money. Once again - a judgment - and a false one at that."
--I'll let the one billion false dollars made by the CCM and C-rock industry answer those remarks on money!
Plus I refer you to the reviews of what their message was and what they are selling! 

"There are some excellent Christian "rock" bands out there who play very theologically correct music, i.e.
Tourniquet's song "Sola Christus"" 
-- This band defended here called "Tourniquet" really does some pretty nasty stuff! LOOK:
"Tourniquet recently toured with anti-Christ band Atheist! Tourniquet is scheduled to play the Milwaukee Metal
Festival. They'll share the stage with such ungodly groups as Deicide and Morbid Angel, Deicide (whose name
means the death of God) are hard-core Satanists. Deicide has an album titled "Once Upon the Cross", the cover
shows a cloth covering the crucified Lord Jesus Christ with blood from each wound. On the inside of the album
they have taken the Lord Jesus Christ and cut Him open and are in the process of removing His insides! And
Tourniquet is going to share the stage with such an ungodly, wicked Christ-hating bunch! And Tourniquet has the
audacity to claim to be a follower of Jesus Christ! And don't tell me about being a witness, or a light in a dark
place — the Bible is clear! Ephesians 5:11 says, "And have NO FELLOWSHIP with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather REPROVE THEM." SOURCE: CHRISTIAN ROCK: Blessing or Blasphemy?
<http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

"For over six years I have wondered if a band would ever again be as big as Stryper was. It now seems that that
time has come, with the arrival of DC Talk."
-- Again the bands defended here "Stryper" and "DC Talk" are just as bad! LOOK:
"Stryper is not exactly "good little Christian boys." In 1989 Stryper toured with secular rockers White Lion.
Drummer, Greg D Angelo, says, "We threw a party . . . About two in the morning ROBERT SWEET WAS
WHACKED! DRUNK! He was being dragged around on his tiptoes by two women holding him up!" (RIP, June,
1989, p.41) Stryper also toured with the perverted secular group WASP (whose name stands for We Are Sex
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Perverts). WASP singer Blackie Lawless drinks blood on stage from a human skull. WASP spreads their satanic
message, as they tell young people the vicious lie that Lucifer loves them much they're drunk on his love and magic,
in "Sleeping in the Fire":"  SOURCE: CHRISTIAN ROCK: Blessing or Blasphemy?
<http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

DC Talk (since these guys are very popular I am going to share a bit more about them) goto:

Right from the Mouths of DC Talk

And for more than you might want to know goto: " Blessing or Blasphemy?" <http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

A couple of samples: "The concert mosh pit is full and frantic, with enough pogoing an body-surfing to frighten
even the hippest of parents. The three DC Talk members all take turns at stage diving and body-surfing; security
must extract each from the crowd. Mr. McKeehan makes the most daring effort-a jump from a 12-foot high
stack of stage speakers into the mosh pit."

""Jesus Freak" was directed by an Englishman named Simon Maxwell. And who is Simon Maxwell? Simon
Maxwell is video director for the satanic and blasphemous Nine Inch Nails! DC Talk openly admits to
watching one of Nine Inch Nails videos, and liked Maxwell's style. "We had seen some of Simon's work with
Nine Inch Nails", says DC Talk vocalist Toby McKeehan. "HIS STYLE APPEALED TO US.""

"It's an odd paring, but Christian act DC Talk has teamed up with Simon Maxwell, known for his direction
on Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt," for one of the most progressive religious music clips ever released."
Please look at the links above, there is PLENTY of proof! Onto the next quote:

"Excuse for Christians to Rock?" and I am appalled at your criticism of what I believe to be a very GOOD thing.
As a music lover, I own over 150 CD's--ranging from classical to heavy metal. Very few of them are of Christian
music. But of all the music I own I consider "Jesus Freak" by D.C. Talk one of the BEST albums I have. And that
is not based solely on musical quality, but rather, because of the deep spiritual message the album proclaims."
-- If groups like "Tourniquet," "Stryper and "DC Talk" are examples of good c-rock, I would dread to see bad!
Sadly, yes there is even worse in the name of Christianity!

-- Consider next two messages together
"You said that this kind of music was not Christian music because it was loud. Hello? Even if it is loud, it's a praise
to Jesus."

"I would like to bring up about your article.  First, the loudness. Frankly put, some people like loud music, some
like soft. Some people like living in loud cities, others in the quiet country. Whatever  The police is there for
everybody's protection, not that a fight may break out, but that accidents do happen. Police are also at anti-abortion
rallies, but does that mean that they are wrong?"
-- Another common form of attack of c-rockers, accuse me of things I never said. I will say there is a very
serious problem if ANY music is literally deafening, remembering the body should be treated as a temple for the
Holy Spirit. To listen to music that loud is to abuse your body! As to the "Hello?" I hear fine, but I can't say the
same for avid c-rockers!

"1 Corinthians 6:19 What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which
ye have of God, and ye are not your own?"

-- Consider next three messages together:
"Do you go just to find fault? The whole exercise seems like a waste of time and effort. If C-rock is not your
scene, then go to a traditional hymn recital."

"If I am to accept your arguments ( and who am I to dispute them? ), then Christianity is about conforming to
conservative traditionalism, where cool music, dancing, modern dress, freedom of expression, and the freedom to
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challenge and explore new ideas are all frowned upon. It is a place where freedom to be oneself is not welcomed."

"I am writing in response to your article on Christian rock music. You seem to expect every Christian song to
resemble those found in the hymnals at church. I am a college student, and if it were not for Christian rap and rock
I would not listen to Christian music. You said that the score should not overshadow the lyrics, but I do not
understand this."
-- Interesting stereotype used often to detract from the issue of c-rock, also untrue.

"You know what? I have been reading through some of your propaganda. And I think you may have actually
missed some "unscriptural" doctrines out there. Like using toilet paper and driving a car." 
-- "Propaganda?" Sharing what the Bible teaches? Oh well if its "propaganda" I didn't write it in the Bible,
God did!!!

"I just read your review of the Newsboys/Third Day concert and must say I am not surprised to find much of the
same judgmental attitude of the DC Talk review."
--- Another very common ploy used by c-rockers, shoot the messenger, and offer no proof of their accusations! 

"As a youth leader and deacon in my church I have to say that I not only enjoy the music of both of these groups
[DC Talk & Newsboys] but I heartily endorse them and use their material in teaching my Sunday School class on
occasion."
---As a Sunday school teacher and youth leader myself I have one thing to say to this remark, AHHH! This
person is in church leadership! Now that I find pretty scary!!!

"I have only one question; if DC Talk and other Christian bands are so bad then how can a man like Billy Graham
associate himself and the ministry that he has been blessed with the likes of DC Talk and still call himself a
credible preacher."
---Is Graham a Biblically sound preacher? Sorry to say no he is not. 
Go to this link to learn more:   http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/graham/

"I find your web page utterly repulsive. You are the prime example of a modern day Pharisee."
--- And yet another accusation often used with NO PROOF, its easy for c-rockers to call names just don't expect
any substantive proof to back it up.  I often remind c-rockers who the Pharisees were, the religious leaders of
Jesus' day well known for adding and taking away from scriptures to THEIR ADVANTAGE, like those exposed
on our web site!

"I am sorry to hear you condemn so many moves of God. Be careful not to judge God's anointed. You may be
hindering the work of the Holy Spirit." 
--- And yes, another accusation. But if one reads what is shared, the truth is God has already judged the
behavior exposed on our site, so it cannot be from God to begin with! 

"For one thing, I am not a fan of the Newsboys--as a matter of fact, I prefer a harder style of music. I do, however,
have their "Take Me to your Leader" CD and I appreciate the stand they take for Jesus Christ. That is why I feel I
should defend them--they are my brothers in Christ and do not deserve to have their ministry shot down by a
holier-than-thou highbrow like yourself. [Emphasis in italics/underline mine]
---What stand did the Newsboys take? I refer you to our review on them to see for yourself But it doesn't stop
there! Here's more from this same person:

"I am distorting NOTHING that the Bible says; you, however, seem to have a knack for taking things out of
context and reproducing them as absolute truth. Everything I do, I do to the glory of God....whether I am
worshipping in a church service, reading the Bible, or picking up my bass guitar and singing in my rock band. Rock
music is nothing more than the popular music of today, just as hymns were the popular music of the day when they
were written. You are not the one to tell me what type of music glorifies God and what does not--I believe that He
would know that better than you, and I feel that I am glorifying Him in what I do, as are the Newsboys and many
other Christian bands. And if rebellion against parents and God is a side effect of "evil" Christian rock music, it
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must have passed me by." (Italics emphasis mine)
-- This describes the majority of  c-rockers better then any of the others above. It clearly demonstrates their
defense, their rationale is nothing more than excuses!!! Everything we have exposed gets twisted and turned into
a defense for c-rock, no matter how many scriptures, no matter that we witnessed some of the insane behavior
for ourselves.  Frankly, it is like dealing with cult members and homosexuals who twist scriptures to defend their
doctrines and behaviors that the Bible condemns. These are indeed days described in scriptures: 2 Ti 4!

"I think it commendable that you are taking the effort to express your beliefs. But, I have a hard time with this
method. I believe you are trying to do what is right in your eyes but you seem to have forgotten "What Would Jesus
DO?""
--- Indeed! What would Jesus Do?  I'll let scriptures answer as He probably would: Perhaps Jesus would quote
these scriptures with many others like them!

Body-surfing, head-banging and moshing? Violates:
1 Corinthians 7:1 Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: It is good for a man not to touch a
woman. (Discussed above).

Also consider:
Matthew 7:18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.

2 Corinthians 6:17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean thing; and I will receive you,

Romans 16:17 Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them.

The key: "Beware of the leaven!" Tossing out c-rock is tossing out the leavened bread and does not fit that
popular cliche' of "throw the baby out with the bath water" which is often used by c-rockers in order to excuse
their outrageous behavior and rebellious music.

2. The Rationales are really excuses to Rock!

Where do we stop making excuses for C-Rock and CCM!? It is obvious from the quotes above that the c-rockers
are NOT in agreement on the intensity of their music and behavior --- where do you draw the line?  They simply
refer it to a matter of taste in spite of overwhelming evidence that what they are doing is Biblically wrong. They
turn and accuse me of judging their music and they accuse me of "only singing hymns" when they do not know me
and know the great love of Godly music I have. C-rockers attempt to confuse the issue and attack my person!.

For the point of argument , say I swallow their "pill" of c-rock is OK, where does the music I listen to stop being
Christian music and start being unchristian? How much of the behavior documented on our site and others
linked to it has to occur at the c-rock concerts before its wrong and sinful? How many more "new"
Christian things copying the world's secular ungodly, antichristian music can be employed before it violates
the Bible about conforming to this world?  These are frank and honest questions that c-rockers offer NO
consistent or substantive answer to, because Biblically they have nothing to stand on! C-rockers have crossed lines
set in scripture by God, not by me. Its anyone's guess how far c-rock can go! I've seen enough out here on the
Internet to KNOW what I am saying here is completely true, the varying degree of these c-rockers and rockers
alike prove it for me.

No Biblical discernment is used or desired by c-rockers as the quotes above demonstrate.  There is no defense to
the behavior at these concerts because they do conform to the world. They do not rightly divide scriptures, they
"proof text" scripture (approach scriptures with a preconceived thought of defending a behavior and making it fit). 
Anytime any of us sin intentionally we often try and justify it in such a manner, but then the Holy Spirit lets us
know we are being disobedient and if we are God's children we repent. C-rockers don't repent, but in fact laud their
behavior as wholesome and Christian!  This is why I refer to other debates I have had in the past with cult members
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and homosexuals; they too use the same methodology and logic to defend their behaviors and teachings!  As the
quotes above demonstrate over and over they have no proof, no scripture to defend their outrageous behavior! Just
for a second, try and imagine a concert like one of those described, say a "Tourniquet" concert was held some 100
years ago, would it be tolerated by God fearing Christians? No!! So why do we tolerate these workers of Satan
now? Why do we allow our teens to listen to music that turns their hearts away from God and to the world --
-even despising godly hymns!   Pastors and/or parents, we must stop the move of this music into our churches and
it must start in the homes. 

Here is an example of the damage c-rock and CCM causes:
"And I don't want to have to be that way to my friends that listen to that music because they won't want to be my
friends anymore if I am mean to them. are they going to hell for that music? I think they are good Christian people.
I'm really confused, can you help?"

Confused? Consider the author of the confusion, CCM and C-rock are "new" in the church and NOT
supported Biblically. Confusion comes from our adversary Satan.

1 Corinthians 14:33 "For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of the saints."

This e-mail quoted is another typical one we get, the confusion caused by C-rock and CCM sends some of our kids
into a tailspin.  Who will this one follow? His friends or Godly instruction? Parents, wake up!!! C-rock and CCM
is in MOST of our churches and along with it the a ton of other baggage!!!  This is not an alarmist cry!  I have
provided only a little of the proof revealing the true spirit of C-rock and CCM.   C-rock and CCM are completely
tied to the other so called "movements" of God invading the church such as the Charismatic Movement, Laughter
Movement (Much of C-rock and CCM got their starts with the Vineyard), Ecumenical Movement link here:
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/contemporarychristian.htm, and numerous false teachers!

I hope this article has helped you learn what not to give your children.  Don't pollute them with the world's ways:

James 1:27
"Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction,
and to keep himself unspotted from the world."

3. The Kind of Faith Christians are called to exhibit:
The concerts such as DC Talk and etc., totally violate that our faith is to be a sober faith: (Being sober means not
only not drinking or drugs!) 
1 Thessalonians 5:6 "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be sober."

1 Thessalonians 5:8 "But let us, who are of the day, be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith and love; and for
an helmet, the hope of salvation."

Titus 1:8 "But a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate;"

Titus 2:2 "That the aged men be sober, grave, temperate, sound in faith, in charity, in patience."

Titus 2:6 "Young men likewise exhort to be sober minded."

1 Peter 1:13 "Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be
brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ;"

1 Peter 4:7 "But the end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober, and watch unto prayer."

1 Peter 5:8 "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour:"

Only two of the references are in regards to getting drunk with wine. A further study of what the Bible is
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saying shows sober to mean:

"to be of sound mind, to be in one's right mind, to exercise self control, to put a moderate estimate upon one's self,
to curb one's passions, be in right mind, to be calm and collected in spirit, to be temperate, dispassionate,
circumspect, of a sound mind, sane, in one's senses, curbing one's desires and impulses, self-controlled, temperate."

I think that more than makes the point. The C-rock/CCM crowd often encourages and participates in outrageous and
even insane behavior completely violating this principle in the name of "fun" again as shown in the articles
exposing the C-rock/CCM crowd. Please look at the other links exposing so called "Christian Rock & CCM" from
our site.

Information compiled:
January 1, 1999 by John Beardsley (Minor revisions and corrections on 12/7/2008) 

Please DO NOT COPY OR RE-POST on other Internet sites without our express permission.
  However, we invite you to link to our site as you need,
A link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way.

Return To Our Home Page
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To Sin to Reach a Sinner?!
– An Ode to C-Rockers and the like
…in answer to their many lies and distortions of God’s Holy Word.

Did Christ become a sinner to reach us? 
Or did he endure the cross to bring salvation? 
Did Jesus say go and sin to be saved from sin? 
Or go and sin no more?

John 8:11 "She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more."
Matthew 16:24 "Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up
his cross, and follow me."

What are we to believe friend? 
Do we walk with the world? 
Or do we walk in the world ever apart from it?

2 Corinthians 6:14,17 "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath
righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?" 17 "Wherefore come out from
among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you,"

Do we take on their appearance look and style,
When it compromises the Word in which we say believe?
Do we make ourselves to conform with others, 
When it causes some to stumble?

Romans 12:2 "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

Is it so difficult just to trust and obey friend?
Is it so hard to believe God's Word is true, 
Since you claim to believe in the same Jesus I do?

Acts 5:29 "Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said, We ought to obey God rather than men."

Don't you see what you are doing?
Don't you see the pain you are causing?
Don't you care for the parents that are crying?
As you always say to me, "What would Jesus do?"
Indeed, what would He do!

Matthew 18:6 "But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea." 
1 Corinthians 8:9 "But take heed lest by any means this liberty of yours become a stumblingblock to them that are
weak."
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1 Peter 4:17 "For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what
shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?"

Why must you have it your way?
Why not accept the scriptures for what they say,what God says.
And you call me "unloving!?" ---Where is "your" love for God!?
I cannot stop you from sinning to reach the sinner, 
I only stand against you as a witness, 
Your behavior is abominable, 
Your appearance is of the world yet you claim you are "Christian," 
Beware! Your walk is as children of disobedience ---to the Bible you claim as true!

Ephesians 5:6-11 "Let no man deceive you with vain words: for because of these things cometh the wrath of God
upon the children of disobedience. Be not ye therefore partakers with them. For ye were sometimes darkness, but
now are ye light in the Lord: walk as children of light: (For the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth;) Proving what is acceptable unto the Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, but rather reprove them."

Romans 16:17-18 "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their
own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple."

John Beardsley 3/13/99

Links Exposing Christian Rock's True Nature:
Bible Believers' Resource Page

Topic : Christian? Rock

Or

Return To Our Home Page
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"I can of my own self do nothing: as I hear I judge: and my judgment is just: because I seek not mine
own will, but the will of the Father which hath sent me." John 5:30

The Church Upon We Rock?
(Following the concepts of today’s "Revival" ) A fictional story using various pieces of things
actually taking place in so called "Christian Rock" concerts and in churchs!!! It can be a
glimpse into the near future!!!

One day I turned on my TV and I got an invitation to come and hear of a faith that promised to
rebuild me inside. These guys looked just like me with their long two tone hair, and earrings! I had
really been hurting these past few months since my father died, nothing really made sense and I was
tired of the party life. Drugs and alcohol were just making me feel worse, even suicide seemed like a
good choice! My rock and roll only deepened my depression. There was no hope in the music or in
the words and the beat of the bass just thundered in my head.

I went to a church that Saturday and wow what a church it was! As I approached the door a gentleman
said that will be twenty dollars please. I handed him the money and went and found my seat. Much
like the rock concerts I attended, the musical stage was elaborate with lots of speakers and lights! I
thought, surely this is a new kind of church, they must have what I need.

As the service began, an announcer/comedian came up and told a few corny jokes and then a band
came on stage. The lights dimmed and the drummer began the beat --- I found myself asking what’s
the difference from the other concerts I would attend? Just like a rock concert the audience rushed
forward and pressed against the stage and began to jump with the beat. They would be singing but I
could hardly hear the words; occasionally I would hear them say the name of Jesus or just to "shine."
The words really didn’t make sense; but Oh well, who cares, they rhymed almost!

I saw a man with a big fat belly
It moved like a bowl of jello
It was hard to understand what he said
Because I had to move to see his head
Jesus Saves is what he ranted in a typical suit and tie
As he stood on a box in the city
Claiming he knows the way

They had an unplugged session where they told me how people stumble and will disappoint me and
how there is someone who never will. I could assume they were talking about Jesus but they didn’t
say how to know Him.

The next part of the service, much to my surprise, was made up of several entertaining skits about life
being a "process" with Jesus at the head. That our problem wasn’t our sin but a low esteem of
ourselves and how we should forgive God that we have harbored wrong feelings in our inner child. An
announcer spoke of the great revival we are witnessing and how God gave one of their members a
vision of tweety bird laying an egg! I laughed thinking this lady has got to be kidding! But she said,
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"Indeed these are serious times!" And concluded in saying we should be sure to get our "What Would
Jesus Do" (WWJD) bracelets before we leave.

The band returned for a second session they said would be worship and what worship it was! As the
audience got wild some people started dropping to the floor as if they were dead while others
screamed aloud "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus!" Another next to me started babbling a repetitive sound and
another crowed like a rooster! What is this place I have come into! Not even the rock concerts could
compare! These people are either mad or have a few screws loose! The wild music then switched to
bizarre as a music video started behind them and the audience of those still standing were mesmerized
by the music and the lights.

Before it was all over, just like the concerts I’m used to attending, the band would rev our emotions
up on high and got a good mosh pit going! There I was up by the front, and whoa! Look at this girl
being body surfed across the crowd and they’re rolling her all around! Even the band joined in the
fray, stage diving into the crowd… was that someone on a stretcher being taken out?!

Before they stopped I moved back to my seat – everyone was oblivious to me, a lost soul! I watched
and listened intently when the band members and announcers had spoken, but I was agonizing inside
still. Who is Jesus? What did he do? How can I know Him and learn of His truth?

All they told me was to ask someone around me as they were heading out, but how do I talk to a
stranger to find the answers. Isn’t that what the people conducting the service are there for? As I left
the auditorium I saw people crowded around tables buying and selling – maybe there I can learn more;
I thought! I pressed my way through only to be disappointed at all I saw; trinkets, coins and signed
posters by the band! Nothing to tell me more about the Jesus they said they were singing about!

As I left the church I wondered why I had bothered. They are just like the rest of us living as if life is
just one big party! So back to my friends I went, at least I can talk to them, even if they don’t know
who Jesus is. Maybe He’s not that important after all!

Return To Our Home Page
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The Invasion Begins!
A Review Of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader Tour"

Article published in The Christian Conscience June 1997

 In the days leading to May 12, 1997 at 7:30p.m. we were warned by radio and television our town would be
invaded by the band News Boys along with two others as they came to Rapid City South Dakota’s Civic Center
Arena. It was then I decided a follow-up article was needed to the article my wife and I put together about DC Talk
last June. The article examined the unchristian behavior and lack of a gospel message to the unsaved persons
attending these concerts. After our experience last year, I was prepared with earplugs to help drown the heavy bass
and I needed them!

 Last year in the DC Talk concert I witnessed the behavior seen in the secular rock scene of "body-surfing,
moshing and head banging" this concert was calm in comparison --- but it was not for a lack of trying, there was
no "mosh pit" so they simply were not set up for it. During the concert a News Boys video was shown exhibiting
this behavior and even one of our local "Christian" radio station representatives jumped into the crowd and was
"body-surfed" back onto the stage. Other irresponsible behavior by the crowd was subdued by the security at the
stage. One teenage boy bared his top half to the crowd danced around on stage twice before security could catch
him and remove him. --- Look and see for yourself the behavior which goes with the music! This is the true spirit
of "Rock n’ Roll" not godly Christian music. Eph 5:19-20.

 Even the review of this tour by our local newspaper saw the problem with the News Boys, titled:" "Newsboys'
message lost on latest CD" and comments such as: "Although most of the choruses are straightforward, the verses
are hard to follow, a flaw that serves to trivialize the band's Christian message." and "Built on lyrics that leave too
many holes to be filled, the band's message gets lost somewhere in the alternative music." With this as an overview
I will now give you my first hand account of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader" tour.

 As I walked into the Civic Center I noticed the ambulance parked by the arena doors and while entering saw the
young man in front of me snuffing out his cigarette before going in. Yes, here I am again, the only member of the
crowd in suit and tie, boy did I get some strange looks, mostly from the teens and some adults who had donned
their "grunge" clothes. I found myself a seat towards the back of the arena and awaited the concerts’ start. Looking
around I counted 20 speakers on each side hanging above the stage though in comparison they were not as large as
the ones used by DC Talk. The crowd appeared to be a composed of more young teens than the DC Talk concert,
definitely more kids that appeared to be 10 years old or younger.

 The announcer from one of our "Christian" radio stations came on stage to introduce the first group "3rd Day" and
said to the crowd loudly, "gotta get pumped!" He went onto say how the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader"
tour was voted No# 1 by CCM Contemporary Christian Music Magazine. The announcer then introduced a new
"stand-up comic," Bob Smiley --- now we have stand-up comics for Christ too?! Hmmm, maybe we should open a
Christian night club for him! After some poor attempts at humor the band 3rd Day came on stage. They opened with
a piece from the secular song "Celebrate," then went into playing loud hard rock music. I will say the first two
bands were to be exceeded in volume by the News Boys. Other than this band encouraging the audience to jump up
and down you could hardly understand a word of their lyrics. Prior to the concert I read their lyrics but
unfortunately I seriously doubt anyone understood them as they were drown out by their heavy beat. After about
forty-five minutes they finished their session and the radio announcers returned to "rev" up the crowd more. One of
them got the crowd to start making a "hoo’ing" noise then said to the effect, "90% of your time at the concert
tonight should be screaming and losing your mind and the other 10% left for your drive home. The comic returned
wearing multiple tee-shirts and gave a sales pitch for them and the dog-tags, pendants, crosses and posters of the
bands and how all money made from these go straight to the bands. 
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The group "Plankeye" was then introduced. Plankeye was very much like the first group, 3rd Day. With their loud
music you could hardly understand a word of what was said because it was drown out by the guitars. Plankeye in a
short break shared more of a Christian message (one maybe, two minutes) than any of the others. The band member
spoke of "no excuses," "Jesus came to give life abundantly" --- but no mention of how to know Jesus unless you
take their next "slow" song as the gospel which says in part, "Please take my life away to give it away to Jesus." --
that is no gospel either. Then in about a minute they returned to the heavy metal sound. At a point in one of their
songs I noticed a child, maybe 8 or 9 years old holding his ears and his Dad or guardian leading him out of the
concert arena, a few minutes later he returned with cotton freshly inserted in his ears! A testimony based solely on
action alone!

 At the end of the Plankeye session one of the band members said of the teens who were bouncing at the front of
the stage, remarking how they were "jumping because Jesus made a difference in their lives." I put this right up
there with "holy laughter," we now have "holy jumping!" I believe it was a member of Plankeye who went into a
commercial for "World Vision" and how the News Boys had teamed together with them to feed and educate some
of the poor of the world. He also mentioned they teach them with the Bible. They brought out a small screen and
turned on a commercial saying what they can do with just $20 a month. At the end of the commercial a sales pitch
was given to get you to sign up on sheets in the foyer of the arena. Intermission time.

 During the intermission some notable music was played over the speakers. Movie theme songs to Close
Encounters, Superman, 2001, The Star Wars Series and others. --- The whole bit was really an introduction to the
alien encounter I was about to experience! Alien to Christ that is! At the end of the intermission the lights are
dimmed and the crowd gets as wild as it gets for the night, cheering, hoooping, yelling and stomping their feet for
the News Boys to start. –Was this a concert for Jesus or a football game!? Then they turned out all the lights. The
sound of a deep bass drone fills the arena for a minute or two and the theme to "Star Wars" starts playing.
Immediately after, strobe lights turn on underneath what is supposed to be three "flying saucers" descending onto
the stage. I then noticed the band members on top of these "saucers" dressed in space suits and lights on top of their
heads. In addition to the strobe lights, black lights are used to enhance the special effects. As soon as the "saucers"
landed the band members jumped off and onto the stage and started into a very loud rock music piece. The band
members were jumping up and down and the crowd jumped with them. The bass beat, just like or worse then DC
Talk, went right through my body. The beat combined with the strobes and black lights even caused me to
experience a bit of nausea. The lyrics to the News Boys music proved to be more unintelligible than the other bands
with the exception of a slow piece entitled, "Lets talk about love." The News Boys, like DC Talk, are fond of the
strange lights and using moving hypnotic patterns, similar to a sixties rock group. At one point the music used an
extremely heavy deep bass while you heard an enchanting but unintelligible voice. The "saucers" were then lifted
up sideways and became large video viewing screens. At this point they showed clips from their movie "Down
Under the Big Top" and they sang a song about joining the circus. During this part of the session they played
secular music "Funky town," and another piece I remember from Peter Frampton but I do not remember the title.
Next, one of the News Boys crew went down in front of the stage with a live video camera, eyeing the band up
close. As the lead singer went on singing he got his face very close to the camera and it gave him the appearance of
having his eyes darkened due to the lack of light, and with his bald head it was quite a sight; not a pleasant one! In
one of the next pieces the heavy bass beat and guitar continued but the video was of the band riding ATVs and
motorcycles. This would not really be interesting except to say they were performing jumps into the air where they
would even dump the motorcycle -- a potentially dangerous thing to do or promote!

 The band made some attempts at humor, even the lyrics had some silly remarks that would make some laugh ---
but there is no laughing when I put their words next to scriptures. There is no gospel message and the name of
Jesus is not said even one time in the "Take Me To Your Leader" album or the previous album "Going Public."
There are references made to God, Lord and one to the cross ---that’s all, only unclear references to being a
Christian. When reviewing the lyrics I noticed another prominent C-Rocker, Steve Taylor, who wrote or assisted in
the writing in eight of the eleven songs on the album. I found this ironic since Taylor has been criticized in the past
for the same lack of gospel in his music!

 They went into a dueling drum piece about midway through the concert which was almost too much to bear for the
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shear thumping of the drums. The incessant drumming truly reminded me of my unsaved years. As an unsaved teen
I’m sure I would have cheered them on as this crowd did. It ended with one of the drummers throwing one of his
drumsticks into the crowd! That was really stupid --- who knows where it could have landed and that was not the
first time the band threw objects into the crowd. After the "duel" they went in to one of their earlier albums "Going
Public" and sang the song "Shine" which is obviously quite popular with their fans. You really had to struggle to
hear the lyrics until they sang the chorus,

"Shine, Make’em wonder what you’ve got, Make’em wish that they were not, On the outside looking bored, Shine,
Let it shine before all men, Let’em see good works, and then Let’em glorify the Lord." Reading the lyrics I saw the
rest of the song as nothing but nonsense.

 This song is typical of their music giving vague references to the gospel, maybe not as abstract as those of DC
Talk but unclear none the less. Following this song, they brought back the weird lights and video clips on their
saucer screens, clips of different leaders and pieces of the news, TV shows, even one from a nasty cartoon which is
put on by MTV –B&B. Then the music stopped and what is to be their gospel message began. The band member
who spoke said to the effect, we should have a passion for our faith, that people should see we are different, we
should be salty Christians, that we should tell our friends what Jesus did in our lives and how God has changed us.
He told how salt preserves, and how we can help stop the spread of decay and corruption and how if we lose our
saltiness we are good for nothing. The band member then gave his version of the story of Sodom and Gomorrah,
saying these were people just interested in "doing their own thing." He spoke of how Abraham bartered with God
to spare the cities, and then he used this reasoning to say God destroyed these cites due to their lack of righteous
people, not sin!? I listened very carefully to the points he made and scripture does not agree at all:

"But the men of Sodom [were] wicked and sinners before the LORD exceedingly." Genesis 13:13

 "And the LORD said, Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and because their sin is very grievous;"
Genesis 18:20

 "And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where [are] the men which came in to thee this night? bring them
out unto us, that we may know them." Genesis 19:5

 "The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not.
Woe unto their soul! for they have rewarded evil unto themselves." Isaiah 3:9

 "Sinners before the LORD exceedingly," "because their sin is very grievous," "bring them out unto us, that we may
know them," "and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not." The people of Sodom were evil, wicked
sinners and demonstrated it in homosexual behavior! They were not only, "doing their own thing" they were a
reprobate and perverse people. The News Boys band member speaking, changed the words of God into a
completely different meaning, softening the judgment of God upon sin. There is more than a problem with
semantics, this is false teaching! In conclusion, he said to those who didn’t know Jesus to ask those they came with
or ask someone around them about what Jesus did in their lives and he said to the effect, before going back into
their rock music, "I know you don’t want to hear anymore preaching." There may have been another couple of
songs until the close of the concert with them climbing onto the now lowered platforms/saucers and raising them
off back to the planet from which they came. –The invasion ended! But who won the battle? As the curtain closed
a sheet was dropped down which read, "Live long and Prosper." -- A phrase which gets its popularity from the
"Star Trek" series. For a group that puts down the New Age movement they do a great job promoting it!

You can call this a "Christian" concert if you wish -- but I promise you it is not. Like DC Talk, maybe these are
Christians singing Rock, but it is not Christian music. Eph. 5:19-20. In addition, the same unchristian behavior is
the earmark for both of these concerts NOT a presentation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The so-called "preaching"
left off a few of the most key elements like quoting scriptures! We as Christians are responsible to share the gospel
with the unsaved Matt 28:19-20. Here are a few of the missing elements: First, we are sinners. Ro. 3:23. Second,
we need a savior –Jesus Christ who died on a cross for our sins. Third, to ask God’s forgiveness by faith believing
on the finished work of Jesus on the cross. And others were omitted from the preaching as it was with DC Talk.
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The News Boys as "salty Christians," or as ones with "a passion for their faith" failed miserably in their gospel
presentation if their faith is in Jesus Christ.

Christians can have "fun" without all of the world's nonsense and fads. The idea we need these C-rock concerts to
reach teens is bunk. What we are actually doing is telling them its "OK" to rock! My advice to C-rockers, is simple
-- Repent! Quit trying to rationalize the behavior, quit distorting the Bible's teachings on music to make them fit
what you are doing. The heathen -especially the homosexuals- do the same thing! Return or turn to the music that is
truly spiritual. I have read a group of testimonies of mostly teenagers and the damage C-rock did to them. One of
the known side-effects of this music is rebellion against parents and God! The folks of CCM need some hard
looking at since they called this the number #1 tour for the year. It appears that the less you say of Jesus Christ and
His finished work on the cross for our redemption the more popular you are! Something is amuck in the Christian
music scene and it comes down to the love of money, and a lack of a genuine love for lost souls. Many of the
applications included do not apply to Christian music alone --- many have gone away from the faith and have
adopted doctrines foreign to scriptures. Many of the same verses of scripture that reprove those who participate in
Christian Rock speak just as strongly to those involved in the so-called "Holy Laughter" movement. The same
ridiculous behavior, the same kinds of teaching permeate Christian Rock and the laughter movement --- the same
spirit! The spirit of the anti-Christ! A simple word or two on what a spirit filled Christian does, shows the contrast!

Ephesians 5:18 - 21
18 And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; 19 Speaking to yourselves in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord; 20 Giving thanks
always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ; 21. Submitting yourselves one
to another in the fear of God.

Colossians 3:16 
"Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."

Being filled with the Spirit has what results? Speaking to yourselves in psalms, hymns and spiritual songs, making
melody in your heart to the Lord. Then we are to give thanks always, and submit to one another in the fear of God.
Col. 3:16 closely parallels Eph. 5:18. Being filled means to let the word of Christ dwell in you richly! The behavior
of Christian Rockers and the like are the opposite! So if our kids are attending these concerts saved and unsaved
what are we really accomplishing??? Nothing, short of indoctrinating them to the rebellious rock scene. It is this
writer’s heartfelt belief as alcohol leads to drugs, lessor drugs to harder drugs these so-called Christian Rockers are
the pied-pipers with music leading to Hell. Using seductive methods to excite the emotions of our teens which
include heavy bass, hypnotic lights, loud guitars and a variety of theatrics helping to strip away our teens
inhibitions to perform acts in the flesh. This is seen in the bodysurfing, head-banging, moshing and jumping too!
Secular rock concerts and the violence of these acts are clearly seen, it is riotous behavior they are introducing as
Christian! (Read Romans 13:13-14) The Bible teaches much more on this subject which there is not enough room
to go into here. To close here are a few more Bible references which will help the person serious about following
Jesus Christ to leave the rock scene: 2 Corinthians 6:14-18, Exodus 32:17 – 19, Romans 12:1-2, 2 Timothy 3:16,
Jeremiah 10:2, 2 Corinthians 5:15-17, Mark 9:42, James 4:4

Return To Our Home Page
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DC Talk Examined
By John & Kathy Beardsley

Article as it appears in The Christian Conscience June 1996
(Corrections made 5/30/98 to several quotes thought to be made by Kevin Smith now made to read generically by a DC Talk band member.)

Christian Rock or an excuse for Christians to Rock? --- the band DC Talk Examined

The fun started the day a promotional tape came to our church for the DC Talk "Jesus Freak Tour" which was
about a month before their concert on the evening of May 16th at the Rapid City Civic Center. I sat down at home
and watched their video and was quite surprised by what was introduced to me as Christian music. I was so
surprised I wanted to learn more. Little did I know the roller coaster ride I was stepping onto! I requested tickets
from CMA, the promoters of DC Talk telling them I sought to write about the group for The Christian Conscience
Magazine. Their hospitality in providing two tickets is appreciated. In part of my explanation as to why I wanted to
attend, I told the promoters, "I believe Christians should have nothing to hide." My pastor puts it another way, "The
truth never fears examination."

Who is the Group DC Talk?

DC Talk was formed in 1989 by [Toby] McKeehan and [Michael] Tait in Washington, D.C. DC Talk
was a reference to the area, but their record label suggested they counter "vulgar stuff" out there by
saying "DC" stood for "decent Christian" talk." (2)

"The group won Artist of the Year and Song of the Year at the Gospel Music Association’s Dove
Awards in April. It was the first time a rock group or rock song had been honored in either catagory."
(1)

The Album "Jesus Freak" is DC Talk’s latest work and sold 85,000 copies in its first week. "There are
a lot of kids who come to see us on the road. Some of them like the music for its sheer listening
pleasure." says Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1) "But its nice when fans go deeper and hear what Smith,
28, McKeehan, 31, and Michael Tait, 30, have to say as artists," Smith says.

The music’s message is as strong as the driving rock beat of "Jesus Freak," and as heartfelt as the
lyrical beauty of their song "What if I Stumble." (1) Some of DC Talk’s musical role models are the
Beatles, David Bowie, The Police, U2. [Ed. Note: these are ALL secular bands]

II Corinthians 6:14 reminds us:

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?"

"I think Jesus would have liked our music." "I think he would have appreciated the message, the stand
we’re taking."- Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1)

The Message and Stand of DC Talk — Our First Hand Account

"And when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they shouted, he said unto Moses, [There is] a noise of war in
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the camp. And he said, [It is] not the voice of [them that] shout for mastery, neither [is it] the voice of [them that]
cry for being overcome: [but] the noise of [them that] sing do I hear. And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh
unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his
hands, and brake them beneath the mount.." (Exodus 32:17 - 19)

The evening of May 16, 1996 my wife, Kathy, and I went to the Rapid City Civic Center to see for ourselves why
DC Talk is so popular. We did not anticipate the decibel level at which the band played, but thankfully, the Lord
provided earplugs through a friend working security. We knew the music would be loud, but not the earsplitting
level we experienced that evening. We spotted eighteen speakers over head on each side –36 speakers in all.

The tickets we were provided placed us in row one to one side of the stage. From our seats we could see at least
18-20 support staff as well as 5 police officers for security. We both noticed a surprisingly large number of young
children at the concert ranging in age from approximately 5 years to preteen. I guess most parents felt safe taking
or letting their young children go to a "Christian" concert.

Just before the concert began an announcer cautioned that the dance floor area (otherwise known as the "mosh pit")
on the opposite side of the stage from where we were, was restricted to those who were eighteen and above. A
couple of representatives from one of our local Christian stations did a bit of a theatrical introduction. I could not
help but notice the earrings one of these men was wearing along with his "two tone" hair; it was quite a sight to
behold.

The time arrived for the concert to begin, lights dimmed and the first band Audio Adrenaline came on stage.
Suddenly a large number from the audience left their seats and rushed forward to be near the stage. At about the
same time the band played the first bass beat and this crowd began to jump up and down to the music.

An extremely loud and incessant heavy bass beat was the predominant trademark for both bands for the entire
evening. The musicians of Audio Adrenaline stirred-up the crowd as they thrashed their heads around, and
bounced around the stage to their hard rock music. Kathy and I decided after the first couple of songs to move
away after one girl jumping wildly near us knocked down another Thankfully they were both okay.

There was virtually no self control near the stage. This crowd was "high" on the loud music. On the third song we
carried out our decision to move up and further away which gave us a better view but unfortunately no relief of the
pounding bass beat we would feel in our chests until the concert ended.

Just when we thought things could not get nuttier, Audio Adrenaline played the secular rock song Free Ride. The
crowd cheered wildly and went bananas, obviously recognizing the secular artist who wrote the song. They jumped
harder and a small group in the front started waving their bodies around to the music in what is called a "mosh."
Then someone was lifted on top of the crowd and was moved around by the crowds hands in a "body surf." This
maybe mellow compared to a "secular" rock concert --- but should Christians behave like this?

Towards the end, even one of the Audio Adrenaline band members jumped on top of the crowd for a "surf"
creating an atmosphere for chaos. All the while the music was so loud if anyone could hear the words it wasn’t
enough to get a message from, hence, the reaction was to the "rock" beat not the words. After some 45 minutes
Audio Adrenaline finished their session.

During the intermission I looked around to see what kind of items were for sale. Did they have books sharing their
testimony? Or anything which would identify them with Christ? I didn’t find any. Instead, all I could see on the
tables were T-Shirts promoting the bands, pendants, key-rings and pictures of the band at what I thought were
exorbitant prices. Anyone going to this concert paid $18.50 just to get in, so I guess it should not have been a
surprise.

 

The Eye and the Freak
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The intermission ended and the stage was completely rearranged. A very elaborate lighting array encompassed the
band and stage. The lights dimmed, the heavy bass started and the crowd was jumping again. DC Talk also added
a video screen behind them and as they played various pictures were shown with some songs. Other frames had
abstract colors similar to what you might see in an old ‘60s movie portraying those weird acid rock groups!

In the video for the song Mind’s Eye some of the pictures went from abstract to bizarre. The video flashed pictures
of a human eye then switching to the eye of an eagle or a hawk, it was hard to say, from soaring above scenery of
the outdoors, through clouds and this sequence repeated a few times. Then it switched to that of flying into a
lightning storm which really was weird, a spot on the cloud would light up and the bolt of lightning followed, all
very fast and sometimes several at once. Then it switched back to the human eye flashing back and forth with that
hawk or eagle eye. Just the name of the song I believe gave it more than a New Age theme, whether the band
knows that or not!

Numerous strobe lights which were used during certain parts of DC Talk’s session along with a combination of the
other effects. An interesting thing we noticed was that every time DC Talk played a secular song such as the
Beatles’ Help and the Doobie Brothers’ Jesus is Just Alright With Me, the crowd got louder and more excited. DC
Talk also used, Jimi Hendrix’s, Purple Haze [Editor note: a drug reference], and the sound of the mouthpiece
instrument made famous by the Rock singer, Peter Frampton. Each time either band did anything secular the
amount of body surfing increased as well as other behavior unbecoming of Christians. That should suggest that the
majority of the crowd was there for the "rock" music and the Christian aspect had nothing to do with it.

Let’s not forget ---the members from both bands encouraged the behavior and took part in it! Two of the DC Talk
band members jumped off stage into the crowd and the third band member jumped off sound equipment that sat on
the stage which made his jump higher. Appearing to be about five feet above the raised hands of the crowd from
where we were sitting.

One of the DC Talk Band members, when introducing their main song Jesus Freak, explained how he was trying to
come up with some lyrics and that he opened his dictionary and "stumbled across a word in the ‘F’ section" – The
crowd cheered loudly before he went on to say what the word was--- "freak.". then proceeded to give definitions of
the word:

1. Strange, weird or queer.

2. Jokingly saying, "I don’t remember, uh, Bill Clinton."

3. Lastly, "An ardent enthusiast," inferring they are ardent enthusiasts for Jesus Christ, to which the crowd roared
loudly once again.

 

A Strange Gospel Presentation

Through the DC Talk session which ran about one hour and forty minutes, the band members spoke of God in
general terms only. I noticed how often the band leader, kept saying "God is coming again." Perhaps I’m not used
to hearing it put that way, but I tell people, "Jesus is coming again!" I found his statements to be confusing and
almost misleading at times.

The band leader did say, there’s a God who forgives us when we stumble, which led into one song I could half way
understand. DC Talk also quoted from a Bible translation I am unfamiliar with. He said, "…anyone who dislikes
his fellowman is not in the light…" meaning, he is not right with God. The Bible says in 1 John 2:9-11:

"He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now. He that loveth his brother
abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness,
and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes."
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"Disliking someone" versus "hating" someone is one example of changing what the Bible says.

The stand for Christ at the end of the concert given by one of the band members started with "People will let you
down," and "I’m not here to preach". While some of what was said was good, "people letting you down whereas
Jesus Christ won’t," his message ended with the words "Any kind of pressure is wrong, I don’t want to put any
pressure on anyone" and "Just ask someone walking around you"—in reference to finding out more about "this
Jesus."

Though the band members spoke of their personal struggles and briefly mentioned that Jesus carried them through,
they weren’t explicit in telling the crowd HOW they can know Jesus Christ as their personal Savior. ---They left
the responsibility to the unsuspecting people in the crowd, who the majority it would seem, cared more about
beating everyone else out the door!

Case in point: Many folks had already left the auditorium when they realized the music was over and more were
leaving as the band member started talking!

During a break in the middle of the concert, the band members took time to share with the audience. That should
have been the perfect time to give a salvation message, knowing the crowd would stick around for the music
following. Unfortunately, the opportunity was completely missed. It was truly heartbreaking to see so many left
hanging when there was opportunity to plant seeds of salvation.

 

A Message of Compromise

Smith said, referring to Jesus, "I think He would appreciate the message, the stand we’re taking." My question is:
What stand did he take? What message did he give the people other than you know how to compromise with the
world; using their music, speaking in adoration of the people who wrote the secular music, making your role
models those who are of the secular world? Some of these role models you chose are anti-Christian and are of the
world and not of God.

A lesson to be learned!--- When you compromise with the world, you will end up doing things their way, not
God’s. Labeling something "Christian" doesn’t make so. As a Christian, can you stand apart from the world when
you blend in so well? How are they going to know?

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God." (Romans 12:1-2)

We believe DC Talk and their music are prime examples of compromising these verses in the Christian realm.
When I put this together with other statements by Smith in an interview with our local paper,

"None of the three band members is a member of an organized Christian denomination." Smith, "We
follow the person of Jesus Christ." Then Smith goes on to say, "We feel the Christian belief is a
personal belief, that it’s not something that can be taught."

What about Bible verses like: II Timothy 3:16?

"All scripture [is] given by inspiration of God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness:"

The interview points out that Smith was raised in a Christian family like the other band members and he says, "I
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grew up knowing theology, but I didn’t know a personal relationship with God until I found it by myself."

Compare Smith’s statement and his music to the following verses:

"And [that] he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which died
for them, and rose again. Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have known Christ
after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we [him] no more. Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." (2 Corinthians 5:15-17)

Does this kind of music reflect the new or the old? DC Talk was right, people let you down. Their "sermon," was
the biggest let down and most irresponsible one I have ever heard.

 

Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging for Jesus?

"Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen…" (Jeremiah 10:2 )

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord…" (II Corinthians 6:17)

Yes! The "Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging" we witnessed on the video was largely the reason we saw the
need to research and write this article. No one we talked to has ever heard of this behavior in the name of
Christianity. In fact, DC Talk says in their promotional video, "we want to get a good mosh pit going and some
head-banging." As to the bodysurfing, well the band participates! Does this sort of behavior align to scripture?
Consider the following scriptures:

"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in
strife and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to [fulfil] the lusts
[thereof]." (Romans 13:13-14)

Are Christian parents so naïve that they do not see the "fleshly" appeal to their teenagers? What about the riotous
atmosphere? They passed people across the top of a crowd with their hands, on their front and back, boy and girl
alike!!!

How about the extremely loud volume? It was earsplitting in a literal sense, I listened through one song, and my
ears were ringing. Are not our bodies considered a temple for the Holy Spirit? Why do Christians want to subject
their eardrums to abuse? Why is it necessary to promote this kind of behavior, much less be a part of it? Do we
agree with the worldly philosophy of "safe sex," and say, "Well they’re going to do it anyway?"

What about the children at this concert? Kathy and I both saw different reactions from the small children some
were mimicking the adults, others were in a stupor sitting quietly as the music droned on and on. We even had one
boy pass in front of us saying to a friend, "Now all I have to do is get my hearing back." – That was only halfway
through the concert! We were saddened more by watching these young kids than anything else. What must be going
through the heads of these children?! For both of us our sadness turns to anger against anyone who would corrupt
our children like this! What did Jesus say about the little ones?

"And whosoever shall offend one of [these] little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea." (Mark 9:42)

Sadly, even the promoters for the band echo the same sentiment one of our local Christian radio stations did, these
are the "thing to do" with kids at concerts. Has God changed, or have we? A local response to a letter to the editor
of our newspaper concerning these activities that would occur, compared Christian Rock to David dancing in the
Temple. So, are we now going to start charging $18.50 a seat to worship?
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The verses in the Bible are numerous which speak against these activities, even though the promoters have argued,
"it is well orchestrated and safety is a priority," this does not change the fact that the behavior is not Christian. I
have spent over a week thinking of how to convey the danger and deception of the music and behavior. It comes
down to what does the Bible say? What are the standards for Christian music set forth in the Bible? Do musical
forms reflect beliefs? Where is the line? Where does the Christian set their standards? We must agree on Christian
behavior, do you participate in these things?

I was saved out of the rock scene. Why would I want to enslave myself to this worldly lifestyle again? While
speaking with Sarah Leslie, Editor of the Christian Conscience, she pointed out that

"The use of the term "freak", according to its original meaning, has now been turned completely
around. Those who were hippie counter-culture "freaks" were radically saved. When we were called
"Jesus Freaks" in the ‘70’s, it was a reference to our past life, but also implied being willing to live for
Jesus in a holy, sober and righteous manner that ran completely contrary to the popular hippie culture -
-- in other words becoming a new type of "freak".

DC Talk has twisted the term completely around to mean Christians mimicking the popular
culture --- willing to act wildly, moshing, head-banging, etc. (like "freaks") to spread the
Gospel."

I have to ask why would we ever use such a word as "freak" to describe our fervor for Jesus Christ? Why do we
need to "dress down" as these band members do? Do we need to do this to be accepted? Do we have to cross-dress
to reach cross-dressers?

The Rock and Roll culture is a subculture, on the fringe of our society. Is this kind of music Christian? No, I do not
believe it is. Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by the music and the words, only
God knows the heart. At best this was a Rock n’ Roll concert performed by some misled Christians. Parents
beware!

"Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God? whosoever
therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4)

Footnotes: 
(1) Article in Rapid City Journal May 10, 1996 "Musical Missionaries"
(2) Article in Rapid City Journal May 18, 1996 "DC Talk, Audio Adrenaline played spirited rock n’ roll

Don’t Compromise! 
Poem by - Kathy Beardsley , Inspired by Our Lord Jesus
Date - February 8, 1992

With every passing hour of the day,
Kids are being tricked into thinking
That Christian rock and alike are O.K.
Because the lyrics keep them from sinking.
Rock music, heavy metal and rap;
Where are their roots of origin?
Christian rock, etc. is a trap;
Compromise with the world’s sin.
Remember, God’s word stands strong on it’s own.
"My words will not return unto me void."

Don’t use God’s word to justify and condone
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Worldly music that’s meant to destroy.
Some say: "Christian words make the song,
Nothing else really matters!"

But when the music is so loud and strong,
For all they know it’s idle chatter.
"Be separate from the world" God tells us,
And show ourselves worthy unto Him.

Don’t compromise the principals He gave us
Just so the world will accept you in.

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye thankful. Let
the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord." (Colossians 3:15-16,Also refer to Ephesians
5:19)

Return To Our Home Page
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DC TALK DEFENDED - Answered!
- This page is an answer to the hatchet job done to our article DC Talk
Examined by a C-rocker! The C-Rocker's article is printed in blue and
my responses are in teal, parts in black from our original article, 1st and
2nd responses.
Since the publication of the article "DC Talk Examined" I have heard numerous excuses for why it is "OK"
for a Christian to rock.  The public accusations leveled by this c-rocker deserve an answer, and because it is
typical of the e-mails I have received.  Here it goes:

Here is perhaps the most interesting of my pages on Christian rock apologetics. I came
across an entire article slamming one Christian group, and my response to it invoked a
response from its author, which is more than I can say for any of the other authors I have
written.

"Slamming?!"  Is it "slamming" when I question their ungodly behavior in the light of scripture? Or is that plain
and simple discernment. Please read on.

With each page I create I first e-mail what I have to say to its author and/or webmaster,
then upload it to my own site. It's been months since my first page, and I've never received
a response from an author until this one. Mr. Beardsley replied promptly but unfortunately
no more cordially than the tone of the article that follows, followed by our dialogue.

But how did this C-rocker come to me? "I trust you would have no objections to my posting a response to your
article. I will of course confront you with it first as per the Lord's instruction and give you an opportunity to change
your page, if you find it necessary." He came with the intent to confront and defend his position no more "cordial"
than I. I answered in a manner of here are the facts of the events that occurred and compared them to scriptures.
Because this person sees this as lacking in being cordial there is nothing for me to apologize nor is it offered.

As Mr. Beardsley will say, "Christians should have nothing to hide," and that the "truth
never fears examination"... therefore despite his lack of response on this matter I trust he
would have no objections to my posting this. As per the Lord's instruction I have gone to
him personally and individually (via e-mail), and by his saying "goodbye" below, I see that
as his saying he will "refuse to listen to me," and so here I am presenting it to the church
on my web site. Parts have been deleted from this one in the interest of brevity, and as
usual all my remarks are in blue. [Bold Emphasis mine]

The "goodbye" Mr. C-rocker, was to tell you there is nothing further to discuss. I offered Biblical proof of what I
was saying, but you did not receive it. I am not part of your local church! My web site tells you where I am a
member ---your use of Matthew 18 is completely unbiblical (as if churches that openly endorse such behavior
would ever consider adding us to their membership besides). I refer readers to this web page for a further
discussion on this matter and much more on sound doctrine and how Christians are to judge:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/

For over six years I have wondered if a band would ever again be as big as Stryper was. It now seems
that that time has come, with the arrival of DC Talk.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/
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You defend groups like Stryper?! A group that mimics the secular group KISS???!!! Simply amazing!  And your
site includes a who's who list in c-rock and cross over groups and singers. (listed later in this response) For more
evidence of the hearts of those groups I refer readers to the following web pages:

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm Christian" Rock Music Christian or Satanic?

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html Christian Rock - Blessing or Blasphemy? - by Terry Watkins

Now, having released four explicitly Christian albums, gaining some mainstream recognition and
filling arenas coast to coast, just as Stryper did, DC Talk is also falling under attack by certain
Christians, whose personal preferences are getting in the way of letting God work through a particular
style of music. This persecution I believe was a key factor in the unfortunate demise of Stryper in the
early 1990's. One can only pray that the same thing will not happen again, and that folks like Mr.
Beardsley will find something more productive to do with their time than slam fellow Christians
because they don't like their music style or its decibel level.

Who said I was not fond of rock? I learned through reading my Bible that it was wrong and THAT IS WHY I
LEFT IT!!! You seem to enjoy putting words in people's mouths! [There is reason for my expressed emotion
here our articles and others showing facts of events are twisted and perverted in order to discredit us which is the
definition often applied to of "slamming" and "attacking." - This is far different from what I have done. Now to put
it in perspective, I have been attacked by you and you have attacked other Christians like Terry Watkins and
Jeff Godwin publicly on your website.  You are condemning these men and others like them for standing on
what SCRIPTURES teach us clearly --- as you promote riotous and wanton behavior. Mr. C-rocker if you
believe everything you say here and your site you are spiritually blind!

I have been a fan of DC Talk ever since I heard "Spinnin' Round" in 1991, and it has been a thrill to
see what they have become. Already with many Dove and Grammy Awards and over a million records
sold, they released Jesus Freak in late 1995. JF remained true to their form in that every song carried
an explicit Christian message. Even with little if any mainstream radio or video airplay, the album
debuted at #16 on the Billboard Top 200. (That's the Billboard Top 200, not just the Christian chart,
where they had spent many months on top). With this success brought recognition and distribution
from a large secular label, and this has in turn brought some mainstream radio chart success in recent
months.

Explicit Christian message? Nonsense!  I don't know if the DC Talk website carries their lyrics still but feel free to
look at this freak of a record album dubbed as Christian music! Their message is vague or abstract at best. Look at
my critique of the lyrics of the song.  Fame and awards doesn't mean their so-called Christian message is true to
scripture.Jesus Freak linked here.

None of us can imagine what the temptation these brothers must be going through, to compromise their
lyrics for a chance at even more mainstream recognition and fame.

The temptation to crossover to secular is what you are talking about, because the world wants them not for their
Christian testimony, but their rock music period. What does the Bible have to say about being friends with the
world? Because they certainly are! Just look at DC Talk's appearance, their attire, their music, their lyrics and
behavior! Compromise is the key!  True Christians need only worry about recognition from their Heavenly Father,
not from man.  It's obvious which is ore important to them. What's the difference between them and the world? If
there is a clear difference it is not evident!

How nice it would be if artists like DC Talk could focus all their attention on spreading the Gospel of
Christ, rather than having to defend themselves against the likes of these folks.

What Gospel? Where is it? How nice it would be if c-rockers would take off their blinders and take responsibility
for feeding the frenzy of rebellious teens as they think they are doing God a service by confusing our kids and

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/freaks.htm
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/freaks.htm
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encouraging them to rebel against their parents!!!

I never had the pleasure of seeing a Stryper show, but like all accounts I have heard, at a DC Talk
show (which I have seen many many times), while full of energy, the presence of God is so sweet and
so evident. Unfortunately, not everyone goes to a DC Talk show for fun, fellowship, praise, or
awesome musicianship...

I refer you to my article DC Talk examined for what this show I witnessed with my wife was really like! Energy?
Yes there was plenty! God's presence?! Absolutely NOT!  Were rock musicians present? Yes, with that I cannot
argue, they are rock musicians.

Actually, the group did not form in DC, and the statement about the record label is quite presumptuous.

Mr. C-rocker didn't even ask for my source of this quote. It was provided to our local newspaper by the promotion
of the DC Talk band! Contact the Rapid City Journal and their sources. I even double checked this accusation,
and the quote from the Journal is correct.  The only difference is my article included the band members first
names in the quote questioned!!! So I've corrected the quote as follows:

"DC Talk was formed in 1989 by [Toby] McKeehan and [Michael] Tait in Washington, D.C. DC Talk was a
reference to the area, but their record label suggested they counter "vulgar stuff" out there by saying "DC"
stood for "decent Christian" talk." 

Now are you saying this yourself, or agreeing with what was said about them in the press? Regardless,
your saying that their message is strong conflicts with you saying that it's "hard to tell if the band
members are Christian by the lyrics..."

Some of DC Talk's musical role models are the Beatles, David Bowie, The Police, U2. [Ed. Note: these are ALL
secular bands]

[My note: These are their musical role models.]

Thank you for proving my point! Another C-rock group you laud "Jars of Clay" made a similar statement. 
Remember; we're to strive to be more Christ like, which means, we model ourselves after Jesus not after secular
rock bands.  (This is detailed more as you read on.)

"Jars of Clay, which recently appeared on "The Late Show with David Letterman," is a trio that names Jimi
Hendrix and The Beatles as their inspirations." Of course the national media and others reporting this are all
conspiring against them to destroy their Christian reputation! NOT!

And as we said in the original article:
II Corinthians 6:14 reminds us:

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?"

"I think Jesus would have liked our music." "I think he would have appreciated the message, the stand we're
taking." Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1)

THE MESSAGE AND STAND OF DC TALK -- OUR FIRST HAND ACCOUNT

"And when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they shouted, he said unto Moses, [There is] a
noise of war in the camp. And he said, [It is] not the voice of [them that] shout for mastery, neither [is
it] the voice of [them that] cry for being overcome: [but] the noise of [them that] sing do I hear. And it
came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and
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Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his hands, and brake them beneath the mount.."
(Exodus 32:17 -19)

I'm [having trouble] figuring out [the relevancy] of [this passage] here.

I am not surprised, so I'll spell it out: 
1. "A noise of war," "the noise of [them that] sing" LOUD MUSIC.
2. Golden Calf, 
3. Revelry and riotous behavior. 
- We witnessed something VERY much like this at the DC Talk concert.

The evening of May 16, 1996 my wife, Kathy, and I went to the Rapid City Civic Center to see for ourselves why
DC Talk is so popular. We did not anticipate the decibel level at which the band played, but thankfully, the Lord
provided earplugs through a friend working security. We knew the music would be loud, but not the earsplitting
level we experienced that evening. We spotted eighteen speakers over head on each side -36 speakers in all.

The tickets we were provided placed us in row one to one side of the stage. From our seats we could see at least
18-20 support staff as well as 5 police officers for security. We both noticed a surprisingly large number of young
children at the concert ranging in age from approximately 5 years to preteen. I guess most parents felt safe taking
or letting their young children go to a "Christian" concert.

[More background information and slams against opening act Audio Adrenaline deleted].

This writer likes using the word "slam" since my wife and I dare to object to these groups on Biblical principles.
NOT because we don't like a particular style!!!

During the intermission I looked around to see what kind of items were for sale. Did they have books sharing their
testimony? Or anything which would identify them with Christ? I didn't find any. Instead, all I could see on the
tables were T-Shirts promoting the bands, pendants, key-rings and pictures of the band at what I thought were
exorbitant prices. Anyone going to this concert paid $18.50 just to get in, so I guess it should not have been a
surprise.

Touche. But this seems odd coming from someone who along with his wife was given complimentary
tickets.

This snide remark comes with no acknowledgement of the WHY we went to the concert in the first place that is
explained in the first paragraph of the article. I even remarked of the promoter, "Their hospitality in providing two
tickets is appreciated." We did not lie to the promoters on why we were requesting the tickets. Obviously the c-
rocker just doesn't like the point of truth, the materialism in c-rock is at epidemic proportions!

THE EYE AND THE FREAK

The intermission ended and the stage was completely rearranged. A very elaborate lighting array encompassed the
band and stage. The lights dimmed, the heavy bass started and the crowd was jumping again. DC Talk also added a
video screen behind them and as they played various pictures were shown with some songs. Other frames had
abstract colors similar to what you might see in an old '60s movie portraying those weird acid rock groups!

In the video for the song Mind's Eye some of the pictures went from abstract to bizarre. The video flashed pictures
of a human eye then switching to the eye of an eagle or a hawk, it was hard to say, from soaring above scenery of
the outdoors, through clouds and this sequence repeated a few times. Then it switched to that of flying into a
lightning storm which really was weird, a spot on the cloud would light up and the bolt of lightning followed, all
very fast and sometimes several at once. Then it switched back to the human eye flashing back and forth with that
hawk or eagle eye. Just the name of the song I believe gave it more than a New Age theme, whether the band
knows that or not!
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A New Age theme? Give them a break! "Mind's Eye" is a brilliant song about a Christian's faith
journey! Why give such credit to the New Age?

Mr. C-rocker I guess you can make whatever you want of this yourself but as with "Jesus Freak" there is no gospel
message to the song "Mind's Eye" for all the listener knows it could be Buddha, or the so-called Rev. Moon they
are talking about or just someone talking to a spirit guide! That is a fact, the song is so generic any faith can
derive meaning from it! Here's a critique of "Mind's Eye" that shows all the New Age influence!

Numerous strobe lights which were used during certain parts of DC Talk's session along with a combination of the
other effects. An interesting thing we noticed was that every time DC Talk played a secular song such as the
Beatles' Help and the Doobie Brothers' Jesus is Just Alright With Me, the crowd got louder and more excited. DC
Talk also used, Jimi Hendrix's, Purple Haze [Editor note: a drug reference], and the sound of the mouthpiece
instrument made famous by the Rock singer, Peter Frampton. Each time either band did anything secular the
amount of body surfing increased as well as other behavior unbecoming of Christians. That should suggest that the
majority of the crowd was there for the "rock" music and the Christian aspect had nothing to do with it.

This is utterly ridiculous. First of all, how did the band 'do something secular?'

THEY PLAYED SECULAR ROCK SONGS, THAT'S HOW! Are you really that blind? Do we conform to the
world to reach it?

As for the crowd getting "louder and more excited," this would be very difficult for you to defend, I
have seen many many DC Talk shows, as well as own a lot of concert footage video, the intensity
level is high throughout. I'm having trouble seeing how you could say that when DC Talk played
"Help," the crowd got louder and more excited." That is the very first song in their set! I would
certainly hope that the a crowd at any show would get "louder and more excited" during the
performance as during the intermission! As for "Jesus Is Just Alright," as it is performed by DC Talk it
is really stretching it to say that it is the Doobie Brothers.' Mr. Watkins was confused on this issue as
well, and this was dealt with on my page responding to him. Just where did they use "Purple Haze?"
As for the mouthpiece that you give Peter Frampton the credit for, this has been used by countless
musicians, Christian included.

Defense of the loud music getting louder is not necessary because it happened.  The crowd obviously recognized
the secular songs and responded in kind.   Also, the bands don't necessarily follow the same routine every where
they go.   Anyone going to these concerts can see and hear for themselves, though I do not advise it, that the music
is used to manipulate the crowd into a frenzy ---constantly shifting gears you can say. Mr. C-rocker, why must I
defend this statement when it is so very blatantly obvious that it is true?! And I used to listen to groups like the
Doobie's and DC Talk DID copy the Doobie's song that is a fact!

Finally, how is it up to you to say that 'body surfing' and the like is 'unbecoming of Christians?'

If Mr. c-rocker can honestly say that his hormones aren't aroused when a woman is being passed over his head,
whether he touches her or not, than he can place himself on a pretty high pedestal and pat himself on his back.  It is
not up to me or you but God. And He says:

1 Corinthians 7:1 
"Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: [It is] good for a man not to touch a woman."  (This
verse covers participating in heathen practices, how is this body-surfing not one? A closer examination of this verse
alone shows it covers this sort of behavior and many more illicit acts, it is a shame any Christian would downplay
how dangerous body-surfing and the like is.)

Let's not forget ---the members from both bands encouraged the behavior and took part in it! Two of the DC Talk
band members jumped off stage into the crowd and the third band member jumped off sound equipment that sat on

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/mind.htm
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the stage which made his jump higher. Appearing to be about five feet above the raised hands of the crowd from
where we were sitting.

Let's not forget -- you have not at all established that there is something inherently wrong or
unchristian with doing this.

Oh yes I most certainly did.  Tell me, what is it about "riotous behavior" do you not understand? I just gave another
verse which you are encouraging people to violate! And this behavior IS demonstrated as "inherently wrong" later
in our article as well.  I guess you didn't read it before responding to it.

A STRANGE GOSPEL PRESENTATION

Through the DC Talk session which ran about one hour and forty minutes, the band members spoke of God in
general terms only. I noticed how often the band leader, Smith, kept saying "God is coming again." Perhaps I'm not
used to hearing it put that way, but I tell people, "Jesus is coming again!" I found Smith's statements to be
confusing and almost misleading at times.

Well first of all, you obviously went into the arena looking for things for which to condemn DC Talk.

Again you are judging and condemning me and putting words in my mouth.  This Mr. C-rocker is untrue, plus one
would not have to try hard to find the problems we found.

(You say later that you do not believe that rock music is of God). Second, unless the show you attended
happened to be way different than all the ones I've ever attended (which I highly doubt), the band
member you should be referring to is Toby McKeehan. To get even the name of the band's leader
wrong suggests how ill-qualified you are to cyber-preach against them.

This is a typical tactic to detract from the point I am making. Did I say I know each band member? If I confused a
couple of the members you now consider me "ill-qualified" to preach against them, how stupid!

Smith did say, there's a God who forgives us when we stumble, which led into one song I could half way
understand.

That's very nice. I might add though, that the majority of fans in attendance know each of the songs by
heart.

We saw no indication that half or one quarter of the fans attending knew the lyrics of the songs by heart...they knew
the music maybe.

DC Talk also quoted from a Bible translation I am unfamiliar with. Smith said, "...anyone who dislikes his
fellowman is not in the light..." meaning, he is not right with God. The Bible says in 1 John 2:9-11: (bold emphasis
mine)

"He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now. He that loveth his brother
abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness,
and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes." (bold
emphasis mine)

"Disliking someone" versus "hating" someone is one example of changing what the Bible says.

The stand for Christ at the end of the concert given by Smith started with "People will let you down," and "I'm not
here to preach". While some of what was said was good, "people letting you down whereas Jesus Christ won't," his
message ended with the words "Any kind of pressure is wrong, I don't want to put any pressure on anyone" and
"Just ask someone walking around you"-in reference to finding out more about "this Jesus."
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Obviously, since you had no response to the above you have no problem with whatever translation is used by your
c-rock idols nor is sound doctrine a concern. Or was your silence here an agreement that they are teaching falsely!?

During a break in the middle of the concert, the band members took time to share with the audience. That should
have been the perfect time to give a salvation message, knowing the crowd would stick around for the music
following. Unfortunately, the opportunity was completely missed. It was truly heartbreaking to see so many left
hanging when there was opportunity to plant seeds of salvation.

I can guarantee that many, many seeds are planted every night DC Talk comes to town.

Seeds of corruption perhaps. Because of the lack of a gospel message in the music or speaking it was not the Jesus
of the Bible. Jesus commanded us to preach the gospel:

Matthew 28:19-20 "Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am
with you alway, [even] unto the end of the world. Amen."

DC Talk's concert LACKED a gospel message!

A MESSAGE OF COMPROMISE

Smith said, referring to Jesus, "I think He would appreciate the message, the stand we're taking." My question is:
What stand did he take? What message did he give the people other than you know how to compromise with the
world; using their music, speaking in adoration of the people who wrote the secular music, making your role
models those who are of the secular world? Some of these role models you chose are anti-Christian and are of the
world and not of God.

First of all, to whom are you saying rock music belongs? The world? Terry Watkins et al took a similar
stance and were dealt with in short order, on some of my other pages, the links of which I have given
you. Second, I have never seen DC Talk proclaim any adoration from the stage of any secular musician
(nor have you backed this up), much less making role models out of any of them.

Again it seems you c-rockers can justify whatever you want. You are ignoring warnings from scripture spoken by
Godly men and women who have a passion for the Bible as you have a passion for your c-rock. I have read
Watkin's, Godwin's and the material from many others and you just whitewash over the revealed sins of c-rock.
You got your answer from them on their pages and on mine. You come to our site with YOUR self-righteous
attitude along with a friend to try and nit-pick different points we have made, yet YOU have not disproved what
we have said.  Instead you and those like you argue about the "sound," the "beat," some like you even comparing
the wild behavior to innocent children's games like 'hide-n-seek'. Your arguments defending c-rock are not only
ridiculous but are completely unbiblical and blasphemous! These c-rockers by modeling their secular role models
have become like them! Is it any wonder that many c-rockers even sound much like their secular counterparts!?
Jeff Godwin has it right, they've got a mark of Satan that identifies them!!!

A lesson to be learned!--- When you compromise with the world, you will end up doing things their way, not
God's. Labeling something "Christian" doesn't make so. As a Christian, how can you stand apart from the world
when you blend in so well? How are they going to know?

OK, but this is not relevant here, as playing a certain style of music, rock included, is not a
compromise with the world.

The music is NOT neutral! Here is a link to an article by Terry Watkins http://www.av1611.org/neutral.html and
another which is linked at my site talking about the difference between good and bad music:
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/differencebetween.htm

http://www.av1611.org/neutral.html
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/differencebetween.htm
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The style DOES say something about where a person's heart is and the bad fruit of c-rock is evident for anyone
who examines it in light of scripture. Here for the readers is a link to Terry Watkin's homepage and the article that
exposes the numerous bad fruit of c-rock much like what I have witnessed for myself.
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html and here's another article on the DC Talk "Freak" show by Jeff Godwin
http://www.av1611.org/crock/dcfreak1.html You forget I used to love to listen to rock music ---and I can openly
admit and reveal that the "soul" of Rock & Roll is evil!  The rock singers don't try to hide it and neither do their
lyrics.  The rock music has always been designed to corrupt people from Biblical principles of morality --its roots
are of old alright! In Satan! Or do you not believe that Satan has music of his own? The rock style provokes a
response of its listeners just as much as slow soothing music would help someone relax.

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God." (Romans 12:1-2)

We believe DC Talk and their music are prime examples of compromising these verses in the Christian realm.
When I put this together with other statements by Smith in an interview with our local paper,

"None of the three band members is a member of an organized Christian denomination." Smith, "We follow the
person of Jesus Christ."

Amen! I can say the same thing. Are you saying there's a problem here?

Because of their lack of any gospel message, yes there is a problem! Who are these guys accountable to? If its a
gospel preaching, Bible believing church ANY pastor should exhort these guys at the very least to preach the
gospel. Plus, so very many people claim to be a "Christian" yet they claim no church affiliation and say their
testimony is something "personal" and don't share it.   --- Of that number many are unreached and unsaved.

The Bible teaches:

1 Peter 3:15 
"But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and [be] ready always to [give] an answer to every man that asketh
you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear:"

2 Timothy 4:2 
"Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and
doctrine."

DC Talk was right, people let you down. Their "sermon," was the biggest let down and most irresponsible one I
have ever heard.

Sorry you were let down. I myself have come away very encouraged from every DC Talk show I have
ever seen (which is a lot).

Biblical encouragement, no way. Emotional hype perhaps.

BODYSURFING, MOSHING AND HEADBANGING FOR JESUS?

"Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen..." (Jeremiah 10:2 )

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord..." (II Corinthians 6:17)

Yes! The "Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging" we witnessed on the video was largely the reason we saw the
need to research and write this article. No one we talked to has ever heard of this behavior in the name of

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://www.av1611.org/crock/dcfreak1.html
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Christianity. In fact, DC Talk says in their promotional video, "we want to get a good mosh pit going and some
head-banging." As to the bodysurfing, well the band participates! Does this sort of behavior align to scripture?
Consider the following scriptures:

"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and
wantonness, not in strife and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh, to [fulfil] the lusts [thereof]." (Romans 13:13-14)

I don't see head-banging or crowd surfing falling under any of these categories.

This clearly demonstrates your lack of Biblical knowledge and common sense of right and wrong. C-rockers are
teaching to conform to the world by their music, lyrics and their wild behavior. Plus the verse quoted above draws
this together (1 Cor 7:1).

Are Christian parents so naïve that they do not see the "fleshly" appeal to their teenagers? What about the riotous
atmosphere? They passed people across the top of a crowd with their hands, on their front and back, boy and girl
alike!!!

How about the extremely loud volume? It was earsplitting in a literal sense, I listened through one song, and my
ears were ringing. Are not our bodies considered a temple for the Holy Spirit? Why do Christians want to subject
their eardrums to abuse?

Sorry to hear about your ears... but I myself have been to literally hundreds of gigs like this, including
DC Talk many times, sans ear protection, and have never had a problem with my hearing. I for one
happen to like it loud, and have seen some of the loudest bands in Christian music. When I feel the
need to wear ear protection, then I will. However, this has only happened twice in my life, and both of
those times were at secular concerts, in an outdoor venue. (And 99% of the concerts I attend are
Christian).

Hearing damage is most often cumulative, I hope you don't wait too long to find out how much hearing loss
you've acquired so far.

Why is it necessary to promote this kind of behavior, much less be a part of it? Do we agree with the worldly
philosophy of "safe sex," and say, "Well they're going to do it anyway?"

Why not? This kind of behavior is not analogous to premarital sex, which the Bible specifically warns
against.

Numerous parents I know USED the analogy "Well they're going to do it anyway" to justify their kids attending
this and other concerts like it (Code of Ethics, News Boys, Jars of Clay) This is the SAME argument used to
justify other sins and they're paying the price with uncontrollable kids.  I have absolutely NO DOUBTS that
the behavior we witnessed does lead our youth to committing greater sins than just body surfing someone's body
across their hands! Again, you C-rockers are either completely ignorant of scripture, or naïve, or lying or totally
lack any common sense if you really believe this is just innocent fun!

What about the children at this concert? Kathy and I both saw different reactions from the small children. Some
were mimicking the adults, others were in a stupor sitting quietly as the music droned on and on. We even had one
boy pass in front of us saying to a friend, "Now all I have to do is get my hearing back." - That was only halfway
through the concert! We were saddened more by watching these young kids than anything else. What must be going
through the heads of these children?!

Couldn't tell ya. But I can begin to imagine what I would be thinking, were I a younger lad
experiencing a DC Talk concert for the first time...
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Wow! This music really kicks! Geeze, most other shows like this are filled with cursing and sexual
connotations! And look, everyone around me is dancing and singing along, having a great time while
they are sober and not even drunk! Some even have their hands raised in praise to the Lord! I think I
can get into this scene... who even needs any of that secular stuff. What will people think when they
hear that I'm a   Jesus Freak...

To put it very kindly, "You really missed the boat here!!!" If you really believe this you are blind to the truth.
AND HOW HEARTLESS YOU ARE IF YOU DO!!!  I SAW THOSE KIDS AND THEY WERE NOT HAPPY,
THEY WERE SCARED!!! HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SCARED CHILD?!  WHEN I PUT MYSELF IN THE
CHILD'S SHOES ONLY "RUNNING" COMES TO MIND. I HAVE NO DOUBT THEIR EARS HURT TOO!!!  I
WOULD HAVE BEEN AS TERRIFIED AND FROZEN AS THOSE SMALL CHILDREN PRESENT!!!  IT'S
SATAN'S WORK TO DESTROY OUR CHILDREN!!! AND C-ROCK MAKES NO SECRET THAT'S WHO
THEY ARE OUT TO REACH!!! THE YOUTH! 
THE BIBLE TEACHES:

Matthew 18:6 - 7
"But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and [that] he were drowned in the depth of the sea. Woe unto the world because of
offences! for it must needs be that offences come; but woe to that man by whom the offence cometh!"

Your statements testify against you Mr. C-rocker! I am certain you won't agree but as you
are saying to the effect that we are opposing God by opposing C-rock you had better take a

closer look at what you are promoting!!!

Sadly, even the promoters for the band echo the same sediment one of our local Christian radio stations did, these
are the "thing to do" with kids at concerts. Has God changed, or have we? A local response to a letter to the editor
of our newspaper concerning these activities that would occur, compared Christian Rock to David dancing in the
Temple. So, are we now going to start charging $18.50 a seat to worship?

I'm sure that you will agree that the quality of DC Talk's stage presentation easily rivals, if not
surpasses, those of their secular counterparts. You get what you pay for. I have no problem paying
money for a ticket. And you my friend, shouldn't complain, having not paid a single cent for them.

Again, I refer to the first paragraph that apparently you skipped by. The gospel should not be charged for, God's
truth is supposed to be free.  Plus this group among the rest makes merchandise of those who come, as they heavily
push the t-shirts, trinkets, coins and other miscellaneous garbage. 2 Peter 2:3 "And through covetousness shall they
with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and their
damnation slumbereth not." (Bold emphasis mine showing how these people are using others for gain in an
unBiblical way.) 

The verses in the Bible are numerous which speak against these activities, even though the promoters have argued,
"it is well orchestrated and safety is a priority," this does not change the fact that the behavior is not Christian. I
have spent over a week thinking of how to convey the danger and deception of the music and behavior. It comes
down to what does the Bible say? What are the standards for Christian music set forth in the Bible? Do musical
forms reflect beliefs? Where is the line? Where does the Christian set their standards? We must agree on Christian
behavior, do you participate in these things?

These are good questions. I would disagree though with your statement that we 'must agree' on
Christian behavior. Is having a drink Christian? Or is it a sin? I myself never drink, on the other hand I
would not condemn a fellow believer for doing so, as this is a non-essential item that people have
different convictions about. Do I love Christian music, and rock out to it? Heck yes! But am I going to
condemn others for loving hymns and such? No.
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Better think longer than a week on these things.

You are wrong, we MUST agree on what Christian behavior is and its the Bible that sets the standards. The
behavior and the rock music are intertwined inseparably. If you do not believe the Bible, than standards are
whatever you want to make them you are attempting to detract from the points. 

I was saved out of the rock scene. Why would I want to enslave myself to this worldly lifestyle again?

Praise God. But like I've said before, if such music causes you to stumble, then yes, stay away from it.
But do not condemn others for it.

You have stumbled but you are blind to it. Now you condone and praise those that cause others to stumble this is
what c-rock does to the young Christian as it confuses and misleads our youth into thinking they can live and
behave like the world. The condemnation comes not from us but from the Bible who do such things.

While speaking with Sarah Leslie, Editor of the Christian Conscience, she pointed out that

"The use of the term "freak", according to its original meaning, has now been turned completely
around. Those who were hippie counter-culture "freaks" were radically saved. When we were called
"Jesus Freaks" in the '70's, it was a reference to our past life, but also implied being willing to live for
Jesus in a holy, sober and righteous manner that ran completely contrary to the popular hippie culture -
-- in other words becoming a new type of "freak".

DC Talk has twisted the term completely around to mean Christians mimicking the popular culture willing to act
wildly, moshing, head-banging, etc. (like "freaks") to spread the Gospel."

I have to ask why would we ever use such a word as "freak" to describe our fervor for Jesus Christ?

You already went over that. What is a 'freak?' An ardent follower. Therefore a Jesus Freak is an
ardent follower of Christ!

Your spin on it. Those like Sarah see DC Talk's play on the old term "Jesus Freak" as DC Talk tries to REDEFINE
it! Our article reveals the truth! The primary connotation for "freak" is NOT for the Christian, except for someone
who WAS a freak and is now gloriously saved.

Why do we need to "dress down" as these band members do? Do we need to do this to be accepted? Do we have to
cross-dress to reach cross-dressers?

This is frankly a very poor analogy.

Because you don't like it, doesn't make it poor. Again it is very clearly the truth as the band imitates the world's
"grunge" look right along with the crowd! -The fad demonstrates their "role model"  loyalty to the secular rock
group Nirvana! A blatantly anti-Christian group! In this case the comparison does not detract from the point but
exemplifies it, it is the same logic reaching to a fringe group.

The Rock and Roll culture is a subculture, on the fringe of our society. Is this kind of music Christian? No, I do not
believe it is.

I see. Now you are venturing into totally different territory. Again, if rock music causes you to stumble,
then by all means stay away from it, at least for a season. But this does not justify your condemning it.
If I were you, I would check out my Christian rock apologetic pages before I even went there.

You have rationalized more scriptures than I care to count on your c-rock defense page. You come across as
someone who doesn't care who they hurt, as you defend every c-rocker I've ever heard of and some I have not! Its
the Bible that judges the behavior of these groups, so if you have a problem you are talking to the wrong person, I
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am only saying what the Bible teaches.

Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by the music and the words, only God knows
the heart.

It is hard to tell if you go by the words? Dude, please take a look at a lyric sheet from any of their
albums. Every song they have ever put out has an explicit Christian message. If you are going to post
pages condemning DC Talk's music, and questioning their Christianity, you owe it to them to at least
take a look at the lyric sheet from any of their albums!

Again you made a bad assumption and I did read one.  I again refer the reader to the song critiqued above "Jesus
Freak." One album was enough, no need to waste my time with more. THERE IS NO GOSPEL OR CLEAR
CHRISTIAN MESSAGE IN DC TALK'S LYRICS. I still have nothing but questions about the faith of ANYONE
who promotes the kind of behavior we witnessed. Because the Bible teaches us to judge by the fruit people bear
and we have only witnessed BAD FRUIT in relation to c-rock.

At best this was a Rock n' Roll concert performed by some misled Christians. Parents beware!

"Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God?
whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4)

Footnotes: (1) Article in Rapid City Journal May 10, 1996 "Musical Missionaries" (2) Article in Rapid City Journal
May 18, 1996 "DC Talk, Audio Adrenaline played spirited rock n' roll

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye
thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."
(Colossians 3:15-16; also refer to Ephesians 5:19)

Of the dozens of Christian rock artists I know and love, DC Talk is one of the ones that impress me the
most. Not only is the music excellent, but the lyrics uncompromising, despite surely incredible
temptation to record otherwise. I have also had the opportunity to meet them on certain occasions
including the Jesus Freak release party, and by all indications they are not only great and talented guys
but they are who they say they are, pursuers of Christ. It saddens and frustrates me to see these
brothers slammed on the Internet, thus this response. I look forward to yours.

Of what Jesus Christ do c-rockers like DC Talk preach? There is no indication in their promotion, in their concert
or in any part of their music with only very vague exceptions. Is the gospel hidden? Or is to be preached openly?
DC Talk not only compromises but "slams" the Christ they claim to love with their behavior.

Or so I thought... here's what he had to say (with my responses):

Further debate and end of discussion:

After looking at your site I can see it would be a complete waste of time discussing this with you.

Well my friend, if you don't even read any of DC Talk's lyric sheets, and from what I can tell didn't
even read my response, I guess you're right.

For your information I read the lyrics before writing the article. I found them on internet after the concert because
you could hardly make out a word that was said as their music drowned them out!

If you are really serious about following Jesus Christ YOU need to quit rationalizing behaviors to make them fit as
"Christian." The behavior and music at these concerts was hatched in hell not the Bible.

file:///C:/beard2/freaks.htm
file:///C:/beard2/freaks.htm
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As for you telling me what I need to do, I can say that you need to quit irrationalizing these behaviors
and calling then non-christian. As for the music being "hatched in hell"??? Please.

One look at the children's faces was enough for me! But my article also covered the scriptures regarding riotous
behavior you have just chosen to disregard it.

Here are a few more web pages which you may have looked at already which go more in depth and cover some of
those horrendous groups that you say: "For the most part, if it's good, and it's explicitly Christian, I like it. Here are
some bands that fit those bills and have web sites worth checking out, as well as some festival and other info
below." and a few you say are: Bride, Mortification, Newsboys, Petra, Tourniquet ! and ones I have more on some
I've never heard of.

Those 5 bands are totally sold out for the Lord, their lyrics are totally explcitly Christian, and their
musicianship is awesome. I have had the opportunity to meet the members of the first 4 as well, and
from all indications their lifestyles are ones that are glorifying to the Lord. How dare you call them
'horrendous.' Now Newsboys, I've actually never seen a slam on them, are they your next target?

Your definition "explcitly Christian" I cannot agree with at all.  How dare I not call them horrendous!? Their so-
called Christian music is to say the least bizarre! You support and or defend a group of c-rockers beyond those
you list above, some I didn't even know they were considered c-rockers! Here's the list from your site for my
readers here:

"All Star United, Audio Adrenaline, Carman, Christafari, Code of Ethics, -Another moshing bunch I've heard of,
Five Iron Frenzy, Hokus Pick, Jars of Clay, JLM- local boys with a great live show, Geoff Moore & the Distance,
Guardian, The Insyderz, The Kry, Michael W. Smith, Miss Angie, Point of Grace, Reality Check, Rebecca St.
James, REO Speedwagon, Supertones, Third Day, World Wide Message Tribe, and many more Mr. C-rocker lists
songs for: One Bad Pig, Whitecross, Bloodgood, Plankeye" and more c-rockers that I've never heard of!

Here are the websites I am talking about:

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm Christian" Rock Music Christian or Satanic?

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html Christian Rock - Blessing or Blasphemy? - by Terry Watkins

Dude, both of these have been dealt with on short order, you should have seen links to my responses on
the page I gave you. Those were, frankly, full of lies and gave way to much credit to the devil. I e-
mailed responses to those folks and have never heard back from any of them. Your slam on DC Talk
was more civil, I'll give you that, but it as well contains falsehoods that need to be corrected.

Your ideas of what are lies are nothing more than your opinion and do not stand up to the test of the Biblical truth!
Aside from DC Talk that I saw in person, I have seen video of other things Watkins has revealed on his page. Kind
of hard to deny both the eye witness account, quotes AND the video!!!

http://www.biblebelievers.net/ChristianRock/kjcrockm.htm 

I hadn't seen that one before but will check it out, thanks... Thanks also for the response. God bless, ....

I cannot even say "God bless you" because your words have given me great reasons to doubt your faith in the God
of the Bible. Your insistence on defending c-rock at all costs (even at the cost of our children) is one of the greatest
reasons.

Matthew 7:16 - 20
"Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree
bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit,

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://www.biblebelievers.net/ChristianRock/kjcrockm.htm
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neither [can] a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them."

Galatians 5:21 - 24
"Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told [you]
in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, Meekness, temperance: against such there is no law. And they
that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts."

You cannot even pretend that the fruits of the Spirit are evident in DC Talk concerts or
any other c-rock concerts!!!

2 Peter 2:18 
18 For when they speak great swelling [words] of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, [through much]
wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live in error.

This verse pretty well sums up what we witnessed, shameless and outrageous behavior!

I can see why my friends gave you no response. For the record I did read the lyrics of the DC Talk "Jesus Freak"
album very closely --- utter nonsense. What you deem as falsehoods I have either quoted from other secular
material "positive" towards the band or I heard for myself first-hand.

How dare you call this garbage Christian!

Goodbye, John

This goes to show I did tell you I read the lyrics, yet the page this is in answer to is supposed to show how I did
not!

At this point I'll just chalk it up and post it to my site. The reason I figured he must not have read the
lyric sheet is because he said "Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by
the music and the words..." If he says it is "utter nonsense," not to mention "garbage," I guess that is
his loss. As for his friends giving me no response, all I can venture to say is while his friends presented
blatant lies, I confronted them with correction in the form of truth. I believe that all parties involved
here will be praising God together for eternity, and we will know who is right then.

Here your true colors come through as you call liars numerous Christians who have exposed the lies of c-rock to
the Word of God. --Thereby maligning/slandering their character!

Like I've said before, I don't have anything personal against these folks. I've even checked out articles
on other topics on their sites and found some compelling truthful material. But I can not let this slam
against these brothers go uncorrected or uncontested, despite my personal requests that they change it.
That is the reason for these responses. You can e-mail me at (address removed), or check out my
music page which has links to my other pages in defense of Christian rock. Here is Mr. Beardsley's
info left intact as on the original page. If you respond to him, I suggest you do it with caution. God
bless.

Here I too am accused of slamming.  The c-rocker I am responding to worked together with another c-rocker to try
and convince me of my error. I in turn have tried to convince them that they are wrong, not because I say they are
wrong but that God does through His holy words found in the Bible, 100% true and sufficient for all our needs.

2 Timothy 2:15 -16
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"Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth. But shun profane [and] vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness."

The utterances of c-rock are vain babblings at best and blasphemous or heretical --- and this is being kind for the
condemnation deserved by much of this so-called "Christian" rock!  Here's a short study that gives a little more on
why NOT to rock:

Look at the word "wantonness" in scripture, perhaps you could say more on the word but the good'ol Strong's says
plenty: Not only unbridled lust, excess, licentiousness, lasciviousness BUT also "outrageousness, shamelessness,
insolence" Sums up the fruit of both CCM and C-rock!

766 aselgeia {as-elg'-i-a}

from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed selges (of uncertain derivation, but apparently
meaning
continent); TDNT - 1:490,83; n f

AV - lasciviousness 6, wantonness 2, filthy 1; 9

1) unbridled lust, excess, licentiousness, lasciviousness, wantonness, outrageousness, shamelessness, insolence

Same word definition here to:
Romans 13:13 
"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in
strife and envying."

Also look at:
"and such like" - From Gal 5:21
Tie this to verses like Ro. 12:1-2 and one will get the point. Not to mention where is the fruit of the Spirit (Gal
5:22-24) at these concerts --they are not there!

Galatians 5:21-24
"21 Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told
[you] in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. 22 But the fruit of the
Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, 23 Meekness, temperance: against such there
is no law. 24 And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts."

Then merely examine the bad fruit revealed at the concerts!

Christian rockers are clearly "cozying-up" to the world and its way opposite of Romans 12:1-2 and other verses. 
The fast growth of Christian rock should sound the alarm bells for parents, pastors and peachers who are
seeking to follow scriptures!  We need to beware of the arguments presented by the likes of this c-rocker as they
attempt (maybe unintentionally) to undermine parental authority introducing the seductive heresy of "Christian
Rock."

2 Corinthians 10:3-6
"3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh: 4 (For the weapons of our warfare [are] not
carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong holds;) 5 Casting down imaginations, and every
high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the
obedience of Christ; 6 And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is fulfilled."
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Does the Bible Support Christian Rock?
- A quick answer to so called "Christian Rockers"
By John Beardsley

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye thankful. Let
the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord." (Colossians 3:15-16; also refer to Ephesians
5:19) 

Emphasis "...psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts..." Does this approve or
license Christian Rock? Definitely not.

1 Corinthians 7:1 
"Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: [It is] good for a man not to touch a woman."

There is positively no way to escape this verse on the issue of body surfing!

II Corinthians 6:14 
"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?" 

Romans 12:1 - 2
"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God."

These verses demonstrate we are NOT to conform to the world, exactly opposite of what C-rock is teaching.

1 Peter 3:15 
"But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and [be] ready always to [give] an answer to every man that asketh you
a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear:"

Matthew 28:19-20 
"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway,
[even] unto the end of the world. Amen."

These verses testify against c-rockers lack of a gospel message even saying they are NOT at the concerts to preach.
Not to mention where in Bible does it say to use music as the way to preach?  It doesn't, it's in the Bible to build
each other up!

2 Timothy 4:2 
"Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine."

This is what folks like myself are doing are best to do, doctrine is a foreign idea in c-rock because they are
adapting to the world's way of thinking.

2 Timothy 2:15 -16
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"Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth. But shun profane [and] vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness."

Matthew 7:16 - 20
"Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree
bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit,
neither [can] a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them."

Galatians 5:21 - 24
"Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told [you]
in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, Meekness, temperance: against such there is no law. And they
that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts."

And where are the spiritual fruits of the C-rock?! They are not evident in the concerts they claim are explicitly
"Christian." This of itself should be enough to scare away a teen trying to walk honestly according to scriptures.

The utterances of c-rock are vain babblings at best and are often blasphemous or heretical. 

Christian rockers are clearly "cozying-up" to the world and its ways, opposite of Romans 12:1-2 and other verses
quoted.  They often sing the world's songs, mimmic the world's dress style, have lyrics which often make no sense
like their secular counterparts, and behave like the unsaved rockers! The fast growth of Christian rock should sound
the alarm bells for parents, pastors and peachers who are seeking to follow scriptures and protect their children! 
We need to beware of the arguments presented by the likes of c-rockers as they attempt (maybe unintentionally) to
undermine parental authority introducing the seductive heresy of "Christian Rock."

The following answers the so-called "cheap shots" we are making of c-rock as accused by the leader of the c-
rock group "Bride."

Why do I and others like me take a stand against c-rockers? This web site speaks volumes to the why we must
oppose them according to the Bible:  
http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm

Here's a quote from the site: - (Go to the website for the entire article)
(It makes for a good study in scripture, because God, NO MAN made these statements, here the harmony of
scripture is evident)

THIS QUESTION- "IS IT RIGHT TO JUDGE?" is one that puzzles many sincere Christians. A careful and open
minded study of the Bible makes it clear that concerning certain vital matters, it is not only right but a positive duty
to judge.
Many do not know that the Scripture commands us to judge. The Lord Jesus Christ commanded, "Judge righteous
judgment" (John 7:24). He told a man, "Thou hast rightly judged" (Luke 7:43). To others, our Lord asked, "Why
even of yourselves judge ye not what is right?" (Luke 12:57). 

The Apostle Paul wrote, "I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say" (1 Corinthians 10:15). Again, Paul declared,
"He that is spiritual judgeth all things" (1 Corinthians 2:15). It is our positive duty to judge. 

False Teachers and False Teaching 

"Beware of false prophets!" (Matthew 7:15) is the warning and command of our Lord. But how could we "beware"
and how could we know they are "false prophets" if we did not judge? And what is the God given standard by

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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which we are to judge? " 

To the Law and to the Testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them."
(Isaiah 8:20). "Ye shall know them by their fruits" (Matthew 7:16), Christ said. And in judging the "fruits," we
must judge by God's Word, not by what appeals to human reasoning. Many things seem good to human judgment
which are false to the Word of God. 

The Apostle Paul admonished believers, "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord
Jesus
Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple" (Romans 16:17-
18).

This apostolic command could not be obeyed were it not right to judge. God wants us to know His Word and then
test all teachers and teaching by it. Notice also that it is the false teachers who make the "divisions," and not those
who protest against their false teaching. And these deceivers are not serving Christ, as they profess, "but their own
belly," or their own "bread and
butter," as we would put it. We are to "mark them and avoid them." 

"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17, read verses 14-18). and
"From such turn away." (2 Timothy 3:5). "Withdraw yourselves" (2 Thessalonians 3:6). "And have no fellowship
with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them " (Ephesians 5:1 1). "Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that
which is good" (Romans 12:9). "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21). It would be
impossible to obey these injunctions of God's Word unless it were right to judge! And remember, nothing is "good"
in God's sight that is not true to His Word. 

The Apostle John wrote, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try [test, judge] the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the world " ( 1 John 4:1 ) . Again he wrote, "For many deceivers are
entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.... If there come any unto you, and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds" (2 John 7,10-11). This Scripture commands us to judge between those who do,
and those who do not bring the true doctrine of Christ. 

Whenever a child of God contributes to a denominational budget that supports Modernist (liberal, compromising)
missionaries or teachers, he is guilty before God, according to this Scripture, of bidding them, "God speed " in the
most effective way possible. And he thereby becomes a "partaker" with them of their "evil deeds" of spreading soul
damning poison. How terrible, but how true! Arouse yourself, child of God. If you are guilty, ask God to forgive
you and help you never again to be guilty of the blood of souls for whom Christ died. When we are willing to
suffer for Christ, we can readily see the truth of God's Word on this tremendously important matter. "If we suffer,
we shall also reign with Him" (2 Timothy 2:12) . 

Misunderstood and Misused Scripture 

One of the best known and most misunderstood and misapplied Scriptures is "Judge not" (Matthew 7:1). Let us
examine the entire passage: 

"Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but
considerest
not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine
eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and
then shalt
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thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye" (Matthew 7:1-5). 

Read this again carefully. Notice that it is addressed to a hypocrite!-not to those who sincerely want to discern
whether a teacher or teaching is true or false to God's Word. And instead of being a prohibition against honest
judgment, it is a solemn warning against hypocritical judgment. In fact, the last statement of this Scripture
commands sincere judgment-"Then shalt
thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." If we take a verse or a part of a verse out of its
setting, we can make the Word of God appear to teach the very opposite of what it really does teach. And those
who do this cannot escape the judgment of God for twisting His Word (2 Peter 3:16). Let this be a warning to us
never again to take a text of Scripture out of its context. 

Many who piously quote, "Judge not," out of its context, in order to defend that which is false to God's Word, do
not see their own inconsistency in thus judging those who would obey God's Word about judging that which is
untrue to the Bible. It is tragic that so much that is anti-Scriptural has undeservedly found shelter behind a misuse
of the Scripture just quoted. The reason the
professed church of Christ is today honeycombed and paralyzed by satanic Modernism is because Christians have
not obeyed the commands of God's Word to judge and put away and separate from false teachers and false
teaching when they first appeared in their midst. Physical health is maintained by separation from disease germs.
Spiritual health is maintained by separation from germs of false doctrine. The greatest peril of our day is not too
much judging, but too little judging of spiritual falsehood. 

God wants His children to be like the noble Bereans who "searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were
so"(Acts 17:11). 

Romans 2:1-3 is also addressed to the religious hypocrite who condemned himself because he was guilty of the
same things for which he condemned others. James 4:11-12 refers to an evil spirit of backbiting and fault finding,
not to judging whether teachers or teachings agree or disagree with God's Word. The Bible never contradicts itself.
To understand one portion of
Scripture we must view it in the light of all Scripture. "No prophecy of the Scripture is of any private [isolated]
interpretation" (2 Peter 1:20). "Comparing spiritual things [words] with spiritual" (1 Corinthians 2:13). 

The "Wheat and Tares" parable of Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43, is much misunderstood. First of all, our Lord is
talking about the world, not His Church-"the field is the world." He goes on to say that "the good seed are the
children of the Kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one" (Matthew 13:38) . They are the two
groups in the world; children of
God-those who have received Christ (John 1:12), and the children of the devil-those who reject Christ (John 8:44).
When any of the "children of the wicked one" get into the professed church of Christ, as they have always done, a
definite procedure for God's children is set forth in His Word. First, it is their duty to tell them that they have
"neither part nor lot" in Christ (see
Acts 8:21-23 and context). 

If the children of the devil do not leave voluntarily, as is generally the case, God's children are commanded to
"purge out" (1 Corinthians 5:7) these unbelievers. But God's people have disobeyed His Word about this, and so
unbelievers [and disobedient brethren- 2 Thessalonians 3:6,14-15] have gotten into control, as is now the case in
most denominations. Therefore, those who
purpose to be true to Christ and His Word are commanded to "come out from among them, and be ye separate,
saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17), regardless of property or any other considerations. When we obey God's
Word, we can trust Him
to take care of all the consequences of our obedience. 
---end quote----

Again for the entire article I refer you to:
http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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What is it to be "all things" to all people?
By John Beardsley

To the homosexual are we to become one to reach them?
A drug addict to join them on a trip?

A thief to reach the thief?
To the rocker or biker do we pierce or tattoo our body?
An adulterer to reach those unfaithful to their spouse?

Do we participate in sin to reach the sinner?
OR do we present ourselves as a sinner to the sinner not again enslaving

ourselves?

1 Corinthians 9:18 -23
"What is my reward then? [Verily] that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ
without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel.  For though I be free from all [men], yet
have I made myself servant unto all, that I might gain the more. And unto the Jews I became as a
Jew, that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under the law, as under the law, that I might gain
them that are under the law; To them that are without law, as without law, (being not without law to
God, but under the law to Christ,) that I might gain them that are without law. To the weak became I
as weak, that I might gain the weak: I am made all things to all [men], that I might by all means save
some.  And this I do for the gospel's sake, that I might be partaker thereof with [you]."

Being all things is to:
Be glad with those who are glad,

Sad with those who are sad,
Uplifting to those who are down,
Fulfilling to those who are empty,
Wise to those who are ignorant,

Discerning to those with no understanding,
Give direction to those who are lost,

Be a blessing to those chosen to lead,
Bold with the truth when others are timid,

Demonstrate patience to the impatient,
Be there for those who are lonely,

Just listen to the ones with burdens,
Work together with them needing a helping hand,

Provide protection for those who are afraid,

And most of all present to them Jesus Christ to those without Him!

 Verses that inspired this piece:
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2 Corinthians 5:17- 18
17 Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new creature: old things are passed away; behold,
all things are become new. 18 And all things [are] of God, who hath reconciled us to himself by
Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation;

2 Corinthians 6:4 
4 But in all [things] approving ourselves as the ministers of God, in much patience, in afflictions, in
necessities, in distresses,

2 Corinthians 6:10 
10 As sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing; as poor, yet making many rich; as having nothing, and [yet]
possessing all things.

2 Corinthians 9:8 
8 And God [is] able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in
all [things], may abound to every good work:

2 Corinthians 12:19

19 Again, think ye that we excuse ourselves unto you? we speak before God in Christ: but [we do] all
things, dearly beloved, for your edifying.

Titus 2:7 
7 In all things shewing thyself a pattern of good works: in doctrine [shewing] uncorruptness, gravity,
sincerity,

Colossians 1:16 
16 For by him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible,
whether [they be] thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him,
and for him:

1 Thessalonians 5:21 
21 Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.

Ephesians 5:20 
20 Giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ;

Ephesians 6:21 
21 But that ye also may know my affairs, [and] how I do, Tychicus, a beloved brother and faithful
minister in the Lord, shall make known to you all things:

Philippians 2:14 
14. Do all things without murmurings and disputings:

Philippians 4:13 
13 I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me.
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Interesting Information About "Promise Keepers"
Compiled by John Beardsley Dated 4/19/96 – Updated 9/20/97

Lots of scriptures, questions and quotes regarding Promise Keepers 

NEW: From the PK News Oct 97 For "Stand In the Gap" (SITG) in Washington, D.C.!

'Blow the trumpet,' Schlafer said. "In the Old Testament, the shofar (a ram's-horn trumpet)
was blown prior to battles to signify the army of God. Our host people, the Native
Americans, blew flute, and other people groups used trumpets. So, we will use numerous
instruments to invoke the Spirit of God to consecrate the event." he said, "As we blow the
horns to start the program, we will be announcing the arrival of royalty, the Lord of
Lords and King of Kings." 

PROMISE KEEPERS IS CALLING FOR JESUS TO COME ON OCTOBER 4TH OR
ARE THEY "INVOKING" A SPIRIT OF DELUSION???!!! -Read Bottom of Article

Bill McCartney Promise Keepers Founder has said, "Promise Keepers doesn't care if you're a Baptist. Are
you born in the Spirit of God? Promise Keepers doesn't care if you're a Pentecostal. Are you born in the
Spirit? Now hear this! Promise Keepers doesn't care if you're a Roman Catholic. Are you born into the
Spirit of God?"

McCartney has said in a radio interview where Promise Keepers is going from a "Spiritual dimension"-- "I
honesty believe that Promise Keepers is a vehicle that God is going to use to come alongside the church to
rebuild our cities, to feed the poor, to come alongside the oppressed, to dissolve the gangs, to end welfare in
this nation and to see a lot of healing in our land." When asked "Is that all" McCartney continued, "I also
believe that we can, what the Christian men of this nation could pay off the national debt."

 McCartney when asked, "how does reality compare with that vision," He responded, "Well obviously the
Lord is gone way above and beyond what I might have imagined, I did have a grand vision, and I do, the
Lord has given me the kind of thought life and prayer life where I do think God sized thoughts, in other
words the kinds of things only God can do, and, so I believe Promise Keepers, Haggai 2:7 it talks about
shaking the nations, I believe Promise Keepers is going to shake the nations."

 Is the Promise Keeper Agenda the Bible’s? Does McCartney’s belief about Haggai 2:7 in the context of the Bible?

McCartney has stated he starts everyday asking, "Lord what is your strategy to end racism, what is your
direction for Promise Keepers and Lord what would you have me say when I get an opportunity to speak?"

 Is this how Christians should start everyday? Read on, is this what God would have a Christian speak?

At the Dallas 1995 conference McCartney makes several interesting statements: McCartney speak in
reference to one of the first conferences - "I felt the spirit of God say to me ‘look at the audience and tell
me what you see’ Lord I see 4200 guys filled with your spirit I said its wonderful. He said, ‘what else do you
see?’ I said well Lord almost every guy here is a white guy." Then McCartney says, "But the Lord told me,
he said ‘you get up there and you tell those guys if you can fill that stadium, but if its not a fair representation
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of the body of Christ of my men, I’m not coming.’" 

-Does this align with scripture? II Peter 2 1:19-2:3 for starters.

At the Dallas 1995 conference McCartney makes several MORE interesting statements: (part of same
message above)
 McCartney, "Can we truly see genuine unity? What would move God to do this? What can I do? How can
we feed the poor? Who will be a father to the fatherless? What about the widow? Lord why have you tarried
so long? Lord why have we waited 400 years in this nation? "When will the nations gather in Jesus’ name?"
(McCartney gives a long explanation leading to answer saying how some will ,"be surprised by the answer,"
"some already know") "The answer to those questions is prayer, now Matthew 18:18 Jesus says I tell you the
truth whatever you bind on Earth will be bound in Heaven and whatever you loose on Earth will be loosed in
Heaven. Are you guys in touch with the fact that Heaven waits on Earth? How many of you know that
almighty God’s will is perfect however, every single one of us has a free will, every single one of us can
make our own choices, do you understand what that does to God? He has to wait on us, if He didn’t wait on
us then he would be mandating His will and we would not have a free will. Do you understand that prayer
is when we ask God to do what He wills to do, God is not going to change His mind. There are things that
God has wanted to do for a long, long time, but let me read on, in the next two verses of the 18th Chapter of
Matthew, it says ‘again I tell you if two of you on Earth agree about anything you ask for it will be done by
my Father in Heaven. For where two or three come together in my name there I am with them.’ That’s
the verse we’ve misunderstood, we think every time we ask almighty God to come together when we
call out the name of Jesus, that He comes, but that not what that means. He says ‘I will come if you
gather in harmony, I will come if the condition of your heart is such that you stand before me and you are
barren, you’re empty, and you’re desperate for the heart of almighty God, and there’s no judgment in your
heart, that there’s no condemnation in your heart, that you’ve given up all your opinions, that you’ve given up
all your suspicions, that’s when almighty God will come, that’s when Jesus will come. You see Jesus will
come when we are in harmony, and guess what the church has never stood in harmony, the church has
never stood together and asked almighty God to do these things. We refuse to give up what’s in our heart.
We have people who have betrayed us, they’ve disappointed us, we have people who have lied to us and
crossed us and we can’t let go of that, and we don’t let go of that and so guess what, we can’t stand before a
holy righteous God and ask Him to come into our presence. You know why? Because He said, ‘a broken and
contrite heart you will not despise,’ its a broken heart that God wants." Its a broken heart that stands before
God and it says ‘Lord I want your will, I forfeit my will, I forfeit all of my attitudes, I forfeit all of my
agendas, and I ask you Lord to come into our presence right here and bring the Spirit of the living God.’ See
if the Church of Jesus Christ ever stood together in harmony and asked almighty God to do that He
would do that. He would bring an end to racism. Don’t you know that its God’s heart, it tears God’s heart
open when we treat each other like we do. That’s not what he’s wanted, he’s never wanted that, but the
church has always stood divided. The church has always stood in separation. How many of you know what a
spirit of prayer is? A spirit of prayer is when you ask almighty God to do what he wills to do. You see He
offers to us intimacy he says, Jesus Christ says this to us, He said, ‘In to me see, my heart,’ anybody who
wants the heart of God can have it." (Directly from the PK taped message "Forgive, Give and Live")

 Is this dissertation from McCartney a true representation of God’s will according to the Bible??? Are the
following verses about Church unity and Racism?

 Matthew 18:15 - 22 KJV
15. Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between thee and him alone: if he
shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. 16 But if he will not hear [thee, then] take with thee one or two more,
that in the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established. 17 And if he shall neglect to hear them,
tell [it] unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an heathen man and a
publican. 18 Verily I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever ye
shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. 19 Again I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on earth as
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touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which is in heaven. 20 For where two
or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them. 21. Then came Peter to him, and said,
Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? till seven times? 22 Jesus saith unto him, I say
not unto thee, Until seven times: but, Until seventy times seven.

McCartney has said this to Pastors, "We cannot divide the word of truth. We need you to teach us."

 -Compare his words to this scripture, "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." 2 Timothy 2:15 Is McCartney correct? This is more evidence of
McCartney’s Roman Catholic beliefs!

McCartney, from the introduction of the book "What Makes A Man", "God’s eyes are moving to and fro for
men with a full passion for the gospel message. The Lord is calling men from across our nation to lead a new
uprising of men filled with God’s Spirit. Now is the time for that uprising, and this book contains many of
the voices who are calling men to this movement."

 -At least nine psychologists and at least one psychiatrist helped write this book! The first chapter is by
psychologists Gary Smalley and John Trent. Second chapter is by Evangelist Leighton Ford, (related to Billy
Graham) who writes "Our Four Basic Needs As Human Beings," "A psychiatrist friend tells me we have four
basic needs as human beings."

 Is this "The Lord is calling men from across our nation to lead a new uprising of men filled with God’s
Spirit" as McCartney suggests?

Promise Keepers representatives are scheduled to speak at the Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio,
May 31 - June 2, 1996 at a Christian Men's Conference. (And this did take place)

 -This institution stands unequivocally for traditional Catholic doctrine and practice. Does Catholic doctrine align in
Biblical unity? More proof of PK’s ecumenical intentions!

Still endorsed but no longer promoted by Promise Keepers as of 1996, the book "The Masculine Journey" Dr.
Robert Hicks' discussion of man's (emotionally) wounded stage (enosh), he confuses sins and wounds: "In
order for men to discover what manhood is all about, they must descend into the deep places of their own
souls and find their accumulated grief. … I am convinced many men in our society today are lashing out at
women, at society, at bosses, even at God—all because they do not understand the wounding experience. …
The story of Jacob … illustrates a young man having been severely wounded by a dysfunctional family
system" (pp. 115-117). In addition, Hicks teaches that David was a "manic-depressive" whose Psalms were
the "musings" of a disordered mind (p. 114)  

In the Masculine Journey’s accompanying workbook Study Guide, Section Three, "Exploring the Issues with
Other Men" (p. 33), the following statement is made: "Our culture has presented many initiation rites, or
passages to manhood, that are associated with the [private part of the male anatomy]. Which ones have you
experienced? Do you have a story to share with other men about one such event?" He then lists such
supposedly debilitating [about the private part of the male anatomy] experiences as potty training and bed-
wetting, hair development, pornography, first date, wedding night, and conceiving one's first child.

 -Do Christians need to talk about these things? (Eph. 5:4; Col. 3:1-3, 8; Phil. 4:8,9). Is the use of Freudian
psychology O.K. for the Christian?
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Promise Keeper Speaker Wellington Boone, "I know that Promise Keepers has been growing at a
phenomenal rate," he said, during a break in Washington, D.C. "But, you see, I think the big explosion is still
around the corner. I believe we will see real revival across this land. But that will only happen after
we've faced the issue of racism and meet it head on."  

-Is this what God says in the Bible? Or is it a social agenda?  Again, more nonsense about "racial reconciliation"
the PK way, NOT God's way!

James Ryle, Pastor of one of the Vineyard churches which supports the "Toronto Experience," along with
other "signs and wonders," Pastor to PK Founder Bill McCartney, Ryle himself recently participated in a
service making animal noises from the pulpit (this is one of the Toronto manifestations)  "There are waves
of tear-wiping laughter. Ryle makes sound effects, including some animal noises. He snaps his fingers,
bangs the podium, paces and tells how God will appear here in suit of fire, oil, water. "You will feel! And the
glory of the Lord will put you down!"   (From the Washington Post 11/18/95)

 -Can Ryle be trusted to bring a Biblical message? Can PKers honestly say that the Vineyard/Signs & Wonders
movement is not influencing them?!

Promise Keepers Official magazine "New Man" is published by Stephen Strang, and has an article in the
February 1996 magazine which attacks the King James Version of the Bible! The writer even implies that the
Bible is on the same level as the writings of men and be studied as other "…books, letters and poems…" The
writer equates the Bible with "…reading a Tom Clancy novel…" Bible verses such as Proverbs 3:5-6 are
changed, instead of "he shall direct thy paths" the writer says, "Concerning this passage… "Direct thy paths’
is not accurate. Looking at the original manuscripts, the translation is "He will make your paths smooth." "

 -There is more in this article these are just a couple of notable highlights! Is God’s word comparable to a novel
written by men??

Randy Phillips Promise Keeper President (also a Vineyard member) said in an interview when asked about
abhorrent doctrines responded, " I think you're dealing with a whole area that is not our expertise or calling."

The scripture says:
"All scripture [is] given by inspiration of God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness: That the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works." 2
Timothy 3:16-17

Promise Keepers teaches there is no difference the Communion, the Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's
Supper!!  Promise Keeper Speaker Dr. Jack Hayford writes about "Redeeming Worship" on page 19, in the
book "The Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper : "Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table. Whether
your tradition celebrates it as Communion, Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this
centerpiece of Christian worship."

 -Is the Catholic Mass and Eucharist the same as the Lord’s Supper? NO!!!

Jack Hayford at the recent Promise Keeper Pastor’s conference was attempting to influence everyone to
"dance in the Lord," He said he learned the dance in Africa and later the Lord spoke to him directly, "May I
have this dance?" Then he began doing an African witch-doctor dance around the podium before about
40,000 spectators. (O Timothy Newsletter)
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 -Compare this to Jeremiah 10:2 "Thus saith the Lord, learn not the way of the heathen…"

"It has been ordained by God that a unified Body alone is equipped toinherit the lost, and provide support
necessary to bring babes in Christ tomaturity" (E. Glenn Wagner, The Awesome Power of Shared Beliefs, p.
vii)

 How does Promise Keepers "define" this "unified body?" Read McCartney’s earlier statements above.

Promise Keepers also has no problem involving Mormons in its meetings. While Mormon headquarters has
no official position on Promise Keepers, many Mormon men have and continue to participate in Promise
Keepers. Local Mormon leaders generally agree with Promise Keepers seven promises and have privately
praised the movement and commented on how attendance "has been a life changing experience for some of
the Mormon men." Promise Keepers has given at least one presentation to a Reorganized Mormon church
that was "very high" on the Promise Keepers and "would no doubt be going with it" since they had "no
problem with it at all. ... It's a wonderful program. The men at my church will be participating." (Reported in
the May/June 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, "Promise Keepers, Catholics, and Mormons ...
Together," pp. 1,3.)

What Churches are we sending these men back too!?

 "The "gospel" message of the Promise Keepers is not the true Gospel message. The true Gospel message
will, at times, offend and condemn. Furthermore, true Biblical preaching and teaching will speak of heresies
and aberrant teachings and will even name names, as the apostle Paul did. Imagine, if you will, the apostle
Paul having a "rally" and inviting the Scribes, Pharisees, Essenes, Judaizers, and others. Then imagine Paul
committing himself to not violating their doctrines, not proselytizing them, and then sending the men back to
their "churches." Underneath the hoop, holler and hype of the Promise Keepers movement is an
ecumenicalism that smacks of the last days spoken of in Scripture, rather than what some have called the
"greatest move of God since the day of Pentecost." This "move of God" is arguably the largest (in terms of
numbers) and broadest (in terms of denominations) ecumenicalism that the world has ever seen (Adapted
and/or excerpted from "Promise Keepers' 3 Unwritten Promises," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Sept-Oct
1995, pp. 1-2).

The Ambassador's Instructional booklet warns the Ambassador that he no longer represents himself and his
"personal stands on a doctrinal issue," but instead represents Promise Keepers "unique mission" and is
"participating in the task of uniting men." The booklet gives "Some of the [doctrinal] issues that should not
be addressed: Eternal security; The gifts of the Spirit; Baptism; Pre-tribulation or post-tribulation;
Sacraments or ordinances" (p. 10). The Ambassador is told that the PK's Purpose Statement and Statement of
Faith had been "carefully worded" in order to avoid doctrinal conflict. Of course, how else could it be
accepted by Mormons and Catholics alike (see later in this report)? (Reported in the 11/95, The Berean Call.)

-Again proof of PK's liberal ecumenism!

"At its March meeting, Promise Keepers' board of directors welcomed Mike Timmis as a new member.
A Detroit-area lawyer and businessman, Timmis is a longtime leader in the Catholic charismatic
renewal."

"At several rallies this year, Promise Keepers has spotlighted Catholic evangelist Jim Berlucchi as a
speaker." In June, Promise Keepers hosted a 'Catholic summit' at its headquarters in Denver, sounding out
Catholic volunteers and leaders from around the country." (Quotes from: Mike Aquilina, Our Sunday Visitor,
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July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11) –A Catholic Publication!

"Promise Keepers Founder Bill McCartney told our Sunday Visitor recently that full catholic participation
was his intention from the start. 'Back in 1992, at our first stadium event, we very clearly stated from the
podium that we eagerly welcomed the participation of Roman Catholics, and we've had scores of Roman
Catholics attend and go back to their churches excited.' ..." Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11)

'Faith alone' is a key doctrine of the Protestant Reformation. Though the phrase appears nowhere in Scripture,
it was inserted by Martin Luther into his German translation of the Bible. Concerned about this development
at Promise Keepers, Sengenberger had several Catholic theologians review the statement and present their
objections to Wagner last summer." ..." Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11)  

"Early this year, Promise Keepers revised their Statement Of Faith in a way that passed theological muster with
those Catholics: 'Only through faith, trusting in Christ alone for salvation, which was made possible by His death
and resurrection, can that alienation be removed.' Paul Edwards, Promise Keepers' vice president for advancement,
explained that the statement of faith is a 'dynamic' document, and that Promise Keepers is open to change. "When
Promise Keepers first published its brief statement of faith, it did not include the phrase "through faith alone." It
was added because of the outcry of those who protested that the absence of this phrase leaves room for false gospels
which mix grace and works, faith and sacraments. You see, false gospelers do not deny that salvation is by faith
and by grace. What they deny is that it is by grace ALONE through faith ALONE without works and sacraments of
any sort. Now we see that Promise Keepers has again modified its statement to remove "through faith alone" to
please the Catholic leaders with whom they are fellowshipping. (Quotes and comments on the Sunday Vistor
adapted from article July 18, 1997 by David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist News Service)

 "Although Promise Keepers welcomes Roman Catholics to participate in our ministry, this should not be
perceived as an endorsement of the Roman Catholic Church. Our focus is on what we have in common
biblically and where a man's heart is. We believe it is justification by faith – and faith alone -that determines a
man's standing and status as a believer." (An Official Response to my query dates 12/11/95 from Ashley Nearn
Promise Keeper Correspondence Services)

 So the truth is Promise Keepers lied! Men of integrity? Indeed!

More Interesting Information on Promise Keeper Speakers
- More like a who’s who in ecumenical and unbiblical teaching today!

When a question was asked at a PK press conference regarding "laughing revivals" where those involved "bark like
dogs" and "bray like donkeys" Dr. Henry Blackaby (SBC) [Author of the neo-orthodox book "Experiencing
God"], speaking on behalf of PK said, "We don't try to evaluate that, and neither do we take a position
regarding women serving as pastors." Dr. Joseph Stowell [President, Moody Bible Institute] immediately
declared, "Our God does not ever wear an angry face. He deals with compassion." [We don't know what Bible Dr.
Stowell uses, but it is not the same one we use! Does he really think God did not have an angry face when He told
Moses He was going to destroy Israel for its sin (Exodus 32:9,10), or that Jesus Christ did not have an angry face
when He drove the money changers out of the temple? The Bible says the Lord Jesus Christ "looked round about
on them with anger, being grieved for the hardness of their hearts" (Mark 3:5) (Ralph Colas report, 4/1/96,
Christian News, pp. 1, 9-10; 1st bracketed comment from this author and second bracketed comment from O
Timothy editor, David Cloud).

Bill McCartney (1991-1997) Founder and board member of Promise Keepers, and head football coach at the
University of Colorado until his recent resignation (1/3/95). A former Roman Catholic, McCartney's theology is
now charismatic as evidenced by his membership in a local church affiliated with the Vineyard Christian
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Fellowship a denomination founded by hyper-charismatic, signs & wonders "healer" John Wimber. Promise
Keepers also has McCartney's Vineyard pastor, James Ryle, on its Board of Directors, and Vineyard member
Randy Phillips is its president. [In his book, From Ashes to GIory, McCartney speaks glowingly of his Roman
Catholic background, and asserts that he still believes much as a Roman Catholic. He states that he did not leave
Roman Catholicism as much as he joined James Ryle's Vineyard Fellowship because it was "meeting his needs at
the time."] 

Gary Smalley (1991-1997) & John Trent (1992-1993; 1995-1996) author, founder and President of Today's
Family, Gary Smalley is the "Church's" leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. The
popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book The Language of Love, co-authored by
Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but apparently believe that the
Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.) As for John Trent, former Vice President of
Today's Family, and now President of Encouraging Words, he talks about personality traits, not like those of the
Bible, but astrology. He compares our behaviors to animals and says this is why we act the way we do he has you
compare your actions to a lion, a golden retriever, a beaver, or an otter.

Chuck Swindoll (1994-1995) Swindoll is the former senior pastor of First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton,
California (for 24 years); he resigned in mid-1994 to become president of neo-evangelical Dallas Theological
Seminary. Swindoll's "resume’ of heresy" is seemingly endless he recommends the books of many of the worst
psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all under the banner of "all truth is God's truth." [At the 7/94
PK Boulder, Colorado conference, Swindoll, clad in faded denim, roared onto the stage astride a motorcycle to
the band playing "Born to Be Wild," and then delivered a sermon on avoiding temptation.]

Luis Palau (1992; 1995-1997) internationally known Argentinian evangelist Luis Palau ("the Billy Graham of
South America") is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and
Arminian easy-believism. He regularly cooperates with apostate Methodism and the radical fringe of
Charismaticism (e.g., Oral Roberts). – Coming to Rapid City soon!

 E.V. Hill (1992-1997) hyper-charismatic pastor of the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church in the Watts section
of Los Angeles (member in the apostate National Council of Churches) and V.P. of the National Baptist
Convention. Hill praises Jesse Jackson (apostate, radical social activist) and has been linked with liberal groups
such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (which endorsed the early-1993 Gay Rights march on
Washington, D.C.!). Hill is a frequent guest speaker on various charismatic platforms (e.g., at Kenneth Hagin's
Rhema Center). 

Jack Hayford (1991-1997) author and hyper-charismatic pastor of The Church on the Way in Van Nuys,
California; he claims to have seen a vision of Jesus seated in heaven and to have heard Him speak! (At the 5/94
Promise Keepers regional conference in Anaheim, California, Hayford gave three reasons why God required
circumcision in the Old Testament: "[1] God wants to touch your very identity as a man; [2] He wants to reach out
and touch your secret and private parts. This enables Him to better perform surgery on the heart; [3] God wants to
touch man's creative parts.") He is the senior editorial advisor for Ministries Today, a pro-charismatic magazine
published by Strang Communications, is a Promise Keepers board member, believes that the Catholic mass is a
valid form of Christian worship see above and believes that being committed to doctrinal distinctives at the expense
of unity is an example of "small-minded sectarianism" (12/95, Charisma, p. 68). Hayford is also pastor to Jan and
Paul Crouch of the heretical and blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network! 

Gary Oliver (1991-1993; 1995-1996) author of Real Men Have Feelings Too, psychologist, Clinical Director of
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Southwest Counseling Associates, and Promise Keepers board member. Among the many Freudian and
miscellaneous humanistic psychological models used by Oliver, his favorite appears to be one based upon the
teachings of "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. Concerning PK and Catholicism, Oliver says, "Since day
one, we've really encouraged Catholic participation, not because they are Catholics, but because anyone who loves
the Lord is welcome." Oliver’s materials for the PK related "Men of Integrity" series booklets are VERY much like
counterpart Robert Hicks listed below even quoting material which is part of the secualar "male bonding"
movement by Robert Bly!

 Larry Crabb (1992; 1996) author, clinical psychologist, and founder and Director of the Institute of Biblical
Counseling at Colorado Christian University in Morrison, Colorado. Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a
psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all behavior. This system has been derived
from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs) psychology, with great emphasis on so-
called emotional needs. . Additionally, Crabb focuses on the "needs" of the self which are directly from the
humanistic philosophies of Abraham Maslow and the hierarchy of needs. Crabb redefines repentance of sin to the
rooting out of sins others have committed against you. Crabb employs counsel from the perspective of the world
and not the Bible.

 Robert Hicks (1993) Professor of Pastoral Theology at the Seminary of the East (Dresher, PA), pastor,
psychotherapist, president of the psychologically-oriented Life Counseling Services, and author of the Promise
Keepers endorsed book The Masculine Journey (foreword by John Trent). (See earlier in this report for details.)
Hicks is the author of other psychobabble books: Uneasy Manhood, Returning Home, Failure to Scream, and Man
of All Passions. 

Howard Hendricks (1993; 1995; 1997) psychologically-oriented Distinguished Professor and Chairman of the
Center for Christian Leadership at Dallas Theological Seminary, spends considerable time conducting so-called
"Christian" marriage enrichment seminars, endorsed Robert Hicks' book The Masculine Journey as "an eye opening
key to understanding the Bible's teaching on what it means to be a man.") He is also a Promise Keepers board
member.

 Joseph Stowell (1994-1997) Ecumenical psychologizer and president of the Moody Bible Institute. Stowell has
previous strong ties to the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC). Read his comments above. 

Jim Smoke (1993) Executive Director of the Center for Divorce Recovery and author of Ten Ways You Can Grow
Through Divorce. Smoke is a self-love advocate whose terminology sounds much like that of secular psychologist
Carl Rogers!

 Bill Hybels (1994-1996) Author, church-growth guru, and the ecumenical, psychologically-oriented pastor of the
12,000-member Willow Creek Community Church in Barrington, Illinois. Too much material to demonstrate here
how dangerous this man’s "church" is to Biblical teachings!

 James Dobson (1993) pop psychologist, author, and founder and Director of Focus on the Family Ministries.
According to Dobson, "low self-esteem" is the root cause of most societal ills. Dobson has heavily promoted
Promise Keepers on his nationwide radio program, and Focus on the Family Publishing is one of Promise Keepers'
publishers and produces most of its tapes. In PK's early years, Promise Keepers was keep afloat by a gift from
Focus on the Family.
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 Greg Laurie (1994-1997) author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the 12,000-plus membership
Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California; Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith is mentor for this ecumenical
psychologizer.  

Bill Bright (1992; 1995-1996) ecumenical/Catholic promoter and founder and Director of Campus Crusade for
Christ. Bright was a signator to the 3/94 ecumenical accord "Evangelicals & Catholics Together: The Christian
Mission in the Third Millennium," and won the $1 million 1996 Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion.

James Ryle, Boulder Valley Vineyard Christian Fellowship pastor, Promise Keepers board member, and pastor to
Founder Bill McCartney. Read about him above. 

Chuck Colson co-author of the ecumenical accord "Evangelicals and Catholics Together" and another recipient of
onemillion dollars from the Progress in Religion Award. At the 9/96 rally in NYC, Colson, sounding like "Mother"
Teresa, said, "If you trust in God it doesn't matter what religion or race you are, we all belong to each other." - How
can this be considered a Biblical statement?!

 John Wesley-White, evangelist for the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

Juan Carlos Ortiz, the pastor of Hispanic Ministries at apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral

Billy Kim, Far East Broadcasting Company ,who speaks and travels with hyper-charismatic and new age teaching
Paul (David) Yonggi Cho and is vice president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance.

John Dawson, charismatic author and International Director for Urban Missions of Youth With A Mission
(YWAM).

Max Lucado, popular psychologically-oriented author and Church of Christ pastor.

James Robison, hyper-charismatic pastor and televangelist.

Haddon Robinson, ecumenical Gordon-Conwell professor and neo-evangelical writer for Radio Bible Class.

Rick Ryan, pastor of the charismatically-oriented Calvary Chapel of Santa Barbara, California.

Dennis Rainey, self-esteem psychologizer.

Ron Blue psychologizing financial guru.
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Franklin Graham, Billy Graham's liberal son.

The Following is taken directly from PK News October 97 article for the October 4th, 1997 "Stand In
The Gap what can I expect" for their Promise Keeper "Stand In The Gap Gathering in Washington
DC. It will be hosted by Native Americans because, "We've asked them because we want to show that we are
sorry for what transpired on their land, and that as brothers in Christ, we want them to take the lead in this
event...."

 "...But before the day begins, a large instrumental call to worship will kick off the assembly. "At sacred
assemblies in Scripture, often it would say, 'Blow the trumpet,' Schlafer said. "In the Old Testament, the
shofar (a ram's-horn trumpet) was blown prior to battles to signify the army of God. Our host people, the
Native Americans, blew flute, and other people groups used trumpets. So, we will use numerous
instruments to invoke the Spirit of God to consecrate the event." he said, "As we blow the horns to start the
program, we will be announcing the arrival of royalty, the Lord of Lords and King of Kings." [Bold
emphasis mine] 

WHAT SPIRIT WILL THEY REALLY BE CALLING?!

 The Spirit of Baal! They have joined themselves with the idols of worldly wisdom (psychology), the idols of
Roman Catholics – the dead saints, and the new age and occult teachings of Native Americans as they seek to
"invoke" the Spirit of God to this event! The Christians response is clear as it was in old testament days:
"And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD [be] God,
follow him: but if Baal, [then] follow him. And the people answered him not a word." 1 Kings 18:21 

Some closing verses for the reader to consider:
"For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts
shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away [their]

ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables. But watch thou in all things, endure
afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of thy ministry." 2 Timothy 4:3-5 

A large amount of the information is from various Promise Keepers Materials or from a "friendly to PK" radio
interview with "Steel on Steel" show on a Denver, CO radio station June 8, 1995 with Bill McCartney. The section
"More Information on Promise Keepers Speakers was adapted from the article "Promise Keepers – Ecumenical
Macho Men for Christ?" by Biblical Discernment Ministries also connected to this site.
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The Promise Keepers "Process"... Or Another Gospel?!
The following is directly from the Promise Keeper 1996 Conference List Brochure. Notice the change in the end
paragraph from other pieces from PK. Read it for yourself, and my thoughts will come following the piece from the
brochure.

SEVEN PROMISES OF A PROMISE KEEPER:

1). A Promise Keeper is committed to honor Jesus Christ through worship, prayer and obedience to God's Word
through the power of the Holy Spirit.

2). A Promise Keeper is committed to pursue vital relationships with a few other men, understanding that he needs
brothers to help him keep his promises.

3). A Promise Keeper is committed to practice spiritual, moral, ethical, and sexual purity.

4). A Promise Keeper is committed to build strong marriages and families through love, protection, and biblical
values.

5). A Promise Keeper is committed to support the mission of his church by honoring and praying for his pastor and
by actively giving his time and resources.

6). A Promise Keeper is committed to reach beyond any racial and denominational barriers to the demonstrate the
power of biblical unity.

7). A Promise Keeper is committed to influence his world, being obedient to the Great Commandment (Mark
12:30-31) and the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19-20).

We understand that this kind of change is a process, and that we need the grace and strength of the Holy
Spirit. Before a man becomes a "promise keeper," he must be a "promise seeker." The seeking process leads
a man to God Himself, thus encountering the promises of God. At this point a man must become a "promise
receiver." Embracing and owning the promises of God provides a foundation for a man to make promises, a
"promise maker." [Bold Emphasis Mine]

(Illustration with arrows pointing from left to right and a box with promise keeper) promise seeker --- promise
receiver --- promise maker --- promise keeper

Consequently, "promise keeping" is a process, vitally connected to a man's relationship with Jesus Christ.

We desire to see one man commit to these promises...then two...and so on. -------------end cut out from brochure

Here is Promise Keeper's previous way of the "process": (From a PK help file) "We understand that making
promises we intend to keep is a process and that we need the grace and strength of the Holy Spirit. We also
understand that we need brothers who will allow us to honorably fail, and to pray and support us when we do fail.
The fact is that we are all in process until our physical death. Yet, Scripture clearly calls to enter the process of
sanctification, to become who we are in Christ Jesus. Only then will we be godly influences in our relationships and
in our world."

Do you see the differences?

Promise Keepers seven promises replace God's promises! Read the paragraph again from the brochure:
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"We understand that this kind of change is a process, and that we need the grace and strength of the Holy Spirit.
Before a man becomes a "promise keeper," he must be a "promise seeker." "The seeking process leads a man
to God Himself, thus encountering the promises of God. At this point a man must become a "promise receiver."
Embracing and owning the promises of God provides a foundation for a man to make promises, a "promise maker."
Consequently, "promise keeping" is a process, vitally connected to a man's relationship with Jesus Christ."

THE PARAGRAPH BROKEN DOWN:

"We understand that this kind of change is a process, and that we need the grace and strength of the Holy Spirit."

Is this the "process" by which we repent of sin and come to a saving knowledge in Christ Jesus, or the
"process" by which you become a Promise Keeper?

"Before a man becomes a "promise keeper," he must be a "promise seeker."

Before a man becomes a Promise Keeper!!!! IT's the PK Process!!! Not the Bible's!

"The seeking process leads a man to God Himself, thus encountering the promises of God."

Where in the Bible does it say this??? Do we seek God as unsaved men and women?

Romans 3:11-12 "There is none that understandeth , there is none that seeketh after God . They are all gone out of
the way, they are together become unprofitable; there is none that doeth good , no, not one."

Did I miss what these Pkers are teaching?

"At this point a man must become a "promise receiver." Embracing and owning the promises of God provides a
foundation for a man to make promises, a "promise maker.""

Is this where we receive Christ as our Lord? Is this the salvation message? "Embracing and owning" what
promises of God??? THE SEVEN PROMISES??? This clearly points you to the "promises," but are these seven
promises from God for us to keep??

(Illustration with arrows pointing from left to right and a box with promise keeper) promise seeker --- promise
receiver --- promise maker --- promise keeper

Consequently, "promise keeping" is a process, vitally connected to a man's relationship with Jesus Christ.

Certainly promise keeping is important, but is it a process? (This reminds me of the false teachings of one of
PK's speakers Pastor Bill Hybels!) Or a conscience decision on the part of the believer? Is the Christian life a
"process?" Or is it a life based upon the principles and precepts of God's Word the Bible? Do the Promise
Keeper promises encompass all of God's precepts, or the ideas of what men think God wants? Did we ever
seek God out, or does he seek us out when we were sinners?

Romans 5:8-11 "But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died
for us. Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him. For if,
when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life. And not only [so], but we also joy in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we
have now received the atonement."

Promise Keepers has subverted the gospel by replacing it with their promises
and process. Where in this "gospel" is assurance of salvation and Heaven?
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From PK's previous way "Yet, Scripture clearly calls to enter the process of sanctification, to become who we are in
Christ Jesus. Only then will we be godly influences in our relationships and in our world."

This sentence is removed!!!! In their eagerness to please men of ANY denominations (Promise 6) They now
have crossed a major threshold and redefined the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Beware of Promise Keepers, mark
their ways! Romans 16:17

BACK TO OUR
HOME PAGE

LINK TO MORE PK MATERIALS BY
BIBLICAL DISCERNMENT MINISTRIES

Promise Keepers Changes Doctrinal Statement To Appease Catholics - by FBNS
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PROMISE KEEPERS LEADER PROMOTES PROPHETIC DREAMS
Link to proof this is recommended by PK Founder Bill McCartney!

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC-PROMISE KEEPERS CONNECTION
Link to more proof of Roman Catholic ties to Promise Keepers

Does Promise Keepers teach Biblical doctrine?
A list of numerous unreconciliable problems for the Bible believing Christian to be a PKer

My Letter to Promise Keepers
A copy of my letter to PK - The how and Why I started examining the Promise Keeper Movement

My Experience With the PK Book, "The Masculine Journey"
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Part of How and Why I started examining the Promise Keeper Movement:

Dear Promise Keepers,

I am compelled to write you in regards to the book "The Masculine Journey", protests of it and your response in a
seven page letter from Pete Richardson, Vice-President Communications Services.

I was one of the first to raise questions about the book and workbook of "The Masculine Journey." I brought my
questions to the leaders of the men's class and then to church leadership. I was told they would try to get some
answers to me but I waited a month with no response. Then I wrote to Martin and Deidre Bobgan (whose books
Psychoheresy I & II I learned of through a friend) who at that time knew little or nothing about Promise Keepers,
they referred me to Biblical Discernment Ministries.

What brought this all about? I asked questions regarding "The Masculine Journey" workbook pages 32-33
concerning initiation rites. Frankly, I was appalled at the content! The leaders of the class suggested I was
"misunderstanding" the material and suggested I read the book.

To my own demise I did just that!!! I am not able to reconcile Hick's approach of male sexuality to that presented
in the Bible, nor were many other men who dropped the men's class. I adamantly disagree and contend with your
statement that this book is "Biblically-centered."

Needless to say the men and the women of what was our local church began to ostracize us and start slanderous
gossip that I am a "worker of Satan," "a self appointed prophet," "a heresy head-hunter," plus a few other choice
adjectives. --- All because I dared to question the Promise Keepers.

Now I want to thank you for inadvertently stirring my soul to action--- to expose "Promise Keepers" as the farce it
is!

Your response to questions about "The Masculine Journey" was to rationalize God's holy truths. I gave up trying to
rationalize sin when I was a babe in Christ! I seriously question the sincerity of Promise Keepers leadership when
you willingly endorse books like "The Masculine Journey."

I can not believe your arrogance when you announce Promise Keepers is bringing about revival throughout our
nation! Your ministry is nothing but a placebo for God's truth! A sugar pill is easy to swallow, rather than
recognizing sin, confessing with a sorrowful heart and truly repenting of sin!

McCartney had a good idea to bring men together in Christ but what you now have is a "Christianized Secular
Men's Movement" and anyone outside looking objectively will see that and ask "What's the difference?"

It is easy for you to run rough-shod over individuals like me, you pass us off because you "feel" you are running
strong for the Lord.

But you are wrong! You have been swept away by your emotions and have lost your sense to reason, especially
when it comes to holding to and testing your teachings to the light of God's word. Your intent was noble, but your
promises are flawed and your leaders are corrupt with the wisdom of this world.

For what it is worth, REPENT!

You have left your first love as did the Church of Ephesus Rev. 2:4-5. Your infatuation with sexuality will
eventually destroy your ministry. I can easily expose the error you endorse as "God's Truth" and among my local
Bible-believing churches I have already through an anonymous mailing of the Biblical Discernment Ministries
newsletter. I will continue this campaign along with help from other churches and ministries who protest this book
and other unbiblical facets of your ministry. Just as you feel obligated to recruit more churches with your
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ambassadors, I will reach out to inform them of your teachings. I know of two churches already which will have
nothing to do with "Promise Keepers." This number will grow here and abroad as they begin to discern what you
call "truth."

I find it utterly disgusting what you are calling "understanding masculinity" is nothing more than a form of group
therapy with men telling each other about their sexual problems and regrets! True masculine leadership does not
come from this kind of gossip.

Real leadership and revival throughout church history has come from men getting back into God's Word and
through earnest prayer. Repentance from, not "talking about" their sins, and the work of winning souls is what men
need to be doing!

You need to take your "stories" of sexuality out of the church and put them back in the trash!

The day a man shares with someone other than his wife things about his penis is a bad day indeed, and your
workbook asks men to do just that! What could Hick's possibly be thinking when he asks: page 33 in the workbook,
(bold emphasis mine)

"3. Our culture has presented many initiation rites, or passages to manhood, that are associated with the phallus
[penis]. Which ones have you experienced? Do you have a story to share with other men about one such event?

- When I was potty trained and stopped wetting my bed - Pubic hair and growth - An unfortunate experience with
pornography - My first dating experience - My first really embarrassing moment with a girl - The wedding night -
Conceiving my first child - other:

4. If only the church had alternative initiation rites to the ones offered above. What creative alternative celebrations
can you think of?"

On pages 176-177 of "The Masculine Journey" book, Dr. Hicks discusses further the matter of initiation as follows:

"I'm sure many would balk at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do it. But
I do know we need to do it. "

To defend (rationalize) his points he talks about how we condemn our teens when:

"... they have their first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or their first experience with sex or drugs
we could look upon this as a teachable moment and a rite of passage."

Then Hicks says:

"...but perhaps at this point the true elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and
congratulate the next generation for being human."

Show me confess and congratulate in the Bible in regards to sin !!! The Bible I read and you quote in your response
would not agree with Hicks!

Hicks closes the paragraph saying:

"Then they could move on to the all-important issues of forgiveness and restoration..."

At the beginning of Chapter 2 Hicks quotes Darwin: "Man with all his noble qualities still bears in his bodily frame
the indelible stamp of his lowly origin."

Does he really believe that statement!? The image of God is NOT a "lowly origin"! Then on page 181 Hicks
compares the real Jesus to the Jesus in the movie "The Last Temptation of Christ" (a blasphemous movie I was
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warned about in most all Christian publications). Hicks even has the gall to say Jesus suffered homosexual
temptation! No!, Hicks is dead wrong on that one, the way the Bible spells it out its the person with the reprobate
mind (from continually sinning) would be given to this sort of temptation and action, not our sinless Lord!!! I must
take strong exception to this comparison!!! (Hicks needs to study Romans Chapter 1 much more closely) "Because
that, when they knew God, they glorified Him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their
imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, and
changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and
fourfooted beasts and creeping things. Wherefore God also gave them up to uncleanness, through the lusts of their
own hearts to dishonour their own bodies between themselves: Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and
worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen. For this cause God gave
them up unto vile affections: for even their women did change the natural use into that which is against nature: and
likewise the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men
working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet."
Romans 1:21-27 KJV

How can a spirit-filled Christian make such statements? They would not! Using your argument to use "the basis of
scripture," when falsehood is spoken the only way we know it is false, is again the basis of Scripture!

Where do these insane ideas come from? From Freud obviously since Hicks champions men like him through the
book. I heard enough of this kind of nonsense in College and those saved and unsaved would concur!

As long as you continue to endorse books and materials like "The Masculine Journey", you will get an increasing
amount of resistance and criticism from discerning churches. Any serious Bible believing Christian will reject your
ideas, and I hope they have the courage to tell you as I have!

SINCERELY,

John A. Beardsley III, A Servant of Christ Jesus
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Our Unfortunate Experience With Promise Keepers

From: John Beardsley

To leaders of the men's class of (I removed name) Church, I want to thank you for your openness, and
genuine prayerful spirit demonstrated in the class. It is obvious I am in the midst of Spirit filled men, and
men who hunger for the deeper truths about God. Not only do you demonstrate a Spirit of prayer but your
actions speak of your faith, I am overwhelmed and can only praise God for this growing fellowship.

Recently however, I was overwhelmed in another way, by the material being studied. I heard at least one
other voice expressing their concern as well. I don't want to come on too strong, but I am not a stranger to
the leaders of Promise Keepers, and I believe the intent of drawing men together in learning and sharing is
good, but their sources for ideas need to be reexamined.

Please read the following carefully and consider the statements of this letter as from a very concerned
brother in Christ who only seeks what is true.

I am calling the ministry of Gary Smalley & John Trent into question along with a portion of the Promise
Keeper ministry. For the first portion of this letter my initial focus is on the book by Dr. Robert Hicks.

On October 3, 1993 in the men's class we started into the workbook section about "Exploring the issues with
other men" The first question deals with men growing up with confused models of sexuality, the second
about fighting the argument of "God made me this way," the third and fourth questions is where we get into
trouble, (pages 32-34 of the Masculine Journey Workbook)

"3. Our culture has presented many initiation rites, or passages to manhood, that are associated with the
phallus [penis]. Which ones have you experienced? Do you have a story to share with other men about one
such event?

- When I was potty trained and stopped wetting my bed - Pubic hair and growth - An unfortunate experience
with pornography - My first dating experience - My first really embarrassing moment with a girl - The
wedding night - Conceiving my first child - other:

4. If only the church had alternative initiation rites to the ones offered above. What creative alternative
celebrations can you think of?"

Why do Christians need to talk about these things? Why so much emphasis on the penis? Freudian
psychology is based upon genitalia and the discussion these matters, the Bible condemns such discussions. If
we are dead to sin should these questions even be allowed in the Church? For example: What experience
with porn and my penis could be discussed without the presence of sin? What experience about my first date
and my penis be discussed without sin? (not much) What experience about my penis and my wedding night
would be permissible to discuss with other men, does not my body now belong to my wife, how dare I
discuss such intimacy with anyone else but her? Conceiving my first child, what's to discuss that would not
violate my vows, or my conscience before God?

Dr. Hicks doesn't stop here, but wants men to have "creative alternative initiation rites" to those listed
above. How can this be? Again this is not possible without sin.

What does Dr. Hicks base his teaching on? The Bible, as seen through the eyes of Basic Secular Psychology.
On page 176-177 Dr. Hicks discusses the matter of initiation, I was determined to understand what he was
trying to say in the workbook insert provided Sunday and here is another quote, "I'm sure many would balk
at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do it. But I do know we need to
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do it. " To defend (rationalize) his point he talks about how we condemn our teens when "--- they have their
first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or their first experience with sex or drugs---" He says
we could look upon any of these "--- as a teachable moment and a rite of passage ---" Then he says the "true
elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next generation for
being human." Then Hicks closes the paragraph saying "that is when we can move on to forgiveness and
restoration!" I can not believe any Christian could make such statements unless they are deceived, or in a
terrible backslidden state! Brothers, I admonish you to put this material in it's proper place. (the trash can!)

Romans 8:5-6 For they that are after the flesh do mind the things of the flesh; but they that are after the
Spirit the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally minded [is] death; but to be spiritually minded [is] life and
peace.

The majority of the book keeps referring back to the phallus (penis). The first 70 pages do so clearly and so
does the last chapter "A New Male Journey" which is where I quoted from above. I believe the Promise
Keepers idea of bringing men together in Christ is noble, but not with such ignoble teachings as this. Dr.
Hicks needs prayer, in addition to this I detect problems in who he holds dear, when he makes a point to
quote Charles Darwin of all people at the beginning of Chapter 2, "Man with all his noble qualities still bears
in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his lowly origin."

Dr. Hicks is more than a little confused brothers, our origin is divine, we are created in God's likeness, not
through evolution!

Galatians 5:17 For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh: and these are contrary
the one to the other: so that ye cannot do the things that ye would.

Galatians 5:22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,

Here is some Information about Gary Smalley's & John Trent's Video Tape Series "Love is a Decision"
made in late 1991, which is still presented today in churches throughout America:

In the first tape Smalley provides some entertaining scientific reasons for the different behaviors of men and
women. Using material from a Dr. Restak, Smalley explains women are more emotional because they use
more of the right side of the brain then men, and men are more left-brained and not as emotional. Smalley
gives a dissertation on how this difference takes place in the womb of the expectant mother. He explains the
unborn boy at some point in the pregnancy has his brain washed with the hormone testosterone, causing the
right and the left side not to talk as well to each other as with a woman. Smalley even jokes saying you could
say men are "brain-damaged" due to the hormone. This is the first tape of six and is the foundation for the
series.

The truth of this matter is Gary Smalley lied when he taught this as fact, the fact is Dr. Restak never
presented this as a fact, but as an idea! Gary Smalley received letters on this error and to date he has not
changed his position. The sad part of this is even the world around us knows this is false, and I have
personally heard the media laugh about the right-brain left-brain teachings of Smalley's Ministry. Does this
not bring reproach to the Gospel? (I have much more material on this matter and others but for this letter I
will cut it short) [Even more recently in 1996 science has demonstrated that the male and female brains work
in much the same way, completely contradicting Smalley’s absurd notions!]

As for John Trent, he talks about personality traits, not like those of the Bible, but astrology. Trent mentions
one bible verse maybe two for the whole time he speaks. He compares our behaviors to animals, he says this
is why we act the way we due as he has you compare your actions to a lion, a dog, or a bear, I believe there
may have been others as well. What is the point of such teachings with Christians?

To conclude I have pointed out Dr. Hicks for some reason unknown to me that we need to sin, celebrate sin
and then seek forgiveness and restoration. Nothing can be farther from God's truth.
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Ephesians 4:22-25 That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt
according to the deceitful lusts; And be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man,
which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness. Wherefore putting away lying, speak every
man truth with his neighbour: for we are members one of another.

Smalley misrepresents an idea as truth, and still teaches it today, an idea which followed to it's logical
conclusion gives an excuse for sin. (Charles Darwin presented evolution as an "idea," look where that idea
has gone!) Even recently the homosexuals have been trying to use ideas like those taught by Smalley to give
reason to defend their behavior. Trent uses teachings which have their roots in Astrology, need I say more?
The common factor for all three of these men is seldom do they use the Bible unless it's convenient. Through
out the video tape series the Bible was a secondary, not primary source of truth. I admonish anyone using
their materials to use great caution.

2 Timothy 4:4 And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.

Both Gary Smalley and John Trent are very "entertaining" and "fun" to listen to, but don't be too
distracted that you miss their message, in the tape series not once is sin mentioned as a problem as a barrier
to communication in the family, or that the Holy Spirit can change your hearts.

1 Timothy 1:5-7 Now the end of the commandment is charity out of a pure heart, and [of] a good conscience,
and [of] faith unfeigned: From which some having swerved have turned aside unto vain jangling; Desiring to
be teachers of the law; understanding neither what they say, nor whereof they affirm.

2 Timothy 3:13-14 But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived. But
continue thou in the things which thou hast learned and hast been assured of, knowing of whom thou hast
learned [them];

1 Corinthians 2:12-13 Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is of God; that
we might know the things that are freely given to us of God. Which things also we speak, not in the words
which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth; comparing spiritual things with spiritual.

1 Corinthians 1:19-20 For it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing the
understanding of the prudent. Where [is] the wise? where [is] the scribe? where [is] the disputer of this
world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world?

2 Corinthians 10:5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ;

Romans 12:2 And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that
ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.

2 Timothy 1:7 For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.

1 Thessalonians 1:6 And ye became followers of us, and of the Lord, having received the word in much
affliction, with joy of the Holy Ghost:

Ephesians 3:16 That he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be strengthened with might
by his Spirit in the inner man;

SIGNED John A. Beardsley III A Concerned Brother in Christ

Reprinted 4/29/95 only references added from original letter Added note Smalley and Trent are regular PK
Speakers
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This paper can be copied and circulated on condition that nothing is added to it or taken away, and that everything
within the double-lines goes with it.

DIAKRISIS INTERIM PAPER No.2, February 1997

"BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY!"
Divine Revelation & Human Sexuality
by Alan Morrison
(Pastor, Crich Baptist Church, Derbyshire, U.K.)

INTRODUCTION

As we approach the close of the twentieth century after the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ, it is surely clear, even to
the casual observer, that the human race has reached a historic crossroads, even a crisis-point from which there is
no return. This is true of many different areas of life, whether scientific, social or spiritual. In the fields of
medicine, genetics, robotics, and other aspects of scientific development, people are wilfully pressing into territory
on the hinterland of ethics which could have come straight off the pages of the wildest science-fiction novel. Over
in the realm of the 'spirit', we find a universal desire for a synthesis of world religion involving aspects of
parapsychology, alchemy, shamanism, mysticism and a quest for the ancient gnosis.[1]

These bold thrusts of unregenerate human nature in the realms of science and 'spirit' have also found their
counterparts in many facets of social behaviour, the most far-reaching of which has been that of human sexuality.

Throughout this century, powerful forces have been steadily undermining what remaining traces there are of the
working of the law of God in the moral life of Man. This was first set in motion through the Aufklarung of the
eighteenth century, the so-called "Enlightenment" which involved the coming-of-age of hubristic godlessness in
Europe and, by infection, the United States of America. This culminated in the founding of the theory of evolution,
the ultimate denial of God the Creator and Divine revelation and the flowering of the Enlightenment's 'finest hour'.
Alongside of this, in the late nineteenth century, there were the various 'bohemian' libertine movements
undermining the monogamous morality of marriage. These groups were often tied up with concurrent theosophical
religious developments -- especially in the decades spanning the turn of the century.[2]

After the cataclysmic intervention of the two world wars came the "Rock 'n Roll" and "Jazz" era of the 1950s
which brought a further general loosening of public morals, involving the increased acceptability of consciousness-
altering drugs and a growing sense of personal and sexual "freedom". So came the beginning of the "Me"
generation, Generation 'X', confused and contemptuous of all forms of authority.

When these youthful forces combined with the psychoanalytic theories of Wilhelm Reich[3], an increasing interest
among the young in the sex magic of Tantric Buddhism, the "human potential" programmes of the Esalen Institute
in California, and free contraception on the birth-pill, the way was fully prepared for the completion of the Sexual
Revolution. Within a few short years the U.K. saw the repeal of the law against buggery between consenting adults
in 1967.

The New Morality which emerged out of this period was essentially anarchic in that it revelled in making no
reference to a central authority, Divine or human, but insisted on the right of each person to create his or her own
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moral code. One social historian perceptively sums up this period thus:

"The 1960s were marked by the greatest changes in morals and manners since the 1920s. Young
people, college students in particular, rebelled against what they viewed as the repressed, conformist
society of their parents. They advocated a sexual revolution, aided by the birth control pill and later by
Roe v. Wade (1973), a Supreme Court ruling that legalized abortion. "Recreational" drugs such as
marijuana and LSD were increasingly used... Drug taking, previously confined largely to ghettos,
became part of middle-class life. The sexual revolution reduced government censorship, changed
attitudes toward traditional sexual roles, and enabled homosexuals to organize and acknowledge their
identities as never before... Unrestrained individualism played havoc with family values."[4]

It was against that backdrop that the so-called "Gay Liberation Front" (GLF) came into being and a delightful
English word began to be plagiarised by the peddlers of perversion. Hot on the heels of the GLF, the Lesbian and
Gay Christian Movement (LGCM) was formed in 1976, which claims to be "offering gay liberation to the churches
and Christ to the gay community". However, as we shall shortly show, Christianity and homosexuality are mutually
exclusive and cannot morally coexist. One cannot adhere to one without entirely renouncing the other.

It is a notable fact that all deviant movements in the Christian scene have a counterpart in the secular world which
they mirror. For example, the direction of the Charismatic Movement has unwittingly followed the 'Altered States
of Consciousness' route taken by the New Age Movement in the world. Similarly, we find that the growth of the
homosexual lobby in the professing Christian scene has largely mirrored its growth in the world.

The homosexual gathering at Southwark Cathedral in London on 16th November 1996 was a significant step in the
process of seeking to "normalise" homosexuality as a viable "alternative lifestyle". This provides a pointer to the
direction in which things are heading in the professing church today. For we have a crisis of morality which has
been spawned by the spineless vacillation and increasing liberalisation of the major denominations -- especially the
Church of England, which has a huge problem in the large number of homosexual clergymen ministering within its
ranks. This was acknowledged even a decade ago in the liberal Guardian newspaper in an editorial which stated:
"In the continuing controversy over homosexual priests in the Church of England, several things can be widely
agreed: Quite substantial numbers are homosexual by nature..." [5]

In the tabloids and Sunday-smut newspapers, headlines such as "Pulpit Poofs can Stay" (The Sun) and "Secrets of
the Gay Vicars" (The People), corroborate that the vast moral crisis in our land has been induced largely by a
multitude of impostors stealing into the church and perverting its agenda in conformity to the powers of darkness
(cf. Jude 4). Compare these two revealing instances: Richard Holloway, Bishop of Edinburgh, advocated the
legalising of drugs and prostitution in 1986 as a way to curb the spread of AIDS. One year later, David Holloway
(no relation!), former vicar of Jesmond, rightly proposed a resolution at the General Synod -- which was
unsuccessful -- calling for the disciplining of practising homosexual clergy. A bishop advocates immorality, yet he
remains in office. A minister advocates biblical practice, yet he is soundly defeated. Such is the moral confusion in
the Church of England.

One of the most vocal of the Church of England campaigners for homosexuality is the Episcopalian Bishop John
Shelby Spong. He claims that homosexuals are "simply people born with a different sexual orientation, not people
who need to be delivered from their evil and returned to normality".[6] And he went on to say "we have about 15-
20 'out-of-the-closet' gay and lesbian priests serving in this diocese".[7] Christians need to wise up to the fact that
this professional "Gay Lobby" is part of a wider agenda involving the total dismantling of biblical Christianity -- at
the forefront of which is the Church of England. In a recent edition of his diocesan newspaper, The Voice, Spong
wrote: "The church is being driven involuntarily into a new world which will require a new understanding of what
we Christians believe and how we live that Christianity out".[8] Dismissing the faith which was once for all
delivered to the saints in a sentence, Spong said that Christianity could not expect to reach people of the "post-
modern world" if it held onto "a religious system based on the dismissed truth of another age".[9] If one requires
any further evidence that the so-called "Gay Lobby" has a Luciferian spiritual agenda, Spong said in a recent article
on the challenges of the third millennium that Darwin's evolutionary theory had "destroyed forever the power of the
traditional Christian myth. Darwin's concept of an imperfect universe developing through evolution eliminated the
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traditional idea of the fall". This perfectly demonstrates the theological backcloth to the aggressive development of
homosexuality in the churches. Once the authority and inerrancy of Scripture have been denied, anything can
happen.

In the wake of the debacle at Southwark cathedral, Dr George Carey, the Archbishop of Canterbury, denounced
church opponents of "Gay Rights", according to a subsequent Daily Mail article, as "bullying, loud-mouthed
controversialists". And the article went on to say:

"In a powerful rebuke to campaigners trying to block the advance of the homosexual lobby in the Church of
England he condemned churchgoers who have 'a disapproving view of life'".[10]

Dr. Carey then suggested that both sides in the debate should demonstrate Christian love and acceptance of one
another as brothers and sisters in Christ. So, according to this leader of the Church of England, to be opposed to
homosexuality is to "have a disapproving view of life" and to lack love. But the Bible itself is opposed to
homosexuality! What does that tell us about Dr. Carey's view of the authority and inerrancy of Scripture? In a letter
to all those who complained about the meeting in Southwark Cathedral, Dr. Carey said that he would rather
emphasise the "common humanity" between homosexuals and heterosexuals than highlight the differences between
the two. But as a leader in the church, Dr. Carey should not be deliberately obscuring the moral issue which lies at
the heart of this debate. He should be urging repentance and reconciliation with God rather than reconciliation
between those who wilfully follow a sinful lifestyle and those who seek to uphold a biblical morality.

It is quite grotesque that the LGCM's meeting in Southwark Cathedral should have been entitled "A Service of
Penitence, Intercession and Thanksgiving". To describe such a meeting as a 'service' -- with its implications of
worship -- is little short of blasphemy. It would have been no worse had Satan himself climbed into the pulpit and
removed his pants. Even Antiochus Epiphanes' sacrifice of a pig in the temple of God in Israel in 167 B.C. was no
more of an affront to the Lord than this sodomite 'service' in Southwark Cathedral. If these people had truly been
penitent, prayerful and thankful they would have come to that cathedral to renounce their sinful lifestyles, to pray to
the Lord for forgiveness, and to thank Him for rescuing them from the powers of darkness. But precious words and
values are today being twisted to mean something far different from their original designation. It is into this double-
speak that the prophet cries: "Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light
for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!" (Isa.5:20).

These are serious times in which we are living, and we must stand for the truth of the Lord compassionately but
without compromise. If there is no direction being given by those who have spiritual leadership in the churches how
can an example be set to those who have political or any other kind of moral authority in the world today? What is
needed is a clear appraisal of biblical teaching on human sexuality. With God's help, this we seek to do. We cannot
possibly do full justice to all that is entailed in this subject in this brief paper, but it would be fruitful to explore the
issue under four primary headings.

I. GOD'S GENDER PLAN FOR HIS HUMAN CREATION

When the Lord created this universe He had a cosmic design which specifically involved the creation of both men
and women for its consummation. In Genesis 1:26-28, we discover three principles which govern this gender-plan
and clearly spell out to us God's intentions for His creation:

1. Male and Female were Made in the Image of God

In these verses we are immediately struck by the fact that human beings, as male and female, were originally made
in the image of God. In Gen.1:27 the Scripture says: "So God created man in his [own] image, in the image of God
created he him; male and female created he them.". Two inescapable elements emerge here:

i. The Image of God is Specifically Reflected in the Complementary Characteristics of Male and
Female
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To be made in the image of God is reflected in the creation of both male and female. In other words the two
genders of male and female complement each other in such a way that they are a reflection of the image of God.

Now, obviously it would be foolish if we were to attempt to say that God Himself is either male or female or even
a hermaphrodite. "God is Spirit" (Jn.4:24), and spirit is neither male nor female. But the creation of both man and
woman in the image of God must manifest a complementarity which represents the being of God.[11] In spite of
all the attempts to force a socially-engineered equality on the world today, there are fundamental God-ordained
differences between men and women which are vital to the working out of His plan on earth.

It is interesting to note that the Hebrew word for woman or wife, ishah, is derived from a root which means 'soft' or
'delicate'.[12] Although this word is similar to the Hebrew word for man, ish, there is actually an intentional
contrast in meaning, as this word appears to be derived from a root which means 'to be strong'.[13] So there is a
deliberate and complementary contrast in our gender-gifts from God, ensuring that men and women recognise a
completion and fulfilment in their relationship with one another. This is the true mystery of male-female marriage,
and also provides a stunning symbol of the relationship between Christ and His Church (Eph.5:22-33). Adam
plainly acknowledged this Divinely-ordained unity of the male with the female when he said of Eve: "And Adam
said, This [is] now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh" (Gen.2:23).

Therefore men and women, although having individual gender characteristics and roles, are intended by God to
engage in a lifelong bond in conformity with His spiritual purposes: "Therefore a man shall leave his father and
mother and be joined to his wife. And they shall become one flesh" (Gen.2:24). Note that it is the man and the
woman who become one flesh in the creation mandate -- not man and man, nor woman and woman, for that would
be a total violation of God's gender-plan. Man united with woman in a lifelong bond is the norm for any expression
of human sexuality. It is the norm that has been built innately into the creation of this universe by its all-wise
Creator.

The apostle Paul, in his first epistle to the Corinthians, also stressed the sanctity of the special union between a man
and a woman when he warned its readers not to have sexual contact with prostitutes: "For 'the two,' He says, 'shall
become one flesh'" (1Cor.6:16), thus defiling their bodies which are "not for fornication, but for the Lord; and the
Lord for the body." (1 Cor.6:13). This process of becoming "one flesh" (Gen.2:24) is reiterated in the New
Testament a number of times, and Jesus Himself affirms the creation and exclusive union of man and woman,
adding the rejoinder: "What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder." (Mt.19:6). Further, what
God has joined together, let not man violate.

Here we can perhaps understand the significance of the devil's undermining of marriage between man and woman.
In his thinking, if such a union has been, and still is, of supreme spiritual importance for the outworking of God's
plan, then by attempting to destroy stable manifestations of this union, it may be possible to undermine the plan
itself. Mass marital discord and breakdown is a major part of this element in the spiritual battle -- which explains
the role Feminism has played in Satan's war against the saints. But the most far-reaching tactic in the satanic
destruction of marital integrity between man and woman has been the widespread growth of homosexuality.

As we shall later show in some detail, homosexuality is a most profound and even compound sin -- not merely
because it is 'disgusting', or 'perverted', or 'unhealthy' (for these judgements, although true in their context, are
merely secular), but above all because it is disobedient to God's will. When we deny the spiritual significance of
the heterosexual union in marriage and that heterosexuality is the Divinely-ordained norm for all human creatures,
we effectively deny our Creator. Perhaps we can now understand why homosexuals are forced to take refuge in
such inept euphemisms as 'gay'.

ii. The Image of God was Originally Reflected in True Righteousness and Holiness

A second element arising from the fact that the man and woman were made in the image of God concerns an
inherent morality based on Divinely-ordained objective standards. In other words, when our first parents are said to
have been made in the image of God, this not only refers to the fact that they were created rational creatures with
innate ingenuity but also that they were a glorious reflection of their Maker's righteousness and holiness. It is clear
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that if they were possessors of such qualities then this would also have involved the recognition that there are norms
to which creatures must adhere. For those made in the image of God there was to be no deviation from the Law of
the God in whose image they were made. There would be no room here for the modern prevalent idea of situation
ethics. This would especially be the case with our first parents' approach to their sexuality. God ordained that a man
and woman were to be the norm for human sexual relations. Those made in the image of God in righteousness and
true holiness and living in a state of pre-Fall innocence would adhere to that standard unswervingly.

2. Both Male and Female were Blessed by God

We also discover in Gen.1:28 that the man and the woman are blessed by God: the male and the female as one
flesh has the blessing of God. It is most important to understand this. We are confronted here, in the opening pages
of the Bible with the endowment of gender gifts in the creation of man and woman -- and they are blessed. A
blessing is given by God on that coming together of the male and the female as one flesh. No other form of sexual
relationship is blessed. On the contrary, same sex relationships are condemned as "an abomination", as we will later
show. Unrepentant homosexuals can never have God's blessing.

3. Male and Female were Commanded to Procreate

A third element involved in God's gender-plan as revealed in Gen.1:26-28 is the commandment for procreation on
the part of the male and the female: "And God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply'" throughout the whole earth:
"Fill the earth and subdue it". All that was to take place, the dominion over the earth by the human race, through
procreation between a man and a woman. That again provides us with the clear biblical norm for participants in a
sexual relationship. There is no way that homosexuals can be fruitful and multiply. The only way one can justify
any deviation from that norm is by denying the authority of Scripture. Ultimately, it is on this that any controversy
over human sexuality hinges.

* * * * * * *

So, those are the three aspects of God's gender-plan for His human creation. First, we see them made in the image
of God so that in some mysterious way male and female coming together as one flesh have a complementarity that
reflects that image in righteousness and true holiness. Second, we discover that male and female coming together as
one flesh are blessed by God. The union of male and female in monogamous marriage has the stamp of approval of
God the Creator. Thirdly, we see that embodied in God's gender-plan for His human creation is procreative activity
uniquely on the part of the male and female.

Plainly there have been a number of developments throughout history -- and especially things we see happening
around us in the world today -- that don't square up with God's gender-plan for His human creation. So what went
wrong?

II. SATAN'S INTERVENTION IN GOD'S CREATION-BASED GENDER-PLAN

At some point in the early history of the cosmos, a rebellion took place among the angels which was led by the
prince of angels whom we now know as Satan or the Devil (Mt.25:41; cf. Job 4:18), resulting in the 'fall' of a vast
quantity (but not the majority) of angels who became apostate (Rev.12:4a). Not only are there allusions to this but it
must also be inferred by the fact that the fallen angels (which are referred to as demons in Scripture) began to
undermine God's human creation in Eden.

Therefore, God's gender-plan and its outworking in the world throughout history must be understood in the context
of a mighty spiritual battle which has been taking place from the beginning of time. One of Satan's primary battles
has been in the area of human sexuality. At the heart of his evil work in the subversion of our first parents in
Gen.3:1-6 was not only the questioning of God's Word and the incitement to disobedience, but there was also the
attempted fouling up of God's gender-plan in creation. He practically destroyed the relationship between Adam and
Eve by tempting the woman into making a decision which effectively ruled out her husband as head of the
household (Gen.3:6), and then turned them against each other (Gen.3:12-13). Here were the beginnings of that
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corrupting condition of human sexuality which we know today as Feminism.

And when we look at homosexual acts, where a man and a man or a woman and a woman come together as one in
a sexual relationship, these things threaten godly family relationships and boundaries because they run counter to
the divine command to procreate -- a command that is a part of the order of creation.

In terms of the moral life of humanity, we discover that the Fall recorded in Gen.3:1-6 led not only to a withdrawal
of the Holy Spirit from our first parents (and all their posterity by nature) but also a hideous distortion of the image
of God in human beings. The Lutheran Formula of Concord (1580) makes a sweeping affirmation on this post-Fall
human condition which brilliantly sums up its totality:

"Original sin in human nature is not only a total lack of good in spiritual, divine things, but at the same
time it replaces the lost image of God in man with a deep, wicked, abominable, bottomless,
inscrutable, and inexpressible corruption of his entire nature with all its powers, especially of the
highest and foremost powers of the soul in mind, heart and will".[14]

In the Scots Confession of 1560 there is a comparable emphasis concerning the effect of the Fall on the image of
God in man:

"Because of this transgression, commonly called Original sin, the Image of God was utterly defaced in
man, and he and his posterity of nature become enemies to God, slaves to Satan, and servants unto
sin".[15]

So the original sin of the first Adam caused the withdrawal of the Holy Spirit from human beings and a loss of the
image of God in terms of righteousness and true holiness (which completely negates the liberal idea of "the innate
goodness of man"). This had enormous consequences for the moral and spiritual progress of the human race,
effecting the subsequent development of human sexuality.

Although Satan's interference in human sexuality began in the Garden of Eden, the degenerative process came to a
head prior to the world-wide Flood recorded in Gen.7:7 – 8:14. In Gen.6:1-4, a quickening of this process came
about through an interference in the procreation of the human race by the corruption of human sexual relationships
which filled the earth with evil.[16]

Satan's interference in human development was again involved in the major incident surrounding the building of the
Tower of Babel, when the Lord had to intervene by confounding human language (Gen.11:1-9). The crime here
was not merely spiritual pride and arrogance against God but also a refusal to obey God's express commandment
for men and women to procreate after the flood: "And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth.'" (Gen.9:1). God said "replenish the earth", procreate far and wide.
But the people said in response: "let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole
earth." (Gen.11:4). Again, we have an interference by the powers of darkness with the procreational aspect of the
development of humanity. It has always been the intent of the evil angels to undermine God's plan as a whole; and
people have needed little persuading.

III. MAN'S RESPONSE TO GOD'S CREATION-BASED GENDER-PLAN

We have just seen how Satan and his fellow evil angels have a vested interest in disturbing the whole aspect of
human sexuality, thereby undermining God's procreational plan through men and women. But alongside of that,
there has been the corrupted response of human beings to God's sovereignty over His creation as its Creator -- a
response which found its culmination in the Theory of Evolution. This response is seen clearly in the first chapter
of Paul's Epistle to the Romans. There, we discover that the truth of a righteous and holy God who requires
righteousness and true holiness of his human creatures has been clearly revealed through His works in the creation
(vv.18-20). That there has been a moral and spiritual Fall of Man is assumed by the fact that now "The wrath of
God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who suppress the truth in
unrighteousness..." (v.18)
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The greater part of chapter one of Paul's epistle to the Romans tracks the corruption of the moral and religious life
of humanity -- the starting point for which is idolatry. The point of departure in the response of the human race to
its Creator involved turning away from dependence upon Him to the deification of idols:

"Because that, when they knew God, they glorified [him] not as God, neither were thankful; but
became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be
wise, they became fools, And changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to
corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things." (vv.21-23)

As the Holy Spirit puts it: "And even as they did not like to retain God in [their] knowledge..." (Rom.1:28). In other
words, they rejected God the Father Almighty, the Maker not only of heaven and earth but also of themselves. And
in rejecting Him they rejected His original gender-plan embodied in the creation. The result of this was that God
then left them to their own moral and spiritual devices and all the consequences that this would bring upon them.
This is an awesome thing indeed, the depth of which can only be perceived by those who have had their hearts
illumined by the Lord. There is no worse condition than to be "given over" by God so that you become entrenched
in your own rebellion and stupidity and thereby develop numerous other even worse sins than those which led to
your being "given over" in the first place. This is known theologically as the judicial hardening of the human heart,
the reality of which is evidenced throughout Scripture. For example, we find that the reason Pharaoh would not let
the children of Israel leave Egypt was because God had hardened his heart in judgement (Exod.4:21-22; see also
Rom.9:17-18). And when the children of Israel themselves turned away from God, He said to them:

"I [am] the LORD thy God, which brought thee out of the land of Egypt: open thy mouth wide, and I
will fill it. But my people would not hearken to my voice; and Israel would none of me. So I gave them
up unto their own hearts' lust: [and] they walked in their own counsels." (Psalm 81:10-12)

It is this concept of the Divine judicial hardening of the human heart which provides us with the context for
homosexuality and all the other sexual perversions which beset the human race. This is what is meant by God being
said to give them over "to a debased mind to do those things which are not fitting". So it has been from the
beginning of time to the present day. Once God's human creatures have rejected the Lord and everything that He
stands for -- His authority, His right to rule over His creatures, and all the principles of morality and spirituality
embodied in the creation -- what happens then? As the Scripture clearly says: God gives people over " to a
reprobate mind, to do those things which are not convenient" (Rom.1:28), "to uncleanness through the lusts of
their own hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between themselves" (Rom.1:24), and "to vile passions"
(Rom.1:26). This is what accounts for the fact that when so many of the heathen nations have fallen into ruin it was
inevitably heralded by a descent into homosexuality and other sexual perversions. The "things which are not
fitting", the "uncleanness" and the "vile passions" are explicitly exposed in the Scripture:

"For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their women did change the natural use
into that which is against nature: And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman,
burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving
in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet." (Rom.1:26-27)

In other words, what we discover here is that homosexuality is not merely a sin in and of itself, but it is actually a
judgement for a besetting sin that has already gone beforehand. And that besetting sin is entrenched disbelief in
God: a wilful and hubristic rejection of your Creator. When such a condition comes into being, God "gives you
over" to the logical moral and spiritual outcome of your humanistic rebellion. When that occurs, spiritual
pandemonium breaks out in your inner life, spilling over into your social circumstances in "vile passions" and
"uncleanness". Therefore, the phrase "Gay and Lesbian Christian Movement" is a hideous contradiction in terms,
because the deviant relationships and sordid sexual practices which this organisation promotes occur as a result of a
just judgement from God on those who have already rejected Him. Thus the promotion of homosexuality can never
be compatible with godly religion and is in fact a manifestation of antichrist.

Any society which is in a state of moral and spiritual decline will always promote the perversion of the sexual
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orientation which is intrinsic to God's creational gender-plan. We have already noted that the collapse of empires
has always been preceded by widespread and rampant perversion of human sexuality. Homosexuality is the natural
outworking of judicial hardening in people who have already turned away from the living God. It is the sexual
expression of apostasy. And this is precisely because homosexuality is a compound sin which indicates an already
existing moral and spiritual corruption. Surely we are seeing that in our own culture now, as it spirals into total
decadence.

Homosexuality among men and lesbianism among women is a direct defiance of and challenge to the Creator God
of this universe. The very word, "Lesbian" -- as in the phrase "Gay and Lesbian Christian Movement" -- is derived
from the Greek island of Lesbos which, in the sixth century B.C., was host to a group of women dedicated to the
worship of the 'female principle' and the service of Aphrodite and Artemis. These two goddesses are of some
biblical significance. Aphrodite was the goddess of sex-magic, the Greek version of the Roman goddess Venus, the
Babylonian Ishtar, the chief goddess of Tyre, Asherah, and the Canaanite goddess Astarte/Ashtoreth. In the Old
Testament, she was referred to as "queen of heaven" (Jer.44:17,18,25) and worshipped by apostate Hebrews, as well
as bringing about the downfall of King Solomon (1 Kings 11:5).

The other Lesbian goddess, Artemis, was the Greek version of Diana, the Roman goddess whose main centre of
worship was at Ephesus in the Roman state of Asia (cf. Acts 17:23-41), and whose worship was characterised by
sensuous orgies and ceremonial prostitution.

The law given to Israel at Sinai, written by the hand of God, was utterly opposed to any form of sexual perversion
because it goes against God's creation mandate.

"And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through [the fire] to Molech, neither shalt thou profane the
name of thy God: I [am] the LORD. Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it [is]
abomination." (Leviticus 18:21-22)

Now the Hebrew word tebel, which is translated here as "perversion" is denoted in the lexicon as referring to "a
violation of nature or the Divine order" -- a specific rebellion against God's gender-plan embodied in the original
creation. When we diligently search the Scriptures, what we discover is that homosexuality is not a medical
condition, or a psychological problem, or a social development, or a political act of defiance, or a fundamental
human right. Rather, it is a violation of the Divine order. It is a spiritual problem occurring as a result of divine
judgement because of rank idolatry and practical atheism. Therefore, any nation-state or community which permits
the flourishing of this unclean spiritual condition has succumbed to apostasy and renders itself liable to the full
weight of the wrath of God. That is why Holy Scripture reveals these perversions to be "an abomination to the
Lord" -- acts of extreme wickedness. A true reading of the Bible can leave one in no doubt concerning its view of
homosexuality.

In the Book of Judges there is an incident in which a number of homosexual perverts came to a man's house and
beat on his door, and spoke to the master of the house saying, "Bring forth the man that came into thine house, that
we may know him." (Jdg.19:22). In other words these men all wanted to have homosexual sex with him. They are
explicitly referred to as "certain sons of Belial". To be a "son of Belial" in Scripture is to be a disgraceful person
who is a servant of Satan and an enemy of God.

Again in the Book of Genesis, chapter nineteen, there is the renowned incident at the city of Sodom involving
Abraham's nephew, Lot, in which we have a very similar situation where a number of men (it appears to be a
majority of the city's males, cf. Gen.19:4: " the men of Sodom, compassed the house round, both old and young, all
the people from every quarter"came hammering on the door with intent to engage in homosexual gang rape. Lot
had been hospitable to some angels who had come to stay with him, manifested in human form. Being angels they
were no doubt extremely good looking and these perverts were sexually attracted to them. The entire thrust of this
incident is that the sinful condition of Sodom was patently summed up in the perverted desire of these homosexual
men.

Homosexuals today claim that the real problem with the incident at Sodom was not the fact that these men were
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homosexual but that they were filled with lust and violence and the desire to rape. But it is impossible to sustain
such a view when one compares the incident in the light of other Scriptures which plainly declare the mind of the
Lord on this issue. For example, "If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have
committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood [shall be] upon them." (Lev.20:13; cf.
Lev.18:22). Or, again, "There shall be no whore of the daughters of Israel nor a sodomite of the sons of Israel..."
(Deut.23:17).

Now the purpose of the Mosaic Law (as the Apostle Paul shows) was the preservation of the purity of Israel, as a
nation living in the midst of morally and spiritually perverted nations, until the time that the 'Seed' which had been
promised originally in Genesis 3:15 would come into the world as the Redeemer (Gal.3:19,24). The prevention of
moral national decline and of sexual perversion was vital to this preservation on a purely practical level because the
undoing through homosexuality of God's gender-plan for men and women would destroy the procreative process by
which descendancy occurs. For this reason it was imperative that "there shall be no...sodomite of the sons of
Israel". The biblical authority of these moral laws is still endorsed today by orthodox Jews. For example, in 1987,
the Chief Rabbi in the U.K., Immanuel Jakobovits, giving the Jewish view of homosexuality, wrote:

"The Jewish view is plain and uncompromising. All the authentic forces of Judaism condemn
homosexual relations as a heinous offence. No verbal acrobatics, no feats of casuistry, no attempts at
rationalisation and no outpouring of sympathy can modify this verdict, harsh as it may be. Anyone who
pretends otherwise deceives himself and those he addresses, for he no longer speaks in the genuine
accents of Jewish thought and law. Moreover, the prohibition is deemed to be binding on all humans,
as shown by the term sodomy -- the depravity of a heathen city".[17]

That was written in 1987. One decade later, it seems almost shocking in its naked honesty. So rare is it to hear such
clear and unequivocal convictions on moral issues from religious people that it demonstrates how much further
society has gone down the spiral of human depravity. To imagine a Christian leader of today making such a
statement is virtually unthinkable. Even if such a thing was to happen, he would no doubt be submerged beneath a
welter of "politically correct" abuse from both the world and his professing Christian colleagues!

In view of the complete absence of moral and spiritual direction from the false 'church' of today -- consisting
primarily of the vast majority of the denominations with their spineless bishops and organisational apparatchiks -- it
is vital for us to know how the orthodox Christian should respond to deviations from God's gender-plan.

IV. THE ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN'S RESPONSE TO DEVIATION'S FROM GOD'S CREATION-
BASED GENDER-PLAN

We have seen that sodomy was highly unacceptable in ancient Israel and also amongst orthodox Jews of today.
What should be the position of those who follow the Lord Jesus Christ and bear His name? Has there been a
change since the New Covenant was established and since the judicial and ceremonial laws of ancient Israel were
abrogated? In order to discover this, we must find out what the New Testament has to say, firstly, about Old
Testament laws concerning sexual deviance and, secondly, about human sexuality in general.

1. The Orthodox Christian Regards the Breaching of the Laws on Sexual deviance in the Old Testament Era as
Essential Warnings to a Wayward World

Although the minutiae of the judicial and ceremonial laws of the Mosaic Law are no longer legally binding under
the New Covenant, the moral law of God which lay behind them has never been abrogated -- neither can it be
(Mt.5:18). For this reason, although we would not execute a homosexual today (cf. Lev.18:22-30), the Bible-based
Christian must acknowledge that homosexuality is still "an abomination to the Lord".

When Paul the Apostle gives the warning: "Neither let us commit fornication, as some of them committed, and fell
in one day three and twenty thousand." (1 Cor.10:8), he is referring to the wayward desert generation of Israel who
lived in the wilderness for forty years. Most significantly, he then goes on to say in v.11 "Now all these things
happened unto them for ensamples."The Greek word translated as "ensamples" is tupos, from where we get our
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word "type", meaning a pattern which has a spiritual message. What happened to this desert generation was
typological -- as were many other aspects of life in ancient Israel -- thereby providing a pattern for us today who
have the benefit of New Testament hindsight. This is why the Apostle clearly states that Old Testament history has
been "written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the ages have come. Therefore let him who thinks he
stands take heed lest he fall." (1Cor.10:11-12)

In other words the true Christian looks at all the perversions that happened in the Old Testament, takes note of
God's severe attitude towards them and recognises all this as a warning which still carries a powerful message for
the world today.

2. The Orthodox Christian Regards Homosexuality as a Serious Breach of God's Moral Law

In the light of all the biblical data, a genuine Christian can only regard homosexuality as a serious breach of God's
law. This must be proclaimed unequivocally. As the Scripture says:

"But we know that the law [is] good, if a man use it lawfully; Knowing this, that the law is not made
for a righteous man, but for the lawless and disobedient, for the ungodly and for sinners, for unholy
and profane, for murderers of fathers and murderers of mothers, for manslayers, For whoremongers,
for them that defile themselves with mankind, for menstealers, for liars, for perjured persons, and if
there be any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine; According to the glorious gospel of
the blessed God, which was committed to my trust." (1 Tim.1:8-11).

We discover here that fornication and sodomy are contrary to sound Christian teaching. The Greek word translated
here as "sound" is hugiaino, from where our word "hygiene" is derived. Sound doctrine is clean; behaviour which is
contrary to it is unclean. The Greek word translated here as "fornicator" is pornos, referring to a man who
prostitutes his body to another person's lust. The Greek word which is translated here as "sodomite" is arsenokoites,
which refers to sexual intercourse between two men, from the Greek words arsen, male, and koite, a bed. In the
Authorised Version arsenokoites is graphically translated as "them that defile themselves with mankind", i.e., men
who defile themselves through having sexual intercourse with other men as they would do with women. How much
more explit could it be?

So we see that whatever view one holds personally about human sexuality, it cannot be denied that the New
Testament is as unequivocal as the Old Testament in its condemnation of sexual deviations from the moral law of
God. We could go on to discuss the duty of the civil powers to protect a society from these forces of uncleanness,
because they have been mandated by God not only to prevent anarchy through the rule of law but also to ensure the
general welfare of the people. On that basis there is a good case for the outlawing of homosexual practice.[18] One
only has to consider the rampancy of diseases related to sodomy and fornication to realise this.

When the Creation-based norms laid down by God for human sexuality are cast aside, the inevitable result is
physical and spiritual disease and uncleanness. It is bizarre in the extreme to witness the glorification in the media
of the many show-business sodomites who have died as a result of AIDS. Anyone with an understanding of the
Bible sees this as a clear judgement on their fornication. Although the "social engineers" and "spin doctors" of
"political correctness" attempt to brainwash us to believe otherwise, the stark truth is that they are reaping the just
deserts of their lifestyle. God's law can never be breached with impunity. One will have to pay the price -- either in
this life or the next.

3. The Orthodox Christian Affirms that there can be no Place for Unrepentant Homosexuals in the Kingdom of
God

The case for this could not be more plainly stated than in the words of the Apostle in 1Cor.6:9-10:

"Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither
fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites...will inherit the kingdom of God".
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Again, the Greek is very revealing in this passage. The word translated here as "homosexuals" is malakos, which
originally meant "soft clothing" -- referring to the kind of unmanliness and posturing effeminacy which is a
hallmark of homosexual subculture. The Greek word translated here as "sodomites" is arsenokoites, one who has
illicit sexual intercourse, who lies with a man as with a woman. Such people have no place in the kingdom of God,
that is, they cannot be a part of the body of Christ, the true Church, and no place in heaven will be found for them.

A similar position is also found in Eph.5:5: "For this ye know, that no whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor
covetous man, who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God." Those words cannot
be bent. Deviant sexuality is a no-go area for the true Christian. This is why Paul adds the warning: "Be not ye
therefore partakers with them" (Eph.5:7). Where does that leave the bishops and many other clergymen today who
are not only partakers but also practisers? The Bible's own witness is that there is no place for them in the kingdom
of God; yet they gaily busy themselves as leaders of churches. Surely what we see here is a part of the building of
that global counterfeit "church" which is part of the great apostasy prophesied in 2 Thess.2:3,9-12.  

4. The Orthodox Christian Regards Homosexuality as a Disqualification from Entrance into the New Universe

Not only do unrepentant homosexuals find themselves alienated from the kingdom of God in this life, but the
Scriptures naturally go on to reveal that they will be disqualified from having any inheritance in the reconstituted
universe -- the new heaven and the new earth (Rev.21:1-5) -- which God will inaugurate when the Lord Jesus
Christ returns at the end of this present evil age. Concerning the true Christian, the Lord states: "He who overcomes
shall inherit all things and I will be his God and he shall be My son". He then goes on to say:

"He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my son. But the
fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and
idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is
the second death." (Rev.21:7-8)

And in the following chapter, John writes:

"For without [are] dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and
whosoever loveth and maketh a lie." (Rev.22:15)

To put it bluntly, homosexuals and all other sexual deviants who die in an impenitent condition will spend eternity
in conscious torment in hell. That is what Christian orthodoxy must affirm; and all the "political correctness" in the
world can never eradicate that awesome truth.

However, if that was the last word on the matter, the position of the sexual deviant would be hopeless. But there is
something else which remains to be said and which brings the whole issue into perspective. For Christ did not
"come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance." (Matt.9:13). Therefore, we have no hesitation in
wholeheartedly making the following assertion:

5. The Orthodox Christian Regards Homosexuality as Being a Forgivable Sin on Condition of True Repentance

It is not our purpose in this brief paper to hammer a drum and rail against these things. We have sought primarily
to point out the truths recorded in Holy Scripture which show that homosexuality is incompatible with Christianity
and that the term "Lesbian and Gay Christian Movement" is a contradiction-in-terms. To demonstrate this fact,
consider the following logical syllogism:

Major premise: A true disciple of Jesus Christ will naturally obey God's commandments, because obedience is a
sure sign of faith and love towards God (Jn.14:15,21: 15:10; 1 Jn.5:2-3).
Minor Premise: Homosexuals who show no sign of repentance are being disobedient to the clear teaching of
Scripture, which is the Christian's only source of objective authority.
Conclusion: Therefore, unrepentant homosexuals do not have Christian faith, clearly do not love God, and cannot
possibly be genuine disciples of Jesus Christ.
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However, although one cannot be a Christian and a homosexual, there is a way for a homosexual to embark on
becoming a Christian, and that is to first repent of his or her homosexuality.

As with any other sin, it is possible to receive forgiveness if there is true repentance. It is interesting to note what
Paul says after stating that "neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of
themselves with mankind...shall inherit the kingdom of God" (1 Cor.6:9-10). For he then reminds his readers:
"...and such were some of you", plainly revealing that some were at one time homosexuals but later repented and
came to Christ, having renounced that lifestyle. Further proving that to become a Christian one must first renounce
homosexuality, he then adds: "But ye were sanctified, but ye were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by
the Spirit of our God" (1Cor.6:11). Homosexuality is certainly a heinous sin which is incompatible with
Christianity, but it is not an unforgivable sin. There is Divine forgiveness for the truly repentant homosexual.

However, we cannot deny that there are some special problems associated with repenting from homosexuality.
Firstly, when you partake in a sin that has become so ingrained because you have so forcefully turned away from
God, it actually becomes such a vital part of your entire constitution that your physical posture, body language,
mannerisms, way of speaking, and every other aspect of your persona gets caught up in it.

A second problem associated with repenting from homosexuality is that it is a compound sin (as we discussed
earlier) resulting from being "given over" by God to a just judgement for rejecting Him. This means that
homosexuals tend to have hearts which are even more hardened to Gospel truth than many other sinners and thus
find it even more difficult to repent. For this reason it was surely ridiculous of Michael Baughen, Bishop of Chester,
to say that homosexual acts "were sinful but less so than greed or theft".[19] On the contrary, in many ways it is far
easier to repent of the primary sins of greed or theft than the compound sin of an all-consuming homosexual way of
life.

A third problem is that homosexuals tend to be very aggressive and can even become violent when they feel their
'lifestyle' is under threat.[20] This is hardly surprising as they have a very deeply ingrained sin to defend. They
must at all costs prevent the reality of the darkness in their souls from being exposed.

For these reasons, homosexuals who genuinely seek after the Lord are worthy of our sincerest compassion. We
must never be remotely unwelcoming but we must stretch out a hand to all sinners who come to our churches for
spiritual help. And with that welcome, we must also point out that it is impossible to come and worship God
without a spirit of contrition and penitence (Psa.51:16-17). Furthermore, it is imperative that we do not become
carping people who love to point the finger. We have to somehow find a way of not just condemning people but
actually reaching through into their hearts, showing them that they are out of relationship with God in their present
situation and enabling them to understand how they can be restored to Him.

As we noted earlier, in terms of righteousness and true holiness, the image of God in Man has been utterly defaced
through the original sin of "the first man, Adam". But it is also true that "the last Adam", the Lord Jesus Christ,
brings about a restoration of the indwelling Holy Spirit and the fullness of the divine image in those who come
back to God in faith and repentance, pleading with Him for mercy (Col.3:9-10; Eph.4:24).

EPILOGUE

To be in the grip of homosexuality is surely the most pitiable of human conditions. There is nothing worse than the
sight of a human being entrapped in a dark world of sin from which there is no apparent escape. But nevertheless
we cannot possibly allow those who commit such abominations, and who wilfully form homosexual and lesbian
movements, to dictate the social direction of human sexuality in the world or, most especially, in the Church. One
wouldn't entertain the idea of a "Murderers Christian Movement" or an "Idolaters Christian Movement" or an
"Adulterers Christian Movement"! Even if such movements existed, would the bishops allow them to hold services
of alleged "worship" in their cathedrals? The very idea is ludicrous. So why do they tolerate the "Sodomites
Christian Movement" pursuing their perverse agenda in their churches? To build an organisation on the basis of a
sin is bad enough; but then to go on and coerce the world and the Church to accept it as a normal (or even superior)
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way of life is a violation of Divine law which must be profoundly resisted. To violate the holy law of God through
the advocation of homosexuality is infinitely worse than any imagined violation of human rights in opposing it.

Many will not like what we have written in this paper. No doubt some would wish to prevent us legally from being
able to speak these truths. Others would want to silence us permanently from ever saying such things. But all this is
part of the socially-engineered suppression of truth which characterises the mindless "political correctness"
pervading our culture today. "Political correctness" is a clumsy attempt to prevent the human mind from discerning
the difference between truth and falsehood. Genuine Christians must refuse to be corrected (either politically or in
any other way) by the advocates of rebellion against God. Instead we should be correcting the world by proclaiming
the authority of the Bible which has been "God-breathed, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness" (2Tim.3:16). One of the most prominent hallmarks of modern society is its proud
refusal to be corrected by a higher moral and spiritual authority (cf. Prov.21:2).

Ultimately, this entire issue hinges on the authority of Scripture. The main reason that homosexuality and other
heterodox practices have been able to make such headway in the Christian scene is because those who rule the
major denominations -- especially the Church of England -- no longer uphold the Bible as their rule of faith and
practice. This is a very serious matter. Hypocrites have unjustly seated themselves in the assembly of the saints.
But do not be dismayed, because "God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will also reap" (Gal.6:7).

True Christians will soon be subjected to increasing persecution, as the earth becomes accumulatively "corrupt
before God" and "filled with violence" (Gen.6:11-13; cf. Mt.24:37). And it will not get any easier. We are in the
midst of a furious spiritual battle (Rev.12:17; Eph.6:11-12) and we must continue to the end our witness to a
progressively perverse and crooked generation (Phil.2:15; Rev.12:11-12). Remember the advice of the hymn-
writer: "Christian seek not yet repose". It is true that the apostate church, in conjunction with the antichristian
world-powers, may appear to prevail for a time; but their gloating will be comparatively shortlived. For "we are
receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken" (Heb.12:28); and the Lord will consume them all "with the breath of
His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His coming" (2 Thess.2:8).

Copyright 1997 Alan Morrison
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A Bittersweet Revival
By Kathy Beardsley

A false revival based on emotion

Is sweeping the men of our nation

Into a deceptive compulsion.

To accept the lies taught to them;

To overlook their sinful nature

And the source from which they stem.

All truth is not God's truth because of its source.

For there are many false teachers claiming

That they are your only recourse.

The truth of the matter is 'hope abounds'.

Not by words or works of men

But by standing on solid ground.

A solid foundation is already in place;

God's word and God's son,

Given to us through grace.

Jesus said, "I will that no one perish."

But because their hearts are hard

They will lose what they cherish.

Life on earth is but a second in time.
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Live it, winning souls for Jesus;

Armed with His truth, not yours and mine.

Return To Our Home Page
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Tolerance

"Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine.
For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to

themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be turned
unto fables. But watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of thy

ministry." 2 Timothy 4:2-5 KJV

What do I tolerate?

Is tolerance to error good?
Do I remain silent while the enemy marches on the City? (Ez 33:6, 3:17)
Do I hold my tongue when lies are spread as God’s Truth? (1 Jn 2:21)

Wolves among the sheep! Is my cry!
The lion is roaming among us devouring at will! (1 Pet 5:7)

Where are the warriors? (Eph 6:10-11)
Where are the defenders of the True Faith?
If we don’t stand to protect our own skin,

are we so cold not to care for our children? (Ja 4:17)

Have we become the servants who eat the bread we didn’t work for? (Lk 10:7)
Does anyone separate the wheat from the chaff? (Matt 3:12)

The Truth from Error?

Cry out "Wolves in the pulpit!"
They are spreading heretical lies! (1 Tim 1:10)

Do antichrists spread truth about God? (1 Jn 2:18-19) or
False prophets bring a "Holy" Spirit Revival?! (Jer 23:36)

Do teachers of darkness give us revelations of wisdom about the Light? (2 Cor 6:14-16)

How can this be?

A host of the enemy are considered leaders in the true church of God!
Psychologists, Psychiatrists have come to the church to analyze our thoughts,

to help us remember the pain of the past to remember the sins of others against us,
to help us see our parents as unloving and uncaring. (Eph 5:6-7)

So who needs the love of God anymore?!
We have psychoanalysts to tell us how to think!
Following the perversions of Freud and Jung!

We are led to believe our problem lies in our subconscious mind,- Dr. Larry Crabb!
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Really our problems are due to our low self-esteem,-Dr. James Dobson!
It’s our confused idea of our sexuality, -Dr. Robert Hicks!

No they’re all wrong, our problems stem from brain damage in our mother’s womb, teaches Gary
Smalley! No wonder men are so different from women! (Jude 11-16)

Well let’s go to Rapha since we are so confused,
they say they are "Christian,"

Who uses the Bible for counsel? It’s just not enough anymore!
Or how about a New Life Treatment Center, Minirth-Meier...?

Are we insane!?
What do the children of Light need from the teachers of darkness?

Why do we need a perverts and gainsayers to teach us God’s Truth?
ALL the truth of the Bible is God’s Truth,

the cliché "All truth is God’s truth" is a lie! (2 Cor 11:3-4)
What did the serpent tell Eve in the Garden?

The serpent spoke "ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil" (Ge 3:5b), was it God’s Truth?
What of God’s Words "Ye shall not eat of it...lest ye die"?(Ge 3:3)

"The kindest acts of the wicked are cruel!" Proverbs 12:10b
Should we care if they are "nice people"?

Should we follow them while they deceive many with fine sounding words?

"For it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to

nothing the understanding of the prudent.

Where [is] the wise? where [is] the scribe? where [is] the disputer of this world?

hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world?" 1 Corinthians 1:19-20

Where are the warriors of the Faith?

Where are our Holy Spirit filled leaders?
What have we to fear?

We only have one life to live!

Have you buried your coin?

Are you a wicked servant?

What do you tolerate?

Author: John Beardsley
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No Matter Who You Are!
By John Beardsley - August 15th, 1993

No matter who you are, No matter your personality trait,

No matter what hormone may seem to control you...

God' Spirit transcends your being!

God is not in a box,

He is not limited to our finite understanding of what we think we are!

He is not bound to the world we live in, or the timeline we walk!

He is Infinitely Powerful, Omnipotent and Everpresent The One Eternal God He IS!

No matter what you think you are, Jesus hold's the keys of your heart.

He can make you a new creation and take away negative personality traits,

or hormones which seem to drive you.

Psychology doesn't have a clue! Do blind lead the blind?

Or do they walk into a snare? ---A challenge to the Christian, No matter who you are,

"Does Sigmund Freud the father of Psychology have any voice in you?"

--- What does one who dwells in the light have to do with Freud who gropes in the darkness?

--- What new truths do you expect to uncover?

No matter who you are,

What do the Four Personality traits truly reveal?

How does an animal teach what you are?

Did you know these are the roots of Astrology?

Who has deceived you and dragged you away?

Do you have a ring in your nose that compels you?

Who says a hormone decided this is the way you are?

Who or What gives you an excuse to sin!?
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Who accuses the brethren before the Father?

Why do you just give the Devil a cause!?

--- Why do we bring reproach upon the True Gospel?

--- Have we forgotten He will judge His own first?

Is all well with you now?

Is your heart troubled by a myriad of trials?

Stop where you are and turnaround, STOP!

before you're lost in a flood of worries,

He doesn't want you to hurt, Come Back, Come Back to His Truth!

Son or Daughter, His arms await you!

Now you are reaping the judgment you have sown,

His anger is coming upon you, more than the world around you!

We're finite creatures with an eternal spirit,

given to sin--- but fortunate to serve a gracious Lord and God!!!

Seek His forgiveness, No Matter Who You Are,

No Matter Your Personality Trait or Hormone!

He is the God who defies our comprehension,

Transcends and sees our very soul and spirit,

Boundless in Love,

All knowing and yet still Forgiving.

He is the Light of the World and The Author of All Truth!

Return To Our Home Page
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Some of Kathy's Poems

Signs of the Times

What are "signs of the times?"

What does that phrase refer to?

Much more than you realize.

Let me explain it to you.

In the Bible there’s a period of time

Before Jesus comes to take us home;

When worldly influence will gain ground,

And Christians will allow it to come.

"Signs of the times" are more than nature.

They are, sin and corruption running wild,

Biblical principals taken lightly,

And Christian values being defiled.

Unwillingness to grow and mature

For fear you’ll be made fun of,

Greatly saddens our Lord on high

Because He’s our strength and love.

We’re here for His soul winning purpose.

Put your eyes back on the Lord.
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Keep your feet on the straight and narrow.

It’s not a price you can’t afford.

Make Your Choice
Time grows short, there’s so much to do,

The people won’t listen, what can we do?
The world around us is caving in,

With very few paying attention.
The real problems of this world?

Spiritual warfare upon us hurled.

The Bible’s unfolding right before our eyes

Yet so many refuse to see their demise.

What will it take for people to see,

Jesus; He’s the only way to be free.

Sin and corruption wherever we go

But the Son shines through, I know!

The choice is yours, please make it now,

A regrettable decision, or a heavenly vow.

Choose Satan and burn for making the wrong choice.

Choose God the Father and you’ll hear His voice

Saying, "I’m so happy you chose to be

Part of my heavenly family."
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Where Do You Stand?
If I could describe the pain in my heart,

It would be as if it were torn apart.

I can’t believe what I just heard tonight;

Our church wants us out of their sight.

All because we stood on firm ground

And turned away from doctrine unsound.

Study God’s word; that’s all I ask.

Stop relying on someone else for that task.

God just wants us to focus on Him,

Not our past, present, or future sin.

God will give us interpretation,

As we mature in consideration

To His word; obeying His commands,

Giving up our selfish demands.

No matter what the popular vote,

I won’t join the world to promote

False doctrine and heresy.

I won’t become like a Pharisee.

With God’s word as my foundation

I’ll stand firm in my generation.
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And in Jesus’ holy name,

I’ll teach my kids to do the same.

Misconceptions
I felt the pain of a broken heart

When a loved one said "from the start

I’ve not believed nor will I ever,

I won’t take part of this foolish endeavor."

Misconceptions of truth and love

Blinds the world to the Father above.

Within callused hearts it will spread,

Allowing sin and deception to be fed.

It’s increasingly harder every day

To keep from screaming "listen or pay."

Lord, give us strength in these troubled times

To do your will for the good of mankind.

Lord, you know the burdens we bear,

Our hearts are heavy because we care.

Help us to be examples, to share

The love of Jesus, your beloved heir.

Life's Expectations
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When problems don’t work out

And seem to only get worse,

Take a moment to think about

Who you are putting first.

When life promises to produce

Everything you strive for,

Don’t let yourself be seduced

By worldly pressure for more.

You can expect life to be hard,

But your decisions will surely tell,

Whether or not you’ve been scarred

By the world’s enticing spell.

Life holds no guarantees,

On that you can be sure of.

But the Lord provides your necessities,

As well as His guidance and love.

Be content with His security

Especially when riches are few,

You can’t get a better guarantee

Than the one He holds for you.
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Peace of Mind
What gives you peace of mind?

What puts your soul at ease?

Is comfort hard to find

In your difficulties?

When answers you are seeking

Seem kind of scarce,

Don’t fool yourself in thinking

That nobody cares.

You can find all the peace

Your heart ever desired.

From Jesus, who guarantees

His love never expires.

Jesus says: "Seek and you shall find,

Ask and it will be given."

If you’ll only take the time

Your sins will be forgiven.

Once you’ve chosen to believe

That Jesus died for you,

New life in Christ is received,

And your peace of mind too!
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Harvest of Souls
This is not a story nor is it a dream.

It’s not science fiction for it is clearly seen

In the book of Revelation, a book of prophesies,

That life as we know it will some day cease.

The season is here, the day is close

But the hour of harvest no one knows.

Jesus will reap what he sows.

There’s going to be a harvest of souls.

Read John 3:16 and Ephesians 2:8,9;

Believe God’s word and you will find

When Christ takes his children home,

You will see that majestic throne.

If you wait much longer it may be too late.

The direction you choose will determine your fate.

A wrong decision would truly be sad,

After thinking what you might have had.

Return To Our Home Page
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The Jesus War:  Mel Gibson & “The Passion”
 | September 15, 2003 | Peter J. Boyer

A REPORTER AT LARGE

THE NEW YORKER

SEPTEMBER 15, 2003
 

THE JESUS WAR: Mel Gibson’s Obsession.

BY PETER J. BOYER 
 

 One rainy Wednesday afternoon this summer, I made my way to the Sony Building, on Fifty-
fifth Street and Madison Avenue, where, through the accommodation of a friend in the
entertainment business, I attended a private screening of “The Passion,” Mel Gibson’s
unfinished film about the final hours and Crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth. I didn’t know quite
what to expect. I’d heard that some people had been so moved by the film that they openly
wept, and that others were rendered speechless. I knew, too, that a group of religion scholars
and Jewish activists had condemned Gibson and his film as dangerous and anti-Semitic, based
upon their reading of a “Passion” screenplay. That afternoon, Gibson, wearing jeans, a
Hawaiian shirt, and a pair of leather clogs, perched on a table at the front of the room and
explained that he was still editing the film, and that the version we were about to see was quite
rough. There were a couple of dozen people in the small screening room, two or three of them
in clerical attire. Gibson joked a bit, then said, “Let’s get started.” He took a place in the back
row as the lights dimmed.  
 
The dark screen filled with the printed words of prophesy from the Old Testament Book of
Isaiah, written four hundred years before Christ: “He was wounded for our transgressions; he
was crushed for our iniquities. By his stripes we are healed.” There was, in the two hours that
followed, much wounding and crushing, and, when the lights came back up, there was some
wiping away of tears. I found the film riveting and quite disturbing, and I was struck by an
insistent memory from a Jesus movie from my childhood, George Stevens’s “The Greatest
Story Ever Told.” In the final scene, the risen Jesus, wispily played by Max Von Sydow in a
pageboy haircut, levitates in the clouds as a heavenly choir sings the “Hallelujah Chorus.”
Gibson had undertaken “The Passion” with the avowed purpose of contravening the
overwrought piety of such conventions, and in that, certainly, he had succeeded. Gibson’s
resurrected Christ rises in the tomb with a steely glare, and then strides purposefully into the
light, to the insistent beat of martial drums. With that, Gibson’s Passion story, and perhaps
even, the controversy that has attended it, became clear. Gibson had once said that he wasn’t
interested in making a religious movie, and in “The Passion” he hadn’t. He was making a war
movie.  
 
Ten days later, I arrived at Gibson’s Icon Productions, which is housed in an unremarkable
office building on Wilshire Boulevard in Santa Monica, across from a fast-food Mexican
restaurant. Nothing about the place hints of show business until the elevator opens onto an
entry wall covered with large movie posters from Icon’s pictures (“What Women Want,”
“Maverick”). As I announced myself to a young woman at the reception desk, the telephone
rang. It was the producer Harvey Weinstein. “He’ll get back to you,” the receptionist said, and I
was escorted down a winding corridor to the editing room, where Gibson sat on the far end of a
sofa, facing an Avid digital editing console. A white legal pad rested on his lap, containing
notes for possible editing changes he’d jotted down during his last screening of the film.

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/980753/posts
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Gibson’s editor, John Wright, was manipulating the images of Pontius Pilate with a mouse and
a keyboard as Pilate pronounced judgment upon Jesus.  
 
Gibson’s story line reflects the basic Christian narrative of Christ’s Passion, as it is laid out
collectively in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Jesus of Nazareth is a Jewish
carpenter in Roman-controlled Palestine, who preaches a message of love and forgiveness, with
an increasingly messianic subtext. During the Passover season, he enters the Holy City of
Jerusalem, where he is welcomed by adoring crowds who hail him as the long-promised
Messiah, bringing deliverance and a new kingdom. But Jesus is considered dangerous by the
Jewish high priests, who conspire to arrest and try him, and then deliver him to the Roman
prefect Pilate for execution, on the ground of treason against Rome. Jesus knows that his fate is
the Cross, and briefly wishes to avoid it (“Oh, my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass
from me”); but he also knows that God, his father, sent him into the world for the very purpose
of dying, as a sacrifice for the redemption of all mankind.  
 
Gibson has said that his script for “The Passion” was the New Testament, and that the film was
directed by the Holy Ghost. Movie audiences, though, will doubtless see in it the hand of the
man who directed “Braveheart.” On one level, Gibson, who has been working on the film for
more than a year, perceives the Passion as a heroic action story, and the principal quality he
hoped to instill in it was the power of realism. “I wanted to bring you there,” he says, “and I
wanted to be true to the Gospels. That has never been done.”  
 
In that regard, Gibson made two key decisions. He cast the film without brand-name movie
stars, in order to avoid the illusion-puncturing celebrity recognition that afflicted the old epics.
Jesus is played by James Caviezel, whose biggest prior role was in “The Count of Monte
Cristo,” and Monica Bellucci, of “The Matrix Reloaded” (and rapidly becoming better known),
is Mary Magdalene. Gibson also had the actors’ lines translated into Aramaic (the vernacular of
ancient Palestine), Hebrew, and Latin. His purpose, he says, was not only to achieve
authenticity but also to avoid the audience disconnect that might result from hearing two-
thousand-year-old Biblical characters speaking perfect modern (or even King James’) English.
He initially didn’t intend to have subtitles, either. “I’ve always wanted to make a Viking
movie,” Gibson, who is forty-seven, explains. “You’ve got Alfred the Great in Wessex, this
English king, saying, ‘All the Danes are coming up the river here, we’ve got to defend
ourselves.’ And these guys hop off the boats and they’re all hairy and they’re scary and they’ve
got axes, and some of them are berserkers and they’re doing flips and twirls and they just
wanna rape and kill, you know? But if they start coming out with ‘I want to die with a sword in
my hand’ and ‘Oh, fair maiden,’ that would be like-you know, you don’t believe them. If they
come out with low, guttural German, they are frightening. They are terrifying. They’re like
demons from the sea. So that’s what the language thing did for me. It took something away
from you -- you had to depend upon the image.”  
 
It is not surprising, perhaps, that in the service of realism the signal trait of “The Passion” is its
relentless violence. When Gibson directed the Oscar-winning 1995 film “Braveheart,” about
the folkloric Scots hero William Wallace, he re-shot only one scene -- and that was in order to
more graphically depict the image of enemy horses impaling themselves upon sharpened
wooden stakes. Violence is Gibson’s natural film language, and his Jesus is unsparingly
pummeled, flayed, kicked, and otherwise smitten from first to last. After his arrest in the
Garden of Gethsemane by Jewish temple guards, Jesus is dragged in shackles to the high
priests. By the time he arrives, he has been beaten, knocked down, and thrown off a bridge. His
right eye is swollen shut. (“I didn’t want to see Jesus looking really pretty,” Gibson said. “I
wanted to mess up one of his eyes, destroy it.”)  
 
When the Romans take over, things get worse. Gibson studied the details of Roman
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crucifixion, reading, among other sources, a famous clinical investigation of the practice, “On
the Physical Death of Jesus Christ,” published in the Journal if the American Medical
Association in 1986. That study explained why crucifixion inspired the word “excruciating”:
“Scourging produced deep stripe-like lacerations and appreciable blood loss, and it probably set
the stage for hypovolemic shock. . . . The major pathophysiologic effect of crucifixion was an
interference with normal respiration.” Gibson seems to have relied heavily upon this study,
which describes the Roman tools of punishment (“The usual instrument was a short whip . . .
with several single or braided leather thongs of variable lengths, in which small iron balls or
sharp pieces of sheep bones were tied at intervals”), the choreography of the infliction (“The
man was stripped of his clothing, and his hands were tied to an upright post [and] the back,
buttocks, and legs were flogged either by two soldiers . . . or by one who alternated positions”),
and its severity (scourging “was intended to weaken the victim to a state just short of collapse
or death”). All these elements are directly reflected in Gibson’s film.
 
Gibson has been told by friendly audiences that “The Passion” is several measures too violent,
that seeing Jesus subjected to such protracted scenes of brutality will have a numbing effect
upon audiences, detaching them from Christ’s pain. Gibson acknowledges that possibility, but
then adds that the event in question “was pretty nasty.” As I watched Gibson work on his film
in the editing room, I noticed that the picture had changed since I’d seen it in New York. He
said that it was shorter, partly because he had trimmed some of the violent scenes (but not by
much). He called the editing process “the final rewrite” of the picture, but he seemed not
altogether pleased by some of the cuts he tad made, including one he made before the New
York screening. The antagonist in Gibson’s vision is plainly the Jewish high priest Caiaphas,
played by an Italian actor who can seem a bit of a ham as he cajoles the ambivalent Pilate into
executing Jesus. Finally, an exasperated Pilate relents and condemns the prisoner, but,
according to the Gospel of Matthew, he first makes a show of his own guiltlessness by publicly
washing his hands. In Matthew, that gesture is followed by a shout from the crowd: “His blood
be on us, and on our children.” This passage, which is depicted only in Matthew, is one of the
sources of the notion of collective Jewish guilt for the death of Jesus. Gibson shot the scene,
but with Caiaphas alone calling the curse down. Wright, Gibson’s editor, strongly objected to
including even that version. “I just think you’re asking for trouble if you leave it in,” he said.
“For people who are undecided about the film, that would be the thing that turned them against
it.”  
 
Gibson yielded, but he has had some regrets. “I wanted it in,” he says. “My brother said I was
wimping out if I didn’t include it. It happened; it was said. But, man, if I included that in there,
they’d be coming after me at my house, they’d come kill me.”  
 
He was referring to his critics, activists at such organizations as the Anti-Defamation League
and the Simon Wiesenthal Center, as well as some academics, who worry that Gibson will draw
too much upon a literal reading of the Gospels, and not enough upon contemporary scholarship
that seeks to distance Jews from culpability in the Crucifixion. Gibson says that some of his
friends asked him whether he’s making an anti-Jewish movie; he’s heard that someone from
one of his hangouts, the Grand Havana Room, a Beverly Hills smoking club, said that he’d spit
on him if he ever came in again. When he has shown the film to associates in the industry, he
feels that they are looking for anti-Semitism. He says that is one of the reasons he finally
decided to include subtitles in the picture, to make it clear that some of the Jews portrayed in
the film are sympathetic figures. “You’ve just got to have them,” he says. “I mean, I didn’t
think so, but so many people say things to me like ‘Why aren’t there more sympathetic Jews in
the crowd?’ Well, they’re there! But you’ve got to really point it out to them, and subtitles can
do that.” He goes on, “It’s just amazing to me how one-eyed some people are about this thing.
I mean, it’s like a veil comes down and they just can’t see it. For instance, did you know that
one of the priests helps take his body down from the Cross? It’s there! Nobody sees it. They
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can only view it from one eye.”  
 
It frustrates Gibson that others don’t see “The Passion” as he does, but it does not surprise him.
It is not an accident that Gibson set the terms of “The Passion” the way he did, from the first
scene, where Jesus stomps a snake to death, to the last, where the risen warrior is called to
battle. Gibson’s fiercest detractors see in him a medieval sensibility, an accusation that he
would not necessarily find objectionable. He has a Manichaean view of the world, in which all
of human history is the product of great warring realms, the unseen powers of absolute good
and total evil. He believes in the Devil as fully as he believes in God; that is why his career has
evolved to “The Passion,” and it is how he accounts for the opposition that the film has aroused.
 
 
The editing session was interrupted late in the afternoon by an urgent summons from a
colleague in an office down the hall, where a television monitor was tuned to CNN. The anchor
Paula Zahn was interviewing two guests on the subject of Gibson’s film and its alleged anti-
Semitism. Both of the guests, the conservative film critic Michael Medved and William
Donohue, the president of the Catholic League, had seen the movie, and vigorously defended it.
Medved said that the press, in repeating the charges against Gibson and his film, was once
again showing itself to be irresponsible; Donohue said that Gibson and his project had been
unfairly associated with the eccentric views of Gibson’s father, who in a New York Times
column was accused of being a “Holocaust denier.” In all, it was a victory for Gibson’s side,
but when the segment concluded Gibson was enraged. “That’s bullshit,” he said.
 
He went on, “I don’t want to be dissing my father. He never denied the Holocaust; he just said
there were fewer than six million. I don’t want them having me dissing my father. I mean, he’s
my father.”  
 
Gibson is clearly pained by the fact that Hutton Gibson, who is eighty-five, has been dragged
into the “Passion” controversy, not least because it presents Gibson with the unwelcome choice
of distancing himself from his father -- which he adamantly will not do -- or suffering by
association the most toxic sort of social taint.  
 
Hutton Gibson is a devout Catholic who, as a young seminarian, had aspirations to a
missionary priesthood. When the Second World War began, he joined the service, abandoned
plans for the clergy, and eventually married. The couple lived in a series of small towns in the
lower Hudson Valley, where Hutton worked as a railroad brakeman until, after an injury, he
went on disability. He and his wife, Ann, had eleven children, and the loss of his job posed a
strain; but in 1968 Hutton, an autodidact with a ferocious literary appetite, appeared on the
game show “Jeopardy!” and won what was then a huge pot of money -- twenty-five thousand
dollars. Mel, the middle child, was twelve. Hutton, flush with prize money, moved the family to
Australia.   
 
At the time, Catholics like Hutton Gibson were reeling from the doctrinal convulsions created
by the Second Vatican Council, the Church’s sweeping effort, propagated over a three-year
period, to modernize. Suddenly, many of the old verities, from the profound to the trivial, were
gone -- including fish on Friday and, most lamentably to many, the Latin Tridentine Mass. The
most dramatic of Vatican II’s reform impulses was its ecumenism, which declared that all
Christians, not just Roman Catholics, were members of the Body of Christ. The council’s final
session, in 1965, included the declaration known as the Nostra Aetate, formally reconciling
Christians and Jews and condemning the idea of Jews as “cursed by God.”  
 
“True, the Jewish authorities and those who followed their lead pressed for the death of Christ,”
the document declared. “Still, what happened in His passion cannot be charged against all the
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Jews, without distinction, then alive, nor against the Jews of today. Although the Church is the
new People of God, the Jews should not be presented as rejected or accursed by God, as if this
followed from the Holy Scriptures.”  
 
The first Christians were, of course, Jews, and considered themselves such; however, their
insistence upon the godhead Jesus was, from the Judaic perspective, theologically
irreconcilable. Historic anti-Semitism, premised partly on the idea of collective Jewish guilt in
the death of Christ, came with the conversion of Rome. The Church fostered such anti-
Semitism for centuries (doctrinally encouraging the “curse” interpretation of the blood passage
from Matthew), leading to expulsions, ghettos, and forced conversions. When, after the
Reformation, official anti-Semitism became a culturally (rather than a theologically) driven
policy, the Church continued to countenance it. That was the history that the reconciliation
decree of Vatican II meant to redress, and it was why the current Pope, John Paul II, prayed at
Jerusalem’s Western Wall for God’s forgiveness for “the behavior of those who in the course of
history have caused these children of Yours to suffer.”  
 
The council’s reforms bitterly divided the Church, reflecting, to a large degree, the divisions
caused by the social movements in the contemporary secular culture. Church progressives
embraced the reforms, and, as reform hardened into new orthodoxy, bureaucracies sprang up in
the Church which were devoted to interfaith relations. But other Catholics were dismayed by
the sudden, drastic changes, arguing that the Church’s immutability through the ages was one of
its institutional strengths. Most of those Catholics, however discomfited, eventually
accommodated themselves to Vatican II; still others left the Church. But some of those who
were most appalled at what they saw as a cult of modernity corrupting the Church remained
intensely faithful. These Traditionalists, as they called themselves, declared themselves the
True Church, and defied the reforms of Vatican II, as well as the authority of the Pope who
convened the council, John XXIII, and of all who have occupied St. Peter’s chair since.  
 
Traditionalists -- the Times has put their number at a hundred thousand, but other estimates
vary widely -- observe the Latin Tridentine Mass (performed by a priest facing the altar, with
his back to the congregants), require women to cover their heads in church, do not allow
laypeople to serve the Eucharist, and do not eat meat on Fridays. Some Traditionalists,
attempting to explain what they see as Vatican apostasy, have inclined toward conspiracy
theories. Some blamed a Communist plot, others the old Catholic antagonist Freemasonry, and
others, inevitably, saw the hand of the Jew (the Devil working in each). Hutton Gibson was one
of those Catholics who felt alienated from their Church, and found their way to Traditionalism.
As he grew old, he found his way to dark theories to explain the world. He told a Times
reporter that the Second Vatican Council was “a Masonic plot backed by the Jews,” and that the
Holocaust was a tragedy that had been hyped out of proportion, which brought leverage against
such institutions as the Catholic Church.  
 
Mel Gibson briefly considered the priesthood himself, before he discovered acting, and, with
“Mad Max,” “Gallipoli,” and “The Year of Living Dangerously,” quickly became a star. In
1980, he married Robyn Moore, an Australian dental nurse; they have seven children. Gibson
says that he never doubted God, but, as his father was wrestling with the Church and his own
career bloomed and took him to Hollywood, he grew distant from his faith. His acting success
brought fame and more money than he had imagined possible; when he got a chance to direct,
he won an Oscar.  
 
But in his middle thirties Gibson slipped into a despair so enveloping that he thought he would
not emerge. “You can get pretty wounded along the way, and I was kind of out there,” he says.
“I got to a very desperate place. Very desperate. Kind of jump-out-of-a-window kind of
desperate. And I didn’t want to hang around here, but I didn’t want to check out. The other side
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was kind of scary. And I don’t like heights, anyway. But when you get to that point where you
don’t want to live, and you don’t want to die -- it’s a desperate, horrible place to be. And I just
hit my knees. And I had to use the Passion of Christ and wounds to heal my wounds. And I’ve
just been meditating on it for twelve years.”  
 
Gibson returned to his faith with the zeal of a reformed backslider, and the faith he returned to
was the faith he had known as a boy, the faith of his father. “Believe me,” he says of the rigors
of Traditionalist worship, “every other brand of everything is easier than what I do.” When he
was in Rome making “The Passion,” Gibson attended Mass every day -- which was a
challenge, because he had to find a priest (preferably one ordained before Vatican II) who
would say the Tridentine Mass. He brought one priest from Canada, and when that one had to
return home he found a French Traditionalist living in England who agreed to minister to him.  
 
At home in California, Gibson worshipped until recently at a Traditionalist church some
distance from their house in Malibu. Then he decided that he had the means, and the
motivation, to make worship a bit easier. He determined to build his own chapel, a
Traditionalist church called Holy Family, in the hills near his home.  
 
When Gibson is trying to understand the antagonism that his project has excited, he
characteristically conjures his scenario of the great spiritual realms, unseen but ever warring
over humankind. “I didn’t realize it would be so vicious,” he says of the criticism. “The acts
against this film started early. As soon as I announced I was doing it, it was ‘This is a
dangerous thing.’ There is vehement anti-Christian sentiment out there, and they don’t want it.
It’s vicious. I mean, I think we’re just a little part of it, we’re just the meat in the sandwich
here. There’s huge things out there, and they’re belting it out -- we don’t see this stuff.
Imagine: There’s a huge war raging, and it’s over us! This is the weird thing. For some reason,
we’re important in this thing. I don’t understand it. We’re a bunch of dickheads and idiots and
failures and creeps. But we’re called to the divine, we’re called to be better than our nature
would have us be. And those big realms that are warring and battling are going to manifest
themselves very clearly, seemingly without reason, here -- a realm that we can see. And you
stick your head up and you get knocked.”  
 
More temporal forces are also at work, those enduring enmities rooted in the great social and
political divides of the nineteen-sixties. The culture wars that resulted are felt in American life
still, in the media, in politics, and, as the anguished split over homosexuality in the Episcopal
Church currently attests, in religion. In the dispute over Gibson’s film, the familiar advocates
have reflexively assumed their usual stations, even though the dramatic form at issue -- the
Christian Passion play -- is so obscure in the secular age that many Americans, perhaps most,
would not likely be able even to describe it. That “The Passion” became the subject of such
contention a year before its planned release, however, was an accident -- not of politics, or
even of religion, but of real estate.  
 
When Gibson decided to build a church, he bought sixteen acres of land in the community of
Agoura Hills, through an entity he controls called the A. J. Reilly Foundation. Some local
homeowners objected to the project as it made its way through the zoning process. One
homeowner suggested that his son, a freelance journalist named Christopher Noxon, write about
the church. The resulting article, published by the New York Times on March 9, 2003, created
three salient impressions: that Gibson’s faith is a “strain of Catholicism rooted in the dictates of
a 16th-century papal council and nurtured by a splinter group of conspiracy-minded Catholics,
mystics, monarchists and disaffected conservatives”; that Gibson’s father is representative of
this paleo-Catholic strain; and that Mel Gibson’s movie about the Crucifixion may serve as a
propaganda vehicle for such views. Noxon attended Mass in the new church, and noted that the
service rituals were “remarkably” like those he remembered from childhood.  
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The Times story caught the attention of a group of activists, scholars, and clerics who make up
what is known as the interfaith community. Within the Church, these are the progressives and
their spiritual heirs who advocated for Vatican II, and, in the years since, they have invested
their careers in making ecumenism an important discipline unto itself. Doctrine is promulgated
on how the Christians regard the Jews, and guidelines govern the presentation of Jews and
Judaism in liturgical teaching, preaching, Biblical interpretation, and dramatic depictions of
Christ’s Passion. In this last regard, the interfaith committee of the national Bishops Conference
issued, in 1988, a list of criteria to be followed when dramatizing the Passion, warning of the
historical dangers in the form and urging that “anything less than [an] ‘overriding
preoccupation’ to avoid caricaturing the Jewish people, which history has all too frequently
shown us, will result almost inevitably in a violation” of Vatican II principle.  
 
The interfaith community would not have been comforted by the news that Mel Gibson was
basing his movie upon the Gospels, even if he weren’t a Traditionalist Catholic. On the
contrary, using the Gospels as the source would be cause for alarm; it is held that the Gospels,
read alone, contain potentially dangerous teachings, particularly as they pertain to the role of
Jews in the Crucifixion. “One cannot assume that by simply conforming to the New Testament,
that antisemitism will not be promoted,” a group of Catholic ecumenist scholars declared,
regarding Gibson’s film. “After all, for centuries sermons and passion plays based on the New
Testament have incited Christian animosity and violence toward Jews.”  
 
After reading the Times story about Gibson’s church and film, one leading Catholic ecumenist,
Dr. Eugene Fisher, talked to an old friend from years of interfaith work, Abraham Foxman, the
head of the Anti-Defamation League. Foxman was equally alarmed by the Gibson project, and
had written to Gibson, seeking assurances that the movie “will not give rise to the old canard of
charging Jews with deicide and to anti-Semitism.” Fisher and Foxman agreed to convene a
small ad-hoc group of likeminded colleagues, and to offer Gibson their help in making his film
conform to contemporary doctrine.  
 
The group comprised nine members, mostly Catholic scholars who are, like Fisher, specialists
in Christian-Jewish relations. Fisher also invited into the group a respected Boston University
professor, Paula Fredriksen, who would present Gibson with a different set of problems to
consider. Fredriksen’s specialty is the study of the historical Jesus. It is a relatively young field
of inquiry, just two centuries old, and it is only in the past few decades that the discipline has
assumed an authoritative voice.  
 
Historical-Jesus scholars generally excuse themselves from the matter of Jesus’ divinity,
focusing instead upon Jesus the man -- why he thought and behaved as he did -- in the context
of early-first-century Judaism. They concede that the four Gospels are probably the best (if not
only) documents directly bearing upon the death of Jesus, but they depart from many Christians
as to their origins and purpose. Ask Mel Gibson who wrote the Book of John, for example, and
he would not hesitate to answer that it was St. John -- that’s why it’s called “The Gospel
According to John.” Ditto Matthew, Mark, and Luke. “John was an eyewitness,” Gibson says.
“Matthew was there. And these other guys? Mark was Peter’s guy, Peter’s scribe. And Luke
was Paul’s guy. I mean, these are reliable sources. These are guys who were around.” The
historical Jesus scholars, however, are not so sure. “We do not know who wrote the Gospels,”
contends E. P. Sanders, of Duke University, who is the author of “The Historical Figure of
Jesus,” and one of the preeminent scholars in the field. Sanders holds what is probably the
consensus view, that the Gospels were written anonymously by early Church teachers, and
were later assigned to the four evangelist saints, perhaps to bestow legitimacy.  
 
The Gospel narratives generally concur on the essentials of Christ’s Passion -- the Last Supper,
his betrayal by Judas Iscariot to Jewish leaders who were hostile to his messianic claims, his
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arrest in Jerusalem, an interrogation before the Jewish authorities, condemnation by Pilate, and
crucifixion, followed by burial and resurrection. The accounts differ on particulars; Matthew
and Mark, for instance, have Jesus interrogated before a full Sanhedrin trial, while John skips
over the trial and has Jesus questioned at a high priest’s residence before delivery to Pilate. In
the view of historical-Jesus scholars, such differences invalidate the Gospels’ strict historicity,
and, therefore, any dramatization based literally upon them is deemed ahistorical. Many
Christians, however, consider the Gospel narratives not contradictory but complementary.
Regarding the interrogations to which Jesus was subjected, for example, they argue that the
important fact is that there was some sort of Jewish legal proceeding, in which Jesus was
effectively indicted. “The Gospels don’t contradict one another,” Gibson insists. “They mesh.
There’s a couple of places where, yeah, that’s not quite the same scene. But they just complete
parts of the story that the other guy didn’t complete. That’s all. They do not contradict one
another. If you read all four of those, they mesh. Because if they didn’t, you wouldn’t have so
many people hooked into this.”
  
The study of the historical Jesus is a field inclined toward hermeneutical acrobatics, and its
scholars routinely disagree not only with lay theologians but with each other. On the subject of
Jewish involvement in the Crucifixion, for example, most historical-Jesus investigators believe
that the Jewish high priests wanted Jesus dead, as the Gospels attest, and that the only question
is why. Sanders believes it is because of Jesus’ actions at the Temple during his Passover visit
to Jerusalem, when he drove the money changers from the premises and overturned their tables.
Fredriksen, though she is an admirer of Sanders, believes that the Temple scene probably didn’t
happen. She places the initiative of the Crucifixion entirely upon Pilate, almost to the point of
absenting Jews from the scene altogether. Fredriksen’s theory is that Jesus was so popular
among the Jewish people (as evidenced by his triumphal entry into Jerusalem on the day
Christians call Palm Sunday) that Pilate wanted him dead in order to teach Jews a lesson: Do
not rebel.  
 
In order to give informed advice to Gibson, Fisher and his group of scholars needed to see the
film, or, at least, a script. When they approached Icon Productions in late March, however, they
learned that Gibson was still in Italy, working on the film. Fisher then appealed to Father
William Fulco, a Jesuit professor of classics and archeology at Loyola Marymount University,
in Los Angeles, who had been hired by Gibson to translate the script into Latin, Aramaic, and
Hebrew. Fisher sent along the Bishops Conference’s guidelines for dramatizing the Passion, and
Fulco assured him that Gibson’s script committed no offenses. The scholars wanted to judge
that for themselves, and asked for a copy of the script. Fulco said that the screenplay was not
his to give. Icon did not respond to the request for a script. The scholars and Icon were at a
standoff.  
 
Then, in early April, Rabbi Yehiel Poupko, a Judaic scholar involved in interfaith work in
Chicago, returned home to find a large, unmarked manila envelope at his front door. When
Rabbi Poupko opened it, he found a script that had no identifying title page. But Poupko
realized that the script must be “The Passion,” and called up a friend in interfaith work, Father
John Pawlikowski, who was one of Fisher’s team of scholars. Pawlikowski asked to see the
script, and Poupko sent it over.  
 
Pawlikowski passed the script along to Fisher, who, plainly delighted by the development, made
copies and sent them to each of the members of his panel on April 18th -- which happened to
be Good Friday. By e-mail, he informed Father Fulco that “the Easter Bunny came early to my
office and delivered a copy of the script.” Fisher attributed the mysterious appearance of the
script to a “Biblical Deep Throat,” and added that he had sent it along to the scholars “in time
for their Good Friday meditations.” Fisher’s tone was solicitous; he told Fulco that “my own
response is that with a couple of very minor adjustments, all is resolved.”
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But when the other scholars read the screenplay they were aghast. The script confirmed their
worst fears about the Gibson project. Gibson seemed to be violating many, if not all, of the
Bishops Conference’s guidelines on dramatizing the Passion; the script included the scene from
Matthew in which Pilate washes his hands of responsibility, and, worse, it had Caiaphas
uttering the line “His blood be on us, and upon our children.” The descriptive portions of the
script, which do not necessarily reflect what gets filmed, were filled with inflammatory cues:
Peter is “aware of the bloodthirsty nature of the rising chaos”; at the sight of the Cross, “the
crowd’s bloodthirst redoubles”; when Jesus is crushed by the weight of the Cross, the Roman
guards holding the crowd back “have a difficult time restraining the impatient, predatory
bloodthirst of the people”; and, most egregiously, as Jesus is reduced to a bloody mass,
Caiaphas’ eyes are “shiny with breathless excitement.”  
 
Now the tone of the scholars’ dealings with Icon became openly adversarial. On Easter
Monday, one member of the panel, Sister Mary Boys, a professor at the Union Theological
Seminary, in New York, and an interfaith veteran, spoke to a Los Angeles Times reporter about
the scholars’ concerns that Gibson’s film could incite anti-Semitism. Rabbi Eugene Korn, the
head of the A.D.L.’s interfaith affairs, was quoted in the article as warning Gibson that he
should not ignore the scholars’ group. “If he doesn’t respond, the controversy will certainly heat
up,” Korn said. “We are all very vigilant about things like this.”  
 
Gibson, who had returned to California, was furious. He began to hear negative comments from
his friends in the industry, including the advice that he stay away from the Grand Havana
Room. Three days after the article appeared, Gibson and his producer, Steve McEveety, had a
telephone conversation with Eugene Fisher. According to notes taken by the Gibson team
(Fisher won’t comment), McEveety asked how the scholars could be trusted after they had
gone public with negative comments based on a stolen script. He said that the whole thing felt a
bit like extortion. Gibson said he found the article threatening, “a hatchet job.” Fisher was again
solicitous, saying that “this whole kind of thing I find very distasteful,” and agreed that the
implications of anti-Semitism were “absolutely untrue.” He conceded that the fact that the script
was stolen would “taint” any criticisms deriving from it, and said that Rabbi Korn “blew that
one” by speaking to the press.  
 
“You guys got ripped,” Fisher said. But he defended the Anti-Defamation League as being a
responsible group. He suggested that Gibson and his associates hear the scholars out.  
 
“Whatever opinion you guys come up with are tainted notes,” McEveety replied.  
 
Meanwhile, the scholars worked on their suggestions, which they compiled into a report that
they sent to Icon Productions in early May. The report, numbering eighteen pages, contained a
long list of the film’s transgressions, which “are embedded throughout the script.” Contrary to
the “very minor adjustments” of which Fisher had spoken, the scholars’ report said that
Gibson’s film would basically require a remake. “We believe that the steps needed to correct
these difficulties will require major revisions,” the report stated.  
 
For Fredriksen, one of the most dismaying elements of Gibson’s undertaking was his insistence
that his film would be accurate. She notes that Gibson relied on an uninformed reading of the
Gospels, as well as upon extra-scriptural Catholic literature, such as the writings of two
stigmatic nuns. “He doesn’t even have a Ph.D. on his staff,” she says.  
 
Among the many errors that Gibson might have avoided had he followed the ecumenist
guidelines is his portrayal of the two men who were crucified alongside Jesus as criminals.
Although the men, described in Matthew and Mark, are identified as “thieves” in the King
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James Version of the Bible, as “robbers” in the International and American Standard versions,
and as “plunderers” in the original Greek, the Bishops Conference prefers that they be
identified as “insurgents.”  
 
Gibson is unconvinced by such scholarly interpretations. “They always dick around with it, you
know?” he says. “Judas is always some kind of friend of some freedom fighter named
Barabbas, you know what I mean? It’s horseshit. It’s revisionist bullshit. And that’s what these
academics are into. They gave me notes on a stolen script. I couldn’t believe it. It was like they
were more or less saying I have no right to interpret the Gospels myself, because I don’t have a
bunch of letters after my name. But they are for children, these Gospels. They’re for children,
they’re for old people, they’re for everybody in between. They’re not necessarily for
academics. Just get an academic on board if you want to pervert something!” 
 
Gibson responded to the scholars through his attorney, who warned that they were in
possession of a stolen script, and demanded its immediate return. What happened next placed
Eugene Fisher’s panel of scholars in an awkward position. Fisher is the associate director of
ecumenical and interreligious affairs for the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, but
he had acted on his own in forming the group. Fisher’s standing (and the fact that he had used
the Bishops Conference’s letterhead in communicating with Icon) had lent the scholars’ group
an air of Church authority -- an important element in that part of the public debate which
emphasized Gibson’s schismatic bent. Gibson and McEveety had been surprised to learn that
Fisher’s panel was an ad-hoc initiative, bearing no authority from the Church. After the
Bishops Conference received the letter from Gibson’s lawyer, it acted quickly to distance itself
from the scholars and their report on Gibson’s film. “Neither the Bishops’ Committee for
Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs, nor any other committee of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops, established this group, or authorized, reviewed or approved
the report written by its members,” the conference declared in June. Its counsel, Mark E.
Chopko, advised the scholars to return the scripts to Icon, and issued an apology to Gibson.
“We regret that ‘this situation has occurred, and offer our apologies,” Chopko wrote. “I have
further advised the scholars group that this draft screenplay is not considered to be
representative of the film and should not be the subject of further public comment. When the
film is released, the USCCB will review it at that time.”  
 
The controversy, however, did not wane. The Anti-Defamation League issued no apology to
Gibson, and the scholars stood by their report; some of them continued to criticize Gibson’s
film publicly. I arrived in California the day after the New York Times carried a front-page
article on the dispute. The next morning, the paper published a column that criticized Gibson
for refusing to show his film to Jewish leaders, such as Abraham Foxman, of the A.D.L.
Gibson stewed all day, and by evening he had reached full pique. He was particularly aroused
by the column, written by Frank Rich, which had argued that Gibson’s film could do real harm
abroad, “where anti-Semitism has metastasized since 9/11,” and which had accused Gibson’s
publicist, Alan Nierob, of using “p.r. spin to defend a Holocaust denier” -- presumably,
Gibson’s father. Nierob, who is Jewish, and is the son of Holocaust survivors (and a founding
member of the national Holocaust Museum), laughed it off. But Gibson called Nierob that
evening, and apologized for “getting you into this.”  
 
Then Gibson expressed his feelings about Rich. “I want to kill him,” he said. “I want his
intestines on a stick. . . . I want to kill his dog.” At this, Paul Lauer, Gibson’s marketing man,
who had been quietly engaged in deskwork, glanced at me, and calmly said, “The thing you
have to understand is that the distance between Mel’s heart and his mouth is greater than the
distance between his imagination and his mouth. He is an artist, and he says these things, and
his creative energy kicks in, and he comes out with these imaginative, wild things. But his
heart. . .” He shrugged, and went back to work.  
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Gibson has half-jokingly remarked that “The Passion” may be a career-killer for him. If it is
not, if it somehow manages to open, and even to succeed, it will be in no small measure owing
to Lauer’s efforts. Lauer, whose father is Jewish, is a practicing Roman Catholic who has often
heard Gibson’s Traditionalist views about the current Vatican (that the last “real” Pope
predated Vatican II), and seems mostly unperturbed. More pressing, to him, is the difficult
question of opening a movie that, even without the attacks against it, presents some formidable
marketing problems: it is a religious film, whose actors speak their lines in two dead languages.
Lauer has always known that the make-or-break audience for “The Passion” is the active
Christian community, which could effectively kill the film if it discerned even a hint of
blasphemy. As Paula Fredriksen has written in The New Republic, “evangelical Christians, in
my experience, know their Scriptures very, very well.”  
 
For that reason, Lauer began to cultivate Christian groups almost from the start. I first heard
about “The Passion” from Billy Graham’s public-relations man in Dallas, A. Larry Ross, who
had seen the film in late May at the Icon offices. The evangelical reaction to the movie was
almost uniformly enthusiastic. When the attacks on the film began, Icon was able to turn its
marketing strategy into an effective counter-offensive. This summer, Lauer scheduled a series
of screenings and appearances by Gibson before Christian groups and conservative columnists,
who praised the film to their congregations and readers. “I can say ‘The Passion’ is the most
beautiful, profound, accurate, disturbing, realistic, and bloody depiction of this well-known
story that has ever been filmed,” the nationally syndicated columnist Cal Thomas wrote in
August. “Its message is not just for Christians, but for everyone. I doubt a better film about
Jesus could be made.” David Horowitz wrote in his Web log that “it is an awesome artifact, an
overpowering work.” Michael Medved said in a television appearance, “It is by a very large
margin of advantage the most effective cinematic adaptation of a Biblical story I have ever
seen.”  
 
I accompanied Gibson on several such appearances, and at each he was received with an
enthusiasm that seemed to reach beyond the movie itself, to a deeply felt disaffection from the
secular world; now an icon of that world was on their side. In Anaheim, Gibson showed a
trailer of the film to a convention of the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship, and received
a standing ovation. Afterward, the daughter of the organization’s president laid hands on
Gibson and asked Jesus to “bind Satan, bind the press, we ask you, Lord.”  
 
That same evening, Gibson made another appearance -- the only one that seemed to make him
nervous. It was a screening for three hundred and fifty Jesuits, who had gathered in an
auditorium at Loyola Marymount University. After the film, Gibson took to the stage, and,
shuffling his feet and staring at the ground, asked the priests if they had any questions. Gibson
later explained the reason for his and Lauer’s anxiety: “If anyone’s gonna kill you, it’s those
guys, right? We’re Catholics, right? We’re scared of the Jesuits. Every good Catholic is.” He
needn’t have been. Some of the Jesuits had eschatological concerns (Couldn’t there be more of
the risen Christ?), and one elderly priest wondered whether the subtitles might be made larger.
The closest that anyone came to suggesting political correctness was when one priest toward the
front urged that the language be more inclusive. “Rather than using ‘Jesus, the son of man,
maybe Jesus, the son of all’?” The other Jesuits booed him down, and the evening ended with
another standing ovation.  
 
The next morning, Robyn Gibson asked her husband not to read the newspaper until he had
had his coffee. The Los Angeles Times had published a column, by Tim Rutten, that likened
Gibson to “an unwholesomely willful child playing with matches. The immediate temptation
may be to let the little brat learn the lesson that burnt fingers will teach.” Gibson was still
fuming when he reached his Icon office, where another special screening was scheduled, this
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one for the television evangelist Dr. Robert Schuller. The preacher’s entourage arrived and took
their places in the screening room, without Schuller, who had apparently got lost inside the
building’s corridors. While waiting for him, Gibson talked about the column, and observed, to
general agreement, that “the LA. Times, it’s an anti-Christian publication, as is the New York
Times.”  
 
A moment later, Schuller walked in, with a book in his hand, which he presented to Gibson. It
was a polemic called “Journalistic Fraud: How the New York Times Distorts the News and
Why It Can No Longer Be Trusted,” by Bob Kohn.  
 
“It hits the stores this week, and we expect it to be on the best-seller list,” Schuller said. “And
the author is very prominent, Bob Kohn, very wealthy . . . and Jewish.”  
 
“Hey! That’s a great gift!” Gibson said, brightening. “Thank you.”  
 
After the film, Schuller said that he had watched carefully for “who the Christ-killers were, and
it was really the Romans.” Mrs. Schuller wiped tears from her eyes, and said to Gibson, “You
have a powerful masterpiece here.”  
 
Before leaving, Schuller faced Gibson and, his broadcaster’s voice assuming the tone of prayer,
pronounced his judgment on the film. “It’s not your dream, this is God’s dream,” he said. “He
gave it to you, because He knew you wouldn’t throw it away. Trust Him.”  
 
The Christian groups, however, can’t distribute the film, and Gibson has twenty-five million
dollars of his own money at stake. Twentieth Century Fox has already said that it does not plan
to take on “The Passion.” But word of mouth is everything in Hollywood, and Icon’s strategy of
selectively previewing the movie has played directly into the film community’s native wish to
be on the inside. Lauer has let it be known that he is planning several screenings over the
coming months for selected people in the industry, a tactic that has only heightened interest in
the film. Jeff Berg, the chairman and C.E.O. of International Creative Management, which
represents Gibson and handles his distribution deals, is talking to several studios about a
possible deal, among them Paramount, Warners, and Harvey Weinstein’s Miramax. He has told
them that he will show the film only to those studios which agree, in advance, to Icon’s terms --
an effort to weed out the merely curious.  
 
“Inadvertently,” Gibson says, “all the problems and the conflicts and stuff -- this is some of the
best marketing and publicity I have ever seen.”  
 
In his 1997 film “Conspiracy Theory,” Gibson played a paranoid New York taxi-driver who
sees in everything around him the malign work of a dark, invisible hand. In the film’s opening
scene, Gibson’s character is shown in a montage of taxi rides, in which he reveals his crazy
notions to a series of bemused fares. “I mean, George Bush knew what he was saying when he
said, ‘New World Order,’” Gibson tells one rider. “Remember those three little words? ‘New
World Order’? Well, he was a thirty-third-degree Mason, you know.” To a pair of nuns riding
in the back seat, Gibson declares, “Hey, don’t get me wrong, Sister, I’m sure your heart’s in the
right place, O.K.? But, you know, somebody’s got to lift the scab, the festering scab, that is the
Vatican.” The scene is played as screwball comedy, and during the movie Gibson’s character
comes to believe something even loonier -- that the government is trying to kill him, because
he knows too much. The movie’s twist, revealed at the end, is that Gibson’s character is right --
he’s a former government assassin who had been part of a mind-control experiment. His
conspiracy theories were true. In the movies, the technique is called “the slow reveal.”
 
It has been an inside joke among some of Gibson’s pals that the opening scene of “Conspiracy
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Theory” wasn’t scripted, that Gibson just played it off the top of his head, employing dialogue.
reflecting his own views. By the end of my visit with Gibson, I realized that they weren’t
entirely kidding.  
 
After the screening with Schuller, Gibson was scheduled to fly to Washington for an
appearance at a gathering of the Knights of Columbus, the Catholic charity organization, and
thence to more of Lauer’s marketing stops. That evening, I joined Gibson for the trip East,
along with Lauer and Danny Rafic, an Israeli film editor who is working on “The Passion.”  
 
When Gibson was in Rome shooting the film, he told an Italian interviewer that he had felt
moved by God’s spirit to undertake the project. I asked him what he’d meant by that. How did
he know that God wanted him to make “The Passion”?  
 
“There are signals,” he said. “You get signals. Signs. ‘Signal graces,’ they’re called. It’s like
traffic lights. It’s as clear as a traffic light. Bing! I mean, it just grabs you and you know you
have to listen to that and you have to follow it. Like last night, you know?”  
 
He reminded me of an incident that had occurred the night before, as we were driving to
Anaheim. Gibson was behind the wheel of his silver Lexus, negotiating the nightmarish traffic
on the Santa Ana Freeway, when a car pulled in front of him and immediately hit the brakes.
Gibson had seemed ready to unleash some invective, when he stopped and stared at the
offending car’s license plate. “Look! Look at what it says!” The car’s license-plate holder bore
the inscription “Psalm 91.” Gibson said that on that very morning, after he’d been vexed by the
Los Angeles Times column, one of his associates had urged him to read the ninety-first Psalm,
and that he’d been moved to tears by it. (“A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at
thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. . . . For he shall give his angels charge over thee,
to keep thee in all thy ways.”)  
 
“It was weird,” Gibson said. “Those are signals, alright?” .
 
He then told me about something that had happened when he was building his church. He had
wanted to fill the place with antique candlesticks and such, and he’d had a hard time finding
them. He was in Philadelphia shooting a picture, and someone told him about a man who had a
storehouse of old church items. Gibson called the man, and asked if he was willing to sell any
of the stuff. The man, considering his celebrity customer, was reluctant. “Not if you’re gonna
put it in a disco, or fornicate on it,” he said. Gibson talked to him for a while, and convinced
him of the purity of his intent. They did business, and just before Gibson left the man pulled
something out, and offered it to Gibson as a gift. It was a small, faded piece of cloth. “What is
it?” he asked. The man told him that he had a special devotion to a nineteenth-century
Augustinian nun, Anne Catherine Emmerich, and that the cloth was a piece of her habit.  
 
As it happened, Emmerich had special meaning to Gibson as well. Emmerich was an
impoverished Westphalian farm girl who had visions at an early age. She was so pious that
when she joined a convent, at the age of twenty-eight, she was considered odd even there.
Eventually, she began to experience ecstasies and develop stigmata. Her experiences attracted
Church inquiries, state suspicions, and popular curiosity, and ultimately the attention of the poet
Clemens Brentano, one of the founders of the German Romantic movement. Brentano made his
way to Emmerich, who was ailing, and who told him that she had been awaiting ‘his arrival. He
wrote down her visions, including detailed narratives from Christ’s Passion, and published
them after her death, in 1824, in a book called “The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.” Six weeks after she died, Emmerich’s body was disinterred, and was said to show
no decay. In Catholic theology, ecstasies are considered a rare gift from God, and Emmerich is
proceeding toward beatification.  
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When Gibson returned to his faith, he acquired, from a nunnery that had closed down, a library
of hundreds of books, many of them quite old. He says that when he was researching “The
Passion” one evening he reached up for a book, and Brentano’s volume tumbled out of the
shelf into his hands. He sat down to read it, and was flabbergasted by the vivid imagery of
Emmerich’s visions. “Amazing images,” he said. “She supplied me with stuff I never would
have thought of.” The one image that is most noticeable in “The Passion” is a scene after Jesus’
scourging, when a grief-stricken Mary gets down on her knees to mop up his blood.  
 
I reminded Gibson, who carries the Emmerich relic in his pocket, that some of his critics have
pointed out that Emmerich’s depiction of Jews is inflammatory, thereby imputing anti-Semitism
to Gibson’s film. “Why are they calling her a Nazi?” Gibson asked. “Because modern secular
Judaism wants to blame the Holocaust on the Catholic Church. And it’s a lie. And it’s
revisionism. And they’ve been working on that one for a while.”  
 
We talked of the nature of Gibson’s faith, and I asked him about an aspect of Vatican II which
has not been much discussed in the debate over his film. One of the council’s most significant
acts was its Decree on Ecumenism, which declared that all Christians, even those outside the
Catholic Church, “have the right to be called Christian; the children of the Catholic Church
accept them as brothers.” This effectively overturned the Catholic notion that the only true
course to salvation was through the Catholic Church.  
 
I told Gibson that I am a Protestant, and asked whether his pre-Vatican II world view
disqualified me from eternal salvation. He paused. “There is no salvation for those outside the
Church,” he said. “I believe it.” He explained, “Put it this way. My wife is a saint. She’s a
much better person than I am. Honestly. She’s, like, Episcopalian, Church of England. She
prays, she believes in God, she knows Jesus, she believes in that stuff. And it’s just not fair if
she doesn’t make it, she’s better than I am. But that is a pronouncement from the chair. I go
with it.”  
 
With that, Gibson excused himself, and headed toward the galley of the plane, where an
attendant had laid out supper. I glanced up at the video monitor at the front of the cabin,
showing our progress on the journey to Washington. We were forty-five thousand feet over the
high plains of Colorado, heading toward Kansas, according to the monitor, which displayed the
name of the town shimmering faintly below us. It was a place called Last Chance.  
 
The next morning, Gibson was rousingly received at the Washington Hilton ballroom by the
Knights of Columbus. One of the group’s leaders, in introducing Gibson, reminded the big
crowd that the Knights had been called to battle before on such issues as abortion and prayer in
school. “If there’s going to be a fight, maybe we should not duck it,” he said. “Maybe we
should make sure that Mel Gibson gets a fair hearing in this.” After the event, I thanked
Gibson, and bade him farewell. When I arrived home in New York, I called Abraham Foxman,
of the A.D.L. By then, Foxman’s associate Eugene Korn had managed to see a screening of
“The Passion,” at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. Afterward, the A.D.L. had issued
another statement warning of its grave concern that the film “could fuel hatred, bigotry, and
anti-Semitism.”  
 
I asked Foxman if he believed that Gibson was an anti-Semite. “Per se, I don’t think that Mel
Gibson is anti-Semitic,” Foxman said. “I think that he is insensitive.”  
 
But what of “The Passion” itself, I asked. Is the film anti-Semitic? “The film, per se, is not
anti-Semitic,” Foxman said. The problem, he added, was that, as with any literal reading of the
New Testament, its message of love could be twisted into something hateful. “The film can
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fuel, trigger, stimulate, induce, rationalize, legitimize anti-Semitism,” Foxman said.  
 
“You know, the Gospels, if taken literally, can be very damaging, in the same way if you take
the Old Testament literally,” Foxman went on. “It says, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth.’ Now, has the Jewish state, or have Jews, practiced the Old Testament by taking an eye
for an eye? No. So a literal reading of almost anything can lead to all kinds of things.”  
 
Speaking with Foxman made me realize just what it was that Gibson had done in making “The
Passion.” Gibson had said from the start that he was going to make a movie taken straight from
the Gospels. Foxman was saying that, for better or worse, Gibson had done just that. In
focusing on Gibson’s Traditionalist Catholicism, some of his critics have created the
expectation that “The Passion” is a medieval Passion play depicting Jews in horns drinking
Christian blood. It is not that. Nor is it the attenuated dramatization that the Catholic scholars
might have wished for. Gibson’s “Passion” is a literalist rendering of the Gospels’ account of
Jesus’ Passion, which makes it the ultimate Traditionalist expression.  
 
That fact will eventually become evident, no doubt. By then, “The Passion” may well be out of
the theatres and playing on cable. That is the art of the slow reveal. 
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Pictures/Images of Christ*
Exodus 20:4-6 -- Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness
of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth below, or that is in the
water under the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for
I the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the
children unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing
mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and keep my commandments.

In this second commandment, believers are forbidden to make any graven image or any likeness of anything that is
in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. We are forbidden to bow
down to them or to serve them. The question has been asked whether or not this commandment forbids the use of
pictures of Christ (such as found in the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery). Naturally, the commandment
forbids the bowing down before such pictures and worshiping them. There can be no question of that.

But in many evangelical churches and institutions, pictures of Christ are used either in teaching or for decoration,
and in the homes of Christians, pictures of Christ are hung up to remind them, supposedly, of Christ. Is that
Scriptural? Does it meet with the approval of God? Is it sinful? Is it another way of breaking the second
commandment?

No doubt, if one states that the use of pictures of Christ is unscriptural: that it does not meet with the approval of
God; that it is sinful; and that it is a breaking of the second commandment -- he will be considered as a fanatic, a
reactionary, and perhaps not quite normal. But, if we are Christians, the Word of God will regulate our service and
worship. The Bible is our infallible guide in faith and worship.

Here is a thing to consider. Nowhere in the Bible, either in the Old Testament or New Testament, is there a
physical description of Christ. Isn't that strange if God wanted to use the picture of Christ in spreading the Gospel
or in worship, that we are not told whether Christ was tall or short, fair or dark, light or dark hair, blue eves or
brown eyes?

With all their love for the Lord, you would think that Peter or John would have given a description of Christ,
unless, of course, they were forbidden. They wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Surely it is significant
that neither they nor any other of the Scriptures gave a physical description of the Lord. Surely if God desired the
use of pictures of Christ to further the cause of Christ He would have had a physical description of His Son in His
Word. Why should we consider ourselves wiser than God and provide what He has deliberately left out?

The second interesting fact is that in the first four centuries of the history of the Church, no picture of Christ was
used. Yet, these were the years when the Church made her most astonishing growth. It is also frequently stated that
we need pictures of Christ in order to teach the Gospel. But, the apostle Peter did not need pictures of Christ to
instruct the young or bring the Gospel to adults. The apostle John did not need pictures of Christ to convert pagans
and instruct the Church. The apostle John did not need pictures of Christ to convert Barbarians and Greeks. They
accomplished it by preaching the Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

When pictures of Christ were first introduced they were opposed. The Church historian Eusebius, who lived in the
fourth century, declared himself in the strongest manner against images of Christ in a letter to the Empress
Constantia, who asked him for such an image. Amongst other things, Eusebius wrote:

"Who can therefore counterfeit by dead and insensible colors, by vain shadowing painter's art, the
bright and shining glistering of such His glory? Whereas His holy disciples were not able to behold the
same in the fountain; who, therefore, falling on their faces, acknowledged they were not able to behold

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/bju/gallery.htm
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such a sight."

Here Eusebius touches on one of the reasons why it is impossible to have a true picture of Christ. If you want a
picture of Christ, do you want it as He was upon earth or as He is now in heaven? If you want a picture of Him as
He was upon earth, you have quite a problem. There was no picture of Him painted. The so-called pictures of
Christ that are present today are from the imaginations of the artists. That is why there are so many different
pictures. Not one of them is a true picture. So every time you say this or that is a picture of Christ, you are uttering
a lie. You cannot teach truth by a lie. Christ is the Truth and surely He would not want the use of a false means to
point to Him. Christ abhors lies and falsehoods.

But supposing you wanted a picture of Christ as He is now in heaven. The disciples had such a vision of Him on
the mount of transfiguration. We read in Matthew 17:2:  

"And his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light." 

This was the glorified Christ. No artist could give us a picture of Christ which would show the glowing of Christ's
face as the sun and His raiment as white as the light. They would only rob Christ of His glory by miserably falling
short of a true painting of Christ in His present glory.

But someone will state that at least we can depict the humanity of Christ as He appeared upon earth. But who are
we to separate His humanity from His divinity! The apostle John states in his Gospel (1:14): 

"And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father) full of grace and truth." 

Notice that the apostle states that even while Christ was in the flesh, they beheld His glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father. In other words, they beheld His divinity as well as his humanity. This, one cannot paint. So
one must behold His humanity as separate from His divinity. Then one falls into the ancient error of Nestorius. He
stated that Christ consisted of two persons: one human and the other divine. There was, according to Nestorius, a
separation between the human and the divine persons.

That was the ground on which the Council called by Constantine V. condemned paintings of Christ. This question
of pictures of Christ was the subject of controversy throughout the eighth century. So Constantine called a council
in 753 A.D. that concluded:

"If any person shall divide human nature, united to the Person of God the Word; and, having it only in
the imagination of his mind, shall therefore, attempt to paint the same in an Image; let him be holden as
accursed. If any person shall divide Christ, being but one, into two persons; placing on the one side the
Son of God, and on the other side the son of Mary; neither doth confess the continual union that is
made; and by that reason doth paint in an Image the son of Mary, as subsisting by himself; let him be
accursed. If any person shall paint in an Image the human nature, being deified by the uniting thereof to
God the Word; separating the same as it were from the Godhead assumpted and deified; let him be
holden as accursed."

This Council points out the difficulty, and indeed the impossibility, of painting a portrait of Christ. Christ is more
than man. He is God-man. It is impossible to depict by a painter's brush the almighty power of Christ; the glorious
majesty of Christ; the infinite knowledge of Christ. You cannot localize by a painter's brush the everywhere
presence of Christ. One can only succeed in degrading Christ. When one considers the deity of Christ, it is no
wonder that the apostles did not attempt a physical description of their Lord and Savior.

Also, there is always the danger of worshiping the picture of Christ and attaching power to it. Even a Protestant
publishing firm stated that there is power in a picture of Christ: "When one plants deeply and firmly in his mind the
picture of Christ, it has a strong and powerful influence in his life." Thus, instead of attributing this influence to
Christ and the Holy Spirit, they attribute it to the picture they are trying to sell. That, clearly, is a breaking of the
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second commandment.

But, can it not help in the saving of souls, it is asked? But how? Looking at a picture of Christ hanging upon the
cross tells me nothing. It does not tell me that He hung there for sin. It does not tell me that He hung there for my
sin. It does not tell me that He is the Son of God. Only the Word of God does that. And it is the Word of God that
has been given us to tell the story of salvation through the blood of Christ. It is not through the foolishness of
pictures that sinners are converted, but through the foolishness of preaching.

It is amazing how slowly unscriptural practices enter the Christian Church. We must at all times go back to the
Scriptures. The Bible is our infallible guide. And if our practices and doctrines do not conform to the teachings of
the Scriptures, then we must eliminate them. The Bible instructs the Church not to make any likeness of Christ. The
present day pictures of Christ are false and no one can make a serious claim that they resemble Christ upon earth.
They separate His humanity from His deity. They do not at all give us a glimpse of His present glory. The inspired
apostles do not condone them.

God has ordained the foolishness of preaching to evangelize the world. He has promised to attend the preaching of
the Word with the power of the Holy Spirit. The so-called pictures of Christ are a hindrance to the Biblical process,
and a temptation to idolatry. Let us cleanse the Temple of God from them.

* The preceding was adapted and/or excerpted from a tract titled "Pictures of Christ," by J. Marcellus Kik, Chapel
Library, Venice, Florida 33595.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 9/00
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THE PASSION OF CHRIST: MEL GIBSON’S
VIVID DECEPTION

February 27, 2004 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port
Huron, MI 48061, 866-295-4143, fbns@wayoflife.org; for instructions about subscribing and
unsubscribing or changing addresses, see the information paragraph at the end of the article) -

I received a copy of the following article yesterday, and I want to make it available to the
subscribers to the Fundamental Baptist Information Service. It is by former Catholic priest
Richard Bennett and J. Virgil Dunbar. We are publishing it in accordance with the general
permission they have given for the distribution of the article as follows: “Permission is given by
the authors to copy this article if it is done in its entirety without any changes. Permission is also
given post this article in its entirety on Internet WebPages.”

INTRODUCTION

Dear Friend,

We live at a critical time in the history of the church. Never in long ages has idolatry been such a
threat to the church. We call this movie a blasphemy against Christ. Is this accurate? The
dictionary defines blasphemy, not only as profane or contemptuous speech, but "any remark or
action held to be irreverent or disrespectful". In this article we will present the reasons why such a
movie is disrespectful to Christ, a deception and a blasphemy against God. (We are not for a
moment saying that Mel Gibson and his supporters intended it to be a blasphemy; we deem that
they are sincerely in grievous error)

As you read this article, please also note how the awful, heart-rending crucifixion scenes
advertised for the movie, actually move people away from the true saving meaning of the
crucifixion of Christ. His endurance of the savage beatings may indeed be the world's greatest
model of endurance and forgiveness, but that is not the Biblical message. The Scriptures proclaim
that that Christ Jesus' endurance of God's wrath against sin is the key element in the Gospel. It was
His taking upon Himself God's wrath for our sins that provides atonement for us who believe that
we are saved only by His sacrifice

What is perhaps the deadliest influence of the movie is its subliminal denial of the Deity of Christ.
Those who made the movie can insist that this man on the screen images Christ. Promoters of the
movie may claim that the movie proclaims the Deity of Christ. But the movie makes us call Jim
Caviezel "Christ". This is idolatry. The identification of a movie star with Christ is seen even in
news stories, such as calling the nails used in the film "nails used to hang Jesus on the cross".
["Replicas of the nails used to hang Jesus on the cross have become the red-hot official
merchandise linked to Mel Gibson's controversial new movie, 'The Passion of the Christ.'"
http://www.nypost.com/news/regionalnews/18338.htm 2/21/04] And such a movie seduces us to
talking about the sufferings inflicted on Jim Caviezel, as if they really were inflicted on Christ.

As you read this article, you will also become more aware that this movie will, on a subliminal
level, prepare many people to think of Mary as the one who offered Christ's sacrifice. In the
Scriptures it is profoundly the will and purpose of God the Father that is portrayed.

May God have mercy on the professing church and cause His people to turn from idols to the
revelation of Christ in the Bible.

http://www.nypost.com/news/regionalnews/18338.htm 2/21/04
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May you respond in prayer and in the conviction that comes from the Holy Spirit through His
written Word. We also request that forward the article to others, and if possible, you post it on
your Webpage.

In the Lord's graciousness and love,
Richard Bennett and Virgil Dunbar

"THE PASSION OF CHRIST": MEL GIBSON'S VIVID
DECEPTION

By Richard Bennett and J. Virgil Dunbar

There seldom has been a movie that has created such favorable publicity and anticipation in the
Evangelical community. A tidal wave of excitement is sweeping the church and the movie world.
On the Catholic Ash Wednesday the film will appear in theaters across America. Evangelical
churches are buying huge blocks of tickets, reserving theaters. An endless list of endorsements
from church leaders publicly promoting the film is paraded. Names like Billy Graham, Jack
Graham (President of the Southern Baptist Convention), Rick Warren, Jack Hayford, names of
Catholic leaders, and an endless list of celebrities are presented to the public as endorsing the film.
It is being promoted as one of the greatest evangelistic opportunities in history, a concept dear to
the heart of every Evangelical. Even the secular media, newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, the
Internet, feed the frenzy. There is a fawning adulation of the film. The Evangelical church's
acceptance of Gibson's movie gives shocking - maybe apocalyptic - insight into the state of
popular Christianity today. Will history reveal this day as the time when Evangelicalism, on a
popular level, merged with the Roman Catholic Church?

The Church of Rome has done much to lead modern Evangelicalism into making images of the
Lord. Like the Catholics, many Evangelicals today seem not even to be aware that such activity is
idolatrous. The Apostle Paul emphasizes the fact that idolatry involves exchanging the glory of the
incorruptible God for an image made like corruptible man. And as he also stated to the Athenians,
"forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead is like
unto gold, silver, or stone, graven by art or man's device."

Christ Jesus is a member of that Godhead. He told the religious leaders, "I said therefore unto you,
that you shall die in your sins: for if you believe not that I am he, you shall die in your sins." By
using the expression "I AM", the Lord identifies Himself as the God revealed in the Old
Testament, the "I AM THAT I AM", the self-existing, eternal God who spoke to Moses and gave
the Ten Commandments from Mount Sinai. The Second Commandment totally prohibits making
material representations of His person. In creating images of Christ in books, videotapes, films,
stained glass windows and other artistic mediums - all things of "man's device"- men have gone
beyond Scripture in their attempt to add to the biblical revelation of who Christ is. The Lord God
explicitly warned against adding to His written Word and He warns just as explicitly against
adding visual images of the Godhead.

Creating a visual representation of the Lord Jesus, by definition, is to portray "another Jesus." The
Lord Jesus in His Person, character, and work is divine and perfect. No Savior other than the One
proclaimed in Scripture is permissible. Those who claim they are only depicting the humanity of
Jesus Christ fall into the grievous heresy of Nestorius, as they wrongly attempt to divide the
humanity from the deity of Christ, ending up with idols produced by the imaginations of their own
hearts.

The Lord God gave believers a Wordbook, not a picture book. The Gospel is at stake-for the
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Scripture states that "faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the word of God." The Gospel is the
power of God unto salvation as it is written, read, preached, and spoken one to another. The power
of the Word is that it is God's revealed propositional truth. Rather than subjective imaginations
created by man, "The word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart." It is God's revealed propositional truth that has
the power to change the hearts and minds of those who live in the darkness of their own
imaginations, for His light through the Written Word will shine on their evil hearts and the
thoughts and deeds that flow from them. It is through this method that they will be convicted of
their need for a true Savior and ready for the Gospel of God's grace alone in which to trust by faith
alone. The visual works of a man's devising, for all their emotional power, are too dull a tool to
bring to the individual conviction of sin and the explicit Gospel of grace that the Written Word and
the truth preached bring.

But this fact notwithstanding, a three-dimensional image of Christ is not only allowed by official
Catholic teaching, but it is also to be venerated. The Vatican states, "Basing itself on the mystery
of the incarnate Word, the seventh ecumenical council at Nicaea (787) justified…the veneration of
icons - of Christ, but also of the Mother of God, the angels, and all the saints." The temptation to
replace the biblical Lord with a visible Christ dominates Catholic nations across of the world. Men
calling themselves Christian are now beginning to accept it. A figure one can touch, see, wear on
jewelry, and is visible in statues and on a crucifix, is identified as an object through which one can
approach God and learn of Him. Yet the Scripture clearly states that "there is one God, and one
mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus." The Lord God is approachable only
through the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. But as the bleeding Savior of Gibson's passion is presented
to the world, this fact seems thrown aside. We ask, then, what worse blasphemy could there be
than depicting with an image the Lord God who condemns images? Evangelical leaders, by
endorsing this Catholic film, further solidify the image of the counterfeit Christ upon the minds of
many.

As we have seen, the Catholic Church claims authority to make images of the Lord. Since the
Bible absolutely forbids this practice, where shall Evangelicals find authority for using such
images? Under what handier shelter can they hide than the umbrella of the Catholic Church? Cut
adrift from biblical authority, Evangelicals seem to be drifting more and more under the Catholic
system of authority. Once they have, in practice, surrendered biblical authority and accepted the
papal system of authority regarding the use of images of the Lord, where will Evangelicals draw
the line on papal authority? This is only one of the unforeseen consequences that started when
Evangelicals accepted forbidden pictures to represent the Lord and entered into dialogue with the
Catholic Church.

TRUE MEANING OF THE CROSS AS REVEALED IN GOD'S WRITTEN WORD

Scripture makes clear that the meaning of Christ's crucifixion lay not in His physical suffering, but
in His propitiation of the wrath of God. God's wrath was utterly placed on Christ Jesus, who
suffered the full extent of its unabated curse for the sins for His people. The fullness of divine
wrath that Christ suffered was like that fire from heaven, recorded in the Old Testament, which
consumed the sacrifices. The wrath that should have fallen upon the sinner, had God not been
appeased, fell upon Him. He uttered the loud cry, "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?
" The representative relationship of Christ to His people is a real and necessary one. The All Holy
God deemed it just to punish Christ for the sins of His people, and to credit them with His
righteousness, and thus completely satisfy all the demands of His law upon them. Why was
Christ's perfect life followed by the most terrible punishment? Strict substitution demanded it so
that real imputation of His righteousness to His own people could follow. Rather than the physical
torture He suffered, the absolute horror that Christ endured was separation from His Father. In His
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Spirit, He felt the full wrath of God. The Apostle Paul explained it precisely, "For He hath made
Him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him."
Christ Jesus was "made sin" for His people. The wrath of God's holiness flamed against Him. He
was the sin offering, the sacrifice for sin. "It pleased the Lord to bruise him; He hath put him to
grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin." He was personally All Holy; yet as the
substitute for His own, He rendered Himself legally responsible before the judgment of God. 

The consequence of Christ's faithfulness in all that He did culminated in His death on the cross and
in His resurrection that followed. His righteousness is credited to the believer, "even the
righteousness of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them that believe." It
was God who legally constituted Christ to be "sin for us." He was "made sin" because the sins of
His people were transferred to Him, and in like manner, the believer is made "the righteousness of
God in Him" by God's reckoning to the believer Christ's faithfulness to the precepts of the law. 

Quite clearly therefore, justification, the Gospel message, is the gracious act of God whereby a
believing sinner has forgiveness of sin and legal right standing in Christ. As Christ, who knew no
sin of His own, was made sin for believers, so they, who have no righteousness of their own, are
made the righteousness of God in Him. It is of extreme importance that this entire biblical Gospel
message is missing from the movie, and that in its place is given the traditional Catholic faith of
Mel Gibson, and Jim Caviezel, who stars as Christ.

A CATHOLIC FILM WITH A CATHOLIC MESSAGE

Mel Gibson is a traditionalist Catholic. He has produced this film with an image of "Christ" that is
based on the apparitions of the Catholic mystic, Anne Catherine Emmerich, who claimed to have
seen visions of the passion, death and resurrection of "Christ" which were recorded in her book,
The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. She narrated in incredible detail her understanding
of the horrendous sufferings undergone in His heroic act of Redemption.

"It is crucial to realize that the images and language at the heart of 'The Passion of the Christ' flow
directly out of Gibson's personal dedication to Catholicism in one of its most traditional and
mysterious forms - the 16th-century Latin Mass. 'I don't go to any other services,' the director told
the Eternal Word Television Network. 'I go to the old Tridentine Rite. That's the way that I first
saw it when I was a kid. So I think that that informs one's understanding of how to transcend
language. Now, initially, I didn't understand the Latin....But I understood the meaning and the
message and what they were doing. I understood it very fully, and it was very moving and
emotional and efficacious, if I may say so.' The goal of the movie is to shake modern audiences by
brashly juxtaposing the 'sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the altar - which is the same
thing,' said Gibson. This ancient union of symbols and sounds has never lost its hold on him.
There is, he stressed, 'a lot of power in these dead languages.'"

The Church of Rome likewise juxtaposes the sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the Mass,
to which Mel Gibson has given clear testimony. She teaches that the Mass and Christ's sacrifice
are "one single sacrifice". Thus she declares, "The sacrifice of Christ and the sacrifice of the
Eucharist are one single sacrifice: 'The victim is one and the same…'This divine sacrifice which is
celebrated in the Mass, the same Christ who offered himself once in a bloody manner on the altar
of the cross is contained and is offered in an unbloody manner.'" Blending images together with
the sacrifice of the Cross and with the sacrifice of the Mass is extremely dangerous to the state of
one's soul. Divine perfection is seen in the fact that the Lord Jesus Christ's sacrifice on the cross
was one sacrifice, once offered. To put forward a reenactment of the one offering, once offered, is
to replace the truth with a falsehood implying that Christ's sacrifice was not sufficient and
therefore imperfect. This is an utter blasphemy against the All Holy God. In Catholicism and in
the Passion movie, willfully putting together the sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the
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Mass produces a dramatic and a theatrical lie that serves only to deceive the very ones it is
purportedly meant to help.

Concerning the film, Gibson has declared, "It reflects my beliefs." He also has stated, "There is no
salvation for those outside the [Catholic] Church…I believe it." Clearly, before the public eye,
here is a Catholic movie, made by a Catholic director, with Catholic theological advisers and a
Catholic message. According to a Catholic website, Catholic Passion Outreach, "The Passion of
The Christ offers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for you to spread, strengthen, and share the
Catholic faith with your family and friends." It is obvious from this and other Catholic sources that
Catholics see this film as an excellent way to convey the Catholic Christ.

RELATIONSHIP OF CHRIST TO THE FATHER: REPLACED WITH "MARY"
OFFERING HER SON

Christ's willing sacrifice of Himself on the cross and His subsequent resurrection is the greatest
event in history, the culminating achievement of God. The sacrifice as given in Scripture shows
forth the unique and distinctive relationship of Christ to the Father. Christ's readiness to fulfill His
Father's will is seen in His words, "lo, I come to do thy will, O God." The Father's will focused in
Christ's sacrifice to satisfy His divine justice through the atonement of Christ, which was the
propitiation of His just wrath. It was an act of His will, and most profitable for His people. The
priceless double empowerment of Christ's perfect sacrifice is proclaimed by the Holy Spirit, "by
the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all."
Christ's sacrifice originated in will of God the Father. It was essential that the Father should be
willing to call His Son to this work, for He was the Person unto whom the satisfaction was to be
made. The sacrifice was the Father's plan and purpose. "Him [Christ Jesus] being delivered by the
determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God." "But this Man, after He had offered one sacrifice
for sins, for ever sat down on the right hand of God. For by one offering He hath perfected forever
them that are sanctified." The one offering of Christ, willed by the Father, was offered. In view of
this perfect sacrifice, to dare to propose a relationship of Christ to Mary is to denigrate the very
will and purpose of the Father. This profane sacrilege is just what is portrayed in the Catholic
movie.

Andrew J. Webb notes: "'The Passion of Christ' leaves us with a vision of the sacrifice of Christ
that is only dolorous (Dolorous: Full of grief; sad; sorrowful; doleful; dismal) and which puts into
sharp relief the Roman Catholic notion not only of the importance of Christ's agony, but that of
Mary in 'offering her Son'. In an interview with Zenit, the Roman Catholic News Service, Father
Thomas Rosica, the priest who oversaw World Youth Day 2002 and its Way of the Cross through
the streets of Toronto, illustrated how 'The Passion of Christ', in keeping with Roman Catholic
theology, uses extra-biblical content to massively exaggerate the role of Mary: 'One scene, in
particular, was very moving. As Jesus falls on the Way of the Cross, there is a flashback to his
falling on a Jerusalem street as a child, and his mother running out of the house to pick him up.
The interplay of Mary and Jesus in this film is moving, and reaches its apex in the scene of the
Pietà. The Mother of the Lord is inviting each of us to share her grief and behold her Son.' This
use of extra-biblical material, emphasis on physical suffering, exaggeration of the role of Mary,
and explicitly Roman Catholic theology should not surprise us, however, as these are all hallmarks
of the primary inspiration for this movie: [Anne Catherine Emmerich's] The Dolorous Passion of
Our Lord Jesus Christ."

FRUITFULNESS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THE FATHER AND THE SON

Christ Jesus has triumphed in His sacrifice, and He will perfectly give to all those that come to
Him freedom from the guilt of, the power of, and the punishment of sin. He will put them into the
sure possession of perfect holiness and joy of fellowship with Himself and the Father. "And their
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sins and iniquities will I remember no more. Now where remission of these is, there is no more
offering for sin." The true believer's sins and iniquities the Father will remember no more! This
shows the riches of Divine grace, and the sufficiency of Christ's relationship with His Father in the
satisfaction of the cross, "where remission of these is, there is no more offering for sin." Nothing
can ever separate the perfection of the accord between the Father and the Son. 

One cannot question Gibson's sincerity. Yet the utterly evil deceit of his purpose - to portray his
classic Catholic understanding of the crucifixion of Christ - coupled with a very effective medium
of communication, reaches new heights in promoting blasphemy and contempt for Holy God and
His Word! This is undoubtedly the exact opposite of what Gibson had hoped to achieve. Clearly
then, Gibson himself and Jim Caviezel, who plays the role of Christ in the film, are two of those
most deceived by the Catholic message. On the authority of Scripture alone, may the all Holy God
in His mercy pour forth mercy on these poor men to the saving of their souls through faith alone in
Christ Jesus alone and to God alone be the glory!

INFLUENCE OF THE APPARITIONS OF "MARY" IN MEDJUGORJE ON THE FILM

The apparitions of "Mary" in Medjugorje in Bosnia, Herzegovina, have had a huge impact on this
film. The Catholic Church rationalizes acceptance of other sources of extra-Biblical revelation by
stating that the ordinary faithful Catholics welcome whatever the "magisterium" (teaching power
of the Roman Church) guides them into accepting. She consolidates her power over the rank and
file Catholics by denying in practice that revelation is complete and definitive. "The last century-
and-a-half has seen numerous accounts of appearances of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Jesus,
Himself, is said to speak to a few of the seers. Some of the apparitions have received official
approval by the Roman Catholic Church." "…Our Lady continues to give messages to six young
people from the village of Medjugorje: Ivan, Jakov, Marija, Mirjana, Vicka, and Ivanka. These six
young people (referred to as "visionaries") have had apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary since
June 24, 1981…" The influence of "Mary" of Medjugorje has been documented in the case of Jim
Caviezel, who stars as Christ in the movie. In an interview with Fr. Mario Knezovic in Medjugorje
on December 6th, 2003 Caviezel said:

"I was in seventh grade and our priest showed us a film of the children during an apparition. We
were told that it was true. We were from a mixed catholic community - mostly Croatians and
Italians. My grandmother is a 100% Croatian. It didn't seem hard to believe. I took me 15 years to
come. When I came, I knew immediately - from what I was feeling in my heart - that it was real. I
haven't seen signs or anything, but - I have been a Catholic for my whole life and I had never felt
in confession as I felt when I was here. It was a tremendous healing." Fr. Mario Knezovic said to
him, "'The Passion of the Christ' movie, in which you are playing Jesus Christ, is almost finished.
What was it like to play Jesus? How did you adjust your body and your soul to the body and the
soul of Jesus? How was it to be Jesus? Jim Caviezel [replied]: The catharsis for me to play this
role was through Medjugorje, through Gospa. In preparation, I used all that Medjugorje taught me.
Mel Gibson and I were going every day for Mass together. Some days I couldn't go for Mass, but I
was receiving the Eucharist. Somewhere along the line, I heard that the Pope was going for
confession every day, so I thought that I should go for confession as often as possible…So, the
confession was the preparation for the Eucharist. Ivan Dragicevic and his wife Lorraine gave me a
piece of the true cross. I kept this on me all the time. They made a special pocket in my clothes for
it. I also had relics of Padre Pio, St. Anthony of Padoua, Ste Maria Goretti, and saint Denisius, the
Patron saint of Actors. Another thing was fasting. I read many of the messages continuously.
Every day everyone could see me with the rosary in my hands.

The fact that the message of "Mary" in Medjugorje so deeply influenced Jim Caviezel shows his
point of view, and that of the movie in which he has the main role. Medjugorje teaches that the
sufferings of Christ are the offense, or the great sin against God, "Make reparation for the wound
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inflicted on the Heart of My Son." The truth is that the wounds inflicted on Christ are the reason
we do not need to make reparations, but solely to believe the Gospel. The message of Medjugorje
shows contempt for the sanctity and purpose of the Cross of Christ. The blasphemy of Medjugorje
has had its influence on the film. The authority of Scripture weighs in on the matter, "and no
marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light." Such things as pieces of bones
carried around as relics in a pocket of Jim Caviezel's clothes may seem like occult practices, but
for a Catholic it is official teaching. Papal Rome also encourages people to contact the dead.

A DEFINING MOMENT OF THE PRESENT TIME

As visual images form the foundation for learning in modern world, so images, movies, and
videos of Christ have been accepted in Evangelical circles. This idolatry has reached new heights
in the highly Catholic portrayal of the sufferings of Christ in the Passion movie. The Christ
portrayed, however, is not the Christ of the Bible. The sufferings are not those of the One who was
"made sin" because the sins of His people. It does depict horrendous sufferings, however,
undergone in a heroic manner, and these are juxtaposed with the Catholic sacrifice of the Mass.
This heavy manipulation of people's emotions is promoted through enticing images and strange
sounding words in Aramaic, the sum of which is to establish collectively both a blasphemy against
God and a deceit against man. This high point of idolatry is evidence of a real turning point in our
day. It is very much like the idolatry of Jeroboam, who sinned himself, and who made Israel to sin.
Families and kingdoms were ruined by Jeroboam's idolatry. Once influential men do wickedly,
they involve many others both in their guilt and in their snare. Multitudes follow their pernicious
ways. The Lord God gave Israel up to their wickedness because of the sin of Jeroboam.

In all seriousness it appears that in our own day, the Lord God could hand over the Evangelical
world to the deceit into which they are running with open arms. They may very well go to hell
with a long procession following them, and their condemnation will be intolerable. They will have
to answer, not only for their own sins, but for the sins which others have been drawn into by their
influence. In the Old Testament, judgment came upon the people of Israel for conforming to the
idolatry of Jeroboam. In our own day, both blind leaders and their blind followers look ready to
fall into the ditch. "Repent; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with
the sword of my mouth." It is the duty of churches, pastors, elders, and Evangelical leaders who
have sinned in this tidal wave of idolatry in the use of images, videos, and movies of Christ to
repent publicly. It is the duty of Christian people themselves to repent of these sins, in so far as
they have been accessory to them by involvement. When God comes to punish the corrupt
members of His people, His rebuke will be most sore. No sword cuts so deeply, nor causes so
grievous pain, as the sword of Christ Jesus' mouth. We truly pray that the truth of the Word of
God touch the conscience of those who have sinned, are sinning and leading others into sin. If the
Lord's threats are executed, sinners will be utterly cut off. We truly pray that the Word of God will
take hold of sinners, including ourselves, so that we all "hold fast the profession of our faith
without wavering; for he is faithful that promised." "And we know that the Son of God is come,
and hath given us an understanding, that we may know him that is true, and we are in him that is
true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God, and eternal life. Little children, keep
yourselves from idols. Amen." 

Permission is given by the authors to copy this article if it is done in its entirety without any
changes. Permission is also given post this article in its entirety on Internet WebPages.

Richard Bennett's WebPage is: http://www.bereanbeacon.org Virgil Dunbar can be contacted by
email at: VDunbar@aol.com

Virgil Dunbar and Richard Bennett have also written an article on "Idolatry in the Evangelical
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Camp" it can be read under articles on
http://www.bereanbeacon.org/articles/idolatry_in_evangelical.htm

Way of Life Literature. Copyright 1997-2001.
P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061–0368.
1-866-295-4143 (toll free: USA & Canada),
519-652-2619 (voice),
fbns@wayoflife.org (email)
http://www.wayoflife.org/(web site)

Canada: Bethel Baptist Church, 4212 Campbell St. N.,
London, Ont. N6P 1A6 1-866-295-4143 (toll free), 519-652-
2619 (voice) ( 519-652-0056 (fax)
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Is America a "Christian" Nation?
History disputes the idea that this is a nation under covenant with God. Were it so, the founding fathers would have
all been Christians in the true sense. And they would have established belief in and obedience to Jesus Christ as the
primary criterion for holding elective or appointed office. (Many of the state constitutions did include references to
God and to Jesus Christ; somehow, these references were "overlooked" in the federal documents -- see below.)

But some ask, "What about the Mayflower Compact?" We cannot dispute that some of the early settlers in this
country were Christians, at least nominally. And the Mayflower Compact did form a body politic, one of the
purposes of which was to honor the king of England. But just because they had as one purpose to advance the
Christian faith does not mean they meant to do so by establishing an independent Christian government. On the
contrary, the Mayflower Compact specifically reaffirmed their loyalty to the king of England.

Nor were these all religious refugees on the Mayflower. True, some of those aboard the Mayflower were Protestant
Separatists who had fled England to Holland to escape persecution from the Reformed Angelican Church prelates,
but the principals were men commissioned to further the business of the Virginia Company. The Mayflower
Compact was an afterthought designed to keep the colony intact after they were blown off course from their
intended landing at the mouth of the Hudson River, having landed instead at what later became Massachusetts.
When they set sail, it was not part of their original intent to draft the Mayflower Compact and form a Christian
colony under its terms.

Although the document that the Mayflower passengers drew up did have some influence on the charters of a few
colonies prior to the Revolutionary War, it had no official bearing on the federal government or on any of the
colonies or states created either prior to or after the American Revolution. If we are going to call America a
Christian nation we must see if its founding body, the Continental Congress, purposed to establish it as such. Did
that body, in fact, covenant with God to form this nation?

When the Continental Congress drafted the Declaration of Independence and later, the Congress formed under the
Articles of Confederation drafted the Constitution of the United States of America, no mention was made of Jesus
Christ. Rather, the only references to deity in the Declaration of Independence were to "God"; none are in the
Constitution. In fact, many of the framers of these documents were anti-Christian, being comprised of Masons and
deists of many persuasions.

God does not enter into covenants that do not invoke the name of His Son, so there exists no covenant between the
Father and the federal government of the United States, or with any state government. Had the constitutions of all
these governments, including the federal government, named faith in Jesus Christ as the principle criterion for
holding any elective or appointed office, this would have had to be done in the name of Jesus Christ with full
understanding of the true Biblical character of His role as Savior and Lord. This the founders of this nation of
sovereign states failed to do. (See Note.)

It is apparent that the Western European influences that shaped America were part of what had become known as
"Christendom." But a culture based on the idea of "Christendom" does not of itself constitute a culture based on
Scripture or an inviolable covenant with God. The history of Christendom is an ugly history fraught with tyranny
and the enslavement of those who are less "enlightened." If God gave the knowledge and means to subdue the earth
and take dominion in the name of Jesus Christ, then that privilege has been terribly abused. If, on the other hand,
Satan gave that knowledge and means, his purposes have certainly been accomplished. The fruit of Western
Civilization, in spite of its enlightened accomplishments, demonstrates that no attempt to institute the Kingdom of
God on earth before Jesus returns can succeed. So the idea of a covenant between America and God is pure fantasy.

Nevertheless, the "Christian America" myth lives on. We again return to the previous question: If America was
truly founded as an explicitly Christian nation (as is continually proclaimed by "Christian" activists such as James
Dobson, Pat Robertson, D. James Kennedy, Chuck Colson, Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Jerry Falwell, Bill Gothard,
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etc.), then why do we find no mention whatsoever of Jesus Christ in America's founding documents? -- not in the
Declaration of Independence nor in the Constitution of the United States! In fact, the Constitution does not even
make a single reference to God! (When Alexander Hamilton was asked why the Constitution fails to mention God,
he allegedly replied, "We forgot.") And the reference to God in the Declaration of Independence is merely "Nature's
God," a God that is vague and subordinated to natural laws that everyone should know through common sense, i.e.,
"self-evident" truths. Moreover, the Bible is never mentioned nor alluded to in either document! Nor is God or
Jesus Christ mentioned in the hundreds of pages of the Federalist Papers (the "working documents" of the founding
fathers). In fact, the United States was the first Western Nation to omit explicitly Christian symbolism, such as the
cross, from its flag and other national symbols.

Further incidental evidence of the founders' own views is the statement from a treaty with the Islamic nation of
Tripoli in 1797. This treaty was negotiated under Washington, ratified by the Senate, and signed by President John
Adams. The telling part is a description of religion in America: 

"As the government of the United States of America is not in any sense founded on the Christian
Religion -- as it has in itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion or tranquility of
Musselmen [i.e., Muslims] ..., it is declared by the parties that no pretext arising from religious opinions
shall ever produce an interruption of the harmony existing between the two countries" (The Search for
Christian America, p. 131). 

Strange stuff for a nation that some like to say was founded as a "Christian" nation! Strange stuff, indeed! But
myths die hard, if ever.

[Unless otherwise noted, the material above was adapted and/or excerpted from Vengeance Is Ours: The Church in
Dominion, by Albert James Dager, pp. 220-221.]

Note: In all fairness, the states' "fathers" seemed to be more up front with their "Christianity," even though these
same men appeared to be ashamed of the Name of Christ when it came to the federal establishment. The colonial
charters of Virginia, Massachusetts Bay, Maryland, Connecticut, Carolina, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and
Georgia did acknowledge the Christian religion. The settlers at Rhode Island subscribed to this compact:

 "We, whose names are underwritten, do hereby solemnly, in the presence of Jehovah, incorporate
ourselves into a body politic; and as he shall help, will submit our persons, lives, and estates unto our
Lord Jesus Christ, the King of kings and the Lord of lords, and to all those perfect and absolute laws of
his, given us in his holy Word of truth, to be judged and guided thereby." 

Twelve of the thirteen original state constitutions contained explicit acknowledgments of God and Christianity.
(The 1776 Constitution of South Carolina even provided that no person should be eligible to the Senate or House of
Representatives unless "he be of the Protestant religion.") The exception, Virginia, revised its constitution's
preamble in 1870, adding "invoking the favor and guidance of Almighty God." At least 42 of the state constitutions
contain some acknowledgment of God in their preambles. Article 22 of the Constitution of Delaware (1776)
required all officers to profess:

"faith in God the Father, and in Jesus Christ His only Son and in the Holy Ghost, one God, blessed
forevermore; and I do acknowledge the Holy Scripture of the Old and New Testament to be given by
divine inspiration." 

The fundamental orders of Connecticut (1638-39) contained these words: 

"to mayntayne and preserve the liberty and purity of the gospell of our Lord Jesus, which we now
profess, as also the disciplyne of the churches, which according to the truth of the said gospell is now
practiced amongst us." 
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Yet somehow, none of this rhetoric made it into the federal documents.  
[Return to Text]
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American Masonic History
What Are America's True Roots?*

There is much speculation on the religious nature of the United States of America as it was founded. Many
Christians assert that the United States was founded as a Christian nation and, therefore, it is not only our right but
our duty to reclaim it for God. But is America a Christian nation in the true sense of the word?

To call anyone or anything "Christian," whether an individual or a nation, certain criteria must be met. If we are
speaking of an individual, the Biblical requirements are that he must be born again by the Spirit of God,
understanding all that this entails.

If we are speaking of a nation, its purpose must be that of ministry in the name of Jesus Christ alone, without
regard to any other gods. Its primary charter must be the Bible, and all who hold positions of authority must be
individuals who meet the criteria necessary to call themselves Christians. A true Christian nation would be a
theocracy governed by God through His prophets. His law would reign supreme in the hearts and minds of that
nation's founders, and all who founded the nation would have to meet the criteria necessary to call themselves
Christians. Just as important, the nation would have to have been created in response to a covenant initiated by God
with those who founded it.

As a point of information, the Pilgrims did not found the United States; they founded a small colony that eventually
got swallowed up by the states and the newly formed federal government.

The belief that the Mayflower Compact was the basis for a Christian nation has caused many to attempt to
reestablish what never existed: a Christian nation based upon Biblical precepts and founded upon a covenant
relationship with God. What is overlooked is that the Mayflower Compact reaffirmed loyalty to the King of
England; its framers never intended to found an independent state.

Ignoring, and even twisting the facts of history, "Christian" dominionists quote some of the founding fathers whose
words seem to indicate faith in Jesus Christ. But many quoted were Freemasons who highly regarded Jesus as a
man who attained the highest degree of moral enlightenment.

The words of many Freemasons might lead the uninformed to believe that they are true brethren in Christ. An
example is this statement from a Masonic publication:

God may have other words for other worlds, but His supreme Word for this world, yesterday, today, forever, is
Christ! He is the central Figure of the Bible, its crown, its glory, its glow-point of vision and revelation. Take Him
away and its light grows dim. He fulfilled the whole Book, its history, its poetry, its prophecy, its ritual, even as He
fulfills our deepest yearning and our highest hope. Ages have come and gone, but He abides-abides because He
is real, because he is unexhausted, because He is needed. Little is left today save Christ-Himself smitten and
afflicted, bruised of God and wounded-but He is all we need. If we hear Him, follow Him, obey Him, we shall walk
together in a new world wherein dwelleth righteousness and love-He is the Word of God (Joseph Fort Newton,
"The Great Light in Masonry," Little Masonic Library, Vol. 3, p. 177).

Unless we recognize that the theosophical philosophy of Freemasonry attributes its own definitions to Biblical
language, we won't understand the author's meaning. We might welcome him as one of our own.

Only the most naive would not know that many who claim to be Christians do not meet the required criteria. Such
is the case with Freemasons. While Freemasonry has an outward show of religious faith, the tenets of Freemasonry
preclude any truly born-again believer from belonging.

Space doesn't allow for a full treatise on Freemasonry's religious philosophy, but true Christians will recognize
from another statement in the same publication that the Faith is not compatible with Freemasonry:
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Into Freemasonry have been poured the irradiations of the mystical schools of antiquity. Particularly is this so in
the higher degrees of the Order, such as the Scottish Rite, where undeniable traces of Cabalism, neo-Platonism,
Rosicrucianism, and other mystical cults are plainly discernible. I do personally contend that Freemasonry is the
direct descendent of the Mysteries, but that our ritual makers of the higher degrees have copied the ancient
ceremonies of initiation so far as the knowledge of those ceremonies exists (Henry R. Evans, A History of the
York and Scottish Rites of Freemasonry, p. 8).

Because most Christians today are unaware of the manner in which Christianity was melded with the esoteric
philosophies of theosophy and Jewish Cabalism to produce a hybrid mystery religion known as Freemasonry, they
offer quotes from many of our founding fathers as evidence that they were Christians. Indeed, some were even
clerics. But just as one of today's most famous clerics, Norman Vincent Peale, was a Freemason (prelate of the
Grand Encampment of the Knights Templar of the United States), many of the nation's founding fathers were also
Freemasons who used peculiar definitions of Biblical language in asserting their beliefs.

This is not to say that they were not noble men. Freemasons pride themselves in their noble attitudes and adherence
to strict moral codes. These are not "evil" men in the classical sense. But they are blinded to the true revelation of
God's Word, and their religious philosophy embraces all religions as valid. To be a Freemason, one must believe in
a supreme being, but he need not be a Christian.

Based upon the evidence of Masonic influences in the establishment of this nation, there is no doubt that the criteria
necessary to classify the United States as a Christian nation were not met. An objective study of the Masonic
affiliations of the founding fathers must cause Christians to reevaluate their own political philosophy. For if the
United States is not a Christian nation then we must choose to whom we will commit "our lives, our fortunes, and
our sacred honor" -- our Lord or our country.

20 GREATEST NAMES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

John Adams - Spoke favorably of Freemasonry -- never joined
Samuel Adams - (Close and principle associate of Hancock, Revere & other Masons
Ethan Allen - Mason
Edmund Burke - Mason
John Claypoole - Mason
William Daws - Mason
Benjamin Franklin - Mason
Nathan Hale - No evidence of Masonic connections
John Hancock - Mason
Benjamin Harrison - No evidence of Masonic connections
Patrick Henry - No evidence of Masonic connections
Thomas Jefferson - Deist with some evidence of Masonic connections
John Paul Jones - Mason
Francis Scott Key - No evidence of Masonic connections
Robert Livingston - Mason
James Madison - Some evidence of Masonic membership
Thomas Paine - Humanist
Paul Revere - Mason
Colonel Benjamin Tupper - Mason
George Washington - Mason
Daniel Webster - Some evidence of Masonic connections

Summary: 10 Masons, 3 probable Masons, 1 Humanist, 2 Advocates of Freemasonry, 4 no record of connections.

SIGNERS OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

Known Masons (8): Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Joseph Hewes, William Hooper, Robert Treat Payne,
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Richard Stockton, George Walton, William Whipple

Evidence of Membership And/or Affiliations (7): Elbridge Berry, Lyman Hall, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Nelson
Jr., John Penn, George Read, Roger Sherman

Summary: 15 of 56 Signers were Freemasons or probable Freemasons.

It's true that this represents only 27% of the total signers. But this 27% included the principle movers of the
Revolution, most notably Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, the primary authors of the Declaration. The
former was a Freemason, the latter a deist and possible Freemason. If one were to analyze the Declaration, he
would see the humanistic influences.

In any event, there is no evidence that even 27% of the signers were true Christians. In considering whether or not
this is a Christian nation, it isn't the number of Masons that is as important as is the number of founders overall who
were non-believers.

SIGNERS OF THE CONSTITUTION

Known Masons (9): Gunning Bedford, Jr., John Blair, David Brearly, Jacob Broom, Daniel Carrol, John Dickinson,
Benjamin Franklin, Rufus King, George Washington

Evidence of Membership And/or Affiliations (13): Abraham Baldwin, William Blount, Elbridge Gerry, Nicholas
Gilman, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, John Lansing, Jr., James Madison, George Mason, George Read,
Robert Morris, Roger Sherman, George Wythe

Those Who Later Became Masons (6): William Richardson Davie, Jr., Jonathan Dayton, Dr. James McHenry, John
Francis Mercer, William Patterson, Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer

Summary: 28 of 40 signers were Freemasons or possible Freemasons based on evidence other than Lodge records.

MASONIC INFLUENCES IN EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY

- Lafayette, French liaison to the Colonies, without whose aid the war could not have been won, was a Freemason.

- The majority of the commanders of the Continental Army were Freemasons and members of "Army Lodges."

- Most of Washington's Generals were Freemasons.

- The Boston Tea Party was planned at the Green Dragon Tavern, also known as the "Freemasons' Arms," and "the
Headquarters of the Revolution."

- George Washington was sworn in as the first President of the United States by Robert Livingston, Grand Master
of New York's Masonic Lodge. The Bible on which he took his oath was from his own Masonic lodge.

- The Cornerstone of the Capital building was laid by the Grand Lodge of Maryland.

Even if the initiators of the Revolution had been Christians, the fact remains that the Revolutionary War and the
nation's government were structured by the tenets of Freemasonry, not God's Word. It was an unholy alliance at
best.

Scripture tells us that God has made one nation of all: the Church. It is the Church that is our "Christian nation,"
not the social and political institutions of the world.

We can thank our heavenly Father that we enjoy the freedoms that this republic grants us. But as citizens of
Heaven, our allegiance is first to our brethren in foreign countries. Otherwise, we may find ourselves killing true
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Christians for political causes.

We must be vigilant to the dangers of becoming embroiled in political and social causes in the name of Christ. Else
we will find ourselves unequally yoked, storing up for ourselves wood, hay, and stubble for the day of judgment.

* This material has been excerpted from a 6/90 Media Spotlight Special Report -- "A Masonic History of
America," by Al Dager.
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The Puritans' "Christian" Agenda?
One of the opinions most persistently and widely held among American evangelicals today is that America had
essentially Christian origins. They rest heavily on an appeal to the Puritan heritage as the most influential
Reformation tradition shaping American culture. If it were shown that the Puritans who settled America did not
establish truly Christian cultural principles that were in some important ways perpetuated, then a strong suspicion
might be raised that the entire case for a now-lost Christian America rests on rather nebulous foundations. (See:
The Search for Christian America, p. 28.)

The fact is, the Puritans were the forerunners of today's Kingdom/Dominion/Reconstructionist teaching. The
Puritans believed that they were carrying to America true Christianity as decreed by God, especially as written in
the Old Testament. They believed too that they were on a divine mission to America, a place specially appointed by
God to be the "New Israel," a theocratic "city upon a hill."

John Winthrop, the first governor of Massachusetts Bay, assumed that he could transfer the principles of
nationhood found in ancient Israel to the Massachusetts Bay Company with no need for explanation. This led the
Puritans to interpret Scripture in an ultimately pretentious way that gave their own state and society the exalted
status of a New Israel. Old Testament law was directly, if not exclusively, incorporated into the legal systems of
New England. The Massachusetts "Body of Liberties" of 1641 stated that "if any man after legal conviction shall
have or worship any other god, but the lord god, he shall be put to death." Death was also prescribed for witchcraft,
blasphemy, murder, sodomy, homosexuality, adultery, and kidnapping. Old Testament texts were copied directly
into the New England law books. The most notorious cases of major miscarriage of justice in New England were
the Salem witchcraft executions. (See: The Search for Christian America, pp. 34-35.)

The Puritans viewed themselves as God's special people, replacing national Israel. Nowhere do the dangers of this
assumption become more clear than in the Puritans' treatment of the native Americans. Since the Puritans
considered themselves God's chosen people, they concluded that they had the right to take the land from the
heathen Indians. The American Indians were the "new Canaanites" in America's "Promised Land." The fruit of
Puritan theology was brutal. They saw their mission as convert these "Canaanites" to Christianity; failing that, it was
acceptable to slaughter them in the name of Christ.

For example, the Puritan massacres of the Pequot Indian tribe on May 26, 1637, and again on July 14, 1637, were
deemed by the Puritans to be directed by God -- Captain John Mason declared, "God laughed his Enemies and the
Enemies of his People to Scorn, making them as a fiery Oven ... Thus did the Lord judge among the Heathen,
filling the Place with dead Bodies" (Segal and Stinenback, Puritans, Indians, and Manifest Destiny, pp. 111-112,
134-135). Converting the pagans for God was acceptable to the Puritans, but killing the pagans for the Lord was
also acceptable!

Defenders of the Puritans claim that it was the hostility of the Pequots that led to their unfortunate demise. But the
Pequots were one of the most tranquil tribes in New England. History reveals that their "hostility" did not manifest
itself until they were hunted like animals. For argument sake, let's say that the Pequots were the instigators of
hostilities, virtual savages if you will (which they were not). Does this justify hunting them down, slaughtering the
men, women, and children in their sleep, and then doing it again six weeks later to finish the job!? (Not exactly
"battlefield" victories!) Moreover, the Puritans claimed it was in obedience to God that these pagans were
slaughtered!

Here the reasoning of the Puritans defies logic and a sense of common decency, let alone Christian principles.
Captain John Underhill also wrote of the Pequot slaughter: "Sometimes the Scripture declareth women and children
must perish with their parents ... We have sufficient light from the Word of God for our proceedings." What an
incredible testimony for one claiming to be a Christian!

There is a book titled NEW ENGLAND FRONTIER: Puritans and Indians 1620-1675 by Alden T. Vaughan. It was
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originally published in 1965 (Little Brown & Company, Boston/Toronto), and revised as recently as 1995.
Vaughan, an admitted friend of the Puritan colony, makes a well documented case for the efforts of the Pilgrims
(Separatists) and early Puritans to win the Indians to Christ. The book contains three chapters detailing the Puritans
successful missionary endeavors during those early years. For example, the first Bible printed in the Western world
was the Indian Algonquin Scripture. Harvard University (1636) was founded not only to train whites to become
ministers of the Gospel, but there was also for a time a training program for young Indian men to minister to their
people. At least six Boston area communities, thriving today, were started by Christian Indians. The famous island,
Martha's Vineyard, once was the site of Indian Christian congregations through the missionary endeavors of the
Mayhew family. Dartmouth University had its beginning through the efforts of a Connecticut Puritan to train Indian
young men to preach the Gospel.

But Vaughan's book also reveals just how brutal the Puritans were in their dealings with the Indians -- specifically,
Chapter V, "The Pequot War, 1637." What is amazing about the account in this chapter is the frankness with which
the author recounts the events and the Puritans part in them. The carnage and the Puritan justification for
participation therein is quite revealing -- self-defense is one thing, but outright purposeful slaughter is, to say the
least, questionable Christian behavior (from 1965 edition):

(1) pp. 127-128 -- The so-called Christian response of "merciless revenge" was carried out
"vigorously" by Captain John Endicott -- "Dissatisfied by the paucity of Indian casualties, the English
soldiers heartlessly 'destroyed some of their dogs instead of men.'";

(2) pp. 132, 141 -- The Puritans demanded and accepted, as signs of loyalty and sincerity from allied
Indian tribes, the body parts of their common enemies (see also p. 142, where the Puritans viewed these
indications of loyalty as a sign from God and an answer to prayer);

(3) p. 143 -- When embarking on an expedition of Indian hunting, the Puritans entreated the Lord to
direct them in their pillage and slaughter;

(4) p. 136 -- Concerning the Indians, the Puritans viewed themselves as the enforcers of "law and
order" due to their view of themselves as God's "New World Zion," a reconstructionist view of history,
to say the least (see also p. 138, where the Indians are viewed as "Satan's horde," thus justifying their
slaughter);

(5) p. 141 -- The Puritans were not content to merely kill their perceived enemies; they saw fit to
murder and savagely mutilate them -- they literally "tore him [a captured Pequot] limb from limb.
Captain Underhill ended the victim's agony with a pistol shot. The body was then roasted and eaten by
the Mohegans.";

(6) pp. 144-145 -- In one of the Pequot massaquers of 1637, not only was the Indian village set on fire,
those men, women, and children not fortunate enough to be burned to death were gunned down as they
tried to escape the flames. Captain Mason "gave full credit to God" for the slaughter, while Captain
Underhill claimed the Pequots had sinned against God and man, and thus, "We had sufficient light
from the word of God for our proceedings"!

(7) p. 148 -- Not content to take prisoners, the Puritans "exterminate[d] the remnant"; those they were
unable to capture themselves, they delegated the killing to civilians, requiring the heads of the targeted
Indians as evidence of their deaths (see also p. 149);

(8) p. 150 -- Pequots not slaughtered were taken captive and sold into slavery to friendly Indian tribes.

Some teach that one cannot know the motives of the Puritans nor judge their hearts. But the Puritan's own words
and actions are devastating to their claims of practicing Biblical Christianity. This we can judge (John 7:24). The
Bible is clear that one's actions are an indication of heart condition. It is difficult to imagine what could be going on
in the hearts of a professing Christian people that would drive them to murder other human beings, and then claim
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that God directed them to do it!

The actions of the Puritans toward the Indians are an excellent indication of how reconstructionist eschatology will
lead one into ungodly behavior -- one's eschatology will always affect one's worldview. The Puritans misguided
view of God's calling for them led them into a worldview alien to that of the apostle Paul's -- i.e., to be sojourners
and peacemakers.
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Notes on "Christian" America
(A Myth That Won't Die)

-  Marshalling an impressive array of census statistics, they [the authors] argue that, contrary to popular
misconception, religiosity was fairly weak in Colonial America. About 17% of the colonists belonged to churches.
If this proposition is true, then the oft-repeated claim that our forefathers were religious believers, is simply untrue.
Moreover, the claim that moral purity accompanied religious piety at the founding of this nation is a myth. Nor
were so-called traditional family values in dominance. For example, the authors cite data that one in three births
from 1761-1800 occurred within less than nine months of marriage, despite harsh laws against fornication. They
also say that the taverns in Boston were more jammed on Saturday night than the churches were on Sunday
morning. [The Church in America, 1776-1990: Winners and Losers in Our Religious Economy, by Roger Finke and
Rodney Stark (1992).]

-  The facts of history show that early America does not deserve to be considered uniquely, distinctly or even
predominantly Christian. There is no lost golden age to which American Christians may return. In addition, a
careful study of history will also show that evangelicals themselves were often partly to blame for the spread of
secularism in contemporary American life. ... We do not want to contend that Christian values have been absent
from American history. On the contrary, there has been much commendable Christian belief, practice, and
influence in the history of the United States and the colonies which formed the new country. Their presence, we
agree, justifies a picture of the United States as a singularly religious country. ... And we feel that its history is
liberally sprinkled with genuine Christian influences radiating from lives of exemplary belief. However, we still
wish to call into question the assumption that just because many Christians have done many Christian deeds in
America, the country enjoys simply a "Christian heritage." There are too many problems with this assumption. ...
One set of questions has to do with how much Christian action is required to make a whole society Christian.
Another way of stating the same issue is to pose it negatively -- how much evil can a society display before we
disqualify it as a Christian society? These kinds of questions are pertinent for all of early American history. (The
Search for Christian America, pp. 17-19.)

-  When we look at the Puritans of the 1600s, do we emphasize only their sincere desire to establish Christian
colonies, and their manifest desire to live by the rule of Scripture? Or do we focus rather on the stealing of Indian
lands, and their habit of displacing and murdering these Indians wherever it was convenient? Again, do we place
more emphasis on the Massachusetts Puritans' desire to worship God freely in the new world, or their persecution
(and, in four cases, execution) of Quakers who also wished to be free to worship God in Massachusetts? ... Do we
praise American patriots for wanting to be free of Parliaments restraints upon their freedom, or condemn them for
taking away freedom of speech and press from their opponents? Likewise, do we praise American patriots for their
defense of "natural law" and "unalienable right," or condemn them for failing to heed Paul's injunction in Romans
13 to honor their legitimate rulers? ... American patriots began to speak about the republican political principles of
the Revolution as if these had an almost saving power. Many Christian patriots regarded Americans who were loyal
to Great Britain or who wanted to stay out of the conflict as much more that just politically mistaken. They were
rather "accursed of God." Then in the early years of the United States, most Christian bodies took the basically
secular principles of the American Revolution as the guiding light for organizing churches, interpreting the Bible,
and expressing the Christian faith. (The Search for Christian America, pp. 19-20.)

-  The two most significant events in America during the 1700s were the Great Awakening and the American
Revolution. The first was a broad revival of Christianity that swept through different parts of the colonies from the
late 1720s to the early 1750s, with its most visible manifestations in the early 1740s. The second involved a War
for Independence in the 1770s and the creation of a vast new nation, the United States, after Americans defeated
the world's greatest military power of the day. ... The implication is sometimes drawn that if the American
Revolution was in fact grounded in the Great Awakening, then the Revolution must be considered as much a work
of God as the revival itself. ... Does such a view represent good history? And does it represent clear Christian
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thinking? Yes, definite connections do exist between the Awakening and the Revolution. But, no, these connections
provide neither a sufficient explanation for the Revolution, nor a satisfactory Christian evaluation of it. ... History
shows that the Great Awakening did not lead to permanent gains in the number of people either attending church or
formally becoming members. In the last years of the decade 1740-1750, the number of those joining church by
personal confession of faith actually declined to levels below those of the 1730s. The result was that the number of
people making profession of faith and joining churches for the entire period 1730-1750 amounted to just about the
same rate for the entire population as had been witnessed for the thirty or so years before 1730. Church members
never amounted to more than a third of the population of New England adults, and may never have been as high as
5 percent of adults in the southern colonies. ... We are forced to conclude that whatever kinds of connections
existed between the revival and the Revolution, it is not appropriate to consider them as two expressions of the
same spirit. ... Yet, Christians leaders spoke as if it were more important for fellow believers to make the proper
choice against Britain than it was to maintain spiritual unity around the gospel. It became common for believers
during the Revolution simply to equate loyalty to the new nation and loyalty to Christ. (The Search for Christian
America, pp. 48-63.)

-  Ethan Allen was one of the most prominent Deists in early America and an ardent opponent of the divinity of
Christ and the supernatural character of Scripture. ... George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin
Franklin were brilliant leaders -- all genuinely religious but not specifically Christian. Thomas Jefferson's views
are perhaps best known. As an old man he summarized the basic religious convictions of his entire life by affirming
that Jesus' doctrines "tend all to the happiness of man ..., that there is only one God ..., that there is a future state of
rewards and punishments, that to love God with all thy heart and thy neighbor as thyself, is the sum of religion."
For the rest -- the deity of Christ and his resurrection, the Trinity, the divine authority of Scripture -- these,
according to Jefferson, were the "deliria of crazy imaginations." Franklin saw Christ as primarily a moral teacher
and true religion as an expression of perfectible human nature. Washington's faith was also deeply moral and
profoundly humane, but not particularly Christian -- his religion was a social performance. "He seems never to
have taken communion; ... and he did not invariably go to church on Sundays." He attended his parish church only
about ten times a year in the decade before the Revolution. The God of the founding fathers was a benevolent deity,
... This God had made the world an orderly and understandable place. He had created mankind with great skill and
imbued him with nearly infinite potential. They were utterly convinced that human exertion and goodwill could
make America a nearly ideal place. They were not, in any traditional sense, Christian. They had found in God what
they most admired in men. ... They did incorporate into their politics many elements compatible with Christianity. It
should not be surprising that most of the founding fathers paid some attention to Scripture, for they lived at a time
when educated people in the Atlantic community had a broad knowledge of the Bible. ... Yet, John Adams spoke
of the Christian doctrine of the incarnation and of the deity of Christ, as "this awful blasphemy" which it was
necessary to get rid of. Thomas Jefferson, though willing to contribute money to Bible societies, could not accept
the canonical accounts of Jesus as the Son of God (he twice edited the New Testament in order to remove the
objectionable, unreasonable parts -- see next item). (The Search for Christian America, pp. 67-75)

-  Driven by a desire to select what he considered the most attractive and authentic material from the Gospels,
Thomas Jefferson pasted up 46 pages' worth of his favored passages. He took translations of the Bible from
several languages -- Greek, Latin, French and English (the King James Version) -- and arranged his selections in
parallel columns. (The English version has now been reissued as The Jefferson Bible: The Life and Morals of Jesus
of Nazareth. Appropriately, publisher Beacon Press is an arm of the Unitarian Universalist Association. Jefferson's
religious outlook fit the budding Unitarian movement of his day, although he never formally affiliated with it, but
did once say, "There is not a young man now living in the U.S. who will not die a Unitarian." That forecast was
obviously mistaken.) The Old Testament was of no interest to Jefferson, who regarded Jesus as a reformer of "the
depraved religion of his own country." He further repudiated the writings of the Apostle Paul, whom he considered
the "first corrupter of the doctrines of Jesus." He also eliminated much of the material from the four Gospels, whose
compilers he castigated as "groveling authors" with "feeble minds." Jefferson censored out any hints that Jesus was
God, or even had an unusual relationship with God, and all supernatural events. "No miracles, no metaphysics, no
mystery," summarizes one writer. All that's left are parables and aphorisms. "He made a Socrates out of Jesus."
Deciding what to keep was easy, Jefferson wrote John Adams, because it was "as distinguishable as diamonds in a
dunghill." What was left at the end was "the most sublime and benevolent code of morals which has ever been
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offered to man." Jefferson told another correspondent that the discards were "so much absurdity, so much untruth,
charlatanism and imposture," and wrote yet another that they reeked of "vulgar ignorance, of things impossible, of
superstitions, fanaticisms and fabrications." Jefferson did not employ technical study of ancient manuscripts nor
newly emerging theories from European liberals about literary sources that might underlie the biblical texts: He
simply picked what he liked. His anti-miracle mindset forced him to awkwardly chop some passages in half. In
Matthew 12, he included Jesus' assertion that it is lawful to heal on the Sabbath but eliminated the subsequent
healing (verse 13). In John 9, he retained Jesus' statement that a man's blindness was not punishment for sin but
dropped the actual cure of his handicap (verses 4-34). (Source: AP Story by Richard N. Ostling: "Founding Father
Jefferson radically rewrote Bible," 7/21/01, Bloomington Herald-Times.)

-  The founding fathers may have read the Bible, but explicit references to Scripture or Christian principles are
conspicuously absent in the political discussions of the nation's early history. Biblical texts do not appear in the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, or the new state charters. Moreover, conscious reference to Biblical
or Christian themes is also almost entirely absent from the places where it might be expected -- the pamphlet
literature advocating independence, the various stated debates over the Constitution, and the political disputes of the
1790s. In short, the political spokesmen who read the Bible in private rarely, if ever, betrayed that acquaintance
openly in public. ... The American Revolution was led by men who were not very religious: At best, the founding
fathers only passively believed in organized Christianity and at worst they scorned and ridiculed it. So long as
religion supported political harmony, few of them were all that concerned with what a person believed. Benjamin
Franklin, for instance, had no use for a particular evangelical clergyman because "he wanted to make persons good
Presbyterians rather than good citizens." (The Search for Christian America, pp. 81-107.)

-  David Barton, a staunch "Christian" America advocate, wrote the book America: To Pray or Not to Pray? In it
he quotes from the notes of the "James Madison Debates on the Federal Convention of 1787." Barton quotes a
speech by Ben Franklin out of the Madison Journal, requesting that the Convention turn to prayer. Barton cites only
part of the quote, then concludes that "Franklin's rebuff rearranged the priorities of the delegates -- they indeed did
stop to pray. They adjourned, and for almost three days they prayed, attended Church and listened to ministers
challenge and inspire them." As Christians, we love to hear that our founding fathers prayed. It sends warm fuzzy
feelings down our spine. But the fact is that the Journal he quoted said nothing to confirm his story. It is true that on
Thursday, June 28th, Franklin made the motion for the convention to turn to divine guidance. Barton wrote that
"those three days were the turning point in the success of their deliberations." But Madison writes in his Journal for
Friday, June 29th, that the Convention resumed Saturday, June 30th with all the delegates there, including Franklin.
They adjourned late Saturday and started Monday, July 2nd. When did the three days of prayer and church
attendance to "listen to the ministers" take place??

-  A letter written on March 9, 1790 by Ben Franklin to Ezra Stiles, a Congregational minister and president of
Yale College, responding to specific questions by Stiles regarding Franklin's "opinion concerning Jesus of
Nazareth" (written when sick at 85 years old -- Franklin died a few weeks later on 4/17/90):

"As to Jesus of Nazareth, my opinion of whom you particularly desire, I think the system of morals and
his religion, as he left them to us, the best the world ever saw or is likely to see; but I apprehend it has
received various corrupting changes, and I have, with most of the present dissenters in England some
doubts as to his [Jesus] divinity; though it is a question I do not dogmatize upon, having never studied
it, and think it needless to busy myself with it now, when I expect soon an opportunity of knowing the
truth with less trouble. I see no harm, however, in its being believed, if that belief has the good
consequence, as it probably has, of making his doctrines more respected and better observed; especially
as I do not perceive, that the Supreme take it amiss, by distinguishing the unbelievers in his government
of the world with any particular marks of his displeasure."

By Ben Franklin's own admission, Jesus had good ideas on morals. Like most Deists-Universalists, however,
Franklin thought Jesus was a good philosopher and a good man, but he had doubts as to His divinity. Franklin had
been religiously educated as a Presbyterian, but could not embrace the doctrines such as the eternal decrees of God,
election, reprobation, etc. Was Franklin a follower of Christ? Barton often uses this quote by Ben Franklin: "He
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who shall introduce into public affairs the principles of primitive Christianity will change the face of the world."
Philosopher Franklin had practical wisdom, but apparently Franklin did not believe in original sin or the need for
Christ's atonement. Franklin artfully dodged Ezra Stile's question of Christ's divinity, choosing to dismiss the
concept on the grounds that the corruption that 'his religion' had acquired somehow made the question irrelevant.
How could he have been a Christian when he was not sure of the Deity of Christ or of the atonement by His blood?

-  Ben Franklin the anti-Semite: in an address before the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in 1787 -- "In
whatever country Jews have settled in any great numbers, they have lowered its moral tone, depreciated its
commercial integrity, have segregated themselves and have not been assimilated, have sneered at and tried to
undermine the Christian religion, have built up a state within a state, and have, when opposed, tried to strangle that
country to death financially. If you do not exclude them from the United States in the Constitution, in less than 200
years they will have swarmed in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land and change our
form of government. If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the
fields to furnish the substance while they will be in the counting house rubbing their hands. I warn you, gentlemen,
if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves. Jews, gentlemen, are
Asiatics; they will never be otherwise."

-  Christian America advocates want us to believe that Supreme Court Justice David Josiah Brewer declared this a
Christian nation over 100 years ago. And on its face, this appears to be the case -- Supreme Court decision, Church
of the Holy Trinity v. United States, 143 U.S., 457, 471, (1892) -- "Our laws and our institutions must necessarily
be based upon and embody the teachings of the Redeemer of mankind (the Lord Jesus Christ). It is impossible that
it should be otherwise: and in this sense and to this extent our civilization and our institutions are emphatically
Christian ... this is a Christian people. This is historically true. From the discovery of this continent to the present
hour, there is a single voice making this affirmation ... we find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth ...
these, and many other matters which might be noticed, add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of
organic utterances that this is a Christian nation."

But Justice Brewer later wrote a 98-page booklet explaining his views in greater detail. He wrote: "But in what
sense can (the United States) be called a Christian nation?" asked Brewer. "Not in the sense that Christianity is the
established religion or the people are compelled in any manner to support it. On the contrary, the Constitution
specifically provides that 'Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.' Neither is it Christian in the sense that all its citizens are either in fact or in name Christians. On
the contrary, all religions have free scope within its borders. Numbers of our people profess other religions, and
many reject all." Continues Brewer, "Nor is it Christian in the sense that a profession of Christianity is a condition
of holding office or otherwise engaging in public service, or essential to recognition either politically or socially. In
fact, the government as a legal organization is independent of all religions."

And when referring to a New York supreme court case he wrote: "Christianity is not the legal religion of the State,
as established by law. If it were, it would be a civil or political institution, which it is not; but this is not
inconsistent with the idea that it is in fact, and ever has been, the religion of the people." This means beyond
question, Brewer said that there was to be NO official legal Christian State Church established by law.

-  Few Americans know that Thomas Jefferson wrote, in a letter to John Adams (April 11, 1823) -- "The day will
come when the mystical generation of Jesus, by the supreme being as his father in the womb of a virgin, will be
classed with the fable of the generation of Minerva in the brain of Jupiter." Or know that Jefferson wrote many
sneers at "priestcraft" -- that he was denounced as a "howling atheist" -- and that his famous vow of "eternal
hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man," which is engraved in his memorial in Washington,
D.C., was written of the clergy. Or know that Thomas Paine wrote in The Age of Reason (1794) -- "All national
institutions of churches whether Jewish, Christian or Turkish, appear to me no other than human inventions, set up
to terrify and enslave mankind, and monopolize power and profit. ... My own mind is my own church." Abraham
Lincoln never joined a church, and once wrote a skeptical treatise, which friends burned in a stove, to save him
from wrecking his political career.

-  In 1863, the National Reform Association, a coalition of people from 11 Protestant denominations, sought to
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"secure such an amendment to the Constitution of the United States as will declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus
Christ and its acceptance of the moral laws of the Christian religion, and so indicate that this a Christian nation." A
year later, the groups petitioned Congress to amend the preamble of the Constitution so that it would read: "We, the
people of the United States, humbly acknowledging Almighty God as the source of all authority and power in civil
government, the Lord Jesus Christ as the Ruler among the nations, His revealed will as the supreme law of the
land, in order to constitute a Christian government, and in order to form a more perfect union." The amendment
was finally rejected in 1874, but similar resolutions have been introduced as recently as 1965. (11/20/92, Religious
News Service)

-  Freemasonry was a huge influence at the time of America's founding. Paul Revere, Thomas Jefferson, George
Washington, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and many others were Masons. (After Washington's presidency, he
went on to become the Worshipful Master of a Masonic lodge in the state of Virginia.) America's Great Seal of the
United States was designed by "illuminated Masons" and adopted by Congress in 1782. With the blessings of
Thomas Jefferson, the Great Seal dedicated to America as the nation that would bring forth the "New Order of the
Ages." The U.S. one dollar bill sports the Great Seal. On the Front of the seal, the Latin phrase above the eagle, "E
Pluribus Unum," means "giving order to chaos by uniting many into one." This is the message of Genesis about the
first Tower of Babel, the roots of Babylon, where the many attempted to declare their independence from God and
unite into one "lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth" (Gen. 11:4). The back of the seal,
surrounding the occultic pyramid, reads "Coeptis" and "Novus Ordo Seclorum." Read together, these mean
"announcing the birth, creation, or arrival" of the "New Secular Order." The Roman numerals at the bottom of the
pyramid represent the year 1776 as the birth of the nation that was to bring forth the New Order of the Ages. At
America's birth, this country was sealed with the Seal of Babylon, not the seal of Christ as many would like us to
believe. (Concerned Christians, Jan./Feb. 1990)
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American Patriotism
What is the Christian's Duty?*

During the 1991 war in the Persian Gulf, and the period leading up to it, a controversy of no small proportions
arose among Christians -- a controversy that actually split the brethren over the issue of patriotism. The accusations
of treason and being un-American lodged against those who opposed the war in the Persian Gulf, exposed as
nothing short of idolatry the blind patriotism dearly clung to by many professing Christians.

Treason means to involve oneself in subversive activities to the detriment of one's country with the purpose of
benefitting another country or political entity. By this definition, a mere difference of opinion about government
policy, or refusal to support the government in its agenda for war, does not make one a traitor or un-American.
This is a mentality suited to totalitarian governments wherein one is considered a traitor for his opposition to the
state regardless of how contrary to the interests of the citizenry the policies of the state may be.

Christians should probably not break fellowship over the policies of national governments. Nevertheless, while
going to war over the Persian Gulf may certainly have been viewed by many as a matter of national duty, we are
convinced it cannot be Biblically viewed as a matter of our Christian duty. To equate loyalty to any political or
military agenda as required service to God makes an idol of that agenda and the nation that holds it.

Whatever one chooses to do or think regarding a Christian's duty "to fight for his country," he must be led by the
Spirit of God. Of all areas in life that we should seek God's leading, it must be whether we should join an
organization led by unregenerate men that would require us to kill others. To enter into killing others on the
basis of trust of men in government is to play very loosely with our freedom in Christ.

When we become impassioned over the world's conflicts to the point where we are willing to kill others or to die
merely upon the orders of government, we have lost sight of our Lord's calling upon our lives. And, more
importantly, we've lost sight of His ability to control the destinies of nations without our involvement or
interference.

In the face of the world's conflicts, we rightly discern that the destruction wreaked by a tyrant is evil; but we fail to
perceive that the destruction may be God's will in order to work out His sovereign purposes. We do not fully
understand God's plan in worldly conflicts. In some cases, He may want a tyrant to succeed. And we may find
ourselves fighting against God's purpose.

If this sounds incredible to our carnal minds, let us remember how God destroyed nations for the benefit of Israel,
then destroyed Israel for its failure to live in obedience to Him. Let us consider especially His stern warning to
Israel to submit to Nebuchadnezzar, the pagan king of Babylon (Jer. 27).

Many of today's Christians would have rallied to Israel's defense and said that God's prophets who instructed Israel
to submit to Nebuchadnezzar were false prophets. After all, "Would God send His people into captivity under
paganism, especially knowing that they would be serving pagan gods?"

Failing to understand this vital principle of God's sovereignty in the affairs of the nations, many Christians assume
without question that the nation which confronts the tyrant with military force is acting with just cause -- yea, even
with God's blessing! After all, its side in the conflict is "good." They assume that patriotism requires that they take
up arms to kill in order to defend a country's "way of life" or to preserve its so-called "God-given liberties."

But true patriotism is love of the people, not love of the governmental system. Whether democratic, dictatorship,
communist, monarchy, or any other form, governments exist for their own benefit. This world system is under the
direction of Satan. Within the world system there is little room for honor or for truth for truth's sake. Governments
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do not look out for the welfare of the people; they look out for their own welfare.

Love for the people compels us to minister God's grace through the preaching of the Gospel. Until we have
demonstrated that love to the people, we hardly have cause to kill or die for the government. How many Christians
are willing to die for their country, while refusing to die to self for their God?

Blind patriotism is idolatry. While our responsibility is greater to the nation in which we live, that responsibility, for
the Christian, must be viewed in light of our greater responsibility to the Kingdom of God. Is not the Christian's
duty at least as important to the brethren in other nations as it is to our brethren in the nation in which we live? And
shouldn't that duty help us define our duty to the nation?

Yet the idolatrous message of blind patriotism has been the message from many pulpits in time of war. Christians
go to war against Christians because their governments tell them to do so. The 1991 Gulf War was an exception
only to the extent that we went to war against one Moslem dictatorship in order to defend two other Moslem slave-
holding states. Our chaplains could not even wear crosses, and Bibles could not be mailed to our servicemen.
American pilots bombed churches out of existence, but not the mosques. Yet we were told that it was our Christian
duty to stand in support of this war.

"But," it is argued, "we cannot sit idly by. We must do what we can to stop tyrants." While it is natural to think this
way, Christians must be spiritually-minded. Natural-mindedness essentially questions God's ability to act
sovereignly without our help. But can any tyrant go any further than God allows him to go? The obvious answer is
no. Can anyone stop the tyrant from going as far as God allows him to go? Again, the answer is no. No tyrant (and
this includes Saddam Hussein) can deviate one iota from God's sovereign plan.

The Christian's greatest weapon is prayer. Scripture commands us to pray for our leaders. We are also to abide by
the laws of the nation, to pay our taxes, and not to speak evil of dignitaries. This does not mean we cannot expose
ungodliness, or refuse to obey laws that conflict with God's laws. Nor does it mean we must kill others or die for
the government. God will use the ungodly to stop the ungodly. He doesn't need our interference. The
Christian's involvement won't mean one iota of difference to the outcome of any conflict. So why should God's
people presume to take up arms and suggest that they must be God's instrument of judgment -- especially in view
of government's selective indignation for geo-political purposes?

Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world; if it were of this world, then would my servants fight." Yet Christians
think that, in order to serve God, we must be willing to die or to kill for earthly governments. Is this not a cult
mentality? The Christian must ask himself, "Would the Holy Spirit lead me to kill another person? And, if so,
under what circumstances?"

Scripture tells us the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance (Gal. 5:22-23) -- attributes the natural mind classifies as relevant to wimps. The works of the flesh
include hatred, wrath, and strife (Gal. 5:20) -- attributes stirred by a spirit of warfare. If we are led by the Spirit of
God, we will exhibit His fruit in our lives.

To follow after the dictates of government because of perceived righteousness, and not the leading of the Holy
Spirit, demonstrates lack of trust in God's Word. Is it not peculiar that when a child wants to do what his friends are
doing, and which adults perceive as wrong, the adults counter with the argument, "If your friends jumped off a
bridge would you jump too?" Yet those same adults follow like lemmings the commands of unregenerate men
whom they wouldn't even call friends.

The point is this: we must objectively weigh every command of authority against God's Word and against our
conscience. But patriotism, peer pressure, indignation against tyrants, perception of "just" causes -- none of these
take precedence over the leading of the Holy Spirit and God's Word for the Christian's decisions. The only truly
valid consideration is God's will as clearly set forth in His Word and through one's conscience as he matures in the
Faith.
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Yes, there will be a price to pay for those who, in good conscience, refuse to be sent as lambs to the slaughter.
Some will say that those who refuse to fight will hurt their testimony, and will be looked upon as cowards. But
cowardice does not always seek escape from death or dismemberment. Sometimes cowardice can be found in those
who, in spite of their convictions, allow themselves to be herded like cattle to the slaughter rather than face the
taunts of others who live in ignorance. To stand on patriotism alone blinds one to the will of God.

The United States seems prepared to continue to provide the economic and military impetus to the globalist' agenda
-- the New World Order. During and after the 1991 Gulf War, President Bush spoke incessantly of a New World
Order. It appears as if we will continue to expend ourselves in waging war or threatening war until all nations
comply with this agenda. We no longer fight for sovereign kings and for the defense of our nation's soil, but instead
strive for this New World Order, which the Bible tells us will eventually culminate in the unification of mankind in
opposition to Jesus Christ when He returns.

The purpose in pointing out these things is to warn the brethren not to get involved in the globalists' agenda through
the world's disputes lest they suffer undue consequences. What is the role of the follower of Christ in the midst of
this heady geo-political agenda? Is it not clear -- as we look at the teachings of Jesus and the apostles -- that we are
not to take sides in the world's disputes? We are but strangers and pilgrims here. Our citizenship is in heaven. Let
heaven be the focus of our "patriotic fervor."

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from two articles that appeared in Media Spotlight ("Patriotism:
What is the Christian's Duty?," Vol. 12 - No. 1, pp. 6-7; and "The Gulf Crisis," 2/91 Special Report, p. 6), both by
Albert James Dager.
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"Christian" Activism?*
Increasing numbers of professing Christians are engaging in social and political "activism" for the astonishing
purpose of attempting to coerce an ungodly society into adopting Christian standards of conduct. "After all," they
say, "in this way we can begin to reclaim our Christian nation."

"Operation Rescue" is one example. Its founder, Randall Terry, explains that its purpose is to create social upheaval
and thereby pressure government into changing the abortion laws. A typical brochure declares: "Rescues help
produce the social tension necessary for political change ... whether for good or bad, political change comes after
groups of Americans bring enough tension to the nation and pressure on politicians that the laws are changed."

No matter how commendable the goal of such tactics, there is not one example in the entire Bible of political or
social "activism" ever being advocated or used by God's people. That fact must weigh heavily upon any
consideration of this important topic. There are numerous cases of civil disobedience in Scripture, but it was never
engaged in for the purpose of forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.

The Hebrew midwives, for example, disobeyed Pharaoh's edict and spared the lives of the male babies, even lying
to cover up their "rescue operation." God was so pleased that their names, Shiphrah and Puah, have been preserved
for us (Exo. 1:15-22). This was, however, a matter of individual conscience before God, not an organized attempt
to pressure the pagan Egyptians by mass demonstrations into adopting Israel's God-given morals.

There are no Biblical examples to support today's "Christian activism." Christ "suffered for us, leaving us an
example that we should follow his steps" (1 Pe. 2:21). He sternly and repeatedly rebuked Israel's false religious
leaders, yet He never spoke out -- not even once -- against the injustices of Roman civil authority! Nor did He
advocate, organize, or engage in any public protests to pressure Rome into changing its corrupt system, or the
society of His day its evil ways. He submitted to unjust authorities as Romans 13 tells us we should do today:
"Who, when he was reviled, reviled not again; when he suffered, he threatened not; but committed himself to Him
that judgeth righteously" (1 Pe. 2:21-25). No "activism" here! So it was with the apostles and the early churches.

If "Christian activism" is God's will, Paul would have been the first to pursue it fearlessly at whatever cost. Yet
Romans 13 tells us to obey rulers, and 1 Timothy 2:1-4 to pray for them -- not to attempt to change them by
coercion. It is not only foolish but counter-productive to attempt to persuade the unsaved to live like Christians.
They can't do it -- and if they could it would only blind them the more to their sin and need of a Savior.

"Christian activism" involves today the well-meaning but foolish attempt to force "Christian principles" upon a
godless society through more effective lobbying, larger demonstrations, and greater "social upheaval" than the
homosexuals, abortionists, or pornographers can produce. But rather than pressure the ungodly to live like saints,
we must win them to Christ that they might live wholly for God. As Christians, our personal lives must also be
lived in obedience to God even if that brings us into conflict with civil laws. In addition to avoiding idolatry and
immorality, Christians must preach the gospel to everyone everywhere, regardless of government edicts to the
contrary.

There is a danger of being so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that one forgets that the soul must be
placed before the body. The Great Commission does not involve exerting a Christian influence upon society. We
are not to "change society," but to "convert individuals." There is much talk today about "changing the world for
Christ." In fact, there is no Biblical teaching or example to support that popular slogan. Rather than persuading
sinners to live like saints, we must call them to "repentance toward God and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts
20:21).

Significant changes in society have been effected by preaching and example. Unfortunately, changes such as the
abolition of slavery and the enactment of child labor laws, while improvements to be thankful for, have not made
society any more godly. Nor is it any more likely under these better conditions that a higher percentage of mankind
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will end up in heaven than before. Even if such changes could be construed as "worth working for," many who call
themselves Christians have become so absorbed in good causes that they have lost their fervor for saving souls.
They have ended up joining forces with non-Christians who also espouse "traditional values," and promoting a
compromised "social gospel" that cannot save.

We must denounce sin, call for repentance, and preach the gospel in convicting power. Yes, Christians should call
for repentance from homosexuality, child abuse, pornography, and abortion, but we should primarily be calling for
repentance for rebellion against God and rejection of Christ. Rather than indicting churches for their lack of "social
concern," they should be held accountable for heresies and failure to preach the truth. We must denounce the
destructive false teachings that abound, particularly psychology, which is the major vehicle of so much of this evil,
and root it out of our churches, seminaries, Bible colleges, and universities. It is hypocritical for a church to protest
the world's sins while tolerating and honoring those who preach a false gospel and are the enemies of the cross of
Christ.

Instead of protests, we need prophets who call the world to repentance: Enochs who walk with God and warn of
judgment (Jude 14-15); Noahs, "A preacher of righteousness" (2 Pe. 2:5), who warned of judgment to come and
built an ark for escape. What if he had tried instead to reform society?!

We need Daniels: "Mene, Mene. Tekel. Upharsin." (Dan. 5:24-28) -- the handwriting is on the wall America!
You've been weighed in the balance and found wanting! Murdered babies, the abomination of homosexuality, and
society's flippant, deliberate rebellion against God arouses His anger! We need Isaiahs and Jeremiahs, who had
never heard of making a "positive confession" or of the "power of positive or possibility thinking," but preached
truth!

Today we are also seeing more and more professing Christians who want to become part of the ruling class -- they
run for political office so they can then "influence government for Christ." They use the Old Testament examples of
Joseph, Nehemiah, and Daniel, all of whom were placed by God in prominent positions in civil government, as
justification for political activism today. But what they fail to recognize is that Joseph, Nehemiah, and Daniel did
not run for elective political office, but were given offices either reserved or created for trustworthy slaves.
Moreover, it is not the calling of God's people in this dispensation to get involved in the political process nor the
functions of civil government. We have a higher calling; our citizenship is in heaven (Phil. 3:20). We are strangers
and pilgrims (1 Pe. 2:11), sojourners, not settlers (1 Pe. 1:17).

"Christian activism" is not Christian, and represents a detour from the straight path churches are to walk before the
world. It can confuse the real issues, lead to compromise and unholy alliances, and divert time and effort that would
better be used in proclaiming the Gospel of repentance of sin unto salvation. Weigh the demands upon your time
and set priorities. Be fully engaged in rescuing souls for eternity.

* Adapted in part from an article published in The Berean Call.
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What The Bible Says About
[Editorial Comments Bracketed in Bold]

"Christian" Activism/"Just" Wars or Passive Resistance?

Rom 13:1-5 -- Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that
which God has established. [God has established these powers, but God is still above these powers; therefore,
rather than merely obeying the powers without question, thereby assuming that we are obeying God in the
process, everything must be tested against Biblical commands concerning good and evil.] The authorities that
exist have been established by God. Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what
God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers hold no terror for those who
do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is
right and he will commend you. For he is God's servant to do you good. [The fundamental sense of organized
government is to promote good and punish evil. For this reason, believers ought to obey rulers where rulers
are actually performing the function for which they were ordained of God. Paul is therefore certainly not
arguing that Christian's should do evil simply because it was commanded by government. We cannot disobey
a divine law ("thou shall not murder") in order to obey a contrary law by the government ("thou shall go to
war and kill for the state").] But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. He is
God's servant, an agent of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the
authorities, not only because of possible punishment but also because of conscience. [It is not within the provision
of human government to compel the doing of evil, but only good. Thereby, whenever the government calls
for activities that believers are forbidden by divine authority to perform, then they must bow to the higher
divine power (but be willing to suffer the consequences for their disobedience of governmental edicts).] 

John 19:10,11a -- "Do you refuse to speak to me?" Pilate said. "Don't you realize I have power either to free you
or to crucify you?" Jesus answered, "You would have no power over Me if it were not given to you from above.

Acts 4:17-20 -- But to stop this thing from spreading any further among the people, we must warn these men to
speak no longer to anyone in this name." Then they called them in again and commanded them not to speak or
teach at all in the name of Jesus. But Peter and John replied, "Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God's sight
to obey you rather than God. For we cannot help speaking about what we have seen and heard."

Acts 5:29 -- Peter and the other apostles replied: "We must obey God rather than men!"

1 Pet 2:13-17 -- Submit yourselves for the Lord's sake to every authority instituted among men: whether to the
king, as the supreme authority, or to governors, who are sent by him to punish those who do wrong and to
commend those who do right. For it is God's will that by doing good you should silence the ignorant talk of foolish
men. Live as free men, but do not use your freedom as a cover-up for evil; live as servants of God. Show proper
respect to everyone: Love the brotherhood of believers, fear God, honor the king. [But no command for
"activism" to coerce or influence the government to do good.] 

Titus 3:1,2 -- Remind the people to be subject to rulers and authorities, to be obedient, to be ready to do whatever
is good, to slander no one, to be peaceable and considerate, and to show true humility toward all men. [But, again,
no command for "activism" to coerce or influence the government to do good.]

Jer 29:4,7 -- This is what the LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, says to all those I carried into exile from
Jerusalem to Babylon: ... Also, seek the peace and prosperity of the city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray
to the LORD for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper." [Our "activism" is to be active prayer for the
peace and prosperity of our cities, not joining the city's rulers in government in order to influence the
leaders to do good.] 
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1 Tim 2:1-4 -- I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for everyone-
-for kings and all those in authority, [not social action to change the system or to overthrow the government,
but prayer for a peaceful environment in which we may continue with the ministry in accordance with the
Word of God, and thereby, bring the Good News (the Gospel of Jesus Christ) to others] that we may live
peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God our Savior, who wants all men
to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth. 

1 Pet 2:21-23 -- To this you were called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should
follow in his steps. "He committed no sin, and no deceit was found in His mouth." When they hurled their insults at
Him, He did not retaliate; when He suffered, He made no threats. Instead, He entrusted Himself to Him Who judges
justly. [No "activism" here, just humility and trust of God.]

Psa 118:8,9 -- It is better to take refuge in the LORD than to trust in man. It is better to take refuge in the LORD
than to trust in princes.

1 Tim 6:1,2 -- All who are under the yoke of slavery should consider their masters worthy of full respect, so that
God's name and our teaching may not be slandered. [Show respect to authorities so that God's truth is not
slandered, not civil disobedience to force the ungodly to live like the godly.] Those who have believing masters
are not to show less respect for them because they are brothers. Instead, they are to serve them even better, because
those who benefit from their service are believers, and dear to them. These are the things you are to teach and urge
on them.

Eph 6:5-8,12,13 -- Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of heart, just as you
would obey Christ. Obey them not only to win their favor when their eye is on you, but like slaves of Christ, doing
the will of God from your heart. Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the Lord, not men, because you
know that the Lord will reward everyone for whatever good he does, whether he is slave or free. ... For our struggle
is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God [resistance
through God's spiritual armor, not fleshly attack], so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand
your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. [The whole doctrine of separation is designed to set
the Christian against the evils of this world, which resistance is moral and spiritual, but not physical.]

1 Cor 7:17,20,24 ... Nevertheless, each one should retain the place in life that the Lord assigned to him and to
which God has called him. This is the rule I lay down in all the churches ... Each one should remain in the situation
which he was in when God called him. ... Brothers, each man, as responsible to God, should remain in the situation
God called him to. [Where is the command to change the world to improve our situations?]

2 Tim 2:3,4 -- Endure hardship with us like a good soldier of Christ Jesus. No one serving as a soldier gets
involved in civilian affairs--he wants to please his commanding officer. [Disengage yourself from worldly things,
and commit yourselves to doing the will of the Commander; that means no participation in the world's
wars.]

Rom 12:17-21; 13:8 -- Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of everybody.
If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. [Trying to impose godly standards on
the ungodly will not be peaceful.] Do not take revenge, my friends, but leave room for God's wrath, for it is
written: "It is mine to avenge; I will repay," says the Lord. On the contrary: "If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if
he is thirsty, give him something to drink. In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head." Do not be
overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good. ... Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to
love one another, for he who loves his fellowman has fulfilled the law.

Mat 5:43-45a -- "You have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love
your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in heaven. [No command
to force your enemies to accept Biblical principles.]
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Acts 20:21 -- I have declared to both Jews and Greeks that they must turn to God in repentance and have faith in
our Lord Jesus. [Evangelize the ungodly, not "Christianize" them.]

John 18:36 -- Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, My servants would fight to prevent my
arrest by the Jews. But now my kingdom is from another place." [The Kingdom of Christ is not of this world,
but is a spiritual kingdom, and therefore, the subjects of this spiritual kingdom should not employ force to
advance the cause of God. Logically then, if Christians can't use physical force even to advance spiritual,
godly interests, would it not also be wrong to join the world in the use of physical force to achieve its
temporal interests?]

2 Cor 10:3,4 -- For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The weapons we fight with
are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. [Spiritual
weapons (e.g., prayer) is what demolishes strongholds, not physical force.]

Mat 17:24-27 -- After Jesus and his disciples arrived in Capernaum, the collectors of the two-drachma tax came to
Peter and asked, "Doesn't your teacher pay the temple tax ?" "Yes, He does," he replied. When Peter came into the
house, Jesus was the first to speak. "What do you think, Simon?" He asked. "From whom do the kings of the earth
collect duty and taxes--from their own sons or from others?" "From others," Peter answered. "Then the sons are
exempt," Jesus said to him. "But so that we may not offend them, go to the lake and throw out your line. Take the
first fish you catch; open its mouth and you will find a four-drachma coin. Take it and give it to them for my tax
and yours."

Luke 6:27-29 -- "But I tell you who hear Me: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who
curse you, pray for those who mistreat you. If someone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the other also. If
someone takes your cloak, do not stop him from taking your tunic. [Passive resistance, not "just" war.]

Mat 5:38-41,43-48 -- You have heard that it was said, 'Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.' But I tell you, Do not
resist an evil person. If someone strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if someone wants to
sue you and take your tunic, let him have your cloak as well. If someone forces you to go one mile, go with him
two miles. [Under the Law, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth;" under Grace, passive resistance. It is
the same as saying that there is no time or place during the sojourn of the believer in the world when he is
not charged with the responsibility of being non-resistant when physical force is the means employed to gain
the end.] ... "You have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in heaven. He causes His sun
to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love those who love
you, what reward will you get? Are not even the tax collectors doing that? And if you greet only your brothers,
what are you doing more than others? Do not even pagans do that? Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is
perfect.

Mat 26:50-52 -- Jesus replied, "Friend, do what you came for." Then the men stepped forward, seized Jesus and
arrested Him. With that, one of Jesus' companions reached for his sword, drew it out and struck the servant of the
high priest, cutting off his ear. "Put your sword back in its place," Jesus said to him, "for all who draw the sword
will die by the sword. [No command for "just" force here.]

Mat 10:18 -- On my account you will be brought before governors and kings as witnesses to them and to the
Gentiles. [When called to account by authorities, we are to be a witness of our faith, not an agent for social
change.]

John 15:18,19 -- "If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated Me first. ... If you belonged to the world, it
would love you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is
why the world hates you. [The world will always hate true Christians; if a Christian "serves" in the
government, guess who is compromising to maintain the peace?]
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Phil 3:18-20 -- For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as enemies of the
cross of Christ. Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind
is on earthly things. But our citizenship is in heaven. [Note: Not on earth as a citizen of America or any other
earthly kingdom; our citizenship is in heaven, and that is where our obligations are, our responsibilities
center, and our privileges are derived from. A citizen of heaven will live a different kind of lifestyle than a
citizen of earth.] And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ,

Phil 1:27 -- Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. [Our conduct on
this earth should be a direct reflection of our citizenship obligations, allegiances, and responsibilities. Any
other citizenship focus than a heavenly one will be inappropriate for guiding godly behavior.] Then, whether I
come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand firm in one spirit, contending
as one man for the faith of the gospel.

Eph 2:19 -- Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with God's people and
members of God's household, [To say that God wants us to function as "good citizens of our country;" i.e., to
vote, to hold public office, to serve in its military, etc., is totally foreign to what God says concerning the
rightful focus of our allegiances. The "country" we represent is not America, but the "country" of heaven.]

1 John 2:6 -- Whoever claims to live in Him must walk as Jesus did. [When did Jesus ever walk in the
"activism" mode?]

Luke 9:53-56 -- but the people there did not welcome Him, because He was heading for Jerusalem. When the
disciples James and John saw this, they asked, "Lord, do you want us to call fire down from heaven to destroy
them?" But Jesus turned and rebuked them and they went to another village ["Activism" is rebuked by Jesus, not
encouraged. If the Christian carries on that purpose, he cannot possibly take the lives of men physically,
thereby taking from them the possibility of hearing and believing on the Word of Christ.]

Gal 5:22 -- But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, [Since the fruit
of the Spirit includes peace, which thereby makes believers peace-makers, it would be impossible to, at the
same time, bear arms.]

James 4:1 -- What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don't they come from your desires that battle within
you?

Rom 8:3,4 -- For what the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened by the sinful nature, God did by
sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful man to be a sin offering. And so He condemned sin in sinful man, in
order that the righteous requirements of the law might be fully met in us, who do not live according to the sinful
nature but according to the Spirit.

John 12:25; Mark 8:35 -- The man who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world
will keep it for eternal life. ... For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and
for the gospel will save it. [This principle of Christ is one which rises above the principles of men, and it is in
operation today. The sense of this passage is ultimately spiritual, but the outcome turns on the attitude one
takes toward his life in this world and the methods he uses to save that life. If his life in this world is more
important than life with Christ, then he is of this world and will employ the methods of this world to save it,
though he will ultimately lose both physically and spiritually. But if he is willing to lose his life in this world
for the sake of Christ and the Gospel, he will use the methods of Christ. This may mean that he loses his life
physically, but he will save it ultimately both physically and spiritually.]

[Many Christians hold occupations that violate the higher calling of the New Covenant. Some of these
occupations include serving in the military and going to war. We are to love our enemies and turn the other
cheek and not return evil for evil. First, in order to join the military or serve in civilian law enforcement one
must violate what Jesus and James said about swearing oaths. This also applies to being sworn into a
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political office. We are pilgrims and strangers; our citizenship is in heaven; we are in the world but not of
the world. Our task is to make disciples and call them to be separate and holy unto Christ.]

Working Out Some "Problems" with the Doctrine of Non-Resistance:

(Excerpted and/or adapted from All Things Whatsoever I have Commanded You, by Herman A. Hoyt (July, 1948);
Chapter VII: "The Practice of Non-Resistance in War and Peace"; pp. 96-107.)

It is inevitable that these problems should arise in connection with this doctrine, just as they do in connection with
every other doctrine of the Scriptures. And while these problems may seem to be insuperable, it is satisfying to
know that they only seem that way. Where sufficient knowledge of the Scriptures is available and a proper system
of interpreting the Word is followed, these problems disappear instantly.

(a) The Practice of Israel: Since the Old Testament is replete with information concerning the wars of Israel, and
these same wars were authorized and commanded by God, it is difficult for the Christian to reconcile this with the
command to resist not him that is evil by the use of physical force. However, there are at least three things which
answer this objection.

First. Israel was a nation of this world, while the Church is a spiritual nation not of this world. Israel was a nation
just like any other nation on the face of the earth, with the exception that God had chosen them for His own. The
people had distinct physical characteristics which differentiated them from all other people. They spoke a distinct
language which set them apart from others. They lived in a particular location on the face of the earth. There were
boundaries to their possessions. They maintained a government, with a capital city, a throne, a king, a royal family.
And to maintain this nation in the land, God permitted the use of force for this was the only argument that would be
understood by the unregenerate peoples of earth. But the Church is not such a nation. Peter calls it "an holy nation"
which has been "called ... out of darkness into his marvelous light" (I Pet. 2:9). The characteristics of this people are
spiritual, its language is that of every nation, there is no specific geographical location, no boundaries to maintain,
and no capital city, regal throne, king, or family, except heaven and Christ. Christians are pilgrims and sojourners in
this world and therefore they do not possess any physical property in perpetuity, and their spiritual possessions
cannot be taken away by any kind or show of physical force.

Second, Israel was not a regenerated people, while the true Church is made up of regenerated people. "For what the
law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and
for sin, condemned sin in the flesh: that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the Spirit" (Rom. 8:3, 4). Israel could not perform the righteousness of the law even though the
external pressure of the law was brought to bear upon them, for they walked after the flesh. But Christians who are
called upon to follow a much higher standard than the Old Testament law, especially in the case of non-resistance,
have been regenerated and thus equipped for the task. Even believers find this difficult to do. Certainly Israel would
have failed in keeping the higher standard when she failed so miserably in keeping the lower. In this holy nation,
the Church, it was the purpose of the Lord that believers should display in the world the virtues of Christ which had
been communicated to them in the new birth (I Pet. 2:9). By carefully relating the command for non-resistance to
the context, it will be seen that this command was delivered to the "blessed," which word means "born again"
(Matt. 5:3, 38, 39), which was not true of Israel.

Third, Israel was a nation operating as such during the dispensation of the law, while the Church is a spiritual
nation living during the dispensation of grace. It is true that this reason may be cited at times when it does not bear
on the point. But in this case, Christ Himself points to the past and the law which operated then, and then with
sovereign authority changes the law for His Church. "Ye have heard that it was said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth" (Matt. 5:38 RV). This is taken from the Old Testament law and the principle was in operation during
the dispensation of the law. "But I say unto you Resist not him that is evil: but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right
cheek, turn to him the other also" (Matt. 5:39 RV). This is the change made by Christ for His people during the
dispensation of grace. For this change no charge can be brought against Christ. He was the One who gave the Old
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Testament law, and He has the right to change it when He deems it right and proper. In this case the Old Testament
law has served its purpose, and a new principle is adopted with the ushering in of the new administration for the
people of God.

(b) The Proclamations of Christ: Upon two different occasions Christ made statements which might seem to
contradict His command on non-resistance. However. these verses when examined in the light of their context fall
easily into line with the general teaching of Christ on the use of physical force.

Matthew 10:34. 'Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace. but a sword." The
context makes it quite clear that Christ is merely using graphic language to describe the spiritual division which He
in His own person will produce every place in the world. Some will believe in Him and that will set them at
variance with those who do not believe. No person in all the world has produced more division than Christ, and so
sharply has been the division that He describes it under the figure of the sword. But this is not the sword employed
in physical force, as the verses preceding and following this declaration will attest (Matt. 10:25-42).

Luke 22:35-38. "And he said unto them, When I sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes, lacked ye any thing?
And they said, Nothing. Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his
scrip: and he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one" (35, 36). Some take this quite literally to
mean that Jesus was authorizing the use of force in the light of the fact that He was being taken from them by the
wicked hands of those who later slew Him (37). The disciples, too, took Him quite literally, "And they said, Lord,
behold, here are two swords. And he said unto them, It is enough" (38). Later, on the same occasion, when the
vicious crowd had gathered to take Jesus, and Judas had betrayed His identity to the enemy, "When they which
were about him saw what would follow, they said unto him, Lord, shall we smite with the sword?" (Luke 22:49),
and before He could answer, "one of them smote the servant of the high priest, and cut off his right ear" (Luke
22:50). "Then said Jesus unto him, Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall
perish with the sword" (Matt. 26:52'). By this method, the disciples were set right, and our Lord graciously restored
the ear of the dismembered victim. Whatever our Lord meant upon this occasion, He certainly did not mean that
now the disciples were free to use force.

(c) The Place of Believers: The most difficult problem of all is the place believers sustain in relation to human
government. This problem is difficult because Christians do feel an obligation to their governments.

The passage usually used to set forth the proper relation to civil government is Romans 13:1-7. Some insist that the
command of this passage, "Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of God: the
powers that be are ordained of God" (13:1) is sufficient to warrant military service. But that is a failure to note the
intent of the passage. For most certainly the apostle is not urging believers to commit sin just because the
government commands it. "For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil" (13:3). And for this reason
believers ought to obey rulers where rulers are actually performing the function for which they were ordained of
God. "Wilt thou then not be afraid of the power? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same: for
he is the minister of God to thee for good" (13:3, 4). This was written in the days when Nero Caesar was on the
throne in Rome, and therefore, this was by no means a sanction of the numerous evil deeds of that monster of
iniquity. If Paul had meant that believers should take up the sword, it is strange that he would precede this
command with a command which cannot be construed to teach this. "Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but
rather give place unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord. Therefore if thine
enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head. Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" (Rom. 12:19-21).

Moreover, there is a higher law to which believers should be obedient. Since believers are commanded to obey
civil government in those things that are right, and since war is right for governments of this world, some may
insist that Christians obedient to the government in this matter will be doing that which is right. However, the
doctrine of separation calls upon believers to separate themselves from many things of this present order that may
be right for those in the world. When civil governments issue the call to military service or to anything forbidden
by the Lord for Christians, the law of the Lord becomes a higher law to which believers must be obedient rather
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than to the laws of men. When forbidden to speak in the name of the Lord Jesus, Peter and John enunciated the
principle for Christians, "But Peter and John answered and said unto them, Whether it be right in the sight of God
to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and
heard" (Acts 4:19, 20). To the same group Peter stated the same principle in other words on the following day, "We
must obey God rather than men" (Acts 5:29). This principle is sufficient authorization for refusing to bear arms.
God has spoken, and His law supersedes the laws of men.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 6/98
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Bob Jones University (BJU)
A Bastion of Bible Christianity?*

-  Bob Jones University in Greenville, South Carolina, was founded as a "whites-only" Bible College in College
Point, Florida (near Panama City) in 1927 by "fundamental evangelist" Bob Jones Sr. (In 1960, Bob Sr. claimed that
"God is the author of [racial] segregation," and that if you are against it, "then you are against God Almighty"
[4/17/60 radio address, Is Segregation Scriptural?].) Over 70,000 students have sat under the teaching of BJU's
faculty over its 70-plus years of existence. Today, BJU has an undergraduate and graduate student body of more
than 5,000 from all 50 states and more than 30 foreign countries and territories. It has a faculty and staff of 1,500.
(The College was moved to Cleveland, Tennessee in 1933, and to Greenville's 200-plus acre campus in 1947, at
which time it was renamed Bob Jones University.) In 1947, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. took over as president of BJU at the
age of 36; he was chancellor until his death in late-1997, and his son, Dr. Bob Jones III, is BJU's president. [The
whites-only policy was maintained until 1975, after the I.R.S.'s suit refusing BJU tax-exempt status for violation of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Later, Bob III claimed that the school had never been opposed to admitting blacks,
but only opposed to interracial dating/marriage. (The facts bear out a different conclusion. See the 1982 booklet by
Jon Zens, Segregation or Scripture? The Missing Issue in the Case of the I.R.S. vs. B.J.U.) Now the school has also
dropped its interracial dating ban (see later in this report).]

BJU's undergraduate program is composed of six academic schools: the College of Arts and Sciences (12 majors),
the School of Religion , the School of Fine Arts (12 majors), the School of Education, the School of Business
Administration (Commerce), and the School of Applied Studies (including majors in Aeronautics). There are
currently more than 100 academic majors from which undergraduates can choose (with another 50 majors for
graduate students). [Other "businesses" conducted by Bob Jones University include "Christian" film production
through Unusual Films; the BJU Press with its "Christian" school textbook, music, and video divisions; and LINC,
the Live Interactive Network Classroom, which broadcasts from the campus five days each week to traditional and
home schools throughout the nation.]

-  BJU has long promoted itself as a bastion of Bible Christianity. (BJU dubs itself "the 'Opportunity Place ... God's
special place for you.' While the University has grown, our educational philosophy and religious beliefs have not
changed. Bob Jones University is determined that no school shall excel it in the thoroughness of its scholastic work;
and God helping it, in the thoroughness if its Christian training. We believe that 'whatever the Bible says is so.'")
Many of its 34,000 graduates fill the pulpits of literally thousands of professing fundamental, evangelical, Bible-
believing churches throughout the United States, or serve on the mission field around the world. However, due to
the more worldly nature of the curriculum at BJU, the majority of those now earning undergraduate degrees shun
the "ministerial professions" to go into the fields of business, education, law, medicine, music, speech, art, cinema,
radio and television, and home economics. (To maintain the face of a "Christian" institution, BJU does require its
undergraduate students to take at least one course per semester in the Department of Bible.)

Dr. Bob Jones III has frequently repeated the adage that BJU is a bastion of Bible Christianity/Fundamentalism.
Now he apparently doesn't even like the term fundamentalist anymore. He recently wrote a brief column in the
Spring 2002 issue of the BJU Review in which he calls upon Biblical fundamentalists to consider abandoning the
term fundamentalist. He wrote: "The term is beginning to carry an onerous connotation with the world at large
because of the media's penchant for lumping Christian Fundamentalists in the same heap as Islamic
Fundamentalists." He added, "The term now carries overtones of radicalism and terrorism" and said it "evokes fear,
suspicion, and other repulsive connotations in its current usage." Dr. Jones said he feels it is now time "to find an
new label that will define us more positively and appropriately." It is sad that Jones not only proposed this move,
but also provided inaccurate historical information as a basis for his proposal. We do not need a new label that will
define us more "positively" or "appropriately." Jones says he prefers we take on the name "preservationist," but we
ask: "Who would not claim to be a preservationist?" The liberals believe they are preserving their unorthodox
beliefs that have been take and "perverted" by today's conservatives. (Source: March-April 2002, Foundation
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magazine, pp. 39 & 41.)

-  BJU claims that, "The student who comes to BJU can be certain that every aspect of University life has Jesus
Christ at its center, and the Bible as its foundation." To the contrary, creeping neo-evangelicalism at BJU under its
founder has become a compromising gallop under his grandson, thereby requiring any true fundamentalist to
separate from Bob Jones University. Yet, to say anything against BJU and its practices often leads to severe
personal attacks or stony silence from its defenders. The remainder of this report details the evidence of BJU's
compromise with the world, all the while claiming to be fundamentalist separatists (or now merely,
"Preservationists"):

(1) Karate Teams: On the cover of the Spring 1992 issue of the BJU Review is a picture of black belt karate
master and senior at BJU, Jim Pitts, in full karate garb, Bible open, giving the "invitation," while the rest of the
members of BJU's "Champions for Christ karate team" are kneeling in prayer by their cinder-block bricks. On the
inside cover is a picture of Mr. Pitts breaking four bricks with his right arm, while the other team members are
watching, with Bibles open. The editor of the Review declares that "Champions for Christ is one of many different
extension groups that go out from the University each week, bringing the Gospel to needy people throughout the
Southeast. These extension ministries give all students the chance to sharpen their soulwinning skills, be an
encouragement to others, and use their skills to glorify God." (Emphasis added.)

Should a Christian's "soulwinning skills" include karate, and can that "skill" be used "to glorify God"? And what
has karate to do with the reality of "God's power" in a teenager's life? Even though it is difficult to see how the so-
called "skill" of karate could or would be used by the Holy Spirit to draw the lost to Christ, the overriding question
must be: Is there a philosophy antithetical to Christianity that is at the root of karate exhibitions? Since karate has
its roots in Zen Buddhism, and since the same Zen techniques are practiced by karate-loving "Christians" today,
only dressed-up in Christian terminology, it is obvious that no Christian should have anything to do with it. (See
BDM's report on Karate for more details.)

(2) The Four Temperaments: The BJU Press Testing and Evaluation Service markets the Personality Profile
Assessment test in order to "reveal to parents and teachers the personalities or temperaments of children; ... to
provide a basis on which to discuss with children the strengths and weaknesses of their temperaments; ... results
reveal one of four temperaments (DISC Model) as dominant; suggests relative to the dominant and combined types
disclosed, several ways to motivate, better understand, and deal with the needs of the young person."

The "four temperaments" is a long-discredited personality theory evolved from the ancient Greek belief that the
physical realm was composed of four elements: earth, air, fire, and water. Empedocles related these to four pagan
deities, while Hippocrates tied them to what were considered at that time to be the four bodily humors: blood
(sanguine), phlegm (phlegmatic), yellow bile (choleric), and black bile (melancholy). These characteristics were
also connected to the signs of the zodiac. Nevertheless, testing companies claim their wares are scientific, reliable
means of finding out about people. But research does not support their claims! Temperament tests and inventories
generally have extremely poor validity. In other words, they cannot be trusted to do what they are created to do.
Therefore, BJU is wasting time, money, and people through using personality types and tests. The four
temperaments represent, at the very least, an invalid psychological system and, at worst, an occult system. [BJU
also offers a "Tests and Measurements" course (which teaches the use of personality tests) through its Psychology
Department. And Dr. Bob Jones III states that none of his colleagues at BJU has "a problem with the four
temperaments," since "most of us agree that there are definite identifiable personality types" (personal letter on file).
Christians desiring more detailed information on this topic should read the Bobgans' book Four Temperaments,
Astrology & Personality Testing; BDM also has a report on the subject.]

(3) "New Age"-Oriented Recruiting Films: Starting around 1990, when BJU sent its "marketing" reps to
churches to promote the college, a film was shown where high school students were posed looking into a computer
screen to see into their future careers. The screen "glowed" like a scene right out of ET, and a laser beam swept
them into the computer, which then became a "glowing light path" that transported them instantaneously to their
destination. The goal of the cinematography and special effects was to captivate the audience, and in the process,
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the youths viewing the film were given a good dosage of a Stephen Spielberg/New Age type performance on the
screen. The pitiful thing was that this was supposed to be a recruiting film for a Bible college.

(4) BJU's Psychological Orientation: The BJU Course Catalog lists 16 "courses of instruction" in its Psychology
Department. One could substitute the name of any secular college in the country on the front of the Catalog, and
the descriptions of the psychology courses would fit precisely. BJU justifies its psychology curriculum as
challenging students "... to know what they believe and why. ... It's all part of the psychology of the Christian life"
(Winter 1990, BJU Review, "Not Your Ordinary Shrink," pp. 12-13). Other psychological evidences at BJU:

(a) BJU Press's ShowForth video division has produced a highly psychological 2-hour video titled
"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused" (1994). The teacher on the video is Dr. Bob Wood, a
BJU faculty member specializing in "training ministerial students as biblical counselors." Wood is also
an executive vice president in administration at BJU. BJU claims that Dr. Wood's video "presents
biblical solutions for helping those who are struggling to overcome the pain of their past" (2/95,
Frontline advertisement; and the ShowForth video jacket). When I ordered the video (via BJU's toll
free order number), the order-taker recommended I also order Mrs. Jones (Bob Jones III's wife, Beneth
Peters Jones) latest book, Mount Up on Wounded Wings: For Women from Hurtful Home Backgrounds,
which "might help your wife if she ministers to those from abusive childhoods." Both the video and the
book reveal just how incredibly far BJU has gone down the path paved by the world's pop
psychology/victimization teachings. (An excellent resource that exposes victimization teachings in the
professing church would be Jim Owen's 1993 book, Christian Psychology's War on God's Word: The
Victimization of the Believer; see also the BDM sub-reports for a more detailed review of both Mrs.
Jones's book and Dr. Wood's video.)

(b) In 1996, BJU Press published Becoming an Effective Christian Counselor by Walter and Trudy
Fremont. And since the Foreword is by Dr. Bob Wood (see above), there is little doubt that BJU
endorses the book. One great weakness of the book is that the Fremonts, like many others, have various
diagrams that they use as pictorial representations of their teachings and for which they give
questionable Biblical justification. Some of the most questionable parts of the book are found on pages
32-49. The Fremonts make a distinction between the "conscious mind" and the "processing mind" (p.
34), which is similar to the Freudian conscious and unconscious. What sounds most like Freud is the
statement that "what man thinks in his conscious mind is stored in his processing mind and
automatically directs his life actions. Regardless of the environmental pressures, one can determine
how he is going to respond in any situation" (pp. 35-36; bold added). One difference from Freud is that
the Fremonts have man's will controlling what goes into the "processing mind," which then in turn
directs the person. However, the person's conscious mind at the same time evidently controls what the
person does (p. 36). Talk about confusion! They say, "What is put into this computer determines what
eventually becomes one's life action. One can get out only what is put in" (p. 35; bold added). The
Fremonts are, nevertheless, Freudian to the extent that the "processing mind" directs what a person
does, even though the conscious mind supposedly controls it. [Another problem area in the book is that
of dreams (p. 34). "Wish-fulfillment" is a term introduced by Freud and used by the Fremonts. The
first paragraph of the "Dreams" section contains a very questionable belief of the Fremonts and a very
questionable conclusion about the absence of universal dream symbols.]

(5) Worldliness Promoted: The cover of the Winter 1994 issue of the BJU Review pictures cheerleaders painted up
royally -- mascara, bright red lipstick, rouge, eye shadow, holding their pom poms, and as the caption reads,
"hamming it up for the camera." Another issue had a cover picturing BJU students dressed-up as Disney characters,
while another featured a BJU dorm room photo with a nearly life-sized poster of former NBA star Magic Johnson -
- hardly a portrayal of a Biblical life-style. (Johnson retired from professional basketball because of testing HIV-
positive.) Again, one could substitute the name of any secular college in the country over these cover photographs,
and it would fit precisely. [There are no fraternities or sororities on the BJU campus (presumably because the
philosophy behind them is antithetical to Christianity), but there are 49 Greek-named "societies" (23 for men and
26 for women). Other than not having "society houses" (all unmarried BJU students live in dormitories), there
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appears to be little difference between a secular college fraternity or sorority and a BJU society -- both promote
entertainment, dating, and member-only outings; elect officers; and have pagan Greek roots.]

The overall neo-evangelical drift of the BJU Review would shock BJU's founder, not only because it is so worldly,
but also because it replaced BJU's excellent publication, FAITH for the Family. Reading through any issue of the
BJU Review, the reader will find comments like, "Join us a week earlier for three 'performances' of Donizetti's
Elixir of Love, a delightful comedy brought to life by the Bob Jones University Opera Association." An "Opera
Association" in a Christian college? Why would BJU want its students to become learned in, and have appreciation
for, the works of heathen composers who play on the lustful emotions and feelings of audiences, i.e., the flesh?
Opera music itself may be beautiful and the attire fairly modest, but the activities depicted are worldly at best and
immoral or blasphemous at worst. (And there lies the danger -- operas demonstrate how one may be deceived into
dwelling on sinful behavior because the music is so appealing.)

BJU produces elaborate operas and plays in the name of "fine arts" that contain worldly and ungodly plots
depicting behavior such as flirtation, adultery, drunkenness, lying, etc. (BJU has been performing "professional
opera" since 1942, with faculty and students in supporting roles.) Donizetti's Elixir of Love mentioned above is an
1832 opera that depicts romantic foolishness unbecoming to God-fearing Christians, drunkenness (the "elixir" is
really wine), and deception by a quack "doctor." Yet BJU has no problem in urging students and the public to
participate in and attend such productions, which were considered off-limits by God-fearing believers at the time of
their origination. Though it might be intellectually useful for God's people to be aware of musical and literary
influences in our culture, can God be pleased by BJU's active participation involving a significant investment of
time and finances?

The source of the worldliness at BJU was clearly the doing Dr. Bob Jones Jr. He established the Opera Association
as well as BJU's on-campus film studio, Unusual Films Studios (UFS). UFS was organized in 1950 to "train
cinema students and produce high quality Christian films." Bob Jones Jr. played leading roles in many of the films,
as well as leading characters in the many Shakespearean plays performed by BJU's drama association.
(Shakespearean dramas have been performed at BJU every year since 1947, with faculty and students casted in the
roles.) In fact, while in college, Bob Jr. was offered "contracts both from the legitimate stage and Warner Brothers
in Hollywood." He even considered a trip to England to further study Shakespeare. (Shakespeare was a humanist
poet and playwright, not, as some have dubbed him, "the Bard [poet] of the Bible.") [An article in the Greenville
News states: "A painted portrait of the chancellor (Bob Jones Jr.) hangs just outside his office. It shows Bob Jones
dressed as a Shylock. There is a Bible in the painting, and a statute of the Bard (Shakespeare). His office is
enormous, its opulence Edwardian." Since the Shylock in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice was the relentless
moneylender, isn't it odd that Bob Jones Jr. was proud to display himself as that character!]

Instead of a professional career in world's theater and arts, Dr. Bob chose to have his cake and eat it too -- he
polluted the University with the cultural perversions of the world, while at the same time, served as president of a
"fundamentalist, separatist" University. The outcome of all this was inevitable -- the involvement of faculty and
students in pursuing worldly acclaim became acceptable because their leader encouraged it by his example. But
God is not mocked; He no more endorsed Bob Jones immersing himself in opera, theater, and the fine arts (see
below), than He would endorse any Christian continuing in his sinful old ways after conversion.

[Concerning so-called Christian actors, acting is a pagan art and it is impossible to be filled with the Holy Spirit
and act at the same time. The Greek word hupokrites (an actor) and the Latin word hypocrita (a stage actor) is
wherefrom we get the English word "hypocrite," and is translated so in the English Bible. Jesus used this word
many times and always in a way that showed contempt for the sin of being a hypocrite. Instead, BJU would
rationalize this concept and employ it to entertain nominal Christians. But true Christianity is not something that
can be depicted as some form of entertainment. Drama and movies did not originate from the Holy Spirit, by whom
Christians should be led, but rather from the spirit of this world, that is, the spirit of antichrist. And while BJU
would defend so-called Christian movies or drama as a way to evangelize the lost, their rationale results from a
lack of discernment. The Holy Spirit simply is not involved in this sort of thing. To pretend to pray or be converted
before a camera or audience is a perverted form of insincerity that borders on blasphemy. (Adapted from
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Exhortations, Issue 31).]

[Late in 2001, BJU had a guest piano artist who specializes in Broadway tunes, and also put on a version of a
Shakespeare play formatted to the "Roarin' Twenties." How does participation in worldly culture (sophisticated
worldliness maybe) bring one closer to God or be better prepared to serve God's people?  Is there some Scriptural
principle that I have missed? What should be even more concerning for Bible believers is that teachers of the "Fine
Arts" present them as God-given and inherently beneficial. From the Biblical Christian perspective, Shakespeare's
context of the theatre was seen even in his own time as antithetical to holiness by concerned Christians. (More
evidence of Satan himself posing as an angel of light!) This is not to deny that creativity is a marvelous evidence of
the spectacular wonder of our Creator. However, fallen human nature loves to have the praise of man (John 5:44;
12:43). Setting up situations whereby young people can be on a stage/platform and receive applause is exceedingly
prone to feeding and fueling our carnal instincts. Mankind tends to hold human fashion as more up-to-date than
God's ways. Rehearsals, electronic effects, sound tracks, prepared scripts, etc. reduce our sense of need to rely on
the Holy Spirit. Manipulation of emotions not only draws crowds, but may also minimize genuine conviction of sin
as a work of the Holy Spirit. (Adapted/excerpted from a 1/02 e-mail from a concerned pastor.)]

(6) The Fine Arts: BJU's Catholic Art Collection: The world's vernacular is a common-place thing at BJU. It's a
part of BJU's "cultural refinement program" which, in addition to the performing arts, also includes the fine arts. In
a 1994 BJU Review article ("A Work of Art," Winter 1994, pp. 14-16), BJU's then Chancellor, Dr. Bob Jones Jr.,
said this about the University Art Gallery and Museum on campus: "I thought we ought to have an art gallery
because of our emphasis on the fine arts ... [the] museum is to help the students become acquainted with great
painting ... It will enrich their lives." Where is the emphasis on the Bible? How is it possible for a Christian to have
his life enriched by heathen art? Bob Jones and his fellow administrators fail to see that before their very eyes is a
collection of costly religious idols.

Dr. Jones had even invited secular art critics to review his collection, which he labeled the GALLERY of SACRED
ART (also known as the "University Collection of Sacred Art" and now the BJU Museum and Gallery#). Jones
apparently did not realize that the over 400 paintings and artifacts in his gallery/museum, much like those in the
Vatican Museum in Rome, are blasphemous idols that should all be destroyed according to the second
commandment of God. Dr. Jones continued in the article, "Needless to say, the critics are impressed." They are
quoted as saying, "The finest collection of religious art in America. No question, Bob Jones has the best Baroque
art around. The splendor of Europe's palaces is recaptured here."

[# In 1998, BJU changed the name of The Gallery of Sacred Art to the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery.
This name change coincided with BJU's successful effort to transform the Gallery from private status to a public,
stand-alone, tax-exempt entity operating apart from the University. Previously, gifts to the Gallery were not tax-
exempt, plus the Gallery was not eligible for public monies. BJU has now established an Annual Fund campaign to
raise monies for the operating costs of the Gallery, and it has begun accepting public funds (in October, 1998, the
Greenville County Council gave the BJU Museum $28,000 in hotel tax money to renovate its entrance; the Council
cut aid to local arts to help the Museum). As noted later in this report, BJU's success in obtaining tax-exempt status
for the Gallery has come at a price. Amazingly, for the potential of greater contributions and a meager $28,000 at
the public trough, BJU has effectively "sold its birthright for a mess of pottage."]

BJU's art collection has works dating back as far as the 1200s, but the Museum and Gallery is much more than just
a history exhibit. It's an idolatrous collection of Catholic paintings and artifacts that take visitors back through the
development of the Roman Catholic Church across Europe from the 13th through the 19th centuries (i.e., the
Gothic through Baroque periods). Every year the gallery draws thousands of visitors, including tourists from
foreign countries.

Everything in the Gallery was acquired under the watchful eye of Dr. Bob Jones Jr., who started purchasing pieces
on a shoestring budget in the late 1940s. BJU has since paid an average of $30,000 a year from 1951 to 1984 for
the collection, amounting to almost one million dollars. (No information has been made available as to how much
has been spent since 1984.) "An art gallery is like a library," Dr. Bob said. "It is one of the finest means of
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promotion that the University has." One wonders, however, how many gave their money to educate young people
and prepare them to serve the Lord, only to find their talents hanging on the wall? (The present worth of the BJU
art collection is valued in the millions of dollars, and this discounts the cost of the impressive building which
houses it.)

The BJU Museum and Gallery contains 30 galleries (rooms), including three authentic wood-paneled Gothic
chambers, displaying more than 400 works by famous pagan artists such as Rembrandt, Ribera, Murillo, Cranach,
Veronese, Titian Tiepolo, Botticelli, Tintoretto, Van Dyck, Rubens, and Sabastiano de Piombo. The collection's
Baroque works are the most famous, but the Gallery is well represented in other schools, such as the 15th and early
16th century Flemish and Dutch paintings, and early gold background Italian altarpieces. The large painted crucifix
is one of the prime examples in America of this type painting of the period. Besides the paintings, the
gallery/museum houses collections of Greek and Russian Orthodox icons; Renaissance furniture, altar pieces,
famous busts, ancient coins, and period clothing of the life and times contemporary with the paintings; sculpture;
vestments made for the Imperial Chapel in Vienna; and the Bowen Biblical Lands Museum (also known as The
Bowen Collection of Biblical Antiquities and Illustrative Material).

A columnist for the Washington Post once said in an article about BJU's Baroque art collection being found on a
Christian university's campus: "If one did not know better, one might well regard this as a Roman Catholic
show. Something strange is going on here" (Paul Richards, "Baroque, Bob Jones University Has the Best,"
8/30/84, The Greenville News). (Bold added.) Even the Post writer, an admitted polytheist, recognized the blatant
inconsistency of BJU's testimony of inclusivity to the world and its religions, while simultaneously giving lip
service to exclusivity and strict Biblical separation.

Can it please our Lord that any BJU student would be directed by Dr. Bob to learn how to be "cultured" and
"enrich" his life through the appreciation and study of Catholic art depicting false Catholic doctrine? (BJU-
produced Christian primary and secondary school history textbooks also include pictures of paintings from its
"Sacred Art" collection.) How can the Baroque art that has been collected and installed in a museum on a Christian
college campus be called "great painting" and "sacred art" when it represents Roman Catholicism? Is there anything
about the Roman Catholic system that is "great" or "sacred" in the eyes of our Lord? The collection does nothing
but serve to influence many to venerate and value religious images that are actually idols! [The same Greenville
News article says: "The Bob Jones Gallery, and its traveling exhibit, is full of Catholic paintings of the Counter-
Reformation. Many of the best of them deride the various errors of Protestant rebellion while fighting for the
dogmas of the Holy Roman Church" (Emphasis added.)]

BJU has even produced two promotional videos promoting its "Gallery of Sacred Art." Bob Jones Jr. is featured in
one video peering through Gothic columns with a glittering crucifix above his head. It is truly eerie-looking, giving
the impression that he is touring the altar site of a satanic cult shrine. Despite the superb technical mastery of many
of the paintings, they are, for the most part, indecent "art" at best, and blasphemous at worst. Christ is mocked over
and over in paintings that make Him out to be nothing more than a plastic, ugly, emaciated, long-haired, pitiful
being -- even looking effeminate. In watching the videos, one could not help but be sickened and disgusted by their
weirdness and unabashed nudity. In one painting, John the Baptist is portrayed in a skimpy leather garment
standing amongst a large group of fully clothed 16th century dandies who are, for the most part, completely
disinterested in what he is saying and looking like they are posing for a fashion show. 

While watching the video tapes of Bob Jones Jr. proudly explaining the symbolism of the works of art in his
gallery, I was very dismayed that he didn't reinforce that the Roman Catholic superstition that pervades his
collection is emblematic of the ghastly spiritual darkness of the 16th and 17th centuries. He didn't call to our
attention that the wealth and power evidenced by the patrons of those works of art helped to suppress Scripture
truth among the general population.

The Council of Trent of the Catholic Church decreed in 1563, during the very time of BJU's favorite period -- the
Baroque Period -- speaking for all Christendom of course, this law which has been carried forth to this day: "The
images of Christ and the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had and to be kept, especially in
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Churches, and due honor and veneration are to be given them" (Sess. 25). And in Canon 1188: "The practise of
displaying sacred images in the churches for the veneration of the faithful is to remain in force." BJU appears to be
following Roman Catholic decrees more religiously than do Roman Catholics themselves!

Should we hold in high esteem paintings produced by Roman Catholics (some of which were even sexual perverts)
that clearly evidence superstition and paganism? It seems because these paintings are considered as "great works of
art" by BJU, as well as by the world's art connoisseurs and by the Catholic Church, that Dr. Bob expects us as
Christians to excuse their vileness and admire them as he did, even calling them "sacred." [Does not "sacred" mean
holy and set apart unto God?] When Dr. Bob stated that he just "had to buy Catholic pictures, despite the
falsehoods in them" (albeit only "unfortunate, naive errors" according to Dr. Jones), he clearly revealed his sinful
involvement and the true value of the paintings. Nobody, certainly not the Lord, made Bob Jones buy them. In fact,
God commanded that he not do so (Exo. 20:4-5). [BJU has sponsored conferences on campus designed to expose
Catholic doctrine (e.g., a 2-day conference held at BJU from 6/13/95-6/17/95), as well as published articles against
Catholicism ("Catholic Prejudice and Propaganda," 11/84 FAITH for the Family), yet it sees nothing wrong with
blasphemous Catholic art, which depicts these same false doctrines!]

[Particularly disturbing is an advertisement that was run by BJU in Frontline magazine, heralding the BJU
collection as a "masterpiece" which was "the only Bible most people could read" and "communicated religious
themes to the common man." Whoever at BJU wrote those bylines is woefully ignorant of Roman Catholic
suppression of truth for centuries. The implication is that the artists designed the art to Christianize the lost, yet
even a superficial survey of the people and times shows that whatever piety the artists and their wealthy patrons
expressed was a devilish perversion of New Testament Christianity. Whatever artistic beauty, craftsmanship, and
clever symbolism may be incorporated in BJU's Catholic art collection cannot erase Rome's twisting of God's truth
and introduction of strange superstitions. The documentation that these paintings give of the evolution of the Old
Testament Cherubim to pagan cherubs is a fresh reminder of this art being instead a testimonial to the diabolical
darkness perpetuated by Rome and its victims. (Personal letter on file.)]

-  The newest approach to "witnessing" at BJU is the adaptation of its blasphemous art collection to a display of
"Living Art." This is where BJU adapts the scenes from some of the Art Gallery paintings to an on-stage
presentation with real people and music (under the direction of BJU's "department of dramatic productions"). BJU
depicts the glory of its "sacred art" as almost commanding that "the scenes and subjects ... jump off the canvas and
come to life." For example, at BJU's 4/10/98 inaugural production (titled "What Manner of Man?"-- featuring
"seven live, reproduced works of art and an original play highlighting the life and ministry of Christ"), one such
scene was a personified bronze statue of Jesus washing the feet of one of His disciple's -- rotating around in circles
on stage, the characters being motionless. The person playing the part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and
little else. Evidently, First Union Bank of Greenville didn't have a problem with it either, since they were the ones
sponsoring the program (which cost more than $100,000 to produce). Since much of the art in BJU's Gallery has
quite a bit of nakedness, it will be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to replicate in human form in
front of their students for their spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel. BJU plans a new Living Gallery
production every year around the Easter season. (Sources: 4/2/98, BJU, THE COLLEGIAN; and the
November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  BJU continues their swift and unapologetic decline. A controversy began on February 2, 2000, when Texas Gov.
George W. Bush kicked off his South Carolina presidential primary campaign at BJU. When he stayed silent on the
school's interracial dating ban and its statements that have called the pope an agent of the anti-Christ, Bush's
opponents, including the mainstream media, hammered Bush for not denouncing BJU's theology. So, on 3/3/00,
Bob Jones III was a guest on Larry King Live in defense of his school. Jones publicly announced that BJU was
dropping its long-standing policy against "interracial dating." Dr. Bob called interracial dating a non-issue, a matter
unimportant and hardly worth all the bad publicity the school was getting. Jones also told King that the school had
never had any Biblical reference to support its ban, but that it was merely "an insignificant part of the school's
stance against a one-world order."

Jones's efforts to downplay BJU's emphasis on the rule prohibiting interracial dating were not completely honest, as
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shown by the fact that the University was willing to take its "most insignificant," "unimportant," "meaningless" rule
to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1983, where it was presented as "based on a genuine belief that the Bible forbids
interracial dating and marriage" (statement in court document). It is a most disturbing revelation that Jones now
admits that BJU's policy, which the school took to the Supreme Court, had no solid Biblical basis, yet they claimed
it as a "religious freedom" issue at the time. How can a truly fundamentalist organization uphold a conviction for
which it now says it never had any Biblical basis?

Moreover, in 1983, speaking to the U.S. Supreme Court decision that had just removed BJU's tax-exempt status
because of its interracial dating ban, Bob Jones III then said, "... the policy that has gotten us into this difficulty is a
Bible policy and we're going to hold onto it." Also in 1983, he said, "We won't change the policy." Now the policy
is gone. In 1983, "We will pay the taxes we have to pay and trust the Lord to sustain the institution as long as He
wants it sustained." In the 1977-78 BJU Bulletin, an excerpt from the University Charter reads, "This charter shall
never be amended, modified, altered, or changed as to the provisions herein before set forth." Also, Dr. Bob Jones
Sr. was once heard on a radio program talking about the University Charter; he stated, "that if the school ever
departed from its original position the school was to be shut down, the property sold, and the money to be
distributed according to the instructions therein." Does this all mean that God does not want BJU to continue any
longer, and that the school's assets should be sold?

Gathered at the school's auditorium to watch Larry King's show, thousands of BJU students were surprised and
bewildered by Jones' decision to end the ban, news reports said. "We didn't expect this at all," one student told the
Associated Press. But for 73 years, BJU's policy had been considered important enough for the school to expel
students guilty of violating it. Will the school now apologize for punishing these students over a non-issue?

On the same program, Dr. Bob, seeking to describe the love of God to Larry King, expressed that God loves
homosexuals and even the Pope. Such an anti-Scriptural message gives sinners comfort to remain as they are --
after all, if God loves them just the way they are, then why should they bother to change? Yet, contrary to Dr. Bob,
David prayed, "Do not I hate them, O LORD, that hate thee? And am not I grieved with those that rise up against
thee? I hate them with perfect hatred: I count them my enemies" (Psalm 139 21-22). But Dr. Bob was not desirous
of making enemies; he was seeking, as Jehoshaphat, to make friends with the ungodly and love them that hate the
Lord (2 Chron. 19:2). When Dr. Bob had the opportunity to preach the righteousness of God against evil men, he
appealed to a love about which God knows nothing. Had Dr. Bob quoted Psalm 5:5-6 -- "The foolish shall not
stand in thy sight: thou hatest all workers of iniquity. Thou shalt destroy them that speak leasing: the LORD will
abhor the bloody and deceitful man" -- it would not have been in politically correct character for a man evidently
seeking the praise of liberals. (Sources: 3/00, The Perilous Times; Jan-Mar 2000, The Angelus; 3/13/00, Christian
News.) [Further evidence of Jones's compromise: As of March 4, 2000, one day after the Larry King interview, BJU
had dropped from its web site statements from Dr. Bob calling Catholicism and Mormonism cults. Removed was
the statement: "The diminution of evangelistic enterprise to cults which call themselves Christian, including
Catholicism and Mormonism, is frightening."]

-  A 10/24/98 Associated Press story relates a BJU decision to deny access to its campus to a BJU graduate who is
an admitted homosexual. The story details how BJU skirts the federal anti-discrimination laws because it is a
private institution, having lost its tax-exempt status in 1970 for racial discrimination (and upheld in a U.S. Supreme
Court decision in 1983). BJU vows to have the banned homosexual arrested for trespassing if he tries to enter its
fenced-in, 200-acre campus. Yet, homosexuals are not banned from BJU's blasphemous Museum and Gallery.
Why? Because the art museum IS tax-exempt, and any so-called discrimination in the Museum's admittance
policies would cause BJU to not only suffer a hefty annual federal, state, and local tax burden, but also cut off
BJU's access to local funding (i.e., the Greenville County Council had recently approved $28,000 in hotel tax
monies to improve the entrance to the art museum).

So, the message is clear: BJU will stand against unrepentant homosexual alumni, but only if it doesn't cost BJU any
money. Apparently, if BJU's taxes would be increased, or if BJU would lose taxpayer funding, then no principle is
that important.

The following observation of a BJU student on Sunday, November 29, 1998, reveals the fruit of BJU's new
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homosexual admittance policy (reported in the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus):

"More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob Jones University facility today. Just
after two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of the BJU art gallery.
As they walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands. As
if perverse behavior, pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several
members of the group wore ... pro-sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers read: 'I
love my son;' 'End racism'; and 'Hate is not a family value.'"

-  The Jones family also had no problem with the possible heir-apparent to the presidency of BJU attending a
Roman Catholic institution of higher learning -- Bob Jones III's son, Bob Jones IV, was a doctoral student in
history at the (Roman Catholic) University of Notre Dame (ND). Many have questioned Bob III on the
appropriateness of a professing fundamentalist attending a Catholic institution of higher learning. BDM obtained a
copy of a 12/96 personal letter from Bob III, in response to someone who had shown him a copy of a BDM Letter
article that touched on the matter of Bob IV's enrollment at ND. In the letter, Bob III had this to say about The
BDM Letter and its editor:

"The BDM Letter was written by a man who hates BJU, finds fault with everything, including the art
gallery. His whole purpose in life seems to be to turn people against the school, and he is full of
venom and loves to sow seeds of discord among the brethren. He is totally irresponsible with the facts,
and if what he writes about BJU were true, I wouldn't like the school either."

The material in this report about BJU IS TRUE and is thoroughly documented. Bob III goes on to say that he and
Bob IV's grandfather (Bob Jr.) encouraged Bob IV to go to Notre Dame, because Notre Dame "happens to be very
conservative." Wait a minute -- I thought Notre Dame is a Roman Catholic University? Not any more, according to
Bob III: "Notre Dame today is like any other college that had a religious heritage that has become a secular
institution ... the fact that it [Notre Dame] had a former Catholic heritage is in no way a religious compromise for
him [Bob IV] or for the University [BJU]." (Emphasis added.) (See note below.)

Bob III then goes on to make the comparison that Bob IV going to ND is no different than Bob III doing his
graduate work at Northwestern and NYU, and Bob Jr. doing graduate work at the University of Chicago and
Pittsburgh. Bob III then quotes Bob IV to explain "in his own words" why he chose ND:

"I feel absolutely certain that the Lord has ... called me to pursue my Ph.D. at Notre Dame. Out of more
than a hundred applicants, I was one of only eight students accepted into the graduate history
department. This despite the fact that I have no academic background in history and that I came from
an institution that does not belong to an accrediting association. Furthermore, the department offered
me a full tuition waiver for as long as it takes me to complete the Ph.D. program. Even more
miraculously perhaps, every other door swung firmly shut, just as I had prayed."

Look at the lengths to which ND went to hook and reel in this "fundamentalist" fish to its Catholic University, all
admitted to by Bob IV!: (1) Bob IV was totally unqualified to enter the graduate history program at ND ("no
academic background in history" and a graduate of a non-accredited institution); and (2) He received a free ride
for life (a "full tuition waiver" worth more than $20,000 per year "for as long as it takes"). Yet he attributes his
good fortune to the miraculous hand of God! Are Bob IV and his father so spiritually blind that they cannot see that
ND pulled out all the stops to be able to brag that the great grandson of the founder of Bob Jones University has no
problem with Catholicism and identifying with the University of Notre Dame? (See note below.)

Bob IV then expands on his father's claim that Notre Dame is not really Catholic anymore: "Notre Dame is a
University of Catholic heritage, not Catholic hegemony. ... it has long since lost its religious distinctiveness. ...
[Moreover] The graduate department of history is well known throughout the University as a bastion of evangelical
Christianity." He then goes on to "prove" this by citing the fact that "outspoken evangelicals" George Marsden and
Nathan Hatch are "endowed chair" and "dean" of the school, respectively. What he fails to say is that Marsden and
Hatch are rank Catholic-sympathizers and neo-evangelical to the core. (Their colleague and frequent co-author at
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Wheaton College, Mark Noll, was a signatory to the Evangelical and Catholics Together [ECT] Accord; Hatch also
signed the ECT.)

For BJU aficionados, not to fear -- Bob III closes his letter with a personal testimony concerning the heart of the
potential  next president of Bob Jones University: "He [Bob IV] is a true-hearted Fundamentalist and desires to give
himself as a servant of the Lord to help keep the University [BJU] a bastion of Bible Christianity." (Bold added.)

[5/97 Note: A well-known Christian researcher and author called ND in South Bend, Indiana and
spoke with the undergraduate admissions office and the graduate admissions office. Both individuals
said "yes" to the following question: "Is Notre Dame a Roman Catholic University?" The graduate
admissions person added, "While there are students of other faiths here, the students are predominantly
Roman Catholic." In addition, in speaking with ND's provost, regarding faculty hiring, it was stated
that at least 60% of the faculty are Roman Catholics. The provost was asked if ND required a statement
of faith to be signed by faculty before being hired, such as at Protestant institutions like Liberty
University and BJU. The response was that ND did not. The provost then proudly remarked that Bob
Jones IV is a student at Notre Dame. Also, a spokesperson in the ND History Department divulged the
following information: (1) It is VERY difficult to get into the Ph.D. program. It is extremely
competitive; (2) However, all students who are accepted are given a full tuition waiver. In addition,
some are given up to $4,000 per year in grant money. The full-tuition waiver is only for the first four
years of the program; (3) The average Ph.D. candidate takes at least six years to complete the program.
There is a ten-year limit on the Ph.D. program.

Compare the above with Bob Jones IV's statement that "the department offered me a full tuition waiver
for as long as it takes." Notre Dame obviously made an exceptional exception to bring in Bob Jones IV
and to make sure he succeeded. Apparently, this unqualified student was accepted into an "extremely
competitive" and hard-to-get-into program, given full tuition waiver, "for as long as it takes," and
probably given a $4,000 grant on top of it. Is this a miracle of God or has the Jones' family made an
unbiblical, disgraceful compromise? It appears that the Jones' family has once again compromised
the doctrine of separation, this time for the price of tuition, possible grant money, and an almost
guaranteed Ph.D. (Bob Jones IV received his Ph.D. in 2000.)

Official ND brochures and catalogues were also procured. The following quotes from these documents
overwhelmingly contradict the claims of the Joneses that ND is no longer a Roman Catholic institution:
(Emphases added.)

(1) "In keeping with the vision of its founders, ND has continued to affirm the necessity of
not only transmitting accumulated academic knowledge, but also being a Catholic
community, in the very best sense of the term" (Undergraduate Programs 1996-1997:
Bulletin of Information; p. 10).

(2) "From its founding in 1842 until the present ND has self-consciously and proudly
proclaimed itself to be a Catholic university. ... This reference to Catholicity builds on a
historical connection to the Roman Catholic Church and its cultivation of the great
transcendental values of truth, beauty and goodness. It presupposes that a life given over to
learning and scholarship can be a valid route to God" (Undergraduate Programs 1996-
1997: Bulletin of Information; p. 7).

(3) "As a Catholic research university ... ND has a pivotal role to play as a Catholic center
of learning" (University of Notre Dame Graduate Studies 1996-1998; p. 1).

(4) "ND is a Catholic university where we take our religious heritage seriously, but where
other religious traditions are respected and represented as well. ... Here, religion serves as a
topic for academic inquiry as well as for individual reflection" (Notre Dame Admissions
brochure -- over the signature of ND president, Edward A. Malloy). (The brochure goes on
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to quote Pope John Paul II on what he describes as the "ideal Catholic university," which
ND applies to itself.)]

-  A Frontline magazine (Vol. 6, No. 4) with the cover theme, "The Christian and the Arts," carried a lead article
titled, "The God of All Beauty." The article is very disturbing because it lists so many Scripture references [out of
context/misapplied], but the author's rationalizations fail to give due consideration to Pauline Epistle truths for this
Church Age and the warnings about this world/age. Two other articles in this Frontline issue are by Donna Lynn
Hess of BJU, one on fantasy and the other on selecting reading material for children. The first article refers
favorably to C.S. Lewis, a devotee and author of occult fantasy with unbiblical metaphors; yet Hess claims that this
kind of fantasy is useful in helping children "develop valuable literary skills" and in developing an understanding
of "similar literary elements used in Scripture." In the second article by Hess, she states: "As Christian parents, we
recognize the need for choosing books in which the theme is morally sound. But it is just as important to be sure
that this theme is artfully expressed"; she also says that it's okay to expose children to stories with themes
"antithetical to Christian beliefs" in order to "help inoculate them against the false ideas, attitudes and behaviors
these writers promote."

BJU's ShowForth video division ("The video source you can trust.") also markets three productions of C.S. Lewis'
fiction and a documentary biography of Lewis himself. ShowForth 's catalog layout (p. 7) under "Inspirational" lists
C.S. Lewis as one of the "Warriors of the Word" along with C.H. Spurgeon. Considering Lewis's many theological
errors, it is dangerously deceptive to place him in such august company. A pastor knowledgeable in the unbiblical
teachings of Lewis wrote to BJU documenting Lewis's errors. BJU responded with an involved, articulate, but off-
the-mark defense for using "fantasy" as a teaching tool. [See the BDM report on the writings of C.S. Lewis.]

In the articles in Frontline, as well in articles sent out by ShowForth, Hess gives an unusually broad description to
the term "fantasy," and does not give adequate consideration to the whole counsel of God. "Fantasy" should not be
used to describe the figures of speech and literary techniques found in God's Word. Instead, more serious study
ought be made of the nature of God, the condemnation of all forms of spiritism throughout Scripture, the recurring
theme of sober/sound mind (especially in the New Testament), and the disassociation in the Epistles with "fables"
(myths) in presenting God's message.

-  In these times we live in, pastors and parents must exercise extreme caution regarding the literary use of fantasy.
But this caution is apparently not important to BJU; BJU Press has published Medallion, a popular fantasy reader
for elementary age home-schoolers. There are strange similarities between Medallion and two explicitly pagan
books -- one a sixth-grade reader for public schools called The Dark is Rising, and a Wiccan manual by Starhawk
called The Spiral Dance. In response to a review of Medallion by Berit Kjos, BJU trivializes the similarities, and
states, "It appears that what this critique requires of Medallion rules out all fantasy for the Christian. We hold that
no story can mix fantasy with the supernatural facts of Scripture without dangerously trivializing Biblical truth by
associating scriptural realities with a dream world." [Couldn't have stated the truth more clearly if we had tried!]
Contrary to the scholarly opinion of BJU's Literature and Language departments, "Christian" fantasy parallels the
occultic literature for children, using similar images, story-lines, symbols, and characters. Literary fantasy, rather
than being neutral, has occultic roots. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 10/96, The Christian Conscience, pp. 40-
42; see page 41 for a detailed comparison of Medallion and The Dark is Rising.) (See BDM's report on "Christian"
Fantasy.)

-  In late-November of 1996, BJU sent out a promotional brochure and letter from Bob Jones III hyping BJU's new
affiliation with the Dominion Satellite Network and its Sky Angel project. BJU signed-on with the Dominion DBS
(Direct Broadcast Satellite) system "to develop and air a full range of educational programming." The system
initially carried BJU home-school programming as well as BJU's FM radio programming, making Dominion DBS
the official electronic delivery system for BJU's home-schooling channels. On 12/10/96, BJU began airing a single
channel on Dominion, which has since become a full-blown K5-12 curriculum. In early-1998, BJU began
broadcasting several channels for home-schoolers all day, five days per week.

BJU describes Dominion as "... the only Christian-oriented organization in the world to own and operate a DBS
system. ... DBS ... provides multiple channels of programming in a 'family values' context without all the filth that
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is typically on television." And since BJU now has its home-schooling programming on Dominion (albeit at an
additional charge for certain curricula), BJU encourages its supporters to sign-up with Dominion (i.e., "... contact
the folks at Dominion right away"). (The cost for the basic system is $849, which includes the dish, installation, and
a one-time $195 "sponsorship gift" to the Dominion Foundation.)

But shouldn't Christians also be concerned about the other so-called "Christian" programming coming into their
homes via the Dominion system? Who would want anyone in their family nurtured on the teachings of John
Osteen, Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, John Hagee, Kenneth & Gloria Copeland, Oral & Richard Roberts, Dwight
Thompson, Tim LaHaye, Charles Stanley, Chuck Swindoll, David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Jerry Falwell, Tony
Evans, Marilyn Hickey, Kay Arthur, James Robison, Fred K.C. Price, Bill Bright, Robert Schuller, John & Ann
Gimenez, David Mains, Josh McDowell, Steve Arterburn, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, James Dobson, Tony
Campolo, Jack Van Impe, J.R. Church, Luis Palau, Greg Laurie, and a host of other DBS program providers? Or
how about the "melodies" of Carman, Bill Gaither, ZMUSIC (Youth-Contemporary), THE BEAT (CCM), and
SOLID ROCK V.D.O. ("Christian" rock-n-roll Music Videos)? To top it all off, Dominion allocated several
programming time slots to two Catholic priests and a Catholic nun!

However, BJU does give the following wishy-washy "warning": "While we could not endorse all of its participants,
[we are] very glad to be a part of the Dominion network ..." Why? Because BJU wants "to help provide
programming that will promote the truths of Scripture and wholesome family values. ... Wholesome, Christ-
honoring music and programming." Thus, BJU deems it okay to bring the teachings of the hyper-charismatics, the
psychologizers, the neo-evangelicals, the "Christian" rockers, and even the Roman Catholic Church into Christian
homes, because it's part of the overall good that will come from BJU being able to broadcast its so-called Christ-
honoring home-schooling curriculum. But with BJU's association with, and recommendation of, the Dominion
network, along with its non-warning warning, one has to wonder how many thousands of undiscerning believers
will ultimately fall under the influence of some of the most seriously wicked false teaching ever to pollute the
airwaves! Lack of a clear warning message or rating system of all the other programs on the Dominion DBS system
leaves the impression that all programs are acceptable and are, therefore, valid viewing options for those who
bought into the system because of the BJU programs and the BJU recommendation.

-  The following is a letter BDM received from a BJU student; it further depicts the worldliness condoned at BJU:

"The date is 4/19/97, at the BJU Academy Junior/Senior Banquet. I was a freshman in the University at
the time and was dating a Senior in the Academy. She was required to attend the event and so I did not
want her to have to go alone. It appeared to me that as we walked into the dining hall at the Academy,
that this was going to be a pagan fest -- the first thing I noticed was what appeared to be a huge 'king
Tut head' on the stage at the end of the dining hall. It stood approximately five feet high and was made
out of shiny gold material and a sky blue material with the two objects that king Tut was found
holding. There was a pyramid, standing about three feet tall, on either side, made out of some sort of
thin white paper. The pyramids were lit on the inside, giving a New Age, mystical look. Around the
walls there were dispersed real 'poles' decorated like an Egyptian tomb. The walls were also decorated
like the inside of an Egyptian tomb. On the two head tables there were what appeared to be pharaoh's
heads made out of gold material and approximately eight inches in height. In the center of the dining
hall was a platform stage, on which a play was conducted during the evening meal, as 'entertainment.'

"The play was your typical murder mystery plot, with a little audience participation thrown in.
Throughout the play there was much unnecessary touching between the male and female actors.
Approximately three quarters of the way through the play, there was a break in the action and an
opportunity for the audience members to stand up and accuse characters in the play of having been the
one who committed the murder. One of these audience members, who had been at the head table, was
Bob Jones III. He stood up and gave an eloquent charge of accusation against a character of the play.
This, to me, indicated his complete acceptance of the contents of the play, or else he would not have
participated as such.

"I watched closely throughout the action of the play the facial expressions of Bob Jones III. My
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intention was to see if he was in approval of the action. Many times at which I would say were
questionable events in the play, I would look over at Bob Jones III and see him smiling in pleasure.

"At the end of the evening, Bob Jones III gave a 'challenge.' It was a decent message, but it did not
make amends for the indecency of the evening play. The evening was not geared to glorify God in the
true Biblical sense of the meaning. Yes, they opened up in prayer and they ended with a challenge, but
the evening did not glorify the Lord Jesus Christ! I guarantee that there were unsaved youth in that
room. Was this a true testimony of what Christianity is all about?? Apparently, Bob Jones III thinks so,
since he participated in the play! This makes me outraged! There were hundreds of young people,
Juniors and Seniors. What a stumbling block to these young people! If this is Christianity (and it is
not), this is hypocrisy! The evening events depicted compromise and corruption at best and hypocrisy
at worst."

-  During the course of an "act" that a visiting, secular, boys-choir was performing (Fall of 1998) on the same BJU
chapel platform where the preaching is done, one of the boys gave a filthy gesture to another boy. The entire
audience of about seven thousand students and visitors burst out into a murmur that could be heard throughout the
place. Some students laughed, some were angry, others were in dismay. Almost immediately, the fire alarm went
off, causing the evacuation of the building. Many of the students thought the alarm was set-off by the
administration in protest of the visiting choir-boy's obscenity. Such was not the case, however, and shortly, all re-
entered the building to conclude the program.

The next day, Dr. Bob Jones III informed one of the students that he was very angry that such a thing was done and
that he would not invite the group back again, but that neither he nor anyone else in the administration had caused
the building to be evacuated; the fire alarm was an accident. Dr. Bob never gave an apology to the students, nor a
public reproof to the visiting sinners who sinned publicly, nor a regret or refund to the visitors. Evidently, BJU's
brand of "fundamentalism" has fallen to the place where the members of a visiting performance company can make
filthy gestures, receive no shame or rebuke, and BJU still makes money off of the whole thing! (Reported in the
November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Promise Keepers has also decided to affiliate with the Dominion DBS Network, and even cites BJU as a
fellow traveler -- Source: Promise Keepers 7/29/97 Press Release:

"DOMINION SKY ANGEL -- Thanks to a special arrangement between PK and Dominion Sky Angel
Television, viewers may be able to watch this event [Stand in the Gap Washington Rally in 10/97] in
their churches and homes. Dominion Sky Angel, a new 24-hour a day, multi-channel, direct broadcast
satellite provider of Christian television and radio programming, will be airing SITG live. This
arrangement also gives PK the future potential to establish a dedicated Promise Keepers' satellite
channel which would enable it to do specialized broadcasts such as, live event coverage, chats with
Coach McCartney, educational programs and small group seminars. The $394 one-time price, which
includes the hardware and a lifetime Christian programming package from Sky Angel, makes this
affordable for individuals and churches alike and plants the seeds for a virtual PK network. ... Sky
Angel , which carries numerous television channels (The Worship Channel, 100-PLUS Ministries, The
FamilyNet Channel, Home School Preview & Christian Television Network and numerous others) and
radio signals (American Family Radio, Calvary Satellite Network, KTLW-FM Christian Music/Talk
and Bob Jones Radio), will be expanding to approximately 50 channels over the next year. This will
include more lifetime ministry channels for educational and specialty programming."

-  Louis Sheldon, founder and chairman of the Traditional Values Coalition (TVC), is a 1960 graduate of the liberal
Princeton Theological Seminary and is a former Presbyterian pastor, and in 1977 helped start the charismatic CBN
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University with Pat Robertson. The TVC has grown in ten years to include some 31,000 church congregations
across the United States. In a TVC information paper it stated, "What makes TVC unique is its multiracial
membership of churches made up of various denominations, races and socio-economic backgrounds." In an article
in Human Events, dated 2/11/94, and titled "Conservative Spotlight," Sheldon stated, "We have been able to attract
Catholics, Jews, Mormons and all sorts of Protestants to unite on behalf of the preservation of their deeply held
sense ... This broad coalition of Americans has united around religion and this is a very good thing for our country."

In light of the documented evidence presented above, one would think that BJU and its graduates would want to
have nothing to do with the TVC. To the contrary, in the Summer 1996 BJU Review, a two-thirds page article
features the pictures and story of a BJU alumnus who is employed by the TVC (p. 5). The article favorably
describes the TVC and the work the alumnus performs as a TVC staff member. The article concludes with a TVC
phone number where individuals who wish to "get involved" with the organization can obtain further information.
(Sheldon also spoke once in a BJU chapel service.)

The BJU endorsement is a clear reversal of a previous position regarding political coalitions with an ecumenical
basis. When the Moral Majority (MM) appeared on the scene, just like the TVC, it contained some morally
appealing positions. Yet BJU staunchly contested against the MM and its founder because of its ecumenical
structure. The ecumenicist winds of 2000 A.D. are blowing strong. It appears this once mighty "bastion of the faith"
no longer has the courage to resist the deceptive sweeping ecumenical tides (just as it has failed to resist the tides of
psychology and other worldly philosophies). Despite anticipated protestations to the contrary that nothing has
changed with regard to stance, the indications are that this "fortress of the faith" is gradually weakening.
Gradualism is a slow but sure method of destroying the faith once delivered unto the saints. (Adapted from the
2/97, The Perilous Times, p. 5.)

-  In summary, BJU's standards are eroding daily. Not only does BJU have a museum of idols, it also has placed its
Catholic art on the walls of various classroom buildings, administrative offices, and in its War Memorial Chapel.
Moreover, it boasts of its Opera Association, its Shakespearean drama, its karate team, its personality testing
service, its psychology curriculum, its publishing of occult fantasy, its association with the Dominion Satellite
Network, and the acumen of its liberal arts faculty. BJU has duplicated the programs of the world, only under a
Christian guise. It has taken a steady downhill path, from being a Bible college, to a liberal arts college, to a
university. It appears to be only a matter of time now before BJU becomes another BIOLA University (once the
Bible Institute of Los Angeles).

-  BJU promotes inclusiveness in a very sophisticated manner. While BJU's separatist stand is cast off to permit
deeper involvement in worldly pursuits, it would seem that Bob Jones and his colleagues reason that the more
prosperous, successful, and popular their institution can be in the eyes of the world, the more they can win the
world over. Instead, the tragic reality is that the world has won them over. How prophetic BJU was of its own
institution when in 1977 it wrote:

"Dr. Bob Jones III considers his chief work at Bob Jones University to be 'keeping the ship on a steady
course when there are so many adverse winds blowing from all directions. From within
fundamentalism there is a restructuring taking place which I feel is harmful to the cause. This departure
is going to lead to doctrinal and directional errors for the Church of Jesus Christ, I believe, because it is
a departure from Biblical fundamentalism. I think the pressures of the age -- the commercialism of the
age -- are largely responsible for it. It is the idea that so long as soulwinning is taking place, then it
doesn't really matter what methods we use to arrive at those ends and purposes. I'm afraid that this idea
of the end justifies the means is going to destroy, if the Lord tarries, fundamentalism as we know it.'"

One wonders how the young people being taught at Bob Jones University are going to learn to trust God and rely
on prayer, or function properly in the local church, when its leaders say one thing, yet act as though they are
entitled to operate without regard for the Bible.
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Personal Note

In late-September of 1996, I [Biblical Discernment Ministries of BDM] received in the mail a flier announcing a
Bible conference at a supposedly fundamentalist, separatist association of churches. The speaker for the conference
was scheduled to be Dr. Bob Jones Jr. The flier read like a BJU press release, boasting of BJU's "Collection of
Sacred Art" and of Dr. Jones' role in its procurement. I wrote a letter of protest to the director of the association
sponsoring the conference, challenging the association's official position on Biblical separation in light of Dr. Jones
scheduled appearance. In October of 1996, I received a response from the association's director. Below are excerpts
from that letter (numbered 1-4) with my response below each item. This is provided in order to demonstrate the
illogical rationalizations professing separatists will make in order to accommodate their loyalties to schools and
organizations:

1. "... you have taken Biblical separation to an unbiblical extreme. Separation has to do with parting from those in
doctrinal error or those who are disobedient to the command of separation. To apply it to a man because he is a
connoisseur of 15th century art is a perversion of the doctrine."

Response: The Catholic art in the BJU collection depicts idolatrous false doctrines. Moreover, BJU and Dr. Jones
refer to this art as "SACRED"! Webster's Dictionary defines sacred: "to consecrate; to make sacred or declared
holy; dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity; worthy of religious veneration; entitled to
reverence and respect; of or relating to religion: not secular or profane." Are not Bob Jones Jr. and BJU guilty of
"doctrinal error" by their procurement of, devotion to, and display of these so-called "sacred art" pieces that depict
the doctrines of a false religious system? Moreover, is it not abhorrent that these art pieces are foisted upon
innocent students as "fine arts ... to help [them] become acquainted with great painting ... [to] enrich their lives"
(quote from Bob Jones Jr.)? Are we not commanded in Scripture to separate from false doctrines regardless of the
form in which they come to us? Is this position a "perversion of the doctrine" of separation? I think not.

2. "To appreciate the work of the men of the past in art, science or exploration is not to cooperate with them or aid
them in their mistaken beliefs."

Response: We're not talking about mere "appreciation" here, as one would appreciate a model train collection.
We're talking about art pieces that were specifically created to display and to promote the "mistaken [Roman
Catholic] beliefs" of these artists. Do you think Michelangelo was commissioned by the papacy as a neutral artist,
one who would have rather been painting landscapes than doctrinal art pieces? To then pass off this art (which was
created to encourage worship in a false religious system) as neutral, with no doctrinal significance, is ludicrous.

3. "[Michelangelo, et al.] did outstanding things in the history of our world. If you followed your principle to the
ultimate end you would reject a large part of history on the basis of 'Biblical separation.' That is a perversion of the
scriptural doctrine."

Response: This is a false analogy. No way is the art specifically created for devotion and worship in a false
religious system analogous to any medium that would depict secular history. What if I were a devotee of American
Civil War art (which I am not), had spent millions of dollars on its procurement, built a building on a "Christian"
College campus to house it and display it, and called it fine art essential to the students' education? You'd probably
say I was nuts and that I had wasted the Lord's money. (You'd be right.) But at least it would not be sacrilegious --
there's no calling it "sacred" and there's no false doctrine depicted in it.

4. "I am concerned lest you lessen your usefulness by getting deeply involved in things which are your personal
taste rather than things which have nothing to do with apostasy or new evangelicalism."

Response: If you classify the false doctrines of Roman Catholicism, dressed-up and foisted upon the undiscerning
as "fine art," as mere "personal taste," then I suspect there is nothing BJU can do that would cause you to separate
from them -- certainly not their "Christian" karate teams, their promotion of Four Temperament theory and
Jungian-based personality typing, their performance of operas and dramas with licentious themes, nor their
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promotion of authors of false doctrine and occult fantasy (e.g., C.S. Lewis). Perhaps your eyes will be opened
when the next generation of Joneses takes the helm at BJU, particularly if it happens to be the one educated at (the
Roman Catholic) University of Notre Dame.

Note: Sometime later, I received the following letter from a pastor of an independent Baptist church. I think this
letter speaks for itself -- does it not accurately depict the attitude of the association director referred to above?:

"I've been perplexed about the loyalty Baptists have for BJU for years. If I had the time, inclination,
and resources, I would write a thesis entitled 'BJU: The Great Exception.' The idea is this: It seems that
so many who are themselves 'Baptist Fundamentalists' have great conviction until it comes to BJU --
that's the EXCEPTION!

"By the way, why has no one written a critique of Cornbread and Caviar, by Bob Jones Jr. Frankly,
I've never read anything quite like it. I have so many questions:

* Does he hate Baptists?
* It's supposedly an autobiography, yet no stories of growing up in Sunday School and
church. Did he go?
* Where is his church membership? Is it a local Baptist church?
* Do the Joneses go to church? Do they go to Sunday School? Do [any of them] teach a
class? ...
* I think Bob, Jr. calls himself an evangelist -- in what sense? Did he hold campaigns? In
what churches?
* Did Bob, Jr. ever make a mistake? -- I couldn't find any in the book.

"I could go on and on! The fact is this: If I did not name Bob Jones Jr. or his son, but just described
him anonymously to a fellow-Baptist preacher, and then recommended that this man preach at his
Baptist church, my fellow-Baptist preacher would reject the recommendation immediately!"

* Some of the material in this and the accompanying report on BJU's art gallery has been adapted from three
sources produced by Dick Wilton: (1) a 1/22/95 paper titled "Separation-Unity"; (2) a 4/15/95 personal letter (draft)
to Dr. Bob Jones Jr. (final letter dtd. 5/2/95); and (3) a 5/2/95 paper titled "The Idolatry of Bob Jones Jr. and Bob
Jones University: Their Gallery of Sacred Art." Also consulted were BJU's 50th Anniversary publication: "Bob
Jones University -- Fifty Years Under God (1927-1977)"; a 1996, BJU-authorized historical biography by M.T.
Dalhouse titled An Island in the Lake of Fire (Univ. of Georgia Press, 208 pp.); BJU's official Internet web site; and
BJU's Catalog of Undergraduate Courses.
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The Trouble with BJU* 
by Timothy Dwight Fellows, Jr.; B.A., M.A. (BJU)
(as told through the eyes of a former student)

One of the qualifications helpful to have when writing on a subject is to know that subject. An outsider cannot
evaluate an institution better than an insider who knows more of how and why the very people involved think the
way they do.

Had I never gone to Bob Jones University, my opinions about the school would be more in question by people who
knew the place better. And certainly the folks at BJU would never accept a critique or observation from someone
just looking in, who had never partaken of their "package deal."

If I had dropped out of school, been expelled, only taken two years, or lived off-campus, it would be argued that I
was not qualified enough to evaluate a school I knew so little about. But such is not the case. Not only did I
complete all four years of undergraduate training while living in the dormitories on-campus, but I remained for
another couple of years for advanced study in graduate school. To top it off, I finished school with a 3.2 GPA, held
"leadership" positions on campus, and consistently kept a barren demerit record. I do not say all that to brag, for it
really doesn't matter much to me, and I didn't go for the degrees anyway. What it does mean is that according to
BJU, I'm qualified. In addition, I am the son of two other BJU graduates.

What other person is more qualified to write about the school? -- An alumnus, who hasn't been a student for thirty
years? A teacher? Absolutely not. Teachers don't get the whole "package deal" nor do they sit in on each other's
classes, nor do they live in the dormitories, nor do they even mix or mingle with the students. They stay to
themselves and even eat their meals apart from the students. A teacher at BJU is not qualified to properly observe
the real "BJU product." Only a student -- and a saved one at that -- can by God's grace critique the school.

A quick tour of Bob Jones University reveals a beautiful, well-watered plain. Rich, green grass mown regularly,
beautiful flowers and bushes and trees surround the campus in almost a garden type atmosphere (in order to have a
good "Christian testimony"). Well-kept, newly-renovated buildings in the most tip-top shape possible, with clean
windows and vacuumed carpets adorn the campus. The work done on campus is handled in a well-organized and
very efficient manner. If cleanliness were indeed next to godliness, BJU would be the most godly place on the
planet. The Pharisees of Jesus' day were also extremely clean people, but did Christ call them godly for all of their
outward and physical cleanness?

As the older, more "embarrassing" barns on campus are being torn down for newer, more elaborate, multi-million
dollar barns (in order to have a good "Christian testimony"), Dr. Bob Jones III, President, can be heard to repeat,
"What the Lord orders, He pays for." But do the students ever learn that what covetous people order, the Lord
always makes them pay for?

I couldn't help but think what was underneath all the beautiful new paint, wallpaper, brick, mortar, and green grass -
- red mud. The same red mud that still can be seen as stains around the bottoms of the buildings. The same red mud
that students in an earlier day had to "wade through" to get to classes, because they were there in order to learn. A
Christian education meant more to them than muddy clothes, grass, trees, flowers, carpet, air conditioning or
Internet access. Dr. Bob Jones Sr. started the school because he was tired of seeing students lose their faith when
they went off to secular schools. He started BJU as a protest against the secular school product.

One man's dream seventy years ago resulted in an organization which today requires about 60 million dollars a year
to operate. With a budget like that, BJU can't afford to lose students -- not even if the Spirit of God decides not to
move. Dr. Bob Jones III can't mix and mingle with the students as his grandfather once did; he has to compass sea
and land, far and wide, to find students.
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A true evaluation of the school is not its appearance. The Bible says, "Judge not according to the appearance, but
judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24). Again, "man looketh on the outward appearance, but the LORD looketh
upon the heart" (I Samuel 16:7d).

In vain do they consider physical prosperity to be a sign of God's spiritual blessing. David said, "Except the LORD
build the house, they labour in vain that build it" (Psalm 127:1a). The true test of God's blessing is not whether
houses are being built, but whether God is the one doing the building. If so, the product will be invincible.

A closer look at the promotional videos, magazines, newspapers, and pamphlets used by BJU reveals a marketing
approach very similar to the secular schools -- an emphasis on the appearance and the externals using the latest in
technology, graphics and innovations -- beautiful grounds, renovated buildings, numerous majors, updated
computer facilities, exciting activities ... intended to draw students who wouldn't have been willing to walk in mud
to receive a Christian education.

But what about a school where boys and girls can go without losing their faith? Most don't go for that reason any
more. Most students would leave if you took away their computer access or their air conditioner. They aren't there
to learn any more; they are there to have a good time -- the best time of their lives. Take away the activities and
you just got rid of the students. For BJU to keep the students, they have to stay in step with the "mood" of the day.

How many BJU students have truly received God's words and hidden His commandments with them? How many
have inclined their hearts unto wisdom and applied their hearts to understanding? How many have cried after
knowledge and lifted up their voices for understanding? How many have sought her as silver and searched for her
as for hid treasures? How many truly understand the fear of the LORD and have found the knowledge of God?
Only those few to whom the LORD has given wisdom, knowledge, and understanding (Prov. 2:1-6).

The school which used to boast the slogan, "World's Most Unusual University" has since dropped that embarrassing
badge for more attractive ones: "The Opportunity Place" and "God's Special Place for You." BJU is no longer an
unusual place of peculiar people who are the off-scouring of the earth; it is a professional, academically-excellent
place of refinement, polish, and poise.

The very rules in the rule book, which have kept the school good long enough, are not taught by conviction any
more, but by convenience. One might hear Dr. Bob say something like this in a beginning chapel service: "We don't
have those rules because we expect you to live by them when you get out of here; they are there to promote an
atmosphere of professionalism and order here on campus." Consequently, it is not unusual to see students who came
to school dressed in their shorts and tank tops, to leave after four years dressed the same way.

BJU, which has had the distinctive reputation for its girls to look like girls and its boys to look like boys, is slowly
changing with the times. Now it is argued that "the occasion determines the dress." In fact, it is not uncommon to
see a short-haired, pant-wearing BJU girl on campus anymore. One girl who wore her boyfriend's pants on her
outing fit in with the rest of them. No one noticed, and no one cared; they recognized pants to be pants. (They do
not yet allow long-haired, dress-wearing men. Why not?)

I could not help thinking while walking across the beautiful campus on many occasions: Does God have to use
BJU? Do they have a copyright on the Spirit of God? Can they move the arms of the Almighty? Is the Spirit of
God obligated to work when the preachers open their mouths to preach or the teachers to teach? Is God obligated to
use them and all their well-planned classes and carefully-organized programs? Could they have "the form, the
husk, the skin, and the shell of religion" and all the while not have "the substance and the life"? (J.C. Ryle). Does
the school really depend on the utter grace and pity of a merciful God, or do they just assume it is there all the
while?

When I looked at BJU with their zealous ambition to rival all the other schools in intellect (Scholastic Bowls --
where students are magnified for their IQ), masterful oratory and debate (programs and contests), unsurpassed
talent and skill (The Fine Arts and Applied Studies), eloquent speech and delivery (plays, dramas, and
productions), elegant style and ability (sports programs and competitions), I couldn't help but wonder if God was
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impressed with it all.

When I saw students lifted up to places of honour on campus because they had physical abilities -- when they
could sing gospel songs before crowds, not because they were spiritual people, but because they had beautiful
voices, I couldn't help but wonder: Is this what Christian education is all about? Is physical ability a spiritual
talent? Can the unsaved and unregenerate, no matter how "gifted," truly minister the grace of God? Can
professional sinners truly be fools for Christ's sake?

"Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the disputer of this world? hath not God made
foolish the wisdom of this world?. ... For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men
after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called: But God hath chosen the foolish things of
this world to confound the wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the
things which are mighty; And base things of the world, and things which are despised, hath God
chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring to naught things that are: That no flesh should glory in
his presence" (I Corinthians 1:20, 26-29).

The more wise, the more mighty, the more noble BJU becomes in the eyes of the world, the more rejected they will
be in the eyes of God.

I couldn't help but wonder in the Bible classes when we would ever get down to actually studying the doctrine of
Scripture -- the teaching of Scripture -- what it means by what it says with application to the issues of the day. We
certainly came out knowing how to do everything else: how to build a Sunday school, how to manage church
money, how to file taxes, how to take up an offering, how to get a bigger offering, how to give an invitation, how
to prepare an outline, how to preach, how to speak, how to teach, how to write, how to study, how to sing, how to
lead singing, how to play an instrument, how to act, how to organize brochures or bulletin boards, how to increase
church growth, how to avoid "burn-out," how to keep people awake and alert, how to rear a family, how to love
your spouse more, how to get your spouse to love you more, how to counsel, how to debate, how to evaluate
yourself, and if there be any other thing necessary to know how to do what to do.

Most Bible students at BJU don't have much knowledge of the Bible at all. Most Bible students I found in Graduate
school (who had already taken numerous Bible classes, including Greek classes) didn't even know that the epistles
in the New Testament were written to Christians. Most Bible students who had studied several years of Greek
could not properly exegete II Peter 3:9 in English (but they could correct the KJV quite authoritatively). And, they
all knew verbatim the commonly-uttered statement: "Some people are so heavenly-minded that they are no earthly-
good." But don't think for a moment that BJU students would come close to being too heavenly-minded! They heed
that "doctrine" very well -- unlike the folks in Hebrews chapter eleven.

While most folks of the world reject BJU because the school is not accredited, thereby disqualifying BJU graduates
from being accepted by many worldly institutions and organizations, I wondered how BJU could accept and
transfer the credits of students from those very same worldly institutions and organizations. The world seems to
show us up on that one: for they won't accept our credentials, yet we accept theirs. It is quite common for a student
from BJU to take a required course during the summer from a secular, ungodly school, in order to "get it over
with." What ever happened to the philosophy of a Christian education? Are we still trying to keep boys and girls
from losing their faith, or are we trying to keep from losing them?

One can hear Dr. Bob at the beginning of each school year give a tremendous message on the value and necessity
of a Christian education --"All education is indoctrination," he will say. "Why did you come to BJU? You came
because you didn't want what the secular schools had to offer!" Yet upon reading the credentials of the faculty
members, one can see that they certainly wanted what the secular schools had to offer. Virtually all of the faculty
members at BJU not only have attended state secular schools, but have been required to do so. As a result, many of
the faculty members have not only lost their children to neo-evangelicalism and worldliness, but many of their
children have rejected a BJU education for a more prestigious secular school -- they've been trained well.

And the secular schools are doing their jobs well, giving BJU a worldly philosophy, the rejection of which led
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Dr. Bob Jones Sr. to found the school in the first place. It is not uncommon to attend classes at BJU that could
easily fit into a secular school without offending the world. My "Philosophy of History Class" -- the one where the
teacher said for us to leave our Christianity out in the hall -- and my "History of Rome" class -- where we used
textbooks sold by Barnes and Noble (obviously the philosophy of those books didn't offend a bookstore which has
a "Gay and Lesbian" section), and where the recommended reading list of about thirty books were all secular
except for a couple that were Catholic at best -- could have easily been lifted out of BJU and placed onto a secular
campus, as long as the prayers at the beginning of class were omitted.

I couldn't help but wonder: Oh, Dr. Bob Jones Sr., Is this the school you envisioned? Or is your dream turning into
a nightmare? Does BJU attract to the philosophy today which Dr. Bob Jones Sr. resisted yesterday? When a school
loses its conviction of the utter necessity of a Christian education, does it not destroy its very purpose of existence?
If the well-schooled faculty of BJU really want what the secular schools have to offer (status, degrees, prominence,
acceptance), then why should Christian young people want what BJU has to offer?

Is it any wonder that many students who enter BJU from the public school system are able to re-enter it again upon
graduation from BJU (to teach)? What good did their Christian education do for them? What good will their
Christian education do for their next generation of public school students?

Is it any wonder that the school has declined in spiritual and godly students, yet abounds with academically-
excellent and talented professionals? Bible students are required to attend off-campus ministries ("extensions"). A
campus organization set up to pray for missionaries has hardly one percent of the student body in attendance, but
the non-required films and ball games available at the same time attract large crowds. Nevertheless, Dr. Bob can be
heard to praise the school -- "Training preachers is what we do best." Certainly the intention is good -- if only the
reality were justifiable.

It is true that faculty members have made a "sacrifice" to teach at BJU. Many of them could easily be employed at
state schools, where they could make far higher salaries and be readily accepted with completely sufficient
credentials. However, the "sacrifice" is really a comparative thing: for they do not actually suffer need in teaching
at BJU. Their necessities are met quite well; it is only the increase of luxuries they have agreed to live without.
However, who could deny that teaching at the most "fundamental," liberal-arts school in the world is quite a
"luxury" in-and-of itself? Would not many agree to have such a sacrificial calling?

After all, consider what is in this sacrificial package -- talented musicians to listen to every week, a clean
environment to live in, beautiful million-dollar facilities, healthful and farm-raised food, professional and world-
renowned performers, well-kept grounds where you don't even have to get your feet dirty, plenty of "ministers"
visiting from other million-dollar facilities that help keep the chapel platform "hot," clean and smoke-free air, well-
cooled and heated buildings, beautiful and well-dressed young people who won't curse you out in class or out of
class, and an art gallery to visit at any time -- which is second in the world only to the Vatican's [blasphemous]
religious art.

But, sacrifice is not alone worthy of all admiration and praise, for the heathen are known to make sacrifices too.
Monks and Nuns make a far greater sacrifice than teachers at BJU, but will God accept them for all of their
sacrifices? Will BJU accept me for my sacrifice?

The last year I was in school, BJU celebrated their 70th year of existence. They chose the motto: "Still standing,
but not standing still." The only thing that came to my mind was a seventy year old man, tottering back and forth
on the edge of a crumbling cliff. Why didn't they acknowledge the grace and mercy of God in their slogan? Even
the currency of our apostate nation still says: "In God we trust."

Dr. Bob Jones Sr., realizing the danger and harm of corruption and compromise, said on many occasions that if the
school ever went bad, he would ask God for permission to leave heaven, come back to the campus, and take it
down brick-by-brick. However, today, the school refuses to hold itself accountable for its actions and teachings.
Many of their "loyal" alumni won't even acknowledge the possibility that the school could stray. They espouse a
sort-of-unwritten dogma of BJU infallibility -- ex cathedra. That means that whatever BJU says from the chair of
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authority (their "official position") is as good as Scripture. Yet, Dr. Bob III continues the traditional saying from his
grandfather: "Anything you see around here that's good, God did it; anything you see around here that's not so
good, we did it."

Today, if you take History at BJU, you can learn that Patrick Henry did not really say, "Give me liberty, or give
me death." George Washington did not really chop down his father's cherry tree. John Smith just "made-up" the
account of Pocahontas saving his life. You can learn not to use your Christian "bias" in the interpretation of history.
Has BJU remained unaffected by the philosophies of secular schools?

Today, if you take Bible at BJU, you can hear that the preacher is to be "called and qualified" -- the calling is by
God, and the qualification is by man. You can read from liberal textbooks and neo-orthodox authors. You can hear
the KJV corrected and ridiculed more than any other version of the Bible extant. You can be recommended in a
Bible class to read through the New Testament in another version of the Bible, but you will not hear which ones to
avoid. You can hear "successful" preachers from prosperous and "growing" ministries, all complete with current
"building programs." You can take numerous classes in Psychology. You can be assured upon graduation of a
salary between twenty and fifty thousand dollars a year. Has BJU remained unaffected by the philosophies of
secular schools?

Today, if you take Greek at BJU, you will use The Greek New Testament, edited by Kurt Aland, Bruce M.
Metzger, et al., which is put out by the United Bible Society. You will refer to the bottom third of each page quite
often to note, "The Evaluation of Evidence for the Text." For every word or phrase in question, the editors have put
one of four letters -- "The letter A signifies that the text is virtually certain, while B indicates that there is some
degree of doubt. The letter C means that there is a considerable degree of doubt whether the text or the apparatus
contains the superior reading, while D shows that there is a very high degree of doubt concerning the reading
selected for the text" (pp. xii-xiii). One of my Greek teachers noted that the "D" rating basically meant, "anybody's
guess." You will be instructed by teachers to make textual changes secretly from the pulpit, since the congregation
wouldn't understand. Has BJU remained unaffected by the philosophies of liberal schools?

Today, if you visit the bookstore at BJU, you will note a wide variety of books. Inserted in each of those books,
except for the Bibles, is a disclaimer by the school, reading, "TO THE STUDENTS: The fact that this volume is
being used as a text or reference in Bob Jones University does not mean that the University endorses its contents
from the standpoint of morals, philosophy, theology, or scientific hypothesis. ... The position of Bob Jones
University on these subjects is well known. In order to standardize the work and validate the credits of the
University, it is sometimes necessary to use books whose contents the University cannot wholly endorse because no
entirely satisfactory publication is available." (Why that disclaimer is not put in the KJV's sold there is a mystery to
me, for that is the simplest and easiest summary of BJU's position on the KJV that I have ever heard. I was careful
to put one of those disclaimers in my KJV.)

Today, if you assist at The Wilds Christian camp, largely run by BJU folks, you will be carefully instructed on
how to approach and deal with people coming from various religious backgrounds. If people come from a
background where they believe salvation can be lost, you will probably be told, as I was, not to even bring up the
fact that they can know that they will never perish, but have everlasting life.

Today, if you are a "spiritual leader" at BJU, you might hear in a leadership meeting something similar to what
Bob Jones IV taught in one of my meetings -- "The lone cowboy is being phased out; it's a group effort now." No
longer are there individuals who can save the day, by conviction and fortitude alone; now, it takes a cooperation of
individuals, each listening to the other for wisdom (BJU's version of It Takes A Village to Raise a Child?).

Today, if you visit an "Artist Series" at BJU, it is possible that you could witness something similar to what I
witnessed a few months ago during my last semester: During the course of an "act" that a visiting, secular, boys-
choir was performing on the same chapel platform where the preaching is done, one of the boys gave a filthy
gesture to another boy. Of course, the entire audience of about seven thousand students and visitors burst out into a
murmur that could be heard throughout the place. I was in the top of the balcony -- some students laughed, some
were angry, others were in dismay.
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All of a sudden, for the first time in BJU Artist Series history, the fire alarm went off during the performance. The
whole building of about seven thousand people immediately began to evacuate. Many students thought that they
were leaving because the administration was protesting the visiting choir-boy's obscenity. Some students imagined
that Dr. Bob Jones Jr. who had recently been called to heaven, came down in anger and pulled the alarm. However,
sadly, such was not the case, and we all shortly re-entered the building to conclude the program.

Upon speaking to Dr. Bob Jones III the very next day, he informed me that he was very angry that such a thing was
done and that he would not invite the group back again, but that he had not had the building evacuated; it was an
accident. He never gave an apology to the students, nor a public reproof to the visiting sinners who sinned publicly,
nor a regret or refund to the visitors. Has fundamentalism fallen to the place that we can watch filthy gestures, do
nothing to shame them, and still make money off of the whole thing?

Today, if you visited a dramatic production at BJU, you might find the newest approach to witnessing yet:
"Living Art." That's where they take some Art Gallery paintings of "Biblical accounts," and replicate those
paintings on stage with real people, and then add music. One of the latest ones was a personified bronze statue of
Jesus washing the feet of one of His disciples -- rotating around in circles on stage, the characters being motionless.
The person playing the part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and that was about it. Evidently, First Union
Bank of Greenville didn't have a problem with it, since they were the ones sponsoring the program. Since much of
the art in BJU's Gallery has quite a bit of nakedness, it will be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to
replicate in human form in front of their students for their spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel.

Today, if you attended BJU, you might be able to observe what this present BJU student observed on Sunday,
November 29, 1998:

"More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob Jones University facility today. Just
after two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of the BJU art gallery.
As they walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands. As
if perverse behavior, pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several
members of the group wore shirts with pro-sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers
read: 'I love my son;' 'End racism'; and 'Hate is not a family value.'

"The University's announcement that sodomites are now welcome to entertain themselves in the art
gallery and museum, precipitated an anti-sodomy protest last week."-- Stephen C. Alligood (who is
now a former student)

I couldn't help but wonder how perverts were allowed to come onto the campus of Bob Jones University, when I --
a recent graduate who finished with a clean record and a clear conscience -- was told in no uncertain terms that I
would be arrested if I came back on campus (because I quoted my teachers publicly). Would the "Fortress of Faith"
rather have the perverts in their museum -- which is located on the campus -- than to allow me to visit my alma
mater? Could sodomites make it through the front security gate of the campus, while I was told I would be treated
as a "trespasser"? How can it be?

I couldn't help but wonder how many Christian mothers sent their daughters to BJU to keep them safe from the
wicked influences of the "Sodom and Gomorrah" college campuses all over this God-forsaken country, only to
have the sodomites welcome at a building on the BJU campus that is less than one hundred yards from the girls
dormitories -- a building that students walk in front of to get to the cafeteria three times a day; a building that is
directly across from the administration building.

There were times during my student years that I was so grieved about the vast multitudes of lost students on
campus who thought they were really saved (their salvation was based upon something that they had done), that I
thought of going from dorm-to-dorm; I thought of preaching right in the middle of campus; I thought of shouting
from the auditoriums and balconies -- but what would I say? Were would I begin? How long could I hold their
attention? This was no problem that a suggestion box could remedy: Only God himself could save this school!
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I believe that God is able to awaken BJU, as he has done to other schools in the past. I also believe that God is
not obligated to send any revival to BJU at all. The Lord would not be unjust or unrighteous to let them go the way
they have chosen and to leave them to the systems they have designed and organized. After all, why should God
impose His irresistible grace upon them?

God could glorify His name by sending them a true, Holy Ghost awakening, but God could also glorify His name
by leaving them alone to their own ruin and destruction: to show what happens to an institution that forgets its God.
As the nations of the world wondered at the destruction of great Babylon, "Is this the nation that caused the earth to
tremble?" Bob Jones University is not too high that it cannot be brought down ever so low. "Is this the institution
which was begun to be a haven for the children of the children of God?" Was this really a "Fortress of Faith"?
Was this at one time a "Bastion of Fundamentalism"? What has happened? The answer would have to be that God
let human "free-will" run its course without any Divine intervention.

Let the reader be assured that there were BJU-affiliated folks who began reading this article who never finished it,
but let the reader find out if those folks ever finished reading Freud. "Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt
good manners" (I Cor. 15:33). Their refusal to read what I have written testifies against their own philosophy,
which says they can read liberal materials yet remain unaffected by them.

This concludes my extensive articles on Bob Jones University. Perhaps the school will express their deepest
appreciation by granting me an honorary doctorate? I have done all that I can do for my alma mater. May God
grant true repentance and a true awakening for His own glory.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus -- "Bob Jones University
(Part III): Concluding Remarks and Observations." Mr. Fellows can be emailed at
<timothyfellows@truereligionworks.com>. Parts I and II of Mr. Fellows BJU series are also available by e-mailing
him. Fellows also has a web site -- True Religion Works. 

5/2004 Update: Fellows wrote Dr. Bob III and told him that he (Fellows) was ready and willing to debate anyone
on the staff or faculty of BJU, on the proposition that Bob Jones University is NOT a Fundamentalist institution.
Jones has not responded.
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Bob Jones University (BJU)
BJU Museum and Gallery*
(The Gallery of Sacred Art)

-  The Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery (formerly the Gallery of Sacred Art) is made up predominantly of
paintings from the Baroque Period. Baroque art is the forerunner of the surrealism, sadism, and weirdness that
contaminates our society today, which trends are wholeheartedly endorsed by the National Endowment of the Arts.
The people from our government and others involved in promoting this fund for art's sake boldly approve of
showing despicable, explicit works mocking Christ and exhibiting Him as a homosexual. Nevertheless, Dr. Bob
Jones Jr. was utterly unconcerned about the sacrilegious, false doctrinal messages in his paintings:

"I like Baroque paintings. That's why I bought them. I didn't have enough sense to know they were not
in good taste. I thought our kids should see them. They serve a godly purpose. They're a library of
sorts" (8/30/84, The Greenville News ).

-  The BJU Museum and Gallery contains 30 galleries (rooms), including three authentic wood-paneled Gothic
chambers, displaying more than 400 works by famous pagan artists such as Rembrandt, Ribera, Murillo, Cranach,
Veronese, Titian Tiepolo, Botticelli, Tintoretto, Van Dyck, Rubens, and Sabastiano de Piombo. The collection's
Baroque works are the most famous, but the Gallery is well-represented in other schools, such as the 15th and early
16th century Flemish and Dutch paintings, and early gold background Italian altarpieces. The large painted crucifix
is one of the prime examples in America of this type painting of the period. Besides the paintings, the
gallery/museum houses collections of Greek and Russian Orthodox icons; Renaissance furniture, altar pieces,
famous busts, ancient coins, and period clothing of the life and times contemporary with the paintings; sculpture;
vestments made for the Imperial Chapel in Vienna; and the Bowen Biblical Lands Museum (also known as The
Bowen Collection of Biblical Antiquities and Illustrative Material).

-  BJU's original Art Museum was opened on Thanksgiving Day in 1951. (The new museum was opened on
11/23/65.) In dedicating the Gallery, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. said to students and faculty:

"Bob Jones University believes that nothing is too good for God, and here on these walls we see great
talent employed in His service. We want you to enjoy these pictures as well as be blessed by them.
Come back again and again to look at the pictures. After you have formed a general acquaintance with
them all, concentrate on them one by one. Your appreciation and understanding of art will grow, your
life will be enriched, and your culture increased as great masters, long gone to dust, speak to you of
their faith and their dreams -- reveal to you something of their own personalities. You will realize more
and more how universal is the message of the Word of God in its appeal to human hearts in every
generation."

This is art that the Roman Catholic church has used to promote its own doctrines and Catholics use it as a means of
worship. This is art used in the service of Catholicism NOT "in His service." This is egregious to say the least!

-  In 1984, the Washington Post ran an article, "Baroque, Bob Jones University Has the Best," by Paul Richards (an
admitted polytheist). That article appeared in the Greenville News Thursday, August 30, 1984. The following is
quoted from that article:

"... the Bob Jones Gallery, and its traveling exhibit, is full of Catholic paintings of the Counter-
Reformation. Many of the best of them deride the various errors of the Protestant rebellion while
fighting for the dogmas of the Holy Roman Church. St. Francis of Assisi Receiving the Christ Child
from the Virgin, a late 16th-century picture by Bologna's Denys Calvaert, is the finest Calvaert art in
America, but Protestant it's not. Carlo Dolci's St. Peter, Penitent (circa 1664) celebrates the Catholic
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sacrament of confession -- a sacrament rejected by the preachers at Bob Jones. If one did not know
better, one might well regard this as a Roman Catholic show. Something strange is going on here. ...
One supposes fundamentalists, at least those who accept 'the absolute authority of the Bible,' might
pause (as did the Jews) before happily admiring visual works of art. For did not the Lord tell Moses,
'Thou shalt not make thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing ...'?" (Bold added.)

-  BJU has produced two promotional videos promoting its Museum and Gallery. The late Bob Jones Jr. is featured
in one video peering through Gothic columns with a glittering crucifix above his head. It is truly eerie-looking,
giving the impression that he is touring the altar site of a Satanic cult shrine. Despite the superb technical mastery
of many of the paintings, they are, for the most part, indecent "art" at best, and blasphemous at worst. Christ is
mocked over and over in paintings that make Him out to be nothing more than a plastic, ugly, emaciated, long-
haired, pitiful being -- even looking effeminate. In watching the videos, one could not help but be sickened and
disgusted by their weirdness and unabashed nudity. In one painting, John the Baptist is portrayed in a skimpy
leather garment standing amongst a large group of fully clothed 16th century dandies who are, for the most part,
completely disinterested in what he is saying and looking like they are posing for a fashion show.

-  Men are continually emphasizing Jesus' feminine traits and neglecting His masculine traits. This is seen in
religious art which, unable to reproduce a holy countenance, presents us with a feminine countenance. This is seen
clearly in the current pictures of the boy Jesus who looks suspiciously like a girl. (Source: 1/97, The Baptist
Challenge. ) This "feminine Jesus" is also clearly evident in BJU's collection.

-  The Catalogue covering a portion of the BJU Baroque Collection (Bob Jones University: Collection of Religious
Art/Italian Paintings ) includes pictures and descriptions of approximately 150 art works depicting such heretical
doctrinal themes as:

The Coronation of the Virgin -- shows the crowning of Mary as "Queen of Heaven."

The Last Judgment -- depicts Peter with keys to the church, and popes in heaven (shown
with mitre hats) alongside Jesus.

Landscape with Baptism of Christ -- illustrates Catholicism's heresy for baptism (the
pouring on of water rather than immersion).

Painted Crucifix -- shows the mortal Christ on the cross, describing the painting as a
"remarkable panel" and "surely the most important XIV-century painting in the
collection."

Madonna and Child with Saints -- depicts Mary and Jesus with St. Sebastian (a Catholic
saint) and others.

The St. Francis Altarpiece -- illustrates this renowned Catholic saint with stigmata and his
tonsure haircut, as well as Christ giving the keys of His Church to the Virgin Mary.

St. Francis of Assisi Adoring the Christ Child -- depicts this Catholic saint kneeling,
ready to embrace the Christ Child, who sits on Mary's lap while Mary sits on a cloud
(come from heaven), which is juxtaposed three feet from the ground, sandwiching heaven
and earth.

Annunciation with Two Dominican Monks and an Abbot -- shows God the Father in
heaven, the Holy Spirit painted as a dove, a Medieval castle in the background, and Monks
with their tonsures, along with an Abbot in fine jeweled attire witnessing the annunciation.

God the Father -- illustrates God the Father as an old, bearded man with a crystal ball
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globe with a Catholic cross on top of it.

The Holy Trinity -- illustrates a young-looking God the Father, appearing as a Christ
figure towering in size above and behind an emaciated Christ on the cross, and the Holy
Spirit shown as a tiny dove above Christ's head.

Legend of the Finding of the True Cross -- depicts the Catholic legend concerning the
cross as a holy relic (pieces of which were supposedly found throughout Europe and have
been made into "sacred" shrines for adoration and worship).

Dead Christ Mourned by Angels -- depicts Christ blatantly nude.

-  Another of BJU's color brochures promoting the Art Museum is entitled One of America's Finest University Art
Collections. It boasts that the museum contains 30 galleries displaying European "sacred art." In 1995-1996, the
museum sent its major Italian Baroque Masters Collection (some 40 works) out as a traveling exhibition to major
museums in cities like Dayton, New Orleans, Omaha, Birmingham, and Tulsa (titled Botticelli to Tiepolo: Three
Centuries of Italian Painting from Bob Jones University, see the attached Birmingham, Alabama advertisement and
newspaper article). The program catalogue of works reads--This exhibition of Baroque Painting is on loan from
Bob Jones University. Since these works glorify Roman Catholicism and portray its evil practitioners as
"Christian," the exhibit description would better read: Bob Jones University presents Blasphemous Catholic
Baroque Idols. Idols are to be destroyed, not treated as treasures! What a perverted testimony this is for a
professing Christian institution.

-  The present worth of the BJU art collection is valued in the millions of dollars, and this discounts the cost of the
impressive building which houses it. However much these "wonderful works of art" are valued by the art world,
they are idols that found their place once in Roman Catholic churches and in wealthy homes and in the palaces of
worldly kings, princes, and patrons of the time from the Renaissance through the Counter Reformation. Baroque
artists and their patrons have disdained Christianity throughout this period; they were proud men, glory-seekers,
misers, blasphemers, fornicators, homosexuals, and plagiarists, whose obsessive cravings and goals were pursued
first for their own satisfaction, and second, for the propagation of Roman Catholicism.

Does it not grieve our Lord that learned Christian men, educators, and Bible scholars at a "Christian" University do
not reject idolatrous art, particularly since they are in such great influence upon young people? It is difficult to
believe that not a single BJU faculty member --  particularly one in the Art Department -- has ever condemned
BJU's Baroque art collection as being idolatrous. (One faculty member has even served as the Chairman of the
Board of the South Carolina Arts Commission -- Winter 1994, BJU Review.) Keeping one's job is obviously more
important to the faculty members than obeying the Word of God.

-  The newest approach to "witnessing" at BJU is the adaptation of the blasphemous art collection to a display of
"Living Art." This is where BJU adapts the scenes from some of the Art Gallery paintings to an on-stage
presentation with real people and music (under the direction of BJU's "department of dramatic productions"). BJU
depicts the glory of its "sacred art" as almost commanding that "the scenes and subjects ... jump off the canvas and
come to life." For example, at BJU's 4/10/98 inaugural production (titled "What Manner of Man?" -- featuring
"seven live, reproduced works of art and an original play highlighting the life and ministry of Christ"), one such
scene was a personified bronze statue of Jesus washing the feet of one of His disciple's -- rotating around in circles
on stage, the characters being motionless. The person playing the part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and
little else. Evidently, First Union Bank of Greenville didn't have a problem with it either, since they were the ones
sponsoring the program (which cost more than $100,000 to produce). Since much of the art in BJU's Gallery has
quite a bit of nakedness, it will be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to replicate in human form in
front of their students for their spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel. (Sources: 4/2/98, BJU, THE
COLLEGIAN; and the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  The Council of Trent of the Catholic Church decreed in 1563, during the very time of BJU's favorite period -- the
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Baroque Period -- speaking for all Christendom of course, this law which has been carried forth to this day:

"The images of Christ and the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had and to be
kept, especially in Churches, and due honor and veneration are to be given them" (Sess. 25).

"The practise of displaying sacred images in the churches for the veneration of the faithful is to remain
in force" (Canon 1188).

BJU appears to be following Roman Catholic decrees more religiously than do Roman Catholics themselves!

Personal Note #1: One pastor of a large "fundamentalist" Baptist church wrote and berated us, making the
incredible claim that "our dear Lord Jesus has blessed and used that emphasis [BJU's emphasis on Catholic art] to
help develop some of the greatest soul-winners in this country." Some have also chided us for depicting BJU's
Catholic art collection as idolatry. They claim that since BJU's students and faculty do not literally fall down and
worship the art, it cannot be legitimately termed idolatry. Their definition of idolatry is too narrow, however, both
by secular and Biblical standards. Webster's dictionary defines an idol as any object of ardent or excessive devotion
or adoration. The Bible depicts an idol as anything that takes the place of God in one's heart (Matt. 6:21). Can
anyone really deny that BJU has given its art collection "excessive adoration"? BJU has spent millions of dollars on
its purchase and the buildings to house it, and has even had the gall to label the blasphemies it illustrates as sacred!
And does not the collection's depiction of false Catholic doctrine displace God's true doctrine? The BJU Museum
and Gallery is clearly idolatry.

Personal Note #2: A 10/24/98 Associated Press story relates a BJU decision to deny access to its campus to a BJU
graduate who is an admitted homosexual. The story details how BJU skirts the federal anti-discrimination laws
because it is a private institution, having lost its tax-exempt status in 1970 for racial discrimination (1970 lower
court decision affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1983). BJU vows to have the banned homosexual arrested for
trespassing if he tries to enter its fenced-in 200-acre campus. Yet, homosexuals are not banned from BJU's
blasphemous Museum and Gallery. Why? Because the art museum IS tax-exempt, and any so-called
discrimination in the museum's admittance policies would cause BJU to not only suffer a hefty annual federal, state,
and local tax burden, but also cut off BJU's access to public funding (see asterisked note below). So, the message is
clear. BJU will stand against unrepentant homosexual alumni, but only if it doesn't cost BJU any money.
Apparently, if BJU's taxes would be increased, or if BJU would lose taxpayer funding, then no principle is that
important. [The following observation of a BJU student on Sunday, November 29, 1998, reveals the fruit of BJU's
new homosexual admittance policy for the Museum (reported in the November/December, 1998 issue of The
Angelus): "More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob Jones University facility today. Just
after two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of the BJU art gallery. As they
walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands. As if perverse behavior,
pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several members of the group wore ... pro-
sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers read: 'I love my son;' 'End racism'; and 'Hate is not a
family value.'"]

* In 1998, BJU changed the name of The Gallery of Sacred Art to the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery.
This name change coincided with BJU's successful effort to transform the Gallery from private status to a public,
stand-alone, tax-exempt entity operating apart from the University. Previously, gifts to the Gallery were not tax-
exempt, plus the Gallery was not eligible for public monies. BJU has now established an Annual Fund campaign to
raise monies for the operating costs of the Gallery, and it has begun accepting public funds (in October, 1998, the
Greenville County Council gave the BJU Museum $28,000 in hotel tax money to renovate its entrance; the Council
cut aid to local arts to help the Museum). As noted in Personal Note #2 above, BJU's success in obtaining tax-
exempt status for the Gallery has come at a price. Amazingly, for the potential of greater contributions and a
meager $28,000 at the public trough, BJU has effectively "sold its birthright for a mess of pottage."
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In Perils of Drama*
Have you ever wondered what is wrong with religious movies, plays, sketches, etc., but could not pinpoint the
problem? The problem is drama. Drama is a lie, a pretense, play acting, a show, superficial, theatrics, etc. Drama is
a deception. When a person pretends to be someone or something he is not, he is acting out a lie.

The Holy Spirit in no way uses deception in the harvest of souls. He is the Spirit of Truth (1John 2:21b). There will
be no drama in the new Jerusalem (Rev. 21:27).

For the same reasons, the religious movie adds to the Word of God. Among other additions and changes, drama is
added.

Following are excerpts from an A.W. Tozer article titled "The Menace of the Religious Movie"; Tozer's concerns
apply not only to movies, but also to any entertainment medium that incorporates drama:

Surely it requires no genius to see that the Bible rules out pictures and dramatics as media for bringing faith and
life to the human soul. The plain fact is that no vital spiritual truth can be expressed by a picture. Actually all any
picture can do is to recall to mind some truth already learned though the familiar medium of the spoken or written
word. Religious instructions and words are bound together by a living cord and cannot be separated without fatal
loss. The Spirit Himself, teaching soundlessly within the heart, makes use of ideas previously received into the mind
by means of words.

Modern religious movies are "sound" pictures, making use of the human voice to augment the dramatic action. Just
as far as the movie depends upon spoken words, it makes pictures unnecessary; the picture is the very thing that
differentiates between the movie and the sermon. The movie addresses its message primarily to the eye, and to the
ear only incidentally. Were the message addressed to the ear, as in the Scriptures, the picture would have no
meaning and could be omitted without loss to the intended effect. Words can say all that God intends them to say,
and this they can do without the aid of pictures.

The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the word of faith, which we preach. 

Here, and not somewhere else, is the New Testament pattern, and no human being, no, and no angel from heaven
has any right to alter that pattern.

The religious  movie embodies the mischievous notion that religion is, or can be made, a
form of entertainment. 

The idea that religion should be entertaining has made some radical changes in the evangelical picture within this
generation. It has given us not only the "gospel" movie but a new type of religious journalism as well. It has created
a new kind of magazine for church people, which can be read from cover to cover without effort, without thought -
- and without profit. It has also brought a veritable flood of religious fiction with plastic heroines and bloodless
heroes like no one who has ever lived upon this earth.

That religion and amusement are forever opposed to each other by their very essential natures is apparently not
known to this new school of religious entertainers. Their effort to slip up on the reader and administer a quick shot
of saving truth while his mind is on something else is not only futile, it is in fact not too far short of being plain
dishonest. The hope that they can convert a man while he is occupied with the doings of some imaginary hero
reminds one of the story of the Catholic missionary who used to sneak up on sick people and children and splash a
little holy water on them to guarantee their passage to the city of gold.

Any effort to teach spiritual truth through entertainment is at best futile and at worst positively injurious to the soul.
But entertainment pays off, and the economic consideration is always a powerful one in deciding what shall and
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what shall not be offered to the public -- even in the churches.

Deep spiritual experiences come only from much study, earnest prayer, and long meditation. It is true that men, by
thinking, cannot find God; it is also true that men cannot know God very well without a lot of reverent thinking.
Religious movies, by appealing directly to the shallowest stratum of our minds, cannot but create bad mental habits
which unfit the soul for the reception of genuine spiritual impressions.

The religious movie is a menace to true religion because it embodies acting, a violation of
sincerity.

Without a doubt, the most precious thing any man possesses is his individuated being; that by which he is himself
and not someone else; that which cannot be finally voided by the man himself nor shared with another. Each one of
us, however humble our place in the social scheme, is unique in creation. Each is a new whole man possessing his
own separate "I-ness" which makes him forever something apart, an individual human being. It is this quality of
uniqueness which permits a man to enjoy every reward of virtue and makes him responsible for every sin. It is his
selfness, which will persist forever, and which has been or ever will be created.

So the test of sincerity is basic in human character. The sincere man is one in whom is found nothing foreign; he is
all of one piece; he has preserved his individuality unviolated.

Sincerity for each man means staying in character with himself. Christ's controversy with the Pharisees centered
around their incurable habit of moral play acting. The Pharisee constantly pretended to be what he was not. He
attempted to vacate his own "I-ness" and appear in that of another and better man. He assumed a false character
and played it for effect. Christ said he was a hypocrite.

It is more than an etymological accident that the word "hypocrite" comes from the stage. It means actor. With that
instinct for fitness which usually marks word origins, it has been used to signify one who has violated his sincerity
and is playing a false part. An actor is one who assumes a character other than his own and plays it for effect. The
more fully he can become possessed by another personality the better he is as an actor.

Bacon has said something to the effect that there are some professions of such nature that the more skillfully a man
can work at them the worse man he is. That perfectly describes the profession of acting.

In order to produce a religious movie [or play or sketch] someone must, for the time, disguise his individuality and
simulate that of another. His actions must be judged fraudulent, and those who watch them with approval share in
the fraud. To pretend to pray, to simulate godly sorrow, to play at worship before the camera for effect -- how
utterly shocking to the reverent heart! How can Christians who approve this gross pretense ever understand the
value of sincerity as taught by our Lord? What will be the end of a generation of Christians fed on such a diet of
deception disguised as the faith of our fathers?

The plea that all this must be good because it is done for the glory of God is a gossamer-thin bit of rationalizing
which should not fool anyone above the mental age of six. Such an argument parallels the evil rule of expediency
which holds that the end is everything, and sanctifies the means, however evil, if only the end be commendable.
The wise student of history will recognize this immoral doctrine. the Spirit-led Church will have no part of it.

It is not uncommon to find around the theater human flotsam and jetsam washed up by the years, men and women
who have played false parts so long that the power to be sincere has forever gone from them. They are doomed to
everlasting duplicity. Every act of their lives is faked, every smile is false, every tone of their voice artificial. The
curse does not come causeless. It is not by chance that the actor's profession has been notoriously dissolute.
Hollywood and Broadway are two sources of corruption which [have turned] America into a Sodom and lay her
glory in the dust.

The profession of acting did not originate with the Hebrews. It is not a part of the divine pattern. The Bible
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mentions it, but never approves it. Drama, as it has come down to us, had its rise in Greece. It was originally a part
of the worship of the god Dionysus and was carried on with drunken revelry.

The Miracle Plays of medieval times have been brought forward to justify the modern religious movie. The Miracle
Plays had their big run in the Middle Ages. They were dramatic performances with religious themes staged for the
entertainment of the populace. At their best they were misguided efforts to teach spiritual truths by dramatic
representation; at their worst they were shockingly irreverent and thoroughly reprehensible. In some of them the
Eternal God was portrayed as an old man dressed in white with a gilt wig! To furnish low comedy, the devil
himself was introduced on the stage and allowed to cavort for the amusement of the spectators. Bible themes were
used, as in the modern movie, but this did not save the whole thing from becoming so corrupt that the Roman
Church had finally to prohibit its priests from having any further part in it.

Those who would appeal for precedent to the Miracle Plays have certainly overlooked some important facts. For
instance, the vogue of the Miracle Play coincided exactly with the most dismally corrupt period the Church has
ever known. When the Church emerged at last from its long moral night, these plays lost popularity and finally
passed away. And be it remembered, the instrument God used to bring the Church out of the darkness was not
drama; it was the Biblical one of Spirit-baptized preaching. Serious minded men thundered the truth and the people
turned to God.

Indeed, history will show that no spiritual advance, no revival, no upsurge of spiritual life has ever been associated
with acting in any form. The Holy Spirit never honors pretense.

Is the appearance of the religious movie symptomatic of the low state of spiritual health we are in today? I fear so.
Only the absence of the Holy Spirit from the pulpit and lack of true discernment on the part of professing Christians
can account for the spread of religious drama among so-called Bible believing churches. A Spirit-filled church
could not tolerate it.

They who present the gospel movie owe it to the public to give Biblical authority for their
act: and this they have not done.

The Church, as long as she is following her Lord, goes along in the Bible ways and can give a scriptural reason for
her conduct. Her members meet at stated times to pray together: this has Biblical authority behind it. They gather to
hear the Word of God expounded: this goes back in almost unbroken continuity to Moses. They sing psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs: so they are commanded by the apostle. They visit the sick and relieve the sufferings of
the poor: for this they have both precept and example in Holy Writ. They lay up their gifts and bring them at stated
times to the church or chapel to be used in the Lord's work: this also follows the scriptural pattern. They teach and
train and instruct; they appoint teachers and pastors and missionaries and send them out to do the work for which
the Spirit has gifted them: all this has plain scriptural authority behind it. They baptize and break bread and witness
to the lost; they cling together through thick and thin; they bear each other's burdens and share each other's sorrows:
this is as it should be, and for all this there is full Biblical authority.

Now for the religious movie where is the authority? For such a serious departure from the ancient pattern, where is
the authority? For introducing into the Church the pagan art of acting, where is the authority? Let the movie
advocates quote just one verse, from any book of the Bible, in any translation, to justify its use. This they cannot
do. The best they can do is to appeal to the world's psychology or repeat brightly that "modern times call for
modern methods." But the Scriptures? -- quote form them one verse to authorize movie acting as an instrument of
the Holy Ghost. This they cannot do.

But, says someone, there is nothing unscriptural about the religious movie; it is merely a new medium for the
utterance of the old message, as printing is a newer and better method of writing and the radio an amplification of
familiar human speech.

To this I reply: The movie is not the modernization or improvement of any scriptural method; rather it is a medium
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in itself wholly foreign to the Bible and altogether unauthorized therein. It is play acting -- just that, and nothing
more. It is the introduction into the work of God of that which is not neutral, but entirely bad. The printing press is
neutral; so is the radio; so is the camera. They may be used for good or bad purposes at the will of the user. But
play acting is bad in its essence in that it involves the simulation of emotions not actually felt. It embodies a gross
moral contradiction in that it calls a lie to the service of the truth.

God has ordained four methods ONLY by which Truth shall prevail -- and the religious
movie is not one of them.

They are (1) prayer, (2) song, (3) proclamation of the message by means of words, and (4) good works. These are
the four main methods which God has blessed. All other Biblical methods are subdivisions of these and stay within
their framework.

These are God's appointed methods, set forth in the Bible and confirmed in centuries of practical application. The
intrusion of other methods is unscriptural, unwarranted, and in violation of spiritual laws as old as the world.

'The whole preach-the-gospel-with-movies idea is founded upon the same basic assumptions as Modernism,
namely, that the Word of God is not final, and that we of this day have a perfect right to add to it or alter it
wherever we think we can improve it.

But some say, "We do not propose to displace the regular method of preaching the gospel. We only want to
supplement it." to this I answer: If the movie is needed to supplement anointed preaching it can only be because
God's appointed method is inadequate and the movie can do something which God's appointed method cannot do.
What is that thing? We freely grant that the movie can produce effects which preaching cannot produce (and which
it should never try to produce), but dare we strive for such effects in the light of God's revealed will and in the face
of the judgment and a long eternity.

Some Harmful Effects of Drama

1) First, the evil effect upon the "actors" who play the part of the various characters in the show; this is not the less
because it is suspected. Who can, while in a state of fellowship with God, dare to play at being a prophet? Who has
the gall to pretend to be an apostle, even in a show? Where is his reverence? Where is his fear? Where is his
humility? Any one who can bring himself to act a part for any purpose, must first have grieved the Spirit and
silenced His voice within his heart. Then the whole business will appear good to him. "He feedeth on ashes; a
deceived heart has turned him aside." But he cannot escape the secret working of the ancient laws of the soul.
Something high and fine and grand will die within him; and worst of all he will never suspect it. That is the curse
that follows self-injury always. The Pharisees were examples of this. They were walking dead men, and they never
dreamed how dead they were.

2) Secondly, it identifies religion with the theatrical world. I have seen recently in a Fundamental magazine an
advertisement of a religious film which would be altogether at home on the theatrical page on any city newspaper.
By such business we are selling out our Christian separation, and nothing but grief can come of it, late or soon.

3) Thirdly, the taste for drama which these pictures develop in the minds of the young will not long remain satisfied
with the inferior stuff the religious movie can offer. Our young people will demand the real thing; and what can we
reply when they ask why they should not patronize the regular movie house?

4) Fourthly, the rising generation will naturally come to look upon religion as another, and inferior, form of
amusement. In fact, the present generation has done this to an alarming extent already, and the gospel movie feeds
the notion by fusing religion and fun in the name of orthodoxy. It takes no great insight to see that the religious
movie must become increasingly more thrilling as the tastes of the spectators become more and more stimulated.

5) Fifthly, the religious movie is the lazy preacher's friend. If the present vogue continues to spread it will not be
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long before any man with enough ability to make an audible prayer, and mentality enough to focus a projector, will
be able to pass for a prophet of the Most High God. The man of God can play around all week long and come up to
Sunday without a care. Everything has been done for him at the studio. He has only to set up the screen and lower
the lights, and the rest follows painlessly. Wherever the movie is used, the prophet is displaced by the projector.
The least such displaced prophets can do is to admit that they are not sent men, ordained of God for a sacred work.
Let them refuse ordination and put away their pretense.

Allowing that there may be some who have been truly called and gifted of God, but who have allowed themselves
to be taken in by this new plaything, the danger to such is still great. As long as they can fall back upon the movie,
the pressure that makes preachers will be wanting. The habit and rhythm which belongs to great preaching will be
missing from their ministry. However great their natural gifts, however real their enduement of power, still they
will never rise. They cannot while this broken reed lies close at hand to aid them in the crisis. The movie will doom
them to be ordinary.

In Conclusion

One thing may bother some earnest souls: Why so many people approve the religious movie. If it is an evil, why
have not these denounced it?

The answer is, lack of spiritual discernment. Many who are turning to the movie are the same who have, by direct
teaching or by neglect, discredited the work of the Holy Spirit. They have apologized for the Spirit and so hedged
Him in by their unbelief that it has amounted to an out-and-out repudiation. Now we are paying the price of our
folly. The light has gone out and men are forced to stumble around m the darkness of the human intellect.

The religious movie is at present undergoing a period of gestation and seems about to swarm up over the churches
like a cloud of locusts out of the earth. The figure is accurate; they are coming from below, not from above. The
whole modern psychology has been prepared for this invasion of insects. The Fundamentalists have become weary
of manna and are longing for red flesh. What they are getting is a sorry substitute for the lusty and uninhibited
pleasures of the world.

Let us not for the sake of peace keep still while men without spiritual insight dictate the diet upon which God's
children shall feed. I heard the president of a Christian college say some time ago that the Church is suffering from
an "epidemic of amateurism." That remark is sadly true, and the religious movie represents amateurism gone wild.
Unity among professing Christians is to be desired, but not at the expense of righteousness. It is good to go with the
flock, but I for one refuse mutely to follow a misled flock over a precipice.

If God has given wisdom to see the error of religious shows we owe it to the Church to oppose them openly. We
dare not take refuge in "guilty silence." Error is not silent; it is highly vocal and amazingly aggressive. We dare not
be less so.

Cursed be he that doeth the work of the LORD deceitfully and cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from
blood. -- Jeremiah 48:10

* The preceding was excerpted and/or adapted from an article titled "In Perils of Drama," 2/99, The Perilous Times,
Raymond Blanton, Editor; and from the original Tozer article: "The Menace of the Religious Movie"
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Bob Jones University
Book Review

Beneth Peters Jones (Mrs. Bob Jones, III) -- Manufacturing Victims

Mount Up on Wounded Wings
Beneth Peters Jones, wife of Bob Jones, III (president of Bob Jones University), wrote a book titled Mount Up on
Wounded Wings: For Women from Hurtful Home Backgrounds (published by BJU Press:1994). Although this book
cannot be recommended, some of the material in the book could be considered helpful. There is a presentation of
the Gospel at the beginning of the book and Mrs. Jones sounds some helpful warnings. For instance, she urges a
woman not to seek counsel from a man if she has a background of incest (p. 61). She does "not advise the world's
'support group' approach," because: "Too often it becomes a get-nowhere, repeat-endlessly, feel-sorry-for-me
morass from which progress is never made" (p. 62). She stresses the need for women to forgive those who have
sinned against them (pp. 68-73). And, she has sense enough to say: "The human heart's murky depths and twisted
contents are beyond anyone's understanding" (p. 63, italics hers). However, the good things in this book are more
than overshadowed by her seriously tainted psychological teachings. 

Mrs. Jones is a good example of good intentions flawed by naive incorporation of the very worldliness that Bob
Jones University would claim to oppose, namely, psychological myths presented as self-evident facts. If the errors
of this book were merely maudlin sentimentality, there would be far less concern and it would not require a
critique. However, the book incorporates notions from pop psychology and may serve to manufacture victims, or
at least encourage a victim mentality in women. In reading this book, women who claim to have found Christ
sufficient in their struggles may now discover that they are still "wounded" and must go through a prescribed
treatment that may instead debilitate them.

By lumping together a wide range of hurtful early life events, ranging from mild displeasure to physical and sexual
abuse, Jones's book could make almost any woman feel that her present problems are due to her childhood home,
primarily her parents. By spreading the net of victimhood, Jones betrays the real victims of rape, incest, accident,
and torture. In her attempt to make her net of victimhood Biblical, Jones gives examples from Scripture of what she
identifies as "victims of impaired pasts" (p. 48). On pages 47-48, she identifies these victims for us: Moses, Samuel,
Joseph, and Timothy! But which of these men endured years of incest, repeated rape, severe physical abuse, and
torture? Somehow, an imperfect childhood and one filled with sexual and physical abuse are lumped together as if
all cause seriously "wounded wings" that prevent the mature bird [woman] to fly. 

Jones says, "The point of this writing, therefore, is not to dwell upon time past, the home's hurtfulness, or its
particular wounds." But, the focus of the book is precisely on woundedness and victimhood, so much so that a
person may easily enter into this broad category of woundedness and become a victim while reading the book. And
the focus is emotionally charged with such statements as, "the most monstrous life wounds are those received in
childhood -- when physically, mentally, and emotionally the victim is cruelly taken advantage of, when he or she is
helpless" (p. 15). While harming children is grossly sinful, children are often far more resilient than adults are.
Words like most monstrous life wounds do indeed apply to real victims, but not to all children in the broad category
Jones presents.

In her book Manufacturing Victims, the author, Dr. Tana Dineen, reveals: "What the Psychology Industry is doing
to People" (cover). If one reads Dineen's book along with Jones's book, it will be apparent that Jones's book does
something to its readers that is very similar to what the psychology industry does to many of its clients. Dineen
speaks about psychologists who "go about rewriting private memories, playing on emotions, dictating how events
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are to be experienced, and casting people into victim roles" (p. 13). Jones does all of this, and very well indeed,
throughout her book. One of the methods used by psychologists, according to Dineen, is that of generalizing.
Dineen describes generalizing as "equating the exceptional and the brutal with the ordinary and the mundane; thus
ignoring the differences which set victims apart in an insulting effort to extend and blur them with the more
common experiences of a lifetime. The Psychology Industry assumes the capacity to psychologize the mundane,
using metaphor to create an absurd realm of similarities, equating the thought with the deed, the dream with the
fact, and the illusion with the reality." 

The broadness of Jones's category of woundedness is evident in such statements as: "Sexual looseness marks
particularly the child of an incestuous home, but it can also result from any of the hurtful home types" (p. 31),
which include such common homes as the "unsaved home" (non-Christian parents) and "the inconsistent Christian
home" as well as "the incestuous home" (pp. 16-20). Furthermore, Jones's metaphor of wounded wings carries
much emotional baggage and may cause one who felt some parental rejection to feel very wounded indeed and
begin to define her life as crippled and wounded, though now, through the specified process presented by Jones, she
can see herself as "mounting up on wounded wings," overcoming a great emotional handicap that was previously
just a minor personal injury long forgotten. On the other hand, for those who were severely harmed in childhood,
such a metaphor can so grip the person as to cause her to see herself more as a wounded bird than as a child of
God.

Another serious problem with Jones's book is her prescription for healing. She presents a dogmatic process one
must go through to get healed. She insists that it is necessary to "Name your wounding" (p. 56). One must name it
to oneself, to God, and then to a "trustworthy friend or counselor" (p. 57). She says, "Why is it necessary to name
your hurt so specifically? Because until your wound is brought into the realm of thought, speech, and action, it
remains in that of emotion, a compartment of the human self which cannot be directly changed or medicated" (p.
57). This certainly puts God in a box. Does He only work His healing through Jones's method? 

Jones's insistence that women must overcome denial and name their wounds sounds like the advice of psychologist
Judith Herman in her book Trauma and Recovery: "The ordinary response to atrocities is to banish them from
consciousness. ... Remembering and telling the truth about terrible events are prerequisites both for the restoration
of the social order and for the healing of individual victims" (p. 1, italics in original).

Dineen criticizes such a belief and says: "Few people recognize the subtle but profound effect of psychologizing
inherent in statements like these. In these excerpts, which are consistent with the theme of the book, Herman
expresses her conviction (theory) that terrible events (specifically sexual and domestic violence) cannot be
forgotten, must be remembered and talked about, and that society as well as the individual, depends on this for
health" (p. 40).

Dineen emphasizes the unsubstantiated psychologizing that exists in such statements. She criticizes the
pathologizing of experiences. She says: "Pathologizing the experiences of victims turns their normal feelings into
abnormal states and their normal reactions into emotional problems" (p. 45). Dineen asks, "Why do we believe that
victims are weakened by their experience and that they can never recover unless they cease to deny the devastating
effects of 'the trauma,' uncover it, face it, confront it and go through the required psychological process, changing
themselves from 'victim' to survivor' and, finally, to victorious 'thriver'?" (pp. 56-57). 

Yet, Jones naively participates in this process as she accuses women of being in denial and having to name the
wounding. She even has God participate in this psychological process by saying, "He [God] has been patiently
waiting for you to tire of your denials; to weary of your attempted disguises; to turn from your misdirected
gropings for help; to run, at last, into His arms and weep out your anguish on His breast" (p. 59). While the last half
of that sentence is Biblical, the first half is Freudian. Without using Freud's name, she presents his teachings on
denial and deterministically associating present problems with past upbringing. She even presents Freud's defunct
hydraulic theory as she pathologizes problems. She says: "Physical problems particularly appear in those who deny
the reality or sublimate reactions to their painful past experiences. If a sufferer suppresses in herself emotional
response and rational examination, she does something akin to capping a volcano: she redirects the eruption. There
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must be release of some sort: pain's lava denied in mind and heart eventually explodes in the body" (p. 31, bold
added). She states this as if it were fact, when it is simply a now unproved notion of Sigmund Freud. Yet, this myth
dies hard, particularly in "Christian" circles where such myths are promoted by trusted teachers and institutions.
With no footnote reference or other evidence, Jones even associates glaucoma with denial and not naming the
emotional wound (p. 31). 

Jones has also borrowed a number of other notions from psychology, primarily the idea of one needing self-worth
(p. 23), a person suffering from a "damaged self-image" (p. 27), and the so-called need for a person to forgive
oneself (p. 73). One does not find these ideas in Scripture, but rather in the psychological teachings of Alfred Adler,
Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers. Throughout the book Jones presents personal opinions as if they are factual.
None of her authoritative-sounding statements are documented or footnoted. One such unsubstantiated statement
presented as fact is:

"There is one especially pervasive fear which may grip the heart of someone who bears home hurts: the
fear of repeating the experienced horror should she herself become a parent. Numerous studies have
shown that those who have been hurt themselves very often become hurters in turn" (p. 89).

Where is her documentation to support this? There is documentation that refutes Jones's statement. For instance,
researchers Joan Kaufman and Edward Zigler (Yale University) demonstrated that the widely held "belief that
abused children are likely to become abusive parents" is not a hard and fast rule. Instead of being the rule, it is the
exception for an abused child to become an abusive parent. Kaufman and Zigler note that some of the earlier
research had problems with methodology. While about 30 percent of those who were abused repeat the cycle, 70
percent do not. In fact, one study they looked at identified 82 percent who did not repeat the abuse with their own
children. The belief that the abuse cycle was inevitable has kept people in the cycle. Parents who were abused as
children no longer have to be intimidated by such myths as the one Jones helps promote. And, parents who abuse
can no longer excuse their behavior on their own victimhood.

While a woman's thoughts are important, Jones mishandles Scripture by using Proverbs 23:7 as a proof text for that
idea. "For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he: Eat and drink, saith he to thee; but his heart is not with thee." This
Scripture is warning against eating the bread of one who has evil intentions. Even though the person offers bread
"his heart is not with thee." Outward appearances cannot be trusted because, "as he thinketh in his heart, so is he."
This verse is not teaching that a person will be right if only he thinks right, but it is regularly misused this way by
"Christian psychologists." 

Jones evidently wants her readers to know how deeply she identifies with their woundedness, but one immediately
wonders who might be wounded through the telling exposure of the first sentence in Chapter One. She declares:
"This book is intended for the Christian woman whose home background, like my own, was marred by pain." As
one reads about all the causes of woundedness, including incest, alcoholic parents, physical abuse, and other causes
of wounding children as they are growing up, one wonders about Mrs. Jones's parents. What kind of parents did
Beneth Peters Jones have? What did they do to so wound their daughter that she has devoted a book to women who
suffer from childhood hurts? The sentiment is echoed through the book with phrases such as: "We who bear scars
from home wounding" (p. 70); "we wounded ones" (p. 74); "we women with wounded wings" (p. 80). Did her
parents have expectations too high to reach or did they sexually and physically abuse her? Because she only refers
to her home background being "marred by pain," and because she goes into details of the various ways people can
be wounded, she leaves the door open for speculation about what happened to her. Thus, in a very real way, Beneth
Peters Jones violates her parents' reputation as well as the Fifth Commandment of God.

While on the one hand Jones urges an abused woman not to seek counsel from a man; on the other hand Dr. Bob
Wood, who is executive vice president at Bob Jones University, gives evidence in his 1994 video presentation
"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused" (a BJU produced and marketed video) that he has counseled
many women with sexual abuse backgrounds. During the tape he talks about cases in which he counseled abused
women, yet he did not once caution his listeners and viewers regarding problems with men counseling abused
women. The counseling of a woman by a man, and especially the counseling of an abused woman by a man, is a
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serious enough issue that Bob Jones University should speak with one voice about the matter, rather than two
obviously conflicting voices of the executive vice president and the wife of the president.

Assuming that Bob Jones, III, president of Bob Jones University, is harmonious with his wife's writings raises
questions about his own receptivity to psychological myths and a psychologically tainted understanding of
Scripture. It would be interesting to hear him say whether or not he believes all that his wife teaches and to what
degree her misteachings are being promoted at Bob Jones University.
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Bob Jones University
Video Notes

"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused"

BJU Press's ShowForth video division produced this highly psychological 2-hour video titled "Scriptural Principles
for Counseling the Abused" (1994). The teacher on the video is Dr. Bob Wood, a BJU faculty member specializing
in "training ministerial students as biblical counselors." Wood is also an executive vice president in administration
at BJU. BJU claims that Dr. Wood's video "presents biblical solutions for helping those who are struggling to
overcome the pain of their past" (2/95, Frontline advertisement; ShowForth video jacket). Dr. Wood's teaching
relies heavily on the speculations of Sigmund Freud, an enemy of the gospel, seeing man as a victim rather than a
sinner.

-  The video is of Dr. Bob Wood teaching a class at BJU. The book used for the class, to be read by the students, is
When Child Abuse Comes to Church by Bill Anderson. Wood uses "estimates" provided by Anderson in his book
for finding "some form of sexual abuse" for both sexual and physical abuse. These figures are questionable at least
and regarded as wild estimates by some authorities. With inflated figures like these, counselors like Wood will see
more individuals, and primarily women, as having been sexually abused when they were young. This is no doubt
why he claims to have seen "many, many, many" cases.

-  Wood claims that "what happens [in sexual abuse] is very predictable." He also says, "You see a profile that's
recognizable," which prompts him to ask women in counseling, who have said nothing about abuse, "When were
you abused?" He admits that "it just completely floors them," and "they're overwhelmed." In summary Wood uses
a grossly inflated statistic and a false profile to go on a hunting expedition for sexual abuse. Dr. Wood is a good
example of bad counseling, which has led to numerous lawsuits regarding the dredging up of false memories by so
many psychotherapists. It is sad that such teaching would be permitted at an institution that would like to think of
itself as being separated from the world. Wood's teaching on abuse looks unmistakably like those in the
psychotherapeutic sexual abuse business. Wood's views are detrimental to the plight of those who really were
sexually abused. Wood should be encouraged to become familiar with the research evidence regarding false
memories. 

-  One must assume that Wood is in agreement with the Anderson book he selected for his students or he would
have issued a warning about it. Who is Bill Anderson, and what does he teach? Anderson is a graduate of Bob
Jones University and Faith Theological Seminary. Anderson's book reveals his use of the vocabulary of secular
counseling and his confidence in psychotherapy, rather than confidence in the Bible. Anderson speaks of the
"psychological defense mechanism" of denial (p. 51), "addictive behavior" (p. 56), "low self-esteem" (p. 91),
"stages of grief" (p. 92), and a spouse being an "enabler" (p. 155). There are also many examples that demonstrate
his confidence in and recommendation of secular psychotherapy by secular counselors (p. 84). The only "Biblical"
counseling group he recommends in the book is the Institute for Biblical Counseling (IBC) in Morrison, Colorado
(p. 173); IBC (headed by clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb) integrates psychology with the Bible. Anderson's
lack of footnotes at critical points is a definite deficiency of the book. At one point he mentions (in a positive
manner) the use of an anatomical doll (p. 45). There is no footnote to check the validity of its use. It is our
impression that the use of such dolls is highly unreliable and that they should not be used. (See, for example,
"Young kids fail symbol-minded books," Science News, Vol. 148, No. 9, p. 143.)

There is no evidence that Wood has ever issued a warning about Anderson's book, and it is doubtful that he would
since Anderson's teachings fit nicely with Wood's sexual abuse beliefs and counseling practices. The fact that Wood
is an executive vice president of Bob Jones University and that Anderson is a graduate raises serious questions
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about the institution's position on psychology.

-  In addition to the above problems with the video, Wood spends much time developing his counseling model,
which is based on his model of man. Wood's specific and explicit model of man fails the Biblical test. It is not that
Wood fails to use or refer to Scripture; it is because there are too many contradictory Scriptures that fail to support
his model. His model uses the body, the soul, and the spirit with the "gateways" to the body being the five senses,
with [coincidentally] five "gateways" to the soul (imagination, reason, memory, conscience, and affection), and
with one "gateway" to the spirit. Wood says, "There's only one gate to the spirit of man, mentioned over 900 times
in Scripture: the will of man. That's what opens up to allow the Holy Spirit in to change a man." Wood provides no
evidence that the Bible teaches what he claims. Ignoring the question of whether or not, or how often, the will is
mentioned in some form or other in Scripture, Wood fails to provide evidence that the Bible teaches that the will is
the only "gate to the spirit of man." A close examination of Wood's counseling model will reveal it is neat, tidy,
appealing, and attractive, but unbiblical.

-  Wood's appeal to the free will of man ends up, in effect, being a denial of the sovereignty of God in salvation.
Wood says: "In these five areas of the mind -- in your imagination, your reason, your memory, your conscience and
in love -- you can know all about the Gospel, but until you open your will to the Holy Spirit, you're not
regenerated. Our churches are full of people that are lost." Wood then focuses on the will until the end of the tape.
He makes such statements as: "They [counselees] have to open their will."; "What will you do with your will?"; and
ends the video by saying: "One of the most overwhelming thoughts that I think as a Christian is the thought that a
sovereign, omnipotent, omniscient God has allowed a puny, finite man to say 'no' to Him. That's an overwhelming
thought." (And an unbiblical one.) These statements, along with Wood's model of man, reveal his extreme
Arminian position. 
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Campus Crusade for Christ
(Crusade for Who?)

-  Campus Crusade for Christ International (CCC) was founded in 1951 on the campus of UCLA by the then 29
year-old Bill Bright (1921-2003), who at the time was a seminary student at neo-evangelical Fuller Theological
Seminary. Bright grew up in Coweta, Oklahoma, and was a successful businessman with an oil company and a
specialty food business before attending seminary. Bright was a member of, and attended a church affiliated with,
the ultra-liberal, lesbian-ordaining Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA). The ministry was turned over to Steve
Douglass in 2001 when Bright's health worsened. Bright died in July of 2003 of pulmonary fibrosis. 

According to Bright, the Lord directly communicated with him on forming Campus Crusade. Bright claimed to
have received an "overwhelming impression that the Lord had unfolded a scroll of instructions" to him. "He was to
help carry out the Great Commission on the campuses of the nation and the world ... Bill Bright knew it was a
commission from God." Bright compared his "impression" from God to that "of what the Apostle Paul experienced
on his way to Damascus ... God commanded me to invest my life in helping to fulfill the Great Commission in this
generation." Bright claimed to have later received even more insights "for the implementation of the original vision
... my heart was filled with praise and thanksgiving to the Lord for this remarkable revelation of what I was to do
with my life ..." Shortly after receiving his message from God, God also spoke with one of Bright's professors at
Fuller: "Dr. [Wilbur M.] Smith ... had scribbled these letters, 'CCC.' He explained that God had indeed provided the
name for my vision." (Emphasis added.) (All quotes from Come Help Change the World, pp. 1, 26-27.)

-  CCC is now based in Orlando, Florida, and operates more than 60 niche ministries in 191 countries, focusing on
such widely diverse groups as students, business executives, athletes, and military personnel. CCC's 2002
worldwide revenues totaled $374 million (the largest grossing ministry in the U.S.), allowing it an operation
presence on more than 650 U.S. campuses and 470 campuses overseas. CCC has 26,000 full-time workers and
more than 225,000 volunteer staffers. (Reported in the 7/21/03, The Times, Associated Press; and the 7/28/03,
Christian News.) Main ministry efforts are:

College Life
High Schools
Lay Evangelism Training -- Lay Institute for Evangelism (for individuals & churches)
Military -- COME (Conference on Military Evangelism)
Athletics -- AIA (Athletes in Action)
Mass Media -- publications (formerly-owned "Here's Life Publishers")/ audiovisuals (the "Jesus
film")/radio & television/correspondence
Mass Evangelism -- New Life 2000

For years, Bright had claimed that the key to the growth of CCC had been the use of the strategy of "spiritual
multiplication" -- using popular students, executives, and political leaders to spread the gospel. (By Bright's
estimate, CCC helped reach at least two billion people with the gospel.) Bright's and CCC's strategy was one of
mass marketing. Bright was a businessman. His business acumen emboldened him to wed spirituality and marketing
principles: "Bright understands America's appetite for a simple message with straightforward appeal. So the gospel
presentation he has fashioned can be mass produced, expeditiously disseminated, and proficiently advanced"
(7/14/97, Christianity Today), hardly a model of Biblical Christianity. 

Bottom line, however, Campus Crusade is a "parachurch" ministry that has no Scriptural authority. By definition, a
parachurch ministry is one "raised up" by man supposedly to accomplish something churches are charged to do by
the Scriptures. However, one should question raising up an organization outside the church (para-church) to
accomplish objectives ordained by God to be produced by the normal, proper functioning of the local church and all
its parts, especially for the evangelization of the lost. All too often, what is established to assist local churches ends
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up competing with them and introducing unscriptural philosophies and practices.

-  All CCC staff workers raise their own support, 12% of which is channeled into the ministry (5 percentage points
to overhead; 5% to overseas ministries; 2% to U.S. ministries, focusing on supporting minorities on staff). Bill and
Vonette Bright also raised their own support and between them earned $48,000 ($29,000 and $19,000,
respectively). Bright relinquished his Templeton prize money (in excess of $1 million) for the purposes of
developing the ministry of prayer and fasting. (See later in this report for details.) He also liquidated $50,000 of his
retirement funds to help start up a training center in Moscow. All royalties from his 50-plus books went to Campus
Crusade; he did not accept speaking fees and had no savings account. The luxury condo the Brights lived in was
donated to CCC (the Brights paid $1,000 a month rent). They did not own a car, and they owned no property
(7/14/97, Christianity Today). If renouncement of material treasures could land one a seat at the wedding supper of
the Lamb, Bill and Vonette Bright would be in the front row. 

-  After Campus Crusade's supposedly supernatural beginning, Bright enlisted a bevy of neo-evangelical
compromisers as his special advisors, including Dan Fuller and Billy Graham. CCC has become a highly
ecumenical organization, which leads one to wonder why Campus Crusade would become involved with other
denominations preaching a false gospel that might possibly enlighten souls to who Jesus Christ is, but do not tell
people how this knowledge must be coupled with faith in His blood sacrifice for the forgiveness of their sins,
thereby gaining them eternal security? Any organization which works together with other organizations preaching a
false gospel will not only give approval to such a false gospel (2 John 9-11), but will assist in setting up an
organization that will lead to the one-world church described in Revelation 17. A few examples of CCC's
ecumenism follow:

(a) On the 9/30/90 airing of the John Ankerberg Show, Ankerberg interviewed Bill Bright and The
Jesus Film project director, Paul Eshleman. In describing the ecumenical supporters of The Jesus Film,
Bright stated that churches of all denominations support the film: "... not CCC churches; we have none.
We work with churches of all denominations and all mission groups." Eshleman echoed Bright: "I
think the gratifying thing to me is the fact that we have been able to work with 227 different Christian
organizations and churches -- Christian Missionary Alliance, the Southern Baptists, the Catholic
Church -- many, many different churches that are showing the film as a means of just saying, 'this is
Jesus.' He says, 'If I be lifted up, I will draw all men to Me.' When you lift up Jesus, He does draw
people." 

(b) In a fund raising promotional brochure for Morris Cerullo's takeover of Jim Bakker's PTL/Heritage
properties, Bill Bright was one of the "joyful" endorsers of the scheme that was based on the
charismatic, name-it-and-claim-it/positive confession/health and wealth gospel theory. (Cerullo is a
faith-healing, "signs and wonders," demon-delivering charismatic.) (Reported in the 3/1/91, Calvary
Contender.) 

(c) Bill Bright spoke of the "great work" of God "in both the Roman Catholic and Protestant
fellowships ..." When the FEA's Foundation editor, M.H. Reynolds, asked Bright how he could
Scripturally justify having Roman Catholics on CCC's staff and working with them in evangelism,
Bright replied, "I can work with anyone who calls Jesus Lord." (Funny thing -- Jesus couldn't -- Matt.
7:21-23. When this was pointed out to Bright, he gave no answer and walked from the room in
silence.) Mormons, Moonies, and many other cults also call Jesus Lord; would Bill Bright fellowship
and evangelize with them also? (Reported in the July 1991, CIB Bulletin, p. 2.)

(d) Leaders from Campus Crusade and World Literature Crusade cooperated with charismatic
"evangelists" Charles and Frances Hunter (the "Happy Hunters") in a door-to-door "religious census"
in Honduras. The door-to-door program has been incorporated into the Hunter's "Healing Explosion"
meetings elsewhere. (Charles and Frances Hunter teach that all Christians are commanded to speak in
tongues and to heal the sick -- false doctrine combined with pseudo-evangelism!) (Reported in the
Mar-Apr 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)
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(e) The CoMISSION is a coalition of over 60 neo-evangelical groups chaired by Bruce Wilkinson, the
ecumenical head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries. Other members include: Campus Crusade,
Wheaton, Navigators, Cedarville, Moody Bible Institute, Youth For Christ, Church of God, In Touch
(Charles Stanley), and Biola. The CoMISSION's purpose was to recruit volunteers to raise funds to
spend a year teaching Russian teachers Christian ethics and morality ("Character Education"). The
CoMission had the endorsement of the Russian Orthodox Church. The project was to be turned over to
Russian leadership by 1997. A 1995 letter canceling the Protocol had negligible effect. Tongues-
speaking CoMISSION members are asked to refrain from public exercise, but private exercise of
tongues is permitted. An 11/22/96 paper from the Navigators CoMISSION stated the policy for dealing
with doctrinal diversity: "All CoMISSION organizations and individuals must agree to the Lausanne
Covenant. This provides for great commonality. CoMISSION training focuses on what we have in
common and what we have to offer each other, not on different doctrines, traditions or gray areas." The
Graham/Stott Lausanne Covenant is weak on Biblical inerrancy (7/1/93 & 1/15/97, Calvary
Contender).

(f) Bright fasted for 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claimed to have received a
"prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival.
An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics
was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson,
W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and
Larry Burkett. Bright cited "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help
in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of
Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with
wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.)
(Mission America is the umbrella under which these ecumenists gather, which includes the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association and Campus Crusade for Christ, along with many other church and
parachurch organizations. It is a program of ecumenical evangelism as practiced by these groups. The
philosophy that seems to supersede others is THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS. This "Christian"
form of pragmatism sets aside Biblical truth so that cooperation can be established [Ralph Colas
Fasting & Prayer conference report].) 

Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those
listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly
LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell
(Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St.
Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren
Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh
McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (When Bright spoke at the
convention, he was in his 15th day of a 40-day fast. Fasting was placed on the same level of
importance as prayer. It was made a public matter rather than a private one. Those who had fasted were
interviewed so their testimony would be made public. While 2 Chron. 7:14 was often quoted, nowhere
is fasting mentioned or implied in that particular verse.) (Conferences have been held every year now,
but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade, and
Bright's death in 2003.)

(g) Big plans were made for celebrating the year 2000, making it a World Year of Thanksgiving, global
ecumenism, etc. New Ager Jay Gary, who has been active for many years in evangelical circles
(Campus Crusade, Lausanne, etc.) in 1991 launched BEGIN or Celebration 2000, a network that
appears to provide a link between global spiritualists like Robert Muller and so-called evangelical
Christians (2/95, Signal). Muller, a former UN assistant Secretary-General, calls himself a Catholic,
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but is basically a New Age Hindu-Catholic. Gary calls Muller a "Key Person" for BEGIN. Gary speaks
approvingly of many radical apostates and New Agers in his Star of 2000 book. Yet his book was
endorsed by Bill Bright. He wants to give a global birthday party in the year 2000 as a gift to Christ,
but this "christ" is a counterfeit (3/15/95, Calvary Contender). [In 4/95, after being confronted with the
New Ageism of Gary's book and asked to withdraw his endorsement, Bright instead re-endorsed the
book saying, "... the Christ which Jay Gary lifts high throughout this book is, indeed, the Christ of the
gospels, the cross, the resurrection, the Epistles and the Revelation. ... Jay Gary's references do not
endorse New Age thinking. ... I WISH TO REAFFIRM MY ENDORSEMENT OF THIS BOOK. ... I
TRUST THE BOOK WILL BE READ AND FOLLOWED BY MANY" (Fax from Bill Bright, dtd
4/26/95). See later in this report for more on Jay Gary.]

(h) As early as 1969, Bill Bright said, "We do not attack the Roman Church. We believe God is doing
a mighty work in it and will no doubt use millions of Roman Catholics to help evangelize the world"
(The Past & Times Star, Cincinnati, Ohio, 8/3069). There was also "Explo '72" in Dallas; "Key '73
Evangelism" in which Roman Catholics, Orthodox, ecumenists, evangelicals, and charismatics all
participated; and "Explo '74" in South Korea, all organized by Bill Bright. At Billy Graham's
Amsterdam '86 conference, Bright said, "There was a day when Protestants and Roman Catholics
would not have much to do with one another. But today the Spirit of God is doing such a great working
in both the Roman Catholic and Protestant fellowships and communications that I feel much at home
wherever Jesus Christ is honored" (Jul.-Aug. 1986, Foundation magazine). Bright was questioned about
Roman Catholic and Orthodox involvement at the Amsterdam '86 conference. His answer was: "The
Holy Spirit of God is doing something unique in most major denominations -- Presbyterian, Baptist,
Methodist, Roman Catholic ... In all denominations I think there is a return to New Testament faith"
(Nov.-Dec. 1991, Foundation magazine).

(i) Campus Crusade also has Roman Catholics on staff. In an interview with Wittenberg Door, June-
July 1978, Richard Quebedeaux noted, "In Ireland, Campus Crusade is registered as a religious order ...
And they work entirely within the Catholic church there with Catholics because there is nobody else to
work with." Not only had Bright been one of the leading organizers of ecumenical meetings, but he
also had been involved in the decisions to invite Catholic participation in these conferences. Bright's
"Here's Life America" crusade in 1976 had Catholic participation. In the 12/12/86 issue of Christianity
Today, Bill Bright endorsed the film The Mission, which is about Catholic missionaries. Bright called
the movie "a triumphal film with a life-changing message which will enrich your life for years to
come." Bright participated in the publication of a series of books on evangelism co-sponsored by
Tyndale House and the Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association. The first book in the
series, What Christians Can Learn from One Another About Evangelizing Adults, included articles by
Bill Bright, Pope John Paul II, Archbishop Joseph Bernardin, and others. (Source: 3/97, FBIS.) 

(j) Former professing Bible-believing evangelical Dr. Jack Van Impe now praises the Pope and accepts
as brothers those of whom he formerly warned. In a 3/21/94 letter he says: "The most stunning news in
2000 years of Christendom is about to be exposed by the 264th Pope on our new video ..." On this 98-
minute video ("Pope John Paul: Startling Revelations"), Van Impe praises the Pope. At the end of the
letter Van Impe says, "Dr. Bill Bright, the leader of Campus Crusade, requested our earlier twenty
minute version to show to thousands gathered for a youth conference" (4/15/94, Calvary Contender).

(k) Each year since at least 1980, Bill Bright had been a key organizer and sponsor of the "Washington
for Jesus" celebrations, which have included Catholic priests, Seventh-day Adventists, those who deny
the Trinity (the United Pentecostal Church), and other unscriptural ecumenists. The first "Washington
for Jesus" convention in 4/80 featured apostate Robert Schuller; charismatics Jim Bakker, Demos
Shakarian, and Pat Robertson; as well as Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael
Scanlon (Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2).

(l) Bright was a member of the National Honorary Committee of Clement Stone's Religious Heritage
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of America (RHA). Stone, a 33rd degree Mason, is a promoter of the occultic theory that God is a
metaphysical power that can be tapped into (The Seduction of Christianity, p. 28). Stone was the
financial and inspirational force directly behind the "ministry" of the late Norman Vincent Peale, and
indirectly of Robert Schuller.

(m) CCC's International Committee of Reference includes 33 degree Mason Roy Rogers, Johnny Cash,
charismatic David Yonggi Cho, New Ager Jay Gary, 33 degree Mason and U.S. Senator Jesse Helms,
"Christian" rock singer Michael W. Smith, Pope-praiser Jack Van Impe, and dozens of other like
suspects.

(n) Pope John Paul II visited New York on 10/7/95 and said Mass in Central Park. Meeting privately
with the pope were Bill Bright, Pat Robertson, and Chuck Colson (12/1/95, Calvary Contender).

(o) At the 55th National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) Convention's Evangelism and Home
Mission Association banquet, Bill Bright said, "God has given me the assurance that revival is coming.
We Presbyterians usually do not get special revelations from God, but I did." He added that "Fifty-two
years ago, when I made a profession of faith, partitions were high between denominations, but all of
this has changed, because now there is a spirit of love and harmony between these denominations.
CCC is partnering with 500 mission groups around the world, and, because of prayer and fasting,
miracles are happening." Bright told of a book that CCC is publishing listing those who have fasted
and the miracles that became a reality because they did (Ralph Colas' 1997 report of the 55th annual
NAE Convention).

(p) Bright joined hands with Catholic priests, Jewish rabbis, liberal Protestant clergymen, Muslim
leaders, and other false gospelers in a "Summit of Faith" in Tallahassee, Florida, on 12/7/00. The two-
hour event was coordinated by Jim Towey, a Catholic who organized "Awakening 2000," a program
"promising spiritual renewal in Florida.” Towey is a former volunteer for Mother Teresa. More than 50
religious leaders attended the “Summit of Faith." Bright was one of the speakers at the event. He said,
"We must turn back to the God of our fathers. There is no one else who can help us." He was right, but
he confused the truth by his unscriptural ecumenical adventures and his refusal to expose false gospels
(10/8/00, FBIS).

(q) The "Beyond All Limits" pastor's conference convened in Orlando, FL, Jan. 17-19, 2002. Bill
Bright had the vision for this. The purpose was twofold: first, to minister to the 5,000 pastors
assembled at First Baptist Church, and second, to launch a new Internet program for training pastors
for the new millennium, the Global Pastors Network (GPN). The ambitious plan to network (join
together in common fellowship, ministry, and purpose) and instruct virtually every Christian worker in
the world by way of the Internet and satellite technology in the decade ahead was impressive. The
proposed global synergistic church model, an ecumenically-styled network of churches and ministries
where doctrinal issues are set aside, and all who say they love Jesus will join together to reach the
world for Christ. Speakers included Jerry Falwell, Joe Stowell, Gary Smalley, Rick Warren, and Joseph
Trask. Charismatics were also well represented (Jack Hayford, and PK's Bill McCartney), and stressed
the need for no divisions to exist between all Christians. The above speakers and the following other
ministries are part of 200 already committed to the GPN: Kay Arthur, Henry Blackaby, Bill Bright,
Chuck Colson, Jim Cymbala, James Dobson, John Hagee, David Jeremiah, John Kilpatrick, Erwin
Lutzer, Chuck Swindoll, and Bruce Wilkinson. A conference leader said: In the future, those [pastors]
who are not networking will not be working. (Reported in the 5/02, Calvary Contender.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman turned Catholic priest) under
the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus).
The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through
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prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes down hill from
there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a
mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants Bill Bright, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Os
Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said, "Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics
as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests, three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal.

In a 4/15/94 CCC staff letter, Bright defends his signing the ECT document because CCC has "never proselytized
anyone" before, so what's the big deal now, and because "there are many godly Catholics who are committed to
helping fulfill the Great Commission of our Lord. We can work with many of these wonderful fellow believers to
finish the task without compromising our biblical commitments." Amazingly, we are being asked to believe that the
Reformers were deluded; that like all active Catholics today, they were saved but didn't know it; the tens of
millions of Catholics who since then have received Christ by faith alone, and left the Catholic Church, have also
been deceived; and the whole evangelical church of today is equally deluded about what it means to be a true
Christian. Colson, Robertson, Bright, et al., have revised both history and doctrine. Excommunication is the
Catholic Church's penalty for saying one is saved and knows he has eternal life through faith alone in Christ's
finished work. The very heart of the gospel which evangelicals affirm is denied by Catholicism in all its creeds,
catechisms, canons, and decrees and dogmas, and those who dare to affirm it are anathematized (5/94, The Berean
Call).

[Many have challenged Bill Bright to recant his position on the ECT, which he refused to do: "There are tens of
millions of true believers among the Catholics who don't believe that salvation is something you can work for.
Many are reformers, like Luther." In early-1995, a leading ministry specializing in evangelizing Catholics received
a letter form Bill Bright's office saying that, "tens of millions of Catholics would have gone to Hell who now will
be saved because he [Bright] signed the statement [the ECT]" (letter on file). Then in November of 1997, Bright
signed the even more deceptive "Evangelicals and Catholics II" document, which was grossly misnamed "The Gift
of Salvation."]

-  In 1987, Bill Bright founded a "broad-based coalition of denominations and World Christian leaders" called New
Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an advisory board of 1,000 leading professing Christians.
These "Christian" leaders include James Dobson from Focus on the Family, James Kennedy of Coral Ridge
Ministries, Charles Stanley, and Ted Engstrom, founder of World Vision and acting chairman of the committee. Jay
Gary is an author, consultant, and partner with New Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly promoting the
philosophies of the World Parliament of Religions, the United Nations agenda for education via Robert Mueller's
Global Core curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan whose goals include reduction of the world's population by the
year 2000. In a best seller entitled Megatrends 2000, endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as well as New Ager
Marilyn Ferguson, the author devotes an entire chapter to religion, speaking favorably of New Age perspectives.)
Gary is also communications consultant with New Life 2000, Campus Crusade's A.D. 2000 counterpart. Rome has,
in fact, its own branch of A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization 2000." 

-  In early-March of 1996, Bill Bright was chosen by a committee made up of the leaders of the world's five major
religions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) as the 26th recipient of the million dollar "John
M. Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion." (The "Prize" was established in 1972 by New Age pantheist/science-
of-mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton.) The 1996 Prize was actually 700,000 British pounds,
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equivalent to about $1.07 million, and was awarded to Bright on 5/8/96 at Buckingham Palace. Bright promised to
use the money to promote fasting among Christians. 

Templeton, though he honors all religions, reserves his loudest praise for two of today's worst anti-Christian cults:
Unity School of Christianity and the Church of Religious Science, whose beliefs coincide with his. He commends
them for viewing man as "an expanding idea in the mind of God," and for striving for "progress" in religion
because, "as mind advances [evolves], the old forms [of religion] die..." Obviously, it would be dishonest for
anyone to accept the Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion who was not in complete sympathy with its purpose
and the beliefs behind it. Wouldn't the reception of the prize by any individual constitute an endorsement of what
the prize represents in the mind of its founder? How could any recipient offer ignorance as an excuse when
Templeton's neo-pagan views have been widely published for years? Try to imagine Daniel accepting an
ecumenical prize from the sorcerers of Babylon, or Jesus from pagan leaders of His day! (5/96, The Berean Call).

Perhaps Bright was picked for this high "honor" precisely because of his devotion to the ecumenical movement.
[Bright once said, "If they're Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, whatever, we don't even try to put down other
religions. We simply proclaim the truth as we know it" (3/18/96, Christian News, p. 15).] Past Templeton Prize
recipients were good ecumenists "Mother" Teresa, Charles Colson, and Billy Graham. Other past recipients also
include India's Hindu guru, Baba Amte; Japanese Buddhist teacher and founder of the world's largest Buddhist lay
organization, Nikkyo Niwano; the secretary-general of the World Muslim Congress, Dr. Inamulla Khan;
evolutionist Alister Hardy; Unitarian Ralph Burhoe; the former president of India (Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), who
was awarded the Prize for his contribution to Hinduism; the Dalai Lama; and 1995's winner, atheist Paul Davies, a
mathematical physicist known for his research bridging the gap between science and religion. 

-  What is the Gospel at CCC? -- Ten Basic Steps toward Christian Maturity -- Campus Crusade's easy-believism
and Arminian-type gospel presentation clearly shows up through these booklets -- the Step 1 booklet in this series
establishes carnality as a possible permanent lifestyle for a Christian (pp. 14-17); the Step 3 booklet has a long
article about the Holy Spirit by CCC's founder and ecumenist, Bill Bright, that again assumes the carnal Christian
lifestyle (as does the Step 7 booklet on witnessing). The surprising thing about the weakness of this ten booklet
series is that Bright claimed to have received the "truths" incorporated therein directly from God!:

"As I turned over to go to sleep, I found my mind flooded with the truths concerning the Holy Spirit.
Fearful that I might forget them if I didn't write them down, I got up for a pencil and paper and found
several shirt boards. After filling the shirt boards, I found some brown wrapping paper and continued
to write furiously. That night God gave me the truths concerning the Person and work of the Holy
Spirit that have been basic to the ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ through the years. This
material has now been incorporated into our Bible study course, Ten Basic Steps toward Christian
Maturity, which is being used by many churches and various Christian organizations around the
world. This basis and revolutionary concept of how to be filled with the Holy Spirit has been
condensed into a small booklet comparable to the Four Spiritual Laws presentation and is entitled,
'Have You Made the Wonderful Discovery of the Spirit-filled Life?' This Holy Spirit booklet is being
used by many thousands of Christians all over the world to help lead carnal Christians into an
abundant and fruitful life in the Spirit as well as to help new Christians understand their spiritual
heritage in Christ. Like the Four Laws presentation, this brief presentation of the ministry of the Holy
Spirit is having revolutionary results" (Come Help Change the World, pp. 49-50). (Emphasis added.)

-  The Four Spiritual Laws was a tract developed in 1956 by Bill Bright at CCC, and is still being used extensively
today (2.5 billion in print, translated in over 200 languages). Bright explained to us how in writing The Four
Spiritual Laws pamphlet, he rearranged the points of the gospel message so an not to offend sinners:

"... revise the presentation so that the first law would be, 'God loves you and has a wonderful plan for
your life,' instead of 'You are a sinner and separated from God.' We moved the statement of the fact of
man's sin and separation from God, making it Law Two. Thus, the Four Spiritual Laws started with the
positive note of God's love ... through the presentation of the Four Spiritual Laws, that God loves them
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and has a wonderful plan for their lives. Can you think of any more exciting, wonderful message than
this to proclaim to the world?" (Come Help Change the World, pp. 46-47). (Emphasis added.)

It may be an "exciting, wonderful message," but for those that are perishing, not an accurate one. God's plan for
lost, unrepentant sinners is anything but "wonderful" or "exciting" (see Rom. 1:18-32 and Rev. 20:11-15).
Emphasizing God's love at the expense of making man cognizant of his sinful, lost condition, is a perversion of the
gospel. It might bring in larger numbers of professing "converts," but what gospel have they really believed? A
"Universalist, 'God loves everybody' gospel message," is not the gospel the Apostle Paul conveyed in his letter to
the Romans (1:18-5:21). 

-  Bright's easy-believism gospel could also be illustrated by his 1970s billboard and bumper sticker campaign that
proclaimed "I Found It." Again, Bright's Scriptural knowledge was faulty -- no one is looking for "It"! -- cf.
Romans 3:9-18. A major leader in the development and design of the "I Found It" campaign has said the movement
was largely a failure in that it failed to produce lasting fruit. Should we ever expect God to honor and bless a
program that reduces Jesus Christ to an "It"? Bright, to rationalize and justify the "I Found It" campaign, said many
of its converts are in the "electric church" of television on Sunday morning. (Campus Crusade: Its Message and
Methods, p. 15).  

-  Bright never had a problem with women in ministry. In fact, Bright's spiritual mentor in 1945 was a lady by the
name of Henrietta Mears. Bright sat under Mears' teaching for years, primarily through a discipleship group led by
Mears. In 1972, Bright's wife, Vonette, became active in CCC; she organized a prayer rally to which she invited
women from all over the country to join in prayer for the nation and, more particularly, Explo '72 (7,000 women
showed up) and the Great Commission Prayer Crusade of 1972. From there, Mrs. Bright moved into an even larger
leadership role within the neo-evangelical community. She became a member of the Lausanne Committee for
World Evangelization and served as chairperson of the Intercession Working Group from 1981 to 1990. She helped
found the National Prayer Committee and served for nine years as chair of the National Day of Prayer Task Force.
She helped draft legislation, which both houses of Congress unanimously approved, setting aside the standing date
for the National Day of Prayer. "Women Today International," a daily radio program, is Vonette's latest
undertaking, which "encourages and equips women in their respective callings, domestic or professional" (7/14/97,
Christianity Today).

-  Campus Crusade for Christ's ecumenical evangelism programs are being widely publicized by expensive
advertisements in major evangelical and charismatic publications. The cost of these promotional advertisements
runs into thousands of dollars as they occupy three full pages and are done in color. Campus Crusade's The Jesus
Film is promoted in these and other ads which give highly exaggerated reports concerning those who have
supposedly already been saved through watching this film. 

The Jesus Film was first produced in 1979, was financed by billionaire Nelson Bunker Hunt (for $6 million),
produced by John Heyman, distributed by Warner Brothers, translated into 786 languages, and is used by more than
400 mission agencies in addition to CCC. (In total, Hunt has raised over $1 billion dollars for CCC's various
ministries.) CCC claimed The Jesus Film has been viewed by more than a billion people in 234 countries, with
more than 50 million "making decisions for Christ." [Even if this were only half true, where are all the changed
lives the Bible tells us will occur when God saves a person (2 Cor. 5:17)?] The massive production and showing of
The Jesus Film is an integral part of Campus Crusade's worldwide evangelism program "Come Help Change the
World Through NEW LIFE 2000. " CCC's New Life 2000 program consisted of showing The Jesus Film to over 5
billion people through the year 2000, with over one billion receiving Christ. (This would have been a 20%
conversion success rate versus the currently stated rate of less than 6%.) Bright boasted: the Jesus film is "the single
most effective tool for evangelism in the history of Christianity" (Foundation magazine, Jul-Sep 1995, p. 26). The
marketing of The Jesus Film has resulted in CCC partnerships with approximately 450 religious groups throughout
the world. It is called:

"The most realistic film ever made about Jesus." JESUS is a remarkable film with the power to change
lives. The wonderful words of Jesus on this video will renew your own faith and help you gain new
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insights into His message of love and forgiveness. Award-winning producer John Heyman spent five
years researching the story of Christ as presented in the Gospel of Luke to create the most accurate
film ever made about His Life. You'll see the baptism of Jesus, witness many of His miracles, His
sufferings, crucifixion and His resurrection exactly as recorded in Luke's Gospel."

In May, 1989, a Campus Crusade fund raising letter made the following additional claims concerning The Jesus
Film: "As Jesus rebuked the demon-possessed man in the film, a man in the audience fell to the ground screaming.
I have confirmed reports from India of JESUS film team leaders bringing such people to the front, and through
simple prayer and faith, seeing demons cast out by the power of God. Yes, the film JESUS under the anointing of
the Holy Spirit, has such great power that even the forces of Satan cannot stand to listen to the words of Jesus. They
know what the film JESUS can do, and they will stop at nothing to keep spiritually hungry people from hearing the
message of the Gospel ... Leader after leader told me that this film is by far the greatest tool for evangelism they
have ever used. They have shown the film over and over again, at thousands of showings, with tremendous results.
Just in India alone, over 40 million people have seen JESUS. Of those, more than four million have indicated a
decision to receive and follow Christ. Thousands of Bible studies and churches have been established."

CCC is even using angels to raise funds for The Jesus Film project! In a letter received from Paul Eshleman in June
of 1997, he said angels carried their five vehicles across barriers of terrain in Mozambique, and would-be robbers
of their equipment in Thailand, "were startled by two brilliant white beings eight feet tall and brandish[ing] flaming
swords." He said, "Our Lord intervened with His holy angels. Will you intervene with your prayers and gift?" 

Such extravagant claims are not supported by the facts. The use of so-called anointed tapes and videos has long
been practiced by Charismatic deceivers, and the fact that Campus Crusade makes the same claim for their JESUS
film should be a matter of great concern to all who believe and practice Biblical principles and methods of
evangelism. The Jesus Film is obviously the pride and joy of Bill Bright, who said it was the result of a "vision"
given him by God in the early days of his ministry. It is readily apparent that Bright and Campus Crusade, formerly
wary of Charismatic false doctrines and practices, are moving ever closer to this unscriptural approach to the
ministry (Jan-Feb 1993, Foundation magazine). [Zac Bright, Bill's son, attended Life College, a Pentecostal school
in Los Angeles, and was an assistant pastor of a Foursquare church (Pentecostal), and now pastors a PCUSA
church. Zac says, "My father moves in charismatic circles and supports my ministry wherever it takes me, in
charismatic circles and beyond (3/96, Charisma). Indeed, after Bill Bright's death, Charisma paid tribute to him as
a man who did not specifically oppose tongues-speaking (Bright said so specifically in a 4/3/02 online interview at
Crosswalk.com) and had changed his opposition to the charismatic movement in general.)] 

Note on The Jesus Film: Hollywood never dared to portray Jesus face-on. One saw the back of His head or hand
in films such as Ben Hur. But now a man who doesn't even profess to be a Christian plays the part of God manifest
in the flesh! Are those who "come to Christ" through the film coming to the real Jesus, or the actor who plays his
part? That actor, Brian Deacon, describes himself as a "lapsed Catholic" who hasn't practiced his faith: "I've had
many doubts about Jesus' teaching," says Deacon. "I'm just an actor. I don't want the responsibility of being Jesus
Christ ... The character of Jesus belongs to everyone and I had to find my own voice and emotions for the role."
What "Jesus" is this who attracts multitudes! (12/95, The Berean Call). [See attached review of The Jesus Film.]

-  In a 10/31/95 letter, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright said: "The number of Muslims who are seeing a vision of
Jesus is growing. We cannot ignore what the Spirit of God is doing." He said CCC's Middle East director has
received thousands of letters from Muslims, many telling of seeing Jesus in a dream. "... miraculous, incredible
stories of visions. Muslims are seeing the risen Christ!" (12/1/95, Calvary Contender). According to Bright, most of
these supposed sightings of Jesus were by Muslims in Iraq and North Africa, and were in relation to their seeing
The Jesus Film. To give credence to "Jesus" appearances is to deny the sufficiency of the Scriptures to reach the
lost and to diminish the clear teachings of God's Word (Fall 1995, The PROJECTOR).

-  Bright often made it clear that he and CCC were very much open to compromise with the world if it would help
bring in the numbers -- CCC has been very open to such things as using so-called "Christian" magicians to preach
Christ (e.g., "Andre Kole, billed as America's leading illusionist, is also recognized as one of the leading inventors
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of magical tricks ... is a special representative of the Campus Crusade for Christ staff. He uses the fantasy of magic
to gain a hearing for presenting the reality of Christ"), and the "Christianizing" of worldly music:

"It is the objective of the music ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ to present the ageless love of
God and the exciting message of Jesus Christ to a generation that is largely unresponsive to the
traditional approach. The program is designed, therefore, to attract high school and college students, to
keep their attention with the sound they enjoy and are accustomed to, and to present Jesus Christ to
them in a way that communicates to their needs" (Come Help Change the World, p. 159). (Emphasis
added.)

Campus Crusade has always made an accommodation with rock music, notwithstanding the fact that nothing is as
opposed to the gospel as the ethos of rock. About 1984, Paragon Experience, a ministry of Campus Crusade,
produced a multimedia production, "The Dreamweaver." Unlike traditional movie entertainment, "The
Dreamweaver" contains only two minutes of talking. Instead, the storyline is communicated through the use of
visuals precisely synchronized to the lyrics of contemporary music from the Beatles, John Denver, Simon and
Garfunkel, Kansas, Styx, and others, blending this stereophonic music with drama. How can the world's music
communicate God's message? Answer: It can't. (New Neutralism II, pp. 42-47). [Bright also spoke at the "Fishnet
'91" rock concert (9/90, Flashpoint, p. 3), and was on ZTV's advisory board (6/91, Charisma and Christian Life, p.
64). ZTV is a major 24-hour music video network targeting 12-34 year-olds.]

-  Campus Crusade's "Here's Life Publishers" published Mormon author Darrick Evenson's book, The Secret
Message of the Zodiac. In order to hide his cultic/Mormon ties, Evenson writes under the alias of Troy Lawrence.
(Reported in the 12/15/91, Calvary Contender.) Evidently, Campus Crusade has agreed to aid in the deception of
the professing evangelicals buying their books. [Here's Life Publishers was sold to Thomas Nelson Publishers in
early 1992.] 

-  Before its sale to Nelson, CCC's Here's Life Publishers also published Neil Anderson's 1991 book, Released
From Bondage: True Stories of Freedom (freedom from "obsessive thoughts, guilt and hurtful memories,
compulsive behaviors, satanic ritual abuse, childhood abuse, and demonic strongholds" says the subtitle). This book
could justifiably be called "obscene" as it contains story after story of people who were supposedly delivered from
demonic influence/invasion/possession by Anderson's "7-Steps to victory" program. Anderson tells all the filth
(lurid details of the sexual immoralities committed by those interviewed) as people recount their lives to him.

Also published by Here's Life was James G. Friesen's Uncovering the Mystery of MPD, a 1991 book published as
an authoritative text for Christians in dealing with multiple personality disorder. The book promotes just about
every secular myth about MPD, so-called repressed childhood memories, satanic ritual abuse (SRA), and spiritual
warfare, including occultic visualization. The book is based totally upon individual case histories (i.e., "stories")
rather than scientific objectivity or solid Biblical exegesis. Friesen even gives credit to pantheistic New Age
psychologist M. Scott Peck for his "work" with MPD and SRA.

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book, Say Yes!, Bill Bright said: "I ... have always been
impressed with him and his ministry for our dear Lord. His commitment ... preaching the pure Gospel has drawn
the body of Christ together in scores of cities to help fulfill the Great Commission." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer
whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Bill Bright was a promoter of, and frequent speaker for, this ecumenical, charismatic,
psychologized men's movement. (Bright was also a contributing author for the 1994 PK book, Seven Promises of a
Promise Keeper.)
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-  Another Campus Crusade accommodation is to the charismatic movement. ("I love their spirit," he said, adding,
"They've grown up and we've grown up.") According to the Evangelical Newsletter for 5/27/83, Campus Crusade
lifted its ban on speaking in tongues by members of its worldwide staff. The ban had been imposed in the mid-
1960s when the charismatic movement entered mainstream denominations. Some observers think that Bill Bright
had been influenced by his charismatic-leaning oldest son. In addition, at Campus Crusade's "Here's Life, Korea"
Crusade, New Age charismatic David Yonggi Cho, pastor of the 150,000 member Full Gospel Central Church of
Seoul, took a leadership role. [Bright also attended charismatic "Laughing Revival" meetings, and has said that he
could feel God's presence in the Toronto Blessing (i.e., the "Holy Laughter" movement) (4/17/95, Christian News).]

Bright had also emphasized a technique called "spiritual breathing" -- a discipline he contrived that involves
exhaling confessed sins and then inhaling cleansing and empowering of the Holy Spirit. He said spiritual breathing
was "the one thing that causes my heart to be constantly aflame for him": "'Here I am, Bill Bright, a very sinful,
depraved person. Christ comes to live within me, he died on the cross for my sins -- past, present, and future. I'm
promised that if I walk in the light, the blood of Jesus cleanses me from all sin. Not to live in the joy of the
resurrection is to dishonor our Lord, because he gave us the power. It is like pushing your car around instead of
driving it.'" (7/14/97, Christianity Today).]

-  At Campus Crusade's biennial national staff leadership meeting in Ft. Collins, Colorado, 7/20/95-7/26/95,
"Hundreds of Campus Crusade for Christ staff workers publicly repented of personal sins ... the most significant
[meeting] in the 50 years of this ministry ... After it ended, participants said they felt emotionally drained but joyous
because they knew they had encountered God," said Bright. This type of public emotionalism is typical of the
charismatic movement today. (Reported in the Fall 1995, The PROJECTOR.)

-  CCC has also forged an alliance with the blasphemous, charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN) owned
and operated by Paul and Jan Crouch. The TBN newsletter of 12/90 stated, "The exciting news is that Dr. Bill
Bright of Campus Crusade for Christ has a team stationed in El Salvador, ready to produce Spanish-speaking
Christian programs ... They LOVE the anointed Divine Healing services [there]. The Body of Christ is coming
together in El Salvador -- non-Catholics and Catholics LOVE Christian TV and people all over El Salvador are
coming to Jesus!" (Reported in the 2/15/91, Calvary Contender.)

In Crouch's in 2/93 newsletter, he says: "God is bringing His church together! The old denominational barriers are
coming down! Just a few months ago, we had the privilege of joining with Vern Jackson, Dr. Adrian Rogers, Dr.
Bill Bright, Dr. E.V. Hill, and Dr. D. James Kennedy and many pastors and ministers from across our nation for a
great Call to Prayer for America! Our nightly newscasts sound like they're reading out of Revelation! America -- it's
Time to Pray!" All are pictured with Paul and Jan Crouch in the their paper. 

-  Campus Crusade's Bill Bright endorsed and participated in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a
Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our cities to Jesus."
NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking
questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be
shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" [Among other endorsers are
Youth With A Mission (YWAM), the E-Free Church, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as hyper-
charismatics John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn
Hickey, Dick Eastman, Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.] (CCC has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/
charismatic March For Jesus campaigns. Bright himself served on the National Advisory Board for the March for
Jesus.)

-  Campus Crusade's "The Jesus Film Project" is one of the "sending agencies" of Adopt-A-People (Colorado
Springs, Colorado), a mission strategy that, rather than focusing on countries and missionaries, focuses on people
groups or "nations"/tribes. Their ecumenical motto is: "A Church For Every People," and it publishes a "List of
Unreached and Adoptable Peoples" through its Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse (co-published by A.D. 2000 &
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Beyond Movement and the SBC Foreign Mission Board). Resources available include books by A.D. 2000's Luis
Bush and Jay Gary. (Other sending agencies are TEAM and YWAM.)

-  The 9/93 Charisma had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the "Jesus Movement" of the late-1960s.
Some key words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies,
rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and
coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus movement"
helped fuel the wildfire spread of the charismatic movement along with its CCM. It gave vitality to Campus
Crusade, Youth With A Mission, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (indirectly), and Greg Laurie (an early
Calvary Chapel convert), are also products of the Jesus movement (9/15/93, Calvary Contender).

-  The Council for National Policy (CNP), founded in 1981 by Tim LaHaye, is a conservative "educational
foundation." Its purpose, according to those few in the organization who will discuss it, is to bring together top
conservative leaders from across the country and allow them to hear conservative speakers give their perspective on
various issues of the day. It is an educational organization which "provides an opportunity to interact, exchange
information, educate on critical issues, and redistribute information to the public" (Art Kelly, Vice President CNP
Action, Inc., 12/7/93). But is there more to the CNP than it appears?

Meetings of the CNP are closed to the public and the media. Membership is confidential. When asked if the
organization is a Christian one, Mr. Kelly explained that it is not -- "There are also members of the Jewish faith."
Membership is by invitation only, "One member invites another member," Kelly said. "The membership dues are
$2,000 per year for regular memberships and $5,000 per year for members of the 'Board of Governors.' The CNP,
and CNP Action, Inc., charge separate dues, although many hold dual membership."

James Dobson has been a member of the CNP for at least ten years (as has Marlin Maddoux, D. James Kennedy,
Bill Bright, and the Christian Coalition's Pat Robertson). CNP conference speakers typically call for conservative
political action, policy making, or self-betterment of some sort. 

-  Some evangelicals have had to leave Campus Crusade because Bill Bright didn't want dispensational theology
taught in the organization -- it's too negative. He felt that once the world was saved, there would be an important
second step in a sanctification sense (which links him up with Charles Finney). Believers would automatically
reconstruct society. They were going to end war, racism and everything else. Bright allowed his social agenda to
revise his eschatology. New evangelicalism began out of pre-millennialism, but has had a major shift to
amillennialism or post-millennialism (New Neutralism II, pp. 42-47).

-  Bill Bright personally endorsed Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for
progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis: "Here we have a powerful new tool for
convincing skeptical minds of the credible and compelling basis for personal faith in Jesus Christ."

From this endorsement, we can only assume that Bill Bright agreed with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam. (But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded
Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things?
And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished
nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it
not be a requirement that the head of a major so-called "gospel" ministry be a literal creationist?

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
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Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Bill Bright's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is that
they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source: 1/96,
Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)  

-  For a number of years, CCC's chief college ministry staff member/spokesperson was Josh McDowell. (Though
he occasionally still speaks at CCC college "crusades," and CCC still lists him as "Josh McDowell Ministry,
Campus Crusade for Christ," McDowell is not as influential in Campus Crusade as he once was. His
psychological/self-love teachings, however, remain an integral part of the College Life evangelism and discipleship
materials.) Once known for his solid apologetics (e.g., Evidence That Demands a Verdict, Answers to Tough
Questions, and Reasons Skeptics Should Consider Christianity), McDowell has apparently converted to a different
gospel, one that "sells better": the humanistic gospel of self-love/self-esteem. His current message can best be
summarized as: (a) poor self-image, rather than sin, is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image
reduces or eliminates man's problems. Another CCC staff member who also teaches the same brand of religious
humanism as McDowell is Dennis Rainey (author of Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem); Rainey is CCC's director
of Family Ministry (officially listed as, "Executive Director, FamilyLife, Campus Crusade for Christ"). 

It would appear that Bill Bright was in full agreement with the self-love teachings of Rainey and McDowell as
evidenced by his endorsement of R.C. Sproul's 1991 "self-love manual" The Hunger For Significance [the revised
edition of his (Sproul's) 1983 book, In Search of Dignity]: "This book is must reading for everyone who desires to
build the self-esteem of others." In addition, in a "Special Issue" of one of CCC's publications titled Lifeskills, one
can find both psychoheresy and a number of inappropriate, uncommented upon, pop psychology quotes from well-
known people such as Madonna and Oprah Winfrey (See "Campus Crusade for Christ & PSYCHOHERESY," Jan-
Feb 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). Also, CCC maintains a nationwide, 35-page list of pre-approved
professional psychological counselors (i.e., psychotherapists) to help staff members "deal with problems in their
lives." If a staff member uses a counselor on the list, CCC reimburses the cost. This procedure, which reimburses
for psychotherapy for staff members, is evidence of psychoheresy in the organization, and an admission on CCC's
part that Christ is not sufficient for dealing with problems of living. (See "Campus Crusade for Christ:
Psychologizing (Therapizing) the Saints," July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). 

-  Promoted by such past and present CCC leaders as Bill Bright, Jon Braun, Peter Gillquist, Gordon Walker, Dick
Ballew, Jack Sparks, and others, is the error that since the believer's sins are already fully forgiven, there is no need
to confess them. Miles Stanford points out why this teaching is a "harmful aberration": "The primary ministry of
the Holy Spirit at present is to reveal to us the Lord Jesus Christ as our new Life, and to occupy our minds and
hearts with Him. When we descend into the indwelling Adamic life and consequently sin, the Spirit is grieved and
must occupy us with ourselves and our sins, in order that honest confession to the Father may bring restoration of
fellowship." (Incidentally, Braun, Gillquist, Walker, Ballew, and Sparks are now all Eastern Orthodox priests!)

-  Eastern Orthodoxy (in spite of its separation from Rome in 1054 A.D. regarding the authority of the pope)
involves basically the same false gospel as Roman Catholicism -- salvation through church membership,
sacraments, and works. In recent years, a surprising number of evangelicals have joined the Orthodox Church.
Several former staff members of Campus Crusade for Christ (Pete Gillquist, John Braun, Dick Ballew, Jack Sparks,
et al.) have even become Orthodox priests. And why not? Campus Crusade has long accepted Roman Catholicism
and Eastern Orthodoxy as true Christianity. As one staffer who became an Orthodox priest testifies, "During my
two-and-a-half years on staff [at Crusade headquarters]... I fully participated in the nearby Greek Orthodox parish,
Saint Prophet Elias... Campus Crusade encouraged my active participation ..." [Peter E. Gillquist, ed., Coming
Home: Why Protestant Clergy are Becoming Orthodox (Conciliar Press, 1992), 64. (Reported in the 6/95, The
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Berean Call.)]

-  In 1980, Dr. Charles W. Dunn, Department Head and Professor of Political Science at Clemson University, wrote
a book titled Campus Crusade: Its Message and Methods. Dunn was then the faculty advisor for Campus Crusade
at Clemson. He became convinced that Biblical principles had been compromised by Campus Crusade. As a result,
he took a stand for Biblical principles, resigned as a deacon at the local Southern Baptist Church, and removed his
affiliations with Campus Crusade for Christ.

Dunn concluded that the Campus Crusade message deceptively differs from the Biblical message at crucial points.
The world wants to know whether a message works, but the Bible asks first whether the message itself is correct.
Dunn concluded that one reason why Campus Crusade's message is so popular is that Campus Crusaders are taught
either by design or by default not to use "Christian jargon" like witness, repent, converted, blood, hell, sin, save,
holiness, and apostasy. For example, when Campus Crusade's evangelistic tool, "The Four Spiritual Laws," was
first printed, the word "repentance" was omitted. Although repentance now appears, it does not occupy the
dominant position that it does in the Bible. Can there be salvation without repentance? This is an interesting
technique in a psychological package designed to mass-produce Christians. It takes the edge off man seeing himself
as he really is: naked, destitute, and condemned before a Holy God.

Another example given by Dunn is CCC's non-use of the word "saved." They make much of the terminology, "pray
to receive Christ," rather than being saved (cf. Jn. 1:12; Rom. 10:9). People need to know that being saved means
turning one's life over to the Lord Jesus Christ, not merely "praying to receive Christ" and then holding onto the
old ways of life (Lk. 19:10). As for "apostasy," the Bible commands that Christians separate from it, but Campus
Crusade links up with it. For example, most students and staff members of Campus Crusade with whom Dunn had
associated steadfastly refused to leave apostate churches and denominations.

Dunn says he knew of no organization that places more emphasis on reaching the "influentials" on campus or in a
community than Campus Crusade. Bill Bright fervently said that they wanted to win the leaders for Christ who
would then influence others for Christ? That's very good worldly logic, but it's not Biblical. Jesus did not call the
"high and mighty" to be among his twelve disciples. And when Paul was converted on the Damascus Road, God
took him to Arabia for three years on a deprogramming and retraining mission. There is no Biblical evidence that
his previously held prestigious position was an important factor in winning converts later. (Excerpted and/or
adapted from Campus Crusade: Its Message and Methods.)

-  In conclusion, it is interesting to learn what happens to those who disagree with leadership in Campus Crusade.
Taken from Campus Crusade's campus ministry manual, they say, "A critical attitude of fellow staff of the Campus
Crusade ministry, or of other individuals or groups, shall be considered as evidence of disloyalty to Christ, and
shall be accepted as an act of resignation" (I FOUND IT!, p. 108). Can you believe this -- no criticism of anyone
within CCC, nor of any individual or group outside of CCC! A cold dictatorship is a better way to understand this
statement. This whole idea of not even voicing one negative thought against the leaders and equating that with
disloyalty to Jesus Christ makes Campus Crusade God.
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Campus Crusade for Christ
A Critical Review of The Jesus Film

This review has been adapted from a review done by an East-coast pastor of the video The Jesus Film. The Jesus
Film is a major motion picture of the life of Christ based on the Gospel of Luke. Campus Crusade has made the
Film available to more than 180 new mission agencies (in addition to the more than 400 already using it), and it
continues to be one of the key ingredients of Campus Crusade's New Life 2000 ecumenical world evangelization
campaign. Since Campus Crusade claims The Jesus Film has been viewed by more than 710 million people, in 220
countries, in 340 languages, with 41 million "making decisions for Christ" (as of 6/96), its accurateness in doctrine
and style must be a major concern to all Bible-believing Christians:

1. The video claimed that there were one billion Christians in the world. This is obviously a loose
definition of a Christian which would include many who name the name of Christ, but have not truly
believed in His salvation on His terms.

2. Satan is portrayed in this video as a snake. This is not stated in the gospel of Luke on which the
Film is based). If I were asked how I would have handled this situation I would have had the narrator
keep speaking and have a different voice for Satan.

3. The video says that Jesus was called upon to read in the synagogue, but Luke 4:16 states that Jesus
stood up to read. This indicated to me an authority which the movie leaves out. In the same scene the
video shows Jesus kissing the scroll of Isaiah. This also is not recorded in Luke 4, and kissing the
scroll is a form of worship which is contrary to the nature of God to worship any thing.

4. When Jesus calmed the sea in Luke 8:22-25, the video presented Jesus calming the sea without
speaking. In Luke's gospel, it does not give the actual words which Jesus spoke, but it does record the
fact that Jesus did speak! This is important because the Film removes the picture given in John 1:1-5,
that Jesus is the Word of God.

5. The video, when portraying Legion, showed him naked and showed an inappropriate view of this
man. Even if this was factual rather than speculative, it is inappropriate for a general audience.

6. The video dealt with parables, but only gave part of the reason for Jesus use of parables in His
teaching.

7. When the video portrayed Jesus casting out a demon, the video did not indicate Jesus speaking.
Again, while Luke's gospel does not record the actual words which Jesus spoke, It does record that
Jesus rebuked the demon. This, again, is an omission of an important picture that Jesus is the Word of
God.

8. In the video, after denying Jesus three times, Peter prays. This is not recorded in the gospel of Luke.

9. What really bothered me as I watched this video was simple fact that I never felt like I was getting
the whole picture. It is true that Campus Crusade was only presenting what was recorded in Luke's
gospel, but God gave us four gospels so that we could get the whole picture. It was very hard for me to
see the crucifixion depicted, yet Jesus was not wearing the crown of thorns. It was also hard for me not
to hear all that Jesus said as He hung on the cross. Since this video is meant to be evangelistic, and God
has recorded and preserved four gospels for us, should not the whole picture which He has given us be
portrayed?
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10. The events presented in the video are out of order as they are presented in the gospel of Luke. If the
intent was to stay true to the gospel of Luke, should not the message be presented as Luke gave it?
(The Holy Spirit spoke through Luke!)

11. The video leaves out Jesus rebuking the Pharisees. The gospel of Luke, along with the other
gospels, share much information regarding Jesus rebuking the Pharisees and the sin of the Pharisees.
The video only presented John the Baptist rebuking the Pharisees. If those who made the video
intended to leave out this information because they were emphasizing the gospel message, would not
the gospel of John have been a better choice? (John 20:30,31)

12. The prayer at the end is all right, but it is not the prayer I would use to lead a person in salvation.
The admission that, "I am a sinner," is not definitely clear although it is implied.

13. Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, a question which was my own even before I viewed this tape:
Does a video of the life of Jesus in any way offend God, i.e., are not the first and second
commandments violated by the portrayal of Jesus on film? In the past, not even Hollywood dared to
portray Jesus face-on. One saw the back of His head or hand in films such as Ben Hur. But now a man
who doesn't even profess to be a Christian plays the part of God manifest in the flesh! Are those who
"come to Christ" through the film coming to the real Jesus, or the actor who plays his part? (That actor,
Brian Deacon, describes himself as a "lapsed Catholic" who hasn't practiced his faith: "I've had many
doubts about Jesus' teaching," says Deacon. "I'm just an actor. I don't want the responsibility of being
Jesus Christ ... The character of Jesus belongs to everyone and I had to find my own voice and
emotions for the role." What "Jesus" is this who attracts multitudes!)

Whenever a film about Jesus is made, the one playing the role of Jesus must use facial expressions and tones in his
voice to portray Christ. If he does this in any way wrongly, he has misrepresented God to people. This is much to
scary a task for me! The Bible clearly states that, "... Faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the Word of God"
(Romans 10:17). The Bible also states that it is the preaching of the cross which is God's chosen method of
evangelism. I do not have a problem with a video which preaches the gospel message, but I do get concerned about
anyone playing the role of Jesus for Jesus is God!
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The JESUS Film Project: Ecumenism & Apostasy?
A Review of I Just Saw JESUS (Paul Eshleman)*

The JESUS Film Project of Campus Crusade for Christ is a "movement ... committed to helping fulfill the Great
Commission," as stated by Bill Bright in the forward to a book entitled I Just Saw JESUS by Paul Eshleman. The
book was written by the director of the Project, who since 1971 has been a leader with Campus Crusade for Christ
and is also chairman of the American Lausanne Committee for World Evangelism.

I Just Saw JESUS tells the story of a 1979 multi-million dollar Hollywood film which has been mass produced and
is today being promoted and shown in all parts of the world by trained Campus Crusade for Christ personnel. The
purpose, as outlined in the book, is to fulfill the Great Commission by the year 2000. However, the book reveals a
bias toward ecumenism, "another gospel" of easy believism, charismatic theology including directly confronting
demons, admission to tampering with the true story of Jesus' death in order to not offend Jewish people, and
consultation with Coca-Cola to learn how to market the film as well as the soft drink. Complete with bad theology
and joining with Roman Catholics, the Project has recently begun to market character education curriculum based
on relativism and "natural law," and an international school curriculum. One must wonder how credible such
curriculum could be when the Film Project itself doesn't have a correct theological foundation.

Presented as if the film goes beyond depiction of Biblical events to actually bringing the true Jesus to the screen,
Eshleman describes one event surrounding the showing of the film as "something that would have happened in the
Book of Acts" (p. 151). Apparently not having a good foundation of sound doctrine, an excited Eshleman is unable
to explain countless bizarre experiences once thought to be reserved for the apostolic age -- as if they were
somehow resurrected by the creation of the film. The accounts of mysterious events surrounding people seeing the
"Jesus" of the film are described almost as a Roman Catholic might describe an apparition of Mary at Fatima or
Lourdes.

This does not seem so unusual, however, since the author treats Roman Catholicism, whose blasphemous doctrines
include works salvation, as a denomination within Christianity. He also states that his organization does not "plant"
Campus Crusade for Christ churches, but churches of "different denominations." Would this include Catholic
churches? There are certainly enough instances in the book where no distinction is made between the beliefs of
Roman Catholics and Protestants. And the film is apparently presented in such an ecumenical light that "the
communications office for the U.S. Catholic Charismatic Renewal shipped tickets to prayer group leaders all over
the country ... Sister Rosemary in San Bernardino, California, sold more than eight thousand tickets herself" (p. 71).
The true Gospel message should convict people of their participation in a false religious system, bringing them to
saving faith, not make them more comfortable in their lost state.

Eshleman tells the story of one of the JESUS Film team groups in Thailand that had decided to spend the night in a
village before returning home. The account of the experience says a great deal about the theological understanding
of Campus Crusade's JESUS Film personnel. It reads almost like a Stephen King novel:

"They were told they could sleep in the Buddhist temple; they were not told that this temple was known
for miles around for its inhabiting demons. Others who had tried to stay there either had been run out
before morning or had been found dead the next day ... Shortly after drifting off to sleep they were
awakened by a hideous beast. There in the corner of the room appeared the most frightful image they
had ever seen. Fear struck them all like an icy fist ... 'Let's do what Jesus does in the film,' someone
shouted. So together they prayed, and cast the demon out of the temple in the name of Jesus! Sensing
that the demon had lost his power in the presence of the Son of God, the entire team fell into peaceful
sleep" (p. 112).

Since when do missionaries in a foreign land refer to films for their theology and guidance rather than the written
Word of God? Shouldn't they have been asking what the Lord instructs us to do in such situations rather than the
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"Jesus" of the film?

In another situation, Eshleman describes a Muslim merchant who had read some of the New Testament and "knew
this was the truth he sought ... (but) was not sure how to draw it into his life." When the film's showing required a
Christian sponsor he said, "I am a Christian." Subwi, the man just described, was the husband of a non-believer.
The story is told:

"And Subwi's wife? She put up such an antagonistic resistance to his new faith in Christ that an evil
spirit moved into their home. 'My wife knew it well,' Subwi told me. 'We could not see it but
whichever room it was in had the odor of a dead body, and you could tell when it moved from room to
room. Every time I knew the spirit was there I would command it to leave in the name of Jesus and it
would leave" (p. 120).

No clarification of the story was made to correct Subwi's approach to demonic activity. And it was never suggested
that he needed to call upon our Heavenly Father for protection. Nor was it explained that salvation is not just a
matter of drawing Jesus into our lives. Simply to read the Bible and be interested in Jesus Christ does not constitute
salvation. Certainly our merciful God understands the hearts of those who call upon Him, but for the sake of the
reader, the writer might have clarified these points -- that is, if he even realized they were incorrect. Instead, he
never describes what true salvation is; he only explains the unusual events from his own perspective:

"To those of us 'older,' more westernized believers, voodoo and demons, healings and angels are
somewhat 'out of the ordinary' and a little hard to believe. Certainly we acknowledge that God can still
work miracles -- after all, He is the same yesterday, today and forever. But it is still a bit baffling to
some of us "conservative" folks to hear what is happening in other parts of the world" (p. 109).

Next, Eshleman tells a story involving a group of "thugs" who intended to rob the film team of their equipment.
Again, this account fits with charismatic or Roman Catholic theology, not with the Word of God:

"But as they approached the entrance, they were startled by two brilliant white beings filling the
doorway. Both were over eight feet tall and brandished flaming swords. Frightened the robbers ran into
the darkness ... Hiding in the bushes, they convinced themselves that they had probably seen a ghost
and decided to try again. They went around to the back door this time, but again the figures appeared,
blocking the entrance, keeping them from what they had come to steal ... One of the robbers cried out,
'If this is the power of their God, we dare not steal from them!'" (pp. 112-113).

Besides the accounts of demons being spoken to and cast out (which is reserved for God to do) and miraculous
healings, in one particular story a witch doctor (bhaghat) in India "realized that Jesus was a powerful God." This
incredible story speaks for itself:

"In a flyer about the film he found a photograph of this Jesus, and, taking it home, he carefully placed
it with the pictures he already had of other gods and sacred beings that he worshiped ... Starting at the
beginning he looked carefully at each face. Some were beautiful, some grotesque, but finally he was
looking again into the eyes of the man Jesus. They could not all be the same, he reasoned. There had to
be one God who was more powerful than all the rest, and He would be the one true God. Yet how
would he know which one it was? A test. That was the answer, a test that only the most powerful God
of all would be able to pass ... The searching bhaghat laid a tiny ball of dried cow dung, a common fuel
burned in India, directly in front of each picture. He believed that only the one true God would have
power enough to ignite the ball of fuel that sat before his picture. He put the last of it out and stepped
back to wait ... Almost immediately the bit of fuel in front of the picture of Jesus burst into flame and
burned until it was gone. It was the only one and it was enough to convince him that Jesus was the one
true God he longed to know. Without a second thought, he rid his home of the false gods he had
worshiped, and now he spends much of his time sharing with the other bhaghats of his city how it is he
is so sure that Jesus is the one true God" (pp. 114-115).
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Based on a witch doctor's challenge, would the one true God ignite a piece of cow dung in front of an actor's photo
to prove that Jesus is the true God? Hasn't God already proven Himself to us through His Word -- that He is greater
than the gods of this world -- without having to pass a test? If God responded to our challenges, couldn't this test
even run the risk of the man worshiping the photo rather than the true Christ? Did the man truly become saved by
this unscriptural method?

The story never even indicates whether or not the witch doctor became a true Christian. In fact, none of the
described conversion experiences ever truly spell out salvation, and nowhere in the book is there a reference to our
Heavenly Father. Yet Jesus Christ told us to pray to the Father. Instead, everything is related to meeting "Jesus."
Sometimes people viewing the film were described as "sitting at the feet of Jesus."

Eshleman goes on to explain how the JESUS Film Project decided to down play the Jewish role in Jesus Christ's
death:

"Mark Tannenbaum, head of the American Conference of Christians and Jews, bestowed his blessing
and backing. 'My primary concern,' he said, 'is that we don't add to existing anti-Semitism by
portraying the Jews as Christ-killers again.' ... That thought had never crossed my mind before; the
Jews had not killed Christ. It was my sin that kept Him on the cross ... But we decided that to help
prevent the Jews from being blamed for Christ's death we would introduce Pilate with the following
words: 'He was handed over to Pontius Pilate, the most vicious of all Roman procurators, alone
responsible for the crucifixion of thousands.' ... [Roman Catholic] Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen
personally gave his warm approval" (p. 47).

Were they afraid that the true Biblical account of Jesus Christ's crucifixion would offend people? And why seek the
approval of a Roman Catholic leader?

There are other problems with the JESUS Film Project too numerous to name in this short report. True Christians
should seriously reconsider their support for a film and its sponsoring organization whose planning involved
changing the true story of Christ so as to not offend certain people. Isn't the Word of God still sufficient for
presenting the true Gospel? Without careful study of the film script, how will we know if other ecumenical
compromises might be contained in the film? By admission, we know of one. And beyond that, Campus Crusade's
personnel claim to have spoken directly to Satan's demons to "cast them out" at numerous showings (per Eshleman
in his book).

The Word of God is sufficient for outlining the true means of salvation. And it is sufficient for exposing false
teaching. We are to avoid the appearance of evil, and must enter by the narrow gate. If we lead others through the
broad gate, great is the loss, and great is our accountability. Association with, and promotion of, the JESUS Film
Project places one in a very compromising position. Did Paul not instruct us to refuse any other gospel? A false
gospel gives people a false sense of eternal security.

Charismatic or weak theology can lead to ecumenism and even apostasy by being vulnerable to uniting with New
Age/Occult theology. This puts a hole in our armor, and is not only dangerous to ourselves, but to those who are
lead through the "wide gate." If the missionaries of the New Age and other religions such as Roman Catholicism
find it so easy to work in union toward the same goals with projects such as this, does it not bring up a question
about how much truth is presented in the film? Shouldn't it either offend or convert, not just give the viewers a
warm fuzzy feeling inside?

The charismatic movement's influence has spiritualized the film of Jesus' life, just as its teachers often spiritualize
Scripture. The film also appears to be elevated to the level of Scripture. Eshleman says: "Far beyond entertainment,
the film evangelizes, edifies, teaches and makes disciples" (p. 177).

Whether it is the ecumenism, easy believism, charismatic theology, tampering with the true story of our Lord Jesus
Christ, or just the Coca-Cola-like marketing methods used, the JESUS Film Project goes far beyond depicting an
accurate Biblical account of Christ's life. We must seriously consider the impact we might have in supporting such
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an agenda by promoting in any way the film or the organization behind it.

* This report has been adapted from an October 1996 report by K.E. Barr, which also appeared as Appendix B of
the booklet Unholy Alliances 2000. The booklet is available for $5.00 from The Bookery, P.O. Box 1316, Laurie,
Missouri 65038.
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Canadian Revival Fellowship
A "Revival" of Pseudomysticism

-  Incorporated on 9/13/72 in Canada; headquartered in Regina, Saskatchewan.

-  Founder: Wilbert McLeod, 7 Mansard Close, Winnipeg, MB R2P0C4, (204) 633-7484.

-  Revival Fellowship News, Ralph Sutera, 1801 Stony Ridge Ct., Mansfield, OH, (419) 756-9932.

-  Director: Harold Lutzer, brother of Erwin Lutzer (pastor of Moody Memorial Bible Church).

-  Sutera sent BDM Erwin Lutzer's book Flames of Freedom, which details the revival movement which culminated
in the formation of the Canadian Revival Fellowship. Key teachings in the book, follow: (Flames of Freedom,
published in 1976, in its 7th printing in 1989, was sent to us as documentation of CRF's current policy, practice,
and position.)

(a) Highly experience/emotionalism oriented ["Revival is nothing more than having our experience
catch up with our theology" (p. 127).] with lots of "needs" talk -- sounds much like Larry Crabb's
"need theology" in places. A "crisis experience" is to be the "turning point" in a person's spiritual life
(i.e., the same thing the charismatics call the "second blessing") (pp. 18-19, 43, 158-159, 168). 

(b) Emphasizes the need for "share-ins" of what God is doing in lives. Seems to claim a sanctifying
power in "sharing" that the Word by itself is unable to accomplish, so much so that churches
participating in revivals are told that they should make public sharing "a permanent part of the church's
life and witness. ... perhaps the revival prayer room ... must be continued as a process [after the revival
team leaves town]" (pp. 19, 151). 

(c) Testimonies ("sharing sessions") indicate the frequent practice of common confession/public
confession of sins (in fact, Lutzer claims this is part of the definition of what a revival is all about), at
both the "altar" ("brokenness" and "weeping openly before God") and in the "afterglows" at the
"prayer chair " The clear implication is that if one doesn't "come forward" to the altar or go into the
"prayer room" (i.e., if one doesn't respond to the pressure of the emotional experience), then something
is wrong with him -- i.e., "critical spirit," "resentful," "self-righteous," etc. [At revivals, "people either
respond to God or they become more critical and resentful" (p. 128).] (pp. 28, 36, 59-60, 113, 125-126,
136, 148, 160).

(d) Lutzer describes the "afterglow" sessions (part of the "prayer room ministry") as, "This is group
therapy with Christ as the focal point." Those with "special needs" would kneel at the prayer chair
while others would pray over them (sometimes through the night, due to the waiting line), or address
the person with counsel, "perhaps from the Bible, perhaps from experience" (experience equal authority
with the Bible?). Emotionally-/mystically-charged pragmatism is evidently the key -- "The results
were phenomenal" (pp. 20, 33-35, 44, 58). 

(e) Doctrine is seldom mentioned as being part of CRF's revival planning or in the revival services --
in fact, one of CRF's basic tenets is, "When invited by a group of churches, no attempt is made to stress
denominational distinctives. ... The Fellowship has a transdenominational ministry" (p. 100).

(f) Emphasizes love and unity, clearly at the expense of truth (doctrine) -- the experience and the
emotion seem to rule. In fact, emotionalism is taken to be the evidence that "God is working." (One
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pastor wrote to the editor of Revival Fellowship News: "One of thekeys, we believe, is the unity among
sponsoring churches. We are truly 'one in the bond of love'.") The criticism that "theological matters
[had] been set aside in the interest of Christian love," appears to be a valid one (pp. 43, 48, 110, 120,
141).

(g) Another of CRF's basic tenets is that, "The Fellowship is not charismatic, that is, it does not
promote 'speaking with other tongues'" (p. 100). However, there is clearly more to charismania than
just "tongues-speaking," and since a major aspect of CRF's ministry is involved in "deliverance from
demons"* (replete with commands to demons to depart from so-called "invaded" Christians), it is
obvious that CRF is very much charismatic in faith and practice. (See McLeod's book Fellowship with
the Fallen, as well as two of his taped revival messages, "The Christian and the Occult," and
"Recognizing & Dealing with the Occult" for the overwhelming evidence in this area.) 

(h) Claims to be against ecumenical evangelism, but ecumenical "cooperation" of churches
sponsoring the revivals is encouraged -- as long as apostate, liberal churches are not included, this form
of ecumenism is deemed to be okay. (One of the evidences of the success of a revival seems to be the
success in "knocking down denominational barriers.") Moreover, CRF's leadership considers Biblical
separation to be a "peripheral matter" (pp. 31-33, 48, 51, 100, 109-110, 115, 130, 132, 161). 

(i) Many psychological terms used -- deep emotional disorders/problems; mental depressions;
unconditional acceptance; self-acceptance; deep-seated inferiority complexes;
subconscious/unconscious behavior; deep, longing needs; deep, personal problems buried deep inside;
etc. (pp. 35-36, 43, 50, 65, 69, 77, 103, 112, 116, 125, 141, 150, 157, 168, 170, 173, 176, 180). 

(j) The gospel message at the revivals is clearly Arminian -- lots of "decision" talk, "accepting" Christ,
etc. (pp. 22, 36-37, 53, 63, 91, 112).

(k) The value of "restitution" for past sins is highly emphasized -- implication is that restitution is key
for the assurance of salvation and as evidence that God has truly worked in the believer's life -- "It's the
only way to release" (pp. 40, 51, 111, 140, 189).

Wilbert (Bill) McLeod: [74 years old (born 1918) (pp. 53-56, 122)]

(a) Cites four Scripture passages as the Biblical basis for revival -- Hab. 3:2; Psa. 85:5; Isa. 57:15; 2
Chron. 7:14 -- none would appear to support the public emotionalism that CRF-style revivals
encourage. 

(b) Revival ministry began sometime after God had given Bill a vision in a dream. Bill seriously
believes that this dream/vision ("experience") was from God -- "At that moment it was as if I was
connected to the dynamo of the universe" (sounds like some Star Wars Force/New Age experience).
Lutzer comments, "McLeod is indeed plugged into the dynamo of the universe."

(c) McLeod claims to have refused to cooperate with evangelistic campaigns that were co-sponsored
with liberal churches, and while he did not support a certain united evangelistic crusade (i.e.,
ecumenical) in Saskatoon, the people of Ebenezer (McLeod's home church where the first revival
occurred in 1971) were encouraged by McLeod to "make their own decisions regarding the matter ..."
As a result of this "non-warning" warning, some of his people did become involved in those meetings.

(d) Believes that Christians can be "invaded" by demons. At the revivals, McLeod preaches one
sermon on the occult, and then invites believers to stay behind for special counseling for those
"invaded by Satan's forces"; i.e., "As many as 50 people remain behind" (p. 56). (CRF recommends
McLeod's book Demonism Among Evangelicals and the Way to Victory -- McLeod exposes the work
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of demons, their attacks on believers, and the way to victory." The book is now out of print, and has
been replaced by Fellowship with the Fallen.)

(e) Women are routinely used as teachers of men in the main plenary sessions at CRF leadership
seminars/rallies. (See Fall 1990, Revival Fellowship News.)  [Back to Text]

* McLeod's position on demonism is highly charismatic, claiming that Christians and non-Christians alike can be
demonized. Yet he plays a word game by attempting to distinguish between a demonized unbeliever, who can be
"controlled" (i.e., "possessed") by demons, and the demonized believer, who can only be "invaded" (i.e.,
"oppressed"). By establishing that Christians can be invaded, but not totally controlled, McLeod has set up an
artificial distinction between demon oppression and possession. With this distinction in place, McLeod teaches that
"oppressing" fiends must still be commanded to depart because of their hold on the "invaded" believer. This
artificial distinction allows McLeod to cast-out demons from Christians who have become "invaded," while still
maintaining the conservative evangelical position that Christians cannot be "possessed" (in the sense of "total
control"). One can easily see from this artificial framework that it becomes virtually impossible for any observer,
McLeod included, to distinguish between unbelievers who are possessed, and thereby, totally controlled by demons,
and believers who have merely become "deeply invaded." 

McLeod's book Fellowship with the Fallen is replete with testimony after testimony of Christians who supposedly
had been exposed to, but never totally renounced, some occult practice (McLeod lists some 60 practices ranging
from witchcraft to the reading of horoscopes), had thereby become "invaded"/"oppressed" by demons, and had then
had to have themselves "set free" from the demon spirits by McLeod and his counselors (via the ceremonial
process of repentance, prayer, laying-on of hands, and the command of the spirit(s)to depart in the name of Jesus).
(McLeod claims that typically anywhere from 30-60 respond to a revival meeting invitation to have their demons
cast-out!) Contrary to the traditional evangelical position, McLeod appears to hold that the extensiveness of
demonization is now precisely the same as it was in the time of Christ, and that the ministry and actions of the Lord
in this arena are to be emulated by us today.  [Back to Text]
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Canadian Revival Fellowship
Notes on Bill McLeod's Audio Tape Messages

Revival: The Gift

- McLeod seems to have a direct pipeline to the Lord; his message is frequented by such terminology as, "I said to
the Lord," and "the Lord answered and said ..."

- McLeod tells a story about a lady in a church, who incidentally was that church's Sunday School Superintendent -
- McLeod appears to have no problem with women in leadership positions.

The Role of Prayer in Spiritual Awakening (2/89)

- McLeod claims that God personally talked to him about the subject of prayer.

- McLeod extols the virtues of the huge churches (in membership) in South Korea, apparently as an example of
what can happen for God when we have revival -- "One church has more than a half- million members!" (This
"one church" can be none other than that of Paul [David] Yonggi Cho's 700,000-member Yoido Full Gospel
Church in Seoul, Korea. Cho teaches that positive thinking, positive speaking, and positive visualization are the
keys to success, and that anyone can literally "incubate" and give birth to physical reality by creating a vivid image
in his or her mind and focusing upon it.) That McLeod would use this New Age/cult church as an example of the
results of godly revival is mind-boggling.

Judging or Esteeming

- This message contains no balance whatsoever between what is incorrect judging and what is correct judging.
McLeod claims Matt. 7:1-2 as the proof-text for this message that, in essence says, 'all judging is incorrect.'
McLeod would have us ignore the heretical teachings of others and "leave it to God to judge." (This would imply
that no church discipline would be allowed either, because how can we confront one another's sin if we must wait
on God to judge?) [Mt. 7:1-2 is clearly talking about judging one's motives (i.e., improper judging) instead of his
fruits (proper judging); i.e., improper judging is the indiscriminate, self-righteous, prejudicial judging not based on
discerning the facts. On the other hand, a "righteous" judgment, via the discerning of facts, is commanded in
Scripture, not prohibited (Jn 7:24).] It would appear that McLeod would have us substitute unconditional love and
unity for Biblical discernment and correction.

- McLeod tells of a man who prayed to God during a church meeting to "stop" a critical brother (from being
critical) -- and God struck the critical brother dead! (a modern-day Ananias and Sapphira story?).

- McLeod tells of an "Afterglow" meeting where "people coming and kneeling at a chair [the infamous "prayer
chair" no doubt] asking for prayer." He then uses James 5 ("confess your faults to one another") as the proof-text
that we are to publicly confess our sins to each other. (The context of the James 5 passage is clearly that we are to
confess sin only fully enough to facilitate prayer for one another, not to 'spill our guts' in common confession
sessions.)

- McLeod tells a story of a woman whose husband killed himself because she left him and removed all hope for
him -- McLeod claims that it was the woman's fault that the husband killed himself ("she failed him"). (The Bible,
on the other hand, teaches that each is responsible for his own sin [Ezek. 18]; there is no way a Biblical case can be
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made that the husband's ultimate act of self, i.e., the sin of killing himself, would be attributed by God as the sin of
the wife.)

Dying to Self (Joseph)

- McLeod again reveals the nature of his direct communication with God -- The Lord came to me and said, 'Would
you mind if I gave credit to someone else for something you did?'"

The Christian & the Occult

- McLeod details his artificial distinction between demon possession ("total control" of an unbeliever's spirit and
will) and demon invasion (partial control/"oppression" of a believer's body and will) [see asterisk (*) footnote to
the CRF review]. McLeod appears to be playing games with words because he teaches that "oppressing" fiends
must still be commanded to depart because of their hold on a believer. It becomes virtually impossible to
distinguish between believers "deeply invaded" by demons versus unbelievers in a state of "total control."

- McLeod's song leader prayed that a woman would go blind if she was faking demon possession; she was faking,
and the Lord struck her blind (until she confessed all, at which time the Lord restored her sight).

- According to McLeod, a Christian's avoidance of the occult will not necessarily protect him from demon invasion.
McLeod gives the following additional signs that a believer "very frequently" has "genuine demonic invasion": less
and less desire to be found in the house of God; blasphemous thoughts against God [Can someone blaspheme God
and be a believer?]; inability to pray (solved by commanding demons to depart); and body pain with no physical
root.

- God "tells" McLeod (by a vision) exactly what occult practice a lady was involved in.

- McLeod interprets the Luke 10 account of the seventy casting-out demons as authorization for men (such as
himself) to cast-out demons today.

- One lady, after McLeod helps her to cast-out her demon (apparently a demon of bulimia), sees a vision of Jesus.

Recognizing & Dealing with the Occult

- McLeod details a testimony (found also in his book Fellowship with the Fallen, p. 48), whereby a man is harassed
by demons "poking fingers in his back." At the invitation to come forward, the man walks like a serpent, is knocked
to the floor by a giant-like hand, and a demon's loud voice comes from the man, petitioning Jesus not to cast them
out. (Of course, the demons had no way of knowing that their pleas were going to be of no avail, because they had
no idea that Jesus was going to honor McLeod's "prayer in faith" from the day before). We are then told this
"demon-invaded" Christian's problem was not occultic involvement, but that of resisting God's will in his life. Now,
according to McLeod's theology, even disobedience makes the "Christian" eligible for demon invasion!

- McLeod teaches that hypocrisy also makes one susceptible to demon invasion, and that "occult manifestations"
will likely occur, such as violent "bed-shakings," "visions of floating faces," etc.

- McLeod tells of the case where a woman finally got victory "because we commanded the demons to loosen their
hold, we break their power in the name of Christ, we address them directly ... commanding them to go into the pit."
(Doesn't God, in Deut. 18, forbid communication between His people and demons; i.e., is not such communication
a form of spiritism?)
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- McLeod prays to the Lord concerning a lady's "problem" and the clear "impression" from the Lord came to
McLeod that "this girl is demonized." McLeod asks the Lord (silently) for a sign of the demonization.
Subsequently, a woman present reads Acts 16 (aloud); McLeod now has his sign, and proceeds to command the
demons to leave the girl, which they eventually do after tossing her around the room a bit.

- McLeod sometimes is unable to tell whether it's the Spirit of God speaking to him through a person, or whether
the communication is from a demon spirit in a "possessed" or "invaded" person, so he asks the spirit to identify
itself (claiming 1 John 4 and commanding the spirit to confess that Jesus has come in the flesh).

- McLeod can't be hurt by a demon spirit because he claims the blood of Christ over the entire room.
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The Charismatic Movement*
35 DOCTRINAL ISSUES

INTRODUCTION

"Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians
5:21)

The believer in Christ is to prove or test all things, and this includes the modern Charismatic movement. We
are to test all things by the Word of God which is our only infallible rule and measuring stick. How does the
Charismatic movement line up with God's inerrant Word?

Our approach will be a doctrinal approach. We will be looking at 35 doctrinal issues. Our key question will
be, "WHAT SAITH THE SCRIPTURES?" (see Romans 4:3). We will compare what the Charismatic
movement teaches with what the Word of God teaches in order to see if there is a difference. Any teaching
that is out of harmony with the Word of God or which contradicts the plain teaching of Scripture we must
label as erroneous and false.

We must form our conclusions based upon objective truth, upon the plain facts of God's Word. We will not
and must not form our conclusions based upon subjective feelings and personal experiences: "It must be true
because it happened to me"; "I know that speaking in tongues is for today because I have spoken in tongues";
"I know that speaking in tongues is valid because I know someone who speaks in tongues"; "I know that God
has special healers today because my best friend was healed by one of them." 

Our conclusions will not be based on subjective experiences but upon God's objective truth: "I know so
because God said so!" Regardless of my personal experiences, I am going to test all things by the Word of
God and I am going to agree with what God has said even if it seems to contradict what I have experienced,
or what I have felt, or what has happened to me or others whom I know."

35 DOCTRINAL ISSUES

1.   Have you received the Holy Spirit?
2.   How do you know that the Holy Spirit dwells within you?
3.   Did your salvation package include the gift of the Holy Spirit?
4.   Should believers look for a second blessing?
5.   What is the evidence or proof of having received the Spirit?
6.   What is the evidence or proof of being filled with the Spirit?
7.   What is the gift of tongues: real languages or unintelligible utterances? 
8.   In NT times was every believer expected to speak in tongues?
9.   Where in the Bible does God tell the believer to speak in tongues?
10. In New Testament times how important was the gift of tongues?
11. Are some of the gifts temporary?
12. What is a prophet?
13. Are there true prophets today?
14. When did the gift of tongues cease?
15. Can unsaved people speak in tongues?
16. What is wrong with modern day tongues speaking? (A Summary)
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17. What is Spirit baptism?
18. When does Spirit baptism take place?
19. Who has been Spirit baptized? Have you had this baptism?
20. Must a person "tarry" for the Holy Spirit?
21. What must a person do in order to receive the Spirit?
22. What is the Holy Spirit's primary ministry and function?
23. Is it God's will for every sick person to be healed?
24. Does the New Testament teach a "Prosperity Gospel"?
25. Is it unspiritual to go to a doctor?
26. Were Christ and the apostles able to heal?
27. Are modern "faith healers" able to heal?
28. How do modern "faith-healers" explain their failures?
29. Did Christ and the apostles only heal those who had enough faith?
30. How can we describe the healing miracles of Christ and the apostles?
31. How can we describe the "miraculous" cures of modern faith healers?
32. Do we need added revelation (dreams, visions, etc.) today?
33. What is the philosophy of "Charismatic Renewal"?
34. Are believers commanded to "renew" apostate churches?
35. What is it that unites God's people?

1. Have you received the Holy Spirit?

This is a question Charismatic people often will ask. What they really mean by the question is this: "Have
you had the baptism of the Spirit, the Charismatic experience of speaking in tongues, etc.?"

Let's go back to the basic question, "Have you received the Spirit?" What is the Bible's answer? In 1
Corinthians 6:19-20, we learn that the Corinthians, even the carnal Corinthians (1 Cor. 3:1-3), had the Holy
Spirit in them: "What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which [who] is IN YOU,
which ye have of [from] God, and ye are not your own?" How could the Holy Spirit have been IN THEM if
they had not received Him? Obviously they had received the Holy Spirit the moment they were saved.

John 7:38-39 is a key passage: He that believeth on me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow
rivers of living water. (But this spake he of the Spirit, which they that believe on him should receive: for the
Holy Ghost was not yet [given]; because that Jesus was not yet glorified.)

Notice carefully what it says about receiving the Spirit. Those who BELIEVE are those who RECEIVE. If
you have believed on Christ then you have received the Spirit. There is no such thing as a believer who has
not received the Spirit. Thus, the key question is not, "Have you received the Spirit?" but it is "Have you
received the Lord Jesus Christ?" (see John 1:12).

[Return to Table of Contents]

2. How do you know that the Holy Spirit dwells within you?
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The Charismatic answer:

"'How do I know that the Holy Spirit dwells within me?' Charismatic Renewal offers an answer
to this question--the baptism of the Holy Spirit, a powerful experience that convinces the
recipient that God is real" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, original edition, page
2).

In other words, "I know that it is true because I have experienced it. I have felt it. It has happened to me!"

The Biblical answer is found in Romans 8:9 -- "But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the
Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of HIS." If a person
does not have the Holy Spirit, then he is not His. He does not belong to Christ. He is not a Christian. If I am
a saved person, then I have the Holy Spirit. How do I know? I KNOW SO, because God SAYS SO! All who
believe on Christ have received the Spirit (John 7:39). Paul said, "The Holy Spirit dwelleth in us" (2 Timothy
1:14) and this is true of every blood-bought child of God. According to God's definition (1 Cor. 6:19; Rom.
8:9; John 7:39; etc.), a Christian is one who is indwelt by the Holy Spirit and thus has received the Spirit.
There is no such thing as a person who is justified by faith but who has not received the Spirit.

The fact of the Spirit's reception and indwelling presence is not based on some subjective and questionable
experience. It is based upon the plain statements of the Word of God.

[Return to Table of Contents]

3. Did your salvation package include the gift of the Holy Spirit?

Do you have a full and complete salvation or are there certain things that are missing? The Word of God
teaches that our salvation package is full and complete. When you received Christ by faith (John 1:12), you
also received all that comes with Christ, including the following:

Complete forgiveness of sins (Eph. 1:7)

Membership in the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:13)

Entrance into the family of God (John 1:12)

Peace with God (Romans 5:1)

The gift of eternal life (1 John 5:11-12)

Is the blessed Person and Presence of the Holy Spirit included in our initial salvation package or is the
reception of the Spirit something not to be realized until some later time? This is answered in Romans 5:5 --
"And hope maketh not ashamed; because the love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost
which is [past tense, "was"] given unto us" (Romans 5:5). The Holy Spirit was given to us at the point of
salvation.

Charismatics often speak of a FULL GOSPEL. By using this term, they imply that others do not have a full
gospel: "The simple preaching of Christ and the cross is not enough. Simple salvation in Christ is not
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enough. There is more that you need. You need to have the Pentecostal experience of speaking in tongues,
etc." (cf. 1 Corinthians 2:2).

To counter this, we would suggest that Charismatics do not have a FULL and complete salvation package. It
is deficient. It is lacking. It is missing some very important items. They say you can be saved but not have the
Holy Spirit. They say you can be saved but not have the baptism of the Spirit. They say that you can be saved
and not have certain gifts that you need.

The salvation that is found in Jesus Christ is full and complete, lacking nothing. When a person receives
Christ, he receives everything else that comes with Christ: "He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him
up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things?" (Rom. 8:32). The key to the
Christian life is not trying to get additional gifts and additional blessings. The key to the Christian life is to
grow in Christ and to discover all that we already have in Him. The key to the Christian life is to learn how
rich in Christ we really are! 

A challenge to Charismatic: "Could you tell me one thing that I need as a believer that is not found in Jesus
Christ? Can you think of one thing that I really need that I do not already have in Christ?"

[Return to Table of Contents]

4. Should believers look for a second blessing?

"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with ALL SPIRITUAL
BLESSINGS in heavenly places IN CHRIST" (Eph. 1:3). Every spiritual blessing is ours, and it is found in
Christ.

How richly blessed are believers? Christ became poor so that we could become rich in Him (2 Cor. 8:9). Paul
told the Corinthians, who had problems with carnality, that they were ENRICHED by Christ, so that they
came behind in no gift (1 Cor. 1:5,7). The believer is "complete in Him" (Col. 2:9). If we are complete in
Christ, then how can we be lacking a second blessing? The Bible teaches in Romans 8:32, that along with
Christ, God has freely given us ALL THINGS. We are not missing a second blessing experience, but as
believers we often fail to claim the riches that we already have because of the riches of God's grace. We fail
to possess our possessions!

[Return to Table of Contents]

5. What is the evidence or proof of having received the Spirit?

What evidence or proof can you provide that indicates that you have received the Holy Spirit? Our
Charismatic friends often point to speaking in tongues (the baptism of the Spirit) as the evidence that one has
received the Spirit. But what saith the Scriptures?:
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"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
Meekness, temperance: against such there is no law" (Gal. 5:22-23).

If you truly have received the Spirit, then should we not expect to see the fruit of the Spirit in your life? If
you claim to be an apple tree, SHOW ME SOME APPLES! If you claim to have the Holy Spirit of God,
show me the fruit of the Spirit!

"For this is the will of God, even your sanctification [holiness, same word as in verse 7], that ye
should abstain from fornication ... For God hath not called us unto uncleanness, but unto
holiness. He therefore that despiseth, despiseth not man, but God, who hath also given unto us
his Holy Spirit" (1 Thess. 4:3,7,8).

The evidence of having received the Holy Spirit is when a person lives a holy life. If I have truly received the
Holy Spirit, should I not live a holy life? Compare 2 Timothy 2:19 -- "Let those who name the Name of
Christ depart from iniquity."

"And grieve not the HOLY SPIRIT of God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day of
redemption" (Eph. 4:30).

If you have received the Holy Spirit and you are a child of God, how do you feel when you are disobedient to
the Lord and not doing those things that are pleasing in His sight? Are you not bothered and convicted and
troubled and miserable? Compare righteous Lot in 2 Peter 2:7-8. The indwelling Holy Spirit makes His
grieved presence felt:

"The person who is living sinfully who knows he is living sinfully, who enjoys living in such a
manner, who intends to continue that sinful way of living -- that person does not have the Holy
Spirit living within Him. The very fact that he is comfortable about his sin is proof of the Spirit's
absence!" (R. Gene Reynolds, Assurance of Salvation, page 73).

[Return to Table of Contents]

6. What is the evidence or proof of being filled with the Spirit?

What evidence or proof can you provide that indicates you are filled with the Spirit?

Charismatic Answer: "I have spoken in tongues. I have had this experience."
The Biblical Answer: See Galatians 5:22-23 again. The FULLNESS of the Spirit is evidenced by the
FRUIT of the Spirit. If there is no fruit there is no filling.

In Ephesians 5:18, we have the command to be filled with the Spirit. The context of this passage clearly
shows what the Spirit-filled life is all about and how it is evidenced. Notice what the verses do not say: "And
be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but BE FILLED WITH THE SPIRIT; speaking to yourselves in
strange ecstatic utterances." NO. Nowhere in this context are we told that the gift of tongues is the evidence
of being filled with the Spirit. Here is what we are told:

Verse 19 -- A Song in the Heart!
The Spirit-filled believer is a joyful believer. The Holy Spirit is the Master Musician that creates beautiful
melody in the heart of the trusting believer. See 1 Thessalonians 5:16.

Verse 20 -- A Thankful Heart!
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The Spirit-filled believer is a thankful believer. If you are UNTHANKFUL then you are UNFILLED. See 1
Thessalonians 5:18.

Verse 21 -- A Submissive Heart!
Where should we look to find submission? In the basic relationships of life -- husband/wife, parents/children,
employer/employee, etc. See Ephesians 5:22-6:9. To find a submissive, Spirit-filled believer, where should I
look? Not on Sunday morning when everyone is on their best behavior. Not during a Charismatic
prayer/praise session in a home when everyone seems to be on a "spiritual high." The best place to look is
right where the believer lives during the week. How does the believing employee react when the boss if
having a bad day? When the husband comes home from work after a long and hard day and interacts with
his wife and children, do we see him under the influence and control of the blessed Holy Spirit then? That is
the real test, right where the rubber meets the road.

[Return to Table of Contents]

7. What is the gift of tongues: real languages or unintelligible
utterances?

Let us first consider the speaking in tongues that is taking place today. What actually is being spoken? Is it a
real language or is it nonsense gibberish?

"Charismatics see their tongues as God-given prayer language, perhaps angelic. But to those who
would only ever address God intelligibly, and who know from professional linguistic scholars
(who are unanimous on this) that glossolalia has no language-character at all" (Christianity
Today, March 7, 1980, pp. 16-17).

"William Samarin, professor of linguistics at the University of Toronto wrote: `Over a period of
five years I have taken part in meetings in Italy, Holland, Jamaica, Canada and the United States.
I have observed old-fashioned Pentecostals and neo-Pentecostals. I have been in small meetings
in private homes as well as in mammoth public meetings. I have seen such different cultural
settings as are found among Puerto Ricans of the Bronx, the snake handlers of the Appalachians
and the Russian Molakans of Los Angeles ... I have interviewed tongue speakers, and tape
recorded and analyzed countless samples of Tongues. In every case, glossolalia turns out to be
linguistic nonsense. In spite of superficial similarities, glossolalia is fundamentally not
language.'" (Cited in The Charismatics, p. 162).

In other words, go to a Charismatic gathering where people speak in tongues, record the tongues speaking on
a tape recorder, bring the tape recorder to the best linguistic scholars you can find, let them study the tongues
utterances, and what will their conclusion be? They will conclude that the utterances are linguistic nonsense
and not any language at all.

How different from the tongues speaking that we read about on the pages of the Bible! The key passage on
this is Acts chapter 2 where we have the first historic occurrence of the gift of tongues. What was spoken on
the day of Pentecost? There is no question but that it was real languages: "Now when this was noised abroad,
the multitude came together, and were confounded, because that every man heard them speak in his own
language. ... And how hear we every man in our own tongue, wherein we were born? (Acts 2:6,8).

From this passage we can formulate a definition of the Biblical gifts of tongues: The gift of tongues was the
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miraculous ability to speak a language which the speaker had never learned. It was miraculous because
"the Spirit gave them utterance" (verse 4) and apart from Him it could never happen. It was a real language
"because every man heard them speak in his own language" (verse 6). The speakers had never learned the
languages which they were speaking: "And they were all amazed and marveled, saying one to another,
Behold, are not all these which speak Galilaeans?" (verse 7).

Another key chapter is 1 Corinthians 14. From this chapter we find two strong arguments to support the fact
that tongues consisted of real languages:

1) Argument #1 -- The fact that tongues could be interpreted (translated).

See 1 Corinthians 14:5,13,27,28. The way to interpret a foreign language is to translate it. Thus the
interpreters at the United Nations are expert translators. In Matthew 1:23 we see that the word "interpreted"
means "translated" (the Hebrew "Immanuel" translated into English is "God with us").

Our argument is simply this: You can only interpret or translate a real language. Ecstatic utterances or
nonsense syllables or meaningless gibberish cannot be translated. Only a real language can be interpreted or
translated. Tongues in 1 Corinthians 14 could be interpreted. Thus tongues in 1 Corinthians 14 were real
languages.

2) Argument #2 -- The fact that tongues consisted of words.

See 1 Corinthians 14:19 -- "Yet in the church I had rather speak five words with my understanding, that by
my voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand WORDS in an unknown tongue." This verse makes it
very clear that the gift of tongues consisted of "words." What are words? Words are sounds which symbolize
and communicate meaning. Tongues in the Bible were not ecstatic utterances, they were WORDS. They were
not nonsense syllables, they were WORDS. They were not meaningless gibberish, they were WORDS. They
were not ecstatic utterances, but rather they were rational utterances.

[Return to Table of Contents]

8. In New Testament times was every believer expected to speak in
tongues?

Was the gift of tongues something that every believer was given? Was tongues speaking something that every
believer was expected to do?

In 1 Corinthians 12:4-11 we learn that every believer has a spiritual gift (or perhaps more than one) but not
every believer has the same gift. Some believers had the gift of tongues (verse 10) but not all. In 1
Corinthians 12:30 the question is asked, "Do all speak with tongues?" It is a rhetorical question that requires
a negative answer: NO! All do not speak with tongues. It was a gift that some had but not all. Thus in New
Testament times the gift of tongues was given to some but not to all.

Why is it then that in Charismatic circles everyone is encouraged and persuaded to speak with tongues? Why
is it recommended to all if it was only given to some?

[Return to Table of Contents]
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9. Where in the Bible does God tell the believer to speak in
tongues?

Is there any such command? There is a command to "be filled with the Spirit" (Eph. 5:18). There is a
command to "walk in the Spirit" (Gal. 5:16). But nowhere is there a command to speak in tongues. We
would not expect to find such a command. How can God command all believers to do something that He has
only gifted some believers to do?

What instruction is given by Charismatic leaders to try to help people learn to speak in tongues? Here is one
example:

"Determine not to speak a word of English at this time (for you cannot speak two languages at
once). Lift up the sound of your voice and the Holy Spirit will give you utterance in a new
language supernaturally. Do not be concerned about 'what to say,' as the language is spoken
supernaturally and does not come through the mind or intellect but through your spirit quickened
by the Holy Spirit. In faith, put your speech faculties into operation (vocal chords, tongue, lips)
as in speaking any language, and the Holy Spirit, now indwelling you, will give the utterance."
(From a tract published by Dr. Hobart Freeman, Faith Ministries and Publications, Warsaw,
Indiana.)

Don't think about what you are saying and don't use your mind! Does that sound like sound advice?

Here is another example from the pages of early Church history:

"Marcus: 'Open thy mouth, speak whatsoever occurs to thee.' She then, vainly puffed up and
elated by these words, and greatly excited in soul by the expectation that it is herself who is to
prophesy, her heart beating violently (from emotion), reaches the requisite pitch of audacity, and
idly as well as impudently utters some nonsense as it happens to occur to her, such as might be
expected from one healed by an empty spirit" (Irenaeus Against Heresies).

[Return to Table of Contents]

10. In New Testament times how important was the gift of tongues?

"I thank my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all: Yet in the church I had rather speak five
words with my understanding, that by my voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand
words in an unknown tongue" (1 Corinthians 14:18-19).

What a comparison! Five words that can be understood are better than ten thousand words in a tongue!
Imagine telling a preacher to limit his Sunday morning sermon to five words! (1) Very (2) little (3) can (4) be
(5) said! But those five words are better and more edifying than ten thousand words in a tongue.

It takes about one and a half hours to speak ten thousand words. It takes only two seconds to speak five
words. Paul would rather take two seconds to say "Christ died for our sins" (1 Cor. 15:3), than to speak two
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hours in words not understood. Tongues is of no value at all if it cannot be understood. The is why the
interpretation of tongues was essential.

In 1 Corinthians 14, Paul put more value on the gift of prophecy than he did on the gift of tongues (see verses
1-5). In 1 Corinthians 12:28, Paul lists certain gifts, apparently in order of importance: "And God hath set
some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of
healings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues." Tongues is the last to be mentioned.

[Return to Table of Contents]

11. Are some of the gifts temporary?

Are there some gifts that God no longer gives today? Here are two examples of temporary gifts:

1) The gift of APOSTLESHIP. There are no apostles in the church today, a fact that is
acknowledged by most, even by many Pentecostal scholars. The Mormons believe there are still
apostles today and so do other cult groups, but most would acknowledge that the apostles were a
very unique and special group of chosen and gifted men of the first century. In 1 Corinthians 9:1;
15:7-9, and in Acts 1:21-22, there is clear indication that a true apostle was a man who actually
saw the RISEN Christ. This could not be true of believers today (John 16:10; 1 Peter 1:8).

2) The gift of PROPHECY. There are no God-gifted prophets in the church today, although there
are many false prophets. Most Charismatic people believe that the gift of prophecy is still for
today. That will discussed further under #13. (For a discussion of the temporary nature of many
of the gifts, see God's Gift of Tongues by George Zeller, pages 113-116.)

[Return to Table of Contents]

12. What is a prophet?

WRONG DEFINITIONS OF PROPHECY:

"the ability to understand and to engage in the exposition of the Word of God" (Billy Graham,
The Holy Spirit, p. 139).

"the gift of prophecy was actually the ability to proclaim God's Word ... The gift [of prophecy],
then, is the ability to speak before people, to proclaim God's Word, sometimes with a predictive
element" (The Charismatics, p. 164).

[As an indication of the confusion in this area, John MacArthur teaches that God gives some believers the
gift of prophecy today, but that there are no prophets today. He teaches that the office of the prophet (Eph.
4:11) is no longer to be found in the church today, but the gift of prophecy is. See his commentary on 1
Corinthians (pages 322-324) and Ephesians (pp. 141-142). Thus, according to MacArthur (and many others),
a person can have the gift of prophecy and can prophesy, but this person is not a prophet. This would be like
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saying that a person can have the gift of teaching, but not be a teacher, or have the gift of pastoring, but not
be a pastor.]

These definitions are inadequate and faulty. According to these definitions, any gifted Bible teacher, any
gifted pastor would have the gift of prophecy. Every pastor should have the ability to proclaim God's Word
and to engage in the exposition of the Word of God, but this does not make the pastor a prophet.

These definitions fail to make a proper distinction between the gift of prophecy and the gift of teaching. See
1 Corinthians 12:28-29 where a clear distinction is made between those gifted as teachers and those gifted as
prophets.

GOD'S DEFINITION OF PROPHECY:

"And thou shalt speak unto him, and PUT WORDS IN HIS MOUTH: and I will be with thy
mouth, and with his mouth, and will teach you what ye shall do. And he shall be THY
SPOKESMAN unto the people: and he shall be, even he shall be to thee instead of a mouth,
and thou shalt be to him instead of God" (Exodus 4:15-16).

"And the LORD said unto Moses, See, I have made thee a GOD to Pharaoh: and Aaron thy
brother shall be thy PROPHET. Thou shalt speak all that I command thee: and Aaron thy brother
shall speak unto Pharaoh, that he send the children of Israel out of his land" (Exodus 7:1-2).

Aaron was to be the spokesman for Moses. As the PROPHET was to GOD, so Aaron was to Moses. What
did this mean? Aaron spoke the words of Moses, even as the prophet speaks the words of God. Aaron was to
be the MOUTH of Moses even as the prophet is to be the MOUTH (mouthpiece) of God. Aaron was Moses'
SPOKESMAN, even as the prophet is God's SPOKESMAN, serving as God's mouth, delivering God's
message ("Thus saith the LORD!"). This is God's definition of a prophet. Thus prophecy is the God-given
gift whereby the person is able to deliver God's message and speak forth God's Word. Every true prophecy
would have this seal stamped upon it: "For the MOUTH of the LORD hath spoken it!"

There are New Testament passages which help us to understand the gift of prophecy: "For the PROPHECY
came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost"
(2 Peter 1:21). The prophets spoke (and wrote) as they were moved (carried along) by the Holy Spirit, so that
what they spoke (and wrote) was exactly what God intended. It was God's message, God's Word. "Now all
this was done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying ..." (Matthew
1:22). God is the one who spoke it, but how did He speak it? He used the prophet's mouth (in this case, the
prophet Isaiah). It was God's message and God's Word, but it was delivered by way of a human mouth.

A prophet had to be 100% accurate (see Deut. 18:21-22). Why? Because God is 100% accurate and the true
prophet is God's mouthpiece. It is God's message delivered through the prophet's mouth and it is 100%
accurate. This illustrates the difference between a prophet and a teacher. The prophet, when speaking as a
prophet, speaks forth the Word of God ("Thus saith the Lord!") and the message is infallible and 100%
accurate. The teacher (or pastor/teacher) explains the Word of God which has already been given. Even the
best Bible teacher is fallible and may err.

What is prophecy? Prophecy is inspired speech! It is nothing less than the Word of God in spoken or written
form.

What is a prophet? A prophet is God's mouthpiece through whom God spoke and gave His perfect,
infallible revelation.

[Return to Table of Contents]
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13. Are there true prophets today?

Many insist that the gift of prophecy is still being given today. Think of the implications of this. This would
mean that God is still giving His Word today and that the canon of Scripture is not closed. The Bible we have
would thus be incomplete. The 66 Books of the Bible are not enough if added revelation is still being given
today by God through modern day prophets. The Bible would be missing vital information and crucial truths
which these modern day prophets must supply. The Bible is not enough! We need the Bible plus the new
prophecies!

This kind of teaching is a serious attack on the sufficiency of the Bible as our final and only authority for
faith and practice. We need to live by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God (Matthew 4:4) and
these words are found in the 66 books of the Bible.

"No, the church doesn't need new revelation from heaven today! We already have a completed
Bible and the Holy Spirit of God to interpret and apply it. What the church needs is a new
confrontation with the whole counsel of God, proclaimed in the power of the Holy Spirit with
authority and love, by men who know their God and who honor His only written revelation.
Then, and then only, may we expect our deepest needs to be supplied, and God's purpose for His
Church to be accomplished in our day" (Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Does God Want Christians To
Perform Miracles Today? [BMH Books, 1973], pages 12-13).

There are clear indications in the New Testament that the gift of prophecy was a temporary gift needed in the
days of the early church, but no longer needed after the Bible had been completed.

In 1 Corinthians 13:8 we learn that prophecies would be done away, whereas faith, hope and love would
remain. This prediction came to pass at the end of the first century.

In Ephesians 2:20, we learn that apostles and New Testament prophets were foundational men: "And are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner stone." A
foundation is laid only once at the beginning of the building project. You do not keep laying a foundation.
These men were foundational because it was through them that we received the New Testament Scriptures.
We do not need to lay the foundation again, but we need to build upon it. It is possible that God's building
project has reached the "steeple stage," as it were, and soon the last "living stone" (1 Peter 2:5) will be laid in
place and Christ will then come to receive the church unto Himself (John 14:1-3; 1 Thess. 4:13-18).

In 2 Peter 2:1 there is the possible hint that the true gift of prophecy would be done away: "But there were
false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift
destruction." 

Notice carefully:

"there were false prophets"
"there shall be false teachers"

The devil counterfeits the true. When Peter wrote these words there were true prophets and the devil
countered with false prophets. After the gift of prophecy was done away there were no longer any true
prophets for the devil to counterfeit. There were, however, true teachers, and so the devil countered with
false teachers.
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14. When did the gift of tongues cease?

CHARISMATIC ANSWERS:

1) Tongues have NOT ceased. God is still giving the gift of tongues today just as He did in New
Testament times.

or

2) The gift of tongues ceased early in the history of the church, perhaps at the end of the first
century. However, in these last days the gift of tongues has reappeared and God is once again
giving this gift.

COMPROMISING ANSWERS FROM NEO-EVANGELICALS:

Billy Graham in his book The Holy Spirit (Word, 1978), says, "I personally cannot find any biblical
justification for saying the gift of tongues was meant exclusively for New Testament times" (p. 172). It is
significant that in his chapter entitled "The Sign Gifts" in which he discusses the gift of tongues, he does not
even mention 1 Corinthians 13:8, the verse where Paul predicts that tongues would cease.

Popular author Hal Lindsey teaches that there is a genuine and bona fide spiritual gift of tongues which God
is still giving today. On page 147 of his best selling book Satan Is Alive and Well On Planet Earth, he writes,
"I believe there is a genuine gift of tongues which God is giving today." His position is that tongues did in
fact cease (as history proves) but in these last days the gift of tongues has reappeared (see pp. 140-141).

John D. Jess, founder and radio preacher on "The Chapel of the Air" spoke of the "ridiculously extreme
position that denies the gift of tongues altogether" and which asserts that "the gift of tongues is no longer
available to the Church" (p. 40 in his book, Divide and Conquer).

THE ANSWER FROM FUNDAMENTAL BIBLE BELIEVERS:

This is well stated by the New England Bible Conference Doctrinal Statement (originally the IFCA Doctrinal
Statement):

"... speaking in tongues and the working of sign miracles gradually ceased as the New
Testament Scriptures were completed and their authority established."

THE BIBLICAL ANSWER:

"Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there be
tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away" (1 Cor. 13:8).

Paul predicted that the gift of tongues would cease (stop). God would stop giving this gift. The only problem
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is that Paul, in this verse, did not tell us when tongues would cease. He did not say, "Tongues will cease in 70
AD" or "Tongues will cease in 1000 years" or "Tongues will cease at the Lord's second coming."

There are three approaches that can be followed to determine WHEN tongues did in fact cease. We shall now
consider each of these approaches.

I. THE HISTORICAL APPROACH

There is overwhelming historical evidence that the gift of tongues ceased early in the history of the church.
Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, admits this very fact:

"Evidence for the appearance of glossolalia, at least from the late second century to the
eighteenth or nineteenth century, is scarce and frequently obscure. ... Origen, in the third century,
and Chrysostom, in the fourth, both disparaged the accounts of speaking in tongues, and rejected
its continued validity. Augustine, early in the fifth century, asserted that glossolalia was a sign
adapted only to biblical times" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, pp. 20-21).

The comment by the preacher Chrysostom is worthy of note: "This whole place is very obscure [commenting
on the references to tongues in 1 Corinthians] but the obscurity is produced by our ignorance of the facts
referred to and by their cessation, being such as then used to occur, but now no longer take place" (Homilies,
XXIX, 1). In other words, Chrysostom writing in the 4th century recognized that the gift of tongues described
by Paul was something that used to occur in Paul's day but which no longer took place in Chrysostom's day.
He refers to the "cessation" of this gift.

Cleon Rogers wrote the following: "It is significant that the gift of tongues is nowhere alluded to, hinted at or
even found in any writings of the Post Apostolic Fathers" (The Charismatics, p. 169). It is significant to note
that the gift of tongues is mentioned in 1 Corinthians, one of Paul's earliest epistles, but it is not mentioned in
any of Paul's later epistles. This suggests that the gift of tongues may have ceased even before the canon of
Scripture was closed!

II. THE CONTEXTUAL APPROACH

This approach seeks to determine when tongues ceased by examining the context of 1 Corinthians 13:8
("tongues ... shall cease"). The main message of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

1) There are three things that will fail (verse 8).
2) There are three things that will remain (verse 13).
3) There is one thing that will never fail (verse 8); it will remain forever (verse 13).

This indicates three time periods:

1) The time when the gifts of prophecy, tongues and knowledge are in force. These are special
revelatory gifts given by God in the days of the early church.

2) The time when the gifts of prophecy, tongues and knowledge have failed, ceased and vanished
away (verse 8) and the virtues of faith, hope and love remain (verse 13). This is the present age.

3) The time when only love remains but faith and hope do not remain. Faith is replaced by sight
(2 Cor. 5:7; Heb. 11:1) and hope is replaced by realization (Rom. 8:24-25). This is the eternal
state.

Thus, the passage clearly teaches that there must be a period of time prior to the eternal state when the gifts
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of tongues and prophecy are no longer in effect and when the virtues of faith and hope are still in effect. This
contradicts the teaching of those who insist that the gift of tongues has been given by God throughout this
present age.

III. THE PURPOSIVE APPROACH

What was the purpose of the gift of tongues? If the purpose for tongues is known, then it is possible to
determine when tongues ceased. The purposive argument may be thus stated: Tongues ceased when they no
longer served the purpose for which they were given.

There is only one place in the New Testament where Paul tells us the purpose of the gift of tongues:
"Wherefore, tongues are FOR a sign ... ..." (1 Corinthians 14:22). The preposition translated "for" (eis)
denotes purpose. Paul's explanation in verse 22 concerning the purpose of tongues is actually an inference
based upon his words in verse 21. Verse 21 begins with these important words, "In the law it is written ..."

In verse 21 Paul cited an Old Testament passage, Isaiah 28:11-12. Paul knew that the key to understanding
the Biblical purpose of tongues is found "in the law," that is, in the Old Testament Scriptures. What does the
Old Testament teach concerning tongues? What was the significance and purpose of tongues in Old
Testament times? When foreign tongues were spoken, what did this mean?

Isaiah 28 is not the only passage in the Old Testament which deals with the significance of foreign tongues.
Several such passages together set forth a very sobering Biblical principle -- a principle which has been
demonstrated repeatedly in history. As we consider foreign tongues in the Old Testament, a very sobering
and sad pattern becomes evident:

GENESIS 11
God has a message for the people (Genesis 9:1,7).
The people refuse to listen to God (Genesis 11:4).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Genesis 11:7).
Dispersion follows (Genesis 11:8).

DEUTERONOMY 28
God has a message for His people (Deut. 28:1).
The people refuse to listen to God (Deut. 28:15).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Deut. 28:49).
Dispersion follows (Deut. 28:64-65).

JEREMIAH 5
God has a message for His people (Jer. 4:1).
The people refuse to listen to God (Jer. 5:3).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Jer. 5:15).
Dispersion follows (Jer. 5:19).

ISAIAH 28
God has a message for His people (Isaiah 28:12a).
The people refuse to listen to God (Isaiah 28:12b).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Isaiah 28:11).
Dispersion follows (Isaiah 28:13).

COMPARE THE OPPOSITE TAUGHT IN ISAIAH 33
The context is the millennium. God causes tongues to not be heard
indicating that Israel would enjoy the blessing of God (verse 19). There
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would be no more dispersion!

THE PATTERN REPEATED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

God has a message for the people (Matt. 11:28; compare Jer. 4:1; Isa. 28:12).
The people refuse to listen to God (Matt. 23:37).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Acts 2,10,19, etc.).
Dispersion follows (Matt. 23:38; 24:2).

The gift of tongues served as a sign of judgment for unbelieving Israel. The sign of judgment is no longer
needed after the judgment has come. In A.D. 70, the Romans under General Titus brought the Christ-
rejecting nation Israel to its final ruin. Ever since A.D. 70, there has been no question that Israel as a nation is
under the judgment of God. Therefore, it must be concluded that tongues as a sign gift were no longer needed
after 70 AD. The last historical mention of the gift of tongues is found in 1 Corinthians, which was written
about 55 AD. There is no evidence historically that the genuine gift of tongues ever occurred after 70 AD.
Tongues served their purpose, and tongues ceased, even as God predicted through the Apostle Paul (1
Corinthians 13:8).

Space does not allow for a more detailed development of the above points in this paper, but for a more
lengthy discussion see God's Gift of Tongues (Zeller, pp. 77-98).

[Return to Table of Contents]

15. Can unsaved people speak in tongues?

The Biblical gift of tongues was the supernatural ability to speak in a foreign language which the speaker had
never learned. An unsaved person would not have the God-given ability to do this. Spiritual gifts are given to
believers at the point of salvation, not to unbelievers.

The modern day phenomena of speaking ecstatic utterances (glossolalia) is something quite different. There
are countless examples of unsaved people speaking in tongues. Here are but a few:

1) In the second century the Montanists spoke in tongues. This was a heretical group especially
noted for their heresies concerning the Holy Spirit. The following is a description of Montanus
and his followers by Eusebius in his History of the Church:

"Montanus, in his unbridled ambition to reach the top, laid himself open to the
adversary, was filled with spiritual excitement and suddenly fell into a kind of trance
and unnatural ecstasy. He raved, and began to chatter and talk nonsense,
prophesying in a way that conflicted with the practice of the Church handed down
generation by generation from the beginning. Of those who listened at that time to
his sham utterances some were annoyed, regarding him as possessed, a demoniac in
the grip of a spirit of error, a disturber of the masses. They rebuked him and tried to
stop his chatter, remembering the distinction drawn by the Lord, and His warning to
guard vigilantly against the coming of false prophets. ... Then he secretly stirred up
and inflamed minds closed to the true Faith, raising up in this way two others --
women whom he filled with the sham spirit, so that they chattered crazily,
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inopportunely, and wildly, like Montanus himself."

According to Eusebius, this practice of tongues speaking was totally contrary to the practice of the Church.
Indeed, Montanus and his followers were excommunicated from the Church.

2) Irenaeus wrote the following concerning the second century heretic Marcus:

"Marcus to a woman, 'Receive first from me and by me the gift of Charis ...'
Woman: 'I have never at any time prophesied, nor do I know how to prophesy.'
Marcus: 'Open thy mouth, speak whatsoever occurs to thee, and thou shalt prophesy.'
She then, vainly puffed up and elated by these words, and greatly excited in soul by
the expectation that it is herself who is to prophesy, her heart beating violently (from
emotion), reaches the requisite pitch of audacity, and idly as well as impudently
utters some nonsense as it happens to occur to her, such as might be expected from
one healed by an empty spirit" (Irenaeus Against Heresies).

The orthodox leaders of the early church recognized that such emotional outbursts of tongues speaking were
not of God. It was a phenomena encouraged by the heretics.

3) The Cevenol priests who lived in France in the late 17th century also spoke in tongues. They
were branded heretics because their prophecies went unfulfilled (The Charismatics, p. 169).

4) The Shakers were founded in 1747 by a woman. Doctrinally, she was all mixed up and held
heretical views, especially concerning the Person of Christ: "It is said that in order to mortify the
flesh she instituted the practice of men and women dancing together naked while they spoke in
tongues" (Charles Smith, Tongues in Biblical Perspective, pp. 17-18).

5) Examples of speaking in tongues are found within the Mormon church (cult): "Right from the
beginning with Joseph Smith, Mormons have accepted tongues as a valid gift for modern times.
When their temple was dedicated in Salt Lake City, hundreds of elders spoke in tongues"
(Charles Smith, Tongues in Biblical Perspective, p. 18).

6) The followers of Edward Irving (19th century) spoke in tongues. These people had revelations
that contradicted Scripture, prophecies that went unfulfilled, and promoted various erroneous
teachings (The Charismatics, p. 170; see also Arnold Dallimore's excellent biography,
Forerunner of the Charismatic Movement--The Life of Edward Irving (Moody Press, 1983).

7) Today it is a known fact that people who do not even profess to be Christians speak in
tongues:

"Today shamans (witch doctors, priests, or medicine men) in Haiti, Greenland,
Micronesia, and countries of Africa, Australia, Asia, and North and South America
speak in tongues. Several groups use drugs to aid in inducing the ecstatic state and
utterances. Voodoo practitioners speak in tongues. Buddhist and Shinto priests have
been heard speaking in tongues. Moslems have spoken in tongues, and an ancient
tradition even reports that Mohammed himself spoke in tongues" (Charles Smith,
Tongues in Biblical Perspective, pp. 20-21. For further documentation of unsaved
people speaking in tongues, look up the article on "glossolalia" in The Encyclopedia
Britannica).

8) Sad to say, there are many people today involved in the modern Charismatic movement who
have spoken in tongues, and yet they do not have any clear understanding of salvation or the
gospel of grace or what it means to be born again. They have had an experience, but they do not
have eternal life (1 John 5:11-12).
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16. What is wrong with modern day tongues speaking? (A
SUMMARY)

1) In Charismatic circles, speaking in tongues is set forth as something that everyone should seek, but in the
New Testament, tongues was a spiritual gift that was not given to every believer (1 Cor. 12:8 11,30).
Tongues was a relatively unimportant gift (listed last in 1 Cor. 12:28), though it did have edification value if
it was used rightly and interpreted properly.

2) The Biblical gift of tongues was the supernatural and God-given ability to speak in a language which the
person had never learned. The modern so-called gift of tongues is an ecstatic, emotional experience of
uttering nonsense gibberish which cannot be translated and which does not have any real language content.

3) There is not one command in the entire Bible which tells a believer to speak in tongues, and 24 out of 27
books in the New Testament say absolutely nothing about the gift of tongues.

4) The facts of history indicate that the true gift of tongues ceased very early in the history of the church and
there is no verse in the Bible indicating that this gift will reappear in the last days.

5) The gift of tongues was a temporary sign gift which served its purpose and then was no longer needed,
and, thus, no longer given. It served as a sign of judgment to unbelieving Israel, and an indication that God
was putting the nation Israel aside and beginning a new program, even His CHURCH. There is no mention of
the genuine gift of tongues in the Bible or in secular history after 70 AD (the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Romans).

6) The kind of speaking in tongues that takes place today is a known psychological phenomenon which has
been practiced by heretical groups, pagans, cultists, and non-Christian people throughout the centuries.

7) Much of the speaking in tongues that takes place today is found to be contrary to the rules set forth in 1
Corinthians 14, which is another indication that it cannot be of God. Here are some of the regulations set
forth by the Apostle Paul:

(a) No more than three people could speak in tongues on any one occasion (1 Corinthians 14:27).

(b) The tongues speakers must speak one after another in succession, not all at once (1 Cor.
14:27).

(c) Whenever tongues speaking occurs, there must also be the interpretation of the tongues (1
Cor. 14:28).

(d) The women were not to speak in tongues in the assembly (1 Cor. 14:34-35).

Go to almost any Charismatic assembly and you will find these rules being violated. If just the above four
rules were followed, 90% of today's tongues-speaking would be eliminated.

[Return to Table of Contents]
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17. What is Spirit baptism?

Charismatic Answer: "The baptism in the Holy Spirit is a definite, personal experience subsequent to
salvation and confirmed to the believer with the evidence of speaking in a new language or tongue
supernaturally as the Holy Spirit gives utterance" (From a Charismatic tract written by Dr. Hobart Freeman
and published by Faith Ministries & Publications).

"The baptism of the Holy Spirit as a separate, distinct experience subsequent to salvation, providing
enduement of power for life and service, accompanied by speaking in tongues" (from the doctrinal statement
of the Rock Church (a group of charismatic churches in Connecticut).

The Biblical Answer: "For by one Spirit are [were -- past tense] we all baptized into one body, whether we
be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1
Corinthians 12:13).

It is important to note that many good men of the past have confused the FILLING of the Spirit with the
BAPTISM of the Spirit (R.A. Torrey is one example out of many). Spirit baptism is that supernatural work of
God whereby the believer is immersed or placed into the body of Christ which is the Church. This baptism
was predicted by John the Baptist in Matthew 3:11 (Mark 1:8; Luke 3:16) and by the Lord Himself (Acts
1:5). It first took place on the Day of Pentecost (Acts chapter 2), the day the Church began (Acts 11:15-17).
It takes place today whenever a person is granted repentance and believes on the Lord Jesus Christ.

It is important to note that 1 Corinthians 12:13 is a fact to believe, not a command to obey. It is something
that God has done, not something that the believer is to do. God never commands the believer to be baptized
in the Spirit or to seek this baptism.

[Return to Table of Contents]

18. When does Spirit baptism take place?

Charismatic Answer: "subsequent to salvation" (see quotes under #17). If it happens after salvation, then this
means a person could be saved who has not yet had this experience of Spirit baptism.

Biblical Answer: The moment a person is saved.

Paul told the Corinthians that they ALL had been baptized into the body. This baptism is something that is
true for every believer and thus it must have taken place at the point of salvation.

It is interesting to note that the charismatic movement says "ALL" when God says "NOT ALL" (1 Cor. 12:30
-- NOT ALL speak in tongues) and the charismatic movement says "NOT ALL" when God says "ALL"
(ALL believers have been baptized into the body).

[Return to Table of Contents]
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19. Who has been Spirit baptized? Have you had this baptism?

Charismatic Answer: Only those Christians who have had the "Pentecostal" experience of speaking in
tongues.

Biblical Answer: "ALL" (1 Corinthians 12:13). You cannot be a member of Christ's CHURCH apart from
this baptism! It is the only way to gain entrance into His Body!

[Return to Table of Contents]

20. Must a person "tarry" for the Holy Spirit?

The tarrying experience, as often practiced in Charismatic circles today, is described as follows:

"The tarrying procedure for seeking tongues goes like this: Following the sermon, the preacher
invites those who want the tongues experience to come to the altar and kneel. Then those who
already have received this experience join the seekers to pray with them and offer help and
advice. In a relatively short time, some of the seekers begin talking in tongues. For others, it is a
much longer ordeal. In an evening service, it is not unusual for seekers to pray until after
midnight, even though few of the "altar workers" may remain. And if a seekers doesn't succeed
on this particular night, he is encouraged to keep trying. I tarried many nights; I spent many
hours in prayer at altars but no matter how long I prayed, I went without success" (Wayne A.
Robinson, I Once Spoke in Tongues, pp. 37-38).

Biblical tarrying is quite different. It is found in only two passages:

"And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you: but TARRY ye in the city of
Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on high" (Luke 24:49).

"And, being assembled together with them, commanded them that they should not depart from
Jerusalem, but WAIT [tarry -- same word as in Luke 24:49] for the promise of the Father, which,
saith he, ye have heard of me" (Acts 1:4).

The word TARRY simply means to WAIT. Prior to Pentecost the disciples were told to WAIT for the
promise of the Spirit. Once He came on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2) the waiting period was over. In the
Bible, we find no command to wait or tarry for the Holy Spirit after Pentecost.

Suppose you go to the airport to wait for the arrival of certain family members whom you love. You may wait
for some time at the airport, but once the plane arrives the waiting time is over. Your loved ones have come
and it is time to enjoy their presence. So also, the Comforter has come. How foolish to wait for Him to come
if He has already come! Let us enjoy His blessed Person and Presence and Power (Acts 1:8).

[Return to Table of Contents]
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21. What must a person do in order to receive the Spirit?

Charismatic Answer: The person must tarry and pray and sometimes go through a long ordeal, and if not
successful, try, try, try again (see quote under #20 describing the "tarrying" procedure).

Biblical Answer: John 7:38-39 -- Those who BELIEVE are those who RECEIVE the Spirit!

[Return to Table of Contents]

22. What is the Holy Spirit's primary ministry and function?

"But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of
truth, which proceedeth from the Father, He shall testify of me" (John 15:26).

The Holy Spirit's ministry is to testify or bear witness of Christ, to point to Christ. The Holy Spirit does not
draw attention to Himself, but to the Lord Jesus.

The Spirit of God bears witness of Christ. He wants us to see Him and Him alone. When the Holy Spirit is at
work in an assembly of believers, Christ will be exalted and magnified. If the main focus is on the Holy
Spirit, then something is wrong. The Holy Spirit does not promote Himself:

"He shall glorify me: for He shall receive of mine, and shall show it unto you" (John 16:14).

The main ministry of God the Holy Spirit is to GLORIFY THE SON. When the Spirit of God is at work in
my life, what will be the result? The Lord Jesus Christ will become more precious to me and so will His
Word, the Bible. The Spirit-filled person is the person who is filled with Christ -- occupied with Him,
delighted in Him, rejoicing in Him, resting in Him, trusting in Him. The Spirit of God's ministry is to make
believers more and more Christ-like:

"But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed [are
constantly being changed] into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the
Lord" (2 Cor. 3:18).

[Return to Table of Contents]

23. Is it God's will for every sick person to be healed?

Consider four New Testament examples of people who were sick:

1) 2 Corinthians 12:7-10 -- Paul was afflicted with a painful ("thorn") bodily ("in the flesh")
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ailment. Paul prayed three times that God would remove this thorn in the flesh from him, but
God did not do this. God did something better. He taught Paul the sufficiency of His grace, that
God's grace was enough even to enable him to endure such a physical affliction. Sometimes God
allows sickness or pain in order to teach us of His all-sufficient grace.

2) Philippians 2:25-30 -- Epaphroditus was seriously sick, to the point where he was near death.
It is interesting to note that Paul did not heal this faithful brother. God had mercy on him and
raised him up.

3) 1 Timothy 5:23 -- "Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake and
thine often infirmities." Timothy had a stomach problem and he was often sick and ailing and
infirmed. Paul did not tell him to see a healer, nor did Paul tell him that his physical problems
were due to sin or a lack of faith. Paul merely gave Timothy a common sense prescription. [It is
possible that Paul was recommending unfermented wine to Timothy rather than alcoholic wine.
Athenaeus, the Grammarian (280 AD) wrote the following: "Let him take sweet wine, either
mixed with water or warmed, especially that kind called protropos, the sweet Lesbian glukus, as
being good for the stomach; for sweet wine [oinos] does not make the head heavy" (Athenaeus,
Banquet 2,24). This is an example from ancient literature showing that unfermented wine was
recommended as a remedy for stomach problems.]

4) 2 Timothy 4:20 -- "Erastus abode at Corinth: but Trophimus have I left at Miletum sick."
There is no indication that Trophimus had a spiritual problem (sin, lack of faith), but he did have
a physical problem and Paul did not heal him. It is sometimes the will of God for His children to
be sick in this life, but never in the next life (Rev. 22:4).

Consider godly people of the past who were sick or who suffered with seriously bodily ailments. Read almost
any biography of godly saints of the past and you will in most cases read of certain physical afflictions which
God allowed them to endure. (For an excellent discussion on the subject of SICKNESS, see Practical
Religion by J.C. Ryle, his chapter on "Sickness." It is well done and would be a great encouragement to any
saint suffering through a time of sickness.)

There are some Charismatic people who think that if you are sick you are out of the will of God. For
example, Kenneth Hagin Jr. wrote: "My belief is that it is indeed God's will that His children walk in
complete health. ... It is always God's will to heal His children." (Personal letter from Kenneth Hagin Jr. to
George Zeller dated 7/16/87.) To such people we must ask these questions: Do any of you wear glasses
(Kenneth Hagin Jr. does)? Do any of you ever catch the common cold or the flu? Do any of you ever take
aspirin or other pain medicines? And most significantly, do any of you ever die?

Take for example the case of charismatic faith-healer Oral Roberts. He once bypassed his own multi-million-
dollar City of Faith medical complex to have eye surgery in California. But why didn't he go to a faith-healer
or why didn't he heal himself? Also if faith healing is really effective, why do you need a multi-million dollar
medical complex? The Lord Jesus and the apostles healed hundreds of people without any such facilities.

[Return to Table of Contents]

24. Does the New Testament teach a "PROSPERITY GOSPEL"?

This is the very popular and very appealing message often heard today, that if you trust Christ you will have
HEALTH and WEALTH. That is, you will have physical health and material prosperity. Your body will be
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free from sickness and your bank account will be loaded. The ones who really prosper financially from this
kind of teaching are the false teachers themselves -- the prosperity gospel preachers.

THE HEALTH AND WEALTH GOSPEL

"It doesn't matter
how many times
we've heard it --w e
need to be continually
reminded that it is
God's will for us to
be well and healthy
and to have good
things in this life"
(Kenneth Hagin)

"That's ridiculous," says Kenneth Copeland
about the belief that Jesus' ministry was
poor. "It would have been impossible for
Jesus to have been poor! All the way through
the Old Testament God promised material
blessing to anyone who would walk perfectly
and uprightly with Him. If God had failed to
bless Jesus financially, He would have been
breaking His own Word" (Charisma, 9/90).

It is true that those who trust in Christ will prosper spiritually. They are able to prosper and have good health
in their soul (3 John 2). They are able to enjoy every spiritual blessing that is found in Christ (Eph. 1:3).
They are able to be RICH in Him (2 Cor. 8:9). But God never promised robust physical health and material,
financial prosperity in this life for His children.

Indeed, the message of the entire New Testament is that God's people will be a suffering and afflicted people,
even as sheep led to the slaughter (Romans 8:18,35-36). They will be hated and persecuted by the world
(John 15:18-20). In the world they will have tribulation and affliction and pressure (John 16:33). All who live
godly in Christ will suffer persecution (2 Tim. 3:12) and every Christian is to suffer hardship as a good
soldier of Christ (2 Tim. 2:3). Paul's answer to the prosperity gospel is perhaps best summed up in 1
Thessalonians 3:3-4 -- "That no man should be moved by these afflictions: for yourselves know that we are
appointed thereunto. For verily, when we were with you, we told you before that we should suffer tribulation;
even as it came to pass, and ye know."

Apparently the Apostle Peter was unaware of the prosperity gospel when he said, "Silver and gold have I
none" (Acts 3:6)! The Apostle Paul was also unaware of this teaching. He characterized believers as being
poor, having nothing (2 Cor. 6:10)!

[Return to Table of Contents]

25. Is it unspiritual to go to a doctor? Does this show a person's
lack of faith?

An extreme Charismatic group in Indiana ("the Glory Barn") taught that believers should never go to a
doctor, but that they should trust God for healing instead. Certain expectant mothers had difficulties in child-
birth because of the lack of medical attention and their babies died. To make matters worse, the members of
this community prayed over these dead babies hoping that God would raise them from the dead. The local
media got hold of these stories and it was a great shame to the name of Christ. It was wrong practice due to
wrong teaching.
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"But when Jesus heard that, He said unto them, They that be whole need not a physician, but they that are
sick" (Matthew 9:12). Those who are whole and healthy do not need a doctor or physician. This implies that
those who are sick do need a doctor. Indeed, one of Paul's companions who was also one of the gospel
writers was a medical doctor: "Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas, greet you" (Colossians 4:14).

[Return to Table of Contents]

26. Were Christ and the apostles able to heal?

The Lord Jesus Christ healed all manner of sickness and all manner of disease among the people:

"And his fame went throughout all Syria: and they brought unto him all sick people that were
taken with divers diseases and torments, and those which were possessed with devils, and those
which were lunatic, and those that had the palsy; and He healed them" (Matthew 4:23-24).

The disciples (apostles) were given authority "to heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease"
(Matthew 10:1).

The Apostle Paul was able to heal in a remarkable way: "And God wrought special miracles by the hands of
Paul: So that from his body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed
from them, and the evil spirits went out of them" (Acts 19:11-12).

[Return to Table of Contents]

27. Are modern "faith healers" able to heal?

A noted doctor, William A. Nolen, objectively examined a noted "faith healer," Kathryn Kuhlman. At first he
was skeptical but willing to believe. Here are some of his comments (William A. Nolen, M.D., "In Search of
a Miracle," McCall's Magazine, September 1974. Dr. Nolen has also published his findings in a book which
is also called In Search of a Miracle.):

"Occasionally Miss Kuhlman would turn to the audience and say, 'Someone with a brace- a
brace on your leg -- you don't need that brace any more. Take it off. Come and claim your cure.'
The first time she called for a brace, no one came forth. Finally a very pretty young girl came up
on the stage. She was waving her leg brace and standing, with her pelvis tilted badly, on one
good leg and one short, withered leg.

"Kathryn Kuhlman questioned her. 'How long have you worn this brace?' 'Thirteen years. Since I
had polio at seven.' 'And now you're cured. You don't need it any more. You've taken it off.'
'Yes,' she said. 'I believe in the Lord. I've prayed, and He's curing me.' Everyone applauded. The
girl cried.
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"This scene, to my mind, was utterly revolting. The girl's leg was just as withered as it had been
ten minutes earlier. Now she stood in front of 10,000 people, giving praise to the Lord -- and
indirectly to Kathryn Kuhlman -- for a cure that hadn't occurred and wasn't going to occur. I
could imagine how she would feel when the hysteria of the moment had left her and she again
had to put on the brace she had worn for 13 years -- and would wear for the rest of her life.

"Finally with a hymn and a final blessing, the show ended. All the desperately ill who had been
in wheelchairs were still in wheelchairs. As I watched them leave, seeing the tears of the parents
as they pushed their crippled children to the elevators, I wished Miss Kuhlman were with me. I
wondered if she really knew how much sadness those disappointed patients and parents suffered.
I couldn't believe that she did.

"During the service, as those who had 'claimed a cure' came down off the stage, two legal
secretaries I had enlisted to help me wrote down the names, addresses, phone numbers and
diagnoses of everyone who was willing to cooperate in a follow-up study. We got 82 names. A
few weeks after the service, letters were sent to the names on the list, inviting them to come to
Minneapolis on Sunday, July 14, and tell us about their experiences. Twenty-three people showed
up, and I made arrangements to interview them individually over the next few months.

"In talking to these people, I tried to be as honest, understanding and objective as possible, but I
couldn't dispense with my medical knowledge and my common sense. I listened carefully to
everything they told me and followed up every lead that might have led to a confirmation of a
miracle. I was led to an inescapable conclusion: Of the patients who had returned to Minneapolis
to reaffirm the cures claimed at the miracle service, not one had, in fact, been miraculously cured
of anything."

Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, writes the following about Kathryn Kuhlman,
who for many years was considered one of the foremost faith healers in the world:

"She cites the ailment -- everything from terminal cancer to allergies (though amputated limbs
never reappear; teeth are not miraculously filled with gold) -- and asks those who feel they are
healed to come forward to the platform to testify about what has happened. (Trained ushers try to
screen cases and verify healings as much as possible beforehand.) Quite often, there are
physicians on the platform who themselves may be asked for confirmation; and everyone is
urged to confirm an apparent cure with his or her own doctor. Some individuals, of course,
testify, but are not healed; others seem to get better, but later regress; probably most in
attendance are not cured at all" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, p. 86).

[Return to Table of Contents]

28. How do modern "faith-healers" explain their failures?

"It's not our lack of power as a healer; the sick person simply did not have enough faith!" When all else fails,
blame the sick person!

[Return to Table of Contents]
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29. Did Christ and the apostles only heal those who had enough
faith?

In Matthew 12:15 great multitudes followed the Lord Jesus and "He healed them ALL" whether they had
faith or not. In Acts 5:16, a multitude of sick folk were brought to the apostles, "and they were healed
EVERY ONE." The healing was for all without any faith requirement. Not one sick person went away
disappointed.

In Acts 3:1-8, we have the healing of the man who was born lame. This beggar was hoping to receive some
money from the hand of Peter. Being healed was the last thing this man expected. He certainly did not have
faith that he would be healed. He might have believed Peter would give him some money (v.5), but he did
not believe Peter would heal him. The reason God performed this healing miracle had nothing to do with this
man's faith or lack of faith. (The faith mentioned in Acts 3:16, in connection with this same miracle, must be
a reference to Peter's faith in Christ, not to the lame man's faith.)

In Acts 20:9-12 we find Paul healing a man from the most serious ailment of all, death itself. Here was a
young man who actually had died. Certainly a dead man cannot exercise faith! How silly it would be for a
modern day faith-healer to say, "I was not able to raise that man from the dead because he did not have
enough faith!" This raises an interesting question: If modern day faith healers have the same healing powers
as Christ and the apostles, then why do they not raise the dead?

[Return to Table of Contents]

30. How can we describe the healing miracles of Christ and the
apostles?

1) INSTANTANEOUS -- The Lord Jesus touched a leper and IMMEDIATELY his leprosy was cleansed
(Matthew 8:3). Jesus touched the eyes of two blind men and IMMEDIATELY their eyes received sight
(Matthew 20:34). Peter took a lame man by his right hand and lifted him up and IMMEDIATELY his feet
and ankle bones received strength and he started leaping around. Such healings were done instantly. There
was no need for any prolonged period of recuperation or therapy.

2) PERFECT AND COMPLETE -- "And when the men of that place had knowledge of him, they sent out
into all that country round about, and brought unto Him all that were diseased; And besought Him that they
might only touch the hem of His garment: and as many as touched were made perfectly whole" (Matthew
14:35-36). "And His Name through faith in His Name hath made this man strong, whom ye see and know:
yea, the faith which is by Him hath given him this perfect soundness in the presence of you all" (Acts 3:16).
Contrast this with Dr. Nolen's observation of a girl claiming to be healed at a Kathryn Kuhlman service,
standing on one good leg and on one short, withered leg with her pelvis tilted badly. Hardly a whole and
complete and perfect cure!

3) EVERYONE HEALED -- "But when Jesus knew it, He withdrew himself from thence: and great
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multitudes followed Him, and He healed them all" (Matthew 12:15). "There came also a multitude out of the
cities round about unto Jerusalem, bringing sick folks, and them which were vexed with unclean spirits: and
they were healed every one" (Acts 5:16).

4) UNDENIABLE -- "Then was brought unto him one possessed with a devil, blind, and dumb: and He
healed him, insomuch that the blind and dumb both spake and saw. And all the people were amazed, and
said, Is not this the son of David? But when the Pharisees heard it, they said, This fellow doth not cast out
devils, but by Beelzebub the prince of the devils" (Matthew 12:22-24). The Lord's enemies could not deny
the miracle. Instead they accused Him of doing this great miracle, not by the power of God, but by the power
of Satan.

"And beholding the man which was healed standing with them, they could say nothing against
it. ... Saying, What shall we do to these men? for that indeed a notable miracle hath been done
by them is manifest to all them that dwell in Jerusalem; and we cannot deny it" (Acts 4:14,16).

These men hated the apostles and their message but they could not deny the remarkable miracle which had
been done.

5) SPECTACULAR -- The lame leaping, the blind seeing, lepers cleansed, demon possessed men delivered,
a cut-off ear instantly restored and even the dead raised back to life! According to Matthew 11:5, such
spectacular miracles proved that Jesus was indeed the Messiah: "The blind receive their sight, and the lame
walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel
preached to them" (Matthew 11:5, read the context and compare Isaiah 35:5-6).
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31. How can we describe the so-called "miraculous" cures of
modern faith healers?

1) DOUBTFUL -- We have already referred to Dr. Nolen's article in which he investigated a healing service
of a prominent and nationally known faith healer (see #27). Suppose a medical doctor were to examine those
who had been cured by Christ and the apostles. Suppose a doctor were to examine Lazarus after he had been
dead for 4 days! Suppose an eye specialist were to examine Bartimaeus after he received his sight! Suppose
an orthopedic surgeon were to witness the man born lame leaping about (Acts 3)! Suppose an ear doctor
were to examine Malchus' after his sliced off ear had been healed (Luke 22:50-51). Would there be any
doubt as to the genuineness of these miracles?

2) DONE IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT -- "But strangely enough, the people who claim to have
the gift of healing never seem to get out of their tents, their tabernacles, or their TV studios. They always
seem to have to exercise their gift in a controlled environment, staged their way, run according to their
schedule. Why don't we hear more of the gift of healing being used right in the hospital hallways? Why aren't
healers using their gift in places like India and Bangladesh? Why aren't they right out in the street where
masses of people are racked by disease?" (The Charismatics, p. 134).

3) DISAPPOINTING -- No one that came to Christ or the apostles for healing went away disappointed. In
contrast to that we have the comment of Dr. Nolen: "All the desperately ill who had been in wheelchairs were
still in wheelchairs. As I watched them leave, seeing the tears of the parents as they pushed their crippled
children to the elevators, I wished Miss Kuhlman were with me. I wondered if she really knew how much
sadness those disappointed patients and parents suffered. I couldn't believe that she did" (William A. Nolen,
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M.D., "In Search of a Miracle," McCall's Magazine, September 1974).

Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, in evaluating the ministry of a prominent faith-
healer, concludes that "probably most in attendance are not healed at all" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New
Charismatics, p. 86). This is certainly not a very encouraging evaluation for those who are hoping for a
miracle of healing.

[Return to Table of Contents]

32. Do we need added revelation (dreams, visions, prophecies,
special revelation, etc.) today?

The Charismatic Answer:

"Neo-Pentecostals maintain that biblical authority (the word written) must always be subservient
to the authority of the living, "dynamic" word of God made known through the present activity
of the Spirit himself ... The subservience of Scripture -- the word written -- to the Holy Spirit's
authority is also illustrated by the acceptance in Charismatic Renewal of the validity of the gift of
prophecy in the life of the contemporary Church. For the Neo Pentecostal (no less than his
Classical counterpart), God speaks today just as authoritatively as he spoke to the biblical
authors. This [is an] existential understanding of the Word of God (in which revelation did not
cease with the closing of the canon). Catherine Marshall puts it another way: 'Jesus' promise of
"further truth" gives us clear reason to believe that not all the truth and instruction Christ has to
give us is contained in the canon of the Old and New Testaments.' In Neo-Pentecostalism, then,
spiritual authority rests ultimately in the present activity and teaching of the Holy Spirit at least
as much as in the Bible itself ... God does not restrict his revelation to the Bible (i.e., a closed
canon)'" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, pp. 110-113).

According to this, charismatics believe that the Biblical canon is not closed, and thus the written Word of
God is not the final authority. They believe that God gives added revelation to the church today and that this
new revelation is just as authoritative, or even more authoritative, than the Bible itself.

The key issue then is the SUFFICIENCY of the Word of God. Is the Bible really sufficient? Is it really all
that we need, or do we need something additional? Is God's communication to man found in the Bible alone,
or must we look somewhere else? Is the Bible complete, or does it lack vital information that believers need
to know?:

1) Christ promised the Apostles that the Spirit of truth would guide them into ALL TRUTH
(John 16:13). The Spirit did guide them into all truth and this truth was incorporated into the
New Testament Scriptures. What more do we need?

2) Peter tells us that God, revealed in His Word, has provided everything needed to live a life of
godliness (2 Peter 1:3).

3) Paul tells us that the God-breathed Scriptures are profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, and for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly
furnished unto all good works (2 Timothy 3:16-17). What more do we need?
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4) Peter says that we have a more sure word of prophecy than even the eyewitness account of an
apostle, namely the Spirit-moved, infallible Word of God (2 Peter 1:15-21). What more do we
need?

5) Jude tells us that we are to earnestly contend for "the faith" (the body of truth) which was
once for all delivered to the saints. This body of truth was once for all delivered to the saints in
the first century and is found in written form in our Bible today. What more do we need?

6) John puts the final "PERIOD" at the close of God's completed revelation, warning us not to
add to or to subtract from this book (Revelation 22:18-19). When the final word was penned by
John in the book of Revelation, this marked the time when the Bible (all 66 canonical books)
were in completed form. What more do we need? The canon of Scripture is closed and what God
hath closed, let no man open. If God says, "The Bible is enough!" let not man say, "We need
more!"

That many should be claiming to have received visions and revelations from the Lord is not surprising in
light of 1 John 4:1-3; 1 Timothy 4:1; 2 Timothy 3:13; 4:2-4; Matthew 7:15-24; 24:4-5. In these last days
before the coming of the Lord Jesus for His church (1 Thess. 4:13-18), we can expect an increase of
subjective, experiential religion -- "It must be true because it happened to me!" What we need is revelational
religion, based upon objective and absolute truth -- "It must be true because God said so in His Word."

Today we need humble men who will tremble at the Word of God (Isaiah 66:1-2). We do not need new
revelation today. We need to obey and walk worthy of the revelation that we already have! We do not need
more light today. We will stand before Christ and give an account for the way we responded to the light that
we had!

There is a sense in which the church is in desperate need of a vision today. We need a fresh vision of God.
We need to see the Lord high and lifted up (Isaiah 6:1-9). We need a glimpse of all that GOD IS (Isaiah
43:10-11). The more we see Christ as He really is, the more we will be like Him (1 John 3:2). As we fix our
eyes upon Christ as He is seen in the written Word and as we look unto Jesus (Heb. 12:1-2) with a steady
gaze, we will reflect the glory of the Lord as our lives are conformed to His image, from glory to glory (2
Cor. 3:18).

EXAMPLES OF CHARISMATIC VISIONS:

Example #1 -- Oral Roberts

At one time, Oral Roberts claimed he had a talk with a 900-foot-tall Jesus and the account of that "vision"
generated millions in donations from the faithful so that he could open his 60-story diagnostic clinic and 30-
story hospital. Later Roberts claimed to have received another message from God. This time God wanted
people to give Oral Roberts $4.5 million in "quick money" to finish an $8 million fund drive. If he did not
raise this money, God would call him home to heaven. Thanks to Florida race track money (an owner, Jerry
Collins, coughed up the last $1.3 million), the ransom money was all raised and Oral was given a new lease
on life so that he could dream up new promotional schemes for the future.

According to the St. Petersburg Times, Oral Roberts does not lack when it comes to personal finances. The
newspaper stated that Roberts has a $285,000 home in Palm Springs, a $2.4 million home in Beverly Hills,
his exclusive house in Tulsa, and a $35,000 country club membership.

Example #2 -- Dr. Percy Collett

Dr. Collett, a medical doctor, worked almost 50 years with the people in the Amazon River Basin of South
America. He claims to have been transported to heaven in 1982 for 5 earth days. He talked with God the
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Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit, Elijah, Elisha, Abraham, Moses, Paul, and others. He viewed the mansions
of the saints and toured the buildings now under construction. He was taken to "his" mansion 700 miles up
from the city's foundation. He toured each level of heaven and viewed its different departments and
activities. Jesus talked with him about events soon to occur on earth -- the battle of Ezekiel 38, the rapture,
and Armageddon. He was sent back to earth with instructions to take a leave of absence from the mission
field and declare what he had seen and heard.

For a contribution of $100, one can receive a video tape presentation of this trip to heaven. The promotional
flier which promotes this video had this to say, "Dr. Collet was `caught up in the third heaven' even as Paul
was. The difference being, Paul was not allowed to utter the things he saw and heard, while Dr. Collett,
almost 2000 years later, was commanded to do so." Contrast this with 2 Corinthians 12:1-10. Many others are
claiming to have had trips to heaven or visions of heaven, including David Yonggi Cho, "pastor of the
world's largest church" in Seoul, Korea, who claimed to have spent three hours in the third heaven.

[Return to Table of Contents]

33. What is the philosophy of "Charismatic Renewal"?

"Charismatic Renewal (or "Revivalism") is, moreover, thoroughly reformist in character. There is
very little if any interest in separating from old ecclesiastical structures and building new ones
according to the classical Pentecostal pattern. Rather, present institutions are to be 'renewed' by
the Charismatic activity of the Holy Spirit as it affects the membership of a church or other
group through the continued presence within that structure of individuals who have been baptized
in the Spirit" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, p. 9).

Charismatics do not want to separate from the churches that they are a part of. Instead they wish to stay in
these churches and to seek to renew these churches by their continued presence within. They seek to bring
life and vitality to churches that were once very formal and dead. The principles of Biblical separation from
apostasy are sadly ignored.

[Return to Table of Contents]

34. Are believers commanded to "renew" apostate churches or to
separate from them?

2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 -- COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM

2 Timothy 3:5 -- FROM SUCH TURN AWAY

Romans 16:17 -- AVOID THEM

Titus 3:10 -- REJECT

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/abrief.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/revival.htm
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2 John 10 -- RECEIVE HIM NOT

[Return to Table of Contents]

35. What is it that unites God's people?

Charismatic Answer: A COMMON EXPERIENCE

"The modern charismatic movement has been able to suspend doctrinal questions and unite
around a set of experiences. Doctrine divides. Experience unites" (Stephen Board, "Are Catholic
Charismatics 'Evangelicals'?" Eternity, July 1978, p. 13).

Biblical Answer: It is TRUTH and DOCTRINE that should unite God's people.

"And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of
bread, and in prayers" (Acts 2:42).

"Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph. 4:13).

Our UNITY is based upon our common knowledge and understanding of the Son of God.

It is true that doctrine divides, but it also unites. True Biblical unity is based upon a common understanding
and practice of God's truth. The more we believe and practice the truths of the Word of God, the more united
we will be.

Beware of the popular philosophy that emphasizes "love" at the expense of God's truth and which emphasizes
"unity" at the expense of sound doctrine. As John Whitcomb has said:

"It seems all we hear in these last days is that 'We must have unity. We must not be divisive. All
we need is to love each other. Let's not pull against one another. After all, we're all on the same
side, aren't we?' Are all 'professing' Christians really on 'he same side?' Is 'love' all that matters?
Are we to unite in ecumenical evangelism and in other church projects with those that teach
heresy? Are we to lend our pulpits to any man who professes Christ even though he may be 'off
on only one or two points?'

"Those who say 'yes' often quote the last half of John 17:23 -- 'May they be brought to complete
unity to let the world know that you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me.'
Yet in so doing, they neglect Jesus's words in John 17:11, 21, 22, that unity is to be the same
kind of unity as Jesus has with the Father -- 'so that they may be one as we are one; that all of
them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you; that they may be one as we are
one.'

"It is obvious that Jesus and the Father are one in perfect love, but are they not also one in
perfect doctrine? Certainly Jesus in not asking in this prayer that God's children be united in love
regardless of doctrine! Without sound doctrine there can be no Christian unity. And without
sound doctrine there can be no true Christian love either." (Source: Human Races, a message
delivered at Indian Hills Community Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Fall of 1984).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/unity.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/lovedoc.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Quotes/qunity.htm
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PENTECOSTALISM
(The Three Waves)*

From the second century to the nineteenth century, there is no historical evidence that godly, orthodox believers
spoke in tongues. We do have instances of tongues speaking in these centuries, but in every case the people
speaking in tongues belonged to heretical groups. (See #15 in the report "The Charismatic Movement: 35 Doctrinal
Issues.") From Montanus (2nd Century) to Edward Irving (19th century), instances of "tongues" within the church
were never considered to be part of genuine Christianity. Also, we should note that these "heretics" who spoke in
tongues were speaking some kind of emotional, nonsense gibberish and not real languages as was the case in Acts
chapter 2.

Wave #1
Old Pentecostalism or Classic Pentecostalism

In 1901 at Bethel Bible College, Topeka, Kansas, Agnes Ozman received what she called the baptism of the Spirit
and spoke in "tongues." The practice then became part of the Holiness movement of the church in the United States.
In 1906, tongues were spoken on Azusa Street in Los Angeles, California, and out of these two events in 1901 and
1906 grew the mainline Pentecostal denominations which are still with us today (Assemblies of God, etc.).

Wave #2
New Pentecostalism or Charismatic Renewal

This is sometimes referred to as the New Charismatic Movement. It was like the old charismatic, Pentecostal
movement in that it gave special emphasis to certain gifts, most notably the gift of tongues. It was a new movement
in the sense that it crossed denominational lines and barriers.

In 1960, in Van Nuys, California, the modern Charismatic movement began in an Episcopalian Church (St. Mark's,
with Dennis Bennett as rector). There was an outburst of tongues speaking in this church. This event was so
significant that both Time and Newsweek covered the story. After that, the movement spread like wildfire in the
Episcopalian Church and then among Lutherans and Presbyterians as well.

The movement soon entered the universities. This began in New England. In October of 1962, the glossolalia
phenomenon broke out at Yale University, among members of the Evangelical Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Included in this new-Pentecostal revival were Episcopalians, Lutherans, Presbyterians, Methodists, and even one
Roman Catholic. Five were members of Phi Beta Kappa, and some were religious leaders on campus (they were
soon called "GLOSSO YALIES"). Thereafter, the movement spread to Dartmouth College, Stanford University,
and Princeton Theological Seminary.

Even more significant than these events is what happened in 1967. All roads lead to Rome. At the time of Spring
vacation in 1967, there were in the Notre Dame area about 30 zealous Catholics who had received the "baptism of
the Holy Spirit." In 1968, about 100 to 150 met for a Catholic Pentecostal conference. In 1969, there were about
450 Catholic Charismatics who met including about 25 or 30 priests. In 1970, the increase was more spectacular.
Almost 1,300 attended the conference, including Catholics from Canada. In 1973, 22,000 Catholic Charismatics
met together at Notre Dame, including Catholic participants from at least 10 foreign countries. In 1974, the Notre
Dame conference was attended by 30,000 people. And finally, the 1975 international conference held in Rome

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/35.htm
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attracted 10,000 pilgrims from 50 countries to hear Pope Paul VI express his warm appreciation for the movement.
The movement was mushrooming not only in the Roman Catholic Church, but in all of the major Protestant
denominations.

The Kansas City Charismatic Conference was held in the summer of 1977. All three wings of the Pentecostal
movement were present: (1) Old Pentecostals (sometimes called "classical Pentecostals"); (2) Protestant
Charismatics; and (3) Catholic Charismatics. This was the biggest and most inclusive gathering of "baptized in the
Spirit believers" in modern history. There were nearly 50,000 participants in this 5-day conference. One speaker
proudly hailed this conference as "the largest and most inclusive ecumenical assembly in the history of American
Christianity." Almost half of the participants were Roman Catholics.

A newspaper article published in 1977 (AP), reported that there were 10 million charismatics in America (5 million
Classical Pentecostals and 5 Million New Pentecostals). Thus, the new charismatic movement grew to 5 million in
only 17 years (1960 to 1977)! Today, the movement is still very much alive and growing, although we probably
will not see the same kind of mushrooming growth as we saw in the '60s and early '70s. The 1/7/83 Christianity
Today reported that the Assembly of God denomination (Pentecostal) is the fastest growing American
denomination. At that time there were 1.6 million Assembly of God adherents and the number was growing fast.

The New Charismatics are not separatist but rather reformist in character. They are not interested in separating from
old ecclesiastical structures. Rather, they are told to stay in these churches and to renew them by their continued
presence within. This is what is meant by Charismatic Renewal.

Wave #3
The Signs and Wonders Movement

The term "third wave" was first coined by C. Peter Wagner in 1983:

"I see historically that we're now in the third wave. The first wave of the moving of the Holy Spirit
began at the beginning of the century with the Pentecostal movement. The second wave was the
charismatic movement which began in the fifties in the major denominations. Both of those waves
continue today.

"I see the third wave of the eighties as an opening of the straight-line evangelicals and other Christians
to the supernatural work of the Holy Spirit that the Pentecostals and charismatics have experienced, but
without becoming either charismatic or Pentecostal. I think we are in a new wave of something that
now has lasted almost through our whole century" (Peter Wagner, "The Third Wave?" Pastoral
Renewal, July-August 1983, pp. 1-5).

This movement is also called the Signs and Wonders Movement and the Vineyard Movement. It has been a rapidly
growing movement, drawing adherents from both charismatic and non-charismatic churches. The movement
stresses "power evangelism" whereby the gospel is explained and demonstrated by way of supernatural signs and
wonders.

There are three key leaders of this movement: (1) John Wimber, probably the central figure of the movement. He
was the founder of the Vineyard church movement upon coming out of Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel movement,
and he taught with C. Peter Wagner at Fuller Seminary. The course was entitled "Signs, Wonders and Church
Growth." (2) C. Peter Wagner, professor at Fuller Seminary School of World Missions, where he co-taught with
John Wimber. (3) Paul Cain, an influential "modern day prophet," a disciple of William Branham whom Cain
called "the greatest faith healer of our time" and the "greatest prophet of all time." Branham was a heretical false
prophet who held erroneous view on the Godhead and on the Trinity.

In the Signs and Wonders movement, tongues speaking can be found, but the gift of tongues is not stressed as
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much as it is in the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements. The Signs and Wonders movement (Vineyard
movement) does stress the gift of prophecy (insisting on the importance of modern day prophets) and the gift of
healing.

* This report has been adapted from the Appendix of a paper ("The Charismatic Movement: 35 Doctrinal Issues")
by Pastor George Zeller, The Middletown Bible Church, 349 East Street, Middletown, CT 06457 [(860) 346-0907].
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A Review of the (Nine) Temporary Spiritual Gifts*

Diversity but not Division

Any time divisions are a result of exercising spiritual gifts, it is an indication that these gifts are not being used as
God intended. The variety of gifts is parallel to the parts of the human body, and Paul uses this analogy in 1
Corinthians 12:4 17. "Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:4). "And there are varieties of
ministries, and the same Lord" (1 Cor. 12:5). "There are varieties of effects, but the same God" (1 Cor. 12:6).

Then Paul compares the variety of gifts to the human body and its various and necessary parts, "For even as the
body is one and yet has many members" (1 Cor. 12:12). "If the foot says, 'Because I am not a hand, I am not a part
of the body,' it is not for this reason any the less a part of the body" (1 Cor. 12:15). "If the whole body were an eye,
where would the hearing be? If the whole were hearing, where would the sense of smell be?" (1 Cor. 12:17).

The Spirit Is the Giver of the Spiritual Gifts--(Source)

The word charismatic scares a lot of people, but it simply means gifts of grace. (Chars is the Greek word "grace.")
Since every believer is endowed with one or more gifts, every believer is charismatic. "But to each one is given the
manifestation of the Spirit for the common good" (1 Cor. 12:7; emphasis mine).

All believers will not have the same gift, "Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:4).

Three Basic Facts About Spiritual Gifts

1. Spiritual gifts are freely and graciously given. Gifts of grace cannot be earned, for you cannot do anything to get
them in your own power. "And since we have gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, let each exercise
them accordingly" (Rom. 12:6; emphasis mine).

A gift is not earned or merited so a believer should not feel personal pride or self satisfaction due to his gift. "But
to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ's gift" (Ephesians 4:7; emphasis mine).

2. Spiritual gifts are a means of serving in the Body of Christ. Gifts are not to exalt the person who has the gift;
they are to enable that person to serve other believers. "As each one has received a special gift, employ it in serving
one another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God" (1 Pet. 4:10).

3. Spiritual gifts necessitate the activity of the possessor. You will discover your gift as you function. Many do not
recognize their gift because they are inactive. Just as a baby is born with all the necessary parts, he must learn to
use those parts through activity. Many Christians are sitting around waiting to be discovered. In their waiting they
become frustrated because they are not functioning as God intends.

The Permanent Spiritual Gifts
1. Teaching
2. Helps (Ministering)
3. Administration
4. Evangelism
5. Pastor-Teacher
6. Exhortation
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7. Giving
8. Mercy
9. Faith
10. Celibacy 

The Temporary Spiritual Gifts
1. Apostleship

First Requirement of an Apostle--An Eye Witness to the Resurrection

In Acts 1, Judas (the one who betrayed Christ) had already committed suicide and the remaining eleven apostles
want to replace him. The name apostle is a particular name of these twelve men even though there are other men
that probably have the gift of apostleship such as Barnabas, Silas, possibly James and a couple of others. However,
the prime focal point is on these twelve men. As the eleven apostles seek to replace Judas, there are certain
requirements that person will have to meet.

The first requirement of an apostle is that he must have had a firsthand experience of the resurrection of Jesus
Christ. "One of these (apostles) must become a witness with us of His resurrection" (Acts 1:22). Paul defends his
apostleship with proof that he, too, had seen the resurrected Christ. "Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? Have I
not seen Jesus our Lord?" (1 Cor. 9:1).

Some have said that Paul was not really an eye witness of Christ's resurrection just as the Corinthians were
doubting Paul's right as an apostle. In answer to that doubt, Paul reviews Christ's order of appearances, "and that He
appeared to Cephas (Peter), then to the twelve" (1 Cor. 15:5). "After that He appeared to more than five hundred
brethren at one time . . . then He appeared to James, then to all the apostles" (1 Cor. 15:6,7). Then Christ appeared
to Paul! "and last of all, as it were to one untimely born, He appeared to me also" (1 Cor. 15:8).

There Are No Apostles Today

In light of the fact that a definite requirement of an apostle was that he must have seen the resurrected Christ,
apostles ceased to exist when these first-century men died. Today, some will say that apostles and missionaries are
the same thing. It is true that missionary is the Latin word for the Greek word apostle, and both words mean "one
who is sent with a special message." However, the similarity ends there, for the twelve apostles had to have seen
the resurrected Jesus Christ.

Second Requirement--Apostles Possessed Miracle Gifts (Signs, Wonders and Miracles)

The second qualification of an apostle carries us into some of the other gifts. Paul's second evidence that he is a true
apostle is that God has given him supernatural power in the form of miracle gifts. "The signs of a true apostle were
performed among you with all perseverance, by signs and wonders and miracles" (2 Cor. 12:12). Now if there were
all kinds of Christians running around Corinth doing miracles, Paul's statement would lose any validity, for then
miracles cease to be a sign of a true apostle.

It is consistent throughout the book of Acts that every time the miraculous happens, it is always in connection with
the ministry of one of the apostles. "At the hands of the apostles many signs and wonders were taking place among
the people" (Acts 5:12). Romans 15 is speaking about Christ's accomplishments through Paul by use of the
miraculous. "In the power of signs and wonders, in the power of the Spirit" (Rom. 15:19). Is Paul saying miracles
were being done by all the Christians? No! He is talking about particular miracles being done by Paul as an apostle.
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Miracles Validated the Apostles' Ministries

"God also testifying with them, both by signs and wonders and by various miracles and by gifts of the Holy Spirit
according to His own will" (Heb. 2:4). Even at this point in writing (about 68 A.D.), the miracles are written as
something that is a past event -- that those who heard salvation from Christ had their ministry confirmed (validated)
by signs and wonders and different kinds of miracles. All the verbs in Hebrews 2:3 are in the past tense (even
before 70 A.D.). "After it was (past tense) at the first spoken (past tense) through the Lord, it was confirmed (past
tense) to us by those who heard (past tense)" (Heb. 2:3; emphasis mine).

There is no longer a need for gifts for which the prime purpose is to validate a ministry of direct revelation. God's
Word is complete! The argument is sometimes given that because people do not believe in the Bible, we need the
miraculous just as it was needed in the apostles' day (· la John Wimber and the Vineyard movement). Read Luke
16:27 31, where Abraham tells a man in Hades that if a man does not believe the written Scriptures (Moses and the
prophets), he will not believe even if someone is raised from the dead. The proof of that is obvious. Jesus Christ
was raised from the dead and people still did not believe -- and still do not believe today.

The Apostles and the Prophets Laid the Foundation of the Church

The gift of apostleship is a foundational one and the most important gift of all the spiritual gifts (1 Cor. 12:28). The
ministry of the apostles and prophets was to lay the foundation of the Church. They brought the truth regarding the
one Body in Christ to mankind. In Ephesians 2:19, Paul says we are "fellow-citizens with the saints, and are of
God's household." The importance of the apostles and prophets is explained in Ephesians 2:20, "Having been built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the corner stone."

Once you have laid the foundation, there is no other foundation that needs to be laid. There is no other truth that
needs to be conveyed for the Church to be constructed. There is no need for more apostles or prophets. When
constructing a building you would begin to worry if the workers came to lay the foundation after the building was
half built, wouldn't you? The same is true in a spiritual sense. The apostles and prophets have finished the
foundation of the Church and no one should be trying to lay a new foundation. The foundation is done, settled and
secure. We are building on that foundation. The gift of apostleship is finished.

Summary of the Gift of Apostleship

The gift of apostleship is the most important gift given, but it was a temporary gift (one that has not continued
down to our present day). There were two qualifications for an apostle. First, he had to have been an eye witness to
the resurrection of Jesus Christ. (He had to have seen Jesus Christ bodily after the resurrection.) The second
qualification was that miracles had to accompany an apostle's ministry to validate or confirm his position as an
apostle. Paul met both qualifications as an apostle.

Apostleship does not continue today simply because people have not seen Jesus Christ in His bodily resurrection.
The apostles have completed the foundation of the Church, and God's Word is complete. No new revelation is
needed.

2. Prophecy

What Is a Prophet?

Basically, a prophet had the ability to receive direct revelation from God and then to communicate that revelation to
men.

Some identify the gift of prophecy with the gift of preaching today, but that is not correct because the key element
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is missing -- a preacher does not get his messages directly from God. A pastor gets his message from the Word of
God (hopefully), but God does not appear to him in dreams and visions or by speaking directly to him. Since a
prophet got his message from God, it was free from error, which obviously is not the case today! God cannot
communicate mistakes! If God had so garbled the message He wanted to reveal to man and there were so many
mistakes that the meaning was not clear, then God would not have revealed Himself at all.

Prophecy Is Necessary Only for Additional Revelation

The gift of prophecy is only necessary when God wants to give additional revelation (when He wants to reveal
more of Himself than He has revealed up to that point in time). A person who says the gift of prophecy is present
today is in the same breath saying the Bible is not complete and that we need more material revealed from God.
However, God says the Bible is complete and there is no additional revelation. "I testify to everyone who hears the
words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God shall add to him the plagues which are written in
this book" (Rev. 22:18).

The Revelation the Apostles and Prophets Received Is the Foundation of the Church

Just as the apostles received direct revelation from God, so did the prophets. That revelation is the foundation upon
which the Church is built. Many times in both the Old and New Testaments, those who received the direct
revelation were given the power to perform miracles and foretell the future. "One of them (the prophets) named
Agabus stood up and began to indicate by the Spirit (prophesy) that there would certainly be a great famine all over
the world. And this took place in the reign of Claudius" (Acts 11:28). Later, Agabus was prophesying the
imprisonment of Paul (Acts 21:11).

There were female prophets as well as men. "Now this man had four virgin daughters who were prophetesses"
(Acts 21:9). The Old Testament also has examples of prophetesses such as Huldah, Deborah and Miriam.

Paul is classified among the prophets and teachers as well as an apostle (Acts 13:1). Not every prophet was an
apostle, but in all probability every apostle had the gift of prophecy.

God Gave Prophets Direct Guidance

Connected with the gift of prophecy is direct guidance from God. "A vision appeared to Paul in the night: a certain
man of Macedonia was standing and appealing to him, and saying 'Come over to Macedonia and help us' " (Acts
16:9). God does not communicate in visions to Christians today. There is no need for God to appear in visions. He
has given us the Bible as our guide for direction in our daily lives. In a number of other places the Spirit directly
reveals Himself to Paul and tells him something concerning his future activities (see Acts 18:9-10; 22:17 21;
27:23,24).

Summary of the Gift of Prophecy

We have noted that the gift of prophecy was temporary. There are three main reasons which we have covered:

1. When the New Testament was completed, there was no reason for additional revelation and the gift
of prophecy is always connected with receiving new material from God. You do not find prophets
getting material from God just to reiterate what God has already done or said.

2. The apostles and prophets were the foundation of the Church (Eph. 2:20). When the foundation was
laid, the material for the foundation was given. When the foundation was complete, there was no longer
any need for apostles or prophets.

3. Since there is no longer a need for prophecy, the gift of prophecy came to an end with the
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completion of the New Testament. "Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be
done away" (1 Cor. 13:8).

3. Miracles

Gift of Miracles Is the Ability to Do Supernatural Works of Power

The gift of miracles is one of the most exciting gifts, along with healing and tongues. These gifts probably generate
the most interest and discussion today. The gift of miracles is broad and includes much more than miraculous
healing. Any act which includes God's intervention into natural processes is included in the gift of miracles.

Miracles Are Always Done in Connection With an Apostle In the New Testament

Acts 5 is the familiar account of Ananias and Sapphira with Peter as the apostle. Ananias and Sapphira had sold
some land and had given some of the proceeds to the Church, but they pretended that they were giving all the
proceeds to the Church.

Peter knew they had plotted to deceive the Church, and he performed a miracle through the power of God. Peter
tells Ananias that he not only lied to men, but also to God. "And as he (Ananias) heard these words, Ananias fell
down and breathed his last; and great fear came upon all who heard of it" (Acts 5:5).

The same fate befell Sapphira in Acts 5:10. This is not like the miracles we think of usually, but still it is a miracle.
Obviously God is not doing this today. Some of us can be thankful He isn't! Why did God do that type of miracle
then? God wanted to establish the ministry of the apostles, and this type of miracle caused the people to fear and
respect the instructions and messages the apostles were giving. Not only did God confirm the ministry of the
apostles, He guaranteed the purity of the Church at its inception (2 Cor. 12:12).

Tabitha Came Back to Life in Peter's Ministry

Tabitha (Dorcas) died and Peter the Apostle came and performed a miracle by bringing her back to life. "But Peter
sent them all out and knelt down and prayed, and turning to the body, he said, 'Tabitha, arise.' And she opened her
eyes, and when she saw Peter, she sat up" (Acts 9:40). This miracle might be classified as a gift of healing, but it
goes beyond the scope of just healing. It goes into the realm of the gift of miracles, although the two gifts are
closely related.

Paul Stops a Magician With a Miracle

Elymas the magician was causing problems for Paul and hindering his ministry. Paul looked the magician right in
the eye and said, " 'Now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon you, and you will be blind and not see the sun for a
time.' And immediately a mist and a darkness fell upon him and he went about seeking those who would lead him
by the hand" (Acts 13:11). This is a miracle of divine intervention by the Lord through Paul.

Other Miracles in Paul's Ministry

Paul was holding a late meeting and a certain young man named Eutychus was listening from a third floor window.
He fell asleep and fell out of the window and was killed. Paul brought Eutychus back to life. "But Paul went down
and fell upon him, and after embracing him, he said, 'Do not be troubled, for his life is in him' " (Acts 20:10).

Another miracle occurs in Acts 28:3 6 when Paul is bitten by a poisonous viper. Paul just shakes the snake off, and
his hand does not even swell.
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Three Main Periods of Miracles in the Bible

The first period of miracles occurs during Moses' ministry and the events surrounding it. Each time there is a
miracle, the purpose of the miracle is to validate the message and testimony of Moses.

The second period was perhaps at the low point in Israel's spiritual condition, although Elijah and Elisha did mighty
miracles. For example, Elisha was sitting on a hill when fifty of the king's men came to get him and Elisha did a
great miracle, "If I am a man of God, let fire come down from heaven and consume you and your fifty" (2 Kin.
1:10). The king sends another fifty soldiers to get Elisha and again they are consumed by fire from heaven. The
third group of soldiers came crawling to Elisha with profound respect. The miracle validated the ministry of Elisha.

The third period of miracles takes place during the time of Christ and his apostles. Although other miracles occur in
other times in the Bible, they are not as concentrated as during these three periods. God did miracles to validate the
message He had given. He never used miracles to validate previous revelation.

God Does Miracles Today

God performs miracles today, but the gift of miracles is not in use today. The gift of miracles is seen in examples
in the book of Acts where a given individual has a supernatural ability to do those works of power as a result of the
Holy Spirit within him. God does the miraculous today in various ways, one of which is answering the prayers of
believers.

Summary of Gift of Miracles

The primary purpose of miracles was to validate the message of one of God's spokesmen (either apostle or prophet)
or their ministry. That does not mean that others did not do miracles, but it means that the miracles were always the
result of the ministry of an apostle or a prophet. For example, the Corinthian church had a gift of miracles, but they
had that as a direct result of the Apostle Paul's ministry.

The gift of miracles is temporary because there are no longer prophets and apostles and no new revelation for God
to validate. The Bible is the complete revelation of God and nothing more needs to be added for men to know the
plan of salvation.

4. Healing

Definition of Gift of Healing vs. Miracles

The gift of healing is a variation of miracles, but it is more limited because healings had to do with restoring the
physical body back to health.

Miracles went beyond that. Miracles included the negative aspect in that the supernatural power was used not just
to heal blindness, but to make the seeing blind; not just to bring to life but to put to death. The gift of healing was
limited to the positive aspect of healing all types of illnesses at will.

The gift of healings is usually referred to as plural but when we refer to the gift of healing it entails all
ramifications of supernatural power to heal (1 Cor. 12:9,28,30). The church at Corinth had the gift of healing, but
they had that ability as a result of the ministry of the Apostle Paul in their midst. Healing is inseparably linked to
the ministry of one of the apostles.

Gift of Healing Began to Fade During Paul's Earthly Ministry
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When Paul was writing to Timothy he advised him on his health. "No longer drink water exclusively, but use a
little wine for the sake of your stomach and your frequent ailments" (1 Tim. 5:23). Why didn't Paul just heal
Timothy? Timothy had enough problems without having stomach problems. Why didn't Paul just use his gift of
healing instead of giving him some advice on how to help the problem?

In 2 Timothy 4:20, Paul had to leave Trophimus behind at Miletus because Trophimus was so sick. Why didn't
Paul, who had raised Eutychus from the dead (Acts 20:10), just heal Trophimus? The only explanation seems to be
that this ministry -- this particular gift of healing -- is being phased out, because in 2 Timothy, Paul is close to the
end of his ministry. It was no longer necessary to validate Paul's ministry by the miraculous -- Paul's writings were
beginning to be recognized as Scripture (2 Pet. 3:15 16).

Philippians 2:27 gives another example where Paul does not (cannot) heal a fellow Christian, "For indeed he
(Epaphroditus) was sick to the point of death, but God had mercy on him, and not on him only but also on me, lest I
should have sorrow upon sorrow." That is strange as you think of Paul's power as a miracle worker in the earlier
part of his ministry.

God Does Heal Today in Response to Prayer

It is important to remember that God does heal today and He still does the miraculous in various ways. We do not
put limits on God's power, but there is Biblical evidence that the gift of healing has been taken away and that there
are not people today who have special power to heal. ( Note: James 5:14,15 is in the broader context of sin in the
life of a believer and the illness incurred is the punishment for that sin (1 Cor. 11:30). The calling for the elders is
indicative of a desire to deal with the sin. As such, this passage is not related to the gift of healing.)

Experiences Do not Negate God's Word

Your experience does not determine what is genuine; the Word of God determines what is genuine even if you say
you saw someone healed on television or as an eye witness. You must first determine what the Word says about
this subject and adjust your thinking accordingly. Do not adjust God's Word to the experience.

Summary of Gift of Healing

The main purpose of the gift of healing, just as the gift of miracles, was to validate God's message. Each time the
gift of healing was administered, it was done in connection with one of the apostles. Since the apostles were
primarily teachers of the Word and not healers, when the message they brought was authenticated and established,
there was no longer a need for the gift of healing nor any of the other miraculous gifts.

5. Discerning Spirits

Definition of Gift of Discerning Spirits

"And to another the distinguishing of spirits" (1 Cor. 12:10). The gift of discerning spirits was the supernatural
ability to discern what was true and what was false. This was a crucial gift when men did not have the New
Testament. Believers needed men who had the ability and insight to discern what teaching and which men were
really from God.

Discerning Takes Place in Light of the Scriptures Today

Now that we have the completed revelation from God, discerning takes place in light of the Scripture. We do not
need a special gift. If I want to know if a teacher/preacher is genuine, I listen to what he says and teaches and
measure that in light of the Word. They could not do that when they did not have the entire Bible.
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"If any one comes to you and does not bring this teaching, do not receive him into your house, and do not give him
a greeting" (2 John 10). What John is saying is simple, if someone does not bring the teaching the apostles have
brought (the teaching that we now know as the New Testament), do not let him into your house or even greet him!
Believers in the early church were to discern teachers in light of what the apostles had taught -- as we are to do
today.

Believers Are to Test the Spirits Via God's Word

"Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God; because many false
prophets have gone out into the world" (1 John 4:1). The spirit here refers to the speaker, the teacher, the pastor.
There are false teachers, and we are to discern them by sifting what they say through the Word of God. John gives
the standard, but he does not say to use the gift of discernment. Instead he says to measure what they say against
what John is going to teach them. That is the same standard we are to use today -- the Bible. John taught the Bible
verbally; we have it in written form.

Summary of Gift of Discerning Spirits

The main purpose of the gift of discerning spirits was to separate the phonies from the real messengers of God until
the complete revelation of the Word was finished. Once the Word was completed and available to men as the truth,
the gift of discerning spirits was no longer needed.

6. Word of Wisdom

Definition of Word of Wisdom

The gift of word of wisdom is the supernatural ability to discern and apply the Word of God. It was used for the
specific and temporary purpose of giving wisdom before and during the time the New Testament was being
revealed. In 1 Corinthians 2:7, Paul connects wisdom with his ministry and he connects it with special revelation
(which indicates that this gift is in the context of special revelation). They did not have the written Word for
obtaining wisdom as we do.

Summary of Gift of Wisdom

Since wisdom is connected with discernment in the revelation of God's Word, it must be classified as temporary.
Some limit wisdom to applying Bible truths to the specific needs of others, and as such, classify it as permanent. It
is preferred to classify the gift of wisdom as a temporary gift as there appears to be more evidence that the wisdom
was directly related to the revealing of God's Word in laying the foundation of the Bible.

7. Word of Knowledge

Special Knowledge as Direct Revelation From God

"And to another the word of knowledge according to the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:8). The knowledge referred to here
is a supernatural knowledge. In 1 Corinthians 13:8, we are told that knowledge shall pass away. The knowledge has
to mean supernatural or special knowledge from God because knowledge in a general sense will never cease to
exist. Throughout all eternity we are going to have knowledge of God and grow in that knowledge.

Before men had the New Testament, they needed those who had special knowledge from God so they would know
about God and know what they were to do and not to do. Today we can examine the Word to know what God has
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to say.

Relationship to the Gift of Prophecy

The gift of knowledge is closely related to the gift of prophecy in that both involved the reception of direct
revelation from God. However, prophecy is presented as a more important and prominent gift. It evidently included
revelation on a broader scale (including future events) as well as having a greater emphasis on the proclamation of
the revelation received.

Summary of Gift of Word of Knowledge

The gift of word of knowledge was a temporary gift to establish the truth of God and mankind. This was
accomplished with the New Testament. The word of knowledge was a special supernatural knowledge, not the
knowledge that comes as a result of studying the Bible.

8. Tongues

Tongues Refer to Earthly Languages

The gift of tongues was a supernatural ability to speak an earthly foreign language without special training.
Tongues comes from the word glossa, so the word glossalalia means "to speak in tongues." The word tongues
(glossa), when used in the New Testament, either refers to the physical tongue and its basic meaning or to the
language that the tongue speaks.

To begin a study of tongues, get a concordance and look up the word tongue (glossa), and look at all the places it is
used and how it is used. In the following references (not a complete list) every time the word tongue (glossa) is
used, it always refers to an earthly foreign language: Revelation 5:9; 7:9; 10:11; 11:9.

Law of First Mention

In hermeneutics (the study of interpreting the Scripture), there is a Law of First Mention which simply refers to the
fact that the first mention of an area, a fact or a word, becomes a pattern for subsequent uses of that word or
expression or phenomenon.

The first mention of speaking in tongues in the Bible is found in Acts 2:4: "And they were all filled with the Holy
Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit was giving them utterance." Other "tongues" is the Greek
word glossa. All the different people present are listed in verses 9 and 10. These various groups of people are
saying that they hear what is being said in their own language (verse 11).

Tongues an earthly language is further substantiated in Acts 2:6, "And when this sound occurred, the multitude
came together, and were bewildered, because they were each one hearing them speak in his own language." The
Greek word used here for language is "dialect," but glossa and dialect are used interchangeably so glossa has to
mean an earthly language. (Dialect is also used in verse 8.)

The gift of tongues was Spirit-motivated speech (Acts 2:4) in a particular language as we have already established.
Now it would be hard to believe that the Spirit today is motivating believers to speak in babblings or ecstatic
speech, because that is contrary to what God did when He first gave this ability. Unless there is good reason to
think that God changed this particular ability and gift, we have to assume that the gift of tongues will be the same
throughout the entire Bible.

Gift of Tongues Was a Sign to Unbelievers and a Sign of Judgment to Israel

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/biblical.htm
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"So then tongues are for a sign, not to those who believe, but to unbelievers" (1 Cor. 14:22).

In verse 21, the Old Testament is quoted to substantiate that one of the basic purposes of tongues is to be a sign for
unbelievers, but also tongues were a sign to the Jewish nation that they were to be judged for their unbelief (Deut.
28:49).

Anytime there is a foreign language being spoken among the Jews, it is a sign that God is judging the nation Israel
because these foreigners would have conquered Israel (Isa. 28:9 13). Isaiah foretells the judgment God is going to
bring on Israel. The particular people here who have stammering lips and a foreign tongue are the Assyrians. The
presence of the Assyrian language in Israel is an indication and a sign to Israel that God is judging them for their
unbelief.

Tongues Were One of the Sign Gifts

The sign gifts, remember, were temporary gifts to validate the ministry of the apostles (2 Cor. 12:12). Tongues are
specifically called a sign in 1 Corinthians 14:22.

Once a message had been confirmed by signs and wonders, there was no longer a need for further confirmation
(Heb. 2:3 4).

The Gift of Tongues Is not Present Today

What about the ecstatic speech that is a common phenomenon today? Speaking in tongues as it is practiced today is
not Biblical tongues. (We have already established that Biblical tongues refers to foreign languages.) The babblings
of today have their origin in the mystery cults of ancient Greece and the Roman Empire, and it was practiced by
unbelievers.

Experiences Can Be Contrary to the Bible

Be careful not to sift your Bible through what is going on -- instead, know what the Bible says and determine your
experiences in light of the standard -- the Word of God! That can be very difficult because you cannot deny your
experiences. However, a person on drugs might have beautiful mind-boggling experiences, even religious
experiences, but those experiences are not bringing him closer to God. His experience is wrong and drawing him
farther away from God's truth. Some experiences are distractions from God's Word.

Book of Acts Is a Transition Book From Old Testament to New Testament

The Book of Acts records a transition from the Old Testament to the New Testament, the Old Covenant to the New
Covenant. God deals differently with men in the New Testament. Throughout the Old Testament, beginning with
Abraham all the way down to Acts 2, God was dealing primarily with one group of people -- the Jews. Then in
Acts 2, God begins a totally new work; He is going to deal with all peoples and all nations and make them one
people.

To make sure that there is not a Jewish church developing and a separate Samaritan church developing, the
Samaritans are brought under the umbrella of the apostles' leadership in Acts 8. They can be sure that God is
working through the apostles to lead and teach them because they receive the Holy Spirit.

You can readily see the importance of tongues as a sign gift -- as a demonstration of God doing a new work and in
doing that new work, He is also judging the nation Israel for their unbelief.

Tongues Were a Sign to the Jews That Gentiles Were to Be Part of the Body of Christ
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In the first part of Acts 10, God had to give Peter a special vision so that Peter would be willing to speak to
Cornelius and his household (Gentiles). "While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit fell upon all
those who were listening to the message" (Acts 10:44). What was the reaction of the Jewish believers? "And all the
circumcised believers (Jews) who had come with Peter were amazed, because the gift of the Holy Spirit had been
poured out upon the Gentiles also" (Acts 10:45). The Jews recognized this sign and its significance (Acts 11:15
18).

What was the sign that the Holy Spirit had been poured out upon the Gentiles? The sign is found in Acts 10:46,
"For they were hearing them speaking with tongues and exalting God." So again, the gift of tongues was proof that
God was not only going to include Jews and Samaritans, but Gentiles as well into the one body God was making.
Once the fact had been established, it did not have to be repeated. Once the Jews knew that the Gentiles were to be
a part of the Body of Christ, it does not make sense that every time a Gentile believed, he had to give the evidence,
for that had already been established. That is the foundation we are to build upon.

God Began a New Work in Book of Acts

In Acts 19, when Paul meets the disciples of John at Ephesus, Paul asks them if they have received the Holy Spirit
and they answer, "No, we have not even heard whether there is a Holy Spirit" (Acts 19:2). Now some people take
this verse as proof that you do not receive the Holy Spirit when you first believe. However, if you read on in Acts
19, you find out they have been baptized "into John's baptism." If they have been part of John's ministry, they know
that there is a Holy Spirit (John 1:33), so Acts 19:2 cannot mean they did not know about the Holy Spirit. What it
obviously means is that they had not heard whether the Holy Spirit had been given -- that the Holy Spirit was here
performing His baptizing ministry.

"And when Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy Spirit came on them, and they began speaking with
tongues and prophesying" (Acts 19:6). God wanted to demonstrate that He was doing a new work, and when you
recognize that it was a new work, you have to recognize that the book of Acts is mainly about the transition from
Old Covenant to the New Covenant.

Ephesians 2 stresses the fact that God was indeed doing a new work, a work that is today revealed through the
Apostle Paul's writing, "Remember that you were at that time separate from Christ, excluded from the
commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world"
(Eph. 2:12; see also verses, 11 16).

Then in Ephesians 3:4 5, "And by referring to this when you read you can understand my insight into the mystery
of Christ which in other generations was not made known to the sons of men, as it has now been revealed to His
holy apostles and prophets in the Spirit." Note that this was not previously revealed; it was new revelation. As a
new revelation, it needed the signs and miraculous evidence that it was indeed revelation. "As it has now been
revealed" to whom? -- all the apostles and prophets!

Self-Edification Was Never the Main Purpose of Tongues

The main purpose of tongues, as already pointed out, was to give a sign to unbelievers. Self-edification was a side
effect that the believer enjoyed for merely exercising his gift of tongues (true of every believer who exercises his
gift). The modern day Pentecostal movement, on the other hand, stresses edification for the individual believer and
the Church, never as a sign to unbelievers.

Most people who are advocating tongues for today have quoted 1 Corinthians 14:2: "For one who speaks in a
tongue does not speak to men, but to God; for no one understands, but in his spirit he speaks mysteries." There are
some problems here. In chapter 12, the purpose of the gifts in general is edification of other believers. Now, God
does not need to be edified (built up to further maturity). First Corinthians 14:2 is not an encouragement to speak
to God in tongues (a different language), for He will understand whatever language I use, including English. The
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advantage of my using English is that you and other believers will understand and that is the purpose of spiritual
gifts -- to communicate, to serve and to build up other believers.

Not Every Believer Was Expected to Have Gift of Tongues

"All do not have gifts of healings, do they? All do not speak with tongues, do they?" (1 Cor. 12:30). The gift of
tongues was limited to a few, even back in the time of the apostles. How can people today say that to have the Holy
Spirit a believer must speak in tongues? In light of 1 Cor. 12, that is clearly unbiblical.

First Corinthians 14:5 is often quoted to prove that the gift of tongues is still operative today: "Now I wish that you
all spoke in tongues, but even more that you would prophesy; and greater is one who prophesies than one who
speaks in tongues, unless he interprets, so that the church may receive edifying." Why do some put the emphasis on
tongues when Paul said that he had a greater desire for the people to prophesy? I do not have anyone coming
around to my door saying that I need to get the gift of prophecy, but I have people praying that I will get the gift of
tongues. Paul is saying that he would like them to have all the gifts, but he would rather that they have the greater
gifts. Paul is not saying that tongues is the gift they should have. If they should have any, it should be the greater
gift of prophecy. The gift of tongues was the least important of all the spiritual gifts. It was last on the list (see 1
Cor. 12:28).

Summary of Gift of Tongues

It is not my purpose to put down the gift of tongues which was a very necessary gift at one time, but rather to
evaluate whether or not that gift has continued until today. According to the Bible, the gift of tongues ceased to
exist with the passing of the apostles.

The Scripture teaches that tongues was a special ability to speak in an earthly foreign language without special
training. The purpose of such a gift was to be used as a sign to validate the ministry of the apostles as they laid the
foundation of the Church. Once the foundation was complete, there was no need for special signs to confirm the
validity of God's work.

The present day phenomenon called "speaking in tongues" (glossalalia) is characterized by indiscernible sounds.
Since that could not be called a foreign language that is understandable by some group today, glossalalia cannot be
validly called Biblical tongues.

9. Interpreting Tongues

Definition of Interpreting Tongues

The gift of interpreting tongues was the supernatural ability to understand a foreign language without special
training, and then to communicate the message to other believers. Interpreting tongues was directly related to the
gift of tongues. In the gift of tongues, God would speak directly through a person, and he would begin to speak in a
language that they had never learned. Someone else would interpret even though he also had never learned that
language, and the other believers were built up (edified) as they heard the special message from God.

Tongues Was of No Value Unless It Was Interpreted

Tongues had no value as a spiritual gift unless it was interpreted, because that was the only way the message was
beneficial to the Church. When tongues was interpreted, it basically became a form of prophecy. A person received
a message from God and gave that message in an intelligible form. If someone preaches the Word in Italian, it does
nothing for me because I do not understand the language. Interpretation is the key, and you cannot have tongues
without interpretation.
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"But now, brethren, if I come to you speaking in tongues, what shall I profit you, unless I speak to you either by
way of revelation or of knowledge or of prophecy or of teaching?" (1 Cor. 14:6). Paul is saying that tongues is of
no benefit unless there is some understandable message (interpretation). Paul compares speaking in tongues with
musical instruments producing meaningful sounds -- "Yet even lifeless things, either flute or harp, in producing a
sound, if they do not produce a distinction in the tones, how will it be known what is played on the flute or on the
harp?" (1 Cor. 14:7).

The message is clear. Anyone who speaks in tongues which no one understands is just talking into the air,
signifying nothing: "So also you, unless you utter by the tongue speech that is clear, how will it be known what is
spoken? For you will be speaking into the air" (1 Cor. 14:9).

Summary of Gift of Interpreting Tongues

The combined purposes of the gift of tongues and interpreting tongues (you cannot Biblically separate the two gifts)
were: (1) used as a sign to confirm the work of the apostles and (2) to edify the Church (never for personal
edification).

Legitimate tongues and interpreting tongues are extinct today as their purposes have ended (see Heb. 2:3 4). Since
those gifts have fulfilled their confirming purpose (which was their main reason for existing), tongues and
interpretation have been withdrawn.

* This report has been adapted from a booklet by the same name, by Gil Rugh, Senior Pastor, Indian Hills
Community Church, Lincoln, NE 68510. This booklet in its entirety, as well as other booklets on other topics of
interest by Gil Rugh, may be downloaded in "PDF" format from the IHCC web site.
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Biblical Tongues*
Introduction

In 1 Corinthians 13:1-3, tongues of men refer to understandable human languages; the tongues of angels may refer
to the medium by which angels communicate in heaven. Paul does not say that it is possible or desirable to speak
with the tongues of angels, rather, he says that if such a thing were possible, it is not (nor is any other "gift") the
mark of the Spirit of Christ -- genuine love is that mark (1 Cor. 13 describes Christian love).

other tongues (Acts 2:4), heterais glossai -- that is,

Other than their native tongues. Each one began to speak in a language that he had not acquired and
yet it was a real language and understood by those from various lands familiar with them. It was not
jargon, but intelligible language. Jesus had said that the gospel was to go to all the nations and here the
various tongues of earth were spoken. One might conclude that this was the way in which the message
was to be carried to the nations, but future developments disprove it. This is a third miracle (the sound,
the tongues like fire, the untaught languages). There is no blinking the fact that Luke so pictures them.
One need not be surprised if this occasion marks the fulfilment of the Promise of the Father. But one is
not to confound these miraculous signs with the Holy Spirit. They are merely proof that he has come to
carry on the work of his dispensation. The gift of tongues came also on the house of Cornelius at
Caesarea (Acts 10:44-47; 11:15-17), the disciples of John at Ephesus (Acts 19:6), the disciples at
Corinth (I Cor. 14:1-33). It is possible that the gift appeared also at Samaria (Acts 8:18). But it was not
a general or a permanent gift. Paul explains in 1Cor. 14:22 that "tongues" were a sign to unbelievers
and were not to be exercised unless one was present who understood them and could translate them.
This restriction disposes at once of the modern so-called tongues which are nothing but jargon and
hysteria. It so happened that here on this occasion at Pentecost there were Jews from all parts of the
world, so that some one would understand one tongue and some another without an interpreter such as
was needed at Corinth. The experience is identical in all four instances and they are not for edification
or instruction, but for adoration and wonder and worship. As the Spirit gave them utterance (kathos to
pneuma edidou apophtheggesthai autois). This is precisely what Paul claims in I Cor. 12:10,28, but all
the same without an interpreter the gift was not to be exercised (I Cor. 14:6-19). Paul had the gift of
tongues, but refused to exercise it except as it would be understood. Note the imperfect tense here
(edidou). Perhaps they did not all speak at once, but one after another. Apophtheggesthai is a late verb
(LXX of prophesying, papyri). Lucian uses it of the ring of a vessel when it strikes a reef. It is used of
eager, elevated, impassioned utterance. In the N.T. only here, verse 14 and 26:25. Apophthegm is from
this verb. (A.T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament, III.21, 22. Broadman. See RWP in
Online Bible.)

own language (Acts 2:6, &c.), tei idiai dialektoi -- that is,

Locative case. Each one could understand his own language when he heard that. Every one that came
heard somebody speaking in his native tongue. (Ibid, 23.)

tongues (various locations), glossa -- that is,

the language used by a particular people in distinction from that of other nations: Acts ii.11...; new
tongues which the speaker has not learned previously, Mk. xvi. 17... 1 Co. xii. 10...; to speak with
tongues; this, as appears from 1 Co. xiv. 7 sqq., is the gift of men who, rapt in an ecstasy and no longer
quite masters of their own reason and consciousness, pour forth their glowing spiritual emotions in
strange utterances, rugged, dark, disconnected, quite unfitted to instruct or to influence the minds of
others: Acts x. 46; xix. 6; 1 Cor xii. 30; xiii.1; xiv. 2, 4-6, 13, 18, 23, 27, 39... (J.H. Thayer, The New
Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon, 118.)
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divers kinds of tongues (1 Cor. 12:10), gene glosson -- that is,

No word for "divers" in the Greek. There has arisen a great deal of confusion concerning the gift of
tongues as found in Corinth. They prided themselves chiefly on this gift which had become a source of
confusion and disorder. There were varieties (kinds, gene) in this gift, but the gift was essentially an
ecstatic utterance of highly wrought emotion that edified the speaker(#14:4) and was intelligible to God
(14:2,28). It was not always true that the speaker in tongues could make clear what he had said to those
who did not know the tongue (14:13): It was not mere gibberish or jargon like the modern "tongues,"
but in a real language that could be understood by one familiar with that tongue as was seen on the
great Day of Pentecost when people who spoke different languages were present. In Corinth, where no
such variety of people existed, it required an interpreter to explain the tongue to those who knew it not.
Hence Paul placed this gift lowest of all. It created wonder, but did little real good. This is the error of
the Irvingites and others who have tried to reproduce this early gift of the Holy Spirit which was
clearly for a special emergency and which was not designed to help spread the gospel among men. See
on Acts 2:13-21; 10:44-46; 19:6. (Robertson, IV.170.)

interpretation of tongues (1 Cor. 12:10), hermeneia glosson -- that is,

Old word, here only and 14:26 in N.T., from hermeneuo from Hermes (the god of speech). Cf. on
diermeneuo in Luke 24:27; Acts 9:36. In case there was no one present who understood the particular
tongue it required a special gift of the Spirit to some one to interpret it if any one was to receive
benefit from it. (Ibid.)

speak with the tongues (1 Cor. 13:1), tais glossais -- that is,

Instrumental case. Mentioned first because really least and because the Corinthians put undue emphasis
on this gift. (Robertson, IV.177.)

all spake with tongues (1 Cor. 14:5) -- that is,

Translate, "Now I wish you all to speak with tongues (so far am I from thus speaking through having
any objection to tongues), but rather IN ORDER THAT (as my ulterior and higher wish for you) ye
should prophesy." Tongues must therefore mean languages, not ecstatic, unintelligible rhapsodie (as
NEANDER fancied): for Paul could never "wish" for the latter in their behalf.
(Jameson/Fausset/Brown, III.Part 3.323. Eerdmans.)

Hastings points out that "It is significant that the Pauline notices of 'tongue-speech' are concerned only with the
Corinthian Church." Mystical, ecstatic, even demonic utterances in supposed communication with the gods were
not uncommon in Corinth. Ecstatic utterances had invaded the church from the pagan worship so prevalent in the
city (1 Cor. 14:2, 4, 13, 14, 19, 26, 27, including all the verses having unknown added by the translators). 1 Cor.
14:9 refers to the physical tongue of man; 1 Cor 14:23, plural with a plural pronoun, refers to the Corinthian
ecstatic utterances. Observe that chapter 14 contains a mixture of the word tongues: vv. 2, 4, 13, 19, 26 & 27, pagan
ecstatic utterances; vv. 5, 6, 18 & 22, actual ethnic languages. (Encyclopaedia, III.371a; The Pulpit Commentary,
XIX.397; The Hebrew-Greek Key Study Bible, by Spiros Zodhiates, 1436, 1438.)

Therefore, Paul says that he desires that they would indeed be able to supernaturally speak with other ethnic
languages as he can, but on the other hand, he is soundly renouncing and rebuking the ecstatic utterances which
were actually taking place in this church.

Overview

Let us make a quick overview of three main points from 1 Corinthians chapters 12-14 (covered in more detail later
in this report):
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First, notice Paul anchors tongues firmly in the law of Moses by citing tongues' Old Testament foundation, their
time-frame, and purpose, 14:21, 22, which we will develop shortly. Furthermore, Paul refers to Moses' command
for women to remain silent in the church assembly and to learn from their own husbands, 14:34, 35. (A result of the
fall is that the husband is commanded to instruct his wife, Gen. 3:16; Eph. 5:22; 1 Pet. 3:1. Thus, for a woman to
instruct men in the church is a direct effort to overthrow God's word.) The command is followed immediately with,
If any man think himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge that these things that Paul writes to the
church are the commandments of God, v. 37.

Second, notice Paul's list of "gifts," 12:8-10 and v. 28; tongues (ethnic languages) is listed last, showing that they
were the least desirable of all the gifts (cf. 14:5). Whatever is done in the church is for one purpose only: to edify
the church -- the individual is to excel in building up the church, 14:12. Paul is quite clear in 14:4: The Corinthian
ecstatic utterance was for self-edification, and was connected with the pride that Paul had to deal with in this letter.
Paul makes a contrast -- prophesying (preaching the whole counsel of God, Jesus Christ in His entirety, Ac. 20:27;
Rev. 19:10) edifies the church, while ecstatic utterances edify the individual (it makes one feel good).

Third, we see that tongues (both ethnic languages and the Corinthian ecstatic utterance) had to be interpreted for
the profit of the entire assembly, vv. 5, 13, 27, 28; thus, if there was no interpretation for what was spoken, neither
ethnic languages nor ecstatic utterance was permitted. In addition, Paul clearly and absolutely forbids women from
taking any part in the speaking or interpretation of tongues; it is confusion, 14:33-35. What is needed in the church
is clear -- distinct and easily understood speaking, 14:7-12. Therefore, Paul, without actually telling them to stop
the ecstatic utterances, placed severe enough restriction on them that, if they would obey him, they would stop.
Notice the connection that we will come back to, 14:8 -- he connects tongues with the trumpet that sounded the
alarm as in the Old Testament, Ezekiel 3 and 33, etc. God's messenger is to sound the trumpet of warning midst sin
and evil. If the trumpet cannot be understood, what good is it?

In Paul's first letter to Corinth, he dealt with situations that developed in this church with "the gifts." In chapter
12:1, Paul starts his address on the subject of spiritual gifts; thus, chapter 13 cannot be taken out of context from
chapters 12 and 14. These three chapters (12-14) were written to deal with the outside influence of the ecstatic
utterances flooding into the church from the pagan temple worship of Aphrodite. Paul made it clear to the
Corinthians that their speech (glossa) had no spiritual significance before the Christian God (1 Cor. 14:6-11).
Furthermore, in these three chapters, Paul points out the difference between the real tongues and the ecstatic
utterances that were taking place. Obviously, what was going on at Corinth was causing problems because Paul, in
12-14, is not exhorting its practice; rather, he lists its restrictions and regulations.

Spiritual Defined

It is important to understand that these three chapters (12-14 of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians) are dealing with
a problem: misunderstood spirituality. 1 Corinthians 12:1, spiritual -- Paul follows the same line of thought as he
did in Galatians 6:1; these Corinthians were misunderstanding what it meant to be spiritual. Because of the carry-
over of the pagan idea of worship (and thus spirituality), they were associating the pagan ecstatic utterance with
spirituality and communion with the heavenly Father. Notice that the word gifts is added by the translators;
therefore, Paul writes the whole passage (chaps. 12-14) to clear up the misunderstanding associated with
spirituality. (True spirituality is defined in chapter 13; see also 1 Jn. 3:14.)

Tongues & God's Law

Paul firmly anchored tongues (ethnic languages, not ecstatic speech) in the law, as clearly revealed in the Old
Testament; therefore, we must do the same. Tongues were a warning to unbelieving Jews of God's soon coming,
and even present, national judgment; tongues were a sign for those who knew God's Old Testament law; tongues
were a call to the nation that had forsaken its God, a call to repent and turn from its sin and back to the Lord God
through Christ, 14: 21, 22 -- Tongues were for a sign not to them that believe already the truth of God's Word, but
to those who believed not. The clear preaching of God's Word, prophesying, was for believers.
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Here, as in all places, our final authority for all that is believed, said, and practiced must be God's Word (2 Tim.
3:16). Christ Himself commanded us to search the Scriptures that we might find the truth of a matter (Jn. 5:39, 46,
47). Both Paul and Christ were referring to searching the Old Testament Scriptures to confirm any and every
doctrine, because there were no New Testament Scriptures when Christ spoke and Paul wrote. The Old Testament
was safely kept in the Synagogues. The Bereans were commended as being more noble than those in Thessalonica,
because they searched the Old Testament Scriptures daily to confirm what they were being taught by Paul (Ac.
17:11). Should we not do the same? Therefore, we must reach back to the Old Testament, as Paul does here, to find
the truth about tongues. 

Isaiah & Tongues

Isaiah says that if anyone speaks not according to the law and to the testimony (of the prophets), there is no light in
him (Is. 8:20; see also Lk. 24:44-48). Paul, by quoting Isaiah 28:11-12 in 1 Corinthians 14:20-22, rebukes the
Corinthians for not understanding the Old Testament Scriptures in their use of "the gift of tongues." Charismatic
"Christians" today should tremble in fear of the Lord as they read the passage Paul used to instruct the first
generation of Christians.

Isaiah 28 takes place in the latter years of Hezekiah, King of Judah, 705-701 BC. Before his rule (722 BC), Assyria
invaded Palestine and the Northern Kingdom. Ephraim was destroyed. Now, many years later, Isaiah warns the
people of the Southern Kingdom, Judah, that the same thing will happen to them (cf. Jer. 3:7-10). But instead of
trusting in the Lord for their deliverance from Assyria, Judah makes a deal with Egypt. Their unity with pagan
Egypt brings an influx of heathen practices into the congregation of the Lord, and their hearts turn from Him. In vv.
7-8, God's prophet points to the leaders of Judah, and tells the world that they are involved in wicked, evil practices
-- a drunken party. The leaders mock Isaiah and his warning concerning their spiritual condition. Not liking to be
addressed as irresponsible children, even though they are childish, they call his teaching childishly simple. As far as
they are concerned, Isaiah, a legalist preacher, speaks down to them as one would to a minor, and, considering
themselves "free adults," they resent Isaiah, and sneer at his warning.

The prophet, in vv. 11-13, deals with them in the very point of their sarcasm (he continues to speak to them as
children, using their scorn for God's Word against them) as he makes his prophetic announcement of coming
judgment, vv. 14ff. Since the people will not listen to God as He speaks to draw them back to His Word with plain
and simple words that they understand and use daily (including the weather, v. 2 & Dt. 28:24), He will speak to
them in a language they cannot understand, Assyrian. Now they will need an interpreter to understand the other
"tongues," languages (Is. 10:5-6). When they hear the stammering lips and another tongue on the streets of
Jerusalem, as well as throughout the land (i.e., the Assyrian language which they understood not), they will know
that God's judgment is upon them according to Isaiah's warning. The another tongue was a sure sign pointing them
directly back to Isaiah's warning of the coming judgment at which they had mocked and sneered. 

Moses & Tongues

The warning goes back well before Isaiah. We find the basic law for Isaiah's warning (and Paul's) in Deuteronomy
28:15-68 (36, 49). There Moses points out to the congregation of the Lord (the seed of Israel) that one result of
God's people rejecting the Lord as their King would be servitude to a people whose tongue (language) they would
not understand, which is genuine, lawful, Biblical tongues. If God's people will not serve the Biblical God as their
King, whose Word is easily understood (Dt. 30:14, Rom. 10:8), they will serve the heathen, whose words they
cannot understand, 47-49. Therefore, let us not suppose for a moment that the rebellious Jews who Isaiah and Paul
spoke to, did not make the connection of Deuteronomy 28:45-68. There is no way they could have missed the
connection, but knowing human nature as we do (we have it), they ignored the facts. "Other tongues" was the result
of rejecting God's rule (total authority) over them (cf. 1 Sam. 8). This fact is well established in the Word of God,
and will not change.

Deuteronomy 28:15-68 was fulfilled at least three times: First, it was fulfilled when Assyria moved against God's
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people in fulfillment of Isaiah's warning (2 Kg. 15:5, 23, 24; 18:11; 1 Chr. 5:26. One of the symbols of Assyria was
a winged lion -- see Dt. 28:49); Second, it was fulfilled when God moved his servant's army, Babylon, against His
people (Jer. 25:9); Third, it was fulfilled when God sent Titus against Jerusalem in AD 70.

The stammering lips and another tongue was/is God's judicial sign of judgment upon his people because they
harden their hearts against the simple truths of which Moses and the prophet Isaiah spoke.

In Isaiah's day, the judgment came in the form of Assyria, and the speaking of the Assyrian language on the streets
of Judah pointed to Isaiah's prophecy being fulfilled -- they could not understand the language without an
interpreter. In Jeremiah's day, the tongues were Chaldean. In Paul's day, God's people had again degenerated into
an apostate nation, and had rejected the true Prophet, Christ the Messiah, and His warnings. No doubt, if He had
come as a worldly king with military might or as an elite man of some kind, they might have listened to Him, but
He did not. He came as a humble servant of God; He came with a simple and plain message that the common man
could readily understand, identify with, and accept, and the elite rejected and killed Him. Christ warned of the
horrible judgment that would come as the result of their rejection of the Son (Mt. 21-24). In fact, He said that the
former judgments would be nothing compared to the one that was coming, 24:21, 22. Assyria, as terrible as it was,
would pale compared to the punishment in store for the rejection and crucifixion of Christ.

Signs & Tongues

After the crucifixion of the Son of God, and before the final destruction of the Jewish nation, the sign of tongues
re-appeared. To the Jews who knew the law (Dt. 28) and the prophets (Is. 28), it meant only one thing -- judgment.
Other tongues (ethnic languages) were not new to them; it had happened in the past. In the middle of Paul's
significant warning concerning the proper use of tongues (1 Cor. 14), we have his reference to Isaiah, 14:21. Paul
clearly identifies tongues in the same context as did Isaiah -- a sure sign of judgment for rejecting God's warning.
The Roman language that would be spoken on the streets of Jerusalem would not be understood without an
interpreter.

Thus, indignation and wrath, Tribulation and anguish came upon the Jews first, in the form of Assyria, Babylon,
and Rome for their refusal to glorify God, the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, with their personal, religious, social,
and national lives. Paul clearly tells us that God, being no respecter of persons, will also send indignation and
wrath, Tribulation and anguish against the Gentiles for the same offense.

Similarities

Something that is quite amazing in the passage we are considering is the context in which Paul quotes Isaiah's
warning, and the resistance (even anger) exhibited by the Jewish leaders against Isaiah, accusing him of treating
them like children (cf. Isaiah 28). Both Isaiah and Paul are dealing with immature people who claimed to be God's
people; however, they were children whose pride and rebellion caused them to harden against being treated like and
spoken to as children.

Children

Our Lord said, except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven (Mk.
10:15). It is not hard at all to follow this call to humility and conversion, as the gospel of the kingdom goes out
from the very first day that Christ taught it, to the last days of Paul as he taught i. (Mt. 3:2; Ac. 28:31). The idea of
becoming as little children would have struck at the very heart of the rebellious nation, as once again the religious
leaders became hostile at the thought of being treated like children. In fact, having to put on the spirit of a child is
enough to make any "natural man" hostile. But not only is childishness required in order to enter into the kingdom
of heaven, but it is required to advance in His kingdom. Stephen told the religious leaders (as did every other
preacher of the gospel, including Christ) that they were the same pious, rebellious, stiff-necked, proud, hardhearted,
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hypocritical men as were their fathers who mocked and sneered at Isaiah's instruction (Ac. 7:51-60).

Moving to the middle of Paul's instruction in chp. 14, v. 20, we see that his warning against childishness fits in with
the situation in which Isaiah spoke (1 Cor. 14:21 & Is. 28:11). Isaiah was rejected by the Jewish leaders because he
was treating them like children; Paul tells the folks at Corinth, "Don't continue in your childish attitudes as your
fathers did in Isaiah's time. Grow up! Remember, the reason for other tongues is to speak to a rebellious, stubborn,
stiff-necked people who will not hear the plain, easily understood Word of God. When your fathers rejected the
clear, plain message of repentance toward God and faith in Christ, they had to listen to other tongues: an ethnic
and unintelligible language of a foreign invader. Your fathers needed an interpreter to understand what was being
said." Paul's thought continues: "The another tongue Isaiah referred to had nothing to do with salvation or with
being spiritual; rather, it is a sign of judgment which is either already here or is coming."

Also, notice Paul's indictment against this church for being childish (1 Cor. 13:11, 14:20). The supernatural ability
to speak an unknown (to the speaker) foreign language was being used with pride, as a child would be lifted up
with pride over abilities he had and he considered superior to another's abilities. Paul points out that childishness is
only commendable in the matter of malice, not in understanding. He tells them to grow up. Again, the connection is
significant as he moves from this exhortation into the quote from Isaiah. The context of both Paul and Isaiah has to
do with childishness and maturity.

Paul's 13 Guidelines

Note some significant points made by Paul as he tries to instruct this worldly, immature, and childish church
concerning the proper use of tongues. Remember, the ecstatic utterances from the pagan worship had infiltrated this
church, and was being mistaken for something godly and spiritual. We have already noted Paul's distinction
between their ecstatic speech and true spirituality. We will not cover the whole chapter (1 Cor. 14) but will quickly
mention thirteen guidelines which Paul establishes for the proper use of tongues:

1) The other tongues, as used in chapter 14, is the power given by the Holy Spirit to speak in a literal, foreign
language, unknown to the speaker -- an obvious fact from the passage. Referring back to either the situation with
the Assyrians or with the Romans, the context of chapter 14 would be something like this: The people did not
understand Rome's language, for it was unknown. A person not knowing Rome's language has the supernatural
ability from God to speak it. Those around him do not understand Rome's language either, so the speaker needs an
interpreter to translate his words into a common language, so his hearers can understand him. Paul says it is crazy
to speak in a language that requires an interpreter when one can speak in the common language and present a
message easily understood by all (1 Cor. 14:1-12).

In all three cases, Assyrian, Chaldean, and Roman, tongues were a foreign language for which the hearers needed
an interpreter to understand (Dt. 28:49; Is. 28:11; cf. all of Acts, esp. chap. 2). Anything other than this scenario of
an actual foreign language would have to be the ecstatic speech carried over from paganism, which Paul
vehemently stands against. He tells the immature Christians at Corinth to quit seeking the childish things and grow
up, e.g., "Sure, it makes one feel good to be able to supernaturally speak in a foreign language not understood by
others, but what good is it to speak in mysteries that only God can understand? It's so much better to speak in the
common language of those present." Paul says that he would rather speak five words in easily understood language
than ten thousand words unintelligible to his hearers (1 Cor. 14:19).

If it were not so obviously fraud against their hearers, we could find it amusing that those who claim supernatural
gifts of speaking in tongues must have interpreters when they go to foreign countries to speak. How can they claim
the supernatural gift of tongues is from God if they cannot even preach the gospel in an unknown (to them) native
tongue? In other words, their tongues are not foreign languages, but are ecstatic utterances, a hold-over from the
ecstatic utterance that had invaded the Corinthian church from the pagan worship so prevalent in that city.

2) Prophecy, not tongues, was to be desired, 14:1-5. The desirable thing is the ability to explain the practical
applications of God's Word, which alone will build God's people. Everything done within the church is to be for the
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benefit of the body of believers. The purpose of the public assembly is to admonish one another, to build up and
strengthen one another, and to be an encouragement and help (Heb. 10:25). When we consider the true purpose of
tongues (warning of God's wrath upon the rebellious Jewish nation), we can see how tongues would not "edify" a
church. They would edify an individual and lead to vast amounts of pride, e.g., "I'm special because God is using
me to speak to that person about God's judgment to come." (Yes, I see 14:5, except he interpret, that the church
may receive edifying. We will see more of this as we continue.)

3) Tongues were not spontaneous, 14:2, 28, 32, etc. There were several conditions that had to be met.

4) 14:8 is an interesting comparison -- speech is compared to a trumpet that sounds an alarm (Num. 10:5; Jer. 4:19;
6:17; 42:14). Paul calls tongues an uncertain trumpet, an uncertain alarm for battle. In fact, anything not easily
understood would leave the people unprepared for battle -- the battle was a spiritual one, as well as one against
personal, social, religious, and national evil and wickedness.

5) [T]ongues were for a sign ... to them which believe not. When the hardened, unbelieving Jew heard the tongues
(supernatural speaking in a foreign language that was not his native tongue), the tongues would speak to him of the
coming judgment against his hardness and rebellion (because he would know the lesson taught by both Moses and
Isaiah, v. 22).

6) However, to the unlearned (those not knowing the law of Moses) and to the unbelieving Gentile (who also
would not know the law), tongues would be madness, v. 23.

7) It was to be the preaching of the gospel of Christ and of eternal judgment to come that would cause the visitor to
believe, v. 24. It is the clear, easily understood presentation of the gospel that reveals the heart, causing conviction
and conversion, vv. 24, 25 (1 Cor. 1:21; Heb. 4:12, 13).

Looking through Acts, we see that in every instance of tongues there were unbelieving Jews present -- that is,
unbelieving in the gospel (Ac. 2), unbelieving in the Holy Spirit (we have not so much as heard whether there be
any Holy Ghost, Ac. 19:2), or unbelieving that the gospel should go to the Gentiles (Ac. 10).

1 Corinthians 12-14: The purpose of Paul's instruction is to clear up the misunderstanding of what is spiritual. The
Corinthians were under the delusion that the ecstatic utterances from pagan worship were a sign of being in close
fellowship with the Holy God of heaven and earth. First, Paul said the supernatural ability to speak in an unlearned
and unknown foreign language was the least important of all the gifts. Why do we need to speak in a foreign
tongue when our message can be so much more effective in the common language? Paul's second guideline was to
only use what will edify the complete body of believers within the church -- the ability to speak in a foreign tongue
edified only the speaker. Third, tongues (ethnic languages) must be interpreted by a man who speaks them -- a
message in a foreign language that cannot be understood by the hearers is useless. It would be absurd to use a
supernatural ability to speak in another language that the hearers cannot comprehend, 14:5. Fourth, the ability to
speak in an unknown foreign language was to warn the hardened unbelieving Jews that judgment was on its way --
soon he would witness on the streets of his own hometown an invading army whose language he would need an
interpreter to understand. This was backed up by the law and the prophets. Judgment was coming upon the Jewish
nation for rejecting the plain, clear, child-like message of God (the Messiah), which had been in their own language
and easily understood. Obviously then, there had to be an unbelieving Jew present for supernatural tongues (ethnic
languages) to be of God (see Mt. 23:34-39).

Continuing with Paul's instructions:

8) Speaking in a foreign language could not be uncontrolled, for it always had to be planned, orderly, and subject
to the speaker, 14:32-34, 40.

9) At the most, there could only be three speakers, and then only one at a time could speak, vv. 2, 27.

10) Furthermore, there had to be a person present who could translate what was said into the common language of
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the assembly, v. 28. If there was no one who could translate (explain) what was said, then either the speaker had to
do it (v. 5), or he had to keep quiet.

11) As already mentioned, there had to be an unbelieving Jew present because when the speaker spoke in the
foreign language of that Jew's birth, that unbelieving Jew would understand and know from the law and the
prophets about the judgment to come against his unbelief, v. 22. As the speaker spoke in the unbelieving Jew's
language, for the rest of the church to understand, either an interpreter or the speaker himself must explain what
was said.

12) Probably one of the more important restrictions placed by Paul on the use of tongues is found in vv. 34-35:
tongues were, without exception, absolutely forbidden to women in the churches. The purpose of tongues was
to "preach" to the unbelieving (yet knowledgeable of Moses) Jew, and he would know that women were forbidden
to take any speaking or leadership authority in the assembly of God's people; they were required to be under
subjection to their own husbands in their homes (Eph. 5:22-24; 1 Tim. 2:11-12). The situation at the city of Corinth
makes this a very important point: Corinth was famous for its immorality with its temple prostitutes (one thousand
were kept in the temple). One of the signs that these prostitutes (priestesses) were in close communion with their
gods was their ecstatic utterances during the temple rituals of sexual orgies. Thus, we have Paul's firm statement,
for it is a shame for women to speak in church, v. 35, referring to either preaching or usurping authority over the
men of the church (of course, preaching is the exercise of authority based upon God's Word). The ability to speak in
the foreign language of that unbelieving Jew's birth was a sign to him; however, to an unbelieving Jew, a woman
was little better than a slave. (Only Christianity elevates women to the status of respect and honor, 1 Pet. 3:7.)
Under no circumstances would an unbelieving Jew in Paul's day have listened to a woman speak from any position
in a Christian assembly -- a woman speaking would completely destroy the purpose of tongues. (The Jewish man
thanked God for three things every day: that he wasn't a publican, that he wasn't a Gentile, and that he wasn't a
woman.)

13) Tongues were not to be forbidden, 14:39. In Paul's day, before the judgment against Jerusalem of which
tongues spoke, tongues were needed, and to forbid them would be to forbid the Spirit of God from expressing his
warning message of judgment through his chosen vessel. Judgment was at the door; Jerusalem was on the very
threshold of being completely overturned, heaped up in a pile, burned, and, as Josephus says, her foundations
plowed with a yoke of oxen. The Israelite/Jewish race, as known in the Old Testament, was on the verge of
extinction, so God continued to send warnings to that race right up to the day Jerusalem was sealed by Rome with
millions inside. 

Pray

In addition, notice these two points about v. 14: first, pray in this verse does not mean "addressed to God" as in
Matthew 21:22, etc.; rather, it means "to offer prayers, to pray, (everywhere of prayers to the gods, or to God)" as
in Matthew 6:5, where the Pharisees depended on their loud, long public prayers to be heard by the Lord (cf. Mk.
12:40). The word pray (1 Cor. 14:14) can refer to either empty words spoken into the air, or meaningful words. It is
used twice in Matthew 6:5, once for proper and once for improper prayer ( The New Thayer's Greek-English
Lexicon, 545). Therefore, claiming that pray (ecstatic utterance) in v. 14 is words spoken to the Father stretches the
context beyond Scriptural recognition. Scripture is clear: there is no direct approach to the Father through words or
any other means. All who come to the Father must come through Christ (Jn. 14:6, 13, etc.). Therefore, the only
prayer which the Father hears is through Christ. Second, my spirit, not the Holy Spirit -- in other words, "My spirit
can, by some circumstance, be moved to an utterance." (Many leaders know how to use emotions to produce their
desired effects, e.g., ecstatic utterances and/or large "gifts." Note Paul's final remark on this subject, vv. 37, 38.)

Conclusion

The best thing is to testify of Christ, preach the gospel, apply his Word to the whole of life and thought, and do not
forbid tongues, as long as they meet the conditions established by Paul to prevent their misuse (chaps. 12-14). Of
course, those conditions cannot be met today, but if tongues were "active" today, they no doubt would be
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something like Paul laid out in 1 Cor. 14:18.

Ecstatic utterances at Corinth were a carry-over from the pagan temple worship. Biblical tongues was the
supernatural ability to speak an unknown foreign language: As God's warning message was delivered in the
Christian assemblies in tongues, it spoke to the hearts of the unbelieving Jewish hearers. The result was to be their
repentance of sin and turning to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Paul said, "You are proud of your spirituality, but let me show you what true spirituality really is." Then he moves
into chapter 13: True spirituality is defined as humility and love for one another shown by actions, not by any
"supernatural ability" one might think he has (see all of 1 John). Love is shown by rejoicing over someone's
conversion, by encouraging others when the person takes a stand for Christ, by unity among the body of Christ, by
a willingness to do for one another, by Biblical rebuke and correction when required, and by a genuine family spirit
among the body of believers (1 Cor. 12:12-31; 13:1-13).

The pagan's definition of close, spiritual contact with their gods (ecstatic utterances) had crept into the
Corinthian church, and the people claimed spirituality and love for God because they could imitate the
pagans. Paul points out that what they had was not true spirituality (chapter 13).

American "Christianity," as a whole, is as paganized as was Corinth's and Israel's of old. America's religious
leaders, as Israel's of old, have ignored God's warnings, united with pagans, and have mocked and are mocking
God's Word and God's men. Judgment is surely coming.

* Adapted from the December 1997 issue of The Biblical Examiner; used by permission.
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Speaking in Tongues*
The issue of "speaking in tongues" plays an important role in our days, and we should consider some of the reasons
why Bible-based Christians cannot join this movement. Several points, which we will discuss briefly, condemn the
present-day tongues movement as not being of God.

(1) 1 Corinthians is the only epistle that mentions speaking in tongues. This phenomenon has nothing to do with
"praying in the Spirit" (Rom. 8; Eph. 5; Jude 20). Therefore, "speaking in tongues" is not essential, as some claim,
for the life of faith of a Christian.

(2) In the Scriptures, "tongues" always mean languages that really exist(ed). The Greek word "glossa" is also used
in the phrase "tongues, as of fire" (Acts 2:2), to indicate the tongue as a member of the human body. It is further
used in Revelation 5:9: "every tribe, tongue, and people ..." to represent the different populations on the earth, with
their different languages.

(3) Someone may speak in tongues (a foreign language), but this is never a proof that such a person is filled with,
or even indwelt by, the Holy Spirit, let alone a spiritual believer (cf. 1 Cor. 1:5; 3:1).

(4) The gift of tongues is a manifestation of the Holy Spirit in the sense that He gives this gift through sovereign
grace to some in the Assembly and He works in them (1 Cor. 12).

(5) As a gift of the Spirit, tongues receives the last place in 1 Corinthians 12:28 (which presents the order of
importance from apostles and downwards) because its possibility to edify is very limited (1 Cor. 14), except in
gospel work on the mission front. Paul, in his travels, spoke in foreign languages certainly using his spiritual gifts
but not in his home assembly.

(6) Only the apostles and some of those converted by their ministry spoke in tongues. Generally speaking, the sign-
gifts are limited to the apostles (apart from the Lord, of course). See Acts 2:43; 3:7-9; 5:12, 15; 9:40; 19:11.

(7) The signs are given as proofs and characteristics of the work of an apostle (2 Cor. 12:12). Apostles must have
been with the Lord during His earthly ministry or have seen the Lord in the glory, as happened to Paul (Acts 1:21-
26; 9:3; 1 Cor. 9:1; 15:8).

(8) The signs and miracles, including tongues, were given by God to confirm His Word (Mk. 16:17; Heb. 2:3-4; Jn.
2:23-25). The passage in Hebrews 2 refers to sign-gifts as something of the past, already past when this epistle was
written (a few years before the destruction of the temple in 70 AD).

(9) Speaking in tongues is, therefore, a sign for the unbelievers (1 Cor. 14: 19-25) so they could understand what
was being said (v.23). [The gift of healing is similar. We find in the New Testament that it is used only for the
benefit of unbelievers (especially among the Jews, who looked for signs) to reach their conscience, to confirm the
Word that was preached, and to establish the new testimony. We do not read about any healing of believers; in fact,
to the contrary (see 1 Cor. 11:30; 1 Tim. 5:23; 2 Tim. 4:20; Gal. 4:13-14; 2 Cor. 12:7).]

(10) Speaking in tongues is only described in the book of Acts, in the three cases when new groups of believers
were introduced into the Assembly (or Church) -- the Jews in ch. 2, the Gentiles in ch. 10, and the disciples of John
the Baptist in Acts 19:6. All spoke in different languages, and that, without having asked for it!

(11) With the progression of the testimony in the book of Acts, the number of signs and miracles diminishes
quickly.

(12) Scripture presents two cases when signs and wonders take place. Most commonly, they are characteristic for
the very beginning of a new dispensation. By way of exception, they also occur as a unique and temporary
testimony to warn the professing people of God of soon-coming judgments. Moses, Joshua, our Lord, the twelve
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apostles, and the seventy that were sent out, were only sent to Israel and would fit in the first category (beginning
of a new dispensation), whereas Elijah and Elisha fit in the second category (warning of judgment). The past
testimony of signs and wonders, at the beginning of the Christian era, as well as a future testimony after the rapture
of the Church, takes place within the borders of the Roman Empire.

(13) The completion of the revelation of the Word of God put an end to the special revelations, prophecies, and
sign-gifts, including speaking in tongues (1 Cor. 13:8-10). We cannot discuss in detail in this report 1 Corinthians
12-14 (see report titled Biblical Tongues), but note that we should distinguish the gifts of prophecy and revelation
of the beginning (Eph. 2:20), when the Word of God was not yet completed, from the gift of prophecy for
edification (building up) which still continues to the present time (1 Cor. 13:8), the Word being now complete. [It
is remarkable that the apostle Paul, inspired by the Holy Spirit, uses two different verbs in the Greek text to indicate
a distinction between prophecy and knowledge on the one hand, which shall be done away with, and speaking in
tongues on the other, of which he says "they shall cease" (1 Cor. 13:8). This last verb we could also translate with
"pause," because they will function again at the introduction of the millennial reign.]

(14) Speaking in tongues is also presented in the New Testament as a fulfillment of Joel 2 and Isaiah 28 (1 Cor.
14:21) and, therefore, is intimately linked with Israel or the Jews. In Acts 2 and 19, and also in Corinth, the Jews
are addressed by different tongues. Thus, they heard the Word of their God spoken to them with "pagan" tongues,
something very exceptional. After the introduction of believing Gentiles into the Church, and after the formal
closing of the Jewish dispensation (illustrated at the end of Acts 28 and implemented in the year 70 AD with the
destruction of the temple), there are no more sign-gifts, at least not on behalf of God. [The enemy will fool people
through an energy of error, allowed by God, in the coming days of apostasy (2 Thess. 2:8-12); however, a similar
spirit of error is already at work, referred to as the mystery of iniquity.] God will give them again in the near future,
connected with Israel: by the two witnesses in Jerusalem (Rev. 11) and, at the beginning of the coming millennial
reign (Isa. 32; 53; Ps. 103), connected with a special healing of Israel.

(15) With regard to speaking in tongues (as well as any speaking), it is stated in 1 Corinthians 14:34 that women
should be silent in the local assembly. Therefore, besides the arguments already given to show that speaking in
tongues as a gift of God was limited to the beginning of the Church, we now come to a command of God, given at
the beginning, but still valid for today. Yet, when these "gifts" are displayed today, mostly women are involved.
[This is not said to discriminate against women! It is a matter of obedience to the Lord Jesus and of submission to
the authority of His Word.]

(16) In religious movements and cults, such as Christian Science, Theosophy, Adventism, and all kinds of
Pentecostals and Charismatics, women play an important role, either in the start of such a movement or in its
emotional practices. The Holy Spirit should control emotions, which is often not so. Genesis 2-3 and 1 Timothy
2:11-15 indicate the place God has given to women; these passages also show how the enemy attacks God's order.

(17) Wrong use of speaking in tongues, even in the days of the apostles, was caused either by ignorance (1 Cor.
14:38), by lack of experience (1 Cor. 12:1), because of spiritual imperfection or immaturity (1 Cor. 2:6-16), or even
willful abuse (1 Cor. 4:19).

(18) Unbelievers can do signs (Mt. 7:22; Rev. 13; 2 Th. 2:9; 2 Chr. 18:21; Acts 16:16). Furthermore, so-called
speaking in tongues has been practiced in the past (even before the early days of the Church) by unbelievers and
false teachers, as well as in our days: Plato, Virgil, before Christian Era; Irving, 19th century; Mormons, Buddhists,
Spiritists, besides so-called Charismatics, in past and present days.

(19) True believers can place themselves under wrong, diabolical influences, as occurred to Peter (Mt. 16:21-23).

(20) The tongues at the beginning of the Christian era were real languages that could be verified. Today, those who
pretend to speak in languages (tongues) do not know what language they speak nor what they say. Sometimes they
try to justify themselves by saying that they are speaking in the tongues of angels (because nobody can check this).

(21) Often there is no interpretation, in contrast to Paul's instructions in 1 Corinthians 14. In reality, uncontrolled
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expressions that nobody can translate are pronounced; sometimes even curses are uttered, though in a language
none of those present understands. If they give interpretations, they may contradict each other, or they are
sometimes much longer than the tongue-spoken message, or they are very subjective, instead of glorifying Christ.

(22) A key passage is 1 Corinthians 14:15. This verse shows the one praying, singing, or speaking in tongues (and
in context this refers to men in the public meetings of the local assembly) must himself understand what he speaks.

(23) To heed this principle would be very beneficial for many Christians today, who are involved in all kinds of
manmade systems and may be placing themselves (often without realizing it) under demonic influences. Even so-
called "singing in tongues" is practiced today.

Conclusion

Speaking in tongues, when practiced according to the Bible, is a sign from God given to warn unbelievers of
impending judgment. Because of this point, Scripture provides limiting conditions for its use within the Church,
including the requirement that an interpretation should be given (also in the case of a visitor speaking a foreign
language).

Furthermore, tongues were a characteristic of apostolic ministry, to confirm the Word of God in a time when the
Church was not yet established in all its diversity and when the revealed Word of God was not yet completed. The
destruction of the temple closed the days of the Jewish era. With the establishment of the new Christian testimony,
which included Jewish Christians, the exercise of the sign-gifts, including speaking in tongues, simply stopped. (On
the foundation of the apostles and prophets of the New Testament, Ephesians 2:20; Paul's ministry completed the
Word of God and closed the period in which God gave revelations.) Therefore, the modern-day tongues movement
must be rejected as a demonic influence which serves several purposes:

(1) To keep believers in ignorance and spiritual immaturity;

(2) To suggest that right now, in a day of small things like in Zechariah 4:10, we can have the same "great things of
God" (Acts 2:11) as in the early days of the Church;

(3) To suggest that we are not under Gods dealings in discipline, because of decline and disobedience;

(4) To sow discord among Christians, while creating outward unity;

(5) To mobilize emotions, which are not controlled by the Spirit and Word of God.

Several Errors Often Accompany Speaking in Tongues Today:

(1) Often this practice goes together with introducing, defending, or propagating false teachings concerning the
Person and Work of Christ;

(2) Women play a dominating role, forsaking the role assigned to them in the Word of God;

(3) There is a lack of true spiritual growth in the tongue-speaking movement;

(4) There is ignorance with regard to doctrinal or moral evil;

(5) There are many conflicts and dissensions because of a carnal condition.

The Lord has given His people the ability to understand His thoughts (1 Cor. 2:15) provided there is a true spiritual
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attitude (1 Cor. 2:6). When a Christian is speaking in tongues without knowing what he is saying, then this conflicts
with his Christian position. It is also crucial, in our days of ruin in the Christian profession, to make sure from
which source, Christ or Satan, one receives instructions, influences, or directives. James 3 is quite clear about the
possibility of two different sources or fountains (cf. 1 Cor. 12:1-3; 1 Jn. 4:1-3).

Finally, the instructions in 2 Timothy 2 give much help for our days. Are we going to be real servants of the Lord?
Are we willing to maintain His rights in the midst of the Christian profession where His authority has been rejected
(not always doctrinally, but often practically) by human arrangements or religious systems in which Christ is not
honored as Lord? If we reject His authority and rights, we deliver ourselves to God's governmental dealings, as a
consequence of our disobedience (compare Rom. 1:24-32, Gal. 6:7). This will ultimately be the case for the so-
called charismatic movement, when God will send an energy of error. 2 Thessalonians 2:9 gives the prophetic
fulfillment after the rapture, but the principle applies today as well. May it please the Lord to keep us for His own
glory, because of His Name!

* Adapted and used by permission of: "THE HOLY SCRIPTURES"/P.O. Box 677/HAWKESBURY,
Ontario/Canada K6A 3C8/Alfred E. Bouter (ed.).
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Fundamental Evangelistic Association

The Charismatic Movement Is Dangerous ...Watch Out
For It!

Marion H. Reynolds, Jr.
April 19, 1919 - Sept. 3, 1997

©Fundamental Evangelistic Association (adapted)

AT THE TURN of the century, the present-day Pentecostal Movement came into being, emphasizing "speaking

in tongues" and "divine healing." Their failure to "rightly divide the Word of Truth" led to many false teachings
regarding the ministry of the Holy Spirit and produced confusion in the minds of the saved and unsaved religionists
alike. This Pentecostal Movement arose mainly from within various Protestant churches but they were soon forced
out, either because of their unusual beliefs and practices or, in some cases, because they felt unhappy in churches
which had become liberal theologically and worldly in position and practice. At least two things can be said for
most of these early Pentecostals-they utterly repudiated the liberalism of the ecumenical movement and would not
condone mixing the world with the church.

In the 1960's a new movement took shape, sharing the basic doctrines of Pentecostalism but advocating a "stay in"
rather than a "come out" policy with regard to church affiliations. This movement is commonly known as the
"Charismatic Movement." It involves not only various Protestant churches but Roman Catholic churches as well. In
fact, if one is able to "speak in tongues" or if he has experienced a "healing," he is accepted by the Charismatics
with little or no regard to his church affiliation or doctrinal deviation. When you hear Roman Catholics talk about
how their "baptism in the Holy Spirit" has given them a greater love for the Mass, you know that this cannot be
attributed to the Holy Spirit, but rather to a false spirit.

In the 1980s, yet another movement appeared on the religious scene which made the Pentecostal/charismatic false
teachings even more appealing and dangerous. Why? Because this movement promoted the same, basic
unscriptural doctrines held by Pentecostals and Charismatics while, in its inception, disclaiming any relationship to
either of these groups, thus making it especially attractive to evangelicals and fundamentalists who did not want to
wear the label of either group because of their deviant teachings and practices.

The impetus for this new movement came largely from several widely circulated books and many lectures to
evangelical groups around the world by John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship, and Peter
Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary Institute of Church Growth. Both men greatly influenced each other and,
as they experimented with various teachings and practices related to "healing, miracles, signs and wonders," they
soon went even beyond the Pentecostal and charismatic errors. They claimed that the exorcising of so-called
"territorial spirits" was essential to complete the task of world evangelization; and, that God had re-established the
offices of prophet and apostle with those supposedly holding these offices receiving direct messages from God for
the church, and exercising divine authority over the church. This newest movement is often referred to as "Power
Evangelism," "Healing, Signs, Wonders and Miracles Evangelism," or the "Third Wave of the Holy Spirit."
Ecumenical in scope and decidedly worldly in practice the three so-called "waves of the Holy Spirit" (Pentecostals,
Charismatics and Power Evangelism teachers) have now blended into a powerful coalition which is rapidly
spreading. This poses a great threat to the purity of the Church and the Gospel.

Others have dealt at length with the dangers of the Charismatic Movement and how Scripturally unsound the
movement is. Our purpose is to briefly point out some of the real dangers of this movement so that God's people
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will be informed and forewarned. It is important to look at principles, doctrines, and positions and not to look
solely at the individuals who compose this movement. The Word of God must be the only basis for conclusions
drawn -- we must not judge by personal relationships or prejudice.

The CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT Is Dangerous Because...

1. It accepts tongues, interpretation of tongues, visions, dreams, prophecies, etc., as being messages
from God to His children. This is a grave danger. Once you accept "extra-biblical messages" (those
which are in addition to the Bible but not necessarily contrary to the Bible per se) it is not long before
you will be accepting "anti-biblical messages" as being valid (those which directly contradict God's
Word). The Charismatic Movement has done and is doing exactly that. In reality, all extra-biblical
messages are anti-biblical messages because God's Word specifically warns against adding to the
Scriptures (Deuteronomy 4:2; Revelation 22:18, 19). The Charismatic Movement defends these extra-
biblical, anti-biblical messages on the basis that, "New winds of the Holy Spirit are blowing." They say,
"Who knows what the Holy Spirit may do?" Let no one forget, however, that the Word of God is a
completed revelation and was given by the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:19). We can be sure of one thing-the
Holy Spirit will never contradict Himself. It was the Holy Spirit Who warned about adding to the Word
of God. Therefore, those who add to God's Word cannot claim to be authorized or empowered by the
Holy Spirit.

2. It encourages its followers to stay in apostate Protestant churches as well as Roman Catholic
churches and other churches which preach and teach a false gospel by asserting that if the supposed
"gifts of the Spirit" are present in false religious systems then joining them in evangelism, worship,
service, etc., must be an acceptable ministry. God's Word plainly tells believers that those who preach
another gospel are "accursed" (Galatians 1:6, 9) and that those who fellowship with false teachers are
partakers of their evil deeds (2 John 10, 11). Satanic deception through false tongues, miracles, and the
like help to bring together what God's Word declares must be kept separate. The Charismatic
Movement is promoting the Ecumenical Movement and the Roman Catholic Church by overlooking
serious doctrinal error, with eternal consequences, for the sake of "unity in the Spirit." This is very
dangerous!

3. It sells and promotes, like the New Evangelical Movement.

4. It places unscriptural and undue emphasis on physical healing. This stumbles many professing
believers who are falsely taught that it is always God's will to heal. Both the Scriptures and experience
teach that God may use physical afflictions for refining, correcting, and chastening (Hebrews 12:3-11;
Job 23:10). God's Word teaches that He can heal anyone, anytime, but that He does not heal everyone,
every time. Paul learned this truth when God explained why his thrice repeated prayer for personal
healing was not granted (2 Corinthians 12:1-10); and, also, when one of Paul's faithful helpers,
Trophimus, was unable to accompany him because of sickness (2 Timothy 4:20). When we pray for
healing for ourselves or others, we must never forget that such healing is always God's prerogative
based upon what He knows is best for each of His children, not upon "demanding" or "claiming" such
healing as do the Charismatics.

5. It, unlike its predecessor, Pentecostalism, fosters and encourages a spirit of worldliness in the church
and in the individual believer. Instead of striving for true holiness and Godliness in speech, dress, hair,
music, entertainment, etc., the Charismatic Movement prides itself in using worldly means to entertain
their own and attract the lost. This is also very dangerous. Read 1 John 2:15-17.

6. It encourages women to forsake their God-given place in the home and in the Church. This results in
disorderly homes and disorderly churches with women assuming places of leadership in direct violation
of the Word of God. It is strange, inconsistent and sad to hear Charismatics using the fourteenth
chapter of First Corinthians to justify speaking in tongues as a gift of the Spirit for our day when that
very same chapter says plainly "Let your women keep silence in the churches... " (1Corinthians 14:34).
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To countermand God's command to women is dangerous -- for women, for the home and for the
Church.

7. It promotes and encourages what is called "coming under the power," a dangerous practice in which
certain leaders "lay hands" on people causing them to "swoon, faint slump down, experience the
power," etc., thereafter remaining unconscious or semi-conscious for several seconds or longer. The
Charismatics attempt to use John 18:6 to justify this practice which is another example of how they
twist the Scriptures to justify and defend their practices. There is no Scriptural precedent, example or
command for this experience. Hypnotic suggestion and the desire for an extra-biblical experience
opens one up to either pretended or demonically energized results which parallel those of the occult.

8. It glories in "miracles" and often uses a "miracle" as the basis for validating a person's message or
practices, even though the message or the practice is unscriptural. This is dangerous since the
Scriptures plainly teach that the last days will be days of great deceitfulness (2 Timothy 3:13). God
warns that the coming of the Anti-Christ will usher in a time of "all power and signs and lying
wonders" (2 Thessalonians 2:9-11). We read in Revelation 13:3 that the deadly wound of the Beast was
healed and that the "Second Beast" deceived men by the use of miracles, even having the power to give
life to an image (Revelation 13: 18). The validation of a man's message and methods today is not
"miracles" -- it is conformity to the Word of God. It is dangerous to accept any other basis of
judgment. The false notion that miracles must accompany the preaching of the Gospel in order for the
lost to be saved today is definitely unbiblical. The one true Gospel of salvation by faith alone in Christ
Jesus is still, and will ever be, God's power "unto salvation to every one who believes" the simple
Gospel message (Romans 1:16). Undoubtedly multitudes today are trusting in a charismatic
"experience" for their salvation due to these false teachings rather than upon the sure promises of God's
Word (John 1:12; 3:36; 5:24; Romans 10:13-17).

9. It confuses and misleads believers as to Scriptural teachings concerning prayer. Using Matthew
18:19 (... if two of you shall agree on earth as touching any thing ...) as a basis for claiming healing,
financial blessings or solution of any problem, they ignore what God says in 1 John 5:14,15 ( ... if we
ask any thing according to his will. ...) The charismatic teaching that it is never God's will for any
believer to be ill or in trouble of any kind is neither Scriptural nor is it actually true in their own
ministries and personal experiences. Yet, over and over again, Charismatic leaders say to people in
public meetings or to multitudes over the airwaves, "Let's agree together that every person listening or
watching be healed-in Jesus' name." Are all such healed then or later? Of course not! By twisting and
misapplying the Scriptures, they are deceiving millions.

10. It promotes dangerous and unscriptural teachings concerning the present power of Satan and the
believer's attitude toward this "prince of the power of the air" (Ephesians 2:2). Charismatic leaders
whip their audiences into a veritable frenzy as they speak of binding Satan, casting him out of
individuals and into the pit, etc. They talk of "stomping on Satan" and "chasing him out of this world."
Such teaching completely ignores the believer's Scriptural instructions. We are to "resist Satan" (1
Peter 5:8,9); to put on "the - whole armour of God" that we may be able to stand against his wiles and
quench all his fiery darts (Ephesians 6:10-17), not forgetting the Scriptural example of Michael the
archangel's attitude when dealing with the devil (Jude 9).

We firmly believe that "speaking in tongues" ceased with the completion of the Canon of Scripture (1 Corinthians
13:8). We firmly believe that it is wrong to teach believers to tarry for or seek the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The
Bible clearly teaches that all believers have been baptized by the Holy Spirit into the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians
12:13) and that those who do not have the Spirit of Christ are not His at all (Romans 8:9b).

We firmly believe that the erroneous teachings of the Charismatic Movement have obscured many true and blessed
teachings regarding the ministry of the Holy Spirit Who convicts the world of sin (John 16:8-11), intercedes in
prayer to the Father on behalf of the believer (Romans 8:26, 27); comforts, teaches and guides believers into the
truth of the Word (John 14:15-26; 16:7, 13); and Who has "sealed [us] unto the day of Redemption" (Ephesians
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4:30). The Holy Spirit has a blessed and important ministry in the life of every believer and we dare not neglect,
belittle, or pervert this wonderful ministry. The Holy Spirit uses the written Word which He gave through the
apostles and prophets to guide us into all truth. The Holy Spirit will never lead us to do or say anything contrary to
the Bible, God's Holy, inerrant, infallible, eternal Word (2 Timothy 3:16) .

Someone may ask, "What if the Charismatic Movement is right and you are wrong about "speaking in tongues"
being for our day? Is it possible that God does want His people to have this gift now?" The answer is clear -- if
"speaking in tongues" is for our day, then surely it ought to be practiced and used according to the Scriptures and
not what is being practiced in the modern "tongues" movement. Not all believers could expect to have this gift (1
Corinthians 12:4-11,28-31) and "tongues speakers" should remain silent unless an interpreter was present (1
Corinthians 14:28). The one speaking had understanding of what he spoke in the unlearned, foreign language (it
was never unintelligent gibberish) and unless he or an interpreter would make the message or prayer known to the
rest of the church, his understanding would be "unfruitful" (unprofitable) with respect to the edification of the rest
of the church (1 Corinthians 14:4-6, 12-17 cf. 12:7). Also, men were to have the leadership in the church and the
women were to submit to their Spirit-enabled ministry; no woman was to speak in tongues in the churches (1
Timothy 2:11,12; 1 Corinthians 14:34). Charismatics scorn these truths. [If there "rules" for the chrisma gifts were
strictly followed by charismatic churches, more than 95% of all tongues-speaking would be eliminated on its own.]

Moreover, if the Charismatic Movement were of the Holy Spirit of God, it would be exercising spiritual
discernment and calling for separation from false prophets, apostate churches, and unscriptural practices. It would
also be exposing the false gospels and other heresies taught by the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches, not
joining with them in evangelism, prayer, and worship.

For all of these reasons and many others like them, we sound this word of warning: THE CHARlSMATIC
MOVEMENT IS DANGEROUS -- WATCH OUT FOR IT!

Fundamental Evangelistic Association
P.O. Box 6278

Los Osos, California 93412 U.S.A.

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Christian Research Institute (CRI)
Ecumenical Fellowship With Rome

-  The Christian Research Institute (CRI), located in Rancho Santa Margarita, California (moved there from San
Juan Capistrano in 1997) was founded by the late Walter Martin. Hank Hanegraaff is now CRI's president,
assuming that post after Martin's death in June of 1989.  Hanegraaff is a Chuck Smith/Calvary Chapel ordained
pastor, which allows him considerable ministerial tax breaks. (This could also explain why the questionable
doctrines of the Calvary Chapel movement are never questioned by CRI.) Reportedly, Martin handpicked
Hanegraaff as CRI president because Hanegraaff brought his "Memory Dynamics" techniques to the field of
apologetics. (Hanegraaff wrote Memory Dynamics: Your Untapped Resource for Spiritual Growth, which contained
significant amounts of material some think Hanegraaff plagiarized from Jerry Lucas's The Memory Book and from
memory expert Harry Lorayne). (See Note at the end of this report for the recent rift between Hanegraaff and
Walter Martin's heirs.)

CRI's stated purpose is to focus on aberrant religious groups (especially the "cults"), current theological disputes,
and Christian education. CRI has a tremendous influence across North America through its nationwide Bible
Answerman radio program (heard in 125 cities in the U.S. and Canada) and its broad range of literature, the most
noteworthy being the quarterly Christian Research Journal (CRJ). For the fiscal year ended 6/30/99, CRI had
annual revenues in excess of $7 million -- $6 million from donations and $1 million from sales of merchandise.
Hanegraaff operates from a huge office with wooden bookcases, big windows, leather couches, and paintings of
serene golf scenes. Hanegraaff lives in the gated community of Coto de Caza, but says his salary ($147,500 for
FY99) is stretched thin by his eight children. 

In our opinion, however, whatever good work CRI has done or is doing, has been overshadowed by its
accommodation with Roman Catholicism, its compromise with Charismaticism, and its support of psychological
integration. The remainder of this report develops these issues.

-  CRI has always maintained an aura of intellectual arrogance, but that seemed to peak near the end of the reign of
Walter Martin. Martin was a Pentecostal. He taught Comparative Religions at the Melodyland School of Theology
(charismatic) in Anaheim, California, and was perhaps most famous for his 1965 book, Kingdom of the Cults,
which was a perennial best seller with 24 printings. Amazingly though, throughout Martin's many years of teaching
and writing, never did he print material or speak specifically to expose Roman Catholicism as the foremost of all
the cults in America. To the contrary, his CRJ continues to attack the so-called "heroes of the Reformation,"
approves the papal system, and defends it as a Christian church. Because of the tremendous influence upon
evangelicals around the world, Dr. Martin and CRI must bear major responsibility for today's wall of neutrality,
tolerance, and silence that surrounds the exposure of Romanism as a cult. (CRI also treats Seventh-day Adventism
as evangelical rather than as a cult and apostasy. Martin claimed that the SDA gospel is sound, whereas, in reality,
it is a demonic mixture of law and grace. As in Martin's last edition of Kingdom of the Cults, CRI's 1997 edition
also presents the Seventh-day Adventists in an extended appendix, again titled: "The Puzzle of Seventh-day
Adventism.") Martin also believed that abortion was okay in cases of rape, and that it was all right for someone to
be hypnotized as long as a "Christian" was doing the hypnotizing.

-  By 1993, CRI moved openly into the ecumenical camp. This was stated in a book entitled The Cult of the Virgin.
Sponsored by CRI through its editors Elliot Miller and Ken Samples, the book contains an appendix by  Jesuit
priest Mitchell Pacwa, giving the Vatican version of the apparitions of the "Mother Mary." Miller and Samples
present Pacwa as a "Scripture scholar" and a "Bible-believing Catholic" with whom they have "positive fellowship
in Christ and cooperative efforts in the common cause of Christ's kingdom." The book states: 

"The underlying purpose of this book is ultimately ecumenical rather than anti-ecumenical" (p. 161). 
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Martin was a close friend of Pacwa, and a known apologist and defender of his Roman church. Pacwa wrote for the
CRJ and spoke on Martin's Bible Answerman program. Ironically, Walter Martin once debated Pacwa -- the same
man now allied with CRI's new leadership -- on TV's The John Ankerberg Show. On that program, Martin stoutly
defended Protestantism and stated that Pacwa's heretical teachings are "a denial of justification by faith." (The
CRJ's Fall 1992 issue published an article by this same Jesuit priest. Perhaps "C.R.I." now stands for the "Catholic
Resource Institute"?)

-  The Cult of the Virgin offers an historical background to the Roman Catholic church's veneration of Mary.
However, the authors tend to understate the full degree to which devotion to Mary exists in Catholicism, leaving
the impression that devotion to Mary is almost exclusively confined to an aberrant sect within Romanism. (Mary's
role is extremely important to virtually all Catholics. Pope John Paul II has repeatedly emphasized the need for
strong devotion to Mary -- a fact that CRI's authors failed to state.) The authors conclude that "many anti-Catholics
have overstated the influence of paganism on the church."

The authors also believe that, with the exception of Mary's divine maternity (as the "mother of God"), none of the
doctrines of Mary are heretical even though they are not Biblical. To the contrary, every one of them is heretical
simply because they ascribe to Mary a status above all other humans (e.g., the Immaculate Conception). For Roman
Catholicism to say that one human is exempt is to deny the full efficacy of Christ's atonement -- Rome teaches that
His blood does not cover Mary because she didn't need His blood shed on her account. What is more heretical than
that? In the spirit of ecumenism, the authors tend to downplay the heretical nature of Mariology.
(Excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 [1993], No. 1.)

-  Part One of a lengthy article in four parts ran in the Winter 1993 issue of the CRJ entitled, "What Think Ye of
Rome -- an Evangelical Appraisal of Contemporary Catholicism." In this series, the CRJ strongly opposes calling
the papal church a cult. It instead states, "Catholicism affirms most of what the cults deny and possesses an
orthodox foundation which all cult groups lack." A Vatican ecumenist could not have improved on the image of
Popery created by this CRJ series. The Winter 1993 (Part One) issue states, "From the fourth century to the present,
Roman Catholic thought has had a momentous influence ... The Church has wielded great power over the centuries,
often spreading enlightenment and benevolence among humanity." The Winter 1993 CRJ's lengthy presentation of
Popery was a flow of half-truths, distortion, falsehood, and deceit, all staged with the obvious purpose of altering
the accusing facts of history. [The Vatican has struggled by deceit, by armies, and by anathema to establish and
maintain its Sceptre of the Papal Theocracy. The ecumenism of the Vatican II Council was added in 1965. Sadly,
this now involves most of today's evangelicals -- tragically not recognizing that Roman Catholicism is indeed the
world's deadliest cult. (Source: Today's Evangelicals Embracing the World's Deadliest Cult, Wilson Ewin, pp. 58-
61.)]

-  CRI director Hank Hanegraaff's book, Christianity In Crisis (Harvest House:1993), offers some excellent insights
into the charismatic word-faith mentality. Hanegraaff traces the roots of the word-faith movement to New Thought
and science-of-mind religious philosophy. Hanegraaff goes so far as to call the word-faith movement a cult in its
own right.

Defining a cult from a theological perspective, he states that a "pseudo-Christian" group like the word-faith
movement, would claim to be Christian but deny one or more of the essential doctrines of historic Christianity.
These doctrines focus on such matters as the meaning of faith, the nature of God, and the person and work of Jesus
Christ. He quotes Denver Seminary professor Gordon Lewis as saying, "A cult, then, is any religious movement
which claims the backing of Christ or the Bible, but distorts the central message of Christianity by (1) an additional
revelation, and (2) by displacing a fundamental tenet of the faith with a secondary matter." If Hanegraaff would
only take a lesson from his own book, he'd recognize that he has described all the elements that make the Roman
Catholic Church a cult. And while the word-faith teachers erroneously claim that man is a god, the Roman church
goes even further by claiming that a piece of bread becomes God through the priests' incantations! Moreover, that
piece of bread must be worshipped as God! Perhaps, if CRI keeps trying, it will eventually reveal to itself its own
blind spot. (Excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 [1993], No. 1.)

-  Roman Catholicism is a cult because it has the major characteristics of one: (1) a false gospel of works and
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rituals; (2) an allegedly infallible leadership which must be obeyed; (3) the prohibition of its members to interpret
the Bible for itself; (4) the placing of its hierarchy's dogmas and traditions on a par with Scripture; (5) its claim to
be the exclusive vehicle of salvation; (6) the cultic claim that members cannot be saved apart from its sacraments;
(7) the anathematizing of all who reject its dogmas and traditions; etc.

On 8/12/93, Hank Hanegraaff boldly stated, "We believe that Roman Catholicism is foundationally Christian." The
Bible Answerman program that day had been devoted to the defense of Catholicism. Whether Catholicism is or is
not a cult is not the main issue, but its false gospel. Yet, CRI spends a large part of its time trying to prove that
Catholicism is not a cult. CRI needs to state clearly that Rome's counterfeit gospel is sending hundreds of millions
to hell. Instead, CRI has defended Catholicism on radio and in its Journal, while its "criticism" has been so vague
as to leave one wondering what was meant. For example, on one Bible Answerman program, Catholic apologist
Scott Hahn was given free rein to promote Catholicism, defend his conversion to it, and to defend it from callers'
objections without any rebuttal from CRI to his false statements! The average listener would have had to conclude
that Roman Catholicism is merely another "Christian" denomination (10/93, The Berean Call). [And this is exactly
how it is perceived. In a 2/94 letter-to-the-editor of the Catholic Answers magazine, This Rock, a writer credits CRI
for being instrumental in bringing him to the Roman Catholic Church; i.e., he thanks CRI for opening his eyes "to
the truths of Catholicism," and for showing him that Catholicism "held firmly to all the essentials of the historic
Christian faith."]

-  If anyone doubts that Hank Hanegraaff is pro-Roman Catholic, one only need read Hanegraaff's 6/7/95 fund-
raising appeal letter and the pro-Catholic book offered therein -- Hanegraaff offers for a gift of $25, the book
Roman Catholics and Evangelicals: Agreements and Differences, by Norman Geisler and Ralph MacKenzie.
(Geisler and MacKenzie believe that a "cooperative effort between Roman Catholics and evangelicals could be the
greatest social force for good in America" [p. 357].) Hanegraaff calls Roman Catholics and Evangelicals "must
reading" for "thinking Christians who are concerned, not only about sound theology, but also about the future of our
nation." He goes on to proclaim that any obstacles (such as doctrine?) between Protestants and Catholics should not
stand in the way of cooperation in areas where we share mutual interests and concerns. This is the same
compromising spirit expressed by the Evangelical & Catholics Together (ECT) document authored by Charles
Colson in March of 1994. [On two other Bible Answerman programs (one in late-April, 1995, and the other in late-
June), Hanegraaff interviewed Geisler concerning the book Roman Catholics and Evangelicals. The compromise
with Catholicism was absolutely sickening.]

CRI's strong move toward ecumenism has led them to refuse to recognize Roman Catholicism for what it is -- a
cult at best and a false religion at worst. Hanegraaff, et al., continue to insist that Catholicism is a Christian religion
with merely some teachings that they cannot agree with. In the process, CRI denigrates those who insist on not
pandering to the Vatican's ecumenical designs. CRI positions itself as the last word in apologetics and knowledge of
theological issues. Their rallying cry is for adherence to orthodoxy rather than Biblicism; indeed, they would
consider Roman Catholicism an orthodox faith. But orthodoxy is not Biblicism. Orthodoxy is largely based on
religious tradition, and is, therefore, often found wanting. "Orthodoxy" is predicated upon the canons of whatever
religious authority happens to interpret Scripture; it is not based upon Scripture directly. CRI wants us to believe
that Roman Catholicism is a pussycat we can snuggle up to and join paws with for the Reconstructionist agenda of
restructuring society. (Source: "Hanegraaff Urges Cooperation With Roman Catholicism," Media Spotlight, Vol. 16
- No. 2 [9/95], pp. 5-6).

[Further evidence of CRI's efforts to establish the belief among Protestants that Roman Catholicism is orthodox is a
series of Bible Answerman broadcasts in early-1996 -- Hanegraaff made statements that (1) the Roman Catholic
Church was the only Christian church in existence prior to the Reformation, and, therefore, if it went into apostasy,
then Christ's promise failed (that the gates of hell would not prevail against the church), and (2) it is ludicrous to
identify the Roman Catholic Church as the whore in Revelation 17. (Source: FBIS, 5/22/96.)]

-  Despite Hanegraaff's 1993 anti-charismatic book, Christianity in Crisis, CRI is not to be trusted when dealing
with the charismatics either. In an interview printed in the 5/93 Charisma magazine, Hanegraaff admitted that he
himself is a charismatic and that more than half of the CRI staff are charismatics as well! He said, "Spiritual gifts
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are not an issue at CRI. We have never made a single anti-charismatic statement on our show." This is a serious
problem, because the danger of the Charismatic Movement is found in its very foundational doctrines, not just the
extremism of the movement. The charismatic understanding of Spirit baptism, second blessing, healing, miracles,
extra-Biblical revelation, sign gifts, apostolic succession, kingdom power, and "holding out faithful" is the
foundation upon which the movement is built. To warn of charismatic extremes without warning of these issues is
like warning of Purgatory in Romanism without mentioning the Mass. (Source: O Timothy, Vol. 10, Iss. 10, 1993.)

-  This same charismatic sympathizing is evident in another so-called "anti-charismatic" book by Hanegraaff --
Counterfeit Revival (1997). Here are a couple of the "concessions" Hanegraaff makes to the "pentecostals-
charismatics": (1) "we must never divide" over "tongues" (p. 157); and (2) "Healing is provided for in the
atonement" (p. 159). Number (1) shows an incredible ignorance of the false doctrine inherent in the tongues
movement. Concerning statement number (2), the "healing" provided for in the Atonement has absolutely nothing
to do with modern "healing" practiced by the false prophets in the "miraculous healing" business. (The "healing" of
the Atonement has to do with redemption from the spiritual consequences of the fall of man, and the "body" part of
that "healing" will not transpire until the Resurrection. The idea that "healing is provided for in the atonement" in
relation to bodily illnesses is one of the "cornerstone" theological errors of the charismatic movement.)

Hanegraaff's recording in Counterfeit Revival of many of the lying "wonders" of these false prophets makes for
some interesting and curious reading, but the above two "concessions" in the doctrinal category fatally weaken the
theological structure of the book. [Hanegraaff spends a lot of time and effort in trying to "explain" the probable
sources of the "phenomena" associated with some of these charismaniacs, but curiously absent from the "target
zone" is the chief offender in the "signs and wonders" business -- Romanism. The modern "pentecostals" and
"tongues" sects are so far behind Romanism in the field of "mysticism" and "subjectivism," they don't "hold a
candle." Not in a hundred years will the likes of modern-day charismaniacs catch-up to the hokey-pokey of the
"miracles" and "wonders" claimed by Rome. Sadly, Hanegraaff pays no attention to the "counterfeit revival" as it
relates to Romanism.] (Source: 8/18/97, Pilgrim Publications:Bob Ross.)

-  In 12/97, Hanegraaff made a trip to the Brownsville Assembly of God in Pensacola, Florida, the southern home
of the charismatic "Laughing Revival" (the northern home being the Toronto Vineyard), to "dialogue" with his
"charismatic brothers" -- the same "brothers" he criticized in Counterfeit Revival for their heresies! Hanegraaff
attended a revival meeting and even addressed 500 of the revival school's students, receiving a standing ovation
before beginning his message. (Would 2 John 9-11 have any applicability here? Isn't it wonderful how "Christians"
can have sweet fellowship with error -- all that's necessary is that we utter the magical words of Hanegraaff -- "We
are going to spend eternity together as brothers"!) To Hanegraaff's credit, there is no record of him taking part in the
laughter, dog barking, floor crawling, or spirit shaking common in these revivals.

-  Dr. John H. Coe is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Theology at Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola
University. He has written a paper titled "Educating the Church for Wisdom's Sake or Why Biblical Counseling is
Unbiblical." The paper claims that believers have a mandate to look beyond Scripture for the wisdom and truth
necessary for righteous and successful living (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3)! Of course, we expect a
psychological/psychotherapeutic view of Scripture from a professor at the psychoheretical Rosemead Graduate
School of Psychology, but CRI evidently also agrees with Coe! In reply to a personal letter from a CRJ reader, CRI
said, "Dr. Coe has written an excellent article defending Christian psychology against the Bobgans' claims."
(Reported in Bob Ross's 1/94, BBH.)

-  CRI's psychological leanings had not been well known until 1995 when CRI's quarterly Christian Research
Journal published a four-part series of articles by psychologizers Bob and Gretchen Passantino titled "Psychology
& the Church" (see each 1995 issue of the CRJ). When people contact CRI to ask about the CRI position on
psychology, they are referred to the Passantinos' series on "Psychology & the Church." While warning that so-
called Christian psychology isn't perfect, the Passantinos promote it and deny the sufficiency of the Bible. In their
final article, the Passantinos erroneously contend that 1 Peter 1:3 pertains only to salvation (eternal life) and not
sanctification (earthly life), thereby claiming that psychology offers some value dealing with the latter. All four
articles clearly show that both CRI and the Passantinos have fallen for the "All Truth is God's Truth" fallacy. In
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contrast to the Apostle Paul (1 Cor. 2:12), the Passantinos consider at least some of "the words which man's
wisdom teacheth" to be an essential supplement to the truth of God's Word. [The Bobgans have written a book
critiquing these four articles -- CRI (Christian Research Institute) Guilty of Psychoheresy? (EastGate
Publishers:1998; 149pp.). It exposes the logical fallacies and illogical reasoning used to establish the Passantinos'
(and CRI's) predilections for psychology.]

-  Dr. James Dobson is possibly the best-known psychologist in the world. He is highly praised by men in spite of
his unbiblical theology regarding self-esteem and psychology. Hank Hanegraaff has blatantly joined the Dobson
praisers. During a late-1999 broadcast interview of Dobson, Hanegraaff was exceedingly complimentary of Dobson
and Focus on the Family. The degree of Hanegraaff’s puffery of Dobson was perversely excessive. During the
interview, they discussed abortion, euthanasia, evolution, and the sexual revolution. However, they did not discuss
Dobson’s views on psychology and self-esteem. (See James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, by
Martin & Deidre Bobgan.) Nevertheless, the glowing remarks during the interview cannot be separated from
Dobson’s strong teachings in this area, since Dobson is arguably the greatest promoter of self-esteem and
psychology in the professing evangelical church. The interview further demonstrates Hanegraaff’s continuing
support of the Passantinos' CRI Journal articles on psychology. One reason for Hanegraaff’s interviewing Dobson
was to advertise Dobson's book Home with a Heart, which was being offered by CRI. Hanegraaff indicates he read
the book and recommends it. Within the pages of this book, Dobson weaves his ideas about self-esteem and
psychology. Hanegraaff obviously supports those ideas since he praises and promotes the book. His wholesale
endorsement of Dobson and his book further confirms his commitment to psychology and it's false gospel. (Source:
January-February 2000, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, CRI is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. In an
official personal response letter dated 7/26/94 dealing with a writer's concern with Promise Keepers, CRI answered:

"... the ministry and goals of Promise Keepers are generally in line with the Bible and are in agreement
with the essentials of the Christian faith. Some CRI staff members attended the recent [5/94]
convention in Anaheim and thoroughly enjoyed it. [One wonders if they enjoyed Jack Hayford's
rendition of "God wants to touch you in your private parts"?] ... there needs to be an allowance for
disagreement regarding non-essential issues. One area where there is room for disagreement among
Christians is psychology. [So, now there's room for toleration of false doctrine coming from a false
religious system?] ... the authors of these articles [TBC's & BDM's Promise Keepers materials] go to
the other extreme by categorically speaking out against many sound Bible teachers and Christian
leaders simply because they have a trace of psychology in their teachings. [Swindoll, Smalley, Crabb,
et al., have a "trace of psychology" in their teachings? And these men are "sound Bible teachers"?] ...
Whatever your convictions are regarding psychology or Promise Keepers, do not let them become a
stumbling block between you and others in your church who hold a different view." [Oh sure, let's not
let false doctrine stand in the way of our having sweet fellowship.]

A year later, CRI's observation of the Promise Keepers movement had not daunted its enthusiasm. In a very
favorable article on Promise Keepers in CRI's Fall 1995 Christian Research Journal, CRI derogatorily refers to
Promise Keepers "most determined critics" (i.e., the Bobgans, Al Dager, et al.) as "a band of Christian heresy
watchers, whose methods and conclusions range from just off the mainstream to the fundamentalist fringe" ("The
Masculine Journey of Promise Keepers," p. 7). [Hank Hanegraaff was also a speaker at the 5/97 Los Angeles PK
rally.]

Note: Hanegraaff/Martin Rift -- After a public rift with Hank Hanegraaff in 1996, Darlene Martin, widow of
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Walter Martin, resigned from CRI's board. Last October (1999), the family (through Martin's 42 year-old daughter)
sent Hanegraaff a letter detailing objections to his leadership. She claims Hanegraaff has used the nonprofit CRI as a
platform to sell his books and promote his two for-profit organizations. She also says Hanegraaff hasn't returned
some of her father's personal belongings and claims he has mismanaged personnel at CRI. Hanegraaff says the
family's claims are unfounded and that CRI's mission has not changed since he took over in 1989. More seriously,
Martin's widow now claims that Hanegraaff used trickery to get her to introduce him as the new leader of her late
husband's ministry shortly after Martin's funeral in 1989. Walter Martin's daughter issued the following statement
(excerpted):

"My father died without naming any successor to Christian Research Institute and 'The Bible Answer
Man' radio show, and contrary to what was said at the time of his death, Hank Hanegraaff was never
'handpicked' by Walter Martin. Darlene Martin was a newly widowed woman, vulnerable and trusting,
and there were those around her who took full advantage of that trust. ... What we did not find out until
years later was that Everett Jacobson and Hank Hanegraaff had a 'closed door' meeting at CRI within
days after my father's death, and the result of that meeting -- according to a CRI Board member at the
time -- was the naming of Hank Hanegraaff as CEO of Christian Research Institute. We ask Hank now: 

'Please provide the proof that Walter Martin chose you as his successor. He never
mentioned this to his wife, his children, his brother, his board or his closest friends. He
never announced this privately or publicly before his death. It was only after Walter Martin
was dead that this claim was made. Please provide the minutes of the CRI Board Meeting
immediately following my father's death in which the CEO position was discussed and
voted upon.' 

"Why is this question of succession so important? It has to do with integrity. If Hank Hanegraaff's
personal 'work' is suspect, if his behavior is questioned by many witnesses, than what of his claim to
CRI? We believe that claim should also be closely examined.

"The night of my father's memorial service, as Darlene Martin approached the lectern, Everett Jacobson
and Hank Hanegraaff intercepted her. It was suggested that some additional things be added to her
speech '… in order to make a smooth transition.' The words did not register at the time, as most things
do not when you have just buried a loved one twenty-four hours before. When Darlene came to the end
of her statements and began to read the new sentences, she was appalled. There she stood, in front of
1,500 people, stating Hank Hanegraaff was the new man for CRI. All she could think as she read was,
'Walt never said this.'

"Why did Darlene Martin allow this to stand for so many years? Why did she support Hank? At the
time, she believed he was a man of integrity, and she hoped (and kept hoping) God could mold him into
a strong leader. She trusted Everett Jacobson and Hank Hanegraaff. She was grief-stricken, exhausted,
and did not feel able to decide such a weighty issue. She did not know about the 'closed door' meeting or
the allegation that a full board vote for the CEO position of CRI had never taken place, until years later.
In addition to this, several men approached Darlene and the CRI Board after my father's death, each
stating that Walter Martin picked them as his successor, and she was afraid of an all out public battle for
CRI."

[Return to Text]
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Christian Research Institute (CRI)
Hank Hanegraaff Lawsuit*

Christian Research Institute's Hank Hanegraaff had been accused of financial fraud and other criminal activities. A
lawsuit was filed ("wrongful termination suit") on March 7, 1994, in Orange County Superior Court, California. The
suit alleged that Hendrik (Hank) Hanegraaff, president of CRI, was guilty of numerous ethical lapses, financial
theft, tax fraud, and a shocking list of other criminal activities and deceptive practices. The plaintiffs also charged
CRI and its president and officers with violation of the federal racketeering act, defined as a criminal conspiracy or
a "combination." Some of the details of this suit follow:

1. Brad Sparks, formerly a top researcher on the staff of CRI (from 1992-1994) and assistant to
Hanegraaff, stated in the suit that Hanegraaff and his wife, Kathy, had pocketed over $750,000 in
bloated "salaries and benefits." This while CRI's rank and file employees "typically earn[ed] poverty-
level income of approximately $13,000 per year!"

2. Sparks, who left CRI in "good standing" in 3/94, according to a CRI exit counseling form (included
as documentation in papers filed), noted that CRI enjoys non-profit organization status by the IRS, but
had fraudulently used its tax exemption privileges to provide tax exempt "cover" for the Hanegraaffs'
own personal, profit-making business, Memory Dynamics, Inc., a Georgia corporation, which was
conducted out of the couple's home. Sparks' suit charged that the Hanegraaffs had repeatedly bled the
ministry's bank accounts to feather their own nests. For example, "defendant Hanegraaffs have sought
to conceal their total six figure income by the device of separating out major categories of personal
expense such as the estimated $50,000 per year 'pastor's housing allowance.'" [Hanegraaff reportedly
lived in a $730,000 house in an exclusive gated community in Orange County, California; CRI's board
allegedly loaned Hanegraaff the $100,000 down payment.] The financial details provided by Sparks to
support his lawsuit were convincingly documented. Some 14 pages of fine print were contained in the
lawsuit.

3. According to Sparks, CRI even leased two automobiles for the Hanegraaffs, almost entirely for their
personal use, unrelated to ministry business. One of the most unsavory charges of corruption detailed
by Sparks was that CRI deceptively claimed to be a "church" merely to deceive the IRS and state
taxing authorities, as well as mislead those who donated money for its activities. (Hanegraaff told
Charisma magazine in early 1994 that he considers himself a charismatic and holds ministerial
credentials with Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel denomination.)

4. The suit claimed that Hanegraaff was personally paid by Harvest House approximately $500,000 in
royalties for the book Christianity in Crisis even though "the book was researched, edited, and partly
written by two full-time CRI staff members (including plaintiff Brad Sparks) and several part-time
members." Additional allegations stated that Mr. Hanegraaff's own, for profit company, Memory
Dynamics, Inc., then turned around and sold huge quantities of that same book to CRI for a handsome
gain for Hanegraaff.

5. The court suit further alleged that the Hanegraaffs "have used full-time CRI employees to support
and conduct the Memory Dynamics business, including mailings and manning of sales booths." The
Hanegraaffs were also said to have used CRI vehicles to transport Memory Dynamics' personnel and
materials. When CRI's shipping department supervisor, Mary Cook, protested, she was fired on 7/6/93.
Sparks also alleged Hanegraaff used CRI's confidential donor mailing list for his own private business,
and that CRI lied to donors by continuing to promise that their names and other personal information
remained confidential.
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6. Craig Nelson, CRI's Director of Broadcast Media, "was fired in retaliation" for making complaints
against Mr. Hanegraaff, specifically relating to Hanegraaff's use of free radio advertising for his
personal gain on CRI's Bible Answerman program. The suit also named many of the employees and
staffers said to have been "wrongfully terminated" because they challenged Hanegraaff's unethical
conduct. They included former research director Dan Schlesinger (who reportedly accused Mr.
Hanegraaff of "mixing private business with CRI ministry"), Jerry Kissler, Mark Hoover, Craig
Hawkins, Michael Buesing, Perry Robinson, Dennis Green (former marketing director), and Anthony
Horpel (former seminar director). The court pleading also said that Rob Bowman, a former CRI senior
researcher, was terminated after "he refused to let Mr. Hanegraaff plagiarize Bowman's work to publish
two books under Hanegraaff's name."

7. The lies and deceit alleged in the suit were of monumental proportions, considering the fact that CRI
is a section 501C(3), tax-exempt, non-profit "church" and ministry, which was at the time of the
alleged infractions a member of the National Religious Broadcasters' Evangelical Council for Financial
Accountability (ECFA). ECFA members are required to maintain a high ethical standard of conduct.

8. To avoid the strict financial ethical standards of the ECFA (specifically the conflict of interest clause
-- see #4 above), CRI resigned from the organization. The suit contended that CRI then lied to its
donors and radio listeners by claiming that it was still a member of the industry group. CRI was also
said to have continued its use of the ECFA's seal of approval on its catalogs, order forms, and other
materials to solicit contributions.

9. Other serious charges leveled in the lawsuit included assertions of "racketeering." One violation
claimed was that the organization "solicited and misappropriated charitable contributions across state
lines and international boundaries." Mail fraud and wire fraud were said to be involved, including the
illegal interception and seizure of fax telephone communications intended for others.

10. It was also alleged that Mr. Hanegraaff misled CRI donors into contributing money which may
have ended up in the coffers of Hanegraaff's profit-making company. Also, the court suit claimed that
Mr. Hanegraaff's own wife, Kathy Hanegraaff, was paid a generous salary by the ministry as a full-
time "CRI Director of Marketing" when, in fact, her job primarily was "a cover for conduct of personal
business ..."

Could the long list of crimes and dishonest conduct alleged by Brad Sparks be corroborated by others? A 6/6/94
letter from John Wanvig (a Christian attorney) to Hanegraaff was signed by 24 former staff members. The letter
also asked Hanegraaff to meet with them. Hanegraaff refused to meet and, instead, counter-sued Sparks for libel. In
addition, the Group for CRI Accountability was organized in 1994 and included some 35 former CRI staff members
who publicly demanded Hanegraaff's resignation. They said that Hanegraaff did not have the theological training,
the communication skills, nor the ethical standards to lead CRI. The suit against Hanegraaff was scheduled for
trial in July 1995, but was "settled" (see 9/95 Update below).

[Most of the information in this report was derived from articles in The Christian News and Flashpoint.]

[9/95 Update: The 9/11/95 Christianity Today reported that the CRI lawsuit was concluded following Christian
mediation in July, 1995. The parties signed a statement, which said, in part, "The parties acknowledged that the
allegations were based on misunderstandings as well as incomplete information. ... It was determined that there is
no liability on the part of CRI, Mr. Hanegraaff, or Mr. Sparks for any wrongdoing." Both parties dropped their legal
actions against each other, and CRI agreed to pay about $20,000 of Sparks legal expenses. However, the ad hoc
Group for CRI Accountability (see above) continued to press its concerns; according to its spokes-person Rob
Bowman, "Most of our concerns are too well documented not to be true ..." Privately, Sparks was reported to tell
friends that it was either settle, or be spent into bankruptcy by Hanegraaff and CRI.]
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[4/96 Update: Brad Sparks Response to the Passantinos -- The following are excerpts from a letter by Brad
Sparks, former CRI Researcher and plaintiff to the above detailed lawsuit. It is a reprint of an open letter
responding to a 2/16/96 statement released by Bob and Gretchen Passantino.]

This is an interested observer's reply to the Passantinos' belated February 16, 1996, attack on the first
three issues of On The Edge (OTE) published in September, October, and November 1995. I do not
know who the journalist-author(s) of OTE are, but I think it is quite understandable that they choose to
remain anonymous to avoid taking $400,000 worth of abuse from CRI. I should know because I, along
with my wife and children, were punished for publicly speaking out. We suffered from Hank
Hanegraaff's $400,000 of harassment from an international secular law firm (Gibson, Dunn, &
Crutcher) (according to figures given in CRI's audited annual financial statement for June 30, 1995), as
well as from an unknown amount CRI spent for a private detective agency (Allied Management
Resources), which was conveniently withheld from the audit report.

That was approximately how much CRI donor money was spent by Hank without the donors'
knowledge or approval of such shocking amounts (roughly 10% of the CRI budget), all to protect Hank
from accountability for his use of CRI money and resources for his books and seminars in the first
place. It apparently does not even include an unknown amount of money spent on Hank's and CRI's
countersuit against me [Brad Sparks] (undertaken without even a pretense of Matt. 18 action), which
the audit report also conveniently failed to mention. And it doesn't include any amounts spent in July
1995 after the cutoff date of the audit (such as the $20,000 settlement).

I was forced to settle my case because of the abuse and vicious tactics engaged in by Hanegraaff and
CRI -- such as bringing up the murder of my mother to shock and degrade me. CRI has certainly
taught the cults a thing or two using all this CRI donor money to frustrate and harass me with high-
priced lawyers and private detectives. If my case was so "baseless" and "frivolous," as Hank and his
minions claim, then how come with all these hundreds of thousands of "ministry" dollars to pay $200-
to $300-per-hour attorneys, they still couldn't even prove it "baseless" in a court of law? How come
Superior Court Judge Richard Luesebrink flatly refused to throw out even a single portion of my case
on January 13, 1995, when CRI attorneys from two separate law firms presented two motions to have it
thrown out and failed? Did you ever hear Hank admit that on the radio? No, instead Hank falsely
claimed on the radio October 18, 1994, "this groundless lawsuit has long ago been set aside by the
courts," and he continued to echo this bizarre, twilight-zone claim in fund raising appeals for months
afterward until the two sides settled it -- it was never "set aside by the courts" as "groundless" at any
time.

When I read the Passantinos' Internet statement someone faxed me, I was surprised to read that
according to them, these OTE articles were journalistic atrocities, "worthless," and reflecting
"absolutely no journalistic responsibility or evidentiary substantiation" whatsoever, filled only with
anonymous "vitriol, gossip, innuendo, and bitterness," slanderous, and "replete with unnamed [sic]
sources, supposition, and allegations, none of which are substantiated by any named, identified, or
evidenced material." Whew! That's a pretty heavy load of allegations in a statement that itself is
"replete with un[n]amed sources" used by the Passantinos, betraying just a wee bit of the same things
on their own parts, methinks. I wondered if I had read the same articles they claimed to have read. So I
went back to those first three issues of OTE and here is what I found:

Instead of the anonymous slander in OTE claimed by the Passantinos, I found six named sources (three
from Hank's side, including Hank and his attorney) and what seem to be only two unnamed sources,
both reportedly connected with CRI and Hank Hanegraaff -- unless we are to count every change of
wording describing these two sources as separate individuals. In that case, do the Passantinos really
wish to contend that OTE has as many as 10 anonymous CRI sources? Do they want to concede there
are that many "moles" inside CRI who are so outraged at Hanegraaff that they supply inside scoops to
publications such as OTE? I didn't think so. But it's a ticklish dilemma they will have to resolve.
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Moreover, I found these first three OTE issues made specific reference to 15 different books and
articles, gave 43 specific page number citations, plus quotes and references by date to four Bible
Answerman (BAM) shows. All this in just 9 pages of OTE articles! If anything, this seems to represent
quite a lot more documentation than I usually see in popular writing. What popular newspaper or
magazine have you ever read with that many bibliographic references in just 6,600 words or so of main
text altogether?

The succeeding issues of OTE, in February and March 1996, made reference to eight named sources
(five of whom are on Hank's side), one of whom was an unnamed source at Word Publishing in the
February issue, but was named in the March issue (this was Jennifer Haney of Word 's Publicity Dept.
who had said that Hanegraaff's books were on indefinite hold while his contracts were reviewed).
There may be about four new unnamed sources in addition to the two CRI sources from previous
issues, depending on whether or not some descriptions refer to these existing sources or not: (1)
"independent reliable source"; (2) "member of a radio management team"; (3) "additional source inside
Word"; (4) "Southern California-based ministry source." These new issues of OTE reference 12 books
and articles and two more dated BAM broadcasts.

Speaking of "unnamed sources," the Passantinos themselves repeatedly refer to and rely on numerous
UNNAMED SOURCES in their own statement, perhaps 12 or more unidentified sources altogether:

(a) Passantinos' UNNAMED Word Books editorial sources (plural means two or more). As
to the "falsity" of OTE's "charges" about Hanegraaff's book projects (which they leave
nebulous so that you won't know that OTE reported that a Word source said Hank's books
were on hold or canceled), they refer to "our own editorial contacts with Word Books,"
who are left unnamed, unidentified, and conveniently anonymous.

(b) Passantinos' UNNAMED Board member/ex-CRI employee (one). Another charge of
"falsity" they level against OTE is "the presence on our own organization's Board of
Directors of a former CRI employee listed in this publication (against her knowledge or
will)," another unnamed, unidentified and conveniently anonymous person.

At least OTE named this person (whoever she is) in its name list of 105 CRI employees
who have been churned out under Hanegraaff through massive and traumatic "attrition"
and "turnover." Does she deny that she left CRI or not? Does she deny that at least 105
CRI employees have left under Hanegraaff under either favorable or unfavorable terms?
Does she deny that a major subset of these 105 or more CRI employees were fired or
forced to resign after pointing out ethical issues, or not?

(c) Passantinos' UNNAMED "any and all" CRI-employee sources who supposedly cleared
Hank (two or more?). Did they actually contact any? Or did they just have "access" to
them?

(d) Passantinos' UNNAMED "hostile ex-employees" they imply they contacted as sources
who purportedly vindicated Hank (two or more?). But maybe they didn't actually contact
any such "hostile ex-employees" and only wanted to lead readers into thinking from their
weasel-wording that they did because they had such glorious "freedom to contact." So who
are they?

(e) Passantinos' UNNAMED sources who are "attackers" of Hank, but who allegedly
cleared Hank (two or more?). Same thing. Maybe they only want you to think they
contacted such persons, but they didn't really because they know full well that some or all
of the charges are true and they can't stand to face the truth-tellers.

(f) Passantinos' UNNAMED "variety of sources" defending Hank (a "variety" must mean
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three or more?). Since their set-up EMNR Board meeting on Easter weekend, April 15,
1995, the Passantinos say "we have continued to collect information and evidence from a
variety of sources regarding those and other charges against Hank." Well, who constitutes
this unnamed "variety of sources"?

The Passantinos say that in "authentic journalism, anonymous attributions are rarely used." What does
that say about their own statement?

The Passantinos completely misunderstand the settlement of the two lawsuits: (1) the countersuit by
Hank and CRI against me, which they omit to mention, and (2) my lawsuit.

The joint settlement statement says in the first three sentences [that] there was a "mediation process"
between the two sides and issues were discussed. As a result, "the allegations" or issues discussed in
the mediation just mentioned were found to be based on "misunderstandings and incomplete
information." Nowhere does this document say that ALL allegations or issues had been "cleared up" as
based on misunderstanding or incomplete info, nor is there any listing of resolved charges and/or the
explanations as to how they were resolved. The settlement agreed there was no legal liability for any
wrongdoing (i.e., likelihood of winning the case) by me, or Hank, or CRI, but it doesn't say how this
was determined, and it is a conclusion that obviously applies to both sides.

As a matter of fact, the only such charges I am aware of which were resolved in that fashion were three
misunderstandings on Hank's part about my role as some kind of conspiratorial mastermind, as listed
below. (Remember, Hank slammed me and the Group for CRI Accountability in his October 17 and 27,
1994, CRI fund-raising letters as "the forces of darkness," "a group of accomplices," "diabolical," etc.
By the way, how much money did Hank make off of these hysterical, Robert Tilton-like, demonize-
the-enemy fund raising tactics?):

(1) I knew nothing in advance about Christianity Today's August 15, 1994 cover story on
Christian radio which recounted the charges against Hanegraaff. I had not been
interviewed for it; I did not initiate contact with CT in the first place; and CT had last
contacted me in March 1994 when the suit was filed, but never contacted me again (until
after the settlement in 1995 of course).

(2) I never had any contact whatsoever with [Flashpoint] by phone, mail, or otherwise
(that remains true to this day). The quotes that [Flashpoint] used in [its] July 1994
newsletter to sound like [it] had interviewed me had actually been taken from a newsletter
I had written and attached as an exhibit to my lawsuit. I have never been interviewed by
[Flashpoint].

(3) I have never put anything about CRI or Hank on the Internet or any other computer
network (and that's true to this day, but I will now have to try to get this copy posted on
Internet), if for no other reason than that I have never been on Internet ever, because the
phone wiring in my office at home shorted out in March 1993 and ruined my modem. I
have not been on-line anywhere since that time.

In conclusion, the Passantinos must be reading documents from another universe. What they're talking
about in connection with the OTE newsletters and my lawsuit does not resemble reality as I know it
and see it.

Brad Sparks
April 22, 1996

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 3/98
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The Christian Research Inst.
What Is It? Whose "Side" Does It Take?*

Some are wondering, "Who is running things at the Christian Research Institute (CRI) -- the Jesuits, or confused
pseudo-evangelicals?

CRI is a "parachurch" organization in Irvine, California [since moved to Rancho Santa Margarita], founded by the
late Walter Martin; it enjoys parasitical support from "evangelicals" who need "help" on the Russellites, Mormons,
Hare Krishnas, Moonies, Chick publications, "Alberto," and other assorted ding-bats, teachings, and groups. Some
think CRI is "soft" on Romanism, fence-straddling, pussy-footing, and "milky-toast." Presumably, those who are
dependent upon CRI for help do not seek, or cannot find, the anti-cult information from their local churches and
pastors, so they become followers of CRI -- sort of an "evangelical cult" for anti-cultists.

Since Martin's death, some think CRI has adopted a bent to Romanism. The old Jesuit ploy of convoluted writing
permeates CRI writings (á la Peter Ruckman). For example, the statement that Romanism is "unlike" and "different
from" Mormonism, Jehovah's Witnesses, Christian Science, etc., is typical Jesuit convolution, as the same thing
may be said of Islam, the Jim Jones' cult, the Robert Tilton' cult, Scientology, and all other modern cults.

The "key" in convoluted writing and speaking is to make your point without actually saying anything of substance.
Somewhat like the comedian Norm Crosby. And the "point" CRI makes on Romanism is that, It may have a few
abuses, but it's not really all that bad. Jack Chick and "Alberto" furnish CRI with a stereotypical "anti-Romanist"
strawman which CRI can "burn" while embellishing the "positive elements" of a "changing"(?) Romanism. You
might say that Chick and CRI are "convolution in action," somewhat like the staged "debate" between Ruckman
and Catholic apologist Karl Keating. Chick and Ruckman create the type of image which makes the CRI and
Keating representations of Romanism appear plausible, relegating to obscurity the classic foundations of the
Protestant Reformation's opposition to the Romanist doctrine and practice.

In CRI's Forward (Vol. 4, No. 2), CRI contends that "God is still at work within" Roman Catholicism, as if to say
that God has always been "at work" in the Papacy and the Roman hierarchy since formulation centuries this side of
the New Testament.

The same article contends that "Catholicism is clearly orthodox on every doctrine essential to the faith but one,"
namely, justification. On justification, CRI allows that Rome has "several faulty beliefs and practices," but these
serve only to "weaken a biblical understanding" of justification. Despite these "faulty beliefs," CRI contends there
are "thousands of Catholics who profess the correct doctrine of justification." To our knowledge, Romanists have
always professed to be "correct" on justification. Romanist Karl Keating assures us of Rome's infallibility on
doctrine in his book Catholicism and Fundamentalism (Imprimatur: Archbishop Roger Mahony, 1988). Keating, by
the way, does not name CRI as an adversary of Romanism, despite CRI's claim about being "outspoken" on Rome's
abuses. Keating probably appreciates the "positive" conciliatory approach which CRI takes toward Romanism.

CRI says the "enemy" is Satan, not a "human entity or institution." Does this mean that CRI does not believe that
Satan is involved in the false gospel, doctrines, and practices of Romanism? Or does CRI regard the Roman
Catholic Church as being a "divine" entity as opposed to being "human"? Does Satan only dabble with JWs,
Mormons, Moonies, etc.? Convolution is a "tricky" game of words, not easily deciphered!

CRI wants us to "extend the right hand of fellowship" to Romanists as "brothers and sisters in Christ," pointing out
their "biblical inconsistencies" whenever "appropriate" (whenever that is).

In a recent letter to [Bob Ross], CRI claims that "the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) holds to all the historic creeds
of the church," even Eternal Sonship. What "creeds"? What "church"? Does the RCC hold to the Baptist "creed"?
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The Presbyterian "creed"? Although the RCC holds to the Deity of the Son, this is no more that what is admitted by
Satan and demons.

CRI claims it has "always been outspoken on the abuses within the RCC." But I can think of perhaps thirty or more
RCC abuses of Bible doctrine and practice on which I have yet to hear the current CRI "speak out." Perhaps CRI
can mail out their "Perspective" paper which exposes the Papacy and the Roman hierarchy as the farces that they
are -- that is, if CRI has such a paper. They already have mailed out some of their papers which promote "dialogue"
with Rome.

CRI claims to have so much "common ground " with Romanism that CRI "can share and discuss the gospel in love
and understanding," making us wonder WHICH "gospel" CRI has in mind -- the Gospel preached by such Baptists
as C. H. Spurgeon, or the "gospel according to Karl Keating," as presented in his book and "imprimatured" by
Archbishop Mahony of Los Angeles? (Gal. 1:8; 2 Cor. 11:4).

CRI refers to ongoing "dialogue between Protestants and Catholics," but doesn't name any Protestant "leaders" and
doesn't refer to the fact that Rome has been "dialoging ever since the Protestant Reformation, trying to facilitate the
"return" of her "estranged children" [such as the Church of England] to the protective arms of the great shepherd of
the flock, the Pope. One can read the account of Cortez' conquest of Mexico, and being a good Romanist, he
"dialogued" with the Indians before killing those who would not "convert." Yes, Romanists have a high regard for
"dialogue," going way back.

CRI hopes that "these important issues can be resolved in a biblical fashion," but if this were to occur, would not
the Papacy and the Roman hierarchy have to dismantle? Is this what CRI "hopes"?

In a sheet on the "Mass," CRI minimizes the differences between Romanism and Bible teaching, saying that "how
you conduct Communion is not the real issue. The real issue is whether or not you have been born again spiritually
-- through the finished work of Jesus Christ alone." More convolution. The truth is, Communion should properly
represent the real issue, and the Romanist "Mass" is about as close to that as a Voodoo ritual.

CRI alleges that the RCC "is genuinely different than the Church of 400, 100, or even 25 years ago." As much
"different" as CRI is different than those who led the Protestant Reformation? Wherein lies Rome's difference? All
the cults change over the years, but what significance is there to the changes? The last time anyone looked, Rome
still had a Pope and the usual paraphernalia.

CRI even commends the so-called "spiritual renewal" professed by Romanism and says "the Charismatic Renewal"
has "strong positive elements." Rome has ALWAYS been an advocate of the unscriptural "elements" in the
"Charismatic Renewal." No one claims more religious "hokey" than Romanism.

CRI says we ought to "support those Catholics who are working for true spiritual renewal with our prayers." Well,
we'll do that ... just as soon as any of the "true" stuff shows up. We don't regard CRI's strong positive "elements"
true spiritual renewal.

[Since writing the foregoing article, CRI President Hank Hanegraaff's book, Christianity in Crisis (Harvest House),
has been published. This book is offered as an antidote to the "cultism" of the "Faith Movement," yet Hanegraaff
doesn't raise a word against the oldest and most heretical cult of all -- Roman Catholicism. He lists as "cults,"
groups such as the Mormons, the Armstrongites, Russellites, and Eddyites. How could a truly uncompromising
writer compose a book of 450 pages against cults, cultism, and false claims and never once mention the "Queen of
Cults," Mother Rome? Those Christians who have been backers of CRI should "take inventory" on CRI's pro-
Rome stance. Has CRI been infiltrated by Romanists disguised as "evangelicals"?]

*This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 7/93, BBH Perspective article by the same name (Bob L.
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Ross, Editor, Baptist Biblical Heritage, Pilgrim Publications, P.O. Box 66, Pasadena, TX 77501).
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"Christian" Rock Music
Christian or Satanic?

-  Christian Rock? by Ric Llewellyn, published by Fundamental Evangelistic Association: This tract carefully
details the Biblical screens any music must pass before it can be labeled as "Christian" (Eph. 5:18,19; Col. 3:16);
i.e., the music must be a channel for correct doctrine, and (a) its lyrics should be edifying, spiritually oriented,
clear, conforming to Biblical truth, and point our focus to Jesus Christ, (b) its score (the arrangement of the musical
notes) should not overshadow the message conveyed by the lyrics, but should compliment it, and (c) its character
(the "attitudes" in the music and of the performers) should be consistent with the purity of the message it claims to
convey (reverence, worshipful, etc.). (Each of the above screens must stand on its own; i.e., one "good" aspect of
the music's nature cannot sanctify any of the others.) (Please refer to Eph. 5:18,19 and Col. 3:16 at the end of this
report.)

(a) Lyrics -- Our spiritual songs must be sufficiently clear so as to convey the truth plainly, and must
be consistent with Biblical revelation (i.e., sound doctrine) -- the words should focus upon the Lord
Jesus Christ and encourage practical submission to God's order in all our personal affairs. Most
contemporary Christian music (CCM) can be rejected on the basis of lyrics alone -- even when the
lyrics are audibly clear, the predominance of false doctrine and/or the shallow view of the person and
work of Jesus Christ is often appalling.

(b) Score -- The meaning of the word psalms originally denoted a striking or twitching with the fingers
(on musical strings); only later did it come to mean a sacred song sung to musical accompaniment
(Vine's Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words). Our psalms, or the arrangement of the
musical notes, is a vital ingredient of the all-encompassing term we call "music." This is because it is
the area in which we are usually the most ignorant; i.e., medical research clearly supports the
contention that musical tones and rhythms in and of themselves (i.e., without lyrics) can cause physical
and "emotional" reactions over which the listener may have little or no control. Since the score of
contemporary Christian rock music, with its syncopation and slurring of notes, is virtually
indistinguishable from its secular counterpart, one has to wonder if spirituality is being eroded and
carnality is being propagated. (One should always assess "Christian" music thusly: "Does it stir the
flesh to 'boogie,' or the spirit to praise the Lord?")

(c) Character -- Our hymns, or the character of the music, is its most obscure component. The
character of much of what is called "Christian" music may best be characterized as charismatic,
irreverent, universalist, socialist utopian idealistic, superficial religiousness, neo-evangelical,
expressionistic, ostentatious, or in a myriad of other contexts (e.g.; What is the character of the music
at a so-called Christian rock concert when whatever message is presented is punctuated by screaming
guitars, smoke bombs, and a general atmosphere of frivolity?) And because the character of the music
is not always readily apparent to the listener, it can have the most insidious effect on believers; i.e.,
tolerance or acceptance of false doctrine can arise from constant subjection to deficient and improper
attitudes in music. The character of "Christian" music is easily adopted by listeners, which can then
draw them away from the firm foundation of the Word. Music worthy of the name "Christian" ought to
stimulate and simulate emotions compatible with true spirituality -- the appropriate response to God
and His Word.

-  Larry Norman is frequently dubbed "the father of Christian rock." Norman makes the incredulous statement that
rock 'n' roll music originated in the Church hundreds of years ago, and that the devil stole it!! Therefore, Norman's
battle cry is to "take rock music back for Jesus' sake!" (Since rock 'n' roll music did not even come into being until
the early 1950s, Norman is obviously unable to provide one shred of evidence for this claim). Norman titles one of
his songs, "Why Should the Devil Have All The Good Music," and in another song he refers to Christ (at His return
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for His Church) as an "Unidentified Flying Object." In still another song, he pitifully trivializes the Gospel of the
Resurrection with the following lyrics:

They nailed Him to a cross;
They put Him in the ground;
Just goes to show you;
Can't keep a good Man down.

-  The origin of rock music and the term rock 'n' roll are interesting ones. In the early 1950s, a disk-jockey named
Alan Freed was one of the first white people to be involved in "rhythm & blues" music, which was the direct
forerunner of rock 'n' roll. (The complete genealogy of rock 'n' roll music is: voodoo to jazz to blues to rock 'n' roll
[David Tame, The Secret Power of Music, pp. 187-204].) Rock 'n' roll was a kind of fusion between rhythm &
blues and country & western music. Freed was one of the first white people to play this new rhythm &
blues/country combination on his radio program, and was perplexed as to what to call it since it obviously needed a
new name. Freed had been receiving bizarre reports concerning kids' reactions to this new music, so decided to
name it after a ghetto term that black people used for pre-marital sex in the back seat of a car -- hence, the term
"rock 'n' roll" was coined.

Contrast the above true account of the origin of rock 'n' roll music with that told us by the so-called "Christian"
rock band Petra in the lyrics of one of their songs; i.e., that God was the source of rock 'n' roll!:

God gave rock 'n' roll to you,
Put it in the soul of everyone,
If you love the sound,
And don't forget the Source,
You can turn-a-round,
You can change your course.

-  There appears to be a parallel between the attempt today to "Christianize" rock music and the "Christianization"
of various pagan religious practices in fourth century Rome. The Babylonian mystery religions were introduced into
Christianity by Constantine in 313 A.D. as he tried to incorporate the pagans into the newly constituted "Holy"
Roman Empire. The Constantine-led Roman church was willing to adapt and adopt pagan practices in order to
make Christianity palatable to the heathen. The heathen festivals were adopted into Christianity, and then
eventually, many of the associated pagan symbols and actions were reinterpreted in ways acceptable to Christian
faith and practice. "Christianization" of pagan customs, symbols, etc., occurred as Christianity had to undergo a
transformation so that pagans could "convert" without giving up their old beliefs and rituals.

Has not the modern church of today done much of the same adoption, reinterpretation, and "Christianization" of
what is called "rock music" in order to make Christianity more palatable to the "teenaged" lost? And does not this
approach smack of the traditional Roman Catholic method of making converts from pagans? -- first adopt the
pagan practices, and then reapply Biblical meaning to them. In this manner, the former pagans can retain their
pagan idolatrous heritage by merely renaming the idols and changing the terminology used in the worship of them.

-  Those today who are able to clearly see the error and futility of "Christianizing" secular psychology and its
psychotherapies by merely relabeling them as "Christian" psychology and "Christian" psychiatric clinics, somehow
are unable to see that they have incorporated the same erroneous relabeling process by taking secular rock music,
adopting "Christian" lyrics, and renaming it "Christian" rock. Since when does something become Christian by
merely "Christianizing" the terminology and placing Christ's name in front of it? Are we not to call the lost out of
the culture (world) to repentance and righteousness, rather than imitate the culture (world)?:

(a) "Christian rock [music] is the daughter of worldly rock. It tries to make the Christian message more
appealing to the world by using a worldly medium. ... Charismatics and New Evangelicals have tried to
Christianize demonic rock music, mixing holy with unholy, to reach today's young people. They said,
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'To win them, we must speak their language.' But when they won them, what did they win them to?
Whatever weak Gospel message [might be there] is lost in the process. May we similarly "Christianize"
liquor by putting a Gospel message on the bottle label, and have Christians buy and promote it to reach
drunks for Jesus? A good goal does not justify unscriptural methods" (8/15/89, Calvary Contender).

(b) "For those whose eyes have not seen and whose ears have not heard, Contemporary Christian
Music, or CCM as the insiders call it, is essentially conventional rock or pop music with the lyrics
changed to protect the innocent" (James Chute, The Milwaukee Journal).

(c) "... what many in the church today seem to believe: you must have an angle to present the gospel to
a hostile world ... It has opened the door to some bizarre evangelistic strategies. The church apes nearly
every fad of secular society. Heavy metal rock, rap, graffiti, break dancing, body building, brick
smashing, jazzercize, interpretive dance, and stand-up comedy all have been added to the evangelical
repertoire. ... It is nothing but hedonism under the guise of religion. Many assume that without some
gimmick, the gospel message just won't reach people, and unless we accommodate it to the fashion of
our day, we can't hope for it to be effective. ... Thus modern churches feel they must plan and program
for attracting unbelievers who cannot be persuaded with revealed truth ..." (Our Sufficiency in Christ,
pp. 145-146). (Emphasis added.) [Please don't take the use of this quote as an endorsement of the
book's author or of his ministry.]

-  The advocates of the "modern sound" declare themselves to be in good company: "Did not the [so-called] great
church father, Martin Luther, take the tavern songs of the day and fit them out with Christian words, thus
sanctifying the Devil's tunes for the Lord's work?" This argument, often heard, borders on the ridiculous if one has
any understanding of the situation in Luther's time. Carl Johansson, in a very fine and scholarly work, makes this
observation (Music and Ministry: A Biblical Counterpoint, p. 50):

"But the thrust of the popular music of Luther's time and the thrust of our pop music is as different as
night is from day. There was a systematic unity in the sixteenth century musical world which no longer
exists in today's music. ... The popular music of the time had a folk-like character far removed from
modern-day pop."

Says another authority concerning those sixteenth century times [during which the culture was the church and the
church the culture]: "A difference between sacred and secular music hardly existed" (Eric Bloom, ed., Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th edition, I, p. 848).

-  "Christian" rock groups almost always state that the purpose of their music is for evangelism and/or
entertainment. Although Scripture records various folk songs, work songs, battle songs, etc., the Bible teaches that
the God-approved purpose or use of music is primarily for worship, praise, edification, and the teaching of doctrine
(e.g., Exo. 15:1,2,20,21; I Chron. 15:27,28; 16:9,23; II Chron. 20:21,22; Psa. 95:2; 105:2; Acts 16:25; Eph. 5:18, 19;
Col. 3:16). Over fifty psalms were dedicated to the chief musician to be used in worship, and in heaven the 24
elders and angelic beings will also be using music in worship (Rev. 5:8 ff.).

Although godly music can have an evangelistic purpose or result (e.g., Psa. 96:1-3; 108:3), it is not used primarily
for this in Scripture. In fact, nowhere in the Bible does it say, "Sing the gospel of Christ." It says to preach it! God
can certainly use music to bring somebody to Christ, but there has to be a presentation of the gospel somewhere
along the line. Our music is primarily an expression of a Spirit-filled life, not really intended for the world's
consumption. We seem to want so much to sing our songs to the world that we put them in the world's vernacular
and think it's going to be evangelistic.

So even if one could find nothing wrong with the lyrics, the score, the character, and/or the effect of "Christian"
rock music, one would still have to question why the modern day, self-proclaimed musical evangelists/entertainers
persist in using their music in endeavors where there is no clear Biblical precedent; i.e., although mentioned over
800 times in Scripture, music is never used for entertainment or for direct evangelism or for any end within itself.
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Music in the Bible is used primarily in praise and in worship, either to God (e.g., I Chron. 16:9,23; II Chron. 29:30;
Psa. 9:11; 30:4; 33:2,3; 47:6; 135:3; etc.) or to Satan (e.g., Dan. 3:4,5,7,10,15; Exo. 32:17,18).

-  Since the religious rockers almost always maintain that they are simply trying to reach people for Jesus, then why
not go totally secular and leave out the appeal to the church altogether? Why bother with the crowd that's already
saved? (Of course, since about 80% of religious rockers' income is derived through "Christian" bookstores, we
already know the answer to that question.) It is our conviction that the religious rockers are not reaching the lost,
but are instead making disciples to their rock music from the churched kids attending their concerts or playing their
recordings. In fact, there is a good chance that the church could be losing the so-called "found" by bringing rock
music into the sanctuary.

Jesus said that when He was lifted up, He would draw all men to Himself. Why then would the Holy Spirit need
help today from the world's music in drawing people to Christ? Why do the "musical soul-winners" think they can
attract people for God by using the world's standards and the world's music, when the net effect of the music is to
basically stir the flesh and the emotions rather than stir a love for God?

-  When people generally speak of the evils of secular rock music, they often refer to the supposedly evil and/or
satanic messages that are covertly placed in the minds of the listeners through a method called "back-masking." The
theory behind back-masking is that messages that are below the audio level (reversed messages in this case) will be
received by the "unconscious mind," thus bypassing conscious evaluation, and then at some time in the future, are
able to affect the behavior of the listener. This idea of the unconscious receiving messages directly through finer
perceptive mechanisms than available to the conscious mind is based upon Freud's thoroughly discredited theory of
the unconscious -- discredited because the theory has not been supported either neurologically or practically.
Moreover, the Freudian unconscious is in direct conflict with the Word of God, which is consciously and
volitionally oriented. [See also a 9/96 AP story: researchers report that if there is any effect from subliminal
messages, the influence on the mind is minimal, having a duration of 1/10 of a second at most! -- 9/20/96, The
Bloomington Herald-Times, "Effect of subliminal messages extremely brief, scientists say," p. 12.]

We do not doubt that back-masked messages have in fact been recorded, but since there is no proof that the human
mind is capable of even receiving these messages, their effect on human behavior must obviously be zero. (In fact,
in a court case a number of years ago involving the British rock band Judas Priest, the band was accused of
culpability in the suicide deaths of two teenagers who had allegedly killed themselves as a result of acting upon the
back-masked "subliminal" messages on the band's recordings. The band was found not guilty, not because the
subliminal messages were not recorded (they were recorded), but because the scientific evidence presented at the
trial was overwhelmingly convincing that subliminal messages just don't work!)

Therefore, it is quite disturbing to hear that so-called Christian musicians have also been getting involved with the
back-masking of "Christian messages" on their recordings, under the guise of "subliminal evangelism." Some have
even made the incredulous claim that, unbeknownst to them, the Holy Spirit Himself did the back-masking!! Even
assuming their ignorance of the non-efficacy of back-masking, are not these musicians in effect saying that the
Holy Spirit needs to resort to trickery in order save sinners. Do they believe that the Word of God, preached clearly
and without deceit, is no longer capable of convicting men and calling them out for salvation? (See PsychoHeresy
Update, Winter 1991, for a more thorough discussion of subliminals and back-masking.)

-  That music can be used for evil is clear from Scripture. Lucifer was created with a wealth of musical talents,
which were evidently to be used for directing the angelic host in the worship of God (Ezek. 28:13 [KJV]). Lucifer's
fall (Ezek. 28:11-19) evidently led to the perversion of music (as well as to the perversion of most everything else),
so that its improper use could actually be offensive to God (Amos 5:23; 6:5). That music can have a powerful
influence on ones emotions, mood, or state of being is clearly taught in Scripture (e.g., I Samuel 16:15-17, 23; II
Ki. 3:15).

Nevertheless, some so-called Christian music experts (e.g., Christians with university degrees in music) continue to
say that music is amoral (rather than moral or immoral), and, thus, has no power to lead one into sin. This is said
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regardless of the Biblical record previously cited. Even the scientific research indicates otherwise. Some even say it
is improper to quote an unbeliever's research regarding the moral or scientific effects of music. From the "moral"
perspective, just as there is nothing inherently evil in the culture, even unbelievers know what is moral or not
(Romans 2). Regarding science, we quote scientific research of believers and unbelievers alike. It should be
perfectly clear that we do not place such scientific evidence above Biblical truth. Since Scripture needs no scientific
verification or research support, the medical effects of music are cited for the same reason the Christian should be
interested in the medical effects of drugs or certain foods or the effects of shock waves from an explosion -- mere
exposure to these things can lead to unintended and unwanted physical side effects.

-  David Tame (an unbeliever), in his 1984 book, The Secret Power of Music, not only further demonstrates the
moral nature of music, but he also reveals extensive medical research demonstrating the destructive effects of rock
music (on both the mind [emotions] and the body): [See the abbreviated bibliography at the end of this report for
additional reference materials that details some more of the extensive research (including scientific) that has been
conducted concerning the effects of music.]

(a) In commenting on the origin and the morality of rock music, Tame says, "... a certain cross-
fertilization was becoming apparent between the 'new music' and the general jazz and rock style. It
came to be seen that the technical differences between 'serious' music, jazz, rock, or any other form of
modern music were less important than the underlying factor that their philosophical basis was more or
less one and the same: hedonism and anarchy" (p. 103). (Emphasis added.)

(b) "In the rock industry, money is basically what it is all about; and thus music is directed, not upward
... but to the lowest common denominator. The question of questions is Will it sell? The standard of
artistry could not be less relevant" (p. 116).

(c) "Were we to scour the globe in search of the most aggressively malevolent and unmistakably evil
music is existence, it is more than likely that nothing would be found anywhere to surpass voodoo in
these attributes ... as the rhythmic accompaniment to satanic rituals and orgies, voodoo is the
quintessence of tonal evil. ... Its multiple rhythms [score], rather than uniting into an integrated whole,
are performed in a certain kind of conflict with one another. ... What is certain is that to hear this music
is to become instantly encompassed by the sound of its raw, livid power. ... Musicologists and
historians are in no doubt that the drum rhythms of Africa were carried to America and were
transmitted and translated into the style of music which became known as jazz. Since jazz and the
blues were the parents of rock and roll, this also means that there exists a direct line of descent from
the voodoo ceremonies of Africa, through jazz, to rock and roll and all the other forms of rock music
today" (pp. 189-190). (Emphasis added.)

(d) "In the one corner: the ancients and traditionalists; the conviction that music affects character and
society, and that therefore the artist has a duty to be responsibly moral and constructive, not immoral
and destructive. In the other corner: the materialists; disclaiming responsibility and the need for value
judgments, paying no heed to the outcome of their sounds. The second camp contains not only the
radical avant-garde, but the entire mass of the much more popular and culturally significant jazz and
rock musicians. Who, then, is correct? ... Do life patterns follow music patterns or do they not?" (p.
136). Tame goes on to cite extensive research that overwhelmingly supports the contentions of the
traditionalists: that music in general can be, and rock music specifically is, a negative influence on both
the physical body and moral nature of man.

(e) "To the question, 'Does music affect man's physical body?,' modern research applies in the clear
affirmative. There is scarcely a single function of the body which cannot be affected by musical
tones [score] ... Investigation has shown that music affects digestion, internal secretions, circulation,
nutrition and respiration. Even neural networks of the brain have been found to be sensitive to
harmonic principles" (p. 136). (Emphasis added.)
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(f) "Researchers have discovered that consonant and dissonant chords, different intervals, and other
features of music [score] all exert a profound effect upon man's pulse and respiration -- upon their rate
and upon whether their rhythm is constant, or interrupted and jumpy. Blood pressure is lowered by
sustained chords and raised by crisp, repeated ones. [It has also been found that the tension of the
larynx is affected by melodies, that sound stimuli can have a negative effect upon the skeletal muscles,
that rock rhythms cause the heart beat to lose its perfect rhythm, and that certain rhythms can even
cause a rare malady known as "musicogenic epilepsy" (76 documented cases as of 1984), with which
some of its victims have been tormented to the point of committing suicide or murder.] ... We can see,
then, that music affects the body in two distinct ways: directly, as the effect of sound upon the cells and
organs, and indirectly, by affecting the emotions, which then in turn influence numerous bodily
processes" (p. 137). (Emphasis added.)

Julius Portnoy has also found that not only can music [score] "change metabolism, affect muscular
energy, raise or lower blood pressure, and influence digestion," but "It may be able to do all these
things more successfully ... than any other stimulants that produce those changes in our bodies" (p.
138). Musicologist Alice Monsarrat points out that it "is precisely at this point that rock 'n' roll ...
becomes potentially dangerous. This is because, to maintain a sense of well-being and integration, it is
essential that man is not subjected too much to any rhythms not in accord with his natural bodily
rhythms" (p. 199).

(g) Extensive research has also been conducted on the effects of music upon non-human life, both
animals and plants. Paradoxical as it may seem, plant experiments concerning the effects of music upon
life are even more convincing than human experiments -- that music does affect life, including human
life. This is because in plant experiments the effect of the mind's subjective preconditioning and
subjective reaction to the music, or one's "feeling" for the music, or one's personal tastes in music,
have obviously all been removed; i.e., if music [score] can be shown to affect plants, then such effects
have to be due to the objective influence of the musical tones and rhythms directly upon the cells and
processes of the life-form itself. (It is also easier to set-up a valid, scientifically controlled experiment
with plant life than with human life.)

The plant research findings are solidly in the traditionalist camp: not only did rock music stunt the
growth of a wide variety of plants, but if played long enough, the plants actually died. And even more
startling were the findings of Dr. T.C. Singh, head of the Botany Department at Annamalia University,
India. His experiments demonstrated that not only did certain forms of music and certain musical
instruments (specifically, classical music and the violin) cause plants to grow at twice their normal
speed, but that later generations of the seeds of musically stimulated plants carried on the improved
traits of greater size, more leaves, etc.! Presumably, the same effect can result in the negative sense,
from bad music. The possible significance of Dr. Singh's findings to human life is evident, and should
be at least a little disconcerting to rock music fans (pp. 141-145).

(h) "Like human nature itself, music cannot possibly be neutral in its spiritual direction ... ultimately all
uses of tone [score] and all musical lyrics can be classified according to their spiritual direction,
upward or downward. ... To put it plainly, music tends to be of either the darkness or of the light" (p.
187). In his famous work, Laws, Plato lamented the musical revolution of his time and its "unmusical
anarchy": "Through foolishness they deceived themselves into thinking that there was no right or wrong
in music -- that it was to be judged good or bad by the pleasure it gave. By their work and their
theories they infected the masses with the presumption to think themselves adequate judges. ... As it
was, the criterion was not music, but a reputation for promiscuous cleverness and a spirit of
lawbreaking" (p. 189).

(i) In his closing comments on the roots of music styles and rhythms, David Tame, with a keen
"spiritual" insight often lacking in many believers today, takes particular offense with rock music:
"More than any other form of the misuse of sound, it is rock with which we must deal today. ... It is a
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global phenomenon; a pounding, pounding destructive beat which is heard from America and Western
Europe to Africa and Asia. Its effect upon the soul is to make nigh-impossible the true inner silence
and peace necessary for the contemplation of eternal verities. ... How necessary is it in this age for
some to have the courage to be the ones who are 'different', and to separate themselves out from the
pack who long ago sold their lives and personalities to this sound. ... I adamantly believe that rock in
all its forms is a critical problem which our civilization must get to grips. ... if it wishes long to
survive" (p. 204). (Emphasis added.)

For the world, it is impossible to separate from the lure of the pleasures of the flesh; they have no desire to do so
nor do they have the power to do so if they did desire. But what reasons do we as Christians have to ignore our
Lord's command to come out and be separate? Instead, we adopt the world's music in all its destructive forms
[score and character], add Christian lyrics to it, and think we are being pleasing to the Lord and are a testimony
of holiness to an unbelieving world. How pathetic!

-  More recent medical research (than that cited by Tame) also disputes the notion of the supposed "neutrality" of
music:

(a) Dr. John Diamond, a medical doctor, has conducted extensive research on the medical effects of
music. He has noted that man is rhythmic in respiration, heartbeat, pulse, speech, and gait, and when
the rhythm of music corresponds to the natural body rhythms, it produces feelings of ecstasy, alertness,
and peace, and it energizes the mind and body, and facilitates balance and self-control. (These secular
medical findings are also supported by Scripture [I Samuel 16:15-17,23]).

(b) Dr. David Nobel, another medical doctor and an authority on music, has done extensive research on
the value of music rhythms [score] corresponding to body rhythms. He writes that, "None of these
qualities accrue to the rock sound. Instead, rock contains harmonic dissonance and melodic discord
while it accents rhythm with a big beat. In fact, the anapestic beat [two short beats, a long beat, then a
pause] used by many rock musicians actually is the exact opposite of our heart and arterial rhythms
[thereby causing an immediate loss of body strength]."

[Dr. Diamond confirms Dr. Nobel's findings and adds that the stopped anapestic rhythm "heightens stress and
anger, reduces output, increases hyperactivity, and weakens muscle strength." (Admittedly, the technological ability
to objectively measure stress and anger is problematical at best, while the measurement of muscle strength is quite
precise and meets all the requirements of scientific reliability and statistical significance.)]

(c) The power of music to communicate is demonstrated in an article "Music's Surprising Power to
Heal," by David Mazie, in the August 1992 Reader's Digest -- "Music reduces staff tension in the
operating room," says Dr. Clyde L. Nash, Jr. ... "and also helps relax the patient." [He uses classical
music such as Vivaldi and Mozart.] Nash is one of many physicians around the country who are
finding that music, used with conventional medical therapies, can help the sick in the healing process.

(d) Clinical researchers at the U.C.L.A. School of Nursing in Los Angeles, and at Georgia Baptist
Medical Center in Atlanta, found that premature babies gained weight faster and were able to use
oxygen more efficiently when they listened to soothing music mixed with voices or womb sounds. At
Tallahassee (FL) Memorial Regional Medical Center, premature and low-birth-weight infants exposed
to an hour and a half of soothing vocal music each day averaged only 11 days in the Newborn
Intensive Care Unit, compared with 16 days for a control group. At Baltimore's St. Agnes Hospital,
classical music was provided in the critical-care units. "Half an hour of music produced the same effect
as ten milligrams of Valium," says Dr. Raymond Bahr, head of the coronary-care unit.

How does music help? Some studies show it can lower blood pressure, basal-metabolism and
respiration rates, thus lessening physiological responses to stress. Other studies suggest music may help
increase production of endorphins (natural pain relievers) and S-IgA (Salivary immunoglobulin A). S-
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IgA speeds healing, reduces the danger of infections, and controls the heart rate. Studies indicate both
hemispheres of the brain are involved in processing music. Dr. Sacks explains, "The neurological basis
of musical responses is robust and may even survive damage to both hemispheres" ("Music's Surprising
Power to Heal," 8/92, Reader's Digest).

"In conclusion, we can say that insofar as the physical body is concerned, the notion that music has no effect upon
man, or that all music is harmless, is absolutely in error" (Tame, p. 141). (Emphasis added.) "No longer [can]
modern musicians possibly claim that music is a matter of 'taste,' or that the musician should be allowed to perform
anything he chooses ... Every moment of music to which we subject ourselves may be enhancing or taking away our
... clarity of consciousness, increment by increment" (Tame, p. 144).

In essence, what the medical experts are saying is that today's rock sound (irrespective of the lyrics tacked-on to it
in order to classify it as either secular or "Christian") fights against the rhythmic nature of man's creation. In the
face of such evidence, it is difficult to understand how anyone can maintain that the music itself is neutral.

-  In Tim Fisher's 1992 book, The Battle for Christian Music, he notes: "Years ago I heard a tape of a man who was
defending the neutrality of music in a public service. He walked over to the piano and played a C major chord.
Then, he asked the audience if it was a good C major chord or an evil C major chord. After some scattered laughter,
he said, 'See, there's no such thing as good or evil music.' He made a rather obvious mistake, however, in his
reasoning: a C major chord isn't music! It is a building block of music -- and there's a big difference. ... Why are
we willing to admit these facts when it comes to literature, art, sculpture, or any other form of creativity -- but not
music? ... When you enter a freshman theory class as a music major in any discipline of music, among the first
things you would study are the 'ingredients' (neutral elements) of music: melody, rhythm, and harmony. ...
Eventually you would learn to combine these elements into a musical language that communicates what you desire.
... Music always affects us, because music is not neutral" (pp. 60-63). Other quotes from this book:

(a) "Rock music elevates rhythm as the most stressed element, then harmony-melody is last. ... Rap is
the logical extension of the direction in which rock music has been headed. Once you demote certain
musical elements into relative unimportance, they will soon disappear altogether. Most of rock music
did away with melodic interest a long time ago. Therefore, if melody is unimportant, why have it? This
is exactly what rap 'music' has done. It has emphasized rhythm as the only important musical element,
while de-emphasizing melody and harmony to the point where they are virtually non-existent. By every
good definition of music, rap is not music! It is merely rhythmic entertainment" (pp. 77,78).

(b) "Can you imagine Mozart being played in a bar? Not very likely -- because the music of Mozart
isn't compatible with such an atmosphere. Can you imagine singing the Doxology to the tune of 'Stars
and Stripes Forever'? Would you receive a blessing by singing the words of 'The Old Rugged Cross' to
the Beatles' tune 'I Wanna Hold Your Hand'? These are ridiculous illustrations because the music is
obviously incompatible with the message" (p. 102).

(c) "The tragic truth is that most Christians judge the effectiveness of music based upon the yardstick
of the flesh, rather than the yardstick of the Spirit. If a song thrills us, we like it. If it doesn't excite us,
we don't like it. Too often our opinion of a song is not based on the musical, textual, or even biblical
worth of it -- but rather on how it makes us feel. As in so many other areas of life, we take a sensual
approach to music" (p. 104).

-  By attending Christian rock concerts, does not one identify oneself with their ecumenism and their false doctrines
and become a partaker of their evil deeds? (The Bible clearly teaches a theology of "guilt by association" -- see 2
John 10,11.) And since we will all be accountable to the Lord at the Béma Seat for our stewardship with the
resources He has entrusted to us while on this earth, how can anyone possibly justify allocating any resources to the
support of rock music?

-  "Christian" rock music offers no hope -- since it is Spiritless, it can give none. It does not offer heaven, for the
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music within itself produces a vacuum -- full of sound and fury, but no substance. It provides no foundation to the
believer because its birth came from secular rock 'n' roll, which has no basis in God. The approaches of religious
rockers all seem to suggest that, "We must become the world to win the world." That method will not work simply
because it is outside of God's plan for the proper balancing of Biblically-ordained modes of evangelism with
Biblical principles of separation. If one believes at all in the Bible doctrine of "separation" from the world (Rom.
12:2), is it not logical to include the Christian's music?

-  Gordon Sears, in his booklet, Is Today's Christian Music "Sacred"?, asks six questions of those who think that
CCM is indeed acceptable to God: If the new style and sound of music is of God then:

(1) Why is it causing so much confusion and division among Christians?;

(2) Why is it not received by all fundamental Bible-believing churches?;

(3) Why is it readily accepted by the non-Christian world? The ungodly never accepted the old
Christian hymns;

(4) Why is it that Bible-denying universities and popular secular TV entertainment shows invite well-
known Christian artists to give concerts with CCM? This never happened with the great spiritual
hymns;

(5) Why are there hundreds of churches with godly pastors across America that strictly reject it and
forbid it in their services?; and

(6) Why does it have such a strong effect upon the physical body? (As shown earlier, music does have
a strong physical effect -- to ignore this would be negligent.)

-  What kind of music truly honors God? Ernest Pickering lists ten primary guidelines for Christians to follow (The
Kind of Music That Honors God, pp. 11-12):

1. Its message is Scriptural (Col 3:16). Good Christian music must present a message that is true to the
Word of God and doctrinally sound.

2. It should lead us to think in Biblical patterns and not be suggestive of evil either in message or in
musical arrangement (Phil. 4:8). The text and music should not be cheap or tawdry.

3. It should help us to honor God with our bodies (I Cor. 6:19-20). Music which tends to imitate the
effects of godless rock upon the human body or which either destroys or impairs one's hearing is not
Christian music.

4. It will maintain a balance between "spirit" and "understanding" (I Cor. 14:15). Music that is primarily
emotional froth would not fulfill this requirement.

5. It will contain words that are full of beauty, dignity, reverence and simplicity, words that are worthy
of the worship of a holy God (Isa. 6:1-6).

6. It will be free of mental association with worldly musical styles and evidence a holy consecrated
character (Rom. 12:2; I Jn. 2:15). Music that seeks to "copy" the worldly approach is not honoring to
God.

7. It should be expressive of the peace that accompanies the Christian life, not the clamor, confusion,
din, and turmoil of the world (Col. 3:15-16). The various forms of rock music do not contribute to
peace of heart but partake of the constant jangle of the sinful world. Christ promises peace to His
people (Jn. 14:27).
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8. It should be characterized by musical preciseness, finesse of poetic technique, and should evidence a
structure of harmony and order. God is a God of order and not disorder (I Cor. 14:40).

9. It should promote and accompany a life-style of godliness, modesty, and holy quietness, and not
modish fashion, suggestive acts, or sexual aggressiveness (1 Pe. 1:16; Tit. 2:11-12).

10. It should not contribute to the temptation of new or weak believers (Rom. 14:13,21; 15:2). Music
that reminds newly-saved converts of their old life of sin is to be abhorred and rejected.

The erosion of musical standards among contemporary Christians parallels the erosion of convictions and practices
in other areas as well. It denotes a spirit of compromise with the world which must be vigorously opposed by
strong Christian leaders. As in all areas of our lives believers should ever follow the admonition of Paul: "Whether
therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God" (I Cor. 10:31).

-  It is our conviction that rock music cannot be used to communicate spiritual truth. (Often the melody in the
"Christian" version of rock music is obscured and overpowered by the heavy beat -- the accompaniment is so
predominant that it completely overpowers any message that might be present.) How can rock music, with its
origins in demonic activities, and with its proven adverse medical and "emotional" effects, apply to the Gospel of
the Lord Jesus Christ? Convictions must be based on the Word of God and not personal tastes, likes, and dislikes.
Since most of religious rock, or so-called contemporary Christian music, has its roots in, and draws its inspiration
from, secular rock 'n' roll, the result is worldliness in the music, and even worse, worldliness through music
invading the church. Further, it "authenticates" the rock sound by having professing Christians playing the music.
When one applies the standards of Scripture to this form of worldliness (e.g., II Cor. 6:17; I Thes.5:21, 22; Rom.
12:2; I Jn. 2:15,16; Js.4:4; etc.), the wrongness of such music should be obvious to all who truly desire to please
their Lord.

-  Being that the very term rock 'n' roll identifies with fornication, and the fact that music for the Christian is
deemed to be worship, then the test it must pass is found in Philippians 4:8 -- "Finally, brethren, whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things [are] honest, whatsoever things [are] just, whatsoever things [are] pure, whatsoever
things [are] lovely, whatsoever things [are] of good report; if [there be] any virtue, and if [there be] any praise,
think on these things." It is difficult to understand how a believer, in good conscience, could partake in that which
is, at best, highly questionable. Rock 'n' roll is also so much associated with ungodly and outright Satanic rebellion
against God, it is a wonder believers would want to be identified with it in any way. One would think a proper
understanding of Ephesians 4:17-24 would be helpful to professing believers involved in rock music:

This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the
vanity of their mind, Having the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God through
the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their heart: Who being past feeling have
given themselves over unto lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness. But ye have not so
learned Christ; If so be that ye have heard him, and have been taught by him, as the truth is in Jesus:
That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to the
deceitful lusts; And be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness.

Eph. 5:18,19 -- And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; Speaking to
yourselves in psalms [score] and hymns [character] and spiritual songs [lyrics], singing and making melody
[music] in your heart to the Lord;

Col. 3:16 -- Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in
psalms [score] and hymns [character] and spiritual songs [lyrics], singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord.
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[Back to Text]

Note: What is Christian Music?

(From an editorial response to an ACCC [American Council of Christian Churches] resolution on CCM)

1. Music is an art. Because music is an art, it must be understood and evaluated in artistic and esthetic categories.
Knowing what music is better is not a matter of taste, but of criticism. We may, and often do, develop tastes for
things that are worse. Criticism exists to correct our tastes. Critical training and musical accomplishment, however,
are different things: many fine performers are incompetent critics.

Style is not the major issue in evaluating music. Classicism and romanticism are not styles; fugues and sonatas are
not styles; even jazz and rock are not styles. It is far more important to ask what a particular musical form exists to
do, and whether a given composer has employed the form adequately for his purpose.

2. Music is a language. In common with all good art, music is written to say something. Quite apart from any
lyrics with which it may be associated, music carries meaning. Of the two, the music speaks more powerfully. The
best lyrics can never redeem music which communicates a false message, though second-rate lyrics have often
been elevated in the hands of a great composer. It is often pointed out that music communicates subjectively, as if
this should preclude our evaluating it. But what is subjective is not therefore unreal. It may be a subjective assertion
that sunsets are more pleasant than garbage dumps; it is also a truth. For a person to say that he prefers garbage
dumps would alter our judgment of the person, but not of the garbage dump. The question is not what a piece of
music means "to me," the question is what it means. This judgment must precede all moral and religious judgments
with regard to the composition.

3. Music is a moral phenomenon. If music conveys meaning, then every musical composition may be judged in
moral terms according to its truthfulness and propriety. Herein lies the error of those who claim that God has not
revealed what "style of music He prefers." To the contrary, God has clearly told us what He expects of our
communications in general and of our worshipful communications in particular. To judge the meaning of a musical
piece obligates us to judge its morality.

4. Music is a Christian duty. This is emphasized, not only by New Testament teaching, but also by those psalms
that call upon "all that hath breath" to praise God with music. Music is the one art that all God's peoples, in all times
and places, are required to practice. Therefore, we had best take it seriously. It is not a public relations tool, nor
does it serve a merely social function. It is with music that we worship God and edify one another. We dare not
tolerate the tawdry, the base, or the thoughtless.

These same psalms name virtually every known category of instrument. We need not ask whether we can worship
God with stringed instruments (e.g., guitars). The question is, which guitar: Christopher Parkening's or Jimmy
Page's?

5. Music is the church's heritage. Those who lack critical training must look to the church's past for direction. The
apostles did not invent a new music, but adopted the musical heritage of Judaism. Generation by generation this
heritage was handed down, elaborated, criticized, corrected, and developed. Medieval plainsong was a direct
descendent, and its use led eventually to the development of the various polyphonic forms. The hymnody of the
Reformation stands in this tradition, as do the hymns of the Pietists and the Awakeners.

Only after the Enlightenment did Christians assume that they could safely dispense with the heritage of the church.
Chiefly in America did they wish to ground worship in forms which were separated from the culture of the church.
When one speaks of what represents the Body of Christ, he ought to include the whole Body, and not merely the
current generation.
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Purveyors of CCM are driven by this rejection of the Christian musical heritage in favor of popular forms. For the
record, so were Victorian songwriters like Bliss and Doane, who are more closely related musically to Stryper and
Petra than they are to Hassler or Mason. The question is about more than rock. But the breadth of the question
should not prevent us from making definite musical choices.
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"Christian" Rock Music
Lincoln Star 5/10/91 Article

"Christian Musician Smith Thrills Pershing Crowd"

Amy Grant, make room at the pop-rock altar for your friend Michael W. Smith.

His sweet voice, melodic rock tunes and MTV looks will make him the next contemporary Christian
musician to have major success with mainstream audiences.

Already he has scored Top 40 airplay with is ballad "A Place in This World."

Smith had no trouble winning over a clapping, stomping audience of 2, 687 at Pershing Auditorium
Thursday night.

The stage -- a maze of platforms and steel girders-featured a wide assortment of colored spotlights and
smoke machines. In other words, all the elaborate toys for a pumped-up rock concert.

SMITH HELD the center spotlight for much of the hour-and-45-minute performance -- dancing,
playing piano, and singing. Definite teen-idol material, he has a bit of George Michael stubble, a mane
of model's hair and a 1,000-watt smile. Judging by the squeals in the audience, many young girls have
made that discovery.

His music is a mixture of pop, hard rock, and gospel, with an occasional odd reggae or African rhythm
thrown in. Backed by a tight eight-man ensemble, Smith moved smoothly through about 20 songs --
most of them from his latest album, "Go West Young Man," from which his current tour takes its
name.

Smith is musician more than preacher. His spirituality speaks out in lyrics, hip-hop dancing, rapping
and piano playing. The audience responded with familiarity much of the time, singing along on some of
the slower pieces.

The band opened with a couple blasts of hard rock, but galloped quickly into "Go West" territory with
the peppy, melodic "For You."

Smith, who played electronic keyboard much of the time, moved to the grand piano for a quiet solo
session that showed off his pianistic skills; from the gospel flavor of "How Long Will Be Too Long?"
to the sweet, melodic "Emily," punctuated by a fine sax solo. A wedding song, "Cross My Heart," was
also memorable.

Band member Mike E, on guitar, took the spotlight for a couple of revved-up rap tunes that switched
the show back into high-energy mode.

Highlights of the second half included Smith at the grand piano for "Place in This World," an audience
favorite that generated much applause, and "Go West Young Man" -- accented by flashing spotlights all
over the auditorium.

SMITH DONNED sunglasses for "Love Crusade," an appealing rocker that brought a crowd of fans to
the front of the stage dancing and clapping.

DC Talk, the best-selling rap group in Christian music, opened Thursday's show with a mixture of
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fancy choreography, gymnastics and religious-themed raps. A trio of singer/rappers backed by four
other dancers, DC Talk is a smart-looking bunch of performers.

One instrumentalist on the keyboard, plus pre-recorded bass lines, provided background. "Lean On
Me," the classic Bill Withers tune, got fine rap treatment in the trio's best number.

[Can this be what the Apostle Paul meant by "singing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs with thanksgiving and
praise to the lord" (Eph. 5:19, Col. 3:16)?]

[Typical of what is dubbed "Christian" music today -- "make room at the pop rock alter" aptly describes the goings-
on in "religious"/Contemporary Christian music.]

* This material has been excerpted from the The Lincoln Star on May 10, 1991. All emphases added.
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Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?
There is no Biblical warrant, precedent, nor precept for remembrance of the day of Christ's birth as a day of special
religious celebration. This is not to say that we shouldn't remember Christ's birth and its significance, but for
religious commemorations or celebrations, we must have Biblical command or precedent! The fact of the matter is
this -- the early church did not celebrate Christ's birth, but such celebration only came into the church with the
"Christianization" of pagan rites as Catholicism was made the state religion by Constantine in the fourth century
A.D. Since the Word of God does not support the tradition of Christmas, a Christian's conscience ought not and
must not be bound.

The following outline describes the origin of Christmas (with its associated pagan customs, symbols, and
terminology), details the Scriptural support against celebrating Christmas, attempts to show that celebrating
Christmas violates the spirit of every one of the ten commandments, attempts to demonstrate that celebrating
Christmas does not fall in the realm of Christian liberty, and attempts to debunk eight of the major rationalizations
Christians put forth for celebrating Christmas.

I. The Origin of Christmas

A. A Long Evolution -- Christmas customs are an evolution from times long before the Christian period -- a
descent from seasonal, pagan, religious, and national practices, hedged about with legend and tradition. Their
seasonal connections with the pagan feasts of the winter solstice relate them to ancient times, when many of the
earth's inhabitant's were sun worshipers. As the superstitious pagans observed the sun gradually moving south in
the heavens and the days growing shorter, they believed the sun was departing never to return. To encourage the
sun's return north (i.e., to give the winter sun god strength and to bring him back to life again), the sun gods were
worshipped with elaborate rituals and ceremonies, including the building of great bonfires, decorating with great
evergreen plants such as holly, ivy, and mistletoe, and making representations of summer birds as house
decorations. The winter solstice, then, was the shortest day of the year, when the sun seemingly stood still in the
southern sky. Observing the slowdown in the sun's southward movement, and its stop, the heathen believed that
their petitions to it had been successful. A time of unrestrained rejoicing broke out, with revelry, drinking, and
gluttonous feasts. Then, when the pagans observed the sun moving again northward, and a week later were able to
determine that the days were growing longer, a new year was proclaimed.

B. Not Among the Earliest Christian Festivals -- Christmas was not among the earliest festivals of the Church. It
was not celebrated, commemorated, or observed, neither by the apostles nor in the apostolic church -- not for at
least the first 300 years of church history! History reveals that about 440 A.D., the Church at Jerusalem commenced
the celebration of Christmas, following the lead of Roman Catholicism (see I.C.). It was sufficient for the early
Christians that Jesus, their Lord and Savior, had been born. They praised God that Jesus Christ had, indeed, come
in the flesh. The day and the time of His birth had no relevance to them, because Jesus was no longer physically on
earth. He had returned to heaven. And it was the risen, exalted Christ to whom they looked, and that by faith -- not
a babe laid in a manger. Jesus Christ is no longer a baby; no longer the "Christ-child," but the exalted Lord of all.
And He does NOT somehow return to earth as a baby every year at Christmas-time -- though this is the impression
given even in certain hymns sung in Protestant services. (See sub-report.)

C. The Role of Religion in Ancient Rome -- Seemingly forgotten is the essential role religion played in the world
of ancient Rome. But the Emperor Constantine understood. By giving official status to Christianity, he brought
internal peace to the Empire. A brilliant military commander, he also had the genius to recognize that after
declaring Christianity the "state" religion (Constantine forced all the pagans of his empire to be baptized into the
Roman Church), there was need for true union between paganism and Christianity. The corrupt Roman Church was
full of pagans now masquerading as Christians, all of which had to be pacified. What better way than to
"Christianize" their pagan idolatries. Thus, the Babylonian mystery religions were introduced by Constantine
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beginning in 313 A.D. (and established a foothold with the holding of the Council of Nicaea in 325 A.D.). The
Constantine-led Roman Church was more than willing to adapt and adopt pagan practices in order to make
Christianity palatable to the heathen. Constantine used religion as a political tool, totally devoid of any true
spirituality:

Pagan rituals and idols took on Christian names (e.g., Jesus Christ was presented as the Sun of
Righteousness [Malachi 4:2] replacing the sun god, Sol Invictus ). 
Pagan holidays were reclassified as Christian holidays (holy-days). 
December 25th was the "Victory of the Sun-God" Festival in the pagan Babylonian world. In the
ancient Roman Empire, the celebration can be traced back to the Roman festival Saturnalia,
which honored Saturn, the harvest god, and Mithras, the god of light; both were celebrated
during or shortly after the winter solstice (between the 17th and 23rd of December). To all
ancient pagan civilizations, December 25th was the birthday of the gods -- the time of year when
the days began to lengthen and man was blessed with a "regeneration of nature." Moreover, all
of December 25th's Babylonian and Roman festivals were characterized by 5-7 day celebration
periods of unrestrained or orgiastic revelry and licentiousness.

December 25th was particularly important in the cult of Mithras, a popular deity in the Old Roman Empire. Robert
Myers (a proponent for celebrating Christmas) in his book Celebrations, says: 

"Prior to the celebration of Christmas, December 25th in the Roman world was the Natalis Solis
Invicti, the Birthday of the Unconquerable Sun. This feast, which took place just after the winter
solstice of the Julian calendar, was in honor of the Sun God, Mithras, originally a Persian deity whose
cult penetrated the Roman world in the first century B.C. ... Besides the Mithraic influence, other pagan
forces were at work. From the seventeenth of December until the twenty-third, Romans celebrated the
ancient feast of the Saturnalia. ... It was commemorative of the Golden Age of Saturn, the god of
sowing and husbandry."

In order to make Christianity palatable to the heathen, the Roman Church simply took Saturnalia, adopted it into
Christianity, and then eventually many of the associated pagan symbols, forms, customs, and traditions were
reinterpreted (i.e., "Christianized") in ways "acceptable" to Christian faith and practice. (In fact, in 375 A.D., the
Church of Rome under Pope Julius I merely announced that the birth date of Christ had been "discovered" to be
December 25th, and was accepted as such by the "faithful." The festival of Saturnalia and the birthday of Mithras
could now be celebrated as the birthday of Christ!) The pagans flocked into the Catholic places of worship, because
they were still able to worship their old gods, but merely under different names. It mattered not to them whether
they worshiped the Egyptian goddess mother and her child under the old names (Isis and Horus), or under the
names of the "Virgin Mary" and the "Christ-child." Either way, it was the same old idol-religion (cf. 1 Thes. 1:8-
10; 5:22 -- Paul says to turn from idols, not rename them and Christianize them). Roman Catholicism's Christmas
Day is nothing but "baptized" paganism, having come along much too late to be part of "the faith once delivered
unto the saints" (Jude 3).

D. "Christianization" of Pagan Customs, Symbols, and Terminology -- Christianity had to undergo a
transformation so that pagan Rome could "convert" without giving up its old beliefs and rituals. The actual effect
was to paganize official Christianity. "'A compound religion had been manufactured, of which ... Christianity
furnished the nomenclature, and Paganism the doctrines and rights.' The idolatry of the Roman world, though
deposed from its ancient pre-eminence, had by no means been demolished. Instead of this, its pagan nakedness had
been covered with the garb of a deformed Christianity" (W.E. Vine). Pagan customs involving vestments, candles,
incense, images, and processions were all incorporated into church worship and continue today.

The following customs and traditions associated with Xmas all have pagan/heathen origins. ("Xmas" is the more
preferable form for the day, since it at least leaves the name of our Savior out of the heathen observance.)
Naturally, Christians would not keep these customs for such evil and perverse reasons, but the fact of their origins
remain -- "the customs of the people are vain" (Jer. 10:3), and should thereby be carefully considered by all who
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know and love the Lord:

1. The blasphemous "Christ's Mass" shortened to "Christ-mas" -- The Roman Catholic "Christ's Mass" is a
special mass performed in celebration of Christ's birth. In this mass, Jesus is considered both the priest and the
victim, represented by the Catholic priest who offers Him as a sacrifice each time the mass is performed. In
offering this "sacrifice," the priest believes he has the power to change the bread and the wine of the Communion
into Jesus' literal flesh and blood, requiring the people to worship these elements as they do God Himself. This is
obviously a denial of the gospel, and thereby, a false gospel (a re-doing of the sacrifice for sin -- Heb. 9:12, 24-26;
10:10,12,14). Yet, many who cry out all year long against the blasphemous Roman Catholic system, at year-end
embrace Rome's most blasphemous abomination of them all -- Christmas!

2. Nativity Scenes (tainted with paganism) -- Nearly every form of pagan worship descended from the Babylonian
mysteries, which focus attention on the "mother-goddess" and the birth of her child. This was adapted to "Mary-
Jesus" worship, which then easily accommodated the multitude of pagans "converted" to Christianity inside
Constantine's Roman Catholic Church. If anyone were to erect statues (i.e., images) of Mary and Joseph by
themselves, many within Protestant circles would cry "Idolatry!" But at Xmas time, an image of a little baby is
placed with the images of Mary and Joseph, and it's called a "nativity scene." Somehow, the baby-idol "sanctifies"
the scene, and it is no longer considered idolatry! (cf. Exo. 20:4-5a; 32:1-5a; 9-10a).

3. Christmas Tree -- Evergreen trees, because of their ability to remain green through-out the winter season when
most other forms of vegetation are dormant, have long symbolized immortality, fertility, sexual potency, and
reproduction, and were often brought into homes and set up as idols.

The full mystical significance of the evergreen can only be understood when one considers the profound reverence
the ancient pagans had for all natural phenomena -- "To them, Nature was everywhere alive. Every fountain had its
spirit, every mountain its deity, and every water, grove, and meadow, its supernatural association. The whispering
of the trees ... was the subtle speech of the gods who dwelt within" (W.M. Auld, Christmas Traditions). This is
nothing but nature worship or Animism.

The custom of bringing the tree into the home and decorating it as is done today has legendarily been attributed to
Martin Luther. In truth, the modern custom has been lost in obscurity, but almost every culture has some such
tradition. For ages, evergreen trees would be brought into the house during the winter as magic symbols of luck and
hope for a fruitful year to come, It may also be that the star with which many of today's trees are topped did not
originate as a representation of the star that the wise men followed, but rather a representation of the stars to which
the ancient Chaldean astrologers looked for guidance.

The first decorating of an evergreen was done by pagans in honor of their god Adonis, who after being slain was
brought to life by the serpent Aesculapius. The representation of the slain Adonis was a dead stump of a tree.
Around this stump coiled the snake -- Aesculapius, symbol of life restoring. From the roots of the dead tree, then
comes forth another and different tree -- an evergreen tree, symbolic to pagans of a god who cannot die! In
Babylon, the evergreen tree came to represent the rebirth/reincarnation of Nimrod as his new son (Sun), Tammuz.
In Egypt, this god was worshiped in a palm tree as Baal-Tamar. (Heathen people in the land of Canaan also adopted
tree worship, calling it the Asherah -- a tree with its branches cut off was carved into a phallic symbol.) The fir tree
was worshiped in Rome as the same new-born god, named Baal-Berith, who was restored to life by the same
serpent. A feast was held in honor of him on December 25th, observed as the day on which the god reappeared on
earth -- he had been killed, and was "reborn" on that day, victorious over death! It was called the "Birthday of the
Unconquered Sun." Thus, the annual custom of erecting and decorating evergreen trees was brought down to us
through the centuries by the pagan Roman Catholic Church -- the paganism of Tammuz and Baal, or the worship of
the sun, mingled with the worship of Aesculapius the serpent. Whether erected in private homes or in churches,
decorated or not, the evergreen tree is a glaring symbol of this false god.

4. Christmas Wreaths -- In pagan mythology, evergreen means eternal life and a never-dying existence. Made
from evergreens, Christmas wreaths were most frequently round, which symbolized the sun (just as do halos in
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most religious art). Hence, the round Xmas wreaths stand for an eternal sun, a never-dying or self-renewing sun. In
addition, the round form can also relate to the sign of the female, which stands for the regeneration of life. Because
of these pagan associations, the Christian church was initially hostile towards the use of wreaths and other
evergreen derivatives. But in the same way it Christianized other pagan traditions, the church soon found a way to
confer its own symbolic meanings. For example, the sharp pointed leaves of the "male" holly came to represent
Christ's crown of thorns and the red berries His blood, while the "female" ivy symbolized immortality (Sulgrave
Manor, "A Tudor Christmas," p. 6). Such wreaths now not only adorn churches at Christmas time, but are also
appearing during the equally pagan Easter season.

5. Mistletoe -- The use of the mistletoe plant (which is poisonous to both man and animals) can be traced back to
the ancient Druids. (The Druids were pagan Celtic priests who were considered magicians and wizards.) It
represented the false "messiah," considered by the Druids to be a divine branch that had dropped from heaven and
grew upon a tree on earth. This is an obvious corruption of God's prophetic Word concerning Christ, "the Man the
Branch," coming from heaven. The mistletoe symbolized the reconciliation between God and man. And since a kiss
is the well known symbol of reconciliation, that is how "kissing under the mistletoe" became a custom -- both were
tokens of reconciliation. The mistletoe, being a sacred plant and a symbol of fertility, was also believed to contain
certain magical powers, having been brought to earth from heaven by a mistle thrush carrying it in its toes (hence
the name). It was once known as the "plant of peace," and in ancient Scandinavia, enemies were reconciled under it
(yet another reason why people came to "kiss under the mistletoe"). It was supposed to bring "good luck" and
fertility, and even to protect from witchcraft the house in which it hung.

A kiss is also something which is, at times, associated with lust. So the practice of "kissing under the mistletoe" also
had roots in the orgiastic celebrations in connection with the Celtic Midsummer Eve ceremony. At the time the
mistletoe was gathered, the men would kiss each other as a display of their homosexuality. (The custom was later
broadened to include both men and women.) Kissing under the mistletoe is also reminiscent of the temple
prostitution and sexual license proliferating during Roman Saturnalia.

6. Santa Claus -- Santa Claus or "Father Christmas" is a corruption of the Dutch "Sant Nikolaas." ("Saint
Nicholas" was the 4th century Catholic bishop of Myra in Asia Minor, who gave treats to children; he was
canonized by the Roman Catholic Church, "regarded as a special friend and protector of children." The red suit
comes from the fact that Catholic bishops and cardinals in Italy wear red.) Santa Claus was also known as "Kriss
Kringle," a corruption of the German "Christ Kindl"-- Christ Child. This has to be one of the most subtle of
Satan's blasphemies, yet most Christians are unaware of it.

Originally, the Santa Claus concept came from the pagan Egyptian god, Bes, a rotund, gnome-like personage who
was the patron of little children. Bes was said to live at the North Pole, working year-round to produce toys for
children who had been good and obedient to their parents. In Dutch, he was called "Sinter Klaas." Dutch settlers
brought the custom to America. In Holland and other European countries, the original Santa Claus was actually a
grim personage who traversed the countryside, determined to find out who really had been "naughty or nice."
Those who had been acting up were summarily switched. The association of Santa Claus with snow, reindeer, and
the North Pole suggests Scandinavian or Norse traditions of the Yuletide season. (In Babylonia, also, the stag
[reindeer] was a symbol of the mighty one, Nimrod. The symbolism of antlers worn on the head of a noble leader
would demonstrate his prowess as a hunter, and thereby, influence people to follow him.)

Santa is the blasphemous substitute for God! He is routinely given supernatural powers and divine attributes which
only GOD has. Think about it. He is made out to be omniscient -- he knows when every child sleeps, awakes, has
been bad or good, and knows exactly what every child wants (cf. Psa. 139:1-4). He is made out to be omnipresent -
- on one night of the year he visits all the "good" children in the world and leaves them gifts, seemingly being
everywhere at the same time. He is also made out to be omnipotent -- he has the power to give to each child exactly
what each one wants. Moreover, Santa Claus is made out to be a sovereign judge -- he answers to no one and no
one has authority over him, and when he "comes to town," he comes with a full bag of rewards for those whose
behavior has been acceptable in his eyes.
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Santa Claus has become one of the most popular and widely accepted and unopposed myths ever to be successfully
interwoven into the fabric and framework of Christianity. It is a fact that Christ was born, and that truth should
greatly rejoice the heart of every Christian. But the Santa Claus myth distorts the truth of Christ's birth by subtly
blending truth with the myth of Santa Claus. When Christian parents lie to their children about Santa Claus, they
are taking the attention of their children away from God and causing them to focus on a fat man in a red suit with
god-like qualities. All of this teaches the child to believe that, just like Santa, God can be pleased with "good
works," done in order to earn His favor. Also, they teach that no matter how bad the child has been, he will still be
rewarded by God -- just as Santa never failed to bring gifts. Even in homes of professing Christians, Santa Claus
has clearly displaced Jesus in the awareness and affections of children, becoming the undisputed spirit, symbol, and
centerpiece of Christmas.

7. Christmas Eve -- "Yule" is a Chaldean word meaning "infant." Long before the coming of Christianity, the
heathen Anglo-Saxons called the 25th of December "Yule day" -- in other words, "infant day" or "child's day" --
the day they celebrated the birth of the false "messiah"! The night before "Yule day" was called "Mother night."
Today it is called "Christmas Eve." And it wasn't called "Mother night" after Mary, the mother of our Lord --
"Mother night" was observed centuries before Jesus was born. Semiramis (Nimrod's wife) was the inspiration for
"Mother night," and "Child's day" was the supposed birthday of her son (Tammuz), the sun-god!

8. Yule Log -- The Yule log was considered by the ancient Celts a sacred log to be used in their religious festivals
during the winter solstice; the fire provided promises of good luck and long life. Each year's Yule log had to be
selected in the forest on Christmas Eve by the family using it, and could not be bought, or the superstitions
associated with it would not apply. In Babylonian paganism, the log placed in the fireplace represented the dead
Nimrod, and the tree which appeared the next morning (which today is called the "Christmas tree") was Nimrod
alive again (reincarnated) in his new son (sun), Tammuz. (Still today in some places, the Yule log is placed in the
fireplace on Christmas Eve, and the next morning there is a Christmas tree!)

Today's Yule log tradition comes to us from Scandinavia, where the pagan sex-and-fertility god, Jule, was honored
in a twelve-day celebration in December. A large, single log was kept with a fire against it for twelve days, and
each day for twelve days a different sacrifice was offered. The period now counted as the twelve days between
Christmas and Epiphany was originally the twelve days of daily sacrifices offered to the Yule log. (What, then, are
we really doing when we send "Yuletide greetings"? Are we really honoring Christ by sending greetings in the
name of a Scandinavian fertility god? These are the same customs being practiced today as in ancient paganism!
Only the names have changed.)

9. Candles -- Candles were lit by the ancient Babylonians in honor of their god, and his altars had candles on them.
And as is well known, candles are also a major part of the ritualism of Roman Catholicism, which adopted the
custom from heathenism. Candles approached the Yule log in ritual importance. Like the Yule log, they had to be a
gift, never a purchase, and were lighted and extinguished only by the head of the household. Such candles stood
burning steadily in the middle of the table, never to be moved or snuffed, lest death follow. The Yule candle,
wreathed in greenery, was to burn through Christmas night until the sun rose or the Christmas service began
(Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor Christmas," p. 9). Obviously, candles should have no part in Christian worship, for
nowhere in the New Testament is their use sanctioned.

10. Giving of Gifts -- The tradition of exchanging gifts has nothing to do with a reenactment of the Magi giving
gifts to Jesus, but has many superstitious, pagan origins instead. One prominent tradition was the Roman custom of
exchanging food, trinkets, candles, or statutes of gods during the mid-winter Kalends (the first day of the month in
the ancient Roman calendar). This custom was transferred to December 25th by the Roman Church in keeping with
the Saturnalian festival and in celebration of the benevolent St. Nicholas. [Is it not the height of ridiculousness to
claim that giving one another presents properly celebrates Jesus' "birthday" (not that there is anything necessarily
wrong in giving each other presents)? But what are we giving Him, if indeed we are specifically celebrating His
incarnation?]

11. Christmas Goose -- The "Christmas goose" and "Christmas cakes" were both used in the worship of the
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Babylonian "messiah." The goose was considered to be sacred in many ancient lands, such as Rome, Asia Minor,
India, and Chaldea. In Egypt, the goose was a symbol for a child, ready to die! In other words, a symbol of the
pagan "messiah," ready to give his life (supposedly) for the world. This is obviously a satanic mockery of the truth.

12. Christmas Ham -- Hogs were slaughtered and the eating of the carcass was one of the central festivities of the
Saturnalia. Each man would offer a pig as a sacrifice because superstition held that a boar had killed the sun deity
Adonis. Hence, the tradition of the Christmas ham on Christmas Day and New Year's Day.

13. Christmas Stocking -- According to tradition, a poor widower of Myra, Turkey, had three daughters, for whom
he could not provide a dowry. On Xmas-Eve, "Saint Nicholas" threw three bags of gold down the chimney, thereby
saving the daughters from having to enter into prostitution. One bag rolled into a shoe, and the others fell into some
stockings that had been hung to dry by the fire. Hence, the beginning of the tradition of the "Christmas stocking" or
"boot."

14. Christmas Cards -- The first British Xmas card can be dated back to 1843. The first cards featured pictures of
dead birds! Evidently, the popularity of hunting robin and wren on Christmas Day made the dead bird image an
appropriate one for "holiday" cards. Often the text of the cards would also have a morbid tone. Later, the cards
displayed dancing insects, playful children, pink-cheeked young women, and festively decorated Christmas trees.
The first actual Xmas cards were really Valentine's Day cards (with different messages) sent in December. Mass
production of Xmas cards in the United States can be traced back to 1875. Initially, the manufacturers thought of
Xmas cards as a sideline to their already successful business in playing cards. But the "tradition" of sending cards
soon caught on, leading to a very profitable business by itself.

15. Christmas Carols -- What do you suppose the reaction would be by a church's leaders if its pastor were to
propose that the following hymns be introduced into the church to commemorate the birth of Christ? After all, the
tunes are quite lovely.

Hymn #1 -- A hymn by a Unitarian  minister (Unitarians reject the Trinity and full deity of Christ) that
does not mention Jesus Christ and reflects the liberal social gospel theology of the 19th century.

Hymn #2 -- A hymn by an American Episcopal priest, the fourth verse of which teaches Roman
Catholic superstition about Christ coming to be born in people during the Advent season.

Hymn #3 -- A song, the words by an Austrian Roman Catholic priest, the music by a Roman Catholic
schoolteacher, containing the Roman Catholic superstition about halos emanating from holy people,
with no gospel message.

Perhaps you would expect the church's leaders to be very upset. It might surprise you to learn that they were upset
when they suspected that the pastor might somehow prevent them from singing them! You see, those three hymns
were already in the church's hymnals! The pastor did not have to introduce them. The three theologically incorrect
"Christmas carols" referred to above are It Came Upon the Midnight Clear, O Little Town of Bethlehem, and Silent
Night. (See the sub-report for an evaluation of some of the most popular Xmas carols found in church hymnals
today.)

E. European Xmas Traditions -- In the early days of Christianity, as it moved north and west into Europe, many
pagan celebrations were encountered. For example, in the late-6th century in England, the Angles and Saxons were
found celebrating Yule. The Christian evangelists thought they would fail in any attempt to rival, suppress, or
stamp out such long held customs, so they simply adopted popular dates for their own "special rituals and hallowed
services." In other words, it was easier to establish a festival celebrating the birth of Christ if it conveniently
coincided with an existing popular pagan feast day. In this way, the pagan peoples (albeit potential converts to
Christianity) could continue with their usual celebrations at this time of year, but the reason for the merrymaking
could be redefined and attributed to Christ's birth rather than to any pagan rituals. As paganism eventually died out
and Christianity became widespread, Christmas became increasingly more associated with its religious foundations
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than any others (Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor Christmas," p. 2).

It was left to the Puritans to denounce everything. For them, Christmas was rightfully part popish, part pagan, and
was forbidden to be kept as a holiday or feast day. The attack began in 1644 when the Puritans controlled the
Parliament; December 25th was changed to a Fast Day. By 1647, even the Fast Day was abolished as a relic of
superstition, synonymous with the Church of Rome. No observation on December 25th was any longer permitted,
but the day was to be observed as a normal market-day. Christmas was accurately depicted by such names as the
Profane Man's Ranting Day, the Superstitious Man's Idol Day, the Papist's Massing Day, the Old Heathen's Feasting
Day, the Multitude's Idle Day, and Satan -- that Adversary's -- Working Day. In those days, any Christmas
celebrations would be broken up by troops, who would tear down decorations and arrest anyone holding a service.
Some who celebrated it in Europe were also thrown into prison. Because of the riots that broke out following the
banning of Christmas, the celebrations and revelry were restored in 1660 by King Charles II, a Roman Catholic
(Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor Christmas," p. 3).

F. American Xmas Traditions -- America's settlers (the "founding fathers" of so-called "Protestant America")
rightfully considered Christmas a "popish" holiday. In fact, it was only in the early 1800s that several founding
members of the New York Historical Society "invented" Christmas. Before then, it was illegal in colonial
Massachusetts to even take December 25th off work. Christmas was forbidden as "unseemly to ye spiritual welfare
of ye community." (It was banned in Massachusetts in 1659, and this law remained on the books for 22 years. In
Boston, public schools stayed open on December 25th until as late as 1870!) It wasn't until 1836 that any state
declared Christmas a holiday (Alabama), and then there were no more state declarations until the Civil War. It was
not until 1885 that all federal workers were given Christmas Day off. The so-called Xmas customs and traditions
were later concocted more for commercial purposes than for religious.

Quoting from a 12/23/83 USA TODAY article about Christmas: "A broad element of English Christianity still
considered Christmas celebration a pagan blasphemy. The Puritans, Baptists, Quakers, Presbyterians, Calvinists and
other denominations brought this opposition to early New England and strong opposition to the holiday lasted in
America until the middle of the 18th century." Henry Ward Beecher, a Congregationalist, wrote in 1874 of his New
England boyhood:

"To me Christmas is a foreign day, and I shall die so. When I was a boy I wondered what Christmas
was. I knew there was such a time, because we had an Episcopal church in our town, and I saw them
dressing it with evergreens, and wondered what they were taking the woods in the church for; but I got
no satisfactory explanation. A little later I understood it was a Romish institution, kept by the Romish
Church."

II. Scriptural Support Against Celebrating Christmas -- Unacceptable Worship

A. 2 Chron. 33:15-17 -- The Israelites had kept the old pagan form (the high places of Baal), but had merely
introduced the worship of God into that form -- a refusal to let go of pagan worship forms (i.e., God was to be
worshiped in the Temple, not on the high places). This was unacceptable worship because the right object of
worship was mixed with wrong forms of worship; i.e., the mixing of godly worship with ungodly form. Likewise, is
not the celebration of Christmas the taking of a celebration established by pagans and for pagans, and then
introducing the worship of Christ into that pagan form?

B. Deut. 12:29-32 -- God warned His people Israel to destroy all vestiges of pagan worship that they found in the
"Promised Land." Not only did God want to prevent His people from being enticed to worship false gods, but He
also specifically revealed that He did not want His people to worship Him in the same manner in which the heathen
worshiped their gods. We know, therefore, that our Lord is displeased by practices which profess to honor Him, but
which are copied from the tradition of false religions. The command here was to worship God only in His way, i.e.,
do only what God commands -- not adding to God's commands nor taking away from them. Therefore, is not
"putting Christ back into Christmas," worshiping "the Lord your God their way"? Is there any command in the
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Bible to give special reverence to the Scriptural account of Christ's birth more so than to any other Scripture, let
alone even a suggestion to celebrate or commemorate His birth in any way whatsoever? God never intended for
His people to be imitators of the pagan customs of the world, but has called us to be separate and set apart.

C. Lev. 10:1,2 -- Nadab and Abihu offered strange fire to the Lord. Is not the celebration of Christmas, with all its
pagan symbols and forms, a "strange fire" unto the Lord, and is not this form of worship contrary to what God
commands?

D. 1 Sam. 15:1-3, 7-9, 21-23 -- Saul disobeyed God's prophet in order to worship God in his way. Is not the
celebration of Christmas one of man's ways of worshiping Christ? There is certainly no Biblical command to offer
worship in this manner.

E. 2 Sam. 6:2-7 -- David attempts to transport the ark on a "new cart" instead of using the rings and poles as the
Law required (Exo. 25:12-15). Additionally, the "transporters" of the ark were not even authorized to carry it (1
Chron. 15:2, 13-15); i.e., the ark was not only transported in the wrong way, but was transported by the wrong
people! Is not the celebration of Christmas the wrong way (pagan forms and tradition) with the wrong people (the
heathen of the world join right in with the professing Christians)?

F. 1 Ki. 12:26-33 -- In order to unify the northern ten tribes of Israel, ungodly King Jeroboam set up pagan idols,
not in place of God, but as new focal points for directing worship to God. He even instituted a new festival on a
new day; i.e., a new religious holiday of his own choosing. Even though the true God of Israel was still to be the
object of worship in the new religious holiday, both the holiday and the worship were not authorized by God nor
accepted by Him (1 Ki. 13:1-3; 15:29,30). Why? Because the concocted mixture of error with truth constituted
false religion! Likewise, is not the celebration of Christmas a religious holiday of man's own choosing, replete with
pagan symbols and forms, all under the guise (by sincere Christians at least) of worshiping the one true God and
Savior? But does not this worship form and system still constitute false religion, and thereby, make it unacceptable
to God? And besides, where in the Bible do Christians have the right to add a new holy day to the so-called
Christian calendar, any more than King Jeroboam had the right to add a new holy day to God's theocratic calendar?

G. 1 Cor. 8:4-13; Rom. 14:1-13; 1 Cor. 10:14, 18-21 -- These passages concerning Christian liberty are discussed
in more detail under Roman numeral IV. [Christian liberty can best be defined Biblically as "the freedom to engage
in practices not prohibited by the Scriptures or denying oneself what is permitted (i.e., a moral choice of self-
discipline) in order to be a more effective witness for God." So the question must first be answered, "Is Christmas
permitted?"] Briefly, some claim that Paul is teaching that the participation in pagan forms condemns no one, and
therefore, participation in Christmas and its forms, even though arising out of pagan idolatry, is inconsequential.
However, Paul nowhere approves participation in acts of idolatry, of which the participation in the pagan forms of
Christmas comes dangerously close to doing. Instead, Paul is speaking of the liberty to continue in Jewish days of
worship/festival that had been previously ordained under the Jewish law. There is certainly no liberty to bring
outside pagan forms into the church's worship services. Likewise, there is no liberty to Christianize
Babylonian/Roman pagan holy days as special days.

Christians in the first century churches had the liberty to observe Old Testament holy days and feasts (days that had
previously been revealed by God) if they were so immature as to do so. The weaker brother, Paul wrote, was at that
time not to be censured for continuing to attach some importance to the Old Testament holy days, as a clear
knowledge of their abolition in Christ was not yet given to him (the weaker brother). But to observe a pagan holy
day is something this passage does not sanction. They certainly did not have the liberty to regard
Babylonian/Roman pagan holy days (days that were invented by the devil) as special days. Again, that would have
been idolatry, worldliness, and perhaps even a form of Satan worship on their part. Therefore, how can the
observance of Christmas Day, or any other Babylonian/Roman Catholic holy day, be a matter of Christian liberty?

Yet when some of us refuse to regard the pagan holy days as special days, we are the ones often referred to as the
"weaker brother" in this matter! Are we opposed to such days because we are "weak in faith"? Faith would be
defined as believing what the Word of God says about a matter and acting upon it. It was by faith that we stopped
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regarding pagan holy days as special days. Would we be more mature Christians if we would start regarding such
days again? It would certainly be much easier on our families and us.

III. Christmas and the (Spiritual) Violation of the Ten Commandments (reverse order)

A. Do Not Covet -- Children learn to covet the gifts of others, to drool over the Christmas catalog, to drag their
parents endlessly through toy stores, all in the name of "the Christmas spirit."

B. Do Not Bear False Witness -- "Jesus is the reason for the season!" is the Christian battle cry to "put Christ back
in Christmas," when in actuality, there is not only no Biblical warrant for Christmas, but its roots are in pagan
worship systems. Nevertheless, professing Christians lie to their children about Santa Claus, the supernatural,
sorcerous false "god" of Christmas, whose "gospel" is one of works salvation along with unconditional acceptance
and rewards. Parents lie to their children for years about the god-like character of Santa Claus, in effect asking them
to trust in a false god and a lie, and then don't understand why later in life their children won't believe and trust in
the true God, Jesus Christ.

C. Do Not Steal -- Christmas spending patterns could never stand the test of Biblical stewardship; i.e., Christians,
in celebrating Christmas, "steal" the Lord's resources by ignoring their proper use; lavishly spend these resources on
worthless and useless trinkets (in many cases); and withhold resources from those in need, while at the same time
claiming to never have enough money to buy good Christian books, pay for home schooling, or buy Bible helps for
their children. (Christians could also be helping the spiritually needy by buying and giving them tracts, books, etc.)
We "steal" from our families what they need and what we owe them in order to buy gifts for those who don't need
them.

D. Do Not Commit Adultery -- At this "special" time of the year, lustful thoughts are actually encouraged; e.g.,
teens are allowed to go to parties and stay out later, thereby having temptations put in front of them that otherwise
wouldn't be there. Christmas parties for adults also encourage evil thoughts through the use of the mistletoe, etc.
(According to Matt. 5, such thoughts constitute adultery. At the very least, spiritual adultery is encouraged by the
"season.")

E. Do Not Murder -- Envy and hate of my brother (which, according to Matt. 5, is equal to murder) because he
has more than me or because he receives a larger Christmas bonus than me, is encouraged at Christmas time. We
also tend to spiritually sacrifice our children to the "god of Christmas" via greed, selfishness, etc.

F. Honor Father and Mother -- Christmas gift-giving is not an honor to parents; the term "exchanging" gifts (i.e.,
giving in expectation of a return) is a dead give-away of the mockery associated with this tradition.

G. Remember the Sabbath and  Keep It Holy -- Although we recognize that the Lord's Day is not the "Christian
Sabbath," clearly the Lord's Day is to be kept for worship and observed as such. Yet when Christmas Eve,
Christmas Day, or the day after Christ-mas falls on a Sunday, most churches adjust the Lord's Day to accommodate
Christ-mas, usually by canceling the regularly scheduled Sunday evening service. Most of its members are too busy
or too tired to attend services anyway.

H. Do Not Take the Lord's Name in Vain -- "Christ" and "mass" are two words that are totally opposite from one
another, and to connect the two is to blaspheme the name of Christ. By taking a pagan celebration, "Christianizing"
it, and calling it a celebration of the birth of Christ, is most certainly taking the Lord's name in vain. (A good
example of the willingness of the professing church to profane the name of the Lord would be the title of a popular
children's Christmas concert production -- The Divine Ornament. Imagine, identifying our Lord with a pagan
ornament to hang on a pagan tree! What insult! What blasphemy!) In addition, some professing Christians use
religion ("Christ's birthday") as a cloak to cover the evils of covetousness, idolatry, greed, immorality, etc. -- all
excuses to give vent to evil lusts.
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I. Do Not Make Yourself Any Carved Image -- Nativity scenes, "pictures" of Christ, Christmas cards with
"pictures" of Jesus, etc., all violate this command. God has given us His Word, not images, to teach us about Christ
(1 Pe. 1:23; Dt. 4:12, 15-19).

J. Have No Other Gods Before Me -- The "god of Christmas" is idolatrous! Looking to the Christmas season for
happiness, joy, and fulfillment, rather than through a pure, personal, and Biblical relationship with Jesus Christ, is
idolatry.

IV. Is a Christian's Decision to Celebrate Christmas a Part of Christian Liberty?

A. Romans 14:1-13 -- This passage is speaking of Jews who were observing the Old Testament Jewish holy
days/festivals and dietary laws even though they were now believers in Christ; but they were also judging their
Gentile brothers-in-the-Lord who did not observe the Jewish customs. Likewise, the Gentile Christians were
judging their Jewish brothers who were seemingly caught-up in ceremonial law. Paul was thusly saying, "To you
Gentile Christians -- leave the Jewish Christians alone, because they are not violating any Scriptural commands by
their actions (i.e., it's a "disputable" matter [doubtful or gray area] and not a moral issue). To you Jewish Christians
-- it's okay for you to observe the Jewish festivals and dietary laws because they were given by God in the Old
Testament, and thereby, are considered to be previously approved worship forms, but don't judge your Gentile
brothers, because there is no Biblical command for either of you to continue to observe these things." (Actually, it
wasn't "okay" [see IV.C. below], but Paul allowed it as an act of an immature/weaker brother [see II.G. above].) If
a moral issue is involved (i.e., a practice that is covered in Scripture), then this passage and its application to
Christian liberty (i.e., the freedom to engage in practices not prohibited by Scripture) would obviously not apply.
And as brought out earlier in this report, the celebration of Christmas appears to be such a moral issue, because its
celebration is not only not from God, but is from ancient paganism itself!

B. 1 Corinthians 8:4-13 -- The Gentile Christians, who had been raised in an idolatrous system, were having a
problem with their Jewish brothers who were eating meat that had been sacrificed to idols. (Apparently, this was
the only "healthy" meat available.) Similar to the Romans 14 passage above, Paul says that eating meat that had
been sacrificed to idols is not a moral issue, and thereby, is not prohibited. However, Paul does not say that it is
okay to go into the pagan temple itself; in fact, in other passages (1 Cor 10:14, 18-21), Paul specifically prohibits
getting involved with the pagan feasts. In other words, it's not a moral issue to partake in the byproducts of a pagan
religious system (note, however, that there is no indication here that the Jewish Christians were using the "idol
meat" as part of their worship), but it is not okay to partake in the religious system itself (because the corrupt
character of the participants would be harmful for believers). Rather, we must be separate from the worldly system
(2 Cor 6:14-7:1). Therefore, when items (byproducts) associated with a pagan religious system not only develop
religious associations of their own, but have been integrated into what would otherwise be true Christian worship
(as the celebration of Christmas has clearly become in our culture), then we should pull away from them so that
there is no confusion over our allegiances.

C. Galatians 4:9-10; Colossians 2:16-17 -- Both these passages of Scripture refer to the Jewish holy days under
Old Testament law. If Christians were not even to observe the Old Testament holy days -- days that did have divine
sanction, for a time -- they certainly don't have the liberty to observe pagan holy days!

D. James 4:11 -- James is saying that Christians may only judge a brother on matters determined in God's Word
(i.e., moral issues). If a matter is not covered in the Word, then these are matters of Christian liberty (á la Rom.
14:1-13 and 1 Cor 8:4-13), and he who judges in these areas of Christian liberty is, in effect, judging and
condemning the Word of God as being an imperfect standard to which the judge, thereby, refuses to submit. On the
other hand, since we have clear Scriptural precept that condemns the things that go on around December 25th in the
name of Christ, the celebration of Christmas does not appear to be a matter of liberty, but one of moral conduct.

V. The Right Response
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A. Quench Not the Holy Spirit (1 Thes 5:19-22) -- Test all things against the Scripture and line-up beliefs and
actions with what is true (i.e., do not treat with contempt the Word of God). If one is convinced that to celebrate
Christmas is sin, then he and his family must not compromise with the world or the church by participating in any
Christmas celebrations (Rom. 14:23).

B. Avoid Traps of the Devil:

1. Lack of Zeal -- One who never considers why he does certain things, but he just does them because he always
has or because his parents always have; one who acts on emotions rather than on facts.

2. Lack of Truth -- One who does things for good reasons and right motives (i.e., plenty of zeal), but not in truth.

C. Realize that Christians Celebrating Christmas as the Day of Christ's Birth Makes No More Sense than
Adding Any of the Following Days as Special Days of Christian Celebration: -- (Remember, the Bible's focus
on the birth of Christ is for the sole purpose of documenting his virgin birth, his incarnation, and the fulfillment of
His prophetic Messiahship. Like the tongue-in-cheek suggestions below, one must also remember that there is no
Biblical warrant, precedent, nor precept for the remembrance of the day of Christ's birth as a day of special
religious celebration.)

1. Baptism Celebration -- Why not have three days of swimming parties in the summer in order to
celebrate/symbolize Christ's three days in the grave? We could even pick a time based upon our speculation of
when John the Baptist baptized Jesus!

2. Ascension Celebration -- Why not have one day set aside every year for hot-air balloon rides in order to
celebrate Christ's ascension to heaven?

3. Miracle Celebration -- There is considerable Biblical focus on Jesus' miracles (even more than on his birth), so
why not have one day set aside every year to celebrate the first of Christ's miracles? And since that was the turning
of water into wine (John 2), why not have "Christian" wine-tasting parties?

D. Avoid the Rationalizations that:

1. "Christmas Provides a Festive Time to Share the Gospel" -- One cannot take something condemned in God's
Word and "use it" to spread the Gospel; neither will God bless it to spread His Word. Unacceptable worship and the
"mixing-in" of unholy/pagan forms is surely not the normal means through which God blesses the faithful. Satan
works to blend together his system with God's system, because when unacceptable worship (paganism) is blended
with true worship (God's truth), true worship is destroyed. In fact, any time one mixes pagan ideas and practices
with the pure religion of Christ, it is condemned in Scripture as the heinous sin of idolatry! God has always
detested taking those things dedicated to idols and using them to worship Him. As a matter of fact, this "special
time of the year" is probably more a hindrance to the receptiveness of the gospel message than a help. Much of the
celebration observed by our contemporary society deludes people into assuming that God is pleased, when in
reality, He is offended by false religion, pseudo-worship, and alien philosophies. The ecumenical spirit and a
counterfeit "love" under the guise of "peace and goodwill among men," more than likely dulls one's sensitivity to
his desperate need to repent of sin and be reconciled to a holy God.

2. "Christmas is Merely the Honoring of Christ's Birth" -- Someone says, "I know Christmas is of pagan origin,
but I still think it's not wrong for a church to have a special time for honoring Christ's birth." But since when did
Protestants believe that Christians have the right to add to the Bible? Is the church a legislative body? Are we to
follow the Bible in our faith and practice, or the thinking of fallible men? If we have the right to add a special holy
day to the Christian economy, then we can add 10,000 other things. Then we will be no better than the false cults
and the Roman Catholics who follow heathen traditions! [Besides, celebrating Christ's birth is a form of worship.
But since Christmas is a lie, those who celebrate it are not worshiping in "spirit and truth" (John 4:24).]
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3. "All I'm Doing is Putting Christ Back into Christmas" -- The modern conservative cry to put Christ back into
Christmas is absurd. As detailed earlier in this report, Jesus Christ was never in Christmas. It's a lie to say He was.
He has no part in a lie. When anyone takes the truth and mixes it with a lie, they no longer have the truth. They
have changed the truth into a lie. Neither is it possible to take a lie and mix it with enough truth to change the lie
into the truth. You still come out with a lie. One may say, "Well, I know it's not the truth, but I'll put Christ back in
Christmas and glorify God in it then." No, you won't. Christ never was in Christmas. You cannot change a lie into
the truth. It should in reality be called Baal-mass, Nimrod-mass, Tammuz-mass, Mithras-mass, or Mary-mass.
Christ-mass is a lie. Why use a lie as a good time for a fundamental truth (the incarnation) of the Christian faith?

4. "I'm Using Christmas to Witness for Christ, Just Like the Apostle Paul Did" -- Some say that all they are
doing is taking the "truth" from Christmas (i.e., the incarnation of Christ) and "cultivating" it as the Apostle Paul
did (Acts 17/Mars Hill), taking the opportunity of the season to witness to a lost world. This would be fine if these
Christians were actually doing only as Paul did. Paul, in addressing the Greek philosophers on Mars Hill,
proclaimed to them that their "unknown god" to whom they had erected an altar, was none other than "the God who
made the world and all the things therein." Paul was not intimidated by the pagan surroundings and symbolisms,
nor did he berate the Greeks for their error, but merely showed them the truth of the gospel of Christ.

But do Christians really use the "opportunity presented by the season" in the same way as Paul used the opportunity
of the pagan altar? Do Christians personally stand in front of their hometown public displays of Xmas (Nativity
scenes, etc.) and preach the gospel? To paraphrase Paul, do they say: "Men of Indianapolis, I see that in every way
you are very religious; what you worship as something unknown, I am going to proclaim to you"? Do they come
out of the public schools, where they have just attended their children's Xmas programs, and preach to the attendees
about the true God who has been grossly misrepresented in the program they have just witnessed?

Hardly. Even to most of those who understand the true origin of Xmas, this "unique time of year" means inviting
unbelievers into their homes to gather around the Xmas tree, to enjoy the beauty of the wreaths, absorb the heat
from the Yule log, etc., reasoning that they are only using the pagan forms and the pagan festival season as an
opportunity to witness. If Paul meant this in Acts 17, he would have met the people in the Athenian temple or in his
or their homes, gathering around their idols that he had Christianized and was now using as a part of his worship.
Most of the people who decorate their homes and churches with Xmas trees, holly wreaths, Nativity scenes, etc., all
supposedly to be used as "opportunities" via "Xmas coffees," neighborhood "grab bag" gift exchanges, Xmas
concerts, etc., are thoroughly convinced that they're doing God a service. And since they are not involved in the
crass secular "commercialization" that the world revels in, but have instead "put Christ back in Xmas" (so to
speak), they reason that all is Biblical and pleasing to God.

5. "It Doesn't Mean Anything to Me" -- Many Christians who routinely make a habit of picking-and-choosing
which Biblical commands they will or will not obey, have likewise carried this practice over into a justification for
celebrating Christmas. They claim, "but the Christmas tree, mistletoe, Santa Claus, etc., don't mean anything pagan
to me, so I'll exercise my Christian liberty and partake in all of it." Obviously, if one were to take such a cavalier
approach to the physical world (i.e., "I can drink rat poison because I choose not to regard it as poison"), it would
likely lead to a quick physical death. Why, then, do Christians think they can avoid spiritual harm by ignoring
God's spiritual warnings?

6. "The 'Connection' Has Been Broken" -- There are those who clearly recognize the pagan nature of the various
Christmas worship forms and practices. Nevertheless, many of these Christians claim that because of the long
passage of time from their pagan inception to the present (6,000 years?), the "connection" to paganism has been
sufficiently diminished to allow the adoption of these forms and practices into our Christian worship and
celebration. While it may be true that most symbols have lost their original demonic meaning and significance in a
modern society, it is strangely bizarre and ironic that Christendom seeks to commemorate Christ's birth with the
faded symbols of Satan. And even though some of God's people may be naive and ignorant about the source of
these things, surely God is not. Can such things please Him? And think about this -- if it were possible to
"disconnect" current practices from their pagan/occultic roots, why does Scripture not provide us any guidelines as
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to:

(a) how much time is necessary for the "neutralization"/disassociation process to occur; and 
(b) which of the hundreds of ancient pagan rites would then be acceptable for adaptation into Christian
worship (since some are obviously much more pagan/occultic than others)?

7. "There Are Hundreds of Other Items of Daily Life that Have a Pagan Origin" -- It is said, "Such things as
the wedding ring, certain clothing customs, the modern division of time into hours and minutes, the names of the
days of the week, etc., all have pagan connections in their origins, so isn't it a contradiction on your part to say that
their meanings have sufficiently changed while Christmas's meanings have not?" But we are not saying that their
meanings have changed. The question is one of using things of pagan origin in our worship of Christ. So we would
ask the question back, "Which of these pagan items do we focus on to celebrate the birth of Christ? Or which of
these is 'Christianized' and brought into our weekly worship of, or our daily devotion to Christ, as you do with the
pagan forms and traditions of Xmas?" The origin and meaning of a custom, tradition, or form does not take on
significance unless it is somehow specifically incorporated into, or lined up with, our worship. As we have already
detailed in the section on Christian liberty (Section IV.B.), these rings, clothing customs, etc. would be merely the
byproducts of paganism, not paganism itself, and they have developed no religious connotations or associations of
their own, as have the Xmas customs and traditions.

8. "Baptism (and Circumcision) Have Pagan Origins and God Still Gave Their Use in Scripture, So What's
Wrong With Using the Pagan Forms of Christmas?" -- This argument is frequently made by pastors who say
that to be consistent, those who would have us forbid the forms, symbols, and traditions of Christmas should also
be calling for us to abandon believer's baptism; i.e., shouldn't the would-be banners of Christmas be saying, "Since
the ancient mystery religions practiced forms of baptism, therefore baptism is a pagan custom and should be
outlawed for the believer in Christ"? This is a strange argument for anyone to make, particularly a theologian (and,
in our opinion, reveals a low view of Scriptural admonitions). If baptism were absent from the Bible, as using
pagan forms and traditions to celebrate or commemorate the birth of Christ are totally absent, there would then be
no Biblical justification for baptism. But God has not commanded us to celebrate or commemorate Christ's birth in
any way. He has commanded us to baptize (Matt. 28:19).

E. Abstain From the Observance of Christmas -- What, then, ought to be the Christian's response to this and
other pagan and Roman inventions? It cannot be denied that they are pagan, pure and simple, from beginning to
end. God gives us specific instructions in His Holy Word: Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the heathen ...
(Jer. 10:2). These words are perfectly clear. What rational options do we have as Bible believing Christians?

VI. Conclusion

The very popularity of Christmas should cause the Christian to question it. Anyone and everyone can celebrate
Christmas without question -- outright pagans, nominal Christians, and even Buddhists and Hindus. If, in reality,
December 25th were a date set by God to remember the birth of Jesus, there is no doubt that the world would have
nothing to do with it. After all, God has commanded one day in seven -- the Lord's Day -- to worship Him. Does
the world observe it? Of course not. As expected, the world loves Christmas, but hates the Lord Jesus Christ (John
15:18, 23-25). It shuns anything pertaining to true religion. Shouldn't the Christian be just a little suspicious of a
celebration in which the whole sinful world can join without qualms?

One way to test the Scripturalness of our practices is to reflect on what we would expect missionaries to teach new
converts in a foreign culture. We assume that they would use the Bible as their guidebook. If they could start new
local churches without importing American culture encumbered with Roman Catholicism, liberal Protestantism,
and crass commercialism, wouldn't it be wonderful? Missionaries who have urged new converts to forsake all
pagan superstitious relics have later been questioned about the apparent inconsistency of their own American
Christmas customs. Nationals perceived them as idolatrous even though the missionaries were oblivious to that
possibility!
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When Christmas is exposed for what it really is, this angers people. It angers Evangelical Protestant people! And
there is reason why it does so. When the pagan celebration of Christmas is rooted up, and rejected, then what has
become a Protestant tradition is, in effect, being rejected! And that is why people become angry. It began as a
Roman Catholic holy day, and then it became a Protestant holy day. And if anyone dares show it up for what it
really is, they face the wrath of the Protestant religious machine. And these days, that can be very ugly.

Christmas is a thoroughly pagan holiday -- in its origin, in its trappings, and in all its traditions. Perhaps we should
contemplate the words of Charles Haddon Spurgeon, delivered in a Lord's Day sermon on December 24, 1871:

"We have no superstitious regard for times and seasons. Certainly we do not believe in the present
ecclesiastical arrangement called Christmas: first, because we do not believe in the mass at all, but
abhor it, whether it be said or sung in Latin or in English; and secondly, because we find no Scriptural
warrant whatever for observing any day as the birthday of the Saviour; and consequently, its
observance is a superstition, because [it's] not of divine authority. Superstition has fixed most positively
the day of our Saviour's birth, although there is no possibility of discovering when it occurred. ...

"It was not till the middle of the third century that any part of the church celebrated the nativity of our
Lord; and it was not till very long after the Western church had set the example, that the Eastern
adopted it. Because the day is not known, therefore superstition has fixed it; ... Where is the method in
the madness of the superstitious? Probably the fact is that the holy days were arranged to fit in with the
heathen festivals. ... We venture to assert that if there be any day in the year of which we may be pretty
sure that it was not the day on which the Saviour was born, it is the twenty-fifth of December. ...
regarding not the day, let us, nevertheless, give God thanks for the gift of His dear Son."

And from Dr. H.A. Ironside's Lectures on the Book of Revelation (1920: p. 301):

"It is a lamentable fact that Babylon's principles and practices are rapidly but surely pervading the
churches that escaped from Rome at the time of the Reformation. We may see evidences of it in the
wide use of high-sounding ecclesiastical titles, once unknown in the reformed churches, in the revival
of holy days and church feasts such as Lent, Good Friday, Easter, and Christ's Mass, or, as it is
generally written, Christmas. ... some of these festivals ... when they are turned into church festivals,
they certainly come under the condemnation of Galatians 4:9-11, where the Holy Spirit warns against
the observance of days and months and times and seasons. All of them, and many more that might be
added, are Babylonish in their origin, and were at one time linked with the Ashtoreth and Tammuz
mystery-worship. It is through Rome that they have come down to us; and we do well to remember that
Babylon is a mother, with daughters who are likely to partake of their mother's characteristics ..."

And, finally, from Alexander Hislop's 1916 classic, The Two Babylons: Or the Papal Worship:

"Upright men strove to stem the tide, but in spite of all their efforts, the apostasy went on, till the
Church, with the exception of a small remnant, was submerged under Pagan superstition. That
Christmas is a Pagan festival is beyond all doubt. The time of the year and the ceremonies with which
it is still celebrated, prove its origin."

We can summarize by saying that nowhere in Scripture are we commanded to commemorate the birth of our Lord,
and God the Father evidently deemed it unwise to make the date known. Hence, it will always remain unknown and
is not to be ceremoniously remembered and celebrated. (In fact, as pointed out in the Ironside quote above, God has
warned us about getting entangled with any special days [Gal. 4:10]). Notice though, that we are commanded to
remember Him in His death (but no special day was specified for this either):

"Take, eat; this is My body which is broken for you; this DO in remembrance of Me" (Luke 22:18,19;
1 Cor. 11:23-26).
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To commemorate His death is Scriptural. Any day of the year will do. To commemorate His birth is non-Scriptural,
even extra-Scriptural (Deut. 4:2; 12:32; Prov. 30:6; Rev. 22:19), whether one chooses December 25th or any other
day.

If God had desired us to remember the day of Christ's birth, He could have left us the precise date. But if He had,
He would have vindicated every astrologer in the past 2,000 years. In occult circles, the anniversary of a person's
birth is the most important metaphysical day of the year. The Bible recognizes no such significance. It is intriguing
that there are only two birthday celebrations recorded in the entire Bible and they were both those of ungodly kings
-- and both resulted in an execution (Gen. 40:16-22 and Matt. 14:6-10/Mark 6:21-27)!

The Apostle Paul says: "But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross [not the manger] of our Lord Jesus
Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world" (Gal. 6:14). By itself, we find no salvation in
the birth of the Lord Jesus, for salvation was only made possible through His death (i.e., His shed blood) and
resurrection. Our focus should be on the cross and our ascended Savior, not in a cradle.

Those who love Jesus should certainly rejoice that He was born and lived amongst us as a man. But if we truly
want to glorify Him and bear testimony of who He is, we must stop marrying that blessed gift with the debauchery
of paganism. If we want to honor His birth, let it be done as He would have done it: year-round unselfishly serving
our fellow man as an unending act of love for our God. Let us put away all of the mixture of pagan customs and
take up His mantle and His pure worship, and show the confused world that there is a difference.
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Should A Christian Celebrate Christmas?
Bible References (King James Version)

I. C. 3.

1 Th 1:8-10; 5:22 — 8For from you sounded out the word of the Lord not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also
in every place your faith to God-ward is spread abroad; so that we need not to speak any thing. 9For they
themselves show of us what manner of entering in we had unto you, and how ye turned to God from idols to serve
the living and true God; 10And to wait for His Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, even Jesus, which
delivered us from the wrath to come. … 5:22Abstain from all appearance of evil.

I. D. 1.

Heb 9:12, 24-26 —  12Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by His own blood He entered in once into the
holy place, having obtained eternal redemption for us. … 24For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with
hands, which are the figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us: 25Nor
yet that He should offer Himself often, as the high priest entereth into the holy place every year with blood of
others; 26For then must He often have suffered since the foundation of the world: but now once in the end of the
world hath He appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. 

Heb 10:10,12,14 — 10By the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for
all. … 12But this man, after He had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand of God; …
14For by one offering He hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified. 

I. D. 2.

Exo 20:4-5a; 32:1-5a, 9-10a —  4Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing
that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth: 5aThou shalt not bow
down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy God am a jealous God, … 32:1And when the people saw
that Moses delayed to come down out of the mount, the people gathered themselves together unto Aaron, and said
unto him, Up, make us gods, which shall go before us; for as for this Moses, the man that brought us up out of the
land of Egypt, we wot not what is become of him. 2And Aaron said unto them, Break off the golden earrings,
which are in the ears of your wives, of your sons, and of your daughters, and bring them unto me. 3And all the
people brake off the golden earrings which were in their ears, and brought them unto Aaron. 4And he received them
at their hand, and fashioned it with a graving tool, after he had made it a molten calf: and they said, These be thy
gods, O Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. 5aAnd when Aaron saw it, he built an altar before it;
and Aaron made proclamation, and said, Tomorrow is a feast to the LORD. … 9And the LORD said unto Moses, I
have seen this people, and, behold, it is a stiffnecked people: 10aNow therefore let Me alone, that my wrath may
wax hot against them, and that I may consume them.

II. A.

2 Chr 33:15-17 —  15And he took away the strange gods, and the idol out of the house of the LORD, and all the
altars that he had built in the mount of the house of the LORD, and in Jerusalem, and cast them out of the city.
16And he repaired the altar of the LORD, and sacrificed thereon peace offerings and thank offerings, and

17
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commanded Judah to serve the LORD God of Israel. Nevertheless the people did sacrifice still in the high places,
yet unto the LORD their God only.  

II. B.

Deu 12:29-32 — 29When the LORD thy God shall cut off the nations from before thee, whither thou goest to
possess them, and thou succeedest them, and dwellest in their land; 30Take heed to thyself that thou be not snared
by following them, after that they be destroyed from before thee; and that thou inquire not after their gods, saying,
How did these nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise. 31Thou shalt not do so unto the LORD thy God:
for every abomination to the LORD, which He hateth, have they done unto their gods; for even their sons and their
daughters they have burnt in the fire to their gods. 32What thing soever I command you, observe to do it: thou shalt
not add thereto, nor diminish from it.  

II. C.

Lev 10:1,2 — 1And Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, took either of them his censer, and put fire therein, and
put incense thereon, and offered strange fire before the LORD, which He commanded them not. 2And there went
out fire from the LORD, and devoured them, and they died before the LORD.

II. D.

1 Sam 15:1-3, 7-9, 21-23 — 1Samuel also said unto Saul, The LORD sent me to anoint thee to be king over his
people, over Israel: now therefore hearken thou unto the voice of the words of the LORD. 2Thus saith the LORD of
hosts, I remember that which Amalek did to Israel, how he laid wait for him in the way, when he came up from
Egypt. 3Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but slay both man
and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass. …  7And Saul smote the Amalekites from Havilah
until thou comest to Shur, that is over against Egypt. 8And he took Agag the king of the Amalekites alive, and
utterly destroyed all the people with the edge of the sword. 9But Saul and the people spared Agag, and the best of
the sheep, and of the oxen, and of the fatlings, and the lambs, and all that was good, and would not utterly destroy
them: but every thing that was vile and refuse, that they destroyed utterly.  … 21But the people took of the spoil,
sheep and oxen, the chief of the things which should have been utterly destroyed, to sacrifice unto the LORD thy
God in Gilgal. 22And Samuel said, Hath the LORD as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying
the voice of the LORD? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams. 23For rebellion
is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the
LORD, he hath also rejected thee from being king. 

II. E.

2 Sam 6:2-7 — 2And David arose, and went with all the people that were with him from Baale of Judah, to bring
up from thence the ark of God, whose name is called by the name of the LORD of hosts that dwelleth between the
cherubims. 3And they set the ark of God upon a new cart, and brought it out of the house of Abinadab that was in
Gibeah: and Uzzah and Ahio, the sons of Abinadab, drave the new cart. 4And they brought it out of the house of
Abinadab which was at Gibeah, accompanying the ark of God: and Ahio went before the ark. 5And David and all
the house of Israel played before the LORD on all manner of instruments made of fir wood, even on harps, and on
psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cornets, and on cymbals. 6And when they came to Nachon’s threshingfloor,
Uzzah put forth his hand to the ark of God, and took hold of it; for the oxen shook it 7And the anger of the LORD
was kindled against Uzzah; and God smote him there for his error; and there he died by the ark of God. 

II. F.
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1 Ki 12:26-33 — 26And Jeroboam said in his heart, Now shall the kingdom return to the house of David: 27If this
people go up to do sacrifice in the house of the LORD at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people turn again
unto their lord, even unto Rehoboam king of Judah, and they shall kill me, and go again to Rehoboam king of
Judah. 28Whereupon the king took counsel, and made two calves of gold, and said unto them, It is too much for you
to go up to Jerusalem: behold thy gods, O Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. 29And he set the
one in Bethel, and the other put he in Dan. 30And this thing became a sin: for the people went to worship before the
one, even unto Dan. 31And he made an house of high places, and made priests of the lowest of the people, which
were not of the sons of Levi. 32And Jeroboam ordained a feast in the eighth month, on the fifteenth day of the
month, like unto the feast that is in Judah, and he offered upon the altar. So did he in Bethel, sacrificing unto the
calves that he had made: and he placed in Bethel the priests of the high places which he had made. 33So he offered
upon the altar which he had made in Bethel the fifteenth day of the eighth month, even in the month which he had
devised of his own heart; and ordained a feast unto the children of Israel: and he offered upon the altar, and burnt
incense. 

III.  (General Applications)

1 Sam 16:7 — But the LORD said unto Samuel, Look not on his countenance, or on the height of his stature;
because I have refused him: for the LORD seeth not as man seeth; for man looketh on the outward appearance, but
the LORD looketh on the heart. 

1 John 3:15 — Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life abiding
in him. 

Mat 15:19 — For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies.  

IV. A. (Also II. G.)

Rom 14:1-13 — 1Him that is weak in the faith receive ye, but not to doubtful disputations ["non-essential"/non-
moral issues]. 2For one believeth that he may eat all things: another, who is weak, eateth herbs. 3Let not him that
eateth despise him that eateth not; and let not him which eateth not judge him that eateth: for God hath received
him. 4Who art thou that judgest another man’s servant? to his own master he standeth or falleth. Yea, he shall be
holden up: for God is able to make him stand. 5One man esteemeth one day above another: another esteemeth every
day alike. Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind. 6He that regardeth the day, regardeth it unto the
Lord; and he that regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth not regard it. He that eateth, eateth to the Lord, for he
giveth God thanks; and he that eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God thanks. 7For none of us liveth
to himself, and no man dieth to himself. 8For whether we live, we live unto the Lord; and whether we die, we die
unto the Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord’s. 9For to this end Christ both died, and rose, and
revived, that He might be Lord both of the dead and living. 10But why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost
thou set at nought thy brother? for we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ. 11For it is written, As I live,
saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to Me, and every tongue shall confess to God. 12So then every one of us shall
give account of himself to God. 13Let us not therefore judge one another any more: but judge this rather, that no
man put a stumblingblock or an occasion to fall in his brother’s way.

IV. B.

1 Cor 8:4-13 — 4As concerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in sacrifice unto idols, we
know that an idol is nothing in the world, and that there is none other God but one. 5For though there be that are
called gods, whether in heaven or in earth, (as there be gods many, and lords many,) 6But to us there is but one
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God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in Him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and
we by Him. 7Howbeit there is not in every man that knowledge: for some with conscience of the idol unto this hour
eat it as a thing offered unto an idol; and their conscience being weak is defiled. 8But meat commendeth us not to
God: for neither, if we eat, are we the better; neither, if we eat not, are we the worse. 9But take heed lest by any
means this liberty of yours become a stumblingblock to them that are weak. 10For if any man see thee which hast
knowledge sit at meat in the idol’s temple, shall not the conscience of him which is weak be emboldened to eat
those things which are offered to idols; 11And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom
Christ died? 12But when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye sin against Christ.
13Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my
brother to offend.  

1 Cor 10:14, 18-21 — 14Wherefore, my dearly beloved, flee from idolatry. … 18Behold Israel after the flesh: are
not they which eat of the sacrifices partakers of the altar? 19What say I then? that the idol is any thing, or that
which is offered in sacrifice to idols is any thing? 20But I say, that the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they
sacrifice to devils, and not to God: and I would not that ye should have fellowship with devils. 21Ye cannot drink
the cup of the Lord, and the cup of devils: ye cannot be partakers of the Lord’s table, and of the table of devils.  

2 Cor 6:14-7:1 — 14Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? 15And what concord hath Christ with
Belial? or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? 16And what agreement hath the temple of God with
idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will
be their God, and they shall be My people. 17Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you, 18And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be My
sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty. 7:1Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. 

IV. C.

Galatians 4:9,10 — 9But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God, how turn ye again to the
weak and beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage? 10Ye observe days, and months, and
times, and years. 

Colossians 2:16,17 — 16Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an holyday, or of the
new moon, or of the sabbath days: 17Which are a shadow of things to come; but the body is of Christ. 

IV. D.

James 4:11 — Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that speaketh evil of his brother, and judgeth his brother,
speaketh evil of the law, and judgeth the law: but if thou judge the law, thou art not a doer of the law, but a judge. 

V. A.

1 Th 5:19-22 — 19Quench not the Spirit. 20Despise not prophesyings. 21Prove all things; hold fast that which is
good. 22Abstain from all appearance of evil. 

Rom 14:23 — And he that doubteth is damned if he eat, because he eateth not of faith: for whatsoever is not of
faith is sin.

V. D. 2.
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John 4:24 — God is a Spirit: and they that worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth.
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Xmas Song Parodies
(Protestant Christ-Mass Carols)

Song Words 1995 by James Dodson
Permission granted to use freely with our without acknowledgement.

God Keep All of You Protestants
(To the tune of "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen")

God keep all of you Protestants
From walking in the way;
Of heathens and idolaters
To celebrate this day.
You resurrect this Romish mass
For you have gone astray.
O, I know that it's just a popish ploy,
Popish ploy,
Yes, I know that it's just a popish ploy.

You celebrate the birth of Christ
Though God did not command;
This service of idolatry
Is from an evil hand.
You wed the devil to the Son
When Christ-Mass you demand.
O, I know that it's just a popish ploy,
Popish ploy,
Yes, I know that it's
just a popish ploy.

That Little Town the Vatican
(To the tune of "O Little Town of Bethlehem")

That little town the Vatican,
How well it tells a lie;
To lull you into hellish sleep,
Idolatry to ply.
Their net of darkness closes,
O, Protestant to snare;
Your soul to popish wickedness,
Your mind their lies to bear.

Banish Christmas
(To the tune of "The Chestnut Song")

Servetus roasting in an open fire
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John Knox preaching where he can;
Calvin teaching against every sin
The folk all look so Puritan.
Everybody knows idolatry is wickedness
for papist, Protestant or Jew.
Though some people say,
They got carried away
Banish Christmas here, too!

Barks the Papist to His Friend
(To the tune of "Hark the Herald Angels Sing")

Barks the papist to his friend:
"Help us reach our wicked end.
Keep the world in superstition;
Come and help in our mission.
Let them keep our Christmas day.
'Protestants,' the pope will say,
'Come and celebrate our mass!
Help us in our wicked task!'"
Dark the day that we give in
To that wicked popish sin.

Enslave the World
(To the tune of "Joy to the World")

Enslave the world with Godless lies
And help the pope to reign;
Let every Protestant
Prepare to celebrate
And keep that popish mass,
And keep that popish mass,
And keep, and keep that popish mass.

He'll rule the world in tyranny
And make the nations bow;
They all will celebrate
This blasphemy
And keep that popish mass,
And keep that popish mass,
And keep, and keep that popish mass.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 11/2002
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Evaluation of Christmas Selections in the
LIVING HYMNS Hymnal

It is sad that perhaps otherwise discerning Bible-believing evangelicals allow sentiment and tradition to muddle
their brains when it comes to Christmas. Colossians 3:16 ("Let the WORD OF CHRIST DWELL IN YOU RICHLY,
in ALL WISDOM teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with
grace in your hearts to the Lord") appears to get relegated to cellar storage for the season. So many accept the idea
that when it comes to poetry, whatever the reader/singer understands the text to mean, that is what it means and
should mean to the rest of us. What the text says by dictionary definition and rules of grammar becomes irrelevant.
That certainly is very dangerous, being contrary to Scripture and common sense. It is amazing what latitude having
"poetic license" allows.

Some of our finest defenders of God-honoring music against the inroads of "Contemporary Christian Music" seek
to defeat the claim that CCM is needed to attract the unsaved to the Gospel by pointing out that there is no
Scriptural basis for using music for evangelism. Therefore, it is baffling that these same champions in the battle for
Biblically consistent music justify Christmas musical extravaganzas on the basis of their value for evangelism!

The Oxford Movement, an attempt to make the Anglican Church in England even more liturgical ("High Church")
in reaction to the evangelical influence, began in England in 1833. Participants, having an interest in ancient Latin
and Greek hymns, sought to restore ecclesiastical tradition which they thought would bring the established church
more vitality and bring the advances of evangelicalism to a halt. A number of these leaders took their fascination to
the logical conclusion and became Roman Catholics. They published probably the most influential Protestant
hymnbook ever -- Hymns Ancient and Modern -- in 1861, which marked the end of predominant Psalm-singing.
Between 1861 and 1912, the hymnal reached a circulation of more than sixty million copies. In 1957, it was
estimated that sales totaled 150 million. Much of the ecumenical influence in our modern hymnals can be traced to
the influence of Hymns Ancient and Modern.

The traditional music of Christmas celebration is spiritually impoverished by what is left out. One has to probe
carefully to find any vestige of substitutionary sacrifice, man's dreadful sinfulness, the shed blood, the resurrection,
Christ's present High Priestly ministry and indwelling, and the return of our Savior. Also, the Scriptural Messianic
promises to Israel are hopelessly mixed in with New Testament instruction about true Christianity. It is sad that
even contemporary Christmas music texts perpetuate such falsehoods as "inviting Christ to be born in people
today"!

The LIVING HYMNS Hymnal was used as a base for this evaluation because it is the one used by the church of the
evaluator, not because it is worse than others. In fact, this hymnal has much better hymn selections than those
produced by the major publishers of evangelical hymnals.

Considerations which influenced our evaluation of the "Christmas Section" of the LIVING HYMNS Hymnal
include: (1) Each of the foundational passages related to music/singing in the local church (Eph. 5:18-19 and Col.
3:16) indicate that our singing is to be done unto the Lord; (2) That which is offered to the Lord ought to be well-
pleasing to Him (Rom. 12:1; Heb. 13:15-16; etc.). To please the Lord, an offering should be correct according to
His Word and come from sincerity of heart, among other things. It then becomes doubtful that God is well-pleased
with doctrinal and factual error in the texts or that He is pleased by the efforts of those who have rejected the
finished work of His Dear Son on the Cross of Calvary as their only means of salvation.

Please reflect on the manner in which our Lord Jesus is portrayed in the Epistles and the Revelation of the New
Testament --  risen, glorified, coming again, and High Priest. The traditional, seasonal hymns are woefully lacking
by not representing this pattern of teaching. Rather than being pleased with mixture of truth and error, there is clear
indication in Scripture that such mixture is abhorrent to God! Proverbs 30:6 clearly warns against adding to the
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Word of God.

The following are brief observations of the many errors and weaknesses to be found in selections generally
designed to be used at a certain season of commemoration:

#102 -- O COME, O COME, EMMANUEL
Text: 12th cent. Latin
Tune: Processionale, 15th cent.; adapt. Thomas Helmore, 1854
This song was introduced into Protestant Christianity by John M. Neale of the Oxford Movement. It comes from
medieval Roman Catholicism. Only verses 1 & 2 are useable (pertaining to Jewish expectations). Verses 3 and 4 are
so weak as to be misleading. In verse 4, Emmanuel is called "The Key of David." The Messiah has the key; in
Scripture, He is not called the "key" (Isa. 22:22; Rev. 3:7). Also, the wording implies that one travels a journey to
heaven. This kind of language usually signifies a type of works salvation and acceptance that one might lose
salvation along the way.

#103 -- THOU DIDST LEAVE THY THRONE
Text: Emily E. S. Elliott, 1864
Tune: Timothy R. Matthews, 1876
"O come to my heart" is confusing--does it reflect Roman Catholic tradition? Directed to saved or unsaved? Christ
is already in the heart of the saved! As an Anglican, Miss Elliott was caught up in "Advent" liturgy. The Christian
is to yield to the ministry of the Holy Spirit so that his life/heart (Eph. 3:16-17) is increasingly a "home" to the
Lord Jesus. But the believer does not need to keep requesting the Savior to come. There is the imagery in Rev.
3:20, where Christ appeals to responsive believers in a local church that has become lukewarm, but that figure does
not seem to be used by Miss Elliott here.

#104 -- JOY TO THE WORLD
Text: Isaac Watts, 1719
Tune: George Frederick Handel, 1742; arr. Lowell Mason, 1839
Based on Psalm 98, it is descriptive of the Millennium. Ironically, this song does not directly relate to the First
Advent at all! Why not sing it all year round?

#105 -- O COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL
Text: Latin hymn, attrib. John F. Wade, 1743; trans. Frederick Oakeley, 1841
Tune: John F. Wade, 1743
The song's introduction into Protestantism is attributed to Frederick Oakeley, who became so enamored by the
Oxford Movement that he was suspended by the Anglican Church and he joined the Roman Catholic Church. Note
the strange expressions: "born the King of angels" (v. 1) and "born this happy morning" (v. 3). (Jesus was born to
be King of Israel and most likely was born in the evening.) "King of angels" is not a Scriptural title. Surely He
created them all, but His birth enabled Him to be born "King of the Jews" (a title that appears 18 times in
Scripture). The advisability of encouraging people to think in terms of adoring a newborn baby is questionable at
best.

#106 -- HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING
Text: Charles Wesley, 1739
Tune: Felix Mendelssohn, 1840; adapt. William H. Cummings, 1856
Probably the best of the Christmas hymns as it is generally filled with Scriptural allusions. One error: the "herald
angels" did not sing "Glory to the newborn King" (v. 1 & chorus; see Luke 2:14). Wesley's wording was changed
by a later editor because his correct expression seemed quaint: "Hark how all the welkin rings, Glory to the King of
kings. ..." It is of interest to note that the music was written to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the printing
press.

#107 -- ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH
Text & Tune: French, 18th cent.; trans. in "Crown of Jesus Music," 1862
Stretches "poetic license" to invite listeners to visit the manger scene and to call upon Mary and Joseph to join in
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singing! Also, calls on the audience to adore the newborn Infant (whereas our focus should be on Him as our
crucified, risen, and ascended Redeemer!). The song describes the shepherds as singing--something not found in
Scripture. Refrain is in Latin, while languages of Biblical times included Hebrew, Aramaic, and common Greek,
and we are English speakers! The use of Latin is objectionable because it reflects the ecclesiastical language of the
Roman Catholic Church, used for centuries to keep ordinary folks ignorant of God's Word. The expression "Gloria
in excelsis Deo" has not become ordinary English.

#108 -- ANGELS, FROM THE REALMS OF GLORY
Text: James Montgomery, 1816
Tune: Henry T. Smart, 1867
Clear Scriptural allusions and the linguistic craft of the poet are marred by incorrect theology and factual error:
Verse 1--No Biblical basis for angels to proclaim the message over all the earth. That's our job!; Verse 2--"Yonder
shines the infant Light" is very questionable; Verse 4--While Montgomery was of the Moravian Brethren, his
description of "saints, before the altar bending" certainly smacks of the Roman Catholic/Anglican tradition
associated with Advent.

#109 -- IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT CLEAR
Text: Edmund Sears, 1849
Tune: Richard S. Willis, 1850
Written by a Unitarian. None of the verses are true to Scripture. Does not even mention Christ! Reflects social
gospel. Edmund Hamilton Sears spent most of his life as a Unitarian pastor in Wayland, Mass. His text clearly
reflects the supposed social implications of the Gospel and then humanism of nineteenth century Unitarianism.
Once again, please note that our Lord Jesus is not mentioned, and not one of the verses is correct to God's Word!
To read the text as truly expressive of God's people anticipating the Millennium is too great a stretch. The last verse
as probably originally written, and as it appears in many hymnals, is: "When peace shall over all the earth Its
ancient splendors fling. ..." The same portion found in one of our hymnals from 1935, and in the Majesty Hymns
(1996) hymnal, reads: "When the new heav'n and earth shall own The Prince of Peace their King. ..." We don't
know who changed the text. There is still reason to be suspicious of Edmund Sears, who was such an involved
Unitarian. If he really stood for clear Biblical convictions (as some would claim today), it would seem that he would
have been forced out of the Unitarian church. Also, it was common in Sears' day to appear favorable toward Christ
by supposedly acknowledging His "divinity," yet at the same time, denying His true Deity.

VERSE USUALLY OMITTED:
Yet with the woes of sin and strife
The world has suffered long;
Beneath the heavenly strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong;
And man, at war with man, hears not
The tidings which they bring;
O hush the noise, ye men of strife;
And hear the angels sing!

#110 -- LIFT UP YOUR HEADS, YE MIGHTY GATES
Text: Georg Weissel, before 1635; trans. Catherine Winkworth, 1855
Tune: "Trurs" from T. Williams' Psalmodia Evangelica, 1789
It is based on Psalm 24 and is by a Prussian pastor, Georg Weissel (1590-1635), who wrote the text for Advent.
(About half the original text was used.) It was translated from German and introduced into England by the
Anglican, Miss Catherine Winkworth (1827-78). While the sentiments sound good at first, further reflection reveals
confusion as to whether it describes salvation or the response of the believer.

#111 -- SILENT NIGHT! HOLY NIGHT!
Text: "Father" Joseph Mohr, 1818 (Roman Catholic priest);
Tune: Franz Grüber, 1818 (Roman Catholic)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/unitari.htm
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Unscriptural: Was it a "silent" night (angel proclamation, angels singing, birth of baby, shepherds visiting,
shepherds reporting, etc.)? Where in the Bible does one get "all is bright"? Where does it say that the angels sang
"Alleluia"? Where does it say that light radiated from the Baby's face? There is no record that the star's light was a
part of the scene. The Scripture does not call that evening "silent" or "holy." A few phrases meaningful to the true
Bible believer deceive many who think they are pleasing God while they sing a hymn depicting Roman Catholic
tradition.

#112 -- THERE'S A SONG IN THE AIR
Text: Josiah G. Holland, 1844
Tune: Karl P. Harrington (also to other tunes)
Strange expression: "star rains its fire"! Verse 3 is totally unscriptural and untrue to fact! Verse 4--Strange that we
should greet our Savior in His cradle! How can one or two correct phrases sanctify an entire poem of mixed up,
muddled poetry that is contrary to Scripture?

#113 -- GOD REST YOU MERRY GENTLEMEN
Text & Tune: English carol in "Christmas Carols Old and New"
Verse 1--It is historic fact that Christ was not born on "Christmas Day"! Verse 4--"This holy tide of Christmas all
others doth deface" is completely contrary to New Testament teaching concerning "holy days" (see Gal. 4:9-11).
The error still taints whatever may be good.

#114 -- THE FIRST NOEL
Text: traditional English carol
Tune: arr. John Stainer, 1871
"Noel" (from French) means birthday. Verse 1--"Cold winter's night" most unlikely. Verse 2--Shepherds seeing the
star, or the star shining in the daytime, is not Biblical. Omits wise men visiting Jerusalem. Verse 6--Expression
"mankind hath bought" could be misconstrued to imply universal salvation.

#115 -- WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED THEIR FLOCKS
Text: Nahum Tate, 1700 (died a drunk, 1715)
Tune: George Frederick Handel, 1728; arr. in James Hewitt's Harmonia Sacra, 1812
Perhaps it is unfair to note Tate's sad end. This is more of a note of interest than a criticism of the song. First
appeared in New Version psalter (of which Tate was co-publisher) along with 15 other "hymns." Because Tate's
focus was on the Psalms, apparently he tended to strive to be more consistent with the Biblical text for a poem of
his own.

#116 -- AS WITH GLADNESS MEN OF OLD
Text: William C. Dix, 1858
Tune: Conrad Kocher, 1838
The text was written for Epiphany (January 6) by an Anglican layman (insurance company manager). Connects star
and wise men's gifts with manger, while the Bible says that the Child and Mary were in a house (Matt. 2:11). There
may also be a danger with emphasis on bringing gifts to God. In a significant sense, we have nothing to offer Him.
We present ourselves as living sacrifices. Only as He produces His fruit in us will there be anything of value to
Him.

#117 -- O LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM
Text: Phillips Brooks (Episcopal), 1868
Tune: Lewis H. Redner, 1868
Verses 1 and 2 may be "okay," but Verses 3 and 4 reflect Roman Catholic tradition of the birth of Christ in human
hearts at the time of Advent celebration. Verse 3 describes the time of Christ's birth as "silently giv'n." Events
described that evening were not particularly silent. Guye Johnson, in Treasury of Great Hymns and Their Stories,
describes Brooks' theology as: "rather weak, for he had a low view of biblical inspiration. Though he spoke warmly
of Christ and often sounded evangelical, his dislike of precise doctrinal statements and his emphasis on the
universal fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man put him in the moderate camp of his day." The concept of the
holy Child of Bethlehem coming and being born in people on Christmas can be traced to the tradition developed
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and perpetuated in the Roman Catholic Church.

#118 -- WHAT CHILD IS THIS?
Text: William Chatterton Dix, 1865
Tune: "Greensleeves," 16th cent. English folk song
Verse 1--No record of angels greeting the Infant. Verse 2--The second line is illogical. Verse 3--calls for "loving
hearts" to enthrone Him, when the real need is for sinful hearts to repent and receive Him (the adult, risen Lord and
Savior). Chorus--No indication that the shepherds "guarded" the Infant. It is not just that there is not much of a
message in this hymn--it is the falsehood. What sense can one make of "for sinners here the silent Word is
pleading"? Why call to "peasants" to "bring Him incense, gold and myrrh"?

#119 -- GENTLE MARY LAID HER CHILD
Text: Joseph S. Cook, 1919
Tune: "Piae Cantiones," 1582; arr. Ernest C. MacMillan, 1930
Verse 2--Wise men and shepherds out of chronological order, and light only described in Scripture as shining
around the shepherds' location (Luke 2:8-15). Verse 3--Sadly, "no more a stranger" is not true in most of the world.

#120 -- COME WITH ME, YE CHILDREN
Text: Christian Schmidt
Tune: Karl F. Shulz
Verses 2 and 3--No indication in Scripture that the angels were to be found at the manger. While there may be
value in trying to put oneself into the events described in the Bible, we certainly should not encourage children to
see the manger as the ultimate location.

#121 -- AWAY IN A MANGER
Text: unknown, 1885 (wrongly attributed to Martin Luther)
Tune: James R. Murray, 1887, "Mueller" true name (another tune by William J. Kirkpatrick, 1895)
"But little Lord Jesus, no crying he makes," undermines Jesus's manhood. Since Jesus did cry as a man, being fully
human, He probably also cried as a baby. Moreover, there is nothing in the Bible that mentions crying or not crying
during this time; the hymn just adds something that's not there. "The little Lord Jesus," like other hymns of this
nature, focus on the little baby Jesus and worshiping Him as such; the truth is that He is the risen, exalted Lord to
whom we must bow. All the religionists would love to keep Jesus a little babe in the manger.

#122 -- WHO IS HE IN YONDER STALL?
Text & Tune: Benjamin R. Hanby, 1866
Verses 4 and 5 questionable. Note verse 4--Strictly speaking, Christ on the cross asked the Father to forgive them,
He did not pronounce blessings. Verse 5 suggests an improper emphasis on healing.

#123 -- COME, ALL YE SHEPHERDS
Text & Tune: Bohemian folk song; trans. Mari Ruef Hofer and arr. E.S.B.
Message weak and misleading. No Scriptural basis for adoring a Baby in a stall. We are to exalt our Risen Savior!
Verse 3 is worse than weak--"seeking this Savior from all earthly woe." People need to be worried about eternal
woe. Christ does not deliver us from all earthly woe. We are brought through much tribulation for His Name's sake!

#124 -- WE THREE KINGS OF ORIENT ARE
Text & Tune: John H. Hopkins, Jr., 1857
Number of wise men unknown from the Bible, and there is no indication that they were kings. Who are the "us" in
the chorus? Gifts of the wise men are presented as symbolic of royalty, Deity, and suffering. While this symbolism
of the gifts is interesting, does that justify making this a standard hymn of the faith, with its distortion of the facts
of Scripture? What does the refrain mean by the request, "Guide us to thy perfect light"? Was the star "perfect"? In
what way?
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The Church Growth Movement & Purpose Driven Church
VERSUS The Bible

A COMPARISON CHART CREATED BY JAMES SUNDQUIST

 
DISCLAIMER: Not every Purpose-Driven Church/Church Growth Movement church holds to every one of the

positions on the chart, but rather the chart is a general guideline to equip and warn the saints. -- 2/2004

Position of the CGM & The Purpose-
Driven Church Position of the Bible

Man adds to the church daily as should be saved
through contemporary marketing methods...

Churches are taking surveys among unsaved
and/or unchurched to determine what they do and
do not like about the church, then applying the
results and statistics to determine how the church
should be run.

"...And the LORD added to the church daily such
as should be saved" Acts 2:47.

"But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we
have fellowship one with another..." 1 John 1:7.

"Unless the LORD builds the house, its builders
labor in vain. Unless the LORD watches over the
city, the watchmen stand guard in vain. In vain you
rise early and stay up late, toiling for food to eat --
for he grants sleep to those he loves" Psalm
127:1-2.

The Church needs a new purpose. The Church already has a purpose since its
beginning 2000 years ago. The Great Commission:
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature" Mark 16:15.

"Ye should earnestly contend for the faith which
was once delivered unto the saints" Jude 1:3.

"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall be damned" Mark
16:15-16.

Conform the Church to the image of the world and
culture in order to make the church more palatable
and comfortable for the unsaved.

"Know ye not that friendship of the world is enmity
with God?" James 4:4.

"And be not conformed to this world..." Romans
12:2.

"The just shall live by faith. For the wrath of God is
revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in
unrighteousness..." Romans 1:17-18.

Promote self-love. "He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that
hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto life
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eternal" John 12:25.

"Loved their lives not unto death" Revelation
12:11.

The goal of the Church is Happiness and Personal
Fulfillment

The goal of the Church is Holiness. "Because it is
written, Be ye holy, for I am holy" 1 Peter 1:16.

Do not offend seekers with "religious" words. "And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offense,
[even to them] which stumble at the word," 1 Peter
2:8.

Remove the Cross from the church. Cling to the ole rugged Cross. The Cross was in
plain view for all to see: "and they shall look upon
me whom they have pierced" Zechariah 12:10.

Manmade 12-step programs toward psychological
healing and deliverance.

One-step deliverance program: Being Born Again
in Christ. "If the Son therefore shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed" John 8:36.

At the most, we could also acknowledge a second
"step": Sanctification, which is the process of
perfecting the saints until we are resurrected in our
glorified bodies.

Scriptures are insufficient for perfecting the saints.
Psychology and sociology help the church where
the Bible seems to lack.

"All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness; That the man of
God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all
good works" 2 Timothy 3:16-17.

Need to discover the key to "Unchurched Harry's"
heart to reach him for Christ.

Condition of man's heart is already known: "And
GOD saw that the wickedness of man was great
in the earth, and that every imagination of the
thoughts of his heart was only evil continually"
Genesis 6:5.

Christ's salvation is equal trade for worth of man
and focus on unsaved Harry's worth.

Unequal trade: Man's worth is zero, Christ's
salvation is worth infinite value. "All our
righteousness are as filthy rags" Isaiah 64:6. Christ
alone is our refuge and our worth!

Entertain the world into the Kingdom of God. Convict the world unto salvation: "No man can
say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost"
1 Corinthians 12:3.

Caters to the flesh. Crucifies the flesh: "For if ye live after the flesh, ye
shall die: but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the
deeds of the body, ye shall live" Romans 8:13.
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Pleasers of men. Pleasers of God: "We were allowed of God to be
put in trust with the gospel, even so we speak,
not as pleasing men, but God, which trieth our
hearts" 1 Thessalonians 2:4.

The answer to low self-esteem is high self-
esteem.

Concept of self-esteem is nonexistent in Scripture.
"The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a
broken and contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not
despise" Psalm 51:17.

How to become an "influential Christian" (John C.
Maxwell).

"But he that is greater among you shall be your
servant" Matthew 23:11. We are to be imitators of
Christ who made himself of no reputation.

Nature of man: Man is a victim. Nature of man: Man is a sinner: "For all have
sinned and fall short of the glory of God" Romans
3:23. "They did not like to retain God in their
knowledge" Romans 1:28.

Focus on self. Focus on God, then others: "A new commandment
I give unto you, That ye love one another; as I
have loved you, that ye also love one another"
John 13:34.

Christians need to be pleasing savor to the world. "For we are unto God a sweet savor of Christ, in
them that are saved, and in them that perish: To
the one (we are) the savor of death unto death;
and to the other the savor of life unto life" 2
Corinthians 2:15-16.

Be loved by the world. "Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and
when they shall separate you (from their
company), and shall reproach (you), and cast out
your name as evil, for the Son of man's sake"
Luke 6:22. "Marvel not, my brethren, if the world
hate you" I John 3:13.

Seek ye first the felt needs of the world and the
Kingdom shall be added unto you.

"But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you" Matthew 6:33.

Different church services for "Churched Harry &
Mary" vs. "Unchurched Harry & Mary."

Same church service and message for both
church and unchurced at the Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 5:3-11). Same message of
repentance to every tribe, tongue and nation: "And
he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature" Mark 16:15.
(Same message throughout the Old Testament as
well!)
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Communion Inclusive. Communion Exclusive to Believers.

Unchurched have rejected church but not
necessarily God.

All unsaved are in rebellion and have rejected
God: "For the preaching of the cross is to them
that perish foolishness; but unto us which are
saved it is the power of God" 1 Corinthians 1:18.

Shine the salt of earth into a sparkling gem. As the salt of the earth we must be covered with
the blood of the Lamb in order to retain savor,
remove poison in the world, and preserve the
world: "Ye are the salt of the earth; but if the salt
have lost his savor, wherewith shall it be salted? It
is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out,
and to be trodden under foot of men" Matthew
5:13.

"Unchurched Harry" will come to church via a good
experience.

Harry will come to church only by God's sovereign
work of grace: "For by grace are ye saved through
faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of
God" Ephesians 2:8.

Self-centered. Self-Sacrifice.

This generation is different from all past
generations.

This generation is IDENTICAL to all generations.

Asks what we can require of God. Asks what God requires of us.

Seeks personal fulfillment. Seeks obedience to Christ.

Integrates psychology with the Bible. "O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy
trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and
oppositions of science falsely so called" 1 Timothy
6:20. "To the law and to the testimony; if they
speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them" Isaiah 8:20. "Beware lest
anyone spoil you through philosophy and vain
deceit, after the traditions of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ"
Colossians 2:8. "But there were false prophets
also among the people, even as there shall be
false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in
damnable heresies" 2 Peter 2:1.

Integrates Personality Theory and Tests with the
Bible, such as Meyer-Briggs Test, S.H.A.P.E.,
Kiersey-Bates Temperament Sorter, based on
occultist and atheist Carl Jung & Sigmund Freud...
all based on astrological signs of the Zodiac.

"Let now the astrologers, the stargazers, the
monthly prognosticators stand up, and save thee
from these things that shall come. Behold, they
shall be as stubble..." Isaiah 41:13. "Ye shall know
them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles?" Matthew 7:16. "For a
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good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither
doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. For
every tree is known by his own fruit. For of thorns
men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush
gather they grapes" Luke 6:43-44. "Can the fig
tree, my brethren, bear olive berries? either a
vine, figs? so can no fountain both yield salt water
and fresh" James 3:12. "Ye cannot drink the cup
of the Lord, and the cup of devils; ye cannot be
partakers of the Lord's table, and of the table of
devils" 1 Corinthians 10:21.

Unconditional acceptance. Requires repentance; God is not tolerant of evil.
Sets in place Elders in church discipline to judge
and restore those in the church.

You set boundaries. God sets the boundaries.

Seek a higher power... whatever or whomever that
might be for deliverance from disease.

"Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is
none other name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" Acts 4:12.

Journaling is how you keep connected with God. Praying and meditating on God's Word is how you
keep connected with God.

Invites false teachers to pulpit, such as Muslim
clerics; or Presents false or contrary teachings in
positive light from the pulpit.

Shepherds protect and guard the flock from wolves
and wolves in sheep's clothing. "Take heed
therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over
the which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he
hath purchased with his own blood" Acts 20:28-31.

Supports Evangelical and Catholics Together
(ECT) and other ecumenical endeavors.

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye
separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the
unclean thing; and I will receive you" 2 Corinthians
6:17. "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
Romans 16:17. "Be ye not unequally yoked
together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath
righteousness with unrighteousness? and what
communion hath light with darkness?" 2
Corinthians 6:14.

Stand in counsel of men who are not Christians to
implement or finance their new church building
plans.

"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the
counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of
sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful"
Psalm 1:1. "But if they had stood in my counsel,
and had caused my people to hear my words,
then they should have turned them from their evil
ways, and from the evil of their doings" Jeremiah
23:22.
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Invokes imaginary Jesus (spirit) with help of spirit
guide to search for past wounds, generational
curses, and lost memories.

"Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended
but one thing, forgetting those things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto those things with
are before, I press toward the mark for the prize
of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus"
Philippians 3:13-14.

Never criticize what God is "blessing." "But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach
any other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed"
Galatians 1:8. "And have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove
them" Ephesians 5:11. "Beloved, believe not every
spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God;
because many false prophets are gone out into the
world" 1 John 4:1.

Principle of Pragmatism: It it works, it must be
good!

Be faithful to the same message whether they
respond or not: "And go, get thee to them of the
captivity, unto the children of thy people, and
speak unto them, and tell them, Thus saith the
Lord GOD; whether they will hear, or whether
they will forbear" Ezekiel 3:11.

All truth is God's Truth. "But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will
guide you into all truth" John 14:17; 16:13.

Mandatory Signed Pledges & pyramid schemes.
(Levels similar to Masonic religion, the Caste
system in Hinduism, or Mystery Babylon.)

"Again, ye have heard that it hath been said by
them of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself,
but shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths: But I
say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven;
for it is God's throne: Nor by the earth; for it is his
footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of
the great King. Neither shalt thou swear by thy
head, because thou canst not make one hair white
or black. But let your communication be, Yea, yea;
Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these
cometh of evil" Matthew 5:33-37.

Respecter of persons. "Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, In truth I
perceive that God is no respecter of persons" Acts
10:34.

Makes the Highway to Heaven as wide as
possible.

"Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that
find it" Matthew 7:14.

Endorses or teaches Alpha Course. Evidence of the presence of the Holy Spirit does
not imitate Demon Possession.
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A growing church means God is blessing us. Blessing and curse is completely dependent on
obedience to God's Word.

Thinks men seek after God. "There is no one who seeks God" Romans 3:11.
God seeks after men: "So then faith cometh by
hearing, and hearing by the word of God" Romans
10:17.

Promotion comes via completion of courses. "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty
hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time"
1 Peter 5:6. "For promotion cometh neither from
the east, nor from the west, nor from the south.
But God is the judge; he putteth down one, and
setteth up another" Psalm 75:6-7.

Preach only "positive" messages from the pulpit. Preach publicly the full counsel of God which
includes both the love of God and the wrath of
God.

Based on principles of this world and "universal
truths."

Church governed by Word of God, based on
nothing but the person of Christ and him crucified.
"For I determined not to know any thing among
you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified" 1
Corinthians 2:2.

Monitors required tithing or pledge money. "But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand
know what they right hand doeth" Matthew 6:3.

Catch people unaware "Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the traditions of
men, after the rudiments of the world, and not
after Christ" Colossians 2:8. "Be sober, be
vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may
devour" 1 Peter 5:8.

Lower mind's resistance. "Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be
sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to
be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus
Christ" 1 Peter 1:13.

No silence during church service. "Be silent, O all flesh, before the LORD: for he is
raised up out of his holy habitation" Zechariah
2:13. "The Lord is in his holy temple: let all the
earth keep silence before him" Habakkuk 2:20.

Man builds the church. Jesus Christ builds his church: "And I say also
unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I
will build my church; and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it" Matthew 16:18.
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My strength is made perfect in my "strengths",
i.e. S.H.A.P.E. (Personality profiles, Gift profiles,
etc.)

"My strength is made perfect in weakness" 2
Corinthians 12:9.

Fear of the Lord?: "I don't think fear, as a tactic,
really moves people toward faith these days. So,
tactically, I think there are better ways to interest
the uninterested in the claims of Jesus Christ." ---
Pastor Bill Hybels, Willow Creek Community
Church.

"And the way of peace have they not known:
There is no fear of God before their eyes"
Romans 3:17-18.
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Codependency
Disease or Idolatry?*

-  The world views "codependency" as a "disease" (and one reaching epidemic proportions at that). The term was
first coined in the 1970s by those associated with the Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) movement; AA recognized that
some families become locked into a pattern of "pathological dependence" upon one another. [It is true that people
become wrongly or excessively dependent on others or things other than God (John 8:31-34; 15:4,5; 1 Cor 1:12),
but this is simply idolatry, not a disease.] The codependency concept, along with the 12-Step recovery process, was
first applied to spouses of "alcoholics" who supposedly enter into an addictive relationship with the "alcoholic," but
is now applied across the board to anyone who might feel compelled, for whatever reason, to put others before
himself.

-  Today the term "codependency" is used to describe almost any relationship with another person or group that is
demanding or requires sacrifice. It has been dubbed the psychological disease of those with a "caretaker" mentality,
who are over-committed and over-involved in the lives of needy individuals; i.e., they "have a high need for
keeping people dependent on them." Because the "codependent" is supposedly neglecting essential personal needs
to meet the demands or needs of another, this relationship is viewed as "unhealthy." One author described a
codependent as "being totally concerned with others and neglecting [himself], accepting their problems as [his] own
..." Thus, a codependent is "guilty of excessive compulsions" to fix the wrongs of another or to be controlled by
another. This has even resulted in some "Christian" opinion leaders teaching that persons can even find themselves
in an "unhealthy" codependent relationship with their church (e.g., Toxic Faith, by Stephen Arterburn).

This is a strange concern since Scripture never warns us of the harm of excessive love, but persistently pleads with
us to love God and others as passionately as we already love ourselves (Matt. 22:37-39). The implications for the
wife who is seeking to win her husband to Christ in obedience to 1 Peter 3:1-6 is interesting. If he is labeled
"addictive," will she be found codependent? Will her gentle and quiet spirit and submissive demeanor cause her to
be labeled an "enabler"? The answer from the codependency crowd would be a resounding, YES! In fact, the
feminist propagators of this viewpoint would consider any "non-liberated" woman to be codependent.

-  The codependency movement's theoretical presuppositions (as to the model of health, the symptoms, the cause,
and the treatment methods) are for the most part diametrically opposed to the Word of God. What we most strongly
object to is the codependency movement's tendency to classify as disease what has traditionally been referred to as
sin. Its proponents have rejected the traditional or moral model of behavior, which is the Biblical model, in favor of
the medical model. Whereas the moral model asserts that addiction is either the direct result of one's own immoral
behavior, or indirectly, one's sinful response to the immoral behavior of another, which in either case, one is
spiritually depraved and thus guilty of sin, the medical model asserts that addiction is the result of amoral biology,
in which one is psychologically and physically diseased and thus a victim of sickness. "Codependency" is merely
the disease model of addiction extended and applied to those who live with "addicts." This mislabeling of sin as
disease, with an ever-expanding set of symptoms, has created an insidious and lucrative deception:

"Since behaviors which would be identified as sin in the Bible are relabeled 'codependent behavior,' the
answer is not Christ and Him crucified, confession, forgiveness, and repentance. The answer given by
the sirens of codependency is to change yourself by taking care of yourself and putting your own needs
first. Thus people identified as 'codependents' are simply urged to move from one form of self-
centeredness to another, rather than from self to God. ... In so-called recovery groups for so-called
codependents, people replace one form of idolatry with another. And they remain enslaved to self"
(PsychoHeresy Update, Fall 1990, p. 3).

-  Codependency theorists believe the danger for the codependent is a loss of identity due to an inability to establish
personal boundaries or limits. These are essential, they insist, to keep people from coming into our space, and to
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keep us from violating theirs. But is a loss of identity possible because a person is consumed with love and care for
another? Should the Christian be counseled to establish boundaries around himself to insure his needs are always
met? Must he seek his own freedom and happiness independent of serving others? This is the egocentric madness
of raw paganism popularized by Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow. Their dogma insists that self-needs always
come first. (To be consistent, one would also have to conclude that even many of Jesus' teachings were
pathological!)

-  What are the characteristics of codependency? One "Christian" author lists over 200 characteristic features of
codependency -- and that, we are told, is not a complete list. Minirth and Meier in their book, Happiness is a
Choice, list 130 traits for what they call the "obsessive-compulsive" personality, 118 traits for the "hysterical"
personality, 101 traits for "depressed" types, and 71 traits for a "cyclothymic" personality.

-  A secular book that has done more than anything else to "Christianize" codependency is Codependent No More
by Melodie Beattie. It has been recommended by many so-called Christian counselors and sold in many Christian
bookstores. The very first page of the book is blank except for a quote that very well expresses the goal of this
psychological/religious philosophy (i.e., put self on the throne) -- "It is not easy to find happiness in ourselves, and
it is not possible to find it elsewhere."

-  Codependency guru John Bradshaw (an unbeliever who defines codependency as the internalization of shame)
blames codependency in part on Christians who teach doctrines of original sin, total depravity, and eternal
punishment, adding that Adam's problem was the result of "toxic shame" rather than sin. This theory holds that
virtually everyone in this country is a product of a "dysfunctional family," a whopping 96% of us, and that we have
all experienced some form of traumatic abuse as children. In turn, this childhood "abuse" inevitably results in some
form of adult dysfunctional behavior -- often some form of addiction -- the solution for which is a concerted effort
to "heal the inner child" through 12-Step programs. This is the same John Bradshaw who "heartily recommends"
Love is a Choice: Recovery for Codependent Relationships, a best-selling "Christian" recovery book which Minirth
and Meier co-author with Robert Hemfelt (of Serenity Bible fame). [Toxic Faith, a book authored in part by
professing believer Stephen Arterburn, the CEO of New Life Treatment Centers (now Minirth-Meier New Life
Clinics), teaches many of the same concepts as Bradshaw, only dressed up in Christian terminology.]

-  The codependency movement actually believes that the cause of codependency is the practice of self-denial or
sacrifice (e.g., Beattie, p. 109, states that "'Love thy neighbor as thyself.' The problem with many codependents is we
do just that.") Yet the Bible teaches that we are to deny self (Lk. 9:23-26), love God with our entire beings (Matt.
22:37), and love others as we already love ourselves (Matt. 22:39; Eph. 5:29). The psychological mind that
dominates the codependency movement misunderstands the Biblical concept of denial of self and sees it as merely
sacrificing self for another person's whims. Jesus, however, commanded us to sacrifice self for another's needs (not
his wants or desires) and then only according to God's will.

-  It is estimated that there are well over 300 different recovery organizations across the country which employ the
12-Steps. As is typically the case, professing Christians have seized the methods of secular counselors, "integrated"
the 12-Step approach with Biblical principals, and now present it as an "effective, scientific, and Biblical way" of
recovering from everything from overeating to incest. Even so-called Christian, hospital-based "recovery clinics"
(such as Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers [Robert McGee] and Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics [Stephen
Arterburn]) have exploded upon the scene, operating as privately owned, for-profit corporations -- a trend which
one author describes as "franchising hope" (Tim Stafford, "Franchising Hope," Christianity Today, May 18, 1992,
pp. 22-26). The rapid spread of the movement within the professing church is even causing true believers to ask:
"Can psychotherapy help solve the ancient problem of sin?"

-  As mentioned, an organization that is heavily promoting 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a
"Christian" methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships is the Rapha Ministries and Hospital
Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas. Rapha debuted in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric
in-patients since. Today it is estimated that Rapha operates approximately 120 hospital beds in twelve psychiatric
units with an annual income of more than $12 million. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called
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codependent and/or addicted Christians (by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology
and the Bible). Rapha also claims that over 2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. (See Chapter 3 of 12
Steps to Destruction and the November-December 1996 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter for a more detailed
discussion of Rapha and its programs.) [Some of the more prominent "Christian celebrities" that have endorsed
Rapha are Jerry Falwell ("It has been good to know that we now have a place to refer persons we counsel who are
in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual and substance abuse problems."); D. James Kennedy ("Rapha offers
a unique blend of clinical competence and scriptural authority. They truly live up to their biblical name."); Beverly
LaHaye ("I am confident that the Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers are a gift of God for our generation. I am
pleased to be able to recommend the Rapha program everywhere"); and Charles Stanley ("I am grateful to God for
all Rapha is doing to help hurting people. Those of us who are pastors are thankful for an organization like
Rapha.")]

-  "Christian" recovery centers don't offer an alternative as much as an extension of their secular counterparts. AA's
12-Steps -- which are wide enough to include virtually any philosophical or religious viewpoint -- are definitely
not Christian, having more in common with the all-inclusive Bahai faith than with Biblical Christianity. This should
not be surprising, since it can be thoroughly documented that the founders of AA, in spite of "Christian" recovery
industry' claims to the contrary, were not Christians. [Professing Christians who author recovery literature naively
assume that the result of Bill Wilson's (AA's co-founder) "spiritual awakening" (Step 12) was regeneration. The
Bobgans document that AA's founders practiced spiritualism, necromancy, and conducted séances. They (Wilson, et
al.) deliberately kept their religious viewpoints low-key so that their organization would appeal to Christians of all
types, as well as to those of other religions -- including Jews, Hindus, Moslems, Buddhists -- as well as to atheists
(12 Steps to Destruction, pp. 106-117).]

-  In late 1992, a popular so-called evangelical journal (Leadership) dedicated its entire issue to the recovery
phenomenon, noting that one-half of the church leaders which responded to its survey stated that they attended or
led at least one recovery group within the past 12 months. Professing evangelical church fellowships/denominations
are also corporately buying into the religion of codependency/recovery. The most obvious evidence of this is the
June 1991 issue of The Evangelical Beacon, the "official magazine of The Evangelical Free Church of America
(EFCA)." The issue is titled "Power Through Grace: Freedom From Addiction and Codependency." It contains ten
pieces of "literature" (articles, editor's letters, interviews, columns, etc.) that could easily serve as a philosophical
guide for any church desiring to switch allegiance from the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the gospel of
codependency/12-Step recovery programs. It is a perfect example of "heresy called sound doctrine." (A letter to Dr.
Kenneth Meyer, the then president of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (now Trinity International University),
the official Seminary of the E-Free denomination located in Deerfield, Illinois, criticizing his part in the
codependency heresy, drew the following, almost unbelievable, response: "Your letter ... showed an arrogance and
total lack of biblical sense in regard to codependent and addictive needs. ... the issue of the Evangelical Beacon you
criticized was probably the best in their recent history. Your letter shows your need for the ministry of a Christian
psychologist or psychiatrist." [Emphasis added.]) So, to criticize those in the codependency industry, you're labeled
as a nut.

-  Part of the recovery process of a codependent involves committing himself to a support group, practicing the 12-
Steps in every area of his life for the rest of his life, and seeking to share his experience with others in an attempt to
convert them to the 12-Step way of life. The parallels to Christianity are striking. But what you really have here is a
pagan substitute for Biblical conversion, teaching, church membership, and witnessing. Twelve-Step programs are
a counterfeit of Christianity and compete with it for the souls of men. Professing Christians who become involved
in 12-Step recovery approaches have lost confidence in the efficacy of the gospel and the Holy Spirit, and have
misunderstood the gospel and what it entails.

-  The ridiculousness of the codependency movement is even being recognized by the secular press. Mark Lacter, at
the time the Business Editor of the Daily News (a suburban Los Angeles newspaper), quotes child psychologist
Robert Coles' comments printed in the New York Times which read: "I have a feeling we're soon going to have
special groups for third cousins of excessive sherry drinkers." Dr. Stan J. Katz, a noted secular psychologist, in his
controversial book The Codependency Conspiracy (New York: Warner Books, Inc., 1991) makes the following
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charge:

"By creating so many different disease characteristics, the codependency leaders offer a slot for
everyone. We all must be codependent because we all fit at least one of the descriptions. This tactic is
very good for book sales and lecture attendance. ... But the tactic is also irresponsible. Most of the
feelings and behavior listed as codependence traits are perfectly normal. They do not indicate that we
came from dysfunctional families or are in one now. They do not prove we are addicts. ... All they
prove is that the authors of these lists have conceived a theory so broad, so multifaceted that it is
virtually meaningless."

-  To summarize, the "12-Step/codependency gospel" is, pure and simple, a religious humanism gospel of self-
esteem, self-love, self-acceptance, and self-nurturing (formulated by such humanistic psychologists as Alfred
Adler, Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers), whereby original sin is recast into "disease" and habitual sins are
"shortcomings," "character defects," or "addictions." It is truly a model of transpersonal psychology which seeks to
combine the psychological with the spiritual (12 Steps to Destruction, p. 230).

This emphasis is humanistic rather than Biblical; people's problems are not a lack but an abundance of self-love,
and thus, most people who allegedly struggle with these issues in reality are afflicted with the sin of pride. Not only
are the individual steps unbiblical, the whole goal of the recovery movement is wrong. The Bobgans contend that
12-Step programs:

"... do not hold a common doctrine of God and His creation. Instead, each group holds a common goal,
centered in saving self. In AA it's sobriety; in Codependents Anonymous it's feeling good through
unshackled selfhood. ... The goal takes precedence over the One True God. Whatever god or goddess is
chosen as the higher power is subservient to that goal. All of these fit into the New Age spirituality: no
absolutes, many ways, self-enhancement" (12-Steps to Destruction, p. 116). (Emphasis added.)

The codependency movement offers an alternative "way" for producing abundant life. In virtually every
codependency group, recovery is promised to those who surrender to a "Higher Power." This invariably means a
New Age, pantheistic god of one's own understanding (that teaches self-deification), not the God of the Bible as
revealed in Jesus Christ. When the Lordship of Christ is replaced by a man-made image, then the efficacy of the
cross, the power of the Holy Spirit, and the wisdom of His Word are replaced by idolatry. God's "way" to both
prevent and treat so-called pathological dependence is to depend wholly on (i.e., trust and obey) Jesus Christ,
through His Blood, His Spirit, and His Word.

Note on Melanie Beattie: Beattie claims to be a Christian, but is teaching self-love psychology and New Age
perspectives. Author of the best-seller Codependent No More, Beattie says that we "suffer from that vague but
penetrating affliction, low self-worth" and that "self-love" is the cure. One of the chapters in Codependent No
More, in fact, is entitled, "Have a Love Affair With Yourself." She suggests we stop torturing ourselves and try to
raise our view of ourselves. How do we do that? She says: "Right now, we can give ourselves a big emotional and
mental hug. We are okay. It's wonderful to be who we are. Our thoughts are okay. Our feelings are appropriate.
We're right where we're supposed to be today, this moment. There is nothing wrong with us. There is nothing
fundamentally wrong with us." (Beattie must have missed Romans 3:23 -- "all have sinned and fall short of the
glory of God.")

In an excerpt from her original meditation in The Language of Letting Go, Beattie writes: "Trust yourself. Trust
what you know. Sometimes, it is hard to stand in our own truth & trust what we know, especially when others
would try to convince us otherwise ... Ask to be shown the truth, clearly -- not by the person trying to manipulate
or convince you, but by yourself, your Higher Power & the Universe."

In a 1997 interview, Beattie reveals more of her "New Age spirituality" by erroneously comparing the holiness of
the crucifixion with the "holiness" of human despair. She stated: "The crucifixion has become one of the holy
places, but I'm sure it didn't feel all that holy going through it. But he (Jesus) took his pain and made it count for
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something. He owned his power within that situation, he did what he wanted to do and he handled it creatively.
That night when we bottom out on drinking and we've never hated ourselves so much, that's a holy place. That day
when we're ready to blow our brains out because he won't change and do something differently so we can be happy,
and someone says why don't you try Al-Anon, it becomes a holy place." 

In this same interview, Beattie implies that people living today had the opportunity (before their birth) to choose to
live at this particular time in history: "I know it sounds kind of new-agey [she rubbed her hands together and
grinned gleefully], but I think there are some of us who just went: I know there's going to be some stuff happening
there [on earth in this time] and I want to be part of it. We might be having second thoughts as we grind through
the nineties, but I do think it's going to pay off. As we go around the tip of this decade, I think we're going to see
and remember why we're here." -- The Power of Self-Love: Conversations with Melody Beattie, Phoenix, Vol. 17,
No. 10, Oct. 1997. 

* Unless otherwise indicated, the material herein is excerpted from "'Codependency' or Idolatry?" (Sid Galloway,
The Biblical Counselor, November, 1990, pp. 1 & 8); 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies
(Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages); Christian Psychology's
War on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer by Jim Owen, available from EastGate Publishers, 1993, 274
pages); and a book review ("Serenity: A Companion for Twelve Step Recovery") written by Gregory Mazak
(Biblical Viewpoint, The Critics' Corner, November, 1992, pp. 113-121).
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Codependency: A Biblical View
by Gary Gilley*

Codependency is one of the "hot topics," at the moment, in modern-day psychology. Until recent years, the word
(and even the concept) was virtually unknown; now everyone seems to be a codependent. We need to define
codependency, look at what psychologists tell us causes it, examine its supposed effects on people, and find out
"how to cure it." Finally, we will examine all of this in the light of Scripture.

A Definition of Codependency

"Originally, codependency was used to describe a person whose life was affected as a result of being involved with
someone who was chemically dependent" (Martin Bobgan, Twelve Steps to Destruction, p. 15). Today, however,
definitions vary so greatly that it is often difficult to be certain what is being talked about. For example:

(a) "A codependent person is one who has let another person's behavior affect him or her, and who is
obsessed with controlling that person's behavior" (Melody Beattie, Codependent No More, p. 31);

(b) "Codependency can be defined as an addiction to people, behaviors, or things. Codependency is the
fallacy of trying to control interior feelings by controlling people, things, and events on the outside. To
the codependent, control, or the lack of it, is central to every aspect of life. When it comes to people,
the codependent has become so elaborately enmeshed in the other person that the sense of self --
personal identity -- is severely restricted, crowded out by that other person's identity and problems"
(Love is a Choice, by Hemfelt, Minirth, and Meier, p. 11);

(c) "Codependency is the condition when your love tanks are running on empty" (Ibid., p. 38);

(d) "Codependency is a pattern of painful dependency on compulsive behaviors and on approval from
others in an attempt to find safety, self-worth, and identity" (Definition used at the first national
conference on codependency in 1989, Bobgan, p. 17).

Confused? Even Melody Beattie, the acknowledged spokeswoman for codependency admits: "There are almost as
many definitions of codependency as there are experiences that represent it. In desperation (or perhaps
enlightenment), some therapists have proclaimed, 'Codependency's anything, and everyone is a codependent'"
(Codependent No More, p. 29). Not only are the experts uncertain about what this "disorder" is, they are also not
sure who has it. Minirth and Meier tell us that roughly one hundred million Americans suffer from codependency,
and therefore, we are embattled by an epidemic of staggering degree (Love is a Choice, p. 14). It has been
estimated by yet another source, that eighty-five percent of the codependency market is female. The reason for this
is that mainly the traditional feminine traits and behaviors, such as nurturing, mothering, and developing intimate
relationships, are often considered symptoms of codependency. Women, who have chosen to be caretakers and
nurturers, rather than put their own feelings and desires above others, are labeled codependent -- in need of
psychological help. While we would acknowledge that these traits can be carried too far by some, we are greatly
concerned when we are told that virtually the whole adult population (especially women) is suffering from this
"disease." Could it be that the psychologists are confusing codependence with unselfish acts of love? Is the goal of
the anti-codependent proponents to turn us into a race of people who serve and love self more than others? If so,
they are in contradiction with Philippians. 2:3,4.

The Cause of Codependency

What causes a person to become codependent and what are the effects of this "illness" on the life of the
codependent? Minirth and Meier claim the causes of codependency are: "unmet emotional needs, lost childhood,
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and the compulsion to fix the dysfunctional family" (Ibid., p. 15). While these "causes" are interrelated, we will
nevertheless take them one at a time:

Unmet Emotional Needs: The theory is that we each have a reservoir for love (or love tank) inside us.
If our love tank has not been filled by the "significant others" in our lives, we will not have our
emotional needs met; we will, therefore, become a codependent (see Ibid., p. 33ff).This is especially
true of children.

Lost Childhood: Children lose their childhood through abuse, usually by parents or parental figures.
Active abuse, such as incest, physical abuse, or even excessive anger on a parent's part is the most
recognized form of abuse -- abuse that we must not deny or minimize. However, the codependency
gurus tell us of more subtle forms of abuse that apparently leave similar scars on a child's life. Minirth
and Meier inform us of the following forms of abuse, often not recognized: one parent who is
preoccupied and unavailable to a child emotionally; a child who is not constantly praised; lack of
touching and hugging in the family; parents not being at peace (with one another) sexually; parents
who demand "too much"; parents depending too much on their children; a parent who is too rigid; etc.
(Ibid., pp. 52-62).

[We would mention two things at this point: Note the terrible pressure the codependency view places upon parents.
At what point do we cross over from being emotionally available, to over-indulging our children? When are we
being too rigid, rather than firm? How do we know if we are expecting too much from our children, or not enough?
What a horrible position to be in, knowing that the answers to these questions are relative, yet knowing that failure
on our part will "scar" our children for life. The Biblical view would be that parents do have responsibility to their
children, but that they are not responsible for the choices their children make. Likewise, instead of blaming our
parents for the mistakes they made while raising us, we must take responsibility for our own actions.

By the codependent definition of abuse, virtually all children in the past have been abused and should have
developed into codependents. How could parents of ten or more children always have been emotionally available to
each one of them? How were parents able to fill their children's "love tanks" when they worked sixty-plus hours
per week, and often their children held full-time jobs as well? Even more importantly, if codependency has been
our problem all of these years, why didn't God give us instructions on how to deal with it? Are we to believe that
God allowed all of His people (until the 1980s) to be unequipped to deal with this grave problem? Are we to
believe, as well, that God has not chosen to deal with codependency in His Word, but instead has revealed this
problem and its solution only to ungodly men and women?]

The Compulsion to Fix the Dysfunctional Family: Minirth and Meier tell us: "We all possess a primal
need to recreate the familiar, the original family situation, even if the familiar, the situation, is
destructive and painful" (Ibid., p. 65). Why would anyone want to recreate a painful situation? Because
we are compelled by our unconscious minds that actually control (we are told) eighty percent of our
decisions (apparently without our conscious knowledge; Ibid., p. 65). But why would we
"unconsciously" choose to put ourselves through such pain? Consider the following three reasons given
by followers of codependency:

(a) We believe that if the original situation can be drummed back into existence, this time
around we can fix it. We can cure the pain. We know we can! The codependent possesses
a powerful need to go back and fix what was wrong; he must cure the original pain.

(b) We believe that we were responsible for the rotten original family; therefore, we must
be punished -- we deserve pain. Codependents may actually be hooked on misery.

(c) We believe that there is that yearning for the familiar and the secure. Even if the past
was painful, at least it was home.

John Bradshaw, popular author and TV codependent guru, lays the blame on the Biblical teaching that everyone is
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born in a condition of sin. He contends that such teaching produces a "shame-based" personality destined to
become an addict. He says: "Many religious denominations teach a concept of man as wretched and stained with
original sin ... With original sin you're beat before you start" (Healing the Shame That Binds You, p. 64).

Actually, the various "experts" come up with various (and often contradictory) reasons why they believe people
become codependent. Why so many options? Perhaps this quote from the University of California's "Wellness
Letter" explains the problem well:

"The literature of codependency is based on assertions, generalizations, and anecdotes ... To start
without the slightest shred of scientific evidence and casually label large groups as diseased may be
helpful to a few, but it is potentially harmful and exploitative as well. If as the best sellers claim, 'all
society is an addict' and ninety-six percent of us are codependents, that leaves precious few of us
outside the rehab centers -- but at that point the claims become ludicrous at best" (Oct., 1990, p. 7,
quoted in Bobgan, p. 33).

The Effects of Codependency

We are being told that it is very difficult to discern whether the behavior of a codependent was caused by his
"illness," or the "illness" was caused by his behavior. At any rate, Melody Beattie groups the problems of
codependent people around the following categories: caretaking, low self-worth, repression, obsession, controlling,
denial, dependency, poor communication, weak boundaries, lack of trust, anger, sex problems, miscellaneous, and
progressive (Codependent No More, pp. 37-45). After reading her lists, you realize that few, if any, can totally
escape the codependent label.

Minirth and Meier blame addictions and compulsions on codependency. Even more importantly, they claim that a
codependent is unable to obey God: "The Christian's foremost privilege and responsibility is to hear and respond to
God. The codependent can neither hear clearly nor respond adequately. It's that simple" (Ibid., p. 171). How cruel
God must be, to demand obedience from people who cannot obey because of their emotional illnesses (caused
usually by harsh parents), then punish them because of their disobedience. Either the apostles of codependency
are right, or God is (in His Word) -- we cannot have it both ways!

The Cure

In order to recover from codependency, codependents must enter a Twelve-Step program specifically designed for
them: Codependents Anonymous is one such program, which is almost identical to Alcoholics Anonymous, with
only minor changes in the steps (see the Gilley report on 12-Step Recovery Programs). Another option is to enter a
clinic such as the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic or a Rapha Hospital Treatment Center, and go through their
similar programs.

As a summation, the adherents of codependency would say: "Codependents carry distorted messages about their
own sense of worth and such messages originate in dysfunctional families. Those messages must be erased through
regressive therapy and replaced with positive, self-enhancing messages" (Bobgan, p. 46).

The Scriptures teach a very different method of change and growth. This method is outlined in places such as Eph.
4:22-24, where we are told to put off the old self, put on the new self, and be renewed in the spirit of our mind.
Specific application of this principle will depend upon the problem that we face.

The psychological world (including "Christian" psychologists) errs, because it has a faulty anthropology (view of
man) based upon human wisdom, rather than upon the Word of God. Psychologists believe that people behave
poorly, and develop emotional and psychological problems, because their love tanks are empty. If they can get their
"significant others," or even God, to fill up their "love tanks," their problems will be resolved. The end result is
everyone living for themselves. The Bible says, however, that we behave poorly because we are totally depraved,
having been born with a sin nature. As a result, we react sinfully to our problems.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/codep/12step.htm
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The solution offered by God is to live Biblically. Progressive sanctification is our goal as we live our lives to please
God.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the October 1996 issue of Southern View Chapel (since renamed Think On These
Things), Pastor Gary Gilley, editor [Southern View Chapel, 3253 South 4th Street, Springfield, IL 62703].
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12-Step Recovery Programs
by Gary Gilley*

Without a doubt, the most widely recommended "therapy" for people struggling with life (including various forms
of "addictions," many "mental illnesses," and conditions such as "codependency") is a recovery group that employs
a Twelve-Step program. The original Twelve-Step recovery group is, of course, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
which was founded in 1935. Today there are thousands of recovery groups modeled after AA. Over the years, the
"Christian" psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier have specifically placed their stamp of approval on the
following groups: AA, Al-Anon, Alateen, Debtors Anonymous, Emotions Anonymous, Gamblers Anonymous,
Narcotics Anonymous, Codependents Anonymous, National Association for Children of Alcoholics, Overcomers
Outreach, Overeaters Anonymous, Adult Children of Alcoholics, Incest Survivors Anonymous, Adult Children
Anonymous, Al-Atot, Alcoholics Victorious, Bulimics/Anorexics Anonymous, Child Abusers Anonymous,
Codependents of Sex Addicts, Fundamentalists Anonymous, Parents Anonymous, Pills Anonymous, Sex Addicts
Anonymous, Sexaholics Anonymous, Sex and Love Anonymous, Shoplifters Anonymous, Smokers Anonymous,
Spenders Anonymous, Victims of Incest Can Emerge, and Workaholics Anonymous (Love is a Choice, pp. 280-
281).

The Background of Alcoholics Anonymous

Many believers mistakenly believe that the founders of AA were Christians who established their organization on
Biblical principles. Minirth and Meier, for example, say, "The first AA workers knew God intimately" (Ibid., p.
12). In fact, the founders of AA, while "religious," never claimed to be Christians -- rather they were enmeshed in a
wide range of spiritual activities including heavy involvement with the occult and spiritism.

The principal founder of AA, Bill Wilson, was a drunk whose life had become unmanageable. Wilson became
hopeful that he could overcome his drunkenness problem when his doctor convinced him that his heavy drinking
was not his fault, but rather due to an "allergy" (a new idea at the time). Wilson then entered the hospital in order to
receive drying-out treatments. Upon leaving the hospital, he soon returned to his old ways. He then concluded that
he was doomed.

It was at this point that Wilson ran into an old drinking buddy by the name of Ebby Thatcher. Thatcher had
whipped his drinking problem and seemed like a new man. He attributed his new life to having "got religion."
Wilson envied his old friend's peace of mind, but resisted the idea of submitting himself to God. Shortly thereafter,
he entered another detoxification program at the hospital, where he was to receive his own religious experience.
Alone in his room, perhaps at the lowest point of his life, Wilson finally cried out in desperation, "If there is a God,
let Him show Himself! I am ready to do anything, anything!" He then describes his experience: "Suddenly my room
blazed with an indescribably white light. I was seized with an ecstasy beyond description. Every joy I had known
was pale by comparison. The light, the ecstasy -- I was conscious of nothing else for a time" (Pass It On, p. 121).

The experience had a profound effect on Wilson. From that point on, he believed in the existence of God and he
stopped drinking alcohol. However, at no time in his life (to our knowledge) did Bill Wilson ever place his faith in
Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sin. In addition, rather than turning to the Bible to explain more about God, he
turned to William James' book, The Varieties of Religious Experience. James was a philosopher-psychologist
(1842-1910) who was intrigued with mystical, existential experiences. He believed that people from all religions
had had virtually identical experiences in which the person becomes one with the Absolute (God, as we understand
Him). The official AA biography of Wilson says, "James gave Bill the material he needed to understand what had
just happened to him -- and gave it to him in a way that was acceptable to Bill" (see PsychoHeresy Update, Spring
1991).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
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It is important to note that Wilson's faith system was not based on Jesus Christ and Him crucified; nor is there any
mention of Jesus Christ being the Savior from his sin. Both he and Bob Smith (co-founder of AA) embraced and
promoted a variety of spiritual experiences, which included practicing spiritualism and conversing with the dead
(which the Bible forbids) and being heavily involved in séances. Wilson also acted as a medium or channeler. It
was while involved in these types of religious experiences, not Biblical Christianity, that Wilson developed his
Twelve Steps (Pass It On, pp 156, 198, 275, 278).

Bill Wilson received some Christian influence from a highly experiential oriented organization called the Oxford
Group. Sam Shoemaker, the leader of the Oxford Group, was responsible for many of the concepts that Wilson later
incorporated into AA. At one time Wilson did consider becoming a Catholic, but he felt that the authoritative
layout of the Church was too much for him, and he did not want to associate AA with any one religious sect. Tim
Stafford sums up Bill Wilson's religious life well when he wrote: "Though he was close to Christians for the rest of
his life, and once took a year of instruction in the Catholic faith ... he never could reconcile himself to any orthodox
expression of faith. His continuing religious search led him to LSD and spiritualist experiments. 'God as we
understand him' allows room for seekers, but it also leaves room for those who prefer to define God, rather than to
allow Him to define them. It is a profoundly ambivalent expression" (Christianity Today; July 22, 1991, "The
Hidden Gospel of the 12 Steps," p. 17).

The Twelve Steps

The major concern that we have with AA (and other such recovery groups) is that contrary to their denial, they
constitute a religious system. For example, they believe and talk about God, they pray, they have a creed, AA is
their bible, and they fellowship in a church-like setting. However, just like all religions, save true Christianity,
Twelve-Step recovery groups cannot bring a person into a right relationship with God -- for their god is not the
God of Scripture, their prayers are to whatever power(s) they choose, their bible is not God's Word, and their
salvation is from "addiction," not sin. The devil is more than happy to provide sobriety in the place of salvation. AA
and recovery movements are false religions with false religious systems, attempting to lead mankind to a better and
happier life, yet bypass the cross of Christ.

The following is an overview of the Twelve Steps. Each recovery group may word these steps somewhat differently
to fit its needs, but the steps are all based upon the Twelve Steps of AA:

STEP#1: "We admitted we were powerless over alcohol -- that our lives had become unmanageable."

While this step sounds Biblical, unfortunately, AA defines alcoholism as a disease. Stafford says, "The
'disease concept' of alcoholism -- not invented, but certainly popularized by AA -- seems to remove
any moral dimension from drinking" (Ibid., p. 14). Martin Bobgan writes: "Step One is a dangerous
counterfeit for both Christians and non-Christians. It serves as a substitute for acknowledging one's
own depravity, sinful acts and utter lostness apart from Jesus Christ, the only Savior and the only way
to forgiveness (relief of true guilt)" (12 Steps to Destruction, p. 91).

It must be noted that the other recovery groups simply mimic what AA has done. Codependents
Anonymous, for example, believes codependency is an illness (mental); Sexaholics Anonymous would
teach that addiction to sex is an illness. For example, the first step for Codependents Anonymous only
changes one word, "We admitted we were powerless over others -- that our lives had become
unmanageable."

STEP#2: "Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity."

STEP#3: "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him."
(Emphasis in original.)

AA denies being a religion. Nevertheless, when the central activity of a society is to turn one's will and
life over to God, that society is a religious society. What makes AA unique is that it doesn't care which
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god you choose, so long as that god is loving and non-judgmental. Of course, we would agree that
sobriety is important, but one will go to hell sober -- if he turns his life over to any but the true God as
revealed in Scripture.

STEP#4: "Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves."

STEP#5: "Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs."

Much of steps four and five have a Biblical ring to them -- if we are talking about the search for and
confession of our own sins. This is seldom the case, however, but rather an opportunity to discover
who has wronged us in the past. On the other hand, confession of sins to other people should ordinarily
be only as broad as those affected by those sins. Keep in mind, as well, that in AA, God can be any
form of higher power (even self); therefore, these steps are not the same as confession or repentance of
sin as outlined in the Bible. In addition, without the absolutes of Scripture, how is one to decide when
he is morally wrong? Is the standard AA, or the majority of people, or one's own heart? Like many
false religions, the steps of AA sound very close to Biblical teaching until examined closely.

STEP#6: "Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character."

STEP#7: "Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings."

While moralistic, these steps are not Biblical. God would have us recognize our total depravity, turn to
Him in faith, and be transformed (Eph. 2:1-10; 2 Cor. 5:17). The real problem of man is not that he has
" defects" and "shortcomings," but that he is a sinner, not in proper relationship with God.

STEP#8: "Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all."

STEP#9: "Made direct amends to such people whenever possible, except when to do so would injure them or
others."

The major concern with steps eight and nine is that they are self-serving. The "addicted" person is
doing these things to make himself feel better. Melody Beattie in Codependent's Guide to the Twelve
Steps says, "We are on our way to freeing ourselves from guilt, taking responsibility for ourselves,
removing ourselves as victims, and restoring these relationships" (p. 146). The dedication of Beattie's
book says plenty: "This book is dedicated to me."

STEP#10: "Continued to take a personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it."

Martin Bobgan responds: "This sounds terrific. However, by what standard is this 'honest analysis' to
be made? What is the basis for an accurate self-appraisal? Because the Bible is not the standard for
judgment, personal inventory depends upon subjective values to determine what is right or wrong"
(Bobgan, p. 213).

STEP#11: "Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood
Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out." (Emphasis in original.)

The question must be asked, "If these people are not praying to the true God, what kind of responses
are they receiving, and from whom?" Beattie, whose books are regularly sold in Christian bookstores,
has this to say: "Now I have found a spiritual path through some Native American practices. Zen
meditation, and shamanistic practices ... We build a connection to God by building a connection to
ourselves " (pp. 179-180). She also has this to say about the messages we receive from "our god":
"When it is time, we will receive all the guidance, power and assistance we need to do what we have to
do, and we can let go of the rest. If we wait until it is time, our part will be clear. It will be possible. It
will happen -- naturally, gradually, and with ease ... When in doubt, when confused stop and ask: What
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do I need to do to take care of myself? Then listen, and trust what we hear" (p. 184). SCARY STUFF!

STEP#12: "Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to
alcoholics, and to practice these principles."

Although this sounds a lot like witnessing, listen to the focus of this step as explained by Bill Wilson:
"Practical experience shows that nothing will so much insure immunity from drinking as intensive
work with other alcoholics. It works when other activities fail." Stafford observes, "In other words, AA
members share their testimony not simply out of concern for others, but also out of concern for
themselves" (p. 18). Beattie makes this even clearer for codependents: "It is a message of self-love,
self-nurturing, paying attention to our own issues, and taking responsibility for ourselves, whether that
means addressing our own behaviors or [using] our power to take care of ourselves ... Our message is
that we are lovable and deserving people, and we need to begin loving ourselves" (p. 189).

Research

Whether something "works" or not, is never the criteria for discerning truth. Only the scrutiny of the Scriptures can
reveal truth. In the light of the Word, we know that twelve-step programs are unbiblical, but it is worth our time to
at least ask the question, "Do these programs even work?" The interesting thing is that we really do not know! In
spite of the fact that it inspires nearly universal acclaim and enthusiasm among alcoholism treatment personnel in
the United States, Alcoholics Anonymous wholly lacks experimental support for its efficacy (The Effectiveness of
Alcoholism Treatment: What Research Reveals).

Only two studies have employed random assignment and adequate controls to compare the efficacy of AA versus
no intervention or alternative interventions. Brandsma, et al. (1980) found no difference at 12-month follow-up
between AA and no treatment, and at three-month follow-up, those assigned to AA were found to be significantly
more likely to be binge drinking, relative to controls or those assigned to other interventions. Bitman and Crawford
(1966) assigned court-mandated "alcohol addicts" to AA, clinic treatment, or no treatment (probation only). Based
on records of re-arrest, 31% of AA clients and 32% of clinic-treated clients were judged successful, as compared
with 44% success in the untreated group. Most recovery from alcoholism is not the result of treatment. Probably no
more than 10% of alcohol abusers are ever treated at all, but as many as 40% recover spontaneously (The Harvard
Medical School Mental Health Letter, "Alcohol Abuse and Dependence"). Several studies have shown that those
who quit drinking via AA actually have higher relapse rates than those who quit on their own (Stanton Peel,
Diseasing of America: Addiction Testament Out of Control).

Biblical Response

The 12-Step recovery programs, as practiced in secular society, are clearly non-Christian, unbiblical attempts to
solve the problems of life apart from bowing before the One and only God. The Scriptures provide answers and
solutions for every "addiction" and struggle man faces (2 Pe. 1:3). However, natural man would rather "discover"
his own way than yield to God's way. We expect such behavior from the unsaved, but when the church trades-in
the Scriptures for Bill Wilson's revelations, it amazes us.

Some have suggested, however, that believers could bring the Twelve-Step programs into the church and
"Christianize" them -- "We could point the struggler to the true God and at the same time take advantage of a
secular program that seems to work." Besides the fact that there is no evidence that recovery programs are effective,
we must ask, "Why would a believer want to use a recovery program?" The believer has the Word and Spirit of
God. What does he need with constantly changing human wisdom and the methods of men? Besides, God already
has revealed to us a two-step "recovery" program:

STEP#1: SALVATION -- the forgiveness of sin, being justified by God and, therefore, being made the
righteousness of God (Rom. 3:21-31).
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STEP#2: SANCTIFICATION -- growing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ (2 Pe. 1:3).

We would do well to "work" God's two-step program, rather than man's 12-step program!

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the April 1996 issue of Southern View Chapel (since renamed Think On These
Things), Pastor Gary Gilley, editor [Southern View Chapel, 3253 South 4th Street, Springfield, IL 62703].
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AA: Christian or Occult Roots?
by Martin & Deidre Bobgan*

Christians continue to insist that Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is compatible with Christianity because of its so-
called Christian roots. That is because of its early connection with the Oxford Group, which is now called Moral
Re-Armament (MRA). The founders of AA were involved in the Oxford Group movement during the early days,
but there is no record of either Bill Wilson or Bob Smith (AA's co-founder) professing Jesus Christ as their Savior
and Lord and/or as the only way to the Father. Neither is there a record of them believing or teaching that the only
way of salvation is by grace through faith in the finished work of Christ on the cross.

Frank Buchman, a Lutheran minister, began a movement which he originally called "A First Century Christian
Fellowship." In 1928, the name of the movement changed to the "Oxford Group." The other leader of the
movement, who was influential in the development of AA, was Samuel Shoemaker, rector of an Episcopal church.
The thrust of the movement was experience rather than clear Biblical doctrine.

Buchman explained that "he never touched any doctrine in any of his meetings, as he did not want to upset or
offend anyone."1 (Emphasis in original.) By keeping his doctrinal beliefs to himself, Buchman was able to appeal to
people of all religious persuasions.

The following is Wilson's description of the Oxford Group:

"The Oxford Group was a nondenominational evangelical movement, streamlined for the modern
world and then at the height of its very considerable success. ... They would deal in simple common
denominators of all religions which would be potent enough to change the lives of men and women."2

(Emphasis added.)

However, there is some evidence that the founders of AA did have opportunity to hear the Gospel,3 but instead of
receiving Christ as Lord and Savior and experiencing freedom in Christ and victory over sin through faith in Christ
alone, Wilson and Smith took only what they wanted from the Oxford Group. Here we will examine three aspects
of what AA borrowed: guidance, surrender, and moral principles.

Occult Guidance

Members of the Oxford Group practiced what they called guidance by praying and then quieting their minds in
order to hear from God. Then they would write down whatever came to them.4 Examples of such "guidance" are in
the book God Calling, edited by A. J. Russell of the Oxford Group.5 The book was written anonymously by two
women who thought they were hearing from God, but who passively received messages in the same way spiritists
obtain guidance from demons.

Members of the Oxford Group primarily found their guidance from within rather than from a creed or the Bible.
Buchman, for instance, was known to spend "an hour or more in complete silence of soul and body while he gets
guidance for that day."6 

J. C. Brown in his book The Oxford Group Movement says of Buchman:

"He teaches his votaries to wait upon God with paper and pencil in hand each morning in this relaxed
and inert condition, and to write down whatever guidance they get. This, however, is just the very
condition required by Spiritist mediums to enable them to receive impressions from evil spirits ... and it
is a path which, by abandoning the Scripture-instructed judgment (which God always demands) for the
purely occult and the psychic, has again and again led over the precipice. The soul that reduces itself to
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an automaton may at any moment be set spinning by a Demon."7 (Emphasis his.)

Dr. Rowland V. Bingham, Editor of The Evangelical Christian says:

"We do not object to their taking a pad and pencil to write down any thoughts of guidance which come
to them. But to take the thoughts especially generated in a mental vacuum as Divine guidance would
throw open to all the suggestions of another who knows how to come as an angel of light and whose
illumination would lead to disaster."8 (Emphasis his.)

In a very real sense, their personal journals became their personal scriptures. Wilson practiced this passive form of
guidance, which he originally learned through the Oxford Group. He and Smith were also heavily involved in
contacting and conversing with so-called departed spirits from 1935 on. This is necromancy, which the Bible
forbids. During the same period of time, Wilson was practicing spiritism in a manner similar to channeling.9 Thus,
Wilson combined the Oxford Group practice of guidance with spiritism or channeling, and this appears to be the
process he used when writing the Twelve Steps:

"As he started to write, he asked for guidance. And he relaxed. The words began tumbling out with
astonishing speed."10

Wilson was accustomed to asking for guidance and then stilling his mind to be open to the spiritual world, which
for him involved various so-called departed spirits. Wilson does not identify any specific entity related to the
original writing of the Twelve Steps, but he does give credit to the spirit of a departed bishop when he was writing
the manuscript for Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, which constitutes Wilson's commentary on how all of the
12 Steps and 12 Traditions are to be understood, interpreted, and practiced.

When he wrote the essays on each of the twelve steps, he sent some to Ed Dowling, a Roman Catholic priest, to
evaluate. In his accompanying letter of July 17, 1952, Wilson says, "But I have good help -- of that I am certain.
Both over here and over there."11 Then he explains that one spirit from "over there" that helped him called himself
Boniface. Wilson says:

"One turned up the other day calling himself Boniface. Said he was a Benedictine missionary and
English. Had been a man of learning, knew missionary work and a lot about structures. I think he said
this all the more modestly but that was the gist of it. I'd never heard of this gentleman but he checked
out pretty well in the Encyclopedia. If this one is who he says he is -- and of course there is no certain
way of knowing -- would this be licit contact in your book?"12

Dowling responds in his letter of July 24, 1952:

"Boniface sounds like the Apostle of Germany. I still feel, like Macbeth, that these folks tell us truth in
small matters in order to fool us in larger. I suppose that is my lazy orthodoxy".13

One can see the stretch of years during which Wilson received messages from disembodied spirits. The official
biography of Bill Wilson says, "One of Bill's persistent fascinations and involvements was with psychic
phenomena." It speaks of his "belief in clairvoyance and other extrasensory manifestations" and in his own psychic
ability.14 This was not a mere past-time. It was a passion directly related to AA.15 The manner in which Wilson
would receive messages not of his own making was definitely channeling.16 The records of these sessions, referred
to as "Spook Files," have been closed to public inspection.17

Satan can appear as an angel of light and give guidance that may sound right because it may be close to the truth or
contain elements of truth. A discerning Christian would avoid any guidance that comes through occult methods.
Therefore, this aspect of the Oxford Group, further contaminated by spiritism, cannot constitute any "Christian
root" condoning Christians using and promoting AA.

Surrender
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Step Three of AA is "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood him."
(Emphasis in original.) While many in the Oxford Group placed their faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, there
was much leeway given. Shoemaker, a leader of the Oxford Group, says that "the true meaning of faith is self-
surrender to God." He further explains:

"Surrender to whatever you know about Him, or believe must be the truth about Him. Surrender to
Him, if necessary, in total ignorance of Him. Far more important that you touch Him than that you
understand Him at first. Put yourself in His hands. Whatever He is, as William James said, He is more
ideal than we are. Make the leap. Give yourself to Him."18

Aside from capitalizing the "H," which Christians do to refer to the God of the Bible, "Him" could refer to any god
of one's own making. The reference to the psychologist William James emphasizes Shoemaker's faith in the power
experience over the truth of God.19

Shoemaker believed that people would come to know God by experiencing Him through surrender and through
following certain moral principles. He says, "The new life begins by utter self-dedication to the will of God. All of
us can do that, and must."20

One can see how surrender to a god of one's own creation found its way into the Twelve Steps of AA. When a
person is not clear about the Gospel, who Jesus is and what He did to save sinners, he is not presenting a Christian
message. AA picked up the idea of surrender, but without Christ and without the whole counsel of God.

Surrendering to anyone but the God of the Bible constitutes idolatry. AA is another religion with its own forms of
piety, including surrender to a nebulous higher power. This pious surrender does not constitute a "Christian root"
that can justify Christians using and promoting AA.

Moral Principles and Their Source

In describing itself as an organization, this is what MRA (formerly called the Oxford Group) says about itself:

"MRA is a world wide network of women and men who have started with themselves to bring the
changes they want to see around them."21

Here's how they start with themselves:

"To start with yourself, you measure how you are now living by absolute moral standards of honesty,
purity, unselfishness and love. (For Christians these are in the Sermon on the Mount; they are also
found in other major religions.)"22 (Parenthesis in original.)

People are told to make a list and then "give all you know of yourself to all you understand of God, and ask God's
help to put right those things beyond your own power to change." So far, there is no information about which god
one is to choose, since one can follow any religion or no religion.

While some in MRA may read the Bible, as they did in its early Oxford Group days, the primary source of
knowledge is the "inner voice." Here are the instructions given in the MRA brochure:

"Take time to listen every day to the inner voice, write down your thoughts, and obey those that
conform to these standards."23

Even though a follower of MRA attempts to follow moral standards from the Bible or the moral teachings of any
other religion, his primary light is that inner voice and his primary goal is self-improvement. No cross is necessary;
no shed blood is required. Like AA, MRA is a religion of works. Here is what MRA says about its "religious
affiliation":
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"It has always been a Christian based, interfaith work. It brings together people of all backgrounds and
cultures in a program of effective change using principles that are accepted by every major faith."24

Aside from the words "Christian based," that definition sounds like a description of AA. But how can it be truly
"Christian based" when it is without the cross and without the Lord Jesus Christ, who said, "I am the way, the truth,
and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John 14:6)? Rather than faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and
Him crucified, MRA is a religion of self-improvement and subjective mysticism.

One can indeed see the similarity between the Oxford Group (MRA) and Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Both allow
Christians to participate as long as they do not preach Christ and Him crucified or dare to say that He is the only
way to the Father. Both appeal to an unidentified god, both rely on mysticism, and both aim for self-improvement.
What AA got from the Oxford Group was clearly not Christianity. There are no "Christian roots." Because the
central core doctrines of Christianity are absent, AA constitutes a counterfeit religion, not a neutral organization
with "Christian roots."
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Ten Rules to Revival or Ruination?
Or “How to Develop a Cult Mentality in Your Congregation”

    Some churches are publishing and promoting from the pulpit “Ten Rules” to follow when confronted by “facts”
or “rumors” in a church setting. (See the April 30, 2000, The Hills Newsletter, Indian Hills Community Church,
Lincoln, NE; Gil Rugh, senior pastor.) The fact that the word “rule” has so many definitions is the first drawback of
having “Ten Rules.” Are the Ten Rules authoritative regulations, guidelines, or merely suggestions?   They sound
more like regulations than guidelines or suggestions.

      A second drawback of promulgating the Ten Rules by church leadership is that most Christians are reluctant to
be Bereans and too readily leave discernment to the church leaders. The Ten Rules taught by the church leadership
will sound like ex cathedra pronouncements to be followed rather than teachings to be tried by the Word of God.
There is already too much unbiblical leadership/laity division. The Ten Rules will exacerbate that chasm and further
intimidate those Christians who are not in the inner circle of “leadership.”

      Additionally, the Ten Rules contain serious errors both in what is said and what is implied—serious questions
about leadership versus rulership and about serving versus intimidating. These Rules are pontifically promulgated
without one Bible verse presented to support any of them. This is because there are no Bible verses to support any
of them.

      These Ten Rules are a sure way to quash questions rather than to open dialogue. Having the need to promote
these Rules in a church is a sure sign of weakness in the leadership ranks and an indication that there may be
trouble in the church that the leadership is not able to handle.

      This response to the Ten Rules is predicated upon certain Scriptures. If one accepts these Scriptures and what
they reveal, then the Ten Rules will be rejected as a viable means of leading the church: 

The first Scripture is Acts 17:10-11, where we see that the Bereans “received the word
with all readiness of mind,” but they “searched the scriptures daily, whether those things
were so.” For this reason, the Bereans were said to be “more noble than those in
Thessalonica.” Christians need to be encouraged to be like Bereans and not to follow
blindly what is taught or what is thought just because it comes from the leadership of the
church.

The second Scripture is from the Apostle Peter, in which he says, “But ye are a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew forth
the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light” (1 Peter
2:9). The Reformers referred to this as the priesthood of all believers.

A third Scripture is from 1 John 4:1: “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world.”
Believers must discern according to the Scriptures whether the source is Biblical or not,
and every pastor should encourage believers to do so.

A fourth Scripture exhorts Christians to “Prove all things; hold fast that which is good” (1
Thess. 5:21).

A fifth Scripture is found in Galatians 2:11-14, where we read Paul rebuked Peter “to the
face” and “before them all.”

      Pastors and church  leaders do serve in church offices designated in the Bible. That is not in question here. How
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these leaders function in these Biblically designated offices is the issue. Those in church offices must be servants to
those whom they lead and not tyrants, whether benevolent or not. Every Christian has certain Scriptural obligations,
but too many avoid their Biblically mandated responsibilities and permit the pastors and other leaders to function
like a priestly class between God and the people.

      While the promoters of the Ten Rules may say that they are about the operation of the church and not about
doctrine or Biblical principles, the fact is that one cannot separate the two. Note also  in Acts 6 that the Grecians
brought up an issue “because their widows were neglected.” This was a legitimate complaint that had Biblical
implications and was Biblically resolved to the satisfaction of all. The Grecians were not intimidated into silence by
a leadership allowing no questions.

      While in a few churches the use of these Rules may result in Biblical conduct in the operation of the church,
and may even result in solving internal issues and preventing apostasy from entering the church, such Rules,
whether stated or not, function in the overwhelming majority of churches to block the needed involvement of its
most discerning members by intimidating them into silence. These Ten Rules (whether printed or not) operating in
a church are often a wide doorway to apostasy, heresy, and aberrant teachings. Churches operating under the Ten
Rules will, in the main, sooner or later be infected with ecumenism and lack of Biblical separation from the world
and false doctrines.

      Keep the preceding in mind while reading the Ten Rules along with comments and suggested rule replacements
for leadership: 

Rule 1: 
      “Do not believe all that you hear, no matter how credible the purported source. If you have not heard the
‘information’ from the pulpit or read about it in church publications, withhold judgment. If there is necessary news
for the congregation, it will be shared at the appropriate time.” 

Rule 1 Comment: 
      This rule sounds eerily like one that would come from a cult leader, not an evangelical pastor. The words “from
the pulpit,” “church publications,” and “shared at the appropriate time” are keys to this rule. If Christians in a local
church body are hearing news, and particularly from a credible source, it’s already an indication that the leadership
has functioned too slowly. The appropriate time for leadership to share news is before it gets spread around, and
especially from credible sources. The church is a body that should be functioning together, not two or more separate
entities divided according to position or influence. All Christians who are part of a fellowship are responsible for
what goes on in that fellowship.  

Rule 1 Replacement: 
      To prevent misinformation and stories from occurring, leadership should provide factual information about
important matters regarding the church as immediately as possible. 

Rule 2: 
      “Understand that only a few people should know all the facts. These people are the Board of Elders and the
Senior Pastor. They are therefore also in the position to explain the church’s position.” 

Rule 2 Comment: 
      Again, this smacks of cult mentality, not true Christian leadership. If “all the facts” refer to private, unrelated-
to-the-church business (i.e., personal information that should be kept confidential to protect certain persons), then
having “only a few” people “know all the facts” would be understandable. However, the congregation must be
given as much available information as possible so that they can exercise discernment regarding a matter. Too little
shared information is the rule in most churches and gives the aura of a clandestine operation.

Rule 2 Replacement: 
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      The leadership should provide as many of the facts as possible to all in the congregation and do it as rapidly as
possible so that believers can Biblically consider and evaluate church matters and not be in the dark or blind-sided
if a serious matter becomes public. 

Rule 3: 
      “Accept the fact that just because all the facts are not made known,  that does not mean the leaders are
conspiring to protect themselves.” 

Rule 3 Comment: 
      If there is a failure to reveal “all the facts,” then explain the reasons why, or suspicions of conspiracy or
underhandedness will naturally arise.  

Rule 3 Replacement: 
      Leadership should explain why some of the facts are not being made known. Logical reasons explained to the
congregation will prevent suspicions of the leaders “conspiring to protect themselves.” 

Rule 4: 
      “Understand that details (or pressed-for information) regarding a given situation may be interesting, but it does
nothing to change reality and may in fact increase the difficulty for others. Therefore, do not expect the nitty-gritty
to be publicly discussed.” 

Rule 4 Comment: 
      The leadership needs to explain why details are omitted and how such details “may in fact increase the
difficulty for others.” Also, an explanation is needed for why the “nitty-gritty” cannot be “publicly discussed.” 

Rule 4 Replacement: 
      Unless a rational and clear reason can be given to the contrary, all details, including the nitty-gritty ones, should
be provided to the congregation by the leadership. Too often leadership arbitrarily decides to withhold more than is
necessary, resulting in questions and confusion leading to suspicion. 

Rule 5: 
      “Understand that financial matters are always a concern to the leadership. Long-term solutions are usually
chosen over short-term ones, and it does little good to instill panic or distress in the people over matters that are
beyond their responsibility.” 

Rule 5 Comment: 
      This “it’s none of your business” attitude is also typical of cult leadership that attempts to control what is
thought, when it is thought, or if it is to be thought at all. Because many in the congregation tithe and wish to be
good stewards of what the Lord has given them, a position of full disclosure and open financial ledgers it absolutely
essential to encourage confidence in what the leadership is doing. The continual practice of withholding
information and financial secrecy will logically lead to suspicion and withholding of tithes. 

Rule 5 Replacement: 
      Understand that financial matters are always a concern to members of a local body of believers. In order to
avoid “panic or distress,” leadership should demonstrate to the congregation how the long-term solutions are
chosen and the short-term ones ignored. Share the financial responsibility with the congregation. Instilling trust in
the area of finances will encourage believers to trust the leadership and cooperate with their decisions. 

Rule 6: 
      “Accept the fact that there are many ways of doing something, whether it be how finances are managed, or how
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difficult changes in the ministry are accomplished.” 

Rule 6 Comment: 
      For those who ask, an explanation of the many ways of financing and why one way was selected over another
and of the difficulties of changes in the ministry related to the finances should be available. 

Rule 6 Replacement: 
      Explanations for the complexities of finances and the reasons for selecting one way or another should be openly
available. Changes in the ministry affect programs, staff, and participants and should be announced in advance,
thereby permitting those in the congregation who are affected to ask questions and receive answers. 

Rule 7: 
      “The leadership, over the years, has spent much time ascertaining the facts in many situations. When the staff is
divided the facts become supremely elusive. Therefore, do not believe the ‘facts’ from any source, unless the
leadership confirms them.” 

Rule 7 Comment: 
      Again, this sounds like a rule designed by a cult leader in order to keep his flock in total dependence and in
complete subjection. The idea that only the leadership can ascertain the facts and is the final source of confirming
them communicates an extreme lack of confidence in many in the congregation who are as spiritually mature as
those in leadership and who may have better experience in the areas where decisions are made. 

Rule 7 Replacement: 
      Avoid giving the congregation a choice between believing the staff and the leadership and avoid making the
leadership the sole true source of information. 

Rule 8: 
      “When there is disunity on the church staff, there will be confusion in the church body. In these cases, simply
follow the Senior Pastor.”

 Rule 8 Comment: 
      Wow! “Give me some of that Kool-Aid, Mr. Jim Jones.” “Please tell me what to believe, Mr. Koresh.” To
“simply follow the Senior Pastor” without question and without information would require believers to set aside
their own discernment and their own spiritually maturing experiences, which would be an abrogation of
responsibility on their part. 

Rule 8 Replacement: 
      When there is “disunity on the church staff” do not “simply follow the Senior Pastor,” but rather gather
information, pray, and fast if necessary to discern what God would have you do. Remember, when you stand at the
Judgment Seat of Christ, you will NOT be able to blame your actions (or inaction, as the case may be) on the
leadership of your local church.

Rule 9: 
     “Perhaps this should be the first rule: Make an unqualified commitment to the church, its leadership and trust the
Lord to work out things that are not understood.” 

Rule 9 Comment: 
     At best, this sounds like what the Roman Catholic church would have their parishioners do. At worst, this
sounds like the group commitment required of cult members.  In addition, many times “things ... are not
understood” precisely because the leadership has not only withheld the information necessary for understanding, but
it has intimidated the flock into silence by implying that anyone asking questions is being disloyal (see Rule 10).
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Rule 9 Replacement: 
      Leadership should make an unqualified commitment to God and His Word and trust Him to bring discernment
though prayer so that “things that are not understood” will become clear, and then fully explain the reasons for an
action to the congregation so that they can commit to the church and its leadership. 

Rule 10: 
      “Lastly, pray that your contribution would be to ‘build up,’ not ‘destroy’ this local body. Commit to and trust
the leaders, believe in God’s watchful care and discount the rumors.” 

Rule 10 Comment: 
      A connection is made between “‘build up’ and not ‘destroy’ this local body” and “Commit to trust the leaders.”
Once again, cults often associate any questioning of leadership with disloyalty. Many times, though, blindly
committing to and trusting the leaders would be contrary to God’s Word and clear doctrinal teachings, not evidence
of  building up and submitting to “God’s watchful care.” 

Rule 10 Replacement:
      Put God and His Word first, follow the doctrines of Scripture, and make sure the leadership is doing likewise so
that God can be glorified among His people and His church can be built up. 

Conclusion: 
      If pastors train people to follow without information and knowledge, they are training them to shirk their
responsibility to grow in wisdom, discernment, and understanding. Who knows where the next person in the pulpit
may lead them, if they are accustomed to following the leader because the leader says so. These Rules will
encourage Christians to remain babes, letting someone else be responsible for their thinking and acting. Is this not
the stuff that cults are made of?

      In contrast, Jesus said to make disciples—learners. Each believer has the Holy Spirit in him to guide him with
the Word of God. Believers are to grow through  having “their senses exercised to discern both good and evil”
(Hebrews 5:15).

      While the early church had offices (elders and deacons) and gifts (apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and
teachers), an example of the extremity can be seen in the unbiblical hierarchy of the Roman Catholic church—the
ultimate in cult-like thinking. Although the Roman Catholic hierarchy would be criticized by those in the professing
evangelical church of today, it is often subtly duplicated. While the offices and gifts must function in the church,
there is an overriding need for the church to be a priesthood of all believers. The thinking implied in the “Ten
Rules” is the antithesis of the Biblical model.

      Pastors and church leaders are familiar with Romans 12 and other Scriptures in regard to members having
“differing” gifts and in regard to their use in the church. However, too many pastors and too many churches
function dogmatically according to a version of the Ten Rules. These Ten Rules in most churches are Ten Rules to
ruination of the church rather than revival, and will more often lead to the development of a cult mentality in the
congregation that follows them.

      One must seriously question the wisdom of any pastor who would promote the “Ten Rules.” It is a sign of
weakness in leadership, not strength, that would require God’s people to blindly follow—asking no questions,
receiving no answers. 

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 6/2000
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Church Debt
Is It Biblical?

For the most part, Christians are not aware of the serious consequences that follow when churches and we as
individual Christians go into debt. We are culturally so accustomed to debt that we feel no resistance to getting a
loan for a house, a new car, a new washer and dryer, or a new TV set. Everywhere in the world around us are
people taking out loans. Our whole economy would collapse without credit. Government is borrowing, industrial
corporations are borrowing, and private individuals are borrowing. Credit has been used in this country to the
extent that the USA, the richest country in the world, is now the biggest debtor among all nations. Because of our
cultural background, we find it quite natural to borrow money. If we lack the funds for a certain project, we believe
that it is not wrong to get a loan, as long as we can make the monthly payments. This is what credit institutions
have told us all along. 

Most churches, unfortunately, have no different attitude towards debt. In this matter, even “Bible believing
churches” go with the cultural flow. Church leaders think that they do God’s will when they finance building
projects through loans. Usually, church members do not question this practice, because the individual members
have taken out loans themselves to buy a house or a car. 

Often, a building project is presented to the church body in this way: 

“Christ has given us the Great Commission to go into whole world to preach the gospel; therefore, we
need to reach out to the people in our city. People will not come to our church if there is not a space
left in our parking lot, and if the buildings are already crowded. We cannot turn away anyone who
wants to come to our church to worship with us and participate in the study of God’s Word. We need
more space in order to reach more people for Christ. Nobody likes debt, but if we have to assume a
debt in order to reach out for Christ, then we should be willing to make this sacrifice.” 

After hearing a presentation like this, church members feel guilty to vote against the new building project. The
members think that if they would vote against the proposed project, they would oppose God’s will for their local
church (as revealed through the church’s leadership), and they would, thus, be showing a lack of commitment to
Christ and to the church. 

Another aspect of building new Sunday School space or a new auditorium is usually not mentioned in promotional
presentations. Church leaders calculate that as the congregation grows, the increased giving will soon equal or
even exceed the monthly payments on the new debt. In this way, the new project will “pay for itself”; this makes
good business sense. “Therefore,” they reason, “it would even be wrong not to follow through with the new
project, because without the new buildings, the church would not be able to grow.” 

This all sounds very plausible. However, we need to reexamine our attitude toward and our understanding of debt.
But some say, “Since there is no command from God that forbids churches to borrow money, it is permissible to
go into debt. And since it is permissible, it is wrong to take an exclusive, extreme position in this matter.”   

But what do the Scriptures really say about the matter of debt? Can it be God’s will for any church to acquire
debt?  

The Motive Does Not Justify the Means 

The Machiavellian principle that the end justifies the means is certainly not taught in the Word of God. If this
principle were true, then we could go and steal money or deal drugs and, thereby, boost our outreach program with
these newly found resources. The motive, however noble and good, does not justify the means of financing. The
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debt issue has to be examined on its own. If a church going into debt is wrong in itself, then no good purpose can
make it right. 

This is not to deny that our motives are important. The Bible certainly teaches that in addition to doing the right
thing, we also need to have the right motivation. However, we also find in the Bible that we may not do a wrong
thing for whatever right reason. In 2 Sam. 6:6-7, we read the story of how a man died when the people of Israel
moved the ark of the Covenant:  

“And when they came to the threshing floor of Nacon, Uzzah put out his hand to the ark of God and
took hold of it, for the oxen stumbled. And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Uzzah; and God
smote him there because he put forth his hand to the ark; and he died there beside the ark of God.” 

Here was a man who wanted to protect the ark of God, and that was a good reason; but he died because he did the
wrong thing. He touched the ark. Even David was quite upset that God killed Uzzah (6:8). 

In Exodus 25:12-15 and in Numbers 4:5-6,15, instructions are given on how the ark of God was to be moved:  

“And when Aaron and his sons have made an end of covering the sanctuary, and all the vessels of the
sanctuary, as the camp is to set forward; after that, the sons of Kohath shall come to bear [it]: but they
shall not touch [any] holy thing, lest they die” (Num 4:15). 

Those instructions were not followed. The ark should not have been placed on a cart. The Levites should have
carried it with the staves on their shoulders. The priests and Levites should have known the Word of God. Lack of
knowledge and good intentions did not protect Uzzah. He died because he touched the ark itself, even though he
meant to keep the ark from sliding off the cart. We read in 1 Chr. 15:1-15 that David learned his lesson through this
experience. Later, when the ark was moved another time, “the children of the Levites bare the ark of God upon
their shoulders with the staves thereon, as Moses commanded according to the word of the Lord.” Along with the
right motive, we also have to do the right thing. 

Again, we have to examine what the Word of God teaches about debt itself. This question cannot be decided by
pointing to the right motives for a building project. 

  
Debt Does Not Glorify God 

The Apostle Paul writes to the Romans (1:18-21):

 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men,
who hold the truth in unrighteousness; ... Because that, when they knew God, they glorified [Him] not
as God, neither were thankful.” 

If God condemns the unbelievers for not glorifying Him, then certainly the church needs to glorify Him. Church
debts are not glorifying to God. God has promised that he will provide for all the needs of His people (Philip.
4:19). God does not supply for our need through another need—the need to repay a debt. Debt is a burden, not a
provision. Saying that God can provide material needs in the form of debt, would be the same as saying that God
provides forgiveness of our sins through sin. Saying that God could provide the funds for a church building
through a loan, is grossly distorting the teaching of God’s grace; because it is out of His grace that God provides
for all of our needs. 

Already the Old Testament testifies to the fact that God is the Provider: “And Abraham called the name of that
place Jehovahjireh: as it is said [to] this day, In the mount of the Lord it shall be seen” [Jehovahjireh: that is, The
Lord will see, or, provide] (Gen. 22:14). Abraham experienced God’s provision when God supplied the lamb for
the sacrifice on mount Moriah, foreshadowing Christ as the Lamb of God. Paul, describing God’s character, writes
about God’s provision in Christ:  
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“He that spared not His own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely
give us all things?” 

Jesus says, “I am the door: by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture”
(John 10:9). This picture that Jesus paints shows us again that He is the provider for His flock, for His people.
Most every Christian can quote from memory: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.” 

God does not only supply our personal needs, he also supplies what we need to serve him. The apostle Peter
writes:  

“Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus our Lord,
according as His divine power hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness,
through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue” (2 Peter 1:2-3). 

If God has given us “all things that pertain unto life and godliness,” then all that the church needs to do His will is
included in His provision. 

The apostle Paul confirms this when he writes:  

“And God [is] able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in all
[things], may abound to every good work” (2 Cor. 9:8). 

Paul specifically mentions here that God is able to give us enough of everything that we need to do every good
work. Having “all sufficiency” and being able to do “every good work” is specifically tied here to God’s grace.
Therefore, it is impossible to say that God could provide for the needs of the church through leading His people
into debt. 

To the Philippians Paul writes:  

“But my God shall supply all your need according to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus. Now unto
God and our Father [be] glory for ever and ever. Amen” (Philp. 4:19-20). 

God supplies “according to His riches in glory.” If we go into debt, then we are damaging His image before the
world, and we deny that out of His grace we will always have “all sufficiency in all things.” If we go into debt we
are in effect saying that God was not able or did not care to provide what His people would need to do His will.
Debt does not glorify God. If we try to reach out to the people in our cities that do not know God in a way that is
not glorifying God, we lose our message and we become nothing more than a social club. 

Some say that if we borrow the money from our own denominational agency (or even from the members of the
church itself), then at least the interest that we pay for the loan will be used for the Lord’s work. But there is a
problem with this practice also. God forbids taking interest from brethren:  

“Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother; usury of money, usury of victuals, usury of any thing
that is lent upon usury” (Deut. 23:19). 

I do not know of any Christian organization that loans money to churches without taking interest. This is clearly
contrary to God’s Word. As well as denying His sufficient provision, disobedience does not glorify God. 

  
The New Testament Forbids Believers to Have Debts 

The Apostle Paul wrote: “Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loveth another hath fulfilled
the law” (Rom. 13:8). Some would say that this one verse is not sufficient to keep us from using credit or from
acquiring a debt. But the wording of this verse is clear; it does say that we should NOT owe anything to anybody.
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This certainly includes money. The same word that is used here in the Greek text for “owing” is also used in
Matthew 18:25-26. There the word is directly tied to owing money. The Apostle Paul is saying that we should not
owe anybody anything, including money; the meaning is clear.  

Why do we not find any other passage in the New Testament that speaks to the question of borrowing and debt?
The answer to this is quite simple. From the viewpoint of the New Testament, there is no need to speak much
about debt, because the New Testament speaks many times about the opposite of borrowing. The opposite of
borrowing is GIVING. 

Giving is one important side of love: “For God so LOVED the world, that he GAVE His only begotten Son” (John
3:16). Paul says that our only debt should be that we love one another. Therefore, the only debt that we can have is
the obligation to give. God the Father did not borrow a son somewhere and give a borrowed sacrifice for our
redemption. The New Testament does not speak much about borrowing, because it has so much to say about
giving. Acquiring a debt is certainly not giving. It is the opposite of giving; it’s taking! Our obligation is to love,
and love consists always of some form of giving. We can only give what we have. “Sharing” our debt with new
members is certainly not love. 

The New Testament has higher standards than the Old Testament. The Sermon on the Mount shows this very
clearly. In the Old Testament, divorce was allowed; in the New Testament it is forbidden, with one exception, for
reason of fornication. The Old Testament does not forbid borrowing or lending. The New Testament tells us that
we should not even expect to be paid back if we lend (Luke 6:34). The Lord upgraded lending; it becomes, in
effect, giving. If we are told to lend, and to consider the money already as given away, how can we do the
opposite? — How can we borrow and go into debt? 

Saying that the Bible does not forbid the New Testament church to go into debt, is not taking seriously what the
Bible, and especially the New Testament, teaches about giving. Is it not significant that we do not find in the Bible
that the Lord’s work was ever funded through debt? If a church lacks the funds to pay for a building project, then
God’s time for that project has not come, or it was never God’s will in the first place. 

  
The Practice of Procuring Loans Encourages Irresponsibility 

In Psalm 37:21 we read: “The Wicked borroweth and payeth not again, but the Righteous sheweth mercy, and
giveth.” Notice again that God’s Word uses the terms “borrowing” and “giving” as opposites. The way in which
churches are getting loans today encourages irresponsibility. 

A church member can vote today during a church business meeting for the church to assume a debt, but that same
church member can leave the church tomorrow and not be personally responsible for this debt. A church leader
can lead the church into debt today, but he can take on a new position in another church and be gone within two
weeks, but he will not be personally responsible for the debt that he leaves behind. The church might be burdened
with debts for decades to come, and the people who incurred the debt are long gone. The repayment of the loan
will be pushed on people who will join the church in the future. In most cases, those people are not even told when
they join that there is a debt. 

Who of the members that voted for the loan can promise to stay around for the next five, ten, twenty, or thirty
years until the last penny is paid off? To vote for a debt, and then let others pay for it, is irresponsible; the Bible
calls it wickedness. If every church member who votes for a debt would be held personally responsible and liable,
church leaders would not so easily get consenting votes from the church body.  

A Church in Debt Loses its Light 

Jesus says: “You are the salt of the earth. ... You are the light of the world” (Matt. 5:13-14). The United States of
America has been destroyed by debt. It has become a giant slave to the financial institutions that have pushed easy
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credit on everyone. The greatest credit bubble in the history of mankind exists in the U.S. today. The church needs
to be a light in the darkness of the financial world. The church should teach responsibility; the church should
demonstrate how to live within its means. But since churches and the individuals in the churches are in debt, we
have given up being light in the darkness to the financial world around us.  

Waste of God’s Money

 The interest paid on a thirty-year loan amounts to approximately twice the amount of the principal that was
originally borrowed. Much money that was faithfully given to God for the Lord’s work ends up in the coffers of
bankers. If we would look at church borrowing over a period of decades, we would see that a huge amount of
capital has been lost from the Lord’s work because of interest payments. If all the money that churches have
wasted on interest payments had been given to the missions effort, no missionary would ever have to beg for
support!   

  
Contrary to the Character of Christ 

The character of Jesus is contrary to debt. Jesus says: “I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth His life
for the sheep” (John 10:11). The good shepherd does not mortgage the flock, he gives; he even gives His own life
for the flock. If a church acquires a loan, she not only mortgages the presently existing flock, she also mortgages
away the little lambs that the Father wants to add to the flock. 

  
A Church in Debt Denies the Holiness of God 

Where does the money come from when a church gets a loan “to do God’s work”? The money ultimately comes
from the world—from unbelievers. True Christians give to the Lord’s work; true believers will not enslave the
church to themselves through debt. But if the church asks the world to provide funding for the buildings that she
“needs” to worship God and to teach His Word, then she is denying the holiness of God.  

Has God ever gone to an unbeliever and begged for money so that His work can be done? The apostle John writes
about “brethren” that the church sent out to preach the gospel. He says about them:  

“Because that for His name’s sake they went forth, taking nothing of the Gentiles” (3 John 7).  

To maintain the integrity of His Name, Christian leaders today should trust God and His people alone to supply
their needs. A church’s understanding of God’s holiness must be very faint if she has no problem begging the
world for loans. 

  
Church Debts are Contrary to the Gospel 

If we look into the Old Testament, the matter of church debt does not look any better. The Old Testament teaches
that the borrower becomes a slave to the lender (Proverbs 22:21). Looking at debt from this viewpoint, burdening
the church with debt is totally contrary to the gospel. The Apostle Paul wrote to the Galatians: “Stand fast therefore
in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage” (5:1).
Anyone who preaches a “gospel” of debt, and how it supposedly is God’s will to do His work with debt, preaches
falsely. Debt is not freedom; it is bondage! Promoting bondage in the church is a severe matter. 

  
Servitude to Another Master 

The most damaging aspect of church debt is the spiritual bondage (servanthood) that comes with the debt. Proverb
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22:7 states: “The borrower is servant to the lender.” Debt puts any person, any church, into bondage. Some might
say: “We can handle the monthly payments easily, so what’s wrong?” In addition to the obvious obligation to
service the debt, a church also takes on a spiritual bondage. We started out to serve Christ, and Christ alone; now
suddenly we have to also serve another master. We might not be aware of the fact that we now have two masters,
we might play it down, we might even deny it, but the Scripture cannot be broken (John 10:35): “The borrower is
servant to the lender.” By signing a mortgage contract, the church has agreed to be servant to another master. The
ministry of the church is now divided between two masters: the bank and Christ. 

The church’s finances become divided. The interest that is paid on a thirty-year loan accumulates over the years to
about twice the amount that was originally borrowed. If $1 million has been borrowed, then about $2 million will
be paid in interest. Two thirds of the total payments go to the lender, the new master. One third pays for the
building project that the church believed the Lord wanted her to engage. Mortgage payments are so structured that
at the beginning of a thirty-year loan, 95% to 98% of the monthly payment consists of the interest portion, and
only 2% to 5% of the monthly payment pays off the debt. When the church goes into debt, she definitely is
serving two masters. 

The church’s motives also become divided. Yes, the church wants new people to join the church, but
why? Certainly there can be many good motives why a local church invites new people to join. But the church has
now come under pressure to keep up the monthly mortgage payments. Because of that obligation, the single-
mindedness of purpose and the purity of heart are gone. The church has to have new people join. There are always
members moving away or joining other churches in town. A drop in attendance could mean financial difficulties.
Therefore, attendance not only has to be kept up, but newcomers cannot be offended and thus driven away. (And
since sound doctrine is always a dividing force, the tendency is also to compromise on doctrine.) The single-
mindedness is lost because the people in the church have changed; the pureness of heart is lost because the
situation has changed—the church now has to satisfy two masters. The monthly payments are very real. 

The church’s loyalty becomes divided. At one point in His ministry, Jesus had a steep drop in attendance. Jesus
gave a message that His disciples did not like; the result was that most of His disciples left Him:  

“From that time many of His disciples went back, and walked no more with him. Then Jesus said unto
the twelve, Will ye also go away?” (John 6:66-67). 

A church in debt cannot afford to lose attendance that drastically. If the truth will hurt church attendance, then the
truth has to be held back. The monthly payments have to be met! The Lord Himself lost attendance, and there was
nothing wrong with Him or His preaching. Why do churches think that over the next five, ten, twenty, or thirty
years there will never be a drop in attendance? The danger of compromising the truth becomes very real. One
cannot be loyal to Christ and at the same time not be loyal to the truth, because Jesus says, “I am the truth.” A
church in debt becomes a church of divided loyalty. She tries to stay loyal to the truth, but she also has to meet her
financial obligations and, therefore, will do all that is necessary to please the people, so that they will continue to
attend and give. 

  
Conclusion

The apostle Paul states simply and plainly that we should not owe anything to anybody, but love. Yes, this is only
one verse in the whole Bible. But once we begin looking at the implications of debt, we find an overwhelming
support in God’s Word for this seemingly insignificant statement: “Owe no man any thing, but to love one
another.”

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 6/00
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What The Bible Says About
[Editorial Comments Bracketed in Bold]

The Role of Women
 

Isa 3:12 — As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule over them. O my people, they which
lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.

1 Tim 2:8-11 — I will therefore that men pray every where, lifting up holy hands, without wrath and doubting. In
like manner also, that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with
broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; But (which becometh women professing godliness) with good
works. Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. [Men are to lead; women are to be modest, learning
quietly, and in submission; in this way, they prove their claim to godliness.]

1 Tim 3:14,15; 2:11-15 — These things write I unto thee, hoping to come unto thee shortly:  But if I tarry long,
that thou mayest know how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the house of God, which is the church of the living
God, the pillar and ground of the truth. [What follows are God’s instructions for a woman’s functioning in the
formal services of the local church, which would include Sunday School] ... Let the woman learn in silence with
all subjection. But I [Paul, as an Apostle of Jesus Christ, with full authority of one inspired by God] suffer not
a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence. [A woman cannot teach with
authority; e.g., in Sunday School classes, Bible conferences, etc. When a woman stands before a mixed crowd
that includes men and opens the Bible and preaches or teaches, she is taking authority.] For Adam was first
formed, then Eve. [The woman was created after the man to be his helpmeet, not his head. Obviously, this is
NOT a cultural matter, but is based upon the order of creation; this establishment of the principle of order
transcends culture!] And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived [“quite deceived” (NASB—
Gen. 3:13)] was in the transgression. [Therefore, the woman was not spiritually qualified to teach because of
(1) the order of creation, and (2) the facts of the Fall.] Notwithstanding she shall be saved in childbearing, [i.e.,
she will be occupying herself with the duties of the home and family (as evidence of her salvation given
through the birth of the Messiah), and will receive her fulfillment/purpose in life in that arena] if they
continue in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety [“self-restraint” (NASB)].

1 Tim 5:9,10,14 — Let not a widow be taken into the number under threescore years old, having been the wife of
one man, Well reported of for good works; if she have brought up children, if she have lodged strangers, if she
have washed the saints’ feet, if she have relieved the afflicted, if she have diligently followed every good work.
[Faithful service in “home-related” activities necessary to qualify widows to receive church support.] … I will
therefore that the younger women marry, bear children, guide the house, [be the “ruler” or “despot” of the home,
but under the leadership of her husband] give none occasion to the adversary to speak reproachfully.

Titus 2:3-5 —The aged women likewise, that they be in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not
given to much wine, teachers of good things; [See further: women teaching “home-related” activities to
younger women, not Biblical doctrine.] That they may teach [“encourage” NASB] the young women to be
sober, to love their husbands, to love their children [agape love, since a person can not be “taught” to have
“feelings”], To be discreet, chaste, keepers [“workers” NASB] at home, good, obedient to their own husbands,
[this alone would preclude a married woman from working outside the home, because outside work
necessitates her to be under someone else’s authority, man or woman, other than her own husband] that the
word of God be not blasphemed.

Prov 6:20; 2 Tim 1:5; 3:15 — My son, keep thy father’s commandment, and forsake not the law of thy mother: …
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When I call to remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and thy
mother Eunice; and I am persuaded that in thee also. … And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures,
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. [The person teaching
becomes the authority; since the parent is already the authority, as God intended it to be from creation, there
is no problem in women teaching doctrine to their own children.]

1 Cor 14:33b-35,37 —  As in all churches of the saints. Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not
permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law. [Not a
cultural factor, but established by God thousands of years ago.]  And if they will learn any thing, let them ask
their husbands at home: for it is a shame [“improper” (NASB)] for women to speak in the church. [Women are to
look for input and leadership from the man.] … If any man think himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him
acknowledge that the things that I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.

Eph 5:18, 22-24 —  And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; ... Wives, submit
yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. [Can’t submit to husband if don’t submit to Christ.]  For
the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the saviour of the body.
Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every thing.

1 Pet 3:1-6 —  Likewise, ye wives, [same as in submissiveness to government authorities (1 Pe 2:13-17)] be in
subjection to your own husbands; that, if any obey not the word, they also may without the word be won by the
conversation of the wives; [God is saying that even for an unbeliever, submissiveness to God-supported
authority is a hard and fast rule, not situational, circumstantial, or cultural.] ... Whose adorning let it not be
that outward adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel; But let it be the
hidden man of the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in
the sight of God of great price. For after this manner in the old time [i.e., not “cultural”] the holy women also,
who trusted in God, adorned themselves, [Outward adornment should not be the focal point of a woman’s life
—rather her life is to emphasize godliness.] being in subjection unto their own husbands:  Even as Sara obeyed
Abraham, calling him lord (Gen. 18:12) [2000 years earlier; therefore, not cultural]: whose daughters ye are, as
long as ye do well, and are not afraid with any amazement.

1 Cor 11:3-10 — But I would have you know, that the head [i.e., authority (Jdg. 11:10; Eph. 1:22)] of every man
is Christ; and the head of the woman is the man; and the head of Christ is God. [Therefore, no inferiority is
implied in submissiveness, only different God-ordained roles.] Every man praying or prophesying, having his
head covered, dishonoureth his head. But every woman that prayeth or prophesieth [direct revelation (which is no
longer an active gift for anyone, men or women), not normal preaching/teaching (prophesying and teaching
were two distinct gifts—Eph. 4:11)] with her head uncovered dishonoureth her head [an abnormal situation for
woman to pray or prophesy in public, and therefore, she must have a visible sign of authority over her]: for
that is even all one as if she were shaven. For if the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn: but if it be a
shame for a woman to be shorn or shaven, let her be covered. For a man indeed ought not to cover his head,
forasmuch as he is the image and glory of God: but the woman is the glory of the man. For the man is not of the
woman; but the woman of the man. Neither was the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man. For
this cause [the created order] ought the woman to have power on her head because of the angels. [Paul again
refers back to the order of creation, and that the angels are watching (Eph, 3:10), for his authority, not
because of the curse of the Fall as some so-called “Biblical feminists” contend.] [Paul is speaking here of
conduct in meetings outside the church; he doesn’t speak to church conduct until verse 18; 1 Cor. 6:12-11:17
deals with personal conduct outside of corporate church meetings.]   

Prov 12:4; 14:1 —  A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband: but she that maketh ashamed is as rottenness in
his bones. ... Every wise woman buildeth her house: but the foolish plucketh it down with her hands.

Prov 31:10-31 —  Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies. The heart of her husband
doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will do him good and not evil all the days of her
life. She seeketh wool, and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands. She is like the merchants’ ships; she
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bringeth her food from afar.  She riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a portion to
her maidens.  She considereth a field, and buyeth it [in order to plant and grow food for her family]: with the
fruit of her hands she planteth a vineyard. [providing wine part of the provisions of the home, just as is
providing of the food; i.e., she was not a “real estate lady” as the so-called Biblical feminists teach today—
she barters food, wine, garments, and sashes (vs. 24)]  She girdeth her loins with strength, and strengtheneth her
arms. She perceiveth that her merchandise is good [bartering food and drink, not real estate speculation]: her
candle goeth not out by night. She layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff.  She stretcheth
out her hand to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hands to the needy. She is not afraid of the snow for her
household: for all her household are clothed with scarlet. She maketh herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is
silk and purple [a wealthy household, yet she works hard—no idleness]. Her husband is known in the gates,
when he sitteth among the elders of the land. [Her faithfulness in the home and with the home is very
significant in her husband’s success.] She maketh fine linen, and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto the
merchant. [The issue of working women is not income; the focus must be the home, and income generated
through the home, not outside of it.] Strength and honour are her clothing; and she shall rejoice in time to
come. [She has made provision for the future.]  She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her tongue is the
law of kindness. She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.  Her children
arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her. Many daughters have done virtuously, but
thou excellest them all. [The real credit comes to a woman from her children and from her husband.] Favour is
deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth the LORD, she shall be praised. Give her of the fruit of her
hands; and let her own works praise her in the gates.

Does God’s Word Allow a Woman to Serve as a Pastor in the Church? A Study in
the Pastoral Epistles

by Matt Costella
©FOUNDATION Magazine, Jul-Aug 2001

The Proliferation of Female Clergy Within the Christian Church
The role of women in local Christian assemblies has been a matter of debate within Christendom for

many years. Yet within the past 25 years, this issue has risen to a climax, not only in several mainline
Protestant and Orthodox denominations, but also in evangelical churches as well. The issue of the role
of women in the church served as a matter of contention at the Eighth Assembly of the World Council
of Churches in Harare, Zimbabwe, in December 1998 when the Greek and Russian Orthodox Churches
voiced their displeasure of the fact that the majority of the WCC's member churches and denominations
ordain women as ministers and priests.1 In the United States, the Presbyterian Church USA, the
Episcopal Church USA, The United Church of Christ, the United Methodist Church, the Reformed
Church in America, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, the Church of the Brethren and the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) are only a few of the many mainline denominations that ordain
women into ministry and encourage them to serve as pastors and bishops of local congregations.

 
In a recent study of denominations that ordain women, researchers found that the number of

ordained women ministers in 15 large Protestant denominations grew exponentially between 1977 and
1994. A Hartford Seminary study discovered that within this time period, the number of female clergy
increased from 157 to 712 in the American Baptist Church USA, from 94 to 1,394 in the Episcopal
Church USA, from 388 to 988 in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), from 73 to 1,519 in the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, from 350 to 2,705 in the Presbyterian Church (USA) and
from 319 to 3,003 in the United Methodist Church.2 It is also interesting to note that approximately 25
percent of the female clergy and 19 percent of the male clergy who participated in the study were
divorced. The survey concludes as follows: "Clergy women are reinventing ministry for the future,
refusing the old definitions and expectations. Clergy women are expanding the very essence of
Christian ministry and guiding the whole church to rethink and renew its leadership and membership."3
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Not only are clergywomen growing within liberal denominations in the United States but also within

Evangelical and conservative churches and denominations as well. Notice the following facts about
these popular denominations and associations:

Southern Baptist Convention -- According to one source, the Southern Baptist Convention has
approximately 1,130 ordained women filling various roles of ministry.4

The Association of Vineyard Churches -- This group only allows men to fulfill the office of
elder and pastor, but allows women to "preach, teach, evangelize, heal, prophesy, counsel,
nurture, administrate, and build up the flock of God."5

The Church of the Nazarene -- One researcher reports that this denomination "has ordained
women to the ministry since its founding in 1908 and supports the right of women to use their
God-given spiritual gifts within the church. Nazarenes affirm the right of women to be elected
and appointed to places of leadership at all levels of the church."6 It is important to note that
some churches within this denomination have shunned their denominational title (Church of the
Nazarene) for a more generic, community oriented name (e.g. New Life Community Church,
etc.).

Assemblies of God USA -- The Assemblies of God believes women can serve in all roles of
church ministry including that of pastor. In a position paper entitled "The Role of Women in
Ministry as Described in Holy Scripture," the authors conclude, "We cannot find convincing
evidence that the ministry of women is restricted according to some sacred or immutable
principle. ... The existence in the secular world of bigotry against women cannot be denied. But
there is no place for such an attitude in the body of Christ. We acknowledge that attitudes of
secular society, based on long-standing practice and tradition, have influenced the application of
biblical principles to local circumstances."7

Free Methodist Church of North America -- This is the denomination in which the previous
president of the National Association of Evangelicals, Kevin Mannoia, is an ordained bishop.
This denomination believes that "the Gospel of Jesus Christ ... knows no distinction of race,
condition or sex. ... With these beliefs, women should be encouraged to take their place in all
areas of church leadership and ministry. "8

Many other churches, fellowships and denominations including the Open Bible Standard
Churches, Inc.; International Church of the Foursquare Gospel; The Church of God (Anderson,
IN); and others allow women to hold positions of pastoral authority within the local church.

Not only have denominations and local churches advanced the cause of women clergy, but notable
religious figures have done their part to popularize this trend as well. Anne Graham Lotz, daughter of
evangelist Billy Graham, is now one of the most popular woman preachers in the world. Lotz recently
told one television news program that her parents used to disapprove of her ministry until they heard
her preach. "They saw that my home was clean, my children were well-behaved, my husband was
happy and very supportive," she said, "And they just backed off and could see that God had called
me."9 One group of prominent "evangelical" theologians has formed Christians for Biblical Equality
(CBE), an organization in Minneapolis, Minnesota, that zealously promotes equal roles for women in
the church and home. Notable theologians who comprise CBE's Board of Reference include [radical,
left-winger] Tony Campolo, Vernon Grounds, Roberta Hestenes, Millard Erickson, Gordon Fee, Myron
S. Augsburger and John R. Kohlenberger III. The Dallas Morning News, which recently featured a
story on the CBE, reported that Charisma editor J. Lee Grady is also a supporter of CBE.10 The article
also noted that Promise Keepers, another "evangelical" parachurch organization, has refused to take an
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official stance on the role of women in the church and stated that, in turn, "CBE leaders are cautious
about criticizing Promise Keepers."11

Clearly, with the growth of the Charismatic and Pentecostal Movements, which advocate female
clergy and the increasing ecumenical inclusiveness of many evangelical churches, it is vitally important
for the Fundamentalist Christian to know what God's Word teaches regarding this issue so that he
might know how to answer those who question his position concerning the role of women in the
ministry of the local church. It is evident that the majority of professing Christians and Christian
churches today allow women to fill positions of pastoral leadership in the local church. This serious
issue will remain with the church and continue to permeate all realms of Christian thought and practice
as women's roles of pastoral leadership in churches and denominations continue to become more
accepted and commonplace in the [professing] Christian community.

A Brief Historical Look at Views Concerning the Role of Women in the Local Church
In their simplest form, the views concerning the role of women in local church ministry are most

often broken down by scholars into two distinct groups: those who believe women should be permitted
to hold positions of pastoral authority in the church and those who believe that only men are permitted
to hold such positions in the local church. Those who believe women should be restricted from holding
an authoritative, pastoral role in the church embrace what is known as the "historic" or "traditional"
view. On the other hand, those who believe women should possess the ability to occupy all positions of
leadership within the church embrace what is referred to as the "egalitarian" or "progressive" view.

 
Obviously, pastors and theologians do not always subscribe solely to all aspects of one view or the

other. Various nuances of these views exist among those who have studied the issue. For example,
some might hold to the position that women cannot serve in the local church as senior pastors, but are
permitted to serve as assistant or associate pastors. Others might believe that women should not serve
in any form of pastoral role in the local church, but are free to teach men and women in an adult
Sunday school class. In any case, for the purpose of clarification within this article, and due to the
limitations of space and content, this article will simply define those who permit women to hold any
form of pastoral role within the local church as ones who hold the progressive or egalitarian view, and
any who forbid women to hold a position of teaching authority over men as those who hold to the
historic or traditional view.

 
According to author Daniel Doriani, those who hold to the historic view of women in ministry can

claim the support of traditional Christian thought and teaching throughout church history.12 In fact, one
author, Robert Yarbrough, has conducted an insightful study on the hermeneutics of 1 Timothy 2:9-15,
in which he concludes that the "progressive" view has been shaped more by the social climate of the
mid-20th century rather than the Biblical text itself.13 He cites, "It strains credulity to the breaking
point to maintain that it is mere coincidence that 'progressive' readings of I Timothy 2, which were
virtually unheard of in church history prior to the women's movement of the 1960s, are not indebted to
that movement in fundamental respects for their plausibility."14 Although Doriani did cite three
feminist writers from the 19th century who pioneered a progressive understanding of women's role in
the church (Catherine Booth, Frances Willard, and Katherine Bushnell), clearly the majority of the shift
from traditionalist to progressive writings and beliefs concerning the woman's role in the church
appeared during the 20th century.

The Biblical View of Women's Role in the Local Church
While a variety of arguments promoting the progressive view exist, the scope of this article does not

allow room for an extensive examination of each view, nor will it attempt to provide a rebuttal for
every argument. Rather, this section of the article will simply, but carefully, determine the intent of 1
Timothy 2:9-15 within the confines of the Pastoral Epistles (First and Second Timothy and Titus)
while referring, as necessary, to other New Testament texts regarding the Bible's teaching concerning
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the role of women within the local church setting. Several principles will be set forth and supported by
the Biblical text, as well as by theologians who have carefully studied the Biblical text and arrived at
what the writer believes to be a sound conclusion.

Yet before noticing what God's Word says about this important issue, the reader must decide
whether or not he or she will accept the very words of Scripture as the inspired and inerrant words of
God. Many who espouse a progressive view of women in ministry hold a low view of Scripture,
viewing the Biblical text as the ideas, philosophies and musings of men (such as the Apostle Paul)
rather than the very words of God given to men by the direct act of inspiration by the Holy Spirit. If
one concludes that the words of the text under consideration simply reflect the cultural milieu of the
apostle Paul and therefore cannot be considered authoritative for the 21st century, then no other
argument or investigation into the topic can proceed, for one's beliefs are subject to the conclusions and
judgments of men rather than the absolute and unchanging truth of God Himself.

 
However, if one accepts the Bible as inerrant, authoritative and "God-breathed," then he will know

that all Scripture is profitable for doctrine and he will refrain from discarding those portions he does
not believe to be relevant or applicable to his own situation.

Principle #1: Women Are to Teach Other Women
Paul's New Testament epistle to Titus contains instruction concerning Titus' need to "set in order the

things that [were] wanting" (Titus1:5) in the local church and his need to "ordain elders in every city"
on the island of Crete. Paul specifically instructed Titus to "speak thou the things which become sound
doctrine" (Titus 2: 1), the very "things" that were being perverted by the false teachers influencing the
church at Crete. Within the confines of the local church ministry, one area of "sound doctrine" that
Titus was to emphasize was the truth that the older women of the congregation were to be "teachers of
good things" (Titus 2:3). Specifically, these women were to "teach the young women to be sober, to
love their husbands, to love their children, to be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to
their own husbands" (Titus 2:4-5). Such teaching concerning obedience and morality was vitally
important to the health of the body of Christ. Why? So the Word of God would not be "blasphemed"
or reproached (Titus 2:5).

 
From this text, it is evident that women are to teach other women and that God has prescribed an

order of conduct for women which, if followed, glorifies Him and causes His name to be glorified
rather than reproached or blasphemed. The exact nature of this "teaching" ministry of women is not
explicitly stated, but certainly this ministry could be advanced in either a classroom setting or on a
personal discipleship arrangement. Thomas Oden, one who holds an egalitarian view of women in
ministry, notes, "Mature women were specifically designated in Titus 2:3 as teachers (kalodidaskalous,
teachers of what is good). Mature women are the natural counselors of the young. Their teaching of
virtue is best done by example."15 Whether women teach other women at the local church (as is the
case in many of today's Sunday school class arrangements) or whether they teach them outside the
confines of the local church, the command remains the same: Women are to teach other women [and
then only in godiliness, NOT doctrine], at the very least by their own example, if not also by verbal
instruction as well.

 

Principle #2: Women Are to Adorn Themselves With Good Works
In 1 Timothy 2:1-15, Paul gives instructions for public worship by believers. Within this context,

Paul instructs women in the congregation to dress modestly rather than in an ostentatious or ornate
manner (vv. 9-10). But rather than writing simply a legalistic style manual for women, Paul penned
these verses by inspiration of the Holy Spirit in an effort to lay down a Biblical principle for corporate
worship in the local church. The principle is this: A woman's character is more important than her
apparel. Homer Kent writes, "She is to adorn herself with good works. Her adorning, that which gives
her attractiveness, is not to be costly array but exhibitions of Christian character ... Every Christian
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woman should prize more highly a testimony to her Christian labors than a reputation as the best-
dressed woman in the congregation."16 Kent cites the Scriptural examples of Phoebe, Lydia and
Dorcas as those whose works were edifying to the body of Christ and left lasting impressions, not only
on those with whom they came into contact, but also upon the entire church unto this very day.

 
Even today, women have a responsibility within the local church to minister to others through their

good works and to be known for who they truly are through their Godly Christian character. Women
can demonstrate their good works within the local church body through a variety of ways. Showing
hospitality, encouraging others, teaching other women and keeping believers up-to-date on the
ministries of the church and the church's missionaries, are just a few ways in which good works and
Godly character can be revealed in the local assembly on the part of Christian women.

Principle #3: Women Are to Be Active Learners
Not only are women in the local church to teach other women and maintain good works and Godly

character, but Paul also commands them to be learners. In his second epistle to Timothy, Paul states
that the false teachers had influenced some of the women in the Ephesian church (2 Tim. 3:6-7). Ann
Bowman notes that "it seems [Paul] knew it was important that they be well grounded in the
Scriptures."17 Of course, in order to be grounded in the Scriptures, it was imperative that the women
learn sound doctrine and obey that which they had learned.

 
First Timothy 2:11 delineates how the women were to learn in the local assembly: "Let the woman

learn in silence with all subjection." It is important to note that this statement does not imply that the
woman is to completely keep silent within the entire public worship service of the local church. Rather,
the woman is to keep silent only in the process of learning, that is, when the male leader of the church
is authoritatively teaching the doctrine found in the Word of God. Schreiner says, "The focus of the
command is not on women learning, but the manner and mode of their learning."18 Bowman describes
the manner of learning as having two parts: First, women are to learn in silence, or quietness, which
denotes outward manner. Second, they are to learn in all submissiveness, which denotes the attitude of
the heart that must accompany leaming.19

 
This injunction demonstrates Christianity's high regard for women in contrast to much of the New

Testament culture, as well as the Judaic tradition. In many cultures, women were prohibited even from
learning, much less teaching or reading in public. Donald Guthrie writes that "the equality of the sexes
... received little recognition in ancient times. Not only was the prevailing Greek attitude against it, but
Hebrew thought was equally unsympathetic."20 For example, Guthrie states that "Rabbinic prohibitions
were much more severe than the Christian prohibitions," for women were not even allowed to teach
small children. In contrast, the apostle Paul commands women in the local assembly to listen
attentively and to quietly submit their thoughts and hearts to the teaching of the Word of God.

 
It is evident from the aforementioned principles that women possess a role and function in the

church that brings glory to God and benefits the entire body of Christ. In his book, What's a Woman to
Do … In the Church?, David Nicholas lists a variety of ministries that women could fulfill, not only in
the church, but also in the community as they teach other women, learn God's Word, and adorn
themselves with good works. Such roles could include:

A Ministry in Christian Education
A Ministry in Personal Evangelism and Discipleship
A Ministry of Child Evangelism
A Ministry in Missions
A Ministry to Women

Certainly a woman can fill a variety of roles that would bring honor to God and would edify the entire
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body of Christ. Yet while women can serve in a variety of areas in the church, the Word of God sets
forth a final principle that forbids women to exercise one particular function in the church.

Principle #4: Women Are Prohibited From Exercising Authoritative Leadership or Teaching of
the Word of God Over Men in the Local Assembly

An accurate understanding of 1Timothy 2:12-14 is the key to a proper understanding of a woman's
role in the local church. Verse 12 states, "But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over
the man, but to be in silence." At this point it is necessary to note two prevalent, but inadequate,
arguments that promote an egalitarian view of women in the local church. First, some claim that this
verse is simply an opinion of the apostle rather than an authoritative proclamation of God for all ages.
However, as previously noted, such a view falls short and must not be tolerated by those who accept
the inerrancy and inspiration of Scripture. Nicholas does a superb job addressing this issue in his book,
What’s a Woman to Do … In the Church?, and concludes by stating that "what really is at stake in the
evangelical egalitarian controversy is not women's liberation" but, rather, "the trustworthiness of the
Scriptures, since the most ardent advocates of egalitarianism in marriage and the church reach their
conclusions by denying the infallibility and inerrancy of the Bible."21

 
A second argument prevalent among egalitarians is that Paul was simply giving a temporal, local

command only for the church at Ephesus, due to the culture in which this church was enveloped. In
other words, this injunction only applied to the local church at Ephesus. Some argue that Paul's
command was issued to the church as a result of the status of women within the Ephesian culture and
the prominence of the pagan fertility cult within the city. S. M. Baugh answers this argument in an
article entirely devoted to the question of whether or not Ephesus was as "feminist" as many think. He
compellingly debunks this view of Ephesus and the egalitarian argument by concluding,

Paul's injunctions throughout 1 Timothy 2:9-15, then, are not temporary measures in a unique social
setting. Ephesus's society and religion -- even the cult of Artemis Ephesia -- shared typical features with
many other contemporary Greco-Roman cities. ... Hence, we have every reason to expect Paul to apply
the restriction of women from teaching and exercising official rule over a man to "every place" (v. 8). ...
Exegetical treatments can proceed with the assumption that Ephesus was not a unique society as we read
today .... 22

Another author agrees and notes that the context itself reveals that Paul's statement is not directed
only to a local assembly, for Paul supports his command regarding a woman's role in the church by
way of a universal principle. T. David Gordon writes,

It is crucial to note the causal relation of verses 13 and 14 to the preceding verses. Paul grounds his
comments in a reality that exists outside of Ephesus: "For Adam was first formed, then Eve; and Adam was
not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor." This is sufficient reason to
recognize that some enduring principle is applied to this specific situation. The convergence of norm and
occasion that we expect to find in Paul's letters is expressly communicated in the present passage. There
is a command, and there is a norm, and these are connected by a causal particle (gar).23

So what does 1 Timothy 2:12 mean? The answer lies in the word teach (didaskein). Bowen writes
that the word "refers almost exclusively to public instruction or teaching of groups."24 She cites a study
by Roy B. Zuck in which he found that out of approximately 100 occurrences of the word in the New
Testament, only three times does the word refer to the teaching of individuals (Jn. 8:28; Rom. 2:21;
Rev. 2:14). So in this instance, to "teach" involves the public pronouncement of the Word of God.

 
Yet the word teach is even further confined to its meaning within the Pastoral Epistles. Robert L.

Saucy penned a helpful article detailing the meaning of teach in 1 Timothy 2:12, and its meaning
within the entire context of the Pastoral Epistles .25 Although Saucy falls short of actually concluding
that women should refrain from any pastoral role in the church, he aptly argues that to "teach" in this
verse involves the passing down, guarding and keeping of the doctrine that had been entrusted to the
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church. That which was to be taught is described in the Pastorals as "doctrine" (1 Tim. 1:3; 2 Tim.
3:10), a "faithful saying" 1 Tim. 1:15; 4:9; 2 Tim. 2:11; Titus 3:8), a "true saying" (1 Tim. 3:1), "faith"
(1 Tim. 4:6; Titus 1:13), "sound doctrine" or "good doctrine" (1 Tim. 4:6; Titus 1:9; 2:1), "wholesome
words" or "sound words" (1 Tim. 6:3; 2 Tim. 1:13), "the truth" (2 Tim. 2:18; 4:4), "the word" (2 Tim.
4:2) and "the faithful word" (Titus 1:9). It is important to note that these vital truths from God Himself
were to be taught "with all authority" (1 Tim. 3:2; Titus 2:15). Saucy writes, "The emphasis on
teaching and the vital importance of its function in maintaining true Christian doctrine already suggest
that considerable authority is attached to this ministry in the pastoral letters."26 He adds, "The strong
relationship of the function of teaching to the leaders in the pastorals clearly suggests that there is an
authoritative element attached to it."27 Kent agrees, yet broadens the scope of the term to relate to its
context within the entire New Testament. He writes, "The role of teacher in New Testament days was
an authoritative office."28 This understanding of "teaching" in the pastoral epistles is tied to the further
injunction to refrain from "[usurping] authority over the man." It is evident, then, that women are
prohibited from preaching, that is, exercising the ministry of authoritative proclamation of the Word of
God over men in the local worship assembly. This would, however, allow for women to fulfill a
variety of ministry opportunities in the church as long as they did not authoritatively teach the Word of
God to men.

 
First Timothy 2:13-14 gives the reason why this command is set forth and necessary in the local

church: "For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived was in the transgression." The Divine command in no way denotes any form of inferiority of
women. Rather, this text reminds the reader that God has determined an order for the institutions that
He has established. Paul's reasons for prohibiting a woman from authoritatively teaching the Word of
God to men in the local assembly were based upon two historical events: the creation and the fall.
Concerning creation, Kent writes, "The very chronological order of creation proves that Eve was not
intended to direct Adam."29 Bowen agrees, noting that Adam's "chronological primacy in creation
carried with it some degree of authority."30 Notice Brown's observation concerning the theology of the
Progressives in relation to their view of women in the church:

The rejection of the special and separate creation of man and of woman is so common in our day that
many may not even notice the ... pressure placed on them to deny every principle of order derived from it.
It is in this climate that rejects (or ignores) the fundamental doctrine of creation in which egalitarian
(re)interpretations of 1 Timothy 2:12 have flourished. It seems hardly promising to dispute the details, for it
is often the fundamental principles that effectively control the outcome of one's interpretation.31

Such is certainly the case! If the Progressives do not even accept the literal, special, and separate
creation of man and women, then the very underlying principle of why men hold a position of authority
within the home and church is worthless, and no practical implications can be built from it.

 
Yet, not only are women to refrain from authoritatively proclaiming the Word of God to men due to

the very order established by God from the time of creation, but they also must heed God's order as a
result of the very nature of the fall. Again, verse 14 does not in any way denote the idea that women
are less intelligent or even more easily deceived than men. Such is obviously not always the case, for
men and women are equal as individuals in the sight of God, though each has been entrusted with a
differing function or role. Rather, this verse relates the fact that Eve usurped authority over her husband
by partaking of the fruit in disobedience to the clear command of God. Kent writes, "Thus the fall was
caused, not only by disobeying God's command not to eat, but also by violating the divinely appointed
relation between the sexes. Woman assumed headship, and man with full knowledge of the act,
subordinated himself to her leadership and ate of the fruit (Rom. 5: 19)."32 Bowen calls this the
"reversal of roles" and says that "Paul's point is that this role reversal that caused such devastation at
the beginning must not be repeated in the church."33 While such a standard of male headship might not
be popular or politically correct within today's culture, such are the norms God has established for His
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church, and those who are His children will only honor and glorify Him by subscribing to His
standards with a willing heart and mind.

Conclusion
If one accepts the inerrancy and historical accuracy of Scripture and correctly interprets 1 Timothy

2:9-15, then all portions of New Testament Scripture that address the role of women in the local
assembly will fall into place. For example, one will understand what Paul meant when he commanded
women to "keep silence" in the local church (1 Cor. 14:33-34). One will also understand why the
proscriptive nature of the Pastoral Epistles declares that a pastor/bishop/elder must be "the husband of
one wife" (1 Tim. 3:2). The reader of the Pastoral Epistles must understand that Paul is giving direct,
divine revelation concerning the roles and behavior of men and women in the local church, and women
and men both possess certain ministries and responsibilities to fulfill. However, the woman is
forbidden from preaching, or authoritatively proclaiming the truth of the Word of God, to men in a
local assembly of believers. Today, this authoritative proclamation of the Word of God would include
any form of pastoral ministry or the holding of any ordained office. The reasons for this divine
injunction stem from God's prescribed order in creation, in the family and in the local church.
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General Association of Regular Baptist Churches
(G.A.R.B.C.)
From Separation to Inclusivism

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). But the G.A.R.B.C., rather than
separate, has instead chosen to identify itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  The G.A.R.B.C. (GARBC) was organized in 1932 after having been previously known as the "strict separatist"
branch of The Baptist Bible Union, which itself was organized in 1923 as a part of an organization that had split-off
from the liberal Northern Baptist Convention (since renamed the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A.).
GARBC began support of Baptist missions in 1935; the Council of Eighteen was instituted in 1938 to coordinate
Association affairs; official endorsement of schools began in 1940 (now called "partnering" schools); and the
Regular Baptist Press was started in 1951 (now distributing literature in 107 countries). By 1990, there were
approximately 1,600 GARBC-affiliated churches, which number has been reduced by defections through the first
half of 2002 to approximately 1,400, located in 46 states and one Canadian province (7/15/02, Christian
News). [Fifteen churches joined the GARBC in the 6/2001-6/2002 period, but GARBC no longer reports the
number of churches leaving each year (which in recent years such defections have exceeded new memberships).]

GARBC was formed as a fundamentalist, and strictly separatist, entity -- a GARBC historian has stated that
GARBC was founded "to provide a militant, missionary-minded, Biblically separated haven of Fundamentalism."*
Therefore, were there not a willingness and desire to obey God in the matter of Biblical separation, there would
have been neither reason nor justification for the existence of GARBC. In fact, in the Doctrinal Statement of the
GARBC, as well as in a number of its "official" Literature Items (specifically Item Numbers One, Two, Six, Ten,
Twelve, and Thirteen), its long-standing historical position on separation is clear and thoroughly Biblical.
[Nevertheless, at GARBC's 1987 Annual Meeting in Anaheim, almost like a Ripley's Believe It or Not, the
GARBC's ruling Council of Eighteen rejected (by a 2-1 margin) a motion to formalize its own 15 different
Literature Items as the "official position" of the GARBC. The Council even refused to recognize the Literature
Items as "accurate commentaries" of the GARBC! All the outspoken separatists were also defeated for the Council
in the election that year.] GARBC continues to state a "belief" that it will not follow in practice (2/03, GARBC
official Internet web site) -- "The GARBC separates from theological liberalism and compromising
accommodation."

-  Dr. Paul N. Tassell has been highly respected in GARBC. In 1979, Tassell was selected to be the new National
Representative; he came with an image of a tough-minded supporter of secondary separation. When he spoke at a
GARBC Conference in Dayton, Ohio, he said that there are fundamentalists today who shy away from the
separatist position of the GARBC. He called them "expedient fundamentalists" because they do not want to get
involved in the fight for faith. He went on to criticize them as irresponsible fundamentalists who would invite
whomever they wished to their pulpits, even the pope: 

"What you do as a pastor, what you do as a college president, what you do as a missionary agency
executive, does indeed matter to the whole fundamentalist cause. Who you invite to speak on your
platform says volumes about the seriousness of your dedication to Biblical separation. We must be
fundamentalists who realize our responsibility to the whole cause of Scriptural separation from
apostasy and compromising evangelicals. It's a matter of Biblical integrity. Let's be obedient
fundamentalists." 
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In 1983, Tassell even authored a book, Pathways to Power, where he states on page 57: "We must remain true to
[the GARBC] separatist position. We must clearly understand and determine to uphold that sacred scriptural
purpose."

Yet while serving as GARBC's National Rep, this same man defended Cedarville College (where he was a trustee)
when it invited compromising speakers and has a godless psychology curriculum rivaling that of secular colleges!
Even more incredible, at the 1986 GARBC Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Dr. Tassell became the first
National Representative in GARBC history to rebuke GARBC churches for too much separation ! He pled for less
separation and for Regular Baptists to cease criticizing other movements and organizations. He said that
organizations like Moody Bible Institute and Word of Life should be appreciated more and not criticized. He said
he sees the purpose for the existence of the GARBC as primarily "fellowship and ministry." While he wanted the
GARBC to be separated from apostasy and infidelity, he no longer warned against neo-evangelicalism. This is the
precise area of his and the GARBC's change. Neither any longer think of Biblical separation as including separation
from disobedient brethren (cf. Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; 2 Jn. 10,11). Moreover, their position has
so shifted on Biblical separation that the GARBC is now separating from those who criticize their compromises.

Tassell officially stated his new anti-separatist position at a 6/25/90 private meeting, just prior to the Niagara Falls
Conference, when a group of pastors requested a position clarification meeting with the Council of Eighteen.
Tassell publicly stated before the whole group (approximately 100 pastors) that he had changed his position. He
admitted that in 1985 he came to the conclusion that he was tired of "scrubbing for surgery" (using Dr. Paul R.
Jackson's analogy that likened ecclesiastical separation to a surgeon's sterilization of his instruments and hands
before surgery). He had changed his views on separation! He no longer wanted to practice separation. Rather, he
wanted to "get to the surgery," which is the preaching of the Gospel. Biblical separation got in the way. It limited
and troubled him. He discounted the fact that the success of "surgery" depends on the "scrubbing." (Adapted in part
from What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 18-19 & 22-25.) [Tassell resigned as National
Representative in late-1994 due to health reasons; his successor, Dr. Richard Christen, a non-separatist, resigned in
7/95, after only one month in office, because he "didn't have peace about it." The current National Rep is John
Greening.]

-  In recent years, the examples of the GARBC's inclusivism with modernism, and its somewhat contemporary
counterpart, neo-evangelicalism, have become legion. One such indication of the rush of GARBC churches into
neo-evangelicalism would be the GARBC-sponsored Ladies' Fall Seminar held at a GARBC-member church in
Indianapolis in November of 1989 (through the auspices of its Indiana Fellowship of Regular Baptist Churches
[IFRBC]). The keynote speaker (three messages) was Mrs. Doris Jennings, a Christian secondary school
administrator and a teacher at neo-evangelical Tennessee Temple Seminary and University (where her husband, Dr.
J. Don Jennings, was then president). Mrs. Jennings' general acceptance and teaching of Freudian psychological
concepts, her favorable references to Eastern religious techniques and concepts, her apparent sell-out to the false
gospel of self-love/self-esteem, and her encouragement in the use of various occultic techniques (e.g., self-talk
therapy and visualization) were deplorable.

The Seminar workshops were not much better -- one workshop speaker went so far as to remark that no pastor can
understand a woman's problems, so "hurting" women should be referred to a good woman Christian psychologist!
When the leadership of the IFRBC was questioned as to the reason for the choice of Mrs. Jennings for an IFRBC
conference speaker, the flippant reply was: "There's no way we can control everything that's said; after all, the last
perfect speaker [Jesus Christ] lived 2,000 years ago." Furthermore, in the following issue of the IFRBC's monthly
church bulletin insert, The Hoosier Baptist, rather than asking forgiveness for scheduling and allowing Mrs.
Jennings to speak, the comment was made that "a good time was had by all."

-  In February 1991, the GARBC's monthly magazine, The Baptist Bulletin, refused to run an advertisement for a
book by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (Prophets of PsychoHeresy II -- since revised and reissued as James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology) that critiqued the teachings of one of today's most popular purveyors of the
psychological gospel (Dr. James C. Dobson), stating that The Baptist Bulletin does not accept advertisements for
"books on critical issues ... unless they relate to doctrinal matters where our doctrinal statement is our guide," but
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instead, "the purpose of the magazine is to serve our constituency by reflecting the ministries of our publishing,
schools, and agencies." (Is not the psychological gospel a "doctrinal matter"? And would not the psychological
gospel fall into the modernism camp from which the GARBC requires separation? One must ask, "How can
GARBC people be expected to separate from something they have never been warned of?")

Again in late-1996, The Baptist Bulletin (GARBC) refused another Bobgan ad, this time for Competent to Minister:
The Biblical Care of Souls. Vernon Miller, the Executive Editor of The Baptist Bulletin at the time, wrote, "We are
returning your check in view of our plan to not be involved in the promotion of material related to the counseling
controversy." Miller also believes that running an ad for the current book "could be perceived as an approval for
your other writings."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, some in the GARBC are active promoters of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized
men's movement.

For example, GARBC's huge Blackhawk Baptist Church in Ft. Wayne, Indiana held a Promise Keepers Men's
Ministry Leadership seminar 10/28/94-10/29/94; the church's pastor wrote a letter to BDM in which he strongly
supported Promise Keepers and its mission. The Baptist Bulletin, which is the "official organ of the GARBC," must
also be a supporter of Promise Keepers as evidenced by its refusal to accept a paid advertisement from
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries; Dr. Vernon Miller, Executive Editor of The Baptist Bulletin, personally turned
down an ad for the Bobgan's "PsychoHeresy Warning Package on Promise Keepers." It is ironic that a professing
Christian organization that considers itself to be conservative would fear running an ad that warns against an
ecumenical, psychological movement like the Promise Keepers.

-  For many years, pastors had written to the Council of Eighteen and the National Representative objecting to
some of the music that GARBC-approved schools presented at the annual GARBC conferences. A number of
churches had even left GARBC in protest of the type of music offered on the platform. Recognizing this concern,
in 1978 the Council of Eighteen sent a letter to the presidents and music department heads of the approved schools
requesting that they no longer present music at conferences contrary to GARBC convictions and doctrinal point of
view; i.e., no music that solicits bodily swaying, nightclub type crooning, and immodest dress. By December of
1984, however, conference music was again discussed, and the Council did a 180-degree switch, now declaring
music style and words to be mere matter of preference, even suggesting that there is no connection between the
GARBC's choice of music and its theological beliefs! A motion to reissue an updated version of the 1978 letter was
defeated. (Reported in What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 15-17.) [Reportedly, there is no longer
a song leader at the annual GARBC conference, but a "worship leader" instead, with choruses and "praise leaders"
who sit on the platform, jump up, and help the people. Clapping, canned music (even rock music), and a
synthesizer are used (12/95, OBF Visitor Feature Article, "New Evangelicalism in the GARBC," p. 5).]

-  The official publishing arm of the GARBC, Regular Baptist Press, published a manual for senior high Sunday
School teachers titled Surviving Our Society (Vol. 40, No. 2, 1991). The manual covers such social issues as
poverty, teen pregnancy, homosexuality, abortion, AIDS, and suicide. In the lesson on homosexuality, under
objectives (p. 70), we find the following:

"Introduction -- get students thinking about homosexuality in the Bible ... Conclusion -- give students
opportunity to determine their view of homosexuality." (Emphasis added.)

And under conclusion (p. 71), the teacher is told to: "Encourage students to avoid homophobia."!! Also, the AIDS
lesson suggests letting the senior high students "role play" Jesus' disciples encountering a leper. (Reported in the
3/1/92, Calvary Contender.) This to us sounds like "values clarification" and compromise with the world's views on
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a subject that God specifically speaks to in His Word. [There is also a lesson on "Dysfunctional Families" in the
manual  (pp. 17-22), that parrots New Age and Freudian psychobabble in discussing such topics as
codependency/12-step programs, self-esteem, abuse, buried childhood memories, etc.]

-  The 1993 Regular Baptist Press catalog has a book by Sherwood Wirt, I Don't Know What Old Is, But Old Is
Older Than Me. Wirt is editor-emeritus of Billy Graham's Decision magazine. He approvingly quotes, with no
warning, liberals, neo-orthodox, etc., such as Soren Kierkegaard, John Mott, C.S. Lewis, J.B. Phillips, and John
Stott. He says of Graham: "Billy Graham ... is setting an example for elderly people everywhere. He [is] ... still
winning souls in the magnificent worldwide ministry that God has given him. What a man!" (p. 144). This is but
another example of why the GARBC's Regular Baptist Press can no longer be trusted either (James 3:11).

-  GARBC sponsored, affiliated, supported, approved, and/or cooperating Bible colleges and universities, mission
agencies, and social service agencies provide other excellent examples of just how far the Association has strayed
from its original adherence to the principles of Biblical separation# [Part of the problem is that salaried personnel
of approved agencies and schools are allowed to serve (and, thereby, vote) on the GARBC ruling Council of
Eighteen, which has approval power over the same agencies; so instead of local churches leading and controlling
the GARBC (historically, fewer than a third of the 18 Council members come purely as church representatives), the
approved agencies effectively do that instead! The agencies control the very Council that approves them, like the
"proverbial fox that guards the chicken coop!" This obvious conflict of interest would never be allowed in secular
organizations. The GARBC has, thereby, become an association of agencies instead of an association of churches.
(In an effort to correct this obvious conflict of interest, an amendment was placed on the GARBC's June 1990
National Annual Meeting agenda -- "No salaried servant of the approved agencies shall serve on the Council of
Eighteen" -- it failed to receive the necessary two-thirds vote, thus removing all hope of the churches ever
regaining control.)]:

[#GARBC messengers voted at its June 2000 National Conference in Ames, Iowa to replace its Approval System with a
"partnering and network policy." It will now be interesting to see what (if anything significant) happens concerning new-
evangelical compromise at Cedarville, Grand Rapids, ABWE, etc. That is, will "networking" with new evangelicalism be any
more Scriptural than "approval"? Will the GARBC leadership (National Rep and Council of 18) now be more inclined to stand as
separatists, and will churches have a stronger voice? As of year-end 2002, no changes are evident; partnering has proved no
better than the approval system, and has only served to deflect criticism of the GARBC.]

[Note: Grand Rapids Seminary and Cornerstone College elected NOT to "partner" with the GARBC when the change from
"approved" schools to "partnering" schools was made in June of 2000. Nevertheless, items for those schools are still listed
below, because the schools were GARBC-approved at the time.]

(a) ABWE (Association of Baptists for World Evangelism) missionary to Bangladesh and author of
Daktar I and Daktar II, Viggo Olsen, admits to cooperating with many neo-evangelical organizations
(MBI, Wheaton, BIOLA, Trinity College, Radio Bible Class, and Christianity Today), and with
ecumenical groups (M.A.P., IVCF-Urbana student conferences), as well as with liberal and apostate
groups (Christoffel Blinden Mission, Bangladesh National Council of Churches, Roman Catholics, the
United Nations, etc.), all without a word of protest from either ABWE or GARBC.

(b) A former ABWE leader lost his job for speaking out against the influence on GARBC-approved
mission agencies coming from the compromising NAE (National Association of Evangelicals).

(c) ABWE has also worked closely for years with the neo-evangelical organization, Samaritan Purse, in
Bangladesh. Samaritan Purse is headed by Billy Graham's son, Franklin Graham.

(d) ABWE missionary, Dr. David Bennett, after formally resigning as an ABWE missionary to
Australia (14 years of faithful service), was instead retroactively terminated by ABWE for
"insubordination." [Bennett had previously written a letter of resignation, stating as his reasons (a)
ABWE's lack of practice of its indigenous policy in Australia, and (b) ABWE's softening in practice of
Biblical separation.] Bennett was never given any of the times, dates, places, or categories of his
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alleged "insubordination," plus ABWE refused to pay Bennett his earned severance pay and the
remaining funds in his account. (Reported in the July-August 1993, Bible For Today NEWSREPORT.)

(e) ABWE president Dr. Wendell Kempton, in a 1996 address to "the ABWE family," took pot shots at
fundamentalist "zealots," "gangs," and "swat teams" he accused of "abuse and bashing." He listed
seven verses, including "Who art thou that judgest another man's servant?," and "why dost thou judge
thy brother?" [Misusing these verses to silence exposers of the "spiritual adultery" and/or compromise
of a "fundamentalist" brother is wrong, and is much the same as misusing these verses to ignore a
physical adultery or drunkenness sin of an erring brother. We are to "judge righteous judgment" (Jn.
7:24). Conspicuously missing from Kempton's list were verses (e.g., 2 Th. 3:6, 14-15) which command
withdrawal from compromising new evangelicals with whom ABWE consorts.] (4/15/96, Calvary
Contender).

(f) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary advertised for a new president in the 4/91 Moody Monthly,
but never once mentioned the words "fundamentalist" or "separatist," either in identifying the school or
in listing "desirable qualifications" for a president. Dr. Rex Rogers was eventually hired, whose
education is in the so-called social/political sciences and in administration, not in Bible/theology! [Dr.
Rogers (born 1951 -- 6 yrs. at Cedarville, followed by 3 yrs. at King's College: BS Cedarville; MS
Political Science from Univ. of Arizona; Ph.D. Political Science from Univ. of Cinn.), when hired
stated that: "I'd like to establish its [GRBC&S's] reputation as a solid academic institution. It is no
longer a Bible college and we don't intend for it to be" (The Grand Rapids Press, 8/91). [Rogers, in a
3/13/92 presentation to GRBC&S's Board, recommended a "New Niche" to: "Broaden the student and
supporting constituency to include all conservative evangelicals, eliminate vestiges of 'anti-attitude,'
'negativism,' withdrawal and isolation; ... de-emphasize denominational walls; develop a Moody Bible
Institute or Word of Life model ..." True to his word, the College's name was changed to Cornerstone
College in 3/94.]

(g) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary 's drama department put on a production November 21-23
of 1991 titled "The Beams are Creaking," a play by Douglas Anderson extolling the "virtues" of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Instead, GRBC&S 's theology department should have held a conference
exposing Bonhoeffer. (Bonhoeffer was a neo-orthodox, rank apostate, who denied or questioned nearly
every major doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of
God" theology.)

(h) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary had Wheaton College (neo-evangelical, at best) professor
Arthur Holmes speak at a lecture series, and claims a "mentor relationship" with Calvin College
(apostate?), where some professors have openly endorsed evolutionary theories. (For more information
on GRBC&S 's many neo-evangelical compromises, see Fundamentalist Digest's Dr. Don Jasmin's 17-
page paper on this subject.)

(i) Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary had a full-page ad in the 5/20/96 Christianity Today (New
Evangelicalism's main magazine) for a 5/17/96-5/18/96 Ministry and Worldview conference, which
lists Thomas Oden, Richard Middleton, and Brian Walsh as "facilitators." Oden is Prof. of Theology
and Ethics at Drew University, a liberal Methodist school, and a CT Contributing Editor. He is for
female ordination, and very ecumenical (5/6/96, Christian News). Walsh has also used neo-orthodox
terms to deplore "propositional theology" (i.e., verbal inerrancy, etc.), and Middleton has said: "Even
the truth of the gospel ... is a human construction (7/1/95, Calvary Contender). Middleton and Walsh
reject any identification of Scripture as revelation (6/1/96, Calvary Contender).

(j) Cornerstone College/Grand Rapids Seminary hired ecumenical psychologizer Warren Wiersbe as
Writer-in-Residence and as Distinguished Professor of Preaching, respectively. He was hired to teach
in the Seminary's Doctor of Ministry program, to speak at the annual Bible conference, to speak
periodically at the one-day Ministry Enrichment Renewal conferences, and to participate in other
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educational opportunities as they become available" (5/95, Baptist Bulletin). [Speakers at Cornerstone
College's 37th Annual Bible Conference (held 2/19/96-2/23/96) included Warren Wiersbe along with
neo-evangelical psychologizers Joseph Stowell, Ed Dobson, and Knute Larson. (Larson derided
fundamentalists in a 3/94 address at the NAE.)]

(k) Cornerstone College again sponsored Project Angel Tree (PAT) for children during the 12/95
Christmas season. PAT is headed by CCM singer Steven Curtis Chapman and is a ministry of
Catholic-promoting Chuck Colson's Prison Fellowship (2/1/96, Calvary Contender). (Chapman
embraces "high energy rock" and blends country, pop jazz, and soul music with elements of rap.) The
7/95 issue of Something Better News, a religious publication based in Southwestern Michigan,
contained a large advertisement for Cornerstone College. The advertisement for the Adult Degree
Completion Program did not contain a single word anywhere, or even a hint, that the college
purportedly was a Christian institution. Given the secular trends at Cornerstone, it was not surprising to
read in the 7/95 Baptist Bulletin that the College faculty had just approved a new major in "sports
management." The new major will supposedly "equip students to work as managers in health, fitness
and sports organizations" (p. 30). (Reported in the 7/8/95, Fundamentalist Digest.)

(l) Western Baptist College (Salem, OR) has included CBA members (the highly inclusivistic and
neo-evangelical, Conservative Baptist Association) on its Board of Trustees and faculty; when another
CBA member was added to the Board in late-1990, GARBC's ruling Council still approved the school,
with no contingencies, and on a unanimous vote at that! At GARBC's 1991 Annual Meeting, then
National Rep. Paul Tassell made the incredible claim that the CBA men on Western's board were
"fundamentalists" and "separatists." The CBA was also accepted for membership in the neo-evangelical
NAE in 1992. At the 1993 GARBC Annual Meeting, the Ruling Council again refused a
[messenger/delegate] proposal to purge Western of CBA board members and faculty.

(m) The three largest Bible colleges approved by GARBC (Baptist Bible College and Seminary of
Pennsylvania; Cedarville College [Ohio]; and Cornerstone College and Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary) frequently enlist neo-evangelical/non-separatist speakers for special events [e.g., leftist
ecumenical Dr. Vernon Grounds spoke at a Cedarville College conference 9/25/92-9/27/92. Grounds is
president emeritus of Denver Seminary (CBA) and president of the left-wing Evangelicals for Social
Action], and have a vast number of course offerings in anti-Christian fields of study (e.g., Psychology,
Sociology, etc.). In 1994, a "spring break team" from Cedarville College helped build a homeless
shelter in Mexico with the ecumenical, apostate Habitat for Humanity. (See next section.)

(n) Cedarville University entered into a partnering relationship with the State Convention of Southern
Baptists in Ohio. This was formalized in 11/02 during the 49th annual session of the state convention
when SBC messengers overwhelmingly approved the agreement and committed to recommend
Cedarville to all "Southern Baptists as an accredited, quality, four-year university that embraces
Southern Baptists." Cedarville has for years been a top feeder school for Southern Baptist Seminary in
Louisville, KY. "We're thrilled with the alliance with Cedarville," said Jack Kwok (executive director
of the Ohio convention). "Cedarville is a quality Baptist school. They wholeheartedly embrace
Southern Baptists. A significant number of our pastors are Cedarville graduates. We're looking to them
as a resource for future church leaders. They embrace our theology, our polity and our missiology.
[That is sad, because the theology and polity of the Southern Baptist Convention allows for great
compromise of, and disobedience to, the Word of God.] We would recommend Cedarville not only to
Ohio Baptists but all Southern Baptists." Cedarville president Paul Dixon likewise voiced excitement
for "growing a relationship with Southern Baptists." [This "growing relationship" now includes putting
Paige Patterson (a "conservative" Southern Baptist) on Cedarville's Board.] Fundamentalist schools
should now be even more wary of being a Cedarville partner. (Source: 2/03, Calvary Contender.)

(o) Cedarville University was the site for the GARBC's annual convention in 5/2002. We have a flyer
for Cedarville's "2002 Instrumental and Vocal Jazz Conference" 2/15/02-2/16/02, featuring "a variety
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of jazz concerts," "clinics on drumming, improvising, jazz piano," and a festival and jam session. CU's
own jazz band and vocal jazz ensemble are listed. CU’s president Paul Dixon plans to retire in 2003.
We wonder if he would now revise his good article in the 12/84 Baptist Bulletin where he rightly
warned about "the devil's" and the world system's music. Sadly Cedarville's new-
evangelical/ecumenical speakers, associations, and practices over the past couple of decades have
placed it squarely in the new evangelical camp. (Source: 3/15/02, Calvary Contender.)

(o) Vision For Youth was formed in 1985 by some men attending the Teen Leadership Conference at
Baptist Bible College. Two of the founders were Mel Walker, who is current youth editor for Regular
Baptist Press (and for years taught at BBC), and VFY director Tim Ahlgrim (teaches youth ministry at
Crossroads Bible College, Indianapolis). VFY sponsored the 17th Annual National Youth Ministries
Conference in Columbus, OH, in 2002. Bo Boshers, Director of Student Ministry at Bill Hybels'
Willow Creek Community Church was a main speaker. Other listed speakers were: Ahlgrim, Walker,
Ken Rudolph (at BBC and a member of the GARBC's “ruling” Council of 18), and John Colyer (staff
member of new-evangelical Grace Church, Des Moines). Listed speakers for VFY's January, 2003
NYMC include: Ahlgrim, Rudolph, Colyer, GARBC National Rep John Greening, and Vice President
of Youth for Christ/USA Ministries David Rahn! Turn on the audio at VFY's Web site and you will
hear rock music. This is all sadly indicative of the GARBC's downward spiral to New Evangelicalism.
(Source: 12/02, Calvary Contender.) 

(p) Baptist Children's Home and Family Ministries, an approved agency of the GARBC, readily
cooperates with secular agencies, and provides "Christian" counseling for children that is (aside from
the "Christianized" terminology) virtually indistinguishable from the secular/psychological variety.

(q) Baptists For Life is a social activism, pro-life, crisis pregnancy counseling and referral agency
approved by the GARBC; yet its pre- and post-abortion counseling methodologies are virtually
indistinguishable from the same humanistic psychological methods and techniques used by non-church
affiliated pro-life organizations.

-  Habitat for Humanity, an international religious organization based in Maericus, Georgia, describes itself as an
"ecumenical Christian ministry that is dedicated to the elimination of poverty housing from the earth," and its
founders state that their "'theology of the hammer' brings an incredible array of folks together -- people who
disagree on all sorts of things, both political and theological, but who can all agree on a hammer, the instrument of
Jesus the carpenter."

Habitat for Humanity has on its official international board of directors and board of advisors leaders from all
shades of Christendom, including the American Baptist Church, United Church of Christ, Southern Baptist Church,
Roman Catholic Church, United Methodist Church, Seventh Day Adventists, Episcopalian Church, and the
Unitarian-Universalist Church. From these apostate, ecumenical denominations represented on these boards are
such radicals as Anthony Campolo of the American Baptists, Robert Bracher of the Southern Baptists (known for
his translation of "Good News for Modern Man," which eliminated the blood of Christ in the atonement), Amy
Grant of Contemporary Christian Music fame, and liberal politicians Jimmy Carter and Andrew Young.

Cooperating with Habitat for Humanity is Cedarville College, an approved school of the GARBC, which in 1994
sent a spring break team of students to cooperate and help build a Habitat for Humanity home in Mexico.

-  The following resolution was passed by the Ohio Bible Fellowship (OBF) on 1/8/88, concerning the GARBC-
supported and approved Cedarville College [now Cedarville University] in Cedarville, Ohio. We report it here
because it amply details the compromise at a prominent GARBC-approved school:

WHEREAS:

Cedarville College (CC) is conveniently located for prospective students from OBF churches and
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enjoys a reputation of being a good Baptist school with a Fundamentalist tradition. (Several young
people from OBF churches have in the past and do currently attend Cedarville College.)

Cedarville College has had such pseudofundamental and new evangelical speakers in chapel services as
Warren Wiersbe, Jerry Falwell [CC's president Paul Dixon received an honorary degree from Liberty
Univ. in 1984], Ed Hindson, Tim LaHaye, Jack Wyrtzen, James Custer of Grace Brethren Church,
Columbus, and a host of other compromisers plus Gary Collins, Mart DeHaan, Lehman Strauss,
Charles Ryrie, and Ron Blue; thus Cedarville College's stand against new evangelicalism is virtually
non-existent. [Leon Rowland told students that the message of Jesus and the Bible was to help the poor
and widows, and challenged young people to become socially involved in behalf of the needy.]

Cedarville College is wholly committed to [and promotes] contemporary Christian music as evidenced
by guest performances on the college campus by Sandi Patti, Karla Worley (the soloist and background
vocalist for the Bill Gaither Trio; and whose credits included appearances on Robert Schuller's "Hour
of Power" and Charles Stanley's "In Touch" programs), and the Jeremiah People. In addition, the
campus bookstore features such contemporary Christian artists as Evie, Steve Green, Amy Grant, Dino,
and Larnelle Harris. Cedarville College continues to cooperate with the Communist government of Red
China by providing English teachers for communist students at People's University in Beijing. [The
Red Chinese do not need English teachers, but they do need American Christians in support of an
American foreign policy that says cooperation with Communists is a good thing.]

Cedarville College participates in a program providing their employees with the opportunity to
financially support the United Way Charities, which in turn have such affiliated agencies as Catholic
Social Services, Lutheran Social Services, YWCA, and YMCA [and the Salvation Army], stating the
reason as "public relations." [No one is opposed to helping the needy, but why give through an
organization immersed in humanism and false religion?]

Cedarville College has joined an association of Liberal Arts Colleges all "... committed to the Word of
God, Christian values and goals, and excellence in higher education," which includes such
compromising schools as Bryan College, Houghton College, LeTourneau College, Moody Bible
Institute, Nyack College, and Trinity College. [Cedarville officials also recommend GRBS, NWBS, and
DTS.]

RESOLVED: that OBF pastors and churches warn their people of the compromise of Cedarville
College, and strongly discourage parents from sending their young people to Cedarville as students.
[Cedarville College is one of compromise and pragmatism. To encourage a young person to attend
Cedarville is to encourage them to compromise with sin. A Christian young person would be far better
off going to OSU [Ohio State University] than a compromising Christian College like Cedarville.
Blatant hedonism is far less dangerous than compromised Christianity. Otherwise, we are giving our
young people a drink from a cup of worldliness labeled Christianity.] (Printed in the Ohio Bible
Fellowship Visitor; bracketed comments are theirs.)

-  The Cedarville University Web site listed Alistair Begg and Jim Cymbala as January 2001 speakers. Begg has
spoken there before, and also in conferences featuring ecumenicals such as Franklin Graham, Anne Graham Lotz,
Tony Evans, Kay Arthur, and Greg Laurie. He has been scheduled for Gordon-Conwell Seminary and the Billy
Graham Training Center. Jim Cymbala is pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle whose huge choir is led by his wife.
He is identified as a charismatic and his new book (Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire) is favorably reviewed in the 2/01,
Charisma.  Cymbala is indeed highly charismatic in doctrine and extremely ecumenical in practice. How can
Cedarville make alliance with the charismatic/ecumenical Cymbala and the Brooklyn Tabernacle? The answer is
that the school has been captivated by the philosophy of neutralism and spiritual pragmatism and is well down the
path of ecumenism. The Bible warns that two cannot walk together except they be agreed (Amos 3:3). This means
that Cedarville agrees with Jim Cymbala, and by their uncritical association with him, they are supporting the wide
charismatic ecumenical movement which is doubtless the glue of the end times apostate one-world church.
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-  One of the most disgraceful developments in the GARBC slide was the revelation some years back of theological
heresy having to do with a denial of literal heaven and literal fire in hell. Some time in July, 1992, there was a
heretical seven-page document entitled "Christian Worldview: Humans and Creation in the Plan of God" that
somehow made its way out of the classroom of Assistant Professor Michael A. Van Horn of the Grand Rapids
Baptist College & Seminary (GRBC&S), a GARBC-supported school at the time.

Included in Van Horn's paper were statements such as, "Heaven is the presence of God. It is not a celestial city
somewhere on the fringes of the universe ... it is simply God Himself -- His special presence." [Is this not a
pantheistic view of the third heaven?] Regarding the Scriptural terminology about the "colorful images of golden
streets and gates of pearl," Van Horn called them "metaphors" which "express the beauty and majesty of the
relationship that will exist between God and humanity." Van Horn also wrote that in John 13:36-14:6, Christ was
referring to the cross instead of heaven as to where He was going -- "Jesus is not building mansions in heaven for
His followers as some sort of Cosmic Carpenter. ... The preparation by Jesus of a 'place' in the Father's household
took place on the cross, not in heaven." Concerning hell, Van Horn stated: "To be separated from God for eternity is
merely the realization of one's choice to exclude God and His will from this life. This is Hell. ... all the relational
brokenness willfully chosen during this present age."

Twenty pastors called for and got a meeting with the President of GRBC&S, Dr. Rex Rogers, on 8/31/92. Other
GRBC&S personnel at the meeting included Dr. Ronald Mayers, the Bible Department head, and professor Michael
Van Horn, the accused. At the meeting, Mayers supported Van Horn and classified those who hold to literal "streets
of gold" and "gates of pearl" as "materialistic." Van Horn also repeated and "tenaciously" defended his heresies
concerning a non-literal heaven and his belief that the fire in hell was not literal fire. At the meeting Van Horn also
called the Bible "an authority" rather than "the authority." [However, this weak view of inerrancy is nothing new
for Van Horn. In a letter written over 15 years ago (dated 5/28/84), Van Horn stated: "Some of my dearest friends
at GRBC&S do not accept inerrancy and yet have a deep trust in Jesus Christ and accept the authority of His
Word."] Dr. Rogers also expressed his concern about the circulating of letters by preachers with regard to the Van
Horn controversy, but did not seem concerned about the alleged controversial material given to Van Horn's
students. This would indicate that the GRBC&S president's major interest in the controversy is not the purity of
Scriptural instruction, but the promotion of the school's image -- a distorted priority at best.

Van Horn later wrote a 2-1/2 page "revised" paper supposedly to clarify his beliefs as orthodox (but he never
admitted to any error in the original paper). In effect, he merely affirmed his previous heretical position, yet in
much more cute and clever verbiage -- Van Horn reworded his position, while still holding to his erroneous beliefs
outside of orthodox, historic Christianity.

In an apparent effort to put the matter to rest, GRBC&S Academic Vice President, Dr. Robert C. Suggs, in a letter
dated 9/18/92 wrote: [Suggs holds degrees in counseling from the State Univ. of N.Y., and a B.A. in philosophy
from Barrington College. He is listed in Who's Who Among Black Americans. He came to GARBC in 1991 from
Messiah College where he was Dir. of Personnel, professor of psychology, and chairman of the Dept. of Behavioral
Sciences. Messiah College is a "Brethren in Christ school" (New Neutralism II).]

"All of the faculty members in the Bible, Religion, and Ministry division of GRBC&S were asked to
read and comment about Mr. Van Horn's original draft. In addition to his divisional colleagues on the
college faculty, a selected group of seminary faculty were also asked to review his paper. The
consensus of the faculty readers of the original document was that there was no basis upon which to
consider any of the ideas in the document unorthodox in nature." (Emphasis added.)

It is amazing that not a single one of the above detailed statements by Van Horn could be seen by those at
GRBC&S as being "unorthodox in nature"!!! Nor could they see them as in any way unbiblical, heretical, or false
teachings. [There were other heresies in Van Horn's paper, all of which the authorities at GRBC&S evidently view
as orthodox: (1) He denied that believers will be clothed with a spiritual body during the intermediate state (cf. 2
Cor. 5:1-4); (2) there was the neo-evangelical idea of a cultural mandate which plays up the concept of social
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activism and a "social gospel"; and (3) he viewed the Biblical position of the tri-unity of man (body-soul-spirit) as
pagan -- "This concept is totally pagan and unbiblical."] (All of the above material was adapted from Bible For
Today NEWSREPORT s (11/92 & 7/93-8/93); BFT report #2250 of 11/92; and the 9/10/92, Fundamentalist Digest.)

(In Van Horn's office "sits a statute of St. Francis of Assisi, the Catholic patron saint of animals. 'I admire him
because he represents the peacefulness and harmony often lacking in Christianity.'")

[Resolution of the Van Horn Situation: (born c.1963 -- M.A. Calvin College; Th.M. GRBS; Ph.D. candidate
in philosophy and religion @ Univ. of Wales, UK). At the June 1993 GARBC Annual Conference in Des Moines,
Iowa, the Council of Eighteen refused to drop GRBC&S from GARBC-approved status. Instead, they allowed Dr.
Rogers to make an impassioned defense of both the college and Michael Van Horn. In addition, the Council of
Eighteen, in an apparent effort to cover-up for GRBC&S, suggested a resolution on heaven and hell that eliminated
"literal." An observer requested the word "literal," and it was put in, but the Council refused to put in the words
"literal fire in hell," because "many of the people in our fellowship do not believe the fire is literal"!! The resolution
was passed. 

Van Horn resigned from GRBC&S as of the end of the 1993 Spring term. Van Horn said he was resigning "to
prevent further damage to the reputation of the college." Dr. Rogers said Van Horn was not forced to resign. Even
after Van Horn's departure, the College still had at least one faculty member that denied a literal hell. Professor
David Turner (Prof. of New Testament & Systematic Theology) responded on PastorTalk, an electronic bulletin
board, when asked about his beliefs on hell: "... the biblical descriptions of the place (hell) are metaphorical ... I
prefer describing it as 'real' to describing it as 'literal' ..." He also said the same thing about heaven in Chapter 9 of
Blaising & Bock's book on progressive dispensationalism -- "Perhaps the absence of oysters large enough to
produce such pearls (a gate of the city) and the absence of sufficient gold to pave such a city (viewed as literally
1,380 miles square and high) is viewed as sufficient reason not to take these images as fully literal."]

-  More GRBC&S tidbits from the past: 

GRBC had a new "Theology of Poverty" course in its curriculum for the 1992-93 school year; 
Roy Ringenberg, missionary physician from new-evangelical radio station HCJB in Ecuador, was the guest
speaker in classes and chapel at GRBC&S during "Wellness Week" on that campus, 1/22/92-1/26/92; 
Dr. Paul Beals, a GRBC professor, has served as president of the new-evangelical Evangelical Missiological
Society (EMS). Dr. John Lillis, associate dean at GRBC, was a speaker at an EMS regional meeting, which
met in conjunction with the Evangelical Theological Society, another new-evangelical organization (9/10/92,
Fundamentalist Digest); 
GRBC's 5/91, Campus Herald had numerous articles pandering to homosexuality and rock music. For
example, one article stated: "AIDS sufferers are similar to the lepers of Jesus' day [sounds like Tony
Campolo's pantheism?]." Another approvingly quoted CCM singer Steve Camp concerning "seeing Jesus in
each AIDS sufferer";
the 35th annual GARBC Bible Conference held 2/21/94-2/25/94 featured such psychologized speakers as
Warren Wiersbe, Howard Hendricks, David Burnham, David Jeremiah, and Ed Dobson (8/15/91 & 1/1/94,
Calvary Contender); and 
"Walk Through the Bible Ministries," an ecumenically-oriented organization, presented seminars at the
"Junior High Weeks" of the Lake Ann Baptist Camp (Lake Ann, Michigan). The LABC is owned by Regular
Baptist churches (MARBC-GARBC) in the state of Michigan. "Walk Through the Bible Ministries" presents
its seminars in NCC, NAE, and charismatic churches (as well as professing "fundamentalist" ministries), with
no regard for the position of Bible separation. (Reported in the March-April 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  An MARBC-GARBC event drew considerable national attention. On 3/6/91, the First Baptist Church of Stanton,
Michigan sponsored a massive "Christian rock" party. It was attended by more than 1,300 teens, and included
sensuous dancing and lewd behavior during the party activities. The party was part of a national "teen evangelism
project sponsored by Sonlife Ministries and [self-love proponent] Josh McDowell Ministries." An estimated one
million teens participated in the nationwide event called "Operation Powerlink -- utilizing churches and civic
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centers across the country ... [billed as] the world's largest pizza party."

The "party" had a definite ecumenical and charismatic flavor, with 60 participating denominations. The Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN), a hyper-charismatic, predominately blasphemous "Christian" TV network, "aired a
one hour special in connection with the party [which] included a simultaneous broadcast via satellite linking teens
from across the country," including the Stanton party. The special featured CCM artists Petra, Michael W. Smith,
and Carmen, "along with dramatic vignettes and the testimony of Josh McDowell."

One observer at the Stanton "party" reported that the live band's "music was so loud that it hurt to breathe," and that
it "was just like any other rock concert" with rising smoke, an elevated rotating drum section, and an incredible
light show. [The female vocalist in the band even taught the crowd "dance moves to make with God"!] The
associate pastor at the Stanton GARBC-affiliated church defended the "party" on the basis that (a) the church youth
group had grown from 25 to over 100 in two months since the church "began playing Christian rock at their youth
activities"; (b) there were "decisions" for Christ at the party [15 out of 1,300 in attendance]; (c) the GRBC&S had
supported and commended the "party" by sending 50 students as counselors; and (d) the church was experiencing
the beginnings of a mighty revival. (Reported in the July-August 1993, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  Even more serious charismatic leanings are being manifested in GARBC churches. Calvary Baptist Church of
Muskegon, Michigan, pastored by William J. Rudd, advertised that "there are now three different ways to worship."
He established three services at Calvary that manifest these three ways. Moreover, in Calvary's 2/18/96 church
bulletin, "Physical Healing and Prayer" are listed for all three of the services. This has to be considered more than
just an isolated incident when one realizes that Rudd is on GARBC's Council of Eighteen and was the chairman of
the Search Committee for a new GARBC National Representative! (Reported in the 4/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Baptist Bible College and Seminary of Clarks Summit, PA, is a GARBC-"partnering" school. The 6/92 Roman
Catholic publication, The Catholic Answer, said that Roman Catholic Marywood College of Scranton, PA, allows
BBC students to borrow books from Marywood's library by showing their college/seminary ID cards (this was
verified by BBC&S back in 1/89). A questioner asked The Catholic Answer if this was an appropriate form of
cooperation between two opposing theologies, since BBC teaches that Catholics preach a false gospel. The Catholic
paper's answer was:

"Under normal circumstances, I would see this as a completely acceptable form of academic and
ecumenical cooperation. What surprises me, frankly, is not that Marywood is open to the Baptist
college but that, in spite of their negativity toward Catholicism, they would want to use a Catholic
college library. Aren't they afraid of being tainted with the 'Antichrist?' There's an obvious
inconsistency here, but I think Marywood has taken the higher road. Perhaps the Baptist students,
through regular contact with Catholics, will come to see that we're not as bad as their professors claim.
By the way, is the library use reciprocal?"

The library arrangement reportedly was related to BBC accreditation, and two Roman Catholic priests were part of
the spring of 1989 Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools team that evaluated BBC's curriculum!
(6/15/92, Calvary Contender). [Why would a supposedly fundamentalist college seek or be pleased with the
approval of Roman Catholics. If BBC consistently follows this library use policy, shouldn't BBC students logically
be permitted to take classes for credit at Marywood? If BBC&S really practiced Biblical evangelism, as well as
taught and preached against the heresies of Roman Catholicism, no Roman

Catholic college would actively assist in any way! In fact, one of the churches in Clarks Summit most frequently
attended by BBC&S students repeatedly urged caution not to make any public statement against the institution of
Roman Catholicism; this in spite of the fact that the town of Clarks Summit is overwhelming Roman Catholic (The
Bible For Today, Report #1784, pp. 3-6).]

-  The 4/17/94 issue of the national weekly Catholic paper Our Sunday Visitor disclosed a shocking surprise,
revealing the unwise blunderings of a noted GARBC theologian into the internal affairs of the pagan Roman
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Catholic religion. The disclosure was made in a weekly column written by Roman Catholic priest, Robert F.
Griffin, at the University of Notre Dame. In the article entitled "Waiting for Myron to come East" (p. 18), Griffin
revealed and discussed the friendship that he had maintained for several years with Dr. Myron Houghton, a
professor at GARBC-approved Faith Baptist Theological Seminary in Ankeny, Iowa.

What was Houghton's blundering error? Their friendship ties apparently became so strong that Houghton wrote a
letter (of which Griffin had NO knowledge at the time) to Edward Malloy, president of Notre Dame University
urging the Notre Dame president to intervene with Pope John Paul II when he would meet with the pope during his
1987 visit to America and see if Griffin could "celebrate the mass with the Pope," one of Griffin's lifelong
aspirations. In Houghton's letter to the Notre Dame president (most of which Griffin quoted in his article),
Houghton stated, "If you could arrange Father Griffin's participation, it would ... place Father Griffin forever in your
debt." Houghton unwisely also used the term "His Holiness" (without any quotes) in referring to the pope when
seeking the favor from the Notre Dame prelate.

The ecumenical advantage gained is that Griffin has exploited this friendship for every bit of ecumenical gain
possible. In his annual trip "east," Houghton (with some other "fundamentalists" accompanying him) once again
stopped in South Bend, Indiana in 3/94 to see Griffin. Griffin described their dinner engagement as "enjoying
fellowship with the shepherds of Christ," terming them "separated brethren." In the final paragraph of his article,
Griffin expressed hope that as his "interfaith friendship" with Houghton continues, their "laughter" together would
eventually "bear fruit, if Christ wills it" into an "ecumenical sacrament shared by churches that believe grace is
everywhere." Lest there be any misunderstanding about Griffin's goal, a large picture of a liturgical communion cup
with hand breaking the wafer in two pieces, accompanied his article. The picture was entitled "Cup of Joy: The
Eucharist is key." [Adapted and/or excerpted from the May/June 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.]

-  Because of GARBC's lack of adherence to the Biblical principles of separation, some of the GARBC brethren
and churches organized a new fellowship [the Independent Baptist Fellowship of North America (IBFNA)],
dedicated to the principle of true Bible separation without compromise. (The GARBC's National Representative at
the time, Paul Tassell, accused the leaders of the new IBFNA of "denominationalism.") The IBFNA was officially
organized in October of 1990 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. The list of GARBC churches exiting for the IBFNA is
growing steadily; over 200 GARBC-affiliated churches have left the Association since 1990 (a net 13 churches left
the GARBC in 2000) . Since most of the leading conservative churches have now left the GARBC, there appears to
be little hope for this once bastion of fundamentalism. Some notable comments from the pastors of departing
churches include: 

"GARBC's doctrinal compromise in the areas of separation and ecclesiology"; 
"doctrinal compromise and Convention-like tactics ... drifts toward new evangelicalism"; 
"[to] choose with whom we will or will not fellowship and be identified"; 
"doctrinal compromise with the GARBC and some approved agencies"; 
"trends within some agencies"; 
"high profile men [John MacArthur, in this particular case] are to be endorsed regardless of doctrinal purity"; 
"movement into the new evangelical camp"; 
"frustration in trying to move GARBC back to a position of Biblical separation"; 
GARBC's "acts of compromise" and inroads of "New Evangelicalism"; 
"GARBC change, compromise, conventionism, and capitulation to worldliness and neo-evangelicalism"; 
GARBC changes " ... toward the Barna, Hybels, Peter Wagner philosophy of neo-evangelical, charismatic
church growth ... a shift toward 'designer,' 'user friendly' churches that can be 'marketed.' ... The devil is
blind-siding the fundamentalists. He could not get them all through ecumenical crusades, or through political
crusades, so now he is trying to get them through the neo-evangelical 'church growth' movement";
concern "with the direction into [neo-evangelicalism] the Association has been taking for some time, it was
hoped the direction ... would change. After seeing what decisions have been made, and those particularly
made at the last national conference in Des Moines [6/93], it has become obvious the direction of the
[GARBC] is not only not going to change, it will apparently be accelerating"; 
those who address these concerns "are automatically labeled as trouble-makers, schismatic, and unloving"; 
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"We have been watching events in the Association closely since 1986 and it has been increasingly obvious
that the Association is following the path of worldliness and compromise. We had hoped and prayed that the
direction of the Association would change, but instead the worldliness and compromise is snowballing. The
Des Moines conference made that very clear. It indeed seems strange to me that the Council of 18 chooses to
ignore the ongoing worldliness and compromise at Grand Rapids Baptist College & Seminary. Academic
excellence has taken priority over doctrine ...";  
"GARBC no longer holds the Bible as its "final authority in all matters of faith and practice so that no human
document shall for any reason supersede the Bible ..."; 
"Sadly, I admit that it all comes down to the matter of separation, and that is why we feel we must leave. Too
many of the men who lead our churches and our councils have long lost sight of what Biblical separation
is"; 
"It is our observation that this fellowship of churches no longer stands Biblically and doctrinally, on the
historic principles on which it was originally established. Noticeably weak and almost nonexistent is the
organization's position and practice of Biblical separation. Likewise, we have seen the Association minimize
the Biblical importance and primacy that the Lord has placed upon the ministry and mission of the local
church. ...";
"The vote was 97.4% for disassociation. Our reason for this is the change in the GARBC over the last 20
years or so, and the resultant downgrade in position and practice. We are very glad to be free for fellowship
where there is mutual desire and agreement based on the faith and practice of the Holy Scriptures."
"When [our] two churches were prayerfully considering the merger and trying to determine if [they] were
philosophically and doctrinally compatible, we had to answer a number of critical questions. One of those …
involved the affiliation of the new church with the GARBC. Due to well-documented trends in the GARBC
in the areas of the use of contemporary Christian music and compromise in the area of ecclesiastical
separation, the two churches voted to sever any official affiliation with the GARBC as a part of our
agreement to merge." 

-  The reaction of one man may be helpful concerning the entire issue of separation (and the lack thereof in the
GARBC). In a letter, he wrote as follows:

"I have come to the conclusion that the real problem in the GARBC is not just compromise in the area
of secondary separation, but that many are bordering on idolatry. The organization has become the first
love of many of its leaders. If a choice must be made between loyalty to Christ and loyalty to the
GARBC, it is far more often the latter that wins out. Loyalty to its agencies, its leadership, its programs
is the determining factor as to whether we are good GARBC'ers.

"The only way to protect against falling into this kind of denominational idolatry and be a true Baptist
with true commitment to Jesus Christ is to insist on Baptist independency. Independent pastors need to
realize the price they will have to pay to be a part of this system where loyalty is determined by your
willingness to approve all things coming from 'headquarters' and its agencies. I, for one, will not
sacrifice the precious freedom of giving leadership to my flock in order to have their [GARBC]
approval. Nothing is worth such a sacrifice." (Excerpted from What Happened to the GARBC at
Niagara Falls, p. 60.)

-  The GARBC would have us go by its official statements rather than upon the actions of its membership -- but
"how can we legitimately restrict our judgment of religious groups to their official statements only, ignoring the
true state of things in the lives of their leaders and members? Our Lord ... could care less about what the churches
claim to be. He is interested in what they actually are ..." [see Revelation 2 & 3]. (Ernest Pickering, Biblical
Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, p. 213. Pickering himself was slandered from the platform and in the
Council of Eighteen at the June 1987 GARBC Annual Meeting, reflecting Pickering's "narrow position" on
ecclesiastical separation.)

* "A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and
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who insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren. ... it is a necessary prerequisite for
being called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism" (Ken Pulliam).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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IFRBC Ladies' Fall Seminar*
(11/10/89 - 11/11/89)

Mrs. Doris Jennings (DJ) -- Index of Teachings

-  Quotes from Judith Viorst: How Did I Get to be Forty and Other Atrocities. Probably used in jest, but
implication was that these are the things that a busy woman today is involved in: yoga & the lotus position/Primal
Scream therapy/ventilation therapy/self-centeredness & self-gratification/consciousness raising.

-  Wife of IFRBC State Rep. confirms that the books ordered are available in the book room (books by Larry Crabb,
Les Carter, etc.).

-  Quotes from Virginia Watt Smith: The Single Parent. We are products of the past -- "Write that down on your
mental chalkboard, because you'll need that … to make it through" (Freudian psychic determinism).

-  Quotes from Larry Crabb: Inside Out

(a) Get rid of the idea that obedient Christians should feel good all the time.

(b) Simple fact we must face is that "something is wrong with everything."

(c) "Life is unspeakably sad!" (DJ doesn't credit this quote to Crabb, but it's from Inside Out).

(d) The last quote is supposedly "supported" by John 16:33.

-   Recommended as a "must read" book for 1990 reading -- Norman Cousins: An Anatomy of an Illness. DJ uses
this book as her authority for her teachings on stress. DJ agrees with Cousins that the most serious health problem
of our time is stress, and that stress causes everything from alcoholism, to family breakdown, to symptoms of
"conversion hysteria" (the latter term given credibility by a teacher of Freud). In addition, DJ has come up with a
multitude of things that cause stress (such causes ranging from empty-nest syndrome, to PMS, to guilt, to rejection,
to vitamin deficiency, etc.); according to DJ, poor self-image is also a major cause of stress.

-  DJ asserts that psychologists are referring to "tapes of memory" (a.k.a. the Freudian unconscious) that can cause
genuine stress. She claims to have learned this from a Minirth & Meier clinic presentation she attended in
Chattanooga, taught by Les Carter. The concept of "tapes of memory … that keep playing in our mind," is clearly
Freudian; the proposed cure (so-called) for the uncontrolled playback of these tapes is usually healing of the
memories, an occultic technique gaining wide acceptance throughout the professing church today.

-  Lists many other "psychological, physical, and other causes of stress in our lives." According to DJ, "Stress has
been called the disease of the '80s and it affects every one of us."

-  Highly recommends Randy & Nancy Alcorn: Women Under Stress -- "... one of the most practical books you'll
ever, ever, ever read, and that's not an understatement; that's the truth." Some of the "practical" insights from this
book are that stress is the accumulation of all previous demands on us during our lives, and that stress is cumulative
in that it resides in the memory to be triggered at some future date (Freudian unconscious/psychic determinism
again).

-  Recommends Les Carter: The Missing Peace. Les Carter is a Freudian psychologist on the staff at the Minirth &
Meier Clinic in Dallas. This book was available at the book table! DJ goes into a detailed explanation of Carter's
concept of the five most stressful emotions (should perhaps be called the five most sinful emotions):
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pride/fear/loneliness/inferiority/anger, and adds two more of her own: depression/worry -- "These are the emotions
that cause us the most stress in our lives."

-  DJ claims that people who apologize all of the time do so because of inferiority that has caused false guilt.

-  DJ claims that, "depression has been called the common cold of psychological disorders."

-  Quotes Maxwell Maltz -- "Forgiveness is the scalpel which removes emotional scars."

-   DJ's cure for depression is to stop thinking negatively, but she's, "not talking about clinical depression where you
really need professional help."

-  Recommends Minirth & Meier's: Happiness is a Choice as "good philosophy."

-  DJ encourages self-talk therapy (originally an occultic technique pioneered by Emile Coue in the early 1900s, it
has been brought into the church in a form little different from Positive Confession) and visualization (an occultic
technique practiced by shamans and witch doctors for thousands of years, now in the church in many forms,
primarily through healing of the memories/inner healing). DJ supports the use of self-talk by claiming that this is
what David was talking about in Psalm 4:4 ("commune with your heart"). "We have to talk to ourselves rather than
listening to ourselves," according to DJ.

-  DJ gives us the key to dealing with emotions of inferiority: "We have to remember we're royalty." It's very
important to dress well according to DJ -- She dresses well, "because I'm royalty; I dress like a daughter of the
King! … answers all of our questions as far as I'm personally concerned. … I'm royalty and that's the way I dress."

-  Quotes from Virginia Watts Smith: The Single Parent: "We need to have a good self-image because we are made
in the image of God. To do otherwise would be to portray a negative God." -- "Isn't that a great thought!"

-  DJ claims that it is important for us to have good self-esteem because we belong to the King -- if people see us
negative, they won't want our God because we portray Him as negative.

-  DJ describes Jesus Christ as, "the perfectly balanced One is also the stress expert."

-  One more glowing endorsement of, and a further exhortation to buy, Women Under Stress by Randy and Nancy
Alcorn.

* IFRBC is the Indiana Fellowship of Regular Baptist Churches, a state organizarion affiliated with the General
Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC). An IFRBC Ladies' seminar is held every year in the fall, and is
an official event sanctioned by the GARBC. The IFRBC State Representative at the time was Randy Patten, now
executive director of the National Association of Neouthetic Counselors (NANC).
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Guideposts Magazine

"Christian" or New Age?
-  In 1945, Norman Vincent Peale and his wife started Guideposts magazine; its circulation now tops 5 million, the
largest of any religious magazine. In the "Welcome to Guideposts!: Guideposts Subscriber Service Directory"
(2/92), we are told that Guideposts contains every month "true stories and step-by-step articles that point the way to
a richer and fuller life." And "if you want extra help for spiritual growth ... you can find it in inspirational books
available from Guideposts by favorite authors like James Dobson [religious humanist/behavioristic psychologist],
Marjorie Holmes ["Biblical" romantic novelist], and Norman Vincent Peale [New Ager and founder/publisher of
Guideposts]!" (See below for a description of an article typical of one that Guideposts would consider as pointing
the reader to "a richer and fuller life.")

Besides the regular monthly Guideposts magazine, the organization offers a prayer request phone line (10,000 calls
yearly); a special edition of Guideposts for the visually impaired (350,000 circulation); free issues of Guideposts to
non-profit organizations (250,000 circulation); a daily inspirational message phone line available in 27 metropolitan
areas; a daily devotional booklet called Daily Guideposts; and Guideposts for Kids, a bimonthly publication
featuring stories, puzzles, trivia, and comics. 

-  In "About Your Subscription to Guideposts" (1/96), we are again told that Guideposts' purpose is "to inspire you
toward richer, fuller lives." New subscribers were also sent Guideposts' Fall/Holiday book catalog. Among the
numerous psychologically-oriented offerings were Carder, Cloud, Townsend's, et al. best-selling book on so-called
repressed memories, Secrets of Your Family Tree: Forgiving Our Parents, Forgiving Ourselves (p. 7); Norman
Vincent Peale's New Age prayer book, Prayer Can Change Your Life (p. 9); and Minirth, Meier, and Hemfelt's
codependency manual, Love Is A Choice: Recovery for Codependent Relationships (p. 18). 

-  Norman Vincent Peale is perhaps the most widely read author of "positive thinking" and of the role of the
"subconscious/unconscious" mind. By the time Peale wrote The Positive Power of Jesus Christ in 1980, he had
already influenced millions through 24 books, Guideposts magazine, and Plus: The Magazine of Positive Thinking.
One does not have to look far to discover the true source of Peale's theology. Peale once wrote the foreword to a
psychic's book. He has also endorsed The Jesus Letters, written by two Connecticut women who claim to have
made contact with a communicating entity self-identified as Jesus of Nazareth. Peale said of this occultic automatic
writing: "It little matters if these writings come from Jesus of Nazareth or Jesus of Jane [co-author Jane Palzere],
they are all the same consciousness and that consciousness is God. I am a part of God, and Jane [is] part of that
same God." (See the notes on the now deceased Norman Vincent Peale.)

-  Some people think that Guideposts magazine has only harmless, innocuous stories that make you feel good. That
this is not the case can be illustrated by the December 1988 issue of Guideposts. This issue contained an article that
not only explained visualization as a technique for healing (when, in actuality, it is an occult practice that can lead
to demonic contact), but also offered a different gospel as an answer for the question as to whether there can be
assurance of going to heaven.

In the story "The Promise," the writer shares that she uses "positive mental imagery to help clients find healing." Of
one patient we read, "Gloria and I experimented with various meditations and visualizations that would help her
envision God's love and healing being released into her life. Inviting a healing image into the mind can have a
powerful effect on the body and Gloria and I kept searching for the one just right for her." By using a "wing-horse
meditation," Gloria would "travel to the imaginative garden to meet the reality of Christ's presence" who gives her
"living water." As the story continues, Gloria's condition worsens, but she assures the writer that "When I die, I'm
going to be your best guardian angel, Nikki. I'll still be around; you'll see."
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Gloria does die, but the crux of the story is the struggle of the writer, trying to find assurance of heaven and life
after death. That assurance comes the morning following Gloria's death. Nikki has an experience of being visited by
"my friend Gloria" and then finds out that her son was visited as well. The writer concludes her story with the
statement, "I still marvel at the glimpse of another reality which God granted Colin and me that Christmas. I only
know I found the assurance I had longed for all my life -- that death is merely a portal into another dimension, a
heavenly dimension which brims with beauty and life and the radiant presence of Christ." (Reported in the CIB
Bulletin.)

-  Guideposts has for years published through Guideposts magazine and various book offerings speculative stories
about miracle-working angels. This has now been formalized with a new magazine, Angels on Earth. Guideposts
promos this bimonthly magazine as follows:

"Come and meet angels on earth sense their mysterious presence feel their benevolent influences
experience the brilliant light of their angelic glory. Our newest family member ANGELS ON EARTH
magazine presents stories of angels and angelic people on earth in a profoundly mysterious way; yet,
radiates faith-affirming hope. Let us bring you the stories of the miracles they perform, and the lives
they touch. Welcome their presence into your own life today." ("About Your Subscription to
Guideposts" brochure, 1/96.)

-  With new subscriptions to Guideposts, subscribers are sent an 11-page booklet titled, "Guideposts Magazine
Presents Norman Vincent Peale: Expect a Miracle -- Make Miracles Happen" (1974 by Guideposts Associates, Inc.,
sent with new subscription, 2/92 & 1/96). The following quotes are a clear indication of the New Age/occultism
still being passed-off by Guideposts and its supporters: (Underlined emphases below are added.)

-  Guideposts is a monthly magazine of true inspirational stories, telling how men and women of all
religious faiths are overcoming the everyday problems of modern living and finding new happiness in
their personal and business lives through the power of their beliefs.

-  the miracle principle ... learn its secret and how to put it into practice. ... Expect a miracle -- make
miracles happen.

-  Always think of the best. Never think of the worst. And if the worst invades your consciousness,
think of it in terms of how to make it the best. What you think habitually will tend to happen. ... What
we send out mentally and spiritually will return to us. We become what we are in our thoughts.

-  Read the dictionary and you will find that a miracle is defined as some great and wonderful quality
that can be brought to pass.

-  The great people of the world are miracle makers.

-  62nd Psalm: "Wait thou only upon God; for my expectation is from Him." Expect great things from
God and you will receive great things from God. This is the basic principle known as the miracle
principle.

-  How then, can one go about expecting miracles and causing miracles to happen? The No. 1 thing is
to have a tremendous faith, a deep faith, a faith that is so positively strong that it rises above doubt. ...
if you train yourself to have faith in depth, it will release an astonishing power in your life to produce
miracles.

-  Get your faith strengthened and you will see miracles happening. Indeed you will experience
miracles.

-  There is another factor necessary in expecting miracles. You must get off the wrongness beam and
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on to the rightness beam. We cannot expect miracles or wonderful things to happen when we ourselves
are wrong -- when we are acting wrong, thinking wrong and when we are motivated by a wrong
psychology.

-  So when you become right within yourself, you will find yourself turning on miracles. ... You Can If
You Think You Can.

-  Isn't it wonderful that in one flashing moment of self-realization you can see yourself! I see that I've
been my own worst enemy. I've been thinking wrong. I've been acting wrong. Therefore, everything
has been going wrong. But now I see organized. Boy, with the help of the Lord, isn't life going to be
great for me!"

-  experience proved again that when a person really gets aboard spiritual power and moves away from
his weak, defeated self, things -- wonderful things -- really begin to happen. ... a radiant, tremendous,
victorious spirit -- a creator of miracles.

-  that same wonderful thing can happen to anybody else who really will try for it. ... When Almighty
God created you, He built into you the miracle principle. The question is, have you encouraged this
miracle principle to emerge in action, to make you the great person you have the potential to be?

-  The human being is far greater than he thinks he is.

-  If this capacity to expand is built into a cow and into a hen, do you mean to tell me it isn't built into
you also? Not to lay an egg -- I don't say that -- but to produce out of yourself wonderful things.
Almighty God has crowded miracles into you. Why not let them come fourth, and live?

-  Those two devout parents believed in the perfectibility of human nature. They believed that a child is
a child of God. They taught their children that if they followed God they could be what they wanted to
be.

-  The Bible is full of miracles. ... Expect a miracle -- make miracles happen by believing in God, by
believing in the Lord Jesus Christ, by believing in your country and by believing in yourself. Always
remember you are packed full of potential miracles put there by One who knows you better than
anyone -- the good God, the Creator who made you.
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Additional Guideposts Notes
Norman Vincent Peale

-  Norman Vincent Peale died on 12/24/93 at the age of 95. He wrote more than 46 books during his lifetime. His
most popular book, The Power of Positive Thinking, was written in 1952 and has sold more than 20 million copies
in 41 languages. It was the model for a flood of self-help books that followed. In 1945, Peale and his wife started
Guideposts magazine; its circulation now tops 5 million, the largest of any religious magazine. Peale also pastored
New York City's (Manhattan) Marble Collegiate Church for 52 years (a Protestant Dutch Reformed church founded
in 1628). It had 600 members when he arrived to pastor in 1932; it had over 5,000 by the time he retired in 1984.
For 54 years Peale's weekly radio program, "The Art of Living," was broadcast on NBC. His sermons were mailed
to 750,000 people a month. His life was subject of a 1964 movie entitled One Man's Way.

-  Peale is also the person who is most responsible for bringing psychology into the professing Church (particularly
the false gospel of self-esteem), blending its principles into a message of "positive thinking." (Peale confessed that
as a youth he had "the worst inferiority complex of all," and developed his positive thinking/positive confession
philosophy just to help himself.) In 1937, Peale established a clinic with Freudian psychiatrist Dr. Smiley Blanton
in the basement of the Marble Collegiate Church. (Blanton brought with him the "extensive experience" of having
undergone psychoanalysis by Freud himself in Vienna in 1929, 1935, 1936, and 1937.) The clinic was described as
having "a theoretical base that was Jungian, with a strong evidence of neo- and post-Freudianism" (Carol V.R.
George, God's Salesman: Norman Vincent Peale and the Power of Positive Thinking, p. 90). It subsequently grew
to an operation with more than 20 psychiatric doctors and psychologically-trained "ministers," and in 1951 became
known as the American Foundation for Religion and Psychiatry. In 1972, it merged with the Academy of Religion
and Mental Health to form the Institutes of Religion and Health (IRH). To his death, Peale remained affiliated with
the IRH as president of the board and chief fund raiser. Indeed, Peale pioneered the merger of theology and
psychology which became known as Christian Psychology. [In 1940, Peale also formed the psychologically-
oriented "Foundation for Christian Living," which in 1988 purchased Eternity magazine; by the end of that year,
Eternity had ceased to exist.]

-  Peale also advocated such New Age and/or occult teachings as visualization/positive imaging, pantheism, human
potential, positive confession, positive thinking, etc. On a 1984 Phil Donahue Show, Peale, a 33rd degree Mason,
said, "It's not necessary to be born again. You have your way to God, I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto
shrine" (cf. Jn. 3:3). (Shintoism is an ancient Oriental religion that fuses ancestor worship with mysticism.) He also
said, "I've been to Shinto shrines and God is everywhere. ... Christ is one of the ways! God is everywhere. ... Just so
we think good thoughts and just so we do good, we believe we'll get to heaven" (cf. John 14:6). (Reported in the
12/14/84, Sword of the Lord.)

-  Peale denied the necessity of believing in the virgin birth, and maintained that Jews, Muslims, and other non-
Christians worship the true God, and that a person must do good works to get to heaven. Peale did not believe that
Christ was eternal God, and thereby, he rejected the Christian doctrine of sin, did not believe that Jesus Christ's
sacrifice atoned for sin, and did not believe in the physical resurrection of Christ. In Peale's writings, God is never
presented as Judge, nor even as Savior -- he defined religion as: "... a scientific methodology for thinking your way
through problems" (Stay Alive All Your Life, p. 147). To Peale, there was no such thing as true religion or even
moralism, only self-esteem, self-help, and self-recovery. Peale's "faith" was not faith in God, but "faith in faith,"
which means faith in your own capacities as a means in attaining the well- adjusted life (1/3/94, Christian News). 

-  In an interview with Modern Maturity magazine (Dec-Jan 1975-76), Peale was asked if people are inherently
good or bad. He replied:

"They are inherently good -- the bad reactions aren't basic. Every human being is a child of God and
has more good in him than evil -- but circumstances and associates can step up the bad and reduce the
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good. I've got great faith in the essential fairness and decency -- you may say goodness -- of the human
being" (cf. Psa. 51:5; Isa. 64:6; Eph. 2:1-10; 4:18; Jn. 6:44; Rom. 3:10-19; 8:6-8; 1 Cor. 2:14; 2 Cor.
4:4).

-  Peale also wrote: "Just as there exist scientific techniques for the release of atomic energy, so are there scientific
procedures for the release of spiritual energy ... God is energy." This, of course, is pure occultism -- the worship of
creation (natural forces) instead of the Creator. (When a witchdoctor slits a rooster's throat, sprinkles the blood in a
certain pattern and mumbles a formula, the spirits must do their part. Occultism operates by the laws of cause and
effect.) 

Moreover, Peale also endorsed the use of occultic automatic writing: "It little matters if these writings come from
Jesus of Nazareth or Jesus of Jane [referring to Jane Palzere, co-author with Anna Brown of The Jesus Letters --
the book was supposedly communicated to Palzere in 1978 and 1979 through "inspirational writing," through a
"communicating entity" identifying itself as Jesus], they are all the same consciousness and that consciousness is
God. I am a part of God, and Jane and Anna are part of that same God." [The Jesus Letters was also endorsed by
psycho-occultist Elizabeth Kübler-Ross. Lines from the book such as "You are not your brother's keeper; you are
your brother," and "God does not see evil; He sees only souls at different levels of awareness," are two examples of
the true demonic source of the "inspiration."] 

-  Peale said, "through prayer you ... make use of the great factor within yourself, the deep subconscious mind ...
[which Jesus called] the kingdom of God within you ... Positive thinking is just another term for faith." His thesis is
obviously false: many atheists are positive thinkers, but Jesus said faith must be in God (Mk 11:22). Peale also
wrote, "Your unconscious mind ... [has a] power that turns wishes into realities when the wishes are strong enough."

-  One of Norman Vincent Peale's most "successful" protégés is Robert Schuller. (On Schuller's 1000th Anniversary
television show [The Hour of Power, aired on 4/2/89], Schuller's son said of Peale that he was "responsible for
dad's possibility thinking.") Schuller teaches that there is no need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no
need for repentance, and no need for the crucifixion of self. Concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the
opposite philosophy -- that self is to be exalted -- which is nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. (See Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, wherein Schuller says, "Jesus knew His worth; His success
fed His self-esteem. He suffered the cross to sanctify His self-esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-
esteem. The cross will sanctify the ego trip" [cf. Matthew 16:24].) 

-  Norman Vincent Peale was an apostate liberal and a Mason who rejected key Bible doctrines (see 10/1/90,
Calvary Contender). (Peale served as Grand Chaplain of the Grand Lodge of New York, Imperial Grand Chaplain
of the Shrine, and was inducted into the Scottish Rite Hall of Honor in 1991. His oil portrait hangs in the House of
the Washington D.C. Temple.) He got his "power of positive thinking" ideas from the Unity healing cult. His
Positive Imaging book teaches visualization and other occultic/New Age ideas. A review in the 6/21/93 Christianity
Today of a new biography of Peale mentions four "conversion" experiences. It said his key formula was "Picturize,
prayerize, actualize." Though calling Peale "a devout Christian who injected vitality into a church that was losing
touch with ordinary Americans," the article also said: "Peale always believed his message was biblical, but it lacked
much reference to sin, to atonement, or ... to an incarnation. The Christ he preached was very like Alcoholics
Anonymous founder Bill Wilson's ambiguous Higher Power." The Christianity Today reviewer thought it revealing
that Peale devoted nearly all his time after retirement to motivational speaking at business meetings, and concluded
that "the church of Pealism ultimately requires only the lively spirits of a banquet room" (7/15/93, Calvary
Contender).
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Hallowe'en
Should Christians Be Apart?*

Halloween is the time of year when the world holds its festival to honor the powers of darkness -- the time when
stores stock up on all the goodies that children seek as they make their way from door to door with their wails of
"Trick or treat." Doting parents take pictures of them in their little costumes, dressed as witches, demons, monsters,
and their favorite media characters. They no doubt think of how cute their kiddies look as they waddle about the
neighborhood working their peculiar brand of blackmail.

Humor aside, it's important that Christians consider the true meaning of this holiday called Hallowe'en. Whether or
not Christians should be a part of these festivities is a legitimate question. It's one among many concerning how
God's people are to relate to the affairs of the world. If we are called to be holy and separated unto Him, we should
seek to walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise (Eph. 5:15).

Many Christians think that Hallowe'en is an outgrowth of Christian tradition honoring the saints of the Church.
While the name and most recent influences of this holiday appear to be Christian (the name means the evening
before All Hallows, or All Saints Day), most of its customs are remnants of ancient pagan superstitions connected
with the Druidic new year. The date was a joint festival known as Samhain (or Sowein), held in honor of the Celtic
people's sun god and their Lord of the Dead.

Common to new year festivals around the world, to the Druids this was a time when the dead came back to mingle
among the living. The Celts believed that the sinful souls of those who had died during the year had been
transferred to the bodies of animals. Through gifts and sacrifices, their sins could be expiated and the souls freed to
enter the land of eternal youth and happiness. The Lord of the Dead judged the souls and decreed the form in which
their existence was to continue, whether as humans or animals.

Some modern witches claim the day as a time to give thanks to their great goddess and god for their abundance in
harvest. As the start of the pagan new year, Hallowe'en is the time when they also invoke the help of spirits for the
coming year, since the veil between the dead and the living is believed to be at its thinnest.

"CHRISTIAN" INFLUENCE

The reason many Christians associate Hallowe'en with Christianity is that in the eighth century Pope Gregory III
established November 1st as the Roman Catholic feast day honoring the dead. Then, in the ninth century, Pope
Gregory IV decreed that the day was to be universally observed by the Roman Catholic Church which, at that time,
held the greatest influence among the Christian populous because of its political strength.

The evening before, that Roman Catholic feast day coincided with the pagan Samhain festival and came to be
called All Hallows Eve or Hallowe'en (Hallows Evening). In reality, then, Hallowe'en was at first a pagan festival
which was later merged with a Roman Catholic feast day.

During the Middle Ages, the evening before All Saints' Day became known as the time most favored by witches,
sorcerers, and devil worshipers.

It should be noted that not all witches are Satanists, since they believe that Satan is a fabrication of the Christian
faith. Today's witches in the Celtic tradition adhere to Wicca, a form of witchcraft that worships nature.

The belief of Wicca is that God is beyond understanding and, thus, can only be understood by looking at "parts" of
God. Since every person and everything is believed to be a part of God, they often greet one another with the
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expression, "Thou art God."

Wicca holds to a form of dualism that is often expressed in the masculine and feminine, or, god and goddess. What
they believe to be the mother aspect of God they call Goddess, and prefer it to the father aspect because the
feminine is seen as the more understandable aspect of God. This is why Wicca is very active in the feminist
movement.

Satanism is a different form of witchcraft which invokes the power of Satan specifically. There are many kinds of
witchcraft throughout the world and some of their traditions are similar. Satanism is one form of witchcraft whose
traditions and practices are in many cases similar to those of Wicca. To both forms of witchcraft, Hallowe'en
(which they call Sowein, pronounced similarly to "cowain") is the most sacred day of the year.

PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL DANGERS

The physical dangers that Hallowe'en presents to children are easily discerned. There are numerous warnings on
radio, television, and in other mass media outlets of what to beware of in the way of contaminated food, how to
dress to avoid the hazards of fire and to be easily seen at night, and what to give children to offset the aches in their
little tummies from gorging themselves on too many sweets.

However, the physical dangers of Hallowe'en are minimal when compared to the spiritual dangers. Yet through
ignorance and/or love of human tradition, many professing Christians continue to engage in its festivities and
encourage their children in them. The common argument in favor of their doing so is, "It's only in fun and the kids
don't know the difference anyway."

And that's the problem: it's all in fun and they don't know the difference. The desire for fun often runs counter to
the commands of Christ. Our joy should be in Him, and the things we do for enjoyment, while not always
necessarily spiritually edifying, should at least not compromise our testimony. As we should do all things to the
glory of God (1 Cor. 10:31), so too, we should abstain from all appearance of evil (1 Thes. 5:22).

When we engage in tributes to Satan and pagan gods, we are sanctioning the works of God's enemies. It is the same
as enjoying a banquet held in honor of someone who has sworn to kill our earthly father. If we will look at pagan
festivities in that light, we may better understand how our involvement grieves our Lord.

In participating in these things, either we are failing to acknowledge the reality of those demonic forces and their
influence in the world, or we think they are something with which we can align ourselves and not be adversely
affected.

Nor does the argument that Hallowe'en isn't what it was originally hold up in view of its continued observance by
witches in honor of their pagan gods. On that day, also, Satanists continue to engage in all sorts of perversions,
including animal and human sacrifices.

Whether we believe in these things or not, the traditions linked to Hallowe'en carry evil connotations, and the fact
remains that it's still a feast of Satan. It really doesn't matter whether or not certain types of witches acknowledge
him as a reality. Therefore, its practices must be exposed for the evil they are.

As we look at these customs, we should realize that their very nature is contrary to the Christian faith.

TRICK OR TREAT

The modern custom of going from door to door begging candy, nuts, apples, and money while masked and dressed
in grotesque costumes goes back to the pagan new year feast. The spirits that were thought to throng about the
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houses of the living were greeted with banquet-laden tables. At the end of the feast, masked and costumed
villagers, representing the souls of the dead, paraded to the outskirts of town leading the spirits away. This was
done to avoid any calamities the dead might bring upon them should they not be provided for. Were the living to
fail in their provisions, they believed that they might find their lives disrupted by having their livestock die, their
milk turn sour, their food spoil, or by some other mischief the spirits of the dead might devise.

This appeasement of the spirits was celebrated in various ways according to locale and custom, with minor
differences. One way was to set out bowls of fruit and other treats so they could partake of them and, once
satisfied, would leave in peace. Your child, going door-to-door, is re-enacting that ancient superstition.

JACK-O-LANTERNS

The jack-o-lantern (also known as will-o-the-wisp, fox fire, fairie fire, friar's lantern, and corpse lantern, among
other things) was believed to be a wandering soul which could not find refuge because of a particularly evil deed
committed in its lifetime. Some believed it to be a malignant imp. The Finns believed that it was the soul of a child
buried in the forest.

According to ancient folklore, a will-o-the-wisp wanders about swamp areas, enticing victims to follow. Should a
person succumb to curiosity and follow its light, he may become hopelessly lost or lead to his death in a bog or
pool. There are tales of these mischievous spirits chasing terrified victims through mud and brambles until
confused, and then leaving them stranded with the sound of mocking laughter ringing through their ears. Today's
Icering pumpkin face is symbolic of that mocking spirit.

A corpse candle is said to be a small flame moving through the air in the dark, and is believed by the superstitious
to be an omen of the observer's imminent death, or the death of a loved one. These strange fires, thought by the
more rational to originate from the atmospheric ignition of swamp gasses, where also known as "Ignus Fastuus," or
"Foolish Fire," because only a fool would follow them.

BONFIRES

Most everyone is familiar with the Hallowe'en bonfire. This had its origins in the Celtic fire festivals, which at
times included human sacrifice (hence, the "bone-fire").

In North Wales, every family built a bonfire into which each member would throw a stone he had marked with his
own identification. The family would recite prayers to their gods while gathered around the fire. Should a stone be
missing when they returned to the site the next morning, it was believed that the owner of that particular stone
would die within the coming year. A similar belief existed in the Scottish Highlands, and diverse forms of fortune-
telling would accompany the festivities. The Celtic new year provided a suitable time for predicting the future due
to the closeness of the spirits. Even today, during this time of year modern "mystics" fill the newspapers with their
predictions for the next year.

It is believed that the bonfires were first meant to provide light and heat to compensate for the feeble sun during the
darkening and chilling winter to come. On this particular night, all the people would extinguish their fires at home
and congregate at a great community bonfire consecrated through sacred rites during the fire festival. In order to
receive fire for the next year, it was necessary to engage in pagan rituals, many of which included human and
animal sacrifices to the gods of nature.

DUCKING FOR APPLES

There were many divination practices associated with Samhain, many of which dealt with marriage, health, and the
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weather. Ducking for apples was a marriage divination based on the belief that the first to bite into an apple would
be the first to marry in the coming year. This is similar to the wedding tradition of the throwing of the bride's
bouquet for women and her garter for men.

Apple peeling was another type of divination to determine how long one's life would be. The longer the unbroken
peel, the longer the life of the one peeling it.

BLACK CATS & OTHER TALISMANS

Witches of many persuasions own living talismans -- animals indwelt by evil spirits through which they (the
witches) derive their power. Common talismans are dogs, owls, snakes, and swine, but among the most common
are cats. The witches invoke the familiar spirits to enter the bodies of their talismans for the exercising of power.

The black cat in particular has come to symbolize these familiar spirits, because black represents evil, death, and
darkness -- commodities with which evil spirits are obsessed.

THE UNHOLY MADE HOLY?

The other trappings of Hallowe'en are all steeped in magic and the occultic practices of ancient civilizations. With
the advent of Christianity, rationalizations were given to these practices in order to make them palatable to the
Church, while providing for appeasement of pagans forced to become "Christians" or lose their lives at the hands of
the Roman clergy.

One variation on trick-or-treat, for example, was for children to go around on the eve of All Souls' Day (the day
following All Saints' Day) offering to fast for the departed souls of loved ones in exchange for money or some
other offering.

Like many pagan festivals that were conveniently adapted for Christian usage, Hallowe'en is today accepted as
Christian in origin and practice. But the darkness that permeated the minds of those within the Roman Church at
that time resulted in the taking of that which was consecrated to Satan and the pagan gods of nature, and offering
them to God. We have numerous Scriptures that reveal this as an abomination to God, punishable by death. That's
how much He detests such practices, regardless of whom one says they honor.

Jeremiah and the prophet wrote, "Learn not the way of the heathen" (Jer. 10:2). Lest those "under grace" think this
doesn't apply to the present, they should read Paul's words in 2 Cor. 6:14-18.

To engage in revelry associated with such an anti-Christ festivity as Hallowe'en is a slap in our Lord's face. Yet
because of "vain tradition," Christian parents -- and even some churches -- go all out to make Hallowe'en a special
time of celebration. Some churches and Christian organizations even go public with "haunted" houses designed to
scare the wits out of people for profit in order to finance their programs. Yet God says that He has not given us a
spirit of fear, but of love and power, and of a sound mind (2 Tim. 1:7).

THE REAL ISSUE

Witches frequently propagate their beliefs through the handing out of tracts to trick-or-treaters. But is it suitable for
the Body of Christ to embrace the symbols of Satan for any cause and, for the excuse of "fun," induce ungodly fear
in people? How easy it is to become oppressed by evil spirits if we don't keep our guard up and continue in the
peace and joy of Christ, but instead allow ourselves to indulge our senses in momentary pleasures revolving around
Satan and his domain.
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We cannot have fellowship with them or involve ourselves in their festivities. There is nothing on earth, least of all
some bits and pieces of candy, which can justify embracing Satan in his unholy days celebrations. For too long,
Hallowe'en has captivated the minds of Christian children and adults alike to the detriment of their spiritual lives.
It's time that pastors and teachers take responsibility to educate their flocks to God's requirement of holiness for His
people.

As pastors and teachers have the responsibility of educating parents in the Church, so too, the responsibility of
educating children belongs to parents -- especially the fathers. But no more so in this age or society than in ages
past. The difference is that today children rule many homes, Christian and non-Christian alike. For that reason,
compromise is the easy way out for parents. Thinking they are showing love by acquiescence, they are really
destroying their children's spiritual life.

ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES?

No matter what evil the world utilizes to entice children, parents are forever searching for alternatives in order that
their children not feel deprived of the world's fun. When it comes to Hallowe'en, Christians decide to substitute
their own parties for the world's. Instead of calling their festivities "Hallowe'en parties," they call them "Harvest
Festivals" and dress their children in the costumes of Bible characters.

But that's what Hallowe'en is: a Harvest festival! By dropping the name "Hallowe'en" in favor of "Harvest
Festival," they are actually drawing closer to the meaning of the pagan celebration. If anything, it would be more
"Christian" to retain the name "Hallowe'en" and shun the name "Harvest Festival."

Besides, many children of professing Christians wear Bible character costumes for Hallowe'en anyway, so what's
the difference except in the compromise of their minds? You can be sure that to most children it's still Hallowe'en
that they are celebrating.

It is a religious spirit that persuades Christians that by substituting angel costumes for witches costumes they are
somehow pleasing God. But His Word calls for separation, not compromise.

It isn't going to traumatize children if they aren't allowed to join in some things just because "everyone else is doing
it." It's the responsibility of Christian parents to teach their children the truth from the beginning -- not wait until
they've been sufficiently infected by the world that they must be deprogrammed at a later date.

Children who are taught to love Jesus will understand that, because of that love, they should not have anything to do
with a celebration that glorifies the power of God's enemies. Even if they rebel and, for a time, reject the truth,
parents can trust God's promise: "Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart
from it" (Prv. 22:6).

If parents will be faithful in their responsibility to bring their children up in the knowledge of God's righteousness,
He will keep His hand upon their children and will guide them back to the truth. On the other hand, Jesus' warning
in Matthew 18:6 applies no less to parents and Church leaders than to child molesters and abusers: 

"... whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea."

If Christian parents encourage their children in celebrating pagan festivals in any manner -- even by calling it
something that it isn't -- they are placing before them stumbling blocks in their relationship with Christ. This is an
offense against their own children, even if propagated in ignorance.

Yet there is a Biblical alternative to Hallowe'en: A church service which educates Christians to these and other
dangers, and which continues in worship, praise, and prayer. This is an idea whose time has come.
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Special services can be held for the children in which the Church can help the parents by educating the children of
their responsibility to avoid the appearance of evil. It's a perfect time to contrast our faith with the world's beliefs.
Thus, we will be displaying to God our seriousness in wanting to stand for His righteousness to reign in the hearts
of our neighbors.

This is no trivial matter. Satan is alive, and souls are being lost in great numbers daily. But so, too, is God alive.
And He is working His plan of redemption. If we want to be a part of that plan and, just as importantly, if Christian
parents want their children to be part of that plan, we must once and for all let God have His way at any expense.

This is a tremendous responsibility; hardly worth sacrificing on the altars of worldly pleasure.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a Media Spotlight Special Report of October, 1989.
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The Truth About HALLOWE'EN
The Hallowe'en customs the world observes on October 31st had their beginnings long ago. The origins and
traditions can be traced back thousands of years to the days of the ancient Celts and their priests, the Druids of
ancient Gaul and Britain. We know little of the Druids, but of certain is that they had an elaborate religious and
political organization. Some were soothsayers, magicians, sorcerers, and barbs (composers and reciters of heroes
and their deeds). Their religion worshipped numerous gods and natural objects, such as trees, wells, etc., in which
magical practices were involved.

The Druids believed that witches, demons, and spirits of the dead roamed the earth on the eve of November 1st.
Bonfires (literally "bone-fires") were lit to drive away the bad spirits. The great bonfires served another purpose as
well -- on this night, unspeakable sacrifices were offered by the Druid priests to their Lord of Death (Saman). The
celebration was called "The Feast of Samhain" (pronounced SAH-WEEN). The Druids would carefully watch the
writhing of the victims in the fire (sometimes animals, sometimes humans). From their death agonies, they would
foretell the future (divination) of the village. The local householders then each took a portion of the fire to their
own hearths for good luck and good crops in the new year.

To protect themselves from the mean tricks of these spirits (like killing livestock), the Druids offered them good
things to eat (sometimes food, sometimes female children). The Druids also disguised themselves in order that the
spirits would think the Druids belonged to their own evil company, and therefore, not bring any harm to the Druids.
They also carried "jack-ó-lanterns," a turnip or potato with a fearful, demonic face carved into it, to intimidate the
demons around them. And, thus, this "tradition" is carried over today as Hallowe'en and is celebrated by dressing
up in costumes, playing trick or treat, wearing masks, and carrying jack-ó-lanterns.

Much later, the Roman Catholic Church set aside the first day of November to honor all the saints who had no
special days of their own. This was known as All Saints' Day, and was preceded by All Hallows' Eve (derived from
the word "hallowed" or "holy evening"). Eventually, the two festivals (the old pagan customs and the Roman
Catholic feast day) were combined, and All Hallows' Eve was shortened to Hallowe'en. Professing Christians were
now provided a convenient "alternative" to the aforementioned pagan ceremonies.

Despite half-hearted attempts by the Catholic Church to destroy the pagan religious practices associated with
Hallowe'en, they have survived. During the Middle Ages, such practices found an outlet in the practice of
witchcraft, which was and is devoted to communing with the spirits of the dead and to the worship of Satan
himself. While almost every major holiday has been tainted with some form of paganism, none are so deeply
immersed in the occult as is Hallowe'en. To this day, one of the special "sabbaths" for Satan-worship continues to
be October 31st -- HALLOWE'EN! 

The Bible is very clear as to its position concerning the so-called celebrations connected with Hallowe'en -- "Let no
one be found among you who makes his son or daughter pass through the fire, who practices divination [fortune-
telling] or sorcery [the use of power gained from the assistance or control of evil spirits, especially for divining],
interprets omens, engages in witchcraft [the practice of dealing with evil spirits via the use of sorcery or magic], or
casts spells, or who is a medium or a spiritist [a male witch skilled in sorcery] or a necromancer [consults with the
spirits of the dead]. Anyone who does these things is detestable to the Lord" (Deut. 18:10- 12a). And, "You
adulterous people, don't you know that friendship with the world is hatred toward God? Anyone who chooses to be
a friend of the world becomes an enemy of God" (James 4:4-5).

Yet, we still hear professing Christians claim that, "Letting the kids dress up in costumes, playing trick or treat,
wearing masks, and carrying jack-ó-lanterns doesn't mean anything pagan or occultic to me, so I'll exercise my
Christian liberty and partake in all of it." (Some parents even think that somehow God excuses all the evil
associated with Hallowe'en as long as the kiddies dress up as Bible characters instead of witches and goblins or
have "Harvest" or "Reformation Day" parties!) Obviously, if one were to take such a cavalier approach to the
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physical world (e.g., "I can drink rat poison because I choose not to regard it as poison"), it would likely lead to a
quick physical death. Why then, do Christians think they can avoid spiritual harm by ignoring God's spiritual
warnings?

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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I.F.C.A. Doctrinal Statement
"What We Believe"*

Section 2. Movements Contrary to Faith

Ecumenism

Ecumenism is that movement which seeks the organizational unity of all Christianity and ultimately of all religions.
Its principle advocates are the World Council of Churches and the National Council of the Churches of Christ in
the United States of America.

Ecumenical Evangelism

Ecumenical Evangelism is that effort to promote the Gospel by bringing fundamentalists into an unequal yoke with
theological liberals and/or Roman Catholics and other divergent groups.

Neo-Orthodoxy

Neo-Orthodoxy is that theological movement which affirms: the transcendence of God, the finiteness and sinfulness
of man, and the necessity of supernatural divine revelation of truth; but, while using evangelical terminology,
seriously departs from orthodoxy: in accepting the views of destructive higher criticism, in denying the inerrancy of
the Bible as historic revelation, in accepting the religious experience as the criterion of truth, and in abandoning
important fundamentals of the Christian faith.

New Evangelicalism (Neo-Evangelicalism, New Conservatism)

These terms refer to that movement within evangelicalism characterized by a toleration of an a dialogue with
theological liberalism. Its essence is seen in an emphasis upon the social application of the Gospel and weak or
unclear doctrines of: the inspiration of Scripture, biblical creationism, eschatology, dispensationalism, and
separation. It is further characterized by an attempt to accommodate biblical Christianity and make it acceptable to
the modern mind.

We believe that these movements are out of harmony with the Word of God and the official doctrine and position
of the Independent Fundamental Churches of America and are inimical to the work of God.

* This material has been excerpted from Section 2 of the IFCA's Doctrinal Statement.
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Independent Fundamental Churches of America
(I.F.C.A.)*
From Separation to Inclusivism

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (1 John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph.
5:11), confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false
teaching (Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we
are identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10-11). But the IFCA, rather than
separate, has instead chosen to identify itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  The IFCA was formed in 1930 as a fundamentalist# entity -- this was in response to the infiltration, if not the
outright control, of major denominations by false teachers. (The IFCA currently has more than 700 member
churches, over 50 member organizations, and more than 1,500 individuals as members.) Were there not a
willingness and desire to obey God in the matter of biblical separation, there would have been no reason nor
justification for the existence of the IFCA. In the Doctrinal Statement of the Independent Fundamental Churches of
America, Article IV. (Faith and Doctrine), Section 2 (Movements Contrary to Faith), the IFCA lists and delineates
four movements which are considered to be contrary to the faith: (a.) Ecumenism; (b.) Ecumenical Evangelism; (c.)
Neo-Orthodoxy; and (d.) New Evangelicalism. Also, an IFCA 1987 resolution stated, "... historic fundamentalism
carefully distinguished itself from theological inclusivism ... with neo-evangelicalism ..." 

Yet in recent years, the examples of IFCA inclusivism with new evangelicalism have become legion. One such
indication of the rush of IFCA churches into neo-evangelicalism would be psychologizer Ed Dobson's Calvary
Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan. (Dobson's "church growth" techniques rival even those of church growth guru
Bill Hybels -- Dobson started a contemporary-styled, Saturday night seeker-service, complete with drama, avant-
garde music, and a question time following the message):

(a) BJU-grad Dobson was with Jerry Falwell's ministry for 14 years (until 1987), and has called for
fundamentalists and new evangelicals to unite. Heeding his own words, Dobson is now a senior Editor
of the mainline new-evangelical Christianity Today magazine founded by Billy Graham.

(b) Dobson has stated that "those who say that the Papacy is of anti-Christ, lack the love of Christ."

(c) Dobson has stated that charismatics are of the family of God, calling Jim Bakker, "a Christian
brother." A "Divorce Recovery" workshop (i.e., a 12-Step program) was also held at the Calvary
Church and featured a speaker who was advertised as a graduate of the hyper-charismatic Oral Roberts
University! 

(d) Dobson believes that Jerry Falwell was led by the Holy Spirit to accept the PTL leadership. (This
was in 1987, the year before Dobson's church hosted the IFCA annual convention!)

(e) The 11/9/92 Christianity Today said two Sunday morning services draw a total of 3,500 people
(now 6,000 people -- 8/11/97 CT), resulting from an innovative Saturday night service begun in 1987 --
featuring Dobson in ripped blue jeans and a T-shirt, a contemporary band, drama, etc. 

(f) Dobson says that rock music "is the musical style I love and listen to." In Starting a Seeker Sensitive
Church (1993), he describes the music used in a Saturday night service he began in his church five
years ago: "The style of music, without question, is rock. It is the language of my generation. It is the
musical style that I love and listen to. It communicates in a language that I can understand" (6/1/94,
Calvary Contender).
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(g) Dobson's ministry has slowly moved in the direction of the social-gospel -- In the 5/20/96 CT,
Dobson says: "Our church is on a journey of discovering the social implications of the gospel." He has
had an intensive ministry with/to homosexuals, and including the pro-homosexual Metropolitan
Community Church. Dobson said, "If our church gets overrun with homosexuals, that will be terrific."
His attitude-toward-AIDS message has traveled as far as the World Council of Churches, which
invited him to sit on an HIV consulting group the past two and a half years (8/11/97, CT).

(h) Dobson went to the 1996 Promise Keepers Clergy Conference in Atlanta with a racially diverse
pastors' group from Grand Rapids. [Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement"
among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's
contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing
of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its
ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise
Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.]

[In 1993, Ed Dobson attended a prayer breakfast with President Clinton. Dobson was seated on Clinton's left, while
on the president's right was a "minister" of the homosexual Metropolitan Community Church. Dobson led the
opening prayer, praying that the president "would see the face of human suffering in the AIDS crisis" (1/15/94,
Calvary Contender). Dobson has also been quoted as saying, "... I believe (Clinton's) more deeply spiritual than any
president we've had in recent years" (5/15/94, Calvary Contender).] 

-  The IFCA leadership is now officially allowing that which is different from what the IFCA Doctrinal Statement
actually says in simple English. For example, a 4/92 IFCA publication allows for "limited liberty" and "interpretive
freedom" regarding the IFCA's doctrinal position. (The "interpretive freedom" issue arose in relation to John
MacArthur's [then] denial of the eternal Sonship of Christ, even though he continues[d] to sign the IFCA Doctrinal
Statement which affirms such doctrine.) "Limited liberty" evidently implies a looser, broader-based fellowship, and
therefore, is not in harmony with the IFCA's distinctive, historic, separated position. (A glaring example of this
"interpretative freedom" would be the IFCA's 1993 Convention: the "Conventioneers Exhibitors List" included a
display by Scripture Press, a publishing house which has a literature division for charismatic churches, as well as
displays by such neo-evangelical organizations as Gospel Light Press, HCJB World Radio, and TEAM.)

-  Dr. Richard Gregory, National Executive Director of the IFCA, claims to have a "self-purging" policy in place
that prevents aberrant IFCA members (like Ed Dobson's church[?]) from remaining in the IFCA. Gregory describes
this "self-purging" policy as one which requires each IFCA member, church, or organization to annually reaffirm
its agreement with the IFCA's Doctrinal Statement. He states that the IFCA depends heavily "on honesty and
integrity to provide consistency within the Fellowship." In other words, when faced with the situation of an
inclusivistic, compromising IFCA church, the IFCA relies upon that church's own honesty and integrity to purge
itself in order to maintain the organization's (IFCA's) overall purity! This policy seems incredibly naive, especially
in light of the fact that there is an ever-growing number of neo-evangelical IFCA churches which nevertheless, year
after year, continue to sign a Doctrinal Statement that prohibits the very activities they are engaged in! 

The above statement by Gregory on "self-purging" was made in reference to a question as to the reason why the
IFCA did not take action against a member church upon learning that the church was not only going to take part in
the Northern New Jersey Billy Graham Crusade for September 1991, but that it was also going to be among the
host churches (which also included two Roman Catholic churches) for the Crusade counselor training sessions!
Would not any association whatsoever with a Billy Graham crusade fall under at least three Sections of the IFCA's
own Doctrinal Statement, which specifically details those "movements" that the IFCA itself considers to be contrary
to the faith: to wit, Article IV, Sections 2(a.), 2(b.), and 2(d.)? Yet, when warnings are sounded concerning such
blatant compromises, Gregory and his IFCA brethren are more upset with the exposers of the compromises than
with the compromisers themselves! (Reported in the 3/15/91, 4/15/91, and 6/1/91 issues of the Calvary Contender.) 
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-  In the early 1960s, there was a growing group within the IFCA, mainly led by men trained at non-separatist
Dallas Theological Seminary, which desired to cease reproving apostasy. Up to this point in time, Voice magazine,
the official organ of the IFCA, had always had militant articles encouraging separation from apostasy. Some Voice
articles expounded Biblical passages. Others gave factual reports of apostasy in the denominations. Others gave
victorious testimonies of those who had come out. In the early 1960s, however, a decision was made to change the
image of the publication by eliminating this material (Axioms of Separation, by John Ashbrook, p. 9). It now
appears that the Voice magazine will print almost anything, regardless of its doctrinal correctness:

(a) The Jan/Feb 1992 Voice carried full-page ads promoting Moody Bible Institute, Grace College (and
a half-page ad for Grace Seminary), and Bryan College, with accompanying articles written by leaders
of these neo-evangelical schools. 

(b) The Sep/Oct 1992 Voice listed Dr. Joseph Stowell (president of Moody Bible Institute) and Dr.
Tony Evans as featured speakers for the 1993 IFCA Annual Convention in Chicago. MBI's new
evangelical stance is a matter of longstanding record. Tony Evans is a black ecumenical pastor/leader
with recent/current links to Dallas Seminary and with Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family. He has
platform-shared with charismatics and liberals. (Reported in the 12/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

(c) An article appeared in the Jul/Aug 1993 Voice by Shawn Thornton -- "How To Live With The New
President [Clinton]." Thornton writes that we must "love the sinner but hate the sin" (cf. Psa. 5:5); that
Rom 13:1-7 teaches that God commands us to be subject to government, which means that "I must
vote," or I have sinned; and that Christians should be involved in political issues, including running for
political office, again because Rom. 13 commands us to. (This all sounds like the
Dominion/Reconstructionist argument to us.) 

(d) The Jul/Aug 1993 Voice ran an ad for the book Strength For His People by Steven Waterhouse:
"Families of the Mentally Ill ... a book that answers your tough questions and addresses your deep
needs." (See PsychoHeresy, by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, pp. 133-141, exposing the myth of mental
illness.)

(e) The March/April 1993 Voice published a favorable book review (by Gene K. Tobin) of Churches
That Abuse by Westmont College psychologizer and supposed cult expert Ronald M. Enroth: "This
book is about people who have been abused psychologically and spiritually in churches and other
Christian organizations. ... This masterpiece sheds much needed light on the often overlooked abusive
practices of legalism, authoritarian leadership, manipulation, excessive discipline, and spiritual
intimidation. These insights will help the reader to identify abusive traits of fringe groups as well
as the abusive tendencies of the normal groups. ... Speaking the truth in love by using a non-
judgmental approach, Dr. Enroth uncovers the truth about churches, organizations and groups that
abuse their followers spiritually, psychologically, and financially." (Emphasis theirs.) [Yet, the
May/June 1993 Voice refused to run an advertisement for Miles Stanford's book on Pauline
dispensationalism, stating the doctrine would only confuse IFCA members!]

(f) The July/Aug 1997 Voice published a very positive book review (by Richard McCarrell) of Fresh
Wind, Fresh Fire, a charismatically-oriented book written by Jim Cymbala of the Brooklyn Tabernacle.
(For evidence of Cymbala's charismatic associations, see the 12/98 Charisma magazine, which
identifies him as a keynote speaker for a conference on Pentecostal Prophecy and Power in Springfield,
Missouri on March 8-10,1999). McCarrell recommended: "This book should be required reading for all
those contemplating going into the pastorate and most certainly for those currently serving" (p. 36).
[There was also a rave review of the book from an IFCA communiqué (written by Steve Johnson,
member of the IFCA publication committee), which was also published by the IFCA bulletin service.]
See Pastor Gilley's review of the book for an analysis of Cymbala's charismatic positions on "calling
the Spirit down"; "revelation in the inner spirit"; "Azusa Street"; "power evangelism"; "revival and
Finneyism"; etc. Gilley concludes, "I believe [the book] to be a largely unbiblical, charismatic, mystical
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approach to Christian living. That the IFCA could endorse it, without so much as a warning, is beyond
my understanding" (12/98, Think on These Things). 

(g) In October 1990, IFCA's Voice magazine refused to run an advertisement for a book (Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II -- now re-issued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology) that
critiqued the teachings of one of today's most popular purveyors of the psychological gospel (Dr. James
C. Dobson), stating that the Voice does not accept advertisements for books that are merely "exposés."
This is another example of the IFCA siding with the compromisers of the truth instead of with the
proponents of the truth, and in effect, acting as a censor of the truth (see next item).

-  An example of the "Christian" censorship going on today is that practiced by the IFCA's Voice magazine.
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries attempted to place ads for their Promise Keepers Warning Package and their
book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. Both ads were submitted to the Voice, both were turned down.
Dr. Richard Gregory, the National Executive Director of the IFCA, said in a phone conversation of 11/11/94, in
response to Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, "We think this is too radical and too reactionary a book." 

One of the main principles of the book is this: "Any person who can be used by the Holy Spirit to lead another to
salvation or along the way of sanctification is competent to be used by God to give wise counsel without needing
specialized biblical counseling training." In response to that statement, Dr. Gregory said, "We disagree with this
principle." It is ironic that a professing Christian organization that considers itself to be conservative would fear
running an ad for a book that is forthrightly for the Bible and an ad that warns against an ecumenical, psychological
movement like Promise Keepers.

For the 1989 IFCA Annual Convention held in Limerick, Pennsylvania, Dr. John Whitcomb was one of the plenary
session speakers. The Bobgans arranged for one of their books to be passed out free through Whitcomb at the
convention (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, which critiques the psychological teachings of Gary Collins, Larry Crabb,
and Frank Minirth & Paul Meier). Dr. Gregory prohibited the give away, saying that the Bobgan's books were not
welcome at the Convention, so don't bother to send them. (Excerpted/adapted from an article in the Jan-Feb 1995,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  As far back as 1963 (at the Lancaster, Ohio IFCA Convention), one could observe the weakening of historic
IFCA positions. In 1965, during the Terre Haute, Indiana Convention, the President of the IFCA announced to the
Council of Regional Presidents that they did not exist as an advisory council to the IFCA National Executive
Committee, but only as a body for fellowship and encouragement for each other. In other words, the Executive
Committee alone would direct the IFCA movement regardless of the desires of the grass roots. 

Then in Berkley, Michigan in 1966, a representative from the National Executive Committee referred to the
"scurrilous" editor of The Ohio Regional Visitor, who publishes that "hate rag in Ohio!" These epithets were
directed toward a factual Regional paper, not toward an apostate organ; against a Regional editor who sought to
reveal the pitfalls of compromise, not against an apostate editor seeking to subvert innocent souls; toward a fellow
IFCA member, not toward an enemy of the faith. This tirade was probably due to the Ohio Region's attempt in
previous years to pass a national resolution to incorporate monthly into the Voice magazine a goodly amount of
material dealing with apostate trends in both modernism and new evangelicalism, so that IFCA members could be
alerted to the theological climate in America at that time. The Ohio Regional was accused of questioning the
competence of the editor of the Voice. As a result of the IFCA's refusal to follow its own Doctrinal Statement, the
Ohio Regional officially left the IFCA in 1968 and formed its own organization, the Ohio Bible Fellowship.
(Reported in the OBF Visitor.)

-  At an IFCA Inter-Regional Conference in Terre Haute, Indiana in November 1990, one of the workshops was
titled, "Getting Back to the Basics." The promo for this workshop read: "A Pastor renowned for his long-term
ministry in one church [40-plus years] shares some of the keys of eliminating the temporary from your ministry
and focusing on the elements that will need to change over the years." The workshop turned out to be a 50-minute
monologue relating conversations from pastoral counseling cases, hospital visitations, etc., revealing that pastor's
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apparent sell-out to the tenets of humanistic psychology (i.e., "we need to accept ourselves"; "we must realize that
there are truly people who hate themselves"; everyone has "problems" ["sin" was never specifically mentioned];
etc.). Is this typical of IFCA churches and pastors? One would certainly hope not! 

-  John Ashbrook, author of New Neutralism II, writes in the 8/93, OBF Visitor:

"Having spent about 16 years of my ministerial life in the fellowship of the Independent Fundamental
Churches of America, I have (kept) an ear cocked in that direction. [As stated above, Ashbrook and
others in the IFCA's Ohio Regional pulled out of the IFCA in early-1968, forming the Ohio Bible
Fellowship.] I have followed (its) association with the open new evangelicalism of John MacArthur;
the connection of one of its prominent churches with the New Jersey Graham Crusade; the continued
affiliation with Calvary Church of Grand Rapids despite its openly new evangelical pastor, Ed Dobson;
and the discussion about allowing 'interpretive freedom' in the application of the doctrinal statement ..."

-  The IFCA would have us go by its official statements rather than upon the actions of its membership -- but "how
can we legitimately restrict our judgment of religious groups to their official statements only, ignoring the true state
of things in the lives of their leaders and members? Our Lord ... could care less about what the churches claim to
be. He is interested in what they actually are ..." [see Rev. 2-3] (Ernest Pickering, Biblical Separation: The Struggle
for a Pure Church, p. 213).

* As of the IFCA's 1996 national meeting in Grand Rapids, it was voted to no longer use the name "Independent
Fundamental Churches of America." As IFCA president Richard Gregory stated publicly, he was embarrassed by
the term "fundamental" when checking into motels and the clerk would associate him with militant Muslims. They
are now officially known as "IFCA International."

# "A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and
who insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren, ... it is a necessary prerequisite for
being called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism " (Ken Pulliam). 
[Return to Text]
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)
A Fellowship of Neo-Evangelicals

-  InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of the U.S.A. (IVCF) is best know for its mission conferences held tri-annually
at Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. (See reports detailing the goings-on at Urbana '90 and Urbana '96.) IVCF is a neo-
evangelical, ecumenical organization that focuses its efforts on college campuses nationwide; it was established in
1941 and now has a presence on approximately 725 secular and Christian college campuses, involving over 28,000
students (11/18/96, Christian News).

-  Recent college graduates placed in the former Soviet Union by InterVarsity's mission board, Inter-Varsity-LINK,
have played key roles in building student movements throughout the region. About 70 recent graduates are serving
with InterVarsity-LINK around the world. Many LINK staff are following up on the ministry of the nearly 300
InterVarsity staff members and students who spent part of their summer on mission trips (11/18/96, Christian
News).

-  IVCF is dedicated to ecumenical relationships with the Roman Catholic Church. In the early 1970s, IVCF was
already working with Catholic coordinators in their Bible studies at Catholic universities (11/71, Eternity). IVCF
will now no longer tell Catholics that the idolatry their church teaches will take them to hell (10/92, Battle Cry).
Campus Ministry Priest Thomas Welbers (in an official L.A. Diocese paper) said a four-year dialogue has resulted
in a "working agreement" between IVCF and Catholic Campus ministry to seek "mutual understanding" and to
"refrain from competition in seeking members." Amazing! (Reported in the 12/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

InterVarsity's publishing subsidiary, InterVarsity Press, has also published books by Roman Catholics; e.g., the
1994 book Handbook of Christian Apologetics, by Peter Kreeft and Ronald Tacelli, both professors at the Catholic
Boston College. The book redefines creation, redefines Bible history, redefines hell, and redefines grace, yet its
authors and IVCF would have us believe that Catholics and Protestants merely misunderstand one another.
(Reported in the 1/96, O Timothy.) 

-  IVCF has participated in each of the last three North American (charismatic) Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization, and was right at home in that radically ecumenical environment. IVCF's first participation
was in New Orleans in July of 1987, the second in Indianapolis in August of 1990, and the latest in Orlando in July
of 1995. (Orlando '95 was the fourth such charismatic gathering in the last 18 years.) Forty denominations and more
than 200 "Christian" organizations were represented at each of these ecumenical, hyper-charismatic renewal
conferences. Of the roughly 75,000 in attendance at these conferences, more than 50% were Roman Catholic. It is
important to keep in mind that every participating organization, as well as every individual speaker at the
conference was required to subscribe to the North American Renewal Service Committee's "Statement of Policy"
(i.e., the "unity statement"). This ecumenical unity statement was written by a Roman Catholic, Kevin Ranaghan
(who was chairman of the 1977 Congress in Kansas City), which closes with the sentences: "In view of the call we
all have from the Lord to enter into this relationship for common work, we want to express our mutual personal
respect and our respect for one another's ministries. We will speak well of one another whenever possible." Yet, it
is utterly impossible to obey God's clear commands to identify, expose, rebuke, and separate from error, and at the
same time obey this Statement of Policy. (David Cloud, Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2).

Almost all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Orlando '95. A Catholic bishop led one session. There was also conga-style dancing.
The 10/95 Charisma said, "Charismatics abandoned their theological differences ... at least for four days. ... Today
millions of Catholics, including Pope John Paul II's personal preacher ... have joined ranks with charismatics." A
Catholic priest added, "This is the greatest ecumenical movement in the Christian church." (Some of the hyper-
charismatic teachers at Orlando '95 were Pat Robertson, Benny Hinn, Jack Hayford, Marilyn Hickey, and Paul
Crouch.) 
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The same types of things occurred at Indianapolis '90 -- Charisma & Christian Life magazine wrote in its pre-
congress issue that, "One common bond that unites the groups ... is baptism in the Spirit, accompanied by the
charismatic gifts. Although there will be a multitude of differing theologies represented among participants,
everyone will be open to the work of the Holy Spirit ... The gifts of the Spirit will be welcome in all the sessions of
the congress ... The Holy Spirit will be invited to magnify Jesus Christ." (Emphasis added.) Some of the hyper-
charismatic teachers at the Indianapolis conference were Larry Lea, John Wimber, C. Peter Wagner, Bob Weiner,
Charles Green, Mike Bickel, and Paul Cain. Also speaking was Tom Forrest, Catholic "evangelist" in charge of
"Evangelization 2000," an ecumenical world evangelization project administered directly out of the Vatican. Forrest
reports directly to Cardinal Suenens, who reports to the pope. Forrest was very clear in the "Catholic only" sessions
that outside the church of Rome, there is no salvation. Therefore, the goal of Evangelization 2000 is to bring home
the "separated brethren" [that's us]. (David Cloud, Flirting With Rome; Vol. 1).

-  In a book published by InterVarsity Press in 1994, Holy Scripture: Revelation, Inspiration & Interpretation,
Donald Bloesch denies the perfect inspiration of the Bible. Here are excerpts: "Not everything reported in the Bible
may be in exact correspondence with historic and scientific fact as we know it today. ... We must avoid the
hermeneutics of biblical literalism, which leads us into both scientific creationism with its young earth theory and
dispensationalism. ... The true humanity of Scripture involves a vulnerability to error and a limited cultural horizon
because the authors lived in a particular time and place in history." Bloesch, professor of theology emeritus at
Dubuque Theological Seminary, is a resource scholar of the Christianity Today Institute (O Timothy, Vol. 12, #2).

-  In 5/92, so-called leading evangelicals joined a coalition of science and religion sponsored by the Joint Appeal
by Religion and Science for the Environment. Joint Appeal is based at New York's godless Episcopal Cathedral of
St. John the Divine, a bastion of New Age/ecumenical/Antichrist deception. Its blasphemous dean, James Parks
Morton, declares that "the body of Christ is the earth ..." Out of the 5/92, meeting came an environmental
consortium of the U.S. Catholic Conference, the National Council of Churches, the Evangelical Environmental
Network, and the Consultation of Jewish Life and the Environment. 

Founded in 1993 by Vice-President Gore, the National Religious Partnership for the Environment, also based at St.
John the Divine, has distributed tens of thousands of packets containing ecologically oriented prayers, sermon ideas
and Sunday-school lessons to Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, and evangelical congregations across the country. Its
director is convinced that the eco-crisis will transform "what it will mean to be religious in the 21st century."
Besides World Vision, other evangelical organizations involved include InterVarsity and the National Association
of Evangelicals.

Such pagan folly is gaining an increasing following among evangelicals, who now claim that Christ's command to
preach the gospel includes rescuing the environment. Such is the message of a course titled "Environmental
Stewardship: A Biblical Perspective" taught at Youth With a Mission's University of the Nations at their
headquarters in Hawaii. Thus Christians enter compromising partnerships with the ungodly and expend their time
and efforts on caring for a temporal earth instead of preparing souls for eternity (11/94, The Berean Call). 

-  More than 100 evangelical leaders and academics, declaring Biblical faith is essential to solving environmental
problems, are calling on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal." Nearly
150 so-called evangelical leaders have signed the 1,600-word "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of
Creation," which was prepared under the auspices of the Evangelical Environment Network (EEN). "As followers
of Jesus Christ, committed to the full authority of the Scriptures, and aware of the ways we have degraded creation,
we believe that biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological problems," the statement declares. Signers
include at least seventeen seminary and college presidents, World Relief, World Vision, Youth for Christ, Young
Life, Zondervan, Tyndale House, Christianity Today, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, SIM International, and
Latin America Mission (Christian News, 4/4/94). [The Evangelical Environmental Network is part of the National
Religious Partnership, which also includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Consultation on Jewish Life and the Environment.]
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana '90 Student Mission Conference

- This was the 16th triennial student mission convention sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF).
Nearly 20,000 people, mostly the cream of Christian university students, gathered December 27-31, 1990 at the
University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. IVCF welcomed Charismatic and Pentecostal missions agencies as
"full participants" at the Convention. (IVCF also had a booth at the Indianapolis '90 Charismatic Congress in
August of 1990.) There were also more women on the platform than ever before, and a band made up of Vineyard
Fellowship musicians played for the attendees, which included members from 76 liberal, Catholic, charismatic, and
so-called evangelical denominations. Most of the workshops were oriented to pop psychological, ecological, social,
and globalism issues.

- Each Urbana '90 delegate's registration packet included a book that implied the possibility of salvation apart from
Christ! The students were told that "the God I know would never send my friends to hell because they were
ignorant." (5/91 Moody Monthly) In the Environmental Stewardship Bible Study, attendees were taught that "Jesus
died to mend the breach [between humanity and nature]. He died to build a bridge between a loving God and our
wounded selves. … read Col. 1:9-14 aloud as your prayer for yourself. Thank God that Jesus has mended your
broken relationship with nature."

- The 2/91 Moody Monthly said that, "The Urbana movement, which began in 1946, may be the most influential
force shaping modern attitudes on world evangelism." If this is true, then Urbana is dangerous for many reasons:
(The following information was reported in the 3/15/91 Calvary Contender, the February 1991 CIB Bulletin, the
November-December 1990 Foundation, and the September 1991 The Christian World Report.):

ECUMENISM - Delegates came from 76 denominations,* social action was emphasized, and a
Roman Catholic priest (who was also an IVCF staffer!) even led one seminar entitled, "InterVarsity
and Catholic Campus Ministry: What We Have to Learn From One Another"--he assured attendees
that, "Catholic or not, we are all Christians and … just use different words to say the same thing. We
need to stop fighting and … become one." Questions from the audience were squelched if deemed
"divisive" of the unity being promoted. In addition, the leaders of the five major Christian youth
organizations (InterVarsity, Youth for Christ, Navigators, Young Life, and Campus Crusade) made a
joint platform appearance, expressing their unity and support for the Urbana '90 meeting. (Also present
on the program were Steve Green, Joni, and reps from TEDS, Fuller, SGA, World Vision, YWAM,
and WBT.)

NEW AGE - Visualization, guided imagery, ventilation therapy, regression, and other occult
techniques were taught and used, as well as using the latest psychological terminology and methods, all
introduced within the framework of prayer. Mary Anne Voelkel, IVCF Director of Prayer, taught those
present to visualize Jesus as stripping naked, clothing himself with only a towel, and then "touching
you in your broken sexuality"! An example of one modern New Age technique taught was the "healing
of the child within." The inner healing seminars were led by an Episcopal priest (Father Mike Flynn of
St. Jude's Episcopal Church in Burbank, CA); those attending were "regressed" back into their
childhood and told to visualize Jesus there with them, healing the hurts enacted upon them, visualize
themselves walking into a room and see themselves as a child seated next to the person who hurt them.
They were then instructed to "vent" their pain and emotions at this person. Forgiveness was never
addressed for the person who had supposedly perpetrated this so-called hurt. One shocked pastor who
attended said that the conference agenda seemed to have been taken directly out of Mark Satin's New
Age Politics: Healing Self and Society, and asked the question, "How is it that the agenda of the New
Age Movement is the same agenda being pushed at Urbana? Including some of the most basic occult
techniques … ?"
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CHARISMATIC - For the music and worship sessions, delegates swayed and clapped to the beat of
an 11-piece "Christian" rock band from the charismatic Vineyard Fellowship; they raised their hands in
worship, and received prayer from inner healers.

- Delegates were briefed on how things were to transpire during the week: All the speakers speaking from the
platform "would not be using language indicating gender;" i.e., in the place of man or woman, the word "person"
would be used.

- Despite the above evidences of Urbana's departure from even a nominal evangelical position, and despite the
clear intention to move toward ecumenical heresy, charismatic error, psychological techniques, worldly worship,
and New Age philosophies and practices, there was a total absence of any protest from the top leaders of the
evangelical world that were there. In fact, Billy Graham, unable to attend, sent a strong message of support, and
Fuller Theological Seminary, perhaps the "most compromised and dangerous theological institution in the world
today," was allowed to advertise its school in the official Urbana '90 daily convention newspaper. (November-
December 1990 Foundation, p. 13.)

* This number includes 3389 registrants from independent and interdenominational churches, 3260 from 11
different Baptist groupings, 3233 from eight Presbyterian denominations, and 1059 from Evangelical Free Church
of America.
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana '96 Student Mission Conference

InterVarsity's 18th Student Mission Conference
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Theme: "You Are My Witnesses"
December 27-31, 1996

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches
P.O. Box 5455, Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 865-3009 (voice)/(610) 865-3033 (fax)/accc@juno.com

Urbana '96 was described as awesome, intense, exhausting, and the most exciting experience of a lifetime. This
event, which brought 19,360 young people and adults to the campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, was the 18th of these student missionary conferences -- the first one having been held in Toronto,
Canada, back in 1946, 50 years before. (The conference exceeded the 1993 attendance of 17,051, but was 200
delegates shy of 1990's record.) Dr. Harold J. Ockenga, who coined the term "new evangelical," was the main
speaker at the first InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) Missions Conference with its 575 delegates. It has
now grown to become the largest Christian student missions gathering in the world and is held every three years.

While the exact cost of this large undertaking was never revealed, the local hotel and food industry appreciated the
$4.4 million pumped into their economy. Student packages, which included housing, meals, and bus service around
the campus cost about $400. Non-students paid an additional $100. A press officer related that more than $400,000
had been donated for scholarships. Some of these funds were used to assist delegates coming from 116 nations to
Urbana.

Five press conferences were held during the four days. Each dealt with some phase of the conference theme, "You
Are My Witnesses." Additional subjects discussed were racial reconciliation, the role of prayer, musical worship,
and Scripture study as it related to the Generation X-ers.

The press was also informed that 36% of those attending were persons of color and 60% were female. When asked
how inclusive Urbana was, the reply given was that Urbana serves the whole church, and both Roman Catholics
and Seventh-Day Adventists were registered for this convention.

Urbana's leadership was asked as to their response in regard to both the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the
Evangelicals and Catholics Together (ECT) issuing declarations condemning proselytizing, since the Great
Commission demands that believers reach all nations with the gospel of Christ. With great care, Dan Harrison,
Urbana director, responded that Urbana takes issue with the WCC because persons need Christ. He totally ignored
that part of the question that referred to the ECT declaration signed by leading Evangelicals, such as Pat Robertson,
Charles Colson, and J.I. Packer.

There were two general sessions each day, one in the morning and another in the evening. Seminars were
scheduled for the afternoons, and delegates also used that time to visit the three large exhibit areas. More than 250
mission agencies, graduate schools, and seminaries as well as other para-church organizations, had each paid up to
several thousand dollars for the space to advertise and promote their organizations.

The first plenary session was held on Friday night, December 27. The worship team was introduced at the first
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session. The Convention Handbook said "Every delegate will feel stretched -- learning a new song, a new style of
music, a new way of expressing praise to God." The worship team was composed of InterVarsity staff and alumni.
The seven members of the band were led by Alison Siewart, who is the Director of Contemporary Worship at First
Presbyterian Church in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, which is a member of the Presbyterian Church (USA), a leading
denomination in the NCC and WCC. At a press conference, Siewart related that young people are "overloaded with
information and therefore have moved to experience." When asked if reverence was relative, the reply was "Yes,
but reverence to God for some is jumping around, so there is a debate in the church."

The music presented to the delegates was, for the most part, repetitive, big beat, very loud (some members of the
press were seen holding their ears to drown out the sound). When the song "For All the Saints" was sung, the video
showed pictures of great religious leaders. Along with the apostles and early church leaders, Mother Teresa and
Billy Graham were included. Another video shown was Martin Luther King, Jr., giving his "I Have a Dream"
address and this one brought forth a great roar of applause.

The keynote speaker at the first session was George Verwer, president of Operation Mobilization. The press
promotional release said "George Verwer is the sort of guy who is apt to pull his pants down in front of thousands
of Christians. He's done it before. Down went his pants before a conference audience to reveal a pair of colorful
world-map boxer shorts! He's so passionate about world missions, he'll do just about anything to get you to listen."

Verwer started by declaring he was going to give them seven life-changing words (he only had time to give four).
He said a witness is: (1) a Jesus-focused person, (2) a grace- awakened person [He promoted Charles Swindoll's
Grace Awakening and said it was a most prophetic revelation. He said "Legalism still reigns in the church."], (3) a
visionary person, (4) a Spirit-filled person.

Elisabeth Elliot spoke the next day. Bruce Kuhn, a professional actor, each morning acted out a particular Scripture
text. The passages were Acts 2, 4, 8, and 11. He was followed by Jorge Atiencia, a native Latin American, who was
the main Bible expositor. Robbie Castleman, senior InterVarsity staff member, would follow Atiencia's message
each day to encourage the delegation to make a personal application.

After Nathaniel Fawcett gave a personal report on the "revival" that took place at Wheaton College in March 1995,
Rick Richardson invited delegates to stay and confess sin in their lives. Those who stayed listened to a long list of
sins, wrong attitudes, and actions enumerated by Richardson. He asked them to lift their hands upward and
visualize a person who hurt them and then to say to that one, "I forgive you." He urged them to state aloud their
sins in confession. Richardson had 150 ministers who moved around those assembled young people. The ministers
were to put their hands on them, praying for them, and then to announce "I pronounce that you now have peace."

Some of these same techniques were used at the Fasting and Prayer '96 Conference and at the Promise Keepers
Clergy Conference. It involves listing various sins, pausing while confession is made, listing other sins and pausing
again. At Urbana this continued for an hour before disbanding, but the confessors were also offered an opportunity
during the afternoon to meet with Richardson and his team.

Decision cards were distributed to everyone, and Robbie Castleman led them in filling out the cards. A report of the
decisions, shared with the press after collections, revealed that 157 had professed faith in Christ, 9,401 committed
to Jesus' Lordship, and 7,861 made a decision for missions involvement sometime in 1997-2000 plus. Some
decisions that were made were to get to know a missionary, to read two mission books, to pray for global
evangelization, etc. The announced grand total was 15,857 decisions.

Some observations by Dr. Colas:

1. While InterVarsity leaders often declared that they were not a church, only a para-church
organization, it was announced publicly from the platform that baptisms had been performed at the
motels. Also, the Lord's Supper (communion service) was given to everyone in attendance -- no matter
what church membership one held.
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2. A liturgy was used that is often a part of NCC and WCC meetings; the leader lists the various
problems, and then everyone in unison responds "We confess our sins." The "Give Jesus a hand"
practice of the Charismatics was often seen. The many Charismatics in attendance frequently stood and
raised their arms/hands toward Heaven. This was heartily encouraged by platform leaders.

3. At times the gospel was defined clearly, but at some points it was tied to social action projects that
would help to change society.

4. When a leader declared "Prayer has broken down the walls of denominations," a great cheer
followed. This same idea is suggested at Promise Keepers rallies as well as at Bill Bright's Fasting and
Prayer Conference. At no time was there any exposure of the apostasy of the liberal denominations,
seminaries, churches, or the NCC/WCC.

5. Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, an approved agency of the General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC), had a booth along with Fuller Theological Seminary, Moody Bible Institute,
Denver Theological Seminary, Oral Roberts University, Biblical Theological Seminary, Presbyterian
(PCUSA) Theological Education, Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, and Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary.

6. Denominational groups that were busy advertising their organizations included the Episcopal
Church, United Methodist, Conservative Baptist, Assembly of God, Presbyterian Church (USA),
Orthodox Church, Evangelical Free Church, Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Presbyterian Church in
America, Christian and Missionary Alliance, Association of Vineyard Churches, American Baptist
Churches, and Free Methodist Church. It should be noted that nearly 100% of the above listed
denominations are a part of the National and World Councils of Churches or the National Association
of Evangelicals (NAE).

7. Some 900 pastors in attendance gathered separately each day to hear Dr. Gordon MacDonald [an
admitted adulterer] speak on "The Spiritual Leader." Another session saw Gail MacDonald speaking on
"Forgiveness." Other interesting seminar subjects were "What The Bible Says About The
Environment," Nicole Holt leading "Two Views Of Women's Roles In Missions" -- a debate between
Elisabeth Elliot and Kari Malcolm, and "What The Bible Says About The Poor" with Marty Frisk in
charge. More than 90 seminars were offered.

8. With an attractive ad that began with the lead "God Rocks" and "Let's go rock our world," the
Association of Vineyard Churches offered two workshops led by Steve Nicholson, national coordinator
of church planting for Vineyard Churches. At the first workshop, Steve Nicholson said, "Culture
changes, so the church must change. God has no grandchildren." He told the group gathered to hear
him that the Vineyard denomination was begun 14 years ago by John Wimber. They now have 500
churches in the USA and 181 churches in 27 other countries. Their goal is to plant 1,500 churches in
the next four years, and 200 are in the process right now. Nicholson listed Vineyard's distinctives as
four in number: (1) they are empowered evangelicals; (2) contemporary worship is used; (3) emphasis
is on informality (he never dresses up with a coat and tie); (4) they are very relational in reaching
people, with an emphatic ministry to the poor and sick. At the session on Power Encounter, Nicholson
defined it thus: "Power encounter is when the power of Jesus comes into direct and open confrontation
with the power of the devil through some work of power, whether it be deliverance from evil spirits, or
some other kind of healing or miracle, with the result that some people are thereby made more open to
hearing and receiving the gospel." He declared that Jesus Christ was able to give credence to His words
because of power encounters. He added, "If we do not make this a part of our ministry we do not let
people know the power of Christ." When asked if a person truly saved can be demonized, Nicholson
answered, "You can have at least one demon left over after you are saved." Nicholson was questioned
as to the reason the Vineyard denomination expelled the Toronto Vineyard Church led by co-pastors
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John and Carol Arnott. His response was that the Toronto church had broken its agreement with the
Vineyard leaders and also had attributed much theological significance to the animal sounds coming
forth from the worshipers there in Toronto.

9. John Wimber's materials were handed out to the delegates at Urbana. An interesting sidelight is the
fact that when Dr. Jim Grier, dean of Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, was speaking elsewhere about
the doctrines of the Vineyard movement, he told his audience that the five pastors of the GARB church
in Michigan to which he belongs went to Anaheim, California to visit Dr. John Wimber. When Dr.
Wimber prayed for the Holy Spirit to come, three of the five pastors fell to the floor! While Dr. Grier
professes to eject the teachings of the Vineyard denomination, the seminary where he serves as dean
was deeply involved at Urbana with not only the Vineyard churches but with apostate, Charismatic,
compromising denominations and their education and missionary agencies.

10. A major problem associated with Urbana '96 was the mixture of truth and error. It is certainly a
commendable goal to want to reach the people of the world with the gospel and to challenge young
people to be involved. But can we ever forget that we always must do God's work in God's way if we
want God's blessings upon our labors? "And if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned
except he strive lawfully" (II Timothy 2:5). "Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken
than the fat of rams" (I Samuel 15:22).
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana 2000 Student Mission Conference

InterVarsity's 19th Student Mission Conference
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
December 27-31, 2000

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches
P.O. Box 5455, Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 865-3009 (voice)/(610) 865-3033 (fax)/accc@juno.com

"We are hosting a giant party in a lot of ways," said Steve Hayner, President of InterVarsity/USA. "Jesus was
awesome last night!," Sundee Frazier, female leader of the platform Urbana worship team, called out to the 20,000
gathered under the sponsorship of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship USA and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of
Canada as well as Groupes Bibliques Universitaires et Collegrauxdu Canada. The local newspaper described the
convention as "the top religious story of 2000 for Champaign-Urbana, Illinois." 

Barney Ford, Director of Urbana 2000 and chairman of the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students,
described Urbana's Main Assembly Building as the "Mothership." At the first press conference Ford listed
objectives of Urbana 2000 as to be a renewed emphasis on the Biblical basis of missions, to issue a call to this
mission so the participants are informed God is on a mission, to give North American folk contacts with those from
other countries and to do these things in the context of a student culture. 

Ford had emphasized that "this means lots of music since this is a youth conference." That was perhaps an
understatement becoming evident with the first big beat of the Worship Team Band which led the singing,
clapping, swaying, and lifting up of the hands and lasting in sessions of some 20 and 30 minutes at a time as they
chanted the repetitive lined songs. The words and pictures of the seven band members (the main drummer was a
student at Cornerstone University (GARBC), Grand Rapids, MI) were flashed onto six massive screens suspended
from the ceiling. Sundee Frazier led the music and emceed the entire five days of the platform Worship Gatherings,
also doing some preaching, praying, and even adding some confessions of a personal nature. 

Frazier related that she got her first taste of worship leading years before when she was handed a tambourine and
discovered she had "rhythm." Matt Frazier, who later became her husband, was "my first Bongo teacher and from
the day we met we were a match made in drum heaven," Sundee said. During several of the worship songs a
spotlight was beamed on a young lady who, while on the platform, danced to express her worship. 

At least 90 denominations from 117 countries made up the group who came to cold and snowy Urbana. No young
people were permitted to attend unless they were at least a senior in high school. Each student paid $395 which
included housing, meals and bus service around the large campus. Non-students paid an additional $100. 

Convention spokesman Phil Evans told the press it cost at least $8 million to produce and deliver this event. Three
hundred elective seminars were offered while 320 exhibitors paid large amounts of money to use some the space in
four giant exhibit buildings. InterVarsity received nearly $1 million in gifts from churches and others in order to
financially assist those young people who otherwise would be unable to attend. 

From the first plenary session the young people, who stood the entire time the worship band played, were
encouraged to raise their hands and wave them to the beat of the music. 
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The first speaker at Urbana was George Verwer, International Director of Operation Mobilization. This was
Verwer's fourth time to speak at Urbana. In his remarks he declared, "We are watching tens of millions come to
Christ around the world. In Korea, 10-15% of the population know Jesus Christ and I am not talking about the
frozen chosen." 

The next day's Urbana Information Newspaper contained a large ad from Eastern College (home of Tony
Campolo),  which is an American Baptist institution in PA. In large print the ad said, "The whole gospel for the
whole world—through the whole person. Get a degree in urban and global economic development." 

Many other denominations, such as the Baptist General Conference, Episcopal World Mission, Evangelical Free
Church Mission, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Presbyterian Church
in America, Reformed Church in America, Presbyterian Church (USA), and the Salvation Army were a part of the
agencies represented at Urbana. 

Other religious groups such as Campus Crusade for Christ, Child Evangelism Fellowship, Gospel Missionary
Union, The Navigators, TEAM, New Tribes and AMG International did all they could to recruit the young people
to become part of their organizations. 

Some of the schools represented were the American Baptist Seminary of the West, Asbury Theological Seminary,
Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, Bethel Seminary, Biola University/Talbot School of Theology, Covenant
Theological Seminary, Denver Seminary, Fuller Theological Seminary, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary,
Grace College and Seminary, Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Moody
Bible Institute, Westminster Theological Seminary and Wheaton College Graduate School. 

A quick look at the above organizations reveals a hodgepodge of ecumenical, new evangelical, charismatic and
compromising groups. Some of the organizations might claim to be Fundamentalists, but their association with and
support of Urbana 2000 would belie that claim. These organizations spent many dollars in order to exhibit and
recruit at Urbana. 

There were two general worship gatherings each day, one in the morning and another in the evening. Seminars and
workshops took place in the afternoon. The drab gray color of the large assembly arena was immediately changed
when the multi-color strobe lights were directed to the platform. The pulsating beating of the bass drum as well as
the turning on of the lights signaled that the worship time was soon to begin. Every seat became filled, even those
that reached upward to the ceiling of this circular dome arena. In addition, several thousand delegates, by a rotation
process, watched the proceedings in two overflow halls. 

Three members of the InterVarsity Drama Team recited rather than read portions of Scripture at each session. The
delegates clapped and cheered as the members of the drama team took their place on the platform and also as they
completed their presentations. Not only did they applaud the Scripture and music, but even all the prayers,
testimonies, messages, and announcements. 

The Bible preacher each day was Ken Fong, pastor of the Evergreen Baptist Church of Los Angeles, CA, an
American Baptist Church. He began by asking the young people if they remembered their first kiss. He suggested
there were two kisses in theology — one at creation when God breathed life into Adam, and the second one at
Pentecost when the Holy Spirit was given. He declared, "When we worship we are kissing God back!" 

Alex Gee, pastor of the Fountain of Life Church in Madison, WI, closed the first general worship service as he
advised everyone to "Get ready for our messiness. God wants to clear off our crud. Worship is when you get naked
before God. God wants to kiss the sin right out of your heart." 

The next day was given over to Racial Reconciliation. A video was shown that gave information about atrocities
during the last century and related that many are still being mistreated and ostracized because of the color of their
skin. The video also told of those policemen in Chicago who "murdered" some black young men. Nothing was said
concerning whether or not those shot by the police were guilty of any crimes or unlawful acts. 
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The next speaker, Brenda Salter-McNeil, founder of Overflow Ministries and graduate of Fuller Theological
Seminary, told of a drive-by shooting in Skokie, IL: "We are scared of folk who do not keep our traditions.
Corporations seek to be more global but the church is comfortable as it is."  McNeil acknowledged she herself
wanted to repent and then began to plead with the young people to be involved in racial reconciliation. 

Alex Gee came to the platform and forcefully declared, "There is no worship without racial reconciliation. This is
the gospel and my job tonight is to lead you to repentance. The church of Jesus Christ is at risk because it fails to
teach people about respect and dignity."  At this point, the worship leader led everyone into quoting a prayer which
was flashed on the screen, "Lord, we have not loved our neighbor as ourselves." 

The next day a video was shown in which Dr. Tony Evans of Dallas, Texas said, "Any gospel that does not speak
to the issue of injustice, and where people are not fed, is not the gospel."  The delegates, at least most of them,
skipped lunch one day and also gave an offering to feed the hungry. A grand total of $1,034,822 was given to 14
selected organizations. 

While it is impossible to cover the more than 300 elective seminars and workshops, this reporter attended two of
them on Dec. 29th. The first one on "Worship" was led by the Urbana 2000 Worship Team. They told of forming
this team and how they spent a year getting ready for Urbana 2000. The second workshop, "Sharing Christ
Through Modern Rock Music," was led by a team affiliated with Youth For Christ International (YFCI). The leader
suggested the need for Connection which involved energy in music along with the upbeat rock style. He also said
there is a requirement of  Authenticity, Familiarity, and Partnership. His organization needs 100 young people to
join their rock music team for 2001. They sought to recruit any musicians present who could play the drums,
guitars, and keyboards. Each young person that was accepted would need to raise nearly $4000 to help pay for the
expenses for their training and travel to the headquarters in Minnesota. The group then played several rock songs
from their repertoire. In the smaller room where the workshop was held, the music was loud enough to damage
anyone's ears. However, the room was so full of young people that many had to stand for the entire time. 

That night's message was given by Vinoth Ramachandra, Secretary for South Asia for the International Fellowship
of Evangelical Students in Sri Lanka. He spoke on The Cross of Christ, how it subverts other religions who deny
salvation by Jesus Christ; it subverts the stories that humanism will bring about a world of peace and subverts the
stories of the post modern world. When he had finished speaking, Sundee Frazier, the worship leader, gave the
invitation while the lights were lowered and asked those who desired to trust Christ to raise their hands. But any
who did so were seemingly not dealt with by personal workers. Later at the convention, Ken Fong, the Bible
teacher, spoke on "Pentecost and the Kiss of the Holy Spirit" as recorded in Acts 2. This caused the cynics to
suggest Peter and the others were drunk with wine. Fong taught that when a person is drunk, they lose their
inhibitions, self-consciousness, and do things that are not usually done. "Urbana is when I got drunk with God,"
Fong related. 

That day a major emphasis was placed on getting involved in social causes. Also, an extra hour was given that
evening to music led by the worship team. The young people again stood for the entire music session. 

The final speakers at Urbana were Ruth Padilla De Borst of the Christian Reformed World Missions, Paul
Borthwick who teaches missions at Gordon College and Marta Bennett, professor at Daystar University in Nairobi,
Kenya. Bennett was the speaker prior to the serving of the Lord's Supper. More than 500 young people were used
in serving the elements to everyone in attendance — no matter what church membership one held. 

Some Observations by Dr. Colas:

1. While at times the gospel was defined according to the Word of God, at other points it was made to
include social action projects and racial reconciliation as its core. This same idea has often been
promoted at Promise Keeper's rallies, Fasting and Prayer conferences as well as at National
Association of Evangelicals' conventions. There is little attempt to distinguish the "root" from the
"fruit." When one promotes a "Holistic Gospel," it adds something that should never be included. Great
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care needs to be made lest confusion results. At Urbana, there was a failure to underline that, while we
are created in Christ Jesus unto good works, salvation is by grace through faith plus NOTHING. When
statements are made like "Respond to God by kissing Him back," it emphasizes subjective feelings over
against the objective truth of God's Word. 

2. More and more religious groups have publicly apologized for something their forefathers supposedly
did many years ago. This makes the participants "feel good" by issuing public apologies for some
action taken or attitude that may have been shown by someone many years ago. Each of us is
responsible for our OWN actions and attitudes (Ezek. 18). However, these public apologies are being
offered, not only by such as the United Methodist Church and the Southern Baptist Convention, but
also some fundamentalist groups who do this because of some action previously taken some four or
five decades ago. 

3. At Urbana 2000, methodology replaced theology, and many fail to understand that this methodology
has become a new theology. This was clearly seen in the music used. Even when a familiar hymn was
sung (and there were very few of them), the added and punctuated contemporary beat and hand
clapping diminished the majesty and seriousness of the message of the words. 

4. All who attended were given a packet which included a special copy of the New Revised Standard
Version of the Bible. The front page said, "This Bible is brought to you through a partnership between
Urbana 2000, World Vision and the American Bible Society."  The reader is told, "The King James
version has serious defects. The Revised Standard Version Committee is a continuing body, comprising
about thirty members, both men and women. Ecumenical in representation, it includes scholars
affiliated with various Protestant denominations, as well as several Roman Catholic members, and an
Eastern Orthodox member and a Jewish member." Also found in the front of the Bible is the fact that
the copyright is owned by the liberal, apostate National Council of Churches (NCC). The NCC reaps
the benefit from the sale of this unfaithful version of God's Word. Included was a reminder that" … in
reference to men and women, masculine-oriented language should be eliminated as far as this can be
done." 

5. At the seminar sponsored by the American Baptist Seminary of the West entitled, "So you're a
woman and you want to go into the ministry," the leader told the group, "Jesus broke lots of taboos." 

6. At the final press conference, the president of InterVarsity, Steve Hayner, said that Inter-Varsity
does not have any control over its 750 chapters on the campuses of 530 colleges, but rather does have
influence. He related there had been a problem at Tufts University regarding the use of a homosexual
as a leader. He said InterVarsity used the argument of free speech, and thus was able to continue its
former policy of refusing a leadership role to homosexuals. He added that InterVarsity received more
help in holding this position from Roman Catholics and Muslims than from so-called Protestant groups
on that campus. 

7. At no time were the liberal denominations exposed at Urbana. Instead, it was a mixture of truth and
error. It certainly is a worthy goal to desire reaching our world with the gospel of Jesus Christ and
challenging young people to be involved in the task. However, we must always remember that if we
want God's blessings on our labors, it means we must do God's work in God's way. Paul told Timothy,
"And if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned except he strive lawfully," II Timothy
2:5. 

8. A fundamentalist, a personal friend of mine, recently wrote, "Psychological ideas have now become
a part of the new way of thinking among many national speakers. They indicate man's problem is one
of three basic needs: 1) To have a sense of belonging; 2) To have a sense of self worth; 3) To be loved.
Christianity has become one of reformation instead of transformation. C.H. Spurgeon once said,
'Brethren we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the Bible.'" Urbana 2000 majored on
these three basic needs and minimized what once was emphasized back in 1946 when the first Student
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Mission Convention was held. Instead, Urbana 2000 challenged everyone to "worship the Lord with
compassionate acts of mission."  There was little said about God's call to not only win people to Christ,
but also to plant churches where Biblical separation is practiced.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/01
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Km (by Matol)
14 Herbs -- Content & Function*

"The following information was taken from several reference books dealing with Traditional Herbology, i.e., The
Herb Bible & Back to Eden. These herbs have been used to treat the maladies of mankind for literally thousands of
years. In these days of many dread diseases, people have a renewed interest in the therapeutic potential of these
wonderful plants. When you discover the Vitamin, Organic Mineral, and Hormonal content of these herbs, you may
understand why they can be so beneficial to mankind."

CHAMOMILE: This herb is a rich source of the organic minerals Calcium and Phosphorous. It can
improve appetite and digestion, will ease upset stomach and help to retard the aging process.
Chamomile has been effectively used in treating jaundice, headaches, bronchitis, dropsy, ague, typhoid,
hysteria, bladder infections, colds, kidney and spleen disorders and is also used to expel worms.

SAW PALMETTO BERRY: This herb is useful in the treatment of asthma, throat problems,
bronchitis, excessive discharge from the head and nose, La Grippe, whopping cough, Brights Disease
and diabetes. It has also been used to treat all diseases of the reproductive organs (the ovaries, prostate,
testes, etc.)

CASCARA SAGRADA: Known to the Indians as "Sacred Bark." One of the best natural remedies
known for chronic constipation. It will increase the secretion of bile and is excellent for gall stones and
liver problems (enlarged liver, etc.). This herb makes an excellent intestinal tonic.

ANGELICA ROOT: Also known as Archangel or Dead Nettle, this herb has been used as a remedy
for stomach disorders, heartburn, gas, colic, colds, fevers, stoppage of urine, and suppressed
menstruation. It has also been used to strengthen the heart, liver and spleen and is excellent for diseases
of the lungs. Such wonderful results have been obtained from this plant that it has been given the name
ARCHANGEL.

THYME: This herb contains Thymol, an ingredient with antiseptic qualities. It has been used since
early times and is good for treating Dyspepsia, gas, stomach cramps, diarrhea, fever, whooping cough,
asthma, leprosy, paralysis, anemia, bronchitis, influenza, colds, digestive problems, nightmares,
headaches, suppressed menstruation, flatulence, urine blockage and exhaustion. Thyme is also an
excellent appetite stimulator.

PASSION FLOWER: This herb is know as an anti-spasmodic, it has been used mainly to treat
convulsions, neuralgia and spasms.

GENTIAN ROOT: This herb is a known blood purifier. It is useful in treating gout, fevers, colds,
convulsions, scrofula, dyspepsia, scanty urine, suppressed menstruation, jaundice, dysentery, as well as
liver and spleen disorders. Gentian will improve the appetite, strengthen the digestive organs and
increase blood circulation. It is especially beneficial to the female organs and invigorates the entire
system. Gentian is said to be as effective as Quinine.

LICORICE ROOT: This herb is rich in the organic mineral Phosphorous. It is a blood purifier and
contains the valuable hormone required by the Adrenal glands to help maintain a proper blood sugar
level. It is excellent for treating hypoglycemia, impotency, age spots, female complaints and coughs.
This herb also enhances endurance and sex stimulation and has a "very mild laxative effect."

HOREHOUND ROOT: This herb has been used to treat dyspepsia, jaundice, asthma, hysteria, sore
throats, pulmonary infections and consumptions. If the menses stop abnormally, it will bring them
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back. This herb is also known as an effective worm expeller.

SENEGA ROOT: This herb will promote salivation, making it desirable for the treatment of chronic
catarrh, croup, asthma and other lung disorders; it is also good for sore throats.

CELERY SEED: An excellent source of the organic mineral Calcium and Iron. It also contains the B-
complex vitamins, plus essential proteins. This herb has been used to treat the incontinence of urine,
liver and respiratory dysfunctions. It is also good for treating dropsy, rheumatism, neuralgia and
nervousness.

SARSAPARILLA ROOT: This herb is a rich source of the organic minerals Iodine, Sulphur,
Magnesium, Calcium, Potassium, Iron and Chlorine. It also contains the valuable hormones
Testosterone, Progesterone, and Cortin. This is also effective in treating gout, rheumatism, skin
eruptions, ring worm, internal inflammation, colds, fevers, tetters, scrofula and hormone imbalances in
both sexes. It is a powerful glandular balancer and restorer, will expel gas from stomach and bowels
and increases the flow of urine.

ALFALFA: Alfalfa contains the organic minerals Calcium, Aluminum, Iron, Chlorine, Magnesium,
Phosphorus, Sodium, Silicon, Sulphur, Molybdenum, Cobalt, Boron and Copper. Alfalfa is also rich in
Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, B12, C, D, E, and K. It also contains chlorophyll, biotin, inositol, pantothenic
acid and folic acid. This very beneficial botanical can be used to treat arthritis, rheumatism, anemia,
diabetes, pituitary and ulcer problems. It will enhance muscle tone and aids in developing strong teeth,
nails, as well as healthy skin and hair. Alfalfa also works to detoxify the liver.

DANDELION ROOT: A rich source of the organic minerals Sodium, Calcium, Iron, Magnesium,
Potassium, Chlorine and Phosphorous. This herb is very rich in Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, C, E and
Rutin. As one of the blood purifiers available, it is excellent for treating anemia, Skin disorders, scurvy,
eczema, age spots, constipation, gall bladder infections, diabetes, hypoglycemia, jaundice, fatigue and
cramps. As well as building endurance, this herb is a proven diuretic and an effective liver cleanser.

* This material has been excerpted from a fact sheet sent BDM by a Km dealer in February of 1992.
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Km (by Matol)
"Christian" Cure-All or New Age Medicine?

-  Km is a product manufactured since late 1984 by Matol Botanical International. It is quite heavily marketed by
professing Christians through an old-fashion "networking"/sales pyramid/multi-level-marketing scheme (a lá Mary
Kay Cosmetics). In some Christian circles, enthusiasm for Km 's supposed healing power has almost become a
religious philosophy in its own right. "After all," we are told, "it must be okay, because the product formula was
given to Karl Jurak by God (see below), the ingredients are 100% natural, and it is sold almost exclusively by
Christians to other Christians."

-  Karl Jurak "was sure that nature had anticipated man's needs," so he set out on a search "to unlock the mystery of
nutritional harmony." After struggling with the Km formula for years, he received "a vivid impression, which led to
the precise stabilizing catalyst he had labored for." According to Jurak, God had led him to the discovery of "all of
the vital secrets of balance and existence" in the universe, thus placing himself in the same category as other great
inventors who "are simply translators of secret wisdom" (Km sales brochure). (Emphasis added.)

-  Km is, in reality, nothing but a glorified potassium supplement (with a few natural herbs and flowers thrown in),
whose health benefits could be obtained at a much lower cost by eating bananas. (Specifically, a daily dose of two
tablespoons of Km contains potassium equal to that found in one banana, calcium equal to that in 3-1/2 tablespoons
of milk, and iron equal to that in 2/3 of a bowl of Wheaties. And all for only about $35 for a month's supply -- what
a deal!) Even Matol's official promotional materials do not stress any proven medical efficacy for the product.
Rather, the flowers, roots, herbs, etc. used as active ingredients are touted on the basis of the mythical/mystical
benefits experienced by ancient pagan cultures and worship systems!:

(a) Chamomile Flower: "Ancient Egyptians consecrated this flower to their Gods and dedicated it to
the sun. ... The soothing qualities of the tea were thought to bring about 'youthful mental alertness.'"

(b) Saw Palmetto Berry: "Native Indians believed that a tea made from the berry 'soothed and quieted
the mind.'"

(c) Cascara Sagrada: "Native North American Indians ... held this bark in high esteem, pronouncing it
sacred and passing the title 'The Great Herb' down through generations."

(d) Angelica Root: "... regarded as a holy plant, and was widely known as 'The Root Of The Gods' ...
the Laplanders chewed the root regularly," and believed that "Angelica 'strengthens life.'"

(e) Thyme: "It was one of the three or four herbs upon which Mary and the Child bedded in
Bethlehem. ... flourished as a symbol of strength, activity and bravery during the European age of
chivalry."

(f) Passion Flower: " ... cultivated by the Indians of Virginia who believed it to 'quiet and soothe' the
body and assure peaceful rest."

(g) Gentian Root: "... popular as a mid-day tea ... [and] used by the early Pennsylvanian Germans as a
soothing beverage."

(h) Licorice Root: "Known to the ancient Greeks ... has gained a reputation for strengthening the body
in times of stress."

(i) Horehound Root: "... this herb is one of the five plants which the Jews took for the Feast of the
Passover. ... praised for its usefulness in soothing sore throat. ..."
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(j) Senega Root: "... the Senega Indians valued this root highly."

(k) Celery Seed: "Popular for general fitness ... found to be gently calming."

(l) Sarsaparilla Root: "Spanish Conquerors recorded its legendary benefits of 'inner strength.'"

(m) Alfalfa: "Ancients revered Alfalfa as the 'King of Plants.'"

(n) Dandelion Root: "North American Indians called it 'The Strong Root.'"

This all sounds like New Age medicine -- Herbalism and/or Naturopathy. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the New Age medical practices and products infiltrating the church today would be Can You Trust
Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to Your Family, by John Ankerberg and
John Weldon, Wolgemuth & Hyatt Publishers, Brentwood, TN, 1991, 446 pages; see specifically pp. 250-261 for
the dangers (both medical and spiritual) of herbalism and herbal medicine. (See BDM's book review for cautions in
reading Can You Trust Your Doctor?)

-  In February 1992, a "friend of Km" sent us a listing of Km 's alleged medical benefits (for both disease prevention
and cure) for each of the same 14 flowers and herbs listed above. (Since Matol's name was not on the literature, we
have no way of knowing if this is official Matol dogma. If it is Km 's literature, Matol could be in for some serious
trouble with the FDA -- since Km is regulated as a food, not as a drug, it would be illegal for Matol to make such
specific health claims.) The introduction to this listing also states that the information was "taken from several
reference books dealing with Traditional Herbology, i.e. The Herb Bible and Back to Eden"! (Again, see pp. 250-
261 of Can You Trust Your Doctor?)

-  In the "Eater's Digest" section of the May 1991 CSPI (Center for Science in the Public Interest) Nutrition Action
Healthletter, a dentist wrote with a question concerning the health claims made in the Km literature that made the
product appear to him to be "just another 'Herbalife'." Healthletter's response was critical of Km, suggesting that
any health benefits derived from the product were likely due to the placebo effect. It should be stressed that Km has
never scientifically proved any of its claims for the product (e.g., in a "double-blind" test against a placebo).

-  A new product line, Pathway Weight Management products, was introduced by Matol in early 1991. The
Pathway product information brochure is equally non-Christian in its language. Matol gives us a heavy dose of
psychological/New Age sounding concepts such as:

(a) the "Factors of Well-Being" triangle ("health, appearance, self-image");

(b) selfism language (e.g., "self-esteem is a key to all successes in life"; "positive self-image"; and
"Having good self-esteem is a virtue. You must think well of yourself. Individuals with a low self-
image are sick more often, become depressed and age more rapidly"); and

(c) New Age lingo ("journey to your ideal self"; "increase your inner powers"; "creating one healthy,
unified whole").
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National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)
Or "National Association of Neo-Evangelicals"?

-  The NAE is the mainline neo-evangelical group. In recent years it has become increasingly ecumenical and
charismatic. Charisma magazine said about 51 percent of NAE church members are Pentecostal. Some reports say
it's 80 percent when charismatic churches are included, though most of these are independent. The NAE claims that
Pentecostals have developed a base of trust within the NAE, though NAE conferences as yet have no tongues-
speaking. By courting and accepting Pentecostal churches, organizations, and individuals, the NAE has given the
false teachings of the Pentecostal movement an undeserved aura of theological respectability within evangelicalism,
something that they had not previously been accorded by the mainline denominations which were a part of the
ecumenical movement. With Ted Haggard, an Oral Roberts University grad and a charismatic, as its current
president, the NAE can no longer disclaim its charismatic orientation. NAE chairman Bill Hamel says: "Ted crosses
denominational and theological lines very easily" (6/03, Charisma). Foundation says: "Haggard writes a monthly
column for a Charismatic magazine and frequently unites for ministry and worship with men such as Benny Hinn,
Paul Crouch, and C. Peter Wagner. He participated in the Promise Keepers Pastors and Leadership Conference in
February 2003."

John White, former president of the NAE, says there is also a growing cooperation between the NAE and Roman
Catholics (11/1/92, Calvary Contender). (A brochure promoting NAE's 50th anniversary convention in 3/92 listed
Notre Dame professor James Burtchaell as a luncheon speaker. Burtchaell resigned from Notre Dame amid sexual
misconduct charges, and subsequently, from the NAE engagement also.) [The NAE currently claims to represent
43,000 congregations from 52 denominations and individual congregations from an additional 27 denominations
(many of the latter are still members of denominations in the NCC/WCC). They claim to have 22 million members,
and "speak for" some 40 million evangelicals in America. See last section of this report for the most recent
information on the NAE.]

-  The NAE is a melting pot for new evangelicals of every stripe, including charismatics, so-called "evangelical"
Catholics, ecumenists, feminists, and pseudo-fundamentalists. Theologically, they represent the whole spectrum --
everything from Mennonite to Reformed Presbyterian, from Baptist to Lutheran, Pentecostal, and holiness. Don
Argue, an Assemblies of God pastor, was the NAE president (1995-2001); he was committed to making the NAE a
politically correct organization since it is "too old, too white, and too male," by recognizing that the "evangelical
table is broad and wide and long ..." In late-1996, Argue became the first president of the NAE to speak to the
apostate National Council of Churches in America (NCC), an arm of the radically liberal World Council of
Churches. Argue said he had developed a "good relationship" with the NCC's general secretary, Joan Brown
Campbell (11/19/96, Ecumenical News Agency). Argue said he had no difficulty recognizing NCC leaders as fellow
Christians. 

According to Religion Watch, the NAE took part in formal discussions with the Eastern Orthodox churches and is
already engaging in ecumenical evangelism with the Orthodox in largely Orthodox post-communist countries.
According to Religion Watch, the NAE has come to the view that "we cannot go in with our normal historic pattern
of assuming that the whole culture is not Christian [and this] has impacted most of the mission-sending groups --
for example, John Guest and his evangelistic efforts. When he goes into Romania, he seeks the cooperation of the
Orthodox church. I don't think that would have happened before these discussions and this new awareness." [At it's
2003 convention, the NAE even permitted the Roman Catholic Church and the Greek Orthodox Church to lease
exhibit space!] 

-  The NAE has a series of commissions which attract people with special interests. Most of them do not even bear
the name of the NAE. They act as flypaper to catch those with an interest in certain subjects. Such commissions are
the Evangelical Foreign Missions Associations, the World Relief Commission, The Commission on Chaplains, the
Evangelism and Spiritual Life Commission, The National Religious Broadcasters, The Social Concern Commission,
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The National Sunday School Commission, the National Association of Christian Schools, and the Theology
Commission. One can see at a glance how these commissions tend to attract innocent victims who are interested in
the chaplainry, missions, Sunday school, or Christian schools. Through his particular interest, the victim finds
himself unintentionally affiliated with the NAE. 

The NRB used to be a "commission" of NAE, but split-off in early-2001, ending a relationship that went back to
1944. Karl Stoll, communications director of the NRB, said the decision was based on the NAE's growing
relationship with the modernistic National Council of Churches. In February 2000, the NAE changed its bylaws to
allow member denominations to hold joint membership in the NCC. In September 2000, the Los Angeles Times
reported that the NAE and the NCC "are considering realigning and forming a third group." Kevin Mannoia, head
of the NAE at the time of the NRB split, told the Times that "the block walls are coming down and giving way to
picket fences." (To disassociate from the NAE is a wise move on the part of the NRB, but it is very puzzling. For
one thing, many member denominations and organizations of the NRB are separately members of the NAE. It is
meaningless for the NRB as a body to "pull out of" the NAE when at the same time its individual members remain
members in good standing of the latter. It looks like mere religio-political posturing.) 

-  The March-April 1992 issue of Foundation magazine did a lengthy report on the NAE's 50th Anniversary
meeting held in Chicago on 3/5/92. Billy Melvin, NAE's Executive Director, boasted at Chicago that "The NAE is
the voice you can trust." Sadly, this is simply not true. The following paragraphs summarize Foundation 's report:

(a) NAE was established in St. Louis, Missouri, April 7-9, 1942. NAE leaders boasted of its numerical
growth; of its success in providing "leadership for a dynamic and diverse movement"; of its ability to
"unite evangelicals from many theological perspectives and ecclesiastical traditions"; and of its
"continuing fidelity to its original Statement of Faith." The establishment of the NAE was actually a
repudiation of historic fundamentalism, founded on a platform of compromise. Those original
compromises have multiplied over the last five decades. 

(b) In the convention press packet, the following Glossary of Terms was printed:

1) Evangelicalism: "... Evangelicals, though theologically conservative, have not avoided
contact with secular culture and diverse religious traditions. Evangelicalism embraces
groups from both the Calvinistic and Arminian persuasion, including most of the major
Pentecostal groups within the United States."

2) Fundamentalism: "... In the 1940s, fundamentalists became distinguished from other
conservative Protestants over the interpretation of several verses from the New Testament
(2 Corinthians 6:14-18) ... The issue came to a head over the broadly based evangelistic
crusades of Billy Graham. Some rejected Graham's involvement of entire communities
[i.e., Roman Catholics and 'liberals'] in his crusades. Those who opposed such efforts
continue to be known as fundamentalists."

3) NAE "... The NAE is a voluntary association of individuals, denominations, churches,
schools and organizations dedicated to united action without theological compromise ...
NAE was formed because evangelicals were uncomfortable both with those who
espoused the theologically liberal 'social gospel' and fundamentalists who neglected
Christian ideal for negative attacks on others [-- a classic example of the way in which
evangelical compromisers seek to excuse and defend their own disobedience to the Word
of God regarding Biblical separation. Scriptural reproof of and separation from false
teachers, disobedient brethren, and the things of the world, in no way indicate either
negative attacks on others or a lack of Christian ideals. Exactly the opposite is true (2 Tim.
4:1-5; 2 Thes. 3:6, 14,15; 1 John 2:5,15-17; Eph. 4:15)].

(c) Three major compromises were made by the founders of NAE, each of which has contributed in a
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large way to its numerical growth and prestige in the religious world: 

the decision not to require separation from liberal churches or denominations as a condition of
membership; 
the decision to include Pentecostal denominations, churches, and individuals in its membership;
and
the formulation and adoption of a very brief statement of faith which all applicants were
expected to sign as a condition of membership.

(d) NAE's Statement of Faith is so brief and lacking in specificity on several crucial doctrinal matters
that it offers no real protection to its members against the admission of those who believe and teach
unscriptural doctrines; e.g., the omission of the word "inerrancy" concerning the Word of God. Also,
no mention is made of the Bible being our only authority -- our only rule for faith and practice.
There is nothing concerning salvation being entirely by grace through faith, totally apart from works
or sacraments (Eph 2:8-9). These major omissions were not accidental but deliberate. NAE leaders
wanted a more inclusive and broader fellowship than that prescribed by the Word of God, and that's
exactly what they got -- a "diverse movement" from "many theological perspectives and ecclesiastical
traditions." [At a meeting in May, 1989, a majority of a group of 385 neo-evangelical theologians of
the NAE even voted against the doctrine of eternal punishment. They proclaimed instead the Seventh-
Day Adventist and Jehovah Witness doctrine of "conditionalism" or soul-sleep. (Reported in the
6/3/89, World.)]

(e) For the most part, NAE leaders are now doing their best to promote the false claim that the National
and World Councils of Churches are becoming more evangelical and less liberal. Deceived by the
unscriptural example and influence of evangelical leaders like Billy Graham, Bill Bright, Leighton
Ford, Luis Palau, and other compromisers, many of those in the NAE and other evangelicals around the
world are now joining with Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and NCC and WCC liberals in prayer,
worship, evangelism, social action, and efforts for world peace. For 50 years, the NAE has insisted on
having God-forbidden fellowship. For 50 years, it has refused to exercise God-commanded reproof.

(f) Some very glaring inconsistencies surfaced again at the various sessions at the convention. Two
speakers shared the platform at the closing session -- evangelist Peter Kusmic, who is generally
considered to be the premier evangelical leader in Eastern Europe, and Dr. Billy Graham. Talk about
inconsistencies! Here are two top evangelical leaders speaking on the same program. One leader
(Kusmic) talks about the dangers posed by the false teachings of the Roman Catholic and Orthodox
churches, and the other (Graham), departing from his prepared text, reported that he would be holding
meetings later in 1992 with the Orthodox leaders in Russia and with Roman Catholic leaders in Eastern
Europe.

(g) The one pastor and church which was held up as an example for other evangelicals to follow was
Bill Hybels of Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois. It would be difficult to
find any other church which has incorporated more worldliness in its programs than this one.

-  In 4/95, the Ohio Bible Fellowship passed a resolution on the NAE. This statement still accurately represents
what is wrong with the NAE:

"the NAE is adopting a position that is more in line with the social gospel than the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. ... established in 1942 as an organization striving for a moderate position between the Federal
Council of Churches (which became the National Council of Churches in 1950) and the American
Council of Christian Churches, and has grown to represent 80 denominations and 50,000 churches.
NAE adopted a minimalistic doctrinal statement which did not require separation from apostasy and
was tolerant of charismatic groups ... the NAE is thoroughly ecumenical and is dedicated to racial
reconciliation, societal morality, social concerns and gender sensitivity at the expense of entangling
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alliances and blurring of the true Gospel. ... Recent [NAE] resolutions include: (1) a one page
document acknowledging the sin of racism and calling on churches, institutions, and individuals to
'foster a new climate of sensitivity and respect,' (2) an appeal for 'reasonable and just admissions
policies for refugees and immigrants,' and (3) an exhortation to Congress to 'approve foreign aid
budgets' to protect humanitarian aid effort."

-  In June 1996, Dr. Ralph Colas of the American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC) did a special report of the
NAE's 54th annual meeting held in Minneapolis 3/3/96-3/5/96. Is the NAE still a voice you can trust," as Billy
Melvin claimed in 1992? Sadly, it wasn't true then or now. The following paragraphs summarize Dr. Colas' report:

(a) The theme of the convention was Reaching America: One Voice in Unity. NAE leaders admit they
are moving into the "mainstream of religion" in America as they turn to social action and attempt to
salvage neighborhoods and cities. At a press conference, a discerning reporter responded to this new
emphasis on social action by saying, "You are not just going mainstream, you are moving into the
mainline denominational position." (She referred to the position of the National Council of Churches'
[NCC] mainline denominations and their commitment to social action.)

(b) Convention speakers included: Dr. John Allan Knight, general superintendent of the Church of the
Nazarene; Jill Briscoe, neo-evangelical, psychologizer, author, and speaker; Joe Stowell, president of
Moody Bible institute; Bishop Gilbert E. Patterson, pastor of the Temple of Deliverance in Memphis,
Tennessee; Luis Palau, neo-evangelical, Catholic sympathizer and international evangelist; John Corts
of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association; and Bill McCartney, founder of Promise Keepers.
[Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical
Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of
Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical
teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one
of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history.]

(c) Women played prominent roles at the Convention. Caroline Michael, Advent Christian Church,
raised her hand over the group as she pronounced the benediction. She also serves as a member of the
NAE's Women's Commission. Diana Gee, chairman of Women's Commission, led in prayer. Jill
Briscoe brought the Sunday evening message; she also serves as vice president of World Relief, a
subsidiary of the NAE (its unrestricted income for 1995 was more than $24 million).

(d) The Nominating Committee brought in its report, and the body voted on the individuals suggested
to serve on NAE's board. Along with those elected to serve with president Donald Argue, Assembly of
God, four of the six officers (including Argue) are from the Pentecostal/Charismatic denominations.

(e) Luis Palau, who it is said has spoken face-to-face to eleven million people in 63 nations, spoke on
History Past and History Present. He challenged convention attendees to "practice our oneness in spite
of the pressure of denominations. Promise Keepers is the touch of God with its message of
reconciliation," Palau declared. At the NAE's banquet, Bill McCartney, founder of Promise Keepers,
was given the NAE's Lay Person of the Year Award. The NAE explained that this award is presented
annually to someone who demonstrates leadership in Evangelical activity and thought. At this same
banquet, Billy Graham was recognized with the NAE's Lifetime Achievement Award.

(f) Other observations:

1. Demonstrating the NAE's policy of unity over doctrine, NAE's leaders have rejected the
Biblical doctrine of separation. J. Elwin Wright declared, "We should be able to at least
shake hands over the tops of the fences." Stephen Paine (president of Houghton College)
said, "The feeling of the NAE men has been that our organization was not founded to fight
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anybody." Lewis Sperry Chafer of Dallas Seminary observed, "I believe our first obligation
is in the line of positive proclamation of God's truth rather than a negative objection
against some specific enemy." Fifty-four years later, it is evident that the NAE and NCC
are working together. The NAE has moved from "shaking hands over the tops of fences"
to being in the same camp. An inclusive position, such as that of the NAE, can only lead to
more and more identification and compromise.

2. The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) refused to invite President Bill Clinton to
speak at their convention. However, Dr. Argue invited President Clinton to come to
Minneapolis to speak to the NAE.

3. The NAE Convention recognized official visitors from NCC churches including two
men and one woman, all three being pastors from American Baptist Convention churches.
"Father" Jeffrey Grohs, U.S. Office of Catholics, along with one individual from an
Ecumenical Institute, were also recognized from the NAE platform.

4. While its motto is Cooperation Without Compromise," the NAE practices just the
opposite. One can be in the NAE and the NCC at the same time.

-  In June 1997, Dr. Colas did a special report of the NAE's 55th annual meeting held in Orlando 3/4/97-3/6/97. The
1997 theme was Our Shared Vision -- Reaching America. The attendance was about 500. Colas' observations (in
addition to those from the 54th annual meeting) are important to note:

(a) The NAE leadership has for several years been attempting to overcome the obvious reality that most
of their delegates are white, male, and middle-aged, or even older. A look at of the list of convention
platform participants reveals an attempt to change the situation. At each public evening service, women
had the responsibility not only of ushering, but also of reading from the Old and New Testaments and
leading in prayer. At one service, it was announced that all of the women on the program that night
were under 40 years of age. Moreover, Billy Graham's daughter, Anne Graham Lotz, was the speaker
at the annual banquet, which was the closing service of the convention. 

(b) Speakers at this year's convention included Dr. Crawford W. Loritts, Jr., national director of Legacy
(a ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ); Josh McDowell, Josh McDowell Ministries; England's
Baroness Caroline Ann Cox, Deputy Speaker of the House of Lords; Anne Graham Lotz, AnGel
Ministries; Dr. David W. Johnson, a Christian & Missionary Alliance minister from Minneapolis,
Minnesota; Ted Haggard, New Life Church, Colorado Springs, Colorado; Dr. David L. Erickson,
Promise Keepers; George Barna, Barna Research Group; and Vonette Bright, Campus Crusade for
Christ.

(c) The NAE Committee on Committees brought in their recommendations of those to be elected.
Elected to the Class of 2000 of the board of directors was Ann Gimenez, woman pastor of Rock
Church, Virginia Beach, Virginia. The Christian Higher Education Commission includes Joseph
Stowell, president of Moody Bible Institute, and Chuck Swindoll, president of Dallas Theological
Seminary. 

(d) The emcee for most of the sessions was Ted Haggard, New Life Church and World Prayer Center,
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Haggard is listed as one of the main speakers at three International
Conferences on Prayer and Spiritual Warfare in 1997, along with other Charismatic leaders. Charisma
magazine featured a full-page advertisement promoting these conferences with C. Peter Wagner of
Fuller Theological Seminary, and urging everyone to attend. Haggard commented that David Yonggi
Cho, the Charismatic pastor of more than 1 million church members in Korea, had influenced him. He
described churches as fitting into three groups: liberal churches, life giving churches (like his church),
and legalistic churches (which "cut off people's heads with the Bible").
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(e) Other Observations:

1. The NAE represents 43,000 churches from 48 member denominations, and individual
congregations from an additional 22 denominations, as well as several hundred
independent churches. Their membership includes 255 parachurch ministries and
educational institutions. Thus, the NAE would claim to represent over 27 million people.
The largest constituency in the NAE comes from Pentecostal/Charismatic groups. [The
charismatic influence in the NAE was clearly evident -- the last day of the convention
began with the forming of small groups (as is done at the Fasting and Prayer Conferences).
The leader continues to mention items and matters for prayer while each group then puts
hands on each others' shoulders and some raise their hands over the group, a practice often
seen in Charismatic meetings.)

2. Some organizations that had rented space in the Resource Center were Campus Crusade
for Christ, Mission America, Habitat for Humanity, Pioneer Clubs, Reformed Theological
Seminary, American Bible Society, Pocket Testament League, and Promise Keepers, the
latter which was heavily promoted at the convention. 

3. One of the busy spots at the convention was the "Christians for Biblical Equality"
exhibit. This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul
Really Said About Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and
rejecting the Scripture texts that forbid women serving as pastors and elders. Their
statement said, "We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted holistically and thematically.
The Bible teaches that in the New Testament economy women as well as men exercise the
prophetic, priestly and royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching,
preaching and worship." Among those who signed this declaration were Stuart Briscoe,
Tony Campolo, Vernon Grounds, David Allen Hubbard, Bill Hybels, Richard Mouw, and
Ron Sider.

4. At the final press conference, Dr. Donald Argue, president, was asked if he had received
negative feedback because he spoke at the NCC General Assembly meeting. He replied
that the leaders of the NAE were supportive and that he had a wonderful opportunity to tell
the NCC leaders what an Evangelical really is. Joan Brown Campbell, NCC general
secretary and a divorced American Baptist clergywoman, was quoted by the press: "Dr.
Argue comes with the blessing of his board, and I think this makes it more significant."
Both Campbell and Argue said shared issues -- from racism to pornography -- have
promoted new communication between their groups. Ignoring Biblical instructions
forbidding the joining of hands with the radical, ecumenical, liberal NCC leaders, the NAE
reaches out in warmth and love to this apostate organization. 

5. The NAE leaders intend to radically change the makeup of the program at NAE
conventions. They continue to reinforce their alignment with Mission America and
Promise Keepers. The NAE leadership, in fulfilling a previous determination, is using
women, younger leaders, and people of color on their platform as well as seeing that they
serve as members of commissions and committees. 

6. The planned reception of the Worldwide Church of God (WCG) into full membership
(formally voted into membership on May 7th) will give the credibility WCG leaders desire.
The NAE attendees gave Joseph Tkach, WCG's leader, a standing ovation [and later made
him an NAE Board member!]. When Dr. Argue was given the WCG's statement on the
Scriptures -- which is not even Evangelical, let alone Fundamentalist -- his response was
that the president of Fuller Seminary had examined the doctrinal statement of the WWCG
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and found it to be in order. 

7. The NAE has increased its visibility and influence. For example, Dr. Argue serves on a
U.S. State Department committee regarding religious persecution. He also participated in
President Clinton's pre-inaugural worship service, along with Tony Campolo, Bill Hybels,
and Luis Palau. The truth remains that the NAE has embraced many of the same programs
that the National and World Councils of Churches hold -- fighting racism, caring for the
poor and oppressed, and demanding justice. Argue said that "If we are not faithful to this
calling and this day of opportunity, God have mercy on us."

8. Churches that maintain membership in denominations that are a part of both the NCC
and WCC are welcomed as members of the NAE. Some of those churches are part of the
American Baptist Churches, the Episcopal Church, the Presbyterian Church (USA), the
Reformed Church in America, the United Church of Christ, and the United Methodist
Church. This religious hodgepodge comes about because the NAE continues as an
inclusive organization.

-  In June 2003, Dr. Ralph Colas did a special report of the NAE's 61st annual meeting held in Eden Park, MN,
March 6-7, 2003. Colas' observations (in addition to those from the 54th and 55th annual meetings) are important to
note:

(a) Because of internal strife at the 2001, 59th annual NAE convention, no 60th convention was held in
2002. The controversy two years ago erupted because of decisions by Dr. Kevin Mannoia, the NAE
President at the time, to move the NAE office to the west coast at great expense, and also to open the
NAE to entire denominations that held membership in both the National and World Council of
Churches. [In 2002, the NAE voted to move back to Washington, D.C., presumably at further "great
expense."] The Presbyterian Church of America, a constituent body in the NAE, raised a strong protest
and even threatened to leave. Though there are many individual churches in the NAE that are also in
the National and World Councils, this was an attempt by Dr. Mannoia to expand the NAE by bringing
the Reformed Church in America into full membership. The issue was resolved when the NAE Board
of Directors received the resignation of Mannoia and adopted a resolution forbidding entire
denominations from being received into membership in the NAE. 

(b) Dr. Leith Anderson was selected as the NAE interim-president while still remaining the senior
pastor of Wooddale Church in Minnesota, the host church for the 61st convention. Dr. Anderson
brought a measure of stability by his leadership and led the NAE in repaying the hundreds of thousands
of dollars owed. He resigned as president at the close of the 61st convention, and a few days later it
was announced that Dr. Ted Haggard, senior pastor of the New Life Church in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, was selected. Haggard's church is building a 12,000 seat sanctuary on land near the Air
Force Academy. He is a charismatic who also serves as president of The World Prayer Center, a
strategic center for worldwide evangelistic prayer. [C. Peter Wagner, who taught church growth at
Fuller Seminary, is the "general" who leads Christians in spiritual warfare at the WPC (5/15/99,
Calvary Contender).] Dr. Bill Hamel, president of the Evangelical Free Church of America and NAE
Board Chairman, said, "Ted Haggard will give evangelicals a positive and proactive leadership voice.
His commitment to bringing evangelicals together for mission, prayer, and a united voice is a deeply
held value that is acknowledged and known throughout the evangelical world."

(c) During one of the assembly sessions at the Wooddale Church, Dr. Haggard not only announced that
his church would host NAE's Convention in 2004, but also said that the program would be built around
an emphasis on "the mega churches in the USA. We will have Dr. Robert Schuller of the Crystal
Cathedral as one of our main speakers!" The fact that Dr. Schuller is both a Universalist and an
apostate never seemed to be an issue.
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(d) Other observations:

1. The NAE from its birth in 1942 has been committed to an inclusive policy. It failed to
demand separation from the NCC/WCC in order to become a part of NAE. The majority
of churches in the NAE are Pentecostal/Charismatic. That is certainly seen in the choice
of Dr. Haggard as its new president. A previous president was Dr. Donald Argue, a
leader in the Assemblies of God denomination.

2. The attendance at NAE Conventions in the past has averaged about 500. This year
there were less than 200 who were registered.

3. The budget for the NAE is $700,000 and it was announced that they were now in the
black again.

4. The new evangelical Mission America Coalition (MAC) recently formed an alliance
with the NAE in an attempt to reach America for Christ. Honorary Co-Chairs of the
MAC are Bill Bright [now deceased], Billy Graham and John Perkins. It is another
illustration of ecumenical evangelism that is a trademark of the new evangelical
movement.

5. One of the displays at this year's NAE Convention was the Evangelical Environmental
Network with their posters containing the question, "What would Jesus Drive?" This
foolish question raises the kind of issue that makes people feel good but it comes across
as an anti-SUV bandwagon!

6. Biblical separation is neither taught nor practiced at NAE and NRB functions. God's
Word clearly teaches separation from both apostasy and compromise (II Timothy 3:1-5;
II Corinthians 6:14-18; Ephesians 5:11; II Thessalonians 3:6; Revelation 18:4).
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NRB/NAE 2003 National Conventions
A Special Report On Two Neo-Evangelical Organizations

National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)
60th Annual Convention
Nashville, TN
February 7 - February 11, 2003

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)
61st Annual Convention
Wooddale Church, Eden Park, MN
March 6 - March 7, 2003

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor & Executive Secretary (Adapted by BDM)
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) met in Nashville, TN, February 7-11, 2003, while the National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE) held their meeting at the Wooddale Church, Eden Park, MN, March 6-7, 2003. 

This report will deal with these in a separate way, but the observations may overlap as both share the same heritage
and position.

National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)

For the first time in 11 years, the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) welcomed a standing president of the
United States of America. President George W. Bush accepted the invitation to come to Nashville, Tennessee and
used the occasion to rally the armies of compassion "to save one heart and one soul at a time. Welfare does not
solve the deepest problems of the soul," the President declared. Some activities and workshops had to be either
changed or cancelled on the day President Bush spoke. Tight security was evident as the standing-room only crowd
gathered into the Presidential Ballroom. President Bush called upon the broadcasters to communicate the need for
all churches to cross denominational, racial, and economic boundaries and to really work together helping the
needy.

NRB's convention in 2002 was marked by conflict, according to Chairman Glenn Plummer, a charismatic and the
first African-American elected to that office, but he expected the 2003 Convention to be one of peace and harmony.
After a long search to find another CEO, Dr. Frank Wright was selected and introduced at the first press conference,
and also at the first plenary session. Wright was the executive director of the D. James Kennedy Center for
Christian Statesmanship, based in Washington, D.C., and also an elder at the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Fort
Lauderdale, FL.

The Opening General Session was led by Glenn Plummer who boldly declared to everyone that "Our message
cannot change and neither secularism nor Islam with their own agendas will replace the truth that there is only one
name in Acts 4:12 and that is Jesus Christ."

Special music at the first meeting was by Out of Eden, David Phelps, and Ginny Owens; while the speaker was Jim
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Cymbala, pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, Brooklyn, N.Y. Cymbala's newest book, Fresh Power, was given to
all that were in attendance. The back cover reveals it is recommended by both Max Lucado and Anne Graham Lotz.

The activities the next day began with a Worship Service. Words were scrolled across four large video screens
declaring, "There is not enough darkness in all the world to put out the light of a single candle." Dr. Alistar Begg,
pastor of the Parkside Church near Cleveland, Ohio brought the sermon. Using Luke 16:19-31, he spoke on the rich
man and Lazarus. There was an unusual quietness in that large auditorium as Begg said, "We must give people
what they need to hear and not what they want. You can talk about finances and family and yet neglect the truths
of the Gospel. Remember, Hell is filled with good people."

The NRB inducted Dr. Adrian Rogers, pastor of the 23,000 member Bellevue Baptist Church (SBC)  in Memphis,
TN, and host of "Love Worth Finding," into the Religious Broadcasting Hall of Fame. Following the Awards
program, a concert was held with Avalon, the 2003 American Music Awards favorite artist in contemporary music,
and also featured Russ Lee and Natalie Grant. Avalon's newest release "charts new musical territory, but the
message a song conveys is more important," according to NRB's printed program, The music at the convention, for
the most part, had a driving beat and was very loud.

A special press conference was held by the National Pro-life Religious Council. Those who spoke included actress
Jennifer O'Neill, Father Frank Pavone, the national director of Priests for Life and Dr. Richard Land, president of
the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention. Information shared by those who
spoke said that 70% of those getting abortions claim they are affiliated with the Christian faith. Dr. Land declared
the Supreme Court could either rescind or reverse Roe vs. Wade. All who spoke underlined that the National Pro-
life Religious Council "opposed abortions but not the ones who had the abortion. No one who had an abortion
needs condemnation."

The Anniversary Banquet featured as speaker Dr. Rick Warren, pastor of the Saddleback Valley Community
Church in Lake Forest, California. World Vision, which holds membership in the World Council of Churches,
sponsored the banquet. Dr. Warren related that 16,000 attend his church every weekend and there are 50,000 names
on his church roll! He is the pioneer of the Purpose-Driven Church that promotes "church health and growth."

NRB's attendance in 2003 was 5,550 with 272 exhibitors using 140,000 square feet of space. The convention in
2004 will be in Charlotte, N.C. and in Anaheim, CA in 2005. A number of individuals were added to the expanded
NRB Board of Directors . While they had 90 members previously, they now have 103. Ron Cline of HCJB was
elected as First Vice President and other members of the Executive Committee are Bill Blount, Rod Harris, Jim
Gwinn, Sue Bahner, Bob Neff, Janet Parshall and Bill Skelton.

This reporter's observations about the NRB Convention:

(a) A large ad was placed in the NRB's daily Newspaper, which was sponsored by Global Catholic
Network. Its headline was, "How much could a Catholic Nun know about Radio?" With the picture of
Mother Angelica, the ad told the story that while this nun did not know anything about radio or
television, she had faith and started the Eternal Word Television Network which today is a state-of-
the-art facility. The network features "a live daily Mass, popular call in talk shows, music, and news, so
there is something for everyone." Catholic Answers, from El Cajon, California and a defender of the
Roman Catholic Church, was an exhibitor. For the first time Conciliar Press of the Eastern Orthodox
Church had a booth at NRB. Dr. Frank Wright, NRB's new CEO, defended having such groups there.
He said it can have "redeeming value" as they learn about NRB.

(b) Voice of Prophecy was back as an exhibitor and when questioned they will acknowledge they
really are Seventh Day Adventists (SDA). With them it seems to be a "Don't ask--don't tell" process. 

(c) Dr. Wright said he believes the "Cultural Mandate" is for today just as the Great Commission in the
New Testament is. He believes the NRB demonstrates both of these in their programs and goals.
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(d) World Vision and the Salvation Army are both active at NRB functions. But nothing is ever said
that they are a part of the World Council of Churches (WCC). Numerous charismatic organizations
always work hard at NRB to promote their books, programs and videos.

(e) The National Religious Broadcasters has a worthy goal to see that access to preach the Gospel over
the airways is not restricted. However, its broad inclusive organization shows it fits right in the center
of the New Evangelical camp.

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)

Because of internal strife at the 60th annual NAE convention, no convention was held in 2002. The controversy two
years ago erupted because of decisions by Dr. Kevin Mannoia, the new NAE President, to move the NAE office to
the west coast at great expense, and also to open the NAE to entire denominations that held membership in both the
National and World Council of Churches. The Presbyterian Church of America, a constituent body in the NAE,
raised a strong protest and even threatened to leave. Though there are many individual churches in the NAE that are
also in the National and World Councils, this was an attempt by Dr. Mannoia to expand the NAE by bringing the
Reformed Church in America into full membership. The issue was resolved when the NAE Board of Directors
received the resignation of Mannoia and adopted a resolution forbidding entire denominations from being received
into membership in the NAE. (In this action they even included forbidding groups from the American Council of
Christian Churches into membership - even though the ACCC would never try to join them!)

Dr. Leith Anderson was selected as the NAE interim-president while still remaining the senior pastor of Wooddale
Church in Minnesota, the host church for the 61st convention. Dr. Anderson brought a measure of stability by his
leadership and led the NAE in repaying the hundreds of thousands of dollars owed. He resigned as president at the
close of the 61st convention and a few days later it was announced that Dr. Ted Haggard, senior pastor of the New
Life Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado, was selected. Haggard's church is building a 12,000 seat sanctuary on
land near the Air Force Academy. He is a charismatic who also serves as president of The World Prayer Center, a
strategic center for worldwide evangelistic prayer. Dr. Bill Hamel, president of the Evangelical Free Church of
America and NAE Board Chairman, said "Ted Haggard will give evangelicals a positive and proactive leadership
voice. His commitment to bringing evangelicals together for mission, prayer, and a united voice is a deeply held
value that is acknowledged and known throughout the evangelical world."

During one of the assembly sessions at the Wooddale Church, Dr. Haggard not only announced that his church
would host NAE's Convention in 2004, but also said that the program would be built around an emphasis on "the
mega churches in the USA. We will have Dr. Robert Schuller of the Crystal Cathedral as one of our main
speakers!" The fact that Dr. Schuller is both a Universalist and an apostate never seemed to be an issue.

The opening session began with contemporary music led by a worship team of 6 instrumentalists and 6 vocalists.
This music soon had the charismatics raising their hands and clapping in time with the beat. Dr. Thomas Trask,
general superintendent of the Assemblies of God, which is the largest denomination in the NAE, was the first
speaker. He emphasized the Divine Resources, the Human Needs and the Loving Channels that can be used to
bring glory to God.

A forum followed on "The Future Of American Evangelicalism," moderated by NAE President Leith Anderson.
Others serving on that panel were David Neff, editor of Christianity Today, Martin Marty of the University of
Chicago, and President George Brushaber of Bethel College and Seminary. Dr. Anderson began by rehearsing
events such as the Scopes Trial in 1925, and the birth of the NAE and the NRB. He declared that "evangelicals
have moved from the margin to the mainline. The largest churches in the USA are evangelical. But I do not know
what is next for evangelicals." Dr. Brushaber said that evangelicals need to be good students of our culture and
recognize that "the affluence has enabled evangelical churches to build mega churches." He added, "Now many
churches charge fees for services and much of the older generation who supported the ministries have been
replaced by the boomers who do not want a long-term commitment to stewardship." Dr. Martin Marty, a member
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, which is in the NCC/WCC, and is also editor of the liberal
Christian Century, told that in 1978 the Pope declared "these evangelicals are people of good will with whom we
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must work." He went on to say "the average evangelical does not even know what is the denomination of the
church he attends and does not even care. The fact is that 77% of the people in the pews have no idea if they belong
to any group outside their local church. Many evangelicals now recognize they can work with the Roman Catholic
Church on certain causes. Evangelicals have learned from the mistakes of others who refused to do this. Many
years ago evangelicals rejected Christian Rock but now they embrace it." Dr. David Neff, editor of the New
Evangelical magazine Christianity Today, declared that "evangelicalism is full of change. We must transform sinful
culture; not just reject it. Churches and para-church organizations must partner together even more." He went on to
say "the need for cooperation never goes away. The Evangelical Catholic Together (ECT) found a lot in common
with conservative Roman Catholics."

The NAE Business Meeting dealt with the problem of solving the huge deficit and how they needed an increase of
income for the NAE. The rewriting of the bylaws is being done and attempts are being made to strengthen
relationships among NAE constituent bodies. They adopted a Second Statement of Conscience Concerning
Worldwide Religious Persecution and another resolution on Hiring Rights.

The Assembly in the evening on March 6 included a large choir and orchestra as well as a brief greeting from the
Governor of Minnesota, Tom Pawlenty, who is a member of Wooddale Church. He said "we have got a lot to do in
Minnesota. I salute President Bush's faith-based initiatives." He also quoted someone who said that "an ounce of
preacher is worth a ton of politician."

The main speaker that evening was Dr. Chuck Colson, president of Prison Fellowship. Colson said "if something is
going to happen in America it will start in the pulpit. Let us not be casual about the church. Martin Luther said his
knees knocked when he stood up to speak." Colson did not refer to the fact that he was a promoter of the
Evangelical Catholic Together that Dr. Neff had referred to earlier in the day.

The final session was a panel on "Evangelicals in Public Engagement," led by Rev. Richard Cizik, Vice President
for Governmental Affairs. Ron Sider, longtime promoter of Social Action Causes, and Diane Knippers, who is
attempting to lead the NCC/WCC to take a more conservative stand while she continues to be a member of a
church body that is in both organizations, also served on this panel with Cizik.

Observations by this reporter:

(a) The NAE from its birth in 1942 has been committed to an inclusive policy. It failed to demand
separation from the NCC/WCC in order to become a part of NAE. The majority of churches in the
NAE are Pentecostal/Charismatic. That is certainly seen in the choice of Dr. Haggard as its new
president. A previous president was Dr. Donald Argue, a leader in the Assemblies of God
denomination.

(b) The attendance at NAE Conventions in the past has averaged about 500. This year there were less
than 200 who were registered.

(c) The budget for the NAE is $700,000 and it was announced that they were now in the black again.

(d) The NAE claims to represent 43,000 congregations from 51 denominations and individual
congregations from an additional 27 denominations (many of the latter are still members of
denominations in the NCC/WCC). They say they represent some 27 million Americans.

(e) The new evangelical Mission America Coalition (MAC) recently formed an alliance with the NAE
in an attempt to reach America for Christ. Honorary Co-Chairs of the MAC are Dr. Bill Bright, Dr.
Billy Graham and Dr. John Perkins. It is another illustration of ecumenical evangelism that is a
trademark of the new evangelical movement.

(f) One of the displays at this year's NAE Convention was the Evangelical Environmental Network
with their posters containing the question, "What would Jesus Drive?" This foolish question raises the
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kind of issue that makes people feel good but it comes across as an anti-SUV bandwagon!

(g) Biblical separation is neither taught nor practiced at NAE and NRB functions. God's Word clearly
teaches separation from both apostasy and compromise (II Timothy 3:1-5; II Corinthians 6:14-18;
Ephesians 5:11; II Thessalonians 3:6; Revelation 18:4).
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1/97 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)
Convention
Neo-Evangelical Media Arm of the NAE

National Religious Broadcasters' 54th Annual Convention
Anaheim, California Convention Center
Theme: "Announce His Message"
January 25-28, 1997

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB), born on April 12, 1944, as an affiliate of the National Association of
Evangelicals (NAE), held its 54th Annual Convention and Exposition January 25- 28, 1997, in Anaheim,
California. While it had been announced there would be 5,000 registrants, the actual count was a little over 4,000.
Numerous countries were represented as the NRB continues to encourage and assist broadcasters all over the world.
The International Advisory Committee functions under the direction of Dr. David Clark.

The NRB has grown from 50-60 members to 858. It ended the fiscal year in the black with more than $250,000 in
its Legal Defense Fund. This organization represents over 800 radio stations along with 200 television stations.

The goals listed by Dr. David Clark, newly elected executive committee chairman, were freedom of access for
gospel broadcasting, improvement of quality in broadcasting, and the fostering of fellowship among broadcasters.
Among the 30 NRB members receiving special recognition were: Richard DeHaan (Radio Bible Class), James
Dobson, Jack Hayford, D. James Kennedy, Charles Stanley, George Sweeting, Mike Trout (FOTF), and Pat
Robertson. 

At the first press conference, Mr. Robert Straton, NRB's outgoing chairman, and Dr. E. Brandt Gustavson, NRB
president, reported that square feet used in this year's exhibition hall was 100,000; last year it was 82,000 square
feet -- 250 companies and organizations rented that space, which provides a major source of income for the NRB.
Sony Electronics loaned more than $100,000 of equipment to assist with broadcast and production needs.

The opening general assembly on January 25th. was emceed by award-winning musician Larnelle Harris. NRB
chairman Robert Straton welcomed those in attendance and said these next few days will be a "time of fellowship,
growth and learning, and we hope fun and relaxation."

Awards were given Saturday evening to several individuals and programs. "Promise Keepers This Week" was
honored as the Radio Program of the Year, while "Day of Discovery" (RBC) was given the TV Program of the
Year award. Keynote speaker Wellington Boone, the ecumenical founder and president of Wellington Boone
Ministries (Atlanta, Georgia), and a popular speaker at Promise Keepers rallies, began by asking everyone to hug
one another. This, he indicated, was because of the different creeds and races represented.

Boone exhorted the audience to follow the Great Commission to make disciples of all nations, emphasizing the
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inner cities of America. He also declared Promise Keepers to be the fulfillment of Malachi with the outpouring of
God in the last days. Boone called for the unity of Christians, "If God is your father, then I am your brother. We
are already one in Christ." He concluded "May you not let the world of natural birth grow faster than the world of
spiritual birth. Would you get behind and support your black brothers as Jesus supported His disciples?"

Pat Boone, who serves as an official representative of Israel for tourism, and is a member of Jack Hayford's
Church on the Way, urged everyone to make the trip to Israel between 1997 and the year 2000. Boone also
attempted to explain and defend his entrance into the music world of Heavy Metal. His picture in major
newspapers shows him decked out in a black leather vest and the cover of his new album says, "Pat Boone in a
metal mood. No more Mr. Nice Guy." In one week 8,000 copies of his album were sold. An interesting sidelight is
the report that Boone's parents, wife, and daughter, Debby, opposed Pat's turn toward Heavy Metal.

It was announced that the 4th Annual Concert of Prayer will be held May 1, 1997, at hyper-charismatic Jack
Hayford's Church on the Way, Van Nuys, California. These concerts of prayer were described as "a growing
phenomena."

Dr. Stephen Olford, who was scheduled to speak, was unable to attend because of heart bypass surgery. Taking his
place was Dr. John MacArthur, Jr., of Grace Community Church, Sun Valley, California. Using II Corinthians 5
as his text, MacArthur presented the concept of reconciliation, pointing out that God is the One who extends grace
to sinners. "The true doctrine of Christianity shows God loves sinners and seeks to reconcile with them,"
MacArthur said.

Monday, January 27th., began with the Plain Truth Ministries breakfast. This is the Worldwide Church of God
(WCG) which was founded by Herbert W. Armstrong. (Apparently many invited to the breakfast did not attend for
there were a number of empty tables.) Greg Albrecht, editor of The Plain Truth, was the emcee. Two videos made
by WCG were given to all in attendance. They were "Creation or Evolution" and "Babylon, Past, Present ... and
Future." A third video "Victory at Jerusalem" was to be made available later.

Dr. David Clark, newly elected NRB chairman, spoke and likened the WCG to a modern reformation. He said this
is seen by the NEW ATTITUDES; before the WCG was isolated, now they reach out to evangelicals. They are also
being built upon NEW AUTHORITY -- the Word of God, and acknowledge NEW ACCOUNTABILITY -- to
brothers and sisters in the Lord.

The president of the WCG, Dr. Joseph Tkach, Jr., was introduced and he related his religious journey to the truth.
In 1986 his father was chosen as successor to Herbert W. Armstrong. Joseph, Jr., then followed his dad in the role
of leadership. Several teachings of the church bothered him so he began to share with others what was wrong with
Armstrong's doctrines. As a result, there were three major denominational splits. The membership which was once
145,000 is now under 75,000 and the income declined from $150 million to $30 million.

The three main dissident groups are the Philadelphia Church of God, the Global Church of God, and the United
Church of God. They all teach various percentages of what Armstrong taught. Ted Armstrong, who left his dad's
church in 1978, is leader of the International Church of God. When asked why this group kept the name,
Worldwide Church of God, Tkach said they desire to win the name for Christ.

The WCG, which has 51 acres of land in Pasadena, California, along with 72 buildings, has started marketing their
property. They are seeking to bring their Ambassador College into a working relationship with Azusa Pacific
University along with Fuller Theological Seminary (two theologically liberal institutions). [Actually, almost a
month prior to the NRB Convention, WCG announced it was closing Ambassador in May, 1997.] Their church
splits have not only created the loss of 40% of their ministers, but has caused many families to experience great
divisions. When questioned as to his own personal salvation experience, Tkach replied "Everyone had their own
experience. Many of us came to Christ in the Worldwide Church. Herbert Armstrong, in spite of errors he taught,
had a high view of Scripture." He added that back in 1988 they "abandoned the teaching of British Israelism and
now have racial reconciliation meetings."
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Asked what the NRB could do for them, Tkach said, "Give us opportunities for radio interviews, decrease your
skepticism because I expected a warmer reception from Christians than I have received." Plain Truth Ministries is
already an associate member of the NRB and has applied for membership in the National Association of
Evangelicals (NAE). [Richard C. Dean, president of WFMZ-AM-FM-TV in Allentown, Pennsylvania, wrote an
article titled "Open Arms: Welcoming the Worldwide Church of God" for the convention issue of the NRB's
Religious Broadcasting -- "Never in my 60 years had I witnessed such a wholesome and positive reawakening
within any group or denomination," Mr. Dean wrote. "This was a dramatic move in the right direction."] 

A statement issued by the WCG leaders declared "We believe our journey out of the world of cults, unbiblical
teaching and legalism into the mainstream of the body of Christ can help us minister to others, helping them to
avoid similar pitfalls." However, when examining WCG's new doctrinal statement, one has trouble considering it to
be an Evangelical, much less Fundamentalist statement on basic doctrines -- namely, the Scriptures. They offered
the Bible as "the fully reliable record of God's revelation to humanity." One can ask if the Bible is "God's revelation
to humanity" or is it just a "record" of it? A reliable record to tell us about God's revelation is not the same as God's
revelation. A Fundamentalist would declare that "the Bible is God's revelation of His Person, His works, and His
will for humanity."

Included in Monday's and Tuesday's schedule were 40 workshops. Most of them were related to the technical
aspects of broadcasting. However, several dealt with leadership qualities and fund raising. Resolutions adopted by
the NRB were on the Fairness Doctrine, Digital Television, Family Viewing Hour, and Personal Attack and
Political Editorial Rules. (The NRB resents stations being compelled to carry broadcasts of those whose honesty,
character or integrity is not in keeping with the principles held by station owners and managers.)

The International Luncheon on Monday, January 27th., was emceed by Dr. David Clark, NRB International
Chairman. The event was sponsored by the Southern Baptist Radio and TV Commission, Fort Worth, Texas. Jack
Johnson, president of this SBC's commission, said their programs have a potential audience of 400 million with at
least 100 million listening at this time.

Franklin Graham, son of evangelist Billy Graham, and president of Samaritan's Purse, began his address by
showing a video clip from ABC World News Tonight where Graham was featured as the "Person of the Week." He
both organized and directed an effort to deliver one million shoe boxes filled with gifts and supplies for children
victimized by recent wars in Bosnia and the former Yugoslavia. The budget of Samaritan's Purse is $33 million.
Graham said, "I never worry about funding. The Lord provides for us."

Looking ahead he said his plans are that when he takes over as leader of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
(BGEA), he will bring Samaritan's Purse right into BGEA. Concluding his remarks, Graham said "It really ticks me
off when I read in Christian publications and hear by media about someone's failures. Let's stop doing that." (One
can wonder if Paul was wrong when he withstood Peter and rebuked him because Peter was in error. Galatians
2:11-13. Is a word of rebuke not only in order but also commanded by Scripture? Ephesians 5:11)

The "Evening Celebration" was the highlight on Monday evening's schedule. The speaker, who frequently addresses
Promise Keepers rallies, was Church of Christ (baptismal regeneration) pastor Max Lucado. He took as his theme
"The Faithfulness of God." "God cannot love you more than He does right now. His love does not come and go. It
is not based on what we do but who we are" he stressed. "God is faithful even when we are dense, even when we
are slow, even when we are confused, even when our minds are too small." Lucado concluded with Romans 8:38,
which says that nothing can separate us from the love of God. Emcee Goodeye added, "This has been wonderful
evening. We pray that you are refreshed."

The final day began with the All Media Breakfast sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ International. Dr. Bill
Bright reported that the "Jesus Film," which was produced by his organization, and at the NRB was given the
President's Award, has been translated into 450 languages. He added that the film had been seen by more than 900
million people.
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Keynote speaker, Dr. David Jeremiah, senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church, San Diego,
California, has a radio program, "Turning Point," which is heard on 460 stations. The press release said "Dr. David
Jeremiah has frequently spoken at Moody Pastors' conferences, Alumni Week, and Founders Week. He has been
the guest speaker at conferences, colleges and seminaries across America. In 1988, he became president of
Christian Heritage College." Jeremiah said that he had missed only one NRB convention in 25 years.

The Women's Luncheon on January 28 featured Beverly LaHaye, long-time advocate for women and Judeo-
Christian values. She founded Concerned Women for America (CWA), which now has 600,000 members. Speaking
from Ephesians 6:10, LaHaye underlined the phrase, "Be strong in the Lord." She shared how she became a pastor's
wife with a poor self-image. II Timothy 1:7 helped her overcome that problem. 

In private conversation she shared her uncomfortableness in being a keynote speaker at a conference sponsored by
the followers of Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church ("Moonies"). She indicated she did not know it was the
Moonies Conference until a few days before she left for it. She felt by then it was too late to cancel her appearance!
(Unification theology teaches that Jesus failed in His mission because He was unable to establish the "perfect
marriage" and father "perfect children." The Unification Church also teaches that a sinless world can only result
from a "sinless family.")

Mr. Robert Straton was emcee of the Anniversary Banquet, which was the closing event of this year's convention.
World Vision was the sponsor of the black tie affair. Though the event was $50 per ticket, a strong appeal was
made and then an offering received to raise $40,000 for computer needs at the NRB headquarters. Dr. Joseph
Stowell III, president of Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, Illinois, was this evening's featured speaker. Ecumenical
CCM artist Steve Green, Sparrow Records, followed Dr. Stowell with a final musical package at this three and-a-
half hour function.

David Clark, newly elected NRB chairman, told Christianity Today, "As an organization, we'd love to see more
women emerge in leadership and in the organization. But we're way past the glass ceiling." (Four of the thirty
members of NRB's board of directors are women, and one of its eleven-member executive committee is a woman.
Clark said women are producing and hosting some of the best religious programs. "The challenge is that 65 percent
of women are working, and it's difficult to target them during the day" (3/3/97, Christianity Today). [Women have
five of the top twenty syndicated daily "Christian" radio programs of five minutes or less, including the most widely
aired show by a female broadcaster, Mary Whelchel's Christian Working Woman. Whelchel's show is on 450
stations on the Moody Radio Network, and is in eighth place overall. Whelchel, a 56 year-old divorcee, says,
"Women have been slow to break into broadcasting because many stations are run by older men who have strong
ideas about women teaching."]

In conclusion, here are some observations (by Dr. Colas) regarding the NRB's 54th annual convention:

1. NRB's 90-member board of directors includes leaders who maintain membership in the National
Association of Evangelicals as well as the National and World Councils of Churches. A large number
are of the Charismatic/Pentecostal denominations.

2. A major source of the total income that keeps the NRB solvent comes from their annual convention.
NRB leaders are making plans to purchase land and to build their own building.

3. Questioned last year about pro-homosexual Tony Campolo and another radical, Mike Yaconelli,
speaking at regional NRB meetings, Bob Straton said a change was being made and the NRB's
executive committee was going to exert a larger measure of control. The Southwest Regional recently
featured Jim Bakker as a mainline speaker. (Bakker was present in Anaheim signing hundreds of
copies of his book, I Was Wrong at an autograph booth.) When Dr. Brandt Gustavson was asked if the
NRB would have Jim Bakker speak at a future national NRB convention, he responded, "we will not
say we will never use him, since he has repented."
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4. AWANA Clubs Clubs International was an exhibitor for the first time. AWANA also was an
official sponsor and provided the delegate badges this year. This indicates a greater involvement and
identification with new evangelical organizations. (AWANA charters local churches that are members
of National and World Council of Churches, providing that church says it is not "supportive" of these
liberal apostate church councils. The NRB, as well, accepts groups that remain a part of the ecumenical
machine.)

5. The Toronto Airport (Vineyard) Christian Fellowship exhibit was a very busy place. Not only did
their representatives distribute Spread the Flame, their official publication and videos, but also spent
much time in hugging and praying for miracles and prophetic insights. This is the group where they
have laughing revivals, people braying like donkeys, barking like dogs, twitching and spending a lot of
time stretched out on the floor. (This reporter declined their invitation to let them pray over him so he
could "secure the blessings.")

6. The Voice of Prophecy booth provided books and tapes of their programs. As usual, the fact that
they are part of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church was not revealed!

7. Some of the other exhibitors were Strange Communications, publishers of Charisma and Promise
Keeper's New Man, Liberty University; Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic; Dominion Network;
Regent University; The Salvation Army; and CDR, which is the radio network of Cedarville College
(GARBC).

8. Though at times someone would call for humility and less glamour and glitz, the very opposite came
to the forefront. With Hollywood stars participating, the enumeration of music awards, the applauding
not only the music but even the messages, this only detracted from glorifying the Lord.

9. The NRB is larger and stronger than the NAE which brought it into existence in 1944. While some
speakers this year had more Bible content, none identified the apostates, Roman Catholicism, or those
who accept extra biblical revelation, as being a threat or danger to the people of God. It is not
necessarily what they say, but what they fail to say that creates the problem. The matter of declaring
"the whole counsel of God" is conveniently ignored for the sake of unity.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 4/97
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1/98 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)
Convention
Neo-Evangelical Media Arm of the NAE

National Religious Broadcasters
55th Annual Convention and Exposition
Sheraton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
January 31 - February 3, 1998

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The NRB (National Religious Broadcasters), born on April 12, 1944, as an affiliate of the NAE (National
Association of Evangelicals), held its 55th Annual Convention and Exposition January 31-February 3, 1998, in
Washington, D.C. This year's convention theme was "Declaring Christ." There were 4,650 registrants, some of
whom came from several countries outside of the U.S.A.

The NRB has grown in the past year from 858 members to over 1,000. The organization claims to represent at least
1,200 radio stations and more than 100 television stations. The board of directors meeting, which is closed to all but
NRB members, adopted several resolutions -- "Free Air Time for Political Candidates," "Moral Foundation of
America," "Memoriam" (which listed those who died during the past year -- including John Wimber, founder of
the hyper-charismatic, "signs & wonders" Association of Vineyard Churches) and a short resolution on "The Partial
Birth Abortion." No resolution calling attention to the 25th Anniversary of Roe vs. Wade was adopted, nor was
there one that dealt with the curse of abortion.

At the first press conference, NRB's Vice President, Michael Glenn, related that the convention's new feature of
"boot camps" went "beyond our expectations and [these] were overwhelmingly successful." These sessions were
designed for those beginning in the industry or if they were in need of a refresher course. Glenn also asserted that
religious broadcasters face a challenge to be current, and "God has always given Christian broadcasters the
opportunity to get in on the ground level of anything that's developed."

The Expo Hall of Sheraton was filled to capacity with more than 200 exhibitors who were eager to pitch their
programs and peddle their products in the 100,000 square feet of space. There were 35 exhibitors who were unable
to secure space at this year's convention.

Numerous awards were presented that evening to several individuals, programs, and organizations. Former NRB
Executive Director Ben Armstrong was inducted into NRB's Hall of Fame. The Radio Program of the year was
"Proclaim" (produced by Moody Broadcasting Network), and Dr. Joseph Stowell, Moody Bible Institute president,
accepted the award. The TV Program of the year was "Coral Ridge Hour" (produced by D. James Kennedy's Coral
Ridge Ministries in Fort Lauderdale, FL). The winner of the William Ward Ayer Distinguished Service Award was
C. Donald Cole, "Radio Pastor" of Moody Bible Institute.

Keynote speaker at the opening general assembly was Dr. Charles Stanley, pastor of First Baptist Church, Atlanta,
GA, and host of "In Touch." Speaking on the theme "Declaring Christ," he urged his listeners to declare Him
accurately, passionately, dynamically, and creatively. He stated "Paul was willing to be all things to all men to try
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to reach people" and added "It is not what a few do; it is what everyone does together, in the spirit of oneness that
counts."

Sunday morning activities began with the Israel Ministry of Tourism Breakfast. The large banner behind the
speaker's platform read "Where Heaven and Earth Meet." Dr. Tim LaHaye was the speaker at this function that
included numerous dignitaries from Israel as well as several Jewish leaders from the U.S.A. LaHaye, who has been
in Israel nine times, said "God is not a respecter of persons, but He is a respecter of places."

The worship service on Sunday was led by NRB secretary Wayne Pederson. Musicians involved at this service were
Discovery House Music (Radio Bible Class) and Friends IV. Shirley Dobson, of the National Day of Prayer,
spoke of the "moral crisis" facing the White House. She encouraged everyone to get involved with the National Day
of Prayer. Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee gave his testimony, declaring his relationship with Christ as "the
greatest thing that ever happened to me." Dr. Jack Graham, pastor of the 14,000 member Prestonwood Baptist
Church, Dallas, TX, spoke on Jabez (I Chronicles 4). Graham said Jabez had a burning ambition, a bold faith and a
practical faith. "Prayer," he said, "is the slender nerve that moves the muscles of God." [Who is sovereign here --
man or God? Biblical prayer is man lining up his will with the will of God, and then doing it.]

Monday, February 2, began with the 17th Annual International Christian Prayer Breakfast celebrating Israel's "Year
of Jubilee." This event was sponsored by the Religious Roundtable. Before Senator Sam Brownback introduced
Senator John Ashcroft, keynote speaker, three women led in prayer. Not one of these three ladies mentioned Jesus
Christ in her prayer. However, the fourth individual to pray was Southern Baptist pastor Dr. Adrian Rogers of
Memphis, TN, and he challenged the audience to confess personal sin and "Ask Him in the name of Jesus to
forgive you." Many present at this breakfast were Jewish rabbis. The survivors from Adolph Hitler's death camps
were recognized and honored with a standing ovation. Senator Ashcroft said "God has given us freedom which
comes from our Judeo-Christian heritage." He went on to say that "Without God, we cannot succeed but with God
we cannot fail." The Ambassador from Israel to the U.S.A. was introduced by Mrs. Bobbie James, first lady of
Alabama.

The World Fellowship Luncheon featured Rebecca St. James, whose singing was accompanied not only by loud,
big-beat music, but also with psychedelic lighting. Dr. Charles Swindoll, President of Dallas Theological Seminary
and speaker on "Insight for Living," spoke on the Good Samaritan of Luke 10. He concluded by declaring "What
determines what you are determines what you see, and what you see determines what you do."

The "Evening Celebration" was the highlight on Monday evening's schedule. The emcee was Dr. Dennis Swanberg,
a humorist known as "America's Minister of Encouragement." He imitated several political, television, and religious
figures like Billy Graham. Music that evening was provided by the John Hagee Family, Anointed, and Carman.
Bishop Carlton D. Pearson, a hyper-charismatic pastor in Tulsa, OK, was the speaker. He related that Oral
Roberts was one of his mentors. He asked these questions: "Do we have God in a box?" and "Do we reach across
denominational lines?" He added, "We need to stop judging whether they be Catholic or Evangelical as well as
black and white."

The final day began with the "Public Policy Breakfast." A special guest was Michael Reagan, who is the host of the
top-rated radio program in San Diego. Keynote speaker was William Bennett, Empower America, Washington,
D.C. Bennett, who is a Roman Catholic, spoke strongly against the practice of abortion.

A special press conference was called by Dr. John Hagee, charismatic pastor of Cornerstone Church, San Antonio,
TX. Using his television audience, he had raised funds and then presented a check for $1,071,352 to the United
Jewish Appeal. The money is to be used to transport Jews from Russia to Israel. No mention was made by Dr.
Hagee of any ministry to win these Jews to Jesus Christ. (Hagee holds that, under two covenants, Jews were saved
by keeping the law while Gentiles are saved by the work of Christ on the cross.)

The Anniversary Banquet (optional black tie) featured Amy Grant and Janet Paschal as musicians. When Amy
Grant was introduced, the numerous Dove and Grammy awards she has received were mentioned. However,
nothing was said about her latest album, where she warns the radio stations: "As far as the lyrical content is
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concerned, there's no evangelical bent, no mention of God. If the music you play has to have either of those two
elements, you might not want to play it." Elizabeth Dole, President of the American Red Cross, was the speaker.
Dole has served five U.S. Presidents and was identified as one of the world's most admired women.

In conclusion, here are some of Dr. Colas's observations regarding the NRB's 55th Annual Convention:

1. NRB's 90-member board of directors represents the Who's Who of [neo-]evangelicalism. While
some would claim to be fundamentalists, their identification and association with those who remain in
the National and World Councils of Churches belie their claim. A large number are a part of the
Charismatic movement.

2. The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) featured no less than nine Southern Baptists in prominent
roles at this NRB Convention. Dr. David Clark, Chairman of NRB, explained that "Southern Baptists
have the best preachers in America and therefore have much to offer NRB."

3. The Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship exhibit was a very busy place. They offered a new video,
"Go Inside the Toronto Blessing," which portrays activities taking place in their services. Worshipers
laugh, cry, bark like dogs, and roll around on the carpet -- supposedly controlled by the Holy Spirit.
One issue of their monthly publication, Spread the Flame, promoted women becoming pastors and also
to declare God's new revelations given to this generation. Don Rousu, the author of one major article,
is co-pastor with his wife of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship, Edmonton, Alberta. Rousu wrote with
a prophetic word that "you women have been held captive in the church. Men dominated the church for
hundreds of years. We brought a male bias to the translation and interpretation of Scripture. But, it also
appears that the Sovereign Lord has allowed the enemy a hand in this as well. Could it really be all
three? Man, the devil, and God Himself?" He went on to say, "The time has come to break the yoke of
oppression, fear, bitterness, enmity, prejudice and distorted teaching."

The pastor of the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship, John Arnott, in the same issue of Spread the
Flame related that "Two of my 'heroes in the faith' are Kathryn Kuhlman and Aimee Semple-
MacPherson." If anyone takes an in-depth look at both of these women, the evidence reveals doctrinal
errors as well as moral sins. Their followers continued on with heretical teachings. It is no wonder that
the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship continues to promote anointings, laughing revivals, dancing,
and making sounds like barnyard animals when their pastors John and Carol Arnott hold up as role
models two women who brought embarrassment and shame upon Christendom.

4. AWANA Clubs International was once again an exhibitor and an official sponsor. AWANA
provided delegate badges for all in attendance. AWANA, like the NRB, allows churches to be a part of
its organization even if membership is retained in the National and World Councils of Churches.
AWANA uses in defense of this compromise, that they only charter NCC/WCC churches that claim not
to be "supportive" of these liberal and apostate church councils. This is only "begging the question,"
for any church that remains in the NCC/WCC is practicing compromise and disobedience.

5. Pat Boone was in attendance at this NRB convention but was not given a major role as at previous
ones. His heavy metal music album was a bit too much for even some evangelicals. But Boone told a
member of the press that "Too many Americans are apathetic to the moral fiber of this country." One
can ask if heavy metal music groups strengthen the moral fiber of the U.S.A.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/98
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Promise Keepers
Ecumenical "Macho-Men" for Christ?

-  Promise Keepers was founded in 1990 by Bill McCartney (born 1940), then the head coach of the University of
Colorado football team. The stated goal of this "nondenominational," parachurch organization is to celebrate
Biblical manhood and motivate men toward Christ-like masculinity. "To unite men through vital relationships to
become godly influences in their world -- by making promises to Jesus Christ and to one another that last a
lifetime," reads Promise Keepers' purpose statement.

[By definition, a parachurch ministry is one "raised up" supposedly to accomplish something churches are charged
to do by the Scriptures. However, one should question raising up an organization outside the church (parachurch) to
accomplish objectives ordained by God to be produced by the normal, proper functioning of the local church and all
its parts, especially the development of "godly men." All too often, what is established to assist local churches,
ends up competing with them and introducing unscriptural philosophies and practices.]

"Promise Keepers' mission is to help promote spiritual revival in the homes, churches and communities
of this nation. This will be accomplished by modeling, praying for and instructing all men to grow in
Christ-like masculinity, enabling them to become 'promise keepers' to the Lord who loves them, to
their wives who trust them, to their children who need them, and to the world which must be
influenced by them" (Spring 1992, Men of Action).

Although Bill McCartney is credited with founding Promise Keepers, until late-1998 he was basically the
figurehead, holding the title as CEO of PK. Randy Phillips was the president and administrative head of Promise
Keepers. As of October 1998, McCartney is overseeing three divisions as president and founder. Randy Phillips has
moved from president to the new position of vice president for global ministries. Phillips has served as a senior
pastor for five years, as an associate pastor for ten years, and led the Denver Broncos' Bible study for two years.
Phillips, like McCartney, is a former Roman Catholic. Both are also affiliated with the hyper-charismatic Vineyard
movement -- Vineyard churches emphasize the validity of "signs and wonders" for today and view miraculous
displays of divine power as essential to the growth of the Church. (See Note at end of report.)

Promise Keepers programs include regional stadium rallies, pastors' conferences, one-day leadership-training
seminars, books, study guides, videos for small men's groups, national TV spots, a newsletter, and an Internet web
site. Books have become a big seller for PK; Thomas Nelson Publishers has nearly two dozen titles on the market
for men, including a revised version of McCartney's autobiography, From Ashes to Glory. Nelson is coming out
with new titles from PK speakers and is offering retailers merchandising aids to help direct male customers to
newly expanded men's sections (4/29/96, Christianity Today).

-  Various newspaper articles appear to accurately portray the Promise Keepers movement:

(a) "Many people credit Edwin Louis Cole of Euless with starting the Christian men's movement with
his 1982 book Maximized Manhood. His organization, called the Christian Men's Network, publishes a
quarterly newspaper and conducts seminars for men across the country called the Real Man Event. ...
Promise Keepers' gatherings at football stadiums ... often are accompanied by men sharing problems,
openly crying and embracing one another. After a conference ends, they are encouraged to form small
groups to meet regularly and continue to talk about their struggles" (10/27/94, Dallas Morning News, p.
7A).

(b) "Promise Keepers asserts that men, by walking away from their family duties, are responsible for
much of America's societal dysfunction, which the group's leaders say includes high school dropouts, a
soaring crime rate, racism, divorce, homosexuality and abortion. ... [and that we can] restore the nation
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by exhorting men to become 'promise keepers instead of promise breakers.' ... The women's movement,
Promise Keepers says, is at least in part a reaction to the pain and abuse women suffer at the hands of
men. This analysis worries critics, who say that such talk could move the group beyond the family to
political activism. Some observers see Promise Keepers as the latest turn in the search for male identity
in a fast-changing and conflicted society. In American history through the 1950s, the family structure
was unabashedly patriarchal. The 1960s and 1970s ushered in the Sensitive Man who acknowledged a
feminine side and sought to nurture. The 1990s brought the Wild Man, hairy-chested and testosterone-
driven, extolled in author Robert Bly's best seller, Iron John. Now, Promise Keepers' slogan is: 'A
man's man is a godly man.' In some ways, it is a throwback to the days of 'Father Knows Best.' Dad is
still in charge, but he is kinder, gentler and a lot more spiritual" (7/9/94, The Bloomington Herald-
Times [Los Angeles Times story]).

(c) "Promise Keepers combines the Jesus Saves preaching of Billy Graham with the male bonding
message of Robert Bly, the call for racial conciliation of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the marital
advice of Ann Landers. ... it [the 6/95 PK rally in Houston's Astrodome] had men roaring and
applauding Jesus as if he had just scored a touchdown. ... Leaders hope that men will leave the rallies,
return to their neighborhoods and churches, and form support groups and partnerships with other men
to share feelings, concerns, and advice" (6/27/95, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p. B10).

-  Promise Keepers started out small in 1991 -- 4,200 men attended the first Boulder, Colorado Conference (held at
the Coors' Event Center). In 1992, 22,000 men attended. In 1993, 50,000 men jammed University of Colorado's
Folsom Stadium, and another 52,000 in 1994. But that's not all. For the first time in 1994, Promise Keepers held
regional conferences in six additional cities, with over 227,000 men in total attendance. All totalled, Promise
Keepers 1994 attendance at its seven conferences was approximately 280,000 men.

In 1995, Promise Keepers held rallies in football stadiums in 13 major U.S. cities that attracted 727,000 men.
Registration fees of more than $38 million were taken in (at $55 per registrant). In 1996, Promise Keepers held 22
rallies and drew 1.1 million attendees (1,098,534 to be exact); revenues exceeded $65 million (at $60 per
registrant). (One event was cancelled in 1996, at Denver's Mile High Stadium, due to a dispute over an alleged
$300,000 seat-tax liability.) In 1997, 18 rallies were held, but attendance was down more than 40% to about
630,000 (leading to the cancellation of two of the rallies). In 1998, the slide in PK popularity continued -- 19 events
attracted only 453,000 men; this in spite of the fact that the events were now free. Only 15 events have been
scheduled for 1999 (with 10 of the 15 rallies to be in smaller indoor arenas; total attendance is projected to be about
300,000), and revenues have been projected at only $41 million.

-  On October 4, 1997, PK held its Stand in the Gap: A Sacred Assembly Of Men rally on the Mall in Washington,
D.C. -- to "kneel in prayer between the Lincoln Memorial and nation's Capitol to seek forgiveness as men ask God
to restore America ... we must be of one accord ... our feet in unity... confessing personal and collective sin" (PK's
version of the Farrakhan "Million Man March"?). Ten million dollars was budgeted for this free event. Attendance
estimates ranged from 480,000 to 700,000. (Speakers included Mike Timmis, a Roman Catholic and PK board
member, Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell, Max Lucado [Church of Christ pastor/false gospel of baptismal
regeneration], James Robison, and Tony Evans, along with a taped message from Billy Graham.)

At the Stand in the Gap rally it was also announced that PK would no longer charge a registration fee of $60 for its
conferences. Since then its income has plummeted. McCartney announced that some of the 19 conferences
scheduled for 1998 might be cancelled, since the stadiums and arenas require substantial deposits and Promise
Keepers does not have the money. McCartney unveiled PK's plan for the next three years. He said he wanted every
pastor in America to participate in this plan. Every pastor was expected to march to the same unified plan. He said,
"We need a unity of command," and, "We need to have everybody on the same page." The page, of course, is PK's
page. He said that the Promise Keepers clergy conferences in 1998 would be for the purpose of instructing the
pastors in their marching orders. He said, "[R]acial and denominational reconciliation standards will be presented at
these pastors' conferences in practical ways that we can live in unity in the Body of Christ, and together make a
difference for the Kingdom!"
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-  To keep up with phenomenal growth of its early-days, Promise Keepers had more than 500 staffers at one point
in 1997 (about 30% made up of minorities) (up from 22 employees in 1993, 85 in 1994, 300 in 1995, and 437 in
1996) and a 1997 annual budget of more than $117 million (up from $96 million in 1996, $64 million in 1995, and
only $4 million in 1993). (Tax records show that from 1993-1995, PK has booked a profit of $14.7 million, with
more than half of that in 1995, the last year for which tax records are available. Net assets are $15 million.)

However, because of falling attendance and free admission at future events (PK's 1997 income fell shy of $70
million), PK laid off about 100 employees in 7/97, and the remainder of all paid employees worldwide effective
3/31/98. PK hired back about 180 staffers later in 1998 after a successful fund raising campaign (see below). Part of
the problem might be attributed to the pay levels of PK's executives. PK's 1996 tax returns, which were obtained by
Time magazine, show that PK's five vice-presidents were paid between $78,000 and $100,000 each; then president,
Randy Phillips, earned $132,512. Their 1997 salaries were the same or higher. McCartney currently draws no
salary, other than paid health insurance. However, he is paid "honorariums" for speaking at PK rallies (about $4,000
each; $21,000 total in 1996). In addition, tax records show McCartney received $61,833 in compensation plus other
benefits for the years 1995-96. (Source: Plains Baptist Challenger, 8/97).

-  Due to its financial woes, McCartney claimed in early-1998 that God wants every church in America to give
$1,000. Speaking to a clergy conference in St. Petersburg, Florida, on February 19, attended by more than 3,000
pastors and church members, McCartney said that God told him to say that "every church that names the name of
Jesus is supposed to give Promise Keepers $1,000" (Steve Persall, "McCartney appeals for church donations," The
Denver Post, Feb. 20, 1998). He went on to say that big churches are "supposed to call the smaller churches and
say, 'It wasn't all that hard for us, but can we help you?'" and small churches which lack the $1,000 are supposed
"to call a larger church and say, 'Can you help us out here? We want to facilitate what God is doing.'"

To claim that every church in America is supposed to send Promise Keepers $1,000 is absolute insanity. PK does
not obey the Bible and has no Biblical authority for its existence. It has its own man-made agenda, yet it has the
gall to think that every church in America should be at its beck and call. (Source: 2/24/98, FBIS.) [McCartney also
sent a "SpeedAlert" letter in early-March, 1998, to every person on PK's mailing list -- a $98 donation was
requested.]

-  Promise Keepers has made concerted efforts to bring their program into the local church body. Their success is
evidenced by the fact that many churches have now assimilated various Promise Keepers programs into their
churches as a "springboard" for their local men's ministries. Men have been specifically designated as Promise
Keepers "Point [Key] Men," who then aggressively recruit others and are responsible for keeping the group going.
The Key Man serves as the link between his group and PK headquarters. (The "Point Man" name was changed to
"Key Man" in 11/95):

"The Point [Key] Man plays an important position for initiating and facilitating men's ministry in his
church, and he is vital to Promise Keepers. ... The Point [Key] Man, with the approval of his pastor, is
the critical connecting link between the men's ministry of his church and Promise Keepers. Either a lay
leader or a pastor, the Point [Key] Man initiates, organizes, and supports the men's ministry program of
his church [including small group development]. He acts as a conduit for resources, including materials,
national conferences, and training seminars provided by Promise Keepers and other contributing
ministries" (Spring 1992/April 1995, Men of Action). [The Key Man application (circa 1999) has a
statement to be signed that reads: "I support Promise Keepers' desire to see Vibrant Men's Ministry,
Vital Prayer Networks, and Intentional Reconciliation established in every church."]

PK's Dale Schlafer was asked, "What if a pastor wanted to remove a Key Man, but men's group disagreed and
pressured the pastor to keep him?" Who would carry the authority in the local church? Schlafer stated that the
pastor would prevail; however, the pastor is urged to contact PK before any final decision is made so that PK can
work through what is going on. This is an unhealthy arrangement and sets the stage for the possible destruction of
the local church. If a local church is to maintain its independency, the church must have the final authority in such
matters. This question would never have been asked if PK was not trying to gain a foothold in the local church.
Perhaps pastors who support PK will respond to this by saying "Not to worry -- if I have to remove my PK Key
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Man, I just won't notify PK headquarters." Who is to say that none of the men will call PK? Would you bet your
life on it that PK will not meddle in the matter, when they have expressed interest in doing just that? Can a pastor
be sure that the PK men in his church (who have made vows to support PK no matter what) will not have the pastor
fired or start a church split? Why would PK express any interest in challenging a decision by any pastor to remove
or replace a PK Key Man, while at the same time telling the PK's to "Obey your pastor, no matter what?"

-  Promise Keepers "Ambassadors" have been positioned by PK between the Field Ministry staff and the Key Men.
Their function is to introduce Promise Keepers to churches in the community and to recruit Key Men -- "He carries
the message of Promise Keepers to his community, identifies potential Point [Key] Men, and encourages
reconciliation across denominational and racial lines" (4/95, Men of Action). The Ambassador Candidate booklet
states that, "Because Promise Keepers is committed to building relational bridges, Ambassadors must avoid
negative political, doctrinal, and denominational remarks and discussions," and that if an Ambassador encounters "a
church outside his personal comfort zone" in doctrine or culture, "he should remember he doesn't have to answer
every question" (pp. 3-4). (Emphasis added.) Nevertheless, the "walls of denominationalism" are difficult to break
down -- "this process may take six months to a year" (p. 12).

Once a man is accepted to be an a Promise Keepers Ambassador, the cautions against standing for sound doctrine
become even more specific. The Ambassador's Instructional booklet warns the Ambassador that he no longer
represents himself and his "personal stands on a doctrinal issue," but instead represents Promise Keepers "unique
mission" and is "participating in the task of uniting men." The booklet gives "Some of the [doctrinal] issues that
should not be addressed: Eternal security; The gifts of the Spirit; Baptism; Pre-tribulation or post-tribulation;
Sacraments or ordinances" (p. 10). The Ambassador is told that the PK's Purpose Statement and Statement of Faith
had been "carefully worded" in order to avoid doctrinal conflict. Of course! How else could it be accepted by
Mormons and Catholics alike (see later in this report)? (Reported in the 11/95, The Berean Call.)

Texas PK Conference Director Vinton Lee has stated that PK is "not just a conference ministry. ... It is an entry
point for men," through PK's church ministries in an effort to pump its discipleship curricula directly into local
congregations. Over 200,000 local churches had tapped Promise Keepers for information as of 7/95. But because
much within Promise Keepers' teaching materials is Biblically unsound and heavily psychologized, this is a real
problem for lovers of the truth. [As of 5/95, there were 10,840 Point [Key] Men and Ambassadors with Promise
Keepers (4/29/95, Houston Chronicle). (11,842 at year-end 1995)]

-  Two of our main concerns about Promise Keepers are the blatant promotion of psychoheresy on the part of most
of Promise Keepers most popular authors and speakers and a rising tide of ecumenism that blurs doctrinal
distinctives. (Two other concerns, discussed later, are PK's charismatic emphasis and its outright disdain for
doctrine.) Indeed, Promise Keepers is both aggressively psychological and ecumenical:

"We believe that we have a God-given mission to unite men who are separated by race, geography,
culture, denomination, and economics. ... (John 17: 20-23) We are dedicated, then, to addressing the
division that has separated the body of Christ for too long. We are committed to call men to reconcile
in Christ, to live as one. ... In the context of covenant relationships, a man willingly grants other men
the right to inquire about his relationship to God, his commitment to his family, his sexuality, and his
financial dealings. Together they form a team that is committed to advance God's kingdom. Coach
McCartney's challenge to us at Promise Keepers '93 targeted two phases of man-to-man relationships.
Phase one focuses on meeting with a squad of men 2-4 times a month. Phase two involves meeting
once a month with men of different ethnic or denominational backgrounds. ... Coach challenged us to
focus on the three P's: (1) the pages of Scripture, (2) prayer, and (3) understanding one another's pain.
... when we take the risk of becoming vulnerable and transparent, we more readily understand and
share the pain of our brothers. This establishes trust" (Fall 1993, Men of Action). (Emphasis added.)

It could be argued that ecumenism is the very heart of Promise Keepers. This aggressive ecumenism (the attempt to
break down the barriers that separate world religions so that cooperative efforts can be undertaken) can be further
illustrated from the Promise Keepers 1994 Conferences brochure -- Seize the Moment, and from the Winter 1994
issue of Men of Action:
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"Clearly, something unprecedented happens when men from all denominational, ethnic, and cultural
backgrounds assemble in the name of Jesus Christ. ... invite and travel with not only your friends and
family but with men from different ethnic and denominational heritages. ... Remember those who are
outside your church, denomination, and ethnic group." (Emphasis added.)

Notice in the above quotes the subtle line that is crossed as denominational barriers are placed in the same category
as racism and social discrimination, as if they are equitable concepts. How are these barriers created? By doctrinal
differences!! The implication, thus, is that doctrinal differences, like racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic differences,
must be ignored if unity is to be achieved. Hence the slogan of all ecumenists -- "doctrine divides." Groups like
Promise Keepers call upon Christians to disobey Christ by accepting and accommodating the presence of
theological error in their midst (The Communications Digest, November-January 1996, Marc A. Graham, "Promise
Keepers: Satan's Newest Ecumenical Strategy," pp. 5 & 9).

[The 1/6/97 Christianity Today reported that PK was taking new steps to achieve its goal of denominational unity
and to allay fears that it will steal men's loyalty from their churches. PK was forming separate "partnerships" with
various denominations. Agreements had already been made with three tongues-speaking groups (Assemblies of
God, Church of God [Cleveland, Tenn.], and the International Pentecostal Holiness Church). (The AOG had
appointed a staff member as a liaison between the two groups, had sent many of its leadership for training in men's
ministries, and planed to use PK for some technical support. The AOG's new men's ministry was named
"HonorBound: Men of Promise.") PK was finalizing agreements with the Southern Baptist Convention and the
Christian and Missionary Alliance.]

The whole thrust of Promise Keepers, then, is anti-doctrine. Theology is of very little significance to PK; instead it
is a "relationship with Jesus" that matters. Life, not doctrine is important. But, there can be no spiritual life without
truth, and there is no relationship with Christ unless it is grounded in the Word. Christ and His truth cannot be
separated! (3/97, Think on These Things, p. 3).

-  The book Seven Promises of A Promise Keeper is a workbook being used by the Promise Keepers movement.
Contributing authors include Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, pop psychologist James Dobson, ecumenical evangelist
Luis Palau, psychologist Gary Smalley, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, and Bill McCartney. It was published in
1994 by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing. Under Promise #6 is a chapter entitled "A Call to Unity" by Bill
McCartney. The following excerpts from this chapter and the workbook notes which follow it reveal the
unscriptural confusion pertaining to the nature of the church and the dangerous ecumenical goals of Promise
Keepers:

"The Body of Christ comprises a wide diversity of members. There are many denominations, various
styles of worship, and representatives from all walks of life. ... the Bible says there is only one Body.
Jesus prayed that we all might be one. [John 17] As men who are Promise Keepers, we must determine
to break beyond the barriers and our comfort zones and get to know other members of that Body. ...
We're going to break down the walls that separate us so that we might demonstrate the power of
biblical unity based on what we have in common ... be a bridge builder ... Pray daily for unity among
Christians in your community."

The prayer of the Lord Jesus Christ in John 17 is abused and twisted out of all sense of context when it is said to be
a prayer for ecumenical unity. The unity Christ prayed for is one based on truth and the Word of God (Jn.
17:6,8,14,17,19), whereas the ecumenical movement downplays the importance of doctrine. (In fact, in Promise
Keepers zeal for unity, it has decided that doctrine is a stumbling block to unity, rather than the Biblical basis for
it.) True unity is a product of the Holy Spirit's regenerative and enlightening power, not of man's puny, imperfect
efforts. The Bible knows absolutely nothing of a proper unity apart from mutual commitment to God's Truth --
"Can two walk together, except they be agreed?" (Amos 3:3). The answer is no, they cannot, unless they aim to
disobey the Word of God. That Promise Keepers leaders care nothing for a pure Gospel and for Bible truth is plain
by their attitude toward Roman Catholicism (see below). (Excerpted from the 1/95, O Timothy, p. 23.) (For an
excellent analysis of Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, see also the Jan-Feb 1995, Foundation Magazine, "The
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Promise Keepers Movement is Dangerous," pp. 4-12, 31-33. This article is also available in tract form from the
Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, CA 93412. The tract demonstrates how PK has
looked to extra-Biblical sources and has attempted to dress up the seven promises in Biblical garb.)

-  Promise Keepers not only erases doctrinal distinctives, but embraces and supports error. At the 1994 National
Conference, Bill McCartney made it clear just how far Promise Keepers is willing to go with their doctrinal
indifference and desire for "Christian" unity (quoted in the 9/19/94, Christian News): (Statements similar to the one
below were also made by McCartney at the 1994 Promise Keepers' regional conference held in Portland, Oregon,
and in the book Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, pp. 160-161.)

"Promise Keepers doesn't care if you're a Baptist. Are you born in the Spirit of God? Promise Keepers
doesn't care if you're a Pentecostal. Are you born in the Spirit? Now hear this! Promise Keepers
doesn't care if you're a Roman Catholic. Are you born into the Spirit of God?"

Thus, McCartney views the Catholic Church as just another Christian denomination with a few unique aspects,
rather than an apostate organization that teaches works salvation, extra-Biblical revelation, the worship of idols, and
dozens of other false doctrines. And yet in Folsom Stadium (1994 National Conference), all were led into what was
called and considered to be public worship and prayer with all the others there in the stadium in the name of
"Christian" unity. But it's a false unity because there is no agreement in the true Christian faith! (Jude 3 -- ...
contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the saints.) [See Media Spotlight editor Al Dager's interview
with Promise Keepers then president Randy Phillips in the Media Spotlight 11/94 Special Report: "Promise
Keepers: Is What You See What You Get?" pp. 11-12. In summary, Promise Keepers official policy toward leading
Roman Catholics to the truth is basically one of hands-off. Within Promise Keepers, it seems that rebuke,
correction, and exclusion apply only to those who would insist on purity of doctrine among those with whom they
fellowship.]

-  As far as the Catholic Church is concerned, the feeling is apparently mutual. The Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles is quite willing to welcome McCartney and friends back into fellowship with Romanism. An article in the
3/15/95 The Tidings, an official publication of the L.A. Archdiocese, had this to say about Promise Keepers
("'Promise Keepers' Promises Spiritual Renewal for Men," p. 3):

"[Promise Keepers] began among more fundamentalist and evangelical Christian communities, but [is]
now being expanded to include Catholic congregations. ... at the urging of Cardinal Roger Mahony [of
the L.A. Archdiocese] ... has studied the feasibility and appropriateness of utilizing Promise Keepers at
the Catholic parish level. [It was concluded that] there is no 'doctrinal' issue which should cause
concern to the Catholic Church. Promise Keepers places a very strong emphasis on returning to your
own church, congregation, or parish and becoming an active layman. There is no attempt at
proselytizing or drawing men away from their faith to another church." (Emphasis added.)

One Catholic who attended the Anaheim, California regional Promise Keepers conference in May of 1994 was so
"inspired" he brought "the concept back to his parish, which in turn sponsored a Promise Keepers seminar for 100
men, with presentations by local priests." The Los Angeles Archdiocese has concluded that "Promise Keepers can
grow at the local parish level ... without adversely impacting existing parish programs or finances." In fact, the L.A.
Archdiocese is quite confident that no Catholics will be lost to Protestant churches through Promise Keepers, since
"one of the promises of the [Promise Keepers] program is to return [a PK participant] to [his] local church ..." Thus,
Roman Catholic leaders are quick to observe how Promise Keepers can be used to build their own church which
preaches a false gospel! [With this official Roman Catholic endorsement of Promise Keepers, the 5/5/95-5/6/95
Promise Keepers Los Angeles Men's Conference drew in excess of 72,000 to the 100,000-seat Los Angeles
Coliseum.]

The Catholic charismatic magazine New Covenant has also featured Promise Keepers. On the front cover of the
4/95 edition and in an article titled "Bands of Brothers," New Covenant cites Promise Keepers as a hope for
bringing men back into the churches. The article describes Promise Keepers as focusing on male bonding as a
means to restore men's identities as members of a warrior class. (Reported in Media Spotlight, Vol. 16 - No. 1,
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"Promise Keepers Update," p. 3.) [Patterned after PK, the Catholic church has developed two separate new men's
groups of their own: "Saint Joseph's Covenant Keepers, which focuses on small groups and obedience to eight
commitments; and Ministry to Black Catholic Men, which accentuates personal and community change through a
message of responsibility for rebuilding relationships, families, and communities" (4/29/96, Christianity Today).]

An article in the 7/23/95 Today's Catholic titled "Promise Keepers' Christian crusade draws Catholic men," claims
that Catholics have become very active in Promise Keepers. In fact, PK has even made a practicing Roman
Catholic (Steve Jenkins) a PK Field Ministry representative for all of the states of Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Iowa, and Wisconsin! Jenkins used to be a computer salesman, but became involved in PK after attending
the 1992 PK conference in Boulder, Colorado. The same issue of Today's Catholic also reported that an official PK
Men's Ministry Leadership Seminar was held in July of 1995 at Catholic Franciscan University of Steubenville in
Ohio, where 640 Catholic men attended. The conference closed with a Catholic mass performed by Steubenville's
president, priest Michael Scanlan. [Men's Ministry Leadership Seminars were held at Franciscan again in 1996 and
1997. Scheduled to speak at the 1996 event was PK V.P. Dale Schlafer. Other speakers included Catholic priest
Michael Scanlan and Catholic Deacon Raphael de los Reyes, Director of Radio Peace Catholic Broadcasting. The
notice in the Franciscan University '97 Summer Conference Magazine says: "Join NFL coach Danny Abramowicz,
pro-family advocate Alan Keyes, Detroit business leader Mike Timmis [now a PK board member], Hispanic
evangelist Deacon Raphael de los Reyes, and a dynamic team of speakers including Jim Berlucchi, Jeff Cavins,
John Mooney, Mark Nehrbas, Father Michael Scanlan, TOR, and Dale Schlafer of Promise Keepers as we strive
together to be men of Jesus Christ and faithful sons of our heavenly father."]

-  PK has also received endorsement from the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. The 5/17/97 Buffalo News
(New York) contained a report on the upcoming Promise Keepers conference in that area. Following are excerpts
from this report:

"Although the movement is perceived to be largely Protestant, [Bill] McCartney said during a news
conference in the Buffalo Christian Center that PROMISE KEEPERS HAS THE APPROVAL OF
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS, USES SOME CATHOLIC
SPEAKERS AND WELCOMES CATHOLIC MEN, INCLUDING PRIESTS. ... The bishops' position,
contained in a 1996 position paper prepared by its Committee on Marriage and Family, indicates that
Catholics may participate in Promise Keepers events. The conferences, the paper suggests, may 'be
filling a spiritual and pastoral vacuum' in the lives of some Catholic men and challenged church
leaders to develop programs to meet those needs. Bishop Henry J. Mansell of the Buffalo Catholic
Diocese said Friday that 'Catholics are free to attend the Promise Keepers conference.' ... 'It is his hope
that after the conference there will be follow up experiences in their home parishes,' said Monsignor
David M. Lee, diocesan director of communications."

-  At a PK meeting in Plainview, Texas in 1995, a Catholic priest urged listeners to value themselves because they
were made in the image of God. He also encouraged PK-ers to keep themselves pure. One observer commented on
this:

"Imagine involving the Catholic Church and Catholic priests into telling men to keep their promises
and to keep themselves pure. Look at any country where the Catholics make up the majority, and you
will find an immoral and corrupt society. In those societies, women have very few rights, and the men
have open season on committing adultery. Imagine Catholic priests speaking on keeping promises and
staying pure, when 40% or more of the Catholic priests are homosexuals [by the Catholic Church's
own admission]. ... [and] are charged with molesting children, especially boys" (12/95, Plains Baptist
Challenger, p. 4).

-  Promise Keepers also has no problem involving Mormons in its meetings. While Mormon headquarters has no
official position on Promise Keepers, many Mormon men have and continue to participate in Promise Keepers.
Local Mormon leaders generally agree with Promise Keepers seven promises and have privately praised the
movement and commented on how attendance "has been a life changing experience for some of the Mormon men."
Promise Keepers has given at least one presentation to a Reorganized Mormon church that was "very high" on the
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Promise Keepers and "would no doubt be going with it" since they had "no problem with it at all. ... It's a
wonderful program. The men at my church will be participating." (Reported in the May/June 1995, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter, "Promise Keepers, Catholics, and Mormons ... Together," pp. 1,3.)

[Chip Rawlings, a local Los Angeles lawyer and leader in the Palos Verdes Stake (a group of Mormon
congregations), has publicly urged members to participate in PK. PK's seven promises are "like something straight
out of the men's priesthood manual for the [Mormon] church," he told the L.A. Times (5/6/95 article). It is
interesting that Promise Keepers, while claiming to preach a non-doctrinal gospel at its rallies, finds acceptance
even among Mormon leaders, whose theology and Christology are aberrant (Mormons view Jesus as Satan's
brother, the product of the Father's physical intercourse with Mary, who then attained Godhood as had His Father
before Him), and Roman Catholic clergy, who insist that true salvation rests only in the sacraments of the Church.]

-  In late-1997, a unique opportunity to examine the validity of PK's salvation message became available on the
Internet -- Promise Keepers posted their opinion of an online salvation tract titled "Meet Jesus." When printed on
paper, "Meet Jesus" is six pages long. The first three pages culminate in a "salvation prayer," while the last three
address discipleship. It is a very professional presentation complete with pictures, but more than that, it is positive
proof that the PK doctrine of salvation is a perversion of that found in the Bible:

NO GUILT -- The essence of "Meet Jesus" is that "we have inherited" a "disease" called sin, but that
we are not at fault. Blame is placed on Adam; personal guilt for our own sin is completely ignored.

NO ACCOUNTABILITY -- The words "punishment" and "hell" never appear in "Meet Jesus." The
consequences of sin are said to be "eternal separation from God." In addition to being a half truth (at
best), this must seem rather inconsequential to a man who has already lived his entire life separated
from God.

NO REPENTANCE -- Aside from a pat on the head repentance is never mentioned. The prayer for
salvation has a sentence that says, "I turn from my sin," but the reader is never given any indication of
what this means, or that he even has any personal guilt or sin from which to turn. His sin could very
well be nothing more than the "diseased spiritual DNA" mentioned earlier in the tract.

NO TRUTH -- Without a doubt, "Meet Jesus" was intended to be acceptable to all. A Catholic,
Mormon, or Jehovah's Witness could read it without seeing any contradiction to their own false
doctrine. In fact, the Mormon heresy that we are all children of God from birth is well supported in
"Meet Jesus." The opening words of the "salvation prayer" are "Father, I've come home."

NO JESUS -- Perhaps the most egregious offense in "Meet Jesus" is the fact that you don't. You would
think that a document intended to introduce the Lord would talk about who He is or what He did. In
the first three pages of "Meet Jesus" (which lead up to the "salvation prayer") there are a total of two
sentences (36 words) that say anything about the person and work of Christ. The words "blood" and
"atonement" never appear. Aside from one allusion to His deity, He is never specifically identified. The
doctrines of substitution and propitiation are never mentioned either in name or concept.

We cannot say we are surprised. An ecumenical organization made up of men who cannot agree on what one must
do to inherit eternal life cannot be expected to accurately present Biblical salvation. A group like Promise Keepers,
dedicated to the un-Biblical agenda of a one world church and government, isn't likely to ignore its goals by
proclaiming the truth of the word of God. Could anyone be surprised to learn that such a group is not actually
bringing lost sinners to "meet Jesus"? (Source: 10/97, Plains Baptist Challenger; "Promise Keepers vs. Biblical
Salvation," by George Shafer.)

-  On the national radio program "Promise Keepers This Week," for 8/31/96, PK founder Bill McCartney made the
following remarks:

"I look for real problems in the future in the area of denominations. I believe that what we've seen has
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been the grace of God. I believe that -- there've been thousands of Catholic men that have come to
Promise Keepers, and they've been blessed and they've gone back to their churches, and they've said,
'We want more of this.' And the Catholic churches have gathered, the bishops have gotten together, and
they've sanctioned Promise Keepers. They said, 'Go ahead and go. This is something God is doing.'
Well, in the meantime, while this has been slow to develop, God's been bringing the various Protestant
denominations together. ... Now Promise Keepers is going to have to understand that more and more
Catholics are going to participate. And what every guy needs to do is stop looking at people's labels
and ask this question: 'Does this guy know Jesus? Does he love Jesus with all his heart? Has he been
born of the Spirit of God?' And if you see that fruit, then quit making judgments. Just accept him.
We're all the same before God ... So let's not start categorizing people. Let's just allow God to be God
and he can bless who He chooses to bless. And that's how Promise Keepers is going to grow."

We should focus on the matter of labels, but Bill McCartney is very confused about labels. Labels mean something.
They are important. I am glad that the pharmacist uses labels. I am glad that the grocer uses labels. I am also glad
that Christians use labels. Our labels commonly define what we believe; they define our doctrinal position, which
tells others whether we have the Jesus of the Bible or a counterfeit one. PK has a counterfeit one.

-  Based on the information detailed above, it is evident that in addition to the well-known Seven Promises of
Promise Keepers, there are three unwritten promises also being made and kept. The three unwritten promises are
just that -- unwritten. You will not find them directly stated in Promise Keepers' books; nor do they appear in any
of their talks, whether at the rallies or in smaller gatherings. It is doubtful, if asked, that the Promise Keepers would
directly affirm or deny these three promises. Nonetheless, Catholics, Mormons, and Reorganized Mormons know
that the three unwritten promises exist and they trust the three promises will be kept. The three unwritten promises
of Promise Keepers are very simply:

(1) Promise Keepers will not violate your doctrines;
(2) Promise Keepers will not proselytize your men; and
(3) Promise Keepers will send men back to their parishes, churches, and wards.

If these three unwritten promises were not committed to and kept, why would Catholics, Mormons, and
Reorganized Mormons encourage their men to participate? Would they send their men to rallies or meetings where
their doctrines would be violated or their men would be proselytized and stolen from their parishes, churches, and
wards? Absolutely not!

The "gospel" message of the Promise Keepers is not the true Gospel message. The true Gospel message will, at
times, offend and condemn. Furthermore, true Biblical preaching and teaching will speak of heresies and aberrant
teachings and will even name names, as the apostle Paul did. Imagine, if you will, the apostle Paul having a "rally"
and inviting the Scribes, Pharisees, Essenes, Judaizers, and others. Then imagine Paul committing himself to not
violating their doctrines, not proselytizing them, and then sending the men back to their "churches." Underneath the
hoop, holler, and hype of the Promise Keepers movement is an ecumenicalism that smacks of the last days spoken
of in Scripture, rather than what some have called the "greatest move of God since the day of Pentecost." This
"move of God" is arguably the largest (in terms of numbers) and broadest (in terms of denominations)
ecumenicalism that the world has ever seen (Adapted and/or excerpted from "Promise Keepers' 3 Unwritten
Promises," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Sept-Oct 1995, pp. 1-2).

-  McCartney also stated at the 1994 National Conference that he thought perhaps the Lord's main purpose for
Promise Keepers was to gather His clergy, and that in the Summer of 1996 McCartney hoped to gather 75,000 of
them in Denver (see next item for change of venue). To hype this plan, McCartney held a revival-style "altar call"
of sorts for pastors. All the pastors present among the 52,000 in attendance were asked to come down to the stage.
All the people sang and yelled for ten minutes while about 3,000 pastors came forward. McCartney had all the
pastors assembled in front of the stage turn and hold up their hands to the crowd and a blessing was pronounced on
the people. Then the pastors turned and kneeled, and there were prayers said confessing sin for not carrying out
their office faithfully, including "putting up barriers on account of denominational dogma"; i.e., a prayer asking for
forgiveness for being a pastor who is not doctrinally indifferent! Some pastors there called this the "emotional
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highlight" of the weekend and "special." There was waving of thousands of hats in the stadium and a screaming
liturgy of the crowd "we love you," and the pastors responding "we love you." (Reported in the 9/19/94, Christian
News, p. 6.)

Those who love the truth should take note and watch carefully because Promise Keepers has a very large emotional
following and organizational momentum. In spite of their errors, they could be very effective at this point -- an
appeal to a priestly pastoral class. In fact, McCartney has stated that we as Christians need our pastors to rightly
divide the Word of Truth for us because we can't do it for ourselves!

-  Promise Keepers held a "1996 National Clergy Conference" (2/13/96-2/15/96) in Atlanta's Georgia Dome
stadium. The theme for the conference was "Fan Into Flame," because McCartney believes "God wants to bring
revival to His church through its clergy" (2/26/96, Christian News, p. 10). The purpose of this gathering, according
to McCartney, was to "tear the hearts of pastors wide open so that a single leadership can be produced." He had
hoped to "bring as many as 100,000 ministers and priests of all races together" (7/1/95, The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution, p. C8). [Actual attendance was 39,024, which represented all 50 states and more than a dozen foreign
countries; 600 in attendance were Roman Catholic priests!] Speakers for the event were Jack Hayford, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and E.V. Hill. Steve Green provided the ecumenical contemporary music, while Billy
Graham sent a message relayed to everyone that PK is "the organization that helps the church work," and needs to
"tear down the walls that separate us." Also, James Dobson's Focus on the Family sponsored a three-hour evening
reception for the attendees on 2/14/96.

At the beginning of the conference, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford was speaking and trying to influence everyone
to "dance in the Lord," an unscriptural routine favored by the fanatical wing of Pentecostal charismaticism. Hayford
said he learned the dance in Africa, and later the Lord spoke to him directly saying, "May I have this dance?" He
then began doing an African folkdance around the podium, suggestive of the dances associated with heathen witch-
doctoring. [Nobody at the conference seemed disturbed that Hayford was teaching them Charismatic worship forms,
much less that he claimed to receive these teachings through direct revelation from God!] General musical choices
at the conference were of the satanic hard rock variety (ear-splitting noise) that was utterly devoid of true
spirituality. (Reported in the 3/11/96, Christian News, p. 11.)

In keeping with the spirit of paganism, PK had a group of Cherokee Indians walk 168 miles from North Carolina to
perform a name-giving ceremony. Since the highest honor that an Indian can receive is a name, the Indian's Chief
conferred names on Randy Phillips and Bill McCartney. Phillips was given an Indian name that means "God's
Eagle," while McCartney received the name "Victorious Warrior." Both were honored with Indian Headdress, a
poem was read called "No More Broken Treaties," and a former Indian Medicine Man, Peter Gray Eyes, prayed
over Phillips and McCartney. What will PK come up with next? (Reported by Christian Interactive Network's live
coverage; and the Spring 1996, Men of Action.)

McCartney even encouraged the pastors present to enter into a blood covenant. A major thrust McCartney gave
was, "Commitment is seen in discipleship and a blood covenant. The blood covenant means to be bound in speech
and action with all who are in this covenant. This covenant is stronger than family and denominational ties." He
then asked, "How strong is your commitment to the blood? Do you agree?" This was followed by an ear-piercing
shout of "We all agree!" from the 39,000 clergy. The idea of a blood covenant is not Biblical; it is rooted in pagan
spiritual practices whereby two people would cut themselves and mingle their blood in order to form a bond
stronger than family ties. McCartney's idea of a blood covenant is to accept everyone who calls himself born again
without regard to beliefs and practices that are contrary to Scripture. McCartney was asking the "clergy" to enter
into a blood covenant with false teachers. And the amazing thing is that they heartily agreed! What does this say
about the discernment and spiritual condition of so many "clergy," particularly the PK-enamored clergy. (Reported
in the 8/96, Media Spotlight, "Promise Keepers Keeps On Keeping On," p. 6.)

When a question was asked at a press conference regarding "laughing revivals" -- where those involved "bark like
dogs" and "bray like donkeys" -- Dr. Henry Blackaby (SBC author of the mystical book Experiencing God),
speaking on behalf of PK said, "We don't try to evaluate that, and neither do we take a position regarding women
serving as pastors." Dr. Joseph Stowell [President, Moody Bible Institute] immediately declared, "Our God does not
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ever wear an angry face. He deals with compassion." [We don't know what Bible Dr. Stowell uses, but it is not the
same one we use! Does he really think God did not have an angry face when He told Moses He was going to
destroy Israel for its sin (Exodus 32:9,10), or that Jesus Christ did not have an angry face when He drove the
money changers out of the temple? The Bible says the Lord Jesus Christ "looked round about on them with anger,
being grieved for the hardness of their hearts" (Mark 3:5).] These thousands of clergymen hugged one another, laid
hands on one another's head, and also exchanged names, addresses, and phone numbers. This took place so that
when they returned home they could being to network in communication and to begin "prayer meetings" together.
They were urged to refrain from "criticism of any other group." PK wants reconciliation in spite of doctrinal
differences between churches -- even Protestant and Roman Catholic groups (Ralph Colas report, 4/1/96, Christian
News, pp. 1, 9-10; bracketed comment from O Timothy editor, David Cloud).

The Atlanta Clergy Conference included compromise, ecumenism, apostasy, Jesuit casuistry (the end justifies the
means), and hyper-emotionalism, along with a theology based on relationships rather than Biblical truth. Thus,
Promise Keepers has once again proved that it is much more than a group attempting to help men live godly lives.
It is a committed program of intentional compromise -- an ecumenical train moving from one area to another. PK's
premise that unity "is based on our love of Jesus" is incorrect. Unity must be based on the unchanging Word of the
living God (Ralph Colas report, 4/1/96, Christian News, pp. 1, 9-10). [The very idea of a clergy conference is itself
antithetical to Biblical truth. There is no clergy class found in Scripture; it was an invention of Roman Catholicism
and has been maintained through the Protestant churches. The concept is that of a priesthood separate from the
priesthood of all believers.]

-  Promise Keepers even invited women pastors to participate in its 1998 conferences. According to the Los
Angeles Times religion page, Jan. 24, 1998, a few female pastors participated in the regional clergy conference on
January 20 in San Diego, California. The LA Times interviewed one of these, Roberta Hestenes, pastor of Solano
Beach Presbyterian Church and former president of left-wing Eastern College near Philadelphia (the teaching home
of Tony Campolo). She said, "I find it surprising that I am going. But I've heard [Promise Keepers founder] Bill
McCartney say that they desire to be supportive of women pastors, and I'm taking him at his word." This is not a
new feature of Promise Keepers. In July 1996, Promise Keepers director for the state of Missouri, Louis Monroe,
said PK welcomes female pastors. (Source 1/27/98, FBIS.) [Nine such Clergy conferences were held in 1998
(1/15/98-3/12/98), with the theme, "Equipping Leaders of Men: Practical Ways to Develop Men of God in Your
Church.")

-  In the Spring '92 issue of the Promise Keepers' Men of Action newsletter, it was reported:

"12,148 Committed Promise Keepers & Counting -- To date, that's how many men have made a
decision to live their lives dedicated to the seven tenets of Promise Keepers. ... We have identified
seven areas of a man's life which are directly affected by this commitment."

The Winter 1994 issue of Men of Action reports that there are now over 13,000 men who have signed the seven
tenets of Promise Keepers; a 6/95 newspaper article said over 65,000 have signed pledges. Promise Keepers is now
including commitment cards with each conference attendee's syllabus, so the number of commitments should
dramatically increase.

The following is tenet number 5, which we believe encourages ecumenism and, thereby, directly violates the
doctrine of Biblical separation (Rom. 16:17; 2 Jn. 10,11; etc.):

"A Promise Keeper is committed to reach beyond any racial and denominational barriers to
demonstrate the power of biblical unity. He acknowledges the current division in the church and is
discovering that God wants Christian men of all ethnic and denominational heritages, rich and poor,
educated and uneducated, to stand together in honor of Jesus Christ. He is willing to cultivate
relationships with his brothers in Christ in order to understand their pain. A Promise Keeper is willing
to cross over the lines that have divided the church and meet with at least one man of a different race
or denomination at least once a month." (Emphasis added.)
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In addition, tenet number 7 states: (Emphasis added.)

"A Promise Keeper is committed to pursue vital relationships with a few other men, understanding that
he needs his brothers to help keep his promises. [Where is this in the Bible?] He agrees to meet with a
small group of men 2-4 times each month. ... Each man willingly grants the others the right to inquire
about his relationship to God, his commitment to his family, his sexuality, and his financial dealings.
..."

[Of the Promise Keepers' seven promises, Promise #5 reads: "A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the
mission of the church ... by actively giving of his time and resources." So, what is the result of the past eight years
of PK? Religion researcher George Barna reported recently that male church attendance has shown NO increase
since 1991, when PK sponsored its first event in Colorado. (Source: 12/1/98, Calvary Contender.)]

-  For an example of just how silly Promise Keepers' infatuation with breaking down racial and denominational
barriers has become, one only need look to the 6/94 Promise Keepers regional conference held in Denton, Texas
(2/6/95, Christianity Today, "Manhood's Great Awakening," p. 23):

"Some 33,000 men gathered for the conference held last June, only to be sent fleeing by a devastating
rainstorm that destroyed equipment and shut down the program for more than five hours. Recalls
president Randy Phillips, 'When we got back together, we said "Lord, is there something you want to
show us here?"' The men unanimously concluded that God had allowed the storm to happen to show
them how much they were lacking in making the Texas meeting a racially mixed affair, says Phillips.
'After that, all the speakers laid aside their prepared messages and united together to address how
racism has divided the church.'"

Over three years later, McCartney did his Martin Luther King impression at an 11/96 PK staff conference ("two
marathon days of confession, repentance, and reconciliation") -- "Promise Keepers has got to be a place where our
brothers and sisters of color feel respected, where they feel accepted, and where they can finally say, 'Free at last!
Free at last! Thank God almighty we are free at last'" (Spring 1997, Men of Action, pp. 5-6).

-  One of the movements within Promise Keepers that is also gaining prominence within other ministries is the
concept of mentoring. Promise Keepers is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom
he can be held accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Moreover, Promise Keepers believes that every
man should not only have an older mentor, but also have a spiritual peer, as well as a younger man to whom he can
be a mentor. Another word for mentoring would be discipling or shepherding, which has gained prominence within
the charismatic movement. Yet, as much as Promise Keepers insists on the importance of male bonding and
accountability to one another, the Promise Keepers manual on the subject (Brothers! Calling Men Into Vital
Relationships:1993) is heavily psychological in orientation, not Scriptural (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report
on Promise Keepers, pp. 7-8).

Promise Keepers believes that as a part of mentoring, every man must be accountable to some other man, especially
in the areas of one's finances, sexual life, and relationship to God. This partner gained through mentoring, then,
must be given complete freedom to inquire into any of these areas at will, with the understanding that he may bring
correction to those areas he feels are not in proper alignment. This is a kind of covenant relationship not found
anywhere in Scripture. In fact, to the contrary, God takes such covenants far more seriously than does Promise
Keepers (cf. Num. 30:2). [Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 13. See also the 4/95, Men
of Action, p. 8, for "An Open Letter From 'Generation X,'" which is a plea for mentors, all couched in psychological
terms.]

One error that comes from this covenant relationship is the encouraging of men to take oaths. This unbiblical
practice is not at all uncommon at Promise Keepers meetings. These oaths are supposed to entail life-changing
decisions. Instead, they impose an extra-Biblical series of requirements on men. The Seven Promises themselves
comprise nothing more than a surrogate sanctification that puts men under legalism rather than grace (9/95, The
Christian Conscience, p. 24).
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-  Promise Keepers even goes so far as to mandate mentoring relationships. In Seven Promises of a Promise
Keeper (pp. 55, 61) and its sequel, The Power of a Promise Kept (p. 4), PK teaches:

"It is impossible for men to fulfill the commands of Scripture without being in significant relationship
with other men." (Emphasis added.)

Apparently God overlooked this fact when He only made Eve to help Adam fulfill the commands entrusted to him.
Another PK author actually asks, "Do you have someone other than your wife with whom you can share your secret
temptations and failure" (The Power of a Promise Kept, p. 123). By "other than," this author clearly means
someone instead of your wife, not in addition to her, since only six pages later, he commends to the reader the
example of one so-called promise-keeper who salved his conscience by telling his male soulmate, instead of his
wife, about some infidelity he had committed. Another PK writer even lists factors to help husbands decide on a
case-by-case basis whether they should confess infidelities to their wives (Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p.
96), but then, without skipping a beat, this same author mandates that men develop bonds with a few other men
with whom they can "acknowledge" their "secret sins." (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 3/4/96, Christian News,
p. 13.)

-  Does a "promise-keeper" even need to be a believer? Apparently not. Despite all the hype about developing
godly men, Promise Keepers has now admitted that it doesn't know if its conference attendees have ever trusted
Christ. In a 4/94 letter sent to men in the Indianapolis, Indiana area, Promise Keepers V.P. of National Ministries
and "PK Minister at Large," E. Glenn Wagner, confessed that at an "invitation" during the opening session of
Promise Keepers '93 in Boulder, Colorado, more than 5,000 men responded! But since there were not enough
"trained counselors" available to help those responding, Promise Keepers decided to employ Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association trained instructors to train the volunteer counselors that were to work each of the seven
conference locations in the Spring and Summer of 1994: "The Promise Keepers Counselor Training Course [is] the
same as the Billy Graham Counselor Training Course [with] ... classes ... developed over the last forty years to train
counselors for Billy Graham Crusades." This should be cause for alarm to anyone familiar with Billy Graham
Crusade methods.

Promise Keepers claims that at 1994's conferences, approximately 16,000 men "surrendered or recommitted their
lives to the Lordship of Jesus Christ" (4/95, Men of Action). But for Promise Keepers, instead of that meaning that
men's hearts were flooded with grief and repentance and seeking forgiveness, we are told they answer some form of
an altar call, are given some words of loving assurance during "counseling" in the name of Jesus, and then
challenged to go out there and try harder; i.e., they are pointed to a list of promises they must keep. Even under the
most optimistic circumstances, if broken-hearted men were to hear the pure Gospel of Christ at a PK rally, with no
strings attached, where would they seek ongoing comfort and fellowship once the rally had moved on to the next
town? Would they be directed to nameless churches, churches that commend social friendships as the means of
comfort, or to churches that obscure the gospel with their zeal? Nowhere in the Bible does it say that God wants to
unite men through vital relationships with each other in order to become godly influences in the world. It says that
God wants to unite men into His Church with the One Man, Christ (10/16/95, Christian News, p. 14).

-  Who are the speakers at Promise Keepers national meetings and what is their theology? The ministries of the
speakers/teachers at Promise Keepers meetings run the gamut from compromising neo-evangelicalism and
charismatic error, to psychospiritual occultism and ecumenical liberalism. It is, therefore, clear that these men are
introducing the men attending these meetings to unscriptural doctrines and fellowships. (Dates spoken at Promise
Keepers National or Regional Men's Conferences and/or concurrently held National Leadership Conferences are in
parentheses.):

(a) Bill McCartney (1991-1999) -- Founder and board member of Promise Keepers, and head football
coach at the University of Colorado until his January, 1995 resignation. A former Roman Catholic,
McCartney's theology is now charismatic as evidenced by his membership in a local church affiliated
with the Vineyard Christian Fellowship [the church has since changed its name to try to remove its
Vineyard stigma] -- a denomination founded by hyper-charismatic, signs &wonders "healer" John
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Wimber. Promise Keepers also has McCartney's Vineyard pastor, James Ryle, on its Board of
Directors, and Vineyard member Randy Phillips was its then president. (See later in this report for
more on Ryle and McCartney.) [In his book From Ashes to Glory McCartney speaks glowingly of his
Roman Catholic background, and asserts that he still believes much as a Roman Catholic. He states
that he did not leave Roman Catholicism as much as he joined James Ryle's Vineyard Fellowship
because it was "meeting his needs at the time."]

(b) Gary Smalley (1991-1997) & John Trent (1992-1993; 1995-1998) -- author, founder and
President of Today's Family, Gary Smalley is the "Church's" leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-
Brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to describe personality types by
brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to male/ female communication effectiveness, has
been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it also has no
support in Scripture). The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book The
Language of Love, co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have
theological degrees, but apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's
problems of living.) As for John Trent, former Vice President of Today's Family, and now President of
Encouraging Words, he talks about personality traits, not like those of the Bible, but astrology. He
compares our behaviors to animals and says this is why we act the way we do -- he has you compare
your actions to a lion, a golden retriever, a beaver, or an otter. (Trent has also endorsed Robert Hicks'
book, The Masculine Journey, as teaching "what Biblical masculinity" is all about, and has written a
book titled How to Handle Your Promise Keeper, directed to women who desire to control their
husbands in the manner Smalley and Trent teach.) (See later in this report for details of the teachings in
Hicks' book.)

(c) Chuck Swindoll (1994-1995) -- Swindoll is the former senior pastor of First Evangelical Free
Church of Fullerton, California (for 24 years); he resigned in mid-1994 to become president of neo-
evangelical Dallas Theological Seminary. Swindoll's "résumé of heresy" is seemingly endless -- he
recommends the books of many of the worst psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all
under the banner of "all truth is God's truth"; he teaches a psychological self-love/self-esteem gospel
that is virtually indistinguishable from that of the atheistic psychologists, in effect, denying the
doctrines of grace and redemption; he openly supports ecumenical cooperation with Catholics and
charismatics, all under the guise of "grace" and non-judgmental "acceptance"; he endorses the occultic
practices of visualization and inner healing/victimization therapy; and he teaches that believers can be
demon possessed. [At the 7/94 PK Boulder, Colorado conference, Swindoll, clad in faded denim,
roared onto the stage astride a motorcycle to the band playing "Born to Be Wild," and then delivered a
sermon on avoiding temptation.]

(d) Luis Palau (1992; 1995-1999) -- internationally known Argentinean evangelist Luis Palau ("the
Billy Graham of South America") is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily
diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. He regularly cooperates with apostate
Methodism and the radical fringe of Charismaticism (e.g., Oral Roberts).

(e) E.V. Hill (1992-1999) -- hyper-charismatic pastor of the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church in
the Watts section of Los Angeles (member in the apostate National Council of Churches) and V.P. of
the National Baptist Convention. Hill praises Jesse Jackson (apostate, radical social activist) and has
been linked with liberal groups such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (which endorsed
the early-1993 Gay Rights march on Washington, D.C.!). Hill is a frequent guest speaker on various
charismatic platforms (e.g., at Kenneth Hagin's RHEMA Center).

(f) Jack Hayford (1991-1999) -- author and hyper-charismatic pastor of The Church on the Way in
Van Nuys, California; he claims to have seen a vision of Jesus seated in heaven and to have heard Him
speak! (At the 5/94 Promise Keepers regional conference in Anaheim, California, Hayford gave three
reasons why God required circumcision in the Old Testament: "[1] God wants to touch your very
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identity as a man; [2] He wants to reach out and touch your secret and private parts. This enables Him
to better perform surgery on the heart; [3] God wants to touch man's creative parts.") He is the senior
editorial advisor for Ministries Today, a pro-charismatic magazine published by Strang
Communications, is a Promise Keepers board member, believes that the Catholic mass is a valid form
of Christian worship (Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 19), and believes that being committed
to doctrinal distinctives at the expense of unity is an example of "small-minded sectarianism" (12/95,
Charisma, p. 68).

(g) Gary Oliver (1991-1993; 1995-1996; 1998) -- author of Real Men Have Feelings Too,
psychologist, Clinical Director of Southwest Counseling Associates, and Promise Keepers board
member. Among the many Freudian and miscellaneous humanistic psychological models used by
Oliver, his favorite appears to be one based upon the teachings of "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry
Crabb. Concerning PK and Catholicism, Oliver says, "Since day one, we've really encouraged Catholic
participation, not because they are Catholics, but because anyone who loves the Lord is welcome."

(h) Larry Crabb (1992; 1996) -- author, clinical psychologist, and founder and Director of the
Institute of Biblical Counseling at Colorado Christian University in Morrison, Colorado. Crabb's model
of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all
behavior. This system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy
of needs) psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.

(i) Robert Hicks (1993) -- Professor of Pastoral Theology at the Seminary of the East (Dresher, PA),
pastor, psychotherapist, president of the psychologically-oriented Life Counseling Services, and author
of the Promise Keepers endorsed book The Masculine Journey (foreword by John Trent). (See later in
this report for details.) Hicks is the author of other psychobabble books: Uneasy Manhood, Returning
Home, Failure to Scream, and Man of All Passions.

(j) Howard Hendricks (1993; 1995; 1997) -- psychologically-oriented Distinguished Professor and
Chairman of the Center for Christian Leadership at Dallas Theological Seminary. He has authored
many books about marriage and family life (e.g., Heaven Help the Home), and spends considerable
time conducting so-called "Christian" marriage enrichment seminars. (Hendricks has also endorsed
Robert Hicks' book The Masculine Journey as "an eye opening key to understanding the Bible's
teaching on what it means to be a man.") He is also a Promise Keepers board member.

(k) Joseph Stowell (1994-1999) -- Ecumenical psychologizer and president of the Moody Bible
Institute. Stowell has previous strong ties to the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches
(GARBC).

(l) Jim Smoke (1993) -- Executive Director of the Center for Divorce Recovery and author of Ten
Ways You Can Grow Through Divorce. Smoke is a self-love advocate whose terminology sounds much
like that of Carl Rogers.

(m) Bill Hybels (1994-1996) -- Author, church-growth guru, and the ecumenical, psychologically-
oriented pastor of the 12,000-member Willow Creek Community Church in Barrington, Illinois.

(n) James Dobson (1993) -- pop psychologist, author, and founder and Director of Focus on the
Family Ministries. According to Dobson, "low self-esteem" is the root cause of most societal ills.
Dobson has heavily promoted Promise Keepers on his nationwide radio program, and Focus on the
Family Publishing is one of Promise Keepers' publishers and produces most of its tapes. In fact, PK
credits Dobson's nationwide radio program promotion of the PK '92 Convention as instrumental in PK's
subsequent extraordinary growth. In PK's early years, Promise Keepers was keep afloat by a gift from
Focus on the Family.

(o) Greg Laurie (1994-1999) -- author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the 12,000-plus
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membership Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California; Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith is
mentor for this ecumenical psychologizer.

(p) Bill Bright (1992; 1995-1996) -- ecumenical/Catholic promoter and founder and Director of
Campus Crusade for Christ. Bright was a signatory to the 3/94 ecumenical accord -- "Evangelicals &
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium," and won the $1 million 1996
Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion.

-  Also speaking at one or more of the six 1994 Promise Keepers regional conferences held in May-June and
October of 1994 (in addition to those listed above) were Calvary Chapel's charismatic pastor, Chuck Smith and
Boulder Valley Vineyard Christian Fellowship pastor and Promise Keepers board member, James Ryle. Total
attendance at the six 1994 regional conferences was estimated at more than 225,000. (The October 28-29, 1994,
Dallas meetings were not originally scheduled, but still they drew over 30,000 men.)

At the 7/94 Boulder, Colorado National Conference, "A Christian rock band set the mood. When the music
stopped, the crowd rose to do 'the wave,' shouting 'Jesus, Jesus, Jesus.' ... 'We're scoring baskets for Jesus,' declared
emcee Bob Horner, an official with Campus Crusade for Christ." Then there were Swindoll's motorcycle antics
described above. (7/29/94, Newsweek, "The Gospel of Guyhood," pp. 60-61). Not to be outdone, later in the
evening Gary Smalley made his entrance on a kiddy-sized Big Wheel bike. All this in the name of Christian
manhood! (Nate Adams, author of Nine Character Traits Separating the Men from the Boys, says that Promise
Keepers is a fun thing and stresses the importance of the conferences giving men the chance to express their boyish
and playful sides. Another observer described the 1994 National Conference as a "techno-tent revival"; another as a
"charismatic camp meeting experience ... [resembling] a cross between a Bill Gothard Seminar and a Billy Graham
Crusade"; another as "part tent revival, part mass male bonding ritual"; and another as a stadium show that is the
"time-tested snake oil of tent revivalism -- contrived emotion, a fervent push for here-and-now decision, dumbed
down doctrine, and the elision of denominational differences.")

-  Promise Keepers held thirteen, 2-day (Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 13 major U.S. cities in 1995; the
first was in late-April in Detroit's Silverdome, and the last was in late-October in Dallas's Texas Stadium. Total
attendance was 727,000. (There was no special 1995 "National Conference" in Boulder, Colorado, as in previous
years; all conferences are now equal in status.) Special Friday morning seminars were also held in each of the 13
cities. One seminar was for pastors on how to "encourage and equip pastors for men's ministry," and the other was
for "worship leaders" on how "to lead men in their church."

The theme for Promise Keepers '95 was Raise the Standard. Each of the 13 conferences had the same eight topics,
with only the 45 scheduled speakers rotating topics from conference to conference. Dallas ecumenical pastor Tony
Evans spoke at 11 of the 13 conferences, while Jack Hayford and Bill McCartney spoke at eight each, Howard
Hendricks at six, E.V. Hill at five, and Gary Smalley at four. Some of the first-time Promise Keepers conference
speakers included Juan Carlos Ortiz, the pastor of Hispanic Ministries at apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal
Cathedral; Chuck Colson, co-author of the ecumenical accord "Evangelicals and Catholics Together" and recipient
of the Progress in Religion Award; self-esteem psychologizer, Dennis Rainey; psychologizing financial guru, Ron
Blue; Billy Graham's liberal son, Franklin Graham; Far East Broadcasting Company's Billy Kim, who speaks and
travels with hyper-charismatic David Yonggi Cho and is vice president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance;
John Wesley-White, evangelist for the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association; and charismatic Bruce Wilkinson.

-  The theme for 1996's rallies was Break Down the Walls -- Randy Phillips said, "There are centuries-old walls
built of pain, hurt, neglect and abuse. Our desire is to exalt the person of Christ and power of the cross in a way
that breaks down the walls that exist brother-to-brother, brother-to-sister, and church-to-church" (2/12/96,
Christian News, p. 1). Promise Keepers held 22, 2-day (Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 22 major U.S.
cities; the first in mid-April in the Los Angeles Coliseum, and the last in late-October in Dallas/Ft. Worth's Texas
Motor Speedway. Total attendance for the 22 conferences was more than one million men! Special Friday morning
seminars were also held in each of the 22 cities for "men in church leadership ... with the goal of uniting in
worship, instruction and encouragement."
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Each of the 22 Break Down the Walls conferences covered the same seven topics, with only the 69 scheduled
speakers rotating topics from conference to conference. Bill McCartney spoke at 13 of the meetings, while Dallas
ecumenical pastor Tony Evans, Jack Hayford, John Trent, Gary Smalley, Greg Laurie, Franklin Graham, Bruce
Wilkinson, and Chuck Colson spoke at three meetings each. [At the 9/96 rally in NYC, Colson, sounding like
"Mother" Teresa, said, "If you trust in God it doesn't matter what religion or race you are, we all belong to each
other."] Some of the first-time Promise Keepers conference speakers included John Dawson, charismatic author
and International Director for Urban Missions of Youth With A Mission (YWAM); Max Lucado, popular
psychologically-oriented author and Church of Christ pastor; James Robison, hyper-charismatic pastor and
televangelist; Haddon Robinson, ecumenical Gordon-Conwell professor and neo-evangelical writer for Radio Bible
Class; and Rick Ryan, pastor of the charismatically-oriented Calvary Chapel of Santa Barbara, California.

In addition to 1996's stadium rallies, hundreds of Wake-up Calls/Rallies (also called "Men's Ministry Leadership
Seminars"), "Key Men/Ambassador Training Seminars"; "Foundations for Effective Men's Ministries Seminars";
and "Building Men of Integrity Seminars" were held by PK from February-May, some of them in Catholic
churches, and some in Pentecostal churches. As an indication of PK's total lack of discernment, one of the Wake-
Up Call meetings was held on 2/6/96 at apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, California.

-  The theme for 1997's rallies was The Making of a Godly Man. Promise Keepers had originally scheduled 20, 2-
day (Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 20 major U.S. cities; the first in early-May in the Pontiac
Silverdome, and the last in late-October in Texas Stadium. Two were cancelled due to low attendance. [PK also
held a rally on 1/10/97 in Honolulu, Hawaii. Speakers included Jack Hayford, Billy Kim, and Bill McCartney.]
Each of the 18 The Making of a Godly Man conferences covered the same six topics, with only the 40 scheduled
speakers rotating topics from conference to conference. Total attendance for the 18 conferences was expected to be
about 900,000, but was only about 630,000. Special Friday morning "Clergy Conference for Men" meetings were
also scheduled in each of the 18 cities, with the theme "Becoming An Agent of Revival."

[Note: We are no longer going to make specific comments on each year's conference (as with the 1994-1997
conferences above), due in part to the waning influence of PK as a national phenomena.]

-  Not only can we surmise Promise Keepers theology by examining the theology of those it invites to speak at its
conferences and seminars, but also by the materials it makes available to its attendees. At the July, 1993, National
Conference in Colorado, psychotherapist Dr. Robert Hicks' book The Masculine Journey: Understanding the Six
Stages of Manhood was provided in hard cover to each of the 50,000 men who attended. Both the book and the
accompanying Study Guide at the time carried the Promise Keepers' logo, information, and/or phone numbers. At
the end of the book the statement was made: "Promise Keepers wants to provide men's materials (like this book) ..."
(p. 203). Moreover, the book was advertised in the July/August 1994 premier issue of the Promise Keepers
magazine New Man (as well as in subsequent issues -- New Man is now controlled by Charisma 's Stephen Strang),
as well as in Charisma magazine. Thus, it was reasonable to assume that Hicks' teachings were representative of
the Promise Keepers' doctrine of manhood. [In 10/94, Promise Keepers first began to make available a seven page
statement that was highly supportive of Hicks' teachings; see the end of this section and the 10/94 revised edition of
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries' 44-page booklet, Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy, for an analysis of this
statement. As of early-1996, Promise Keepers no longer sells The Masculine Journey at conferences or through its
catalogs, and when inquiries are made of PK, it no longer tries to defend the book and the study guide.
Nevertheless, PK continues to refer to Hicks' theology as "orthodox." See clarifying statement at the end of this
section.]

Hicks claims that his book will help identify the landmarks to watch out for along one's "masculine journey," "help
discover where you are in the journey, how to grow comfortable with your unique identity, how to move closer to
God, and how to experience genuine camaraderie with other men." To the contrary, we contend that Hicks' efforts
are nothing more than the same old psychoheresy (Freudian and Jungian, in Hicks' case), wrapped in bad exegesis
and a convoluted, psychologically-biased interpretation of Biblical language.

Hicks looks at the six Hebrew words translated as "man" or "male" in the Hebrew Bible and concludes that each of
these words reflects a different stage or stop on "the masculine journey" to manhood. (Hicks claims he learned
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these words at seminary.) He claims that the Hebrew word zakar "depicts man as a phallic being. Men have an
innate sexual force which sometimes gets denied, denigrated or perverted. ... gibbor ... means to be a warrior. ...
Sometimes the warrior ends up being wounded. ... enosh describes man in his woundedness, weakness, and frailty.
Men today have been wounded by abusive or absent fathers; by domineering mothers or teachers; by layoffs; by
failure, alcohol and divorce. ... many men are bleeding to death on the inside. ... zaken ... elder [mentor/sage]. This
is the man the Bible presents as connected to all of life, reconciling his past conflicts and making significant
contributions to his community and culture. ... The zaken time of life is the destination of the male journey and
should be sought after and celebrated" (Spring/Summer 1993, Men of Action). Hicks also claims that the word
àdam speaks of man created as a "noble savage"; this apparently comes from humanistic anthropologist Margaret
Mead's romantic idea that uncivilized people have a natural purity because they have not yet been corrupted by
society. Hicks also claims that Ìsh "reflects man as a ruler of his own soul, being independent of outside
considerations." (Reported in the Jul/Aug and Sep/Oct issues (1994) of PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

Therefore, Hicks' six stages to manhood, in order, are (1) creational male (àdam); (2) phallic male (zakar); (3)
warrior (gibbor); (4) wounded male (enosh); (5) native man (Ìsh); and (6) the sage (zaken). Following are some
lowlights from The Masculine Journey and/or the accompanying Study Guide: (All emphases added.)

(a) In chapter after chapter, subjective insights into manhood are offered through quotes by a host of
secular authors with a psychological or New Age bent. These include psycho-occultist Carl Jung,
inner-healing therapist Leanne Payne, transpersonal New Age psychiatrist and occultist/spiritualist
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross, and psychologist Sam Keen. (Keen is a former theologian in residence at
Esalen, the New Age/Eastern mystical therapeutic center south of San Francisco. Keen's books feature
vicious diatribes against Biblical Christianity.) [4/94, The Berean Call] One can also question Hicks
concerning his lead-in quote to Chapter One from former U.N. Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold:
"The longest journey is the journey inwards of him who has chosen his destiny" (pure New Age); and
to Chapter Two from evolutionist Charles Darwin: "Man with all his noble qualities still bears in his
bodily frame the indelible stamp of his lowly origin."

(b) In Hicks' discussion of man's (emotionally) wounded stage (enosh), he confuses sins and wounds:
"In order for men to discover what manhood is all about, they must descend into the deep places of
their own souls and find their accumulated grief. ... I am convinced many men in our society today are
lashing out at women, at society, at bosses, even at God -- all because they do not understand the
wounding experience. ... The story of Jacob ... illustrates a young man having been severely wounded
by a dysfunctional family system" (pp. 115-117). In addition, Hicks teaches that David was a "manic-
depressive" whose Psalms were the "musings" of a disordered mind (p. 114). [Wouldn't the Holy Spirit
would be impressed with such a statement! -- You have to be totally indoctrinated by inner healing
psychobabble to derive even a jot of such nonsense from the Bible (4/94, The Berean Call). This also
shows Hicks' low view of Scripture.]

(c) Hicks claims that what keeps men moving along this journey is having some other male mentors in
their lives and seeing Jesus as the primary voice of God in each stage. "Jesus ... was the second Adam
... was very much human ... was also very much zakar, phallic. ... I believe Jesus was phallic with all
the inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (pp. 180-181). [This seems to be either the result
of Freudian brainwashing or hanging out in locker rooms. Either way, it's blasphemous (4/94, The
Berean Call).]

(d) More blasphemy -- the movie The Last Temptation of Christ is referred to in a positive light!
Claiming that Jesus is a "phallic male," Hicks says Jesus "may have thought about it as the movie ...
portrays" (p. 181) -- referring to Jesus thinking about having sexual relations with a woman! But
doesn't Hicks' suggestion make Jesus guilty of the sin of lust, thereby embracing the movie's
blasphemy? In fact, the movie portrayed graphic sexual desire, not merely temptation. To cite The Last
Temptation of Christ as evidence that Jesus may have been tempted with lust for Mary Magdalene is as
blasphemous as that movie itself (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 6).
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Hicks even justifies gay men being Christians by claiming that Jesus was personally tempted with
homosexuality (p. 181)! (Has not Hicks read Romans 1:18ff.?)

(e) In the book's accompanying Study Guide, Section Three, "Exploring the Issues with Other Men" (p.
33), the following statement is made: "Our culture has presented many initiation rites, or passages to
manhood, that are associated with the phallus [penis]. Which ones have you experienced? Do you
have a story to share with other men about one such event?" He then lists such supposedly debilitating
"phallus" experiences as potty training and bed-wetting, pubic hair development, pornography, first
date, wedding night, and conceiving one's first child.

[Why do Christians need to talk about these things? Why so much emphasis on the penis? Freudian
psychology is based upon genitalia and the discussion of these matters, but the Bible condemns such
discussions (Eph. 5:4; Col. 3:8; Phil. 4:8,9). If we are dead to sin (Col. 3:1-3), should these questions
even be allowed in church? For example: What experience with pornography and the male sexual
organ could be discussed without the potential for stirring sinful thoughts? And what experience about
one's wedding night would be permissible to discuss with other men? Does not one's body now belong
to his wife? Is not the marriage bed sacred? How ungodly to discuss such intimacy with anyone else
but her!]

(f) Hicks doesn't stop here, but whines, "If only the church had alternative initiation rites to the ones
offered above. What creative alternative celebrations can you think of?" (p. 33). [How can this be?
Again, this is not possible without sin.]

(g) The majority of the book keeps referring back to the phallus. The first 70 pages do so clearly, and
so does the last chapter, "A New Male Journey." For example, Hicks says that "The phallus has always
been the symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (p. 51), and that all men have a "deep
compulsion to worship with our phallus" (p. 56). Hicks discusses the phallic stage -- "Possessing a
penis places unique requirements upon men before God in how they are to worship Him. We are called
to worship God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the
feminized males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (p. 51). Hicks' "phallus"
phraseology is clearly Freudian and brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than Biblical
manhood (Jul/Aug 1994, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).

(h) Hicks further discusses the matter of initiation, bemoaning the absence of ceremonial initiation rites
for adolescent males. He wishes there was "some way we could make more ceremonial the first rich
awareness of our mortality and utter sinfulness." He continues, "I'm sure many would balk at my
thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do it. But I do know we need to
do it." To defend (rationalize) his point, he talks about how we condemn our teens when "... they have
their first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or their first experience with sex or drugs ..."
He says we could look upon any of these "... as a teachable moment and a rite of passage. ..." Then he
purposes that "true elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate
the next generation for being human." Hicks closes the paragraph by saying, "Then they could move on
to the all-important issues of forgiveness and restoration ..." (p. 177). Unbelievable!

On what does Hicks base his teaching? Not the Bible, but rather his own personal experience of what it means to
be a man -- his arbitrary stages of manhood are developed in order to accommodate his own personal experience
and subjective psychological notions. By giving Biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some Biblical
language, Hicks deceives the undiscerning into believing the Bible validates everything he says about manhood.
Yet Hicks follows the predictable pattern of the psychological integrationist. He takes a psychological theory,
believes it to be valid under the guise of "all truth is God's truth," and then considers what the Bible might add. His
teaching originates from the opinions of godless men and the Bible is bent to conform. Since Hicks' book is the
official guide for "the masculine journey," it is reasonable to assume that Promise Keepers' mentoring will utilize
Hicks' stages of manhood, his secular psychology, his deceitful descriptions, and his mixed methods of
maneuvering men along (Jul/Aug & Sept/Oct 1994, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).
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Sadly, attendees at the 1993 Promise Keepers National Men's Conference were encouraged in a post-conference
follow-up letter to purchase The Masculine Journey Study Guide and to form Masculine Journey study groups
(4/94, The Berean Call). In fact, Promise Keepers media director Steve Chavis says, "All our success here
[regarding PK in general] is contingent upon men taking part in small groups when they return home" (2/6/95,
Christianity Today, p. 28).

[For further details of the psychotherapeutic encounter group format incorporated in the Masculine Journey Study
Guide, see Sarah H. Leslie's article in the 1/95, The Christian Conscience: "Promise Keepers: 'Encountering' Guys
at Risk," pp. 14-18.]

[See the Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, and Nov/Dec 1994 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter for further detailed
analysis of Hicks' book and of Promise Keepers' official response to those questioning Promise Keepers' support of
Hicks' book. PAL also has available for $3.00 a 44-page booklet titled Promise Keepers and PsychoHeresy, or for
$10.00, the 44-page booklet along with a two-tape message set and the previously cited 16-page Special Report
from Media Spotlight (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).]

-  In a seven-page fax received from Promise Keepers (PK) in 10/94, 2/95, 9/95, and again in 4/96, Promise
Keepers details its official support for Robert Hicks and The Masculine Journey. (This fax was being sent to anyone
who protested PK's use of The Masculine Journey.) PK states that they originally decided to officially sponsor
Hicks' book and Study Guide because, in their analysis, "What we discovered was a biblically-centered, frank, and
honest account of a man's journey with God. We were convinced that it would help men pursue Jesus Christ ... it
would be a tool that challenged men to grow in Christ likeness ..." PK claims that "Dr. Hicks is clearly choosing
God's Word to describe maleness." PK acknowledged that humanistic ideas clearly conflict with Christian values
and contradict Biblical teaching, "But those are not the values nor the teachings we find in the writings of Dr.
Hicks, Dr. James Dobson, Gary Smalley, Dr. John Trent, and Dr. Gary Oliver." Moreover, PK went to great length
to rationalize the sexual explicitness in the book, and concluded that the problem with The Masculine Journey is not
in its content, but "... in the way that the book is read."[!!] [Gary Smalley, John Trent, James Dobson, Chuck
Swindoll, Jack Hayford, Gary Oliver, Robert Hicks, and many others are in the forefront of Promise Keepers
speakers and writers. Their seduction by the most ungodly aspects of psychology has seriously tainted their
understanding of God's Word and even of the person of Jesus Christ Himself. This, if nothing else, should raise red
flags of danger for anyone who might feel attracted to Promise Keepers.]

[Note on PK's Promotion of The Masculine Journey: The following is excerpted and/or adapted from the
Psychoheresy Awareness Letter, July-August 1996:

Shortly after our article "Promise Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey went to press in 3/96,
they replaced the seven-page support letter with a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no
longer distributes the book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress."
After admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man that attended the 1993
conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The
Masculine Journey. No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of 6/17/96, Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The
Masculine Journey. The current statement says: "Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert
Hicks (1993, NavPress) could be understood in more than one way. Some of the content of the book
has unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of interpretations and responses involving theological
issues which Promise Keepers does not feel called to resolve." The statement continues to say that they
don't want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the focus of Promise Keepers. After again
saying that they no longer distribute the book, they state: "At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks' core
theology is consistent with orthodox evangelical Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a
forthright attempt on his part to deal with male issues from a biblical context." (Emphasis added.)

Sadly, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There is
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still no hint of warning, apology, or repudiation. Any fair reader of Promise Keepers' present statement
on The Masculine Journey would have to conclude that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine
Journey! The fact that leaders of Promise Keepers were involved in the development of the book,
identified it as a Promise Keepers book, and gave a copy to every man who attended the 1993
conference reveals the psychological foundations of the movement. Until Promise Keepers makes a
definitive statement confessing the error of being involved in the development of the book The
Masculine Journey, as well as of promoting and distributing it, they must be held culpable.]  [Back to
Text]

-  One thing that sounds so worthwhile is Promise Keepers attempt to stress strong male leadership in the local
church. But it seems as if Promise Keepers problem is not so much with female leadership per se as it is with lack
of male leadership. In other words: Women are leading more than men; it's better if men lead as much as women --
an "equality of leadership" as one Promise Keepers writer says (Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 142).
What PK clearly seems to be expressing is a desire not for men to take absolute leadership (as the Bible teaches),
but to begin to share in the leadership now held by women.

If Promise Keepers were to take the Biblical position as stated by the apostle Paul, they would lose some
popularity, because they would no longer receive the unbridled endorsement of wives that they now receive.
(Women say they want a strong man to follow, but not too strong. Certainly they don't want a man whose strength
or determination for God might interfere with the wife's psychological "needs" being met.) Promise Keepers
somehow recognizes this, and thus the macho posturing, all the while being very careful not to offend the ladies
who really remain in control. Thus, too, the popularity of Gary Smalley and his ilk who emasculate men while
claiming great success in achieving marital harmony. Women love Smalley because he focuses men's attention NOT
on how to please God, but how to please their wives, i.e., "meet their needs." Smalley even teaches wives how to
manipulate their husbands to get what they want. Gary Smalley's books and seminars are probably the most
dangerous to true masculinity on the market today, yet Promise Keepers promotes him widely. (Media Spotlight,
11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 8.) [The 6/95 Houston PK rally held in the Astrodome serves as a
good indication of the behind-the-scenes involvement of women in Promise Keepers. Of the 3,000 volunteers,
about two-thirds were women. Prior to the conference, these 2,000 or so women took part in anointing each chair in
the Astrodome with oil and then prayed over them. (Reported in the 6/18/95, Houston Chronicle, p. 4G).]

-  Promise Keepers also has established an inclusivistic, anti-Biblical position on homosexuality. The following was
taken from a Promise Keepers' 12/8/93 fax, titled simply, "Promise Keepers Statement":

"As to homosexuality, Promise Keepers shares the same historic and biblical stance taken by
Evangelicals and Catholics -- that sex is a good gift from God -- to be enjoyed in the context of
heterosexual marriage. Promise Keepers also recognizes that homosexuality is a complex and
potentially polarizing issue. There is a great debate surrounding its environmental and genetic origins,
yet as an organization we believe that homosexuals are men who need the same support,
encouragement and healing we are offering to all men. While we have clear convictions regarding the
issue of homosexuality, we are sensitive to and have compassion for the men who are struggling with
these issues. We, therefore, support their being included and welcomed in all our events."

What is so "complex" about the "issue" (read "sin") of homosexuality? God says this perversion is His judgment
for the sins of rejecting and rebelling against Him, and He condemns it throughout Scripture (Rom. 1:21-27; 1 Cor.
6:9-10; 1 Tim. 1:9-10; Jude 7). But then, sin is always a "polarizing issue" to those who live in the flesh rather than
by the Spirit. Also, homosexuality is not the result of environment and genetics (cf. Rom. 1:18-32)! Though
Promise Keepers acknowledges homosexuality as a sin in some of their literature, by claiming it can be understood
only in the confines of humanistic psychology and genetic research, rather than in what God says, they actually
promote homosexuality. Promise Keepers spokesman Steve Chavis concurs with the fax statement -- he says that
homosexuals "will find a message not of condemnation but of compassion," in PK's ministry (6/27/95, The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, p. B10). Rather than including and welcoming the homosexuals, Promise Keepers should be
preaching the Gospel of Christ to them, which is repentance for their sin and trust in Jesus Christ for salvation.
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Instead, Promise Keepers is apparently convinced that a person can be content to remain an unrepentant
homosexual and still be a genuine child of God. But God's Word is clear -- no unrepentant homosexual will
inherent the Kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9-11). Further, the apostle Paul commands that those who profess Christ
and yet openly practice sin should be removed from fellowship (1 Cor. 5:9-11), not "tolerated." [A Promise Keeper
can evidently be a committed abortionist also! An interview with Bill McCartney published in the 6/18/95 Houston
Chronicle quotes McCartney as saying that a Promise Keeper can be pro-choice because, "That's an individual
preference. We would not try to direct or influence that. ... We welcome everyone; no one is excluded."]

Robert Hicks, in his book heavily promoted by Promise Keepers, espoused a similar "sensitive" approach to the sin
of homosexuality (The Masculine Journey, pp. 133-134). This "tolerant" position on homosexuality is found in
many of the materials sponsored by Promise Keepers. While calling for strong male leadership in the churches,
Promise Keepers has whimped-out on an "issue" that strikes at the very heart of masculinity, and presents an
affront to God by its militant in-your-face challenge to accept sexual perversion or risk being called "unloving" and
judgmental (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 6).

-  Promise Keepers views Jesus as "the non-confrontive encourager." Geoff Gorsuch, in the PK manual Brothers!
Calling Men into Vital Relationships, presents a distorted view of Christ. For example, he says, "Jesus didn't view
men as losers. He saw them as lost" (p. 49). The Christ of Promise Keepers seems to prefer looking at men in an
inoffensive and positive manner -- mankind is not to be thought of in a demeaning term such as "loser," but as
individuals who just need a little help to find their way. The truth is that all men are losers and lost. A loser is one
who does not triumph. Since no man can by himself overcome sin, much less its penalty, he cannot be said to be
just neutrally "lost": He is a loser as well. Apart from God's grace we will all remain desperate losers condemned
and under the curse of sin. In man-to-man associations, some are winners and some are losers. But in man-to-God
relationships, every man is a loser of the worst sort. Our victory can only come through the Holy Spirit as the merits
of Christ's finished work on the cross are applied. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 4/95 O Timothy, "PROMISE
KEEPERS: Should Fundamentalists Get Involved?," pp. 11-12).

-  Also of great concern is Promise Keepers close association and fellowship with those in the charismatic
movement. (This concern arises because the "common experience" gained through charismaticism has typically
allowed for the setting aside of doctrinal differences, and has, thereby, more easily facilitated an unbiblical unity,
i.e., ecumenism.) As mentioned earlier in this report, not only have charismatics E.V. Hill and Jack Hayford
regularly spoken at the Promise Keepers Men's Conferences, but Bill McCartney's local Vineyard Christian
Fellowship pastor and ex-convict/ex-drug addict, James Ryle, is on the Board of Directors of Promise Keepers.
(He is, also, now a regular speaker at PK meetings, and has left the pastorate for a full time speaking/conference
ministry.) Ryle's position of leadership in Promise Keepers is most disconcerting because of his clear association
with "signs & wonders," hyper-charismatic, self-proclaimed "prophet" John Wimber, the (now deceased) co-
founder of the Vineyard Movement.

Ryle, like Wimber, declares himself to be a modern prophet, and thus, claims to have many of the same
"revelatory" powers claimed by Wimber. For example, at an 11/90 Vineyard Harvest Conference in Denver, Ryle
asserted that God instructed him to reveal to the church that both the Beatles and their music were the result of a
special anointing of the Holy Spirit, and that God was looking for others upon whom to place that anointing,
supposedly to bring about a worldwide revival through music. Ryle said:

"The Lord has appointed me as a lookout and shown me some things that I want to show you ... The
Lord spoke to me and said, 'What you saw in the Beatles -- the gifting and the sound that they had --
was from Me. ... It was My purpose to bring forth through music a worldwide revival that would usher
in the move of My Spirit in bringing men and women to Christ. ...'"

In the same manner, Ryle claimed that God gave him a vision of a Beatles' concert where the audience, instead of
screaming the names of the Beatles, were this time "screaming the Name -- Jesus." Such a prophecy, that millions
will be saved through a reintroduction of the "anointed music" (and demonic, Hinduistic philosophies) originally
"given" through the Beatles, could not possibly have been from the Holy Spirit! Instead, Ryle's statements clearly
reveal the Satanic delusions under which he and other so-called modern prophets are "ministering" (Jan-Feb '91,
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Foundation). One should be leery of any "prophet" who discerns the demonic as anointed.

[Ryle preached a similar sermon at his Boulder Valley Vineyard Church on 7/1/90, entitled "Sons of Thunder." In
that sermon, Ryle alleges that God is about to anoint Christian musicians with the same "anointing that was
originally given to the Beatles." He said God told him in a dream that, "I called those four lads from Liverpool to
myself. There was a call from God on their life; they were gifted by My hand; and it was I who anointed them, for
I had a purpose, and the purpose was to usher in the charismatic renewal with musical revival around the world."
Ryle goes on to say that God told him He lifted the Beatles anointing in 1970 and has held it in His hand since, but
that He is about to release it again in the church. (Reported in the 2/96, The Christian Conscience, p. 20.) In other
words, Ryle says the Beatles rebelled against God's purpose, so the idea had to be sacked! Apparently God's will
was thwarted by the Beatles and God has yet to come up with plan "B"!]

More on Ryle's charismaticism -- from a Dreams and Visions Prophetic Conference brochure (8/4/94-8/6/94),
announcing James Ryle as a speaker:

"After a traumatic childhood, years of neglect in an orphanage, and imprisonment in the Texas State
Penitentiary, God filled James Ryle with love, identity, and purpose. He began preaching in 1972,
exhibiting a great gift for communicating the Word of God in relevant, revealing, and redemptive ways.
James travels extensively in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, advancing the church through prophetic
preaching and conference teaching. James is the author of the very popular book The Hippo in the
Garden (Creation House:1993). In 1989 it was prophesied that James would be a 'seer' to the body of
Christ. That same year, he had a dream where he saw a hippo in the garden. After seeking God for the
interpretation, James says the Lord revealed that the hippo represents a new prophetic movement that
will sweep the church and impact the world. According to James, the new movement will appear as
out-of-place amid the status quo as a hippo walking in an English garden. James has also written an
article about dreams and visions in the 8/93 Charisma: 'Hearing God's Voice in Living Color.'"

In a 1995 book (with foreword by Bill McCartney), A Dream Come True: A Biblical Look at How God Speaks
Through Dreams and Visions, Ryle again adds to God's written Word his own subjective personal revelations,
visions, words of prophecy, and dreams. Ryle invites men to begin analyzing their dreams, and concludes the book
by inviting the reader to ask the Lord for a vision of Jesus as "God has given each one of us what I call vision
hunger -- an appetite for revelation from God, an inner need for visual soul stimulation" (p. 228). As Ryle
proclaimed in The Hippo in the Garden, to him "The Bible is not an end in itself, rather, it is the God-given means
to an end" (p. 74). What Ryle and others in the Vineyard, and, hence, the Vineyard-spawned Promise Keepers, are
teaching is that God's written Word should be viewed through the lens of one's personal, spiritual experiences,
dreams, and visions as opposed to rightly asserting that one's personal spiritual experiences ought to be viewed
through the lens of God's written Word. (Reported in the 2/96, The Christian Conscience, pp. 21, 26. See also Carl
Widrig Jr.'s article in the 5/96, The Christian Conscience, "Is God Saying What James Ryle is Saying," pp. 46-47)

-  Like James Ryle, Bill McCartney also claims direct revelation for God. On a "PK This Week" radio program
(9/28/96), McCartney speaking at the 1995 Oakland PK Conference, in a message titled, "The Power of a Promise
Kept," said that God told him, "If men of color don't come to PK, then I'm not coming either." McCartney said that
some men sent him mail challenging him that what he said "wasn't scripturally sound -- what right do you have to
get up and say this?" McCartney's answer: "But I knew in my heart I had heard that [from God] so I stood by it."
Later he says that at the PK Portland meeting: "The Holy Spirit of God came on me like you can't believe and
validated me and said, 'Yes, you have been speaking my heart. Keep speaking what I have put on your heart.'"

-  The Vineyard influence in Promise Keepers is most disconcerting. As mentioned earlier, McCartney, Phillips, and
Ryle were all affiliated with Vineyard churches. Paul Cain, one of the original Vineyard "prophets," claims that PK
is the fulfillment of a divine dream he received when he was 19 years old (8/30/95 message at Christ Chapel,
Florence, AL). The Vineyard movement believes that God is giving new revelation today and that the miraculous
signs of the early church should be normative for today.

The phenomenon known as "Holy Laughter" revivals began in a Vineyard church in Canada in January of 1994. It
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became known as the "Toronto Blessing" during South African Evangelist Rodney Howard-Browne's meetings
there in October of 1994. When people were "slain in the Spirit," they began to roll on the floor and laugh
hysterically, sometimes for hours. (These revivals now even include barking like dogs and making other animal
noises as evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit.) A 9/94 Charisma magazine article reports that John Wimber's
Vineyard churches in the U.S. had been largely swept up by the strange incidents. Would it be surprising to see this
"advanced" (demonic) form of charismania show up in the near future in one of Promise Keepers stadium rallies?
Charisma is even now referring to Promise Keepers as the "Boulder Blessing" (5/95, Charisma). (For more on the
laughing phenomena, see the 1995 Media Spotlight 16-page Special Report titled "Holy Laughter: Rodney Howard-
Browne and the Toronto Blessing.")

-  I think we can only expect to see more of this evil, ecumenical, hyper-charismatic influence in future Promise
Keepers' conferences, materials, etc. For example, Charisma magazine is the official voice of the charismatic
movement. (Charisma has supported the work of such leading charismatics as Oral Roberts, Jimmy Swaggart, and
Jim and Tammy Bakker. It has endorsed Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, and other hyper-charismatics who
have denied such fundamental doctrines as the deity of Christ and the Trinity. It has also endorsed the "Holy
Laughter" phenomena.) Charisma 's founding editor, Stephen Strang (Strang Communications Company), entered
into a partnership with Promise Keepers in early 1994 to publish a bimonthly men's magazine titled New Man: For
Men of Integrity. (Initial 5/94 premier issue press-run was 225,000, and was distributed free to attendees at the first
six 1994 PK conferences; as of 4/97, the publisher reports a paid circulation of over 330,000, more than double that
of Christianity Today, the leading "evangelical" magazine in America.) Strang says:

"This high-quality magazine will feature practical articles designed to encourage and equip its readers
to become godly men. It will be a lively publication for men of the '90s, appealing to their interests,
such as sports, hobbies and health. Like Promise Keepers, the magazine will cross ethnic and
denominational boundaries to unite men in Jesus Christ -- a magazine for any man who loves Jesus and
is born of the Spirit -- charismatic, evangelical, Protestant or Catholic" (4/94, Charisma).

The editorial advisory board of New Man includes reconstructionist Wellington Boone and hyper-charismatic Jack
Hayford. New Man also publishes articles, advice, and interviews from psychologizers Gary Smalley, Tony Evans,
Larry Burkett, Howard Hendricks, Jack Hayford, Bill McCartney, Gary Oliver, Luis Palau, James Dobson, Ken
Canfield, and Bill Bright. [In April of 1997, New Man became an independent publication, but remained part of
Strang's publishing conglomerate.]

-  The premier issue of New Man featured a profile on Bill McCartney (pp. 29-37). The story reports that before
dawn most days, the "emotionally challenged" McCartney (i.e., "I'm just learning to love and be loved.") and his
wife read together a few pages from psychologizer Gary Oliver's book Real Men Have Feelings Too. McCartney
would then go to his office overlooking Colorado's Folsom Stadium. Upon arrival, he would make sure to "pray
over each chair, 'invoking the Spirit of the Living God' on any fixtures in reach" of anyone who might enter that
day. McCartney thinks this charismatic ritual "honors God and invites His Spirit here." McCartney also tells of his
consecrating the Colorado football program "to the Lordship of Jesus Christ," and that by God's grace, Colorado
then won a national championship! This charismatic nonsense would be humorous were it not for its tragic
consequences.

[McCartney resigned his $350,000-a-year head football coaching job in January of 1995, in order to spend more
time with his family and working with Promise Keepers. It remains a mystery what qualifies this man to lead a
men's movement. He readily admits that for decades he failed his wife and family in the worst possible ways.
Moreover, to our knowledge, he was "the only major college football coach in America with two illegitimate
grandchildren sired by two different players upon his only daughter" (1/96, GQ magazine, p. 111).]

-  The 12/13/97 World magazine says: "PK founder Bill McCartney has written a disturbing book -- disturbing for
what it leaves out." Sold Out, supposedly an autobiography about the ups and downs of his marriage, omits any
mention of his adulterous affair, or that his daughter got pregnant twice out of wedlock by two different members of
his football team. He did mention though that his wife four years ago was bulimic and suicidal and that he had been
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an alcoholic [drunkard]. (Source: 1/1/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Not to be left out of the "rally crowd," a number of look-alike PK organizations for women have been created
(the total attendance at all look-alike events for 1998 were expected to top 600,000, which makes the women's
groups larger than PK itself). The women's groups "are a combination of revival meeting and spiritual pep rally ...
[having] much in common with secular self-improvement and motivational seminars: Disorders are the order of the
day, and victimhood almost always precedes victor" (4/6/98, Christianity Today):

(a) "Heritage Keepers" conducted its first conference 8/10/96 in Wichita, Kansas, with 8,000
registration requests for only 3,000 available seats. "Heritage Keepers is designed to teach a woman
how to be godly to her family, God, and community," says pastor Bob Beckler, who created it with his
wife Lori. Speakers were John Trent, a frequent speaker on the PK circuit and author of How to
Handle Your Promise Keeper [does not this title speak volumes about the manipulative focus of PK
and why PK receives such overwhelming support from the wives of PK-ers!] along with psychological
counselor Marge Caldwell and four-temperaments guru Florence Littauer.

(b) Deborah Tyler of Morristown, Tennessee, organized four "Keys for Abundant Living: A Promise
Keepers Counterpart" conferences in 1996. Meetings were held in Dallas, Birmingham, Nashville, and
Little Rock, each drawing about 1,000 women, with speakers including Anne Graham Lotz, Gloria
Gaither, and Luci Swindoll. Conferences were planned for seven Southern cities in 1997. They are part
of Tyler's Renaissance Ministries, designed "to provide opportunities for women to be challenged,
inspired, and encouraged and to lead each woman to a personal commitment to God's Word as the
ultimate authority for successful living."

(c) One of the most ambitious undertakings may be that of "Chosen Women: Daughters of the King."
This new Pasadena, California-based group (founded by Susan Kimes, in conjunction with Calvary
Church in Santa Ana, California, where she has held women's conferences since 1985) had hoped to
attract 80,000 women to the Rose Bowl May 16-17, 1997, with speakers such as Ruth Graham, Anne
Graham Lotz, Elisabeth Elliot, Bunny Wilson, and Jill Briscoe. Actually, 30,000 attended, which is still
the largest women-only stadium rally since the Promise Keepers men's movement began. Women of all
ages sang, danced, did the wave, blew bubbles, batted beach balls, prayed, and applauded the all-
female slate of speakers. Attendees paid between $56 and $71 in registration fees for the experience
(6/16/97, Christianity Today).

(d) In 1997, "Women of Faith: Joyful Journey" meetings nationwide drew about 197,000 women at 15
conferences organized by Women of Faith (up from 38,000 in 1996). (For 1998, Women of Faith's
leadership was projecting double that total for 29 conferences under the theme "Bring Back the Joy.")
They are sponsored by Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics, the Freudian "mental health" clinics in
Richardson, Texas ("It was time for the clinics to do something for women in America [to] help them
celebrate life and God's grace," says New Life's Stephen Arterburn -- "I really believe that the idea was
a gift from God." Arterburn sees Women of Faith as a good patient recruiting tool for psychological
counseling: "The clinics always did conferences dealing with problems, and the response was
underwhelming." He says they revised the Women of Faith conference focus "to see how many more
people we could reach by celebrating what is good about life." "At Women of Faith events, New Life
and their Remuda clinics (which specialize in eating disorders) are on hand to provide information
about their counseling services."). Several speakers on the Women of Faith circuit are best known as
humor writers, including Patsy Clairmont, Barbara Johnson, and Luci Swindoll. Zondervan is
producing a Women of Faith Bible and study guides; Integrity Music is planning worship music
products; and Campus Crusade's Women Today International will provide follow-up materials.
(Reported in the 3/3/97 & 4/6/98 issues of Christianity Today.)

(e) Other groups that have sprung up in recent years include "Aspiring Women" of Nashville,
Tennessee; "Suitable Helpers" of Wheat Ridge, Colorado; "Promise Reapers" of Houston; "A Promise
Kept" of Los Angeles; and "Praise Keepers" of Eldon, Missouri [the latter's co-founder Donna Henley
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says: "Women's ministries are always bigger than the men. This will be bigger than the men's" [she has
proved to be correct] (3/1/97, Calvary Contender)].

(f) A Focus on the Family sponsored one-day event in Nashville on 9/21/97 drew 19,600 women from
47 states and Canada (with a 20,000 wait-list). James Dobson was the only male speaker at the
"Renewing the Heart" conference. Five more conferences are scheduled for 1998, at $48 per attendee.

-  There are also PK off-shoots targeting other groups. One such group is "Young Warriors," a PK program
targeting teens. The first program was held in 9/96 in Dallas, and featured a day of rock concerts, speakers, and
games. The concerts included Christafari, Sixpence None the Richer, Prayer Chain, The Walter Eugenes, E-Ric,
Judah, Audio Adrenaline, and others including local bands. The speakers included Miles McPherson, Jacob Aranza,
and local youth pastors. Games included Sumu Wrestling, Velcro Wall, Bungee Run, Just, and more. Tickets were
$20. Dallas YOUNG WARRIORS was sponsored by: Z Music Television, World Vision, CCM Magazine, and
others.

-  The music at PK rallies has usually been typical "Christian" Contemporary Music (CCM). Look for rap music to
begin to take over. Mike De'Vine, a rapper and former member of the vile rap group "2 Live Crew" (De'Vine says
he left the group in 1989 after growing sick of the lifestyle) hooked up with PK to provide "music" at its 1996
stadium rallies (both writing and performing). De'Vine claims to have "turned to Christ and a new rap message,
recording five albums on his own label. ... [He] believes he's on the cusp of breaking into the big time, and he's
looking to PK as a pulpit." PK is also interested in De'Vine and his rap music to help bolster PK's new youth
program. De'Vine says: "That's what the aim is, to blow up positive rap music, man. We're going to bust it up with
Promise Keepers. We'll be doing the 2 Live Crew thing all over again -- only this time it will be positive."
(Reported in the 1/26/96, Rocky Mountain News, "Ex-2 Live Crew member on a divine mission," pp. 17D & 19D).

-  Promise Keepers has also gotten into the Study Bible business. PK and Zondervan have entered into a partnership
to create a Promise Keepers Study Bible, that will contain notes and guides specifically designed for men who
attend PK conferences. This is PK's second such venture with Zondervan, the world's largest Bible publisher.
Zondervan produced 200,000 Next Step kits for sale at the 1995 conferences -- a multimedia kit containing a book,
a video, and an audio cassette "to help men take the next step in their Christian walk" (7/31/95, Christian News, p.
14).

-  Theistic evolution is the unbiblical belief that God was involved in the evolutionary process, originally creating
lower life forms, then letting them evolve by random chance (or continuing to create various species over millions
of years), eventually infusing evolved man with a soul. PK's official magazine at the time, New Man, endorsed
theistic evolution and argued that whether or not God used evolution to bring man into existence is of little
importance (New Man, Jul-Aug, 1996, p. 54; as reported in the 3/97, The Berean Call).

Contrary to PK's belief, the manner in which man came into existence is of critical importance! If the earth is
millions or billions of years old, with death thereby occurring prior to Adam's sin, then the Biblical doctrines of sin
and salvation are moot? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages
of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for
sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing! Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that a so-called "Christian" ministry believe in
literal creationism as taught in the Bible?

-  To combat the decline in masculine virtue, our humanistic society offers a cure far worse than the disease itself.
A rash of neo-pagan books and seminars attempts to get men in touch with their buried masculinity. And thousands
of men flock to rustic retreats to don tribal masks and beat drums in hopes of forcing their hidden "wildman" to
emerge (4/94, Charisma). But is there really much difference here from the "Christianized" version emerging
through McCartney's Promise Keepers meetings (with Promise Keepers' endorsement of Robert Hicks' six stages of
manhood), Ed Cole's Christian Men's Network, Ken Canfield's National Center for Fathering, Gene Goetz's
Maximum Man conferences, and other such charismatic and psychoheretical attempts at "celebrating Biblical
manhood"? (PK is also spawning dozens of other parachurch groups such as Dad's University, Career Impact
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Ministries, Business Life Management, Men Reaching Men, and Fathers and Brothers.) Even Promise Keepers
supporters such as Strang and Charisma magazine appear to have inadvertently recognized the similarity:

"At times, July's meeting [1993 National Men's Conference in Boulder] resembled a pep rally with
Jesus cheers. 'Hit him! Hit him! Hit him!' men chanted, as pastor E.V. Hill of Los Angeles challenged
them to defeat the devil in their lives" (4/94 Charisma).

Robert Hicks, when discussing his warrior stage in the previously referred to book, The Masculine Journey, even
quotes favorably from Patrick Arnold's book, Wildmen, Warriors and Kings: Masculine Spirituality and the Bible.
Arnold's book is not based on Scripture, but on the Jungian collective unconscious, Jungian archetypes, and other
aspects of Jungian occult spirituality. Hicks also refers authoritatively to another men's movement author, Jungian
psychoanalyst Robert Moore, from a book co-authored by Moore -- King, Warrior, Magician, Lover:
Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine.

Many of the speakers at Promise Keepers conferences refer to what is called "the wounded male soul." This
woundedness supposedly "springs from the cultural estrangement of boys from their fathers and the emotional
repression American culture has deemed necessary for true maleness" (2/6/95, Christianity Today, p. 25). In
response, the hidden "wildman/warrior" is resurrected to save the day, but this time in "Christian" garb. At the
10/94 Dallas meeting held in Texas Stadium, the men in attendance raised their hands and sang, "'Face to face,
brother to brother, back to back, warrior to warrior,' as the words were flashed on the giant screens overhead"
(11/10/94, The Charlotte Observer, p. 11A). Even D. James Kennedy, in a salute to Promise Keepers on his 9/18/94
television show, inadvertently (?) acknowledged that Promise Keepers is a "Christian" alternative to "the secular
revolution of men leading them out into the woods and to their tom-toms ..." (In early 1995, Kennedy also taped a
radio interview with Robert Hicks, in which Hicks' book The Masculine Journey was treated with great favor.)

-  Promise Keepers may be a tool for those holding the Manifest Sons of God doctrines to market their beliefs to
the rest of the American church. These beliefs, which are foundational to the "laughing phenomenon" associated
with Rodney Howard-Browne, are now entering mainstream churches of all denominations via Promise Keepers.
(Former Vineyard head (deceased) John Wimber had given his whole-hearted approval to the laughing
phenomenon.) The Manifest Sons of God believe that Christ cannot incarnate in a divided body; therefore, it's
crucial that the Church be united. Another term for this is "Joel's Army." Promise Keepers has been linked to this
army. An article in Jewell van der Merwe's Discernment newsletter states:

"In a recent interview in response to a question as to whether the Promise Keepers could be fulfilling
the prophecy in Joel of raising an army, [Pastor] James Ryle answered, "Yes. ... 300,000 men have
come together so far this year under Promise Keepers. ... Never in history have 300,000 men come
together except to go to war. These men are gathered for War."

Promise Keepers has incorporated key doctrines of the Manifest Sons of God into their material. The 2/95 issue of
Suitable Helpers, a newsletter for women participating in Promise Keepers, expresses that believers can become
Christ Incarnate: "Our Lord is calling out a great host of men ready and willing to become 'Christs' in their
homes: Promise Keepers. In grand, bold sweeps, God has mustered an army." [Noticing the potential political
nature of this men's movement is none other than The New Age Journal, which ran an article favorable to Promise
Keepers in its 4/95 edition. The article noted the odd combination of New Age men's movement ideology (Robert
Bly's pantheism) combined with the political evangelicalism of Pat Robertson.]

Promise Keepers appears to be creating a new "folk" religion. The large mass rallies, the exaltation of emotion over
reason, the lack of doctrinal integrity, the taking of oaths (the seven promises), the focus on fatherland and
fatherhood, and the ecumenical inclusion of aberrant esoteric doctrines bears a disconcerting similarity to an era
which gave rise to one of the most dreadful armies in history. The infiltration of Manifest Sons of God doctrines
into Promise Keepers (via Vineyard) combined with New Age ideologies (via Robert Bly and Robert Hicks)
appears to create a new American folk theology: pantheism, the idolatry of self, the belief in a divine mandate to
take the land, the superiority of a group, and the necessity of group hysteria. (Excerpted and/or adapted from
"Promise Keepers: A Militant Unity?," Ed Tarkowski and Sarah Leslie, 4/95, The Christian Conscience, p. 18.)
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[Is Promise Keepers going to be used to mobilize worldwide support for a bimillennial celebration of Jesus 2000th
birthday Jubilee, a celebration already intertwined with the New Age movement? This appears to be the case.
There was a favorable review in the Jul/Aug 1995 issue of New Man, of New Ager Jay Gary's book, The Star of
2000. Gary's self-published book advocates such a celebration (Pastor Bill Randles, 8/22/95 open letter to Bill
McCartney). (See the recent Spiritual Counterfeits Project article entitled "Sign of the Times: Evangelical and New
Agers Together," for a detailed exposé on Jay Gary and New Age friends.)]

-  Charles Grandison Finney was an early-19th century revivalist in the Northeastern part of the United States, and
a kindred spirit of John Wesley. (Wesley was steeped deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics,
claimed to have read them avidly, and was instrumental in publishing a great number of these Roman Catholic
works. This false mysticism stayed with Wesley all his life. Finney doctrinalized Wesley's "second experience"
teaching.) Finney's introduction of new methods for getting converts and the orchestrating of emotion and
excitement in huge revival gatherings was clearly based on his heretical understanding of being born-again. Finney
writes that he repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of God's sovereignty in salvation, including the vicarious
nature of the atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of preaching revival. Finney's purpose was solely to
convince the human will and produce decisions and commitments.

Finney's "new measures" in revivalism left an indelible stamp upon Evangelicalism. Evangelism crusades, revival
meetings, the altar call, the "decision" to "accept" Christ, the "prayer of faith," the use of excitement and emotion to
facilitate "decisions" for Christ, and the attempt to promote the moral reformation of the culture can all be
attributed to the "new measures" introduced by Finney in the 1830s. Many of the modern movements such as
Church Growth, Promise Keepers, and the so-called Religious Right find their roots in Finney. Evangelicals
cannot escape his influence.

The problem with Finney's influence on modern-day evangelicalism is that Finney's methods produce "results." He
initiated what was called the "Second Great Awakening." Great revivals were reported in towns and cities
throughout the country. Lives were reportedly changed. Moral reformations reportedly occurred. But since Finney
did not preach the total corruption of the human nature and rejected the truth of justification by grace through faith
alone, the basis for his "results" could not have been the Holy Spirit. Finney's results were exactly as Finney
defined them -- a human dynamic.

We must, therefore, also question the multitudes who have become "men of integrity" by sharing in the emotion
and excitement of Promise Keepers revivals. Is not Promise Keepers also not the work of the Holy Spirit, but rather
of emotions, methods, and group dynamics orchestrated to produce decisions, commitments, and modify behavior -
- in other words, a human dynamic? By employing Finney's methods, one gains Finney's results ("Assessing the
Promise Keepers," 12/25/95, Christian News, pp. 1, 7-8.].

-  Promise Keepers is apparently willing to give up the true treasures given by Christ for a feel-good experience
with the guys. Promise Keepers and others dedicated to the Christian men's movement are unbiblically preoccupied
with man himself and from man's perspective. They are at best doomed to a grace-barren, fleshly form of
"godliness." Instead, the emphasis should be focusing on God Himself, getting to know Him and His way through
His Word (4/94, The Berean Call, and 9/19/94, Christian News).

It is highly unlikely that an organization that waffles on doctrinal integrity will inspire men to truly be men of God.
Strength of leadership honors God only when it is in compliance with God's written Word. To ignore doctrinal
integrity, as Promise Keepers does, nullifies any other claims to integrity. While claiming to be an instrument to
draw men closer to Jesus Christ, Promise Keepers is in reality minding earthly things. Their God may not be their
belly (Phil. 3:13-21), but it certainly appears to be their loins (Media Spotlight, Vol. 16 - No. 1, "Promise Keepers
Update," pp. 8,10.).

If men are to come together as men, they would do well to follow what the Bible says rather than Freudian fables,
Jungian myths, and other self-serving, man-made psychologies. And they would do well to gather together in the
place where they are meant to grow -- in the local church -- not in huge "techno-tent" rallies with "mob
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psychology" or in groups using encounter group techniques and undermining important doctrinal distinctives.
Indeed, the magnitude and the extent of Promise Keepers' aberrations from orthodoxy warrant a rejection of the
entire movement (Promise Keepers &PsychoHeresy, p. 29).

-  A telltale sign that there is something desperately wrong with the PK movement is the favorable press given to
Promise Keepers by the worldly media. Why would the world be promoting Promise Keepers when Jesus said the
world would hate us as it hated Him? (Pastor Bill Randles, 8/22/95 open letter to Bill McCartney).

One worldly source that has not praised Promise Keepers is Scott Raab, writer-at-large for GQ magazine:

"There's nothing new, much less revolutionary, in what Promise Keepers is pushing, which is not really
about Jesus Christ at all, but about Satan. After listening to all the speeches and the prayers [at the 9/95
Oakland, California PK conference], after reading their books and magazines, it's abundantly clear that
these guys see the Archenemy everywhere, but especially in the mirror. What PK offers men finally is
protection -- from themselves" (1/96, GQ magazine, pp. 129-130).

-  Can two walk together except they be agreed? (Amos 3:3). It must be assumed that those who participate in the
PK movement also agree with their kindred in that movement. It must also be assumed that pastors who attend PK
rallies embrace the doctrine that God was once a man as do their "Mormon brethren." It must also be assumed that
those pastors who send or take their men to PK meetings agree with the Pentecostal "flavor" of those meetings and
wouldn't mind if those men came back home from PK speaking in tongues, rolling down the aisles, and recruiting
other men to do the same. Any pastor who takes or sends his men to a PK rally is a traitor to the cause of Christ, is
an unfaithful shepherd over the flock of God, and has betrayed the trust placed in him by his congregation to
protect them against the wolves. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 1/96 The Wilderness Voice, pp. 6-7).

Note fm Media Spotlight: The 7 Promiscuities (a miscellaneous mixture or mingling of persons or things) of
Promise Keepers -- (1) Catholicism; (2) Mormonism; (3) Charismaticism; (4) Psychology; (5) Merchandising; (6)
False Doctrine; (7) Blasphemy.

Note fm PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries: Promise Keepers Board Members and Church Affiliation:

Readers have asked us the names and church affiliations of the members of the Board of Directors of the Promise
Keepers. The following names were supplied to us by Promise Keepers. The church affiliations were established by
calling individual board members or secretaries to these men, or by asking one board member the church affiliation
of another board member. We believe the following is accurate: [Updated for late-1997 changes.]

Dick Blair -- Vail Bible Church, Vail, CO
Ron Blue -- head of Ronald Blue & Co., a financial advisory firm
Huron Claus -- American Indian (CHIEF--Christian Hope Indian Eskimo Fellowship)
Jack Hayford -- Church on the Way (Four Square; Charismatic), Van Nuys, CA
Dr. Howard Hendricks -- Northwest Bible Church, Dallas, TX
E. Peb Jackson -- First Presbyterian (PCUSA), Colorado Springs, CO
Bill McCartney -- Vineyard Christian Fellowship (Charismatic), Longmont, CO
Dr. Jesse Miranda -- Faith Tabernacle (Charismatic), El Monte, CA
George Morrison -- Faith Bible Chapel (Charismatic), Arvada, CO
Dr. Gary Oliver -- Mission Hills Baptist (Baptist General Conference), Denver, CO
A. L. Overton -- Greenwood Community Church (Evangelical Presby.), Greenwood Village, CO
Hank Peters -- Cherry Hills Community Church (Evangelical Presby.), Cherry Hills Village, CO
Bishop Phil Porter -- All Nations Pentecostal Church of God in Christ, Denver, CO (Board chm.)
David Roadcup -- Grace Fellowship, Louiseville, CO (Board v.chm.)
James Ryle -- Vineyard Christian Fellowship (Charismatic), Longmont, CO
Alonzo E. Short, Jr. -- (Affiliation unknown at this time)
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Michael T. Timmis* -- Roman Catholic Attorney and Businessman, Detroit, Michigan

[Note: PK has recently made a significant effort to dissuade observers of its Vineyard connections. James Ryle
changed the name of his church to "Vinelife Community Church." At an 8/98 Oregon PK rally, Randy Phillips was
identified as a member of Faith Bible Chapel in Denver. Nevertheless, since the Vineyard stigma remains, we have
not changed the names of the McCartney-Ryle church affiliations.]  [Back to Text]

*4/97 & 8/99 Updates: The 1997 Summer Conference brochure for the Roman Catholic Franciscan University of
Steubenville said: "And you won't want to miss Mike Timmis, a highly respected Catholic attorney and
businessman, an inspiring evangelist, and a member of Promise Keeper's Board of Directors." In addition, in
July 1998, Timmis was named chairman of Prison Fellowship, succeeding Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson.

*7/97 Update: PK has now changed their Statement of Faith so as to not exclude Catholics! Section five of the
Promise Keepers credo previously read: "We believe that man was created in the image of God, but because of sin,
was alienated from God. That alienation can be removed only by accepting, through faith alone, God's gift of
salvation, which was made possible by Christ's death." Concerned about PK's exclusionary statement in light of
PK's courting of Catholics, several Catholic theologians reviewed the statement and presented their objections to
Glen Wagner, PK's V.P. of National Ministries. As a result, PK revised section five to read "Only through faith,
trusting in Christ alone for salvation, which was made possible by His death and resurrection, can that alienation be
removed." This change suits the Roman Catholic Church just fine. Its definition of grace includes sacraments.
"Grace," by Rome's definition, means Christ, by His death, has provided salvation to be distributed by the Catholic
Church to those sinners who adhere to its sacraments. The New Catholic Catechism states: "The Church affirms
that for believers the sacraments of the New Covenant are necessary for salvation" (1129). Paul Edwards, Promise
Keepers' vice president for advancement, explained that the statement of faith is a 'dynamic' document, and that
Promise Keepers is open to change. (Mike Aquilina, Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11). [In the same
article, McCartney was quoted as saying that full Catholic participation in PK was his intention from the start.]

Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper Update: A revised edition of this book (now in paperback) was published in
early-1999. Some new material was added from new authors, as well as changes in wording in a few places, most
notably being the revision of Jack Hayford's infamous statement that: "Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's
Table. Whether your tradition celebrates it as Communion, Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all
called to this centerpiece of Christian worship"; the naming all of these has been removed, and, instead, says
merely, "whatever your tradition ..." The Tony Evans' chapter was also gone from the revised book (he previously
received a lot of heat for his comments on the roles of men and women in marriage), and the Randy Phillips
introduction was also gone in exchange for a similar one (plenty of stories) from Bill McCartney. Also a significant
change was the suggested reading material at the back of the book -- gone was The Masculine Journey. It is clear
that PK is trying to take out of the book things that were particularly controversial.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/99
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The Promise Keepers Movement is Dangerous --
Watch Out For It!
By M. H. Reynolds, Editor, Foundation magazine

Foundation, Vol. XVI, Issue 1

Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, CA 93412

A new men's movement called Promise Keepers is sweeping our nation like a wildfire. Is it of God, or man? Will it
solve the problems of those who have embraced its principles and teachings, or will it compound those problems?
Can a Biblical answer be given to those important questions now, or is it best to withhold judgment until a later
time? Obviously, some very conflicting views already exist as to the basis, programs, benefits and goals of the
Promise Keepers movement. This report is based upon the actual words of its leaders made in public meetings,
contained in press releases, or printed in books, magazines and articles which have either been published or
endorsed by leaders of the Promise Keepers movement. It is obvious that this movement is superbly organized and
has tremendous financial resources at its disposal. The way it has caught on since its formation in 1990, and its
ambitious plans for expansion in the future, require our immediate response and warning.

Most pastors and other individuals have so far heard only good reports about it. Even though some have questions
and a feeling of uneasiness concerning it, they have had little or no opportunity to examine it carefully. While it is
true that most if not all of the major evangelical and charismatic leaders are praising, supporting and participating in
Promise Keepers, that, in itself is no guarantee that its principles, practices and goals are in accord with the
Scriptures. Having personally read every word of the book, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, as well as all the
latest press releases and many of their other articles, we have come to the inescapable conclusion that this
movement represents another massive effort of Satan to mix truth and error in some very deceptive ways.

Therefore, we do not hesitate to give the strongest possible warning now concerning the dangers of the Promise
Keepers movement. Our reasons will be clearly stated and properly documented from original sources so that God's
people may be able to see for themselves how this new movement is mixing truth and error. If for no other reason,
the Promise Keepers movement is dangerous because it promotes an unscriptural agenda of forging a religious
unity which is absolutely forbidden in God's Word (2 Cor. 6:14-7:1; Eph. 5:11). Its founder and several of its
leaders are part of the charismatic movement which is a major catalyst in the effort to bring about fellowship and
eventual union with the Roman Catholic Church; whereas, in truth, the Roman Catholic Church is a false church,
preaches a false gospel and is not a part of the body of Christ.

Throughout the centuries, the Roman Catholic Church has been an enemy of all true believers and the blood of
hundreds of thousands of martyrs is upon its hands. However, for the past few decades, the Roman Catholic Church
has changed its outward appearance and approaches. It has a new face of tolerance and a kindlier public image but
the damnable heresies it proclaims remain as dangerous as ever. Furthermore, those who are only familiar with
Roman Catholicism, as practiced in this country, would not believe the raw heathenism which is part of their
worship in countries where they have been in control for centuries.

It should be of great concern to every believer to know that the Promise Keepers movement is taught and led by
men who blindly praise the Pope and are giving Roman Catholicism an undeserved and unwarranted vote of
confidence and even appreciation instead of sounding the warnings God's Word commands.

The Promise Keepers movement and its leaders totally reject the many plain commands of Scripture to separate
from and warn about false teachers, disobedient brethren and the world. 2 Corinthians 6:14-18; 2 Thessalonians
3:6,14,15; 1 John 2:15-17. As a result, those whom they seek to "disciple" are deprived of the warnings God's Word
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says are necessary to preserve the purity of the Gospel and the purity of the church. Instead of obeying the
command of God's Word to "preach no other doctrine" (1 Tim. 1:3); and by refusing to heed the warning God gives
in Galatians 1:6-10 concerning all who preach "any other Gospel," they have become "blind leaders of the blind"
about which Jesus Christ warned (Matt. 15:10-14). Since the inevitable result of such spiritual blindness is that
"both shall fall into the ditch," the strongest warning must be given.

Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper is the title of a book published in 1994 by "Focus on the Family," Colorado
Springs, CO., and distributed in the USA and Canada by "Word Books," Dallas, TX. It is key to the understanding
of what Promise Keepers is trying to do. Contributing authors are: Bill Bright, Edwin Cole, Dr. James Dobson,
Tony Evans, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Randy Phillips, Gary Smalley, Jack Hayford, Wellington Boone, Howard
Hendricks, E. Glenn Wagner, Gary Oliver, Dale Schlafer, H. B. London, Jr., Philip Porter, and Gordon England.
This 210-page book was edited by Al Janssen and Larry K. Weeden.

"Seven solid promises that will change a man's life forever" -- This bold claim, printed on the back jacket of this
book, only serves to heighten the need for an immediate, Scriptural analysis of the Promise Keepers movement; for,
indeed, these seven promises are not solidly based upon the sure foundation of God's Word alone, but upon a
mixture of God's Word with the suppositions of men.

What Are The Seven Promises?

Promise one -- a man and his God: A Promise Keeper is committed to honoring Jesus Christ through
worship, prayer, and obedience to God's Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Promise two -- a man and his mentors: A Promise Keeper is committed to pursuing vital relationships
with a few other men, understanding that he needs brothers to help him keep his promises.

Promise three -- a man and his integrity: A Promise Keeper is committed to practicing spiritual,
moral, ethical, and sexual purity.

Promise four -- a man and his family: A Promise Keeper is committed to building strong marriages
and families through love, protection, and Biblical values.

Promise five -- a man and his church: A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the mission of the
church by honoring and praying for his pastor, and by actively giving of his time and resources.

Promise six -- a man and his brothers: A Promise Keeper is committed to reaching beyond any racial
and denominational barriers to demonstrate the power of Biblical unity.

Promise seven -- a man and his world: A Promise Keeper is committed to influencing his world, being
obedient to the Great Commandment (see Mark 12:30,31) and the Great Commission (see Matthew
28:19, 20).

At first glance, it is not difficult to understand why most Christians might feel that the Promise Keepers movement
is greatly needed and should be encouraged and supported. Without question there is a great need today for Godly
men who will assume their responsibilities in the home, in the church and in the world. However, a careful
examination of the programs and goals as set forth by its leaders in public and in print, and by comparing these
with the Scriptures, it becomes clear that discerning believers must raise serious questions now concerning this
rapidly growing men's movement.

The emphasis upon self-effort within the Promise Keepers program supplants absolute dependence upon the Lord
Jesus Christ. Only God can unfailingly keep a promise. Therefore those in the movement will face disillusionment
and disappointment because of their failure to look to God and His promises alone.
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Before giving an analysis of the Promise Keepers movement in the light of the Scriptures, we trust it will be helpful
to mention several basic issues which should not be disregarded nor treated lightly.

Dangers of the Promise Keepers:

Advocacy of an unscriptural religious unity at the expense of sound doctrine and practice.
Acceptance and promotion of unscriptural Charismatic teachings.
Approval and use of psychological approaches and techniques.
Use and promotion of corrupted modern versions of the Bible.
Twisting, misapplying, and misinterpreting key Scriptures.
A program stressing the importance of evangelism while ignoring the need of a pure gospel.
A subtle and very harmful influence upon local churches which have heretofore resisted unscriptural
programs and fellowships.

Are the promises demanded of the Promise Keepers Scriptural? A careful review of their Seven Promises clearly
reveals that a mixture of truth and error is involved. For instance:

Promise One -- A man and his God: A Promise Keeper is committed to honoring Jesus Christ through worship,
prayer, and obedience to God's Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

(Analysis): Technically, and if these words are understood in their scriptural and historical meaning, any true
believer -- man or woman -- would gladly support such a statement. However, we live in days when wonderful
words like these are being abused and misused.

For example, in the first chapter of the book, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, Charismatic leader Dr. Jack
Hayford sets forth some precious truths concerning the different aspects of worship as set forth in the Scriptures.
However, when he writes about "Redeeming Worship" on page 19, he teaches serious error. Hayford writes:
"Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table. Whether your tradition celebrates it as Communion, Eucharist,
the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this centerpiece of Christian worship."

Is there any difference between the Eucharist and the Mass (celebrated by Roman Catholics and Orthodox), and the
Lord's Table, Lord's Supper and Communion observed by true believers? Of course there is! Historically the mass
has been recognized by Bible believers as blatant blasphemy. Yet, today, Hayford, like other Charismatic leaders, is
teaching Promise Keepers and others that this false view of Christian worship is approved by God and proper for
all Christians to accept. Promise One has the right words but the wrong application. Many other examples could be
cited of errors concerning prayer and the ministry of the Holy Spirit which are believed and taught by Charismatic
leaders. We have to ask, "How could anyone possibly promise to obey God's Word and in the same breath disobey
that Word?" It is this inconsistency and incongruity that makes Promise Keepers a deceptive movement.

Promise Two -- A man and his mentors: A Promise Keeper is committed to pursuing vital relationships with a few
other men, understanding that he needs brothers to help him keep his promises.

(Analysis): How very dangerous is this false premise which is based upon psychological theories rather than on
Biblical principles. Of course Godly men can be of help to others and be helped by others. But to encourage the
false notion that a godly man cannot make it on his own in these tumultuous times without depending upon other
Promise Keepers to help keep him "on the right track" is another trick of Satan to belittle the power of God and
negate His "... great and precious promises" (2 Pet. 1:3, 4).

God's Word repeatedly warns about the danger of putting trust in men. Isaiah 2:22, "Cease ye from man, whose
breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be accounted of?" Jeremiah 17:5, "Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the
man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord." By contrast, note
Jeremiah 17:7, "Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is." God's Word clearly
commands us to "... have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). God specifically warns in 1 Corinthians 10:12,
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"Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." Those who disregard God's warnings are surely
headed for a fall.

Promise Three -- A man and his integrity: A Promise Keeper is committed to practicing spiritual, moral, ethical,
and sexual purity.

(Analysis): Once again, here is a statement that all Christians should desire to see fulfilled in their lives, not just the
men but women also. But if the men have to depend on their brothers to attain these goals, what about the women?
Will a women's Promise Keepers movement also become a necessity and be established as the newest women's
movement on the scene?

In fact, however, the spiritual, moral, ethical and sexual purity needed by every believer is not to be found in
making boastful promises nor in dependence upon other believers but can only be obtained by heeding the Word of
God which says, "Whereby are given unto us [all of us!] exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye
might be partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Peter
1:4). It is the promises of God that are all-important and they assure divine power to accomplish His purpose of
godliness in an ungodly day, not the promises of even the finest, most sincere men who attempt to formulate what
they believe is needed to change men and then the world.

Promise Four -- A man and his family: A Promise Keeper is committed to building strong marriages and families
through love, protection, and Biblical values.

(Analysis): Here is another promise which is certainly desirable as stated. However, the question which must be
asked and answered concerns just what are these "Biblical values?" A careful study of Promise Keepers literature
reveals that their programs are based upon some Biblical values given by God, but are also mixed with some very
dangerous psychological principles and practices which rest upon the theories of men. This unsound material will
continue to flow into churches long after the initial excitement of the program wanes.

Promise Five -- A man and his church: A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the mission of the church by
honoring and praying for his pastor, and by actively giving of his time and resources.

(Analysis): Whether such a promise is scriptural or unscriptural depends entirely upon which church is involved. Is
it a church which proclaims a false gospel (such as the Roman Catholic, Orthodox and liberal Protestant churches)?
Is it a church which is disobedient to God's Word by its fellowship with false teachers and those who "love the
world"? (1 John 2:15-17). If so, to "support the mission of such a church, honoring and praying for its pastor, and
actively giving of his time and resources" is helping to build the one-world harlot church of the antichrist. Promise
Keepers ignore the plain commands of God's Word concerning separation from those who teach error, and fail to
"reprove" such (Eph. 5:11). As a result, the men in the Promise Keepers movement are totally unprepared to stand
against all the "wiles of the devil" (Eph. 6:11).

Promise Six -- A man and his brothers: A Promise Keeper is committed to reaching beyond any racial and
denominational barriers to demonstrate the power of Biblical unity.

(Analysis): This required promise once again mixes truth and error and provides another example of how the word
"Biblical" is misused. While reaching beyond racial barriers is Scriptural, reaching beyond denominational barriers
as Promise Keepers are doing amounts to open defiance of God's plain commands. It is not "Biblical unity" which
Promise Keepers think they are demonstrating, but an unbiblical unity which will bring God's eventual judgment. 2
Peter 2:1-3.

Should anyone doubt the fact that the Promise Keepers movement seeks an unbiblical unity, just read the words of
its founder, Coach Bill McCartney, as found on pages 160, 161 of Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper: "Now, I
don't mean to suggest that all cultural differences and denominational distinctives are going to disappear. But what I
know is that Almighty God wants to bring Christian men together regardless of their ethnic origin, denominational
background, or style of worship. There's only one criterion for this kind of unity: to love Jesus and be born of the
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Spirit of God. Can we look one another in the eye -- black, white, red, brown, yellow, Baptist, Presbyterian,
Assemblies of God, Catholic [emphasis ours], and so on -- and get together on this common ground: 'We believe in
salvation through Christ alone, and we have made Him the Lord of our lives'? Is that not the central, unifying
reality of our existence? And if it is, can we not focus on that and call each other brothers instead of always
emphasizing our differences? Men, we have to get together on this!"

In this statement, McCartney's contradictory words should be noted concerning the necessity of believing in
salvation through Christ alone -- and then including Roman Catholics as "brothers" in spite of the fact that they do
not believe in salvation through Christ alone, adding sacraments and good works as requirements for salvation.

Promise Seven -- A man and his world: A Promise Keeper is committed to influencing his world, being obedient
to the Great Commandment (see Mark 12:30, 31) and the Great Commission (see Matthew 28:19, 20).

(Analysis): The Great Commandment referred to in Mark 12:30, 31 records the words of Jesus Christ in which love
to God and love to one's neighbor are commanded. However, Promise Keepers presents a faulty understanding of
genuine Christian love in which reconciliation with a disobedient brother is insisted upon, whereas, in truth,
separation from disobedient brethren is commanded by God (2 Thess. 3:6, 14, 15). In these days of increasing
compromise, Satan has succeeded in blinding the eyes of many believers to the fact that separation from
disobedient brethren is not only for the preservation of a pure church, but is also for the disobedient brother's
spiritual welfare. Promise Keepers' mistaken premise that genuine Christian love necessitates fellowship with, rather
than separation from disobedient brethren, will do untold harm to all concerned.

The Great Commission referred to in Matthew 28:19, 20 involves not only the preaching of the Gospel, but also
teaching those who believe "... to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." Giving the impression
that it does not matter what church is attended or what doctrinal creed is embraced by any true believer is foolish --
it does matter to God and a warning against error must be given. The apostle Paul, one of the greatest evangelists,
pastors, missionaries, and teachers of all time, writing by inspiration of the Holy Spirit in Acts 20:17-32, reminded
the Ephesian elders that he had not shunned to declare "all the counsel of God" (v. 27), warning "every one night
and day with tears" for three years (v. 3l). What were these warnings about? The grievous wolves (false teachers)
who would enter in, "not sparing the flock" (v. 29), and those from within the church who would arise, "speaking
perverse things, to draw away disciples after them" (v. 30). Separation from, not reconciliation with such false
teachers, is God's way of preserving the purity and power of the church.

Much of the strong appeal of the movement is based upon humanistic psychological principles and techniques.
Many of its leaders, however, have become very proficient in using such dangerous theories even while claiming to
repudiate humanistic psychology. In another of Satan's "dangerous mixture" deceptions, the term "Christian
Psychologist" has mesmerized its proponents into believing that it is possible to take the "good things" from
humanistic psychology and combine these with Biblical teachings. The result supposedly provides answers to
problems Christians are experiencing which can be found in no other way. As a result, Dr. James Dobson, who is
one of the Promise Keepers leaders, and other well-known "Christian Psychologists" such as Gary Smalley, John
Trent, and Robert Hicks are leading many astray.

We fully concur with the statement of Martin and Deidre Bobgan on page 29 of their 41-page booklet, "Promise
Keepers & PsychoHeresy." We quote: "If men are to come together as men, they would do well to follow what the
Bible says rather than Freudian fables, Jungian myths, and other self-serving, man-made psychologies. And they
would do well to gather together in the place where they are meant to grow -- in the local church -- not in huge
rallies with "mob psychology" or in groups using encounter group techniques and undermining important doctrinal
distinctives." For a comprehensive and Biblical analysis of the highly-questionable book, The Masculine Journey --
Understanding The Six Stages of Manhood, which has been given massive distribution to Promise Keepers, write to
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93112. A second book, AGAINST
Biblical Counseling: FOR the BIBLE (200 pages) will also be very helpful to all those who want the facts
concerning the dangers of "Christian" Psychology.

Our own publication, "The House That Freud Built," will provide valuable information concerning the dangers of
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"sensitivity training" and "small group" psychological techniques as devised for those who claim to be evangelical
believers. This 40-page booklet gives the history of how "sensitivity training" was introduced into evangelical
churches. Originally printed in the September/October 1994 issue of Foundation, this reprint will be an eye opener
to all who want to know the truth.

What does Promise Keepers say about its history and future plans? The following information is quoted in full
from the Fact Sheet which was part of the official press packet prepared in January 1995:

How we started: On March 20, 1990 University of Colorado Head Football Coach Bill McCartney and his friend
Dave Wardell, PhD were on a three-hour car ride to a Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting in Pueblo, CO,
when the idea of filling a stadium with Christian men first came up. Later in 1990, seventy-two men began to pray
and fast about the concept of thousands of men coming together for the purpose of Christian discipleship.

Yearly attendance figures as given in this Fact Sheet testify to its small beginning and rapid growth.

1991 -- 4,200 men met at the Univ. of Colorado Events Center; 1992 -- 22,000 men met at CU's Folsom Stadium;
1993 -- 50,000 filled Folsom Stadium to capacity; 1994 -- Seven sites nationwide totaling 278,600 men. 1995
Plans: Promise Keepers has scheduled 13 conferences across the United States from April through October 1995.
Sites include Pontiac, MI; Los Angeles, CA; Boise, ID; Washington D. C.; Houston, TX; Denver, CO;
Indianapolis, IN; Atlanta, GA; Seattle, WA; Minneapolis, MN; St. Petersburg. FL; Oakland, CA.; and Irving, TX.
Total attendance for these 13 conferences is projected to be between 500,000 and 600,000. [BDM Editor's Note --
10/96: 1995's stadium rallies attracted 727,000 men. PK scheduled 22 rallies in 1996, with an expected attendance
of 1.5 million. They plan 50 conferences in 50 states by the year 2000.]

Why "For men only": The conferences are designed for specific men's issues in the context of an all-male setting.
We have discovered that men are more apt to hear and receive the full instruction of the sessions when they are not
inhibited by concern for a woman's responses. One of the primary goals of the conference is to deepen the
commitment of men to respect and honor women.

(Analysis): Yes, Promise Keepers is a rapidly growing movement. In addition to the plans for 1995, we understand
that tentative plans for 1996 include bringing together 75,000 clergy for a Conference as well as a huge rally in
Washington, D.C. with the goal of one million men in attendance. In Promise Keepers literature, repeated
references are made to the supposition, "There is strength in numbers." But where is such a false idea supported in
Scripture? God usually had to reduce the numerics of Israel's armies so they would not become proud and take
glory unto themselves for victories won -- glory which belonged to God. Read the record of Gideon in Judges 7:1-
22 as a prime example. Of course, in our day, the great majority of professing Christians are willing to compromise
Biblical principles, mistakenly assuming that size is all-important to God as it is to men. That is a grievous error.
Fidelity to the Truth is of utmost importance.

Speakers at Promise Keepers "Raise the Standard" conferences include: Ron Blue, Wellington Boone, Bill Bright,
Dave Bryant, Ken Canfield, Tom Claus, Ed Cole, Chuck Colson, Rod Cooper, Daniel DeLeon, Tony Evans, Steve
Farrar, Joseph Garlington, Bill Glass, Franklin Graham, Jack Hayford, Howard Hendricks, E. V. Hill, Bill Hybels,
T. D. Jakes, Jeffrey Johnson, Billy Kim, Greg Laurie, Crawford Loritts, John Maxwell, Bill McCartney, Bob
Moorhead, Gary Oliver, Juan Carlos Ortiz, Luis Palau, John Perkins, Randy Phillips, Dennis Rainey, Raul Ries,
James Ryle, Gary Smalley, Joe Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, John Trent, E. Glenn Wagner, Stu Weber, John Wesley-
White, Al Whittinghill, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias.

(Analysis): Without doubt these speakers are very capable teachers who are able to give forceful presentations of
what they teach. The question to be raised however, concerns whether or not they will be giving these huge crowds
of men the whole counsel of God or a modified, altered, misleading presentation of essential Scriptural truths.
Since the ministry of these teachers runs the gamut from compromising new-evangelicalism and charismatic error,
to ecumenical liberalism, it is clear that they will be introducing the Promise Keepers to unscriptural doctrines and
fellowships. This is a very serious matter.
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Promise Keepers officers and major staff members are obviously very capable communicators and seasoned
motivators -- their combined talents provide an amazing base for publicity and continued support. An article by
Stephen R. McLauchlin in the January/February, 1995 issue of Religious Broadcasters magazine reports that the
free 90-second daily "Promise Keepers Men in Action" spot announcements are already being carried on
approximately 400 stations. This article encourages stations to publicize Promise Keepers by "giving coverage to
the conferences, signing up to air "Men in Action," and covering local stories that highlight grass roots experiences
of the movement."

Campus Crusade for Christ is also involved in the movement. In the "Alumni Relations" newsletter of January,
1995 the following article was included which describes the purpose of "Strategic Alliance," the title they have
given to the Promise Keepers/Campus Crusade organizational link: "Strategic Alliance -- Have you attended
Promise Keepers and want to receive further training? 'M.A.N. to Man' seminars are part of a Strategic Alliance
between Campus Crusade for Christ and Promise Keepers to help men 1) personalize issues that concern men; 2)
provide basic leadership training; and 3) give information on small-group Bible studies especially for men."

Campus Crusade has a long history of increasing compromise. It adopted at its inception the policy of totally
rejecting Biblical separation; infiltration rather than separation has always been CCC's stated strategy. As a result of
adopting this unbiblical course, CCC has increased its compromise. Liberal, Roman Catholic and Charismatic
delusion are now firmly lodged within this incredibly influential organization. Their support will give Promise
Keepers a tremendous boost.

Consider also The National Religious Broadcasters which now numbers some 800 broadcasters, representing a wide
array of diverse theological positions. The NRB is an official arm of the National Association of Evangelicals
which, since its founding in 1942, has represented a position of compromise between Biblical Fundamentalism and
Ecumenism. Fifty years ago, the NAE recognized Roman Catholicism as a false religious system, but it has now
become one of the major forces which, while admitting that there are some differences, is now advocating
cooperation with Roman Catholics as though it could now be considered a part of the body of Christ. It is obvious
that such a position is held by the majority of professing believers today, but that makes it all the more important
for all who stand for the Bible and against all compromise to warn all who will listen.

Promise Keepers is being welcomed by Roman Catholic leaders in Southern California. According to the official
publication of the Los Angeles Roman Catholic archdiocese, The Tidings, March 31, 1995 edition, Promise Keepers
is now considered a viable ministry for Catholics. The Tidings reported that at the urging of Cardinal Roger
Mahony, Christian Van Liefde, Roman Catholic priest and pastor of St. Hillary Church in Pico Rivera, "has studied
the feasibility and appropriateness of utilizing Promise Keepers at the Catholic parish level." Van Liefde, while
noting "the evangelical roots of the program," was quoted as stating that "there is no doctrinal issue which should
cause concern to the Catholic Church." Van Liefde was further quoted as saying, "Promise Keepers places a very
strong emphasis on returning to your own church congregation or parish and becoming an active layman." Van
Liefde also mentioned the fact that one of the promises of Promise Keepers is his commitment to "give generously
of their time, treasure and talent to their local church." Roman Catholic leaders are quick to observe how Promise
Keepers can be used to build a false church which preaches a false gospel.

The pressure to follow the crowd and silence the voice of scriptural reproof is growing. In closing this article,
however, we would point out that any pastor and church wanting to stand against such compromise will have to
take a stand now against the Promise Keepers teachings. Many who have already joined this group are now bent on
recruiting new members with fully as much zeal and pressure as sports-minded college alumni men seek to recruit
top athletes for sports programs.

We see this recruiting zeal of those who become involved in the movement to be one of its greatest hazards. Why?
Because there will be many faithful pastors who have in the past taken a stand against all ecumenical endeavors and
movements which would introduce doctrinal error and the devilish spirit of new-evangelicalism into their
congregations, but who now are pressured into buying into the Promise Keepers program.

How could a pastor say "No, we cannot ..." to men returning from a Promise Keepers conference who promise the

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccc/
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pastor they will support him, work with him, and pray for him as never before? How can he deal with these
undoubtedly well-meaning, yet misled, men within his own church who are now exerting pressure upon him to fall
into line with the program? Imagine the faithful pastor's dilemma! Up until now he could herald a warning against
Romanism, liberalism, ecumenism, charismatic delusion and the like without reservation. But now he has men
within his own flock who are introducing the people to all of the above and more under the attractive packaging --
Promise Keepers!

Fundamental, Bible-believing pastor, you must take a stand against this or you will be taken down by it. The
machinery is coming into place for this movement to have a continuing influence on its Promise Keepers for years
to come. Should you be forced into the program now, dear brother, you will be battling its impact for the duration.

A closing word about those who say, "Why not just emphasize the good things in Promise Keepers?" Such an
argument sounds reasonable until you consider the very serious doctrinal errors involved. When a deadly poison is
discovered in a popular medicine, no one insists on emphasizing the good ingredients; every one insists on
identifying and warning about the poison. When meat or other food is found to be contaminated, the concern is not
about the beneficial substances involved, but rather the giving of strong warnings as to the nature, source, and
elimination of the contamination. Spiritual poison and contamination (error) are even more dangerous since they
affect the eternal welfare of individuals and the reward or loss of reward for believers (1 Cor. 3:9-15; 2 Jn. 8; Rev.
3:8-11).

As far as naming names is concerned, this also is frowned upon by most believers today. Yet, the Lord Jesus Christ
(who is the very personification of love) issued some of the strongest warnings and rebukes ever given to the false
teachers of His day. Read Matthew chapter 23 and pay careful attention to the words our Saviour used concerning
the Scribes and Pharisees. Notice His instruction to "call no man father" upon earth (v. 9), and also the particular
words He used forbidding repetitious prayer (Matt. 6:7). Both of these are disobeyed by Roman Catholics. And,
mark well the warning of Jesus Christ in Matthew 7:15: "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves." And, what about Peter, one of the three disciples who were
closest to Jesus Christ during His earthly ministry? Was Christ's rebuke of Peter before the other disciples
unnecessary and unloving (Matt. 16:21-23)? And, look carefully at the experience of Peter who learned the hard
way about the disaster of claiming to be a promise keeper in his own strength (Mark 14:26-42).

Furthermore, the apostle Paul, one of the greatest Bible teachers, pastors, evangelists and missionaries of his day
spent three years warning the Ephesian elders about the wolves (false teachers) who would enter into the flock from
without; and a similar warning about those who would arise from within the church who would desire to "draw
away disciples after themselves" (please read Acts 20:17-32). Likewise both Paul and the other apostles, writing by
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, did not hesitate to mention names. Notice how often they rebuked by name those who
were disobedient to the Word of God. 1 Timothy 1:20; 2 Timothy 4:10, 14; 3 John 9. We must follow their
example and obey God rather than to trust the promises of any man.

Promise Keepers is dangerous, but please do not forget that these words of warning are an effort to "speak the truth
in love," praying always that God will help those affected to see this.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/99
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DOCTRINAL CONFUSION OF PROMISE KEEPERS RALLY

October 28, 1997 (Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277) -- The
following is part of an eye-witness report by Brian Snider (bsnider@quicklink.net) of the "Stand in the Gap" rally
in Washington, D.C. -- 'Promise Keepers' 'Stand In The Gap Rally': A Firsthand Report," Foundation magazine,
September-October 1997.

More than a million men crowded onto the National Mall Oct. 4 [1997] to hear from a diverse array of speakers
who came to call this cross-section of American churches to repentance. The throng heard from charismatic,
evangelical, black, white, Indian, Asian and Hispanic speakers. They spoke of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
repentance from racism and sexual sin, the need for stronger churches and the conversion of sinners. 

And yet, under scrutiny, we find that their words, plans and deeds are hollow and unbiblical, and are deceiving
many millions into false and dangerous beliefs and alliances. While television and newspaper cameras showed
hundreds of thousands of men sprawled on their faces in prayer, a survey of those in attendance revealed that many
of those same men lacked even a basic understanding of the simplest Bible doctrines and could give no solid
testimony of their conversion to Jesus Christ. 

How is it that a million men, many of whom do not have a clear testimony of salvation, can redeem a nation by
"standing in the gap"? And why do they need to? Hasn't Jesus Christ once and for all stood in the gap for anyone
who will come to him?

In fact, a large percentage of those surveyed became angry that someone would have the gall to question such an
obvious display of unity. Men who would never consider getting upset over lesbian ministers or the doctrines of
Rome, quickly become red-in-the-face at the idea that there is something unbiblical about the mixing of belief with
unbelief, that God might not honor their noble pilgrimage to Washington. And this in spite of the clarity of God's
Word on the subject of separating from all appearance of evil. In interviewing the men at Stand In The Gap, the
writers of this article found the words in Galatians to be true -- "Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell
you the truth?" (Gal. 4:16). This is the very thing that happened. The men considered us to be the enemy there. This
is what happens when you leave the old fashioned faith. When false doctrine comes in, people begin to view those
who believe right as the enemy. People don't like the negative part of the Bible; it's not what it's for, but what it is
against. Listen to what one Promise Keeper wrote to a fellow brother that believes that the PK is of the devil:

"What is your problem, brother? Did you or did you not see what happened Saturday in DC? ... The
opposition from NOW and gay and lesbian organizations is a sign that it was a divine appointment.
Why must good Christian men like you and Phil Arms use your platform and ministry to join the
opposition. I don't understand.

"You have such a problem with Catholics attending Promise Keepers; I hope they don't attend your
church -- they might saved. That's what is happening at PK. Evangelism, you should try it. You know
the great Commission. If you have time in between bashing sessions or tearing down the body of
Christ. Get real, Get in love with Jesus.

"You guys are NUTS. To think that the only way to be saved is by being Baptist, and that Catholics are
wrong is just plain crazy. You really should attend a Promise Keeper event and allow it to change your
life. The Holy Spirit moves in strange and mysterious ways. He just might even be able to help you out
of your narrow view point."

The message that Jesus Christ of the Bible preached was a very narrow message. They (the religious leaders, much
like the PK leaders) crucified Him for the message He preached.

The concept of unity in diversity has so permeated the evangelical church[es] that seemingly no one on the Mall
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could offer any reason why God should not smile at this patched together conglomeration of liberals and
conservatives, holy rollers and liturgists, Catholics and Baptists, old scholars and new-agers.

An announcer on a local Washington radio station covering the event spoke of the beliefs of most of those present.
"To a God who sees all, this must please his heart."

While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true biblical
unity, based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. 

As the speakers preached the PK gospel of repentance from denominational division, the men on site revealed by
their beliefs and opinions just what that means in a practical sense. The following is a paraphrased summary of
answers given to a list of questions posed to a number of attendees at this meeting. As the surveys were being
conducted, it seemed apparent that the real unity being displayed by the men on the Mall was their inability to
answer any of these questions consistent with the teaching of Scripture:

1. What church do you attend? Catholics, Methodists, Baptists, charismatics, independents and others
answered the survey. One Liberty University student claimed to be a Baptist with a Catholic
background, and said that both traditions were valid.

2. Are you born again? Almost everyone, including the Catholics interviewed, responded "yes" to this
question, though several offered disclaimers by saying something along the lines of "I don't mean 'born
again' the way most people mean it."

3. Do you speak with other tongues? About a third responded that they did. 

4. What is your understanding of the Bible? Is it to be taken literally? At this point, the answers
began coming less quickly and with far more explanation needed to develop each respondent's personal
view of what the Bible has to say and how it is to be read. Answers were extremely mixed on the
inerrancy of Scripture. Most indicated that the Bible should not be taken literally on history or science.

5. What do you believe will be the final condition of the church when Jesus returns? Answers to
this question were almost evenly split between those who believe the church of Christ will be large and
powerful and those who had never considered such a question and had no thoughts to offer on it. No
one said that they believed the church would be a remnant. 

6. How important is it to you that there is little doctrinal agreement among the members of
Promise Keepers? Almost every person interviewed quickly answered that it was of no consequence to
them that there was no agreement on Bible doctrine. Most took great pride in the ability to ignore Bible
doctrine for the greater good of the cause of unity. The one pleasant surprise to this question came
from the only woman interviewed. She was a 27-year-old volunteer handing out some of the one
million free Stand in the Gap CEV New Testaments. She answered that she was very concerned that
there was not much stress on doctrine.

7. What do you believe the Bible says about the importance of doctrine? Many answered with the
question, "What do you mean by doctrine?" Others said the Bible teaches only that there are essentials
that all Christians must subscribe to and that there is great freedom beyond that. The female PK
volunteer was the only one who answered that the Bible treats the subject of doctrine seriously.

8. Do you believe there will be a revival before the return of Jesus Christ? How will in manifest
itself? "Yes. You're looking at it," was the primary response. One respondent said that there would be a
revival and deception at the same time. No one else interviewed depicted any type of apostasy to
avoid.
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9. Do you believe that Roman Catholics are Christians? Almost every respondent said yes, though
several added weak stipulations. "Yes, they can be," or "Yes, if they accept Jesus Christ, they are,"
were the most typical answers. No respondent said flatly that Roman Catholicism is not Christianity.

10. Do you know what the Eucharist is? Most had no understanding of the Catholic Eucharist. One
former Catholic understood completely and renounced the Eucharist as unchristian and another
evangelical understood that it represented the literal body and blood of Christ, though seemed not to
object to its use.

11. Do you believe that a Christian can pray to Mary? This question produced some of the most
surprising answers as several said that a Christian can pray to Mary but should not expect an answer.
After receiving that answer, the question was rephrased to say, "Do you think God minds when a
Christian prays to Mary?" Some of the respondents changed their opinion to limply say something
along the lines of, "Well, I suppose," but many did not.

Given space, many direct quotes could be provided that would further show the woeful lack of Biblical doctrine that
most Promise Keepers understand or subscribe to. For most reading this article, that is probably not necessary.

Nor is it necessary to give a great deal of space to the fair speeches delivered from the platform. Most of the danger
in Promise Keepers, as with all neo-evangelical organizations, lies not in what they say (though that is often bad
enough), but in what they refuse to say. 

We could cite Dr. A.R. Bernard, pastor of Christian Life Center in Brooklyn, NY, and his continued references to
the great work of reconciliation performed by Martin Luther King. Would the cause of Christ not be better served
by calling on black Christians to jettison their allegiance to a man who was no Christian in any biblical sense? Will
God not judge those who follow a man who denied the deity of Christ, who spent his last night on earth in the same
adulterous pattern he had lived the last years of his life, and who preached, not the gospel of Jesus Christ, but rather
the gospel of social reform?

We could point to Jack Hayford, Randy Phillips, Raleigh Washington, or any of the numerous speakers who urged
men to their knees in repentance, yet refused to acknowledge that there was anything to repent of in attending
churches run by false prophets, or liberals, or homosexuals or women. 

We could call on James Ryle, the pastor of the Boulder Valley Vineyard, who gave a clear presentation of the
gospel, calling on all the men present to repent, and yet failed to acknowledge his own false prophecies and repent
of them. (See Foundation magazine article on Ryle's false prophecies for more information)

While more than a million men streamed into Washington to acknowledge their sins, they went home none the
wiser for what many of those sins are, even after spending the day between prostration and group hugs. 

Anyone who has ever witnessed to a modern-day evangelical knows first hand of the overwhelming ignorance that
exists today on the subject of apostasy. Multiply that by one million and you have "Stand in the Gap." One British
newspaper described the audience in this way: "Every denomination was represented, from Roman Catholics,
Episcopalians and Baptists to 'Bikers for Christ' wearing T-shirts declaring 'Satan sucks.' There were guitar-playing
Christians calling on people to 'Jam for the Lamb,' and muscular Christians sporting logos of a Herculean Christ
under the words 'Lord's Gym.' There were also T-shirts that had the saying from a Bud-Light commercial with the
words 'I Love you Man,' but instead of having a man saying that to a friend trying to get his beer, it was Jesus
saying the words 'I Love You Man'."

One of the saddest sights was to see the thousands of men wearing the shirts that said "BREAK DOWN THE
WALLS." In Nehemiah, the Lord's people were building up the walls to keep the enemy out. But at D.C., they
were telling the men to break down the walls. When the walls are broke down, the enemy can easily come in. That
is exactly what the Devil wants -- for Christians to have their spiritual walls broken down so that he can come in
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and wreck their faith.

Even the Chicago Tribune took notice of the disparity of beliefs among participants: "... Joseph Stowell, president
of Chicago's Moody Bible Institute and representative of one of America's most venerable and buttoned-down
evangelical institutions, spoke from the same podium as Charismatics and Pentecostalists who practice a wildly
different kind of worship." [Actually, Moody very well represents the doctrinal smorgasbord found at PK.]

For Promise Keepers, "wildly different" beliefs and practices do not constitute any cause for concern, unless they
produce division. Only then are they to be repented of. Fellowship with apostasy is not something to be avoided,
but something to be embraced. How different this is from the attitude of Scripture: "I have not sat with vain
persons, neither will I go in with dissemblers. I have hated the congregation of evil doers; and will not sit with the
wicked" (Psalm 26:4).

In this treacherous and deceitful age, a number of issues should be of primary concern for a group that caters to
evangelical Christians. Some of them are:

Ecumenism and the return to Rome 
Worldliness in the churches 
The replacement of the gospel with psychological counseling 
Homosexuality in the church 
The charismatic invasion of churches 
False prophets in the church 
The legitimization of liberal churches which desecrate the Word of God through unbelief and
apostasy 
The flippancy with which publishers have perverted the Word of God

Not once was any man at Stand in the Gap warned of, or given an opportunity to repent of, these grave sins before
a Holy God. The concept of standing firm on any particular doctrine or belief has been utterly abandoned by the
majority of evangelicals today. It has been replaced by a concept of God's love in which anyone who names the
name of Christ, no matter how far afield in doctrine, is welcomed into the fellowship of believers. 

Promise Keepers is just the latest tower of Babel -- a feeble attempt by all concerned to reach God on their own
terms. As the days of Babel were marked by reliance on human effort to reach God, we know from Scripture that
the last days will be characterized by the same haughty spirit of spiritual self-achievement.

"This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves,
covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, Without natural affection, truce
breakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, Traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers of
pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn
away" (1 Timothy 3:1-5). 

Never was that more evident than on the Washington Mall. 

[This article is part of an eye-witness report by Brian Snider (bsnider@quicklink.net) of the "Stand in the Gap"
rally in Washington, D.C. Brian Snider is a free-lance writer from Birmingham , Alabama; he represented
FOUNDATION Magazine at the Promise Keepers Washington D.C. rally. The FOUNDATION Magazine article
contains photographs taken by brother Snider].

Additional comments by David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor,
WA 98277

DENOMINATIONAL DIVISIONS ARE DOCTRINAL 

mailto:bsnider@quicklink.net
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One of the theme songs of the ecumenical movement is "God is destroying denominational lines." This, as we have
seen, is still one of the chief goals of the Promise Keepers movement. They are breaking down the walls between
denominations. This is a gross error which ignores the reason for denominational divisions. Some divisions
between Christians are manmade and unnecessary, but many others -- most, in fact -- are doctrinal. Why, for
example, is an Episcopal church different from an Independent Baptist church, generally speaking? Different
doctrine. One teaches baptismal regeneration; the other teaches baptism is symbolic only. One baptizes infants; the
other practices believer's baptism. One sprinkles; the other immerses. One has a priesthood; the other has pastors
and deacons. One has a hierarchical church structure; the other practices the autonomy of the New Testament
assembly. One interprets prophecy symbolically and is working to establish the kingdom of God on earth; the other
interprets prophecy literally and is looking for the imminent return of Jesus Christ. One allows its leaders and
members to hold every sort of heresy and immorality; the other practices discipline and separation. 

What is the difference between an Assemblies of God congregation and an independent Baptist church, generally
speaking? Doctrine. One believes the baptism of the Holy Spirit is something the believer must seek and that its
manifestations are tongues and other spiritual gifts; the other believes the baptism of the Holy Spirit occurred at
Pentecost and that every believer has the Holy Spirit and has no need to seek a Spirit baptism. One believes the
sign gifts are operative today; the other believes the sign gifts were given to the Apostles and ceased with the
passing of the Apostles. One believes the Holy Spirit "slays" people; the other believes "spirit slaying" is
unscriptural and demonic. One believes the gift of tongues is operative today; the other believes the gift of tongues
had a temporary purpose and that its purpose ceased in the first century. One believes salvation can be lost; the
other believes salvation is eternally secure. One believes ecumenical unity is the work of the Holy Spirit; the other
believes ecumenical unity is the work of the devil. 

Those who call for the removal of denominational divisions are ignoring these serious doctrinal differences. Any
Bible doctrine worth believing is worth fighting for. When Paul wrote to Timothy to instruct him in the work of the
church, he did not tell him to "lighten up" and to ignore doctrinal differences. He solemnly instructed him to remain
absolutely steadfast in the apostolic doctrine and not to allow ANY other doctrine to be taught.

"As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia, that thou mightest charge
some that they teach NO OTHER DOCTRINE" (1 Timothy 1:3).

"And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, THE SAME commit thou to
faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also" (2 Timothy 2:2).

Many Charismatics and other ecumenists are practicing gross hypocrisy. They teach their doctrines about the Holy
Spirit and spiritual gifts and ecumenical unity and they expect everyone to agree with them. Those who do not
support their doctrine are labeled schismatic and unloving. Why is it right for the Charismatic to teach and practice
his doctrine, but it is wrong for the non-Charismatic to teach and practice his doctrine? Why is it the non-
Charismatic who is unloving and schismatic? Why is it not the Charismatic ecumenist who is unloving and
schismatic for calling upon non-Charismatics to give up their doctrinal convictions and join hands with them?

Those who have the most to lose from the ecumenical call to dissolve denominational walls are those whose
doctrine is based upon the Word of God. A man who is convinced his doctrine is based on the Bible is a traitor to
hold hands with those who oppose his doctrine. 

In Jude 3 God's people are exhorted to "earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The faith once
delivered to the saints is that body of truth delivered to us by the Apostles under divine inspiration of the Holy
Spirit and perfectly recorded for us in the New Testament Scriptures. Tell me, what part of the New Testament faith
am I to give up for the sake of ecumenical unity? I will answer that. None; not one part.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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PROMISE KEEPERS (PK) ASSEMBLY -- "STAND IN THE GAP"

National Mall
Washington, D.C.
October 4, 1997
Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)

"At Promise Keepers, we're not concerned about a man's denominational label," said PK founder and CEO, Bill
McCartney. Dozens of denominations sent official representatives to Stand in the Gap, PK's Assembly on October
4, 1997, at the National Mall in Washington, D.C. -- including American Baptist, Assembly of God, Christian and
Missionary Alliance, Christian Reformed, Church of Christ, Episcopalian, Evangelical Free, Lutheran, Messianic
Jewish, Nazarene, Presbyterian Church USA, Roman Catholic, Southern Baptist Convention, and United Methodist.

A number of the above religious groups are a part of the National Council of Churches (NCC) or the National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE). Other denominations represented in Washington are outside the NCC and
NAE, such as the Roman Catholic Church and the Free Will Baptist Churches. While more than forty speakers
addressed this large gathering, not one could be identified as a separatist Fundamentalist.

Some of the men who were participants on the speaker's podium were Mike Timmis (a Roman Catholic who was
recently added to PK's Board of Directors), Joe Stowell (Moody Bible Institute president), Max Lucado (Oak Hills
Church of Christ, San Antonio, TX, pastor), Jack Hayford (Church on the Way, Van Nuys, CA, pastor), Joseph
Garlington (Covenant Church, Pittsburgh, PA, pastor), Tony Evans (Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship, Dallas, TX,
pastor), James Robison (TV host and charismatic Southern Baptist from Texas), and James Ryle (Bill McCartney's
pastor, Vineyard Christian Fellowship, Longmont, CO). Bill McCartney spoke for 20 minutes while the others
took a shorter amount of time.

The Public Relations organization used was the DeMoss Group, Atlanta, GA. They handled all of the media
contacts and credentialing of the more than 1,000 members of the press who had come from 10 countries. Strict
procedures regulated the press, who met in a large tent with numerous videos set up so they could see and hear
what was taking place on the large stage set up on the Mall. The one and only press conference that day was held
with Bill McCartney in the media tent before the program began. At that press conference, before inviting any
questions from the press, McCartney shared that this long-planned meeting came into existence because Randy
Phillips, PK President, had a vision as he was jogging around the National Mall. According to McCartney, this
vision came from the Lord, and Phillips saw a large gathering of men for a religious service at that place.

McCartney read the purpose statement that had been adopted for this giant assembly: " ... to gather a diverse
multitude of men in the name of Jesus Christ, to confess personal and collective sin, so that we may present to the
Lord godly men on their knees in humility, then on their feet in unity, reconciled and poised for revival and
spiritual awakening."

Coach McCartney gave the members of the press a preview of his talk scheduled for later in the day. He said: "The
church of Jesus Christ has been divided and a house divided cannot stand. The reason that we see a downward
spiral in morality in the nation is because the men of God have not stood together. We ask each guy to go back to
his own local church and to make a stronger commitment inside that church." McCartney made another important
statement: "We are asking that churches, through the leadership of the pastor, connect with other churches in the
community over a broad scale. Weekly, we want them to come together -- the leaders -- to pray and share the needs
of the community so that these pastors can bring the burden back to their own men." In listing one of PK's major
goals, the former coach said, "As a matter of fact, on January 1, in the year 2000, in every state all across the United
States, we are asking the pastors and their men inside that geographical state to gather on the state capitol steps and
take roll call. ... We do not speak against other denominations, but as a matter of fact, we are all one brotherhood."
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This event, which cost about $10 million, was emceed by Jack Hayford, a charismatic pastor from Van Nuys, CA.
His skill in behavior tactics was evident. He kept the program moving along in steps that were structured around
various appeals to the men. At given times, the men were urged to bow their heads, to kneel, to fall prostrate on the
ground, and even to hug one another. The music, for the most part, was not as wild as at some of the previous
rallies held in stadiums or even at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta, GA.

As speaker after speaker issued proclamations and confessions, the men formed small groups to confess and repent
for moral failures: cheating their employers, hating their enemies, ignoring their children, and abusing their wives.
They were asked to take a family photo from their wallet, hold it and look at their loved ones, and then lie prostrate
before God and confess, "I have been an abusive man. I have sinned against you."

Max Lucado (Oak Hills Church of Christ, San Antonio, TX) led in confessing the sin of disunity in the Body of
Christ. Using the same technique that he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta, in February 1996, Lucado had
them call out all at once the various denominations with which they were identified. Of course, the result was a
confused, loud sound. Then they were asked to shout out the name of Jesus, and they willingly did so in unison. In
this manner, Lucado shows that PK is unified because they claim to love Jesus.

The PK men at this assembly were asked to pray for "the Miracle of the Millennium." This was to be done so the
"sin of sectarianism" could be confessed. It was declared that "those who think they know all the truth and that their
denomination is more faithful to God's Word than another are guilty of sin. The world has never seen a united
church. We have seen a divided small church in communities from which we have come. Today we see a united
Great Church."

An example given to this large crowd of a great and noble Christian was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Yet Dr. King
rejected foundational truths, namely the virgin birth and physical resurrection of Christ. History revealed that King
was an adulterer; but this, of course, was not shared at the PK Assembly. The pastor of the Above and Beyond
Baptist Church, Houston, TX, William J. Lindsey, said, "I believe part of the dream that Martin Luther King
expressed here in 1963 is being fulfilled today."

Although for a long time PK leaders had boldly announced that no offering would be taken at the Washington
Assembly, reduced income during 1997 necessitated a different strategy. A strong appeal was made by charismatic
evangelist James Robison . He announced that it would be the greatest offering ever given in all history. The free
New Testament (Contemporary English Version) given to everyone contained two offering envelopes, one for the
person with the New Testament and the other for someone else who did not have one and thus had no offering
envelope. The men were strongly urged to write out their check or to use a credit card. Robison encouraged
everyone to put down a monthly pledge to PK -- $100, $50, $25, etc. "Give the greatest gift you have ever given.
Give a love offering to Promise Keepers," he pled.

It took so long to take the offering that no time was left to present the pre-recorded address by Billy Graham . The
press were given an advance copy of Dr. Graham's remarks. Graham said, "Coach McCartney has just challenged
each of you to return home with a renewed commitment to your local church and pastors. Return to your churches
as one who is a player, not a spectator." (As usual, and not unexpectedly, Dr. Graham failed to distinguish between
solid, Fundamental, Bible-believing churches and those who are a part of Roman Catholic, Charismatic, salvation
by works, etc., churches).

Some observations by this reporter:

1. The large crowd -- 700,000 up to more than 1 million -- was orderly. The police actually stood
around with very little to do besides directing the traffic. The only time we witnessed any strong
rebuke and warning came when a member picketing the PK men got out of line and tried to thwart the
PK men from reaching the National Mall. The policeman told this member of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) he would haul him off to jail if he tried it one more time.
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2. Some have suggested that Promise Keepers is an organization approved by God because the NOW
and the gay and lesbian organizations oppose it. However, bear in mind that these same radical groups
also oppose the U.S. National Catholic Bishops and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons). Holy Scripture is the test of truth, not the presence or proclamations of opposition groups.

3. Promise Keepers continues to "break down the walls," biblical truth being replaced with the
perceived benefit of a male-bonding experience. Promise Keepers is an ecumenical hodgepodge, for it
brings together, under one umbrella, churches and individuals with various non-Fundamentalist
affiliations (e.g., NCC, WCC, NAE, WEF, Roman Catholic, Southern Baptist, Mormon, Oneness
Pentecostal, independent groups), as well as many compromising "Fundamentalists."

4. Bill McCartney is a Roman Catholic who has become a convert to charismaticism since visiting the
Vineyard Fellowship Group in Boulder, CO. In his autobiography, From Ashes to Glory, he calls
himself a "born-again Catholic." He adds in that book, "Making a profession of faith like I did may not
be expected and may not even be important in the Catholic Church." Can anyone who is truly born
again treat so lightly what the Lord Jesus declared to be an absolute essential? John 3:3 says, "Except a
man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." PK continues to seek the approval of Roman
Catholic leaders and even changed its doctrinal statement so it would not offend Roman Catholics who
reject "by faith alone." The National Conference of Catholic Bishops' Committee on Marriage and
Family said, "Catholic men are being drawn to Promise Keepers. ... PK is the proverbial wake-up-call
to the Church to encourage and offer more ministry suited to the needs of men."

One need not be surprised when a Roman Catholic Monsignor in New York leads a special mass to
help Roman Catholic men prepare for a PK Conference. Promise Keepers continues to welcome
Catholic participation in its ministries. Mike Timmis was added to PK's Board of Directors and clearly
identified himself at the PK Assembly in Washington as a Catholic. Speakers at the PK rallies include
signers of the manifesto "Evangelicals and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission of the Third
Millennium." Among those who signed this unbiblical document, which called on Evangelicals to stop
winning Roman Catholics to Christ, were Chuck Colson, Jesse Miranda, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, J.I.
Packer, and a large number of Roman Catholic leaders. Yet, PK leaders apparently consider
unimportant or irrelevant -- in comparison with PK's goal of "breaking down the walls" -- Roman
Catholicism's heresy of teaching salvation by belonging to their church. Steve Green sang "Let the
Walls Come Down" at PK's Assembly just as he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta.

5. No less than five of the 16 PK board members have ties to charismatic churches. In spite of his
extra-biblical beliefs and practices, many Evangelicals associated with PK look with favor on John
Wimber (who died a month after the PK gathering), the Vineyard Denomination, and its third wave
theology. A leading charismatic leader, Jack Deere, has said that every Christian has the capacity to
receive prophecy. He declares, "In order to fulfill God's highest purpose for our lives, we must be able
to hear His voice both in the written Word and in the Word freshly spoken from heaven." Another
charismatic, Marc Dupont, believes that when a spirit of revelation is upon a person, that person can go
into a mall and discern whether an individual is involved in homosexuality or adultery or is suffering
from child abuse.

The facts reveal that PK's unbiblical base is composed of charismatics and those who defend or excuse maintaining
membership in liberal, apostate denominations. Years ago, a rancher from one of the Western states shared with me
how they killed gophers that were damaging their fields and causing injuries to their cattle and horses. "If you take
a bushel of poison and just a peck of wheat," he said, "the gophers will not eat it. However, if you take a bushel of
wheat along with a peck of poison, the gophers take the bait and the gopher population goes on the decline."

There are pastors and laymen who suggest that there is "good" in PK's goals and program. However, mixed in with
the wheat (truths) is the "poison" that gullible individuals swallow because of the bait of psychological
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manipulations and mass confessions. Religious error is being propagated by "biblically illiterate" people led by Bill
McCartney.

Isaiah 8:20 spells it out most forcefully: "To the law and to the testimony: If they speak not according to this Word,
it is because there is no light in them."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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THE PROMISE KEEPERS (PK) PASTORS & LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

Bank One Ballpark
Phoenix, Arizona
February 18–20, 2003
Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)

With descriptive terms, Coach Bill McCartney set the tone for the 2003 Promise Keepers Pastors and Leadership
Conference. [McCartney resigned as PK’s president in October, 2003, turning the job over to Thomas Fortson, Jr.,
a Southern Baptist.] “I believe this one event in 2003 will forever change what it means to be a pastor in America.
In three short days, something supernatural will be seen in the Bank One Ballpark in Phoenix.” Later he declared,
“We have had a catalytic anointing of the Spirit that is across all boundaries.”

At the first press conference McCartney said, “We will reveal God’s planks of how to get together in everyone’s
community. The church of Jesus Christ is in real difficulty. Only 1% of all the churches are growing and 46% of all
teenagers do not believe the Bible is the Word of God—in fact 9 out of 10 young people in the Church don’t
believe the Bible is the Word of God. The truth is denominational distinctive and a big obstacle and so in Promise
Keepers our distinctive asked is simply ‘Do you love Jesus?’” Ed Barron, vice president of PK’s U.S. Ministries,
put it this way, “It does not matter if you are Baptist, Methodist or Catholic. Regardless of distinctive we come
surrounded by the Biblical truth that they love Jesus.”

While the earlier publicity had predicted 50,000 would be in attendance, only 9,000 showed up in Phoenix. The
theme was “Come Near To Me.” This was the second-ever major clergy and leaders conference. In February of
1996, Promise Keepers held the largest clergy gathering in modern history, as 39,024 pastors, priests, and ministers
met at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, Georgia. But in Phoenix, Steve Chavis, Director of Advance Planning for
Promise Keepers, said “We have no other clergy conference scheduled. In fact we are not getting into that again.”

It was in partnership with other ministries that this large gathering of pastors and leaders was made possible.
Among those were: Alpha, Answers in Genesis, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Campus Crusade For
Christ, Focus on the Family, Jews for Jesus, Mission America Coalition, World Vision, Seventh Day Adventists,
National Association of Evangelicals, American Bible Society and the Abba Anointing Oil Company. NavPress
gave a copy of “The Bible In Contemporary Language—THE MESSAGE” to everyone in attendance. It was
prepared by Dr. Eugene Peterson, Professor Emeritus of Spiritual Theology at Regent College, in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada and recommended by Bill McCartney, Max Lucado, and Jack Hayford.

The Clergy began on Tuesday evening, February 18, 2003 at 6 p.m. with the rock beat of the Maranatha! Promise
Band and Marcus Witt as the worship leader. For more than 30 minutes the large group clapped, cheered, raised
their hands, and swayed back and forth to the pulsating music. Dr. Jack Hayford was the moderator of the entire
conference. He introduced the speakers and led the audience in joining him in bringing their hands together to
indicate praise to Jesus. [He set the tone early by misapplying Scripture and confusing the church with Israel.]
Hayford also led them several times to reach out and embrace several sitting nearby, and to say to them, “It’s about
Him and not us during these days.” Another time they were to tell each other, “There is no God like Jehovah.”

The first keynote speaker was Dr. Max Lucado, pastor of the Oak Hills Church, San Antonio, Texas [Church of
Christ—baptismal regeneration], and the author of 12 books that have a combined 28 million copies in print. His
subject was, “Can You Imagine?” Using Isaiah 43:7, Lucado emphasized God’s great glory and God’s great
preeminence. He said, “God is not your co-pilot. You do not give Him orders. So why not declare right now, ‘I
hereby resign from me running the universe.’ There is no hope when we say it is about me and we must understand
it does not matter about your denomination—it is all about God!”

Dr. Lucado was followed by Erwin McManus, pastor of the Mosaic Church in Los Angeles and lecturer for Bethel
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Seminary. McManus said, “Nothing can stop the Church of Jesus Christ but the Church of Jesus Christ! Since 99%
of the churches in America are declining, it could be many have forsaken their calling and just have a job. How
many of you are willing to be a warrior shepherd? It could be you are longing for the good old days which were
never there.”

Various Messianic Jewish leaders then led the 9,000 in song and with traditional Hebrew dance. In a climactic
action “shofars” (rams’ horns) were blown simultaneously in a call to worship. Phoenix-area Messianic Rabbi
Jonathan Bernis addressed the re-inclusion of Messianic Jews into the Christian family by saying, “We ask you not
to replace us, but to embrace us.”

The second day of the Conference, began with a half-hour, high-decibel, rousing Worship Time. Included in this
part was the request for all the participants to move around the arena and to greet one another by saying, “I love
God and I love you!”

Coach Bill McCartney used Job 33:14 for his devotional. It says, “For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man
perceiveth it not.” He urged everyone not to miss the voice of God. He underlined how one player on his football
team in Colorado inspired the entire team to a great victory over a stronger Texas team. “We have to be a team,”
he said. “Just one guy can be the fresh fire taking the lead in becoming a real team that can make differences in our
world.”

Bishop Larry Jackson, senior pastor of Charlotte International Church (North Carolina) and founder of Frontliners
men’s ministry, [mis]used John 17 as his text. He asked, “Do you want the glory of God to come? We need the
glory so we can be one body with one purpose. You are placed in your city to conquer, not just to survive.” Then
everyone was asked first of all to join raised hands and to call out, “LET THE GLORY COME!” This was
followed by encouraging individuals to move around and to lay hands on those who needed help making sure they
connect with other pastors.

Jack Hayford admitted that some might feel uncomfortable in raising their hands, as is the practice in his
charismatic Four Square Church On The Way in California, but they could learn that the Bible teaches in II
Timothy 2:8 that men should pray “lifting up holy hands.”

The youth culture presentation was given by author Jim Burns. This was followed by Native American Dobie
Weasel. Using the acrostic WALK, Weasel spoke on Worship, Action, Listen, and Kinship. He also had several
young Native American pastors come forward and give gifts to the elder leaders who had been brought to the
platform. Grammy-winning musician Tom Bee (Oglala Sioux), a featured soloist, then sang several songs.

The first Hispanic speaker, Noel Castellanos, explained “What is Fiesta?” It means a party so he encouraged
everyone to stand and dance! He was followed by  Danny DeLeon who has been the host on the Spanish version of
the television 700 Club. He said there are 37 million Hispanics in the USA. Children carrying the various flags of
the countries represented by the 37 million ran around the large arena as he spoke, to the delight of the participants.

A Media Roundtable with Dr. Bruce Wilkinson, took place on February 19. Dr. Wilkinson is the author of The
Prayer of Jabez and founder of “Walk Thru the Bible,” and is now president of Global Vision Resources based in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

He has now entered into partnership with World Vision and issued appeals for the Church to be unified so they can
help in Africa. In South Africa, Wilkinson said, 8,000 people a day die of AIDS and 14,000 contract AIDS every
day. He related how a group of Christians were able to raise $6 million in one day. Since World Vision has 6,000
workers, they are the best ones to partner with to help to stem the tide in South Africa. He acknowledged that moral
purity has not been taught or preached as it should have been by the National Pastors. [After the press conference,
in private conversation, this reporter reminded Dr. Wilkinson that he had spoken only a year before at the National
Religious Broadcasters Convention in Nashville, Tennessee. and told everyone he was selling his house in Atlanta
and moving to Hollywood. He said he was going to get involved with the directors, producers, and others to help
them produce films that included some moral values. He pled with those in attendance in Nashville at NRB to step
out from where they were seated in that plenary session and to come forward and  kneel before the Lord and join
him in this great project of cleaning up Hollywood. A number of attendees in Nashville responded to that appeal.
But in Phoenix Wilkinson told this reporter that he was unable to find a house in Hollywood and had then received
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the invitation to move to South Africa and to get involved in this battle against AIDS.]

The next day,  February 20, before the 9,000 in attendance, Wilkinson and others pled for thousands of the pastors
to go to South Africa and to find out how they could get involved with his organization and World Vision. He
wished that God would give them a Damascus Road experience and join him in this needy crusade. (The fact that
World Vision is a part of the apostate world council of churches was completely ignored!)

Along with the Native American and Hispanic presentation, there was an Asian-American presentation with
seminary president, Dr. Bruce Fong. He told how Asians face prejudice. He then asked, “Who is going to be the
one guy who goes back to each area and charges up the community for God?”

After a film regarding African-Americans, Bishop Wellington Boone, Executive vice president of Global Ministries
for Promise Keepers, spent much time talking about the slave traders and said that it took a war to end slavery. He
then proceeded to criticize President Bush for his position regarding affirmative action. Boone asked everyone to
“commit to relationships, to open doors to affirmative action; to mentor other races and to empower African-
American Ministries.”

Dr. James Merritt, former president of the Southern Baptist Convention and senior pastor of the 12,000 member
First Baptist Church, Snellville, Georgia, used Psalm 133 :1 for his text on “Unity.” [In his highly ecumenical
message] he said God wants us to ADVERTISE our unity, ADVOCATE our unity and ADVANCE our unity. He
said he had listened as each of the various race groups told of their problems. Merritt declared, “At the cross God
offers a new treaty and we are blood bought and need to move from the reservation to the resurrection. Why not
turn from the rearview mirror and look out the windshield? It is time to forgive and to forget.”

The final day, Thursday, February 20, began with their “worship time” led by Israel Houghton. Many left their
seats to go down near the stage to sing, hop, skip and dance.

Dr. Joe Stowell, Moody Bible Institute President, spoke on “The Challenging Response.” He used John 4 for his
text. He said that Jesus went through Samaria for the disciples’ sake. “Jesus Christ leaped the barriers and talked to
a woman, who was a Samaritan and immoral too. Jesus knew He had to embrace someone not like Him in order to
embrace a village. If you love Jesus, you must celebrate diversity. If someone’s choir sways, maybe yours puts
folks to sleep. I have had it with Christians who are ticked off about this generation. I’m starting to be part of the
emerging church.” [Stowell’s message focused primarily on the need for racial unity in the church, but he subtly
belittled Fundamentalists who take a stand against ecumenism and worldliness in the church.

Dr. Jack Hayford then stepped up and called Dr. Stowell back and related that he used to be one of those who as a
Pentecostal had nothing to do with Moody Bible Institute. Dr. Hayford said, “I detest that and there is a oneness
between Joe Stowell and me. The walls are broken down.”

Dr. Tony Evans, Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship, Dallas, Texas spoke on “Bringing It Together.” He also used John 4
as his text. He said that Jesus needed to go through Samaria “because it was a spiritual need. He met the woman at
a place of common ground—Jacob’s well. He put His lips to her cup and asked for a drink of water. Do not let
your culture get in the way of your message. Denominationalism is a sin as Christian leaders are divided. Unity is
oneness of purpose. As a result Jesus even spent two days in their village.”

Bill McCartney concluded the conference as he spoke on “A Charge to Lead.” He said that pastors “are the luckiest
men on the face of the earth.” McCartney asked those present to make a public decision, to reach out
internationally, and to change the suburban and urban areas while even going global with the challenge of South
Africa.

Several thousand went forward and knelt in unified prayer for the churches and communities to which they would
return.

Observations by this reporter:

1.  Since I was in attendance at the first PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta in 1996 and the PK
Assembly in Washington, DC in 1997, I was able to compare those events with this Clergy Conference
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in Phoenix in 2003. Promise Keepers now claims to have reached more than 5,000,000 men during the
past 12 years of conferences. Even though they have 18 events planned for 2003, the attendance and
interest has been declining drastically. This is obvious when you recall nearly 40,000 clergy were
present for Atlanta in 1996 and only 9,000 at Phoenix in 2003. Also, pastors’ wives were invited to this
particular conference (not to Atlanta) and more than 900 wives attended a breakout session held
elsewhere in Phoenix with Cynthia Heald as their speaker. The press officer acknowledged that some
women, who are clergy, refused to go to that breakout session since they wanted to be present for the
activities at the Bank One Ballpark.

2.  The often-used phrase “If you love Jesus” is agreed upon by millions who never have been born
again, or remain a part of the apostate ecumenical movement. The fact is that one’s skin color, ethnic
background, or socio-economic status, should not play a part in the body of Christ. Among genuine
believers, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor
female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28). But PK, in their attempt to keep the appeal of
their message as broad as possible, have majored on the matter of racial discrimination and minimized
other important Biblical truths.

Any attempt to bring everyone, liberal or conservative, Protestant or Catholic, charismatic or Mormon,
under the same umbrella is ecumenism no matter what else it may be called. Efforts to reconcile at the
expense of truth ought to be immediately rejected. [While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one
mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on complete agreement with,
and submission to, God’s holy Word. The only use of the word “unity" in the New Testament is found
in Ephesians chapter four. It is a “unity of the Spirit” (v. 3), not of men. It is a “unity of faith” (v. 13)
based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real spiritual
unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to “mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them” (Rom. 16:17). Biblical unity
in Christ, the true fellowship of brothers and sisters in Christ, can only come about by grace through
faith (Eph 2:8). Anything added, Paul tells us, is a rejection of the gospel. Jesus will deny ever
knowing those who have come to Him on any other terms but His own, even though they sincerely cry,
“Lord, Lord...” (Mt 7:22,23).]

3.  The Catholic Church, along with thousands of liberal Protestant Churches, deny the doctrine of
salvation by grace plus absolutely nothing. Yet according to PK, that does not matter, and none are
even remotely encouraged to leave churches that espouse a sacramental salvation. The problem of
ecumenism is also evident in the individuals used on their platform. If you are well known and popular,
you can be highlighted at a PK activity. The speakers, for the most part, are among the best
communicators available today. With powerful delivery, they challenge their listeners and call for an
immediate response to the message. But never are they urged to follow Ephesians 5:11, “And have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them.”

4.  The most popular use of tolerance shows up in accommodating non-biblical beliefs and practices
not biblical. How can one welcome as fellowshipping partners those who are greatly confused about
the Holy Spirit and extra-biblical revelation, with visions and dreams along with speaking in tongues
and healing crusades?

5.  No one should promote any ministry which embraces leaders who identify with the National
Association of Evangelicals, the World Evangelical Association and the National and World Councils
of Churches. Truth is always absolute and absolutes are intolerant. It is strange to see Christian leaders
so tolerant they welcome error into their ministries and then defend that action as being Christlike.
Some of the strongest, yes, even the harshest, declarations in the Word of God came from the lips of
our Blessed Saviour against religious leaders who tolerated religious error. Christ taught truth!

6.  There are those who suggest that Fundamentalism has failed while New Evangelicalism is doing the
job and the proof is seen in the results of programs like Promise Keepers along with ecumenical
evangelism. We are not the first ones who have been called upon to stand in an evil day. The position
of Fundamentalism, with all of its shortcomings, is the correct one because of the Biblical position. A
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great difference between Fundamentalism and New Evangelicalism, as evident in Promise Keepers, lies
in the matter of separation.

7.  We need to make a choice between a limited message or a limited fellowship. It is either favor with
men or favor with God. May God give us the courage and rock-like conviction to stand no matter what
the cost may be. 

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/2003
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The Masculine Journey
The Robert Hicks-Promise Keepers Connection*

The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks is a classic example of what passes for Biblical teaching in many circles
today. Rather than turning to the Bible for truth, Hicks finds a concept in a secular book, then goes to the Scriptures
to see if he can find someway to support that concept. Failing at that, he forces the Scriptures to mean whatever he
wants in order to accomplish his purpose. He then passes off his views to unsuspecting, and apparently ungrounded
professing believers, who swallow every line.

Hicks' book is built on the premise (not found in Scripture and unproven in research) that men pass through (or at
least ought to) six stages of life. This theory did not emerge from the study of Scripture, but from secular
psychologist Daniel Levinson's book The Seasons of a Man's Life. Hicks then identifies six Hebrew words that he
believes dovetail with Levinson's teachings. No Bible scholar would agree with Hicks' exegesis, but that does not
stop Promise Keepers from endorsing his book. [See Editor's Note.] Hicks says that males were meant to pass
through the following stages: noble savage; phallic (sexual); warrior; wounded; maturity; and mentor.

Since Hicks develops his thoughts through a combination of personal experience, psychological theories, and
Biblical principles. his views are a mixture of a great deal of error mixed with just enough truth to deceive poorly
taught professing Christians. Space does not permit a thorough critique of The Masculine Journey (see BDM's
report on Promise Keepers for more detail), but we will attempt to point out a few of the more obvious areas of
concern:

1) Hicks' primary resources are secular psychologists, etc. His book is full of references to Freud, Jung,
Levinson, Margaret Mead, Gail Sheehy, etc.

2) Hicks all but glorifies war and violence that is characteristic of his warrior stage. In addition, he
does not recognize the element of pride that is behind much of this conflict. For example, he says with
approval, "To be a male warrior is to be characterized by strength, competing to be superior, using
one's energy to be prominent, or vying to be important or to gain significance" (p. 77). The believer
might think of James 4:1-3 in light of such a statement.

3) Borrowing from Robert Bly (secular men's movement leader) and Carl Jung (demon-possessed
contemporary of Freud), Hicks claims that, "In order for men to discover what manhood is all about,
they must descend into the deep places of their own souls and find their accumulated grief" (p. 99).
Nowhere in Scripture is anything like this taught, but it has become a fad, thanks to the writings of
Larry Crabb (see Inside Out).

4) Hicks clearly has a low view of Scripture. The most blatant example of this is found on page 114: "I
call the Psalms of David the musings of a manic-depressive."

5) Hicks also soft pedals sin. In an interesting paragraph concerning "Christian" homosexuals, Marxists,
and Catholics that he has known, rather than confronting such people, he confesses, "I have learned
that the way to look at God or the world is not necessarily through the lens or categories I currently
believe are the correct ones" (p. 134). And in an incredible statement on page 177, Hicks says, "I'm
sure many would balk at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do
it. But I do know we need to do it. For, example, we usually give the teenagers in our churches such a
massive dose of condemnation regarding their first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or
their first experience ... with sex or drugs. Maybe we could look upon this as a teachable moment and a
rite of passage. Is this putting a benediction on sin? Of course not, but perhaps at this point the true
elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next generation
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for being human" (p. 177). Can you imagine someone who claims to be a Christian suggesting that we
should congratulate the young person who has committed fornication or gotten drunk because he is
simply being human? Unbelievable!!

6) Hicks writes, "If ever we needed to initiate the wounded in our midst it is now. We need to
recognize a man's divorce, or job firing, or major health problem, or culpability in some legal or sexual
indiscretion, as a wound to which we show deference as a part of the male journey" (p. 178).
(Emphasis added.) The word deference means "honor, reverence, veneration, acclaim, homage, esteem,
courtesy." So, Hicks is suggesting that we should honor, reverence, venerate, esteem, etc., the things he
listed when they happen in a man's life. Included in these things we should venerate, reverence, esteem,
and pay homage to are legal and sexual indiscretions. Rather than looking on them as sin we should
reverence them. We should honor them. We should venerate them. We should esteem them. We should
look on them as rites of passage along the masculine journey. Incredible!

7) Hicks has an obsession with the male sex organ. He writes, "We are called and addressed by God in
terminology that describes who and what we are -- zakar , phallic males. Possessing a penis places
unique requirements upon men before God in how they are to worship Him. We are called to worship
God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized
males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches. We are told by God to worship Him in
accordance with what we are, phallic men" (p. 49). This is the language of pagan religionists, not the
Bible!

8) Hicks makes numerous erroneous statements about male sexuality. Claiming that the second stage of
manhood is the phallus (penis) stage (p. 48), Hicks goes on to state, "The phallus has always been the
symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (p. 51). And, "Improper teaching on the phallus will drive
men into sexual sins because their spiritual God-hunger is not satisfied. Sexual energy is essentially
spiritual" (p. 55). (This is teaching from the demon worshipers in India; it's called TANTRA sex yoga.)
Again, "Our sexual problems only reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted form, the
deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (p. 56).

9) Hicks claims that what keeps men moving along this "masculine" journey is having some other male
mentors in their lives and seeing Jesus as the primary voice of God in each stage. "Jesus ... was the
second Adam ... was very much human ... was also very much zakar , phallic. ... I believe Jesus was
phallic with all the inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (pp. 180-181). [This seems to be
either the result of Freudian brainwashing or hanging out in locker rooms. Either way, it's blasphemous
(4/94, The Berean Call).]

10) Hicks has a blasphemous view of Christ. He claims that Jesus experienced homosexual temptation
(p. 181)! Even a cursory study of Rom 1:18ff would reveal Hicks' abominable error.

11) More blasphemy -- the movie The Last Temptation of Christ is referred to in a positive light!
Claiming that Jesus is a "phallic male," Hicks says Jesus "may have thought about it as the movie ...
portrays" (p. 181) -- referring to Jesus thinking about having sexual relations with a woman! But
doesn't Hicks' suggestion make Jesus guilty of the sin of lust, thereby embracing the movie's
blasphemy? In fact, the movie portrayed graphic sexual desire, not merely temptation.

The Masculine Journey Study Guide

Hicks obsession with the phallus carries over to the Study Guide to be used in small group studies along with The
Masculine Journey. Here are a couple of "Bible" study activities that the groups are to enjoy as they discuss their
phallic, or sexual side:

1) The leaders are first warned that if the men in the group are having problems talking openly and
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with empathy to each other about their sex lives, they are to stop and talk about why they are having
difficulty (p. 32). (And you wondered why so many men suddenly wanted to go to Bible studies.)

2) After the leaders get beyond that hurdle, here is one of the discussion questions: "Our culture has
presented many initiation rites, or passages to manhood, that are associated with the phallus. Which
ones have you experienced? Do you have a story to share with the other men about one such event?
Some examples are: When were you potty trained and when did you stop wetting the bed? Pubic hair
and growth. An unfortunate experience with pornography. My first dating experience. My first really
embarrassing moment with a girl. The wedding night. Conceiving my first child."

3) Another activity starts out like this: "Man's primary fantasy is 'having access to as many beautiful
women as desired without risking rejection,'" says Warren Farrell, who polled 106,000 men and women
from all walks of life. Farrell also tabulated many secondary fantasies, some of which are listed here.
From these options choose the one that best completes the sentence for you: 'The daydream, wishful
thinking, or primary fantasy that recurs for me is. ...'"

Does this stuff sound like Bible study or Freudian psychology? Isn't it interesting that Christian men can be united
as they practice and apply godless theories from godless men, but they cannot discuss the Word of God!

DISDAIN FOR DOCTRINE

Promise Keepers' stated purpose is to move men toward Christ-like masculinity. But PK does not understand how
to do this. Maturity is not developed through pep rallies, psychological teachings, and sharing. It is developed
though the application of the truth of God's Word (i.e., doctrine). However, to PK, doctrine divides, and should be
shunned. Their philosophy is well stated by Robert Hicks: "I am often amazed at how God sometimes uses secular
sources to communicate His truth better than Christian ones" (p. 162). But you cannot create godliness by going
around the Word of God and seeking out the latest pop-wisdom of men. This is one of Promise Keepers greatest
error.

BDM Note: The following is excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness
Letter:

Is it true that Promise Keepers is backing away from an enthusiastic support of Robert Hicks' book, The Masculine
Journey? It may appear so at first glance. For an extended period of time, Promise Keepers provided a seven-page
letter supporting The Masculine Journey to those who requested it. However, shortly after our article ("Promise
Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey) went to press in 3/96, they replaced the seven-page support letter
with a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no longer distributes the book The Masculine Journey by
Robert Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress."

After admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man who attended PK's 1993 national
men's conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The Masculine
Journey. No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of 6/17/96, Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The Masculine
Journey. The current statement says: 

"Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks (1993, NavPress) could be understood in
more than one way. Some of the content of the book has unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of
interpretations and responses involving theological issues which Promise Keepers does not feel called
to resolve." 

The statement continues to say that they don't want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the focus of
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Promise Keepers.

After again saying that they no longer distribute the book, they state: 

"At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks' core theology is consistent with orthodox evangelical
Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a forthright attempt on his part to deal with male
issues from a biblical context." (Emphasis added.)

Unfortunately, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There is still no
hint of warning, apology, or repudiation. Any fair reader of Promise Keepers' present statement on The Masculine
Journey would have to conclude that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine Journey ! The fact that leaders
of Promise Keepers were involved in the development of the book, identified it as a Promise Keepers book, and
gave a copy to every man who attended the 1993 PK national men's conference reveals the psychological
foundations of the movement. Until Promise Keepers makes a definitive statement confessing the error of being
involved in the development of the book The Masculine Journey, as well as of promoting and distributing it, they
must be held culpable. [Return to Text]

* Portions of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Pastor Gary Gilley in the 2/95
Southern View Chapel (now Think On These Things) newsletter; and from an article in the June/July 1997 Think
On These Things.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/97
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Promise Keepers Changes Doctrinal Statement To Appease Catholics

July 18, 1997 (Adapted from: David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist News Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor,
WA 98277) -- The latest edition of Our Sunday Visitor, an influential conservative Catholic weekly publication,
contains an article entitled, "Making New Catholic Men: Promise Keepers 'gospel for guys': Is it just the thing that
Catholic Men need, or is it bound to loosen male bonds to the Church?" The article describes the efforts which
have been made by Promise Keepers leaders to make Catholics feel at home in their organization. Note the
following quotes (Mike Aquilina, Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11):

(a) "While there are no hard figures, some say that 10-20 percent of those men [attending Promise
Keepers conferences] are Catholic. And, recently, Promise Keepers, a largely evangelical movement,
has taken steps to attract even more Catholic men to its events and principles of
discipleship."

(b) "At its March meeting, Promise Keepers' board of directors welcomed Mike Timmis as a new
member. A Detroit-area lawyer and businessman, Timmis is a longtime leader in the Catholic
charismatic renewal."

(c) "At several rallies this year, PK has spotlighted Catholic evangelist Jim Berlucchi as a speaker."

(d) "In June, PK hosted a 'Catholic Summit' at its headquarters in Denver, sounding out Catholic
volunteers and leaders from around the country."

(e) "And EARLIER THIS YEAR, PROMISE KEEPERS AMENDED ITS STATEMENT OF FAITH,
REVISING THE LINES THAT CATHOLICS HAD FOUND OFFENSIVE.

(f) "PROMISE KEEPERS FOUNDER BILL MCCARTNEY TOLD OUR SUNDAY VISITOR
RECENTLY THAT FULL CATHOLIC PARTICIPATION WAS HIS INTENTION FROM THE
START. 'Back in 1992, at our first stadium event, we very clearly stated from the podium that we
eagerly welcomed the participation of Roman Catholics, and we've had scores of Roman Catholics
attend and go back to their churches excited.' ..."

(g) "As executive director of Christian outreach at Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio, [John]
Sengenberger cites Promise Keepers as the inspiration of the men's conferences his own office has
sponsored since 1995. ... Sengenberger invited representatives from Promise Keepers to visit the
university. 'We had some frank discussions and told them we needed to see some Catholic involvement
on the leadership level.' ... When Steubenville hosted its first men's conference in 1995, Sengenberger
invited two Promise Keepers officials to attend: Dale Schlafer, who was at that time chairman of the
board, and Glenn Wagner, a vice president. 'It was their first time in a Catholic evangelistic setting,'
Sengenberger said. 'They were impressed. When they were leaving, we invited them to go through our
bookstore and take out any books they wanted. They went home with all kinds of theology books,
Vatican II teachings. ... Dale took a set of the Liturgy of the Hours. The following year, he told me he'd
incorporated it into his daily prayer, so Glenn asked for one, too.'"

(h) "Both men returned to Steubenville for the 1996 men's conference, where Sengenberger took them
to a Eucharistic holy hour. 'I took them aside and explained what we were doing, how THIS ONLY
MAKES SENSE IF YOU BELIEVE IN THE REAL PRESENCE OF JESUS. That night we were
down by the stage, and I remember going down on my knees, then prostrate, down on my face-and
right next to me was Glenn Wagner, doing the same thing.'"

(i) "Yet profound differences remained between the evangelicals of Promise Keepers and Catholics
who were sympathetic. Last year, Promise Keepers published a 'statement of faith' with lines that
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seemed to be crafted to exclude Catholics -- or force them to reject their Catholic faith. Section five of
the Promise Keepers credo read: 'We believe that man was created in the image of God, but because of
sin, was alienated from God. That alienation can be removed only by accepting, through faith alone,
God's gift of salvation, which was made possible by Christ's death.'"

(j) "'Faith alone' is a key doctrine of the Protestant Reformation. Though the phrase appears nowhere in
Scripture, it was inserted by Martin Luther into his German translation of the Bible. Concerned about
this development at Promise Keepers, Sengenberger had several Catholic theologians review the
statement and present their objections to Wagner last summer."

(k) "EARLY THIS YEAR, PROMISE KEEPERS REVISED THE STATEMENT IN A WAY THAT
PASSED THEOLOGICAL MUSTER WITH THOSE CATHOLICS: 'Only through faith, trusting in
Christ alone for salvation, which was made possible by His death and resurrection, can that alienation
be removed.' Paul Edwards, Promise Keepers' vice president for advancement, explained that the
statement of faith is a 'dynamic' document, and that Promise Keepers is open to change.

COMMENTS BY FUNDAMENTAL BAPTIST INFORMATION SERVICE EDITOR -- DAVID CLOUD
(<http://wayoflife.org/>):

We see in this article more evidence that Promise Keepers leadership is playing politics with their ecumenical
agenda. When questioned by "Protestants" about Catholic participation in Promise Keepers, they claim they want
Catholics to come simply because they want them to hear the Gospel and be saved. On the other hand, when
questioned by Catholics about Catholic participation in Promise Keepers, they claim they want to receive Catholics
as they are as brothers in Christ without any desire to evangelize them away from their "church."

We see that Promise Keepers leadership is bending over backwards to increase Catholic participation in its
movement and to calm the fears of Catholic leaders about the prospect of Catholic men leaving Romanism because
of their participation at Promise Keepers events. They are not requiring that Roman Catholics reject Rome's false
doctrines. Promise Keepers leaders are not exposing Rome's blasphemous gospel and doctrines which have led
multitudes to eternal damnation. PK leaders are faced with the same dilemma as all ecumenists. If they were to
preach the truth boldly and identify false doctrine plainly, it would destroy their ecumenical agenda. The Apostles
were not content merely to preach the Gospel in a positive manner; they continually exposed false gospels and
warred against doctrinal perversion. We are to follow in their footsteps. Our commission is to earnestly contend for
the faith once delivered to the saints (Jude 3). We are to fight for the truth and AGAINST error. Promise Keepers
leaders refuse to do this [because they are part of that error].

SALVATION BY FAITH ALONE

Even the old PK statement was murky and insufficient. If they wanted to clarify the Gospel in the present
ecumenical climate, they would plainly state that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone because of the
atonement of Christ alone without works and sacraments and priest craft. The old PK statement allowed room for
false gospels. The new statement is even worse, allowing more room for false gospels such as the one preached by
Rome. False gospels are not completely new gospels; they are the true gospel with a few "minor" changes, with
new definitions. Every false gospel redefines grace to somehow include works or sacraments. This is what the
Apostle Paul fought against in the book of Galatians.

When Promise Keepers first published its brief statement of faith, it did not include the phrase "through faith
alone." It was added because of the outcry of those who protested that the absence of this phrase leaves room for
false gospels which mix grace and works, faith and sacraments. You see, false gospelers do not deny that salvation
is by faith and by grace. What they deny is that it is by grace ALONE through faith ALONE without works and
sacraments of any sort. Now we see that Promise Keepers has again modified its statement to remove "through
faith alone" to please the Catholic leaders with whom they are fellowshipping. Promise Keepers vice president, Paul
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Edwards, tells us that PK's doctrinal statement is "dynamic" and "open to change." This is typical of those with an
ecumenical agenda. They claim that sound doctrine is precious to them, but in practice they are incredibly flexible
and nonchalant about the most foundational of doctrines.

The article in Our Sunday Visitor claims that "through faith alone" is a doctrine devised by Martin Luther. This is
perfect nonsense. Salvation by grace alone through faith alone is precisely the Gospel preached by the Apostles and
given to us in the Word of God. Paul described this Gospel by revelation in Romans 3:23-4:6. It is the Gospel of
salvation by grace alone through faith alone without works of any kind. Paul also carefully described the Gospel in
1 Corinthians 15:1-4. Again, there is not one word about works or sacraments. The Gospel is salvation through
faith in the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Period. It is Christ alone, grace alone, faith alone, no
works, no sacraments. Praise the Lord!!

When the Philippian jailer asked the Apostles, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" they said, "Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house" (Acts 16:30,31). Nothing here about works or sacraments or
church or priests.

The Lord Jesus Christ taught the same thing, of course. When the crowd asked Christ, "What shall we do, that we
might work the works of God?" he replied, "This is the work of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent"
(John 6:28,29). Again, nothing here about works or sacraments. John 3:16 says "whosoever believeth on him shall
not perish but have everlasting life." Faith alone. Faith in Christ, plus nothing and minus nothing.

Biblical grace means the unmerited eternal salvation of God which comes freely and directly to the believing sinner
through the atonement of Jesus Christ (Rom. 3:24 - 4:6; 11:6; Eph. 2:8-9; Titus 3:4-7). The Roman Catholic
Church has redefined grace to include sacraments. "Grace," by Rome's definition, means Christ, by His death, has
provided salvation to be distributed by the Catholic church to those sinners who adhere to its sacraments. The New
Catholic Catechism states: "The Church affirms that for believers the sacraments of the New Covenant are
necessary for salvation" (1129). THESE WORDS COULD NOT BE PLAINER.

Beware of Promise Keepers. Its leaders are either very ignorant, or they are very [deceptively] clever.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 7/97
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Radio Bible Class (RBC Ministries)
Our Daily [Psychological] Bread

-  Radio Bible Class (renamed RBC Ministries in 1994) was founded in 1938 (as "Detroit Bible Class") by former
physician and pastor, strict separatist, fundamentalist, and critic of Catholicism, Dr. Martin R. De Haan (1891-
1965). It is currently run out of Grand Rapids, Michigan by Dr. De Haan's grandson, Mart II. (Dr. De Haan's son
Richard ran the ministry from 1965-1985, and nephew Dennis edited RBC's daily devotional booklet Our Daily
Bread until 1996.) [RBC also operates International Ministry Offices in Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, England, Ghana, Jamaica, Kenya, Republic of
South Africa, Trinidad, Nigeria, India, and the Philippine Islands.]

From its modest beginnings, RBC Ministries has expanded into a massive literature, radio, and television
"ministry." RBC publishes the daily devotional booklet Our Daily Bread (circa 1956), the daily devotional for high
school and college-age students Campus Journal (circa 1989), and Discovery Series booklets (circa 1938) on more
than 250 topics (of the latter, 7 million are freely distributed annually). RBC's monthly newsletter, Times of
Discovery (circa 1940), has a circulation of 1.5 million. 

On radio, RBC airs the 15-minute daily and 30-minute weekly "Discover the Word" (formerly "RBC Daily" --
"small-group Bible-study format"; 250 and 350 stations, respectively); the 30-minute weekly and weekend "Words
To Live By" (formerly "Radio Bible Class" -- "built upon the personal stories of those for whom God's scriptural
promises have produced real-life changes"); "Sounds of the Times" ("interviews and biblical commentary" for
young people); "Sports Spectrum Radio" (circa 1990) ("real issues in sports and life -- live, call-in Saturday
program featuring Christian testimonies from well-known sports personalities"); and three programs on "SPOT
RADIO": the one-minute, "Thought of the Day" ("The truth of eternity in 60 seconds!"; 400 stations), "Our Daily
Bread Radio" (circa 1960) ("daily one to five minute inspirational messages"), and "My Utmost for His Highest"
("daily readings from Oswald Chambers' classic devotional"). On television (0ver 100 stations), RBC airs the
weekly half-hour "Day of Discovery" program (circa 1968). 

RBC also owns Discovery House Publishers (circa 1987), through which it primarily publishes the works of non-
RBC affiliated authors, and offers magazines (including Sports Spectrum magazine, begun in 1987 as Second
Look), videotapes, audiotapes, Bible-study CDs, and music products. RBC employs more than 300, and has over
two million on its combined mailing lists. RBC prints and distributes (through more than 100,000 distributors) more
than nine million Our Daily Bread devotional booklets each quarter (in 35 countries and printed in more than 20
languages), and has a press run of more than 400,000 copies of the Campus Journal. RBC Ministries began its
Internet web site in 1995, and now averages more than six million "hits" per month. (Source: 10/00, RBC Internet
web site.)]

-  RBC states that its vision is to provide (1) devotional material (Our Daily Bread, Campus Journal) to help
people feed on the Word of God, (2) Bible study materials (Discovery Series) to teach right doctrine about God,
ourselves, and our circumstances, and (3) evangelism resources (Reasons to Believe brochures) "to awaken interest
in a new way of life by gently and lovingly helping others to see the reasonableness and possibilities of faith in
Christ" (1/93, Times of Discovery newsletter). We believe that it can be demonstrated that RBC substantially fails
in its mission, and since RBC's materials go to millions of people each month, it is imperative that the people of
God be warned. 

Typical of the watered-down, Arminian, psychologized, "God can't save without our worldly helps" thinking of
RBC's leadership is the promo for its SPOT RADIO "Thought of the Day" radio program (10/00, RBC Internet web
site):

"It's impossible to fit all the truths of Scripture in just 1 minute, so SPOT RADIO concentrates on just
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one thought. Through the use of multiple voices, drama, music, and sound effects, the message of the
Bible is translated into the language of our times. SPOT RADIO doesn't preach. The decision to act on
the message is left up to the listener. SPOT RADIO uses the themes of Scripture and the Our Daily
Bread devotional guide to reach our culture for Christ. It’s a compelling and straight-forward 60
seconds."

-  Beginning in the mid-1980s, RBC took a decidedly psychological turn, incorporating the world's pop psychology
into almost every area of its vast media empire. Most evident was the psychological self-love/self-esteem/self-
worth teachings appearing in its daily devotional Our Daily Bread (ODB). ODB has even taught a "Christianized"
form of occult visualization. (See the samples of some typical ODB devotional articles. The bracketed comments
should be sufficient to indicate our problems with RBC's teachings.) In addition, ODB and other RBC publications
regularly cite favorably and/or endorse such psychologists/psychiatrists/psychologizers as Alfred Adler, Abraham
Maslow, Paul Tournier, Leo Buscaglia, Victor Frankl, Larry Crabb, Dan Allender, Kevin Huggins, Henry Cloud,
John Townsend, David Wyrtzen, Bob George, John White, Josh McDowell, R.C. Sproul, Billy Graham, James
Dobson, Chuck Swindoll, Irwin Lutzer, Karen Mains, Jill Briscoe, Joni Eareckson Tada, William Backus ("self-
talk" therapy), Henri Nouwen (New Age Roman Catholic mystic and universalist), Max Lucado, Chuck Colson,
David Yonggi Cho, the 12-Step programs of the Rapha and Minirth Meier New Life Clinics, and the ecumenical,
psychological, charismatic Promise Keepers movement (even once calling God, the "Divine Promise Keeper").
[ODB has even quoted favorably from neo-orthodox theologians Soren Kierkegaard and Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
(Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned nearly every major doctrine of the historic Christian
faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology.)]

-  In personal correspondence with Dennis De Haan in November of 1989, De Haan (ODB's editor at the time)
stated that he finds "helpful many insights from psychology." He also said he finds no inconsistency between "a
healthy self-acceptance" and the Biblical teaching on sin, Christ's atoning death, and self-denial. Dennis De Haan
was very clear in his thinking that while the Bible is sufficient to meet "man's deepest need for forgiveness and
reconciliation to God," that it isn't quite sufficient to help those people for whom life is a "greater struggle"! Hence,
in his view, there is a need for the teachings of the godless men who gave us psychology!

A 10/6/94 ODB devotional article by Dennis De Haan clearly indicates his, and RBC's, continued affection for pop
psychological concepts. In the article titled, "Our Image Problem," De Haan contends that people who "understand
clearly their own strengths and weaknesses are better able to accept themselves as they are and accomplish more in
life." (Emphasis added.) The Apostle Paul is De Haan's Biblical character who supposedly exemplifies self-
acceptance -- "His self-acceptance was based on God's acceptance of him in Christ [despite Paul's] "painful
memory of persecuting the church." De Haan describes what he believes to be "a mature kind of self-acceptance" -
- "'By the grace of God I am what I am.'" He concludes with a poem that claims "God accepts us as we are, and we
must do the same." (See Paul Brownback: The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin & Deidre Bobgan:
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, pp. 65-71, for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called
unconditional love and self-acceptance.) In a more recent ODB (9/23/95), M.R. De Haan II teaches that "Low self-
esteem is a killer -- a killer of potential, of courage, of relationships. ... To feel good about yourself, think of who
you are in Christ."

-  A good example of just how far RBC has come in its acceptance of the psychological gospel would be an RBC
Discovery Series booklet written by Tim Jackson, a licensed psychologist in Michigan -- "When Help Is Needed: A
Biblical View of Counseling." (Jackson is also listed as the senior counselor for RBC's Biblical correspondence
department.) The booklet covers such psychological euphemisms for sin as: "eating disorders or sexual addiction,
uncontrollable outbursts of anger, alcohol or drug abuse, debilitating depression, anxiety that steals one's sleep,
paralyzing fears, obsessive/compulsive activities, workaholism, [and] uncontrollable spending."

Jackson not only questions the ability of the local church pastor to handle such "problems" (not "sins," mind you),
but he also questions the sufficiency of Christ. He states that, "Many disagree about the meaning of 'the sufficiency
of Christ.' Do His provisions and mercies include medication, support groups, and an understanding of family
history, temperaments, and deeply buried motives? ... The Bible warns against counsel that is contrary to the
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purpose of God. But the Scriptures are not against all that is natural, social, or secular. ... School counselors serve
our communities well when they influence young people for good by encouraging ... a student to think through his
own values, beliefs and motives [values clarification!] [pp. 4-6]. ... What is the pastor's role as a counselor? [p. 26].
... Professional counseling is sometimes necessary to deal with complex issues that don't easily yield to our normal
understanding of how we are to grow and deal with the struggles in our lives. This kind of intense counseling is
like doing deep surgery on the soul [p. 28]. ... Going to a licensed counselor or therapist is like going to your
medical doctor for a physical problem" (p. 29). (Emphasis added.)

Jackson's counseling focus is typical of those who rely on self instead of God, and on psychology instead of the
Bible (cf. 2 Peter 1:3): "Many physical and emotional problems are rooted in unseen and often undetected spiritual
issues. Eating disorders, alcohol and drug addiction, depression, chronic anxiety, sexual abuse, and multiple
personality disorders are so painful in and of themselves, that they persistently mask the deeper issues that fuel
them [p. 7]. ... Good counseling helps us to face our disappointment in a trouble-filled life. It helps us to face our
disappointment in ourselves and realize that very often we cannot make life work for us or protect us from pain.
Good counseling helps us to face our disappointment in a God who doesn't give us everything we ask for [p. 12]. ...
Because we have been created in the likeness of this triune God, all of us have a deep need for relationships [this
and following: Crabb/Adler/Maslow need theology -- see also Jackson's Discovery Series booklet: "When Anger
Burns," for more Crabb theology]. We hunger to love and be loved by others. We want to know and be known, to
accept and be accepted, to respect and be respected, to give and to receive, to care and to be cared for. For this we
have been made. For this we rightly hunger [p. 16]. ... This mix of dignity and depravity is what makes so many
problems extremely resistant to change. The desires that drive an alcoholic are not all bad. The urges that obsess the
homosexual are not all wrong. Husbands or wives who ... feel more alive and fulfilled in an extramarital
relationship are not totally evil in their longings. ... We end up feeling guilty for God-given desires and then
rationalize and defend our illegitimate strategies for trying to deal with our pain. ... Good counsel will help us to see
the difference between God-given desires and our own sinful strategies for satisfying those desires" (pp. 17-18).
(Emphasis added.)

[Jackson co-authored another RBC Discovery Series booklet with M.R. De Haan II titled: "Designed for Desire:
God's Design for Sexuality." In the recommended reading section at the back of the booklet, they recommend books
by psychologists Harry W. Schaumburg ("... for anyone fighting the battle against compelling sexual desires") and
Larry Crabb ("... focuses on why relationships get off track and how to refocus our attention in godly directions").
This Discovery Series booklet is full of Crabb-like statements, and even puts Jesus Christ into Crabb's "need-
satisfaction" mold (e.g., they speak of Jesus as being "secure enough within Himself" and thereby "did not 'need' a
physical, sexual relationship").]

-  RBC began a serious teaching relationship with "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in 1988. [Crabb's
model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all
behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a "hierarchy of needs")
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.] Favorable comments on Crabb and his teachings
were later made in the 8/89, Radio Bible Class News. In 1990, M.R. De Haan II, fellow psychologizer Ron
Chadwick, and Crabb, together made and heavily promoted a four-part video teaching series titled, "How Can I
Feel Good About Myself?" (Discovery Interactive Bible Study Series). The video and accompanying Leader's
Guide were "designed to help you teach your group the biblical basis of how you can feel good about yourself." In
our opinion, this series is the most blatant of all the anti-Biblical productions we have seen on the subject of self-
esteem. (This "study" was first published in a 1988 RBC Discovery Series booklet, "How Can I Feel Good About
Myself -- MAN: Self-Esteem.")

-  An article in the 4/96, Times of Discovery tells of RBC's operation of a telephone/mail psychologically-oriented
counseling department: "Imagine spending your day helping people cope with struggles, answering Bible questions,
and directing people to resources that can assist them. That's what goes on in RBC's Biblical Correspondence
Department, often called our counseling department." A group of four men and three women do this counseling.
The article lists seven most asked caller/writer relationship issue questions. The RBC counselors answer questions
on "marital struggles," "sexual struggles," "abuse issues," "parenting," "addictive behaviors," "depression/anxiety,"
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and "grief/loss/divorce." The counselors also send out psychologically-oriented booklets on "spouse abuse,"
"anger," "counseling," "sexual abuse," and "sexuality." Besides the fact that this "counseling" is heavily
psychological, God's Word nowhere authorizes long-distance counseling outside of the local church. (See the
Bobgan's book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible for the correct view on counseling and the church.)

-  As evidence that RBC still believes that the Bible is not enough, but that psychospiritual methods are necessary
for the believer to experience the full Christian life, see an article by Mart De Haan II titled "Been Thinking About
… Counseling" from RBC's June 2000 Times of Discovery newsletter. De Haan's article is a good example of what
is termed "psychoheresy" -- the integration of secular psychological counseling theories and therapies with the
Bible and the intrusion of such theories into the preaching and practice of Christianity, especially when they
contradict or compromise Biblical Christianity in terms of the nature of man, how he is to live, and how he
changes. While De Haan does not use the terms "clinical psychology" or "psychotherapy" in his article, it is clear
he supports both. De Haan aligns himself with professionally trained "people helpers" and strongly defends the use
of extra-Biblical material for helping individuals experiencing problems of living. His article clearly promotes
"support groups," "professional counselors," and "personality tests."

Of De Haan's many errors in his article, the most egregious ones relate to his perception of Scripture through the
distorting lens of a high view of extra-Biblical ideas and theories regarding the mind, will, emotions, and behavior.
His high view of this extra-Biblical material seems driven by his faith in professional counselors and their use of
the extra-Biblical wisdom of men. (De Haan goes so far as to claim that Jesus and others in the Old and New
Testaments spoke extra-Biblically.) De Haan considers himself part of the "not-the-Bible-only group," which
believes that:

"… the Bible itself encourages us to look beyond its pages in our efforts to help others. This group
believes that while the cross of Christ is our only solution for sin, there is room within the mercy and
compassion of Christ to use support groups, professional counselors, antidepressants, and personality
tests as additional ways of caring for one another. … we believe that secular tools, when used carefully,
can help us obey God when He tells us to seek understanding, help one another, and relieve the
oppressed. … Does the Bible point to itself as the only solution for problems of the heart? No. The
Bible teaches us how to look beyond its pages while remaining well within the counsel of God."

De Haan produces no research support for the use of "secular tools," no definition of what "when used carefully"
means, and no evidence that any of what he proposes "can help us obey God" or is in any way connected to "can
help us obey God when He tells us to seek understanding, help one another, and relieve the oppressed." De Haan
has provided no reasonable Biblical evidence for "looking beyond its [the Bible's] pages." Aside from twisting the
Scripture to fit his preconceived not-the-Bible-only, extra-Biblical position, De Haan gives no extra-Biblical
examples from professional counselors that one could test. The extra-Biblical wisdom of men supported by De
Haan and his not-the-Bible-only group is the very wisdom of men that God has warned us about (1 Cor. 2:5). This
wisdom consists of a vast hodge-podge of theories and therapies that do not meet the requirements of being a
science. It is this earthly wisdom that occurs in the psychotherapies used by the people helpers promoted by De
Haan. [Source: "Mart De Haan (Radio Bible Class) and Psychoheresy," (Part 1 of 3), September-October 2000,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.]

-  In recent years, RBC has also become increasingly neo-evangelical. The editors of the Our Daily Bread daily
devotional booklet said in the 9/93 ODB: "We are pleased to introduce to you our newest writer, Dr. Vernon C.
Grounds. His articles will be a regular feature ... He is a member of the Board of Directors of Radio Bible Class."
[In a 5/11/94, ODB devotional, Grounds pays tribute to psychiatrists because they "can be helpful in dealing with
certain phobias."] This is but another indication of the new-evangelical direction of RBC. In the early-1990s,
Grounds headed the leftist Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA -- now headed by radical social activist Ron Sider),
and is Chancellor of the neo-evangelical Denver Conservative Baptist Seminary. He has also paid tribute to
notorious neo-orthodox theologians such as Soren Kierkegaard. (Reported in the 9/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Another addition (1993) to the RBC family is Dr. Haddon W. Robinson. Robinson, a graduate of Dallas
Theological Seminary, Southern Methodist University, and the University of Illinois, was president of Denver
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Conservative Baptist Seminary (neo-evangelical/ecumenical) from 1979-1991, and is currently the Harold John
Ockenga Distinguished Professor of Preaching at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary in South Hamilton, Mass.
(Ockenga is the "father" of neo-evangelicalism.) Robinson is the discussion leader for the Discover the Word radio
program, teaches occasionally on RBC's Day of Discovery television program, and writes some of the ODB
devotionals. He has written numerous books including Decisions By the Book and The Christian Salt and Light
Company. He attends a CBA church (Conservative Baptist Association of America), a highly neo-evangelical
denomination. Robinson's affiliations are also neo-evangelical (e.g., he is a partner in Christianity Today's
PREACHING today series with church growth guru Bill Hybels and ecumenical psychologizer Stuart Briscoe).

Dr. Robinson is also highly psychological in his approach to Christian living (e.g., in one of the devotional articles
he wrote for ODB [10/24/93], Robinson concludes with a favorable reference to psychotherapist Alfred Adler). (See
also the "Accepting Yourself" devotional for Robinson's quoted statement therein that God "loves us because we
are precious.") Robinson also sounded like a typical "church growth" advocate (i.e., give 'em what they want to
keep 'em comin') when he said, "The people who are coming back to church these days resent being yelled at. ...
They think you're scolding them. People want to hear preachers who sound like the people they like on television.
They want that warm, friendly television tone" (6/25/94, Scripps Howard News Service).

-  Haddon Robinson has also been a speaker for Promise Keepers, the ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized
men's movement. PK is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its
roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.

In a 5/96 personal letter from RBC's Dan Vander Lugt, Promise Keepers is defended on the grounds that many
RBC friends have attended PK meetings and "all of them -- without exception -- returned with a positive report
regarding the spiritual impact of the meetings on their life. They report no attempt to promote unorthodox or
uniquely charismatic doctrine." (Emphasis added.) He also claimed that he is not surprised to see PK come under
attack, because he has "seen many fine organizations and individuals attacked in pamphlets that distort their views
and present them out of context," but in the case of PK, there is "the obvious presence of the Holy Spirit within the
movement ... Promise Keepers may be one of the most important forces for revival and spiritual renewal in the
world today." With this total lack of discernment, is it any wonder that RBC seemingly buys into almost every
aberrant doctrine that comes down the pike?

- Joining the RBC family in September of 1994 was England's Mrs. Joanie Yoder, whose articles are now appearing
regularly in Our Daily Bread. (Discovery House has also published Mrs. Yoder's psychologically-oriented book,
Finding the God-Dependent Life.) What is it about Mrs. Yoder that qualifies her to minister to the body of Christ?
RBC says, "A series of miscarriages, a struggle with depression, and a battle with dependency on prescription
drugs have uniquely prepared her to write about a deep sense of helplessness and finding hope in the Lord" (9/94,
ODB). A 9/22/94 ODB devotional article by Mrs. Yoder gives us a glimpse of where she really finds her hope --
from her "morally pure and innocent inner-child"! Yoder says that "... at a time when I was recovering from a
breakdown. I remember how my 'adult' self taunted the weak 'child' within me." This adult/inner child conflict is a
psychological concept developed by Hugh Misseldine and Alice Miller, and popularized by John Bradshaw and by
a host of psychologizers in the codependency/recovery movement within the professing church.

-  The Journal of Biblical Equality is a journal published by the Front Range, Colorado Chapter of "Christians for
Biblical Equality" (CBE). Its stated purposes include the providing of "training in leadership skills" which will
"enable and encourage women to participate fully in the ministry of the local church," as well as the active
"elimination of barriers" which prevent women from "full participation" in the ministry due to their "gender." The
1992 Journal includes two articles written by Alice Matthews, who is described as "the content producer for Radio
Bible Class Daily broadcasts," and as one of the founders of the national CBE and the founder of the Front Range
CBE chapter (p. 48). Therefore, the daily content of the RBC broadcasts is under leadership of woman whose
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views are in direct contradiction to the divinely inspired teachings of the Bible (1 Tim. 3:1-7). (Reported in the
1993, Nov/Dec issue of The Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  In 1992, Radio Bible Class's Discovery House Publishers published a revised edition of Oswald Chambers 1935
daily devotional classic My Utmost for His Highest. This revised edition is billed as "an updated edition in today's
language." It was revised/edited by James Reimann, who has been a part of psychologizer Charles Stanley's
ministry "for over 20 years." Stanley says this about the revised edition in its Foreword:

"I am greatly encouraged to see these powerful daily devotions updated with more contemporary
expressions. The purpose of this edition is to make it more readable and easily understood. Not a single
truth has been altered even to the slightest degree. ..." (Emphasis added.)

One only need read the devotional for February 10th, "Is Your Ability To See God Blinded?" (in Chambers words,
"Is Your Imagination of God Starved?"), to understand that truth has been altered by Mr. Reimann (and, thereby,
RBC). In the text of the 2/10 devotional, in three instances where Chambers writes of "imagination," Reimann
substitutes the word "visualize" or "visualization." Can Mr. Reimann possibly be unaware that in "today's language"
visualization is an occult technique?! [In fact, visualization is the most powerful occult technique available --
visualizing an entity, even "God" or "Christ," puts one in touch with a masquerading demon (Beyond Seduction,
190-240). See the examples of RBC' devotionals for a more of RBC's thoughts on "visualization."]

-  It has become fashionable in our day for neo-evangelicals to deny or question the doctrine of a literal fire in hell.
John Stott, F.F. Bruce, Philip Hughes, Clark Pinnock, and Billy Graham are but a few that have fallen into this trap.
In 1991, in a Discovery Series booklet written by RBC's Herb Vander Lugt (What Does the Bible Say About Hell?),
we have another denial, i.e., the fire is only "symbolic" and "Unscriptural and repulsive overstatements about hell
have turned some people away from the gospel." Some other tidbits of erroneous doctrine in this booklet:

"We must be careful that we do not go beyond the Scriptures and portray hell as a place where all the
lost will scream in pain forever and forever" (p. 24); It is perhaps wise for us to avoid excessive
speculation about the suffering of hell" (p. 25); "Some who never hear the gospel become conscious of
their sinfulness, abandon all efforts to earn God's favor, and cry out for forgiveness" ('respected
evangelical,' Sir Norman Anderson, p. 27 [Anderson equates them with the Jew of the Old Testament
and argues both are saved without hearing of Christ.]); "So should we portray hell as a literal furnace
of fire where all the lost will scream in pain throughout all eternity? The church Fathers, Luther,
Calvin, all the classical theologians, and present day leaders like Francis Schaefer and J.I. Packer say
an emphatic 'no'" (pp. 28,29).

RBC gives no exegesis of Scripture to support their views. Some of the names they appeal to for support, like
Packer, Schaefer, and C.S. Lewis, have serious question marks over their lives regarding real Christianity. We are
not certain what Calvin's and Luther's views on this subject were. However, it is certain that the Bible teaches a
literal hell unlike that which RBC is setting forth here. Over the past several years, the tendency among the so-
called "evangelical" crowd has been to play down the awful reality of what the Bible says about hell. It takes a
strong view of sin to maintain belief in the Biblical truth about hell. RBC, like our generation of easy-believism
"Christians," takes a light view of sin, so in their eyes, hell is not as serious. (Source: Summer 1999, The Gist.)

-  Morals for Mortals is a book published by RBC's Discovery House Publishers. Chapter I contains a treatise on
abortion with some appalling statements written by RBC's Herbert Vander Lugt. The following quotation speaks for
itself:

"Yes, sincere Christians do disagree on the matter of abortion. Perhaps one reason is that it is an
intensely personal issue, closely tied in our emotions. Another is that the Bible doesn't give us any
specific instructions on this subject. It doesn't tell us exactly when the embryo or fetus becomes a total
human being. As believers, therefore, we must draw our conclusions about abortion from the general
teaching of the Scriptures on the sacredness of human life ... A Christian must therefore give serious
thought to the possibility that the fetus is already a human being who bears the image of God. But he
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should also be sensitive to the plight of people like the young girl and the older married woman and
their families." (Source: 11/97, Perilous Times.)

-  Sports Spectrum is a slick-looking, glossy, color magazine produced by Discovery House Publishers, a publishing
house affiliated with the Radio Bible Class. It is published ten times yearly and has 50,000 paid subscribers. Its
stated purpose is to "lead sports-minded [sports-crazed] people to faith in Christ by covering the real issues in
sports and life. ... seeks to relate biblical principles through the popular medium of sports and athletes." While the
magazine's format is extremely attractive from a marketing standpoint, and the contents interesting from a sports
perspective, its supposed gospel content is lacking in vital scriptural truths! The magazine generally presents
professional athletes as a wholesome class of individuals who have everything to make this earthly life successful -
- except Christ. The athletes lives are compared, in effect, to a delicious pie with only one missing piece --
someone called Jesus. If the athletes would just "add" this missing ingredient to their lives, the pie would be
complete. In other words, the supposed RBC gospel emphasis in this magazine is nearly devoid of any solid
doctrinal content, virtually ignoring/neglecting the great salvation truths of heaven, hell, sin, divine righteousness,
and blood atonement, and offering in its place an appeasing, materialistic, this-present-world-only emphasis, with a
pleasant "You can be born again" approach (Nov/Dec 1993, Fundamentalist Digest).

After reviewing several issues, Sports Spectrum also appears to be an extremely worldly-centered/ecumenical
magazine. The January-February 1992 issue not only manifests this earthly-worldly emphasis, but also contains
shocking documentation about the cooperation of this magazine with Catholic churches and other blatantly
ecumenical groups (p. 30). The magazine boldly states that "Sports Outreach Minnesota" (a Minnesota based
religious ministry) teamed up with Sports Spectrum for a "Statewide Super Bowl effort," with "nearly 300 churches,
denominations, organizations and ministries" including the "Assemblies of God churches," the "Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association" ..."Campus Crusade for Christ"..."Catholic Churches"..."Episcopal Churches"..."Lutheran
Churches"..."Presbyterian Churches"..."United Methodist Churches"..."Youth for Christ" and many more! [Sports
Spectrum is also used by about 1,800 prison chaplains or volunteers linked to Chuck Colson's Prison Fellowship
(9/97, Times of Discovery, p. 3).] "The cooperation of this RBC-sponsored magazine with apostate, liberal, and
charismatic organizations is both deplorable and tragic, and contrary to the practices and policies of its founder, the
late Dr. M.R. De Haan, a committed separatist. The road to compromise leads to the door of Rome!" (Excerpted
from the May/June 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.) 

In late 1993, Sports Spectrum joined with more than 100 other "sports ministries" in the production of "Super Bowl
Party Kits," which included 10 Sports Spectrum Super Bowl edition magazines, 24 NFL player testimony trading
cards, a Path To Victory New Testament, a training manual to help people plan and promote their Super Bowl
parties, an optional "Super Bowl Party Staff" T-shirt, and a video featuring "Christian" sports celebrities to be
shown at half-time of Super Bowl parties. There were 4,200 of these "Christian" Super Bowl parties held in
January, 1994 (12/94, Times of Discovery, p. 4). This "Super Bowl Party" silliness has gone on every year through
the present. RBC claims more than 326,000 attended January, 2000 Super Bowl parties, with 9,800 making
"decisions for Christ"; success was credited to the "Super Bowl outreach kit."

-  Not content with the showpiece Sports Spectrum magazine itself, in 1990 RBC went on the radio with a Saturday,
55-minute, live, call-in talk/interview sports show ("Sports Spectrum Radio"), with Chuck Swirsky as host
(currently heard on more than 210 stations). Still not satisfied, in 1993 the Sports Spectrum radio show was
expanded to a "three-times daily (Monday-Saturday) sports reports" program with the same host (Sports Spectrum,
Jan-Feb '93, p. 5). [The latter "three-times daily" program has since been cancelled.]

And who is Chuck Swirsky? In the same issue cited above, Chuck Swirsky is described as the "sports director of
WGN Radio in Chicago" and the "play-by-play voice of the DePaul University basketball team." [Swirsky now
hosts the show from Detroit.] DePaul University is a Roman Catholic educational institution that has as the
chairman of its "Biblical Studies" Department a Roman Catholic priest by the name of John Dominic Crossan
(Capital Journal, Lansing, MI, 10/9/93, p. B-1). Crossan serves as co-chair of the blasphemous and apostate "Jesus
Seminar" (Foundation, Mar-Apr 1994), a group that blatantly denies the deity and Virgin Birth of Christ, as well as
repudiates from a historical viewpoint the overwhelming majority of the words and miracles of our Saviour-
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Redeemer. Crossan has also written several books in which he denies the cardinal doctrines concerning Christ, even
wickedly suggesting that the body of Jesus was probably eaten by dogs in the grave after his burial.

-  Discovery House Publishers has published and promoted three of Luis Palau's books: Healthy Habits for
Spiritual Growth, Say Yes!, and The Peter Promise. Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen, endorsed the
unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his ecumenical
evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals. (His messages
are also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.) The 1993 Palau Crusade in Jamaica
featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives wholehearted
support in mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen by us as an
important event in the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner." [Discovery House also published Kevin
Huggins' book Guiding Your Teen to a Faith That Lasts -- Huggins is a psychologizer who speaks the same
psychobabble as Adlerian-Maslowian psychologist Larry Crabb; and Carla Killough McClafferty's blasphemous
book, Forgiving God (as if God could do anything wrong for which we should forgive Him!).]

-  RBC's ecumenical fellowship with Catholicism is no secret. In a 1990 Discovery Series booklet titled, "Is
Doctrine Keeping Us Apart?" RBC' editor Herbert Vander Lugt classifies Catholicism as a Christian denomination,
and asks the question of all "Christian" denominations, "Would God want His people to part company over
doctrinal differences?" In a 5/90 response to an Australian pastor who wrote protesting the classification of
Catholics as "God's people," Vander Lugt conceded that "Roman Catholic teaching about Mary contains serious
error," but Catholics "do not portray her as co-redeemer with Christ. ... I can't honestly accuse [Catholics] of
making Mary equal to Jesus, a co-redeemer between God and man."

The following two quotes are from the book, Ten Series of Meditations on the Mystery of the Rosary, which was
given the Nihil Obstat and the Imprimatur, an official statement by the Roman Catholic Church that the book "is
free of doctrinal or moral error"; i.e., official Roman Catholic doctrine: (1) "She [Mary] is co-Redemptrix of the
human race"; and (2) "The church and the saints greet her thus: 'You, O Mary, together with Jesus Christ, redeemed
us.'" Obviously, Mr. Vander Lugt is either being deceptive or he is ignorant of the truth concerning Roman
Catholic doctrine.

In a 9/91 letter to the same Australian pastor, Vander Lugt rationalizes RBC's refusal to expose the false teachings
of Roman Catholicism: "We teach biblical truth. We also have the attention of hundreds of thousands of Roman
Catholic people who read RBC literature and listen to RBC broadcasts. And we see no wisdom in taking an openly
belligerent posture towards their church and thus alienating them before we have the opportunity to reach them."
Thus, it appears that RBC officials are saying, "It's okay to do evil (not expose the false gospel of Roman
Catholicism) so that we have the opportunity to do good (reach them with the truth)." [Or could it be, "We do evil
so that we can continue to reap their financial support"?]

-  The 45th consecutive observance of the highly ecumenical National Day of Prayer (NDP) was scheduled for
5/2/96, with ecumenical gatherings around the country. The chairwoman again for the event was Dr. James
Dobson's wife, Shirley. Radio Bible Class was a participant in the event, urging its readers to "consider joining the
many volunteers who will coordinate prayer services at churches, workplaces, and homes ... The observance crosses
racial, political, and denominational boundaries to bring together all Americans" (3/96, Times of Discovery, p. 3).
(Emphasis added.)

-  One has to wonder if RBC is moving closer to the charismatics. In the lead article in the 6/97 Times of Discovery,
Martin De Haan II writes:

"The Lord of history has not stopped giving gifts. He has not forgotten how to enable His people to
speak in real languages they have not learned. ... I believe in a God who can enable His servants to
walk on water, heal the sick, and raise the dead. ... I believe in a God who can use apostolic gifts in
regions of the world where the gospel message needs authentication." (Bold added.)

The late John Wimber, "signs and wonders" guru and founder of the Vineyard, could not have said it better!
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Note: In May of 1994, RBC informed BDM that our initial use of six sample Our Daily Bread "devotional" articles
from 1988-1989 (i.e., our handwritten comments on copies of ODB originals) was a "copyright violation and 'is
actionable.'" (I took this to mean RBC was going to sue me!) After an exchange of correspondence with RBC's
ODB editor at the time, Dennis De Haan, BDM was granted permission to reproduce four of the six devotionals, but
only without the handwritten notations/comments. Subsequently, other publishers advised BDM that the use of all
six of the devotionals, including the handwritten comments/notations, would be considered "fair use," and thereby,
not in violation of copyright law. Therefore, our analysis of the six ODB devotionals remains part of this report.
However, in an effort to comply with RBC's wishes, we have now transcribed each of the six devotionals and,
where appropriate, have placed our comments (now typewritten) in bold brackets.
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Radio Bible Class (RBC Ministries)
Sample Our Daily Bread Devotionals (1988-1989)

What We All Need*
According to psychologist Abraham Maslow, we all have five basic needs -- physical needs, safety needs,
belonging needs, esteem needs, and the need for self-actualization. {This "need system" was developed by an
atheistic psychologist, apart from God; outside of secondary physical needs (food, water, etc.) "needs" are not
supported anywhere in Scripture.}

Here's what the Bible says about each of these needs: {The following "truths" claimed by D.J. De Haan are imposed
upon the Bible -- the references cited in no way support a "need hierarchy" discovered as "truth" by a secular
psychologist.} Physical needs. He who feeds the sparrows and clothes the lilies of the fields will provide for our
basic needs if we seek first His kingdom and His righteousness (Matt. 6:25-33). Safety Needs. God is a source of
everlasting strength (Isa. 26:3,4), and He seals us with His Spirit (Eph. 1:13,14). Belonging needs. Trusting Christ,
we are fully accepted by God (Eph. 1:6), and we become part of His body, the church (Eph. 5:30). Esteem needs.
Our self-worth is rooted in God having created us in His image (Gen. 1:26; 1 Cor. 11:7) {This is a false concept of
Biblical "self-worth" -- cf. Isa 41:24; Psa. 62:9; Job 25:5,6; 42:6.} and in His refashioning us in the image of Christ
(Rom. 8:29). {The Bible says to trust God and deny self, not esteem self.} Self-actualization. God gives us a
spiritual gift or gifts to help us carry out a function in His plan so that what we do will last for all eternity (Eph 4:7;
Rom. 12:6-10). {The Bible says to trust God and deny self, not actualize self.} {Maslow places man and his needs
at the center of the universe rather than God. To go beyond physical needs to so-called psychological needs is not
based upon an understanding of Scripture, but is what the "pagans run after" (Matt. 6:32). Instead, man's greatest
(and only real) need is a relationship with God (salvation) and everything else comes from that relationship. De
Haan is advocating a self-centered gospel rather than a God-centered one, and he tries to support it with Scripture
either misused or taken out of context.}

Our sin blocks the fulfillment of our deepest longings. {Our deepest longings, i.e., our so-called psychological
needs, are not blocked by sin, but are the sins (of the self-centered man apart from a saving faith in God or apart
from fellowship with God because of unconfessed sin) that keep us from God.} But Jesus died on the cross as our
Substitute to pay sin's penalty. Now God can accept us and empower us to become all that He intended for us to
be. Our part is to receive Christ by faith and commit our life to Him. This is an act of the will, expressed through a
simple prayer something like this: "Lord Jesus, I am a sinner and need Your forgiveness. I believe that You died for
me on the cross to pay the penalty for all my sins and that You rose from the grave. Be merciful to me and save
me. I receive You as my Savior, my only hope of salvation. Amen."

"For whoever calls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved" (Rom. 10:13). {De Haan should have also quoted
Rom. 10:9, which includes the remaining requirements for salvation of which one is "Confess with your mouth,
'Jesus is Lord' ..." This requires recognizing Jesus as Lord of all, i.e., deny self and take up His cross and follow
Him (Matt. 16:24), as evidence of saving faith, rather than making the "needs" of self (esteem and actualization) a
priority to be fulfilled.} Join the countless numbers of people who have discovered that Jesus truly meets our
deepest needs. {Jesus does truly meet our deepest needs; however, there is only one need -- to seek His kingdom
(Matt. 6:33) -- not a Maslowian hierarchy of psychological, self-centered needs.} -- Dennis J. De Haan

{See PsychoHeresy by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (p. 77), and also A Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-
Image by Jay Adams (pp. 81-82).}
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*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an Our Daily Bread "devotional," between the June 30, 1988, and the July 1,
1988, "devotionals" (published by Radio Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are
BDM's.

Accepting Yourself*
As Christians we have a solid basis for overcoming feelings {feelings oriented} of inferiority. {We do have a basis
(but not the basis De Haan has in mind), and that's to stop focusing on self and start to focus on God and others.}
Rather than basing our sense of self-worth on our looks or abilities, we should recognize that God has given us the
right reasons to feel good about ourselves {self-love not Biblical} . {This is heresy. Instead, God has given us good
reason to deny ourselves, because He commands it (Lk 9:23,24).}

First, God said that we are created in His image. Even the terrible effects of sin did not erase that divine likeness (1
Cor. 11:7). {This sounds like New Age, created in the image of God in no way implies "divine likeness"!}

Second, God accepts us in Christ (Eph 1:6). In his book The Christian Salt and Light Company, Haddon W.
Robinson says, "God does not love us because we are good; He loves us because we are precious, and we are
precious because He died for us." {This is horrible theology! He loves us not because of who we are, but because of
who He is! He loves us in spite of who or what we are. We are not precious, nor do we become precious because
of the requirements of divine justice (the death of the sinless Substitute). Robinson and De Haan are teaching
"shopping mall" theology -- that "the object is worth what is paid for it" works only at "the mall," but not in God's
plan of divine justice. The great price was required because of the great sin of man, not because of man's worth or
preciousness. The atonement demonstrates the Grace of God, not the worth of man!}

Third, God rewards our obedience to Him with a sense of joy and integrity instead of fear and guilt (1 John 1). A
little fourth-grade boy cheated to get high marks and the approval they brought. After he became a Christian,
however, he knew that Jesus would be disappointed if he was dishonest, so he stopped cheating. "At first I got
lower grades," he said, "but I felt a lot better about myself, knowing I was doing right!" {This is still a self-focus;
the result of obeying God should never be a focus on oneself, but a grateful and humble heart for God's grace and
mercy.}

If you are struggling with feelings of inferiority, remind yourself often that you are an image-bearer of God {should
remind yourself that you're focusing on yourself, which is not a Biblical focus, and thereby, not pleasing to God},
that He loves you in Christ, and that he offers you joy as you seek to please Him. -- Dennis J. De Haan

THE FLOWER OF SELF-RESPECT CANNOT GROW IN THE SOIL OF SINFUL HABITS. {What's the
difference between the "flower of self-respect" (the "fruit" of pride) and the "soil of sinful habits" (the sin of
pride)?}

{See the following references for a Biblical treatment of "created in God's image": Jay Adams, The Biblical View of
Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (pp 81-85); and Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love (pp 87-108).}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a November 16, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio
Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

What About Depression?*
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Depression is a condition of prolonged sadness, marked by feelings of hopelessness and an inability to think clearly.
Depressed persons are apt to think, "I'm worthless. I'm a failure. I can't handle stress. There's no hope. I'll never feel
{feelings oriented} better again." {This is a focus on self; i.e., having a pity-party.}

Some of the most godly people have struggled with these feelings {feelings oriented; actually some of the most
self-centered people are the ones who have struggled with "feelings" of depression} . Elijah is a case in point. After
being on the mountaintop, he experienced a great let-down. He had won a stunning victory over the prophets of
Baal and had run 17 miles in the strength of the Lord. Then he learned that Jezebel had vowed to kill him. Fear
gripped his heart and he fled for his life. Finally, physically and emotionally exhausted, he gave in to feelings of
worthlessness and despair. {Elijah did despair, and he was feeling sorry for himself, but the Scriptures do not
support that Elijah was "feeling" worthless.}

The Lord was gentle, however. {The Lord was not gentle; He sent an angel who told Elijah, "Get up and eat! -- this
can hardly be called gentle} . He let Elijah rest, fed him, and strengthened him for the next leg of the journey. But
Elijah's sadness continued. So the Lord assured him of His presence. {The Lord sent His angel again, and again
commanded Elijah to, "Get up and eat!" This was certainly an assurance of God's presence, but in a forceful
manner, not as De Haan implies: "Come on, Elijah, feel good about yourself and then you'll be able to do the job I
have for you."} He then gave him a companion, Elisha, and a new task to perform.

God knows all about depression. The record of Elijah shows us that feelings {feelings oriented} of utter aloneness
do not mean that God has abandoned us. They only block our awareness of His presence. {A focus on self always
blocks the awareness of God's presence} .

Those who wait helplessly on Him may feel hopeless. But they never are. -- Martin R. De Haan II

{The teaching of I Kings 19:1-18 is not how to feel worthy so you can do God's will, but is this: The only way to
break the downward spiral of depression (brought about in most cases by a self imposed pity-party) is by action
("Get up and eat"), not by "feeling" anything.}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a September 8, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio
Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Can You Face The Challenge*
If an athlete talks about "psyching up" for a game, he's referring to the process of getting himself into the right
mental attitude. One college football player, for instance, spends up to 3 hours doing this on the day of a game. He
says, "I think about the good plays I could make. In my mind I jump around and ward off blockers, and tackle the
quarterback for a loss." {This is occult visualization!} Some golf pros do much the same thing getting ready for a
tournament. They sit back and imagine themselves making a perfect drive that drops the ball a few inches from the
flag.

This type of mental preparation is also useful in getting ready for the challenges of Christian living. It's a way of
preparing spiritually for specific needs. Rather than just praying in the general "bless me's" and "use me's," try to
visualize yourself making the kind of Christian response that the situation calls for. {Incredible! Visualization for
better Christian living!}

If you're a husband and a father, maybe you'll see yourself coming home after a long day at the office. Your son's
bike is in the driveway. Your wife is preoccupied on the phone, and in the day's mail you see a reminder of a
special church board meeting that night. Okay, sit back and relax. Set the Lord before you. Picture Him at your
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right hand {Wouldn't putting God at "your right hand" be exalting oneself to Godhood?; this is New Age
teaching!}, keeping you from falling our of character {What character?; the character of God?}. Imagine Jesus
walking with you and claim the power of the Holy Spirit. Then you'll be ready to go home, not merely "psyched
up," but anticipating the Lord's help. That's how to meet the challenges of the day. {Instead of obedience and
prayer, De Haan would have us visualize ourselves as "psyched up" Christians!} -- Martin R. De Haan II

{From David Conway: Magic: An Occult Primer, p. 59: "The technique of visualization is something you will
gradually master if you are to make any progress at all in magic ... It is our only means of affecting our ethical
atmosphere. It enables us to build our own thought forms, contact those already in existence, and channel the
elementary energy we need down onto the physical plane."}

{From Dr. Harold Bussell: Unholy Devotions: Why Cults Lure Christians: "When the church is so cult like (i.e.,
encouraging visualization techniques) many Christians cannot tell the difference between authentic biblical
spirituality and the spiritual life found in cults."}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a June 23, 1988, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible
Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Help In Prayer*
The Spirit Himself makes intercession for us. -- Romans 8:26

At times we may find ourselves in situations where we don't know how to pray. A loved one may be suffering
without relief. Or we must make a major decision. It is then that the Holy Spirit helps in our weakness and
intercedes for us (Rom. 8:26).

William Hendrikson illustrated this ministry of the Spirit by telling of a pastor who became seriously ill. The
congregation dearly loved him and prayed earnestly, "Lord, please restore him to health." But he died. At the
funeral, a minister who had been the pastor's lifelong friend spoke lovingly and with insight. He said, "Perhaps
some of you are in danger of arriving at the conclusion that the heavenly Father does not hear prayer. He does
indeed hear prayer. But in this case two prayers (may have been) opposing each other. You were praying, 'O God,
spare his life, for we need him so badly.' The Spirit's groaning prayer was. 'Take him away, for the congregation is
leaning too heavily on him, not upon Thee.'" {Unbelievable theology! There is no Biblical basis or example
whatsoever that the Spirit has ever or would ever pray a "prayer for death" of a servant of God. It is also a
thoroughly unbiblical assumption that an "innocent" third party (the pastor) is punished for the supposed "sin" of
another (the congregation)! (This sounds similar to the theology behind the 1989 claim of Oral Roberts, that God
would kill Oral if others didn't "obey God's call" for funds.)} The Father answered the prayer that the Spirit offered
on their behalf. {Totally against the nature and attributes of God! Since God's sovereign purposes flow out of His
nature, this "revelation" of His nature would be in direct contradiction of everything the Bible tells us about that
nature.}

Although the pastor's words were a gentle rebuke, they brought comfort, for they assured the people that God did
respond to their prayers, but in ways far better than they could see. {To the contrary, this would bring false guilt
upon the members of this church, having been told that they were responsible for the death of their pastor (because
they "need[ed] him so badly").} How wonderful that in times of confusion the Holy Spirit intercedes for us! --
David Enger

{Proper exegesis for Rom 8:26 is that the Spirit prays for our good when we don't have the words to express our
thoughts, not that the Spirit offers up an opposing prayer even when we do have the proper words.}
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*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an October 11, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio
Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Is It Okay To Complain?*
Let us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace. -- Hebrews 4:16

Stan was an intelligent, personable Christian. But he couldn't hold a job. He spent extended periods in a hospital
receiving psychiatric care. Sometimes when he became depressed, he would contemplate committing suicide.

Although I wasn't his pastor, I called on him from time to time. I read Scripture, prayed with him, tried to show
him that God loved him. But I wasn't able to help him very much. He would often get angry when I started talking
about God. He would say things like, "I wish I were dead"; "God has cheated me"; "I don't want to hear about
heaven. I'd rather get a chance to be happy down here." {This is indicative of self-centered "grumbler," not a
humble petitioner at the throne of God.} I felt very uneasy when he talked this way, but I didn't know what to say.
{Come on, Herb -- "didn't know what to say"?}

His own pastor, however, had found a way to help Stan. Very wisely he would say, "Stan, when you feel that way,
talk to God. It's okay to cry and complain as long as you do it to God." {There is no biblical basis for this teaching:
Every time "complain" is used in the New Testament, it refers to someone who is rebellious, quarrelsome, a blame-
shifter, or one making a charge (Jude 16; Col. 3:13; Acts 25:7). In fact, in most cases, "complaining" was the mark
of an apostate/false teacher (e.g., Jude 16).} He would quote Hebrews 4:16. This helped Stan regain some peace of
mind.

The next time you feel depressed, angry, confused, or cheated -- tell God about it. He'll understand. He'll help you
find answers in His Word so that you can trust in His purpose and draw on His grace.

Remember, it's not wrong to complain -- as long as you do it to God. {Again, this is totally contrary to what Heb.
4:16 teaches: "Boldness" in coming to the throne of God has nothing whatsoever to do with our coming with a bold
attitude and complaining spirit, but instead, it speaks to the Christian's valid right ("valid" now that Christ has made
"the sacrifice") to have access to God -- to come to Him in prayer, with a humble, repentant Spirit in confession of
sins.} -- Herbert Vander Lugt

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an October 26, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio
Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.
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A Biblical View of Self-Esteem
An Explanation of Key Verses

 

Definitions from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary

Self-Esteem: Undo PRIDE in oneself (p. 1646)

Pride: Overhigh opinion of oneself; conceit (p. 1428)

Humility: Absence of PRIDE or self-assertion (p. 884)

The attached Bible verse explanations (New Testament and Old Testament) detail how God views us and how we
should view ourselves. Taken in proper context, the attached Biblical references clearly indicate that there is no
Biblical basis for self-esteem, self-love, self-acceptance, self-confidence, self-forgiveness, self-assertion, "proper"
self-image, self-actualization, or any of the other selfisms advocated by the worldly system of psychology. The
Bible's answer for our emotional "problems": turn from self to Christ (and His all-sufficient Word).

References
Adams, Jay E., The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image.

Bobgan, Martin and Deidre, The End of Christian Psychology.

PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity.

Prophets of PsychoHeresy I (Critique of Gary Collins, Larry Crabb, & Minirth/Meier -- OP).

Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (Critique of James C. Dobson -- OP). [Reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-
Esteem & Psychology]

12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies.

Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing.

Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

Brownback, Paul, The Danger of Self-Love: Re-Examining a Popular Myth.

Walter, Tony, Need: The New Religion.

Owen, Jim, Christian Psychology's War On God's Word.

New Testament Verses
Mt 22:36-40 -- Jesus gives two great commandments: (1) Love God with all your heart, soul, and mind; (2) Love
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your neighbor as yourself -- there is no third command to love yourself. Jesus is saying, "as you already love
yourself" -- "as" is used in the same way in Eph 5:25,28,33, indicating a state of current existence, not a command.
Jesus knows we already love ourselves and thereby commands us to love others with this same commitment.

Lk 10:25-37 -- Example given by Jesus to illustrate the "love neighbor as yourself" command, presents a story of
self-sacrifice (not self-love) towards an object of hate (a Samaritan)!

Mt 16:24,25 -- Deny self, i.e., say no to self; not told to self-affirm, self-gratify, or self-actualize.

Lk 9:23 -- Deny self, i.e., put self to death, daily; not told to self-affirm, self-gratify, or self-actualize.

Mt 20:26,27 -- The great are the servants, not the ones served.

Mt 23:11,12 -- The great are the servants; the humble will be exalted.

Lk 22:24-27 -- The servant is the greatest, not the proud.

Lk 14:26 -- Cannot be a disciple of Jesus, unless deny even yourself.

2 Tim 3:2-5 -- "Lovers of Self" listed with other "detestable" sins such as slanderers, the treacherous, abusive,
proud, conceited; therefore, high self-esteem/pride is a sin!

Jn 12:25 -- Lover of one's own life (self) will lose eternal life.

Jn 13:16,17 -- Humble service is a command.

Jn 15:5 -- Apart from God, i.e., lover of self vs. lover of God, you can do nothing.

I Cor 1:18,19 -- Message of the cross (denial of self) is foolishness to those perishing (i.e., to the psychological
self-worshipers).

I Cor 4:3-5 -- Objective judgments are ours to make, but those regarding overall worth or esteem belong to the
Lord.

I Cor 13:2 -- Self-esteem advocates teach we must be of value to ourselves in order to be able to love others, but
God tells us that we are nothing, unless and until we love others.

I Cor 13:4,5 -- Definitions of what love is not -- not envy, not boasting, not proud, and not self-seeking.

2 Cor 3:5 -- No competence in ourselves (no pride), but only from God.

2 Cor 5:15 -- Live for Christ, via humble service, not for yourself.

2 Cor 10:12,18 -- Look to Christ for comparison, not to yourself; i.e., no self-esteem gospel.

Eph 3:8; I Tim 1:15; Rom 7:24 -- Sounds as if Paul has a terrible self-esteem problem! Paul recognizes his rotten
condition, to be resolved only through the gospel of the cross, which is a "humble servant" attitude.

Rom 12:3b -- Don't think of yourself too highly, but with sober judgment -- notice that Paul makes no mention of
the possibility of one under-valuing himself.

Gal 6:3,4 -- Sober evaluation should be made not on the basis of how one is doing in comparison with others, but
by comparing oneself with Scriptural standards, and of course, Scriptural standards stress humility and putting self
to death (denial of self), not boosting one's self-esteem.
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I Cor 10:24 -- Nobody should ever seek his own good, but the good of others.

Eph 5:21 -- Submit to others for Christ's sake: i.e., humble submission, not pride.

2 Cor 11:30 -- If boast in anything, boast in weakness!

Phil 2:3 -- Do not act out of self-concerns, but for others, and then in humility.

Heb 13:17 -- Submit to your spiritual leaders, not your self-desires.

I Pet 5:5b-7 -- Be humble toward others because God opposes the proud.

Col 3:12 -- Christians should clothe themselves in humility.

Eph 4:2 -- We are commanded to be completely humble and gentle.

Js 4:10 -- Humility leads to esteem -- esteem from the Lord.

Lk 6:31 -- The golden rule: Jesus could confidently make this statement because He knew we already loved
ourselves; i.e., if hating ourselves was our natural condition (as the "self-esteemers" tell us), then it would make us
happy to be treated badly (as it would confirm our hateful feelings of ourselves), and Jesus would, thereby, be
telling us to treat others with the same contempt and loathing that we desire for ourselves.

Lk 6:32 -- The fact that Jesus refers to "sinners" (i.e., enemies of God) as practicing the, "I'll love you if you love
me first," philosophy, the self-esteem teaching that, "You have to love yourself before you are able to love others,"
must, thereby, also be rejected as being ungodly.

I Jn 2:16,17 -- Man's "boasting of what he has and does" (i.e., self-esteem/pride) is not the will of God, but is "of
the world."

Phil 2:5-8 -- One's "attitude should be the same as Christ Jesus" -- i.e., "made Himself nothing," "taking the form
of a servant," "humbled Himself," "became obedient to death." In general, one should have an attitude of a humble
servant-loving, self-sacrificing, compassionate, submissive, obedient, courageous, and holy -- i.e., no "selfisms" at
all, only "otherisms"!

2 Cor 12:6,7 -- Even though Paul would have possibly been warranted in having a so-called "healthy" self-esteem,
he refused to boast; God, also, didn't want Paul to have high self-esteem -- i.e., conceit.

Old Testament Verses
Gen 18:27 -- Abraham, a believer at this time, has a proper view of self before God -- "I am nothing but dust and
ashes."

Exo 3:11,12 -- God didn't build up Moses' self-esteem, but only promised to be with him.

Jdg 6:14-16 -- God didn't build up Gideon's self-esteem, but only promised to be with him.

Jdg 7:2 -- God reduced Gideon's forces to such a ridiculously low level that they would have to exalt God, not self,
when victory came.

Job 1:8b -- Job's true status, in which he could "rightfully" boast ("a man who fears God and shuns evil").

Job 25:5,6 -- God views man as a maggot and worm -- hardly a "high self-esteem" teaching.
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Job 42:6 -- Proper attitude toward sin is self-despising and repentance.

Prv 22:4 -- Humility and fear of the Lord bring honor and life.

Prv 16:5,18,19 -- Pride leads to destruction; better to be lowly in spirit.

Prv 18:12 -- Downfall of man is pride; humility required for esteem and honor.

Dt 10:12 -- God requires a humble walk, and love and service to Him.

Dt 8:17,18 -- Everything comes from the Lord; therefore, have no pride.

Dt 6:4-9 -- Have a God-centered orientation, not self-centered.

Mic 6:8 -- God requires a humble walk.

Psa 62:9 -- On God's balance scale, man weighs less than nothing, i.e., negative weight or worth.

Ezk 6:9; 20:43; 36:31 -- Sin brings self-loathing in one's "own sight" (KJV) (i.e., self-image); therefore, a
"proper" self-image in response to sin is a low one (i.e., low self-esteem), not self-acceptance or self-love.

Isa 41:24; 2:22 -- What is man's truth worth -- "less than nothing;" "of no account."

Isa 47:8,10,11 -- Pride/high self-esteem leads to disaster and calamity.

Jer 1:6-9 -- God didn't build up Jeremiah's self-esteem, but promised to be with him and put words in his mouth.

Psa 115:1 -- Don't seek glory for self, but for the glory of the Lord.

Psa 36:2 -- The man who flatters himself, i.e., high self-esteem, is unable to even detect his own sin, let alone hate
it.

Psa 34:18 -- The Lord works in the lives of the humble, not those with high self-esteem.

Psa 51:17 -- True worship is with humility, not good self-image.

Psa 101:5b -- God will not tolerate the proud; i.e., those with high self-esteem.

Isa 6:5 -- Faced with God's holiness, Isaiah debases self, not exalts self.

Prv 15:33 -- Humility before honor.

Prv 29:23 -- Pride, i.e., self-esteem, only lowers man, while humility gains honor.

Prv 6:16-19 -- Haughty eyes, i.e., a proud look, listed along with seven other sins that are detestable to the Lord.

Prv 8:13b -- The Lord hates pride.

Prv 11:2 -- With pride comes disgrace, while wisdom comes with humility.

Prv 13:10 -- Pride breeds quarrels.

Prv 21:4 -- Pride is a trait of the wicked, and is sin.

Prv 25:27 -- Not honorable to seek one's own honor.
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I Ki 3:5-9 -- Solomon's humble request was for discernment and wisdom (not high self-esteem), which God
honored with wisdom and riches and God-esteem.

Prv 26:12 -- More hope for a fool than a man with high self-esteem, i.e., a man wise in his own eyes.

Prv 27:2 -- Don't praise yourself, i.e., high self-esteem, let others instead.

Prv 28:26 -- Those with good self-esteem are trusting in themselves, and therefore, are fools.

Psa 31:23 -- The Lord will pay back the proud, in full.

Psa 18:27 -- The Lord saves the humble, but brings low the proud.

Psa 138:6 -- The Lord looks favorably on the humble, and unfavorably on the proud.

Job 40:4 -- Job recognizes he has no self-worth in God's sight.

Jer 9:23,24 -- Don't let your attributes be the source of your glorifying, or you have chosen the wrong object for
your boasting -- the object should be God! Whatever we have is from God, not of our own doing, so our boasts
should be towards Him; praise the Lord, not self.

Jer 17:7,8 -- A happy and worry-free man is one who places his confidence in the Lord, not in himself; i.e., no
self-confidence teaching, but God-confidence instead!

Isa 66:2 -- God-esteem (the only kind that counts) goes to the meek, humble, and God-fearing.

Psa 139:13-15 -- The Psalmist uses God's wonderful creation (man) to exalt God (the Creator), not self (the
creation).
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THE BIBLICAL VIEW OF SELF-ESTEEM*
Versus the Extreme "Wrong" & the Extreme "Right"

"Low" Self-Esteem "No" Self-Esteem "High" Self-Esteem
Self-degradation 
(false humility)

No self-concern 
(true humility)

Self-aggrandizement
(pride)

Focus: Self (self-hate) Focus: God and others Focus: Self (self-love)
Result: Fear and Hiding; 
"Low" self-image; 
Destructive -- serve self

Result: Worship God; 
Biblical view of self; 
Productive -- serve God and
others

Result: Pride; 
"Good" self-image; 
Destructive -- serve self

1 Cor. 9:19
Matt. 22:37-40

Jn. 15:13
Lev. 19:18
Deut. 6:4

* Source: The Danger of Self-Love, by Paul Brownback (MBI:1982; 1987)
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Self-Esteem for Christians?*
Do children and adults really need self-esteem? Does low self-esteem lead to serious life problems? Should parents
attempt to build self-esteem in their children? Does the Bible encourage self-esteem? Many Christians have
assumptions about self-esteem. But, what does the Bible say? What does research say?

The Genesis of Self-Esteem

The self-esteem movement has its most recent roots in clinical psychology, namely in the personality theories of
such men as William James, Alfred Adler, Erich Fromm, Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers. It became further
popularized by their many followers. Nevertheless, the roots of the self-esteem movement reach further back into
human history.

The self-esteem movement began in the third chapter of Genesis. Initially, Adam and Eve were God-conscious and
aware of one another and their surroundings rather than being self-conscious. Their awareness of themselves was
incidental and peripheral to their focus on God and one another. Adam realized that Eve was bone of his bone and
flesh of his flesh, but he was not self-aware in the same sense that his descendants would be. Self was not the issue
until the Fall.

Partaking of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil did not bring godly wisdom. It brought guilt, fear, and
separation from God. Thus, when Adam and Eve heard God approaching, they hid in the bushes. But God saw
them and asked, "Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that
thou shouldest not eat?" (Genesis 3:11).

Sinful Self

Adam and Eve answered with the first example of self-justification. First, Adam blamed Eve and God, and then
Eve blamed the serpent. The fruit of the knowledge of good and evil spawned the sinful self with all of its self-
love, self-esteem, self-acceptance, self-justification, self-righteousness, self-actualization, self-denigration, self-
pity, and other forms of self-focus and self-centeredness.

The present Self-Etc. movement is thus rooted in Adam and Eve's sin. Through the centuries, mankind has
continued to feast at the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, which has spread its branches of worldly wisdom.
It has branched out into the vain philosophies of men and, more recently, the "scientized" philosophies and
metaphysics of modern psychology.

Religious incantations for self-worth, self-love, and self-acceptance ooze out of the TV tube, drift across radio
waves, and entice through advertising. From the cradle to the grave, self-promoters promise to cure all of society's
ills through doses of self-esteem, self-worth, self-acceptance, and self-love. And everyone, or nearly everyone
echoes the refrain: "You just need to love and accept yourself the way you are. You just need to forgive yourself"
and "I just have to accept myself the way I am. I'm worth it. I am a lovable, valuable, forgivable person."

Christian Response to the World

How is the Christian to combat the thinking of the world, which glorifies the self and places self at the center as
the be-all and end-all of existence? How is the Christian to be faithful to our Lord's command to be in the world,
but not of the world? Can he adopt and adapt the popular philosophy/psychology of his culture, or must he stand
apart as one who has been set apart by God and view his culture by the light of the Word? Jesus said:

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon
you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my
yoke is easy, and my burden is light (Matthew 11:28-30).
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Here is a call to give up one's own way and to come under the yoke of humility and service--an emphasis on
yoking--on a teaching and living relationship. Jesus described His call for followers in different words, but to the
same relationship and with the same intent, when He said:

If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me. For
whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it
(Matthew 16:24-25).

No Self-Love Commandment

Jesus does not command self-love, but rather love for God and love for one another. The Bible presents an entirely
different basis for love than humanistic psychology preaches. Rather than promoting self-love as the basis for
loving others, the Bible says that God's love is the true source. Human love is mixed with self-love and may be
ultimately self-serving. But God's love is self-giving. Therefore, when Jesus calls His disciples to deny self and to
take up His yoke and His cross, He is calling them to a self-giving love, not a self-satisfying love. Until the advent
of humanistic psychology and its heavy influence in the church, Christians generally thought of self-esteem as a
sinful attitude.

Even though the Bible does not teach self-love, self-esteem, self-worth, or self-actualization as virtues, helps, or
goals, a vast number of present-day Christians have been deceived by the self-teachings of humanistic psychology.
Rather than resisting the enticement of the world they become culture-bound. Not only do they not resist the tidal
wave of selfism; they are riding the crest of self-esteem, self- acceptance, and self-love. One can hardly tell the
difference between the Christian and the non-Christian in the area of the self, except that the Christian adds God as
the main source for his self-esteem, self-acceptance, self-worth, and self-love.

Through slogans, one-liners, and twisted Scripture, many professing Christians jump on the existential bandwagon
of humanistic psychology and set up their own cheering section. Thus, any criticism voiced against the teachings of
self-worth, self-love, and self-esteem is regarded as ipso facto proof that the speaker wants people to be miserable.
Moreover, any criticism against the self-esteem movement is seen as dangerous to society, since self-esteem is
considered to be the panacea for its ills. Then, in the church, if one does not wholly endorse a self-esteem theology,
he is accused of promoting worm theology.

If there is one thing the world and many in the church have in common these days, it's the psychology of self-
esteem. Although professing Christians may disagree about some of the nuances of self-esteem, self-worth, and
self-acceptance, and even on some of the finer points of definition and how it is attained, too many have joined
forces against what they believe is a formidable enemy--low self-esteem. Yet, even the world cannot justify
promoting high self-esteem through its own methods of research.

No Research Justification for Self-Esteem

A few years ago, the California legislature passed a bill creating the "California Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem
and Personal and Social Responsibility." The legislature funded the bill with $245,000 a year for three years, for a
total of $735,000. The twofold title of the Task Force was quite an assumption. No one has ever demonstrated that
promoting self-esteem is in any way related to personal and social responsibility. Nor has anyone proved that all
those who exhibit personal and social responsibility have high self-esteem. Self-esteem and social and personal
responsibility actually appear to be negatively rather than positively related.

The Mission Statement of the Task Force is as follows:

Seek to determine whether self-esteem, and personal and social responsibility are the keys to unlocking
the secrets of healthy human development so that we can get to the roots of and develop effective
solutions for major social problems and to develop and provide for every Californian the latest
knowledge and practices regarding the significance of self-esteem, and personal and social
responsibility.1
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The Task Force believed that esteeming oneself and growing in self-esteem would reduce "dramatically the
epidemic levels of social problems we currently face."2

Is There a Positive Relationship Between High or Low Self-Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility?

In order to investigate this relationship, the state Task Force hired eight professors from the University of California
to look at the research on self-esteem as it relates to the six following areas:

1. Crime, violence and recidivism.
2. Alcohol and drug abuse.
3. Welfare dependency.
4. Teenage pregnancy.
5. Child and spousal abuse.
6. Children failing to learn in school.

Seven of the professors researched the above areas and the eighth professor summarized the results. The results
were then published in a book titled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem.3 Has the relationship been established
between self-esteem and social problems? David L. Kirk, syndicated writer for the San Francisco Examiner,4 said
it bluntly:

That ... scholarly tome, The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, summarizes all the research on the
subject in the stultifyingly boring prose of wannabe scientists. Save yourself the 40 bucks the book
costs and head straight for the conclusion: There is precious little evidence that self-esteem is the
cause of our social ills. (Bold added.)

Even though they searched for a connection between low self-esteem and problematic behavior, they could not find
a cause and effect link. (However, more recent studies indicate a definite relationship between violent behavior and
high self-esteem.) Nevertheless, faith in self-esteem dies hard, and schools continue to work on building high self-
esteem.

Worse than the continuance of self-esteem teachings in the world is the faith that professing Christians continue to
place in self-esteem and self-worth teachings. Thus, the secular self-esteem movement is not a frontal attack
against the Bible with the battle-lines clearly displayed. Instead, it is skillfully subversive and is truly the work, not
of flesh and blood, but of principalities, powers, the rulers of darkness of this world, and spiritual wickedness in
high places, just as delineated by Paul near the end of Ephesians. The sad thing is that many Christians are not alert
to the dangers. More than we can number are being subtly deceived into another gospel: the gospel of self.

Biblical Love

Jesus calls His own into a love relationship with Himself and with one another. Their joy is to be found in Him, not
in self. Their love comes from His love for them. Thus, their love for one another does not come from self-love or
self-esteem, nor does it enhance self-esteem. The emphasis is on relationship, fruitfulness, and readiness to be
rejected by the world. A believer's identification is in Jesus to the point of suffering and following Him to the cross.
Only through strained semantics, labored logic and exploited exegesis can one even attempt to demonstrate that
self-esteem is Biblical or even a part of the church tradition or teaching.

The focus of love in the Bible is upward and outward instead of inward. Love is both an attitude and action to one
another. And while love may include sentiment and emotional affection, it is primarily volitional action for the
glory of God and the good of others. Thus when Jesus said, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength" (Mark 12:30), He was saying that all of our
being is to be committed to loving and, therefore, pleasing God. Love for God is expressed with a thankful heart
committed to doing what pleases God according to what has been revealed in the Bible. It is not a grudging kind of
obedience, but an eagerness to conform to His gracious will and to agree with God that He is the source and
standard for all that is right and good.
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The Second commandment is an extension or expression of the First Commandment: "Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself" (Mark 12:31). John elaborates on this. He describes the sequence of love. In contrast to the teachers of
self-love, who say that people cannot love God and others until they love themselves, John says that love originates
with God and then extends to others:

We love Him because He first loved us. If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar:
for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?
And this commandment have we from Him, that he who loveth God love his brother also (1 John 4:19-
21).

God loved us first, which enables us to love Him, which then expresses itself in love for one another.

From Adam's first breath, mankind was designed to live in relationship with God, not as autonomous selves. The
entire Bible rests on that relationship, for after Jesus answered the Pharisee by saying that the Greatest
Commandment is to love God and the second is to love neighbor as oneself, He said: "On these two
commandments hang all the law and the prophets" (Matthew 22:40). Jesus came to save us from self and to
reestablish that love relationship for which we were created. Through the centuries books have been written about
loving God and loving one another. However, today the church is increasingly inundated with books telling us how
to love ourselves better, esteem ourselves more, accept ourselves no matter what, and build our own self-worth.

End Notes

1 California Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility. "1987 Annual Report to
the Governor and the Legislature," p. V.
2 Andrew M. Mecca, "Chairman's Report." Esteem, Vol. 2, No. 1, February 1988, p. 1.
3 Andrew M. Mecca, Neil J. Smelser, and John Vasconcellos, eds. The Social Importance of Self-Esteem. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1989.
4 David L. Kirk, "Lack of Self Esteem is Not the Root of All Ills." Santa Barbara News-Press, 15 January 1990.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from articles by the same name in the March-April 1996 and May-
June 1996 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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How Do I Love Me? Let Me Count the Ways ......
by Martin & Deidre Bobgan*

Matthew 22:37-40 -- Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the
second [is] like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two commandments
hang all the law and the prophets.

The world around us is teaching self-love and self-esteem. Self-esteem is a popularized aspect of humanistic
psychology, which is based on the belief that all are born good and that society is the culprit. The system places
man as the measure of all things. The emphasis on self is exactly what began in the Garden of Eden, and it is being
intensified through the humanistic teachings of self-love, self-esteem, self-fulfillment, self-realization, self-
etcetera. In promoting self-esteem, the California Self-Esteem Task Force has been largely responsible for bringing
humanistic ideology and psychology into both the public and private sectors. (It is interesting to note that in mid-
1988, the Task Force paid tribute to James Dobson, the king of self-esteem, by featuring him in their newsletter. In
addition, his book Hide or Seek is on their reading list.)

The influence of the Commission on Self-Esteem in California is spreading across the nation. John Vasconcellos is
calling for a national initiative on self-esteem similar to the one he introduced in California. Vasconcellos made it
amply clear that the self-esteem movement should and does operate against what he regards as the antiquated
teaching that man is a sinner. He says that there are two views of mankind in this country: man as a sinner and man
as intrinsically good. He declared that this is the underlying issue of the self-esteem movement. Because they do
not believe in Jesus Christ, secular humanists have only self at the center of their being. We can see how those who
do not know Christ want to love, esteem, and fulfill self, because that's all they've got. But what's the Church's
excuse?

Underneath all of the self-reference rhetoric is an attack upon the Gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not a frontal attack
with the battle-lines clearly displayed. Instead, it is skillfully subversive and is truly the work, not of flesh and
blood, but of principalities, powers, the rulers of darkness of this world, and the spiritual wickedness in high places,
just as delineated by Paul near the end of his letter to the Ephesians. And the sad thing is that many Christians are
not alert to the dangers. More than we can number are being subtly deceived into another gospel -- the gospel of
self.

We find that much confusion has come into the professing Church through the use of the popular self terminology.
On the one extreme, we find people such as Robert Schuller, who seems to have bought the entire secular
humanistic stance in his book Self-Esteem: The New Reformation. Schuller abhors the term sinner and believes that
one must build a person's self-esteem before he can come to know Christ. He misses the entire point of what brings
a person to the cross of Christ. On the other hand, there are those who have picked up the terminology and been
unaware of the implications and confusion that such words carry. By adopting and adapting the popular concepts of
humanistic psychology, professing Christians say we have self-esteem, self-love, self-worth, etc., because of who
we are in Christ, but the underlying ideology follows.

Right along with the rise in the influence and the popularity of psychology has been a shift from an emphasis on
God to an emphasis on self throughout much of the professing Church. In very subtle ways, self takes first place.
And, as self takes first place, the attitude of being a bond slave to Christ is replaced with the attitude of being a
volunteer at one's own convenience. Love for others is acted on only if it is convenient.

With all of this emphasis on self, it is natural for a Christian to ask if it's okay to love self. How might Jesus answer
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that question? Although the question of self-love is not a trick question like those asked by the scribes and
Pharisees, it is the kind of question that begs a particular answer of "yes" or "no." An answer of "yes" easily leads
to all kinds of self-preoccupation. The answer "no" elicits a possible response of "Well, then should we hate
ourselves?" Jesus did not always answer questions the way His listeners would expect. Instead, He used the
question as an opportunity to teach truth. His emphasis was always on God's love and our love for God and others.

Linguistically, agapao is other-directed throughout Scripture, never self-directed. The concept of self-love is not
the subject of the Great Commandment. It is only a qualifier. When Jesus commands us to love God with "all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength" (Mark 12:30), He is emphasizing the
all-encompassing nature of this agapao love (an action-love that is beyond the possibility of the natural man, and
only possible through divine grace). If He had used the same words for loving neighbor, He would have encouraged
idolatry. However, for the next degree of intensity he used the words, "as thyself."

Jesus did not command us to love ourselves. He did not say that there were three commandments (love God, love
neighbor, and love self). Instead, He said, "On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets" (Matt.
22:40). Love of self here is a given -- a fact -- not a command. We know of no Scripture that teaches that an
individual does not already love himself. Paul said, "For no man ever yet hated his own flesh; but nourisheth and
cherisheth it, even as the Lord the Church" (Eph. 5:29). Christians were not admonished to love themselves or to
hate themselves. Self-love, self-hate (which is simply another form of self-love and self-preoccupation), and self-
deprecation (possibly a disguise for blaming God for not giving the self greater personal assets), are all self-
centered attitudes. Those who complain about not loving themselves generally are dissatisfied with their feelings,
abilities, circumstances, etc. If they truly hated themselves they would be happy to be miserable. All human beings
love themselves.

From the totality of Scripture, and within the particular context of Matthew 22, the love one naturally has toward
himself is commanded to be directed towards others. We are not commanded to love self. We already do. We are
commanded to love others as we already do ourselves. The story of the Good Samaritan, which follows the
commandment to love one's neighbor, illustrates not only who is our neighbor, but what is meant by the word love.
Here, love means to extend oneself beyond the point of convenience to accomplish what is deemed best for the
neighbor. The idea is that we should seek the good of others just as fully as we seek the good (or what we may
even mistakenly think is good) for ourselves -- just as naturally as we tend to care for our own personal well-being.

Another Scripture that parallels this same idea of loving others as we already do love ourselves is Luke 6:31-35,
which begins with "And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise." Evidently, Jesus
assumed that His listeners wanted to be treated justly, kindly, and mercifully. In other words, they wanted to be
treated according to expressions of love rather than expressions of indifference or animosity. Jesus then goes on to
clarify this kind of love as contrasted to the love given by sinners. He says, "For if ye love them which love you,
what thanks have ye? for sinners also love those that love them. ... But love ye your enemies. ..."

The kind of love that Jesus emphasized was action-oriented, and was that kind that was selfless and was not
motivated by gaining returns. Since it is natural for people to attend to their own needs and desires, Jesus turned
their attention beyond themselves.

That kind of love for others comes first from God's love, and only then by responding in wholehearted love for
Him (with all of our heart, soul, mind, and strength). And, we cannot do that unless we know Him through His Son.
The Scripture says, "We love Him because He first loved us" (1 John 4:19). We cannot truly love (agapao, action-
oriented love) God without first knowing His love by grace; and we cannot truly love neighbor as self without first
loving God. We believe that the proper Biblical position for a Christian is not to encourage, justify, or establish
self-love, but rather to devote one's life to loving God and loving neighbor as [one already loves] self.

* Adapted from an article by the same name in the Fall 1988, PsychoHeresy Update (EastGate Publishers, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110 -- now named the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). For more on this
subject see the Bobgans' books Prophets of Psychoheresy II (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
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Robert McGee & RAPHA
The Golden Key to Mental Health? or PsychoHeresy?*

Rapha is a popular psychological program that appeals to Christians. Many people have asked about Rapha and its
founder Robert McGee. Some are Christians concerned about the psychological intrusion into Christianity. Others
are looking for some kind of help.

One man who asked about McGee was Steve Rabey, Religion Editor of the Gazette Telegraph newspaper in
Colorado Springs, where McGee now lives. Rabey interviewed a number of people including McGee. In "Of Mind
and God," Rabey quotes McGee as saying:

"A lot of times people who go to church hear a general message about how God is supposed to be the
answer for their problems, but then they're taught to feel guilty if he isn't -- instead of being given
specific information about how he's supposed to heal their hurts" (Gazette Telegraph, 10/30/93, D1).

Why Robert McGee Promotes Psychological Therapy

McGee "studied psychiatry on the GI Bill," and says: "Therapy was the only thing that attracted me. ... As a
therapist, I could be an empathetic, sweet human being -- and make money" (GT, p. D1).

McGee is ordained by the Southern Baptist denomination and during the 1970s operated counseling centers for
them. Later he expanded his counseling centers to include beds in psychiatric hospitals, so that his patients would
not have to "check their faith at the door to get treatment" (GT, p. D1). Then, as private psychiatric treatment
became more popular and more available through third-party (insurance) payments, Rapha mushroomed into big
business.

When questioned about concerns about Christians using psychological theories and therapies, McGee replied: "The
Bobgans and others view churches as some kind of sausage machine -- if you put people through certain systems
and things, they will automatically turn out as disciples" (GT, p. D3).

To replace what he calls a "sausage machine," McGee offers his particular brand of psychoheresy. Without
bothering to present theoretical justification, McGee simply declares that we all have a need for self-worth and that
what believers have to learn is how God meets that need for self-worth and significance.

Robert McGee begins his popular book, The Search for Significance, with these words:

"When Christ told His disciples, You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free (John
8:32), He was referring not only to an intellectual assent to the truth, but also to the application of truth
in the most basic issues of life: our goals, our motives, and our sense of self-worth" [The Search for
Significance, 2nd Ed. (Houston: Rapha Publishing, 1985, 1990), p. xiii, hereafter referred to as SS.]

McGee's Keys for Mental and Spiritual Health: Self-Worth and Self-Esteem

McGee teaches that self-worth and self-esteem are essential to the Christian life. His primary concern is the source
of personal worth, esteem, and significance. He contends that these are "compelling needs" and that too many
people are seeking security and significance from worldly sources rather than from God.

McGee intertwines three strands throughout The Search for Significance: (1) some very basic Bible teaching, (2)
unbiblical psychological teachings, particularly from Sigmund Freud, Alfred Adler, Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers,
and Albert Ellis, and (3) emotionally charged stories that fit the theories he is trying to promote. As with most
Christians who try to combine psychology with the Bible, McGee does not seem to notice inherent contradictions
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between his Biblical and anti-Biblical teachings.

McGee's drink at the cisterns of psychology is similar to Larry Crabb's. Both teach that people are driven by needs
deep within them, outside their awareness. And, because these needs for worth, security and significance have not
been adequately met, people suffer more than they realize. They are, nevertheless, driven by inner pain and
unconscious beliefs developed early in life from not having those needs met. McGee says:

"We are hurt, emotionally, relationally, and spiritually, but because we aren't aware of the extent of our
wounds, we can't take steps toward healing and health. Our problem is not stupidity, but a lack of
objectivity. Because of this, we fail to see the reality of pain, hurt, and anger in our lives" (SS, p. 2).

That statement teaches that if we are to live godly lives we must explore the origin of the hurt and dig up the pain.
In reference to his own life, McGee says:

"I began to be honest with myself and with God. The tough exterior I had developed started cracking,
and I began to experience the pain I had neither wanted nor allowed myself to feel" (SS, p. 4).

McGee's Defense Mechanisms

McGee presents an Adlerean adaptation of Freud's defense mechanisms. McGee declares: "Human beings develop
elaborate defense mechanisms to block pain and gain significance" (SS, p. 4).

McGee speaks of defense mechanisms as if they are established facts. Instead, they are an elaborate system of
guessing about what is going on inside another person. In fact, much psychological counseling has to do with trying
to figure out people's inner motives and drives. And, the theories end up being personal opinion, because only God
has access into the inner man.

The best these theories can do is give some kind of glimpse into how individual theorists saw into their own inner
life. For instance, Freud believed people are determined by early life experiences and driven by strong sexual
impulses from deep within the unconscious. One of Adler's doctrines was that we are driven by the need for self-
worth, expressed in security and significance. Already, one can see their influence on McGee: unmet needs and
deep inner pain driving a person from a powerful unconscious.

McGee speaks much about how much pain people have and how past pain affects their present lives. He says:

"Some of us have deep emotional and spiritual scars resulting from the neglect, abuse, and
manipulation that often accompany living in a dysfunctional family ... but all of us bear the effects of
our own sinful nature and the imperfections of others" (SS, p. 5).

Unholy Mixture: Psychology and Theology

Because he is presenting some Bible and some psychology, McGee speaks of personal sin as well as the failures of
others. That is why a Christian could naively read his book and think it is Biblical. At times, he has entire
paragraphs which are Biblical, but that makes the reader even more receptive to the errant psychological doctrines
laced among Bible verses. The danger of the mixture can be seen in his statement of purpose (SS, pp. 8,9):

"The purpose of this book is to provide clear, biblical instruction about the basis of your self-worth by
helping you:
1. Identify and understand the nature of man's search for significance.
2. Recognize and challenge inadequate answers.
3. Apply God's solution to your search for significance"

He wants to "provide clear, biblical instruction" and that's wonderful, but what he wants to "provide clear, biblical
instruction" about is not to be found in Scripture, but rather in godless humanistic psychology. And, when he gives
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Scriptures, they do not and cannot support those secular theories.

McGee has embraced the need theology of secular psychology. He says:

"Our desire to be loved and accepted is a symptom of a deeper need -- the need that often governs
our behavior and is the primary source of our emotional pain. Often unrecognized, this is our need
for self-worth" (SS, p. 11). (Emphasis added.)

McGee attempts to support this secular theory with Scripture. He says:

"In the Scriptures, God supplies the essentials for discovering our true significance and worth. The first
two chapters of Genesis recount man's creation, revealing man's intended purpose (to honor God) and
man's value (that he is a special creation of God)" (SS, p. 13).

In one fell swoop, McGee equates the need for significance with "man's intended purpose of honoring God," and
he turns the fact of God creating mankind into "man's value," that is, his worth. Instantly, God's Word is restated in
Adlerean terms and understood through the colored lenses of need psychology.

McGee presses on. He says:

"An accurate understanding of God's truth is the first step toward discovering our significance and
worth" (SS, p. 14).

An "accurate understanding of God's truth" leads to significance and self-worth? Until the twentieth century, an
accurate understanding of God's truth was the first step towards understanding our own depravity and God's
goodness.

Hunger for Significance and Self-Worth: Biblical or Worldly?

Paul was so overwhelmed by the goodness of God and by the gift of grace God had given him to "preach among
the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ," that he referred to himself as "less than the least of all saints" (Eph.
3:8). Saints of earlier centuries abhorred the thought of self-esteem. Charles Spurgeon put it bluntly: "Anything is
better than self-esteem." [The Treasury of the Bible, Vol. VII (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1988), p. 219.]

But McGee follows the trend of the second half of the twentieth century, along with many other Christians who
have become wed to the psychological way. He attempts to give support to his position by quoting Dr. Lawrence
Crabb (whose doctrines he follows throughout his book) as saying:

"The basic personal need of each person is to regard himself as a worthwhile human being" (quoted in
SS, p. 14).

McGee then declares:

"Whether labeled 'self-esteem' or 'self-worth,' the feeling of significance is crucial to man's emotional,
spiritual, and social stability, and is the driving element within the human spirit" (SS, p. 15).
(Emphasis added.)

Note that this "feeling of significance is crucial." Crucial for what? It certainly was never taught by Jesus or the
apostles. Throughout Scripture, meekness, lowliness, and humility are the sought-after attributes, not self-esteem,
self-worth, and significance. If these things are to be found "within the human spirit," why are they not clearly
proclaimed in the gospels and epistles? They more clearly fit an Adlerean adaptation of a Freudian unconscious,
with its "driving element." McGee seems to be turning man's spirit into that kind of unconscious, filled with
powerful energy driving behavior.

Even though Scripture never encourages self-worth, McGee insists that, "We must understand that this hunger for
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self-worth is God-given and can only be satisfied by Him." Therefore, throughout the book, McGee explains how
"hunger for self-worth" is filled by God (SS, p. 15).

Having turned to psychological theories to understand human nature and how to help people change, McGee
declares:

"Since the Fall, man has often failed to turn to God for the truth about himself. Instead, he has looked
to others to meet his inescapable need for self-worth" (SS, p. 25).

McGee, himself, is looking outside Scripture to find "truth about himself." Then, he takes secular need psychology
and makes God the fulfiller of what those psychologists suppose are the needs that motivate behavior.

Once he turns God into the fulfiller of needs (which are never established in Scripture), McGee goes through the
same litany as his secular counterparts. He also presents the devil's activity as fooling people into thinking they
must fulfill these needs for self-worth through such things as performance and pleasing others. McGee lists "four
false beliefs resulting from Satan's deceptions," and, of course, they're all "false beliefs" about meeting a so-called
"God-given" need for self-worth. McGee lists four categories of false beliefs, describes them, and then gives what
he thinks is "God's answer" for each one. Here is how they line up (SS, pp. 40-41):

"False Belief Category"    --   "God's Answer"
"The Performance Trap"  --   "Justification"
"Approval Addict"           --   "Reconciliation"
"The Blame Game"          --   "Propitiation"
"Shame"                          --   "Regeneration"

By putting psychological words together with theological words, McGee makes his system appear Biblical to the
unwary. Further deception results as he juxtaposes psychological doctrines with Biblical doctrines as if they go
together, when they are miles apart. For instance, he says:

"Thankfully, God has a solution for the fear of failure! He has given us a secure self-worth totally apart
from our ability to perform. We have been justified, placed in right standing before God through
Christ's death on the cross, which paid for our sins" (SS, p. 53).

Here he has an opinion gleaned from humanistic psychology sandwiched between two true statements. He further
declares: "By imputing righteousness to us, God attributes Christ's worth to us" (SS, p. 53). That is an erroneous
statement, a result of misinterpreting Scripture through psychological notions!

McGee and RET

The kind of psychology we are talking about is not science; it is philosophy and ends up being anti-Biblical
theology. However, McGee does not seem to worry about where he finds answers to why we are the way we are
and how we can change. This is evident in his use of the Rational Emotive Therapy of Albert Ellis, an avowed
atheist who considers Christianity to be dangerous to a person's mental health. McGee says:

"Changing how we think, feel, and act is a process that involves the supernatural work of the Holy
Spirit, honesty, time modeling, affirmation, and truth. As a starting point, however, we will use a model
adapted from psychologist Albert Ellis's Rational Emotive Therapy" (SS, p. 140).

McGee sounds no caution. He simply juxtaposes Ellis with the "supernatural work of the Holy Spirit." This would
be anathema to Ellis, and it should be anathema to Christians. But because he has so fully embraced Ellis's system,
he says:

"We often interpret the situations we encounter through our beliefs. Some of our interpretations are
conscious reflections; most of them, however, are based on unconscious assumptions. These beliefs
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trigger certain thoughts, which, in turn, stimulate certain emotions, and from these emotions come our
actions" (SS, p. 140). (Emphasis added.)

The above is a simplified version of how Ellis adapted the Freudian unconscious. With Ellis, unconscious beliefs
and assumptions direct present thinking, feeling, and behaving. Larry Crabb teaches the same thing, since he
borrowed from the same sources (Freud, Adler, Maslow, Rogers, and Ellis). And, since Crabb's first books
preceded McGee's by 8 and 10 years, it is safe to assume that McGee is indebted to him for his general system of
misunderstanding the nature of man.

Unlike Crabb, McGee does not attempt to justify his use of psychology. Instead, he simply uses juxtaposition. He
interweaves Biblical teachings with psychological teachings so that the reader assumes all is Christian. He involves
God as the provider of self-worth. He uses theological words along with psychological theories -- all to support his
notion that mankind's need is self-worth.

Humanity's True Need

But, mankind's true need is not self-worth, self-esteem, or feelings of significance. Mankind's true need is to know
God, for without knowing God, there can be no salvation, no growth in sanctification. Paul declared that to know
God was his greatest passion (Philippians 3).

Peter's second epistle clearly shows that God's "divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and
godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue" (2 Peter 1:3). Knowing the Lord
Jesus Christ is the greatest need of all. He makes Himself known through His Word and His Holy Spirit, not
through secular psychological theories of men.

Looking at self is not even the way to know oneself. To truly know ourselves, we must come to know Christ more
and more. Then we discern what is of Him and what is of us. When we see what is of us apart from Him, we must
conclude that it is of the flesh. It is worthless. It is worse than worthless. That is why Job abhorred himself when he
saw God.

All the attributes given to us in Christ, such as His righteousness and the fruit of the Spirit are of Him. He is the
worthy One. We are vessels which would do well to decrease in self-aggrandizing thoughts, rather than increase.
Paul never got these mixed up the way McGee does. Paul rejoiced to say:

"For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. But we have this treasure in
earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may be of God, and not of us" (2 Corinthians 4:6,7).

In commenting about this Scripture, A.W. Pink says:

"God has placed His treasure 'n earthen vessels' -- not steel or gold -- easily cracked and marred,
worthless in themselves" (A. W. Pink, The Life of Elijah [Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth, 1991], p. 200).

Indeed, integrationist teachers of need psychology (like McGee) often confuse the container with its contents to
establish some kind of inherent self-worth.

Much could be said about how unbiblical current doctrines of self-esteem are. However, because this is a short
article we do not have room to go into the history of the self-esteem movement in the church, all the reasons why
self-esteem is not Biblical, and related research, which reveals that raising self-esteem is not the solution to
personal or social problems that it is assumed to be.

Profits of Psychoheresy

At the end of McGee's book, The Search for Significance, are 12 pages advertising "RAPHA: Christ-Centered
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Hospital and Counseling Care." In addition to pictures of well-known Christian leaders endorsing Rapha, there are
"True stories of God's miracles through RAPHA," a list of "disorders" therapized there, and a "Toll Free, 24 hours a
day 1-800" number.

McGee's doctrines of man are manifest at Rapha. Psychologically-trained professionals comprise the staff, and the
hospital treatment centers are simply beds in private (secular) psychiatric hospitals. Also, just as the need for self-
esteem is paramount in his book, it is a primary consideration at Rapha.

Here are a few statements from the brochure:

"Part of Rapha's success is found in their unique ability to target and resolve problems of low self-
esteem. ..."

"At the core of all emotional problems and addictive disorders is low self-worth. It is never the
only problem; but it is so major an issue that, if not dealt with adequately, one is kept from
experiencing lasting, positive results. ..." (Italics in original; bold emphasis added.)

"All our programs are led by caring professionals (M.D., Ph.D., M.S.W.) [i.e., psychiatrists,
psychologists, and social workers]."

Like the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics, Rapha has a broad advertising base. Rapha ads often include photos and
endorsements from such well-known personalities as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, D. James Kennedy, Beverly
LaHaye, Ben Kinchlow, and Pat Boone.

How popular is Rapha? Rabey reports that "Rapha operates 120 beds in 12 units around the country for an annual
income of more than $12 million." He says, "Nearly 7,000 congregations have opened their doors to Rapha trainers,
who teach pastors, counselors and lay leaders how to organize and run support groups" (GT, p. D3). What a
convenient means of finding prospective patients!

And, because the support groups are trained by Rapha they are psychologically based. Rapha provides
psychotherapeutic treatment that mixes godless humanistic theories and the Bible. But, instead of providing the best
of both worlds, Rapha ends up selling broken cisterns that hold no water (Jer. 2:11-13).

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article (titled "RAPHA The Golden Key to Mental
Health? or PsychoHeresy?") in the March-April 1994 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness
Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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Spiritual Warfare—False Clichés*
Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God; because many false

prophets have gone out into the world. — 1 John 4:1

On a "Christian" television program a number of years ago, the guest was a "Christian" psychologist who was
sharing experiences from his practice, which he claimed blends the "spiritual" with the psychological. He was
attempting to bolster, with stories, his new therapy for treating the so-called "dysfunctional."

The good Doctor told a story of a Christian lady whom he diagnosed as demon-possessed as a result of a trauma
from her past. As he rebuked the evil within her, she was said to have instantly lapsed into a trance, in which she
went into the birth-labor process. He described the whole delivery performance: the heavy breathing, cries of pain,
and finally the pushing process. The psychologist played the part as her coach throughout the whole event, which
was being acted out in his counseling office. This episode resulted in the five demons, which were said to possess
the woman, being exorcised from her as she acted out the process of giving birth. The psychologist believed that
this "birthing process" exorcism was related to the type of cause which provided the basis for her possession.

Spiritual Warfare Explosion

Stories like this are rapidly becoming commonplace within today's professing evangelical Christian community. It is
being called "spiritual warfare," as more and more Christians are said to be casting-off the blinders of a Western
rational world view, which for too long has held the Church captive, and are awakening to what they consider an
enlightened view of the spiritual realm. It seems that almost every facet of the Christian life is now being taught as
some aspect of spiritual warfare.

Why is this becoming so popular? I believe it is because today's new generation of evangelicals has absorbed a
mystical worldview, which interprets experiences from a mystical framework instead of from Biblical categories.

Mysticism

Arthur L. Johnson, in his excellent, but neglected book, Faith Misguided: Exposing the Dangers of Mysticism
(Moody Press:1988) defines and describes mysticism as follows:

When either the psychological attitude alone, or the more complete philosophical grasp, is translated into the
theological terms, the resulting view leads the person to equate his inner impressions or subjective states with the
voice of God. Such a person, if he is a Christian, tends to believe that the activity of the Holy Spirit within us is
expressed primarily through emotional or other non-cognitive aspects of our being. Having and "obeying" such
experiences is what "being spiritual" is all about. (26)

Johnson's words certainly seem to describe the contemporary bent of evangelicals.

Since the Bible is to be the authority for all Christians, mysticism wrongly shifts authority from God to man's own
intuitive interpretation of experience. If your experience is to measure up to the authority of God's word, then it has
to be examined and verified by objective Scriptural standards.

A current error within evangelicalism is that often the mystical and the supernatural are used synonymously. They
are NOT the same thing! Thus, to deny the mystical is not to abandon belief in God's supernatural work. Instead, it
is to be discerning in terms of the Biblical framework. What is needed today are those who will test by means of
the objective Word of God (the Bible) to see if the many claims being made in our day are merely mysticism or the
genuine. But when any form of mysticism becomes dominate in a culture, such as it has in our day, then stories and
experiences themselves become the basis upon which to formulate belief, rather than the study of God's Word.
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Mystical Views of Spiritual Warfare

It is all too common today for a spiritual warfare teacher to get up and bombard his listeners with story after story,
experience after experience, from which he draws conclusions that form his views on spiritual warfare. More often
that not, this kind of "skyscraper preaching" (sermons with one story stacked upon another) results in an approach
to spiritual warfare that is built upon practices and techniques which do not measure up to God's Word.

For example: often one begins to teach that Christians can be demon-possessed or something similar; Christians can
inherit curses from parents; Christians need deliverance from certain kinds of sins in addition to the forgiveness
received at salvation; Christians need to speak or do things to protect themselves and their loved ones from the
demonic; Christians can boss Satan around by rebuking, binding, taking authority over him, or running him out of
town, usually by sundown, all in the name of Jesus; demons occupy territories because of specific sins of those
people which supposedly have given a basis for the demonic stronghold, instead of by permission of the sovereign
will of God. These kinds of beliefs are mere superstition, the product of false mystical experiences which do not
match up with the teaching of Holy Writ.

Deceitful Spirits

We are seeing an amazing development in our day. The more pervasive that the current versions of mystical
"spiritual warfare" become within the church, there seems to be a corresponding rise of the abandonment of
examining teaching and practice in the light of Scripture. The average evangelical seems to be persuaded by a
pragmatic polemic (i.e., sincerity of the teacher and "it seems to help people") rather than Biblical doctrine.

The New Testament predicts that the "latter times" of the church age would be a time of great deception within the
church (1 Tim. 4:1-4):

But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times some will fall away from the faith, paying attention to
deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons, ... In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a
good servant of Christ Jesus, {constantly} nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound
doctrine which you have been following (1 Tim. 4:1,6).

What does the phrase "later times" mean? It very likely refers to the "later times" of the current church age. Notice
Paul did not say, "in these last days" as the writer of Hebrews did to refer to the whole church age (1:2). Paul used
a different expression to convey the clear idea that the Holy Spirit is talking about the "later times" of the current
church age. Therefore, the Holy Spirit is giving a dual warning for the church in our day—first, "not to fall away
{lit. apostatize} from the faith," and second, don't pay "attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons." In
addition to the problem of apostasy we experience in the church today, the second warning is especially interesting
in light of the fact that those within the church who depart from the faith are said to be especially open to demonic
teachings.

It is significant that both Biblical terms for the demonic are used in this verse: "spirits" and "demons." A clear
contrast is set between what the Holy Spirit is explicitly saying as opposed to what "deceitful spirits" and "demons"
are saying. The Holy Spirit's teaching that the "later times" will be characterized by apostasy in the church is
strengthened by the addition of the term "explicitly," so that there is no mistaking what He is trying to say.
However, many of us today in these "latter times" who repeat the Spirit-inspired warning about the increase in
apostasy are accused of being negative, divisive, and obstructing the work of the Holy Spirit. Yet, at the same time,
these critics are teaching things which can be proved from the Bible to be error. This passage would lead us to
believe that they are "paying attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons." "Deceitful spirits" are the
agents Satan uses to generate these teachings, which are then said to be described as "doctrines of demons"—that
is, doctrines that come from demons.

Paul goes on in this passage to note that "a good servant of Christ Jesus" is one who points out these sobering facts
to fellow believers and nourishes those under his care with healthy doctrine from the Bible. But often when this is
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done, the response of some is that we are being divisive and that we are destroying the last days unity needed to
win the world to Christ.1 This is at least partially a true charge. The Bible divides truth from error, right from
wrong, light from darkness.

However, the more one listens to the ever growing chorus of spiritual warfare teachings, the more he encounters
phrases and clichés which reflect and convey the mentality of the popular, but false, "spiritual warfare" teachings.
Most of these expressions make sense only if a believer can be demon-possessed or inflicted, which the Bible
teaches he cannot. [This and many other issues are dealt with in great detail in A Holy Rebellion: Strategy for
Spiritual Warfare (Harvest House: 1990); the title for subsequent printings was changed to Overrun by Demons.]
The following is an examination of some of the more popular, but according to Scripture, false spiritual warfare
clichés:

1. Binding Satan: In the early 1970s, [I] attended my first "deliverance" service. The one conducting it was a well-
known pioneer in the field. Many bizarre things happened at the service. Many of the demons had names, such as
the demon of lust, gluttony, worry, gossip, criticism, etc. One demon was even named after a particular food.

The "deliverance" evangelist had a routine which he would follow in casting out demons from these people. First,
he would find out a little about the individual. He would then ask them what their problem was. (He always
assumed that it was caused by a demon rather than some other source.) Then he could speak authoritatively to the
demon and command the demons to manifest themselves. Having done this, he would usually carry on a
conversation with the demon, often quite humorous, as he would insult, question, and finally command the demon
to leave in the name of Jesus and by the power of the blood of Christ. Some demons would require several
conversations before they would finally leave. One of the things he always did when he was commanding them to
depart was to bind them and send them to the "pit of hell."

The practice of binding Satan and/or the demons and evil spirits is not only something which some professing
Christians do during public and private deliverance sessions, but it is often a personal activity exercised on a regular
basis by a growing number of professing Christians. Sometimes a person will pray that Satan will be bound from
blinding a person to whom they are presenting the gospel, in the belief that this will improve the likelihood of that
person trusting Christ as his Savior. Or someone might pray that an upcoming event would be protected from the
influence of the demonic by binding the demons from having influence in relation to that event. On other occasions,
people attempt to bind Satan and his demons from certain geographical locations, such as a new house the person
will be moving into, a new church building, or a particular location in a city or neighborhood. Doing this, it is
believed, could affect the power and moving of God in the lives of believers as well as unbelievers. (See point #3
below.)

One instance [I] recall from about 20 years ago, a group of professing believers wanted a particular piece of
property for their ministry. One evening, they marched around the tract of land claiming it for themselves and
"pleading the blood" over it. They believed that this was an act of faith that God would honor. This practice, and
many others like it, is viewed by some to be a central practice to engaging in successful spiritual warfare. Lets look
at the primary Bible passages from which those who hold these beliefs say they have a Scriptural mandate for such
practices:

Mandate for Binding?

The misinterpretation of three passages in Matthew form the basis for the popular "binding" teaching and practice.
First, Matthew 12:29, in which Jesus said, "How can anyone enter the strong man's house and carry off his
property, unless he first binds the strong man?" This statement by Christ was made as part of an illustration meant
to refute the Pharisees' claim that Jesus "casts out demons only by Beelzebub the ruler of the demons"(12:24). The
Pharisees did not want to admit, as many of the people were beginning to suggest, that Jesus was the Son of David
(12:23). Therefore, they attributed His exorcism to an alliance with Beelzebub, the only other supernatural
alternative in the universe. Christ replied that He is more powerful than Satan, by pointing out that one would have
to control the strong man before his house could be robbed. The logic is that Christ was not in league with Satan,
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but was accomplishing His exorcisms by the true power of God. It would be wrong to conclude from this passage
that Christ was laying down a universal pattern for believers to follow. Instead, this was a historic illustration of
Christ's personal power over Satan.

There is coming a day when the strong man will be bound, along with his demonic host, and we do not have to
speculate as to when that will be. Revelation 20:1-3 says that Satan will be bound for 1,000 years shortly after
Christ's Second Coming. Following the Millennium, Satan will be deposited into the lake of fire for all eternity
(Rev. 20:10). In the meantime, during the current age, Satan is "a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour" (1 Pe.
5:7). The antidote for the believer is not to bind him (if Satan and the demons are being bound, who keeps letting
them loose anyway?), but as 1 Peter 5:8 instructs, to "resist him, firm in your faith." Jesus Himself will bind the
strong man, Satan, on behalf of His followers at a future time. He does not use believers to act in His behalf in this
area. God will not be using believers to round up Satan and put him out of commission by binding. Instead, the
means God will use is stated clearly in Revelation 20:1, where it says that "an angel coming down from heaven,
having the key of the abyss and a great chain in his hand," will do the honors. Therefore, the idea that believers
have removed Satan and his demon armies from spheres of influence because they have prayed for Satan's binding,
is not found in the Bible and is, thereby, unbiblical.

The Keys of the Kingdom

The focus of the Matthew 16:19 and 18:18 passages is on the word "bind" (deo). How is this word used in context
and what does it mean? The word has the basic meaning of "to tie up by binding." The result is inactivity on the
part of the one bound. In Matthew 16:19 and 18:18, the word bind is used with its opposite "loose." In these
contexts, the idea of binding and loosing has the force of the judicial notion of "forbidding" and "permitting." This
phrase was used in Christ's day by Israel's religious leaders regarding what was forbidden (bound) and that He will
give him "the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and
whatever you shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven" (Matt. 16:19).

Peter was to become one of the apostles upon whom the Christian church would be founded (Eph. 2:20). Therefore,
Peter and the apostles will be the human agents through whom entrance into the kingdom of heaven will be denied
or allowed, depending upon whether or not one's key matched the lock. The words "shall be bound" and "shall be
loosed" as used in the Greek means that the binding and loosing in heaven will precede the binding and loosing on
earth.

A translation which brings out this aspect of the original Greek would read as follows: "I will give to you the keys
of the kingdom of the heavens, but whatever you bind on earth is that which shall already have been bound in the
heavens, and whatever you loose on earth is that which shall already have been loosed in the heavens." Peter was
to bind things upon the earth, but only what had already been bound in heaven. Peter was to set the standard on
earth for entrance into the kingdom of heaven based upon the standard which God has already set in heaven. Peter
was to be the mediator of the Word of God between God and man, and that standard is what Peter stated in
Matthew 16:16, namely, that Jesus was "the Christ, the Son of the living God."

Affirming God's Will

"Binding and loosing" are used in exactly the same way in Matthew 18:18: "Truly I am telling you, whatever you
may bind upon the earth shall be that which has already been bound in heaven; and whatever you may loosed upon
the earth shall be that which has already been loosed in heaven" (literal translation). Jesus is saying that believers
can have confidence that when they justly excommunicate someone on earth, that they are fulfilling the will of God
which has already been determined in heaven. This should give them confidence in what they are doing. So in this
context, binding and loosing carry the idea which corresponds to our modern judicial language of declaring
someone guilty (binding) or innocent (loosing). The court decision does not make someone guilty or innocent, but
simply determines whether his past acts violate or conform to God's heavenly standard.

In both passages, neither word is referring to the contemporary idea of binding Satan or the demonic. Instead, these
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references refer to carrying out God's heavenly will upon earth as it has already been determined in heaven. In fact,
the contemporary idea of binding and loosing has more in common with the methods related to the casting and the
removal of spells found in the occult than anything related to Biblical Christianity. This is why we as believers
need to be extremely careful when we adopt practices that are not mandated by the Scriptures. One scholar in
commenting on these two passages has said:

"A purely magical binding and loosing such as may be found elsewhere in Greek and Rabbinic usage
[passages outside of the Bible] is ruled out by the context. Jesus does not give to Peter and the other
disciples any power to enchant or to free by magic. The customary meaning of the Rabbinic
expressions is equally incontestable, namely, to declare forbidden or permitted, and thus to impose or
remove an obligation, by a doctrinal decision" (Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament,
II:60).

2. Rebuking the Devil: Many people are being lead astray by deliverance teachings which promise instantaneous
victory over one's problems by a timely rebuke of the devil. This misleads people from the Biblical path of
exercising endurance or patience in meeting their trials. As a result, many believers are not developing the kind of
proven character they need to handle trials.

This character-building approach is illustrated by Paul's thorn in the flesh (2 Cor. 12:7-10). The thorn is described
as "a messenger of Satan to buffet me—to keep me from exalting myself" (12:7). It is possible this messenger was a
demon. The Greek word for messenger is "angelos," the word for angel. This kind of situation is often viewed today
by deliverance teachers as something which is not in keeping with the will of God, and they would seek to rebuke
this "messenger of Satan" and run him out of town by giving him two black eyes in the process. This was not Paul's
response. Instead, he "entreated the Lord three times that it might depart from me" (12:8). Yet God did not grant
Paul's request. But don't we have power in the name of Jesus? Yes, we do, but it is to be exercised within the will
of God. The Lord was more interested in building Christ-like character in Paul as a true display of His power
(12:9) than in putting on the kind of fireworks display which many today are calling "power encounters."

Within certain circles today, it is common to hear a speaker lash out against Satan with various rebukes. Often the
speaker will rebuke Satan in the area of health, wealth, and peace of mind. It is not unusual to hear more preaching
against Satan and the demonic than to hear preaching which focuses in on Christ and His resources. Many people
become so concerned with what the devil is doing that they take their eyes off the Lord.

We must realize that believers are NEVER instructed to rebuke the devil or his demons. The New Testament views
rebuking as the sole prerogative of Jesus as an expression of His lordship and sovereignty over the spirit realm. The
only acceptable condition for a believer to rebuke is when he lovingly corrects a brother fallen into sin (Lk. 17:3; 1
Tim. 5:20). Throughout the New Testament, rebuke is understood as the sole prerogative of the Lord. This is why
Michael said when challenged by Satan, "The Lord rebuke you" (Jude 9).

Marks of a False Prophet

2 Peter 2 describes and denounces false prophets who will be active within the church until the second coming of
Christ. Peter exposes their self-centered motives and conduct in the first three verses, and then pronounces their
condemnation (4-9). The rest of the chapter concludes with a description of their characteristics. One characteristic
that the contemporary church would do well to take note of is found in verse 10: "Especially those who indulge the
flesh in its corrupt desire and despise authority. Daring self-willed, they do not tremble when they revile angelic
majesties." The earlier context indicates that these self-willed false prophets were engaged in reviling fallen angelic
majesties—demons. Remember that this is something which is characteristic of false prophets, so it is a warning for
Christians not to engage in such practices.

Peter goes on to explain this practice in greater detail in verses 11 and 12. He notes that "angels who are greater in
might and power do not bring a reviling judgment against them before the Lord" (11). Angels know better than to
do such foolish things as rebuking or reviling other angels. They have much greater strength and power than the
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greatest human being, yet they know better than to engage in such practices. Certainly God's holy angels cannot be
justly accused of not being involved in spiritual warfare, but for them, as it should be for us, it is a question of
being properly involved.

Jude 8 and 9, in a similar warning about false teachers, gives a specific example of this kind of incident. Jude uses
almost identical language when he notes that the false teachers "defile the flesh, and reject authority, and revile
angelic majesties" (8). How do they do that? He tells us that "Michael the archangel, when he disputed with the
devil and argued about the body of Moses, did not dare pronounce against him a railing judgment, but said, 'The
Lord rebuke you '" (9). This passage is telling us that even Michael, the highest-ranking elect angel, would not
rebuke the devil; yet many professing Christians today do it on a regular basis. The text says "did not dare," which
means that doing such a thing was so unthinkable for Michael that he would not come close to doing such a thing.
Michael did not even say what we hear many saying today, "I rebuke you devil, in the name of the Lord!" Michael
simply said, "The Lord rebuke you." Unlike many modern "Christians," Michael knew rebuking was a prerogative
of the Lord alone!

With not one, but two warnings in Scripture against such practices, the question must be asked, "Why do so many
professing Christians and their leaders regularly engage in such practices"? Both passages give us the answer. They
are acting out of ignorance. "These, like unreasoning animals ... reviling where they have no knowledge ..." (2 Pe.
2:12). "But these men revile the things which they do not understand ..." (Jude 10).

This is an example of the ignorance of God's Word leading to wrong practice in the area of spiritual warfare. No
wonder many are growing weary and dropping out of the battle. Many are following leaders who are leading them
on wild goose chases through beliefs and practices that open them up to attacks from the enemy rather than the
advertised protection from the enemy. Believers can only develop true maturity through genuine Biblical training,
which teaches us to keep our eyes upon Christ and not preoccupation with the demonic.

3. Strategic Level Spiritual Warefare:2 The doctrine called "Strategic Level Spiritual Warfare" (SLSW) is a
popular charismatic method of casting out demons from geographical locations or territories. It identifies three
levels of demonic control on earth. First, there are "Ground-Level" demons, which possess people. Secondly,
"Occult-Level" demons empower witches, shamans, and magicians. Thirdly, "Strategic-Level" demons, the most
powerful of the three, are said to rule over certain regions or territories. Their main purpose is to hinder people from
coming to Christ. Well known proponents of this teaching are C. Peter Wagner (Engaging the Enemy: How to
Fight and Defeat Territorial Spirits) of Fuller Seminary School of World Missions; John Dawson (Taking Our
Cities for Christ) of Youth With a Mission; and Frank Peretti (This Present Darkness and Piercing the Darkness). 

In the early 1990s, there were a number of citywide gospel campaigns in Latin America. Some of the evangelists
attributed their success to days spent wrestling in prayer against the powers of darkness. Author Frank Peretti
stirred the imagination of believers with his two early books: This Present Darkness (1986) and Piercing the
Darkness (1989). These fictional books demonstrated in graphic and sensational detail the battle of believers with
territorial spirits. In the early 1990s, Charismatic leader C. Peter Wagner linked himself with the movement and has
been its most vocal spokesman and most prolific writer. Wagner has attributed astonishing claims to the use of
spiritual warfare, claiming, for example, "10 million Japanese will come to Christ by the year 2000; it helped to
bring down the Berlin Wall and opened Albania to the gospel; it deposed dictator Manuel Noriega; it lowered the
crime rate in Los Angeles and broke the power of demons over Japan" (Breaking Strongholds in Your City, 1993, p.
25).

How does one go about breaking territorial dominion? There are a number of detailed steps required. First, seek the
name of the ruling spirit and identify its territory. Second, seek the function of demons in a particular area. Thirdly,
if demons occupy a neighborhood, then a "Prayer Walk" is required. If the demon controls a city, then a "Praise
March" is necessary. If a demon exercises power over a region, then a "Prayer Expedition" is demanded. And if a
demon rules in a nation, then a "Prayer Journey" should be carried out. "Spiritual Mapping" is the process of
gathering information regarding a region or a people in order to determine the identity and function of the territorial
ruler; i.e., the process of discovering the exact location of the demon's domain. The accumulated data is later used
in spiritual warfare prayer and intercession. "Identification Repentance" is the practice of discovering the sin and
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guilt which give the demon a foothold in an area in the first place, and then repenting of that sin to break the grip
of demons in an area.

Peter Wagner explains: "Spying out the land is essential when warring for a city … Christians should walk or drive
every major freeway, avenue and road of their cities, praying and coming against demonic strongholds over every
neighborhood ... Even if you don't see instant results, keep the trumpets blowing … always remember God is not
slack concerning His promise; the walls will come down!" (Engaging the Enemy: How to Fight and Defeat
Territorial Spirits, p. 98).

The most commonly cited proof of text is Daniel 10:13,20, which is the battle between the prince of Persia and
Michael the archangel. The prince of Persia is said to be an example of a Territorial Spirit which can be defeated
through the techniques of SLSW. Wagner writes, "This story leaves no doubt that territorial spirits greatly influence
human life in all its sociopolitical aspects" (Warfare Prayer, p. 66).

However, Daniel 10 does not argue for the detailed and sensational practices of SLSW. It must be pointed out that:

The battle was fought in heaven and not on earth;
The battle did not involve any human: rather two angels and one demon;
The battle was directed by God in heaven and by Michael, not by men on earth;
Daniel was not asked to bind a demon; and
Daniel was not even asked to pray.

Scripture implies that Satan's minions are highly organized (Eph. 6:12), but nowhere does the Bible say that Satan
has assigned them to every geopolitical unit. Nowhere does the Bible give an example of a believer rebuking or
confronting geographical demons. Nowhere in the Bible does it say that we are to command demons to give up
territory.

Yes, Satan is a formidable adversary (1 Pe. 5:8), yet the Lord Jesus Christ has already conquered him on the cross
(Col. 2:15) and will one day consign him to hell (Rev. 20:1-10). Jude 8-10 and 2 Peter 2:10-12 rebuke those who
verbally abuse spirits. Indeed, we are called to turn them over to God. In the meantime, we are called to oppose
Satan through our spiritual armor (Eph. 6:20-18) standing firm in the power of His might, and praying always with
all prayer.

4. Picking Up Loose Ends: Within the context of contemporary spiritual warfare thinking, it is common for
proponents of these views to use similar language as that dealt with above. Phrases such as: "praying the blood" to
cover someone or something for protection, "praying a hedge" of protection around someone (Bill Gothard), or
"claiming" protection, etc. This kind of "warfare praying" and commanding of God is also improper from a Biblical
perspective since these practices are not found in the Bible and are specifically forbidden. The same kind of
objections noted above would also apply to those concepts noted here to show that similar phrases are invalid to use
in a Biblical approach to spiritual warfare.

5. Inherited Curses?: The error of timing is really one which misinterprets Scripture from a past era and wrongly
applies it to present circumstances. One such view is that occult powers or curses are passed from parent to child.
Those advocating this view will quote from Exodus 20:5— "You shall not worship them or serve them; for I, the
Lord your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and fourth
generations of those who hate Me." Proponents of this view believe that if a parent's or grandparent's curse or
occult power is not specifically covered and removed by renouncing it, a Christian can be oppressed by such a past.

There are at least three reasons why this view is an inaccurate application of the passage. First, when a person
becomes a Christian, he is delivered from all his sins, including his occult sins, since a Christian cannot be demon-
possessed. The Bible does not recognize occult sin as a special category of sin that has not been dealt with by the
cross.

Second, it is wrong to assume that Exodus 20:5 refers to God's "visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children"
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because of inheritance, rather than because each successive generation learns from their parents patterns of sin, and
then decides to follow in the footsteps of their fathers and mothers. It seems clear from the passage that the basis of
God's judgment or blessings are based upon the choice of each successive generation's decision to follow after the
sins of their ancestors. Thus, the mode of transmission of the sins is not because the children are under a curse from
a sin committed by the parent. Instead, the sin is conveyed through the child learning the sin patterns from his
parents and choosing generation after generation to persist in them (i.e., "of those who hate Me"). A mystical or
curse transmission is not taught or implied from the text!

Ezekiel 18:2-20 says that God curses each Israelite individual for his own sins and not specifically because of
something that their fathers may have done. God specifically states in verse 4 that "all souls are Mine; the soul of
the father as well as the soul of the son is mine." The Lord goes on to declare that if the son does right in the
contrast to the parent's sins, including occult sins, then "he shall surely live."

Third, the statement of Exodus 20:5-6 (see also Deut. 5:9-10) is within the context of the Lord's treaty-covenant
with Israel, which promised specific blessings and curses for obedience and disobedience. Therefore, the
jurisdictional scope of this passage is limited to Israel and cannot be applied in a universal sense to humanity in
general as a timeless principle. Were it to be a universal principle, then it would have been stated in Genesis (or
elsewhere in the Bible) and given to mankind in general. Also, if this was universal (even though the passage does
not mean what is alleged in the first place), then it would probably be repeated throughout Scripture. Since it is
restricted to Israel, it only occurs in relation to them. Psalm 147:19-20 makes it clear that the jurisdiction of the
Mosaic Law was given exclusively to Israel as a rule of life: "He declares His word to Jacob, His statutes and His
ordinances to Israel. He has not dealt thus with any nation; and as for His ordinances, they have known them.
Praise the Lord!"

The specific blessings and curses to which this passage speaks are found in Deuteronomy 28. In this chapter, Israel
is promised specific blessings if they obey the commandments of their covenant with the Lord. Israel is promised
specific curses if they disobey. That these specific blessings and curses where for Israel is further seen by tracing
the development of this theme throughout Deuteronomy.

So we see that Exodus 20:5-6 and Deuteronomy 5:9-10 tell the Israelites that God would hold them responsible for
obeying His law and that there would be consequences for their actions.

Christ's Work on the Cross

This kind of "I-inherited-from-my-parents" view is also a popular explanation for all sorts of behavior within many
"Christian" psychology circles as well. It is used to explain so-called mental and emotional illness, chronic
sickness, all sorts of female problems, rebellious teenagers, etc. But the idea that a Christian might have to be
delivered specifically from a curse or occult power, which salvation in Christ would not have taken care of, is not
found or implied in Scripture. In fact there is not one example in the entire Bible of a saved person being under a
satanic curse, which has to be "broken" by Christian exorcism or distinct confession. The only curses which the
Bible treats as effective are those uttered by God. Curses of all kinds can be uttered over a believer continuously
during his entire life, but they cannot impact his life. Christ has prayed that Christians be kept "from the evil one"
(John 17:15). Further, the Bible promises to believers that "God keeps him and the evil one does not touch him" (1
John 5:18). This attempt to shift responsibility for current failures to someone else is reminiscent of Adam's attempt
to shift the blame for his sin to Eve.

Other deliverance teachers say that any Christian with an occult past must specifically renounce those sins or they
will not be free. That is to say, they must have a separate, post-salvation deliverance from occult sins. Yet if this is
true, then Christ's work really did not forgive them of all their sins. If this is true, then a person would need to
specifically go back and name all past sins in order to be saved or have freedom from the consequences of those
sins. This is completely contrary to the entire teaching of Scripture, that Christ died once and for all sin—past,
present and future—and that we are forgiven and delivered from all of our sins at the point of salvation.
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6. Testing Spirits: This practice comes from a misinterpretation of John 4:1-3, where the apostle exhorts the
Church to "test the spirits, whether they are of God." John's "test" is that every Spirit that confesses Christ came in
the flesh is of God, while they that do not confess this are not of God.  One charismatic book on the subject of
spiritual warfare even states that if one receives an impression or "word" he  thinks may be from The Lord, then
you should ask the spirit if "Christ came in the flesh." If you then hear a resounding "Yes" in your mind, it is of
God.  If not, the "spirit" will either be silent or say "no." There is great spiritual harm that can be done through
trying to "hear" voices. A more accurate interpretation of John 4 is that by dealing with the Gnostics who believed
that matter is inherently evil, and in the doctrine of "dokeo" (meaning "to appear," saying that Jesus appeared to
have a fleshly body, but was really Spirit), John needed a test to expose them. The "spirits" mentioned then are the
potentially false prophets who were teaching Gnosticism, and the test was simply a question designed to prompt a
response. If they denied the incarnation, they were false prophets, if they confessed it, they were not. We could
apply this  principle in modern times by "testing" potential false brethren in other areas. Do they believe Christ is
co-equal and co-eternal as a member of the Godhead?  Is salvation by Grace alone, or by works? — and so on. In
either case, it is a false concept widely practiced along with "binding demons," and usually taught in the same
circles and by many of the same teachers.

2 John 7 also addresses the subject of Christ coming in the flesh  — "For many deceivers have gone out into the
world who do not confess Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist." What is it to
"not confess Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh"? It is to deny the fact that God came in the flesh and is still in the
flesh in the person of Jesus Christ (Luke 24:36-43). But, deception comes by ways that are very subtle. Note what
Paul wrote in Colossians 2:8-10 — "Beware lest anyone cheat you though philosophy and empty deceit, according
to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ. FOR IN HIM
DWELLS ALL THE FULLNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY; and you are complete in Him, who is the head
over all principality and power." What reason does Paul give to us as believers for the basis of why we are to be
aware of anyone who brings with them the teachings (traditions) of men (Colossians 2:8)? It is because "all the
fullness of the Godhead" dwells in Christ "bodily." In other words, Christ is in the flesh. He came in the flesh,
suffered in the flesh, was tempted in the flesh, died in the flesh, and rose from the dead in the flesh, and is still in
the flesh ("bodily"). In other words, HE IS ALL WE NEED! We do not need any "philosophy," "traditions of
men," or any wisdom "according to the basic principles of the world" (e.g. psychology), because we have Christ!
For anybody to come along and say you also need some kind of wisdom from the world to live out this Christian
life (e.g., professing brethren who are psychological integrationists), THEY ARE, IN EFFECT, DENYING THAT
ALL THE FULLNESS OF THE GODHEAD IS IN CHRIST BODILY (i.e., they are denying "Jesus Christ as
coming in the flesh" — 2 John 7; i.e., that Jesus Christ is still in the flesh, and He is all we need (2 Peter 1:2-3).
The psychologizers of today, and the spiritual warfare gurus, are totally rejecting the sufficiency of Christ, the
sufficiency that was guaranteed by His coming in the flesh, and thereby, indirectly, denying His coming in the
flesh.

7. Pulling Down Demonic Strongholds: This is a practice whereby spiritual "strongholds" of the enemy, which
have supposedly invaded the homes of professing Christians, are "brought down" —  usually by the typical spiritual
warfare gimmicks of binding demons, breaking generational curses, etc. Like most spiritual warfare tactics, it is a
misinterpretation of a specific passage. In this case, 2 Cor. 10:3-5. As soon as the warfare pundits see "For the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty in God ..." then the bad hermeneutics start flying. This wording
is all they need to create some new spiritual doctrine. The actual "strongholds" are those of false teachers
entrenched in the Corinthian church who are contradicting Paul and his doctrine. The "weapons" is the Word of
God that Paul will use in "casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of
God." This leads to another false spiritual warfare technique called "Bringing our thoughts captive."

8. Bringing Thoughts Captive: This is based on 2 Cor 10:5 — "Casting down imaginations, and every high thing
that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of
Christ;" While not a spiritual warfare tactic in the sense of warring with the enemy, it is one in the sense of having
control over our thoughts which may be corrupted by the enemy. Again, a gross misinterpretation by spiritual
warfare advocates. The Greek word for "thoughts" is not the same used elsewhere in the sense of "thinking," but is
rather a word that means ideological principles and concepts. Therefore, the "thoughts" being taken captive by Paul
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were the false philosophies and man made ideologies that contradicted God's instruction and teaching through His
Apostles.

9. Flags & Banners: The latest spiritual warfare technique is the use of "flags and banners," suggested by its
advocates to be "spiritual power tools." The act of flag waving becomes the causal reason why God's special
presence occurs. The flag (termed "worship and warfare flags") processionals, so popular in some charismatic
circles today, are not just a witness of faith, but become a force in themselves ("intercessors with flags") in the
spiritual warfare game. These flags and banners are used to coax the Holy Spirit to respond. Man becomes pro-
active and the spirit world becomes reactive. The "head" of the flag-waving ministry in some churches is called a
"master flag minister." One flag ministry proponent states: "I can tell you that something incredible happens in the
spirit when we purposefully and prayerfully raise our flags. ... I create worship and warfare flags suitable for the
beginner through advanced flag ministers, in sizes geared to the home, the sanctuary, and presentation dances. You
will find a variety of styles and colors to suit all the moods of the Holy Spirit." (The flag minister has the
responsibility to lift the right banner at the right time. This flag ministry relies heavily on the symbolic use of color
in worship. Colors include; Red: the blood of Christ; Purple: authority, and Sonship; Blue: revelational knowledge;
White: the Bride, purity; Turquoise: River of God; Orange: passion, power, and fire. Flags and banners are then
spiritually choreographed by the flag minister in association with dance and timbrels.) (Source: "Flags and Banners
… Spiritual Power Tools?," Orrel Steinkamp, The Plumbline, Nov/Dec 2002.)

10. Holy Laughter: In her book Possessing the Gates of the Enemy, Charismatic "prophetess" Cindy Jacobs claims
that "the weapon of laughter is extremely powerful and even necessary as an intercessory manifestation. … It
breaks Satan's power to depress you and oppress you in the midst of battle. … Laughter also can be a form of direct
warfare against Satan and his forces because it mocks the enemy" (Cindy Jacobs, "Tearing Down Strong Holds
Through Praise," Charisma, August 1993; adapted from Possessing the Gates of the Enemy). The uncontrollable
"holy laughter" associated in recent years with the ministries of John Arnott (pastor of the Toronto Airport
Church), Evangelist Rodney Howard-Browne, Kenneth Hagin, and others, is supposed to be a form of spiritual
warfare. Yet nowhere in the New Testament do we see the Lord Jesus Christ and the Apostles laughing at the devil
or laughing in order to war against the devil. Where do we see them being overcome by a spirit of laughter, falling
to the floor and rolling around, laughing uncontrollably, even during preaching, etc.? All of these things, though,
can be witnessed at many Charismatic meetings.

11. Marching: Another practice which has been popularized by the spiritual warfare movement is marching around
a building or a city, etc., to claim authority over it (also seen as an extension of "prayer walking"). The Global
March for Jesus events were originally established in England by Charismatics for the purpose of direct
geographical spiritual warfare against territorial spirits. The March for Jesus book, written in 1992 by Graham
Kendrick (influential Contemporary Christian musician) and Roger Forster (plus two others) states: "Our objectives
were first and foremost spiritual. We wanted to see a change in the spiritual atmosphere over our country." As their
authority, they cite Joshua's march around Jericho, Daniel's experience, and similar things. The March for Jesus
events, therefore, have sought to exercise spiritual warfare by marching, praying, and Christian unity. 

The practice of spiritual warfare marching is primarily based on Joshua's march around Jericho. Cindy Jacobs says:
"The march that Joshua and his troops made around Jericho was a type of intercession. … This type of marching
produces deliverance today just as it did for the Israelites." But there is not a hint in the New Testament that
Christians are to practice such a thing. The Bible does not tell us that Joshua's march around Jericho was a form of
intercession. Further, Joshua's march was commanded by God for that one unique occasion; and like many other
things in the Bible, it was never repeated. Those who lead the spiritual warfare movement create great confusion by
pulling passages out of context and failing to rightly divide the Word of God. Note, also, that the spiritual warfare
advocate tries to prove the truth of this doctrine by anecdotal  experience. Doctrine is not proved by experience.
The devil can give experiences and feelings to delude people (Matt. 24:24; 2 Cor. 11:13,14; 2 Thess. 2:9-11; Rev.
13:14). The only proof that a doctrine or practice is true is whether or not it is based properly upon the Bible.

12. The Settler's Stake: A form of SLSW, the "Settler's" stake began in San Francisco in the late-1990s and spread
to St. Louis in 1999. Small groups of Charismatics, under cover of darkness, visited key sites in the city, such as
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government buildings, financial and educational institutions, to perform the following ceremony: They dig a hole,
bury a Bible, then drive a foot-long stake into the ground (with "Jesus is Lord" written on the top and Bible verses
inscribed on the sides) over the spot, anoint the area with oil, and then take communion and pray. Bill Malone,
director of Pray USA, claims this is "a prophetic act" by which the participants are "making a statement to God and
to Satan that this land belongs to Jesus Christ and we are taking it back and kicking the squatters out" (Charisma
News Service, Dec. 7, 1999). This practice is complete nonsense, of course, with absolutely no authority in the
Scriptures. It is more akin to pagan practices than to New Testament Christianity.

Conclusion

The Apostle Peter must have had the Old Testament believer Job in mind when the Holy Spirit moved him to
picture Satan, the devil, as one who "prowls about like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour" (1 Pe. 5:8).
What did Peter prescribe for the believer to do in light of Satan's persistent harassments? We are to be persistent in
our fight against him. Peter says that the hard times which Satan may put us through do not result in aid to Satan's
cause; instead, godly resistance to Satan produces Christ-like character and maturity, giving a battle-tested stability
to our lives (1 Pe. 5:9-11). Even the attacks of Satan produce opportunities for the believer to trust God, resulting in
an even greater development of patience and endurance.

How does Peter instruct believers to react to this attack? Not by talking about how you are going to run the Devil
out of town or give him a black eye or even two black eyes. Not by binding or rebuking him. Instead, the Scriptures
say that we are to "resist him" (1 Pe. 5:9). The same command is given in James 4:7 and Ephesians 6:11,13,14.
This is what the Bible specifically, repeatedly, clearly says is to be our strategy when Satan attacks a believer:
"Resist the devil and he will flee from you" (James 4:7). Scripture does not say to develop from experience a
formula of rebuking, binding, insulting, or arguing with Satan and the demonic. Instead, we are to follow God's
explicit instructions on this issue. By habitually following God's Word, we will see the Lord bring stability and
character into our lives, including the type of endurance that we need in order to engage in spiritual warfare without
fainting in the day of battle.

It should be increasingly clear to the reader that false spiritual warfare clichés are generated by the false mysticism
of our non-Christian culture as it influences the professing church. The Biblical command to resist the attacks of the
demonic are made effective as a product of normal spiritual growth and maturity in the life of a believer. This kind
of non-mystical, day-in, day-out growth strengthens the commitment of a believer to resist the temptations of the
devil by obeying the Biblical commandments. The mysticism which produces the false spiritual warfare clichés
weakens true spiritual growth by transferring the responsibility for spiritual warfare to the magic of speaking words
and phrases. Instead, the equipped believer resists the influence of Satan and the demonic through an informed
commitment to Christ.

Endnotes

1  While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical
unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in
the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity
of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real
spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions and offences
contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).  [Back to Text]

2  The linkage of aggressive territorial spiritual warfare and evangelism was first introduced at the Latter Rain
revival. Perhaps the first actual expression of this teaching was reported in the April 1949 issue of the Sharon Star,
the official publication of the Latter Rain: "Suddenly without warning a mighty wind swept through the building;
Brother Crane was standing teaching the class when he was almost swept off his feet … This great demonstration
was accompanied by a vision of the Manifest Sons of God in the last days of this dispensation. This mighty army
was seen conquering all before it. Sickness and disease were vanishing and all evil spirits were scattered before the
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triumphant power of God's people." (George Hawtin, "Editorial," Sharon Star, December 1948, pp. 2,3) 

Today many people being introduced to territorial spiritual warfare evangelism have no knowledge of the genesis of
these practices. Perhaps one of the most surprising examples of this is from the leading proponent of territorial
spiritual warfare, C. Peter Wagner, who admits to no knowledge, whatsoever, regarding the Latter Rain and its
teaching. He states: "So I never even heard of the Latter Rain, Kingdom Now … Manifested Sons of God or any of
those things … Now since I have become an advocate for contemporary apostles and prophets, all of these things
have been coming up, but I haven't had any historical hook to hang them on." 

Latter Rain teaching of territorial spiritual warfare has now become sufficiently disassociated from its historical
links so that the spiritual warfare world-view is now becoming widely accepted. Frank Peretti's novels teach
territorial spiritual warfare in sensational detail. Certain evangelists in Latin America attributed their success to
spending days of wrestling with territorial demons. 

Indeed, the concept of warfare is found in both the Old and New Testaments. But nowhere is it suggested that
believers must attack, bind, and defeat named local spiritual entities as the indispensable means of evangelism. In
contrast to the Qumran community (of Dead Sea Scrolls fame, whose liturgy included curses of Satan alongside
praises to God), Jude 8-10 and 2 Peter 2:10-12 instructs believers not to bring "reviling accusations against the
devil" (NKJV). Satan is indeed a formidable adversary (1 Pe. 5:8), yet Jesus conquered him on the cross (Col. 2:15)
and will one day confine him in hell (Rev. 2:1-10). In the meantime, we are called to oppose Satan, but not by
identifying the names of his subordinates, reconstructing their hierarchy, or mapping their supposed jurisdictions. 

The famous spiritual warfare passage in Ephesians 6:10-18 portrays spiritual warfare as the believer's defensive
stance rather than prescribing a strategy for attacking and binding specific demons. Indeed, Paul states that we
wrestle against "principalities and powers in the heavenlies," but how does Paul describe this wrestling? If Paul
meant for believers to attack and destroy these heavenly adversaries, the inspired apostle would have indicated at
that point in his writing that he practiced it and expected his churches to practice it in evangelism. But he did not.
Indeed, as many exegetes have noted, Paul admonishes putting on the whole armor of God in order to "withstand in
the evil day" In light of the "hosts of spiritual wickedness m heavenly places," Paul instructs: "Therefore take up the
whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day and have done all to stand, stand therefore."
(Eph. 6:13,14a, NKJV). Among the spiritual weapons, the only possible offensive weapon is the "Sword of God's
word." Even here, the word used for sword is "machaira" which was a short sword, more like a dagger that could be
used for attack, but in context, suggests personal defense.

The "demolishing strongholds" passage of 2 Corinthians 10:4,5 is often used by writers of this movement. In this
context, "strongholds" are clearly "arguments and imaginations: that challenge the knowledge of God." The means
of spiritual attack and advance in the NT is always the preaching and defense of the gospel message. The sword of
God's Word is obviously more effective in evangelism than the spiritual war games of identifying, binding, and
destroying local demons. The sword of God's Word is even "sharper than any two-edged sword."  [Return to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this material has been excerpted and/or adapted from three primary sources: (1) a Biblical
Awareness Ministries' report by Thomas Ice ("An Examination of False Spiritual Warfare Clichés," Biblical
Perspectives, Vol. V. No. 2, Mar/Apr 1992). (Biblical Awareness Ministries and its newsletter, Biblical
Perspectives, no longer exist.); (2) an article from the November/December 2001, The Plumbline, "Spiritual Warfare
Evangelism: How Did We Get Here?," by Orrel Steinkamp (the latter comprising the “Strategic Level Spiritual
Warfare” section and Endnote #2); and (3) "Strange Spiritual Warfare," by David Cloud, FBIS, 6/30/00. (The use
of the BAM material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his current
ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.)
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Vineyard Movement
"Christian" Charismania

-  The Vineyard movement is a hyper-charismatic organization that is also known by the names of "third wave,"
"Signs and Wonders Movement," and "power theology." It was officially begun in 1982 with John Wimber's
affiliation with a small group of Southern California churches (then affiliated with the Chuck Smith-Calvary Chapel
movement). The "mother" church was named the Vineyard Christian Fellowship of Anaheim, California, as part of
the Association of Vineyard Churches (AVC). From five churches in 1982, the AVC had grown at the time of
Wimber's death in November of 1997 to approximately 450 churches in the U.S. and another 250 abroad, with an
estimated 200,000 members throughout the world. (Counting those churches "friendly" to the Vineyard without
being officially affiliated with it, the Vineyard can boast that it influences the faith and practice of more than 1500
churches.) AVC's goal is to have 2,000 churches in the Vineyard fold by the year 2000.

-  The Vineyard movement draws the vast majority of its support from those who were originally non-charismatic
"evangelicals." In fact, the Vineyard has infiltrated, currently or in the recent past, such evangelical seminaries as
Dallas Theological Seminary (three DTS "Vineyard-professors" were dismissed in 1987), Trinity International
University, an -E-Free affiliated school (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School -- two "Vineyard-professors"
employed), Fuller Seminary (three "Vineyard-professors" on the Missions Dept. faculty), and Biola Seminary (two
"Vineyard-professors" on the faculty). The Vineyard has also infiltrated such organizations as the Promise Keepers
(top PK leaders are Vineyard members), and has been instrumental in the unscriptural "Laughing Revival." Todd
Hunter is now the National Director of the Association of Vineyard Churches (USA). In an interview with The
Voice of The Vineyard, Hunter said, "What was core to our original vision? Winning the lost and planting churches.
How do we get there? We get there by trying to be an expression of the best of evangelical thinking and
Pentecostal practices."

-  As an overview, the Vineyard movement's teachings err dramatically in three main areas (each one of these is
addressed in more detail in our report on John Wimber): (MS, p. 22)*

(1) Dependence on experience rather than Scripture, leading to both a pragmatic (if it works, it must be
from God) and a subjective approach (all sources of truth are equally valid) -- "experience first, then
mold theology to fit the experience," seems to be the Vineyard's motto.

(2) Acceptance of occult/New Age practices in "Christian" forms, such as aura reading and
manipulation, the teaching of "inner healing," astral projection, contact with familiar spirits, and
psychological and occult methodologies.

(3) A mystical view of spiritual warfare that comes dangerously close to spiritism, culminating in the
belief that even Christians can be possessed by demons.

-  The Vineyard's approach to healing is not the mere laying on of hands accompanied by fervent prayer, but the
incorporation of an unholy mixture of Jungian psychology and Agnes Sanford's "inner healing" techniques, both of
which have their roots in the occult, but have become popularized in our day through the New Age Movement
(Albert James Dager, Vengeance Is Ours, p. 155). "There is every indication that the Vineyard movement, chasing
after signs and wonders, has become caught up in a mystical [New Age] mindset that will lead inevitably to a
greater religious deception to which the vast majority of the world's populace will succumb" (Dager, p. 156).

-  The Vineyard movement teaches that signs and wonders were the essential ingredient for success in first century
church evangelism (a claim which is not supported anywhere in the Book of Acts), and that for today, the only way
to get people to believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out
of demons. (This is called "power evangelism," and is officially defined as a presentation of the gospel that is
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rational, but also transcends the rational -- a gospel presentation with a demonstration of God's power through signs
and wonders; i.e., a spontaneous, spirit-inspired, empowered presentation of the gospel that is preceded and
undergirded by supernatural demonstrations of God's presence.) The Vineyard teaches that only by startling the
world by demonstrations of clairvoyance and powerful healings will the gospel message receive respectful
attention, because (apparently) by itself, the Gospel is too weak and powerless to break the stubbornness and
rebellion of the human heart (Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, pp.74-75).

-  Although the Vineyard movement will not commit itself, it is inherently Dominionist/Kingdom
Now/Reconstructionist in its theology; i.e., the application to the present age of features which are unique to the
Millennial reign of Christ on the earth. They believe in the present victory of the church, which is the essence of
post-millennialism, and their emphasis on certain gift operations are characteristics of the Millennial reign of Christ
rather than this present age. As a result, third-wave teaching is adamantly opposed to any form of dispensational
theology (Robert Dean, Jr., Biblical Perspectives, "Don't Be Caught By The Undertow Of The Third Wave," p. 5).
(Although the speaking in tongues is not discouraged in the Vineyard movement, the "more desired gifts," and
thereby the most "practiced," are those of healing, casting out of demons, and binding Satan.)

-  The Vineyard's teachings on the person and work of Christ (Christology) are heretical at best and blasphemous at
worst. They teach that though Jesus was fully divine, He set aside His divinity while on earth, and thereby, His
miraculous ministry was accomplished solely as a human, but through the power of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the
Vineyard teaches that mortal man today can perform signs and wonders on the same basis Jesus did -- through the
Holy Spirit's empowering alone, we can do the same miracles, works and knowledge as Jesus, and more! Peter
Wagner, one of the central leaders of the Vineyard, states that, "Jesus exercised no power of and by Himself. We
today can expect to do the same or greater things than Jesus did, because we have been given access to the same
power source." (Emphasis added.)

* All of the quotes and excerpts used in this report designated "MS," are derived from two articles in the September
1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and
the Kansas City-Vineyard Connection" (the Kansas City Vineyard disaffiliated itself in 8/96); and "Testing the
Fruit of the Vineyard." See also Media Spotlight's 1996, 32-page report, "The Vineyard: History, Teachings &
Practices," Albert James Dager.
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A Visit to the Vineyard Church (Anaheim, CA)
 September 5, 2003 (Adapted and/or excerpted from: David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O.
Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061) -- The Vineyard Fellowship, which numbers more than 500 churches
worldwide, prospered under the leadership of the late John Wimber (1934-1997). In 1977, Wimber started a church
in Anaheim, California, which eventually grew to 6,000 members and became the mother church of the Vineyard
Association. These churches have exercised an influence far beyond their numbers. They have promoted a radical
ecumenism and a charismatic-style experience orientation among evangelicals who do not claim to be charismatics.
A large part of this experience derives from the use of powerful rock music to help create a sensual worship
experience. The Vineyard music has gone around the world and is very influential in the contemporary praise and
worship movement. Recently, for example, I [David Cloud] obtained a Vineyard tape that was produced in India
and was sold in a bookstore in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

John Wimber opened the floodgates to many errors by downplaying the importance of Biblical discernment. He
warned against being "too rigid" and "too heavily oriented to the written Word" (Counterfeit Revival, p. 109). He
warned against "worshipping the book" and mocked those who judge everything strictly by the Bible, saying they
have "God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Book" (Ibid.). One would say something like that only if he
were attempting to promote things which were not in accordance with the Word of God. The Psalmist said the
written Word "is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path" (Psa. 119:105). It is impossible to be too strongly
oriented toward the Bible! 

In his healing seminar, Wimber made the following statement: "It's evil when you hide behind doctrinal beliefs that
curtail and control the work of the Spirit. The Church today is committing evil in the name of sound doctrine. And
they are quenching the work of the Holy Spirit" (Wimber, Healing Seminar Series, cited from Testing the Fruit of
the Vineyard, by John Goodwin). 

In 1994, a visitor to the Anaheim Vineyard, the mother church pastored by Wimber, was told by one of the
Vineyard pastors: "In a moment, I'm going to call down the Holy Spirit. Things like you've never seen will begin to
happen. Don't be alarmed by anything you see. And above all, don't try to rationally evaluate the things you will
see. Subjecting the revival to doctrinal tests is the surest way to put out the fire." At the same meeting, a woman
church staff member led in public prayer with these frightful words: "We refuse to critique with our minds the work
that You want to do in our hearts. We refuse to subject Your work to our little doctrinal tests." 

Such a mindset leaves one open to spiritual delusion. If the Holy Spirit operates contrary to the Word of God, there
is absolutely no way to discern between the true Spirit and false spirits. This subtle undermining of Biblical
authority is one reason why strange and unscriptural things (such as spiritual drunkenness and prophets who learn
how to prophesy by making mistakes) have been accepted in the Vineyard movement. 

On August 31, 2003, I [David Cloud] attended the Sunday morning service of the Anaheim Vineyard in order to
report on what I saw and heard. The dress was casual in the extreme. The people dressed as they would for a
sporting event. Shorts were the rule. The service was divided into four segments: praise and worship, prophecy,
sermon, and "personal ministry." 

The praise and worship segment was led by a large rock style band consisting of a drummer, three or four guitars, a
piano, a keyboardist (who also played saxophone and a wind midi), and several singers. A large percentage of the
people participated enthusiastically in the worship service, many lifting up their hands, some kneeling, most
swaying to the music, some dancing. 

The Vineyard music is very influential and is crossing most denominational lines. One of its themes is ecumenical
unity. Vineyard worship leader David Ruis' song "Break Dividing Walls" is an example. It says, "We will break
dividing walls; we will be one. We will break dividing walls between the Baptist and the Methodist, between the
Episcopalian and the Presbyterian, between the Pentecostal and the Charismatic; the walls are coming down
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between all denominations." 

During the prophecy segment, a few people, both men and women, gave personal prophecies or led out in a song.
One prophecy boldly proclaimed, "The time will come when the taverns and the malls will be places of worship."
This is a prophecy that has often been made by those who believe that the coming of Christ will be preceded by a
great spiritual revival characterized by the redeeming of large segments of society accompanied by signs and
wonders. Many of the prophets who have been associated with the Vineyard, such as Paul Cain and Mike Bickle,
have made such prophecies. 

The message was on contemplative prayer and it was deeply influenced by Roman Catholic spirituality. The
speaker, who is a pastor emeritus in a Vineyard church, described four types of prayer: crisis prayer, evangelical
prayer, "Come, Holy Spirit" prayer (calling upon the Holy Spirit to demonstrate "kingdom power"), and
contemplative prayer. He described the latter as "gazing at length on something" and as "coming into the presence
of God and resting in the presence of God." He described contemplative prayer as lying back and floating "in the
river of God's peace." The speaker described sitting on a couch "in the manifest presence of Jesus." He quoted St.
John of the Cross: "It is in silence that we hear him." 

The Vineyard speaker recommended the writings of the late Thomas Merton (a Catholic priest who converted from
the Anglican Church), who wrote a book on contemplative prayer and whose voice is influential in the "centering
prayer" movement. Merton spent the last 27 years of his life in a Trappist monastery devoted to Mary (Abbey of
Our Lady of Gethsemani in Kentucky) and promoted the integration of pagan practices such as Zen Buddhism and
Christianity. The titles of some of his books were Zen and the Birds of the Appetite, The Way of Chuang Tzu, and
Mystics and the Zen Masters. For three years, Merton lived as a complete hermit. 

The Vineyard speaker described personal revelations that he had allegedly received from God. He claimed that on
one occasion Jesus said to him, "Come away, my beloved," and he obeyed by staying in a monastery for some
days. He mentioned at least two occasions in which he has spent time in monasteries. The speaker claimed that
there are five benefits from contemplative prayer: (1) An abiding sense of peace, (2) prophetic revelation, (3) love
that is felt, (4) personal transformation, and (5) power ministry. He used several Catholic "saints" as examples of
the benefit of contemplative prayer, and there was no warning whatsoever about their false gospel, their
blasphemous prayers to Mary, or any other error. In fact, he recommended that his listeners read the lives of the
saints. He mentioned St. Catherine of Siena and said that Christ appeared to her and placed a ring on her finger
signifying her marriage to Him. He claimed that Catherine experienced the benefit of contemplative prayer by being
able to exercise supernatural healings. He mentioned "St. Anthony," one of the fathers of the deeply unscriptural
Catholic monasticism. Anthony spent 20 years in isolation, and after that, according to the Vineyard pastor, the
"saint's" ministry was characterized by "signs and wonders." 

The growing emphasis on Catholic spirituality in evangelical and charismatic circles is very dangerous, but it is the
outgrowth of the ecumenical philosophy which has torn down the walls of separation between many Protestants and
the Roman Catholic Church. When Ronald Atwood left the Episcopal church and was ordained a Catholic priest in
the St. Francis de Sales Cathedral in Oakland, California, in December 1984, he cited Thomas Merton as one of his
influences. Atwood testified that the practice of Catholic-style contemplative prayer "led him to seek spiritual
direction from a Catholic priest" (The Christian News, Jan. 7, 1985). 

After the sermon, the Vineyard speaker gave an invitation for the people to come forward to receive personal
ministry by the workers. He first led the congregation in repeating silently to themselves, "Jesus, Son of David,
have mercy on me." He said, "Receive his presence that is coming upon you." He said, "Holy Spirit, I pray for your
merciful presence to rest on each of us." The people were urged to pray, "Lord Jesus, have mercy on me a sinner,"
but the gospel was never given. There was no explanation of why sinners can receive mercy or what sin is or what
it means to receive mercy. Nothing was clarified; all was vague religiosity. A Roman Catholic would have
interpreted the invitation within the context of his sacramental gospel and would doubtless have "received Jesus"
again just as he has been taught to do repeatedly but without coming to the once-for-all experience of the new
birth. 
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Many people went forward, but I did not observe the traditional charismatic phenomena such as spirit slaying and
shaking. Those were typical at the Anaheim Vineyard in the 1990s, but there weren't any signs and wonders this
day.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 11/2003
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The Vineyard Movement
Its Leadership and Doctrine*

Leadership

John Wimber -- No one doubts that the central figure behind the Vineyard was John Wimber (died 11/17/97 at 63
years of age). After Wimber's conversion, he became active at a "Friends church" (Quaker). Later, he joined its
staff but became disillusioned with the local church. During this time, Wimber was a dispensationalist who rejected
the "charismatic gifts" as viable for today. Wimber left the church and took a position at the Fuller Institute of
Church Growth. While teaching at Fuller, as a result of personal experience and testimonies of happenings among
Christians in the Third World, Wimber "felt compelled to reexamine Scripture, looking more carefully at the
relationship between spiritual gifts and evangelism" (Power Evangelism, p. 85). In 1978, he returned to the
pastorate at one of the branch churches of Calvary Chapel (mildly charismatic). During the first year of that
pastorate, he began praying for supernatural healing of his people. Nothing happened for ten months; then one day
a woman was "healed." This was the beginning of the "signs and wonders movement" (pp. 90-91). In 1982,
because of sharp differences, Wimber's church broke from Calvary Chapel and was renamed the Vineyard Christian
Fellowship.

C. Peter Wagner -- Wagner has long been recognized as an authority in both world missions and church growth.
He was drawn towards signs and wonders by observing that church growth was most rapid among the Pentecostal
and charismatic ranks, especially in the Third World. Wagner's obsession with demons and "signs and wonders"
seems to have started at Fuller Theological Seminary where he was a "think tank" genius who created
methodologies and strategies for the reintroduction of fake gifts and mission to the churches. He was the professor
of Fuller's School of World Mission, and was a disciple and close associate of John Wimber. He co-authored the
Fuller course MC510 - Signs, Wonders and Church Growth with Wimber, and took this course globally to every
continent. He and Wimber were the implementers of the so-called "restoration of the missing holy spirit to the
Churches."

Wagner has strategically placed himself into the middle of an international network of "Christian" activities to help
implement, organize, and dominate a Global Church within the coming New World Order. Currently, Wagner is
President of Global Harvest Ministries whose main objective states: "From day one we have joined hands with
Jesus of whom it was said, 'The Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil' (1 Jn.
3:8). Our mandate is to weaken the 'god of this age' that he will no longer be able to blind the minds of men and
women who are lost. We know that you are ready for war!" (Doesn't Scripture say that Jesus Himself will destroy
the devil, not through any effort by Global Harvest?) Through Global Harvest Ministries and it offshoots, Wagner
Leadership Institute and the World Prayer Center (WPC), Wagner is training future "Christian" leaders, tracking
thousands of churches by computer, and creating a "New Way" in which the Holy Spirit is working in this age.
Wagner says, "We see our task as getting people in touch with one another to form interactive, human web
networks that are properly equipped to wage effective spiritual warfare." The WPC is "a fully equipped nerve center
with data and information about prayer needs throughout the world [which] ... networks prayer ministries,
denominations, churches and cell groups. This creates a united prayer front that will end Satan's attempt to divide
and isolate believers, and to blind so many to the Gospel of Jesus Christ." (Quotes from the World Prayer Center
website. Emphasis added.) As part of his networking plan, Wagner recently founded the idea of the "New Apostolic
Reformation," where apostles and prophets are rising up to take control of the Church. Wagner recently proclaimed
himself "presiding apostle" of a coalition of 200 "true" apostles by forming the "International Coalition of
Apostles." Their mandate is to build and usher in the Kingdom of God. 

Because of this unbiblical belief in a "new and improved" holy spirit, Wagner has publicly affirmed many
charismatic deceptions, like the "gold fillings" miracles in Latin America, where people have reported having
regular fillings in their mouth changed to gold by the power of God. (Wagner's Confronting the Powers, p. 59.) His
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reliance on extra-biblical spirituality is so strong, in fact, that Wagner believes that occult practitioners have
superior knowledge to Christians. He states in Confronting the Powers that "certain people, such as shamans, witch
doctors, practitioners of Eastern religions, New Age gurus or professors of the occult on university faculties are
examples of the kind of people who may have much more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than most
Christians have." He goes so far as to advocate that Christians attempt "first-hand research into the world of
darkness" and chides those who are unwilling to listen to "independent expertise in demonology" (Powers, p. 147). 

Paul Cain -- Cain is the most well known of the Vineyard "prophets." Cain was a contemporary of Oral Roberts
during the tent revivals of the 1940s and '50s. He left the healing revival circuit in 1957, supposedly because many
of the leaders were becoming "disobedient." He remained semi-secluded until the Vineyard movement was born,
and then he stepped into the revival arena once again. He is considered the greatest of the modern day prophets by
the leadership of the Vineyard. He claims to speak regularly with angels, to receive prophetic revelations directly
from God, and to have powerful gifts of healing. Some believe him to be an apostle, although Cain does not accept
that title.

Jack Deere -- In 1986, Jack Deere believed the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit had passed away. He had just
completed his tenth year as an associate professor at Dallas Seminary, and seventh year as pastor of a Bible church.
Then he invited British psychiatrist John White as guest speaker, and reluctantly agreed to let him teach about
miraculous healing. Soon after, Deere's thinking "radically reversed." He said: "First I began to believe that the
scriptures taught that healing and miracles were for today. Then I believed that God spoke today outside the Bible.
... And the final stage was believing all the gifts of the Spirit actually are for today." Two weeks later he met
Vineyard movement founder John Wimber, developed close ties, and was dismissed from Dallas Seminary. Today
he ministers world-wide with Paul Cain. Deere says: "After John Wimber prayed for me several years ago, I
noticed an immediate increase in revelatory words and healings whenever I prayed for people. I've also seen this
happen when Paul Cain has prayed for people ..." Deere is one of the most powerful spokesman for the Vineyard.
His book Surprised by the Power of the Spirit is probably the best defense of the Vineyard's views and has
undoubtedly drawn many into the movement. His 1995 book, Surprised by the Voice of God, is supposed to be a
treatise on how to tell God's voice from our own, or even Satan's. In this volume, he defends the view that God is
giving fresh revelations today.

In a private interview with Graham Banister following a Vineyard conference workshop taught by Deere (March of
1990 in Sydney, Australia), Deere was asked, "What is the Gospel?" Deere asked Banister what he thought the
gospel was. Banister replied that it was about Jesus Christ who died for our sins was buried and raised on the third
day and that it is this gospel by which we are saved (1 Cor. 15). Deere's reply was that this was not the gospel.
When asked what, then, is the gospel, Deere replied, "I'm not prepared to make a formal statement about that."
When asked, "Could you perhaps tell me informally what you believe to be the gospel?" Deere answered, "I'm not
sure. ... I used to be just like you ... thinking the gospel was simply justification by faith." When asked what he
would add to it, he responded, "Deliverance. ... things like demons and healing ... it's the complete package -- the
word and the works of Jesus?" But he was not yet ready to give a definitive answer to the question, "What is the
gospel?" Continuing to be amazed, Banister asked, "Are you saying that you couldn't go back into that pavilion and
tell those people the gospel?" He replied, "No, not yet. ... Maybe [in] five years, maybe ten ..." Amazingly, one of
the leading theological minds in the Signs and Wonders movement did not know what was the gospel! [Source:
4/24/90, The Briefing, "John Wimber: Friend or Foe," Sydney, Australia -- Deere claims that this article contains
"serious misrepresentations, false reporting, and erroneous methodology" concerning the Vineyard's teachings, and
misrepresents his (Deere's) understanding of the Gospel. Since it was just Graham Banister and Jack Deere present
for the interview, the reader must judge for himself whether The Briefing's rendition is consistent with what we
know of Deere's documented doctrinal positions. For Jack Deere's take on the interview in question, see the
"Misrepresentation Of Jack Deere's Teaching And Views" section of the May, 1992, "Vineyard Position Paper #2:
The Vineyard's Response to The Briefing," by Jack Deere.]

Wayne Grudem -- Grudem is Associate Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology at Trinity International
University (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School -- Evangelical Free Church of America), and recognized
Biblical scholar. His book The Gift of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today is an attempt to bring some
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moderation to the extremes of the Vineyard movement, and at the same time, persuade outsiders that God is still
revealing His word today through the gift of prophecy. Grudem attempts to deal with the important issue of how
Christians can receive direct revelation from God, and yet not claim to be inspired in the same way the Scriptures
are. This issue is crucial. If God is speaking to Christians today, what weight are we to give these modern day
prophecies? If we claim that they are equal to Scripture, then we should add them to the Word of God. We should
be adding new books to the canon as God reveals His word as he did in the past. On the other hand, if these
prophecies are not on par with Scripture, then what are we to do with them? How can God be speaking in and
through His people and yet not to be speaking with authority?

Grudem's answer is that OT prophecy and NT prophecy (as well as modern prophecy) are two different things. In
the OT, prophets spoke the very words of God. As a matter of fact, if they prophesied in the name of the Lord and
their prophecies did not come to pass, they were to be stoned to death (Deut. 18:20-22). Grudem assures us that all
of this changed in the NT. In the NT, only the apostles spoke with divine authority. They, according to Grudem, are
the NT counterparts to the OT prophets. He believes that all other NT, and modern prophecy, while coming directly
from God, is not really inspired. NT prophets can, and often will, be wrong and suffer no consequences. So,
according to Grudem, we receive messages from God today, but those messages do not carry the weight of divine
revelation. They can be in error, and we do not necessarily have to obey them.

But we must ask, "Of what value are such prophecies?" If we don't know for certain that they come from God, if
we don't know for certain whether they contain error, then what purpose do they have? Grudem never satisfactorily
answers that question. Here are his best shots: "We are not expected to accept every word spoken through the gifts
of utterance ... but we are only to accept what is quickened to us by the Holy Spirit and is in agreement with the
Bible ... one magnification may be 75% God, but 25% the person's own thoughts. We must discern between the
two" (The Gift of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today, p. 110). "As a matter of fact there may be a whole
range of degrees of inspiration" (p. 111). In answering his own question as to how we can know if a revelation is
from the Holy Spirit, he says that it must first be in conformity to the Scriptures. Then he makes these amazing
statements, "Did the revelation 'seem like' something from the Holy Spirit; did it seem to be similar to other
experiences of the Holy Spirit which he had known previously in worship? Beyond this it is difficult to specify
much further, except to say that over time a congregation would probably become more adept at recognizing a
genuine revelation from the Holy Spirit and distinguishing it from their own thought" (pp. 120-121).

In other words, we are left in a sea of subjectivity. If the thoughts in my mind "seem like" they are coming from the
Holy Spirit, then "probably" they are (according to Grudem). But of course, I may be wrong. Those thoughts could
come from anywhere. We never really know. We can only hope that we will become more "adept" at discerning
God's voice as time goes on. Again, we ask, of what value are such prophecies? Why seek after new revelations
from God, revelations that we cannot be assured are even coming from God, when we have the sure words of
Scripture?

Doctrine

Below is discussed briefly some of the Vineyard teachings that are troubling in the light of Scripture:

1) Noncessationist -- One of the trademarks of the Vineyard movement is the belief that God is actively revealing
His Word today through prophecies, words of knowledge, visions, etc. Of course, this opens the door to every kind
of error and heresy imaginable. [In Power Evangelism, John Wimber says that the very basis for power evangelism
is the belief that God directly reveals to us certain information. For example, on an airplane Wimber saw written
clearly across a man's face, "in distinct letters," the word "adultery." As he witnessed to the man, the Spirit spoke
directly to Wimber and said, "Tell him if he doesn't turn from his adultery, I'm going to take Him" (pp. 75-82).]

2) Sign gifts for today -- Until the late-1900s, orthodox Christianity believed that the sign gifts (prophecy,
miracles, healing, tongues, interpretation of tongues) all had ceased with either the closing of the canon of Scripture
or the death of the Apostles. Only heretical groups such as the Montanists, Shakers, and Mormons believed that
such gifts were valid for today. Early Christians did not doubt that God could work miracles and heal people, but
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they believed that these gifts had ceased. The Pentecostals, then the charismatics, and now the Vineyard, all make
the present day use of these sign gifts an important part of their system.

3) Spiritual Warfare ministry -- The Vineyard believes that Christians can be demon possessed, that those
demons must be forcefully cast out, and that we are to aggressively attack Satan in order to defeat him.

4) "Power evangelism" vs. "program evangelism" -- Program evangelism is the presentation of the gospel
message to a lost sinner. While not anti-program evangelism, the Vineyard believes that it is an anemic way of
bringing people to Christ, especially people in the Third World. What is needed is power evangelism, that is, signs
and wonders. If, in conjunction with presenting the gospel message, we also heal a person, raise the dead, cast out a
demon, or speak a word of knowledge, our message will be with authority and power. The results of power
evangelism, we are told, are far superior to program evangelism. It is interesting, however, to examine the
Scriptural record of the results of signs and wonders. It would appear that miracles seldom produced any true faith
or lasting fruit. Even with Christ, we find people following Him in order to be healed or fed, yet rejecting His
message (e.g., John 6).

5) Ecumenical -- Just as with charismatics, it is experience rather than doctrine that draws people to the Vineyard.
Therefore, the Vineyard people can apparently work with anyone who claims to be a Christian, no matter what they
believe. The Vineyard actively encourages reunification with the Catholic church, and claims that the Pope is an
evangelical Christian. We can see why the Promise Keepers, with its strong Vineyard leadership, is so ecumenical
and encourages the participation of Roman Catholics, even in leadership positions.

6) Dominionist -- Dominion theology teaches that dominion over every area of life has been restored by the first
coming of Christ. It is now the church's obligation to redeem not only individuals, but society as well, in order to
usher in the kingdom of God. The Vineyard, following the teachings of George Ladd, believes that "the kingdom is,
but not yet." That is, we are now in the kingdom of God. Wimber wrote, "The kingdom of God created the church
at Pentecost through the outpouring of the Holy Spirit" (Power Evangelism, p. 34). As a result of this, Christians
have "kingdom authority" (note the words to the popular Jack Hayford song "Majesty" with its charismatic
teachings in this regard) that enables us to have power over sickness, demons, and nature. What the Vineyard does
is to bring the characteristics of the Millennial reign of Christ to this present age. They reason that since we are in
the kingdom now, we should manifest all the power that Christ had while on earth. (As Wimber was fond of saying,
"I want to do the stuff Jesus did.")

This is the Vineyard's theological foundation for the belief in the validity of the sign gifts for today. The Vineyard
also believes that there is yet to come a physical kingdom on earth over which Christ will rule. But they believe that
the church will usher in the final aspect of the kingdom as it takes dominion over the earth. Part of this will come in
the form of a great last day revival in which the world will turn to Christ. (The Bible teaches that there will be a
great apostasy in the last days, not revival.) This is known as the "Latter Rain," and is taught nowhere in the Bible.

7) Eastern world view -- The Vineyard dismisses its critics by declaring that they have been blinded by their two-
tier, Western world view. The Western mind-set has an "upper tier" that includes heaven, hell, God, and eternity.
Westerners also have a "lower tier" of science, the empirical world of our senses -- those things that we see and
experience in the natural, material order. In the Western world view, the Vineyard says there is no interaction
between the two tiers. But in the Eastern world view, wrote Wimber, there is another tier -- the middle tier which,
"includes the influence of angels and demons on everyday life, the Holy Spirit's intervention in divine healing, signs
and wonders, and spiritual gifts. Non-Western world views make room for all kinds of supernatural intervention in
everyday life, so the idea that a Christian God can heal is easy for them to accept. But we Western Christians, by
excluding this middle zone, usually make little or no room for what in Scripture is normal -- the regular activity of
both God and Satan in human life" (Power Evangelism, p. 138). (What we must develop is a Biblical world view.
Where the Vineyard errs is failing to distinguish between the Scripture's approach to the supernatural and the
superstitious, mystical approach of the Eastern mind-set.)

In the Vineyard system, all problems, including sins, can be traced back to the demonic. The secular, Westerner
world view says that all of the above come from natural causes. The Biblical view is that God sovereignly controls
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all aspects of life. He uses angels, demons, germs, nature, and every other created thing for His purposes. We then
must go back to the Scriptures to determine how God would have us handle these issues of life. And what do we
find? The epistles, written to church age believers, advocate progressive sanctification, prayer, faith, feeding on the
Word, and even the use of medicine for illnesses. But the epistles say virtually nothing about casting out demons
(or any other signs and wonders) in order to live for God and to deal with the problems of living.

8) Baptism of the Spirit -- The Vineyard differs somewhat from Pentecostals and charismatics. One of the cardinal
doctrines of the other two groups in their belief in the "baptism of the Holy Spirit" subsequent to conversion. They
believe that this baptism is a second work of grace that enriches the life of the Christian and prepares him for
ministry. The Vineyard, on the other hand, believes that this baptism takes place at the moment of conversion.
However, they also teach that there can be multiple fillings of the Spirit after salvation.

9) Tongues-speaking -- The Vineyard also differs with respect to tongues. Although it is practiced by many within
the movement, its importance is down-played, and not all Christians are expected, or encouraged, to speak in
tongues. On the other hand, some Pentecostals and charismatics believe that speaking in tongues is the evidence of
conversion. Others would say that it is something necessary to a fulfilled Christian experience.

Evaluation

One of the wisest things that we can do when examining any movement that claims to be of God, is to ask, "Does
this movement place its emphasis on the same things that God's Word does?" For example, what does the Vineyard
movement emphasize? Is it not signs and wonders? Their churches are consumed with miracles, healings, casting
out of demons, and prophetic utterances. It is through these things that they believe people will be brought to Christ
and discipled. They point people to dynamic experiences, and it is those experiences, rather than the truth of the
Scriptures, that bring people into their fellowship.

Now compare the Vineyard's emphasis with that of the NT epistles. Note especially the books of First and Second
Timothy and Titus. In these three books, we have the Apostle Paul instructing two young pastors on how to lead
their churches. Paul is telling them what their churches need in order to move on to maturity. It is interesting to
discover the complete absence of any mention of signs and wonders. Paul did not encourage these men to cast out
demons, heal the sick, or seek new revelation from God. Rather, he pointed them to the Scriptures that were
adequate to equip their people for every good work (2 Tim. 3:15-17). He told them to preach the Word (2 Tim
4:1,2), and to exhort in sound doctrine and refute those who contradict (Titus 1:9). No mention is made of
developing churches around emotional experiences and supernatural happenings. The emphasis of these pastor's
ministries was to be the written Word of God. They were to hold it fast, preach and teach it, apply it to every
possible kind of situation, and guard and defend it. In light of the NT instructions to the church, the goings-on in
the Vineyard should throw up red flags all over the place, for their faith and practice are contrary to NT teaching.

* The above report has been adapted from a two-part article by Gary Gilley in the October and November 1995
issues of Southern View Chapel (now Think On These Things) newsletter (Pt. 1 & Pt. 2). (Gilley is pastor of
Southern View Chapel, 3253 South 4th. Street, Springfield, IL 62703.) The section on C. Peter Wagner has also
been supplemented by information from a report on the influence of Wagner's teachings at Willow Creek.
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Seventh-Day Adventism
Orthodox or Cult?*

Seventh-Day Adventism (SDA) arose from the aftermath of the Adventist movement of the mid-1800s. "Seventh-
day" refers to the focus on sabbath, or Saturday worship. "Adventist" refers to the SDA belief that they are the
fulfillment of prophecies pertaining to the latter days remnant and the coming of Christ. The world was predicted to
end in 1844 with the Second Coming of Christ, by William Miller, a New England Baptist itinerant preacher.
Miller's followers condemned all the churches of the day as apostate and "Babylon," and warned Christians to come
out of them. A great many did, and the "adventist" movement was born and grew rapidly (Melton, J. Gordon,
Encyclopedia of American Religions, Vol. 2, pp. 21–22). 

Christ did not appear in 1844. After this "Great Disappointment," one "little flock" still insisted the date of their
original predictions had been correct. They decided the event marked by 1844 was not the Second Coming, but the
entrance of Christ into the Holy of Holies in the Heavenly Sanctuary. There, they said, He began the "Investigative
Judgment." (See #6 below.) This doctrine was received and endorsed by Ellen G. White (Ibid., p. 680).

From 1844 to 1851, the group taught the "shut door" doctrine, based on Jesus' parable of the ten virgins. Anyone
who had not accepted the Adventist message by the time Jesus entered the Holy of Holies was to be shut out
permanently, as were the five foolish virgins. Cut off from the Bridegroom, they could not join the Adventists or
have any hope of eternal life. Ellen White not only approved and taught this doctrine, but her first vision
experience (she claimed over 2,000 visions) was largely responsible for its being received by the Adventist group
(Brinsmead, Robert, D., Judged by the Gospel: A Review of Adventism, pp. 130–133).

By 1846, the group had adopted the Seventh-Day Baptists' view that the Saturday Sabbath must be observed by
Christians. A highly elevated form of this doctrine, together with the doctrine of the Investigative Judgment,
became the hallmarks of Seventh-Day Adventism. In 1850, James and Ellen White began publishing a magazine,
The Review & Herald, to disseminate Adventist and Sabbatarian doctrines. This helped many of the remaining
"Millerites" to coalesce into a distinctive body, which adopted the name of Seventh-Day Adventist Church in 1860,
and formally incorporated in 1863, with approximately 3,500 members in 125 congregations (Encyclopedia of
American Religion, Vol. 2, p. 681).

Ellen G. White (1827-1915) never held official title as the head of the SDA church, but was one of its founders and
acknowledged spiritual leader. She rather disingenuously declined to claim the title of "prophet," calling herself a
"messenger" instead (P.G. Damsteegt, et al., Seventh-day Adventists Believe … A Biblical Exposition of 27
Fundamental Doctrines, 1988, p. 224). But she claimed to have the "spirit of prophecy," and that her messages
were direct from God for the guidance and instruction of the church. With her knowledge and consent, others
called her a prophet and an inspired commentator of Scripture1, and even "the Spirit of Prophecy" (Maurice
Barnett, Ellen G. White & Inspiration, pp. 5–17). Having only a third grade education, Ellen White said for years
she was unable to read, bolstering the claim that her beautiful prose was inspired by God. However, it has been
discovered that she not only read, but plagiarized other Christian authors throughout virtually all her writings. The
sad facts of this matter have been thoroughly and indisputably established in several books. (e.g., see Walter Rea,
The White Lie; and Judged by the Gospel, pp. 361–383). 

As of year-end 1999, the SDA church claimed more than 10.9 million members worldwide in 46,700 churches;
there are more than 900,000 Adventists in the U.S. and Canada (making the SDA one of the fastest growing
"churches" in the world -- membership up over 10% in 1999). While headquartered in Washington, D.C., SDA
employment worldwide totals nearly 166,000, not including 13,815 ordained ministers. (Contributions in 1999
totaled $1.6 billion.) SDAs claim to be working in 725 languages and over 1,000 dialects. They have a large
investment in publishing and education -- they operate 56 publishing houses and support 549 medical units (696
including 117 nursing homes and retirement centers and 30 orphanages); and 5,846 primary and secondary schools,
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colleges, and universities (with total enrollment of over a million students). They also broadcast over Adventist
World Radio more than 1,000 hours per week of programming in more than 40 languages from 18 transmitters in
seven international locations, and have almost 13  million students enrolled in its more than 110,000 "Sabbath
Schools" (11/2001, SDA Internet web site). (The SDA church also publishes two of their own Bible "translations":
The Study Bible and The Clear Word Bible.)

SDA is organized as a representative democracy. Lower echelons elect representatives to higher units;
determination and administration of policy and enforcement of doctrinal orthodoxy is imposed from the top down.
President and Executive Committee of General Conference are standing chief administrative offices. Lower
administrative units are the General Conference, Divisions (over continents), Union Conferences, local
Conferences, and congregations.

In the late 1950s, cult expert Walter Martin, founder of the Christian Research Institute, in collaboration with neo-
evangelical Donald Barnhouse, made an extensive investigation of the teachings (doctrines) of Seventh-Day
Adventism. Their purpose was to determine whether to classify SDA as part of the evangelical community, or to go
along with the majority of evangelicals and treat SDAs as cult members (thereby requiring evangelicals to exercise
Biblical separation). (In the 1955 edition of The Kingdom of the Cults, Martin originally did classify SDA as cultic.)
Martin and Barnhouse concluded that SDA was within the bounds of Christian orthodoxy. Walter Martin, in his
article in the 12/19/60 Christianity Today, said: "That Adventists should be recognized as Christians and that
fellowship should be extended to them we do not deny" (p. 15).

Among those adamantly opposing that conclusion was Biblical scholar Dr. John Whitcomb, Jr., then of Grace
Theological Seminary. Detailed below is Whitcomb's reasoning* for his classification of SDA as a [anti-assurance,
Sabbath-keeping, Law-enslaving] cult:2

1. Source of Authority. Ellen G. White claimed to be, "a lesser light to lead men and women to the greater light."
The official SDA Questions on Doctrine (Q.D.) states that, "the Holy Spirit opened to her mind important events
and called her to give certain instructions for these last days, and inasmuch as these instructions, in our
understanding, are in harmony with the Word of God, which Word alone is able to make us wise unto salvation, we
as a denomination accept them as inspired counsels from the Lord" (Q.D., p. 93). (Emphasis added.) Mrs. White
claimed to have received more than 3,000 "inspired counsels from the Lord" (i.e., visions) between 1844 and 1868.
(From these "visions," she produced over 100,000 handwritten manuscript pages from which were published 54
books!) Therefore, SDAs have a new source of authority in their lives -- according to SDA's dogma, if an SDA
does not accept Mrs. White as infallible, they have no salvation! 

2. Mankind. Seventh-Day Adventists do not believe that the whole man or any part of him is inherently "immortal"
(Q.D., p. 518). SDAs believe in "soul sleep" for the saved (i.e., no conscious existence from the time of death until
the resurrection), and annihilation for the wicked (i.e., the body and soul are destroyed at death rather than
experiencing everlasting torment). How, then, can one get to heaven?: SDAs believe that one can have immortality
only on the condition that he comes to Christ through Ellen G. White; i.e., a works program, following salvation by
grace with light of revelation through Ellen G. White as the infallible guide to Holy Scripture, apart from which one
cannot have immortality.3 Then, at resurrection day, the body will be re-created (necessary because of soul sleep)
for all those who believe in White's guidance and teachings (while non-SDAs will remain in "soul sleep" forever;
i.e., will cease to exist [annihilated] and will not suffer everlasting torment). 

3. Christ. Mrs. White: "Christ took upon His sinless nature our sinful nature ... Christ took human nature and bore
the infirmities and degeneracy of the race. He took our nature and its deteriorating condition" (Q.D., pp. 654-656)
(cf. Jn. 14:30). According to SDA, then, Christ acquired a sinful nature! Of course, if this could have been so, there
could have been no sinless sacrifice, no hope for sinners, and no Savior.

4. Atonement. "Now, while our great High Priest is making the atonement for us, we should seek to become perfect
in Christ" (E.G. White, The Great Controversy [TGC], 1911, p. 623; TGC has since been retitled and published as
America in Prophecy, 1988). SDA teaches that, though saved by grace, we are kept by the Law (i.e., "partial
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atonement"). Therefore, one must keep Old Testament dietary and ceremonial laws, paying particular attention to
keep the Saturday Sabbath and the Ten Commandments, and most importantly, making sure to faithfully pay the
tithe. 

Even when speaking of being saved by the righteousness of Christ, Adventist writers refer to imparted
righteousness, seldom to the Biblical concept of imputed righteousness. Calling it "Christ's righteousness," while
insisting on the believer's perfection of character as a prerequisite to salvation, is at worst a thinly veiled works
salvation, or at best an attempt to mix grace and works, something the Bible says is impossible to do (Rom. 11:6).
Mrs. White's words are crystal clear -- one will not be forgiven until all sins are eradicated from one's life and one's
character is perfected. Precisely the same heresy is found (besides many others) in Mormonism. It is not the
salvation by grace alone through faith alone offered in the Bible.

5. Baptism. "… Christ made it clear that He required baptism of those who wished to become part of His church,
His spiritual kingdom"; "In baptism believers enter into the passion experience of our Lord"; "… [B]aptism also
marks [a] person's entrance into Christ's spiritual kingdom. … it unites the new believer to Christ.… Through
baptism the Lord adds the new disciples to the body of believers -- His body, the church.… Then they are members
of God's family" (SDAs Believe …, pp. 182, 184, 187).

6. The Investigative Judgment. According to SDA theology, beginning on October 22, 1844, Christ entered upon
the "judgment phase" of His ministry, whereby He blots out sin: [The SDA doctrine of the "Investigative
Judgment" rests on Ellen G. White's claimed revelation that Christ entered the heavenly Holy of Holies, not at His
ascension, but in 1844, wherein He then began to investigate the records of human works (TGC, pp. 362-373) (cf.
Heb. 9).] "When Christ, by virtue of His own blood, removes the sins of His people from the heavenly sanctuary at
the close of His ministration, He will place them upon Satan, who, in the execution of the judgment, must bear the
final penalty" (TGC, p. 422). Satan, thereby, becomes the scapegoat of Leviticus 16. This lack of clear distinction
between the forgiveness of sins and the blotting out of sins, makes it impossible for anyone to know, even in the
hour of his death, whether he is saved or not. (SDAs are not "allowed" to experience assurance of salvation,
because then there would be no pressure on them to keep the Old Testament law, as interpreted by Ellen G. White,
and especially no pressure to pay the tithe.) Moreover, the concept that the sins of all men are to be laid on Satan,
assigns to Satan an indispensable role in the blotting out of sin, thus nullifying the all-sufficiency of the finished
work of Christ. [When Jesus said on the cross, "It is finished," i.e. completed, paid in full, it cannot be that there is
yet another salvation event more than 1,800 years later, just as essential to salvation as Christ's death on the cross,
in which one must believe in order to be saved. This is clearly "another gospel" (Gal. 1:6–9).]4

The "Investigative Judgment" and the "Scapegoat Theory of the Atonement" are, by themselves, so non-Biblical as
to contradict Galatians 1:8-9. It is "another gospel," about which the Apostle Paul wrote, "let such be anathema"
(i.e., cursed/condemned). Yet according to Ellen White, one must believe this doctrine to be saved:

 "Those who would share the benefits of the Savior's mediation should permit nothing to interfere with
their duty to perfect holiness in the fear of God … The subject of the sanctuary and the Investigative
Judgment should be clearly understood by the people of God. All need a knowledge for themselves of
the position [in the Holy of Holies] and work [Investigative Judgment] of their great High Priest.
Otherwise it will be impossible for them to exercise the faith which is essential at this time or to
occupy the position which God designs for them to fill. Every individual has a soul to save or to lose.
Each has a case pending at the bar of God … All who have received the light on these subjects are to
bear testimony of the great truths which God has committed to them. The sanctuary in heaven is the
very center of Christ's work in behalf of men … It is of the utmost importance that all should
thoroughly investigate these subjects … The intercession of Christ in man's behalf in the sanctuary
above is as essential to the plan of salvation as was His death upon a cross. By His death He began that
work which after his resurrection He ascended to complete in Heaven" (TGC, pp. 488–89; emphasis
added).

7. The Sabbath. "In the last days, the Sabbath test will be made plain. When this time comes, anyone who does not
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keep the Sabbath will receive the mark of the beast and will be kept from heaven" (TGC, p. 449); "… [T]he divine
institution of the Sabbath is to be restored … The delivering of this message will precipitate a conflict that will
involve the whole world. The central issue will be obedience to God's law and the observance of the Sabbath. …
Those who reject it will eventually receive the mark of the beast" (TGC, pp. 262–63). In one of her most revered
works, Ellen White wrote that Sabbath observance would be the "line of distinction" in the "final test" that will
separate God's end-time people who "receive the seal of God" and are saved, from those who "receive the mark of
the beast" (The Great Controversy Between Christ and Satan, p. 605). Describing a supposed vision direct from
God, Ellen White wrote, "I saw that the Holy Sabbath is, and will be, the separating wall between the true Israel of
God and unbelievers" (Early Writings, p. 33; emphasis added). She also wrote of some Adventists failing to
understand that "Sabbath … observance was of sufficient importance to draw a line between the people of God and
unbelievers" (Ibid., p. 85).

SDAs have, thereby, made Sabbath-keeping a criterion for a personal relationship with the Lord -- even to the
extent of one's salvation! Why? Because, according to SDAs, we are all to be under strict adherence to Old
Testament Law, including the Ten Commandments, of which the fourth one says, "keep the Sabbath." (This
Sabbath-keeping requirement was supposedly confirmed in a vision received by Ellen G. White, rather than by
study of the Bible.) SDAs believe that "Sunday-keeping" will be the mark of the beast in the future.

8. Ellen G. White, the Prophet. Many rank-and-file SDA members deny that their organization any longer
decrees Ellen G. White a God-inspired prophet. Yet in SDA official publications, the SDA church continues to
defend Ellen White legends, and maintain there was no difference in the degree of inspiration she received from
that received by Bible writers (Review & Herald, 4 October 1928, p. 11; "Source of Final Appeal," Adventist
Review, 3 June 1971, pp. 4–6; G. A. Irwin, Mark of the Beast, p. 1; "The Inspiration and Authority of the Ellen G.
White Writings," Adventist Review, 15 July 1982, p. 3; Ministry, October 1981, p. 8 (5); see also, Judged by the
Gospel, pp. 125–130). And in the SDA June 2000, General Conference, the church voted to more aggressively
affirm and support the "Spirit of Prophecy through the ministry of Ellen White" (Adventist Today, [online: July
2000]).

* Besides relying heavily on the work of Dr. Whitcomb (1988  Syllabus notes), some of the material in this report
has also been excerpted and or adapted from: "Seventh-day Adventist Church Profile," Timothy Oliver (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1996).

Endnotes

1 The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1)
through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well
of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1
Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded
upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists. SDA
originated with similar false prophesies about Christ's coming. It began with William Miller's prediction that Christ
would return in 1843 (revised to October 22, 1844). Miller admitted his error. However, SDA prophetess Ellen G.
White (EGW), who had repeatedly endorsed Miller's prophecy, insisted that Christ had indeed come, but not to
earth. Instead, He had entered "the holy of holies" in heaven "to make an atonement for all who are shown to be
entitled to its benefits" (The Great Controversy, p. 480). 

Number 17 of the "Fundamental Beliefs of Seventh-Day Adventists" states: "The Gift of Prophecy: One of the gifts
of the Holy Spirit is prophecy. This gift is an identifying mark of the remnant church and was manifested in the
ministry of Ellen G. White. As the Lord's messenger, her writings are a continuing and authoritative source of truth
which provide for the church comfort, guidance, instruction, and correction." Yet EGW made numerous false
prophecies: that "Old Jerusalem never would be built up" (Early Writings, p. 75), that she would be alive at the
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Rapture (Early Writings, pp. 15-16), that Christ would return before slavery was abolished (Early Writings, pp. 35,
276), that Adventists living in 1856 would be alive at the Rapture (Testimonies for the Church, Vol. 3, pp. 131-
132), and many more. Nevertheless, SDAs revere this false prophet's writings as if they were Scripture.  [Return to
Text] 

2 Nevertheless, SDAs are continuing their efforts to be identified as "evangelical Christians." As an illustration of
this effort, SDAs were very prominent at the annual meetings of the Evangelical Theological Society (ETS) held in
San Francisco, November 19-21, 1992. They presented themselves in the printed program as the Adventist
Theological Society (ATS). During the meetings, they conducted at least eight workshops/seminars open to all the
members of the ETS, as well as a general meeting of their own ATS on Saturday morning, November 21st.
Likewise, at the 1/97 National Religious Broadcasters Convention, the SDA's "Voice of Prophecy" booth provided
books and tapes of their programs, but there was no indication that this was an SDA organization. Christians need
to be aware that cult groups like SDA often use the same Christian-sounding terminology, but the meanings of the
words have been redefined.  [Return to Text]

3 Many quotes could be given to prove that EGW taught salvation by works. Here are a few:

(a) "Our acts, our words, even our most secret motives, all have their weight in deciding our destiny ...
though ... forgotten by us, they [our works] will bear their testimony to justify or condemn" (TGC, pp.
486-490). 

(b) "When any have sins remaining upon the books of record, unrepented of and unforgiven, their
names will be blotted out of the book of life ..." (TGC, p. 483). 

(c) "Each one of you needs to ... [be] working with your might to redeem the failures of your past life.
God has placed you in a world of suffering to prove you, to see if you will be found worthy of the gift
of eternal life" (Testimonies for the Church, Vol. 3, p. 530).  [Return to Text]

4 This teaching of the "Investigative Judgment" is the foundational doctrine and major heresy of Seventh-Day
Adventism: that the atonement was not complete on the cross, but was begun in heaven in 1844 and depends upon
our works. According to Ellen G. White (EGW), the blood of Christ, instead of making "an atonement for the soul"
(Lv. 17:11) and "cleans[ing] us from all sin" (l Jn. 1:7), brought sin into heaven: "[O]ur sins are, in fact, transferred
to the heavenly sanctuary by the blood of Christ" (Spirit of Prophecy, Vol. 4, p. 266). Thus, Christ had to begin the
work of cleansing the heavenly sanctuary (of sins His blood had brought there!) through the "Investigative
Judgment." EGW declared that "Ministers who would not accept this saving message" were hindering God's work
and "The blood of souls is upon them" (Early Writings, p. 234). Millerites who adopted this delusion became
Seventh-Day Adventists. The whole concept of the Investigative Judgment is antithetical to the Gospel. Jesus did
not wait until 1844 to enter the Holy of Holies in heaven (Heb. 1:3; 6:19–20; 8:1; 9:6–12, 24; 12:2). Neither is He
still making an atonement in heaven (Heb. 9:25–26; 10:11–14). The Investigative Judgment proposes to "vindicate
the justice of God in saving those who believe in Jesus," by showing they were "loyal," "penitent," and "faithful"
commandment keepers. This is an outrage. God's justice in saving sinners is vindicated by Christ's death on the
cross, period (Rom. 3:24–26).  [Return to Text]

5 The SDA Church made this statement in their Ministry magazine of October 1981, and have never retracted it --
"We believe the revelation and inspiration of both the Bible and Ellen White's writings to be of equal quality.
The superintendence of the Holy Spirit was just as careful and thorough in one case as in the other" (June
1997, The Baptist Challenge). (Bold added.) This sounds like SDAs also believe that Mrs. White is inerrant. 
[Return to Text]
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Why Walter Martin Considered Seventh-Day Adventism Evangelical*

In the book Kingdom of the Cults, the late Dr. Walter Martin [founder of the Christian Research Institute (CRI) who
died in 1989] defended the Seventh-Day Adventist Church as orthodox and refused to label this group as a cult.
Martin's position in this influential book has resulted in widespread confusion on this subject. Martin's approach to
Seventh-Day Adventism is contrasted with that of those who view this group as a dangerous cult.

WALTER MARTIN ACCEPTED THE STATEMENTS OF ONE PARTICULAR SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTIST PUBLICATION, QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE, AS THE BASIS FOR HIS EVALUATION

The book Questions on Doctrine was published by the SDA denomination especially for general public use to
answer charges of heresy that had been leveled at them. Martin thought it wrong that other contenders for the faith
had based their evaluation of Seventh-Day Adventism on a variety of SDA literature, arguing that these were not
an official representation of SDA doctrine. He even contended that Ellen G. White's writings were not a fair
representation of SDA teaching. Consider the following statement from The Kingdom of the Cults by Walter
Martin:

"In 1957 the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists released the first definitive and
comprehensive explanation of their faith, an authoritative volume entitled Questions on Doctrine. This
book truthfully presents the theology and doctrine which the leaders of Seventh-day Adventism affirm
they have always held. ... It is therefore unfair to quote any one Adventist writer or a group of writers
as representing 'the position of our denomination in the area of church doctrine and prophetic
interpretation ...'" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

What Is Wrong with Martin's View?

1. Questions on Doctrine was not any longer in print at the time of Martin's writing. The Seventh-Day Adventists
must not have considered it too important as an authoritative statement of their doctrine or they would not have
allowed to go out of print. In 1977, David Cloud visited the bookstore at the large Adventist Bible College in
Collegedale, Tennessee, in search of this book. He was told that the book was out of print and would not again be
available.

2. Ellen White's writings are presented by the Adventists as inspired. The following statements are from an
Adventist correspondence course offered in the mid-1970s titled "Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist
Church."Two books were given with this course: Ellen G. White: Messenger to the Remnant and The Spirit of
Prophecy Treasure Chest. All of these materials were produced by the Adventist publisher Review and Herald.
These books were still available in Adventist bookstores when last checked in the early-1990s. This
correspondence course exalts Ellen White as a prophetess of God and her writings as inspired revelation:

"These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, Great Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are
indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in
the Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20).

"The Messages for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic
Guidance, p. 50).

"These messages, we believe, should be faithfully followed by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p.
60).

"Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole. We
cannot justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70).
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"We recognize that the principles set forth in the Spirit of Prophecy writings do not change with the
passage of the years ... and are of equal value to the church in all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure
Chest, p. 125).

"The Messages [Ellen White's writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration
from that given to other modern writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as
such" (Treasure Chest, p. 142).

Ellen White's books are sold by Adventist ministries, bookstores, and colporteurs worldwide and are advertised as
inspired counsel of God. Since Ellen White's writings are thus regarded by the Adventist denomination, why would
they protest the evaluation of her writings as representative of SDA doctrine? Their own books continually site
Ellen White's writings as authoritative, and it certainly not wrong for an outside researcher to do the same. If Ellen
White's writings are not accurate representations of Adventist doctrine, their entire foundation is washed away.

3. The Seventh-day Adventists have themselves stated that their authorized publications are reliable:

"Denominationally-authorized productions carry the official imprint of the issuing organization, and
may be relied upon" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 82).

In light of this statement, it certainly would be proper to study any of the publications of the major Adventist
presses in order to know Adventist beliefs. They have told us these materials are reliable. We are not, therefore,
confined to any one publication for official SDA doctrine. All of the publications used in Avoiding the Snare of
Seventh-day Adventism are either Ellen White's writings or are publications of the official Adventist publishing
houses. It is very strange for the Adventist Church to publish books and then to protest because we use those books
to evaluate their beliefs. There is something that appears very deceitful here.

4. Dr. Martin did not treat other groups like he demanded the Seventh-day Adventists be treated. In his research of
other groups, such as the Mormons, Martin did not draw back from using any authoritative material necessary to
draw an accurate conclusion about the doctrinal position of the group. He did not base his research of other groups
strictly upon one volume provided by those groups. He is, thus, being extremely inconsistent in this matter.

5. Dr. Martin failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deceitfulness to the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination. He
well knew the chameleon nature of false teachers. Frequently in critiques of various false groups, Walter Martin
warned that they tend to be less than honest in their presentation of doctrine, especially in their materials designed
for general public consumption.

One entire chapter of Dr. Martin's booklet Jehovah's Witnesses deals with this reality. The chapter is entitled "The
Watchtower Chameleon." Martin shows how the Witnesses have a history of attempting to hide their heretical
nature. They say one thing on one hand and something completely different on the other hand. The wise
investigator must learn to dig through this deception in order to arrive at the truth.

It is not difficult to see this trait in Seventh-Day Adventism. In an attempt to appear orthodox they sometimes
dilute, even alter their beliefs. Sometimes, for example, they proudly and boldly teach that Ellen White's writings
are inspired revelation from God and that they should be accepted as authoritative by all Christians. They do this in
the aforementioned correspondence course, Prophetic Guidance in the Adventist Movement. On other occasions,
they will deny the charge that they revere Ellen White's writings as divine revelation.

Dr. Martin also admitted that there is confusion and "conflicting statements" among SDA publications:

"There can be no doubt of the fact that there are conflicting statements in Adventist publications and
diverse opinions about certain areas of Adventist theology and interpretation, some of which is quite
the opposite of classical orthodox Christianity" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

It is very sad that Dr. Martin did not discern this as apostate deceitfulness instead of overlooking it. Consider some
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of the contradictions between quotations Dr. Martin uses from Questions on Doctrine and quotes from other books
produced by the same official Adventist publishers:

Example # 1: Inspiration of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If Seventh-day Adventists did indeed claim for Mrs. White inspiration in
every area of her writings, then we might well be cautious about having fellowship with them.
However, this they do not do, as I have amply demonstrated from official sources" (Kingdom of the
Cults, p. 383).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, The Great
Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may
place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20); "The
Messages for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic Guidance,
p. 50); "Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole.
We cannot justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70); "The Messages [Ellen
White's writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration from that given to other
modern writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as such" (Treasure Chest, p.
142).

Example #2: Universality of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "These counsels are primarily for the Seventh-day Adventist denominations"
(Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380); "We do not think of them [Ellen White's writings] as of universal
application, as is the Bible ..." (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "She was ever mindful that she was writing for the world as well
as for the church" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 50); "These messages, we believe, should be faithfully
followed by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 60); "We recognize that the principles set forth in
the Spirit of Prophecy writings do not change with the passage of the years ... and are of equal value to
the church in all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure Chest, p. 125).

Example #3: Ellen White's Role in the Development of Adventist Doctrine

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If they interpreted the Bible in the light of her writings, and not the reverse,
if they willingly admitted this and owned it as their position, then his criticism would be justified, but
they do not do so" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "When they came to the point in their study where they said, 'We
can do nothing more,' the Spirit of the Lord would come to me, I would be taken off in vision, and a
clear explanation of the passages we had been studying would be given me. ... Thus light was given
that helped us to understand the Scriptures ... they accepted as light direct from heaven the revelations
given [to Ellen White]" (Ellen G. White Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 34,38,39).

It is true that Adventist leaders often deny that their doctrine was developed through Ellen White's visions, but in
the above statement Ellen White herself admitted that her visions played a definitive role in how the early leaders
understood Bible doctrine. A cult researcher like Walter Martin should have known that it would be impossible to
develop from the Bible alone Adventist doctrines such as Investigative Judgment, Satan as sin bearer, Sunday
worship the mark of the beast, Seventh-Day Adventism as the fulfillment of Revelation 14:6, and Satan bound on
earth for 1,000 years. He should have realized, therefore, that there would have to be duplicity involved in any such
claim. Again, for some reason he failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deception to Seventh-Day Adventism.
When the Jehovah's Witnesses play games with theological terms and appear in different colors according to
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different situations, Dr. Martin judged them as heretical chameleons. When the Seventh-day Adventists play similar
games, he alleged that it is only because they "are handicapped by the lack of a comprehensive volume which
adequately defines their doctrinal position."

Could it have been that Dr. Martin had developed close relationships with Adventist leaders in California, and
therefore, became blinded to the reality of Adventism? We believe this is exactly what happened. He admitted such
friendships in his writings (Calvary Contender, October 1, 1995).

"Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Corinthians 15:33).

Example #4: Salvation by Grace Alone

Dr. Martin's Statements: "Literally scores of times in their book Questions on Doctrine and in various
other publications the Adventists affirm that salvation comes only by the grace of God through faith in
Jesus Christ's sacrifice upon the cross" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "So we have clearly outlined the steps that we need to take in
order to become a Christian: to believe in God, to repent of and to confess our sins, to be baptized, and
to obey all the commandments of the Lord" (New Life Voice of Prophecy Guide #12); "Christ says to
every man in this world what He said to the rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the
commandments' ... In other words, the standards for admission into heaven is a character built
according to the ten specifications, or commandments, of God's law" (Charles Everson, Saved by
Grace, Review and Herald Publishing, pp. 45,46).

These are quotes from two Adventist publications written specifically to explain to the public their doctrine of
salvation. Dr. Martin quoted only one publication, Questions on Doctrine. On the one hand, they do claim to
believe that salvation is by grace alone without works; but on the other hand, they redefine grace to include works
and the deeds of the law. Their New Life correspondence course plainly states that to be saved one must believe in
God, repent of sins, be baptized, and obey all the commandments of the Lord. This is what every cult does. They
claim to believe in salvation by grace, but they cleverly redefine grace to include works.

THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS ARE THE ONES WHO SEPARATED FROM AND DERIDED
OTHER CHURCHES. IT IS STRANGE THAT THEY NOW APPEAR HURT BECAUSE THESE SAME
CHURCHES CONSIDER THEM HERETICAL

Consider the following statements from SDA publications attacking the orthodox doctrines of the Christian faith:

The Doctrine of Conscious Existence after Death Is Called the Devil's Lie: "And today from pulpits all
across the nation we hear the devil's great lie upheld each time a minister assures us that the soul of
man lives on after death ..." (These Times, November 1976, p. 5).

The Doctrine of Eternal Torment Is Called Blasphemy Against God: "It is beyond the power of the
human mind to estimate the evil which has been wrought by the heresy of eternal torment. The
appalling views of God which have spread over the world from the teachings of the pulpit have made
thousands, yes, millions, of skeptics and infidels" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 470).

Sunday Worship Will Be the Mark of the Beast: "While the observance of the false Sabbath in
compliance to the fourth commandment, will be an avowal of allegiance to a power that is in
opposition to God, the keeping of the true Sabbath, in obedience to God's law is an evidence of loyalty
to the Creator. While one class, by accepting the sign of submission to earthly powers, receive the
mark of the beast, the other, choosing the token of allegiance to divine authority, receive the seal of
God" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 531).
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Churches That Observe Sunday Worship Are Part of the Great Religious Whore of Revelation 17: "In
amazement they hear the testimony that Babylon is the church, fallen because of her errors and sins,
because of her rejection of the truth sent to her from heaven [this refers to Adventist doctrines of
Sabbath worship, soul sleep, etc.]. As the people go to their former teachers with the eager inquiry, are
these things so? The ministers present fables, prophesy smooth things, to soothe their fears and quiet
the awakened conscience" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, pp. 531,532).

Quotes such as these demonstrate that it is the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination itself that has stood apart from
other churches and caused divisions by its heretical views. Is it not strange now that they want to be accepted as
orthodox Bible-believers by the very churches from which they willfully separated and which they have
condemned? These are the subtle games that false teachers play.

ONE OF DR. MARTIN'S PRIMARY REASONS FOR ACCEPTING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM AS
NON-HERETICAL IS THAT THEY HOLD MANY MAJOR DOCTRINAL TRUTHS, SUCH AS THE
TRINITY, THE DEITY OF CHRIST, AND THE INFALLIBILITY OF SCRIPTURE

"It is puzzling to me, as a student of non-Christian cult systems, how any group can hold the above
doctrines in their proper Biblical context which Dr. Howkema admits the Adventists do and still be a
non-Christian cult -- suffice it to say that the Adventists do have a clean bill of health where the major
doctrines of Christian theology are involved" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 370). (Emphasis added.)

One error here is in Martin's use of the man-made term "cult." It can be defined in numerous ways. By Martin's
definition, perhaps, Seventh-Day Adventism was not a cult. By Dr. Howkema's definition, Seventh-Day Adventism
is a cult. Whether or not Seventh-day Adventism is a cult, though, is not as important as whether or not Seventh-
day Adventism is faithful to the Bible and the New Testament faith.

The Apostle Paul, in his condemnation of the Galatian heretics, mentions only one error: the perversion of the
gospel. The Galatian legalizers were apparently sound in such major doctrines as God, Christ, and the Scriptures. In
fact, they were almost sound in their doctrine of salvation, yet they were under God's curse! They Seventh-Day
Adventists are modern-day Galatian heretics. They believe the cross leads the believer to the law, not to perfect,
once-for-all and eternal liberty in Christ entirely outside the law of Moses.

The warning of Romans 16:17 is to mark and separate from those "which cause divisions and offences contrary to
the doctrine which you have learned." Paul does not say to mark and avoid those which cause divisions contrary to
only some of the doctrines we have learned. The Seventh-Day Adventist denomination teaches many doctrines that
are contrary to those taught by the Apostles. God's Word commands that we mark them as false teachers and
separate from them. That is not what Walter Martin did, though:

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the
deeds of the law" (Romans 3;28).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Christ says to every man in this world what He said to the
rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments'" (Saved By Grace, pp. 45,46).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved
from wrath through him" (Romans 5:9).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Ellen White ... she was a fellow Seventh-day Adventist
with no assurance of salvation except as she was faithful and trusted in the merits of her risen Savior"
(Messenger to the Remnant, p. 127).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that
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we might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster"
(Galatians 3:24,25); "And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace.
But if it be of works, then is it no more grace: otherwise work is no more work" (Romans 11:6).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The fact that all who are redeemed are saved by grace
does not dispense with the law of God any more in the one dispensation than in the other. The law is
not against grace, and grace is not against the law. It is very evident, then, that in the new covenant we
do not see the law as a thing of no consequence, but we find it occupying the center of the covenant"
(Saved by Grace, pp. 11,36).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of
an holyday, or of the new moon, or of the Sabbath days: Which are a shadow of things to come; but
the body is of Christ" (Colossians 2:16,17).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "... it is evident that all ten commandments are binding in
the Christian dispensation ... One of these commands is the observance of the seventh day as the
Sabbath" (Bible Footlights, p. 37).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and
believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is
passed from death unto life" (John 5:24).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "As the books of record are opened in the judgment, the
lives of all who have believed on Jesus come into review before God ... every case closely investigated.
Names are accepted, names rejected" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the
body, and to be present with the Lord" (2 Corinthians 5:8).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "To be dead does not mean to go to heaven; it does not
mean to go to hell ... Indeed, it does not mean to go anywhere at all. It means simply an end of life"
(When a Man Dies, p. 20).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall
receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved;
yet so as by fire" (1 Corinthians 3:14,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "When any have sins remaining upon the books of record,
unrepented of and unforgiven, their names will be blotted out of the book of life, and the record of
their good deeds will be erased from the book of God's remembrance" (Ellen White, The Great
Controversy, p. 425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and
ever. ... And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire"
(Revelation 20:10,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The plain doctrine of the Bible is that the devil and all his
works will be destroyed, utterly destroyed. ... How repugnant to every emotion of love and mercy, and
even to our sense of justice, is the doctrine that the wicked dead are tormented with fire and brimstone
in an eternally burning hell" (When a Man Dies, p. 58; The Great Controversy, p. 469).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a
woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence" (1 Timothy 2:11,12).
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Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Mrs. White's pre-eminent mission was to help build the
dynamics of a Biblical faith into a Christian movement. The Seventh-day Adventist Church is indebted
to her as a spiritual leader and a pioneer builder and guide" (Ellen G. White and the S.D.A. Church, p.
2).

These quotes show how the Seventh-day Adventist denomination contradicts many clear apostolic doctrines. There
are many other Adventist doctrinal heresies, of course. Upon the command and authority of Romans 16:17, and
contrary to Walter Martin's misguided advice, Bible-believing Christians must mark the Adventist Church as false
and avoid associations with the group.

The same idea is in Jude 3. We are commanded to "earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The
faith is that body of truth delivered to us by divine inspiration through the Apostles. If we obey this verse and
earnestly contend for the New Testament faith with Seventh-Day Adventists, it will quickly be evident that there
can be no close fellowship. The doctrinal differences are too great and too serious.

Another relevant passage is 2 Timothy 2:16-18. Here two men are condemned as heretics, yet only one error is
mentioned -- their view of the resurrection. If Paul warned Timothy to avoid these men because of their false
doctrine of the resurrection, should we not more warn Christians today to avoid the Seventh-Day Adventist Church
based on their many heresies?

The truth is that the Bible does not give Christians the liberty of basing fellowship merely upon two or three major
doctrines. The New Testament requires separation based on such things as a false gospel (Galatians 1), a false view
of death or resurrection (2 Timothy 2:16-18), a denial of true holiness (1 Timothy 6:3-5), and a denial of the
supernatural power of Christianity (2 Timothy 3:5). We are to separate even from true Christians if they refuse to
follow the teachings of the apostles (2 Thess. 3:6).

Walter Martin's chief error about Seventh-Day Adventism was his refusal to practice Biblical separation. He had a
New Evangelical type ministry that focused on unity based on a lowest-common denominator of doctrine. This is
why he also did not separate from the Roman Catholic Church, but instead taught that it had some aberrant
doctrine, but was still orthodox.

WALTER MARTIN CONTENDED THAT MODERN SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM IS DIFFERENT
FROM THAT OF ITS EARLIER DAYS

"For over a century Adventism has borne a stigma of being called a non-Christian cult system.
Whether or not this was justified in the early development of Adventism, I have already discussed at
length in my earlier book, but it should be carefully remembered that the Adventism of 1965 is
different in not a few places from Adventism of 1845, and with that change the necessity of re-
evaluation comes naturally" (Walter Martin, The Kingdom of the Cults, p. 360).

Though we have no doubt that there have been changes in the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination during the past
150 years, we must ask whether these changes have affected the basic doctrinal position -- the answer is NO.
"Prophetess" Ellen White believed the Adventist system of doctrine was finalized in the early days of her ministry
and that this particular system was to be used from then on as the test of truth worldwide. It was not to be changed.
Carefully consider the words of Mrs. White herself concerning the possibility of future changes in Adventist
doctrine:

"When the power of God testifies as to what is truth, that truth is to stand forever as the truth. No after
suppositions, contrary to the light God has given, are to be entertained. ... The truth for this time God
has given us as the foundation for our faith. He Himself has taught us what is truth. One will arise, and
still another, with new light which contradicts the light that God has given under the demonstration of
His Holy Spirit. We are not to receive the words of those who come with a message that contradicts
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the special points of our faith. They gather together a mass of Scripture, and pile it as proof around the
past fifty years. And while the Scriptures are God's Word, and are to be respected, the application of
them, if such application moves one pillar from the foundation that God has sustained these fifty years,
is a great mistake ..." (Ellen G. White Letter 329, 1905, quoted in Messenger to the Remnant, p. 40).

The truth is that Seventh-Day Adventism today does not differ in any significant doctrinal way from the Seventh-
Day Adventism of Ellen White's day, except that it presents its doctrines in a more subtle manner today. If the
Seventh-day Adventist leaders were to change their major distinctive doctrines as outlined by Ellen White, they
would be denying their prophetess and pulling the pillars from under themselves. The Adventist Church admits this
in the following statement from one of their recent publications:

"Great lines of truth were gradually unfolding before them [Ellen White and early Adventist leaders].
Now the time had come for the convergence of these truths into one body of doctrine. This was brought
about in 1848, through a series of Sabbath conferences. Five in all were held. At the earlier of these,
the doctrines were clarified and bound together as a unity of truth; the later conferences served largely
as teaching and unifying agencies.

"A careful study of documents of the time reveals what was denominated 'present truth' in this
formative period ... made up of vital 'essentials,' 'pillars,' 'foundations.' These may be listed as: 1. The
second advent of Christ. 2. The binding claims of the seventh-day Sabbath. 3. The third angel's
message in its fullness, in correct relationship to the first and second angel's messages. 4. The ministry
of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary, which ministry would cease not long before the second advent
(with emphasis on the work beginning the tenth day of the seventh month, 1844). 5. The non-
immortality of the soul.

"These structural doctrines formed the 'firm platform' which, in 1858, was described by Ellen White,
upon which 'nearly all stood firm' ... These constituted the 'landmarks' enumerated by Ellen White thirty
years later..." (Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 39,40).

Since Mrs. White and the Adventist Church teach that their major doctrinal platform was finalized in their early
days (and since the Adventist Church tells us that Mrs. White was an inspired prophetess), there is no need for re-
evaluation of this group as Walter Martin required. A study of recent Seventh-Day Adventist publications confirms
this judgment, since they continue to teach the same heresies promulgated by Ellen White and other early Adventist
leaders.

As a group, the Seventh-Day Adventists today are the same divisive heretics they have been from their origin. To
deserve a re-evaluation and re-labeling, they would have to denounce and turn away from every one of their
heresies, including the foundational heresy that Ellen White was a prophetess of God.

 

Note: Between 1976 and 1981, David Cloud completed four official correspondence courses on Seventh-day
Adventism produced by the Adventist Church itself. These courses promote the very same doctrinal platform that
was laid down by Ellen White and the early Adventist leaders. Until such time as the Adventist Church denounces
its heresies, Christians who follow the faith of the New Testament must mark avoid this group in obedience to
Romans 16:17.

The Adventist denomination is the same heretical entity that was so plainly and firmly condemned by Bible-
believing churches in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is the once Bible-believing churches that have
changed. Popular evangelicalism today has become too blind to discern truth from error and too weak to condemn
error when it is found. Just a few decades ago men such as A. Hoekema, John R. Rice, and M.R. DeHaan, who
considered Seventh-Day Adventism a dangerous false group, were in the overwhelming majority among those who
professed to be evangelical Bible-believing preachers. This is not so today. Most major evangelical publishing
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houses, for example, will no longer publish material derogatory toward Adventism or Catholicism. [See also BDM's
Back to the Bible report for documentation of its reclassification of Catholicism and SDA from cult to orthodox.]

It is not that the Adventist Church has moved closer to the Bible in the past 50 years, it is that the evangelicals have
moved farther away from the Bible in that period.

* The above report has been adapted from a 9/5/99 report by David Cloud (Fundamental Baptist Information
Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277); the complete report is in the Cults section of the End Time
Apostasy Database at the Way of Life Literature web site. The original report is from Mr. Cloud's book Avoiding
the Snare of Seventh-day Adventism. The two major divisions of the book are: "Adventist History Proves It is
Heretical" and "Adventist Doctrine Proves It Is Heretical." The book analyzes Adventist doctrines such as Sabbath-
keeping, Soul-sleep, Annihilation of the wicked, Ellen White as a Prophetess, Investigative Judgment, and Misuse
of the Mosaic Law. Another chapter is titled "Why Some Have Considered Seventh-day Adventism Evangelical."
This analyzes Walter Martin's (author of Kingdom of the Cults) faulty view of Adventism. The 2nd edition (1999)
includes selections from D.M. Canright's 1898 book Seventh-day Adventism Renounced. Canright was an early
leader in Adventism who left and became a Baptist pastor. The 2nd edition also includes a chapter entitled
"Adventists Wanted Me to Revise This Book," describing the attempt by the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination
to have Mr. Cloud change the book.
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Affective Education*
Danger of Self-Esteem Programs

The Affect

Psychological curricula deals with the AFFECT, or emotions. The movement has been labeled Affective Education by
educators, and includes a wide range of programs and curricula which attempt to change the values and behavior of
students. Public schools, and even some private schools, spend valuable classroom time engaged in "cooperative"
learning (group learning) encounter sessions and discussion groups that employ pop psychology. These programs are
designed for a very specific purpose -- to change the attitudes, values and beliefs of children in order to prepare them
to be proper environmental citizens in the "sustainable" global village. Such behavior-modification programs are the
very root of the destruction of America's public education system.

With the rise of whole-brain research in the 1950s and 1960s, and with the concurrent development of humanistic
education, affective education got its start with a program called Quest. Quest was first marketed as a "humanistic
values education curriculum" in 1975. The Quest program has been revised considerably since the first 400-page
curriculum was published. A second version was released in 1982, and six versions of the program have been
published since.

Program Goals

Some programs are specifically targeted at resolving social problems such as drug abuse, the reduction of teen
pregnancy, the reduction of school dropout rates, crime, and other social ills.

Even though described as "value-free," most of the programs do deal with values, or their clarification. Almost all
claim positive outcomes such as:

Enhancement of self-esteem
Promotion of good decision-making
Reduction of stress
Improvement of academic performance
Improvement of a student's sensitivity to others

Almost without exception, the psychological curricula use a foundation of moral relativism and self-interest as the
primary motivation for character development or behavior modification.

A lucrative market has been developed since their inception in the mid-1970s. Estimates of the number of affective
education programs range up to 300 now being marketed in U.S. public schools. They are often funded by civic groups
such as Lions Club or Kiwanis, or large companies.

Most are identified as "living or coping skills development" programs. Collectively they are called Affective Education
Programs, dealing with the emotional content of a child's learning processes, as opposed to cognitive education
programs, which deal with academics such as reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Most importantly, they attempt to change values, therefore coming into conflict with parents, because they influence
the value systems of students exposed to them.

Principles

Affective education employs a number of psychological and pedagogic principles as primary to their success. The
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most significant of these principles includes beliefs such as:

The meaning of life lies in subjective experience.
Self-Interest is and should be the foundation for all moral decisions.
The teacher should be child advocate and therapist.
Problem-solving through the application of moral relativism.
Teaching by facilitation, giving no knowledge of opinions.
Children are capable of making sophisticated judgments.
Peer group pressure is more influential in establishing values than is home, school, or
church.
Commitment to a "clinical-therapeutic" education approach.

One of the founders of value-free education, Dr. W.R. Coulson, now admits that he made a costly mistake in pushing
affective education programs on the American school system:

"Youthful experimentation with sex, alcohol, marijuana, and a variety of other drugs -- whatever's popular
at the time -- has been shown to follow value-free education quite predictably. We now know that after
these classes, students become more prone to give into temptation than if they'd never been enrolled."

The following are some of the more popular Affective Education Programs:

Project Self-Esteem

Project Self-Esteem is an elementary level program which purports to enhance self-esteem, improve memory, improve
communication skills, stress individuality, increase sensitivity to others, and improve self responsibility.

Project Self-Esteem is based upon a form of moral relativism (situation ethics), which uses self- interest as the primary
motivator for character development. One example from the section on stealing -- The objectives state that the child
will:

understand the difference between borrowing and stealing.
State the reasons why people steal.
Understand that stealing hurts himself and the victim.
Understand it lowers his self-esteem.

No judgment is made concerning the wrongness of stealing, and teachers are instructed to refrain from making
judgments about the rightness or wrongness of the act or injecting their own moral values. Self-interest, not society, is
the norm of behavior.

The child is asked to assess the short-term and long-term benefits, his feelings and the feelings of the people affected
by his actions, and then to decide a course of action based upon what is best for him.

This is a sophisticated and mature line of reasoning for a child, requiring him to assess long-term over short-term
benefits. For a child, at what the learning theorist Piaget called the "pre-operational stage of development," such
reasoning power is highly questionable.

A substantial part of the Project Self-Esteem program focuses on personal feelings, beliefs, and attitudes, with the
object of changing them. Such activities could be identified as a form of psychological testing and treatment.

Quest

Quest was originally published as a Humanistic Values Curriculum in 1975. The Quest program is divided into two
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main curricula: Skills for Living -- High school level; and Skills for Adolescence for grades 6-8. The program has
undergone substantial modification, and at least seven different producers have marketed the program.

The promotion of Skills for Adolescence is a special project of the Lions Club International. Local Lions Clubs
promote and often finance the adoption of the Quest program at the local level.

Its most serious fault is the use of values clarification techniques. The program places "overwhelming emphasis on
students feelings, emotions, and private family information, compared to the much lesser significance given to facts
about the danger of drugs and alcohol."

The most common question concerning Quest is: "Is it a drug education program or isn't it?" The Skills for
Adolescence program is composed of seven instructional units, only one of which is about the facts and dangers of
drugs and alcohol. The other "dimensions" of the program deal with thinking, feeling, decision-making,
communication and action.

Since 1982, when the second edition of the program was published, it has been "used in more than 8,000 communities
and schools throughout the world." One of the co-authors described the program as "... a humanistic education
curriculum ... a curriculum designed to enhance students self-esteem ... It has lots of values clarification in it ... lots of
communication skills ... lots of self-talk ... It's, I think, you know, a really fine synthesis of a live humanistic
education" (Howard Kirschenbaum, ASCD Convention, 1984).

The program has come under considerable fire in its long history. Parents have objected to the program's intrusive
nature and seeming lack of emphasis on its purported purpose. Prominent psychologist Joseph Adelson, Ph.D.
Professor of psychology at the University of Michigan Psychological Clinic in Ann Arbor, has stated that "Certain
parts of the syllabus qualify as personality testing."

100 Ways to Enhance Self-Esteem in the Classroom

The author of this manual is California psychologist, Jack Canfield. He recommends a variety of techniques, which
include Eastern religions precepts like guided imagery, meditation, relaxation exercises, and yoga exercises.

Canfield's theory of self-esteem is based on a distinction between the left and right brain. He claims the brain has two
hemispheres. The left hemisphere controls the logical thinking while the right hemisphere controls feelings and
impulses. Canfield asserts that working with guided imagery stimulates the right brain and will help students solve all
their problems -- not just academic ones, but physical ones as well. Guided imagery will help them to be smarter and
more creative, will increase their memory capacity, allow them to answer any troubling questions they have, will
increase their athletic performance, and even help to relieve headaches!

Guided Imagery exercises are usually introduced by asking students to discuss their dreams, nightmares, recurring
dreams, and the importance of dreams to our physical and mental health. A typical guided imagery exercise is
preceded with a brief period of relaxation. Then, students are told to notice how their stomach and chest rise and
expand.

Parents in Stockton, California learned that a Canfield curriculum was being used in a 10th grade English class.
Students told their parents they were practicing mind-relaxing exercises in the class. When parents checked with the
teacher to find out what the purpose of these exercises was, he said he was teaching students to learn how to relax to
reduce tensions before bedtime or to minimize stress in their lives. (This was supposed to help them do better work in
their English class.) The curriculum used in the class was Canfield's 18-page manual on Introduction to Guided
Imagery, which the teacher had obtained at a workshop on "self-esteem."

Over 600 concerned citizens protested the use of this curriculum, which was eventually removed after a dialogue with
the school board and administration.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm#The Myth Of Mental Illness
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Workshop Way

This is supposedly a reading program for Grades 1-6. The emphasis, however, is on attitude changes and developing
feelings of self-worth. Among the philosophical statements of Workshop Way are:

1) The foremost goal in Workshop Way is to protect each child's dignity.

2) Growing a positive self-concept is feasible for all students because the self-concept is never associated
with knowledge, skills or right answers.

3) Obstacles to Workshop Way include report cards and morning recesses (which destroy any chance of
developing concentration in most students) as well as parents demanding papers with work marked right
or wrong.

Workshop Way uses a series of concentration tasks to develop self-esteem. There are ten motor coordination tasks that
pupils perform daily. One exercise is called "Pouring." The pupil practices pouring water from one container into
another without spilling it. He repeats this until he wishes to quit.

Parents in Jenks, Oklahoma describe Workshop Way as being anti-intellectual and anti-education, because academic
skills are subordinated to the "self-actualization" of the child. The program clearly states that one of the major goals is
to lead pupils toward "higher levels of consciousness and deepening awareness in students by leading them to self-
discovery."

Skills for Adolescence

This program, produced by the Quest organization in Ohio, is very popular all over the country. It promises to improve
communication skills and self-esteem by teaching students to make "responsible" decisions.

Students engage in rap sessions resembling group psychotherapy during which they discuss their private emotions and
attitudes -- what makes them sad or happy, what worries them. They also participate in touchy-feely games which are
supposed to make them feel good about themselves. Some of these games include: "Machine" (groups of students
create machines using their bodies and sounds); "Open Fist Simulation" (attempt to open partner's fist); "Pretzel"
(untwist body contortions); and imagination games like "Elevator" (pretend the floor is a certain year of your life and
describe that year).

Six classroom sessions of the Skills for Adolescence curriculum are devoted to the topic of private emotions. In one
assignment, students are supposed to fill in an "Emotional Clock" indicating what time of day they feel anger,
happiness, frustration, nervousness, surprise, anxiety, or sadness, and then must write down the reason for the
particular emotion.

PUMSY in Pursuit of Excellence

This is a very popular self-esteem program written by Jill Anderson and published by Timberline Press in Eugene,
Oregon. Pumsy is a girl dragon who has three parts to her mind. These include her Sparkler Mind, her Clear Mind, and
her Mud Mind. The author defines the Sparkler Mind as a mind that runs and plays like tiny pieces of happy lightning.
Pumsy wishes the Sparkler Mind would last forever. The Clear Mind is defined as a pond, still and quiet, in the middle
of a spring meadow. When Pumsy is in her Clear Mind, she feels good about herself and at peace. The Mud mind is
defined as a puddle of mud that does not allow her to think clearly. When she is in her Mud Mind, she doesn't feel
good about herself. All 39 pages of Pumsy are devoted to the self-analysis of the three parts of the mind.

In a school district in Sonoma, California which uses Pumsy, the children in a second-grade class (8-year-olds) were
told to get rid of their "mud" mind by writing down their "mud" (negative) thoughts to the tune of "I've Been Working
on the Railroad." One little boy wrote the following illiterate ditty expressing self-hatred:
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"I'v ben worken on my mud mind. I'v ben work en hard. I hate my self. I am no good. I wish I could kill
my self."

When the boy brought this assignment home, his mother asked him whether he really felt this way. His answer was
"No!" Then she asked why he wrote these things. His reply was, "Because I thought that's what the teacher wanted me
to write."

The boy received the idea of hating himself directly from the "Pumsy Storybook." There are several pages about the
Mud Mind. In one section, Pumsy lets her Mud Mind say, "I'm no good," 100 times. The phrase ,"I'm no good,"
written by the child came directly from the text. Because of the requirement that the children write their "mud"
thoughts down on paper, this little boy was forced to write negative things about himself -- whether or not he really
believed them.

An even more tragic event was reported in Beverly Eakman's book Educating for the New World Order. On March 24,
1990, an 8-year-old boy in Michigan, Stephen Nalepa, saw a film entitled "Nobody's Useless" as part of a self-esteem
exercise in his second-grade class. One purpose was to encourage compassion for the physically handicapped. There
was an explicit description in the film of how to hang oneself, showing how to apply a rope to the carotid artery and
cut off air supply. Unlike the boy in the film, who was rescued from his suicide attempt, Stephen Nalepa was found
dead in his bedroom, his feet a couple of inches off the ground.

The DUSO Program

This program, "DUSO--Developing Understanding of Self and Others," contains 42 guided imagery lessons in which
children are ordered by teachers, the same way a hypnotist orders his subjects, to relax and close their eyes. Then the
children are told to imagine they're traveling to strange planets, meeting friendly creatures. Former Las Vegas
hypnotist Phil Potter (El Cajon, Calif.) reviewed DUSO and says that it is "exactly what we call hypnotism."

As a result of parental complaints about DUSO in New Mexico and other mind-altering programs, a resolution was
passed in 1988 that the teaching of or counseling by certain mind-altering psychological techniques be entirely
eliminated in New Mexico public schools.

GROUP

Many parents have sought to protect their children from the behavior-modification programs (described above) that
have taken the place of academic education in public schools. To escape the assault of Outcome-Based Education
(OBE), multi-culturalism, and workforce training programs, parents in ever-increasing numbers are placing their
children in private schools or are home-schooling. In spite of the "school wars," parents have felt safe taking their
children to Sunday School to help build a solid moral foundation. But, your church's Sunday School curriculum may
be as bad as that in the public schools -- tree-hugging, earth-worshipping paganism intermixed in the Christian lessons.

Many churches are now using a Sunday School curriculum created by an organization in Colorado called "Group."
There is nothing in Group's publications that tells who they are, what they believe in, or anything about the
backgrounds of the creators of the materials. Nevertheless, Group curriculum is now sold in most Christian bookstores.
The Group material offers "Hands-on Bible curriculum" and advocates a "new approach to learning."

However, a close inspection of Group's materials and teaching methods shows it bears a close resemblance to the
behavior-modification techniques of OBE. For example, under the sub-head "Successful Teaching: You can do it!," the
teacher's manual asks the question: "What does active learning mean to you as a teacher? It takes a lot of pressure off
because the spotlight shifts from you to the students. Instead of being the principle player, you become a guide and
FACILITATOR." This is basic OBE classroom organization where students are not taught by a teacher, but are guided
to learn on their own, as the class FACILITATOR simply suggests and gently directs toward a pre-programmed,
psychology-driven lesson plan.
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Just as in OBE behavior-modification exercises, the Group curriculum provides "Problem Cards" for student discussion
of personal and family issues. Some examples from the Group workbook for fifth and sixth grade Sunday School
classes:

1. PROBLEM CARD: "It seems like my parents fight all the time. I don't know what's going to happen.
I'm afraid they're going to split up."
2. PROBLEM CARD: "The cool kids at school treat me like a total nothing. It's like I don't even exist."
3. PROBLEM CARD: "My dad is afraid he's going to lose his job, so we don't get to go anywhere on
vacation this summer."
4. PROBLEM CARD: "I got in trouble for not cleaning up my room. Now I'm grounded for the weekend
and can't go to my friend's birthday party. Doesn't that stink?"

Each of these examples are designed for group discussions in which the entire class takes on one child's personal
problem. Personal family business is disclosed, parental authority is questioned, and student "self-esteem" becomes the
central concern. This is Outcome-Based Education at work in the Sunday School class. Worse, all of it is done under
the authority of the local church.

Then, there's  pagan earth-worshipping. In a Group lesson entitled "Hug a Tree," students are led outside to an area
with trees. A child is blindfolded and led to a tree where he/she is to hug it, and then feel the tree very carefully: "Try
to learn everything about the tree that you can without looking at it." The student is led back to the group, spun around
three times, and the blindfold is removed. The Group tree-hugging lesson goes on to instruct the facilitator: "After
everyone has hugged a tree, been spun around and sat down, remove the blindfolds and find out how many kids can
identify the trees they hugged. If it's a nice day, sit down on the grass and discuss the experience." Questions for the
"facilitator" to ask: (1) How did it feel to hug a tree?; (2) How did you feel when you recognized the tree you hugged?;
and (3) What do you like about trees?

Another part of the lesson is called "Life Applications." Children are to be taken on a walk around the outdoor area of
the church. Once back inside, "Ask about the natural surroundings and human-made sounds. Talk about natural beauty
and human-made pollution. If you want, have the kids go back outside and pick up any trash they saw on the walk."
Question for the "facilitator to ask: “How do you think God feels when He sees how people have messed up the
beautiful world he created?" Children are then given a game to play to simulate pollution.

In a Group Workbook entitled, "Sunday School Specials," a chapter tells students that "real conservation means
remembering to turn off lights, hiking or biking instead of hitching a car ride, and cooling off in the shade instead of in
the air conditioning. Kids are often tempted to do things the easy way instead of the 'green' way. They need lots of
encouragement and affirmation to develop and stick to an environment-conscious lifestyle ..." That one line
demonstrates an important key to the purpose of Group's Sunday School curriculum -- to promote a political agenda
based on pagan earth worship rather than Christian values.

A Typical Self-Esteem Questionnaire

In many self-esteem classes, confidential questionnaires are given to students in order to determine how students feel
about themselves and their family. One questionnaire called "The Doctor is In" lists 20 statements and asks students in
all grade levels to "put a check next to each statement that applies to you." A few of these statements follow:

I get very little support at home.
I'm too shy.
Many/things/people make me nervous.
I fail at many things.
I'm not physically attractive.
I feel inferior to others.
I'm unhappy a lot of the time.
I don't get along with my family.
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I think I'm prejudiced (race, religion).
I don't think I'll succeed in life.
I argue a lot.
I'm sometimes immature.

After completing the questionnaire, students are instructed to select three statements that are true for them personally,
and to write an essay discussing at least three of their choices and why they feel that way.

Criticisms of Self-Esteem Programs

There has been a barrage of criticism leveled against self-esteem programs:

1) They teach "New Age" and Eastern religious precepts which violate separation of church and state.

2) They violate the child's right of privacy by probing into private feelings and attitudes resembling group
psychotherapy.

3) They have not been proven to be beneficial to the child either emotionally or academically. To the
contrary, there are legitimate concerns that by probing into the child's psyche, there is a potential for
emotional harm.

4) They waste valuable academic time.

A recent study published in the book entitled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, and based on research by several
University of California psychologists and sociologists, indicates that there is NO correlation between self-esteem and
academic performance. In addition, these social "scientists" could find no conclusive evidence indicating a relationship
between self-esteem and teen pregnancy rates; self-esteem and alcohol/drug use; and self-esteem and child abuse.

Edward Wynne, Professor of Education at the University of Illinois (Chicago Circle campus), and Kevin Ryan,
Professor of Education at Boston University, question the benefits of the obsession with self-esteem in America's
schools. In their recently published book Reclaiming Our Schools, they note:

"The self-esteem movement puts a false and infectious pressure on teachers. They are more and more
expected to keep students feeling good about themselves. In other eras, teachers were expected to provide
pupils with an environment and educational opportunity to grow and achieve."

A 1990 study contrasting the performance of American students in mathematics skills with five other countries
revealed that the math scores of American 5th-graders were the lowest of the six countries. The Koreans were first.
The test asked pupils to say whether they felt they would be "good at mathematics in high school." Of the Americans,
68% said "yes" while only 26% of the high-scoring Koreans gave that reply.

Commenting on Workshop Way, psychiatrist Twilah Fox (Tulsa, Oklahoma), says the methods used are definitely
based on dangerous "New Age" ideas which are a prescription for mental chaos, rebellion, and degradation.

Dr. David Shaffer, M.D., Director of the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at Columbia University Medical
School (New York City), thinks total self-esteem may reduce motivation. He says, "We know that anxiety in small
doses is a powerful, motivating force, and that a lack of concern and indifference to the opinion of others can actually
be quite handicapping."

Parental Rights and Self-Esteem Programs

1) Under the Freedom of Information Act, parents have the right to examine all school curricula.

2) Parents have the right to exempt their children from any portion of or all of any psychological
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programs. Many of these programs are an invasion of child and family privacy and violate the moral and
religious freedom of the student and his family.

* Most of this material has been excerpted from a June 1990 Citizens for Excellence in Education special report
(Report #18--"Psychological Curriculum: An Overview ... With a Special Emphasis on Quest and Project Self-
Esteem") [NACE/CEE, Costa Mesa, CA] and from an August 1993 National Monitor of Education pamphlet ("The
dangers of Self-Esteem Programs"). The section on "Group" was adapted from a 1/05 NewsWithViews.com article by
Tom DeWeese: "Is Your Church Teaching Pagan Earth Worship in Sunday School?"

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2005
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Age of the Universe
Just How Old Is The Universe?*

Have you ever wondered about the origin of the universe? Did it start with a whimper or a big bang? How old is the
universe? Is it eternal or was it created out of nothing by nothing? And for good measure, how old is the planet on
which we live?

Questions such as these are valid and demand careful attention because they provide important solutions to the great
riddle of life. What is important is that these questions should be approached with an open mind instead of a
predetermined judgment. We should follow the evidence wherever it leads.

Since the present popular evolutionary position is that the universe is 15 to 25 billion years old, we should check the
evidence to see if this position is true. The following is a brief and partial list of some "puzzling" scientific facts which
indicate the universe and the earth is not billions of years old. The evidence indicates that we should think in terms of
thousands of years instead of billions of years.

I. The Top Soil Factor

It takes around a thousand years to produce one inch of top soil by the forces of erosion such as wind and rain. If the
earth is billions of years old and the process by which top soil is created has been functioning all the time (i.e.,
uniformitarianism) there should be a thick layer of top soil on the earth's crust. But there is only an average depth of
six to nine inches of top soil on the earth! This amount can only explain thousands of years of erosion. Where is the
top soil created by billions of years of erosion? Where did it go?

II. The Ocean's Floor

Perhaps the vast amount of top soil created by billions of years of erosion has simply washed into the ocean and can
be found in sedimentary deposits on its floor. If the earth is billions of years old and the erosion rate has been steady
and of such a degree to explain where all the top soil went, the sediment at the bottom of the ocean should be miles
deep. But the sediment on the ocean floor only has a 0.56 mile average thickness! This depth can only explain
thousands of years and cannot represent billions of years of erosion. Where is the sediment created by billions of years
of erosion. Where did it go?

III. Meteor Dust

When meteors collide with the earth's atmosphere they disintegrate into dust which settles on the earth's surface. Given
the present rate at which meteor dust is settling on the earth, if the earth is billions of years old there should be at least
fifty-four feet of meteor dust on the surface of the planet. Since the depths of top soil and ocean sediment do not
contain billions of years of meteor dust, what happened to this dust? Where did it go?

IV. The Helium Factor

As radioactive materials disintegrate, helium is released as a by-product into the atmosphere. Given the present rate at
which helium is released into the atmosphere, if the earth is billions of years old, there should be enough helium in the
atmosphere to make us all talk like Donald Duck. There is only enough helium in the atmosphere to explain thousands
of years. Where did the helium produced by billions of years go?

V. The Salty Sea

Given the present rate at which salt and other materials are being washed into the ocean, if the earth is billions of years
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old, what should be the concentration of salt in the earth's oceans? There is only enough salt in the ocean to explain
thousands of years of erosion. The concentration of such minerals as nickel as well as salt in the earth's oceans would
be many times greater if the earth were billions of years old. Where has all the billions of years of salt and other
minerals gone?

VI. The Earth's Magnetic Field

The scientific evidence clearly indicates that the earth's magnetic field is decaying. With an understanding of the
second law of Thermodynamics, this should be expected. Given the present rate of decay, if the earth were billions of
years old, the earth's magnetic field would have passed into nonexistence long ago. If the earth is billions of years old,
why does it still have a magnetic field?

VII. Moon Dust

The vehicles prepared for landing on the moon were equipped with special snow shoes because it was assumed that if
the moon was billions of years old there should be an incredibly thick layer of dust on the moon created by such things
as meteor impact. They discovered only one-fourth of an inch of dust on the moon! This amount of dust can account
for only thousands of years. If the moon is billions of years old, where did all the dust accumulated during this time
go?

VIII. The Shrinking Sun

The sun is shrinking as its energy is flung into the galaxy. Given the present rate of shrinkage, if the sun is billions of
years old, it should have disappeared by now. Or, if the sun is billions of years old, in order for it to have shrunk down
to the size it is now, it would have been at the beginning so big that it would have engulfed the space now occupied by
most of the planets in this galaxy. If this is true, then where did the planets come from?

IX. Active Volcanoes

Since the earth's moon is a dead world with no active volcanoes, it was assumed that this meant that the moon was
billions of years old. It was also assumed that no moons would have active volcanoes. The evidence is now clear that at
least one of the moons of Jupiter has active volcanoes. Does not this fact indicate that the assumption of the necessity
of billions of years of the age of the universe is erroneous? As a matter of fact, if the universe is billions of years old,
why and how should any planet or moon have active volcanoes?

X. The Rings of Saturn

If the universe is billions of years old, we must assume that the rings of Saturn are of this age. Given the rate of orbital
and structural decay, if the rings of Saturn are billions of years old, they should have collapsed and blurred into one
vast confusion. Yet the rings are so distinct that over a thousand of them can be counted and some of them look as if
they were braided by twisting around each other. Given the laws of physics, the rings must be viewed as young and
not old. If the rings are billions of years old, why are they clear and distinct?

Conclusion

These are ten puzzling scientific facts which will lead any open-minded person to the conclusion that the universe is a
lot younger than billions of years old. We should not let the religious prejudice of the evolutionists force us to accept
their doctrines by a blind leap of faith when the scientific evidence does not correspond to their theories.

Post Script

"The age of our globe is presently thought to be some 4.5 billion years, based on radio decay rates of
uranium and thorium. Such 'confirmation' may be short-lived, as nature is not to be discovered quite so
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easily. There has been in recent years the horrible realization that radio decay rates are not as constant as
previously thought, nor are they immune to environmental influences. And this could mean that the atomic
clocks are reset during some global disaster, and events which brought the Mesozoic to a close may not be
65 million years ago but, rather, within the age and memory of man (Frederic B. Jueneman, FAIC,
"Secular Catastrophism," Industrial Research and Development, June 1982, p. 21).

"Evolution is a fairy tale for grown-ups. This theory has helped nothing in the progress of science, It is
useless" [Prof. Louis Bounoure (Former President of the Biological Society of Strasbourg and Director of
the Strasbourg Zoological Museum, later Director of Research at the French National Centre of Scientific
Research), as quoted in The Advocate, Thursday, March 8, 1984, p. 17].

*This material has been excerpted from a July 1992 pamphlet ("Just How Old Is The Universe?: Some Puzzling
Scientific Facts") from the Research & Education Foundation (P.O. Box 141455, Austin, TX 78714). For a more
complete discussion, obtain a copy of The Illustrated Origins Answer Book by Paul S. Taylor (Films for Christ).
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The Alpha Course

The Alpha Course: Final Answer or Fatal Attraction?  (PFO:1998) (03/04)  

What is the Alpha Course?  (Stand Up For The Truth) (12/12)  

The Dangers of the Alpha Course  (03/04)  

The Alpha Course Examined  by Tim Chapan (03/04)  
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America's Christian Roots? / Activism & War

Is America a "Christian" Nation?  (6/98) 

American Masonic History  (6/90)

The Puritan's "Christian" Agenda?  (6/98)

Notes on "Christian" America  (8/01)

American "Christian" Patriotism  (5/91)

"Christian" Activism?  (6/98)

What the Bible Says About "Christian" Activism / "Just" Wars or Passive Resistance?  (6/98) 
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Awana Clubs
Ecumenical Children's Clubs?

-  Awana Clubs International is an organization that charters church-operated children's clubs primarily for three-year-
olds through 8th graders (although programs are also available for high school students). Awana was established in
Chicago in 1950, and now operates in more than 10,200 churches in 104 countries, with more than 45,000 club
programs under charter. The Awana program is used in more than 8,200 churches in the U.S. alone, with more than
800,000 "Clubbers." (The "home office" in Streamwood, Illinois employs 176.) Awana has a goal of 15,000 U.S. clubs
and 25,000 clubs worldwide by 2005. (See end of report for a detailed description of each of the club programs.)

The children take part in various "Bible-centered" activities, with considerable emphasis on Bible verse memorization.
Club time is typically divided into three segments: game-time, a Bible lesson, and a time for individuals to recite the
verses they have been learning. Bible Quiz and Awana Olympics are held in the spring of each year. Churches pay a
yearly membership fee that entitles them to purchase Awana materials, take part in regional and national Awana
events, and publicize their affiliation with Awana.

Part of our problem with Awana is that it has become so well respected that it in effect has become a denomination, in
the sense that many people look for an "Awana" church rather than a "fundamental, Bible-teaching" church. Is this
respect warranted? And with whom and what are a church and its members identifying when they accept an Awana
charter?

-  Awana continues to claim to have very strict chartering requirements. Prior to 1995, its policy stated that it would
not grant charters to "churches affiliated with denominations that are members of the [apostate] National Council of
Churches [NCC] and/or the World Council of Churches [WCC]." In actuality, Awana charters churches affiliated with
the American Baptist Churches, USA (ABC), which is a member of the NCC. (Awana has been chartering ABC
churches since as early as 1963, though its policy statement against NCC membership was not instituted until the early
1980s. Awana is committed to compromise with the NCC, and as of mid-1999, had chartered at least 40 American
Baptist Churches.) Awana justified this clear violation of its own policy on the grounds that some ABC churches fully
support Awana doctrinally, have publicly declared themselves opposed and non- supportive of the NCC, and remain in
the ABC "only because of the financial repercussions of leaving" (1994 letter on file from Awana's Missions Director).

In 1995, Awana officially changed its position regarding its relationship to churches within the NCC/WCC. Since in
recent years Awana's policy of not chartering NCC-member churches was not being practiced (see above), the new
statement reads that the Awana charter is not available to churches that are "supportive of the NCC and/or the WCC"
(removing the word "affiliated"). This implies that one can be affiliated with apostasy without being supportive of it.
Can Awana really believe that one can be affiliated with an NCC-member church without partaking of its evil deeds?
(cf. 2 John 9-11). If words mean anything any more, affiliation includes support. Not according to Awana -- a church
can be a part of an apostate denomination and simply tell Awana "we are not supportive" of that denomination, and
they will be granted a charter. The entire issue is now totally subjective. Who will define "supportive"? This issue
places Awana squarely in the neo-evangelical camp.

[5/5/01 Update to the Above: Awana recently sent a letter from its president to churches who currently
use Awana. The biggest changes are once again in the doctrinal statement. Awana claims it is going back
to its roots, but this is really a step toward further compromise. In a recent long discourse with an Awana
official, a Kansas pastor wrote the following: "… My problem is with the deceit of chartering American
Baptist Churches despite the clear statements prohibiting it, and now the removing of key parts of the
doctrinal statement that clearly speak against false doctrine and trends such as the charismatic movement,
and the policy change. Its statement formerly said churches who used Awana were not to be 'affiliated
with' the NCC/WCC at all. Then they weakened it to 'not be supportive of.'" Now this more recent change
is to drop the policy on this completely, and opens the door for charismatic/Pentecostal and liberal
churches to be affiliated with Awana. The Awana official, in an e-mail to the Kansas pastor, noted
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specifically that the Assemblies of God and all American Baptist Churches now would be free to use
Awana. The Kansas pastor adds: "In this latest change, Awana has dropped its policy of selecting churches
completely. All you have to do now is say you agree to teach the materials as they are given." He said
Awana’s philosophy, and that of many other organizations and churches that formerly stood for the truth,
is to downplay doctrine so that more people can be reached for the gospel. The Bible clearly condemns
that philosophy ["end justifies the means"]. (Source: 5/15/01, Calvary Contender).]

Awana also charters non-NCC supporting Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) churches, also because they are willing
to affirm Awana's doctrinal statement. Yet the SBC is part of the apostate Baptist World Alliance (an organization
which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with the Vatican Secretariat for promoting
Christian unity), and both are represented on certain NCC Boards. (Awana's Home Missions director says: "I am well
aware of the liberal aspects of the SBC. However, it is beyond the role of Awana to make a change in that situation. …
There are Southern Baptist churches that have affirmed their agreement with the Awana doctrinal statement, and
therefore, are chartered.") (Reported in the 1/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

So if your church is in Awana, you are in an organization with both ABC and SBC churches. And your children could
be fellowshipping with and competing against the children affiliated with those churches. This, of course, is in direct
disobedience to God's commands concerning separation from modernism and apostasy (2 Jn. 10,11; Rom. 16:17; 2
Cor. 6: 14-7:1).

-  Awana's leaders and missionaries are very neo-evangelical in their associations. For example, Awana's president,
Art Rorheim, accepted an honorary doctorate from Jerry Falwell's neo-evangelical Liberty University a few years ago.
More recently, an Awana college missionary in Arizona was a supporter of the 10/92 Luis Palau Phoenix Crusade; he
published a brochure that told of an Awana Clubbers choir that was scheduled to sing and called for counselors for the
meeting (i.e., "You are needed as a personal worker at the end of Rev. Palau's message to help boys and girls who
desire to make a spiritual decision. … Come on Awana leaders, lets this [be] the best part of our work, the harvest.")
[Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian
easy-believism.]

- Awana was also an exhibitor for the first time at the 1997 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention. (Until
early-2001, the NRB was an arm of the neo-evangelical National Association of Evangelicals, but remains as
ecumenical as ever.) Awana also was an official sponsor and provided the delegate badges. This indicates a greater
involvement and identification with these neo-evangelical organizations. In 1999, however, Awana was only one of
the NRB Convention exhibitors. Awana also denied it was ever an NRB sponsor to some who questioned the practice,
while the evidence revealed it indeed was. Apparently, Awana leaders decided to discontinue being a sponsor while
still renting space for their exhibit. (Source: Calvary Contender.)

-  The Spring 1993 Awana Clubs' Leader's Digest lists guidelines from a Wayne Kiser book for getting free publicity
from newspapers for club news. One is: "Avoid Christian clichés like 'saved,' 'shared,' and 'blessed.'" A book by radical
liberal sociologist Anthony Campolo was included on a list of Awana Headquarters "Recommended Resources."
Though a mild disclaimer was given for the contents of listed books, none was given for authors. (Reported in the
5/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Some say it's okay to support Awana because it's a good vehicle for child evangelism. But Awana's gospel message
is not the gospel of Christ. The Bible teaches that to be saved, man must repent of his sins as the Spirit of God
quickens his soul (Rom. 3:23; Lk. 13:3,5; Acts 17:30; 11:18). Antinomians contend that repent means "a change of
mind" only, with no fruit necessarily evident in the life of the professing Christian. Awana missionaries believe as the
Antinomians (there is also no mention of repentance in Awana's Statement of Faith):

"The sole condition for receiving salvation is faith (trust) in the Lord Jesus Christ. No act of … sorrow for
or turning from one's sin may be added to or considered a part of faith as a condition for receiving eternal
life" (Reported in The Perilous Times).

This is the false gospel that is inherent in much of Awana Clubs' materials. [See the Nov/ Dec 1986 issue of SIGNAL,
pp. 12-13, for Awana board member Rich Wager's article espousing "decisional regeneration."]

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/category-southern-baptist-convention.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Clubs are broken down into age groups: preschoolers (3-4 yrs.) (Cubbies); kindergarten thru' second grade (Sparks);
third & fourth grades (Pals & Chums); fifth & sixth grades (Pioneers & Guards); seventh & eighth grades (Junior
Varsity); and grades 9-12 (Varsity). For third grade through sixth grade clubs, boys and girls are separated into
different clubs. A detailed description of the Awana Club programs follow (Source: Awana Internet web site, 10/00):

Cubbies is the Awana Club for preschoolers during the two years prior to regular kindergarten, usually three- and
four-year-olds. Cubbies is unique because it supports and maintains parents as the primary source of spiritual
nurturing by directly involving them in the teaching and learning process. Cubbies uses the fundamental Awana
elements of games and activities, Bible memorization, handbooks, and awards. 

Sparks is the Awana Club for kindergartners, first-graders, and second-graders. Each club meeting has three parts.
In Game Time, Sparkies enjoy entertaining games played on the Awana Game Circle. During Green Meadow Time,
Sparkies gather for their age-appropriate Bible lesson. During Sparkle Time, clubbers recite Bible verses from
memory, complete handbook sections, and earn awards. Sparky, the friendly firefly, appears throughout the Bible-
based materials to encourage clubbers to complete their handbook achievements.

Pals is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade boys. An American Indian theme is used throughout the Bible-
based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented games
are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible teaching,
and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups to recite
Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and earn
awards.

Chums is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade girls. An American Indian theme is used throughout the Bible-
based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented games
are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible teaching,
and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups to recite
Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and earn
awards.

Pioneers is the Awana Club for fifth- and sixth-grade boys. As they mature and head toward their teenage years,
Pioneers use handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. These clubs use a
contemporary nautical theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive
games and a message that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time,
leaders interact with clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Guards is the club for fifth- and sixth-grade girls. As girls mature and head toward their teenage years, they use
handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. Guards uses a contemporary nautical
theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive games and a message
that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time, leaders interact with
clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Awana CrossTrainers is an inexpensive, Bible-centered club program run by urban churches and designed
specifically for inner-city boys and girls in third through sixth grade. The purpose of CrossTrainers is to assist the local
church in evangelizing, discipling, challenging, and training inner-city youth by providing Bible-based, Christ-centered
weekly club programs.  

[Back to Text]
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Back to the Bible
Or "Back to Psychology"

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). Back to the Bible, on the other
hand, has identified itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  Back to the Bible (BTTB), headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska, was founded in 1939 by Theodore Epp, with a
vision to teach the Bible through radio. It now broadcasts a daily 25-minute program on more than 600 stations
worldwide in 17 languages and 13 countries. "In addition, literature, video, counseling, and missions outreaches are
carried out through a network of the international headquarters in the United States and 10 international offices"
(Source: 10/97 & 8/99, BTTB Internet web site). Back to the Bible Television also airs weekly on a few U.S. local
stations and on the ecumenical/charismatic Sky Angel Satellite Network .(See BJU report for Sky Angel details.) Back
to the Bible's purpose statement says:

"Back to the Bible is a worldwide service ministry whose purpose is to lead believers into spiritual
maturity and active service for Christ and the world and to reach unbelievers with the Gospel of Christ by
teaching the Bible through media."

But BTTB long ago abandoned its Biblical moorings, opting instead for the easy-sell of psychology and ecumenical
affiliation. This rapid slide began in earnest under Warren Wiersbe, and has shown no slowdown under its current
leader, Woodrow Kroll.

-  When Woodrow Kroll was appointed in 1990 to replace Dr. Warren Wiersbe as general director and Bible teacher
for Back to the Bible Broadcast, Christian News (6/4/90) reported that Kroll had been an associate pastor at Jerry
Falwell's church and a professor at Liberty University. Kroll has spoken at Moody, Word of Life, and at the Billy
Graham Training Center ("The Cove") in North Carolina. Many erstwhile good ministries today deceive supporters by
misleading and evasive tactics to downplay or cover their ecumenical ties -- BTTB is one of these. Jerry Falwell's
National Liberty Journal (4/98) included Kroll on its "distinguished list of visiting professors" at Liberty Baptist
Seminary (LBS). Yet when Jerry Huffman of the Calvary Contender reported this, Dr. Kroll, in an e-mail from his
secretary, seemed to distance himself from LBS and made the Calvary Contender the issue. His secretary wrote: "He
[Kroll] has no idea what the 'Calvary Contender' is nor knows what it is saying about an association with Jerry
Falwell." (Reported in the 5/15/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  In 1993, BTTB opted to hire veteran broadcaster from Dallas, and former co-host of the Freudian Minirth & Meier
program, Don Hawkins, as the new producer and co-host of the BTTB radio program (Hawkins started at BTTB on
9/6/93). According to Kroll, the program's "Bible" teacher, the presence of a co-host means the program will take a
more "interactive approach." Hawkins also represents BTTB at public meetings. At the time of Hawkins move to
BTTB, he was also the host and executive producer of the highly psychological live call-in program, Life Perspectives,
which has been on the air since 1990 (affiliated with Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers). (Hawkins continues
broadcasting the program from Lincoln.) (Original source: 7/19/93, Christian News.) [Kroll has also co-authored three
books with Hawkins. BTTB recently hired a new associate Bible teacher who pastored a General Association of
Regular Baptist Church (GARBC) (5/15/99, Calvary Contender.)]

-  Hawkins also co-hosts a live call-in radio program produced by Back to the Bible -- "Confident Living" -- which is
designed to address:

"the concerns of individuals in the middle stage of life by providing a biblical perspective for the complex
issues they are facing. The program strives to point those in their mid-life years toward a dynamic

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v3n4-6.htm
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relationship with God so they can mentor others, reach beyond themselves to impact the world with God's
Word and be involved personally and financially in God's work. For two hours every Saturday morning
[on 60 stations], Don Hawkins and Eunice Arant challenge those in the mid-life years to be about the
business of building the kingdom of God. Each weekday, the five-minute version of Confident Living
addresses the same topics as the upcoming weekend program" (8/99, BTTB Internet web site).

From 1998 through August of 1999, guests on Confident Living included the following psychologically-oriented
teachers: Crabb-trained Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Dan Allender; Linda Dillow; Warren Wiersbe;
Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Gary Oliver; David Mains; Erwin Lutzer; Elisabeth Elliot; Kay Arthur; John Trent; the
cowgirl charismatic Dale Evans Rogers; and birth-order guru Kevin Lehman (referred to as a "family authority").

-  On 5/1/90, Back to the Bible held its 51st anniversary celebration in Lincoln, Nebraska with the main speakers
including Charles Swindoll (who is second only to James Dobson in the proclivity of self-love/self-esteem teachings)
and a man by the name of Gary Oliver.

Oliver is a clinical psychologist heading up the Southwest Counseling Associates in Littleton, Colorado; is visiting
Associate Professor of Marriage and Family Therapy and Co-Director of the D.Min. program in Marriage and Family
Counseling at Denver Seminary (neo-evangelical); and writes the "Encouraging Words" column in Back to the Bible's
monthly magazine, Confident Living. [Among the many Freudian and miscellaneous humanistic psychological models
used by Oliver, his favorite appears to be one based upon the teachings of Larry Crabb -- Crabb's model of counseling
is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivates all behavior; this system has been
derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs) psychology, with great emphasis on
so-called emotional needs. See Oliver's book Real Men Have Feelings Too for a flavor of Oliver's Adlerean/Freudian
approach.] In April of 1990, Oliver's office in Littleton stated that Oliver highly recommends the following materials to
his counselees: [Since then, Oliver has added the guru of right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience, Gary Smalley, to his list
of recommended counselors.]

(a) His Needs, Her Needs, by Willard F. Harley, Jr.;
(b) all of John Bradshaw's books on the family (a secular psychologist specializing in so-called
"codependency" treatment);
(c) all of H. Norman Wright's books (a "Christian" psychologist emphasizing occult techniques for treating
Christians with bad memories in the "unconscious"), especially the book Making Peace With Your Past;
(d) David Burns' book, Feeling Good;
(e) Ward's book, Self-Esteem: A Gift from God;
(f) Minirth & Meier's book, Happiness is a Choice (Freudian psychiatrists);
(g) all of James Dobson's tapes.

Oliver's office also stated that Oliver administers two personality tests to all counselees, the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator and the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis tests. (See the Bobgan's book on this subject, Four
Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131- 172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of
personality testing; e.g., the Myers-Briggs test has its roots in Jungian psychology.)

Also contacted in April of 1990 was Mr. Roger Morrow, an executive editor of Confident Living at Back to the Bible.
Mr. Morrow had only the highest of praise for both Charles Swindoll and Gary Oliver. 

-  BTTB is a member of the IFMA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Trans World Radio, Far East Broadcasting Co., and
other highly neo-evangelical "ministries." IFMA is made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries. IFMA
accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of the
mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members even
accept World Council of Churches' funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding themselves
entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC position. 
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Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IFMA has become more ecumenical and
more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that BTTB's continued membership is an indication of agreement with
IFMA policy. For example, does BTTB agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the Gospel
go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary giving for
many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association), the
two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.

-  BTTB over the years has also functioned as a Christian book publisher. One highly regarded book was titled What
They Believe by Harold J. Berry -- a book that detailed the beliefs of 15 groups recognized as cults. In the 1992
edition, however, two of the cult groups included in every earlier edition were dropped -- Roman Catholicism and
Seventh Day Adventism. Could BTTB have been pressured by its contributing Catholic listeners? And was any
pressure exerted by the highly influential SDA headquarters in Lincoln? (BTTB unilaterally declassifying Roman
Catholicism and Seventh Day Adventism as cults reminds us of the American Psychological Association's vote a few
years ago, when the APA declared that homosexuality was, from that point forward, to be deemed normal behavior!) 

-  Under Warren Wiersbe (who retired from BTTB in mid-1990 after five years as its director), BTTB was very much
"anti-Lordship" and for "easy-believism." Wiersbe even wrote a glowing endorsement of Charles Ryrie's so-called
"exegetical scholarship" in the forward to Ryrie's book So Great Salvation, in which Ryrie claims that the repentance
God calls us to is a changing of our minds about Jesus, but not necessarily about sin (So Great Salvation, p. 94). (For
an excellent review of the "Lordship controversy," and a comparative review of The Gospel According to Jesus versus
So Great Salvation, see "Lordship Salvation: Two Views," Media Spotlight, Vol. 11-No. 1, 1990, pp. 10-12;16.)

-  In a May 1986 letter responding to David Cloud's (editor of O Timothy) questioning of Warren Wiersbe's (and
BTTB's) neo-evangelical affiliations and associations, Wiersbe said:

"I am not sure what a 'new evangelical' really is. ... Quite frankly, my brother, I wish some of the brethren
would take off their boxing gloves and pick up a towel. Perhaps if people began to wash one another's
feet, there might be more love and unity."

Cloud comments: "This is typical of new evangelical duplicity. We are certain that Dr. Wiersbe does know what new
evangelicalism is. He is a voracious reader, and we are confident that the man knows the history and principles of new
evangelicalism. He has been closely associated in leadership positions with new evangelicalism's major publications
and institutions. One of the key principles of new evangelicalism of course, is that of neutralism and toleration as
contrasted with Bible separation and militancy against error. [While] Jesus Christ and the Apostles lifted their voices
against heresy ... Dr. Wiersbe has warm fellowship with Catholics, liberals, and other apostates." 

-  In Back to the Bible's Spring 1991 Catalog, offered was Elisabeth Elliot's tape, "Love Accepts." Mrs. Elliot, Back
to the Bible's popular author and speaker (she hosts "Gateway to Joy" on BTTB), teaches a psychological version of
unconditional love/unconditional acceptance (while the Bible teaches that love confronts, not unconditionally accepts).
(See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin & Deidre Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy
II, pp. 91-96, for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.) Elliot's neo-
evangelical/ecumenical stance has been well documented in the past (see the 10/1/89 Calvary Contender); in June of
1991, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Creation '91 "Christian" festival, which featured Tony Campolo, Josh McDowell, the
"Christian" hard rock band Petra, and a hodge-podge of other charismatics, neo-evangelicals, and rock/rap groups
(She has also made frequent appearances on the "Christian" radio show of pop psychologist/religious humanist, James
Dobson.)

-  In the March/April 1992 issue of The Elisabeth Elliot Newsletter, her speaking itinerary lists two Catholic
organizations. She also requests that readers thank God with her that after all her years of praying for a helper, God
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sent her a husband. (Isn't it wonderful how God answers prayer? -- instead of her being some man's helpmate, she
receives a man as a helpmate to her!)

Regardless of the many good things which could be said about Elisabeth Elliot, she is a committed ecumenist. She
regularly joins hands with such recognized anti-separatists as Billy Graham, Luis Palau, John Stott, James Dobson,
and Haddon Robinson (an editor of Christianity Today and Radio Bible Class speaker). All of these men are openly
opposed to Fundamentalism and Biblical separation.

Mrs. Elliot spoke at the 1995 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention, together with Luis Palau and Billy
Graham. There is not a more religiously confused hodgepodge anywhere than the NRB (the broadcasting arm of the
National Association of Evangelicals [NAE]). (In 1994, the NRB awarded its Milestone Award to The Voice of
Prophecy, a Seventh-day Adventist television program!) In July 1989, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Roman Catholic
Franciscan University in Steubenville, Ohio, a hotbed of Roman Catholic-Charismatic enthusiasm. Each year the
Franciscan University holds a conference to exalt the blasphemous Catholic dogmas that Mary is the immaculately
conceived Queen of Heaven and advocate of God's people. (Source: 9/15/97, FBIS.)

-  Also offered in BTTB's Spring 1991 Catalog was a book of articles, How to Raise Your Kids in a Non-Christian
World , compiled by the neo-evangelical organization, Youth for Christ (ecumenical, easy-believism, psychological,
etc.). The Back to the Bible promo for the book calls humanistic psychologist James Dobson a "family expert."

Authors currently promoted, along with their books sold on BTTB's web site, are Joseph Aldrich, Kay Arthur, Don
Hawkins (12 books), Max Lucado (Church of Christ), Chuck Swindoll, John Trent, Gary Oliver, Billy Melvin, and
Warren Wiersbe (16 books). In addition, BTTB's "Interacting With God" series is based on New Testament studies by
Gene Getz and co-author Claude V. King, who himself co-authored with Henry Blackaby the mystical,
psychoheretical book, Experiencing God.

- Current and former BTTB directors, Woodrow Kroll and Warren Wiersbe, respectively, were among listed speakers
for 1993 at the Billy Graham training center at the Cove, Asheville, 
North Carolina. In addition, Wiersbe, Kroll, and Elisabeth Elliot were speakers at the 1998 and 1999 Graham
conferences. Obviously, neither Kroll, Wiersbe, or Elliot have any conviction against Billy Graham's Catholic or
ecumenical connections.

-  In Back to the Bible's November 1991 issue of its monthly magazine, Confident Living, a very favorable article on
the Salvation Army was run; among many of the favorable statements made was the following:

"Many people do not know that the Salvation Army is a growing church, operating in 90 countries with
more than three million members. At the head of the Salvation Army, as its 13th General, is Eva Burrows,
the most kindly warrior you could ever hope to meet."

Can Back to the Bible be ignorant of the fact that the Salvation Army claims to be a church, yet ignores God's
ordinances (it has no Baptism and no Lord's Supper); and that it is eclectic throughout in its ways and methods,
working upon feelings and producing in people an idea that they have been converted if they merely drop their pet
sins? That the Salvation Army does "good" (in man's eyes) is not in question, but that never has been, nor never can
be, the test for our affections. (Reported in 11/4/91 Christian News.)
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Biofeedback
Self-Cure Medicine or Westernized Yoga?

-  Biofeedback is a technique by which a person supposedly learns relaxation. Of course, this relaxation is not "resting"
or "taking it easy." It is actually occult meditation; i.e., simply a Westernized, mechanized method of achieving within
a few weeks or months what it has traditionally taken Yogis 20 to 40 years to accomplish. One "swami" (a Hindu
teacher of occult meditation) said that it took him between 15 and 30 years to learn the same type of meditation and
relaxation as his students could learn in 15 to 30 days with biofeedback equipment. And biofeedback usually (if not
always) requires use of visualization, repetition, and meditation.

-  The basic biofeedback machine has been around since the late-1960s. Some of the units are very simple while
others, like a new unit known as the "Mind Mirror," are complex and expensive. By attaching oneself to a specially
designed monitor, people are learning to control the automatic ("unconscious") functions of their bodies, including
heartrate, skin temperature, blood pressure, etc. The chief developers of biofeedback, Dr. Elmer Green (head of the
Voluntary Controls Program at the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas), and his wife, Alyce Green, in their
book Beyond Biofeedback, called biofeedback "the yoga of the West," and are intrigued by the fact that many who use
it and other techniques of hypnosis and mind-training have developed psychic abilities.

-  In other words, this "electronic yoga" puts one into the same state of consciousness and develops the same control
over involuntary bodily functions -- and the same occult experiences and psychic powers -- that have been the stock in
trade of great Yogis since the Garden of Eden. Elmer and Alyce Green reflect this Hindu-Buddhist occult world view:

"In working with patients we do not often point out that the 'detachment' to which we refer is a basic
feature of yogic training ... There are other similarities between biofeedback training and yoga ... I guided
myself through the development of these ideas [in the book] by the intentional use of hypnogogic imagery.
Whenever I was 'stuck' I made my mind a blank and asked the unconscious to get the information I
needed from wherever it was, from ... the collective mind, or from the 'future' ... I believe that this
technique, which I developed over a period of years, is not unique to me, but can be learned by anyone
who takes time and makes the effort."

We should not be surprised, then, that an article in Psychology Today that discusses the use of biofeedback, relaxation,
self-hypnosis, and imagery/visualization exercises in helping children (as young as three years old) to gain control of
pain was entitled "Little Swamis."

-  The Donning International Encyclopedic Psychic Dictionary even recognizes the dangers of biofeedback training
sessions:

"Dangers ... occur if the doctor or therapist who is monitoring the readouts and session is not familiar with
parapsychological principles."

Biofeedback is also recognized as an important tool in "consciousness research." Some Transpersonal biofeedback
researchers (i.e., New Age researchers) believe that widespread use of the machine will help bring about an
evolutionary leap of mankind as more of us learn to experience the "Awakened Mind" that their machines help one
achieve.

Biblical Discernment Ministries  -  8/92
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Birth Order*
Science or Myth?

-  Dr. Kevin Leman has a book titled The Birth Order Book: Why You Are the Way You Are. He says, "Whatever your
family was, you are." Dr. James Dobson claims that, "The Birth Order Book has sold over a half-million copies." In
response to the declining birth rate, Leman says, "A greater proportion of first-born and only children will make us a
society of flaw-pickers, yuppies, and achievers."

In answer to the question asked by Christianity Today: "Can most church pastors who do a fair amount of counseling
use birth-order after reading a book or two?" Leman answers: " Absolutely. I have tried to train pastors in a seminar
called 'Counseling Families When You Don't Have Much Time.' This is an economical way to get behind the eyes of
someone in the church and understand their family and their plight in life" (Christianity Today, 10/18/85, p. 49).

-  On one of Dobson's Focus on the Family radio interviews with Leman, Dobson refers to The Birth Order Book as
"very relevant to parenting." He says to Leman, "I agree with your Birth Order Book," and after some discussion about
the book's subtitle, "Why You Are the Way You Are," the two agree that the subtitle is not meant to be an absolute. At
the end of the broadcast Dobson says, "I think you have a real winner here ... Keep writing." Leman also appeared on
the heretical Trinity Broadcasting Network program (TBN) on 6/26/92 to promote the birth order concept.

-  Leman teaches concerning birth order that:

"The difference that is evident in kids' lives between the first-born child [and] the second-born child in the
family, you can almost guarantee they're going to be the opposite. As we go down the family branch we
see that each child branches off in a very unique way ... There's hard research to substantiate there is
something to birth order ... We find that people in certain occupational areas and expertise in life, such as
architecture, accounting, engineering, those structured occupations tend to be first-born children. As we go
through the family constellation and go through second children, youngest children, we find that people go
into much more people-oriented vocations."

Leman then attempts to Christianize the concept:

"The biblical characters in the Bible prove out birth order very well."

-  It is obvious that Leman is enthusiastic about the relationship between birth order and personality. However,
contrary to what he says, the research has not proven it. Science magazine featured a special report by John Tierney on
"The Myth of the Firstborn." Tierney says:

"Birth order theory makes an appealing neat way to categorize human beings -- like astrology, but with
scientific trappings ..."

After reviewing 35 years of research -- some 1500 studies -- Cécile Ernst and Jules Angst of the University of Zurich
reach a simple conclusion:

"On a scale of importance, the effects of birth order fall somewhere between negligible and
nonexistent " (Science, December 1983, p. 16). (Emphasis added.)

One wonders about the "hard research" to which Leman might be referring.

-  In addition to the subtitle of Leman's book, the following is found on the cover of the book:

"FIRST BORN? MIDDLE CHILD? BABY OF THE FAMILY? FIND OUT WHAT IT MEANS FOR
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YOUR CAREER, YOUR KIDS, AND YOUR MARRIAGE ..."

"THE COMBINATION THAT MAKES THE PERFECT MARRIAGE MATCH THE CAREER CHOICE
THAT FITS YOU BEST HOW TO MAKE YOUR BIRTH ORDER WORK FOR YOU AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE ..."

These are outrageous direct and implied promises that are based upon opinion, not fact. Leman says in the book:

"Birth order has nothing to do with astrology, but it definitely affects your personality, whom you marry,
your children, your occupational choice, and even how well you get along with God."

While birth order has nothing directly to do with astrology, there is a similarity [from which Four Temperament
Theory is derived]. Both astrology and birth order lack scientific support for their validity, and like astrology, both are
based upon opinion unsubstantiated by research.

-  Where is God in all of this? As usual, almost totally absent. Read another similar psychologically oriented book by
Leman, Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories, as well as The Birth Order Book. See if you can find God
there beyond a few passing references. Nor is He given any preeminence on the Focus on the Family radio programs
on which Leman espoused this psychological nonsense.

In both Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories and The Birth Order Book, the premises upon which they
rest are false. A false foundation can only result in false theories, techniques, and methodologies, which is the case
with these two books. Even people who love psychology should look askance at such books.

-  In a 1994 book published by Focus on the Family, Living in a Step Family Without Getting Stepped On, Leman goes
even further with his birth order myth. He now claims that birth order is a science and "If you understand how the
various birth orders react and relate, you can save yourself a lot of trouble!" (9/94, Focus on the Family magazine, p.
14). He claims that if there are big age differences between children (i.e., "staircase" children), then you can have more
than one "first-born" in a family -- "... any child who is a least five years younger than his oldest brother or sister is
likely to have the characteristics of a first-born" (Ibid.). How convenient! [Focus on the Family will also publish
Leman's 1995 book, Raising Up Kids Without Tearing Them Down.]

-  Some further research debunking the validity of birth order derived personality typologies: 

(a) "Personality measurements for ascendancy, emotional stability, responsibility, sociability, and self-esteem
were compared across birth order categories. Undergraduates (N= 535 total) reported whether they were the
eldest, middle, or youngest children of their families, only children, or of inconsistent birth order due to
parents' remarriage.  ANOVA [a statistical procedure] did not support any significant effects for these
personality traits across birth order categories for either males or females. It was concluded that the
hypothesized differences must be relegated to folklore" (excerpted from the Journal of Articles in Support of
the Null Hypotheses). (Reported in the September-October, 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

(b) Are Firstborns Smarter? -- "Challenging popular belief is new research, published in American
Psychologist, that asserts that there is no direct link between birth order and intelligence, and that concerns that
big families produce less intelligent children are misguided" (excerpted from Psychology Today, Vol. 33, No. 6,
p. 20, based on an article in the American Psychologist, Vol. 55, No.6, pp. 599-612). Authors of the American
Psychologist article clearly state: "The apparent relation between birth order and intelligence has been a
methodological illusion." (Reported in the May-June, 2001, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

* Besides James Dobson being favorably disposed to the birth order concept, another well-known devotee is Bill
Gothard. Gothard continues to promote the pop psychology idea that "birth order" is a key determinant of human
personality traits. (Gothard even claims Jesus exhibits first born personality characteristics!) The "birth order" concept
has long been a favorite of psychologists such as humanist Alfred Adler, but as stated in this report, numerous studies
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have now shown this idea to be pure myth. (See pp. 235-237 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, by Martin & Deidre
Bobgan, from which most of the information in this report has been drawn. PH II is now out of print and has been
replaced by James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology.)
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Childhood Memories?*
(Or the "Power of Suggestion"?)

-  Roseanne Barr Arnold shocked the pagan world with her story that she had "remembered," through the help of a
psychotherapist, that her parents had sexually abused her as a child- something she never dreamed of before the
counseling sessions. These horror stories have entered the Church also, with the help of "Christian" psychotherapists
helping their patients to "remember." Yet neuro-scientists caution that seemingly long-buried memories can be pure
fantasy or distortions. Some critics say that repressed memory has become a fad diagnosis, used wrongly and
sometimes harmfully to explain all manner of so-called psychological suffering. Psychotherapists lead patients to
believe they are abused, sexually or otherwise, when they are not. False memories can, and often are, planted through
mere tone of voice or the phrasing of a question (Isa 30:1,2; Psa. 1:1) [3/15/92, Calvary Contender].

-  Across America parents are receiving phone calls and correspondence that plunge them into a nightmare of
accusations of abuse and incest. These are not parents of young children or teenagers. They are parents of grown
children who throughout their lives had had no recollection of being sexually molested by their mother or father.
These adult children, usually daughters, now claim to remember precise details of one of their parents sexually abusing
them. Where do they get such ideas? Where do those sordid memories come from? What brings them to the surface?
Inner healing and other forms of regressive-type therapy lurk behind this surge of family horror stories. At first, the
parents are stunned. They are being accused of sexual exploits that they declare they would never even think of doing.
But when they try to talk to their son or daughter they are accused and condemned without a trial-all based upon
alleged memories discovered through inner healing.

With the media accentuating and exaggerating the numbers of women who have been molested, nearly anyone who
cries "incest" is believed without question. And why should anyone doubt a grown woman's sudden "recall" of a
memory hidden in her unconscious? After all, isn't the memory like a tape recorder or computer that faithfully records
and retains every event in some deep unconscious vault of the mind? Aren't there reliable techniques that enable a
person to recall past events accurately? Or, are there some problems with those assumptions?

-  While many writers of pop psychology continue to equate the human mind with a tape recorder or computer, those
are poor and misleading analogies. Dr. John Searle, in his Reith Lecture "Minds, Brains, and Science," explained:
"Because we don't understand the brain very well we're constantly tempted to use the latest technology as a model for
trying to understand it. The computer is probably no better and no worse as a metaphor for the brain than earlier
mechanical metaphors. We learn as much about the brain by saying it's a computer as we do by saying it's a telephone
switchboard, a telegraph system, a water pump, or a steam engine." Medical doctor-researcher Nancy Andreasen, in
her book The Broken Brain, declares that "there is no accurate model or metaphor to describe how [the brain] works."
She concludes that "the human brain is probably too complex to lend itself to any single metaphor."

Current research demonstrates that computer memory and biological memory are significantly different. In his book
Remembering and Forgetting: Inquiries into the Nature of Memory, Edmund Bolles refers to the human brain as "the
most complicated structure in the known universe." He says:

"For several thousand years people have believed that remembering retrieves information stored
somewhere in the mind. The metaphors of memory have always been metaphors of storage: We preserve
images on wax; we carve them in stone; we write memories as with a pencil on paper, we file memories
away; we have photographic memories; we retain facts so firmly they seem held in a steel trap. Each of
these images proposes a memory warehouse where the past lies preserved like childhood souvenirs in an
attic. This book reports a revolution that has overturned that vision of memory. Remembering is a creative,
constructive process. There is no storehouse of information about the past anywhere in our brain."
(Emphasis added.)

-  Unlike a computer, the memory does not store everything that goes into it. First, the mind sifts through the multitude
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of stimuli that enter it during an actual event. The time, later events, and even later recall, color or alter memories.
During the creative process of recall, sketchy memories of events may be filled in with imagined details. And, an
amazing amount of information is simply forgotten-gone, not just hidden away in some deep cavern of the mind.
Memory is neither complete nor fixed. Nor is it accurate. As researcher Carol Tavris so aptly describes it: "Memory is,
in a word, lousy. It is a traitor at worst, a mischief-maker at best. It gives us vivid recollections of events that could
never have happened, and it obscures critical details of events that did." Yes, memories can even be created, not from
remembering true events, but by implanting imagined events onto the mind. In fact, it is possible for implanted and
enhanced memories to seem even more vivid than memories of actual past events.

-  Under certain conditions, a person's mind is open to suggestion in such a way that illusions of memory can be
received, believed, and remembered as true memories. Hypnosis, guided imagery, inner healing, and age regression
therapies (such as primal therapy) are as likely to cause a person to dredge up false information as true accounts of past
events. In a state of heightened suggestibility, a person's memory can easily be altered and enhanced.

Because the power of suggestion is so very strong in regressive explorations and in groups that encourage
remembering and reliving the past, some of the same things happen in hypnosis. Bernard Diamond, a professor of law
and clinical professor of psychiatry, says that hypnotized persons "graft onto their memories fantasies or suggestions
deliberately or unwittingly communicated by the hypnotist." Not only may they have new memories, but Diamond
declares that "after hypnosis the subject cannot differentiate between a true recollection and a fantasy or a suggested
detail." He notes that court witnesses who have been hypnotized "often develop a certitude about their memories that
ordinary witnesses seldom exhibit." Diamond declares, "no one, regardless of experience, can verify the accuracy of
the hypnotically enhanced memory."

-  Hypnosis in its various forms often occurs in unexpected places in which a person may be led into a trance state
without realizing that it is hypnosis. Therapists who attempt to help clients remember events and feelings from their
childhood often use hypnotic techniques that actually move clients into a trance state. They may deny using hypnosis,
but guided imagery and other techniques used in leading a person back into the past are hypnotic induction devices.
Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework, says: "Many times therapists aren't even aware that they're doing hypnosis.
They're doing what they call guided imagery or guided meditation, which are all very mainstream hypnotic
techniques."

The suggestions, the emotions, and the focus on feelings in the past rarely produce true memories. In various forms of
regressive therapy, the therapist attempts to convince the client that present problems are from past hurtful events and
then proceeds to help the client remember and re-experience hurtful events in the past. However, rather than positive
change, many false memories are produced. Some writers, such as Campbell Perry, indicate that such techniques as the
eliciting of memories, relaxation, and regression work are often disguised forms of hypnosis. In introducing his paper
on controversies regarding the False Memory Syndrome (FMS), Perry describes some of the procedures that: "...
appear to be strongly linked with the development of a subjectively convincing memory that a person (usually a
woman) was sexually abused during childhood by (usually) her father, that the putative memory has been repressed,
only to seemingly resurface during the course of 'recovered memory' therapy. Special emphasis is placed upon the role
of 'disguised' hypnosis in eliciting such memories -- that is, upon procedures that are characterized by such terms as
guided imagery, 'relaxation,' dream analysis, regression work and sodium amytal represented as 'truth serum.' All of
these appear to tap into the mechanisms thought to underlie the experience of hypnosis." Leading questions, direct
guidance, and voice intonation are enough to serve as an induction into the trance state for many individuals. Mark
Pendergrast says: "The 'guided imagery' exercises that trauma therapists employ to gain access to buried memories can
be enormously convincing, whether we choose to call the process hypnosis or not. When someone is relaxed, willing
to suspend critical judgment, engage in fantasy, and place ultimate faith in an authority figure using ritualistic
methods, deceptive scenes from the past can easily be induced." (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory Syndrome:
Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  The certainty of pseudomemories and the uncertainty of real memories render such activities as hypnosis and
regressive explorations questionable at best and dangerous at worst. Because memory is so unreliable, methods of cure
that rely on unearthing so-called hidden memories not only open up the possibility of human creativity, but also
expose the mind to possible demonic suggestion. Even though the hypnotist or inner healer may wish to protect the
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person from receiving false material, he cannot avoid implanting human suggestion. Nor can he prevent demonic
suggestions from entering the vulnerable mind of the person who is in a heightened state of suggestibility. Therefore, it
is very possible that people who remember verbal abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse, or incest by regressing are
remembering an illusion or distortion of reality, a destructive suggestion accidentally placed there by another person,
or created through a combination of stimuli, such as from a nightmare, or worse yet, implanted by demonic influence.
(The possibility of lies and fantasies being engrafted onto the memory remains. That is because of the involvement in
occult activity, which is forbidden in the Bible.) The pain and agony of false memories is then augmented by the pain
and agony of reliving false and enhanced memories, leading to a seemingly endless cycle of regressive exploration and
therapy.

-  A newspaper wire story appearing in late-August of 1992 confirms the falseness of the notion that people can have
"repressed" memories of their past-typically said to involve traumatic events such as sexual abuse during childhood-
that are then brought out by psychotherapists. The wire service story reports that this idea is not supported by scientific
evidence, and quotes Elizabeth Loftus, a leading secular authority on memory (University of Washington
psychologist): "' The idea of repression of early traumatic memories is a concept many psychotherapists readily accept,'
but there is much evidence to suggest that 'memories' are false ones, implanted by therapists through the power of
suggestion and then uncritically accepted by them as evidence of truth." Loftus attributes some of the popularity of the
theory to a then current book, The Courage to Heal, which Loftus says "suggests that abuse probably happened even if
you have no memories and that any demands for corroboration are not reasonable." Loftus said her research shows that
it is easy to "implant" false memories.

-  Grown children are even accusing their parents of Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). The common thread in the majority
of cases is psychological therapy. A person begins counseling with a therapist who believes that people's present
distress is the result of past events. The therapist then "helps" the person "remember" so-called "repressed memories"
of abuse, including bizarre ritualistic activities from incest to sacrificing infants. As mentioned above, most of these
"repressed memories" are actually what is now labeled the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). Rather than people
suffering from "repressed memories," they are suffering from false memories-many created during therapy.

One story, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," by Glenna Whitley in the October 1991 issue of D Magazine, revealed
the horror and pain of families caught in the dilemma of accusations based on false memories. Gloria Grady had
accused her parents of repeated SRA and the murder of a child she claimed to have birthed when she was a teenager.
Thankfully in this case, the Gradys were exonerated in court because of testimonies by Gloria's pediatrician and others,
who testified that she had never been pregnant during her teenage years. In addition, other external evidence
demonstrated that such abuse had not occurred.

Gloria Grady had received her "therapy" at the so called "Christian" Minirth-Meier Clinic in Richardson, Texas.
Grady's therapist, who was well-known for "discovering" hidden abuse in most of his patients, encouraged Grady "to
recover those 'memories' through individual 'trance writing.'" Hypnosis and group therapy were also used. Group
therapy included such activities as screaming, crying, "banging on chairs with bats, tearing up phone books and
throwing them across the room." Group members would describe what they were remembering and others would
repeat the same thing.

Ironically, the articles in D Magazine have been challenged by the Christian Association for Psychological Studies
(CAPS), which contended that D Magazine had maligned two "Christian therapists." CAPS defends its members who
practice such psychological/occult therapy by advising them to carry malpractice insurance and, "Know that the evil
one desires to cripple or destroy those who oppose him and help God's children to freedom." Naturally, in this context,
those who oppose the evil one are the so-called "Christian" therapists. God help us!

-  Regressing into the past, rummaging about in the unconscious for hidden memories, conjuring up images,
experiencing the agony of such nightmares, and believing lies, resemble the work of Satan, not the Holy Spirit. An
imaginary memory created in a highly suggestible activity or environment will only bring imaginary healing. Even if
the memories were truly reliable, which they are not, the solution to the problem does not lie in the past or in what
other people have supposedly done to us. It is not the sins of others that separate us from God, and ultimately from
each other, but our own sin and own sinful reactions.
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Some claim that one must uncover memories of past abuse in order to have a right relationship with God? Where does
the Bible say so? In contrast, Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to all those
who love Christ's appearing (2 Tim. 4: 7-8). The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are new creations for
whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the past in order to find
an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture. Though it may seem to help
for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is not the past, but one's personal
relationship to Christ now (2/93, TBC).

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 152-158),
Hypnosis and the Christian (pp. 24-27), and PsychoHeresy Update, Fall 1989 and Winter/Spring 1992, [now
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter] by permission of Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110. (Hypnosis and the Christian has been reissued as HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific, or
Occultic?.
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“Christian” College Dilemma 
     With secular education so thoroughly corrupted by grossly immoral philosophy, liberal politics, and evolutionary
theory, one seriously questions why Christian young people are frequently advised to attend such institutions. Despite
some occasional issues of accreditation, Christian schools can offer such benefits as: (1) excellent academic training,
(2) healthy environment for social interaction, (3) opportunity for development of talents in Christian service
experience, and (4) prospects for spiritual friendships and potential marriage partners. Nevertheless, Christian colleges
pose some serious issues of their own.

     It has been with a great deal of concern that we have monitored the sad example set by two leading Christian
colleges that claim to be fundamental. One school (Pensacola Christian College) has been involved in a strange
campaign to actively and publicly promote a misguided adherence to one translation of the Bible, which has resulted
in false accusations about other Christian institutions and in godly Bible teachers being labeled “new evangelical” or
even “neo-orthodox.” Thousands of videotapes have been distributed throughout the country, perpetuating a complex
web of misinformation and sophistry, which greatly increases the confusion about the inspiration, preservation, and
translation of Scripture. 

     Another school (Bob Jones University [BJU]) responded in a shameful way when their policy against interracial
dating became an issue in the 2000 Presidential primary campaign. When the president of BJU announced on national
television (Larry King Live) that the rule had been dropped, he failed to acknowledge the sad truth of the reality of
racism at his school. He misrepresented the truth in trying to downplay the seriousness of the inconsistency that the
university had maintained for seventy years. Far better if he had set a godly example by admitting their sin and asking
forgiveness from the nation, especially those against whom they held such prejudice. The Gospel witness that was
given would have been much more meaningful if it had been accompanied by complete honesty and contrition.

     Moreover, BJU and a number of other Christian schools are utilizing the works of C.S. Lewis, such as Mere
Christianity and The Chronicles of Narnia, even though the writings of Lewis promote much false doctrine, including
occult fantasy. Evangelicals and even fundamentalists admire Lewis, although he lived a worldly lifestyle and
identified himself with Roman Catholicism in his last days.

     There also seems to be a universal trend by Christian liberal arts colleges, and even Bible Colleges, to include “Fine
Arts” in their academic programs. The following are some puzzling typical examples of “Fine Arts” productions
produced and used as promotion by some well-known, “fundamentalist Christian” colleges: 

Barber of Seville ¾ Rossini’s opera, 1816, (Il Barbiere di Siviglia, a takeoff on The Marriage of Figaro); includes
the depiction of drunkenness, deception, threats, implied adultery, and romantic foolishness unbecoming to God-
fearing Christians.

The Elixir of Love ¾ opera by Donizetti, 1832, (L’elisir d’Amore); depicts romantic foolishness unbecoming to
God-fearing Christians, drunkenness (the “elixir” is really wine), and deception by a quack “doctor.”

Hansel and Gretel ¾ opera music by Engelbert Humperdinck and libretto by Adelheid Wette (translated by Norman
Kelley, 1967); depicts superstition, drunkenness, witchcraft, cannibalism, “magic spells,” deception, and murder.

Tosca ¾ opera by Puccini, 1900; Act I takes place in a Roman Catholic church and depicts veneration for a statue
of the Virgin Mary; alludes to a rendezvous for lovemaking; depicts heroine as offering her body to the villain to
save her lover; and depicts murders (one by stabbing, with a crucifix laid on the corpse, and one by a firing squad)
and suicide.

A Man for All Seasons ¾ an award winning play (also made into an award winning movie) by Robert Bolt, 1960,
1962. This is supposedly an account of the martyrdom of Sir Thomas More. More was a Roman Catholic humanist,
statesman, scholar, friend of Erasmus, and author of Utopia (1516). Appointed Lord Chancellor, he wrote nine

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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books (1,000 pages) to discredit the Protestant writings of William Tyndale (“Father of the English Bible”) and his
(Tyndale’s) efforts to translate the Word of God into English. More had many people executed because they denied
the Pope’s authority. Ironically, he was executed by King Henry VIII (1535) for his stubborn support of Papal
supremacy. Pope Pius XI canonized More as a “saint” in 1935. The play contains inaccuracies and curses and
demonstrates a lack of careful research into the times in which the events took place. 

     In addition, a supposedly very conservative, fundamental school recently performed “Charlie’s Aunt,” an English
farce that centers on a young man dressed as a woman. Some supposedly “moderate” fundamentalist colleges have also
put on productions of Fiddler on the Roof, Sound of Music,  Hello Dolly, and Oklahoma. BJU also includes the “Don
Cossacks,” a Russian dance troupe, in their cultural offerings, and heavily publicizes its museum and art galley, which
enshrines religious art—paintings that evidence the influences of paganism and blasphemous Romanism.

      The above examples of the “Fine Arts” are also found in the publicity materials of Christian colleges. One has to
ask, “What ‘redeeming’ qualities might these productions have for the believer?” To know about these things may be
helpful in understanding our worldly culture, but I fail to understand why Christian young people are encouraged to
put their time, energy, and money into them. Even if the worldliness is “toned down,” knowledgeable people in the
community know what these works are supposed to represent. In fact, toning them down may lead some to seek out the
original works and participate in them.

      Operas demonstrate how one may be deceived into dwelling on sinful behavior because the music can be
appealing. Yet I suspect that if CCM (Contemporary Christian Music) artists engaged in such activities with their
music, they would be severely criticized by these very same schools.

      In these times when it is necessary to express our concern over the intrusion of worldliness into our lives, homes,
and churches, our protestations have been challenged with counter accusations of hypocrisy and inconsistency.

      The defenders of so-called “Contemporary Christian Music” ask us why we are so critical of CCM’s more
conservative performers and artists when we remain silent regarding certain practices of supposedly fundamental
Christian colleges. As detailed above, such schools proudly produce elaborate operas and plays in the name of “Fine
Arts” that contain worldly, ungodly plots depicting behavior such as flirtation, adultery, use of alcoholic beverages,
lying, and even murder. Students and the public are urged to participate in and attend these theatrics, which were once
considered off-limits by God-fearing believers at the time of their origination.

      While the music itself may be beautiful and the attire fairly modest, the activities depicted are the kind that even
CCM artists are unlikely to portray. Though it may be necessary for God’s people to be aware of musical and literary
influences in our culture, can God be pleased by their active participation involving a significant investment of time
and finances?

      Some of these institutions also sponsor cheerleading camps and competition for teenagers. (Some even sponsor
Karate evangelism teams!) In this day when professional sports cheerleaders are clearly entertainers who wear scanty
costumes and dance provocatively, how can these schools justify encouraging Christian girls to copy this worldly
behavior in light of the Scriptural call for modesty?

      Moreover, it would be heartening if these schools would direct their promotional staff and recruiters to adhere to
Biblical principles. The mail brings us colorful ad campaigns, clever (sometimes outrageous) slogans, and recruitment
incentives that are contrary to any basic understanding of the principles of God’s Word. How are our Christian young
people going to learn to trust God and rely on prayer, or learn to function Biblically in their local church, when our
training institutions act as though they are entitled to operate without regard for the Bible? It is not just new
evangelicals that advocate “the end justifies the means.”

      Although we can have a measure of reassurance when these schools uphold generally high standards for student
conduct, we receive, little comfort when one realizes that even the simple Gospel is many times seriously
compromised with psychological reasoning. Add to this the worldly programs described in this article, and it becomes
impossible to recommend any Christian schools. Even in a so-called Christian setting, there are just too many
temptations and pitfalls to be alert to and to avoid by God’s grace. 
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Counseling Methods Survey
Theories/Theorists & Terminology*

I. Theories and Theorists

(The following people are not all pure types)

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Freud, Sigmund: This man is the founder of psychoanalysis, and believed religion to be
"the universal obessional neurosis of humanity." He considered sexual impulses to be a
primary source of motivation for man, and that mental activity is essentially unconscious; i.e.,
that the unconscious is a hidden reservoir of the mind which is filled with drives and impulses
which govern a person's thinking and behavior. .

2. Adler, Alfred: The first well-known dissenter from Freud's school of thought. Adler
became the father of what he called "individual psychology." He shifted the motivational
emphasis from biological instincts to social relationships. He believed man's primary
motivation to be a "will to power." This is based upon his conception of the universal need of
children to be dependent upon adults. Such dependency produces feelings of inadequacy and
inferiority which each must strive to overcome. (Adler is also considered a humanist.)

3. Jung, Carl: Here is another dissenter from Freud's school who de-emphasized the role of
sex in personality development. Jung also disagreed on the importance of dealing with an
individual's past. He submitted that attention must be given to man's religious, aesthetic, and
other such needs. Thus, in Jung we see the seeds of modern day existentialism being planted.
He is also noted for his work with the concepts of introversion/extroversion and archetypes.

4. Horney, Karen: She is the first person to talk about a self-concept, and thus we can see in
her approach the roots of the third force theorists. Problems are considered to stem from a
"basic anxiety" that may be produced in individuals if they are not reared in an accepting
environment. Therapy consists of diminishing discrepancies between one's ideal-self and self-
concept.

5. Sullivan, Harry S.: The term "interpersonal anxiety" was coined by this man to express his
belief that man's greatest need is for satisfactory relationships with others. But these basic
relationship needs are not considered to be linked to physiological needs. Sullivan was the
first to formally construct a motivational hierarchy of physiological needs.

6. Erikson, Erik: He designed what are called the eight stages of ego development. Each stage
is said to be dependent upon the former. Counseling centers around identifying one's present
stage of development and working toward the next.

7. Fromm, Erich: His work was grounded in Freudian psychoanalytic theory, but evolved into
humanistic psychology. In his books Escape From Freedom and The Art of Loving , Fromm
sets forth his idea that man fears being independent, and therefore, seeks structure for security.
Fromm is a total humanist, expander of secular existentialism, and initially developed the self-
love concepts adapted by today's church.
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8. Berne, Eric: This man is the father of "transactional analysis." Therapy consists of
analyzing and categorizing communication "bits" as expressing certain roles. The goal is the
understanding of why communication fails and making appropriate adjustments. The roles
(parent, adult, and child) are comparable to the psychoanalytic personality structures (super-
ego, ego, and id, respectively).

9. Harris, Thomas: He is a popular transactional analyst who wrote the book I'm OK, You're
OK .

B. Behavioristic

1. Watson, J. B.: As an originator of behaviorism, Watson stressed a reductionistic approach
to the study of human behavior. Reacting to the use of unseen constructs to explain behavior,
he opted for operationally defined constructs.

2. Skinner, B. F.: This man is most responsible for popularizing behavioristic philosophy. He
authored Walden II , a book describing a utopian society based upon this approach to
controlling human behavior. He firmly asserts that man can be wholly understood and
controlled through the basic principles of learning (once they are discovered). Motivation is
seen as a purely hedonistic matter.

3. Wolpe, Joseph: A method called "systematic desensitization" has been developed by Wolpe
to deal with fear. In this approach, responses prohibitive of fear are elicited and then the
previously fear producing stimulus is gradually introduced into the situation. Thus, given the
same stimulus, the new response is supposedly substituted for the fear response.

4. Glasser, William: The father of "reality therapy" has been well accepted by the teaching
profession and in the field of corrections. His is a hedonistic approach to directing individuals
in seeking the best possible life given the powers and circumstances that exist.

5. Dobson, James: The author of Dare to Discipline presents an approach to child-rearing
which is based primarily upon developing a system of immediate rewards and punishments.
The admonition aspect of Ephesians 6:4 is absent and the nature of his system is extra-
Biblical. He is primarily known, however, as a self-love practitioner.

C. Humanistic ("Self" Theorists)

1. Rogers, Carl: As the father of "client-centered therapy," Rogers has said that the counselor
is to be "nondirective" in the sessions--his job is to reflect the counselee's responses back to
him and, thus, set up a catalytic atmosphere of acceptance. Such an environment is supposed
to allow the client to get in touch with the innate resources within himself for successfully
dealing with life and developing self-esteem.

2. Maslow, Abraham: The term "self-actualization" has been popularized by this man. The
underlying assumption is that man is basically good and has within himself all he needs to
develop his full potential to be a worthwhile individual; i.e., to self-actualize. Maslow is also
noted for developing a hierarchy of motivational needs, including both physiological and
psychological ones. The physiological were more primary in his thinking.

3. Frankl, Viktor: He is the father of "logotherapy," an existential approach to counseling.
Maladjustment is seen as an attempt to establish some meaningfulness to one's existence. We
are motivated primarily by a desire for identity. Clients are urged to formally establish a
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personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences.

4. May, Rollo: Another existentialist, May speaks of discovering what is known as a state of
"satori." This is based upon the premise that one thing is as good as another and striving is
useless -- i.e., be content with what you are and what you have. He sees no need for value
judgments.

5. Hiltner, Seward: This man has advocated applying non-directive techniques to pastoral
counseling. He says that the pastor can best help by being an understanding and non-
judgmental friend to the counselee, helping the latter "get in touch with himself."

6. Mowrer, O. Hobart: The father of "integrity therapy," Mowrer believes that the solution to
man's problems lies in the group milieu. The group provides all that is necessary to handle
guilt (confession and restitution on the human level only), and then to develop a sense of self-
worth.

7. Perls, Fritz: This man is a the founder of "Gestalt" therapy. He believes conventional
morals cut man off from freely experiencing life with his physical senses. He is rather
directive in his approach to encouraging clients to get in touch with their "feelings" in the
"now" and act according to them.

8. Ellis, Albert: He has developed a counseling approach called "Rational Emotive Therapy"
(RET). The counselor is to be very directive in attacking certain unproductive evaluations and
behaviors of the client -- the counselor tells the client what to do and how to think.

II. Terms

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Libido: the instinctual drives of id which are the source of motivation and "psychic
energy."

2. Oedipus Complex: repressed attitudes of hostility of a child toward the parent of the same
sex, and love (sexual desire) for the parent of the opposite sex, which may then lead to certain
neurotic symptoms.

3. Cathexes  the investment of psychic energy in some person or thing which can serve as an
object for fulfilling one of the various instinctual drives.

4. Catharsis: the actual discharge of psychic energy associated with a previously suppressed
cathexes, usually done as part of the "talk therapy."

5. Ventilation: the discharge of pent-up emotional energy by striking out in some way -- in
counseling, by verbally getting things off one's chest.

6. Transference: the shifting of emotional energy from one person or object to the therapist
in the counseling session -- taking an unpleasant past experience and reliving it in the
presence of a warm, accepting therapist; thus, the superego is reduced in strength.

7. Transactional Analysis: a modern day approach growing out of Freud's basic personality
structures. (See Eric Berne)

B. Behavioristic
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1. Operant Conditioning: a form of learning in which the correct response (or
approximations to it) is selectively reinforced and supposedly becomes more likely to occur.

2. Desensitization: a process by which reactions to traumatic experiences are reduced in
intensity by repeatedly exposing the individual to them in mild form, either in reality or in
fantasy.

3. Operationalism: a movement to insist that all definitions in the study of human behavior
be linked to observational data; the behavior is to be explained in terms of the operations
evoking it.

4. Parsimony (principle of): the most basic (simple) of two hypotheses should always be
accepted: i.e., explanations of human behavior are to be void of abstract concepts such as
"superego," "will" and "self."

5. Hedonism: idea that man is motivated primarily by a pleasure/pain principle.

C. Humanistic

1. Support: the attempt to maintain a person at his present manner of functioning through
listening and showing the client "acceptance."

2. Self-actualization: the realization of one's full potential as a human being brought about be
putting faith in one's self and doing whatever comes "natural."

3. Client Centered Therapy: begun by Carl Rogers, which calls for the counselor to act as a
reflector helping the client get in touch with himself, his potentials for self-actualization, and
solving all his own problems.

4. Directive Therapy: that in which the counselor instructs the client on what to do and how
to change in accordance with the counselors own value system and adjustment to life.

5. Existentialism: a view of man which emphasizes man's responsibility for himself and to
himself for becoming a meaningful person as he himself defines this.

III. Additional Terminology/Abnormal Behavior

A. Neurosis: an abnormal reaction pattern marked by acute anxiety, which lowers one's efficiency, but
which does not portray a break with reality. (Some examples are amnesias, multiple personality, phobias,
neurasthenia, and hysterical paralysis.)

B. Psychosis: abnormal reaction patterns which portray a lack of contact with reality and are usually
characterized by delusions and hallucinations.

1. Schizophrenia: person displays a retreat from reality into an imaginary world -- thoughts
appear irrational and often unconnected.

a. Simple: withdrawal from social contacts and a display of emotional
indifference.
b. Hebephrenic: regression to a silly, childish level of behavior where
responsibility for coping may be avoided.
c. Catatonic: characterized by behavioral states of motionlessness and/or great
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excitement.
d. Paranoid: marked by persecutory delusions and/or visions of grandeur.
e. Undifferentiated: others

2. Paranoid: marked by delusions of persecution and/or grandeur but without appearing to be
out of contact with reality.

3. Affective Psychotic Reactions: a severe disorder of mood accompanied by thought
disturbances.

a. Depression: emotional state of dejection, feelings of worthlessness and guilt,
and usually apprehension.
b. Manic-Depression: characterized by prolonged periods of excitement and
over-activity (manic) or by periods of depression and underactivity (depressive),
or by alternations or mixture of the two.

4. Involutional Psychotic Reactions: (senility is an example)

Note: The operation of the multi-billion-dollar psychotherapy industry depends on the existence of a multitude of
therapists. When the average person asks, "Who can help me solve my problems?" the automatic answer is, "You need
to find a good therapist." From all walks of life, students enroll in a vast and highly variable sea of training curricula
designed to supply the ever-enlarging demand for therapists and counselors. Most of these students do not realize that
there is no standardized, agreed-upon, or proven curriculum for their chosen profession. By the time they do realize it,
it often is of little concern to them or their customers. The lack of scientific support for insight-oriented psychotherapy
has little impact on the throngs of individuals who pursue the revered mantle of "therapist." Nor does it seem to
dissuade the troubled millions who seek their help.

While the therapist is the central figure in psychotherapy, the Bible's teaching on the "care of souls" describes no such
central figure. It speaks only of exhorting and encouraging one another, of discipling the new believer, and of
discipline within the church. In so speaking, Scripture presents a complete, authoritative, and sufficient theology of
soul care. It is a theology both distinctive from and clearly opposed to that which has evolved in the practice of
psychotherapy.

Scripture speaks of what we might call counseling, but it speaks against those who pretend to read minds and
communicate with spirits, even for the supposedly noble purpose of helping another in distress. It urges those of us
who follow Christ to know and use God's Word, to care for fellow believers, and to confront sin in those for whom we
show that care. The church is to rebuke, train, encourage, and generally disciple those who are troubled or are going
astray. To do this is one of the ways we "love one another" (I John 4:7). To fail to do this, or to substitute human
wisdom for God's revealed wisdom, is to fail to love.

This stands in contrast to most "Christian therapists," who have taken on not only the fundamental doctrines of the
secular insight-oriented psychotherapy industry, but also its practices and trappings. Among these counselors who
characterize themselves as "Christian," all too often we find: (1) the claim to possess the secret knowledge of an elite
corps, along with the use of a vocabulary so elusive and complex that an aura of sheer magic surrounds it, (2)
credentials framed on the wall, and (3) fifty-minute therapy sessions, after which they charge fees for what should be
considered discipling. These counselors move within the church, more as people possessing secret knowledge than as
loving church leaders fighting the good fight.

Quite apart from these professional counselors, Christians have the following four sources available for counsel: the
Holy Spirit, the Word of God, other Christians, and the organized church.

* For a more full development of the information in this report, see The End of "Christian Psychology" and AGAINST

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/depres73.html
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"Biblical Counseling": FOR the BIBLE, both books by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The above Note was excerpted and/or adapted from How Christian Is Christian
Counseling, pp. 49-51.
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Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPC)/Christian Action
Council (CAC)[Care Net]*
Religious Humanism in Disguise?

-  We believe that the crux of the "problem" today with the pro-life/anti-abortion movement, as promoted by
professing Christians, is its capitulation to a moralistic/humanistic/psychological/ecumenical/social action gospel that
puts the body before the soul. It's a gospel of religious humanism -- humanism because, in the end, it exalts man's
"worth" over Christ's, and religious because it is clothed in "Christian"/moralistic terminology. Dr. Jay E. Adams hits
the nail on the head when he writes:

"... [In their attempt] to thwart the abortion movement many well-meaning Christians unintentionally exalt
man by declaring him to be of infinite worth. Abortion should not be fought on the basis that killing a
human being is wrong because he or she is so valuable, but on the basis that, when a child bearing God's
image is slaughtered, it is God who is attacked because that child bears His image. If you tear up a picture
of my wife, you'll have me to answer to -- not because of the intrinsic worth or value of the paper and
print that you destroyed, but because you have insulted my wife. An attack on the image of God is serious,
not because of man's supposed great worth, but because of the One whose image he reflects" (A Call to
Discernment, pp. 18-19).

The focus of the pro-life movement today seems to be one of attempting to "Christianize" societal institutions by
pressuring the ungodly to live like saints. Instead, its focus should be one of presenting the pure Gospel of Christ,
which is to call out of the world (i.e., repentance of sin) those who will respond to this Gospel, so that they might then
(and only then) be enabled by the Spirit to live wholly for God. 

In addition, in many instances the pro-life movement seems to be denying the sovereignty of God; its proponents
behave as if God is not in control over who shall live and who shall die. For example, most pro-life organizations
promote pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and therefore, a culture that has neither the
resources nor the power to abstain (witness Focus on the Family's/James Dobson's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad in
USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity"). Then, if abstinence fails and immorality leads to conception, pro-
life organizations focus on saving the baby's body, with an almost total disregard for the mother's soul (as witnessed by
the law-breaking tactics of Operation Rescue). It all gets back to our first point; the pro-life movement is focused on
cleaning up the world's behavior without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! 

-  Another problem with the pro-life movement is its rampant ecumenism -- the pro-life movement, from top to
bottom, is heavily influenced by Catholics. Visit a protest or picket line at an abortion clinic and there is a good
chance that you will see someone (often priests or nuns) praying directly to Mary, saying the Rosary, or carrying some
kind of graven image. Or go into a Crisis Pregnancy Center and ask how many of its counselors are Catholics. Since
the Bible speaks against being unequally yoked with unbelievers (2 Cor. 6:14), any alliances with Romanists do not
and cannot honor the Lord. Moreover, ecumenical gatherings serve to weaken resistance to false teachings; the Bible-
believer's attitudes towards the Vatican may soften after being in the trenches with Catholics (1 Cor. 15:33). (Adapted
from the 4/93, Christian Defender.)

-  An integral part of the pro-life movement is the vast system of Crisis Pregnancy Centers. Crisis Pregnancy Center
(CPC) is a generic name for any church or parachurch organization that counsels women against abortion. Most
operate out of small, storefront offices in 1,500-3,000 locations nationally, seeing an estimated 700,000 to 1,000,000
women annually. Most CPC' counselors are not "professionals," though most go through an approximately 32-hour
training course and about 20 hours of in-service preparation. Most CPCs also have no official ties with Operation
Rescue, although some of its volunteer counselors do take part in "rescues." 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
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All CPCs offer a similar menu -- a free, self-administered pregnancy test, a crisis hot line, information about abortion
procedures, and alternatives to abortion. None of them offers referrals to abortion clinics nor contraceptive
information, preferring to stress abstinence for those not married. For women whose tests are negative (about 50% are),
counselors try to talk about the relationships with men that have made pregnancy a "crisis." And increasingly, CPCs
offer post-abortion counseling, often in the form of small-group Bible studies (see information on PACE later in this
report), many of which utilize the "five stages of grief" (developed by transpersonal New Age psychologist and
occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross). (CPC leaders point to this as proof that they are not harsh and judgmental; if they
were, how many women would come to them for help after an abortion?) 

Most CPCs also attempt to help women carry their babies to term, by offering free second-hand baby and maternity
clothes. Other practical helps may include a place to stay with a family, parenting classes, nutrition classes, prenatal
medical care, even job training, and helping to arrange adoptions ("Inside Crisis Pregnancy Centers," by Tim Stafford,
Christianity Today, 8/17/92).

-  The two largest "umbrella" organizations for CPCs are the Christian Action Council (CAC) (now Care Net -- see
footnote at end of report) and Birthright, comprising services for more than 1,000 CPCs in the U.S. and Canada. CAC
began in 1975 (founded by Billy Graham, C. Everett Koop, and Edith Schaeffer!) as a political lobby when
"evangelical Protestants" joined Catholics in their post-Roe v. Wade opposition to abortion. (Koop, previously
unaffectionately known as "Captain Condom," has now linked-up with the Clintons to promote pro-abortion health
care plans!) By 1981, CAC began organizing CPCs; approximately 450 centers are now affiliated with CAC.
(Birthright runs 500 CPCs in the U.S. and 75 in Canada. Birthright centers often have informal links to the Catholic
church.) Outside of the umbrella organizations are many independent CPCs, but nobody knows how many or what
methods and morals predominate. 

Other religious humanist organizations are also getting into the act of "advising" CPCs. An article in the 5/94 Focus on
the Family magazine (a publication of self-love advocate James Dobson's ministry) is titled "Crisis Pregnancy Centers
Receive the Focus Touch." Dobson says that FOTF has started a new quarterly newsletter, Heart to Heart, in an
"effort to encourage and support crisis pregnancy centers. ... will help build a strategic network for center-to-center
communication ... Each issue will feature evaluations of resources, including counseling manuals and programs, pro-
life videos and abstinence programs, as well as related news stories, creative ideas, successful approaches and special
projects. Every crisis pregnancy center on FOTF's mailing receives Heart to Heart free of charge." (Notice there is no
mention of the Gospel of Christ.)

-  We will focus on the Christian Action Council's/Care Net's materials, specifically its 71-page Crisis Pregnancy
Center Volunteer Training Manual. Despite CAC's claim that its primary focus is to evangelize its counselees, the
Training Manual gives only brief lip-service to the necessity of a Christ-centered gospel versus a man-centered one
(p. 61). When one examines the rest of the Manual , it is unclear how any volunteer counselor could possibly present
any semblance of an accurate gospel message to the lost (one focusing on God and others to the detriment of self) --
the counseling training material comes straight from the teachings of anti-Christian, self-loving, godless humanists,
teaching such concepts as unconditional acceptance, self-esteem/self-image/self-worth/self-ad nauseam, "feelings-
oriented"/man-centered counseling techniques; Rogerian client-directed listening therapy, Freudian ventilation therapy
and psychosexual dysfunction therapy, etc., all about which the Bible knows nothing! [CAC even admits (p. 7) that "...
these terms are borrowed from secular psychology," but incredibly claims that "they reflect biblical principles"
anyway!] In fact, with only two pages out of the entire 71-page Training Manual devoted to the gospel message,
evangelism appears more as an afterthought than a CAC priority.

Perhaps a specific example from the Volunteer Training Manual would better illustrate the nature of the unbiblical
teaching perpetrated by CAC: "How To Talk to the Client About Sexuality" (pp. 55-57). The entire approach for
effecting change comes from a self-centered rather than a God-centered perspective -- discussion of the risks of
continued promiscuity (for a girl testing negative on her pregnancy test) centers on "her future happiness" and her
"well-being." This self-centered motivation for change is the antithesis of the Bible's teaching on motivation; i.e., the
Bible says that sufficient motivation for any change is the believer's desire to do what is pleasing to God, not "what's
in it for me?" or how will it affect my "goals and hopes" later in life (Rom. 7:7-25). Sinful man in his sinful, self-
centered nature will never be able to effect long-term, permanent, godly change on the basis of "what's good for me"
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(Jer. 17:9). The Bible says "change because God commands it." But without Christ, this is impossible. With Christ
living within us, however, we have all the power and the motivation necessary to make the change from an immoral
lifestyle to a godly one (i.e., "put-off" sinful behavior and "put-on" righteousness -- Eph. 4:17-5:2 and Phil. 4:13). Yet,
with CAC's pitiful emphasis on the gospel message, one wonders how any counselee can ever hope to get to the point
of repentance and subsequent desire to live a godly life!

-  More and more CPCs are offering post-abortion counseling, generally in the form of small-group Bible studies.
(This is encouraged by CAC in its brochure "Facts You Should Know About Abortion.") One such Bible study is titled
"Women in Ramah: A Post Abortion Bible Study," published by PACE (Post Abortion Counseling and Education), and
written by Linda Cochrane, a psychiatric nurse. Some examples of the teaching in this 71-page manual are worthy of
note:

(a) Appendix: "Why A Group?" (pp. 67-71) -- The techniques recommended are strikingly similar to the
psychiatric group therapy that one might have become familiar with if he had seen such movies as "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" or "The Dream Team." It is thoroughly "feelings" and "emotions" oriented,
and loaded down with psychological platitudes that are in direct conflict with Biblical teaching. "People
grow by living through their pain," is but one example of the psychobabble being bought-into by the
professing Church today, and being passed off as a spiritual truth in this Bible study. 

(b) "Naming Your Baby" (pp. 58-59) -- This teaching is clearly one with spiritism underpinnings. PACE
recommends that a woman who has had an abortion embrace a pillow to relieve the "empty arms feeling,"
communicate with the aborted baby by writing the baby a letter, and imagine the aborted baby
communicating its thoughts to you, the mother. These "techniques" are not only gestalt in nature, but are,
in actuality, forms of necromancy, i.e., consultation with the spirits of the dead (only, in this example,
without a medium to aid in the process). This practice is one of those strictly forbidden by God, and called
by Him an abomination (Deut. 18:10-13). It is also extremely dangerous for the spiritual health of anyone
dabbling in it, not only because God forbids it (which should be reason enough for any Christian not to
engage in it), but because it can serve as an introduction to the occult, a realm in which the demons do not
respect the innocence nor the naiveté of the participant.

-  Both Birthright and the Christian Action Council/Care Net require their affiliates to pledge a vow of "absolute
confidentiality" to the pregnant mothers who come in for counseling. But as Christians, should we be willing to make
such a vow? Dr. Jay Adams (in his book, Handbook of Church Discipline), says no we should not, since this type of
vow "originated in the Middle Ages and is unbiblical and contrary to Scripture." Also, "absolute" confidentiality often
prohibits the proper exercise of church discipline and possible restoration for a young woman or couple (Matt. 18:15-
17). CPCs need to reserve the right to tell those people who are Biblically authorized to know.

Most CPCs today do not have a policy of notifying a Christian girl's parents or pastor when they have knowledge that
she is uncertain as to what she is going to do with her pre-born child, or worse, declares her intent to abort her baby.
Instead, most have policies of absolute confidentiality. At that point, the CPC is sharing the same confidentiality policy
as Planned Parenthood. The CPCs have a standard answer for their absolute confidentiality policy. They fear that if
they bring parents or husbands and pastors into the situation, pregnant woman will stop coming to their center. But,
does this not presume that godly parents, spouses, and pastors will not be used by the Spirit to guide a Christian
woman back to the right path, to bring accountability back into her life, and maybe bring an end to the matter in such
a way that brings glory to Him?

But with such an unholy vow of silence covering the CPCs, how can the fornication or adultery often leading to the
"crisis pregnancy" be set right? What keeps the sinners from ending up again at the CPC or the abortion mill? Very
little is corrected with silence. CPCs should attempt to steer the unwed pregnant girl and her family to a church that
understands and teaches the Bible, so as to facilitate confession, repentance, and restoration unto Christ. If the girl and
the family reject this, then the death of her pre-born baby is not on the CPC's hands. But since many involved with
CPCs have courses or degrees in psychology, and have already replaced Biblical/ethical counseling with psycho-
therapeutic counseling, the moral foundation of these CPCs has already been destroyed. Thus, they are often ill-
equipped to accept the deeper moral problems concerning "absolute" confidentiality. (Adapted from "Are Some Crisis
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Pregnancy Centers Fanning the Abortion Crisis," by Paul Dorr, FWR Report, 4/93.)

* Note: The CAC has changed its name to Care Net (1/15/94, World). It will now supposedly de-emphasize what it is
against (abortion) and reemphasize what it is for (women). In our opinion, this will only lead to an even greater
emphasis on pop psychology and victimization theology.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 5/94

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/mvictimsbk.html
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D.A.R.E.*
Experimental Mysticism in the Classroom

-  Based on the idea that education can cut into the drug cartels' sources of revenue, there have arisen several programs
aimed at instructing young people about drugs and the consequences involved in using them. The reasoning is that if
people can be induced to make informed choices from an early age, the number of drug users will dwindle sufficiently
so as to make it less profitable for drug dealers to operate. The most well-known drug awareness program is D.A.R.E.
-- Drug Abuse Resistance Education (hereafter referred to as DARE).

Since DARE has become a regular part of today's education scene, knowledge of DARE's operation is of vital
importance to Christian parents. What is DARE? Does DARE really work in preventing children from becoming
involved in drugs? Should Christian children be involved in DARE?

-  DARE was conceived in 1983 by Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Chief Daryl Gates. He believed that if the
system could get to the kids while they were still young and relatively unexposed to drugs, especially by a credible
role model such as a police officer, fewer would choose to do drugs when they got older. The DARE program quickly
got spread to other school districts throughout the nation through DARE America, a private funding arm put together
by the LAPD working with major corporate sponsors. Now most every state has its own DARE training center.
Having established its programs in the elementary grades first, DARE has expanded to Junior High and High Schools.

-  DARE takes an approach designed to present children with informed decision-making opportunities. DARE's stated
strategy is one of prevention, teaching social skills such as how to resist pressure from others, and consequential
thinking which presents options and their consequences if followed. However, there is more to DARE than meets the
eye. Charges from credible sources are correct: DARE is not a drug prevention program, but rather
psychotherapy with a basis in values clarification and self-esteem enhancement.

A basic premise of the DARE Program is that low self-esteem is a principle cause of drug abuse. Therefore, DARE
attempts to raise childrens' self-esteem by helping them think of themselves as worthy of a good life and capable of
achieving whatever they desire. Thus, only positive individuals are presented as role models.

-  DARE utilizes what is known as "affective education." Children are subjected to psychotherapy as a means to
condition them to think critically and to establish their own set of values in their relationships with others. This is
actually "Experimental Mysticism," a name attributed to psychologist Joseph Hart, and is a blend of "meditation
psychotherapy and encounter techniques." Synonyms for affective education were called by Dr. Hart "humanistic,"
"circle-based," "process education," and "experiential education"; i.e., experimental mysticism was developed atop a
foundation provided by client-centered psychotherapy. (This is nothing other than Rogerian Psychology, which teaches
that one's values should be discovered within oneself -- they should not be imposed from without.) Thus, it is Joseph
Hart's experimental mysticism that is the basis of all affective education programs in today's schools. It incorporates
group therapy, values clarification (now referred to as "critical thinking"), deep breathing exercises (yoga), meditation,
and myriad other means by which intuitional, non-objective reasoning is reached. It affirms that there are no right or
wrong choices; what is wrong for one individual may be right for another individual. Therefore, in drug awareness
programs for example, children are not instructed to abstain from drugs because they are harmful and illegal. Rather,
they are instructed only to weigh the consequences of any action to determine whether or not that action is right for
them, with the hope they will choose not to use drugs.

-  This values clarification approach, rather than an approach of teaching right from wrong, was made very clear by Dr.
Jerold Greenberg at the State University of New York:

"I propose that the objectives of health education not be decreasing the incidence of smoking, drug abuse,
or any other health-related behavior. Rather, the objectives should be to improve self-esteem, decrease
alienation, help students realize the effects of peer group pressure, learn health knowledge and skills, and
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so on. [It should] free people to make their own decisions."

Greenberg has classified the "student in school" as a "client" for this experiment in psychotherapy -- the client is your
child in the classroom!

Currently, every approved sex-education program in American public schools implements Greenberg's strategy -- the
psychotherapeutic approach to education. Most drug-awareness programs also utilize this approach; some of the more
well-known are Quest, DECIDE, Project SMART, Here's Looking at You 2000, and DARE.

-  In the early 1970s, a Stanford University research team, headed by Dr. Richard Blum, began testing affective
education on school children. His intention was that his experiment would keep kids away from drugs; he learned
instead that "it guided them toward early use of cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana; and he knew that, as 'gateway
drugs,' these could lead to amphetamines, hallucinogens and heroin." Blum concluded that less time should be given to
"process," as it is called, and "more to content ... it is clear that slighting content and substituting a psychotherapeutic
style of classroom management turns out to hurt good children." In other words, feeling-oriented, affective education,
not only fails to achieve the desired results, but actually induces undesirable results. (In yet another study, USC's
Project SMART for alcohol prevention, found that "significantly more members of the experimental group [those
involved in Project SMART] than the controls [those not involved in Project SMART] imbibed alcohol. 'It was as if
we had driven them to drink!'")

One must, therefore, always remember that to the "social scientists" who promote these programs, success does not lie
in reduced aberrant behavior, but in free choice, whether for or against that behavior. Even the study offered by DARE
as evidence of its success in combating drug use has mixed results. While in some local DARE groups there has been
a modicum of success, overall these programs are either ineffective or detrimental. None of the programs, some in
operation since the early 1970s, can point to any outside, objective study to prove their effectiveness in sufficiently
diminishing the involvement in traditionally undesirable actions by their subjects. This is exactly what one would
expect to find since by affective education standards, the only result considered undesirable is for a child to make a
decision based upon learned values (especially values learned from parents), rather than upon his own self-determined
values.

-  DARE was created using the formulas of previous affective education programs, but with a new twist. While other
programs utilize classroom teachers as "facilitators," DARE utilizes uniformed police officers! The DARE curriculum
incorporates seventeen classroom sessions conducted by a DARE-trained police officer. Included are a variety of
activities such as question-and-answer, role-playing, group discussion, and DARE Workbook exercises. (Not being
familiar with psychotherapy, the DARE officers think nothing ill of the affective education approach.) These exercises
are disarming because they are "fun." They bring out the emotions and soften attitudes toward others. And since
DARE considers instruction on the dangers of drugs to be "scare tactics," enhanced self-esteem is assumed to be the
answer instead. Not once in the course of seventeen lessons does the DARE officer ever say, "Don't use drugs." DARE
works on developing the self-esteem that supposedly makes it easier to say "no." And it works on the specific ways to
say "no." (See next section.)

-  One of the key elements in the DARE program, and in any "affective education" program, is the assumed positive
relationship between self-esteem and decision making. In actuality, the emphasis is nothing but neo-paganism -- a
religion based on worship of self. DARE teaches children that self-esteem means being one's own person, developing
one's own values apart from values of others, especially the values of one's parents. The only outcome of such a
philosophy is a generation of selfish, defiant, and rebellious people who put themselves before others. Children are
being taught that they are worthy of self-esteem regardless of their behavior.

No true believer in Jesus Christ should buy the humanists' lie that low self-esteem is the reason for man's problems.
The best Christian parents can expect from a program such as DARE is that the children will become well-adjusted
humanists. (DARE officers are quoted as saying: "We have a course of 17 lesson plans. One is presented each week. It
deals with the ways to feel good about themselves.") The idea that high self-esteem will keep kids off drugs is bogus.
Some of the most well-publicized users of illegal drugs are famous entertainers (especially rock stars), well-heeled
politicians, and high-society darlings. Who has higher self-esteem than these people?! Most are super egotists. Drug
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abuse extends across the full spectrum of human economic, social, and political strata. Why? Because man is plagued
with self-esteem. It doesn't take a mental giant to see the results of "feel good" psychotherapy in the schools for the
past three decades or so.

-  Another key element in the DARE program is Values Clarification, a process by which children are reprogrammed
to set aside their parent's values and determine for themselves the values in life they wish to hold. It was the brainchild
in the mid-1960s of social "scientists" -- in particular, Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney B. Simon. The Wall
Street Journal clearly defines what is meant by values clarification:

"Teachers should never try to teach children correct values. To tell a student stealing is wrong or that
kindness and loyalty are good values, would be, according to Values Clarification, to manipulate and
coerce a student. Teachers should help students discover and clarify their own personal values instead of
trying to force someone else's values on them."

But values clarification presupposes very specific views about human nature and society, it becomes a kind of
"religious" position in its own right, which then competes directly with other religious views.

Values Clarification goes by many different names: "critical thinking," "decision-making skills," "situation ethics,"
"personal choice," and others. The meaning is the same: there are no values outside of yourself; you must determine
what is right for you; what's right in one case may be wrong in another; values change with new understanding. It is
strongly implied that to adopt one's parents' values is to fail to come to full self-actualization. In the process, however,
children are reinforced with the new values of the education system -- the state's concept of what constitutes right and
wrong. In the case of DARE, Values Clarification is openly espoused as a means to enhance one's self-esteem. (One
must remember that "success" in affective education does not necessarily mean that fewer kids use drugs after going
through the program; it means that the goal of getting kids to make their own choices has been met!)

For Christians, God's Word should establish the values by which we are to believe and act. Values Clarification by
nature puts barriers between God's authority and the "self-actualized" child. It also puts barriers between parents and
children. Values Clarification is a tool of Satan to take children from under the authority of their parents and place
their decision-making in the hands of a godless, mindless, state-mandated educational system. One might just as well
send his child to a Buddhist temple as to a public school where values clarification or any element of affective
education is implemented!

-  A third key element in the DARE program is Group Therapy and Role Playing. DARE proposes group
discussions and role playing as teaching strategies. The term "group discussions" can be misleading when applied to
in-depth discussions of participants' personal lives. At that point the discussion transcends into group therapy,
particularly if the motive is to help "actualize" participants, or to help them change or resolve attitudes and behavior.
As stated in An Invitation to Project DARE, group discussions and role playing are used for exactly that purpose: Self-
Esteem Enhancement; Risk Assessment; Decision-Making Skills; Interpersonal and Communication skills; and Critical
Thinking. In child group discussions, Christian children do not belong in such groups with non-Christian children. The
danger of conflict with the Biblical values that Christian parents want instilled in their children is just too great.

Role playing is another method used in DARE, and is merely another term for psycho-drama (i.e., spontaneous,
dramatic role-play), a device used in psychotherapy . Such psychotherapeutic devices can break down inhibitions and
result in the children revealing things that, in normal situations, they would not want to reveal. In some cases, this has
resulted in police action against families and in children being separated from their parents.

-  Perhaps the most disconcerting definition of child abuse involves "mental abuse." This vague term has been used to
justify the state's intrusion into the family for reasons as minor as depriving one's child of television viewing or other
expressions of the child's personal will. Child abuse is so vaguely defined as to give the state absolute power to enforce
its will in any circumstance that suits its globalist atheistic policy. Though rarely implemented as yet, child abuse may
also include parents teaching their faith to their children. How would DARE fit into this scheme? The DARE officer is
instructed that, while he or she is not acting in the role of a police officer, but as a facilitator, any revelations of illegal
activities or suspected child abuse are to be reported to the principal, and appropriate action is to be taken. The
psychotherapy of role playing and group therapy are specifically designed to break down inhibitions and cause children
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to reveal the secrets they would not normally reveal. The DARE program promises to be an ideal tool for the
implementation of such a police state, and especially a means to gain information from children against their parents.

-  The problem with the whole DARE program lies in the methodology and the system devised by the Los Angeles
Unified School District, a government agency long steeped in humanistic psychology. The police officers are as much
victims of the psychotherapeutic approach as are the students; their training requires them to undergo the same therapy
as they use on the students.

DARE is only one affective education program among many being implemented through virtually every educational
district in the United States and in many foreign countries. It probably isn't the worst, simply because at least the kids
see a uniformed police officer who attempts to gain their respect for law enforcement. Beyond that, however, DARE
fits into the same category as all other such programs. Because Christians have lacked discernment for failure to study
Scripture, Christian children are being sacrificed to Baal on the altars of education. Unless their parents take the time
and effort, and are willing to suffer whatever is necessary to preserve their children from this evil, they will bear the
guilt along with those educators into whose hands they placed them.

Note on DARE's "Effectiveness": 

[From a September, 2000, article by James Bovard, the author of Feeling Your Pain: The Explosion and Abuse of
Government Power in the Clinton-Gore Years (St. Martin’s Press, August 2000). This article is adapted from an essay
titled "DARE's Dying Gasp," published by The Future of Freedom Foundation in Fairfax, Va. (www.fff.org). See also
"Destroying Families for the Glory of the Drug War," Parts I and II. (All three of these articles are available on the
BDM CD-ROM.]

The nation's most popular drug education program may be on the ropes. The Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(DARE) program is increasingly being tossed out of school systems as the evidence of its failure to deter drug use
becomes overwhelming.

DARE was the brainchild of Los Angeles Police Department chief Daryl Gates, who launched the program in the early
1980s. More than 20 million students receive DARE training each school day; DARE is taught in every state and in
three-quarters of the nation's school districts. The DARE curriculum is taught by police primarily to fifth- and sixth-
graders, though children in kindergarten and in high school also receive DARE instruction. The police are supposed to
serve as role models and trusted confidants.

America is deluged with DARE paraphernalia -- including bears, bumper stickers, buttons, hats, and jeeps. DARE has
everything -- except good results. Many independent experts have found that DARE miserably fails students:

• The federal Bureau of Justice Assistance paid $300,000 to the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), a North
Carolina research firm, to analyze DARE’s effectiveness. The RTI study found that DARE failed to
significantly reduce drug use. Researchers warned that "DARE could be taking the place of other, more
beneficial drug-use curricula."

• Dennis Rosenbaum, professor of criminal justice studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
surveyed and tracked 1,800 kids who had DARE training, and concluded in 1998 that "suburban students
who participated in DARE reported significantly higher rates of drug use … than suburban students who
did not participate in the program."

• A 1999 study by the California legislative analyst's office "concluded that DARE didn't keep children
from using drugs. In fact, it found that suburban kids who took DARE were more likely than others to
drink, smoke and take drugs," the Los Angeles Times reported.

• A 1999 University of Kentucky study, funded by the National Institutes of Health, examined the effect of
DARE on students' behavior over the subsequent 10 years. The report concluded: "Our results are

http://www.fff.org/comment/ed0900g.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0297d.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0397d.asp
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/cdoffer.html
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consistent in documenting the absence of beneficial effects associated with the DARE program. This was
true whether the outcome consisted of actual drug use or merely attitudes toward drug use." One Kentucky
researcher observed: "The only difference was that those who received D.A.R.E. reported slightly lower
levels of self-esteem at age 20."

Salt Lake City mayor Rocky Anderson recently denounced DARE as "a fraud on the people of America." Anderson,
who yanked DARE from Salt Lake City schools, complained: "For far too long, drug-prevention policies have been
driven by mindless adherence to a wasteful, ineffective, feel-good program. DARE has been a huge public-relations
success but a failure at accomplishing the goal of long-term drug-abuse prevention."

DARE America president Glenn Levant defends DARE by pointing to the reported 13 percent decline in teenage drug
use in the most recent annual survey. However, the percentage of eighth-graders who used marijuana, cocaine, and
LSD tripled between 1991 and 1997. DARE cannot claim credit for the most recent decline without accepting blame
for the huge increase in the preceding years -- at a time when DARE already saturated the nation's public schools.

DARE suffered a stunning defeat in April of 2000 that could cripple its ability to stifle criticism. Federal judge
Virginia Phillips, in a case involving DARE America's libel suit against Rolling Stone magazine, ruled that there was
"substantial truth" to the charges that DARE had sought to "suppress scientific research" critical of DARE and had
"attempted to silence researchers" at the Research Triangle Institute, editors at the American Journal of Public Health,
and producers at Dateline: NBC.

DARE's feel-good photo opportunities are no substitute for effective drug education. American children deserve
something more than a drug program that fails to persuasively inform and warn them of the danger of narcotics.
Politicians, school officials, and police need the courage to admit that DARE is a dud.  [Return to Text]

* D.A.R.E. is an acronym for Drug Abuse Resistance Education. Except for the "Effectiveness Note," (above), this
report has been excerpted almost entirely from a Media Spotlight Report by the same name, published in August 1992.
The following is excerpted from a January 2001 statement from Media Spotlight concerning the failure of DARE
programs: 

"When we first exposed the DARE program eight years ago, there were no secular studies done on the
effectiveness of the anti-drug program. Over the past few years, however, reports in the news media of
diverse studies indicate that not only has DARE proven ineffective in stemming the use of drugs among
school children, some even state that those who take the training are more likely to become involved in
drug use than those who do not take the training. About 80 percent of school districts in the U.S.
implement the DARE program at a cost of $230 million. In the last few years, several cities and counties
have dropped the program in the wake of critical studies. These include Seattle, Houston, Omaha, and
Rochester, N.Y. among many others.

"One of the first studies came from the criminal justice department at the University of Illinois. A seven-
year study in that state tracked students at 36 elementary schools, half of which offered the DARE
program. While the study found that DARE students were less likely to use cigarettes immediately after
graduating from the program, and started drinking later than those students who did not participate, after
five years there was no appreciable difference in drug and alcohol use between the two groups. Other
studies have drawn the same conclusions. 

"Two years ago, the Essex, Vermont schools and police discontinued the DARE program after meeting
with teachers, parents, and students. The students said they thought the program was silly (some call it
"lame"), and they didn’t remember much of what they had learned after they got into high school. Not to
be deterred from addressing the problem of alcohol and drug abuse among children, however, some
schools are trying other programs similar to DARE. Essex decided to try a new program called Project
Northland, with sixth- through eight-graders. Project Northland is a shorter course (five or six sessions)
that focuses primarily on alcohol.
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"I would think that these will eventually be found ineffective as well. Why? Because the problem is not
one of education, but of spiritual deficiency. The idea of attempting to bolster children’s self-esteem in the
hope that they will be better people is approaching the problem from the wrong angle. Children already
suffer from too much self-esteem. They need to be humbled; they do not need their egos fed."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)
A Smorgasbord of Heresy

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). But E-Free denomination leaders,
rather than separating, have instead chosen to identify with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers. In fact
in some cases, E-Free institutions and spokespersons have become the leading forces in espousing and implementing
false doctrine!

-  A smorgasbord is a buffet meal featuring a varied number of dishes -- a kind of "something for everyone" approach
to dining out. By that definition, a veritable "smorgasbord" of false doctrines is readily available at EFCA's
headquarters, in its educational institutions, and throughout its member churches. Some of the unbiblical programs,
concepts, and/or teachings are: general psychology, self-love/self-esteem, codependency/recovery, demonization of
believers, signs & wonders charismania, the non-material resurrection of the believer, ecumenism with Catholicism,
progressive creationism/theistic evolution, "church growth" philosophies, and Dominion Theology/Reconstructionism.
(Details follow.)

-  If one wants to know what EFCA stands for, one only need look at the teachings of Charles Swindoll. Swindoll was
the senior pastor of First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California for 23 years (before resigning in 1994 to
take the post of president of Dallas Theological Seminary), and thus is perhaps the best known E-Free
pastor/spokesperson. Swindoll's "résumé of heresy" is seemingly endless. To briefly summarize, he recommends the
books of many of the worst psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all under the banner of "All Truth
is God's Truth"; he teaches a psychological self-love/self-esteem gospel that is virtually indistinguishable from that of
the atheistic psychologists, in effect, denying the doctrines of grace and redemption; he openly supports ecumenical
cooperation with Catholics and charismatics, all under the guise of "grace" and non-judgmental "acceptance"; he
endorses the occultic practices of visualization and inner healing/victimization therapy; and he teaches that believers
can be demon possessed. 

-  Of all of the large and growing number of professing evangelical church fellowships/denominations buying into the
"religion" of codependency/recovery, EFCA would have to be considered the prime example. The most obvious
evidence of this is the June 1991 issue of The Evangelical Beacon, the "official magazine of The Evangelical Free
Church of America" -- the issue is titled "Power Through Grace: Freedom From Addiction and Codependency." It
contains ten pieces of "literature" (articles, editor's letters, interviews, columns, etc.) that could easily serve as the
philosophical guide for any church desiring to switch allegiance from the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the gospel of
codependency/12-step recovery; it is a perfect example of "heresy called sound doctrine." 

A letter to Dr. Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity International Univ. (TIU) [formerly Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School (TEDS)], the official Seminary of the E-Free denomination located in Deerfield, Illinois, criticizing
his part in the codependency heresy, drew the following, almost unbelievable response: [Kenneth Meyer resigned in
1995 and was replaced by Gregory Waybright.]

"Your letter ... showed an arrogance and total lack of Biblical sense in regard to codependent and addictive
needs ... the issue of The Evangelical Beacon you criticized was probably the best in their recent history.
Your letter shows your need for the ministry of a Christian psychologist or psychiatrist." (Emphasis
added.)

-  The EFCA has also publicly come out in favor of the unbiblical charismatic position on so-called "spiritual warfare."
The March 1992 issue of The Evangelical Beacon was titled "The Battle Rages." This issue contained seven articles on
spiritual warfare issues -- five of particular interest are summarized below:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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(a) Paul Cedar, president of EFCA, stresses "unity" necessary to defeat Satan (but no mention of "unity in
the truth").

(b) Timothy Warner, TIU professor, stresses that the church has the duty to "appropriate" the victory over
Satan. How do we know that this spiritual warfare is real? -- because, according to Warner, "professionals
in the psychological world are talking about spiritual power at work in their clients as never before." He
has authored the book Spiritual Warfare and recommends other heretical books on spiritual warfare by the
following authors: Bubeck [The Satanic Revival], Dawson [Taking Our Cities for God: How to Break
Spiritual Strongholds], Wagner [Engaging the Enemy], Webster [Tearing Down Strongholds], and
Christensen [Battling the Prince of Darkness]. Warner's article also teaches unconditional love based upon
the false premise that we are not "essentially bad persons."

(c) Mark Bubeck, former professor at Moody Bible Institute, author, and self-proclaimed "spiritual warfare
counselor" alleges demonic manifestations and recommends Neil Anderson's The Bondage Breaker and
Victory Over the Darkness to cure "our damaged emotions" and "defeated feelings" (e.g., "Low self-
esteem has brought a plague of inaction upon the church ... a debilitating inferiority complex is paralyzing
believers"). 

(d) Richard Ensrud, an E-Free church pastor, had determined Satan had a stronghold on his church ("being
overtly oppressed by the enemy") that needed to be reclaimed. He called on the church's "spiritual
warfare" counselors who brought the healing that the church's staff psychologist (i.e., the "staff therapist")
was unable to effect. ["One of our spiritual warfare counseling teams prayed with her and was able to help
her gain freedom from demonic strongholds in her life. The staff therapist noticed a difference
immediately."] He also writes of Satan's "binding and blinding powers" over believers (cf. Rom. 6:4-7) ...
"[and that] a church that doesn't understand spiritual warfare will never see how great God is ..."

(e) Rick Keenan, president of Abundant Life Ministries, an organization specializing in spiritual warfare
counseling, and a member of Ensrud's church, presents a model for spiritual warfare which includes
retaking control from Satan and rebuking Satan and his host; he also gives a model prayer to use in the
retaking and rebuking process. At the completion of the article, the editor of the Beacon concludes that
pastors need to call on "spiritual warfare counselors or others experienced in spiritual warfare."

-  The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) was a sponsoring organization of a conference titled Evangelical
Affirmations '89. It was held on TIU's campus 5/14/89-5/17/89. The purpose of the conference was for the theologians
of neo-evangelicalism to define the movement. They were, in essence, seeking to agree on the "fundamentals" of new
evangelicalism. A key doctrinal deviation of evangelicalism, the non-physical reality of hell, was discussed.
Christianity Today reported the following in its report of June 16, 1989:

"Strong disagreements did surface over the position of annihilationism ... Debate arose in the final plenary
session over whether such a view should be denounced in the affirmations. A representative from the
Advent Christian General Conference, whose churches hold such a view, argued strongly against such a
move. ... he pleaded with the group not to exclude Advent Christians from evangelical fellowship on the
basis of that single position. ... no renunciation of the position was included in the draft document."

Here you have a key doctrinal deviation addressed by the group preparing the "fundamentals" for new evangelicalism.
Their action, in effect, wiped Scripture clean of all that Christ said about hell (New Neutralism II, p. 18). [Former TIU'
faculty member Kenneth Kantzer has publicly stated that he also does not believe in a literal hell; he says: "But when
Jesus spoke of flames ... these are the most likely figurative warnings" (5/1/91, Calvary Contender).]

-  Three former and/or current TIU' faculty members (Kenneth S. Kantzer, Barry Beitzel, and Grant Osborne) were
contributors to/theological reviewers of The Life Application Bible (LAB). The LAB could best be described as the
"Self-Love/Self-Esteem" Bible. Its study notes teach the following psychological concepts: "You have great value to
God"; that the Bible teaches self-love; that our self-worth comes from Christ; that "knowing you are a person of worth

http://home.hiwaay.net/~contendr/
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helps you love God"; and the blasphemous teaching that "you are so valuable that God sent His only Son to die for
you." (See BDM's Josh McDowell report for an analysis of the latter concept.)

-  Up until 1995, Dr. Kenneth Kantzer was Dean Emeritus, Distinguished Professor of Biblical and Systematic
Theology at TIU; president and chancellor of Trinity College (1963-1991); and is a senior editor of the neo-
evangelical magazine Christianity Today. He has lavishly praised the pope, calling him "the successor of St. Peter,"
has said that Catholic charismatics have become true evangelicals, and has called for continued dialogue with
Catholics. In addition, he pragmatically embraces women's ordination. (Reported in the 1/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

The September 6, 1985 issue of Christianity Today contained an editorial by Kantzer entitled "A Man Under Orders."
Though Kantzer did acknowledge briefly that "on many vital matters that affect the souls of men and their relationship
to God, Rome is still Rome," this two-page editorial is actually an amazing tribute to John Paul II. Consider some
excerpts:

"His goal, therefore, is to forge a united church, renewed spiritually, updated just enough to survive in a
world of twentieth-century science, psychology, sociology, and biblical criticism, yet basically traditional
in its adherence to Roman Catholic theology and morals ... On a far deeper level, moreover, that is the
kind of church God has called the successor of Saint Peter to build. Consequently, the Pope sees himself as
a man under orders. It is a matter of duty and obedience, and of deep convictions and a sharp sense of
duty ... his strong support of certain fundamental doctrines of biblical faith; his biblical emphasis in which
his messages are invariably sprinkled with scriptural teaching; his strong commitment to the family, to a
biblical sexual ethics, and to pro-life positions; his insistence upon justice and true freedom of religion
everywhere; and his bold stand for the priority of the Christian message over political involvement. All
these endear him to the hearts of evangelicals." (Emphasis added.)

To appreciate the pope because of his supposed good qualities is like appreciating the devil because he sometimes
quotes Scripture, or like appreciating the antichrist because he talks about God! If there is such a thing as a wicked,
vile, blasphemous false teacher, it is the pope of Rome. (And by such praise, Kantzer is likewise identified -- 2 John 9-
11.) 

Kantzer said similar things in an 11/7/86 editorial in Christianity Today: 

"Traditional Roman Catholics are a different matter altogether. They retain much of biblical Christianity
and possess qualities that I admire and wish to imitate. For example, I treasure ... their frequent
celebration of the Lord's Supper, their loyalty to the Bible ... we can rejoice with the new-found
evangelicals in the Roman Catholic Church. We can encourage them. [cf. 2 John 10,11] We can learn
from them ... we can work together on those political and social issues where we are in such strong
agreement" (Kenneth Kantzer, "Church on the Move," 11/7/86, Christianity Today). 

Can Kantzer be serious when he praises traditional Roman Catholics for their "frequent celebrations of the Lord's
Supper"? Does the man not know that the Lord's Supper for a traditional Catholic is an abominable, idolatrous event in
which an illicit priest claims to have the power to sacrifice Christ afresh, to turn bread into the very Christ of Glory?
(Reported in Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2, pp. 26-27.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (the latter a former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in
effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity. 

http://incolor.inetnebr.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
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Kenneth Kantzer affirms that a document such as this should have been "signed by all evangelicals three decades ago.
... we evangelicals need to close ranks with our Catholic neighbors. And with Mormons, conservative Jews, and
secularists who share our values" ("Should Roman Catholics and Evangelicals Join Ranks?", Christianity Today,
7/18/94). It's difficult to understand how Kantzer can say this in light of the recent 803-page Catholic tome, Catechism
of the Catholic Church -- simply stated, there are no doctrinal grounds whatsoever upon which to forge a unity
between Roman Catholics and evangelical Christianity. In fact, the two groups are hopelessly and eternally separated
on the "core beliefs of Christianity."

-  Kantzer is the ultimate neo-evangelical. In a Christianity Today 10/5/92 article titled "The Doctrine Wars," Kantzer
completely shuns Biblical separation from false teachers and their neo-evangelical organizations. He believes that all
our doctrinal differences do not have to be "worked out before Christians can join together to work for the cause of
Christ" (e.g., ecumenical evangelism) -- after all, these are merely "theological differences among those whose
evangelicalism is not questioned." The bottom line for Kantzer is that we must draw together "into greater cooperation
and unity" in order to fight the real enemy, which is "secularism," not "liberalism."

-  The New Revised Standard Version of the Bible, released May 1, 1990, updates the 1952 RSV. Liberal Bruce
Metzger chaired the revision committee of 30 Protestant and Catholic "scholars." The apostate National Council of
Churches receives a royalty fee for each NRSV sold, as it has with the older RSV version. The 11/23/92 Christianity
Today had a big ad picturing "Evangelical scholar" and TIU professor D.A. Carson promoting the NRSV.

-  TIU has two faculty members, Dr. Wayne Grudem (professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology) and Dr. Timothy
Warner (professor of World Mission and Evangelism), who teach John Wimber's "Power Encounter," including the
belief that Christians can be indwelt by demons! (Wimber claims that signs and wonders were the essential ingredient
for success in first century church evangelism, and that for today, the only way to get people to believe the Gospel is to
startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of demons -- that is, through a "power
encounter.") TIU claims that Warner's course, "Power Encounter in Missionary Ministry," is the Seminary's most
popular elective class. Both men also hold off-campus seminars on how to free demonized Christians.

In 1988, Warner delivered the annual Church Growth Lectures at Fuller Seminary (the home of John Wimber). In his
talk, "The Power Encounter and World Evangelization," he stated, "I have come to believe that Satan does indeed
assign a demon or corps of demons to every geopolitical unit in the world." (This is the latest Power Encounter fad, a
là Frank Peretti.) From a book edited by C. Peter Wagner (Wrestling With Dark Angels, p. 111), Warner shares the
following lying wonder. Here we have a typical charismatic, experiential "Encounter":

"A Christian man was experiencing a deep spiritual depression from which he could not find relief. A
counselor asked him if anything else significant happened in his life about the time of the onset of the
depression. The man replied that, in fact, it was about the time someone prayed for him, and his
congenitally shortened leg was made whole for the first time in his life. The counselor then suggested that
it was possible that the healing was by demonic power and that the price of the healing was depression.
The man immediately said that if the healing was not from God he renounced it. Whereupon his leg
shriveled up again, but he lost his spiritual depression." (Emphasis added.)

Miles Stanford sums up this dangerous trend well: "The faculty members in our evangelical schools who are teaching
and publishing demonism and deliverance are far above the general charismatic level of intelligence and training, and
usually come from sound evangelical backgrounds. But once they fall for the deliverance hoax they tend to out-crazy
the charismatic crazies."

-  Is God speaking through prophets today? Yes, say TIU faculty members Wayne Grudem and Don Carson, but not
with the same "authority" as in the Old and New Testaments!:

Wayne Grudem: Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology -- Argues that NT apostles were the
functional equivalents of OT prophets, and were in authority over NT prophets. Therefore, Grudem
considers NT non-apostolic prophecy less authoritative than both OT prophecy and NT apostolic
prophecy, in that it consists primarily of "impressions" which God gives the individual. Since the

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/catechism.htm
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individual may misunderstand or misinterpret these impressions, this NT prophecy is open to error and is
not required to meet the 100% accuracy demand of the OT (Dt. 3:1-5; 18:20-22). Thus, the view that
underlies much of the thinking about prophecy in the Vineyard Movement (in fact, Grudem has claimed
Vineyard preaches the true gospel of Christ), and now at TIU, is that "today's 'prophecies' are usually
imperfect and not trustworthy" (The Gift of Prophecy, pp. 100ff); by this means, Grudem can and does
argue that "prophecy" occurs today without the necessity of proving any miraculous element. 

D.A. Carson: Research Professor of New Testament. -- Carson has written a book, Showing the Spirit,
which affirms Grudem's views concerning the "inferiority" of NT prophecy (to wit, pp.97-98). Again, by
accepting the lie that the church at large in the NT was given some "second rate" gift, the door is opened
for Carson to accept the lie that the modern-day, self-appointed prophet can be acting in the power of the
Spirit, yet have a gift that is impotent and/or inaccurate.

-  J.I. Packer was the keynote speaker at TIU's "Repentance, Holiness, and Power" conference held 5/29/91-6/1/91;
other speakers at the conference were Catholic charismatics Michael Scanlan and Ann Shields. Packer has stated that
the charismatic movement "must be adjudged a work of God" (7/15/89, Calvary Contender), and that "Catholics are
among the most loyal and [spiritually] virile brothers evangelicals can find these days" (7/15/85, Christianity Today).
There was no protest to these statements from anyone at the conference.

-  TIU employs a large psychologically-trained faculty. Background on some of its most notable members follows
(quotes taken from TIU's Fall 1991, Wellspring magazine, "Is Christian Psychology Possible"):

Warren Heard:  Asst. Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MS in Family Therapy and a
clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy) -- "The Bible's primary
purpose is to tell us how to be right with God, not what to do when someone has a nervous breakdown
...What we try to do at TEDS [TIU] is to help students form a good theological base, which will equip
them to glean truth from the field of psychology ... Because of this, the student is better able to choose
counseling theories that are compatible with a Christian worldview and therefore most helpful to the
client."

William Secor: Associate Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MA in Psychology and
Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Marquette) -- Practiced as a licensed psychologist in both Christian
and secular settings. "There is no demonstrated truth in psychology that has threatened my theology or my
biblical stance ... the Bible provides us with principles that many of us didn't see until we started observing
people and their behavior. What we're doing in counseling is bringing out 'truth in the inward parts.' (Psa
51:6) ... A Christian psychologist that has this understanding [that there is a spiritual dimension to
emotional problems] as well as training in useful counseling techniques and psychological theory, is
uniquely equipped to be God's instrument in this kind of healing -- 'The purposes of a man's heart are deep
waters, but a man of understanding draws them out.' (Prv 20:5)."

Jan Hook: Director of the Trinity Counseling Center (which provides counseling services to clients from
TIU and Trinity College; counseling psychology majors do their practicum in the Counseling Center);
(MA in Counseling Psychology at TIU) -- "It [psychology] can be complimentary, it can be integrated.
That's the challenge ... The Bible has to be the filter, the ground."

Other psychologized TIU-system employees/faculty members are David E. Carlson (licensed social worker in private
practice, and teaches in TIU's Doctoral of Ministries Program -- author of Counseling and Self-Esteem); Dr. Sandra
Wilson (TIU visiting professor of pastoral counseling and psychology -- author of Released from Shame); Dr. Charles
Sell (TIU professor of Christian Education -- author of Unfinished Business: Helping Adult Children Resolve Their
Past); Dr. Neil Snider (president of Trinity Western University); and Dr. Kenneth Meyer (former president of both
TIU and Trinity College). (See the June 1991 Evangelical Beacon for articles written by these people.)

-  Dr. Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe, Inc., has lectured frequently at TIU-sponsored events. Ross is the author of
the book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is in
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effect a denial of the literal/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Among other
things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before Adam and
that God was fully responsible for this order of things! (Would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation
to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did
the entrance of sin change things? And if death proceeded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death
on the cross accomplished nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the
work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that the administration and all of the faculty at a so-called evangelical
seminary be literal creationists?

-  TIU' faculty member Murray J. Harris, Professor of NT Exegesis and Theology, has denied the Biblical teaching of
the physical, material nature of the resurrection body. This is specifically taught in Professor Harris's 1987 book,
Raised Immortal, and in his 1990 book, From Grave to Glory. Harris teaches that Christ did not rise immortal in the
same essentially physical body in which He died, and that Jesus does not now have a body of physical "flesh and
bones." This is nearly the doctrine of Jehovah's Witnesses! The key concerns about Dr. Harris's latest book is that, in
effect, it teaches the annihilation, not the resurrection, of the essentially physical body of Jesus, and, therefore, it serves
to undermine the Biblical doctrine of the present "incarnate" Christ. Like the JWs, Harris also claims the Lord's
appearances after His "resurrection" were "materializations" and that the heavenly body is "immaterial." [It appears not
to concern Harris that historic, orthodox Christianity has always held that Scripture teaches the necessity of belief in
the resurrection of Christ's body of "flesh" for salvation (Jn. 2:18-22; Lk. 24:36-39; Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:1-3,14, 17).]
Also like the JWs, Harris denies the resurrection of the believer's body from the grave. Professor Harris holds that the
believer's resurrection body is by nature "invisible," "immaterial," and "spiritual," and that believers get it (in this
"immaterial" form, "qualitatively and numerically distinct from the old body") at the moment of death, even though
the real physical body is still in the grave! [Harris has apparently abandoned this latter view, but the EFCA still holds
it to be "orthodox."]

After the release of Raised Immortal, the EFCA was challenged on Harris's teaching on the resurrection at its 1988
annual conference by the well-known neo-evangelical author and apologist Norman Geisler (albeit a Catholic-
sympathizer himself), who through his book Battle for the Resurrection, was the first to bring the issue of Harris's
unorthodoxy to the public. EFCA upheld Harris's teaching as it voted to approve (on 6/22/88) the orthodoxy of this
heretical view; on 6/24/88, EFCA leaders ruled out of order a resolution from a local EFCA church to affirm the
historic Free Church belief in the physical nature of the resurrection body. When Geisler protested to the EFCA leaders
concerning its affirmation of this heresy, he was met with verbal abuse (called a "liar," a "rat," a "pagan," "ruthless,"
and a "deceiver") and accused that, "You are mentally ill." Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity, also stated that
he would "shun" Geisler in order "to treat him as a pagan." Geisler also requested a private meeting with Professor
Harris, but was rejected. Geisler, in a 7/5/88 letter, "Why I Left the Evangelical Free Church Ministerial," makes the
following observation:

"This is precisely how denominations go liberal, namely, when their doctrinal statements are stretched
beyond their original meaning to accommodate new doctrinal deviations. We cannot allow critical
doctrine[s] to be watered down by accommodating deviant views, no matter how much we personally like
those who hold these positions. The simple truth is that brotherly charity should not be used as an excuse
to neglect doctrinal purity."

This issue flared-up again with the release of From Grave to Glory. In a press release dated 9/24/92, Witness Inc., a
major countercult ministry in Clayton, California, announced that it and 34 other leading countercult organizations (the
number in the coalition had increased to 156 as of 1/96) had taken a united stand against the doctrine of the
resurrection as taught by Harris:

"Trinity is the seminary of the Evangelical Free Church whose leadership endorses the teaching of Harris
as "orthodox." Thirty-five cult evangelism ministries, after fully studying the issue, have determined that
Dr. Harris' teaching on the resurrection, particularly that of Jesus, is not only outside of orthodoxy, but is
dangerous to the Church, akin to the doctrine of the JW cult. Not one countercult organization has stated
Harris is orthodox on the resurrection ... We hereby express our solemn concern that this teaching of Dr.
Harris undermines the very resurrection gospel upon which we stand (1 Cor. 15:1)."

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm#The Myth Of Mental Illness
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Readers should scrutinize the following pages of Harris's books in order to examine his teachings first-hand: Raised
Immortal -- pp. 44, 53-54, 100-101, 124, 126-127, 133; From Grave to Glory -- pp. 142-143, 193-195, 198, 202-208,
238, 351, 376, 385, 391-392, 404-408, 414-415, 423-424, 435. [Those interested in a thorough analysis of this issue
should write Duane Magnani of Witness, Inc. (P.O. Box 597, Clayton, CA 94517) for their well-documented, 29-page
open-letter to "Pastors and friends of the EFC"; Witness also has available Dr. Robert D. Culver's book, A Wakeup
Call.] Dr. Kenneth Meyer of Trinity, along with Dr. Harris, responded to Witness's material with a 13-page letter
asking all E-Free Churches "to respect and support" Trinity's judgment on Harris. 

Does EFCA's leadership want their people to believe it is "orthodox" to hold that Jesus does not now have a body of
physical "flesh and bones"; that at the time of each person's death, the believer's physical body will be "replaced" by a
form that is not essentially material; and that it is "orthodox" to hold that the body that dies remains forever in the
grave, having been "replaced" by an immaterial/invisible "spiritual" form? Apparently so (despite EFCA's Statement of
Faith to the contrary -- i.e., Articles III and VII). Meyer's/Harris's 13-page rejoinder is a declaration that Trinity and
the EFCA leadership stand solidly behind/endorse the teaching of Murray Harris in regards to his being "orthodox."
(Letters from Paul Cedar, Kenneth Kantzer, and the TIU Alumni Board have also endorsed Harris as orthodox.) Sadly,
even J.I. Packer and James Montgomery Boice have joined in with their support of Harris's heretical teaching.

[Harris/EFCA Update: After Dr. Meyer's resignation as president of Trinity, and with the hiring of Dr. Greg
Waybright, EFCA president, Paul Cedar, renewed dialog with Duane Magnani in the summer of 1995. The result was
an early-1996 "Reaffirmation statement" by the Board of Directors of the EFCA, which takes a firm stand against
Murray Harris's teaching that Jesus rose in a non-physical/non-fleshly body. And since all EFCA pastors and each
member of the Trinity faculty must affirm to the statement, Geisler and Magnani declared in early-March, 1996, "The
Battle for the Resurrection is Over." Since Harris is required to annually affirm this statement, Magnani praised God
that "Harris now holds to the resurrection of Jesus in a physical body with 'flesh and bones' and that believers will be
raised in their 'physical' bodies." (See the 3/18/96 issue of the Christian News, pp. 1, 11-12.)

Remember though, this has always been the official position of the EFCA, and Harris has affirmed this statement in
writing every year, all the while writing books that denied it! So why should we now believe that Harris is orthodox on
the resurrection merely because he continues to sign the EFCA's statement of faith along with the Reaffirmation
statement? Shouldn't we have more tangible proof of doctrinal correction than this? Should we not expect Harris and
the EFCA to publicly correct the heresy previously taught? And what about all those adversely affected by Harris's
previous books? Does Harris plan an extensive public campaign to repent of these past false teachings, just as widely
as he originally taught them? Is Harris going to publicly request that his two books be removed from distribution? I
submit that Harris's failure to do these things raises a serious question that he has truly corrected his false doctrine.
Instead, it would appear that Harris has merely signed-on to hold his job at a school that has now officially abandoned
his position on a crucial doctrine.

-  Paul Cedar, former president of EFCA (he retired effective 9/30/96), is no stranger to the heresies in his
denomination. In October of 1991, Cedar traveled with Wimberites, C. Peter Wagner (the "signs and wonders," Church
Growth, Power Evangelism, Vineyard Fellowship follower) and Jack Hayford (hyper-charismatic/occultist) to a church
growth meeting in Argentina, where all three were scheduled speakers. Wagner and Cedar were scheduled to speak
there again in 11/92. (Reported in the 9/15/91 & 8/15/92 issues of Calvary Contender.):

(a) Charismatic healers Charles and Frances Hunter teach that all Christians are commanded to speak in
tongues and to heal the sick. The Hunters led a 1992 nationwide evangelistic campaign to "Win Your City
to Jesus." Cedar urged EFCA-affiliated churches to participate. [Also supporting this "outreach" were
liberal Robert Schuller's CUGM churches and Campus Crusade (8/15/92, Calvary Contender).]

(b) Cedar also spoke at a number of Billy Graham's 1992 Schools of Evangelism (Toronto, Asheville,
Portland, and Lake Louise, Canada). Teaching with Cedar were such neo-evangelicals as Franklin
Graham (Billy's son), Lloyd Ogilvie, Joe Aldrich, and D. James Kennedy. Cedar was also scheduled to be
the host dean at the 9/92 Graham Portland Crusade. (Reported in the 2/1/92 and 8/15/92 issues of Calvary
Contender.) 
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(c) Cedar has succeeded (5/15/92) Leighton Ford as Chairman of the Board of the Lausanne Committee in
the U.S. Cedar says that, "World evangelism is the greatest concern that the Lord has given me." The
Lausanne is a highly ecumenical evangelization "ministry."

(d) Cedar is now the full-time head of Mission America, which has an ambitious (ecumenical) strategy for
evangelizing the entire U.S. by the year 2000. About 100 denominations and parachurch ministries have
joined this effort. (Reported in the 8/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Paul Cedar and the EFCA were endorsers/participants in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a Kingwood,
Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our city to Jesus." NEC sponsors an
annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking questions from a
form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal of
25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are Youth With a Mission, Campus
Crusade for Christ, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as charismatic-loonies John Osteen, John Hagee,
Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman, Jack Hayford, and
Richard Roberts.) [Cedar has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic March For Jesus campaigns.]

-  Paul Cedar chairs the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of 200 key leaders
from various denominations, national, and local churches. (The latest news from the A.D. 2000 Evangelism
organization is that Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea have been
named as the four new Honorary Co-Chairmen.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical, compromising to the core, and
even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller) yet many undiscerning or uninformed
believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman
Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet
realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false
gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in fact, it's own branch of
A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization 2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the vision
of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by A.D. 2000,"
is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in the ministry of
world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own constituencies and share
spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network leaders. They will seek to rally
support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled." (Emphasis added.) Seeking "all
kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in agreement with their "objectives"
of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is that some of the groups whose
support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels (September-October 1993,
Foundation magazine). 

-  Kenneth Meyer, former president of TIU, endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Hybels' transparent life comes
through on every page, and his godly perception speaks directly to where we live." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he
extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church
growth" movement -- a movement of which TIU has been an active supporter, as evidenced by the church growth
conference held there in 1991, and by TIU course offerings in church growth theory and techniques.)

-  Robert Coleman is Professor of Evangelism and Director of the School of World Mission and Evangelism at TIU,
and is also the director of the Billy Graham Institute at Wheaton College. In 4/92, he spoke at the 50th Anniversary
convention of The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) on the topic "Mobilizing the Church for Evangelism."
(The NAE's establishment in 1942 was actually a repudiation of historic fundamentalism; it is an organization that was
founded on a platform of compromise, and its compromises have multiplied over the last five decades.) While
rightfully stressing the need for godliness and holiness, Coleman amazingly used Bill Hybels' Willow Creek
Community Church as a model of a "church focused on evangelism." (It would be difficult to find any other church,
even in the ecumenical movement, which uses more worldly approaches and programs than Hybels' supposedly
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"evangelical" church.)

Coleman also demonstrated his inconsistency in stressing the need for the fullness of the Holy Spirit to empower
believers for witnessing. He praised Dr. C. Peter Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary for his emphasis on "Power
Evangelism" -- one of the newer heresies of our day, which holds that "signs, healings, miracles, and wonders" must
accompany evangelism in these last days in order to make the Gospel effective. (Reported in the March-April 1992,
Foundation magazine.)

-  Paul Cedar, former E-Free president, and Robert Coleman, TIU faculty member and author of The Coming World
Revival, have both endorsed the ministry of psychologizers David and Karen Mains (of Chapel of the Air fame).
Speaking of the heavily psychologized 50-Day Spiritual Adventure series for 1996, Cedar said it is "One of the most
strategic ministries God has raised up in our day"; Coleman said, "Take it as tonic for your soul" (1996 Chapel
Adventure brochure).

-  For many years Walter C. Kaiser was Academic Dean and professor of Semitic languages and Old Testament at
Trinity. Dr. Kaiser has actively supported the ordination of women since at least the early-1980s. According to Dr.
Kaiser: 

"Paul's argument [in 1 Tim. 2:12], then, is based on the 'orders of education,' not the 'orders of creation.'
Thus, when the women have been taught, the conditions raised in the 'because,' or 'for' clauses (vv. 13-14)
will have been met and the ban [mentioned in 1 Tim. 2:12] removed even as the Bible illustrates in the
lives of Miriam, Deborah, Huldah, evangelist Philip's daughters, Phoebe, Priscilla, Junias, Tryphena,
Tryphosa, Persis, Euodia and Syntyche" ("Shared Leadership or Male Headship?," Christianity Today ,
10/3/86, p. 12-I). 

This is a liberal position and is shameful for a man of such linguistic ability to hold it.

-  A number of TIU's faculty members are actively involved in COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Dr. Gleason Archer, Professor
Emeritus of O.T. and Semantic Languages at TIU, is one such person; he is a Steering Committee member of COR
and has signed its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a
recent brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound
like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary ."

That Archer has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church; Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View; and Twenty-five Articles on the Kingdom of
God -- P.O. Box A, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless, the
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EFCA denomination is a strong supporter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement -- three
issues of the 1995 Evangelical Beacon had very favorable articles on Promise Keepers.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/96

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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"Christian" Fantasy
Biblical or Oxymoron?

-  The dictionary defines fable as:

"fantasy/fiction/falsehood dependent for effect on strangeness of setting (as other worlds or times) and of
characters (as supernatural or unnatural beings); the setting is usually in a non-existent or unreal world, the
characters are fanciful or unreal, or the conflict focuses on physical or scientific principles not yet
discovered or contrary to present experience."

-  Fantasy is especially dangerous for children. While most children in the 1970s knew enough truth to place divination
in the forbidden realm of the occult, today's children -- who often feel more comfortable with occult games than
Biblical truth -- see nothing wrong with pagan practices. Fantasy movies, like Disney's The Lion King, are good
matches for the new earth-centered paradigm or world view that is transforming childrens' views of reality. While God
told us to continually communicate truth to our children (Deut. 6:5-7), today's culture trains children to see reality
through a global, earth-centered filter. This "new" mental framework distorts truth, stretches the meaning of familiar
words, and promotes mystical "insights" that are incompatible with Christianity. Packaged with entertainment, this
message usually bypasses rational resistance, desensitizes opened minds, and fuels general acceptance of pagan
spirituality (Berit Kjos, "The Spirit Behind The Lion King," 1/95, The Christian Conscience, pp. 32-34).

-  Most true Christians would recognize fantasy, such as the movie Star Wars, as being extremely wicked (in this case,
sorcery -- "The Force" being equivalent to black magic and white witchcraft). Yet, apparently, when we call it
"Christian," this somehow sanctifies what we do with our minds (imaginations), or what we allow our minds to
entertain. For example, one can look in any issue of the Christian Book Distributors Fiction Catalog and find the most
outrageous fantasy literature, yet it is all dubbed "Christian." The following is taken from the CBD Fiction Catalog,
9/94 premier edition:

" ... now there's no more compromising for those who love Christian fiction, because you are holding the
key to your next escape-from-it-all right in the palm of your hand ... CBD's brand new Fiction Catalog?
It's filled with the latest and the best refreshing, thrilling, inspiring, wholesome fiction for you and your
family" (p. 2).

Wholesome? The following is a sample of that which CBD considers "wholesome." [Much of this type of writing
comes from medieval mysticism, which God hates (cf. Deut. 18: 10-12).]:

(a) Millennium's Dawn, by Ed Stewart (p. 25):

"June 2001. The future never seemed brighter for Dr. Evan Rider and his new bride, Shelby, as they
prepare to embark on the honeymoon of their dreams. But the dream quickly becomes a nightmare as a
long-buried secret shared by three college friends erupts, engulfing the couple in a sinister plot of
blackmail, terror, and betrayal."

(b) Till We Have Faces, by C. S. Lewis (p. 34):

"The unlovely Orual, eldest daughter of the King of Glome, becomes so consumed by her mingled love
and jealousy of her beautiful half-sister that she makes a complaint to the gods -- and receives an answer
she did not expect. This novel, possibly Lewis' best work and the one he considered his own favorite, is
his compelling rework of the myth of Cupid and Psyche." [Sound like something you could want your
children to read -- about "the gods"?]

(c) The Song of Albion, by Stephen Lawhead (p. 33):
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"Wolves prowl the streets of Oxford. A Green Man haunts the Highlands. A breach has been opened
between our world and the Celtic Otherworld and anything, anyone, may now enter [sounds similar to
Poltergeist, one of the most wicked movies ever produced]. But it's Lewis Gillies, an American graduate
student at Oxford, who reluctantly stumbles through. In the savagely beautiful Otherworld, Lewis finds
himself caught in an epic struggle between light and darkness -- a struggle that will determine the fate of
his own world. Memorably penned with vivid and poetic imagery, Lawhead's breathtaking reworking of
Celtic myth will keep you reading long into the night" [no doubt, and right into the DARKNESS! -- the
Celtic civilization is the culture from which we have received much of our modern day Halloween
practices.]

-  "Well," someone might say, "I'm not doing anything wicked, I'm just reading about wickedness." But does this align
with godliness? There are four things about fantasy which must be considered:

I.    It is Anti-Truth.
II.   It Slips Into Reality.
III.  It Does Not Fit True Godliness.
IV. A Love for God Will Oppose It.

I. Fantasy Is Anti-Truth

Isaiah 32:6 describes error against the Lord. All lies are against God (1 John 2:21; John 8:44). Satan is the father of
lies. Since fantasy is not true, then it is a lie! We have been duped into thinking there is some spiritual gray realm out
there in which something can be neither true nor a lie. It's just called fantasy! But fantasy is made up of lies, deceit,
and unreality, all wrapped up in a pretty (or sometimes, not so pretty) package.

How about the popular 1994 Disney occult/New Age "children's animation" film, The Lion King, which some consider
wholesome "fantasy." One observer wrote this about The Lion King:

"The Lion King packs a powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life' is a
variation on the cycles of nature: life, death and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of evolution.
The film presents this theme from the perspective of the nature religion, more so than Disney films of the
past -- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of shamanistic ritualism is
graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the earth" (Media Spotlight, Vol.
15, No. 2, p. 3).

Yet, we have others who claim the name of Christ, like James Dobson's Focus on the Family, who would like to
encourage you to go and see this film that is filled with abominable contents. (See the 8/15/94 Parental Guidance
magazine, which is published by Focus on the Family.) FOTF claims that The Lion King has only a few slight
imperfections, otherwise it is "a wholesome, brilliantly animated picture relating the importance of family and
responsibility."

A "few slight imperfections"? How about the character Rafiki speaking of the eternal state of life and his
connectedness with it when Simba, as an adult lion, asks the question, "You knew my father." Rafiki's answer:
"Correction! I know your father." Recalling that his father had once told him that the stars are former kings who look
down on the earth and guide its inhabitants, Simba looks up at the stars and cries out to his father, "You said you'd
always be with me, but you aren't." Shortly thereafter his father appears to him [spiritism; cf. Deut. 18:10ff] in a cloud
and reminds him of his responsibility to assume his rightful place in the circle of life. -- "Look inside yourself,
Simba," he says. "You are more than what you have become."

Besides the spiritism in the film, ask yourself a question -- "Do animals talk?" Just on this fantasy alone (animals
talking) it is a lie.
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II. Fantasy Subtly Slips Into Reality.

It becomes very difficult to separate fantasy from reality, especially in the minds of children. There was an interesting
article in The Newhall Signal (newspaper) in light of this. Noting one of the teachings of the popular fantasy games,
"Death is usually seen as a temporary state with characters returning 'from beyond' to play again" (7/22/87, The
Newhall Signal, "Fantasy Games Linked to Real Deaths," p. 16).

Notice a few more books in the CBD Catalog:

(a) A Skeleton in God's Closet, by Paul L. Maier (p. 25):

"Move over, Indiana Jones! In this novel, Harvard archaeologist Dr. John Weber has just discovered a
shocking secret -- Jesus' bones. The evidence [an obvious denial of the resurrection] seems incontestable.
When word of the discovery leaks out, pandemonium ensues and millions abandon their Christian faith.
But which is the hoax -- the archaeological find or the Resurrection itself?" [How can this be edifying?]

(b) The Guardian, by Jane Hamilton (p. 25):

"A new frontier for Christian fiction! Tabris [a guardian angel] has been given a second chance. As a
guardian angel, he was found guilty of committing the one unforgivable act against his human charge and
against God. Yet God, with mercy and grace, has forgiven Tabris and given him one more assignment --
one more human being to protect. Why? Find out in this celestial parable that will illuminate the
indefinable love God has for his creation -- you, me, even angels. " (Emphasis added.) [See the jump from
fantasy to reality -- cf. Heb. 2:16 -- any angel who has ever sinned is a demon. Sinning angels are never
forgiven, but doomed eternally!]

(c) Darien: The Guardian Angel of Jesus, by Roger Elwood (p. 22):

"The ultimate adventure with an unforgettable guardian angel! Of all the guardian angels in heaven, God
chose only one to protect Christ during His time on earth. He chose Darien. (That's the Darien who
questioned God's decision to throw Lucifer from heaven and was sent to earth to witness Lucifer's
destruction of the world in the novel Angel Walk.) You can imagine that Darien has quite a tale to tell,
protecting God's own son -- and he tells it with poignancy and originality. Through this angel's eyes, you'll
go on a fascinating and even disturbing journey from the time of Lucifer's rebellion, to creation, to the
miracles of Jesus' birth and life. If the stories of Christ's life have become just matter-of-fact Sunday
school lessons to you, then here's the breath of fresh air you need!" [Notice the move from fantasy into
reality? How are lies, deceit, and fantasy going to freshen one's love for the Word of God?]

This move from fantasy to reality, by definition, affects one's view of reality. Remember when Close Encounters of the
Third Kind came out? People believed it! Fantasy gets people to fantasize about reality. It is a slippery slide into lies
unknowingly.

III. Fantasy Does Not Fit True Godliness

What is godliness (1 Tim. 6:3; Prov. 3:5-6; 28:14)? Romans 1:18 teaches that God's wrath is against "ungodliness."
And as shown above, fantasy is ungodliness. Diving into fantasy, which, by its very nature is against the Truth, is a
denial of God, what He says, and the Truth of His Word. How can a lie be used for evangelism, worship, or anything
else godly? By its very nature, fantasy removes the person from the Truth (reality) and moves them into a realm away
from God. This ungodliness is well depicted in the CBD Fiction Catalog, where it says on page 2:

"It's been said that reading fiction is one of the best ways to 'escape' from the cares of everyday life. Since
the beginning of time, great thinkers and writers (even Jesus himself) have been inspired to create
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allegories, parables and epics, as well as the good, old-fashioned novel itself. What a tragedy to think we
have to settle for fiction that merely grabs our attention, but lacks the values and spiritual insight we could
carry with us when we return to the 'real world.'" [Again, the move from fantasy to reality.]

Is this what the Lord wants us to do -- "escape" from reality? No! Fantasy is an attack on the very core of one's being
as a follower of Christ! And what about the claim that Jesus' parables and the allegories in Scripture, or figurative
speech, are parallel to the use of fantasy? No! The Bible's parables, allegories, and figurative speech are not about
fantasy at all. They are all about Truth!

IV. A Love For God Will Oppose Fantasy

God would not have His children take refuge in unreality. A love for God is equal to a love for the Truth (John 14:6).
Matthew 22:34-40 teaches to love the Lord with all your mind (imagination). What does the Lord say in Ephesians
4:25? -- Speak the Truth to one another! Do we ever stop speaking the truth and speak fantasy to one another, or write
fantasy to one another? Is this how God would have us live? Notice Ephesians 4:29. What's the goal? Build each other
up in the TRUTH! (not in fantasy). If a Christian is loving the Lord with all his MIND (imagination), he will be
dwelling on truth, reality, His Word, and Him, NOT FAIRY TALES AND FANTASY! 

Fantasy typically is filled with evil. What should be the Christian's perspective of evil (Rom. 16:19)? If we love the
Lord with all our MINDS, then we will not only avoid taking any pleasure in fantasy, but we will hate it. Because
fantasy is anti-reality, it is against godliness, it opens the door to deceit, and is an affront to the very core of your
being as a Christian. And what is that? -- Taking refuge in God, not escaping reality (Psalm 73:25-28).

-  In 2 Timothy 4:3-4 ("For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their
own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear. They
will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths"), the Greek word translated myths means tales,
stories, or fables (untrue stories). So what about Pilgrim's Progress and other so-called Christian stories like it?

Pilgrim's Progress (by John Bunyan) is claimed by many to be a good illustration of the truth -- the truth of a
Christian's pilgrimage in this life. Some would say, "The Bible uses (a) parables, (b) allegories, (c) figurative language,
symbolism, etc., and (d) dreams and visions, so what's wrong with Pilgrim's Progress doing the same? A few
examples follow:

(a) Parables are not fables. 

Matt. 12: 33-35 (using a real idea, expressing another real idea)
Matt. 13:3-9/18-23 (real/real)
Matt. 13:24-30/13:37-43 (real/real) 
Matt. 13:31-32 (real/real)
Matt. 13:33 (real/real)
Matt. 13:44 (real/real)
Matt. 13:45-46 (real/real - He does not fly out of the realm of reality)
Matt. 13:47-50 (real/real)

(b) Allegory is symbolic, not mythical -- Gal. 4:22-31 (real/real)

(c) Figurative is not mythical -- John 6:53-63 -- Jesus does not fly out of the realm of reality. In fact, He
uses such explicitly (real) language that people are having a hard time understanding Him. Yet, He
explains that He is speaking in a figurative way (John 6:63).

(d) Dreams and Visions are not untrue stories -- Daniel 7:1ff; 8:17 refers to truth; 8:26 ("is true"); 9:21
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(writing of Truth). These are not untrue stories (fables). Ezekiel 1 &10 -- these are real creatures!

So what about Pilgrim's Progress? There are serious problems in what that book teaches. For example, Christian
leaves his armor behind and eventually his sword for the rest of his journey. This does not at all square with Ephesians
6.

Of course, someone would say, "It just a story." Exactly. It is a story that is supposed to illustrate truth, and when it
fails to do this, it falls short and becomes an untrue story (fable), which is not doing a good job (at times) in illustrating
truth. No doubt, there are many aspects about the story that are interesting and thought-provoking, but that does not
excuse the twisting of truth into a lie. Here are some more problems:

(a) Is it a myth? Yes. "But, it is a 'Christian' myth!" Is this supposed to make it okay? No, it makes it
worse! That's what Paul was talking about in 2 Tim. 4:4? Pagan myths? No -- "Christian" myths! That's
why it is so dangerous.

(b) Another possible danger with Pilgrim's Progress is that the Christian life could be seen through the
eyes of the story rather than solely through the Word of God. Romans says to transform our minds (12:1).
Only the Word of God can do that, not "Christian" fantasy. A Christian's affection should be upon God's
Word and His truth, not the fables of men. This type of Christian fable can pull our affections away from
the Word.

(c) Has the Word of God become so dull, dry, drab, or undesirable to us that we would even think we
would need such a book as Pilgrim's Progress to spur us on in the faith? 

-  A few more Scriptures indicate our concern with "Christian" fantasy:

(a) 2 Peter 1:16 -- We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you about the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his majesty. 

(b) Titus 1:14 -- and will pay no attention to Jewish myths or to the commands of those who reject the
truth. 

(c) 1 Timothy 1:4 -- nor to devote themselves to myths and endless genealogies. These promote
controversies rather than God's work -- which is by faith.

(d) 1 Timothy 4:7 -- Have nothing to do with godless myths and old wives' tales; rather, train yourself to
be godly.

-  Considering the present distress (2 Tim. 3:1), how can fantasy, no matter how supposedly good it may be, be found
profitable? We need to concentrate on reality -- the truth of the Word of God -- and leave the fantasizing to those who
are perishing (especially in light of the prevailing ignorance of the Word). And, especially when Paul describes the
"against the true church" as those who will "be turned aside to fables," we ought to hold fast to the truth -- the Word of
God (1 Thess. 5:21). 

An Example from a "Christian" College

A recent FrontLine magazine (Vol. 6, No. 4) with a cover theme, "The Christian and the Arts," carried a lead article
titled "The God of All Beauty." The article is very disturbing because it lists so many Scripture references [out of
context/misapplied], but the author's rationalizations fail to give due consideration to Pauline Epistle truths for this
Church Age and the warnings about this world/age. Two other articles in this FrontLine issue are by Donna Lynn Hess
of Bob Jones University (BJU), one on fantasy and the other on selecting reading material for children.

The first article refers favorably to C.S. Lewis, a devotee and author of occult fantasy with unbiblical metaphors; yet
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Hess claims that this kind of fantasy is useful in helping children "develop valuable literary skills" and in developing
an understanding of "similar literary elements used in Scripture." In the second article by Hess, she states: "As
Christian parents, we recognize the need for choosing books in which the theme is morally sound. But it is just as
important to be sure that this theme is artfully expressed"; she also says that it's okay to expose children to stories with
themes "antithetical to Christian beliefs" in order to "help inoculate them against the false ideas, attitudes and
behaviors these writers promote." 

BJU's ShowForth video division ("The video source you can trust.") also markets three video productions of C.S.
Lewis' fiction, and a documentary biography of Lewis himself. ShowForth 's catalog layout (p. 7), under
"Inspirational," lists C.S. Lewis as one of the "Warriors of the Word" along with C.H. Spurgeon. Considering Lewis'
many theological errors, it is dangerously deceptive to place him in such august company. A pastor knowledgeable in
the unbiblical teachings of Lewis wrote to BJU documenting Lewis's errors. BJU responded with an involved,
articulate, but off-the-mark defense for using "fantasy" as a teaching tool.

In the articles in FrontLine, as well in articles sent out by ShowForth, Hess gives an unusually broad description to the
term "fantasy," and does not give adequate consideration to the whole counsel of God. "Fantasy" should not be used,
as BJU does, to describe the figures of speech and literary techniques found in God's Word. More serious study ought
be made of the nature of God, the condemnation of all forms of spiritism throughout Scripture, the recurring theme of
sober/sound mind (especially in the New Testament), and the disassociation in the Epistles with "fables" (myths) in
presenting God's message.

In these times we live in, we believe pastors and parents must exercise extreme caution regarding the literary use of
fantasy. But caution is apparently not in BJU's vocabulary concerning this matter. BJU Press has published Medallion,
a popular fantasy reader for elementary age home-schoolers. There are strange similarities between Medallion and two
explicitly pagan books -- one a sixth-grade reader for public schools called The Dark is Rising, and a Wiccan manual
by Starhawk called The Spiral Dance. In response to a review of Medallion by Berit Kjos, BJU trivializes the
similarities, and states, "It appears that what this critique requires of Medallion rules out all fantasy for the Christian.
We hold that no story can mix fantasy with the supernatural facts of Scripture without dangerously trivializing Biblical
truth by associating scriptural realities with a dream world." [Couldn't have stated the truth more clearly if we had
tried!] Contrary to the scholarly opinion of BJU's Literature and Language departments, "Christian" fantasy parallels
the occultic literature for children, using similar images, story-lines, symbols, and characters. Literary fantasy, rather
than being neutral, has occultic roots. (This paragraph was excerpted and/or adapted from the 10/96, The Christian
Conscience, "Pagan Story for Christian Children," pp. 40-42; see page 41 for a detailed comparison of Medallion and
The Dark is Rising.)
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The "Gospel in the Stars"
(Or Astrology & Occultism?)

-  The "Gospel in the Stars" was popular in the late 1800s. Some of the books published then have lately been brought
back into print, among them E.W. Bullinger's The Witness of the Stars (1893) and Joseph A. Seiss's The Gospel in the
Stars (1884), both republished by Kregel. This is all done under the tenuous assumption that the signs of the Zodiac
were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel;" that this "Gospel in the Stars" was known to those
living before the Flood; that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology (as an instrument of divination -
- the predicting of the future and/or the determining of personality traits based on the positions of the heavenly bodies);
and that the alleged recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a great "witness" to God and His Word. 

In actuality, it is a century-old "wind of doctrine" which seems to be gaining new popularity among many of today's
Christians who feel a need to prove the veracity of the Gospel by some means outside God's Word. They attempt to
glean diamonds of hidden truth from the gravel pit of occult theory. [Besides well-known "evangelical" D. James
Kennedy who teaches this "Gospel in the Stars" folly, other lesser known promoters are Noah Hutchings, J.R. Church,
John Barela, and David Webber, all currently or formerly of Southwest Radio Church, and Chuck Missler, [formerly
of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa.] Yet, not one shred of historical evidence can be offered in support of this theory. It is
based not upon fact, but speculation. Seiss even admits in his book (p. 5) that the insights leading to his thesis came "in
connection with [his] studies of the marvelous wisdom embodied in the Great Pyramid of Gizeh." Thereby, the alleged
"Gospel in the Stars" is simply a "Christianized" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in the same class as
pyramidology -- and equally dangerous.

-  It is claimed that "by way of the Bible itself we reach the idea of the GOSPEL in the STARS" (Seiss, p. 13). Not so!
While the Bible frequently states that the heavens are given for "signs," it never implies, much less states, that these
"signs" present the gospel. The Bible indicates that creation reveals God's glory and power, which are "clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are made" (Rom. 1:20), and that "there is no speech nor language where their voice
is not heard" (Psa. 19:3). Never does it say that the heavens or any part of creation declare the gospel. That is
presented only by God's Word and preaching -- and that not even by angels, but only by men.

-  The idea of the "Gospel in the Stars" puts an alleged witness from creation on a par with the revelations contained in
the Bible. If this thesis is correct, then there are many places (Psa. 19:1-4; Rom. 1:19-24; Heb. 1:1-2; 2 Pe. 1:21; etc.)
where the Bible could have, and should have, told us that the "gospel is in the stars" -- but it does not. Hebrews 1:1 for
example, tells us that God "spake in times past unto the fathers by the prophets," but fails to say that He also spoke in
the stars. Why does the Bible never propose this idea? Obviously because creation witnesses to one thing, prophets to
something else. The creation witnesses to God's eternal existence and power and wisdom; the Bible takes it from there
and explains the gospel. This distinction is destroyed by asserting that the gospel is contained in the stars.

Actually, those who promote this myth admit that the gospel can't be seen in the stars themselves, but that it comes
from a "Christianized" interpretation of the fanciful "signs" of the Zodiac assigned by the ancients to certain
constellations. Nor can these figures be seen in the natural formations of the stars, but are the arbitrary product of
human imagination. And even if they could, one would not know from that "sign" that the Son of God and Savior of
the world was to be born of a virgin -- much less that He would die in our place and offer pardon for sin as a free gift
of God's grace. One simply cannot derive the "gospel" from the starry heavens, or from any other part of creation!

-  There is no way that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" can be equated with what the Bible says the "heavens declare"
-- a message that Paul reminds us is "clearly seen" (Rom. 1:20) and understood by all those who observe God's
creation, no matter what their language (Psa. 19:3). That this is not the case with the "Gospel in the Stars," is obvious.
In fact, the very idea that the "Gospel" is in the stars would never have entered the average Christian's (much less
pagan's) head from looking up at the starry heavens. Yet, in complete contradiction both of Scripture and common
sense, it is declared that the gospel "in all its length and breadth, stands written upon the stars ..." (Seiss, p. 14). The
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truth is that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" is not contained in the stars at all. It is found only in the books that tell us
about this supposed wonder of the heavens and pretend to give us the original meanings allegedly conveyed in ancient
oral traditions -- for which there can be found no historical evidence today.

-  Even the Southern Cross, which is the only constellation that really forms a somewhat recognizable figure (and thus
is "Exhibit A" for those who promote this myth), fails on at least two counts:

First of all, the "gospel" is not clear from looking at a cross. One can only wonder that evangelicals, who
would reject the notion that the gospel is preached by a cross in a church, would suggest that it is preached
by a much less clearly formed "cross" in the sky! Even the physical meaning of such a symbol was
unknown before Roman times; and to this day the spiritual meaning of the cross is unknown to those who
have never read the Bible or heard the gospel preached by men.

Secondly, the fact that the Old Testament doesn't even mention the cross is reason enough to reject any
suggestion that an oral tradition interpreting the stars presented that truth before Christ's advent. David's
statement in Psalm 22 ("they pierced my hands and my feet") was only understood after its meaning had
been revealed through its fulfillment in Christ.

So even a "cross" clearly depicted in the stars could not possibly have conveyed the "gospel," which was not revealed
until after Christ's crucifixion. How much less, then, could any other symbol do so -- then or now?

-  To suggest that there was an oral tradition connected to the stars that presented the gospel, when even the Old
Testament did not present it, puts an oral tradition above Scripture, and thus undermines God's Word. In the Genesis 3
statement by God that "the seed of the woman will bruise the serpent's head," the gospel is contained only in embryo
and in mystery, and was not understood until the New Testament revealed it. Without the Bible, and with only the
stars themselves to look at, even were the "signs of the Zodiac" distinct, which they are not, no one could understand
the gospel from them. In fact, the symbols of the Zodiac have universally served to support occultism and astrology
since the earliest times. To suggest that the "gospel" was their "original meaning" promotes a deadly delusion.

The word "gospel" is used 101 times in 95 versus in the Bible (all New Testament) and it is never associated with the
stars or the witness of creation. The gospel is always preached by men and must be made perfectly clear for it to be of
any effect. The alleged "Gospel in the Stars" fails on both counts. Moreover, Matt. 24:14, Mk. 13:10, etc., indicate that
the gospel must yet be preached to all nations, and thus it clearly had not been preached in the stars -- certainly not in
"all its length and breadth ..." as Seiss, et al. enthusiastically but erroneously declare. The Bible indicates that the
gospel began to be preached with the advent of Christ (2 Tim. 1:10). Paul refers to "the beginning of the gospel" (Phil.
4:15), and states that it had been a mystery until then "kept secret since the world began" (Rom. 16:25). It is a
contradiction of Scripture to suggest that for thousands of years before it was made clear in the Bible, the gospel had
been proclaimed in an oral tradition associated with the stars. Yet Siess claims that "men who lived almost a thousand
years [i.e. those before the Flood]" were taught the "gospel" by God from the stars. Then why did Christ, during His
time in Hades, preach the gospel to those who had lived before the Flood (see 1 Pe. 3:19-20) -- and why didn't Noah,
in his preaching to these people before they died, present the "gospel" that was in the stars?

It just doesn't add up from any angle. Yet Seiss, for example, swept up in an enthusiasm that carried him far beyond
facts and reason, expansively declared: "... all the great doctrines of the Christian faith were known, believed,
cherished, and recorded [in the stars] from the earliest generations of our race, proving that God has spoken to man,
and verily given him a revelation of truths and hopes precisely as written in our Scriptures, and so fondly cherished by
all Christian believers" (p. 15). That is blatantly false. And such speculation, far from supporting the Bible, actually
undermines it and gives mankind an excuse to look to oral traditions instead of only to God's written Word.

-  If the "Gospel in the Stars" is factual and so valuable for us to know about, why doesn't the Bible even once refer to
it? Why didn't the prophets mention it for support and build upon it? Why doesn't Peter on the day of Pentecost, who
referred to the signs in the sky (Acts 2:19), use this great "sign"? One would think that such a witness would have had
a powerful effect upon Jews "who require a sign." Why didn't Paul, in reasoning with the Greeks in Athens (or in his
many debates with unbelievers elsewhere), along with referring to what their "own poets have said" (Acts 17), mention
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this great "sign" in the heavens? Why didn't Jesus, who quoted so often the Old Testament and continually used
illustrations, make at least one reference to the gospel in the stars?

Such total silence throughout Scripture upon a topic that we are now told is of great value disproves this thesis. Paul, in
reasoning with his audience from creation, did not go beyond what creation declares plainly to all and that which is
known by all in their consciences. The very claim that the "gospel" is in the stars is inconsistent with the knowledge
that Scripture attributes to creation and with the manner in which Christ and His Apostles referred to creation for a
witness. When it came to the gospel, Paul based what he said upon Scripture and Christ's life, death, and resurrection -
- not upon the signs of the Zodiac!

-  To summarize: Lacking any solid evidence that the names of the stars have any direct relation to the Zodiac, the
proponents of the "Gospel in the Stars" theory have attempted to build their case on conjecture. In the process, they
have melded God's truth with pagan myth, traceable no further back than Babylon. It was from the vanity of man's
imagination that the pagan deities pictured in the Zodiac were conceived. Romans 1:21-23 is an accurate description of
this Zodiac, wherein we find imaginative portrayals of men and women, animals, insects, and even mythological
concoctions. It wasn't out of biblical imagery, but out of nature worship that astrology was born and the Zodiac
implemented, as far back as the Babylonian civilization. Such creatures as the winged horse Pegasus, the half men and
half animals Centaurus and Sagittarius, and others in the Zodiac, are clearly inventions of man's imagination, which
God's Word declares is only evil continually (Genesis 6:5). 

The teaching of this "Christianized" paganism could easily blur the truth with error and cause Christians weak in faith
to become involved in astrology. To become taken in by it, would, at the least, result in a terrible waste of time, and
may even result in Christians looking to the stars and reading horoscopes for knowledge, rather than the Scriptures.
(Perhaps it won't be long before zodiacal charms are sold in "Christian" bookstores.) The fact is that the Zodiac is an
instrument of occult divination -- the pagan interpretations of the Zodiac are the only ones of which any legitimate
records exist, and they predate the Gospels by at least two thousand years. These are the most significant points in the
whole matter. If the stars proclaim the entire Gospel as clearly as this theory makes them seem to do, why didn't the
Old Testament prophets understand fully the plan of redemption? Until it was clearly proclaimed by the Apostles after
Christ's resurrection, the mystery of God's redemptive plan was just that -- a mystery. 

In their attempts to validate the Gospel, some people chase after any fantasy that will bolster their faith. Unable to
believe without seeing, they try to see something that doesn't exist. Anyone who tries to substitute sight for faith ends
up confusing the issue and building his house on sand. While Christians chase after every spectacular theory and
promise of secret knowledge to prove to themselves that the Gospel is true, they are wasting precious time that could
be better spent in service to God based upon genuine faith.

* Most of this report was adapted from a CIB newsletter article; additional material was adapted from a Media
Spotlight booklet titled "The Gospel in the Zodiac: A Biblical Analysis," by Al Dager.
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Five Stages of Grief*
Biblical or Psycho-Occultic?

-  Transpersonal psychologist and New Ager Elisabeth Kübler-Ross (1926-2004) (who, among other things,
encouraged the occult practice of achieving out-of-body experiences)# developed the concept of the Five Stages of
Grief, first from the perspective of the dying person:

shock followed by initial denial; 
denial replaced by anger, rage, envy, and resentment; 
bargaining (with God); 
depression;
ultimate acceptance

She taught that not every dying person had to go precisely through each stage, but emotional health would be more
likely achieved if each did. From the above, Kübler-Ross laid the groundwork from which other psychologists
developed five stages of grief necessary for the emotional well-being of the surviving friends and family members:

shock/denial 
inward anger 
outward anger 
depression 
acceptance

More recently, the teachings of the Five Stages have been brought into the church by so-called "Christian" [Freudian]
psychiatrists Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and by psychologist James Dobson. The concept has gained even greater
popularity through pop psychologizers D. James Kennedy, Charles Swindoll, Charles Stanley, and others.

-  The Psalms poignantly and accurately reveal the deep emotions felt by God's people. One of those emotions is grief
(Psalms 6:7; 31:9,10). We are admonished to weep with those who weep (Romans 12:15) and to encourage one
another to draw near to the God of all comfort. But it seems at every turn after a tragedy there is someone standing
ready to ask, "What stage are you at now?," referring to this so-called grief process. It seems that the grief process
proponents deny the "everlasting consolation and the good hope through grace" and the "patience and comfort of the
Scriptures" available to us through Jesus Christ. It is His all-sufficient and satisfying comfort that is able to "establish
us in every good word and work."

This is our consolation and comfort in affliction -- Thy Word. Is it not even the doctrine of our Lord's return that
comforts and saves us from superfluous "anger, denial, bargaining, and depression" following trial and tragedy? We
are first to admit the pain, overwhelming pain at times, coupled with disobedience and doubts; we are first to admit the
"night watches" of controversy between the soul and the flesh, convincing the soul to "Hope thou in God." But, the
insisted stages of grief, and in the proper order -- NO. This "concoction" is from psychology. It contorts the mind, will,
and emotions unnecessarily, and especially when one is already vulnerable following tragedy.

-  Nurses have always noticed that people experience various emotions during the process of death and grief. Then
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross and others codified grief into a system -- emotions in steps. Never mind the fact that not all
people experience the same thing or in the same order. Therapists and others often think that if a person does not
grieve in a prescribed way, he has not completed the process and will be emotionally damaged for it. Thus, they work
at making people express anger and cry during "grief work" types of therapy. "Grievers" are told to relive the
experience of their real loss in an artificial setting, which often demands them to go through each of the prescribed
steps of grief in a manner acceptable to the therapist. People are forced to feel the pain of their loss again (in contrived
circumstances) and to express their agony (in the presence of a therapist). Invariably, the "patient" is worse off for the
therapy than before.
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Research continues to verify that such "grief work" is of no effect: "Time remains the best healer for bereavement,
according to a pair of new studies. And 'grief work' usually doesn't work at all. Two studies … find no benefit in
helping people disclose their feelings about a loved one's death. Belgian researchers Margaret and Wolfgang Stroebe
and Henk Schut asked people widowed within the last three months to complete two questionnaires. … In the second
study, Schut and the Stroebes examined whether writing about feelings helped. … Distress decreased for all the
groups, suggesting that time, not any intervention, was the healer" (excerpted from  Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 26,
No. 4, p. 18). (Source: Jan-Feb 2003, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter; "Psych Notes" section.)

[Note: "Now an examination of about 500 studies on grief and bereavement, led by social worker Janice Genevro,
concludes that there's no one-size-fits-all model for grieving, that grief therapy doesn’t shorten grieving, and that it
doesn't significantly alleviate the intensity or side effects of grief" (excerpted from Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 28,
No. 3, pp. 21, 22).  [The 182-page report discussing Genevro’s work is issued by the Center for the Advancement for
Health and is available free at the Center's web site.]

-  The Lord isn't sufficient for the professional therapists, who have to make it happen according to the steps of the
grief formula. But what excuse do professing Christians have for "Christianizing" this same five-step grief process, and
giving it precedence over Christ and His powerful and all- sufficient Word (2 Peter 1:3,4)? We believe that many who
try to force a so-called grief process on others are playing god and bringing more grief than they are resolving. Not
only are people harmed, the Lord is being dishonored. God's children are being led to believe that He is not enough --
that He is not really the God of all comfort. God's grace is cheapened and His children are cheated.

* Much of the material in this report has been adapted or excerpted from an article in the Summer 1992, PsychoHeresy
Update ("Death and Dying: Grief By Prescription"); PsychoHeresy Update is now the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter
and is published by PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.

# Elizabeth Kübler-Ross's 1969 book On Death and Dying helped launch the hospice movement in America. She
became involved in the 1970s with a New Age cult, "spirit guides," and practiced "out of body" experiences. Her
husband divorced her. When incapacitated by a series of strokes in 1995, she did nothing but sit at home in Arizona
"smoking cigarettes, watching TV, and waiting to die" (Dr. Hugh Pyle, 8/22/97, Sword). She said: "I don't give a hoot
about the afterlife, reincarnation, or anything. I'm finished, and I'm not coming back." Before her death in August of
2004, she said, "I am like a plane that has left the gate and not taken off. I would rather go back to the gate or fly
away." At the time, she was living in Arizona, claiming to enjoy "the daily company of the birds and coyotes," and had
written a new book, Life Lessons, supposedly teaching "us about the mysteries of life and living" (Kübler-Ross
Internet website, 1/03).
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Holy Laughter
Rodney Howard-Browne and the Toronto Blessing*

There are few within the evangelical Christian churches today have not heard of the phenomenon known as "holy
laughter." It has been increasingly manifesting in charismatic churches in the United States, Canada and Great Britain
for over two years, and its reach into new churches continues at a rapid pace.

WHAT IS HOLY LAUGHTER? 

Many churches are reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during
times of solemn ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in
ecstatic trances, and animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like drunken
people, unable to walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy laughter," since
laughter is the preeminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in the form of virtually
any expression attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit.

Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence of a fresh outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the
people's desire to see a new sign from God -- the latest in manifestations of Holy Ghost power, such as took place at
Azusa Street in Los Angeles at the turn of the century. They point to the Welsh Revival, the Cane Ridge Revival in
Bourbon County, Kentucky in 1801, and to [Arminian] preachers like Charles Finney, to validate today's holy laughter
experience.

Opponents say it is either a manifestation of the flesh, at best, or of demonic spirits at worst. Those who believe it is
of God point to changed lives, deeper commitment to faith in Jesus, huge responses to the salvation message, a
renewed strength and purpose for ministry, and all sorts of positive results. On the other hand, there are also reports of
demonic oppression, suicidal feelings, and loss of faith after the holy laughter experience.

Whatever one thinks of holy laughter, it has certainly impressed a number of well-known personalities within the
Christian media circuit. There seems to be a strong manifestation especially in word-faith churches, and within the
Vineyard movement, as well as charismatic mainline churches such as Episcopalian and Anglican. Individuals who
have flocked to holy laughter meetings span every denomination from Baptist to Roman Catholic.

Holy laughter has also received the endorsements of Oral and Richard Roberts, Marilyn Hickey, Paul and Jan Crouch,
Karl Strader, Larry Tomszak, Kenneth Copeland, Benny Hinn, John Wimber, and many other hyper-charismatic
luminaries.

While the claim of spontaneity is heard from all sources, the current popularity of the phenomenon can be traced to
one man, Rodney Howard-Browne, formerly a Pentecostal South African evangelist. The major impetus for the
worldwide spread of the movement has come through one church in particular -- the Toronto Airport Vineyard, in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, famous for "the Toronto Blessing."

THE TORONTO BLESSING 

People have flocked from all over the globe to attend services at the Toronto Airport Vineyard, hoping to experience
holy laughter. So impacting has been the influence of this church on the holy laughter phenomenon that Charisma
magazine devoted considerable space to the Toronto Blessing in its February, 1995, issue.

HOW DID IT START?

On January 20, 1994, what was intended to be the start of several "revival" meetings was held at a small church
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located in an industrial complex near Pearson International Airport in Toronto. Within one year, it had become what
Diana Doucet, writing for Charisma, calls, "a mecca of sorts." Because of the huge crowds seeking a sign from God,
the church continues to conduct meetings every night except Mondays. Even the secular media have focused reports on
the phenomenon with articles and television documentaries. The focus of all reports is upon the physical
manifestations displayed at these meetings. Says Diana Doucet in the 2/95 Charisma (pp. 20, 21):

"... Worshipers are overcome by laughing, weeping, groaning, shaking, falling and, to the chagrin of some,
noise-making that has been described as 'a cross between a jungle and a farmyard.' But of greater
significance are the reports of changed lives: healings, restored relationships and increased fervor for
God."

Doucet attributes the origins of the Toronto Blessing to Vineyard pastor Randy Clark of St. Louis, Missouri, who had
been influenced by Rodney Howard-Browne in late 1993:

"... What was intended to be a four-day series of meetings with Clark expanded into months of nightly
services that sometimes lasted until 3 a.m."

News of the movement spread, and by April, 1994, curious international visitors were arriving in Toronto. By
December, 75,000 people from almost every country of the world had crossed the Airport Vineyard's threshold.
Cumulative attendance has been more than 200,000, some 10,000 of them clergy [as of mid-1995].

It can be honestly stated that, until Clark took what he had received from Howard-Browne to the Toronto Vineyard,
Howard-Browne and holy laughter were virtually unheard of. This, in spite of the fact that Howard-Browne claims he
first experienced holy laughter in his meetings over thirteen years ago [1982]. Although Howard-Browne is now the
most visible spokesman for the phenomenon, it has virtually become a Vineyard movement within its own right,
spreading to Europe, Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world.

The impact of the Toronto Blessing has been especially felt in Great Britain, where it is reported that it has touched
every denomination in some way, with estimates that from 2,500 to 4,000 churches have had meetings similar to those
of the Airport Vineyard.

Is this hyperbole, or are such tremendous figures for real? Knowing the penchant toward "evangelistic speaking" that is
prevalent among charismatics, it is doubtful. But numbers aren't as important as the phenomenon's true spiritual origins
and its true spiritual origins and its true spiritual consequences.

THE ORIGINS 

Rodney Morgan Howard-Browne, a burly, 6-foot charismatic preacher from South Africa, was born June 12, 1961, in
Port Elizabeth, South Africa. He says he committed his life to Christ at age 5, and was filled with the Holy Spirit at
age 8. In 1979, while praying for hours seeking a deeper spiritual experience, he challenged God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation. Suddenly, his whole body felt like it was on fire. He began to laugh uncontrollably. Then he
wept and began to speak in tongues. 'I was plugged into heaven's electrical supply,' he later wrote in his
book, The Touch of God. 'And since then my desire has been to go and plug other people in'" (Julia Dulin,
"Praise the Lord and Pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p. 22).

For the next ten years, Howard-Browne moved about, pastoring for two years at Rhema Church in Johannesburg,
South Africa, prior to moving to the United States in 1987. He became an itinerant preacher, with small engagements,
throughout the country. It was in April, 1989, while Howard-Browne was preaching in a church near Albany, New
York, that the holy laughter outbreak began. Browne claims that he felt a sensation like a heavy blanket coming over
him. Soon he began falling out of their seats, some laughing, others crying. From that point on, his reputation began to
grow.
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He established the Rodney Howard-Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of 1993,
Karl Strader, pastor of Carpenter's Church in Lakeland, Florida, invited him to preach. Scheduled for a one-week
appearance, he was carried over for three more weeks.

Since the services were broadcast on radio, many people began showing up at Carpenter's Church to experience what
they heard on the air. It wasn't long before Howard-Browne was appearing on the Trinity Broadcasting Network
(TBN). It was only shortly afterward that Howard-Browne's influence began to envelope the Toronto Airport Vineyard
through the visit by Randy Clark. From that point, it was spread from the Toronto Airport Vineyard to churches
throughout the world, primarily through the Vineyard movement.

In the final analysis, then, the present popularity of the holy laughter phenomenon can be traced to this one man,
Rodney Howard-Browne, and his influence through radio and television, and his impact upon Randy Clark.

Or can it? Not to be outdone by Rodney Howard-Browne of the Vineyard movement, suddenly we learn from Charles
and Frances Hunter (a.k.a. "the Happy Hunters") that they were experiencing this phenomenon many, many years ago.
It's only in 1994 that they decided to let us know about it in their book, Holy Laughter. Frances Hunter states that she
fell under the power of the Holy Spirit at a Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship banquet in Houston. She neglects to
mention the year, but they were new to the charismatic experience at the time, so it must have been sometime in the
1960s or '70s at the latest. After falling down with Charles, she found herself glued to the floor, unable to move. Then
she began to erupt into uncontrolled laughter for about one-half hour. After which the Holy Spirit allegedly released
her from His grip.

This was just the beginning of holy laughter for the Hunters. Thereafter, it seems that holy laughter manifested itself at
their meetings, almost always accompanied by claims of physical healings. New to the charismatic experience at the
time, the Hunters wanted to know what the phenomenon was. They asked their good friend Lester Sumrall what he
though of it:

"Dr. Sumrall said, 'What you experienced in your service is holy laughter.' Then he continued, 'Anything
that is of God is holy and anything that is holy has power connected to it.' Now we began to understand
why the unusual healings took place because it was a supernatural move of God and it brought
supernatural healing power with it. Hallelujah!" (Holy Laughter, pp. 21-22).

One may wonder why holy laughter was never promoted by the Hunters until after it became popular through Howard-
Browne and the Vineyard. The Hunters do mention Howard-Browne, however, and give him credit for imparting to
them the gift of holy laughter on a greater scale by the laying on of his hands. But apparently they are the originators
and the experts on the phenomenon.

But wait! We have another person whose claim to holy laughter precedes that of the Hunters. Derek Prince, writing in
the 2/95 Charisma, states:

"I believe the Holy Spirit at times produces in people prolonged, exuberant and apparently causeless
laughter. I have to believe it, because that is how I was saved more than 50 years ago" (p. 52).

AN EARLIER PRECEDENT?

The holy laughter purveyors tell us that this is really nothing new, but has always been a part of revival. For example,
Charisma magazine quotes Jonathan Edwards, "pioneer of the First Great Awakening in the 1730s," whose revivals led
to tears and laughter. 

One who is convicted of sin might well laugh or cry after he has felt release from the condemnation and control of sin,
which comes with confession and repentance. But there is no evidence he will bark like a dog or make other animal
noises. The manifestation have historically been attributed to demonic spirits, not to the Holy Spirit.

Although today's holy laughter proponents like to point to Jonathan Edwards as validation for their practices, history
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doesn't line up with their claims. The fact of the matter is, there is no true historical precedent for what is occurring
today with Rodney Howard-Browne, or at the Vineyard and other holy laughter meetings. And even if there were a
true historical precedent, it would mean, at best, that whatever is motivating today's holy laughter participants
motivated someone before. So what? There is no Biblical precedent.

But there is, the holy laughter proponents would say. It was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at "Pentecost" as
recorded in the Book of Acts. That outpouring resulted in the Lord's disciples preaching the Gospel unto repentance,
with the Holy Spirit giving them utterance in specific languages that the visitors from other nations could hear and
understand. This is a far cry from what is occurring under the alleged ministry of the holy laughter preachers.

IS IT OF GOD? 

By what standard do the proponents of holy laughter judge whether the phenomenon is of God or not? Do they cite
Scripture properly? Do they minister with unfailing signs and wonders as did Jesus' apostles? No. Rather, they base
their judgment upon perceived results, and whether or not it catches on. Says Howard-Browne:

"The proof that this is a move of God is that when I leave, it doesn't stop" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord
and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. Why? Because they cannot stand
a theological test. Any valid theological test must be based on the clear teaching of Scripture, and holy laughter
doesn't measure up.

The only measure the holy laughter people want to apply is that which is based on outward results to their liking:

"Since last March [1994], Howard-Browne has been back to Carpenter's Church three times. The church
has added 800 new members, and its income is up 30 percent, according to [pastor Karl] Strader. 'I've
been here 28 years, and there's never been anything like this,' he adds. 'We've had 2,200 people baptized.
We'd go until almost 2 a.m., Rodney baptizing them six at a time in our pool. That's why we think we've
had revival.' Strader invited Ron Clarke, pastor of Living Water Church in Tampa, Florida, to one of the
meetings. He was reluctant at first, but then he found himself lying on the floor, laughing uncontrollably ...
Clarke is still laughing today. In one year, membership at his church has grown from 800 to 1,500, and the
congregation recently bought a new building. Clarke says conversions, baptisms in the Holy Spirit, and
healings have soared" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

So, this so-called revival has come not through the preaching of the Gospel, but through allegedly uncontrollable
laughter. Strange that Scripture doesn't record any such event. The apostles did perform signs and wonders, but the
Gospel was always clearly delineated and repentance was called for. Seldom if ever is this the case with holy laughter.

VALIDATION BY RESULTS

The Hunters claim that the purpose of holy laughter is to effect healing. They offer testimony after testimony of people
healed at their services after experiencing holy laughter. They also point to changed lives as do those in the Toronto
Blessing and the Rodney Howard-Browne camps:

"People began to testify of wonderful changed in their lives. Many displayed a new hunger for God and a
new zeal to see Him glorified. Bad relationships were healed, and weak marriages were wonderfully
strengthened. Formerly depressed people were changed beyond recognition" (Terry Virgo, "Interrupted by
the Spirit," 2/95, Charisma, p.29).

"Church leaders also point to the spiritual fruit produced in people's lives. Overall, they report, participants
are experiencing a deeper relationship with God. Repentance is often manifested on both a personal and a
congregational level. People yield to forgiveness, relationships are healed, and families are restored ...
Their initial experiences often led to other results: the healing of long-standing emotional hurts, a growing
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love for the Lord and an increased desire to read His Word and to pray. Reports abound with testimonies
of physical healings and stories of non-believers being overcome by the power of God" (Diana Doucet,
"What is God doing in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 22).

God may indeed be at work in individual lives. But results are subjective. Will they last? Are they emotionally based
or a true work of the Holy Spirit? Cults point to results of changed lives for the better to validate their beliefs and
practices. Should we not be critical of those beliefs and practices?

For that matter, the same results claimed by the holy laughter people can be found among non-Charismatics without
benefit of the experiences. It may be asked, "Who is the more spiritually mature -- those whose lives are changed by
willful obedience to God's Word, or those who cannot or will not change unless they experience what they believe is a
supernatural manifestation in their lives?" Scripture would point to the former.

Are the conversions genuine? Is God using holy laughter? Let's not confuse God's grace with man's foolishness. Nor
should we justify man's foolishness because of God's grace. And let's not confuse results with truth.

Yet, regardless of whether or not healings and changed lives accompany holy laughter, people are feeling something;
they are experiencing something that convinces they that God is manifesting Himself to them in a unique way. But is it
of God? Or is it demonic? Or is it merely the flesh? Can it possibly be that all three sources are being manifested at the
same time?

Even the proponents of holy laughter believe that not all manifestations are of God. While falling short of attributing
them to demons, they do acknowledge that sometimes the flesh gets involved:

"For Pentecostals or charismatics, such manifestations as fainting, weeping or laughing aren't completely
foreign. More problematic, however, are the animal sounds -- particularly the barking or roaring that has
been reported in meetings in Toronto, London and elsewhere. Opinions vary widely on the origin of these
animal sounds. Many reject them as demonic. Others counted that they are simply a fleshly response to the
Holy Spirit. In the British magazine Alpha, Toronto Vineyard pastor Marc Dupont suggests that the noises
could be from God. He tells of praying for Gideon Chui, a Vancouver-based Chinese Pentecostal pastor.
'He began to roar like a lion,' Dupont relates, noting that normally he would have assumed Chui needed
deliverance from a demon spirit. But he believed Chui's unusual vocal expression heralded a sign from
God. 'This symbolic, prophetic act signifies that the Lion of Judah will triumph,' Dupont explains" (Diana
Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto, 2/95, Charisma, pp. 25-26).

Are we to assume that those who bark like dogs are heralding the triumph of Christ in some other form? Dogs are
unclean animals (as are lions). Can we imagine Jesus or any of the apostles barking like dogs or roaring like lions? Yet
who was more filled with the Holy Spirit than they?

How can these facts be overlooked? Vineyard movement founder John Wimber offers a clue:

"John Wimber takes a rather neutral approach to the more bizarre manifestations. 'There's nothing in
Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see, and I can't think of anything throughout
the church age that would,' Wimber writes. 'So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's just phenomena.
It's just people responding to God'" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto, 2/95, Charisma, p.
26).

What an amazing statement! His Vineyard movement has virtually exploded with this thing; he has exported it to the
ends of the earth; and he feels no obligation to try to explain it, even though, by his own admission, it has no precedent
in Scripture or in Church history. How does this measure up to Scripture's exhortation that we must test the spirits to
see if they are of God or not (1 John 4:1)?

It will be argued that the test is whether or not one confesses that Jesus Christ came in the flesh (verses 2-3). And this,
certainly, the proponents of holy laughter would lay claim to. In the light of history, we must understand that at the
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time John wrote those words, there was no one who would claim that Jesus Christ had come in the flesh other than
those who were His true disciples. By the same token, no one could say "Jesus is Lord," except by the Holy Spirit (1
Cor. 12:3).

No one can deny that, today, many deceivers claim that Jesus has come in the flesh; they even use the expression
"Jesus is Lord." The Mormons, the pope, the Jehovah's Witnesses, virtually all pseudo-Christian cults and false
teachers who come in the name of Christ will testify to these truths. This is evidence that we are in the last days (Matt.
24). While there have been false prophets through the ages, the last days are seeing a proliferation of false prophets
coming with lying signs and wonders. Therefore, the test today is whether or not something is in mere agreement with
God's Word.

The operative words in 1 John 4:1-3, then, are, "believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God."
Today especially -- regardless of one's confession of faith -- it is imperative that we always try (test) the spirits. And
how do we try the spirits? Luke gives us an example in Acts 17:11, in speaking of the Jews at Berea:

These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of
mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.

The Bereans did not merely accept what the apostles told them, even though their words were anointed by the Holy
Spirit. They searched the Scriptures to see if what they were told was true. If a teaching or a manifestation cannot bear
the scrutiny of Scripture, then it must be rejected.

Proper exegesis does not permit the misapplying of God's Word in attempts to bolster acceptance of any teaching or
phenomenon. The Scriptures must be applied properly and in context in order to justify acceptance by believers.

Since, by John Wimber's own admission, "there's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena," they
must be classified as unbiblical or, at best, extra-Biblical. Let us assume the best -- that they are extra-Biblical. That
being the case, the proponents should take care not to insist that those who do not enter into them or accept them as
genuine manifestations of the Holy Spirit are missing out on God's move, or are unspiritual, or are "closed to the Holy
Spirit." At least they should be willing to give people time to test this thing. But are these phenomena being presented
in this manner?

GET OUT OF YOUR MIND

To the contrary, Charles and Frances Hunter tell us not to test it, but to go whole-hog:

"Could this be the way God is bringing us into the final great revival before the return of Jesus? Whether
it is or not, we can feel the Holy Spirit moving -- and we're going right along with Him! Don't stick your
toe in to test the water! Don't wait! Jump all the way into this flowing river" (Holy Laughter, p. 159).

Really? Just jump in? Don't test it? Don't wait? This is contrary to Scripture; it is the same tactic used by cultists to
intimidate candidates to follow their way. Don't use your mind:

"We always need to be completely open to the move of the Holy Spirit and never be so closed that we
cannot see that God might be doing something so fresh and new today that there is not way our finite
minds can understand it! Let's just enjoy it an not try to figure out God" (Holy Laughter, p. 103).

The Hunter's language indicated that they themselves aren't all that positive about this thing. They use the phrases,
"whether or not," and "God might be doing something." Yet they insist that we not test what they are promoting. This
is characteristic of most of the major proponents of holy laughter, including Rodney Howard-Browne:

"Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. 'You can't
understand what God is doing in these meetings with an analytical mind,' he says. 'The only way you're
going to understand what God is doing is with your heart'" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New
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Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.26).

But the heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked (Jer. 17:9) -- even the heart of the born again
believer in Jesus. This is why Scripture exhorts us to examine ourselves and to judge ourselves. Our self-life is still
part of the unredeemed flesh.

Scripture warns us repeatedly not only not to trust our hearts, but to keep a sound mind and to test everything that
comes in the name of Christ. When lauding the Bereans for searching after truth, Luke tells us that they "received the
word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

Readiness of mind is important to discerning truth from error. Those who tell us not to trust our minds are not to be
trusted. No true minister of God would tell us such a thing. 

Something doesn't add up here. Nor does it add up that Terry Virgo, a Columbia, Missouri, pastor, would heartily
endorse this movement on one hand, and on the other say that it must be proven true from Scripture:

"Moving into the supernatural does not mean you kiss your brain goodbye. What we experience may be
amazing -- outside our normal realm -- but we should be able to articulate from Scripture the precedent
and the purpose for what is happening" (2/95, Charisma, p. 25).

But there is no precedent or purpose found in Scripture for what is happening in the holy laughter movement.

We find many similar mixed signals from the holy laughter proponents, even within the same forum of discussion. For
example, Mona Johnian, writing in the February, 1995, Charisma, implies dire consequences for those who do not
enter into the flow of this new thing:

"The question we as believers must answer is this: Will we flow with the plans and purposes of God for
this hour or will we hinder revival? I'm concerned that many are in danger of creating a false comfort zone
for themselves. By the position they're taking, they are saying: 'I'm not sure about this present move. I'm
just going to wait and see what happens.' But Jesus said, 'He who is not with Me is against Me' (Matt.
12:30, NKJV). Pentecost was not -- and is not -- an option. God considers us to be either for or against
what He is doing at any given time" ("Flowing With Revival," p. 14).

Because someone doesn't blindly accept an extra-Biblical teaching or practice doesn't place him in the camp of Christ's
enemies. We can still be for Him. It is presumption to say that we will be against Him just because we don't go with
the flow.

Some have said that we cannot judge these phenomena without being there with an open spirit. But if truth or error can
only be judged by experience, what purpose do the Spirit of God and the Word of God serve? To observe any religious
thing with an open spirit precludes judgment. We would do better to observe everything with a spirit attuned to the
Holy Spirit, testing everything by God's Word. In fact, Derek Prince, while endorsing this movement says:

"It is appropriate to approach unusual manifestations with caution, but not with blank, negative skepticism.
After all, the fact that an experience is unconventional -- or even extraordinary -- does not necessarily
mean that it is not from God" ("Uproar in the Church," 2/95, Charisma, p. 52).

Testing by God's Word, of course, is not blind skepticism. Nor is coming to the conclusion to reject extra-Biblical
phenomena.

Charisma publisher Steven Strang goes even further in urging caution. After experiencing being "slain in the Spirit" at
the Toronto Airport Vineyard, he would still not endorse the holy laughter phenomenon personally, even though he
has published several glowing accounts of it by others:

"Am I endorsing what I saw and experienced in Toronto? No, because I still don't understand much of it.
Similar manifestations have occurred in past revivals; but I believe an experience should also be
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established in the Word of God. Furthermore, I'm concerned. First, I'm concerned that such a move of God
has the potential to create a new group of 'spiritual elite' -- with those who have experienced strange
manifestations wearing them like a badge of spirituality. Second, I'm concerned that the manifestations
themselves could become so important that people who don't receive them through the power of the Holy
Spirit will fake them -- as Simon the magician wanted to do in Acts 8. Finally, I'm concerned that a new
denomination of shriekers, twitchers and laughter could spring up. Impossible, you say? Well, remember
the Shakers and Quakers -- religious sects named after the phenomenon for which they were known"
("Floored in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 106).

Strang's perceptions are valid. He went to Toronto; he experienced something there himself; yet he is reticent to
endorse it because it cannot be validated by God's Word. And no one who knows anything about Charisma would
doubt Strang's charismatic fervor. He does say that he senses that what is happening is a part of what God is doing
because it's happening worldwide. But so is Islam happening worldwide. 

BLASPHEMING THE HOLY SPIRIT? 

No doubt those who reject phenomena like this as being of God will be accused of blaspheming against the Holy
Spirit. The experience-oriented religionists point to Matthew 12:31-32 to claim that those who attribute to Satan or to
the flesh what they believe is the work of the Holy Spirit, have blasphemed against the Holy Spirit.

This is a serious accusation. Those who blaspheme against the Holy Spirit are eternally condemned; according to
Jesus' own words, they will not be forgiven in this world or in the next. This should cause us to be careful in making
any assessment of supernatural (or seemingly supernatural) phenomena. Certainly we must guard our hearts to be sure
we are not resisting the grace of God from impure motives.

The fear that comes upon many who are uncomfortable with these things, yet who lack understanding or discernment
to be able to make a judgment, causes them to freeze at the thought of challenging the proponents. This has been the
problem in the churches these days; many pastors are too cowardly to speak against something so bizarre, from fear
that they may be blaspheming the Holy Spirit. Others become prideful in their acceptance of anything -- their non-
judgmentalism -- which keeps them in touch with everything going on.

Lester Sumrall says it this way:

"The reason I have been in every move of God is because I have never criticized any ministry or work of
God!" (Holy Laughter, p. 103)

Well, of course! Someone who will not criticize even the most blatantly unscriptural claims to truth and to God's hand
at work will find himself involved in every alleged "move of God." This is the true ecumenical spirit that pervades the
alleged supernatural manifestations at work today.

If we are confident in our relationship with the Lord based upon unreserved trust in His written Word. We need not
fear blaspheming the Holy Spirit. The Lord will keep us in check or will reveal to us what is of Himself. There are
many in the churches whose testimonies are pure -- whose walks are pure -- whose hearts are right before the Lord --
who do not accept holy laughter being of God. They are not fighting the Holy Spirit out of spite, as did the religionists
of Jesus' day who accused Him of casting out devils by the prince of devils. There is not jealousy toward these people
and their alleged Holy Spirit ministry. But there is concern that what is transpiring finds no genuine fertile field among
gullible professing Christians whose discernment is woefully lacking.

Truth does not produce guilt except guilt of sin. It is not a sin to test the claims of these people; it is not a sin not to
laugh when they prompt us to laugh; it is not a sin to reject any subjective, extra-Biblical or unbiblical work.
Therefore, we should have no guilt for rejecting any of these phenomena.

Those who are in faith will not be brought under condemnation by anything or anyone except those things that are
clearly delineated in God's Word. Everything else is subject to acceptance or rejection.
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JOY! JOY! JOY! 

What is it that these holy laughter proponents want us to enter into without reservation? Obviously it entails laughter,
but not always. Nor is laughter the end in itself. It is the joy of the Lord, they claim, that the laughter testifies to. As
the Hunters say:

"There is a powerful new wind of the Holy Spirit blowing, but it's lots more than a rushing mighty wind!
There's an energizing, forceful sound that's coming with this new wind of the Spirit and it is the exciting
sound of joy, joy, joy, joy! Not only an inward joy, but it's bringing a vocal joy, a holy laughter, right
along with it. It's energetically stirring us to higher levels with God!" (Holy Laughter, p. 5)

We're told by the holy laughter purveyors that God wants to bless his people because He loves us so much. No matter
that the churches are in a chaotic mess of unbelief, false doctrine, self-pride, broken marriages, adultery, ecumenical
fervor, and toleration of sin and of different gospels. God just wants to bless us; He wants us to be happy.

While Scripture warns us that the last days would see a great falling away from the purity of the Faith, the holy
laughter crowd is telling us that the last days are seeing a revival. While Scripture warns us that there would be false
teachers abounding in great numbers in the last days, the charismatics and others tell us that the false teachers are
those who are against false teachers. While Scripture warns us that judgment must come upon the house of God before
it comes upon the world, the happy crowd tells us that there is no judgment coming upon the Church -- only blessings;
we should be filled with joy, not sorrow, at the prospect of the Church's condition today.

Certainly we can understand how such a deception can come about. Recall how Howard-Browne sought a special
touch from God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation" (The Touch of God, p. 73).

The arrogance to demand anything from God reveals and attitude of self-love. This is common among charismatics
who place more stock in alleged signs and wonders than they do in God's written Word. This is reflected in Howard-
Browne's demand that if God didn't do something for him he would ascend into heaven and touch God. Sound
familiar?

Few believe Howard-Browne believed he could actually ascend into heaven and touch God, even at 18-years-of-age.
He was merely challenging God with extreme language. Yet even this is effrontery against the holiness of our mighty,
sovereign God. Such an attitude may well prompt God to send something -- but it won't be something a true believer
would want. And while we may all on occasion be guilty of challenging God, it isn't something we should broadcast as
an acceptable practice.

Because men do not love the truth (God's Word) -- because they use unbiblical means to approach Him -- He will send
a strong delusion so that they would believe a lie (2 Thes. 2:11). By every test based on God's Word, holy laughter is
outwardly a blessing to those who follow after the flesh -- but it is a strong delusion.

INTIMIDATION 

Not only do the major proponents of holy laughter tell us not to use our minds -- not to bother testing these things --
some denigrate those who do not readily fall under their spell. Howard-Browne calls those who do not enter into this
move "ugly," "sad," and other choice words that do not reflect the humility and kind spirit of a true minister of God.
This is intimidation at the basic level. While everyone around you is losing their minds, you feel out of place --
conspicuous, unholy, unrighteous, guilty -- because you don't feel the bubbling up of holy laughter.

Claims of his wide-eyed fans to the contrary, Howard-Browne does intimidate verbally. On several occasions he
would "slay people in the Spirit," and if they didn't begin to laugh he would place his foot on their stomach and tell
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them to laugh. Some he would kick as they lay there, and accuse them of not yielding to the Holy Spirit. He would
keep at it until they would obviously begin to force some kind of laugh out of themselves.

Since Rodney Howard-Browne is the catalyst for the holy laughter phenomenon's popularity today (most purveyors
tracing their "anointing" either directly or indirectly to him), it would be expedient to concentrate on his methodology.
From the root springs the tree. Rodney Howard-Browne is the root of the holy laughter movement.

HOWARD-BROWNE'S TEACHINGS 

Howard-Browne's primary focus in his book, The Touch of God, as well as in his preaching, is on the anointing of God
-- what the anointing is, the responsibilities that come with it, as well as the dangers and pitfalls. His call is for
holiness of life and seeking after God with all one's heart.

On the subject of God's anointing, Howard-Browne states that the anointing is not a formula but a relationship with
Jesus. The problem, Howard-Browne says, is that the early church had the substance and the modern church has the
formula. God's power, he says, should be tangible and evident in our lives. This, one must agree, is a problem in
today's churches. For the most part, either they are chasing after signs and wonders for their own sake, or they are
chasing after human potential schemes (such as 12-step programs and four temperament personality testing) for
spiritual giftedness. This is all confusion.

Howard-Browne takes a dim view of the extreme deliverance methods that incorporate railing against the devil rather
than prayer. He likens it to a spiritual Nintendo game, accusing many of living in a fantasy world of spiritual warfare.
One statement alludes to spiritual warfare novels that have set the tone for their readers' prayer lives.

Interestingly, Howard-Browne has many indicting things to say about certain self-proclaimed prophets and apostles.
He calls them "charismatic gurus," who always give vague prophecies, or apostles who want to rule over others no
matter how few. His solution is to be led by the Spirit of God -- to be like Jesus who said that He could do nothing
except what He saw the Father do.

In this process of teaching some valid truths, Howard-Browne reveals inside knowledge of how some alleged men of
God operate. Without offering names, he lets us know that things are not always as they seem on the outside.

He states that some ministers actually buy large crusades in third-world countries, offering one dollar per head,
because it looks good on television (and in their full-color brochures). It can move people in affluent countries to
contribute to their cause if they can offer visual evidence that they can assemble a quarter of a million people to hear
them preach. $250,000 invested can result in millions in return. This is quite a revelation.

Howard-Browne has harsh words for mail-order ministries that send trinkets in the mail promising God's anointing for
those who use them as a point of contact. This is interesting in view of Oral Robert's fund-raising methods and the fact
that Howard-Browne unashamedly states that Roberts laid hands on him. The point-of-contact and "seed faith"
methods are Oral Roberts traditions.

It's in the area of accountability that one must disagree with Howard-Browne -- particularly when it comes to exposing
those who teach error. He believes that it is wrong to criticize anyone who claims to be a man of God. He has harsh
words for those who call these men to accountability:

"It's amazing how it's always the ones who are doing nothing for God who know how it should be done.
There are ministries that start off exposing the cults but then turn on the Body of Christ like cannibals.
They build their ministries off the fallings of God's servants" (The Touch of God, p. 107).

The important thing in exposing error is to not judge the motives of those teaching error. But we must, in a spirit of
humility -- yet with all boldness -- deal with the issues they bring up. In doing so, it is necessary to exercise the one
gift of the Spirit few in the churches care to concern themselves with today: the gift of discernment.
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Discernment is more often recognizing error based upon knowledge and understanding of God's Word. It is not merely
some mystical sensory perception of demonic spirits. In any case, one's discernment must be based upon rightly
dividing the Word of Truth. God's Word is still the bottom line for judging all beliefs and practices.

Amazingly, Howard-Browne is full of criticism of others who take advantage of the Body of Christ. He just doesn't
name them. But he must have them in mind when he writes about them. So what's the difference? Is he not judging
them in his heart? His indictment is that they have no integrity.

While Howard-Browne laments the lack of integrity in the ministry, he can be found sharing the platform with such
men. How can a true man of God share the platform with a teacher who insists that we should think of ourselves as
equal to God, and teaches that it wasn't Jesus' death on the cross that saves us, but his suffering in hell [Kenneth
Copeland]. This is a denial of the blood of Christ. It lacks integrity not in the realm of money, but in the realm of
Biblical truth.

How can a true man of God share the platform with men who pronounce curses upon people that don't give financially
to their cause, telling them God will abandon them; they will suffer divorce; they will suffer financial hardship. Yet
that is the message of the word-faith people with whom Howard-Browne associates.

How can a true man of God have hands laid on him by someone who consistently says that the Lord told him to do
something and it will be blessed, when time after time it doesn't come to pass and God's blessing is not evident. In the
process, millions of dollars of the faithful are squandered on the promise of God's faithfulness.

He goes against his own words. Howard-Browne insists that men of God must have integrity. He claims, "I don't do
anything in my meetings other than allow the Holy Spirit to come and have free reign." Yet this will also be proven
false as we observe how he conducts his meetings.

Even if one were to suspend judgment on whether or not God wants to fill us with joy in the manner that the holy
laughter teachers say, how is that joy being manifested in the meetings?

A HOWARD-BROWNE SERVICE 

The following is a description taken from a video tape of a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church and aired on
TBN. Rodney Howard-Browne begins by exhorting the audience not to accept just anything that comes along in the
name of the Lord. He ridicules those who have fallen into ritualistic formalism, and gives examples of people
operating in the flesh.

"Whatever is done as mere symbolism and out of mere ritual and tradition is nothing more than a religious
noose that's going to choke you and rob you of the joy of serving Jesus."

He cautions people about laying hands on others if they don't have the anointing, and about having hands laid on them
by those who don't have the anointing:

"I encourage people to lay hands on. But some churches go overboard and just have it as a free-for-all,
and you've got empty hands being laid on empty heads, and that's why -- you can't just call any donkey
out that's not anointed of God to come and put his hand on somebody's head to encourage that person. If
they've got no anointing, they've got no business putting their hands on somebody's head."

He continues that there's no reason to have empty hands laid on you because you're not going to get anything. Then he
goes on to say that whenever he has had hands laid on him, he didn't care who the person was; he just expected God to
do something and he's never been disappointed.

Well, which is it? Can expectancy on the part of a recipient force God's hand to move through the hands of one who is
not anointed? Where is chapter and verse for this? And why would he not take his own advice? This is just one
example of the illogical mentality behind much of the charismatic fervor today.
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When it comes to free-for-all laying on of hands, that's just what the Vineyard churches practice. Everybody is
encouraged to lay hands on the person next to them. Yet Howard-Browne endorses the Vineyard movement while
ridiculing the very thing they practice. Again, which is it? He also ridicules those who advertise their school of the
prophets. He rightly states that one cannot go to school to learn to be a prophet.

Overall, there wasn't much to find fault with in his preaching time, although, again, Scripture was seldom cited. It was
more of a time for establishing that he could be trusted because he tore down the false assumptions of other unnamed
teachers.

During this time, a few hoots and laughs can be heard emanating from the audience, but there is still relative order.
After preaching, Howard-Browne calls a pastor forward who, the night before, had said he was ready to check himself
into a mental clinic. Promising a double dose of the Holy Spirit this night, Howard-Browne lays his hand on the man,
who promptly falls to the floor.

Howard-Browne then puts one foot on the man's stomach and pronounces that he will go forth forever changed. This
sets the stage for working his audience into laughter, and disproves the claims that he does not provoke laughing
responses:

"Someone said, 'Why'd you put your foot on him?' Because I didn't feel like bending down and putting my
hand on him."

The audience erupts in laughter; from this point on things begin to roll. He then does similarly with the man's wife.
Having fallen, she prays somewhat quietly. Howard-Browne tells her not to pray. He exhorts her with the words, "Joy!
joy! joy!"

One person after another is called out to receive his anointing. Those who do not laugh, he prompts to do so. Most take
quite a bit of prompting. One man lies there, also praying quietly. This is how Howard-Browne addresses him:

"Stop praying now and let the joy bubble out your belly. Joy. Joy. Joy. Don't pray! Laugh!"

The audience laughs all the more as he goes from person to person prodding them to laugh. If it seems to be belaboring
the point it's to demonstrate that, contrary to claims that holy laughter is spontaneous and uncontrollable, it is more
often induced through coercion. Going back to a man he had kicked in the foot, Howard-Browne chides him:

"Why didn't you listen to the preacher? Why didn't you listen to the preacher? I said laugh!"

The man is coerced. He erupts into an obviously strained attempt to laugh under this intimidation. So much for the
claims that the laughter is uncontrollable and spontaneous.

Then comes Howard-Browne's ridicule of those who do not wish to enter into his laugh parade. Making a dour face he
continues:

"Some people say, 'I don't want that joy brother Rodney. [His face becomes even more dour.] I'm happy
just like I am. My great grandfather was sad. My grandfather was sad. And when he died -- just before he
died -- he looked at me and said, 'Son, will you carry on the family tradition?' And I said, 'Yes, dad.'"

Hoots and hollering erupt from the audience as they join in laughing to derision those who don't enter in.

After some more banter calling people "ugly things" who aren't open to the Holy Spirit (read "open to falling down and
laughing"), Howard-Browne slaps on the side of the head a man sitting on the front pew. The man falls over onto the
pew, shaking his legs and hands in the air. The audience continues to roll with laughter.

Another man comes forward, goes down under Howard-Browne's touch and begins to pray. Says Howard-Browne:
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"Get out of the praying mode and get into the rejoicing mode! Pray when you go home! Lord, have mercy!
I mean, if their prayers had been working they wouldn't have had to come up here in the first place."

He begins a dissertation on the laying on of hands, pointing out that you can bless people by laying on of hands, you
can heal them, and you can pass on the anointing and people fall over. He begins to quote Peter in Acts 2: "These are
not drunk as you suppose ..." He lays his hand on a lady in the front pew, causing her to shriek repeatedly, shaking her
hands as if she had palsy. He points out that she is a pastor's wife. In fact, most of the front-row pews are filled with
pastors and their wives.

As he repeats, "These are not drunk as you suppose," "the drunkard" begins his routine. While sitting in his pew, a
man throws his head back and laughs heartily, kicking one leg up in the air. Suddenly, he bolts from his seat and does
a locomotive-action shuffle in a tight circle. Then he faces Howard-Browne, kicks one leg out in front and does a
pratfall. Another man jumps out of his seat, does the same sort of locomotion shuffle, arms flailing wildly, and falls on
the floor. Shortly afterward, the first man gets up and staggers around with a mock drunken smile on his face, salutes
Howard-Browne, and plops down in the pew again. It is obviously contrived, but Howard-Browne and the audience
eat it up.

Things continue in the same vein for the rest of the evening.

DRUNK IN THE SPIRITS 

Rodney Howard-Browne likes to call himself a "Holy Ghost bartender" who dispenses the "new wine" of charismatic
fervor. In an earlier meeting than the one described above, he teaches that, if there is drunkenness in the physical
realm, there must be drunkenness in the spiritual realm, also. To prove this illogical assumption, he quotes Acts 2 to
suggest that the disciples at Pentecost were acting like drunkards.

Suddenly, a man from the second row stands up. He's wearing slacks and a sport coat opened to reveal suspenders,
throws his head back, and in stereotypical pantomime of a comedic drunk (a la Foster Brooks or Jackie Gleason),
adopts a smirk. Peering down his nose, he looks with half-closed eyes at the audience as he sways back and forth. He
then plops himself in his pew and nods as if he's drunk, smiling at Howard-Browne, who enjoys it tremendously. Loud
guffaws abound.

Cannot Howard-Browne discern that this man is merely seeking attention -- that he is not truly "drunk in the Spirit," as
Howard-Browne claims? And what is being "drunk in the Spirit"? Scripture makes no mention of this. The proponents
of holy laughter cite Acts 2 to suggest that acting drunk by the Holy Spirit is valid. But does Acts 2 really imply that
such a thing is of God?

Versus 1-12 clearly teach that the disciples came forth from the upper room under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, and
began to preach the Gospel in the languages of those present from various nations. Although the hearers discerned
their own language, they also heard all the other languages being spoken at the same time. The mockers (verse 13) did
not listen to the message, but heard what seemed to them like a lot of babbling. Thus, they accused the disciples of
being drunk.

Verses 14-34 record Peter's dissertation to the crowd, exhorting them to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and to repent
of their sins. Verses 35-47 record the results of that plea.

While the disciples were accused of being drunk, they were not staggering about in the manner characteristic of those
"intoxicated" by holy laughter; they were accused of being drunk because, while some heard their own languages, they
also heard other languages. Nor did all the people accuse them, but only the mockers. It was a phenomenon they did
not understand, and to them it seemed for the most part like babbling. Peter set them straight and many of them
repented of their sins and were born again by the Spirit of God.

Furthermore, Acts 3 and 4 record that the disciples' activities after Pentecost resulted in persecution by the religious
establishment. Today's religious establishment isn't beating up on the holy laughter people -- it is embracing them. In
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no way can Acts 2 be constructed to mean that the disciples were acting like drunkards -- certainly not like the
stereotypical comedic drunkard at the Howard-Browne meeting. Nor can it or Ephesians 5:18 be construed to mean
that the Holy Spirit would cause us to lose our sensibilities.

MISAPPLYING SCRIPTURE 

The misapplication of Scripture by the holy laughter people is not limited to Acts 2. In listening to Howard-Browne
and others, there is hardly a Scripture citation that isn't twisted to mean what they want it mean in order to validate
their peculiar experience. This, if nothing else, should be ample warning for caution if not down-right rejection of
these experiences.

As with Acts 2, the holy laughter people like to quote Ephesians 5:18 to prove their claim that being filled with the
Holy Spirit may result in one acting like a drunkard. This misapplication is evident to anyone who takes the time to
read Ephesians 5:18 in context. The meaning of being filled with the Spirit within the context of the body is
demonstrated in verses 19-21. These activities do not reflect a mindless stupor; rather they reflect a holy attitude of
worship and edification. 

What is taking place in these Howard-Browne meetings is pure exhibitionism played out for a group of spiritual
voyeurs. One could liken it to spiritual pornography; it titillates in an ungodly manner. People who go for it can't get
enough. Eventually their hunger grows for more bizarre stuff.

It wasn't enough to believe that they spoke in tongues; now they have to bark like dogs in the Spirit, roar like lions in
the Spirit, cackle like chickens in the Spirit, and stagger like drunks in the Spirit. What will be the next "move of the
Spirit?"

This exhibitionism may also be classified as pure experientialism -- a group therapy session engaging laughter as a
catharsis in place of the primal scream. Does it work? Outwardly, yes. People feel better. They feel happier. Anyone
who's had a good laugh feels better afterward. As one man at the meeting said, as he lay on the floor laughing,
"Laughing doeth good like a medicine." (This was a misquote of Proverbs 17:22.)

There is a difference between a merry heart and laughter. Laughter can be good or bad, depending upon the
circumstances. A merry heart reflects the joy of the Lord in all circumstances that are appropriate. Just as there are
proper times to laugh, there are proper times to weep (Eccl. 3:1-4).What transpires at these meetings is not proper
laughter. It is coerced in the name of the Holy Spirit. 

Scripture warns against improper laughter (see Eccl. 7:3-4; 6) Proper laughter and rejoicing in the Lord is certainly
acceptable to the believer in Christ. But laughing to derision those who do not agree with you; coercing people to
laugh; claiming an anointing from the Holy Spirit on such laughter -- this is sin. It is evidence that one is in the house
of fools.

PREDISPOSITION 

In spite of the obvious coercion involved, we are told that this laughter is "uncontrollable" and "spontaneous." It is true
that Howard-Browne rarely cracks a smile. Yes, he holds a straight face. He rarely tells jokes -- if we're talking about
jokes that include a setup, a plot, and a punch line. But he does utilize witticisms in his preaching, designed to invoke
laughter. This, often at the expense of those who do not enter into the "flow" of what he's doing. A good actor can
easily keep a straight face while going through a comedy routine. 

And in spite of glowing reports of masses falling down in fits of uncontrollable laughter, many faces can be seen with
no merriment on them, or with mere smiles. The scenario we've described hardly suggests that much of the laughter is
uncontrollable when Howard-Browne has to prompt one after another to "let the joy bubble out your belly."

A clue as to why so many fall under the spell may be found in this statement from one of the Charisma reports on
Howard-Browne:
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"But his appeal is evident. It lies in his utter lack of slick evangelism. His simple style and genuine desire
to unleash spiritual revival in America have caught the attention of charismatics who are eager to see signs
and wonders" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

It becomes obvious that many of the people who attend these meetings are predisposed to laugh. They already know
the reputation of the holy laughter preacher and that's what they're seeking when they arrive. They are "eager to see
signs and wonders." They have come from miles around and they are not going to be disappointed.

Yet not all the laughter is contrived. Some of it is very genuine. People do laugh at others who laugh. Laughter is
contagious. If someone begins to laugh uncontrollably in our presence, our natural tendency is to laugh also.

In view of Howard-Browne's methods of inducing laughter, it's obvious that much of the laughter is not from
contagion but from coercion; it is contrived. If such an obvious contrivance is lost upon Howard-Browne, who is
supposed to be ministering this thing, how are others to know what is of God and what is of the flesh? If it is
acceptable to Howard-Browne or other proponents of holy laughter, even when it is obviously of the flesh, should we
not at least be suspicious of these proponents' motives? If not of their motives, certainly their discernment. In either
case, their credibility as ministers of the true spiritual gifts is in question. If they are operating with wrong motives or
if they are unable to discern the flesh at work, they are unqualified to lead God's people.

Their followers may leave feeling better about themselves; they may even have experienced a change in their attitude
toward God, or toward their mate, or toward their enemies. But, again, one cannot confuse God's grace in using error
with the validation of the error.

SHOW TIME! 

Much of the holy laughter delusion smacks of show biz. It's played out like a circus act with the lead characters vying
for starring roles. Even the language used to record Howard-Browne's rise to fame reveals a show business mentality:

"Howard-Browne's reputation grew during the next four years, and he established the Rodney Howard-
Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of 1993 his big break came when
Assemblies of God pastor Karl Strader invited him to preach in Lakeland, Florida, at Carpenter's Home
Church" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.23).

His "big break"? This suggests that the ministry is for the benefit of the minister. God's servants don't get "big breaks."
They get big trouble! Their reputations are not enhanced unless they are tickling people's ears. The vast majority of
those who follow after signs and wonders are not disposed to hear the hard Word of God. They want feel-good
religion. And that's what they get with the holy laughter teaching, as attested to by this statement in Charisma:

"The difference was the laughter. No matter what Howard-Browne did or said, hundreds who attended the
daily sessions always ended up on the sanctuary floor in helpless laughter. When the services were
broadcast on radio, more curious seekers showed up to join the fun" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass
the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

"Curious seekers?" "Fun?" Since when does our holy God play to the benefit of curiosity seekers' amusement? Since
when has the holy Faith been turned into an occasion for "fun?" Jesus was a man of sorrows. He sorrowed over the
sins of the world. He would sorrow over "curious seekers" today; He would sorrow over the spectacle that has been
made of His Church to the derision of those outside.

There are those in the Body of Christ who are sorrowing over these things. While so many who hear of this experience
called holy laughter flock to receive gratification of their flesh, there is a small number who are genuinely sorrowing
over those people's captivity to this latest fad. They have fallen prey to a delusion that causes them to think that,
because they fall down and laugh, they have gotten a dose of holiness.
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There is seldom any true teaching from God's Word in these meetings. And when there is, it is interrupted by laughter.
It makes God's Word of no effect. As a writer for Charisma says:

"No one doubts that having vast numbers of listeners convulsed in laughter can make whatever is being
said from the pulpit irrelevant" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma,
p.24).

What an indictment from one who lauds this side show! "Irrelevant" is an apt word to demonstrate how God's Word
has little place among the holy laughter crowd. But since when did God ordain that His Word should ever become
irrelevant? In essence, it is making the Word of no effect, which is what Jesus accused the religious leaders of doing
through their tradition and other such things (Mk. 7:13).

Interruptions of God's Word, even if taught by false teachers, is not a sign of the Holy Spirit at work. At worst, it is a
sign of demonic spirits at work. At best, it is a sign of irreverence on the part of those who do the interrupting. Rather
than accept such interruptions as a sign from God, a true minister of the Word would rebuke those who would do such
a thing. A true disciple of the Lord Jesus would continue in His Word (Jn. 8:31-32).

The truth -- God's Word -- is what makes us free, not experiences (especially extra-Biblical experiences like holy
laughter as claimed by its proponents). In fact, the holy laughter proponents demonstrate a rather low view of
Scripture.

A LOW VIEW OF SCRIPTURE 

Hugh E. "Bud" Williams, rector of an Episcopal church in Lakeland, Florida, received the "anointing" from Howard-
Browne in a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church:

"... After two meetings he was not impressed; during the third, Howard-Browne called him and three
others out into the aisle and simply said, 'Be filled!' 'Boom! Down I went in the Spirit,' Williams says, 'and
I started laughing, I laughed so hard for 20 minutes, my throat was sore the next day. I've been charismatic
for 14 years, but I had dried out and grown tired. This refreshed me personally and changed my marriage.'
So why would God use laughter to bring spiritual renewal? Williams says many people today need more
than words -- they need a demonstration of God's power. 'Words have become meaningless in our society,'
he says. 'Signs and wonders are what must recapture our attention'" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass
the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.28).

Does faith come from signs and wonders? Not according to God's Word (Rom. 10:17). Man's words may be
meaningless, but God's Word is never meaningless. Was Williams speaking about man's words or God's Word? If
man's words, we must agree with him. But then why extol experience over man's words? Why not extol Scripture
instead? It seems apparent that he was speaking of Scripture as mere "words."

Scripture records that those who seek signs from God are not content with His Word. Multitudes flocked to Jesus for
miracles, and in spite of his demonstrations of God's power, they crucified Him when His words became too difficult
for them to hear (Mt. 12:39).

The Good News of the resurrection should be sufficient to minister joy to the hearts of those truly surrendered to God.
But just as the resurrection did not satisfy the Jews of Jesus' day, it doesn't satisfy many professing Christians today.
To get joy (read "fun"), they must turn to extra-Biblical activities.

BRAINWASHING 

Those who know anything about brainwashing techniques and the ability to induce altered states of consciousness in
mass meetings will recognize that, often, these techniques are utilized in hyper-charismatic services.

Dick Sutphen, a professional hypnotist, conducts seminars on persuasion and brainwashing techniques. His purpose is
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not to teach his listeners how to subvert other's minds, but to educate on how government, the military, cults, and
religious groups utilize certain techniques to induce control and gain converts to their particular causes.

He points out that many who use these techniques are not necessarily aware that they are using them. They may well
have learned them from watching others use them successfully. In any case, the bottom line is control; the intent may
be perfectly altruistic, it may be beneficial in the mind of the controller. But the fact remains that people are being
controlled, often with the belief that the Holy Spirit is doing a work in them.

Sutphen is not a believer in Christ. In fact, he is anti-Christ and a New Ager. But his logic and knowledge cannot be
argued with. This is because he is not addressing the Faith or holy laughter; he is addressing a subject that he knows:
brainwashing.

Sutphen believe that religion is valid, but that manipulation in the name of God is not:

"So, to begin, I want to state the most basic of all facts about brainwashing: IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY
OF MAN, NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN BRAINWASHED AND REALIZED, OR BELIEVED, THAT
HE HAD BEEN BRAINWASHED. Those who have been brainwashed will usually passionately defend
their manipulators, claiming they have simply been 'shown the light,' or have been transformed in
miraculous ways" (Sutphen undated transcript, 'The Battle for Your Mind: Persuasion and Brainwashing
Techniques Being Used on the Public Today," p. 1). (Emphasis Sutphen's.)

Sutphen gives an example of how manipulators set their marks up. The first step is to give information that the
listeners will agree with. This gets them in the frame of mind to trust the speaker. Once trust has been instilled, they
are open to suggestion:

"... Assume for a moment that you are watching a politician give a speech. First, he might generate what is
called a 'YES SET.' These are statements that will cause listeners to agree; they might even unknowingly
nod their heads in agreement. Next come the TRUISMS. These are usually facts that could be debated but,
once the politician has his audience agree, the odds are in the politician's favor that the audience wont stop
to think for themselves, thus continuing to agree. Last comes the SUGGESTION. This is what the
politician wants you to do and, since you have been agreeing all along, you could be persuaded to accept
the suggestion" (Sutphen, p. 10). (Emphasis Sutphen's.)

In the same manner, false teachers will preach from God's Word, sharing obvious truths. That's phase one -- the "yes
set." As well they will share what may be considered deep insights -- ideas that are debatable but not necessarily
untrue. These are the "truisms." Then comes the suggestion. It is generally toward the end of the evening -- sometimes
after two or three hours or more -- that the false teaching or inducement toward activity will be implemented. This is
exactly what one witnesses in the holy laughter movement, not to mention the charismatic movement (particularly the
word-faith movement) in general.

Sutphen points out that different entities may use different techniques -- the military may use some techniques that the
government, dealing with civilians, may not use. Religionists and cultists will use still other techniques. Most
techniques involve taking the subjects through stages or phases of conversion. Says Sutphen:

"With the progression through each phase, the degree of conversion becomes more effective and complete.
The ways to achieve conversion are many and varied, but the usual first step in religious or political
brainwashing is to work on the emotions of an individual or group until they reach an abnormal level of
anger, fear, excitement, or nervous tension. The progressive result of this mental condition is to impair
judgment and increase suggestibility. The more this condition can be maintained or intensified, the more it
compounds. Once catharsis, or the first brain phase, is reached, the complete mental takeover becomes
easier. Existing mental programming can be replaced with new patterns of thinking and behavior"
(Sutphen, p. 3).

Most people who attend the hyper-charismatic meetings that result in pandemonium and out-of-order behavior are
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normal, everyday folks. They may be professional people and hold responsible jobs. Many are normally "dignified" or
"reserved." But they come with a sense of expectancy to receive something from the touch of the preacher --
something they are inclined to believe they can't receive from God on their own. They believe that God has placed a
special anointing on the preacher, probably because they have been induced with a clergy-laity mentality that is the
norm for most churches. Because they are so normal -- even possessing a reserved personality -- they can't believe that
they can be brainwashed or manipulated. But the manner in which excitement and fervor builds in some meetings
catches them off guard. They are susceptible to suggestion -- even the suggestion that they have been healed. To not
be healed often generates feelings of guilt, an emotion that is easily exploited by the preacher. About alleged spiritual
healing, Sutphen states:

"For some, the healing may be permanent. For many, it will last four days to a week, which is,
incidentally, how long a hypnotic suggestion given to a somnambulistic subject will usually last. Even if
the healing doesn't last, if they come back every week, the power of suggestion may continually override
the problem -- or sometimes, sadly, it can mask a physical problem which could prove to be very
detrimental to the individual in the long run. I'm not saying that legitimate healings do not take place. They
do. Maybe the individual was ready to let go of the negativity that caused the problem in the first place;
maybe it was the work of God. Yet I contend that it can be explained with existing knowledge of
brain/mind function" (Sutphen, pp. 4-5).

Sorry to say, Sutphen is correct in his assessment. New Agers testify of healings by laying on of hands, too. And the
scenarios are all to common among those who claim to have healing ministries in the Church: Short-term healings;
people neglecting proper health care because they believe they've been healed when they haven't been; even death
from diseases whose symptoms disappeared. The preacher will tell those whose healings didn't last that it was because
they "let go" of the healing. They didn't have enough faith to maintain it.

The difference between God's work and the work of the flesh is that God's work will always be validated by His
written Word. And God doesn't play games with us. If He heals us by His sovereign will, we will be healed, period.

TOWARD THE NEW AGE? 

What we are witnessing in new evangelicalism and the charismatic movement is a subjective approach to God's Word.
If something seems to work, it is accepted even if it cannot be validated by Scripture. Since it cannot be validated, it is
assumed to be a new work of God. Those who reject it on the basis of its unbiblical or extra-Biblical character are
regarded as faithless when, in fact, they are faithless toward the subjective religious philosophy of the "new thing" --
not toward God.

This subjectivity is necessary if Satan is going to meld humanity into a one-world religion. As the masses open
themselves up to beliefs and practices that are not validated by Scripture, they leave themselves open to deception of
the highest order, often presented in the name of Jesus.

The first step toward melding Christians into the New Age religion is not dissimilar to brianwashing techniques. The
"yes set" is to get us to agree that all denominations share a common belief system. This is the motivating force behind
the ecumenical movement sponsored by the Vatican and the major players in new evangelicalism and the charismatic
movement.

The "truisms" will be that we also share common beliefs and values with aberrant Christian cults and monotheistic
religions such as cabalistic Judaism and Islam.

The "suggestion" will be that we have a common spiritual bond with all of mankind. This suggestion will be
implemented through the observation of signs and wonders construed to be of God. And if God can honor the faith of
non-Christians, who are we to dissent from unity with them? 

Anyone who thinks he is above falling into this snare is hopelessly naive. In fact, he is an excellent candidate for
deception.
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It is not merely coincidental that holy laughter has found its place among the mystically inclined whose beliefs lean
toward New Age philosophy. Leanne Payne, a disciple of inner healing guru, the late Agnes Sanford, has also
indulged in holy laughter. (Her experience is recorded in Karen Mains's book Lonely No More.) Payne blends New
Age mysticism, Jungian psychology, and Christian philosophy. Her ministry team is headed primarily by women who
share this integrationist methodology. To Payne, all sin is linked to lack of self-acceptance and failure to recognize
God's affirmation of oneself. Of course, this is a simple explanation of her more involved theology.

Is it merely coincidental that her disciple, Karen Mains, wrote of this holy laughter experience in 1993, essentially the
same time Rodney Howard-Browne's notoriety and the Toronto blessing began? And is it merely coincidental that a
phenomenon similar to holy laughter is found in the New Age movement is exactly at the same time?

Barbara Marx Hubbard is the founder of the Foundation for Conscious Evolution, and a leader at the frontier of social
and spiritual change for the New Age. At the same time holy laughter began to ripple through the churches, she wrote
as one channeling the thoughts of God. The instruction given was to expect planetary transformation and a quantum
leap in evolutionary personal transformation through uncontrollable joy. This uncontrollable joy of which Hubbard
speaks will transcend all barriers to unity. False signs and wonders will likewise break down those barriers to unity
(Mk. 13:22).

We can expect the holy laughter people to defend their practices as being of God, while these other practices are
counterfeits. But holy laughter as we know it today came lately. All attempts to link it to Scripture or early revival
history are without merit. Its real precedent is coincidental to New Age philosophy. Does God mimic something Satan
originates? Or is He taken off guard by Satan? I think not. Else He would be guilty of causing confusion among His
people. And God is not the author of confusion. (1 Cor. 14:33). 

REORDERED THINKING 

What is transpiring in the Church is similar to what is transpiring in the world. In conditioning men's minds to accept a
globalist mentality, the New Age change agents call for unity in diversity with no judgment -- no concern for what
others believe or practice. If it doesn't fit for us, well, we just have a different truth. Let's just focus on our common
objectives.

But we're not dealing with one human philosophy vs. another human philosophy. We're dealing with all of man's
philosophies vs. God's Word. The world's rules don't apply here. This worldly assessment of truth is behind criticism
of those who expose error in the Body of Christ; just because we don't understand it, we shouldn't be critical of it; it
doesn't matter if it cannot be supported by Scripture; God may be doing a new thing we don't understand; we just don't
have the same truth that the popular preacher has.

This can be intimidating to those who don't know Scripture. But those who do know Scripture have a responsibility to
expose those who are in error. And it doesn't matter if they are 99.99% correct in their teachings. If the .01% error is
sufficient to lead someone astray, it must be challenged.

To demonstrate how the professing church's thinking is parallel to the world's thinking in subjective terms, we might
look at the current government education system and how it breaks down objective values in order to substitute new,
subjective values. This is done in order to create a globalist population that is easily controlled. If someone doesn't
have an absolute set of values, he can be exploited for the benefit of the hierarchy, whether political or religious.

The breakdown in absolutes is accomplished through the reordering of thinking skills. Modern education relies heavily
on Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy which places knowledge of facts and comprehension on the bottom of the order in
thinking skills.

Bloom is considered by the education elite to be the foremost expert on change agent strategy. The object of Bloom's
reordering of thinking skills is to replace the Biblical model for thinking objectively with a new model rooted in
subjective intuitive thought. This is the basis of witchcraft.The following demonstrates that objective understanding is
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considered to be lower on the scale than subjective and intuitive reasoning:

Higher Order Thinkng Skills
(1) Evaluation 
(2) Synthesis
(3) Analysis
(4) Application

Lower Order Thinking Skills 
(1) Comprehension
(2) Knowledge

Berit Kjos, an expert on the education system and New Age philosophy, points out that one of the methods for
bringing in the new global values is the removal of facts -- the removal of logical thinking -- so that people can't argue
back from a basis of understanding. They will not have an objective framework from which to draw conclusions.
Therefore, the education system is free to bring in all kinds of models for the new global spirituality from earth-
centered cultures around the world. Those cultures are basically pantheistic and polytheistic. What we are seeing is a
rise in animistic religions because the Biblical ethic and value system has been not only discarded, but forbidden to be
discussed.

Is this not similar to what is happening in the churches today? Attempts to hold teachers accountable to God's Word
are met with derision, even by those who insist that they believe that God's Word must form the basis for judging all
things. We learn quickly that their exhortation to Biblical integrity is merely a ploy to disarm their critics and deceive
their listeners. God's Word is valued, yes; but it is placed on the lower order of thinking skills. What is more important
is intuitive "Holy Spirit" power.

Bloom's "higher order" thinking skills do have value; but they have no genuine value unless they are held accountable
to the objective truths and facts that reside in knowledge and comprehension. By the same token, what is said to be of
the Holy Spirit has value only if it is held accountable to, and is validated by, the objective truths that reside in God's
Word.

Modern education places a lower value on objective conclusions; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion
replace clear, concise teaching and instruction from facts. By the same token, the trend in the modern Church is to
disregard objective assessment of alleged signs and wonders; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion replaces
clear, concise teaching and instruction from God's Word.

People can only react against these deceptions if they have a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge, and which
motivates them to react against those deceptions. Most Christians lack a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge. And
they are fearful of reacting. Under the rules established by the religious hierarchy, you cannot judge or challenge these
subjective teachings and practices. To do so brings the religious leaders' judgment that you have "touched God's
anointed," or have blasphemed the Holy Spirit, thus risking God's wrath.

Thus, too, you cannot judge anyone else's belief system, whether Roman Catholicism, Mormonism, apostate Judaism,
or anything that produces palpable spiritual benefit or satisfaction.To the subjective religionists, objective assessment
of their teachings equals judgmentalism. And judgmentalism stirs God's anger. Fear and intimidation is very much a
part of this subjective religion.

What is ridiculed most is any suggestion that the subjective religion is leading its adherents toward induction into the
coming one-world New Age religious system. How dare anyone suggest that the major players within modern
"Christianity" could fall into that trap and lead others as well. Yet the major move today among virtually all the well-
known professing Christian leaders is toward ecumenism. They have already stated their disdain for those who warn
against unity with the papacy.

They have chosen to overlook serious Biblical error in order to forge a united front against certain evils such as

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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abortion, crime, pornography, and such. It's because they do not perceive heresy as any big deal that they can overlook
much of the same error in the Protestant churches. And where there can be found agreement with New Age philosophy
which works for a world wherein love and peace abide, one soon finds more "Christian" leaders joining hands with
New Age prophets.

CONCLUSION 

The only defenses we have against spiritual deceptions arising today are a holy life, a solid grounding in God's Word,
and a refusal to accept anything as being from Him that is not validated in His Word. We should heed John 4:23:

But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in
truth: for the Father seeketh such to worship him.

Many wish to worship God in the Spirit, and this is fine; but they neglect the second requirement: that we worship
Him in truth. His Word is truth (John 17:17). The two cannot be separated, for God's work is by His Word.

His Word says that all things in the Church must be done decently and in order (1 Cor. 14:40). Women (let alone men)
flopping on the floor and hooting or making animal sounds is not decent. Holy laughter is not orderly.

It doesn't matter how unspiritual we are perceived to be by those who go whole-log after alleged supernatural
phenomena. We must stand firmly for the integrity of God's Word, even when they cast us out of the synagogues and
put us to death, believing they are doing God a service.

The day is coming and is now here when we will have to count the true cost of following Jesus.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 4/95 Special Report by the same name from Media Spotlight
(Albert James Dager).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/96

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Hypnosis*
Christian or Occult?

-  In these days of supposed great stress and strain, hypnosis claims to offer relief for the masses. Hypnosis has become
the therapeutic tool health professionals are pulling out of the bag to battle smoking and weight problems; manage
anxiety, fears, and phobias; relieve pain; overcome depression; improve a person's sex life; cure maladies such as
asthma and hayfever; undergo chemotherapy without nausea; prompt injuries to heal more quickly; and improve
grades. Otherwise legitimate medical doctors use hypnosis as part of the healing process to reduce the side effects from
drugs, to help speed patient recovery, and reduce post-operative discomfort. Dentists are using hypnotic techniques in
conjunction with nitrous oxide to relax patients, minimize pain and bleeding, and control patient gas reflex during
procedures. 

The sad part of it all is that even some unsuspecting Christians are willing to "try it." A 1992 newspaper ad placed by a
"Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist" (there is even an "American Society for Clinical Hypnosis") made some amazing
statements that indicate just how unbiblical (i.e., New Age) the technique of hypnosis is:

"Hypnosis is the most effective method of changing the way you think, feel and act. When you align your
subconscious mind -- your inner voice -- with your conscious mind, you erase conflicting beliefs that hold
you back. You can then move forward, without sabotaging yourself. Clinical hypnotic techniques guide
you to a relaxed, peaceful state of mind. You remain in total control while learning how to use the power
of your full mind to create a strong desire to accomplish your goal. You can change your life."

-  Hypnosis is nothing new. It has been used for thousands of years by witchdoctors, spirit mediums, shamans, Hindus,
Buddhists, and yogis. But the increasing popularity of hypnosis for healing in the secular world has influenced many
in the professing church to accept hypnosis as a means of treatment. Both non-Christian and professing Christian
medical doctors, dentists, psychiatrists, and psychologists are recommending and using hypnosis. 

Although a hypnotist may encourage only a light or medium trance, he cannot prevent a hypnotized subject from
spontaneously plunging into the danger zone, which may include a sense of separation from the body, seeming
clairvoyance, hallucination, mystical states similar to those described by Eastern mystics, and even what hypnotism
researcher Ernest Hilgard describes as "demonic possession." We would argue that hypnosis is occultic at any trance
level, but at its deeper levels, hypnosis is unmistakably occult. 

-  There is some controversy as to whether or not a hypnotist can cause a person to do something against his will.
Many hypnotists say categorically that the will cannot be violated. However, the evidence is otherwise. Hypnosis
heightens a person's suggestibility to the point that the subject will believe almost anything the hypnotist tells him --
even to the point of hallucinating at the hypnotist's suggestion. During hypnosis, a person's critical abilities are reduced
in such a way as to create what has been called a "trance logic" that undiscerningly accepts what would normally seem
irrational, illogical, and incompatible. 

Because almost anything can be made to seem plausible to someone in the trance state, it is possible for a hypnotized
person to act against his will -- to do what he would not do outside of the hypnotic state. Hypnosis bypasses the will by
placing personal responsibility outside of objective, rational, critical choice. With normal evaluating abilities
submerged, suggestibility heightened, and rational restraint reduced, the will is seriously hampered and is, at the very
least, capable of being violated. 

-  One popular use of hypnosis has been that of searching the memory by "going back into childhood." Some patients
even describe experiencing what they believe to be their life in the womb and subsequent birth. (This is impossible,
however, because of the neurological, scientific fact that the myelin sheathing is too underdeveloped in the prenatal,
natal, and early postnatal brain to store such memories.) Still others describe some sort of disembodied state and then
what they identify as past lives and former identities. How much of this is created by heightened suggestibility,
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unrestrained imagination, trance hallucination, or demonic intervention cannot be determined. Furthermore, the Bible
clearly contradicts past lives and reincarnation -- "It is appointed unto man once to die" (Heb. 9:27).

Hypnosis is not even reliable with recent recall. What is "remembered" under hypnosis has often been created,
reconstructed, or enhanced during the state of heightened suggestibility. Research indicates that after hypnosis, a
person is unable to distinguish between a true recollection and what he imagined or created under the heightened
suggestibility. Hypnosis is just as likely to bring forth false impressions as true accounts of past events. (Individuals
can and do lie under hypnosis!) Hypnosis is thus more likely to contaminate the memory than to help a person
remember what really happened.

Besides past life hypnotic therapy, some practitioners are doing future life hypnotic therapy. The hypnotized person
supposedly sees future events, solves murders, reveals the future fates of well-known personalities, etc. One involved
in this hypnotic time travel must ask himself, "Where is the line of demarcation between the demonic and the divine,
between the realm of Satan and Science? At what point does the door of darkness open and the devil gain a foothold?"

-  In today's landscape of promises for self-fulfillment, self-mastery, personal well-being, and quick fixes for problems
of living, one could easily find oneself in an environment conducive to hypnosis. One such environment would be the
regression into childhood memories (see above). Another would be in Large Group Awareness Training. The Forum
(formerly est), Life Spring, and Momentus are the names of some of the more well-known large-group training
seminars that promise life-transforming results. Using many of the ideas and techniques of the encounter movement,
such group sessions attempt to alter participants' present way of thinking (mind set, world view, personal faith, etc.)
through intense personal and group experiences. Some have marathon meetings that last numerous hours and take
advantage of fatigue working together with much repetition, group pressure, and various psychological techniques,
some of which attack personal belief systems and cause mental confusion. The confusion technique, which is also a
hypnotic device, may be used to disorient the subject to make him more responsive to cues. Michael Yapko says: "In
the confusion technique, you give a person more information than they could possibly keep up with, you get them to
question everything, you make them feel uncertain as a way of building up their motivation to attain certainty." While
hypnosis may not be intended or admitted in such large group training sessions, the possibility is very strong for
participants to experience hypnotic suggestion, dissociation, and impaired personal judgment. (Other activities and
settings where hypnosis may occur also include: music, church services, prayer and meditation, medical offices, and
self-help tapes.)

-  Since some doctors and many psychologists use hypnosis, most believe that hypnosis is medical and, therefore,
scientific. The label "medical" before the word hypnosis makes hypnosis seem benevolent and safe. Even some well-
known professing Christians (e.g., the late Walter Martin of CRI, and Josh McDowell & John Stewart in their book
Understanding the Occult) allege that hypnosis can be helpful if practiced by medical doctors whose intent is good
rather than evil. However, Donald Hebb says in "Psychology Today/The State of the Science" that "hypnosis has
persistently lacked satisfactory explanation." At the present time, there is no agreed-upon scientific explanation of
exactly what hypnosis is. Psychiatry professor Thomas Szasz describes hypnosis as the therapy of "a fake science." We
cannot call hypnosis a science, but we can say that it has been an integral part of the occult for thousands of years.
(Although hypnosis has been investigated by scientific means, and there are some measurable criteria concerning the
trance itself, hypnosis is not a science.) 

No one knows exactly how hypnosis "works," other than the obvious "placebo effect" -- the successful use of "false
feedback" in the same manner that feedback is used in the occult techniques common to acupuncture, biofeedback, and
psychotherapy. But compounding the word hypnosis with the word therapy does not lift the practice from the occult to
the scientific. The white coat may be a more respectable garb than feathers and face paint, but the basics are the same.
Hypnosis is hypnosis, whether it is called medical hypnosis, hypnotherapy, autosuggestion, or anything else. Hypnosis
in the hands of a medical doctor is as scientific as a dowsing rod in the hands of a civil engineer.

Trances brought about through medical doctors are not significantly different from occultic hypnosis. In their text on
hypnosis, which is used in medical schools, two well-known researchers state categorically: "The reader should not be
confused by the supposed differences between hypnosis, Zen, Yoga, and other Eastern healing methodologies.
Although the rituals for each differs, they are fundamentally the same." E. Fuller Torrey, a research psychiatrist, aligns
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hypnotic techniques with witchcraft. He also says, "Hypnosis is one aspect of the yoga techniques of therapeutic
meditation." Medical doctor William Kroger states, "The fundamental principles of Yoga are, in many respects, similar
to those of hypnosis." To protect the scientific label for hypnosis he declares, "Yoga is not considered a religion, but
rather a 'science' to achieve mastery of the mind and cure physical and emotional sickness." Then he makes a strange
confession, "There are many systems to Yoga, but the central aim -- union with God -- is common to all of them and is
the method by which it achieves cure." Obviously then, just because hypnosis is used by medical doctors does not
mean that it is free of its occult nature. More and more medical practitioners are being influenced by ancient, occult
medical practices. The holistic healing movement has successfully wed Western medicine to Eastern mysticism.

We then raise the following questions about the use of hypnosis by a medical doctor: How can one tell the long-range
spiritual effect of even a well-meaning medical doctor's use of hypnosis on a Christian patient? Would an M.D. with
an anti-Christian or occult bias in any way affect a Christian through trance treatment? How about the use of a
medical hypnotherapist who belongs to the Satanist church? What about an M.D. hypnotherapist who uses past or
future lives therapy as a means of mental-emotional or physical relief? These and other questions need to be answered
before subjecting oneself to such treatment, even, and especially,  in the hands of a medical doctor or psychologist. 

-  Those who might feel a bit nervous about being hypnotized by another often tend to feel safe with self-hypnosis.
(Although those in a self-induced hypnotic trance may gain a certain amount of control and exercise some degree of
choice, they, nevertheless, do not retain their normal means of evaluation of reality and rational restraint.) Teachers of
self-hypnosis will generally try to assure people that hypnosis is simply focused attention, increased concentration,
relaxation, visualization, and imagination. Yet such activities are precisely the useful means of going into the trance.
Furthermore, they continue on at a different level during the trance. By imagining one is leaving his body, one may
move into the trance with the kind of hallucination and trance logic of really seeming to be out of the body.

A medical doctor, teaching a class in self-hypnosis, instructed his students to go into a hypnotic trance, leave their
bodies, and then go back in to explore various parts of the body. All of this was for the purpose of self-diagnosis and
self-healing. Occultist Edgar Cayce also used self-hypnosis to diagnose disease and prescribe treatment. Therefore,
self-hypnosis can be as occult and demonic an activity as a trance directed by a hypnotist.

-  One researcher makes some interesting observations concerning why he would classify hypnosis as part of the occult
(Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, pp. 119-120):

"One reason for calling hypnotherapy a religious ritual is the fact that it produces mysterious effects that
leave any investigator who approaches it as science thoroughly puzzled: (1) under hypnosis administered
by psychiatrists, persons who have never had any contact with UFOs can be stimulated to 'remember'
UFO abductions that conform in detail to those described by supposed genuine abductees; (2) hypnosis
also leads to spontaneous 'memories' of past and future lives, about one-fifth involving existence on other
planets; (3) hypnotic trance also duplicates the experiences common under the stimulation of psychedelic
drugs, TM, and other forms of Yoga and Eastern meditation; (4) hypnosis also creates spontaneous psychic
powers, clairvoyance, out-of-body experiences, and the whole range of occult phenomena; and (5) the
experience of so-called clinical death is also produced under hypnosis.

"Two conclusions that most investigators find very distasteful seem nevertheless to be inescapable: (1)
there is a common source behind all occult phenomena, including UFOs, that seems to be intelligently and
deliberately orchestrating a clever deception for its own purposes; and (2) hypnosis, or the power of
suggestion, is at the very heart of this scheme"

The connection between hypnosis and Eastern mysticism is clear. At varying depths of the hypnotic trance, patients
describe experiences that are identical to the cosmic consciousness and self-realization induced by yogic trance. They
experience first of all a deep peace, then detachment from the body, then release from identity with one's own small
self to merge with the universe, and the feeling that they are everything and have no limitation upon what they can
experience or become: i.e., God-consciousness "in which time, space, and ego are supposedly transcended, leaving
pure awareness of the primal nothingness from which all manifested creation comes."
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-  Hypnosis began as part of the occult and false religion. The Bible speaks out strongly against all practices of false
religion and the occult. God desires His people to turn to Him in need, not to those who practice sorcery, divination, or
enchantment. He warns His people about following after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers, and those who have
a familiar spirit (Deut. 18:9-14). Hypnosis, as it is practiced today, may very well be the same as what is identified as
"enchantment" in the Bible (Lev. 19:26 KJV).

In hypnotism, faith is shifted from God and His Word to the hypnotist and his technique. God speaks to people
through the conscious, rational mind. He commands individuals as creatures who make conscious, volitional choices.
He sent His Holy Spirit to indwell Christians to enable them to trust and obey Him through love and conscious choice.
Hypnosis, on the other hand, operates on the basis of imagination, illusion, hallucination, and deception. Jesus warned
His followers about deception. After a person has opened his mind to deception through hypnosis, he may become
even more vulnerable to other forms of spiritual deception.

Hypnosis can generate Satan's counterfeits of true religious exercise. If hypnosis generates any form of faith and
worship not directed toward the God of the Bible, any person who subjects himself to hypnotism may be playing the
harlot in the spiritual realm. (See Lev. 19:26,31; 20:6,27; Deut. 18:9-14; 2 Ki 21:6; 2 Chron. 33:6; Isa. 47:9-13; Jer.
27:9.)

-  Hypnotism is demonic at its worst and potentially dangerous at its best. At its worst, it opens an individual to
psychic experiences and satanic possession. When mediums go into hypnotic trances and contact the "dead," when
clairvoyants reveal information which they could not possibly know, when fortunetellers through self-hypnosis reveal
the future, Satan is most certainly at work.

Are people in the church being enticed to enter the twilight zone of the occult because hypnosis is now called
"science" and "medicine"? Let those who call the occult "science" tell us what the difference is between medical and
occultic hypnosis. And let those Christians who call it "scientific" explain why they also recommend that it be
performed only by a Christian. If hypnosis is science indeed, why the added requirement of Christianity for the
practitioner? There is a scarcity of adequate long-term studies of those who have been hypnotized. And there have
been none which have examined the effect on the individual's resulting faith or interest in the occult.

Before hypnotism becomes the new panacea from the pulpit, followed by a plethora of books on the subject, its claims,
methods, and long-term results should be considered. Arthur Shapiro has said, "One man's religion is another man's
superstition and one man's magic is another man's science." Hypnosis has become "scientific" and "medical" for some
Christians with little proof of its validity, longevity of its results, or understanding of its nature. Because hypnosis has
always been an integral part of the occult, because it is not a science, because of its known harmful effects, and
because of its potential for spiritual deception, the wise Christian will completely avoid it, even for "medical"
purposes. It is obvious that hypnosis is lethal if used for evil purposes. However, we contend that hypnosis is
potentially lethal for whatever purpose it is used. The moment one surrenders himself to the doorway of the occult,
even in the halls of "science" and "medicine," he is vulnerable to the powers of darkness.

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report was originally adapted from Hypnosis and the Christian, Martin &
Deidre Bobgan, Bethany House Publishers, 1984, 61 pages. The book was revised and reissued in 2001 as Hypnosis:
Medical, Scientific, or Occultic?, and some of this report was also drawn from this source.
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Inner Healing/Healing of Memories
Christian or Occult?*

-  Healing of the memories, or inner healing, or healing of the emotions has its roots in the teachings of anti-Christian
and occultist, Agnes Sanford. It was carried on after her death by those she influenced, such as lay therapists Ruth
Carter Stapleton (deceased sister of Jimmy Carter), Rosalind Rinker, John and Paula Sandford (currently of Elijah
House, a demon-deliverance and memory healing center in Port Falls, Idaho), William Vaswig (of Renovaré fame),
Rita Bennett, and others. John Wimber, David Yonggi Cho, Robert Schuller, and Norman Vincent Peale are some of
the well-known pop psychological practitioners of inner healing, but it has spread widely in so- called evangelical
circles in a more sophisticated form through such "Christian" psychologists as David Seamands, H. Norman Wright,
and James G. Friesen, as well as a number of lay therapists like Fred and Florence Littauer. (Two of David Seamand's
books, Healing for Damaged Emotions and Healing of Memories, are considered the "inner-healer's bibles" in today's
psychologically-oriented pulpits.)

Inner healing therapies are offshoots of Freudian and Jungian theories rooted in the occult. They have destructively
impacted secular society for decades and are now taking their devastating toll within the professing Church. A variety
of "memory-healing" psychotherapies are masquerading under Christian terminology and turning Christians from God
to self. Among the most deadly are "regressive" therapies designed to probe the "unconscious" for buried memories
which are allegedly causing everything from depression to fits of anger and sexual misconduct, and must, therefore, be
uncovered and "healed."

-  The basic teaching of inner healing is the theory that salvation or healing comes through the uprooting of negative
memories or "hurts" caused by others in early childhood that are supposedly buried in the "subconscious" from where
they tend to dictate our behavior without us even knowing it. Thus, the blame for one's bad behavior (a.k.a. "emotional
problems") in the present is placed upon others (who are perceived to have sinned against us in the past) rather than
upon ourselves where it belongs (cf. Ezekiel 18). In order to "heal" these "diseased memories," the occultic technique
of visualization (which is in reality a type of sorcery or divination which has been used by shamans, witchdoctors, and
sorcerers for thousands of years, and is specifically forbid by the Bible) is frequently used to recreate the distressful
childhood scene, "image" Jesus (if one is a professing Christian), bringing Him into the past situation as a "spirit
guide"/"healing agent," and then causing Him to sanctify the event, forgive the person who supposedly caused the hurt,
and in most cases, even alter the reality of the situation in the subject's mind, all so that the subject might be
"delivered" from the "crippling emotional pain" associated with the past negative experience that supposedly "diseased
memory" in the first place. (Charismatic Roman Catholic memory-healers employ the same techniques, but generally
substitute Mary for Jesus as the "healing agent" whom the subject meets in the fantasy.)

-  One of the seemingly attractive forms of inner healing is to have Jesus enter a painful scene from the past. The
inner-healer helps the person recreate the memory by having Jesus do or say things that will make the person feel
better about the situation. For instance, if a man's dad had neglected him when he was a boy, an inner-healer may help
that man create a new memory of Jesus having played baseball with him when he was a boy. Through verbal
encouragement, he would regress him back to his childhood and encourage him to visualize Jesus pitching the ball and
praising him for hitting a home run. Some inner-healers regress people back to the womb and lead them through
"rebirthing" by guided imagery and imagination. Thus, through these psychoanalytic/occult techniques, inner-healers
should not be surprised at the possibility of actually altering or enhancing the memory in their zeal to replace bad
memories with good memories. Inner-healers are always in danger of unwittingly enhancing or engrafting memories
through words or actions that mean one thing to the inner-healer, but may communicate something else entirely to the
highly vulnerable subject.

-  Inner healing is based upon the implication that we clearly need something more than God's love and forgiveness in
order to love and forgive others who are perceived to have wronged us in the past. Since the Bible distinctly teaches
that Jesus can never be called-up and forced to "perform" at our command, any "Jesus" actually visualized would have
to be a demon spirit and not of God. Of course, that is precisely the danger of the occult technique of visualization --
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subjects are being taught to experiment with things that God has repeatedly condemned in both the Old and New
Testaments alike, not because the phenomena visualized (i.e. "spirit guides") are not real, but rather because they are
produced by demons determined to lead one into the worship of other gods and ultimate destruction (Deut. 13 ff.). The
Bible repeatedly warns against becoming involved with the occult on any level, because of what the Bible identifies as
"spirits of demons working signs" for the purpose of deceiving the whole world (Rev. 16:14; cf. 13:14). This exposure
to the occult, however unintentional and innocent, could easily lead the undiscerning into far more serious spiritual or
"emotional" problems than they ever dreamed possible. Unfortunately, the research is replete with such cases of
demonic/occultic influence experienced by first-time dabblers. 

-  Inner healing practices of regressing into the past, fossicking about in the unconscious for hidden memories,
conjuring up images, acting out fantasies and nightmares, and believing lies, all resemble the world of the occult, not
the work of the Holy Spirit. An imaginary memory created under a highly suggestible, hypnotic-like state will only
bring imaginary healing. It may also plunge people into a living nightmare. 

What is being taught as inner healing/healing of memories is nothing but basic sorcery, which is an attempt to
manipulate reality in the past, present, or future, and denies God's omnipotence by implying that He needs our
"creative visualization" in order to apply effectively His forgiveness and healing, while simultaneously, sets us up as
gods who can, through prescribed rituals, use Him and His power as our tools. In fact, inner healing/healing of
memories is nothing but "Christianized psychoanalysis" that uses the power of suggestion to solve so-called problems,
which the technique itself has many times created.

-  The Bible has much to say concerning the healing of memories (besides condemning its methodologies). The Bible
clearly teaches that moral choices rather than past traumas determine our current condition and actions, and thereby,
our responsibility; the Bible has always taught that it is not the act in the past but how one reacts to the act that
determines "which soul has sinned" (Ezekiel 18 again). Since there is no Biblical evidence that any prophet, priest, or
apostle ever dealt with anything remotely related to buried or repressed emotions or memories, then shouldn't one
question why this is so if inner healing is the big truth that its practitioners say it is? 

-  If prayer and Bible study and the power of the Holy Spirit are not enough for saints today to deal with life and
problems, then the saints of old, including the apostle Paul, must have been greatly lacking. Despite his many
hardships described in Scripture, Paul was able to function and rejoice in the Lord without the help of psychoanalysis.
Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to all those who love Christ's appearing
(2 Tim 4:7-8). 

Likewise, throughout Church history Christians have managed the same when they should have been at a great
disadvantage without the "insights" of modern psychology. It is a dangerous heresy to insist that we must accept this
new "revelation" by psychologists or live deficient lives. The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are new
creations for whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the past in
order to find an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture. Though it may
seem to help for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is not the past, but
one's personal relationship to Christ now. 

-  The people who are most vulnerable to inner-healers are those who are at a low point in their spiritual walk or who
are experiencing difficult circumstances. The inner-healers entice through all kinds of direct and implied promises for
healing damaged emotions, healing roots in the past that prevent personal growth, and enabling a person to have a
closer walk with God. They circle about congregations like vultures, waiting for the opportunity to swoop down on
those who are near to dropping from "spiritual exhaustion." They assure their prospective victims of their sincere
desire to help and they communicate a Biblical facade by using butchered Bible verses and Christian-sounding
conversation. However, once their talons pierce the person, a penetrating parasitic process begins. And the
host/parasite relationship continues as long as the host continues to look to the inner-healer to make him emotionally
well and spiritually whole.

- Instead of being healed, there is a very strong possibility that the recipients of inner healing are now living on the
basis of a lie from the pit of hell. Inner healing is not based upon truth. It is based upon faulty memory, guided
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imagery, fantasy, visualization, and hypnotic-like suggestibility. And, while the inner-healers may conjure up a "Jesus"
and recite Bible verses, such inner healing is not Biblical. Jesus said, "If ye continue in My Word, then are ye My
disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" (Jn. 8:31-32).

Moreover, inner healing is insulting to God when the "healers" attempt to take away His power to bless "emotionally-
distressed" people simply in response to their repentance and prayers. It is extra-Biblical, blasphemous, and carnal in
its visualization and manipulation of the Son of God. It is dangerous in the way it forces people into childish self-
interest, subjectivism, and emotionalism. And it is wickedly presumptuous in its priestly bestowing of forgiveness and
assurance.

* Major portions of this report were adapted from: (a) the Fall 1989 issue of PsychoHeresy Update (now the
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter), (b) the 2/93 issue of The Berean Call, (c) two articles in the September 1990, Media
Spotlight Special Report entitled "Latter- Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the Kansas
City-Vineyard Connection" and "Testing the Fruit of the Vineyard," and (d) the books The Seduction of Christianity,
Beyond Seduction, and The Healing Epidemic.
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Inst. for Creation Research (ICR)
Ecumenism Under the Umbrella of Creation Science

-  The Institute for Creation Research (ICR), located in Santee, California, was founded in 1970 (in conjunction with
the Christian Heritage College [CHC] in San Diego, and as a division of CHC until 1981, at which time it became
autonomous), and reorganized with its present name in 1972, by theologian and creation scientist Dr. Henry M. Morris.
In 10/95, the then 77 year-old Dr. Morris announced his retirement from the ICR presidency, effective 1/1/96. He
continues on a half-time basis with ICR, with the title of Founder and President Emeritus, doing occasional speaking
and writing. Dr. John D. Morris, Henry Morris's eldest son, was appointed as his successor. John Morris previously
served as ICR's V.P. for Outreach as well as Professor of Geology in the ICR Graduate School. He has been with ICR
intermittently since 1972 and full-time since 1984. (See note on John D. Morris's testimony at the end of the report.)

ICR is mainly known for:

the founding of Christian Heritage College (San Diego);
 the ICR Graduate School (1981: current faculty of nine Ph.D. scientists);
the Museum of Creation and Earth History (founded in 1992 in San Diego, now receiving more than 20,000
visitors annually);
creation-evolution debates (more than 350 held, usually on college and university campuses, with attendances
ranging up to 5,000 each);
educational field tours;
ICR creation science seminars, week-long summer institutes, workshops, and student assemblies; 
ICR web site (over a million "hits" monthly); and
the publication of the quarterly devotional, Days of Praise (300,000 circulation), and the monthly creation
science newsletter, Acts & Facts (119,000 circulation).

 ICR also produces three radio features (carried on 1,668 different stations) -- the one-minute weekday commentary,
Back to Genesis, in English and Spanish; the 15-minute weekly creation "news magazine," Science, Scripture, &
Salvation (circa 1972); and the hour-long Jonathan Park Adventure specials. In addition, ICR's writers have published
more than 125 books and booklets in at least 25 languages, produced more than 60 creationist videos, and its scientists
have spoken in at least 40 foreign countries. In all, ICR speakers ministered to about 92,000 people in 2003. The total
includes seminar and church meetings, Good Science workshops, youth camps, and debates, as well as international
meetings in the United Kingdom, the Ukraine, and Caribbean Islands. ICR has a combined scientific and support staff
of more than 100 full-time employees.  

-  ICR for years had maintained a unique combination of scholarly creation science credentials along with solid
Biblical positions on the issues of the day. Over time, however, ICR has become more and more ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, and psychological. With the seemingly psychological mindset of its new president (see below), we have
little hope for ICR's return to its Biblical, evangelical beginnings.

-  We used to be able to recommend ICR because of its strong stand against the pop psychology terminology and
practice that has seemingly taken over the professing evangelical church. However, ICR now seems to be succumbing
to these same psychological teachings. Dr. John D. Morris (the president of ICR as of 1/1/96) wrote an Impact article
(No. 248) for ICR's 2/94, Acts & Facts -- "Would China Benefit From Christianity?" The article details the content of
13 proposed lectures to be given at a hoped-for Chinese conference presenting the Christian worldview and its
application to Chinese society. Lectures 7, 11, and 12 introduce the pop psychological concept of man having "great
personal worth/self-worth" because of his being created in the image of God. Lecture 10 uses the secular, victimization
term "alcoholism" in place of the Biblical term "drunkenness," and uses the terminology of the recovery movement
when referring to "dysfunctional families" as one of the offshoots of societal decay. This is clearly not a "Christian
worldview," but "Christian" psychology's worldview.

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/mvictimsbk.html
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Also of note is ICR's 8/12/93 Days of Praise devotional titled, "Love or Lust" (also written by John D. Morris),
wherein Proverbs 5 is "exegeted" through the eyes of secular and "Christian" psychology. Morris gives psychologists
credit as human behavior experts when he writes:

"Psychologists have long recognized that many prostitutes ply their trade out of a hatred for men,
purposefully and conscientiously destroying their companions (v.5)."

He also says that low self-esteem will be the result of yielding to the temptation of a prostitute (vs.12,13)! [Sounds like
the teaching of Josh McDowell. Since Dr. John D. Morris apparently has neither background nor training in
psychology, one might wonder where he has been getting his psychologically-oriented ideas. The answer probably lies
in the fact that Morris's wife has an M.A. in Counseling from the University of Oklahoma.]

-  In 1991, in response to reader requests for the names of schools that teach literal creationism, ICR began to compile
a list. A brief list was published in the 9/91 Acts & Facts, which then provoked responses from non-included schools
asking how they could get on the list. The criterion developed subsequently by ICR was a rather loose one -- the "...
sole criterion for inclusion in the list is for the administration and faculty ..." of each school to profess to be literal
creationists in their teaching (3/92, "Impact No. 225 -- Creationist Schools"). No other doctrinal positions were deemed
important enough for consideration!

Approximately 145 schools in 35 states affirmed ICR's definition of "creationist," and were, therefore, included on the
list. This final list was loaded with neo-evangelical, psychologically-oriented, and/or charismatic colleges and
seminaries. Of the 145 schools, there were nine Lutheran schools (baptismal regeneration); six charismatic schools
(why, in a tongues-vulnerable church?), and at least 14 neo-evangelical/heavily psychologized schools. Included
among the latter category were such names as Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Theological Seminary, Grace College of
the Bible (Omaha), Grace College & Seminary (Indiana), Grand Rapids Baptist College & Seminary (since changed its
name to Grand Rapids Seminary and Cornerstone College) (GARBC), Cedarville College (GARBC), Tennessee
Temple (now GARBC also), and Liberty University (Jerry Falwell).

Our contention is that for the majority of the 145 schools on the list, literal creationism is about the only thing Biblical
they do teach. And what could be better for a school that teaches aberrant doctrine (even assuming that they do
actually teach literal creationism: see bracketed comments below) than to be on ICR's "approved list"? It merely lends
credibility to their overall programs when a prestigious institution like ICR recognizes them. So it shouldn't have been
a great surprise that such schools were seemingly falling all over themselves to get on ICR's list. Apparently oblivious
to what was going on, ICR willingly played the role of "useful idiot" (a term coined by Lenin when referring to non-
Communists doing the work of Communists). (One can understand a parent's concern in looking for a school that holds
to literal creationism. But shouldn't ICR have at least warned them that their children could be getting the very same
evolutionary-based teachings in other areas of the school's curriculum, disguised as "Christian counseling" courses,
child development courses for prospective school teachers, and/or other general courses in a school's behavioral
"sciences" department?)

[Consider the following statement by Henry Morris (8/94, Acts & Facts, Back to Genesis No. 68, "Naive Literalism"):
"When I began to study the Bible seriously after getting out of college, I soon found that it was impossible to
harmonize the Bible with evolution, and so became a 'progressive creationist,' trying to correlate the ages of geology
with the days of creation in Genesis. This was the position advocated in most of the evangelical colleges and
seminaries at the time (and still is for that matter)." (Emphasis added.) Then how can ICR attempt to make up a list of
schools that teach literal creationism when they readily admit that currently most actually teach progressive
creationism?!]

[2003 Update to Approved School List: In an 11/2003 Impact article ("Impact #365 -- Creationist Colleges"), ICR
did another survey to provide readers with an updated list of "creationist colleges." ICR surveyed 649 "Protestant
Christian colleges" in the U.S. (Only 224 schools responded to the survey.) This is what ICR proudly reports (emphasis
ours):

"We are glad to report that at least 188 of these colleges now have tenets and/or faculty that support literal
Biblical creationism ... either exclusively or almost so. ... Quite frankly, some of the responses surprised
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us, for we are aware that some of the responding schools employ vocal faculty members with negative
attitudes toward creation thinking. We are thankful that so many administrators identify their schools as
creationist."

First, ICR appears to be saying that some of the "approved" schools have faculty members that are anti-creation, while
the administrators at those schools say (via their "tenets") that they are pro-creation. Should not this raise a red flag
with ICR? -- Why would ICR "approve" a school with a sound creationist statement of faith, while at the same time it
employs faculty members whom ICR knows are anti-creation? Secondly, what would be an "almost" Biblical position
on creationism, and why would any creationist position less than 100% Biblical be acceptable to ICR?

Looking over the updated approved list of 188 schools, the list continues to include a hodge-podge of Lutheran,
charismatic, ecumenical, and psychologized schools. Even two Seventh-day Adventist schools are included this time
around! And as with the 1991 listing, ICR invites schools "inadvertently omitted from the lists" to let them know so
that ICR might "make corrections in future printings." ICR continues to play the role of useful idiot.]

-  ICR routinely holds its "Back To Genesis," "Genesis Presentations," "Case for Creation," and "Good Science
Workshop" seminars (as well as various student assemblies and workshops, in total reaching over 100,000 individuals
in 2000) at neo-evangelical and charismatic churches, schools, and institutions (e.g., Assemblies of God, Church of
God, Foursquare, Pentecostal, Lutheran, United Methodist, Evangelical Free, Southern Baptist, Missionary Alliance,
Nazarene, and Church of Christ churches, as well as Cedarville College, Cornerstone College, Liberty University,
Young Life, Christian Research Institute, and Christian Heritage College). In fact, ICR brags about its inclusiveness
with error:

"[ICR's meetings] are designed to minister to an entire community, with many churches involved, for all
churches, regardless of denominational distinctives, should incorporate creation in their foundation" (6/96,
Acts & Facts, "'Back To Genesis': Ministering to 30,000 People in Four Weeks," p. 1). (Emphasis added.)
[As if a church's "foundation" of creationism will be viewed favorably by God, regardless of its doctrinal
heresies.]

It appears that there is no heretical institution or church that is off-limits to ICR. For example, on at least three
different occasions, ICR has held meetings at Vineyard Fellowship churches!; from 5/17/91-5/18/91: an
"Understanding Genesis" seminar at a Vineyard Church in San Diego (7/91, Acts & Facts); from 10/28/94-10/29/94:
an "Other Engagement" at a Vineyard in Uncasville, Connecticut (10/94, Acts & Facts); and from 3/23/98-3/25/98: a
"Back To Genesis" at a Vineyard in Eureka, California (12/97, Acts & Facts). (The Vineyard Movement was founded
by "signs and wonders," hyper-charismatic John Wimber; the meetings were arranged by an ICR board member.) Not
even Roman Catholic institutions are out-of-bounds for ICR; Dr. Duane Gish (ICR V.P.) was the keynote speaker
during the third quadrennial International Conference on Creationism held at Duquesne University from 7/18/94-
7/23/94. In all, some 22 papers were presented by resident and/or adjunct members of ICR's science faculty! (3/94 &
9/94, Acts & Facts). [In 1999, Gish gave four lectures at the Catholic University of Goias (6/99, Acts & Facts).] Nor
are cult groups off-limits; in October of 1997, ICR held a meeting at a Seventh-Day Adventist church (10/97, Acts &
Facts), and a “Case for Creation” seminar at another SDA church in March of 1999 (11/98, Acts & Facts). 

ICR's staff members also appear on charismatic and neo-evangelical/psychologically-oriented television and radio
programs. Dr. Gish (again), while in the Norfolk, Virginia area in the summer of 1992, was the chapel speaker at Pat
Robertson's CBN University (now Regent), and also recorded a television interview for Robertson's 700 Club program
(2/92, Acts & Facts). Gish has also been interviewed by James Dobson on Dobson's Focus on the Family radio
program. The point of all this is that when "evangelicals" ignore the doctrine of Biblical separation (Rom. 16:17; 2 Jn.
9-11; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; etc.), as ICR flagrantly does, they mislead those who indiscriminately marvel at their
otherwise good works.

-  ICR now seems to be making a special effort to let its supporters know of its affections for neo-
evangelical/psychologized Moody Bible Institute, as well as for Bill Gothard and his ATIA home school curriculum.
In the 11/94 Acts & Facts, an article appears telling of Dr. John D. Morris's lecturing in four scheduled Moody classes
on 9/21/94, while his brother, Dr. Henry Morris III, lectured to nearly the entire student body in Moody's 9/22/94
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chapel. Compromising Moody Bible Institute is described as an institution that "... has long been respected for its
uncompromising stand on Biblical inerrancy and authority." (Emphasis added.) By what "authority" does Moody
promote the teachings of clinical psychologist Larry Crabb, the demon-deliverance/spiritual warfare teachings of
Theology Department head Dr. C. Fred Dickason, and the host of psychobabblers featured each day over the Moody
Bible Network? Certainly not Biblical authority!

While in Chicago, John Morris and his 14-year-old daughter also made two visits to Bill Gothard's ATIA headquarters
(Advanced Training Institute of America), the source of the home schooling curriculum used in the Morris's home:
"They felt great kinship in spirit and respect for God's Word with this organization headed by Mr. Bill Gothard." Can
Dr. Morris be totally ignorant of Gothard's psychologized, demon-deliverance, charismatic, ecumenical, and
reconstructionist/dominion heresies?

-  Perhaps the most grievous of ICR's recommendations/endorsements occurred in its 7/92 Acts &Facts publication. It
referred "interested" readers to an overseas Roman Catholic creation group! In an article titled, "Catholic Creation
Group Formed In England," ICR said, "Daylight: Creation Science for Catholics is the name of a new organization and
periodical recently established in England to oppose evolutionism in Roman Catholic institutions." ICR then gave an
address to write to. One can only wonder, would ICR be as accommodating toward a Mormon creationist group, or a
Buddhist, or a Hindu, or a Muslim, or any other cult/false religion group with a so-called creationist agenda? (We say
"so-called creationist" because Roman Catholicism teaches a progressive creationism/theistic evolutionism, a teaching
which ICR claims to be against.)

-  Dr. Duane Gish is ICR's chief debater in ICR-sponsored creation-evolution debates. Dr. Richard Bliss was ICR's
Director of Curriculum prior to his death. Dr. John D. Morris is ICR's president. All three of these men profess a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist theology as evidenced by the fact that all have signed two strategic Coalition on Revival
(COR) documents -- A Manifesto for the Christian Church and Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian
World View (Summer 1995, Crosswinds: The Reformation Digest, pp. 60-62). (Gish and Bliss are/were also  Steering
Committee member of COR.) COR is a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social
gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples
and institutions. As an indication of what people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure
announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different
gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary."

That these three men would sign these two documents is disconcerting to say the least. (For details of COR's unbiblical
strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian Church, Forty-two
Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and Denial on the
Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents, make up what COR
calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  ICR is a supporter/co-founder of the psychologized Christian Heritage College (CHC) in San Diego. CHC was co-
founded in 1970 by Henry Morris and psychologizer/four-temperaments guru Dr. Tim LaHaye. LaHaye served as
CHC's president for many years (and was headed-up until early-1999 by psychologizer David Jeremiah). Dr. Vance
Yoder, former Dean of psychologized Grace College (Winona Lake, Indiana), is CHC's current president. ICR boasts
of the excellent creation science curriculum at CHC, but what about the LaHaye/Jeremiah/Yoder psychologically-
oriented "behavioral sciences" curriculum?
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-  ICR held its August, 1995 Summer Institute on Scientific Creationism at David Noebel's Summit Ministries in
Manitou Springs, Colorado. (Summer Institutes are designed to offer more advanced material on the creation-evolution
controversy than can be obtained in other ICR programs. As of 1/96, ICR had conducted over 90 such week-long
meetings, each consisting of approximately 30 hours of lectures.) This was the 13th time in 24 years that ICR held its
Summer Institute at Summit. Noebel is a psychologizer and a neo-evangelical, and his ministry is Reconstructionist-
/political activism-oriented, aimed at instilling a so-called Christian worldview in college-bound young people. At
mid-week, ICR took a side-trip to visit pop psychologist James Dobson's Focus on the Family headquarters in nearby
Colorado Springs (10/95, Acts & Facts). [Three Summer Institutes were held in 1996: the first in July at
psychologically-oriented, GARBC-approved Cedarville College; the second at CHC in August (where an Institute has
been held every year since 1972); and the third again at Summit in August.]

-  It seems ICR is willing to endorse any organization as long as that organization will endorse scientific creationism.
In 6/95, the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC) Annual Conference proposed a strong
resolution supporting scientific and Biblical creation. The 10/95 Acts &Facts reprinted the entire GARBC' resolution,
and then said, "The G.A.R.B.'s have long been known for their unwavering commitment to the inerrancy and authority
of Scripture ..." Really? Then why does Cornerstone College (formerly Grand Rapids Baptist Bible College), a
GARBC-supported/-affiliated school, employ professors who deny a literal heaven and a literal fire in hell? (See
BDM GARBC report.)

Not content to let a sleeping dog lie, ICR's 11/96 Acts & Facts has another glowing endorsement of the GARBC --
ICR sites another "strong resolution supporting literal creationism and the global flood" agreed to at the GARBC's
1996 Annual Conference. ICR commends the GARBC for maintaining "a strong Biblical stand ever since its formation
in 1932," and then recommends all seven of GARBC-supported/-affiliated schools of higher education! Special
recognition is given to Cedarville College in Ohio ("outstanding liberal arts college") and GARBC's two seminaries.
The fact of the matter is that GARBC has been spiritually deteriorating since its formation, but especially since the
early-1980s. Moreover, all seven of its affiliated schools are thoroughly neo-evangelical and highly psychologized;
perhaps the worst on both of these counts is ICR's favorite, Cedarville College!

-  In an Impact article in the 12/95 Acts & Facts ("Impact #270 -- An Educational Step in the Right Direction"), Steve
Deckard, Assistant Professor of Science Education at ICR's Graduate School, refers favorably to psychologizer Josh
McDowell's 1994 book Right From Wrong, giving the impression that Deckard believes that McDowell is an
authoritative/scientific source on childhood behavior. The truth is that McDowell is a self-love advocate who believes
that almost all society's problems result not from sin, but from low self-esteem. What Josh McDowell refuses to face
in Right From Wrong is a very unpleasant truth -- his kind of preachy, feel-good-about-yourself moralizing is not
working, has not worked, and never will work because it is not the Gospel. The fact that Deckard/ICR think McDowell
is an authoritative source on child behavior is another indication of ICR's severe lack of discernment as it relates to
psychologically-oriented subjects and teachers. [Perhaps this is what ICR thinks is the gospel message -- from the
"Origins Issues" section of the 3/99 Acts & Facts: "All people need to be told of the value they have in God's eyes and
that He has a plan and purpose for their life. Such is the wonderful message of the Gospel ..."]

-  ICR's fellowship with psychologizers, neo-evangelicals, and so-called Christian activists continues. In 9/96, ICR
announced the release of a cassette titled "Truth and Creation." The cassette purports to discuss "the relevance of
creation and shows how the evolutionary worldview lays the foundation for man's rebellion against God. ... presents a
new perspective on the age-old battle of evolution versus creation." This would no doubt be a cassette featuring
creation-science experts, right? Wrong! Besides ICR president John Morris, the cassette features self-love advocate
Josh McDowell; psychologizer, neo-evangelical pastor of Moody Church, Erwin Lutzer; and "Christian" social activist
and Director of the Family Research Council, Gary Bauer (9/96, Acts & Facts, p. 4).

-  ICR's long-time association with psychologizer and four-temperaments guru Tim LaHaye and family continues.
(Tim LaHaye heads up Family Life Seminars, Inc., a psychologically-oriented family "ministry" out of Arlington,
Texas, has written numerous books espousing four-temperaments/personality typing theory, and is most recently
famous for his co-authorship of the Left Behind series novels.) An article in the 5/93 Acts & Facts details this
continued association with, and support of, Dr. LaHaye. (LaHaye conducted a one-day retreat for ICR's staff members
on 3/24/93.) LaHaye was also the main speaker for ICR's 25th anniversary celebration held 10/95 in Washington, D.C.
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-- his presence was billed as "a special treat" (8/95, Acts & Facts). And when ICR completed its new research
building, the 10/29/00 combined dedication ceremony and 35th Anniversary celebration featured Tim LaHaye as
speaker (9/00, "Dear Friends" letter). In addition, an article in the 2/94 Acts & Facts tells of ICR's hiring of Richard
LaHaye (Tim's brother) as director of ICR's Extension Services. (Richard LaHaye has a psychologically-oriented
degree in counseling, spent a year as Director of Operations for the highly ecumenical and heretical Salvation Army
[San Diego office], and has worked with brother Tim at Family Life Seminars.)

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Henry Morris, Morris defends Tim LaHaye and his four temperaments theory, not
on the basis that the temperaments are taught in Scripture (because they are not), but because it is "a useful
methodology in organizing and dealing with the personality and behavior problems that different people have. ... it has
been helpful to many people." But so has astrology been helpful to many people, from which the four temperaments is
derived! In other words, "If it works, let's use it! Who cares if it has more in common with astrology than with Biblical
truth." Morris even says that ICR's Biology Department is considering a research project to see whether there is a
correlation between the four temperaments and genetics! (For more on the four temperaments, see BDM's 4-page
report and/or a book by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, Four Temperaments, Astrology &Personality Testing, EastGate
Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages [pp. 49-66 specifically cover Tim LaHaye's teachings].)

Also in the 5/20/93 letter, Dr. Morris said that Dr. LaHaye should be respected for his books, his preaching, "and even
his political activities." He then goes on to defend Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority and pooh-poohs the doctrine of
Biblical separation.

-  In the 1/01 Acts & Facts, Henry Morris writes of his speaking to over 2,000 people in October of 2000 at Chuck
Smith's Calvary Chapel Bible College in Murietta Hot Springs, California: "The Calvary Chapel Bible College, with
some 500 students, serves a network of over 3,000 Calvary Chapel churches, all stemming from the first Calvary
Chapel (Costa Mesa, California) founded by Pastor Chuck Smith back in the 1960s around the so-called 'Jesus People'
movement of that period. Pastor Chuck Smith presided at the Conference sessions, giving a gracious testimony to the
influence of Dr. Morris' books and the ICR ministry in general on his own life and ministry. We are grateful that the
whole Calvary Chapel movement is vitally committed to creationism and Biblical inerrancy in general." 

The July-August 2001 Foundation magazine further reveals: "It is disheartening to report that Henry Morris, founder
of the Institute for Creation Research, and Dave Hunt, editor of the Berean Call, joined with Calvary Chapel founder
Chuck Smith recently for a 'Wisdom of the Ages' Bible conference. ... this sad compromise lends credence to the
Charismatic theology and ecumenical endeavors of the Calvary Chapel movement." Foundation said compromise
occurred when these men joined in ministerial effort with Smith, "who espouses speaking in tongues and other
revelatory gifts and feels comfortable in the Charismatic and New Evangelical camp." (Source: 9/15/01, Calvary
Contender.) Also, John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard movement, came out of the Calvary Chapel movement. By
speaking in these Calvary Chapel forums, Morris is putting his imprimatur upon their errors, because those who
observe his actions assume he stands where they stand.

The 4/02  Acts & Facts reports that Chuck Smith, Tim LaHaye, and ICR's Duane Gish and Henry Morris were getting
together for another ICR-sponsored wing-ding -- "... teaming up for one of the most momentous events since the
modern creation movement began over 30 years ago. Passing the Torch of Creation is scheduled for Saturday, May 18,
2002, at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa ... Dr. Tim LaHaye will be discussing the dangers of Biblical compromise
[and] the necessity of standing firm on God's Word ..." Tim LaHaye discussing the dangers of Biblical compromise!?
This would be laughable were it not so sad. The event drew a crowd of about 2,800, drawing supporters from about
250 cities and from 20 states and Canada (8/02, Acts & Facts). ICR is now selling videos and CDs of the conference.

-  Dr. Henry Morris authored The Defender's Study Bible (KJV), "a reference Bible that approaches Scripture from a
literal, creationist viewpoint." This Study Bible represents notes accumulated by Dr. Morris over a 50-year period.
ICR's promotion of The Defender's Study Bible looks good until one examines its endorsers -- all neo-evangelicals and
psychologizers -- John MacArthur, Tim LaHaye, Woodrow Kroll (Back to the Bible), and David Jeremiah. A
dedicatory service for the new Bible was conducted by Tim LaHaye at ICR's 25th anniversary celebration in
Washington, D.C. in October of 1995.
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-  ICR also advocates the "Gospel in the Stars" heresy. (See Dr. Henry Morris's 6/24/93 Days of Praise devotional
article -- "Creation and the Constellations"; and Morris's book -- Many Infallible Proofs [pp. 334-343].) The "Gospel
in the Stars" was first popular in the late-1800s. The theory was conceived under the tenuous assumption that the signs
of the Zodiac were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel," that this "Gospel in the Stars" was known
to those living before the Flood, that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology, and that the alleged
recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a great "witness" to God and His Word.

Actually, the "Gospel in the Stars" is nothing more than a "Christian" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in
much the same class as so-called "Biblical" pyramidology and numerology. It is the same logic men use to
"Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or practice, whether it be psychology, Eastern "medicine,"
"voodoo music," magic, the martial arts, etc. [The logic goes something like this: "It was originated by God (which
requires a few verses out of context to "prove" it), Satan stole it and/or counterfeited it (under the false assumption that
"Satan can't create, he just steals from God"), we need to reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then we can use it 'to
glorify God.'" In truth, such teaching encourages a deadly mixture of humanism and Christianity in that it is much like
presenting the gospel from Star Wars or other occultic stories.]

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Morris, he defends the "Gospel in the Stars" with the same distorted logic detailed
above. Morris admits the Bible knows nothing of the concept, but it is "reasonable" anyway. He even makes the absurd
statement that the "Gospel in the Stars" is "at least consistent with the doctrine of special creation and the character of
God and is certainly not contradicted by any Scripture."

-  Want to "earn" that "good and faithful servant" accommodation from the Lord (Matt. 25:21)? ICR has the answer --
put ICR in your last will and testament! ICR's Acts and Facts has a page devoted to Stewardship and Trust Services. A
recent issue had the following statement:

"Are you convinced that this is something you should look into? Do you need help getting started? If so,
give me a call or send me your phone number, and I will call you. Please know that this offer of service is
not a scheme to be included in your estate plans. If the Lord should move you in that direction, we would
be grateful, but that is between you and Him. Our desire is to help you earn the 'well done thou good and
faithful servant ...' for which you yearn. In so doing, we will receive our own 'well done' in eternity, and
God's promised provision for today. I look forward to your call."

As one subscriber wrote BDM: "Can you believe this? -- they are going to help me EARN a 'well done. ...'"

Note: For John D. Morris's testimony, see the 3/96 Acts & Facts, Back To Genesis No. 87, "For Such a Time as This -
- ICR and the Future -- Passing the Mantle." Morris claims that during his college days in the late-1960s, he
experienced "several years of rebellion and rejection" of God, was "primarily interested in worldly pleasures," and was
not reading the Bible because it didn't make "real sense" to him. Nevertheless, because he had "accepted Christ ... at an
early age," Morris claims to have "never doubted" that he was saved during this entire period! This is classic
Arminianism -- an easy-believism/non-repentance gospel. [Spurgeon well described the kind of "salvation" to which
Dr. John D. Morris professes: "Do not imagine that the Gospel is magnified or God glorified by going to worldlings
and telling them that they may be saved at this moment simply by 'accepting Christ' as their Saviour, while they're
wedded to their idols and their hearts are still in love with sin. If I do so, I tell them a lie, I pervert the Gospel, I insult
Christ, and turn the grace of God into lasciviousness." -- C.H. Spurgeon]  [Return to Text.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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Journaling*
Biblical or Occultic?

-  "Journal-keeping" is becoming popular among Christians as a new genre of books emphasizes the "inner life" and
presents various methodologies for "hearing from God." This is not to say that meditating on the Word of God and
seeking closer communication with Him and deeper insights into His will ought not to be an important part of every
Christian's life, and even writing down for future reference insights or guidance that one believes to be derived from
this would be very helpful. However, this same technique is used by occultists to make contact with the spirit world,
and by psychologists to contact deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the "ancient wisdom" allegedly
contained in the "collective unconscious."

-  Ira Progoff is one of the foremost leaders in this particular application of Carl Jung's depth psychology, known as
Process Meditation. Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures (including the
Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are necessary to get
in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."

-  "Christian" books on journaling, however, seldom warn of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for
communication with God, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's Word.
Whether through a "proper" use of journaling or journal-keeping, or other forms of meditation, one's focus must
always be upon the Scriptures and must never deviate from that Guide.

-  Two well-known authors/teachers that incorporate journaling in their books/models are Gordon MacDonald
(Ordering Your Private World), and Dick Eastman (The Hour That Changes The World):

(a) MacDonald -- While his description of journaling in Ordering Your Private World is strikingly similar
to that taught by Progoff, MacDonald fails to warn his readers of the dangers of mistaking one's
imagination for communication with God, one's tendency toward mistaking false mysticism for spiritual
enlightenment, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's Word: (All
emphases added.)

(1) "When I studied some of the mystic and contemplative Christians, I found that one
practical way to learn to listen to God speak in the garden of my private world was to keep a
journal. With a pencil in hand ready to write, I found that there was an expectancy, a
readiness to hear anything God might wish to whisper through my reading and reflection" (p.
130).

(2) "I found myself sharing in the journal more and more of the thoughts that flooded my
inner spirit" (p 131).

(3) "I began to realize that the journal was helping me come to grips with an enormous part of
my inner person that I had never been fully honest about ... I became aware ... that God's Holy
Spirit was directing many of the thoughts and insights as I wrote. On paper, the Lord and I
were carrying on a personal communion ... this began to happen only when the journal was
employed" (p 131).

(4) "twenty years of journal keeping [as of 1984] ... Hardly a morning passes that I do not
open the journal and record the things I hear God saying through my reading, meditation, and
daily experience. When the journal opens, so does the ear of my heart. If God is going to
speak, I am ready to listen" (p 132).

(5) "a beautiful example of a man listening to God in his private world through the use of a
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journal ... as he perceived the divine whisper, he transformed into print the still, small voice of
his Lord" (p. 133).

(6) "All of this is part of listening to God. As I write, I am aware that what I am writing may
actually be what God wants to tell me. I dare presume that His Spirit is often operative in the
things I am choosing to think about and record" (p. 134).

(7) "the main value of a journal is as a tool for listening to the quiet Voice that comes out of
the garden of the private world. Journal keeping serves as a wonderful tool for withdrawing
and communing with the Father. When I write, it is as if I am in direct conversation with Him.
And there is that sense that in the words that you are led to write, God's Spirit is mysteriously
active, and communion at the deepest level is happening" (p. 136).

(b) Eastman -- In The Hour That Changes The World, Dick Eastman falls into the same mystical,
experiential, "direct communication with God" techniques as does Gordon MacDonald: (All emphases
added.)

(1) Eastman quotes F.W. Faber: "Whenever the sounds of the world die out in the soul, then
we hear the whisperings of God. He is always whispering to us, only we don't always hear
because of the noise, hurry and distractions which life causes as it rushes on" (p. 132).

(2) "Often His whisperings come in the form of a quiet impression on the heart ... On other
occasions there is no inner voice to guide us" (p. 132).

(3) "During the listening aspect of prayer you may wish to keep a note tablet handy to record
these impressions concerning your day. If a housewife asks God to help her plan the day's
activities, she should be ready to jot down any divine promptings (p. 133).

(4) "Always remember, listening serves a practical function. You are not merely listening for
divine 'niceties' ... The value of having paper and pencil is that it displays faith. It says to God,
'I believe you will truly speak to me, and I have come prepared to record your instructions'"
[!!!] (p. 133).

(5) "There are dangers to be faced when we enter these deeper aspects of prayer [because they
are occultic in nature!!]. Much of prayer is an experiment [i.e., experientially based, not
Scripturally based] in spiritual growth that involves both failure and success ... As Bridgid
Herman so accurately states, 'One hour of such listening may give us a deeper insight into the
mysteries of human nature, a surer instinct for Divine values, than a year's hard study or
external intercourse with men'" (p. 133).

* The first three paragraphs have been excerpted in part from Beyond Seduction: A Return To Biblical Christianity, p.
237.
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KJV-Onlyism
Biblical or Cultic?

There are many today, often very sincere and well-meaning, who are seeking to promote a “double inspiration theory.”
They teach that not only were the original manuscripts inspired by God, but also that the King James Bible translation
has been miraculously preserved and translated with the result that it is absolutely perfect and flawless.

This view is stated clearly by one of its defenders: “We believe that the same God who gave the original Scriptures has
the power and authority to PRESERVE them through the years of time and give them to us in our language—infallible
and without possibility of error. … We believe that Almighty God through the power of the Holy Spirit has INSPIRED
and PRESERVED (emphasis his) one and only one translation and version in the English language as the infallible
and inerrant Holy Scriptures. That version is the King James Authorized Version of 1611” (written by Mark A.
Underwood, president and founder of THE KING JAMES BIBLE MINISTRY, a ministry which was founded “for the
purpose of promoting and defending the KJV of 1611 as the infallible and inspired Holy Scriptures”; the above
quotations are from Underwood’s brochure in which he tells about his ministry and presents his statement of faith).

I, also, am “King James Only” in the sense that I use only the King James Bible in my reading and study of the Word.
I love and honor and respect this translation of the Bible, and recognize that it has been greatly used of God since its
first edition in 1611. I also recognize that there are serious problems involving the multitude of modern translations
that are on the market today and that these problems must be faced and dealt with. But it is my position, and the
historic position of Bible believers, that it is only the original manuscripts (autographs) which have been given by
inspiration of God and that no translation, not even the revered KJV, is absolutely flawless and perfect. A translation is
accurate only to the extent that it faithfully gives an accurate rendering of the original text. I am thankful that in
general the KJV does this and does it very well. (Adapted from a 5/9/98 pastor’s e-mail.)

One can certainly appreciate the point that many modern translations are suspect because of the heterodoxy of the
translators. Still, insisting on retreat to a less than perfect translation of 1611, as all translations must be (and in fact
usually using a 1769 tenth edition of that translation, which alleviates some of the earlier nine editions’ imperfections),
is still retreat, not an advance for the Kingdom of God. We can continue to appreciate and use “the KJV (tenth
edition)” without making it into an idol that is as detestable to God as any other idol.

Background Information

The Old Testament (OT) was almost all originally written in Hebrew with a few portions in Aramaic. The New
Testament (NT) was written in Greek. The OT: Before the Dead Sea Scrolls were found (1947-1956), the earliest hand
copied manuscript of the Hebrew OT was dated about A.D. 900. The Dead Sea Scrolls provided manuscripts that were
copied from 100 B.C. - A.D. 200. These manuscripts were about 1,000 years older than any previously known copies
of Hebrew OT texts. The remarkable thing was that a comparison proved the amazing similarity of the texts. The only
variation involved what scholars termed “incidental matters.” Today, there is little debate over the OT text.

The NT: There are three major sources to examine to try and determine the actual text of the original writings of the
Greek New Testament. They are the Greek Manuscripts (about 5,300), the versions which are earlier translations
(about 8,000) and Bible quotations in the writings of the early church fathers.

Greek manuscripts have two primary text-type families. The debate over the preferred (or non-corrupted, if you are
KJV-Only) text centers around the Byzantine and the Alexandrian text-types. The Byzantine text-type was the Greek
text used during the Byzantine period (A.D. 312-1453). The King James translation was based on a few (about 6) of
these manuscripts. Those few manuscripts became the basis for what became known as the TEXTUS RECEPTUS or
THE RECEIVED TEXT as presented in the KJV. The manuscripts that the KJV were based on were late, with none
earlier than the 10th century (cf. THE KING JAMES VERSION DEBATE by D.A. Carson, pp. 35-36). The earliest
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Byzantine texts are from the 4th century. The Alexandrian text-type has fewer manuscripts but they are older. They
were discovered after the translation of the KJV. Modern translations are based primarily on these older manuscripts.

Facts of the Matter

1. Of over 5,000 copies of the NT available (of which no two are identical), only 50 are complete NTs, of which the
Textus Receptus is only one.

2. The Textus Receptus (TR) is NOT the NT the KJV translators used (for the 1611 KJV translation)—they used the
Stephens of 1550. The TR did not even exist until after 1624. The TR was a combination of the Stephens and Beza
texts. There are 200-300 variations between the Stephens text used by the KJV translators and the TR.

3. Other translations were used by the KJV translators is producing the 1611 edition—2.9% of the KJV is word-for-
word from the 1525 Tyndale Bible. Overall, 61% of the KJV was taken from other available translations, including the
Geneva Bible (see preface to the 1611 KJV).

4. The KJV used today is NOT the 1611 version, but the 10th edition! (which occurred about 150 years after 1611).
Moreover, the KJV of 1611 included the Roman Catholic Apocrypha (also called “Deuterocanonical books”)! How
could these “God-guided” translators (as KJV-Onlyites like to refer to them) have made such a grievous error? [The
Apocrypha began to be omitted in approximately 1769, and the most common printings of the modern day rarely
include them (except that all Roman Catholic Bibles still do). However the British coronation service requires, or
required, an “unmutilated” edition.]

5. Modern translations of the Bible as a standard practice include textual notes to indicate to the reader where the
Greek or Hebrew manuscripts contain variants. KJV-Only advocates, generally, dislike such footnotes, feeling that
they can “confuse” the reader, and that they are, in fact, faith-destroying. However, the KJV contained 8,422 such
marginal readings and notes when it was first published.

6. The translators of the 1611 edition, in the preface, stated the need for constant revision to update the language. Yet
KJV-Onlyism people criticize the modern translations for doing this very thing. If the KJV is the “authorized” Bible,
then KJV-Onlyites should have a real problem with what the translators themselves said.

7. A KJV-Only advocate, Texe Marrs, wrote the following letter on July 28, 1994, in response to receiving twenty-
eight pages of documentation demonstrating the errors and misrepresentations in Gail Riplinger’s book, New Age Bible
Versions: “Don’t write me again unless in sincere repentance. You are a devil, plain & simple. I understand well why
Mrs. Riplinger does not respond to your ridiculous assertions. Why dignify the lying claims of a servant of Satan!” Is
this the kind of “godliness” and “humility” we can expect from KJV-Only defenders?

8. It’s unfortunate that King James name is even on the KJV—he was an unsavory character. 

Questions for KJV-Onlyism Advocates
 
To those who believe that the King James translation has been flawlessly preserved and miraculously inspired, we
would ask the following questions (for more questions):

1. Which revision of the KJV is inspired and/or preserved, since it was revised ten times, the last being in 1850? 

2. What Bible did God have for the English-speaking world prior to 1611? Was it also a perfect translation? If God
was under obligation to make the King James Version perfect, then why would He leave English-speaking people for
1600 years without a translation they could rely on? 

3. Where in the Bible does God guarantee that any translator of the Bible, anyone who copies the Bible, anyone who
preached the Bible, or anyone who teaches the Bible, will be infallibly correct? [There is no such Scripture. The
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doctrine of infallibility of the translation in the King James is not a Bible doctrine; it is a manmade scheme by some
partly ignorant and some partly influenced by bad motives.]

4. The KJV translators translated the Apocrypha and included these books in the original 1611 edition. If the KJV
translation was inspired, does this mean that the Apocrypha is inspired by God also? And if so, why was the
Apocrypha removed from later editions? 

5. If God gave the English-speaking world an inspired translation, did He also give an inspired translation in the other
languages (French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc.)? If so, where is it? If not, why not? [If God has obligated Himself,
as some fanatics say, to make one translation in English, that is, the King James Version, perfectly translated without
error, then would not God be obligated to furnish such a translation in every other language also? What are those
translations?] 

6. Why did the KJV translators use marginal notes showing alternate translation possibilities and showing variant
manuscript readings?

7. If the KJV translators were inspired of God in their work, why did they not know this and why did they not mention
this in their introduction, “The Translators to the Reader”? Instead, why did they humbly acknowledge their own
shortcomings and imperfections as Bible translators? If the KJV was perfect, why did the translators expect that others
would one day make their 1611 Bible into an even better one?

8. When there is a difference between the Textus Receptus (the “Received Text”) and the KJV translation, why do you
favor the KJV and reject the Textus Receptus?

9. When there is a difference between the Majority Text and the KJV translation, why do you favor the KJV and reject
the Majority Text?

10. Did our Pilgrim fathers have the wrong Bible with them when they brought the Geneva Bible with them to North
America?

11. If the KJV differs or varies from the original Greek text, should we correct the English by making it agree with the
Greek or should we correct the Greek by making it agree with the English?

12. When was the KJV “given by inspiration by God”? In 1611 or in one of the years when major/minor revisions took
place?—in 1613, 1629, 1638, 1644, 1664, 1701, 1744, 1762, 1769, or 1850?

13. Was the original Greek lost after 1611? If not, where are we to find it? It cannot be the Textus Receptus, because
there are many places where the KJV differs from the Textus Receptus. It cannot be the Majority Text because there
are many places where the KJV differs from the Majority Text.

14. Where does the Bible teach that God will perfectly preserve His Word in the form of one and only one
seventeenth-century English translation?

15. Should we condemn Tyndale’s translation (1525), Coverdale’s translation (1535), the Great Bible (1539), or the
Geneva Bible (1560—the Bible of the Pilgrims), because these English Bibles varied slightly from the KJV? And if so,
why did the “inspired” translators use these translations in their own readings?

16. If the KJV can “correct” the inspired originals, does this mean that the Hebrew and Greek originally “breathed out
by God” was in need of correction and improvement? How can the inspired, infallible originals need correcting or
improving?

17. Why did the Lord Jesus and the Apostles make use of and quote from the Septuagint translation (ancient Greek
translation of the OT), even though the Septuagint differed from the original Hebrew in places and was certainly not a
perfect translation?
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18. Since no two manuscripts of the Greek New Testament have been found to be exactly alike, which manuscript is it
that has been perfectly preserved and perfectly reflects the original?

19. F.H.A. Scrivener published a Greek New Testament that was made to reflect what the KJV says. The 1976
Trinitarian Bible Society Greek New Testament followed the text of Scrivener and claimed to be the Greek text behind
the KJV. Why is it that the KJV differs from these two Greek editions in certain places? [For example, in Acts 19:20,
where the Greek editions have “Lord” but the KJV has “God.”]

20. King James Only advocates frequently refer to the “Textus Receptus” (TR, Text Received) and the work of the
Roman Catholic monk Erasmus (ca. 1466-1536) as the only correct Greek text of the New Testament. Were the
compilers of the Textus Receptus (Erasmus, Stephanus, etc.) inspired by God in their work and miraculously kept from
error? But Erasmus revised the Greek text four times (and the KJV translators did not use his last edition). Which is
the correct, inspired text?

21. For 150 years Wycliffe’s translation was the only complete English translation in use. He completed his translation
about 1382. It was not translated from the original languages but from the Latin Vulgate. Wycliffe’s translation varied
from the KJV in many places. Should Wycliffe’s Bible be condemned or did it serve a good purpose? Was it helpful
or hurtful?

22. Luther translated the Greek New Testament into the German language. Was his translation a perfect translation?
Was it blessed of God and useful to the German people? Was it of the devil or of God?

23. Was Tyndale’s Bible a good translation? Was Tyndale guided by God any less than the KJV translators? It has
been estimated that one-third of the King James Version is worded as Tyndale had it, and that even in the remaining
two-thirds, the general literary structure set by Tyndale has been retained. Some scholars have said that ninety per cent
of Tyndale is reproduced in the King James Version of the New Testament. Thus, the KJV translators were greatly
indebted to Tyndale and yet they recognized that even his work was in need of revision and correcting. Did they not
also recognize that their work might also be improved upon?

24. The Geneva Bible was the translation used by Shakespeare, John Bunyan, the Puritans in England, and Oliver
Cromwell, as well as the Pilgrim fathers. It was the Bible that was brought to America on the Mayflower. Even the
address from “The Translators to the Reader,” which is prefaced to the Authorized Version of 1611, took its quotations
of the Scripture from the Geneva Bible. Was this Bible a corrupted Bible? Was it used of God? Was it hurtful or
helpful to the cause of Christ? Did it make people wise unto salvation? Was it used effectively in building up God’s
people in the most holy faith?

25. If God guided the KJV translators to translate a perfect Bible, did He also guide them to translate an imperfect and
uninspired Apocrypha? Were the Old and New Testaments translated in the Spirit and the Apocrypha translated in the
flesh? 

26. Why were italics employed by the KJV translators in 1 John 2:23? [The italics were not employed, as usual, to
mark a supplement, but to show that the words were regarded as suspicious. Stephanus excluded the clause but had a
reference to it in the margin; Beza admits it without hesitation]. Do the italics indicate that the KJV translators were
uncertain as to whether or not this clause was part of the original text?

27. Why were there 35 textual notes given in the margin of the King James Bible? [Examples: Matthew 26:26
—“Many Greek copies have…” Luke 10:22—“Many ancient copies add these words…” Luke 17:36—“This verse is
wanting in most of the Greek copies” Acts 25:6—“Or as some copies read, no more than eight or ten days.”

28. Was the KJV correct in following the Latin Vulgate in Revelation 22:19 (“book of life”), even though most Greek
manuscripts have “tree of life”? Should the Latin be preferred over the Greek?

29. The Greek text underlying the King James Version agrees in 81 places with Beza’s Greek edition against Stephen’s
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Greek edition, and it agrees in about 21 places with Stephen’s Greek edition against Beza’s Greek edition, and in 29
places they agree with neither. In light of this, which Greek edition can we say has been divinely and perfectly
preserved?

30. Blayney’s edition of the KJV (1769) became the standard form of the version and is unto this day, but his edition
differs from the 1611 edition in about 75,000 minor details. Which edition of the KJV (Blayney’s or the original) is the
perfect, flawless Bible? If the original 1611 Bible that the KJV translators produced was perfect, does this mean that
our present KJV edition (based on Blayney’s edition) is flawed in about 75,000 details?

In Their Own Words

As cited earlier in this report, the King James translators did NOT think they were inspired by the Holy Spirit to
produce an infallible translation which was to be the only English Bible that God would ever use to preserve His
Word.

In fact, in the preface to the 1611 version (the Preface and the Apocrypha which they translated have both been
omitted from most copies of the KJV today), they clearly disclaim that their translation was the only Word of God.
There were already several English translations in existence and being used in England, America, and other countries.
Some of these were Wycliffe (1380), Tyndale (1525-30), Coverdale (1535), Matthew’s Bible (1537), Great Bible
(1540), Geneva Bible (1560), and Bishop’s Bible (1568).

In the preface titled, “The Translators to The Reader,” was written:

“... We do not deny, nay we affirm and avow, that the very meanest [most common, lowest quality]
translation of the Bible in English … containeth the Word of God, nay, is the Word of God. … We are so
far off from condemning any of their labors that prevailed before us [previous translators of previous
versions] in this kind, either in this land or beyond sea … that we acknowledge them to have been raised
up of God, for the building and furnishing of his Church, and that they deserve to be had of us and of
posterity in everlasting remembrance. … Truly (good Christian reader) we never thought from the
beginning that we should need to make a new translation, nor yet to make of a bad one a good one … but
to make a good one better, or out of many good ones, one principle good one …”

The 1611 original had numerous margin notes that offer different possible translations of words and phrases. The
translators wrote in the preface:

“Some peradventure would have no variety of senses to be set in the margin, less the authority of the
Scriptures for deciding of controversies by that show of uncertainty, should somewhat be shaken. But we
hold their judgment not to be so sound in this point. … It hath pleased God in his divine providence, here
and there to scatter words and sentences of that difficulty and doubtfulness. … Variety of translations is
profitable for the finding out of the sense of the Scriptures: so diversity of signification and sense in the
margin, where the text is not so clear, must needs do good, yea, is necessary, as we are persuaded. …We
have not tied ourselves to a uniformity of phrasing, or to an identity of words, as some peradventure
would wish that we had done. …Why should we be in bondage to them [words or syllables] if we may be
free, use one precisely when we may use another no less fit, as commodiously? …We have … avoided the
scrupulosity of the Puritans.”

Conclusion

KJV-Onlyism runs the gambit from moderately reasonable advocates (David Cloud, E.L. Bynum, John R. Rice), to the
wacked-out, stone throwers (D.A. Waite, Jack Hyles, Samuel Gipp, Walter Bebe, Texe Marrs, Peter Ruckman, Gail
Riplinger, etc.). A couple of years ago, Gary Hudson launched a website devoted to exposing the errors of “King
James Onlyism”—“The King James Only Resource Center.” Gary has a number of articles and reports posted. This
site has become a “one stop” resource center for all questions related to “King James Onlyism.” 

http://www.tegart.com/brian/bible/kjvonly/1611pref.html
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Landmark Baptists
An Analysis of the Doctrinal Errors

of Landmarkism
 

 

INTRODUCTION

Landmarkism is a term representing a number of convictions maintained by some Baptists, mostly in the
southern United States. They are known as Landmarkers or Baptist Bride brethren. Sometimes they
choose to call themselves Historic Baptists. Sometimes they are referred to as Missionary Baptists.

Landmark Baptists hold that the only NT model for the church is the local and visible congregation and
that it violates NT principles to speak of a universal, spiritual church. They believe that Communion
should be restricted to members of the local assembly and that baptism is valid only when administered in
a properly constituted local Baptist congregation. They also believe that a historic "Baptist succession"
may be traced from John the Baptist to modern Baptist churches in which believer's baptism and
Landmark principles have prevailed.

The Landmark emphasis was propounded by James R. Graves (1820-1893), influential editor of the
Tennessee Baptist. He formulated his doctrines just prior to the Civil War and because his periodical was
widely read his ideas caught the imagination of many Baptists of that day.

The Baptist Landmark Movement derives its name from two publications: 1) An Old Landmark Re-set
(1856) by James Pendleton (1811-1891) and 2) Old Landmarkism: What Is It? (1880) by James Graves
(1820-1893). The term is based on Proverbs 22:28: "Remove not the old landmark." The Landmark
position is the position of the million-member American Baptist Association (not to be confused with the
American Baptist Convention), of the much smaller United Baptists, and of some independent Baptist
churches. [Walter A. Elwell, editor, Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, p. 619.]  If the word "Landmark"
is used in the name of a church, this does not necessarily mean that the church is part of this movement.
Also many Landmark Baptist Churches do not use the term "Landmark" as part of their church name.

Another influential promoter of Landmarkism was former Presbyterian, Amos Cooper Dayton (1813-
1865), who wrote a two-volume novel, Theodosia Ernest, which is about a woman’s search for true
baptism and also her search for the true church. Another very influential book written by a Landmark
Baptist is The Trail of Blood (1931) by James Milton Carroll (1852-1931) in which he tries to trace the
presence of the true church throughout history. There are serious problems with this book, as exposed by
David Beale.  [David Beale, Historical Theology In-Depth, Volume 2, pages 187 and following. I am also
indebted to David Beale for some of the material in this introduction.]

Graves explains how the term "Landmarkers" originated:

The name of Old Landmarkers came in this way. In 1854 J. M. Pendleton, of Kentucky,
wrote an essay upon this question at my special request, viz "Ought Baptists to recognize
Pedobaptist preachers [preachers who believe in child or infant baptism] as gospel ministers?
" which I brought out in tract form, and gave it the title, "An Old Landmark Reset." This
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calm discussion, which had an immense circulation in the South, was reviewed by many of
the leading writers, North and South, and they, by way of reproach, called all Baptists "Old
Landmarkers" who accepted his conclusions, and the impression was sought to be made that
Brother Pendleton and myself were aiming at dividing the denomination and starting a new
sect.

From" this brief history it will be seen that we, who only deem ourselves "strict Baptists," are
not responsible for the name, but our opposers. But that we have no reason to be ashamed of
it will be seen by every one who will read this little book. Why should we object to the name
"Old Landmarkers," when those ancient Anabaptists, whom we alone represent in this age,
were content to be called Cathari and Puritans, which terms mean the same thing as Old
Landmarkers? --The "little book" Old Landmarkism-- What Is It? originally written by
Graves in 1880.

From this quote we see that Graves considered himself and others who held to his views to be the modern
day representatives of the ancient Anabaptists. The Anabaptists were, in general, men and women who
were valiant for the truth upon the earth. They were zealous in evangelistic efforts and they endeavored to
believe and teach only what was found in the Scriptures. They were opposed to infant baptism and rightly
so. They also suffered greatly for the cause of Christ, being persecuted by the Catholics, the Lutherans,
the Calvinists and by the Zwinglians.

Landmarkers believe that their church originated long before the time of James Graves. They believe that
Landmarkism existed in colonial days in North America, even though the term "Landmark" had not yet
been coined. Curtis Pugh, for example writes the following:

The Welsh Churches, from which these Colonial Baptist Churches immediately succeeded,
had practiced Landmarkism in their Churches in that island nation prior to the coming of the
Welsh Baptists to North America. And those who know Welsh Baptist history will be aware
of the fact that these Welsh Baptist Churches must have learned these practices from the
apostle to Wales, for they have a valid claim to having been planted by no less personage
than Paul himself when he made his visit to Britain in connection with Claudia and Pudens
(mentioned in 2 Timothy 4:21). Thus Landmarkism may with historical evidence logically be
seen to be the Scriptural practice of early Welsh Churches planted by Paul and we dare
suggest that these Churches must have imbibed Landmark principles from that apostle who
first taught them the Word of God [from his paper, Colonial Landmarkism, p. 1].

Thus these Baptists claim a heritage that traces its origin all the way back to the Apostle Paul, though not
all would agree with their interpretation of Church history.

Landmark Baptists, have many distinctive doctrines, which need to be examined in the light of the Word
of God (Acts 17:11; 1 Thess. 5:21). This group holds to the following doctrines:

1. The terms kingdom and church are synonymous terms. Graves believed that the term
kingdom referred collectively to all true Baptist churches. According to Graves, the kingdom
announced by John the Baptist and by the Lord Jesus was to be identified with the
establishment of Christ’s church. The kingdom of which John and Jesus spoke was, according
to Graves, a kingdom composed of visible Baptist Churches.

2. The church did not begin at Pentecost, but began prior to the cross, even before the death
of John the Baptist.

3. In Matthew 16:18 Jesus promised an unbroken historical succession of true gospel
churches on earth until He returns.
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4. Only Baptist churches are Biblically qualified to function as churches.

5. The only Christian baptism is water baptism (even in such passages as Ephesians 4:5 and 1
Corinthians 12:13).

6. The baptism administered by John the Baptist was Christian baptism. John’s baptism and
Christian baptism are one and the same.

7. The only Biblical church is a local church. There is no such thing as one "universal"
church as the body of Christ. Graves emphatically rejected the ideas of a universal, invisible
church. 

[J. M. Pendleton seemed to differ with Graves on this issue. Pendleton conceded that, in
passages such as Eph. 5:25 there is one “aggregate” church of all the redeemed. See David
Beale (Historical Theology In-Depth, Volume 2, page 186, footnote).]

Many Baptist groups share this last belief, that there is no universal church, though in many cases they do
not hold to all of the extreme teachings of the Landmark Baptists. For example, I wrote to a faculty
member of the Baptist Bible Graduate School of Theology in Springfield, Missouri. He indicated that over
the past few centuries Baptists have not agreed as to whether there is a universal church and that
fundamental Baptists are still very divided over this issue. Churches and pastors in the Baptist Bible
Fellowship (BBF) are all fully independent and are not in agreement on this matter. This faculty member's
guess was that about two-thirds of the BBF pastors deny the universal church and one-third affirm it.

For a thorough examination of the teachings of James Graves, see The Place of Baptism in the Theology
of James Robinson Graves by Myron James Houghton, May 1971 [A Dissertation Presented to the
Faculty of the Graduate School, Dallas Theological Seminary].

Let us now consider some of the key errors of Landmark Baptists:

1) The Error of Making the "One Baptism" of Ephesians 4:5 a Reference to
Water Baptism.

In Ephesians 4:3 believers are told to endeavor (make every effort) to keep the unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace. Paul then beautifully and concisely describes the UNITY or ONENESS which all
believers in Christ share in verses 4-6 (the seven "ones"). Each of these seven "ones" is setting forth
something that every believer has in common. If it were not something shared in common, then this would
contradict Paul's argument about the UNITY of the Spirit and the ONENESS that all believers share.
Thus, whatever the "one baptism" means, it must be a baptism that is shared by every believer. It must be
something that is true of every genuine believer in Christ. That is, if you have not had this baptism, then
you are not a true believer and you are not saved.

Consider, for example, the expression "one Spirit" in verse 4. The indwelling Spirit is something that I
share in common with every believer throughout the world. Indeed, if anyone does not have the Spirit,
then he does not belong to Christ (Romans 8:9)! It is impossible to belong to God's saved company of
this age apart from the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit of God. The Spirit of God dwells within
every saint, and this is the basis of our UNITY. I can approach any saved person, regardless of what
country he lives in or what local church he attends, and I can say, "The same Holy Spirit who lives in you
is the same Holy Spirit who lives in me. We share this in common."

Water baptism is not something that all saved persons share in common. It ought to be the experience of
every born again person, but in some cases it is not. There are some true believers who have not been
baptized in water. Perhaps the person has been recently saved and the baptismal service has not yet taken
place. In some cases new believers are not given needed instruction as to the importance of water baptism.
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It is the experience of every saved person to be saved for a period of time prior to being baptized in
water. Hopefully it is but for a brief time. But the fact remains that water baptism is not an experience
shared by every true believer.

There is a baptism, however, which is shared by every saved person. This baptism is mentioned, among
other places, in Galatians 3:26-27, "For ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as
many of you as have been BAPTIZED INTO CHRIST have put on Christ." Notice that there is no
mention of water in these verses. It is a baptism "INTO CHRIST." It is not a baptism INTO WATER.
According to these verses it is the experience of every child of God by faith in Christ Jesus. If a person
has not had this baptism, then the person is not saved. If a person has had this baptism, then the person is
saved and has put on Christ, whether or not he has been baptized in water. This "baptism into Christ"
which is a reality for every child of God is also mentioned in Romans chapter 6, verses 3-5.

This baptism is a work of God. It took place the moment the person believed on the Lord Jesus Christ. At
that moment the person was baptized or immersed into Jesus Christ (placed into Jesus Christ) with the
result that the person is now "IN CHRIST" (2 Cor. 5:17; Rom. 8:1; etc.). God has positioned us in His
Son. Not only is He in us (the INDWELLING) but we are in Him (the BAPTISM). The Lord Jesus
predicted this great relationship in John 14:20--"At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and
YE IN ME, and I IN YOU." This is a baptism shared by every born again person, and is the basis of our
UNITY in the Son of God. It is not just the Landmark Baptists who have been placed or baptized into
Jesus Christ, but it is every blood-bought child of God. Such a relationship is ours, not by virtue of some
relationship to a particular sect, but by faith in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:26).

For a more detailed consideration of the "one baptism" or "Spirit baptism" the reader is referred to Merrill
F. Unger's book entitled The Baptism and Gifts of the Holy Spirit.

The discerning student of Scripture needs to make a difference between REAL BAPTISM (the "one
baptism" mentioned in Galatians 3:27; Romans 3-4; etc.) and RITUAL BAPTISM (water baptism which
is symbolic). Water baptism is meant to picture and depict and symbolize real baptism. When a person is
baptized in water he is saying, "I want to present a picture of what happened to me the moment I was
saved. When I was saved God baptized me into Jesus Christ. God placed me into His dear Son. I am a
new creature in Christ and in Him I have a new life!" Water baptism is an outward portrayal of the
inward spiritual reality.

The "one baptism" which every true believer has experienced is also set forth in 1 Corinthians 12:13, the
passage which we shall now consider.

2) The Error of Understanding 1 Corinthians 12:13 as a Reference to Water
Baptism.

"For by [in] one Spirit are [were] we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether
we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:13).

First we should notice that this baptism is the experience of every believer: WE WERE ALL baptized into
one body. Have you had this baptism? If you are a born again believer in Christ, then indeed you have! It
is something true of every child of God and it happened the moment a person is saved. This baptism is a
reality for every believer, even for those who have not yet been baptized in water and even for those who
are not "Historic Baptists." The issue is HAVE YOU BELIEVED ON THE LORD JESUS CHRIST?, not
HAVE YOU JOINED A PARTICULAR LOCAL CHURCH?

We should also notice that there is no mention of water in this verse. It is not a baptism into water, but a
baptism into ONE BODY. The ONE BODY is the church of Jesus Christ over which He is the Head
(Eph. 1:22-23; Col. 1:18). How does a person become a member of the ONE BODY? How does a person
become a part of the true church? Is it by joining a Historic Baptist church? No, it is by being baptized by
the Spirit into one body.
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Spirit baptism is the supernatural work of God whereby a believer in Christ is immersed or placed into
the body of Christ, which is HIS CHURCH. This happens the moment a person is saved, not at the point
of water baptism. Every saved person is in this ONE BODY; every unsaved person is WITHOUT (outside
of Christ and outside of His body--compare Col. 4:5). A person can join a local church, including a
Landmark Baptist church, and not really be saved. This does not put him in the ONE BODY. Only God
can do that, and God only does that for true believers of this present age.

Water baptism does not place a person into the ONE BODY. Only God can do that. Only God can
BUILD HIS CHURCH (Matthew 16:18) and only God can ADD TO HIS CHURCH daily such as should
be saved (Acts 2:47).

Spirit baptism was predicted by John the Baptist (Matthew 3:11) and by the Lord Jesus (Acts 1:5). It was
fulfilled on the day of Pentecost when the "one body" was first formed (Acts 11:16) and takes place today
the moment a person is saved (1 Corinthians 12:13). All four of these passages are talking about the same
baptism, and the Greek construction in all four passages is closely equivalent, as the following literal
rendering reveals:

Passage Greek Construction

Matt. 3:11 He (Christ) shall baptize you in Holy Spirit

Acts 1:5 You shall be baptized (by Christ-Matt. 3:11) in Holy Spirit

Acts 11:16 You shall be baptized (by Christ-Matt. 3:11) in Holy Spirit

1 Cor. 12:13 We were baptized (by Christ-Matt. 3:11) in one Spirit into one
body

The order of the words in 1 Corinthians 12:13 has been altered in order to show that the same Greek
construction is used. It is the proper understanding of these passages which clearly pinpoints WHEN the
church (the ONE BODY) began. This brings us to our next doctrinal issue.

3) The Error of Beginning the Church before Pentecost and before the
Cross.

We have seen from 1 Corinthians 12:13 that Spirit Baptism is that supernatural work of God whereby the
believing sinner is placed or immersed into the ONE BODY of Christ. In Ephesians 1:22-23 and
Colossians 1:18 we learn that the BODY OF CHRIST is identified as the CHURCH. In Matthew 16:18
the Lord Jesus referred to it as "MY CHURCH."

The key question is this: When did God first begin placing believers into Christ's body, the Church? To
re-phrase the question: When did Spirit baptism first take place? If we can determine when God first
began placing believers into the ONE BODY, then we will know when the church began.

The Scripture is very clear about this matter. The beginning of the church is carefully pinpointed in God's
Word.

First of all, in Matthew 16:18 the Lord Jesus said, "I WILL build My Church." The future tense of the
verb indicates that the building of the church had not yet begun when Jesus said these words. He did not
say, "I have built My church." He did not say, "I am building My church." No, the building project had
not yet begun and thus the Church was yet future. At the time Jesus spoke the words of Matthew 16:18
the church had not yet begun.
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Today Christ is building His church. He is adding to the church daily such as should be saved (Acts 2:47).
But the question is, when did this building program first begin?

In Matthew 3:11 John the Baptist predicted that Spirit baptism would take place some time in the future.
It had not taken place when John spoke these words. We have already noted that the Greek construction
of Matthew 3:11 is parallel to the construction of 1 Corinthians 12:13. John was predicting the same
baptism that Paul was talking about. The baptism Paul was talking about involved placing believers into
the body of Christ. When did this first take place?

In Acts 1:5 the Lord Jesus predicted that Spirit baptism was still future. It had not happened yet. No one
had yet been immersed into the body of Christ. Thus, the church could not have begun prior to Acts 1:5.
When Jesus spoke the words of Acts 1:5 His death and His resurrection had already taken place, and yet
Spirit baptism had not yet taken place and the church had not yet been formed. But the announcement of
Acts 1:5 was very significant because Jesus said that Spirit baptism would take place "not many days
hence" (not many days from now). This means that it would happen soon, in a matter of days. Indeed, as
we shall learn, it happened just 10 days later on the day of Pentecost.

The Day of Pentecost and the unique events that took place on that day are described in Acts chapter 2. In
this chapter Spirit baptism is not specifically mentioned. It is not until Acts chapter 11 that we are
specifically told that Spirit baptism took place on the day of Pentecost: "And as I began to speak, the Holy
Ghost fell on them, as on us at the beginning [on the Day of Pentecost]. Then remembered I the word of
the Lord, how that He said, John indeed baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy
Ghost" (Acts 11:15-16). Based on the clear statement of this passage we know that Spirit baptism first
took place on the Day of Pentecost. It was then that believers were first placed into the body of Christ. It
was then that the church began.

For a very helpful discussion of when the church began, see Renald E. Shower's book, There Really Is a
Difference--A Comparison of Covenant and Dispensational Theology, Chapter 15 (published by the
Friends of Israel Gospel Ministry).

There are serious problems involved with beginning the church prior to the cross in the days of the Lord
and His disciples. Here are some of them:

1. The Lord Jesus had not yet died. The Scripture says that "Christ loved the church and gave Himself
for it" (Eph. 5:25). This statement can only be true after the death of Christ is an accomplished fact.
The church, which is based upon the finished work of Christ, could not exist until that work had
been accomplished.

2. The Lord Jesus had not yet ascended, nor had He been glorified. "But this spake He of the Spirit,
which they that believe on him should receive: for the Holy Ghost was not yet given; because that
Jesus was not yet glorified" (John 7:39). "Nevertheless I tell you the truth; It is expedient for you
that I go away: for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I will
send him unto you" (John 16:7). There can not be a CHURCH until the Lord Jesus is ascended,
exalted and glorified. It is only the exalted Christ seated in heavenly places who has been made
HEAD over the church (Eph. 1:20-22). If He is not exalted in the heavenlies as Head, then there
can be no church.

3. The Holy Spirit had not yet been given. You can't have the CHURCH apart from the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit. In Ephesians 2:22 and 1 Corinthians 3:16 we learn that the Holy Spirit inhabits the
church in a unique way. How can you have the church existing apart from this unique indwelling?

4. "At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you" (John 14:20).
"THAT DAY" refers to the day of Pentecost when the Spirit was sent and given. Apart from
Pentecost the "YE IN ME and I IN YOU" relationship would be impossible (compare John 14:17--
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"shall be IN YOU"). Apart from the "YE IN ME and I IN YOU" relationship, there can be no
church.

In John chapters 14-17 everything is pointing to that day when the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, would
come. The Lord placed great significance upon that day. It was then that the church began. The building
project commenced at that time, to be completed only when the "fullness of the Gentiles be come in"
(Romans 11:25).

4) The Error of Denying the Universal Church

We have already established the fact that there is "one baptism" which places every true believer (not just
certain Baptist believers) into the "one body." This one body is not the local Landmark Baptist church,
but it is the body of Christ, the church. We also learned that every true believer has been placed into this
ONE BODY by a supernatural work of God the moment he or she is saved. We also learned that God
first began placing believers into His body on the day of Pentecost which was when the church began.

It is very true that the term "church" or "assembly" (Greek-ekklesia) is often used of local churches.
"Unto the CHURCH of God which is at Corinth" (1 Cor. 1:2). "The CHURCHES of Galatia" (Gal. 1:2).
The word is commonly used to refer to local assemblies of believers.

We must not deny the local church nor the importance of it. We also must not deny the universal church
and its importance.

If we say that the term CHURCH only refers to local churches, and if we also teach that the only
legitimate local church recognized by God are the "Historic Baptist" (Landmark) churches, then this
creates enormous problems for any serious student of the Bible.

1. "And hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be THE HEAD over all things to the
CHURCH, Which is HIS BODY, the fullness of Him that filleth all in all" (Eph. 1:22-23). If
Christ is the Head over all things to the church, and if the church is composed only of local
Landmark Baptist churches, then does this mean that true believers who are not part of Landmark
congregations HAVE NO HEAD? How can a true believer be without Christ as Head?

2. "In whom all the building fitly framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord: In whom
ye also are builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit" (Eph. 2:21-22). Are only
the Landmark churches indwelt by the Spirit? Have all other assemblies of believers been
abandoned by the Spirit?

3. "To the intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places might be known by
the church the manifold wisdom of God" (Eph. 3:10). Is God demonstrating and pointing out His
wisdom only through the Landmark Baptist churches? Does God say to the angels: "If you want to
learn of My manifold wisdom, consider only the Landmark Baptists, but don't consider all of the
other born again believers whom I have saved by My grace"? What a strange message to give to
the angels who are so intently interested in what God is doing in this present age.

4. "There is one body" (Eph. 4:4). Are only the Landmark Baptists included in the one body? Are all
other godly saints in the world therefore excluded from this body? How can such a teaching be
used to promote CHRISTIAN UNITY?

5. "For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the Head of the church: and He is the
Saviour of the body" (Eph. 5:23). Is Christ the Head only of the Landmark Baptists? Is Christ the
Saviour only of the Landmark Baptists? What about true believers who are not associated with
Landmark churches? How can they be saved if they have no Saviour?

6. "Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it" (Eph.
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5:25). Did the Lord Jesus give Himself on the cross only for the Landmark Baptists? Are they the
only "church" that Christ loved and gave Himself for? Are we so narrow as to limit God's love and
Christ's death to a certain sect?

7. "That He might present it to Himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such
thing; but that it should be holy and without blemish" (Eph. 5:27). Is it only the "Baptist bride" that
is going to be presented to Christ faultless and spotless? Is not this the certain hope and expectancy
of every child of God? Compare Jude 24-25.

8. "Praising God, and having favor with all the people. And the Lord added to the church daily such as
should be saved" (Acts 2:47). When people get saved does God add them only to Landmark
churches? Why are there so many true, genuine believers who are in no way associated with
Landmark assemblies? Has God failed to add them to His true church?

9. "I will build My church" (Matthew 16:18). Was this a promise to build Landmark Baptist
assemblies? Does this mean that only Landmark Baptists escape the gates of Hades? [Note: It is
interesting that the gates of Hades will not prevail against any church-age believer. Not one church
age believer will ever enter through the gates of Hades. Abraham, Moses, David, Isaiah and even
John the Baptist all entered through the gates of Hades upon death, but when church age believers
die they immediately go into the presence of Christ in the third heaven--2 Cor. 5:8; Phil. 2:21,23.]

10. "Give none offence, neither to the Jews, nor to the Gentiles, nor to the church of God" (1 Cor.
10:32). Does this mean that we are to be careful not to be a stumblingblock to unsaved Gentiles,
unsaved Jews and Landmark Baptists? Does this mean that it does not matter whether we are a
stumblingblock to non-Landmark brethren who are truly saved? This verse is obviously dividing all
of humanity into three groups: unsaved Jews, unsaved Gentiles, and the church (saved Jews and
Gentiles of this present age). In spite of what the Landmark Baptists teach, every truly saved person
is considered part of the CHURCH, and for this to be true there must be a universal church
composed of all saved people of this present age.

These ten passages illustrate the absurdity of equating the church with local Baptists assemblies and
denying that every true child of God is part of the church.

We should note that the word CHURCH is often used in the singular, and this does not exactly fit the
Landmark concept of ecclesiology. For example, "I will build my church" (Matthew 16:18). Why did not
He say, "I will build my churches"? When Paul had local churches in mind he used the plural: "But if any
man seem to be contentious, we have no such custom, neither the churches of God" (1 Cor. 11:16).
"And all the brethren which are with me, unto the churches of Galatia" (Gal. 1:2). If Paul used this term
to ALWAYS REFER TO LOCAL CHURCHES then why was not Paul consistent with his use of the
plural? Why didn't he say the following:

"And hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be the head over all
things to the churches" (compare Eph. 1:22).

"might be known by the churches the manifold wisdom of God" (compare Eph.
3:10).

"Unto Him be glory in the churches" (compare Eph. 3:21).

"There are many bodies" (compare Eph. 4:4).

"Christ is the Head of the churches" (compare Eph. 5:23).

"Christ loved the churches and gave Himself for them" (compare Eph. 5:25).
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"Give none offence to....the churches of God" (compare 1 Cor. 10:32).

                    etc.

If local churches were intended, it would seem that the plural would better convey the intended meaning.

The hymn writer had a much better concept of the church: "Elect from every nation yet one o'er all the
earth, Her charter of salvation, One Lord, one faith, one birth; One holy name she blesses, Partakes one
holy food, And to one hope she presses with every grace endued" (Samuel J. Stone).

For a saved person not to be a part of Christ's body is Biblically impossible. Believers are united to Jesus
Christ. They are not excluded from Him. To become a member of the church you do not have to go
through the Landmark Baptists. You have to go through the cross! We fully admit that every born again
Landmark Baptist is saved and a member of Christ's body, the church. But why do they deny this as
being true concerning those who are not a part of their particular fellowship?

5) The Error which Insists that the True Churches are Linked to John the
Baptist (the Successionist Theory).

John the Baptist was part of the old order, not the new order. He lived under the dispensation of law, not
under the dispensation of grace. To trace the origin of the churches to John the Baptist is to mix law and
grace resulting in total dispensational confusion.

If John the Baptist is so important to the churches, then why is he never mentioned in the great CHURCH
EPISTLES which set forth church truth (such as Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Timothy, etc.). If our church
family tree goes back to John the Baptist, then why are the epistles silent about this?

Apollos traced his roots back to John the Baptist and he was quickly corrected by Aquila and Priscilla and
taught the true doctrine (Acts 18:24-28). In Acts 19:1-7 there were about 12 men who, like Apollos, knew
only of John's baptism but who had never been SPIRIT BAPTIZED and placed into the body of Christ. It
is interesting that these men were re-baptized. John's baptism was not sufficient for the new dispensation.
They had to be baptized in the name of Christ. Thus, instead of a succession from John the Baptist, there
needs to be a distinct break. There is a distinct difference between Christian baptism and John's baptism.
John's baptism has no place in the present dispensation.

"Verily I say unto you, Among them that are born of women there hath not risen a greater than John the
Baptist: notwithstanding he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he" (Matthew 11:11).
This passage makes it clear that John the Baptist belonged to a former dispensation. Those in the kingdom
of heaven have a position and standing that far exceeds that of John the Baptist. Those belonging to the
church have a high, heavenly, holy position in God's exalted Son which John the Baptist never knew.

"Whereby, when ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ which in other ages
was not made known unto the sons of men, as it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets
by the Spirit....And to make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the
beginning of the world hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ" (Eph. 3:4,5,9).
The great NT mysteries involve precious truths relating to the church which had been locked up in the
loving heart of God and hidden from God's people until it was God's time for these truths to be revealed.
God primarily used the Apostle Paul to make known these great truths which had previously been
unrevealed. Abraham, Moses, David and Isaiah knew nothing of these mysteries. These truths were never
revealed to John the Baptist. John the Baptist was totally ignorant of the church truths set forth by the
Apostle Paul in the epistles. How could the church be linked in succession to a man who was so ignorant
of church truth?

No, the founder of the Church was Jesus Christ, not John the Baptist. Christ is the Foundation of the
Church (1 Cor. 3:11), the Chief Cornerstone of the church (Eph. 2:20), the Head of the Church (Eph.
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1:22; 5:23), the Builder of the church (Matthew 16:18), and the Rock of the Church (Matthew 16:18).
John the Baptist is none of these things. John wanted to DECREASE (John 3:30) but the "Historic
Baptists" want him to INCREASE. What we should really desire is that Christ might have FIRST PLACE
and preeminence in all things (Col. 1:18).

6) The Error of Believer's Baptism Not being Recognized as Legitimate
unless it is Performed by one of their Men in one of their Churches.

The attitude which seems to be conveyed is this: "If you don't do it our way, in our church, according to
our system, then it is not legitimate." May God keep us from such a narrow-minded sectarian spirit.

Water baptism is for true believers, based upon their confession of faith. The Bible makes it very simple:
"And as they went on their way, they came unto a certain water: and the eunuch said, See, here is water;
what doth hinder me to be baptized? And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart, thou
mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God" (Acts 8:36-37). What
made this baptism in water legitimate? The man simply believed in Christ with all his heart. He was a true
believer. He was baptized. Water baptism is a one time act of obedience which takes place soon after one
is saved. It is not to be repeated. It pictures REAL BAPTISM (Spirit baptism--Galatians 3:27) which was
a one time act of God, never to be repeated. God placed us into Jesus Christ and this was done once for
all, never to be repeated. It is done and finished forever.

If a person were baptized and later realized that he was not really saved, then certainly a re-baptism
would be in order. His first baptism was not legitimate because it was not a believer's baptism. But how
wrong it is to say that the baptism of a sincere believer is not legitimate because it was not performed in a
certain baptist church. This is tantamount to saying, "Our church is right and all other churches are wrong.
Even acts of obedience and faith are not legitimate unless they are carried out in our way, in our local
church."

Paul labeled such thinking as carnal and divisive (1 Cor. 1:10-17; 3:1-4). It is the wrong attitude and it is
utterly condemned by God. It is divisive: "I am of Paul!" "I am of Apollos!" "I am of John the Baptist!"
"I am of the Historic Baptists and because of this I am legitimate before God but other blood-bought
believers are not!" All of this stinks of the flesh (Galatians 5:19-21).

7) The Error of "Closed Communion" which Involves not Allowing True,
Genuine, Obedient Believers to Partake of Communion merely because they
are not Members of a Landmark Assembly.

The Lord Jesus said, "This do...in remembrance of Me" (1 Cor. 11:25). If the Lord said, "This do" then
why do the Landmark Baptist say, "This thou shalt not do!" If the Lord Jesus invites sincere believers to
His table, then why do the Landmark Baptists forbid them to come? Why do they close what God has
opened? Why do they forbid what God has allowed?

Is the Landmark position in harmony with Paul's exhortation in Romans 15:7--"Wherefore receive ye one
another, as Christ also received us to the glory of God." How thankful we should be that Christ has
received poor, rebellious sinners such as us. If God were to act as the Landmark Baptists act, would any
of us be saved?

If a person is a blood-bought believer who is seeking to live for Christ and obey His Word and glorify
God in all that he does, then what right do we have to bar such an one from the Lord's Table? What right
do we have to exclude a dear brother or sister from remembering the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ?

Certainly if it is known that a certain brother is disobedient to the Scriptures and living in sin, then there is
just cause for a local assembly to refuse to serve communion to such a person. But this is because of an
obvious problem in a believer's life, not because the believer attends an assembly that is not recognized as
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legitimate.

Instead of closing our Communion we should open our hearts towards all of our brothers and sisters in
Christ no matter where they be from. We may not agree on every matter, but the important thing is that
we know Christ as our Saviour and Lord and that we recognize His great finished work on the cross with
the result that we are resting all our weight on WHO HE IS, WHAT HE HAS DONE and WHAT HE
HAS SAID. If a person is resting on this rock solid foundation, how can we forbid them to do what
Christ told them to do: "This do...in remembrance of Me."

8) The Error which Identifies the Bride of Christ as being composed only of Landmark Baptists,
excluding all other true believers.

The bride of Christ is composed of those who will someday fall before the Lamb and sing a new song,
saying, "Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: for Thou wast slain, and hast
redeemed us to God by Thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation" (Rev.
5:9). The great marriage supper of the Lamb is described in this way: "Let us be glad and rejoice, and
give honour to Him: for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself ready. And to
her was granted that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white: for the fine linen is the
righteousness of saints" (Rev. 19:7-8). What a day of rejoicing that will be!

Some of the Landmark brethren go so far as to teach and preach that the Bride of Christ is only comprised
of their Baptist groups and that all other believers would be servants at the marriage supper of the Lamb.
Anyone who is a genuine believer but who is not part of one of their churches would be in the "family of
God," but would not actually be part of the Bride of Christ.

In John 14:2-3 we learn that at the time of the rapture Christ will come to receive His Bride unto Himself
to take her to be with Him in heaven. Does this mean that He will receive only the "Historic Baptists"
(thus resulting in some kind of partial rapture)?

This error stems from the error that the church consists only of Landmark Baptist congregations. Thus
Ephesians 5:22-33 is seen through this erroneous assumption. Once it is understood that the church is
made up of all true believers of this age, then it is a very simple thing to recognize that the bride of Christ
will likewise be made up of all true believers of this age. To correct this error of eschatology, it is first
necessary to correct the error of ecclesiology. If they understand the true nature of the church, then they
will understand who the bride really is.

 

* * * * * * * * *
 

Another Doctrinal Concern

James R. Graves, according to an article by Harold S. Smith [Baptist Theologians, Broadman, 1990,
pages 223-248], denied the eternal Sonship of Christ, saying that the idea of an Eternal Son is
"inadmissible" and that the phrase "Eternal Son of God" is of "human coinage."

Grave’s error regarding the doctrine of the eternal Sonship of Christ is documented below:

J.R. Graves, "The Work of Christ in the Covenant of Redemption; Developed in Seven
Dispensations". Baptist Sunday School Committee, 1928 (Originally Published in 1883).

The heading of Chapter 4 (pages 61-65) reads: "Definition of Creation--Time--In the
Beginning, etc.--The Relations of the Father and Son not Eternal, therefore no 'Eternal
Father,' nor 'Eternal Son,'--The Covenant of Works and Consequences of its Violation
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considered."

On pages 61-62, he clearly denies the eternal Sonship of Christ:

"Therefore, before the birth of creation there could have been no relationship existing as
that of the Father and Son, for these are terms relationship, and imply order of being,
and consequently demand time. If this be so, then evidently the phrases 'Eternal
Father,' and 'Eternal Son,' are not admissible, since they involve a manifest
contradiction. As certainly as the Creator must exist before the thing created, the
begetter must exist before the begotten--Father before Son. And it is no less
contradictious to say that Father and Son eternally existed in these relations; we may as
consistently affirm that the creature and its Creator co-eternally existed. One must
existed before the other, else creation is as eternal as the Godhead,--never had a
beginning. Every effect must exist in its cause. The phrases '"Eternal Son of God,' 'the
Eternal Father,' are manifestly of human coinage,--not the selection of the revealing
Spirit. . . . The relationship, expressed by the terms Father and Son, originated with the
conception of the Covenant of Redemption and Work of Christ, and when that work is
consummated, the relationship and its inferiority will cease."

The following book addresses this issue: The Eternal Sonship of Christ by George Zeller and Renald
Showers ($5.00). This book may be ordered from the Middletown Bible Church.

* * * * * * * * *

This very troublesome sectarianism known as Landmarkism would do well to learn from our Lord's words
in Luke 9:49-50, "And John answered and said, Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name; and
we forbad him, because he followeth not with us. And Jesus said unto him, Forbid him not: for he that
is not against us is for us."

J.C.Ryle's comments on this passage are very fitting:

Our Lord Jesus Christ gives us a warning against a bigoted and illiberal spirit. Who this man
was and why he did not consort with the disciples, we do not know. But we do know that he
was doing a good work in casting out demons, and that he was doing what he did in the name
of Christ. And yet John says, "we forbade him." Very striking is the reply which the Lord at
once gave him: "Forbid him not: for he that is not against us is for us."

Thousands, in every period of Church history, have spent their lives in copying John's
mistake. They have labored to stop every man who will not work for Christ in their way,
from working for Christ at all. They have imagined, in their petty self-conceit, that no man
can be a soldier of Christ, unless he wears their uniform, and fights in their regiment. They
have been ready to say of every Christian who does not see everything with their eyes,
"Forbid him! Forbid him! for he followeth not with us."

The plain truth is, that we are all too ready to say, "We are the men, and wisdom shall die
with us" (Job 12:2). We forget that no Church on earth has an absolute monopoly of all
wisdom, and that people may be right in the main, without agreeing with us. We must learn
to be thankful if sin is opposed, and the Gospel preached, and the devil's kingdom pulled
down, though the work may not be done exactly in the way we like. We must try to believe
that men may be true-hearted followers of Jesus Christ, and yet for some reason may be kept
back from seeing all things in religion just as we do. Above all, we must praise God if souls
are converted, and Christ is magnified,—no matter who the preacher may be, and to what
Church he may belong. Happy are those who can say with Paul, "If Christ be preached, I
rejoice, yea and will rejoice," (Phil. 1:18) and with Moses, "Enviest thou for my sake? Would
God that all the Lord's people were prophets, and that all did prophesy." (Numbers 11:29)
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Mid-Life Crisis
Science or Myth?

-  The proponents of mid-life crisis teach that by the time one reaches middle-age, normal situations that earlier in life
caused no stress or consternation whatsoever, now suddenly lead to dysfunction or even total paralysis.

-  The concept originated in secular psychology, and was popularized in the 1974 book Passages by Beth Sheehy, who
contended that:

(a) it occurs in women 35-45 years old (it originated with women in menopause, and was later picked-up
by men who didn't have menopause to fall back on);

(b) it is usually understood and treated by psychotherapy; and

(c) it is normally verbalized only in psychological terms and concepts.

Other secular books popularizing the concept were:

(a) The Awareness of Middle Age, Baumgartner, 1968

(b) The Wonderful Crisis of Middle Age, Lesham, 1973

(c) The Seasons of a Man's Life, Levinson, 1978

-  Two of the people who brought the concept into the church in the 1980s were Jim & Sally Conway (currently
directors of "Mid-Life Dimensions") with their books, Women in Mid-Life Crisis, Men in Mid-Life Crisis, and You and
Your Husband's Mid-Life Crisis. In Men in Mid-Life Crisis, Jim Conway refers to the period of so-called mid-life
crisis as a "second adolescence." He then develops this idea by speculating that a man faces four major enemies in the
throes of that crisis:

(a) His body -- Losing his looks, hair, physique, etc.;

(b) His work -- Monotony in what previously was an exciting job;

(c) His wife & family -- Trapped in his responsibilities; and

(d) His God -- Accusing him of selfishness, laziness, lust.

All this, we are told, causes a man to lash-back at God and blame Him for giving him a frail body, along with its
drives and weaknesses.

-  From a Biblical perspective, one diagnosed as being in mid-life crisis is merely making excuses for sinful behavior
(dissatisfied with life, etc.), walking in the flesh, etc., and blaming it all on an "uncontrollable life situation." And as
seen by Conway's analysis of the situation (alluded to above), a person convinced that he is in a mid-life crisis, even
justifies ventilating it all on God Himself!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 5/92
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Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)

Another PsychoHeresy!*
"Christian" psychology has once again joined hands with the world. Christians are actively involved with alleged
multiple personalities, both as therapists and as patients. Besides following the world in diagnosis and treatment, they
may add exorcism and/or a new kind of evangelism that seeks to save each and every alternate personality -- just to be
sure the entire person will go to heaven.

Since Christians are diagnosing and treating other Christians as if they have "multiple personality disorder" (MPD), we
must ask two questions: 

(1) Is MPD a scientifically established diagnosis or is it the latest fad in the mysterious world of
psychology and psychiatry?; and 
(2) Can one remain true to Biblical orthodoxy while combining it with secular MPD diagnosis and
treatment?

MPD is one of the most fascinating and seemingly mind-boggling psychiatric phenomena today. It is also one of the
fastest growing segments of psychiatric consumerism. Its growth parallels the booming business of recovering (or
constructing) memories of abuse and satanic ritual abuse (SRA). They go together.

Consider the case of Lucy Abney, who entered treatment for depression and ended up with 100 alternate personalities
after two years of therapy. Besides developing so-called MPD, Abney "relived" such horrendous "memories" as
sacrificing three of her children and drinking blood. Although Abney admits that "the memories were very real, very
vivid," she has concluded they were not based on reality. They were fantasy.1

Abney is just one of many abuse victims. However, the abuse appears to have occurred in therapy. Such psychiatric
abuse is costly to patients in terms of time spent in psychiatric units, unjust accusations of parents, the personal
emotional trauma of experiencing such horrible fantasies, and just plain dollars (in her case over $300,000).2

There is quite a bit of disagreement in the field concerning the diagnosis, treatment, and even existence of MPD.
However, most recognize its close connection to hypnosis and some researchers say that paranormal experiences are
often associated with those with alleged MPD. Much of the writing depends upon what we call "anecdotal psychology"
rather than research psychology. In other words, the authors rely on subjective views of individual cases rather than
solid research.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-III-R) describes MPD as:

"The existence within the person of two or more distinct personalities or personality states ... [each having]
a relatively enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and one's self.
... At least two of the personalities, at some time and recurrently, take full control of the person's
behavior."3

This description sounds authoritative. However, neither the description nor diagnosis has been established by objective
scientific standards.

The usefulness of MPD being listed and defined in the DSM-III-R is financial. In fact, one might look at the DSM-III-
R as the guide to financial gain through psychiatric diagnosis. If a therapist can attach a DSM-III-R label to an
individual, he can be paid by insurance companies.

Beyond that, the DSM-III-R has numerous problems, with most of the "diseases" not being true diseases at all, but
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rather problems of living.

Such medical jargon makes MPD sound as if it is beyond the reach of Biblical analysis. If a condition is described as
psychopathological, people assume it is outside the realm of Scripture. However, personality itself is an aspect of the
soul, and the Bible is the only accurate, authoritative source for understanding the soul. Nevertheless, before we
discuss MPD from a Biblical perspective, let's look at how various people in psychiatry and psychology view and treat
MPD.

101 Personalities?

Can a person have 100 different alternate personalities? Can a person have even one extra personality? That is a
question under considerable debate among the "professionals." The therapists who are busy diagnosing and treating
those to whom they've assigned the MPD diagnosis believe they are right. They contend that the only reason why MPD
used to be such a rare occurrence was because it was not previously recognized for what it was.

On the other hand, Dr. Paul R. McHugh, who is a professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins, believes that so-called
MPDs are created by the therapists themselves. He says:

"This formerly rare and disputed diagnosis became popular after the appearance of several best-selling
books and movies. It is often based on the crudest form of suggestion."4

Here are some of the kinds of suggestions McHugh says are used by therapists to find alter personalities in their
patients. Therapists ask such questions as "Have you ever felt like another part of you does things that you can't
control?" Then, if the patient gives any kind of positive response, the next question might be, "Does this set of feelings
have a name?" Even if the person does not yet give a name to that "set of feelings," the therapist may ask, "Can I talk
to the part of you that is taking those long drives in the country?" Here the therapist separates the person into different
personalities without even using hypnosis.5

McHugh contends, "Once patients have permitted a psychiatrist to 'talk to the part ... that is taking these long drives,'
they are committed to the idea that they have MPD and must act in ways consistent with this self-image." He says,
"The emergence of the first alter breaches the barrier of reality, and fantasy is allowed free rein."6

Advantages of MPD

There are distinct advantages of an MPD diagnosis. MPD provides a personally blameless explanation for why the
person's life is not working. MPD provides a convenient excuse -- just blame the sin on one of the multiples and avoid
having to own up to responsibility. It may be a case of wanting one's cake and eating it, too -- doing what one knows
is wrong but not having to feel guilty or bear the consequences. Generally, the alleged alters do what the patient would
"never do."

MPD can also be a very dramatic way of making sense out of life or drawing attention to one's own importance by
having a condition that seems beyond the scope of most people. The person becomes both the star and the entire cast
in a drama that challenges all who try to help, even the therapist, who is a partner in the drama -- the joint playwright,
producer, and director.

The diagnosis is also an advantage for the therapist. MPDs are fascinating and long term. If a therapist has enough
MPD cases, he won't have to drum up business. He can participate as the paid partner in this production for a "long
run."

Whereas the few isolated cases of people with suspected multiple personalities in the past had only one or two, the
numbers have now expanded, with the possibility of over 100 different personalities, including animals and members
of the opposite sex.

The drama of MPD may begin with depression. Alter personalities are suspected and elicited. Memories of abuse are

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/depres73.html
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suggested and encouraged. Then the therapist begins the long process of trying to integrate all those personalities into
one person.

In his study of 29 case reports, Dr. Myron Boor says: 

"A variety of therapy approaches, including psychoanalysis, hypnotherapy, behavior therapy, structured
videotaped sodium amobarbital interviews, and general integrative techniques, was used with some
success to treat the patients in these case reports."7 

Most of these techniques rely primarily on suggestion. Therefore, the entire treatment may simply become a conspiracy
of fantasy. Furthermore, there are documented dangers to using hypnosis and other mind-altering techniques.

Both sides of this controversy present case studies to support their claims. But, one cannot rely on individual cases.
They are subjective and isolated.

McHugh compares the proliferation of MPD with that of "hystero-epilepsy," discovered by Jean-Martin Charcot in the
nineteenth century. A student by the name of Babinski insisted that Charcot himself had persuaded his patients that
they had hystero-epilepsy. At first Charcot objected. However, when Babinski connected the patient's vulnerability to
suggestion with the fact that they had been placed in the same ward with epileptic and hysterical patients, Charcot was
ready to try an experiment.8

Charcot moved these patients to other wards, away from the epileptics and hysterical patients, and away from the
others he had diagnosed as having hystero-epilepsy. Next, he and the hospital staff began to ignore the symptoms
resembling hysteria and epilepsy. Instead, they talked with the patients about the various concerns that had initially led
them into treatment. Without reinforcement, the patients' symptoms disappeared.9

McHugh relates this discovery that "doctors can induce a variety of physical and mental disorders, especially in young,
inexperienced, emotionally troubled women" to the current MPD vogue.10 He says:

"The rules discovered by Babinski and Charcot, now embedded in psychiatric textbooks and confirmed by
decades of research in social psychology, are being overlooked in the midst of a nationwide epidemic of
alleged MPD that is wreaking havoc on both patients and therapists."11

McHugh argues that "MPD, like hystero-epilepsy, is created by therapists."12 He recommends:

"Ignore the alters. Stop talking to them, taking notes on them, and discussing them in staff conferences.
Pay attention to real present problems and conflicts rather than fantasy. If these simple, familiar rules are
followed, multiple personalities will soon wither away."13

Another researcher, H. Merskey, examined a series of MPD cases and found that "no report fully excluded the
possibility of artificial production." In his article "The Manufacture of Personalities: The Production of Multiple
Personality Disorder," published in the British Journal of Psychiatry, Merskey says:

"Unprecedented numbers of cases of MPD have been diagnosed mainly in North America, since 1957.
Widespread publicity for the concept makes it uncertain whether any case can now arise without being
promoted by suggestion or prior preparation."14

Merskey mentions that MPD is "rarely, if ever, found in Japan or Britain."15 He says:

"It is likely that MPD never occurs as a spontaneous persistent natural event in adults. ... Suggestion,
social encouragement, preparation by expectation, and the reward of attention can produce and sustain a
second personality. ... Enthusiasm for the phenomenon is a means of increasing it."16

In spite of the enthusiasm for diagnosing and treating MPD, both the description and diagnosis of MPD rest solely on
subjective material, such as: what the patient says in therapy, what the therapist thinks about what the patient says, and
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such things as journals about dreams and fantasies. The only evidence regarding MPD is as scientific as testimonies
from alleged UFO abductees and Past Lives Therapy. Any information gleaned from a patient diagnosed with MPD is
highly subjective within a highly suggestive situation.

Erroneous Assumptions about MPD

Nevertheless, many assumptions about MPD are spoken of as facts from an authoritative sounding position. These
include this notion:

"Most people with this disorder have been physically and sexually abused for many years as children.
They are terrorized, violated, confused about who is to blame, and threatened with horrible consequences
if they reveal the truth."17

Such an assumption seems to make sense, since MPDs and SRAs and other forms of allegedly remembered abuse go
together. However, with such memories now in question, very possibly having been created by suggestion, it appears
that MPD also comes from suggestion rather than from early childhood abuse.

The manufactured memories of FMS (false memory syndrome) may simply accompany manufactured personalities.
Rather than sexual abuse being the cause of MPD, both may be created in therapy through the expectations of the
therapist and the patient, as well as through suggestive techniques, such as hypnosis.

While MPD therapists are busy "discovering" multiple personalities in their patients to integrate them into one
personality, there are other therapists who are working to help their patients discover their "sub-personalities."
Through guided imagery, they help their clients discover hidden aspects of themselves.

Specialists in sub-personalities teach people to imagine a lovely place and wait for a person or an animal to appear.
This entity is supposedly one of their own sub-personalities, somewhat like Carl Jung's archetypes. The humanistic
idea is that we can find wisdom within ourselves from these sub-personalities or archetypes. But, Jung became
involved with demons through this activity. What initially appeared as part of his own psyche turned out to be a
familiar spirit.

Thus we have all kinds of possibilities in our culture to develop what might look like multiple personalities. Are they
simply states brought on through hypnosis and other forms of suggestion? Are they actually parts of the person that
have split off from the central personality? Are they demon spirits? The professional community remains divided on
this issue. There are many opinions, but no consensus based upon objective scientific research.

MPD PsychoHeresy

The myths surrounding MPD have entered the church. Many [professing] Christians believe the popular,
unsubstantiated stories about satanic ritual abuse, and they may be receptive to creating false memories. Once they
enter the fantasy realm of FMS, they are ready to participate in the MPD drama.

There are [professing] Christians who see a demon behind every bush, and psychotherapists who see multiple
personalities behind every emotional or behavioral disturbance. But in the MPD craze, there are [professing] Christians
who integrate lots of notions about psychology with various doctrines of demons. Along with secular therapists, there
are "Christian psychologists" who look for abuse and SRA behind every MPD. Some try to help patients integrate the
personalities, some believe the alters are demons, and others attempt to distinguish the two classes of alleged
personalities. Many use hypnosis, which opens the mind to the demonic realm.

James Friesen's book Uncovering the Mystery of MPD is treated as an authoritative text for Christians. However,
Friesen promotes just about every secular myth about MPD, memories of child abuse, and SRA. He also includes
unbiblical teachings about spiritual warfare. He advocates such unbiblical activities as occultic visualization.18 His
book is based upon individual cases rather than scientific objectivity or solid Biblical exegesis. The substance of his
teachings are pure subjectivity and conjecture -- his own and his patients'.
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One has to wonder about the kind of religion Friesen embraces, for he gives M. Scott Peck credit for his work with
MPD and SRA. He says:

"My preconceptions about therapy and about people began to change when I read People of the Lie: The
Hope for Healing Human Evil. That book led me to be more open to the clinical benefits of exorcisms,
and it prepared me for contact with evil."19

Peck refers to himself as a Christian, but his form of Christianity is another gospel, which is quite acceptable to New
Agers, and he is often featured at their conferences. (For a brief critique of Peck's work, see PsychoHeresy, pp. 84-88.)

Because of the high degree of possible deception in the diagnosis and treatment of MPD, Christians should avoid it.
Using hypnosis is forbidden in Scripture and presents many dangers. (See the Bobgan's book HYPNOSIS: Medical,
Scientific, or Occultic?) Christians should also be wary of eliciting memories of abuse that have been forgotten. Too
many so-called repressed memories are contaminated by illusion and fantasy. One does not have to remember,
resurrect, or reconstruct the past in order to walk in newness of life. (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory Syndrome:
Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

What does the Bible say about MPD?

Rather than following subjective experience and psychological notions about why people are the way they are and how
they are to change, the Christian should follow the Bible as the authoritative guide to studying the soul. Therefore, we
have to ask: What does the Bible say about MPD? NOTHING.

The Bible does speak of demons inhabiting people, but it does not support the notion that Christians can be demon
possessed or controlled. It does say that all unbelievers are under Satan's rule (Ephesians 2:2-3). But, it also declares
that God "hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son
(Colossians 1:13).

The Bible says Christians can be tempted by Satan and his legions. But, inhabited? No! Controlled? No! God enables
Christians to resist temptation and overcome sin. If Christians do follow after temptation, they are walking after the
flesh and therefore do what will please the evil one. Nevertheless, the battle for the Christian is between the flesh and
the spirit.

Instead of presenting multiple personality disorder, the Bible shows that unbelievers are sinners with a sinful nature
and that believers may temporarily revert to the ways of the old nature's sinfulness. Instead of many personalities, the
Christian has two natures. The old nature has judicially been put to death and buried, but the flesh can make it sinfully
operative. The new nature is the new life in Christ which comes from true conversion by the Holy Spirit.

Paul rejoiced in this truth:

"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now
live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me" (Galatians
2:20).

The Bible gives Christians the necessary information and power for living an abundant life. Christ is sufficient to
enable Christians to put off the old man and put on the new. Rather than instructing Christians to discover hidden alter
personalities, the Bible tells believers:

"That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to the
deceitful lusts; and be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness" (Ephesians 4:22-24).

We contend that the current craze of MPD diagnosis is mistaken and misguided. Such a diagnosis covers up the real
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problem -- sin -- and the true answers given in Scripture.
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Note: MPD is now most commonly referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID). Jerry Mungadze, a
Zimbabwean psychologist living and working in the U.S., considers this "disease" to be the result of childhood trauma
or "woundedness." In separating the emotional from the spiritual, he accepts the unbiblical view of man as a victim
rather than the Biblical view of man as a rebel. Therefore, he believes psychotherapy, rather than the cross, has the
answers.

DID has a 150-year history of waxing and waning popularity. It reappeared in the mid-1980s as an outgrowth of the
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explosion of concern over child abuse and the popular paranoia about Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). Searching for past
abuse that supposedly always causes DID, therapists "recovered" lurid memories without regard to their truthfulness.
Out of that practice came another psycho-phenomenon, the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). At the present time MPD,
DID, SRA, and FMS are once again passing from the scene, chased off the stage of psycho-history by malpractice
attorneys. True victims of psychotherapy are suing therapists who therapeutically manufactured multiple personalities
and false memories in their clients while slandering family members with false accusations of childhood sexual abuse.
(For more on this subject, see Victims of Memory by Mark Pendergrast)

DID is not a biologically based disease. There is no authentic science to support its definition as a true disease. All
evidence points to the fact that it is a phenomenon created by a therapist and client caught up in a victimization myth
used to explain human mental suffering. (Read Manufacturing Victims by Tana Dineen or Creating Hysteria: Women
and Multiple Personality Disorder by Joan Acocella.)

The type of deliverance ministry Mungadze supports has also been used by Neil Anderson, Mark Bubeck, John
Wimber, Timothy Warner, C. Fred Dickason, and others. By drawing verses and descriptions from Scripture, by
adding exciting stories or dramatic personal accounts, and by inventing elaborate new concepts and terms, an entire
demon mythology has entered the Church. Central to this teaching are the assumptions that modern man can reliably
diagnose demon possession, can have reasonable conversations with demons, and can believe what they say, even
though Scripture is clear that demons come from the father of lies. Also important are the assumptions that believers
can be demon-possessed and that other believers are empowered, even expected, to cast demons out of them. These
teachings have become standard at many "Christian" schools (e.g., Moody Bible Institute) and Seminaries (e.g., Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School). Fueled by the American culture of victimization, its "the-devil-made-me-do-it"
attraction gained great popularity among [professing] Christians who had no interest in being Bereans (Acts 17). (Read
Overrun By Demons by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr.)

For too many generations the African and other third world people have been steeped in animism, spiritism, and other
snares of Satan. Individuals caught in the animistic religions have been held in fearful bondage to witch doctors who
practice these beliefs. It is tragic to see these very beliefs and practices syncretized into Christianity via "deliverance
ministers" or so-called Christian psychologists.

* This entire report (except for the Note above) has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article appearing in the
November-December 1993 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The Note was adapted and/or excerpted for an article in the March-April 2001
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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The Navigators
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism*

-  "To reach, disciple, and equip people to know Christ and to make Him known through successive generations." That
is the stated mission of The Navigators, an organization headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The U.S.
International Ministries Group, which is the missions branch of the U. S. Navigators says, "We serve 460 American
staff who work in 65 countries," and, "We also have links to countries where our non-American staff are ministering,
giving you opportunities to serve in a total of 102 countries." The U.S. Military Ministry of The Navigators says, "We
are composed of approximately 257 staff and more than 1,200 active-duty works [sic] serving Army, Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps and Coast Guard personnel on more then 117 U.S. and overseas military bases and posts." (Source:
Navigators Internet web site, 9/00.)

As The Navigators describe their history and their current work, one will be impressed -- unless the psychologizing of
the faith (psychoheresy) and rank ecumenism are important issues. Through their involvement in both psychoheresy
and ecumenism, The Navigators organization has drifted drastically off course. Concerning psychoheresy, The
Navigators organization has been deeply involved in psychoheresy in two primary ministry efforts. The first is through
books published by NavPress, which is The Navigators' publishing arm; the second is through their recruitment and
care of missionaries. Concerning ecumenism, The Navigators endorse and/or affiliate with a number of ecumenical,
unbiblical organizations, and publish the books of ecumenical authors.

-  The Navigators have demonstrated a love for psychology through NavPress books. An enormous amount of writing
would be necessary to critique all the books produced by NavPress that involve psychoheresy, self-esteem, 12-step
programs, and other aberrant and heretical teachings. Some of the major psychoheresy in the church has originated
from NavPress with such authors as Dan Allender, Gary Collins, Larry Crabb, and Robert Hicks, to name a few. Two
prime examples of psychoheresy would be books by Larry Crabb and Robert Hicks:

(a) Probably Crabb's best-known and most popular book is Inside Out, published by NavPress. This book
has been a prime source of the psychologizing of the faith. In his earlier books, Crabb uses the word
unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and power for motivation. In Inside Out, he relies on
metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core," "beneath the surface," "hidden inner regions of
our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline," "underlying motivation," "hidden purpose,"
and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title Inside Out suggests the Freudian notion of
the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a real and powerful part of every person. He
also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are indispensable to the church! The many problems with
Inside Out have been documented by various writers, including the Bobgans (see Larry Crabb's Gospel).
Yet, in spite of its unbiblical teachings, NavPress continues to offer it. Since the writing of Inside Out,
Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling and the church. It is clear that Crabb
still supports his past books, his psychologized model of "biblical counseling," counseling for pay, and the
ungodly and unbiblical American Association of Christian Counselors (of which NavPress published
author Gary Collins [was its long-time] president).

(b) The other example of a psychoheretical book published by NavPress is The Masculine Journey (TMJ)
by Robert Hicks. TMJ is not only filled with psychoheresy, but is also riddled with blasphemy and heresy.
The publication of TMJ in 1993 was originally co-sponsored by Promise Keepers (PK). Thus, the
Bobgan's 44-page booklet critiquing of TMJ titled Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy could as well have
been titled The Navigators and PsychoHeresy. PK has discontinued supporting the book, but NavPress
continues to advertise and sell it. 

Hicks' book is based on his own personal experience of what it means to be a man. He forms
arbitrary stages, in which to place his own personal experience and subjective psychological
notions. By giving Biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some Biblical truth, he makes

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v3n1-1.htm
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it appear that the Bible validates everything he says about manhood.

Hicks recalls six Hebrew words he learned in seminary. Miraculously, each word just happens
to fit one of Hicks' contrived stages of manhood. One of the six Hebrew words for one of
Hicks' stages of manhood is zakar. (One acid test to give pastors for the book is to ask them to
preach a message in graphic detail from TMJ, particularly from Chapter 3, "The Phallic Man -
- Zakar. " It is our belief that any pastor who preaches it the way it is written would be
dismissed from his pastorate.) Hicks contends that "this word [zakar] reflects the phallic male
in his distinct sexual aspect" (TMJ, p. 24). He says, "To be male is to be a phallic kind of guy,
and as men we should never apologize for it, or allow it to be denigrated by women (or crass
men either)" (p. 24). He also identifies Jesus as being "very much zakar, phallic" and says, "I
believe Jesus was phallic with all the inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (TMJ,
p. 181).

The phrase "a phallic kind of guy" brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than Biblical
manhood. That is exactly the direction Hicks takes his readers. To emphasize the connection
between sexuality and spirituality, Hicks refers to various pagan artifacts and practices as well
as Biblical circumcision. He says, "The phallus has always been the symbol of religious
devotion and dedication" (TMJ, p. 51). Hicks reduces the Biblical definition of manhood to
one body part. He says, "The Bible simply defines manhood by the phallus" (TMJ, p. 49). As
a matter of fact, Christianity has nothing to do with the phallus as a symbol of manhood. Paul
even called those who insisted on circumcising new believers as preaching another (not the
same) gospel. Why does Hicks want to introduce the phallus into Christianity? He says, "We
are called to worship God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered
non-males, or the feminized males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (TMJ,
p. 51).

Hicks declares: "I believe until the church sees men for what they are, phallic males with all
their inherent spiritual tensions, it will not begin to reach men where they are living" (TMJ, p.
55). He contends that men's sexual problems (including "sexual addictions," pornography, and
adultery) "reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted form, the deep
compulsion to worship with our phallus" (TMJ, p. 56). But his analysis of the situation is
driven by psychological notions. He fails to give any solid Biblical support that every man has
a "deep compulsion to worship with [his] phallus."

If The Navigators were truly a Bible-centered organization, and if they truly cared for the doctrines and practices of
the faith, they would never have published Hicks' book in the first place. Moreover, they would have removed all of
their books that contain psychoheresy and issued an apology, a repudiation, and even a warning. However, one look at
any NavPress catalog reveals just the opposite.

-  The love for psychology can be seen throughout The Navigators. That love is not restricted to NavPress, but
permeates the very core, being embraced by administrators and missionaries alike. The leaders are proud of their
recruitment of missionaries, even though they use two questionable psychological tests, as well as a psychological
evaluation by a Ph.D. psychologist, in examining candidates for missionary work. The Navigators are also proud of the
psychological way they take care of their missionaries on the field. If a Navigators missionary is having personal or
family problems on the field, The Navigators sends a psychologist to give psychological assistance. Such reliance on
psychological tests, psychological evaluations, and psychological counseling communicates little confidence in the
Word of God or in the power of the Holy Spirit. There is no good reason to involve psychological tests, psychological
evaluations, or psychological counseling in recruiting or caring for missionaries. For both Biblical and scientific
reasons, such use of psychology is completely unnecessary and unwarranted (e.g., see the Bobgan's Four
Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing; Missions & PsychoHeresy; and Against Biblical Counseling: For the
Bible).

-  The Navigators have ecumenically compromised in a number of ways. Just a few of many possible examples follow:
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(a) Promise Keepers -- Promise Keepers (PK) is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory
stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its
depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and
unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to
be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
The Navigators and its president, Terry Taylor, have been strongly supportive of PK. An eight-page letter
supporting The Masculine Journey (TMJ) is no longer sent out by PK, and PK has asked that its logo be
removed from TMJ. Earlier, when the letter of support was available through PK, Taylor was also sending
it out to individuals. In addition, Taylor has referred to "the overwhelmingly positive influence Promise
Keepers is having on men in our society." Taylor also refers to the PK movement as "a remarkable work
of God in our time." In further support of PK, NavPress has also published another PK book, What Makes
a Man by Bill McCartney, PK's founder.

(b) Renovaré -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization that emanates from the
religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some wonderful
spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and
"contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan
traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical
spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual
renewal" in the lives of believers. Richard Foster is the author of Celebration of Discipline (Harper &
Row), which is filled with psychoheresy and Eastern meditative techniques. Foster is also the co-director
of Renovaré. Nevertheless, The Navigators sponsored a Richard Foster conference at The Navigators' Glen
Eyrie retreat center and sent announcements to those on The Navigators' mailing list. [For a more detailed
analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William
Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's
Senses."]

(c) Covenant of Mutual Respect -- In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in Colorado
Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of Colorado Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged that "Jewish
and Catholic youth were being evangelized at school." They met with "Christian" leaders in Colorado
Springs (there are 72 national and international "Christian" associations headquartered there) and agreed
that such evangelization was improper! Christian students were rebuked for trying to rescue their school
friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The Berean Call). In April of 1993, a "Covenant of Mutual
Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one another's diverse beliefs and to avoid
"polarization"! The covenant was signed by a diversity of religious leaders in the Colorado Springs area,
including a Rabbi, a Bishop, James Dobson, and Terry Taylor of The Navigators. The dictionary defines
covenant as "a binding and solemn agreement made by two or more individuals, parties, etc. to do or keep
from doing a specified thing; compact." (Imagine Peter, James, and John, when forbidden by the
Sanhedrin to preach the gospel, signing an agreement to cease such activities out of respect for diverse
beliefs among Roman citizens!) Two of the sentences from the "Covenant" are: "The diversity of our
religious perspectives may lead us into areas of possible disagreement. It is our hope to address those areas
of difference with an attitude of openness, respect and love, and a willingness to listen and learn from
each other to the end that we may manifest the ministry of reconciliation" (6/2/93, The Catholic Herald).
Bottom line, The Navigators are not only ignoring fundamental differences of belief in order to unite for
common causes, but have also become a party to muzzling the gospel.

(d) NavPress Authors -- A review of NavPress books will demonstrate how broadly ecumenical they are
willing to be. The following are four examples. (A call to NavPress reveals that the first two books are
now out-of-print, but the question remains, why were they published originally?):

(1) A House United by Keith Fournier. Fournier "claims to be both fully evangelical and fully

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Catholic" (see the 2/91, The Berean Call). Fournier is a leading Catholic apologist and listed
as one of the signers of the Evangelicals and Catholics Together accord (ECT) and author of
the book Evangelical Catholics. The Navigators refer to this book as: "A plea for evangelicals
and Catholics to form a winning alliance for the 21st century." (See also the BDM report on
Chuck Colson, which has a lengthy section detailing Fournier's teachings in Evangelical
Catholics.)

(2) Gospel According to Judas by Ray Anderson. The endorsement of this book by M. Scott
Peck should be enough to warn any reader. One researcher writes, "Peck, though his books
are highly praised by some evangelical leaders, is a blatant New Ager who, though he
deceives many with 'Christian' terminology, denies the ... faith -- as does professor Anderson
in Judas. The book is heretical from beginning to end" (see the 1/96, The Berean Call). (See
also the BDM report on M. Scott Peck.)

(3) Eugene Peterson's modern Bible "translation," The Message, has swept into Christian
bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the first four months after its mid-
July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English" were
printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. The Message teaches a different gospel and
a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy view of life)! For
example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and
purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the
words "sexual immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are
added. (One could conclude that now "commitment and intimacy," not marriage, set the
boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God gave them over ..." are
deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (a loophole is provided for committed
homosexuals who "love" each other; thus "lust" becomes the sin, not the choosing of a same-
sex partner). There are hundreds of examples like these in The Message.

(4) NavPress has published three of Hugh Ross's books -- Creation and Time, The Creator
and the Cosmos, and Beyond the Cosmos. Ross is perhaps the most visible spokesman for
Progressive Creationism, a belief that opposes both atheistic evolutionism and historic
Christianity's understanding of Biblical creationism. At best, Ross is a theistic evolutionist.
Among other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical
death fully existed long before Adam. Yet, this belief causes the doctrines of sin and salvation
to fall! If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the
wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death preceded sin, then
death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing! Even
though such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of
Christ, NavPress has had no problem publishing and promoting Ross's books. (For more, see
the BDM report on Hugh Ross.)

-  Perhaps one of the most offensive things about The Navigators is its acceptance of Romanism as just another
Christian denomination. An e-mail sent out to The Navigators field staff on 9/14/00 made the following [excerpted]
announcement (emphases in CAPS ours):

"… During the past decade, God has led several staff to develop ministries with Catholics, starting with
the Hispanic ministry in Albuquerque in the mid 1980s. In 1993, Rich and Gail Cleveland began to
experiment with Catholic ministry in Colorado Springs, AND WERE WELCOMED BY THE LOCAL
BISHOP AND SEVERAL PARISH PRIESTS. RICH NOW DIRECTS THE SMALL-GROUP
MINISTRY AT THE LARGEST CATHOLIC CHURCH IN COLORADO SPRINGS, leading more than
200 people each year through a three-book discipling tool, Emmaus Journey, that he's designed especially
for Catholics. This series, which INCORPORATES CATHOLIC TERMINOLOGY, THEOLOGY, AND
REFERENCES while preserving Navigator values and distinctives, has been well received by Catholic
leaders and laymen across the country. …

http://incolor.inetnebr.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
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"'God has consistently demonstrated that He will open doors of ministry opportunity,' Rich explains, 'as
long as we come with a desire to help Catholics know Christ and MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO
UNDERMINE THEIR CATHOLICITY. Every indication is that God is going before these ministries,
opening doors, and making the rough places smooth, and that He desires Roman Catholics to participate
fully with the Navigator ministry.'

"… The task force concluded that, for the U.S. Navigators, THERE IS 'ROOM TO RUN' IN
MINISTERING WITH CATHOLICS AS CATHOLICS. CATHOLIC DISCIPLES CAN ENRICH THE
NAVIGATOR CULTURE, particularly in the areas of devotion to Christ, care for the poor and needy, and
accepting the mystery of God and His work. … AFFIRMED THE LEGITIMACY AND STRATEGIC
VALUE OF MINISTRY WITH CATHOLICS. We believe the Holy Spirit is doing a new and unique
work of evangelism in and through Catholic communities …"

Roman Catholics need to be reached with the gospel of the grace of Jesus Christ, but the Bible absolutely forbids
Bible-believing Christians to yoke together with the Roman Catholic Church in the aforementioned manner. It is
impossible to be faithful to the Scriptures and to the Lord's Great Commission while at the same time making "no
attempt to undermine Catholicity." To preach the blessed gospel to Roman Catholics is obedience to the Lord's
command; to yoke together in ministry with the Roman Catholic Church in any fashion whatsoever is grave
disobedience and confusion. (Source: 9/26/00, FBIS e-mail.)

-  Those with long-term involvement with The Navigators make the following observations: (1) The Navigators
organization is not what it used to be years ago; (2) The Navigators organization has admitted making mistakes over
the years, but the leaders do not identify these mistakes except in euphemistic terms; (3) The Navigators organization
does not publicly repudiate its past errors nor repent of them; and (4) If one surveyed The Navigators' missionaries,
one would find the same embracing of rank ecumenism and psychoheresy. The missionaries for The Navigators are
merely a reflection of the problems presented above.

It is sad to see so many well-intentioned organizations go astray. The twin cancers of psychologism and ecumenism
tend to invade and engulf together. All true Christians need to behave like the noble Bereans who "received the word
with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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Neo-Evangelicalism
Characteristics and Positions

In general, a neo-evangelical would be defined as one who has taken a "lower view" of Scripture, has developed a
more open, inclusivistic spirit toward liberalism, and has become ecumenical in evangelism efforts. The movement was
one born of compromise, nurtured on pride of intellect, growing on appeasement of evil, and doomed by the judgment
of God's Word (Lightner, p. 109). In general, the neo-evangelicals "are radical -- theologically, politically, and
socially" (Pickering, p. 131). One of the chief spokesmen of neo-evangelicalism would be Billy Graham; chief neo-
evangelical scholars would be Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, and Bernard Ramm; major neo-evangelical organizations
would be the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), The World Evangelical Fellowship, the Lausanne
Committee, Campus Crusade for Christ, and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship; and major neo-evangelical periodicals
would be Christianity Today and Moody Monthly. Following are some of the characteristics and positions of the
leading neo-evangelicals (see Overview below) (Where indicated, quotes and excerpts are taken from Biblical
Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Ernest Pickering, pp. 131-138; Neoevangelicalism Today, by Robert P.
Lightner, 208 pages; or from a Grace Seminary course syllabus on "Biblical Fundamentalism" by John C. Whitcomb,
1979, pp 1-2.):

Leading Characteristics of Neo-Evangelicals:

(1)  Espousal of, or toleration toward, questionable views of Scripture; e.g., most neo-evangelicals, to
one degree or another, have scuttled the doctrine of total, complete inerrancy of the Bible (regardless of
the lip-service given to it); there is evidence of the acceptance of a conceptual theory of inspiration, but
the neo-evangelical hesitates to accept the total verbal inspiration of the Bible. The issue becomes: "Is the
Bible inerrant in all its pronouncements [the conservative fundamental view], or is it merely an inerrant
record of some inspired truth [the neo-evangelical view]?" A "popular view of the Bible now promoted"
among neo-evangelicals is that "the Bible is inerrant when it is teaching us about God and His redemptive
works (that is, when instructing in important doctrinal matters [revelational]), but it may contain errors in
other areas about which it speaks [non-revelational matters]" (Lightner, pp. 80-81, 84; Pickering, pp. 132-
133). 

(2)  The sufficiency of Scripture is effectively denied as evidenced by neo-evangelical attempts to
"Christianize" pagan ideas and systems founded upon unbelief (i.e., psychology/psychiatry, numerology,
astrology, personality theory, etc.) In effect, the Bible is deemed NOT sufficient for all matters pertaining
to life and godliness (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3,4). Emphasis has been shifted from the authority of Bible doctrine to the
realm of human experience, thereby causing churches to move toward a seminar type of ministry rather
than an authoritative and dogmatic preaching ministry. 

(3)  The neo-evangelical's weak view of the inerrancy of Scripture has inevitability led to the toleration
of a wide diversity of theological viewpoints (Pickering, p. 131).

(4)  Expresses a dangerous subservience to science; the desire to gain intellectual acceptability has led to
a friendly attitude toward science, almost to the point of placing scholarship and science in the seat of
authority. This is evidenced in a friendliness toward, or acceptance of, evolutionary theories (e.g.,
progressive creation and/or theistic evolution), with particularly broad concessions to organic evolutionism
and uniformitarianism at the expense of a consistent and normal interpretation of the first eleven chapters
of Genesis. (Lightner, p. 76; Pickering, p. 132; Whitcomb, p. 1)

(5)  Emphasis upon the implications of the social gospel; neo-evangelicals view the gospel as being two-
pronged in nature -- individual and social, thereby neglecting New Testament priorities. As a result, rather
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than making the gospel applicable to the world, the gospel tends to get watered down to make it
acceptable to the world. "The societal impact which [the neo-evangelical] proposes to make fosters the
connotation of a 'Christianization' of society ..." which frequently speaks of a "'Christian culture,' a 'new
society,' and a 'new social order,' ... [the neo-evangelical aligns] himself and his church with existing
social reform movements." (Pickering, p. 134; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, pp. 67-68, 91-92)

(6)  Enthusiasm over cooperative evangelism, even to the extent of aligning with groups that have been
traditionally subversive of Bible truth (e.g., Roman Catholicism). (Pickering, p. 134) Billy Graham, more
than any other, has epitomized this inclusivistic approach to evangelism (as opposed to the Biblical
separatistic approach). Official neo-evangelical evangelism projects following this approach would be "AD
2000 Evangelism" and "Discipleship 2000," both claiming the goal of reaching all the lost with the Gospel
of Jesus Christ by the year 2000.

(7)  Strong criticism of traditional fundamentalism, particularly criticism of its doctrinal emphasis,
which is said to have caused neglect of the social application of Christianity to the world (Pickering, p.
135; Lightner, pp. 133-134); this criticism usually includes the call for preaching only a "positive
message," as often expressed by the statement, "God called me to win souls, not to criticize others."

(8)  The ways of the world are readily accepted by the neo-evangelical; there is a tendency toward finding
justifiable reasons condoning and using that which evolves from a carnality, sensuality, secularism, and
worldliness (especially in regards to music, theatrics, emotionalistic and psychological manipulations,
promotionalism, and general appearance).

(9)  Pleas for more political involvement and "Christian" Activism (Pickering, p. 135).

(10) Unbiblical views regarding God's role for women (Pickering, p. 135).

(11) Based upon a generally weak view of Scripture, there has been a natural shift from objective Biblical
doctrine to subjective experience -- allowance for the possible validity of apostolic sign-gifts for our own
day (prophecy, tongues, miracles of healing through special persons, etc.) (Whitcomb, p. 2).

(12) Shift away from dispensational premillennialism to some form of "historic premillennialism" (even
postmillennialism views are becoming widespread), together with a minimizing of the importance of
Biblical eschatology in general, not from doctrinal conviction, but for ecumenical opportunity
(Whitcomb, p. 2; Lightner, p. 101).

(13) Emphasis upon the unity of the church in preference to its purity. "Neo-evangelicals either tone
down or completely neglect ecclesiastical separation from apostasy and personal separation from the
world until these are virtually denied." (Pickering, p. 135; Lightner, p. 16) (See later in report for more
specific comments on this neglect of the Biblical doctrine of separation.)

Further Descriptions of Neo-Evangelicalism:

William Ashbrook -- "A movement born of compromise, nurtured on the pride of intellect, growing on
the appeasement of evil, and doomed by the judgment of the Word of God."

Charles Woodbridge -- "A movement with a new mood (toleration of false teachers, ridicule of
fundamentalists), with a new method ('the end justifies the means'), a new theology (questioning the canon
of the Bible, its inerrant authority, and the nature of its content), and a new ethic (repudiation of personal
separation for interaction with the culture). ... following the downward path of toleration of error,
accommodation to error, cooperation with error, contamination by error, and capitulation to error."

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Ernest Pickering -- "It lacks moral courage in the face of the great conflict with apostasy. It lacks
doctrinal clarity in important areas of theology. It makes unwarranted concessions to the enemies of the
cross of Christ."

Francis Stiles -- "Neo-evangelicalism is a religious philosophy. It attempts to reach and minister to man
through his felt needs. It seeks to commend man for his achievements and realign his energies for good. It
emphasizes unity at the expense of truth and reduces the Biblical requirements of purity and separation
unto God until they are obscure. Man and his present circumstances, rather than God and His eternal
precepts, are the core of its concern.

Position of Neo-Evangelicals with Regard to Separation:  

[Separation from modernism, neo-orthodoxy, and all other errant philosophies and doctrines.]

(1) Willingness to remain within old-line denominations, even those that are clearly apostate, under the
guise of favorably influencing them with the gospel. The neo-evangelical hopes to emphasize points of
agreement with the liberal and the neo-orthodox rather than points of disagreement, in order to "recapture"
denominations. (Pickering, p. 136; Lightner, p. 57)

(2) Ecclesiastical separation is considered to be merely a matter of conscience rather than a command of
Scripture; the neo-evangelical ignores Rom. 16:17,18. (Lightner, pp. 94, 152-153)

(3) Maintains broad ecumenical fellowship, even to the extent of being involved in the apostate National
and World Council of Churches; evangelicals are even urged "to obtain all or part of their training at
liberal universities and seminaries" in order to "give evangelism more clout." The conservative is called
upon to welcome the neo-orthodox as friends and brethren since "truth is welcomed wherever it is
preached." This ecumenism generally involves the elevation of "love" above doctrine. (Pickering, pp. 136-
137; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, p. 56)

(4) Participates in ecumenical missionary efforts, clearly placing a higher priority on "opportunity" than
on "purity of testimony." (The neo-evangelical also tends to justify questionable methods in missions or
evangelism by pointing to successes, e.g., the popularity of the enterprise, numbers, "conversions," etc.)
Leaders in this effort would be Billy Graham, Wycliffe Bible Translators, and the Latin American
Mission. (Pickering, pp. 137-138; Lightner, p. 155)

Contemporary Fundamentalism is defined by the doctrine and practice of Biblical separation. To a large degree the
difference between Conservative Evangelicalism and Fundamentalism is a matter of separation. Contemporary
Fundamentalism maintains stricter views of moral and ecclesiastical (or doctrinal) separation than Evangelicalism.
While many spiritual leaders in conservative evangelical circles would practice separation from apostates and Roman
Catholics, virtually none would practice separation from [professing] believers who persist in sinful doctrine or sinful
practice. In many cases, while certain conservative evangelical leaders would oppose false doctrine by actively
teaching against it, few would actively separate from [professing] believers who persist in false doctrine. History has
vindicated the Fundamentalist view of separation; that is, no doctrinal position can be maintained over time apart from
the practice of separation. (Source: Rocco Piserchia)

Part of the immediate problem is that many so-called evangelical churches and leaders spent much of the mid-
twentieth century separating themselves from those who preached separation from unbelief. The neo-evangelicals had
such a horror of separation that they had to separate from the separationists. Carl Henry was one of the leaders of the
neo-evangelicals. He and others wanted to lead a movement that would distance itself from fundamentalism, and neo-
evangelicalism was born. This in turn led quickly to Billy Graham's acceptance of liberal churches as sponsors of his
crusades in the 1950s, and in the 1960s to acceptance of Romanist churches as sponsors of the crusades. What the
Bible teaches on theological and ecclesiastical separation was ignored; and compromise, though under different labels,
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became the modus operandi of the neo-evangelicals. It was called "cooperation" -- and who is anti-social enough to
oppose cooperation? It was called "engagement," and who is isolationist enough to reject engagement? It was called
"co-belligerence," a metaphor borrowed from war in which two parties fighting a third party do not fight each other.
But the idea of co-belligerence -- let alone the notions of cooperation and theological alliance -- is itself a betrayal of
Christ; it is abandoning theological warfare for cultural warfare. Co-belligerence involves deciding that Christians will
neither criticize Romanism nor evangelize Roman Catholics, nor criticize Arminianism nor evangelize Arminians, nor
criticize Judaism nor evangelize Jews -- because they are our allies in the Culture Wars against the secularists. But
fighting Culture Wars is not the Great Commission; Scripture knows only Theology Wars, and in those Wars, all
unbiblical thoughts and institutions are the enemies of Christ. Making a separate peace with any one of them, as co-
belligerency requires, is treason to Christ.

Overview: The following overview of Neo-Evangelicalism is excerpted from Biblical
Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Dr. Ernest D. Pickering (copyright 1979,
Regular Baptist Press), pp. 127-130:

Some errors are openly evident to true believers. Others are far more difficult to discern. The old
modernism was transparently erroneous. God's people saw immediately that men who denied great truths
taught in Scripture, such as the virgin birth of Christ and His substitutionary death, were obviously
heretics. They were branded as such and duly rejected.

In more recent years, however, systems of thought have been espoused by men thought of as evangelical,
teaching in evangelical schools, or ministering to multitudes in evangelism. These are more subtle in their
compromises and are much more difficult for the average believer to detect. The more truth contained in a
specific system of thought the more difficult it is to isolate the errors. So it has been with the system which
has been named the "new evangelicalism."

Someone has said that the new evangelicalism had its beginnings with a mood. Perhaps this is true, and it
makes it the more pernicious because a mood is extremely difficult to describe. You may feel it, but you
cannot verbally diagnose it.

After the great struggles between modernism and fundamentalism, a group of younger men arose who had
been reared, for the most part, in the homes and churches of fundamentalism. They were intellectually
bright and aspiring scholars, many of them trained in either completely secular or liberally oriented
religious schools. They were embarrassed by what they viewed as the "backwoodsy" provincialism of
fundamentalism. Somehow they wanted to make evangelical truth more "relevant" and acceptable to a
larger segment of society. No doubt many of them were sincere in their desire to do so. This mood which
characterized them, however, was to lead them into strange paths.

Among these young scholars a more open spirit developed toward liberalism. Not that they openly
embraced it, for they did not. But they desired to have more interaction with liberal scholars and leaders,
with the hope of learning from them and hopefully imparting some Biblical truth to them as well. It was
also their fervent desire that evangelical scholarship have wider recognition. They noted that
evangelicalism (fundamentalism) was viewed as unscholarly by society as a whole. Why could not
evangelicals win recognition through the writing of books and by securing faculty appointments at
prestigious institutions? Of course, to win such recognition before unbelieving scholars, who, for the most
part, were bitter enemies of Biblical truth, it would be necessary to show that evangelicals were
sufficiently broad-minded and flexible to be able to accept new ideas and work them into their system of
thought. Two areas were particularly troublesome to humanistic, unregenerate scholars: the doctrine of
Biblical infallibility and the doctrine of creationism. But rising young evangelical thinkers were prepared
to make concessions in these areas. Some began to adopt compromising positions regarding creationism.
They accepted certain evolutionary premises, using such terms as "theistic evolution" or "threshold
creationism." It was an attempt to incorporate at least parts of the theory of evolution into a Biblical
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framework.

As they moved along in their efforts, the doctrine of the inerrancy of Scripture became more and more of a
stumbling block. If the Bible were without error when speaking in areas of biology, cosmology, geology
and the like, then evangelicals would have no latitude to formulate views that would accommodate to
contemporary scientific theories. So, many evangelicals began to equivocate on the doctrine of infallibility.

There were also the pressures of ecumenicity. Ecumenism is a hot commodity these days. Everyone who
is anyone is in favor of getting together. For one to be against all [professing] Christians working together
is like being opposed to the most sacred things in human life. The ecumenical fever struck many
evangelicals. They disdained the isolationism of fundamentalism and longed for wider fellowship and
broader horizons. They felt that the evangelical viewpoint should be represented in ecumenical circles.
Definite moves were made to see that it was.

With these attitudes prevailing, several historical incidents took place, which were important stepping-
stones to the public, visible ascendancy of the new evangelicalism. One of the earliest was the organization
of Fuller Theological Seminary (1947). Named after Charles Fuller, famous radio preacher, one of its
main purposes, according to its first president, Harold Ockenga, was to train young men to go back into
the old-line denominations and win a place for evangelicalism. Because millions of people were
acquainted with Charles Fuller through the "Old-Fashioned Revival Hour," and because he was a strong
Bible believer and preacher, the public naturally assumed that the school which bore his name would also
occupy his theological position. In this they were sadly misled. Fuller became one of the major
fountainheads for the new evangelical philosophy, and it has drifted farther and farther from the position
of the man whose name it bears.

In 1956, articles appeared in Christian Life magazine entitled "Is Evangelical Theology Changing?" The
conclusion of most of those interviewed was that it was changing. Among those responding to the question
were Vernon Grounds, Bernard Ramm, and Edward Carnell. They felt that fundamentalism was changing
for the better by having a more open attitude toward the gift of tongues, by being less dispensational, and
by evidencing a more accepting attitude toward science.

In 1956, the magazine Christianity Today was begun. It was intended as an evangelical counterpart to the
prestigious liberal journal Christian Century. In early issues, two editorials appeared which showed the
direction of the magazine. These were entitled "Beyond the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy" and
"Dare We Renew the Controversy?" The thought was expressed that too much time has been wasted on
fighting the battles with modernism; evangelicals should now progress to more productive efforts. Another
editorial, "The Perils of Independency," supported the mediating view of the NAE [National Association
of Evangelicals] as over against the views of independency (fundamental separatism) or church unionism
(ecumenism). The editors of the periodical expressed the opinion that "the apostasy condemned by
Independency is not as clearly discernible as it is assumed" (Editorial, "The Perils of Independency,"
Christianity Today, Nov.12, 1956, pp. 20-23).

Interestingly, in the early days of Christianity Today's existence, the Conservative Baptist Fellowship
submitted a display ad for the famous Casebooks written by Chester Tulga. These books exposed various
forms of modernism and unbelief. The magazine refused to run the ad, explaining the reaction of their
editorial committee thus:

"There was a strong feeling, however, that in view of our circulation among many different groups,
and of our announced intention to win the liberal, we would be, by running this ad in an early
issue, standing the risk of alienating the very persons whom we are trying to win" (Quoted by R.T.
Ketcham, "Christianity Today--An Analysis," Baptist Bulletin, XXII, March 1957, pp.8,9).

The ministry of evangelist Billy Graham also aided the rise of the new evangelicalism, since he was one of
its chief spokesmen. His crusades, mixed in nature as they were, gave popular expression to the whole
philosophy behind new evangelicalism.
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Many of the new evangelicals were authors, some of them prolific. Books and articles began to appear
from their pens. Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, Bernard Ramm and others produced works which had
widespread influence and promoted aspects of the new evangelical position.

The National Association of Evangelicals became an organizational haven for leaders of this movement.
The NAE made no official statements about it, but its own approach to the question of the apostasy made
it a natural gathering place for the new evangelicals.

[Return to Text]
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New Age Medicine
Therapies from the Devil?*

Altered States of Consciousness

Definition:  The deliberate cultivation of abnormal states of consciousness (states not normally experienced apart from
a specific technique or program to develop them).

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Proponents claim that altered states allegedly produce a "higher" state of consciousness
or "being," including dramatic revelations and a positive restructuring of the participant's world view.

Scientific Evaluation:  Science cannot evaluate subjective claims concerning a particular state of consciousness.
Scientific research in this area is a mixture of investigating normal, marginally altered consciousness (e.g., dreams),
and occultic and parapsychological exploration of mystical, occultic states.

Occultic Potential:  Spirit contact, psychic transformation.

Major Problem:  Occultic associations.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic associations.

Potential Dangers:  Apparent "mental" illness; occult bondage; spirit possession.

Acupuncture

Definition:  Acupuncture is the practice of ancient Chinese needle stimulation based upon the occultic religion of
Taoism.

Founder:  Unknown; the traditional Chinese text is The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal Medicine.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Acupuncture claims to work by stimulating acupuncture points with needles,
supposedly permitting the cosmic energy of the universe (chi) to flow freely through the body organs and systems,
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Disputed, but largely discredited; while its Taoism is ignored in scientific studies, these studies
have yet to demonstrate acupuncture's effectiveness scientifically. A definitive three-year study released in 1991
concluded acupuncture was nothing more than, at best, a powerful placebo.

Occultic Potential:  Taoist practice and philosophy; psychic practitioners; meditative programs and other occultic
practices used in conjunction with acupuncture therapy.

Major Problem(s):  Acupuncture works on the basis of psychological, religious, or occultic principles, not scientific
ones or its own stated theories.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Classical acupuncture involves the practice of an ancient pagan medicine inseparably
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tied to Taoism.

Potential Dangers:  Needle stimulation has occasionally produced physical complications and injuries, some serious;
misdiagnosis of a serious illness; occult influence.

Attitudinal Healing

Definition:  Attitudinal healing is the regulation or maintenance of physical, "mental," and/or spiritual health by
learning "proper" mental attitudes.

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Because the spirit, mind, and body are interrelated, "proper" mental attitudes may
influence the entire person toward desired spiritual, psychological, and/or physical goals.

Scientific Evaluation:  Unsubstantiated claims.

Occultic Potential:  Adopting new age philosophy; encountering spiritistic revelations and contacts.

Major Problem(s):  Mental attitudes are typically restructured to harmonize with new age/spiritistic philosophy.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The form of attitudinal healing examined in this summary is from Jane Robert's The
Nature of Personal Reality, and the three-volume text, A Course in Miracles. These materials constitute spiritistic
revelations admittedly produced by occultic means, which the Bible forbids (Deut. 18:9-12). Cultivating occultic or
unbiblical attitudes toward life is not in harmony with Scriptural purposes, but rather is spiritually harmful.

Potential Dangers:  Adopting occultic philosophy and practice in the guise of physical, mental, and spiritual health.

Applied Kinesiology (Muscle Testing)

Definition:  Applied kinesiology is a method of diagnosis and treatment that combines chiropractic, muscle-testing,
nutritional evaluations, and other methods for overall preventive medicine and health maintenance.

Founder:  George Goodheart

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Applied kinesiology claims to induce proper structural and chemical-nutritional
organization in the body, as well as "left-and-right-brain" hemisphere balance. It claims to evaluate and correct
problems of the nervous, circulatory, lymphatic, skeletal-musculature, and "meridian" systems, thereby maintaining
health. Its practices are believed to permit the even flow of cosmic energy throughout the body, thus nurturing
individual organs and systems with the proper supply of chi energy.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited; see summary on acupuncture (above) and chiropractic (below).

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; energy channeling.

Major Problem(s):  Unsubstantiated practice with occultic potential.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are quack or potentially occultic should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis; quack treatment; occultic influence.
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Channeling

Definition:  Channeling is a new age term for mediumism or spirit-possession, in this case, employing spirit guides in
new age medicine. Channeling occurs when someone permits a spirit entity to possess him or her for new age healing
purposes. The spirits may perform psychic diagnosis or healing through a healer, or they may speak through the
person's vocal chords in order to give spiritual, medical, and other teaching. Automatic writing and inner voice
dictation are other forms of spirit communication by channeling.

Founder:  The first recorded incident of channeling per se is found in Genesis 3:1 (see also 2 Cor. 11:3, 13-15; Rev.
12:9; 20:2).

How Does it Claim to Work?:  By meditation, visualization, hypnosis, altered states of consciousness, and other
methods, the spirits are able to enter, possess, and control a person, much in the same manner a puppeteer controls a
puppet. People claim that by permitting spirits to possess and speak through them, mankind can attain a wealth of
spiritual and other wisdom directly from spirits who have "passed on" or are highly evolved. The spirits claim they can
assist people's health concerns and direct them toward true individual and social enlightenment.

Scientific Evaluation:  Certain aspects of the practice can be "scientifically" evaluated, as in parapsychological
research, but science cannot evaluate the channelers' specific claims concerning the spirits' existence, nature, or
purpose.

Occultic Potential:  Channeling can be used for an endless number of occultic pursuits, including so-called higher
(altered) states of consciousness, developing psychic powers, attaining new revelations, etc. The new age movement as
a whole is largely based upon channeled revelations and activities.

Major Problem(s):  The spirits who claim to be "Ascended Masters" or wise and loving entities sent from God are
really evil spirits the Bible identifies as demons (see below).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Channeling is part of what the Bible calls spiritual warfare (Eph. 6:10-18) and is a
practice specifically forbidden (Deut. 18:9-12). The spirits' hidden purpose is to bring about people's eventual spiritual
ruin by gaining their trust and exerting influence over them (2 Cor. 4:4, 11:14).

Potential Dangers:  Spiritual deception, occult bondage, demon possession, mental breakdown, physical harm,
shortened life, and a host of other harmful consequences.

Chiropractic

Definition:  Physical adjustments to correct subluxations or "misalignments" of the spine.

Founder:  D.D. Palmer

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Spinal misalignments allegedly impinge or cause pressure upon spinal nerves,
interfering with the flow of nerve impulses to the rest of the body and producing susceptibility to disease. By
correcting subluxations (spinal misalignments), proper performance of the nervous system is restored, thereby
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Some physical manipulation employed by chiropractors may be both safe and beneficial.
General massage for tension headaches and rational, conservative spinal manipulation therapy for some
neuromusculoskeletal disorders is medically justifiable. However, the fundamental chiropractic theory of subluxations
causing disease is false: subluxations have never been proven to even exist, let alone to function in the manner
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claimed.

Occultic Potential:  May lead to occultic practices or beliefs or other new age health treatments in that these are often
employed by chiropractors.

Major Problem:  The basic theory underlying chiropractic treatment is false; the practice is employed far too
extensively to be justified on the basis of its limited effectiveness. Furthermore, chiropractic theory and practice are
easily integrated with many other new age therapies, thereby promoting new age medicine in general.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Avoid any irrational or potentially occultic aspects of chiropractic; to accomplish this
would probably require an avoidance of it altogether.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis and/or delay or treatment of a serious illness; moderate to serious physical harm
resulting from spinal adjustments; problems arising from over treatment; treatment by occultic practices; over radiation
from unnecessary full spine x-rays.

Crystal Healing/Crystal Work

Definition:  The use of a supposed "power" inherent within crystals for healing, developing psychic abilities, spirit
contact, and other new age goals.

Founder:  Unknown: but similar practices (e.g., the use of amulets and other magical stones or gems) have been
employed for millennia.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Crystals supposedly contain the ability to focus and direct psychic energies for healing
and other practices.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic development; spiritism.

Major Problem(s):  Crystals per se have no magical powers and easily become an implement behind which spirits can
work.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic usage.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis, occultic influences.

Herbal Medicine

Definition:  The use of herbs and other plant products to cure a wide variety of physical ailments; the use of
"spiritually potentized" herbs and plants for psychic healing and/or other occultic pursuits.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Particular herbs, plants, or flowers are believed to possess particular healing properties,
physical and/or spiritual. Roots, leaves, stems, plants, seeds, etc., are prepared in various ways, sometimes through
psychic methods, and then either consumed orally as medicine or used on the skin as ointment.

Scientific Evaluation:  Some herbs and plants do contain medicinal properties and in extracted or synthetic forms are
used in modern health care and medical treatment. Unfortunately, new age herbalism largely ignores scientific facts or
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concerns and pursues its own methods and interests.

Occultic Potential:  Developing altered states of consciousness and spirit contact by hallucinogenic plants; practicing
psychic healing through a supposed occult power in herbs.

Major Problem(s):  New age herbal medicine is largely, if not exclusively, a combination of questionable
commercialism and wishful thinking based on ignorance.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Prior to the Fall, human and animal life was vegetarian; seed-bearing plants and fruits
were the intended diet of both man and animals (Gen. 1:29-30; cf. 9:3; Isa. 11:7; 65:25). This might suggest that plants
were not only nutritious but also medicinal (see Isa. 38:21). Nevertheless, modern popular herbalism presents both
physical and spiritual risk: quack or occultic applications should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Many commonly sold herbs are potentially harmful by themselves (through "overdoses," for
example) or through synergism; using ineffective or dangerous treatments which delay or otherwise acerbate serious
illness; spiritistic influences through occultic herbalism.

Homeopathy

Definition:  Homeopathy is a system of diagnosis and treatment based on the principle of "like cures like" -- that the
same substance causing symptoms in a healthy person will cure those symptoms in a sick person.

Founder:  Samuel Hahnermann

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Homeopathy claims to work by correcting an imbalance or problem in the body's "vital
force" or life energy that is currently or will later be manifesting as disease. By an almost ritual process of diluting and
shaking, substances supposedly become powerful energy medicines which, in turn, either stimulate the immune system
or correct problems in the supposed vital force of the body, thereby curing the illness.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing, spiritism, astrology, and other occult philosophies; use of pendulums, radionic
instruments, and other occult devices.

Major Problem(s):  Homeopathic diagnosis is ineffective; homeopathic medicines are so diluted they cannot possibly
exert a physical effect (without a spirituistic influence).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Any system of medicine that is quackery or occultic should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Incorrect and/or harmful diagnosis and treatment; occultic influences.

Iridology

Definition:  Iridology is the study of the iris of the human eye to diagnose present and even future illness and disease.

Founder:  Ignatz von Peczely is considered the modern founder; however, similar practices can be seen in ancient
Chinese practices related to astrology. Bernard Jensen is considered the leading U.S. authority.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Iridologists claim that the eyes can "mirror" the health condition of the body because
the iris displays in detail the status of every organ system. The iris's connection with the central nervous system
allegedly permits detailed information to be sent from the rest of the body back to the iris. Furthermore, each iris
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reveals what is happening on its own side of the body.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited in numerous scientific tests.

Occultic Potential:  Possible psychic diagnosis and healing.

Major Problem:  The diagnostic ability of iridology for both present and future illness is a myth.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Quack and potentially occultic practices should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  The progression of a serious illness that iridology fails to uncover; personal anxiety and loss of
finances from misdiagnosis that a serious illness exists; occult influences.

Meditation

Definition:  New age (Eastern/occultic) meditation involves the control and regulation of the mind for various physical
and spiritual purposes or goals.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Meditation claims to work by "stilling" or otherwise influencing the mind; the mediator
is allegedly able to perceive "true" reality and his own "true" nature, and achieve spiritual "enlightenment." Meditation
promoters also claim the practice has numerous health benefits.

Scientific Evaluation:  Apart from a "relaxation response," scientific studies have also confirmed psychophysiological
influences of meditation, but their meaning and value is variously interpreted; science cannot comment on its spiritual
claims.

Occultic Potential:  The development of psychic powers, altered states of consciousness, astral projection, spiritism,
kundalini arousal.

Major Problem:  New age meditation uses the mind in an abnormal manner to radically restructure a person's
perceptions to support new age philosophy and goals; regressive states of consciousness are wrongly interpreted as
"higher" or "divine" states of consciousness; meditation-developed psychic powers are falsely interpreted as evidence
of a latent divine nature; mediators often do not realize the possible long-term results or consequences of these
practices, such as kundalini arousal, nor would many have been likely to begin the practice had they known them.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The nature, context, purpose, and type of meditation determines its validity and
outcome. Biblical meditation (Psalm 19:14; 77:12; 119:97,99) is a spiritually healthy practice; new age meditation is
an occult practice with harmful spiritual consequences.

Potential Dangers:  Occult influences; demon possession; physical, spiritual damage.

Naturopathy

Definition:  Naturopathy is an approach to health and disease which assumes that "natural" methods of treatment are
preferable to "synthetic" treatments, such as drugs and surgery.

Founder:  Unknown.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Naturopathy is based on the idea that illness is due to an accumulation of toxins or
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waste products in the body. Symptoms are the body's attempt to rid itself of such substances. By using only natural
agents in the treatment of disease, it is claimed that the body will heal itself. Health is maintained by adopting a
lifestyle that harmonizes with nature's healing agents.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Naturopathy may employ a wide range of New Age treatments having occultic potential, such as
radionics, homeopathy, meditation, and yoga.

Major Problem:  Naturopathy is often biased against modern medicine. Natural methods are often not sufficiently
powerful to cure specific illness. Further, the definition of "natural" is often subjective. "Natural" treatment may
include the methods of occult medicine.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  With theoretical revision and practical safeguards, naturopathy could function as a
commendable model for preventive health care and treatment of minor ailments. But as a whole, naturopathy is a part
of New Age medicine; Christian enthusiasts should exercise extreme caution.

Potential Dangers:  Naturopathy may inhibit correct diagnosis of a problem, permitting a curable illness to assume
serious or incurable proportions; it may also offer ineffective treatments, and involve clients in occultic methods.

Therapeutic Touch

Definition:  Therapeutic Touch is a form of psychic healing stressing the manipulation of alleged body energies (e.g.,
prana).

Founders:  Dolores Krieger and Dora Kunz.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Therapeutic Touch claims to work by channeling (psychic transfer) the therapist's
supposed prana into the patient. Practitioners claim that this prods the patient's own life energies toward healing.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; spiritism; developing psychic powers; occultic self-transformation; use of occult
meditation; and altered states of consciousness.

Major Problems:  Therapeutic Touch appears so innocent and is sufficiently accepted within the nursing profession that
many people refuse to classify it as a form of psychic healing.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are occultic or potentially occultic (which include most if not all
practices) should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Occultic influences.

* Each of the therapies described in this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from the Ankerberg and Weldon
authored book, Can You Trust Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to Your
Family. The book was published in 1991 by the now defunct Wolgemuth & Hyatt Publishers.
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Operation Rescue
A Biblical Look*

In the minds of many, the greatest battle confronting the church today is overturning the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
that has legalized the murder of millions of unborn babies. As the church confronts this situation, Christians must
make sure that not only what they want is Biblical, but that the way they go about it is also Biblical. In the process of
achieving a goal that glorifies God, we must not dishonor God by the tactics we use.

In January 1986, Randall Terry and a group of six followers began a new movement in the abortion battle, Operation
Rescue. At first, Christians viewed the group as radical, but the group quickly gained a following. Their tactic was to
blockade a targeted abortion clinic, in effect shutting it down, through the use of non-violent resistance. Rescuers, as
the participants are called, would park their cars around an abortion clinic, preventing access. Then they would sit or
lie down in front of the clinic, preventing anyone from entering. Whenever a woman would come to the clinic as a
client, someone would take her aside and explain to her what she was doing and give her some literature, with the
hope that she would decide against an abortion. The problem is that to shut down a clinic in this way involves breaking
the law. Rescuers are arrested and taken to jail. In most cases, rescuers have been found guilty of criminal trespass.

Since that time, there have been hundreds of "rescues." The tactic has gained the support of influential "Christian"
leaders: James Dobson, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and D. James Kennedy, to name a few. The latter two wrote
forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue. In his foreword Kennedy writes:

"The shocking reality is that Christians could stop abortions today if they wanted to. If four million
Christians went tomorrow and stood as a visible presence in front of every abortion clinic in the land, no
babies would be killed. ... I feel this approach is Biblically correct. ... I consider Operation Rescue a
legitimate front-line force in the pro-life movement."

Not all pro-life evangelical leaders (so-called) are so glowing in their praise. Some believe that rescuers are misusing
Scripture, breaking the law, and are thus criminal. Many others may not be as outspoken, but are just as opposed.

After 21 years of legalized abortion, many in the pro-life camp are frustrated and discouraged with the progress made
in the movement and are open to any new tactic that promises results. A Supreme Court decision some years ago
(7/3/89), which allowed portions of the Missouri abortion law to stand (Webster v. Reproductive Health Services), was
clearly a shift in the Supreme Court's position and has encouraged pro-lifers. The rescues continue.

In light of the claims made, the endorsements by "Christian" leaders, and the obvious results which the rescues have
had, many more [professing] Christians are finding the courage to join a rescue. Unfortunately, many do this without
carefully evaluating the Biblical arguments used to see if they are right. Even though Dr. Kennedy feels that this
approach is Biblically correct, we must not take his word for it [especially when he's so wrong in so many other
doctrinal areas]. We must be like the Bereans the apostle Paul praised, and search the Scriptures to see if this is so. In
this paper we will evaluate the arguments used by the Rescuers to see if we can find a Biblical basis for this tactic.

To simplify this, the argument used by the rescuers can be set fort in the following syllogism:

Major Premise: The Christian is obligated to obey God's law when it comes in conflict with man's law.

Minor Premise: God's law demands that we protect the life of the unborn (taken to be those "unjustly
sentenced to death," Prv. 24:11).

Conclusion: The Christian is obligated to protect the life of the unborn even if that involves breaking
man's law.
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These premises will be examined against the testimony of Scripture to see if they are Biblical. If the premises can be
broken, then the conclusion is invalid.

WHEN IS THE CHRISTIAN OBLIGATED TO BREAK MAN'S LAW?

The basis for the rescue argument is that the Scriptures teach that God's law is higher than man's law, and it is perfectly
legitimate for God's people to violate the law of human government if in the obeying of human law they will violate
God's law. This is called "civil disobedience." 

There is no question that there is a Biblical precedent and basis for civil disobedience. God's law is always to be
obeyed. Nevertheless, too often Christians have been known to make something an issue of civil disobedience which is
not clearly taught in Scripture. For example, some strongly believe that the income tax law is inequitable and unjust.
They vigorously claim that Scripture teaches that each person is responsible for his or her own wealth under the
doctrine of stewardship. They believe that the taxation of personal income hinders them from being faithful stewards
of their money. Firmly convicted of this, they then quit reporting and paying income tax. 

Likewise, there are many Christians who hold strong convictions about what the Scriptures teach which may conflict
with government law. Often this is used as a reason to violate the law. Too often, the whole teaching of Scripture is
ignored. In the case of those refusing to pay income taxes, they ignore the passages where Jesus taught that the State
has a right to tax and that the citizens of the State are to "render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar's" (Matt.
22:21, Rom. 13:7). Taxes always hinder the accumulation of wealth and cut into money that could be used for
missions, evangelism, helping the poor, or any number of righteous causes that are mandated by the Scriptures.
Nevertheless, the Christian is required to dutifully and joyfully pay his taxes and use the remainder in service to God.

Therefore, before engaging in an act of civil disobedience, breaking man's law in order to obey the Scripture, we must
make sure that there is clearly a Biblical mandate and/or a Biblical precedent for the action. If there is no clear
command in the Scriptures, no parallel, and no example, then the act of civil disobedience is not Biblical. In the
following section we will examine passages which teach obedience to government and passages which show the saints
of God disobeying human government, to see if there is a parallel to Operation Rescue.

Submission to Government

The Scriptural basis for the institution of human government is found in two central New Testament passages: Rom.
13:1-5 and 1 Peter 2:13-17. Here the believer is clearly told that part of his responsibility is to obey government
officials because they are established by God for the purpose of establishing righteousness. Often these passages are
cited by some who insist that believers should always obey government set over them. In order to accurately evaluate
these passages, we need to look at them.

"Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and the
authorities that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the ordinance of
God, and those who resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to good works,
but to evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will have praise of the
same. For he is God's minister to you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he does not bear the
sword in vain; for he is God's minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore
you must be subject, not only because of wrath but also for conscience' sake." (Romans 13:1-5).

The Apostle Paul makes several important points here:

1. Christians are to subject themselves to the government authorities.
2. Government authorities, whether saved or unsaved, are appointed by God. Remember, Paul was writing
under the ungodly administration of Nero.
3. Resisting government authority is the same as resistance against God and will bring Divine judgment.
4. The governing authority is God's servant, even though he may be an atheist or pagan. God demonstrated
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this to Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4.

The apostle Peter makes a similar point:

"Therefore submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, whether to the king as
supreme, or to governors, as to those who are sent by him for the punishment of evildoers and for the
praise of those who do good. For this is the will of God that by doing good you may put to silence the
ignorance of foolish men. -- as free, yet not using your liberty as a cloak for vice, but as servants of God.
Honor all people. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the king" (1 Peter 2:13-17).

Like Paul, Peter sounds as if there is no room for any kind of civil disobedience. However, we know from Acts 4 that
Peter and John disobeyed the civil magistrates in Jerusalem who attempted to keep them from preaching the gospel. By
comparing the above Scripture with other Scripture, we discover that there are apparently situations which put the
believers obedience to God in conflict with his obedience to human government. At those times, the believer is
responsible to obey God rather than man. By examining those situations, we can arrive at a clear picture of the kinds
of situations which the Scriptures authorize for civil disobedience, and then we can determine if Operation Rescue fits
with Biblical precedents.

Examples of Civil Disobedience

The Case of the Jewish Midwives (Exodus 1:15-21): At the beginning of Exodus, the Israelites had been in Egypt for
about 200 years. A new Pharaoh arose who "did not know Joseph" and made slaves out of Israel. Motivated perhaps by
a fear of the growing size of Israel (the census taken at Sinai indicates a population of about 2,000,000), the Pharaoh
charged two Hebrew midwives with the task of population control -- a government sponsored planned parenthood.
They were instructed to kill any male child when he was born. Pharaoh's authority gave this the force of law. Because
the Hebrew midwives "feared God" they disobeyed the law and did not kill any of the male children.

An analysis of this situation shows that individuals were personally commanded by the magistrate to commit an act in
violation of God's command. The midwives had to make their own decision and chose to obey God rather than man.
This put their lives in danger and they apparently lied to avoid the consequences. God's blessing on them was not
because they lied, but because they saved the children.

The Case of Rahab (Joshua 2:1-6,15): This is the well known incident of Rahab the harlot protecting the two Hebrew
spies in Jericho. When the king of Jericho was informed that the spies were in Jericho staying at the house of Rahab,
he sent word to Rahab to give up the men. Rahab refused to do so, hid the men, and lied to protect them. The brief
narrative of Joshua leaves many questions unanswered. Why did they go to the house of Rahab the harlot? Did they
know beforehand that she was a follower of Yahweh? Was this a prearranged rendezvous or did they go to her place
simply by chance (which raises some other questions)? A little more insight can perhaps be gleaned from Hebrews
11:31: "By faith the harlot Rahab did not perish with those who did not believe, when she had received the spies with
peace."

From this notice we can justifiably conclude that Rahab had some knowledge of Yahweh and His purposes for Israel.
Since faith is not some feeling, but belief about something, she apparently had some knowledge that she was trusting
in. She would also have known that to give up the spies would have probably cost them their lives. Once again, we
have a situation where an individual is asked by the magistrate to do something which would entail violating the
command of God. Rahab chose to obey God rather than man.

The Case of Esther (Esther 5): Some suggest that Esther's appeal to Ahasuerus in Esther 5 is a case of civil
disobedience. It may be, but it has some unusual features. First, no one is commanding Esther to do anything contrary
to God's law. She is faced with Haman's conspiracy against the Jews and realizes that in order to stop it she must gain
the aid of the king. Since she had not been granted an audience with the king, she decided to make a bold move. Under
Persian law, no one was allowed to enter the King's presence without an invitation. However, provision was made that
if someone wanted to appeal to the king, they could enter his presence unannounced, but if the king refused to
recognize them, they would forfeit their life. Esther chose to take this bold move, although the decision was entirely
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hers. Esther's situation is not comparable to others, and thus, does not constitute a case of civil disobedience.

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Daniel 3): In this chapter, we are told that Nebuchadnezzar, the king of the
Babylonian Empire, erected an enormous statue -- an idol -- and commanded all in his kingdom "to fall down and
worship the gold image." The penalty for failure was to be thrown into a fiery furnace. When the time came for all to
worship the image, three young Jews who were being trained for service in the Babylonian bureaucracy refused to
worship the image. They were arrested, given a second chance, again refused, were cast into the fiery furnace, and
miraculously delivered by God.

This is clearly a case of civil disobedience. The pattern is like those already examined. Individuals were asked to
perform an act that was in violation of God's stated command. They chose to obey God rather than man.

Daniel and the Lion's Den (Daniel 6:10-13): This story is well known to most Christians. Jealous of Daniel's position
and favor with the king, a large group of governors and other government officials conspired to have King Darius pass
a law which would make it illegal for anyone to petition any god or king other than Darius. Darius signed the law into
effect and the jealous bureaucrats set a trap for Daniel. Daniel refused to obey the law and continued to pray according
to his daily practice. His jealous enemies caught him and took him before King Darius, who was forced by the law to
cast Daniel into a den of lions. God was gracious to Daniel, though, and miraculously shut the mouths of the lions and
preserved Daniel.

This again is a clear case of civil disobedience. Daniel refused to obey a human law that put him in conflict with God's
law. He obeyed God rather than man.

The Magi (Matt. 2:7-8): When the Magi were searching for the baby Jesus, they inquired of Herod. Herod told them
to tell him where the child was when they had found him. After finding the Child, they apparently intended to obey
Herod, but were "divinely warned in a dream" not to return to favor. 

As in the previous situations, they chose to obey God rather than man. Another clear case of civil disobedience.

John the Baptizer (Mark 6:14-29): This case is sometimes brought forward by those favoring rescue, but the case is
somewhat unique. John was arrested because he had condemned the marriage of Herod Antipas to Herodias, who had
been married to his brother Philip. This constituted incest under Mosaic Law (Lev. 18:16). We are also told in Mark
6:20 that apparently Herod knew that John was right. 

This case involves freedom of speech. Apparently it was a violation of Herod's desire, and thus the law, to condemn
the marriage. John chose to speak the truth and to face the consequences. It seems that this would relate to the
Operation Rescue situation only if Christians were forbidden to express their opinion, which they are not.

Peter and John (Acts 4:19,20) : Here Peter and John were taken before the Sanhedrin, who attempted to forbid them
from preaching the Gospel and teaching about Jesus. Since Christ had commissioned them to do just that, Peter and
John chose to obey God rather than man.

Paul and Phillipi (Acts 16): After being beaten by the magistrates for preaching the gospel in Phillipi, and then being
miraculously released from prison, Paul and Silas refused to leave town when asked. They staged a "sit-in." 

But the issue was the preaching of the Gospel. Paul's legal rights as a Roman citizen had been violated and he wanted
to press the point home to the magistrates of the city.

Conclusion: As we wrap up this survey of incidents in the Scriptures which involved acts of civil disobedience, we
must strongly affirm that the Scriptures do show that there is a proper time and situation when the believer is obligated
to disobey the civil government. In each of these cases, two parties were involved, the government which mandated
that an individual take a particular action, and the individual who chose to obey God rather than man. 

However, there is an important difference between these situations and those confronting the believer in the
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abortion crisis. In the rescue scenario, we have a third party interfering and attempting to keep another individual
from disobeying God's command. The Biblical case would be established only if an example of third party
interference could be produced. 

In the Old Testament, a situation similar to infanticide took place in Molech worship. There a child was sacrificed to
the god. While the Old Testament prophets clearly condemned this practice, there is no evidence that they sought to
block the action physically. They proclaimed and condemned the practice. But they never sought to stop it through a
"sit-in" or physical restraint.

While these passages cited in the rescuers argument do support civil disobedience, they are not parallel to the current
abortion situation and thus do not apply. Thus the major premise, that believers are responsible to God to obey Him
rather than man is true, but the Scriptures give clear examples of the types of situations in which this applies. These
situations are not parallel to the abortion dilemma, and thus cannot be used to support the kind of actions which
rescuers carry out. These situations would apply only if the government were mandating abortion as is done in China.
Then believers would have the obligation to personally refrain from obeying the law.

A consistent principle emerges by observing the passages above: All the acts of legitimate civil disobedience involved
two parties (the adversary and the subject). There are no examples, as in the current Rescue argument, which
involves a third party (someone who acts on behalf of another). No law is compelling the rescuers to be party to an
abortion. 

Another facet of these examples is that the unjust law was the law that was broken. The unjust law the rescuers are
concerned about is the abortion law. But the law the rescuers are breaking, the trespass law, is a perfectly valid and
just law. Thus, Operation Rescue fails to fit the Biblical pattern in their practice of civil disobedience.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO "RESCUE THOSE UNJUSTLY SENTENCED TO DEATH"? 

Proverbs 24:11

Perhaps the central passage used by rescuers is found in Proverbs 24:11. Terry quotes the Living Bible version of this
on the cover of his book:

"Rescue those who are unjustly sentenced to death; don't stand back and let them die."

At first glance, it appears that this verse may provide a basis for the type of activity that Operation Rescue involves.
However, a close examination of this text is necessary. Rather than relying upon a paraphrase, we must look at a
translation of the text as well as the original Hebrew to see what this proverb is teaching and its application for today.
The NASB renders Proverbs 24:11,12:

"Deliver those who are being taken away to death, and those who are staggering to slaughter, Oh hold
them back. If you say, "See, we did not know this," Does He not consider it who weighs the hearts? And
does He not know it who keeps your soul? And will He not render to man according to his work?"

It is clear from this translation that the paraphrase of the Living Bible puts a slant on the verse that is more sympathetic
to the aims of the rescuers.

To correctly interpret and apply this passage, we must first understand something about the nature of the Book of
Proverbs. A large portion of Proverbs was written by Solomon for his son. Over and over again he addresses these to
his son (1:8,10,15; 2:1; 3:1,11,21; 6:20; 7:1; 23:15,19,24,26; 24:13, 21). Since his son would follow him as king, the
immediate purpose of these Proverbs was to instruct his son to be a wise king. Obviously, the Proverbs cover many
areas of life and responsibilities that apply to everyone as well as a king. But certain of these Proverbs clearly have a
more direct application to the governing authorities or magistrate. 
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In Proverbs 24, the passage in question is bracketed by other proverbs that clearly apply to one who, like Solomon and
his son, had governing responsibilities. Verse 6 talks about the need for the guidance to wage war and obtain victory
over the enemy. Verse 17 talks about the attitude toward defeated enemies -- he was not to rejoice. This is parallel to
the New Testament instruction not to hate ones enemies, which is related to the command to love your enemies. Jesus
gave this instruction in the context of explaining what it meant to "love you neighbor" (Matt. 5:44). In between these
verses, we have the proverb relating to delivering those being taken away to death.

The key to the understanding of this passage is found in verse 12. It might be easy for the king to ignore the plight of
some of his subjects and to plead ignorance to a miscarriage of justice. Solomon points out that this may get him off
the hook with men, but not with God who weighs the motive. Solomon is emphasizing the fact that his son is in a
position of authority and responsibility for others who depend upon him, and he must, therefore, not grow "slack in the
day of distress."

From this it appears that the direct application of the passage is to one in authority, not just anyone. Secondly, if the
passage has a judicial thrust, then the more direct application of the passage would indicate that Christians would be
investigating possible miscarriages of justice, and would be doing everything possible to rescue those on death row
who may have been wrongly accused. But we don't see Christians boycotting or trying to break unjustly sentenced
convicts out of jail.

To apply this verse to the plight of the unborn is at best a long stretch, at worst a misapplication. However, even if we
do admit this as a legitimate application of the verse, all we get from it is an injunction to do whatever is in our power
to help those being led away to death. There is no indication from this verse that violation of civil law is in view. The
point of the passage is that those who are in a position to do something about a calamity are obligated to get involved.
The extent of that involvement is not under consideration.

Luke 10:25-37

Another passage the rescuers appeal to is the parable of the Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37). This parable was told in
response to the question, "Who is my neighbor?" It was designed to show that all men are neighbors and that we are to
help them without discrimination. At no point is there any indication that this would involve breaking civil law,
although it could involve violation of social trends. Rescuers suggest the point of this passage is that we are to do good
to our neighbor. If and when the government defines what the good is, then we are justified in breaking the law to go
beyond this.

This is even weaker support for the kind of application Terry desires. Jesus is not addressing a civil disobedience issue.
He is simply pointing out that we need to do whatever we can when we are in a position to help those in need. To read
into this account an application to break the law to help the one in need is neither justified nor warranted. It is an issue
totally outside the scope of Luke 10.

After looking at these two passages, the most that can be said is that they indicate that Christians should be involved
with those in need. Involvement in civil disobedience is outside the scope of either passage. The most that these
passages can be used for in the abortion issue is that Christians should be involved in educating and counseling those
considering an abortion.

The type of Biblical evidence rescuers need is a case where believers interfere in a situation where someone was going
to take a life in a legally or culturally accepted way, such as sacrificing a child to Molech. Yet, at no point is this type
of evidence found in the Scriptures.

IS THE CHURCH THE PRESERVER OF THE NATION?

One of the crucial issues in this entire discussion is the role of the Church in the world today? Is the primary mandate
of the church today to proclaim the gospel or is it to impose God's righteous standard on the world? Christians today
are beginning to act as if it is the latter. This means more than simply that Christians should take a stand for
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righteousness and speak out against immorality and evil (exposing evil). This is clearly taught in Scripture (Eph. 5:13).
But does Scripture go one step further and teach that the Church should impose God's standard on an ungodly and
God- hating world (conquering evil). The central passage used for this is found in Matthew 5:13, where Jesus said to
his disciples, "You are the salt of the earth." Here Jesus was comparing the role of the believer in the world to salt.
What did He mean?

Over the years, preachers have waxed eloquently on this metaphor. They usually talk about all the many uses salt has.
Salt is used for seasoning bland food, salt is used for creating thirst, and salt is used for preservation. Usually, the third
idea is the one selected in interpreting this passage. However, the context would indicate that this is simply not the
case. 

Whenever Scripture uses a figure of speech, the best way to understand the significance of the figure is through some
clue given in the context. While speaking to His disciples here, Jesus gave just such a clue. After stating that they were
the salt of the earth, Jesus then said, "but if the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be seasoned?" (NKJV) The original
Greek word is moraino, which means "make tasteless or become tasteless or insipid" (Arndt and Gingrich: 533). This
indicates that the point Jesus is making has nothing to do with preservation, but with seasoning. The believer is to live
a life that shows the world that without Christ life is dull, drab, and tasteless. No other verses seem to be used to
indicate that the Church is to have a preservative effect on society. If the role of the Church isn't to preserve society,
what is it?

The primary function of the Church is to be "the pillar and support of the truth" (1 Tim. 3:15). Next in importance, the
Church is to proclaim the Gospel. In the process of the proclamation of the Gospel, our Sovereign God will call out
people for Himself and regenerate them. Only regenerate men have a hope of living in obedience to God's standard.
God's plan for the current age involves the Christian presence as a restraint of evil until His return, but never a
conquering of evil. To try to impose God's righteousness upon society apart from regeneration is a task doomed to
failure. Yet, that seems to be exactly what so many professing Christians want to do. In their frustration over apparent
lack of success and the moral decline of American society, they have given up on the Biblically mandated practices of
evangelism, prayer, and holding forth the standard of righteousness, and have followed the humanistic tactics of men
like Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. in order to achieve their goal.

That professing Christians have adopted an ends-justifies-the-means approach seems all too obvious. The first thing
that strikes one as he reads Randall Terry's book is that he begins by describing the results of Operation Rescue (an
emotional argument) before he ever attempts to demonstrate its Biblical base. While Terry himself may not believe
that the end justifies the means, and may even believe that his practice is grounded first on Scripture, the way he
presents his case clearly puts results before Scripture. For him, Operation Rescue is the answer because it is producing
results. It seems that this is another example of Christians who get fired up for a particular cause and then go to the
Bible to try to find some support for their actions. Faithfully trusting God and praying and relying on a Sovereign God
isn't enough and doesn't seem to work, so humanistic tactics are adopted. The answer to the world's social problems is
not Christian activism and revolution, but the preaching of the Gospel and the regeneration of the Holy Spirit.

*This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Robert L. Dean, Jr.,
Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. II, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1989. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.) The use
of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his current ministry
affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.
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Palmistry
Science or Hoax?

-  Palmistry is the ancient art of counseling according to occult knowledge of one's karma (i.e., "psychic counseling")
revealed in the shape, size, color, and lines of the hands. Because one's karma is supposedly revealed in this manner,
one's future is also supposedly revealed. The objective of palmistry, then, is to learn the karmic consequences under
which the counselee is living, and encourage him to alter his thinking in order to affect those consequences and ensure
a better karma in his next incarnation.

-  Chiromancy, or palmistry, has a long history. It was practiced in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, and extensively
in China. Modern practices in palmistry were imported into Europe from Asia by Gypsies during the Renaissance. This
period was marked by a flourishing of beliefs in divining personality by studying parts of the body. It has long been a
favored means of fortune telling. It probably originated among medicine men, diviners, and priests, and was probably
related to divination by the examination of the entrails of sacrificial victims. Confidence in the practice was based
probably on the fact that no two palms are exactly alike, and, therefore, the palm was taken to be an index of marked
individuality. Some chiromancers even claimed to have found a greater authority in the Bible -- Job 37:7 ("sealeth up
the hand of every man: that all men may know his work") and Proverbs 3:16 ("length of days is in her right hand; and
in her left hand riches and honour").

-  Over many centuries in Europe palmistry was held in high repute. Men of rank in society, politics, and the church
devoted time to its study. It was taught in the universities. From its early acceptance as a priestly institution it
degenerated even further into a medium of commercialized fortune telling. Thousands of palmists are active in places
of public amusement. Millions of people spend millions of dollars every year throughout the world upon fortune
telling. Yet, in no respect is it validated by scientific data or by intelligent understanding of human nature. More
importantly for Bible-believing Christians, all forms of fortune telling are nothing more than ancient techniques of
divination, and thereby, forbidden in God's Word (Deut. 18:10-12). 

Note the following quote from the 7/28/92 Bloomington Herald-Times, indicating the religious nature of palm reading:

"One of the biggest misconceptions is that psychics are not religious ... that's simply not true. Reading a
palm comes from the mind and everything it is comes from God ... [She] pointed out that she has studied
various religions and was even a Sunday School teacher at one church. She said she often has her Bible by
her side as she does readings" ("Psychic's Future is Clear," p. D1).

-  Palmistry is clearly a form of divination -- a practice that seeks to foretell or foresee future events. Crystal balls, the
Ouija board, astrology, horoscopes, palm reading, and tarot card reading all deal with trying to foretell the future in
some way. Palm reading and tarot card reading are also done by astrologers. A palm reader "reads" the lines in the
palm of the hand, and depending on how the lines look (such as how long or short the line is, or how deep the line is,
etc.), tries to predict the future. Every aspect of both hands, but mostly the dominant hand, is considered. The lines and
swirls of the hand are considered as well as the overall shape and sizes of the various parts. Color is also considered.

-  Palm readers say that as one changes his thinking, his personality will change, as will the characteristics of his hands
-- lines grow longer or shorter, appear or disappear, etc. Like astrology and virtually every form of occult practice,
palmistry is predicated upon the supposition that an individual's karma is discernible in natural phenomena. In this
case, the lines and other characteristics of one's hands supposedly reveal one's future based upon his karmic
dispensation. It is not surprising then, that palmists use many symbols from mythology and astrology -- "Palmistry is
related to astrology in that most parts of the palm are correlated with one of the astrological houses" (Brenner, The
Hand Book). In the final analysis, palmistry is merely another of man's attempts to substitute human reasoning for
God's wisdom as revealed in His Word. As a form of divination, like any other psychic practice, the mind of the
individual is put under the control of others no more capable of living their lives free from turmoil than anyone else.
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Planned Parenthood
(Or "Planning Family Size Through Abortion"?)

-  A pamphlet published by the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA) in 1963 contained the following
statement: "An abortion kills the life of the baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to your life and health. It may make
you sterile so that when you want a child you cannot have it." Even in its 1990-1993 Long Range Plan, Planned
Parenthood admitted that abortion is so traumatic to most people who undergo its procedure that, "... the incidence of
post-procedural trauma for abortion clients may be as high as 91% of all cases." How interesting is all this in light of
Planned Parenthood's present, public position!

-  To Planned Parenthood, "Pro-Choice" now means pro-abortion. Planned Parenthood was founded in 1916 (by
Margaret Sanger) and now operates nearly 850 abortion clinics through its 123 affiliates in the District of Columbia
and all fifty states. (Although not all clinics perform abortions, all refer and counsel for them.) Planned Parenthood
killed 244,628 babies in its clinics in calendar year 2003, the highest number in its 89-year history. It is the largest
single provider of abortion services in the U.S. -- Planned Parenthood took in $810 million in the 2003-2004 fiscal
year (ending 6/30/04), with $306.2 million coming from "Clinic Income" and $265.2 million coming from
"Government Grants and Contracts" (i.e., out of the taxpayer's pocket). (With 33% of its total revenues derived from
taxpayers, it is also easy to see why Planned Parenthood invests so much time, money, and effort in the political arena.
On the expense side, Planned Parenthood indicates that it spent $39.4 million on "Public Policy"”) The rest ($238.6
million) came from "Private Contributions and Bequests" and other sources. 

Planned Parenthood releases no figures on its abortion income. But a very conservative estimate, using the $372 the
Alan Guttmacher Institute (AGI -- Planned Parenthood's "special affiliate" for "reproductive health research") says
clinics charge for a standard, first-trimester, suction curettage abortion (chemical abortions cost more, as do the
second-trimester abortions many Planned Parenthood clinics advertise and perform), suggests that Planned Parenthood,
at a minimum, receives approximately $91 million a year for the abortions it performs, or nearly one-third of its total
clinic income in FY2004. In fact, the figure may be much, much higher -- clinics do abortions well into the second
trimester, with the average cost ranging from $774 when the baby is 16 weeks old to $1,179 for a child of 20 weeks of
age. If so, Planned Parenthood's income from abortion could be close to double the $91 million figure. (All abortion
procedure costs stated are FY2002 amounts, but applied to FY2004 abortion numbers.) Moreover, according to
statistics released by the AGI, abortions have declined in the U.S. every year but one from 1990 to 2000 (the last year
for which national statistics were available). This represents an overall decrease of 18% in those 11 years. By contrast,
since 1990 Planned Parenthood abortions have increased in 12 of the 14 years Planned Parenthood has reported
statistics. The overall increase for PPFA is more than 80% during the period.

Planned Parenthood is also trying to bring sex education programs and abortion counseling into churches, calling its
programs "faith-based initiatives" (7/27/02, World). George Grant, in his book Grand Illusions, says Planned
Parenthood also receives a set percentage of total United Way campaign funds. Their ads say they are "pro-choice,"
but the reality is that of all pregnant women who go to Planned Parenthood, 90% get an abortion. While it was
performing 244,628 abortions in calendar year 2003, Planned Parenthood saw only 16,427 prenatal clients, or just 1 for
every 15 abortion patients! Only 1,774 clients were referred to adoption agencies (or 138 abortions performed for every
adoption referral), and just 465 patients were counseled or treated for infertility, proving once again that Planned
Parenthood's plans typically do NOT involve parenthood. (Source: Randall K. O'Bannon, National Right to Life
Internet Web Site, 2/05; and Planned Parenthood FY2004 Annual Report.)

-  There apparently is no type of abortion procedure abhorrent to Planned Parenthood. They approve of partial-birth
abortions (where the abortionist delivers the baby's entire body except for the head, jams scissors into the baby's skull,
opening them to enlarge the hole, and then sucking the child's brains out through a suction tube, causing the skull to
collapse), as well as the "medical abortion" drug RU486, which employs the powerful drug mifepristone. Just a week
before the FDA declared RU486 "approvable," Planned Parenthood announced it had received clearance from the
FDA to conduct a nationwide study using an alternative abortion drug, methotrexate. The trial began in September of
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1996. Because methotrexate is a highly toxic anti-cancer drug that doctors are afraid to use, Planned Parenthood
wanted the FDA to recommend a change in the labeling so that "physicians will be able to use methotrexate for
medical abortion without undue hesitation about insurance or liability issues" (NRL News, 11/14/96). [In addition to
special training, tracking, and advertising for RU486 in FY2003, Planned Parenthood says it performed abortions using
mifepristone on 48,500 women (an increase of 48% from the previous fiscal year), through 172 of its clinics. Over
half, or 74 out of its 125 affiliates at the time, were offering these chemical abortions. (No figures are yet available for
FY2004.)]

-  The following is adapted and/or excerpted from "The Predators of Planned Parenthood," by syndicated columnist
Michelle Malkin, 12/3/03. -- It provides shocking insight to the real Planned Parenthood agenda:

Planned Parenthood's outspoken activists remain stone-cold silent about Holly Patterson. She's the teenager who died of tragic
complications from taking the abortion drug cocktail RU-486, which she obtained from a northern California Planned Parenthood
clinic in September. Holly and her unborn child suffered a painful, bloody, and prolonged death.

Patterson was seven weeks pregnant when she received the chemical abortion regimen. After seven days and two desperate trips to
a hospital emergency room seeking help for intense cramping and bleeding, she succumbed to "septic shock, due to
endomyometritis (inflammation) due to therapeutic, drug-induced abortion," according to an Alameda County coroner's report. The
silence of the abortion lobby speaks volumes. While Patterson's family mourns and the Food and Drug Administration investigates,
Planned Parenthood continues to dispense the abortion kill pills to pregnant teens -- and it continues to entice young people to its
abortion clinics with a glitzy, MTV-like Web site offering "sexuality and relationship info you can trust." 

Called "Teenwire.com," the Planned Parenthood site is chock-full of colorful graphics, hip jargon, voluminous health advice, and
lots of exclamation points: "Check out our interactive color diagrams of female and male anatomy!"; "SEX TALK LIVE!"; "Got
Lube?"; "I want both guys!"; "MASTURBATION: Go there!" Amid explicit discussions of "dry humping," oral sex, masturbation,
and encouragement for "queer and questioning" teens, the Teenwire.com site issues a stern note to parents who might be trying to
monitor what kind of sex education propaganda their kids are reading. Planned Parenthood lectures mothers and fathers that "this
Web site is for teens. This is their place. Take a look around the site if you like, but please do not register on the site." Translation:
We're the experts. You are meddling parents. Bug off and butt out.

Teenwire.com's readers are advised by Planned Parenthood legal experts to call a free hotline number for confidential pregnancy
tests and private abortion counseling. Responding to a 14-year-old girl nicknamed "devilchik," who writes a letter asking the
experts if she can get an abortion without her mom's permission, the Planned Parenthood advisers supply a list of state laws
regarding parental notification and consent. California, where Holly died, has no parental involvement requirement. In a section
titled "Yikes!" the experts enthusiastically explain the "judicial bypass" process for circumventing parents altogether when a teen
wants to take RU-486 in secret.

The Web site pounds home the blithe message that "abortion is a very safe procedure" akin to taking an aspirin or getting tonsils
removed. Shamelessly courting repeat customers, the Web site also mentions several times to its teenage audience that second
abortions are no big deal. Ignoring the untold number of American women who suffer from post-abortion trauma, the Planned
Parenthood experts also tell young girls that abortion "poses little danger to a woman's emotional and mental health. Although a
woman may feel some regret or remorse, the most common emotion after an abortion is relief."

Teenwire.com's section on abortion pills (mifepristone and misoprostol) reads like a cheerleading pharmaceutical press release. "It's
finally here!" crows Planned Parenthood writer Susan Motamed. "It's time-tested and super-safe," she informs teens. "Not one
woman has died from using mifepristone with misoprostol to end pregnancy," Teenwire.com falsely asserts. Unmentioned are the
approximately 400 adverse events linked to RU-486 by its manufacturer, including hemorrhaging, bacterial infections, and the
deaths of three women in North America, including 18-year-old Holly.

Predators win the trust of their victims by luring them away from their closest loved ones, speaking their language and telling them
what they want to hear. Planned Parenthood subverts parents and dispenses death pills to vulnerable teens like candy -- cheap!
easy! super-safe! But as Holly's dad, Monty, sobbed at a press conference after his daughter's RU-486-induced homicide: "There's
no quick fix for pregnancy, no magic pill ... They told her it was safe, and it killed her."

Put that in capital letters, Planned Parenthood experts. File it on your Web site under "Yikes!" in memory of Holly Patterson and
her child who never had a chance.

-  Planned Parenthood's week-long conference for children, "Nobody's Fool," held in Waco, Texas in July of 2004,
attracted 350 youngsters. The conference, open to children from grades five through nine, or 10 to 14 years old,
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banned parents from attending. American Life League's STOPP International executive director, Jim Sedlak, called the
conference a "thinly veiled attack on parental rights, public morality, and the health and well-being of our children."
For the $5 admission charge, children in grades seven through nine also received a free copy of the book, It's Perfectly
Normal (by Robie H. Harris), an 89-page primer of sexually-explicit, nude illustrations (71 of them) meant to teach
children the tools for engaging in sexual acts, including masturbation. "This so-called 'educational text' is nothing more
than pornography in comic book form," Sedlak said. Some examples from the text include, "The ancient Greeks
thought that love between two men was the highest form of love" (p.17). According to instructions on page 73 of the
text, "There are many reasons why a female or a couple might want or need to end a pregnancy," The ninth reason is
listed as "female did not intend to become pregnant." [Source:  WorldNetDaily.com, "Planned Parenthood gives kids
'porn' book," 7/17/04.]

In 2003, John Pisciotta, a Baylor University economics professor, led a successful boycott of the Bluebonnet Council
of the Girl Scouts in Waco, Texas because of its co-sponsorship of last year's [2003] "Nobody's Fool" conference.  In
an article, Pisciotta writes that Planned Parenthood passed out It's Perfectly Normal to young girls that included the
Girl Scouts logo and chapters on masturbation and homosexuality. The book also had images of couples having sex
and a boy wearing a condom. "The provocative drawings are designed to dissolve modesty and desensitize children
into thinking of sex in a casual way. Topics covered in the how-to book include heterosexual intercourse,
homosexuality, masturbation, birth control and abortion." (As a result of national attention gained by the boycott,
parents began removing their girls from the Scouts, leading to the closure of several troops and a decision by the
council to not sponsor future conferences.) [Source:  BeLogical.com, "Nobody's Fool or Everybody's Fool," by John
Pisciotta, 3/1/04.]

-  The deception used by Planned Parenthood in recruiting women for abortion is apparent in the following example:
Former Attorney General Edwin Meese told World magazine, "Planned Parenthood clinics are counseling people they
believe to be minors in inappropriate ways in order to thwart the purpose of the law." Life Dynamics, a pro-life group
in Denton, TX, employed a woman with a little-girl's voice to telephone 875 Planned Parenthood clinics across the
nation to tell the same story, that she was only 13 years old and thought she was pregnant by her 22-year-old
boyfriend, and that she didn't want anyone to know. In each case she asked clinic personnel repeatedly if anyone
would have to know about the age of her "boyfriend." A typical answer was, "Oh, absolutely not. We don't tell
anybody about anything." Eight out of ten clinic employees agreed to conceal or willfully ignore the felony sexual
abuse of a 13-year-old girl by a 22-year-old man. Laws in every state require medical personnel to report to child
protective services or law-enforcement officials any suspected child abuse. In the fiscal year 2000, Planned
Parenthood’s national organization received more than $54 million under Title X. Yet according to law, no provider of
services under Title X shall be exempt from any state law requiring notification of the reporting of child abuse, child
molestation, or sexual abuse (World, 7/27/02). 

-  Margaret Sanger (1879-1966) was the founder of Planned Parenthood (in 1916). She has been given the unusual
title, "Father of Modern Society." The following facts on Sanger's philosophy of life give us insight into the underlying
philosophy on which Planned Parenthood was founded: (Other references on Sanger, in addition to those cited below:
(a) Elasah Drogin, Margaret Sanger: Father of Modern Society, (b) Margaret Sanger, The Pivot of Civilization, and (c)
Margaret Sanger, "A Plan for Peace," Birth Control Review.) (On the official Planned Parenthood web page, PPFA
claims that all these quotes attributed to Margaret Sanger are either taken out of context or were actually said or
written by others and falsely attributed to Sanger ["Sanger Fact Sheet," PPFA Internet web site, 12/03 & 2/05].)

(a) Sanger was a militant radical who believed parents had the right to kill their children; 

(b) In her book, Women and the New Race, Sanger said that it is "merciful" to kill infants; she said that,
"The most merciful thing that the large family does to one of its infant members is to kill it";

(c) Sanger was a socialist, feminist, occultist, and a believer in promiscuous sex;

(d) Sanger believed in controlled reproduction to purify the races (i.e., sterilization);

(e) Sanger founded and edited The Woman Rebel, the masthead read "No Gods, No Masters";
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(f) Sanger coined the term "birth control" in 1912, founded the Voluntary Parenthood League in 1914, and
founded the first birth control clinic in 1916 in Brooklyn, NY;

(g) That Planned Parenthood was anti-Christianity from the beginning is without dispute. In her first
newspaper, The Woman Rebel, Margaret Sanger admitted that, "Birth control appeals to the advanced
radical, because it is calculated to undermine the authority of the Christian Churches. I look forward to
seeing humanity free someday of the tyranny of Christianity no less than Capitalism";

(h) Sanger was the president of the American Birth Control League in 1939 from which Planned
Parenthood was formed, and she remained honorary chairman of Planned Parenthood until her death in
1966;

(i) Sanger called the marriage bed "the most degenerating influence in the social order" (i.e., she was a
"free love" advocate); she believed all sexual conduct was normal as long as harm was not brought to
others;

(j) Sanger was violently anti-family: "only individuals count, not families"; 

(k) Sanger believed the poor should be sexually sterilized, and she endorsed euthanasia; she believed in
selective breeding of the human race to produce "perfect" individuals (it was later that the Nazis adopted
this philosophy). Her slogan was "more children from the fit, less from the unfit";

(l) Sanger hoped for a motherhood that would refuse "to bring forth weaklings ..." She wrote of "woman's
upward struggle" and described the "lack of balance between the birth rate of the "unfit" and the "fit" as
"the greatest present menace to civilization";

(m) Sanger hoped to use birth control to exterminate the genetically inferior races, which to her meant
most of the non-white world; she wrote an article in 1921 called "Birth Control to Create a Race of
Thoroughbreds";

(n) In 1922, Sanger declared that Jews, Hispanics, and blacks were "human weeds" that would by
reproduction, "bring a dead weight of human waste into the world"; in April of 1932, Sanger outlined a
"plan for peace" to eliminate these groups (in an article titled "Birth Control Review"). The article also
advocated: (1) close doors to emigration to certain aliens; and (c) establishment of sterilization and/or
segregation of issengenic groups, namely people considered to have bad genes;

(o) Sanger approved of Hitler's extermination of Jews in Europe, and had as a goal the extermination of
the black race in the U.S. through sterilization and encouraging birth control via prominent black clergy
(who would be "paid-off" if necessary);

(p) Sanger frequently attended séances to communicate with her dead daughter, and later drifted into
eastern mysticism, Unitarianism, Rosicrucinism, astrology, and numerology; and

(q) Humanists declared Sanger "humanist of the year" in 1957.

As stated above, Planned Parenthood's website presents a greatly edited version of their founder's life. This carefully
crafted version seeks to downplay any charges that she promoted racial ideas and insist that others are simply quoting
her out of context. As indicated by the extensive quotes below, the truth is far different -- the quotes of Sanger and her
colleagues' show a tremendous affinity for the ideals espoused by Hitler's Germany: 

"While striving to limit the propagation of mental defectives and others grossly unfit, and guarding
mothers from dangerous or excessive childbearing, we physicians would be grievously remiss if we failed
to follow the recommendation of the most impressive of the birth control conferences, the one held in
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New York in 1925, that 'persons whose progeny gives promise of being of decided value to the community
should be encouraged to bear as large families as they feasibly can.'" [Robert L. Dickinson. "On the
Control of Conception," Birth Control Review, Volume XV, Number 1 (January 1931), p. 5.]

In 1939 (10/19/39), Sanger wrote Clarence Gamble, instructing him to hire "three or four colored ministers
with engaging personalities … we do not want word to get out that we want to exterminate the Negro
population, and the minister is the man who can straighten out that idea if it occurs to any of their more
rebellious members." (Source: Linda Gordon, Women's Body, Women's Right, A Social History of Birth
Control in America, p. 333.) Another commentator notes, "Sanger frequently featured racists and
eugenicists in her magazine, the Birth Control Review. Contributor Lothrop Stoddard, who also served on
Sanger's board of directors, wrote in The Rising Tide of Color Against White World-Supremacy that 'We
must resolutely oppose both Asiatic permeation of white race-areas and Asiatic inundation of those non-
white, but equally non-Asiatic regions inhabited by the really inferior races.' Each issue of the Birth
Control Review was packed with such ideas. But Sanger was not content merely to publish racist
propaganda; the magazine also made concrete policy proposals, such as the creation of 'moron
communities,' the forced production of children by the 'fit,' and the compulsory sterilization and even
elimination of the 'unfit.'"

"Sanger's own racist views were scarcely less opprobrious. In 1939, she and Clarence Gamble made an
infamous proposal called 'Birth Control and the Negro,' which asserted that 'the poorer areas, particularly
in the South … are producing alarmingly more than their share of future generations.' Her 'religion of birth
control' would, she wrote, 'ease the financial load of caring for with public funds … children destined to
become a burden to themselves, to their family, and ultimately to the nation.'" (Source: "The Repackaging
of Margaret Sanger," Steven W. Mosher, The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 1997.)

-  The following "Eight Great Deceptions of Planned Parenthood," taken together, comprise one of the biggest lies ever
perpetrated upon the American public. This lie continues to deceive the uninformed and the unsuspecting. (Excerpted
in part from a 1994 CR Ministries publication.):

(1) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to advocate the freedom of women to choose if and when they will
have children, without government interference. 
Fact: From the beginning, Planned Parenthood has sought mandatory population control measures. Over the years it
has proposed our government implement "compulsory abortion for out-of-wedlock pregnancies," federal entitlement
"payments to encourage abortion," "compulsory sterilization for those who have already had two children," and "tax
penalties" for existing large families.

(2) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to serve the needs of poor women and low-income families. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood has always targeted minorities, the unwanted, and the disadvantaged for family limitation,
contraception, abortion, and sterilization. Planned Parenthood founder Margaret Sanger's "charity" was "to eliminate
the stocks" that she felt were most detrimental "to the future of the race and the world."

(3) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to be a privately funded, non-profit family planning organization. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood helps ban families, not plan families. As an association of over 300 separately incorporated
organizations worldwide, a vast portion of its funding comes right from American taxpayers' pocketbooks. In 1993
alone, almost $160 million came from the Title X appropriations of the Public Health Service Act and from 18 other
federal statues!

(4) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its system of birth control is safe and effective. 
Fact: Absolutely none of Planned Parenthood's birth control systems are 100% effective -- from the pill or diaphragm
to the IUD. A teen practicing "safe sex" with condoms has nearly an 87% chance of pregnancy. The Planned
Parenthood system virtually guarantees women will get pregnant and in the end be "forced" to fall back on Planned
Parenthood's ultimate birth control practice -- abortion.

(5) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that it is in the forefront of the battle against sexually transmitted
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diseases. 
Fact: Through Planned Parenthood's distribution of non-barrier birth control contraceptives to 80% of its clients,
syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, herpes, hepatitis, granuloma, chancroid, and even AIDS are being encouraged. Recent
studies indicate the use of Planned Parenthood-favored birth control devices may actually enhance the risk of sexually
transmitted diseases.

(6) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that sex education is a necessary and effective means of preventing
teen pregnancies. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood's sex education programs have backfired, actually increasing teen pregnancies. A 1986
Louis Harris poll of teens who took "comprehensive" sex education have a 50% higher rate of sexual activity that their
"unenlightened" peers.

(7) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its efforts to provide abortion services have at last removed the
specter of dangerous back alley abortions from our land. 
Fact: Abortions may be legal, but they are not safe. A UCLA study by two obstetrical and gynecological professors
conclude "abortion can be a killer." Other complications are at least partially responsible for the steep rise in female
medical care costs over the last decade.

(8) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that its birth control, sex education, and abortion juggernaut is
essential to control rapid population growth. 
Fact: Instead of worrying about Planned Parenthood's "population bomb," many researchers are concerned about a
"birth dearth." Fertility in the U.S. has been steadily declining for two decades. The worldwide birthrate is now falling
faster than the mortality rate for the first time in recorded history.

Note: So, what should be a Christian's response to Planned Parenthood? Certainly it is NOT to engage in the
unbiblical tactics of Operation Rescue, which is based on a theology of activism. Operation Rescue's founder, Randall
Terry, explains that its purpose is to create social upheaval and thereby pressure government into changing the abortion
laws. A typical brochure declares: "Rescues help produce the social tension necessary for political change ... whether
for good or bad, political change comes after groups of Americans bring enough tension to the nation and pressure on
politicians that the laws are changed." This kind of "Christian" activism involves today the well-meaning but foolish
attempt to force "Christian principles" upon a godless society through more effective lobbying, larger demonstrations,
and greater "social upheaval" than the homosexuals, abortionists, or pornographers can produce. But rather than
pressure the ungodly to live like saints, we must win them to Christ that they might live wholly for God. As Christians,
our personal lives must also be lived in obedience to God, even if that brings us into conflict with civil laws. In
addition to avoiding idolatry and immorality, Christians must preach the gospel to everyone everywhere. That would
be the Biblical response to Planned Parenthood.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2005
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Positive Confession/PMA*
Prosperity Gospel & The New Age

-  The fastest growing segment of professing Christianity in recent years has been among churches connected with the
Positive Confession movement or Word-Faith movement (all part of the modern Charismatic movement). It has
involved two distinct but closely related factions: the Norman Vincent Peale/Robert Schuller Positive-Possibility
thinkers/Positive Mental Attitude, with their roots in New Thought; and the Kenneth Hagin/Kenneth Copeland
Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William Branham, and the
Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain movement. Well-known names among its leaders are E.W. Kenyon, Charles Capps,
Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David [Paul] Yonggi Cho. It does not yet
constitute a new denomination, but it certainly represents innovative teachings outside of mainstream Christianity. The
situation is so serious now because of the dominance over the so-called Christian media achieved by the teachers of
Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive Confession. 

D.R. McConnell points out that "any new religious movement [within Protestantism] must bear the scrutiny of two
criteria: biblical fidelity and historical orthodoxy." Regrettably, the Positive Confession movement fails on both counts.
The historical roots of this movement (which Charles Farah has called "Faith Formula Theology") lie in the occult, and
most recently, in New Thought and its off-shoot, the Mind Science cults. Its Biblical basis is found only in the peculiar
interpretations of its own leaders, not in generally accepted Christian theology. 

-  As the name "Positive Confession"/"Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what we
say more than whom we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. The term "positive confession"
refers to the teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-Faith teachers claim, determines everything
that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say -- especially the favors you demand of God -- must
all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is required to answer. Word-Faith believers view their
positive confessions as an incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire: "Believe it in your heart; say
it with your mouth. That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say" (Charismatic Chaos, pp. 281, 285).

This is at the heart of the Positive Confession movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel. The
Positive Confession movement is nothing but a charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be substantiated by
simply comparing the similarities in their common beliefs. Positive Confession is basically warmed-over New Thought
dressed in evangelical/charismatic language. Positive Confession's basic beliefs can be summarized as follows:

1. Faith is a force that both God and man can use: "Faith is a force just like electricity or gravity"
(Copeland), and it is the substance out of which God creates whatever is (Capps). God uses faith, and so
may we in exactly the same way in order to produce the same results through obedience to the same "laws
of faith" (Capps) that God applied in creation. "You have the same ability [as God has] dwelling or
residing on the inside of you" (Capps). "We have all the capabilities of God. We have His faith"
(Copeland).

2. Faith's force is released by speaking words: "Words are the most powerful thing in the universe"
because they "are containers" that "carry faith or fear and they produce after their kind" (Capps). God
operates by these very same laws. "God had faith in His own words ... God had faith in His faith, because
He spoke words of faith and they came to pass. That faith force was transported by words ... the God-
kind-of-faith ... is released by the words of your mouth" (Hagin). "Creative power was in God's mouth. It
is in your mouth also" (Capps).

3. Man is a "little god" in God's class: "Man was designed or created by God to be the god of this
world" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was the god of this world ... [but he] sold out to Satan, and Satan
became the god of this world" (Hagin). "We were created to be gods over the earth, but remember to spell
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it with a little 'g'" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was created in God's class ... to rule as a god ... by
speaking words" (Copeland). "Man was created in the God class ... We are a class of gods ... God himself
spawned us from His innermost being ... We are in God; so that makes us part of God (2 Cor 5:17)"
(Copeland).

4. Anyone -- occultist or Christian -- can use the faith force: Because man is a little god "in God's
class: very capable of operating on the same level of faith as God" (Capps), and "because all men are spirit
beings" (Hagin), therefore anyone, whether Christian or pagan, can release this "faith force" by speaking
words if he only believes in his words as God believes in His (Hagin). "God is a faith God. God releases
His faith in Words, [and we must do the same:] ... Everything you say [positive or negative] will come to
pass" (Capps). "Spiritual things are created by WORDS. Even natural, physical things are created by
WORDS" (Hagin).

5. You get what you confess: The vital key is confessing, or speaking aloud, and thereby, releasing the
force of faith. "You get what you say" (Hagin, Hunter). "Only by mouth confession can faith power be
released, allowing tremendous things to happen" (Cho). "Remember, the key to receiving the desires of
your heart is to make the words of your mouth agree with what you want" (Copeland). "Whatever comes
out of your mouth shall be produced in your life" (Tilton). "They're [his two children] 30-some years of
age today, and I don't believe I prayed more than half a dozen times for both of them in all these years.
Why? Because you can have what you say -- and I had already said it!" (Hagin).

6. Never make a negative confession: The tongue "can kill you, or it can release the life of God within
you ... whether you believe right or wrong, it is still the law" (Capps). There is power in "the evil fourth
dimension" (Cho). If you confess sickness you get it, if you confess health you get it; whatever you say
you get" (Hagin). "Faith is as a seed ... you plant it by speaking it" (Capps). "The spoken word ... releases
power -- power for good or power for evil" (Bashan). Therefore, it is very important never to speak
anything negative but only to make a positive confession -- hence the name of the Positive Confession
movement.

-  Positive Confession leaders have a wrong view of faith: Instead of trust in God as its object, it is a metaphysical
force they trust. They have a wrong view of God: He is not sufficient in Himself, but can only do what He does by
using this universal faith-force in obedience to certain cosmic laws. They have a wrong view of man: He is a little god
in God's class who has the same powers as God and can use the same force of faith by obedience to the same laws that
God also must obey. They also have a wrong view of redemption and the cross of Christ. 

-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science of
Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith teachings are
corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel proclaimed by the Word-
Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel system, a blend of
mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the metaphysical cults. The Word-
Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the charismatic movement so far,
because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic Chaos, p. 290).

-  Linked to the Positive Confession movement is the concept of Positive Mental Attitude (PMA). PMA has become
the major link between sorcery and Christianity. It is the human potential movement that incorporates the age old
Eastern mystique that all men can acquire godhood, that "we can achieve anything we conceive." But the Bible says:
"With God all things are possible." PMA, however, declares: "With man all things are possible," which means either
that we do not need God or that we are God. Paul said, "I can do all things through Him [Christ] who strengthens me."
The New Age/PMA "Christ" is a state of consciousness rather than a historic Person. The Christian has a positive
attitude not because he believes in the power of positive thinking, but because he is trusting in God. The PMA that is
promoted in today's New Age, however, is based upon humanistic psychology's first article of faith: "Human potential
is infinite!" The real Christian is happy and positive in all circumstances because he believes that God, who alone is
infinite, loves and cares for him. These two concepts -- Christian and PMA -- are mutually contradictory, in spite of
the sincere people who believe they are the same thing expressed in different language.
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-  Those directly responsible for bringing PMA into the professing church are Norman Vincent Peale and Robert
Schuller. Napoleon Hill and W. Clement Stone, the originators or the PMA concept, talk about "God" in their books,
but their "God" is a metaphysical "Divine Power" that can be tapped into through mind-power techniques (from
visualization to positive self-talk and other forms of self-hypnosis and self-image psychology). Hill and Stone don't
substitute PMA for faith, but promote an even more dangerous idea: that PMA and faith are one and the same, that
believing in the power of the mind is somehow the same as believing in God; that the human mind is some kind of
magic talisman that wields a metaphysical force with infinite potential because, somehow, it is part of what they call
Infinite Intelligence. This is the "God" of the mind-science cults and of the New Age.

Note: There are many faithful believers who live modestly and will never have more than the basic necessities of life.
Yet they are content to have what they have. The prosperity teachers ridicule such and say that they only have that
little because they don't trust God for more; the fact of their contentment (which is highly regarded by God) is looked
upon as a lack of faith. And they are chastised because they haven't got the faith to get more so they can give more.
Ultimately, the giving is expected to go into the coffers of the prosperity teacher; they may give to others, but not apart
from also giving to the prosperity teacher.

All the prosperity teachers use a particular fear tactic to establish their rule for giving -- if you don't give, God will
curse you. Many also teach that if one wishes to use the prosperity gospel for selfish ends -- to acquire personal wealth
without giving -- it isn't going to work. If, however, one uses the prosperity gospel with the intention of acquiring
wealth for unselfish purposes (i.e., giving to the prosperity teacher, no doubt), God's promise is that He will shower
abundant financial blessings upon him. 

There is not a single prosperity teacher who can rightly divide the Word of Truth sufficiently to be qualified as a
teacher in the Church. They are renegades who present their own theories as absolute, Biblical authority. They
allegorize, theorize, and spiritualize the Word of God; the only time they approach it from a literal standpoint is if it
fits in with something they just happen to be saying that's true. Bottom line, the fact is that to deny the reality and to
attempt to alter reality with one's positive words and/or thoughts is witchcraft; it is not Biblical. (Source: Media
Spotlight -- v.13, #1, 12/92.)

* The material in this report, unless otherwise noted, was excerpted and/or adapted from two books: Beyond Seduction
(pp. 51-53) and The Seduction of Christianity (pp. 28, 217).
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Psychology
Science or Religion?*

What William Law wrote two centuries ago is even more evident today: "Man needs to be saved from his own wisdom
as much as from his own righteousness, for they produce one and the same corruption."

It is paradoxical that at a time when secular psychological researchers are demonstrating less confidence in
psychological counseling, more and more professing Christians are pursuing it. "Christian" counseling centers are
springing up all over the nation offering what many believe is the perfect combination: Christianity plus psychology.
Furthermore, Christians who are not even in the counseling ministry look to psychologists for advice on how to live,
how to relate to others, and how to meet the challenges of life.

In their attempts to be relevant, many preachers, teachers, counselors, and writers promote a psychological perspective
of life rather than a Biblical one. The symbol of psychology overshadows the cross of Christ, and psychological jargon
contaminates the Word of God.

Psychology is a subtle and widespread leaven in the Church. It has permeated the entire loaf and is stealthily starving
the sheep. It promises far more than it can deliver and what it does deliver is not the food that nourishes. Yet
multitudes of professing Christians view psychology with respect and awe.

Now, when we speak of psychology as leaven we are not referring to the entire field of psychological study, such as
valid research. Our concern is primarily with those areas that deal with the nature of man, how he should live, and
how he can change. These involve some values, attitudes, and behavior that are diametrically opposed to God's Word.
We will see, therefore, that psychoanalysis and psychotherapy have no compatibility with the Christian faith.

FOUR MYTHS ABOUT PSYCHOLOGY

Among professing Christians, there are four major myths about psychology which have become entrenched in the
Church:

The first major myth is common to Christians and non-Christians alike: that psychotherapy (psychological
counseling along with its theories and techniques) is a science -- a means of understanding and helping
humanity based on empirical evidence gleaned from measurable and consistent data.

The second major myth is that the best kind of counseling utilizes both psychology and the Bible.
Psychologists who also claim to be Christians generally claim that they are more qualified to help people
understand themselves and change their behavior than are other Christians (including pastors and elders)
who are not trained in psychology.

The third major myth is that people who are experiencing mental-emotional behavioral problems are
mentally ill. They are supposedly psychologically sick and, therefore, need psychological therapy. The
common argument is that the doctor treats the body, the minister treats the spirit, and the psychologist
treats the mind and emotions. Ministers, unless they are trained in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, are
then supposedly unqualified to help people who are suffering from serious problems of living.

The fourth major myth is that psychotherapy has a high record of success -- that professional
psychological counseling produces greater results than other forms of help, such as self-help or that
provided by family, friends, or pastors. Thus, psychological counseling is seen as more effective than
Biblical counseling in helping some Christians. This is one of the main reasons why so many professing
Christians are training to become psychotherapists.

IS PSYCHOLOGY A SCIENCE?
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Men and women of God seek wisdom and knowledge from both the revelation of Scripture and the physical world.
Paul contends that everyone is accountable before God because of the evidence that creation gives of His existence
(Rom. 1:20).

Scientific study is a valid way of coming to an understanding of God's work, and can be very useful in many walks of
life.

True science develops theories based on what is observed. It examines each theory with rigorous tests to see if it
describes reality. The scientific method works well in observing and recording physical data and in reaching
conclusions which either confirm or nullify a theory.

During the mid-19th century, scholars (philosophers, really) desired to study human nature in the hope of applying the
scientific method to observe, record, and treat human behavior. They believed that if people could be studied in a
scientific manner, there would be greater accuracy in understanding present behavior, in predicting future behavior, and
in altering behavior through scientific intervention.

Psychology, and its active arm of psychotherapy, have indeed adopted the scientific posture. However, from a strictly
scientific point of view, they have not been able to meet the requirements of true science.

In attempting to evaluate the status of psychology, the American Psychological Association appointed Sigmund Koch
to plan and direct a study which was subsidized by the National Science Foundation. This study involved eighty
eminent scholars in assessing the facts, theories, and methods of psychology. In 1983, the results were published in a
seven-volume series entitled Psychology: A Study of Science. Koch describes the delusion in thinking of psychology as
a science:

"The hope of a psychological science became indistinguishable from the fact of psychological science.
The entire subsequent history of psychology can be seen as a ritualistic endeavor to emulate the forms of
science in order to sustain the delusion that it already is a science."

Koch also says, "Throughout psychology's history as 'science,' the hard knowledge it has deposited has been uniformly
negative."

The fact is that psychological statements which describe human behavior or which report results from research can be
scientific. However, when we move from describing human behavior to explaining it, and particularly changing it, we
move from science to opinion.

To move from description to prescription is to move from objectivity to opinion. And opinion about human behavior,
when presented as truth or scientific fact, is mere pseudoscience. It rests upon false premises (opinions, guesses,
subjective explanations) and leads to false conclusions.

The dictionary defines pseudoscience as "a system of theories, assumptions, and methods erroneously regarded as
scientific." Pseudoscience, or pseudoscientism, includes the use of the scientific label to protect and promote opinions
which are neither provable nor refutable.

One aspect of psychology riddled with pseudoscience is that of psychotherapy. Had psychotherapy succeeded as a
science, we would have some consensus in the field regarding mental-emotional-behavioral problems and how to treat
them. Instead, the field is filled with contradictory theories and techniques, all of which communicate confusion rather
than anything approximating scientific order.

Psychotherapy proliferates with many conflicting explanations of man and his behavior. Psychologist Roger Mills, in
his 1980 article, "Psychology Goes Insane, Botches Role as Science," says:

"The field of psychology today is literally a mess. There are as many techniques, methods and theories
around as there are researchers and therapists. I have personally seen therapists convince their clients that
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all of their problems come from their mothers, the stars, their bio-chemical make-up, their diet, their life-
style and even the "kharma" from their past lives."

With over 250 separate systems of psychotherapy, each claiming superiority over the rest, it is hard to view such
diverse opinions as scientific or even factual.

The actual foundations of psychotherapy are not science, but rather various philosophical world views, especially those
of determinism, secular humanism, behaviorism, existentialism, and even evolutionism. World-renowned research
psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey is very blunt when he says:

"The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are, with few exceptions, on exactly the same scientific
plane as the techniques used by witch doctors."

PSYCHOLOGY AS RELIGION

Explanations of why people behave the way they do and how they change have concerned philosophers, theologians,
cultists, and occultists throughout the centuries. These explanations form the basis of modern psychology. Yet
psychology deals with the very same areas of concern already dealt with in Scripture.

Since God's Word tells us how to live, all ideas about the why's of behavior and the how's of change must be viewed
as religious in nature. Whereas the Bible claims divine revelation, psychotherapy claims scientific substantiation.
Nevertheless, when it comes to behavior and attitudes, and morals and values, we are dealing with religion -- either the
Christian faith or any one of a number of other religions, including secular humanism.

Nobelist Richard Feynman, in considering the claimed scientific status of psychotherapy, says that "psychoanalysis is
not a science" and that it is "perhaps even more like witch-doctoring."

Carl Jung himself wrote:

"Religions are systems of healing for psychic illness. ... That is why patients force the psychotherapist into
the role of a priest, and expect and demand of him that he shall free them from their distress. That is why
we psychotherapists must occupy ourselves with problems which, strictly speaking, belong to the
theologian."

Note that Jung used the word "religions" rather than Christianity. Jung had repudiated Christianity and explored other
forms of religious experience, including the occult. Without throwing out the religious nature of man, Jung dispensed
with the God of the Bible and assumed the role of priest himself.

Jung viewed all religions, including Christianity, as collective mythologies. He did not believe they were real in
essence, but that they could affect the human personality, and might serve as solutions to human problems.

In contrast to Jung, Sigmund Freud reduced all religious beliefs to the status of illusion and called religion "the
obsessional neurosis of humanity." He viewed religion as delusionary and, therefore, evil and the source of mental
problems.

Both Jung's and Freud's positions are true in respect to the world's religions, but they are also anti-Christian. One
denies Christianity and the other mythologizes it.

Repudiating the God of the Bible, both Freud and Jung led their followers in the quest for alternative understandings
of mankind and alternative solutions to problems of living. They turned inward to their own limited imaginations and
viewed their subjects from their own anti-Christian subjectivity.

The faith once delivered to the saints was displaced by a substitute faith disguising itself as medicine or science, but
based upon foundations which are in direct contradiction to the Bible.
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Psychiatrist Thomas Szasz, in his 1978 book The Myth of Psychotherapy, says, "The basic ingredients of
psychotherapy does not always involve repression." He points out that while psychotherapy does not always involve
repression, it does always involve religion and rhetoric (conversation). Szasz says very strongly that "the human
relations we now call 'psychotherapy,' are, in fact, matters of religion -- and that we mislabel them as 'therapeutic' at
great risk to our spiritual well-being." Elsewhere, in referring to psychotherapy as a religion, Szasz says:

"It is not merely a religion that pretends to be a science, it is actually a fake religion that seeks to destroy
true religion."

Szasz also says that "psychotherapy is a modern, scientific-sounding name for what used to be called the 'cure of
souls.'" One of his primary purposes for writing The Myth of Psychotherapy was:

"... to show how, with the decline of religion and the growth of science in the eighteenth century, the cure
of (sinful) souls, which had been an integral part of the Christian religions, was recast as the cure of (sick)
minds, and became an integral part of medicine."

The cure of souls, which once was a vital ministry of the Church, has now in this century been displaced by a cure of
minds called "psychotherapy." True "Biblical" counseling has waned until presently it is almost nonexistent.

TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

Although all forms of psychotherapy are religious, the fourth branch of psychology -- the transpersonal -- is more
blatantly religious than the others. Transpersonal psychologies involve faith in the supernatural -- something beyond
the physical universe. However, the spirituality they offer includes mystical experiences of both the occult and Eastern
religions.

Through transpersonal psychotherapies, various forms of Eastern religion are creeping into Western life. Psychologist
Daniel Goleman quotes Chogyam Trungpa as saying, "Buddhism will come to the West as psychology." Goleman
points out how Oriental religions "seem to be making gradual headway as psychologies, not as religions." Also, Jacob
Needleman says:

"A large and growing number of psychotherapists are now convinced that the Eastern religions offer an
understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisaged by Western science. At the same
time, the leaders of the new religions themselves -- the numerous gurus and spiritual teachers now in the
West -- are reformulating and adapting the traditional systems according to the language and atmosphere
of modern psychology."

PSYCHOLOGY PLUS THE BIBLE

The Church has not escaped the all-pervasive influence of psychotherapy. It has unwittingly and eagerly embraced the
pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy and has intimately incorporated this spectre into the very sinew of its life. Not only
does the Church include the concepts and teachings of psychotherapists in sermons and seminaries, it steps aside and
entrusts the mentally and emotionally halt and lame to the "high altar" of psychotherapy.

Many Church leaders contend that the Church doesn't have the ability to meet the needs of people suffering from
depression, anxiety, fear, and other problems of living. They, therefore, trust the paid practitioners of the
pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy more than they trust the Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit.

Because of the confusion between science and pseudoscience, Church leaders have elevated the psychotherapist to a
position of authority in the modern Church. Thus, any attack on the amalgamation of psychotherapy and Christianity is
considered to be an attack on the Church itself.

Although the Church has almost universally accepted and endorsed the psychological way, there are Christians who
have not. Dr. Jay E. Adams says:
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"In my opinion, advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within the
church is every bit as pagan and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of some of
the most bizarre cults. The only vital difference is that the cults are less dangerous because their errors are
more identifiable."

Psychotherapy is a most subtle and devious spectre haunting the Church, because it is perceived and received as a
scientific salve for the sick soul, rather than for what it truly is: a pseudoscientific substitute system of religious belief.

The early Church faced and ministered to mental-emotional-behavioral problems which were as complex as the ones
that exist today. If anything, the conditions of the early Church were more difficult than those we currently face. The
early Christians suffered persecution, poverty, and various afflictions which are foreign to most of the twentieth-
century Christendom (especially in the West). The catacombs of Rome are a testimony to the extent of the problems
faced by the early Church.

If we suffer at all, it is from affluence and ease, which have propelled us toward a greater fixation on self that would
likely have occurred in less affluent times. However, the cure for sins of self-preoccupation existed in the early Church
and is just as available today. In fact, Biblical cures used by the early Church are just as potent if used today.

The Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit are applicable to all problems of living and do not need to be
superceded by talk therapies and talk therapists.

Has the modern Church given up its call and obligation to minister to suffering individuals? If so, it is because
Christians believe the myth that psychological counseling is science when, in fact, it is another religion and another
gospel.

The conflict between the psychological way of counseling and the Biblical way is not between true science and
religion. The conflict is strictly religious -- it's a conflict between many religions grouped under the name of
psychotherapy (psychological counseling) and the one true religion of the Bible.

The worst of the primrose promises of Christian psychology is that the Bible plus psychotherapy can provide better
help than just the Bible alone. While this idea has been promulgated and promoted by many "Christian"
psychotherapists, there is no research evidence to support it. No one has ever shown that the Bible needs psychological
augmentation to be more effective in dealing with life's problems.

No one has proven that a Christianized cure of minds (psychotherapy) is any more beneficial than the original
unadulterated simple cure of souls (Biblical counseling).

IS THERE A CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY?

The Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) is a group of psychologists and psychological counselors
who are professing Christians. At one of their meetings the following was stated:

"We are often asked if we are "Christian Psychologists" and find it difficult to answer since we don't know
what the question implies. We are Christians who are psychologists but at the present time there is no
acceptable Christian psychology that is markedly different from non-Christian psychology. It is difficult to
imply that we function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian colleagues ... as
yet there is not an acceptable theory, mode of research or treatment methodology that is distinctly
Christian" (6/76 CAPS Western Assoc. meeting).

In spite of the hodge-podge of unscientific opinions and contradictions, "Christian psychologists" proclaim, "All truth
is God's truth." They use this statement to support their use of psychology, but they are not clear about what "God's
truth is." Is God's truth Freudian pronouncements of obsessive neurosis? Or is it Jung's structure of archetypes? Or is
God's truth the behaviorism of B. F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Psychology, like all religions, includes elements of truth. Even Satan's temptation of Eve included both truth and lie.
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The enticement of the "All truth is God's truth" fallacy is that there is some similarity between Biblical teachings and
psychological ideas. However, similarities do not make psychology compatible with Christianity any more than the
similarities between Christianity and other religious systems of belief. Even the writings of the Hindu, Buddhist, and
Moslem religions contain statements about attitudes and behavior which may be similar to some Bible verses.

The similarities between psychology and Christianity merely indicate that the systems of psychological counseling are
indeed religious. Christians should no more turn to psychologists than to leaders of non-Christian religions to find
wisdom and help with problems of living.

Since there exists no standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called Christian psychologist decides for himself
which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing, the
subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word of God.

The Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception. Whatever
else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot in any way be
equal to God's truth.

To even hint that the often conflicting theories of such unredeemed men as Freud, Jung, Rogers, etc. are God's truth is
to undermine the very Word of God. The revealed Word of God does not need the support or help of psychological
pronouncements. The Word alone stands as the truth of God. That psychologists who call themselves Christian would
even use such a phrase to justify their use of psychology, indicates the direction of their faith.

The statement "All truth is God's truth" is discussed in the popular "Christian" publication, Baker Encyclopedia of
Psychology. The book claims that its contributors are "among the finest evangelical scholars in the field." In his review
of this book, Dr. Ed Payne, Associate Professor of Medicine at Medical College of Georgia, says, "Almost certainly
the message of the book and its authors is that the Bible and psychological literature stand on the same authoritative
level."

Payne also states:

"Many pastors and laymen may be deceived by the Christian label of this book. Such psychology
presented by Christians is a plague on the modern church, distorting the Christian's relationship with God,
retarding his sanctification, and severely weakening the church. No other area of knowledge seems to have
a stranglehold on the church. This book strengthens that hold both individually and corporately."

Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology merely reflects what the Church has come to accept: Unscientific, unsubstantiated,
unproven psychological opinions of men have now been leavened into the Church through the semantic sorcery of "All
truth is God's truth." The equating of psychology and theology reveals that the leaven has now come to full loaf.

THE GOSPEL OF SELF

One of the most popular themes in psychology is that of self-fulfillment. Although this is an extremely popular theme,
it is a theme of recent origin, having arisen only within the past forty years [late-1940s] outside of the Church an in
the past twenty years with the Church itself.

As society moved from self-denial to self-fulfillment, a new vocabulary emerged which revealed a new inner attitude
and a different view of life. The new vocabulary became the very fabric of a new psychology known as humanistic
psychology. Its major focus is self-actualization and its clarion call is self-fulfillment. And self-fulfillment, with all its
accompanying self-hyphenated and self-fixated variations such as self-love, self-acceptance, self-esteem, and self-
worth, has become the new promised land. Then as the Church became psychologized, the emphasis shifted from God
to self.

"Christian" books began to reflect what was accepted in society. Some examples are Love Yourself; The Art of
Learning to Celebrate Yourself; Loving Yourselves; Celebrate Yourself; You're Someone Special; Self-Esteem: You're
Better than You Think; and probably best known, Robert Schuller's Self Esteem: The New Reformation. Books and
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examples of a psychological self-stroking mentality are numerous.

According to the psychologizers of Christianity, the greatest detriment to a fulfilling life is low self-esteem. In their
quest to bring their followers to the realization of their full potential (self-actualization), they substitute one form of
self-centeredness (high self-esteem) for another form of self-centeredness (low self-esteem). In either case, self is the
focal point of the cure as well as the problem.

Low self-esteem is popular because it's much more palatable to accept the idea of having "low self-esteem" than to
confess evil, ungodly, self-centered thoughts and then repent through believing what God has said in His Word. While
low self-esteem calls for psychological treatment to raise self-esteem, sinful thinking calls for confession, repentance,
restoration, and walking by faith in a love relationship with God provided by the cross of Christ. We would suggest
that one look to Scripture to discover one's greatest need and to find an antidote to life's problems, rather than attempt
to scripturalize some psychological fad. Mankind's greatest need is for Jesus Christ, not self-esteem.

Unless Scripture is molded to conform to the teachings that promote self, the Bible clearly teaches one to be Christ-
centered and other-oriented. Loving God above all else and with one's entire being, and loving neighbor as much as
one ALREADY loves oneself, are the primary injunctions of the Bible. The admonition to love oneself or to esteem
oneself is missing.

Rather than self-love being taught as a virtue in Scripture, it is placed among the diabolical works of the flesh. For
example, Paul addresses the issue of self-love from just the opposite perspective of present-day promoters both inside
and outside the Church (2 Tim. 3:1-5).

The teachings of self-love, self-esteem, and self-worth have been gleaned from the world rather than from Scripture.
They are products of humanistic psychologists rather than the truth of God's Word.

Numerous are the examples of "Christian" psychologists who are ordained ministers. They begin with a desire to
Christianize psychology and end up psychologizing Christianity. Dr. Richard Dobbins, founder and director of Emerge
Ministries, is one example of the many ministers who have turned to psychology.

In his teaching film The Believer and His Self Concept, Dobbins leads the viewers through a series of steps to end up
chanting, "I am a lovable person. I am a valuable person. I am a forgivable person." In Dobbins' exercise is found the
confusion between the Biblical fact that God loves, values, and forgives His children and the humanistic psychological
lie that we are intrinsically lovable, valuable, and forgivable. If we have one iota of loveliness, or one iota of value, or
one iota of forgivability, then it makes no sense that Christ should have to die for us.

God has chosen to set his love upon us because of His essence, not because of ours, even after we are believers. His
love, His choice to place value upon us, and His choice to forgive us are by His grace alone. It is fully undeserved. It is
not because of who we are by some intrinsic value of our own or by our own righteousness.

The paradoxical, profound, and powerful truth of Scripture is that though we are not intrinsically lovable, valuable, or
forgivable, God loves, values, and forgives us. That is the pure theology of Scripture and the overpowering message of
Christ's death and resurrection. The Biblical truth is better presented as: "I am not a lovable person. I am not a
valuable person. I am not a forgivable person. But Christ died for me!"

The alternative to self-love is not self-hate, but rather love in relationship with God and others. The alternative to self-
esteem is not self-denigration, but rather an understanding of the greatness of God dwelling in a weak vessel of flesh.
The alternative to self-fulfillment is not a life of emptiness and meaninglessness. It is God's invitation to be so
completely involved with His will and His purposes that fulfillment comes through relationship with Him rather than
with self.

The realization that the God and Creator of the universe has chosen to set His love upon us, should engender love and
esteem for Him rather than for self. The amazing truth that He has called us into relationship with Him to do His will
far surpass the puny dreams of self-fulfillment.
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The psychologizers in the Church are not providing spiritual sustenance to those they try to make comfortable in their
self-centeredness. They are robbing them of the riches of Christ offered to all who will humble themselves before Him.

Humility is not in the language of psychology to any great degree. Dobbins even goes so far as to encourage
individuals to express anger at God. [See James Dobson report for this same teaching.] He says, "If you're angry with
God, tell Him you're angry with Him. Go ahead and tell Him. He's big enough to take it." Where in Scripture do we
have an example that it's okay to be angry with God? Jonah was angry to his own detriment, but no example can be
found where anger at God is condoned, let alone encouraged (cf. Eccl. 5:2).

Whenever psychology is intermingled with Scripture, it dilutes the Word and deludes the Church. Anger is more
complex than the dangerous simplicity that Dobbins portrays. His Biblical basis for expressing anger is weak at best
and misleading at least. Dobbins' writings and films are based upon his own personal, unproven psychological
opinions. Unfortunately, his opinions and conclusions do not square with reality. Apparently, Dobbins would like us to
believe what he says because he says so. However, to subscribe to the defunct hydraulic-ventilationist theory and to
prescribe tackling dummies, pounding mattresses, punching a bag, etc. (as he does in his writings), and to recommend
getting angry with God without valid research or Biblical proof is scientifically inexcusable and Biblically unreliable.

THE ROAD MORE TRAVELED

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck has become an extremely popular speaker and writer among professing Christians. His
books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading evangelical magazine's Book of the
Year list. The list is a result of votes cast by a group of evangelical writers, leaders, and theologians selected by the
magazine. A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast Bible Belt." The
reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to the 20th-century
discoveries of Freud and Jung."

In an interview which appeared in Christianity Today, Peck was asked "what he meant when he called Christ 'Savior.'"
The reviewer writes,

"Peck likes Jesus the Savior as fairy godmother (a term I'm sure he does not use flippantly) and an
exemplar, or one who shows us how to live and die. But he does not like the idea of Jesus the Atoner"
(3/1/85, Christianity Today, p. 22).

Peck's understanding of the nature of God and the nature of man comes from a blend of Jungian psychology and
Eastern mysticism rather than from the Bible. He says of God and man:

"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself). We are growing toward godhood. God is the goal
of evolution. It is God who is the source of the evolutionary force and God who is the destination. This is
what we mean when we say that He is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end" (cf. Isa.
44:6).

Peck continues:

"It is one thing to believe in a nice old God who will take good care of us from a lofty position of power
which we ourselves could never begin to attain. It is quite another to believe in a God who has it in mind
for us precisely that we should attain His position, His power, His wisdom, His identity."

The only words that approach this description are those of Lucifer in Isaiah 14:13-14. And indeed, Peck claims
godhood for those who will take the responsibility for attaining it:

"Nonetheless, as soon as we believe it is possible for man to become God, we can really never rest for
long, never say, 'OK, my job is finished, my work is done.' We must constantly push ourselves to greater
and greater wisdom, greater and greater effectiveness. By this belief we will have trapped ourselves, at
least until death, on an effortful treadmill of self-improvement and spiritual growth. God's responsibility
must be our own."
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Peck goes further into the morass of Eastern mysticism and Jungian occultism when he says, "To put it plainly, our
unconscious is God. God within us. We were part of God all the time. God has been with us all along, is now, and
always will be."

In contrast to Peck, the Bible reveals that the only way a person comes into relationship with God is through faith in
Jesus Christ as the only Way to the Father. Until a person is born of the Spirit, he resides in the kingdom of darkness
and is under the dominion of Satan (Eph. 2:1-5).

No matter how personable and well-meaning "Christian" therapists (or therapists who claim to be Christian) may be,
they are heavily influenced by the ungodly psychological perspective. Psychology thus becomes the means for both
interpreting Scripture and applying it to daily living. When one reads the Bible from the psychological perspective of
Freud, Jung, Adler, Maslow, Rogers, et al., he tends to conform his understanding of the Bible to their theories. Rather
than looking at life through the lens of the Bible, he looks at the Bible through the lens of psychology.

Amalgamators add the wisdom of men to fill in what they think is missing from the Bible. They take the age-old sin
problem rooted in self-centeredness, give it a new name, such as "mid-life crisis," or some other idea, and offer
solutions from the leavened loaf. They integrate psychological ideas with a Bible verse or story here and there to come
up with what they believe to be effective solutions to problems they mistakenly think are beyond the reach of
Scripture.

PASTORS UNDERMINED

Psychological counselors undermine pastors and have developed a formula for referral: (1) Anyone who is not
psychologically trained is not qualified to counsel those people with the really serious problems of living; and (2)
Refer them to professional trained therapists. This is one predictable and pathetic pattern of the psychological
seduction of Christianity.

Pastors have been intimidated by the warnings from psychologists. They have become fearful of doing the very thing
God has called them to do: to minister to the spiritual needs of the people through godly counsel both in and out of the
pulpit. Some of that intimidation has come from pastors trained in psychology.

A spokesman for the American Association of Pastoral Counselors, a psychotherapeutically trained group of pastors,
says, "Our concern is that there are a lot of ministers who aren't trained to handle their parishioners' psychotherapy."
And of course, if the pastors are not trained, they are not considered qualified. Therefore, the predictable benediction
to the litany is: "refer to a professional."

Within the confines of the psychotherapists' office, the pastoral message confronting sin in the individual's life is
subverted. There has been a subtle change in the meanings of words and phrases. The word sin has been substituted
with less convicting words such as shortcoming, mistake, reaction to past hurt. Words such as healed and whole
replace sanctified and holy. In fact, the word holy has been redefined to mean some kind of psychological wholeness.
For the psychologizers, what is literal in Scripture often becomes metaphorical, and what is metaphorical becomes
literal.

But these redefinitions are not received only by those who pay the price to receive them from psychotherapists; they
have become standardized within the professing Christian community at large through the influence of psychotherapy
in books, magazines, and in the so-called Christian media.

Is it any wonder that the few godly pastors that are left today are at their wit's end in attempting to counsel from
Scripture those under their care?

Ultimately, those who trust in psychotherapy rather than in Scripture will suffer because they are not brought face-to-
face with their sin nature. What psychological system justifies a person before God and gives him peace with God?
What psychological system gives the kind of faith in which a person can live by all of God's promises? What
psychological system fulfills its promises the way God fulfills His? What psychological system gives the hope of
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which Paul speaks? What psychological system enables a person to exult in the midst of tribulation? What
psychological system increases the kind of perseverance that builds proven character, gives hope, and produces divine
love -- love that extends even to one's enemies?

Throughout the centuries, there have been individuals who have suffered from extremely difficult problems of living
who have sought God, and they have found Him to be true and faithful. They looked into the Word of God for wisdom
and guidance for living with and overcoming the problems of life. The lives of those saints far outshine the lives of
such pitiful souls as those who have followed the siren song of psychotherapy.

THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS

The terms mental disease, mental illness, and mental disorder are popular catch-alls for all kinds of problems of living,
most of which have little or nothing to do with disease. As soon as a person's behavior is labeled "illness," treatment
and therapy become the solutions. If, on the other hand, we consider a person to be responsible for his behavior, we
should deal with him in the areas of education, faith, and choice. If we label him "mentally ill," we rob him of the
human dignity of personal responsibility and the divine relationship by which problems may be met.

Because the term mental illness throws attitudes and behavior into the medical realm, it is important to examine its
accuracy. In discussing the concept of mental illness or mental disease, research psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey says:

"The term itself is nonsensical, a semantic mistake. The two words cannot go together ... you can no more
have a mental 'disease' than you can have a purple idea or a wise space."

The word mental means "mind" and the mind is not the same as the brain. Also, the mind is really more than just a
function or activity of the brain. Brain researcher and author Barbara Brown insists that the mind goes beyond the
brain. She says:

"The scientific consensus that mind is only mechanical brain is dead wrong ... the research data of the
sciences themselves point much more strongly toward the existence of a mind-more-than-brain than they
do toward the mere mechanical brain action."

God created the human mind to know Him and to choose to love, trust, and obey Him. In the very creative act, God
planned for mankind to rule His earthly creation and to serve as His representatives on earth. Because the mind goes
beyond the physical realm, it goes beyond the reaches of science and cannot be medically sick.

Since the mind is not a physical organ, it cannot have a disease. While one can have a diseased brain, once cannot
have a diseased mind, although he may have a sinful or unredeemed mind. Torrey aptly says:

"The mind cannot really become diseased any more than the intellect can become abscessed. Furthermore,
the idea that mental 'diseases' are actually brain diseases creates a strange category of 'diseases' which are,
by definition, without known cause. Body and behavior become intertwined in this confusion until they are
no longer distinguishable. It is necessary to return to first principles: a disease is something you have,
behavior is something you do."

One can understand what a diseased body is, but what is a diseased mind? It is obvious that one cannot have a
diseased emotion or a diseased behavior. Then why a diseased mind? Nevertheless, therapists continually refer to
mental-emotional-behavioral problems as diseases.

Thomas Szasz criticizes what he calls the "psychiatric impostor" who "supports a common, culturally shared desire to
equate and confuse brain and mind, nerves and nervousness." Not only are brain and mind not synonymous, neither are
nerves and nervousness. One might nervously await the arrival of a friend who is late for an appointment, but the
nerves are busy performing other tasks. Szasz further says:

"It is customary to define psychiatry as a medical specialty concerned with the study, diagnosis, and
treatment of mental illness. This is a worthless and misleading definition. Mental illness is a myth ... the
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notion of a person 'having a mental illness' is scientifically crippling. It provides professional assent to the
popular rationalization -- namely, that problems in living experienced and expressed in terms of so-called
psychiatric symptoms are basically similar to bodily diseases."

Although a medical problem or brain disease may bring on mental-emotional-behavioral symptoms, the person does
not and cannot rationally be classified as "mentally ill." He is medically ill, not mentally ill. The words psychological
and biological are not synonymous. In the same way, mental and medical are not synonymous. One refers to the mind,
the other to the body.

Psychological counseling does not deal with the physical brain. It deals with aspects of thinking, feeling, and behaving.
Therefore, the psychotherapist is not in the business of healing diseases, but of teaching new ways of thinking, feeling,
and behaving. He is a teacher, not a doctor.

Many have dishonestly used the term mental illness to describe a whole host of problems of thinking and behaving
which should be labeled as "problems of living." Though the term mental illness is a misnomer and a mismatch of
words, it has become firmly ingrained in the public vocabulary and is glibly pronounced on all sorts of occasions by
both lay and professional persons. Jonas Robitscher says:

"Our culture is permeated with psychiatric thought. Psychiatry, which had its beginnings in the care of the
sick , has expanded its net to include everyone, and it exercises its authority over this total population by
methods that range from enforced therapy and coerced control to the advancement of ideas and the
promulgation of values."

The very term mental illness has become a blight on society. If we really believe that a person with a mental-
emotional-behavioral problem is sick, then we have admitted that he is no longer responsible for his behavior. And if
he is not responsible for his behavior, who is?

The psychoanalytic and behavioristic approaches preach that man's behavior is fixed by forces outside of his control. In
the psychoanalytic approach, man is controlled by inner psychic forces. If man's behavior is determined by internal or
external uncontrollable forces, it follows that he is not responsible for his behavior. Thus, criminals are allowed to plea
bargain on the basis of "temporary insanity," "diminished capacity," and "incompetent to stand trial." The full impact
of the evil unleashed upon society by the psychoanalytical professionals is yet to be realized.

Meanwhile, the mystique surrounding the term mental illness has frightened away people who could be of great help to
those suffering from problems of living. Many people who want to help individuals with problems of living feel
"unqualified" to help a person labeled "mentally ill." The confusion inherent within this strange juxtaposition of terms
has led to errors which have often been more harmful than helpful to those thus labeled.

Case histories abound of governmental intrusion into personal lives, forced incarceration in mental institutions,
deprivation of personal rights, and loss of livelihoods because of the stigma attached to the term "mental illness."
Nevertheless, the profession continues to promote the false concept of mental illness, to align it with medicine, and
consign it to science -- and the public follows. [Even infants are now being diagnosed as mentally ill!] Worse yet, the
professing Church follows.

IS PSYCHOTHERAPY SUCCESSFUL?

Because of the great faith in what is believed to be science and the ever expanding numbers of people labeled
"mentally ill," psychotherapy continues to flourish with promises for change, cure, and happiness. Assurances are
undergirded by testimonies and confidence in psychological models and methods. Yet research tells us something
different about the effectiveness and the limitations of psychotherapy.

The best-known earthly research on the success and failure rates of psychotherapy was reported in 1952 by Hans J.
Eysenck, an eminent English scholar. Eysenck compared groups of patients treated by psychotherapy with persons
given little or no treatment at all. He found that a greater percentage of patients who did not undergo psychotherapy
demonstrated greater improvement over those who did undergo therapy. After examining over 8,000 cases, Eysenck
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concluded that:

"... roughly two-thirds of a group of neurotic patients will recover or improve to a marked extent within
about two years of the onset of their illness, whether they are treated by means of psychotherapy or not."

The American Psychiatric Association indicates that a definite answer to the question, "Is psychotherapy effective?"
may be unattainable. Their 1982 research book, Psychotherapy Research: Methodological and Efficacy Issues,
concludes: "Unequivocal conclusions about casual connections between treatment and outcome may never be possible
in psychotherapy research." In its review of this book, the Brain/Mind Bulletin says, "Research often fails to
demonstrate an unequivocal advantage from psychotherapy." The following is an interesting example from the book:

..". an experiment at the All-India Institute of Mental Health in Bangalore found that Western-trained
psychiatrists and native healers had a comparable recovery rate. The most notable difference was that the
so-called 'witch doctors' released their patients sooner."

If the American Psychopathological Association and the American Psychiatric Association (as well as other
independent study groups) give mixed reports about the efficacy of psychotherapy, why do so many "Christian" leaders
promote the untenable promises of psychology? And if there is so little sound research, and virtually no empirical
evidence to support psychotherapy, why are professing Christians eager to substitute theories and therapists for
Scripture and the work of the Holy Spirit? These are legitimate questions, especially in view of the obvious religious
nature of psychotherapy.

CONCLUSION

The Church exists in a hostile world. If its members do not reject the philosophies of the world they will reflect them
in their lives. If we are friends with the world (its religions, philosophies, psychological systems and practices) then we
must seriously ask ourselves why we do not heed Jesus' words:

If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love you
as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the
world hates you (Jn. 15:18-19).

Obviously, if we do not heed His words, it's because we don't believe His words. The Church has been called to reflect
Jesus, not the world. Even though we are in the world we are not of the world. Thus, every ministry of the Body of
Christ must be Biblical and must not attempt to incorporate worldly philosophies, theories, or techniques.

Jesus is "the way, the truth, and the life," not Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, Maslow, Ellis, or any other man. A church
that does not seek the Lord as its source but relies on the philosophical and psychological ideas and techniques of men
will become as secular as the world. Such a church may indeed have a form of godliness but it has denied the power of
God. It has established man as its god.

As the Body of Christ we need to pray for cleansing. We need to pray for pruning. We need to seek His face with
diligence. We need to put off the old (all that is of the world, the flesh, and the devil), and put on the new (all that is in
Jesus Christ).

Let us therefore drink from the springs of living water that flow from Jesus rather than the broken cisterns of
psychological systems.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 6/89 Special Report by the same name from Media Spotlight,
which is a condensation of the 1987 book, PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity by Martin &
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers and PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, Santa Barbara, CA.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 11/95
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Revival in the Church*
Do We Need It?/Is It Biblical?

Far from being experts on revival, it nevertheless seems rather strange to us that modern-day revivalists proclaim that
"God is going to be bringing a great revival in these last days, characterized by a new and powerful working of the
Holy Spirit." Yet the Bible says that God's plan for the last days is the Great Apostasy, characterized by all kinds of
counterfeit miracles, signs, and wonders (2 Thes. 2:3, 6-10). Is God really bringing revival, or is what we see
happening now that which will culminate in the greatest delusion of all time (vs. 11)? We believe the latter, and what
is commonly called "revival" today, is not at all different from the revivals of yesteryear -- a religious carnival show
steeped in mysticism and rampant emotionalism.

The question that must ultimately be answered with respect to revival is this: "Is it proper (i.e., is it Biblical), to pray
for and seek revival in the Church?" Is revival wrong? Is revival contrary to the Scriptures?

Although Scripture uses the word "revive" in the Old Testament, this term must be understood in the context of Israel's
theocracy and before the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. "Revival," therefore, had an entirely different
connotation then. Revival has also been confused with various so-called "reformation movements" in the Church, but
this is also a serious historical and theological mistake.

In the revival movement of today, the common practice has been for "spiritually lethargic" churches to call in a revival
preacher to instill new life into the congregation, and solicit from members of the church new commitments to Jesus.
Besides the fact that this "decisional" type of preaching is unbiblical, our greatest quarrel is with the
experiential/emotional/mystical/fanatical approach that most modern-day revivals take.

Believers struggle to be free from the presence of sin. Some suffer defeat after defeat in their growth in sanctification.
Yet the born-again Apostle Paul said, "Wretched man that I am, who will set me free from this body of death?" (Rom.
7:24). Still looking for a quick fix, however, many naively opt for such things as "revival" meetings. Throughout
history, "revivals" have mixed Scriptural words and concepts with mystical experiences. These mystical experiences
pretend to be direct encounters with God. In light of Jesus' discourse with Thomas Didymus (Jn. 20:24-29), any
relationship between such revival meetings and true Christianity is purely conjectural. 

Martyn Lloyd-Jones, an ardent proponent of revival himself, defined revival as "an experience in the life of the church
when the Holy Spirit does an unusual work." (Emphasis added.) This "unusual" work of the Spirit, claim the
revivalists, manifests itself in a profound and even unnerving and frighteningly disturbing conviction of sin, so that
those brought under this conviction are so completely under the control of forces beyond their power that they cry out
and groan and shout. They may even be given the privilege of seeing visions and receiving revelations from angels or
even from Jesus Christ Himself! 

Those who encourage such things are, in effect, advocating a return to Roman Catholic mysticism. Revival is
characterized by mysticism, and it was carried directly into Protestant thinking through the revivals of John Wesley in
18th century England. Wesley was steeped deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics, claimed to
have read them avidly, and was instrumental in publishing a great number of these Roman Catholic works. This false
mysticism stayed with Wesley all his life, and is present today in revivalism.

The emphasis on visions and dreams, special extra-Biblical revelations, and the guidance of the Spirit through these
revelations all belong to the tradition of mysticism. No wonder there is such a striking resemblance between revivalism
and the modern charismatic movement! Yet, mysticism is contrary to the Scriptures -- it is a theology of emotions, a
theology of feeling, with little regard for doctrine. Although this cannot be said of all revivalists (e.g., Jonathan
Edwards), in general, revivalism is at best disinterested in and careless of doctrine, and at worst, is an enemy of the
truth.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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For example, consider the life of Charles Grandison Finney, the early-19th century revivalist in the Northeastern part
of the United States, and a kindred spirit of John Wesley. (Finney doctrinalized Wesley's "second experience"
teaching.) Finney's introduction of new methods for getting converts and the orchestrating of emotion and excitement
in huge revival gatherings was clearly based on his heretical understanding of being born-again (12/25/95, Christian
News, p. 7). Finney writes that he repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of the faith, including the vicarious nature
of the atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of preaching revival:

"These doctrines I could not receive. I could not receive his [my teacher's] views on the subject of atonement,
regeneration, faith, repentance, the slavery of the will, or any of their kindred doctrines" (The Memoirs of Charles
Finney, p. 48).

Revivalism, then, is clearly the friend of pragmatism; i.e., using whatever method works in getting men to "make
decisions for Christ," or in getting them to "weep and wail before God as evidence of a renewed commitment to godly
living," regardless of the Bible's condemnation of any such method. Finney again, writing in 1834, declared that
revival is "a purely philosophical result of the right use of the constituted means. " In other words, Finney's purpose
was solely to convince the human will and produce decisions and commitments (12/25/95, Christian News, p. 7). (See
note at end of this report.) 

This pragmatic approach appears to be grounded in the revivalist's faulty view of conversion; i.e., the revivalists were,
for the most part, like Finney, Arminians, preaching that salvation was dependent upon the individual, and that the
preacher must prepare the individual's heart by preaching the law so as to put him in a spiritual frame of mind either to
"accept" Christ or "reject" Him. The "decision" was solely up to the individual. 

Revivalists typically hold to the false doctrine that salvation rests in man's hands, and that a "decision" can be
encouraged if only some kind of "unusual" and/or "extraordinary" experience can be generated. In the end, the
intensity of the "experience" becomes the revivalist's test, not only for the genuineness of the conversion, but for the
personal assurance of salvation as well.

Even Jonathan Edwards, whose revivals seemed to bring forth an unprecedented number of genuinely new converts
and/or recommitted believers, recognized (albeit after the fact) that any infiltration of the
mysticism/emotionalism/fanaticism common to revivals, would be detrimental to the working of the Spirit, not a
prerequisite for, nor evidence of, His working. In early-1744, shortly after the most "successful" revivals ever held,
Edwards commented that the state of religion "in New England is, on many accounts, very melancholy. There is a vast
alteration within two years. ... There had been from the beginning a great mixture ... of false experiences and false
religion with true ... and many were led away into sad delusions. ... [When an] affection arises from the imagination,
and is built upon it, as its foundation, instead of a spiritual illumination or discovery, then is the affection, however
elevated, worthless and vain." (Emphasis added.) 

So even under the watchful eye and guidance of a man like Jonathan Edwards, a man totally dedicated to the sound
preaching of the sovereignty of God in salvation, there were many spurious conversions and much false religion,
which at the time were regarded as genuine. Only later did Edwards fully recognize that the culprit was the
emotionalism and false experiences, at the time thought to be the genuine fruit of sound doctrinal preaching, and
thereby, not to be discouraged. If it was difficult then, it must be more so now, to detect the causes of the spurious
excitement -- the loud outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations -- which then so extensively prevailed.

Do we need revival? No! We need transformation. And this transformation cannot be achieved by "weeping and
wailing" before God (as the revivalists would have us do), brought on by some "unusual" outpouring of the Spirit. The
transformation that the Bible talks about is the continual sanctification through the Word and the power of the Spirit
(Rom. 12:1,2; Phil. 1:6; 2:12,13; 3:20,21). Transformation is the product of our prayers for the courage and the grace
of the Holy Spirit; standing fast with the Word in battle; not wavering, not compromising, not being overcome with
fear, but steadfast in the cause of the truth -- TRUTH! -- a word foreign to most of the revival movement, both past
and present. 
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The warning given about the "great" revivals of the 18th and 19th centuries equally applies today:

All this is a formidable array of evils. ... There was too little discrimination between true and false religious feeling.
There was too much encouragement given to outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations as probable evidence of the
presence and power of God. There was, in many, too much reliance on impulses, visions, and the pretended power
of discerning spirits. There was a great deal of censoriousness, and of sinful disregard of ecclesiastical order. The
disastrous effects of these evils, the rapid spread of false religion, the dishonour and decline of true piety, the
prevalence of erroneous doctrines, the division of congregations, the alienation of Christians, and the long period of
subsequent deadness in the church, stand up as a solemn warning to Christians, and especially to Christian ministers
in all times to come (The Trinity Review, July/August 1991).

Note on Finney's Theology: Charles Finney's "new measures" in revivalism left an indelible stamp upon
Evangelicalism. Evangelism crusades, revival meetings, the altar call, the anxious seat or mourner's bench, the
invitation, the "decision" to "accept" Christ, the "prayer of faith," the use of excitement and emotion to facilitate
"decisions" for Christ, and the attempt to promote the moral reformation of the culture, can all be attributed to the
"new measures" introduced by Finney in the 1830s. Some of his methods, such as the altar call or invitation, are now
practically a Protestant "sacrament." Many of the modern movements such as Church Growth, Promise Keepers, and
the so-called Religious Right find their roots in Finney. Evangelicals cannot escape his influence.

The problem with Finney's influence on modern-day evangelicalism is that Finney's methods produce "results." He
initiated what was called the "Second Great Awakening." Great revivals were reported in towns and cities throughout
the country. Lives were reportedly changed. Moral reformations reportedly occurred. But since Finney did not preach
the total corruption of the human nature and rejected the truth of justification by grace through faith alone, the basis for
his "results" could not have been the Holy Spirit. Finney's results were exactly as Finney defined them -- a human
dynamic. ("Assessing the Promise Keepers," 12/25/95, Christian News, pp. 1, 7-8.) 

While those involved in the Great Awakening were slow to use the word "revival" until after the fact, it was in
Finney's time that preachers were taught that they could lead, hold, or conduct a revival. This view of revival comes
from Finney's belief that "a revival is not a miracle, nor dependent on a miracle, in any sense. It is a purely
philosophical result of the use of the constituted means as much so as any other effect produced by the application of
means" (Revivals of Religion, p. 5). This stands in stark contrast to the Biblical definition of revival as a gracious act
of God. His mistaken view of revival was just one example of the faulty theology of Charles Finney that affected his
practice and the practice of those who follow his example today.

Charles Finney was converted at a time when Calvinism was the predominant theological view of the day and heretical
"hyper-Calvinism," the belief that the gospel invitation was for the elect only, was espoused as well. Finney found
these ideas offensive and rejected them as illogical. His reaction was to develop a theology that went beyond
Arminianism and approached the heresy first spread in the 5th Century by Pelagius. Finney's theology can be found in
his Autobiography (also entitled Memoirs), Systematic Theology, and Revivals of Religion. Along with these books by
Finney, B.B. Warfield's Perfectionism contains an excellent critique of Finney's theology. 

Finney began his journey away from orthodoxy by rejecting the doctrine of the depravity of man's nature. He declared,
"the sinner has all the faculties and natural abilities requisite to render perfect obedience to God." All he needs "is to
be induced to use these powers and attributes as he ought" (Systematic Theology, pp. 282-300). He continued his
backward trek by dismissing as "theological fiction" the doctrine of imputation. Specifically, he rejected the doctrine
of the imputation of Adam's sin to mankind, the imputation of the believer's sin to Christ, and the imputation of
Christ's righteousness to believers (An Autobiography, pp. 56-59). This is in contradiction to the Biblical teaching of
the doctrine of imputation found in Romans chapters 3 through 5. From his denial of the imputation of Adam's sin to
his posterity, Finney logically concluded that man does not have a sinful nature and a natural disposition to sin, but is
born morally "neutral." -- "If man's nature is not ruined by Adam's fall," Finney reasoned, "then man is able to fulfill
the will of God by himself because 'there is nothing in religion beyond the ordinary powers of nature.'" (Revivals of
Religion, p. 4). Finney stressed human ability to repent, create new hearts, and to perfect one's own  nature and society
as well. 
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With the major premise of man's neutrality in spiritual matters and innate ability to do the will of God, Finney's revival
and evangelistic efforts were marked by efforts to "persuade" people to accept God's offer of salvation. Finney would
say, "If men will not yield to persuasion, they must be lost" (Warfield, Perfectionism, p. 176). The effect of such
beliefs on Finney's methods was obvious. His book, Revivals of Religion, is pure evangelical pragmatism; that is, "if it
works, it must be good." He believed that "the success of any measure designed to promote a revival of religion,
demonstrates its wisdom. ... When the blessing evidently follows the introduction of the measure itself, the proof is
unanswerable, that the measure is wise" (Revivals of Religion, p. 211). 

Finney's error in the matter of anthropology, denying the sinful nature of man, led to other deviations from
fundamental doctrine, including an erroneous view of justification by faith alone. His doctrine was that justification is
not permanent, it is not a Divine declaration, but merely a pardon, and is achieved by man working together with God
(Systematic Theology, pp. 383-391). This view of justification led to his view of sanctification. 'Finney claimed that
complete obedience to God's law was possible on the grounds (means) of man’s natural ability (Systematic Theology,
p. 407). All of this logically led to a post-millennial eschatology, which advocated that Christians should invest their
time and energy in establishing the millennial kingdom of God on earth by winning converts and being involved in
social reform. 

The evangelistic efforts of Charles Finney caused his home area of western New York to become known as "the
burned-over district" because of the hardness the people developed to spiritual things. Warfield cites close friends of
Finney who lamented over the rapid retreat of converts back into their sinful ways. One close friend and co-worker of
Finney's, Asa Mahan, said that everyone concerned with the revivals were "left like dead coals that could not be
reignited" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Even Finney would say, "The great body of them [the converts] are a
disgrace to religion" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Critics would say that his measures promoted superficial
professors of religion. A famous contemporary, Charles Spurgeon, would say, "Possibly much of the flimsy piety of
our present day arises from the ease with which men attain to peace and joy in these evangelistic days" (Spurgeon,
Autobiography, Vol. 1, p. 54). Finney believed that the cause of this lack of permanent results was his failure to teach
them perfectionism and to instill in them the "how" of Christian living and the fear of falling away. He would leave his
evangelistic efforts to start Oberlin College, where he could concentrate on this aspect of his doctrine. (Source: Spring
1998, The Projector.)  [Return to Text]

Quotes from the Past:

"A very great portion of modern revivalism has been more a curse than a blessing, because it has led thousands to a
kind of peace before they have known their misery; restoring the prodigal to the Father's house, and never making him
say, 'Father, I have sinned.' How can he be healed who is not sick, or he be satisfied with the bread of life who is not
hungry? The old-fashioned sense of sin is despised. ... Every thing in this age is shallow. ... The consequence is that
men leap into religion, and then leap out again. Unhumbled they came to the church, unhumbled they remained in it,
and unhumbled they go from it" (C.H. Spurgeon, 1882).

"American Protestantism is characterized by a peculiar evil which I may describe by the term 'spurious revivalism.'
The common mischief resulting from all its forms is the over-hasty reception into the communion of the churches of
multitudes of persons whom time proves to have experienced no spiritual change. In most cases, these mischievous
accessions are brought about by sensational human expedients. It is an unpopular thing for a minister of the gospel to
bear this witness. But it is true. And my regard for that account which I must soon render at a more awful bar than that
of arrogant public opinion demands its utterance" (R.L. Dabney, 1892).

*Unless otherwise indicated, the content of this report has been paraphrased or excerpted directly from three 1991
issues of The Trinity Review -- May/June, July/August, and September/October -- "Ought the Church to Pray for
Revival?" and "The Great Revival of Religion, 1740-1745" (Pts. 1 & 2). Those interested in further study should
pursue Iain Murray's Revival and Revivalism: The Making and Marring of American Evangelicalism, 1750-1858
(Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1994).
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Right-Brain/Left-Brain*
Science or Pseudoscience?

-  Many Christians believe in the right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience. This has followed in the wake of the first flush
of false teaching generated by incomplete findings having to do with persons with brain damage, have then embraced
the implications, labeled them science, and brought them into the church.

-  Christians as well as non-Christians also use the brain hemispheres to describe personality types. The so-called left-
brain person is thought to be linear, logical, analytical, and unemotional; and the right-brained person is thought to be
spatial, creative, mystical, intuitive, and emotional. While such adjectives may describe people to various degrees
during various activities and in different work or social situations, this certainly is no basis for knowing or
understanding an individual. However, personality typologies have always been popular, even though they are as
spurious as astrological signs. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-
172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality typing and its connection with astrology and the
occult.)

-  One "Christian" radio personality has even claimed that the reason we don't have miracles and healings is because
we have become a "left-brained church." He argued that primitive people operate in the right side of the brain and,
therefore, get healings more easily. He declared categorically: "Faith cannot operate in the left side of the brain." He
contended that if he prays for a person's back and it still hurts, it means that the person is still operating in the left side
of the brain. Besides putting faith into the right hemisphere of the brain, he also assigned this hemisphere to the spirit
and claimed that God is doing all kinds of things in the right side of the brain when a person is "slain in the spirit." He
also declared that the so-called memory banks are in the right side of the brain and that a good deal of praying in
tongues is to heal those so-called buried-in-the-subconscious memories and hurts. As one might expect, the research
does not support the "memory-bank" model of the brain nor the "buried-in-the-subconscious" model.

-  Professing Christians, both charismatic and non-charismatic, have gone on record as promoting visualization
techniques (guided imagery) as a spiritual, right-brain activity. They attempt to justify using the occult activity of
visualization by identifying it with brain research. However, visualization/guided imagery is an occult practice based
upon the belief that a person can create reality in his mind. But there is no support from brain research. (Terence Hines,
in his book Pseudoscience and the Paranormal (1988), says, "The actual evidence shows that, if anything, the left
hemisphere is more involved with dreaming and mental imagery than the right.")

-  Brain research has shown some particular areas of strengths of one hemisphere over the other, but George Deutsh of
the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston says that "differences within a hemisphere account for more than
differences between them" (quoted by Kevin McKean, "Of Two Minds: Selling the Right Brain," Discover, 1985, p.
38). Neurologist John Mazziotta at the UCLA school of medicine says:

"Even on the most trivial tasks our studies showed that everything in the brain was in flux -- both sides,
the front and back, the top and bottom. It was tremendously complicated. To think that you could reduce
this to a simple left-right dichotomy would be misleading and oversimplified" (Mazziotta, quoted by
Kevin McKean, see above).

While each hemisphere may specialize in certain activities, the only clear-cut function which only one side has is
related to speaking. The left hemisphere controls the muscles of the vocal tract (Terence Hines, Pseudoscience and the
Paranormal, 1988, pp. 298-299).

-  Jerre Levy, a biopsychologist at the University of Chicago, contends:

"The two-brain myth was founded on an erroneous premise: that since each hemisphere was specialized,
each must function as an independent brain. But in fact, just the opposite is true. To the extent that regions
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are differentiated in the brain, they must integrate their activities. Indeed, it is precisely that integration that
gives rise to behavior and mental processes greater than and different from each region's contribution.
Thus, since the central premise of the mythmakers is wrong, so are all the inferences derived from it"
("Right Brain, Left Brain: Fact and Fiction," Psychology Today, May 1985, p. 43).

-  Today's popular left-brain/right-brain myth was spawned by pop psychology -- a myth which some brain researchers
have called "whole-brain/half-wittedness." In 1988, even Psychology Today ridiculed the concept with an article titled
"Left-Brain/Right-Brain/Broccoli-Brain." One should not be surprised when the whole world is deceived, nor when
New Age promoters use the pseudoscience of brain hemisphere dichotomy to give a semblance of substance to their
desires to market intuition, creativity, visualization, and mystical experience. One should be concerned, though, when
professing, evangelical Christians embrace and enthusiastically teach this myth as fact. We see those who purport to
speak for God use such "science falsely so-called" (1 Timothy 6:20) and "philosophies and vain deceit, after the
tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ" (Colossians 2:8). Rather than checking the
accuracy of statements about right and left brain research and conclusions, too many have moved into the never-never
land of fantasy. Not only are their assumptions erroneous from a logical point of view; they have no support in
Scripture.

-  Gary Smalley is one such professing Christian teaching this right-brain/left-brain nonsense. According to Smalley,
because women are "right-brained," they are "more in touch" with their feelings. On the basis of this theory, Smalley
approaches the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's point of view, and concentrates on how the wife can get her
husband to meet all of her so-called needs, rather than how she can be a loving help-mate to him. Smalley, therefore,
actually promotes a form of female dominance in the marriage relationship. Smalley's popularization of right-
brain/left-brain has been largely due to his book The Language of Love (published and promoted by James Dobson's
Focus on the Family Radio program), co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. The book touts
"emotional word pictures" as the means of "activating" the "right brain," alleged to be essential for a wife to
communicate with her husband.

-  Other well-known proponents of this teaching (besides Smalley, Trent, and Dobson mentioned above) are Donald
Joy (who Smalley and Trent credit as being the source of their right/left brain information) and H. Norman Wright.
They all dichotomize differences in a way the research does not permit, and promote right-brain/left-brain
pseudoscience that the researchers oppose. They claim differences that do not exist and they ignore overlapping
distributions that do exist. This misinformation and disinformation by such popularizers of right-brain/left-brain
mythology are a gross disservice to the church.

* Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (pp. 211-223) (now reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology) and PsychoHeresy Update (Spring 1989) (now renamed PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).
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Salvation Army
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism Conquers the Army*

-  The "Mission Statement" of the Salvation Army (SA) reads as follows:

"The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the universal Christian church.
Its Message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to preach the
gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without discrimination."

Note that its message is to be based on the Bible, its ministry is to be motivated by love, and its mission is "to preach
the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs." According to the SA journal titled The Salvation Army War Cry,
"The Salvation Army provides services to 33 million people each year. Approximately 3 million of these people suffer
from stress, relationship problems or mental illness" (Vol. 120, No. 9, p. 5). Another issue of the War Cry is titled "A
Christian Perspective on Mental Health." There is no question that the Salvation Army (SA) provides an extensive
rehabilitation program for those who suffer from "mental illness," substance abuse, and other problems of living. They
have spent huge amounts of money to carry on their rehab programs. Though SA is known as a Christian organization,
it does NOT provide a truly Biblical perspective and program.

A "Mission Statement" of their publication War Cry speaks of witnessing "to the power of the gospel of Jesus Christ to
change lives." However, laced throughout the SA rehab programs meant to change lives is the use of the very wisdom
of men about which the Scripture warns. SA has adopted the alcoholism as a disease concept; it is immersed in the 12-
Step Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) originated programs; and the language is that of addiction and recovery, including
"once an alcoholic always an alcoholic" (e.g., War Cry, Vol. 117, No 16; and Vol. 120, No. 9). The testimony in one
article declares, "At one time I was a hopeless alcoholic -- now I am an alcoholic with hope" (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 17).

-  An article giving an example of "The Army's Recovery Ministries" starts out this way (War Cry, Vol. 117, No. 16, p.
6):

"Hi, I'm Jackie, I'm an addict"; "My name is Pat, I'm an alcoholic"; "I'm June, I'm recovering from a drug
addiction"; "My name is Vicki, I'm a grateful recovering addict"; "I'm Vivian, I'm still in recovery."

The Bible used with this group of women is The Serenity Bible: A Companion for 12 Step Recovery. Since when does
the Bible need to be augmented by an AA format and need to be integrated with the 12-Step vocabulary and mindset?
It is only because we live in a psychological society that SA and other professing Christian groups have adopted and
practiced the psychological mindset. The Bobgans have produced academic and Biblical evidence in opposition to the
integration of worldly addiction-recovery programs with Christianity in their book 12 Steps to Destruction. (See also
"AA: Christian or Occult Roots?" in PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Vol. 5, No. 5.) In these writings they refute a
number of myths about AA and the codependency-recovery movement, including the idea that addictions are diseases,
that AA is based on Christianity, that the founders of AA were truly Christians, that AA is highly effective, and that
one can uncompromisingly Christianize the AA approach to addictions.

-  The Salvation Army has joined such worldly organizations as AA, NA, ACOA and others in their criticism of the
church. A War Cry article presents the following question and answer (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 5):

"Did you ever think about going to a church or somewhere for help?"; "Church? Why would I ever go
there? I was already feeling terrible about myself. They would just make me feel worse." 

Where is the SA criticism of the secular groups, including AA itself? Why doesn't SA admit the obvious and criticize
the very worldly organizations they copy. Why don't they reveal that there is no Biblical grace in them, because the
God of the Bible is absent and Jesus Christ as the only way to the Father is entirely avoided? Individuals are regularly
excluded from AA meetings simply because they profess "the gospel of Jesus Christ," which is what the SA "Mission
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Statement" claims to do.

-  Like their worldly counterparts, the Salvation Army brags about the success rates of its rehab programs. One War
Cry article stated the following: "22.5% of all individuals who entered one of the 41 rehabilitation centers' programs in
1996 graduated. The success rate for those in the long-term program was much higher." However, the problem with
the figures provided by the SA is that they are based on the say so of a "program development officer," unsubstantiated
by third-party researchers. And, there is no reference to follow-up studies after the "graduates" have been gone for
awhile. The Bobgans document many of the fallacies of the 12-Step movement in their book 12 Steps to Destruction.
AA is notorious for making unsubstantiated claims that disappear when third-party researchers examine the claims.
The same would no doubt happen with the SA claim since they use the same 12-Step approach.

-  Another area that is a compromise with the world and a contradiction of the SA principles is in the employment of
personnel in the rehab programs and in the screening of individuals to enter officers' training, as well as in the training
programs for officers and ministers. According to the SA web sites, the degrees and education required for the
personnel in rehab programs reflect the same academic and psychological training and experience requirements as for
secular rehab programs. Although the Bobgans in their research checked with only one SA Territorial Headquarters, it
is suspected from reading the War Cry that psychologists and psychological tests are used throughout the SA for
admission to the officer training program. Two psychological tests included in the screening for those who wish to
become officers are the MMPI and the 16PF. The DISC is also presented at the SA college. Moreover, the manner in
which these tests are used by SA is definitely contrary to the Standards volume available from the American
Psychological Association. The Bobgans have discussed these tests and their misuse in their book Missions &
PsychoHeresy. It is doubtful that any independent third-party, well-known psychometrist would endorse the use of
such tests in the manner in which they are used by SA. (The SA will say that the results of the psychological
interviews and psychological tests do not themselves screen out any applicant, but the tests are required, i.e. no one is
exempt from them.)

-  While many procedures established by the Salvation Army in nineteenth-century London are still in place, its first
U.S.-born general is moving the international organization toward greater flexibility in youth outreach. The 1.4
million-member Salvation Army is in no hurry to dispense with its distinctive hierarchy, uniforms, and territorial
divisions, but the denomination's leaders are re-examining their methods in order to be “responsive” to concerns from
youth leaders. At a 1/97 youth forum in Cape Town, South Africa, leaders, including Gen. Paul A. Rader, received
feedback from young Salvationists, as church members are called, who desire their organization to diversify. Rader
chose church growth as a leading priority when he assumed the top command, placing a high value on keeping the
Salvation Army culturally relevant in the more than 90 countries in which it operates. But the Salvationists asked for
more flexibility in the wearing of uniforms and more recognition in the command hierarchy of decision making from
local churches, or "corps," as they are known. Some participants called for the introduction of water baptism and the
celebration of Communion during worship services. (Source: 3/3/97, Christianity Today.)

-  A man who had attended a Salvation Army church for two years was dismayed when he received a flier in his
mailbox depicting a Roman Catholic Cardinal (Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston) conducting services at one of the
main retreat centers of The Salvation Army. He went to the leaders, giving them the chance to repent. Instead, they
took up the cause of Roman Catholicism and defended them as "Christian brothers." In a letter, the area SA "Colonel"
responded: "… we do believe that allowing Cardinal Law to speak recently at a Salvation Army function in no way
compromises our theology or evangelical position. While there clearly are doctrinal differences between The Salvation
Army and the Catholic Church, we share a oneness in our ultimate allegiance to Jesus Christ. We seek to proclaim
Christ as Lord in this ecumenical effort." In another letter from Salvation Army World Headquarters, SA confirms its
global intent and unholy alliance with the Roman Catholic Church: "You will see from the attached however that our
position is that of support for the Roman Catholic Church as with other Christian groups. That includes respect for
their doctrines and practices and, as opportunity allows, sharing in corporate worship and public events of an
ecumenical nature." (Source: "The Salvation Army in Bed with Rome," 2001.)

-  The Salvation Army in the western part of the United States has decided to give benefits to the "partners" of
homosexual employees. In 1998, the city of San Francisco forbade the SA to receive public money unless it would
grant benefits to same-sex couples. At the time, the Salvation Army refused to go along with these ungodly terms and
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gave up $3.5 million in public assistance, rightfully observing that the law conflicts with the organization's Christian
beliefs. An SA official in San Francisco was quoted as saying that "homosexuality presents a serious threat to the
integrity, quality and solidarity of society as a whole." Subsequently, the SA did an about face on the issue and have
put money before moral conviction. The local Salvation Army chapter promised it would not discriminate against
homosexuals, and also agreed to launch pro-gay sensitivity training for its staff, work to hire more homosexuals, and
review its policy on homosexuality. (The Salvation Army is also a member of the neo-evangelical NAE.) (Source:
7/15/97, Calvary Contender; 11/9/01, FBIS.)

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article titled, "Salvation Army &
PsychoHeresy," by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, March-April 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Self-Help/Support Groups*
Catharsis for Christians?

-  More and more, it is not the Word of God that binds our hearts and minds in common unity, but rather our particular
"dysfunction" or "addiction" or "need." With increasing frequency, the church is being fragmented into small groups
centered on the group's common problem and often organized around the 12-step method adapted from Alcoholics
Anonymous [e.g., the "codependency" support-group movement within the professing church]. We share our
problems, we share our feelings, we share our "victimizations," we share our sinful lusts—in fact, we almost glory in
these things. The result is a dependent elitism. And one comes to believe that only the others in the group can really
understand him or her—that only those in the group know what the others suffer, struggle with, hurt over, etc.

-  The idea behind such groups, in theory, can serve a good purpose. It is good to know that others of like background
have overcome temptation and are there to encourage us. But the dangers inherent in such groupings are many and are
detrimental to the church. Five such dangers are listed below:

1. Because group identity is so strong, there is little real identification with the rest of the church or with
its mission. In fact, one often sees the mission of the church as meeting one's own particular "need," which
in most cases is defined as "helping to control my 'problem' [never my sin] and work through the pain it
causes me."

2. There is little deep fellowship with, or ministry to, other believers outside of the "identity" group. Only
the group is deemed as being able to provide the unique sympathy craved. [What we end up with, in
reality, are church-sponsored pity parties.]

3. Dependence on the group is usually so great that if one is separated from it for any length of time, his or
her Christian walk begins to deteriorate.

4. Because the group's center is the group's common problem, and the methodology designed to control
the problem, there never develops the confidence in Christ's faithfulness which allows one to experience
the reality of His sufficiency and His power. Instead, sufficiency and power flow from the group and the
group's methodology.

5. One's relationship with Christ is always self-centered. It always focuses on one's "problem" and how
one can use Christ to keep the "problem" under control. This sabotages a healthy relationship of absolute
dependence on Christ. One never completely trusts Jesus as his Lord of Glory, his only hope of glory, and
himself as a servant of others for Christ's sake (2 Cor. 4:7). (The very nature of the group limits one's
ability to move toward bringing every thought captive to Christ, where one's every longing is to see Christ
face to face, where one's every work is to glorify and exalt Christ alone, and one's greatest joy is
fellowship with Christ.)

-  Often those who get into these groups never seem to get beyond their "problem." They never seem to get their focus
on Christ. They seem instead to always ponder their "victimization" or the problems stemming from it. Always they
identify themselves as a "recovering" something or other, still "working through their feelings." In other words, they
always remain self-focused.

-  Such fragmenting of believers into self-help/support groups is unbiblical. All such groupings ultimately teach a
deficient understanding of Christ and our new life in Him. The glory of the Christian's calling, the whole purpose of
his or her life in Christ, is to exalt Christ wholeheartedly, worship Him and imitate Him with great joy. It is not to
create a "life that is under control" or "behavior that works."

-  Both Scripture and personal experience teach that believers are not to center their lives around any particular sin or
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the memory of it or the threat of it. Nor are they to fellowship on the basis of any sin. But that is exactly what groups
modeled on AA do. [The group ends up making doctrine out of common experience.] "One must never forget one's
problem or escape its shadow," they say. Yet, the bondage continues, despite Christ. The great liberty that is ours in
Christ is never experienced (Rom. 6:14), nor is Christ ever truly trusted as He desires (Heb. 4:14-16). What is trusted
and practiced is the method itself.

-  The Christian's growing reliance on such methods as the 12-step program is a terrible admission about our lack of
reliance on the reality and power of our Lord Jesus. Scripture offers us a far more excellent way, and a far more
exciting way, than any 12-step method. In 1 Cor. 6:9-11, Paul lists many sinful behaviors that once characterized the
Corinthians. Some had been sexually promiscuous, others had been adulterers, male prostitutes, and homosexuals. Still
others had been idolaters, thieves, greedy money-grubbers, drunkards, slanderers, and swindlers. Yet concerning this
group Paul says, "And that is what some of you were"—past tense. You were that but you are not that anymore. What
a glorious declaration of deliverance! He goes on to say, "But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of God"—cleaned up, made straight, and set free.

The one thing you don't read of the Corinthians doing, even after many behaved carnally, even after Satan moved in
with his "super-apostles" and Paul had to apply strong disciplinary measures—is breaking up into small groups each
according to his or her past, sinful "addiction." In fact, no present, sinful addiction was to be tolerated. The ex-
drunkards didn't get off by themselves because only other ex-drunkards could understand their hurts and
disappointments and struggles. Nor did the ex-homosexuals, ex-thieves, ex-prostitutes, ex-swindlers, or ex-anybody.
Their fellowship was not in what they had been or what had been done to them. It was centered in Jesus Christ. They
had been washed, sanctified, and justified "in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God." They
were not "recovering" victims of any stripe.

-  It is time for the Christian to get back to the Bible and to put aside all of the how-to, self-help books. It is time to
abandon the "discovered" wisdom of psychotherapy and the support group mentality. Let us return to the Scriptures
and allow them to rebuke, correct, teach, and encourage us into paths of righteousness and service with joy. For that is
what God intended in giving them to us. And if, at the Bema seat of our Lord Jesus, we are told that we put too much
confidence in Christ and His Word, and that we should have submitted instead to His "discovered revelation," then to
our shame we will be "as one escaping through the flames." Yet with all your heart, can you imagine Him saying,
"You trusted my Word too much."?

* Unless otherwise indicated, the material used in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from Jim Owen's 1993
book, Christian Psychology's WAR on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer, pp. 137-141; by permission of
EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Sensitivity Training*
New Age Psychology in the Church

Sensitivity Training -- a Satanic brainwashing technique (also called Relational Therapy), the results of
which lead believers to "gracefully accept" rather than "scripturally oppose" evil and evil workers.

-  Traditional psychology involved two persons -- the patient on the couch and the psychologist in the armchair. Now,
people with things troubling their minds meet in groups to "talk, walk, cry, comfort, touch, feel, etc." Very few of the
people who become involved in these group sessions actually realize what is taking place. The truth is that they have
become involved in sensitivity training, a clever psychological technique and tool for producing change.

Sensitivity Training is really a form of brainwashing, originated by the communists and refined and renamed for
American consumption. The Russian scientist, Pavlov, whose experiments with the behavior of dogs and the methods
of controlling their actions and reactions seems to have influenced Lenin's philosophy of controlling people through
the psychological manipulations of the mind. This whole theory, of course, is based on the unscriptural, animalistic,
evolutionary concept of man and it has been used for years by the communists -- both Russian and Chinese -- to bind
their people in mental and physical slavery. 

-  Sensitivity Training in the United States apparently had its beginning about 1946, with the formation of the National
Training Laboratories in Group Development. In 1947, the name was changed to the National Training Laboratories
Institute for Applied Behavioral Science under the auspices of the National Education Association Adult Education
Service. In 1962, it became a separate division of the NEA, and in 1967, it became an independent nonprofit
corporation associated with the National Education Association. This relationship is important to understand, since
every effort is being made to make Sensitivity Training mandatory for all public schools. The NEA is alone one of the
prime promoters of Sex Education in the public schools and there is a definite relationship between Sex Education and
Sensitivity Training.

-  A very simple definition of Sensitivity Training is: "Psychological techniques and programs designed to change the
standards, attitudes and behavior of individuals." The term "sensitivity training" was apparently coined by behavioral
scientists who are obsessed with the idea that a Utopian society and world can be realized through psychological
means.

Sensitivity Training goes by many different names to deceive the unwary. Sensitivity training techniques have always
been presented under a variety of names, but with the recent exposures of the true nature and character of sensitivity
training, the proliferation of names is astounding. Here are some of the names under which sensitivity training now
masquerades:

Reality Therapy

Conflict Management

New Consciousness

Psycho-Drama

Developing Personal Potential

Feeling Therapy

Marathon Therapy
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Nude Therapy

Interpersonal Relations

Group Development

Group Therapy

Group Theory

Personal Development Lab

Group Dynamics

Group Confession

Group Discussion

Interpersonal Competence

Interpersonal Behavior

Conflict Resolution

Self-Evaluation

T-Group Training

Auto-Criticism

Prayer Therapy

Basic Encounter Group

Operant Conditioning

Human Potential Workshop

Synanon Games Club

Cybernetics

Mind Set

Family Life Education

Body Awareness

Cursillo Movements

Community Relations

Enhancement of Human Potential

Leadership Class
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Management Development

Socio Drama

Sociometry

Truth Sessions

Self-Honesty Sessions

Micro-labs

Group Life Institute

Team Interpretation

Gestalt Therapy

Role Playing

Social Psychology

Confrontation Groups

Actualization Groups

Sensory Playing

Sensory Awareness Groups

Growth Groups

Social Philosophy

Personality Evaluation

Human Relations Lab

Gut Level Talks

Of course, not everything presented under these titles is sensitivity training, but when you see any of these names, it
will bear investigation.

-  What is the real purpose of Sensitivity Training? Proponents of this technique claim that it will increase love and
trust, open up honest communication, develop leadership and produce greater understanding and sensitivity for the
feelings of others. Who could find fault with such noble goals? What actually happens, however, is that after hearing
others in the group confess their wrong doings (either real or imagined) the individual is likely to feel that his own sins
are not so bad after all, thus paving the way for acceptance of lower moral standards. The government, the family, the
home, our friends, and our religious beliefs may all be torn to pieces by the group, thus placing extreme pressure on
the individual to feel that his own previously held standards were too high or too unrealistic. The extreme anti-
Christian character or sensitivity training may be clearly seen by the fact that their standards of conduct and morals
must be based on group consensus rather than on the sure and eternal Word of God.

-  Sensitivity training involves group confession where the individual's problems become the problems of the group,
which in turn tries to find a solution. After criticizing others and being criticized yourself, doubt is introduced into the
mind of each individual as to whose standards are really proper. Suppose your child were the only Christian in a
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sensitivity training group situation! Can you imagine how hard it would be to withstand the attacks from all the others
in this group upon his faith in Christ, his obedience to his parents, and his Biblical standards of morality and decency?
The extreme pressures that can be brought to bear on any individual in a small group situation should not be
underestimated. It is dangerous to permit our children and youth to be subjected to such pressures.

-  How to Spot Sensitivity Training Sessions: We have already pointed out that you can't go by the name "sensitivity
training" alone. In addition, not every sensitivity training session will use the exact same techniques. The following
methods are given only because they are perhaps the most frequently used and readily observable procedures:

1. One or more people in the group, known technically as trainers, or change agents, or facilitators, will
give the impression that they are merely stimulating free expression or openness, but will actually by
manipulating the group, without their knowledge, if possible.

2. Most sensitivity training sessions stress agreement upon certain ground rules, which actually become the
first foundation of sensitivity training, since individuals hesitate to break rules which they themselves
agreed to at the outset. Such rules may simply be agreeing to stay until the session is ended; agreeing to
be open and honest in all conversations; agreeing not to talk during non-verbal exercises; and in some
cases, the rules go so far as to agree not to object to language normally thought objectionable in the group.

3. You will probably be asked to speak of or write out your greatest problems or faults or hang-ups so the
group can make suggestions as to how you can overcome these things. You, in turn, may be encouraged to
criticize others in the group if you feel they are not fully open or honest in confessing their faults.

4. Non-verbal exercises may be used where individuals are asked to convey their feelings by some means
other than words. This may involve the use of the eyes, facial expression, or body movement, including
touching each other's hands, faces, or bodies in an effort to communicate feeling.

5. Periods of silence and meditation with eyes either closed or open are frequently used when the
discussions seem to be developing in the wrong way or when the trainer desires to make an abrupt change
in the procedures.

6. Marathon sessions are frequently used to break down "inhibitions" and encourage participants to express
"their true feelings" under the stress of physical fatigue and lack of sleep.

7. Body awareness exercises are often used, such as the group pushing a person down to help him feel
hostility, and then helping him up to help him feel love. Or a person may be asked to fall backward, only
to be caught by members of the group, to develop trust. All of these techniques involve bodily contact in
one form or another.

8. Nude sensitivity training sessions are used with increasing frequency. As one leading exponent of Nude
Encounter Workshop Sessions said, "Clothes accentuate feelings of guilt and separateness. Clothing can
keep you from touching other people." It is not difficult to see that the time may not be far off when Nude
Sensitivity Training sessions are common-place rather than exceptions.

-  Names associated with sensitivity training which you may want to remember -- the list is not offered as being
complete in any sense of the word, but it is helpful to know some of the prime leaders of this movement, since they are
to be found with increasing frequency in various periodicals throughout the country:

(a) Dr. Carl Rogers, Resident Fellow at the Center for Studies of the Person, LaJolla, CA;
(b) Walter Anderson, Executive Director of the California Institute of Psycho Drama;
(c) Betty Fuller, Director of Consulting Services at Esalen;
(d) Bernard Gunther, Resident Staff Member of Esalen Institute and a pioneer in the use of Touch,
Relaxation, Body Awareness, and Non-Verbal Communication;
(e) Frederick S. Perls, Founder of the Gestalt School of Psycho-Therapy; 
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(f) Richard Rubenstein, called by the Esalen catalog, "the best-known Jewish radical theologian";
(g) Alec Rubin, active in Experimental Church Services and Living Theater; 
(h) Virginia Satir, active in Marriage and Family Therapy Research and Work Shops; 
(i) William C. Schutz, Director of Esalen's Resident Program and a prime mover of Sensitivity Programs
throughout the United States;
(j) Stuart Shapiro, on the staff of the NTL and UCLA Institute of Industrial Relations -- very active in
educational circles;
(k) Lewis Yablonsky, President of the California Institute of Psycho-Drama and a pupil of Dr. J.L.
Moreno, the creator of Psycho-Drama;
(l) Richard E. Farson, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute; 
(m) Dr. William Glasser, originator and promoter of Reality Therapy; 
(n) Alan Watts, chief promoter of Zen Buddhism in the United States.

How beneficial is sensitivity training?: Even the NTL Institute Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2, for April 1968, admits that
"Research evidence on the effectiveness of sensitivity training is rather scarce and often subject to serious
methodological problems." It is amazing that so many people should fall for an un-scriptural, un-godly, un-proven
program such as this.

-  The history of sensitivity training in the churches: The National Council of Churches has been deeply involved in
sensitivity training programs almost from the very beginning. Since 1956, the NCC has sponsored an annual Spring
training laboratory for "pastors and church workers who want to initiate change in congregations or their organizations,
and persons who want to initiate community change." Much of the revolutionary spirit which has rapidly spread
through the churches in recent years is a direct result of the so-called "small group movement," which is really another
way of saying "sensitivity training."

The World Council of Churches is also deeply involved in, and has been a showcase for, sensitivity training. As early
as 1954, when the WCC set up the Ecumenical Institute, it was obvious that sensitivity training was going to play an
important part in the future of the WCC. This is now clearly seen in the development of many of the newer forms of
worship services which have swept the world. At the 1968 World Council Assembly in Uppsala, Sweden, Mr. William
McGaw, Director of Communications at the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, introduced what the press called
the "Touch-and-Tell Worship Service," which was nothing more nor less than sensitivity training set within a supposed
religious framework. It received world-wide publicity.

The YMCA and YWCA have been heavily involved in sensitivity training programs for several years. Of course, both
organizations have long since ceased to be Christian, but they continue to exert a considerable influence upon the
children and youth of our nation. The utter contempt of sensitivity training leaders for Christian principles is to be
clearly seen in an article by Dr. William C. Schutz, who is an Associate in Residence and Director of Esalen Institute's
Resident Program at Big Sur, California. Writing in Redbook magazine for July, 1968, Dr. Schutz stated, "When a
Christian organization like the YMCA puts its boys through an encounter group to develop their independence, they
may find some of the boys questioning Christian principles. These are not only possibilities, they happen, but they are
necessary risks for individual development."

-  Sensitivity training --"the soft revolution": The Christian Century of 12/31/69, in an article entitled "The Soft
Revolution Explored," presents sensitivity training as an alternative to "The Hard Revolution." The author of the
article, Dr. Sam Keen, was formerly professor of Philosophy and Christian Faith at Louisville Presbyterian Seminary
and is now a post-doctoral Fellow at Western Behavioral Sciences Institute in LaJolla, California. Dr. Keen is one of
the chief advocates of sensitivity training in the church, and his article paints a glowing picture of the experiments and
workshops which have been and are being conducted at Esalen and other Sensitivity Training Centers. In spite of his
obvious enthusiasm for sensitivity training, Dr. Keen, in his article admits, "with both its promise and its ambiguities,
the Soft Revolution must be embraced. Although it is too soon to name it, the new spirit is moving in the world.
Whether it leads toward greater wholeness or greater folly we do not know." Once can only feel pity for the learned
doctor who is willing to follow a path without knowing its destination. His position is typical of every so-called church
leader who has rejected the Word of God and is experimenting with the theories of men.
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Methodist Youth Leader for Spring 1970 called sensitivity training "tremendously exciting" and "utterly intriguing."
The article entitled "What is Sensitivity Training?" reports four statements made by high school young people who
attended a sensitivity training session sponsored by a State Council of Churches. The reports were most illuminating
and followed the usual sensitivity training techniques of both verbal and non-verbal communications. Participants were
asked to lie on the floor and relax to soft music. They were asked to choose partners without speaking. They were
asked to write out problems on which they needed help. They rocked certain individuals in the group as an exercise in
trust. It was reported that two pastors in the group, who had known each other previously, had to be physically
restrained from violence. One young man who had difficulty in expressing hostility, was given a pillow and told to
beat on it as a way of getting out his hostile feelings. Participants were told that feelings are neither right nor wrong,
good or bad. They just are -- "Because they exist, our feelings are true for us." Such amoral philosophy is of course
essential to the whole sensitivity training program, since the absolutes of God's Word are rejected in favor of the
changing standards and norms of the group.

-  Many liberal religious leaders have become experts in the field of sensitivity training, and are busily engaged in
training others to become change agents in the church and in society. Some of the more familiar names include: 

Dr. Robert Cromey, Episcopal priest from San Francisco, who has gained notoriety through his
defense of homosexuals and drug addicts; 

Dr. Harvey Cox, who has been active in encouraging dialog between Christianity and Marxism; 

Dr. William Hamilton, whose chief fame came through his espousal of the "God is Dead" theory;
and 

Dr. William McGaw of the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, who gained public attention
through the "Touch and Tell" worship services at the World Council Assembly in Uppsala, Sweden. 

The late Bishop Pike was one of the most active supporters of this movement before his death. These men, however,
are all from the liberal establishment. The most disturbing factor of all is to realize that those in the New Evangelical
movement have also been drawn into this same satanic program.

-  Sensitivity training was just another program many pastors kept hearing about until some met it first hand in the
National and World Councils of Churches and in the Sex Education battle in their local school districts. But it wasn't
until Billy Graham's United States Congress on Evangelism held in Minneapolis in September 1969 that it became
evident how this program was being pushed in evangelical churches. Developments since then leads one to conclude
that sensitivity training is one of the most powerful, attractive, and deceptive forces which evangelical churches will
face in the years ahead.

Forty-six "Church In Action" workshops were presented at this U.S. Congress on Evangelism. At least one-third of
these workshops definitely involved sensitivity training techniques. Had this taken place at a meeting of the National
or World Councils of Churches it would have been expected. But to find it presented to evangelical churches as
"successful ways of reaching men for Christ in the contemporary world" was almost unbelievable. These techniques
were to be promoted throughout the nation by a series of National Clergy Conferences. Billy Graham's brother-in-law,
Leighton Ford, was one of those vitally interested in promoting this program. If you've wondered about the so-called
new forms of worship, coffee houses, jazz communions, psychedelic worship, experimental celebrations, etc., it was
learned at Minneapolis that many of these are a direct result of the gut-level, in-depth experiences produced by
sensitivity training sessions. And the end is not yet! They are still experimenting:

(a) "Do Your Thing" was the title of one of the "Church in Action" workshop sessions at Minneapolis. The
leader was Lyman Coleman, Director of the Halfway House, Newton, Pennsylvania, and a minister in the
apostate American Baptist denomination. This workshop was a travesty on evangelism and Christianity.
The two hundred or more participants -- pastors, pastor's wives, youth leaders, Sunday School teachers,
and laymen -- were skillfully brainwashed step-by-step during the two-hour session, until they ended up
in a carnival spirit instead of a challenge to Biblical evangelism. From start to finish, this was an
uproarious, irreverent, flippant, worldly mockery of the gospel. 
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"Do Your Thing" worship's supposed purpose was to show how to reach young people for Christ through a
coffee house experience. Participants were seated in groups of fours facing inward. "Role playing" or
psycho-drama techniques were used. Brainstorming prayer, gut-level discussion, and sharing experiences
were also common. Participants went back to the original groups of four. Slips of paper were distributed
to each one on which were written 1 Cor. 13:1-6. Each person was asked to write their own free
translation of this Scripture. On the back of the paper, everyone was asked to write down what he
considered to be his greatest problem or "hang up" -- and then put down three suggestions for meeting that
problem. Coleman stressed the importance of being absolutely open and honest -- a gut-level discussion,
he called it. After this, the leader explained "brainstorming prayer." Hands were to be stacked or clasped
in a foursome. The leader was to begin, "Lord, I ..." and then pray for his own needs or the needs of others
in the group as they had become acquainted with them through the gut-level discussions. Anyone in the
group was to feel free to break in at any time, without introducing or saying "Amen" and it was suggested
that non-verbal communication was good and proper by squeezing the hand of another to show concern.
After several minutes of bedlam as all prayed aloud at once, Coleman said aloud, "Amen" and the prayer
session was over.

(b) "Breaking Free" was the title of another "Church in Action" workshop at Minneapolis. The leader of
this group, Mr. George Kinnamon, stated that he had developed at least 120 various techniques for
engaging people in trying to "break free." The techniques presented at this session involved groupings of
two people with both verbal and non-verbal communication stressed. Participants were asked to put on
paper some symbol or mark which would convey to their partner what they really felt inside. Then, the
partner had the task of trying to understand the meaning of the symbol. There was the exchanging of
confidences as to problems (self-criticism), and hand holding during prayer, even though the pairings
involved different sexes.

"Listen fully to the other person and feel from his toes, from his vibrations ... what he is really saying ...
give yourself fully to the other person," instructed Mr. Kinnamon. "It will astound you -- the depth levels
you can get to -- I mean a non-traumatic level, but a very high spiritual therapeutic level where people
are," he continued. "I want you to affirm each other. Tell your partner what you think about him positively
... Affirm that good part of the person which you see inside ... Enable them to become the person God
wishes them to be, permitting the inner person to come out." (One would have thought he was attending a
Christian Science or Science of Mind lecture instead of a Congress on Evangelism workshop.) "Would
you close by touching each other," said Mr. Kinnamon -- "by holding each other's hands in an intimate
kind of touch which says, 'I love you.' This is a non-verbal way of saying, 'I care about you.' We are afraid
to touch each other -- but there is great power in the personal touch. We think of it between a man and a
woman as a sexual touch -- the kind of thing we're flirting with each other -- BALONEY! All of us need
to be affirmed by the personal touch."

This U.S. Congress on Evangelism became a springboard for introducing Sensitivity Training to pastors across the
country. Mr. Kinnamon said that while in Minneapolis, he and a number of others who were interested in these new
approaches had met with Leighton Ford, Billy Graham's brother-in-law, to discuss the possibility of holding a series of
pastor's conferences across the country during 1970 to introduce "these exciting new techniques to the churches."

*This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the September-October 1994 issue of Foundation
magazine, M.H. Reynolds, Jr., editor. (Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, CA 93412.)
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Subliminals*
Science or Myth?

-  In 1957, during the showing of a film in a movie theater in New Jersey, the words Drink Coke and Eat Popcorn
were flashed on the screen at a level below the conscious perception. The claim at the time was that Coke and popcorn
sales rose significantly because of those subliminal messages. Everyone who knows about subliminal messages knows
about this incident, but few seem to know that the procedure used was not up to scientific standards, and more
important, the results have never been reproduced!

-  The theory behind the use of subliminals is that the messages which are below a person's audio level or visual level
will be received directly by the "unconscious" mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation. At the audible level,
subliminal tapes contain music or sounds from nature, such as ocean waves. Below these audible sounds are verbal
messages that are inaudible as far as conscious perception. According to this theory, the "subconscious" mind can and
will distinguish the inaudible verbal messages from the audible sound messages, respond to them, and act upon them.
(The same idea underlies visual subliminals, such as the Coke/popcorn incident that started this whole craze.)

-  The notion of the unconscious receiving messages directly through finer perceptive mechanisms than available to the
conscious mind is based upon a theory of the unconscious proposed by Sigmund Freud. Freud taught that the driving
force behind human behavior is the unconscious mind. He described the mind as being like an iceberg with most of the
mass (the unconscious) below the surface. According to Freud, it is out of this internal (subterranean) unconscious
abyss, of which we are unaware, that our external behavior arises. Therefore, the promoters of subliminals are basically
Freudian, most without even knowing it. Also, most are unaware that Freud's ideas about the unconscious and other
matters have been discredited because they have not been supported either neurologically or scientifically. Moreover,
the "Freudian unconscious" is contrary to the Word of God. No Scripture passage supports such an idea. Instead, the
Bible is consciously and volitionally oriented.

-  Through the use of subliminal tapes and the supposed power of the Freudian-invented unconscious, individuals are
told that they can stop smoking, improve their sex life, lose weight, improve sleep, overcome fears, relieve stress, and
be headache-free, along with hundreds of other promises and possibilities. Unfortunately, some subliminal promoters
even suggest cancer cures, as well as deliverance from other physical problems. Such promises have been referred to
as "one of the biggest rip-offs going" and "another form of health fraud."

The January 1991 issue of the University of California, Berkeley, Wellness Letter refers to "the complete lack of any
scientific evidence that such messages can alter human behavior. Nevertheless, one survey shows that 68 percent of the
public believes in subliminal tapes, which are now a $50-million-a-year business." The article goes on to say that
"double blind tests have consistently shown that these products [subliminal tapes] fail to produce their claimed
effects." Numerous other valid research studies also fail to support the promises made by subliminal promoters.

-  Think about the claim for subliminals. The claim is that the unconscious mind can understand messages that are
below the level of perception, repeated as many as 100,000 times an hour, at the same time the person is consciously
hearing musical or other pleasant sounds. Since the conscious mind processes speech significantly below the level of
the subliminal messages, it would be necessary for the unconscious mind to hear more words per hour than the
conscious mind. If anyone is helped by such tapes, it must be attributed to the "placebo effect" and not to the tapes,
since the human mind (conscious or "unconscious") is neither capable of perceiving such messages nor acting upon
them. (In fact, in the Wellness Letter referred to earlier, it was reported that "One research team noted a 'non-specific
placebo effect' ... tapes without subliminal messages produced a greater effect that those with them"[!]) Moreover, it is
not subliminal messages that individuals need to be concerned about, but rather audible, understandable messages.

-  Despite complete lack of scientific evidence supporting the effectiveness of subliminals, they have become quite
popular among professing Christians. There are now available "Christian" subliminal tapes provided by a number of
so-called Christian "ministries." Now instead of Drink Coke or Eat Popcorn, Scripture is used along with, or in place
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of, other messages. These so-called Christian subliminal promoters promise about the same things as their secular
counterparts, with one exception. Unlike their secular counterparts, they claim Christian growth and Christian spiritual
help for the listeners. What follows is a mere sampling of what Christians are being offered:

(a) Vicki Jamison-Peterson Ministries announces: "A great breakthrough in science brings to us the
opportunity to hide God's Word in our hearts as never before. Since our brain has the capacity of receiving
many messages at one time at different levels of consciousness, the astonishing information I wish to
present to you is that the entire New Testament has been recorded layer upon layer on one cassette so that
in 60 minutes of time our brain can receive all of this information on a subliminal level." The subliminal
New Testament is hidden beneath "the gentle sound of ocean waves and sea gulls." In addition, Vicki
Jamison-Peterson Ministries says, "We have over 100 additional titles on various subjects of self-
improvement and behavioral modification."

(b) Renew Ministries offers continuous-play tapes promising "freedom from: Doubt, Fear, Failure, Fear
of Death, Guilt, Grief, Depression, Temper, Pride, Lust, Temptation, Pornography, Procrastination,
Unforgiveness, Rejection, Drugs, Alcohol, Smoking, Anger, Rebellion, Anxiety and Panic, Judging,
Homosexuality, Scars of Child Abuse & Molestation." Other Renew tapes promise to "speak into being:
Prosperity, Weight Loss, Peace, Healing, Self-Esteem, Salvation, Marital Harmony, Surrender to God,
Acceptance of God's Love, A Closer Walk With God!" According to Renew, "Bible-based subliminal
messages hit controlling spirits where they live and command them to leave in Jesus' name. Then the void
is filled with the Word of God!" ("Subliminal Deliverance" [advertisement] Charisma, November 1990,
p. 145.) (Emphasis in original.)

(c) Rapha Ranch of Defuniak, FL offers what they call "The Spiritual Solution to the Secular
Subliminal." They advertise that "tens of thousands of scriptures penetrate your total mind in just one
hour." In addition, the ad lists two testimonies, one from a medical doctor, the other from a pastor. The
medical doctor refers to: "Daily reports of healings, new peace and calmness, hearts being convicted and
lives changed." The pastor testifies of a woman "with Alzheimer's Disease who had been confined to a
mental institution," but who supposedly "received restoration of her mind and is functioning today as a
normal human being" after hearing the subliminals.

(d) W.V. Grant Evangelistic Association is even more absurd than the above examples, advertising
subliminal neckties! Two words, "Jesus Saves," are repeatedly, imperceptibly embedded in the neckties.
The ad says: "When a Christian wears Eagle Neckwear: He is reaching thousands—virtually everyone
who looks his way with the message 'Jesus Saves'—what a silent soul winning tool!" They claim: "When
worn, the words 'Jesus Saves' are actually being planted in the subconscious minds of everyone who sees
it. ... Never before in history has the Lord revealed such a plan as this!"

-  When people generally speak of the evils of secular rock music, they often refer to the supposedly evil and/or satanic
messages that are covertly placed in the minds of the listeners through a method called "back-masking." The theory
behind back-masking is the same as that of subliminals—that messages below the audio level (reversed messages in
this case) will be received by the unconscious mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation, and then at some time in
the future, are able to affect the behavior of the listener.

There is no doubt that back-masked messages have in fact been recorded, but since there is no proof that the human
mind is capable of even receiving these messages, their effect on human behavior must obviously be zero. In fact, in a
1990 court case involving the British rock band Judas Priest, the band was accused of culpability in the suicide deaths
of two teenagers who had allegedly killed themselves as a result of acting upon the back-masked "subliminal"
messages on the band's recordings. However, the band was found not guilty, not because the subliminal messages were
not recorded (they were recorded), but because the scientific evidence presented at the trial was overwhelmingly
convincing that subliminal messages just don't work!

Therefore, it is quite disturbing to hear that so-called Christian musicians have also been getting involved with the
back-masking of "Christian" messages on their recordings, under the guise of "subliminal evangelism" (apparently
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echoing the same thinking as Grant with his subliminal neckties). Some have even made the incredulous claim that,
unbeknownst to them, the Holy Spirit Himself did the back-masking!! (Even assuming their ignorance of the non-
efficacy of back- masking, are not these musicians in effect saying that the Holy Spirit needs to resort to trickery in
order save sinners? Do they believe that the Word of God, preached clearly and without deceit, is no longer capable of
convicting men and calling them out for salvation? Evidently not.)

-  In summary, research evidence to the contrary, these so-called Christian subliminals are promoted with outrageously
unsubstantiated claims and personal opinions. Besides being a waste of time, subliminals encourage faith in Freud and
his unconscious motivation notions instead of faith in God and His Word. They encourage mindlessness rather than
diligent study of God's Word. They encourage magical passivity rather than obedience. Instead of equipping the saints,
they disarm them and make them vulnerable for the next gimmick—to bypass the mind and the will and the opt for the
60-second, effortless transformation. The Word of God is clear about the relationship between faith in God,
conscientious study of His Word, and obedience (2 Tim. 2:15- 16; 3:16-17; 4:3-4). It should be heeded.

Update Note [2000]: "An Update on Subliminal Influence," by Timothy E. Moore and Anthony R. Pratkanis

What has happened in the area of subliminal influence in the 8 years since we wrote our reviews for Skeptical
Inquirer? [See: Moore, T.E. (1992). " Subliminal perception: Facts and fallacies," Skeptical Inquirer, 16, 273-281;
Pratkanis, A. (1992), and " The cargo cult science of subliminal persuasion," Skeptical Inquirer,16, 260-272.] In a
nutshell, a little bit more science, a little less hysteria, and some still long-term, unresolved issues. In the "little bit
more" category, recent scientific evidence continues to support our original appraisal that actions, motives, and beliefs
are NOT susceptible to manipulation through the use of briefly (i.e., subliminally) presented messages or directives. If
anything the case against subliminal manipulation is stronger now than ever as a result of some recent research
designed to address Anthony Greenwald's (1992) "two-word challenge" -- to create an experimental demonstration that
multiple words presented subliminally could be understood as a unit and more than the sum of the parts.

Numerous studies had previously demonstrated semantic activation of single words under conditions in which subjects
had no phenomenal awareness of the stimulus, as we noted in our reviews. However, no priming study had shown that
multiple words, presented subliminally, were capable of semantic activation. Such a demonstration would be essential
for validating claims that phrases such as "Eat Popcorn/Drink Coke" ... could affect human motivation and behavior. A
recent study by Draine (1997) has cast considerable doubt on the proposition that multiple words presented
subliminally can be comprehended. In his work, Draine established that priming effects of word pairs are a function of
individual word meanings, rather than their combined meaning. For example, the pair of words "Not Dirty" was
perceived to be evaluatively negative. The impact of the prime was uninfluenced by its negation. Draine concluded
that two-word grammatical combinations are beyond the analytic powers of unconscious cognition. 

In the "little less of" category, we are pleased to report that much of the furor over subliminal influence has died down.
There have been no new rock bands labeled as "subliminal criminals." ... The news media, including ABC, CBS News,
and CNN Headline News have made numerous accurate presentations of the scientific data showing the ineffectiveness
of subliminal influence in general and subliminal self-help tapes in particular. The National Academy of Science and
the British Psychological Association both issued statements concerning the lack of efficacy of subliminal tapes. The
level of promotion of subliminal self-help tapes seems to have declined. The message seems to have gotten out that
when it comes to subliminal tapes, "Buyer Beware," although sales of such tapes continue.

We wish we could end this update on a happy note and state that the hysterical claims for the power of subliminal
influence have finally been laid to rest. However, we noted in our reviews that interest in subliminal influence is often
cyclical -- first appearing before the turn of century, then again in the 1950s, 1970s, and today. And while the most
recent manifestations of interest in things subliminal appear to have died down, the underlying reasons for this interest
remain. These include a general lack of scientific literacy, unclear standards for qualifying experts in court, confusing
unconscious perceptual processes with the psychodynamic unconscious, a mass media interested in ratings and the
sensational, and a desire for quick solutions to difficult problems and quick scapegoats when the quick solutions don't
work.
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There is also a feature of subliminal stimulation that is somewhat unique compared to other urban myths -- namely that
evidence that could disconfirm the presence of subliminal stimuli is not readily available to the viewer (or listener). A
subliminal stimulus is, by definition, outside of conscious awareness. Consequently, NOT seeing (or hearing)
subliminal messages when one suspects their presence, confirms their presence in the minds of those who have been
encouraged to believe in subliminal persuasion. For this reason, subliminal conspiracies will no doubt continue to crop
up. Time will tell if, 5 or 10 or 20 years from now, some new researchers will need to write articles similar to the ones
we wrote 6 years ago to alert the public to the fact that no scientific evidence is available showing that subliminal
stimulation can significantly influence human motivation and behavior.

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 220-221) and
PsychoHeresy Update [now PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter], Vol. 3, No. 1, Winter 1991, by permission of Martin &
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110.
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Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing*
Christian or Psycho-Occult?

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which in actuality is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies. (The
"temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.) The
study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to the
unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality type. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

-  The underlying basis for the four temperament types (Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melancholy) is in ancient
astrology, which is defined by the Bible as divination:

The "forth-telling" of time and destiny; seeking to foresee the future or discover hidden knowledge about the past,
present, or future through occultic methods, such as astrology, channeling, crystal balls, tarot cards, etc.

The casual observance of temperament/personality types brings to memory a time 20 years ago when the most popular
question to ask was, "What's your sign?" Now the question is, "What's your temperament type?" Back then, astrology
claimed that one acts in a certain way because he was born under a particular sign of the constellation. Now it is
believed that a Melancholy will act in a certain way because he has been classified as a melancholy temperament type.

The four temperaments connection to astrology is not accidental, but rather by original design. Both astrology and the
temperaments are branches of the same tree -- ancient Babylon! (The practice of astrology is not simply limited to
knowing various charts and relating the configurations of the sky with the person's birth. Astrologers have admitted
they receive psychic knowledge about people beyond their abilities to use and understand the horoscope. They are
evidently given special information concerning individuals through demons. Similarly, anyone who reads auras and
types people accordingly receives information from demon spirits.)

-  The twelve zodiac personality types are arranged in four sets with three signs in each set. These are called trigons or
triplicities. Each triplicity corresponds with one of the four elements of Empedocles. Furthermore, each triplicity
corresponds with one of Hippocrates' four humors. And each triplicity corresponds with one of the four temperaments.
From Empedocles to Galen, each person who developed those categories also believed in the influences of the planets
and the stars on the elements, humors, and temperaments. Synthesizing ideas from classical Greek medicine and
astronomy, a theory of temperaments prevailing well into medieval times held that, for example, a sanguine disposition
reflected a particular combination of humors in the body and that, in turn, this combination had been fixed by a certain
configuration of the stars at the time of an individual's birth. The four temperaments were finally devalued and
considered relics of limited, ancient attempts to understand and deal with individual differences. Although they
remained a point of historical novelty, they are often totally ignored in current psychology textbooks. In fact, few
scholars give serious attention to the four temperament classifications except as historical reference.

Nevertheless, the four temperaments are more popular than ever today, especially among astrologers and professing
evangelical Christians. The twelve signs of the zodiac are arranged according to the elements (fire, earth, air, and
water), the humors (yellow bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm), and the temperaments (choleric, melancholy, sanguine,
and phlegmatic), three times round in sequence. It was only as various psychologists examined the four temperaments
or drew from them to form their own personality theories and categories that the four temperaments have been treated
as though they are independent from astrology. Nevertheless, while they may appear to stand on their own, the four
temperaments are intrinsically part of astrology. They constitute an inadvertent way for people to practice an
astrological kind of psychic and esoteric determinism without casting a horoscope and without even realizing that they
are practicing the essence of astrology. Neither astrology nor the four temperaments theory is scientific. Both are
deceptive and invalid. Both reinterpret Biblical doctrine. And both are bound to their occult roots. Astrology is
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anathema to the Christian. And since the four temperaments are an intrinsic component of astrology, the four
temperaments should be avoided as well.

-  Under the "Christianization" of the temperaments, one's temperament type is determined by listing both positive and
negative word descriptions describing personality traits, thereby describing one's strengths and weaknesses. The
category with the most personality traits indicates the appropriate temperament type, which then, according to the
theory, somehow magically opens the door to a better and deeper understanding of oneself and others, revealing the
true nature of the personality with all its strengths and weaknesses, and facilitates the transformation of one's
weaknesses into strengths (see Tim LaHaye's Transformed Temperaments). At this point, the temperament theory is
interspersed with Scripture, specifically the Holy Spirit's power and the Fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22,23). But
attempting to wed temperament theory with the doctrines of salvation and sanctification leads to theological mish-
mash that is in essence a religion of works.

The temperament theorists fail to understand that we are unable to exhibit the Fruit of the Spirit by improving our
personalities (through the "flesh"), but that the Fruit of the Spirit shines forth only as one possesses the fullness of the
Holy Spirit of God (through the Spirit). In fact, examining closely a list of temperament strengths and weaknesses, one
will notice that not one of the nine-fold Fruit of the Spirit is even listed! Again, this is because the strengths and
weaknesses are by-products of the "flesh," not the Spirit. Temperament theory put into practice is nothing more than a
fleshly approach to sanctification. (What actually ends up happening is that one's sinful behavior is relabeled as
"weaknesses," thereby replacing personal responsibility with helplessness.)

-  Confusion arises from attempting to wed a pagan system of "strengths" and "weaknesses" -- the four temperaments'
astrological polarities -- with Biblical doctrines of man. People who try to wed the four temperaments (or any other
such personality types) with Scripture emphasize strengths and weaknesses of each type rather than obedience and
disobedience to God. To attempt to deal with these differences through a four temperaments typology undermines the
Holy Spirit's work in a person's life. Psychological systems for explaining and understanding man's essence tend to
replace relationship with the Lord Jesus with formulas and techniques. Because of the system's pagan nature and the
errors involved, a Christian may come into the bondage of trying to fix himself up through modifying his weaknesses
and exercising his strengths, rather than allowing the Holy Spirit to work in His way. Scripture does not set forth a
system of personality differences, but rather one of putting off the old self and putting on the new; of loving God and
following His way rather that the way of the self -- of loving one another sacrificially as we already love ourselves. No
matter what the individual differences are between people, love is the issue and obedience to the Lord is the response.

Understanding ourselves in terms of typologies is unnecessary for walking after the Spirit and bearing the Fruit of the
Spirit. Concentration on such categories only feeds the flesh and ultimately leads to works of the flesh. Focusing on
temperament and personality categories, profiles, and tests avoids the real problem of sin and attempts to fix us up
with the ways of the world. Any system that focuses on strengths and weaknesses of various temperament types is
limited to reaching the greatest potential of what the Bible calls the "old man." In Philippians 1:6, Paul is not talking
about people reaching their greatest potential through understanding themselves through temperament categories. He is
talking about the Holy Spirit's work in each person through the process of sanctification whereby believers are
transformed into the image of Christ. The four temperaments and similar typologies give false power based upon a lie.
The Word of God is true. It is quick and powerful. To replace it or assist it with erroneous personality typologies is an
insult to the Lord, especially considering the occult relationship.

Nevertheless, the temperament philosophy continues to strive to promote harmonious relationships across the gamut of
Christian living through compatibility and the understanding of differences, and the temperament followers continue to
claim greater harmony and interaction in personal relationships than those who use the Bible alone. In actuality, the
four temperaments and other personality type systems are rival religious systems to Christianity -- part of the
philosophical/psychological pool of man-made systems and personal opinions which attempt to explain the nature of
man and present methods for change.

-  The leading so-called evangelicals today who consistently peddle the idea of the temperaments as Christian, are Tim
LaHaye [Spirit-Controlled Temperament (1967); Transformed Temperaments (1971); and Why You Act the Way You
Do (1984)], and Florence Littauer: [Some others in the professing Church promoting temperament typologies,
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personality inventories, and/or tests of spiritual gifts are Charles Stanley, Larry Burkett, John MacArthur, Gary Ezzo,
H. Norman Wright, Ken Voges, Ron Braund, and Hal Lindsey.]

(a) In LaHaye's book Why You Act the Way You Do (as well as in his other books), one can readily see the
underlying astrological roots of temperament theory -- he labels Christians as Sanguine, Choleric,
Phlegmatic, and Melancholy, and applies this to explain why people are "locked-in" to behaving the way
they do; according to LaHaye, the strengths and weaknesses of one's temperament type determines how he
acts.

(b) Littauer, in her books (After Every Wedding Comes a Marriage, Your Personality Tree, Personality
Plus, and Personalities in Power), also espouses the virtues of temperament theory. In fact, Littauer
followed in LaHaye's steps after reading his book Spirit-Controlled Temperament. Since that time she has
conducted seminars and written a number of books focused on personality types. She encourages self-
analysis through understanding and applying the four temperaments because she believes that such
knowledge can help people truly become what God intended them to be -- that they can reach their full
potential. According to Littauer, God is the One who is using the four temperaments. She says that she is
"amazed at how God uses this tool to open people's eyes to themselves and their relationships with others
... We will never reach the potential that is within us until we pull off the [temperament] mask and become
the real person God intended us to be;" i.e., she believes that God meant each person to be one of the four
temperament types! Littauer's system [she has developed the (unsubstantiated and statistically invalid)
Personality Profile Test (PPT)] promises that besides being free to be oneself, an individual will know how
to get his own unique-to-his-temperament needs met; she says that if their needs are not met, they are
vulnerable to temptation.

-  Christians using LaHaye's and Littauer's books claim that the similarity between astrology and the temperaments
results because astrology borrowed the "truth" of God's Word concerning the understanding of personalities through
the temperaments and misapplied it as "false belief" through astrology! Yet the Bible knows nothing of personality-
typing to understand behavior. Whatever the label Christians will give to the latest fad in New Age personality
systems, its origins can be traced to ancient pagan philosophy or occult religions, not the Bible. Even when combined
with Biblical teachings, the four temperaments do not become transformed. They are forever being tempered within the
confines of determinism. True freedom does not come from figuring out one's temperament according to the relics of
the four temperaments and astrology. Jesus already gave us the way to freedom, and that is through believing the Word
of God and living by that Truth (John 8:31-32).

True freedom does not come from learning the four temperaments and then redefining the Fruit of the Spirit into so-
called temperament traits of the new nature. The four temperaments are rooted in paganism and astrology. Christians
do not need pagan beliefs and practices, such as the four temperaments, to grow spiritually. If they did, the Bible
would have included such teachings. The four temperaments were certainly available at the time, along with all other
pagan practices that were an abomination to God. Instead of incorporating the Greek teachings of the humors and
temperaments for self-improvement, Paul insisted that there is only one true Gospel and that "the hope of glory" is
"Christ in you."

-  The four temperaments theory of personality is among the worst kinds of psychology. Furthermore, it is a means of
opening Christians to other psychological theories dressed in Bible verses. Those who integrate the four temperaments
theory of personality are doing the same thing as those who integrate any other personality theory with Christianity, be
it Freud's, Jung's, Adler's, Maslow's, Rogers', Hippocrates', Galen's, or Kant's. Those who enthusiastically promote
temperament theories, personality profiles, and other typologies are introducing foreign paradigms which originated in
paganism. Once such foreign paradigms are introduced, they are used to understand and explain the human condition
undergirded by a new interpretation of Scripture.

Note on Psychological Testing: Psychological testing is the categorical term normally applied to the kind of
temperament/personality typing discussed in this report. With the rise of science and the use of mathematics in the
nineteenth century, hope was raised that mathematical models could be harnessed to understand and explain man and
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to make predictions about him. The hope still is that, through the use of mathematics, psychological tests can be
developed that will use a small sample of man's behavior (as exhibited on the test) to reveal a great deal more about
him. The psychological test is an attempt to diagnose some broad and significant aspect of an individual's behavior in
order to reveal something about him or to predict how he will perform in the future.

Psychological testing can be categorized under the following three general headings: (1) tests of general intellectual
level, (2) tests of separate abilities, and (3) personality tests. A Christian's primary concern should be with the last
category, which includes personality inventories and temperament tests [such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI), the DiSC Personal Profile System (PPS), the Biblical Personal Profiles (BPP), the Taylor-Johnson
Temperament Analysis (TJTA), the LaHaye Temperament Analysis (LTA), the Personality Profile Test (PPT), the
Spiritual Gifts Inventories (SGI), etc.], all of which have pagan astrology as their basis, and/or were developed by, or
were based upon, the underlying theories of men who were godless atheists. As demonstrated in this report, not only
are these tests and what they purport to explain unbiblical, but they have also been proven to have extremely poor
statistical reliability and validity.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of this subject would be Four Temperaments, Astrology &
Personality Testing by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages; and
Tempora Mysticism by Shirley Ann Miller, Starburst Publishers, Lancaster, PA, 1991, 169 pages. Unless otherwise
stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this report come from these two sources.
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The Evangelical Alliance Mission (T.E.A.M.)
Mission Improbable?

-  The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM) has had suspect neo-evangelical associations for over two decades, but
has in recent years unmistakably chartered a new evangelical course. TEAM's home office (Wheaton, Illinois) has
persistently claimed that TEAM opposes new evangelicalism, while at the same time its missionaries on the field have
joined in all sorts of ecumenical compromise (e.g., Billy Graham crusades -- Norman Mydske, a missionary with
TEAM, was the director of the 1991 Billy Graham Argentina Crusade, and George Snook, field chairman for TEAM,
was the 1990-91 missionary/scholar-in-residence at the Billy Graham Center at Wheaton College). The following
items were reported in the 7/15/92 Calvary Contender:

(a) Dr. Don Jasmin warned (6/87, FBF News Btn.) that a TEAM radio ministry was headed by Southern
Baptist ecumenist Dr. Billy Kim (Far East Broadcasting Company, Korea). Billy Kim speaks and travels
with hyper-charismatic David Yonggi Cho, is vice president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance (an
organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with the Vatican
Secretariat for promoting Christian unity), and was a 2/88 Moody Founder's Week speaker (5/1/93,
Calvary Contender).

(b) Christianity Today Senior Editor and pope-praiser Dr. Kenneth Kantzer has served on TEAM's board
many years since the mid-70s or earlier.

(c) The 2/27/84 Christian News carried a TEAM letter documenting TEAM compromise and cover-up.

(d) BJU Chancellor Dr. Bob Jones in a 5/9/80 open letter to TEAM cited its involvement in an IVCF
Urbana conference, and said: "For more than 20 years now I have protested not only the compromise of
TEAM but also the deceit which is practiced by your office in misrepresenting entirely TEAM's position,
which is as ecumenical as that of any 'faith' mission I know. Naturally, the result of this deception is that
you are getting money from Biblical Christians who would not give you a dime if they knew the facts as to
what TEAM missionaries are doing around the world in promoting apostasy, ecclesiastical compromise,
and ecumenicity."

-  TEAM is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with Trans World
Radio, RMBU Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East
Broadcasting Co., etc. IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and
6,500 missionaries. IFMA accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the
doctrinal position of the mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order
to represent their ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of
its members even accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus
finding themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal
WCC position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical and
more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TEAM's continued membership is an indication of agreement with
IMFA policy. For example, does TEAM agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the Gospel
go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary giving for
many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association), the
two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
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Pentecostal groups as members.

-  The Boards of TEAM and the 90 year-old Bible Christian Union (BCU) voted to merge BCU into TEAM effective
1/1/94. Both were members of IFMA (see above). BCU's director, George Murray, will replace TEAM's Richard
Winchell in 8/94, working with Winchell until then. BCU will give up its name.
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TheoPhostic Counseling

TheoPhostic Psychoheresy (12/06)  

TheoPhostic Mind Set  (12/06)  

Theological Critiques of TheoPhostic Ministry  (12/06)  

TheoPhostic Prayer Ministry  (12/06)  
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Trans World Radio
Gospel of Christ to the World?

-  1992 marked the 40th anniversary of international gospel broadcaster, Trans World Radio (TWR). TWR was
incorporated as International Evangelism, Inc. on 2/11/52 by Dr. Paul E. Freed, its founder and present-day president,
for the purpose of reaching those areas of the world yet unreached with the gospel. TWR began with a 2,500 watt
station in Tangier, Morocco called "The Voice of Tangier." The fledging station went on the air on 2/22/54 in two
languages, Spanish and English, with broadcasts to the people of Spain. Today, the gospel is transmitted to 46
countries in Europe, North Africa, and the former Soviet republics in at least 36 languages from this one station alone.

Since these modest beginnings, TWR has become one of the world's largest missionary broadcasters -- TWR transmits
over 1,000 hours of gospel programming each week in 90 languages from seven transmitting locations, reaching
approximately 80% of the world's people. Trans World Radio has 37 national partners and/or offices in 30 countries,
including such international organizations as ERF International in Germany and Norea Radio Evangelistic Association
in Norway. Approximately half a million letters are received annually in response to the broadcasts.

-  Unfortunately, TWR reaches its vast audience with rock music, government propaganda, Billy Graham, National
Religious Broadcasting style charismaticism, neo-evangelical inclusivism, etc. For example, TWR participated in
Urbana '90 and promoted the Billy Graham School of Evangelism in Moscow. TWR has also set-up a transmitting
station in a Moscow Baptist church (a KGB-controlled showcase church!) with the equipment being jointly owned by
TRW and this "church." TRW is also a member of the neo-evangelical EFMA/IFMA (see below). (Reported in the
12/15/91 Calvary Contender.)

-  TWR is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East Broadcasting Co., etc.
IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries. IFMA
accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of the
mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members even
accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding
themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC
position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical and
more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TWR's continued membership is an indication of agreement with
IMFA policy. For example, does TWR agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the Gospel
go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary giving for
many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association), the
two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.
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Vineyard Movement

Vineyard Movement -- "Christian" Charismania (12/97)

Vineyard Movement -- A Visit to the Mother Church (11/03) 

Vineyard Movement -- Its Leadership and Doctrine (2/04) 

Vineyard Movement -- John Wimber & the Vineyard (12/97)
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Women of Faith: "Outrageous" or Joy?
By Debbie Dewart, MA

All over the country, women are emerging en masse to attend the "Outrageous Joy" conferences sponsored by
Women of Faith. Nearly twenty thousand turned out for the September 1999 event at the Anaheim Pond, with
another fifteen hundred viewing videos in overflow rooms at local churches. The names sound inviting and
innocuous. After all, as believers we have real reason to rejoice over our promised heavenly inheritance, even
when devastating trials tear through our lives (1 Peter 1:6-7). Christian women are indeed "woman of faith,"
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

But titles can be deceiving. Lurking behind the scenes is a big, powerful industry that wreaks havoc in today’s
church: "Christian" psychotherapy. Steve Arterburn, founder of New Life Clinics, is the mastermind behind these
round-the-country events. The psychological undercurrent is hardly hidden, as both New Life Clinics and
Remuda Ranch have displays and representatives advertising their allegedly "biblical" programs of
psychotherapy, in-patient and out-patient. New Life Clinics are scattered all over the United States, claiming to
offer therapy that is biblically grounded. Remuda Ranch, located near Phoenix, Arizona, offers intensive
psychological treatment programs for women suffering from bulimia and anorexia.

"Anorexic Christianity." Perhaps it is modern Christianity that suffers from "anorexia." The writer to the
Hebrew compares God’s Word to physical nourishment, admonishing his readers that by now they should be
ready for the "solid food" of that Word, moving on from the "milk" of baby Christians (Hebrews 5:13-14). Paul
wrote to Timothy that he had been "nourished" in the words of faith and sound doctrine (1 Timothy 4:6).
Today’s church, sadly, is malnourished, starving for that sound doctrine. Speakers at "Outrageous Joy" briefly
noted a verse here and there, but the presentation was primarily entertainment directed toward the senses. There
was no intellectual stimulation, no intensive teaching from any text of Scripture, and no mention of sin,
repentance, or man’s depravity as presented in the Bible. It seems that the real "anorexia" is the appalling lack of
biblical nourishment in today’s church. Instead of sound doctrine, believers are fed the "junk food" of
contemporary psychotherapy, couched in Christian terminology that deceives the unwary.

Where in the world is the church? It is hard not to ask WHY so many thousands of woman are compelled to
battle crowds and traffic in search of "outrageous joy," competing for autographs and time with a few select
"celebrity" Christian women. Where are the women of the church? Whatever happened to the book of Titus,
where Paul instructs the older women to teach the younger women to follow God’s Word? I couldn’t help but
think of my dear friend Beverly, my "big sister," diagnosed four years ago with colon cancer. I’ll never forget
the day I stopped by to give her my love just prior to her first surgery. She was on the phone, cheerfully telling a
friend that "God will use this for good." Then she was making a list of people she could pray for during her
recovery, and she wanted to know, "What can I put down for you?" [Who, me? You’re having cancer surgery
and you want to pray for me?!]

Four years and three surgeries later, this dear lady has two tumors in her lung and is on her fourth round of
chemotherapy. But her "outrageous joy," in a truly biblical sense (James 1:2-4), never ceases to amaze those who
love her. Beverly has never seen a psychotherapist in her life, but she has immersed herself in God’s Word. Her
"outer man" may be decaying, but her "inner man" is being renewed day by day, so that she never loses heart (2
Corinthians 4:16). There’s something about actually watching a godly woman walk through a trial, week after
week, year after year, that can’t be captured in a thirty-minute speech on stage by a person you don’t know and
may never see again. Where are the women of the church? Why are so many women, thousands of them, rushing
to a conference to seek what they ought to be finding in their local churches?

"Unconditional love" versus condemnation. The underlying conference theme is God’s "unconditional love."
The general presupposition is that most of us feel unworthy of that love. God’s love, of course, is a key truth that
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runs throughout Scripture. But to understand and appreciate that amazing love, we must first be confronted with
the reality and horror of sin. When the prophet Isaiah realized that he was in the presence of a holy, righteous
God (Isaiah 6), he was terrified. In fact, he literally stated that he was "damned." God restored the man and sent
him out on a prophetic mission, but not once did He tell the prophet that he was "worthy." God has provided
atonement for our sin, satisfying divine justice. The gravity of man’s sin and depravity is precisely what makes
God’s love so awesome. When modern speakers shrink back from the mention of sin, exalting God’s love while
neglecting His holiness, they actually diminish the intensity of divine love. If we were truly "worthy" of God’s
love, it would hardly be worth all the fuss. It is the fact that we are unworthy, that Christ died for us while we
were yet sinners (Romans 5:8), that makes God’s love so incredible.

One of the speakers (Barbara Johnson) talked about her discovery (in 1975) that her 20-year-old son was a
homosexual. After she had condemned him, he disappeared from his family for about eleven years before a
reunion occurred. The speaker said nothing about homosexuality being a sin and nothing as to whether her son
continues to practice this sin. She now maintains a ministry to parents of homosexual children (Spatula), but she
picks and chooses the verses of Scripture that are acceptable for that ministry. Texts describing homosexuality as
an "abomination" are quietly discarded, while Scriptures that talk about God’s love are the ones she presents.
But people need the whole counsel of God. It is wonderfully true that there is now "no condemnation" to those
who are in Christ Jesus (Romans 8:1). Nevertheless, homosexuality is a sin, an abomination in the eyes of God.
We are to respond to homosexuals as we would to any other sinners, with love, gentleness, and humility. We are
called to restore those entangled in any sin, whether it be homosexuality or something else (Galatians 6:1).
Compassionate ministry doesn’t mean that we overlook or redefine sin, but rather that we act with humility in
view of the fact that we are all sinners, equal at the foot of the cross (Romans 3:23).

Casting out the moneychangers? When Jesus found merchants buying and selling in God’s holy temple, He
immediately cast them out. Today’s current buzzword phrase seems to be: "What would Jesus do?" I can’t help
but wonder, indeed, what He would do at the "Outrageous Joy" conference. Twenty thousand women paid
approximately $50 each to attend, and there were fifteen hundred in overflow areas paying $25 each. Do the
math; it adds up to well over a million dollars! Every speaker had a table selling books and/or tapes. Women of
Faith sold t-shirts and other conference souvenirs. New Life Clinics and Remuda Ranch offered high-priced
"professional counseling" to replace the free Word of God (Isaiah 55:1-2). What would Jesus do? Would He cast
out these moneychangers?

This conference was surely something of a mixture. The psychological undercurrent was sometimes
unmistakable, as when Sheila Walsh described her journey to the psychiatric hospital to be treated for "clinical"
depression. It seems, for her, that life began after psychotherapy even though she trusted the Lord as a young
child. Speaker/comedienne Chondra Pierce never mentioned psychotherapy, but offered an encouraging
testimony about how her mother praised and trusted God despite the death of two daughters and desertion by her
husband. On the whole, the presentation was one designed to appeal to the senses, with little biblical depth and a
not-so-subtle enticement to seek answers in psychotherapy.

(PAL V7N6)
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Women of Influence
by Carol Tharp, MD

Nearly four hundred years ago Christians from the British Isles established homes on the land mass later to be
named the United States of America. They were truly children of the Reformation, having the glorification of
God as the general purpose of their lives. The ever-present self was to be denied. They took Jesus’ warning
seriously:

If any man [or woman] will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me. For
whosoever will save his life shall lose it; and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it. For
what is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? (Matthew 16:24-26).

In 2002, Christians on the same land mass in the same USA could title a conference "Thrive: Becoming a
Woman of Influence" and have no one question the conference goal. The church has become convinced that
women are so burdened with low self-esteem that the $69 fee for this one-day conference was seen as a bargain!
Over 25,000 females gathered at various participating churches for this live, nation-wide, satellite-transmitted
video conference hosted by John C. Maxwell. The demand for this conference reveals the truth of Scripture’s
description of fallen man’s proud heart having made the doctrines of secular psychology acceptable in the
church.

The Thrive Conference speakers, presumably all thriving and influential, were said to be committed to the
following core values: to encourage women to pursue God as their source of identity and esteem, to encourage
women to connect with each other, and to validate women. Society and the church have so absorbed the
meaningless newspeak of the psychological therapeutic industry that no one asks for a definition of "identity,"
"esteem," "connection," or "validation." These vague entities are simply assumed to be inherently lacking, out
there somewhere, and worthy of intense pursuit.

Kay Arthur opened the conference with the use of Scripture, but with the stated purpose of using it to give hope
for each attendee to be a woman of influence. She told them that realizing these truths from Scripture will make
us great women of influence.

Joyce Meyer, having an Honorary Doctorate of Divinity from Oral Roberts University, spoke on submission as a
criterion of influence. She told the women how she became a world-wide influence in spite of past abuse and
fear of trusting men. She taught that no one can mistreat you for long if you have something to do for God and
that you’ll be promoted if you have an excellent spirit.

There was no mention of the continuing mistreatment of Paul the Apostle as listed in II Corinthians 11:16-29.
No mention was made of Paul’s last letter to the churches as he awaited execution because of what he had done
for God: "No man stood with me, but all men forsook me" (II Timothy 4:16). Meyer mentioned Daniel as having
been promoted due to his exceptional qualities (Daniel 6:3), but ignored the rest of that same chapter six where,
because of these same qualities, he was thrown into the lions’ den. The obvious was carefully ignored: that all
the apostles were demoted to execution or exile because of their excellent spirits. It was not mentioned that the
one who did the most for God and had the most excellent Spirit was promoted to a Roman crucifixion after
beatings and thorns. "Though He were a Son, yet learned He obedience by the things which He suffered"
(Hebrews 5:8).

Meyer encouraged the women to follow their own heart, even though Scripture describes the heart of every man
and woman as "deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked" (Jeremiah 17:9). She urged the attendees to
repeat phrases after her, such as: "I’m an individual"; "I just want to be me"; and "I want to like me." Such
advice reminds one of the warning in 2 Timothy 3:1-2 about "lovers of their own selves." Such self talk takes the
eyes off Jesus and onto me, myself, and I.

Becky Tirabassi, described as having "a passionate interest in health and fitness," was the conference emcee,
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frequently asking attendees: "Are you thriving?" She instructed them to be transparent as they broke into small
groups and to search for the root of personal insecurity. These women of the twenty-first century, with a so-
called burden of low self-esteem throughout their entire beings, appeared to be crying, "What must I do to thrive
and be influential?" Can these possibly be the progeny of those seventeenth-century American women who fled
Bunyan’s City of Destruction with a burden of sin on their backs crying, "What must I do to be saved?" and
who identified with John the Baptist when he plainly declared that Jesus "must increase, but I must decrease"?
This emphasis on self does not come from Scripture, but rather from the world, and now permeates the church
under the guise of psychological counseling.

The Thrive worship leader, Alicia Williamson, asked the crowd, "How many of you are winners?" before
repeating: "Jesus Christ makes you a winner!" Her CD, entitled "We Win," was for sale at $15 each. In tune with
the conference, the song focused on "we" and "me" rather than on Christ. "We win, we win, we win!" "When
Christ rose on the third day, we won the victory! We’ve got the victory," etc.

The result of such teaching was evident in the comments of the discussants at break-time: "I overcame my
insecurity by taking control and forgiving my parents on my own terms," and, "When I pray, I think positive
thoughts so that endorphins pour into my brain and lift me right up!"

Janet Parshall, said to be "sought after nation-wide to speak on issues that impact family preservation," gave
examples of women of all religious persuasions as being of influence. She told of her experiences at the White
House and on Larry King Live and of how values are caught, not taught. She used Moses’ sister Miriam as the
example of one who caught values from her mother, who had rightly identified her world of influence. Typical
of this conference, she conveniently ignored the description of Miriam’s values in Numbers 12, where the anger
of the Lord was kindled against Miriam and she was made leprous, white as snow, because she challenged
Moses’ leadership.

John Maxwell, listed as "best-selling author, dynamic speaker, and successful entrepreneur," described the
process of becoming a woman of influence and gave ten steps to accomplish this, all without using Scripture.
His books include The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership and The 17 Indisputable Laws of Teamwork. His video
curriculum was available at the Conference for $199.

Since this type of conference is so common within the modern church, Christians do not usually question the
doctrinal base. Neither do they ask whether it coincides with the revealed Word of our Creator. If one does
question it, church leaders generally respond with the suggestion that personal insecurity is just a gentler way of
rephrasing Bunyan’s City of Destruction and that low self-esteem is simply a more acceptable terminology for
sin. Must we nitpick? Do words really make a difference? After all, haven’t many church leaders decided that
Generation Y is better evangelized via images rather than words?!!

Scripture directs believers to walk by faith, not by sight (II Corinthians 5:7). Therefore, we cannot assume the
church to be righteous (successful in Gods eyes) just because individual congregations number in the thousands.
Christian music is financially profitable and eagerly sponsored by secular corporations. Christian publishing
houses are profitable entities for secular corporations. The same techniques that supposedly motivate Wal-Mart
employees are used to motivate the church. Dr. Dobson leans on a podium graced with the Presidential seal in
the photo on his Christmas card. None of these facts, however, mark the church as faithful.

Dr. Ann Douglas, Professor of American studies at Columbia University and author of The Feminization of
American Culture, said the following during a 1996 interview with Michael Horton of the Alliance of
Confessing Evangelicals:

The idea that God is much greater than our own happiness was the Calvinistic ethos that the liberals
simply would not accept. "Though He slay me, yet will I worship Him" was not accepted, in part due to
the humanist tradition, but also partly the commercial: if we’ve got to sell ourselves now, is this the ad
spiel that will best sell our product? This is straight out of the liberal Unitarian sentimental tradition of the
nineteenth century. Women wondered, Why do we have to have all this theology and an emphasis on sin
and the need for redemption? Why isn’t the home the model for God? Why shouldn’t the things we do
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and hear in church suit us where we are?

She concluded her interview by saying, "I have enormous respect for the intellectual and spiritual endeavor of
trying to understand a world that is not necessarily there just to make you happy."

Men of the church, as well as women, ought to feel shame that a secular university professor recognizes that
much of the teaching among today’s Christians is the product of Romanticism rather than the product of a
serious study of Scripture. Scripture gives no light warning to those who walk by sight, feelings, and experience
(e.g., Deuteronomy 13:1-5).

All women, because they are made in the image of God, are inherently women of influence. However, no
woman is inherently a woman of faith. Faith is a gift of God and will never come via a 12-step program. True
faith produces a woman used by God, rather than a woman of influence attempting to use God.

The anthropocentric doctrine of this Thrive Conference is not unique to women nor to this conference. It
permeates our seminaries, Christian radio, Christian books and magazines, and our churches in general. This
doctrine increases self and thrusts the church out of the way that God commanded. In 1947 C. S. Lewis wrote:

The magicians’ bargain is that process whereby man surrenders himself to Nature in return for power. For
magic, the problem is how to subdue reality to the wishes of men: the solution is a technique; and in the
practice of this technique, men are ready to do things hitherto regarded as disgusting and impious (The
Abolition of Man).

What a great chasm there is between the modern church, with its disgusting, impious techniques, and its rich
heritage! What a contrast this conference was to the words sung in Brahms’ German Requiem, which was first
performed on Good Friday, 1868, in Breman Cathedral. This major sacred choral work was noted by the
composer as written "according to words from the Holy Scriptures":

For all flesh is as grass and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The grass withers, and the flower
thereof falleth away. Be patient therefore. Lord, make me to know mine end, and the measure of my days,
what it is; that I may know how frail I am. Behold, Thou hast made my days as an handbreadth; and mine
age is as nothing before Thee; verily every man at his best state is altogether vanity. Surely every man
walketh in a vain shew. For here have we no continuing city, but we seek one to come. For Thou hast
created all things, and for Thy pleasure, they are and were created.

Even at that relatively modern date, these words from the Holy Scriptures achieved immediate recognition and
were performed more than one hundred times within the first ten years of its composition.

We desperately need to ask whether Brahms’ composition would be at all acceptable in our local congregations
today, either on a Sunday morning at the so-called celebration service or even at that other celebration
previously known as a funeral. Brahms’ words written "according to . . . the Holy Scriptures" are no longer
appealing to many American Christians; they are too negative, failing to affirm, too morbid. The doctrine of
counseling psychology is far more appealing to human nature than the whole counsel of God. This reality defines
the problem with the Thrive Conference and with Christianity today.
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Yoga
Relaxation or Occult?*

-  Yoga is from the Sankrit word Yug, meaning "union" (with the Divine, your higher "SELF"). Yoga is a path for
transcending the ordinary mind (who you think you are) in order to merge with your "higher SELF" or "God SELF."
Yoga means "to yoke" -- to yoke with Brahman (i.e., the "Infinite," the "Universal Spirit," the impersonal force that the
Hindus call "God") via the realization of an altered state of consciousness, thereby theoretically releasing oneself from
the bondage of endless reincarnation. Yoga comes out of the Hindu Vedas. It can be traced back to Patanjali, who was
a religious leader. Shiva, one of Hinduism's three most powerful gods, was known as "The Destroyer" -- he's called
Yogi Swara or the "Lord of Yoga."

-  Consider the following portion of an article from a secular newspaper:

"It is estimated that there are 10,000 yoga teachers in the United States, who teach between 4 and 5
million students a week. Yoga is a program that involves conscious stretching, deliberate movements,
controlled breathing and relaxation exercises. Its purpose is to develop strength, flexibility, balance, body
alignment, body awareness, muscular balance, calmness and controlled breathing. Yoga originated from a
school of thought in the Hindu religion, which suggests that postures can isolate the soul from the body
and the mind.

"In the Western world, yoga is used mainly as a form of exercise. Yoga comes from the original Sanskrit
word, 'joga,' which means 'to join.' Yoga means to join body, mind and breath; to get them to work
together in harmony [This is a lie!]. It's very gentle, slow and meditative; but it requires concentration.
Yoga instructors say they have received a handful of complaints from people who believe yoga is
intertwined with mysticism and the occult. [We] acknowledge that yoga does indeed come from a portion
of India's Hindu religion, but [our] classes deal mainly with the physical aspects of yoga, and do not in
any way coerce people to become involved in Eastern religion" [another lie]. (Source: The Bloomington
Herald-Times, 1991.) (Emphasis added.)

Sadly, even professing Christians have bought into this lie. Every Yoga teacher is, in effect, a Hindu or Buddhist
missionary, even though "he or she may wear a cross, insist that Jesus was a great Yogi, and protest that Yoga is not a
religion, but science. This is the most blatant of lies. Yet it has been so widely proclaimed and believed that in
America's public schools, beginning in kindergarten and in almost every other area of society today, Yoga and other
forms of Hindu-Buddhist occultism are taught and accepted as science. In contrast, Christianity has been thrown out of
the schools and is being crowded out of every other area of life in the 'broad-minded' move to replace religion with the
New Age 'science'!" (Source: Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, p. 147.)

-  Yoga is clearly a New Age concept that is deeply religious and pantheistic in its origin. It is widely practiced and
supported by New Age proponents. The New Age movement denies the reality of sin and total depravity, and believes
that man is generally good and is divine. They teach that there is a god within us, and we are to harness that and
develop it through meditation and other metaphysical techniques. They teach that the only thing people need is
enlightenment regarding their divinity. They believe that through reincarnation man is reunited with God. They believe
in karma, which is a debt one owes because of his previous life. They also believe and teach the evolution of man as
opposed to the Creation that is taught in the Bible. Yoga is also associated with imagery, visualization, hypnosis, mind
magic, chanting of mantra, positive thinking, and Silva mind techniques, which are not only unbiblical, but are
potentially dangerous. When practiced by professing believers, it allows a certain external spiritual influence in our
lives, which is inconsistent with, and disallowed (2 Cor. 6:14-18), in the teachings of the Holy Scriptures (2 Cor. 4:4).

The practice of Yoga is pagan at best, and occultic at worse. Its teachings emanate from the Eastern religions, all of
which teach that self is God, only we just don't realize it:
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"The goal of Yoga is 'self-realization ' -- to look deeply within what ought to be the temple of the one true
God and there to discover the alleged 'true Self' or 'higher Self' and declare self to be God. Nothing could
be more religious than that, yet with straight faces all of the Yogis insist that practicing Yoga will not
change anyone's religious beliefs. This is the religion of Antichrist; and for the first time in history it is
being widely practiced throughout the Western world as Transcendental Meditation and other forms of
Yoga." (Source: The Seduction of Christianity, p. 54.)

-  Yoga calls itself science. "By calling itself science, Yoga (which is the very heart of Hinduism) has within the last
[30] years become an integral part of Western society, where it is taught in nearly every YMCA or YWCA, in clubs, in
public schools, in industry, and in many churches. Dressed in Western clothes, Yoga has gained acceptance in
medicine, psychology, education, and religion under such euphemisms as 'centering,' 'relaxation therapy,' 'self-
hypnosis,' and 'creative visualization.' Yoga is designed to lead to the 'realization' of one's true 'godhood' through an
inward meditative journey that finally locates the ultimate source of everything within the human psyche." (Source:
The Seduction of Christianity, p. 110.)

-  Hatha-yoga is a popular form of Yoga practiced today by those looking for a form of relaxation and non-strenuous
exercise. Johanna Michaelsen, however, correctly discerns:

"There is a common misconception in the West that hatha-yoga, one of about ten forms of Yoga that
supposedly leads to self-realization, is merely a neutral form of exercise, a soothing and effective
alternative for those who abhor jogging and calisthenics ... [However], Hatha-yoga is 'one of the six
recognized systems of orthodox Hinduism' and is at its roots religious and mystical. It is also one of the
most difficult and potentially [spiritually] dangerous forms of Yoga.

"The term hatha is derived from the verb hath, which means 'to oppress.'... What the practice of hatha-
yoga is designed to do is suppress the flow of psychic energies through these channels ["symbolic, or
psychic passages on either side of the spinal column"], thereby forcing the 'serpent power' or the kundalini
force to rise through the central psychic channel in the spine (the sushumna) and up through the chakras,
the supposed psychic centers of human personality and power. Westerners mistakenly believe that one can
practice hatha-yoga apart from the philosophical and religious beliefs that undergird it. This is an
absolutely false belief. ... You cannot separate the exercises from the philosophy. ... 'The movements
themselves become a form of meditation.' The continued practice of the exercises will, whether you ...
intend it or not, eventually influence you toward an Eastern/mystical perspective. That is what it is meant
to do! ... There is, by definition, no such thing as 'neutral' Yoga" (Like Lambs to the Slaughter, pp. 93-95).
(Last emphasis added.)

-  Other types or brands of Yoga:

(a) Laya Yoga: Path of Universal Body -- In Laya Yoga, the Macrocosm (the Universe) is directly
networked with the Microcosm (the human body). There are five centres (chakras, or "wheels") along the
spine and one between the eyebrows that directly corresponds with some aspect of creation. These chakras
are linked through an etheric channel along the spine. A primordial creative energy (kundalini) lies
dormant at the base of the spine in the root chakra. The Laya Yogi (someone who practices Laya Yoga),
through meditation and Asanas (posture exercises), will coax this kundalini energy into traveling up the
channel through each chakra until it reaches its point of origin at the top of the skull. At that point, the
yogi will have merged with the source of creation. If the yogi then chooses to reverse the process, the
kundalini energy will travel back down the channel recharging each centre with an increased amount of
Prana (life force energy). The result is that the yogi will then have more understanding of, and control
over, all aspects of creation each time this process is done.

(b) Karma Yoga: Path of Selfless Action -- Action performed for the purpose of satisfying a desire has the
effect of generating new desires that require additional actions. Addiction to pleasure (in any form) is a
good example of this. Once the desire is satisfied, it generates more desire, which then needs to be
satisfied ad infinitum. In Karma Yoga, one seeks to end this cycle by not being attached to the outcome of
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anything he does. Actions are thus performed based on what seems appropriate in a given situation. The
person performing the action has no concern about whether the end result is "good" or "bad." Since the
actions are not performed for self-gratification, the person is free of them. As a result of not being
attached to the outcome, a person can become completely involved in whatever he is doing. In this way,
yogis seek to end the eternal cycle of death and rebirth.

(c) Jnana Yoga: Path of Transcendental Knowledge -- This type of yoga is geared toward those who have
an intellectual curiosity, who like to reason and analyze. The ordinary mind can never know Ultimately
and Absolutely. Therefore, the goal is for the ordinary mind to realize that and, thereby, get out of the
way. In effect, one uses the ordinary mind to transcend the ordinary mind. Gradually the ordinary mind
reveals its true nature to itself. In the "Who am I?" inquiry, as taught by the great Indian guru Ramana
Maharshi, the mind's false identities are discounted one by one until it is exhausted. Once the mind has
exhausted all its answers, then the higher Self may emerge.

(d) Bhakti Yoga: Path of Devotion -- Bhakti Yoga is considered the simplest of the Yogas. Bhakti is a
practice of self-surrender for the purpose of eventually identifying with the source of love, or the higher
Self. It is not unlike devotion and service associated with religion in the West. The yogi selects a Saint,
Guru, or another figure to direct his devotional love. Every act in daily life is done to serve the beloved
one. Visualizations and mantras are also part of Bhatki Yoga practice. The goal is to visualize the beloved
one all the time. At first one may have a picture or representation to look at as the visualization skill is
developed. A sound is repeated at the same time as the visualization. Although there are many words that
can be selected, the sound of "GM" (A-U-M) is one anyone can use. This practice is especially suitable
for people with intense emotional natures. Key words are: worship, devotion, self-surrender, visualization,
and mantra.

(e) Raja Yoga: Path of Stillness -- In Raja Yoga, the goal is to quiet the mind through meditation where
the attention is fixed on an object, mantra, or concept. Whenever the mind wanders, it is brought back to
whatever is the object of concentration. In time, the mind will cease wandering and become completely
still. A state of focused, uninterrupted concentration will occur. From this state, the yogi will eventually
merge with the higher SELF.

(f) Kriya Yoga -- Babaji's Kriya Yoga is a scientific art of perfect God Truth union and Self-Realization.
The great Master of India, Babaji Nagarag, revived it as a synthesis of ancient teachings of the 18 Siddha
tradition. Kriya Yoga claims to bring about an integrated transformation of the individual in all five planes
of existence: physical, vital, mental, intellectual, and spiritual. It includes a series of 144 techniques or,
"Kriyas," grouped into five phases, or branches.

1. Kriya Hatha Yoga: including "Asanas," physical postures of relaxation, "bandahs,"
muscular locks, and "mudras," gestures, all of which bring about greater health, peace, and the
awakening of the principal energy centres, the "chakras." Babaji has selected a particularly
effective series of 18 postures, which are taught in stages and in pairs. One cares for the
physical body, not for its own sake, but as a vehicle or temple of the Divine (religious, not
just an exercise).

2. Kriya Kundalini Pranayama: the "potential" technique, is a powerful breathing exercise to
awaken powerful latent energy and circulate it through the seven principal chakras between
the base of the spine and crown of the head. It awakens their corresponding psychological
states and makes one a dynamo on all five planes of existence.

3. Kriya Dhyana Yoga: meditation, the scientific art of mastering the mind: to cleanse the
subconscious; develop concentration, mental clarity, and vision; to awaken the intuitive and
creative faculties; and bring about the breathless state of communion with God, "samadhi"
(not the God of the Bible).

4. Kriya Mantra Yoga: the mental repetition of subtle sounds to awaken the intuition, the
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intellect, and the chakras; the mantra becomes a substitute for the "I" centred chatter and
facilitates the accumulation of great amounts of energy. The mantra is supposed to cleanse
habitual subconscious tendencies (it is a religious repetitive chant).

5. Kriya Bhakti Yoga: devotional activities and service to awaken pure Divine universal love
and spiritual bliss; it includes chanting and singing, ceremonies, pilgrimages, and worship.

-  So if someone's interested in physical exercises that are designed to help one's body, he should not take Yoga, which
is designed for death, and teaches how to reach this state of consciousness (see note) where one gets a better
reincarnation. Even the physical positions in Yoga come right out of the Hindu scriptures, and are designed to put one
into this state of consciousness where you imagine that you're God. Therefore, Christians who think they think they're
getting relaxation and/or exercise, are really getting Hinduism! They think they're getting science, but they're getting
religion. It's mislabeled and it's dangerous! (Source: a 1988 John Ankerberg Show program, "The New Age in
Society.")

-  John Weldon and Clifford Wilson wrote in Occult Shock and Psychic Forces that Yoga is really pure occultism.
Hans-Ulrich Rieker, in his book The Yoga of Light, also warns that misunderstanding the true nature of Yoga can mean
"death or insanity." Another little known fact is that virtually every major guru in India has issued warnings similar to
these; i.e., deep-breathing techniques such as the ones taught in Yoga are a time-honored method for entering altered
states of consciousness and for developing so-called psychic power. [Note: Yoga is one of the basic means of reaching
this altered state of consciousness. And the altered state is the doorway to the occult. Sir John Eccles, Nobel Prize
Winner for his research on the brain, said the brain is "a machine that a ghost can operate." In a normal state of
consciousness, one's own spirit ticks off the neurons in his brain and operates his body. We are spirits connected with a
body. But in an altered state, reached under drugs, Yoga, hypnosis, etc., this passive but alert state, the connection
between the spirit and the brain, is loosened. That allows another spirit to interpose itself, to begin to tick off the
neurons in the brain, and create an entire universe of illusion. You've then opened yourself up. It's called sorcery.
People are literally teaching themselves how to be demonized, all in the name of developing one's full potential.]

* Unless otherwise cited, parts of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from  Examining & Exposing Cultic
& Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, “Should a Christian Practise Yoga?,” April 2000, pp. 79-84.
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Youth for Christ
Para-Church Ecumenism

-  The root error of new evangelicalism is not so much what it teaches that is wrong, but what it refuses to preach and
the illicit fellowship in which it is involved. If we don't lift a voice against compromise of this magnitude, surely we
must be branded as traitors. More than twenty years ago Dr. Charles Woodbridge defined new evangelicalism as "a
spirit of compromise with unbelief." He identified five steps of progression: (1) toleration of error, (2) accommodation
to error, (3) cooperation with error, (4) contamination by error, and (5) capitulation to error. Youth for Christ has
clearly followed these steps of neo-evangelicalism. The Bible does not speak in vain when it warns, "Be not deceived:
evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Cor. 15:33).

-  Youth for Christ, headquartered in Denver, Colorado, is a para-church organization focusing on the interest of teen-
agers.* Established in 1944, it has more than 225 chapters across the U.S.; Youth for Christ/International (YFCI) is
represented in 127 countries -- 65 chartered chapters and 62 pioneering chapters. YFC has over 800 full-time
employees and over 11,000 volunteers who work with students. YFC claims to work directly with 56,000 students, but
to have "touched" the lives of over 600,000 in 1994 alone, with 31,000 coming "to know Christ." It has always been
ecumenical (Billy Graham was YFC's first paid employee and became one of YFC's early leaders), but in its earlier
years it did take a stand somewhat against Romanism. In the 1940s, for example, Youth for Christ rented a plane and
"bombed" the Vatican with gospel tracts (James Hefley, "How I Lost my Protestant Prejudice," Eternity, Nov. 1971)! 

Like most of the evangelical world, though, Youth for Christ has since become reconciled with Rome and is given
over to the most radical form of ecumenism. As early as 1971, YFC had a Catholic nun on its full-time staff in
Rochester, New York. Since the early 1970s, YFC has joined Roman Catholics in ecumenical meetings throughout the
world. Sam Wolgemuth represented Youth for Christ International on the Central Committee of the ecumenical Key
'73, which had strong participation by Roman Catholic leaders and laymen (Flirting With Rome: Key Men and
Organizations, Way of Life Literature, pp. 46-47). Another example of YFC's ecumenical activities is seen in its
participation in the Evangelical and Ecumenical Conference for Clergy and Laity in 1983. Together with the Roman
Catholic diocese of San Diego, the Salvation Army, and other organizations, the San Diego Youth for Christ co-
sponsored this meeting (Foundation,Vol. IV, Iss. II, 1983).

-  Campus Life is a division of Youth for Christ. (Campus Life/JV, or Club JV, is Campus Life for junior high and
middle school students.) Teen-agers on junior high and high school campuses are presented an Arminian,
psychological gospel (e.g., the "goal is to reach young people with a positive Christian message," asking them to
"accept Christ"). It is the working policy of Youth for Christ to then send "converts" to the "church of their choice."
Ian Grant, Australian/New Zealand director for YFC says, "We make no judgment of churches -- that's the Holy
Spirit's job. Young Christians can be more led into Bible reading and faith in a charismatic Catholic Church than in
some conservative evangelical churches." (Reported in the 7/91, CIB Bulletin.) (Grant has also been quoted as saying,
"We have to make sure young people hear about the Christian message in a creative way," such as "Saturday night
rock music, drama, and dance.") Read what YFC says about Campus Life:

"Campus Life is a relational ministry geared to high school aged young people who meet regularly in
private homes, community halls, etc., under the supervision of adult staff leaders. There are no dues or
membership requirements. In addition, camps, conferences, and other recreational activities are offered at
nominal cost. Campus Life believes in the balanced life concept; therefore, we strive to develop a spiritual,
physical, mental, and social balance in the young person's life. If any one area is underdeveloped, the
young person is unable to grow to the mature, young adult God intended and parents desire."
(Emphasis added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

-  A TOUCH OF CLASS--RAUCOUS COMEDY--LIVE BANDS--HOT DANCE MOVES -- As a Christian, if
you read these words in a newspaper ad inviting attendance at a special program, would you want to attend yourself,
or rush to invite others? Exactly these words headlined an ad in the New Zealand Herald inviting attendance at a
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Youth for Christ program to be held on 8/15/92 at the Auckland Town Hall. The rest of the ad read: "Featured Band:
'The Pilgrims' from Waikato. Speaker: Ian Grant. Admission Free. Collection to cover expenses. Another Youth for
Christ program. Followed by a Dance Party in the Town Hall. Tickets $5.00 available from Auckland Youth for
Christ, or at the door." 

Of course, Youth for Christ never did take a fundamentalist position, but few people would have ever imagined that
this youth organization would have fallen to such depths of worldliness. Grant offered the amazing rationale for his
worldly programs by saying, "We have to make sure young people hear about such goings on?" (Foundation, July-
August 1992). 

-  YFC continues on the ecumenical, rock music kick; every three years it sponsors two "Youth Evangelism" Super
Conferences. In July-August 1994, "DC/LA '94" was held. The promotional brochure stated that the music would
feature fading lights, rising drumbeats, and the "hottest and latest" sounds in so-called "Christian music" with "Late
Night" comedy piped into the hotel rooms. Music groups included: Newsboys; 4 Him; and "Christian" rappers DC
Talk. Listed speakers included: Josh McDowell, Buster Soaries, and Tony Campolo. YFC "networked" with the "True
Love Waits" campaign, begun by Southern Baptists. The DC '94 conference involved 26 denominations and youth
organizations, including Southern Baptists, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Catholics, and Campus Crusade for
Christ. In the summer of 1995 at Six Flags Over Georgia, the 9th Annual Atlanta Fest was held. Sponsors included
Youth for Christ; CCM magazine; Jerry Falwell; Tony Campolo; Josh McDowell; and Andy Stanley. The 22nd
Annual Fishnet conference (7/10/96-7/13/96) featured Tony Campolo with Youth for Christ representatives. (Source:
1/1/95; 6/15/95; 4/1/96; Calvary Contender.)

Youth For Christ expects 35,000 attendees at its 1997 rock gatherings -- Washington, DC (July 16-20) and Los
Angeles (June 25-29). The list of over 75 "Christian Colleges" involved include: Oral Roberts University, Fuller,
Wheaton, Trinity, Biola, Gordon-Conwell, Baylor, Asbury, Moody, Liberty, Grace (IN), and the GARBC's Western
Baptist College and Christian Heritage College. Speakers include: Josh McDowell, Ron Luce, and Buster Soaries.
Music is by: Michael W. Smith, Jars of Clay, Newsboys, and Steven Curtis Chapman (4/1/97, Calvary Contender).

-  Warren Wiersbe, a well-known author and Bible teacher, former senior pastor of Moody Church in Chicago, and
former general director of Back To The Bible in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1991 joined the staff of YFC International in
Wheaton, Illinois, directing its publications ministry. (Wiersbe later became its staff evangelist.) Wiersbe has tacitly
approved or associated with liberals, Roman Catholics, and neo-evangelicals for many years. Wiersbe himself is
overtly Arminian in his theology and a blatant psychologizer, and he frequently speaks through inclusivist pulpits (e.g.,
at Trinity International University [formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School], Bill Hybels' Willow Creek
Community Church, etc.). (Reported in the 12/1/91, Calvary Contender.) 

-  Jim Groen, president of Youth for Christ International, was one of the organizers for the 1987 Billy Graham crusade
in Denver, Colorado, which featured close Catholic cooperation. The crusade had the full backing of the regional
Catholic hierarchy, trained dozens of Catholics as "counselors," and sent to local Catholic churches the names of
hundreds of those who had responded to the altar calls each night. One of the supervisors of the 6,600 counselors was
Catholic priest Donald Willette.

-  Youth for Christ has supported many Luis Palau crusades. Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen, endorsed
the unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his ecumenical
evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals. (His messages are
also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.) The 1993 Palau Crusade in Jamaica featured
this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives wholehearted support in
mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen by us as an important event in
the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner." 

-  On 1/11/92, British Youth for Christ sponsored an appearance by neo-evangelical Tony Campolo. But merely calling
Campolo a neo-evangelical is being much to kind. Campolo is a theological liberal and a radical political socialist
whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst! At this meeting, Campolo's message was one of
works salvation, New Age pantheism, and social action. Campolo even had praise for New Age psychologist M. Scott
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Peck. (See BDM's report on Tony Campolo for more details of this speech.) 

-  Youth for Christ has endorsed the Southern Baptist campaign in which teens publicly pledge to abstain from sex.
Catholic leaders have also signed on. Baptist Sunday School Board youth consultant Richard Ross met with officials in
the National Conference of Catholic Bishops recently in Washington to discuss the 15 million-member denomination's
"True Love Waits" campaign. The no-sex campaign hopes to collect 500,000 or more youth pledges. Also endorsing
this ecumenical campaign is the Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee), the nation's oldest Pentecostal church
(7/31/93, The Houston Post).

-  The CoMission is a coalition of over 60 New Evangelical groups (Wheaton, Navigators, YFC, Campus Crusade,
Moody Bible Institute, Cedarville College, In Touch Ministries [Charles Stanley], Biola, etc.) chaired by Bruce
Wilkinson, the ecumenical, charismatic head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries. It exists to teach former Soviet Union
educators Christian ethics and morality ("Character Education") for them to teach to students. A 1995 letter canceling
the Protocol had negligible effect. Tongues-speaking CoMission members are asked to refrain from public exercise,
but private exercise of tongues is permitted. In an 11/22/96 paper from the Navigators, CoMission stated its policy for
dealing with doctrinal diversity: "All CoMission organizations and individuals must agree to the Lausanne Covenant.
This provides for great commonality. CoMission training focuses on what we have in common and what we have to
offer each other, not on different doctrines, traditions or gray areas." The Graham/Stott Lausanne Covenant is weak on
Biblical inerrancy. (Source: 7/1/93 & 1/15/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  More than 100 evangelical leaders and academics, declaring Biblical faith is essential to solving environmental
problems, are calling on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal." Nearly
150 so-called evangelical leaders have signed the 1,600-word "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of Creation,"
which was prepared under the auspices of the Evangelical Environment Network (EEN). "As followers of Jesus Christ,
committed to the full authority of the Scriptures, and aware of the ways we have degraded creation, we believe that
biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological problems," the statement declares. Signers include at least
seventeen seminary and college presidents, World Relief, World Vision, Youth for Christ, Young Life, Zondervan,
Tyndale House, Christianity Today, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, SIM International, and Latin America Mission
(Christian News, 4/4/94). [The Evangelical Environmental Network is part of the National Religious Partnership,
which also includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the Consultation on Jewish
Life and the Environment.]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
Youth for Christ is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement: A fax from a former
GARBC pastor states that the Battle Creek (Michigan) YFC organized a group of 80 pastors to attend the 2/96 Atlanta
Promise Keepers Clergy conference. Pastors from United Methodist, Presbyterian (USA), Regular Baptist, Christian
Reformed, etc., churches were "flying together, staying together, praying together and trusting God to give us a vision
to win Battle Creek together." Speakers at this ecumenical event included: E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell,
and Chuck Swindoll. Approximately 40,000 clergy from every denomination participated. (Reported in the 1/1/96,
Calvary Contender.)

* YFC describes its mission thusly -- note the references to using "what works" in evangelization of the lost, and by
whatever "means" or "creative" methods YFC deems "responsible":

"Youth for Christ's mission is to communicate the life-changing message of Jesus Christ to every young
person. Our purpose is to participate in the body of Christ in the responsible evangelism of youth,
presenting them with the person, work, and teachings of Jesus Christ, discipling them, and leading them
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into the local church. Our strategy is to mobilize the Christian community to reach lost youth wherever
they are and by all responsible means. 

"YFC is committed to doing whatever it takes to reach young people with the Gospel. This means that we
need to find what works best in each community. Young people live in such diverse cultures -- from the
suburban junior high student to the inner city gang kid. Our strategy is to mobilize the Christian
community to reach lost youth wherever they are and by all possible means.

"YFC divides it's ministries into schools, institutions, neighborhoods and churches with more than 40
creative models of ministry. YFC sponsors national training/leadership events, campus ministries and
programs for at-risk teens, emphasizing crisis pregnancy centers, AIDS prevention, abstinence education,
gang reconciliation and non-violent conflict resolution through schools, neighborhoods and institutions."
(Emphases added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

[Back to Text]
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Youth With A Mission
Ecumenical (Catholic/Charismatic) Evangelism

-  Youth With A Mission (YWAM) is one of the largest mission groups in the world -- an international parachurch
organization with roughly 11,000 permanent and 51,000 short-term and student youth "missionaries" [see note]
serving in over 800 operating locations in over 135 countries. YWAM operates with a volunteer staff of about 12,000.
It was founded in 1960 by a young Assemblies of God college student, Loren Cunningham, to "train young Christians
for short-term volunteer service in evangelism and faith development." YWAM operates as a family of ministries
rather than as a very structured, centralized agency, maintaining no international headquarters -- each YWAM location
does its own mobilizing and training, and sets its own priorities in carrying out ministry. As part of this "family,"
YWAM operates two "mercy ships," the Good Samaritan and the Anastasis, both of which provide medical and
emergency supplies and conduct discipleship training and evangelism at ports around the world. Floyd McClung Jr.
heads YWAM today as its International Executive Director, while D. Leland Paris is the Director of the Americas.
YWAM also has a strong charismatic influence. 

-  Since the late-1970s, YWAM has worked closely with Catholic charismatics. In 1978, a YWAM worker in Austria
was praying about whether it was possible for a born-again, Bible-believing Christian to be a committed Roman
Catholic and decided it was. Beginning in 1978, YWAM workers in Austria began to cooperate with Catholics there.
By 1984, YWAM formally accepted a proposal to work with the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches in various
projects. YWAM has since played an important role in helping "nascent [emerging] charismatic communities among
Roman Catholic youth," resulting in the spreading of new Catholic centers for evangelism training.

There are now a "good number" of young Roman Catholics working for YWAM, including Rob Clarke, the national
director of YWAM's discipleship training center in Dublin, Ireland. (Clarke has said: "We are trying to get away from
the idea of simply 'converting' Catholics -- that is turning them into Protestants -- and towards a framework of ministry
within the Catholic Church.") A YWAM representative at the 1987 Charismatic Congress in New Orleans estimated
that up to 1,000 of YWAM workers were Catholics. YWAM also worked with three Roman Catholic dioceses in
Poland in building "local communities of faith" (12/92, Religion Watch). This pattern of YWAM cooperation with
Catholics is spreading from Europe to Africa and Asia (1/4/93, Christian News). Al Akimoff, YWAM's director for
Slavic Ministries, said YWAM's missionaries are not aiming to lure Catholics out of their churches.

-  Besides YWAM's Catholic connections, it is also very much tied into the Charismatic Movement. Although YWAM
does not label itself "independent charismatic," it absorbs by far the lion's share of the independent charismatic
missionary force worldwide. An estimated fifteen percent of YWAM's full-time missionaries and annual short-termers
are independent charismatics. (Reported in the 2/15/93, Christian News.)

-  YWAM is a somewhat sanitized version of Jesus People, USA (JPUSA -- publishers of Cornerstone magazine).
Like JPUSA, YWAM is counterculture, charismatic, and youth-oriented, promoting the idea that young people can be
heroes who will save the world. Also like JPUSA, they frequently live communally and have been accused of cultic
brainwashing by ex-members, as well as the abuses of the Shepherding movement. Martin Spacaro, who was with
YWAM for four years, considers the organization a borderline cult. Spacaro also claims that during his time with
YWAM, he "did not once hear the doctrine of justification by faith articulated." He also claimed YWAM is anti-
intellectual, discouraging informed theological understanding, and that it incorporates a feelings-oriented Pentecostal
theology. (Reported in the 9/11/95, Christian News.)

-  Roughly 15,000 people gathered together in St. Louis, Missouri, June 21-23, to participate in Celebrate Jesus 2000
(not to be confused with an ecumenical evangelistic program operated by Mission America which has the same name).
This is the sixth ecumenical-charismatic conference sponsored by the North American Renewal Service Committee.
(The conferences were originally called "North American Congresses on the Holy Spirit and World Evangelization.")
The first was in Kansas City in 1977 and was attended by 50,000 people. That was the first major conference to
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include the "three streams" of the Charismatic movement -- Classical Pentecostals, Charismatic Protestants, and
Charismatic Roman Catholics. The next two meetings were held in New Orleans, Louisiana in 1986 and 1987. Then
there was a conference in Indianapolis in 1990, and one in Orlando in 1995. YWAM has participated in all except the
first North American (charismatic) Congress, and was right at home in that radically ecumenical environment in St.
Louis.

The Executive Committee for the 2000 conference was composed of Vinson Synan (Pentecostal), Nancy Kellar
(Roman Catholic nun), Jim Jackson (Christian Believers United), and Vernon Stoop (United Church of Christ pastor).
There were many well-known speakers, including Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, Stephen Hill, John Kilpatrick, Cindy
Jacobs, John Arnott, Steve Strang, Richard Roberts, Michael Scanlan, Tom Forrest, Thomas Trask, and Rick Joyner
(all either charismatic or Roman Catholic, or both). The stated goals of the meetings in a nutshell are threefold: (1) To
promote and celebrate the Charismatic movement, (2) to promote ecumenical unity between all denominations, and (3)
to further world evangelism. The grand focus, though, is ecumenical unity. These conferences present a microcosm of
the end-times ecumenical movement. The fact that the error is intermingled with and glossed over with truth makes the
ecumenical movement attractive to large numbers of people and extremely dangerous. (Source: "CELEBRATION
JESUS 2000: END TIMES CONFUSION IN ST. LOUIS," David Cloud, Way of Life Literature.)

-  The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the "Jesus Movement" of the
late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair,
hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and
coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus Movement" helped
fuel the wildfire spread of the charismatic movement along with its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave
vitality to Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (indirectly) and Greg
Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel convert) are also products of the Jesus Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary
Contender.)

-  YWAM participates in the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization. Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill
Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea were named as four Honorary Co-Chairmen. A.D. 2000 Evangelism is
ecumenical, compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller),
yet many undiscerning or uninformed professing believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. [Jay Gary
was writing a guest column (in 1994) for YWAM's bimonthly 12-page news-service, World Christian News. It goes to
all A.D. 2,000 leaders.] This unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics,
Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing
the world when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000
Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in fact, it's own branch of A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization
2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993, Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the vision
of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by A.D. 2000,"
is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in the ministry of
world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own constituencies and share
spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network leaders. They will seek to rally
support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled." (Emphasis added.) Seeking "all
kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in agreement with their "objectives"
of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is that some of the groups whose
support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels (September-October 1993,
Foundation magazine).

-  In 5/92, so-called leading evangelicals joined a coalition of science and religion sponsored by the "Joint Appeal by
Religion and Science for the Environment." Joint Appeal is based at New York's godless Episcopal Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, a bastion of New Age/ecumenical/Antichrist deception. Its blasphemous dean, James Parks Morton,
declares that "the body of Christ is the earth ..." Out of the 5/92 meeting came an environmental consortium of the U.S.
Catholic Conference, the National Council of Churches, the Evangelical Environmental Network, and the Consultation
of Jewish Life and the Environment.
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The environmental movement is a religion, a "bio-spiritual faith" in which man is a part of the natural order of things
"with no special claim on its resources and no special claim on God's love." Such pagan folly is gaining an increasing
following among evangelicals, who now claim that Christ's command to preach the gospel includes rescuing the
environment. Such is the message of a course titled "Environmental Stewardship: A Biblical Perspective" taught at
YWAM's University of the Nations at their headquarters in Hawaii. "Thus, [professing] Christians enter compromising
partnerships with the ungodly and expend their time and efforts on caring for a temporal earth instead of preparing
souls for eternity" (3/94, The Berean Call). 

-  YWAM's University of the Nations co-published a book with the charismatic-oriented organization Global Mapping
International, titled, Target: Earth. The book integrates the message of urgency for worldwide evangelism with a New
Age ecological and peace message. It erroneously traces Roman Catholicism to A.D. 33, which implies that it is, as it
claims, the true church from which all others split. (In fact, Roman Catholicism was spawned under the Emperor
Constantine in the fourth century, and was the first great apostasy from the true Faith.) The author-contributors to
Target: Earth could be best classified not as New Agers or liberal theologians, but as new evangelicals or members of
the "Redemptive Community." Redemptive theology, like the "Christian" Reconstructionists/Dominion Now
theologians, is concerned not just with saving souls, but with saving the planet and the world social order. Thus,
YWAM and its allies closely identify with the environmental activism and paranoia found in New Age writings.
(Reported in a 12/95 Media Spotlight Special Report titled "Celebration 2000: Neo-Orthodoxy and the New
Evangelism," pp. 11-12.)

-  YWAM is experimenting with a new, unscriptural missions strategy. Several international missions organizations,
including YWAM, are testing a new approach to missionary work in areas where Christianity is unwelcome. A March
24, 2000, Charisma News Service report said some missionaries are now making converts but are allowing them to
"hold on to many of their traditional religious beliefs and practices" so as to refrain from offending others within their
culture. The Charisma article noted: "'Messianic Muslims, who continue to read the Koran, visit the mosque and say
their daily prayers but accept Christ as their Savior, are the products of the strategy which is being tried in several
countries." One particular church planter in Asia related how 50 members of a Muslim family accepted Christ as
Savior and formed their own fellowship. He writes in YWAM's staff newsletter, "They continued a life of following
the Islamic requirements, including mosque attendance, fasting and Koranic reading, besides getting together as a
fellowship of Muslims who acknowledge Christ as the source of God's mercy for them." According to the Charisma
report, the church planter said these "Messianic Muslims" also "meet according to mosque traditions in a style that
would horrify many Western Christians." Yet he claimed that this method is Biblical. The Charisma report added that
"YWAM is also adopting the approach in India, where a team is working with a Hindu holy man."

This new approach in which the missionaries or church planters teach new converts that it is acceptable to continue to
adhere to pagan beliefs and practices is completely contrary to Scripture. God's Word declares that a believer becomes
a "new creature" in Christ at the moment he is saved and commands the believer to therefore separate from the
"unfruitful works of darkness" that once held him in bondage. Certainly many Jewish Christians in the first-century
church at Jerusalem and elsewhere did need a better understanding of grace vs. law, but those Judaizers who espoused
the idea that newly professing Christians needed to become more zealous in law-keeping were diametrically opposed
to the apostolic instruction for the church.  They actually became the chief enemies of the apostle Paul as he sought to
evangelize all men with the same Gospel of God's grace apart from works and establish New Testament churches
comprised of Jews and Gentiles alike (Rom. 4:16-25; Eph. 2:11-18; Gal. 3:10-14; 5: 1). Paul emphasized the fact that
the law was "bondage" but that life in Christ is "grace and peace." Those who come to Christ must reject, turn from
and separate from other gods and unbiblical beliefs and practices, no matter how "culturally established" such practices
and beliefs may be. Of course, the new believers were to refrain from causing undue offense, but a difference certainly
existed between causing undue offense and actually continuing to live, act, worship and believe as the unsaved Jews or
Gentiles. (Source: May-June 2000, Foundation.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
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proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
YWAM is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as evidenced by various
YWAM directors speaking at PK men's conferences (e.g., John Dawson in 1996).

-  Other YWAM notes:

(a) YWAM and three of its executives endorsed and participated in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census
(NEC), a Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning
our cities to Jesus." NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams
of two go door-to-door asking questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure
predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are reported won to
Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are Campus Crusade for Christ, the E-Free Church, and A.D.
2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as hyper-charismatics John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances
Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman, Jack Hayford, and Richard
Roberts.) [YWAM has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic (now defunct) March For
Jesus campaigns.]

(b) Author John Dawson (International Director for Urban Ministries of YWAM) is one of the big-time
"spiritual warfare" promoters in the professing church today. He has written Taking Our Cities for God:
How to Break Spiritual Strongholds (Creation House:1989) and Defeating Territorial Spirits (in which
Dawson claims, "battles against evil spiritual forces controlling our cities can be waged and won").
YWAM's fascination with the "strategic-level spiritual warfare movement" is concerning, because its
characteristics are akin to shamanism (i.e., witchdoctoring). [The shaman's world is one of direct daily
contact with the spirit realm. The shaman leads his people in spiritually efficacious rituals or public
dances/marches to the glory of his spirits. He develops methods and techniques to overcome evil spirits,
techniques he receives from good spirits, so he believes. Communication with invisible entities is totally
subjective, often experimental, and always pragmatic: if it works it's good medicine. The "good" spirits
give the shaman spiritual discernment, enabling him to recognize curse-laden objects and even to "see"
evil entities which could be destructive to his village. All such methods, techniques, and rituals encompass
sorcery and are diametrically opposed to God's way. (Source: 7/97 TBC.)]

(c) Leaders of YWAM appointed their first female national director in 3/93 to oversee a 200-member staff
in Switzerland. At a 1992 conference, YWAM founder Loren Cunningham spoke out strongly against
what he called "cultural bias" against women. He also warned that God's blessing might be removed if
YWAM did not commission female leaders (7/92, Charisma) (cf. 1 Tim. 2:11-14; 1 Cor. 14:34-37).

(d) Methods used by YWAM at their Discipleship Training School are some of the same types of methods
used by Chinese Brainwashing experts, the Moonies, and Scientology. Students are isolated from their
families and old acquaintances, forced to participate in obsessive personal confession and exposure in
small groups using classical "sensitivity training"/encounter group techniques familiar to many cults, and
forced to accept appointed authorities just for authority sake, whether the authorities acted correctly or
incorrectly (Laurie Jacobson, The Cultic Studies Journal, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1986). [The Discipleship Training
School (usually 24 weeks in length) is the basic YWAM school that serves as a prerequisite to applying as
YWAM staff and all other YWAM training programs.]

(e) Growing out of the encounter group movement in the 1960s were what is now termed "Large Group
Awareness Training" (LGAT). LGAT's are part psychotherapy, part spirituality, and part business. Erhard
Seminars Training (est) was the most successful of these groups. The est model of self-transformation is
structured around an intense weekend experience along the lines of sensitivity training, and has been
widely imitated. One such imitation is Momentus, which describes itself as a dynamic Christian seminar
which "restores self-examination as a crucial aspect of Christian transformation." Momentus has come
under fire from cult awareness groups as well as from former participants. Nevertheless, YWAM praises it
highly and recommends it for YWAM trainees. [And why not? -- Momentus' techniques are strikingly
similar to those used at YWAM's Discipleship Training Schools (see above).] (Source: "Momentus:
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Killing the Inner Victim," Media Spotlight, Vol.23-No.3, October 2000.)

(f) Al Akimoff, YWAM director for Slavic Ministries, said: "YWAM's missions are not aiming to lure
Catholics out of their churches ... our philosophy is not to tear down but to build on what's there" (8/93,
Charisma).

(g) YWAM is a signatory to the 1974 Lausanne Covenant -- an ecumenical evangelism effort begun by
Billy Graham and Leighton Ford.

(h) YWAM leader Lynn Green is calling upon Christians to "make peace with Muslims through
reconciliation rather than confrontation" (Charisma News Service, 9/11/02). In April of 2002, he held
caucuses of Christian and Muslim leaders in Beirut and Damascus and urged Christians to refrain from
"collectively demonizing" Muslims. Green was a leader in the Reconciliation Walk (see below) from
1996-1999, during which ecumenical Christians retraced the path of the medieval Catholic crusades to
Palestine and apologized "in the name of the church" for the atrocities committed by the crusaders.
(Source: 9/27/02, FBIS.) 

(i) YWAM, along with its friends at A.D. 2000 & Beyond, organized "A Walk of Reconciliation" in order
to "promote better understanding between Christians, Muslims, and Jews. ... A walking tour that is
building bridges with Muslims and Jews." The Reconciliation Walk was launched in 1996 to apologize for
the harm that the Crusades brought to the people of the Middle East during the Middle Ages.
"Identificational repentance" was called for in order to "purge the corporate sin of Christians during the
Crusades." The hope is that the project "will result in substantial reconciliation between the major
monotheistic faiths." (Reported in the 1/96, Perilous Times.) This is an exercise in vanity. The atrocities
were not committed by Christians in general but specifically by Roman Catholics under the urging of the
popes. Ecumenists have an unscriptural view of the church, which they see as being composed of all
denominations. It was not the church of Jesus Christ that committed those atrocities; it was the devil's
harlot church, the one described in Revelation 17 as "drunken with the blood of the saints." In addition,
YWAM and others have no authority to reconcile and build bridges to Christ-rejecting religions. The
Cross of Christ is God's only salvation bridge. For Muslims, Jews, and others who refuse that, there can
be no real reconciliation (3/15/97, Calvary Contender; 9/27/02, FBIS). Basic understanding like this
frequently escapes YWAM leaders. 

(j) YWAM is one of the "sending agencies" of Adopt-A-People (Colorado Springs, Colorado), a mission
strategy that rather than focusing on countries and missionaries, focuses on people groups or
"nations"/tribes. Their ecumenical motto is "A Church For Every People," and it publishes a "List of
Unreached and Adoptable Peoples" through its Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse (co-published by A.D.
2000 & Beyond Movement and the Southern Baptist Convention Foreign Mission Board). Resources
available include books by A.D. 2000's Luis Bush and Jay Gary. (Other sending agencies are TEAM and
The Jesus Film Project.)

(k) YWAM has sought and received the endorsements of a number of liberals and ecumenicals: Bill
Bright (Campus Crusade for Christ), Tony Campolo, Dick Easton, Millard Fuller (Habitat for Humanity),
Jack Hayford, Bill Hybels, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), and Billy Graham. 

(l) YWAM's leadership, including both Loren Cunningham and Joy Dawson, have been on the Benny
Hinn "This Is Your Day" show in endorsement of his ministry, pledging to work with him. Joy Dawson
flew to Hawaii with Hinn for his 2002 crusade, and stood on stage with Hinn promising that YWAM
would work with Hinn to evangelize the youth of the islands. Local YWAM leadership in Hawaii is now
responsible to implement Hinn's future crusades in Hawaii, and YWAM will be helping Hinn all over the
world. Hinrich Kranzlin, director of YWAM Oceania, indicated that he has only minor problems with
Hinn, but no real major problems with YWAM working with Hinn, and considers Hinn to be a good
evangelist. (YWAM also helped organize the ecumenical World Christian Gathering On Indigenous People
in Hawaii in October of 2002, and promoted the event on Honolulu radio.) (Source: "YWAM: The Facts
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About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

(m) YWAM has been promoting heretical books by Third Wavers like Rick Joyner and Francis
Frangepane, publishes books by George Otis, Jr. and C. Peter Wagner, and hands out many others all over
the Hawaiian Islands to pastors and church leaders there.  YWAM is actively inviting people out of
Biblical churches to go to Third Wave churches and events. In Micronesia, YWAM is actively
proselytizing people from Evangelical churches to go to the Brownsville type church there, using false
spiritual warfare techniques such as binding territorial demons, blowing shofars on mountain tops, getting
the Holy Spirit by impartation and "through the mouth," going up to the hills with salt and water to
"reconcile men with women in the culture," prayer walking, spiritual mapping, etc. (Source: "YWAM: The
Facts About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

-  The following is from an email BDM received in 1996. The writer was a former YWAM missionary who went
through YWAM's Discipleship Training School (DTS) and served on the YWAM mercy ship Anastasis: (For more
testimonies from former YWAM'ers ...)

During the classroom phase [of DTS] different instructors come to teach and or minister. One
instructor was a psychologist -- a devoted disciple of Larry Crabb. He taught on Cliff Jumping
and exposing our true selves to others so we could have a higher degree of intimacy with
them and with God. Along this vein, [DTS has] small groups in which students discuss their
feelings, griefs, etc. with one another … In retrospect they were nothing more than encounter
groups. A lot of YWAM training involves being "freed from your hurts or past" so you can
serve -- sound a little like inner healing? In addition, on more than one occasion I was
concerned about YWAM's soteriological errors. -- Such statements as: "God is revealing
Himself to the Muslim world by appearing to them in dreams. Muslims worship the same God
we do, they just have a little distorted vision of him."

On a more practical level, YWAM doesn't fare much better. DTS  students … are required to
do work around the base or ship. Usually these are menial tasks [regardless of] the abilities of
the student. This is [supposedly] necessary in order to learn servitude and humility. After
[successful completion of] DTS people can go on staff with YWAM. Many times they do not
receive the positions promised. They also tell DTS students that part of the function of the
DTS training is to develop character. It would seem at times, though, that YWAM behavior
borders on hazing, just to see if they can get a reaction out of you.

Often times their preparation for outreach is poor. Off to some 3rd world country goes a party
of DTS students with minimal contacts and minimal preparation. I did my outreach in
Albania. Many of my classmates were professionals like myself or had a skilled trade. Thirty
of us went into three different areas of Albania -- To do what??? We didn't have a clue.
YWAM said, "Just do a little friendship evangelism or whatever God shows you." So we
spent 8 weeks doing not much. We had two dentists in our group and they went to a few
villages and pulled some teeth. That was it. Many outreaches involve dramas. That's all they
did -- dramas all day long for 8 weeks.

The last day of my DTS was the happiest day of my life. I couldn't wait to get away from
them. They were always trying to get inside my head and get me to express my real feelings
and to reveal some nonexistent emotional pain.

Now for the straw that broke the camel's back. Almost a year after completing my DTS, I
went out to a YWAM meeting with some friends. The speaker was a man named Steve
Pretzel. His first words were, "I sense a tired spirit here. I want you all to close your eyes and
go to that place where you meet Jesus. It might be in the mountains or by a stream or in a
field. But go to that place where you meet Jesus. And, Jesus is coming to you and He's going
to minister to you, and only you know how he's going to minister to you." Pure inner
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healing/visualization!

YWAM also stoops to flat-out extortion to prevent people from spreading the message about
YWAM's many problems -- they use the story of Joshua and Caleb, cautioning students not to
bring back a bad report of YWAM lest the wrath of God fall on them.  

Note: It is unbiblical that youth should be displaced from their own families and artificially isolated in their own
company. In addition, the young are not intended by God to be missionaries. In fact, there is a strong warning not to
exalt novices, which most young Christians obviously are (1 Tim. 3:6). One has only to do a word study on "youth" to
see that it is a doctrine of devils to send the young out to do the labor of the mature Christian. Some will cite Timothy
and David as examples, but both of these young men were exceptional, and were not segregated in groups of their
peers. (Source: 
[Return to Text]
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Silva Mind Control (Silva Method)*
Christian or New Age Mind Cult?

Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control [SMC]) was developed by José Silva. Over six million students in 71
countries have taken the Silva International courses (formerly Silva Mind Control International). (One of Silva's goals
is to have the Silva Method course taught to all school children, both in grade school and in college.) He claims that
any person who will take his 48-hour (four day) course will develop psychic powers. A student is shown how to enter
an altered state of consciousness, and in that state is taught how to tap into "higher intelligence in the universe." The
student is taught how to function psychically and clairvoyantly, and how to invite counselors, or psychic guides, into
his mind to help him with his problems. By the third day of the course, students are supposed to be able to operate
psychically enough so that they can project their awareness outside of their bodies; i.e., have out-of-body experiences.
Their minds are supposed to be able to tap into any source in the universe for the information, including the minds of
other men, alive or dead. 

Silva Method uses visualization and guided imagery quite heavily; both have long been recognized by sorcerers of all
kinds as the most powerful and effective methodology for contacting the spirit world in order to acquire supernatural
power, knowledge, and healing. This sort of thing has been going on down through history. It's known as
"shamanism," or witchcraft. Yet, Silva claims that God sent Jesus to teach us all of this! 

Obviously, the Silva Method is little more than a New Age psychological mind control technique, rather than a cultic
system of teaching with readily identifiable followers. Nevertheless, it does have spiritual underpinnings (see Silva's
book Keys to the Kingdom), and it does, in many ways, consider itself Christian. Below are the highlights of what
Silva Mind Control/Silva Method teaches concerning its source of authority, Christ, sin, salvation, the Holy Spirit, and
prayer: 

1. Source of Authority. Authority for the Silva Method student is José Silva and his official publication THE SILVA
METHOD. 

2. Jesus Christ. The Silva Method teaches that Jesus did miracles in the same way that the Silva Method teaches its
students. The Bible teaches that Jesus was not doing miracles by mind over matter. He did them by the power of His
Father. Silva Method fails to differentiate between the miraculous, genuine supernatural power of God and that which
man attributes to his own mind, which is nothing more than the usurping of the authority of God and trying to be little
gods themselves. 

Silva Method also teaches that "Rabbi Jesus was assigned by Almighty God of the Universe to Planet Earth to teach
humanity, in a step-by-step procedure, how to look for and find what is called the kingdom of God within us all. ...
Jesus came to give us a message to correct the problem of human development on this planet because Moses didn't do
it and Noah didn't do it, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob didn't ... Zoroaster, Krishna, Buddha, Mohammed didn't do it. So Jesus
finally came to straighten out their mess and problem ..." Silva says that Jesus said that we are to go into an alpha state
(an altered state of consciousness) with our spirit guides, thus gaining the psychic powers necessary to correct the
human situation. (Silva also says, "Jesus is not coming back, so we've got to do it. But He gave us the keys; He gave
us the message. Look inside; find this power; you've got the power and you can make earth 'paradise earth.'") 

3. Sin. Silva denies original sin and sees only "problems to be solved." Silva teaches that the present is a process of
materializing thoughts, while the future is composed of conceived thoughts not yet materialized. He talks about being
able to prophesy, a process of projecting into thought patterns to see if we can detect information that can help us solve
problems. According to the Silva Method, this information is for no other thing than for solving problems -- "to make
this planet a better world to live in. ... if you get information to solve problems, where people are suffering, and you do
alleviate that suffering and you correct the problem, who cares where the information comes from? The idea is get it
anyway you can to stop a problem and forget everything else." Silva's done away with the blood of Jesus Christ; he's
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done away with the sacrificial death of Christ for our sins. According to the Silva Method, it's not a sin problem
anymore, it's ignorance! 

4. Salvation. Since Silva believes that we have been sent to the planet to solve problems (i.e., "to convert this planet
into a paradise"), salvation is earned by one's success in problem solving. The emphasis is one of total pragmatism.
But just the fact that one is solving problems does not answer the question of whether or not an activity itself is right
or pleasing to God. "Positive" results can occur through the occult world or the psychic world. 

Being "born again" also has a unique meaning for Silva Method practitioners: "When we enter the kingdom of heaven,
once there we become centered and have access to the use of the right brain hemisphere ... This would truly be the
concept of being born again ... being 'born again' means 'Go back and retrace your steps and pick up the use of the
right brain hemisphere like you did when you were born originally.' ... when you get to use both brain hemispheres,
that is really being born again." Silva sums up what salvation is not in the Silva Method: "Somebody who died 1,900
years ago or 2,000 years ago, his blood cleansing us from sin and so forth, that doesn't help solve problems today."
Salvation for Silva leads the lost away from the sacrifice of Christ for their sins upon the cross. They don't need that
anymore. All they need is alpha in the right brain.

The message of the Silva Method is one of complete rejection of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ upon the cross,
i.e., a claim that we have the power within us. Silva overlooks the major problem of evil in the human heart, the sin
nature of man, to which Jesus specifically said, "I come not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance." One hears
no repentance from Silva, no acknowledgement of any real guilt. Instead, it's just something that's a state of mind that
you can get rid of by going into your alpha level. 

5. Holy Spirit. In the Silva Method, the Holy Spirit is a "dimension that we can create -- a state of mind to enter it and
make use of it for problem-solving situations. ... We were sent to do a work for God -- help God with creation in
thinking of His creatures."

Rather than the Holy Spirit as Counselor, on the third day of Silva Method training, students are asked to pick two
counselors. The lecturer explains how to invoke them. And in the last session, during meditation, two counselors
appear in the laboratory of the mind of the student and they are available from that point on, whenever the student
needs them. Silva says that anytime that you find yourself with a problem and you do not know what to do next, you
consult your counselors: "They are here to do the work for you; they are here to help you evolve ... become ... as good
as they are, whoever they are." This, of course, is spiritism; and the nature of spiritism is ultimately demonic. One can
hear the same things from mediums and spiritists who talk to their advisors or their spirit guides or counselors, all of
which is prohibited by Scripture (cf. Deut. 18). 

6. Prayer. For Silva, praying is psychic -- the use of mind: "... we're praying; we're using psychic systems to pray, to
visualize ... imagine what's to happen, and believe that you already have it and you shall receive it." (Sounds like the
"name-it-and-claim-it" teaching of the Positive Confession movement.)

*Most of the material in this report came from a panel discussion on the subject on a 1988 John Ankerberg Show.
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New Age Movement
New Age or Old Occult?*

The New Age Movement (NAM) is both a religious and a social movement. In fact, Western culture is currently
experiencing a phenomenal, spiritual, ideological, and sociological shift. It is a religious world view that is alien and
hostile to Christianity. It's a multi-focused, multi-faceted synthesis, in varying degrees, of the Far Eastern, mystical
religions, mainly Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Western Occultism, adapted to and influenced by Western,
materialistic culture. It sometimes appears in secularized forms. 

Prominent expressions of the NAM were carried on into more modern times in Europe and America by Emanuel
Swedenborg (1688-1772), transcendentalists like Thoreau, Emerson, and Wordsworth (early 1800s), and Theosophy
introduced by Madame Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) (The New Age Rage, pp. 22-24). The decade of the sixties
witnessed a revival of Eastern mysticism as traditional values were being challenged. Zen, Carlos Castañada, the
Beatles, Transcendental Meditation, and yoga all became popular.

The New Age Movement consists of an incredibly huge and well organized network consisting of thousands of groups,
trusts, foundations, clubs, lodges, and religious groups whose goal and purpose is to prepare the world to enter the
coming "Age Of Aquarius." A small sampling of only a few of the organizations involved would include: Amnesty
International, Zero Population Growth, California New Age Caucus, New World Alliance, World Goodwill, The
Church Universal and Triumphant, The Theosophical Society, the Forum, Planetary Initiative for the World We
Choose, the Club of Rome, Church Universal & Triumphant, Christian Science, and the Unity School of Christianity.
This list, by no means all inclusive, demonstrates the diversity of organizations operating in economic, political, and
religious spheres of influence. 

The New Age movement is not a unified, traditional cult system of beliefs and practices, even though its roots derive
from Eastern religions and the occult. It has no official leader, headquarters, nor membership list, but instead is a
network of groups working toward specific goals. One of its main goals is to bring to the forefront a one-world leader
who is called "The Christ" or "Maitreya." Nevertheless, it is estimated that there are millions of worldwide followers of
various New Age practices and/or holders of one or more of the major beliefs of the New Age.

The NAM has gained significant influence, affecting almost every area of the culture -- sociology, psychology,
medicine, the government, ecology, science, arts, education, the business community, the media, entertainment, sports,
and even the church. The movement expresses itself in widely divergent and various mutated forms, from the blatantly
obvious to the subtle. It is expressed in organized religious forms such as Christian Science, Unity, and even forms of
Witchcraft. Yet, it shows up in secular forms as well, in various human potential seminars, and much in between, i.e.,
transcendental meditation, some alternative holistic health practices, and certain curriculum in public (and private)
schools. 

The book Networking lists over 1,200 organizations, centers, cooperatives, groups, communities, and networks in fields
ranging from health care and spiritual growth, through politics, economics, and ecology, to education,
communications, personal growth, and intercultural relations. There is hardly any area of human interest that does not
have some people somewhere exploring it from a New Age point of view. Due to the lack of a central organization
and the diversity of emphasis adhered to by the various New Age groups, there are literally hundreds of publications.
Some popular publications and journals are New Age Journal, Body Mind Spirit, Yoga Journal, Gnosis, East West,
Noetic Sciences, and Omega.

The major goal of the New Age Movement is to bring peace to the world upon entering the Age of Aquarius. This will
be accomplished primarily through the leadership of "the Christ" (also known as "Lord Maitreya"), who will
supposedly come to teach us to live at peace with each other. Some of the other stated goals of the movement are to
establish a World Food Authority, World Water Authority, World Economic Order, and an entirely New World Order.
It should be noted here that one of the requirements for a person to enter the New Age is that he or she will have to
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take what is known as a "Luciferic Initiation," a kind of pledge of allegiance to the Christ of the New Age and to the
New World Order. The primary goals of the movement then, are to prepare the world to receive the Christ and to enter
the Age of Aquarius, thus establishing the New World Order.

The New Age Movement professes a broad-minded openness to all religions, but its basic underlying philosophy
represents a carefully calculated undermining of Judeo-Christian beliefs with various combinations of gnosticism and
occultism. [Gnosticism is an ancient world-view stating that Divine essence is the only true or highest reality, and that
the unconscious Self of man is actually this essence. It is through intuitional discovery, "visionary experience or
initiation into secret doctrine" (not the plenary revelation of propositional truth in the Bible), that man becomes
conscious of this true Self (Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 10, 1968, p. 506; New Bible Dictionary, J.D. Douglas, ed.,
pp. 473-474).] It bears a remarkable resemblance to the apostate world religion that H.G. Wells claimed as his own and
predicted would one day take over the world. It also fits the description of "The Plan" for establishing the new world
government that is described in various psychic communications from alleged E.T.'s and ascended masters. There is
one more connection: the New Age Movement fits the description of the Antichrist's religion -- a rejection of the
Judeo-Christian God and the declaration that Self is God. (Source: The Seduction of Christianity.) 

Douglas R. Groothuis, author of Unmasking the New Age and Confronting the New Age, identifies six distinctives of
New Age thinking: (1) all is one; (2) all is God; (3) humanity is God; (4) a change in consciousness; (5) all religions
are one; and (6) cosmic evolutionary optimism. Norman Geisler details 14 primary "doctrines" of New Age religions:
(1) an impersonal god (force); (2) an eternal universe; (3) an illusory nature of matter; (4) a cyclical nature of life; (5)
the necessity of reincarnations; (6) the evolution of man into Godhood; (7) continuing revelations from beings beyond
the world; (8) the identity of man with God; (9) the need for meditation (or other consciousness-changing techniques);
(10) occult practices (astrology, mediums, etc.); (11) vegetarianism and holistic health; (12) pacifism (or anti-war
activities); (13) one world (global) order; and (14) syncretism (unity of all religions). [HJB] 

The New Age also encompasses a wide array of notions: spiritualism, astrology, bioenergy, Chi energy, chakras,
nirvana, Christ-consciousness, Native American Spirituality, Prajna, out-of-body/near-death experiences,
reincarnation, and the occult disciplines, as well as unorthodox psychotherapeutic techniques and pseudoscientific
applications of the "healing powers" of crystals and pyramids. Some commonly used New Age terms are: guided
imagery, reincarnation; positive thinking; human potential; holistic; holographic; synergistic; unity; oneness;
transformation; awakening; networking; communal sharing; one-world/globalism/new world order (i.e., one language,
one government, one currency, one religion); cosmic consciousness; etc. (See New Age Dictionary below.)

It is important for Christians to recognize even the most disguised forms of the New Age Movement. Some New Age
practices are: rebirthing; inner healing; biofeedback; yoga; I Ching; reflexology; black and white magic; fire-walking;
trance-channeling; therapeutic touch; transpersonal psychology; witchcraft; parapsychology; Magick; Tai Chi;
Shamanism; hypnotherapy; acupuncture/acupressure; TM; martial arts; Zen; Relaxation; Erhard Seminar Training
(est); Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control); visualization; etc. Some prominent New Agers are: Alice Bailey,
Alvin Toffler, Dr. Barbara Ray, Benjamin Creme, Levi Dowling, George Trevelyan, Fritjof Capra, Abraham Maslow,
Barbara Marx Hubbard, Ruth Montgomery, Shirley MacLaine, J.Z. Knight, Marilyn Ferguson, David Spangler, Jeremy
Rifkin, Norman Cousins, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, John Denver, George Lucas, and Norman Lear. 

Many New Agers attach great importance to artifacts, relics, and sacred objects, all of which can be profitably offered
for sale: Tibetan bells, exotic herbal teas, Viking runes, solar energizers, colored candles for "chromotherapy," and a
plethora of occult books, pamphlets, instructions, and tape recordings. Crystals are the favorite New Age object. These
are not only thought to have mysterious healing powers, but are considered programmable, like a computer, if one just
concentrates hard enough. Other New Age objects would include the rainbow; butterfly; pyramid; triangle; eye in
triangle/pyramid; unicorn; Pegasus (winged-horse); swastika; yin-yang; goathead on pentagram; concentric circles;
rays of light; crescent moon; etc. 

New Age music is a term applied to the works of various composers and musicians who strive to create soothing
audio environments rather than follow song structures. Born of an interest in spirituality and healing in the late 1970s,
it is often used as an aid in meditation. The defining features of New Age music are harmonic consonance,
contemplative melodies, nonlinear song forms, and uplifting themes. New Age performers may use traditional ethnic,
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acoustic, electric, or electronic instruments, or even sounds from nature. New Age music is meditative, almost
invariably instrumental style with roots in Oriental, jazz, and classical music; often derivative, New Age compositions
can sound like minimalist music or like lush evocations of the natural environment. Prominent New Age musicians
include electronic-music pioneer Brian Eno, multi-instrumentalist Kitaro; solo-piano artist George Winston, vocalist
Liz Story; harpist Andreas Vollenweider, and electric violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. 

Athletes are using guided imagery. Graduate schools of business are invoking Zen, yoga, and tarot cards in teaching
courses on creativity in business (e.g., Stanford Graduate School of Business). Stock market gurus employ Fibonacci
numbers and "wave theory" in their forecasting, both based upon astrology. Even some churches teach that the best
way to get to know God is to visualize Christ, ignoring that visualization is a powerful occult device. (Visualizing an
entity, even God or Christ, ultimately puts one in touch with a masquerading demon.) 

In summary, the term "New Age" is an informal term derived from astrology, which indicates that this earth, if not the
cosmos, is on the verge of an evolutionary transition from the Piscean Age (rationality) to the Aquarian Age of
spirituality, bliss, and harmony of all things. Even though it is undergoing a significant revival, the "New Age" is
hardly new. In fact, it is very old. A better term would be the "Old Occult." 

Keeping in mind that the myriads of New Age groups are quite eclectic, drawing from several religious traditions
mentioned earlier, the following is a general description of the more prominent unifying themes of the NAM. i.e., the
highlights of what New Agers believe concerning their source of authority, God, Christ, sin and salvation, good and
evil, Satan, and future life:

1. Source of Authority. New Agers claim no external source of authority -- only an internal one ("the god within").
They believe the individual is the standard of truth, saying that "truth as an objective reality simply does not exist"
(Shirley MacLaine, It's All in the Playing) (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet. 1:21; Matt. 5:18). [HJB]

2. God. New Agers confuse the Creator with His creation and think that God is part of creation, not separate from it.
They borrow from Eastern religions the belief in monism -- that "all is One" -- only one essence in the universe,
everyone and everything being a part of that essence. Everything is a different form of that essence (energy,
consciousness, power, love, force). But the belief in monism is really Hinduistic pantheism (all is God). New Agers
view God as an impersonal life force, consciousness, or energy (M. Ferguson, Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 382; S.
Gawain, Living In the Light, pp. 7-8) (e.g., the "Star Wars Force"), rather than a Person. They believe that every person
and thing is "intertwined" with God (evolving spiritually to the state of "the Christ" being), and use Luke 17:21 ("the
kingdom of God is within you") to support this idea (despite the fact that "within you" in this passage means "in your
midst"). They claim every human has a divine spark within him because of being part of the divine essence. The state
of God is called by various terms among different New Age groups, i.e., God-consciousness, Universal Love, Self-
Realization, the I AM, Higher Self, Brahman, Nirvana, etc. New Agers are obviously part of a religion of idolatry and
self-worship. [HJB]

3. Jesus Christ. A major idea in New Age thinking is that of the "Christ Consciousness." In other words, Christ is an
office rather than an individual, such as Jesus, whom Christians know to be THE CHRIST. This idea of "Christ
Consciousness" asserts that Jesus was not the only Christ, but that He equipped Himself to receive the "Christ
Consciousness" (i.e., He was a great "spiritual master" who attained Christ Consciousness), as supposedly also did
Buddha, Krishna, and Mohammed. [This is an old occult Gnostic teaching which stems from the ancient Babylonian
mystery religions. New Agers also reinvent the historical Jesus by claiming that he spent 18 years in India (during His
"silent years") absorbing Hinduism and the teachings of Buddha.] New Agers believe that Jesus received the Christ
Consciousness at His baptism, and that it left Him at His crucifixion.

4. Sin and Salvation. There is no place for the concept of sin in the New Age. There can be no sin because there is no
transcendent God to rebel against. There are no rules or absolute moral imperatives. New Agers have a "New
Thought" view of sin, which knows nothing of a representative man (Adam) by whose sin all men sinned. Nor does
New Thought teach that there is any original sin, but that man's true essence is divine and perfect. Indeed, it finds
nothing which is of the nature of sin. Instead, it speaks of "troublesome desires" which appear to be natural human
impulses which direct men from consciousness to their identity with God, and, therefore, are troublesome but hardly
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sinful. Since New Agers believe that each person is god, thereby having endless potential for self-improvement, sin is
denied as the Bible defines it (man being inherently sinful and utterly depraved -- Rom. 5:12). Sin is merely ignorance
of one's "inner divinity." Because sin does not exist, there is no need for repentance or forgiveness, and Jesus did not
die for our sins. They think that any perceived lack that man might have is merely a lack of enlightenment, thereby
eliminating the need of salvation or a Savior. [In fact, salvation is not even an issue for New Agers. The soul is part of
the universe and never dies. It is reborn or reincarnated in different physical bodies in a succession of future lives. The
good or bad "karma" earned in the present lifetime determines one's subsequent incarnation. Humans should seek to
progress to higher states of consciousness and higher planes of existence. There are many different paths to the goal of
spiritual perfection. No one path is the only correct path. The assumed cycle of reincarnation and karma presupposes a
salvation by works, contrary to the principle of salvation by God’s grace through faith in Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:8-9).]

5. Man's Destiny. The salvation of the world depends upon human beings. When enough people harmonize their
positive energy and turn their thoughts to peace, the world will be cleansed or negative elements and New Age ideals
will be realized in an era of spiritual enlightenment. Since man is intrinsically divine and perfect, his only real problem
is ignorance of that fact. Man has a perception of finiteness which is, in reality, an illusion (Ken Keyes, Jr., Handbook
to Higher Consciousness, pp. 125-29). Salvation in the New Age is for man to become enlightened through
experiential knowledge (gnosis). New Age groups offer various occultic techniques to enable individuals, and
ultimately the world, to evolve into this oneness (unitive) consciousness (James Redfield, The Celestine Prophecy: An
Experimental Guide, pp. 243-60). These techniques may include altered states of consciousness (often transcendental
meditation), yoga, crystals, channeling (spirit guides), psychics, past-life therapy, acupuncture, etc.

6. Good and Evil. Mimicking the Eastern religions, New Agers distort the distinction between good and evil. They
believe that because "all is One," ultimately there is neither good nor evil. They think that a person can transcend his
consciousness and go beyond the bounds of moral distinctions, so that even murder sometimes becomes an acceptable
way of serving one's gods (e.g., Charles Manson). [HJB] 

7. Satan. The traditional view of Lucifer as the devil or Satan is clearly absent in New Age literature. Rather, he is
described as a mighty being of light and the "Ruler of Humanity," as Alice Bailey, foundational apostle and leading
writer of the New Age Movement, puts it. As to the history and achievements of Lucifer, Benjamin Creme, a leading
lecturer and proponent of the New Age, says, "Lucifer came from the planet Venus 18.5 million years ago; he's the
director of our planetary evolution, he is the sacrificial lamb, and the prodigal son. Lucifer made an incredible
sacrifice, a supreme sacrifice for our planet."

8. Future Life (Reincarnation). New Agers believe in the ancient [Hindu] Eastern religious concept of reincarnation -
- that through a long process of rebirths, man can eventually reach spiritual perfection (cf. Heb. 9:27). New Agers
often place animal rights above human rights, because many New Agers believe animals are reincarnated souls. They
also teach the Hindu principle of "karma" -- that what a person sows in this life, he will reap in the next life in his
reincarnated state. This belief in reincarnation has led to believing in the power of "spirit guides" or "channels" --
those who allow spirits from another dimension to speak through their bodies. [HJB] These entities always seem to
repeat the three-fold error: (1) There is no death, (2) man is god, (3) knowledge of self is salvation and power (Brooks
Alexander, Spiritual Counterfeits Project). New Agers misrepresent church history, the doctrines of Christianity, and
often twist Scripture to support the idea that original Christianity taught reincarnation. They wrongly argue that the
early church suppressed the doctrine and censored its teaching (Kenneth Ring, Heading Toward Omega, p. 158).

Endnotes

"Old Occult" -- The New Age Movement is a modern revival of very ancient, divergent, religious traditions and
practices. The actual original root is squarely centered in Genesis 3:1-5, and reverberates throughout the movement's
continued historical expressions. In the original lie, Satan questions God's word, His authority and benevolent rule (v.
1), disputes that death results from disobedience (v. 4), and claims that through the acquisition of secret or Gnostic
wisdom man can be enlightened and can be "like God" (v. 5).

Many of the occult practices and beliefs revived by the modern NAM were a part of very early pagan cultures. Many
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practices common to the NAM, such as witchcraft/sorcery, spiritism, divination, (clairvoyance; seeing the future),
necromancy (consulting the dead), and astrology, are clearly and strongly condemned in Scripture (Deuteronomy 18:
9-17; Isaiah 47: 9-15). These and other occultic practices were spread through the ancient magic and mystery religions
of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and most notably, the Assyrian-Babylonian culture (Ancient Empires of the New Age, pp.
15-62). Noting the scope of its continuing presence, the Bible informs Christians of Babylon's eschatological
implications. The lie of Genesis 3 is significantly developed in Babylon (Isaiah 47) and continues to its ultimate state
of development, revealed as Satan's one-world system at the end of the age (Revelation 17-18).

Three major world religions whose beliefs and practices are entwined with the NAM are Hinduism, a product of 5,000
years of development, Buddhism, circa 560 B.C., and Taoism, circa 500 B.C. (Eerdman's Handbook to the World's
Religions, pp. 170, 221, 252). Another prominent occultic influence in Europe was Druidism, the religion of the Celts,
which extended from 300 B.C. into the middle ages (Ibid., pp. 114-19).  [Return to Text]

Reincarnation -- Christians should be able to demonstrate that the Bible does NOT teach reincarnation. When Jesus
calls John the Baptist "Elijah," He is clearly speaking metaphorically. Luke 1:17 demonstrates that John was filling the
office of Elijah, fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi 4:5-6. In fact, Elijah was seen with Jesus on the Mount of
Transfiguration in Matthew 17:1-3. The meaning of the resurrection is the opposite of reincarnation (Hebrews 9:27; 1
Cor. 15:12-28). Point out that if God is an impersonal force, then love and forgiveness are not possible. These are
personal attributes as opposed to impersonal karmic law. Fundamentally, intercessory prayer is absolutely necessary.
The battle for the souls of men is won through God's grace, intervening and drawing them to Himself.  [Return to
Text]

 

* Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia,
(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 117-138; (4)
"The New Age Movement," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and (5)  Examining & Exposing
Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The New Age Movement," April 2000, pp. 51-62.

A Brief Dictionary of New Age Terminology

(Unless otherwise cited, adapted and/or excerpted from David L. Brown, Th.M. -- Investigative Researcher with Logos
Communication; and from "The Vocabulary of the 'New Agers,'" Sept/Oct 2001, The Perilous Times.)

The average Christian has little idea what the concepts and ideals of the New Age really are. Then when they
encounter New Age vocabulary, confusion really sets in. New Agers often play semantic word games, using the same
words Christians do, yet the definitions used bear no resemblance to the Christian definitions. This brief dictionary is
designed to help you understand New Age terminology as they define their terms. -- David L. Brown

Age of Aquarius -- Astrologers believe that evolution goes through cycles corresponding to the signs of the zodiac,
each lasting from 2,000 to 2,400 years. New Age advocates say we are now moving from the cycle associated with
Pisces into the one associated with Aquarius. The Aquarian Age will supposedly be characterized by a heightened
degree of spiritual or cosmic consciousness. 

Agent -- A person sending a telepathic message. 

Akashic Record -- Imperishable records of every person's every word, thought, or act [allegedly from "outer space"]
inscribed in the earth or spirit realms, allegedly from "outer space" (known as "ether").

Alpha -- The physical body.

Angstrom -- a ten-billionth of a "meter." This is connected with "wave lengths." 

http://www.watchman.org/profile/
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Animism -- The belief that inanimate things (such as plants) possess a soul or spirit. New Age advocates see animism
as a way of rededicating the earth. 

Anthroposophy -- An esoteric cult founded by German mystic Rudolf Steiner. The term literally means "wisdom of
man." It teaches that we possess the truth within ourselves. The system of thought is occultic and spiritistic. 

Ascended Masters -- Refers to those who have supposedly reached the highest level of spiritual consciousness and
have become guides of the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Ascension of Christ -- This is reinterpreted in a mystical way to refer to the rise of the "Christ-consciousness" in
mankind. It describes the awareness that man is divine.

Astral -- The word is from "star" (as in "ASTROnaut" and "ASTROnomy"). Here, it refers to an "after-death, out-of-
the-body" experience. In Humanism, demonism, Satanism, and Theosophy, the extended umbilical cord holds the
"astral" and the "physical" together. The experience is an "astral flight." Literally: "STAR FLIGHT," known on TV as
"Star Trek." 

Astral Body -- A spiritual body capable of projection from the physical body. The astral body survives death. 

Astral Flight -- Soul travel occurring particularly during sleep or deep meditation. 

Attunement -- A New Age counterpart to prayer. Also referred to as at-one-ment, the term relates primarily to the
New Age idea that complete oneness with God can be experienced by human beings. One attains a hypnotic
consciousness of an amoral, neuter "state of being" through meditation: Krishna consciousness, Nirvana, Prajna,
Samadhi, etc. Various consciousness techniques are used to cause this "oneness": meditation; guided imagery; yoga;
hypnosis; chanting of a mantra; ecstatic dancing; channeling of spirit guides; New Age music; and positive thinking or
Alpha Mind techniques. 

Aura -- Radiated glow or halo surrounding living beings. 

Automatic Writing -- Writing produced without conscious thought of a living person; written message given through
a spirit guide with a pencil or typewriter. 

Avatar -- A person who "descends" into human form from above as a manifestation of divinity and who reveals
divine truth to people. Such a one has supposedly progressed beyond the need to be reincarnated in another body (i.e.,
there is no further "bad karma" to work off). 

Bhagavad Gita -- Hindu sacred scripture.

Biofeedback -- A technique in which brain waves are monitored to bring normally unconscious, involuntary bodily
functions under conscious, voluntary control. Biofeedback can lead to altered states of consciousness and mystical
experiences. 

Blood of Christ -- This is understood by some New Agers to refer to the "life-energy" of the Cosmic Christ. This
"blood" supposedly flowed from the cross into the etheric (or spiritual) realms of the earth. From these realms, the
Christ seeks to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Bodhisattva -- A being who has supposedly earned the right to enter into Nirvana or into illumination, but instead
voluntarily turns back from that state in order to aid humanity in attaining the same goal. The "Christ" is said to be a
Bodhisattva. 

Buddha -- "The Enlightened One." An avatar or messenger.
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Chakras -- The seven "energy points" on the body. Yoga is practiced through the Chakras; the "crown" Chakra is,
naturally, on top of the skull. 

Channeling -- A New Age form of mediumship or spiritism. The channeled yields control of his/her perceptual and
cognitive capacities to a spiritual entity with the intent of receiving paranormal information.

Chela -- A "Guru's" pupil. 

Chinook Learning Community -- A New Age educational community located in the Pacific Northwest. This group
sponsors both long and short-term educational programs on personal and social transformation, New Age spirituality,
and how to live with an ecological perspective. 

Clairaudience -- Ability to hear mentally without using the ears. 

Clairvoyance -- Ability to see mentally without using the eyes, beyond ordinary time and space limits; also called
"Second Sight." 

Consciousness Revolution -- New Age advocates call for a "consciousness revolution," a new way of looking at and
experiencing life. The primary focus of the new consciousness is oneness with God, all mankind, the earth, and with
the entire universe. 

Control -- The Spirit that sends messages through a medium in trance. 

Cosmic Christ -- In esoteric schools of thought, the Christ is considered to be a universal spirit or a cosmic force. The
primary goal of this impersonal spirit or force is to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Cosmic Consciousness -- A spiritual and mystical perception that all in the universe is "one." To attain cosmic
consciousness is to see the universe as God and God as the universe. 

Cosmic Humanism -- In contrast to normative humanism that sees man as the measure of all things, cosmic
humanism sees man as having virtually unlimited potential because of his inner divinity. 

Crystals -- New Age advocates believe that crystals contain incredible healing and energizing powers. Crystals are
often touted as being able to restore the "how of energy" in the human body. 

Deja Vu -- A French expression, meaning to relive life over again after another "incarnation." Transmigration of souls
is also connected with this. The feeling of having already experienced an event or place that is being encountered for
the very first time. 

Discarnate -- The soul or personality of a living creature who has died. 

Dowser -- A sensitive who uses a forked stick that points to hidden water, oil, buried money, lost articles, or people. 

Earth Logos -- Some New Age advocates believe that the Earth Logos is a great spiritual being who is the ensouling
life of planet earth. The earth is considered a physical manifestation (or body) of this spiritual intelligence. This pagan
religion is called "Animism." 

Ectoplasm -- A white filmy substance pouring from a medium's bodily openings, supposedly denoting the presence of
a disembodied spirit. 

Esalen Institute -- A "growth center" that offers a wide variety of workshops for mind, body, and spirit. It is located
in Big Sur, California. 

Esoteric -- A word used to describe knowledge that is possessed or understood only by a few. 
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Esoteric Christianity -- A mystical form of professing Christianity that sees its "core truth" as identical to the "core
truth" of every other religion (i.e., man is divine). This form of Christianity is at home with Aldous Huxley's
"perennial philosophy." (See: Perennial Philosophy.) 

ESP -- Extrasensory perception encompassing paranormal abilities such as telepathy, precognition, and clairvoyance. 

ESP Cards -- A pack of twenty-five cards bearing five symbols, including stars, squares, circles, crosses, and waves. 

Exoteric Christianity -- A form of Christianity identified with historic or orthodox Christianity that New Agers would
describe as being devoid of all spiritual authenticity. 

Fall of Man -- Refers to the fall of man's consciousness. A fallen consciousness is one that recognizes the existence of
only the material realm. The Christ is believed to have "redeemed" man in the sense that He enabled man to perceive
the spiritual world behind the material world. 

Findhorn Community -- A legendary New Age community located in the North of Scotland. This group offers an
ongoing educational program in the principles of New Age spirituality. 

Gaia -- A Greek name for the goddess of the earth. It also refers to a scientific hypothesis formulated by James
Lovelock whereby all living matter on the earth is believed to be a single living organism. In such a scheme, humanity
is considered the nervous system of the living earth. 

Globalism -- A modern-day term referring to the need for a transformation from the present nation-state divisions into
a one-world community. 

Gnosticism -- A tradition going back to the second century which holds that salvation comes through intuitive
"gnosis" or knowledge of one's supposed divinity. 

God -- A being who has "many faces." He (it) is considered a radically immanent being who is often referred to as a
"universal consciousness," "universal life," or "universal energy." The New Age god is more or less an impersonal
force that pervades the universe. 

Graphology -- Character analysis and foretelling based on handwriting. 

Great Invocation -- A New Age prayer that has been translated into over eighty languages. The purpose of this prayer
is to invoke the presence of the Cosmic Christ on earth, thus leading to the oneness and brotherhood of all mankind. 

Group Guru -- A slang New Age term referring to the idea that the Cosmic Christ is incarnate in all of humanity. All
mankind is seen as a single "guru." 

Guru -- Teacher or master (sometimes "Gura."). The opposite of "Chela." The Guru is the Buddhist "Master." The
"Chela" is his pupil. 

Harmonic Convergence -- The assembly of New Age meditators gathered at the same propitious astrological time in
different locations to usher in peace on earth and one-world government. 

Holism -- The theory that all reality is organically one. Everything in the universe is viewed as interrelated and
interdependent. It is the basis of Hinduism and Buddhism, now taught in all colleges and universities in America that
followed Einstein's "theory of relativity." It is called "Yin and Yang" in Chinese and will be found on the national flag
of Korea, as a symbol.  

Holistic Health -- Holistic health sees the body as an inter-related organism. Its goal is to treat the whole person
(body, mind, and spirit) as opposed to merely treating a particular sickness. 
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Hologram -- A three-dimensional projection resulting from the interaction of laser beams. Scientists have discovered
that the image of an entire hologram can be reproduced from any one of its many component parts. New Agers use
this to illustrate the oneness of all reality. 

Homeopathy -- A system of medicine rooted in occult ideas that was developed by Samuel Hahnemann. It claims to
manipulate the "vital force" of the human body by transferring the power of homeopathic medicines that have been
potentized by a process of dilutions and succession (vigorous shaking with impact). 

Human Potential Movement -- A movement with roots in humanistic psychology that stresses man's essential
goodness and unlimited potential.

I Ching -- A Chinese textbook, used in Red China, showing how to "divine" (a counterfeit way to tell the future) by
throwing sticks into six-sided figures as in "666" (cf. Rev. 13). 

Initiation -- This occult term is generally used in reference to the expansion or transformation of a person's
consciousness. An "initiate" is one whose consciousness has been transformed so that he now perceives inner realities.
There are varying "degrees" of initiation (i.e., "first degree initiates," "second-degree initiates," etc.). 

Inner Self or Higher Self -- Refers to the inner divine nature possessed by human beings. All people are said to
possess an inner self, though not all are aware of it. 

Interdependence or Interconnectedness -- These words are used by New Agers to describe the oneness and essential
unity of everything in the universe. All of reality is viewed as interdependent and interconnected. 

Jesus -- An avatar who attained a high level of attunement to the Cosmic Christ. This enabled him to become a bodily
vehicle for the Christ for a period of three years. (See: Avatar) 

Kabala (Cabbala, Qaballah) -- Hebrew mystery lore based on mystical interpretation of the Bible; magical, occult
practices stemming largely from the Middle Ages. 

Karma -- Refers to the "debt" accumulated against a soul as a result of good or bad actions committed during one's
life (or lives). If one accumulates good karma, he will supposedly be reincarnated in a desirable state. If one
accumulates bad karma, he will be reincarnated in a less desirable state.

Kirlian --  The source of energy in people; it is supposed to be lying at the base of the spine, slightly lower than the
navel; it lies "coiled" there, as a serpent (cf. Isa. 27:1; Rev. 12:1-6; Gen. 3:1). 

Kirlian Photography -- A photographic process that measures living auras. 

Kundalini -- The elemental energy of the human body which, like a serpent, rests coiled at the base of the spine. 

Levitation -- Raising of objects or people off the ground without using physical energy. 

Lucis Trust -- Originally incorporated as the Lucifer Publishing Company, the Lucis Trust oversees the Lucis
Publishing Company, World Goodwill, and Arcane School. Lucis Trust owns all the copyrights of the Alice Bailey
books. 

Magic Circle Ring -- Drawn by occultists to protect them from the spirits and demons they call up by incantations and
rituals. 

Maitreya -- The name has its roots in a legendary Buddha figure. Some New Age advocates believe that the "second
coming of Christ" occurred in 1977 in the person of Maitreya. 
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Mandala -- A design, usually concentric, that focuses attention to a single point. 

Mantra -- A word or phrase that is to be chanted repetitively in an effort to empty the mind and attain "cosmic
consciousness" (oneness with God and the universe). 

Mass Incarnation -- An incarnation of the Christ in all of humanity. New Age advocates say that this incarnation is
presently taking place on a planetary scale, and is not unlike the incarnation of the Cosmic Christ in the body of Jesus
2,000 years ago. 

Medium -- A psychic or sensitive living person whose body is used as a vehicle for communicating with spirits. 

Metaphysics -- The science of the supernatural, although the word used in Philosophy (1600-1900, along with
Axiology and Epistemology) never meant that at all. Metaphysics was the study of Causality, Cosmology, the nature of
the Universe, etc. Literally, it deals with the problem of "What is real?" In the New Age, where lunacy is the "norm,"
it deals with "Om," "Rome," and "Mahabone": three magic words used in Oriental religions, the Catholic religion, and
in Masonry. (OM symbolizes "Brahma.") 

Monism -- A metaphysical theory that sees all of reality as a unified whole. Everything in the universe is seen as
being made of the same stuff. 

Network -- An informal, decentralized organization created by like-minded individuals who are interested in
addressing specific problems and offering possible solutions. All of this takes place outside of conventional
institutions. 

New Age Movement -- A loose organization of people, many of them "Yuppies," who believe the world has entered
the Aquarian Age when peace on earth and one-world government will rule. They see themselves as advanced in
consciousness, rejecting Judeo-Christian values and the Bible in favor of Oriental philosophies and religion. Among
them may be found environmentalists, nuclear-freeze proponents, Marxist-socialist utopians, mind-control advocates,
ESP cultists, spiritists, witchcraft practitioners, and others using magical rites. 

Nirvana -- Liberation from earthly things; paradise. 

Numerology -- The analysis of hidden or prophetic meanings of numbers. 

Occultism -- Belief in supernatural forces and beings. Available only to the initiate; secret.

Om -- A word symbolizing Brahma, the Creator God. 

One Worlders -- Those who advocate the abolition of nations, working to hand over power to a single-world
government similar in structure to the present United Nations; off-shoots of the United World Federalists founded in
the 1930s. 

Ouiji Board -- Game board containing all the letters of the alphabet plus numbers from 0 to 9 and "Yes/No." A
sliding pointer (planchette) spells out words in answer to questions asked by players. 

Out-of-Body Experience -- Leaving the physical body while at rest, asleep, near death, or temporarily dead. 

Pantheism -- Doctrine that identifies God with the whole universe, every particle, tree, table, animal, and person being
part of Him. 

Paradigm Shift -- Refers to a shift in world views. The so-called "new paradigm" (new model or form) is pantheistic
(all is God) and monistic (all is one). Practically, it means that toleration of sin becomes progress, while virtue,
morality, and purity become defects. In addition, lunacy becomes normal behavior while common sense becomes a
"hindrance to change." 
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Paranormal -- Beyond or above normal human powers or senses. 

Parapsychology -- Study of psychic phenomena using scientific methods. 

Pendulum -- Heavy object on a string, used for dowsing or fortune telling. 

Pentagram -- Five-pointed star used in magical ceremonies. While sometimes used by Satanists, it is not strictly a
Satanic symbol. (Also, Satanists use the Pentagram only in its inverted orientation, while other occultists use it almost
exclusively in the upright orientation.)

Percipient -- Person who receives telepathic messages. 

Perennial Philosophy -- A term made popular by Aldous Huxley (coined by Liebniz) that sees all religious truth or
experience as one and the same. This philosophy proposes that even though the externals of the various religions may
differ, the essence or core truth is the same in each. 

Plan, The -- A phrase that occurs often in the writings of Alice Bailey. It refers to specific preparations in the world
for a New Age and a New Age Christ. These preparations are carried out by the "Masters of the Hierarchy," a group
of exalted beings who supposedly guide the spiritual evolution of people on earth. Though this teaching of the Plan
does actually exist, the term has been sensationalized by some "Christian" writers. These writers have mistakenly
hypothesized that New Agers are completely unified in a "behind-the-scenes manipulation" of world events in order to
conquer the world for its true god, Lucifer. 

Planetary Citizens -- A New Age activist group committed to engendering a "planetary consciousness" among both
New Agers and the general public. 

Planetization -- New Age advocates believe that the various threats facing the human race require a global solution.
This solution is "planetization." The word refers to the unifying of the world into a corporate brotherhood. 

Poltergeist -- German word for a noisy, mischievous, destructive spirit (a demon). 

Precognition -- Advance knowledge of future events. 

PSI -- Term used in place of psychic or paraphysical; ESP. 

Psychic Birth -- A quickening of spiritual or cosmic consciousness and power. This new consciousness is one that
recognizes oneness with God and the universe. Psychic birth is an occult counterpart to the Christian new birth. 

Psychic Energy -- Extrasensory energy that enables people to do miracles. 

Psychic Healer -- A person who cures mental or physical illness from the cosmic energy emanating through the
healer's hands. 

Psychoanalysis -- Tracing mental and physical ills back to hurtful childhood experiences; based on Sigmund Freud's
theories. 

Psychometry -- Reading information from an object about events involving the person who owns it, usually by
handling it. 

Psychotechnologies -- Refers to the various approaches or systems aimed at deliberately altering one's consciousness. 

Reincarnation -- Refers to the cyclical evolution of a person's soul as it repeatedly passes from one body to another at
death. This process continues until the soul reaches a state of perfection. 
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Retrocognition -- Knowledge of past events learned paranormally. 

Right Brain Learning -- The right hemisphere of the brain is believed to be the center of intuitive and creative
thought (as opposed to the rational nature of the left hemisphere). New Agers have seized on this as a justification to
bring "right brain learning techniques" into the classroom. These techniques include meditation, yoga, and guided
imagery. 

Rolfing -- Seeks to relieve energy blockages in the body by applying deep pressure or massage. 

Séance -- A gathering of people seeking communication with deceased loved ones or famous historical figures through
a medium. 

Second Coming of Christ -- Understood by some as the coming of the Cosmic Christ in all of humanity, related to the
New Age concept of the "mass incarnation." The Second Coming is supposedly now occurring in the hearts and minds
of people all over the earth. Others associate it specifically with the appearance of Maitreya as the avatar of the coming
age. 

Self-realization -- New Agers use this as a synonym for God-realization. It refers to a personal recognition of one's
divinity. 

Sensitive -- A person who frequently demonstrates extrasensory gifts such as clairvoyance, telepathy, or precognition. 

Shaman -- A medicine man/woman or witchdoctor, who uses hypnotism, charms, drugs, chants (mantras), "Chi"
energy, etc., to open his victims to demon possession and controlled responses. 

Solar Logos -- Believed by some to be a mighty spiritual being who is the ensouling life of the solar system. The
material solar system is simply a physical manifestation (or body) of this living intelligence. 

Spirit Control -- A disembodied spirit who relays messages from dead people to the living through a trance medium. 

Spirit Guide -- A spiritual entity who provides information of "guidance," often through a medium or channeled. The
spirit provides guidance only after the channeled relinquishes his perceptual and cognitive capacities into its control. 

Spiritual Hierarchy of Masters -- New Age advocates believe these spiritual "masters" are highly evolved men who,
having already perfected themselves, are now guiding the rest of humanity to this same end. 

Spiritualist or Spiritist -- Person who believes in the ability to contact departed souls through a medium. 

Subject -- Person used for experiments in ESP studies. 

Sufism -- Persian mystical religion based on Islam. 

Syncretism -- The attempt to combine or unify differing religious systems. New Age gurus often claim that all the
world religions teach the same core truth: all people possess an inner divinity. 

Synergy -- A principle which states that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Tantra -- A word invented to describe the Hindu and Buddhist "scriptures" (which are actually called Sutras and
Vedas) which show people "shortcuts" to getting Prajna ("enlightenment"). 

Taoism -- A Chinese religion and philosophy that sees the universe as engaged in ceaseless motion and activity. All is
considered to be in continual flux. The universe is intrinsically dynamic. This continual cosmic process is called the
"Tao" by the Chinese. (The process is described in terms of Yin and Yang -- see: Yin/Yang). Tao is that which is
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formless, yet the mother of all forms, and that which is timeless, yet prior to all manifestations, and that which does
nothing, yet leaves nothing undone. The most outrageous Taoist doctrine for Bible believers would be Lao Tzu's adage
"Forget right and wrong, and it will be better for everyone."  

Tarot Cards -- Deck of seventy-eight cards that supposedly reveal the secrets of man and the universe. 

Telekinesis -- The ability to move physical objects by force of will or mental energy alone; also called psychokinesis. 

Telepathy -- Communication between minds by extrasensory means. 

Tetragram -- A magic diagram shaped as a four-pointed star. 

Theosophy -- A school of thought founded by Helena P. Blavatsky. The term literally means "divine wisdom." The
goals of Theosophy are to (1) form a universal brotherhood; (2) do comparative study of world religions, science, and
philosophy; and (3) investigate the psychic and spiritual powers latent in man. Theosophy is the forerunner of much
New Age thought.

Therapeutic Touch -- A "therapy" in which the practitioner "channels" the universal life energy for the patient and
then helps the patient to assimilate this energy. 

Third Eye -- An imaginary eye in the forehead believed to be the center of psychic vision. 

Trance -- A mental state resembling sleep during which the conscious mind rests while the spirit entity takes over the
medium's body. 

Trance Channeler -- The newest term for "trance medium." (See: Medium.) 

Transformation -- New Age advocates promote both personal and planetary transformation. Personal transformation
involves the changes wrought in one's life by increasing Self-realization. As more and more people are personally
transformed, the planet too will be transformed into a global brotherhood. 

Trumpet Medium -- A psychic or "sensitive" who brings forth "spirit voices" through a trumpet at séances. 

UFO -- Unidentified flying object; flying saucer. 

Unity-in-Diversity Council -- A New Age "meta-network" of over 100 networks and groups rallying for global
cooperation and interdependence. 

Veda -- The most ancient of the Hindu scriptures. 

Visualization -- Also known as "guided imagery," visualization basically refers to "mind over matter." It involves the
attempt to bring about change in the material realm by the power of the mind. 

Warlock -- A wizard or sorcerer; a male witch. (Some male witches claim that "warlock" does not refer to a male
witch at all, but merely means "oath-breaker.")

World Goodwill -- A New Age political lobby that aims to unfold "The Plan" as spelled out in the writings of Alice
Bailey. 

Yin/Yang -- Chinese names referring to the active and passive principles of the universe. Yin refers to the female or
[inactive] negative force; Yang to the male or active force. These two polar forces continually interplay with each
other. Briefly, it means that "good and evil" and "right and wrong" are actually the SAME; they simply appear as
opposites. Get rid of all the Opposites (seen and unseen, hot and cold, up and down, back and forth, day and night,
high and low, etc.), and you can attain perfection (Nirvana, Samadhi, Prajna, etc.).  
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Yoga -- A means of becoming united with the supreme being, or with the universal soul. 

Yogi -- Someone who practices yoga. 

Zodiac -- The band of twelve constellations along the plane of the ecliptic through which pass the sun, moon, and
planets across the sky. Each constellation, or sign, is attributed symbolic significance and associations that affect
various aspects of life on Earth.  

[Back to Text]
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Would Jesus really fund a business? Playing the Pharisee Card

WHAT IS THE ALPHA COURSE?
Posted by Stand Up For The Truth | Dec 4, 2012 | Best of!, Hot Topics | 15  |     

If you’ve noticed lately, there has been a huge surge in two trends:  1.) More churches are offering something called ALPHA course programs, and
2.) the Christian “Blogosphere” is exploding with new stories about its dangers. What is the Alpha Course, where did it come from, and why are so many
sounding alarm bells?

Our ministry at Stand Up For The Truth urges readers to compare everything we consume with God’s Word, seeking Him through the Bible to help you
discern. To do that, we are going to take some time in this article to explore these questions and provide numerous links. We urge you to research
these and consider all sides.
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Looking at comments, I see things like 'non-threatening' and 'non-confrontational'. The Gospel is threatening, the Gospel is most
definitely confrontational. The Gospel threatens one's worldview, it threatens one's self-righteousness. The Gosepl confrontssin, the
Gospel confronts the sinner. Thereis NO non-confrontational way to share the 'truths of the Christian faith', because the world, hates
Jesus. Some folks will be on the attack simply because someone is a Christian, you don't even have to open your mouth. The wordl
is adverse to the Gospel. We are not to be sharing the 'truths' of the Christian faith, we are to be sharing the Gospel, sharing the
'truths' comes afterone is saved and is being made a disciple anyway. 
If it's NOT confrontational (I do NOT mean arrogant, judgemental or spiteful) it is NOT the Gospel. So these 'plus points' are in NO
way valid arguments. They are actually the reverse of the action convicting of sin. 
The fact that it is ecumenical in nature and can be 'adapted' for use by ANY belief sytem including cults really says that there are no
solid truths in the course, it's all negotiable. 
If this for non-believers, why, as one commented. were people laying on hands so non-believers could speak in tongues? 
Did I miss something? 
It was designedby Nicky Gumbel, a known heretic. So it starts on that false foundation. 
It is experiencial, rather than based strictly in scripture, just ADD that little extra in there.Not a solid basis for biblical teaching, as it is
subjective. 
There are 'mystical' principles woven throughout. One commenter writes "...Those that deny the power and presence of the Hoy Spirit
use terms such as "mystic", "altered state" to place in question the chracteristics (sic) of God the Father, God the Son & God the
Holy Spirit described in the treachings in ALPHA..." 
That is a broad statement and full of holes. I for one do not deny "the power and presence of the Hoy Spirit" yet there is a very big
difference between the Holy Spirit and mystical practices. It is very easy to place a group into an altered state in a matter of minutes.
Even easier still, when people seek the altered state and work it up themselves. This is called a counterfeit. The charactersitics of
God are revealed quite clearly in scripture, so what people are actually placing in question, is, why do these teachings, these
manifestations NOT line up with scripture? 
john tancock equates the action,movement and manisfestation of the Holy Spirit, with the mystical 'experiences' in the course and
says we must have them. Except the two are not the same. 
Preach the Gospel, let the Holy Spirit convict of sin, righteousness and judgement. Then make disciples. You don't need the
teachings of an heretic nor the manifestations of a familiar spirit to do that.

86p

Why? It never even posted and it's deleted?

62p

oops! Patience little grasshopper....

Even if you have taught this and not seen the harm, consider the arguments raised by this author, using the Scripture as your guide.
Scripture is the only true barrier protecting us from error - one ignores Scripture at their own peril.

Jesus found me when mo was 18 years old I did not find Him.I excepted. Jesus in my life the very next day i received the gift of
toungs was baptised in water a few months later. My walk with the lord was hard at the time because I was to busy listening to the
elder of the church I was young.i realised when .i did not follow what others belived they did not want to know me because I
questioned what they said with scripture so I went back to God and then I got my answer it is God .i need a relationship with it is
God the holy spirit that guides me and teaches me and it is I who give my life to God it is I who lives for God it is I who is a servant.
To God it is I who dose not conform yo the ways of the world Alpha course is conforming to the wats of the world.i am 49 years old
now .i remember the alpha course and went to it it's man made it twits the truth remember what I said Jesus found me! Jesus finds
every one its weather they let him in there lives! He dose not say let me in then go to Alpha course

My brother attended an Alpha Course two years ago. When he was on the last day he was to receive the Holy Spirit. He wanted to
receive the gift of Healing because there was a couple there who claim they can heal almost anyone.....The two "healers" laid hands
on him and asked him if we was willing to give up his sin and his response was "I'll try" he immediately fell on the floor laughing for
over 30 minutes. The people there originally thought it was something called "holy laughter" and then they thought a demon had
entered him. They tried to denounce the spirit. He left there forever changed. Spent the last two years in mental hospitals who
cannot explain his "scizhophrenia like behavior". I wont go into the details of things he has said and done, but it is evil. The church
that had the alpha course tried two additional times to rid him of this demon possession. It didn't work. He now likes his voices that
can become very evil. AS a Born-again Christian myself, I know that he has a demon(s). I have tried three times to have him
denounce the spirits or pray over him. I was in danger each time.... I will only try again if God CLEARLY tells me that he will work
through me for battle. 

My point on sharing this is it happened at an Alpha Course. He was 43 years old and that's impossible to suddenly become Sczizo
and lose everything. I don't know if it was the teachers who have a website where they declare their healing powers or if it was his
unwillingness to surrender his Sins to God....or both. But it happened. And there is no one who will go forward to help him. I pray
everyday that God will send someone equipped to help him. He doesn't want to give up the voices.....so its basically like he likes
them. He has two small children that he can no longer see....for their safety. We all pray for his safety, his soul, and our own safety.
it is a major spiritual hold on him. So my view on Alpha course is be very careful as to who is laying hands, and if the person trying
to seek our Lord and the holy spirit is not seeking the "gifts/power" that I believe he was seeking.....

I would recommend to get acquainted with materials from Freedom In Christ Ministries. Especially books Victory Over Darkness
and Bondage Breaker by Neil T. Anderson. I know personally that these materials can help you get rid off voices inside your head.
God wants your brother to be free even if he had wrong motives.
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"introduction " to christianity??is like..trying to catch a fish without using bait, you catch nothing or just weeds..The gospel is the bait
a christian is to put on the fishing rod, because it is the power of God unto salvation. we are sinners, we deserve hell, Christ paid for
our sins, that settles it, believe and trust Christ for it. Jesus said : go preach the Gospel, in Alpha this is lacking, completely..

The Alpha Course allows the local minister/pastor to lead their own Alpha Courses. Any abuse (e.g. in terms of the work of the Holy
Spirit) would be the abuses of the local facilitators of the course. Every facilitator (read local denomination) brings their own
evangelical (in terms of conversion) or pentecostal / charismatic (e.g. in terms of speaking in tongues) perspectives into the
presentation of the course. I did my own research (as a Reformed minister) of the Alpha Course and wrote an Ebook on the topic. I
found that most of the criticism against the Alpha Course are based on something that happened about twenty years ago in the UK
(the so called Toronto Blessing) as well as inference (based on the traditions/theology of the local church/leader). The title of the
book is THE MAIN INGREDIENTS. Lessons Identified from the Alpha Course. It is available on Amazon.com. I found about ten (10)
core ingredients of the Alpha Course that every local church should include in their local church e.g. Relationships; Hospitality;
Community; etc.

87p

Did the apostles use any type of course to instruct people? We're there any required steps, mantras, levels mentioned by the
apostles in order to know Jesus? Whatever happend to the simplicity of the gospels in themselves? Why is a "course" needed to
explain, expound and spread what the apostles and countless missionaries have been doing for centuries with just a "plain" old
bible? Salvation comes from above, not from a course, so now Jesus needs a "course" to reach the lost? The Holy Spirit needs to
use some man made course in order to get through? Come on folks! Please! This is why there's so much confusion, deceit and out
right apostasy in the body! Take your eyes off Christ, focus on Alpha, it will heal you, get you right with God! When will people wake
up!
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The Dangers Of The Alpha Course
 

The Alpha Course is a course that has been used by many as a way to attempt to introduce the false doctrines and
practices of the Third Wave into mainstream denominations.

I was dumbfounded when I found out some of the people who endorse this course.  Among them were the Salvation
Army and, most notably, Luis Palau.  Here is his endorsement that is featured on the Alpha Course web page:

"Alpha seems especially blessed in that the Lord is using it to reach all sorts of people in all sorts of spiritual
condition." (http://www.alphana.org/alendo01.htm)

The Alpha Course, though teaching some truth, also lays truth alongside error.  The wooing of people using the gospel
message, only to later enslave them in ritualism, works salvation, and occult manifestations is one of the great
deceptions of our time.  One of the cleverest ploys of the enemy in our day is to allow "unprincipled" men to use the
salvation message as an enticment to unsuspecting and untrained people, while they secretly introduce false doctrine,
thereby giving "the devil a foothold" for fleshly manifestations and temptations in their lives.  The men who designed
this course are laying error alongside truth, introducing error secretly ("pareisaxousinin" in Greek) the result of which
will ruin the faith of the believer in the end.  The Bible says of this process:

"But there were also false prophets among the people, just as there will be false teachers among you. They will
secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord who bought them--bringing swift destruction
on themselves." (2 Pet. 2:1)

Beware of the Alpha Course!

Perhaps the preachers and evangelists who have endorsed this course need to take a longer look at their Bibles. Jesus
NEVER laid hands on his disciples, the result of which were "manifestations" of uncontrollable laughter, mayhem,
shaking, animal noises, vomitting, or any of the other demonic disorder of the Toronto and Brownsville "things".  Luis
Palau, of all people, had better wake up to this deception that is sweeping the churches of Europe and is now being
used around the world.

For a good critique on the dangers of this course, visit this web site:

"The Alpha Course" by Chris Hand 
http://www.banner.org.uk/misc/alpha.html

Also, ready this analysis at the same site:

"Alpha Course Goes Nationwide In Britain" by Tricia Tillin 

http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/page3.html
http://www.banner.org.uk/misc/alpha.html
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http://www.banner.org.uk/news/9804.html#Alpha

Following are two e-mails, then an article detailing the dangers of the Alpha Course.  The first e-mail confirms that
Luis Palau has indeed endorsed this dangerous course.  The second alerts Christians to the fact the the Church of Rome
is now using the course for its own purposes.  The article following is a critique of the Alpha Course.  We hope you
will find this information useful when some member of your church attmepts to introduce this course into your church!

From D. C. 
Alpha 10-3-98

Blessings!

The foundations of the Alpha course were originally laid in 1979 through the work of Charles Marnham. During his
time at Holy Trinity Brompton in west London (one of the main proponants of the Toronto "Blessing" and where
Steve Hill of Brownsville picked up his ability to "slay people in the spirit"), he sought to devise a course to look at the
basics of the Christian faith in a way that would be helpful to new Christians.

After Marnham's initial input, Alpha gradually evolved.  One of the key figures in this and the main architect of the
Alpha course as it now exists is Nicky Gumbel, currently curate at Holy Trinity Brompton.  It was through Gumbel's
vision and work that Alpha grew to have the impact it has today.

Alpha has some well-known champions and supporters......

George Carey, the Archbishop of Canterbury 
David Hope, the Archbishop of York 
Alistair McGrath of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford and Regent College, Vancouver 
Luis Palau, international evangelist 
J.I. Packer of Regent College, Vancouver 
The late John Wimber of the Vineyard churches 
R.T. Kendall of Westminster Chapel 
Joel Edwards of the Evangelical Alliance

Interesting to say the least...beloved let us discern the times!

D.A.C. <@}}}><

From I.C. 
Alpha 10-2-98

Dear Friends,

The plot thickens and yet becomes at the same time more clear. This note concerns what we already know about Alpha
courses, and two recent reports in the Daily Telegraph. The first DT item was on 30th Sept. p10, about the World
Council of Churches. The second on 1st. Oct., about the Church of Rome and the Eucharist.

We all (I hope) know that Alpha has become a front for both Ecumenism and Toronto. It is therefore not surprising
that its Theological content is lacking in many respects. Any course that can appeal to the range of traditions and
denominations that Alpha does; must of necessity sacrifice many essential truths. It is to be expected, and yet sad to
observe, so many "evangelicals" going happily and willingly down this "broad" road. This fact alone, of course, begs
the question; just exactly what is an evangelical today?  It is suggested by this aspect of Alpha alone, that every
evangelical participating in Alpha, is betraying the very Gospel they claim to uphold. When people ask me how can I
be so critical of something of which I have no personal experience; my usual reply is that I do not need to put my hand
into a fire to prove if it will burn.

http://web.archive.org/web/20001119223600/http://www.banner.org.uk/news/9804.html
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The second aspect of my note is about the Roman Catholic position in ecumenical matters. Here again most
evangelicals must be either blind or ignorant of Rome's way of doing things. Rome has never changed one iota of the
articles of the Council of Trent. Her attitude has always been one of waiting and persuading all to return to the "One
True Church". While everyone else it seems is only too willing to compromise in the ecumenical cause, Rome has
steadfastly given nothing away. It never ceases to amaze me, that so many think Rome is somehow different since
Vatican 2. This is the cleverness of the Roman system. She lulls everyone into a sense of false security before
swallowing them up. Just look at how many of our institutional churches and others are making overtures to Rome,
and you begin to see how successful Rome has been. She lulls everyone into thinking she is sharing, when all the time
she is taking over. This is why Alpha is a ready tool for Rome to exploit. While everyone is enjoying a meal and warm
company, totally unaware of what is really going on under their very noses.

A futher point to notice since the Songs of Praise program devoted to Alpha, is the dishonesty of the propaganda. Did
any of you notice how Alpha's history was glossed over in half a sentence; and how Nicky Gumbel was strangely
absent in voice. You have to admit the propagandists have done a very skillful piece of work, but then this is precisely
what you would expect from something that will be a major factor in the World Church scene.

To speak against Alpha is being made very difficult, but is all the more necessary. We see churches and fellowships
going headlong into this abyss, but some will listen and be saved, and so we carry on. Incidentally, I just received in
today's post a leaflet from the Salvation Army promoting Alpha for young people.

God help us all. God bless you all, 
I.C.

         Looking at - THE ALPHA COURSE
            by Tricia Tillin 
           http://www.banner.org.uk/ms/ms2962.html 
 

             The following article appeared in The Times, 11 May 1996,

             WOMAN LEADS CHURCH BOYCOTT IN ROW OVER 
             EVANGELICAL PIG-SNORTING

             A WOMAN has walked out of her church and is holding services in her living 
             room, because she says she cannot bring herself to "snort like a pig and bark 
             like a dog" on a Church of England course. Angie Golding, 50, claims she 
             was denied confirmation unless she signed up for the Alpha course, which she 
             says is a "brainwashing" exercise where participants speak in tongues, make 
             animal noises and then fall over.

             She has left the evangelical St Marks in Broadwater Down, Kent, with 14 
             members of the congregation and founded a church at home in Tunbridge 
             Wells. She said: "I'll be a fool for the Lord any day, but I won't be a fool for 
             man."

             However, the church last night denied that she had been refused 
             confirmation, and course organisers said she had misunderstood the nature of 
             the event... "St Mark's is running an Alpha course at the moment which a 
             number of people are attending. Those being confirmed this summer are 
             attending the course as well."

http://www.banner.org.uk/ms/ms2962.html
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             Mark Elsdon-Drew, of Holy Trinity Brompton, said the Alpha course included 
             lectures on the Holy Spirit. "It affects different people in different ways." He 
             said the course had the "overwhelming support" of Church leaders and 
             theologians: "The suggestion of animal noises in connection with the course 
             is unwarranted and could not have been made by anyone who is familiar with 
             the material."

             Everyone is asking "What about Alpha?" What is it, and what are we to believe 
             about it?

             The Alpha course is an evangelistic initiative begun by Holy Trinity Brompton - 
             perhaps better known now for its promotion of the Toronto Blessing.

             The official history of the Alpha Course begins 16 years ago when a member of 
             HTB, Charles Marnham, set up an informal home group to present answers to 
             basic gospel questions. However, HTB curate, Nicky Gumbel, transformed the 
             course into what we see today. [see endnote] It is designed to appeal to 
             non-believers, with every detail - the food, flowers, hospitality and questions - 
             aimed at disarming the unchurched.

             The final weekend away is a vital part of the course - and this has attracted the 
             most criticism, as it gives a chance for the leaders, if they are so disposed, to 
             present the Holy Spirit in an experimental fashion to a captive audience. The course 
             always ends with a Supper laid on to which more non-believers are invited, and so 
             the process continues.

             Whatever else can be said about the Alpha Course, it has been a runaway success. 
             In 1991 there were just four courses involving 600 people; in 1993 there were 
             fewer than 10 courses being held in Britain. Now there are an estimated 3,000 
             being run regularly three times a year, more than 500 of them overseas. These are 
             being run by every denomination, including Catholic.

             One difficulty in pinning down the problems with the Alpha Course is that each 
             church running the course will use the materials in a different way. Thus it is 
             feasible, in theory at least, that a church might avoid all controversy and simply use 
             the course to preach the gospel to unbelievers. This does leave unanswered the 
             question - why does any church need to buy a course to be able to preach the 
             gospel?

             However, there are deep concerns. Below I present some thoughts on the Alpha 
             Course by a Christian (i) who grew alarmed when viewing the course materials. It 
             is a personal view but I believe it speaks for many.

             Alpha certainly starts by preaching the gospel; the first three talks on Video One 
             focus on the person and work of Jesus Christ, and the three talks on video Two 
             which cover fundamental steps for new Christians, such as 'How can I be sure of 
             my faith?', 'Why and how should I read the Bible?' and 'Why and how should I 
             pray?' are all good. But as the course progresses, some of the talks tend to wander 
             off into lengthy accounts of HTB's experiences of the Toronto Blessing and 
             associated ministries, novel exegeses of various Biblical passages common amongst 
             pro-Toronto preachers, calls for unity despite truth and an over-emphasis on the 
             Holy Spirit, all of which are less than helpful, to say the least, to potential 
             Christians.

             Clearly the aim is to bring as many into God's Kingdom as possible but by the end 
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             of the course I cannot help feeling that the Toronto Blessing may have been the 
             greater beneficiary.

             The Alpha course was virtually unknown until Eleanor Mumford of the South-West 
             London Vineyard church brought the Toronto Blessing from the Toronto Airport 
             Vineyard church in Canada to HTB, via Nicky Gumbel in May 1994, (ii) and 
             Nicky Gumbel spends a substantial amount of time relating to Alpha participants in 
             video 3 talk 9, exactly how it occurred:

                  "Ellie Mumford told us a little bit of what she had seen in Toronto... .it was 
                  obvious that Ellie was just dying to pray for all of us.. then she said 'Now 
                  we'll invite the Holy Spirit to come.' and the moment she said that one of the 
                  people there was thrown, literally, across the room and was lying on the 
                  floor, just howling and laughing....making the most incredible noise....I 
                  experienced the power of the Spirit in a way I hadn't experienced for years, 
                  like massive electricity going through my body... One of the guys was 
                  prophesying. He was just lying there prophesying. . ."

             Gumbel's description of the antics that went on in the vestry of HTB after their 
             invocation of the Spirit seems to me to bear no resemblance at all to what 
             happened on the day of Pentecost. (iii)

             Yet Alpha participants are being taught all this as part of an evangelistic/Christian 
             Living course as though it is normal and desirable, with absolutely no mention made 
             of the need to test the spirits (1 John 4:3), and at the end of this talk are prayed for, 
             corporately, to receive it. Thus, they are initiated into the Toronto Blessing without 
             a whimper of protest amongst them.

                  "I believe it is no coincidence that the present movement of the Holy Spirit 
                  [TB] has come at the same time as the explosion of the Alpha Courses. I 
                  think the two go together." [Nicky Gumbel, 'The Spirit and Evangelism', 
                  Renewal, May 1995, p15].

             So one of my concerns is whether the TB, which is being experienced at HTB, can 
             possibly be divorced from the Alpha Initiative. In view of the similarities of 
             emphasis and content between the two, I'm not sure that it can. Alpha also 
             promotes, as does the leadership of the TB, 'unity' between Protestants and Roman 
             Catholics, with no consideration, or perhaps realisation, of the unreconcileable 
             doctrines of the two Churches, and so another concern is its trend towards 
             ecumenism.

             POWER EVANGELISM

             Heavily influenced by the 'Signs and Wonders' ministry of John Wimber in the 
             1980s, power evangelism has been one of the preparation grounds for the Toronto 
             Experience. It focuses on a pragmatic/experiential rather than a 
             proclamatory/doctrinal approach to spreading the gospel. As such it tends to shift 
             the focus away from the shed blood of Jesus on the cross and onto the supernatural 
             works of the Holy Spirit carried out by men. This is the method of evangelism 
             favoured by Alpha. [Telling Others pp21-24;29-31].

             ALPHA AND THE NEW AGE

             All of this heightened interest amongst Charismatic Christians in 'Signs and 
             Wonders' and the supernatural experiences of the Toronto Blessing is a reflection 
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             of spiritual and cultural changes going on outside Christianity, in which New Age 
             experiential mysticism predominates.

             Nicky Gumbel is aware of this paradigm shift from reason to experience: "In the 
             Enlightenment reason ruled supreme and explanation led to experience. In the 
             present transitional culture, with its 'pick-and-mix' worldview in which the New 
             Age movement is a potent strand, experiences lead to explanation". [Nicky 
             Gumbel, Telling Others, p19].

             Post-Christian neo-mysticism is already so pervasive that virtually every 
             non-christian participant of Alpha - or any other evangelistic initiative - will reflect 
             to some degree New Age thinking. In New Age philosophy "experiences lead to 
             explanation" yet, like the Toronto Experience, the thrust of Alpha is towards the 
             experiential, not the written Word. One pastor who has made use of the Alpha 
             course writes: "One of the problems of proclaiming the gospel in a post-modern 
             world is that culture itself warms much more readily to lifestyle than to doctrine. But 
             the Christian lifestyle is not Christian faith... .I am sure that many people are being 
             converted through the Alpha course, but I have a suspicion that some of those 
             people are being converted to a Christian lifestyle rather than to Christ.". [Ian 
             Lewis, 'The Alpha Course', Evangelicals Now, Dec 1995].

             The two testimonies given by Alpha participants at the beginning of the first Alpha 
             video are prime examples of this. There are certain basic elements one would 
             expect to hear in a classic conversion testimony: the conviction of sin leading to 
             repentance and subsequent assurance of God's forgiveness and salvation through 
             the death on the cross of Jesus Christ. But these are not there in any form in these 
             two testimonies.

             A relationship with God is referred to, as is the experience of the baptism in the 
             Holy Spirit, prayer, an interest in Bible reading, church-going, Christianity and what 
             Alpha has done for them. But Jesus and what He has done for them and a 
             relationship with Him is not mentioned at all. Yet the Lord Jesus is the gospel, He is 
             salvation, He is their new life so how can He possibly be so completely overlooked 
             in a basic conversion testimony?

             Adherents of false religions claim a relationship with God, and a prayer life, but 
             they are not saved. Many church goers read their Bibles and have an interest in 
             church and in Christianity, but they are not saved.

             Likewise, more compassion/understanding at work, more patience, tolerance, 
             confidence and deep feelings of contentment can equally well be produced by a 
             sense of psychological well-being. Without the cross they do not constitute 
             salvation. The attempt by Nicky Gumbel to bring Jesus into the testimonies by 
             asking exactly what had made these differences, was met with a blank look and the 
             response: "Just the relationship that I've developed with God. Simple as that."

             These testimonies seemed to me to be, as Ian Lewis suggests, only evidence of 
             conversion to a Christian lifestyle, not to Christ. And when the "Christian lifestyle" is 
             an endless round of blessings', supernatural 'experiences', spiritual 'parties' [see 
             video talk 14] and 'play'-times (iv), then the transition from the counterfeit 
             spirituality of the New Age to Christianity is really only one of degree, not kind. In 
             which case I would echo the question of one evangelical minister who asked: 
             "What is it they are converted to?"

             EVANGELISM OR CHRISTIAN LIVING?
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             "Scripture tells us that salvation comes through hearing the gospel, and I would 
             expect any course aimed at non-christians to concentrate primarily on the facts of 
             the gospel. The Alpha course deals with the basics of the gospel in two sessions... 
             While these are unequivocal gospel presentations, the remainder of the course 
             deals essentially with what may be described as Christian living... When we used an 
             adapted version of the course in our church, non-christians were left behind by 
             about the sixth week. They still had very fundamental questions about what 
             Christians believe, which were not answered by talking about how Christians live 
             and for this reason the course seemed more suited to people who have already 
             made a commitment to Christ." [Ian Lewis, Evangelicals Now, Dec 1995].

             THE HOLY SPIRIT WEEKEND

             White Alpha training manual pp26-36/Video III talks 7-9 "We live in the age 
             of the Spirit." [p29].

             Christians have always referred to the period of time between the first and second 
             advents as the age of Grace, or the Church age. That has not changed. Why 
             encourage now, in such a precarious spiritual climate, the New Age concept of the 
             Age of Aquarius (the spirit)?

             Continuing his observations on the New Age Nicky Gumbel writes: "I have found 
             on Alpha that those from an essentially enlightened background feel at home with 
             the parts of the course which appeal to the mind, but often have difficulty in 
             experiencing the Holy Spirit. Others coming from the New Age movement find that 
             rational and historical explanations leave them cold, but at the weekend away they 
             are on more familiar territory in experiencing the Holy Spirit." [Telling Others, p19].

             But it is the "rational and historical explanations" of sessions l and 2 which are the 
             essence of the gospel (Acts 2:22-41; 6:9-7:60; 8:26-38; 17:16-33) and which the 
             unbeliever must grasp and accept with his mind, under the convicting and 
             illuminating power of the Holy Spirit, if he is to repent and experience salvation in 
             his heart (Romans 10:13,14). Nevertheless: "At the end of the course I send out 
             questionnaires... if there is a change I ask when that change occurred. For many the 
             decisive moment is the Saturday evening of the weekend." [Telling Others, p120]. 
             This is the time when Nicky Gumbel invites the Holy Spirit to come and 
             participants are filled with the Spirit. [Telling Others, pp117,120,123; Blue Alpha 
             training manual p18]

             I find this extremely worrying. The "decisive moment" should surely be the point at 
             which a person steps over from eternal death to eternal life through the conversion 
             experience (John 3:16; 5:24; Romans 10:9,10,13 and other refs). But most of the 
             testimonies in 'Telling Others' seem to confuse the experience of conversion with 
             the experience of baptism in the Holy Spirit.

             But is this surprising when Nicky Gumbel himself seems to treat conversion as a 
             preliminary to the main event? The breath of new life into a repentant sinner is 
             taught in talk 7, but Nicky Gumbel does not make it clear that this happens at 
             conversion (2 Cor 5:17). Rather, he suggests this is due to a second experience: 
             the baptism in the Spirit.

             The following testimony is an alarming example of the confusion between 
             conversion and baptism in the Holy Spirit, but it is by no means the only one:
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                  "....my wife encouraged me to read an article in a magazine about the Alpha 
                  course at HTB. What had stuck in my mind was how the work of the Holy 
                  Spirit was described as of paramount importance. I knew in my heart I had 
                  to have his power in my life at any cost. So I... enrolled on the course and 
                  focused on the weekend where the work of the Holy Spirit is discussed... 
                  .Never mind the weeks of pre-med, I just had to get into the operating 
                  theatre... .I looked at the order of play, saw that the third session on 'How 
                  can I be filled with the Spirit (which I identified as the main one) was at 
                  4:30pm and simply hung on like a marathon runner weaving his way up the 
                  finishing straight with nothing but the finishing tape as the focus of his 
                  attention... .the prize was so near but we were getting there so slowly. I 
                  literally wanted to scream out 'Do it now! Do it now! I can't hold out any 
                  longer' I'm not exaggerating when I say I was in agony Then Nicky Gumbel 
                  invited the Spirit to come and oh, the relief." [Interview in Renewal, Oct 
                  1995, p16; Telling Others pp36-37].

             Though the prayer at the end of these talks includes repentance, the gospel talks 
             are not at this point uppermost in participants minds, and the corporate request 
             "inviting the Holy Spirit to come and fill us" is then made by all in the room.

             HOW CAN I RESIST EVIL?

             Session 9 White Alpha training manual pp39-45/Video IV Talk 10.

             In section II of this session Satan's tactics are listed: destroys; blinds eyes; causes 
             doubt; tempts; accuses. All of these Gumbel applies to the area of Christian 
             behaviour. Deception, the tactic focusing on belief, is omitted. This oversight can be 
             deadly. Deception concerning doctrine is Satan's most powerful weapon against 
             the Church and new Christians need to be made aware just how practised Satan is 
             at deceiving Christians through false doctrines and false spiritual experiences. (v)

             Gumbel points out in this talk that occult activity "always comes under the guise of 
             something good". The Toronto Blessing is seen as "something good". How strange 
             then that neither he nor anyone else at HTB thought to test the Toronto spirit before 
             accepting it and then passing it on to everyone else. (vi)

             HOW DOES GOD GUIDE US?

             Session 10 White Alpha training manual pp46-51/Video IV Talk 11

             The "Guiding Spirit" and "more unusual ways" of guidance referred to in this talk, 
             especially guidance by angels, need thorough testing against Scripture in today's 
             religious climate in which false prophets and occult 'spirit guides' masquerading as 
             angels of light abound.

             A testimony in HTB in FOCUS: ALPHA NEWS, Aug 1995, in which Jesus is 
             referred to as "a guiding light" (p14), is just an inkling of what may be to come.

             DOES GOD HEAL TODAY?

             Session 12 White Alpha training manual ppS8-62/Video V Talk 13

             During this talk Nicky Gumbel tells Alpha participants of the visit by John Wimber 
             to HTB in 1982 to demonstrate God's power to heal. He says: "John Wimber then 
             said 'We've had words of knowledge' these are supernatural revelations, things that 
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             they couldn't have known otherwise about the conditions of people in the room... 
             specific details were given, accurately describing the conditions... .as the list was 
             responded to, the level of faith in the room was rising."

             Gumbel says that he still felt "cynical and hostile" until the following evening when he 
             was prayed for: "So they prayed for the Spirit to come....I felt something like 
             10,000 volts going through my body....The American had a fairly limited prayer. 
             He just said 'more power'....it was the only thing he ever prayed. I can't remember 
             him ever praying anything else... Now we've seen many kinds of these 
             manifestations of the Spirit on the weekends... these manifestations... and the 
             physical healings themselves are not the important thing... .the fruit of the Spirit... 
             these are the things that matter, the fruit that comes from these experiences. So we 
             began to realise that God heals miraculously...."

             Nicky Gumbel gives no indication here that he or anyone else attending that 
             meeting tested the spirits to ensure that everything came from the Holy Spirit.

             And, of course, the fruit of the Holy Spirit does not come from "these experiences" 
             but from the daily sanctification by the Holy Spirit through obedience to the Word 
             (John 14:15;21;23-26;15:l-7;10;14-15).

             Once again Alpha participants are not being warned of the very serious dangers of 
             accepting anything and everything from anyone and everyone. So they will walk out 
             of the cocoon of Alpha and straight into the path of the "enemy the devil [who] 
             prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour". (1 Peter 5:8).

             WHAT ABOUT THE CHURCH?

             Session 13 White Alpha training manual pp63-68/Video V Talk 14

             (1) ROMANISM

             "The Alpha course is... adaptable across tradition and denominations... .I 
             know of its uses in Catholic... churches." [Martin Cavender in Telling 
             Others].

             Adaptable in what sense exactly? Alpha's publications manager advises that, while 
             presentation of the material can be adapted to suit, the content should be followed 
             exactly. (He makes particular reference to the weekend dealing with the Holy Spirit 
             in this respect) [Christian Herald, 9:12:1995].

             If the content of the course teaches the fundamental historical and theological facts 
             and doctrines of the Christian faith as recorded in Scripture, then, having tested and 
             proved that to be so, any Protestant church using Alpha could follow the course 
             exactly. But could a Catholic church do that?

             In talk 8 and in section II of this talk Gumbel teaches Alpha participants that the 
             differences between Protestants and Catholics are "totally insignificant compared to 
             the things that unite us... we need to unite around the death of Jesus, the 
             resurrection of Jesus; the absolute essential things at the core of the Christian faith 
             on which we are all agreed. We need to give people liberty to disagree on the 
             things which are secondary."

             I agree wholeheartedly with the last sentence but that is not the issue here. It is on 
             the essentials that Protestants and Catholics do not have unity. That was the whole 
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             point of the Protestant Reformation. Discussing the price of unity in the Church, 
             Bishop Ryle wrote: "Our noble Reformers bought the truth at the price of their own 
             blood, and handed it down to us. Let us take heed that we do not basely sell it for 
             a mess of pottage, under the specious names of unity and peace." [Warnings to the 
             Churches, 1877, p128].

            Still Gumbel says: "We need to unite... there has been some comment which is not 
             helpful to unity. Let us drop that and get on. It is wonderful that the movement of 
             the Spirit will always bring churches together. He is doing that right across the 
             denominations and within the traditions... we are seeing Roman Catholics coming 
             now... Nobody is suspicious of anybody else... People are no longer 'labelling' 
             themselves or others. I long for the day when we drop all these labels and just 
             regard ourselves as Christians with a commission from Jesus Christ." [Renewal, 
             May 1995,p16]

             'Adaptability' of the Alpha course to include Catholics, not necessarily to convert 
             them, is referred to in Alpha as 'unity' and I am concerned that Alpha is contributing 
             - albeit unintentionally - to the undoing of the Protestant Reformation through the 
             promulgation of ecumenism disguised as Christian Unity.

             (2) UNITY AND FALSE DOCTRINE/TEACHERS

             "A disunited church, squabbling and criticising makes it very hard for the 
             world to believe". [Gumbel, Renewal, May 1995, p16]. Consequently "we 
             make it a rule on Alpha never to criticise another denomination, another 
             Christian church or a Christian leader." [Telling Others, p114; and this talk, 
             section II].

             Yet there are times when failure to 'criticise' - or rather to rebuke and correct (2 
             Tim 3:16; 4:2-5) - is actually to be disobedient to the Word of God. Although in 
             talk five Gumbel only applied the rebuking and correcting to Christian behaviour, it 
             also applies to false teaching. We must certainly not judge one another's sins or 
             their hearts (e.g. Matt 7:1-5), or their personalities, but we are to test all teachings 
             prophesies and practices against Scripture and judge whether they are true or false 
             (1 Cor 2:15;16; 1 John 4:1).

             According to Ephesians 4:3-6 Christian unity comes through our being baptised 
             through one Spirit into "one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of 
             all".

             Unity is also essential to Latter-Rain doctrine, to enable the incarnation of Christ 
             into His physical body (the Church), because He cannot incarnate a divided body. 
             But Latter-Rain is a "different gospel" (Gal 1:6-7) with a faulty eschatology which is 
             insinuating itself into Charismatic fellowships these days; one of its most successful 
             routes being the Toronto Blessing (vii).

             It is vital that we "earnestly contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to 
             the saints" (Jude 3). If not, we may find ourselves, and those new believers we 
             have nurtured, part of the Apostate church.

             (3) THE PARABLE OF THE PARTY

             In section IV, Gumbel says the Church, though God's Holy Temple, so often loses 
             "the sense of the presence of God in its midst". He is making reference here to the 
             Sunday meetings of believers rather than to the Church as the body of Christ and 
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             uses the parable of the Prodigal Son to explain that Sunday services should be like 
             a 'party'. "Jesus was saying that....the Church is like....a feast and a celebration, and 
             at a party everyone has a good time. There's fun, there's laughter... .Why shouldn't 
             there be laughter at the biggest party of all? and that's what we're seeing today, 
             laughter and fun, and people getting drunk - not with wine, Paul says 'don't get 
             drunk with wine - be filled with the Spirit, Come to a party where you can get 
             drunk on God... .I was at a party like that last night. It was a whole load of church 
             leaders, and we invited the Spirit to come... It was a party thrown by the Holy 
             Spirit. It was a fun place to be. The Church is meant to be a party..."

             The Church will celebrate the marriage feast of the Lamb when the Lord Jesus 
             returns, but I find no references to "fun" or "parties" anywhere in Scripture, except 
             in denunciation. In 1 Corinthians 10:1-11 for example. Until Jesus returns and we 
             attend the marriage feast of the Lamb, there is no place for "parties" or "festivals"; 
            not even "to the Lord".

             CONCLUSION

             It may only be part of Alpha's teaching which does not accord with Scripture, but I 
             would say with Paul: "A little yeast works through the whole batch of dough." (Gal 
             5:9).

             Every Christian and every fellowship is able to witness to the gospel. Many 
             fellowships create their own evangelistic courses under the guidance of the Holy 
             Spirit. It should not be necessary to rely on the methods and techniques of another 
             fellowship when we have all the instruction and teaching material we need in 
             Scripture, all the experience we need in each of our relationships with the Lord 
             Jesus and are each empowered by the Holy Spirit to go and do it. But if leaders do 
             decide to use the Alpha course they should at least consider the following points in 
             light of the concerns above:

              That they ensure non-believing participants have fully understood the meaning of 
             the cross and are saved (sessions I and 2) before propelling them into a course on 
             Christian Living. (sessions 3-14).

              That they ensure converts are fully aware of their conversion experience and are 
             becoming stable in their daily relationship with the Lord Jesus before thrusting them 
             into the baptism of the Holy Spirit, for which they are not yet ready and which 
             could allow into their lives the influence of an alien spirit through ground given, 
             albeit unintentionally.

              That they ensure participants understand the different nature of the work of each 
             person in the Trinity.

              That they ensure the fruit of the Holy Spirit, and his convicting and sanctifying 
             work in a believer's life is not submerged beneath the gifts and the power of the 
             Holy Spirit.

              That they ensure participants are taught to proceed from the Word to experience, 
             not from experience to the Word.

              Following from this, that they ensure participants understand that deception 
             regarding doctrine and supernatural phenomena has always been Satan's main 
             weapon against the Church and that knowing and standing fast in the Word is our 
             weapon of defence, as it was for Jesus (Matt 4:1-11).
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              That they ensure participants are taught to become Bereans (Acts 17:11) able to 
             test everything against Scripture for themselves, not relying on leaders, who are not 
             infallible (e.g. Gal 2:11-14), to do their thinking and living for them.

              That they revise the booklist on pp72-75 of the white Alpha training manual as it 
             tends to display a bias towards writers sympathetic to the Vineyard/Toronto 
             Experience/Restorationist persuasion, while omitting other sound and more obvious 
             choices in several of the sessions.

             In 1877 Bishop Ryle wrote: "The Lord Jesus Christ declares, 'I will build My 
             Church'....Ministers may preach, and writers may write, but the Lord Jesus Christ 
             alone can build. And except He builds, the work stands still....Sometimes the work 
             goes on fast, and sometimes it goes on slowly. Man is frequently impatient, and 
             thinks that nothing is doing. But man's time is not God's time. A thousand years in 
             His sight are but as a single day. The great builder makes no mistakes. He knows 
             what He is doing. He sees the end from the beginning. He works by a perfect, 
             unalterable and certain plan." [J.C. Ryle 'The True Church' in Warnings to the 
             Churches, 1877, pp13-14].

             [Note: Nicky Gumbel dates his call to evangelism (Tape Five of the video set) to 
             the 1982 incident in which he received prayer from John Wimber. On that 
             occasion, he experienced such supernatural power that he had to call out for it to 
             stop. Wimber gave a "word" that Gumbel had been given "a gift of telling people 
             about Jesus".]

             A much expanded version of this paper is presently available from Jo Gardner, 
             price £1.25 incl. postage. Write to: Adullam Register/Alpha, 86 Manor Way, 
             Croxley Green, Herts WD3 3LY. This paper and other material will also shortly be 
             produced in the form of a booklet. Enquiries to Jo Gardner, not Banner!

             FOOTNOTES

             (i) Letters to the author should be directed to Banner Ministries.

             (ii) HTB in Focus: Alpha News, Aug 1995 p9. See also Wallace Boulton, ed., The 
             Impact Of Toronto, 1995 pp2O-24.

             (iii) See Richard Smith, "Spiritual Drunkenness", Sept 1994.

             (iv) See Wallace Boulton, ed., The Impact Of Toronto, 1995, p19.

             Also David Noakes, Dealing With Poison In The Pot, audio tape, CFCM 95/04, 
             side 1.

             And Johannes Facius, 'Laugh? I Nearly Cried' in Prophecy Today, May/June 
             1995, p25.

             (v) See for example, Robert M. Bowman, Orthodoxy And Heresy: A Biblical 
             Guide To Doctrinal Discernment, 1993. And J.C. Ryle, Warnings To The 
             Churches, 1877.

             (vi) During the Leadership Consultation held in January and March 1995, by the 
             Centre for Contemporary Ministry, it was noted that Wm Branham also practised 
             impartation of the Spirit, which others could then pass on. Arnott has likened the 
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             Toronto Blessing to a virus. (See Haggai 2:10-14).

             (vii) See 'Birth of the Manchild' in Mainstream, Spring 1995, ppi-5 for the 
             eschatology being taught at some Vineyard churches.
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The Alpha Course Examined
Tim Chapman

At the end of March 1999, subsequent to having been involved in the publicity, administration and teaching on both adult and
youth Alpha courses, my vicar at St Thomas, Sheldon, asked me to explain why I was uncomfortable with the Alpha course. I
explained that my discomfort had nothing to do with the style of delivery of the course, (which I actually believed was
excellent and had much to commend it), rather it was the theological content that was the cause. Having more recently read
David Wells book, God in the Wasteland, I have been forced to ask whether the style and method of the course actually
panders so much to the culture of there being a ‘smorgasboard of religion’ for people to investigate and take their pick from’
that it needs to be examined closely too. But that is the topic of another discussion. I hope that this short essay will explain
where my concerns with the course content lies.
 
What is Alpha?
According to its internet site, "Alpha is a 15 session practical introduction to the Christian faith. It is aimed specifically at
those who don't normally go to church". It is therefore from the point of view of the man or woman who is ignorant of the
faith rather than from the point of view of those who are already Christians, that the course will be assessed.
 
 
How has the course done?
Anyone involved in Christian ministry in this country and indeed throughout the world cannot ignore the massive impact that
Alpha is having and no doubt will continue to have in the future. Ostensibly Alpha has been extraordinarily effective. Over
500,000 people completed the course by 1997. No doubt many more by now. The course is being run in countries as diverse
as Namibia and Finland. Both the Alpha internet site and Alpha news contain many commendations from diverse theological
positions. The Archbishop of Canterbury says  "It is superb. I commend it wholeheartedly”. Roman Catholic cardinals also

give it high praise. '4The course does not contain anything that is contrary to Roman Catholic doctrine" says Bishop Ambrose
Griffiths OSB, (Hexham and Newcastle) Another commentator WD Scholes in A is for Alpha, B is for Berean" says that "
The course also appears to contain a number of criteria that ought to keep the Evangelical constituency happy. The cross is
mentioned, the Bible is used and apologetics are employed to convey the Christian message in a credible manner"
 
 
There is much to give thanks for:
It is clear that there are many things about Alpha which are praiseworthy. It is remarkably well produced and the quality of
the resources are exceptional. It is easily transferable and so reaches people far beyond Brompton. The quality and availability
of the resources provide church leaders with a ready made evangelistic course so that it does not require a great deal of work
to get the course going. That Alpha has encouraged so many churches and so many individuals to start doing evangelism
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must be a cause of much rejoicing.
 
Another aspect of the whole of the Alpha course is the intense zeal with which people long for others to become Christians.
There can be no doubting the godly commitment of those organising the Alpha initiative, to reach those who have never
known Christ.
 
Perhaps the most significant contribution that Alpha has made is the emphasis it places on the value of relationships. The
practice of guests returning to the same group each week, sharing a friendly meal together on neutral ground ensures that
people are put at ease and better able to hear a talk and ask questions at the end. This is where Alpha is at its strongest.
"Learning about the Christian faith and having a lot of fun together" says Gumbel is what it is about. "It’s all friendship
based. There is no knocking on doors. It is friends bringing friends," he says. A number of other evangelistic courses have
adopted the emphasis on friendly, supper party based evangelism, and have acknowledged their debt to Alpha in this.
 
There can be no doubting the remarkable ability of the course to draw in non-Christians but the question does remain as to
what they are taught during the course. It is right to always be seeking current ways to convey the gospel to the contemporary
society, however the gospel message is unchanging. So as Scholes wisely points out we must cut through the packaging to
examine what Alpha conveys.
 
 
Why examine Alpha?
First because we should examine everything.
 
The New Testament does call on us not to judge and it is important to think hard about the planks in our own eyes, however
it does also call us to be discerning in what we say and do and there are strong warnings aimed especially at those who are
teachers. We are responsible for what we say. After Paul and Silas had preached in the Jewish synagogue we are told that the
Bereans.. 'examined the scriptures every day to see if what Paul said was true' and they are commended for this practice.
(Acts 17,11) If the Bereans examined even the apostle's teaching, how much more should we examine contemporary
teaching?
 
Given that so many people are likely to come into contact with the course, is it not fair to suggest that Alpha's undoubted
popularity renders scrutiny obligatory? WD Scholes points out that 'Evangelism at it’s core has a biblical message and it is
therefore imperative that we convey the biblical message'.
 
The basis of the examination will be the apostolic gospel revealed in the scriptures. It is not enough to rely on the accolades
of others or on the fact that the course works'. Theology rather that pragmatism must be the basis of whether something is
good. So the question we must ask of any initiative is not 'Does it work?' but 'Does it honour Christ?' only those things that
are consonant with the word of God can be honoring to him.We should be unashamed to engage in the Berean habit of testing
everything from scripture, and it is in this manner that I humbly asses Alpha.
 
It should be pointed out that at no stage is it suggested that the organisers of Alpha do not believe biblical truths. What is
being assessed is not what is believed by individuals but what is taught through the course, and whether or not this is a
clearly communicated Biblical gospel.
 
The critical question is this; Is the message of Alpha the message of the Bible? I hope to answer the question by looking at
four main areas: the character of God, the nature of sin, the cross of Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit.
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The Character of God
The material in book, booklet and on tape presents one overriding message about the character of God: God is love. What
could be wrong with that after all the apostle John himself writes God is love (1 John 4: 16)?. Nothing is wrong unless it is
the one character of God that is so strongly emphasized that other aspects of his character are drastically diminished. This
seems to be the case with the Alpha course.
 
Alpha introduces God through the existence of the Lord Jesus, which is perfectly biblical  “Anyone who has seen me has seen
the Father” John 14.9. “No one can come to the Father except through me” John 14.6. However there is nothing about
Him being our creator and all that the Bible unpacks from that great truth, namely that he is the great King and sovereign
over all that he has created.
 
Chris Hand in his book 'Falling short, The Alpha course examined' reminds us of the Athenian attitude to God when Paul
preached to them in Acts 17; “The Athenians were crucially ignorant of God just as we are today. They did not know how
high and lofty he was. They did not know how much they owed to him as their creator. Surrounded as they were by
evidences of his goodness and kindness, they did not know how profoundly ungrateful and therefore rebellious they were to
him as their great and mighty creator. In Alpha God is simply introduced to us as the one who can help us rather than the self
existent eternally glorious maker of heaven and earth'.
 
Alongside the absence of God being our creator is a failure to teach God's holiness. This is extraordinary given the fact that
'God is holy' is taught far more often in scripture than "God is love'. Indeed the adjective used most frequently in scripture to
describe God is 'holy'. The God of the Bible is a God of holiness whose love is all the more remarkable in that it is bestowed
upon wicked sinners. Indeed when we remove the holiness of God, we undermine the love of God.
 
The scriptures warn us that 'It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God' (Heb
10:31) Would our friends on the Alpha course know this from the material they are presented
with? I fear they wouldn’t. I have friends who respond by suggesting that while the course is weak on this, it is made up for
in the follow up courses to Alpha. It is my concern that while that may be the case, (I have not been involved in any follow
up courses to comment) Alpha is intended to be a presentation of the gospel that will bring people to faith. It can therefore be
assumed that the Alpha material posits that people are best brought to faith without God’s holiness and sovereign rule over
the world being taught.
 
 
The Nature of Sin
The consequences of such a diminished definition of the character of God are enormous, Nowhere is this more clearly seen
than in Alpha's treatment of sin. Alpha is clear to begin with on what is at the heart of sin when it states that the 'root cause
of sin is a broken relationship with God'. The consequences of sin are spelt out in terms of the pollution, the power, the
penalty and partition of sin. But then as the argument in the course is followed, sin is presented as being ‘the mess we make
of our own lives'. The problem of sin is explained as 'the rubbish that clutters up our lives and clutters up our world' and as
'pollution of the soul'.
 
For all it’s biblical use of words, Alpha fails to define sin biblically. It does so by concentrating on the consequences of sin
rather than on what sin actually is. To define the root cause of sin as ‘broken relationship’ does not identify why the
relationship is broken or who has done the breaking. Man without God is the subject of God's wrath. We are not slightly
displeasing to him, with the occasional foible; rather by nature 'We are objects of wrath' (Eph 2:3) because we have offended
against God and broken his holy law. The root cause of sin is ‘our rejection’ of our relationship with him as our creator and
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rightful ruler. It is that rejection of Him, for which we are culpable, and which deserves his rightful justice, rather than its
result.   Alpha allows me too easily to distance myself from the culpability of rejecting God as holy King over his creation.
 
Chris Hand writes succinctly of the consequences of failing to teach that God is holy. “The consequences of sin are true
enough. But it is all man centered. They are the consequences for us. Surely the fact that we have offended against God is
sufficient reason to worry about sin. Alpha's emphasis does not go anything like far enough. Christ in Alpha, comes forward
to deal with too small a problem”.
 
Ultimately then, sin according to Alpha is more of a problem for us than it is for God. In scripture it is quite the opposite. In
Alpha the problem is perceived in very man centered terms. This would explain why the course says very little indeed about
God's anger or wrath against human rebellion and very little about future judgment, ‘when his righteous judgment will be
revealed' (Rom 2:5).  We are told that we will all be the subject of the judgment of God but we are never told how awful that
day will be. Omitting that eternal perspective leads the course to present sin as a problem for the here and now and turns it
into something that requires only a therapeutic cure. As we shall see the misunderstanding of sin inevitably leads to a
misunderstanding of the cross. If the diagnosis is inaccurate then the cure will be ineffective. My Alpha friends admit the lack
of teaching on these aspects of sin and God’s judgement but once again suggest they are best kept till a follow up course.
 

Tim Chapman
 
The Cross of Christ
I am borrowing much of Schole’s argument in what follows. (W.D Scholes : A is for Alpha, B is for Berean, The Churchman
Vol 112 No 4 1998 pp 294-312). Alpha gets off to a good start. After seeking to establish “Who is Jesus?” the session “Why
did Jesus die?” tells us that ‘the cross lies at the heart of the Christian faith’ (Alpha Manual page 10). We are told that the
cross achieved justification, redemption, atonement and reconciliation and scripture references are provided. Indeed there is a
reasonable foundation to build on if one wanted to further investigate the Cross. However the penal substitutionary nature of
Christ’s atonement is given very little weight – that Christ died not simply in our place but took upon himself the wrath of
God against sin. It is skimmed over in the course. This is hardly surprising given that there is an incorrect view of the disease
of sin in Alpha, the cure of the cross is similarly misrepresented. We are left with a hollow view of why Jesus had to die at
all. Thus the cross ends up being little more than a visual aid, which proves that God is self-sacrificial and loving. The death
of Jesus is presented as being an act of love yet without any connection with the reality of God's holy anger. This is a far cry
from the biblical teaching on the atonement.
 
The second major weakness in this area is that for all it's claims that ‘the cross lies at the heart of the Christian faith', the cross
is in reality not central to Alpha. After talk two, which deals with the cross, it is barely mentioned in subsequent sessions.
One could be forgiven for thinking on examination of the course as a whole that the centrality of the cross and Jesus Christ’s
work of atonement had been usurped. This is extraordinary not only because the cross is at the heart of the Christian faith, but
also that Alpha is aimed at those who know little or nothing about the Christian faith. This is a far cry from Paul's desire to
'Preach Christ and him crucified' (1Cor 1:23).
 
Moreover this inconsistency is indicative of another problem with Alpha. This is that it assumes too much too quickly and
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leaves the gospel behind in it's zeal to teach on Christian living. The suggestion, that I have been given, that the follow up
courses are the place to fill in the gaps is once again put forward by my Alpha friends who suggest that the rest of the Alpha
course is used to teach about the practicalities of Christian living. This seems to imply a shift away from a thorough
presentation of the gospel in evangelistic courses and a desire instead to teach ‘lifestyle’ as the evangelistic method.  Surely it
is assuming a great deal to think that the gospel of grace through the work of Christ can be left behind after week three. (such
that the third session is entitled 'How can I be sure of my faith?) The emphasis of Alpha hardly mirrors the emphasis of
Scripture.
 
Given that the cross is clearly not the centre of Alpha, something else must have taken its place. The talks that do come in the
middle and that occupy the largest part of the time spent on the course, concern the person and work of the Holy Spirit. Nicky
Gumbel says that he is addressing an imbalance in Trinitarian teaching that has been going on for centuries, and so is obliged
to make up for lost time in Alpha by emphasizing the subject of the Holy Spirit. I wonder if people’s first contact with
Christianity, an evangelistic course, is the place to try to make up for a perceived imbalance in the churches teaching?. I
would suggest that too much of the limited time in what is an evangelistic course is spent on the subject of the Holy Spirit.
 
 
The Holy Spirit
In the talk 'How can I be filled with the Holy Spirit?', the fullness of the spirit is presented as a subsequent experience to
conversion. This previously would have been called the 'baptism in the Spirit'. The name has changed but the understanding
has not. The double phased experience is argued from Paul's 'double experience' on the Damascus road and later with Ananias
(Acts 9), from the Samaritans (Acts 8) and from the Ephesians (Acts 19). These arguments have already been refuted
decisively. cf  Showing the Spirit, DA Carson, Keep in step with the Spirit, JI Packer, Baptism and Fullness, John Stott.
Wayne Grudem himself asserts that ‘these are not really convincing examples to prove the Pentecostal doctrine of baptism in
the Holy Spirit…’(Systematic Theology, Zondervan, Michigan 1994) page 773ff. There is scant evidence in scripture to
suggest anything other than that the believer receives all of the Holy Spirit when he or she repents, puts their trust in Jesus
and is justified. ‘Be being filled with the spirit..’ in Ephesians 4:17 is an ongoing command which acknowledges variation in
filling among Christians but not a requirement to seek a second filling. The teaching ‘Every Christian has the Holy Spirit, but
not every Christian is filled with the Spirit' (Alpha manual, HTB Publishing, page 33) is at odds with Biblical teaching
 
Equally alarming is the statement that 'We now live in the age of the Spirit',(Qusetions of Life, Nicky Gumbel (Kingsway
1993) page 115) as if we hadn't been in the age of the Spirit since Christ ascended and left his Holy Spirit. Moreover Scholes
points out that to use such language in today's spiritual environment is dangerous, not least because of the New age
conviction that we are in 'the age of the spirit'. Yet far from concerned about this Gumbel seems to think it is an advantage.
He writes that 'those coming from the New Age movement find that rational and historical explanations leave them cold, but
at the weekend they are on more familiar territory in experiencing the Holy Spirit. As Scholes points out Gumbel's reasoning
suggests that there are two equally valid ways of becoming a Christian; one is to be persuaded by rational and historical
explanations, and the other is  by experiencing the Holy Spirit. To think thus is to ignore the fact that it is always the apostles
priority to present rational and historical explanations to all sorts of people (Acts 2:22-41, 8:26-38, 17:16-33) wherever they
proclaimed the gospel. It is the Holy Spirit who then applies these words to people’s hearts and convicts them of their sin.
This appears to be yet another way that the apostolic gospel is bypassed in an effort to make things as accessible as possible.
 
Given the zeal with which Alpha wishes to teach guests about the Holy Spirit, there is one area which is conspicuous by it's
absence; that is Jesus teaching on the Holy Spirit in the gospels, particularly the farewell discourse in John 14 - 17. Why is
this teaching overlooked? Obviously these chapters are not the only ones which inform our doctrine of the Holy Spirit but
surely they are significant ones. These chapters teach us that there is an indissoluble connection between the word of God and
the Spirit of God, a connection which runs right through Scripture. That connection is that they both point to Christ. For the
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Spirit, another 'Counsellor' John 14:16-17) 'will guide you (the disciples) into all truth' and He (the Spirit) will bring glory to
me (Jesus) by taking from what is mine and making it known to you. (John 16:13-14). Given what Jesus teaches about His
Holy Spirit we should expect Him to point towards Jesus and His words and not to himself.
 
This being the case why are we told that 'For many the decisive moment is the Saturday evening of the weekend? For Alpha
the decisive moment is not the preaching of Christ and Him crucified, but when the Holy Spirit is ‘invoked’. But if, as the
Holy Scriptures teach us the Holy Spirit comes at conversion, this is quite extraordinary. Surely the moment when the guest
repents and believes must be the decisive moment. However this would explain why so much emphasis is put on the weekend
when the Spirit comes. On the Alpha leaders tapes there is a peculiar mystique about giving the talk 'How can I be filled with
the Holy Spirit?' Both Sandy Millar when talking of his conversion and Nicky Gumbel when talking of his giving this talk
give a consistent message, that the Holy Spirit weekend is the highlight of Alpha.
 
Yet isn't this teaching both to demean the Holy Spirit and to misunderstand his work? We cannot control the Holy Spirit in the
way that Alpha implies; for like the wind which blows wherever it wishes (John 3:8) the Holy Spirit moves wherever he
wishes and without human control. The Spirit is sovereign and He will work as he chooses and as God has promised, namely
when the word of God is preached. Ironically Alpha ends up limiting the Spirit, the very thing which it accuses others of
doing when it claims 'For a long time in the church the person and work of the Holy Spirit has been ignored, misunderstood
and resisted'. (Telling Others, The Alpha Initiative, Nicky Gumbel (Kingsway 1994) page 12.) Moreover if the Spirit's longing
is to point to Christ and to bring Him the glory then isn't it strange that Christ is so infrequently mentioned?
 
The lack of focus on Jesus is seen very clearly in the testimonies people give, testimonies which Alpha quotes with approval
in it's literature. The first of the five main testimonies in Telling Others is particularly revealing. It reads:
 

'The one thing that stuck in my mind was how the work of the Holy Spirit was described as of paramount
importance. I knew in my heart I had to have this power in my life at any cost so I found out where the church
was enrolled on the course and focused on the weekend. I felt like a dying man waiting for a life saving
operation. Never mind the weeks of pre-med, I just had to get into the operating theatre... I looked at the order
of play and saw that the third session (which I identified as the main one) was at 4.30pm and simply hung on
like a marathon runner weaving his way up the final straight with nothing but the finishing tape as the focus of
his attention. I'll never forget that session. I felt as though I was being torn in two. Halfway through I couldn't
stand it any more. The prize was so near but we were getting there so slowly! I literally wanted to scream out
"Do it now! Do it now! I couldn't hold out any longer. I'm not exaggerating when I say I was in agony. Then
God came and then came the relief.

 
This is deeply troubling. This personregards the talks on 'who is Jesus?' and 'Why did he die? as pre-med. The focus of his
attention is specifically identified as being not the Lord Jesus, not the Cross, not even The Holy Spirit, but the third session
'How can I be filled with the Spirit?' Sadly such a testimony is repeated again and again. This is hardly surprising as guests
are made expectant of variously; 'physical heat sometimes accompanies the filling of the Spirit and people experience it in
their hands or some other part of their bodies. The experience is described as 'glowing all over', liquid heat, burning in my
arms when I was not hot. Still another said 'I didn't want to come to the weekend and I did. But I would call myself a
Christian now. I would say that I felt the Holy Spirit. I was feeling I was loved. It was really a tremendous overwhelming
feeling of love'. Again what is conspicuous by its absence in so many of these testimonies is any mention of Jesus and his
atoning sacrifice on the Cross which is the heart of the Biblical gospel.
 
In concluding this section two things stand out. First this isn't simply a case of Christians having different views on who the
Holy Spirit is and what He does. It is that, but it is considerably more than that. For it seems that what is being presented is
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an entirely different view of conversion. More often than not Alpha seems to invite people to have an experience of God's
love and the power of the Holy Spirit rather than calling for obedience to the message of the gospel. To suggest that these
topics are best left to the follow up courses is to shy away from presenting the cost of discipleship in the gospel presentation
itself. I fear that this is a ‘secret and shameful way’ 2 Corinthians 4:2 It is not setting forth the truth plainly. Scripture
commands us to believe that Jesus is Lord which must lead to repentance from sin and a belief in the good news that 'Jesus
came into the World to save sinners'. (1 Tim 1:15.) Then and only then will the regenerate person be justified before a Holy
God, be filled with all of the Holy Spirit, and have absolute assurance of anger propitiated, sins forgiven, and of heaven
ahead.

 
Needless to say that to be born again in this Biblical sense is a profoundly 'emotional experience'. It is not suggested for a
moment that we must shun emotion or experience; rather it is insisted, as the scriptures insist, that there is content to what
Christians believe and substance to our experience of God's grace.
 
The second thing to say is that Alpha may be guilty of the error of over-realized eschatology. It seems to have lost sight of
the innumerable blessings of heaven and of that day in the future when the believer who has been sealed with the Holy Spirit
will enjoy them. The direct result of an over-inflated view of what we can have now is that the glorious future in store for
Christians is minimized. By bringing the 'not yet' into the 'now' Alpha promises far too much and is in danger of misleading
people as to the nature of the Christian life. Like the Corinthians, those who buy into this will have too high a view of their
present position such that Paul could say of them with heavy sarcasm, "Already you have all you want! Already you have
become rich' (1Cor 4:8). Sadly it seems that Alpha panders to our society's desire for the instant and has lost sight of the need
for believers to 'turn to God from idols to serve the living and true God, and to wait for his son from heaven whom he raised
from the dead - Jesus who rescues us from the coming wrath' (1 Thess 1:9-10). The gospel of Christ is unashamedly future
rather than present centered.
 
 
Questions to Ask.
I am well aware that much of this analysis has pointed out areas where I think that Alpha is weak. I hope this is not perceived
as 'nasty and petty' but rather born out of a desire to see the Biblical gospel clearly proclaimed.
In particular it would seem that Alpha is ‘man centered’ such that it preaches a gospel which appeals to people's felt needs,
and is also 'now centered' such that it presents a gospel which focuses on the present rather than the future. The heart of the
gospel, that Jesus Christ, crucified and raised is Lord, is displaced. In the light of this there are a number of tough questions to
ask.
 
1. At what stage does a change in emphasis effectively mean that we are preaching another gospel?
 
2. Is it right to adopt the attitude that it better to do something than nothing when that something' may be distorting the
biblical gospel? Sadly it would seem that many are taking this approach. I am not suggesting that another course will get
the gospel exactly right but that where any course can be shown to be scripturally deficient action must be taken. The bible
must be our guide.
 
3. We should also ask what is the interface between pragmatic considerations and theological convictions? So many endorse
Alpha on the grounds that ‘It works'. An Alpha friend of mine writes:
 

 “Neither should we necessarily reject it because it works.  I believe the course has clearly been used by God
in today’s world. If it is so far from the truth I find it difficult to understand why a huge resistance has not
been witnessed.”
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It is just this kind of pragmatic argument that threatens the authority of scripture for determining the content of our
evangelistic courses. Popularity can never legitimize Alpha or anything else for that matter. (2Tim 4:3). Paul’s charge to
Timothy is to ‘Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season (ie even when the truth will not be received well by
all) correct rebuke and encourage – with great patience and careful instruction.
 
4. Is it better to try to amend Alpha or use another evangelistic course?. Many churches have sought to adapt it but doing so
not only does not respect the copyright of Alpha, but results in people who have come through an adapted Alpha believing
they have been taught the same thing as an un-adapted one. This can only lead to further confusion. It is my conviction that
there is so much that needs changing that it would be better to look elsewhere. Christianity Explained has been recently
reworked and is a course based on Mark and Luke's gospel that provides an excellent Biblical alternative. It is available from
All Soul's church Langham Place.
 
5. Lastly, how are we to relate to those who run Alpha? This is pertinent to me having several friends who are involved in
running Alpha courses. I hope that credit is given where it is due and that we will learn from all that is good in Alpha. At the
same time we must speak the truth in love and remain committed to Biblical truth. It must be right to continue to think and
asses all that we do with Scripture as our only judge. If this has encouraged you to think whether the gospel presented in
Alpha is the gospel of Scripture then I thank God.
 
 
People may recognise some of my arguments from the books below. I was not happy with everything that any of them
said and so needed to write an essay of my own.  I am also indebted to an essay written by Robin Weekes for much of
the analysis in this one!
 
Gumbel N Questions of Life (Kingsway, 1993)
Telling Others - The Alpha initiative (kingsway, 1994)
Challenging Lifestyle (Kingsway, 1996)
Alpha Manual (HTB Publishing, 1994)
Alpha Website
Scholes W.D. A is for Alpha, B is for Berean in The Churchman Vol 112 No4 1998 pp 294 - 312
McDonald, E Alpha New life or New Lifestyle? (St Matthew Publications, 1996)
Hand C Falling Short? (Day One Publications, 1998)
Chapman, J First things first: The Alpha Course examined in The Briefing No 185 pp 7-10.

Tim Chapman is the Curate of Little Shelford.
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Is America a "Christian" Nation?
History disputes the idea that this is a nation under covenant with God. Were it so, the founding fathers would have all
been Christians in the true sense. And they would have established belief in and obedience to Jesus Christ as the
primary criterion for holding elective or appointed office. (Many of the state constitutions did include references to
God and to Jesus Christ; somehow, these references were "overlooked" in the federal documents -- see below.)

But some ask, "What about the Mayflower Compact?" We cannot dispute that some of the early settlers in this country
were Christians, at least nominally. And the Mayflower Compact did form a body politic, one of the purposes of which
was to honor the king of England. But just because they had as one purpose to advance the Christian faith does not
mean they meant to do so by establishing an independent Christian government. On the contrary, the Mayflower
Compact specifically reaffirmed their loyalty to the king of England.

Nor were these all religious refugees on the Mayflower. True, some of those aboard the Mayflower were Protestant
Separatists who had fled England to Holland to escape persecution from the Reformed Angelican Church prelates, but
the principals were men commissioned to further the business of the Virginia Company. The Mayflower Compact was
an afterthought designed to keep the colony intact after they were blown off course from their intended landing at the
mouth of the Hudson River, having landed instead at what later became Massachusetts. When they set sail, it was not
part of their original intent to draft the Mayflower Compact and form a Christian colony under its terms.

Although the document that the Mayflower passengers drew up did have some influence on the charters of a few
colonies prior to the Revolutionary War, it had no official bearing on the federal government or on any of the colonies
or states created either prior to or after the American Revolution. If we are going to call America a Christian nation we
must see if its founding body, the Continental Congress, purposed to establish it as such. Did that body, in fact,
covenant with God to form this nation?

When the Continental Congress drafted the Declaration of Independence and later, the Congress formed under the
Articles of Confederation drafted the Constitution of the United States of America, no mention was made of Jesus
Christ. Rather, the only references to deity in the Declaration of Independence were to "God"; none are in the
Constitution. In fact, many of the framers of these documents were anti-Christian, being comprised of Masons and
deists of many persuasions.

God does not enter into covenants that do not invoke the name of His Son, so there exists no covenant between the
Father and the federal government of the United States, or with any state government. Had the constitutions of all
these governments, including the federal government, named faith in Jesus Christ as the principle criterion for holding
any elective or appointed office, this would have had to be done in the name of Jesus Christ with full understanding of
the true Biblical character of His role as Savior and Lord. This the founders of this nation of sovereign states failed to
do. (See Note.)

It is apparent that the Western European influences that shaped America were part of what had become known as
"Christendom." But a culture based on the idea of "Christendom" does not of itself constitute a culture based on
Scripture or an inviolable covenant with God. The history of Christendom is an ugly history fraught with tyranny and
the enslavement of those who are less "enlightened." If God gave the knowledge and means to subdue the earth and
take dominion in the name of Jesus Christ, then that privilege has been terribly abused. If, on the other hand, Satan
gave that knowledge and means, his purposes have certainly been accomplished. The fruit of Western Civilization, in
spite of its enlightened accomplishments, demonstrates that no attempt to institute the Kingdom of God on earth before
Jesus returns can succeed. So the idea of a covenant between America and God is pure fantasy.

Nevertheless, the "Christian America" myth lives on. We again return to the previous question: If America was truly
founded as an explicitly Christian nation (as is continually proclaimed by "Christian" activists such as James Dobson,
Pat Robertson, D. James Kennedy, Chuck Colson, Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Jerry Falwell, Bill Gothard, etc.), then
why do we find no mention whatsoever of Jesus Christ in America's founding documents? -- not in the Declaration of
Independence nor in the Constitution of the United States! In fact, the Constitution does not even make a single
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reference to God! (When Alexander Hamilton was asked why the Constitution fails to mention God, he allegedly
replied, "We forgot.") And the reference to God in the Declaration of Independence is merely "Nature's God," a God
that is vague and subordinated to natural laws that everyone should know through common sense, i.e., "self-evident"
truths. Moreover, the Bible is never mentioned nor alluded to in either document! Nor is God or Jesus Christ
mentioned in the hundreds of pages of the Federalist Papers (the "working documents" of the founding fathers). In fact,
the United States was the first Western Nation to omit explicitly Christian symbolism, such as the cross, from its flag
and other national symbols.

Further incidental evidence of the founders' own views is the statement from a treaty with the Islamic nation of Tripoli
in 1797. This treaty was negotiated under Washington, ratified by the Senate, and signed by President John Adams.
The telling part is a description of religion in America: 

"As the government of the United States of America is not in any sense founded on the Christian Religion
-- as it has in itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion or tranquility of Musselmen [i.e.,
Muslims] ..., it is declared by the parties that no pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever produce
an interruption of the harmony existing between the two countries" (The Search for Christian America, p.
131). 

Strange stuff for a nation that some like to say was founded as a "Christian" nation! Strange stuff, indeed! But myths
die hard, if ever.

[Unless otherwise noted, the material above was adapted and/or excerpted from Vengeance Is Ours: The Church in
Dominion, by Albert James Dager, pp. 220-221.]

Note: In all fairness, the states' "fathers" seemed to be more up front with their "Christianity," even though these same
men appeared to be ashamed of the Name of Christ when it came to the federal establishment. The colonial charters of
Virginia, Massachusetts Bay, Maryland, Connecticut, Carolina, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and Georgia did
acknowledge the Christian religion. The settlers at Rhode Island subscribed to this compact:

 "We, whose names are underwritten, do hereby solemnly, in the presence of Jehovah, incorporate
ourselves into a body politic; and as he shall help, will submit our persons, lives, and estates unto our
Lord Jesus Christ, the King of kings and the Lord of lords, and to all those perfect and absolute laws of
his, given us in his holy Word of truth, to be judged and guided thereby." 

Twelve of the thirteen original state constitutions contained explicit acknowledgments of God and Christianity. (The
1776 Constitution of South Carolina even provided that no person should be eligible to the Senate or House of
Representatives unless "he be of the Protestant religion.") The exception, Virginia, revised its constitution's preamble
in 1870, adding "invoking the favor and guidance of Almighty God." At least 42 of the state constitutions contain
some acknowledgment of God in their preambles. Article 22 of the Constitution of Delaware (1776) required all
officers to profess:

"faith in God the Father, and in Jesus Christ His only Son and in the Holy Ghost, one God, blessed
forevermore; and I do acknowledge the Holy Scripture of the Old and New Testament to be given by
divine inspiration." 

The fundamental orders of Connecticut (1638-39) contained these words: 

"to mayntayne and preserve the liberty and purity of the gospell of our Lord Jesus, which we now profess,
as also the disciplyne of the churches, which according to the truth of the said gospell is now practiced
amongst us." 

Yet somehow, none of this rhetoric made it into the federal documents.  
[Return to Text]
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American Masonic History
What Are America's True Roots?*

There is much speculation on the religious nature of the United States of America as it was founded. Many Christians
assert that the United States was founded as a Christian nation and, therefore, it is not only our right but our duty to
reclaim it for God. But is America a Christian nation in the true sense of the word?

To call anyone or anything "Christian," whether an individual or a nation, certain criteria must be met. If we are
speaking of an individual, the Biblical requirements are that he must be born again by the Spirit of God, understanding
all that this entails.

If we are speaking of a nation, its purpose must be that of ministry in the name of Jesus Christ alone, without regard to
any other gods. Its primary charter must be the Bible, and all who hold positions of authority must be individuals who
meet the criteria necessary to call themselves Christians. A true Christian nation would be a theocracy governed by
God through His prophets. His law would reign supreme in the hearts and minds of that nation's founders, and all who
founded the nation would have to meet the criteria necessary to call themselves Christians. Just as important, the
nation would have to have been created in response to a covenant initiated by God with those who founded it.

As a point of information, the Pilgrims did not found the United States; they founded a small colony that eventually
got swallowed up by the states and the newly formed federal government.

The belief that the Mayflower Compact was the basis for a Christian nation has caused many to attempt to reestablish
what never existed: a Christian nation based upon Biblical precepts and founded upon a covenant relationship with
God. What is overlooked is that the Mayflower Compact reaffirmed loyalty to the King of England; its framers never
intended to found an independent state.

Ignoring, and even twisting the facts of history, "Christian" dominionists quote some of the founding fathers whose
words seem to indicate faith in Jesus Christ. But many quoted were Freemasons who highly regarded Jesus as a man
who attained the highest degree of moral enlightenment.

The words of many Freemasons might lead the uninformed to believe that they are true brethren in Christ. An example
is this statement from a Masonic publication:

God may have other words for other worlds, but His supreme Word for this world, yesterday, today, forever, is Christ!
He is the central Figure of the Bible, its crown, its glory, its glow-point of vision and revelation. Take Him away and its
light grows dim. He fulfilled the whole Book, its history, its poetry, its prophecy, its ritual, even as He fulfills our
deepest yearning and our highest hope. Ages have come and gone, but He abides-abides because He is real,
because he is unexhausted, because He is needed. Little is left today save Christ-Himself smitten and afflicted,
bruised of God and wounded-but He is all we need. If we hear Him, follow Him, obey Him, we shall walk together in
a new world wherein dwelleth righteousness and love-He is the Word of God (Joseph Fort Newton, "The Great Light
in Masonry," Little Masonic Library, Vol. 3, p. 177).

Unless we recognize that the theosophical philosophy of Freemasonry attributes its own definitions to Biblical
language, we won't understand the author's meaning. We might welcome him as one of our own.

Only the most naive would not know that many who claim to be Christians do not meet the required criteria. Such is
the case with Freemasons. While Freemasonry has an outward show of religious faith, the tenets of Freemasonry
preclude any truly born-again believer from belonging.

Space doesn't allow for a full treatise on Freemasonry's religious philosophy, but true Christians will recognize from
another statement in the same publication that the Faith is not compatible with Freemasonry:

Into Freemasonry have been poured the irradiations of the mystical schools of antiquity. Particularly is this so in the
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higher degrees of the Order, such as the Scottish Rite, where undeniable traces of Cabalism, neo-Platonism,
Rosicrucianism, and other mystical cults are plainly discernible. I do personally contend that Freemasonry is the direct
descendent of the Mysteries, but that our ritual makers of the higher degrees have copied the ancient ceremonies of
initiation so far as the knowledge of those ceremonies exists (Henry R. Evans, A History of the York and Scottish
Rites of Freemasonry, p. 8).

Because most Christians today are unaware of the manner in which Christianity was melded with the esoteric
philosophies of theosophy and Jewish Cabalism to produce a hybrid mystery religion known as Freemasonry, they
offer quotes from many of our founding fathers as evidence that they were Christians. Indeed, some were even clerics.
But just as one of today's most famous clerics, Norman Vincent Peale, was a Freemason (prelate of the Grand
Encampment of the Knights Templar of the United States), many of the nation's founding fathers were also
Freemasons who used peculiar definitions of Biblical language in asserting their beliefs.

This is not to say that they were not noble men. Freemasons pride themselves in their noble attitudes and adherence to
strict moral codes. These are not "evil" men in the classical sense. But they are blinded to the true revelation of God's
Word, and their religious philosophy embraces all religions as valid. To be a Freemason, one must believe in a
supreme being, but he need not be a Christian.

Based upon the evidence of Masonic influences in the establishment of this nation, there is no doubt that the criteria
necessary to classify the United States as a Christian nation were not met. An objective study of the Masonic
affiliations of the founding fathers must cause Christians to reevaluate their own political philosophy. For if the United
States is not a Christian nation then we must choose to whom we will commit "our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred
honor" -- our Lord or our country.

20 GREATEST NAMES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

John Adams - Spoke favorably of Freemasonry -- never joined
Samuel Adams - (Close and principle associate of Hancock, Revere & other Masons
Ethan Allen - Mason
Edmund Burke - Mason
John Claypoole - Mason
William Daws - Mason
Benjamin Franklin - Mason
Nathan Hale - No evidence of Masonic connections
John Hancock - Mason
Benjamin Harrison - No evidence of Masonic connections
Patrick Henry - No evidence of Masonic connections
Thomas Jefferson - Deist with some evidence of Masonic connections
John Paul Jones - Mason
Francis Scott Key - No evidence of Masonic connections
Robert Livingston - Mason
James Madison - Some evidence of Masonic membership
Thomas Paine - Humanist
Paul Revere - Mason
Colonel Benjamin Tupper - Mason
George Washington - Mason
Daniel Webster - Some evidence of Masonic connections

Summary: 10 Masons, 3 probable Masons, 1 Humanist, 2 Advocates of Freemasonry, 4 no record of connections.

SIGNERS OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

Known Masons (8): Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Joseph Hewes, William Hooper, Robert Treat Payne, Richard
Stockton, George Walton, William Whipple
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Evidence of Membership And/or Affiliations (7): Elbridge Berry, Lyman Hall, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Nelson Jr.,
John Penn, George Read, Roger Sherman

Summary: 15 of 56 Signers were Freemasons or probable Freemasons.

It's true that this represents only 27% of the total signers. But this 27% included the principle movers of the
Revolution, most notably Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, the primary authors of the Declaration. The
former was a Freemason, the latter a deist and possible Freemason. If one were to analyze the Declaration, he would
see the humanistic influences.

In any event, there is no evidence that even 27% of the signers were true Christians. In considering whether or not this
is a Christian nation, it isn't the number of Masons that is as important as is the number of founders overall who were
non-believers.

SIGNERS OF THE CONSTITUTION

Known Masons (9): Gunning Bedford, Jr., John Blair, David Brearly, Jacob Broom, Daniel Carrol, John Dickinson,
Benjamin Franklin, Rufus King, George Washington

Evidence of Membership And/or Affiliations (13): Abraham Baldwin, William Blount, Elbridge Gerry, Nicholas
Gilman, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, John Lansing, Jr., James Madison, George Mason, George Read,
Robert Morris, Roger Sherman, George Wythe

Those Who Later Became Masons (6): William Richardson Davie, Jr., Jonathan Dayton, Dr. James McHenry, John
Francis Mercer, William Patterson, Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer

Summary: 28 of 40 signers were Freemasons or possible Freemasons based on evidence other than Lodge records.

MASONIC INFLUENCES IN EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY

- Lafayette, French liaison to the Colonies, without whose aid the war could not have been won, was a Freemason.

- The majority of the commanders of the Continental Army were Freemasons and members of "Army Lodges."

- Most of Washington's Generals were Freemasons.

- The Boston Tea Party was planned at the Green Dragon Tavern, also known as the "Freemasons' Arms," and "the
Headquarters of the Revolution."

- George Washington was sworn in as the first President of the United States by Robert Livingston, Grand Master of
New York's Masonic Lodge. The Bible on which he took his oath was from his own Masonic lodge.

- The Cornerstone of the Capital building was laid by the Grand Lodge of Maryland.

Even if the initiators of the Revolution had been Christians, the fact remains that the Revolutionary War and the
nation's government were structured by the tenets of Freemasonry, not God's Word. It was an unholy alliance at best.

Scripture tells us that God has made one nation of all: the Church. It is the Church that is our "Christian nation," not
the social and political institutions of the world.

We can thank our heavenly Father that we enjoy the freedoms that this republic grants us. But as citizens of Heaven,
our allegiance is first to our brethren in foreign countries. Otherwise, we may find ourselves killing true Christians for
political causes.

We must be vigilant to the dangers of becoming embroiled in political and social causes in the name of Christ. Else we
will find ourselves unequally yoked, storing up for ourselves wood, hay, and stubble for the day of judgment.
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* This material has been excerpted from a 6/90 Media Spotlight Special Report -- "A Masonic History of America," by
Al Dager.
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The Puritans' "Christian" Agenda?
One of the opinions most persistently and widely held among American evangelicals today is that America had
essentially Christian origins. They rest heavily on an appeal to the Puritan heritage as the most influential Reformation
tradition shaping American culture. If it were shown that the Puritans who settled America did not establish truly
Christian cultural principles that were in some important ways perpetuated, then a strong suspicion might be raised that
the entire case for a now-lost Christian America rests on rather nebulous foundations. (See: The Search for Christian
America, p. 28.)

The fact is, the Puritans were the forerunners of today's Kingdom/Dominion/Reconstructionist teaching. The Puritans
believed that they were carrying to America true Christianity as decreed by God, especially as written in the Old
Testament. They believed too that they were on a divine mission to America, a place specially appointed by God to be
the "New Israel," a theocratic "city upon a hill."

John Winthrop, the first governor of Massachusetts Bay, assumed that he could transfer the principles of nationhood
found in ancient Israel to the Massachusetts Bay Company with no need for explanation. This led the Puritans to
interpret Scripture in an ultimately pretentious way that gave their own state and society the exalted status of a New
Israel. Old Testament law was directly, if not exclusively, incorporated into the legal systems of New England. The
Massachusetts "Body of Liberties" of 1641 stated that "if any man after legal conviction shall have or worship any
other god, but the lord god, he shall be put to death." Death was also prescribed for witchcraft, blasphemy, murder,
sodomy, homosexuality, adultery, and kidnapping. Old Testament texts were copied directly into the New England law
books. The most notorious cases of major miscarriage of justice in New England were the Salem witchcraft
executions. (See: The Search for Christian America, pp. 34-35.)

The Puritans viewed themselves as God's special people, replacing national Israel. Nowhere do the dangers of this
assumption become more clear than in the Puritans' treatment of the native Americans. Since the Puritans considered
themselves God's chosen people, they concluded that they had the right to take the land from the heathen Indians. The
American Indians were the "new Canaanites" in America's "Promised Land." The fruit of Puritan theology was brutal.
They saw their mission as convert these "Canaanites" to Christianity; failing that, it was acceptable to slaughter them in
the name of Christ.

For example, the Puritan massacres of the Pequot Indian tribe on May 26, 1637, and again on July 14, 1637, were
deemed by the Puritans to be directed by God -- Captain John Mason declared, "God laughed his Enemies and the
Enemies of his People to Scorn, making them as a fiery Oven ... Thus did the Lord judge among the Heathen, filling
the Place with dead Bodies" (Segal and Stinenback, Puritans, Indians, and Manifest Destiny, pp. 111-112, 134-135).
Converting the pagans for God was acceptable to the Puritans, but killing the pagans for the Lord was also acceptable!

Defenders of the Puritans claim that it was the hostility of the Pequots that led to their unfortunate demise. But the
Pequots were one of the most tranquil tribes in New England. History reveals that their "hostility" did not manifest
itself until they were hunted like animals. For argument sake, let's say that the Pequots were the instigators of
hostilities, virtual savages if you will (which they were not). Does this justify hunting them down, slaughtering the
men, women, and children in their sleep, and then doing it again six weeks later to finish the job!? (Not exactly
"battlefield" victories!) Moreover, the Puritans claimed it was in obedience to God that these pagans were slaughtered!

Here the reasoning of the Puritans defies logic and a sense of common decency, let alone Christian principles. Captain
John Underhill also wrote of the Pequot slaughter: "Sometimes the Scripture declareth women and children must
perish with their parents ... We have sufficient light from the Word of God for our proceedings." What an incredible
testimony for one claiming to be a Christian!

There is a book titled NEW ENGLAND FRONTIER: Puritans and Indians 1620-1675 by Alden T. Vaughan. It was
originally published in 1965 (Little Brown & Company, Boston/Toronto), and revised as recently as 1995. Vaughan,
an admitted friend of the Puritan colony, makes a well documented case for the efforts of the Pilgrims (Separatists)
and early Puritans to win the Indians to Christ. The book contains three chapters detailing the Puritans successful
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missionary endeavors during those early years. For example, the first Bible printed in the Western world was the
Indian Algonquin Scripture. Harvard University (1636) was founded not only to train whites to become ministers of
the Gospel, but there was also for a time a training program for young Indian men to minister to their people. At least
six Boston area communities, thriving today, were started by Christian Indians. The famous island, Martha's Vineyard,
once was the site of Indian Christian congregations through the missionary endeavors of the Mayhew family.
Dartmouth University had its beginning through the efforts of a Connecticut Puritan to train Indian young men to
preach the Gospel.

But Vaughan's book also reveals just how brutal the Puritans were in their dealings with the Indians -- specifically,
Chapter V, "The Pequot War, 1637." What is amazing about the account in this chapter is the frankness with which the
author recounts the events and the Puritans part in them. The carnage and the Puritan justification for participation
therein is quite revealing -- self-defense is one thing, but outright purposeful slaughter is, to say the least, questionable
Christian behavior (from 1965 edition):

(1) pp. 127-128 -- The so-called Christian response of "merciless revenge" was carried out "vigorously" by
Captain John Endicott -- "Dissatisfied by the paucity of Indian casualties, the English soldiers heartlessly
'destroyed some of their dogs instead of men.'";

(2) pp. 132, 141 -- The Puritans demanded and accepted, as signs of loyalty and sincerity from allied
Indian tribes, the body parts of their common enemies (see also p. 142, where the Puritans viewed these
indications of loyalty as a sign from God and an answer to prayer);

(3) p. 143 -- When embarking on an expedition of Indian hunting, the Puritans entreated the Lord to direct
them in their pillage and slaughter;

(4) p. 136 -- Concerning the Indians, the Puritans viewed themselves as the enforcers of "law and order"
due to their view of themselves as God's "New World Zion," a reconstructionist view of history, to say the
least (see also p. 138, where the Indians are viewed as "Satan's horde," thus justifying their slaughter);

(5) p. 141 -- The Puritans were not content to merely kill their perceived enemies; they saw fit to murder
and savagely mutilate them -- they literally "tore him [a captured Pequot] limb from limb. Captain
Underhill ended the victim's agony with a pistol shot. The body was then roasted and eaten by the
Mohegans.";

(6) pp. 144-145 -- In one of the Pequot massaquers of 1637, not only was the Indian village set on fire,
those men, women, and children not fortunate enough to be burned to death were gunned down as they
tried to escape the flames. Captain Mason "gave full credit to God" for the slaughter, while Captain
Underhill claimed the Pequots had sinned against God and man, and thus, "We had sufficient light from
the word of God for our proceedings"!

(7) p. 148 -- Not content to take prisoners, the Puritans "exterminate[d] the remnant"; those they were
unable to capture themselves, they delegated the killing to civilians, requiring the heads of the targeted
Indians as evidence of their deaths (see also p. 149);

(8) p. 150 -- Pequots not slaughtered were taken captive and sold into slavery to friendly Indian tribes.

Some teach that one cannot know the motives of the Puritans nor judge their hearts. But the Puritan's own words and
actions are devastating to their claims of practicing Biblical Christianity. This we can judge (John 7:24). The Bible is
clear that one's actions are an indication of heart condition. It is difficult to imagine what could be going on in the
hearts of a professing Christian people that would drive them to murder other human beings, and then claim that God
directed them to do it!

The actions of the Puritans toward the Indians are an excellent indication of how reconstructionist eschatology will
lead one into ungodly behavior -- one's eschatology will always affect one's worldview. The Puritans misguided view
of God's calling for them led them into a worldview alien to that of the apostle Paul's -- i.e., to be sojourners and
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peacemakers.
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Notes on "Christian" America
(A Myth That Won't Die)

-  Marshalling an impressive array of census statistics, they [the authors] argue that, contrary to popular misconception,
religiosity was fairly weak in Colonial America. About 17% of the colonists belonged to churches. If this proposition is
true, then the oft-repeated claim that our forefathers were religious believers, is simply untrue. Moreover, the claim
that moral purity accompanied religious piety at the founding of this nation is a myth. Nor were so-called traditional
family values in dominance. For example, the authors cite data that one in three births from 1761-1800 occurred within
less than nine months of marriage, despite harsh laws against fornication. They also say that the taverns in Boston
were more jammed on Saturday night than the churches were on Sunday morning. [The Church in America, 1776-
1990: Winners and Losers in Our Religious Economy, by Roger Finke and Rodney Stark (1992).]

-  The facts of history show that early America does not deserve to be considered uniquely, distinctly or even
predominantly Christian. There is no lost golden age to which American Christians may return. In addition, a careful
study of history will also show that evangelicals themselves were often partly to blame for the spread of secularism in
contemporary American life. ... We do not want to contend that Christian values have been absent from American
history. On the contrary, there has been much commendable Christian belief, practice, and influence in the history of
the United States and the colonies which formed the new country. Their presence, we agree, justifies a picture of the
United States as a singularly religious country. ... And we feel that its history is liberally sprinkled with genuine
Christian influences radiating from lives of exemplary belief. However, we still wish to call into question the
assumption that just because many Christians have done many Christian deeds in America, the country enjoys simply a
"Christian heritage." There are too many problems with this assumption. ... One set of questions has to do with how
much Christian action is required to make a whole society Christian. Another way of stating the same issue is to pose
it negatively -- how much evil can a society display before we disqualify it as a Christian society? These kinds of
questions are pertinent for all of early American history. (The Search for Christian America, pp. 17-19.)

-  When we look at the Puritans of the 1600s, do we emphasize only their sincere desire to establish Christian colonies,
and their manifest desire to live by the rule of Scripture? Or do we focus rather on the stealing of Indian lands, and
their habit of displacing and murdering these Indians wherever it was convenient? Again, do we place more emphasis
on the Massachusetts Puritans' desire to worship God freely in the new world, or their persecution (and, in four cases,
execution) of Quakers who also wished to be free to worship God in Massachusetts? ... Do we praise American
patriots for wanting to be free of Parliaments restraints upon their freedom, or condemn them for taking away freedom
of speech and press from their opponents? Likewise, do we praise American patriots for their defense of "natural law"
and "unalienable right," or condemn them for failing to heed Paul's injunction in Romans 13 to honor their legitimate
rulers? ... American patriots began to speak about the republican political principles of the Revolution as if these had
an almost saving power. Many Christian patriots regarded Americans who were loyal to Great Britain or who wanted
to stay out of the conflict as much more that just politically mistaken. They were rather "accursed of God." Then in the
early years of the United States, most Christian bodies took the basically secular principles of the American
Revolution as the guiding light for organizing churches, interpreting the Bible, and expressing the Christian faith. (The
Search for Christian America, pp. 19-20.)

-  The two most significant events in America during the 1700s were the Great Awakening and the American
Revolution. The first was a broad revival of Christianity that swept through different parts of the colonies from the late
1720s to the early 1750s, with its most visible manifestations in the early 1740s. The second involved a War for
Independence in the 1770s and the creation of a vast new nation, the United States, after Americans defeated the
world's greatest military power of the day. ... The implication is sometimes drawn that if the American Revolution was
in fact grounded in the Great Awakening, then the Revolution must be considered as much a work of God as the
revival itself. ... Does such a view represent good history? And does it represent clear Christian thinking? Yes, definite
connections do exist between the Awakening and the Revolution. But, no, these connections provide neither a
sufficient explanation for the Revolution, nor a satisfactory Christian evaluation of it. ... History shows that the Great
Awakening did not lead to permanent gains in the number of people either attending church or formally becoming
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members. In the last years of the decade 1740-1750, the number of those joining church by personal confession of
faith actually declined to levels below those of the 1730s. The result was that the number of people making profession
of faith and joining churches for the entire period 1730-1750 amounted to just about the same rate for the entire
population as had been witnessed for the thirty or so years before 1730. Church members never amounted to more than
a third of the population of New England adults, and may never have been as high as 5 percent of adults in the
southern colonies. ... We are forced to conclude that whatever kinds of connections existed between the revival and the
Revolution, it is not appropriate to consider them as two expressions of the same spirit. ... Yet, Christians leaders spoke
as if it were more important for fellow believers to make the proper choice against Britain than it was to maintain
spiritual unity around the gospel. It became common for believers during the Revolution simply to equate loyalty to the
new nation and loyalty to Christ. (The Search for Christian America, pp. 48-63.)

-  Ethan Allen was one of the most prominent Deists in early America and an ardent opponent of the divinity of Christ
and the supernatural character of Scripture. ... George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin were
brilliant leaders -- all genuinely religious but not specifically Christian. Thomas Jefferson's views are perhaps best
known. As an old man he summarized the basic religious convictions of his entire life by affirming that Jesus'
doctrines "tend all to the happiness of man ..., that there is only one God ..., that there is a future state of rewards and
punishments, that to love God with all thy heart and thy neighbor as thyself, is the sum of religion." For the rest -- the
deity of Christ and his resurrection, the Trinity, the divine authority of Scripture -- these, according to Jefferson, were
the "deliria of crazy imaginations." Franklin saw Christ as primarily a moral teacher and true religion as an
expression of perfectible human nature. Washington's faith was also deeply moral and profoundly humane, but not
particularly Christian -- his religion was a social performance. "He seems never to have taken communion; ... and he
did not invariably go to church on Sundays." He attended his parish church only about ten times a year in the decade
before the Revolution. The God of the founding fathers was a benevolent deity, ... This God had made the world an
orderly and understandable place. He had created mankind with great skill and imbued him with nearly infinite
potential. They were utterly convinced that human exertion and goodwill could make America a nearly ideal place.
They were not, in any traditional sense, Christian. They had found in God what they most admired in men. ... They did
incorporate into their politics many elements compatible with Christianity. It should not be surprising that most of the
founding fathers paid some attention to Scripture, for they lived at a time when educated people in the Atlantic
community had a broad knowledge of the Bible. ... Yet, John Adams spoke of the Christian doctrine of the
incarnation and of the deity of Christ, as "this awful blasphemy" which it was necessary to get rid of. Thomas
Jefferson, though willing to contribute money to Bible societies, could not accept the canonical accounts of Jesus as
the Son of God (he twice edited the New Testament in order to remove the objectionable, unreasonable parts -- see
next item). (The Search for Christian America, pp. 67-75)

-  Driven by a desire to select what he considered the most attractive and authentic material from the Gospels,
Thomas Jefferson pasted up 46 pages' worth of his favored passages. He took translations of the Bible from several
languages -- Greek, Latin, French and English (the King James Version) -- and arranged his selections in parallel
columns. (The English version has now been reissued as The Jefferson Bible: The Life and Morals of Jesus of
Nazareth. Appropriately, publisher Beacon Press is an arm of the Unitarian Universalist Association. Jefferson's
religious outlook fit the budding Unitarian movement of his day, although he never formally affiliated with it, but did
once say, "There is not a young man now living in the U.S. who will not die a Unitarian." That forecast was obviously
mistaken.) The Old Testament was of no interest to Jefferson, who regarded Jesus as a reformer of "the depraved
religion of his own country." He further repudiated the writings of the Apostle Paul, whom he considered the "first
corrupter of the doctrines of Jesus." He also eliminated much of the material from the four Gospels, whose compilers
he castigated as "groveling authors" with "feeble minds." Jefferson censored out any hints that Jesus was God, or even
had an unusual relationship with God, and all supernatural events. "No miracles, no metaphysics, no mystery,"
summarizes one writer. All that's left are parables and aphorisms. "He made a Socrates out of Jesus." Deciding what to
keep was easy, Jefferson wrote John Adams, because it was "as distinguishable as diamonds in a dunghill." What was
left at the end was "the most sublime and benevolent code of morals which has ever been offered to man." Jefferson
told another correspondent that the discards were "so much absurdity, so much untruth, charlatanism and imposture,"
and wrote yet another that they reeked of "vulgar ignorance, of things impossible, of superstitions, fanaticisms and
fabrications." Jefferson did not employ technical study of ancient manuscripts nor newly emerging theories from
European liberals about literary sources that might underlie the biblical texts: He simply picked what he liked. His
anti-miracle mindset forced him to awkwardly chop some passages in half. In Matthew 12, he included Jesus' assertion
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that it is lawful to heal on the Sabbath but eliminated the subsequent healing (verse 13). In John 9, he retained Jesus'
statement that a man's blindness was not punishment for sin but dropped the actual cure of his handicap (verses 4-34).
(Source: AP Story by Richard N. Ostling: "Founding Father Jefferson radically rewrote Bible," 7/21/01, Bloomington
Herald-Times.)

-  The founding fathers may have read the Bible, but explicit references to Scripture or Christian principles are
conspicuously absent in the political discussions of the nation's early history. Biblical texts do not appear in the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, or the new state charters. Moreover, conscious reference to Biblical or
Christian themes is also almost entirely absent from the places where it might be expected -- the pamphlet literature
advocating independence, the various stated debates over the Constitution, and the political disputes of the 1790s. In
short, the political spokesmen who read the Bible in private rarely, if ever, betrayed that acquaintance openly in public.
... The American Revolution was led by men who were not very religious: At best, the founding fathers only passively
believed in organized Christianity and at worst they scorned and ridiculed it. So long as religion supported political
harmony, few of them were all that concerned with what a person believed. Benjamin Franklin, for instance, had no
use for a particular evangelical clergyman because "he wanted to make persons good Presbyterians rather than good
citizens." (The Search for Christian America, pp. 81-107.)

-  David Barton, a staunch "Christian" America advocate, wrote the book America: To Pray or Not to Pray? In it he
quotes from the notes of the "James Madison Debates on the Federal Convention of 1787." Barton quotes a speech by
Ben Franklin out of the Madison Journal, requesting that the Convention turn to prayer. Barton cites only part of the
quote, then concludes that "Franklin's rebuff rearranged the priorities of the delegates -- they indeed did stop to pray.
They adjourned, and for almost three days they prayed, attended Church and listened to ministers challenge and inspire
them." As Christians, we love to hear that our founding fathers prayed. It sends warm fuzzy feelings down our spine.
But the fact is that the Journal he quoted said nothing to confirm his story. It is true that on Thursday, June 28th,
Franklin made the motion for the convention to turn to divine guidance. Barton wrote that "those three days were the
turning point in the success of their deliberations." But Madison writes in his Journal for Friday, June 29th, that the
Convention resumed Saturday, June 30th with all the delegates there, including Franklin. They adjourned late Saturday
and started Monday, July 2nd. When did the three days of prayer and church attendance to "listen to the ministers"
take place??

-  A letter written on March 9, 1790 by Ben Franklin to Ezra Stiles, a Congregational minister and president of Yale
College, responding to specific questions by Stiles regarding Franklin's "opinion concerning Jesus of Nazareth"
(written when sick at 85 years old -- Franklin died a few weeks later on 4/17/90):

"As to Jesus of Nazareth, my opinion of whom you particularly desire, I think the system of morals and
his religion, as he left them to us, the best the world ever saw or is likely to see; but I apprehend it has
received various corrupting changes, and I have, with most of the present dissenters in England some
doubts as to his [Jesus] divinity; though it is a question I do not dogmatize upon, having never studied it,
and think it needless to busy myself with it now, when I expect soon an opportunity of knowing the truth
with less trouble. I see no harm, however, in its being believed, if that belief has the good consequence, as
it probably has, of making his doctrines more respected and better observed; especially as I do not
perceive, that the Supreme take it amiss, by distinguishing the unbelievers in his government of the world
with any particular marks of his displeasure."

By Ben Franklin's own admission, Jesus had good ideas on morals. Like most Deists-Universalists, however, Franklin
thought Jesus was a good philosopher and a good man, but he had doubts as to His divinity. Franklin had been
religiously educated as a Presbyterian, but could not embrace the doctrines such as the eternal decrees of God, election,
reprobation, etc. Was Franklin a follower of Christ? Barton often uses this quote by Ben Franklin: "He who shall
introduce into public affairs the principles of primitive Christianity will change the face of the world." Philosopher
Franklin had practical wisdom, but apparently Franklin did not believe in original sin or the need for Christ's
atonement. Franklin artfully dodged Ezra Stile's question of Christ's divinity, choosing to dismiss the concept on the
grounds that the corruption that 'his religion' had acquired somehow made the question irrelevant. How could he have
been a Christian when he was not sure of the Deity of Christ or of the atonement by His blood?
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-  Ben Franklin the anti-Semite: in an address before the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in 1787 -- "In
whatever country Jews have settled in any great numbers, they have lowered its moral tone, depreciated its commercial
integrity, have segregated themselves and have not been assimilated, have sneered at and tried to undermine the
Christian religion, have built up a state within a state, and have, when opposed, tried to strangle that country to death
financially. If you do not exclude them from the United States in the Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have
swarmed in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land and change our form of government. If
you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the fields to furnish the substance
while they will be in the counting house rubbing their hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for
all time, your children will curse you in your graves. Jews, gentlemen, are Asiatics; they will never be otherwise."

-  Christian America advocates want us to believe that Supreme Court Justice David Josiah Brewer declared this a
Christian nation over 100 years ago. And on its face, this appears to be the case -- Supreme Court decision, Church of
the Holy Trinity v. United States, 143 U.S., 457, 471, (1892) -- "Our laws and our institutions must necessarily be
based upon and embody the teachings of the Redeemer of mankind (the Lord Jesus Christ). It is impossible that it
should be otherwise: and in this sense and to this extent our civilization and our institutions are emphatically Christian
... this is a Christian people. This is historically true. From the discovery of this continent to the present hour, there is a
single voice making this affirmation ... we find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth ... these, and many
other matters which might be noticed, add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of organic utterances that
this is a Christian nation."

But Justice Brewer later wrote a 98-page booklet explaining his views in greater detail. He wrote: "But in what sense
can (the United States) be called a Christian nation?" asked Brewer. "Not in the sense that Christianity is the
established religion or the people are compelled in any manner to support it. On the contrary, the Constitution
specifically provides that 'Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.' Neither is it Christian in the sense that all its citizens are either in fact or in name Christians. On the
contrary, all religions have free scope within its borders. Numbers of our people profess other religions, and many
reject all." Continues Brewer, "Nor is it Christian in the sense that a profession of Christianity is a condition of holding
office or otherwise engaging in public service, or essential to recognition either politically or socially. In fact, the
government as a legal organization is independent of all religions."

And when referring to a New York supreme court case he wrote: "Christianity is not the legal religion of the State, as
established by law. If it were, it would be a civil or political institution, which it is not; but this is not inconsistent with
the idea that it is in fact, and ever has been, the religion of the people." This means beyond question, Brewer said that
there was to be NO official legal Christian State Church established by law.

-  Few Americans know that Thomas Jefferson wrote, in a letter to John Adams (April 11, 1823) -- "The day will
come when the mystical generation of Jesus, by the supreme being as his father in the womb of a virgin, will be
classed with the fable of the generation of Minerva in the brain of Jupiter." Or know that Jefferson wrote many sneers
at "priestcraft" -- that he was denounced as a "howling atheist" -- and that his famous vow of "eternal hostility against
every form of tyranny over the mind of man," which is engraved in his memorial in Washington, D.C., was written of
the clergy. Or know that Thomas Paine wrote in The Age of Reason (1794) -- "All national institutions of churches
whether Jewish, Christian or Turkish, appear to me no other than human inventions, set up to terrify and enslave
mankind, and monopolize power and profit. ... My own mind is my own church." Abraham Lincoln never joined a
church, and once wrote a skeptical treatise, which friends burned in a stove, to save him from wrecking his political
career.

-  In 1863, the National Reform Association, a coalition of people from 11 Protestant denominations, sought to "secure
such an amendment to the Constitution of the United States as will declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ and
its acceptance of the moral laws of the Christian religion, and so indicate that this a Christian nation." A year later, the
groups petitioned Congress to amend the preamble of the Constitution so that it would read: "We, the people of the
United States, humbly acknowledging Almighty God as the source of all authority and power in civil government, the
Lord Jesus Christ as the Ruler among the nations, His revealed will as the supreme law of the land, in order to
constitute a Christian government, and in order to form a more perfect union." The amendment was finally rejected in
1874, but similar resolutions have been introduced as recently as 1965. (11/20/92, Religious News Service)
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-  Freemasonry was a huge influence at the time of America's founding. Paul Revere, Thomas Jefferson, George
Washington, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and many others were Masons. (After Washington's presidency, he
went on to become the Worshipful Master of a Masonic lodge in the state of Virginia.) America's Great Seal of the
United States was designed by "illuminated Masons" and adopted by Congress in 1782. With the blessings of Thomas
Jefferson, the Great Seal dedicated to America as the nation that would bring forth the "New Order of the Ages." The
U.S. one dollar bill sports the Great Seal. On the Front of the seal, the Latin phrase above the eagle, "E Pluribus
Unum," means "giving order to chaos by uniting many into one." This is the message of Genesis about the first Tower
of Babel, the roots of Babylon, where the many attempted to declare their independence from God and unite into one
"lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth" (Gen. 11:4). The back of the seal, surrounding the
occultic pyramid, reads "Coeptis" and "Novus Ordo Seclorum." Read together, these mean "announcing the birth,
creation, or arrival" of the "New Secular Order." The Roman numerals at the bottom of the pyramid represent the year
1776 as the birth of the nation that was to bring forth the New Order of the Ages. At America's birth, this country was
sealed with the Seal of Babylon, not the seal of Christ as many would like us to believe. (Concerned Christians,
Jan./Feb. 1990)
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American Patriotism
What is the Christian's Duty?*

During the 1991 war in the Persian Gulf, and the period leading up to it, a controversy of no small proportions arose
among Christians -- a controversy that actually split the brethren over the issue of patriotism. The accusations of
treason and being un-American lodged against those who opposed the war in the Persian Gulf, exposed as nothing
short of idolatry the blind patriotism dearly clung to by many professing Christians.

Treason means to involve oneself in subversive activities to the detriment of one's country with the purpose of
benefitting another country or political entity. By this definition, a mere difference of opinion about government
policy, or refusal to support the government in its agenda for war, does not make one a traitor or un-American. This is
a mentality suited to totalitarian governments wherein one is considered a traitor for his opposition to the state
regardless of how contrary to the interests of the citizenry the policies of the state may be.

Christians should probably not break fellowship over the policies of national governments. Nevertheless, while going
to war over the Persian Gulf may certainly have been viewed by many as a matter of national duty, we are convinced it
cannot be Biblically viewed as a matter of our Christian duty. To equate loyalty to any political or military agenda as
required service to God makes an idol of that agenda and the nation that holds it.

Whatever one chooses to do or think regarding a Christian's duty "to fight for his country," he must be led by the Spirit
of God. Of all areas in life that we should seek God's leading, it must be whether we should join an organization led
by unregenerate men that would require us to kill others. To enter into killing others on the basis of trust of men in
government is to play very loosely with our freedom in Christ.

When we become impassioned over the world's conflicts to the point where we are willing to kill others or to die
merely upon the orders of government, we have lost sight of our Lord's calling upon our lives. And, more importantly,
we've lost sight of His ability to control the destinies of nations without our involvement or interference.

In the face of the world's conflicts, we rightly discern that the destruction wreaked by a tyrant is evil; but we fail to
perceive that the destruction may be God's will in order to work out His sovereign purposes. We do not fully
understand God's plan in worldly conflicts. In some cases, He may want a tyrant to succeed. And we may find
ourselves fighting against God's purpose.

If this sounds incredible to our carnal minds, let us remember how God destroyed nations for the benefit of Israel, then
destroyed Israel for its failure to live in obedience to Him. Let us consider especially His stern warning to Israel to
submit to Nebuchadnezzar, the pagan king of Babylon (Jer. 27).

Many of today's Christians would have rallied to Israel's defense and said that God's prophets who instructed Israel to
submit to Nebuchadnezzar were false prophets. After all, "Would God send His people into captivity under paganism,
especially knowing that they would be serving pagan gods?"

Failing to understand this vital principle of God's sovereignty in the affairs of the nations, many Christians assume
without question that the nation which confronts the tyrant with military force is acting with just cause -- yea, even
with God's blessing! After all, its side in the conflict is "good." They assume that patriotism requires that they take up
arms to kill in order to defend a country's "way of life" or to preserve its so-called "God-given liberties."

But true patriotism is love of the people, not love of the governmental system. Whether democratic, dictatorship,
communist, monarchy, or any other form, governments exist for their own benefit. This world system is under the
direction of Satan. Within the world system there is little room for honor or for truth for truth's sake. Governments do
not look out for the welfare of the people; they look out for their own welfare.
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Love for the people compels us to minister God's grace through the preaching of the Gospel. Until we have
demonstrated that love to the people, we hardly have cause to kill or die for the government. How many Christians are
willing to die for their country, while refusing to die to self for their God?

Blind patriotism is idolatry. While our responsibility is greater to the nation in which we live, that responsibility, for
the Christian, must be viewed in light of our greater responsibility to the Kingdom of God. Is not the Christian's duty
at least as important to the brethren in other nations as it is to our brethren in the nation in which we live? And
shouldn't that duty help us define our duty to the nation?

Yet the idolatrous message of blind patriotism has been the message from many pulpits in time of war. Christians go to
war against Christians because their governments tell them to do so. The 1991 Gulf War was an exception only to the
extent that we went to war against one Moslem dictatorship in order to defend two other Moslem slave-holding states.
Our chaplains could not even wear crosses, and Bibles could not be mailed to our servicemen. American pilots
bombed churches out of existence, but not the mosques. Yet we were told that it was our Christian duty to stand in
support of this war.

"But," it is argued, "we cannot sit idly by. We must do what we can to stop tyrants." While it is natural to think this
way, Christians must be spiritually-minded. Natural-mindedness essentially questions God's ability to act sovereignly
without our help. But can any tyrant go any further than God allows him to go? The obvious answer is no. Can anyone
stop the tyrant from going as far as God allows him to go? Again, the answer is no. No tyrant (and this includes
Saddam Hussein) can deviate one iota from God's sovereign plan.

The Christian's greatest weapon is prayer. Scripture commands us to pray for our leaders. We are also to abide by the
laws of the nation, to pay our taxes, and not to speak evil of dignitaries. This does not mean we cannot expose
ungodliness, or refuse to obey laws that conflict with God's laws. Nor does it mean we must kill others or die for the
government. God will use the ungodly to stop the ungodly. He doesn't need our interference. The Christian's
involvement won't mean one iota of difference to the outcome of any conflict. So why should God's people
presume to take up arms and suggest that they must be God's instrument of judgment -- especially in view of
government's selective indignation for geo-political purposes?

Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world; if it were of this world, then would my servants fight." Yet Christians
think that, in order to serve God, we must be willing to die or to kill for earthly governments. Is this not a cult
mentality? The Christian must ask himself, "Would the Holy Spirit lead me to kill another person? And, if so, under
what circumstances?"

Scripture tells us the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance (Gal. 5:22-23) -- attributes the natural mind classifies as relevant to wimps. The works of the flesh include
hatred, wrath, and strife (Gal. 5:20) -- attributes stirred by a spirit of warfare. If we are led by the Spirit of God, we
will exhibit His fruit in our lives.

To follow after the dictates of government because of perceived righteousness, and not the leading of the Holy Spirit,
demonstrates lack of trust in God's Word. Is it not peculiar that when a child wants to do what his friends are doing,
and which adults perceive as wrong, the adults counter with the argument, "If your friends jumped off a bridge would
you jump too?" Yet those same adults follow like lemmings the commands of unregenerate men whom they wouldn't
even call friends.

The point is this: we must objectively weigh every command of authority against God's Word and against our
conscience. But patriotism, peer pressure, indignation against tyrants, perception of "just" causes -- none of these take
precedence over the leading of the Holy Spirit and God's Word for the Christian's decisions. The only truly valid
consideration is God's will as clearly set forth in His Word and through one's conscience as he matures in the Faith.

Yes, there will be a price to pay for those who, in good conscience, refuse to be sent as lambs to the slaughter. Some
will say that those who refuse to fight will hurt their testimony, and will be looked upon as cowards. But cowardice
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does not always seek escape from death or dismemberment. Sometimes cowardice can be found in those who, in spite
of their convictions, allow themselves to be herded like cattle to the slaughter rather than face the taunts of others who
live in ignorance. To stand on patriotism alone blinds one to the will of God.

The United States seems prepared to continue to provide the economic and military impetus to the globalist' agenda --
the New World Order. During and after the 1991 Gulf War, President Bush spoke incessantly of a New World Order.
It appears as if we will continue to expend ourselves in waging war or threatening war until all nations comply with
this agenda. We no longer fight for sovereign kings and for the defense of our nation's soil, but instead strive for this
New World Order, which the Bible tells us will eventually culminate in the unification of mankind in opposition to
Jesus Christ when He returns.

The purpose in pointing out these things is to warn the brethren not to get involved in the globalists' agenda through
the world's disputes lest they suffer undue consequences. What is the role of the follower of Christ in the midst of this
heady geo-political agenda? Is it not clear -- as we look at the teachings of Jesus and the apostles -- that we are not to
take sides in the world's disputes? We are but strangers and pilgrims here. Our citizenship is in heaven. Let heaven be
the focus of our "patriotic fervor."

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from two articles that appeared in Media Spotlight ("Patriotism:
What is the Christian's Duty?," Vol. 12 - No. 1, pp. 6-7; and "The Gulf Crisis," 2/91 Special Report, p. 6), both by
Albert James Dager.
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"Christian" Activism?*
Increasing numbers of professing Christians are engaging in social and political "activism" for the astonishing purpose
of attempting to coerce an ungodly society into adopting Christian standards of conduct. "After all," they say, "in this
way we can begin to reclaim our Christian nation."

"Operation Rescue" is one example. Its founder, Randall Terry, explains that its purpose is to create social upheaval
and thereby pressure government into changing the abortion laws. A typical brochure declares: "Rescues help produce
the social tension necessary for political change ... whether for good or bad, political change comes after groups of
Americans bring enough tension to the nation and pressure on politicians that the laws are changed."

No matter how commendable the goal of such tactics, there is not one example in the entire Bible of political or social
"activism" ever being advocated or used by God's people. That fact must weigh heavily upon any consideration of this
important topic. There are numerous cases of civil disobedience in Scripture, but it was never engaged in for the
purpose of forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.

The Hebrew midwives, for example, disobeyed Pharaoh's edict and spared the lives of the male babies, even lying to
cover up their "rescue operation." God was so pleased that their names, Shiphrah and Puah, have been preserved for us
(Exo. 1:15-22). This was, however, a matter of individual conscience before God, not an organized attempt to pressure
the pagan Egyptians by mass demonstrations into adopting Israel's God-given morals.

There are no Biblical examples to support today's "Christian activism." Christ "suffered for us, leaving us an example
that we should follow his steps" (1 Pe. 2:21). He sternly and repeatedly rebuked Israel's false religious leaders, yet He
never spoke out -- not even once -- against the injustices of Roman civil authority! Nor did He advocate, organize, or
engage in any public protests to pressure Rome into changing its corrupt system, or the society of His day its evil
ways. He submitted to unjust authorities as Romans 13 tells us we should do today: "Who, when he was reviled,
reviled not again; when he suffered, he threatened not; but committed himself to Him that judgeth righteously" (1 Pe.
2:21-25). No "activism" here! So it was with the apostles and the early churches.

If "Christian activism" is God's will, Paul would have been the first to pursue it fearlessly at whatever cost. Yet
Romans 13 tells us to obey rulers, and 1 Timothy 2:1-4 to pray for them -- not to attempt to change them by coercion.
It is not only foolish but counter-productive to attempt to persuade the unsaved to live like Christians. They can't do it -
- and if they could it would only blind them the more to their sin and need of a Savior.

"Christian activism" involves today the well-meaning but foolish attempt to force "Christian principles" upon a godless
society through more effective lobbying, larger demonstrations, and greater "social upheaval" than the homosexuals,
abortionists, or pornographers can produce. But rather than pressure the ungodly to live like saints, we must win them
to Christ that they might live wholly for God. As Christians, our personal lives must also be lived in obedience to God
even if that brings us into conflict with civil laws. In addition to avoiding idolatry and immorality, Christians must
preach the gospel to everyone everywhere, regardless of government edicts to the contrary.

There is a danger of being so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that one forgets that the soul must be
placed before the body. The Great Commission does not involve exerting a Christian influence upon society. We are
not to "change society," but to "convert individuals." There is much talk today about "changing the world for Christ."
In fact, there is no Biblical teaching or example to support that popular slogan. Rather than persuading sinners to live
like saints, we must call them to "repentance toward God and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21).

Significant changes in society have been effected by preaching and example. Unfortunately, changes such as the
abolition of slavery and the enactment of child labor laws, while improvements to be thankful for, have not made
society any more godly. Nor is it any more likely under these better conditions that a higher percentage of mankind
will end up in heaven than before. Even if such changes could be construed as "worth working for," many who call
themselves Christians have become so absorbed in good causes that they have lost their fervor for saving souls. They
have ended up joining forces with non-Christians who also espouse "traditional values," and promoting a compromised
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"social gospel" that cannot save.

We must denounce sin, call for repentance, and preach the gospel in convicting power. Yes, Christians should call for
repentance from homosexuality, child abuse, pornography, and abortion, but we should primarily be calling for
repentance for rebellion against God and rejection of Christ. Rather than indicting churches for their lack of "social
concern," they should be held accountable for heresies and failure to preach the truth. We must denounce the
destructive false teachings that abound, particularly psychology, which is the major vehicle of so much of this evil,
and root it out of our churches, seminaries, Bible colleges, and universities. It is hypocritical for a church to protest the
world's sins while tolerating and honoring those who preach a false gospel and are the enemies of the cross of Christ.

Instead of protests, we need prophets who call the world to repentance: Enochs who walk with God and warn of
judgment (Jude 14-15); Noahs, "A preacher of righteousness" (2 Pe. 2:5), who warned of judgment to come and built
an ark for escape. What if he had tried instead to reform society?!

We need Daniels: "Mene, Mene. Tekel. Upharsin." (Dan. 5:24-28) -- the handwriting is on the wall America! You've
been weighed in the balance and found wanting! Murdered babies, the abomination of homosexuality, and society's
flippant, deliberate rebellion against God arouses His anger! We need Isaiahs and Jeremiahs, who had never heard of
making a "positive confession" or of the "power of positive or possibility thinking," but preached truth!

Today we are also seeing more and more professing Christians who want to become part of the ruling class -- they run
for political office so they can then "influence government for Christ." They use the Old Testament examples of
Joseph, Nehemiah, and Daniel, all of whom were placed by God in prominent positions in civil government, as
justification for political activism today. But what they fail to recognize is that Joseph, Nehemiah, and Daniel did not
run for elective political office, but were given offices either reserved or created for trustworthy slaves. Moreover, it is
not the calling of God's people in this dispensation to get involved in the political process nor the functions of civil
government. We have a higher calling; our citizenship is in heaven (Phil. 3:20). We are strangers and pilgrims (1 Pe.
2:11), sojourners, not settlers (1 Pe. 1:17).

"Christian activism" is not Christian, and represents a detour from the straight path churches are to walk before the
world. It can confuse the real issues, lead to compromise and unholy alliances, and divert time and effort that would
better be used in proclaiming the Gospel of repentance of sin unto salvation. Weigh the demands upon your time and
set priorities. Be fully engaged in rescuing souls for eternity.

* Adapted in part from an article published in The Berean Call.
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What The Bible Says About
[Editorial Comments Bracketed in Bold]

"Christian" Activism/"Just" Wars or Passive Resistance?

Rom 13:1-5 -- Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which
God has established. [God has established these powers, but God is still above these powers; therefore, rather
than merely obeying the powers without question, thereby assuming that we are obeying God in the process,
everything must be tested against Biblical commands concerning good and evil.] The authorities that exist have
been established by God. Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God has
instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but
for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right and he will
commend you. For he is God's servant to do you good. [The fundamental sense of organized government is to
promote good and punish evil. For this reason, believers ought to obey rulers where rulers are actually
performing the function for which they were ordained of God. Paul is therefore certainly not arguing that
Christian's should do evil simply because it was commanded by government. We cannot disobey a divine law
("thou shall not murder") in order to obey a contrary law by the government ("thou shall go to war and kill for
the state").] But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. He is God's servant, an agent
of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the authorities, not only because
of possible punishment but also because of conscience. [It is not within the provision of human government to
compel the doing of evil, but only good. Thereby, whenever the government calls for activities that believers are
forbidden by divine authority to perform, then they must bow to the higher divine power (but be willing to
suffer the consequences for their disobedience of governmental edicts).] 

John 19:10,11a -- "Do you refuse to speak to me?" Pilate said. "Don't you realize I have power either to free you or to
crucify you?" Jesus answered, "You would have no power over Me if it were not given to you from above.

Acts 4:17-20 -- But to stop this thing from spreading any further among the people, we must warn these men to speak
no longer to anyone in this name." Then they called them in again and commanded them not to speak or teach at all in
the name of Jesus. But Peter and John replied, "Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God's sight to obey you
rather than God. For we cannot help speaking about what we have seen and heard."

Acts 5:29 -- Peter and the other apostles replied: "We must obey God rather than men!"

1 Pet 2:13-17 -- Submit yourselves for the Lord's sake to every authority instituted among men: whether to the king,
as the supreme authority, or to governors, who are sent by him to punish those who do wrong and to commend those
who do right. For it is God's will that by doing good you should silence the ignorant talk of foolish men. Live as free
men, but do not use your freedom as a cover-up for evil; live as servants of God. Show proper respect to everyone:
Love the brotherhood of believers, fear God, honor the king. [But no command for "activism" to coerce or
influence the government to do good.] 

Titus 3:1,2 -- Remind the people to be subject to rulers and authorities, to be obedient, to be ready to do whatever is
good, to slander no one, to be peaceable and considerate, and to show true humility toward all men. [But, again, no
command for "activism" to coerce or influence the government to do good.]

Jer 29:4,7 -- This is what the LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, says to all those I carried into exile from Jerusalem
to Babylon: ... Also, seek the peace and prosperity of the city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the LORD
for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper." [Our "activism" is to be active prayer for the peace and
prosperity of our cities, not joining the city's rulers in government in order to influence the leaders to do good.] 
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1 Tim 2:1-4 -- I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for everyone--for
kings and all those in authority, [not social action to change the system or to overthrow the government, but
prayer for a peaceful environment in which we may continue with the ministry in accordance with the Word of
God, and thereby, bring the Good News (the Gospel of Jesus Christ) to others] that we may live peaceful and
quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God our Savior, who wants all men to be saved and
to come to a knowledge of the truth. 

1 Pet 2:21-23 -- To this you were called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should
follow in his steps. "He committed no sin, and no deceit was found in His mouth." When they hurled their insults at
Him, He did not retaliate; when He suffered, He made no threats. Instead, He entrusted Himself to Him Who judges
justly. [No "activism" here, just humility and trust of God.]

Psa 118:8,9 -- It is better to take refuge in the LORD than to trust in man. It is better to take refuge in the LORD than
to trust in princes.

1 Tim 6:1,2 -- All who are under the yoke of slavery should consider their masters worthy of full respect, so that
God's name and our teaching may not be slandered. [Show respect to authorities so that God's truth is not
slandered, not civil disobedience to force the ungodly to live like the godly.] Those who have believing masters are
not to show less respect for them because they are brothers. Instead, they are to serve them even better, because those
who benefit from their service are believers, and dear to them. These are the things you are to teach and urge on them.

Eph 6:5-8,12,13 -- Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of heart, just as you
would obey Christ. Obey them not only to win their favor when their eye is on you, but like slaves of Christ, doing the
will of God from your heart. Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the Lord, not men, because you know that
the Lord will reward everyone for whatever good he does, whether he is slave or free. ... For our struggle is not against
flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God [resistance through God's
spiritual armor, not fleshly attack], so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and
after you have done everything, to stand. [The whole doctrine of separation is designed to set the Christian against
the evils of this world, which resistance is moral and spiritual, but not physical.]

1 Cor 7:17,20,24 ... Nevertheless, each one should retain the place in life that the Lord assigned to him and to which
God has called him. This is the rule I lay down in all the churches ... Each one should remain in the situation which he
was in when God called him. ... Brothers, each man, as responsible to God, should remain in the situation God called
him to. [Where is the command to change the world to improve our situations?]

2 Tim 2:3,4 -- Endure hardship with us like a good soldier of Christ Jesus. No one serving as a soldier gets involved
in civilian affairs--he wants to please his commanding officer. [Disengage yourself from worldly things, and commit
yourselves to doing the will of the Commander; that means no participation in the world's wars.]

Rom 12:17-21; 13:8 -- Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of everybody. If it
is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. [Trying to impose godly standards on the
ungodly will not be peaceful.] Do not take revenge, my friends, but leave room for God's wrath, for it is written: "It is
mine to avenge; I will repay," says the Lord. On the contrary: "If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give
him something to drink. In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head." Do not be overcome by evil, but
overcome evil with good. ... Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for he
who loves his fellowman has fulfilled the law.

Mat 5:43-45a -- "You have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love
your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in heaven. [No command to
force your enemies to accept Biblical principles.]

Acts 20:21 -- I have declared to both Jews and Greeks that they must turn to God in repentance and have faith in our
Lord Jesus. [Evangelize the ungodly, not "Christianize" them.]
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John 18:36 -- Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, My servants would fight to prevent my arrest
by the Jews. But now my kingdom is from another place." [The Kingdom of Christ is not of this world, but is a
spiritual kingdom, and therefore, the subjects of this spiritual kingdom should not employ force to advance the
cause of God. Logically then, if Christians can't use physical force even to advance spiritual, godly interests,
would it not also be wrong to join the world in the use of physical force to achieve its temporal interests?]

2 Cor 10:3,4 -- For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The weapons we fight with
are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. [Spiritual
weapons (e.g., prayer) is what demolishes strongholds, not physical force.]

Mat 17:24-27 -- After Jesus and his disciples arrived in Capernaum, the collectors of the two-drachma tax came to
Peter and asked, "Doesn't your teacher pay the temple tax ?" "Yes, He does," he replied. When Peter came into the
house, Jesus was the first to speak. "What do you think, Simon?" He asked. "From whom do the kings of the earth
collect duty and taxes--from their own sons or from others?" "From others," Peter answered. "Then the sons are
exempt," Jesus said to him. "But so that we may not offend them, go to the lake and throw out your line. Take the first
fish you catch; open its mouth and you will find a four-drachma coin. Take it and give it to them for my tax and
yours."

Luke 6:27-29 -- "But I tell you who hear Me: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who
curse you, pray for those who mistreat you. If someone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the other also. If someone
takes your cloak, do not stop him from taking your tunic. [Passive resistance, not "just" war.]

Mat 5:38-41,43-48 -- You have heard that it was said, 'Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.' But I tell you, Do not resist
an evil person. If someone strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if someone wants to sue you
and take your tunic, let him have your cloak as well. If someone forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles.
[Under the Law, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth;" under Grace, passive resistance. It is the same as
saying that there is no time or place during the sojourn of the believer in the world when he is not charged with
the responsibility of being non-resistant when physical force is the means employed to gain the end.] ... "You
have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love your enemies and pray for
those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in heaven. He causes His sun to rise on the evil and the
good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love those who love you, what reward will you get?
Are not even the tax collectors doing that? And if you greet only your brothers, what are you doing more than others?
Do not even pagans do that? Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.

Mat 26:50-52 -- Jesus replied, "Friend, do what you came for." Then the men stepped forward, seized Jesus and
arrested Him. With that, one of Jesus' companions reached for his sword, drew it out and struck the servant of the high
priest, cutting off his ear. "Put your sword back in its place," Jesus said to him, "for all who draw the sword will die by
the sword. [No command for "just" force here.]

Mat 10:18 -- On my account you will be brought before governors and kings as witnesses to them and to the Gentiles.
[When called to account by authorities, we are to be a witness of our faith, not an agent for social change.]

John 15:18,19 -- "If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated Me first. ... If you belonged to the world, it would
love you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the
world hates you. [The world will always hate true Christians; if a Christian "serves" in the government, guess
who is compromising to maintain the peace?]

Phil 3:18-20 -- For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as enemies of the
cross of Christ. Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is
on earthly things. But our citizenship is in heaven. [Note: Not on earth as a citizen of America or any other earthly
kingdom; our citizenship is in heaven, and that is where our obligations are, our responsibilities center, and our
privileges are derived from. A citizen of heaven will live a different kind of lifestyle than a citizen of earth.] And
we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ,
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Phil 1:27 -- Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. [Our conduct on this
earth should be a direct reflection of our citizenship obligations, allegiances, and responsibilities. Any other
citizenship focus than a heavenly one will be inappropriate for guiding godly behavior.] Then, whether I come
and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand firm in one spirit, contending as one
man for the faith of the gospel.

Eph 2:19 -- Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with God's people and members
of God's household, [To say that God wants us to function as "good citizens of our country;" i.e., to vote, to hold
public office, to serve in its military, etc., is totally foreign to what God says concerning the rightful focus of our
allegiances. The "country" we represent is not America, but the "country" of heaven.]

1 John 2:6 -- Whoever claims to live in Him must walk as Jesus did. [When did Jesus ever walk in the "activism"
mode?]

Luke 9:53-56 -- but the people there did not welcome Him, because He was heading for Jerusalem. When the disciples
James and John saw this, they asked, "Lord, do you want us to call fire down from heaven to destroy them?" But
Jesus turned and rebuked them and they went to another village ["Activism" is rebuked by Jesus, not encouraged. If
the Christian carries on that purpose, he cannot possibly take the lives of men physically, thereby taking from
them the possibility of hearing and believing on the Word of Christ.]

Gal 5:22 -- But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, [Since the fruit of
the Spirit includes peace, which thereby makes believers peace-makers, it would be impossible to, at the same
time, bear arms.]

James 4:1 -- What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don't they come from your desires that battle within you?

Rom 8:3,4 -- For what the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened by the sinful nature, God did by sending
His own Son in the likeness of sinful man to be a sin offering. And so He condemned sin in sinful man, in order that
the righteous requirements of the law might be fully met in us, who do not live according to the sinful nature but
according to the Spirit.

John 12:25; Mark 8:35 -- The man who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world will
keep it for eternal life. ... For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for the
gospel will save it. [This principle of Christ is one which rises above the principles of men, and it is in operation
today. The sense of this passage is ultimately spiritual, but the outcome turns on the attitude one takes toward
his life in this world and the methods he uses to save that life. If his life in this world is more important than life
with Christ, then he is of this world and will employ the methods of this world to save it, though he will
ultimately lose both physically and spiritually. But if he is willing to lose his life in this world for the sake of
Christ and the Gospel, he will use the methods of Christ. This may mean that he loses his life physically, but he
will save it ultimately both physically and spiritually.]

[Many Christians hold occupations that violate the higher calling of the New Covenant. Some of these
occupations include serving in the military and going to war. We are to love our enemies and turn the other
cheek and not return evil for evil. First, in order to join the military or serve in civilian law enforcement one
must violate what Jesus and James said about swearing oaths. This also applies to being sworn into a political
office. We are pilgrims and strangers; our citizenship is in heaven; we are in the world but not of the world.
Our task is to make disciples and call them to be separate and holy unto Christ.]

Working Out Some "Problems" with the Doctrine of Non-Resistance:

(Excerpted and/or adapted from All Things Whatsoever I have Commanded You, by Herman A. Hoyt (July, 1948);
Chapter VII: "The Practice of Non-Resistance in War and Peace"; pp. 96-107.)
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It is inevitable that these problems should arise in connection with this doctrine, just as they do in connection with
every other doctrine of the Scriptures. And while these problems may seem to be insuperable, it is satisfying to know
that they only seem that way. Where sufficient knowledge of the Scriptures is available and a proper system of
interpreting the Word is followed, these problems disappear instantly.

(a) The Practice of Israel: Since the Old Testament is replete with information concerning the wars of Israel, and
these same wars were authorized and commanded by God, it is difficult for the Christian to reconcile this with the
command to resist not him that is evil by the use of physical force. However, there are at least three things which
answer this objection.

First. Israel was a nation of this world, while the Church is a spiritual nation not of this world. Israel was a nation just
like any other nation on the face of the earth, with the exception that God had chosen them for His own. The people
had distinct physical characteristics which differentiated them from all other people. They spoke a distinct language
which set them apart from others. They lived in a particular location on the face of the earth. There were boundaries to
their possessions. They maintained a government, with a capital city, a throne, a king, a royal family. And to maintain
this nation in the land, God permitted the use of force for this was the only argument that would be understood by the
unregenerate peoples of earth. But the Church is not such a nation. Peter calls it "an holy nation" which has been
"called ... out of darkness into his marvelous light" (I Pet. 2:9). The characteristics of this people are spiritual, its
language is that of every nation, there is no specific geographical location, no boundaries to maintain, and no capital
city, regal throne, king, or family, except heaven and Christ. Christians are pilgrims and sojourners in this world and
therefore they do not possess any physical property in perpetuity, and their spiritual possessions cannot be taken away
by any kind or show of physical force.

Second, Israel was not a regenerated people, while the true Church is made up of regenerated people. "For what the
law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for
sin, condemned sin in the flesh: that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh,
but after the Spirit" (Rom. 8:3, 4). Israel could not perform the righteousness of the law even though the external
pressure of the law was brought to bear upon them, for they walked after the flesh. But Christians who are called upon
to follow a much higher standard than the Old Testament law, especially in the case of non-resistance, have been
regenerated and thus equipped for the task. Even believers find this difficult to do. Certainly Israel would have failed in
keeping the higher standard when she failed so miserably in keeping the lower. In this holy nation, the Church, it was
the purpose of the Lord that believers should display in the world the virtues of Christ which had been communicated
to them in the new birth (I Pet. 2:9). By carefully relating the command for non-resistance to the context, it will be
seen that this command was delivered to the "blessed," which word means "born again" (Matt. 5:3, 38, 39), which was
not true of Israel.

Third, Israel was a nation operating as such during the dispensation of the law, while the Church is a spiritual nation
living during the dispensation of grace. It is true that this reason may be cited at times when it does not bear on the
point. But in this case, Christ Himself points to the past and the law which operated then, and then with sovereign
authority changes the law for His Church. "Ye have heard that it was said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth"
(Matt. 5:38 RV). This is taken from the Old Testament law and the principle was in operation during the dispensation
of the law. "But I say unto you Resist not him that is evil: but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to him
the other also" (Matt. 5:39 RV). This is the change made by Christ for His people during the dispensation of grace. For
this change no charge can be brought against Christ. He was the One who gave the Old Testament law, and He has the
right to change it when He deems it right and proper. In this case the Old Testament law has served its purpose, and a
new principle is adopted with the ushering in of the new administration for the people of God.

(b) The Proclamations of Christ: Upon two different occasions Christ made statements which might seem to
contradict His command on non-resistance. However. these verses when examined in the light of their context fall
easily into line with the general teaching of Christ on the use of physical force.

Matthew 10:34. 'Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace. but a sword." The context
makes it quite clear that Christ is merely using graphic language to describe the spiritual division which He in His own
person will produce every place in the world. Some will believe in Him and that will set them at variance with those
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who do not believe. No person in all the world has produced more division than Christ, and so sharply has been the
division that He describes it under the figure of the sword. But this is not the sword employed in physical force, as the
verses preceding and following this declaration will attest (Matt. 10:25-42).

Luke 22:35-38. "And he said unto them, When I sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes, lacked ye any thing?
And they said, Nothing. Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip:
and he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one" (35, 36). Some take this quite literally to mean that
Jesus was authorizing the use of force in the light of the fact that He was being taken from them by the wicked hands
of those who later slew Him (37). The disciples, too, took Him quite literally, "And they said, Lord, behold, here are
two swords. And he said unto them, It is enough" (38). Later, on the same occasion, when the vicious crowd had
gathered to take Jesus, and Judas had betrayed His identity to the enemy, "When they which were about him saw what
would follow, they said unto him, Lord, shall we smite with the sword?" (Luke 22:49), and before He could answer,
"one of them smote the servant of the high priest, and cut off his right ear" (Luke 22:50). "Then said Jesus unto him,
Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword" (Matt. 26:52'). By
this method, the disciples were set right, and our Lord graciously restored the ear of the dismembered victim.
Whatever our Lord meant upon this occasion, He certainly did not mean that now the disciples were free to use force.

(c) The Place of Believers: The most difficult problem of all is the place believers sustain in relation to human
government. This problem is difficult because Christians do feel an obligation to their governments.

The passage usually used to set forth the proper relation to civil government is Romans 13:1-7. Some insist that the
command of this passage, "Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of God: the
powers that be are ordained of God" (13:1) is sufficient to warrant military service. But that is a failure to note the
intent of the passage. For most certainly the apostle is not urging believers to commit sin just because the government
commands it. "For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil" (13:3). And for this reason believers ought to
obey rulers where rulers are actually performing the function for which they were ordained of God. "Wilt thou then not
be afraid of the power? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same: for he is the minister of God to
thee for good" (13:3, 4). This was written in the days when Nero Caesar was on the throne in Rome, and therefore, this
was by no means a sanction of the numerous evil deeds of that monster of iniquity. If Paul had meant that believers
should take up the sword, it is strange that he would precede this command with a command which cannot be
construed to teach this. "Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written,
Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord. Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink:
for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head. Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" (Rom.
12:19-21).

Moreover, there is a higher law to which believers should be obedient. Since believers are commanded to obey civil
government in those things that are right, and since war is right for governments of this world, some may insist that
Christians obedient to the government in this matter will be doing that which is right. However, the doctrine of
separation calls upon believers to separate themselves from many things of this present order that may be right for
those in the world. When civil governments issue the call to military service or to anything forbidden by the Lord for
Christians, the law of the Lord becomes a higher law to which believers must be obedient rather than to the laws of
men. When forbidden to speak in the name of the Lord Jesus, Peter and John enunciated the principle for Christians,
"But Peter and John answered and said unto them, Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you more
than unto God, judge ye. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard" (Acts 4:19, 20). To the
same group Peter stated the same principle in other words on the following day, "We must obey God rather than men"
(Acts 5:29). This principle is sufficient authorization for refusing to bear arms. God has spoken, and His law
supersedes the laws of men.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 6/98
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Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith
The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not*

Colossians 1:21-23a -- And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in [your] mind by wicked
works, yet now hath he reconciled in the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and [be] not
moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,

There is a heresy that is being taught that says a person may "get saved," live a Christian life for a certain length of
time, and then "get lost" again. Others teach that a person may "get saved" and live a Christian life for a time and then
go back to his old ways. He goes back to sins and cannot be distinguished from a lost person. This school of thought
affirms that such a person will still go to heaven when he dies because he is still saved (even though "carnal"). Let us
look at the Scriptures which make it very clear what the truth is concerning this matter of salvation. We will find that
those who are truly born again will continue in the faith.

Our Text is an assurance of salvation. It is a proof that one is born again. If one does not continue in the faith, he was
never saved. The Scriptures tell us that when we are saved we have everlasting life. We are indwelt by the Holy Spirit
by whom we are sealed unto the day of redemption, and that God will continue the work that He begins in us.

The Bible tells us when we are saved we are new creatures in Christ, born again, washed in the blood of Christ, have
our names written in heaven, and have a mansion prepared for us in glory. There will be no empty mansions in heaven
nor empty seats at the marriage supper of the Lamb because so-called members of the Bride have turned back to sin.
Once you are saved, you are saved eternally, and the proof is: "If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled." If you
turn away from the faith, it is proof you were never saved in the first place.

If a person is living in sin, that person is lost. No matter how many aisles he walked, no matter how many preacher's
hands he shook, no matter how many times he got baptized, no matter what he did or what he claims. If he is living in
sin, he is lost. A Christian may fall into sin, but he will not live in sin.

1 Thessalonians 3:8 -- For now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord.

Christians continue in the faith. Those who are born again go on, thick or thin. They don't turn back. They continue:
"For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world" (Titus 2:11-13).

The salvation package comes with this teaching. The same grace that saves, teaches. The faith that comes by hearing
the Word of God is tried, tried, and tried again. It will come forth as gold, though it be tried with fire. It is much more
precious than gold that perisheth, because the faith that brings salvation does not perish.

These are proof Scriptures. Look back at I Thessalonians 3:8. Isn't that a strong statement? "... now we live, if ye stand
fast in the Lord." If the "ye" doesn't stand fast in the Lord, then it is not "we." It becomes "I." Anyone who is called a
brother, anyone who claims to be saved, we normally take them at their word until they prove themselves otherwise. If
they are not saved, in time they will prove themselves not saved.

There are multitudes who have been told by someone that they are all right, that they are going to heaven, when
they've never truly come to know the Lord. They have never been born again. Their life never changed. They never
repented. They have not ceased to do evil and learned to do well. They never believed the Gospel. They never received
the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ personally. They simply said, "Okay, yes, all right, I'll agree, I'll do, you lead, I'll
follow." They followed some man or some organization and never came to know the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Multitudes are in this awful state, supposing they are going to heaven and are instead going straight to hell. The end of
this Church Age is at hand. This could be the day. The children of God could leave here today. Everything is
complete. Everything is ready. If the rapture takes place today and you are not saved, you'll be left to endure the
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Tribulation. You'll be the same. You'll have sinned away your day of grace with a thin religious coat on. You say,
"Well, I believe I'm all right." Well, if you are saved, you know it. You don't hope it. You don't think it. You don't
wish it. You know it. Here is one of the ways you will know you have eternal life -- "... if ye stand fast in the Lord."

There will be some testing and trying. There will be some big terrible waves, storms, problems and mountains and
valleys, pitfalls, pitchforks, devils, and people trying their best to make you waver and turn and compromise and give
up. But we can stand fast in the Lord, it is proof we are saved. If we turn back, it proves we are not saved. Christians
continue. The pressures are heavy to make you not continue! The way it turns out, most who do profess, do not
continue.

Hebrews 3:6 -- But Christ as a son over his own house; whose house are we, if we hold fast the
confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.

This does not mean that a person who says he is saved will become lost again if he doesn't "hold these things fast unto
the end." It does prove that a person is saved if he perseveres to the end, and if he doesn't, that proves he was never
saved.

This idea of antinomianism is prominent. Antinomianism teaches that people who live in sin, yet say they are saved,
are going to heaven. That's the Devil's lie. That teaching is not found in the Bible. The ones who are saved do hold
fast the confidence and hope firm unto the end. Why do you think the martyrs would be burned at the stake rather than
recant? Why do you suppose they would stand with their eyes toward heaven, some singing hymns, some praying,
others testifying as the fire burned the life out of them? Because they were Christians. They continued in the faith.
They would die before they would turn back. They held fast their confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto
the end. Proof of salvation. Christians continue.

Hebrews 5:9 -- And being made perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey
him;

And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say? (Luke 6:46)

My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: (John 10:27)

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. (John 15:14)

Those who are possessors of eternal life by the grace of God, obey Him. But those who don't obey the Lord, don't
even desire to obey the Lord, don't want to serve the Lord, don't want to please the Lord, why would anyone think that
person is a Christian?

Christ is the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey Him. We don't keep ourselves saved by obeying Him,
but obedience is simply proof that we are His sheep. If we had to keep ourselves saved, we wouldn't last long. We
obey Him because we are saved, because we know Him.

Hebrews 6:11-12 -- And we desire that every one of you do shew the same diligence to the full assurance
of hope unto the end. That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through faith and patience inherit
the promises.

Christians continue. They desire to serve the Lord. This passage reveals the danger that there might be false professors
among the saved. Paul's desire was that they were all saved, "every one." The proof of that genuine salvation will be,
"... the same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the end." Christians continue by faith.

Hebrews 10:38-39 -- Now the just shall live by faith: but if any man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to the
saving of the soul.

Those who are new creatures in Christ will not be found among those "who draw back unto perdition." Those who
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draw back unto perdition are lost. They never were saved. They are just as lost after they make a profession as they
were before. They are worse off than before. This age of easy-believism has succeeded in persuading raw sinners to
try to act like they are saved. They can't do it for long. They wind up back in their old hog wallers of sin time and time
again.

In order for "evangelists" to save face and reputation as powerful soul winners, the name of "carnal Christian" was
invented. When their "converts" wind up back in their adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry,
witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strive, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings,
sodomy, covetousness, self-loving, boasting, pride, blasphemies, disobedience to parents, unthankfulness, ungodliness,
etc. etc., they are excused by saying, "Oh, they are just carnal Christians. They just need to grow."

That sounds good to the sinner. He can do all this sinning and still go to heaven. The broad way is crowded with those
who are going straight to hell, yet thinking they will go to heaven (Matthew 7:13-14). But God says, "Be not deceived
..." These shall not inherit the kingdom of God! Christians continue.

2 Peter 2:19-22 -- While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption. for of
whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. For it had been
better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb,
The dog is turned to his own vomit again; the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire.

Here we have a Bible description of the easy-believism "soul winners" and their "converts." Notice, "... The dog is
turned to his own vomit again." He was still a dog after making his profession of salvation. If he had been saved, he
would have then been a sheep. Also, "... the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire." She was still a sow.
She wasn't washed in the blood of Christ. If she had been, she would have been a new creature. She would have been
a ewe instead of a sow. Sheep don't eat their vomit and ewes don't wallow in the mire. Dogs and sows do! Satan and
his ministers are professionals at getting people to make false professions that won't hold up under pressure. Real
Christians continue!

1 John 2:18-19 -- Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even
now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time. They went out from us, but they
were not of us; for f they had been of us, they would no doubt have continued with us: but they went out,
that they might be made manifest that they were not all of us.

The tares are called antichrists. They were among the Christians, but not of them. If they had been saved, there would
have been no doubt about them continuing with them. Why? Christians continue.

Romans 6:23 -- For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord.

Those who live in sin are sinners. Find one place in the Bible where God's children are called sinners after they are
saved. Oh, we are not perfect. We are not perfect creatures, but we are new creatures. Sin is not the theme of our lives
as it was before salvation. You will not find one case in the Bible where a child of God is called a sinner. The lost are
called sinners, God's children are called saints and sons of God. This is not sinless perfection, but the domination of
sin is broken.

"Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether of sin
unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness? But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye have
obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Being then made free from sin, ye became the
servants of righteousness" (Romans 6:16-18).

Conclusion
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Many have been led down "the Roman Road" more than once, only to end up again in the mire of sin. Others have
repeated a prayer after some nice person, with no change in their life. The Roman Road may lead to Rome, but no one
finds salvation there. It is on the Calvary road where men and women "find the Saviour." Just hearing about Him is not
enough. You must know Him.

Luke 23:33 -- And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they crucified him,
and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.

Why did He die? -- "For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins
according to the scriptures; And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the scriptures:" (1
Cor. 15:3-4).

That is the gospel. The Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ said -- "... repent ye, and believe the gospel" (Mark 1:15b); "I
tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3).

There is no salvation apart from repentance. If you have not repented, you are not saved. If you know now you are a
lost sinner who deserves to go to hell, but you really do desire God's salvation, are you repentantly sorrowful for your
sins? Will you repent and turn from your sins?

The Bible says -- "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon him while he is near" (Isaiah 55:6). The
Bible does not say repeat after someone. It says, "call ye upon him while he is near." The Lord is near. He will save
you and you will know it. And you will continue by His grace and strength.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the July 1998, The Perilous Times
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The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation*
C.H. Spurgeon once made the statement: "Brethren, we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the Bible."

We are living in a day and age where man is taught to think good thoughts, high thoughts, wonderful thoughts about
himself. Within the last 20 years or so there has been a covert invasion in Christianity in America without hardly a
whimper of protest. This invasion can best be described as "Christian" psychology, which is nothing more than
watered-down humanism. While there are millions of people searching for answers to their complicated problems
created by their increasingly complex lives, psychology comes along and attempts to answer and solve man's sin
problems and its consequences through the building up and restoration of man's self-esteem and self-image. We are
told today to get in touch with our inner self and ask the question: "How do you feel about yourself?" The bottom line
is, it doesn't amount to a hill of beans what we think or feel about ourselves, but what does the Bible say and teach.

This matrimony between psychology and Christianity has created an unholy alliance which is producing some strange
children that are permitting, promoting, and preaching deceiving, dangerous, and damnable false doctrines. This
diabolical psychobabble of self-love is sweeping through churches today among self-seeking men in a self-centered
society whose greatest problem is a desire to worship at the altar of self. The apostle Paul warned us that one of the
characteristics of the last days would be that "men shall be lovers of their own selves" (2 Tim. 3:2).

I'm afraid many so-called fundamental/evangelical churches and preachers have fallen into the trap of teaching this
mushy self-worth propaganda that seeks to camouflage itself in robes of charity and tolerance. Churches and preachers
alike are abandoning their God-called purpose of holding up the mirror of God's Word and graphically revealing to
man what he really looks like in the sight of a holy God. The missing message in modern-day preaching is the Biblical
doctrine of repentance, where a sinner is convinced and convicted of his exceeding sinfulness and lost condition.

Christ Preached Repentance

"Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom of
God, And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe the
gospel" (Mark 1:14-15).

When the very Son of God, the Lord Jesus Christ, appeared upon the scene in His public ministry, He came preaching
the narrow and exclusive doctrines of repentance and faith. If Jesus felt compelled to preach such a message before a
lost and dying world, so should we. Galatians 1:6-9 teaches that there is only one gospel, and if any gospel message
leaves out the doctrine of repentance or faith or both, you can be assured it is a false gospel.

Meaning of Repentance

The words "repent," "repentance," and "repented" are mentioned over 100 times in the Bible. There has been a lot of
misunderstanding and confusion over what the word repentance means. When the word "repent" is used in the Word
of God in the context of Biblical salvation, it is referring to a truly God-given, Spirit-led change of heart and mind
toward God about sin.

"Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out ..." (Acts 3:19).

The greatest need for any sinner is have his sins blotted out, but a man will never have the pardon of sin while he is in
love with his sin. There must be a hatred of sin, a loathing of it, a turning from it. Repentance is a revolution in
dealing with our attitude and view towards sin and righteousness. Repentance is not something one does with his
hands, but it is an inward attitude of the soul. Sin must become, in the eyes of the sinner, exceedingly sinful.

All Sinners Are Condemned
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Everyone knows they are not perfect, but for most sinners that is consolation, not condemnation. But the Bible declares
all sinners are already condemned:

"For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be
saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already, because
he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God" (John 3:17-18).

The problem is "all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God" (Rom.3:23). Man, in his lost, sinful, condemned
state, has failed to glorify God. Until a person becomes personally exceedingly sinful in his own eyes, he will never
see his need for repentance. Eph.2:1 says man is spiritually dead; Rom.3:10 and Isa.64:6 tells us no one is righteous
before a holy God; Rom.3:19 says all stand guilty and condemned before God; Eph.4:18 declares all sinners are
separated from God whose hearts and minds are blinded so that they cannot understand God or the things of God.

Repentance basically involves two facts: the fact of sin and the fact of God's grace. If a person is not a sinner, he
would not need to repent, and if God was not the God of all grace, it would do no good to repent. Repentance implies
sin, sorrow for it, and a changed attitude towards God about it.

It should also be stressed that repentance itself is not a human act, but comes only from God (Rom.2:4) -- it is a divine
gift of God (Acts 5:31; 11:18; 2 Tim. 2:25).

The Nature of Repentance

In true Biblical repentance, there will be three things to occur as God does a work of grace upon the sinner's heart:

1) Conviction -- where sin is admitted. Man must see himself as a lost, ruined, guilty, desperately wicked sinner
without hope or help, in danger of hell. In repentance, a lost sinner not only sees himself as a sinner, but he recognizes
the fact that he has sinned against a righteous and holy God. The message that Paul preached was: "repentance toward
God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). In repentance, there will be confession of sin to God (Psa.
32:5; 51:1-4).

2) Contrition -- where sin is abhorred. When one sees himself as he appears before God, he is brought to a place
where there is godly sorrow for his sin and hates it altogether.

"For I will declare mine iniquity; I will be sorry for my sin." (Psa. 38:18); "For godly sorrow worketh
repentance to salvation not to be repented of ..." (2 Cor. 7:10).

To hate sin is to love God. In true repentance, there is not only the desire to escape the consequences of sin, but to be
rid of sin itself as a thing displeasing to God.

3) Conversion -- where sin is abandoned. Repentance involves the forsaking of sin:

"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the LORD,
and he will have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon" (Isa. 55:7); "He that
covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have mercy" (Prov.
28:13).

Repentance is not only a heart broken for sin, but also from sin. We must forsake what we would have God forgive.

It should be stressed that it is not enough just to turn away from sin; one must also turn to God for salvation:

"... to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive
forgiveness of sins ... should repent and turn to God ..." (Acts 26:18,20).

In true repentance, there is conviction, contrition, and conversion as one turns from his sin to Christ for salvation.
Salvation is deliverance of a person from his sin, not merely from a sinful environment. Jesus Christ is the Saviour
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from not only the penalty and punishment of sin, but also the power of sin.

Why Did Jesus Come?

"... I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Matt. 9:13).

The reason Jesus came to this earth was to call sinners to repentance. Those who did not see themselves as sinners,
deserving God's wrath, were not candidates for God's salvation. The sinner must reject his own righteousness, because
Jesus did not come to call the righteous, not even the self-righteous. The only way a sinner will come to reject his own
righteousness is by coming face to face with his own wickedness. You can take it from the lips of Jesus Himself as a
settled issue that He will not call the righteous. Only those to whom it is revealed (by God's Spirit) that they are lost,
depraved, ungodly sinners will respond to the calling of the Saviour in salvation.

All Sinners Commanded To Repent and Believe

Jesus soundly declared the message in His day: "repent ye, and believe the gospel." Repentance and faith are
inseparable and occur simultaneously in a sinner's heart; you cannot have one without the other. The order as given in
the Bible is repentance and faith (Mark 1:15; Acts 20:21; 26:20; 2 Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1).

Repentance is turning from sin; and faith is turning to Christ. Repentance comes about through the convicting
power of the Spirit of God using the Word of God to cause a change of attitude, action, and affection.

Saving faith is trust in and reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ as one's personal Lord and Saviour. Saving faith is
believing with your heart; it is coming to Christ, receiving Christ, looking to Christ, calling upon Christ to save your
soul.

Yes, Jesus said you must repent and believe the gospel, because the gospel of Christ is the power of God unto
salvation, to every one that believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel, the good news for every sinner, is that Christ died on the
cross for our sins, as our Substitute, and shed His precious blood to wash away our sins, and arose from the dead on
the third day in order that we might have the forgiveness of sins and have eternal life through Him. Salvation of one's
soul is the most important thing in this whole world.

But repentance without faith is nothing more than remorse or regret. And faith without repentance makes Christ
nothing more than a fire escape. There must be a work of repentance and faith upon the sinner's heart before salvation
can become a reality. Repentance is caused by the working of the Holy Spirit who takes the Sword of the Spirit and
slays the sinner's self-righteousness, self- goodness, self-decency, self-esteem, and causes him to cry out: "God be
merciful to me a sinner" (Luke 18:13) and "what must I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30).

Serious Questions To Consider

Is the preaching of repentance important?

Jesus thought so enough that He preached it. John the Baptist preached it (Matt. 3:1-2). The apostles were commanded
to preach it: "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all nations, beginning
at Jerusalem" (Luke 24:47).

Who is commanded to repent?

"And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to repent:"
(Acts 17:30).

The good, the bad, the rich, the poor, the old, the young, the educated, the uneducated -- every man must repent
because we are all sinners. Notice it is God's command that 
is to be obeyed, now.
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What happens if you don't repent?

"I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3,5).

The worst thing in the world for any person is to perish in their sins without Christ as their Saviour and spend an
eternity in the lake of fire, to be tormented and suffer forever and ever.

"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but
that the world through him might be saved" (John 3:16-17).

Turn from yourself and sin and turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to save your soul -- that is the sinner's only hope.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 4/98 Plains Baptist Challenger: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
DOCTRINE OF REPENTANCE?, by Dean Robinson. The original of the article can be found at
<http://www.llano.net/baptist/pbc-4-98.htm>.
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Bob Jones University (BJU)
A Bastion of Bible Christianity?*

-  Bob Jones University in Greenville, South Carolina, was founded as a "whites-only" Bible College in College Point,
Florida (near Panama City) in 1927 by "fundamental evangelist" Bob Jones Sr. (In 1960, Bob Sr. claimed that "God is
the author of [racial] segregation," and that if you are against it, "then you are against God Almighty" [4/17/60 radio
address, Is Segregation Scriptural?].) Over 70,000 students have sat under the teaching of BJU's faculty over its 70-
plus years of existence. Today, BJU has an undergraduate and graduate student body of more than 5,000 from all 50
states and more than 30 foreign countries and territories. It has a faculty and staff of 1,500. (The College was moved to
Cleveland, Tennessee in 1933, and to Greenville's 200-plus acre campus in 1947, at which time it was renamed Bob
Jones University.) In 1947, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. took over as president of BJU at the age of 36; he was chancellor until
his death in late-1997, and his son, Dr. Bob Jones III, is BJU's president. [The whites-only policy was maintained until
1975, after the I.R.S.'s suit refusing BJU tax-exempt status for violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Later, Bob III
claimed that the school had never been opposed to admitting blacks, but only opposed to interracial dating/marriage.
(The facts bear out a different conclusion. See the 1982 booklet by Jon Zens, Segregation or Scripture? The Missing
Issue in the Case of the I.R.S. vs. B.J.U.) Now the school has also dropped its interracial dating ban (see later in this
report).]

BJU's undergraduate program is composed of six academic schools: the College of Arts and Sciences (12 majors), the
School of Religion , the School of Fine Arts (12 majors), the School of Education, the School of Business
Administration (Commerce), and the School of Applied Studies (including majors in Aeronautics). There are currently
more than 100 academic majors from which undergraduates can choose (with another 50 majors for graduate students).
[Other "businesses" conducted by Bob Jones University include "Christian" film production through Unusual Films;
the BJU Press with its "Christian" school textbook, music, and video divisions; and LINC, the Live Interactive
Network Classroom, which broadcasts from the campus five days each week to traditional and home schools
throughout the nation.]

-  BJU has long promoted itself as a bastion of Bible Christianity. (BJU dubs itself "the 'Opportunity Place ... God's
special place for you.' While the University has grown, our educational philosophy and religious beliefs have not
changed. Bob Jones University is determined that no school shall excel it in the thoroughness of its scholastic work;
and God helping it, in the thoroughness if its Christian training. We believe that 'whatever the Bible says is so.'") Many
of its 34,000 graduates fill the pulpits of literally thousands of professing fundamental, evangelical, Bible-believing
churches throughout the United States, or serve on the mission field around the world. However, due to the more
worldly nature of the curriculum at BJU, the majority of those now earning undergraduate degrees shun the
"ministerial professions" to go into the fields of business, education, law, medicine, music, speech, art, cinema, radio
and television, and home economics. (To maintain the face of a "Christian" institution, BJU does require its
undergraduate students to take at least one course per semester in the Department of Bible.)

Dr. Bob Jones III has frequently repeated the adage that BJU is a bastion of Bible Christianity/Fundamentalism. Now
he apparently doesn't even like the term fundamentalist anymore. He recently wrote a brief column in the Spring 2002
issue of the BJU Review in which he calls upon Biblical fundamentalists to consider abandoning the term
fundamentalist. He wrote: "The term is beginning to carry an onerous connotation with the world at large because of
the media's penchant for lumping Christian Fundamentalists in the same heap as Islamic Fundamentalists." He added,
"The term now carries overtones of radicalism and terrorism" and said it "evokes fear, suspicion, and other repulsive
connotations in its current usage." Dr. Jones said he feels it is now time "to find an new label that will define us more
positively and appropriately." It is sad that Jones not only proposed this move, but also provided inaccurate historical
information as a basis for his proposal. We do not need a new label that will define us more "positively" or
"appropriately." Jones says he prefers we take on the name "preservationist," but we ask: "Who would not claim to be
a preservationist?" The liberals believe they are preserving their unorthodox beliefs that have been take and
"perverted" by today's conservatives. (Source: March-April 2002, Foundation magazine, pp. 39 & 41.)
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-  BJU claims that, "The student who comes to BJU can be certain that every aspect of University life has Jesus Christ
at its center, and the Bible as its foundation." To the contrary, creeping neo-evangelicalism at BJU under its founder
has become a compromising gallop under his grandson, thereby requiring any true fundamentalist to separate from Bob
Jones University. Yet, to say anything against BJU and its practices often leads to severe personal attacks or stony
silence from its defenders. The remainder of this report details the evidence of BJU's compromise with the world, all
the while claiming to be fundamentalist separatists (or now merely, "Preservationists"):

(1) Karate Teams: On the cover of the Spring 1992 issue of the BJU Review is a picture of black belt karate master
and senior at BJU, Jim Pitts, in full karate garb, Bible open, giving the "invitation," while the rest of the members of
BJU's "Champions for Christ karate team" are kneeling in prayer by their cinder-block bricks. On the inside cover is a
picture of Mr. Pitts breaking four bricks with his right arm, while the other team members are watching, with Bibles
open. The editor of the Review declares that "Champions for Christ is one of many different extension groups that go
out from the University each week, bringing the Gospel to needy people throughout the Southeast. These extension
ministries give all students the chance to sharpen their soulwinning skills, be an encouragement to others, and use their
skills to glorify God." (Emphasis added.)

Should a Christian's "soulwinning skills" include karate, and can that "skill" be used "to glorify God"? And what has
karate to do with the reality of "God's power" in a teenager's life? Even though it is difficult to see how the so-called
"skill" of karate could or would be used by the Holy Spirit to draw the lost to Christ, the overriding question must be:
Is there a philosophy antithetical to Christianity that is at the root of karate exhibitions? Since karate has its roots in
Zen Buddhism, and since the same Zen techniques are practiced by karate-loving "Christians" today, only dressed-up
in Christian terminology, it is obvious that no Christian should have anything to do with it. (See BDM's report on
Karate for more details.)

(2) The Four Temperaments: The BJU Press Testing and Evaluation Service markets the Personality Profile
Assessment test in order to "reveal to parents and teachers the personalities or temperaments of children; ... to provide
a basis on which to discuss with children the strengths and weaknesses of their temperaments; ... results reveal one of
four temperaments (DISC Model) as dominant; suggests relative to the dominant and combined types disclosed,
several ways to motivate, better understand, and deal with the needs of the young person."

The "four temperaments" is a long-discredited personality theory evolved from the ancient Greek belief that the
physical realm was composed of four elements: earth, air, fire, and water. Empedocles related these to four pagan
deities, while Hippocrates tied them to what were considered at that time to be the four bodily humors: blood
(sanguine), phlegm (phlegmatic), yellow bile (choleric), and black bile (melancholy). These characteristics were also
connected to the signs of the zodiac. Nevertheless, testing companies claim their wares are scientific, reliable means of
finding out about people. But research does not support their claims! Temperament tests and inventories generally
have extremely poor validity. In other words, they cannot be trusted to do what they are created to do. Therefore, BJU
is wasting time, money, and people through using personality types and tests. The four temperaments represent, at the
very least, an invalid psychological system and, at worst, an occult system. [BJU also offers a "Tests and
Measurements" course (which teaches the use of personality tests) through its Psychology Department. And Dr. Bob
Jones III states that none of his colleagues at BJU has "a problem with the four temperaments," since "most of us agree
that there are definite identifiable personality types" (personal letter on file). Christians desiring more detailed
information on this topic should read the Bobgans' book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing; BDM
also has a report on the subject.]

(3) "New Age"-Oriented Recruiting Films: Starting around 1990, when BJU sent its "marketing" reps to churches to
promote the college, a film was shown where high school students were posed looking into a computer screen to see
into their future careers. The screen "glowed" like a scene right out of ET, and a laser beam swept them into the
computer, which then became a "glowing light path" that transported them instantaneously to their destination. The
goal of the cinematography and special effects was to captivate the audience, and in the process, the youths viewing
the film were given a good dosage of a Stephen Spielberg/New Age type performance on the screen. The pitiful thing
was that this was supposed to be a recruiting film for a Bible college.

(4) BJU's Psychological Orientation: The BJU Course Catalog lists 16 "courses of instruction" in its Psychology
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Department. One could substitute the name of any secular college in the country on the front of the Catalog, and the
descriptions of the psychology courses would fit precisely. BJU justifies its psychology curriculum as challenging
students "... to know what they believe and why. ... It's all part of the psychology of the Christian life" (Winter 1990,
BJU Review, "Not Your Ordinary Shrink," pp. 12-13). Other psychological evidences at BJU:

(a) BJU Press's ShowForth video division has produced a highly psychological 2-hour video titled
"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused" (1994). The teacher on the video is Dr. Bob Wood, a
BJU faculty member specializing in "training ministerial students as biblical counselors." Wood is also an
executive vice president in administration at BJU. BJU claims that Dr. Wood's video "presents biblical
solutions for helping those who are struggling to overcome the pain of their past" (2/95, Frontline
advertisement; and the ShowForth video jacket). When I ordered the video (via BJU's toll free order
number), the order-taker recommended I also order Mrs. Jones (Bob Jones III's wife, Beneth Peters Jones)
latest book, Mount Up on Wounded Wings: For Women from Hurtful Home Backgrounds, which "might
help your wife if she ministers to those from abusive childhoods." Both the video and the book reveal just
how incredibly far BJU has gone down the path paved by the world's pop psychology/victimization
teachings. (An excellent resource that exposes victimization teachings in the professing church would be
Jim Owen's 1993 book, Christian Psychology's War on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer; see
also the BDM sub-reports for a more detailed review of both Mrs. Jones's book and Dr. Wood's video.)

(b) In 1996, BJU Press published Becoming an Effective Christian Counselor by Walter and Trudy
Fremont. And since the Foreword is by Dr. Bob Wood (see above), there is little doubt that BJU endorses
the book. One great weakness of the book is that the Fremonts, like many others, have various diagrams
that they use as pictorial representations of their teachings and for which they give questionable Biblical
justification. Some of the most questionable parts of the book are found on pages 32-49. The Fremonts
make a distinction between the "conscious mind" and the "processing mind" (p. 34), which is similar to
the Freudian conscious and unconscious. What sounds most like Freud is the statement that "what man
thinks in his conscious mind is stored in his processing mind and automatically directs his life actions.
Regardless of the environmental pressures, one can determine how he is going to respond in any
situation" (pp. 35-36; bold added). One difference from Freud is that the Fremonts have man's will
controlling what goes into the "processing mind," which then in turn directs the person. However, the
person's conscious mind at the same time evidently controls what the person does (p. 36). Talk about
confusion! They say, "What is put into this computer determines what eventually becomes one's life
action. One can get out only what is put in" (p. 35; bold added). The Fremonts are, nevertheless, Freudian
to the extent that the "processing mind" directs what a person does, even though the conscious mind
supposedly controls it. [Another problem area in the book is that of dreams (p. 34). "Wish-fulfillment" is a
term introduced by Freud and used by the Fremonts. The first paragraph of the "Dreams" section contains
a very questionable belief of the Fremonts and a very questionable conclusion about the absence of
universal dream symbols.]

(5) Worldliness Promoted: The cover of the Winter 1994 issue of the BJU Review pictures cheerleaders painted up
royally -- mascara, bright red lipstick, rouge, eye shadow, holding their pom poms, and as the caption reads,
"hamming it up for the camera." Another issue had a cover picturing BJU students dressed-up as Disney characters,
while another featured a BJU dorm room photo with a nearly life-sized poster of former NBA star Magic Johnson --
hardly a portrayal of a Biblical life-style. (Johnson retired from professional basketball because of testing HIV-
positive.) Again, one could substitute the name of any secular college in the country over these cover photographs, and
it would fit precisely. [There are no fraternities or sororities on the BJU campus (presumably because the philosophy
behind them is antithetical to Christianity), but there are 49 Greek-named "societies" (23 for men and 26 for women).
Other than not having "society houses" (all unmarried BJU students live in dormitories), there appears to be little
difference between a secular college fraternity or sorority and a BJU society -- both promote entertainment, dating,
and member-only outings; elect officers; and have pagan Greek roots.]

The overall neo-evangelical drift of the BJU Review would shock BJU's founder, not only because it is so worldly, but
also because it replaced BJU's excellent publication, FAITH for the Family. Reading through any issue of the BJU
Review, the reader will find comments like, "Join us a week earlier for three 'performances' of Donizetti's Elixir of
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Love, a delightful comedy brought to life by the Bob Jones University Opera Association." An "Opera Association" in
a Christian college? Why would BJU want its students to become learned in, and have appreciation for, the works of
heathen composers who play on the lustful emotions and feelings of audiences, i.e., the flesh? Opera music itself may
be beautiful and the attire fairly modest, but the activities depicted are worldly at best and immoral or blasphemous at
worst. (And there lies the danger -- operas demonstrate how one may be deceived into dwelling on sinful behavior
because the music is so appealing.)

BJU produces elaborate operas and plays in the name of "fine arts" that contain worldly and ungodly plots depicting
behavior such as flirtation, adultery, drunkenness, lying, etc. (BJU has been performing "professional opera" since
1942, with faculty and students in supporting roles.) Donizetti's Elixir of Love mentioned above is an 1832 opera that
depicts romantic foolishness unbecoming to God-fearing Christians, drunkenness (the "elixir" is really wine), and
deception by a quack "doctor." Yet BJU has no problem in urging students and the public to participate in and attend
such productions, which were considered off-limits by God-fearing believers at the time of their origination. Though it
might be intellectually useful for God's people to be aware of musical and literary influences in our culture, can God
be pleased by BJU's active participation involving a significant investment of time and finances?

The source of the worldliness at BJU was clearly the doing Dr. Bob Jones Jr. He established the Opera Association as
well as BJU's on-campus film studio, Unusual Films Studios (UFS). UFS was organized in 1950 to "train cinema
students and produce high quality Christian films." Bob Jones Jr. played leading roles in many of the films, as well as
leading characters in the many Shakespearean plays performed by BJU's drama association. (Shakespearean dramas
have been performed at BJU every year since 1947, with faculty and students casted in the roles.) In fact, while in
college, Bob Jr. was offered "contracts both from the legitimate stage and Warner Brothers in Hollywood." He even
considered a trip to England to further study Shakespeare. (Shakespeare was a humanist poet and playwright, not, as
some have dubbed him, "the Bard [poet] of the Bible.") [An article in the Greenville News states: "A painted portrait
of the chancellor (Bob Jones Jr.) hangs just outside his office. It shows Bob Jones dressed as a Shylock. There is a
Bible in the painting, and a statute of the Bard (Shakespeare). His office is enormous, its opulence Edwardian." Since
the Shylock in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice was the relentless moneylender, isn't it odd that Bob Jones Jr. was
proud to display himself as that character!]

Instead of a professional career in world's theater and arts, Dr. Bob chose to have his cake and eat it too -- he polluted
the University with the cultural perversions of the world, while at the same time, served as president of a
"fundamentalist, separatist" University. The outcome of all this was inevitable -- the involvement of faculty and
students in pursuing worldly acclaim became acceptable because their leader encouraged it by his example. But God is
not mocked; He no more endorsed Bob Jones immersing himself in opera, theater, and the fine arts (see below), than
He would endorse any Christian continuing in his sinful old ways after conversion.

[Concerning so-called Christian actors, acting is a pagan art and it is impossible to be filled with the Holy Spirit and
act at the same time. The Greek word hupokrites (an actor) and the Latin word hypocrita (a stage actor) is wherefrom
we get the English word "hypocrite," and is translated so in the English Bible. Jesus used this word many times and
always in a way that showed contempt for the sin of being a hypocrite. Instead, BJU would rationalize this concept and
employ it to entertain nominal Christians. But true Christianity is not something that can be depicted as some form of
entertainment. Drama and movies did not originate from the Holy Spirit, by whom Christians should be led, but rather
from the spirit of this world, that is, the spirit of antichrist. And while BJU would defend so-called Christian movies or
drama as a way to evangelize the lost, their rationale results from a lack of discernment. The Holy Spirit simply is not
involved in this sort of thing. To pretend to pray or be converted before a camera or audience is a perverted form of
insincerity that borders on blasphemy. (Adapted from Exhortations, Issue 31).]

[Late in 2001, BJU had a guest piano artist who specializes in Broadway tunes, and also put on a version of a
Shakespeare play formatted to the "Roarin' Twenties." How does participation in worldly culture (sophisticated
worldliness maybe) bring one closer to God or be better prepared to serve God's people?  Is there some Scriptural
principle that I have missed? What should be even more concerning for Bible believers is that teachers of the "Fine
Arts" present them as God-given and inherently beneficial. From the Biblical Christian perspective, Shakespeare's
context of the theatre was seen even in his own time as antithetical to holiness by concerned Christians. (More
evidence of Satan himself posing as an angel of light!) This is not to deny that creativity is a marvelous evidence of the
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spectacular wonder of our Creator. However, fallen human nature loves to have the praise of man (John 5:44; 12:43).
Setting up situations whereby young people can be on a stage/platform and receive applause is exceedingly prone to
feeding and fueling our carnal instincts. Mankind tends to hold human fashion as more up-to-date than God's ways.
Rehearsals, electronic effects, sound tracks, prepared scripts, etc. reduce our sense of need to rely on the Holy Spirit.
Manipulation of emotions not only draws crowds, but may also minimize genuine conviction of sin as a work of the
Holy Spirit. (Adapted/excerpted from a 1/02 e-mail from a concerned pastor.)]

(6) The Fine Arts: BJU's Catholic Art Collection: The world's vernacular is a common-place thing at BJU. It's a part
of BJU's "cultural refinement program" which, in addition to the performing arts, also includes the fine arts. In a 1994
BJU Review article ("A Work of Art," Winter 1994, pp. 14-16), BJU's then Chancellor, Dr. Bob Jones Jr., said this
about the University Art Gallery and Museum on campus: "I thought we ought to have an art gallery because of our
emphasis on the fine arts ... [the] museum is to help the students become acquainted with great painting ... It will enrich
their lives." Where is the emphasis on the Bible? How is it possible for a Christian to have his life enriched by heathen
art? Bob Jones and his fellow administrators fail to see that before their very eyes is a collection of costly religious
idols.

Dr. Jones had even invited secular art critics to review his collection, which he labeled the GALLERY of SACRED ART
(also known as the "University Collection of Sacred Art" and now the BJU Museum and Gallery#). Jones apparently
did not realize that the over 400 paintings and artifacts in his gallery/museum, much like those in the Vatican Museum
in Rome, are blasphemous idols that should all be destroyed according to the second commandment of God. Dr. Jones
continued in the article, "Needless to say, the critics are impressed." They are quoted as saying, "The finest collection
of religious art in America. No question, Bob Jones has the best Baroque art around. The splendor of Europe's palaces
is recaptured here."

[# In 1998, BJU changed the name of The Gallery of Sacred Art to the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery.
This name change coincided with BJU's successful effort to transform the Gallery from private status to a public,
stand-alone, tax-exempt entity operating apart from the University. Previously, gifts to the Gallery were not tax-
exempt, plus the Gallery was not eligible for public monies. BJU has now established an Annual Fund campaign to
raise monies for the operating costs of the Gallery, and it has begun accepting public funds (in October, 1998, the
Greenville County Council gave the BJU Museum $28,000 in hotel tax money to renovate its entrance; the Council cut
aid to local arts to help the Museum). As noted later in this report, BJU's success in obtaining tax-exempt status for the
Gallery has come at a price. Amazingly, for the potential of greater contributions and a meager $28,000 at the public
trough, BJU has effectively "sold its birthright for a mess of pottage."]

BJU's art collection has works dating back as far as the 1200s, but the Museum and Gallery is much more than just a
history exhibit. It's an idolatrous collection of Catholic paintings and artifacts that take visitors back through the
development of the Roman Catholic Church across Europe from the 13th through the 19th centuries (i.e., the Gothic
through Baroque periods). Every year the gallery draws thousands of visitors, including tourists from foreign
countries.

Everything in the Gallery was acquired under the watchful eye of Dr. Bob Jones Jr., who started purchasing pieces on
a shoestring budget in the late 1940s. BJU has since paid an average of $30,000 a year from 1951 to 1984 for the
collection, amounting to almost one million dollars. (No information has been made available as to how much has
been spent since 1984.) "An art gallery is like a library," Dr. Bob said. "It is one of the finest means of promotion that
the University has." One wonders, however, how many gave their money to educate young people and prepare them to
serve the Lord, only to find their talents hanging on the wall? (The present worth of the BJU art collection is valued in
the millions of dollars, and this discounts the cost of the impressive building which houses it.)

The BJU Museum and Gallery contains 30 galleries (rooms), including three authentic wood-paneled Gothic chambers,
displaying more than 400 works by famous pagan artists such as Rembrandt, Ribera, Murillo, Cranach, Veronese,
Titian Tiepolo, Botticelli, Tintoretto, Van Dyck, Rubens, and Sabastiano de Piombo. The collection's Baroque works
are the most famous, but the Gallery is well represented in other schools, such as the 15th and early 16th century
Flemish and Dutch paintings, and early gold background Italian altarpieces. The large painted crucifix is one of the
prime examples in America of this type painting of the period. Besides the paintings, the gallery/museum houses
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collections of Greek and Russian Orthodox icons; Renaissance furniture, altar pieces, famous busts, ancient coins, and
period clothing of the life and times contemporary with the paintings; sculpture; vestments made for the Imperial
Chapel in Vienna; and the Bowen Biblical Lands Museum (also known as The Bowen Collection of Biblical
Antiquities and Illustrative Material).

A columnist for the Washington Post once said in an article about BJU's Baroque art collection being found on a
Christian university's campus: "If one did not know better, one might well regard this as a Roman Catholic show.
Something strange is going on here" (Paul Richards, "Baroque, Bob Jones University Has the Best," 8/30/84, The
Greenville News). (Bold added.) Even the Post writer, an admitted polytheist, recognized the blatant inconsistency of
BJU's testimony of inclusivity to the world and its religions, while simultaneously giving lip service to exclusivity and
strict Biblical separation.

Can it please our Lord that any BJU student would be directed by Dr. Bob to learn how to be "cultured" and "enrich"
his life through the appreciation and study of Catholic art depicting false Catholic doctrine? (BJU-produced Christian
primary and secondary school history textbooks also include pictures of paintings from its "Sacred Art" collection.)
How can the Baroque art that has been collected and installed in a museum on a Christian college campus be called
"great painting" and "sacred art" when it represents Roman Catholicism? Is there anything about the Roman Catholic
system that is "great" or "sacred" in the eyes of our Lord? The collection does nothing but serve to influence many to
venerate and value religious images that are actually idols! [The same Greenville News article says: "The Bob Jones
Gallery, and its traveling exhibit, is full of Catholic paintings of the Counter-Reformation. Many of the best of them
deride the various errors of Protestant rebellion while fighting for the dogmas of the Holy Roman Church" (Emphasis
added.)]

BJU has even produced two promotional videos promoting its "Gallery of Sacred Art." Bob Jones Jr. is featured in one
video peering through Gothic columns with a glittering crucifix above his head. It is truly eerie-looking, giving the
impression that he is touring the altar site of a satanic cult shrine. Despite the superb technical mastery of many of the
paintings, they are, for the most part, indecent "art" at best, and blasphemous at worst. Christ is mocked over and over
in paintings that make Him out to be nothing more than a plastic, ugly, emaciated, long-haired, pitiful being -- even
looking effeminate. In watching the videos, one could not help but be sickened and disgusted by their weirdness and
unabashed nudity. In one painting, John the Baptist is portrayed in a skimpy leather garment standing amongst a large
group of fully clothed 16th century dandies who are, for the most part, completely disinterested in what he is saying
and looking like they are posing for a fashion show. 

While watching the video tapes of Bob Jones Jr. proudly explaining the symbolism of the works of art in his gallery, I
was very dismayed that he didn't reinforce that the Roman Catholic superstition that pervades his collection is
emblematic of the ghastly spiritual darkness of the 16th and 17th centuries. He didn't call to our attention that the
wealth and power evidenced by the patrons of those works of art helped to suppress Scripture truth among the general
population.

The Council of Trent of the Catholic Church decreed in 1563, during the very time of BJU's favorite period -- the
Baroque Period -- speaking for all Christendom of course, this law which has been carried forth to this day: "The
images of Christ and the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had and to be kept, especially in
Churches, and due honor and veneration are to be given them" (Sess. 25). And in Canon 1188: "The practise of
displaying sacred images in the churches for the veneration of the faithful is to remain in force." BJU appears to be
following Roman Catholic decrees more religiously than do Roman Catholics themselves!

Should we hold in high esteem paintings produced by Roman Catholics (some of which were even sexual perverts)
that clearly evidence superstition and paganism? It seems because these paintings are considered as "great works of
art" by BJU, as well as by the world's art connoisseurs and by the Catholic Church, that Dr. Bob expects us as
Christians to excuse their vileness and admire them as he did, even calling them "sacred." [Does not "sacred" mean
holy and set apart unto God?] When Dr. Bob stated that he just "had to buy Catholic pictures, despite the falsehoods in
them" (albeit only "unfortunate, naive errors" according to Dr. Jones), he clearly revealed his sinful involvement and
the true value of the paintings. Nobody, certainly not the Lord, made Bob Jones buy them. In fact, God commanded
that he not do so (Exo. 20:4-5). [BJU has sponsored conferences on campus designed to expose Catholic doctrine (e.g.,
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a 2-day conference held at BJU from 6/13/95-6/17/95), as well as published articles against Catholicism ("Catholic
Prejudice and Propaganda," 11/84 FAITH for the Family), yet it sees nothing wrong with blasphemous Catholic art,
which depicts these same false doctrines!]

[Particularly disturbing is an advertisement that was run by BJU in Frontline magazine, heralding the BJU collection
as a "masterpiece" which was "the only Bible most people could read" and "communicated religious themes to the
common man." Whoever at BJU wrote those bylines is woefully ignorant of Roman Catholic suppression of truth for
centuries. The implication is that the artists designed the art to Christianize the lost, yet even a superficial survey of the
people and times shows that whatever piety the artists and their wealthy patrons expressed was a devilish perversion of
New Testament Christianity. Whatever artistic beauty, craftsmanship, and clever symbolism may be incorporated in
BJU's Catholic art collection cannot erase Rome's twisting of God's truth and introduction of strange superstitions. The
documentation that these paintings give of the evolution of the Old Testament Cherubim to pagan cherubs is a fresh
reminder of this art being instead a testimonial to the diabolical darkness perpetuated by Rome and its victims.
(Personal letter on file.)]

-  The newest approach to "witnessing" at BJU is the adaptation of its blasphemous art collection to a display of
"Living Art." This is where BJU adapts the scenes from some of the Art Gallery paintings to an on-stage presentation
with real people and music (under the direction of BJU's "department of dramatic productions"). BJU depicts the glory
of its "sacred art" as almost commanding that "the scenes and subjects ... jump off the canvas and come to life." For
example, at BJU's 4/10/98 inaugural production (titled "What Manner of Man?"-- featuring "seven live, reproduced
works of art and an original play highlighting the life and ministry of Christ"), one such scene was a personified
bronze statue of Jesus washing the feet of one of His disciple's -- rotating around in circles on stage, the characters
being motionless. The person playing the part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and little else. Evidently, First
Union Bank of Greenville didn't have a problem with it either, since they were the ones sponsoring the program
(which cost more than $100,000 to produce). Since much of the art in BJU's Gallery has quite a bit of nakedness, it will
be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to replicate in human form in front of their students for their
spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel. BJU plans a new Living Gallery production every year around the
Easter season. (Sources: 4/2/98, BJU, THE COLLEGIAN; and the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  BJU continues their swift and unapologetic decline. A controversy began on February 2, 2000, when Texas Gov.
George W. Bush kicked off his South Carolina presidential primary campaign at BJU. When he stayed silent on the
school's interracial dating ban and its statements that have called the pope an agent of the anti-Christ, Bush's
opponents, including the mainstream media, hammered Bush for not denouncing BJU's theology. So, on 3/3/00, Bob
Jones III was a guest on Larry King Live in defense of his school. Jones publicly announced that BJU was dropping its
long-standing policy against "interracial dating." Dr. Bob called interracial dating a non-issue, a matter unimportant
and hardly worth all the bad publicity the school was getting. Jones also told King that the school had never had any
Biblical reference to support its ban, but that it was merely "an insignificant part of the school's stance against a one-
world order."

Jones's efforts to downplay BJU's emphasis on the rule prohibiting interracial dating were not completely honest, as
shown by the fact that the University was willing to take its "most insignificant," "unimportant," "meaningless" rule to
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1983, where it was presented as "based on a genuine belief that the Bible forbids interracial
dating and marriage" (statement in court document). It is a most disturbing revelation that Jones now admits that BJU's
policy, which the school took to the Supreme Court, had no solid Biblical basis, yet they claimed it as a "religious
freedom" issue at the time. How can a truly fundamentalist organization uphold a conviction for which it now says it
never had any Biblical basis?

Moreover, in 1983, speaking to the U.S. Supreme Court decision that had just removed BJU's tax-exempt status
because of its interracial dating ban, Bob Jones III then said, "... the policy that has gotten us into this difficulty is a
Bible policy and we're going to hold onto it." Also in 1983, he said, "We won't change the policy." Now the policy is
gone. In 1983, "We will pay the taxes we have to pay and trust the Lord to sustain the institution as long as He wants
it sustained." In the 1977-78 BJU Bulletin, an excerpt from the University Charter reads, "This charter shall never be
amended, modified, altered, or changed as to the provisions herein before set forth." Also, Dr. Bob Jones Sr. was once
heard on a radio program talking about the University Charter; he stated, "that if the school ever departed from its
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original position the school was to be shut down, the property sold, and the money to be distributed according to the
instructions therein." Does this all mean that God does not want BJU to continue any longer, and that the school's
assets should be sold?

Gathered at the school's auditorium to watch Larry King's show, thousands of BJU students were surprised and
bewildered by Jones' decision to end the ban, news reports said. "We didn't expect this at all," one student told the
Associated Press. But for 73 years, BJU's policy had been considered important enough for the school to expel
students guilty of violating it. Will the school now apologize for punishing these students over a non-issue?

On the same program, Dr. Bob, seeking to describe the love of God to Larry King, expressed that God loves
homosexuals and even the Pope. Such an anti-Scriptural message gives sinners comfort to remain as they are -- after
all, if God loves them just the way they are, then why should they bother to change? Yet, contrary to Dr. Bob, David
prayed, "Do not I hate them, O LORD, that hate thee? And am not I grieved with those that rise up against thee? I hate
them with perfect hatred: I count them my enemies" (Psalm 139 21-22). But Dr. Bob was not desirous of making
enemies; he was seeking, as Jehoshaphat, to make friends with the ungodly and love them that hate the Lord (2 Chron.
19:2). When Dr. Bob had the opportunity to preach the righteousness of God against evil men, he appealed to a love
about which God knows nothing. Had Dr. Bob quoted Psalm 5:5-6 -- "The foolish shall not stand in thy sight: thou
hatest all workers of iniquity. Thou shalt destroy them that speak leasing: the LORD will abhor the bloody and
deceitful man" -- it would not have been in politically correct character for a man evidently seeking the praise of
liberals. (Sources: 3/00, The Perilous Times; Jan-Mar 2000, The Angelus; 3/13/00, Christian News.) [Further evidence
of Jones's compromise: As of March 4, 2000, one day after the Larry King interview, BJU had dropped from its web
site statements from Dr. Bob calling Catholicism and Mormonism cults. Removed was the statement: "The diminution
of evangelistic enterprise to cults which call themselves Christian, including Catholicism and Mormonism, is
frightening."]

-  A 10/24/98 Associated Press story relates a BJU decision to deny access to its campus to a BJU graduate who is an
admitted homosexual. The story details how BJU skirts the federal anti-discrimination laws because it is a private
institution, having lost its tax-exempt status in 1970 for racial discrimination (and upheld in a U.S. Supreme Court
decision in 1983). BJU vows to have the banned homosexual arrested for trespassing if he tries to enter its fenced-in,
200-acre campus. Yet, homosexuals are not banned from BJU's blasphemous Museum and Gallery. Why? Because the
art museum IS tax-exempt, and any so-called discrimination in the Museum's admittance policies would cause BJU to
not only suffer a hefty annual federal, state, and local tax burden, but also cut off BJU's access to local funding (i.e.,
the Greenville County Council had recently approved $28,000 in hotel tax monies to improve the entrance to the art
museum).

So, the message is clear: BJU will stand against unrepentant homosexual alumni, but only if it doesn't cost BJU any
money. Apparently, if BJU's taxes would be increased, or if BJU would lose taxpayer funding, then no principle is that
important.

The following observation of a BJU student on Sunday, November 29, 1998, reveals the fruit of BJU's new
homosexual admittance policy (reported in the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus):

"More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob Jones University facility today. Just after
two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of the BJU art gallery. As they
walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands. As if perverse
behavior, pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several members of the
group wore ... pro-sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers read: 'I love my son;' 'End
racism'; and 'Hate is not a family value.'"

-  The Jones family also had no problem with the possible heir-apparent to the presidency of BJU attending a Roman
Catholic institution of higher learning -- Bob Jones III's son, Bob Jones IV, was a doctoral student in history at the
(Roman Catholic) University of Notre Dame (ND). Many have questioned Bob III on the appropriateness of a
professing fundamentalist attending a Catholic institution of higher learning. BDM obtained a copy of a 12/96
personal letter from Bob III, in response to someone who had shown him a copy of a BDM Letter article that touched
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on the matter of Bob IV's enrollment at ND. In the letter, Bob III had this to say about The BDM Letter and its editor:

"The BDM Letter was written by a man who hates BJU, finds fault with everything, including the art
gallery. His whole purpose in life seems to be to turn people against the school, and he is full of venom
and loves to sow seeds of discord among the brethren. He is totally irresponsible with the facts, and if
what he writes about BJU were true, I wouldn't like the school either."

The material in this report about BJU IS TRUE and is thoroughly documented. Bob III goes on to say that he and Bob
IV's grandfather (Bob Jr.) encouraged Bob IV to go to Notre Dame, because Notre Dame "happens to be very
conservative." Wait a minute -- I thought Notre Dame is a Roman Catholic University? Not any more, according to
Bob III: "Notre Dame today is like any other college that had a religious heritage that has become a secular institution
... the fact that it [Notre Dame] had a former Catholic heritage is in no way a religious compromise for him [Bob IV]
or for the University [BJU]." (Emphasis added.) (See note below.)

Bob III then goes on to make the comparison that Bob IV going to ND is no different than Bob III doing his graduate
work at Northwestern and NYU, and Bob Jr. doing graduate work at the University of Chicago and Pittsburgh. Bob III
then quotes Bob IV to explain "in his own words" why he chose ND:

"I feel absolutely certain that the Lord has ... called me to pursue my Ph.D. at Notre Dame. Out of more
than a hundred applicants, I was one of only eight students accepted into the graduate history department.
This despite the fact that I have no academic background in history and that I came from an institution that
does not belong to an accrediting association. Furthermore, the department offered me a full tuition waiver
for as long as it takes me to complete the Ph.D. program. Even more miraculously perhaps, every other
door swung firmly shut, just as I had prayed."

Look at the lengths to which ND went to hook and reel in this "fundamentalist" fish to its Catholic University, all
admitted to by Bob IV!: (1) Bob IV was totally unqualified to enter the graduate history program at ND ("no
academic background in history" and a graduate of a non-accredited institution); and (2) He received a free ride for
life (a "full tuition waiver" worth more than $20,000 per year "for as long as it takes"). Yet he attributes his good
fortune to the miraculous hand of God! Are Bob IV and his father so spiritually blind that they cannot see that ND
pulled out all the stops to be able to brag that the great grandson of the founder of Bob Jones University has no
problem with Catholicism and identifying with the University of Notre Dame? (See note below.)

Bob IV then expands on his father's claim that Notre Dame is not really Catholic anymore: "Notre Dame is a
University of Catholic heritage, not Catholic hegemony. ... it has long since lost its religious distinctiveness. ...
[Moreover] The graduate department of history is well known throughout the University as a bastion of evangelical
Christianity." He then goes on to "prove" this by citing the fact that "outspoken evangelicals" George Marsden and
Nathan Hatch are "endowed chair" and "dean" of the school, respectively. What he fails to say is that Marsden and
Hatch are rank Catholic-sympathizers and neo-evangelical to the core. (Their colleague and frequent co-author at
Wheaton College, Mark Noll, was a signatory to the Evangelical and Catholics Together [ECT] Accord; Hatch also
signed the ECT.)

For BJU aficionados, not to fear -- Bob III closes his letter with a personal testimony concerning the heart of the
potential  next president of Bob Jones University: "He [Bob IV] is a true-hearted Fundamentalist and desires to give
himself as a servant of the Lord to help keep the University [BJU] a bastion of Bible Christianity." (Bold added.)

[5/97 Note: A well-known Christian researcher and author called ND in South Bend, Indiana and spoke
with the undergraduate admissions office and the graduate admissions office. Both individuals said "yes"
to the following question: "Is Notre Dame a Roman Catholic University?" The graduate admissions
person added, "While there are students of other faiths here, the students are predominantly Roman
Catholic." In addition, in speaking with ND's provost, regarding faculty hiring, it was stated that at least
60% of the faculty are Roman Catholics. The provost was asked if ND required a statement of faith to be
signed by faculty before being hired, such as at Protestant institutions like Liberty University and BJU.
The response was that ND did not. The provost then proudly remarked that Bob Jones IV is a student at
Notre Dame. Also, a spokesperson in the ND History Department divulged the following information: (1)
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It is VERY difficult to get into the Ph.D. program. It is extremely competitive; (2) However, all students
who are accepted are given a full tuition waiver. In addition, some are given up to $4,000 per year in grant
money. The full-tuition waiver is only for the first four years of the program; (3) The average Ph.D.
candidate takes at least six years to complete the program. There is a ten-year limit on the Ph.D. program.

Compare the above with Bob Jones IV's statement that "the department offered me a full tuition waiver for
as long as it takes." Notre Dame obviously made an exceptional exception to bring in Bob Jones IV and to
make sure he succeeded. Apparently, this unqualified student was accepted into an "extremely
competitive" and hard-to-get-into program, given full tuition waiver, "for as long as it takes," and
probably given a $4,000 grant on top of it. Is this a miracle of God or has the Jones' family made an
unbiblical, disgraceful compromise? It appears that the Jones' family has once again compromised the
doctrine of separation, this time for the price of tuition, possible grant money, and an almost guaranteed
Ph.D. (Bob Jones IV received his Ph.D. in 2000.)

Official ND brochures and catalogues were also procured. The following quotes from these documents
overwhelmingly contradict the claims of the Joneses that ND is no longer a Roman Catholic institution:
(Emphases added.)

(1) "In keeping with the vision of its founders, ND has continued to affirm the necessity of
not only transmitting accumulated academic knowledge, but also being a Catholic community,
in the very best sense of the term" (Undergraduate Programs 1996-1997: Bulletin of
Information; p. 10).

(2) "From its founding in 1842 until the present ND has self-consciously and proudly
proclaimed itself to be a Catholic university. ... This reference to Catholicity builds on a
historical connection to the Roman Catholic Church and its cultivation of the great
transcendental values of truth, beauty and goodness. It presupposes that a life given over to
learning and scholarship can be a valid route to God" (Undergraduate Programs 1996-1997:
Bulletin of Information; p. 7).

(3) "As a Catholic research university ... ND has a pivotal role to play as a Catholic center of
learning" (University of Notre Dame Graduate Studies 1996-1998; p. 1).

(4) "ND is a Catholic university where we take our religious heritage seriously, but where
other religious traditions are respected and represented as well. ... Here, religion serves as a
topic for academic inquiry as well as for individual reflection" (Notre Dame Admissions
brochure -- over the signature of ND president, Edward A. Malloy). (The brochure goes on to
quote Pope John Paul II on what he describes as the "ideal Catholic university," which ND
applies to itself.)]

-  A Frontline magazine (Vol. 6, No. 4) with the cover theme, "The Christian and the Arts," carried a lead article titled,
"The God of All Beauty." The article is very disturbing because it lists so many Scripture references [out of
context/misapplied], but the author's rationalizations fail to give due consideration to Pauline Epistle truths for this
Church Age and the warnings about this world/age. Two other articles in this Frontline issue are by Donna Lynn Hess
of BJU, one on fantasy and the other on selecting reading material for children. The first article refers favorably to C.S.
Lewis, a devotee and author of occult fantasy with unbiblical metaphors; yet Hess claims that this kind of fantasy is
useful in helping children "develop valuable literary skills" and in developing an understanding of "similar literary
elements used in Scripture." In the second article by Hess, she states: "As Christian parents, we recognize the need for
choosing books in which the theme is morally sound. But it is just as important to be sure that this theme is artfully
expressed"; she also says that it's okay to expose children to stories with themes "antithetical to Christian beliefs" in
order to "help inoculate them against the false ideas, attitudes and behaviors these writers promote."

BJU's ShowForth video division ("The video source you can trust.") also markets three productions of C.S. Lewis'
fiction and a documentary biography of Lewis himself. ShowForth 's catalog layout (p. 7) under "Inspirational" lists
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C.S. Lewis as one of the "Warriors of the Word" along with C.H. Spurgeon. Considering Lewis's many theological
errors, it is dangerously deceptive to place him in such august company. A pastor knowledgeable in the unbiblical
teachings of Lewis wrote to BJU documenting Lewis's errors. BJU responded with an involved, articulate, but off-the-
mark defense for using "fantasy" as a teaching tool. [See the BDM report on the writings of C.S. Lewis.]

In the articles in Frontline, as well in articles sent out by ShowForth, Hess gives an unusually broad description to the
term "fantasy," and does not give adequate consideration to the whole counsel of God. "Fantasy" should not be used to
describe the figures of speech and literary techniques found in God's Word. Instead, more serious study ought be made
of the nature of God, the condemnation of all forms of spiritism throughout Scripture, the recurring theme of
sober/sound mind (especially in the New Testament), and the disassociation in the Epistles with "fables" (myths) in
presenting God's message.

-  In these times we live in, pastors and parents must exercise extreme caution regarding the literary use of fantasy.
But this caution is apparently not important to BJU; BJU Press has published Medallion, a popular fantasy reader for
elementary age home-schoolers. There are strange similarities between Medallion and two explicitly pagan books --
one a sixth-grade reader for public schools called The Dark is Rising, and a Wiccan manual by Starhawk called The
Spiral Dance. In response to a review of Medallion by Berit Kjos, BJU trivializes the similarities, and states, "It
appears that what this critique requires of Medallion rules out all fantasy for the Christian. We hold that no story can
mix fantasy with the supernatural facts of Scripture without dangerously trivializing Biblical truth by associating
scriptural realities with a dream world." [Couldn't have stated the truth more clearly if we had tried!] Contrary to the
scholarly opinion of BJU's Literature and Language departments, "Christian" fantasy parallels the occultic literature for
children, using similar images, story-lines, symbols, and characters. Literary fantasy, rather than being neutral, has
occultic roots. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 10/96, The Christian Conscience, pp. 40-42; see page 41 for a
detailed comparison of Medallion and The Dark is Rising.) (See BDM's report on "Christian" Fantasy.)

-  In late-November of 1996, BJU sent out a promotional brochure and letter from Bob Jones III hyping BJU's new
affiliation with the Dominion Satellite Network and its Sky Angel project. BJU signed-on with the Dominion DBS
(Direct Broadcast Satellite) system "to develop and air a full range of educational programming." The system initially
carried BJU home-school programming as well as BJU's FM radio programming, making Dominion DBS the official
electronic delivery system for BJU's home-schooling channels. On 12/10/96, BJU began airing a single channel on
Dominion, which has since become a full-blown K5-12 curriculum. In early-1998, BJU began broadcasting several
channels for home-schoolers all day, five days per week.

BJU describes Dominion as "... the only Christian-oriented organization in the world to own and operate a DBS
system. ... DBS ... provides multiple channels of programming in a 'family values' context without all the filth that is
typically on television." And since BJU now has its home-schooling programming on Dominion (albeit at an additional
charge for certain curricula), BJU encourages its supporters to sign-up with Dominion (i.e., "... contact the folks at
Dominion right away"). (The cost for the basic system is $849, which includes the dish, installation, and a one-time
$195 "sponsorship gift" to the Dominion Foundation.)

But shouldn't Christians also be concerned about the other so-called "Christian" programming coming into their homes
via the Dominion system? Who would want anyone in their family nurtured on the teachings of John Osteen, Jack
Hayford, Pat Robertson, John Hagee, Kenneth & Gloria Copeland, Oral & Richard Roberts, Dwight Thompson, Tim
LaHaye, Charles Stanley, Chuck Swindoll, David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Jerry Falwell, Tony Evans, Marilyn Hickey,
Kay Arthur, James Robison, Fred K.C. Price, Bill Bright, Robert Schuller, John & Ann Gimenez, David Mains, Josh
McDowell, Steve Arterburn, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, James Dobson, Tony Campolo, Jack Van Impe, J.R.
Church, Luis Palau, Greg Laurie, and a host of other DBS program providers? Or how about the "melodies" of
Carman, Bill Gaither, ZMUSIC (Youth-Contemporary), THE BEAT (CCM), and SOLID ROCK V.D.O. ("Christian"
rock-n-roll Music Videos)? To top it all off, Dominion allocated several programming time slots to two Catholic
priests and a Catholic nun!

However, BJU does give the following wishy-washy "warning": "While we could not endorse all of its participants,
[we are] very glad to be a part of the Dominion network ..." Why? Because BJU wants "to help provide programming
that will promote the truths of Scripture and wholesome family values. ... Wholesome, Christ-honoring music and
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programming." Thus, BJU deems it okay to bring the teachings of the hyper-charismatics, the psychologizers, the neo-
evangelicals, the "Christian" rockers, and even the Roman Catholic Church into Christian homes, because it's part of
the overall good that will come from BJU being able to broadcast its so-called Christ-honoring home-schooling
curriculum. But with BJU's association with, and recommendation of, the Dominion network, along with its non-
warning warning, one has to wonder how many thousands of undiscerning believers will ultimately fall under the
influence of some of the most seriously wicked false teaching ever to pollute the airwaves! Lack of a clear warning
message or rating system of all the other programs on the Dominion DBS system leaves the impression that all
programs are acceptable and are, therefore, valid viewing options for those who bought into the system because of the
BJU programs and the BJU recommendation.

-  The following is a letter BDM received from a BJU student; it further depicts the worldliness condoned at BJU:

"The date is 4/19/97, at the BJU Academy Junior/Senior Banquet. I was a freshman in the University at
the time and was dating a Senior in the Academy. She was required to attend the event and so I did not
want her to have to go alone. It appeared to me that as we walked into the dining hall at the Academy, that
this was going to be a pagan fest -- the first thing I noticed was what appeared to be a huge 'king Tut
head' on the stage at the end of the dining hall. It stood approximately five feet high and was made out of
shiny gold material and a sky blue material with the two objects that king Tut was found holding. There
was a pyramid, standing about three feet tall, on either side, made out of some sort of thin white paper.
The pyramids were lit on the inside, giving a New Age, mystical look. Around the walls there were
dispersed real 'poles' decorated like an Egyptian tomb. The walls were also decorated like the inside of an
Egyptian tomb. On the two head tables there were what appeared to be pharaoh's heads made out of gold
material and approximately eight inches in height. In the center of the dining hall was a platform stage, on
which a play was conducted during the evening meal, as 'entertainment.'

"The play was your typical murder mystery plot, with a little audience participation thrown in. Throughout
the play there was much unnecessary touching between the male and female actors. Approximately three
quarters of the way through the play, there was a break in the action and an opportunity for the audience
members to stand up and accuse characters in the play of having been the one who committed the murder.
One of these audience members, who had been at the head table, was Bob Jones III. He stood up and gave
an eloquent charge of accusation against a character of the play. This, to me, indicated his complete
acceptance of the contents of the play, or else he would not have participated as such.

"I watched closely throughout the action of the play the facial expressions of Bob Jones III. My intention
was to see if he was in approval of the action. Many times at which I would say were questionable events
in the play, I would look over at Bob Jones III and see him smiling in pleasure.

"At the end of the evening, Bob Jones III gave a 'challenge.' It was a decent message, but it did not make
amends for the indecency of the evening play. The evening was not geared to glorify God in the true
Biblical sense of the meaning. Yes, they opened up in prayer and they ended with a challenge, but the
evening did not glorify the Lord Jesus Christ! I guarantee that there were unsaved youth in that room. Was
this a true testimony of what Christianity is all about?? Apparently, Bob Jones III thinks so, since he
participated in the play! This makes me outraged! There were hundreds of young people, Juniors and
Seniors. What a stumbling block to these young people! If this is Christianity (and it is not), this is
hypocrisy! The evening events depicted compromise and corruption at best and hypocrisy at worst."

-  During the course of an "act" that a visiting, secular, boys-choir was performing (Fall of 1998) on the same BJU
chapel platform where the preaching is done, one of the boys gave a filthy gesture to another boy. The entire audience
of about seven thousand students and visitors burst out into a murmur that could be heard throughout the place. Some
students laughed, some were angry, others were in dismay. Almost immediately, the fire alarm went off, causing the
evacuation of the building. Many of the students thought the alarm was set-off by the administration in protest of the
visiting choir-boy's obscenity. Such was not the case, however, and shortly, all re-entered the building to conclude the
program.
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The next day, Dr. Bob Jones III informed one of the students that he was very angry that such a thing was done and
that he would not invite the group back again, but that neither he nor anyone else in the administration had caused the
building to be evacuated; the fire alarm was an accident. Dr. Bob never gave an apology to the students, nor a public
reproof to the visiting sinners who sinned publicly, nor a regret or refund to the visitors. Evidently, BJU's brand of
"fundamentalism" has fallen to the place where the members of a visiting performance company can make filthy
gestures, receive no shame or rebuke, and BJU still makes money off of the whole thing! (Reported in the
November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Promise Keepers
has also decided to affiliate with the Dominion DBS Network, and even cites BJU as a fellow traveler -- Source:
Promise Keepers 7/29/97 Press Release:

"DOMINION SKY ANGEL -- Thanks to a special arrangement between PK and Dominion Sky Angel
Television, viewers may be able to watch this event [Stand in the Gap Washington Rally in 10/97] in their
churches and homes. Dominion Sky Angel, a new 24-hour a day, multi-channel, direct broadcast satellite
provider of Christian television and radio programming, will be airing SITG live. This arrangement also
gives PK the future potential to establish a dedicated Promise Keepers' satellite channel which would
enable it to do specialized broadcasts such as, live event coverage, chats with Coach McCartney,
educational programs and small group seminars. The $394 one-time price, which includes the hardware
and a lifetime Christian programming package from Sky Angel, makes this affordable for individuals and
churches alike and plants the seeds for a virtual PK network. ... Sky Angel , which carries numerous
television channels (The Worship Channel, 100-PLUS Ministries, The FamilyNet Channel, Home School
Preview & Christian Television Network and numerous others) and radio signals (American Family
Radio, Calvary Satellite Network, KTLW-FM Christian Music/Talk and Bob Jones Radio), will be
expanding to approximately 50 channels over the next year. This will include more lifetime ministry
channels for educational and specialty programming."

-  Louis Sheldon, founder and chairman of the Traditional Values Coalition (TVC), is a 1960 graduate of the liberal
Princeton Theological Seminary and is a former Presbyterian pastor, and in 1977 helped start the charismatic CBN
University with Pat Robertson. The TVC has grown in ten years to include some 31,000 church congregations across
the United States. In a TVC information paper it stated, "What makes TVC unique is its multiracial membership of
churches made up of various denominations, races and socio-economic backgrounds." In an article in Human Events,
dated 2/11/94, and titled "Conservative Spotlight," Sheldon stated, "We have been able to attract Catholics, Jews,
Mormons and all sorts of Protestants to unite on behalf of the preservation of their deeply held sense ... This broad
coalition of Americans has united around religion and this is a very good thing for our country."

In light of the documented evidence presented above, one would think that BJU and its graduates would want to have
nothing to do with the TVC. To the contrary, in the Summer 1996 BJU Review, a two-thirds page article features the
pictures and story of a BJU alumnus who is employed by the TVC (p. 5). The article favorably describes the TVC and
the work the alumnus performs as a TVC staff member. The article concludes with a TVC phone number where
individuals who wish to "get involved" with the organization can obtain further information. (Sheldon also spoke once
in a BJU chapel service.)

The BJU endorsement is a clear reversal of a previous position regarding political coalitions with an ecumenical basis.
When the Moral Majority (MM) appeared on the scene, just like the TVC, it contained some morally appealing
positions. Yet BJU staunchly contested against the MM and its founder because of its ecumenical structure. The
ecumenicist winds of 2000 A.D. are blowing strong. It appears this once mighty "bastion of the faith" no longer has the
courage to resist the deceptive sweeping ecumenical tides (just as it has failed to resist the tides of psychology and
other worldly philosophies). Despite anticipated protestations to the contrary that nothing has changed with regard to
stance, the indications are that this "fortress of the faith" is gradually weakening. Gradualism is a slow but sure method
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of destroying the faith once delivered unto the saints. (Adapted from the 2/97, The Perilous Times, p. 5.)

-  In summary, BJU's standards are eroding daily. Not only does BJU have a museum of idols, it also has placed its
Catholic art on the walls of various classroom buildings, administrative offices, and in its War Memorial Chapel.
Moreover, it boasts of its Opera Association, its Shakespearean drama, its karate team, its personality testing service,
its psychology curriculum, its publishing of occult fantasy, its association with the Dominion Satellite Network, and
the acumen of its liberal arts faculty. BJU has duplicated the programs of the world, only under a Christian guise. It
has taken a steady downhill path, from being a Bible college, to a liberal arts college, to a university. It appears to be
only a matter of time now before BJU becomes another BIOLA University (once the Bible Institute of Los Angeles).

-  BJU promotes inclusiveness in a very sophisticated manner. While BJU's separatist stand is cast off to permit deeper
involvement in worldly pursuits, it would seem that Bob Jones and his colleagues reason that the more prosperous,
successful, and popular their institution can be in the eyes of the world, the more they can win the world over. Instead,
the tragic reality is that the world has won them over. How prophetic BJU was of its own institution when in 1977 it
wrote:

"Dr. Bob Jones III considers his chief work at Bob Jones University to be 'keeping the ship on a steady
course when there are so many adverse winds blowing from all directions. From within fundamentalism
there is a restructuring taking place which I feel is harmful to the cause. This departure is going to lead to
doctrinal and directional errors for the Church of Jesus Christ, I believe, because it is a departure from
Biblical fundamentalism. I think the pressures of the age -- the commercialism of the age -- are largely
responsible for it. It is the idea that so long as soulwinning is taking place, then it doesn't really matter
what methods we use to arrive at those ends and purposes. I'm afraid that this idea of the end justifies the
means is going to destroy, if the Lord tarries, fundamentalism as we know it.'"

One wonders how the young people being taught at Bob Jones University are going to learn to trust God and rely on
prayer, or function properly in the local church, when its leaders say one thing, yet act as though they are entitled to
operate without regard for the Bible.

Personal Note

In late-September of 1996, I [Biblical Discernment Ministries of BDM] received in the mail a flier announcing a Bible
conference at a supposedly fundamentalist, separatist association of churches. The speaker for the conference was
scheduled to be Dr. Bob Jones Jr. The flier read like a BJU press release, boasting of BJU's "Collection of Sacred Art"
and of Dr. Jones' role in its procurement. I wrote a letter of protest to the director of the association sponsoring the
conference, challenging the association's official position on Biblical separation in light of Dr. Jones scheduled
appearance. In October of 1996, I received a response from the association's director. Below are excerpts from that
letter (numbered 1-4) with my response below each item. This is provided in order to demonstrate the illogical
rationalizations professing separatists will make in order to accommodate their loyalties to schools and organizations:

1. "... you have taken Biblical separation to an unbiblical extreme. Separation has to do with parting from those in
doctrinal error or those who are disobedient to the command of separation. To apply it to a man because he is a
connoisseur of 15th century art is a perversion of the doctrine."

Response: The Catholic art in the BJU collection depicts idolatrous false doctrines. Moreover, BJU and Dr. Jones
refer to this art as "SACRED"! Webster's Dictionary defines sacred: "to consecrate; to make sacred or declared holy;
dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity; worthy of religious veneration; entitled to reverence and
respect; of or relating to religion: not secular or profane." Are not Bob Jones Jr. and BJU guilty of "doctrinal error" by
their procurement of, devotion to, and display of these so-called "sacred art" pieces that depict the doctrines of a false
religious system? Moreover, is it not abhorrent that these art pieces are foisted upon innocent students as "fine arts ...
to help [them] become acquainted with great painting ... [to] enrich their lives" (quote from Bob Jones Jr.)? Are we not
commanded in Scripture to separate from false doctrines regardless of the form in which they come to us? Is this
position a "perversion of the doctrine" of separation? I think not.
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2. "To appreciate the work of the men of the past in art, science or exploration is not to cooperate with them or aid
them in their mistaken beliefs."

Response: We're not talking about mere "appreciation" here, as one would appreciate a model train collection. We're
talking about art pieces that were specifically created to display and to promote the "mistaken [Roman Catholic]
beliefs" of these artists. Do you think Michelangelo was commissioned by the papacy as a neutral artist, one who
would have rather been painting landscapes than doctrinal art pieces? To then pass off this art (which was created to
encourage worship in a false religious system) as neutral, with no doctrinal significance, is ludicrous.

3. "[Michelangelo, et al.] did outstanding things in the history of our world. If you followed your principle to the
ultimate end you would reject a large part of history on the basis of 'Biblical separation.' That is a perversion of the
scriptural doctrine."

Response: This is a false analogy. No way is the art specifically created for devotion and worship in a false religious
system analogous to any medium that would depict secular history. What if I were a devotee of American Civil War
art (which I am not), had spent millions of dollars on its procurement, built a building on a "Christian" College campus
to house it and display it, and called it fine art essential to the students' education? You'd probably say I was nuts and
that I had wasted the Lord's money. (You'd be right.) But at least it would not be sacrilegious -- there's no calling it
"sacred" and there's no false doctrine depicted in it.

4. "I am concerned lest you lessen your usefulness by getting deeply involved in things which are your personal taste
rather than things which have nothing to do with apostasy or new evangelicalism."

Response: If you classify the false doctrines of Roman Catholicism, dressed-up and foisted upon the undiscerning as
"fine art," as mere "personal taste," then I suspect there is nothing BJU can do that would cause you to separate from
them -- certainly not their "Christian" karate teams, their promotion of Four Temperament theory and Jungian-based
personality typing, their performance of operas and dramas with licentious themes, nor their promotion of authors of
false doctrine and occult fantasy (e.g., C.S. Lewis). Perhaps your eyes will be opened when the next generation of
Joneses takes the helm at BJU, particularly if it happens to be the one educated at (the Roman Catholic) University of
Notre Dame.

Note: Sometime later, I received the following letter from a pastor of an independent Baptist church. I think this letter
speaks for itself -- does it not accurately depict the attitude of the association director referred to above?:

"I've been perplexed about the loyalty Baptists have for BJU for years. If I had the time, inclination, and
resources, I would write a thesis entitled 'BJU: The Great Exception.' The idea is this: It seems that so
many who are themselves 'Baptist Fundamentalists' have great conviction until it comes to BJU -- that's
the EXCEPTION!

"By the way, why has no one written a critique of Cornbread and Caviar, by Bob Jones Jr. Frankly, I've
never read anything quite like it. I have so many questions:

* Does he hate Baptists?
* It's supposedly an autobiography, yet no stories of growing up in Sunday School and church.
Did he go?
* Where is his church membership? Is it a local Baptist church?
* Do the Joneses go to church? Do they go to Sunday School? Do [any of them] teach a
class? ...
* I think Bob, Jr. calls himself an evangelist -- in what sense? Did he hold campaigns? In
what churches?
* Did Bob, Jr. ever make a mistake? -- I couldn't find any in the book.

"I could go on and on! The fact is this: If I did not name Bob Jones Jr. or his son, but just described him
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anonymously to a fellow-Baptist preacher, and then recommended that this man preach at his Baptist
church, my fellow-Baptist preacher would reject the recommendation immediately!"

* Some of the material in this and the accompanying report on BJU's art gallery has been adapted from three sources
produced by Dick Wilton: (1) a 1/22/95 paper titled "Separation-Unity"; (2) a 4/15/95 personal letter (draft) to Dr. Bob
Jones Jr. (final letter dtd. 5/2/95); and (3) a 5/2/95 paper titled "The Idolatry of Bob Jones Jr. and Bob Jones
University: Their Gallery of Sacred Art." Also consulted were BJU's 50th Anniversary publication: "Bob Jones
University -- Fifty Years Under God (1927-1977)"; a 1996, BJU-authorized historical biography by M.T. Dalhouse
titled An Island in the Lake of Fire (Univ. of Georgia Press, 208 pp.); BJU's official Internet web site; and BJU's
Catalog of Undergraduate Courses.
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Robert McGee & RAPHA
The Golden Key to Mental Health? or PsychoHeresy?*

Rapha is a popular psychological program that appeals to Christians. Many people have asked about Rapha and its
founder Robert McGee. Some are Christians concerned about the psychological intrusion into Christianity. Others are
looking for some kind of help.

One man who asked about McGee was Steve Rabey, Religion Editor of the Gazette Telegraph newspaper in Colorado
Springs, where McGee now lives. Rabey interviewed a number of people including McGee. In "Of Mind and God,"
Rabey quotes McGee as saying:

"A lot of times people who go to church hear a general message about how God is supposed to be the
answer for their problems, but then they're taught to feel guilty if he isn't -- instead of being given specific
information about how he's supposed to heal their hurts" (Gazette Telegraph, 10/30/93, D1).

Why Robert McGee Promotes Psychological Therapy

McGee "studied psychiatry on the GI Bill," and says: "Therapy was the only thing that attracted me. ... As a therapist, I
could be an empathetic, sweet human being -- and make money" (GT, p. D1).

McGee is ordained by the Southern Baptist denomination and during the 1970s operated counseling centers for them.
Later he expanded his counseling centers to include beds in psychiatric hospitals, so that his patients would not have to
"check their faith at the door to get treatment" (GT, p. D1). Then, as private psychiatric treatment became more popular
and more available through third-party (insurance) payments, Rapha mushroomed into big business.

When questioned about concerns about Christians using psychological theories and therapies, McGee replied: "The
Bobgans and others view churches as some kind of sausage machine -- if you put people through certain systems and
things, they will automatically turn out as disciples" (GT, p. D3).

To replace what he calls a "sausage machine," McGee offers his particular brand of psychoheresy. Without bothering
to present theoretical justification, McGee simply declares that we all have a need for self-worth and that what
believers have to learn is how God meets that need for self-worth and significance.

Robert McGee begins his popular book, The Search for Significance, with these words:

"When Christ told His disciples, You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free (John 8:32),
He was referring not only to an intellectual assent to the truth, but also to the application of truth in the
most basic issues of life: our goals, our motives, and our sense of self-worth" [The Search for
Significance, 2nd Ed. (Houston: Rapha Publishing, 1985, 1990), p. xiii, hereafter referred to as SS.]

McGee's Keys for Mental and Spiritual Health: Self-Worth and Self-Esteem

McGee teaches that self-worth and self-esteem are essential to the Christian life. His primary concern is the source of
personal worth, esteem, and significance. He contends that these are "compelling needs" and that too many people are
seeking security and significance from worldly sources rather than from God.

McGee intertwines three strands throughout The Search for Significance: (1) some very basic Bible teaching, (2)
unbiblical psychological teachings, particularly from Sigmund Freud, Alfred Adler, Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers,
and Albert Ellis, and (3) emotionally charged stories that fit the theories he is trying to promote. As with most
Christians who try to combine psychology with the Bible, McGee does not seem to notice inherent contradictions
between his Biblical and anti-Biblical teachings.
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McGee's drink at the cisterns of psychology is similar to Larry Crabb's. Both teach that people are driven by needs
deep within them, outside their awareness. And, because these needs for worth, security and significance have not been
adequately met, people suffer more than they realize. They are, nevertheless, driven by inner pain and unconscious
beliefs developed early in life from not having those needs met. McGee says:

"We are hurt, emotionally, relationally, and spiritually, but because we aren't aware of the extent of our
wounds, we can't take steps toward healing and health. Our problem is not stupidity, but a lack of
objectivity. Because of this, we fail to see the reality of pain, hurt, and anger in our lives" (SS, p. 2).

That statement teaches that if we are to live godly lives we must explore the origin of the hurt and dig up the pain. In
reference to his own life, McGee says:

"I began to be honest with myself and with God. The tough exterior I had developed started cracking, and
I began to experience the pain I had neither wanted nor allowed myself to feel" (SS, p. 4).

McGee's Defense Mechanisms

McGee presents an Adlerean adaptation of Freud's defense mechanisms. McGee declares: "Human beings develop
elaborate defense mechanisms to block pain and gain significance" (SS, p. 4).

McGee speaks of defense mechanisms as if they are established facts. Instead, they are an elaborate system of
guessing about what is going on inside another person. In fact, much psychological counseling has to do with trying to
figure out people's inner motives and drives. And, the theories end up being personal opinion, because only God has
access into the inner man.

The best these theories can do is give some kind of glimpse into how individual theorists saw into their own inner life.
For instance, Freud believed people are determined by early life experiences and driven by strong sexual impulses from
deep within the unconscious. One of Adler's doctrines was that we are driven by the need for self-worth, expressed in
security and significance. Already, one can see their influence on McGee: unmet needs and deep inner pain driving a
person from a powerful unconscious.

McGee speaks much about how much pain people have and how past pain affects their present lives. He says:

"Some of us have deep emotional and spiritual scars resulting from the neglect, abuse, and manipulation
that often accompany living in a dysfunctional family ... but all of us bear the effects of our own sinful
nature and the imperfections of others" (SS, p. 5).

Unholy Mixture: Psychology and Theology

Because he is presenting some Bible and some psychology, McGee speaks of personal sin as well as the failures of
others. That is why a Christian could naively read his book and think it is Biblical. At times, he has entire paragraphs
which are Biblical, but that makes the reader even more receptive to the errant psychological doctrines laced among
Bible verses. The danger of the mixture can be seen in his statement of purpose (SS, pp. 8,9):

"The purpose of this book is to provide clear, biblical instruction about the basis of your self-worth by
helping you:
1. Identify and understand the nature of man's search for significance.
2. Recognize and challenge inadequate answers.
3. Apply God's solution to your search for significance"

He wants to "provide clear, biblical instruction" and that's wonderful, but what he wants to "provide clear, biblical
instruction" about is not to be found in Scripture, but rather in godless humanistic psychology. And, when he gives
Scriptures, they do not and cannot support those secular theories.

McGee has embraced the need theology of secular psychology. He says:
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"Our desire to be loved and accepted is a symptom of a deeper need -- the need that often governs our
behavior and is the primary source of our emotional pain. Often unrecognized, this is our need for
self-worth" (SS, p. 11). (Emphasis added.)

McGee attempts to support this secular theory with Scripture. He says:

"In the Scriptures, God supplies the essentials for discovering our true significance and worth. The first
two chapters of Genesis recount man's creation, revealing man's intended purpose (to honor God) and
man's value (that he is a special creation of God)" (SS, p. 13).

In one fell swoop, McGee equates the need for significance with "man's intended purpose of honoring God," and he
turns the fact of God creating mankind into "man's value," that is, his worth. Instantly, God's Word is restated in
Adlerean terms and understood through the colored lenses of need psychology.

McGee presses on. He says:

"An accurate understanding of God's truth is the first step toward discovering our significance and worth"
(SS, p. 14).

An "accurate understanding of God's truth" leads to significance and self-worth? Until the twentieth century, an
accurate understanding of God's truth was the first step towards understanding our own depravity and God's goodness.

Hunger for Significance and Self-Worth: Biblical or Worldly?

Paul was so overwhelmed by the goodness of God and by the gift of grace God had given him to "preach among the
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ," that he referred to himself as "less than the least of all saints" (Eph. 3:8).
Saints of earlier centuries abhorred the thought of self-esteem. Charles Spurgeon put it bluntly: "Anything is better
than self-esteem." [The Treasury of the Bible, Vol. VII (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1988), p. 219.]

But McGee follows the trend of the second half of the twentieth century, along with many other Christians who have
become wed to the psychological way. He attempts to give support to his position by quoting Dr. Lawrence Crabb
(whose doctrines he follows throughout his book) as saying:

"The basic personal need of each person is to regard himself as a worthwhile human being" (quoted in SS,
p. 14).

McGee then declares:

"Whether labeled 'self-esteem' or 'self-worth,' the feeling of significance is crucial to man's emotional,
spiritual, and social stability, and is the driving element within the human spirit" (SS, p. 15). (Emphasis
added.)

Note that this "feeling of significance is crucial." Crucial for what? It certainly was never taught by Jesus or the
apostles. Throughout Scripture, meekness, lowliness, and humility are the sought-after attributes, not self-esteem, self-
worth, and significance. If these things are to be found "within the human spirit," why are they not clearly proclaimed
in the gospels and epistles? They more clearly fit an Adlerean adaptation of a Freudian unconscious, with its "driving
element." McGee seems to be turning man's spirit into that kind of unconscious, filled with powerful energy driving
behavior.

Even though Scripture never encourages self-worth, McGee insists that, "We must understand that this hunger for self-
worth is God-given and can only be satisfied by Him." Therefore, throughout the book, McGee explains how "hunger
for self-worth" is filled by God (SS, p. 15).

Having turned to psychological theories to understand human nature and how to help people change, McGee declares:
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"Since the Fall, man has often failed to turn to God for the truth about himself. Instead, he has looked to
others to meet his inescapable need for self-worth" (SS, p. 25).

McGee, himself, is looking outside Scripture to find "truth about himself." Then, he takes secular need psychology and
makes God the fulfiller of what those psychologists suppose are the needs that motivate behavior.

Once he turns God into the fulfiller of needs (which are never established in Scripture), McGee goes through the same
litany as his secular counterparts. He also presents the devil's activity as fooling people into thinking they must fulfill
these needs for self-worth through such things as performance and pleasing others. McGee lists "four false beliefs
resulting from Satan's deceptions," and, of course, they're all "false beliefs" about meeting a so-called "God-given"
need for self-worth. McGee lists four categories of false beliefs, describes them, and then gives what he thinks is
"God's answer" for each one. Here is how they line up (SS, pp. 40-41):

"False Belief Category"    --   "God's Answer"
"The Performance Trap"  --   "Justification"
"Approval Addict"           --   "Reconciliation"
"The Blame Game"          --   "Propitiation"
"Shame"                          --   "Regeneration"

By putting psychological words together with theological words, McGee makes his system appear Biblical to the
unwary. Further deception results as he juxtaposes psychological doctrines with Biblical doctrines as if they go
together, when they are miles apart. For instance, he says:

"Thankfully, God has a solution for the fear of failure! He has given us a secure self-worth totally apart
from our ability to perform. We have been justified, placed in right standing before God through Christ's
death on the cross, which paid for our sins" (SS, p. 53).

Here he has an opinion gleaned from humanistic psychology sandwiched between two true statements. He further
declares: "By imputing righteousness to us, God attributes Christ's worth to us" (SS, p. 53). That is an erroneous
statement, a result of misinterpreting Scripture through psychological notions!

McGee and RET

The kind of psychology we are talking about is not science; it is philosophy and ends up being anti-Biblical theology.
However, McGee does not seem to worry about where he finds answers to why we are the way we are and how we
can change. This is evident in his use of the Rational Emotive Therapy of Albert Ellis, an avowed atheist who
considers Christianity to be dangerous to a person's mental health. McGee says:

"Changing how we think, feel, and act is a process that involves the supernatural work of the Holy Spirit,
honesty, time modeling, affirmation, and truth. As a starting point, however, we will use a model adapted
from psychologist Albert Ellis's Rational Emotive Therapy" (SS, p. 140).

McGee sounds no caution. He simply juxtaposes Ellis with the "supernatural work of the Holy Spirit." This would be
anathema to Ellis, and it should be anathema to Christians. But because he has so fully embraced Ellis's system, he
says:

"We often interpret the situations we encounter through our beliefs. Some of our interpretations are
conscious reflections; most of them, however, are based on unconscious assumptions. These beliefs
trigger certain thoughts, which, in turn, stimulate certain emotions, and from these emotions come our
actions" (SS, p. 140). (Emphasis added.)

The above is a simplified version of how Ellis adapted the Freudian unconscious. With Ellis, unconscious beliefs and
assumptions direct present thinking, feeling, and behaving. Larry Crabb teaches the same thing, since he borrowed
from the same sources (Freud, Adler, Maslow, Rogers, and Ellis). And, since Crabb's first books preceded McGee's by
8 and 10 years, it is safe to assume that McGee is indebted to him for his general system of misunderstanding the
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nature of man.

Unlike Crabb, McGee does not attempt to justify his use of psychology. Instead, he simply uses juxtaposition. He
interweaves Biblical teachings with psychological teachings so that the reader assumes all is Christian. He involves
God as the provider of self-worth. He uses theological words along with psychological theories -- all to support his
notion that mankind's need is self-worth.

Humanity's True Need

But, mankind's true need is not self-worth, self-esteem, or feelings of significance. Mankind's true need is to know
God, for without knowing God, there can be no salvation, no growth in sanctification. Paul declared that to know God
was his greatest passion (Philippians 3).

Peter's second epistle clearly shows that God's "divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and
godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue" (2 Peter 1:3). Knowing the Lord
Jesus Christ is the greatest need of all. He makes Himself known through His Word and His Holy Spirit, not through
secular psychological theories of men.

Looking at self is not even the way to know oneself. To truly know ourselves, we must come to know Christ more and
more. Then we discern what is of Him and what is of us. When we see what is of us apart from Him, we must
conclude that it is of the flesh. It is worthless. It is worse than worthless. That is why Job abhorred himself when he
saw God.

All the attributes given to us in Christ, such as His righteousness and the fruit of the Spirit are of Him. He is the
worthy One. We are vessels which would do well to decrease in self-aggrandizing thoughts, rather than increase. Paul
never got these mixed up the way McGee does. Paul rejoiced to say:

"For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of
the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. But we have this treasure in earthen vessels,
that the excellency of the power may be of God, and not of us" (2 Corinthians 4:6,7).

In commenting about this Scripture, A.W. Pink says:

"God has placed His treasure 'n earthen vessels' -- not steel or gold -- easily cracked and marred,
worthless in themselves" (A. W. Pink, The Life of Elijah [Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth, 1991], p. 200).

Indeed, integrationist teachers of need psychology (like McGee) often confuse the container with its contents to
establish some kind of inherent self-worth.

Much could be said about how unbiblical current doctrines of self-esteem are. However, because this is a short article
we do not have room to go into the history of the self-esteem movement in the church, all the reasons why self-esteem
is not Biblical, and related research, which reveals that raising self-esteem is not the solution to personal or social
problems that it is assumed to be.

Profits of Psychoheresy

At the end of McGee's book, The Search for Significance, are 12 pages advertising "RAPHA: Christ-Centered Hospital
and Counseling Care." In addition to pictures of well-known Christian leaders endorsing Rapha, there are "True stories
of God's miracles through RAPHA," a list of "disorders" therapized there, and a "Toll Free, 24 hours a day 1-800"
number.

McGee's doctrines of man are manifest at Rapha. Psychologically-trained professionals comprise the staff, and the
hospital treatment centers are simply beds in private (secular) psychiatric hospitals. Also, just as the need for self-
esteem is paramount in his book, it is a primary consideration at Rapha.
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Here are a few statements from the brochure:

"Part of Rapha's success is found in their unique ability to target and resolve problems of low self-esteem.
..."

"At the core of all emotional problems and addictive disorders is low self-worth. It is never the only
problem; but it is so major an issue that, if not dealt with adequately, one is kept from experiencing
lasting, positive results. ..." (Italics in original; bold emphasis added.)

"All our programs are led by caring professionals (M.D., Ph.D., M.S.W.) [i.e., psychiatrists, psychologists,
and social workers]."

Like the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics, Rapha has a broad advertising base. Rapha ads often include photos and
endorsements from such well-known personalities as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, D. James Kennedy, Beverly
LaHaye, Ben Kinchlow, and Pat Boone.

How popular is Rapha? Rabey reports that "Rapha operates 120 beds in 12 units around the country for an annual
income of more than $12 million." He says, "Nearly 7,000 congregations have opened their doors to Rapha trainers,
who teach pastors, counselors and lay leaders how to organize and run support groups" (GT, p. D3). What a
convenient means of finding prospective patients!

And, because the support groups are trained by Rapha they are psychologically based. Rapha provides
psychotherapeutic treatment that mixes godless humanistic theories and the Bible. But, instead of providing the best of
both worlds, Rapha ends up selling broken cisterns that hold no water (Jer. 2:11-13).

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article (titled "RAPHA The Golden Key to Mental Health? or
PsychoHeresy?") in the March-April 1994 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries,
4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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Creative Counterpart
by Linda Dillow

This book comes highly recommended by many pastors and church leaders. Even though Creative Counterpart offers
a considerable amount of solid Biblical teaching concerning the "Proverbs 31 woman," there is also a considerable
amount of unbiblical teaching that has drawn upon the concepts and teachings of humanistic psychology. Below are
listed some of the quotes and comments that detail these concerns:

-  Dillow quotes the Lee Harvey Oswald account, from James Dobson's book Hide or Seek, of the reason for Oswald's
alleged assassination of John F. Kennedy; Dillow agrees with Dobson that Oswald was not responsible for his actions
(victim approach) because of his wife's attitude and treatment of him (instead of the Biblical approach of focusing on
Oswald's sinful response to his wife, for which he is fully and totally responsible) (pp. 104-106).

-  Dillow attests to the validity of Maslow's need hierarchy; Dillow agrees with what psychiatrists say about "man's
most basic needs ... approval and admiration. In our society there is an epidemic of inferiority. Many of the marriage
problems ... are related to a bad self-image" (p. 106). (Emphasis added.)

-  Dillow tells wives how to build-up their husband's self-image and attests to the concept of a healthy self-image
(p.107).

-  Dillow contends that a husband's self-image is directly related to the wife's 'stroking' of him; wife should even
"glorify her husband" to enhance "his image of himself" (p. 107). (Emphasis added.)

-  Dillow confuses "needs" with "desires," and encourages blame-shifting rather than accepting responsibility for one's
own sinful responses (p. 108).

-  Poor exegesis of Eph. 5 -- interpreted by Dillow as an instruction for building husband's self-image (p.110).

-  Dillow subscribes to a theology of unconditional acceptance with "no condition of change" required (p.111).

-  Psychological responses; erroneous theology concerning "unconditional acceptance" (p. 165).

-  Dillow relies on psychological systems of motivation rather than the Biblical one laid-out for believers in Romans 7
(pp. 191-192).

-  Dillow discusses a man's so-called "psychological needs of acceptance and love" (p. 193). (Emphasis added.)

-  "Accepting yourself" is put forward by Dillow as one of "the three essential ingredients in a happy marriage" (p.
205). (Emphasis added.)

-  Books, footnotes, and recommended readings by Dillow (pp. 203, 216):

(a) Dobson, Hide or Seek: How to Build up Your Child's Self-Esteem
(b) Morgan, The Total Woman (heavily self-esteem oriented)
(c) LaHaye, The Act of Marriage
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Gary Smalley
The Psychology of Matriarchy*

In teaching on family and personal relationships, perhaps the one person having the greatest impact upon the Church
today apart from Dr. James Dobson, is Gary Smalley. Smalley's messages in lectures and writings have been targeted
primarily for Christians.

His book Joy That Lasts (Zondervan: 1988) is a good example of a style that attempts to apply Scripture to real-life
experiences taken from counseling sessions. Joy That Lasts provides some worthwhile reading. Some of his teachings
are open to debate. But generally, as long as Smalley relies on Scripture to guide his judgment, he has proven capable
to counsel. [Problem is, in most cases, Smalley taints his Scriptures with the psychological ideas of unregenerate men.]

In his books on marital relationships, however, he tends to rely more upon the human wisdom and psychological
technique than upon Scripture. There are some problems with his earlier writings that are still being published and
widely read, as well as with his 1989 book, The Language of Love. The books with which we deal in this report are
those that are devoid of any strong Biblically-based counsel. In them, Smalley has opted for psychological techniques
that promise wonderful results to those who master them.

In The Language of Love, Smalley and co-author John Trent present a psychological technique which utilizes what
they call "word pictures." They tell us that to be effective in communicating with others -- especially our spouses and
children -- plain language will not suffice. But if we paint them a picture in their minds, using stories that help them
identify with our point, they will be more inclined to receive correction and change their behavior.

The authors tell how world leaders use word pictures to move the masses -- some for "good," others for "evil." Yet
they insist that word pictures are the "language of love." But are expressions of love valid without emphasis upon
Jesus? Jesus, after all, is the one who expresses God's love -- the only love worthy of the name.

But Jesus is not mentioned in The Language of Love, except as an example of one who allegedly uses word pictures.
Yet the authors neglect to point out that Jesus used "word pictures" (parables) so that those who heard them would not
understand the truths they conveyed lest they repent and be saved (Matt. 13:10-16; Mk. 4:10-12).

Nor does the book, replete with case histories of the successful use of word pictures to effect psychological change,
make reference to prayer, seeking the Holy Spirit's intervention, or conviction of sin. This proves that its advice may
be viable for secular counselors, but for Christians, it offers a vast minefield of dangers -- advice that calls for reliance
upon psychological technique rather than God's intervention.

For example, the authors present an entire chapter on "Pillars That Support a Fulfilling Marriage" (pp. 108-125). The
five pillars are: (1) Security: a Warm Blanket of Love; (2) Meaningful Communication; (3) Emotional/Romantic
Times; (4) Meaningful Touch; and (5) Spiritual Intimacy. The first four are given pages of attention. Spiritual intimacy
rates no more than two paragraphs with no explanation of what it means.

The authors apply the same pillars to parent-child relationships, but they are not placed within a Biblical context. Only
secular advice on bonding is given. Unfortunately, Biblical applications are conspicuously absent. How about family
devotions, church attendance, and raising children in the admonition of the Lord?

These are the best ways to "bond" within a Christian family. I wouldn't suggest that Smalley sees no value in spiritual
exercises. But my concern is that in this book, he virtually ignores their application.

Left-Brain-Right-Brain

Smalley is a strong proponent of the "left-brain-right-brain" theory, which postulates that men use the left side of their
brains while women use the right side of their brains. Thus women are "more in touch" with their feelings.
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Without dwelling on this theory too greatly, we must remember that it is just that: a theory.

Employing the left-brain-right-brain theory, Smalley insists that men should defer to the interests of their wives. This
is true for both parties within the context of the husband's position. Lacking any Biblical context, Smalley thus
emasculates men in favor of their wives' desires:

"If a woman truly expects to have meaningful communication with her husband, she must activate the
right side of his brain. And if a man truly wants to communicate with his wife, he must enter her world of
emotions. In both these regards, word pictures can serve as a tremendous aid" (p. 42).

What do we learn from this? That women must activate the right side of their husbands' brains. Why? To get them to
think as women do. And men must enter their wives' world of emotions. Why? To get themselves to think as women
do. Thus, husbands are placed in subservience to their wives, contrary to God's order.

Female Dominance: (For Better or for Best and If Only He Knew)

This is only one example of Smalley's psychological advice that reverses the male-female roles, making the woman
dominant. More graphic examples of this role-reversal ploy are Smalley's two best-selling "marriage manuals," For
Better or for Best and If Only He Knew.

Each book was written for different readers -- For Better or for Best for the wife, If Only He Knew for the husband.
One might assume that the wife's book is designed to teach her how to esteem her husband's needs above her own,
while the husband's would teach the man the same for his wife's benefit. This is only partly true.

The man's book tells him where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. The woman's book tells her
the same thing -- where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. In other words, both books approach
the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's viewpoint. They comprise a course on how to get the husband to meet
the needs of his wife, with only a cursory explanation in For Better or for Best of how the wife can meet the needs of
her husband -- and this with the ulterior motive of inducing him to meet her needs.

If Only He Knew recognizes the need for men to truly love their wives. But this is not to say Smalley's book for
husbands contains wise counsel. Essentially, he wants them to give into their wives' every whim, regardless of whether
wisdom or God's leading direct otherwise. But since both books are designed to be used in conjunction with each
other, the wife's book should focus as much attention on her faults as the husband's book does on his. At least they
shouldn't be out of balance to the degree that these two are.

Motivation-Manipulation

An example of the lopsided approach to Smalley's marital counseling is the constant reference that the wife's book
makes to the husband's book. This is to encourage the wife to get her husband to read his book so she can "motivate"
him to shape up. Yet there is virtually no reference to her book in his. Thus, the husband is unknowingly being "set up"
for correction as a kind of conspiracy between Smalley and the husband's wife.

Many churches are using these books in courses for married couples and for those engaged to be married. The strategy
is that neither is to read the other's book: The husband is to read If Only He Knew; and the wife For Better or for Best.
I have personally seen this result in men becoming self-effacing, while their wives discuss how boorish and totally out
of touch with their reality their husband's are. They are educated on how to get their husbands' minds off normal
masculine interests and totally on the wives' interests.

One particularly distasteful portion in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) is an illustration of a sexual bondage
technique through which Smalley encourages wives to get their way by using trickery to play upon their husband's
sexual appetites.

In Smalley's example, a wife wants her husband "to learn more about what a woman needs from a man, and, more
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precisely, she wanted him to read the two books she had just purchased for him on the subject." Smalley points out
how the wife failed, and then offers advice on what she could have done by using what he calls the "salt principle" on
"How to catch your husband's interest and keep it." According to Smalley, the wife should have concentrated on her
husband's "area of higher interest" -- in this case, his sexual appetite.

Smalley then goes on to detail how the wife should have used sexual manipulation to bring her husband under
bondage. Smalley calls this perverse psychological ploy "motivation." In reality, it is manipulation; and not only
manipulation, but manipulation based on a lie. The books didn't "turn on" the wife at all, nor did she necessarily even
have to read them (pp. 48-49). If her concern is for herself -- how she can get what she wants -- and especially if she
uses subterfuge, lying, even the slightest amount of deception -- she is being manipulative. It is this latter method that
colors Smalley's advice to women.

In effect, this book teaches women to prostitute themselves within their own marriages by trading sexual favors for
approved behavior.

The Wife as Teacher

In his advice to the wife, Smalley puts her in the role of a teacher to her husband:

"Remember, you are in the process of teaching him, and he is in the process of learning" (105).

She is told how to get her husband to receive her correction, how to get him to stop watching "the most important
football game of the year" and focus his attention on any trivial matter she wants to discuss. But if she loves him, why
can't she let trivial matters wait and allow him to watch the game in peace -- perhaps even try to develop an interest in
it herself?

Were one to expound on the unscriptural nature of Smalley's advice to wives, it would take volumes. Suffice it to say
that of the 170 pages in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) there are at the most some eight or ten pages worth of
copy, split up among various sentences and paragraphs, that acknowledge the wife's responsibility to get her act
together. Add the remaining 160 pages to the 167 pages that dump on the husband in If He Only Knew, and those few
nuggets aren't worth digging for.

A Subtle Witchcraft

What makes Smalley's advice in these books particularly dangerous is the scant use of Scripture to justify what
amounts to a secularist philosophy. How much better would it have been for Smalley to present the Scriptures as
inviolable, recognizing that "Neither was man created for the woman; but the woman for the man" (1 Cor. 11:9).

If a man allows his wife to lead him, or a wife seeks to lead her husband (both of which Smalley teaches in these
books), they have disobeyed the Father's command; they have rebelled against His order of creation. They cannot
expect His protection upon their union. They are, in effect, guilty of a sin as serious as witchcraft (1 Sam 15:23).

An important aspect of witchcraft is the propagation of female supremacy. This comes from witchcraft's worship of
nature spirits, the earth goddess being supreme.

It is from pagan religious philosophy that the feminine aspects of nature are stressed. It is obvious then, that, the
Scriptures being true when they say that the man is the head of the woman as Christ is the head of the Church (1 Cor.
11:3; Eph. 5:23), those who advocate equality of authority in marriage are in rebellion against God.

Unrealistic Views

Will marriages be helped by Smalley's advice? Some might be -- those that are gross examples of a husband's total
insensitivity to his wife's needs. But it won't be the Holy Spirit doing the work. It will be a manipulative wife
employing psychological subterfuge. And she must maintain the ruse throughout the life of the marriage. Any lapse
could prove disastrous.
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And therein lies an essential problem with Smalley's philosophy. It is predicated upon the blanket proposition that all
men are by nature lowbrow creeps whose only redeeming value lies in their brute strength which, if "harnessed" by
women, as Smalley implies, might be put to some good use -- like helping with the housework.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 1989 Media Spotlight Special Report by the same name
(Albert James Dager).
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The Psychoanalytic Stream of Psychology 
Freud’s Legacy to "Christian Psychology" 

(Warning: This Stream is Polluted)

In contrast to the pure, cleansing, healing, and life-giving waters of the Word of God, the world offers the
polluted streams of psychotherapy. One of those streams, in which many Christians continue to dip, is
psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis was invented by Sigmund Freud (1856-1939). Though he has been dead for many years,
the deadly poison of his bizarre theories has infected nearly every system of psychological counseling.
Moreover, Freudian concepts and terms have so permeated our society that they are generally treated as
facts about human nature.

For instance, numerous people refer to the id, ego, and superego as if these entities truly exist, as if they
are well-defined compartments of the personality. They do not realize that Freudian concepts and terms
were concocted in Freud’s own mind. But, that’s the way most psychological systems are formed. They are
an attempt to define and explain the inner workings of all persons, but the psychological theorist ends up
defining and explaining himself according to his own subjectivity.

That such a system for understanding mankind is flawed should be evident from the ever-increasing
number of psychological theories that often contradict each other. Moreover, for the Christian, any such
system should be seen as flawed because of the deceitfulness of the heart ("The heart is deceitful above all
things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?" Jeremiah 17:9). Because of the noetic effects of the
fall, man’s view of himself will be flawed. Thus each person who creates a psychological theory to explain
the human condition will have at best a flawed view of himself. But, when people attempt to explain
human nature in a universal manner, they fail even more miserably unless they are guided by the Holy
Spirit and find their understanding in Scripture.

Freud did not do that. In fact, Freud was adamantly opposed to Christianity. Freud taught that religious
doctrines are all illusions and that religion is "the universal obsessional neurosis of humanity."

He viewed religion as the source of mental problems and thus formed all of his notions from a godless
position. Nevertheless, Freud’s views influenced our culture to the degree that many Christians began to
doubt the effectiveness of the Bible and the church in dealing with life’s problems. All the while, Freud
argued that belief in God was delusionary and therefore evil.

Psychotherapy, from its very beginning, created doubt about Christianity. Freud effectively eroded
confidence in Christianity and established negative ideas concerning Christianity that prevail today. He
negatively influenced the faith and affected the attitudes of many people concerning the role of the church
in healing troubled souls.

Numerous psychoanalytic myths devised by Freud are imbedded in our culture. Many people believe them
as if they are facts. The following statements are Freudian myths:

1. The id, ego, and superego are actual parts of the human psyche.

2. A person’s unconscious drives behavior more than his conscious mind chooses behavior.

3. Dreams are keys to understanding the unconscious and thus the person.

More myths:
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4. Present behavior is determined by unresolved conflicts from childhood.

5. Many people are in denial because they have repressed unpleasant memories into the unconscious.

6. Parents are to blame for most people’s problems.

7. People need insight into their past to make significant changes in thoughts, attitudes and actions.

8. Children must successfully pass through their "psychosexual stages" of development or they will suffer
from neurosis later on.

9. If I am to experience significant change, I must remember and re-experience painful incidents in my
past.

10. The first five years of life determine what a person will be like when he grows up.

11. Everything that has ever happened to me is located in my unconscious mind.

12. People use unconscious defense mechanisms to cope with life.

Many of these Freudian myths permeate the thinking of numerous Christians and "Christian
psychologists."

(From PALV3N6)
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John Bradshaw: New-Age Recovery Prophet
by Debbie Dewart

Many people say that places like Disneyland bring out the "child" in all of us. If that were all the
expression "inner child" ever meant, I would not be writing this article. But to John Bradshaw, the so-
called innocent "inner child" is the foundation of a psycho-logical recovery system that demolishes basic
biblical truths while attracting many Christians.

Bradshaw’s prolific writing career has spawned several best-selling books and lengthy video productions.
His most recent book, Family Secrets, is currently being promoted through a series on cable TV. Some
Christians have never heard the name John Bradshaw, while others are either enraged or enthralled by his
teachings. But almost everyone has heard the ideas contained in his message—dangerous, unbiblical ideas
that appear clothed with Scriptures in the ever popular Love is a Choice, authored by Christian
psychologists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier.

Original Sin and the Inner Child. The biblical teaching on original sin is flatly denied by Bradshaw, who
calls it "mythical." He sees young children, and many adults, as "premoral" and "shame-based," lacking
moral capacity. The Bible affirms that sin has corrupted the entire human race (Genesis 3, Romans 5:12-
21, Psalm 51:5). Bradshaw redefines man’s fundamental problem as separation from self rather than
separation from God (Isaiah 59:2). His counsel involves the "reclaiming" of your "wounded inner child"
rather than reconciliation with your Creator.

Self as "god." God alone is the great "I AM" (Exodus 3:14), but Bradshaw wants you to discover your "I
AMness," also defined as your "true self," "core godlikeness," and "true meaning of perfection."
Meanwhile, in his book Creating Love, he is unwilling to acknowledge the sinlessness of our Lord, Jesus
Christ! He calls such a doctrine "inhuman mystification." The Bible abhors such confusion between God
the Creator and man the creature. The Christian has God’s promise of a new self in Christ, recreated to be
conformed to His image in righteousness and true holiness (Ephesians 4:22-24, Romans 8:28-30,
Galatians 2:20, 2 Corinthians 5:17).

Trust in self. God promises the believer that He will "never leave you nor forsake you" (Joshua 1:5,
Deuteronomy 31:16, Hebrews 13:5). Trust in self is declared to be foolishness (Proverbs 28:26, Jeremiah
17:5-8). Bradshaw, however, recommends that trust be placed solely in self. He says to tell your "inner
child" that "you are the only person he will never lose, and that you will never leave him."

Meditation on nothingness. Meditation on God’s Word is a wonderful and important activity for
Christians (Psalm 1:1). Bradshaw reveals his New Age pantheism, characteristic of Hinduism rather than
Christianity, in the lengthy sections of his books where he advises his readers to "meditate on nothingness"
or on "just being."

"Being" or "Doing"? Bradshaw admits that his teaching in Homecoming is a "secularized" version of the
Christian concept of justification by faith. He laments that so many of our "wounded inner kids" were
taught that we could matter only by "doing," never by merely "being." Salvation is indeed the free gift of
God (Ephesians 2:8-9), but Bradshaw suppresses all of the biblical teachings about the work of Christ that
merits that gift on our behalf. He also fails to see that God intends good works to be the fruit of genuine
saving faith (Ephesians 2:8-10).

Eternal Laws. In his ongoing rebellion against God, Bradshaw denies the existence of eternal laws, saying
that "such a worldview has been refuted many times over." He teaches (inconsistently!) that we should not
have "shoulds," recommending instead that you formulate "your own Ten Commandments." This violates
innumerable passages of Scripture and is fundamentally irrational as well. (His teaching is itself a
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"should"!)

All too often, these anti-biblical teachings appeal even to Christians who are struggling with the problems
of life. It’s easy to believe that you’re a victim of others, and it’s not so easy to acknowledge that you’re a
sinner. But Bradshaw places all of the burden on self, while Jesus promises rest to the weary and heavy
laden. Self, in all its sin and frailty, is the cornerstone of Bradshaw’s system, a way that "seems right but
leads to death" (Proverbs 14:12). Jesus Christ is the chief cornerstone of the true, biblical way to life, both
here and in eternity.
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PsychoHeresy: C. G. Jung's Legacy to the Church
The overwhelming majority of Christians have probably never heard of C. G. Jung, but his influence in the
church is vast and affects sermons, books, and activities, such as the prolific use of the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) by seminaries and missionary organizations. A current, popular example of Jung's legacy
can be seen in Robert Hicks's book The Masculine Journey, which was given to each of the 50,000 men
whoattended the 1993 Promise Keepers conference. Christians need to learn enough about Jung and his
teachings to be warned and wary.

Jung's legacy to "Christian psychology" is both direct and indirect. Some professing Christians, who have
been influenced by Jung's teachings, integrate aspects of Jungian theory into their own practice of
psychotherapy. They may incorporate his notions regarding personality types, the personal unconscious,
dream analysis, and various archetypes in their own attempt to understand and counsel their clients. Other
Christians have been influenced more indirectly as they have engaged in inner healing, followed 12-step
programs, or taken the MBTI, which is based on Jung's personality types and incorporates his theories of
introversion and extroversion.

Jung and Freud

Jung's legacy has not enhanced Christianity. From its inception psychotherapy has undermined the
doctrines of Christianity. Sigmund Freud's attitudes towards Christianity were obviously hostile, since he
believed that religious doctrines are all illusions and labeled all religion as "the universal obsessional
neurosis of humanity."1 His one-time follower and colleague Carl Jung, on the other hand, may not be
quite as obvious in his disdain for Christianity. However, his theories have disdainfully diminished
Christian doctrines by putting them at the same level as those of all religions.

While Jung did not call religion a "universal obsessional neurosis," he did view all religions, including
Christianity, to be collective mythologies - not real in essence, but having a real effect on the human
personality. Dr. Thomas Szasz describes the difference between the psychoanalytic theories of the two men
this way: "Thus in Jung's view religions are indispensable spiritual supports, whereas in Freud's they are
illusory crutches."2 While Freud argued that religions are delusionary and therefore evil, Jung contended
that all religions are imaginary but good. Both positions are anti-Christian; one denies Christianity and the
other mythologizes it..

After reading Freud's Interpretation of Dreams, Jung contacted Freud and a friendship with mutual
admiration ensued and lasted about eight years. Even though Jung had served four years as the first
president of the International Psychoanalytic Association, the break between Jung and Freud was complete.
Jung departed from Freud on a number of points, particularly Freud's sex theory. In addition, Jung had
been developing his own theory and methodology, known as analytical psychology.

The Collective Unconscious

Jung taught that the psyche consists of various systems including the personal unconscious with its
complexes and a collective unconscious with its archetypes. Jung's theory of a personal unconscious is
quite similar to Freuds creation of a region containing a person's repressed, forgotten or ignored
experiences. However, Jung considered the personal unconscious to be a "more or less superficial layer of
the unconscious." Within the personal unconscious are what he called "feeling-toned complexes." He said
that "they constitute the personal and private side of psychic life."3 These are feelings and perceptions
organized around significant persons or events in the person's life.

Jung believed that there was a deeper and more significant layer of the unconscious, which he called the
collective unconscious, with what he identified as archetypes, which he believed were innate,
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unconscious, and generally universal. Jung's collective unconscious has been described as a "storehouse of
latent memory traces inherited from man's ancestral past, a past that includes not only the racial history of
man as a separate species but his pre-human or animal ancestry as well."4 Therefore, Jung's theory
incorporates Darwin's theory of evolution as well as ancient mythology. Jung taught that this collective
unconscious is shared by all people and is therefore universal. However, since it is unconscious, not all
people are able to tap into it. Jung saw the collective unconscious as the foundational structure of
personality on which the personal unconscious and the ego are built. Because he believed that the
foundations of personality are ancestral and universal, he studied religions, mythology, rituals, symbols,
dreams and visions. He says:

All esoteric teachings seek to apprehend the unseen happenings in the psyche, and all claim
supreme authority for themselves. What is true of primitive lore is true in even higher degree
of the ruling world religions. They contain a revealed knowledge that was originally hidden,
and they set forth the secrets of the soul in glorious images.5

Jung's View of Christianity

However, because Jung left room for religion, many Christians felt more comfortable with his ideas. Thus
it is important to look at Jung's attitudes towards Christianity. His father was a Protestant minister, and
Jung experienced aspects of the Christian faith while growing up. He wrote the following about his early
experience with the Holy Communion, which seems to be related to his later ideas about religions being
only myths:

Slowly I came to understand that this communion had been a fatal experience for me. It had
proved hollow; more than that, it had proved to be a total loss. I knew that I would never again
be able to participate in this ceremony. "Why, that is not religion at all," I thought. "It is the
absence of God; the church is a place I should not go to. It is not life which is there, but
death."6

From that one significant incident, Jung could have proceeded to deny all religions, but he didn't. Instead,
he evidently saw that religion was very meaningful to many people and that religions could be useful as
myths. His choice to consider all religions as myths was further influenced by his view of psychoanalysis.
According to Viktor Von Weizsaecker, "C. G. Jung was the first to understand that psychoanalysis
belonged in the sphere of religion."7 That Jung's theories constitute a religion can be seen in his view of
God as the collective unconscious and thereby present in each person's unconscious. For him religions
revealed aspects of the unconscious and could thus tap into a person's psyche. He also used dreams as
avenues into the psyche for self-understanding and self-exploration. Religion was only a tool to tap into
the self and if a person wanted to use Christian symbols that was fine with him.

Jung's Spirit Guide

Because Jung turned psychoanalysis into a type of religion, he is also considered to be a transpersonal
psychologist as well as a psychoanalytical theorist. He delved deeply into the occult, practiced
necromancy, and had daily contact with disembodied spirits, which he called archetypes. Much of what he
wrote was inspired by such entities. Jung had his own familiar spirit whom he called Philemon. At first he
thought Philemon was part of his own psyche, but later on he found that Philemon was more than an
expression of his own inner self. Jung says:

Philemon and other figures of my fantasies brought home to me the crucial insight that there
are things in the psyche which I do not produce, but which produce themselves and have their
own life. Philemon represented a force which was not myself. In my fantasies I held
conversations with him, and he said things which I had not consciously thought. For I
observed clearly that it was he who spoke, not I. . . . Psychologically, Philemon represented
superior insight. He was a mysterious figure to me. At times he seemed to me quite real, as if
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he were a living personality. I went walking up and down the garden with him, and to me he
was what the Indians call a guru.8

One can see why Jung is so very popular among New Agers.

Jung's AA Influence

Jung also played a role in the development of Alcoholics Anonymous. Cofounder Bill Wilson wrote the
following in a letter to Jung in 1961:

This letter of great appreciation has been very long overdue. . . . Though you have surely
heard of us [AA], I doubt if you are aware that a certain conversation you once had with one
of your patients, a Mr. Roland H., back in the early 1930's did play a critical role in the
founding of our fellowship.9

Wilson continued the letter by reminding Jung of what he had "frankly told [Roland H.] of his
hopelessness," that he was beyond medical or psychiatric help. Wilson wrote: "This candid and humble
statement of yours was beyond doubt the first foundation stone upon which our society has since been
built." When Roland H. had asked Jung if there was any hope for him Jung "told him that there might be,
provided he could become the subject of a spiritual or religious experience - in short, a genuine
conversion." Wilson continued in his letter: "You recommended that he place himself in a religious
atmosphere and hope for the best."10 As far as Jung was concerned, there was no need for doctrine or
creed, only an experience.

It is important to note that Jung could not have meant conversion to Christianity, because as far as Jung
was concerned all religion is simply myth - a symbolic way of interpreting the life of the psyche. To Jung,
conversion simply meant a totally dramatic experience that would profoundly alter a person's outlook on
life. Jung himself had blatantly rejected Christianity and turned to idolatry. He replaced God with a myriad
of mythological archetypes.

Jung's response to Wilson's letter included the following statement about Roland H.:

His craving for alcohol was the equivalent, on a low level, of the spiritual thirst of our being
for wholeness; expressed in medieval language: the union with God.11

In his letter Jung mentioned that in Latin the same word is used for alcohol as for "the highest religious
experience." Even in English, alcohol is referred to as spirits. But, knowing Jung's theology and privy
counsel with a familiar spirit, one must conclude that the spirit he is referring to is not the Holy Spirit, and
the god he is talking about is not the God of the Bible, but rather a counterfeit spirit posing as an angel of
light and leading many to destruction.

Jung's Blasphemy

Jung's neo-paganism and his desire to replace Christianity with his own concept of psychoanalysis can be
seen in a letter he wrote to Freud:

I imagine a far finer and more comprehensive task for [psychoanalysis] than alliance with an
ethical fraternity. I think we must give it time to infiltrate into people from many centers, to
revivify among intellectuals a feeling for symbol and myth, ever so gently to transform Christ
back into the soothsaying god of the vine, which he was, and in this way absorb those ecstatic
instinctual forces of Christianity for the one purpose of making the cult and the sacred myth
what they once were - a drunken feast of joy where man regained the ethos and holiness of an
animal.12
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Thus Jung's goal for psychoanalysis was to be an all-encompassing religion superior to Christianity,
reducing its truth to myth and transmogrifying Christ into a "soothsaying god of the vine." God's answer to
such blasphemy can be seen in Psalm 2:

Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? 
The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the LORD,
and against his anointed, saying, 
Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us. 
He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. 
Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure.

Christians dabble in Jung's religion when they incorporate his notions about man and deity through
imbibing in his theories, therapies, and notions that have filtered down through other psychotherapies,
through 12-step programs, through inner healing, through dream analysis, and through personality types
and tests.
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Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
John F. MacArthur, Jr. v. Charles C. Ryrie*

The Gospel According to Jesus v. So Great Salvation

Can a person receive Jesus as his Savior without receiving Him as his Lord? This is the question dealt with in the two
most popular books on the subject of lordship salvation. One is John F. MacArthur, Jr.'s The Gospel According to
Jesus (Zondervan:1988), and the other is Charles C. Ryrie's So Great Salvation (Victor Books:1989). It was decided to
combine them in one review, not only because they deal with the same subject (MacArthur espousing the "lordship
salvation" position, Ryrie challenging it), but primarily because Ryrie's book attempts to answer MacArthur's writing.

The subject of lordship salvation is not easily delineated. Its basic premise, that Jesus cannot be one's Savior without
also being his Lord, has been taken by some to mean that salvation is attained by works rather than by God's grace.

The issue as seen by those who believe in lordship salvation (e.g., MacArthur) is that someone who is truly saved will
produce fruit that will attest to the genuineness of his faith, because he will have acknowledged Jesus not only as his
Savior, but as his Lord as well.

Those who reject lordship salvation (e.g., Ryrie), believe that someone may have genuine faith in Christ, but the fact
that he continues in his sin demonstrates that he has not made Jesus his Lord, only his Savior. According to Ryrie, just
because someone sins or acts in disobedience (even habitually) doesn't mean he doesn't have saving faith.

But the issue is not whether we sin or not; the issue is our attitude toward our sin. And this is where MacArthur is
careful to point out that it is willful rejection of Christ's Lordship that proves one's confession of faith not valid.

In making this point, MacArthur challenges the contemporary "gospel" that merely calls people to make a decision
without telling them the full implications of that decision.

Yet God even uses this form of what one can call the "inadequate gospel" to initiate one into the full truth of the
Gospel of salvation at a later date. In this respect, MacArthur's concern is not with the Lord's ability to use man's
failures, but with man's failure to use what God has provided in His Word to communicate the full extent of Christ's
work on the Cross.

"The gospel Jesus proclaimed was a call to discipleship, a call to follow Him in submissive obedience, not
just a plea to make a decision or pray a prayer. Jesus' message liberated people from the bondage of their
sin while it confronted and condemned hypocrisy. It was an offer of eternal life and forgiveness for
repentant sinners, but at the same time it was a rebuke to outwardly religious people whose lives were
devoid of true righteousness. It put sinners on notice that they must turn from sin and embrace God's
righteousness. It was in every sense good news, yet it was anything but easy-believism" (p. 21, GATJ).

In his attempt to refute MacArthur's premise, Ryrie selects certain passages, then implies that MacArthur's statements
are ambiguous and give the impression that MacArthur is saying that works must precede salvation:

"Those who hold to a lordship/discipleship/mastery salvation viewpoint do not (perhaps it would be more
accurate to say 'cannot') send an unambiguous message about this matter. On the one hand, they say that
the essence of saving faith is 'unconditional surrender, a complete resignation of self and absolute
submission.' True faith, we are told, 'starts with humility and reaches fruition in obedience.' 'Salvation is
for those who are willing to forsake everything.' 'Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin and follow
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Jesus Christ at all costs. Jesus takes no one unwilling to come on those terms.' 'Eternal life brings
immediate death to self.' 'Forsaking oneself for Christ's sake is not an optional step of discipleship
subsequent to conversion; it is the sine qua non of saving faith.'

"But what if I do not follow Christ at all costs? What if later on in life I become unwilling to forsake
something? Suppose I lack full obedience? What if I take something back that earlier in my experience I
had given to Him? How do I quantify the amount of fruit necessary to be sure I truly 'believed' in the
lordship/mastery sense of the term? Or how do I quantify the amount of defection that can be tolerated
without wondering if I have saving faith or if I in fact lost what I formerly had?" (p. 29, SGS)

Perhaps Ryrie's did not read MacArthur's book in total. For MacArthur does allow for Christians to be in various
stages of growth in their walk. The point is that, if someone's conversion is genuine, he will exhibit growth, however
meager and however faltering, during his lifetime.

Quoting MacArthur as Ryrie did, and his subsequent remark, demonstrate an inaccurate assessment of what
MacArthur was saying. In fact, every single quote by Ryrie has been taken out of context in order to create a straw
man (salvation by works) to attack, a tactic which Ryrie himself denigrates (p. 29, SGS).

To demonstrate, we'll take each quote out of context as Ryrie did, then put it in the proper context by quoting
MacArthur or referring to the total context of MacArthur's remarks:

(1) Saving faith is "unconditional surrender, a complete resignation of self and absolute submission" (p. 153, GATJ).

Actually, MacArthur was explaining the lesson of the prodigal son. It is not an ambiguous message as
Ryrie claims. Not if taken in context. Nor does it say that the prodigal son never again failed his father.
What MacArthur was saying is that a change of heart attitude, not perfection in works, is necessary for
salvation.

(2) "True faith, we are told, 'starts with humility and reaches fruition in obedience'" (pp. 176-177, GATJ).

MacArthur was explaining the Beatitudes of Matthew 5:3-12. Again, this is not ambiguous. If that single
statement is taken out of context and combined with other out-of-context statements, it might be
ambiguous. But there is no ambiguity in MacArthur's overall exegesis of the Sermon on the Mount.

(3) "Salvation is for those who are willing to forsake everything" (p. 78, GATJ).

Here MacArthur is referring to the rich young ruler who asked Jesus, "Teacher, what good thing shall I do
that I may obtain eternal life?" (Matt. 19:16-22). Again, we can see that Ryrie's out-of-context use of
MacArthur's statement was less than scholarly.

(4) "Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin and follow Jesus Christ at all costs. Jesus takes no one unwilling to
come on those terms" (p 87, GATJ).

Here's the same statement in context:

"Salvation is by grace through faith (Eph. 2:8). That is the consistent and unambiguous
teaching of Scripture. But people with genuine faith do not refuse to acknowledge their
sinfulness. They sense that they have offended the holiness of God, and do not reject the
lordship of Christ. They do not cling to the things of the world. Real faith lacks none of these
attributes. Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin and follow Jesus Christ at all costs. Jesus
takes no one unwilling to come on those terms."

Taken in context, we again find no ambiguity in MacArthur's statement. What he is saying is quite clear:
"Faith without works is dead, being alone" (James 2:17).
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(5) "Eternal life brings immediate death to self" (p. 140, GATJ).

MacArthur states that there is no cost for salvation, but there is a definite cost in terms of salvation's
impact. Read MacArthur's entire statement and see if Ryrie did not give the wrong impression about what
MacArthur was saying by taking the statement out of context:

"Eternal life is indeed a free gift (Rom. 6:23). Salvation cannot be earned with good deeds or
purchased with money. It has already been bought by Christ, who paid the ransom with His
blood. But that does not mean there is not cost in terms of salvation's impact on the sinner's
life. This paradox may be difficult but it is nevertheless true: salvation is both free and costly.
Eternal life brings immediate death to self. 'Knowing this, that our old self was crucified with
Him, that our body of sin might be done away with, that we should no longer be slaves to sin'
(Rom 6:6).

"Thus in a sense we pay the ultimate price for salvation when our sinful self is nailed to a
cross. It is a total abandonment of self-will, like the grain of wheat that falls to the ground and
dies so that it can bear much fruit (cf. John 12:24). It is an exchange of all that we are for all
that Christ is. And it denotes implicit obedience, full surrender to the lordship of Christ.
Nothing less can qualify as saving faith.

"Death to self does not mean immediate sanctification and glorification. But just as Adam
died on the day he disobeyed God (yet did not see the completion of the death for many
years), so we die on the day that we truly believe on the Son of Man (though the completion
of that death will not be realized until we go to be with the Lord). And in dying we live unto
eternal life."

(6) "Forsaking oneself for Christ's sake is not an optional step of discipleship subsequent to conversion; it is the sine
qua non of saving faith" (p. 135, GATJ).

Like all the other Ryrie quotes, MacArthur's statement must be read in context. In accusing MacArthur of
ambiguity, it is Ryrie who is being ambiguous. In fact, taking MacArthur's statements out of context to fit
his claim is an abandonment of Warren Wiersbe's "Foreword" in Ryrie's book -- that changing one's
meaning by taking his words out of context is amateurish. In building Ryrie's status in the eyes of the
reader, Wiersbe states:

"This book is not only important, but it is also dependable. To begin with, the author is a
theologian who has two earned doctorates in his field of study. He has served effectively on
the faculty of one of America's leading evangelical seminaries and is widely recognized and
respected as a teacher, preacher, and writer. As you read these pages, you will appreciate Dr.
Ryrie's accurate exegesis and his clear explanations of biblical texts. An experienced and
mature scholar, Dr. Ryrie quotes carefully and accurately from a wide range of writers; but his
final authority is the Word of God. The cynic Ambrose Bierce once defined 'quoting' as 'the
act of repeating erroneously the words of another.' Dr. Ryrie is too seasoned a scholar to make
that mistake. You can read these pages with confidence; they are not written by an amateur"
(p. 9, SGS).

One thing anyone can tell you who has spent more than just a few years walking with the Lord is that
scholarship, while having certain merits, is not the be-all or end-all of every question. Remember that in
the eyes of "scholars," Jesus, and almost every one of His apostles, were viewed as "unlearned."

No, it is not scholarship that guarantees accuracy, it is the anointing of the Holy Spirit. If one's scholarship
is submitted to the Word of God as illumined by the Spirit of God -- with a willingness to disbelieve
everything one's scholarship holds true -- then the scholar may say that he is acknowledging Jesus as Lord
of his scholarship.
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I do not question Dr. Ryrie's credentials, but I am concerned that he would take MacArthur's comments out of context
to prove a point that, in full circle, comes to the same conclusion as MacArthur:

"Every Christian will bear spiritual fruit. Somewhere, sometime, somehow. Otherwise that person is not a
believer. Every born-again individual will be fruitful. Not to be fruitful is to be faithless, without faith,
and therefore without salvation" (p 45, SGS).

This is precisely MacArthur's point. So too, are Ryrie's "caveats":

"Having said that, some caveats are in order. One, this does not mean that a believer will always be
fruitful ... Two, this does not mean that a certain person's fruit will necessarily be outwardly evident ...
Three, my understanding of what fruit is and therefore what I expect others to bear may be faulty and/or
incomplete. ... Nevertheless, every Christian will bear fruit; otherwise he or she is not a true believer" (p
45, SGS).

It appears as if Ryrie believes in lordship salvation, too. But he just doesn't like the way MacArthur states it. Logically,
he would have to use his own arguments against himself. Particularly his example of a deathbed conversion that
doesn't allow someone to bear fruit afterward. And his excuse that the person may bear fruit through someone else
believing as a result of his conversion is not what is meant by bearing fruit. Otherwise we could say that everyone who
professes Christ, regardless of his attitude toward his sin, bears fruit on the basis that someone who hears that he has
professed Christ also decides to trust Christ.

Here it is necessary to differentiate between "fruit" and "works." Briefly, fruit is the result of an inward conversion
experience that is manifested in a change of heart attitude towards God. Generally, we are speaking about the fruit of
the Spirit. Even if it takes many years of chastisement and difficulty on the part of the believer to work even a
modicum of the fruit into his life, there will be some response out of a heart of desire to be obedient to God.

Works, on the other hand, are the result of putting that attitude into practice. Some works are performed in obedience
to God; Other works are performed in response to one's concept of righteousness, but not in obedience to God -- works
of the flesh that are not sinful per se. An example would be to do a good work out of a motive of self-desire rather
than in response to the leading of the Holy Spirit. These "works" are wood, hay, and stubble.

MacArthur seems to grasp this concept well enough. Ryrie demonstrates a lack of understanding. This is not said to
take sides. I entered into the reading of these two books with an open mind. But in the final analysis, I had to agree
almost totally with MacArthur's position. He consistently worked from Scripture to build his case for lordship
salvation, whereas Ryrie consistently worked from MacArthur's text to "prove" that the lordship salvation message is
tantamount to salvation by works.

Nor are the quotes referred to above the only ones involved. Ryrie's poor scholarship runs rampant throughout his
book. And it's a shame that a theologian of his "stature" should come to such a sad state. It's as if he just threw
something together in haste in order to capitalize on the success of MacArthur's book and the contrived controversy
that has been propagated by those who see little or no merit in living as if Jesus is Lord. And Wiersbe's glowing
account of Ryrie's exegesis must prove an embarrassment in view of Ryrie's claim that the repentance God calls
us to is a changing of our minds about Jesus, and not about sin:

"Second, there is a repentance that is unto eternal salvation. What kind of repentance saves? Not a sorrow
for sins or even a sorrow that results in a cleaning up of one's life. People who reform have repented; that
is, they have changed their minds about their past lives, but that kind of repentance, albeit genuine, does
not of itself save them. The only kind of repentance that saves is a change of mind about Jesus Christ.
People can weep; people can resolve to turn from their past sins; but those things in themselves cannot
save. The only kind of repentance that saves anyone, anywhere, anytime is a change of mind about Jesus
Christ. The sense of sin and sorrow because of sin may stir up a person's mind or conscience so that he or
she realizes the need for a Savior, but if there is not change of mind about Jesus Christ there will be no
salvation" (p. 94, SGS).
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Actually, one cannot disagree entirely with what Ryrie says. It is necessary for us to have a change of mind about
Jesus Christ -- that is, to believe what the gospel says about Him, as opposed to what religious or philosophical
traditions (or personal feelings) say about Him. But what does the Gospel say about Jesus? That He came to save us
from our sins -- not only the consequences, but the enslavement to them. We cannot believe that unless we are
confronted with our sins. And confrontation under the anointing of the Holy Spirit will always result in one of two
conclusions: to either reject the Christ who saves us from our sins, and thus continue in them, or to believe in the
Christ who saves us from our sins and turn away from them (i.e., repent from sin and turn to Christ).

We see, then, that repentance has a two-fold meaning: repentance from our misconceived ideas about Jesus, as Ryrie
points out, but also repentance from sin. Ryrie's premise that repentance does not mean repentance from sin, but only
repentance from a wrong concept of Christ, cannot stand the test of Scripture. Almost every Bible mention of
repentance unto salvation is in the context of repentance from sin. Now, Ryrie does says that repentance from sin is
important. But to say that it is not essential to salvation is to say that Christ died for nothing more than recognition of
his office as Savior.

To sum up these two books, MacArthur's is scholarly, accurate in its exegesis, and honest in its approach to a difficult
subject. Ryrie's book, on the other hand, contains about half the content of MacArthur's for about the same price, is
poorly exegeted, and, while much of what he says is true, those truths are already stated by MacArthur. You won't
miss anything by passing it up.

Finally, it should be reiterated that lordship salvation does not say -- nor does MacArthur say -- that repentance is a
precondition to faith. Rather, repentance from sin proceeds from faith. We are saved by grace through faith.

Thus the writer of Hebrews asks that all-important question that forms the basis for the title of Ryrie's book, "How can
we escape if we neglect so great a salvation?" (Hebrews 2:3).

Indeed, how can we escape if we neglect so great a salvation that transforms those it touches into the image of Christ -
- a lordship salvation?

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from an Al Dager's 3/90 Media Spotlight book review by the same
name. The favorable comments by Mr. Dager concerning John MacArthur's views on Lordship Salvation should in no
way be construed as an endorsement by BDM of either John MacArthur or his book. This review is presented
primarily as evidence of the unbiblical easy-believism gospel being taught by the likes of Charles Ryrie, Zane Hodges,
etc., and their attacks on anyone who might approximate a Biblical approach to Lordship Salvation.
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Unconditional Love and Acceptance?*

Eph. 1:6 -- To the praise of the glory of His grace, wherein 
He hath made us accepted in the Beloved.

Among the stellar emotional needs of humanistic psychology are unconditional acceptance, unconditional self-regard,
unconditional self-acceptance, and unconditional love. The usual meaning of the word unconditional is "without
conditions or reservations; absolute." The practical extension of the theories of unconditional love is a permissive
attitude and a morally nonrestrictive atmosphere. That means no conditions or restrictions in child rearing, counseling,
and other human relationships. It must be an absolute love, unrestricted by human feelings or failings, since the very
meaning of the word is "absolute."

But, if there is any absolute when it comes to love, it is that human love is limited. It is not what it was originally
created to be, even in the best of people and circumstances, except when Jesus Himself is loving in and through a
person.

Humanistic psychologists Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow considered these "unconditionals" to be basic human
needs, essential to a person's sense of well-being. They taught that people need to be loved and accepted
unconditionally -- without any conditions of performance. Thus, their followers also teach and encourage all people to
love and accept themselves unconditionally.

Men such as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers believed that a human being would find answers to his own dilemmas and
naturally blossom into his best self in an atmosphere of unconditional love and acceptance (by which they meant a
permissive, unstructured atmosphere). Nevertheless, as much as they would like to think that they themselves loved
their clients unconditionally, the truth of the matter is this: people are NOT able to love unconditionally.

The Myth of Unconditional Love

Unconditional love is a myth. That is because humans are naturally self-biased and the human heart is so deceitful that
one can fool himself into thinking that he is loving unconditionally, when in fact he has all kinds of conditions. For
instance, what kind of "unconditional" love is at work when the psychiatrist's client can no longer pay for services and
therapy is discontinued?

Unconditional love cannot be based upon performance or it wouldn't be unconditional. Therefore, it must be based on
the intrinsic worth of the person. Paul Brownback, in his book The Danger of Self-Love, explains it this way:

"... by unconditional love we are speaking of love on the basis of being rather than doing. One implication
of this teaching is the place of grandeur that it gives to the human being. I am lovable just because I am
human; therefore being human, in and of itself, regardless of what I do with my humanness, must have
some sort of independent value or worth. It is by itself a sufficient claim to respect and esteem" (p. 66).

Thus, according to the self theories, everyone is born with the right to receive unconditional love and unconditional
acceptance throughout his entire life, no matter what!

James Dobson, one of the chief proponents of unconditional love, believes that all people need it. Dobson declares:
"I'm convinced the human spirit craves this kind of unconditional love and experiences something akin to 'soul hunger'
when it cannot be achieved." Then as an extra bonus, Dobson brings God in as the primary person who gives this
unconditional love and acceptance -- he says "God's acceptance is unconditional." Dobson is not alone in that
conclusion. A host of well-respected professing Christian leaders describe God's love as unconditional.
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Pastors should have been alert to the subtleties of deception that would turn a believer's eyes from God to self. But
alas, rather that warning the sheep, many of the "shepherds" have joined the psychologists and embrace their teachings
of unconditional love and acceptance.

A Misunderstanding of God's Love

The basis for their eager embrace is a misunderstanding of "the love of Christ which passeth knowledge" (Eph. 3:19).
They equate unconditional love and acceptance with the fact that God's love is vast, unfathomable, and unmerited.
Then they follow that with the idea that if God loves and accepts people unconditionally, they should also love and
accept themselves unconditionally. While this may sound like a logical progression, there are some serious problems
with the basic assumptions.

Therefore, we must address the question: Is God's love unconditional? Or are there any conditions that must be met to
become a recipient of His love?

Paul prayed that the believers in Ephesus would be able to comprehend the length, width, depth, and height of God's
love. He desired that they know the love of Christ, which surpasses knowledge, so that they would be filled with the
fullness of God (Eph. 3:16-19). The wide expanse of God's love has been the theme of the gospel throughout the ages,
for to know His love is to know Him. Therefore, any consideration of His love is highly important and must be based
upon His revelation of Himself rather than upon the imagination of men.

Love According to Secular Humanism

Ever since the rise of secular humanism in this country, and especially since the establishment of humanistic
psychology, the popular, "relevant" term to describe God's love has been unconditional. The thrust of this word in
humanistic psychology has been both to give and to expect unconditional love from one another with no strings
attached. While unconditional love and acceptance supposedly promote change and growth, they make no
requirements. But God, who is love, requires change and enables his children to grow in righteousness.

In humanistic psychology, parents and society are always the culprits. Since they believe that every person is born with
intrinsic worth and innate goodness, psychologists contend that one main reason people experience emotional and
behavioral problems is because they have not received unconditional love from their parents. Following that thesis,
Christians have come to believe that the best kind of love is unconditional love. It is the highest love secular humanists
know. It is touted as a love that makes no demands for performance, good behavior, or the like. It has also been
associated with a kind of permissiveness, since it makes no demands and has no conditions, even though the promoters
of the unconditional love jargon would say that unconditional love does not have to dispense with discipline.

God's Love Revealed through Scripture

Because the concept of unconditional love permeates society and because it is often thought of as the highest form of
human love, it is natural for a Christian to mistakenly use this term to describe God. After all, His love is far greater
than any human love imaginable. God's love for humanity is so great that "He gave His only begotten Son that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (John 3:16). Oh, the magnitude of the cost!
We cannot even fathom His love even though our very breath depends upon it! His love indeed reaches to the heights
and depths. But again, is God's love truly unconditional?

God's love is available to human beings by grace alone. There is nothing that men can do to earn that love. There is no
good work that is either demanded or even possible. But does that make God's love unconditional? "That whosoever
will" is most certainly not a work, but it is a condition. Otherwise we would end up with universalism (all people
saved) rather than salvation by grace received through faith.

God chooses upon whom He will place His love and the benefits of His love. Did Jesus ever imply that God's love is
unconditional? He said to His disciples:
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"He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me: and he that loveth Me shall
be loved of My Father, and I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him" (John 14:21).

One might argue that the story of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11ff) proves unconditional love (as Charles Stanley
teaches). It indeed illustrates the vastness of God's love, forgiveness, and longsuffering. However, the son repented! If
he had a prosperous evil life he may never have repented. And while the father would have waited and hoped, he
would not have extended his love. After all, he did not go out searching for him to support his folly.

Up to a point, this seems to indicate unconditional love, and yet, God is not waiting in ignorance, not knowing what
those for whom His Son died might be doing. It is difficult enough to understand God's love without adding the term
unconditional love which is loaded with secular, humanistic, psychological connotations. The story of the prodigal son
teaches grace, forgiveness and mercy -- but unconditional love? No!

While God loves with a greater love than humans can comprehend, His holiness and justice also must be taken into
consideration. Therefore, the term unconditional love is inadequate for defining God. It does not account for God's
reaction to pompous men who devise plans against Him and His anointed. The psalmist goes so far as to say:

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak to
them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure" (Psalm 2:4-5).

And what about Lot's wife as she turned to look at the smoldering cities? Or what about Jesus' words to the cities that
refused to repent? Does this sound like unconditional love?:

"Woe to thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, which were done in you, had
been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say unto
you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou,
Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell ... it shall be more tolerable for
the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee" (Matthew 11:21-24).

Conclusion

But perhaps one could say that God's love for the Christian is unconditional since the Christian partakes of His love
and grace through faith. Wouldn't it be better to say that the conditions have been met? Jesus met the first condition, to
wash away the sin that God hates. The believer meets the second condition, but only by God's grace through faith.

Or perhaps it would be better to say that God's love extended to a person is conditioned by His plan to give eternal
life to those whom He has enabled to believe on His Son. The conditions of God's love are resident within
Himself. As our opening Bible verse says: He hath MADE us accepted!

There is a strong temptation to use vocabulary that is popular in society in order to make Christianity sound relevant.
Christians have something far better than what the world offers, but in expressing that good news, they confuse people
by using words that are already loaded with humanistic connotations and systems of thought. It would be better not to
use the expression unconditional love when describing God's love. There are plenty of other good words (1 John
4:9,10,16):

In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through him.

Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our
sins. ...

And we have known and believed the love that God hath to us. God is love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.
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The incomprehensible magnitude of God's love surpasses any concept of love devised by humanistic psychologists.
The doctrine of unconditional love is a myth that glorifies man rather than God.

*Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, [now in a revised 1998 edition titled James Dobson's Gospel
of Self-Esteem & Psychology (pp. 65-71) (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110)], and
from the September-October 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter by permission of Martin & Deidre Bobgan. (See
also Paul Brownback's book, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, for an excellent theological critique of the
unconditional love/acceptance phenomena.)  [Return to Top]
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James Dobson’s Gospel 
of Self-Esteem & Psychology

Because of his tremendous influence in bringing psychology and
self-esteem teachings into the church, Dr. James Dobson’s work
is an appropriate subject for examination. What he has written
and said is examined from both a biblical and scientific point of
view.

There are pluses to Dobson’s ministry. However, after all the
pluses and minuses are added together, it is concluded that Focus
on the Family is an organization that too often honors man and
his opinions over God and His Word.

Contrary to what he claims, this book demonstrates that some of
Dobson’s basic assumptions and many of his specific teachings
actually originated from secular psychological theorists whose
opinions are based on godless foundations. Thus, Dobson uses
the Bible as a sanction for dispensing unbiblical ideas to
unsuspecting readers and listeners. The use of psychology to
help people eclipses the Scriptures at Focus on the Family. Self-
esteem and psychology are the two major thrusts that too often
supersede sin, salvation, and sanctification. They are another
gospel.

James Dobson’s Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology is a
revised and retitled edition of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II.
Softbound, 248 pages.
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Life-Style Evangelism
by Joseph Aldrich

Joseph Aldrich is the former president of the neo-evangelical, psychologized Multnomah School of the Bible in
Portland, Oregon. (He resigned in May of 1997 for health reasons.) Though none of his other books ever reached the
popularity of Life-Style Evangelism, other psychologically-oriented books he has authored include Secrets to Inner
Beauty, Self-Worth, and Love For All Your Worth. To this day, Life-Style Evangelism comes highly recommended by
many pastors and church leaders, yet we can find little to recommend it. Some of our major concerns are detailed
below (1981:Multnomah Press):

-  Aldrich is highly ecumenical in his approach to evangelism. This is evident from just a cursory glance at the
favorable quoting and/or resource recommendations in this book: C.S. Lovett's book Witnessing Made Easy (p. 22);
Leighton Ford's books The Christian Persuaders (p. 56) and Good News is For Sharing (p. 97), and Ford's Lausanne
Committee for World Evangelization (p. 76); James Jauncey's book Psychology for Successful Evangelism (p. 97);
Peter Wagner's book Frontiers in Missionary Strategy (p. 97), as well as his philosophies of church growth (p. 81);
Chuck Swindoll's book Killing Giants, Pulling Thorns (p. 210); the neo-evangelical "Christian" publications Campus
Life, Moody Monthly, Christian Life, Eternity, and Virtue (p. 211); the compromising ministries of evangelists Billy
Graham and Luis Palau (p. 78); Hindu pantheist Mahatma Gandhi (p. 92); "Christian" world hunger relief organization
World Vision (p. 92); and Bill Bright's (Campus Crusade's) Four Spiritual Laws booklet (p. 129).

-  Aldrich has no qualms in adapting both the presentation and the content of the gospel in order to make it acceptable
to a self-centered, feelings-oriented culture:

"The unbeliever needs to feel the impact of the gospel (good news that Christ loves people), and not
merely listen to it. When love is felt the message is heard [p. 83] ... we need to pause and underscore a
crucial fact with a crucial implication. Our world has changed ... One major implication is that our
presentation of the gospel must adapt itself to a vastly changed target audience [p. 85] ... God has good
news for the person who needs love and affection, security or esteem [p. 88] ... Extensive research reveals
that 'people will not listen to the gospel message and respond unless it speaks to felt needs' [p. 89] ...
People are more inclined to respond to the gospel when they understand how trusting Christ will satisfy
their needs [p. 95] ... Adapt your presentation to his needs ... If because of extreme guilt and insecurity the
individual needs reassurance of God's love, spend more time making this point. If he is already broken by
sin, don't belabor the issue ... Sometimes this adaptation takes the form of quotations and comments from
notable scholars and leaders. These can be powerful. Start collecting and memorizing them" (p. 232).

It seems that Aldrich allows for everything but the simple "power of the gospel unto salvation" (Rom 1:16,17)

-  The following quote reveals Aldrich's Arminian theology and his pragmatic "What's in it for me?" approach to
evangelism:

"Christians need to think through what the gospel can mean to a searching heart. Besides deliverance from
a literal hell, it may put his marriage back together, it may end his overpowering guilt, it may free him
from a burdensome habit, it may bring peace, it may bring financial stability, it may solve many of his
interpersonal problems, it may be the key to coping with illness, it may be the key to resources for living.
Possibly it will be all of the above. That's good news! Every basic need or motive is matched by some
facet of the gospel" (pp. 89-90).

-  Perhaps the most disturbing part of the book is Chapter 4: "Practicing the Presence in Evangelism." It is a polemic
for Maslow's [godless atheist's] "Hierarchy of Needs," and how it is impossible to evangelize the poor until their
"needs" at the base of the hierarchy pyramid are satisfied. [ Level (1) Physiological needs (food, shelter, clothing); (2)
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Safety and Security; (3) Love and Affection; (4) Esteem; (5) Self-actualization.] Then at the top of the hierarchy,
Aldrich equates salvation to the meeting of the needs of self-esteem and self-actualization! In Aldrich's own words:
(Underlined emphases added.)

"I have used Maslow's Hierarchy of needs for four years as a teaching tool. I find it helpful in determining
what level of need a person is struggling to satisfy. Motivation to act appears to be directly related to
need. If I can link a solution (the gospel) to a felt need, I have created a favorable climate for action. If
I'm hungry, I'm motivated to meet that need. My thoughts and desires turn to food. If my need for food is
acute, all other needs are subordinated to this need. As long as any need is not satisfied, a problem exists
which seeks a solution. Maslow believed that all men have basically the same set of needs and attempt to
satisfy them in a definite order of importance-beginning with the bottom of the pyramid and moving
upward" (p. 90).

"What a person says he wants is generally related to his basic need ... He may want a Mercedes because
he has a deep-seated esteem need. He is unsure of his identity and feels a Mercedes will enhance his
image and increase his esteem ... While it is true that 'man does not live by bread alone,' if he has no bread
he doesn't live at all ... It was Gandhi who said, "Even God cannot talk to a starving man except in terms
of bread." ... Our need to feel safe and secure runs deep. ... Fear can be a reason why we trust Christ.
Many come into the Kingdom because of a deep-seated security need .... If they are basically secure, their
efforts focus 'upward' to satisfy their needs for love and affection in meaningful relationships ... people
have a desperate need to belong. They need a physical and emotional home in which their brokenness is
accepted. Does the gospel have any 'good news' for the person struggling with a love and affection need?
Many come into the Kingdom through this door" (pp. 91-92).

"Every person needs to feel he or she is valuable and important. We all struggle with esteem needs ... We
all need affirmation from others. Yet there is no better news than to discover that I am somebody to God.
... Do you know a non-Christian starved for recognition, who is struggling with this need to feel valuable
and worthwhile to you, God will use that as a stepping stone to Christ! ... When the individual's need for
esteem is basically met he mobilizes his time, energy, and resources to become as much as he can be" (p.
93).

Not only does the Bible know nothing of this need hierarchy and all of its pathetic humanistic platitudes, the Bible
teaches the exact opposite! The Bible says to love and trust God, and to love others and deny self; Maslow says to
esteem and actualize self, and that this is not even possible until all one's other needs are met. The Bible teaches that
we are to be content with the barest minimum of so-called needs met (1 Tim. 6:8), and that the only real need is to
hear Him and believe His Word (Matt. 4:4; Lk.10:42). In fact, in Jesus' discourse in Matthew 6, He turns everything
around and stands Maslow's need pyramid on its apex (Matt. 6:33)! Moreover, Jesus characterizes the quest to satisfy
"lower-level" needs above "higher" ones as adopting a pagan philosophy of life (Matt. 6:28-32)! That a man of
Aldrich's stature would base his evangelism model on such an obviously unbiblical system as Maslow's need hierarchy
is a shameful disgrace.

-  Aldrich appears to have a disdain for doctrine. Consider his following straw man argument:

"Many pastors perceive the major and central purpose of their church as that of a Bible institute where
facts are transmitted from one notebook to another. Doctrine becomes everything, as though understanding
doctrine were an end unto itself. Unfortunately, most people who are exposed to doctrine alone usually sit,
soak, and sour. This is true because impression minus expression leads to spiritual depression. A diet of
doctrine alone will produce soul-sick people who are suffering form spiritual malnutrition. Usually their
heads are 'full' but their hearts are empty" (p. 107).

-  Aldrich seems to encourage a form of the cult technique known as "love bombing":

"Create an atmosphere in which the nonbeliever feels loved and accepted ... If he does, he'll never recover.
Group love and acceptance seems to be a basic need to the human heart. As they feel accepted, they have
'a built in inclination to accept the group's religious beliefs even before they know them. It becomes an
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easy step to graduate from the social functions to the religious activities' [Jauncey]. A congenial, accepting
emotional atmosphere eases communication and increases the impact of truth" (p. 193).

-  Aldrich teaches the occult technique of visualization as the first step is reaching your neighbor in evangelism:

"So, how do you reach your neighbor? ... What's the first step? Visualize the neighborhood's readiness for
Christ. Visualize the Spirit of God hovering over your neighborhood. This is the first key (p. 201).
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Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)
Confronting BCF's Self-Confrontation Manual*

For a number of years we have recommended the Biblical Counseling Foundation's manual currently titled Self-
Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. However, with our growing concern about the Biblical counseling
movement, we have taken another look at the manual as an integral part of the counseling training program offered by
the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF).

We express many of our concerns about the growing Biblical counseling movement in our book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible. We have serious problems with much of what is now called "Biblical counseling."

One of the big problems with the Biblical counseling movement is the erroneous impression, encouraged by many
organizations, that one needs to take a Biblical counseling course or complete a Biblical counseling program before
one can counsel from Scripture and certainly before one can excel in ministering godly counsel. Therefore, many
Christians enroll in these programs with the idea that they need such specialized training before they can or even
should minister Biblical counsel to another believer. However, the truth is that, for a variety of reasons, one could
become a worse counselor after taking such training.

We say categorically in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible:

Any person who can be used by the Holy Spirit to lead another to salvation or along the way of sanctification is
competent to be used by God to give wise counsel without needing specialized biblical counseling training.1

The "training" must be Biblical, and the promoters of these training programs would agree with that. However, a
disagreement we would have with the Biblical counseling training program promoters is that they attempt to prepare
individuals to be "Biblical counselors," when they should prepare individuals to give godly counsel as they minister to
one another in the body of Christ as part of the Biblically ordained ministries found in Ephesians 4:11-16, Romans 12,
and elsewhere in Scripture.

One needs to "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth" (2 Timothy 2:15). Such study occurs in worship services, Bible studies, Sunday school classes, and
at other times of reading and instruction in the Word. Such study occurs in Biblical counseling programs as well, but
there too much error and baggage that come from an emphasis on the process of counseling.

One feature of many Biblical counseling training programs is the identification of a number of areas of problems
(including sins and shortcomings) with Bible verses that may be applicable to such problems. Pastors and lay people
alike are then intimidated into believing they need the training to learn the verses that apply to specific problems before
they can minister appropriately.

What we say may shock those in the Biblical counseling movement, but it is entirely unnecessary to take such classes
and learn the verses as listed in their manuals in order to be used by God to minister godly counsel to one another
along the way to Christian maturity. Problems of living present possibilities for Christian growth, but it is not
necessary to know or learn specific verses about specific problems for Christian growth to occur.

We have studied the academic research on counseling for over 20 years. Based upon our familiarity with the research,
and we believe that researchers would agree with us, it would make no difference in the results of Biblical counseling
whether or not a counselor used or entirely avoided the specific verses related to the problems confronted and whether
or not one ever completed a Biblical counseling program.

In other words, one does not need to learn the lock-step relationship between specific verses and problems to minister
appropriately and effectively to one another in the body of Christ according to God's Word. Why? Because the true
counselor is the Holy Spirit and He will convict a heart and change a life. It is the Word that will be used by the Holy
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Spirit. Whether one uses specific verses related to problems or other passages of Scripture, the results will be
equivalent-except that the handbook-trained Biblical counselor more often comes with the worldly baggage described
in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

One more answer to the question of "why?" is this: According to research, the number one reason why people change
is because they want to. In most instances in which a person needs to change, that individual will know what needs to
be changed even before counseling begins. The problem may be spiritual stagnation often brought about by
disobedience to Scripture. The person may be spiritually stagnant and need spiritual growth. Reading the Word and
obeying the Word in any area of life will bring both spiritual and behavioral change in one who desires to follow
Christ at the cost of taking up his cross and denying himself.

The Relationship of BCF's Manual to the Biblical Counseling Movement

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship2 is the required text for the first course in BCF's Biblical
counseling training program. One may argue that this book is a discipleship book, not a counseling manual. But this
book has to do with discipleship and counseling. Not only is this book used in the first course of the BCF counseling
training program, but BCF equates counseling with discipleship. A BCF article titled "Equation for Effectiveness:
Biblical Counseling = In-depth Discipleship" says, "Many Christian leaders have separated discipleship and Biblical
counseling when, in fact, Scripture makes no such distinction."3 However, we disagree with that conclusion.

Jesus' disciples were those who followed Him and learned from Him. Disciples are followers who are learning to be
like their master. Thus Christian discipleship is the process of following Christ and becoming like Him. It does not
require a counselor apart from the Holy Spirit, though it does involve an evangelist, pastor and teacher. Teaching and
learning are much closer to the Biblical idea of discipleship than counseling, especially any counseling that is
contaminated by the one-up-one-down mentality of psychological therapy. Nevertheless, BCF uses the terms
discipleship and counseling as synonyms, such as in the following statement:

We should not approach discipleship as a salesman who has a predetermined set of ideas to get across, but as a
physician who works with each individual to help him through any test, no matter how formidable it may initially seem
to be. In-depth discipleship (biblical counseling) requires great diligence in study and practice.4 (Parentheses in
original.)

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is a counseling manual with an extended case study along with
counseling instructions. Furthermore, the Self-Confrontation Course, which uses this book as its initial text, is,
according to BCF, "the first part of a comprehensive training program in biblical counseling."5 In addition, the
supplements of the manual include aspects of worldly counseling never found in Scripture.

Even so-called "Christian" psychologists and psychiatrists claim to be doing discipleship when, in fact, they are
practicing psychotherapy and psychiatry.

Under the leadership of John Broger, the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF) in Rancho Mirage, California,
developed training programs and manuals for Biblical counseling. Over a period of years they wrote the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus, which has gone through a number of revisions and was used in BCF training programs. Bracy
Ball, BCF Vice President of Operations, asked us to critique an earlier version of the Syllabus and we did so. To our
knowledge, our suggestions were addressed in a later revision. Until two years ago, we whole-heartedly recommended
the BCF syllabus and training. As a matter of fact, numerous pastors and lay people first heard about BCF from us.
Nevertheless, we no longer recommend BCF or the manual, now titled Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth
discipleship.

Basic Doctrine

The best and most useful aspect of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is the presentation of basic
Bible doctrines in the first chapters, which read more like a basic catechism than a counseling book. The popularity of
the BCF manual reveals the famine in many churches and provides foundational teachings that must be lacking in
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many lives. Its usefulness suggests that churches need to teach and reteach classes on basic Christian doctrine. The
inclusion of homework in this manual also suggests that Christians are willing to do homework to solve their problems
and to equip themselves for ministry. Thus, Bible teachers should not hesitate to expect Bible students to study the
doctrines of Scripture themselves.

Besides basic doctrine, Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship also stresses the practical application of
Biblical doctrines. For those reasons the initial chapters of the book can be quite useful. However, the emphasis on
counseling, the problem-centered approach of later chapters, and the psychotainted sections in the appendix (discussed
later in this paper) prohibit us from recommending it.

Use of Scripture References

The presentation of Biblical doctrine in Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is helpful. And, as one
works through the BCF manual, there are numerous Scripture passages to look up along the way. The plethora of
verses gives the impression that they were generated with a computer program and then not thoroughly evaluated.
However, many of the verses used are only tangentially applicable, inapplicable, or simply misused. The manual badly
needs a theologian with a great amount of time to check all verses used in the manual.

The great number of verses to look up tends to discourage studying the verses in context. Thus, rather than a section of
Scripture being used in some depth, there are many individual verses strung together to support a particular principle.
Some verses are used numerous times to support various principles. If this is indeed a discipleship manual, it should at
least teach people to study verses in context.

At times, BCF misuses verses simply because they do not exegete them properly. But, of course, this is another
weakness. If they exegeted the verses in depth, the manual would end up to be several volumes instead of one.

For example, on the cover of the original syllabus preceding the title is the following Scripture reference: "Matthew
7:1-5." The apparent reason for its position on the cover and its use within the manual is to support the idea that to
counsel others, one must first learn to confront oneself. BCF says:

Self-confrontation must continue throughout your Christian walk if you are to avoid the hypocrisy of judging the
failures of others without first examining your own life in a biblical manner (Matthew 7:1-5; Luke 6:41-42).6

Matthew 7:1-5 certainly has to do with judging and hypocrisy. However, the BCF use of Matthew 7:1-5 and the above
quote turns counseling into judging. Following the logic of their use of terms leads one to this unfortunate syllogism:
Counseling equals discipleship. Counseling equals judging. Therefore, discipleship is judging. To drive the logical
progression even further: If discipleship equals counseling, does disciple equal counselee?

While removing the beam from one's own eye before attempting to remove a splinter from another person's eye is
what those who are under the law must do if they are not to be identified as hypocrites, this verse has to do with
judging, not counseling, unless as BCF implies, counseling and judging are the same thing. Look up the words judging
and counseling in a dictionary and see the difference.

Is BCF saying that Biblical counseling is primarily "judging the failures of others" by persons who attempt to avoid
hypocrisy through self-confrontation? Is "judging the failures of others" the main thrust of BCF? If not, they should
not use Matthew 7:1-5 as a foundational verse for justifying their first course. A more appropriate verse would have
been Galatians 6:1-3, which directly gives instruction for restoring a fellow believer. This verse has to do with the
personal ministry of restoration, not with judging.

But, again, judging is apparently a very important aspect for counseling and discipleship for BCF, since their Principle
3 says:

Practicing God's Word begins with judging yourself and removing sinful obstructions from your own life (Matthew 7:1-
5; 1 Corinthians 11:28-31; Hebrews 12:1). Then, you have the privilege and responsibility of restoring others to
victorious living (Matthew 7:5; Romans 15:14; II Corinthians 1:3-4; Galatians 6:1-5).7

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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By justifying their methodology of self-confrontation with this verse, they make judging a primary activity for both
counseling and discipleship. We would question the order and emphasis of this Principle 3 with 2 Timothy 3:16-17,
which indicates that practicing God's Word begins with doctrine. Then after the doctrine comes the reproof, which is
not necessarily "judging yourself," but rather conviction by the Holy Spirit. Judging ourselves is not necessarily a good
activity. Lots of people judge themselves and improve their flesh and deafen themselves to the conviction of the Holy
Spirit. We may even decide what we want to improve in ourselves by our own self-judging and God may have a
different order of change, a more significant depth of change.

The self-confrontation process does require a great deal of looking at oneself and judging oneself. The manual
declares:

Discipleship requires constant self-examination that is in accordance with God's Word (based on Matthew 7:1-5; I
Corinthians 11:31; Galatians 6:4).8

But do we become like Christ by looking at ourselves or by looking at Him ? Yes, we are to examine ourselves and
judge ourselves, but there is no indication that this is to be a constant activity. In fact, constant self-examination may
lead to disguised self-improvement and self-righteousness. In spite of good intentions and many Biblically sound
statements, self-confrontation easily becomes self-preoccupation, works oriented activity, and bondage clouding our
liberty in Christ. The greater emphasis in Scripture appears to be looking to Christ and at Christ in order to become
like Christ.

To best understand Matthew 7:1-5 and Luke 6:41-42, it is also necessary to do more work on the use of mote and
beam and how those words relate to the use of the words thou hypocrite. Even then, there is much more to be learned
here. This is only one of numerous examples of either misuse or superficial use of Bible verses. It is one of many
examples of BCF drawing inferences from Bible verses to make implications for Biblical counseling, rather than
presenting the intended meaning of the verse.

Intimidation

Within the chapter titled "Purposes of This Course" under the section "Overview of Biblical Counseling Training,"
John Broger says:

The overall objective of biblical counseling training is to teach members of the local church body to face the challenge
of living biblically in a fallen world and to prepare them to counsel others in a strictly biblical manner.9

This is a worthy goal: to equip the body of Christ. Such instructions and tools may indeed enable people to live more
effectively for Christ. However, instructions and tools can also become shackles of legalism and bondage.

Numerous people have expressed to us that the manual is too intimidating to use. Others have been intimidated by the
idea that they must go through special training before they can minister to others in the Body of Christ. Though meant
to be a help, the manual, the self-confrontation course, and the additional four levels of counseling training can
become a burden. How does that happen?

Supplement 1 of the BCF manual says:

The Bible itself states that the truths contained within it are entirely sufficient to enable a person to live a life pleasing
to God (II Peter 1:3-4).10

Other supporting verses are given in this section to emphasize the sufficiency of Scripture. However, immediately
following this section is one titled "Developing Biblical Habits." This section touts the use of the BCF Self-
Confrontation course. It says:

In order to establish a scriptural base for biblical counseling, 105 biblical principles and their supporting verses are
presented in the BCF Self-Confrontation course. These biblical principles can be applied in a systematic manner to
overcome any problem of life and are not a mixture of man-contrived theories sprinkled with a few Bible verses
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unrelated to problem solving. Instead, these biblical principles provide the essential foundation for any person to
change his unbiblical patterns of living and establish new habits of biblical behavior. While extensive and unalterable,
these biblical principles are not meant to be all inclusive due to the living and active characteristics of God's Word
(Hebrews 4:12).11 (Bold added.)

This not too subtle move from using the Bible to using the BCF manual, because it is organized with 105 "unalterable"
Biblical principles with a plethora of Bible verses, is one reason why individuals are intimidated by the manual. The
intimidation is found in the legalistic-sounding lists of should and should-not, in the 105 principles to be followed, and
in the numerous verses to look up if one is to follow Scripture. This round about manner of approaching Scripture,
while systematically organized, focuses more on the principles themselves than on the context of Scripture. While on
the one hand, such principles may clarify or emphasize a truth from Scripture, there is the danger of living by
principles rather than by the living Word of God. One may follow a principle derived from Scripture and still be
walking according to self-effort even though some of the principles reveal the uselessness of self-effort.

Whenever we expand on or even explain Scripture, we are at least once removed from Scripture itself. An example of
this was the Pharisees' attempt to define the Sabbath Law, to the point of how much a person could lift, how far he
could walk, and what exactly was or was not work. In an attempt to clarify the Law and give instructions and tools for
living, the Pharisees burdened the people beyond the requirements of the Law.

BCF is correct in rejecting the psychological wisdom of men, but wrong in immodestly touting their Bible-plus 105
Biblical principles for Biblical counseling. The truth is that one need not study their principles in order to live
victoriously or successfully minister godly counsel. To stress the 105 Biblical principles and application in a
"systematic manner to solve any problem of life" is both intimidating and Biblically false. Such a declaration that these
105 principles are "to solve any problem of life" suggests a necessity to know those 105 principles if problems are to
be solved. By implication, such a statement emphasizes those principles more than the rest of God's Word and
inadvertently places the "systematic" manual in a superior position next to the Bible itself.

Part of the intimidation is involved in the 105 principles. The other intimidation comes from the five levels of training
offered in the BCF program. (See Supplement 2.12) One supposedly must not only learn the principles to be a Biblical
counselor, but must also go through the five levels. While a person in the midst of working through the self-
confrontation manual is encouraged to counsel others according to what he is learning, the implication is that the more
levels of training one has, the more adequate one will become.

Lesson 24 of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship says: "Those who counsel others in a biblical
manner must have specific steps to follow just as a medical doctor must follow basic steps to accomplish his
purposes."13 Thus, according to BCF, one must learn the "specific steps" before one can minister to another believer.
This is not only intimidating; it puts Biblical, Holy Spirit ministry into a straight jacket. Thus, that which is meant to
be a help may become a hindrance.

Another point of intimidation regards the rigidity of the BCF sequence of training. A BCF leader once said that even
Dr. Jay Adams would have to take the BCF level 1 before taking level 2, etc. So, the man who was instrumental in
starting the Biblical counseling movement (Adams) needs to complete the BCF level 1 before going to level 2, etc.,
even though some of the self-confrontation manual is based directly on material from Adams' book The Christian
Counselor's Manual.14 This only adds to the already existent intimidation in the manual itself.

Under these conditions of intimidation, a tool (the manual) becomes a burden (must learn the 105 principles to
counsel). Individuals may get the idea that they must work on sanctification in a prescribed manner. The final result
may be one of legalism. Though BCF preaches against a legalistic approach, the ingredients in the manual may result
in the very thing BCF wishes to avoid.

The Case Study

Throughout much of the manual is a case study called "Mary's Husband Has Left Her." The case study is first
presented in Lesson 9, and subsequent counseling sessions follow in the later lessons. In Lesson 9 the student of the
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manual is to read the information about Mary and then answer questions. Unfortunately, the information about Mary is
too brief to be comprehensible. Mary has presumably come to "your house" with a marital problem. She is distraught
because her husband left her after arguing all night. After only a brief description, the reader of the manual is asked
questions regarding Mary and how one might help her. Throughout this "case study" the pronoun "you" is used to
designate the person who is presumably doing the counseling. However, as we discuss aspects of this "case study" of
Mary we will refer to the person to whom Mary came for help as the "woman" to avoid confusion among "you" the
reader of this paper, "you" the reader of the manual, and "you" the "counselor" in the "case study."

In spite of the scarcity of information given regarding Mary and her situation, the reader of the manual is directed to
answer specific questions. However, to ask one to presume to give answers without sufficient information may cause
one to "answereth a matter before he heareth it," and that would be a "folly and shame unto him" (Proverbs 18:13).
While one may pick up clues from the brief amount of information, the answers will involve some speculation. For
instance Question 3 asks, "What additional problems could result if Mary continues responding in the same way (for
example: depression, anxiety, suicide, murder, living as a recluse, physical or emotional breakdown, alcohol and drug
use)? What else?"15 But there simply is not enough information to give a definitive answer. How does one presume to
deal with such sketchy information? Answer: one must presume. We are also concerned about BCF's use of such
psychological terminology as "emotional breakdown."

Another question asks: "How would you give hope to Mary using FACTS ABOUT BIBLICAL COUNSELING
(Supplement 12)?"16 One would certainly want to find out about Mary's spiritual condition at this point, because Jesus
is our hope in every situation. However, if one turns to "Facts about Biblical Counseling," one may not feel adequate
to minister hope beyond arranging counseling appointments with trained counselors or counselors-in-training. In that
case, Mary might look to counseling as her hope rather than Jesus Christ.

Lesson 10 includes the same event in the case history of Mary. Here, we see that the hope to be given is a counseling
appointment. The "woman" who has been approached by Mary for help calls her pastor, who tells her to pray with
Mary and to set up an appointment for the next day with some other counselors present. Of course, these are to be
trained counselors or counselors-in-training, because that is what BCF is all about. The pastor directs the woman to:
"Set a specific time and place for Mary to come tomorrow and discuss her problem with you and other Biblical
counselors." Notice that BCF recommends that counselors counsel in teams. In other words, one Christian does not
minister privately with one other Christian, but one designated as "counselee" is to be "counseled" by a group of
"counselors."

In Lesson 10 the four elements "to be emphasized in every counseling session" are presented. They are: "Understand
the problem." "There is hope." "You must learn how to change." "You must practice being a doer of God's Word."17
Directions are given to ask Mary questions to "understand the problem." But, the student of the manual cannot ask the
questions of Mary, who is neither actually present nor fully presented. Then the student of the manual, who has not
been given enough information even to begin to understand the problem, must proceed with the process of what to
counsel.

The section "Understand the problem" directs the reader to ask questions to gain information regarding the problem.
We agree that one must have the facts to avoid jumping to conclusions and thereby giving unwise counsel. However,
in the section "Understand the problem" one is instructed: "Make biblical inquiry by asking 'what, who, when, where,
and how' questions, but avoid 'why' questions; get all the facts (Proverbs 18:13, 17; James 1:19)."18 These verses
support the idea of listening to what is being said and gaining factual information, but they do not forbid anyone from
asking "why?" The instruction "avoid 'why' questions" does not come from the verses cited. Instead, we see the
influence of William Glasser's Reality Therapy in which he says:

In Reality Therapy, therefore, we rarely ask why. Our usual question is What? What are you doing-not why are you
doing it? Why implies that the reasons for the patient's behavior make a difference in therapy, but they do not.19
(Emphasis his.)

Directing counselors to "avoid 'why' questions" may help them avoid expeditions into subjectivity and rationalization
for sin. However the direction to "avoid 'why' questions" is presented as if it is a Biblical injunction.
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The verses used by BCF to support "understand the problem" and "avoid 'why' questions" are: Proverbs 18:13, "He that
answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him"; Proverbs 18:17, "He that is first in his own
cause seemeth just; but his neighbour cometh and searcheth him"; and James 1:19, "Wherefore, my beloved brethren,
let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath." These verses direct a person to listen but say nothing
about understanding the problem or about what kinds of questions to avoid. This is an example of the careless manner
in which verses are sometimes used in this manual.

The most one can hope to gain by asking questions will be information and some subjective impressions, which may
lead to accurate or inaccurate understanding. However, no matter how many facts one collects, only the Holy Spirit
truly understands the problem and the people involved. Christians who come alongside other Christians who are
experiencing problems of living need to know the Lord and His Word, may need a certain amount of factual
information, but are not required to understand the person's problem in order to minister.

The "case study" of Mary continues in Lesson 12. The dialogues in this "case study" are called "role plays" and are
supposed to be demonstrations of how to do Biblical counseling. Here in the "role play" dialogue, one of the
counselors attempts to find out if Mary is saved. The counselor asks, "Mary, tell me how you came to know Jesus
Christ." Mary answers:

I accepted the Lord at a Christian summer camp when I was 16. I had real joy in the Lord. I regularly attended
church and Sunday school for a couple of years after that. I also had plenty of Christian friends. (Pause) In college I
started down a spiral. I met Tom who was not interested in the Christian life.20

Mary then proceeds to complain about her husband. After Mary states a few more complaints about Tom, the
counselor asks, "When did the problems first start between you and your husband Tom?"21

The counselors are evidently satisfied with Mary's testimony. However, one might well wonder whether Mary really
heard the Gospel at the camp or if she simply had an emotional response to an emotional appeal. From what Mary says
during the dialog, there is no evidence of repentance for sin or genuine conversion (beyond attending church and
having some Christian friends for two years).

Here there is a great need to establish Mary's position in Christ. Instead, the counselor proceeds with questions about
the problems with the husband, when her spiritual life should have been the first direction of the counsel. Rather than
pursuing the genuineness of Mary's faith, the counselors give Mary a platform for talking about her husband behind his
back.22 We express our concern about the direction of this counseling session, because the dialogues in the "case
study" are for the purpose of demonstrating how to counsel Biblically.

In Lesson 13's counseling session, "The counselor points out that Mary's most serious problem is that she is not loving
God."23 But, she is incapable of loving God if she has not been born again. Nowhere has it been established that she
has been converted. Then, in the next session, described briefly in Lesson 14, Mary sounds as bad as or worse than at
the first session. There is still no evidence that Mary has truly been regenerated, yet the counselors continue trying to
help her change. Besides that, while this case may be based on a real one, it sounds phony, probably because the
authors are trying to squeeze in what they want to teach and leave out most of the conversation that would have
occurred.

In Lesson 15, Mary has suddenly changed. No change was revealed in any of the previous sessions. But here, glowing
things are said about her being quite transformed, so much so that her husband, Tom, has now come to the counseling
session with Mary. The assumption is that her change is due to spiritual growth. Evidently the counselors were
satisfied with her shallow testimony, because one counselor tells Tom that Mary has changed "because of her
commitment to please the Lord and be obedient to God's Word, which began with her spiritual new birth."24

Lesson 15 gives a brief description of several counseling sessions where the counselor works with Mary while her
husband only observes. However, when he does begin to participate, the couple is instructed to have a "conference
table. . . to provide a structured environment for developing the habit of solving problems in a biblical fashion."25 At
the conference table the husband is instructed to be the leader and the wife is told to be the "recorder." While this
format may be useful to some people, no such structure for family conferences can be found in the Bible. Such a
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structure is not in itself Biblical communication, which is speaking the truth in love, forgiving one another, and
following other Biblical guidelines having to do with communication.

During this counseling session the couple practice the conference table approach. When they begin to argue, the
counselor raises his hand to demonstrate how to stop a fight. He then instructs Mary and Tom to raise their hands
when they start arguing. This gimmick may work for some people, but during a later counseling session, presented in
Lesson 18, one can see that the usefulness of the conference table and hand raising was of short duration. In fact, in
this lesson everything seems worse.

In Lesson 18, Mary reports that she has been ill, her house is a mess, and Tom has refused to attend the counseling
session. Mary tells her counselors that she was sick and in bed, and then, when she began to recover, she looked at the
mess and went back to bed because she could not face it. This lesson proceeds with questions about how to help Mary
see her "sinful self-focus," with verses for hope, and with assigned homework. There is no suggestion that the
counselors do anything practical, such as help clean up her house. With four counselors, at least one ought to be able
to lend a hand and be a good example of loving one another in practical ways.

In Lesson 19, Mary and Tom are back on track asking and giving forgiveness, but in Lesson 21, we discover for the
very first time that Mary's husband has a drinking problem. How odd that this did not surface earlier. But then, when
you have to concoct a prolonged "case study" and cover all the various problems at the right time in the manual, you
are bound not to make sense.

In reading through the entire case, one sees that this is really contrived with all kinds of processes and record-keeping,
etc., similar to psychological counseling. One wonders how the apostle Paul was able to minister without these added
"helps." Do believers need all of this to be able to minister Biblically? With all the worksheets and procedures one
wonders what Christians might do if they only had the Bible! While many of the teachings in the various lessons are
Biblical and worthy of study, we would strongly discourage using this case study as a model for counseling.

The Holy Spirit in Counseling

The Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship does emphasize the work of the Holy Spirit in counseling
(Lesson 3). However, the manual also presents a methodology that could easily ignore the sovereign work of the Spirit.
The manual states:

In counseling that is true to God's Word, a Biblical counselor will collect enough information to enable him to
recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution.26

And, of course, the manual provides a means of collecting "enough information to enable him to recognize and
understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution."27 This approach suggests that after gathering
enough information, the counselor will indeed be able to "recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate
the biblical solution." This assumes that through this process the right questions will be asked and the right information
gathered. Even if this were possible, such as with a specific, limited superficial problem, the Biblical solution
formulated by the counselor may bypass the very thing the Lord is working in the person. Thus, the counselor may
intrude his own evaluation and diagnosis, which may be erroneous. That is why one must stress the convicting and
directing role of the Word of God and the Holy Spirit. The counselor may indeed suggest passages of Scripture that
may apply or may convict. But, he cannot assume that data gathering will necessarily "enable him to recognize and
understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution." Moreover, his own bias from his own experience
may drastically contaminate his evaluation and understanding.

Instead of a manual with 105 principles, the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit will bring understanding to
the problem and provide a Biblical solution. It is rare that a counselor understands a person or that person's problem
beyond the most superficial layer. Moreover, it is rare for a counselor to know specifically how a person will change
or even what Scriptures may lead to that understanding or change. The Holy Spirit is the true counselor and human
counselors should not mess with the clay. The counselor does not decide how change will occur; that's the work of the
Holy Spirit.
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Apart from the Holy Spirit and the Word of God, a person cannot take the internal spiritual temperature of himself.
Apart from what Scripture says generally about the heart, no one can know what is going on inside anyone else. "For
what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him? even so the things of God knoweth no
man, but the Spirit of God" (1 Corinthians 2:11). Furthermore, in attempting to analyze another person's inner life
(feeling and heart levels) in addition to external behavior (doing level)28, a counselor is in danger of usurping the
place of the Lord and of leading a person astray with his speculation.

The manual says: "Only God can accurately judge the entire spiritual condition of the heart."29 This begs the question:
Can a human thus judge an aspect of another's heart and conclude that the person is self-righteous, jealous, prideful,
etc.? Even observing behavior may not result in accurate evaluation of another's heart or motivation. While this
manual is for self-confrontation, one must keep in mind that it is the required preparation (Track 1, In-depth Biblical
Counseling/ Discipleship) for the BCF counseling program. The idea throughout is that after an individual has
confronted himself at the feeling, doing, and heart levels (Lesson 6, pages 4-5), that he can confront others at those
same levels. The implication comes from BCF's use of Matthew 7:1,5-that after one has judged himself he may judge
another at the feeling, doing, and heart levels. Thus, the BCF manual appears to encourage Christians to evaluate one
another's inner man regarding attitudes and motives.

For instance, the chart connecting the "Self-Centered Life" with "Self-Centered Deeds" indicates that "Arrogance" is
"Demonstrated by: Saying unkind words, being critical."30 Is one to conclude that whenever an unkind-sounding or
critical word is spoken, the heart attitude is one of arrogance? While the Bible clearly teaches that our actions come
from our inner attitudes, one cannot necessarily identify the inner attitude. For instance, what may appear to be an
unkind or critical word may actually originate from an attitude of love and a desire to help. Or, it may come from a
place of discouragement. Humans too often jump to conclusions. But the Lord knows the heart. That is why David
cried out to the Lord: "Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: And see if there be any
wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting" (Psalm 139:23,24). While BCF discourages speculation and
allowing one's own experience and opinions from intruding, such can easily occur when attempting to analyze and
understand a problem at the heart and feeling levels, especially when it is someone else's heart.

The Christian life is lived both internally and externally. Man works out what God works within. "Wherefore, my
beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more in my absence, work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling. For it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good pleasure"
(Philippians 2:12,13).

Personal History/Problem Evaluation

Supplement 6 of the manual is titled "Personal History/Problem Evaluation." Except for the Religious Background
section, questions asked and information obtained in this section merely reflect the type of information sought by
secular counselors. Even the Religious Background section parallels the types of questions secularists ask.

Prior to the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, can you imagine a Christian, simply out of the blue, asking
another Christian such questions as: "Have you ever felt people were watching you? Yes____ No____ When?" or "Are
you afraid of being in a car? Airplane? Yes____ No____ When?"31 Read through the information and questions in
this Supplement and see if you can imagine anyone in the church using such a format prior to the current psychology
craze. Until the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, the church did not need such forms, because it ministered
the Word to the individual and let the true Counselor direct the work of change.

Sharing Homework

Studying the Bible, memorizing Scripture, writing out one's personal testimony of God's gracious work in one's life are
all commendable activities and should be encouraged in all churches. BCF can be congratulated for encouraging such
activities. The statement at the bottom of every homework page says: "The completion of assignments marked with an
asterisk (*) is a prerequisite for further Biblical counseling training." However, some of the homework, which is
required if one is to continue training and hope to become a BCF certified counselor, may involve exposing the sins of
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others. If one completes the "Bible Study and Application Format"32 with the specificity required by the examples, he
might easily confess the sins of others as well as his own. Additionally, an instructor who reads and evaluates the
homework may see a particular student in the light of having confessed some private sinful attitude, such as the
example of being selfish on Page 2 of Supplement 3. Without intending to look at that person as a selfish individual,
the one who has read the homework may easily fall into the trap of continually viewing the student as selfish.

The "Discovering Problem Patterns Worksheet" asks people to observe and record patterns in their lives.33 They are
directed to write down instances of sinful behavior, such as all the times one is lazy during the week. While that may
be useful for some people, there is something very contrived about it. Moreover, one could follow such a worksheet
and improve the flesh without walking after the Spirit. Actually, a person could faithfully complete this worksheet and
never change. Worse, perhaps, would be "improving" the flesh and becoming prideful. New Creations in Christ do not
attempt to fix up old Adam by looking at patterns and then changing those patterns. Each time one sins one must
recognize that he is walking after the flesh rather than after the Spirit. He does not need to identify patterns, but sins,
whether they follow particular patterns or not. The Bible calls for confessing sins, not writing them down and keeping
track of them. Scripture says: "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness" (1 John 1:9). But, where does it say, "If we write down patterns of sins for the week, we will
overcome our sinful habit patterns and be cleansed from all unrighteousness"?

Limited Warning

When I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; and thou givest him not warning, nor speakest to warn the wicked
from his wicked way, to save his life; the same wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at
thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked, and he turn not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked way, he shall die in
his iniquity; but thou hast delivered thy soul (Ezekiel 3:18-19).

A responsibility of every pastor and every teacher is to warn. Self-Confrontation does warn about the dangers of
humanistic psychology and even contrasts four "common humanistic philosophies" with the Bible.34 However, there is
no warning against patently unbiblical ministries, practices, and doctrines within the professing church. It is doubtful
that BCF will expose any individual or any false teaching that will lead to conflict. The BCF instructors manual says:

... your aim must be to teach your students to recognize the difference between truth and error. Your purpose here is
to teach the students the error of the world's philosophies, not to critique particular individuals.35

But, is it Biblical not to do so? We contend that it is not only unbiblical, but naive. People who study Biblical
counseling do not necessarily limit themselves to the Bible. They often dip into numerous teachings by psychologically
oriented individuals.

Rather than warn about those who attempt to integrate psychology and the Bible, BCF extols one of the leading
founders of integrationist "Christian psychology," Dr. Henry Brandt. Broger says in the 1990 edition of the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus:

We also owe a great debt to Dr. Jay E. Adams and Dr. Henry Brandt for their outstanding leadership and pioneering
efforts in the area of authoritative biblical counseling. We thank God for their dedication and singleness of purpose in
this important field of ministry.

Strange acknowledgment since Brandt is an integrationist! Also, it is strange to link two such names (Brandt and
Adams), when one is an integrationist and the other is not.

We provided evidence of Brandt's integration to BCF some time prior to the Nelson printing of their syllabus.
Nevertheless, the 1992 BCF edition and the current edition include the following acknowledgment: "Dr. Brandt's
emphasis on Jesus Christ as the only source of true peace and joy greatly helped our focus in training." While changed
from the earlier acknowledgment, it still leaves the wrong impression. And, it is still strange, because Brandt is still an
integrationist!

In addition, BCF is working together with a publisher of blatant psychoheresy. The BCF staff originally published the
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Self-Confrontation Syllabus themselves. However, they have given Thomas Nelson Publishers the rights to publish the
syllabus "to expand the availability of Self-Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores."36 Nelson published it
in early 1994 under the title Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. Nelson is one of the most blatantly
psychological publishers in the Christian publishing field. Nelson has led large numbers of Christians astray with their
psychological and recovery books. They ran a large, expensive eight-page insert for a special series of their recovery
books in the June 1992 New Age Journal ( a rank new-age publication). A Nelson representative even bragged about
the fact that one New-Age distributor listed several of Nelson's books among their top fifty best sellers.

Why have the BCF Syllabus published by a publisher with such a visibly disreputable reputation for publishing books
that are contrary to what BCF claims to stand for? Their explanation is "to expand the availability of Self-
Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores." However, if BCF had openly criticized Nelson authors who
promote psychoheresy, it is doubtful that Nelson would have been interested.

Conclusion

With all the problems related to Biblical counseling training programs, all believers, including pastors, should rely
exclusively on Bible study and prayer for spiritual growth, and pastors should not send their sheep outside the church
to psychological or Biblical counseling shepherds. And, for all the reasons mentioned in our book, even a Biblical
counseling training program in the church, led by outsiders or even the pastor should be avoided.

The driving force behind the desire to be Biblical counselors may often be the visibility, respect, and status that
accompany the title of "counselor." This has been conditioned by the secular psychological model. Nevertheless,
Biblical counsel should be a part of (not apart from) the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. And, Biblical
counsel should be under, not over, the Biblically ordained ministries.

Biblical counseling handbooks and training programs should be at best supplementary, just like lexicons, Bible
dictionaries, etc. However there is commonly a great misuse of these manuals to the detriment of Scripture. This is
partly because of "oversell" on the part of various organizations, the idea of Biblical counseling being an alternative to
psychology, and the inherent nature of the problem-centered focus of many such manuals.

The BCF manual is less than 20 years old. Its current version or nearly so is less than 3 years old. As indicated above,
the latest version still has many problems that need correcting. Nevertheless, the statement on the cover has the
audacity to present the manual as "The definitive resource for developing and assessing your faith and conduct." The
dictionary defines definitive as follows:

1. that decides or settles in a final way; decisive; conclusive

2. most nearly complete and accurate.

This type of puffing presents too positive a picture, which should embarrass even its most ardent promoters.

We no longer recommend any manuals or training programs for Biblical counseling. A church does not need to have a
"counseling ministry" or a counselor training program for believers to minister to one another according to Scripture.
After all, what did believers do for almost 2000 years without the Biblical counseling movement? There has been some
personal care among believers ministering to one another through encouragement, admonition, discernment, comfort,
counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers from the inception of the church,
because people believed and acted according to the Word of God, by the very life of Christ living in and through them
by the Holy Spirit.37

For years people have thought of Biblical counseling as an alternative to psychological counseling. But, psychotherapy
began as a religious alternative to Christianity. Therefore, rather than offering an alternative "look alike," such as
Biblical counseling, we urge Christians to return to the Bible. Counsel from the Bible is not an alternative. It is God's
truth versus the counsel of the world. It is God's light rather than the darkness of the wisdom of men. We call
Christians back to the light of God's Word and the life of Christ in the believer.
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The Biblical counseling movement as it currently exists must die. Is there any hope for the Biblical counseling
movement? Yes, but only resurrected in its proper place as a part of the Biblically ordained ministries of the church.
Instead of a "counseling" ministry Christians should follow the Bible regarding mutual care among believers, under
Biblically ordained leadership. The answer to problems of living is not Biblical counseling, but ongoing Biblical
ministry in the body of Christ:

Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ: That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried
about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
But speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is the head, even Christ: From whom the
whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working
in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love (Ephesians 4:13-16).
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35 Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship Instructors' Guide, Lesson 4, p. 3.

36 BCF Counseling Notes, 11/93.

37 This paragraph to the end is excerpted from Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, op. cit., pp. 190,191.

* This entire report has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 1995 PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries (PAM)
position paper. The complete 15-page paper with all footnotes may be ordered from PAM for $5.00 (PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book Against
Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop holding
up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge for such
counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical. Yes, "the
labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18). Paul even
argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11). Nevertheless, he
also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ without
charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders: "Feed the flock of
God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a
ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is designed to
minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is
unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee
for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging
someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical counseling
center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical. Can you imagine
at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done such a thing?
Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the sale
of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were buying
their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained, the
Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and receiving
fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling fees.
No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches across
America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is just one of
many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame for the church
to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the fact
that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue of it,
probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some of
which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact, some
of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are counselee,
counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical Counseling: For the
Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counsellor, and counsels do have shades of meaning.
However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical counseling
movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by most of
those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend the
common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee did
not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One who
receives professional counseling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological counseling
created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical counselors faithfully
call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them "customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those would
probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical advisors"
doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is counselor, not
advisor.  

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree, they
do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the contemporary
counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or within ordained
ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a serious
issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be unwilling to
rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry a
halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice Biblical
counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do anything about
stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are also to be held
accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and foremost because of
their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The one who ministers
becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial transaction.
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Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge fees
for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-for-
service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations, fee-for-
service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the provider
would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the first
place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical justification
for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence, but many also
send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the sheep and to
equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly or indirectly
the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should at
least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare they
reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by as
hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there has
protested this despicable practice.

While BCF is clear in its official statements about not charging for Biblical counseling, they are guilty of not being
serious enough about the charging issue to critique by name individuals and organizations who do. Charging is a
serious violation of Scripture and is practiced by many who are BCF trained. BCF needs to stop playing politics
regarding the charging issue and make more than a passing comment about it at their workshops. 

Prediction: BCF will continue to downplay their position on charging at workshops and will never publicly name even
one individual or organization involved in this grossly unbiblical practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He has
given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals members
thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers are equipped
with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of life. The Biblical
counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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"Man’s Last Stand"

The psychological counseling movement, with its educated and licensed practitioners, began in the 1950s. The biblical
counseling movement, fathered by Dr. Jay Adams, began in the 1970s. We began what is referred to as "biblical
counseling" in the 1960s. We now refer to what we did then and now as ministry rather than counseling for reasons that we
explain in Against "Biblical Counseling": For the Bible.

During the years we have trained numerous individuals, written books and articles on the subject of ministry and ministered
in person, on the phone, or through correspondence with a plethora of individuals and couples. We have noticed a disturbing
phenomenon in both psychological and biblical counseling. The phenomenon is essentially this: Counseling is a
dysfunctional environment for men. While most men would naturally avoid it, they are often compelled to become
involved.

Men in therapy are often caught between the proverbial "rock and a hard place." They are yanked out of their reluctance to
express the very feelings that women demand and are then criticized for expressing them. They often go into counseling
wary and come out wimps.

Reluctant Men

From the very beginning of the talk therapy movement, after World War II, the statistics always favored the number of
women in counseling over the men. While more men are now entering counseling, the latest figures stand at two-thirds
women and one-third men. Women enter counseling because they are attracted to it as a means of solving problems.
However, men on the whole are either not that interested or they are repelled by the whole idea of going to counseling.

Psychology Today discussed this topic in an article titled "Man’s Last Stand: What Does It Take to Get a Guy into Therapy?"
Regarding men seeking therapy, the article says:

More often than not, the impetus is a woman. A typical male patient has been sent—usually by his wife, girlfriend or
children, sometimes by his employer. Behind the command performance is a threat: "You change, or it’s all over."1

One author-therapist, Terrence Real, refers to these as "wife mandated referrals." He says, "The average man is as likely to
ask for help with a psychological problem as he is to ask for directions." Real gives the reason as being that men do not
consider therapy to be "manly."2

Of the total of those in counseling, the men who enter voluntarily are small in number. Gary Brooks, in his book A New
Psychotherapy for Traditional Men, says, "Traditional men hate psychotherapy and will do most anything to avoid a
therapist’s office." He continues, "In fact, I believe that men’s aversion to therapy is so powerful that it’s wise to assume that
most male clients, at some level, don’t want to be there."3

The Psychology Today article adds another factor:

Then there’s the matter of stigma. More than one in five men in the Therapy in America survey said they didn’t trust
therapists and wouldn’t want to be associated with the type of person who receives therapy.4

Thus men are encouraged, intimidated, or brow-beaten into it by this culturally sanctioned phenomenon of counseling.

There are many cultural factors that intimidate men into being open to sharing as a means of dealing with personal problems.
These include feminism, the confusion of male roles, and the exaggerated claims by promoters of the counseling mentality
and model. In a self-focused society, these cultural phenomena have eclipsed the biblical roles for men.

Because this cultural, self-focused psychological phenomenon has replaced biblical teachings for men (and women), the
uniform response to problems of living is: "You need counseling." What is meant is either licensed, professional counseling
or biblical counseling by a degreed or certificated individual.

As much as men are not attracted to counseling, virtually all avenues in and out of the church force them into it. Again,
counseling is a female-friendly activity, which obtains male clients—mostly through intimidation, exaggerated claims,
expectations of others, or coercion. Behind most men in therapy is a woman, a court, an employer, a church denomination,
or, as we have demonstrated elsewhere, a mission agency.

Sirens of Psychology
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In the manner in which they function, psychotherapists and biblical counselors appeal to women to come for help. The
counselors offer an environment for relationship and for exploring and expressing emotions in a conversational, female-
friendly setting that suits women’s feeling-oriented inclination to share.

The fact of a man often being coerced into counseling is not to suggest that a woman is the sole reason for it, but rather to
say that she is a major reason. We conclude that, absent a woman behind getting a man into therapy, the psychological and
biblical counseling movements would be damaged, since up to one-third of the clients (men) could be affected. Moreover, if
the other cultural, promotional, and legal incentives and mandates towards counseling were removed, men, on their own,
would avoid it all together.

Counselors of men and couples mishandle scripture by placing men in the counseling setting, contrary to their spiritual
headship. Men are often robbed of their biblical headship in the counseling room and also too often in the church. When a
third party exercises the authoritative role of counseling, that person usurps the authority of the husband. Men should, of
course, submit themselves, when necessary, to the discipline of their church or fellowship, but refuse the psychological or
biblical counselor’s office. If help is needed, a man should seek those men who are mature in the faith and ignore
psychological or biblical degrees or credentials.

Oftentimes a wife will enter counseling without her husband because of his reluctance, but this is also contrary to the
headship given to men, because the counselor now functions in place of the husband. If the counselor is a man, he
probably spends more time listening to other men’s wives than to his own. What’s worse is that the husband of the woman
being counseled could come off as second rate, because the male counselor spends time listening to the husband’s wife in
a contrived setting, in which he can appear extremely attentive and focused on her. In contrast, the husband may not appear
as attentive and focused on her in the midst of their real life situations. Moreover, too many temptations occur in such
counseling circumstances and many divorces have occurred because of them. Furthermore, it is seldom that the counselor
respects the headship of the husband enough to ask his permission to counsel his wife, which Scripture would require. Also,
any talk about the husband in his absence (Prov. 18:17) is too often talebearing (Prov. 11:13; 18:8; 20:19; 26:20, 22), and
even if true diminishes the husband’s headship.

A Woman Counseling a Man

A woman counseling a man or a couple further erodes the biblical role of men and seduces a man into a relationship that
deteriorates his biblical manhood. It violates the role that God has ordained for men and places a woman in a role contrary
to both the Old and New Testaments (1 Timothy 2:12).

In our book Against "Biblical Counseling": For the Bible, we critique those at the Christian Counseling and Educational
Foundation (CCEF). Leslie Vernick was a CCEF counselor at the time. We criticized her "commitment to psychology and
lack of commitment to Scripture" (p. 107). A recent issue of The Journal of Biblical Counseling (Spring 2004), published by
CCEF, included an article written by Vernick titled "Taking the High Road During Marital Difficulties." The credit line by CCEF
for her says: "Leslie Vernick is a counselor in private practice in Allentown, PA, and author of the book How to Act Right
When Your Spouse Acts Wrong." In addition, CCEF offers and promotes this book as well as two others by her.

Because we had recognized problems in Vernick’s past teachings, we purchased the book. The back cover of Vernick’s book
indicates that she is a licensed clinical social worker who counsels "individuals and families from a biblical world view."

Chapter One of the book begins with the following:

David barely squeezed his large frame snugly between the arms of my chair in my office. His eyes brimming with
tears, he poured out his pain. "I’ve tried everything, Leslie. For the past two years, I’ve read books on how to be a
good husband, a godly man, and an effective father. I’ve gone to PromiseKeepers, Bible studies, and my pastor for
help. But it isn’t working and I’m so tired. My wife, Julie, still doesn’t want anything to do with me. I feel like giving up.
Nothing is happening" (p. 7).

From this book, as well as her other two offered and advertised by CCEF, it is obvious that Vernick counsels men and
couples. CCEF must support this practice or why would they offer her book? And, note that Ed Welch, the Director of
Counseling at CCEF, wrote an endorsement for one of her books. Counseling men and couples is not the only unbiblical
problem in her books. In addition, they contain much unbiblical material. The fact that CCEF features her books
demonstrates that they are not what they pretend to be. When and where have you ever heard of such biblical counseling
organizations making a big issue of women counseling men or of the counseling arrangement being detrimental to the God-
given, spiritual headship of men?

Christ-Centered Ministry versus problem-Centered Counseling

What is the answer to this approach that appeals to women and that men would rather avoid? If the emphasis were on the
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spiritual headship of the man and the focus were on the Word of God, the work of the Holy Spirit, and fellowship with the
saints rather than on touchy-feelly counseling, men would be more open to such a possibility of increasing in sanctification
and thus deriving wisdom from God and growing in the things of the Spirit. It would avoid all the finger pointing, blame
casting, expectations for the other to change and would focus on one’s relationship to God with an emphasis on spiritual
growth and a closer walk with Jesus, who is our only hope.

If biblical counselors would

1) respect the spiritual headship of men,
2) counsel wives or at-home children only with the permission of their husbands or fathers,
3) avoid all gossip about family members not present,
4) avoid humiliating men by usurping or diminishing their God-given roles,
5) stop all the expecting, intimidating, dragging, cajoling, or brow beating men into counseling, and
6) be truly biblical rather than merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement,

then the biblical counseling movement would come to an end. Its demise would provide an opportunity for Christians to
restore the ministry that God intends for His people, with an emphasis on the Word, the work of the Holy spirit, and
the fellowship with the saints as the source and resource for restoration and spiritual growth.

If churches were functioning biblically, there would be no need for the contemporary biblical counseling movement.
Counseling is often a substitute for a church gone wrong. In a church gone right there is no need for biblical counseling as it
is commonly practiced and as it poses a threat to the spiritual headship of men. We explain some of this in our book Christ-
Centered Ministry versus Problem-Centered Counseling and in our article titled "The Biological and Biblical Dangers of
Problem-Centered Counseling" (PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Vol. 12, No. 3).

The more problem-centered the counseling, the less Christ-centered it is likely to be. Conversely, the more Christ-centered
the ministry, the less problem-centered it will likely be. Christ-centered ministry would be a relief to men who are more likely
to want to deal with spiritual growth from the vantage point of biblical headship than with the emotions associated with the
problem-centered, female-feeling-oriented counseling approach.

1 Carl Sherman. "Man’s Last Stand." Psychology Today, Vol. 37, No. 4, p. 71.
2 Terrence Real quoted by Sherman, ibid. 
3 Gary R. Brooks. A New Psychotherapy for Traditional Men. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers,1998, pp. 41, 42.
4 Sherman, op. cit., p. 71.
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The End of "Biblical Counseling"

For biblical reasons alone, we recommend an end to the biblical counseling movement (BCM). However, we
know that like its predecessor, the psychological counseling movement, it will exist until the Lord returns. This
is a "short course" condensed from our previous writings. As we said before, the psychological counseling
movement was virtually non-existent prior to World War II. It began in the 1950s and has come to full bloom
since then. The BCM also did not exist before World War II. Fathered by Dr. Jay Adams, it began in the 1970s.
If the psychological counseling movement did not exist, it is doubtful that the BCM would exist in its present
form today. The psychological counseling movement set the standard and, as we have documented in Against
"Biblical Counseling": For the Bible (ABC), the BCM mimicked much of it. In a number of ways the BCM
resembles its predecessor, the psychological counseling movement.

We have documented the rise of the psychological problem-centered counseling approach and, piggy-backing
on it, the rise of the biblical problem-centered counseling approach by those who call what they do "biblical
counseling. (See Christ-Centered Ministry versus Problem-Centered Counseling [CCM].)

We have shown that many biblical counselors simply follow the one-to-one, one-day-a-week, one-hour, one-
week-after-another, one-fixed-price, one-right-after-another, one-up/one-down problem-centered relationship
of their psychological predecessors (see ABC). And, many biblical counselors operate in community counseling
centers similar in format to psychology clinics. The BCM would be seriously handicapped if biblical counselors
would stop the unbiblical practices of the onerous ones mentioned above, particularly the unbiblical practice of
separated-from-the-church counseling centers and the unbiblical practice of charging fees for what should be
freely given as mutual care in the body of Christ (Matt. 10:8).

We have explained elsewhere and documented from Scripture that there is no biblical justification for either the
use of the terms counselor, counseling, and counselee or the practice of biblical counseling as it is normally
conducted today. (See Chapter 3, ABC.) Obviously the New Testament use of the words translated as counsel,
counselor, and counsels do have shades of meaning in the Greek. However, in no instance does the use of those
words justify what is currently called "biblical counseling."

Now, if biblical counselors were no longer to use the counseling words with all their power, prestige, and
baggage and refer to themselves as biblical helpers, how many people would be desirous of filling that role?
Consider the word minister, which in the Greek means, among other things, servant and menial. How many
biblical counselors would want to use the phrase "biblical minister" in the sense of being a servant and menially
waiting on those in need?

The focus of problem-centered biblical counseling is to discuss the problem, view it in the light of Scripture,
and to help understand and solve or resolve the problems biblically. In order to do this, the problem-centered
biblical counselor begins by finding out about the problem and then discussing it. The very act of this problem-
centered, conversational approach is often unbiblical. In the following we give just a few of the many examples
of what occurs in much problem-centered counseling and the reason such conversations and discussions are
unbiblical.

1. Counseling is a functional environment for women and a dysfunctional environment for men. While most
men would naturally avoid it, they are often compelled to become involved. Once men become involved, their
spiritual headship (Eph. 5) is easily and often usurped by the biblical counselor. (See "Man’s Last Stand,"
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter [PAL], Vol. 13, No. 1.)

2. When a man counsels a married woman or a couple, he is likely to displace the husband’s spiritual headship
in at least some measure, whether or not the husband is present.

3. A woman counseling a man or couple further erodes the biblical role of men and seduces a man into a
relationship that often reduces or erases his spiritual headship (Titus 2). (See PAL, Vol. 13, No. 1.) It is difficult
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to counsel someone without having a spiritual headship role in the relationship.

4. With certain exceptions that we explain elsewhere, it is unbiblical to discuss marital problems with others or
complain about one’s spouse in each other’s presence or absence (Eph. 5:21, 22, 25; Prov. 18:17). Biblical
counselors not only hear such unbiblical talk, but, as problem solvers, often encourage it. (See "The Biological
and Biblical Dangers of Problem-Centered Counseling," PAL, Vol. 12, No. 3.)

5. Blaming the past is one of the major themes of Freudian and other past-oriented psychologies. By permitting
and participating in such counseling, the biblical counselor is clearly being unbiblical (Phil. 3:13, 14).

6. Dishonoring father and mother often occurs in biblical counseling. Contrary to the commandment, individuals
are permitted and sometimes encouraged by the biblical counselor to talk about their past and present problems
perceived to be related to parents (Exodus 20:12), and the counselee (their term) often goes there without being
restrained by the counselor.

7. Problem-centered counseling is really self-centered counseling. Problem-centeredness and self-centeredness
are inextricably linked. The problem-centered approach encourages self-centeredness. There is a tendency for
self to become exalted instead of denied. (See CCM, pp. 62, 63; 2 Tim. 3:1ff; Matt. 16:24; Mark 8:34; Luke
9:23.)

8. Problem-centered counseling sets the stage for playing the victim and blaming others, instead of recognizing
the deceitfulness of one’s own heart as a basis for spiritual growth, and a tendency to see the sins in others,
instead of better knowing the sinful self (Jer. 17:9, 10).

9. When problem-centered counselors attempt to go beyond behavior and to explore the heart of another
individual and to determine the inner source of external behavior, they are out of their realm of expertise
because of the deceitfulness of their own hearts (Jer. 17:9, 10). Only God truly sees into the heart. Counselors
can only guess based upon what they see by way of their own personal biases and shortcomings. Diagnoses of
another person’s inner person are dubious and even dangerous in that they can grossly interfere with what God
is doing in the individual.

10. Expression is a byword that many biblical counselors have adopted from their psychological predecessors.
While unrestrained expression of feelings, such as anger, may at times be discouraged, too many biblical
counselors permit and sometimes even encourage such expression. (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 67-73.) Following
the ways of the world, some counselors encourage expression because they are fearful of emotions being
repressed into a Freudian-type version of a deterministic unconscious. They fail to teach the value of
suppression and fail to encourage their counselees to practice suppression. Paul clearly teaches that strong
feelings can be not only suppressed but "put away" (Eph. 4:31).

11. Talebearing is forbidden in Scripture. Nevertheless it is often an integral part of biblical counseling.
Talebearing would be slander or gossip that is accepted as true in the conversation of counseling. It is unusual
for a biblical counselor to ask for verification, seek proof, or restrain such comments, since that could affect the
desired counseling relationship of counselor and counselee (Prov. 18:8). (See "Counseling Encourages
Talebearing," PAL, Vol. 13, No. 3.)

12. The one-up/one-down relationship mentioned earlier is clearly unbiblical, but often maintained by many
biblical counselors. The expert/"dummy" relationship is a common result of all the emphasis on the certificated,
degreed biblical counselor in contrast to mutual care in the body of Christ (Gal. 6:1).

If just the above list of unbiblical practices were corrected by the problem-centered biblical counselors, that
would be The End of "Biblical Counseling." However, that could be the beginning of a true biblical, Christ-
centered ministry.

 PAL V13N4 (July-August 2005)
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INCOMPETENT TO COUNSEL
Miles J. Stanford

The purpose of this paper is to look further into the Nouthetic (pronounced newthetic) technique of Dr. Jay E. Adams,
and to bring out its similarity to the teaching of Dr. John F. MacArthur. [Since the National Association of
Nouthetic Councelors (NANC), the Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF), and the Biblical
Counseling Foundation (BCF) all employ the counseling teachings and methodologies of Dr. Adams, the comments
made herein also apply to these organizations.]

The counseling program of The Master's College and The Master's Seminary has been formulated and is directed by
Dr. Wayne A. Mack, longtime associate of Dr. Adams. The title of the textbook for the MacArthur counseling
program is Introduction to Biblical Counseling (Word 1994, 408 pages), and was primarily edited and written by the
Covenant theologian, Dr. Mack.

We will look at some of Dr. Adams' nouthetic teaching, upon which the MacArthur program is built. Probably the best
known and most widely used book on Biblical Counseling is Dr. Adams' Competent to Counsel (Baker 1970, 278
pages). The following should make its error and danger quite clear, as something to be assiduously avoided.

Covenantism erroneously applies to the Church that which belongs primarily to Israel. All that they [Adams and
MacArthur] touch becomes law-bound, under the name of Covenant grace. Dr. Adams leaves no question as to that:

Moral judgment is the essence of counsel in the book of Proverbs. The unique element in the wisdom of
that counsel is its moral orientation. These are commands for the covenant people which enable them to
live in proper covenant relationship to God (p. 85).

Nouthetic counselors frequently hand out individual portions of the book of Proverbs. One reason why
they have found Proverbs so useful in counseling is that essentially it is a book of good counsel given to
covenant youth. Proverbs was written primarily to promote divine wisdom among God's covenant people
(pp. 97,98) [emphases ours].

In nouthetic counseling the book of Proverbs play a very significant part because these proverbs give
instruction. The system of counseling advocated in Proverbs is plainly nouthetic. Proverbs assumes the
need for divine wisdom imparted by verbal means: by instruction, by reproof, by rebuke, by correction,
and by applying God's commandments in order to change behavior for one's benefit (p. 99).

As the neophyte tends to exceed the bounds of his new theological sphere, Dr. MacArthur often out-covenants
Covenantism. In the Introduction of his non-dispensational book The Gospel According to Jesus (p. 15), he goes so far
as to establish the Church upon Judaism:

Several years ago I began to study and preach through the gospel of Matthew. As I worked through the life
and ministry of our Lord, a clear understanding of the message He proclaimed and the evangelistic
method He used crystallized in my thinking. I came to see Jesus' gospel as the foundation upon which all
NT doctrine stands. Many difficult passages in the Epistles became clearer when I understood them in that
light.

Have you ever known a dispensationalist to make such a bizarre claim as that?  Or any other doctrinally sound
believer, for that matter! Dr. MacArthur interprets Paul in the light of Jesus' Kingdom Gospel to Israel. He fails to read
Paul in light of the glorified Lord Jesus Christ's exclusive doctrine for His heavenly Body.

The way of life that Dr. MacArthur points to via Jesus' Kingdom Gospel results in "the law as the rule of life,"
whereas the ascended Lord Jesus' present "Gospel of the grace of God" results in "the law of the Spirit of life in Christ
Jesus" (Rom. 8:3).

mailto:mjstanford@webtv.net
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MOSAIC LAW -- Similarly, Dr. Adams leaves no question as to the orientation of his counseling:

Structure is the means of moral living. Lives structured according to the Ten Commandments are by the
very nature of the case also structured to the principles upon which God structured the world.

The life which disciplined disciples endeavor to live is the same life of discipline and training for eternal
holiness that Christ, the Son, perfectly lived. The disciplined life (a life lived according to God's
commandments) therefore grows out of the same kind of training to which Christ subjected Himself (p.
190).

Structured, or disciplined living is living that conforms to God's commandments. Clients and counselors
alike should be satisfied with nothing less than the goal of total structuring according to God's law (p.
155).

The Bible teaches [to whom?] that a peace of mind which leads to longer and happier living comes from
keeping God's commandments. Thus the goal of nouthetic counseling is set forth plainly in the Scriptures:
to bring men into loving conformity to the law of God (pp. 113,55).

The Covenantists' lust for law blinds them to Pauline grace for the Christian life. They stop short of heavenly position
and grace for sanctification; hence they are blinded by the very law they would have as their "rule of life."

The law is a rule of death (2 Cor. 3:7). It is meant to bring one to Christ--Christ glorified, as Saviour and heavenly
Head of the heavenly Body--rather than to Jesus and His pre-Cross Kingdom Gospel to Israel. On that basis the law
blinds and binds the members of the Body of Christ.

"But now we are delivered from the law, having died to that in which we were held, that we should serve
in newness of spirit and not in the oldness of the letter." "For the law killeth, but the Spirit giveth life
(Rom. 7:6; 2 Cor. 3:6).

Dr. MacArthur is not to be outdone law-wise when it comes to Dr. Adams' legality:

The law is pertinent for those who believe in Christ because of its own character, and because of the
consequences of obeying and disobeying, and because its demands are clarified and enforced throughout
the rest of the NT. Its commands are not suggestions to be considered but requirements to be followed.
Those in Christ are no longer under the ultimate penalty, but are not free of its requirements of
righteousness.

The second principle is that the law is positive as well as negative. Its purpose not only is to prevent both
inward and outward sin, but to promote both inward and outward righteousness (pp. 268,272,287).

Dr. MacArthur promotes the precept rather than the Person, for the Christian life. The Christian has died to the precept
in order that he may live in, and to, the Person.

"The strength of sin is the law" (1 Cor. 15:56), hence it is not meant to prevent either inward or outward sin. That is
the exclusive work of the Spirit of Christ. Hear Paul: "This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the
lust of the flesh." "For sin shall not have dominion over you, for ye are not under law but under grace" (Gal. 5:16;
Rom. 6:14).

Christ is both our inward and outward righteousness! "But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us
... righteousness."  " ... that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him" (1 Cor. 1:30; 2 Cor. 5:21). For the
Covenant victim, law precepts dominate over the new-creation Person.

HABITUATION -- When it comes to the Christian life, all Covenant theology has to offer is common ever-day
behaviorism, Do, in order to be, i.e., law.   Covenantism seems to miss or avoid the source (two Adams) factor.  
Righteousness for them is developed via good behavior, good habits, by means of keeping the law. All to them is
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outside in!

Concerning the importance of habits in his nouthetic counseling, Dr. Adams writes:

One client spoke of having only "reservoirs of inadequacy."  He was correct, because he has been living
inadequately. His past provided little more than a record of inadequate solutions to fall back upon and
draw upon. But the solution to his problem was to begin drawing upon God's resources of grace.

In this way alone could he begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequate living. Action based upon faith
was his need. As he begins to live adequately, i.e., according to the commands and promises of God, he
would begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequacy and a sense of humble confidence would grow
(p.134).

By its very nature most discipline is unpleasant. The chipping away of imperfections is a painful process.
"All discipline for a moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those who are trained by it..." 
(Heb. 12:11).

The word translated "trained" comes from the same root as our English term "gymnastics."   The Greek,
like the English, means to practice regular, systematic, habitual practice which makes the work of the
Lord natural.

Just as the athlete practices until his training makes him expert and his athletic accomplishments are
"second nature" to him, so the Christian by practice must become expert in holiness, so expert that his
"second nature" (wrought by the work of the Holy Spirit) is dominant, natural, easy. As he continues to
practice, the habit is etched in more permanently, holiness becomes easier and he becomes more naturally
a Christian (pp. 164,165).

Dr. MacArthur works on the same nouthetic habituation principle:

Since you are a new man--act like it. Leave the old habits and old selfishness that belonged [sic] to the
old man, and take on the new man's new habits of selflessness (Tape GC 2146).

Being alive unto God in Christ, we are not to attempt to "act like it." The Christian life is "for me to live is Christ."  "...
for we who live are always bearing about in the body the dying [not habits] of the Lord Jesus, that the life [not habits]
of Jesus might be made manifest in our body" (Phil. 1:21; 2 Cor. 4: 10).

Nor is it a matter of leaving "the old habits" and "the old selfishness that belonged to the old man."   We are, by faith,
to put off the source, the old Adamic man, not simply his activities. This is based upon the fact that we died
positionally to the old man. And of course we are not to take on the "new habits of selflessness which belong to the
new man." Christ, our life, is selfless because that is His life and nature--hence our new-creation life and nature is the
same.

PATTERNS -- "Manufactured in U.S.A!"  Dr. Adams' nouthetic counseling would construct the Christian life via
Israel's law. This is attempted by means of diligently working and practicing until habits are formed into patterns. The
following statement by Dr. Adams is especially saddening:

Holy living involves habit. Patterns of holiness can be established only by regular, constant practice. Just
as Christ learned obedience, we too must learn obedience by actual practice (p. 162).

Dr. Wm. R. Newell made a statement concerning Christ's obedience:

Though being a Son, He learned from the things He suffered, obedience" (Heb. 5:8). As the Eternal Son,
the Second Person of the Deity, One in the counsels of creation itself, the Executor thereof, He needed not
to learn anything!
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"He counted not the being on an equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking the
form of a servant, being made in the likeness of men; and being found in fashion as a man, He humbled
Himself, becoming obedient unto death, yea, even the death of the Cross!" (Phil. 2:6-8) (Hebrews, Verse
by Verse, p. 162).

As Eternal Son in the Godhead, there was no need for obedience. As the Son of Man He learned obedience in that it
was an altogether new issue. But He did not have to learn to obey! "Then said I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the
book it is written of Me) to do Thy will, O God" (Heb. 10:7).

That was but a hint in comparison to this:

Jesus learned God's will from God's Word which He applied to life. He had to learn how to develop
biblical patterns by actual practice in responding to life's problems (p. 162).

One must learn to do God's will which he has discovered in Scripture. He must practice the good so
faithfully that whenever the occasion to sin arises, naturally, and without deliberation, he knows what to
do and does it with ease and expertise (p. 163).

The image in man was distorted by the fall. Believers are being renewed in the spirit of their minds. The
mind because of sin had become futile, the understanding had been darkened, the heart had become hard
and callous.

All of these conditions, now, are in the process of being changed by the Spirit of God. He renews the spirit
of the believer's mind so that the former manner of life, with all its corrupt habits, patterns, and ways of
living, "the old self" or "the old man," may be shed like a tattered, worn, filthy old garment that one
throws away. Christians are called upon to "put on" instead the new biblical patterns, new ways that truly
reflect the God who created them (P. 218). [Emphases ours].

Sin is pictured as a cruel master who rules over the sinner. Proverbs says "he died," destroyed by his own
sin. He dies for lack of discipline, because he does not have the kind of structure that only God's
commandments provide. Your only hope is to rule over sin by breaking out of the pattern that is developed
through repentance and a subsequent change of behavior (p. 147).

The client must be shown the need to replace the old by new patterns. He must be shown that God speaks
of sanctification not only in terms of being "separated from" but also "separated unto." The old man is
"put off," partly, by establishing the "new man." Old habit patterns are crowded out by new ones (p. 151).

Though habit patterns are hard to change, change is not impossible. Nouthetic counselors regularly see
patterns of 30-40 years' duration altered. What was learned can be unlearned. An old dog can learn new
tricks (p.75).

But, the issue is concerned with the old Adamic life and nature, not animals.  And Dr. MacArthur is not better off in
the Christian growth realm than Dr. Adams:

So, Christians are new creations, but sin is still a problem because of the old coat of humanness [!].
Ephesians 4:24 tells us to "put on the new man."  The "new man" is a new kind of human behavior, a new
humanness which we must put on to accommodate and fit our new nature. We must put off our old
patterns and practices--all the things of our old life that hang on us--and put on the clothes of the new
man (Tape GC 1928) [Emphasis ours].

The new man is not a "new kind of behavior"; rather, it is our new-creation life, that naturally manifests a new kind of
behavior. All behavior has a life-source: the indwelling first Adam for that which is sinful, the Last Adam for that
which is righteous.

By reckoning upon our death to the old, and our life in the New (Rom. 6:11), the old man is practically "put off," and
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the new Man is practically "put on''--both, as we "walk in the Spirit."

NOUTHETIC CHILD-TRAINING -- It would seem that Dr. Adams is no more competent at counseling children
than he is adults:

What must be done when a child lies, talks back, or fails to come home on time? One good way to
determine fair consistent answers to such questions is to draw up a code of conduct. On a sheet, consisting
of four columns, each column is headed by the words "Crime," Punishment," By whom", "When."

Each box in the code of conduct chart may be filled in according to the specific problem of individual
situations. For example, lying is a crime that can be punished by washing the mouth out with soap,
apologizing, and rectifying the situation by telling the truth! (When soap is used, if the child is old enough,
he is first required to do research on soaps by writing to the manufacturing company to make sure that the
use of the chosen soap is harmless [even Lifebuoy?!] (p. 188,189).

SEXUAL IMMORALITY -- Nor does Dr. Adams do any better counseling in the realm of sexual sin:

In all Scripture there is only one God-given solution to the problem of sexual desire: "It is better to marry
than to burn" (1 Cor. 7:9). Marriage is God's answer to immorality: "because of immoralities let each
man have his own wife, and let each woman have her own husband" (1 Cor. 7:2). The old sinful pattern
must be broken and replaced by the new godly one (p. 35).

The good doctor should heed the context, instead of forcing his point. Heed Paul: "Now I say unto the unmarried and
to the widows, it is good for them that they remain as I. But if they have not control over themselves let them marry ..."
(1 Cor. 7:8).

God's answer to sin, whether sexual or otherwise, as a single or otherwise, is to reckon oneself to have died unto sin,
and to be alive unto God in Christ. On that basis one is to "walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of the
flesh" (Gal. 5:16).

PSEUDO COUNSELING -- There are a number of predominant types of Christian counseling today, none of which
deal with the true source of sin in the believer's life. They are subjective, seeking to work from the outside in--and
hence are ineffective.

1 -- Psychotherapy -- This method mixes three parts secular psychology with one part Scripture, seeking to "adjust"
and Christianize the old Adamic life.

2 -- 12-STEP -- This extensive and never-ending program centers upon the Adamic life, i.e., self dealing with self.

3 -- Biblical Counseling -- This counseling seeks to center in the Scriptures, but is primarily non-dispensational, and
Covenant-oriented. It "legalizes" the client, and does not deal with the Adamic life, which Covenantism "eradicates."

4 -- Charismatic -- This mode is totally subjective. It deals with Satan and alleged indwelling "demons," instead of
the old Adamic man--the true source of sin in the counselee.

None of the above function on the basis of the believer's position--that of being dead to sin and alive unto God in
Christ Jesus. Be warned, all ye Biblical counselors: to minister other than the truth of one's position in the glorified
Lord Jesus Christ, is to be incompetent to counsel!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/99
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The Trouble with BJU* 
by Timothy Dwight Fellows, Jr.; B.A., M.A. (BJU)
(as told through the eyes of a former student)

One of the qualifications helpful to have when writing on a subject is to know that subject. An outsider cannot
evaluate an institution better than an insider who knows more of how and why the very people involved think the way
they do.

Had I never gone to Bob Jones University, my opinions about the school would be more in question by people who
knew the place better. And certainly the folks at BJU would never accept a critique or observation from someone just
looking in, who had never partaken of their "package deal."

If I had dropped out of school, been expelled, only taken two years, or lived off-campus, it would be argued that I was
not qualified enough to evaluate a school I knew so little about. But such is not the case. Not only did I complete all
four years of undergraduate training while living in the dormitories on-campus, but I remained for another couple of
years for advanced study in graduate school. To top it off, I finished school with a 3.2 GPA, held "leadership"
positions on campus, and consistently kept a barren demerit record. I do not say all that to brag, for it really doesn't
matter much to me, and I didn't go for the degrees anyway. What it does mean is that according to BJU, I'm qualified.
In addition, I am the son of two other BJU graduates.

What other person is more qualified to write about the school? -- An alumnus, who hasn't been a student for thirty
years? A teacher? Absolutely not. Teachers don't get the whole "package deal" nor do they sit in on each other's
classes, nor do they live in the dormitories, nor do they even mix or mingle with the students. They stay to themselves
and even eat their meals apart from the students. A teacher at BJU is not qualified to properly observe the real "BJU
product." Only a student -- and a saved one at that -- can by God's grace critique the school.

A quick tour of Bob Jones University reveals a beautiful, well-watered plain. Rich, green grass mown regularly,
beautiful flowers and bushes and trees surround the campus in almost a garden type atmosphere (in order to have a
good "Christian testimony"). Well-kept, newly-renovated buildings in the most tip-top shape possible, with clean
windows and vacuumed carpets adorn the campus. The work done on campus is handled in a well-organized and very
efficient manner. If cleanliness were indeed next to godliness, BJU would be the most godly place on the planet. The
Pharisees of Jesus' day were also extremely clean people, but did Christ call them godly for all of their outward and
physical cleanness?

As the older, more "embarrassing" barns on campus are being torn down for newer, more elaborate, multi-million
dollar barns (in order to have a good "Christian testimony"), Dr. Bob Jones III, President, can be heard to repeat,
"What the Lord orders, He pays for." But do the students ever learn that what covetous people order, the Lord always
makes them pay for?

I couldn't help but think what was underneath all the beautiful new paint, wallpaper, brick, mortar, and green grass --
red mud. The same red mud that still can be seen as stains around the bottoms of the buildings. The same red mud that
students in an earlier day had to "wade through" to get to classes, because they were there in order to learn. A
Christian education meant more to them than muddy clothes, grass, trees, flowers, carpet, air conditioning or Internet
access. Dr. Bob Jones Sr. started the school because he was tired of seeing students lose their faith when they went off
to secular schools. He started BJU as a protest against the secular school product.

One man's dream seventy years ago resulted in an organization which today requires about 60 million dollars a year to
operate. With a budget like that, BJU can't afford to lose students -- not even if the Spirit of God decides not to move.
Dr. Bob Jones III can't mix and mingle with the students as his grandfather once did; he has to compass sea and land,
far and wide, to find students.
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A true evaluation of the school is not its appearance. The Bible says, "Judge not according to the appearance, but
judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24). Again, "man looketh on the outward appearance, but the LORD looketh upon
the heart" (I Samuel 16:7d).

In vain do they consider physical prosperity to be a sign of God's spiritual blessing. David said, "Except the LORD
build the house, they labour in vain that build it" (Psalm 127:1a). The true test of God's blessing is not whether houses
are being built, but whether God is the one doing the building. If so, the product will be invincible.

A closer look at the promotional videos, magazines, newspapers, and pamphlets used by BJU reveals a marketing
approach very similar to the secular schools -- an emphasis on the appearance and the externals using the latest in
technology, graphics and innovations -- beautiful grounds, renovated buildings, numerous majors, updated computer
facilities, exciting activities ... intended to draw students who wouldn't have been willing to walk in mud to receive a
Christian education.

But what about a school where boys and girls can go without losing their faith? Most don't go for that reason any
more. Most students would leave if you took away their computer access or their air conditioner. They aren't there to
learn any more; they are there to have a good time -- the best time of their lives. Take away the activities and you just
got rid of the students. For BJU to keep the students, they have to stay in step with the "mood" of the day.

How many BJU students have truly received God's words and hidden His commandments with them? How many have
inclined their hearts unto wisdom and applied their hearts to understanding? How many have cried after knowledge
and lifted up their voices for understanding? How many have sought her as silver and searched for her as for hid
treasures? How many truly understand the fear of the LORD and have found the knowledge of God? Only those few
to whom the LORD has given wisdom, knowledge, and understanding (Prov. 2:1-6).

The school which used to boast the slogan, "World's Most Unusual University" has since dropped that embarrassing
badge for more attractive ones: "The Opportunity Place" and "God's Special Place for You." BJU is no longer an
unusual place of peculiar people who are the off-scouring of the earth; it is a professional, academically-excellent
place of refinement, polish, and poise.

The very rules in the rule book, which have kept the school good long enough, are not taught by conviction any more,
but by convenience. One might hear Dr. Bob say something like this in a beginning chapel service: "We don't have
those rules because we expect you to live by them when you get out of here; they are there to promote an atmosphere
of professionalism and order here on campus." Consequently, it is not unusual to see students who came to school
dressed in their shorts and tank tops, to leave after four years dressed the same way.

BJU, which has had the distinctive reputation for its girls to look like girls and its boys to look like boys, is slowly
changing with the times. Now it is argued that "the occasion determines the dress." In fact, it is not uncommon to see a
short-haired, pant-wearing BJU girl on campus anymore. One girl who wore her boyfriend's pants on her outing fit in
with the rest of them. No one noticed, and no one cared; they recognized pants to be pants. (They do not yet allow
long-haired, dress-wearing men. Why not?)

I could not help thinking while walking across the beautiful campus on many occasions: Does God have to use BJU?
Do they have a copyright on the Spirit of God? Can they move the arms of the Almighty? Is the Spirit of God
obligated to work when the preachers open their mouths to preach or the teachers to teach? Is God obligated to use
them and all their well-planned classes and carefully-organized programs? Could they have "the form, the husk, the
skin, and the shell of religion" and all the while not have "the substance and the life"? (J.C. Ryle). Does the school
really depend on the utter grace and pity of a merciful God, or do they just assume it is there all the while?

When I looked at BJU with their zealous ambition to rival all the other schools in intellect (Scholastic Bowls -- where
students are magnified for their IQ), masterful oratory and debate (programs and contests), unsurpassed talent and skill
(The Fine Arts and Applied Studies), eloquent speech and delivery (plays, dramas, and productions), elegant style and
ability (sports programs and competitions), I couldn't help but wonder if God was impressed with it all.

When I saw students lifted up to places of honour on campus because they had physical abilities -- when they could
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sing gospel songs before crowds, not because they were spiritual people, but because they had beautiful voices, I
couldn't help but wonder: Is this what Christian education is all about? Is physical ability a spiritual talent? Can the
unsaved and unregenerate, no matter how "gifted," truly minister the grace of God? Can professional sinners truly be
fools for Christ's sake?

"Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the disputer of this world? hath not God made foolish
the wisdom of this world?. ... For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men after the
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called: But God hath chosen the foolish things of this world
to confound the wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are
mighty; And base things of the world, and things which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things
which are not, to bring to naught things that are: That no flesh should glory in his presence" (I Corinthians
1:20, 26-29).

The more wise, the more mighty, the more noble BJU becomes in the eyes of the world, the more rejected they will be
in the eyes of God.

I couldn't help but wonder in the Bible classes when we would ever get down to actually studying the doctrine of
Scripture -- the teaching of Scripture -- what it means by what it says with application to the issues of the day. We
certainly came out knowing how to do everything else: how to build a Sunday school, how to manage church money,
how to file taxes, how to take up an offering, how to get a bigger offering, how to give an invitation, how to prepare
an outline, how to preach, how to speak, how to teach, how to write, how to study, how to sing, how to lead singing,
how to play an instrument, how to act, how to organize brochures or bulletin boards, how to increase church growth,
how to avoid "burn-out," how to keep people awake and alert, how to rear a family, how to love your spouse more,
how to get your spouse to love you more, how to counsel, how to debate, how to evaluate yourself, and if there be any
other thing necessary to know how to do what to do.

Most Bible students at BJU don't have much knowledge of the Bible at all. Most Bible students I found in Graduate
school (who had already taken numerous Bible classes, including Greek classes) didn't even know that the epistles in
the New Testament were written to Christians. Most Bible students who had studied several years of Greek could not
properly exegete II Peter 3:9 in English (but they could correct the KJV quite authoritatively). And, they all knew
verbatim the commonly-uttered statement: "Some people are so heavenly-minded that they are no earthly-good." But
don't think for a moment that BJU students would come close to being too heavenly-minded! They heed that "doctrine"
very well -- unlike the folks in Hebrews chapter eleven.

While most folks of the world reject BJU because the school is not accredited, thereby disqualifying BJU graduates
from being accepted by many worldly institutions and organizations, I wondered how BJU could accept and transfer
the credits of students from those very same worldly institutions and organizations. The world seems to show us up on
that one: for they won't accept our credentials, yet we accept theirs. It is quite common for a student from BJU to take
a required course during the summer from a secular, ungodly school, in order to "get it over with." What ever
happened to the philosophy of a Christian education? Are we still trying to keep boys and girls from losing their faith,
or are we trying to keep from losing them?

One can hear Dr. Bob at the beginning of each school year give a tremendous message on the value and necessity of a
Christian education --"All education is indoctrination," he will say. "Why did you come to BJU? You came because
you didn't want what the secular schools had to offer!" Yet upon reading the credentials of the faculty members, one
can see that they certainly wanted what the secular schools had to offer. Virtually all of the faculty members at BJU
not only have attended state secular schools, but have been required to do so. As a result, many of the faculty members
have not only lost their children to neo-evangelicalism and worldliness, but many of their children have rejected a
BJU education for a more prestigious secular school -- they've been trained well.

And the secular schools are doing their jobs well, giving BJU a worldly philosophy, the rejection of which led Dr.
Bob Jones Sr. to found the school in the first place. It is not uncommon to attend classes at BJU that could easily fit
into a secular school without offending the world. My "Philosophy of History Class" -- the one where the teacher said
for us to leave our Christianity out in the hall -- and my "History of Rome" class -- where we used textbooks sold by
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Barnes and Noble (obviously the philosophy of those books didn't offend a bookstore which has a "Gay and Lesbian"
section), and where the recommended reading list of about thirty books were all secular except for a couple that were
Catholic at best -- could have easily been lifted out of BJU and placed onto a secular campus, as long as the prayers at
the beginning of class were omitted.

I couldn't help but wonder: Oh, Dr. Bob Jones Sr., Is this the school you envisioned? Or is your dream turning into a
nightmare? Does BJU attract to the philosophy today which Dr. Bob Jones Sr. resisted yesterday? When a school loses
its conviction of the utter necessity of a Christian education, does it not destroy its very purpose of existence? If the
well-schooled faculty of BJU really want what the secular schools have to offer (status, degrees, prominence,
acceptance), then why should Christian young people want what BJU has to offer?

Is it any wonder that many students who enter BJU from the public school system are able to re-enter it again upon
graduation from BJU (to teach)? What good did their Christian education do for them? What good will their Christian
education do for their next generation of public school students?

Is it any wonder that the school has declined in spiritual and godly students, yet abounds with academically-excellent
and talented professionals? Bible students are required to attend off-campus ministries ("extensions"). A campus
organization set up to pray for missionaries has hardly one percent of the student body in attendance, but the non-
required films and ball games available at the same time attract large crowds. Nevertheless, Dr. Bob can be heard to
praise the school -- "Training preachers is what we do best." Certainly the intention is good -- if only the reality were
justifiable.

It is true that faculty members have made a "sacrifice" to teach at BJU. Many of them could easily be employed at
state schools, where they could make far higher salaries and be readily accepted with completely sufficient credentials.
However, the "sacrifice" is really a comparative thing: for they do not actually suffer need in teaching at BJU. Their
necessities are met quite well; it is only the increase of luxuries they have agreed to live without. However, who could
deny that teaching at the most "fundamental," liberal-arts school in the world is quite a "luxury" in-and-of itself?
Would not many agree to have such a sacrificial calling?

After all, consider what is in this sacrificial package -- talented musicians to listen to every week, a clean environment
to live in, beautiful million-dollar facilities, healthful and farm-raised food, professional and world-renowned
performers, well-kept grounds where you don't even have to get your feet dirty, plenty of "ministers" visiting from
other million-dollar facilities that help keep the chapel platform "hot," clean and smoke-free air, well-cooled and
heated buildings, beautiful and well-dressed young people who won't curse you out in class or out of class, and an art
gallery to visit at any time -- which is second in the world only to the Vatican's [blasphemous] religious art.

But, sacrifice is not alone worthy of all admiration and praise, for the heathen are known to make sacrifices too.
Monks and Nuns make a far greater sacrifice than teachers at BJU, but will God accept them for all of their sacrifices?
Will BJU accept me for my sacrifice?

The last year I was in school, BJU celebrated their 70th year of existence. They chose the motto: "Still standing, but
not standing still." The only thing that came to my mind was a seventy year old man, tottering back and forth on the
edge of a crumbling cliff. Why didn't they acknowledge the grace and mercy of God in their slogan? Even the
currency of our apostate nation still says: "In God we trust."

Dr. Bob Jones Sr., realizing the danger and harm of corruption and compromise, said on many occasions that if the
school ever went bad, he would ask God for permission to leave heaven, come back to the campus, and take it down
brick-by-brick. However, today, the school refuses to hold itself accountable for its actions and teachings. Many of
their "loyal" alumni won't even acknowledge the possibility that the school could stray. They espouse a sort-of-
unwritten dogma of BJU infallibility -- ex cathedra. That means that whatever BJU says from the chair of authority
(their "official position") is as good as Scripture. Yet, Dr. Bob III continues the traditional saying from his grandfather:
"Anything you see around here that's good, God did it; anything you see around here that's not so good, we did it."

Today, if you take History at BJU, you can learn that Patrick Henry did not really say, "Give me liberty, or give me
death." George Washington did not really chop down his father's cherry tree. John Smith just "made-up" the account
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of Pocahontas saving his life. You can learn not to use your Christian "bias" in the interpretation of history. Has BJU
remained unaffected by the philosophies of secular schools?

Today, if you take Bible at BJU, you can hear that the preacher is to be "called and qualified" -- the calling is by
God, and the qualification is by man. You can read from liberal textbooks and neo-orthodox authors. You can hear the
KJV corrected and ridiculed more than any other version of the Bible extant. You can be recommended in a Bible
class to read through the New Testament in another version of the Bible, but you will not hear which ones to avoid.
You can hear "successful" preachers from prosperous and "growing" ministries, all complete with current "building
programs." You can take numerous classes in Psychology. You can be assured upon graduation of a salary between
twenty and fifty thousand dollars a year. Has BJU remained unaffected by the philosophies of secular schools?

Today, if you take Greek at BJU, you will use The Greek New Testament, edited by Kurt Aland, Bruce M. Metzger,
et al., which is put out by the United Bible Society. You will refer to the bottom third of each page quite often to note,
"The Evaluation of Evidence for the Text." For every word or phrase in question, the editors have put one of four
letters -- "The letter A signifies that the text is virtually certain, while B indicates that there is some degree of doubt.
The letter C means that there is a considerable degree of doubt whether the text or the apparatus contains the superior
reading, while D shows that there is a very high degree of doubt concerning the reading selected for the text" (pp. xii-
xiii). One of my Greek teachers noted that the "D" rating basically meant, "anybody's guess." You will be instructed by
teachers to make textual changes secretly from the pulpit, since the congregation wouldn't understand. Has BJU
remained unaffected by the philosophies of liberal schools?

Today, if you visit the bookstore at BJU, you will note a wide variety of books. Inserted in each of those books,
except for the Bibles, is a disclaimer by the school, reading, "TO THE STUDENTS: The fact that this volume is being
used as a text or reference in Bob Jones University does not mean that the University endorses its contents from the
standpoint of morals, philosophy, theology, or scientific hypothesis. ... The position of Bob Jones University on these
subjects is well known. In order to standardize the work and validate the credits of the University, it is sometimes
necessary to use books whose contents the University cannot wholly endorse because no entirely satisfactory
publication is available." (Why that disclaimer is not put in the KJV's sold there is a mystery to me, for that is the
simplest and easiest summary of BJU's position on the KJV that I have ever heard. I was careful to put one of those
disclaimers in my KJV.)

Today, if you assist at The Wilds Christian camp, largely run by BJU folks, you will be carefully instructed on how
to approach and deal with people coming from various religious backgrounds. If people come from a background
where they believe salvation can be lost, you will probably be told, as I was, not to even bring up the fact that they can
know that they will never perish, but have everlasting life.

Today, if you are a "spiritual leader" at BJU, you might hear in a leadership meeting something similar to what
Bob Jones IV taught in one of my meetings -- "The lone cowboy is being phased out; it's a group effort now." No
longer are there individuals who can save the day, by conviction and fortitude alone; now, it takes a cooperation of
individuals, each listening to the other for wisdom (BJU's version of It Takes A Village to Raise a Child?).

Today, if you visit an "Artist Series" at BJU, it is possible that you could witness something similar to what I
witnessed a few months ago during my last semester: During the course of an "act" that a visiting, secular, boys-choir
was performing on the same chapel platform where the preaching is done, one of the boys gave a filthy gesture to
another boy. Of course, the entire audience of about seven thousand students and visitors burst out into a murmur that
could be heard throughout the place. I was in the top of the balcony -- some students laughed, some were angry, others
were in dismay.

All of a sudden, for the first time in BJU Artist Series history, the fire alarm went off during the performance. The
whole building of about seven thousand people immediately began to evacuate. Many students thought that they were
leaving because the administration was protesting the visiting choir-boy's obscenity. Some students imagined that Dr.
Bob Jones Jr. who had recently been called to heaven, came down in anger and pulled the alarm. However, sadly, such
was not the case, and we all shortly re-entered the building to conclude the program.

Upon speaking to Dr. Bob Jones III the very next day, he informed me that he was very angry that such a thing was
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done and that he would not invite the group back again, but that he had not had the building evacuated; it was an
accident. He never gave an apology to the students, nor a public reproof to the visiting sinners who sinned publicly,
nor a regret or refund to the visitors. Has fundamentalism fallen to the place that we can watch filthy gestures, do
nothing to shame them, and still make money off of the whole thing?

Today, if you visited a dramatic production at BJU, you might find the newest approach to witnessing yet: "Living
Art." That's where they take some Art Gallery paintings of "Biblical accounts," and replicate those paintings on stage
with real people, and then add music. One of the latest ones was a personified bronze statue of Jesus washing the feet
of one of His disciples -- rotating around in circles on stage, the characters being motionless. The person playing the
part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and that was about it. Evidently, First Union Bank of Greenville didn't
have a problem with it, since they were the ones sponsoring the program. Since much of the art in BJU's Gallery has
quite a bit of nakedness, it will be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to replicate in human form in front
of their students for their spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel.

Today, if you attended BJU, you might be able to observe what this present BJU student observed on Sunday,
November 29, 1998:

"More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob Jones University facility today. Just after
two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of the BJU art gallery. As they
walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands. As if perverse
behavior, pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several members of the
group wore shirts with pro-sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers read: 'I love my
son;' 'End racism'; and 'Hate is not a family value.'

"The University's announcement that sodomites are now welcome to entertain themselves in the art gallery
and museum, precipitated an anti-sodomy protest last week."-- Stephen C. Alligood (who is now a former
student)

I couldn't help but wonder how perverts were allowed to come onto the campus of Bob Jones University, when I -- a
recent graduate who finished with a clean record and a clear conscience -- was told in no uncertain terms that I would
be arrested if I came back on campus (because I quoted my teachers publicly). Would the "Fortress of Faith" rather
have the perverts in their museum -- which is located on the campus -- than to allow me to visit my alma mater?
Could sodomites make it through the front security gate of the campus, while I was told I would be treated as a
"trespasser"? How can it be?

I couldn't help but wonder how many Christian mothers sent their daughters to BJU to keep them safe from the wicked
influences of the "Sodom and Gomorrah" college campuses all over this God-forsaken country, only to have the
sodomites welcome at a building on the BJU campus that is less than one hundred yards from the girls dormitories -- a
building that students walk in front of to get to the cafeteria three times a day; a building that is directly across from
the administration building.

There were times during my student years that I was so grieved about the vast multitudes of lost students on campus
who thought they were really saved (their salvation was based upon something that they had done), that I thought of
going from dorm-to-dorm; I thought of preaching right in the middle of campus; I thought of shouting from the
auditoriums and balconies -- but what would I say? Were would I begin? How long could I hold their attention? This
was no problem that a suggestion box could remedy: Only God himself could save this school!

I believe that God is able to awaken BJU, as he has done to other schools in the past. I also believe that God is not
obligated to send any revival to BJU at all. The Lord would not be unjust or unrighteous to let them go the way they
have chosen and to leave them to the systems they have designed and organized. After all, why should God impose
His irresistible grace upon them?

God could glorify His name by sending them a true, Holy Ghost awakening, but God could also glorify His name by
leaving them alone to their own ruin and destruction: to show what happens to an institution that forgets its God. As
the nations of the world wondered at the destruction of great Babylon, "Is this the nation that caused the earth to
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tremble?" Bob Jones University is not too high that it cannot be brought down ever so low. "Is this the institution
which was begun to be a haven for the children of the children of God?" Was this really a "Fortress of Faith"? Was
this at one time a "Bastion of Fundamentalism"? What has happened? The answer would have to be that God let
human "free-will" run its course without any Divine intervention.

Let the reader be assured that there were BJU-affiliated folks who began reading this article who never finished it, but
let the reader find out if those folks ever finished reading Freud. "Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good
manners" (I Cor. 15:33). Their refusal to read what I have written testifies against their own philosophy, which says
they can read liberal materials yet remain unaffected by them.

This concludes my extensive articles on Bob Jones University. Perhaps the school will express their deepest
appreciation by granting me an honorary doctorate? I have done all that I can do for my alma mater. May God grant
true repentance and a true awakening for His own glory.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus -- "Bob Jones University (Part
III): Concluding Remarks and Observations." Mr. Fellows can be emailed at
<timothyfellows@truereligionworks.com>. Parts I and II of Mr. Fellows BJU series are also available by e-mailing
him. Fellows also has a web site -- True Religion Works. 

5/2004 Update: Fellows wrote Dr. Bob III and told him that he (Fellows) was ready and willing to debate anyone on
the staff or faculty of BJU, on the proposition that Bob Jones University is NOT a Fundamentalist institution. Jones has
not responded.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/1999

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

mailto:timothyfellows@truereligionworks.com
http://www.truereligionworks.com/
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Bob Jones University (BJU)
BJU Museum and Gallery*
(The Gallery of Sacred Art)

-  The Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery (formerly the Gallery of Sacred Art) is made up predominantly of
paintings from the Baroque Period. Baroque art is the forerunner of the surrealism, sadism, and weirdness that
contaminates our society today, which trends are wholeheartedly endorsed by the National Endowment of the Arts.
The people from our government and others involved in promoting this fund for art's sake boldly approve of showing
despicable, explicit works mocking Christ and exhibiting Him as a homosexual. Nevertheless, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. was
utterly unconcerned about the sacrilegious, false doctrinal messages in his paintings:

"I like Baroque paintings. That's why I bought them. I didn't have enough sense to know they were not in
good taste. I thought our kids should see them. They serve a godly purpose. They're a library of sorts"
(8/30/84, The Greenville News ).

-  The BJU Museum and Gallery contains 30 galleries (rooms), including three authentic wood-paneled Gothic
chambers, displaying more than 400 works by famous pagan artists such as Rembrandt, Ribera, Murillo, Cranach,
Veronese, Titian Tiepolo, Botticelli, Tintoretto, Van Dyck, Rubens, and Sabastiano de Piombo. The collection's
Baroque works are the most famous, but the Gallery is well-represented in other schools, such as the 15th and early
16th century Flemish and Dutch paintings, and early gold background Italian altarpieces. The large painted crucifix is
one of the prime examples in America of this type painting of the period. Besides the paintings, the gallery/museum
houses collections of Greek and Russian Orthodox icons; Renaissance furniture, altar pieces, famous busts, ancient
coins, and period clothing of the life and times contemporary with the paintings; sculpture; vestments made for the
Imperial Chapel in Vienna; and the Bowen Biblical Lands Museum (also known as The Bowen Collection of Biblical
Antiquities and Illustrative Material).

-  BJU's original Art Museum was opened on Thanksgiving Day in 1951. (The new museum was opened on 11/23/65.)
In dedicating the Gallery, Dr. Bob Jones Jr. said to students and faculty:

"Bob Jones University believes that nothing is too good for God, and here on these walls we see great
talent employed in His service. We want you to enjoy these pictures as well as be blessed by them. Come
back again and again to look at the pictures. After you have formed a general acquaintance with them all,
concentrate on them one by one. Your appreciation and understanding of art will grow, your life will be
enriched, and your culture increased as great masters, long gone to dust, speak to you of their faith and
their dreams -- reveal to you something of their own personalities. You will realize more and more how
universal is the message of the Word of God in its appeal to human hearts in every generation."

This is art that the Roman Catholic church has used to promote its own doctrines and Catholics use it as a means of
worship. This is art used in the service of Catholicism NOT "in His service." This is egregious to say the least!

-  In 1984, the Washington Post ran an article, "Baroque, Bob Jones University Has the Best," by Paul Richards (an
admitted polytheist). That article appeared in the Greenville News Thursday, August 30, 1984. The following is quoted
from that article:

"... the Bob Jones Gallery, and its traveling exhibit, is full of Catholic paintings of the Counter-
Reformation. Many of the best of them deride the various errors of the Protestant rebellion while fighting
for the dogmas of the Holy Roman Church. St. Francis of Assisi Receiving the Christ Child from the
Virgin, a late 16th-century picture by Bologna's Denys Calvaert, is the finest Calvaert art in America, but
Protestant it's not. Carlo Dolci's St. Peter, Penitent (circa 1664) celebrates the Catholic sacrament of
confession -- a sacrament rejected by the preachers at Bob Jones. If one did not know better, one might

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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well regard this as a Roman Catholic show. Something strange is going on here. ... One supposes
fundamentalists, at least those who accept 'the absolute authority of the Bible,' might pause (as did the
Jews) before happily admiring visual works of art. For did not the Lord tell Moses, 'Thou shalt not make
thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing ...'?" (Bold added.)

-  BJU has produced two promotional videos promoting its Museum and Gallery. The late Bob Jones Jr. is featured in
one video peering through Gothic columns with a glittering crucifix above his head. It is truly eerie-looking, giving the
impression that he is touring the altar site of a Satanic cult shrine. Despite the superb technical mastery of many of the
paintings, they are, for the most part, indecent "art" at best, and blasphemous at worst. Christ is mocked over and over
in paintings that make Him out to be nothing more than a plastic, ugly, emaciated, long-haired, pitiful being -- even
looking effeminate. In watching the videos, one could not help but be sickened and disgusted by their weirdness and
unabashed nudity. In one painting, John the Baptist is portrayed in a skimpy leather garment standing amongst a large
group of fully clothed 16th century dandies who are, for the most part, completely disinterested in what he is saying
and looking like they are posing for a fashion show.

-  Men are continually emphasizing Jesus' feminine traits and neglecting His masculine traits. This is seen in religious
art which, unable to reproduce a holy countenance, presents us with a feminine countenance. This is seen clearly in the
current pictures of the boy Jesus who looks suspiciously like a girl. (Source: 1/97, The Baptist Challenge. ) This
"feminine Jesus" is also clearly evident in BJU's collection.

-  The Catalogue covering a portion of the BJU Baroque Collection (Bob Jones University: Collection of Religious
Art/Italian Paintings ) includes pictures and descriptions of approximately 150 art works depicting such heretical
doctrinal themes as:

The Coronation of the Virgin -- shows the crowning of Mary as "Queen of Heaven."

The Last Judgment -- depicts Peter with keys to the church, and popes in heaven (shown
with mitre hats) alongside Jesus.

Landscape with Baptism of Christ -- illustrates Catholicism's heresy for baptism (the pouring
on of water rather than immersion).

Painted Crucifix -- shows the mortal Christ on the cross, describing the painting as a
"remarkable panel" and "surely the most important XIV-century painting in the collection."

Madonna and Child with Saints -- depicts Mary and Jesus with St. Sebastian (a Catholic
saint) and others.

The St. Francis Altarpiece -- illustrates this renowned Catholic saint with stigmata and his
tonsure haircut, as well as Christ giving the keys of His Church to the Virgin Mary.

St. Francis of Assisi Adoring the Christ Child -- depicts this Catholic saint kneeling, ready
to embrace the Christ Child, who sits on Mary's lap while Mary sits on a cloud (come from
heaven), which is juxtaposed three feet from the ground, sandwiching heaven and earth.

Annunciation with Two Dominican Monks and an Abbot -- shows God the Father in heaven,
the Holy Spirit painted as a dove, a Medieval castle in the background, and Monks with their
tonsures, along with an Abbot in fine jeweled attire witnessing the annunciation.

God the Father -- illustrates God the Father as an old, bearded man with a crystal ball globe
with a Catholic cross on top of it.

The Holy Trinity -- illustrates a young-looking God the Father, appearing as a Christ figure
towering in size above and behind an emaciated Christ on the cross, and the Holy Spirit
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shown as a tiny dove above Christ's head.

Legend of the Finding of the True Cross -- depicts the Catholic legend concerning the cross
as a holy relic (pieces of which were supposedly found throughout Europe and have been
made into "sacred" shrines for adoration and worship).

Dead Christ Mourned by Angels -- depicts Christ blatantly nude.

-  Another of BJU's color brochures promoting the Art Museum is entitled One of America's Finest University Art
Collections. It boasts that the museum contains 30 galleries displaying European "sacred art." In 1995-1996, the
museum sent its major Italian Baroque Masters Collection (some 40 works) out as a traveling exhibition to major
museums in cities like Dayton, New Orleans, Omaha, Birmingham, and Tulsa (titled Botticelli to Tiepolo: Three
Centuries of Italian Painting from Bob Jones University, see the attached Birmingham, Alabama advertisement and
newspaper article). The program catalogue of works reads--This exhibition of Baroque Painting is on loan from Bob
Jones University. Since these works glorify Roman Catholicism and portray its evil practitioners as "Christian," the
exhibit description would better read: Bob Jones University presents Blasphemous Catholic Baroque Idols. Idols are to
be destroyed, not treated as treasures! What a perverted testimony this is for a professing Christian institution.

-  The present worth of the BJU art collection is valued in the millions of dollars, and this discounts the cost of the
impressive building which houses it. However much these "wonderful works of art" are valued by the art world, they
are idols that found their place once in Roman Catholic churches and in wealthy homes and in the palaces of worldly
kings, princes, and patrons of the time from the Renaissance through the Counter Reformation. Baroque artists and
their patrons have disdained Christianity throughout this period; they were proud men, glory-seekers, misers,
blasphemers, fornicators, homosexuals, and plagiarists, whose obsessive cravings and goals were pursued first for their
own satisfaction, and second, for the propagation of Roman Catholicism.

Does it not grieve our Lord that learned Christian men, educators, and Bible scholars at a "Christian" University do not
reject idolatrous art, particularly since they are in such great influence upon young people? It is difficult to believe that
not a single BJU faculty member --  particularly one in the Art Department -- has ever condemned BJU's Baroque art
collection as being idolatrous. (One faculty member has even served as the Chairman of the Board of the South
Carolina Arts Commission -- Winter 1994, BJU Review.) Keeping one's job is obviously more important to the faculty
members than obeying the Word of God.

-  The newest approach to "witnessing" at BJU is the adaptation of the blasphemous art collection to a display of
"Living Art." This is where BJU adapts the scenes from some of the Art Gallery paintings to an on-stage presentation
with real people and music (under the direction of BJU's "department of dramatic productions"). BJU depicts the glory
of its "sacred art" as almost commanding that "the scenes and subjects ... jump off the canvas and come to life." For
example, at BJU's 4/10/98 inaugural production (titled "What Manner of Man?" -- featuring "seven live, reproduced
works of art and an original play highlighting the life and ministry of Christ"), one such scene was a personified
bronze statue of Jesus washing the feet of one of His disciple's -- rotating around in circles on stage, the characters
being motionless. The person playing the part of "Jesus" had a cloth around his loins, and little else. Evidently, First
Union Bank of Greenville didn't have a problem with it either, since they were the ones sponsoring the program
(which cost more than $100,000 to produce). Since much of the art in BJU's Gallery has quite a bit of nakedness, it will
be interesting to see exactly how much BJU decides to replicate in human form in front of their students for their
spiritual enrichment and the spread of the Gospel. (Sources: 4/2/98, BJU, THE COLLEGIAN; and the
November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus.)

-  The Council of Trent of the Catholic Church decreed in 1563, during the very time of BJU's favorite period -- the
Baroque Period -- speaking for all Christendom of course, this law which has been carried forth to this day:

"The images of Christ and the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had and to be kept,
especially in Churches, and due honor and veneration are to be given them" (Sess. 25).

"The practise of displaying sacred images in the churches for the veneration of the faithful is to remain in
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force" (Canon 1188).

BJU appears to be following Roman Catholic decrees more religiously than do Roman Catholics themselves!

Personal Note #1: One pastor of a large "fundamentalist" Baptist church wrote and berated us, making the incredible
claim that "our dear Lord Jesus has blessed and used that emphasis [BJU's emphasis on Catholic art] to help develop
some of the greatest soul-winners in this country." Some have also chided us for depicting BJU's Catholic art
collection as idolatry. They claim that since BJU's students and faculty do not literally fall down and worship the art, it
cannot be legitimately termed idolatry. Their definition of idolatry is too narrow, however, both by secular and
Biblical standards. Webster's dictionary defines an idol as any object of ardent or excessive devotion or adoration. The
Bible depicts an idol as anything that takes the place of God in one's heart (Matt. 6:21). Can anyone really deny that
BJU has given its art collection "excessive adoration"? BJU has spent millions of dollars on its purchase and the
buildings to house it, and has even had the gall to label the blasphemies it illustrates as sacred! And does not the
collection's depiction of false Catholic doctrine displace God's true doctrine? The BJU Museum and Gallery is clearly
idolatry.

Personal Note #2: A 10/24/98 Associated Press story relates a BJU decision to deny access to its campus to a BJU
graduate who is an admitted homosexual. The story details how BJU skirts the federal anti-discrimination laws because
it is a private institution, having lost its tax-exempt status in 1970 for racial discrimination (1970 lower court decision
affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1983). BJU vows to have the banned homosexual arrested for trespassing if he
tries to enter its fenced-in 200-acre campus. Yet, homosexuals are not banned from BJU's blasphemous Museum and
Gallery. Why? Because the art museum IS tax-exempt, and any so-called discrimination in the museum's admittance
policies would cause BJU to not only suffer a hefty annual federal, state, and local tax burden, but also cut off BJU's
access to public funding (see asterisked note below). So, the message is clear. BJU will stand against unrepentant
homosexual alumni, but only if it doesn't cost BJU any money. Apparently, if BJU's taxes would be increased, or if
BJU would lose taxpayer funding, then no principle is that important. [The following observation of a BJU student on
Sunday, November 29, 1998, reveals the fruit of BJU's new homosexual admittance policy for the Museum (reported in
the November/December, 1998 issue of The Angelus): "More than two dozen sodomites took their first steps into a Bob
Jones University facility today. Just after two-thirty this afternoon, a group of at least thirty sodomites began a tour of
the BJU art gallery. As they walked into the gallery rotunda, several of the queer couples embraced, others held hands.
As if perverse behavior, pink ribbons, and rainbow emblems were not enough identification, several members of the
group wore ... pro-sodomy clothing. Some of the slogans sported by the queers read: 'I love my son;' 'End racism'; and
'Hate is not a family value.'"]

* In 1998, BJU changed the name of The Gallery of Sacred Art to the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery. This
name change coincided with BJU's successful effort to transform the Gallery from private status to a public, stand-
alone, tax-exempt entity operating apart from the University. Previously, gifts to the Gallery were not tax-exempt, plus
the Gallery was not eligible for public monies. BJU has now established an Annual Fund campaign to raise monies for
the operating costs of the Gallery, and it has begun accepting public funds (in October, 1998, the Greenville County
Council gave the BJU Museum $28,000 in hotel tax money to renovate its entrance; the Council cut aid to local arts to
help the Museum). As noted in Personal Note #2 above, BJU's success in obtaining tax-exempt status for the Gallery
has come at a price. Amazingly, for the potential of greater contributions and a meager $28,000 at the public trough,
BJU has effectively "sold its birthright for a mess of pottage."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/99
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Pictures/Images of Christ*
Exodus 20:4-6 -- Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of
any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth below, or that is in the water
under the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the
Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children
unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing mercy unto
thousands of them that love me, and keep my commandments.

In this second commandment, believers are forbidden to make any graven image or any likeness of anything that is in
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. We are forbidden to bow down to
them or to serve them. The question has been asked whether or not this commandment forbids the use of pictures of
Christ (such as found in the Bob Jones University Museum and Gallery). Naturally, the commandment forbids the
bowing down before such pictures and worshiping them. There can be no question of that.

But in many evangelical churches and institutions, pictures of Christ are used either in teaching or for decoration, and
in the homes of Christians, pictures of Christ are hung up to remind them, supposedly, of Christ. Is that Scriptural?
Does it meet with the approval of God? Is it sinful? Is it another way of breaking the second commandment?

No doubt, if one states that the use of pictures of Christ is unscriptural: that it does not meet with the approval of God;
that it is sinful; and that it is a breaking of the second commandment -- he will be considered as a fanatic, a
reactionary, and perhaps not quite normal. But, if we are Christians, the Word of God will regulate our service and
worship. The Bible is our infallible guide in faith and worship.

Here is a thing to consider. Nowhere in the Bible, either in the Old Testament or New Testament, is there a physical
description of Christ. Isn't that strange if God wanted to use the picture of Christ in spreading the Gospel or in
worship, that we are not told whether Christ was tall or short, fair or dark, light or dark hair, blue eves or brown eyes?

With all their love for the Lord, you would think that Peter or John would have given a description of Christ, unless, of
course, they were forbidden. They wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Surely it is significant that neither
they nor any other of the Scriptures gave a physical description of the Lord. Surely if God desired the use of pictures
of Christ to further the cause of Christ He would have had a physical description of His Son in His Word. Why should
we consider ourselves wiser than God and provide what He has deliberately left out?

The second interesting fact is that in the first four centuries of the history of the Church, no picture of Christ was used.
Yet, these were the years when the Church made her most astonishing growth. It is also frequently stated that we need
pictures of Christ in order to teach the Gospel. But, the apostle Peter did not need pictures of Christ to instruct the
young or bring the Gospel to adults. The apostle John did not need pictures of Christ to convert pagans and instruct the
Church. The apostle John did not need pictures of Christ to convert Barbarians and Greeks. They accomplished it by
preaching the Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

When pictures of Christ were first introduced they were opposed. The Church historian Eusebius, who lived in the
fourth century, declared himself in the strongest manner against images of Christ in a letter to the Empress Constantia,
who asked him for such an image. Amongst other things, Eusebius wrote:

"Who can therefore counterfeit by dead and insensible colors, by vain shadowing painter's art, the bright
and shining glistering of such His glory? Whereas His holy disciples were not able to behold the same in
the fountain; who, therefore, falling on their faces, acknowledged they were not able to behold such a
sight."

Here Eusebius touches on one of the reasons why it is impossible to have a true picture of Christ. If you want a picture
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of Christ, do you want it as He was upon earth or as He is now in heaven? If you want a picture of Him as He was
upon earth, you have quite a problem. There was no picture of Him painted. The so-called pictures of Christ that are
present today are from the imaginations of the artists. That is why there are so many different pictures. Not one of
them is a true picture. So every time you say this or that is a picture of Christ, you are uttering a lie. You cannot teach
truth by a lie. Christ is the Truth and surely He would not want the use of a false means to point to Him. Christ abhors
lies and falsehoods.

But supposing you wanted a picture of Christ as He is now in heaven. The disciples had such a vision of Him on the
mount of transfiguration. We read in Matthew 17:2:  

"And his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light." 

This was the glorified Christ. No artist could give us a picture of Christ which would show the glowing of Christ's face
as the sun and His raiment as white as the light. They would only rob Christ of His glory by miserably falling short of
a true painting of Christ in His present glory.

But someone will state that at least we can depict the humanity of Christ as He appeared upon earth. But who are we
to separate His humanity from His divinity! The apostle John states in his Gospel (1:14): 

"And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father) full of grace and truth." 

Notice that the apostle states that even while Christ was in the flesh, they beheld His glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father. In other words, they beheld His divinity as well as his humanity. This, one cannot paint. So one
must behold His humanity as separate from His divinity. Then one falls into the ancient error of Nestorius. He stated
that Christ consisted of two persons: one human and the other divine. There was, according to Nestorius, a separation
between the human and the divine persons.

That was the ground on which the Council called by Constantine V. condemned paintings of Christ. This question of
pictures of Christ was the subject of controversy throughout the eighth century. So Constantine called a council in 753
A.D. that concluded:

"If any person shall divide human nature, united to the Person of God the Word; and, having it only in the
imagination of his mind, shall therefore, attempt to paint the same in an Image; let him be holden as
accursed. If any person shall divide Christ, being but one, into two persons; placing on the one side the
Son of God, and on the other side the son of Mary; neither doth confess the continual union that is made;
and by that reason doth paint in an Image the son of Mary, as subsisting by himself; let him be accursed. If
any person shall paint in an Image the human nature, being deified by the uniting thereof to God the
Word; separating the same as it were from the Godhead assumpted and deified; let him be holden as
accursed."

This Council points out the difficulty, and indeed the impossibility, of painting a portrait of Christ. Christ is more than
man. He is God-man. It is impossible to depict by a painter's brush the almighty power of Christ; the glorious majesty
of Christ; the infinite knowledge of Christ. You cannot localize by a painter's brush the everywhere presence of Christ.
One can only succeed in degrading Christ. When one considers the deity of Christ, it is no wonder that the apostles did
not attempt a physical description of their Lord and Savior.

Also, there is always the danger of worshiping the picture of Christ and attaching power to it. Even a Protestant
publishing firm stated that there is power in a picture of Christ: "When one plants deeply and firmly in his mind the
picture of Christ, it has a strong and powerful influence in his life." Thus, instead of attributing this influence to Christ
and the Holy Spirit, they attribute it to the picture they are trying to sell. That, clearly, is a breaking of the second
commandment.

But, can it not help in the saving of souls, it is asked? But how? Looking at a picture of Christ hanging upon the cross
tells me nothing. It does not tell me that He hung there for sin. It does not tell me that He hung there for my sin. It does
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not tell me that He is the Son of God. Only the Word of God does that. And it is the Word of God that has been given
us to tell the story of salvation through the blood of Christ. It is not through the foolishness of pictures that sinners are
converted, but through the foolishness of preaching.

It is amazing how slowly unscriptural practices enter the Christian Church. We must at all times go back to the
Scriptures. The Bible is our infallible guide. And if our practices and doctrines do not conform to the teachings of the
Scriptures, then we must eliminate them. The Bible instructs the Church not to make any likeness of Christ. The
present day pictures of Christ are false and no one can make a serious claim that they resemble Christ upon earth.
They separate His humanity from His deity. They do not at all give us a glimpse of His present glory. The inspired
apostles do not condone them.

God has ordained the foolishness of preaching to evangelize the world. He has promised to attend the preaching of the
Word with the power of the Holy Spirit. The so-called pictures of Christ are a hindrance to the Biblical process, and a
temptation to idolatry. Let us cleanse the Temple of God from them.

* The preceding was adapted and/or excerpted from a tract titled "Pictures of Christ," by J. Marcellus Kik, Chapel
Library, Venice, Florida 33595.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 9/00
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In Perils of Drama*
Have you ever wondered what is wrong with religious movies, plays, sketches, etc., but could not pinpoint the
problem? The problem is drama. Drama is a lie, a pretense, play acting, a show, superficial, theatrics, etc. Drama is a
deception. When a person pretends to be someone or something he is not, he is acting out a lie.

The Holy Spirit in no way uses deception in the harvest of souls. He is the Spirit of Truth (1John 2:21b). There will be
no drama in the new Jerusalem (Rev. 21:27).

For the same reasons, the religious movie adds to the Word of God. Among other additions and changes, drama is
added.

Following are excerpts from an A.W. Tozer article titled "The Menace of the Religious Movie"; Tozer's concerns
apply not only to movies, but also to any entertainment medium that incorporates drama:

Surely it requires no genius to see that the Bible rules out pictures and dramatics as media for bringing faith and life to
the human soul. The plain fact is that no vital spiritual truth can be expressed by a picture. Actually all any picture can
do is to recall to mind some truth already learned though the familiar medium of the spoken or written word. Religious
instructions and words are bound together by a living cord and cannot be separated without fatal loss. The Spirit
Himself, teaching soundlessly within the heart, makes use of ideas previously received into the mind by means of
words.

Modern religious movies are "sound" pictures, making use of the human voice to augment the dramatic action. Just as
far as the movie depends upon spoken words, it makes pictures unnecessary; the picture is the very thing that
differentiates between the movie and the sermon. The movie addresses its message primarily to the eye, and to the ear
only incidentally. Were the message addressed to the ear, as in the Scriptures, the picture would have no meaning and
could be omitted without loss to the intended effect. Words can say all that God intends them to say, and this they can
do without the aid of pictures.

The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the word of faith, which we preach. 

Here, and not somewhere else, is the New Testament pattern, and no human being, no, and no angel from heaven has
any right to alter that pattern.

The religious  movie embodies the mischievous notion that religion is, or can be made, a form
of entertainment. 

The idea that religion should be entertaining has made some radical changes in the evangelical picture within this
generation. It has given us not only the "gospel" movie but a new type of religious journalism as well. It has created a
new kind of magazine for church people, which can be read from cover to cover without effort, without thought -- and
without profit. It has also brought a veritable flood of religious fiction with plastic heroines and bloodless heroes like
no one who has ever lived upon this earth.

That religion and amusement are forever opposed to each other by their very essential natures is apparently not known
to this new school of religious entertainers. Their effort to slip up on the reader and administer a quick shot of saving
truth while his mind is on something else is not only futile, it is in fact not too far short of being plain dishonest. The
hope that they can convert a man while he is occupied with the doings of some imaginary hero reminds one of the
story of the Catholic missionary who used to sneak up on sick people and children and splash a little holy water on
them to guarantee their passage to the city of gold.

Any effort to teach spiritual truth through entertainment is at best futile and at worst positively injurious to the soul.
But entertainment pays off, and the economic consideration is always a powerful one in deciding what shall and what
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shall not be offered to the public -- even in the churches.

Deep spiritual experiences come only from much study, earnest prayer, and long meditation. It is true that men, by
thinking, cannot find God; it is also true that men cannot know God very well without a lot of reverent thinking.
Religious movies, by appealing directly to the shallowest stratum of our minds, cannot but create bad mental habits
which unfit the soul for the reception of genuine spiritual impressions.

The religious movie is a menace to true religion because it embodies acting, a violation of
sincerity.

Without a doubt, the most precious thing any man possesses is his individuated being; that by which he is himself and
not someone else; that which cannot be finally voided by the man himself nor shared with another. Each one of us,
however humble our place in the social scheme, is unique in creation. Each is a new whole man possessing his own
separate "I-ness" which makes him forever something apart, an individual human being. It is this quality of uniqueness
which permits a man to enjoy every reward of virtue and makes him responsible for every sin. It is his selfness, which
will persist forever, and which has been or ever will be created.

So the test of sincerity is basic in human character. The sincere man is one in whom is found nothing foreign; he is all
of one piece; he has preserved his individuality unviolated.

Sincerity for each man means staying in character with himself. Christ's controversy with the Pharisees centered
around their incurable habit of moral play acting. The Pharisee constantly pretended to be what he was not. He
attempted to vacate his own "I-ness" and appear in that of another and better man. He assumed a false character and
played it for effect. Christ said he was a hypocrite.

It is more than an etymological accident that the word "hypocrite" comes from the stage. It means actor. With that
instinct for fitness which usually marks word origins, it has been used to signify one who has violated his sincerity and
is playing a false part. An actor is one who assumes a character other than his own and plays it for effect. The more
fully he can become possessed by another personality the better he is as an actor.

Bacon has said something to the effect that there are some professions of such nature that the more skillfully a man can
work at them the worse man he is. That perfectly describes the profession of acting.

In order to produce a religious movie [or play or sketch] someone must, for the time, disguise his individuality and
simulate that of another. His actions must be judged fraudulent, and those who watch them with approval share in the
fraud. To pretend to pray, to simulate godly sorrow, to play at worship before the camera for effect -- how utterly
shocking to the reverent heart! How can Christians who approve this gross pretense ever understand the value of
sincerity as taught by our Lord? What will be the end of a generation of Christians fed on such a diet of deception
disguised as the faith of our fathers?

The plea that all this must be good because it is done for the glory of God is a gossamer-thin bit of rationalizing which
should not fool anyone above the mental age of six. Such an argument parallels the evil rule of expediency which
holds that the end is everything, and sanctifies the means, however evil, if only the end be commendable. The wise
student of history will recognize this immoral doctrine. the Spirit-led Church will have no part of it.

It is not uncommon to find around the theater human flotsam and jetsam washed up by the years, men and women who
have played false parts so long that the power to be sincere has forever gone from them. They are doomed to
everlasting duplicity. Every act of their lives is faked, every smile is false, every tone of their voice artificial. The
curse does not come causeless. It is not by chance that the actor's profession has been notoriously dissolute. Hollywood
and Broadway are two sources of corruption which [have turned] America into a Sodom and lay her glory in the dust.

The profession of acting did not originate with the Hebrews. It is not a part of the divine pattern. The Bible mentions it,
but never approves it. Drama, as it has come down to us, had its rise in Greece. It was originally a part of the worship
of the god Dionysus and was carried on with drunken revelry.
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The Miracle Plays of medieval times have been brought forward to justify the modern religious movie. The Miracle
Plays had their big run in the Middle Ages. They were dramatic performances with religious themes staged for the
entertainment of the populace. At their best they were misguided efforts to teach spiritual truths by dramatic
representation; at their worst they were shockingly irreverent and thoroughly reprehensible. In some of them the
Eternal God was portrayed as an old man dressed in white with a gilt wig! To furnish low comedy, the devil himself
was introduced on the stage and allowed to cavort for the amusement of the spectators. Bible themes were used, as in
the modern movie, but this did not save the whole thing from becoming so corrupt that the Roman Church had finally
to prohibit its priests from having any further part in it.

Those who would appeal for precedent to the Miracle Plays have certainly overlooked some important facts. For
instance, the vogue of the Miracle Play coincided exactly with the most dismally corrupt period the Church has ever
known. When the Church emerged at last from its long moral night, these plays lost popularity and finally passed
away. And be it remembered, the instrument God used to bring the Church out of the darkness was not drama; it was
the Biblical one of Spirit-baptized preaching. Serious minded men thundered the truth and the people turned to God.

Indeed, history will show that no spiritual advance, no revival, no upsurge of spiritual life has ever been associated
with acting in any form. The Holy Spirit never honors pretense.

Is the appearance of the religious movie symptomatic of the low state of spiritual health we are in today? I fear so.
Only the absence of the Holy Spirit from the pulpit and lack of true discernment on the part of professing Christians
can account for the spread of religious drama among so-called Bible believing churches. A Spirit-filled church could
not tolerate it.

They who present the gospel movie owe it to the public to give Biblical authority for their act:
and this they have not done.

The Church, as long as she is following her Lord, goes along in the Bible ways and can give a scriptural reason for her
conduct. Her members meet at stated times to pray together: this has Biblical authority behind it. They gather to hear
the Word of God expounded: this goes back in almost unbroken continuity to Moses. They sing psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs: so they are commanded by the apostle. They visit the sick and relieve the sufferings of the poor: for
this they have both precept and example in Holy Writ. They lay up their gifts and bring them at stated times to the
church or chapel to be used in the Lord's work: this also follows the scriptural pattern. They teach and train and
instruct; they appoint teachers and pastors and missionaries and send them out to do the work for which the Spirit has
gifted them: all this has plain scriptural authority behind it. They baptize and break bread and witness to the lost; they
cling together through thick and thin; they bear each other's burdens and share each other's sorrows: this is as it should
be, and for all this there is full Biblical authority.

Now for the religious movie where is the authority? For such a serious departure from the ancient pattern, where is the
authority? For introducing into the Church the pagan art of acting, where is the authority? Let the movie advocates
quote just one verse, from any book of the Bible, in any translation, to justify its use. This they cannot do. The best
they can do is to appeal to the world's psychology or repeat brightly that "modern times call for modern methods." But
the Scriptures? -- quote form them one verse to authorize movie acting as an instrument of the Holy Ghost. This they
cannot do.

But, says someone, there is nothing unscriptural about the religious movie; it is merely a new medium for the utterance
of the old message, as printing is a newer and better method of writing and the radio an amplification of familiar
human speech.

To this I reply: The movie is not the modernization or improvement of any scriptural method; rather it is a medium in
itself wholly foreign to the Bible and altogether unauthorized therein. It is play acting -- just that, and nothing more. It
is the introduction into the work of God of that which is not neutral, but entirely bad. The printing press is neutral; so
is the radio; so is the camera. They may be used for good or bad purposes at the will of the user. But play acting is bad
in its essence in that it involves the simulation of emotions not actually felt. It embodies a gross moral contradiction in
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that it calls a lie to the service of the truth.

God has ordained four methods ONLY by which Truth shall prevail -- and the religious
movie is not one of them.

They are (1) prayer, (2) song, (3) proclamation of the message by means of words, and (4) good works. These are the
four main methods which God has blessed. All other Biblical methods are subdivisions of these and stay within their
framework.

These are God's appointed methods, set forth in the Bible and confirmed in centuries of practical application. The
intrusion of other methods is unscriptural, unwarranted, and in violation of spiritual laws as old as the world.

'The whole preach-the-gospel-with-movies idea is founded upon the same basic assumptions as Modernism, namely,
that the Word of God is not final, and that we of this day have a perfect right to add to it or alter it wherever we think
we can improve it.

But some say, "We do not propose to displace the regular method of preaching the gospel. We only want to
supplement it." to this I answer: If the movie is needed to supplement anointed preaching it can only be because God's
appointed method is inadequate and the movie can do something which God's appointed method cannot do. What is
that thing? We freely grant that the movie can produce effects which preaching cannot produce (and which it should
never try to produce), but dare we strive for such effects in the light of God's revealed will and in the face of the
judgment and a long eternity.

Some Harmful Effects of Drama

1) First, the evil effect upon the "actors" who play the part of the various characters in the show; this is not the less
because it is suspected. Who can, while in a state of fellowship with God, dare to play at being a prophet? Who has
the gall to pretend to be an apostle, even in a show? Where is his reverence? Where is his fear? Where is his humility?
Any one who can bring himself to act a part for any purpose, must first have grieved the Spirit and silenced His voice
within his heart. Then the whole business will appear good to him. "He feedeth on ashes; a deceived heart has turned
him aside." But he cannot escape the secret working of the ancient laws of the soul. Something high and fine and
grand will die within him; and worst of all he will never suspect it. That is the curse that follows self-injury always.
The Pharisees were examples of this. They were walking dead men, and they never dreamed how dead they were.

2) Secondly, it identifies religion with the theatrical world. I have seen recently in a Fundamental magazine an
advertisement of a religious film which would be altogether at home on the theatrical page on any city newspaper. By
such business we are selling out our Christian separation, and nothing but grief can come of it, late or soon.

3) Thirdly, the taste for drama which these pictures develop in the minds of the young will not long remain satisfied
with the inferior stuff the religious movie can offer. Our young people will demand the real thing; and what can we
reply when they ask why they should not patronize the regular movie house?

4) Fourthly, the rising generation will naturally come to look upon religion as another, and inferior, form of
amusement. In fact, the present generation has done this to an alarming extent already, and the gospel movie feeds the
notion by fusing religion and fun in the name of orthodoxy. It takes no great insight to see that the religious movie
must become increasingly more thrilling as the tastes of the spectators become more and more stimulated.

5) Fifthly, the religious movie is the lazy preacher's friend. If the present vogue continues to spread it will not be long
before any man with enough ability to make an audible prayer, and mentality enough to focus a projector, will be able
to pass for a prophet of the Most High God. The man of God can play around all week long and come up to Sunday
without a care. Everything has been done for him at the studio. He has only to set up the screen and lower the lights,
and the rest follows painlessly. Wherever the movie is used, the prophet is displaced by the projector. The least such
displaced prophets can do is to admit that they are not sent men, ordained of God for a sacred work. Let them refuse
ordination and put away their pretense.
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Allowing that there may be some who have been truly called and gifted of God, but who have allowed themselves to
be taken in by this new plaything, the danger to such is still great. As long as they can fall back upon the movie, the
pressure that makes preachers will be wanting. The habit and rhythm which belongs to great preaching will be missing
from their ministry. However great their natural gifts, however real their enduement of power, still they will never rise.
They cannot while this broken reed lies close at hand to aid them in the crisis. The movie will doom them to be
ordinary.

In Conclusion

One thing may bother some earnest souls: Why so many people approve the religious movie. If it is an evil, why have
not these denounced it?

The answer is, lack of spiritual discernment. Many who are turning to the movie are the same who have, by direct
teaching or by neglect, discredited the work of the Holy Spirit. They have apologized for the Spirit and so hedged Him
in by their unbelief that it has amounted to an out-and-out repudiation. Now we are paying the price of our folly. The
light has gone out and men are forced to stumble around m the darkness of the human intellect.

The religious movie is at present undergoing a period of gestation and seems about to swarm up over the churches like
a cloud of locusts out of the earth. The figure is accurate; they are coming from below, not from above. The whole
modern psychology has been prepared for this invasion of insects. The Fundamentalists have become weary of manna
and are longing for red flesh. What they are getting is a sorry substitute for the lusty and uninhibited pleasures of the
world.

Let us not for the sake of peace keep still while men without spiritual insight dictate the diet upon which God's
children shall feed. I heard the president of a Christian college say some time ago that the Church is suffering from an
"epidemic of amateurism." That remark is sadly true, and the religious movie represents amateurism gone wild. Unity
among professing Christians is to be desired, but not at the expense of righteousness. It is good to go with the flock,
but I for one refuse mutely to follow a misled flock over a precipice.

If God has given wisdom to see the error of religious shows we owe it to the Church to oppose them openly. We dare
not take refuge in "guilty silence." Error is not silent; it is highly vocal and amazingly aggressive. We dare not be less
so.

Cursed be he that doeth the work of the LORD deceitfully and cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from blood. --
Jeremiah 48:10

* The preceding was excerpted and/or adapted from an article titled "In Perils of Drama," 2/99, The Perilous Times,
Raymond Blanton, Editor; and from the original Tozer article: "The Menace of the Religious Movie"
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Bob Jones University
Book Review

Beneth Peters Jones (Mrs. Bob Jones, III) -- Manufacturing Victims

Mount Up on Wounded Wings
Beneth Peters Jones, wife of Bob Jones, III (president of Bob Jones University), wrote a book titled Mount Up on
Wounded Wings: For Women from Hurtful Home Backgrounds (published by BJU Press:1994). Although this book
cannot be recommended, some of the material in the book could be considered helpful. There is a presentation of the
Gospel at the beginning of the book and Mrs. Jones sounds some helpful warnings. For instance, she urges a woman
not to seek counsel from a man if she has a background of incest (p. 61). She does "not advise the world's 'support
group' approach," because: "Too often it becomes a get-nowhere, repeat-endlessly, feel-sorry-for-me morass from
which progress is never made" (p. 62). She stresses the need for women to forgive those who have sinned against them
(pp. 68-73). And, she has sense enough to say: "The human heart's murky depths and twisted contents are beyond
anyone's understanding" (p. 63, italics hers). However, the good things in this book are more than overshadowed by
her seriously tainted psychological teachings. 

Mrs. Jones is a good example of good intentions flawed by naive incorporation of the very worldliness that Bob Jones
University would claim to oppose, namely, psychological myths presented as self-evident facts. If the errors of this
book were merely maudlin sentimentality, there would be far less concern and it would not require a critique.
However, the book incorporates notions from pop psychology and may serve to manufacture victims, or at least
encourage a victim mentality in women. In reading this book, women who claim to have found Christ sufficient in
their struggles may now discover that they are still "wounded" and must go through a prescribed treatment that may
instead debilitate them.

By lumping together a wide range of hurtful early life events, ranging from mild displeasure to physical and sexual
abuse, Jones's book could make almost any woman feel that her present problems are due to her childhood home,
primarily her parents. By spreading the net of victimhood, Jones betrays the real victims of rape, incest, accident, and
torture. In her attempt to make her net of victimhood Biblical, Jones gives examples from Scripture of what she
identifies as "victims of impaired pasts" (p. 48). On pages 47-48, she identifies these victims for us: Moses, Samuel,
Joseph, and Timothy! But which of these men endured years of incest, repeated rape, severe physical abuse, and
torture? Somehow, an imperfect childhood and one filled with sexual and physical abuse are lumped together as if all
cause seriously "wounded wings" that prevent the mature bird [woman] to fly. 

Jones says, "The point of this writing, therefore, is not to dwell upon time past, the home's hurtfulness, or its particular
wounds." But, the focus of the book is precisely on woundedness and victimhood, so much so that a person may easily
enter into this broad category of woundedness and become a victim while reading the book. And the focus is
emotionally charged with such statements as, "the most monstrous life wounds are those received in childhood -- when
physically, mentally, and emotionally the victim is cruelly taken advantage of, when he or she is helpless" (p. 15).
While harming children is grossly sinful, children are often far more resilient than adults are. Words like most
monstrous life wounds do indeed apply to real victims, but not to all children in the broad category Jones presents.

In her book Manufacturing Victims, the author, Dr. Tana Dineen, reveals: "What the Psychology Industry is doing to
People" (cover). If one reads Dineen's book along with Jones's book, it will be apparent that Jones's book does
something to its readers that is very similar to what the psychology industry does to many of its clients. Dineen speaks
about psychologists who "go about rewriting private memories, playing on emotions, dictating how events are to be
experienced, and casting people into victim roles" (p. 13). Jones does all of this, and very well indeed, throughout her
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book. One of the methods used by psychologists, according to Dineen, is that of generalizing. Dineen describes
generalizing as "equating the exceptional and the brutal with the ordinary and the mundane; thus ignoring the
differences which set victims apart in an insulting effort to extend and blur them with the more common experiences
of a lifetime. The Psychology Industry assumes the capacity to psychologize the mundane, using metaphor to create an
absurd realm of similarities, equating the thought with the deed, the dream with the fact, and the illusion with the
reality." 

The broadness of Jones's category of woundedness is evident in such statements as: "Sexual looseness marks
particularly the child of an incestuous home, but it can also result from any of the hurtful home types" (p. 31), which
include such common homes as the "unsaved home" (non-Christian parents) and "the inconsistent Christian home" as
well as "the incestuous home" (pp. 16-20). Furthermore, Jones's metaphor of wounded wings carries much emotional
baggage and may cause one who felt some parental rejection to feel very wounded indeed and begin to define her life
as crippled and wounded, though now, through the specified process presented by Jones, she can see herself as
"mounting up on wounded wings," overcoming a great emotional handicap that was previously just a minor personal
injury long forgotten. On the other hand, for those who were severely harmed in childhood, such a metaphor can so
grip the person as to cause her to see herself more as a wounded bird than as a child of God.

Another serious problem with Jones's book is her prescription for healing. She presents a dogmatic process one must
go through to get healed. She insists that it is necessary to "Name your wounding" (p. 56). One must name it to
oneself, to God, and then to a "trustworthy friend or counselor" (p. 57). She says, "Why is it necessary to name your
hurt so specifically? Because until your wound is brought into the realm of thought, speech, and action, it remains in
that of emotion, a compartment of the human self which cannot be directly changed or medicated" (p. 57). This
certainly puts God in a box. Does He only work His healing through Jones's method? 

Jones's insistence that women must overcome denial and name their wounds sounds like the advice of psychologist
Judith Herman in her book Trauma and Recovery: "The ordinary response to atrocities is to banish them from
consciousness. ... Remembering and telling the truth about terrible events are prerequisites both for the restoration of
the social order and for the healing of individual victims" (p. 1, italics in original).

Dineen criticizes such a belief and says: "Few people recognize the subtle but profound effect of psychologizing
inherent in statements like these. In these excerpts, which are consistent with the theme of the book, Herman expresses
her conviction (theory) that terrible events (specifically sexual and domestic violence) cannot be forgotten, must be
remembered and talked about, and that society as well as the individual, depends on this for health" (p. 40).

Dineen emphasizes the unsubstantiated psychologizing that exists in such statements. She criticizes the pathologizing
of experiences. She says: "Pathologizing the experiences of victims turns their normal feelings into abnormal states and
their normal reactions into emotional problems" (p. 45). Dineen asks, "Why do we believe that victims are weakened
by their experience and that they can never recover unless they cease to deny the devastating effects of 'the trauma,'
uncover it, face it, confront it and go through the required psychological process, changing themselves from 'victim' to
survivor' and, finally, to victorious 'thriver'?" (pp. 56-57). 

Yet, Jones naively participates in this process as she accuses women of being in denial and having to name the
wounding. She even has God participate in this psychological process by saying, "He [God] has been patiently waiting
for you to tire of your denials; to weary of your attempted disguises; to turn from your misdirected gropings for help;
to run, at last, into His arms and weep out your anguish on His breast" (p. 59). While the last half of that sentence is
Biblical, the first half is Freudian. Without using Freud's name, she presents his teachings on denial and
deterministically associating present problems with past upbringing. She even presents Freud's defunct hydraulic
theory as she pathologizes problems. She says: "Physical problems particularly appear in those who deny the reality or
sublimate reactions to their painful past experiences. If a sufferer suppresses in herself emotional response and rational
examination, she does something akin to capping a volcano: she redirects the eruption. There must be release of some
sort: pain's lava denied in mind and heart eventually explodes in the body" (p. 31, bold added). She states this as if it
were fact, when it is simply a now unproved notion of Sigmund Freud. Yet, this myth dies hard, particularly in
"Christian" circles where such myths are promoted by trusted teachers and institutions. With no footnote reference or
other evidence, Jones even associates glaucoma with denial and not naming the emotional wound (p. 31). 
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Jones has also borrowed a number of other notions from psychology, primarily the idea of one needing self-worth (p.
23), a person suffering from a "damaged self-image" (p. 27), and the so-called need for a person to forgive oneself (p.
73). One does not find these ideas in Scripture, but rather in the psychological teachings of Alfred Adler, Abraham
Maslow, and Carl Rogers. Throughout the book Jones presents personal opinions as if they are factual. None of her
authoritative-sounding statements are documented or footnoted. One such unsubstantiated statement presented as fact
is:

"There is one especially pervasive fear which may grip the heart of someone who bears home hurts: the
fear of repeating the experienced horror should she herself become a parent. Numerous studies have shown
that those who have been hurt themselves very often become hurters in turn" (p. 89).

Where is her documentation to support this? There is documentation that refutes Jones's statement. For instance,
researchers Joan Kaufman and Edward Zigler (Yale University) demonstrated that the widely held "belief that abused
children are likely to become abusive parents" is not a hard and fast rule. Instead of being the rule, it is the exception
for an abused child to become an abusive parent. Kaufman and Zigler note that some of the earlier research had
problems with methodology. While about 30 percent of those who were abused repeat the cycle, 70 percent do not. In
fact, one study they looked at identified 82 percent who did not repeat the abuse with their own children. The belief
that the abuse cycle was inevitable has kept people in the cycle. Parents who were abused as children no longer have to
be intimidated by such myths as the one Jones helps promote. And, parents who abuse can no longer excuse their
behavior on their own victimhood.

While a woman's thoughts are important, Jones mishandles Scripture by using Proverbs 23:7 as a proof text for that
idea. "For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he: Eat and drink, saith he to thee; but his heart is not with thee." This
Scripture is warning against eating the bread of one who has evil intentions. Even though the person offers bread "his
heart is not with thee." Outward appearances cannot be trusted because, "as he thinketh in his heart, so is he." This
verse is not teaching that a person will be right if only he thinks right, but it is regularly misused this way by
"Christian psychologists." 

Jones evidently wants her readers to know how deeply she identifies with their woundedness, but one immediately
wonders who might be wounded through the telling exposure of the first sentence in Chapter One. She declares: "This
book is intended for the Christian woman whose home background, like my own, was marred by pain." As one reads
about all the causes of woundedness, including incest, alcoholic parents, physical abuse, and other causes of wounding
children as they are growing up, one wonders about Mrs. Jones's parents. What kind of parents did Beneth Peters
Jones have? What did they do to so wound their daughter that she has devoted a book to women who suffer from
childhood hurts? The sentiment is echoed through the book with phrases such as: "We who bear scars from home
wounding" (p. 70); "we wounded ones" (p. 74); "we women with wounded wings" (p. 80). Did her parents have
expectations too high to reach or did they sexually and physically abuse her? Because she only refers to her home
background being "marred by pain," and because she goes into details of the various ways people can be wounded, she
leaves the door open for speculation about what happened to her. Thus, in a very real way, Beneth Peters Jones
violates her parents' reputation as well as the Fifth Commandment of God.

While on the one hand Jones urges an abused woman not to seek counsel from a man; on the other hand Dr. Bob
Wood, who is executive vice president at Bob Jones University, gives evidence in his 1994 video presentation
"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused" (a BJU produced and marketed video) that he has counseled many
women with sexual abuse backgrounds. During the tape he talks about cases in which he counseled abused women, yet
he did not once caution his listeners and viewers regarding problems with men counseling abused women. The
counseling of a woman by a man, and especially the counseling of an abused woman by a man, is a serious enough
issue that Bob Jones University should speak with one voice about the matter, rather than two obviously conflicting
voices of the executive vice president and the wife of the president.

Assuming that Bob Jones, III, president of Bob Jones University, is harmonious with his wife's writings raises
questions about his own receptivity to psychological myths and a psychologically tainted understanding of Scripture. It
would be interesting to hear him say whether or not he believes all that his wife teaches and to what degree her
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misteachings are being promoted at Bob Jones University.
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Bob Jones University
Video Notes

"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused"

BJU Press's ShowForth video division produced this highly psychological 2-hour video titled "Scriptural Principles for
Counseling the Abused" (1994). The teacher on the video is Dr. Bob Wood, a BJU faculty member specializing in
"training ministerial students as biblical counselors." Wood is also an executive vice president in administration at
BJU. BJU claims that Dr. Wood's video "presents biblical solutions for helping those who are struggling to overcome
the pain of their past" (2/95, Frontline advertisement; ShowForth video jacket). Dr. Wood's teaching relies heavily on
the speculations of Sigmund Freud, an enemy of the gospel, seeing man as a victim rather than a sinner.

-  The video is of Dr. Bob Wood teaching a class at BJU. The book used for the class, to be read by the students, is
When Child Abuse Comes to Church by Bill Anderson. Wood uses "estimates" provided by Anderson in his book for
finding "some form of sexual abuse" for both sexual and physical abuse. These figures are questionable at least and
regarded as wild estimates by some authorities. With inflated figures like these, counselors like Wood will see more
individuals, and primarily women, as having been sexually abused when they were young. This is no doubt why he
claims to have seen "many, many, many" cases.

-  Wood claims that "what happens [in sexual abuse] is very predictable." He also says, "You see a profile that's
recognizable," which prompts him to ask women in counseling, who have said nothing about abuse, "When were you
abused?" He admits that "it just completely floors them," and "they're overwhelmed." In summary Wood uses a
grossly inflated statistic and a false profile to go on a hunting expedition for sexual abuse. Dr. Wood is a good example
of bad counseling, which has led to numerous lawsuits regarding the dredging up of false memories by so many
psychotherapists. It is sad that such teaching would be permitted at an institution that would like to think of itself as
being separated from the world. Wood's teaching on abuse looks unmistakably like those in the psychotherapeutic
sexual abuse business. Wood's views are detrimental to the plight of those who really were sexually abused. Wood
should be encouraged to become familiar with the research evidence regarding false memories. 

-  One must assume that Wood is in agreement with the Anderson book he selected for his students or he would have
issued a warning about it. Who is Bill Anderson, and what does he teach? Anderson is a graduate of Bob Jones
University and Faith Theological Seminary. Anderson's book reveals his use of the vocabulary of secular counseling
and his confidence in psychotherapy, rather than confidence in the Bible. Anderson speaks of the "psychological
defense mechanism" of denial (p. 51), "addictive behavior" (p. 56), "low self-esteem" (p. 91), "stages of grief" (p. 92),
and a spouse being an "enabler" (p. 155). There are also many examples that demonstrate his confidence in and
recommendation of secular psychotherapy by secular counselors (p. 84). The only "Biblical" counseling group he
recommends in the book is the Institute for Biblical Counseling (IBC) in Morrison, Colorado (p. 173); IBC (headed by
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb) integrates psychology with the Bible. Anderson's lack of footnotes at critical
points is a definite deficiency of the book. At one point he mentions (in a positive manner) the use of an anatomical
doll (p. 45). There is no footnote to check the validity of its use. It is our impression that the use of such dolls is highly
unreliable and that they should not be used. (See, for example, "Young kids fail symbol-minded books," Science News,
Vol. 148, No. 9, p. 143.)

There is no evidence that Wood has ever issued a warning about Anderson's book, and it is doubtful that he would
since Anderson's teachings fit nicely with Wood's sexual abuse beliefs and counseling practices. The fact that Wood is
an executive vice president of Bob Jones University and that Anderson is a graduate raises serious questions about the
institution's position on psychology.

-  In addition to the above problems with the video, Wood spends much time developing his counseling model, which
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is based on his model of man. Wood's specific and explicit model of man fails the Biblical test. It is not that Wood
fails to use or refer to Scripture; it is because there are too many contradictory Scriptures that fail to support his model.
His model uses the body, the soul, and the spirit with the "gateways" to the body being the five senses, with
[coincidentally] five "gateways" to the soul (imagination, reason, memory, conscience, and affection), and with one
"gateway" to the spirit. Wood says, "There's only one gate to the spirit of man, mentioned over 900 times in Scripture:
the will of man. That's what opens up to allow the Holy Spirit in to change a man." Wood provides no evidence that
the Bible teaches what he claims. Ignoring the question of whether or not, or how often, the will is mentioned in some
form or other in Scripture, Wood fails to provide evidence that the Bible teaches that the will is the only "gate to the
spirit of man." A close examination of Wood's counseling model will reveal it is neat, tidy, appealing, and attractive,
but unbiblical.

-  Wood's appeal to the free will of man ends up, in effect, being a denial of the sovereignty of God in salvation. Wood
says: "In these five areas of the mind -- in your imagination, your reason, your memory, your conscience and in love --
you can know all about the Gospel, but until you open your will to the Holy Spirit, you're not regenerated. Our
churches are full of people that are lost." Wood then focuses on the will until the end of the tape. He makes such
statements as: "They [counselees] have to open their will."; "What will you do with your will?"; and ends the video by
saying: "One of the most overwhelming thoughts that I think as a Christian is the thought that a sovereign, omnipotent,
omniscient God has allowed a puny, finite man to say 'no' to Him. That's an overwhelming thought." (And an
unbiblical one.) These statements, along with Wood's model of man, reveal his extreme Arminian position. 
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Calvary Chapel Movement*
Biblical Doctrine or Charismatic & Ecumenical?

Aberrant Charismatic Theology

Calvary Chapels teach the errors of the Charismatic movement. Calvary teaches that the sign and revelatory gifts in
the early church are still available today and should be sought and practiced. They teach their followers to seek what
Charismatics call the "baptism of the Holy Spirit." According to Calvary doctrine, this baptism is a second baptism
which comes upon the believer subsequent to his salvation.

Nowhere in God's Word are believers exhorted or encouraged to seek a second baptism. In fact, the Bible teaches the
opposite when It states, "For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether
we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:13). The Scripture states there is but
one baptism. Charismatics teach that there are two. The Bible states all true Christians are fully and completely
baptized with one baptism. Charismatics teach that only some are complete in their baptism.

One leader within the Calvary Chapel movement, Larry Taylor, writes in the booklet What Calvary Chapel Teaches:

In our services, we focus on a personal relationship with God through worship, prayer, and the teaching of the Word
of God. We teach both expositorily and topically. We do not allow speaking in tongues loudly during services, nor
prophecy while a Bible study is in progress because we do not believe that the Holy Spirit would interrupt Himself.
We have specific "after-glow services" and believer's meetings when these gifts of the Spirit may be exercised
(http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

Calvary Chapel's charismatic doctrine is often referred to as being "moderately charismatic." This is because Calvary
Chapels do not teach nor believe in many of the blatant errors of the hyper-Charismatics. Chuck Smith, founder of
Calvary Chapel, does not believe that a Christian can be demon-possessed or that a person under the Holy Spirit's
influence should be out of control or behave in an undignified manner. He teaches against practices such as "being
slain in the spirit," and barking or laughing uncontrollably. Calvary's stance thus seems sensible and orderly, but this
combination of truth and error is what makes these doctrines so seductive and confusing.

Concerning Fundamentalism, Taylor writes:

Fundamentalism is that portion of Protestantism which holds to the literal interpretation of the Scriptures, believing
that they are divinely inspired and inerrant. Hence, the "fundamentals" of the faith are emphasized. Although the
modem news media and the liberal church scorn fundamentalists as backwards and stupid, the truth is that
fundamentalism has preserved the integrity of God's Word and held on to the essential doctrines of the orthodox faith
... (Ibid.)

In this instance, Taylor is correct. Fundamentalism has held and should continue to hold to the fundamentals of the
faith (would be better termed "cardinal doctrines of the faith"). A day does not go by that I do not thank God for
strengthening and raising up men and women who refuse to compromise the teachings of Scripture with the
philosophies of the world (Col. 2:8). But teaching that speaking in tongues is for today is a direct contradiction of the
so-called "fundamentals."

Taylor then defines Pentecostalism:

Pentecostalism as a modern movement grew out of the Azusa Street revival in Los Angeles at the turn of the 20th
century, and spawned denominations that emphasize the fullness of the Holy Spirit and the exercise of spiritual and
Scriptural gifts of the Spirit which had fallen dormant in the main line churches. (Ibid.)

http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm
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Taylor points to the Azusa Street revival as the beginning of the restoration of the "Scriptural gifts of the Spirit." 
However, neither the gifts of the Holy Spirit nor the Holy Spirit has been dormant for the last 1,900 years. Only the
revelatory and the miraculous sign gifts "ceased" when the perfect canon of Scripture was completed in the first
century (1 Cor. 13:8). The Holy Spirit has never left the church (Eph. 1:13-14; Heb. 13:5). It must be noted that the
phenomena at Azusa Street could not be a true movement of the Holy Spirit, for there were spiritists, hypnotists, and
many unscriptural activities taking place at the Azusa Street Mission. People who were allegedly under the power of
the Holy Spirit were given to fits of laughing and weeping uncontrollably. Many babbled in unintelligible gibberish.
Much of the same error and unscriptural activity that took place at Azusa Street is occurring today in places such as
Toronto and Pensacola.

Taylor then defines the position of the Calvary Chapel as the following:

Over the years, however, fundamentalism, while it clung to the integrity of God's Word, tended to become rigid,
legalistic, and unaccepting of spiritual gifts. Similarly, Pentecostalism became enthusiastic and emotional at the
expense of the teaching of God's Word. Calvary Chapel is the balance between the two. At Calvary Chapel we
believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the Bible, and we encourage their exercise, but always decently
and in order, and with the primary emphasis on the Word of God which we look to as our primary rule of faith. (Ibid.)

According to Taylor, then, anyone who believes that the gifts of the foundational Apostolic Period are not for today is
"rigid and legalistic." But the Bible teaches that believers are to base their beliefs on Scripture alone as opposed to
experience—there is nothing "legalistic" about it. Calvary claims to be the balance between those who cling to God's
Word and those who put emotionalism and experience in the place of God's Word. This is not balance. Make no
mistake about it, Calvary is teaching grave error. The world teaches us to seek unity and common ground with those
who have beliefs different from our own.1 God's Word teaches us to separate from unscriptural practices. John 8:32
says, "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." We are not instructed to find the "balance" or
the "middle ground." Jesus did not say, "know the balance, and the balance shall make you free."

Many people who attend Calvary are either confused or unaware of what Chuck Smith teaches on the issue of
"tongues" being for today. The following quotes are taken from an article entitled "The Baptism of the Holy Spirit" by
Calvary Chapel founder Chuck Smith:

Speaking in tongues is an exercise of faith that is an affront to my intellect. My intellect used to be very important to
me. A straight-A average was the most important thing in the world when I was going to school, but God humbled
me. I must admit it is very humbling to pray to God in tongues, for you don't understand what you are saying. I must
by-pass my intellect to communicate with God in the spirit. I must trust the Holy Spirit to speak to God, instead of
my intellect. I must have faith that He knows, much better than I know, what is best for me and how to petition God
for it. In order to exercise my faith by speaking in tongues, I must deny that my own intellect is better able to
communicate (http://calvarychapel.com/ashland/hspirit.html).

Chuck Smith bases his belief that one must pray in tongues, while bypassing his intellect, on Romans 8:26: "Likewise
the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itself
maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This is a misunderstanding and misapplication of
this verse. First, it is not we who are praying or making intercession; the verse clearly states that "the Spirit itself
maketh intercession." We have nothing to do with His intercession on our behalf. Second, the Holy Spirit makes
intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This rules out speaking or groaning out loud in public or
in private.  Chuck Smith teaches the same error that extreme Pentecostals and Charismatics use to justify praying in
unintelligible gibberish.

Chuck Smith also believes that if an individual doubts that he is speaking in tongues because he has the ability to stop,
Satan must be behind it. He writes:

The first hassle you find, the minute you start speaking in an unknown tongue, is that Satan tells you that you're just
making it up. When he does you're going to stop—just like that. And then he will say, "See, you were making it up,
because you can stop." That is exactly what he did to me. But Paul said, "I will pray with the Spirit, and I will pray
with understanding." (Ibid.)

http://calvarychapel.com/ashland/hspirit.html
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This is the same erroneous teaching that Charismatic seminars promote when training people to speak in tongues. The
people giving the seminar encourage the participants to "let their voices go" and to speak out whatever syllables or
gibberish is in their head. They are then told not to let the devil deceive them into thinking it is only gibberish and not
a genuine Holy Spirit-given "prayer language." How can such faulty teaching be reconciled with what is clearly stated
in God's Word, which says, "For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of the saints" (1
Cor. 14:33)?

No one needed to teach the apostles how to speak in tongues on the day of Pentecost. They did not speak gibberish
but, instead, known languages understood both by them as well as those hearing them. They spoke intelligible
languages as the "Holy Ghost gave them utterance" (Acts 2:4-11). The apostles had no reason to doubt that this was
an act of God. Faith is reasonable, and we must never "bypass" the mind that God has given us.

When the Pentecostal movement began at Azusa Street, a clear and definite difference existed between the
emotionally driven Pentecostal and the sober Bible-believing Fundamentalist. Hyper-Pentecostals were considered
"extremists" and part of the "lunatic fringe." But this is no longer true today. The Fundamentalist is now the one who
is considered divisive, extreme, and unloving while the Pentecostal/Charismatic churches are considered loving and
tolerant. What has caused this dramatic reversal? Though many factors exist, the primary reason is that the vast
majority of churches have gradually compromised. Doctrinal issues have been clouded because church leaders fail to
practice Biblical separation from those who promote these unscriptural doctrines. Many churches have not heeded the
apostle Paul's exhortation: "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to
the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

Calvary Chapel churches have played no small part in giving the Charismatic Movement the respectability it has
needed to thrive and flourish. Calvary Chapel, by taking a so-called moderate or "balanced" stand on extrabiblical
revelation, such as prophecy and tongues, has made what was once considered extreme and unacceptable now appear
to be moderate and credible.

Fellowshipping with Compromisers

Chuck Smith, Greg Laurie, Chuck Missler and many other well-known leaders of the Calvary Chapel movement often
appear on the hyper-Charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). By appearing on TBN, these men, by
association (2 John 9-11), actually endorse TBN's many programs that con money from their faithful viewers. The
manipulative and blatantly unscriptural practices of TBN to raise money are almost beyond belief. Promising those
who send money 100 to 1,000-fold returns on their "seed faith" offerings is only one of the many deceptions TBN
uses to fleece the flock, yet Chuck Smith and Chuck Missler hosted the "Praise the Lord" broadcast just this past year
(2000). 

Chuck Smith opposes such unscriptural practices, but then he appears on TBN. His compromise has a huge impact on
those who attend the various Calvary Chapel churches and who identify strongly with him, for it implies that this
network and its blasphemous "word-faith" teachings have his stamp of approval. After all, if the gifts of miracles,
tongues, and prophecy are for today, who would dare question or judge TBN's ministry? Galatians 5:9 makes it clear
that only "a little leaven [bad doctrine] leaveneth the whole lump." TBN has much more than a little leaven. Chuck
Smith warns people about unscrupulous televangelists on his various radio ministries, but he rarely names the people
or programs against whom he is speaking. An overseer of the church of God has an obligation to warn other believers
of unscriptural and ungodly practices. How can church leaders warn God's people if they remain silent for the most
part and go so far as to participate with and, thereby, endorse those who promote unscriptural teachings for profit?

Calvary teaches that the doctrines on spiritual gifts were "side issues" and that these issues should not divide the body.
Calvary has a built-in philosophy for compromise and toleration of questionable doctrines. Notice once again what
Larry Taylor writes:

When we move away from the essential doctrines to those that are less essential we risk setting barriers up in the
church, something we at Calvary Chapel have no desire to do. Still, Calvary Chapel is distinct from denominational
churches and other Protestant groups and people want to know what those distinctions are. That is the purpose of
this little booklet (http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

http://members.tripod.com/ccfuaq/ccfrmenu.htm#cmiss
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The Scriptures do not teach that any portion of the Word of God contains doctrines that are "less essential."2 Our Lord
and Savior left no room for doubt on this subject: "It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4).

Endnotes

1  While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true biblical unity
based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith" (v.
13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can
exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).  [Return to Text]

2  This does not appear to me to put much of a priority on truth other than the "essentials." In fact, why run so as to
win (1 Corinthians 9:24)? If you have the "essentials" down, it's no big deal if you get deceived into other areas. What
kind of a warning is Colossians 2:8 then anyway? So what if you're taken in by empty deceit! You have your
essentials! Eat and drink (theologically speaking), for tomorrow we all go to heaven! WHAT A LIE! One cannot
categorize Bible doctrine as very essential, not so very essential, less essential, non-essential, or whatever other type of
human ranking system. Differences in "Importance," yes, but there are no doctrines that are more or less essential than
others. The Bible does not divide doctrine into essential and non-essential. Paul labored to preach the whole counsel of
God (Acts 20:27). Modern evangelicalism claims that certain doctrines are "essential" and others are "non-essential,"
and that Christian unity revolves strictly around the essentials, while the non-essentials have no meaning in regard to
fellowship. But the Bible nowhere says that doctrine can be so divided. "The faith once delivered unto the saints"
(Jude 3) describes that body of truth delivered to us by the Lord's Apostles through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
The entire body of truth is to be contended for. Timothy was to allow NO OTHER DOCTRINE to be taught (1
Timothy 1:3). There is no hint here that some Bible doctrine is essential and other doctrine is not.  [Back to Text]

Quotes from the Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, Statement of Faith, and from web sites linked from the Calvary Chapel
main web page (Source: FBIS, 7/3/01):

ECUMENISM: "We are not a denominational church, nor are we opposed to denominations as such, only
their over-emphasis of doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We believe
that the only true basis of Christian fellowship is His (Agape) love, which is greater than any differences
we possess and without which we have no right to claim ourselves Christians" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapels, is very ecumenical. In a 1993 book he says: "We should
realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any real divisions in the Body. We're
all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the Baptists! -- And the Presbyterians, and
the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong to Him. We see the whole Body of
Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one another" (Smith, Answers for
Today, p. 157).

Chuck Smith's ecumenism is also evident from a statement quoted in the December 1995 issue of
Sojourner magazine. "Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He
asked, 'Isn't that carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a
Presbyterian,' 'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes, the
less denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't
any real divisions in the Body. We're all one."

CHARISMATIC GIFTS IN GENERAL: "We believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the
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Scriptures are valid for today if they are exercised within the scriptural guidelines" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

TONGUES: "When you're alone in your closet, when you are among believers in an after-glow prayer
service, you can speak in tongues -- and you can pray to God. Why? Because nobody is going to benefit
from tongues. You know who's going to benefit? Paul says only the Lord. Because nobody understands
what you're saying. Only the Holy Spirit knows what you're saying" (A Raul Ries Bible study; tape
#IN44-5, Acts 1:8; Calvary Chapel, West Covina, CA).

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: "The Baptism with the Holy Spirit is a definite occurrence,
subsequent to salvation, whereby the Third Person of the Godhead comes upon the believer to anoint and
energize him for Spiritual service" (Greg Laurie's web site, as linked from the Calvary Chapel main web
page).  [Return to Top]

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a May-June 2001 Foundation magazine article: "Some Reflections on the Calvary
Chapel Movement," by Robert W. Hurzeler.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/2002
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Chuck Smith
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Smith is best known to those outside of the state of California as the teacher on the nationwide radio
program, "The Word for Today." The radio programs are edited messages from Smith's sermons at Calvary Chapel in
Costa Mesa, California, where he is the senior pastor. [The television version of The Word for Today (taped services
from Calvary Chapel) is also seen nationwide on the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network.] Calvary Chapel also
operates a wholly-owned radio station (KWVE); a two-year Bible College (offering an Associate's Degree in
Theology, and a Bachelor's in Biblical Studies) on a 47-acre campus in Murietta Hot Springs, California; a castle in
Austria; and other properties. In addition, Calvary Chapel's related ministries include, Calvary Chapel Music, Calvary
Chapel Satellite Network International, Calvary Chapel Conference Center, Calvary Chapel Christian Camp,
Maranatha Christian Academy, and Calvary Chapel High School.

Born in 1927, Smith started Calvary Chapel in 1965 with only 25 people. Smith's ministry grew out of the
Christianized version of the hippie youth movement of the 1960s and 1970s; he was a leader in the "Jesus People
Movement,"* a counter-cultural movement which focused heavily on subjective religious experience. Smith reached
out to the hippies and spiritual "seekers" looking for enlightenment in ways ranging from Buddhism to LSD.
"Christianity" became an option for some as Calvary Chapel welcomed these young people with long hair, jeans, and
bare feet into its worship services. By 1971, Smith was at the forefront of the Jesus People Movement, baptizing
hundreds in the Pacific Ocean and erecting a giant circus tent that could hold 1,600 people for Sunday services
(12/31/94, Rapid City Journal, p. A7).

Six months from conception, Calvary Chapel's "membership" doubled. Today it has a reported membership of
approximately 15,000 and has planted Calvary Chapels all over the globe. More than 850 churches (approximately 700
nationally and 165 more worldwide) have grown out of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, some of them with memberships
of more than 5,000. Chuck Smith has been touted thusly: "This man, Chuck Smith and his church, Calvary Chapel, has
had an amazing influence upon the Christian world." That being the case: What kind of message have they received
(and do they receive) from Smith and Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa? We believe that the rest of this report clearly
demonstrates that Chuck Smith is highly ecumenical, compromises with psychology, and is, at best, a fringe
charismatic. [In addition. an excellent web site for a detailed analysis of the Calvary Chapel "issues," see Calvary
Chapel Frequently Asked But Unanswered Questions Answered.] 

I.  A Subtle Diversion Away From Loving The Truth: It's doubtful that Chuck Smith or the pastors at Calvary
Chapel would ever come right out and say they don't love the truth, but this is actually the message that they bring.
Larry Taylor, an assisting pastor to Chuck Smith and an administrator of Calvary Chapel Bible College, wrote a
booklet in 1994 entitled, Things I Learned From My Pastor: Biblical Principles of Ministry as Taught by Pastor Chuck
Smith. This booklet is sold in the bookstore at Calvary Chapel in Costa Mesa. In the introduction, Taylor states: 

"The principles of ministry which follow are not at all original with me. In fact, 100% of what follows I
was taught by my pastor, Chuck Smith ... Pastor Chuck has been my pastor for over twenty years. Many
years ago, he took me, along with many other misplaced young men, under his wing, and taught us by
example how to be shepherds of God's people. All that I've done is pull together what he taught us in one
outline."

Under point "XIII. Be Balanced Theologically (see 1 Tim. 4:16. II Tim. 2:23-26)," Taylor says, "Pastor Chuck has
always sought to avoid those issues which do nothing but divide the Body of Christ, and, as he once said, 'when
Christ's Body is divided, pray tell, who bleeds?'" But avoiding controversial issues is not loving the truth. Jesus was
very controversial and much division was created because of Him (Luke 12:51-53; John 7:40-43; 9:16; 10:15-21).
Some may argue that what Larry Taylor and Chuck Smith mean is that they don't get involved in foolish controversies
(like 2 Tim. 2:14, 23). But this is not what Smith means. 

http://home.wmis.net/~ixthys/fabuqa.htm
http://home.wmis.net/~ixthys/fabuqa.htm
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In Smith's 1994 book, Why Grace Changes Everything, Smith relates a story of a couple of influential families at
Calvary Chapel who bought into the doctrine of the "Jesus Only" Pentecostals. (This cult teaches that the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit are merely different terms for Jesus.) Since Smith has "always detested arguing Scripture with people,"
he "let them lay out their faulty positions without trying to tear them apart. ... I knew many Scriptures that would
clarify the issue, but I didn't bother to argue with these folks." (This in no way is what Paul was talking about in 2 Tim.
2:23-26; i.e., "correcting them"!) Smith had deceived these families so badly by not correcting them, that they believed
Smith actually agreed with them, which encouraged them to go about confidently espousing their false doctrine in the
church (pp. 174-176). The point is this -- How can you leave someone in false doctrine, as if what they believed was
no serious matter, and still claim to love the Truth?!

In another 1994 booklet by Larry Taylor entitled, The Ministry of An Assisting Pastor: (Or, More Things I Learned
From My Pastor), Taylor defines gossip "as saying anything negative, whether true or not, to anyone about the pastor
or about the ministry" (section "7. Never Gossip"). He teaches that you should quit the church and be quiet rather than
"ever say anything negative about the pastor or the ministry to anyone, even after you've quit. In a situation where
something in the church is so completely wrong that the sheep in the body are in spiritual danger, then say nothing to
anybody, resign, and move on." (Emphasis added.) This sounds like the teaching of a hireling (John 10:12), not a lover
of the truth. (This booklet is also sold in Calvary Chapel's bookstore.)

II.  Chuck Smith Is Ecumenical: In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, Smith says the following:

"Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He asked, 'Isn't that carnal?'
But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a Presbyterian,' 'I'm a
Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes, the less
denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any
real divisions in the Body. We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the
Baptists! -- And the Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong
to Him. We see the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one
another" (p. 157). (Emphasis added.)

If anything should be clear, it is that Roman Catholicism is a false religious system and is in NO WAY part of the
Body of Christ. Yet Chuck Smith views Catholicism as merely another Christian denomination.

III.  Smith Denies the Power of Godliness (2 Tim. 3:5): This is exemplified via his teaching on a "carnal Christian."
In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, he denies the power of godliness (i.e., the power of a changed life that comes
through faith in Christ -- 2 Cor. 5:17):

"The carnal Christian, however, has enough of the Lord to be saved, but not enough of the Lord to rest in
that salvation. He has enough of Christ to be miserable in the world, but too much of the world to be
happy in Christ" [p. 148]. ... The 'carnal Christian' is the man who has been awakened by the Spirit of God
to his need of Jesus Christ and has received Jesus Christ into his life as his Saviour -- but he has never
submitted his life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Thus, he is one who believes in Jesus Christ as his
Saviour but is still ruled by his flesh" (p. 154).

To begin with, Smith's definition of a "carnal Christian" as a person who is "saved" is seriously flawed. Such a person
"ruled by his flesh" is not saved (Rom. 10:9-10; 6:5-7; 8:5-6,13; 1 Jn 2:4). In 1 Cor. 3:1-3, Paul is rebuking and
correcting the Corinthians and is in no way saying they could continue on in this "carnal" state and still be saved!

IV.  False Teaching On Suicide: In Answers For Today, Smith is asked, "Is a person who commits suicide totally lost
for eternity?" Smith answers, "Definitely not! I believe that a person who is driven to the point of committing suicide
no longer has full responsibility for the things he's doing. Driven to a point of such mental extremes, he isn't

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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necessarily responsible for the action of taking his own life" (pp. 88-89). That is precisely what psychology teaches! --
Not the Word of God! The very fact that a person is suicidal (and ready and willing to murder himself) proves him to
be reprobate, in rebellion (1 Sam. 15:23) against God, and still at odds with Him (Col. 1:21; Rom. 5:1; Gal. 5:19-21).
At the very least, if one is talking about premeditated suicide, there is no way such a person knows God! He is a
murderer (1 Jn. 3:15)!

Chuck Smith disciple Larry Taylor wrote a 1994 booklet entitled Suicide And The Church. In section "V. Suicide In
The Bible," he states, "So then, we see that a born again Christian could commit suicide, and if he did, he would go to
heaven." Taylor then tells the story of his own teenage son's 1986 suicide (section "VII. A Personal Word of
Testimony"). His son had been deeply involved in Dungeons and Dragons and was listening regularly to hard rock
music. Yet Taylor claims this was a Christian home his son grew up in, and that it was the fault of Dungeons and
Dragons that led to his son's death, not his son's rebellion and lost condition that led him to Dungeons and Dragons.
The truth is too hard to face, so men lie to themselves, just as Romans 1:18 and John 3:20 say they do.

V.  A Hypocritical Stand Against Psychology: Chuck Smith is the editor of a booklet that Bob Hoekstra has written
entitled, The Psychologizing of the Faith, that exposes the evils and false doctrine that has come into the church via
psychology. This booklet is sold in the book store at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. Although the Calvary Chapel
book store has a disclaimer at the cash register which says that they can't fully endorse every book sold, it is absolute
hypocrisy to endorse The Psychologizing of the Faith, and at the same time sell and promote (by selling) books written
by pop psychologist Dr. James C. Dobson, Tim and Beverly LaHaye (four-temperament gurus), Charles Stanley, Billy
Graham, Max Lucado, Kay Arthur, Bill Bright, etc. In addition, in the 1994 booklet What Calvary Chapel Teaches: A
Brief Explanation of the Doctrine of the Calvary Chapel Movement, by Larry Taylor, Calvary Chapel admits to
approving of "mental health professionals" and says, "we thank God for them." (Taylor has a Ph.D. in psychologically-
oriented counseling and has held previous private employment as a consultant to psychiatric hospitals and social
service departments; he claims most of the booklet was written by Chuck Smith.)

Along the lines of hypocritically standing against the psychologizing of the faith while denying the power of godliness,
Calvary Chapel sponsors "DISCIPLESHIP SUPPORT GROUPS" every Friday evening at 7:20 P.M. in Room MCA
202 (from a flyer distributed in the early-1990s by Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa). The flier describes who should
attend these support group meetings:

"For ... (a) People Pleasers -- For those who painfully depend on approval from others in an attempt to
find safety, value and identity; (b) Sexually Abused -- For women whose lives have been impacted by
sexual abuse in some form; (c) Bereavement -- For those who have lost a spouse or other loved one,
whether recently or in the past; (d) Separated/Divorced -- For those who have suffered the break-up of a
marriage; (e) Men Impacted by Sexual Abuse -- For men who have been sexually abused or have a loved
one who has been abused; and (f) Overeaters -- For those who compulsively eat."

This all follows the pattern of a psychological approach -- as does Calvary Chapel's "Tuesday School of the Bible." Of
the 34 course offerings listed in a School of the Bible catalog, over a quarter are blatantly psychologized, with such
titles as: (a) Preparation for Marriage (using a book written by pastor turned psychologist H. Norman Wright); (b)
Choosing to Love (teaches codependency concepts); (c) The Step to Sobriety (codependency course using The Serenity
Bible for the text); (d) Children With Chemically Dependent Parents (taught to 7 to 12 year-olds who have parents who
are drunks or are on drugs); and (e) Biblical Strategies For Recovery From Abuse (with a course description that reads
like a course on Inner Healing).

Smith teaches psychological concepts in many other places. For example, in his 1982 book Charisma vs. Charismania,
Smith teaches Freud's concept of the superego as a picture of our ideal self (p. 47); that God prizes and values us (p.
63); that Maslow's concept of a hierarchy of needs is valid for Christians (pp. 99-100); that what the Bible calls sins
are actually "overt escapes" (plus such psychological terminology as "I hate myself" and "a subconscious desire for
punishment") (pp. 102-103); etc. More psychological concepts can be found in Smith's 1977/1980 booklet titled
Family Relationships, wherein he speaks of the "ego" and "superego" (p. 9) (also found in his 1995 book, Why Grace
Changes Everything, [pp. 32-33]); the "emotional spectrum" of women and men (p. 12); "emotional needs" and the
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"male ego" (pp. 32-33); and "psychological problems" (p. 54).

VI.  Smith is a Charismatic: Though Smith cannot be classified as a hyper-charismatic (i.e., one who holds physical
healing and/or demon deliverance services in open church), his theology is definitely charismatic. (Former Calvary
Chapel Costa Mesa members also tell us that some of the more radical charismatic practices are allowed and even
encouraged in home Bible studies and prayer groups. Yet, Smith himself has a very personable aspect, his speaking
approach is low-key, and he is careful to avoid any untoward Charismatic characteristics. Hence, his ministry is
especially dangerous, in that most Christians today tend to evaluate a leader by his personality and appearance, rather
than by his doctrine. But this is a fatal practice, especially concerning false teachers.) Nevertheless, in his 1996 book
Living Water: The Power of the Holy Spirit in Your Life, Smith writes: 

"In exercising the ministry of pastor-teacher, I believe there are three spiritual gifts that operate, especially
when we are teaching the word of God: prophecy, the word of knowledge ["the Lord told me"], and the
word of wisdom [p. 19]. ... How is the gift of tongues to be used in the life of the believer? Tongues are
exciting! It builds you up in your walk with God, and invigorates your relationship with Him" (p. 178).

In his 1982 book Charisma vs. Charismania, Smith teaches that the "abuse of tongues" (i.e., blurting out gibberish in a
formal church service) makes one a "charismaniac," but speaking in tongues as a private prayer language is not only
acceptable, but encouraged (p. 113) and to be an enjoyable "experience" (p. 110). Smith's experience-oriented
theology probably comes from the fact that he is strongly Arminian (i.e., easy-believism/decisional regeneration), so
strongly Arminian that he, in effect, has rendered meaningless the Biblical doctrine of God's sovereignty in salvation
(Word for Today tape#1849 and Calvinism vs. Arminianism, by Larry Taylor).

Chuck Smith's charismatic leanings are also evident from the conferences in which he participates or endorses; e.g.,
Bill Bright's Fasting & Prayer Conferences. Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of
1994, during which he claims to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued
a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and
pray for revival. An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics
was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell,
Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill
Bright cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King
Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2
Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in
the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los
Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included
most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly
LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph
Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host
Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences
have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from
Campus Crusade.)]

VII.  Worldly Evangelism: Perhaps a result of Smith's early days in the counter-cultural "Jesus People Movement,"*
he seems to have a particular fondness for using the world's methods to aid in teaching and/or evangelism. For
example, drama and soft-rock musicals have always been a staple in Calvary Chapel's youth ministries. However,
"Christianizing" the things of the world in order to reach the lost seems to have gone considerably further at Calvary
Chapel of Costa Mesa. The 6/13/94 NIRR and the 11/16/94 Christian Century report that Calvary Chapel has begun a
ministry at all-night "rave" parties. Rave is a dance movement from Europe in which teens take designer drugs, use
virtual-reality devices, and dance (usually alone) away the night and early mornings hours to repetitive techno-pop
dance music. Often, there is no lighting except for strobes and lasers.
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The raves are usually held in abandoned warehouses or on Indian reservations. The youth members from Calvary
Chapel dress like the ravers. The males wear leather jackets, T-shirts, parachute pants or shorts, and shoes similar to
army boots. The females usually wear T-shirts, cutoff shorts, and the same style boots. Calvary outreach assistant
Tracy Herman claims that the Calvary Chapel evangelists hand out "really hip tracts" at the raves, and the response to
the gospel is "almost always positive." Even if that were true, is it not a sin for a church to expose its young people to
such a wicked environment (1 Cor. 15:33)?

VIII.  Smith "Ordained" a Man Who Admitted to Sexual Sin: Dr. David Hocking (born 1941) was best known as
the host of the "Solid Rock Radio" ministry, which had been broadcast over 170 stations nationwide, and for many
years was the host of the "BIOLA HOUR," a nationwide psychologically-oriented radio program affiliated with the
liberal (apostate?) Biola University/Talbot Seminary/Rosemead School of Psychology institutions. He was also the
senior pastor of the 6,000-member Calvary Church of Santa Ana, California, located just a few miles from Chuck
Smith's Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa. (Despite the "Calvary" in both names, these two churches are not affiliated in any
way.) Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid Rock Radio on 10/7/92 after confessing to "sexual sin" with
a married woman in his congregation. Yet only three days later, Hocking stated that he wanted to return to the pulpit! 

To the credit of the elders at Calvary Church Santa Ana, Hocking was permanently expelled (i.e., "ex-communicated")
after a dispute over his desired "restoration" after his "moral failure"; i.e., Hocking refused to accept the three-year
restoration plan of the elders. (It should be noted that Hocking never admitted to committing adultery, but only "sexual
sin, short of sexual intercourse" and to "fondling.") But, to the rescue came Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel. Smith
pre-empted the discipline process of Calvary Santa Ana by immediately hiring Hocking as a Calvary Chapel pastor.
Smith then declared, "If he [Hocking] doesn't resume his teaching, I'm afraid he'll be literally and totally destroyed."
Thanks to Chuck Smith and the leadership at Calvary Chapel, a statement was made that, in effect, it's okay to
"ordain" a man to teach and preach even though he had admitted to sexual immorality. (Reported in the March-April
1993, Bible For Today Newsreport; the 4/5/93, Christian News; and the 2/8/93 & 3/15/93, Calvary Contender.) 

This then turned into a simple sheep-stealing exercise, as Calvary Church emptied out and Calvary Chapel further
filled-up, due entirely to the presence of David Hocking. Calvary Church went into a financial downspin, and having
Hocking preaching less than ten miles away on Wednesday nights made the situation much worse. The 5/2/93 Calvary
Chapel Costa Mesa Sunday Church bulletin showed that Hocking had been fully incorporated into Calvary Chapel's
teaching ministry. Hocking was listed as teaching the Wednesday night Bible Study held in Calvary Chapel's
"sanctuary," and was scheduled to speak at the 5/22/93 Southern California Men's Business Conference (along with
Chuck Smith). Though no longer affiliated with Calvary Chapel (he left in 1995), while there Hocking maintained a
wide range of teaching duties, including the Wednesday night Bible Study, a 2-hour class at Calvary Chapel Bible
College, and a nightly radio program on Calvary Chapel's KWVE radio station ("Hope for Today," heard in 21
markets).

IX.  Smith Soft On Promise Keepers: Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a
"phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade
any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless, Chuck Smith is a promoter of this ecumenical,
charismatic, psychologized men's movement.

Smith spoke at one of the Promise Keepers 1994 regional conferences, indicating his support for the concept and goals
of PK. Since then, Smith has found it necessary to "clarify" his position towards PK. In a 4/5/95 letter "To all Calvary
Chapel Pastors," Smith voiced concern about PK's "excessive costs for attendance and materials" and with "the
psychological emphasis demonstrated in the use of the book [by Robert Hicks], The Masculine Journey ." Being aware
of the blasphemous, psychosexual teachings in Hicks' book, one would think that Chuck Smith would strongly
recommend that no Calvary Chapel pastor or church member attend a Promise Keepers function. Instead, Smith
merely "discourage[s] men from attending Promise Keepers events" and "encourages the use of discernment as to your
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involvement with Promise Keepers."

* Note on the Jesus People Movement: The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the
legacy of the "Jesus People Movement" of the late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this movement
were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love,
"Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were
prominently discussed. The "Jesus People Movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread of the Charismatic Movement
along with its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave vitality to such ecumenical/neo-evangelical
organizations as Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, The Navigators, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine
(Jesus People USA) (indirectly) and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel convert) are also products of the Jesus
People Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

A Jesus People Reunion concert was held at Anaheim's Arrowhead Pond on 4/24/99. The 4/25/99 Orange County
Register reported that over 10,000 people gathered to celebrate the birth of the Jesus People Movement, a movement
of hippies in the late '60s and early '70s who, under the leadership of Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith, professed to
come to Christ but continued to indulge in the music, dress, and commune-style living of the hippie generation. The
article noted that scholars today "credit them with spearheading a casual style of worship that is the norm among many
congregations worldwide." One reunion attendee told the Register, "Jesus resembled the flower children in many ways.
He probably sported long hair. He hung out with the poor and the outcasts. He shook up the establishment. And if he
understands English, he's grooving along with us right now." Chuck Smith spoke at the reunion and reminisced about
the hippie years. The Register article noted, "More than anything else, music defined the hippie experience at Smith's
sanctuary. Some of the top draws reunited Saturday afternoon." Those in attendance listened to several bands perform,
including Mustard Seed Faith, Parable, and Love Song. (Reported in the May-June 1999, Foundation magazine.) 
[Back to Text]

* Note on Suicide: We hold that the Biblical position on suicide is that it is the sin of "Self-Murder," and by its very
nature (versus "other-murder") cannot be repented of (unless one takes the Roman Catholic way of repenting in
advance for the intentional commission of a future sin). Some will argue, however, that Samson's "suicide" (Judg.
16:28-30) is proof that a person who commits suicide can still be a believer. But in the true sense of the term, there are
problems with classifying Samson's death as a "suicide." The verses in question read:

28 And Samson called unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I pray
thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes.
29 And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up, of the
one with his right hand, and of the other with his left.
30 And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with [all his] might; and the house fell
upon the lords, and upon all the people that [were] therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more than
[they] which he slew in his life.

A typical suicide does not require God's special power and permission to commit. The only way Samson could "kill
himself" is if God granted him the "strength" ("I pray thee, and strengthen me") and if He gave permission therein to
die ("Let me die with the Philistines"). There is no other "suicide" like this anywhere else in the Bible. -- No strength,
no "suicide." No permission, no "suicide." -- This is more a case of God killing Samson (in order to answer Samson's
prayer to be "avenged of the Philistines"), than of Samson killing himself. If it is true that a person who commits
suicide can still be a believer, the example of Samson cannot be used as a proof-text.  [Back to Test]
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Campus Crusade for Christ
(Crusade for Who?)

-  Campus Crusade for Christ International (CCC) was founded in 1951 on the campus of UCLA by the then 29 year-
old Bill Bright (1921-2003), who at the time was a seminary student at neo-evangelical Fuller Theological Seminary.
Bright grew up in Coweta, Oklahoma, and was a successful businessman with an oil company and a specialty food
business before attending seminary. Bright was a member of, and attended a church affiliated with, the ultra-liberal,
lesbian-ordaining Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA). The ministry was turned over to Steve Douglass in 2001 when
Bright's health worsened. Bright died in July of 2003 of pulmonary fibrosis. 

According to Bright, the Lord directly communicated with him on forming Campus Crusade. Bright claimed to have
received an "overwhelming impression that the Lord had unfolded a scroll of instructions" to him. "He was to help
carry out the Great Commission on the campuses of the nation and the world ... Bill Bright knew it was a commission
from God." Bright compared his "impression" from God to that "of what the Apostle Paul experienced on his way to
Damascus ... God commanded me to invest my life in helping to fulfill the Great Commission in this generation."
Bright claimed to have later received even more insights "for the implementation of the original vision ... my heart was
filled with praise and thanksgiving to the Lord for this remarkable revelation of what I was to do with my life ..."
Shortly after receiving his message from God, God also spoke with one of Bright's professors at Fuller: "Dr. [Wilbur
M.] Smith ... had scribbled these letters, 'CCC.' He explained that God had indeed provided the name for my vision."
(Emphasis added.) (All quotes from Come Help Change the World, pp. 1, 26-27.)

-  CCC is now based in Orlando, Florida, and operates more than 60 niche ministries in 191 countries, focusing on
such widely diverse groups as students, business executives, athletes, and military personnel. CCC's 2002 worldwide
revenues totaled $374 million (the largest grossing ministry in the U.S.), allowing it an operation presence on more
than 650 U.S. campuses and 470 campuses overseas. CCC has 26,000 full-time workers and more than 225,000
volunteer staffers. (Reported in the 7/21/03, The Times, Associated Press; and the 7/28/03, Christian News.) Main
ministry efforts are:

College Life
High Schools
Lay Evangelism Training -- Lay Institute for Evangelism (for individuals & churches)
Military -- COME (Conference on Military Evangelism)
Athletics -- AIA (Athletes in Action)
Mass Media -- publications (formerly-owned "Here's Life Publishers")/ audiovisuals (the "Jesus
film")/radio & television/correspondence
Mass Evangelism -- New Life 2000

For years, Bright had claimed that the key to the growth of CCC had been the use of the strategy of "spiritual
multiplication" -- using popular students, executives, and political leaders to spread the gospel. (By Bright's estimate,
CCC helped reach at least two billion people with the gospel.) Bright's and CCC's strategy was one of mass marketing.
Bright was a businessman. His business acumen emboldened him to wed spirituality and marketing principles: "Bright
understands America's appetite for a simple message with straightforward appeal. So the gospel presentation he has
fashioned can be mass produced, expeditiously disseminated, and proficiently advanced" (7/14/97, Christianity Today),
hardly a model of Biblical Christianity. 

Bottom line, however, Campus Crusade is a "parachurch" ministry that has no Scriptural authority. By definition, a
parachurch ministry is one "raised up" by man supposedly to accomplish something churches are charged to do by the
Scriptures. However, one should question raising up an organization outside the church (para-church) to accomplish
objectives ordained by God to be produced by the normal, proper functioning of the local church and all its parts,
especially for the evangelization of the lost. All too often, what is established to assist local churches ends up
competing with them and introducing unscriptural philosophies and practices.
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-  All CCC staff workers raise their own support, 12% of which is channeled into the ministry (5 percentage points to
overhead; 5% to overseas ministries; 2% to U.S. ministries, focusing on supporting minorities on staff). Bill and
Vonette Bright also raised their own support and between them earned $48,000 ($29,000 and $19,000, respectively).
Bright relinquished his Templeton prize money (in excess of $1 million) for the purposes of developing the ministry of
prayer and fasting. (See later in this report for details.) He also liquidated $50,000 of his retirement funds to help start
up a training center in Moscow. All royalties from his 50-plus books went to Campus Crusade; he did not accept
speaking fees and had no savings account. The luxury condo the Brights lived in was donated to CCC (the Brights paid
$1,000 a month rent). They did not own a car, and they owned no property (7/14/97, Christianity Today). If
renouncement of material treasures could land one a seat at the wedding supper of the Lamb, Bill and Vonette Bright
would be in the front row. 

-  After Campus Crusade's supposedly supernatural beginning, Bright enlisted a bevy of neo-evangelical compromisers
as his special advisors, including Dan Fuller and Billy Graham. CCC has become a highly ecumenical organization,
which leads one to wonder why Campus Crusade would become involved with other denominations preaching a false
gospel that might possibly enlighten souls to who Jesus Christ is, but do not tell people how this knowledge must be
coupled with faith in His blood sacrifice for the forgiveness of their sins, thereby gaining them eternal security? Any
organization which works together with other organizations preaching a false gospel will not only give approval to
such a false gospel (2 John 9-11), but will assist in setting up an organization that will lead to the one-world church
described in Revelation 17. A few examples of CCC's ecumenism follow:

(a) On the 9/30/90 airing of the John Ankerberg Show, Ankerberg interviewed Bill Bright and The Jesus
Film project director, Paul Eshleman. In describing the ecumenical supporters of The Jesus Film, Bright
stated that churches of all denominations support the film: "... not CCC churches; we have none. We work
with churches of all denominations and all mission groups." Eshleman echoed Bright: "I think the
gratifying thing to me is the fact that we have been able to work with 227 different Christian organizations
and churches -- Christian Missionary Alliance, the Southern Baptists, the Catholic Church -- many, many
different churches that are showing the film as a means of just saying, 'this is Jesus.' He says, 'If I be lifted
up, I will draw all men to Me.' When you lift up Jesus, He does draw people." 

(b) In a fund raising promotional brochure for Morris Cerullo's takeover of Jim Bakker's PTL/Heritage
properties, Bill Bright was one of the "joyful" endorsers of the scheme that was based on the charismatic,
name-it-and-claim-it/positive confession/health and wealth gospel theory. (Cerullo is a faith-healing,
"signs and wonders," demon-delivering charismatic.) (Reported in the 3/1/91, Calvary Contender.) 

(c) Bill Bright spoke of the "great work" of God "in both the Roman Catholic and Protestant fellowships
..." When the FEA's Foundation editor, M.H. Reynolds, asked Bright how he could Scripturally justify
having Roman Catholics on CCC's staff and working with them in evangelism, Bright replied, "I can work
with anyone who calls Jesus Lord." (Funny thing -- Jesus couldn't -- Matt. 7:21-23. When this was pointed
out to Bright, he gave no answer and walked from the room in silence.) Mormons, Moonies, and many
other cults also call Jesus Lord; would Bill Bright fellowship and evangelize with them also? (Reported in
the July 1991, CIB Bulletin, p. 2.)

(d) Leaders from Campus Crusade and World Literature Crusade cooperated with charismatic
"evangelists" Charles and Frances Hunter (the "Happy Hunters") in a door-to-door "religious census" in
Honduras. The door-to-door program has been incorporated into the Hunter's "Healing Explosion"
meetings elsewhere. (Charles and Frances Hunter teach that all Christians are commanded to speak in
tongues and to heal the sick -- false doctrine combined with pseudo-evangelism!) (Reported in the Mar-
Apr 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)

(e) The CoMISSION is a coalition of over 60 neo-evangelical groups chaired by Bruce Wilkinson, the
ecumenical head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries. Other members include: Campus Crusade,
Wheaton, Navigators, Cedarville, Moody Bible Institute, Youth For Christ, Church of God, In Touch
(Charles Stanley), and Biola. The CoMISSION's purpose was to recruit volunteers to raise funds to spend
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a year teaching Russian teachers Christian ethics and morality ("Character Education"). The CoMission
had the endorsement of the Russian Orthodox Church. The project was to be turned over to Russian
leadership by 1997. A 1995 letter canceling the Protocol had negligible effect. Tongues-speaking
CoMISSION members are asked to refrain from public exercise, but private exercise of tongues is
permitted. An 11/22/96 paper from the Navigators CoMISSION stated the policy for dealing with
doctrinal diversity: "All CoMISSION organizations and individuals must agree to the Lausanne Covenant.
This provides for great commonality. CoMISSION training focuses on what we have in common and what
we have to offer each other, not on different doctrines, traditions or gray areas." The Graham/Stott
Lausanne Covenant is weak on Biblical inerrancy (7/1/93 & 1/15/97, Calvary Contender).

(f) Bright fasted for 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claimed to have received a
"prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An
Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was
formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A.
Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry
Burkett. Bright cited "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the
spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed,
but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and
incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) (Mission America is the
umbrella under which these ecumenists gather, which includes the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
and Campus Crusade for Christ, along with many other church and parachurch organizations. It is a
program of ecumenical evangelism as practiced by these groups. The philosophy that seems to supersede
others is THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS. This "Christian" form of pragmatism sets aside Biblical
truth so that cooperation can be established [Ralph Colas Fasting & Prayer conference report].) 

Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those
listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly
LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody),
and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New
additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM),
Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy,
Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (When Bright spoke at the convention, he was in his 15th day of a
40-day fast. Fasting was placed on the same level of importance as prayer. It was made a public matter
rather than a private one. Those who had fasted were interviewed so their testimony would be made
public. While 2 Chron. 7:14 was often quoted, nowhere is fasting mentioned or implied in that particular
verse.) (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's
August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade, and Bright's death in 2003.)

(g) Big plans were made for celebrating the year 2000, making it a World Year of Thanksgiving, global
ecumenism, etc. New Ager Jay Gary, who has been active for many years in evangelical circles (Campus
Crusade, Lausanne, etc.) in 1991 launched BEGIN or Celebration 2000, a network that appears to provide
a link between global spiritualists like Robert Muller and so-called evangelical Christians (2/95, Signal).
Muller, a former UN assistant Secretary-General, calls himself a Catholic, but is basically a New Age
Hindu-Catholic. Gary calls Muller a "Key Person" for BEGIN. Gary speaks approvingly of many radical
apostates and New Agers in his Star of 2000 book. Yet his book was endorsed by Bill Bright. He wants to
give a global birthday party in the year 2000 as a gift to Christ, but this "christ" is a counterfeit (3/15/95,
Calvary Contender). [In 4/95, after being confronted with the New Ageism of Gary's book and asked to
withdraw his endorsement, Bright instead re-endorsed the book saying, "... the Christ which Jay Gary lifts
high throughout this book is, indeed, the Christ of the gospels, the cross, the resurrection, the Epistles and
the Revelation. ... Jay Gary's references do not endorse New Age thinking. ... I WISH TO REAFFIRM
MY ENDORSEMENT OF THIS BOOK. ... I TRUST THE BOOK WILL BE READ AND FOLLOWED
BY MANY" (Fax from Bill Bright, dtd 4/26/95). See later in this report for more on Jay Gary.]
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(h) As early as 1969, Bill Bright said, "We do not attack the Roman Church. We believe God is doing a
mighty work in it and will no doubt use millions of Roman Catholics to help evangelize the world" (The
Past & Times Star, Cincinnati, Ohio, 8/3069). There was also "Explo '72" in Dallas; "Key '73 Evangelism"
in which Roman Catholics, Orthodox, ecumenists, evangelicals, and charismatics all participated; and
"Explo '74" in South Korea, all organized by Bill Bright. At Billy Graham's Amsterdam '86 conference,
Bright said, "There was a day when Protestants and Roman Catholics would not have much to do with one
another. But today the Spirit of God is doing such a great working in both the Roman Catholic and
Protestant fellowships and communications that I feel much at home wherever Jesus Christ is honored"
(Jul.-Aug. 1986, Foundation magazine). Bright was questioned about Roman Catholic and Orthodox
involvement at the Amsterdam '86 conference. His answer was: "The Holy Spirit of God is doing
something unique in most major denominations -- Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, Roman Catholic ... In
all denominations I think there is a return to New Testament faith" (Nov.-Dec. 1991, Foundation
magazine).

(i) Campus Crusade also has Roman Catholics on staff. In an interview with Wittenberg Door, June-July
1978, Richard Quebedeaux noted, "In Ireland, Campus Crusade is registered as a religious order ... And
they work entirely within the Catholic church there with Catholics because there is nobody else to work
with." Not only had Bright been one of the leading organizers of ecumenical meetings, but he also had
been involved in the decisions to invite Catholic participation in these conferences. Bright's "Here's Life
America" crusade in 1976 had Catholic participation. In the 12/12/86 issue of Christianity Today, Bill
Bright endorsed the film The Mission, which is about Catholic missionaries. Bright called the movie "a
triumphal film with a life-changing message which will enrich your life for years to come." Bright
participated in the publication of a series of books on evangelism co-sponsored by Tyndale House and the
Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association. The first book in the series, What Christians Can
Learn from One Another About Evangelizing Adults, included articles by Bill Bright, Pope John Paul II,
Archbishop Joseph Bernardin, and others. (Source: 3/97, FBIS.) 

(j) Former professing Bible-believing evangelical Dr. Jack Van Impe now praises the Pope and accepts as
brothers those of whom he formerly warned. In a 3/21/94 letter he says: "The most stunning news in 2000
years of Christendom is about to be exposed by the 264th Pope on our new video ..." On this 98-minute
video ("Pope John Paul: Startling Revelations"), Van Impe praises the Pope. At the end of the letter Van
Impe says, "Dr. Bill Bright, the leader of Campus Crusade, requested our earlier twenty minute version to
show to thousands gathered for a youth conference" (4/15/94, Calvary Contender).

(k) Each year since at least 1980, Bill Bright had been a key organizer and sponsor of the "Washington for
Jesus" celebrations, which have included Catholic priests, Seventh-day Adventists, those who deny the
Trinity (the United Pentecostal Church), and other unscriptural ecumenists. The first "Washington for
Jesus" convention in 4/80 featured apostate Robert Schuller; charismatics Jim Bakker, Demos Shakarian,
and Pat Robertson; as well as Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon
(Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2).

(l) Bright was a member of the National Honorary Committee of Clement Stone's Religious Heritage of
America (RHA). Stone, a 33rd degree Mason, is a promoter of the occultic theory that God is a
metaphysical power that can be tapped into (The Seduction of Christianity, p. 28). Stone was the financial
and inspirational force directly behind the "ministry" of the late Norman Vincent Peale, and indirectly of
Robert Schuller.

(m) CCC's International Committee of Reference includes 33 degree Mason Roy Rogers, Johnny Cash,
charismatic David Yonggi Cho, New Ager Jay Gary, 33 degree Mason and U.S. Senator Jesse Helms,
"Christian" rock singer Michael W. Smith, Pope-praiser Jack Van Impe, and dozens of other like suspects.

(n) Pope John Paul II visited New York on 10/7/95 and said Mass in Central Park. Meeting privately with
the pope were Bill Bright, Pat Robertson, and Chuck Colson (12/1/95, Calvary Contender).
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(o) At the 55th National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) Convention's Evangelism and Home Mission
Association banquet, Bill Bright said, "God has given me the assurance that revival is coming. We
Presbyterians usually do not get special revelations from God, but I did." He added that "Fifty-two years
ago, when I made a profession of faith, partitions were high between denominations, but all of this has
changed, because now there is a spirit of love and harmony between these denominations. CCC is
partnering with 500 mission groups around the world, and, because of prayer and fasting, miracles are
happening." Bright told of a book that CCC is publishing listing those who have fasted and the miracles
that became a reality because they did (Ralph Colas' 1997 report of the 55th annual NAE Convention).

(p) Bright joined hands with Catholic priests, Jewish rabbis, liberal Protestant clergymen, Muslim leaders,
and other false gospelers in a "Summit of Faith" in Tallahassee, Florida, on 12/7/00. The two-hour event
was coordinated by Jim Towey, a Catholic who organized "Awakening 2000," a program "promising
spiritual renewal in Florida.” Towey is a former volunteer for Mother Teresa. More than 50 religious
leaders attended the “Summit of Faith." Bright was one of the speakers at the event. He said, "We must
turn back to the God of our fathers. There is no one else who can help us." He was right, but he confused
the truth by his unscriptural ecumenical adventures and his refusal to expose false gospels (10/8/00, FBIS).

(q) The "Beyond All Limits" pastor's conference convened in Orlando, FL, Jan. 17-19, 2002. Bill Bright
had the vision for this. The purpose was twofold: first, to minister to the 5,000 pastors assembled at First
Baptist Church, and second, to launch a new Internet program for training pastors for the new millennium,
the Global Pastors Network (GPN). The ambitious plan to network (join together in common fellowship,
ministry, and purpose) and instruct virtually every Christian worker in the world by way of the Internet
and satellite technology in the decade ahead was impressive. The proposed global synergistic church
model, an ecumenically-styled network of churches and ministries where doctrinal issues are set aside,
and all who say they love Jesus will join together to reach the world for Christ. Speakers included Jerry
Falwell, Joe Stowell, Gary Smalley, Rick Warren, and Joseph Trask. Charismatics were also well
represented (Jack Hayford, and PK's Bill McCartney), and stressed the need for no divisions to exist
between all Christians. The above speakers and the following other ministries are part of 200 already
committed to the GPN: Kay Arthur, Henry Blackaby, Bill Bright, Chuck Colson, Jim Cymbala, James
Dobson, John Hagee, David Jeremiah, John Kilpatrick, Erwin Lutzer, Chuck Swindoll, and Bruce
Wilkinson. A conference leader said: In the future, those [pastors] who are not networking will not be
working. (Reported in the 5/02, Calvary Contender.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman turned Catholic priest) under the
auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The
declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study,
and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes down hill from there. The coalition
specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression
pact), and even confessed their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This conveniently
ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of what brought these
groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the charismatic movement and
working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example]. In fact, one writer correctly
assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties can continue to cooperate on
political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants Bill Bright, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Os
Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said, "Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as
ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests, three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. 
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In a 4/15/94 CCC staff letter, Bright defends his signing the ECT document because CCC has "never proselytized
anyone" before, so what's the big deal now, and because "there are many godly Catholics who are committed to
helping fulfill the Great Commission of our Lord. We can work with many of these wonderful fellow believers to
finish the task without compromising our biblical commitments." Amazingly, we are being asked to believe that the
Reformers were deluded; that like all active Catholics today, they were saved but didn't know it; the tens of millions of
Catholics who since then have received Christ by faith alone, and left the Catholic Church, have also been deceived;
and the whole evangelical church of today is equally deluded about what it means to be a true Christian. Colson,
Robertson, Bright, et al., have revised both history and doctrine. Excommunication is the Catholic Church's penalty
for saying one is saved and knows he has eternal life through faith alone in Christ's finished work. The very heart of
the gospel which evangelicals affirm is denied by Catholicism in all its creeds, catechisms, canons, and decrees and
dogmas, and those who dare to affirm it are anathematized (5/94, The Berean Call).

[Many have challenged Bill Bright to recant his position on the ECT, which he refused to do: "There are tens of
millions of true believers among the Catholics who don't believe that salvation is something you can work for. Many
are reformers, like Luther." In early-1995, a leading ministry specializing in evangelizing Catholics received a letter
form Bill Bright's office saying that, "tens of millions of Catholics would have gone to Hell who now will be saved
because he [Bright] signed the statement [the ECT]" (letter on file). Then in November of 1997, Bright signed the even
more deceptive "Evangelicals and Catholics II" document, which was grossly misnamed "The Gift of Salvation."]

-  In 1987, Bill Bright founded a "broad-based coalition of denominations and World Christian leaders" called New
Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an advisory board of 1,000 leading professing Christians. These
"Christian" leaders include James Dobson from Focus on the Family, James Kennedy of Coral Ridge Ministries,
Charles Stanley, and Ted Engstrom, founder of World Vision and acting chairman of the committee. Jay Gary is an
author, consultant, and partner with New Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly promoting the philosophies of
the World Parliament of Religions, the United Nations agenda for education via Robert Mueller's Global Core
curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan whose goals include reduction of the world's population by the year 2000. In a
best seller entitled Megatrends 2000, endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as well as New Ager Marilyn Ferguson, the
author devotes an entire chapter to religion, speaking favorably of New Age perspectives.) Gary is also
communications consultant with New Life 2000, Campus Crusade's A.D. 2000 counterpart. Rome has, in fact, its own
branch of A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization 2000." 

-  In early-March of 1996, Bill Bright was chosen by a committee made up of the leaders of the world's five major
religions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) as the 26th recipient of the million dollar "John M.
Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion." (The "Prize" was established in 1972 by New Age pantheist/science-of-
mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton.) The 1996 Prize was actually 700,000 British pounds,
equivalent to about $1.07 million, and was awarded to Bright on 5/8/96 at Buckingham Palace. Bright promised to use
the money to promote fasting among Christians. 

Templeton, though he honors all religions, reserves his loudest praise for two of today's worst anti-Christian cults:
Unity School of Christianity and the Church of Religious Science, whose beliefs coincide with his. He commends
them for viewing man as "an expanding idea in the mind of God," and for striving for "progress" in religion because,
"as mind advances [evolves], the old forms [of religion] die..." Obviously, it would be dishonest for anyone to accept
the Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion who was not in complete sympathy with its purpose and the beliefs
behind it. Wouldn't the reception of the prize by any individual constitute an endorsement of what the prize represents
in the mind of its founder? How could any recipient offer ignorance as an excuse when Templeton's neo-pagan views
have been widely published for years? Try to imagine Daniel accepting an ecumenical prize from the sorcerers of
Babylon, or Jesus from pagan leaders of His day! (5/96, The Berean Call).

Perhaps Bright was picked for this high "honor" precisely because of his devotion to the ecumenical movement.
[Bright once said, "If they're Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, whatever, we don't even try to put down other
religions. We simply proclaim the truth as we know it" (3/18/96, Christian News, p. 15).] Past Templeton Prize
recipients were good ecumenists "Mother" Teresa, Charles Colson, and Billy Graham. Other past recipients also
include India's Hindu guru, Baba Amte; Japanese Buddhist teacher and founder of the world's largest Buddhist lay
organization, Nikkyo Niwano; the secretary-general of the World Muslim Congress, Dr. Inamulla Khan; evolutionist
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Alister Hardy; Unitarian Ralph Burhoe; the former president of India (Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), who was awarded
the Prize for his contribution to Hinduism; the Dalai Lama; and 1995's winner, atheist Paul Davies, a mathematical
physicist known for his research bridging the gap between science and religion. 

-  What is the Gospel at CCC? -- Ten Basic Steps toward Christian Maturity -- Campus Crusade's easy-believism and
Arminian-type gospel presentation clearly shows up through these booklets -- the Step 1 booklet in this series
establishes carnality as a possible permanent lifestyle for a Christian (pp. 14-17); the Step 3 booklet has a long article
about the Holy Spirit by CCC's founder and ecumenist, Bill Bright, that again assumes the carnal Christian lifestyle (as
does the Step 7 booklet on witnessing). The surprising thing about the weakness of this ten booklet series is that Bright
claimed to have received the "truths" incorporated therein directly from God!:

"As I turned over to go to sleep, I found my mind flooded with the truths concerning the Holy Spirit.
Fearful that I might forget them if I didn't write them down, I got up for a pencil and paper and found
several shirt boards. After filling the shirt boards, I found some brown wrapping paper and continued to
write furiously. That night God gave me the truths concerning the Person and work of the Holy
Spirit that have been basic to the ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ through the years. This
material has now been incorporated into our Bible study course, Ten Basic Steps toward Christian
Maturity, which is being used by many churches and various Christian organizations around the
world. This basis and revolutionary concept of how to be filled with the Holy Spirit has been condensed
into a small booklet comparable to the Four Spiritual Laws presentation and is entitled, 'Have You Made
the Wonderful Discovery of the Spirit-filled Life?' This Holy Spirit booklet is being used by many
thousands of Christians all over the world to help lead carnal Christians into an abundant and fruitful life
in the Spirit as well as to help new Christians understand their spiritual heritage in Christ. Like the Four
Laws presentation, this brief presentation of the ministry of the Holy Spirit is having revolutionary results"
(Come Help Change the World, pp. 49-50). (Emphasis added.)

-  The Four Spiritual Laws was a tract developed in 1956 by Bill Bright at CCC, and is still being used extensively
today (2.5 billion in print, translated in over 200 languages). Bright explained to us how in writing The Four Spiritual
Laws pamphlet, he rearranged the points of the gospel message so an not to offend sinners:

"... revise the presentation so that the first law would be, 'God loves you and has a wonderful plan for your
life,' instead of 'You are a sinner and separated from God.' We moved the statement of the fact of man's
sin and separation from God, making it Law Two. Thus, the Four Spiritual Laws started with the positive
note of God's love ... through the presentation of the Four Spiritual Laws, that God loves them and has a
wonderful plan for their lives. Can you think of any more exciting, wonderful message than this to
proclaim to the world?" (Come Help Change the World, pp. 46-47). (Emphasis added.)

It may be an "exciting, wonderful message," but for those that are perishing, not an accurate one. God's plan for lost,
unrepentant sinners is anything but "wonderful" or "exciting" (see Rom. 1:18-32 and Rev. 20:11-15). Emphasizing
God's love at the expense of making man cognizant of his sinful, lost condition, is a perversion of the gospel. It might
bring in larger numbers of professing "converts," but what gospel have they really believed? A "Universalist, 'God
loves everybody' gospel message," is not the gospel the Apostle Paul conveyed in his letter to the Romans (1:18-5:21). 

-  Bright's easy-believism gospel could also be illustrated by his 1970s billboard and bumper sticker campaign that
proclaimed "I Found It." Again, Bright's Scriptural knowledge was faulty -- no one is looking for "It"! -- cf. Romans
3:9-18. A major leader in the development and design of the "I Found It" campaign has said the movement was largely
a failure in that it failed to produce lasting fruit. Should we ever expect God to honor and bless a program that reduces
Jesus Christ to an "It"? Bright, to rationalize and justify the "I Found It" campaign, said many of its converts are in the
"electric church" of television on Sunday morning. (Campus Crusade: Its Message and Methods, p. 15).  

-  Bright never had a problem with women in ministry. In fact, Bright's spiritual mentor in 1945 was a lady by the
name of Henrietta Mears. Bright sat under Mears' teaching for years, primarily through a discipleship group led by
Mears. In 1972, Bright's wife, Vonette, became active in CCC; she organized a prayer rally to which she invited
women from all over the country to join in prayer for the nation and, more particularly, Explo '72 (7,000 women
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showed up) and the Great Commission Prayer Crusade of 1972. From there, Mrs. Bright moved into an even larger
leadership role within the neo-evangelical community. She became a member of the Lausanne Committee for World
Evangelization and served as chairperson of the Intercession Working Group from 1981 to 1990. She helped found the
National Prayer Committee and served for nine years as chair of the National Day of Prayer Task Force. She helped
draft legislation, which both houses of Congress unanimously approved, setting aside the standing date for the National
Day of Prayer. "Women Today International," a daily radio program, is Vonette's latest undertaking, which
"encourages and equips women in their respective callings, domestic or professional" (7/14/97, Christianity Today).

-  Campus Crusade for Christ's ecumenical evangelism programs are being widely publicized by expensive
advertisements in major evangelical and charismatic publications. The cost of these promotional advertisements runs
into thousands of dollars as they occupy three full pages and are done in color. Campus Crusade's The Jesus Film is
promoted in these and other ads which give highly exaggerated reports concerning those who have supposedly already
been saved through watching this film. 

The Jesus Film was first produced in 1979, was financed by billionaire Nelson Bunker Hunt (for $6 million), produced
by John Heyman, distributed by Warner Brothers, translated into 786 languages, and is used by more than 400 mission
agencies in addition to CCC. (In total, Hunt has raised over $1 billion dollars for CCC's various ministries.) CCC
claimed The Jesus Film has been viewed by more than a billion people in 234 countries, with more than 50 million
"making decisions for Christ." [Even if this were only half true, where are all the changed lives the Bible tells us will
occur when God saves a person (2 Cor. 5:17)?] The massive production and showing of The Jesus Film is an integral
part of Campus Crusade's worldwide evangelism program "Come Help Change the World Through NEW LIFE 2000. "
CCC's New Life 2000 program consisted of showing The Jesus Film to over 5 billion people through the year 2000,
with over one billion receiving Christ. (This would have been a 20% conversion success rate versus the currently
stated rate of less than 6%.) Bright boasted: the Jesus film is "the single most effective tool for evangelism in the
history of Christianity" (Foundation magazine, Jul-Sep 1995, p. 26). The marketing of The Jesus Film has resulted in
CCC partnerships with approximately 450 religious groups throughout the world. It is called:

"The most realistic film ever made about Jesus." JESUS is a remarkable film with the power to change
lives. The wonderful words of Jesus on this video will renew your own faith and help you gain new
insights into His message of love and forgiveness. Award-winning producer John Heyman spent five years
researching the story of Christ as presented in the Gospel of Luke to create the most accurate film ever
made about His Life. You'll see the baptism of Jesus, witness many of His miracles, His sufferings,
crucifixion and His resurrection exactly as recorded in Luke's Gospel."

In May, 1989, a Campus Crusade fund raising letter made the following additional claims concerning The Jesus Film:
"As Jesus rebuked the demon-possessed man in the film, a man in the audience fell to the ground screaming. I have
confirmed reports from India of JESUS film team leaders bringing such people to the front, and through simple prayer
and faith, seeing demons cast out by the power of God. Yes, the film JESUS under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, has
such great power that even the forces of Satan cannot stand to listen to the words of Jesus. They know what the film
JESUS can do, and they will stop at nothing to keep spiritually hungry people from hearing the message of the Gospel
... Leader after leader told me that this film is by far the greatest tool for evangelism they have ever used. They have
shown the film over and over again, at thousands of showings, with tremendous results. Just in India alone, over 40
million people have seen JESUS. Of those, more than four million have indicated a decision to receive and follow
Christ. Thousands of Bible studies and churches have been established."

CCC is even using angels to raise funds for The Jesus Film project! In a letter received from Paul Eshleman in June of
1997, he said angels carried their five vehicles across barriers of terrain in Mozambique, and would-be robbers of their
equipment in Thailand, "were startled by two brilliant white beings eight feet tall and brandish[ing] flaming swords."
He said, "Our Lord intervened with His holy angels. Will you intervene with your prayers and gift?" 

Such extravagant claims are not supported by the facts. The use of so-called anointed tapes and videos has long been
practiced by Charismatic deceivers, and the fact that Campus Crusade makes the same claim for their JESUS film
should be a matter of great concern to all who believe and practice Biblical principles and methods of evangelism. The
Jesus Film is obviously the pride and joy of Bill Bright, who said it was the result of a "vision" given him by God in
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the early days of his ministry. It is readily apparent that Bright and Campus Crusade, formerly wary of Charismatic
false doctrines and practices, are moving ever closer to this unscriptural approach to the ministry (Jan-Feb 1993,
Foundation magazine). [Zac Bright, Bill's son, attended Life College, a Pentecostal school in Los Angeles, and was an
assistant pastor of a Foursquare church (Pentecostal), and now pastors a PCUSA church. Zac says, "My father moves
in charismatic circles and supports my ministry wherever it takes me, in charismatic circles and beyond (3/96,
Charisma). Indeed, after Bill Bright's death, Charisma paid tribute to him as a man who did not specifically oppose
tongues-speaking (Bright said so specifically in a 4/3/02 online interview at Crosswalk.com) and had changed his
opposition to the charismatic movement in general.)] 

Note on The Jesus Film: Hollywood never dared to portray Jesus face-on. One saw the back of His head or hand in
films such as Ben Hur. But now a man who doesn't even profess to be a Christian plays the part of God manifest in the
flesh! Are those who "come to Christ" through the film coming to the real Jesus, or the actor who plays his part? That
actor, Brian Deacon, describes himself as a "lapsed Catholic" who hasn't practiced his faith: "I've had many doubts
about Jesus' teaching," says Deacon. "I'm just an actor. I don't want the responsibility of being Jesus Christ ... The
character of Jesus belongs to everyone and I had to find my own voice and emotions for the role." What "Jesus" is this
who attracts multitudes! (12/95, The Berean Call). [See attached review of The Jesus Film.]

-  In a 10/31/95 letter, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright said: "The number of Muslims who are seeing a vision of Jesus is
growing. We cannot ignore what the Spirit of God is doing." He said CCC's Middle East director has received
thousands of letters from Muslims, many telling of seeing Jesus in a dream. "... miraculous, incredible stories of
visions. Muslims are seeing the risen Christ!" (12/1/95, Calvary Contender). According to Bright, most of these
supposed sightings of Jesus were by Muslims in Iraq and North Africa, and were in relation to their seeing The Jesus
Film. To give credence to "Jesus" appearances is to deny the sufficiency of the Scriptures to reach the lost and to
diminish the clear teachings of God's Word (Fall 1995, The PROJECTOR).

-  Bright often made it clear that he and CCC were very much open to compromise with the world if it would help
bring in the numbers -- CCC has been very open to such things as using so-called "Christian" magicians to preach
Christ (e.g., "Andre Kole, billed as America's leading illusionist, is also recognized as one of the leading inventors of
magical tricks ... is a special representative of the Campus Crusade for Christ staff. He uses the fantasy of magic to
gain a hearing for presenting the reality of Christ"), and the "Christianizing" of worldly music:

"It is the objective of the music ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ to present the ageless love of God
and the exciting message of Jesus Christ to a generation that is largely unresponsive to the traditional
approach. The program is designed, therefore, to attract high school and college students, to keep their
attention with the sound they enjoy and are accustomed to, and to present Jesus Christ to them in a way
that communicates to their needs" (Come Help Change the World, p. 159). (Emphasis added.)

Campus Crusade has always made an accommodation with rock music, notwithstanding the fact that nothing is as
opposed to the gospel as the ethos of rock. About 1984, Paragon Experience, a ministry of Campus Crusade, produced
a multimedia production, "The Dreamweaver." Unlike traditional movie entertainment, "The Dreamweaver" contains
only two minutes of talking. Instead, the storyline is communicated through the use of visuals precisely synchronized
to the lyrics of contemporary music from the Beatles, John Denver, Simon and Garfunkel, Kansas, Styx, and others,
blending this stereophonic music with drama. How can the world's music communicate God's message? Answer: It
can't. (New Neutralism II, pp. 42-47). [Bright also spoke at the "Fishnet '91" rock concert (9/90, Flashpoint, p. 3), and
was on ZTV's advisory board (6/91, Charisma and Christian Life, p. 64). ZTV is a major 24-hour music video
network targeting 12-34 year-olds.]

-  Campus Crusade's "Here's Life Publishers" published Mormon author Darrick Evenson's book, The Secret Message
of the Zodiac. In order to hide his cultic/Mormon ties, Evenson writes under the alias of Troy Lawrence. (Reported in
the 12/15/91, Calvary Contender.) Evidently, Campus Crusade has agreed to aid in the deception of the professing
evangelicals buying their books. [Here's Life Publishers was sold to Thomas Nelson Publishers in early 1992.] 

-  Before its sale to Nelson, CCC's Here's Life Publishers also published Neil Anderson's 1991 book, Released From
Bondage: True Stories of Freedom (freedom from "obsessive thoughts, guilt and hurtful memories, compulsive
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behaviors, satanic ritual abuse, childhood abuse, and demonic strongholds" says the subtitle). This book could
justifiably be called "obscene" as it contains story after story of people who were supposedly delivered from demonic
influence/invasion/possession by Anderson's "7-Steps to victory" program. Anderson tells all the filth (lurid details of
the sexual immoralities committed by those interviewed) as people recount their lives to him.

Also published by Here's Life was James G. Friesen's Uncovering the Mystery of MPD, a 1991 book published as an
authoritative text for Christians in dealing with multiple personality disorder. The book promotes just about every
secular myth about MPD, so-called repressed childhood memories, satanic ritual abuse (SRA), and spiritual warfare,
including occultic visualization. The book is based totally upon individual case histories (i.e., "stories") rather than
scientific objectivity or solid Biblical exegesis. Friesen even gives credit to pantheistic New Age psychologist M. Scott
Peck for his "work" with MPD and SRA.

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book, Say Yes!, Bill Bright said: "I ... have always been
impressed with him and his ministry for our dear Lord. His commitment ... preaching the pure Gospel has drawn the
body of Christ together in scores of cities to help fulfill the Great Commission." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose
ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless, Bill
Bright was a promoter of, and frequent speaker for, this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
(Bright was also a contributing author for the 1994 PK book, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper.)

-  Another Campus Crusade accommodation is to the charismatic movement. ("I love their spirit," he said, adding,
"They've grown up and we've grown up.") According to the Evangelical Newsletter for 5/27/83, Campus Crusade lifted
its ban on speaking in tongues by members of its worldwide staff. The ban had been imposed in the mid-1960s when
the charismatic movement entered mainstream denominations. Some observers think that Bill Bright had been
influenced by his charismatic-leaning oldest son. In addition, at Campus Crusade's "Here's Life, Korea" Crusade, New
Age charismatic David Yonggi Cho, pastor of the 150,000 member Full Gospel Central Church of Seoul, took a
leadership role. [Bright also attended charismatic "Laughing Revival" meetings, and has said that he could feel God's
presence in the Toronto Blessing (i.e., the "Holy Laughter" movement) (4/17/95, Christian News).] 

Bright had also emphasized a technique called "spiritual breathing" -- a discipline he contrived that involves exhaling
confessed sins and then inhaling cleansing and empowering of the Holy Spirit. He said spiritual breathing was "the one
thing that causes my heart to be constantly aflame for him": "'Here I am, Bill Bright, a very sinful, depraved person.
Christ comes to live within me, he died on the cross for my sins -- past, present, and future. I'm promised that if I walk
in the light, the blood of Jesus cleanses me from all sin. Not to live in the joy of the resurrection is to dishonor our
Lord, because he gave us the power. It is like pushing your car around instead of driving it.'" (7/14/97, Christianity
Today).]

-  At Campus Crusade's biennial national staff leadership meeting in Ft. Collins, Colorado, 7/20/95-7/26/95, "Hundreds
of Campus Crusade for Christ staff workers publicly repented of personal sins ... the most significant [meeting] in the
50 years of this ministry ... After it ended, participants said they felt emotionally drained but joyous because they knew
they had encountered God," said Bright. This type of public emotionalism is typical of the charismatic movement
today. (Reported in the Fall 1995, The PROJECTOR.)

-  CCC has also forged an alliance with the blasphemous, charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN) owned and
operated by Paul and Jan Crouch. The TBN newsletter of 12/90 stated, "The exciting news is that Dr. Bill Bright of
Campus Crusade for Christ has a team stationed in El Salvador, ready to produce Spanish-speaking Christian programs
... They LOVE the anointed Divine Healing services [there]. The Body of Christ is coming together in El Salvador --
non-Catholics and Catholics LOVE Christian TV and people all over El Salvador are coming to Jesus!" (Reported in
the 2/15/91, Calvary Contender.)
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In Crouch's in 2/93 newsletter, he says: "God is bringing His church together! The old denominational barriers are
coming down! Just a few months ago, we had the privilege of joining with Vern Jackson, Dr. Adrian Rogers, Dr. Bill
Bright, Dr. E.V. Hill, and Dr. D. James Kennedy and many pastors and ministers from across our nation for a great
Call to Prayer for America! Our nightly newscasts sound like they're reading out of Revelation! America -- it's Time to
Pray!" All are pictured with Paul and Jan Crouch in the their paper. 

-  Campus Crusade's Bill Bright endorsed and participated in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a
Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our cities to Jesus."
NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking
questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting
when the goal of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" [Among other endorsers are Youth With A
Mission (YWAM), the E-Free Church, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as hyper-charismatics John
Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn Hickey, Dick
Eastman, Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.] (CCC has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/ charismatic March
For Jesus campaigns. Bright himself served on the National Advisory Board for the March for Jesus.)

-  Campus Crusade's "The Jesus Film Project" is one of the "sending agencies" of Adopt-A-People (Colorado Springs,
Colorado), a mission strategy that, rather than focusing on countries and missionaries, focuses on people groups or
"nations"/tribes. Their ecumenical motto is: "A Church For Every People," and it publishes a "List of Unreached and
Adoptable Peoples" through its Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse (co-published by A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement and
the SBC Foreign Mission Board). Resources available include books by A.D. 2000's Luis Bush and Jay Gary. (Other
sending agencies are TEAM and YWAM.)

-  The 9/93 Charisma had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the "Jesus Movement" of the late-1960s. Some
key words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk
music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse ministries.
Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread
of the charismatic movement along with its CCM. It gave vitality to Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, and
Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (indirectly), and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel convert), are also
products of the Jesus movement (9/15/93, Calvary Contender).

-  The Council for National Policy (CNP), founded in 1981 by Tim LaHaye, is a conservative "educational foundation."
Its purpose, according to those few in the organization who will discuss it, is to bring together top conservative leaders
from across the country and allow them to hear conservative speakers give their perspective on various issues of the
day. It is an educational organization which "provides an opportunity to interact, exchange information, educate on
critical issues, and redistribute information to the public" (Art Kelly, Vice President CNP Action, Inc., 12/7/93). But is
there more to the CNP than it appears?

Meetings of the CNP are closed to the public and the media. Membership is confidential. When asked if the
organization is a Christian one, Mr. Kelly explained that it is not -- "There are also members of the Jewish faith."
Membership is by invitation only, "One member invites another member," Kelly said. "The membership dues are
$2,000 per year for regular memberships and $5,000 per year for members of the 'Board of Governors.' The CNP, and
CNP Action, Inc., charge separate dues, although many hold dual membership."

James Dobson has been a member of the CNP for at least ten years (as has Marlin Maddoux, D. James Kennedy, Bill
Bright, and the Christian Coalition's Pat Robertson). CNP conference speakers typically call for conservative political
action, policy making, or self-betterment of some sort. 

-  Some evangelicals have had to leave Campus Crusade because Bill Bright didn't want dispensational theology taught
in the organization -- it's too negative. He felt that once the world was saved, there would be an important second step
in a sanctification sense (which links him up with Charles Finney). Believers would automatically reconstruct society.
They were going to end war, racism and everything else. Bright allowed his social agenda to revise his eschatology.
New evangelicalism began out of pre-millennialism, but has had a major shift to amillennialism or post-millennialism
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(New Neutralism II, pp. 42-47).

-  Bill Bright personally endorsed Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for
progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis: "Here we have a powerful new tool for convincing
skeptical minds of the credible and compelling basis for personal faith in Jesus Christ."

From this endorsement, we can only assume that Bill Bright agreed with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among other
things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before Adam. (But
would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion
against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death preceded
sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing!) Since such
evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that
the head of a major so-called "gospel" ministry be a literal creationist?

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to Reach
Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels, and on the
jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max Lucado, Tony
Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill Bright, and Gary
Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the message of truth, but by
the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern style of worship, he simply
reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs based religion. His purpose is to
meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's obligation to worship and glorify God.
Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is Biblical. His purpose is to please lost,
unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by nature of endorsement, Bill Bright's thoughts
also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they
need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source: 1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)  

-  For a number of years, CCC's chief college ministry staff member/spokesperson was Josh McDowell. (Though he
occasionally still speaks at CCC college "crusades," and CCC still lists him as "Josh McDowell Ministry, Campus
Crusade for Christ," McDowell is not as influential in Campus Crusade as he once was. His psychological/self-love
teachings, however, remain an integral part of the College Life evangelism and discipleship materials.) Once known
for his solid apologetics (e.g., Evidence That Demands a Verdict, Answers to Tough Questions, and Reasons Skeptics
Should Consider Christianity), McDowell has apparently converted to a different gospel, one that "sells better": the
humanistic gospel of self-love/self-esteem. His current message can best be summarized as: (a) poor self-image,
rather than sin, is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image reduces or eliminates man's problems.
Another CCC staff member who also teaches the same brand of religious humanism as McDowell is Dennis Rainey
(author of Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem); Rainey is CCC's director of Family Ministry (officially listed as,
"Executive Director, FamilyLife, Campus Crusade for Christ"). 

It would appear that Bill Bright was in full agreement with the self-love teachings of Rainey and McDowell as
evidenced by his endorsement of R.C. Sproul's 1991 "self-love manual" The Hunger For Significance [the revised
edition of his (Sproul's) 1983 book, In Search of Dignity]: "This book is must reading for everyone who desires to
build the self-esteem of others." In addition, in a "Special Issue" of one of CCC's publications titled Lifeskills, one can
find both psychoheresy and a number of inappropriate, uncommented upon, pop psychology quotes from well-known
people such as Madonna and Oprah Winfrey (See "Campus Crusade for Christ & PSYCHOHERESY," Jan-Feb 1996,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). Also, CCC maintains a nationwide, 35-page list of pre-approved professional
psychological counselors (i.e., psychotherapists) to help staff members "deal with problems in their lives." If a staff
member uses a counselor on the list, CCC reimburses the cost. This procedure, which reimburses for psychotherapy
for staff members, is evidence of psychoheresy in the organization, and an admission on CCC's part that Christ is not
sufficient for dealing with problems of living. (See "Campus Crusade for Christ: Psychologizing (Therapizing) the
Saints," July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). 
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-  Promoted by such past and present CCC leaders as Bill Bright, Jon Braun, Peter Gillquist, Gordon Walker, Dick
Ballew, Jack Sparks, and others, is the error that since the believer's sins are already fully forgiven, there is no need to
confess them. Miles Stanford points out why this teaching is a "harmful aberration": "The primary ministry of the Holy
Spirit at present is to reveal to us the Lord Jesus Christ as our new Life, and to occupy our minds and hearts with
Him. When we descend into the indwelling Adamic life and consequently sin, the Spirit is grieved and must occupy us
with ourselves and our sins, in order that honest confession to the Father may bring restoration of fellowship."
(Incidentally, Braun, Gillquist, Walker, Ballew, and Sparks are now all Eastern Orthodox priests!)

-  Eastern Orthodoxy (in spite of its separation from Rome in 1054 A.D. regarding the authority of the pope) involves
basically the same false gospel as Roman Catholicism -- salvation through church membership, sacraments, and
works. In recent years, a surprising number of evangelicals have joined the Orthodox Church. Several former staff
members of Campus Crusade for Christ (Pete Gillquist, John Braun, Dick Ballew, Jack Sparks, et al.) have even
become Orthodox priests. And why not? Campus Crusade has long accepted Roman Catholicism and Eastern
Orthodoxy as true Christianity. As one staffer who became an Orthodox priest testifies, "During my two-and-a-half
years on staff [at Crusade headquarters]... I fully participated in the nearby Greek Orthodox parish, Saint Prophet
Elias... Campus Crusade encouraged my active participation ..." [Peter E. Gillquist, ed., Coming Home: Why Protestant
Clergy are Becoming Orthodox (Conciliar Press, 1992), 64. (Reported in the 6/95, The Berean Call.)]

-  In 1980, Dr. Charles W. Dunn, Department Head and Professor of Political Science at Clemson University, wrote a
book titled Campus Crusade: Its Message and Methods. Dunn was then the faculty advisor for Campus Crusade at
Clemson. He became convinced that Biblical principles had been compromised by Campus Crusade. As a result, he
took a stand for Biblical principles, resigned as a deacon at the local Southern Baptist Church, and removed his
affiliations with Campus Crusade for Christ.

Dunn concluded that the Campus Crusade message deceptively differs from the Biblical message at crucial points. The
world wants to know whether a message works, but the Bible asks first whether the message itself is correct. Dunn
concluded that one reason why Campus Crusade's message is so popular is that Campus Crusaders are taught either by
design or by default not to use "Christian jargon" like witness, repent, converted, blood, hell, sin, save, holiness, and
apostasy. For example, when Campus Crusade's evangelistic tool, "The Four Spiritual Laws," was first printed, the
word "repentance" was omitted. Although repentance now appears, it does not occupy the dominant position that it
does in the Bible. Can there be salvation without repentance? This is an interesting technique in a psychological
package designed to mass-produce Christians. It takes the edge off man seeing himself as he really is: naked, destitute,
and condemned before a Holy God.

Another example given by Dunn is CCC's non-use of the word "saved." They make much of the terminology, "pray to
receive Christ," rather than being saved (cf. Jn. 1:12; Rom. 10:9). People need to know that being saved means turning
one's life over to the Lord Jesus Christ, not merely "praying to receive Christ" and then holding onto the old ways of
life (Lk. 19:10). As for "apostasy," the Bible commands that Christians separate from it, but Campus Crusade links up
with it. For example, most students and staff members of Campus Crusade with whom Dunn had associated steadfastly
refused to leave apostate churches and denominations.

Dunn says he knew of no organization that places more emphasis on reaching the "influentials" on campus or in a
community than Campus Crusade. Bill Bright fervently said that they wanted to win the leaders for Christ who would
then influence others for Christ? That's very good worldly logic, but it's not Biblical. Jesus did not call the "high and
mighty" to be among his twelve disciples. And when Paul was converted on the Damascus Road, God took him to
Arabia for three years on a deprogramming and retraining mission. There is no Biblical evidence that his previously
held prestigious position was an important factor in winning converts later. (Excerpted and/or adapted from Campus
Crusade: Its Message and Methods.)

-  In conclusion, it is interesting to learn what happens to those who disagree with leadership in Campus Crusade.
Taken from Campus Crusade's campus ministry manual, they say, "A critical attitude of fellow staff of the Campus
Crusade ministry, or of other individuals or groups, shall be considered as evidence of disloyalty to Christ, and shall
be accepted as an act of resignation" (I FOUND IT!, p. 108). Can you believe this -- no criticism of anyone within
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CCC, nor of any individual or group outside of CCC! A cold dictatorship is a better way to understand this statement.
This whole idea of not even voicing one negative thought against the leaders and equating that with disloyalty to Jesus
Christ makes Campus Crusade God.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 10/2003
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Campus Crusade for Christ
A Critical Review of The Jesus Film

This review has been adapted from a review done by an East-coast pastor of the video The Jesus Film. The Jesus Film
is a major motion picture of the life of Christ based on the Gospel of Luke. Campus Crusade has made the Film
available to more than 180 new mission agencies (in addition to the more than 400 already using it), and it continues to
be one of the key ingredients of Campus Crusade's New Life 2000 ecumenical world evangelization campaign. Since
Campus Crusade claims The Jesus Film has been viewed by more than 710 million people, in 220 countries, in 340
languages, with 41 million "making decisions for Christ" (as of 6/96), its accurateness in doctrine and style must be a
major concern to all Bible-believing Christians:

1. The video claimed that there were one billion Christians in the world. This is obviously a loose
definition of a Christian which would include many who name the name of Christ, but have not truly
believed in His salvation on His terms.

2. Satan is portrayed in this video as a snake. This is not stated in the gospel of Luke on which the Film is
based). If I were asked how I would have handled this situation I would have had the narrator keep
speaking and have a different voice for Satan.

3. The video says that Jesus was called upon to read in the synagogue, but Luke 4:16 states that Jesus
stood up to read. This indicated to me an authority which the movie leaves out. In the same scene the
video shows Jesus kissing the scroll of Isaiah. This also is not recorded in Luke 4, and kissing the scroll is
a form of worship which is contrary to the nature of God to worship any thing.

4. When Jesus calmed the sea in Luke 8:22-25, the video presented Jesus calming the sea without
speaking. In Luke's gospel, it does not give the actual words which Jesus spoke, but it does record the fact
that Jesus did speak! This is important because the Film removes the picture given in John 1:1-5, that
Jesus is the Word of God.

5. The video, when portraying Legion, showed him naked and showed an inappropriate view of this man.
Even if this was factual rather than speculative, it is inappropriate for a general audience.

6. The video dealt with parables, but only gave part of the reason for Jesus use of parables in His teaching.

7. When the video portrayed Jesus casting out a demon, the video did not indicate Jesus speaking. Again,
while Luke's gospel does not record the actual words which Jesus spoke, It does record that Jesus rebuked
the demon. This, again, is an omission of an important picture that Jesus is the Word of God.

8. In the video, after denying Jesus three times, Peter prays. This is not recorded in the gospel of Luke.

9. What really bothered me as I watched this video was simple fact that I never felt like I was getting the
whole picture. It is true that Campus Crusade was only presenting what was recorded in Luke's gospel, but
God gave us four gospels so that we could get the whole picture. It was very hard for me to see the
crucifixion depicted, yet Jesus was not wearing the crown of thorns. It was also hard for me not to hear all
that Jesus said as He hung on the cross. Since this video is meant to be evangelistic, and God has recorded
and preserved four gospels for us, should not the whole picture which He has given us be portrayed?

10. The events presented in the video are out of order as they are presented in the gospel of Luke. If the
intent was to stay true to the gospel of Luke, should not the message be presented as Luke gave it? (The
Holy Spirit spoke through Luke!)
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11. The video leaves out Jesus rebuking the Pharisees. The gospel of Luke, along with the other gospels,
share much information regarding Jesus rebuking the Pharisees and the sin of the Pharisees. The video
only presented John the Baptist rebuking the Pharisees. If those who made the video intended to leave out
this information because they were emphasizing the gospel message, would not the gospel of John have
been a better choice? (John 20:30,31)

12. The prayer at the end is all right, but it is not the prayer I would use to lead a person in salvation. The
admission that, "I am a sinner," is not definitely clear although it is implied.

13. Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, a question which was my own even before I viewed this tape:
Does a video of the life of Jesus in any way offend God, i.e., are not the first and second commandments
violated by the portrayal of Jesus on film? In the past, not even Hollywood dared to portray Jesus face-on.
One saw the back of His head or hand in films such as Ben Hur. But now a man who doesn't even profess
to be a Christian plays the part of God manifest in the flesh! Are those who "come to Christ" through the
film coming to the real Jesus, or the actor who plays his part? (That actor, Brian Deacon, describes himself
as a "lapsed Catholic" who hasn't practiced his faith: "I've had many doubts about Jesus' teaching," says
Deacon. "I'm just an actor. I don't want the responsibility of being Jesus Christ ... The character of Jesus
belongs to everyone and I had to find my own voice and emotions for the role." What "Jesus" is this who
attracts multitudes!)

Whenever a film about Jesus is made, the one playing the role of Jesus must use facial expressions and tones in his
voice to portray Christ. If he does this in any way wrongly, he has misrepresented God to people. This is much to
scary a task for me! The Bible clearly states that, "... Faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the Word of God"
(Romans 10:17). The Bible also states that it is the preaching of the cross which is God's chosen method of evangelism.
I do not have a problem with a video which preaches the gospel message, but I do get concerned about anyone playing
the role of Jesus for Jesus is God!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/96
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The JESUS Film Project: Ecumenism & Apostasy?
A Review of I Just Saw JESUS (Paul Eshleman)*

The JESUS Film Project of Campus Crusade for Christ is a "movement ... committed to helping fulfill the Great
Commission," as stated by Bill Bright in the forward to a book entitled I Just Saw JESUS by Paul Eshleman. The book
was written by the director of the Project, who since 1971 has been a leader with Campus Crusade for Christ and is
also chairman of the American Lausanne Committee for World Evangelism.

I Just Saw JESUS tells the story of a 1979 multi-million dollar Hollywood film which has been mass produced and is
today being promoted and shown in all parts of the world by trained Campus Crusade for Christ personnel. The
purpose, as outlined in the book, is to fulfill the Great Commission by the year 2000. However, the book reveals a bias
toward ecumenism, "another gospel" of easy believism, charismatic theology including directly confronting demons,
admission to tampering with the true story of Jesus' death in order to not offend Jewish people, and consultation with
Coca-Cola to learn how to market the film as well as the soft drink. Complete with bad theology and joining with
Roman Catholics, the Project has recently begun to market character education curriculum based on relativism and
"natural law," and an international school curriculum. One must wonder how credible such curriculum could be when
the Film Project itself doesn't have a correct theological foundation.

Presented as if the film goes beyond depiction of Biblical events to actually bringing the true Jesus to the screen,
Eshleman describes one event surrounding the showing of the film as "something that would have happened in the
Book of Acts" (p. 151). Apparently not having a good foundation of sound doctrine, an excited Eshleman is unable to
explain countless bizarre experiences once thought to be reserved for the apostolic age -- as if they were somehow
resurrected by the creation of the film. The accounts of mysterious events surrounding people seeing the "Jesus" of the
film are described almost as a Roman Catholic might describe an apparition of Mary at Fatima or Lourdes.

This does not seem so unusual, however, since the author treats Roman Catholicism, whose blasphemous doctrines
include works salvation, as a denomination within Christianity. He also states that his organization does not "plant"
Campus Crusade for Christ churches, but churches of "different denominations." Would this include Catholic
churches? There are certainly enough instances in the book where no distinction is made between the beliefs of Roman
Catholics and Protestants. And the film is apparently presented in such an ecumenical light that "the communications
office for the U.S. Catholic Charismatic Renewal shipped tickets to prayer group leaders all over the country ... Sister
Rosemary in San Bernardino, California, sold more than eight thousand tickets herself" (p. 71). The true Gospel
message should convict people of their participation in a false religious system, bringing them to saving faith, not
make them more comfortable in their lost state.

Eshleman tells the story of one of the JESUS Film team groups in Thailand that had decided to spend the night in a
village before returning home. The account of the experience says a great deal about the theological understanding of
Campus Crusade's JESUS Film personnel. It reads almost like a Stephen King novel:

"They were told they could sleep in the Buddhist temple; they were not told that this temple was known
for miles around for its inhabiting demons. Others who had tried to stay there either had been run out
before morning or had been found dead the next day ... Shortly after drifting off to sleep they were
awakened by a hideous beast. There in the corner of the room appeared the most frightful image they had
ever seen. Fear struck them all like an icy fist ... 'Let's do what Jesus does in the film,' someone shouted.
So together they prayed, and cast the demon out of the temple in the name of Jesus! Sensing that the
demon had lost his power in the presence of the Son of God, the entire team fell into peaceful sleep" (p.
112).

Since when do missionaries in a foreign land refer to films for their theology and guidance rather than the written
Word of God? Shouldn't they have been asking what the Lord instructs us to do in such situations rather than the
"Jesus" of the film?
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In another situation, Eshleman describes a Muslim merchant who had read some of the New Testament and "knew this
was the truth he sought ... (but) was not sure how to draw it into his life." When the film's showing required a Christian
sponsor he said, "I am a Christian." Subwi, the man just described, was the husband of a non-believer. The story is
told:

"And Subwi's wife? She put up such an antagonistic resistance to his new faith in Christ that an evil spirit
moved into their home. 'My wife knew it well,' Subwi told me. 'We could not see it but whichever room it
was in had the odor of a dead body, and you could tell when it moved from room to room. Every time I
knew the spirit was there I would command it to leave in the name of Jesus and it would leave" (p. 120).

No clarification of the story was made to correct Subwi's approach to demonic activity. And it was never suggested
that he needed to call upon our Heavenly Father for protection. Nor was it explained that salvation is not just a matter
of drawing Jesus into our lives. Simply to read the Bible and be interested in Jesus Christ does not constitute salvation.
Certainly our merciful God understands the hearts of those who call upon Him, but for the sake of the reader, the
writer might have clarified these points -- that is, if he even realized they were incorrect. Instead, he never describes
what true salvation is; he only explains the unusual events from his own perspective:

"To those of us 'older,' more westernized believers, voodoo and demons, healings and angels are somewhat
'out of the ordinary' and a little hard to believe. Certainly we acknowledge that God can still work
miracles -- after all, He is the same yesterday, today and forever. But it is still a bit baffling to some of us
"conservative" folks to hear what is happening in other parts of the world" (p. 109).

Next, Eshleman tells a story involving a group of "thugs" who intended to rob the film team of their equipment.
Again, this account fits with charismatic or Roman Catholic theology, not with the Word of God:

"But as they approached the entrance, they were startled by two brilliant white beings filling the doorway.
Both were over eight feet tall and brandished flaming swords. Frightened the robbers ran into the darkness
... Hiding in the bushes, they convinced themselves that they had probably seen a ghost and decided to try
again. They went around to the back door this time, but again the figures appeared, blocking the entrance,
keeping them from what they had come to steal ... One of the robbers cried out, 'If this is the power of
their God, we dare not steal from them!'" (pp. 112-113).

Besides the accounts of demons being spoken to and cast out (which is reserved for God to do) and miraculous
healings, in one particular story a witch doctor (bhaghat) in India "realized that Jesus was a powerful God." This
incredible story speaks for itself:

"In a flyer about the film he found a photograph of this Jesus, and, taking it home, he carefully placed it
with the pictures he already had of other gods and sacred beings that he worshiped ... Starting at the
beginning he looked carefully at each face. Some were beautiful, some grotesque, but finally he was
looking again into the eyes of the man Jesus. They could not all be the same, he reasoned. There had to be
one God who was more powerful than all the rest, and He would be the one true God. Yet how would he
know which one it was? A test. That was the answer, a test that only the most powerful God of all would
be able to pass ... The searching bhaghat laid a tiny ball of dried cow dung, a common fuel burned in India,
directly in front of each picture. He believed that only the one true God would have power enough to
ignite the ball of fuel that sat before his picture. He put the last of it out and stepped back to wait ...
Almost immediately the bit of fuel in front of the picture of Jesus burst into flame and burned until it was
gone. It was the only one and it was enough to convince him that Jesus was the one true God he longed to
know. Without a second thought, he rid his home of the false gods he had worshiped, and now he spends
much of his time sharing with the other bhaghats of his city how it is he is so sure that Jesus is the one true
God" (pp. 114-115).

Based on a witch doctor's challenge, would the one true God ignite a piece of cow dung in front of an actor's photo to
prove that Jesus is the true God? Hasn't God already proven Himself to us through His Word -- that He is greater than
the gods of this world -- without having to pass a test? If God responded to our challenges, couldn't this test even run
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the risk of the man worshiping the photo rather than the true Christ? Did the man truly become saved by this
unscriptural method?

The story never even indicates whether or not the witch doctor became a true Christian. In fact, none of the described
conversion experiences ever truly spell out salvation, and nowhere in the book is there a reference to our Heavenly
Father. Yet Jesus Christ told us to pray to the Father. Instead, everything is related to meeting "Jesus." Sometimes
people viewing the film were described as "sitting at the feet of Jesus."

Eshleman goes on to explain how the JESUS Film Project decided to down play the Jewish role in Jesus Christ's
death:

"Mark Tannenbaum, head of the American Conference of Christians and Jews, bestowed his blessing and
backing. 'My primary concern,' he said, 'is that we don't add to existing anti-Semitism by portraying the
Jews as Christ-killers again.' ... That thought had never crossed my mind before; the Jews had not killed
Christ. It was my sin that kept Him on the cross ... But we decided that to help prevent the Jews from
being blamed for Christ's death we would introduce Pilate with the following words: 'He was handed over
to Pontius Pilate, the most vicious of all Roman procurators, alone responsible for the crucifixion of
thousands.' ... [Roman Catholic] Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen personally gave his warm approval" (p. 47).

Were they afraid that the true Biblical account of Jesus Christ's crucifixion would offend people? And why seek the
approval of a Roman Catholic leader?

There are other problems with the JESUS Film Project too numerous to name in this short report. True Christians
should seriously reconsider their support for a film and its sponsoring organization whose planning involved changing
the true story of Christ so as to not offend certain people. Isn't the Word of God still sufficient for presenting the true
Gospel? Without careful study of the film script, how will we know if other ecumenical compromises might be
contained in the film? By admission, we know of one. And beyond that, Campus Crusade's personnel claim to have
spoken directly to Satan's demons to "cast them out" at numerous showings (per Eshleman in his book).

The Word of God is sufficient for outlining the true means of salvation. And it is sufficient for exposing false teaching.
We are to avoid the appearance of evil, and must enter by the narrow gate. If we lead others through the broad gate,
great is the loss, and great is our accountability. Association with, and promotion of, the JESUS Film Project places
one in a very compromising position. Did Paul not instruct us to refuse any other gospel? A false gospel gives people
a false sense of eternal security.

Charismatic or weak theology can lead to ecumenism and even apostasy by being vulnerable to uniting with New
Age/Occult theology. This puts a hole in our armor, and is not only dangerous to ourselves, but to those who are lead
through the "wide gate." If the missionaries of the New Age and other religions such as Roman Catholicism find it so
easy to work in union toward the same goals with projects such as this, does it not bring up a question about how
much truth is presented in the film? Shouldn't it either offend or convert, not just give the viewers a warm fuzzy
feeling inside?

The charismatic movement's influence has spiritualized the film of Jesus' life, just as its teachers often spiritualize
Scripture. The film also appears to be elevated to the level of Scripture. Eshleman says: "Far beyond entertainment, the
film evangelizes, edifies, teaches and makes disciples" (p. 177).

Whether it is the ecumenism, easy believism, charismatic theology, tampering with the true story of our Lord Jesus
Christ, or just the Coca-Cola-like marketing methods used, the JESUS Film Project goes far beyond depicting an
accurate Biblical account of Christ's life. We must seriously consider the impact we might have in supporting such an
agenda by promoting in any way the film or the organization behind it.

* This report has been adapted from an October 1996 report by K.E. Barr, which also appeared as Appendix B of the
booklet Unholy Alliances 2000. The booklet is available for $5.00 from The Bookery, P.O. Box 1316, Laurie, Missouri
65038.
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JESUS The Movie
The Gospel According to Luke (Warmness)*

Produced twenty years ago by the Genesis Film Project, Jesus: The Gospel According to Luke saw limited success in
movie theaters, being patronized primarily by Christians. It is enjoying much greater success today as part of Campus
Crusade for Christ's Jesus Film Project.

As movies about the Lord's life go, this is one of the least offensive. It does affirm His death as atonement for our sins,
and His bodily resurrection. The producers went to some lengths to stay within the boundaries of Luke's Gospel. While
this may appear a noble effort, the result is a story lacking in many important details.

There is a reason God gave us the four Gospels, each being an account of the Lord's ministry from a different
perspective. No doubt any one of the Gospels can stand alone in leading someone to salvation. God may offer us the
different Gospels which may be read separately, but when we teach about Jesus, we of necessity reference all the
Gospels as well as other Scriptures in order to get the whole counsel of God on the subject. But this film is not at all
complete, even according to Luke's Gospel.

Even if it were complete, the portrayal of a single Gospel narrative cannot do justice to the whole truth of Jesus' life
and ministry. And although I may be placing myself in a precarious position with those who believe any exposure to
the Gospel is acceptable, even if that exposure is mediocre, I nonetheless feel justified in saying that this Jesus is
disappointing at best.

A major weak point is the foundation upon which the narrative is based, which is, for the most part, Good News for
Modern Man -- a paraphrased version of the New Testament rather than a direct translation from the Greek. Some
portions of the film utilize the King James English, particularly in familiar passages such as the "Lord's Prayer."
Switching back and forth between King James English and modern English tends to give an impression of
inconsistency.

The artistic and technical aspects of Jesus are not without merit. However, it is not these that concern me as much as
portraying an image of Jesus that is not really Him. Also of concern is the manner in which the film jumbles up Luke's
Gospel, as well as the manner in which it was promoted upon its release and its failure to live up to that promotion.
When Jesus was released in 1979 the promotional material stated:

"Taken entirely from the Gospel of Luke. It has not been revised, fictionalized, expanded or altered. Its
historical accuracy has been checked by more than 200 biblical scholars."

Is this true? Let's look at each claim.

Revised/Altered

What does it mean to revise something? It means to make it different from its original condition. This movie does
indeed revise the Gospel of Luke. For one thing, most of Jesus' miracles are left out. We are fully one-half-hour into
the film before we see Jesus  perform a healing by touching anyone or saying anything. In a number of instances, Jesus
merely stands mute while healings take place in His presence.

At least half the narrative of the Gospel is omitted. Given the mere two-hour running time of the film, it would be
impossible to include the entire narrative, but some very important parts are missing. And when something is left out,
the original is altered, the producers' claims not withstanding.

Especially missing are the numerous warnings of pronouncements of condemnation or mention of sin, such as in Luke
13:2-5 and 14:26. Most of Jesus' words are "affirming," promising the blessings of God. His only pronouncements
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against anyone are against the rich, the scribes, and the Pharisees. Important Scriptures that lead to repentance from sin
are omitted. Consider this change in Jesus' own words from the original:

I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance. (Luke 5:32 KJV)

The Jesus movie has Him saying:

I have not come to call the respectable to repentance, but the outcasts.

Does that count as revising or altering anything? There's a significant difference between "sinners" and "outcasts."

In addition, Luke 3:17 is chopped in half, allowing for the wheat to be gathered into the barn, but omitting the chaff
being burned with unquenchable fire. Also, the word "sin" is only found when it is being forgiven, such as Jesus
forgiving the woman of sin at the Pharisee's house (Luke 7:48), never when it is being condemned. In short, Jesus
offers the viewer a Jesus that is forgiving and affirmative. Areas that truly convict of sin are omitted.

Much license is taken with Luke's Gospel. Words are taken out of one person's mouth and put into another's. In
Scripture, when a certain lawyer tested Jesus, asking what he must do to inherit eternal life, he asked, "And who is my
neighbor?" In the movie, a woman asks the question. After Jesus gave the example of the Good Samaritan and asked,
"Which now of these three thinkest thou, was neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves," the lawyer answered,
"He that shewed mercy on him." In the movie, a little girl gives the answer.

In Luke 9:12-13, where the twelve told Jesus to send the multitude away so they could get something to eat, verse 13
states, "And they said, We have no more but five loves and two fishes; except we should go and buy meat for all this
people." In the movie, a woman says, "But we only have five loaves and two fish."

Is this nit-picking? Not at all. There is no justification for altering Scripture. What is written under the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit is not open to change. Why was it necessary to take the apostle's words and put them in the mouth of a
woman?

Neither is the order in which what is written open to change. Yet the film weaves together verses that are, in the Bible,
several chapters apart from one another.

The integrity of God's Word is not open to man's whims. When teaching Scripture, we may reference different parts at
any time. But the purpose is to show the corresponding verses that agree with the verses being taught. A running
narrative is another matter. Jesus' life was not lived out in the manner presented in this film; it had a continuity that
was ordained by God for good reason. The problem with virtually all films about the life of Jesus is that they bend
Scripture to fit their scripts. This is no less true of the Jesus film.

FICTIONALIZED

This is probably the one area in which the Jesus film doesn't offend too much. However, there are some fictional
characters added to the story. People say things that are not in Scripture. Even the narration adds to the Scriptural
account. Good News for Modern Man is, in itself, a paraphrase. If the promoters were saying that the movie is not
fictionalized based upon Good News for Modern Man, they may be correct. But in comparison with a reliable
translation from Greek, the movie is at least somewhat fictionalized.

EXPANDED

To expand on Luke's Gospel would be to add something to it. One example is the putting of words in Jesus' mouth.
When James and John saw how Jesus was rejected by the Samaritans and asked if they should command fire to come
down from heaven and consume them, Luke 9:55-56 says:

But he turned, and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of Spirit ye are of. For
the son of man is not come to destroy men’s lives, but to save them. And they went to another
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village.

The movie places these words of Luke 9:55-56 immediately after Luke 5:10, and then expands upon Jesus' words:

You know not what manner of spirit you are, for the Son of Man is not come to destroy men's
lives but to save them. He shall prosper in His purpose on Babylon, and His arm will be
against the Chaldean. I, even I, have spoken and called Him. I have brought Him and He will
prosper in His way. Who among them have declared these things?

These added words are from Isaiah 48:14-15; they are not in Luke's Gospel.

Now, it isn't that one may not legitimately reference other verses in conjunction with teaching a specific Scriptural
passage. But this film is a dramatization that was billed as not expanded.

There are other areas where the Gospel of Luke is expanded in this film, but space doesn't allow for a full treatment of
this any more than the other areas of departure from the Biblical text. A legitimate question arises: if the producers
could expand upon selected areas of Luke's Gospel, why could they not allow for some important aspects found in the
other Gospels, but not found in Luke? For example, there is no earthquake upon Jesus' death in Luke, but it is found
Matthew 27:51.

The most glaring omission is the crown of thorns. Since it isn't mentioned in Luke it isn't in the film. But neither is it
mentioned in Luke that a Roman soldier climbed a ladder against the cross and squeezed vinegar over His head.
(Scripture merely says that the soldiers mocked Him and offered Him vinegar.) One might rightly ask, "why the
vinegar on His head, and not the crown of thorns?"

CONCLUSION

In the Prolog to the film, the statement is made that today Jesus has over one billion followers. This, in itself should be
a clue that the Jesus film is non-threatening to the nominal Christian.

Contrary to the claims of the producers of Jesus, there are many instances where the Gospel of Luke has been revised,
fictionalized, expanded and altered. This raises the question why such a claim was made in the first place. Should not
honesty in marketing be the hallmark of Christian media? If we cannot trust the simple statements so openly professed
by those who claim to know the Lord, how can we trust their motives? Any ministry, or professed ministry, must be
100% above reproach in all actions and in what is claimed as truth. Allowing for human failure is one thing; to
blatantly misrepresent one's product is another.

Since being taken up by Campus Crusade For Christ as the basis for the Jesus Film Project, there has been an
important addition to the film. At the conclusion, a salvation message is given and the viewer is invited to recite a
generic "sinner's prayer." Like most invitations these days, there is no mention of the need for repentance from sin; the
viewer is merely told that if he prays this prayer his sins will be forgiven him. But forgiven sin does not mean
repentance from sin. Nor is the viewer cautioned to count the cost of following Jesus (which is rarely stated even from
today's pulpits).

The Jesus Film Project is being used to further a globalist religious-political agenda. Those who use this film as an
evangelistic tool report thousands if not millions of conversions among those who have seen it. But how firm are those
conversions? No one can really say. 

* This report has been adapted from an article by the same name written by Al Dager of Media Spotlight (Vol.23-
No.1, pp.6-7). See further analysis of this film through two other reports posted on the BDM website.

The following is a letter from a Media Spotlight reader:
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During my stay at the JESUS Film Project I met many sincere people who were genuinely devoted to
sharing the gospel. Unfortunately, false doctrine (Kingdom Now theology) has crept in over the years and
caused many such organizations to believe that they are called to set up God’s kingdom on the earth. What
grieves me is that many people who work for or support these organizations are unaware of this heresy.
They believe that they are helping spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ and have no idea these organizations
are working towards a goal that is unbiblical, and even antichrist in nature. 

Several months ago I was amazed at your article, “The Gospel According to Luke (warmness).” Your
insights about the Jesus film were stunningly accurate but I fear that you do not even know half of the
liberties that are being taken with this film. Are you aware that there are numerous other versions? There
is even a Catholic Jesus film in the works, and possibly even finished. 

While working for the JESUS Film Project, I came across a disturbing memo concerning the Tunisian
Arabic version of the Jesus film. The Summer Institute of Linguistics Bible translators who work with the
JESUS Film Project to translate the film into thousands of languages felt that it would be “culturally
sensitive” to change the term “Son of God” to “Messiah of God.” When it was discovered this change was
made, certain people (I don’t know who) demanded that it be changed back to “Son of God.”
Unfortunately, several hundred of the “Messiah of God” tapes were distributed. 

If this was where the issue ended, I would not bother writing this letter. Unfortunately, the rewording of
the Jesus film has not stopped with the Tunisian Arabic version. During one of our staff meetings Director
Paul Eshleman officially explained that he was considering changing the term “Son of God” to “Messiah
of God,” or “Messenger of God,” because Wycliffe Bible translators felt that it was a better translation. He
went on to say that if this change was approved then all previous versions would be changed as well. 

Our precious Savior is being stripped of His deity to accommodate a world system that will succumb to
Satan Himself. People and churches gladly support this organization and have no idea what is truly
happening. They believe they are sending their money to help spread Christ’s light to those perishing in
spiritual darkness. 

The time I spent at The JESUS Film Project was some of the strangest of my life. It was odd to feel like a
misfit among other Christians.
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Canadian Revival Fellowship
A "Revival" of Pseudomysticism

-  Incorporated on 9/13/72 in Canada; headquartered in Regina, Saskatchewan.

-  Founder: Wilbert McLeod, 7 Mansard Close, Winnipeg, MB R2P0C4, (204) 633-7484.

-  Revival Fellowship News, Ralph Sutera, 1801 Stony Ridge Ct., Mansfield, OH, (419) 756-9932.

-  Director: Harold Lutzer, brother of Erwin Lutzer (pastor of Moody Memorial Bible Church).

-  Sutera sent BDM Erwin Lutzer's book Flames of Freedom, which details the revival movement which culminated in
the formation of the Canadian Revival Fellowship. Key teachings in the book, follow: (Flames of Freedom, published
in 1976, in its 7th printing in 1989, was sent to us as documentation of CRF's current policy, practice, and position.)

(a) Highly experience/emotionalism oriented ["Revival is nothing more than having our experience catch
up with our theology" (p. 127).] with lots of "needs" talk -- sounds much like Larry Crabb's "need
theology" in places. A "crisis experience" is to be the "turning point" in a person's spiritual life (i.e., the
same thing the charismatics call the "second blessing") (pp. 18-19, 43, 158-159, 168). 

(b) Emphasizes the need for "share-ins" of what God is doing in lives. Seems to claim a sanctifying
power in "sharing" that the Word by itself is unable to accomplish, so much so that churches participating
in revivals are told that they should make public sharing "a permanent part of the church's life and witness.
... perhaps the revival prayer room ... must be continued as a process [after the revival team leaves town]"
(pp. 19, 151). 

(c) Testimonies ("sharing sessions") indicate the frequent practice of common confession/public
confession of sins (in fact, Lutzer claims this is part of the definition of what a revival is all about), at both
the "altar" ("brokenness" and "weeping openly before God") and in the "afterglows" at the "prayer chair
" The clear implication is that if one doesn't "come forward" to the altar or go into the "prayer room" (i.e.,
if one doesn't respond to the pressure of the emotional experience), then something is wrong with him --
i.e., "critical spirit," "resentful," "self-righteous," etc. [At revivals, "people either respond to God or they
become more critical and resentful" (p. 128).] (pp. 28, 36, 59-60, 113, 125-126, 136, 148, 160).

(d) Lutzer describes the "afterglow" sessions (part of the "prayer room ministry") as, "This is group
therapy with Christ as the focal point." Those with "special needs" would kneel at the prayer chair while
others would pray over them (sometimes through the night, due to the waiting line), or address the person
with counsel, "perhaps from the Bible, perhaps from experience" (experience equal authority with the
Bible?). Emotionally-/mystically-charged pragmatism is evidently the key -- "The results were
phenomenal" (pp. 20, 33-35, 44, 58). 

(e) Doctrine is seldom mentioned as being part of CRF's revival planning or in the revival services -- in
fact, one of CRF's basic tenets is, "When invited by a group of churches, no attempt is made to stress
denominational distinctives. ... The Fellowship has a transdenominational ministry" (p. 100).

(f) Emphasizes love and unity, clearly at the expense of truth (doctrine) -- the experience and the emotion
seem to rule. In fact, emotionalism is taken to be the evidence that "God is working." (One pastor wrote to
the editor of Revival Fellowship News: "One of thekeys, we believe, is the unity among sponsoring
churches. We are truly 'one in the bond of love'.") The criticism that "theological matters [had] been set
aside in the interest of Christian love," appears to be a valid one (pp. 43, 48, 110, 120, 141).
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(g) Another of CRF's basic tenets is that, "The Fellowship is not charismatic, that is, it does not promote
'speaking with other tongues'" (p. 100). However, there is clearly more to charismania than just "tongues-
speaking," and since a major aspect of CRF's ministry is involved in "deliverance from demons"*
(replete with commands to demons to depart from so-called "invaded" Christians), it is obvious that CRF
is very much charismatic in faith and practice. (See McLeod's book Fellowship with the Fallen, as well as
two of his taped revival messages, "The Christian and the Occult," and "Recognizing & Dealing with the
Occult" for the overwhelming evidence in this area.) 

(h) Claims to be against ecumenical evangelism, but ecumenical "cooperation" of churches sponsoring
the revivals is encouraged -- as long as apostate, liberal churches are not included, this form of ecumenism
is deemed to be okay. (One of the evidences of the success of a revival seems to be the success in
"knocking down denominational barriers.") Moreover, CRF's leadership considers Biblical separation to be
a "peripheral matter" (pp. 31-33, 48, 51, 100, 109-110, 115, 130, 132, 161). 

(i) Many psychological terms used -- deep emotional disorders/problems; mental depressions;
unconditional acceptance; self-acceptance; deep-seated inferiority complexes; subconscious/unconscious
behavior; deep, longing needs; deep, personal problems buried deep inside; etc. (pp. 35-36, 43, 50, 65, 69,
77, 103, 112, 116, 125, 141, 150, 157, 168, 170, 173, 176, 180). 

(j) The gospel message at the revivals is clearly Arminian -- lots of "decision" talk, "accepting" Christ,
etc. (pp. 22, 36-37, 53, 63, 91, 112).

(k) The value of "restitution" for past sins is highly emphasized -- implication is that restitution is key for
the assurance of salvation and as evidence that God has truly worked in the believer's life -- "It's the only
way to release" (pp. 40, 51, 111, 140, 189).

Wilbert (Bill) McLeod: [74 years old (born 1918) (pp. 53-56, 122)]

(a) Cites four Scripture passages as the Biblical basis for revival -- Hab. 3:2; Psa. 85:5; Isa. 57:15; 2
Chron. 7:14 -- none would appear to support the public emotionalism that CRF-style revivals encourage. 

(b) Revival ministry began sometime after God had given Bill a vision in a dream. Bill seriously believes
that this dream/vision ("experience") was from God -- "At that moment it was as if I was connected to the
dynamo of the universe" (sounds like some Star Wars Force/New Age experience). Lutzer comments,
"McLeod is indeed plugged into the dynamo of the universe."

(c) McLeod claims to have refused to cooperate with evangelistic campaigns that were co-sponsored with
liberal churches, and while he did not support a certain united evangelistic crusade (i.e., ecumenical) in
Saskatoon, the people of Ebenezer (McLeod's home church where the first revival occurred in 1971) were
encouraged by McLeod to "make their own decisions regarding the matter ..." As a result of this "non-
warning" warning, some of his people did become involved in those meetings.

(d) Believes that Christians can be "invaded" by demons. At the revivals, McLeod preaches one sermon
on the occult, and then invites believers to stay behind for special counseling for those "invaded by Satan's
forces"; i.e., "As many as 50 people remain behind" (p. 56). (CRF recommends McLeod's book Demonism
Among Evangelicals and the Way to Victory -- McLeod exposes the work of demons, their attacks on
believers, and the way to victory." The book is now out of print, and has been replaced by Fellowship with
the Fallen.)

(e) Women are routinely used as teachers of men in the main plenary sessions at CRF leadership
seminars/rallies. (See Fall 1990, Revival Fellowship News.)  [Back to Text]
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* McLeod's position on demonism is highly charismatic, claiming that Christians and non-Christians alike can be
demonized. Yet he plays a word game by attempting to distinguish between a demonized unbeliever, who can be
"controlled" (i.e., "possessed") by demons, and the demonized believer, who can only be "invaded" (i.e., "oppressed").
By establishing that Christians can be invaded, but not totally controlled, McLeod has set up an artificial distinction
between demon oppression and possession. With this distinction in place, McLeod teaches that "oppressing" fiends
must still be commanded to depart because of their hold on the "invaded" believer. This artificial distinction allows
McLeod to cast-out demons from Christians who have become "invaded," while still maintaining the conservative
evangelical position that Christians cannot be "possessed" (in the sense of "total control"). One can easily see from this
artificial framework that it becomes virtually impossible for any observer, McLeod included, to distinguish between
unbelievers who are possessed, and thereby, totally controlled by demons, and believers who have merely become
"deeply invaded." 

McLeod's book Fellowship with the Fallen is replete with testimony after testimony of Christians who supposedly had
been exposed to, but never totally renounced, some occult practice (McLeod lists some 60 practices ranging from
witchcraft to the reading of horoscopes), had thereby become "invaded"/"oppressed" by demons, and had then had to
have themselves "set free" from the demon spirits by McLeod and his counselors (via the ceremonial process of
repentance, prayer, laying-on of hands, and the command of the spirit(s)to depart in the name of Jesus). (McLeod
claims that typically anywhere from 30-60 respond to a revival meeting invitation to have their demons cast-out!)
Contrary to the traditional evangelical position, McLeod appears to hold that the extensiveness of demonization is now
precisely the same as it was in the time of Christ, and that the ministry and actions of the Lord in this arena are to be
emulated by us today.  [Back to Text]
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Canadian Revival Fellowship
Notes on Bill McLeod's Audio Tape Messages

Revival: The Gift

- McLeod seems to have a direct pipeline to the Lord; his message is frequented by such terminology as, "I said to the
Lord," and "the Lord answered and said ..."

- McLeod tells a story about a lady in a church, who incidentally was that church's Sunday School Superintendent --
McLeod appears to have no problem with women in leadership positions.

The Role of Prayer in Spiritual Awakening (2/89)

- McLeod claims that God personally talked to him about the subject of prayer.

- McLeod extols the virtues of the huge churches (in membership) in South Korea, apparently as an example of what
can happen for God when we have revival -- "One church has more than a half- million members!" (This "one church"
can be none other than that of Paul [David] Yonggi Cho's 700,000-member Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul,
Korea. Cho teaches that positive thinking, positive speaking, and positive visualization are the keys to success, and that
anyone can literally "incubate" and give birth to physical reality by creating a vivid image in his or her mind and
focusing upon it.) That McLeod would use this New Age/cult church as an example of the results of godly revival is
mind-boggling.

Judging or Esteeming

- This message contains no balance whatsoever between what is incorrect judging and what is correct judging. McLeod
claims Matt. 7:1-2 as the proof-text for this message that, in essence says, 'all judging is incorrect.' McLeod would
have us ignore the heretical teachings of others and "leave it to God to judge." (This would imply that no church
discipline would be allowed either, because how can we confront one another's sin if we must wait on God to judge?)
[Mt. 7:1-2 is clearly talking about judging one's motives (i.e., improper judging) instead of his fruits (proper judging);
i.e., improper judging is the indiscriminate, self-righteous, prejudicial judging not based on discerning the facts. On the
other hand, a "righteous" judgment, via the discerning of facts, is commanded in Scripture, not prohibited (Jn 7:24).] It
would appear that McLeod would have us substitute unconditional love and unity for Biblical discernment and
correction.

- McLeod tells of a man who prayed to God during a church meeting to "stop" a critical brother (from being critical) --
and God struck the critical brother dead! (a modern-day Ananias and Sapphira story?).

- McLeod tells of an "Afterglow" meeting where "people coming and kneeling at a chair [the infamous "prayer chair"
no doubt] asking for prayer." He then uses James 5 ("confess your faults to one another") as the proof-text that we are
to publicly confess our sins to each other. (The context of the James 5 passage is clearly that we are to confess sin only
fully enough to facilitate prayer for one another, not to 'spill our guts' in common confession sessions.)

- McLeod tells a story of a woman whose husband killed himself because she left him and removed all hope for him --
McLeod claims that it was the woman's fault that the husband killed himself ("she failed him"). (The Bible, on the
other hand, teaches that each is responsible for his own sin [Ezek. 18]; there is no way a Biblical case can be made that
the husband's ultimate act of self, i.e., the sin of killing himself, would be attributed by God as the sin of the wife.)

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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Dying to Self (Joseph)

- McLeod again reveals the nature of his direct communication with God -- The Lord came to me and said, 'Would
you mind if I gave credit to someone else for something you did?'"

The Christian & the Occult

- McLeod details his artificial distinction between demon possession ("total control" of an unbeliever's spirit and will)
and demon invasion (partial control/"oppression" of a believer's body and will) [see asterisk (*) footnote to the CRF
review]. McLeod appears to be playing games with words because he teaches that "oppressing" fiends must still be
commanded to depart because of their hold on a believer. It becomes virtually impossible to distinguish between
believers "deeply invaded" by demons versus unbelievers in a state of "total control."

- McLeod's song leader prayed that a woman would go blind if she was faking demon possession; she was faking, and
the Lord struck her blind (until she confessed all, at which time the Lord restored her sight).

- According to McLeod, a Christian's avoidance of the occult will not necessarily protect him from demon invasion.
McLeod gives the following additional signs that a believer "very frequently" has "genuine demonic invasion": less
and less desire to be found in the house of God; blasphemous thoughts against God [Can someone blaspheme God and
be a believer?]; inability to pray (solved by commanding demons to depart); and body pain with no physical root.

- God "tells" McLeod (by a vision) exactly what occult practice a lady was involved in.

- McLeod interprets the Luke 10 account of the seventy casting-out demons as authorization for men (such as himself)
to cast-out demons today.

- One lady, after McLeod helps her to cast-out her demon (apparently a demon of bulimia), sees a vision of Jesus.

Recognizing & Dealing with the Occult

- McLeod details a testimony (found also in his book Fellowship with the Fallen, p. 48), whereby a man is harassed by
demons "poking fingers in his back." At the invitation to come forward, the man walks like a serpent, is knocked to the
floor by a giant-like hand, and a demon's loud voice comes from the man, petitioning Jesus not to cast them out. (Of
course, the demons had no way of knowing that their pleas were going to be of no avail, because they had no idea that
Jesus was going to honor McLeod's "prayer in faith" from the day before). We are then told this "demon-invaded"
Christian's problem was not occultic involvement, but that of resisting God's will in his life. Now, according to
McLeod's theology, even disobedience makes the "Christian" eligible for demon invasion!

- McLeod teaches that hypocrisy also makes one susceptible to demon invasion, and that "occult manifestations" will
likely occur, such as violent "bed-shakings," "visions of floating faces," etc.

- McLeod tells of the case where a woman finally got victory "because we commanded the demons to loosen their
hold, we break their power in the name of Christ, we address them directly ... commanding them to go into the pit."
(Doesn't God, in Deut. 18, forbid communication between His people and demons; i.e., is not such communication a
form of spiritism?)

- McLeod prays to the Lord concerning a lady's "problem" and the clear "impression" from the Lord came to McLeod
that "this girl is demonized." McLeod asks the Lord (silently) for a sign of the demonization. Subsequently, a woman
present reads Acts 16 (aloud); McLeod now has his sign, and proceeds to command the demons to leave the girl,
which they eventually do after tossing her around the room a bit.
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- McLeod sometimes is unable to tell whether it's the Spirit of God speaking to him through a person, or whether the
communication is from a demon spirit in a "possessed" or "invaded" person, so he asks the spirit to identify itself
(claiming 1 John 4 and commanding the spirit to confess that Jesus has come in the flesh).

- McLeod can't be hurt by a demon spirit because he claims the blood of Christ over the entire room.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 4/92
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The Charismatic Movement*
35 DOCTRINAL ISSUES

INTRODUCTION

"Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21)

The believer in Christ is to prove or test all things, and this includes the modern Charismatic movement. We are
to test all things by the Word of God which is our only infallible rule and measuring stick. How does the
Charismatic movement line up with God's inerrant Word?

Our approach will be a doctrinal approach. We will be looking at 35 doctrinal issues. Our key question will be,
"WHAT SAITH THE SCRIPTURES?" (see Romans 4:3). We will compare what the Charismatic movement
teaches with what the Word of God teaches in order to see if there is a difference. Any teaching that is out of
harmony with the Word of God or which contradicts the plain teaching of Scripture we must label as erroneous
and false.

We must form our conclusions based upon objective truth, upon the plain facts of God's Word. We will not and
must not form our conclusions based upon subjective feelings and personal experiences: "It must be true because
it happened to me"; "I know that speaking in tongues is for today because I have spoken in tongues"; "I know
that speaking in tongues is valid because I know someone who speaks in tongues"; "I know that God has special
healers today because my best friend was healed by one of them." 

Our conclusions will not be based on subjective experiences but upon God's objective truth: "I know so because
God said so!" Regardless of my personal experiences, I am going to test all things by the Word of God and I
am going to agree with what God has said even if it seems to contradict what I have experienced, or what I have
felt, or what has happened to me or others whom I know."

35 DOCTRINAL ISSUES

1.   Have you received the Holy Spirit?
2.   How do you know that the Holy Spirit dwells within you?
3.   Did your salvation package include the gift of the Holy Spirit?
4.   Should believers look for a second blessing?
5.   What is the evidence or proof of having received the Spirit?
6.   What is the evidence or proof of being filled with the Spirit?
7.   What is the gift of tongues: real languages or unintelligible utterances? 
8.   In NT times was every believer expected to speak in tongues?
9.   Where in the Bible does God tell the believer to speak in tongues?
10. In New Testament times how important was the gift of tongues?
11. Are some of the gifts temporary?
12. What is a prophet?
13. Are there true prophets today?
14. When did the gift of tongues cease?
15. Can unsaved people speak in tongues?
16. What is wrong with modern day tongues speaking? (A Summary)
17. What is Spirit baptism?
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18. When does Spirit baptism take place?
19. Who has been Spirit baptized? Have you had this baptism?
20. Must a person "tarry" for the Holy Spirit?
21. What must a person do in order to receive the Spirit?
22. What is the Holy Spirit's primary ministry and function?
23. Is it God's will for every sick person to be healed?
24. Does the New Testament teach a "Prosperity Gospel"?
25. Is it unspiritual to go to a doctor?
26. Were Christ and the apostles able to heal?
27. Are modern "faith healers" able to heal?
28. How do modern "faith-healers" explain their failures?
29. Did Christ and the apostles only heal those who had enough faith?
30. How can we describe the healing miracles of Christ and the apostles?
31. How can we describe the "miraculous" cures of modern faith healers?
32. Do we need added revelation (dreams, visions, etc.) today?
33. What is the philosophy of "Charismatic Renewal"?
34. Are believers commanded to "renew" apostate churches?
35. What is it that unites God's people?

1. Have you received the Holy Spirit?

This is a question Charismatic people often will ask. What they really mean by the question is this: "Have you
had the baptism of the Spirit, the Charismatic experience of speaking in tongues, etc.?"

Let's go back to the basic question, "Have you received the Spirit?" What is the Bible's answer? In 1 Corinthians
6:19-20, we learn that the Corinthians, even the carnal Corinthians (1 Cor. 3:1-3), had the Holy Spirit in them:
"What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which [who] is IN YOU, which ye have of
[from] God, and ye are not your own?" How could the Holy Spirit have been IN THEM if they had not received
Him? Obviously they had received the Holy Spirit the moment they were saved.

John 7:38-39 is a key passage: He that believeth on me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow
rivers of living water. (But this spake he of the Spirit, which they that believe on him should receive: for the
Holy Ghost was not yet [given]; because that Jesus was not yet glorified.)

Notice carefully what it says about receiving the Spirit. Those who BELIEVE are those who RECEIVE. If you
have believed on Christ then you have received the Spirit. There is no such thing as a believer who has not
received the Spirit. Thus, the key question is not, "Have you received the Spirit?" but it is "Have you received
the Lord Jesus Christ?" (see John 1:12).

[Return to Table of Contents]

2. How do you know that the Holy Spirit dwells within you?
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The Charismatic answer:

"'How do I know that the Holy Spirit dwells within me?' Charismatic Renewal offers an answer to
this question--the baptism of the Holy Spirit, a powerful experience that convinces the recipient that
God is real" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, original edition, page 2).

In other words, "I know that it is true because I have experienced it. I have felt it. It has happened to me!"

The Biblical answer is found in Romans 8:9 -- "But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the
Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of HIS." If a person does
not have the Holy Spirit, then he is not His. He does not belong to Christ. He is not a Christian. If I am a saved
person, then I have the Holy Spirit. How do I know? I KNOW SO, because God SAYS SO! All who believe on
Christ have received the Spirit (John 7:39). Paul said, "The Holy Spirit dwelleth in us" (2 Timothy 1:14) and this
is true of every blood-bought child of God. According to God's definition (1 Cor. 6:19; Rom. 8:9; John 7:39;
etc.), a Christian is one who is indwelt by the Holy Spirit and thus has received the Spirit. There is no such thing
as a person who is justified by faith but who has not received the Spirit.

The fact of the Spirit's reception and indwelling presence is not based on some subjective and questionable
experience. It is based upon the plain statements of the Word of God.

[Return to Table of Contents]

3. Did your salvation package include the gift of the Holy Spirit?

Do you have a full and complete salvation or are there certain things that are missing? The Word of God teaches
that our salvation package is full and complete. When you received Christ by faith (John 1:12), you also received
all that comes with Christ, including the following:

Complete forgiveness of sins (Eph. 1:7)

Membership in the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:13)

Entrance into the family of God (John 1:12)

Peace with God (Romans 5:1)

The gift of eternal life (1 John 5:11-12)

Is the blessed Person and Presence of the Holy Spirit included in our initial salvation package or is the reception
of the Spirit something not to be realized until some later time? This is answered in Romans 5:5 -- "And hope
maketh not ashamed; because the love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is [past
tense, "was"] given unto us" (Romans 5:5). The Holy Spirit was given to us at the point of salvation.

Charismatics often speak of a FULL GOSPEL. By using this term, they imply that others do not have a full
gospel: "The simple preaching of Christ and the cross is not enough. Simple salvation in Christ is not enough.
There is more that you need. You need to have the Pentecostal experience of speaking in tongues, etc." (cf. 1
Corinthians 2:2).

To counter this, we would suggest that Charismatics do not have a FULL and complete salvation package. It is
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deficient. It is lacking. It is missing some very important items. They say you can be saved but not have the Holy
Spirit. They say you can be saved but not have the baptism of the Spirit. They say that you can be saved and not
have certain gifts that you need.

The salvation that is found in Jesus Christ is full and complete, lacking nothing. When a person receives Christ,
he receives everything else that comes with Christ: "He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us
all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things?" (Rom. 8:32). The key to the Christian life is not
trying to get additional gifts and additional blessings. The key to the Christian life is to grow in Christ and to
discover all that we already have in Him. The key to the Christian life is to learn how rich in Christ we really
are! 

A challenge to Charismatic: "Could you tell me one thing that I need as a believer that is not found in Jesus
Christ? Can you think of one thing that I really need that I do not already have in Christ?"

[Return to Table of Contents]

4. Should believers look for a second blessing?

"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with ALL SPIRITUAL
BLESSINGS in heavenly places IN CHRIST" (Eph. 1:3). Every spiritual blessing is ours, and it is found in
Christ.

How richly blessed are believers? Christ became poor so that we could become rich in Him (2 Cor. 8:9). Paul
told the Corinthians, who had problems with carnality, that they were ENRICHED by Christ, so that they came
behind in no gift (1 Cor. 1:5,7). The believer is "complete in Him" (Col. 2:9). If we are complete in Christ, then
how can we be lacking a second blessing? The Bible teaches in Romans 8:32, that along with Christ, God has
freely given us ALL THINGS. We are not missing a second blessing experience, but as believers we often fail
to claim the riches that we already have because of the riches of God's grace. We fail to possess our
possessions!

[Return to Table of Contents]

5. What is the evidence or proof of having received the Spirit?

What evidence or proof can you provide that indicates that you have received the Holy Spirit? Our Charismatic
friends often point to speaking in tongues (the baptism of the Spirit) as the evidence that one has received the
Spirit. But what saith the Scriptures?:

"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, Meekness,
temperance: against such there is no law" (Gal. 5:22-23).

If you truly have received the Spirit, then should we not expect to see the fruit of the Spirit in your life? If you
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claim to be an apple tree, SHOW ME SOME APPLES! If you claim to have the Holy Spirit of God, show me
the fruit of the Spirit!

"For this is the will of God, even your sanctification [holiness, same word as in verse 7], that ye
should abstain from fornication ... For God hath not called us unto uncleanness, but unto holiness.
He therefore that despiseth, despiseth not man, but God, who hath also given unto us his Holy
Spirit" (1 Thess. 4:3,7,8).

The evidence of having received the Holy Spirit is when a person lives a holy life. If I have truly received the
Holy Spirit, should I not live a holy life? Compare 2 Timothy 2:19 -- "Let those who name the Name of Christ
depart from iniquity."

"And grieve not the HOLY SPIRIT of God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption"
(Eph. 4:30).

If you have received the Holy Spirit and you are a child of God, how do you feel when you are disobedient to the
Lord and not doing those things that are pleasing in His sight? Are you not bothered and convicted and troubled
and miserable? Compare righteous Lot in 2 Peter 2:7-8. The indwelling Holy Spirit makes His grieved presence
felt:

"The person who is living sinfully who knows he is living sinfully, who enjoys living in such a
manner, who intends to continue that sinful way of living -- that person does not have the Holy
Spirit living within Him. The very fact that he is comfortable about his sin is proof of the Spirit's
absence!" (R. Gene Reynolds, Assurance of Salvation, page 73).

[Return to Table of Contents]

6. What is the evidence or proof of being filled with the Spirit?

What evidence or proof can you provide that indicates you are filled with the Spirit?

Charismatic Answer: "I have spoken in tongues. I have had this experience."
The Biblical Answer: See Galatians 5:22-23 again. The FULLNESS of the Spirit is evidenced by the
FRUIT of the Spirit. If there is no fruit there is no filling.

In Ephesians 5:18, we have the command to be filled with the Spirit. The context of this passage clearly shows
what the Spirit-filled life is all about and how it is evidenced. Notice what the verses do not say: "And be not
drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but BE FILLED WITH THE SPIRIT; speaking to yourselves in strange
ecstatic utterances." NO. Nowhere in this context are we told that the gift of tongues is the evidence of being
filled with the Spirit. Here is what we are told:

Verse 19 -- A Song in the Heart!
The Spirit-filled believer is a joyful believer. The Holy Spirit is the Master Musician that creates beautiful
melody in the heart of the trusting believer. See 1 Thessalonians 5:16.

Verse 20 -- A Thankful Heart!
The Spirit-filled believer is a thankful believer. If you are UNTHANKFUL then you are UNFILLED. See 1
Thessalonians 5:18.

Verse 21 -- A Submissive Heart!
Where should we look to find submission? In the basic relationships of life -- husband/wife, parents/children,
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employer/employee, etc. See Ephesians 5:22-6:9. To find a submissive, Spirit-filled believer, where should I
look? Not on Sunday morning when everyone is on their best behavior. Not during a Charismatic prayer/praise
session in a home when everyone seems to be on a "spiritual high." The best place to look is right where the
believer lives during the week. How does the believing employee react when the boss if having a bad day?
When the husband comes home from work after a long and hard day and interacts with his wife and children, do
we see him under the influence and control of the blessed Holy Spirit then? That is the real test, right where the
rubber meets the road.

[Return to Table of Contents]

7. What is the gift of tongues: real languages or unintelligible
utterances?

Let us first consider the speaking in tongues that is taking place today. What actually is being spoken? Is it a real
language or is it nonsense gibberish?

"Charismatics see their tongues as God-given prayer language, perhaps angelic. But to those who
would only ever address God intelligibly, and who know from professional linguistic scholars (who
are unanimous on this) that glossolalia has no language-character at all" (Christianity Today, March
7, 1980, pp. 16-17).

"William Samarin, professor of linguistics at the University of Toronto wrote: `Over a period of five
years I have taken part in meetings in Italy, Holland, Jamaica, Canada and the United States. I have
observed old-fashioned Pentecostals and neo-Pentecostals. I have been in small meetings in private
homes as well as in mammoth public meetings. I have seen such different cultural settings as are
found among Puerto Ricans of the Bronx, the snake handlers of the Appalachians and the Russian
Molakans of Los Angeles ... I have interviewed tongue speakers, and tape recorded and analyzed
countless samples of Tongues. In every case, glossolalia turns out to be linguistic nonsense. In spite
of superficial similarities, glossolalia is fundamentally not language.'" (Cited in The Charismatics, p.
162).

In other words, go to a Charismatic gathering where people speak in tongues, record the tongues speaking on a
tape recorder, bring the tape recorder to the best linguistic scholars you can find, let them study the tongues
utterances, and what will their conclusion be? They will conclude that the utterances are linguistic nonsense and
not any language at all.

How different from the tongues speaking that we read about on the pages of the Bible! The key passage on this
is Acts chapter 2 where we have the first historic occurrence of the gift of tongues. What was spoken on the day
of Pentecost? There is no question but that it was real languages: "Now when this was noised abroad, the
multitude came together, and were confounded, because that every man heard them speak in his own language.
... And how hear we every man in our own tongue, wherein we were born? (Acts 2:6,8).

From this passage we can formulate a definition of the Biblical gifts of tongues: The gift of tongues was the
miraculous ability to speak a language which the speaker had never learned. It was miraculous because "the
Spirit gave them utterance" (verse 4) and apart from Him it could never happen. It was a real language "because
every man heard them speak in his own language" (verse 6). The speakers had never learned the languages
which they were speaking: "And they were all amazed and marveled, saying one to another, Behold, are not all
these which speak Galilaeans?" (verse 7).
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Another key chapter is 1 Corinthians 14. From this chapter we find two strong arguments to support the fact that
tongues consisted of real languages:

1) Argument #1 -- The fact that tongues could be interpreted (translated).

See 1 Corinthians 14:5,13,27,28. The way to interpret a foreign language is to translate it. Thus the interpreters
at the United Nations are expert translators. In Matthew 1:23 we see that the word "interpreted" means
"translated" (the Hebrew "Immanuel" translated into English is "God with us").

Our argument is simply this: You can only interpret or translate a real language. Ecstatic utterances or nonsense
syllables or meaningless gibberish cannot be translated. Only a real language can be interpreted or translated.
Tongues in 1 Corinthians 14 could be interpreted. Thus tongues in 1 Corinthians 14 were real languages.

2) Argument #2 -- The fact that tongues consisted of words.

See 1 Corinthians 14:19 -- "Yet in the church I had rather speak five words with my understanding, that by my
voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand WORDS in an unknown tongue." This verse makes it very
clear that the gift of tongues consisted of "words." What are words? Words are sounds which symbolize and
communicate meaning. Tongues in the Bible were not ecstatic utterances, they were WORDS. They were not
nonsense syllables, they were WORDS. They were not meaningless gibberish, they were WORDS. They were
not ecstatic utterances, but rather they were rational utterances.

[Return to Table of Contents]

8. In New Testament times was every believer expected to speak in
tongues?

Was the gift of tongues something that every believer was given? Was tongues speaking something that every
believer was expected to do?

In 1 Corinthians 12:4-11 we learn that every believer has a spiritual gift (or perhaps more than one) but not
every believer has the same gift. Some believers had the gift of tongues (verse 10) but not all. In 1 Corinthians
12:30 the question is asked, "Do all speak with tongues?" It is a rhetorical question that requires a negative
answer: NO! All do not speak with tongues. It was a gift that some had but not all. Thus in New Testament times
the gift of tongues was given to some but not to all.

Why is it then that in Charismatic circles everyone is encouraged and persuaded to speak with tongues? Why is
it recommended to all if it was only given to some?

[Return to Table of Contents]

9. Where in the Bible does God tell the believer to speak in
tongues?
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Is there any such command? There is a command to "be filled with the Spirit" (Eph. 5:18). There is a command
to "walk in the Spirit" (Gal. 5:16). But nowhere is there a command to speak in tongues. We would not expect to
find such a command. How can God command all believers to do something that He has only gifted some
believers to do?

What instruction is given by Charismatic leaders to try to help people learn to speak in tongues? Here is one
example:

"Determine not to speak a word of English at this time (for you cannot speak two languages at
once). Lift up the sound of your voice and the Holy Spirit will give you utterance in a new language
supernaturally. Do not be concerned about 'what to say,' as the language is spoken supernaturally
and does not come through the mind or intellect but through your spirit quickened by the Holy
Spirit. In faith, put your speech faculties into operation (vocal chords, tongue, lips) as in speaking
any language, and the Holy Spirit, now indwelling you, will give the utterance." (From a tract
published by Dr. Hobart Freeman, Faith Ministries and Publications, Warsaw, Indiana.)

Don't think about what you are saying and don't use your mind! Does that sound like sound advice?

Here is another example from the pages of early Church history:

"Marcus: 'Open thy mouth, speak whatsoever occurs to thee.' She then, vainly puffed up and elated
by these words, and greatly excited in soul by the expectation that it is herself who is to prophesy,
her heart beating violently (from emotion), reaches the requisite pitch of audacity, and idly as well
as impudently utters some nonsense as it happens to occur to her, such as might be expected from
one healed by an empty spirit" (Irenaeus Against Heresies).

[Return to Table of Contents]

10. In New Testament times how important was the gift of tongues?

"I thank my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all: Yet in the church I had rather speak five
words with my understanding, that by my voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand words
in an unknown tongue" (1 Corinthians 14:18-19).

What a comparison! Five words that can be understood are better than ten thousand words in a tongue! Imagine
telling a preacher to limit his Sunday morning sermon to five words! (1) Very (2) little (3) can (4) be (5) said!
But those five words are better and more edifying than ten thousand words in a tongue.

It takes about one and a half hours to speak ten thousand words. It takes only two seconds to speak five words.
Paul would rather take two seconds to say "Christ died for our sins" (1 Cor. 15:3), than to speak two hours in
words not understood. Tongues is of no value at all if it cannot be understood. The is why the interpretation of
tongues was essential.

In 1 Corinthians 14, Paul put more value on the gift of prophecy than he did on the gift of tongues (see verses 1-
5). In 1 Corinthians 12:28, Paul lists certain gifts, apparently in order of importance: "And God hath set some in
the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings,
helps, governments, diversities of tongues." Tongues is the last to be mentioned.

[Return to Table of Contents]
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11. Are some of the gifts temporary?

Are there some gifts that God no longer gives today? Here are two examples of temporary gifts:

1) The gift of APOSTLESHIP. There are no apostles in the church today, a fact that is
acknowledged by most, even by many Pentecostal scholars. The Mormons believe there are still
apostles today and so do other cult groups, but most would acknowledge that the apostles were a
very unique and special group of chosen and gifted men of the first century. In 1 Corinthians 9:1;
15:7-9, and in Acts 1:21-22, there is clear indication that a true apostle was a man who actually saw
the RISEN Christ. This could not be true of believers today (John 16:10; 1 Peter 1:8).

2) The gift of PROPHECY. There are no God-gifted prophets in the church today, although there
are many false prophets. Most Charismatic people believe that the gift of prophecy is still for today.
That will discussed further under #13. (For a discussion of the temporary nature of many of the
gifts, see God's Gift of Tongues by George Zeller, pages 113-116.)
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12. What is a prophet?

WRONG DEFINITIONS OF PROPHECY:

"the ability to understand and to engage in the exposition of the Word of God" (Billy Graham, The
Holy Spirit, p. 139).

"the gift of prophecy was actually the ability to proclaim God's Word ... The gift [of prophecy], then,
is the ability to speak before people, to proclaim God's Word, sometimes with a predictive element"
(The Charismatics, p. 164).

[As an indication of the confusion in this area, John MacArthur teaches that God gives some believers the gift of
prophecy today, but that there are no prophets today. He teaches that the office of the prophet (Eph. 4:11) is no
longer to be found in the church today, but the gift of prophecy is. See his commentary on 1 Corinthians (pages
322-324) and Ephesians (pp. 141-142). Thus, according to MacArthur (and many others), a person can have the
gift of prophecy and can prophesy, but this person is not a prophet. This would be like saying that a person can
have the gift of teaching, but not be a teacher, or have the gift of pastoring, but not be a pastor.]

These definitions are inadequate and faulty. According to these definitions, any gifted Bible teacher, any gifted
pastor would have the gift of prophecy. Every pastor should have the ability to proclaim God's Word and to
engage in the exposition of the Word of God, but this does not make the pastor a prophet.

These definitions fail to make a proper distinction between the gift of prophecy and the gift of teaching. See 1
Corinthians 12:28-29 where a clear distinction is made between those gifted as teachers and those gifted as
prophets.

GOD'S DEFINITION OF PROPHECY:
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"And thou shalt speak unto him, and PUT WORDS IN HIS MOUTH: and I will be with thy mouth,
and with his mouth, and will teach you what ye shall do. And he shall be THY SPOKESMAN unto
the people: and he shall be, even he shall be to thee instead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him
instead of God" (Exodus 4:15-16).

"And the LORD said unto Moses, See, I have made thee a GOD to Pharaoh: and Aaron thy brother
shall be thy PROPHET. Thou shalt speak all that I command thee: and Aaron thy brother shall
speak unto Pharaoh, that he send the children of Israel out of his land" (Exodus 7:1-2).

Aaron was to be the spokesman for Moses. As the PROPHET was to GOD, so Aaron was to Moses. What did
this mean? Aaron spoke the words of Moses, even as the prophet speaks the words of God. Aaron was to be the
MOUTH of Moses even as the prophet is to be the MOUTH (mouthpiece) of God. Aaron was Moses'
SPOKESMAN, even as the prophet is God's SPOKESMAN, serving as God's mouth, delivering God's message
("Thus saith the LORD!"). This is God's definition of a prophet. Thus prophecy is the God-given gift whereby
the person is able to deliver God's message and speak forth God's Word. Every true prophecy would have this
seal stamped upon it: "For the MOUTH of the LORD hath spoken it!"

There are New Testament passages which help us to understand the gift of prophecy: "For the PROPHECY
came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost" (2
Peter 1:21). The prophets spoke (and wrote) as they were moved (carried along) by the Holy Spirit, so that what
they spoke (and wrote) was exactly what God intended. It was God's message, God's Word. "Now all this was
done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying ..." (Matthew 1:22). God is
the one who spoke it, but how did He speak it? He used the prophet's mouth (in this case, the prophet Isaiah). It
was God's message and God's Word, but it was delivered by way of a human mouth.

A prophet had to be 100% accurate (see Deut. 18:21-22). Why? Because God is 100% accurate and the true
prophet is God's mouthpiece. It is God's message delivered through the prophet's mouth and it is 100% accurate.
This illustrates the difference between a prophet and a teacher. The prophet, when speaking as a prophet, speaks
forth the Word of God ("Thus saith the Lord!") and the message is infallible and 100% accurate. The teacher (or
pastor/teacher) explains the Word of God which has already been given. Even the best Bible teacher is fallible
and may err.

What is prophecy? Prophecy is inspired speech! It is nothing less than the Word of God in spoken or written
form.

What is a prophet? A prophet is God's mouthpiece through whom God spoke and gave His perfect, infallible
revelation.

[Return to Table of Contents]

13. Are there true prophets today?

Many insist that the gift of prophecy is still being given today. Think of the implications of this. This would
mean that God is still giving His Word today and that the canon of Scripture is not closed. The Bible we have
would thus be incomplete. The 66 Books of the Bible are not enough if added revelation is still being given
today by God through modern day prophets. The Bible would be missing vital information and crucial truths
which these modern day prophets must supply. The Bible is not enough! We need the Bible plus the new
prophecies!
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This kind of teaching is a serious attack on the sufficiency of the Bible as our final and only authority for faith
and practice. We need to live by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God (Matthew 4:4) and these
words are found in the 66 books of the Bible.

"No, the church doesn't need new revelation from heaven today! We already have a completed Bible
and the Holy Spirit of God to interpret and apply it. What the church needs is a new confrontation
with the whole counsel of God, proclaimed in the power of the Holy Spirit with authority and love,
by men who know their God and who honor His only written revelation. Then, and then only, may
we expect our deepest needs to be supplied, and God's purpose for His Church to be accomplished
in our day" (Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Does God Want Christians To Perform Miracles Today? [BMH
Books, 1973], pages 12-13).

There are clear indications in the New Testament that the gift of prophecy was a temporary gift needed in the
days of the early church, but no longer needed after the Bible had been completed.

In 1 Corinthians 13:8 we learn that prophecies would be done away, whereas faith, hope and love would remain.
This prediction came to pass at the end of the first century.

In Ephesians 2:20, we learn that apostles and New Testament prophets were foundational men: "And are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner stone." A
foundation is laid only once at the beginning of the building project. You do not keep laying a foundation. These
men were foundational because it was through them that we received the New Testament Scriptures. We do not
need to lay the foundation again, but we need to build upon it. It is possible that God's building project has
reached the "steeple stage," as it were, and soon the last "living stone" (1 Peter 2:5) will be laid in place and
Christ will then come to receive the church unto Himself (John 14:1-3; 1 Thess. 4:13-18).

In 2 Peter 2:1 there is the possible hint that the true gift of prophecy would be done away: "But there were false
prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in
damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction." 

Notice carefully:

"there were false prophets"
"there shall be false teachers"

The devil counterfeits the true. When Peter wrote these words there were true prophets and the devil countered
with false prophets. After the gift of prophecy was done away there were no longer any true prophets for the
devil to counterfeit. There were, however, true teachers, and so the devil countered with false teachers.

[Return to Table of Contents]

14. When did the gift of tongues cease?

CHARISMATIC ANSWERS:

1) Tongues have NOT ceased. God is still giving the gift of tongues today just as He did in New
Testament times.

or
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2) The gift of tongues ceased early in the history of the church, perhaps at the end of the first
century. However, in these last days the gift of tongues has reappeared and God is once again giving
this gift.

COMPROMISING ANSWERS FROM NEO-EVANGELICALS:

Billy Graham in his book The Holy Spirit (Word, 1978), says, "I personally cannot find any biblical justification
for saying the gift of tongues was meant exclusively for New Testament times" (p. 172). It is significant that in
his chapter entitled "The Sign Gifts" in which he discusses the gift of tongues, he does not even mention 1
Corinthians 13:8, the verse where Paul predicts that tongues would cease.

Popular author Hal Lindsey teaches that there is a genuine and bona fide spiritual gift of tongues which God is
still giving today. On page 147 of his best selling book Satan Is Alive and Well On Planet Earth, he writes, "I
believe there is a genuine gift of tongues which God is giving today." His position is that tongues did in fact
cease (as history proves) but in these last days the gift of tongues has reappeared (see pp. 140-141).

John D. Jess, founder and radio preacher on "The Chapel of the Air" spoke of the "ridiculously extreme position
that denies the gift of tongues altogether" and which asserts that "the gift of tongues is no longer available to the
Church" (p. 40 in his book, Divide and Conquer).

THE ANSWER FROM FUNDAMENTAL BIBLE BELIEVERS:

This is well stated by the New England Bible Conference Doctrinal Statement (originally the IFCA Doctrinal
Statement):

"... speaking in tongues and the working of sign miracles gradually ceased as the New
Testament Scriptures were completed and their authority established."

THE BIBLICAL ANSWER:

"Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there be tongues,
they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away" (1 Cor. 13:8).

Paul predicted that the gift of tongues would cease (stop). God would stop giving this gift. The only problem is
that Paul, in this verse, did not tell us when tongues would cease. He did not say, "Tongues will cease in 70 AD"
or "Tongues will cease in 1000 years" or "Tongues will cease at the Lord's second coming."

There are three approaches that can be followed to determine WHEN tongues did in fact cease. We shall now
consider each of these approaches.

I. THE HISTORICAL APPROACH

There is overwhelming historical evidence that the gift of tongues ceased early in the history of the church.
Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, admits this very fact:

"Evidence for the appearance of glossolalia, at least from the late second century to the eighteenth
or nineteenth century, is scarce and frequently obscure. ... Origen, in the third century, and
Chrysostom, in the fourth, both disparaged the accounts of speaking in tongues, and rejected its
continued validity. Augustine, early in the fifth century, asserted that glossolalia was a sign adapted
only to biblical times" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, pp. 20-21).
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The comment by the preacher Chrysostom is worthy of note: "This whole place is very obscure [commenting on
the references to tongues in 1 Corinthians] but the obscurity is produced by our ignorance of the facts referred to
and by their cessation, being such as then used to occur, but now no longer take place" (Homilies, XXIX, 1). In
other words, Chrysostom writing in the 4th century recognized that the gift of tongues described by Paul was
something that used to occur in Paul's day but which no longer took place in Chrysostom's day. He refers to the
"cessation" of this gift.

Cleon Rogers wrote the following: "It is significant that the gift of tongues is nowhere alluded to, hinted at or
even found in any writings of the Post Apostolic Fathers" (The Charismatics, p. 169). It is significant to note
that the gift of tongues is mentioned in 1 Corinthians, one of Paul's earliest epistles, but it is not mentioned in
any of Paul's later epistles. This suggests that the gift of tongues may have ceased even before the canon of
Scripture was closed!

II. THE CONTEXTUAL APPROACH

This approach seeks to determine when tongues ceased by examining the context of 1 Corinthians 13:8 ("tongues
... shall cease"). The main message of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

1) There are three things that will fail (verse 8).
2) There are three things that will remain (verse 13).
3) There is one thing that will never fail (verse 8); it will remain forever (verse 13).

This indicates three time periods:

1) The time when the gifts of prophecy, tongues and knowledge are in force. These are special
revelatory gifts given by God in the days of the early church.

2) The time when the gifts of prophecy, tongues and knowledge have failed, ceased and vanished
away (verse 8) and the virtues of faith, hope and love remain (verse 13). This is the present age.

3) The time when only love remains but faith and hope do not remain. Faith is replaced by sight (2
Cor. 5:7; Heb. 11:1) and hope is replaced by realization (Rom. 8:24-25). This is the eternal state.

Thus, the passage clearly teaches that there must be a period of time prior to the eternal state when the gifts of
tongues and prophecy are no longer in effect and when the virtues of faith and hope are still in effect. This
contradicts the teaching of those who insist that the gift of tongues has been given by God throughout this
present age.

III. THE PURPOSIVE APPROACH

What was the purpose of the gift of tongues? If the purpose for tongues is known, then it is possible to determine
when tongues ceased. The purposive argument may be thus stated: Tongues ceased when they no longer served
the purpose for which they were given.

There is only one place in the New Testament where Paul tells us the purpose of the gift of tongues:
"Wherefore, tongues are FOR a sign ... ..." (1 Corinthians 14:22). The preposition translated "for" (eis) denotes
purpose. Paul's explanation in verse 22 concerning the purpose of tongues is actually an inference based upon his
words in verse 21. Verse 21 begins with these important words, "In the law it is written ..."

In verse 21 Paul cited an Old Testament passage, Isaiah 28:11-12. Paul knew that the key to understanding the
Biblical purpose of tongues is found "in the law," that is, in the Old Testament Scriptures. What does the Old
Testament teach concerning tongues? What was the significance and purpose of tongues in Old Testament
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times? When foreign tongues were spoken, what did this mean?

Isaiah 28 is not the only passage in the Old Testament which deals with the significance of foreign tongues.
Several such passages together set forth a very sobering Biblical principle -- a principle which has been
demonstrated repeatedly in history. As we consider foreign tongues in the Old Testament, a very sobering and
sad pattern becomes evident:

GENESIS 11
God has a message for the people (Genesis 9:1,7).
The people refuse to listen to God (Genesis 11:4).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Genesis 11:7).
Dispersion follows (Genesis 11:8).

DEUTERONOMY 28
God has a message for His people (Deut. 28:1).
The people refuse to listen to God (Deut. 28:15).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Deut. 28:49).
Dispersion follows (Deut. 28:64-65).

JEREMIAH 5
God has a message for His people (Jer. 4:1).
The people refuse to listen to God (Jer. 5:3).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Jer. 5:15).
Dispersion follows (Jer. 5:19).

ISAIAH 28
God has a message for His people (Isaiah 28:12a).
The people refuse to listen to God (Isaiah 28:12b).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Isaiah 28:11).
Dispersion follows (Isaiah 28:13).

COMPARE THE OPPOSITE TAUGHT IN ISAIAH 33
The context is the millennium. God causes tongues to not be heard
indicating that Israel would enjoy the blessing of God (verse 19). There
would be no more dispersion!

THE PATTERN REPEATED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

God has a message for the people (Matt. 11:28; compare Jer. 4:1; Isa. 28:12).
The people refuse to listen to God (Matt. 23:37).
God causes tongues to be heard as a sign of judgment (Acts 2,10,19, etc.).
Dispersion follows (Matt. 23:38; 24:2).

The gift of tongues served as a sign of judgment for unbelieving Israel. The sign of judgment is no longer
needed after the judgment has come. In A.D. 70, the Romans under General Titus brought the Christ-rejecting
nation Israel to its final ruin. Ever since A.D. 70, there has been no question that Israel as a nation is under the
judgment of God. Therefore, it must be concluded that tongues as a sign gift were no longer needed after 70 AD.
The last historical mention of the gift of tongues is found in 1 Corinthians, which was written about 55 AD.
There is no evidence historically that the genuine gift of tongues ever occurred after 70 AD. Tongues served
their purpose, and tongues ceased, even as God predicted through the Apostle Paul (1 Corinthians 13:8).

Space does not allow for a more detailed development of the above points in this paper, but for a more lengthy
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discussion see God's Gift of Tongues (Zeller, pp. 77-98).

[Return to Table of Contents]

15. Can unsaved people speak in tongues?

The Biblical gift of tongues was the supernatural ability to speak in a foreign language which the speaker had
never learned. An unsaved person would not have the God-given ability to do this. Spiritual gifts are given to
believers at the point of salvation, not to unbelievers.

The modern day phenomena of speaking ecstatic utterances (glossolalia) is something quite different. There are
countless examples of unsaved people speaking in tongues. Here are but a few:

1) In the second century the Montanists spoke in tongues. This was a heretical group especially
noted for their heresies concerning the Holy Spirit. The following is a description of Montanus and
his followers by Eusebius in his History of the Church:

"Montanus, in his unbridled ambition to reach the top, laid himself open to the
adversary, was filled with spiritual excitement and suddenly fell into a kind of trance
and unnatural ecstasy. He raved, and began to chatter and talk nonsense, prophesying in
a way that conflicted with the practice of the Church handed down generation by
generation from the beginning. Of those who listened at that time to his sham utterances
some were annoyed, regarding him as possessed, a demoniac in the grip of a spirit of
error, a disturber of the masses. They rebuked him and tried to stop his chatter,
remembering the distinction drawn by the Lord, and His warning to guard vigilantly
against the coming of false prophets. ... Then he secretly stirred up and inflamed minds
closed to the true Faith, raising up in this way two others -- women whom he filled with
the sham spirit, so that they chattered crazily, inopportunely, and wildly, like Montanus
himself."

According to Eusebius, this practice of tongues speaking was totally contrary to the practice of the Church.
Indeed, Montanus and his followers were excommunicated from the Church.

2) Irenaeus wrote the following concerning the second century heretic Marcus:

"Marcus to a woman, 'Receive first from me and by me the gift of Charis ...' Woman: 'I
have never at any time prophesied, nor do I know how to prophesy.' Marcus: 'Open thy
mouth, speak whatsoever occurs to thee, and thou shalt prophesy.' She then, vainly
puffed up and elated by these words, and greatly excited in soul by the expectation that
it is herself who is to prophesy, her heart beating violently (from emotion), reaches the
requisite pitch of audacity, and idly as well as impudently utters some nonsense as it
happens to occur to her, such as might be expected from one healed by an empty spirit"
(Irenaeus Against Heresies).

The orthodox leaders of the early church recognized that such emotional outbursts of tongues speaking were not
of God. It was a phenomena encouraged by the heretics.

3) The Cevenol priests who lived in France in the late 17th century also spoke in tongues. They
were branded heretics because their prophecies went unfulfilled (The Charismatics, p. 169).
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4) The Shakers were founded in 1747 by a woman. Doctrinally, she was all mixed up and held
heretical views, especially concerning the Person of Christ: "It is said that in order to mortify the
flesh she instituted the practice of men and women dancing together naked while they spoke in
tongues" (Charles Smith, Tongues in Biblical Perspective, pp. 17-18).

5) Examples of speaking in tongues are found within the Mormon church (cult): "Right from the
beginning with Joseph Smith, Mormons have accepted tongues as a valid gift for modern times.
When their temple was dedicated in Salt Lake City, hundreds of elders spoke in tongues" (Charles
Smith, Tongues in Biblical Perspective, p. 18).

6) The followers of Edward Irving (19th century) spoke in tongues. These people had revelations
that contradicted Scripture, prophecies that went unfulfilled, and promoted various erroneous
teachings (The Charismatics, p. 170; see also Arnold Dallimore's excellent biography, Forerunner of
the Charismatic Movement--The Life of Edward Irving (Moody Press, 1983).

7) Today it is a known fact that people who do not even profess to be Christians speak in tongues:

"Today shamans (witch doctors, priests, or medicine men) in Haiti, Greenland,
Micronesia, and countries of Africa, Australia, Asia, and North and South America
speak in tongues. Several groups use drugs to aid in inducing the ecstatic state and
utterances. Voodoo practitioners speak in tongues. Buddhist and Shinto priests have
been heard speaking in tongues. Moslems have spoken in tongues, and an ancient
tradition even reports that Mohammed himself spoke in tongues" (Charles Smith,
Tongues in Biblical Perspective, pp. 20-21. For further documentation of unsaved
people speaking in tongues, look up the article on "glossolalia" in The Encyclopedia
Britannica).

8) Sad to say, there are many people today involved in the modern Charismatic movement who have
spoken in tongues, and yet they do not have any clear understanding of salvation or the gospel of
grace or what it means to be born again. They have had an experience, but they do not have eternal
life (1 John 5:11-12).

[Return to Table of Contents]

16. What is wrong with modern day tongues speaking? (A
SUMMARY)

1) In Charismatic circles, speaking in tongues is set forth as something that everyone should seek, but in the
New Testament, tongues was a spiritual gift that was not given to every believer (1 Cor. 12:8 11,30). Tongues
was a relatively unimportant gift (listed last in 1 Cor. 12:28), though it did have edification value if it was used
rightly and interpreted properly.

2) The Biblical gift of tongues was the supernatural and God-given ability to speak in a language which the
person had never learned. The modern so-called gift of tongues is an ecstatic, emotional experience of uttering
nonsense gibberish which cannot be translated and which does not have any real language content.

3) There is not one command in the entire Bible which tells a believer to speak in tongues, and 24 out of 27
books in the New Testament say absolutely nothing about the gift of tongues.
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4) The facts of history indicate that the true gift of tongues ceased very early in the history of the church and
there is no verse in the Bible indicating that this gift will reappear in the last days.

5) The gift of tongues was a temporary sign gift which served its purpose and then was no longer needed, and,
thus, no longer given. It served as a sign of judgment to unbelieving Israel, and an indication that God was
putting the nation Israel aside and beginning a new program, even His CHURCH. There is no mention of the
genuine gift of tongues in the Bible or in secular history after 70 AD (the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Romans).

6) The kind of speaking in tongues that takes place today is a known psychological phenomenon which has been
practiced by heretical groups, pagans, cultists, and non-Christian people throughout the centuries.

7) Much of the speaking in tongues that takes place today is found to be contrary to the rules set forth in 1
Corinthians 14, which is another indication that it cannot be of God. Here are some of the regulations set forth
by the Apostle Paul:

(a) No more than three people could speak in tongues on any one occasion (1 Corinthians 14:27).

(b) The tongues speakers must speak one after another in succession, not all at once (1 Cor. 14:27).

(c) Whenever tongues speaking occurs, there must also be the interpretation of the tongues (1 Cor.
14:28).

(d) The women were not to speak in tongues in the assembly (1 Cor. 14:34-35).

Go to almost any Charismatic assembly and you will find these rules being violated. If just the above four rules
were followed, 90% of today's tongues-speaking would be eliminated.
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17. What is Spirit baptism?

Charismatic Answer: "The baptism in the Holy Spirit is a definite, personal experience subsequent to salvation
and confirmed to the believer with the evidence of speaking in a new language or tongue supernaturally as the
Holy Spirit gives utterance" (From a Charismatic tract written by Dr. Hobart Freeman and published by Faith
Ministries & Publications).

"The baptism of the Holy Spirit as a separate, distinct experience subsequent to salvation, providing enduement
of power for life and service, accompanied by speaking in tongues" (from the doctrinal statement of the Rock
Church (a group of charismatic churches in Connecticut).

The Biblical Answer: "For by one Spirit are [were -- past tense] we all baptized into one body, whether we be
Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1 Corinthians
12:13).

It is important to note that many good men of the past have confused the FILLING of the Spirit with the
BAPTISM of the Spirit (R.A. Torrey is one example out of many). Spirit baptism is that supernatural work of
God whereby the believer is immersed or placed into the body of Christ which is the Church. This baptism was
predicted by John the Baptist in Matthew 3:11 (Mark 1:8; Luke 3:16) and by the Lord Himself (Acts 1:5). It first
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took place on the Day of Pentecost (Acts chapter 2), the day the Church began (Acts 11:15-17). It takes place
today whenever a person is granted repentance and believes on the Lord Jesus Christ.

It is important to note that 1 Corinthians 12:13 is a fact to believe, not a command to obey. It is something that
God has done, not something that the believer is to do. God never commands the believer to be baptized in the
Spirit or to seek this baptism.

[Return to Table of Contents]

18. When does Spirit baptism take place?

Charismatic Answer: "subsequent to salvation" (see quotes under #17). If it happens after salvation, then this
means a person could be saved who has not yet had this experience of Spirit baptism.

Biblical Answer: The moment a person is saved.

Paul told the Corinthians that they ALL had been baptized into the body. This baptism is something that is true
for every believer and thus it must have taken place at the point of salvation.

It is interesting to note that the charismatic movement says "ALL" when God says "NOT ALL" (1 Cor. 12:30 --
NOT ALL speak in tongues) and the charismatic movement says "NOT ALL" when God says "ALL" (ALL
believers have been baptized into the body).

[Return to Table of Contents]

19. Who has been Spirit baptized? Have you had this baptism?

Charismatic Answer: Only those Christians who have had the "Pentecostal" experience of speaking in tongues.

Biblical Answer: "ALL" (1 Corinthians 12:13). You cannot be a member of Christ's CHURCH apart from this
baptism! It is the only way to gain entrance into His Body!

[Return to Table of Contents]

20. Must a person "tarry" for the Holy Spirit?

The tarrying experience, as often practiced in Charismatic circles today, is described as follows:

"The tarrying procedure for seeking tongues goes like this: Following the sermon, the preacher
invites those who want the tongues experience to come to the altar and kneel. Then those who
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already have received this experience join the seekers to pray with them and offer help and advice.
In a relatively short time, some of the seekers begin talking in tongues. For others, it is a much
longer ordeal. In an evening service, it is not unusual for seekers to pray until after midnight, even
though few of the "altar workers" may remain. And if a seekers doesn't succeed on this particular
night, he is encouraged to keep trying. I tarried many nights; I spent many hours in prayer at altars
but no matter how long I prayed, I went without success" (Wayne A. Robinson, I Once Spoke in
Tongues, pp. 37-38).

Biblical tarrying is quite different. It is found in only two passages:

"And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you: but TARRY ye in the city of Jerusalem,
until ye be endued with power from on high" (Luke 24:49).

"And, being assembled together with them, commanded them that they should not depart from
Jerusalem, but WAIT [tarry -- same word as in Luke 24:49] for the promise of the Father, which,
saith he, ye have heard of me" (Acts 1:4).

The word TARRY simply means to WAIT. Prior to Pentecost the disciples were told to WAIT for the promise of
the Spirit. Once He came on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2) the waiting period was over. In the Bible, we find no
command to wait or tarry for the Holy Spirit after Pentecost.

Suppose you go to the airport to wait for the arrival of certain family members whom you love. You may wait
for some time at the airport, but once the plane arrives the waiting time is over. Your loved ones have come and
it is time to enjoy their presence. So also, the Comforter has come. How foolish to wait for Him to come if He
has already come! Let us enjoy His blessed Person and Presence and Power (Acts 1:8).
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21. What must a person do in order to receive the Spirit?

Charismatic Answer: The person must tarry and pray and sometimes go through a long ordeal, and if not
successful, try, try, try again (see quote under #20 describing the "tarrying" procedure).

Biblical Answer: John 7:38-39 -- Those who BELIEVE are those who RECEIVE the Spirit!
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22. What is the Holy Spirit's primary ministry and function?

"But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of
truth, which proceedeth from the Father, He shall testify of me" (John 15:26).

The Holy Spirit's ministry is to testify or bear witness of Christ, to point to Christ. The Holy Spirit does not draw
attention to Himself, but to the Lord Jesus.
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The Spirit of God bears witness of Christ. He wants us to see Him and Him alone. When the Holy Spirit is at
work in an assembly of believers, Christ will be exalted and magnified. If the main focus is on the Holy Spirit,
then something is wrong. The Holy Spirit does not promote Himself:

"He shall glorify me: for He shall receive of mine, and shall show it unto you" (John 16:14).

The main ministry of God the Holy Spirit is to GLORIFY THE SON. When the Spirit of God is at work in my
life, what will be the result? The Lord Jesus Christ will become more precious to me and so will His Word, the
Bible. The Spirit-filled person is the person who is filled with Christ -- occupied with Him, delighted in Him,
rejoicing in Him, resting in Him, trusting in Him. The Spirit of God's ministry is to make believers more and
more Christ-like:

"But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed [are constantly
being changed] into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor.
3:18).
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23. Is it God's will for every sick person to be healed?

Consider four New Testament examples of people who were sick:

1) 2 Corinthians 12:7-10 -- Paul was afflicted with a painful ("thorn") bodily ("in the flesh")
ailment. Paul prayed three times that God would remove this thorn in the flesh from him, but God
did not do this. God did something better. He taught Paul the sufficiency of His grace, that God's
grace was enough even to enable him to endure such a physical affliction. Sometimes God allows
sickness or pain in order to teach us of His all-sufficient grace.

2) Philippians 2:25-30 -- Epaphroditus was seriously sick, to the point where he was near death. It is
interesting to note that Paul did not heal this faithful brother. God had mercy on him and raised him
up.

3) 1 Timothy 5:23 -- "Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine
often infirmities." Timothy had a stomach problem and he was often sick and ailing and infirmed.
Paul did not tell him to see a healer, nor did Paul tell him that his physical problems were due to sin
or a lack of faith. Paul merely gave Timothy a common sense prescription. [It is possible that Paul
was recommending unfermented wine to Timothy rather than alcoholic wine. Athenaeus, the
Grammarian (280 AD) wrote the following: "Let him take sweet wine, either mixed with water or
warmed, especially that kind called protropos, the sweet Lesbian glukus, as being good for the
stomach; for sweet wine [oinos] does not make the head heavy" (Athenaeus, Banquet 2,24). This is
an example from ancient literature showing that unfermented wine was recommended as a remedy
for stomach problems.]

4) 2 Timothy 4:20 -- "Erastus abode at Corinth: but Trophimus have I left at Miletum sick." There
is no indication that Trophimus had a spiritual problem (sin, lack of faith), but he did have a
physical problem and Paul did not heal him. It is sometimes the will of God for His children to be
sick in this life, but never in the next life (Rev. 22:4).

Consider godly people of the past who were sick or who suffered with seriously bodily ailments. Read almost
any biography of godly saints of the past and you will in most cases read of certain physical afflictions which
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God allowed them to endure. (For an excellent discussion on the subject of SICKNESS, see Practical Religion
by J.C. Ryle, his chapter on "Sickness." It is well done and would be a great encouragement to any saint
suffering through a time of sickness.)

There are some Charismatic people who think that if you are sick you are out of the will of God. For example,
Kenneth Hagin Jr. wrote: "My belief is that it is indeed God's will that His children walk in complete health. ... It
is always God's will to heal His children." (Personal letter from Kenneth Hagin Jr. to George Zeller dated
7/16/87.) To such people we must ask these questions: Do any of you wear glasses (Kenneth Hagin Jr. does)?
Do any of you ever catch the common cold or the flu? Do any of you ever take aspirin or other pain medicines?
And most significantly, do any of you ever die?

Take for example the case of charismatic faith-healer Oral Roberts. He once bypassed his own multi-million-
dollar City of Faith medical complex to have eye surgery in California. But why didn't he go to a faith-healer or
why didn't he heal himself? Also if faith healing is really effective, why do you need a multi-million dollar
medical complex? The Lord Jesus and the apostles healed hundreds of people without any such facilities.

[Return to Table of Contents]

24. Does the New Testament teach a "PROSPERITY GOSPEL"?

This is the very popular and very appealing message often heard today, that if you trust Christ you will have
HEALTH and WEALTH. That is, you will have physical health and material prosperity. Your body will be free
from sickness and your bank account will be loaded. The ones who really prosper financially from this kind of
teaching are the false teachers themselves -- the prosperity gospel preachers.

THE HEALTH AND WEALTH GOSPEL

"It doesn't matter
how many times
we've heard it --w e
need to be continually
reminded that it is
God's will for us to
be well and healthy
and to have good
things in this life"
(Kenneth Hagin)

"That's ridiculous," says Kenneth Copeland
about the belief that Jesus' ministry was
poor. "It would have been impossible for
Jesus to have been poor! All the way through
the Old Testament God promised material
blessing to anyone who would walk perfectly
and uprightly with Him. If God had failed to
bless Jesus financially, He would have been
breaking His own Word" (Charisma, 9/90).

It is true that those who trust in Christ will prosper spiritually. They are able to prosper and have good health in
their soul (3 John 2). They are able to enjoy every spiritual blessing that is found in Christ (Eph. 1:3). They are
able to be RICH in Him (2 Cor. 8:9). But God never promised robust physical health and material, financial
prosperity in this life for His children.

Indeed, the message of the entire New Testament is that God's people will be a suffering and afflicted people,
even as sheep led to the slaughter (Romans 8:18,35-36). They will be hated and persecuted by the world (John
15:18-20). In the world they will have tribulation and affliction and pressure (John 16:33). All who live godly in
Christ will suffer persecution (2 Tim. 3:12) and every Christian is to suffer hardship as a good soldier of Christ
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(2 Tim. 2:3). Paul's answer to the prosperity gospel is perhaps best summed up in 1 Thessalonians 3:3-4 -- "That
no man should be moved by these afflictions: for yourselves know that we are appointed thereunto. For verily,
when we were with you, we told you before that we should suffer tribulation; even as it came to pass, and ye
know."

Apparently the Apostle Peter was unaware of the prosperity gospel when he said, "Silver and gold have I none"
(Acts 3:6)! The Apostle Paul was also unaware of this teaching. He characterized believers as being poor, having
nothing (2 Cor. 6:10)!

[Return to Table of Contents]

25. Is it unspiritual to go to a doctor? Does this show a person's
lack of faith?

An extreme Charismatic group in Indiana ("the Glory Barn") taught that believers should never go to a doctor,
but that they should trust God for healing instead. Certain expectant mothers had difficulties in child-birth
because of the lack of medical attention and their babies died. To make matters worse, the members of this
community prayed over these dead babies hoping that God would raise them from the dead. The local media got
hold of these stories and it was a great shame to the name of Christ. It was wrong practice due to wrong
teaching.

"But when Jesus heard that, He said unto them, They that be whole need not a physician, but they that are sick"
(Matthew 9:12). Those who are whole and healthy do not need a doctor or physician. This implies that those
who are sick do need a doctor. Indeed, one of Paul's companions who was also one of the gospel writers was a
medical doctor: "Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas, greet you" (Colossians 4:14).

[Return to Table of Contents]

26. Were Christ and the apostles able to heal?

The Lord Jesus Christ healed all manner of sickness and all manner of disease among the people:

"And his fame went throughout all Syria: and they brought unto him all sick people that were taken
with divers diseases and torments, and those which were possessed with devils, and those which
were lunatic, and those that had the palsy; and He healed them" (Matthew 4:23-24).

The disciples (apostles) were given authority "to heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease"
(Matthew 10:1).

The Apostle Paul was able to heal in a remarkable way: "And God wrought special miracles by the hands of
Paul: So that from his body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed from
them, and the evil spirits went out of them" (Acts 19:11-12).
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27. Are modern "faith healers" able to heal?

A noted doctor, William A. Nolen, objectively examined a noted "faith healer," Kathryn Kuhlman. At first he
was skeptical but willing to believe. Here are some of his comments (William A. Nolen, M.D., "In Search of a
Miracle," McCall's Magazine, September 1974. Dr. Nolen has also published his findings in a book which is
also called In Search of a Miracle.):

"Occasionally Miss Kuhlman would turn to the audience and say, 'Someone with a brace- a brace on
your leg -- you don't need that brace any more. Take it off. Come and claim your cure.' The first
time she called for a brace, no one came forth. Finally a very pretty young girl came up on the stage.
She was waving her leg brace and standing, with her pelvis tilted badly, on one good leg and one
short, withered leg.

"Kathryn Kuhlman questioned her. 'How long have you worn this brace?' 'Thirteen years. Since I
had polio at seven.' 'And now you're cured. You don't need it any more. You've taken it off.' 'Yes,'
she said. 'I believe in the Lord. I've prayed, and He's curing me.' Everyone applauded. The girl cried.

"This scene, to my mind, was utterly revolting. The girl's leg was just as withered as it had been ten
minutes earlier. Now she stood in front of 10,000 people, giving praise to the Lord -- and indirectly
to Kathryn Kuhlman -- for a cure that hadn't occurred and wasn't going to occur. I could imagine
how she would feel when the hysteria of the moment had left her and she again had to put on the
brace she had worn for 13 years -- and would wear for the rest of her life.

"Finally with a hymn and a final blessing, the show ended. All the desperately ill who had been in
wheelchairs were still in wheelchairs. As I watched them leave, seeing the tears of the parents as
they pushed their crippled children to the elevators, I wished Miss Kuhlman were with me. I
wondered if she really knew how much sadness those disappointed patients and parents suffered. I
couldn't believe that she did.

"During the service, as those who had 'claimed a cure' came down off the stage, two legal secretaries
I had enlisted to help me wrote down the names, addresses, phone numbers and diagnoses of
everyone who was willing to cooperate in a follow-up study. We got 82 names. A few weeks after
the service, letters were sent to the names on the list, inviting them to come to Minneapolis on
Sunday, July 14, and tell us about their experiences. Twenty-three people showed up, and I made
arrangements to interview them individually over the next few months.

"In talking to these people, I tried to be as honest, understanding and objective as possible, but I
couldn't dispense with my medical knowledge and my common sense. I listened carefully to
everything they told me and followed up every lead that might have led to a confirmation of a
miracle. I was led to an inescapable conclusion: Of the patients who had returned to Minneapolis to
reaffirm the cures claimed at the miracle service, not one had, in fact, been miraculously cured of
anything."

Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, writes the following about Kathryn Kuhlman, who
for many years was considered one of the foremost faith healers in the world:
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"She cites the ailment -- everything from terminal cancer to allergies (though amputated limbs never
reappear; teeth are not miraculously filled with gold) -- and asks those who feel they are healed to
come forward to the platform to testify about what has happened. (Trained ushers try to screen cases
and verify healings as much as possible beforehand.) Quite often, there are physicians on the
platform who themselves may be asked for confirmation; and everyone is urged to confirm an
apparent cure with his or her own doctor. Some individuals, of course, testify, but are not healed;
others seem to get better, but later regress; probably most in attendance are not cured at all"
(Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, p. 86).

[Return to Table of Contents]

28. How do modern "faith-healers" explain their failures?

"It's not our lack of power as a healer; the sick person simply did not have enough faith!" When all else fails,
blame the sick person!

[Return to Table of Contents]

29. Did Christ and the apostles only heal those who had enough
faith?

In Matthew 12:15 great multitudes followed the Lord Jesus and "He healed them ALL" whether they had faith or
not. In Acts 5:16, a multitude of sick folk were brought to the apostles, "and they were healed EVERY ONE."
The healing was for all without any faith requirement. Not one sick person went away disappointed.

In Acts 3:1-8, we have the healing of the man who was born lame. This beggar was hoping to receive some
money from the hand of Peter. Being healed was the last thing this man expected. He certainly did not have faith
that he would be healed. He might have believed Peter would give him some money (v.5), but he did not believe
Peter would heal him. The reason God performed this healing miracle had nothing to do with this man's faith or
lack of faith. (The faith mentioned in Acts 3:16, in connection with this same miracle, must be a reference to
Peter's faith in Christ, not to the lame man's faith.)

In Acts 20:9-12 we find Paul healing a man from the most serious ailment of all, death itself. Here was a young
man who actually had died. Certainly a dead man cannot exercise faith! How silly it would be for a modern day
faith-healer to say, "I was not able to raise that man from the dead because he did not have enough faith!" This
raises an interesting question: If modern day faith healers have the same healing powers as Christ and the
apostles, then why do they not raise the dead?

[Return to Table of Contents]
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30. How can we describe the healing miracles of Christ and the
apostles?

1) INSTANTANEOUS -- The Lord Jesus touched a leper and IMMEDIATELY his leprosy was cleansed
(Matthew 8:3). Jesus touched the eyes of two blind men and IMMEDIATELY their eyes received sight
(Matthew 20:34). Peter took a lame man by his right hand and lifted him up and IMMEDIATELY his feet and
ankle bones received strength and he started leaping around. Such healings were done instantly. There was no
need for any prolonged period of recuperation or therapy.

2) PERFECT AND COMPLETE -- "And when the men of that place had knowledge of him, they sent out into
all that country round about, and brought unto Him all that were diseased; And besought Him that they might
only touch the hem of His garment: and as many as touched were made perfectly whole" (Matthew 14:35-36).
"And His Name through faith in His Name hath made this man strong, whom ye see and know: yea, the faith
which is by Him hath given him this perfect soundness in the presence of you all" (Acts 3:16). Contrast this
with Dr. Nolen's observation of a girl claiming to be healed at a Kathryn Kuhlman service, standing on one good
leg and on one short, withered leg with her pelvis tilted badly. Hardly a whole and complete and perfect cure!

3) EVERYONE HEALED -- "But when Jesus knew it, He withdrew himself from thence: and great multitudes
followed Him, and He healed them all" (Matthew 12:15). "There came also a multitude out of the cities round
about unto Jerusalem, bringing sick folks, and them which were vexed with unclean spirits: and they were
healed every one" (Acts 5:16).

4) UNDENIABLE -- "Then was brought unto him one possessed with a devil, blind, and dumb: and He healed
him, insomuch that the blind and dumb both spake and saw. And all the people were amazed, and said, Is not
this the son of David? But when the Pharisees heard it, they said, This fellow doth not cast out devils, but by
Beelzebub the prince of the devils" (Matthew 12:22-24). The Lord's enemies could not deny the miracle. Instead
they accused Him of doing this great miracle, not by the power of God, but by the power of Satan.

"And beholding the man which was healed standing with them, they could say nothing against it.
... Saying, What shall we do to these men? for that indeed a notable miracle hath been done by
them is manifest to all them that dwell in Jerusalem; and we cannot deny it" (Acts 4:14,16).

These men hated the apostles and their message but they could not deny the remarkable miracle which had been
done.

5) SPECTACULAR -- The lame leaping, the blind seeing, lepers cleansed, demon possessed men delivered, a
cut-off ear instantly restored and even the dead raised back to life! According to Matthew 11:5, such spectacular
miracles proved that Jesus was indeed the Messiah: "The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers
are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached to them"
(Matthew 11:5, read the context and compare Isaiah 35:5-6).

[Return to Table of Contents]

31. How can we describe the so-called "miraculous" cures of
modern faith healers?

1) DOUBTFUL -- We have already referred to Dr. Nolen's article in which he investigated a healing service of
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a prominent and nationally known faith healer (see #27). Suppose a medical doctor were to examine those who
had been cured by Christ and the apostles. Suppose a doctor were to examine Lazarus after he had been dead for
4 days! Suppose an eye specialist were to examine Bartimaeus after he received his sight! Suppose an
orthopedic surgeon were to witness the man born lame leaping about (Acts 3)! Suppose an ear doctor were to
examine Malchus' after his sliced off ear had been healed (Luke 22:50-51). Would there be any doubt as to the
genuineness of these miracles?

2) DONE IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT -- "But strangely enough, the people who claim to have the
gift of healing never seem to get out of their tents, their tabernacles, or their TV studios. They always seem to
have to exercise their gift in a controlled environment, staged their way, run according to their schedule. Why
don't we hear more of the gift of healing being used right in the hospital hallways? Why aren't healers using
their gift in places like India and Bangladesh? Why aren't they right out in the street where masses of people are
racked by disease?" (The Charismatics, p. 134).

3) DISAPPOINTING -- No one that came to Christ or the apostles for healing went away disappointed. In
contrast to that we have the comment of Dr. Nolen: "All the desperately ill who had been in wheelchairs were
still in wheelchairs. As I watched them leave, seeing the tears of the parents as they pushed their crippled
children to the elevators, I wished Miss Kuhlman were with me. I wondered if she really knew how much
sadness those disappointed patients and parents suffered. I couldn't believe that she did" (William A. Nolen,
M.D., "In Search of a Miracle," McCall's Magazine, September 1974).

Richard Quebedeaux, a friend of the Charismatic movement, in evaluating the ministry of a prominent faith-
healer, concludes that "probably most in attendance are not healed at all" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New
Charismatics, p. 86). This is certainly not a very encouraging evaluation for those who are hoping for a miracle
of healing.

[Return to Table of Contents]

32. Do we need added revelation (dreams, visions, prophecies,
special revelation, etc.) today?

The Charismatic Answer:

"Neo-Pentecostals maintain that biblical authority (the word written) must always be subservient to
the authority of the living, "dynamic" word of God made known through the present activity of the
Spirit himself ... The subservience of Scripture -- the word written -- to the Holy Spirit's authority is
also illustrated by the acceptance in Charismatic Renewal of the validity of the gift of prophecy in
the life of the contemporary Church. For the Neo Pentecostal (no less than his Classical
counterpart), God speaks today just as authoritatively as he spoke to the biblical authors. This [is an]
existential understanding of the Word of God (in which revelation did not cease with the closing of
the canon). Catherine Marshall puts it another way: 'Jesus' promise of "further truth" gives us clear
reason to believe that not all the truth and instruction Christ has to give us is contained in the canon
of the Old and New Testaments.' In Neo-Pentecostalism, then, spiritual authority rests ultimately in
the present activity and teaching of the Holy Spirit at least as much as in the Bible itself ... God does
not restrict his revelation to the Bible (i.e., a closed canon)'" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New
Charismatics, pp. 110-113).

According to this, charismatics believe that the Biblical canon is not closed, and thus the written Word of God is
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not the final authority. They believe that God gives added revelation to the church today and that this new
revelation is just as authoritative, or even more authoritative, than the Bible itself.

The key issue then is the SUFFICIENCY of the Word of God. Is the Bible really sufficient? Is it really all that
we need, or do we need something additional? Is God's communication to man found in the Bible alone, or must
we look somewhere else? Is the Bible complete, or does it lack vital information that believers need to know?:

1) Christ promised the Apostles that the Spirit of truth would guide them into ALL TRUTH (John
16:13). The Spirit did guide them into all truth and this truth was incorporated into the New
Testament Scriptures. What more do we need?

2) Peter tells us that God, revealed in His Word, has provided everything needed to live a life of
godliness (2 Peter 1:3).

3) Paul tells us that the God-breathed Scriptures are profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, and for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly
furnished unto all good works (2 Timothy 3:16-17). What more do we need?

4) Peter says that we have a more sure word of prophecy than even the eyewitness account of an
apostle, namely the Spirit-moved, infallible Word of God (2 Peter 1:15-21). What more do we
need?

5) Jude tells us that we are to earnestly contend for "the faith" (the body of truth) which was once
for all delivered to the saints. This body of truth was once for all delivered to the saints in the first
century and is found in written form in our Bible today. What more do we need?

6) John puts the final "PERIOD" at the close of God's completed revelation, warning us not to add
to or to subtract from this book (Revelation 22:18-19). When the final word was penned by John in
the book of Revelation, this marked the time when the Bible (all 66 canonical books) were in
completed form. What more do we need? The canon of Scripture is closed and what God hath
closed, let no man open. If God says, "The Bible is enough!" let not man say, "We need more!"

That many should be claiming to have received visions and revelations from the Lord is not surprising in light
of 1 John 4:1-3; 1 Timothy 4:1; 2 Timothy 3:13; 4:2-4; Matthew 7:15-24; 24:4-5. In these last days before the
coming of the Lord Jesus for His church (1 Thess. 4:13-18), we can expect an increase of subjective,
experiential religion -- "It must be true because it happened to me!" What we need is revelational religion, based
upon objective and absolute truth -- "It must be true because God said so in His Word."

Today we need humble men who will tremble at the Word of God (Isaiah 66:1-2). We do not need new
revelation today. We need to obey and walk worthy of the revelation that we already have! We do not need
more light today. We will stand before Christ and give an account for the way we responded to the light that we
had!

There is a sense in which the church is in desperate need of a vision today. We need a fresh vision of God. We
need to see the Lord high and lifted up (Isaiah 6:1-9). We need a glimpse of all that GOD IS (Isaiah 43:10-11).
The more we see Christ as He really is, the more we will be like Him (1 John 3:2). As we fix our eyes upon
Christ as He is seen in the written Word and as we look unto Jesus (Heb. 12:1-2) with a steady gaze, we will
reflect the glory of the Lord as our lives are conformed to His image, from glory to glory (2 Cor. 3:18).

EXAMPLES OF CHARISMATIC VISIONS:

Example #1 -- Oral Roberts

At one time, Oral Roberts claimed he had a talk with a 900-foot-tall Jesus and the account of that "vision"
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generated millions in donations from the faithful so that he could open his 60-story diagnostic clinic and 30-
story hospital. Later Roberts claimed to have received another message from God. This time God wanted people
to give Oral Roberts $4.5 million in "quick money" to finish an $8 million fund drive. If he did not raise this
money, God would call him home to heaven. Thanks to Florida race track money (an owner, Jerry Collins,
coughed up the last $1.3 million), the ransom money was all raised and Oral was given a new lease on life so
that he could dream up new promotional schemes for the future.

According to the St. Petersburg Times, Oral Roberts does not lack when it comes to personal finances. The
newspaper stated that Roberts has a $285,000 home in Palm Springs, a $2.4 million home in Beverly Hills, his
exclusive house in Tulsa, and a $35,000 country club membership.

Example #2 -- Dr. Percy Collett

Dr. Collett, a medical doctor, worked almost 50 years with the people in the Amazon River Basin of South
America. He claims to have been transported to heaven in 1982 for 5 earth days. He talked with God the Father,
the Son, the Holy Spirit, Elijah, Elisha, Abraham, Moses, Paul, and others. He viewed the mansions of the saints
and toured the buildings now under construction. He was taken to "his" mansion 700 miles up from the city's
foundation. He toured each level of heaven and viewed its different departments and activities. Jesus talked with
him about events soon to occur on earth -- the battle of Ezekiel 38, the rapture, and Armageddon. He was sent
back to earth with instructions to take a leave of absence from the mission field and declare what he had seen
and heard.

For a contribution of $100, one can receive a video tape presentation of this trip to heaven. The promotional
flier which promotes this video had this to say, "Dr. Collet was `caught up in the third heaven' even as Paul was.
The difference being, Paul was not allowed to utter the things he saw and heard, while Dr. Collett, almost 2000
years later, was commanded to do so." Contrast this with 2 Corinthians 12:1-10. Many others are claiming to
have had trips to heaven or visions of heaven, including David Yonggi Cho, "pastor of the world's largest
church" in Seoul, Korea, who claimed to have spent three hours in the third heaven.

[Return to Table of Contents]

33. What is the philosophy of "Charismatic Renewal"?

"Charismatic Renewal (or "Revivalism") is, moreover, thoroughly reformist in character. There is
very little if any interest in separating from old ecclesiastical structures and building new ones
according to the classical Pentecostal pattern. Rather, present institutions are to be 'renewed' by the
Charismatic activity of the Holy Spirit as it affects the membership of a church or other group
through the continued presence within that structure of individuals who have been baptized in the
Spirit" (Richard Quebedeaux, The New Charismatics, p. 9).

Charismatics do not want to separate from the churches that they are a part of. Instead they wish to stay in these
churches and to seek to renew these churches by their continued presence within. They seek to bring life and
vitality to churches that were once very formal and dead. The principles of Biblical separation from apostasy are
sadly ignored.

[Return to Table of Contents]
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34. Are believers commanded to "renew" apostate churches or to
separate from them?

2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 -- COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM

2 Timothy 3:5 -- FROM SUCH TURN AWAY

Romans 16:17 -- AVOID THEM

Titus 3:10 -- REJECT

2 John 10 -- RECEIVE HIM NOT

[Return to Table of Contents]

35. What is it that unites God's people?

Charismatic Answer: A COMMON EXPERIENCE

"The modern charismatic movement has been able to suspend doctrinal questions and unite around a
set of experiences. Doctrine divides. Experience unites" (Stephen Board, "Are Catholic Charismatics
'Evangelicals'?" Eternity, July 1978, p. 13).

Biblical Answer: It is TRUTH and DOCTRINE that should unite God's people.

"And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread,
and in prayers" (Acts 2:42).

"Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect
man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph. 4:13).

Our UNITY is based upon our common knowledge and understanding of the Son of God.

It is true that doctrine divides, but it also unites. True Biblical unity is based upon a common understanding and
practice of God's truth. The more we believe and practice the truths of the Word of God, the more united we will
be.

Beware of the popular philosophy that emphasizes "love" at the expense of God's truth and which emphasizes
"unity" at the expense of sound doctrine. As John Whitcomb has said:

"It seems all we hear in these last days is that 'We must have unity. We must not be divisive. All we
need is to love each other. Let's not pull against one another. After all, we're all on the same side,
aren't we?' Are all 'professing' Christians really on 'he same side?' Is 'love' all that matters? Are we
to unite in ecumenical evangelism and in other church projects with those that teach heresy? Are we
to lend our pulpits to any man who professes Christ even though he may be 'off on only one or two
points?'
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"Those who say 'yes' often quote the last half of John 17:23 -- 'May they be brought to complete
unity to let the world know that you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me.' Yet
in so doing, they neglect Jesus's words in John 17:11, 21, 22, that unity is to be the same kind of
unity as Jesus has with the Father -- 'so that they may be one as we are one; that all of them may be
one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you; that they may be one as we are one.'

"It is obvious that Jesus and the Father are one in perfect love, but are they not also one in perfect
doctrine? Certainly Jesus in not asking in this prayer that God's children be united in love regardless
of doctrine! Without sound doctrine there can be no Christian unity. And without sound doctrine
there can be no true Christian love either." (Source: Human Races, a message delivered at Indian
Hills Community Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Fall of 1984).

[Return to Table of Contents]

 

* This report has been adapted from a paper by the same name by Pastor George Zeller, The Middletown Bible
Church, 349 East Street, Middletown, CT 06457 [(860) 346-0907].
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PENTECOSTALISM
(The Three Waves)*

From the second century to the nineteenth century, there is no historical evidence that godly, orthodox believers spoke
in tongues. We do have instances of tongues speaking in these centuries, but in every case the people speaking in
tongues belonged to heretical groups. (See #15 in the report "The Charismatic Movement: 35 Doctrinal Issues.") From
Montanus (2nd Century) to Edward Irving (19th century), instances of "tongues" within the church were never
considered to be part of genuine Christianity. Also, we should note that these "heretics" who spoke in tongues were
speaking some kind of emotional, nonsense gibberish and not real languages as was the case in Acts chapter 2.

Wave #1
Old Pentecostalism or Classic Pentecostalism

In 1901 at Bethel Bible College, Topeka, Kansas, Agnes Ozman received what she called the baptism of the Spirit and
spoke in "tongues." The practice then became part of the Holiness movement of the church in the United States. In
1906, tongues were spoken on Azusa Street in Los Angeles, California, and out of these two events in 1901 and 1906
grew the mainline Pentecostal denominations which are still with us today (Assemblies of God, etc.).

Wave #2
New Pentecostalism or Charismatic Renewal

This is sometimes referred to as the New Charismatic Movement. It was like the old charismatic, Pentecostal
movement in that it gave special emphasis to certain gifts, most notably the gift of tongues. It was a new movement in
the sense that it crossed denominational lines and barriers.

In 1960, in Van Nuys, California, the modern Charismatic movement began in an Episcopalian Church (St. Mark's,
with Dennis Bennett as rector). There was an outburst of tongues speaking in this church. This event was so significant
that both Time and Newsweek covered the story. After that, the movement spread like wildfire in the Episcopalian
Church and then among Lutherans and Presbyterians as well.

The movement soon entered the universities. This began in New England. In October of 1962, the glossolalia
phenomenon broke out at Yale University, among members of the Evangelical Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Included in this new-Pentecostal revival were Episcopalians, Lutherans, Presbyterians, Methodists, and even one
Roman Catholic. Five were members of Phi Beta Kappa, and some were religious leaders on campus (they were soon
called "GLOSSO YALIES"). Thereafter, the movement spread to Dartmouth College, Stanford University, and
Princeton Theological Seminary.

Even more significant than these events is what happened in 1967. All roads lead to Rome. At the time of Spring
vacation in 1967, there were in the Notre Dame area about 30 zealous Catholics who had received the "baptism of the
Holy Spirit." In 1968, about 100 to 150 met for a Catholic Pentecostal conference. In 1969, there were about 450
Catholic Charismatics who met including about 25 or 30 priests. In 1970, the increase was more spectacular. Almost
1,300 attended the conference, including Catholics from Canada. In 1973, 22,000 Catholic Charismatics met together
at Notre Dame, including Catholic participants from at least 10 foreign countries. In 1974, the Notre Dame conference
was attended by 30,000 people. And finally, the 1975 international conference held in Rome attracted 10,000 pilgrims
from 50 countries to hear Pope Paul VI express his warm appreciation for the movement. The movement was
mushrooming not only in the Roman Catholic Church, but in all of the major Protestant denominations.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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The Kansas City Charismatic Conference was held in the summer of 1977. All three wings of the Pentecostal
movement were present: (1) Old Pentecostals (sometimes called "classical Pentecostals"); (2) Protestant Charismatics;
and (3) Catholic Charismatics. This was the biggest and most inclusive gathering of "baptized in the Spirit believers"
in modern history. There were nearly 50,000 participants in this 5-day conference. One speaker proudly hailed this
conference as "the largest and most inclusive ecumenical assembly in the history of American Christianity." Almost
half of the participants were Roman Catholics.

A newspaper article published in 1977 (AP), reported that there were 10 million charismatics in America (5 million
Classical Pentecostals and 5 Million New Pentecostals). Thus, the new charismatic movement grew to 5 million in
only 17 years (1960 to 1977)! Today, the movement is still very much alive and growing, although we probably will
not see the same kind of mushrooming growth as we saw in the '60s and early '70s. The 1/7/83 Christianity Today
reported that the Assembly of God denomination (Pentecostal) is the fastest growing American denomination. At that
time there were 1.6 million Assembly of God adherents and the number was growing fast.

The New Charismatics are not separatist but rather reformist in character. They are not interested in separating from
old ecclesiastical structures. Rather, they are told to stay in these churches and to renew them by their continued
presence within. This is what is meant by Charismatic Renewal.

Wave #3
The Signs and Wonders Movement

The term "third wave" was first coined by C. Peter Wagner in 1983:

"I see historically that we're now in the third wave. The first wave of the moving of the Holy Spirit began
at the beginning of the century with the Pentecostal movement. The second wave was the charismatic
movement which began in the fifties in the major denominations. Both of those waves continue today.

"I see the third wave of the eighties as an opening of the straight-line evangelicals and other Christians to
the supernatural work of the Holy Spirit that the Pentecostals and charismatics have experienced, but
without becoming either charismatic or Pentecostal. I think we are in a new wave of something that now
has lasted almost through our whole century" (Peter Wagner, "The Third Wave?" Pastoral Renewal, July-
August 1983, pp. 1-5).

This movement is also called the Signs and Wonders Movement and the Vineyard Movement. It has been a rapidly
growing movement, drawing adherents from both charismatic and non-charismatic churches. The movement stresses
"power evangelism" whereby the gospel is explained and demonstrated by way of supernatural signs and wonders.

There are three key leaders of this movement: (1) John Wimber, probably the central figure of the movement. He was
the founder of the Vineyard church movement upon coming out of Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel movement, and he
taught with C. Peter Wagner at Fuller Seminary. The course was entitled "Signs, Wonders and Church Growth." (2) C.
Peter Wagner, professor at Fuller Seminary School of World Missions, where he co-taught with John Wimber. (3)
Paul Cain, an influential "modern day prophet," a disciple of William Branham whom Cain called "the greatest faith
healer of our time" and the "greatest prophet of all time." Branham was a heretical false prophet who held erroneous
view on the Godhead and on the Trinity.

In the Signs and Wonders movement, tongues speaking can be found, but the gift of tongues is not stressed as much as
it is in the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements. The Signs and Wonders movement (Vineyard movement) does
stress the gift of prophecy (insisting on the importance of modern day prophets) and the gift of healing.

* This report has been adapted from the Appendix of a paper ("The Charismatic Movement: 35 Doctrinal Issues") by
Pastor George Zeller, The Middletown Bible Church, 349 East Street, Middletown, CT 06457 [(860) 346-0907].
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A Review of the (Nine) Temporary Spiritual Gifts*

Diversity but not Division

Any time divisions are a result of exercising spiritual gifts, it is an indication that these gifts are not being used as God
intended. The variety of gifts is parallel to the parts of the human body, and Paul uses this analogy in 1 Corinthians
12:4 17. "Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:4). "And there are varieties of ministries, and
the same Lord" (1 Cor. 12:5). "There are varieties of effects, but the same God" (1 Cor. 12:6).

Then Paul compares the variety of gifts to the human body and its various and necessary parts, "For even as the body
is one and yet has many members" (1 Cor. 12:12). "If the foot says, 'Because I am not a hand, I am not a part of the
body,' it is not for this reason any the less a part of the body" (1 Cor. 12:15). "If the whole body were an eye, where
would the hearing be? If the whole were hearing, where would the sense of smell be?" (1 Cor. 12:17).

The Spirit Is the Giver of the Spiritual Gifts--(Source)

The word charismatic scares a lot of people, but it simply means gifts of grace. (Chars is the Greek word "grace.")
Since every believer is endowed with one or more gifts, every believer is charismatic. "But to each one is given the
manifestation of the Spirit for the common good" (1 Cor. 12:7; emphasis mine).

All believers will not have the same gift, "Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:4).

Three Basic Facts About Spiritual Gifts

1. Spiritual gifts are freely and graciously given. Gifts of grace cannot be earned, for you cannot do anything to get
them in your own power. "And since we have gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, let each exercise
them accordingly" (Rom. 12:6; emphasis mine).

A gift is not earned or merited so a believer should not feel personal pride or self satisfaction due to his gift. "But to
each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ's gift" (Ephesians 4:7; emphasis mine).

2. Spiritual gifts are a means of serving in the Body of Christ. Gifts are not to exalt the person who has the gift; they
are to enable that person to serve other believers. "As each one has received a special gift, employ it in serving one
another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God" (1 Pet. 4:10).

3. Spiritual gifts necessitate the activity of the possessor. You will discover your gift as you function. Many do not
recognize their gift because they are inactive. Just as a baby is born with all the necessary parts, he must learn to use
those parts through activity. Many Christians are sitting around waiting to be discovered. In their waiting they become
frustrated because they are not functioning as God intends.

The Permanent Spiritual Gifts
1. Teaching
2. Helps (Ministering)
3. Administration
4. Evangelism
5. Pastor-Teacher
6. Exhortation
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7. Giving
8. Mercy
9. Faith
10. Celibacy 

The Temporary Spiritual Gifts
1. Apostleship

First Requirement of an Apostle--An Eye Witness to the Resurrection

In Acts 1, Judas (the one who betrayed Christ) had already committed suicide and the remaining eleven apostles want
to replace him. The name apostle is a particular name of these twelve men even though there are other men that
probably have the gift of apostleship such as Barnabas, Silas, possibly James and a couple of others. However, the
prime focal point is on these twelve men. As the eleven apostles seek to replace Judas, there are certain requirements
that person will have to meet.

The first requirement of an apostle is that he must have had a firsthand experience of the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
"One of these (apostles) must become a witness with us of His resurrection" (Acts 1:22). Paul defends his apostleship
with proof that he, too, had seen the resurrected Christ. "Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus
our Lord?" (1 Cor. 9:1).

Some have said that Paul was not really an eye witness of Christ's resurrection just as the Corinthians were doubting
Paul's right as an apostle. In answer to that doubt, Paul reviews Christ's order of appearances, "and that He appeared to
Cephas (Peter), then to the twelve" (1 Cor. 15:5). "After that He appeared to more than five hundred brethren at one
time . . . then He appeared to James, then to all the apostles" (1 Cor. 15:6,7). Then Christ appeared to Paul! "and last of
all, as it were to one untimely born, He appeared to me also" (1 Cor. 15:8).

There Are No Apostles Today

In light of the fact that a definite requirement of an apostle was that he must have seen the resurrected Christ, apostles
ceased to exist when these first-century men died. Today, some will say that apostles and missionaries are the same
thing. It is true that missionary is the Latin word for the Greek word apostle, and both words mean "one who is sent
with a special message." However, the similarity ends there, for the twelve apostles had to have seen the resurrected
Jesus Christ.

Second Requirement--Apostles Possessed Miracle Gifts (Signs, Wonders and Miracles)

The second qualification of an apostle carries us into some of the other gifts. Paul's second evidence that he is a true
apostle is that God has given him supernatural power in the form of miracle gifts. "The signs of a true apostle were
performed among you with all perseverance, by signs and wonders and miracles" (2 Cor. 12:12). Now if there were all
kinds of Christians running around Corinth doing miracles, Paul's statement would lose any validity, for then miracles
cease to be a sign of a true apostle.

It is consistent throughout the book of Acts that every time the miraculous happens, it is always in connection with the
ministry of one of the apostles. "At the hands of the apostles many signs and wonders were taking place among the
people" (Acts 5:12). Romans 15 is speaking about Christ's accomplishments through Paul by use of the miraculous. "In
the power of signs and wonders, in the power of the Spirit" (Rom. 15:19). Is Paul saying miracles were being done by
all the Christians? No! He is talking about particular miracles being done by Paul as an apostle.

Miracles Validated the Apostles' Ministries
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"God also testifying with them, both by signs and wonders and by various miracles and by gifts of the Holy Spirit
according to His own will" (Heb. 2:4). Even at this point in writing (about 68 A.D.), the miracles are written as
something that is a past event -- that those who heard salvation from Christ had their ministry confirmed (validated) by
signs and wonders and different kinds of miracles. All the verbs in Hebrews 2:3 are in the past tense (even before 70
A.D.). "After it was (past tense) at the first spoken (past tense) through the Lord, it was confirmed (past tense) to us by
those who heard (past tense)" (Heb. 2:3; emphasis mine).

There is no longer a need for gifts for which the prime purpose is to validate a ministry of direct revelation. God's
Word is complete! The argument is sometimes given that because people do not believe in the Bible, we need the
miraculous just as it was needed in the apostles' day (· la John Wimber and the Vineyard movement). Read Luke 16:27
31, where Abraham tells a man in Hades that if a man does not believe the written Scriptures (Moses and the
prophets), he will not believe even if someone is raised from the dead. The proof of that is obvious. Jesus Christ was
raised from the dead and people still did not believe -- and still do not believe today.

The Apostles and the Prophets Laid the Foundation of the Church

The gift of apostleship is a foundational one and the most important gift of all the spiritual gifts (1 Cor. 12:28). The
ministry of the apostles and prophets was to lay the foundation of the Church. They brought the truth regarding the
one Body in Christ to mankind. In Ephesians 2:19, Paul says we are "fellow-citizens with the saints, and are of God's
household." The importance of the apostles and prophets is explained in Ephesians 2:20, "Having been built upon the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the corner stone."

Once you have laid the foundation, there is no other foundation that needs to be laid. There is no other truth that needs
to be conveyed for the Church to be constructed. There is no need for more apostles or prophets. When constructing a
building you would begin to worry if the workers came to lay the foundation after the building was half built, wouldn't
you? The same is true in a spiritual sense. The apostles and prophets have finished the foundation of the Church and
no one should be trying to lay a new foundation. The foundation is done, settled and secure. We are building on that
foundation. The gift of apostleship is finished.

Summary of the Gift of Apostleship

The gift of apostleship is the most important gift given, but it was a temporary gift (one that has not continued down to
our present day). There were two qualifications for an apostle. First, he had to have been an eye witness to the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. (He had to have seen Jesus Christ bodily after the resurrection.) The second qualification
was that miracles had to accompany an apostle's ministry to validate or confirm his position as an apostle. Paul met
both qualifications as an apostle.

Apostleship does not continue today simply because people have not seen Jesus Christ in His bodily resurrection. The
apostles have completed the foundation of the Church, and God's Word is complete. No new revelation is needed.

2. Prophecy

What Is a Prophet?

Basically, a prophet had the ability to receive direct revelation from God and then to communicate that revelation to
men.

Some identify the gift of prophecy with the gift of preaching today, but that is not correct because the key element is
missing -- a preacher does not get his messages directly from God. A pastor gets his message from the Word of God
(hopefully), but God does not appear to him in dreams and visions or by speaking directly to him. Since a prophet got
his message from God, it was free from error, which obviously is not the case today! God cannot communicate
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mistakes! If God had so garbled the message He wanted to reveal to man and there were so many mistakes that the
meaning was not clear, then God would not have revealed Himself at all.

Prophecy Is Necessary Only for Additional Revelation

The gift of prophecy is only necessary when God wants to give additional revelation (when He wants to reveal more of
Himself than He has revealed up to that point in time). A person who says the gift of prophecy is present today is in
the same breath saying the Bible is not complete and that we need more material revealed from God. However, God
says the Bible is complete and there is no additional revelation. "I testify to everyone who hears the words of the
prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God shall add to him the plagues which are written in this book" (Rev.
22:18).

The Revelation the Apostles and Prophets Received Is the Foundation of the Church

Just as the apostles received direct revelation from God, so did the prophets. That revelation is the foundation upon
which the Church is built. Many times in both the Old and New Testaments, those who received the direct revelation
were given the power to perform miracles and foretell the future. "One of them (the prophets) named Agabus stood up
and began to indicate by the Spirit (prophesy) that there would certainly be a great famine all over the world. And this
took place in the reign of Claudius" (Acts 11:28). Later, Agabus was prophesying the imprisonment of Paul (Acts
21:11).

There were female prophets as well as men. "Now this man had four virgin daughters who were prophetesses" (Acts
21:9). The Old Testament also has examples of prophetesses such as Huldah, Deborah and Miriam.

Paul is classified among the prophets and teachers as well as an apostle (Acts 13:1). Not every prophet was an apostle,
but in all probability every apostle had the gift of prophecy.

God Gave Prophets Direct Guidance

Connected with the gift of prophecy is direct guidance from God. "A vision appeared to Paul in the night: a certain
man of Macedonia was standing and appealing to him, and saying 'Come over to Macedonia and help us' " (Acts
16:9). God does not communicate in visions to Christians today. There is no need for God to appear in visions. He has
given us the Bible as our guide for direction in our daily lives. In a number of other places the Spirit directly reveals
Himself to Paul and tells him something concerning his future activities (see Acts 18:9-10; 22:17 21; 27:23,24).

Summary of the Gift of Prophecy

We have noted that the gift of prophecy was temporary. There are three main reasons which we have covered:

1. When the New Testament was completed, there was no reason for additional revelation and the gift of
prophecy is always connected with receiving new material from God. You do not find prophets getting
material from God just to reiterate what God has already done or said.

2. The apostles and prophets were the foundation of the Church (Eph. 2:20). When the foundation was
laid, the material for the foundation was given. When the foundation was complete, there was no longer
any need for apostles or prophets.

3. Since there is no longer a need for prophecy, the gift of prophecy came to an end with the completion of
the New Testament. "Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away" (1 Cor.
13:8).

3. Miracles
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Gift of Miracles Is the Ability to Do Supernatural Works of Power

The gift of miracles is one of the most exciting gifts, along with healing and tongues. These gifts probably generate
the most interest and discussion today. The gift of miracles is broad and includes much more than miraculous healing.
Any act which includes God's intervention into natural processes is included in the gift of miracles.

Miracles Are Always Done in Connection With an Apostle In the New Testament

Acts 5 is the familiar account of Ananias and Sapphira with Peter as the apostle. Ananias and Sapphira had sold some
land and had given some of the proceeds to the Church, but they pretended that they were giving all the proceeds to
the Church.

Peter knew they had plotted to deceive the Church, and he performed a miracle through the power of God. Peter tells
Ananias that he not only lied to men, but also to God. "And as he (Ananias) heard these words, Ananias fell down and
breathed his last; and great fear came upon all who heard of it" (Acts 5:5).

The same fate befell Sapphira in Acts 5:10. This is not like the miracles we think of usually, but still it is a miracle.
Obviously God is not doing this today. Some of us can be thankful He isn't! Why did God do that type of miracle
then? God wanted to establish the ministry of the apostles, and this type of miracle caused the people to fear and
respect the instructions and messages the apostles were giving. Not only did God confirm the ministry of the apostles,
He guaranteed the purity of the Church at its inception (2 Cor. 12:12).

Tabitha Came Back to Life in Peter's Ministry

Tabitha (Dorcas) died and Peter the Apostle came and performed a miracle by bringing her back to life. "But Peter sent
them all out and knelt down and prayed, and turning to the body, he said, 'Tabitha, arise.' And she opened her eyes,
and when she saw Peter, she sat up" (Acts 9:40). This miracle might be classified as a gift of healing, but it goes
beyond the scope of just healing. It goes into the realm of the gift of miracles, although the two gifts are closely
related.

Paul Stops a Magician With a Miracle

Elymas the magician was causing problems for Paul and hindering his ministry. Paul looked the magician right in the
eye and said, " 'Now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon you, and you will be blind and not see the sun for a time.'
And immediately a mist and a darkness fell upon him and he went about seeking those who would lead him by the
hand" (Acts 13:11). This is a miracle of divine intervention by the Lord through Paul.

Other Miracles in Paul's Ministry

Paul was holding a late meeting and a certain young man named Eutychus was listening from a third floor window. He
fell asleep and fell out of the window and was killed. Paul brought Eutychus back to life. "But Paul went down and
fell upon him, and after embracing him, he said, 'Do not be troubled, for his life is in him' " (Acts 20:10).

Another miracle occurs in Acts 28:3 6 when Paul is bitten by a poisonous viper. Paul just shakes the snake off, and his
hand does not even swell.

Three Main Periods of Miracles in the Bible

The first period of miracles occurs during Moses' ministry and the events surrounding it. Each time there is a miracle,
the purpose of the miracle is to validate the message and testimony of Moses.
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The second period was perhaps at the low point in Israel's spiritual condition, although Elijah and Elisha did mighty
miracles. For example, Elisha was sitting on a hill when fifty of the king's men came to get him and Elisha did a great
miracle, "If I am a man of God, let fire come down from heaven and consume you and your fifty" (2 Kin. 1:10). The
king sends another fifty soldiers to get Elisha and again they are consumed by fire from heaven. The third group of
soldiers came crawling to Elisha with profound respect. The miracle validated the ministry of Elisha.

The third period of miracles takes place during the time of Christ and his apostles. Although other miracles occur in
other times in the Bible, they are not as concentrated as during these three periods. God did miracles to validate the
message He had given. He never used miracles to validate previous revelation.

God Does Miracles Today

God performs miracles today, but the gift of miracles is not in use today. The gift of miracles is seen in examples in
the book of Acts where a given individual has a supernatural ability to do those works of power as a result of the Holy
Spirit within him. God does the miraculous today in various ways, one of which is answering the prayers of believers.

Summary of Gift of Miracles

The primary purpose of miracles was to validate the message of one of God's spokesmen (either apostle or prophet) or
their ministry. That does not mean that others did not do miracles, but it means that the miracles were always the result
of the ministry of an apostle or a prophet. For example, the Corinthian church had a gift of miracles, but they had that
as a direct result of the Apostle Paul's ministry.

The gift of miracles is temporary because there are no longer prophets and apostles and no new revelation for God to
validate. The Bible is the complete revelation of God and nothing more needs to be added for men to know the plan of
salvation.

4. Healing

Definition of Gift of Healing vs. Miracles

The gift of healing is a variation of miracles, but it is more limited because healings had to do with restoring the
physical body back to health.

Miracles went beyond that. Miracles included the negative aspect in that the supernatural power was used not just to
heal blindness, but to make the seeing blind; not just to bring to life but to put to death. The gift of healing was limited
to the positive aspect of healing all types of illnesses at will.

The gift of healings is usually referred to as plural but when we refer to the gift of healing it entails all ramifications of
supernatural power to heal (1 Cor. 12:9,28,30). The church at Corinth had the gift of healing, but they had that ability
as a result of the ministry of the Apostle Paul in their midst. Healing is inseparably linked to the ministry of one of the
apostles.

Gift of Healing Began to Fade During Paul's Earthly Ministry

When Paul was writing to Timothy he advised him on his health. "No longer drink water exclusively, but use a little
wine for the sake of your stomach and your frequent ailments" (1 Tim. 5:23). Why didn't Paul just heal Timothy?
Timothy had enough problems without having stomach problems. Why didn't Paul just use his gift of healing instead
of giving him some advice on how to help the problem?

In 2 Timothy 4:20, Paul had to leave Trophimus behind at Miletus because Trophimus was so sick. Why didn't Paul,
who had raised Eutychus from the dead (Acts 20:10), just heal Trophimus? The only explanation seems to be that this
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ministry -- this particular gift of healing -- is being phased out, because in 2 Timothy, Paul is close to the end of his
ministry. It was no longer necessary to validate Paul's ministry by the miraculous -- Paul's writings were beginning to
be recognized as Scripture (2 Pet. 3:15 16).

Philippians 2:27 gives another example where Paul does not (cannot) heal a fellow Christian, "For indeed he
(Epaphroditus) was sick to the point of death, but God had mercy on him, and not on him only but also on me, lest I
should have sorrow upon sorrow." That is strange as you think of Paul's power as a miracle worker in the earlier part
of his ministry.

God Does Heal Today in Response to Prayer

It is important to remember that God does heal today and He still does the miraculous in various ways. We do not put
limits on God's power, but there is Biblical evidence that the gift of healing has been taken away and that there are not
people today who have special power to heal. ( Note: James 5:14,15 is in the broader context of sin in the life of a
believer and the illness incurred is the punishment for that sin (1 Cor. 11:30). The calling for the elders is indicative of
a desire to deal with the sin. As such, this passage is not related to the gift of healing.)

Experiences Do not Negate God's Word

Your experience does not determine what is genuine; the Word of God determines what is genuine even if you say you
saw someone healed on television or as an eye witness. You must first determine what the Word says about this
subject and adjust your thinking accordingly. Do not adjust God's Word to the experience.

Summary of Gift of Healing

The main purpose of the gift of healing, just as the gift of miracles, was to validate God's message. Each time the gift
of healing was administered, it was done in connection with one of the apostles. Since the apostles were primarily
teachers of the Word and not healers, when the message they brought was authenticated and established, there was no
longer a need for the gift of healing nor any of the other miraculous gifts.

5. Discerning Spirits

Definition of Gift of Discerning Spirits

"And to another the distinguishing of spirits" (1 Cor. 12:10). The gift of discerning spirits was the supernatural ability
to discern what was true and what was false. This was a crucial gift when men did not have the New Testament.
Believers needed men who had the ability and insight to discern what teaching and which men were really from God.

Discerning Takes Place in Light of the Scriptures Today

Now that we have the completed revelation from God, discerning takes place in light of the Scripture. We do not need
a special gift. If I want to know if a teacher/preacher is genuine, I listen to what he says and teaches and measure that
in light of the Word. They could not do that when they did not have the entire Bible.

"If any one comes to you and does not bring this teaching, do not receive him into your house, and do not give him a
greeting" (2 John 10). What John is saying is simple, if someone does not bring the teaching the apostles have brought
(the teaching that we now know as the New Testament), do not let him into your house or even greet him! Believers in
the early church were to discern teachers in light of what the apostles had taught -- as we are to do today.

Believers Are to Test the Spirits Via God's Word
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"Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God; because many false
prophets have gone out into the world" (1 John 4:1). The spirit here refers to the speaker, the teacher, the pastor. There
are false teachers, and we are to discern them by sifting what they say through the Word of God. John gives the
standard, but he does not say to use the gift of discernment. Instead he says to measure what they say against what
John is going to teach them. That is the same standard we are to use today -- the Bible. John taught the Bible verbally;
we have it in written form.

Summary of Gift of Discerning Spirits

The main purpose of the gift of discerning spirits was to separate the phonies from the real messengers of God until the
complete revelation of the Word was finished. Once the Word was completed and available to men as the truth, the gift
of discerning spirits was no longer needed.

6. Word of Wisdom

Definition of Word of Wisdom

The gift of word of wisdom is the supernatural ability to discern and apply the Word of God. It was used for the
specific and temporary purpose of giving wisdom before and during the time the New Testament was being revealed.
In 1 Corinthians 2:7, Paul connects wisdom with his ministry and he connects it with special revelation (which
indicates that this gift is in the context of special revelation). They did not have the written Word for obtaining
wisdom as we do.

Summary of Gift of Wisdom

Since wisdom is connected with discernment in the revelation of God's Word, it must be classified as temporary. Some
limit wisdom to applying Bible truths to the specific needs of others, and as such, classify it as permanent. It is
preferred to classify the gift of wisdom as a temporary gift as there appears to be more evidence that the wisdom was
directly related to the revealing of God's Word in laying the foundation of the Bible.

7. Word of Knowledge

Special Knowledge as Direct Revelation From God

"And to another the word of knowledge according to the same Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:8). The knowledge referred to here is
a supernatural knowledge. In 1 Corinthians 13:8, we are told that knowledge shall pass away. The knowledge has to
mean supernatural or special knowledge from God because knowledge in a general sense will never cease to exist.
Throughout all eternity we are going to have knowledge of God and grow in that knowledge.

Before men had the New Testament, they needed those who had special knowledge from God so they would know
about God and know what they were to do and not to do. Today we can examine the Word to know what God has to
say.

Relationship to the Gift of Prophecy

The gift of knowledge is closely related to the gift of prophecy in that both involved the reception of direct revelation
from God. However, prophecy is presented as a more important and prominent gift. It evidently included revelation on
a broader scale (including future events) as well as having a greater emphasis on the proclamation of the revelation
received.

Summary of Gift of Word of Knowledge
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The gift of word of knowledge was a temporary gift to establish the truth of God and mankind. This was accomplished
with the New Testament. The word of knowledge was a special supernatural knowledge, not the knowledge that comes
as a result of studying the Bible.

8. Tongues

Tongues Refer to Earthly Languages

The gift of tongues was a supernatural ability to speak an earthly foreign language without special training. Tongues
comes from the word glossa, so the word glossalalia means "to speak in tongues." The word tongues (glossa), when
used in the New Testament, either refers to the physical tongue and its basic meaning or to the language that the
tongue speaks.

To begin a study of tongues, get a concordance and look up the word tongue (glossa), and look at all the places it is
used and how it is used. In the following references (not a complete list) every time the word tongue (glossa) is used, it
always refers to an earthly foreign language: Revelation 5:9; 7:9; 10:11; 11:9.

Law of First Mention

In hermeneutics (the study of interpreting the Scripture), there is a Law of First Mention which simply refers to the
fact that the first mention of an area, a fact or a word, becomes a pattern for subsequent uses of that word or expression
or phenomenon.

The first mention of speaking in tongues in the Bible is found in Acts 2:4: "And they were all filled with the Holy
Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit was giving them utterance." Other "tongues" is the Greek
word glossa. All the different people present are listed in verses 9 and 10. These various groups of people are saying
that they hear what is being said in their own language (verse 11).

Tongues an earthly language is further substantiated in Acts 2:6, "And when this sound occurred, the multitude came
together, and were bewildered, because they were each one hearing them speak in his own language." The Greek word
used here for language is "dialect," but glossa and dialect are used interchangeably so glossa has to mean an earthly
language. (Dialect is also used in verse 8.)

The gift of tongues was Spirit-motivated speech (Acts 2:4) in a particular language as we have already established.
Now it would be hard to believe that the Spirit today is motivating believers to speak in babblings or ecstatic speech,
because that is contrary to what God did when He first gave this ability. Unless there is good reason to think that God
changed this particular ability and gift, we have to assume that the gift of tongues will be the same throughout the
entire Bible.

Gift of Tongues Was a Sign to Unbelievers and a Sign of Judgment to Israel

"So then tongues are for a sign, not to those who believe, but to unbelievers" (1 Cor. 14:22).

In verse 21, the Old Testament is quoted to substantiate that one of the basic purposes of tongues is to be a sign for
unbelievers, but also tongues were a sign to the Jewish nation that they were to be judged for their unbelief (Deut.
28:49).

Anytime there is a foreign language being spoken among the Jews, it is a sign that God is judging the nation Israel
because these foreigners would have conquered Israel (Isa. 28:9 13). Isaiah foretells the judgment God is going to
bring on Israel. The particular people here who have stammering lips and a foreign tongue are the Assyrians. The
presence of the Assyrian language in Israel is an indication and a sign to Israel that God is judging them for their
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unbelief.

Tongues Were One of the Sign Gifts

The sign gifts, remember, were temporary gifts to validate the ministry of the apostles (2 Cor. 12:12). Tongues are
specifically called a sign in 1 Corinthians 14:22.

Once a message had been confirmed by signs and wonders, there was no longer a need for further confirmation (Heb.
2:3 4).

The Gift of Tongues Is not Present Today

What about the ecstatic speech that is a common phenomenon today? Speaking in tongues as it is practiced today is
not Biblical tongues. (We have already established that Biblical tongues refers to foreign languages.) The babblings of
today have their origin in the mystery cults of ancient Greece and the Roman Empire, and it was practiced by
unbelievers.

Experiences Can Be Contrary to the Bible

Be careful not to sift your Bible through what is going on -- instead, know what the Bible says and determine your
experiences in light of the standard -- the Word of God! That can be very difficult because you cannot deny your
experiences. However, a person on drugs might have beautiful mind-boggling experiences, even religious experiences,
but those experiences are not bringing him closer to God. His experience is wrong and drawing him farther away from
God's truth. Some experiences are distractions from God's Word.

Book of Acts Is a Transition Book From Old Testament to New Testament

The Book of Acts records a transition from the Old Testament to the New Testament, the Old Covenant to the New
Covenant. God deals differently with men in the New Testament. Throughout the Old Testament, beginning with
Abraham all the way down to Acts 2, God was dealing primarily with one group of people -- the Jews. Then in Acts 2,
God begins a totally new work; He is going to deal with all peoples and all nations and make them one people.

To make sure that there is not a Jewish church developing and a separate Samaritan church developing, the Samaritans
are brought under the umbrella of the apostles' leadership in Acts 8. They can be sure that God is working through the
apostles to lead and teach them because they receive the Holy Spirit.

You can readily see the importance of tongues as a sign gift -- as a demonstration of God doing a new work and in
doing that new work, He is also judging the nation Israel for their unbelief.

Tongues Were a Sign to the Jews That Gentiles Were to Be Part of the Body of Christ

In the first part of Acts 10, God had to give Peter a special vision so that Peter would be willing to speak to Cornelius
and his household (Gentiles). "While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit fell upon all those who were
listening to the message" (Acts 10:44). What was the reaction of the Jewish believers? "And all the circumcised
believers (Jews) who had come with Peter were amazed, because the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out upon
the Gentiles also" (Acts 10:45). The Jews recognized this sign and its significance (Acts 11:15 18).

What was the sign that the Holy Spirit had been poured out upon the Gentiles? The sign is found in Acts 10:46, "For
they were hearing them speaking with tongues and exalting God." So again, the gift of tongues was proof that God was
not only going to include Jews and Samaritans, but Gentiles as well into the one body God was making. Once the fact
had been established, it did not have to be repeated. Once the Jews knew that the Gentiles were to be a part of the
Body of Christ, it does not make sense that every time a Gentile believed, he had to give the evidence, for that had
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already been established. That is the foundation we are to build upon.

God Began a New Work in Book of Acts

In Acts 19, when Paul meets the disciples of John at Ephesus, Paul asks them if they have received the Holy Spirit and
they answer, "No, we have not even heard whether there is a Holy Spirit" (Acts 19:2). Now some people take this
verse as proof that you do not receive the Holy Spirit when you first believe. However, if you read on in Acts 19, you
find out they have been baptized "into John's baptism." If they have been part of John's ministry, they know that there
is a Holy Spirit (John 1:33), so Acts 19:2 cannot mean they did not know about the Holy Spirit. What it obviously
means is that they had not heard whether the Holy Spirit had been given -- that the Holy Spirit was here performing
His baptizing ministry.

"And when Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy Spirit came on them, and they began speaking with tongues
and prophesying" (Acts 19:6). God wanted to demonstrate that He was doing a new work, and when you recognize that
it was a new work, you have to recognize that the book of Acts is mainly about the transition from Old Covenant to the
New Covenant.

Ephesians 2 stresses the fact that God was indeed doing a new work, a work that is today revealed through the Apostle
Paul's writing, "Remember that you were at that time separate from Christ, excluded from the commonwealth of Israel,
and strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world" (Eph. 2:12; see also verses,
11 16).

Then in Ephesians 3:4 5, "And by referring to this when you read you can understand my insight into the mystery of
Christ which in other generations was not made known to the sons of men, as it has now been revealed to His holy
apostles and prophets in the Spirit." Note that this was not previously revealed; it was new revelation. As a new
revelation, it needed the signs and miraculous evidence that it was indeed revelation. "As it has now been revealed" to
whom? -- all the apostles and prophets!

Self-Edification Was Never the Main Purpose of Tongues

The main purpose of tongues, as already pointed out, was to give a sign to unbelievers. Self-edification was a side
effect that the believer enjoyed for merely exercising his gift of tongues (true of every believer who exercises his gift).
The modern day Pentecostal movement, on the other hand, stresses edification for the individual believer and the
Church, never as a sign to unbelievers.

Most people who are advocating tongues for today have quoted 1 Corinthians 14:2: "For one who speaks in a tongue
does not speak to men, but to God; for no one understands, but in his spirit he speaks mysteries." There are some
problems here. In chapter 12, the purpose of the gifts in general is edification of other believers. Now, God does not
need to be edified (built up to further maturity). First Corinthians 14:2 is not an encouragement to speak to God in
tongues (a different language), for He will understand whatever language I use, including English. The advantage of
my using English is that you and other believers will understand and that is the purpose of spiritual gifts -- to
communicate, to serve and to build up other believers.

Not Every Believer Was Expected to Have Gift of Tongues

"All do not have gifts of healings, do they? All do not speak with tongues, do they?" (1 Cor. 12:30). The gift of
tongues was limited to a few, even back in the time of the apostles. How can people today say that to have the Holy
Spirit a believer must speak in tongues? In light of 1 Cor. 12, that is clearly unbiblical.

First Corinthians 14:5 is often quoted to prove that the gift of tongues is still operative today: "Now I wish that you all
spoke in tongues, but even more that you would prophesy; and greater is one who prophesies than one who speaks in
tongues, unless he interprets, so that the church may receive edifying." Why do some put the emphasis on tongues
when Paul said that he had a greater desire for the people to prophesy? I do not have anyone coming around to my
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door saying that I need to get the gift of prophecy, but I have people praying that I will get the gift of tongues. Paul is
saying that he would like them to have all the gifts, but he would rather that they have the greater gifts. Paul is not
saying that tongues is the gift they should have. If they should have any, it should be the greater gift of prophecy. The
gift of tongues was the least important of all the spiritual gifts. It was last on the list (see 1 Cor. 12:28).

Summary of Gift of Tongues

It is not my purpose to put down the gift of tongues which was a very necessary gift at one time, but rather to evaluate
whether or not that gift has continued until today. According to the Bible, the gift of tongues ceased to exist with the
passing of the apostles.

The Scripture teaches that tongues was a special ability to speak in an earthly foreign language without special
training. The purpose of such a gift was to be used as a sign to validate the ministry of the apostles as they laid the
foundation of the Church. Once the foundation was complete, there was no need for special signs to confirm the
validity of God's work.

The present day phenomenon called "speaking in tongues" (glossalalia) is characterized by indiscernible sounds. Since
that could not be called a foreign language that is understandable by some group today, glossalalia cannot be validly
called Biblical tongues.

9. Interpreting Tongues

Definition of Interpreting Tongues

The gift of interpreting tongues was the supernatural ability to understand a foreign language without special training,
and then to communicate the message to other believers. Interpreting tongues was directly related to the gift of
tongues. In the gift of tongues, God would speak directly through a person, and he would begin to speak in a language
that they had never learned. Someone else would interpret even though he also had never learned that language, and
the other believers were built up (edified) as they heard the special message from God.

Tongues Was of No Value Unless It Was Interpreted

Tongues had no value as a spiritual gift unless it was interpreted, because that was the only way the message was
beneficial to the Church. When tongues was interpreted, it basically became a form of prophecy. A person received a
message from God and gave that message in an intelligible form. If someone preaches the Word in Italian, it does
nothing for me because I do not understand the language. Interpretation is the key, and you cannot have tongues
without interpretation.

"But now, brethren, if I come to you speaking in tongues, what shall I profit you, unless I speak to you either by way
of revelation or of knowledge or of prophecy or of teaching?" (1 Cor. 14:6). Paul is saying that tongues is of no benefit
unless there is some understandable message (interpretation). Paul compares speaking in tongues with musical
instruments producing meaningful sounds -- "Yet even lifeless things, either flute or harp, in producing a sound, if
they do not produce a distinction in the tones, how will it be known what is played on the flute or on the harp?" (1
Cor. 14:7).

The message is clear. Anyone who speaks in tongues which no one understands is just talking into the air, signifying
nothing: "So also you, unless you utter by the tongue speech that is clear, how will it be known what is spoken? For
you will be speaking into the air" (1 Cor. 14:9).

Summary of Gift of Interpreting Tongues

The combined purposes of the gift of tongues and interpreting tongues (you cannot Biblically separate the two gifts)
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were: (1) used as a sign to confirm the work of the apostles and (2) to edify the Church (never for personal
edification).

Legitimate tongues and interpreting tongues are extinct today as their purposes have ended (see Heb. 2:3 4). Since
those gifts have fulfilled their confirming purpose (which was their main reason for existing), tongues and
interpretation have been withdrawn.

* This report has been adapted from a booklet by the same name, by Gil Rugh, Senior Pastor, Indian Hills Community
Church, Lincoln, NE 68510. This booklet in its entirety, as well as other booklets on other topics of interest by Gil
Rugh, may be downloaded in "PDF" format from the IHCC web site.
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Biblical Tongues*
Introduction

In 1 Corinthians 13:1-3, tongues of men refer to understandable human languages; the tongues of angels may refer to
the medium by which angels communicate in heaven. Paul does not say that it is possible or desirable to speak with
the tongues of angels, rather, he says that if such a thing were possible, it is not (nor is any other "gift") the mark of the
Spirit of Christ -- genuine love is that mark (1 Cor. 13 describes Christian love).

other tongues (Acts 2:4), heterais glossai -- that is,

Other than their native tongues. Each one began to speak in a language that he had not acquired and yet it
was a real language and understood by those from various lands familiar with them. It was not jargon, but
intelligible language. Jesus had said that the gospel was to go to all the nations and here the various
tongues of earth were spoken. One might conclude that this was the way in which the message was to be
carried to the nations, but future developments disprove it. This is a third miracle (the sound, the tongues
like fire, the untaught languages). There is no blinking the fact that Luke so pictures them. One need not
be surprised if this occasion marks the fulfilment of the Promise of the Father. But one is not to confound
these miraculous signs with the Holy Spirit. They are merely proof that he has come to carry on the work
of his dispensation. The gift of tongues came also on the house of Cornelius at Caesarea (Acts 10:44-47;
11:15-17), the disciples of John at Ephesus (Acts 19:6), the disciples at Corinth (I Cor. 14:1-33). It is
possible that the gift appeared also at Samaria (Acts 8:18). But it was not a general or a permanent gift.
Paul explains in 1Cor. 14:22 that "tongues" were a sign to unbelievers and were not to be exercised unless
one was present who understood them and could translate them. This restriction disposes at once of the
modern so-called tongues which are nothing but jargon and hysteria. It so happened that here on this
occasion at Pentecost there were Jews from all parts of the world, so that some one would understand one
tongue and some another without an interpreter such as was needed at Corinth. The experience is identical
in all four instances and they are not for edification or instruction, but for adoration and wonder and
worship. As the Spirit gave them utterance (kathos to pneuma edidou apophtheggesthai autois). This is
precisely what Paul claims in I Cor. 12:10,28, but all the same without an interpreter the gift was not to be
exercised (I Cor. 14:6-19). Paul had the gift of tongues, but refused to exercise it except as it would be
understood. Note the imperfect tense here (edidou). Perhaps they did not all speak at once, but one after
another. Apophtheggesthai is a late verb (LXX of prophesying, papyri). Lucian uses it of the ring of a
vessel when it strikes a reef. It is used of eager, elevated, impassioned utterance. In the N.T. only here,
verse 14 and 26:25. Apophthegm is from this verb. (A.T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament,
III.21, 22. Broadman. See RWP in Online Bible.)

own language (Acts 2:6, &c.), tei idiai dialektoi -- that is,

Locative case. Each one could understand his own language when he heard that. Every one that came
heard somebody speaking in his native tongue. (Ibid, 23.)

tongues (various locations), glossa -- that is,

the language used by a particular people in distinction from that of other nations: Acts ii.11...; new
tongues which the speaker has not learned previously, Mk. xvi. 17... 1 Co. xii. 10...; to speak with tongues;
this, as appears from 1 Co. xiv. 7 sqq., is the gift of men who, rapt in an ecstasy and no longer quite
masters of their own reason and consciousness, pour forth their glowing spiritual emotions in strange
utterances, rugged, dark, disconnected, quite unfitted to instruct or to influence the minds of others: Acts x.
46; xix. 6; 1 Cor xii. 30; xiii.1; xiv. 2, 4-6, 13, 18, 23, 27, 39... (J.H. Thayer, The New Thayer's Greek-
English Lexicon, 118.)
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divers kinds of tongues (1 Cor. 12:10), gene glosson -- that is,

No word for "divers" in the Greek. There has arisen a great deal of confusion concerning the gift of
tongues as found in Corinth. They prided themselves chiefly on this gift which had become a source of
confusion and disorder. There were varieties (kinds, gene) in this gift, but the gift was essentially an
ecstatic utterance of highly wrought emotion that edified the speaker(#14:4) and was intelligible to God
(14:2,28). It was not always true that the speaker in tongues could make clear what he had said to those
who did not know the tongue (14:13): It was not mere gibberish or jargon like the modern "tongues," but
in a real language that could be understood by one familiar with that tongue as was seen on the great Day
of Pentecost when people who spoke different languages were present. In Corinth, where no such variety
of people existed, it required an interpreter to explain the tongue to those who knew it not. Hence Paul
placed this gift lowest of all. It created wonder, but did little real good. This is the error of the Irvingites
and others who have tried to reproduce this early gift of the Holy Spirit which was clearly for a special
emergency and which was not designed to help spread the gospel among men. See on Acts 2:13-21;
10:44-46; 19:6. (Robertson, IV.170.)

interpretation of tongues (1 Cor. 12:10), hermeneia glosson -- that is,

Old word, here only and 14:26 in N.T., from hermeneuo from Hermes (the god of speech). Cf. on
diermeneuo in Luke 24:27; Acts 9:36. In case there was no one present who understood the particular
tongue it required a special gift of the Spirit to some one to interpret it if any one was to receive benefit
from it. (Ibid.)

speak with the tongues (1 Cor. 13:1), tais glossais -- that is,

Instrumental case. Mentioned first because really least and because the Corinthians put undue emphasis on
this gift. (Robertson, IV.177.)

all spake with tongues (1 Cor. 14:5) -- that is,

Translate, "Now I wish you all to speak with tongues (so far am I from thus speaking through having any
objection to tongues), but rather IN ORDER THAT (as my ulterior and higher wish for you) ye should
prophesy." Tongues must therefore mean languages, not ecstatic, unintelligible rhapsodie (as NEANDER
fancied): for Paul could never "wish" for the latter in their behalf. (Jameson/Fausset/Brown, III.Part 3.323.
Eerdmans.)

Hastings points out that "It is significant that the Pauline notices of 'tongue-speech' are concerned only with the
Corinthian Church." Mystical, ecstatic, even demonic utterances in supposed communication with the gods were not
uncommon in Corinth. Ecstatic utterances had invaded the church from the pagan worship so prevalent in the city (1
Cor. 14:2, 4, 13, 14, 19, 26, 27, including all the verses having unknown added by the translators). 1 Cor. 14:9 refers to
the physical tongue of man; 1 Cor 14:23, plural with a plural pronoun, refers to the Corinthian ecstatic utterances.
Observe that chapter 14 contains a mixture of the word tongues: vv. 2, 4, 13, 19, 26 & 27, pagan ecstatic utterances;
vv. 5, 6, 18 & 22, actual ethnic languages. (Encyclopaedia, III.371a; The Pulpit Commentary, XIX.397; The Hebrew-
Greek Key Study Bible, by Spiros Zodhiates, 1436, 1438.)

Therefore, Paul says that he desires that they would indeed be able to supernaturally speak with other ethnic languages
as he can, but on the other hand, he is soundly renouncing and rebuking the ecstatic utterances which were actually
taking place in this church.

Overview

Let us make a quick overview of three main points from 1 Corinthians chapters 12-14 (covered in more detail later in
this report):
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First, notice Paul anchors tongues firmly in the law of Moses by citing tongues' Old Testament foundation, their time-
frame, and purpose, 14:21, 22, which we will develop shortly. Furthermore, Paul refers to Moses' command for women
to remain silent in the church assembly and to learn from their own husbands, 14:34, 35. (A result of the fall is that the
husband is commanded to instruct his wife, Gen. 3:16; Eph. 5:22; 1 Pet. 3:1. Thus, for a woman to instruct men in the
church is a direct effort to overthrow God's word.) The command is followed immediately with, If any man think
himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge that these things that Paul writes to the church are the
commandments of God, v. 37.

Second, notice Paul's list of "gifts," 12:8-10 and v. 28; tongues (ethnic languages) is listed last, showing that they were
the least desirable of all the gifts (cf. 14:5). Whatever is done in the church is for one purpose only: to edify the church
-- the individual is to excel in building up the church, 14:12. Paul is quite clear in 14:4: The Corinthian ecstatic
utterance was for self-edification, and was connected with the pride that Paul had to deal with in this letter. Paul makes
a contrast -- prophesying (preaching the whole counsel of God, Jesus Christ in His entirety, Ac. 20:27; Rev. 19:10)
edifies the church, while ecstatic utterances edify the individual (it makes one feel good).

Third, we see that tongues (both ethnic languages and the Corinthian ecstatic utterance) had to be interpreted for the
profit of the entire assembly, vv. 5, 13, 27, 28; thus, if there was no interpretation for what was spoken, neither ethnic
languages nor ecstatic utterance was permitted. In addition, Paul clearly and absolutely forbids women from taking any
part in the speaking or interpretation of tongues; it is confusion, 14:33-35. What is needed in the church is clear --
distinct and easily understood speaking, 14:7-12. Therefore, Paul, without actually telling them to stop the ecstatic
utterances, placed severe enough restriction on them that, if they would obey him, they would stop. Notice the
connection that we will come back to, 14:8 -- he connects tongues with the trumpet that sounded the alarm as in the
Old Testament, Ezekiel 3 and 33, etc. God's messenger is to sound the trumpet of warning midst sin and evil. If the
trumpet cannot be understood, what good is it?

In Paul's first letter to Corinth, he dealt with situations that developed in this church with "the gifts." In chapter 12:1,
Paul starts his address on the subject of spiritual gifts; thus, chapter 13 cannot be taken out of context from chapters 12
and 14. These three chapters (12-14) were written to deal with the outside influence of the ecstatic utterances flooding
into the church from the pagan temple worship of Aphrodite. Paul made it clear to the Corinthians that their speech
(glossa) had no spiritual significance before the Christian God (1 Cor. 14:6-11). Furthermore, in these three chapters,
Paul points out the difference between the real tongues and the ecstatic utterances that were taking place. Obviously,
what was going on at Corinth was causing problems because Paul, in 12-14, is not exhorting its practice; rather, he
lists its restrictions and regulations.

Spiritual Defined

It is important to understand that these three chapters (12-14 of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians) are dealing with a
problem: misunderstood spirituality. 1 Corinthians 12:1, spiritual -- Paul follows the same line of thought as he did in
Galatians 6:1; these Corinthians were misunderstanding what it meant to be spiritual. Because of the carry-over of the
pagan idea of worship (and thus spirituality), they were associating the pagan ecstatic utterance with spirituality and
communion with the heavenly Father. Notice that the word gifts is added by the translators; therefore, Paul writes the
whole passage (chaps. 12-14) to clear up the misunderstanding associated with spirituality. (True spirituality is defined
in chapter 13; see also 1 Jn. 3:14.)

Tongues & God's Law

Paul firmly anchored tongues (ethnic languages, not ecstatic speech) in the law, as clearly revealed in the Old
Testament; therefore, we must do the same. Tongues were a warning to unbelieving Jews of God's soon coming, and
even present, national judgment; tongues were a sign for those who knew God's Old Testament law; tongues were a
call to the nation that had forsaken its God, a call to repent and turn from its sin and back to the Lord God through
Christ, 14: 21, 22 -- Tongues were for a sign not to them that believe already the truth of God's Word, but to those
who believed not. The clear preaching of God's Word, prophesying, was for believers.

Here, as in all places, our final authority for all that is believed, said, and practiced must be God's Word (2 Tim. 3:16).
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Christ Himself commanded us to search the Scriptures that we might find the truth of a matter (Jn. 5:39, 46, 47). Both
Paul and Christ were referring to searching the Old Testament Scriptures to confirm any and every doctrine, because
there were no New Testament Scriptures when Christ spoke and Paul wrote. The Old Testament was safely kept in the
Synagogues. The Bereans were commended as being more noble than those in Thessalonica, because they searched the
Old Testament Scriptures daily to confirm what they were being taught by Paul (Ac. 17:11). Should we not do the
same? Therefore, we must reach back to the Old Testament, as Paul does here, to find the truth about tongues. 

Isaiah & Tongues

Isaiah says that if anyone speaks not according to the law and to the testimony (of the prophets), there is no light in
him (Is. 8:20; see also Lk. 24:44-48). Paul, by quoting Isaiah 28:11-12 in 1 Corinthians 14:20-22, rebukes the
Corinthians for not understanding the Old Testament Scriptures in their use of "the gift of tongues." Charismatic
"Christians" today should tremble in fear of the Lord as they read the passage Paul used to instruct the first generation
of Christians.

Isaiah 28 takes place in the latter years of Hezekiah, King of Judah, 705-701 BC. Before his rule (722 BC), Assyria
invaded Palestine and the Northern Kingdom. Ephraim was destroyed. Now, many years later, Isaiah warns the people
of the Southern Kingdom, Judah, that the same thing will happen to them (cf. Jer. 3:7-10). But instead of trusting in
the Lord for their deliverance from Assyria, Judah makes a deal with Egypt. Their unity with pagan Egypt brings an
influx of heathen practices into the congregation of the Lord, and their hearts turn from Him. In vv. 7-8, God's prophet
points to the leaders of Judah, and tells the world that they are involved in wicked, evil practices -- a drunken party.
The leaders mock Isaiah and his warning concerning their spiritual condition. Not liking to be addressed as
irresponsible children, even though they are childish, they call his teaching childishly simple. As far as they are
concerned, Isaiah, a legalist preacher, speaks down to them as one would to a minor, and, considering themselves "free
adults," they resent Isaiah, and sneer at his warning.

The prophet, in vv. 11-13, deals with them in the very point of their sarcasm (he continues to speak to them as
children, using their scorn for God's Word against them) as he makes his prophetic announcement of coming
judgment, vv. 14ff. Since the people will not listen to God as He speaks to draw them back to His Word with plain and
simple words that they understand and use daily (including the weather, v. 2 & Dt. 28:24), He will speak to them in a
language they cannot understand, Assyrian. Now they will need an interpreter to understand the other "tongues,"
languages (Is. 10:5-6). When they hear the stammering lips and another tongue on the streets of Jerusalem, as well as
throughout the land (i.e., the Assyrian language which they understood not), they will know that God's judgment is
upon them according to Isaiah's warning. The another tongue was a sure sign pointing them directly back to Isaiah's
warning of the coming judgment at which they had mocked and sneered. 

Moses & Tongues

The warning goes back well before Isaiah. We find the basic law for Isaiah's warning (and Paul's) in Deuteronomy
28:15-68 (36, 49). There Moses points out to the congregation of the Lord (the seed of Israel) that one result of God's
people rejecting the Lord as their King would be servitude to a people whose tongue (language) they would not
understand, which is genuine, lawful, Biblical tongues. If God's people will not serve the Biblical God as their King,
whose Word is easily understood (Dt. 30:14, Rom. 10:8), they will serve the heathen, whose words they cannot
understand, 47-49. Therefore, let us not suppose for a moment that the rebellious Jews who Isaiah and Paul spoke to,
did not make the connection of Deuteronomy 28:45-68. There is no way they could have missed the connection, but
knowing human nature as we do (we have it), they ignored the facts. "Other tongues" was the result of rejecting God's
rule (total authority) over them (cf. 1 Sam. 8). This fact is well established in the Word of God, and will not change.

Deuteronomy 28:15-68 was fulfilled at least three times: First, it was fulfilled when Assyria moved against God's
people in fulfillment of Isaiah's warning (2 Kg. 15:5, 23, 24; 18:11; 1 Chr. 5:26. One of the symbols of Assyria was a
winged lion -- see Dt. 28:49); Second, it was fulfilled when God moved his servant's army, Babylon, against His
people (Jer. 25:9); Third, it was fulfilled when God sent Titus against Jerusalem in AD 70.
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The stammering lips and another tongue was/is God's judicial sign of judgment upon his people because they harden
their hearts against the simple truths of which Moses and the prophet Isaiah spoke.

In Isaiah's day, the judgment came in the form of Assyria, and the speaking of the Assyrian language on the streets of
Judah pointed to Isaiah's prophecy being fulfilled -- they could not understand the language without an interpreter. In
Jeremiah's day, the tongues were Chaldean. In Paul's day, God's people had again degenerated into an apostate nation,
and had rejected the true Prophet, Christ the Messiah, and His warnings. No doubt, if He had come as a worldly king
with military might or as an elite man of some kind, they might have listened to Him, but He did not. He came as a
humble servant of God; He came with a simple and plain message that the common man could readily understand,
identify with, and accept, and the elite rejected and killed Him. Christ warned of the horrible judgment that would
come as the result of their rejection of the Son (Mt. 21-24). In fact, He said that the former judgments would be
nothing compared to the one that was coming, 24:21, 22. Assyria, as terrible as it was, would pale compared to the
punishment in store for the rejection and crucifixion of Christ.

Signs & Tongues

After the crucifixion of the Son of God, and before the final destruction of the Jewish nation, the sign of tongues re-
appeared. To the Jews who knew the law (Dt. 28) and the prophets (Is. 28), it meant only one thing -- judgment. Other
tongues (ethnic languages) were not new to them; it had happened in the past. In the middle of Paul's significant
warning concerning the proper use of tongues (1 Cor. 14), we have his reference to Isaiah, 14:21. Paul clearly
identifies tongues in the same context as did Isaiah -- a sure sign of judgment for rejecting God's warning. The Roman
language that would be spoken on the streets of Jerusalem would not be understood without an interpreter.

Thus, indignation and wrath, Tribulation and anguish came upon the Jews first, in the form of Assyria, Babylon, and
Rome for their refusal to glorify God, the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, with their personal, religious, social, and
national lives. Paul clearly tells us that God, being no respecter of persons, will also send indignation and wrath,
Tribulation and anguish against the Gentiles for the same offense.

Similarities

Something that is quite amazing in the passage we are considering is the context in which Paul quotes Isaiah's warning,
and the resistance (even anger) exhibited by the Jewish leaders against Isaiah, accusing him of treating them like
children (cf. Isaiah 28). Both Isaiah and Paul are dealing with immature people who claimed to be God's people;
however, they were children whose pride and rebellion caused them to harden against being treated like and spoken to
as children.

Children

Our Lord said, except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven (Mk.
10:15). It is not hard at all to follow this call to humility and conversion, as the gospel of the kingdom goes out from
the very first day that Christ taught it, to the last days of Paul as he taught i. (Mt. 3:2; Ac. 28:31). The idea of
becoming as little children would have struck at the very heart of the rebellious nation, as once again the religious
leaders became hostile at the thought of being treated like children. In fact, having to put on the spirit of a child is
enough to make any "natural man" hostile. But not only is childishness required in order to enter into the kingdom of
heaven, but it is required to advance in His kingdom. Stephen told the religious leaders (as did every other preacher of
the gospel, including Christ) that they were the same pious, rebellious, stiff-necked, proud, hardhearted, hypocritical
men as were their fathers who mocked and sneered at Isaiah's instruction (Ac. 7:51-60).

Moving to the middle of Paul's instruction in chp. 14, v. 20, we see that his warning against childishness fits in with
the situation in which Isaiah spoke (1 Cor. 14:21 & Is. 28:11). Isaiah was rejected by the Jewish leaders because he
was treating them like children; Paul tells the folks at Corinth, "Don't continue in your childish attitudes as your fathers
did in Isaiah's time. Grow up! Remember, the reason for other tongues is to speak to a rebellious, stubborn, stiff-
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necked people who will not hear the plain, easily understood Word of God. When your fathers rejected the clear, plain
message of repentance toward God and faith in Christ, they had to listen to other tongues: an ethnic and unintelligible
language of a foreign invader. Your fathers needed an interpreter to understand what was being said." Paul's thought
continues: "The another tongue Isaiah referred to had nothing to do with salvation or with being spiritual; rather, it is a
sign of judgment which is either already here or is coming."

Also, notice Paul's indictment against this church for being childish (1 Cor. 13:11, 14:20). The supernatural ability to
speak an unknown (to the speaker) foreign language was being used with pride, as a child would be lifted up with
pride over abilities he had and he considered superior to another's abilities. Paul points out that childishness is only
commendable in the matter of malice, not in understanding. He tells them to grow up. Again, the connection is
significant as he moves from this exhortation into the quote from Isaiah. The context of both Paul and Isaiah has to do
with childishness and maturity.

Paul's 13 Guidelines

Note some significant points made by Paul as he tries to instruct this worldly, immature, and childish church
concerning the proper use of tongues. Remember, the ecstatic utterances from the pagan worship had infiltrated this
church, and was being mistaken for something godly and spiritual. We have already noted Paul's distinction between
their ecstatic speech and true spirituality. We will not cover the whole chapter (1 Cor. 14) but will quickly mention
thirteen guidelines which Paul establishes for the proper use of tongues:

1) The other tongues, as used in chapter 14, is the power given by the Holy Spirit to speak in a literal, foreign
language, unknown to the speaker -- an obvious fact from the passage. Referring back to either the situation with the
Assyrians or with the Romans, the context of chapter 14 would be something like this: The people did not understand
Rome's language, for it was unknown. A person not knowing Rome's language has the supernatural ability from God to
speak it. Those around him do not understand Rome's language either, so the speaker needs an interpreter to translate
his words into a common language, so his hearers can understand him. Paul says it is crazy to speak in a language that
requires an interpreter when one can speak in the common language and present a message easily understood by all (1
Cor. 14:1-12).

In all three cases, Assyrian, Chaldean, and Roman, tongues were a foreign language for which the hearers needed an
interpreter to understand (Dt. 28:49; Is. 28:11; cf. all of Acts, esp. chap. 2). Anything other than this scenario of an
actual foreign language would have to be the ecstatic speech carried over from paganism, which Paul vehemently
stands against. He tells the immature Christians at Corinth to quit seeking the childish things and grow up, e.g., "Sure,
it makes one feel good to be able to supernaturally speak in a foreign language not understood by others, but what
good is it to speak in mysteries that only God can understand? It's so much better to speak in the common language of
those present." Paul says that he would rather speak five words in easily understood language than ten thousand words
unintelligible to his hearers (1 Cor. 14:19).

If it were not so obviously fraud against their hearers, we could find it amusing that those who claim supernatural gifts
of speaking in tongues must have interpreters when they go to foreign countries to speak. How can they claim the
supernatural gift of tongues is from God if they cannot even preach the gospel in an unknown (to them) native tongue?
In other words, their tongues are not foreign languages, but are ecstatic utterances, a hold-over from the ecstatic
utterance that had invaded the Corinthian church from the pagan worship so prevalent in that city.

2) Prophecy, not tongues, was to be desired, 14:1-5. The desirable thing is the ability to explain the practical
applications of God's Word, which alone will build God's people. Everything done within the church is to be for the
benefit of the body of believers. The purpose of the public assembly is to admonish one another, to build up and
strengthen one another, and to be an encouragement and help (Heb. 10:25). When we consider the true purpose of
tongues (warning of God's wrath upon the rebellious Jewish nation), we can see how tongues would not "edify" a
church. They would edify an individual and lead to vast amounts of pride, e.g., "I'm special because God is using me
to speak to that person about God's judgment to come." (Yes, I see 14:5, except he interpret, that the church may
receive edifying. We will see more of this as we continue.)
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3) Tongues were not spontaneous, 14:2, 28, 32, etc. There were several conditions that had to be met.

4) 14:8 is an interesting comparison -- speech is compared to a trumpet that sounds an alarm (Num. 10:5; Jer. 4:19;
6:17; 42:14). Paul calls tongues an uncertain trumpet, an uncertain alarm for battle. In fact, anything not easily
understood would leave the people unprepared for battle -- the battle was a spiritual one, as well as one against
personal, social, religious, and national evil and wickedness.

5) [T]ongues were for a sign ... to them which believe not. When the hardened, unbelieving Jew heard the tongues
(supernatural speaking in a foreign language that was not his native tongue), the tongues would speak to him of the
coming judgment against his hardness and rebellion (because he would know the lesson taught by both Moses and
Isaiah, v. 22).

6) However, to the unlearned (those not knowing the law of Moses) and to the unbelieving Gentile (who also would
not know the law), tongues would be madness, v. 23.

7) It was to be the preaching of the gospel of Christ and of eternal judgment to come that would cause the visitor to
believe, v. 24. It is the clear, easily understood presentation of the gospel that reveals the heart, causing conviction and
conversion, vv. 24, 25 (1 Cor. 1:21; Heb. 4:12, 13).

Looking through Acts, we see that in every instance of tongues there were unbelieving Jews present -- that is,
unbelieving in the gospel (Ac. 2), unbelieving in the Holy Spirit (we have not so much as heard whether there be any
Holy Ghost, Ac. 19:2), or unbelieving that the gospel should go to the Gentiles (Ac. 10).

1 Corinthians 12-14: The purpose of Paul's instruction is to clear up the misunderstanding of what is spiritual. The
Corinthians were under the delusion that the ecstatic utterances from pagan worship were a sign of being in close
fellowship with the Holy God of heaven and earth. First, Paul said the supernatural ability to speak in an unlearned
and unknown foreign language was the least important of all the gifts. Why do we need to speak in a foreign tongue
when our message can be so much more effective in the common language? Paul's second guideline was to only use
what will edify the complete body of believers within the church -- the ability to speak in a foreign tongue edified only
the speaker. Third, tongues (ethnic languages) must be interpreted by a man who speaks them -- a message in a
foreign language that cannot be understood by the hearers is useless. It would be absurd to use a supernatural ability to
speak in another language that the hearers cannot comprehend, 14:5. Fourth, the ability to speak in an unknown
foreign language was to warn the hardened unbelieving Jews that judgment was on its way -- soon he would witness
on the streets of his own hometown an invading army whose language he would need an interpreter to understand. This
was backed up by the law and the prophets. Judgment was coming upon the Jewish nation for rejecting the plain, clear,
child-like message of God (the Messiah), which had been in their own language and easily understood. Obviously
then, there had to be an unbelieving Jew present for supernatural tongues (ethnic languages) to be of God (see Mt.
23:34-39).

Continuing with Paul's instructions:

8) Speaking in a foreign language could not be uncontrolled, for it always had to be planned, orderly, and subject to
the speaker, 14:32-34, 40.

9) At the most, there could only be three speakers, and then only one at a time could speak, vv. 2, 27.

10) Furthermore, there had to be a person present who could translate what was said into the common language of the
assembly, v. 28. If there was no one who could translate (explain) what was said, then either the speaker had to do it
(v. 5), or he had to keep quiet.

11) As already mentioned, there had to be an unbelieving Jew present because when the speaker spoke in the foreign
language of that Jew's birth, that unbelieving Jew would understand and know from the law and the prophets about the
judgment to come against his unbelief, v. 22. As the speaker spoke in the unbelieving Jew's language, for the rest of
the church to understand, either an interpreter or the speaker himself must explain what was said.
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12) Probably one of the more important restrictions placed by Paul on the use of tongues is found in vv. 34-35:
tongues were, without exception, absolutely forbidden to women in the churches. The purpose of tongues was to
"preach" to the unbelieving (yet knowledgeable of Moses) Jew, and he would know that women were forbidden to take
any speaking or leadership authority in the assembly of God's people; they were required to be under subjection to
their own husbands in their homes (Eph. 5:22-24; 1 Tim. 2:11-12). The situation at the city of Corinth makes this a
very important point: Corinth was famous for its immorality with its temple prostitutes (one thousand were kept in the
temple). One of the signs that these prostitutes (priestesses) were in close communion with their gods was their ecstatic
utterances during the temple rituals of sexual orgies. Thus, we have Paul's firm statement, for it is a shame for women
to speak in church, v. 35, referring to either preaching or usurping authority over the men of the church (of course,
preaching is the exercise of authority based upon God's Word). The ability to speak in the foreign language of that
unbelieving Jew's birth was a sign to him; however, to an unbelieving Jew, a woman was little better than a slave.
(Only Christianity elevates women to the status of respect and honor, 1 Pet. 3:7.) Under no circumstances would an
unbelieving Jew in Paul's day have listened to a woman speak from any position in a Christian assembly -- a woman
speaking would completely destroy the purpose of tongues. (The Jewish man thanked God for three things every day:
that he wasn't a publican, that he wasn't a Gentile, and that he wasn't a woman.)

13) Tongues were not to be forbidden, 14:39. In Paul's day, before the judgment against Jerusalem of which tongues
spoke, tongues were needed, and to forbid them would be to forbid the Spirit of God from expressing his warning
message of judgment through his chosen vessel. Judgment was at the door; Jerusalem was on the very threshold of
being completely overturned, heaped up in a pile, burned, and, as Josephus says, her foundations plowed with a yoke
of oxen. The Israelite/Jewish race, as known in the Old Testament, was on the verge of extinction, so God continued to
send warnings to that race right up to the day Jerusalem was sealed by Rome with millions inside. 

Pray

In addition, notice these two points about v. 14: first, pray in this verse does not mean "addressed to God" as in
Matthew 21:22, etc.; rather, it means "to offer prayers, to pray, (everywhere of prayers to the gods, or to God)" as in
Matthew 6:5, where the Pharisees depended on their loud, long public prayers to be heard by the Lord (cf. Mk. 12:40).
The word pray (1 Cor. 14:14) can refer to either empty words spoken into the air, or meaningful words. It is used twice
in Matthew 6:5, once for proper and once for improper prayer ( The New Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon, 545).
Therefore, claiming that pray (ecstatic utterance) in v. 14 is words spoken to the Father stretches the context beyond
Scriptural recognition. Scripture is clear: there is no direct approach to the Father through words or any other means.
All who come to the Father must come through Christ (Jn. 14:6, 13, etc.). Therefore, the only prayer which the Father
hears is through Christ. Second, my spirit, not the Holy Spirit -- in other words, "My spirit can, by some circumstance,
be moved to an utterance." (Many leaders know how to use emotions to produce their desired effects, e.g., ecstatic
utterances and/or large "gifts." Note Paul's final remark on this subject, vv. 37, 38.)

Conclusion

The best thing is to testify of Christ, preach the gospel, apply his Word to the whole of life and thought, and do not
forbid tongues, as long as they meet the conditions established by Paul to prevent their misuse (chaps. 12-14). Of
course, those conditions cannot be met today, but if tongues were "active" today, they no doubt would be something
like Paul laid out in 1 Cor. 14:18.

Ecstatic utterances at Corinth were a carry-over from the pagan temple worship. Biblical tongues was the supernatural
ability to speak an unknown foreign language: As God's warning message was delivered in the Christian assemblies in
tongues, it spoke to the hearts of the unbelieving Jewish hearers. The result was to be their repentance of sin and
turning to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Paul said, "You are proud of your spirituality, but let me show you what true spirituality really is." Then he moves into
chapter 13: True spirituality is defined as humility and love for one another shown by actions, not by any "supernatural
ability" one might think he has (see all of 1 John). Love is shown by rejoicing over someone's conversion, by
encouraging others when the person takes a stand for Christ, by unity among the body of Christ, by a willingness to do
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for one another, by Biblical rebuke and correction when required, and by a genuine family spirit among the body of
believers (1 Cor. 12:12-31; 13:1-13).

The pagan's definition of close, spiritual contact with their gods (ecstatic utterances) had crept into the
Corinthian church, and the people claimed spirituality and love for God because they could imitate the pagans.
Paul points out that what they had was not true spirituality (chapter 13).

American "Christianity," as a whole, is as paganized as was Corinth's and Israel's of old. America's religious leaders,
as Israel's of old, have ignored God's warnings, united with pagans, and have mocked and are mocking God's Word
and God's men. Judgment is surely coming.

* Adapted from the December 1997 issue of The Biblical Examiner; used by permission.
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Speaking in Tongues*
The issue of "speaking in tongues" plays an important role in our days, and we should consider some of the reasons
why Bible-based Christians cannot join this movement. Several points, which we will discuss briefly, condemn the
present-day tongues movement as not being of God.

(1) 1 Corinthians is the only epistle that mentions speaking in tongues. This phenomenon has nothing to do with
"praying in the Spirit" (Rom. 8; Eph. 5; Jude 20). Therefore, "speaking in tongues" is not essential, as some claim, for
the life of faith of a Christian.

(2) In the Scriptures, "tongues" always mean languages that really exist(ed). The Greek word "glossa" is also used in
the phrase "tongues, as of fire" (Acts 2:2), to indicate the tongue as a member of the human body. It is further used in
Revelation 5:9: "every tribe, tongue, and people ..." to represent the different populations on the earth, with their
different languages.

(3) Someone may speak in tongues (a foreign language), but this is never a proof that such a person is filled with, or
even indwelt by, the Holy Spirit, let alone a spiritual believer (cf. 1 Cor. 1:5; 3:1).

(4) The gift of tongues is a manifestation of the Holy Spirit in the sense that He gives this gift through sovereign grace
to some in the Assembly and He works in them (1 Cor. 12).

(5) As a gift of the Spirit, tongues receives the last place in 1 Corinthians 12:28 (which presents the order of
importance from apostles and downwards) because its possibility to edify is very limited (1 Cor. 14), except in gospel
work on the mission front. Paul, in his travels, spoke in foreign languages certainly using his spiritual gifts but not in
his home assembly.

(6) Only the apostles and some of those converted by their ministry spoke in tongues. Generally speaking, the sign-
gifts are limited to the apostles (apart from the Lord, of course). See Acts 2:43; 3:7-9; 5:12, 15; 9:40; 19:11.

(7) The signs are given as proofs and characteristics of the work of an apostle (2 Cor. 12:12). Apostles must have been
with the Lord during His earthly ministry or have seen the Lord in the glory, as happened to Paul (Acts 1:21-26; 9:3; 1
Cor. 9:1; 15:8).

(8) The signs and miracles, including tongues, were given by God to confirm His Word (Mk. 16:17; Heb. 2:3-4; Jn.
2:23-25). The passage in Hebrews 2 refers to sign-gifts as something of the past, already past when this epistle was
written (a few years before the destruction of the temple in 70 AD).

(9) Speaking in tongues is, therefore, a sign for the unbelievers (1 Cor. 14: 19-25) so they could understand what was
being said (v.23). [The gift of healing is similar. We find in the New Testament that it is used only for the benefit of
unbelievers (especially among the Jews, who looked for signs) to reach their conscience, to confirm the Word that was
preached, and to establish the new testimony. We do not read about any healing of believers; in fact, to the contrary
(see 1 Cor. 11:30; 1 Tim. 5:23; 2 Tim. 4:20; Gal. 4:13-14; 2 Cor. 12:7).]

(10) Speaking in tongues is only described in the book of Acts, in the three cases when new groups of believers were
introduced into the Assembly (or Church) -- the Jews in ch. 2, the Gentiles in ch. 10, and the disciples of John the
Baptist in Acts 19:6. All spoke in different languages, and that, without having asked for it!

(11) With the progression of the testimony in the book of Acts, the number of signs and miracles diminishes quickly.

(12) Scripture presents two cases when signs and wonders take place. Most commonly, they are characteristic for the
very beginning of a new dispensation. By way of exception, they also occur as a unique and temporary testimony to
warn the professing people of God of soon-coming judgments. Moses, Joshua, our Lord, the twelve apostles, and the
seventy that were sent out, were only sent to Israel and would fit in the first category (beginning of a new
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dispensation), whereas Elijah and Elisha fit in the second category (warning of judgment). The past testimony of signs
and wonders, at the beginning of the Christian era, as well as a future testimony after the rapture of the Church, takes
place within the borders of the Roman Empire.

(13) The completion of the revelation of the Word of God put an end to the special revelations, prophecies, and sign-
gifts, including speaking in tongues (1 Cor. 13:8-10). We cannot discuss in detail in this report 1 Corinthians 12-14
(see report titled Biblical Tongues), but note that we should distinguish the gifts of prophecy and revelation of the
beginning (Eph. 2:20), when the Word of God was not yet completed, from the gift of prophecy for edification
(building up) which still continues to the present time (1 Cor. 13:8), the Word being now complete. [It is remarkable
that the apostle Paul, inspired by the Holy Spirit, uses two different verbs in the Greek text to indicate a distinction
between prophecy and knowledge on the one hand, which shall be done away with, and speaking in tongues on the
other, of which he says "they shall cease" (1 Cor. 13:8). This last verb we could also translate with "pause," because
they will function again at the introduction of the millennial reign.]

(14) Speaking in tongues is also presented in the New Testament as a fulfillment of Joel 2 and Isaiah 28 (1 Cor. 14:21)
and, therefore, is intimately linked with Israel or the Jews. In Acts 2 and 19, and also in Corinth, the Jews are
addressed by different tongues. Thus, they heard the Word of their God spoken to them with "pagan" tongues,
something very exceptional. After the introduction of believing Gentiles into the Church, and after the formal closing
of the Jewish dispensation (illustrated at the end of Acts 28 and implemented in the year 70 AD with the destruction of
the temple), there are no more sign-gifts, at least not on behalf of God. [The enemy will fool people through an energy
of error, allowed by God, in the coming days of apostasy (2 Thess. 2:8-12); however, a similar spirit of error is
already at work, referred to as the mystery of iniquity.] God will give them again in the near future, connected with
Israel: by the two witnesses in Jerusalem (Rev. 11) and, at the beginning of the coming millennial reign (Isa. 32; 53;
Ps. 103), connected with a special healing of Israel.

(15) With regard to speaking in tongues (as well as any speaking), it is stated in 1 Corinthians 14:34 that women
should be silent in the local assembly. Therefore, besides the arguments already given to show that speaking in tongues
as a gift of God was limited to the beginning of the Church, we now come to a command of God, given at the
beginning, but still valid for today. Yet, when these "gifts" are displayed today, mostly women are involved. [This is
not said to discriminate against women! It is a matter of obedience to the Lord Jesus and of submission to the authority
of His Word.]

(16) In religious movements and cults, such as Christian Science, Theosophy, Adventism, and all kinds of Pentecostals
and Charismatics, women play an important role, either in the start of such a movement or in its emotional practices.
The Holy Spirit should control emotions, which is often not so. Genesis 2-3 and 1 Timothy 2:11-15 indicate the place
God has given to women; these passages also show how the enemy attacks God's order.

(17) Wrong use of speaking in tongues, even in the days of the apostles, was caused either by ignorance (1 Cor.
14:38), by lack of experience (1 Cor. 12:1), because of spiritual imperfection or immaturity (1 Cor. 2:6-16), or even
willful abuse (1 Cor. 4:19).

(18) Unbelievers can do signs (Mt. 7:22; Rev. 13; 2 Th. 2:9; 2 Chr. 18:21; Acts 16:16). Furthermore, so-called
speaking in tongues has been practiced in the past (even before the early days of the Church) by unbelievers and false
teachers, as well as in our days: Plato, Virgil, before Christian Era; Irving, 19th century; Mormons, Buddhists,
Spiritists, besides so-called Charismatics, in past and present days.

(19) True believers can place themselves under wrong, diabolical influences, as occurred to Peter (Mt. 16:21-23).

(20) The tongues at the beginning of the Christian era were real languages that could be verified. Today, those who
pretend to speak in languages (tongues) do not know what language they speak nor what they say. Sometimes they try
to justify themselves by saying that they are speaking in the tongues of angels (because nobody can check this).

(21) Often there is no interpretation, in contrast to Paul's instructions in 1 Corinthians 14. In reality, uncontrolled
expressions that nobody can translate are pronounced; sometimes even curses are uttered, though in a language none of
those present understands. If they give interpretations, they may contradict each other, or they are sometimes much
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longer than the tongue-spoken message, or they are very subjective, instead of glorifying Christ.

(22) A key passage is 1 Corinthians 14:15. This verse shows the one praying, singing, or speaking in tongues (and in
context this refers to men in the public meetings of the local assembly) must himself understand what he speaks.

(23) To heed this principle would be very beneficial for many Christians today, who are involved in all kinds of
manmade systems and may be placing themselves (often without realizing it) under demonic influences. Even so-
called "singing in tongues" is practiced today.

Conclusion

Speaking in tongues, when practiced according to the Bible, is a sign from God given to warn unbelievers of
impending judgment. Because of this point, Scripture provides limiting conditions for its use within the Church,
including the requirement that an interpretation should be given (also in the case of a visitor speaking a foreign
language).

Furthermore, tongues were a characteristic of apostolic ministry, to confirm the Word of God in a time when the
Church was not yet established in all its diversity and when the revealed Word of God was not yet completed. The
destruction of the temple closed the days of the Jewish era. With the establishment of the new Christian testimony,
which included Jewish Christians, the exercise of the sign-gifts, including speaking in tongues, simply stopped. (On
the foundation of the apostles and prophets of the New Testament, Ephesians 2:20; Paul's ministry completed the
Word of God and closed the period in which God gave revelations.) Therefore, the modern-day tongues movement
must be rejected as a demonic influence which serves several purposes:

(1) To keep believers in ignorance and spiritual immaturity;

(2) To suggest that right now, in a day of small things like in Zechariah 4:10, we can have the same "great things of
God" (Acts 2:11) as in the early days of the Church;

(3) To suggest that we are not under Gods dealings in discipline, because of decline and disobedience;

(4) To sow discord among Christians, while creating outward unity;

(5) To mobilize emotions, which are not controlled by the Spirit and Word of God.

Several Errors Often Accompany Speaking in Tongues Today:

(1) Often this practice goes together with introducing, defending, or propagating false teachings concerning the Person
and Work of Christ;

(2) Women play a dominating role, forsaking the role assigned to them in the Word of God;

(3) There is a lack of true spiritual growth in the tongue-speaking movement;

(4) There is ignorance with regard to doctrinal or moral evil;

(5) There are many conflicts and dissensions because of a carnal condition.

The Lord has given His people the ability to understand His thoughts (1 Cor. 2:15) provided there is a true spiritual
attitude (1 Cor. 2:6). When a Christian is speaking in tongues without knowing what he is saying, then this conflicts
with his Christian position. It is also crucial, in our days of ruin in the Christian profession, to make sure from which
source, Christ or Satan, one receives instructions, influences, or directives. James 3 is quite clear about the possibility
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of two different sources or fountains (cf. 1 Cor. 12:1-3; 1 Jn. 4:1-3).

Finally, the instructions in 2 Timothy 2 give much help for our days. Are we going to be real servants of the Lord? Are
we willing to maintain His rights in the midst of the Christian profession where His authority has been rejected (not
always doctrinally, but often practically) by human arrangements or religious systems in which Christ is not honored
as Lord? If we reject His authority and rights, we deliver ourselves to God's governmental dealings, as a consequence
of our disobedience (compare Rom. 1:24-32, Gal. 6:7). This will ultimately be the case for the so-called charismatic
movement, when God will send an energy of error. 2 Thessalonians 2:9 gives the prophetic fulfillment after the
rapture, but the principle applies today as well. May it please the Lord to keep us for His own glory, because of His
Name!

* Adapted and used by permission of: "THE HOLY SCRIPTURES"/P.O. Box 677/HAWKESBURY, Ontario/Canada
K6A 3C8/Alfred E. Bouter (ed.).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/98
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The Charismatic Movement Is Dangerous ...Watch Out
For It!
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April 19, 1919 - Sept. 3, 1997

©Fundamental Evangelistic Association (adapted)

AT THE TURN of the century, the present-day Pentecostal Movement came into being, emphasizing "speaking in

tongues" and "divine healing." Their failure to "rightly divide the Word of Truth" led to many false teachings
regarding the ministry of the Holy Spirit and produced confusion in the minds of the saved and unsaved religionists
alike. This Pentecostal Movement arose mainly from within various Protestant churches but they were soon forced out,
either because of their unusual beliefs and practices or, in some cases, because they felt unhappy in churches which
had become liberal theologically and worldly in position and practice. At least two things can be said for most of these
early Pentecostals-they utterly repudiated the liberalism of the ecumenical movement and would not condone mixing
the world with the church.

In the 1960's a new movement took shape, sharing the basic doctrines of Pentecostalism but advocating a "stay in"
rather than a "come out" policy with regard to church affiliations. This movement is commonly known as the
"Charismatic Movement." It involves not only various Protestant churches but Roman Catholic churches as well. In
fact, if one is able to "speak in tongues" or if he has experienced a "healing," he is accepted by the Charismatics with
little or no regard to his church affiliation or doctrinal deviation. When you hear Roman Catholics talk about how their
"baptism in the Holy Spirit" has given them a greater love for the Mass, you know that this cannot be attributed to the
Holy Spirit, but rather to a false spirit.

In the 1980s, yet another movement appeared on the religious scene which made the Pentecostal/charismatic false
teachings even more appealing and dangerous. Why? Because this movement promoted the same, basic unscriptural
doctrines held by Pentecostals and Charismatics while, in its inception, disclaiming any relationship to either of these
groups, thus making it especially attractive to evangelicals and fundamentalists who did not want to wear the label of
either group because of their deviant teachings and practices.

The impetus for this new movement came largely from several widely circulated books and many lectures to
evangelical groups around the world by John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship, and Peter
Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary Institute of Church Growth. Both men greatly influenced each other and, as
they experimented with various teachings and practices related to "healing, miracles, signs and wonders," they soon
went even beyond the Pentecostal and charismatic errors. They claimed that the exorcising of so-called "territorial
spirits" was essential to complete the task of world evangelization; and, that God had re-established the offices of
prophet and apostle with those supposedly holding these offices receiving direct messages from God for the church,
and exercising divine authority over the church. This newest movement is often referred to as "Power Evangelism,"
"Healing, Signs, Wonders and Miracles Evangelism," or the "Third Wave of the Holy Spirit." Ecumenical in scope and
decidedly worldly in practice the three so-called "waves of the Holy Spirit" (Pentecostals, Charismatics and Power
Evangelism teachers) have now blended into a powerful coalition which is rapidly spreading. This poses a great threat
to the purity of the Church and the Gospel.

Others have dealt at length with the dangers of the Charismatic Movement and how Scripturally unsound the
movement is. Our purpose is to briefly point out some of the real dangers of this movement so that God's people will
be informed and forewarned. It is important to look at principles, doctrines, and positions and not to look solely at the
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individuals who compose this movement. The Word of God must be the only basis for conclusions drawn -- we must
not judge by personal relationships or prejudice.

The CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT Is Dangerous Because...

1. It accepts tongues, interpretation of tongues, visions, dreams, prophecies, etc., as being messages from
God to His children. This is a grave danger. Once you accept "extra-biblical messages" (those which are in
addition to the Bible but not necessarily contrary to the Bible per se) it is not long before you will be
accepting "anti-biblical messages" as being valid (those which directly contradict God's Word). The
Charismatic Movement has done and is doing exactly that. In reality, all extra-biblical messages are anti-
biblical messages because God's Word specifically warns against adding to the Scriptures (Deuteronomy
4:2; Revelation 22:18, 19). The Charismatic Movement defends these extra-biblical, anti-biblical messages
on the basis that, "New winds of the Holy Spirit are blowing." They say, "Who knows what the Holy Spirit
may do?" Let no one forget, however, that the Word of God is a completed revelation and was given by
the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:19). We can be sure of one thing-the Holy Spirit will never contradict Himself.
It was the Holy Spirit Who warned about adding to the Word of God. Therefore, those who add to God's
Word cannot claim to be authorized or empowered by the Holy Spirit.

2. It encourages its followers to stay in apostate Protestant churches as well as Roman Catholic churches
and other churches which preach and teach a false gospel by asserting that if the supposed "gifts of the
Spirit" are present in false religious systems then joining them in evangelism, worship, service, etc., must
be an acceptable ministry. God's Word plainly tells believers that those who preach another gospel are
"accursed" (Galatians 1:6, 9) and that those who fellowship with false teachers are partakers of their evil
deeds (2 John 10, 11). Satanic deception through false tongues, miracles, and the like help to bring
together what God's Word declares must be kept separate. The Charismatic Movement is promoting the
Ecumenical Movement and the Roman Catholic Church by overlooking serious doctrinal error, with
eternal consequences, for the sake of "unity in the Spirit." This is very dangerous!

3. It sells and promotes, like the New Evangelical Movement.

4. It places unscriptural and undue emphasis on physical healing. This stumbles many professing believers
who are falsely taught that it is always God's will to heal. Both the Scriptures and experience teach that
God may use physical afflictions for refining, correcting, and chastening (Hebrews 12:3-11; Job 23:10).
God's Word teaches that He can heal anyone, anytime, but that He does not heal everyone, every time.
Paul learned this truth when God explained why his thrice repeated prayer for personal healing was not
granted (2 Corinthians 12:1-10); and, also, when one of Paul's faithful helpers, Trophimus, was unable to
accompany him because of sickness (2 Timothy 4:20). When we pray for healing for ourselves or others,
we must never forget that such healing is always God's prerogative based upon what He knows is best for
each of His children, not upon "demanding" or "claiming" such healing as do the Charismatics.

5. It, unlike its predecessor, Pentecostalism, fosters and encourages a spirit of worldliness in the church
and in the individual believer. Instead of striving for true holiness and Godliness in speech, dress, hair,
music, entertainment, etc., the Charismatic Movement prides itself in using worldly means to entertain
their own and attract the lost. This is also very dangerous. Read 1 John 2:15-17.

6. It encourages women to forsake their God-given place in the home and in the Church. This results in
disorderly homes and disorderly churches with women assuming places of leadership in direct violation of
the Word of God. It is strange, inconsistent and sad to hear Charismatics using the fourteenth chapter of
First Corinthians to justify speaking in tongues as a gift of the Spirit for our day when that very same
chapter says plainly "Let your women keep silence in the churches... " (1Corinthians 14:34). To
countermand God's command to women is dangerous -- for women, for the home and for the Church.

7. It promotes and encourages what is called "coming under the power," a dangerous practice in which
certain leaders "lay hands" on people causing them to "swoon, faint slump down, experience the power,"
etc., thereafter remaining unconscious or semi-conscious for several seconds or longer. The Charismatics
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attempt to use John 18:6 to justify this practice which is another example of how they twist the Scriptures
to justify and defend their practices. There is no Scriptural precedent, example or command for this
experience. Hypnotic suggestion and the desire for an extra-biblical experience opens one up to either
pretended or demonically energized results which parallel those of the occult.

8. It glories in "miracles" and often uses a "miracle" as the basis for validating a person's message or
practices, even though the message or the practice is unscriptural. This is dangerous since the Scriptures
plainly teach that the last days will be days of great deceitfulness (2 Timothy 3:13). God warns that the
coming of the Anti-Christ will usher in a time of "all power and signs and lying wonders" (2
Thessalonians 2:9-11). We read in Revelation 13:3 that the deadly wound of the Beast was healed and that
the "Second Beast" deceived men by the use of miracles, even having the power to give life to an image
(Revelation 13: 18). The validation of a man's message and methods today is not "miracles" -- it is
conformity to the Word of God. It is dangerous to accept any other basis of judgment. The false notion
that miracles must accompany the preaching of the Gospel in order for the lost to be saved today is
definitely unbiblical. The one true Gospel of salvation by faith alone in Christ Jesus is still, and will ever
be, God's power "unto salvation to every one who believes" the simple Gospel message (Romans 1:16).
Undoubtedly multitudes today are trusting in a charismatic "experience" for their salvation due to these
false teachings rather than upon the sure promises of God's Word (John 1:12; 3:36; 5:24; Romans 10:13-
17).

9. It confuses and misleads believers as to Scriptural teachings concerning prayer. Using Matthew 18:19
(... if two of you shall agree on earth as touching any thing ...) as a basis for claiming healing, financial
blessings or solution of any problem, they ignore what God says in 1 John 5:14,15 ( ... if we ask any thing
according to his will. ...) The charismatic teaching that it is never God's will for any believer to be ill or in
trouble of any kind is neither Scriptural nor is it actually true in their own ministries and personal
experiences. Yet, over and over again, Charismatic leaders say to people in public meetings or to
multitudes over the airwaves, "Let's agree together that every person listening or watching be healed-in
Jesus' name." Are all such healed then or later? Of course not! By twisting and misapplying the Scriptures,
they are deceiving millions.

10. It promotes dangerous and unscriptural teachings concerning the present power of Satan and the
believer's attitude toward this "prince of the power of the air" (Ephesians 2:2). Charismatic leaders whip
their audiences into a veritable frenzy as they speak of binding Satan, casting him out of individuals and
into the pit, etc. They talk of "stomping on Satan" and "chasing him out of this world." Such teaching
completely ignores the believer's Scriptural instructions. We are to "resist Satan" (1 Peter 5:8,9); to put on
"the - whole armour of God" that we may be able to stand against his wiles and quench all his fiery darts
(Ephesians 6:10-17), not forgetting the Scriptural example of Michael the archangel's attitude when
dealing with the devil (Jude 9).

We firmly believe that "speaking in tongues" ceased with the completion of the Canon of Scripture (1 Corinthians
13:8). We firmly believe that it is wrong to teach believers to tarry for or seek the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The Bible
clearly teaches that all believers have been baptized by the Holy Spirit into the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:13)
and that those who do not have the Spirit of Christ are not His at all (Romans 8:9b).

We firmly believe that the erroneous teachings of the Charismatic Movement have obscured many true and blessed
teachings regarding the ministry of the Holy Spirit Who convicts the world of sin (John 16:8-11), intercedes in prayer
to the Father on behalf of the believer (Romans 8:26, 27); comforts, teaches and guides believers into the truth of the
Word (John 14:15-26; 16:7, 13); and Who has "sealed [us] unto the day of Redemption" (Ephesians 4:30). The Holy
Spirit has a blessed and important ministry in the life of every believer and we dare not neglect, belittle, or pervert this
wonderful ministry. The Holy Spirit uses the written Word which He gave through the apostles and prophets to guide
us into all truth. The Holy Spirit will never lead us to do or say anything contrary to the Bible, God's Holy, inerrant,
infallible, eternal Word (2 Timothy 3:16) .

Someone may ask, "What if the Charismatic Movement is right and you are wrong about "speaking in tongues" being
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for our day? Is it possible that God does want His people to have this gift now?" The answer is clear -- if "speaking in
tongues" is for our day, then surely it ought to be practiced and used according to the Scriptures and not what is being
practiced in the modern "tongues" movement. Not all believers could expect to have this gift (1 Corinthians 12:4-
11,28-31) and "tongues speakers" should remain silent unless an interpreter was present (1 Corinthians 14:28). The one
speaking had understanding of what he spoke in the unlearned, foreign language (it was never unintelligent gibberish)
and unless he or an interpreter would make the message or prayer known to the rest of the church, his understanding
would be "unfruitful" (unprofitable) with respect to the edification of the rest of the church (1 Corinthians 14:4-6, 12-
17 cf. 12:7). Also, men were to have the leadership in the church and the women were to submit to their Spirit-enabled
ministry; no woman was to speak in tongues in the churches (1 Timothy 2:11,12; 1 Corinthians 14:34). Charismatics
scorn these truths. [If there "rules" for the chrisma gifts were strictly followed by charismatic churches, more than 95%
of all tongues-speaking would be eliminated on its own.]

Moreover, if the Charismatic Movement were of the Holy Spirit of God, it would be exercising spiritual discernment
and calling for separation from false prophets, apostate churches, and unscriptural practices. It would also be exposing
the false gospels and other heresies taught by the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches, not joining with them in
evangelism, prayer, and worship.

For all of these reasons and many others like them, we sound this word of warning: THE CHARlSMATIC
MOVEMENT IS DANGEROUS -- WATCH OUT FOR IT!

Fundamental Evangelistic Association
P.O. Box 6278

Los Osos, California 93412 U.S.A.
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The History of the Charismatic Movement*
By Gary E. Gilley

What began on a corner at the turn of the twentieth century is now barreling down Main Street. What was once known
as the Pentecostal movement has now splintered into numerous diverse, yet overlapping movements: Pentecostal,
Charismatic, Vineyard, Word-Faith, and Holy Laughter. 

While the Charismatic Movement has taken on wings during the twentieth century, similar views and manifestations
can be found on occasion throughout history: 

"In ancient times the practice of speaking in unintelligible languages during religious ecstasy was not
unknown. From eleventh-century B.C. Egypt come reports of ecstatic speech, and later in the Greek world
the prophetess of Delphi and the Sibylline priestess spoke in unknown tongues. Amongst the Roman
mystery religions, the Dionysian Cult was known for this practice.

"Several of the early church fathers mention glossolalia in the church. Irenaeus (d.c. 200) and Tertullian
(d. 200) speak favorably of it, Chrysostom (d. 407) disapproved, and Augustine (d. 430) declared that the
gift was only for New Testament times. The Montanist movement of the late second century included
prophetesses, claims of new revelation, speaking in tongues, and an ascetical and legalistic outlook; the
movement was declared heretical by the official church and speaking in tongues seems to have been rare
in the church after this time.

 "During the middle ages speaking in tongues were reported in monasteries of the Orthodox church. In the
seventeenth century it seems to have been practiced in France amongst the Huguenots (Protestants) and
the Jansenists (pietistic Catholics). In the nineteenth century glossolalia was practiced in America amongst
the Shakers and Mormons, and in Scotland and London amongst the followers of Edward Irving, who saw
this as the latter-rain outpouring of the Holy Spirit prior to the pre-millennial return of the Lord." (Quote
taken form Millard Erickson's Christian Theology and Walter Elwell's Evangelical Dictionary of Theology,
s.v. "Montanists," "Pentecostalism," and "Tongues, Speaking in.")

Two different things can come to mind when one hears the term "charismatic." Some think of a group of people
hungry for the Lord, walking in the power of the Spirit, spiritual in worship, aggressive in evangelism, and abounding
in love. Others see individuals who are experience-oriented, imperialistic in outlook (only they have the full gospel),
elitist in stance, uncontrolled in worship, and devoid of any real grasp of the Bible that goes beyond mere proof-
texting. The Charismatic movement has  grown rapidly and has become more diversified; therefore, it would be
misleading to place all under an identical banner.   

Nevertheless, the majority of professing Christians who are viewed as "charismatic," i.e., Oral Roberts, Larry Lea, Earl
Paulk, Dick Iverson, Kenneth Copeland, Kenneth Hagin, Bob Tilton, etc., are proclaiming today that the "charismatic
movement" is over and God's "new move" is underway. Bill Hammon, a revered "modern prophet" in the charismatic
community, says:

"The 'Joshua Generation' is leading forth, and the priestly pastors are carrying the ark of God's
restorational presence across Jordan. The journey of the charismatic movement has fulfilled its purpose of
bringing the church to its Jordan River. Now the cloud by day and the fire by night have been taken away,
and the prophets and prophetic ministers have arisen to provide protection, direction and timing for the
church's moving. ... The prophets, however, are seeing on the horizon of God's purpose for His church, a
restorational wave of such incomprehensibly gigantic proportions -- like a thousand-foot tidal wave -- that
it staggers the imagination and faith of both those who have prophetically seen it and those who have
heard of it. It will be greater than all previous restoration movements combined."

This new restorational movement advocated by most current charismatics has generated a groundswell of charismatic
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leaders to open themselves up to "new spiritual revelations" and "deeper doctrinal truths." The theological menu served
in most charismatic churches today is filled with novel ideas, new doctrinal teachings, and unusual practices.

While there are some basic differences existing between new movements arising among charismatics, their overall
theological outlook (e.g., the restoration of modern apostles and prophets) and eschatological direction is the same. The
New Charismatics are proclaiming that a new supernatural move of God's Spirit is sweeping the entire globe. This new
move will be so revolutionary that the entire course of human history will soon be changed. But in order for this
glorious dream to work, the majority of the Christian churches must unite in philosophy and purpose. Therefore, one
of the goals of the New Charismatics is to make charismatics and non-charismatics (and non-Christians as well), "New
Charismatics." In other words, charismatics subscribing to new restoration ideas deeply desire that all believers will
taste this "new move" of the Holy Spirit and unite with them in their efforts to supernaturally transform the world.

Most refer to this thriving new development expanding throughout the world as "restorationism" or "Latter-Rain
restorationism." They believe that history is moving toward a spiritual climax where God's power will be poured out
on the church like never before. Restoration promoters believe that this new move could be the Lord's final move
where the church will be endued with new power to Christianize the world before Jesus returns. In order for this
dominion pursuit to be realized, the five-fold ministry expounded in Eph. 4:11 (apostle, prophets, evangelists, pastors,
and teachers) needs to be recognized by the Church at large and given room to exercise their supernatural gifts and
God-ordained authority.

Some contemporary restoration movements that fall under the umbrella term "The New Charismatics" are: Kingdom
Theology, popularized by the nebulous Bishop/prophet, Earl Paulk; the Word-Faith/Positive Confession Movement led
by faith teachers like Kenneth Hagin and Kenneth Copeland; and the Third Wave or Signs and Wonders movement,
popularized by controversial Vineyard pastor, John Wimber. These groups have a common bond that promotes God's
moving in a new supernatural way through signs and wonders, that the church must be restored to first century
apostolic Christianity before Jesus returns, and that modern apostles and prophets will play a key role in this process.
To understand new developments and teachings spreading through the charismatic world, it is necessary to go back in
history to briefly examine some of the influential "higher life" movements of the twentieth century, beginning with
Pentecostalism. Tracing the origins of these movements will give a better insight into how certain teachings originated
and developed over the years and why certain charismatics doctrines are emphasized so strongly today.

THE PENTECOSTAL EXPLOSION

The Azuza Street revival of 1906-13 was the launching pad for a worldwide Pentecostal renewal. The main feature of
this Pentecostal outpouring was the "baptism with the Holy Spirit," an experience subsequent to salvation, which is
evidenced by speaking in other tongues. This was the crown jewel restored by what many called the "second
Pentecost." There were, however, spiritual flashes that preceded Azuza, which prepared the way for its inauguration.
On January 1, 1901, in Topeka, Kansas, Agnes Ozman, a student at Charles Parham's Bethel Bible School, spoke in
tongues. Sometime later, Parham himself had the same experience and from then on preached that all believers who
sought the tongues experience diligently would be recipients of the blessing. Most recognize Parham as the founder of
the Pentecostal movement.

Parham, an avid holiness preacher, was nurtured in the culture of religious experience. In his search for something
more, tongues became the celebrated encounter filling that void. In 1905, a zealous black holiness preacher by the
name of William J. Seymour came under the tutelage of Parham in Alvin, Texas, a few miles south of Houston. It
wasn't long before Seymour received the tongues experience and took the Pentecostal message to Azuza Street in Los
Angeles. While there were spiritual ignitings before the flame reached Azuza, it was there that the flame turned white
hot and began to spread all over the world. After Parham and Seymour received tongues experiences, they began an
ambitious effort to spread what they believed to be the restoration of a glorious apostolic doctrine: the baptism of the
Holy Spirit with the evidence of speaking in tongues. Parham taught that Christ's return would occur on the heels of a
worldwide Latter-Rain revival in which the Holy Spirit would restore miraculous gifts generating a great end time
harvest. This Latter-Rain expectation died out in the early-1920s as Pentecostalism adopted certain tenets of
dispensationalism.
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Nevertheless, Pentecostalism stands as a classic restoration movement spawning several new sister movements that
view the church as returning to her New Testament glory. The classic restoration motif of Pentecostalism that allegedly
brought a greater hunger for spiritual reality was the "baptism with the Holy Spirit" evidenced by speaking in tongues.

THE NEO-PENTECOSTAL DELIVERANCE REVIVAL

One of the notably significant, yet controversial, phenomena to powerfully emerge with Pentecostalism is the doctrine
and ministry of divine healing. Since the latter half of the nineteenth century, the practice of healing existed in
America. But energizing Pentecostalism nourished independent evangelists who brought a "new" emphasis to the
healing arena that attracted a popular following. The significance of the deliverance (healing) revival, reaching its
zenith between 1947 and 1958, lies in its uniqueness to popularize a concept of salvation that includes health and
healing as an essential part of deliverance for the believer.

Pentecostal religion continued to span the globe through the 1930s, but by the mid-1940s, as the careers of many
independent evangelists peaked, there was a "new" emphasis -- the miraculous! "Spirit Baptism" was still preached,
but it was no longer the focus of the revival meeting. The shared heartbeat of "every service was the miracle -- the
hypnotic moment when the Spirit moved to heal the sick and raise the dead."

Pentecostal denominations, such as the Assemblies of God, did not favor the revival and viewed the deliverance
evangelists as "independent extremists." Pentecostal leaders were disgusted by the lack of integrity among the
revivalists, who often made claims marked by absurd exaggeration. The display of alleged miracles had become so
outlandish that revival meetings had turned into "personality cults." Historian David Harrell quotes one Pentecostal
leader who reported:

"The healing evangelists live in constant dialogue with angels and demons, the Holy Spirit and the spirits
of diseases from the abyss; some experience electric currents through their hands when they pray with the
sick, others have a halo around their heads when they are photographed, and others again have oil
appearing on their hands when they pray."

Many of today's "televangelists" have adopted the melodramatic preaching styles of the deliverance revivalists of the
mid-twentieth-century.

THE LATTER-RAIN MOVEMENT

Three pioneers at the forefront of the Deliverance Revival were William Branham, Oral Roberts, and Gordon Lindsey.
These men bore remarkably different personalities, but were unquestionably the fuel that kept the revival running.
Branham ignited the revival, stirring crowds with apparent miracles and prophetic abilities. Roberts was the
popularizer with his heart-tugging message that God is good and wills that His people prosper and be healed. He was
the first to bring healing crusades inside the homes of millions who had never been exposed to the healing message by
initiating a national weekly television program. Lindsey was the organizer, bringing cohesion with superb
administrative skills.

Branham's teachings profoundly influenced a new sect springing from the neo-Pentecostal deliverance revival known
as the "New Order of the Latter-Rain." Branham also shaped the thoughts and practices of many key Pentecostal
figures.

The Latter-Rain movement was a loosely directed and enthusiastic union of cobelligerents united by their fierce
opposition to mainline denominations. This meteoric movement created quite a stir among Pentecostal denominations,
like the Assemblies of God, and boasted of being a fresh revival displacing the "apostatized" Pentecostals. While its
impact was on a small scale, its effects were nevertheless felt world-wide, and it became one of the several catalysts
for the Charismatic Movement of the 1960s, the Independent Charismatic Movement (Word-Faith/Positive Confession
charismatics) of the 1970s and the New Charismatics surfacing in the 1980s and 1990s. In reaction to the spiritual
dryness existing in Pentecostal circles, the "New Order of the Latter-Rain" viewed itself as a refreshing oasis returning
to the "full gospel" of the first-century church.
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The doctrinal system of the Latter-Rain included Pentecostalism's baptism of the Spirit with the evidence of speaking
in tongues and the New Pentecostal deliverance revivals miraculous healing thrust. But the fiery movement had its
own distinctives as well. There were primarily seven new teachings that shaped the Latter-Rain:  

Restorationism  --  This further development of restoration theology viewed God as progressively restoring
truths to the church since the Reformation.

Fivefold Ministry  --  The teaching that God is restoring apostles and prophets to the church to function with
the three other gifted offices: evangelists, pastors, and teachers (Eph. 4:11). Apostles and prophets provided
direction with new revelations that would play a major role in paving the way for Christ's second coming.

Laying on of the Hands  --  A ritual performed by modern apostles and prophets to impart the Holy Spirit and
other spiritual blessings and gifts.

Prophecy  --  Views the practice of "personal prophecy" as being restored to the church. Prophecy would no
longer be restricted to general words of exhortation, but would include personal detailed revelations for
guidance and instruction.

Recovery of True Worship  --  The belief that God's manifested presence is dependent upon a certain order of
worship involving singing in tongues, clapping, shouting, singing prophecies, and a new order of praise
dancing.

Immortalization of the Saints  --  The belief that those believers moving in the truth of Latter-Rain restoration,
not necessarily all in the church, will attain an immortal state before Jesus returns. 

Unity of the Faith  --  The doctrine that the church, usually perceived to be a band of overcomers in neo-
Pentecostal ranks, will attain unity in the faith before Christ returns.

THE OLD CHARISMATICS

Most historians date the beginning of the charismatic movement as April 3, 1960. On this day, "Father" Dennis Bennett
of St. Mark's Episcopal parish in Van Nuys, California, announced to his congregation that he had received the
fullness and power of the Holy Spirit, and how this accompanied "speaking in unknown tongues." After receiving
much opposition, Bennett resigned from his position at St. Mark's and accepted an invitation to become vicar of St.
Luke's Episcopal Church in Seattle, Washington, which grew to be one of the strongest charismatic churches in the
Northwest. For a decade, it was one of the major centers from which speaking in tongues would spread worldwide,
especially in the mainline denominations.

The significance of the Charismatic Movement resides in the penetration of the Pentecostal tongues practice into
mainline denominations. This created a new openness to the full range of spiritual gifts listed in I Corinthians 12:8-10
(wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, discerning of spirits, tongues, and interpretation of tongues)
that had never been there before. Certainly not all mainline churches supported this new movement, but thousands of
people inside mainline churches were experiencing "speaking in tongues" and other spiritual manifestations. This bred
a strong conviction that all of the supernatural "sign gifts" (e.g. tongues, healing, miracles, and in some cases,
prophecy) were for today.

Although charismatic outpourings continued to spread through mainline churches, many denominational leaders left
traditional churches to start independent churches. Before long, these mushrooming churches came under the influence
of Word-Faith/Positive Confession teaching propagated by independent charismatics, such as Hagin, Copeland,
Charles Capps, and others. Their main emphasis was faith teaching, divine healing, and financial prosperity. Believers
who consistently made a positive confession about their physical and spiritual situation and demonstrated great faith
would receive abundant blessings from God.

The most militant movement to rise up alongside of the charismatic movement was the "Manifested Sons of God."
This aberration gleaned many of its doctrinal distinctives from the Latter-Rain Movement and thrived during the 1960s
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and 1970s. Following the teachings of William Branham, the Manifested Sons claimed that denominations were pagan
organizations with a Babylonian foundation. Many who broke their denominational ties and joined the Manifest Sons
of God believed they were entering the only arena where salvation was possible. The more militant Manifested Sons
spiritualized the second coming by teaching that Jesus and His church would become one in nature and in essence.
Being one with Christ would corporately result in a Body of "little Christ's in the flesh" manifesting Jesus Christ on
earth as His ongoing incarnation.

Another movement to rise up during the Charismatic Movement became known as the "Shepherding" or "discipleship"
movement. This movement grew out of the Latter-Rain/Charismatic tradition and attained its greatest impetus during
the mid-1970s. Shepherding arose out of a concern for effective discipleship and put great emphasis on the need for
submission to spiritual leaders. Shepherdship is an oppressive system in which a person who often perceives himself
as an immature Christian submits himself to the leading of an "elder." The elders (shepherds) are appointed in much
the same way as in other hierarchies, with one submitting to the next higher in a chain of command.

Total discipline is imposed on those who submit themselves to an elder. His leadership is total, even extending over
the person's family life. Failure to obey the shepherd can lead to disapproval, verbal condemnation, and ultimately
being put out of the fellowship. The most significant aspect of the unbiblical shepherding system is that one person
submits his will completely to another individual, the shepherd or elder.

The movement originated from the ministry of five teachers out of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida -- Bob Mumford, Charles
Simpson, Derek Prince, Don Basham, and Ern Baxter (a Branham disciple). By the late-1970s the Shepherding
movement caused a deep split within charismatic circles because of the strict control many shepherds exercised over
their members. By the mid-1980s, the term "shepherding" was dropped since the movement gained a bad reputation
for its cultic authoritarian abuses. Nevertheless, the "shepherding" concept still thrives in various circles today (e.g.,
Promise Keepers) under labels such as "mentoring" and "covering" or "covenant relationships."

The growth of the Charismatic Movement and other fringe movements springing up in the 1960s and 1970s placed
more emphasis on subjective experience than on Biblical truth, and then opened up a "Pandora's box" in the Christian
world. The Charismatic movement has been harmful to the Church by opening many doors to the ever-present
influence of experiential and unbiblical ideas. This will become evident upon examining some of the dangerous new
trends sweeping through the charismatic community today.

* Portions of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted (by Gary Gilley, Pastor, Southern View Chapel,
Springfield, IL) from an article entitled "The New Charismatics," by Michael G. Moriarty, Biblical Perspectives, Vol.
IV, No. 3, May-June 1991; this report has in turn been excerpted and/or adapted by BDM from an article ("The
History of the Charismatics") in Pastor Gilley's March 1999, Think on These Things.
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Doctrinal Distinctives of the Charismatic Movement*
By Gary E. Gilley  

The focus of the Pentecostal and charismatic movements has always been centered on shared experiences, not
theology. This is especially true of those in the charismatic movement, which transcends all denominations. Thus, for
example, there are Catholic charismatics, who believe in a sacramental form of salvation, and there are Lutheran
charismatics, who believe that infant baptism is redemptive, and there are Baptist charismatics, who believe they are
saved through faith alone. While these three types of charismatics might vary widely in their views of the
fundamentals of their faith, what they have in common is an experience -- the experience of speaking in tongues.
While all charismatics do not personally speak in tongues, all would accept the validity of tongues-speaking. This
experience does have a doctrinal framework, of course, which could be expressed in the following two statements: 

1) The baptism of the Holy Spirit is a second work of grace that brings power in the life of the believer.

2) The evidence of the baptism of the Holy Spirit is speaking in tongues.

The logical conclusion of these statements is that a person who has not been baptized by the Holy Spirit is a "second
class" Christian and is not experiencing the power of God in his life. If the charismatics are correct, an important
ingredient is missing from the spiritual life of most Christians. If they are wrong, then they have elevated a
questionable at best, or at worst, a fraudulent practice to the centerpiece of Christian living. If the baptism of the Holy
Spirit is truly a subsequent experience, with the evidence of speaking in tongues, then all Christians should seek this
baptism. If it is not, then this theology should be exposed and denounced. One cannot have it both ways. 

The Biblical foundation for the unique theological position of charismatics is found almost entirely in the book of Acts.
Four passages are critical: 

Acts 2:1-8 -- The day of Pentecost where tongues were first spoken.
Acts 8:14-18 -- In Samaria where the new believers did not receive the Holy Spirit until the apostles came,
even though there is no record of tongues being spoken.
Acts 10:44-48 -- At Cornelius' house when the Gentiles received the Spirit.
Acts 19:1-7 -- When John's disciples received the Spirit at conversion and spoke in tongues.

A careful study of the above passages, and others, will reveal that it is extremely difficult to base doctrine on the book
of Acts. Acts is a book of history, tracing the transitional nature of the early church. Note the transitional nature and
the diversity of the reception of the Holy Spirit in these four passages. For example, there is no speaking in tongues in
Acts 8; no wind or fire except in Acts 2; some, who were already saved, received the Spirit, along with some new
converts; etc. However now, according to Romans 8:9 and I Corinthians 12:13, the Holy Spirit is always received at
the moment of conversion.

It should also be noted that most converts, even in the book of Acts, did not speak in tongues. The following believers
apparently did not speak in tongues: 3000 at Pentecost (2:41); 5000 men (4:4); the eunuch (8:35-38); Saul (9:3-18);
Sergius Paulus (13:7-12); at Antioch (13:43); Lydia (16:14,15); Philippian jailer (16:27-34); Berea and Thessalonica
(17:4,12); Athens (17:34); Crispus (18:8); and at Ephesus (19:18). 

The epistles clearly teach that the purpose of Spirit baptism is to bring us into the body of Christ -- Romans 6:3;
Galatians 3:26,27; Ephesians 4:5 (one baptism); Colossians 2:12; I Corinthians 12:13 (as well as verses 14-26 pointed
out that not all speak in tongues). 

So how do charismatics deal with the apostolic teaching that Spirit baptism occurs at the moment of conversion, brings
us into the body of Christ, and is not accompanied with tongues? They deal with it by teaching that there are actually
two Spirit baptisms in the New Testament. This view holds that the first baptism, called the baptism of repentance,
happens to all believers and brings them into the body of Christ. The second baptism is the baptism with the Holy
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Spirit, or endowment with power, which is signified by tongues. The first is baptism by the Holy Spirit; the second is
with the Holy Spirit.  

The charismatic position is that when Paul referred to tongues in I Corinthians 12-14, he was speaking to believers who
had received the first baptism (by the Spirit) and were, thus, already part of the body of Christ. As part of the body of
Christ, some had received the gift of speaking in tongues -- but not all. Obviously then, not every believer will receive
the gift of speaking in tongues. On the other hand, when a Christian has received the second baptism (with the Holy
Spirit) the evidence will be speaking in tongues as a SIGN of that experience. Therefore, according to this view, some
Christians have the gift of tongues, but all Christians who have received the second baptism will evidence this fact
with at least an initial experience of speaking in tongues.  

It is easy to see that a poor understanding of the book of Acts is overturning the clear teaching of the epistles. Even
Acts refutes this "two-baptism" view when in 11:17 Luke declares the tongues "experiences" of chapters 2 and 10,
which were signs, as gifts. Tongues, in the early church, were "sign-gifts." (See below for a discussion of sign gifts.) 

In addition, opposition to the charismatic position is found in Ephesians 4:5, which says that there is only one
baptism. The distinction between "by" and "with" cannot be sustained. The same Greek preposition "en" is used both
in I Corinthians 12:13 and in Acts 1:5. In I Corinthians 12:7-13, we are told that God has already given the gifts as He
wills. He tells us that we do not all have the same gifts (read 12:4, 7-11, 14-18 and 28-31). In all of the New
Testament, only I Corinthians 12:13 explains the purpose of the baptism of the Spirit, which is to bring us into the
body (church) of Christ. To claim that its purpose is to give us power from God, and is evidenced by speaking in
tongues, is without Biblical basis.

The Purpose of Biblical Tongues 

The New Testament is clear that tongues were actual foreign languages -- not incoherent gibberish. Acts 2:4-8 is the
only passage in the New Testament that sheds light on the nature of tongues. At that event, those who heard tongues
spoken by the apostles were able to understand them in their own language. The apostles apparently spoke in
languages they did not understand -- but they spoke in known languages, understandable to the listeners.

Why did God use tongues in the early church? Much debate has taken place over this question. The major theories are
presented in the following few paragraphs, with a short commentary following each theory: 

The First Theory: Church Edification

The idea is that the gift of tongues was, and is, given for the edifying of other believers. However, the whole purpose
of I Corinthians 14:1-19 is to emphasize that tongues were worthless for this purpose. 

The Second Theory: Evangelization

At Pentecost, it was Peter's gospel message -- not tongues -- that brought people to Christ. With Cornelius (Acts 10), it
was new Christians who spoke in tongues and no unsaved people were present. At Ephesus, there was no indication
that any unsaved people were present when tongues were spoken (Acts 19:6). Tongues at Corinth were clearly not
evangelistic. In fact, Paul remarked that unbelievers observing them would likely be repelled, just as they were at
Pentecost (I Corinthians 14:23 and Acts 2:13). 

The Third Theory: Proof of Spirit Baptism

In the New Testament, many believers are said to be filled with the Holy Spirit, with no mention of speaking in
tongues. Spiritual baptism always has reference to our baptism into Christ. The difference between baptism and filling
is found in Ephesians 5:18. We are commanded to be filled; therefore, it is not universal among Christians, whereas
baptism is. 

The Fourth Theory: Devotional
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Paul said that he would rather pray and sing with the Spirit AND the mind than with just the Spirit alone (I Corinthians
14:14-15). The purpose of tongues is as a sign (Mark 16:17), not for personal spiritual growth. 

The Fifth Theory: Condemnation

According to I Corinthians 14:21, which quotes Isaiah 28:11,12, tongues were a sign to the nation of Israel that God
was bringing judgment upon them for their sinfulness and rejection of Christ. 

The Sixth Theory: Apostolic Authentication

Since, on the testimony of Jesus, tongues were a sign, it remains only to determine what they were a sign of (Mark
16:17). In II Corinthians 12:11-13, Paul appeals to signs and wonders as the proofs of the apostolic office. If that is
what they were, then that is their purpose. No unusual manifestation of the Spirit's presence (no sign) ever occurred
except in the presence of an apostle or by those who had been directly ministered to by an apostle. 

A combination of the final two theories rings true. Tongues, as a sign gift, point out two things: the judgment of Israel,
and in a secondary sense, to the authority of the apostles. 

Support for the Apostolic Authentication Theory 

There are five facts that show the distinctive character of the apostolic office: 

1) the church was founded upon them (Ephesians 2:20); 
2) they were eyewitnesses of Christ's resurrection (Acts 1:22 and I Corinthians 15:7-9); 
3) they were special authorized agents (Luke 6:13);
4) the fact of their appointment was authenticated by signs; the absence of miracles would invalidate the claim
of one who asserted that he was an apostle (II Corinthians 12:12 and Acts 5:11-13); and
5) the fact of their apostolic authority (II Peter 3:2, 15-16; I Corinthians 4:12 and II Thessalonians 3:6,14). 

Tongues as a sign 

Mark 16:17-20 -- Signs were to be manifested by the apostles and by those to whom they ministered. In
verse 20, Mark already (by AD 68) considered these signs past. 

Acts 2:14-21; 4:3 -- Only the apostles spoke in tongues or performed signs on these occasions. 

Acts 8:13 -- Phillip was not an apostle, but had the apostles' "hands" lain upon him (6:6). However, his
converts performed no signs or wonders. Only when apostles came from Jerusalem and laid hands upon
Philip's converts was there any unusual demonstration of the Spirit's presence in them (8:15-17). 

Note: Acts records new groups (Jews, Samaritans, Gentiles and Old Testament believers) in the initial act of receiving
the Holy Spirit, which would later be the mark of all Christians (Romans 8:9). 

Acts 10 -- God employed a series of supernatural visions in order to have Peter be the one to present the
Gospel to Cornelius. 

Acts 19 – Acts 19:2 would be better translated, "Did you receive the Holy Spirit when you believed?"
These men were not yet converted. In 19:6, tongues came to authenticate Paul as an apostle. 

II Corinthians 12:12 -- Some at Corinth who had been converted under Paul received the gift of tongues
to validate Paul's claim to apostleship. 

All signs are temporary 

Jesus predicted signs only in association with the apostolic ministry. Mark considered the signs as past (AD 68).
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Hebrews 2:3-4 was written around the same time and also considered the signs as past. 

The last recorded miracles in the New Testament took place about AD 58 (Acts 28:3-9). In AD 60, Epaphroditus
became sick, but he was not healed miraculously (Philippians 2:25-30). About AD 62, Timothy had a stomach ailment,
which remained uncured (I Timothy 5:23). Around AD 64, one of Paul's associates was so seriously ill that Paul had to
leave him behind, uncured (II Timothy 4:20). Yet earlier, Paul had been instrumental even in restoring life to the dead. 

Some gifts were temporary 

All signs may be considered as spiritual gifts, but not all spiritual gifts were signs. The gifts of miracles, healings, and
tongues were sign gifts. All the sign gifts were temporary (compare Acts 11:17 with Mark 16). As with the miracles of
Jesus, they served to authenticate the position and authority of the apostles. 

Support for the Judgment Upon Israel Theory 

The argument runs as follows: God had warned Israel on several occasions (Isaiah 28:11,12; 33:19; Deuteronomy
28:49,50; Jeremiah 5:15) that when they found themselves invaded and surrounded by those speaking in languages they
did not understand, it was a sign to them that they were being judged by God for their disobedience. When, at
Pentecost and in the early years of the church, tongues were spoken in the presence of Jews, it would be a sign to them
that judgment was coming because of their rejection of the Messiah. That judgment came with the destruction of
Jerusalem, the temple, and the scattering of the Jewish people in AD 70. At that point, the purpose of tongues (as a
sign to disobedient Israel) had been fulfilled, and therefore, tongues ceased. This was the primary purpose for tongues. 

Tongues Have Ceased 

Biblical Evidence 

I Corinthians 13:8-10 -- Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away; if there are
tongues, they will cease; if there is knowledge, it will be done away. For we know in part, and we prophecy in part; but
when the perfect comes, the partial will be done away. 

This passage was written around AD 55, and clearly states that tongues shall cease. The question is, when? The answer
to that question is often seen as hinging on the meaning of the word "perfect" in the text. 

What is "that which is perfect"?  - - Three views: 

1) The Rapture (a view often held by tongue speakers)

However, the term "that which is perfect" cannot refer to the Lord because of the neuter articles. It can be translated
"when the perfect thing arrives." This view also contradicts other Scripture, which states that there will be prophecy
after the rapture -- during the Tribulation (Revelation 11:3-13) and during the Millennial Age (Joel 2:28).

 2) The Canon

Not even the New Testament allows us to know fully, there is much that we still do not know. 

3) The Eternal State

This is when we will see face to face, and is the best understanding of "perfect." The passage is therefore teaching that
both prophecy and supernatural knowledge will cease forever at the point when God ushers in the eternal state. But
carefully notice that tongues is not named among those gifts that are said to be made inoperative by the arrival of the
perfect. Therefore, tongues could cease prior to this event. With prophecy and knowledge the verb "shall cease,"
meaning "to lay aside" or "render inoperative" is used. With tongues a different verb is used meaning "to stop" or
"they will be done away." It carries with it the idea of a natural cessation. 
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It is also important to note the voice changes: "will be done away," is in the passive voice, meaning that they will be
forced to stop by an outside agent (i.e. that which is perfect). However, "cease" is in the middle voice, which allows for
the possibility that they could cease in and of themselves -- naturally -- when their purpose is fulfilled. 

I Corinthians 13:8-10 does not give definitive evidence that tongues have ceased and are no longer operative today --
but it strongly allows for such a view. Paul implies that tongues will cease when their purpose is fulfilled. If, as
demonstrated above, the purpose of tongues was to authenticate the apostles and their message, and to serve as a sign
to Israel of judgment for rejecting their Messiah, then tongues have fulfilled their purpose. Phrased another way, since
there are no longer apostles to authenticate, and since Israel has already been judged (in AD 70), tongues no longer
have a purpose in the church today. Tongues cessation should then be expected with the passing of the apostles and the
judgment of Israel. Both the testimonies of Scripture and of church history verify this fact. There is no record of
anyone speaking in tongues in the New Testament after AD 70.  

Church History Evidence (Church history does not prove any doctrinal issues. However, in this case, church history
verifies what we would expect from a study of the New Testament: That tongues, having fulfilled their purpose, ceased
to exist by AD 70, and were not found in the history of the church.) 

Apostolic Fathers

It is significant that the gift of tongues is rarely alluded to, hinted at, or found, in the Apostolic Fathers. The Fathers
wrote to defend Christianity, to correct Christians, to explain doctrines, etc. after the death of the apostles. Yet they did
not mention tongues in a favorable light, and for the most part, totally ignored them. 

Some examples: 

  Justin Martyr (AD 100-165) wrote about spiritual gifts but did not mention tongues. He never mentions
anyone speaking in tongues. 

Montanus (AD 126-180) did speak in tongues, but was regarded as demon-possessed by Christians of his day
(refer to the section "History of Tongues," Think on These Things, Vol. 5, Issue 3). 

Irenaeus (AD 140-203) said he had heard that some spoke in tongues. He had, however, been influenced by the
Montanists and did not speak in tongues himself nor apparently witness anyone that did. 

Tertulian (AD 150-222) was converted to Montanism for a period of time. He wrote about one lady who spoke
in tongues and was a Montanist. This was the last witness to tongues-speaking by any of the Church Fathers. 

Origen (AD 185-253) said that in his day no one spoke in tongues. 

Chrysostom (AD 347-407) made no mention of tongues being spoken in his day. 

Augustine (AD 354-430) did not write of tongues being spoken during his life. 

Half-Way Summary 

If, as has been demonstrated, the gift of tongues has fulfilled the purpose for which it was designed, and therefore, has
ceased, what is going on today? That is, how do we explain the present day phenomenon of speaking in tongues if the
Holy Spirit is no longer bestowing this gift upon people? What is the origin of speaking in tongues in the modern
church? 

Certainly there is more than one origin. Tongues can be demonic, as is demonstrated by documented tongues-speaking
in pagan religions. Tongues can be faked for the purpose of peer-approval. After all, if you attend a church that teaches
that speaking in tongues is a sign of spiritual maturity, the pressure to conform could be enormous. 

It appears that the majority of tongues-speaking in the modern church is a learned response. In other words, people are
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being taught, either directly or indirectly, how to speak in tongues. Let's take a look at this theory.  

Characteristics of the Modern Tongues Movement 

The nature of tongues:

Clearly, tongues in the New Testament were languages, understandable by those who knew the language being spoken.
This is not the case today. Linguists have described modern tongues as a form of ecstatic speech, similar to that which
occurs all over the world in many religious practices. Interestingly, the first Pentecostals believed they were speaking
in foreign languages for the purpose of propagating the gospel on the mission field. Some early Pentecostals even
rushed to foreign countries without any language training, and began preaching the gospel, trusting that the listeners
understood them. When it became obvious that they were not understood, these zealous missionaries had to come
home and revise their understanding of this phenomenon (see Christian History Magazine, "The Rise of
Pentecostalism," Vol. XVII, page 2). 

The absence of spontaneity:

Contrary to the spontaneous and surprising reception of tongues in the book of Acts, modern day promoters of tongues
present formulas and instructions designed to teach people how to speak in tongues. Usually these instructions include
a prescription to begin by making sounds of some kind, such as by repetition of a phrase. 

Charismatics present speaking in tongues as an act of faith. It is something that you must knowingly begin, and trust
that God will continue. Larry Christenson, a charismatic Lutheran, said: 

"In order to speak in tongues, you have to quit praying in English ...You simply lapse into silence and resolve
to speak not a syllable of any language you have ever learned. Your thoughts are focused on Christ, and then
you simply lift up your voice and speak out confidently, in faith that the Lord will take the sound you give Him
and shape it into a language. You take no thought of what you are saying. As far as you are concerned it is just
a series of sounds. The first sounds will sound strange and unnatural to your ear, and they may be halting and
inarticulate (have you ever heard a baby learning to talk?)" (quoted by Robert Gromacki, The Modern Tongues
Movement, p. 41). 

Harold Bredesen gave these instructions to tongues seekers at Yale: 

"1. Think visually and concretely, rather than abstractly: for example, try to visualize Jesus as a person. 

2. Consciously yield your voices and organs of speech to the Holy Spirit. 

3. Repeat certain elementary sounds, such as 'bah-bah-bah,' or something similar. Bredesen then laid his hands
on the hand of each seeker, prayed for him, and the seeker did actually speak in tongues" (quoted by Gromacki,
p. 42). 

John Kildahl, in an interesting book entitled The Psychology of Speaking in Tongues, explains it this way: 

"When I hypnotize someone, I begin by saying 'Lie back ... Shut your eyes ... Relax ... Breathe deeply … And
listen to the sounds of your breathing as you relax, you can feel yourself getting tired and drowsy.' A sample of
a tongues leader teaching someone to speak in tongues is, 'The Lord is in your presence ... He is with you now
... Open yourself to Him ... Let all your anxieties flow out of you ... The Lord wants to give you the gift of His
Holy Spirit ... Open your mouth, and He will give you utterance.' The hypnotist has essentially a two-pronged
strategy: that of sensory deprivation and of developing a special kind of relationship, in other words, a
relationship of dependence and trust" (Gromacki, p. 37). 

Disillusionment:
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Christenson cites two universal temptations in regards to tongues. One is artificiality -- the temptation to think, "I am
just making this up." He says to repel this temptation with all vigor. The second temptation is ineffectuality -- when
the enthusiasm of tongues has dimmed, a person may begin to neglect or cease to use tongues. Christenson says that
every gift of God involves stewardship, and, therefore, one must resolve to use it all the rest of his life. This amounts
to saying that the "gift" which was sought and begun by artificial means, must be continued at all costs, even when
common sense says it is a hollow mockery. 

In addition, Kildahl claims that when tongues are an important life goal, there is always a relationship to a leader or a
group that conveys a feeling of acceptance and belonging. If confidence is lost in the authority figure then quite often
the person will stop speaking in tongues. Kildahl, in his studies, said he "found no tongue-speaker who was unrelated
to a glossolalia authority figure that he esteemed. Those who had spoken in tongues, but were now indifferent to it in
this research, had in each case had a falling out with the leader of the tongue-speaking group" (The Psychology of
Speaking in Tongues, p. 53). 

The Modern Gift of Interpretation:

If tongues-speaking is problematic, the interpretation of tongues is more so. While tongues can be faked, or explained
as a heavenly language, interpretations are not so easily handled. The interpretation of tongues is the supernatural
ability to understand and interpret a message, in an unknown language to the interpreter, for the benefit and edification
of the body of Christ (I Corinthians 14:5-19). The progression should be: God gives a message in tongues to Joe who
speaks that message at a church service, but doesn't understand it. Bill is then given the ability to understand what Joe
has said and relays it to the church.

It is at this point that the modern gift of tongues breaks down most dramatically. A number of studies have been done
that are anything but supportive of the charismatic position. Tongues-speaking has been recorded and then played back
to those claiming the gift of interpretation. In every experiment of this nature, each interpreter interpreted these
recorded messages differently. In one instance, John 3:3 was recited in the German language, but the interpreter
claimed that Acts 19:2 had been recited in French. Another time Psalm 23 was recited in Hebrew, but the
interpretation had nothing to do with Psalm 23. Sometimes the interpretation contradicts the clear teaching of the Lord.
Interpretation has always been found wanting (see the Handbook on Tongues, pp. 80,95). 

Kildahl and his researchers taped several people speaking in tongues for interpreters: 

"In no instance was there any similarity in the several interpretations … When confronted with the disparity
between their interpretations, the interpreters offered the explanation that God gave to one person one
interpretation of the speech and to another person another interpretation" (The Psychology of Speaking in
Tongues, p. 73). 

Such studies poke gaping holes in views held by charismatics and reveal tongues for what they are -- a learned
response, not a supernatural gift from the Holy Spirit.

Natural Explanations 

Kildahl offers the following possible explanations for the modern tongue movement: 

A motor automatism -- Some tongues are the result of a trance-like condition. 

Ecstasy -- Some tongues result from a strong and unusual emotional excitement. 

Hypnosis -- Due to repeated suggestions as to what is expected of one and the repeated appeals to yield oneself
to the "power," many writers have concluded that hypnotism is frequently involved in causing tongues. 

Psychic catharsis -- Kildahl found that anxiety was a prerequisite for developing the ability to speak in tongues.
Additionally, persons with a low level of emotional stability tended to be extreme in their affirmation of the
benefits of glossolalia. 
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Kildahl, p. 40: Research proved that glossolalists are more submissive, suggestible and dependent in the
presence of authority figures than non-tongue-speakers. This was important because one has to follow a
leader's suggestions to be hypnotized. Research also proved that tongue speakers think about some
benevolent authority person when they began to speak in tongues. 

Kildahl, page 54: Hypnotizability requires that the subject be trusting enough to turn himself over to
someone else and place his destiny in his hands. If one can be hypnotized, then one is able under proper
conditions to learn to speak in tongues. 

Kildahl, page 74: It is our definite opinion that those who have the necessary psychological
characteristics can learn to speak in tongues. This gives rise to the question, "If it is truly a gift of the
Holy Spirit, why must it be demonstrated and taught?" I have observed the same routine everywhere I
have been: 

1) A meeting devoted to intense concentration on tongue speaking, followed by
2) An atmosphere of heightened suggestibility to the words of the tongue speaker leader, after
which
3) The initiate is able to make the sounds he is instructed to make. It is the same procedure that a
competent hypnotist employs. I have reached the conclusion that tongue speaking is a learned
phenomenon. 

Other Matters 

Why the present interest in tongues? 

In our society, there is a seemingly strong desire for a genuine religious expression in the midst of the pressures of a
secularized society. People are longing for an authentic relationship with God, but they are not nearly as interested in
knowing God in truth. If spiritual maturity can be attained attending emotionally-charged meetings and receiving
instantaneous supernatural experiences that deliver spirituality, why do the hard work of Scripture study,
memorization, prayer, and walking by the Spirit? The charismatic movement has offered a shortcut to godliness. That
this shortcut is really a detour leading people to a dead end, is often not recognized until one has traveled far down
this detour and has come face to face with disillusionment. By then, however, many have hopelessly lost their way and
know of no scriptural compass to guide them safely back to the path of truth. 

"Forbid not to speak in tongues" (I Corinthians 14:39). 

Charismatics will often throw the above words in the face of one who disagrees with their view on tongues. But it
must be remembered that these words were written in AD 55 to a group of people who had received this gift from the
Holy Spirit to authenticate the apostleship of Paul, AND to warn Israel that judgment was coming for their rejection of
the Messiah. The Holy Spirit had not yet ceased giving the gift. The purpose for the gift was still alive and well. 

The Affects of Charismatic Doctrine Upon Other Areas of Theology 

Charismatic doctrine undermines the teachings of Scripture and authentic Christian living. Below is an outline of how
the teachings of the charismatics taint, to some degree, every doctrine found in the Word of God. The following are
some examples: 

Theology in General 

Those who teach charismatic doctrines tend to downplay theology. John Wimber said, "When are we going to see a
generation who doesn't try to understand this book (the Bible), but just believes it?" 

Charismatic doctrine places experience above truth of Scripture. Jack Deere said, "The idea that fallen humanity, can
arrive at pure biblical objectivity in determining all their practices and beliefs is an illusion" (Surprised by the Power
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of the Spirit, p. 46). His solution? Experience and modern prophesies.  

Both Paul Cain and John Wimber are credited with coining the phrase, "God will offend your mind to reveal your
heart" (The Father's Blessing, p. 182). This is a reference to the charismatic view that the Holy Spirit will often do an
end run around our rational thinking ability, including the understanding of Scripture, to reveal truth to us. John Arnott
teaches, "Do not take control, do not resist, do not analyze; just surrender to His love. You can analyze the experience
later; just let it happen" (The Father's Blessing, p. 127). This is a sure recipe for disaster. 

Bibliology 

There are several concerns here: 

Charismatic doctrines undermine the authority of Scripture -- Take, for example, a quote from this
charismatic author: Ultimately this doctrine (the sufficiency of Scripture) is demonic even (though)
Christian theologians have been used to perfect it (Spiritual Warfare, page 11).

They believe in extra-Biblical revelation – "Today, after years of practical experiences and intense study
on the subject of God's speaking, I am convinced that God does indeed speak apart from the Bible, though
never in contradiction to it. And He speaks to all of His children, not just to specially gifted prophetic
people. And He will speak to us all in amazing detail" (Surprised by the Power of the Spirit, by Jack
Deere, p. 214).

This is the error of all cults as well as the Roman Catholic Church. If God is still giving revelation today, how are we
to discern when God is speaking and when He is not? The charismatics tell us that as long as the revelation does not
contradict Scripture, then we can be assured that it is from God. However, that leaves the door wide open for every
kind of error. For example, the Roman Catholic Church's doctrines of purgatory and Mariology, while they may
contradict Scripture, for the most part simply add to the divine revelation. The Mormon's view that the Book of
Mormon is the story of the gospel coming to America is the same type of error. 

It is also their belief that prophets today make mistakes -- "Anyone who has experience in helping to nurture
'baby prophets' realizes that they have difficulty in distinguishing the words that the Spirit speaks from those
that come from their own hearts or even from evil sources. At first they make many mistakes" (Some Said It
Thundered, page XIV). "Prophets are, of course, human beings. As such, they can make mistakes and lie. They
need not cease to be prophets for their mistakes and failings" (ibid., page XVI). 

As can be seen from these quotes, the charismatic view of revelation would throw the believer into a sea of
subjectivity. God considered the authenticity of His Word so important that He required the death penalty for Old
Testament prophets whose prophecies did not come true (Deut. 18:20). How do we discern which prophet is right and
which has made a mistake? When do we know that a prophet has spoken truthfully or has lied? Are we at the mercy of
fresh revelation or can we still go to the Scriptures to find, "Thus says the Lord"? While charismatics give lip service
to the authority of Scripture, in practice, their "words of knowledge," prophetic revelations, and messages in tongues
reign supreme. Thus, the undermining of the Word of God is perhaps the greatest error that charismatics have fostered
among God's people. 

Soteriology 

Since charismatics are found in every type of denomination and church background, there tend to be many gospel
messages among charismatics. Even in denominations such as the Vineyard Church, the gospel often takes such a
backseat to the "gifts and phenomenon of the Spirit" that the content of the gospel is muted at best. For example, in
John Wimber's book on evangelism, Power Evangelism, he never once discusses what the gospel is. The book is
devoted instead to what Wimber believes to be the only authentic method of New Testament evangelism, something he
calls "power evangelism." In Wimber's mind "proclamation evangelism," in which a person is shown from Scripture
the message of salvation, just won't work. In Wimber's view, to win substantial numbers of people to Christ, one must
first soften them up by performing some miracle, or by giving a "word of knowledge." Not only does power
evangelism miss the boat Scripturally, it also serves to confuse the unsaved. The emphasis is upon signs and wonders
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rather than Christ and Him crucified. Most are being attracted to the show rather than the cross. 

Ecclesiology 

Many within charismatic circles hold to some form of dominion theology, which confuses the church with Israel and
teaches that we are looking for a latter day revival that will sweep multitudes into the kingdom and transform society
before the return of Christ (i.e., Reconstructionism).  In addition, the majority of charismatics are highly, and
unbiblically, ecumenical. Many are actively pursuing reunification with the Roman Catholic Church, and some even
consider the Pope to be an evangelical Christian. The purpose of the church is often distorted as they concentrate on
the showy gifts (miracles, tongues, prophecies) rather than the balanced functioning of the body. 

Eschatology 

Some charismatics are not looking for the return of Christ, but for the "latter rain," in which they believe there will be
a special outpouring of the Spirit that restores the supernatural gifts to the church and bring a great revival. They do
not believe that Christ can return until the world is prepared for Him by the "latter rain." 

Earl Paulk says that the pretribulational rapture position is a "heresy" inspired by Satan to rock the church to sleep. His
view is not based upon a thorough study of Scripture, but on a supposedly new revelation from God (Biblical
Perspectives, Vol. 4, #4, page 6). 

Pneumatology 

Many believe in a second work of grace often called the "baptism of the Holy Spirit." This baptism gives the believer
special powers and gifts. Others, such as the Vineyard Movement, would not agree with the term "baptism of the Holy
Spirit," but teach essentially the same thing. They say the evidence of the Holy Spirit at work in our lives is powers,
signs, and wonders. 

Angelology/Demonology 

Angels, demons, and "spiritual warfare" are popular today in charismatic circles. Based upon experience, rather than
Scripture, a whole new theology has been developed concerning angels and demons that completely misrepresents the
teachings of the Word. (See our report on "Spiritual Warfare" for a better understanding of this subject). 

In conclusion, the charismatic movement is not just a harmless segment within evangelical Christianity, but a
devastating error that undermines many of the cardinal truths of the Word of God.

* This report has been excerpted and or adapted from two articles by the same name (Parts I & II) in the August and
September 1999, Think on These Things, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL, Gary Gilley, Pastor.
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Pentecostalism*
By Gary E. Gilley  

Pentecostalism has become the fastest growing segment of Christianity. "It is growing at a rate of 13 million a year, or
35,000 a day. With nearly a half billion adherents, it is, after Roman Catholicism, the largest Christian tradition"
(Christian History, "The Rise of Pentecostalism," issue no. 58, vol. XVII no. 2, p.3). In addition, the largest church in
the world (the Yoi Do Full Gospel Church) is a Pentecostal church in Korea, pastored by David Yonggi Cho, with a
weekly worship attendance of 240,000. Two Pentecostal Churches in Buenos Aires attract together 150,000 each week
(ibid.).

Just who are the Pentecostals, how did they originate, and what do they believe? The intent of this report is to answer
these questions.

Pentecostal History

Most consider the father of Pentecostalism to be Charles Parham, a young college student from Kansas with roots in
the Methodist Church. While the Wesleys (John & Charles) could not be defined as Pentecostals, their theology laid
the foundation upon which the Pentecostal movement would be built. Principally, it was the Methodist view that
sanctification was a second work of grace, separate from salvation, coupled with the Holiness belief of a third
experience, the "Baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire," that intrigued Parham. Parham was also influenced by a fresh
desire within his denominational circles to experience divine healing and speaking in tongues -- practices that most
Christians at the end of the nineteenth century believed had ceased with the Apostolic age.

In 1900, Parham opened a Bible college to promote these views, which he deemed "Apostolic Faith" theology. An
interesting footnote is Parham’s theory that God would soon give His church the gift of tongues, in the form of known
languages, so that the world could be quickly evangelized.

"This end–time revival, accompanied by believers speaking in known languages they had never learned (xenolivia),
would bring to an end the church age and bring back a triumphant Christ" (Ibid. "American Pentecost" by Ted Olsen,
p. 12). Of course later, when the rubber met the road, this theory proved untenable, and a new theory that tongues were
unknown languages rose to the forefront.

While Parham and his followers would not be the first modern day Christians to speak in tongues (that honor
apparently goes to W. F. Bryant and his disciples in 1896, later forming the Church of God in Tennessee), Parham was
the first to teach that tongues are the initial evidence of "the baptism of the Holy Spirit." It was at a New Year’s Eve
watchnight service in 1900 that Agnes Ozman, one of Parham’s students, finally spoke in tongues. Before the week
was over, about half of the 34 members of the school, including Parham, had spoken in tongues.  

Pentecostalism thus had its birthday, but the movement, meeting with skepticism at every turn, had a hard time getting
out of the nursery. It was not until late-1903 at a revival in Galena, Kansas, that Parham and his teachings gained
notoriety. Soon Parham could boast of up to 25,000 followers, but an even stronger Pentecostal movement was taking
place in Wales in 1904-1905.  

It seems to be a little known fact to many modern heralds of revival that the "Welsh Revival" was not a movement of
God similar to the Great Awakening, but was actually the European counterpart to the rise of American
Pentecostalism. Actually, in many ways the Welsh Revival was a strong catalyst for this side of the ocean. If God was
performing these signs and wonders in Wales, so the reasoning went, He could do it here as well.

We discover the next important chapter in Pentecostalism in Texas, where in 1905 Parham opened a Bible school and
began publishing a newspaper entitled The Apostolic Faith. Out of the Bible school emerged the next great luminary in
the Pentecostal movement, William J. Seymour, a southern black Holiness preacher. Seymour soon moved to Los
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Angeles, where, after several turns of events, he spearheaded a revival at what would be called the Azusa Street
Mission. It was here that a Times reporter claimed that "colored people and a sprinkling of whites practice the most
fanatical rites, preach the wildest theories, and work themselves into a state of mad excitement in their peculiar zeal"
(Ibid. p. 15).

Regardless of such criticism, by September 1906 the church reported about 13,000 people had received the "baptism of
the Holy Spirit." Although Seymour would seldom preach, meetings would often begin at 10:00 A.M. and continue
until two or three the following morning.

Thousands of pilgrims, curious about and hungry for what Seymour claimed to offer, poured down Azusa Street
between 1906 and 1909. But while the Azusa Street Revival weathered the external storm of criticism, it soon began to
unravel internally. Perhaps the handwriting was on the wall as early as October 1906, when Parham came to preach. He
was shocked by many manifestations being portrayed as from the Holy Spirit, but were really, he believed, of the flesh
or demonic. Parham and Seymour split and never reconciled. Seymour, from that time forward, eclipsed Parham as the
dominant personality in the movement.

Shockwaves also came over racial tension. In the early months of Azusa Street, blacks and whites, men and women,
shared leadership, although blacks were predominate. But soon Seymour asked all the Hispanics to leave, and
eventually wrote by-laws that prevented anyone except African-Americans from holding office in the Mission. By
1909, the revival was spent, and eventually faded into history. Even the mission building was razed after Seymour’s
death.  

However, even as the Azusa Street Revival’s fires died out, a movement had ignited that would not die. Pentecostalism
had spread all over the world. Denominations such as the Assemblies of God and the United Pentecostal Church had
been formed, and a large segment of the American church would forever view Azusa Street as the high water mark of
modern Christianity.

Pentecostal Beliefs

Unlike charismatics, who by definition have infiltrated every denomination and doctrinal persuasion, Pentecostals have
definite theological distinctives. Below are some important doctrinal issues in Pentecostalism.

Sanctification

The Pentecostal movement emerged from the Wesleyan/Holiness movement of the 1800s. John Wesley had taught that
through an instantaneous experience, some time after conversion, a believer could become "entirely sanctified," or
reach a state of "Christian perfection." By this Wesley did not mean that a Christian would never make a mistake, but
that he could cease from sin in this life. Seizing upon this understanding of sanctification, Pentecostals have gone on to
call it the "baptism of the Holy Spirit," which is evidenced by the experience of speaking in tongues.

In 1910, a Pentecostal minister by the name of William H. Durham challenged this teaching, proposing a gradual
process of sanctification in which the sanctifying work of Christ was "appropriated" over one’s life. Today
Pentecostals have lined up behind both positions.

The Trinity

In the decade following Azusa Street, a number of Pentecostals began to question the proper formula for baptism.
While Jesus had commanded baptism in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, these individuals noted
that the baptisms in the book of Acts were in the name of Jesus only. With this understanding, some began to baptize
and rebaptize in Jesus’ name only. But what began as a baptismal formula soon led to a denial of the Trinity.
Denominations, such as the Assemblies of God, rejected the "Oneness Pentecostals," who as early as 1915 began
forming their own denominations. Two of the largest today are the Pentecostal Assemblies of the World and the
United Pentecostal Church, estimated to number 1.5 to 5 million Oneness Pentecostals worldwide.
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Practices

Pentecostals are defined more by what they do than by what they believe (of course their practices spring from their
beliefs). Pentecostals believe in exorcism, speaking in tongues, faith healing, and a few (about 2,500) in snake
handling, and in general, they seek supernatural experiences.

Women Preachers

Pentecostalism, from day one, has not shied away from welcoming women preachers and leaders in churches and
denominations. The Church of God (Cleveland, Tenn.) began ordaining women in 1909, and by 1913 twelve percent
of its ministers were women. The Assemblies of God first ordained women in 1914, and at one point, a quarter of their
ministers were women. Some of the best known have been Aimee Semple McPherson (1890-1944), Maria Beulah
Woodworth-Ettor (1844-1924), and Kathryn Kuhlman. 

Who Are The Pentecostals?

Some of the best known Pentecostal Denominations are:

Church of God in Christ
International Church of the Foursquare Gospel Church of God (Tenn.)
Church of God of Prophecy
Pentecostal Holiness Church
Fire-Baptized Holiness Church
Pentecostal Free-Will Baptist Church
The Assemblies of God
The United Pentecostal Church

Although there are many resources from which to learn about Pentecostalism, one excellent source is  issue no. 58 of
Christian History magazine. See also the web site of Christian History, which has a link to the Azusa Street web site
providing copies of the original documents and newspaper clippings from the days of the revival.  

* This report has been excerpted and or adapted from an article by the same name in the December 1999, Think on
These Things, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL, Gary Gilley, Pastor.
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The Word-Faith Movement*
By Gary E. Gilley

The fastest growing segment of professing Christianity today is the Word-Faith Movement, also known as the Positive
Confession or simply "Faith" movement. Its growth is at least partially due to the massive amounts of money the
leaders are able to extract from the faithful. This influx of cash allows for huge buildings and extensive ministries, and
more importantly, wide exposure on television, which translates into numerical growth. Not only do many Word-Faith
preachers broadcast their services and campaigns, but Word-Faith adherents, Paul and Jan Crouch, own the largest
Christian-based television network in the world. The Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN), founded by the Crouches,
with an estimated net worth of approximately $600 million dollars, is capable of televising the Faith message (as well
as many other errant messages) all over the world.

Well-known personalities within the movement include Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, Robert Tilton (who is
staging a come-back), Paul Yonggi Cho, Benny Hinn, Marilyn Hickey, Frederick K.C. Price, John Avanzini, Charles
Capps, Jerry Savelle, Morris Cerullo and of course, Paul and Jan Crouch. 

Beliefs 

Faith Is a Force

As is implied by the title "Word-Faith," the supporters of this movement believe that faith works like a mighty power
or force. Through faith, we can obtain anything we want -- health, wealth, success, whatever. However, this force is
only released through the spoken word. As we speak the words of faith, power is discharged to accomplish our desires.
Hagin's theme, as found in his booklet How to Write Your Own Ticket with God, can be summarized as follows
(Christianity in Crisis, pp. 74-75):

In the opening chapter, titled "Jesus Appears to Me," Hagin claims that while he "was in the Spirit" -- just like the
apostle John on the Isle of Patmos -- a white cloud enveloped him and he began to speak in tongues. "Then the
Lord Jesus Himself appeared to me," says Hagin. "He stood within three feet of me." After what sounded like a casual
conversation about such things as finances, ministry, and even current affairs, Jesus told Hagin to get a pencil and a
piece of paper. He then instructed him to "Write down: 1,2,3,4." Jesus then allegedly told Hagin "if anybody,
anywhere, will take these four steps or put these four principles into operation, he will always receive whatever he
wants from Me or from God the Father." That includes whatever you want financially. The formula is simply: "Say it,
Do it, Receive it, and Tell it."

1. Step number one is "Say it." "Positive or negative, it is up to the individual. According to what the individual says,
that shall he receive."
2. Step number two is "Do it." "Your action defeats you or puts you over. According to your action, you receive or you
are kept from receiving."
3. Step number three is "Receive it." We are to plug into the "powerhouse of heaven." "Faith is the plug, praise God!
Just plug in."
4. Step number four is "Tell it so others may believe." This final step might be considered the Faith movement's
outreach program.

Kenneth Copeland states the faith formula this way: "All it takes is 1) Seeing or visualizing whatever you need,
whether physical or financial; 2) Staking your claim on Scripture; and 3) Speaking it into existence" (Christianity in
Crisis, p. 80).

Paul Yonggi Cho, borrowing from the occult, has developed what he calls the "Law of Incubation." Here is how it
works: "First make a clear-cut goal, then draw a mental picture, vivid and graphic, to visualize success. Then incubate
it into reality, and finally speak it into existence through the creative power of the spoken word" (Christianity in Crisis,
pp. 83-84).
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If a positive confession of faith releases power, then according to Word-Faith, a negative confession can actually
backfire. Capps says the tongue "can kill you, or it can release the life of God within you." This is so because, "Faith is
a seed … you plant it by speaking it." There is power in "the evil fourth dimension" says Cho. Hagin informs us that if
you confess sickness you get sickness, if you confess health you get health, whatever you say you get. "This spoken
word … releases power -- power for good or power for evil," is the commonly held view of the movement. It is easy to
see why the title "Positive Confession" is often applied to this group.

As one might guess, the teachings of the Faith movement are very attractive to some. If we can produce whatever our
hearts desire by simply demanding what we want by faith, if we can manipulate the universe and perhaps even God,
then we have our own personal genie just waiting to fulfill our wishes. Frederick K.C. Price wastes no words when he
writes:

"Now this is a shocker! But God has to be given permission to work in this earth realm on behalf of man. …
Yes! You are in control! So if man has control, who no longer has it? God. ... When God gave Adam
dominion, that meant God no longer had dominion. So, God cannot do anything on this earth unless we let Him
or give Him permission through prayer" (Prayer: Do You Know What Prayer Is. ... and How to Pray? The
Word Study Bible, p. 1178).  

This is certainly a theology that would appeal to the masses, and thus accounts for the Faith movement's popularity.

The Deification of Man 

Faith teachers like to teach, based upon serious mishandling of passages such as John 10:31-39 and II Peter 1:4, that
Christians are "little gods." Copeland says, "Now Peter said by exceeding great and precious promises you become
partakers of the divine nature. All right, are we gods? We are a class of gods!" (Christianity in Crisis, p. 116). Benny
Hinn declares, "God came from heaven, became a man, made man into little gods, went back to heaven as a man"
(Christianity in Crisis, p. 382 n. 43). Earl Paulk wrote, "Until we comprehend that we are little gods and we begin to
act like little gods, we cannot manifest the kingdom of God" (Satan Unmasked, p. 97). 

The Humanization of God 

While man is glorified, God is humiliated in the Faith system. Copeland claims that God is a being who stands about
6'2"-6'3", weighing somewhere in the neighborhood of a couple of hundred pounds, and has a hand span of 9" across
(Christianity in Crisis, p. 121). Copeland also declares "Adam was the copy, looked just like (God). If you stood
Adam beside God, they looked just exactly alike. If you stood Jesus and Adam side-by-side, they would look and
sound exactly alike" (Christianity in Crisis, p. 137). 

Many of the Word-Faith teachers also embrace a heresy known as Tritheism, which in essence teaches that there are
really three separate Gods. Hinn, under supposed inspiration, explains: 

"Man, I feel revelation knowledge already coming on me here. Holy Spirit, take over in the name of Jesus. ...
God the Father, ladies and gentlemen, is a person; and He is a triune being by Himself separate from the Son
and the Holy Ghost. Say, what did you say? Hear it, hear it, hear it. See, God the Father is a person, God the
Son is a person, God the Holy Ghost is a person. But each one of them is a triune being by Himself. If I can
shock you -- and maybe I should -- there's nine of them. Huh, what did you say? Let me explain: God the
Father, ladies and gentlemen, is a person with his own personal spirit, with his own personal soul, and his own
personal spirit-body. You say, Huh, I never heard that. Well you think you're in this church to hear things
you've heard for the last 50 years? You can't argue with the Word, can you? It's all in the Word (Christianity in
Crisis, p. 123-124).

Hinn, under fire, later retracted his remarks, only to reaffirm them two years later.

Jesus supposedly told Copeland, "They crucified me for claiming that I was God. But I didn't claim I was God; I just
claimed I walked with Him and that he was in me" (Christianity in Crisis, p. 137-138). Many of the Faith heresies
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concerning God can be traced to the notes found in Dake's Annotated Reference Bible. 

The Distortion of the Cross 

Four atonement-related errors on the part of the Faith teachers can be documented: 

1) Christ was re-created on the cross from divine to demonic. To put it in Faith vernacular, Jesus took on
the very nature of Satan himself.
2) Your redemption was not secured on the cross, but in hell. In fact, many Faith teachers claim that
Christ's torture by all the demons of hell was a "ransom" God paid to Satan so that He could get back into
a universe from which He had been banished. 
3) Jesus was reborn (or born again) in the very pit of hell.
4) Christ was reincarnated through His rebirth in hell and that those who (like Christ) are born again can
become "incarnated" as well. 

Thus, Faith teachers take Christ, the spotless Lamb, and pervert Him into an unholy sacrifice on the cross (Christianity
In Crisis, p.153). 

Practices 

While many, even within the Word-Faith churches, are unaware of some of the doctrinal heresies of the movement,
none can plead ignorant of the strange and bizarre practices and emphasis of its leaders. The following things are
standard occurrences in virtually every one of their television broadcasts, evangelistic campaigns, and church services. 

A Prosperity Gospel 

Nothing will create more euphoria in the average person than the promise to make them wealthy, and this the Word-
Faith leadership knows very well. The Word-Faith teacher's lifestyle is clearly identified by opulence, luxury, riches,
and the assurance that all of this can be his followers as well -- if only they apply certain principles. 

Robert Tilton is normative. On a Trinity Broadcasting Network program in 1990 he said: 

"Being poor is a sin, when God promises prosperity. New house? New car? That's chicken feed. That's nothing
compared to what God wants to do for you" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 285).  

Fred Price on a similar broadcast explains how it works:  

"If you've got one dollar faith and you ask for a ten-thousand dollar item, it ain't going to work. It won't
work. Jesus said, 'According to your [faith],' not according to God's will for you, in His own good time, if
it's according to His will, if He can work it into his busy schedule. He said, 'According to your faith, be it
unto you'" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 286). 

Of course, the road to prosperity somehow always leads to the offering plate of the Word-Faith Movement. Gloria
Copeland (Kenneth's wife) pulls no punches in her book God's Will Is Prosperity: 

"Give $10 and receive $1000; Give $1000 and receive $100,000 … give one house and receive one
hundred houses or a house worth one hundred times as much. Give one airplane and receive one hundred
times the value of the airplane. … In short, Mark 10:30 is a very good deal" (p. 54).

A Health Gospel 

The "name-it-and-claim-it" pundits are not content with mere wealth; they want to feel well enough to enjoy their
prosperity. So do most of their listeners. So while you are giving away wealth, why not dispense health as well? 

The Word-Faith teachers, as is true of many other charismatics, believe that Christ provided for physical healing at the
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cross. As a result, not only are Christians saved from sin, they are promised a life of health. Kenneth Copeland writes
in Healed … to Be or Not to Be: 

"The first step to spiritual maturity is to realize your position before God. You are a child of God and a
joint-heir with Jesus. Consequently, you are entitled to all the rights and privileges in the kingdom of God,
and one of their rights is health and healing" (p. 25).

But, if healing is part of the atonement, why do Christians get sick? Lack of faith, as Benny Hinn explains:  

"The Bible declares that the work was done 2,000 years ago. God is not going to heal you now -- he healed you
2,000 years ago. All you have to do today is receive your healing by faith" (Rise and Be Healed, p. 44). 

Of course reality, in the form of sickness, has to be faced even by the Word-Faith leaders. Fred Price may proclaim
"we don't allow sickness in our home," but his wife still has cancer. Kenneth Hagin brags that he has not had a
headache, the flu, or even "one sick day" in nearly 60 years, but he has had four cardiovascular crises. Paul Crouch
may have healed Oral Roberts of chest pains on a TBN Broadcast, but it didn't stop Oral from having a heart attack a
few hours later (Christianity in Crisis, pp. 237-238). How are these things explained away? Predictably, by blaming
them on the devil. Sickness in the Word-Faith camp is usually seen as satanic attacks that must be repelled by words of
faith (i.e., "positive confession"). 

Experiences 

The faith leaders make some amazing claims. Hagin, for example, has visited (so he says) both heaven and hell as well
as had out-of-body experiences (Christianity in Crisis, p. 334). He has had many visits from Jesus and angels. He
boasts of the ability to heal, cast our demons, and levitate people (p. 336). Hinn opens his best selling book with these
words: 

"It was three days before Christmas 1973. The sun was still rising on that cold, misty Toronto morning.
Suddenly He was there. The Holy Spirit entered my room. He was as real to me that morning as the book
you are holding in your hand is to you. For the next eight hours I had an incredible experience with the
Holy Spirit. It changed the course of my life (Rise and Be Healed, p. 1). 

Hinn speaks of frequent personal visits from the Lord, the first being at age eleven: 

"I saw Jesus walk into my bedroom. He was wearing a robe that was whiter than white and a deep red
mantle was draped over the robe. I saw his hair. I looked into His eyes. I saw the nailprints in His hands. I
saw everything. ... When it happened, I was asleep, but suddenly my little body was caught up in an
incredible sensation that can only be described as 'electric.' It felt as if someone had plugged me into a
wired socket. There was a numbness that felt like needles -- a million of them -- rushing through my body.
And then the Lord stood before me while I was in a deep, deep sleep. He looked straight at me with the
most beautiful eyes. He smiled, and His arms were open wide. I could feel His presence. It was marvelous
and I'll never forget it" (Rise and Be Healed, p. 22). 

When Hinn describes his conversion, he does not mention the cross, repentance, or faith; rather, it is all couched in
terms of experience: 

"What I really felt, though, was that this surge of power was cleansing me -- instantly, from the inside out.
I felt absolutely clean, immaculate, and pure. Suddenly I saw Jesus with my own eyes. It happened in a
moment of time. There he was. Jesus" (Rise and Be Healed, p. 31). 

Hinn claims power of a supernatural nature often emanates from his body: 

"Once, my mother was cleaning the hallway while I was in my room talking with the Holy Spirit. When I
came out, she was thrown right back. Something had knocked her against the wall. I said, 'What's wrong
with you, Mama?' She answered, 'I don't know?' Well, the presence of the Lord almost knocked her
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down" (Rise and Be Healed, p. 42). 

Both the appeal of the book and its dangers are evident in this quote: 

"Are you ready to meet the Holy Spirit intimately and personally? Do you want to hear His voice? Are you
prepared to know him as a person? That's exactly what happened to me, and it drastically transformed my life.
It was an intensely personal experience, and it was based on God's Word. You may ask, 'Was it the result of a
systematic Bible study?' No, it happened when I invited the Holy Spirit to be my personal friend. To be my
constant guide. To take me by the hand and lead me 'into all truth.' What He will uncover and reveal to you in
Scripture will make your study of the Bible come alive" (Rise and Be Healed, p. 48). 

Both the Word-Faith leaders and their followers make the same mistake of basing their lives on experiences and
feelings rather than upon the inspired Word of God. 

Luminaries within the Movement

Kenneth Hagin is considered the father of Word-Faith. He has a syndicated radio show carried by about 250 radio
stations; a Bible School (Rhema Bible Training Center) with 12,000 graduates from 1974-1992; a magazine with
400,000 subscribers; and has sold millions of books and other publications. 

Kenneth Copeland is the heir-apparent to the Faith throne (although Benny Hinn has moved in to challenge).
Copeland's empire spans the globe with similar ministries as Hagin. 

Benny Hinn was pastor of Orlando Christian Center in Orlando, Florida. (He recently moved his ministry to Dallas.)
Hinn reaches the world through evangelistic campaigns, television, and literature. His book Good Morning Holy Spirit
was the best selling Christian book in 1991, selling a quarter of a million copies in only three months. He is perhaps
best known as a "Faith-Healer" in the traditions of Kathryn Kuhlman (his idol) and Oral Roberts. His "ability" to "slay
in the Spirit" large groups of people at once (by blowing on them or waving his arm their direction) has brought him
considerable notoriety. 

Frederick K.C. Price, the most prominent of black Word-Faith preachers, pastors the 16,000-member Crenshaw
Christian Center, and has his own television show. 

John Avanzini, best-known fundraiser among the Word-Faith leaders. He has said, "A greater than a lottery has come.
His name is Jesus!" 

Robert Tilton perfected the Christian infomercial through his "Success-N-Life" television program. 

Marilyn Hickey is (except for Gloria Copeland and perhaps Jan Crouch) the best-known woman in the movement.
She teaches people to speak to their wallets and checkbooks in order that their wealth may increase. 

David Yonggi Cho is the pastor of the 700,000 Full Gospel Yoido Church in South Korea. Cho, who often speaks at
Robert Schuller Conferences on church growth (along with Bill Hybels), is perhaps the closest link to the occult. He
teaches a concept called the "Fourth Dimension." The first three dimensions are physical and are controlled by the
fourth, which is the spiritual. Cho teaches that Christians can get anything they want by calling upon the spirit world in
the Fourth Dimension and visualizing what they want. When a person (Christian or unsaved) follows the proper
formula of positive thinking, speaking and visualizing, they "incubate" and eventually give birth to their desires. These
techniques are the same used in his occult-infested country. Cho is aware of this fact, but believes what works for
"them" will work for "us" -- so use it.   

* This report has been excerpted and or adapted from an article ("The Word of Faith Movement") in the April 1999,
Think on These Things, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL, Gary Gilley, Pastor.

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns-index/charfbns.htm
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The Toronto Blessing and the Laughing Revival*
By Gary E. Gilley  

Something happened on January 10, 1994, at a Vineyard Church near the Pearson International Airport in Toronto that
was unique in the history of professing Christianity. While some point back to somewhat similar phenomena during the
Welsh Revivals, Cane Ridge Revivals (1800-1801), Charles Finney (1800s), and even the Great Awakening (1734-47),
all of these pale in comparison to the claims of the "Laughing Revival" that received its energy, if not origin, on that
cold day in Canada.  

Supporters say that on this occasion the Holy Spirit was poured out on that small congregation, resulting in
spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter. Thus began a "revival" that continues to this day and has impacted churches
throughout the world. Hundreds of thousands of visitors, including thousands of pastors, have attended the services at
the Toronto Airport Vineyard (now called the Airport Christian Fellowship) in hopes of catching and transporting the
spirit of this revival. And it seems to be working. Churches across the globe are claiming similar experiences, which,
in addition to "holy laughter," include shaking, making animal noises, swooning, and being stuck in "Holy Ghost
glue." It has been reported by some that up to seven thousand churches in Great Britain alone have experienced
something similar to the Holy Laughter Revival.

Rodney Howard-Browne, a South African minister associated with the Word-Faith Movement, is the recognized
"Father" of holy laughter. He claims to have had his first experience with these phenomena in 1979, while challenging
God to "touch me" or Howard-Browne was going "to come up there and touch You." God apparently responded by
causing him to feel as if his body was on fire and he broke out in uncontrollable laughter (see Howard-Browne's book,
The Touch of God). In 1989, while preaching in New York State, his congregation fell under the same power. Soon
Howard-Browne began influencing others, but on a small scale. Then, while preaching at Carpenter's Home Church in
Lakeland, Florida, in 1993, laughter in the Spirit once again broke out bringing Howard-Browne out of obscurity. One
of his disciples was Pastor Randy Clark from St. Louis, Missouri. 

It was Clark (who had already experienced strange phenomenon in his church) who preached the revival sermon in
Toronto that ignited the whole movement. The Revival has since spread like wildfire, especially in Vineyard and
Charismatic circles, and in recent years has penetrated all kinds of denominations. Howard-Browne, who continues to
be a leader of this movement, calls himself a "Holy Ghost Bartender," who thus dispenses the "new wine" of joy that
leads to people being "drunk in the Spirit." He claims to find the Biblical base for his teaching in Acts 2, at the day of
Pentecost. But a careful study of that text does not reveal anything like what is happening today. The apostles were not
laughing uncontrollably, they were not barking like dogs, they were not stuck to the floor in Holy Ghost glue, they
were not being "slain in the Spirit." They simply preached the gospel and their listeners heard it in their own language.

Recently, the Association of Vineyard Fellowships expelled the Airport Vineyard Fellowship from its association for
"going over the edge." Even the Vineyard has recognized that the Revival has gone too far and is now trying to
distance itself from it. What criteria the Vineyard could possibly use to do this is unknown. A criterion unused by
either group is found in Isaiah 8:16,19-20:  

Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples … And when they say to you, "Consult the mediums and
the spiritists who whisper and mutter," should not a people consult their God? Should they consult the dead on
behalf of the living? To the law and to the testimony! If they do not speak according to this word, it is because
they have no dawn. 

John Arnott, the pastor of the Airport Vineyard Fellowship, tells his followers that they are not to even entertain the
thought that they might become involved in any kind of counterfeit revival. Yet, the apostle John warned us to Test the
spirits to see whether they are from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world (I John 4:1). 

Wild Experiences Coming Out of Toronto

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/laugh.htm
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One of Howard-Browne's books has a section titled "Holy Ghost Glue." In it he recounts the story of a wealthy
woman who got "stuck" in the spirit. As Howard-Browne tells it:

"She was lying there from noon until 1:30 … At 1:30, she tried to get up. She wanted to get up. She
couldn't. All she could do was flap her hands. So she was lying there flapping away -- flap, flap, flap, flap
… 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 … At 4:30 the woman was still saying, 'I can't get up. I'm stuck to the floor.'"

She flapped so long that, as Howard-Browne put it, he ended up "walking out on the Holy Spirit":

 "I turned to the pastor and said, 'Look, I haven't had either breakfast or lunch. It's 4:30. I'm not stuck and
you're not stuck. These people are going to stay here with her, so let's go have a meal before the night
service.' The ushers told us later that at 6 o'clock the woman finally peeled herself off the carpet. Then it
took her an hour to crawl from the center of the church auditorium to the side wall. She had been stuck to
the floor for six hours!" (Manifesting the Holy Spirit, pp. 26,27).

Another experience from John Arnott:

 "When Randy Clark preached at the Airport Vineyard, the pastor claimed that 'almost 80 percent of the
people were on the floor. … It was like an explosion. We saw people literally being knocked off their feet
by the Spirit of God. … Others shook and jerked. Some danced, some laughed. Some lay on the floor as if
dead for hours. People cried and shouted'" (The Father's Blessing, by John Arnott, pp. 71-72).

Prophecies and Revelations 

In a message titled "Receiving the Spirit's Power," revival leader Carol Arnott (John Arnott's wife) claims she had a
conversation with the Holy Spirit. During the dialogue, the spirit that spoke with her communicated sorrow over being
separated from Jesus:  

"'You know, the Father, and Jesus and I have been together for all of eternity. But when Jesus went back to
heaven to be with God the Father, I came to earth.' And He said, 'I am so lonely for Jesus.' He said, 'So that
when people really, really love Jesus, and really honor Him, and really worship Him,' He said, 'I love to be
around those kinds of people.' … He misses Jesus, and He misses the Father" (Counterfeit Revival, p. 111).

Rarely is the self-gratifying orientation of "Counterfeit Revivalists" more prominent than in John Arnott's book The
Father's Blessing. In a section titled "Jesus Wants a Love Affair with You," Arnott describes how Jesus appeared to a
woman and fulfilled all her fantasies. Jesus laughed with the woman as together they ran around with arms stretched
out like airplanes; Jesus lay on the ground with the woman and played Legos; then Jesus played with her hair and met
her deepest needs and desires (pp. 20-22).

 Bizarre claims from The Father's Blessings

(1) A delightful woman came to Toronto from Europe. She came from an extremely theological and intellectual
background -- "too much thinking," she said. While under God's power she had a vision. Much to her surprise, Jesus
took her through events of her childhood, and they relived them together.

This woman used to play soccer, and Jesus told her gently that she took the glory for herself. So she wept and
repented, then they played soccer together. She laughed and laughed at His long robe, then she asked Him to be the
goalkeeper. He was so strong, He knocked all the balls away. But then He let her have a goal, and she laughed
some more.

Then Jesus told her she always acted like a boy. She said this was true because her father wanted a boy, and it hurt
her. But Jesus showed her that He wanted her to be a girl. She explains that she saw, like a movie before her eyes,
the yard she used to play in as a child. She had a pretty flowered dress on, and they danced together, and her hair
blew in the wind. Jesus told her, "You know, forever -- I wanted you as a girl." And she cried and cried. "It was so
wonderful because He planned me to be a girl. It was so beautiful."

Another evening Jesus showed her herself as a baby, and He tickled her. She laughed and laughed, and baby noises
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came out of her. Another time, she was one year old. She was holding a toy, but she couldn't play with it because
she didn't know how. And she looked into the eyes of Jesus and asked Him to explain how to play with this toy. And
He took time and told her (pp. 123-124).

(2) Carol (Arnott's wife) has often prayed for me (John Arnott), and I would stand there trying to receive from God, yet
not feeling anything. I would say, "Honey, is the Holy Spirit flowing in?" 
She would say, "Yes, just receive." Then she would say, "Whoops, where did you go?"
"What do you mean?"
"Well, you went somewhere, and God's anointing for you came back on me."
Some of you who minister know what that feels like. When you are praying for someone else and they do not receive,
the anointing comes back to you and you just about fall over -- either you or the person who is helping you.
I asked Carol why I didn't receive, and she told me that I was trying to stay in control. I argued with her, but she was
more convincing: "You will not surrender; you will not give yourself to God" (p. 125).

(3) Carol Arnott gives this vision, which could have been taken right out of a Disney movie. -- The scene changed,
and I was walking, holding His arm. I kept looking around thinking, "Gee, I don't recognize this place. I wonder where
I am? This doesn't look familiar at all." Then I happened to look down, and I thought, "Oh, it's gold! Oh, my goodness,
I am walking on the streets of gold. This is heaven! I'm the bride of Christ. I am marrying Jesus." This is the wedding
day. Lord, this is incredible. I was standing in an open spot when Jesus walked up and said, "Carol, may I have the
first dance?" I thought, "Oh, no, I can't dance. My wedding veil is too long." As soon as I thought that, out of nowhere
came cardinals and blue jays -- all these little birds -- and they picked up my veil, and I danced with Jesus (pp. 164-
165). 

(4) John Arnott writes: It is no coincidence that we have seen people prophetically acting like lions, oxen, eagles and
even warriors. In Steve Witt's church in St. Johns, New Brunswick, I saw all four of those manifestations happening at
the same time -- the ox, the eagle, the lion and the man (warrior). The lion and eagle manifestations accompanied
prophesying. The man who was acting out the part of the warrior had both hands gripped together around the hilt of
a sword, and he was swinging it. These warrior actions give the observer a real feel of battlefield action. The people
who were doing this were mostly credible pastors or leaders. I was astonished but sensed the awesome presence of
God. 

One lady who played the keyboard and weighed about 115 pounds was on all fours, snorting and pawing the ground
like an angry ox or bull. It was obvious that she was surprised and a bit frightened by what was happening, but at the
same time she seemed determined to follow the Spirit's leading (p. 178).

It is almost impossible to keep up on the bizarre claims coming out of Toronto. The Toronto Airport Christian
Fellowship has an excellent Web site, however, complete with live and taped videos of their services and the most
recent manifestations. Most recently, the church is claiming that many at their meetings, both at home and in South
Africa, are receiving gold fillings in their teeth!

Perhaps a quote by Rodney Howard-Browne might help us understand how and why "Christians" can be so gullible:

"I'd rather be in a church where the devil and the flesh are manifesting than in a church where nothing is
happening because people are too afraid to manifest anything. Every time there is a move of God, a few
people will get excited, go overboard, and get in the flesh. Other believers will get upset, saying that
couldn't be of God. Don't worry about it either. Rejoice because at least something is happening … If
someone comes in the meeting, rolls around on the floor, laughs in the Holy Spirit, and does it in the flesh,
at least he's not getting drunk or taking dope" (No Laughing Matter, p. 66). 

In contrast, A.W. Tozer takes the Biblical position:

"Any of it [teaching] that is good is in the Word of God, and any that is not in the Word of God is not
good. I am a Bible Christian and if an archangel with a wingspread as broad as a constellation shining like
the sun were to come and offer me some new truth, I'd ask him for a reference. If he could not show me
where it is found in the Bible, I would bow him out and say, 'I'm awfully sorry, you don't bring any
references with you'" (Counterfeit Revival, p. 67).

http://www.tacf.org/
http://www.tacf.org/
http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/miraclegold.htm
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Brownsville Revival -- A River Runs Through It*
By Gary E. Gilley

On Father's Day 1995, a church in Pensacola, Florida, got the Holy Spirit. Up until that time the Holy Spirit had
apparently been camping out up in Canada (see reports on Holy Laughter and The Toronto Blessing), but for some
unknown reason, He decided to move South. Since He did, the Brownsville Assembly of God has experienced
"Revival." Four nights per week, 48 weeks per year, services are held, usually with long lines of anxious seekers
wanting to get in. Of course, the stats keep changing (so fast that the church’s marquee actually is a McDonalds’ type
sign that reads "Over ___ souls saved"). But according to the church's web site, over 2,660,000 have attended the
Revival and 141,387 have made decisions for Christ. These numbers are misleading however, due to counting the
same people over and over. For example, if 2,000 people attended Sunday morning, and the same 2,000 attended
Sunday evening, 4,000 would be recorded as attending. Nevertheless, the numbers are impressive.

Evangelist Steve Hill was scheduled to be at the Brownsville Assembly of God for only one night (June 18, 1995), but
when he gave an invitation for "refreshing," a thousand people came forward. Recognizing what he thought was a
sweeping of the Holy Spirit over the people, Hill looked at the pastor, John Kilpatrick, and said "More Lord." At that
point Kilpatrick got "more" than he bargained for when he was "hit by the fire of God, and fell to the ground. He lay
there for two hours" (The Remnant, June 1998, p. 12). (The Remnant is a newspaper devoted to reporting on the
charismatic revivals around the world).

This was just the beginning of a bizarre phenomenon for Brownsville and their pastor Kilpatrick, who said:

"the glory of God was so strong on me during the early days of the revival that sometimes I could hardly keep
my eyes open. When we would go home, my son would have to help me get undressed because of the
tremendous glory that God was putting upon my wife and me. I tried to get up early in the morning the next
day and go to the office and found myself so drunk in the Spirit that I would go from wall to wall walking
down my hall. I hadn't developed my legs yet to stand up under the glory of God. For months they had to take
me and my wife out of the sanctuary in wheel chairs" (6/98, The Remnant, p. 2).

Things got more exciting a few weeks later when a nineteen-year-old college student by the name of Alison Ward
stood and prophesied: "God is in a hurry. There’s not much more time. He aches and He grieves for your spirit." As
she spoke these words she was shaking so violently that a casual observer may have thought she suffered from cerebral
palsy. When she completed this prophesy she fell to the floor (6/98, The Remnant, p. 19; see also The Christian News,
Dec. 30, 1996, p. 9).

The Brownsville Revival is reported to be a fulfillment of a prophecy by Word-Faith pastor David Yonggi Cho (see
the April 1999, Think on These Things, "Word-Faith Movement"). Cho says he gave the following prophecy during a
1991 Seattle Conference:

"I became deeply concerned about the spiritual decline in America. I began to pray even more earnestly for
revival in these United States. As I prayed, I felt the Lord prompt me to get a map of America, and to point my
finger on the map. I found myself pointing to the city of Pensacola in the Florida panhandle (Feast of Fire,
John Kilpatrick, p. vii). 

Experiences

The revival at Brownsville duplicates many of the same excesses and bizarre experiences as the blessing in Toronto.
One interesting new claim for Brownsville not claimed for the Toronto Blessing is that of seeing a glory cloud, or the
Shekina Glory, often described as a blue cloud or haze. If reports advertised in The Remnant are to be believed, the
Shekina Glory is appearing virtually every where these days, not just in churches (6/98, The Remnant, pp. 3,9), but
also in private homes after playing videos of revival services (p. 19).

http://www.brownsville-revival.org/
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A couple of other interesting things worthy of note are the prayer banner and the Shofar ministries. According to
Brownsville’s web site:

"In the fall of 1993 the Lord spoke to Pastor Kilpatrick saying, 'My house shall be a house of prayer.' He then
sought the Lord for direction concerning this prompting and was impressed to initiate specific times of intense
intercession. The Sunday evening service was set aside for praise, worship and prayer. Nine specific areas were
targeted for prayer: warfare, family, schools, souls, ministries, leaders of our country, healing, pastors, and
revival. Three additional areas were added later: the peace of Jerusalem, children, and catastrophic events. A
banner was made for each of these areas and as the congregation gathered around each of them for intense
prayer on Sunday evenings, the banner ministry in our church was born.

The Brownsville church has kits available, with materials and patterns for other churches to use to duplicate these
banners. Or, they will also send people to churches to give firsthand instruction on how to construct these banners, and
to give the Biblical basis for using banners. The purpose for the banners is three-fold:

1. To identify and bring focus. 
2. To bring the body into one accord. 
3. To bring glorious victory to the church.

These banners are displayed on the walls in much the same manner as a Catholic church might display icons
throughout their sanctuary. In addition, these banners and others are  waved constantly during the three hours of
singing and dancing that precede the sermon. It would quite interesting to learn of the supposed "Biblical basis" for use
of the banners. What is the New Testament instruction that would even remotely sanction this practice?

Even stranger is the blowing of the Shofar. According to an ad placed in The Remnant (from which you can order your
very own Shofar for a mere $139.00), and from information available at Brownsville-type churches, the Shofar (or
ram's horn) has many purposes. In the Old Testament it was used to usher in the Biblical festivals of Israel, including
the Sabbath, and to inspire the people to amend their lives and repent. The sounding of the Shofar symbolized freedom
and liberty, proclaimed the anniversary of the creation of the world, was a reminder of the giving of the Ten
Commandments at Mt. Sinai (and is a reminder of the Second Coming of Christ), and was also used to bring up the
Ark (the glory of God). It is a sound that is supposedly guaranteed to confuse and chase Satan away.

It is most likely the latter two purposes that have captured the interest of the Brownsville people. Rather than being
confused and frightened, Satan is probably laughing his head off. As for the glory of God coming down at the blowing
of the Shofar, the problem should be self-evident. The revivalists are confusing the Old Testament dispensation with
the New. God's glory has already arrived in the form of the Holy Spirit residing in the hearts of His people (I
Corinthians 6:19). The presence of His glory is not on call, awaiting the prayers of His people, or the sounding of a
horn. A Biblical understanding of these facts transcends the Shofar issue, for the coming, or falling, of the Spirit upon
the people is fundamental to this revival. Unless you believe that in some manner the power and glory of God can be
summoned to fall on people, you have no manifestations. Without manifestations, you have no crowds of people.
Without crowds of people, you have no revival. The misunderstanding of a relatively minor and simple doctrine can
make a major huge difference.

Like Toronto, Brownsville is known for "carpet time." In earlier times, Pentecostals referred to this as being "slain in
the Spirit," which involves being bowled over by the power of God, lying in a daze on the ground, or at times acting
out various manifestations such as jerking, laughing, crying, speaking in tongues, barking like dogs, etc. For those in
ministry who are confused on how to implement and maintain a "carpet time" ministry, instructional manuals can be
ordered (via the Brownsville Revival Product Catalog, or from their Web site). The following are some instructional
guidelines:

"Pray only 30-45 seconds for each person. Watch your catcher for a signal if you are praying too long. Pray the
following prayers: 'More Lord, Sweet Jesus, More healing, More peace, More of Your love, You are the bride
of Christ, give him/her a refreshing from the Lord, etc.' Keep phrases soft and simple. Do not raise your voice"
(Prayer Team Manual, pp. 9-10).
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"Catchers" (those with the "ministry" of catching those "slain in the Spirit") have some guidelines as well:

"When you walk behind a person, gently touch the shoulders to let them know you are there in preparation to
catch them. Remove your hands afterward. If the person falls, hold your hand on their back just above the waist
-- not under the arms. Do not touch the person while they are receiving prayer … look for open areas before
you begin to pray. This will avoid falling on others. Please do not block the aisles. If an individual is in the
aisle and they are 'slain in the Spirit,' they should be laid uphill" (p. 10).

Coming from a movement that is highly critical of the "organized church," this is an amazing amount of structure
involving a supposed sovereign, spontaneous outpouring of God.

Speaking of organization, the leaders at Brownsville are anxious to transplant the revival. Up until recently the primary
method of doing this was through pilgrimages to Brownsville. But if some cannot make it to the revival, then the
revival can be taken to them. Thus, beginning in February 1999, the revival has been taken on the road in a series of
meetings called "Awake America." 

Ecumenism

John Kilpatrick boasts:

"This is not a Brownsville thing, this is a God thing. We have seen all kinds of people here, Mormons, Baptists,
Jews, Episcopal priests, Catholics, and Methodists. That's when you know it's God and not man" (6/98, The
Remnant, p. 12).

If all of these people were truly coming to the Christ of the Bible, we might be more inclined to rejoice, but that is not
the case. Mormons come as Mormons and leave as Mormons; the same is true of Catholics and Jews, etc. People are
not coming to hear the gospel; they are coming to experience the manifestations. The result is a unification along
experiential lines rather than doctrinal.

By way of example, we might recall that the Toronto Blessing originated in the sphere of the Word-Faith and
Vineyard churches, those representing the "New Charismatics" or the so-called Third Wave of the Holy Spirit this
century. The Brownsville church is an Assembly of God, or old-line Pentecostal denomination that sprang from the
"first wave of the Holy Spirit." Now many are taking the "Revival" back to their denominations and thus influencing
the Old Charismatics, or the second wave (see The History of the Charismatic Movement).

By way of verification of all this is the March 1999 issue of Charisma (the most popular magazine in the Charismatic
world). The lead article had to do with the infiltration of the Brownsville Revival within the ranks of the Southern
Baptist Convention. Considerable disruption among Southern Baptists has taken place, as many who have tasted of the
"Revival" find that they now have more in common with this extreme fringe of the Charismatic movement than they
do with their own denomination. It is interesting that Charisma gives considerable credit to Henry Blackaby and his
book Experiencing God for opening the door for acceptance to this phenomenon.

The Assembly of God itself is highly divided over the revival, although Thomas Trask, the general superintendent of
the denomination, "gave a full endorsement of the Revival in Pensacola and said the Brownsville Assembly of God has
done more to change the direction of the Assemblies of God organization than any other organization" (6/98, The
Remnant, p. 2). Trask believes the revival to be the sovereign work of the Holy Spirit (see "The Murky River of
Brownsville," by G. Richard Fisher, a publication of Personal Freedom Outreach).

Conclusion

The metaphor of a river is a favorite of the Brownsville people. They believe that "a river is flowing," a river of the
power of God. Those who are wise are encouraged to jump into this stream and flow with the Spirit.

But one must be careful when jumping into an unknown stream. When people are claiming phenomena the likes of

http://www.pfo.org/brownsv.html
http://www.pfo.org/brownsv.html
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which are never found in Scripture, when the Word of God is constantly distorted, when doctrinal error is prolific,
even the best swimmers had better exercise great caution. Rather than leaping into an unknown current, the Scriptures
caution that the spiritual man "appraises all things" (I Cor. 2:15), and warn us to "examine everything carefully; hold
fast to that which is good; abstain from every form of evil" (I Thess. 5:21). When the child of God tests these muddied
waters in the light of Scripture, he will stay on the solid rock (Jer. 5:30-31; 14:14; 16:12; Deut. 13:1-3; Matt. 7:22,23).

* This report has been excerpted and or adapted from an article by the same name in the November 1999, Think on
These Things, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL, Gary Gilley, Pastor.
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False Memory Syndrome: Creating Memories
Part One

"Christian psychologists" follow the theories of secular theorists and they pick up certain ideas and treat
them as truth. One set of currently popular psychological notions is that people repress impulses and
memories from consciousness and that those impulses and memories continue to act in powerful ways
from an active, motivating unconscious.

Influence of Freud

Simply put, the scientifically unproven notion is that painful memories are pushed out of normal memory
and packed into a powerful unconscious. Then those "forgotten" memories supposedly cause people to act
in certain ways. The unproven Freudian-based idea is that if what is hidden in the unconscious can be
exposed, then people will know why they behave the way they do and then with such self-knowledge they
change their thinking and behaving. Thus, if a "forgotten" memory of abuse is "remembered" in therapy,
that serves as an explanation for one’s present behavior. However, such theories contradict biblical
doctrines on the nature of man and they deny biblical doctrines of personal responsibility and sin.

True or False Memories?

Are "forgotten" memories newly "remembered" by individuals in therapy true memories? Are they really
viable explanations for why people are the way they are and why they do what they do today? Most
people, including Christians, would answer "yes," especially if they are involved in "Christian" psychology
or listen to "Christian" radio, or read the popular "Christian" books.

However, evidence reveals that memories are not as solid as they have been assumed to be. Moreover,
there is no real evidence to prove Freud’s theory of the unconscious or his theory of repression. And since
there is no proof that what has been forgotten drives present behavior and feelings, it is pointless and
counterproductive to search the past rather than look to the Lord and His word in the present. Believers are
instructed to put off the old man. Even if real memories of painful events are resurrected, the negative
results may be worse than having forgotten.

Faith in theories of an unconscious filled with forgotten memories that cause present behavior has led to a
special genre of psychologists who specialize in satanic ritual abuse. Numerous Christians are counseling
according to those theories of the unconscious, repression, and widespread traumatic amnesia. And
countless Christians are newly "remembering" sexual and satanic ritual abuse in therapy and after reading
books that encourage people to search for such memories.

Then, once people "remember" such horrible events, no amount of proof seems to dissuade them. Even
when other family members say that the abuse could not have happened and when pediatricians and
gynecologists report that such abuse could not have occurred, the person "remembering" the abuse
continues to maintain that those memories are true.

The result is not greater understanding of what actually happened. Instead, the clients seem to "need"
perpetual therapy. And, those accused of the abuse are further accused of denial (another Freudian defense
mechanism). They are assumed to be guilty until proven innocent, rather than innocent until proven guilty.

What Kind of Abuse?

Our question is this: could the abuse be occurring in therapy? Not sexual abuse, but rather abuse of the
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mind? Abuse of memories? Abuse of family members who are blamed, accused, rejected, and sued?
Answers to these questions are not easy, because the human mind is the most intricate and least understood
aspect of creation.

However, certain assumptions stemming from the extensive influence of Freudian theory on our culture are
now being looked at and reexamined. Research on memory is important for Christians to watch, because
too many myths are believed as truth and too many promoters and followers of "Christian" psychology
think that those assumptions are part of their "discovered" truth from God.

PrimeTime aired a special segment on this kind of therapy January 7, 1993. The television program
showed therapy sessions and interviews with therapists. One leading therapist in this movement truly
believes there are hundreds of thousands of victims of satanic ritual abuse who have repressed the
memories. PrimeTime also showed part of one seminar being given to therapists, to teach them how to
"help" clients "remember" through hypnosis.

PrimeTime also interviewed Dr. George Ganaway, who has interviewed numerous satanic ritual abuse
patients. He said that not one had proved to be the result of actual satanic ritual abuse. Instead, he said that
such memories are formed through the person absorbing information in a highly suggestible state of mind.

Christians are not exempt from such therapy or from the accusations of abuse allegedly remembered in
therapy. Also featured on the program were Mr. and Mrs. Grady whose story was told in D Magazine.1
Their family had been close until their daughter Gloria entered psychological therapy in hopes of losing
weight. Through regressive therapy aimed at locating the "key" to her weight problem in her past, Gloria
came to believe that her family had involved her in satanic ritual abuse. The power of Gloria’s memories
are so strong that even the clear evidence presented in court, which disproved her allegations, did not
dissuade her from believing those memories. The parents are still hoping to regain their daughter, but even
to the airing of the PrimeTime Special, Gloria declared that she still believed her memories.

How Accurate Are Our Memories?

Some people would have us think that the memory is like a tape recorder that records every event
accurately and keeps it intact. But, research on memory has debunked that myth and raised many questions
about common misconceptions about remembering and forgetting.

For instance, how accurate are childhood memories? Does the vividness of the recall increase the validity
of a memory? The Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget describes a clear memory from his own early childhood:

I can still see, most clearly, the following scene, in which I believed until I was about fifteen.
I was sitting in my pram, which my nurse was pushing in the Champs Elysées, when a man
tried to kidnap me. I was held in by the strap fastened round me while my nurse bravely tried
to stand between me and the thief. She received various scratches, and I can still see vaguely
those on her face. Then a crowd gathered, a policeman with a short cloak and a white baton
came up, and the man took to his heels. I can still see the whole scene, and can even place it
near the tube station.

Notice the details of this memory. Nevertheless, Piaget then says his clear memory is of an event that
never happened. His nurse had confessed when he was about fifteen years old. Piaget says:

She had made up the whole story, faking the scratches. I, therefore, must have heard, as a
child, the account of this story, which my parents believed, and projected into the past in the
form of a visual memory.2

Memories are created out of images, overheard conversations, dreams, suggestions, and imagination as
well as out of actual events. And they change over time. Even as we remember we tend to fill in the gaps.
Therefore, each time a memory is recalled it is also recreated with the emotions accompanying the recall
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and with the imagination which fills in the gaps.

Elizabeth Loftus is well-known for her research on memory. She begins her book Memory: Surprising New
Insights into How We Remember and Why We Forget by describing her own memory of her father after he
had died. At first her thoughts of him were filled with recent images of him suffering the final stages of
cancer. She says:

Then, gradually, my thoughts of him began to include some happier images. I saw him
standing in the yard, holding a scrawny cat. I saw him in the living room surrounded by
smiling family. I even thought about him holding me on his lap when I was no older than
four.3

Then she realized the source of those memories. She had photographs of each event. She was remembering
the pictures. Thus her memory was enhanced by additional visual information.

Remembering is not running an invisible tape recorder back to an event. It is pulling together bits and
pieces of information that logically fit together. Nor can we depend on accuracy. Even immediate recall
may be inaccurate simply because of an initial failure to perceive accurately. That is why those who testify
about a particular event may have completely different stories.

Memories are also very malleable. They change even as we recall past events. Loftus says:

With the passage of time, with proper motivation, with the introduction of special kinds of
interfering facts, the memory traces seem sometimes to change or become transformed. These
distortions can be quite frightening, for they can cause us to have memories of things that
never happened.4

Even under the best circumstances, our memory is incomplete. We creatively fill in details with
probabilities. Because of this natural inclination and because of the possibility of creating new memories
through hypnosis and other forms of suggestion, Christians should be cautious about any counseling that
looks for the keys of today’s behavior in so-called repressed memories in some controlling unconscious.

Notes:
1 Glenna Whitley, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," D Magazine, October 1991, pp. 44-49, 66-71.
2 Jean Piaget, Plays, Dreams and Imitation in Childhood (New York: Norton, 1962).
3 Elizabeth Loftus, Memory: Surprising New Insights into How We Remember and Why We Forget
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1980), pp. 1-2.
4 Ibid., p. 37.
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False Memory Syndrome: Creating Memories
Part Two

Through various techniques of regressive therapy and hypnosis, counselees are uncovering what they
believe to be true memories to find out why they are the way they are. However, research on memory does
not support the claims about repressed memories of trauma being accurately and indelibly imprinted
through years of being forgotten. Instead, research on memory indicates that the very act of remembering
involves creativity and imagination.

People do not generally remember every word said in a conversation, though they may remember certain
parts. Nor do they remember every detail or fact. In comparison to the entire event, they only recall a few
facts that were significant. Then, as they remember, they fill in those details that seem to make sense and
complete the picture with what Dr. Elizabeth Loftus calls "probable inferences." She explains:

This process of using inferences and probable facts to fill in the gaps of our memories has
been called "refabrication," and it probably occurs in nearly all of our everyday perceptions.
We supply these bits and pieces, largely unconsciously, to round out fairly incomplete
knowledge.1

Thus, even without interference or suggestion there is a certain amount of creativity in remembering.

However, with certain interferences, suggestions, or cues there is even a greater amount of creativity to the
extent of creating false memories. In her book Memory, Loftus describes an experiment conducted with a
series of slides showing the sequence of an automobile-pedestrian accident. She gives this information
about what the subjects saw on the slides:

A red auto was traveling along a side street toward an intersection at which there was a stop
sign for half of the traffic and a yield sign for the remaining traffic. The slides showed the auto
turning right and knocking down a pedestrian who was crossing at the crosswalk.2

After the subjects viewed the slides, an experimenter questioned them about what they had seen. Some of
the subjects were asked questions that included incorrect information. Others were asked questions which
included correct information. Those who had been fed wrong information through the questions did poorly
on recall and thought they had actually seen a slide with the information that had been suggested in the
questions. Through this and other experiments, researchers have demonstrated that when false information
is introduced, the memory can be altered.3

Hypnosis and Memory

When similar experiments have been conducted under hypnosis the results are even worse, since
hypnotized people are even more susceptible to suggestion. Loftus says that this research shows that
"hypnosis does not reduce retrieval difficulties; it does not allow people to retrieve a true memory."4

Numerous research studies show that what is remembered under hypnosis is just as likely to be false as it
is to be true. Dr. Martin Orne, a well-known researcher of hypnosis says, "Hypnotic memory is clearly less
accurate than normal waking recall."5

Dr. Bernard Diamond, professor of law and clinical professor of psychiatry, says research demonstrates
that hypnotized people "graft onto their memories fantasies or suggestions deliberately or unwittingly
communicated by the therapist" and that "after hypnosis the subject cannot differentiate between a true
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recollection and a fantasy or a suggested detail."6 Loftus found that after such experiments as described
above, subjects continued to recall the false memory rather than what they initially saw.7 Yet countless
therapists, including Christians, use hypnosis in their search for hidden memories that supposedly will
unlock secrets to explain present behavior.

Repressed Memories

While there is strong evidence that we do not remember everything totally accurately even under normal
recall, there is also strong evidence that we do not tend to forget significant events in our lives. We may try
to forget horrible experiences and we may reduce their impact, but the popular idea of a vast number of
people having repressed memories of past abuse is just that—a popular idea. Research does not support
that kind of amnesia to the extent that it is being promoted. Rather than being common, such amnesia is
quite rare. Nevertheless, faith in repressed memories is widespread, thanks to such books as The Courage
to Heal, with such statements as: "If you don’t remember your abuse you are not alone. Many women
don’t have memories, and some never get memories. This doesn’t mean they weren’t abused."8

While one cannot conduct experiments in which memories of abuse are implanted during the experiment
because of the resulting damage to the subjects, Loftus has conducted research on people (of wide age
ranges) who were told by a relative that they were lost when they were five years old. According to Loftus,
after the subjects were convinced they had been lost, they not only remembered the details told to them,
but added even more details. The evidence of the power of suggestion to create the memory even without
the use of hypnosis is amazing.9

Research on memory is extremely important in terms of Christians seeking counseling.10 If the therapy is
regressive in that it searches the memory for past events to explain present behavior, there is a strong
possibility that false memories will be created. And once they are created they are often stronger than true
memories. This does not mean that all recall is false, but that there is a very great possibility that false
memories will be created, especially if a therapist is looking for something in the past that he thinks is
causing present "symptoms." Therefore, the assumption is that numerous individuals have been abused and
that they have repressed the memories. That is a myth without evidence.

Right now there is a large therapeutic movement to uncover "forgotten" sexual abuse and even "satanic
ritual abuse." The authors of The Courage to Heal (more than 500,000 copies sold) supply a long list of
symptoms, of which at least one or more would apply to nearly everyone.11 Even though they have no
research support, the authors are fully confident about their list of symptoms:

If you are unable to remember any specific instances. . . but still have a feeling that something
abusive happened to you, it probably did. . . If you think you were abused and your life
shows the symptoms, then you were.12 (Emphasis added.)

Here is an example of one of the exercises suggested in The Courage to Heal:

Take an event in your family history that you can never actually find out about. It could be
your father’s childhood or the circumstances in your mother’s life that kept her from
protecting you. Using all the details you do know, create your own story. Ground the
experience or event in as much knowledge as you have and then let yourself imagine what
actually might have happened.13 (Emphasis added.)

What kind of method is that for finding true memories and for finding any kind of valid evidence of what
truly happened during a person’s childhood? Exercises such as these are ways to form false memories.

In her article, "Beware the Incest-Survivor Machine," social psychologist and researcher Dr. Carol Tavris
says that authors of such books seem to be ignorant of scientific research in this field, that they "all rely on
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one another’s work as supporting evidence for their own," and that they quote one another for further
support. Tavris says:

If one of them comes up with a concocted statistic—such as "more than half of all women are
survivors of childhood sexual trauma"—the numbers are traded like baseball cards, reprinted
in every book and eventually enshrined as fact. Thus the cycle of misinformation, faulty
statistics and unvalidated assertions maintains itself.14

A large number of people undergoing psychotherapy are discovering memories that they did not know
were there. And one of the great problems is that there is no way for the person to really know whether or
not the memory is true or false. One that is created with strong emotional content will feel very real. In
fact, it often feels more real than memories of actual events.

Therapy that attempts to help patients recall forgotten memories may include hypnosis, but that is not
necessary. There are other techniques that are being taught. One is systematically guiding the process of
remembering. Questions are asked to "jog" the memory. However, rather than "jogging" a real memory,
they may be supplying the elements for creating new memories. Patients are encouraged to reconstruct
events that are hazy and to visualize the location and other physical features. And when the patient begins
to sense something the therapist will encourage the next bit of recall through questions that themselves
may inadvertently imply incorrect information. In this creative endeavor there is a very strong possibility
for suggestions to be made. While the purpose of such suggestions is to help the recall, they are often
unintentionally deceptive.

To understand the power of a false memory, think of something you know happened today. Now, what if a
person tells you that what you remember did not happen? Or, what if, after you have read this newsletter,
someone tells you that it does not exist? That is why it was upsetting for some people who participated in
memory experiments when false information was suggested, included in the memory, and then proved
wrong. One person, who had seen a videotape of a woman with black hair and then received a suggestion
under hypnosis that the woman was blond, said, "It’s really strange because I still have the blond girl’s
face in my mind and it doesn’t correspond to her [the one on the videotape]." The person continued, "It
was really weird."15

This also shows the power of hypnotically-enhanced memories. Once a memory has been changed it
replaces the original memory. One does not have two competing memories (the old and the new). The
original is gone. Even after seeing the evidence, the person continues to see the blond woman when
recalling the memory of first seeing the videotape. Even external evidence may not convince some people
of the reality of their memories that have been enhanced through hypnosis or other forms of suggestion
and guided recall.

Worse than feeling weird or losing inconsequential details of memory is the fact that many people are
suffering great pain in the kind of therapy which attempts to dredge up old memories to explain present
problems. They are now living with horrible memories of events that probably never happened. And those
memories are now defining their lives. They are now victims trying to recover from something that more
than likely never happened. Souls are being lost through therapy that is meant to help. Rather than coming
to the cross, burdened with sin, countless people are going to therapy as victims. And rather than
confronting personal sin and pointing a person to the Savior, such therapists are looking for sins that might
have been committed against their clients and point people to their own selves.

If believers in the Lord Jesus Christ would only take confidence in His Word they would not get caught up
in psychological counseling that attempts to resurrect the past in order to change the present. Paul declared,
"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now
live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me" (Galatians
2:20). Why are so many people trying to dig up the past? And, why are so many people following the
trends of the world and possibly creating new memories that replace and destroy memories of actual
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events? Why do pastors send members of their flock out to such dangerous nonsense?

This article is not meant to minimize true pain, but rather to point people to the only true remedy for sin
and its results. And that is to Jesus Christ and Him crucified. He is the way, the truth and the life. He is the
only answer to sin and its devastation.

Notes:
1 Ibid., p. 40.
2 Ibid., p. 46.
3 Ibid., pp 46-47
.4 Ibid., p. 48.
5 Martin Orne, Psychology Today, February 1984, p. 35.
6 Bernard L. Diamond, "Inherent Problems in the Use of Pretrial Hypnosis on a Prospective Witness,"
California Law Review, March 1980, p. 348.
7 Loftus, op. cit., pp. 48-49.
8 Ellen Bass and Laura Davis, The Courage to Heal (San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1988), p. 81.
9 Elizabeth F. Loftus, "The Reality of Repressed Memories" an expanded version of her Psi Chi/Frederick
Howell Leis Distinguished Lecture address at the American Psychological Association, Washington, DC,
August, 1992. For information about obtaining this paper, write to Dr. Elizabeth Loftus, Department of
Psychology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
10 For additional research information on false memories, contact the False Memory Foundation, 3508
Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
11 Carol Tavris, "Beware the Incest-Survivor Machine, The New York Times Book Review, January 3,
1993, p. 1.
12 Bass and Davis, op. cit., pp. 21-22.
13 Ibid., p. 154.
14 Tavris, op. cit.
15 Loftus, op. cit., p. 48.
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CCEF-East*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  CCEF-East, now located in Laverock, Pennsylvania, was founded in 1968 in Hatboro, Pennsylvania. Key in its
founding and in the initial development of its Biblical counseling principles (dubbed "nouthetic counseling" and
defined as confronting the believer with the Word of God for the purpose of change) was co-founder Dr. Jay E.
Adams. Eight years after the establishment of CCEF, Dr. Adams left Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia, where he was a faculty member, and after an approximately six year "writing" period in Georgia, took a
similar position with Westminster Theological Seminary in Escondido, California. Apparently due to the lack of the
direct influence of Dr. Adams at CCEF after 1976, and under the leadership of CCEF's co-founder and Adlerean
director, John Bettler, the faculty and course offerings at CCEF have become increasingly psychological in nature.
(See the sub-reports detailing CCEF-East faculty member' credentials and association memberships, and an analysis of
CCEF-East's course offering descriptions.)

-  CCEF was founded primarily because of Jay Adams' concern that pastors needed a site where counseling was
actually taking place, where they could learn to counsel, and then return to their congregations. (Last year [fiscal 1993]
almost ten thousand counseling sessions were conducted at the Laverock headquarters and its Bethlehem, Princeton,
Cherry Hill, and Reading branches. This is a part of our objection to CCEF; it operates as a para-church ministry,
outside the authority of any local church.) CCEF has grown as an institution under John Bettler's leadership. Besides
training counselors for degree programs at Westminster and at Biblical Theological Seminary, CCEF offers short-term
Certificate and Diploma programs for pastors and other church workers, and conducts workshop and week-long
Summer Institutes.

In the process, CCEF has become big business bringing in big money. In CCEF's fiscal year ended 8/31/94, CCEF
received more than $395,000 in total contributions, up from $248,000 in fiscal 1993. This 60% increase was apparently
the result of CCEF's aggressive fund raising efforts -- in October of 1993, CCEF started LAUNCH 2000, a $500,000
capital campaign to expand its programs and facilities (Spring 1994 Pulse). CCEF also charged more than $427,000 in
counseling fees in fiscal year 1994 (versus approximately $550,000 in fiscal 1993), and received educational/seminar
income of approximately $250,000 (versus $270,000 in fiscal 1993). From over $1.1 million dollars in total 1993-94
revenue, CCEF paid its faculty and staff over $750,000 in salary and benefits! (Fall 1993 Pulse and from CCEF's
Form 990 federal tax returns).

[Counseling fees for 1996 approximated $500,000 once again, a portion of which were reimbursements from insurance
companies for psychological services rendered. Ed Welch, the Director of Counseling Services at CCEF, is a licensed
psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a psychologist by
providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for the treatment.]

-  John Bettler has been CCEF-East's full-time director since 1974. Since Bettler is in charge of CCEF, he must bear
final responsibility for its psychological integrationist position. Bettler is a member of the North American Society of
Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) and a clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
(AAMFT). These organizations are purely and simply psychologically-oriented groups. (See the attached "Faculty
Credentials and Associations" sheet for more details on these two organizations -- why would anyone supposedly
committed to "Biblical counseling," instead of psychological counseling, be interested in belonging to these
organizations, meeting their requirements for membership, or even attending their conferences?)

NASAP calls itself "the home of Adlereans," reflecting it as an association that patterns its counseling methods after
the teachings of humanistic psychologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937). Bettler's bent for Style-style integrationism
became quite clear at CCEF-East's June 1993 Summer Institute. Bettler delivered three messages on "Dealing with a
Person's Past." [Bettler reiterates these teachings in "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past" (The Biblical
Counselor, July 1993) and in "Counseling and the Problem of the Past" (The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Winter
1994, pp. 5-23).] Bettler's argument for exploring the past and his proposed use of the past in counseling not only
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reveal his Adlerean background, but show his commitment to integrating Adler without even referring to Adler or
crediting him in any way.

In his third message from "Dealing with a Person's Past," Bettler employed the typical integrationist technique of
taking a psychological concept, changing its name to disguise its origin, and then distorting Bible verses to show that
this concept has been in the Bible all the time, but not heretofore recognized as such without the help of the
"Christian" psychologizer. Bettler borrows godless psychologist Alfred Adler's concept of "style of life," renames it
"manner of life" ("a person's creative interpretation [Adler again] of past influences ... the way of doing things that you
return to again and again") and teaches that this is what Paul meant in Eph. 4:17-23 [NASB] (rather than "sin")! But
since Bettler does not credit Adler in any way, those unfamiliar with Adler's teachings are led to believe that Bettler's
proposed use of the past comes solely from Scripture. Instead, Bettler twists Scripture to support his Adlerean beliefs.
For example, in his final talk, Bettler says:

"If you're going to do counseling, you've got to know the person's 'manner of life' ... the way he has
processed all of those things that have happened to him and brought him into a 'style of life' [an Adlerean
slip?]. He needs to repent of the wrong kinds of conclusions and 'styles' he's developed over the years. ...
It's pretty dangerous to give assignments [to counselees] if you don't understand 'manner of life' [not sin
patterns?]."

Bettler should have been up front about his use of Adlerean psychology. Since his teachings are an excellent example
of integration (euphemized as "recycling" at CCEF), he should have identified them as such, both for the sake of
honesty and for the purpose of demonstrating how "recycling" works to supplement and interpret Scripture with the
wisdom of men. Bettler "recycles" Adler's style of life theories and thus integrates the idea of repentance. Bettler's
teaching about "manner of life" implies that God does not have the means to transform a person from darkness to light
without the insights gleaned from Adler and other theorists who seek to peer into the soul and fix it from the inside
out. Bettler goes outside Scripture to find a psychological system that purports to do the inner work. Bettler's doctrines
of using the past to discover a counselee's "manner of life" did not come from careful Biblical analysis, but from
proof-texting with Adlerean notions. (See Chapter 6 of Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible [pp. 119-
162] for a more thorough analysis of Adler's teachings and Bettler's integration of them.)

[In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence on
the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled "Alfred
Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Jay Adams, David Powlison, and others affiliated with CCEF have publicly
stated their belief that Bettler's "recycled" teachings about using the past are Biblical ("25 Years of Biblical
Counseling," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Fall 1993; and "From the Editor's Desk: Do You Use This Journal?,"
The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Winter 1994). They have obviously joined the rest of the integrationists who call
themselves Biblical. (CCEF's desire to devise a form of Biblical counseling that will fix the inner man is what
apparently made Adlerean/Maslowian/Freudian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb so appealing to CCEF. See the report
summarizing Bettler's 10/91 message delivered at the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors [NANC]
Convention in Lafayette, Indiana, wherein Bettler indicates his fondness for Crabb's teachings.)]

-  David Powlison is a Lecturer in Practical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia and is the
editor of The Journal of Biblical Counseling (formerly The Journal of Pastoral Practice -- it has a circulation of about
1100, distributed in 48 states and 26 foreign countries.) Powlison is also a highly regarded faculty and counseling staff
member at CCEF-East. But, because of the subtlety of his methods, he is in our opinion, one of the most dangerous
psychologizers of all -- Powlison claims to be within the mainstream of nouthetic/Biblical counseling, yet he writes,
speaks, and teaches an integrationist agenda.

For example, in 1984 Powlison wrote an article titled, "Which Presuppositions? Secular Psychology and the Categories
of Biblical Thought" (Journal of Psychology and Theology, Vol. 12, No. 4 [1984]: 270-278). (This article is still being
recommended for reading by various members of the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors [NANC], of which
Powlison is also a board member, and by faculty members at John MacArthur's Master's College.) Powlison
erroneously writes that psychology is true science, that there is considerable value in looking for truth and "insights" in
psychological systems of thought, and that psychology is worthy of "creative integration" with theology. This article
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clearly affirms Powlison as an integrationist who finds value in using psychology in counseling.

In another article, "Crucial Issues in Contemporary Biblical Counseling" (Journal of Pastoral Practice, Vol. 9, No. 3
[1988]: 53-78), Powlison details his plan to "redeem error" from the secular counseling theorists. It sounds like he's
saying that we are to search through secular theories and therapies to discover what truth they have found but distorted,
and then undistort them according to the Bible. Powlison's plan to "redeem error by placing distorted bits back within
their proper biblical framework," is just a fancy way of saying he's really an integrationist. In fact, on page 76 of
"Critical Issues ..." Powlison comes right out and says he is: "... we, of all people, are the ones who successfully will
'integrate' secular psychology ... reframe everything that psychologists see and hold dear into biblical categories."
Powlison concludes the article by authoritatively quoting from a personal letter from John Carter of Rosemead
Graduate School of Psychology. Carter is as clear an enemy to Biblical counseling as one could find. But this would
be consistent with Powlison's integrationist position.

[In this same "Critical Issues ..." article cited above, Powlison even disparages Jay Adams' position on psychology.
Through selective (and clearly deceptive) quoting from Adams' book Competent to Counsel (p. xxi), Powlison would
have us believe that Jay Adams is also an integrationist and a psychologizer. On page 74 of "Critical Issues ..."
Powlison contends that Adams agrees with him that "there is a legitimate role for psychology" in nouthetic/Biblical
counseling! See also page 30 of "Critiquing Modern Integrationists" (The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Vol. XI, No.
3, Spring 1993) and page 366 of Introduction to Biblical Counseling (MacArthur, Mack, et al., 1994), wherein
Powlison again selectively and deceptively quotes Adams from Competent to Counsel to make it sound like Adams
believes that "psychology can be a 'useful adjunct' to biblical counseling ... 'for the purposes of illustrating, filling in
generalizations with specifics' and ... 'challenging wrong human interpretations of Scripture, thereby forcing the student
to restudy the Scriptures.'" What Adams actually says on page xxi of Competent to Counsel is that science could be a
"useful adjunct," not psychology. We know that Adams is not speaking of psychology as science (unlike Powlison)
because Adams' last sentence of the paragraph (which Powlison conveniently leaves out of what he quotes in all three
articles) says, "However, in the area of psychiatry, science has given way to humanistic philosophy and gross
speculation." (See also Adams' footnote to this sentence.) Powlison's misquoting of Adams once could be forgiven, but
misquoting in the same way three times must be viewed as highly questionable at best and dishonest at worst.
(Although Jay Adams is supportive of CCEF-East and its staff and programs, we are still reluctant to label him an
integrationist or a psychologizer in the same class as a Powlison or a Bettler. However, if Adams remains on CCEF's
Board after reading Against Biblical Counseling, Chapters 5 and 6, then one can draw no other conclusion.)]

While others have integrated in a non-Biblical way, Powlison and CCEF think they will be the ones to integrate in a
Biblical way! Powlison does not see that he is advocating out and out integration because he sees it as a
superior/Biblical form of integration! Knowingly or not, Powlison has provided an academic, not Biblical basis, for
psychological integration. Somehow he believes it is possible to incorporate psychological ideas and techniques into
Biblical categories in such a way to avoid integration. That is nonsense! And, in our opinion, anyone who holds this
point of view cannot rightfully call himself a "Biblical counselor." After reading Powlison, one can come to no other
conclusion -- Powlison is an integrationist. [See also Powlison's contribution to the Michael Horton edited book Power
Religion ("Integration or Inundation," specifically pp. 212-213) for more of Powlison's accommodations to
integrationists.]

Powlison's articles are a sad testimony to what is wrong with CCEF. CCEF contends that we must explore the
"neglected riches" of psychological theories and therapies in order to find bits of distorted gems to use to construct a
form of counseling that is fully Biblical. Without such an integrated model, Powlison and CCEF assert that nouthetic
counselors will appear to be superficial and poorly equipped to deal with matters of heart motivation and human
suffering. Powlison and CCEF have compromised the clear message of true nouthetic counseling and have in effect
denied the sufficiency of Scripture! [See Chapter 5 of Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (pp. 109-
117) and/or the two PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries critiques on CCEF/David Powlison for a more thorough
analysis of Powlison's integrationist teachings. See also "CCEF Catalog Course Descriptions" for analysis of Powlison-
taught courses CC42 and CC44.]

-  David Powlison was once an active member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old
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Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Powlison was also a Steering Committee member of COR.
COR has stated that "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional," thereby making it necessary to "rebuild
[a] city's entire society upon the Bible." COR says that its documents (see below) were created "to give the Church a
proper foundation," and that "no denomination, church, organization, or mission can completely fulfill its God-
assigned tasks unless it stands firmly on the biblical truths represented in these documents ... the Church must stand on
these truths or remain ineffective" (July 1997, "The Vision for the Coalition on Revival").

As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th
Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? With this
unbiblical world view, is Powlison the kind of man qualified to do "Biblical counseling"? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary."

That Powlison has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents, make
up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  At one time, CCEF-East distributed and recommended materials from a mail order catalog entitled Christian Study
Services. (The Christian Study Services organization was closely affiliated with CCEF, if not outright owned and
operated by CCEF, but "went out of business" in 1991. From 1983-1991, the catalog referred to here was available to
anyone interested in ordering from it.) Significant is the fact that a large number of the books in the catalog were
authored by avowed psychologizers (e.g., Crabb, Hoekema, Narramore, Solomon, Wright, Minirth & Meier, Collins,
Dobson, LaHaye, Tournier, Trobisch, etc.) -- a full 30% of the total offerings in the combined "General Subject Index"
and "Recent Books of Interest" sections of the catalog were books that specifically profess and teach a psychological
gospel! Worse yet, many of these psychologically-oriented books were noted as "especially helpful for counseling
assistance" or as "must have books"!

-  At CCEF-East's 1990 "Summer Institute" (The Summer Institute of Counseling Studies, held each summer for three
to five days each in San Diego and Philadelphia), CCEF's director, John Bettler, spoke on the topic of "Sex in the
Sanctuary," in which he gave credence to the idea that pastors can become sexually "addicted" (which thereby implies
that personal responsibility is not a factor in such "addictions"). (See 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery
Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages, for the Biblical
view of such so-called addictions.)

Other CCEF featured speakers have included Larry Crabb (in 1988 and again in 1989) and Paul Vitz (in 1988).
Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all
behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs. Since there is no question that Crabb has been an
integrationist from his earliest writings to the present, why did CCEF invite him, listen to him, and then invite him
again? Wouldn't one exposure to Crabb be enough? As for well-known integrationist Paul Vitz, he proudly testifies of
being a Roman Catholic, and believes that Jung, Freud, etc. were correct in their descriptions of human behavior, but
that Jesus is the answer because "Jesus is the anti-Oedipus" (Journal of Psychology and Theology: Vol. 12, No. 1,
1984). Vitz wrote: "... in the long run I believe it will be possible to 'baptize' large portions of secular psychology; that
is, to use what is valid in them, while removing their anti-Christian threat" (The Christian Vision: Man in Society,
Lynne Morris [ed.], 1989, p. 80). CCEF said they were "especially pleased to have him [Vitz]" speak there. It is also
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true that Fuller Graduate School of Psychology was pleased to have him speak there. It's understandable why
integrationists would be "pleased to have him," but why a professing anti-integrationist institution?

-  CCEF-East publishes a quarterly newsletter, Pulse. The Summer 1990 issue published an article composed of
excerpts from a May 9, 1990, talk to a CCEF Alumni Conference by CCEF-East faculty member, counselor, and
certified social worker (A.C.S.W.) Leslie Vernick. Her talk dealt with "scriptural guidance for counseling adults who
were sexually abused as children" ("When Sexually Abused Children Grow Up, What Do the Scriptures Say to Them?
" Summer 1990, Pulse). The article is an amalgamation of psychology and Bible, with many Freudian psycho-
subtleties, such as ventilation techniques for repressed emotions, the probing for influences from the so-called
unconscious past, etc. In this article, Vernick not only misrepresents the research on sexual abuse of children, she also
promotes her own psychological ideas and mutilates Scripture to "prove" her position. By her Freudian orientation and
psychological methodology and language, she demonstrates a great commitment to psychology and a woeful lack of
commitment to the Scriptures for dealing with problems of living. The mere fact that CCEF chose to publish Ms.
Vernick's article, let alone its policy to employ such a person as a teacher and counselor in the first place, is a clear
indication of just how far down the psychological road CCEF has traveled. (For a more in-depth analysis of the Pulse
article by Vernick, see the Bobgan's Fall 1991 PsychoHeresy Update and/or Chapter 5 of Against Biblical Counseling:
For the Bible, pp. 106-108.)

Then in the Fall 1990 issue of Pulse, which followed the issue mentioned above, under a headline asking "Does Your
Childhood Abuse Still Hurt?," CCEF's main office announced "a new counseling program ... Group counseling." And
the group leader was Leslie Vernick! A phone call to CCEF also revealed that Vernick recommended the AA model of
12-Steps, and that she planned to use a 12-Step type of spiritual approach with this new group! It was also revealed
that Vernick recommends for women who have suffered abuse The Wounded Heart by Dan Allender (Larry Crabb's
associate at IBC in Colorado) and The Door of Hope: Recognizing and Resolving the Pains of Your Past by Jan Frank.
Evidently, CCEF must be in agreement with the books and the 12-Step group therapeutic approach to permit this. Yet
at the same time, they claim to understand the dangers of psychological counseling. [Amazingly, this rank
integrationist [Vernick] is not only still on CCEF's staff, but she also writes for CCEF's academic journal! (e.g.,
"Getting to the Heart of the Matter in Marriage Counseling," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Vol. 12, No. 3,
Spring 1994, pp. 31-35).]

-  Ed Welch is another CCEF-East staff member (Director of Counseling) whose ties to the psychological counseling
world are greater than to Biblical counseling. He is a member of the American Psychological Association and is a
licensed psychologist. Welch claims that he maintains this membership and license in order to maintain access to
secular organizations and their publications that he would not otherwise have. This seems a weak argument, but even
so, if CCEF really stands for Biblical counseling, why list an organization on your "résumé" which stands for problems
of living being solved by anything but the Bible? Does not listing this affiliation and license communicate some
commonality and professional credibility? "Such affiliations represent more than a thread of compromise with the
promoters of psychological counseling theories and therapies; it demonstrates a lack of full confidence in the biblical
way" (PsychoHeresy Update, Winter/Spring 1992, pp. 3-4, and Against Biblical Counseling, Chapter 5, p. 106).
[Welch has also mentioned before that he is favorably impressed with the work of C.J. Jung, an anti-Christian and
occultist! (message at a 6/87 CCEF-West conference); and that he "appreciate(s) lots of things that Larry Crabb has
done" (message at the 1987 CCEF-East Summer Institute).]

-  One of our many concerns about CCEF is that one of their counselors (Leslie Vernick) recommended the Alcoholics
Anonymous model of 12 Steps and used a 12-Step type of approach. In response to that criticism, David Powlison
responded, "I can't imagine any CCEF staff person mentioning the 12 Steps, since we ruthlessly critique it" (letter
from Powlison, 1/29/93, emphasis added).

Two books have been co-authored by CCEF's Director of Counseling, Ed Welch, and were published in 1995. The
book titled Addictive Behavior is written for the "counselor," and the book titled Running in Circles: How to Find
Freedom from Addictive Behavior is for the "counselee." Both books are supportive of 12-Step programs and
recommend some of the very books against which Christians should be warned.

In Running in Circles, Welch and his co-author, Gary Steven Shogren, discuss support groups (pp. 85-86). They
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conclude: "To almost all Christians who ask me whether they should go to a Twelve-Step group, my answer is "yes."
The benefits will outweigh the disadvantages" (p. 87). The "Resource List" in Appendix A, the books listed in their
section "For Further Reading," and their list of "Recovery Devotional Guides" are more than enough to condemn this
book for Christian consumption. Without an appropriate warning, Appendix B displays "The Twelve Steps and the
Twelve Traditions of AA."

The book Addictive Behavior includes an "Addiction and Recovery Books" section, listing many of the same recovery
books as are listed in Running in Circles. One of the many bad examples of what they recommend in both books is
Melody Beattie's book Codependent No More. Here is the description given in Addictive Behavior: "The most popular
of the codependency books. The problem is control, the treatment is self-love. Also by Beattie, Beyond
Codependency" (p. 190). Not a word of warning. Not a suggestion here that there is anything wrong with self-love as
the treatment.

Welch's blatant support of the 12 Steps certainly does not support Powlison's contention that "we ruthlessly critique
it." (Source: November-December 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  In CCEF-East's most recent Course Catalog (published in early-1991, but updated each "school year" with inserts of
current course offerings), CCEF includes a section titled, "What Others Say About CCEF" (pp. 5-7). Included are the
following testimonies about the value of CCEF's training program: (We assume that the views these individuals have
about Biblical counseling would be compatible with those of CCEF, or why else would their endorsements be in the
catalog? See also Against Biblical Counseling, pp. 116-117, for documentation of CCEF's listing with other
integrationist counseling organizations in paid counseling directories.]

Judy Blore -- Formerly managed a Ronald McDonald House and is now a counselor for BASIS, a
"Christian bereavement ministry." Counseling at BASIS is clearly psychologically-oriented, despite the
facade of Christian terminology and claims to the contrary. For example, BASIS uses the "five stages of
grief" in counseling the bereaved, a psychological scheme developed by transpersonal New Age
transpersonal psychologist and occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross; BASIS also recommends books by pop
psychologist Dr. James Dobson.

Jerry Falwell -- This neo-evangelical, psychologizer, televangelist, and pastor says that he commends
CCEF for their "commitment to biblical counseling and their desire to equip the church to counsel." Being
that Falwell is one of the strongest proponents of the integration of psychology and the Bible in the entire
professing evangelical church, CCEF's solicitation and use of Falwell's endorsement of CCEF's
supposedly Biblical counseling program is shocking. Falwell heads a major university and two
correspondence schools that offer highly psychological curriculums (i.e., Falwell advertises Liberty
University's School of LifeLong Learning [LUSLLL] as "The PSYCH CONNECTION," and in October,
1989, established the Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling [LILC], in order to train laymen interested in
helping "victims" with a multitude of "psychologically damaging afflictions.") Falwell also endorses the
highly psychological, Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers. If LUSLLL, LILC, and Rapha are examples of
what Falwell considers to be institutions that offer "Biblical counseling," then what kind of counseling is
he really endorsing at CCEF? [Rapha is an organization that heavily promotes Alcoholics Anonymous,
12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional"
relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted Christians by
employing an amalgamation of Adlerean/Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Falwell is quoted as
saying that, "It has been good to know that we now have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in
need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual and substance abuse problems."]

Joseph K. Newmann -- Clinical Psychologist at a Veterans Administration Medical Center in Tennessee.
Newmann claims that when he became a Christian in 1979, CCEF afforded him the opportunity to
"integrate" his psychological "counseling training and experience with [his] newfound faith." Newmann
says that, "God graciously led me to CCEF" and "left a real mark on my professional work"! It sounds as
if Newmann is thanking CCEF for providing him the training necessary to amalgamate the godless
teachings of psychology with the Bible! That CCEF's training (see companion report on CCEF course
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offerings) could facilitate such a godless endeavor (the integration of psychology and theology), and that
CCEF's director is so proud of it that he publishes Newmann's laudatory comments about the CCEF
program, speaks volumes about the true psychological nature of CCEF's training and counseling.
[Apparently one of the concepts taught Newmann at CCEF was the value of psychological/personality
testing. Newmann uses the Millon Behavioral Health Inventory in his work at the VA, despite its proven
poor validity (see Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, Chapters 8-10).]

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and the
separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church, especially to the extent of ones
geographically separated from the church. CCEF can be criticized on both these counts. Charging fees is totally
unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task. Any such predators on Christians who are
suffering problems of living and crying out for help should be put out of business. And, that's what it is! A ministry
turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the expense and disadvantage of the person being counseled.
For how many more years will church leaders hear so-called Biblical counselors close in prayer and ask, "Will you pay
by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly condemning such a 20th century, never-heard-of-before church
practice?

There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word of
God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to require a
direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for ministering the
Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a minister is paid a
salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend church. We hope no
one would even think of doing that!)

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices simony,"
and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime example of
charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and
Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those
being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly
charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

CCEF would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay to charge fees because we 'are
training centers.'" But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and
thereby justify its existence? As said earlier in this report, CCEF receives about $500,000 annually for counseling fees.
Maybe these fees are also justified by virtue of being a "training center."

Because CCEF participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of CCEF weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role of
church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.)

-  In conclusion, for all the reasons stated in this report, we believe those at CCEF-East have compromised the clear
message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for some psychological pottage. What was meant for CCEF to be a
solution to the influx of psychology into Christianity has drifted into a compromise with it. What was meant to be a
return to Biblically-based pastoral care and mutual ministry slid back into a reflection of the very problem it was
meant to solve. We need more, not less, separation from secular psychology and all those who have attempted to
integrate it. We believe Biblical counseling should be opposed, particularly para-church Biblical counseling as
practiced at CCEF. CCEF has done nothing more than taken Biblical principles and molded them into a twentieth-
century format to provide a replacement/alternative for psychological counseling. This has encouraged and facilitated a
therapeutic mentality and given credence to a technology of change. Instead, Christians should be encouraged to
minister to one another through the Word of God, the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, and the Bible-based
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ministries of the local church (Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 117-118 & 168-191).

* Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation, 1790 East Willow Grove Ave., Laverock, PA 19118. CCEF-West
in San Diego, CA is under the same general "CCEF umbrella" (formerly termed a "branch" office by CCEF-East), but
operates as an independent entity under the directorship of George Scipione. Other CCEF branches are located in
Bethlehem, PA (Mike Bobick), Princeton and Cherry Hill, NJ (John McConaughy), and in Reading, PA (Earl Cook).
The comments in this report, unless otherwise stated, do not necessarily apply to all CCEF branches, although the
Bethlehem, Princeton, Cherry Hill, and Reading branches are certainly much more closely tied, operationally, to
Laverock than is CCEF-West (although Scipione [CCEF-West] is on CCEF-East's Board of Directors).

[Some of the material in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from Chapters 5 and 6 of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan's 1994 book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110). We have also drawn from two special reports written by Martin Bobgan ("A Critique of CCEF-
East" [31 ppgs.] and "A Second Critique of CCEF-East: A Response to David Powlison" [24 ppgs.]), also available
from EastGate/PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries in Santa Barbara. Readers should consult these materials for even
more details and analysis of CCEF-East's psychological leanings.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/97
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Psychological Counseling at CCEF?*

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) is located in Glenside, Pennsylvania and is connected
to Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. We were told recently that CCEF is involved in third party
(insurance) payments for counseling done under Ed Welch, a licensed psychologist who is the CCEF director of
counseling services. We wrote to Welch and asked him if what we heard is true. He wrote back, but refused to answer
our question. We then faxed him a letter and explained that we wanted to be accurate in what we wrote. He still did
not respond.

We then asked someone in the CCEF area to obtain the information. The individual called and received a letter from
CCEF. The following is a quote from the letter, which is apparently sent to anyone who asks:

Does CCEF qualify for insurance payment?

In today’s changing health insurance climate, the answer to this question can change monthly. As a general rule, our
counseling services are covered by some but not all insurance plans. Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Employee Assistance
Programs, and a number of private insurers have often reimbursed those seeking help at CCEF. HMO’s, however,
typically do not use CCEF as a designated provider.

You should check with your own insurance company to see if you should be reimbursed. Be sure to let them know
that CCEF counseling is done under the supervision of a licensed psychologist but is not always done by a licensed
psychologist.

If you qualify for coverage, we would be glad to do everything possible to help you submit the proper information to
your carrier. However, you will be expected to make payment at the time of your session and have your insurance
company reimburse you.

We have called several national insurance companies and asked if Biblical counseling is covered under any of their
plans. In each instance, we were told no. We do not pretend to know what all insurance companies do, but we were
told by the insurance companies we called that a diagnosis is required before counseling can begin. The diagnosis is
required to be from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). The DSM contains a list of
mental disorders that are used to psychologically label individuals for psychiatric and psychological treatment.

There is a whole host of questions that individuals should be interested in having answered. And, because CCEF is a
"Christian" nonprofit agency, it should be open to answering. For example, which insurance companies are involved?
Do these insurance companies cover Biblical counseling? Do the insurance companies involved in reimbursing CCEF
clients require a DSM label? Has Welch used the DSM to psychologically label clients in order to qualify for
insurance payments? What do the involved insurance companies require of Welch?

CCEF purports to do Biblical, not psychological counseling. How, then, do they qualify clients for payments? How
much of the $500,000 in counseling fees received annually by CCEF is from insurance payments reimbursed to
clients? We ask these questions and raise the issue publicly, because Welch has been unwilling to respond.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).

Update from November-December 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter :

In the above article, the Bobgans reported on a seeming discrepancy between what is advertised and promoted at
CCEF and what clients are reimbursed for. Though claiming to be Biblical counselors at CCEF, several insurance
companies have stated that Biblical counseling was not covered in their plans. 

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/psy-ccef.html
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Martin Bobgan sent a copy of his article from the September-October PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter to Ed Welch,
CCEF's licensed psychologist and director of counseling services. In response, he scribbled a brief note. The
following is Martin Bobgan's reply to him with a copy sent to John Bettler, who heads CCEF and is responsible for
what happens there:

I received your brief note in response to my request. I am still eager to hear your response to the questions that
naturally arise from the situation at CCEF that we described in our article.

You say in part two of your memo, "Please stop lying about the size of our counseling budget." The reason I have
been repeatedly contacting you is to print the truth. Hopefully that is a goal we share. There are several sources for
the reference to $500,000 in annual counseling fees at CCEF. David Powlison reports that in 1991 the annual gross
income from counseling was "over $500,000." The Fall 1993 Pulse reports a counseling fee income of $491,791.55.
In addition, a recent letter received from your office states that CCEF staff "schedules over two hundred counseling
hours each week." At $60 to $75 per hour for 52 weeks, the total comes to over $500,000. If this is in error, please
help me print the truth in our next newsletter. Give me the annual gross income from counseling fees at CCEF each
year from 1991 to present and I will print it.

We are beginning to write articles for our next newsletter. Please provide written answers to my questions. If you
wish to speak by phone, I am happy to call you, provided I have your permission to tape our conversation. I would,
of course, provide you a copy of the tape. I urge you to provide answers soon to the questions that naturally arise.

Because of the lack of cooperation on the part of Welch and CCEF, Dr. Bobgan decided to investigate further. He
located an insurance company where Welch is a designated provider. He spoke with two representatives from that
company and found out many things, such as:

1. While this company writes a great number of policies, it is extremely unlikely that any would cover
Biblical counseling.

2. To comply with this company's requirements, Welch must follow the published policies.

3. To meet the conditions for reimbursement to his clients by this company, Welch must function within
the scope of his license as a psychologist.

4. Welch is required to give a mental health code designation to his clients to identify their psychological
condition.

Dr. Bobgan privately confronted Welch and CCEF with his questions in hopes of making sense out of the seeming
contradiction between what CCEF claims to do and what the insurance companies have said. Welch is a licensed
psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a psychologist by
providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for the treatment. We
believe he is doing so.

We have already demonstrated in our reports on CCEF that Bettler, Powlison, and Welch are integrationists. This
present critique should further demonstrate that they are integrationists indeed, since Welch is the CCEF director of
counseling. Case is closed. CCEF is, without question, integrationist.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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CCEF-East
Faculty Credentials & Associations*

John F. Bettler

-  Clinical Member, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) -- an association that clearly
uses psychological, not Biblical methods of counseling. The requirements for clinical membership are extensive and
cover four pages in the AAMFT brochure. Why would Bettler want to fulfill the requirements for a clinical rather than
an associate membership?

-  Member, North American Society of Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) -- called "the home of Adlereans," reflecting
that NASAP is an association that patterns its counseling methods after the teachings of humanistic psychologist
Alfred Adler (1870-1937). NASAP says it is interested in "fulfilling human potential," and their stated goal is "to
promote the growth and understanding of Adlerean psychology." Since this is also one of the schools of psychology
utilized by Larry Crabb, it becomes easier to understand Bettler's and CCEF's long-time "appreciation for" and
"indebtedness to" this psychological integrationist.

Jeffrey S. Black

-  Member, American Psychological Association (APA) -- an organization of humanists, Freudians, behaviorists,
transpersonalists, and even shamans and occultists. Why would a so-called "Biblical" counselor want to belong to
such an association?

-  Member, Society for Research in Child Development -- an association that patterns it counseling methods after the
teachings of behavioristic psychologist B.F. Skinner.

David A.C. Powlison

-  Member (1983-1989), Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) -- an organization committed to an
integration position. Members include some of Jay Adams harshest and most unloving critics. In addition, the research
commissioned by CAPS seemingly goes out of its way to attack and discredit any approach that uses exclusively
nouthetic techniques and methods. Although both Powlison and CAPS claim that Powlison is no longer a member, the
most recent CCEF-East Catalog (1991) still lists him as one.

-  Member, The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences (self-explanatory).

Edward T. Welch

-  Member, American Psychological Association (self-explanatory -- see Black comments).

-  Licensed Psychologist, Pennsylvania (self-explanatory).

* Unless otherwise stated, this information was derived from CCEF's catalog of courses, pp. 14-16.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 11/94
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John Bettler (CCEF-East Director)
"Power Struggles in the Family"

Taped in October, 1991 at the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) Convention in Lafayette,
Indiana. (See our CCEF-East report for more information about NANC, CCEF, and John Bettler.) This tape was the
second of two messages by the same title -- the first given at the Convention's plenary session, and this one at a
workshop on the following day.

At the beginning of this message, Bettler clearly demonstrates his infatuation with the teachings of psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs
[Maslow/Adler], with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs). (See Larry Crabb's Gospel for an excellent
analysis of Crabb's teachings.)] The following is quoted from Bettler's message:

"We'll call this path, the path of manipulation, and we'll call this path, the path of ministry. Now, these
terms are terms that I got from Larry Crabb. I understand that in some areas of this conference, that's a
bad name to ascribe any indebtedness to. Quite honestly, I have tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb.

"Now, probably, that was a dumb thing to say. I just created controversy here. ... At any rate, I've got
tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. You read the first 70 pages [first three chapters] of
Understanding People, where Crabb puts forth his view of the sufficiency of Scripture, and I doubt
whether there's anyone in this conference here who wouldn't subscribe to that. I mean, it's excellent,
excellent material! Crabb is upholding the Scripture as sufficient. [Oh really? At the beginning of Chapter
four, Crabb pays homage to the great insights Freud gave us!]

"Now, the problem is how he goes about applying his understanding of the sufficiency of Scripture. But
you see, that's an exegetical problem. I can disagree with Crabb, because it's an argument of exegesis.
We've got the same authority. [It's not an exegesis problem; Crabb's authorities are Freud, Adler, and
Maslow. But then, so are Bettler's. No wonder he "appreciates" Crabb!] He says his authority is the
Scripture, not psychology. [Crabb is lying.] Now, I can say, 'Hey, you can say that, Larry, but you're
misusing this passage when you jump to that conclusion.' We can have an argument because we have the
same authority. I can't have that argument with Clyde Narramore. I can't have that argument with Gary
Collins because he has a different authority. He's got the Scripture and psychology. He has two authorities.
[So does Larry Crabb and so does John Bettler.]

"At any rate, tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. Lots of things I disagree with -- lots and lots and
lots -- Inside Out is the worst book he wrote -- shouldn't have written it. But, one of the good books he
wrote was The Marriage Builder. ... In The Marriage Builder, he makes this distinction between
manipulation and ministry -- that's a great distinction." [Crabb's The Marriage Builder (1982) espouses the
same "need theology" nonsense as his earlier and later books. Again, see the Bobgan's book, Larry
Crabb's Gospel for an excellent analysis of Larry Crabb's heretical teachings, including the heresy in one
of Bettler's favorites, The Marriage Builder.]
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CCEF-East
Notes On Catalog Course Descriptions*

Human Personality (CC 41) (Welch)

-  This course "evaluates the dominant personality theories" of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, etc. Although recognizing
that these theories are of "radically unbiblical roots," Welch claims that they nevertheless "work" and "seem plausible."
Why? Because "they [the godless atheists who developed the various theories] have borrowed, albeit in distorted form,
certain aspects of the truth." This is a typical error of the "integrationist" -- if some secular/extra-biblical theory or
method seems to work, then, the integrationist reasons, it must contain certain elements of God's truth, and is,
therefore, worthy of our integration of these "truth" elements into our counseling models.

-  An even more basic error seems to be the assumption that complex human behavior can be better understood if
people are categorized into oversimplified and generalized personality typologies. (At any rate, this is our
interpretation of the language in the course description.) This thinking has more in common with astrology and its
horoscopes than with anything found in the Bible. (See Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-
172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.)

Principles of Learning (CC 42)# (Powlison)

-  "This course interacts biblically with psychological theories of how people learn and change." (Emphasis added.)
This "and change" terminology implies that not only is learning theory a science, but that the counseling psychologies
are also science (a position with which eminent scholars disagree), from which we are then able to collect and study its
"particular data" and compare with the "data of Scripture." (Since when are the Holy Scriptures to be referred to as a
source from which we can collect scientific "data"?) Calling the counseling psychologies science is usually the first
step "closet" integrationists take to establish the authenticity and credibility of psychology.

-  "This course aims to give students a working 'feel' for how the valid observations of psychologists relate to the
distortions caused by their secularism." (Emphasis added.) This is, in effect, a declaration that psychology has valid
observations that are problematic only because they are distorted "by their secularism," and thereby, implies that these
same "valid" observations from psychology could be embraced if observed by Christians. This faulty thinking again
opens the door to so-called "Christian" psychology as a valid, God-sanctioned discipline, when in actuality, it is
integrationism again.

Theology and Secular Psychology (CC 44)** (Powlison)

-  Proposes at least the partial acceptance (claims that the course "avoids their [secular psychotherapies] wholesale
acceptance") of the integration of psychology and theology, but renames it a "recycling" model, which is a euphemism
for the "integration" model that it actually is. Since CCEF is not into the "wholesale acceptance" of "secular
psychotherapies," the implication is that their "recycling model" is perfectly acceptable.

-  Powlison makes the claim that the Christian counselor would be robbed "of the stimulus of secular [psychological]
insights" if he refused to "recycle" (i.e., integrate) these "secular psychotherapies" with the Bible! Even more incredible
is the claim that the godless counseling models of Freud, Skinner, Rogers, Adler, etc., and psychological schools of
counseling such as cognitive, behavioral, and family systems, are necessary additions to the biblical counselor's
"arsenal of methods to use to enhance biblical change." (Emphasis added.)

-  Much in this course effectively denies the Bible's claim to sufficiency and Christ's adequacy as the Counselor (2 Pe.
1:3; 2 tim. 3:16). One wonders how the Church survived for over 1900 years without the necessary psychological
resources to solve human problems and to live godly lives.
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Counseling Families and Children (CC 46)*** (Black)

-  Claims to "examine the fundamentals of child development" relating to "solving behavioral problems in children."
The concept of "fundamentals of child development" comes from psychology, not the Bible.

-  The course also explores "various methods of family systems approaches." "Family systems" (e.g., "family
sculpting") is a secular psychological tool based on an underlying philosophy of change that is without Biblical
warrant.

Introduction To Psychological Assessment (CC 47)## (Black & Welch)

-  Claims that the course will give the student "the skills to think biblically" when called on to "evaluate psychological
research that is of interest to Christian counselors and to develop a scientifically informed and biblical view of
psychological tests." (Emphasis added.) How can CCEF teach that the study of psychology and psychological tests can
give a Biblical counselor any skill, let alone the skills necessary to "think biblically"?

-  Students take or review a number of psychological tests, and are taught how to use them in so-called Biblical
counseling. Yet the tests examined in this course have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity in either
measuring personality traits, nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage compatibility, occupational
fitness, child success in school, etc. Moreover, these tests are based upon the theories of godless atheists; e.g., the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test (one of those taught in this CCEF-East course) is based upon Jungian psychology!
(Jung was an occultist who thoroughly rejected Christianity and everything it stands for.) (See the Bobgan's book Four
Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of
personality testing.)

*     Taken from the CCEF Catalog of courses, pp. 26-31. 

**   Formerly titled Counseling Methodologies.  [Back to Text]

*** Formerly titled Counseling and Child Development.  [Back to Text]

#     Although CC 42 is not currently taught at CCEF-East, we believe that the description of its previous offering is
indicative of the psychological leanings of CCEF-East in general, and of David Powlison specifically. Therefore, the
analysis above is based upon the course description in the previous Catalog (1987), and is presented here for
background information only.  [Back to Text]

##   This course apparently replaces Scientific Psychology I (CC 43) and Scientific Psychology II (CC 47). The new
CC 47 is not listed in the latest CCEF-East Catalog (1991) even though it was scheduled to be taught in the Spring of
1993. Our analysis of the new CC 47 is, therefore, based on the old CC 43 course description in the previous Catalog
(1987). [Note: A personal letter from CCEF-East dated 7/8/92 confirmed that CC 47 did indeed replace CC 43, and
that it does still teach the use of various psychological tests and personality profiles.]  [Back to Text]
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CCEF-East
Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*

Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book Against
Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop holding
up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge for such
counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical. Yes, "the
labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18). Paul even
argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11). Nevertheless, he
also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ without
charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders: "Feed the flock of
God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a
ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is designed to
minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is
unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee
for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ.

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging
someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of doing that!

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical counseling
center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical. Can you imagine
at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done such a thing?
Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the sale
of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were buying
their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained, the
Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and receiving
fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling fees.
No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches across
America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is just one of
many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame for the church
to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the fact
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that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue of it,
probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions.

Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some of
which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact, some
of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers.

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are counselee,
counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical Counseling: For the
Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel , counsellor , and counsels do have shades of meaning.
However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical counseling
movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by most of
those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend the
common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee did
not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One who
receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological counseling
created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical counselors faithfully
call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them "customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those would
probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical advisors"
doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is counselor, not
advisor.

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree, they
do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the contemporary
counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or within ordained
ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a serious
issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be unwilling to
rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry a
halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice Biblical
counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do anything about
stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are also to be held
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accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and foremost because of
their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The one who ministers
becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge fees
for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-for-
service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations, fee-for-
service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the provider
would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the first
place.

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical justification
for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence, but many also
send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the sheep and to
equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly or indirectly
the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should at
least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare they
reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by as
hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there has
protested this despicable practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He has
given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals members
thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers are equipped
with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of life. The Biblical
counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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$$Simony & Biblical Counseling*
In another report on this site, one of the "props" mentioned as holding up the Biblical counseling movement was that
of charging fees. Also mentioned briefly were the words simony and simoniac. An accurate understanding of these two
terms suggest that the Biblical counseling movement is mired in the sin of simony. Additionally, the leaders in the
movement are reluctant to condemn the practice of charging fees and to name organizations and individuals involved.

We want to make it clear once more that, according to I Cor 9:7-14 and other verses, the person who ministers can be
supported, but the person who ministers cannot charge. The support for one who ministers is produced by those who
voluntarily contribute and should never be mandated for Biblical counseling.

There is no Biblical precedent for the one who ministers to charge for ministry. Can you imagine the Apostle Paul or
any other disciple in the Bible charging? Is there anywhere in the entire Bible that would condone such a practice?

Those who support the charging of fees for Biblical counseling must by analogy be in favor of charging fees for
communion, prayers, funerals, graveside services, hospital and home visits, marriage ceremonies, baptisms, worship
services, Bible classes and other ministries. In fact, those who favor fee-for-service Biblical counseling no doubt favor
a "menu" approach to church ministries with the fees for such services listed. If the fee-for-service Biblical counselors
would object to such a fee-for-service "menu," how can they justify charging for Biblical counseling?

The term simony is derived from Acts 8 and refers to Simon the sorcerer, who tried to buy the power of the Holy Spirit
he saw working through the Apostles (Acts 8:14-20). The New Catholic Encyclopedia states:

Modern authors usually adopt the definition of Thomas Aquinas: "A deliberate design of selling or buying something
spiritual or annexed to the spiritual."

The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia defines it as follows: "Simony, in CANON LAW, buying or selling of any
spiritual benefit for a temporal consideration." Part of the definition from Baker’s Dictionary of Theology is "the
charging of fees for benefits which may be received through the administration of word and sacrament."

Because Simon offered to buy the power of the Holy Spirit from the Apostles, some have said that simony involves
only the buying of something spiritual and does not involve the selling of it.

In response to this, Thomas Aquinas has said:

Simon Magus wished to buy a spiritual power in order to sell it afterwards. Gratian writes, Simon the magician wished
to buy the gift of the Holy Spirit in order that he might make money by selling the signs that were to be wrought
through him. So those who sell spiritual things are like him in intention, while those who buy them are like him in
deed. Those who sell are in deed also like Giezi the disciple of Eliseus, of whom we read, that he received money
from the leper who was made clean. And so the sellers of spiritual things may be called not only simoniacs but also
‘Giezites.’ [2 Kings 5:20ff.]

Some early ecclesiastical writers distinguished between simony as buying and giezia as selling. However, the various
dictionaries and encyclopedias we consulted included both buying and selling in their definitions of simony.

In defending his own definition of simony, Aquinas said:

Now a spiritual thing is not the matter for buying and selling, and for three reasons. First, because a spiritual thing
cannot be appraised at any earthly price, as is written concerning wisdom, She is more precious than corals, and
none of your choice possessions can compare with her. Peter went to the root of Simon’s wickedness, Thy money go
to destruction with thee, because thou has thought that the gift of God could be purchased with money.

Secondly, a thing is not for sale if the seller is not the owner, as is clear from the authority cited. Ecclesiastical
superiors are not owners, but the guardians of spiritual matters, according to St Paul, Let a man so account us, as
servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God.
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Thirdly, sale strikes at the source of spiritual matters, since they flow from the freely-giving will of God. Our Lord tells
us, Freely you have received, freely give.

And so, by buying or selling a spiritual thing a man treats God and divine matters with irreverence, and consequently
commits a sin of irreligion.

John Wyclif in his work On Simony mentions another writer (William of Peraldus, bishop of Lyons) who called
simony spiritual sodomy. Wyclif said:

For just as in carnal sodomy contrary to nature the seed is lost by which an individual human being would be formed,
so in this sodomy the seed of God’s word is cast aside with which a spiritual generation in Christ Jesus would be
created. And just as sodomy in the time of the law of nature was one of the most serious sins against nature, so
simony in the time of the law of grace is one of the most serious sins against grace.

Wyclif also said:

Where God says in Matthew 10:8: "Freely you have received, freely give," the simoniac defends the opposite: that he
should not grant a spiritual gift from God except for a tangible return or compensation; and thus are committed
blasphemy, apostasy, and all kinds of vices, and these are directly contrary to the root of virtues. Without a doubt,
therefore, simony as contrary to such a virtuous principle destroys even more members of the church. Thus Peter in
Acts 8 says significantly: "Thy money go to destruction with you."

In concluding one of his sections on simony, Wyclif said:

For when someone in exchange for money performs a service or ministers in an office in which the Holy Spirit is
conferred, he not only makes money his god but sacrifices both persons to the idol that he adores.

Some of the early writers on simony emphasized that both the buyer and seller are guilty of simony. It may be that
those who pay for Biblical counseling are as guilty of simony as those who charge.

The answers to the following two questions are critical:

1. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) the sin of simony?

2. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) unbiblical?

Our answer to both questions is yes. We realize that some will disagree with our calling charging fees for ministry
simony, but hopefully all those who truly know the Bible will agree that charging for ministry is clearly unbiblical.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).
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Christian Research Institute (CRI)
Ecumenical Fellowship With Rome

-  The Christian Research Institute (CRI), located in Rancho Santa Margarita, California (moved there from San Juan
Capistrano in 1997) was founded by the late Walter Martin. Hank Hanegraaff is now CRI's president, assuming that
post after Martin's death in June of 1989.  Hanegraaff is a Chuck Smith/Calvary Chapel ordained pastor, which allows
him considerable ministerial tax breaks. (This could also explain why the questionable doctrines of the Calvary Chapel
movement are never questioned by CRI.) Reportedly, Martin handpicked Hanegraaff as CRI president because
Hanegraaff brought his "Memory Dynamics" techniques to the field of apologetics. (Hanegraaff wrote Memory
Dynamics: Your Untapped Resource for Spiritual Growth, which contained significant amounts of material some think
Hanegraaff plagiarized from Jerry Lucas's The Memory Book and from memory expert Harry Lorayne). (See Note at
the end of this report for the recent rift between Hanegraaff and Walter Martin's heirs.)

CRI's stated purpose is to focus on aberrant religious groups (especially the "cults"), current theological disputes, and
Christian education. CRI has a tremendous influence across North America through its nationwide Bible Answerman
radio program (heard in 125 cities in the U.S. and Canada) and its broad range of literature, the most noteworthy being
the quarterly Christian Research Journal (CRJ). For the fiscal year ended 6/30/99, CRI had annual revenues in excess
of $7 million -- $6 million from donations and $1 million from sales of merchandise. Hanegraaff operates from a huge
office with wooden bookcases, big windows, leather couches, and paintings of serene golf scenes. Hanegraaff lives in
the gated community of Coto de Caza, but says his salary ($147,500 for FY99) is stretched thin by his eight children. 

In our opinion, however, whatever good work CRI has done or is doing, has been overshadowed by its accommodation
with Roman Catholicism, its compromise with Charismaticism, and its support of psychological integration. The
remainder of this report develops these issues.

-  CRI has always maintained an aura of intellectual arrogance, but that seemed to peak near the end of the reign of
Walter Martin. Martin was a Pentecostal. He taught Comparative Religions at the Melodyland School of Theology
(charismatic) in Anaheim, California, and was perhaps most famous for his 1965 book, Kingdom of the Cults, which
was a perennial best seller with 24 printings. Amazingly though, throughout Martin's many years of teaching and
writing, never did he print material or speak specifically to expose Roman Catholicism as the foremost of all the cults
in America. To the contrary, his CRJ continues to attack the so-called "heroes of the Reformation," approves the papal
system, and defends it as a Christian church. Because of the tremendous influence upon evangelicals around the world,
Dr. Martin and CRI must bear major responsibility for today's wall of neutrality, tolerance, and silence that surrounds
the exposure of Romanism as a cult. (CRI also treats Seventh-day Adventism as evangelical rather than as a cult and
apostasy. Martin claimed that the SDA gospel is sound, whereas, in reality, it is a demonic mixture of law and grace.
As in Martin's last edition of Kingdom of the Cults, CRI's 1997 edition also presents the Seventh-day Adventists in an
extended appendix, again titled: "The Puzzle of Seventh-day Adventism.") Martin also believed that abortion was okay
in cases of rape, and that it was all right for someone to be hypnotized as long as a "Christian" was doing the
hypnotizing.

-  By 1993, CRI moved openly into the ecumenical camp. This was stated in a book entitled The Cult of the Virgin.
Sponsored by CRI through its editors Elliot Miller and Ken Samples, the book contains an appendix by  Jesuit priest
Mitchell Pacwa, giving the Vatican version of the apparitions of the "Mother Mary." Miller and Samples present
Pacwa as a "Scripture scholar" and a "Bible-believing Catholic" with whom they have "positive fellowship in Christ
and cooperative efforts in the common cause of Christ's kingdom." The book states: 

"The underlying purpose of this book is ultimately ecumenical rather than anti-ecumenical" (p. 161). 

Martin was a close friend of Pacwa, and a known apologist and defender of his Roman church. Pacwa wrote for the
CRJ and spoke on Martin's Bible Answerman program. Ironically, Walter Martin once debated Pacwa -- the same man
now allied with CRI's new leadership -- on TV's The John Ankerberg Show. On that program, Martin stoutly defended
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Protestantism and stated that Pacwa's heretical teachings are "a denial of justification by faith." (The CRJ's Fall 1992
issue published an article by this same Jesuit priest. Perhaps "C.R.I." now stands for the "Catholic Resource Institute"?)

-  The Cult of the Virgin offers an historical background to the Roman Catholic church's veneration of Mary. However,
the authors tend to understate the full degree to which devotion to Mary exists in Catholicism, leaving the impression
that devotion to Mary is almost exclusively confined to an aberrant sect within Romanism. (Mary's role is extremely
important to virtually all Catholics. Pope John Paul II has repeatedly emphasized the need for strong devotion to Mary
-- a fact that CRI's authors failed to state.) The authors conclude that "many anti-Catholics have overstated the
influence of paganism on the church."

The authors also believe that, with the exception of Mary's divine maternity (as the "mother of God"), none of the
doctrines of Mary are heretical even though they are not Biblical. To the contrary, every one of them is heretical
simply because they ascribe to Mary a status above all other humans (e.g., the Immaculate Conception). For Roman
Catholicism to say that one human is exempt is to deny the full efficacy of Christ's atonement -- Rome teaches that
His blood does not cover Mary because she didn't need His blood shed on her account. What is more heretical than
that? In the spirit of ecumenism, the authors tend to downplay the heretical nature of Mariology. (Excerpted/adapted
from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 [1993], No. 1.)

-  Part One of a lengthy article in four parts ran in the Winter 1993 issue of the CRJ entitled, "What Think Ye of Rome
-- an Evangelical Appraisal of Contemporary Catholicism." In this series, the CRJ strongly opposes calling the papal
church a cult. It instead states, "Catholicism affirms most of what the cults deny and possesses an orthodox foundation
which all cult groups lack." A Vatican ecumenist could not have improved on the image of Popery created by this CRJ
series. The Winter 1993 (Part One) issue states, "From the fourth century to the present, Roman Catholic thought has
had a momentous influence ... The Church has wielded great power over the centuries, often spreading enlightenment
and benevolence among humanity." The Winter 1993 CRJ's lengthy presentation of Popery was a flow of half-truths,
distortion, falsehood, and deceit, all staged with the obvious purpose of altering the accusing facts of history. [The
Vatican has struggled by deceit, by armies, and by anathema to establish and maintain its Sceptre of the Papal
Theocracy. The ecumenism of the Vatican II Council was added in 1965. Sadly, this now involves most of today's
evangelicals -- tragically not recognizing that Roman Catholicism is indeed the world's deadliest cult. (Source: Today's
Evangelicals Embracing the World's Deadliest Cult, Wilson Ewin, pp. 58-61.)]

-  CRI director Hank Hanegraaff's book, Christianity In Crisis (Harvest House:1993), offers some excellent insights
into the charismatic word-faith mentality. Hanegraaff traces the roots of the word-faith movement to New Thought and
science-of-mind religious philosophy. Hanegraaff goes so far as to call the word-faith movement a cult in its own
right.

Defining a cult from a theological perspective, he states that a "pseudo-Christian" group like the word-faith movement,
would claim to be Christian but deny one or more of the essential doctrines of historic Christianity. These doctrines
focus on such matters as the meaning of faith, the nature of God, and the person and work of Jesus Christ. He quotes
Denver Seminary professor Gordon Lewis as saying, "A cult, then, is any religious movement which claims the
backing of Christ or the Bible, but distorts the central message of Christianity by (1) an additional revelation, and (2)
by displacing a fundamental tenet of the faith with a secondary matter." If Hanegraaff would only take a lesson from
his own book, he'd recognize that he has described all the elements that make the Roman Catholic Church a cult. And
while the word-faith teachers erroneously claim that man is a god, the Roman church goes even further by claiming
that a piece of bread becomes God through the priests' incantations! Moreover, that piece of bread must be worshipped
as God! Perhaps, if CRI keeps trying, it will eventually reveal to itself its own blind spot. (Excerpted/adapted from
Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 [1993], No. 1.)

-  Roman Catholicism is a cult because it has the major characteristics of one: (1) a false gospel of works and rituals;
(2) an allegedly infallible leadership which must be obeyed; (3) the prohibition of its members to interpret the Bible
for itself; (4) the placing of its hierarchy's dogmas and traditions on a par with Scripture; (5) its claim to be the
exclusive vehicle of salvation; (6) the cultic claim that members cannot be saved apart from its sacraments; (7) the
anathematizing of all who reject its dogmas and traditions; etc.
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On 8/12/93, Hank Hanegraaff boldly stated, "We believe that Roman Catholicism is foundationally Christian." The
Bible Answerman program that day had been devoted to the defense of Catholicism. Whether Catholicism is or is not a
cult is not the main issue, but its false gospel. Yet, CRI spends a large part of its time trying to prove that Catholicism
is not a cult. CRI needs to state clearly that Rome's counterfeit gospel is sending hundreds of millions to hell. Instead,
CRI has defended Catholicism on radio and in its Journal, while its "criticism" has been so vague as to leave one
wondering what was meant. For example, on one Bible Answerman program, Catholic apologist Scott Hahn was given
free rein to promote Catholicism, defend his conversion to it, and to defend it from callers' objections without any
rebuttal from CRI to his false statements! The average listener would have had to conclude that Roman Catholicism is
merely another "Christian" denomination (10/93, The Berean Call). [And this is exactly how it is perceived. In a 2/94
letter-to-the-editor of the Catholic Answers magazine, This Rock, a writer credits CRI for being instrumental in
bringing him to the Roman Catholic Church; i.e., he thanks CRI for opening his eyes "to the truths of Catholicism,"
and for showing him that Catholicism "held firmly to all the essentials of the historic Christian faith."]

-  If anyone doubts that Hank Hanegraaff is pro-Roman Catholic, one only need read Hanegraaff's 6/7/95 fund-raising
appeal letter and the pro-Catholic book offered therein -- Hanegraaff offers for a gift of $25, the book Roman
Catholics and Evangelicals: Agreements and Differences, by Norman Geisler and Ralph MacKenzie. (Geisler and
MacKenzie believe that a "cooperative effort between Roman Catholics and evangelicals could be the greatest social
force for good in America" [p. 357].) Hanegraaff calls Roman Catholics and Evangelicals "must reading" for "thinking
Christians who are concerned, not only about sound theology, but also about the future of our nation." He goes on to
proclaim that any obstacles (such as doctrine?) between Protestants and Catholics should not stand in the way of
cooperation in areas where we share mutual interests and concerns. This is the same compromising spirit expressed by
the Evangelical & Catholics Together (ECT) document authored by Charles Colson in March of 1994. [On two other
Bible Answerman programs (one in late-April, 1995, and the other in late-June), Hanegraaff interviewed Geisler
concerning the book Roman Catholics and Evangelicals. The compromise with Catholicism was absolutely sickening.]

CRI's strong move toward ecumenism has led them to refuse to recognize Roman Catholicism for what it is -- a cult at
best and a false religion at worst. Hanegraaff, et al., continue to insist that Catholicism is a Christian religion with
merely some teachings that they cannot agree with. In the process, CRI denigrates those who insist on not pandering to
the Vatican's ecumenical designs. CRI positions itself as the last word in apologetics and knowledge of theological
issues. Their rallying cry is for adherence to orthodoxy rather than Biblicism; indeed, they would consider Roman
Catholicism an orthodox faith. But orthodoxy is not Biblicism. Orthodoxy is largely based on religious tradition, and
is, therefore, often found wanting. "Orthodoxy" is predicated upon the canons of whatever religious authority happens
to interpret Scripture; it is not based upon Scripture directly. CRI wants us to believe that Roman Catholicism is a
pussycat we can snuggle up to and join paws with for the Reconstructionist agenda of restructuring society. (Source:
"Hanegraaff Urges Cooperation With Roman Catholicism," Media Spotlight, Vol. 16 - No. 2 [9/95], pp. 5-6).

[Further evidence of CRI's efforts to establish the belief among Protestants that Roman Catholicism is orthodox is a
series of Bible Answerman broadcasts in early-1996 -- Hanegraaff made statements that (1) the Roman Catholic
Church was the only Christian church in existence prior to the Reformation, and, therefore, if it went into apostasy,
then Christ's promise failed (that the gates of hell would not prevail against the church), and (2) it is ludicrous to
identify the Roman Catholic Church as the whore in Revelation 17. (Source: FBIS, 5/22/96.)]

-  Despite Hanegraaff's 1993 anti-charismatic book, Christianity in Crisis, CRI is not to be trusted when dealing with
the charismatics either. In an interview printed in the 5/93 Charisma magazine, Hanegraaff admitted that he himself is
a charismatic and that more than half of the CRI staff are charismatics as well! He said, "Spiritual gifts are not an issue
at CRI. We have never made a single anti-charismatic statement on our show." This is a serious problem, because the
danger of the Charismatic Movement is found in its very foundational doctrines, not just the extremism of the
movement. The charismatic understanding of Spirit baptism, second blessing, healing, miracles, extra-Biblical
revelation, sign gifts, apostolic succession, kingdom power, and "holding out faithful" is the foundation upon which the
movement is built. To warn of charismatic extremes without warning of these issues is like warning of Purgatory in
Romanism without mentioning the Mass. (Source: O Timothy, Vol. 10, Iss. 10, 1993.)

-  This same charismatic sympathizing is evident in another so-called "anti-charismatic" book by Hanegraaff --
Counterfeit Revival (1997). Here are a couple of the "concessions" Hanegraaff makes to the "pentecostals-
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charismatics": (1) "we must never divide" over "tongues" (p. 157); and (2) "Healing is provided for in the atonement"
(p. 159). Number (1) shows an incredible ignorance of the false doctrine inherent in the tongues movement.
Concerning statement number (2), the "healing" provided for in the Atonement has absolutely nothing to do with
modern "healing" practiced by the false prophets in the "miraculous healing" business. (The "healing" of the
Atonement has to do with redemption from the spiritual consequences of the fall of man, and the "body" part of that
"healing" will not transpire until the Resurrection. The idea that "healing is provided for in the atonement" in relation
to bodily illnesses is one of the "cornerstone" theological errors of the charismatic movement.)

Hanegraaff's recording in Counterfeit Revival of many of the lying "wonders" of these false prophets makes for some
interesting and curious reading, but the above two "concessions" in the doctrinal category fatally weaken the
theological structure of the book. [Hanegraaff spends a lot of time and effort in trying to "explain" the probable
sources of the "phenomena" associated with some of these charismaniacs, but curiously absent from the "target zone" is
the chief offender in the "signs and wonders" business -- Romanism. The modern "pentecostals" and "tongues" sects
are so far behind Romanism in the field of "mysticism" and "subjectivism," they don't "hold a candle." Not in a
hundred years will the likes of modern-day charismaniacs catch-up to the hokey-pokey of the "miracles" and
"wonders" claimed by Rome. Sadly, Hanegraaff pays no attention to the "counterfeit revival" as it relates to
Romanism.] (Source: 8/18/97, Pilgrim Publications:Bob Ross.)

-  In 12/97, Hanegraaff made a trip to the Brownsville Assembly of God in Pensacola, Florida, the southern home of
the charismatic "Laughing Revival" (the northern home being the Toronto Vineyard), to "dialogue" with his
"charismatic brothers" -- the same "brothers" he criticized in Counterfeit Revival for their heresies! Hanegraaff
attended a revival meeting and even addressed 500 of the revival school's students, receiving a standing ovation before
beginning his message. (Would 2 John 9-11 have any applicability here? Isn't it wonderful how "Christians" can have
sweet fellowship with error -- all that's necessary is that we utter the magical words of Hanegraaff -- "We are going to
spend eternity together as brothers"!) To Hanegraaff's credit, there is no record of him taking part in the laughter, dog
barking, floor crawling, or spirit shaking common in these revivals.

-  Dr. John H. Coe is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Theology at Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola
University. He has written a paper titled "Educating the Church for Wisdom's Sake or Why Biblical Counseling is
Unbiblical." The paper claims that believers have a mandate to look beyond Scripture for the wisdom and truth
necessary for righteous and successful living (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3)! Of course, we expect a psychological/psychotherapeutic
view of Scripture from a professor at the psychoheretical Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology, but CRI
evidently also agrees with Coe! In reply to a personal letter from a CRJ reader, CRI said, "Dr. Coe has written an
excellent article defending Christian psychology against the Bobgans' claims." (Reported in Bob Ross's 1/94, BBH.)

-  CRI's psychological leanings had not been well known until 1995 when CRI's quarterly Christian Research Journal
published a four-part series of articles by psychologizers Bob and Gretchen Passantino titled "Psychology & the
Church" (see each 1995 issue of the CRJ). When people contact CRI to ask about the CRI position on psychology,
they are referred to the Passantinos' series on "Psychology & the Church." While warning that so-called Christian
psychology isn't perfect, the Passantinos promote it and deny the sufficiency of the Bible. In their final article, the
Passantinos erroneously contend that 1 Peter 1:3 pertains only to salvation (eternal life) and not sanctification (earthly
life), thereby claiming that psychology offers some value dealing with the latter. All four articles clearly show that both
CRI and the Passantinos have fallen for the "All Truth is God's Truth" fallacy. In contrast to the Apostle Paul (1 Cor.
2:12), the Passantinos consider at least some of "the words which man's wisdom teacheth" to be an essential
supplement to the truth of God's Word. [The Bobgans have written a book critiquing these four articles -- CRI
(Christian Research Institute) Guilty of Psychoheresy? (EastGate Publishers:1998; 149pp.). It exposes the logical
fallacies and illogical reasoning used to establish the Passantinos' (and CRI's) predilections for psychology.]

-  Dr. James Dobson is possibly the best-known psychologist in the world. He is highly praised by men in spite of his
unbiblical theology regarding self-esteem and psychology. Hank Hanegraaff has blatantly joined the Dobson praisers.
During a late-1999 broadcast interview of Dobson, Hanegraaff was exceedingly complimentary of Dobson and Focus
on the Family. The degree of Hanegraaff’s puffery of Dobson was perversely excessive. During the interview, they
discussed abortion, euthanasia, evolution, and the sexual revolution. However, they did not discuss Dobson’s views on
psychology and self-esteem. (See James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, by Martin & Deidre
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Bobgan.) Nevertheless, the glowing remarks during the interview cannot be separated from Dobson’s strong teachings
in this area, since Dobson is arguably the greatest promoter of self-esteem and psychology in the professing
evangelical church. The interview further demonstrates Hanegraaff’s continuing support of the Passantinos' CRI
Journal articles on psychology. One reason for Hanegraaff’s interviewing Dobson was to advertise Dobson's book
Home with a Heart, which was being offered by CRI. Hanegraaff indicates he read the book and recommends it.
Within the pages of this book, Dobson weaves his ideas about self-esteem and psychology. Hanegraaff obviously
supports those ideas since he praises and promotes the book. His wholesale endorsement of Dobson and his book
further confirms his commitment to psychology and it's false gospel. (Source: January-February 2000, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
CRI is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. In an official personal response
letter dated 7/26/94 dealing with a writer's concern with Promise Keepers, CRI answered:

"... the ministry and goals of Promise Keepers are generally in line with the Bible and are in agreement
with the essentials of the Christian faith. Some CRI staff members attended the recent [5/94] convention
in Anaheim and thoroughly enjoyed it. [One wonders if they enjoyed Jack Hayford's rendition of "God
wants to touch you in your private parts"?] ... there needs to be an allowance for disagreement regarding
non-essential issues. One area where there is room for disagreement among Christians is psychology. [So,
now there's room for toleration of false doctrine coming from a false religious system?] ... the authors of
these articles [TBC's & BDM's Promise Keepers materials] go to the other extreme by categorically
speaking out against many sound Bible teachers and Christian leaders simply because they have a trace of
psychology in their teachings. [Swindoll, Smalley, Crabb, et al., have a "trace of psychology" in their
teachings? And these men are "sound Bible teachers"?] ... Whatever your convictions are regarding
psychology or Promise Keepers, do not let them become a stumbling block between you and others in
your church who hold a different view." [Oh sure, let's not let false doctrine stand in the way of our
having sweet fellowship.]

A year later, CRI's observation of the Promise Keepers movement had not daunted its enthusiasm. In a very favorable
article on Promise Keepers in CRI's Fall 1995 Christian Research Journal, CRI derogatorily refers to Promise Keepers
"most determined critics" (i.e., the Bobgans, Al Dager, et al.) as "a band of Christian heresy watchers, whose methods
and conclusions range from just off the mainstream to the fundamentalist fringe" ("The Masculine Journey of Promise
Keepers," p. 7). [Hank Hanegraaff was also a speaker at the 5/97 Los Angeles PK rally.]

Note: Hanegraaff/Martin Rift -- After a public rift with Hank Hanegraaff in 1996, Darlene Martin, widow of Walter
Martin, resigned from CRI's board. Last October (1999), the family (through Martin's 42 year-old daughter) sent
Hanegraaff a letter detailing objections to his leadership. She claims Hanegraaff has used the nonprofit CRI as a
platform to sell his books and promote his two for-profit organizations. She also says Hanegraaff hasn't returned some
of her father's personal belongings and claims he has mismanaged personnel at CRI. Hanegraaff says the family's claims
are unfounded and that CRI's mission has not changed since he took over in 1989. More seriously, Martin's widow now
claims that Hanegraaff used trickery to get her to introduce him as the new leader of her late husband's ministry shortly
after Martin's funeral in 1989. Walter Martin's daughter issued the following statement (excerpted):

"My father died without naming any successor to Christian Research Institute and 'The Bible Answer Man'
radio show, and contrary to what was said at the time of his death, Hank Hanegraaff was never 'handpicked'
by Walter Martin. Darlene Martin was a newly widowed woman, vulnerable and trusting, and there were
those around her who took full advantage of that trust. ... What we did not find out until years later was that
Everett Jacobson and Hank Hanegraaff had a 'closed door' meeting at CRI within days after my father's
death, and the result of that meeting -- according to a CRI Board member at the time -- was the naming of
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Hank Hanegraaff as CEO of Christian Research Institute. We ask Hank now: 

'Please provide the proof that Walter Martin chose you as his successor. He never mentioned
this to his wife, his children, his brother, his board or his closest friends. He never announced
this privately or publicly before his death. It was only after Walter Martin was dead that this
claim was made. Please provide the minutes of the CRI Board Meeting immediately following
my father's death in which the CEO position was discussed and voted upon.' 

"Why is this question of succession so important? It has to do with integrity. If Hank Hanegraaff's personal
'work' is suspect, if his behavior is questioned by many witnesses, than what of his claim to CRI? We
believe that claim should also be closely examined.

"The night of my father's memorial service, as Darlene Martin approached the lectern, Everett Jacobson and
Hank Hanegraaff intercepted her. It was suggested that some additional things be added to her speech '… in
order to make a smooth transition.' The words did not register at the time, as most things do not when you
have just buried a loved one twenty-four hours before. When Darlene came to the end of her statements
and began to read the new sentences, she was appalled. There she stood, in front of 1,500 people, stating
Hank Hanegraaff was the new man for CRI. All she could think as she read was, 'Walt never said this.'

"Why did Darlene Martin allow this to stand for so many years? Why did she support Hank? At the time,
she believed he was a man of integrity, and she hoped (and kept hoping) God could mold him into a strong
leader. She trusted Everett Jacobson and Hank Hanegraaff. She was grief-stricken, exhausted, and did not
feel able to decide such a weighty issue. She did not know about the 'closed door' meeting or the allegation
that a full board vote for the CEO position of CRI had never taken place, until years later. In addition to
this, several men approached Darlene and the CRI Board after my father's death, each stating that Walter
Martin picked them as his successor, and she was afraid of an all out public battle for CRI."

[Return to Text]
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Christian Research Institute (CRI)
Hank Hanegraaff Lawsuit*

Christian Research Institute's Hank Hanegraaff had been accused of financial fraud and other criminal activities. A
lawsuit was filed ("wrongful termination suit") on March 7, 1994, in Orange County Superior Court, California. The
suit alleged that Hendrik (Hank) Hanegraaff, president of CRI, was guilty of numerous ethical lapses, financial theft,
tax fraud, and a shocking list of other criminal activities and deceptive practices. The plaintiffs also charged CRI and
its president and officers with violation of the federal racketeering act, defined as a criminal conspiracy or a
"combination." Some of the details of this suit follow:

1. Brad Sparks, formerly a top researcher on the staff of CRI (from 1992-1994) and assistant to
Hanegraaff, stated in the suit that Hanegraaff and his wife, Kathy, had pocketed over $750,000 in bloated
"salaries and benefits." This while CRI's rank and file employees "typically earn[ed] poverty-level income
of approximately $13,000 per year!"

2. Sparks, who left CRI in "good standing" in 3/94, according to a CRI exit counseling form (included as
documentation in papers filed), noted that CRI enjoys non-profit organization status by the IRS, but had
fraudulently used its tax exemption privileges to provide tax exempt "cover" for the Hanegraaffs' own
personal, profit-making business, Memory Dynamics, Inc., a Georgia corporation, which was conducted
out of the couple's home. Sparks' suit charged that the Hanegraaffs had repeatedly bled the ministry's bank
accounts to feather their own nests. For example, "defendant Hanegraaffs have sought to conceal their
total six figure income by the device of separating out major categories of personal expense such as the
estimated $50,000 per year 'pastor's housing allowance.'" [Hanegraaff reportedly lived in a $730,000 house
in an exclusive gated community in Orange County, California; CRI's board allegedly loaned Hanegraaff
the $100,000 down payment.] The financial details provided by Sparks to support his lawsuit were
convincingly documented. Some 14 pages of fine print were contained in the lawsuit.

3. According to Sparks, CRI even leased two automobiles for the Hanegraaffs, almost entirely for their
personal use, unrelated to ministry business. One of the most unsavory charges of corruption detailed by
Sparks was that CRI deceptively claimed to be a "church" merely to deceive the IRS and state taxing
authorities, as well as mislead those who donated money for its activities. (Hanegraaff told Charisma
magazine in early 1994 that he considers himself a charismatic and holds ministerial credentials with
Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel denomination.)

4. The suit claimed that Hanegraaff was personally paid by Harvest House approximately $500,000 in
royalties for the book Christianity in Crisis even though "the book was researched, edited, and partly
written by two full-time CRI staff members (including plaintiff Brad Sparks) and several part-time
members." Additional allegations stated that Mr. Hanegraaff's own, for profit company, Memory
Dynamics, Inc., then turned around and sold huge quantities of that same book to CRI for a handsome gain
for Hanegraaff.

5. The court suit further alleged that the Hanegraaffs "have used full-time CRI employees to support and
conduct the Memory Dynamics business, including mailings and manning of sales booths." The
Hanegraaffs were also said to have used CRI vehicles to transport Memory Dynamics' personnel and
materials. When CRI's shipping department supervisor, Mary Cook, protested, she was fired on 7/6/93.
Sparks also alleged Hanegraaff used CRI's confidential donor mailing list for his own private business, and
that CRI lied to donors by continuing to promise that their names and other personal information remained
confidential.

6. Craig Nelson, CRI's Director of Broadcast Media, "was fired in retaliation" for making complaints
against Mr. Hanegraaff, specifically relating to Hanegraaff's use of free radio advertising for his personal
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gain on CRI's Bible Answerman program. The suit also named many of the employees and staffers said to
have been "wrongfully terminated" because they challenged Hanegraaff's unethical conduct. They included
former research director Dan Schlesinger (who reportedly accused Mr. Hanegraaff of "mixing private
business with CRI ministry"), Jerry Kissler, Mark Hoover, Craig Hawkins, Michael Buesing, Perry
Robinson, Dennis Green (former marketing director), and Anthony Horpel (former seminar director). The
court pleading also said that Rob Bowman, a former CRI senior researcher, was terminated after "he
refused to let Mr. Hanegraaff plagiarize Bowman's work to publish two books under Hanegraaff's name."

7. The lies and deceit alleged in the suit were of monumental proportions, considering the fact that CRI is
a section 501C(3), tax-exempt, non-profit "church" and ministry, which was at the time of the alleged
infractions a member of the National Religious Broadcasters' Evangelical Council for Financial
Accountability (ECFA). ECFA members are required to maintain a high ethical standard of conduct.

8. To avoid the strict financial ethical standards of the ECFA (specifically the conflict of interest clause --
see #4 above), CRI resigned from the organization. The suit contended that CRI then lied to its donors and
radio listeners by claiming that it was still a member of the industry group. CRI was also said to have
continued its use of the ECFA's seal of approval on its catalogs, order forms, and other materials to solicit
contributions.

9. Other serious charges leveled in the lawsuit included assertions of "racketeering." One violation claimed
was that the organization "solicited and misappropriated charitable contributions across state lines and
international boundaries." Mail fraud and wire fraud were said to be involved, including the illegal
interception and seizure of fax telephone communications intended for others.

10. It was also alleged that Mr. Hanegraaff misled CRI donors into contributing money which may have
ended up in the coffers of Hanegraaff's profit-making company. Also, the court suit claimed that Mr.
Hanegraaff's own wife, Kathy Hanegraaff, was paid a generous salary by the ministry as a full-time "CRI
Director of Marketing" when, in fact, her job primarily was "a cover for conduct of personal business ..."

Could the long list of crimes and dishonest conduct alleged by Brad Sparks be corroborated by others? A 6/6/94 letter
from John Wanvig (a Christian attorney) to Hanegraaff was signed by 24 former staff members. The letter also asked
Hanegraaff to meet with them. Hanegraaff refused to meet and, instead, counter-sued Sparks for libel. In addition, the
Group for CRI Accountability was organized in 1994 and included some 35 former CRI staff members who publicly
demanded Hanegraaff's resignation. They said that Hanegraaff did not have the theological training, the
communication skills, nor the ethical standards to lead CRI. The suit against Hanegraaff was scheduled for trial in
July 1995, but was "settled" (see 9/95 Update below).

[Most of the information in this report was derived from articles in The Christian News and Flashpoint.]

[9/95 Update: The 9/11/95 Christianity Today reported that the CRI lawsuit was concluded following Christian
mediation in July, 1995. The parties signed a statement, which said, in part, "The parties acknowledged that the
allegations were based on misunderstandings as well as incomplete information. ... It was determined that there is no
liability on the part of CRI, Mr. Hanegraaff, or Mr. Sparks for any wrongdoing." Both parties dropped their legal
actions against each other, and CRI agreed to pay about $20,000 of Sparks legal expenses. However, the ad hoc Group
for CRI Accountability (see above) continued to press its concerns; according to its spokes-person Rob Bowman,
"Most of our concerns are too well documented not to be true ..." Privately, Sparks was reported to tell friends that it
was either settle, or be spent into bankruptcy by Hanegraaff and CRI.]

[4/96 Update: Brad Sparks Response to the Passantinos -- The following are excerpts from a letter by Brad Sparks,
former CRI Researcher and plaintiff to the above detailed lawsuit. It is a reprint of an open letter responding to a
2/16/96 statement released by Bob and Gretchen Passantino.]

This is an interested observer's reply to the Passantinos' belated February 16, 1996, attack on the first three
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issues of On The Edge (OTE) published in September, October, and November 1995. I do not know who
the journalist-author(s) of OTE are, but I think it is quite understandable that they choose to remain
anonymous to avoid taking $400,000 worth of abuse from CRI. I should know because I, along with my
wife and children, were punished for publicly speaking out. We suffered from Hank Hanegraaff's
$400,000 of harassment from an international secular law firm (Gibson, Dunn, & Crutcher) (according to
figures given in CRI's audited annual financial statement for June 30, 1995), as well as from an unknown
amount CRI spent for a private detective agency (Allied Management Resources), which was conveniently
withheld from the audit report.

That was approximately how much CRI donor money was spent by Hank without the donors' knowledge
or approval of such shocking amounts (roughly 10% of the CRI budget), all to protect Hank from
accountability for his use of CRI money and resources for his books and seminars in the first place. It
apparently does not even include an unknown amount of money spent on Hank's and CRI's countersuit
against me [Brad Sparks] (undertaken without even a pretense of Matt. 18 action), which the audit report
also conveniently failed to mention. And it doesn't include any amounts spent in July 1995 after the cutoff
date of the audit (such as the $20,000 settlement).

I was forced to settle my case because of the abuse and vicious tactics engaged in by Hanegraaff and CRI
-- such as bringing up the murder of my mother to shock and degrade me. CRI has certainly taught the
cults a thing or two using all this CRI donor money to frustrate and harass me with high-priced lawyers
and private detectives. If my case was so "baseless" and "frivolous," as Hank and his minions claim, then
how come with all these hundreds of thousands of "ministry" dollars to pay $200- to $300-per-hour
attorneys, they still couldn't even prove it "baseless" in a court of law? How come Superior Court Judge
Richard Luesebrink flatly refused to throw out even a single portion of my case on January 13, 1995,
when CRI attorneys from two separate law firms presented two motions to have it thrown out and failed?
Did you ever hear Hank admit that on the radio? No, instead Hank falsely claimed on the radio October 18,
1994, "this groundless lawsuit has long ago been set aside by the courts," and he continued to echo this
bizarre, twilight-zone claim in fund raising appeals for months afterward until the two sides settled it -- it
was never "set aside by the courts" as "groundless" at any time.

When I read the Passantinos' Internet statement someone faxed me, I was surprised to read that according
to them, these OTE articles were journalistic atrocities, "worthless," and reflecting "absolutely no
journalistic responsibility or evidentiary substantiation" whatsoever, filled only with anonymous "vitriol,
gossip, innuendo, and bitterness," slanderous, and "replete with unnamed [sic] sources, supposition, and
allegations, none of which are substantiated by any named, identified, or evidenced material." Whew!
That's a pretty heavy load of allegations in a statement that itself is "replete with un[n]amed sources" used
by the Passantinos, betraying just a wee bit of the same things on their own parts, methinks. I wondered if
I had read the same articles they claimed to have read. So I went back to those first three issues of OTE
and here is what I found:

Instead of the anonymous slander in OTE claimed by the Passantinos, I found six named sources (three
from Hank's side, including Hank and his attorney) and what seem to be only two unnamed sources, both
reportedly connected with CRI and Hank Hanegraaff -- unless we are to count every change of wording
describing these two sources as separate individuals. In that case, do the Passantinos really wish to contend
that OTE has as many as 10 anonymous CRI sources? Do they want to concede there are that many
"moles" inside CRI who are so outraged at Hanegraaff that they supply inside scoops to publications such
as OTE? I didn't think so. But it's a ticklish dilemma they will have to resolve.

Moreover, I found these first three OTE issues made specific reference to 15 different books and articles,
gave 43 specific page number citations, plus quotes and references by date to four Bible Answerman
(BAM) shows. All this in just 9 pages of OTE articles! If anything, this seems to represent quite a lot
more documentation than I usually see in popular writing. What popular newspaper or magazine have you
ever read with that many bibliographic references in just 6,600 words or so of main text altogether?
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The succeeding issues of OTE, in February and March 1996, made reference to eight named sources (five
of whom are on Hank's side), one of whom was an unnamed source at Word Publishing in the February
issue, but was named in the March issue (this was Jennifer Haney of Word 's Publicity Dept. who had said
that Hanegraaff's books were on indefinite hold while his contracts were reviewed). There may be about
four new unnamed sources in addition to the two CRI sources from previous issues, depending on whether
or not some descriptions refer to these existing sources or not: (1) "independent reliable source"; (2)
"member of a radio management team"; (3) "additional source inside Word"; (4) "Southern California-
based ministry source." These new issues of OTE reference 12 books and articles and two more dated
BAM broadcasts.

Speaking of "unnamed sources," the Passantinos themselves repeatedly refer to and rely on numerous
UNNAMED SOURCES in their own statement, perhaps 12 or more unidentified sources altogether:

(a) Passantinos' UNNAMED Word Books editorial sources (plural means two or more). As to
the "falsity" of OTE's "charges" about Hanegraaff's book projects (which they leave nebulous
so that you won't know that OTE reported that a Word source said Hank's books were on hold
or canceled), they refer to "our own editorial contacts with Word Books," who are left
unnamed, unidentified, and conveniently anonymous.

(b) Passantinos' UNNAMED Board member/ex-CRI employee (one). Another charge of
"falsity" they level against OTE is "the presence on our own organization's Board of Directors
of a former CRI employee listed in this publication (against her knowledge or will)," another
unnamed, unidentified and conveniently anonymous person.

At least OTE named this person (whoever she is) in its name list of 105 CRI employees who
have been churned out under Hanegraaff through massive and traumatic "attrition" and
"turnover." Does she deny that she left CRI or not? Does she deny that at least 105 CRI
employees have left under Hanegraaff under either favorable or unfavorable terms? Does she
deny that a major subset of these 105 or more CRI employees were fired or forced to resign
after pointing out ethical issues, or not?

(c) Passantinos' UNNAMED "any and all" CRI-employee sources who supposedly cleared
Hank (two or more?). Did they actually contact any? Or did they just have "access" to them?

(d) Passantinos' UNNAMED "hostile ex-employees" they imply they contacted as sources
who purportedly vindicated Hank (two or more?). But maybe they didn't actually contact any
such "hostile ex-employees" and only wanted to lead readers into thinking from their weasel-
wording that they did because they had such glorious "freedom to contact." So who are they?

(e) Passantinos' UNNAMED sources who are "attackers" of Hank, but who allegedly cleared
Hank (two or more?). Same thing. Maybe they only want you to think they contacted such
persons, but they didn't really because they know full well that some or all of the charges are
true and they can't stand to face the truth-tellers.

(f) Passantinos' UNNAMED "variety of sources" defending Hank (a "variety" must mean three
or more?). Since their set-up EMNR Board meeting on Easter weekend, April 15, 1995, the
Passantinos say "we have continued to collect information and evidence from a variety of
sources regarding those and other charges against Hank." Well, who constitutes this unnamed
"variety of sources"?

The Passantinos say that in "authentic journalism, anonymous attributions are rarely used." What does that
say about their own statement?

The Passantinos completely misunderstand the settlement of the two lawsuits: (1) the countersuit by Hank
and CRI against me, which they omit to mention, and (2) my lawsuit.
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The joint settlement statement says in the first three sentences [that] there was a "mediation process"
between the two sides and issues were discussed. As a result, "the allegations" or issues discussed in the
mediation just mentioned were found to be based on "misunderstandings and incomplete information."
Nowhere does this document say that ALL allegations or issues had been "cleared up" as based on
misunderstanding or incomplete info, nor is there any listing of resolved charges and/or the explanations
as to how they were resolved. The settlement agreed there was no legal liability for any wrongdoing (i.e.,
likelihood of winning the case) by me, or Hank, or CRI, but it doesn't say how this was determined, and it
is a conclusion that obviously applies to both sides.

As a matter of fact, the only such charges I am aware of which were resolved in that fashion were three
misunderstandings on Hank's part about my role as some kind of conspiratorial mastermind, as listed
below. (Remember, Hank slammed me and the Group for CRI Accountability in his October 17 and 27,
1994, CRI fund-raising letters as "the forces of darkness," "a group of accomplices," "diabolical," etc. By
the way, how much money did Hank make off of these hysterical, Robert Tilton-like, demonize-the-
enemy fund raising tactics?):

(1) I knew nothing in advance about Christianity Today's August 15, 1994 cover story on
Christian radio which recounted the charges against Hanegraaff. I had not been interviewed
for it; I did not initiate contact with CT in the first place; and CT had last contacted me in
March 1994 when the suit was filed, but never contacted me again (until after the settlement
in 1995 of course).

(2) I never had any contact whatsoever with [Flashpoint] by phone, mail, or otherwise (that
remains true to this day). The quotes that [Flashpoint] used in [its] July 1994 newsletter to
sound like [it] had interviewed me had actually been taken from a newsletter I had written
and attached as an exhibit to my lawsuit. I have never been interviewed by [Flashpoint].

(3) I have never put anything about CRI or Hank on the Internet or any other computer
network (and that's true to this day, but I will now have to try to get this copy posted on
Internet), if for no other reason than that I have never been on Internet ever, because the phone
wiring in my office at home shorted out in March 1993 and ruined my modem. I have not
been on-line anywhere since that time.

In conclusion, the Passantinos must be reading documents from another universe. What they're talking
about in connection with the OTE newsletters and my lawsuit does not resemble reality as I know it and
see it.

Brad Sparks
April 22, 1996

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 3/98
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The Christian Research Inst.
What Is It? Whose "Side" Does It Take?*

Some are wondering, "Who is running things at the Christian Research Institute (CRI) -- the Jesuits, or confused
pseudo-evangelicals?

CRI is a "parachurch" organization in Irvine, California [since moved to Rancho Santa Margarita], founded by the late
Walter Martin; it enjoys parasitical support from "evangelicals" who need "help" on the Russellites, Mormons, Hare
Krishnas, Moonies, Chick publications, "Alberto," and other assorted ding-bats, teachings, and groups. Some think
CRI is "soft" on Romanism, fence-straddling, pussy-footing, and "milky-toast." Presumably, those who are dependent
upon CRI for help do not seek, or cannot find, the anti-cult information from their local churches and pastors, so they
become followers of CRI -- sort of an "evangelical cult" for anti-cultists.

Since Martin's death, some think CRI has adopted a bent to Romanism. The old Jesuit ploy of convoluted writing
permeates CRI writings (á la Peter Ruckman). For example, the statement that Romanism is "unlike" and "different
from" Mormonism, Jehovah's Witnesses, Christian Science, etc., is typical Jesuit convolution, as the same thing may be
said of Islam, the Jim Jones' cult, the Robert Tilton' cult, Scientology, and all other modern cults.

The "key" in convoluted writing and speaking is to make your point without actually saying anything of substance.
Somewhat like the comedian Norm Crosby. And the "point" CRI makes on Romanism is that, It may have a few
abuses, but it's not really all that bad. Jack Chick and "Alberto" furnish CRI with a stereotypical "anti-Romanist"
strawman which CRI can "burn" while embellishing the "positive elements" of a "changing"(?) Romanism. You might
say that Chick and CRI are "convolution in action," somewhat like the staged "debate" between Ruckman and Catholic
apologist Karl Keating. Chick and Ruckman create the type of image which makes the CRI and Keating
representations of Romanism appear plausible, relegating to obscurity the classic foundations of the Protestant
Reformation's opposition to the Romanist doctrine and practice.

In CRI's Forward (Vol. 4, No. 2), CRI contends that "God is still at work within" Roman Catholicism, as if to say that
God has always been "at work" in the Papacy and the Roman hierarchy since formulation centuries this side of the
New Testament.

The same article contends that "Catholicism is clearly orthodox on every doctrine essential to the faith but one,"
namely, justification. On justification, CRI allows that Rome has "several faulty beliefs and practices," but these serve
only to "weaken a biblical understanding" of justification. Despite these "faulty beliefs," CRI contends there are
"thousands of Catholics who profess the correct doctrine of justification." To our knowledge, Romanists have always
professed to be "correct" on justification. Romanist Karl Keating assures us of Rome's infallibility on doctrine in his
book Catholicism and Fundamentalism (Imprimatur: Archbishop Roger Mahony, 1988). Keating, by the way, does not
name CRI as an adversary of Romanism, despite CRI's claim about being "outspoken" on Rome's abuses. Keating
probably appreciates the "positive" conciliatory approach which CRI takes toward Romanism.

CRI says the "enemy" is Satan, not a "human entity or institution." Does this mean that CRI does not believe that
Satan is involved in the false gospel, doctrines, and practices of Romanism? Or does CRI regard the Roman Catholic
Church as being a "divine" entity as opposed to being "human"? Does Satan only dabble with JWs, Mormons,
Moonies, etc.? Convolution is a "tricky" game of words, not easily deciphered!

CRI wants us to "extend the right hand of fellowship" to Romanists as "brothers and sisters in Christ," pointing out
their "biblical inconsistencies" whenever "appropriate" (whenever that is).

In a recent letter to [Bob Ross], CRI claims that "the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) holds to all the historic creeds of
the church," even Eternal Sonship. What "creeds"? What "church"? Does the RCC hold to the Baptist "creed"? The

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Presbyterian "creed"? Although the RCC holds to the Deity of the Son, this is no more that what is admitted by Satan
and demons.

CRI claims it has "always been outspoken on the abuses within the RCC." But I can think of perhaps thirty or more
RCC abuses of Bible doctrine and practice on which I have yet to hear the current CRI "speak out." Perhaps CRI can
mail out their "Perspective" paper which exposes the Papacy and the Roman hierarchy as the farces that they are --
that is, if CRI has such a paper. They already have mailed out some of their papers which promote "dialogue" with
Rome.

CRI claims to have so much "common ground " with Romanism that CRI "can share and discuss the gospel in love
and understanding," making us wonder WHICH "gospel" CRI has in mind -- the Gospel preached by such Baptists as
C. H. Spurgeon, or the "gospel according to Karl Keating," as presented in his book and "imprimatured" by
Archbishop Mahony of Los Angeles? (Gal. 1:8; 2 Cor. 11:4).

CRI refers to ongoing "dialogue between Protestants and Catholics," but doesn't name any Protestant "leaders" and
doesn't refer to the fact that Rome has been "dialoging ever since the Protestant Reformation, trying to facilitate the
"return" of her "estranged children" [such as the Church of England] to the protective arms of the great shepherd of the
flock, the Pope. One can read the account of Cortez' conquest of Mexico, and being a good Romanist, he "dialogued"
with the Indians before killing those who would not "convert." Yes, Romanists have a high regard for "dialogue,"
going way back.

CRI hopes that "these important issues can be resolved in a biblical fashion," but if this were to occur, would not the
Papacy and the Roman hierarchy have to dismantle? Is this what CRI "hopes"?

In a sheet on the "Mass," CRI minimizes the differences between Romanism and Bible teaching, saying that "how you
conduct Communion is not the real issue. The real issue is whether or not you have been born again spiritually --
through the finished work of Jesus Christ alone." More convolution. The truth is, Communion should properly
represent the real issue, and the Romanist "Mass" is about as close to that as a Voodoo ritual.

CRI alleges that the RCC "is genuinely different than the Church of 400, 100, or even 25 years ago." As much
"different" as CRI is different than those who led the Protestant Reformation? Wherein lies Rome's difference? All the
cults change over the years, but what significance is there to the changes? The last time anyone looked, Rome still had
a Pope and the usual paraphernalia.

CRI even commends the so-called "spiritual renewal" professed by Romanism and says "the Charismatic Renewal"
has "strong positive elements." Rome has ALWAYS been an advocate of the unscriptural "elements" in the "Charismatic
Renewal." No one claims more religious "hokey" than Romanism.

CRI says we ought to "support those Catholics who are working for true spiritual renewal with our prayers." Well,
we'll do that ... just as soon as any of the "true" stuff shows up. We don't regard CRI's strong positive "elements" true
spiritual renewal.

[Since writing the foregoing article, CRI President Hank Hanegraaff's book, Christianity in Crisis (Harvest House), has
been published. This book is offered as an antidote to the "cultism" of the "Faith Movement," yet Hanegraaff doesn't
raise a word against the oldest and most heretical cult of all -- Roman Catholicism. He lists as "cults," groups such as
the Mormons, the Armstrongites, Russellites, and Eddyites. How could a truly uncompromising writer compose a book
of 450 pages against cults, cultism, and false claims and never once mention the "Queen of Cults," Mother Rome?
Those Christians who have been backers of CRI should "take inventory" on CRI's pro-Rome stance. Has CRI been
infiltrated by Romanists disguised as "evangelicals"?]

*This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 7/93, BBH Perspective article by the same name (Bob L.
Ross, Editor, Baptist Biblical Heritage, Pilgrim Publications, P.O. Box 66, Pasadena, TX 77501).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/armstrong.htm
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Why Walter Martin Considered Seventh-Day Adventism Evangelical*

In the book Kingdom of the Cults, the late Dr. Walter Martin [founder of the Christian Research Institute (CRI) who
died in 1989] defended the Seventh-Day Adventist Church as orthodox and refused to label this group as a cult.
Martin's position in this influential book has resulted in widespread confusion on this subject. Martin's approach to
Seventh-Day Adventism is contrasted with that of those who view this group as a dangerous cult.

WALTER MARTIN ACCEPTED THE STATEMENTS OF ONE PARTICULAR SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTIST PUBLICATION, QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE, AS THE BASIS FOR HIS EVALUATION

The book Questions on Doctrine was published by the SDA denomination especially for general public use to answer
charges of heresy that had been leveled at them. Martin thought it wrong that other contenders for the faith had based
their evaluation of Seventh-Day Adventism on a variety of SDA literature, arguing that these were not an official
representation of SDA doctrine. He even contended that Ellen G. White's writings were not a fair representation of
SDA teaching. Consider the following statement from The Kingdom of the Cults by Walter Martin:

"In 1957 the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists released the first definitive and
comprehensive explanation of their faith, an authoritative volume entitled Questions on Doctrine. This
book truthfully presents the theology and doctrine which the leaders of Seventh-day Adventism affirm
they have always held. ... It is therefore unfair to quote any one Adventist writer or a group of writers as
representing 'the position of our denomination in the area of church doctrine and prophetic interpretation
...'" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

What Is Wrong with Martin's View?

1. Questions on Doctrine was not any longer in print at the time of Martin's writing. The Seventh-Day Adventists must
not have considered it too important as an authoritative statement of their doctrine or they would not have allowed to
go out of print. In 1977, David Cloud visited the bookstore at the large Adventist Bible College in Collegedale,
Tennessee, in search of this book. He was told that the book was out of print and would not again be available.

2. Ellen White's writings are presented by the Adventists as inspired. The following statements are from an Adventist
correspondence course offered in the mid-1970s titled "Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist Church."Two
books were given with this course: Ellen G. White: Messenger to the Remnant and The Spirit of Prophecy Treasure
Chest. All of these materials were produced by the Adventist publisher Review and Herald. These books were still
available in Adventist bookstores when last checked in the early-1990s. This correspondence course exalts Ellen White
as a prophetess of God and her writings as inspired revelation:

"These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, Great Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are
indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in the
Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20).

"The Messages for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic
Guidance, p. 50).

"These messages, we believe, should be faithfully followed by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p.
60).

"Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole. We cannot
justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70).

"We recognize that the principles set forth in the Spirit of Prophecy writings do not change with the
passage of the years ... and are of equal value to the church in all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/sda/adventi.htm
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Chest, p. 125).

"The Messages [Ellen White's writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration from
that given to other modern writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as such"
(Treasure Chest, p. 142).

Ellen White's books are sold by Adventist ministries, bookstores, and colporteurs worldwide and are advertised as
inspired counsel of God. Since Ellen White's writings are thus regarded by the Adventist denomination, why would
they protest the evaluation of her writings as representative of SDA doctrine? Their own books continually site Ellen
White's writings as authoritative, and it certainly not wrong for an outside researcher to do the same. If Ellen White's
writings are not accurate representations of Adventist doctrine, their entire foundation is washed away.

3. The Seventh-day Adventists have themselves stated that their authorized publications are reliable:

"Denominationally-authorized productions carry the official imprint of the issuing organization, and may
be relied upon" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 82).

In light of this statement, it certainly would be proper to study any of the publications of the major Adventist presses
in order to know Adventist beliefs. They have told us these materials are reliable. We are not, therefore, confined to
any one publication for official SDA doctrine. All of the publications used in Avoiding the Snare of Seventh-day
Adventism are either Ellen White's writings or are publications of the official Adventist publishing houses. It is very
strange for the Adventist Church to publish books and then to protest because we use those books to evaluate their
beliefs. There is something that appears very deceitful here.

4. Dr. Martin did not treat other groups like he demanded the Seventh-day Adventists be treated. In his research of
other groups, such as the Mormons, Martin did not draw back from using any authoritative material necessary to draw
an accurate conclusion about the doctrinal position of the group. He did not base his research of other groups strictly
upon one volume provided by those groups. He is, thus, being extremely inconsistent in this matter.

5. Dr. Martin failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deceitfulness to the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination. He
well knew the chameleon nature of false teachers. Frequently in critiques of various false groups, Walter Martin
warned that they tend to be less than honest in their presentation of doctrine, especially in their materials designed for
general public consumption.

One entire chapter of Dr. Martin's booklet Jehovah's Witnesses deals with this reality. The chapter is entitled "The
Watchtower Chameleon." Martin shows how the Witnesses have a history of attempting to hide their heretical nature.
They say one thing on one hand and something completely different on the other hand. The wise investigator must
learn to dig through this deception in order to arrive at the truth.

It is not difficult to see this trait in Seventh-Day Adventism. In an attempt to appear orthodox they sometimes dilute,
even alter their beliefs. Sometimes, for example, they proudly and boldly teach that Ellen White's writings are inspired
revelation from God and that they should be accepted as authoritative by all Christians. They do this in the
aforementioned correspondence course, Prophetic Guidance in the Adventist Movement. On other occasions, they will
deny the charge that they revere Ellen White's writings as divine revelation.

Dr. Martin also admitted that there is confusion and "conflicting statements" among SDA publications:

"There can be no doubt of the fact that there are conflicting statements in Adventist publications and
diverse opinions about certain areas of Adventist theology and interpretation, some of which is quite the
opposite of classical orthodox Christianity" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

It is very sad that Dr. Martin did not discern this as apostate deceitfulness instead of overlooking it. Consider some of
the contradictions between quotations Dr. Martin uses from Questions on Doctrine and quotes from other books
produced by the same official Adventist publishers:
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Example # 1: Inspiration of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If Seventh-day Adventists did indeed claim for Mrs. White inspiration in every
area of her writings, then we might well be cautious about having fellowship with them. However, this
they do not do, as I have amply demonstrated from official sources" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 383).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, The Great
Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may
place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20); "The Messages
for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 50);
"Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole. We cannot
justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70); "The Messages [Ellen White's
writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration from that given to other modern
writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as such" (Treasure Chest, p. 142).

Example #2: Universality of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "These counsels are primarily for the Seventh-day Adventist denominations"
(Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380); "We do not think of them [Ellen White's writings] as of universal
application, as is the Bible ..." (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "She was ever mindful that she was writing for the world as well as
for the church" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 50); "These messages, we believe, should be faithfully followed
by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 60); "We recognize that the principles set forth in the Spirit of
Prophecy writings do not change with the passage of the years ... and are of equal value to the church in
all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure Chest, p. 125).

Example #3: Ellen White's Role in the Development of Adventist Doctrine

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If they interpreted the Bible in the light of her writings, and not the reverse, if
they willingly admitted this and owned it as their position, then his criticism would be justified, but they
do not do so" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "When they came to the point in their study where they said, 'We can
do nothing more,' the Spirit of the Lord would come to me, I would be taken off in vision, and a clear
explanation of the passages we had been studying would be given me. ... Thus light was given that helped
us to understand the Scriptures ... they accepted as light direct from heaven the revelations given [to Ellen
White]" (Ellen G. White Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 34,38,39).

It is true that Adventist leaders often deny that their doctrine was developed through Ellen White's visions, but in the
above statement Ellen White herself admitted that her visions played a definitive role in how the early leaders
understood Bible doctrine. A cult researcher like Walter Martin should have known that it would be impossible to
develop from the Bible alone Adventist doctrines such as Investigative Judgment, Satan as sin bearer, Sunday worship
the mark of the beast, Seventh-Day Adventism as the fulfillment of Revelation 14:6, and Satan bound on earth for
1,000 years. He should have realized, therefore, that there would have to be duplicity involved in any such claim.
Again, for some reason he failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deception to Seventh-Day Adventism. When the
Jehovah's Witnesses play games with theological terms and appear in different colors according to different situations,
Dr. Martin judged them as heretical chameleons. When the Seventh-day Adventists play similar games, he alleged that
it is only because they "are handicapped by the lack of a comprehensive volume which adequately defines their
doctrinal position."

Could it have been that Dr. Martin had developed close relationships with Adventist leaders in California, and
therefore, became blinded to the reality of Adventism? We believe this is exactly what happened. He admitted such
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friendships in his writings (Calvary Contender, October 1, 1995).

"Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Corinthians 15:33).

Example #4: Salvation by Grace Alone

Dr. Martin's Statements: "Literally scores of times in their book Questions on Doctrine and in various
other publications the Adventists affirm that salvation comes only by the grace of God through faith in
Jesus Christ's sacrifice upon the cross" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "So we have clearly outlined the steps that we need to take in order to
become a Christian: to believe in God, to repent of and to confess our sins, to be baptized, and to obey all
the commandments of the Lord" (New Life Voice of Prophecy Guide #12); "Christ says to every man in
this world what He said to the rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments' ... In
other words, the standards for admission into heaven is a character built according to the ten
specifications, or commandments, of God's law" (Charles Everson, Saved by Grace, Review and Herald
Publishing, pp. 45,46).

These are quotes from two Adventist publications written specifically to explain to the public their doctrine of
salvation. Dr. Martin quoted only one publication, Questions on Doctrine. On the one hand, they do claim to believe
that salvation is by grace alone without works; but on the other hand, they redefine grace to include works and the
deeds of the law. Their New Life correspondence course plainly states that to be saved one must believe in God,
repent of sins, be baptized, and obey all the commandments of the Lord. This is what every cult does. They claim to
believe in salvation by grace, but they cleverly redefine grace to include works.

THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS ARE THE ONES WHO SEPARATED FROM AND DERIDED OTHER
CHURCHES. IT IS STRANGE THAT THEY NOW APPEAR HURT BECAUSE THESE SAME CHURCHES
CONSIDER THEM HERETICAL

Consider the following statements from SDA publications attacking the orthodox doctrines of the Christian faith:

The Doctrine of Conscious Existence after Death Is Called the Devil's Lie: "And today from pulpits all
across the nation we hear the devil's great lie upheld each time a minister assures us that the soul of man
lives on after death ..." (These Times, November 1976, p. 5).

The Doctrine of Eternal Torment Is Called Blasphemy Against God: "It is beyond the power of the human
mind to estimate the evil which has been wrought by the heresy of eternal torment. The appalling views of
God which have spread over the world from the teachings of the pulpit have made thousands, yes,
millions, of skeptics and infidels" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 470).

Sunday Worship Will Be the Mark of the Beast: "While the observance of the false Sabbath in compliance
to the fourth commandment, will be an avowal of allegiance to a power that is in opposition to God, the
keeping of the true Sabbath, in obedience to God's law is an evidence of loyalty to the Creator. While one
class, by accepting the sign of submission to earthly powers, receive the mark of the beast, the other,
choosing the token of allegiance to divine authority, receive the seal of God" (Ellen White, The Great
Controversy, p. 531).

Churches That Observe Sunday Worship Are Part of the Great Religious Whore of Revelation 17: "In
amazement they hear the testimony that Babylon is the church, fallen because of her errors and sins,
because of her rejection of the truth sent to her from heaven [this refers to Adventist doctrines of Sabbath
worship, soul sleep, etc.]. As the people go to their former teachers with the eager inquiry, are these things
so? The ministers present fables, prophesy smooth things, to soothe their fears and quiet the awakened
conscience" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, pp. 531,532).
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Quotes such as these demonstrate that it is the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination itself that has stood apart from
other churches and caused divisions by its heretical views. Is it not strange now that they want to be accepted as
orthodox Bible-believers by the very churches from which they willfully separated and which they have condemned?
These are the subtle games that false teachers play.

ONE OF DR. MARTIN'S PRIMARY REASONS FOR ACCEPTING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM AS
NON-HERETICAL IS THAT THEY HOLD MANY MAJOR DOCTRINAL TRUTHS, SUCH AS THE
TRINITY, THE DEITY OF CHRIST, AND THE INFALLIBILITY OF SCRIPTURE

"It is puzzling to me, as a student of non-Christian cult systems, how any group can hold the above
doctrines in their proper Biblical context which Dr. Howkema admits the Adventists do and still be a non-
Christian cult -- suffice it to say that the Adventists do have a clean bill of health where the major
doctrines of Christian theology are involved" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 370). (Emphasis added.)

One error here is in Martin's use of the man-made term "cult." It can be defined in numerous ways. By Martin's
definition, perhaps, Seventh-Day Adventism was not a cult. By Dr. Howkema's definition, Seventh-Day Adventism is
a cult. Whether or not Seventh-day Adventism is a cult, though, is not as important as whether or not Seventh-day
Adventism is faithful to the Bible and the New Testament faith.

The Apostle Paul, in his condemnation of the Galatian heretics, mentions only one error: the perversion of the gospel.
The Galatian legalizers were apparently sound in such major doctrines as God, Christ, and the Scriptures. In fact, they
were almost sound in their doctrine of salvation, yet they were under God's curse! They Seventh-Day Adventists are
modern-day Galatian heretics. They believe the cross leads the believer to the law, not to perfect, once-for-all and
eternal liberty in Christ entirely outside the law of Moses.

The warning of Romans 16:17 is to mark and separate from those "which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which you have learned." Paul does not say to mark and avoid those which cause divisions contrary to only
some of the doctrines we have learned. The Seventh-Day Adventist denomination teaches many doctrines that are
contrary to those taught by the Apostles. God's Word commands that we mark them as false teachers and separate from
them. That is not what Walter Martin did, though:

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the deeds
of the law" (Romans 3;28).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Christ says to every man in this world what He said to the
rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments'" (Saved By Grace, pp. 45,46).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved
from wrath through him" (Romans 5:9).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Ellen White ... she was a fellow Seventh-day Adventist with
no assurance of salvation except as she was faithful and trusted in the merits of her risen Savior"
(Messenger to the Remnant, p. 127).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we
might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster" (Galatians
3:24,25); "And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace. But if it be of
works, then is it no more grace: otherwise work is no more work" (Romans 11:6).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The fact that all who are redeemed are saved by grace does
not dispense with the law of God any more in the one dispensation than in the other. The law is not
against grace, and grace is not against the law. It is very evident, then, that in the new covenant we do not
see the law as a thing of no consequence, but we find it occupying the center of the covenant" (Saved by
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Grace, pp. 11,36).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an
holyday, or of the new moon, or of the Sabbath days: Which are a shadow of things to come; but the body
is of Christ" (Colossians 2:16,17).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "... it is evident that all ten commandments are binding in the
Christian dispensation ... One of these commands is the observance of the seventh day as the Sabbath"
(Bible Footlights, p. 37).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and believeth
on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death
unto life" (John 5:24).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "As the books of record are opened in the judgment, the lives
of all who have believed on Jesus come into review before God ... every case closely investigated. Names
are accepted, names rejected" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the body,
and to be present with the Lord" (2 Corinthians 5:8).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "To be dead does not mean to go to heaven; it does not mean
to go to hell ... Indeed, it does not mean to go anywhere at all. It means simply an end of life" (When a
Man Dies, p. 20).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive
a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet so as
by fire" (1 Corinthians 3:14,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "When any have sins remaining upon the books of record,
unrepented of and unforgiven, their names will be blotted out of the book of life, and the record of their
good deeds will be erased from the book of God's remembrance" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p.
425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and
ever. ... And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire" (Revelation
20:10,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The plain doctrine of the Bible is that the devil and all his
works will be destroyed, utterly destroyed. ... How repugnant to every emotion of love and mercy, and
even to our sense of justice, is the doctrine that the wicked dead are tormented with fire and brimstone in
an eternally burning hell" (When a Man Dies, p. 58; The Great Controversy, p. 469).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a
woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence" (1 Timothy 2:11,12).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Mrs. White's pre-eminent mission was to help build the
dynamics of a Biblical faith into a Christian movement. The Seventh-day Adventist Church is indebted to
her as a spiritual leader and a pioneer builder and guide" (Ellen G. White and the S.D.A. Church, p. 2).

These quotes show how the Seventh-day Adventist denomination contradicts many clear apostolic doctrines. There are
many other Adventist doctrinal heresies, of course. Upon the command and authority of Romans 16:17, and contrary
to Walter Martin's misguided advice, Bible-believing Christians must mark the Adventist Church as false and avoid
associations with the group.
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The same idea is in Jude 3. We are commanded to "earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The
faith is that body of truth delivered to us by divine inspiration through the Apostles. If we obey this verse and earnestly
contend for the New Testament faith with Seventh-Day Adventists, it will quickly be evident that there can be no close
fellowship. The doctrinal differences are too great and too serious.

Another relevant passage is 2 Timothy 2:16-18. Here two men are condemned as heretics, yet only one error is
mentioned -- their view of the resurrection. If Paul warned Timothy to avoid these men because of their false doctrine
of the resurrection, should we not more warn Christians today to avoid the Seventh-Day Adventist Church based on
their many heresies?

The truth is that the Bible does not give Christians the liberty of basing fellowship merely upon two or three major
doctrines. The New Testament requires separation based on such things as a false gospel (Galatians 1), a false view of
death or resurrection (2 Timothy 2:16-18), a denial of true holiness (1 Timothy 6:3-5), and a denial of the
supernatural power of Christianity (2 Timothy 3:5). We are to separate even from true Christians if they refuse to
follow the teachings of the apostles (2 Thess. 3:6).

Walter Martin's chief error about Seventh-Day Adventism was his refusal to practice Biblical separation. He had a
New Evangelical type ministry that focused on unity based on a lowest-common denominator of doctrine. This is why
he also did not separate from the Roman Catholic Church, but instead taught that it had some aberrant doctrine, but
was still orthodox.

WALTER MARTIN CONTENDED THAT MODERN SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM IS DIFFERENT FROM
THAT OF ITS EARLIER DAYS

"For over a century Adventism has borne a stigma of being called a non-Christian cult system. Whether or
not this was justified in the early development of Adventism, I have already discussed at length in my
earlier book, but it should be carefully remembered that the Adventism of 1965 is different in not a few
places from Adventism of 1845, and with that change the necessity of re-evaluation comes naturally"
(Walter Martin, The Kingdom of the Cults, p. 360).

Though we have no doubt that there have been changes in the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination during the past
150 years, we must ask whether these changes have affected the basic doctrinal position -- the answer is NO.
"Prophetess" Ellen White believed the Adventist system of doctrine was finalized in the early days of her ministry and
that this particular system was to be used from then on as the test of truth worldwide. It was not to be changed.
Carefully consider the words of Mrs. White herself concerning the possibility of future changes in Adventist doctrine:

"When the power of God testifies as to what is truth, that truth is to stand forever as the truth. No after
suppositions, contrary to the light God has given, are to be entertained. ... The truth for this time God has
given us as the foundation for our faith. He Himself has taught us what is truth. One will arise, and still
another, with new light which contradicts the light that God has given under the demonstration of His
Holy Spirit. We are not to receive the words of those who come with a message that contradicts the
special points of our faith. They gather together a mass of Scripture, and pile it as proof around the past
fifty years. And while the Scriptures are God's Word, and are to be respected, the application of them, if
such application moves one pillar from the foundation that God has sustained these fifty years, is a great
mistake ..." (Ellen G. White Letter 329, 1905, quoted in Messenger to the Remnant, p. 40).

The truth is that Seventh-Day Adventism today does not differ in any significant doctrinal way from the Seventh-Day
Adventism of Ellen White's day, except that it presents its doctrines in a more subtle manner today. If the Seventh-day
Adventist leaders were to change their major distinctive doctrines as outlined by Ellen White, they would be denying
their prophetess and pulling the pillars from under themselves. The Adventist Church admits this in the following
statement from one of their recent publications:

"Great lines of truth were gradually unfolding before them [Ellen White and early Adventist leaders].

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Now the time had come for the convergence of these truths into one body of doctrine. This was brought
about in 1848, through a series of Sabbath conferences. Five in all were held. At the earlier of these, the
doctrines were clarified and bound together as a unity of truth; the later conferences served largely as
teaching and unifying agencies.

"A careful study of documents of the time reveals what was denominated 'present truth' in this formative
period ... made up of vital 'essentials,' 'pillars,' 'foundations.' These may be listed as: 1. The second advent
of Christ. 2. The binding claims of the seventh-day Sabbath. 3. The third angel's message in its fullness, in
correct relationship to the first and second angel's messages. 4. The ministry of Christ in the heavenly
sanctuary, which ministry would cease not long before the second advent (with emphasis on the work
beginning the tenth day of the seventh month, 1844). 5. The non-immortality of the soul.

"These structural doctrines formed the 'firm platform' which, in 1858, was described by Ellen White, upon
which 'nearly all stood firm' ... These constituted the 'landmarks' enumerated by Ellen White thirty years
later..." (Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 39,40).

Since Mrs. White and the Adventist Church teach that their major doctrinal platform was finalized in their early days
(and since the Adventist Church tells us that Mrs. White was an inspired prophetess), there is no need for re-evaluation
of this group as Walter Martin required. A study of recent Seventh-Day Adventist publications confirms this
judgment, since they continue to teach the same heresies promulgated by Ellen White and other early Adventist
leaders.

As a group, the Seventh-Day Adventists today are the same divisive heretics they have been from their origin. To
deserve a re-evaluation and re-labeling, they would have to denounce and turn away from every one of their heresies,
including the foundational heresy that Ellen White was a prophetess of God.

 

Note: Between 1976 and 1981, David Cloud completed four official correspondence courses on Seventh-day
Adventism produced by the Adventist Church itself. These courses promote the very same doctrinal platform that was
laid down by Ellen White and the early Adventist leaders. Until such time as the Adventist Church denounces its
heresies, Christians who follow the faith of the New Testament must mark avoid this group in obedience to Romans
16:17.

The Adventist denomination is the same heretical entity that was so plainly and firmly condemned by Bible-believing
churches in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is the once Bible-believing churches that have changed.
Popular evangelicalism today has become too blind to discern truth from error and too weak to condemn error when it
is found. Just a few decades ago men such as A. Hoekema, John R. Rice, and M.R. DeHaan, who considered Seventh-
Day Adventism a dangerous false group, were in the overwhelming majority among those who professed to be
evangelical Bible-believing preachers. This is not so today. Most major evangelical publishing houses, for example,
will no longer publish material derogatory toward Adventism or Catholicism. [See also BDM's Back to the Bible
report for documentation of its reclassification of Catholicism and SDA from cult to orthodox.]

It is not that the Adventist Church has moved closer to the Bible in the past 50 years, it is that the evangelicals have
moved farther away from the Bible in that period.

* The above report has been adapted from a 9/5/99 report by David Cloud (Fundamental Baptist Information Service,
1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277); the complete report is in the Cults section of the End Time Apostasy
Database at the Way of Life Literature web site. The original report is from Mr. Cloud's book Avoiding the Snare of
Seventh-day Adventism. The two major divisions of the book are: "Adventist History Proves It is Heretical" and
"Adventist Doctrine Proves It Is Heretical." The book analyzes Adventist doctrines such as Sabbath-keeping, Soul-
sleep, Annihilation of the wicked, Ellen White as a Prophetess, Investigative Judgment, and Misuse of the Mosaic
Law. Another chapter is titled "Why Some Have Considered Seventh-day Adventism Evangelical." This analyzes

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns-index/cultfbns.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns-index/cultfbns.htm
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Walter Martin's (author of Kingdom of the Cults) faulty view of Adventism. The 2nd edition (1999) includes selections
from D.M. Canright's 1898 book Seventh-day Adventism Renounced. Canright was an early leader in Adventism who
left and became a Baptist pastor. The 2nd edition also includes a chapter entitled "Adventists Wanted Me to Revise
This Book," describing the attempt by the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination to have Mr. Cloud change the book.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/00
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"Christian" Rock Music
Christian or Satanic?

-  Christian Rock? by Ric Llewellyn, published by Fundamental Evangelistic Association: This tract carefully details
the Biblical screens any music must pass before it can be labeled as "Christian" (Eph. 5:18,19; Col. 3:16); i.e., the
music must be a channel for correct doctrine, and (a) its lyrics should be edifying, spiritually oriented, clear,
conforming to Biblical truth, and point our focus to Jesus Christ, (b) its score (the arrangement of the musical notes)
should not overshadow the message conveyed by the lyrics, but should compliment it, and (c) its character (the
"attitudes" in the music and of the performers) should be consistent with the purity of the message it claims to convey
(reverence, worshipful, etc.). (Each of the above screens must stand on its own; i.e., one "good" aspect of the music's
nature cannot sanctify any of the others.) (Please refer to Eph. 5:18,19 and Col. 3:16 at the end of this report.)

(a) Lyrics -- Our spiritual songs must be sufficiently clear so as to convey the truth plainly, and must be
consistent with Biblical revelation (i.e., sound doctrine) -- the words should focus upon the Lord Jesus
Christ and encourage practical submission to God's order in all our personal affairs. Most contemporary
Christian music (CCM) can be rejected on the basis of lyrics alone -- even when the lyrics are audibly
clear, the predominance of false doctrine and/or the shallow view of the person and work of Jesus Christ is
often appalling.

(b) Score -- The meaning of the word psalms originally denoted a striking or twitching with the fingers
(on musical strings); only later did it come to mean a sacred song sung to musical accompaniment (Vine's
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words). Our psalms, or the arrangement of the musical notes, is a
vital ingredient of the all-encompassing term we call "music." This is because it is the area in which we
are usually the most ignorant; i.e., medical research clearly supports the contention that musical tones and
rhythms in and of themselves (i.e., without lyrics) can cause physical and "emotional" reactions over
which the listener may have little or no control. Since the score of contemporary Christian rock music,
with its syncopation and slurring of notes, is virtually indistinguishable from its secular counterpart, one
has to wonder if spirituality is being eroded and carnality is being propagated. (One should always assess
"Christian" music thusly: "Does it stir the flesh to 'boogie,' or the spirit to praise the Lord?")

(c) Character -- Our hymns, or the character of the music, is its most obscure component. The character
of much of what is called "Christian" music may best be characterized as charismatic, irreverent,
universalist, socialist utopian idealistic, superficial religiousness, neo-evangelical, expressionistic,
ostentatious, or in a myriad of other contexts (e.g.; What is the character of the music at a so-called
Christian rock concert when whatever message is presented is punctuated by screaming guitars, smoke
bombs, and a general atmosphere of frivolity?) And because the character of the music is not always
readily apparent to the listener, it can have the most insidious effect on believers; i.e., tolerance or
acceptance of false doctrine can arise from constant subjection to deficient and improper attitudes in
music. The character of "Christian" music is easily adopted by listeners, which can then draw them away
from the firm foundation of the Word. Music worthy of the name "Christian" ought to stimulate and
simulate emotions compatible with true spirituality -- the appropriate response to God and His Word.

-  Larry Norman is frequently dubbed "the father of Christian rock." Norman makes the incredulous statement that rock
'n' roll music originated in the Church hundreds of years ago, and that the devil stole it!! Therefore, Norman's battle
cry is to "take rock music back for Jesus' sake!" (Since rock 'n' roll music did not even come into being until the early
1950s, Norman is obviously unable to provide one shred of evidence for this claim). Norman titles one of his songs,
"Why Should the Devil Have All The Good Music," and in another song he refers to Christ (at His return for His
Church) as an "Unidentified Flying Object." In still another song, he pitifully trivializes the Gospel of the Resurrection
with the following lyrics:

They nailed Him to a cross;

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbccrock.htm
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They put Him in the ground;
Just goes to show you;
Can't keep a good Man down.

-  The origin of rock music and the term rock 'n' roll are interesting ones. In the early 1950s, a disk-jockey named
Alan Freed was one of the first white people to be involved in "rhythm & blues" music, which was the direct
forerunner of rock 'n' roll. (The complete genealogy of rock 'n' roll music is: voodoo to jazz to blues to rock 'n' roll
[David Tame, The Secret Power of Music, pp. 187-204].) Rock 'n' roll was a kind of fusion between rhythm & blues
and country & western music. Freed was one of the first white people to play this new rhythm & blues/country
combination on his radio program, and was perplexed as to what to call it since it obviously needed a new name. Freed
had been receiving bizarre reports concerning kids' reactions to this new music, so decided to name it after a ghetto
term that black people used for pre-marital sex in the back seat of a car -- hence, the term "rock 'n' roll" was coined.

Contrast the above true account of the origin of rock 'n' roll music with that told us by the so-called "Christian" rock
band Petra in the lyrics of one of their songs; i.e., that God was the source of rock 'n' roll!:

God gave rock 'n' roll to you,
Put it in the soul of everyone,
If you love the sound,
And don't forget the Source,
You can turn-a-round,
You can change your course.

-  There appears to be a parallel between the attempt today to "Christianize" rock music and the "Christianization" of
various pagan religious practices in fourth century Rome. The Babylonian mystery religions were introduced into
Christianity by Constantine in 313 A.D. as he tried to incorporate the pagans into the newly constituted "Holy" Roman
Empire. The Constantine-led Roman church was willing to adapt and adopt pagan practices in order to make
Christianity palatable to the heathen. The heathen festivals were adopted into Christianity, and then eventually, many
of the associated pagan symbols and actions were reinterpreted in ways acceptable to Christian faith and practice.
"Christianization" of pagan customs, symbols, etc., occurred as Christianity had to undergo a transformation so that
pagans could "convert" without giving up their old beliefs and rituals.

Has not the modern church of today done much of the same adoption, reinterpretation, and "Christianization" of what
is called "rock music" in order to make Christianity more palatable to the "teenaged" lost? And does not this approach
smack of the traditional Roman Catholic method of making converts from pagans? -- first adopt the pagan practices,
and then reapply Biblical meaning to them. In this manner, the former pagans can retain their pagan idolatrous heritage
by merely renaming the idols and changing the terminology used in the worship of them.

-  Those today who are able to clearly see the error and futility of "Christianizing" secular psychology and its
psychotherapies by merely relabeling them as "Christian" psychology and "Christian" psychiatric clinics, somehow are
unable to see that they have incorporated the same erroneous relabeling process by taking secular rock music, adopting
"Christian" lyrics, and renaming it "Christian" rock. Since when does something become Christian by merely
"Christianizing" the terminology and placing Christ's name in front of it? Are we not to call the lost out of the culture
(world) to repentance and righteousness, rather than imitate the culture (world)?:

(a) "Christian rock [music] is the daughter of worldly rock. It tries to make the Christian message more
appealing to the world by using a worldly medium. ... Charismatics and New Evangelicals have tried to
Christianize demonic rock music, mixing holy with unholy, to reach today's young people. They said, 'To
win them, we must speak their language.' But when they won them, what did they win them to? Whatever
weak Gospel message [might be there] is lost in the process. May we similarly "Christianize" liquor by
putting a Gospel message on the bottle label, and have Christians buy and promote it to reach drunks for
Jesus? A good goal does not justify unscriptural methods" (8/15/89, Calvary Contender).

(b) "For those whose eyes have not seen and whose ears have not heard, Contemporary Christian Music,
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or CCM as the insiders call it, is essentially conventional rock or pop music with the lyrics changed to
protect the innocent" (James Chute, The Milwaukee Journal).

(c) "... what many in the church today seem to believe: you must have an angle to present the gospel to a
hostile world ... It has opened the door to some bizarre evangelistic strategies. The church apes nearly
every fad of secular society. Heavy metal rock, rap, graffiti, break dancing, body building, brick smashing,
jazzercize, interpretive dance, and stand-up comedy all have been added to the evangelical repertoire. ... It
is nothing but hedonism under the guise of religion. Many assume that without some gimmick, the gospel
message just won't reach people, and unless we accommodate it to the fashion of our day, we can't hope
for it to be effective. ... Thus modern churches feel they must plan and program for attracting unbelievers
who cannot be persuaded with revealed truth ..." (Our Sufficiency in Christ, pp. 145-146). (Emphasis
added.) [Please don't take the use of this quote as an endorsement of the book's author or of his ministry.]

-  The advocates of the "modern sound" declare themselves to be in good company: "Did not the [so-called] great
church father, Martin Luther, take the tavern songs of the day and fit them out with Christian words, thus sanctifying
the Devil's tunes for the Lord's work?" This argument, often heard, borders on the ridiculous if one has any
understanding of the situation in Luther's time. Carl Johansson, in a very fine and scholarly work, makes this
observation (Music and Ministry: A Biblical Counterpoint, p. 50):

"But the thrust of the popular music of Luther's time and the thrust of our pop music is as different as
night is from day. There was a systematic unity in the sixteenth century musical world which no longer
exists in today's music. ... The popular music of the time had a folk-like character far removed from
modern-day pop."

Says another authority concerning those sixteenth century times [during which the culture was the church and the
church the culture]: "A difference between sacred and secular music hardly existed" (Eric Bloom, ed., Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th edition, I, p. 848).

-  "Christian" rock groups almost always state that the purpose of their music is for evangelism and/or entertainment.
Although Scripture records various folk songs, work songs, battle songs, etc., the Bible teaches that the God-approved
purpose or use of music is primarily for worship, praise, edification, and the teaching of doctrine (e.g., Exo.
15:1,2,20,21; I Chron. 15:27,28; 16:9,23; II Chron. 20:21,22; Psa. 95:2; 105:2; Acts 16:25; Eph. 5:18, 19; Col. 3:16).
Over fifty psalms were dedicated to the chief musician to be used in worship, and in heaven the 24 elders and angelic
beings will also be using music in worship (Rev. 5:8 ff.).

Although godly music can have an evangelistic purpose or result (e.g., Psa. 96:1-3; 108:3), it is not used primarily for
this in Scripture. In fact, nowhere in the Bible does it say, "Sing the gospel of Christ." It says to preach it! God can
certainly use music to bring somebody to Christ, but there has to be a presentation of the gospel somewhere along the
line. Our music is primarily an expression of a Spirit-filled life, not really intended for the world's consumption. We
seem to want so much to sing our songs to the world that we put them in the world's vernacular and think it's going to
be evangelistic.

So even if one could find nothing wrong with the lyrics, the score, the character, and/or the effect of "Christian" rock
music, one would still have to question why the modern day, self-proclaimed musical evangelists/entertainers persist
in using their music in endeavors where there is no clear Biblical precedent; i.e., although mentioned over 800 times in
Scripture, music is never used for entertainment or for direct evangelism or for any end within itself. Music in the
Bible is used primarily in praise and in worship, either to God (e.g., I Chron. 16:9,23; II Chron. 29:30; Psa. 9:11; 30:4;
33:2,3; 47:6; 135:3; etc.) or to Satan (e.g., Dan. 3:4,5,7,10,15; Exo. 32:17,18).

-  Since the religious rockers almost always maintain that they are simply trying to reach people for Jesus, then why
not go totally secular and leave out the appeal to the church altogether? Why bother with the crowd that's already
saved? (Of course, since about 80% of religious rockers' income is derived through "Christian" bookstores, we already
know the answer to that question.) It is our conviction that the religious rockers are not reaching the lost, but are
instead making disciples to their rock music from the churched kids attending their concerts or playing their
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recordings. In fact, there is a good chance that the church could be losing the so-called "found" by bringing rock music
into the sanctuary.

Jesus said that when He was lifted up, He would draw all men to Himself. Why then would the Holy Spirit need help
today from the world's music in drawing people to Christ? Why do the "musical soul-winners" think they can attract
people for God by using the world's standards and the world's music, when the net effect of the music is to basically
stir the flesh and the emotions rather than stir a love for God?

-  When people generally speak of the evils of secular rock music, they often refer to the supposedly evil and/or satanic
messages that are covertly placed in the minds of the listeners through a method called "back-masking." The theory
behind back-masking is that messages that are below the audio level (reversed messages in this case) will be received
by the "unconscious mind," thus bypassing conscious evaluation, and then at some time in the future, are able to affect
the behavior of the listener. This idea of the unconscious receiving messages directly through finer perceptive
mechanisms than available to the conscious mind is based upon Freud's thoroughly discredited theory of the
unconscious -- discredited because the theory has not been supported either neurologically or practically. Moreover,
the Freudian unconscious is in direct conflict with the Word of God, which is consciously and volitionally oriented.
[See also a 9/96 AP story: researchers report that if there is any effect from subliminal messages, the influence on the
mind is minimal, having a duration of 1/10 of a second at most! -- 9/20/96, The Bloomington Herald-Times, "Effect of
subliminal messages extremely brief, scientists say," p. 12.]

We do not doubt that back-masked messages have in fact been recorded, but since there is no proof that the human
mind is capable of even receiving these messages, their effect on human behavior must obviously be zero. (In fact, in a
court case a number of years ago involving the British rock band Judas Priest, the band was accused of culpability in
the suicide deaths of two teenagers who had allegedly killed themselves as a result of acting upon the back-masked
"subliminal" messages on the band's recordings. The band was found not guilty, not because the subliminal messages
were not recorded (they were recorded), but because the scientific evidence presented at the trial was overwhelmingly
convincing that subliminal messages just don't work!)

Therefore, it is quite disturbing to hear that so-called Christian musicians have also been getting involved with the
back-masking of "Christian messages" on their recordings, under the guise of "subliminal evangelism." Some have
even made the incredulous claim that, unbeknownst to them, the Holy Spirit Himself did the back-masking!! Even
assuming their ignorance of the non-efficacy of back-masking, are not these musicians in effect saying that the Holy
Spirit needs to resort to trickery in order save sinners. Do they believe that the Word of God, preached clearly and
without deceit, is no longer capable of convicting men and calling them out for salvation? (See PsychoHeresy Update,
Winter 1991, for a more thorough discussion of subliminals and back-masking.)

-  That music can be used for evil is clear from Scripture. Lucifer was created with a wealth of musical talents, which
were evidently to be used for directing the angelic host in the worship of God (Ezek. 28:13 [KJV]). Lucifer's fall
(Ezek. 28:11-19) evidently led to the perversion of music (as well as to the perversion of most everything else), so that
its improper use could actually be offensive to God (Amos 5:23; 6:5). That music can have a powerful influence on
ones emotions, mood, or state of being is clearly taught in Scripture (e.g., I Samuel 16:15-17, 23; II Ki. 3:15).

Nevertheless, some so-called Christian music experts (e.g., Christians with university degrees in music) continue to
say that music is amoral (rather than moral or immoral), and, thus, has no power to lead one into sin. This is said
regardless of the Biblical record previously cited. Even the scientific research indicates otherwise. Some even say it is
improper to quote an unbeliever's research regarding the moral or scientific effects of music. From the "moral"
perspective, just as there is nothing inherently evil in the culture, even unbelievers know what is moral or not (Romans
2). Regarding science, we quote scientific research of believers and unbelievers alike. It should be perfectly clear that
we do not place such scientific evidence above Biblical truth. Since Scripture needs no scientific verification or
research support, the medical effects of music are cited for the same reason the Christian should be interested in the
medical effects of drugs or certain foods or the effects of shock waves from an explosion -- mere exposure to these
things can lead to unintended and unwanted physical side effects.

-  David Tame (an unbeliever), in his 1984 book, The Secret Power of Music, not only further demonstrates the moral
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nature of music, but he also reveals extensive medical research demonstrating the destructive effects of rock music (on
both the mind [emotions] and the body): [See the abbreviated bibliography at the end of this report for additional
reference materials that details some more of the extensive research (including scientific) that has been conducted
concerning the effects of music.]

(a) In commenting on the origin and the morality of rock music, Tame says, "... a certain cross-
fertilization was becoming apparent between the 'new music' and the general jazz and rock style. It came
to be seen that the technical differences between 'serious' music, jazz, rock, or any other form of modern
music were less important than the underlying factor that their philosophical basis was more or less one
and the same: hedonism and anarchy" (p. 103). (Emphasis added.)

(b) "In the rock industry, money is basically what it is all about; and thus music is directed, not upward ...
but to the lowest common denominator. The question of questions is Will it sell? The standard of artistry
could not be less relevant" (p. 116).

(c) "Were we to scour the globe in search of the most aggressively malevolent and unmistakably evil
music is existence, it is more than likely that nothing would be found anywhere to surpass voodoo in these
attributes ... as the rhythmic accompaniment to satanic rituals and orgies, voodoo is the quintessence of
tonal evil. ... Its multiple rhythms [score], rather than uniting into an integrated whole, are performed in a
certain kind of conflict with one another. ... What is certain is that to hear this music is to become instantly
encompassed by the sound of its raw, livid power. ... Musicologists and historians are in no doubt that the
drum rhythms of Africa were carried to America and were transmitted and translated into the style of
music which became known as jazz. Since jazz and the blues were the parents of rock and roll, this also
means that there exists a direct line of descent from the voodoo ceremonies of Africa, through jazz, to rock
and roll and all the other forms of rock music today" (pp. 189-190). (Emphasis added.)

(d) "In the one corner: the ancients and traditionalists; the conviction that music affects character and
society, and that therefore the artist has a duty to be responsibly moral and constructive, not immoral and
destructive. In the other corner: the materialists; disclaiming responsibility and the need for value
judgments, paying no heed to the outcome of their sounds. The second camp contains not only the radical
avant-garde, but the entire mass of the much more popular and culturally significant jazz and rock
musicians. Who, then, is correct? ... Do life patterns follow music patterns or do they not?" (p. 136). Tame
goes on to cite extensive research that overwhelmingly supports the contentions of the traditionalists: that
music in general can be, and rock music specifically is, a negative influence on both the physical body
and moral nature of man.

(e) "To the question, 'Does music affect man's physical body?,' modern research applies in the clear
affirmative. There is scarcely a single function of the body which cannot be affected by musical tones
[score] ... Investigation has shown that music affects digestion, internal secretions, circulation, nutrition
and respiration. Even neural networks of the brain have been found to be sensitive to harmonic principles"
(p. 136). (Emphasis added.)

(f) "Researchers have discovered that consonant and dissonant chords, different intervals, and other
features of music [score] all exert a profound effect upon man's pulse and respiration -- upon their rate and
upon whether their rhythm is constant, or interrupted and jumpy. Blood pressure is lowered by sustained
chords and raised by crisp, repeated ones. [It has also been found that the tension of the larynx is affected
by melodies, that sound stimuli can have a negative effect upon the skeletal muscles, that rock rhythms
cause the heart beat to lose its perfect rhythm, and that certain rhythms can even cause a rare malady
known as "musicogenic epilepsy" (76 documented cases as of 1984), with which some of its victims have
been tormented to the point of committing suicide or murder.] ... We can see, then, that music affects the
body in two distinct ways: directly, as the effect of sound upon the cells and organs, and indirectly, by
affecting the emotions, which then in turn influence numerous bodily processes" (p. 137). (Emphasis
added.)
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Julius Portnoy has also found that not only can music [score] "change metabolism, affect muscular energy,
raise or lower blood pressure, and influence digestion," but "It may be able to do all these things more
successfully ... than any other stimulants that produce those changes in our bodies" (p. 138). Musicologist
Alice Monsarrat points out that it "is precisely at this point that rock 'n' roll ... becomes potentially
dangerous. This is because, to maintain a sense of well-being and integration, it is essential that man is not
subjected too much to any rhythms not in accord with his natural bodily rhythms" (p. 199).

(g) Extensive research has also been conducted on the effects of music upon non-human life, both animals
and plants. Paradoxical as it may seem, plant experiments concerning the effects of music upon life are
even more convincing than human experiments -- that music does affect life, including human life. This is
because in plant experiments the effect of the mind's subjective preconditioning and subjective reaction to
the music, or one's "feeling" for the music, or one's personal tastes in music, have obviously all been
removed; i.e., if music [score] can be shown to affect plants, then such effects have to be due to the
objective influence of the musical tones and rhythms directly upon the cells and processes of the life-form
itself. (It is also easier to set-up a valid, scientifically controlled experiment with plant life than with
human life.)

The plant research findings are solidly in the traditionalist camp: not only did rock music stunt the growth
of a wide variety of plants, but if played long enough, the plants actually died. And even more startling
were the findings of Dr. T.C. Singh, head of the Botany Department at Annamalia University, India. His
experiments demonstrated that not only did certain forms of music and certain musical instruments
(specifically, classical music and the violin) cause plants to grow at twice their normal speed, but that later
generations of the seeds of musically stimulated plants carried on the improved traits of greater size, more
leaves, etc.! Presumably, the same effect can result in the negative sense, from bad music. The possible
significance of Dr. Singh's findings to human life is evident, and should be at least a little disconcerting to
rock music fans (pp. 141-145).

(h) "Like human nature itself, music cannot possibly be neutral in its spiritual direction ... ultimately all
uses of tone [score] and all musical lyrics can be classified according to their spiritual direction, upward
or downward. ... To put it plainly, music tends to be of either the darkness or of the light" (p. 187). In his
famous work, Laws, Plato lamented the musical revolution of his time and its "unmusical anarchy":
"Through foolishness they deceived themselves into thinking that there was no right or wrong in music --
that it was to be judged good or bad by the pleasure it gave. By their work and their theories they infected
the masses with the presumption to think themselves adequate judges. ... As it was, the criterion was not
music, but a reputation for promiscuous cleverness and a spirit of lawbreaking" (p. 189).

(i) In his closing comments on the roots of music styles and rhythms, David Tame, with a keen "spiritual"
insight often lacking in many believers today, takes particular offense with rock music: "More than any
other form of the misuse of sound, it is rock with which we must deal today. ... It is a global phenomenon;
a pounding, pounding destructive beat which is heard from America and Western Europe to Africa and
Asia. Its effect upon the soul is to make nigh-impossible the true inner silence and peace necessary for the
contemplation of eternal verities. ... How necessary is it in this age for some to have the courage to be the
ones who are 'different', and to separate themselves out from the pack who long ago sold their lives and
personalities to this sound. ... I adamantly believe that rock in all its forms is a critical problem which our
civilization must get to grips. ... if it wishes long to survive" (p. 204). (Emphasis added.)

For the world, it is impossible to separate from the lure of the pleasures of the flesh; they have no desire to do so nor
do they have the power to do so if they did desire. But what reasons do we as Christians have to ignore our Lord's
command to come out and be separate? Instead, we adopt the world's music in all its destructive forms [score and
character], add Christian lyrics to it, and think we are being pleasing to the Lord and are a testimony of holiness to
an unbelieving world. How pathetic!

-  More recent medical research (than that cited by Tame) also disputes the notion of the supposed "neutrality" of
music:
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(a) Dr. John Diamond, a medical doctor, has conducted extensive research on the medical effects of music.
He has noted that man is rhythmic in respiration, heartbeat, pulse, speech, and gait, and when the rhythm
of music corresponds to the natural body rhythms, it produces feelings of ecstasy, alertness, and peace,
and it energizes the mind and body, and facilitates balance and self-control. (These secular medical
findings are also supported by Scripture [I Samuel 16:15-17,23]).

(b) Dr. David Nobel, another medical doctor and an authority on music, has done extensive research on
the value of music rhythms [score] corresponding to body rhythms. He writes that, "None of these
qualities accrue to the rock sound. Instead, rock contains harmonic dissonance and melodic discord while
it accents rhythm with a big beat. In fact, the anapestic beat [two short beats, a long beat, then a pause]
used by many rock musicians actually is the exact opposite of our heart and arterial rhythms [thereby
causing an immediate loss of body strength]."

[Dr. Diamond confirms Dr. Nobel's findings and adds that the stopped anapestic rhythm "heightens stress and anger,
reduces output, increases hyperactivity, and weakens muscle strength." (Admittedly, the technological ability to
objectively measure stress and anger is problematical at best, while the measurement of muscle strength is quite
precise and meets all the requirements of scientific reliability and statistical significance.)]

(c) The power of music to communicate is demonstrated in an article "Music's Surprising Power to Heal,"
by David Mazie, in the August 1992 Reader's Digest -- "Music reduces staff tension in the operating
room," says Dr. Clyde L. Nash, Jr. ... "and also helps relax the patient." [He uses classical music such as
Vivaldi and Mozart.] Nash is one of many physicians around the country who are finding that music, used
with conventional medical therapies, can help the sick in the healing process.

(d) Clinical researchers at the U.C.L.A. School of Nursing in Los Angeles, and at Georgia Baptist Medical
Center in Atlanta, found that premature babies gained weight faster and were able to use oxygen more
efficiently when they listened to soothing music mixed with voices or womb sounds. At Tallahassee (FL)
Memorial Regional Medical Center, premature and low-birth-weight infants exposed to an hour and a half
of soothing vocal music each day averaged only 11 days in the Newborn Intensive Care Unit, compared
with 16 days for a control group. At Baltimore's St. Agnes Hospital, classical music was provided in the
critical-care units. "Half an hour of music produced the same effect as ten milligrams of Valium," says Dr.
Raymond Bahr, head of the coronary-care unit.

How does music help? Some studies show it can lower blood pressure, basal-metabolism and respiration
rates, thus lessening physiological responses to stress. Other studies suggest music may help increase
production of endorphins (natural pain relievers) and S-IgA (Salivary immunoglobulin A). S-IgA speeds
healing, reduces the danger of infections, and controls the heart rate. Studies indicate both hemispheres of
the brain are involved in processing music. Dr. Sacks explains, "The neurological basis of musical
responses is robust and may even survive damage to both hemispheres" ("Music's Surprising Power to
Heal," 8/92, Reader's Digest).

"In conclusion, we can say that insofar as the physical body is concerned, the notion that music has no effect upon
man, or that all music is harmless, is absolutely in error" (Tame, p. 141). (Emphasis added.) "No longer [can] modern
musicians possibly claim that music is a matter of 'taste,' or that the musician should be allowed to perform anything
he chooses ... Every moment of music to which we subject ourselves may be enhancing or taking away our ... clarity of
consciousness, increment by increment" (Tame, p. 144).

In essence, what the medical experts are saying is that today's rock sound (irrespective of the lyrics tacked-on to it in
order to classify it as either secular or "Christian") fights against the rhythmic nature of man's creation. In the face of
such evidence, it is difficult to understand how anyone can maintain that the music itself is neutral.

-  In Tim Fisher's 1992 book, The Battle for Christian Music, he notes: "Years ago I heard a tape of a man who was
defending the neutrality of music in a public service. He walked over to the piano and played a C major chord. Then,
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he asked the audience if it was a good C major chord or an evil C major chord. After some scattered laughter, he said,
'See, there's no such thing as good or evil music.' He made a rather obvious mistake, however, in his reasoning: a C
major chord isn't music! It is a building block of music -- and there's a big difference. ... Why are we willing to admit
these facts when it comes to literature, art, sculpture, or any other form of creativity -- but not music? ... When you
enter a freshman theory class as a music major in any discipline of music, among the first things you would study are
the 'ingredients' (neutral elements) of music: melody, rhythm, and harmony. ... Eventually you would learn to combine
these elements into a musical language that communicates what you desire. ... Music always affects us, because music
is not neutral" (pp. 60-63). Other quotes from this book:

(a) "Rock music elevates rhythm as the most stressed element, then harmony-melody is last. ... Rap is the
logical extension of the direction in which rock music has been headed. Once you demote certain musical
elements into relative unimportance, they will soon disappear altogether. Most of rock music did away
with melodic interest a long time ago. Therefore, if melody is unimportant, why have it? This is exactly
what rap 'music' has done. It has emphasized rhythm as the only important musical element, while de-
emphasizing melody and harmony to the point where they are virtually non-existent. By every good
definition of music, rap is not music! It is merely rhythmic entertainment" (pp. 77,78).

(b) "Can you imagine Mozart being played in a bar? Not very likely -- because the music of Mozart isn't
compatible with such an atmosphere. Can you imagine singing the Doxology to the tune of 'Stars and
Stripes Forever'? Would you receive a blessing by singing the words of 'The Old Rugged Cross' to the
Beatles' tune 'I Wanna Hold Your Hand'? These are ridiculous illustrations because the music is obviously
incompatible with the message" (p. 102).

(c) "The tragic truth is that most Christians judge the effectiveness of music based upon the yardstick of
the flesh, rather than the yardstick of the Spirit. If a song thrills us, we like it. If it doesn't excite us, we
don't like it. Too often our opinion of a song is not based on the musical, textual, or even biblical worth of
it -- but rather on how it makes us feel. As in so many other areas of life, we take a sensual approach to
music" (p. 104).

-  By attending Christian rock concerts, does not one identify oneself with their ecumenism and their false doctrines
and become a partaker of their evil deeds? (The Bible clearly teaches a theology of "guilt by association" -- see 2 John
10,11.) And since we will all be accountable to the Lord at the Béma Seat for our stewardship with the resources He
has entrusted to us while on this earth, how can anyone possibly justify allocating any resources to the support of rock
music?

-  "Christian" rock music offers no hope -- since it is Spiritless, it can give none. It does not offer heaven, for the
music within itself produces a vacuum -- full of sound and fury, but no substance. It provides no foundation to the
believer because its birth came from secular rock 'n' roll, which has no basis in God. The approaches of religious
rockers all seem to suggest that, "We must become the world to win the world." That method will not work simply
because it is outside of God's plan for the proper balancing of Biblically-ordained modes of evangelism with Biblical
principles of separation. If one believes at all in the Bible doctrine of "separation" from the world (Rom. 12:2), is it not
logical to include the Christian's music?

-  Gordon Sears, in his booklet, Is Today's Christian Music "Sacred"?, asks six questions of those who think that CCM
is indeed acceptable to God: If the new style and sound of music is of God then:

(1) Why is it causing so much confusion and division among Christians?;

(2) Why is it not received by all fundamental Bible-believing churches?;

(3) Why is it readily accepted by the non-Christian world? The ungodly never accepted the old Christian
hymns;

(4) Why is it that Bible-denying universities and popular secular TV entertainment shows invite well-
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known Christian artists to give concerts with CCM? This never happened with the great spiritual hymns;

(5) Why are there hundreds of churches with godly pastors across America that strictly reject it and forbid
it in their services?; and

(6) Why does it have such a strong effect upon the physical body? (As shown earlier, music does have a
strong physical effect -- to ignore this would be negligent.)

-  What kind of music truly honors God? Ernest Pickering lists ten primary guidelines for Christians to follow (The
Kind of Music That Honors God, pp. 11-12):

1. Its message is Scriptural (Col 3:16). Good Christian music must present a message that is true to the
Word of God and doctrinally sound.

2. It should lead us to think in Biblical patterns and not be suggestive of evil either in message or in
musical arrangement (Phil. 4:8). The text and music should not be cheap or tawdry.

3. It should help us to honor God with our bodies (I Cor. 6:19-20). Music which tends to imitate the
effects of godless rock upon the human body or which either destroys or impairs one's hearing is not
Christian music.

4. It will maintain a balance between "spirit" and "understanding" (I Cor. 14:15). Music that is primarily
emotional froth would not fulfill this requirement.

5. It will contain words that are full of beauty, dignity, reverence and simplicity, words that are worthy of
the worship of a holy God (Isa. 6:1-6).

6. It will be free of mental association with worldly musical styles and evidence a holy consecrated
character (Rom. 12:2; I Jn. 2:15). Music that seeks to "copy" the worldly approach is not honoring to God.

7. It should be expressive of the peace that accompanies the Christian life, not the clamor, confusion, din,
and turmoil of the world (Col. 3:15-16). The various forms of rock music do not contribute to peace of
heart but partake of the constant jangle of the sinful world. Christ promises peace to His people (Jn.
14:27).

8. It should be characterized by musical preciseness, finesse of poetic technique, and should evidence a
structure of harmony and order. God is a God of order and not disorder (I Cor. 14:40).

9. It should promote and accompany a life-style of godliness, modesty, and holy quietness, and not
modish fashion, suggestive acts, or sexual aggressiveness (1 Pe. 1:16; Tit. 2:11-12).

10. It should not contribute to the temptation of new or weak believers (Rom. 14:13,21; 15:2). Music that
reminds newly-saved converts of their old life of sin is to be abhorred and rejected.

The erosion of musical standards among contemporary Christians parallels the erosion of convictions and practices in
other areas as well. It denotes a spirit of compromise with the world which must be vigorously opposed by strong
Christian leaders. As in all areas of our lives believers should ever follow the admonition of Paul: "Whether therefore
ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God" (I Cor. 10:31).

-  It is our conviction that rock music cannot be used to communicate spiritual truth. (Often the melody in the
"Christian" version of rock music is obscured and overpowered by the heavy beat -- the accompaniment is so
predominant that it completely overpowers any message that might be present.) How can rock music, with its origins
in demonic activities, and with its proven adverse medical and "emotional" effects, apply to the Gospel of the Lord
Jesus Christ? Convictions must be based on the Word of God and not personal tastes, likes, and dislikes. Since most
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of religious rock, or so-called contemporary Christian music, has its roots in, and draws its inspiration from, secular
rock 'n' roll, the result is worldliness in the music, and even worse, worldliness through music invading the church.
Further, it "authenticates" the rock sound by having professing Christians playing the music. When one applies the
standards of Scripture to this form of worldliness (e.g., II Cor. 6:17; I Thes.5:21, 22; Rom. 12:2; I Jn. 2:15,16; Js.4:4;
etc.), the wrongness of such music should be obvious to all who truly desire to please their Lord.

-  Being that the very term rock 'n' roll identifies with fornication, and the fact that music for the Christian is deemed
to be worship, then the test it must pass is found in Philippians 4:8 -- "Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things [are] honest, whatsoever things [are] just, whatsoever things [are] pure, whatsoever things [are]
lovely, whatsoever things [are] of good report; if [there be] any virtue, and if [there be] any praise, think on these
things." It is difficult to understand how a believer, in good conscience, could partake in that which is, at best, highly
questionable. Rock 'n' roll is also so much associated with ungodly and outright Satanic rebellion against God, it is a
wonder believers would want to be identified with it in any way. One would think a proper understanding of Ephesians
4:17-24 would be helpful to professing believers involved in rock music:

This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the
vanity of their mind, Having the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God through the
ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their heart: Who being past feeling have given
themselves over unto lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness. But ye have not so learned
Christ; If so be that ye have heard him, and have been taught by him, as the truth is in Jesus: That ye put
off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts; And
be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man, which after God is created in
righteousness and true holiness.

Eph. 5:18,19 -- And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; Speaking to yourselves in
psalms [score] and hymns [character] and spiritual songs [lyrics], singing and making melody [music] in your heart
to the Lord;

Col. 3:16 -- Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms
[score] and hymns [character] and spiritual songs [lyrics], singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord.

[Back to Text]

Note: What is Christian Music?

(From an editorial response to an ACCC [American Council of Christian Churches] resolution on CCM)

1. Music is an art. Because music is an art, it must be understood and evaluated in artistic and esthetic categories.
Knowing what music is better is not a matter of taste, but of criticism. We may, and often do, develop tastes for things
that are worse. Criticism exists to correct our tastes. Critical training and musical accomplishment, however, are
different things: many fine performers are incompetent critics.

Style is not the major issue in evaluating music. Classicism and romanticism are not styles; fugues and sonatas are not
styles; even jazz and rock are not styles. It is far more important to ask what a particular musical form exists to do, and
whether a given composer has employed the form adequately for his purpose.

2. Music is a language. In common with all good art, music is written to say something. Quite apart from any lyrics
with which it may be associated, music carries meaning. Of the two, the music speaks more powerfully. The best lyrics
can never redeem music which communicates a false message, though second-rate lyrics have often been elevated in
the hands of a great composer. It is often pointed out that music communicates subjectively, as if this should preclude
our evaluating it. But what is subjective is not therefore unreal. It may be a subjective assertion that sunsets are more
pleasant than garbage dumps; it is also a truth. For a person to say that he prefers garbage dumps would alter our
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judgment of the person, but not of the garbage dump. The question is not what a piece of music means "to me," the
question is what it means. This judgment must precede all moral and religious judgments with regard to the
composition.

3. Music is a moral phenomenon. If music conveys meaning, then every musical composition may be judged in
moral terms according to its truthfulness and propriety. Herein lies the error of those who claim that God has not
revealed what "style of music He prefers." To the contrary, God has clearly told us what He expects of our
communications in general and of our worshipful communications in particular. To judge the meaning of a musical
piece obligates us to judge its morality.

4. Music is a Christian duty. This is emphasized, not only by New Testament teaching, but also by those psalms that
call upon "all that hath breath" to praise God with music. Music is the one art that all God's peoples, in all times and
places, are required to practice. Therefore, we had best take it seriously. It is not a public relations tool, nor does it
serve a merely social function. It is with music that we worship God and edify one another. We dare not tolerate the
tawdry, the base, or the thoughtless.

These same psalms name virtually every known category of instrument. We need not ask whether we can worship God
with stringed instruments (e.g., guitars). The question is, which guitar: Christopher Parkening's or Jimmy Page's?

5. Music is the church's heritage. Those who lack critical training must look to the church's past for direction. The
apostles did not invent a new music, but adopted the musical heritage of Judaism. Generation by generation this
heritage was handed down, elaborated, criticized, corrected, and developed. Medieval plainsong was a direct
descendent, and its use led eventually to the development of the various polyphonic forms. The hymnody of the
Reformation stands in this tradition, as do the hymns of the Pietists and the Awakeners.

Only after the Enlightenment did Christians assume that they could safely dispense with the heritage of the church.
Chiefly in America did they wish to ground worship in forms which were separated from the culture of the church.
When one speaks of what represents the Body of Christ, he ought to include the whole Body, and not merely the
current generation.

Purveyors of CCM are driven by this rejection of the Christian musical heritage in favor of popular forms. For the
record, so were Victorian songwriters like Bliss and Doane, who are more closely related musically to Stryper and
Petra than they are to Hassler or Mason. The question is about more than rock. But the breadth of the question should
not prevent us from making definite musical choices.
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"Christian" Rock Music
Lincoln Star 5/10/91 Article

"Christian Musician Smith Thrills Pershing Crowd"

Amy Grant, make room at the pop-rock altar for your friend Michael W. Smith.

His sweet voice, melodic rock tunes and MTV looks will make him the next contemporary Christian
musician to have major success with mainstream audiences.

Already he has scored Top 40 airplay with is ballad "A Place in This World."

Smith had no trouble winning over a clapping, stomping audience of 2, 687 at Pershing Auditorium
Thursday night.

The stage -- a maze of platforms and steel girders-featured a wide assortment of colored spotlights and
smoke machines. In other words, all the elaborate toys for a pumped-up rock concert.

SMITH HELD the center spotlight for much of the hour-and-45-minute performance -- dancing, playing
piano, and singing. Definite teen-idol material, he has a bit of George Michael stubble, a mane of model's
hair and a 1,000-watt smile. Judging by the squeals in the audience, many young girls have made that
discovery.

His music is a mixture of pop, hard rock, and gospel, with an occasional odd reggae or African rhythm
thrown in. Backed by a tight eight-man ensemble, Smith moved smoothly through about 20 songs -- most
of them from his latest album, "Go West Young Man," from which his current tour takes its name.

Smith is musician more than preacher. His spirituality speaks out in lyrics, hip-hop dancing, rapping and
piano playing. The audience responded with familiarity much of the time, singing along on some of the
slower pieces.

The band opened with a couple blasts of hard rock, but galloped quickly into "Go West" territory with the
peppy, melodic "For You."

Smith, who played electronic keyboard much of the time, moved to the grand piano for a quiet solo
session that showed off his pianistic skills; from the gospel flavor of "How Long Will Be Too Long?" to
the sweet, melodic "Emily," punctuated by a fine sax solo. A wedding song, "Cross My Heart," was also
memorable.

Band member Mike E, on guitar, took the spotlight for a couple of revved-up rap tunes that switched the
show back into high-energy mode.

Highlights of the second half included Smith at the grand piano for "Place in This World," an audience
favorite that generated much applause, and "Go West Young Man" -- accented by flashing spotlights all
over the auditorium.

SMITH DONNED sunglasses for "Love Crusade," an appealing rocker that brought a crowd of fans to the
front of the stage dancing and clapping.

DC Talk, the best-selling rap group in Christian music, opened Thursday's show with a mixture of fancy
choreography, gymnastics and religious-themed raps. A trio of singer/rappers backed by four other
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dancers, DC Talk is a smart-looking bunch of performers.

One instrumentalist on the keyboard, plus pre-recorded bass lines, provided background. "Lean On Me,"
the classic Bill Withers tune, got fine rap treatment in the trio's best number.

[Can this be what the Apostle Paul meant by "singing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs with thanksgiving and praise
to the lord" (Eph. 5:19, Col. 3:16)?]

[Typical of what is dubbed "Christian" music today -- "make room at the pop rock alter" aptly describes the goings-on
in "religious"/Contemporary Christian music.]

* This material has been excerpted from the The Lincoln Star on May 10, 1991. All emphases added.
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The Invasion Begins!
A Review Of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader Tour"

Article published in The Christian Conscience June 1997

 In the days leading to May 12, 1997 at 7:30p.m. we were warned by radio and television our town would be invaded
by the band News Boys along with two others as they came to Rapid City South Dakota’s Civic Center Arena. It was
then I decided a follow-up article was needed to the article my wife and I put together about DC Talk last June. The
article examined the unchristian behavior and lack of a gospel message to the unsaved persons attending these
concerts. After our experience last year, I was prepared with earplugs to help drown the heavy bass and I needed them!

 Last year in the DC Talk concert I witnessed the behavior seen in the secular rock scene of "body-surfing, moshing
and head banging" this concert was calm in comparison --- but it was not for a lack of trying, there was no "mosh pit"
so they simply were not set up for it. During the concert a News Boys video was shown exhibiting this behavior and
even one of our local "Christian" radio station representatives jumped into the crowd and was "body-surfed" back onto
the stage. Other irresponsible behavior by the crowd was subdued by the security at the stage. One teenage boy bared
his top half to the crowd danced around on stage twice before security could catch him and remove him. --- Look and
see for yourself the behavior which goes with the music! This is the true spirit of "Rock n’ Roll" not godly Christian
music. Eph 5:19-20.

 Even the review of this tour by our local newspaper saw the problem with the News Boys, titled:" "Newsboys'
message lost on latest CD" and comments such as: "Although most of the choruses are straightforward, the verses are
hard to follow, a flaw that serves to trivialize the band's Christian message." and "Built on lyrics that leave too many
holes to be filled, the band's message gets lost somewhere in the alternative music." With this as an overview I will
now give you my first hand account of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader" tour.

 As I walked into the Civic Center I noticed the ambulance parked by the arena doors and while entering saw the
young man in front of me snuffing out his cigarette before going in. Yes, here I am again, the only member of the
crowd in suit and tie, boy did I get some strange looks, mostly from the teens and some adults who had donned their
"grunge" clothes. I found myself a seat towards the back of the arena and awaited the concerts’ start. Looking around I
counted 20 speakers on each side hanging above the stage though in comparison they were not as large as the ones
used by DC Talk. The crowd appeared to be a composed of more young teens than the DC Talk concert, definitely
more kids that appeared to be 10 years old or younger.

 The announcer from one of our "Christian" radio stations came on stage to introduce the first group "3rd Day" and said
to the crowd loudly, "gotta get pumped!" He went onto say how the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader" tour was
voted No# 1 by CCM Contemporary Christian Music Magazine. The announcer then introduced a new "stand-up
comic," Bob Smiley --- now we have stand-up comics for Christ too?! Hmmm, maybe we should open a Christian
night club for him! After some poor attempts at humor the band 3rd Day came on stage. They opened with a piece
from the secular song "Celebrate," then went into playing loud hard rock music. I will say the first two bands were to
be exceeded in volume by the News Boys. Other than this band encouraging the audience to jump up and down you
could hardly understand a word of their lyrics. Prior to the concert I read their lyrics but unfortunately I seriously
doubt anyone understood them as they were drown out by their heavy beat. After about forty-five minutes they
finished their session and the radio announcers returned to "rev" up the crowd more. One of them got the crowd to start
making a "hoo’ing" noise then said to the effect, "90% of your time at the concert tonight should be screaming and
losing your mind and the other 10% left for your drive home. The comic returned wearing multiple tee-shirts and gave
a sales pitch for them and the dog-tags, pendants, crosses and posters of the bands and how all money made from these
go straight to the bands. 

rd
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The group "Plankeye" was then introduced. Plankeye was very much like the first group, 3  Day. With their loud
music you could hardly understand a word of what was said because it was drown out by the guitars. Plankeye in a
short break shared more of a Christian message (one maybe, two minutes) than any of the others. The band member
spoke of "no excuses," "Jesus came to give life abundantly" --- but no mention of how to know Jesus unless you take
their next "slow" song as the gospel which says in part, "Please take my life away to give it away to Jesus." --that is no
gospel either. Then in about a minute they returned to the heavy metal sound. At a point in one of their songs I noticed
a child, maybe 8 or 9 years old holding his ears and his Dad or guardian leading him out of the concert arena, a few
minutes later he returned with cotton freshly inserted in his ears! A testimony based solely on action alone!

 At the end of the Plankeye session one of the band members said of the teens who were bouncing at the front of the
stage, remarking how they were "jumping because Jesus made a difference in their lives." I put this right up there with
"holy laughter," we now have "holy jumping!" I believe it was a member of Plankeye who went into a commercial for
"World Vision" and how the News Boys had teamed together with them to feed and educate some of the poor of the
world. He also mentioned they teach them with the Bible. They brought out a small screen and turned on a commercial
saying what they can do with just $20 a month. At the end of the commercial a sales pitch was given to get you to sign
up on sheets in the foyer of the arena. Intermission time.

 During the intermission some notable music was played over the speakers. Movie theme songs to Close Encounters,
Superman, 2001, The Star Wars Series and others. --- The whole bit was really an introduction to the alien encounter I
was about to experience! Alien to Christ that is! At the end of the intermission the lights are dimmed and the crowd
gets as wild as it gets for the night, cheering, hoooping, yelling and stomping their feet for the News Boys to start. –
Was this a concert for Jesus or a football game!? Then they turned out all the lights. The sound of a deep bass drone
fills the arena for a minute or two and the theme to "Star Wars" starts playing. Immediately after, strobe lights turn on
underneath what is supposed to be three "flying saucers" descending onto the stage. I then noticed the band members
on top of these "saucers" dressed in space suits and lights on top of their heads. In addition to the strobe lights, black
lights are used to enhance the special effects. As soon as the "saucers" landed the band members jumped off and onto
the stage and started into a very loud rock music piece. The band members were jumping up and down and the crowd
jumped with them. The bass beat, just like or worse then DC Talk, went right through my body. The beat combined
with the strobes and black lights even caused me to experience a bit of nausea. The lyrics to the News Boys music
proved to be more unintelligible than the other bands with the exception of a slow piece entitled, "Lets talk about
love." The News Boys, like DC Talk, are fond of the strange lights and using moving hypnotic patterns, similar to a
sixties rock group. At one point the music used an extremely heavy deep bass while you heard an enchanting but
unintelligible voice. The "saucers" were then lifted up sideways and became large video viewing screens. At this point
they showed clips from their movie "Down Under the Big Top" and they sang a song about joining the circus. During
this part of the session they played secular music "Funky town," and another piece I remember from Peter Frampton
but I do not remember the title. Next, one of the News Boys crew went down in front of the stage with a live video
camera, eyeing the band up close. As the lead singer went on singing he got his face very close to the camera and it
gave him the appearance of having his eyes darkened due to the lack of light, and with his bald head it was quite a
sight; not a pleasant one! In one of the next pieces the heavy bass beat and guitar continued but the video was of the
band riding ATVs and motorcycles. This would not really be interesting except to say they were performing jumps
into the air where they would even dump the motorcycle -- a potentially dangerous thing to do or promote!

 The band made some attempts at humor, even the lyrics had some silly remarks that would make some laugh --- but
there is no laughing when I put their words next to scriptures. There is no gospel message and the name of Jesus is not
said even one time in the "Take Me To Your Leader" album or the previous album "Going Public." There are
references made to God, Lord and one to the cross ---that’s all, only unclear references to being a Christian. When
reviewing the lyrics I noticed another prominent C-Rocker, Steve Taylor, who wrote or assisted in the writing in eight
of the eleven songs on the album. I found this ironic since Taylor has been criticized in the past for the same lack of
gospel in his music!

 They went into a dueling drum piece about midway through the concert which was almost too much to bear for the
shear thumping of the drums. The incessant drumming truly reminded me of my unsaved years. As an unsaved teen
I’m sure I would have cheered them on as this crowd did. It ended with one of the drummers throwing one of his
drumsticks into the crowd! That was really stupid --- who knows where it could have landed and that was not the first
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time the band threw objects into the crowd. After the "duel" they went in to one of their earlier albums "Going Public"
and sang the song "Shine" which is obviously quite popular with their fans. You really had to struggle to hear the
lyrics until they sang the chorus,

"Shine, Make’em wonder what you’ve got, Make’em wish that they were not, On the outside looking bored, Shine, Let
it shine before all men, Let’em see good works, and then Let’em glorify the Lord." Reading the lyrics I saw the rest of
the song as nothing but nonsense.

 This song is typical of their music giving vague references to the gospel, maybe not as abstract as those of DC Talk
but unclear none the less. Following this song, they brought back the weird lights and video clips on their saucer
screens, clips of different leaders and pieces of the news, TV shows, even one from a nasty cartoon which is put on by
MTV –B&B. Then the music stopped and what is to be their gospel message began. The band member who spoke said
to the effect, we should have a passion for our faith, that people should see we are different, we should be salty
Christians, that we should tell our friends what Jesus did in our lives and how God has changed us. He told how salt
preserves, and how we can help stop the spread of decay and corruption and how if we lose our saltiness we are good
for nothing. The band member then gave his version of the story of Sodom and Gomorrah, saying these were people
just interested in "doing their own thing." He spoke of how Abraham bartered with God to spare the cities, and then he
used this reasoning to say God destroyed these cites due to their lack of righteous people, not sin!? I listened very
carefully to the points he made and scripture does not agree at all:

"But the men of Sodom [were] wicked and sinners before the LORD exceedingly." Genesis 13:13

 "And the LORD said, Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and because their sin is very grievous;"
Genesis 18:20

 "And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where [are] the men which came in to thee this night? bring them out
unto us, that we may know them." Genesis 19:5

 "The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not.
Woe unto their soul! for they have rewarded evil unto themselves." Isaiah 3:9

 "Sinners before the LORD exceedingly," "because their sin is very grievous," "bring them out unto us, that we may
know them," "and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not." The people of Sodom were evil, wicked sinners
and demonstrated it in homosexual behavior! They were not only, "doing their own thing" they were a reprobate and
perverse people. The News Boys band member speaking, changed the words of God into a completely different
meaning, softening the judgment of God upon sin. There is more than a problem with semantics, this is false teaching!
In conclusion, he said to those who didn’t know Jesus to ask those they came with or ask someone around them about
what Jesus did in their lives and he said to the effect, before going back into their rock music, "I know you don’t want
to hear anymore preaching." There may have been another couple of songs until the close of the concert with them
climbing onto the now lowered platforms/saucers and raising them off back to the planet from which they came. –The
invasion ended! But who won the battle? As the curtain closed a sheet was dropped down which read, "Live long and
Prosper." -- A phrase which gets its popularity from the "Star Trek" series. For a group that puts down the New Age
movement they do a great job promoting it!

You can call this a "Christian" concert if you wish -- but I promise you it is not. Like DC Talk, maybe these are
Christians singing Rock, but it is not Christian music. Eph. 5:19-20. In addition, the same unchristian behavior is the
earmark for both of these concerts NOT a presentation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The so-called "preaching" left off
a few of the most key elements like quoting scriptures! We as Christians are responsible to share the gospel with the
unsaved Matt 28:19-20. Here are a few of the missing elements: First, we are sinners. Ro. 3:23. Second, we need a
savior –Jesus Christ who died on a cross for our sins. Third, to ask God’s forgiveness by faith believing on the finished
work of Jesus on the cross. And others were omitted from the preaching as it was with DC Talk. The News Boys as
"salty Christians," or as ones with "a passion for their faith" failed miserably in their gospel presentation if their faith is
in Jesus Christ.

Christians can have "fun" without all of the world's nonsense and fads. The idea we need these C-rock concerts to
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reach teens is bunk. What we are actually doing is telling them its "OK" to rock! My advice to C-rockers, is simple --
Repent! Quit trying to rationalize the behavior, quit distorting the Bible's teachings on music to make them fit what
you are doing. The heathen -especially the homosexuals- do the same thing! Return or turn to the music that is truly
spiritual. I have read a group of testimonies of mostly teenagers and the damage C-rock did to them. One of the known
side-effects of this music is rebellion against parents and God! The folks of CCM need some hard looking at since they
called this the number #1 tour for the year. It appears that the less you say of Jesus Christ and His finished work on the
cross for our redemption the more popular you are! Something is amuck in the Christian music scene and it comes
down to the love of money, and a lack of a genuine love for lost souls. Many of the applications included do not apply
to Christian music alone --- many have gone away from the faith and have adopted doctrines foreign to scriptures.
Many of the same verses of scripture that reprove those who participate in Christian Rock speak just as strongly to
those involved in the so-called "Holy Laughter" movement. The same ridiculous behavior, the same kinds of teaching
permeate Christian Rock and the laughter movement --- the same spirit! The spirit of the anti-Christ! A simple word or
two on what a spirit filled Christian does, shows the contrast!

Ephesians 5:18 - 21
18 And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; 19 Speaking to yourselves in psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord; 20 Giving thanks always for all
things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ; 21. Submitting yourselves one to another in the
fear of God.

Colossians 3:16 
"Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."

Being filled with the Spirit has what results? Speaking to yourselves in psalms, hymns and spiritual songs, making
melody in your heart to the Lord. Then we are to give thanks always, and submit to one another in the fear of God.
Col. 3:16 closely parallels Eph. 5:18. Being filled means to let the word of Christ dwell in you richly! The behavior of
Christian Rockers and the like are the opposite! So if our kids are attending these concerts saved and unsaved what are
we really accomplishing??? Nothing, short of indoctrinating them to the rebellious rock scene. It is this writer’s
heartfelt belief as alcohol leads to drugs, lessor drugs to harder drugs these so-called Christian Rockers are the pied-
pipers with music leading to Hell. Using seductive methods to excite the emotions of our teens which include heavy
bass, hypnotic lights, loud guitars and a variety of theatrics helping to strip away our teens inhibitions to perform acts
in the flesh. This is seen in the bodysurfing, head-banging, moshing and jumping too! Secular rock concerts and the
violence of these acts are clearly seen, it is riotous behavior they are introducing as Christian! (Read Romans 13:13-
14) The Bible teaches much more on this subject which there is not enough room to go into here. To close here are a
few more Bible references which will help the person serious about following Jesus Christ to leave the rock scene: 2
Corinthians 6:14-18, Exodus 32:17 – 19, Romans 12:1-2, 2 Timothy 3:16, Jeremiah 10:2, 2 Corinthians 5:15-17, Mark
9:42, James 4:4
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DC Talk Examined
By John & Kathy Beardsley

Article as it appears in The Christian Conscience June 1996
(Corrections made 5/30/98 to several quotes thought to be made by Kevin Smith now made to read generically by a DC Talk band member.)

Christian Rock or an excuse for Christians to Rock? --- the band DC Talk Examined

The fun started the day a promotional tape came to our church for the DC Talk "Jesus Freak Tour" which was about a
month before their concert on the evening of May 16th at the Rapid City Civic Center. I sat down at home and watched
their video and was quite surprised by what was introduced to me as Christian music. I was so surprised I wanted to
learn more. Little did I know the roller coaster ride I was stepping onto! I requested tickets from CMA, the promoters
of DC Talk telling them I sought to write about the group for The Christian Conscience Magazine. Their hospitality in
providing two tickets is appreciated. In part of my explanation as to why I wanted to attend, I told the promoters, "I
believe Christians should have nothing to hide." My pastor puts it another way, "The truth never fears examination."

Who is the Group DC Talk?

DC Talk was formed in 1989 by [Toby] McKeehan and [Michael] Tait in Washington, D.C. DC Talk
was a reference to the area, but their record label suggested they counter "vulgar stuff" out there by saying
"DC" stood for "decent Christian" talk." (2)

"The group won Artist of the Year and Song of the Year at the Gospel Music Association’s Dove Awards
in April. It was the first time a rock group or rock song had been honored in either catagory." (1)

The Album "Jesus Freak" is DC Talk’s latest work and sold 85,000 copies in its first week. "There are a
lot of kids who come to see us on the road. Some of them like the music for its sheer listening pleasure."
says Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1) "But its nice when fans go deeper and hear what Smith, 28, McKeehan,
31, and Michael Tait, 30, have to say as artists," Smith says.

The music’s message is as strong as the driving rock beat of "Jesus Freak," and as heartfelt as the lyrical
beauty of their song "What if I Stumble." (1) Some of DC Talk’s musical role models are the Beatles,
David Bowie, The Police, U2. [Ed. Note: these are ALL secular bands]

II Corinthians 6:14 reminds us:

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness?
and what communion hath light with darkness?"

"I think Jesus would have liked our music." "I think he would have appreciated the message, the stand
we’re taking."- Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1)

The Message and Stand of DC Talk — Our First Hand Account

"And when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they shouted, he said unto Moses, [There is] a noise of war in the
camp. And he said, [It is] not the voice of [them that] shout for mastery, neither [is it] the voice of [them that] cry for
being overcome: [but] the noise of [them that] sing do I hear. And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the
camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his hands, and
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brake them beneath the mount.." (Exodus 32:17 - 19)

The evening of May 16, 1996 my wife, Kathy, and I went to the Rapid City Civic Center to see for ourselves why DC
Talk is so popular. We did not anticipate the decibel level at which the band played, but thankfully, the Lord provided
earplugs through a friend working security. We knew the music would be loud, but not the earsplitting level we
experienced that evening. We spotted eighteen speakers over head on each side –36 speakers in all.

The tickets we were provided placed us in row one to one side of the stage. From our seats we could see at least 18-20
support staff as well as 5 police officers for security. We both noticed a surprisingly large number of young children at
the concert ranging in age from approximately 5 years to preteen. I guess most parents felt safe taking or letting their
young children go to a "Christian" concert.

Just before the concert began an announcer cautioned that the dance floor area (otherwise known as the "mosh pit") on
the opposite side of the stage from where we were, was restricted to those who were eighteen and above. A couple of
representatives from one of our local Christian stations did a bit of a theatrical introduction. I could not help but notice
the earrings one of these men was wearing along with his "two tone" hair; it was quite a sight to behold.

The time arrived for the concert to begin, lights dimmed and the first band Audio Adrenaline came on stage.
Suddenly a large number from the audience left their seats and rushed forward to be near the stage. At about the same
time the band played the first bass beat and this crowd began to jump up and down to the music.

An extremely loud and incessant heavy bass beat was the predominant trademark for both bands for the entire evening.
The musicians of Audio Adrenaline stirred-up the crowd as they thrashed their heads around, and bounced around the
stage to their hard rock music. Kathy and I decided after the first couple of songs to move away after one girl jumping
wildly near us knocked down another Thankfully they were both okay.

There was virtually no self control near the stage. This crowd was "high" on the loud music. On the third song we
carried out our decision to move up and further away which gave us a better view but unfortunately no relief of the
pounding bass beat we would feel in our chests until the concert ended.

Just when we thought things could not get nuttier, Audio Adrenaline played the secular rock song Free Ride. The
crowd cheered wildly and went bananas, obviously recognizing the secular artist who wrote the song. They jumped
harder and a small group in the front started waving their bodies around to the music in what is called a "mosh." Then
someone was lifted on top of the crowd and was moved around by the crowds hands in a "body surf." This maybe
mellow compared to a "secular" rock concert --- but should Christians behave like this?

Towards the end, even one of the Audio Adrenaline band members jumped on top of the crowd for a "surf" creating
an atmosphere for chaos. All the while the music was so loud if anyone could hear the words it wasn’t enough to get a
message from, hence, the reaction was to the "rock" beat not the words. After some 45 minutes Audio Adrenaline
finished their session.

During the intermission I looked around to see what kind of items were for sale. Did they have books sharing their
testimony? Or anything which would identify them with Christ? I didn’t find any. Instead, all I could see on the tables
were T-Shirts promoting the bands, pendants, key-rings and pictures of the band at what I thought were exorbitant
prices. Anyone going to this concert paid $18.50 just to get in, so I guess it should not have been a surprise.

 

The Eye and the Freak

The intermission ended and the stage was completely rearranged. A very elaborate lighting array encompassed the
band and stage. The lights dimmed, the heavy bass started and the crowd was jumping again. DC Talk also added a
video screen behind them and as they played various pictures were shown with some songs. Other frames had abstract
colors similar to what you might see in an old ‘60s movie portraying those weird acid rock groups!
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In the video for the song Mind’s Eye some of the pictures went from abstract to bizarre. The video flashed pictures of
a human eye then switching to the eye of an eagle or a hawk, it was hard to say, from soaring above scenery of the
outdoors, through clouds and this sequence repeated a few times. Then it switched to that of flying into a lightning
storm which really was weird, a spot on the cloud would light up and the bolt of lightning followed, all very fast and
sometimes several at once. Then it switched back to the human eye flashing back and forth with that hawk or eagle
eye. Just the name of the song I believe gave it more than a New Age theme, whether the band knows that or not!

Numerous strobe lights which were used during certain parts of DC Talk’s session along with a combination of the
other effects. An interesting thing we noticed was that every time DC Talk played a secular song such as the Beatles’
Help and the Doobie Brothers’ Jesus is Just Alright With Me, the crowd got louder and more excited. DC Talk also
used, Jimi Hendrix’s, Purple Haze [Editor note: a drug reference], and the sound of the mouthpiece instrument made
famous by the Rock singer, Peter Frampton. Each time either band did anything secular the amount of body surfing
increased as well as other behavior unbecoming of Christians. That should suggest that the majority of the crowd was
there for the "rock" music and the Christian aspect had nothing to do with it.

Let’s not forget ---the members from both bands encouraged the behavior and took part in it! Two of the DC Talk
band members jumped off stage into the crowd and the third band member jumped off sound equipment that sat on the
stage which made his jump higher. Appearing to be about five feet above the raised hands of the crowd from where we
were sitting.

One of the DC Talk Band members, when introducing their main song Jesus Freak, explained how he was trying to
come up with some lyrics and that he opened his dictionary and "stumbled across a word in the ‘F’ section" – The
crowd cheered loudly before he went on to say what the word was--- "freak.". then proceeded to give definitions of the
word:

1. Strange, weird or queer.

2. Jokingly saying, "I don’t remember, uh, Bill Clinton."

3. Lastly, "An ardent enthusiast," inferring they are ardent enthusiasts for Jesus Christ, to which the crowd roared
loudly once again.

 

A Strange Gospel Presentation

Through the DC Talk session which ran about one hour and forty minutes, the band members spoke of God in
general terms only. I noticed how often the band leader, kept saying "God is coming again." Perhaps I’m not used to
hearing it put that way, but I tell people, "Jesus is coming again!" I found his statements to be confusing and almost
misleading at times.

The band leader did say, there’s a God who forgives us when we stumble, which led into one song I could half way
understand. DC Talk also quoted from a Bible translation I am unfamiliar with. He said, "…anyone who dislikes his
fellowman is not in the light…" meaning, he is not right with God. The Bible says in 1 John 2:9-11:

"He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now. He that loveth his brother
abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness, and
walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes."

"Disliking someone" versus "hating" someone is one example of changing what the Bible says.

The stand for Christ at the end of the concert given by one of the band members started with "People will let you
down," and "I’m not here to preach". While some of what was said was good, "people letting you down whereas Jesus
Christ won’t," his message ended with the words "Any kind of pressure is wrong, I don’t want to put any pressure on
anyone" and "Just ask someone walking around you"—in reference to finding out more about "this Jesus."
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Though the band members spoke of their personal struggles and briefly mentioned that Jesus carried them through,
they weren’t explicit in telling the crowd HOW they can know Jesus Christ as their personal Savior. ---They left the
responsibility to the unsuspecting people in the crowd, who the majority it would seem, cared more about beating
everyone else out the door!

Case in point: Many folks had already left the auditorium when they realized the music was over and more were
leaving as the band member started talking!

During a break in the middle of the concert, the band members took time to share with the audience. That should have
been the perfect time to give a salvation message, knowing the crowd would stick around for the music following.
Unfortunately, the opportunity was completely missed. It was truly heartbreaking to see so many left hanging when
there was opportunity to plant seeds of salvation.

 

A Message of Compromise

Smith said, referring to Jesus, "I think He would appreciate the message, the stand we’re taking." My question is: What
stand did he take? What message did he give the people other than you know how to compromise with the world;
using their music, speaking in adoration of the people who wrote the secular music, making your role models those
who are of the secular world? Some of these role models you chose are anti-Christian and are of the world and not of
God.

A lesson to be learned!--- When you compromise with the world, you will end up doing things their way, not God’s.
Labeling something "Christian" doesn’t make so. As a Christian, can you stand apart from the world when you blend
in so well? How are they going to know?

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."
(Romans 12:1-2)

We believe DC Talk and their music are prime examples of compromising these verses in the Christian realm. When I
put this together with other statements by Smith in an interview with our local paper,

"None of the three band members is a member of an organized Christian denomination." Smith, "We
follow the person of Jesus Christ." Then Smith goes on to say, "We feel the Christian belief is a personal
belief, that it’s not something that can be taught."

What about Bible verses like: II Timothy 3:16?

"All scripture [is] given by inspiration of God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness:"

The interview points out that Smith was raised in a Christian family like the other band members and he says, "I grew
up knowing theology, but I didn’t know a personal relationship with God until I found it by myself."

Compare Smith’s statement and his music to the following verses:

"And [that] he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which died
for them, and rose again. Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have known Christ
after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we [him] no more. Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." (2 Corinthians 5:15-17)

Does this kind of music reflect the new or the old? DC Talk was right, people let you down. Their "sermon," was the
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biggest let down and most irresponsible one I have ever heard.

 

Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging for Jesus?

"Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen…" (Jeremiah 10:2 )

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord…" (II Corinthians 6:17)

Yes! The "Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging" we witnessed on the video was largely the reason we saw the
need to research and write this article. No one we talked to has ever heard of this behavior in the name of Christianity.
In fact, DC Talk says in their promotional video, "we want to get a good mosh pit going and some head-banging." As
to the bodysurfing, well the band participates! Does this sort of behavior align to scripture? Consider the following
scriptures:

"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife
and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to [fulfil] the lusts [thereof]."
(Romans 13:13-14)

Are Christian parents so naïve that they do not see the "fleshly" appeal to their teenagers? What about the riotous
atmosphere? They passed people across the top of a crowd with their hands, on their front and back, boy and girl
alike!!!

How about the extremely loud volume? It was earsplitting in a literal sense, I listened through one song, and my ears
were ringing. Are not our bodies considered a temple for the Holy Spirit? Why do Christians want to subject their
eardrums to abuse? Why is it necessary to promote this kind of behavior, much less be a part of it? Do we agree with
the worldly philosophy of "safe sex," and say, "Well they’re going to do it anyway?"

What about the children at this concert? Kathy and I both saw different reactions from the small children some were
mimicking the adults, others were in a stupor sitting quietly as the music droned on and on. We even had one boy pass
in front of us saying to a friend, "Now all I have to do is get my hearing back." – That was only halfway through the
concert! We were saddened more by watching these young kids than anything else. What must be going through the
heads of these children?! For both of us our sadness turns to anger against anyone who would corrupt our children like
this! What did Jesus say about the little ones?

"And whosoever shall offend one of [these] little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea." (Mark 9:42)

Sadly, even the promoters for the band echo the same sentiment one of our local Christian radio stations did, these are
the "thing to do" with kids at concerts. Has God changed, or have we? A local response to a letter to the editor of our
newspaper concerning these activities that would occur, compared Christian Rock to David dancing in the Temple. So,
are we now going to start charging $18.50 a seat to worship?

The verses in the Bible are numerous which speak against these activities, even though the promoters have argued, "it
is well orchestrated and safety is a priority," this does not change the fact that the behavior is not Christian. I have
spent over a week thinking of how to convey the danger and deception of the music and behavior. It comes down to
what does the Bible say? What are the standards for Christian music set forth in the Bible? Do musical forms reflect
beliefs? Where is the line? Where does the Christian set their standards? We must agree on Christian behavior, do you
participate in these things?

I was saved out of the rock scene. Why would I want to enslave myself to this worldly lifestyle again? While speaking
with Sarah Leslie, Editor of the Christian Conscience, she pointed out that

"The use of the term "freak", according to its original meaning, has now been turned completely around.
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Those who were hippie counter-culture "freaks" were radically saved. When we were called "Jesus
Freaks" in the ‘70’s, it was a reference to our past life, but also implied being willing to live for Jesus in a
holy, sober and righteous manner that ran completely contrary to the popular hippie culture --- in other
words becoming a new type of "freak".

DC Talk has twisted the term completely around to mean Christians mimicking the popular culture
--- willing to act wildly, moshing, head-banging, etc. (like "freaks") to spread the Gospel."

I have to ask why would we ever use such a word as "freak" to describe our fervor for Jesus Christ? Why do we need
to "dress down" as these band members do? Do we need to do this to be accepted? Do we have to cross-dress to reach
cross-dressers?

The Rock and Roll culture is a subculture, on the fringe of our society. Is this kind of music Christian? No, I do not
believe it is. Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by the music and the words, only
God knows the heart. At best this was a Rock n’ Roll concert performed by some misled Christians. Parents beware!

"Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God? whosoever therefore
will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4)

Footnotes: 
(1) Article in Rapid City Journal May 10, 1996 "Musical Missionaries"
(2) Article in Rapid City Journal May 18, 1996 "DC Talk, Audio Adrenaline played spirited rock n’ roll

Don’t Compromise! 
Poem by - Kathy Beardsley , Inspired by Our Lord Jesus
Date - February 8, 1992

With every passing hour of the day,
Kids are being tricked into thinking
That Christian rock and alike are O.K.
Because the lyrics keep them from sinking.
Rock music, heavy metal and rap;
Where are their roots of origin?
Christian rock, etc. is a trap;
Compromise with the world’s sin.
Remember, God’s word stands strong on it’s own.
"My words will not return unto me void."

Don’t use God’s word to justify and condone
Worldly music that’s meant to destroy.
Some say: "Christian words make the song,
Nothing else really matters!"

But when the music is so loud and strong,
For all they know it’s idle chatter.
"Be separate from the world" God tells us,
And show ourselves worthy unto Him.

Don’t compromise the principals He gave us
Just so the world will accept you in.

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye thankful. Let the
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word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord." (Colossians 3:15-16,Also refer to Ephesians 5:19)
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Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?
There is no Biblical warrant, precedent, nor precept for remembrance of the day of Christ's birth as a day of special
religious celebration. This is not to say that we shouldn't remember Christ's birth and its significance, but for religious
commemorations or celebrations, we must have Biblical command or precedent! The fact of the matter is this -- the
early church did not celebrate Christ's birth, but such celebration only came into the church with the "Christianization"
of pagan rites as Catholicism was made the state religion by Constantine in the fourth century A.D. Since the Word of
God does not support the tradition of Christmas, a Christian's conscience ought not and must not be bound.

The following outline describes the origin of Christmas (with its associated pagan customs, symbols, and terminology),
details the Scriptural support against celebrating Christmas, attempts to show that celebrating Christmas violates the
spirit of every one of the ten commandments, attempts to demonstrate that celebrating Christmas does not fall in the
realm of Christian liberty, and attempts to debunk eight of the major rationalizations Christians put forth for
celebrating Christmas.

I. The Origin of Christmas

A. A Long Evolution -- Christmas customs are an evolution from times long before the Christian period -- a descent
from seasonal, pagan, religious, and national practices, hedged about with legend and tradition. Their seasonal
connections with the pagan feasts of the winter solstice relate them to ancient times, when many of the earth's
inhabitant's were sun worshipers. As the superstitious pagans observed the sun gradually moving south in the heavens
and the days growing shorter, they believed the sun was departing never to return. To encourage the sun's return north
(i.e., to give the winter sun god strength and to bring him back to life again), the sun gods were worshipped with
elaborate rituals and ceremonies, including the building of great bonfires, decorating with great evergreen plants such
as holly, ivy, and mistletoe, and making representations of summer birds as house decorations. The winter solstice,
then, was the shortest day of the year, when the sun seemingly stood still in the southern sky. Observing the slowdown
in the sun's southward movement, and its stop, the heathen believed that their petitions to it had been successful. A
time of unrestrained rejoicing broke out, with revelry, drinking, and gluttonous feasts. Then, when the pagans observed
the sun moving again northward, and a week later were able to determine that the days were growing longer, a new
year was proclaimed.

B. Not Among the Earliest Christian Festivals -- Christmas was not among the earliest festivals of the Church. It
was not celebrated, commemorated, or observed, neither by the apostles nor in the apostolic church -- not for at least
the first 300 years of church history! History reveals that about 440 A.D., the Church at Jerusalem commenced the
celebration of Christmas, following the lead of Roman Catholicism (see I.C.). It was sufficient for the early Christians
that Jesus, their Lord and Savior, had been born. They praised God that Jesus Christ had, indeed, come in the flesh.
The day and the time of His birth had no relevance to them, because Jesus was no longer physically on earth. He had
returned to heaven. And it was the risen, exalted Christ to whom they looked, and that by faith -- not a babe laid in a
manger. Jesus Christ is no longer a baby; no longer the "Christ-child," but the exalted Lord of all. And He does NOT
somehow return to earth as a baby every year at Christmas-time -- though this is the impression given even in certain
hymns sung in Protestant services. (See sub-report.)

C. The Role of Religion in Ancient Rome -- Seemingly forgotten is the essential role religion played in the world of
ancient Rome. But the Emperor Constantine understood. By giving official status to Christianity, he brought internal
peace to the Empire. A brilliant military commander, he also had the genius to recognize that after declaring
Christianity the "state" religion (Constantine forced all the pagans of his empire to be baptized into the Roman
Church), there was need for true union between paganism and Christianity. The corrupt Roman Church was full of
pagans now masquerading as Christians, all of which had to be pacified. What better way than to "Christianize" their
pagan idolatries. Thus, the Babylonian mystery religions were introduced by Constantine beginning in 313 A.D. (and
established a foothold with the holding of the Council of Nicaea in 325 A.D.). The Constantine-led Roman Church
was more than willing to adapt and adopt pagan practices in order to make Christianity palatable to the heathen.
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Constantine used religion as a political tool, totally devoid of any true spirituality:

Pagan rituals and idols took on Christian names (e.g., Jesus Christ was presented as the Sun of
Righteousness [Malachi 4:2] replacing the sun god, Sol Invictus ). 
Pagan holidays were reclassified as Christian holidays (holy-days). 
December 25th was the "Victory of the Sun-God" Festival in the pagan Babylonian world. In the
ancient Roman Empire, the celebration can be traced back to the Roman festival Saturnalia, which
honored Saturn, the harvest god, and Mithras, the god of light; both were celebrated during or
shortly after the winter solstice (between the 17th and 23rd of December). To all ancient pagan
civilizations, December 25th was the birthday of the gods -- the time of year when the days began
to lengthen and man was blessed with a "regeneration of nature." Moreover, all of December 25th's
Babylonian and Roman festivals were characterized by 5-7 day celebration periods of unrestrained
or orgiastic revelry and licentiousness.

December 25th was particularly important in the cult of Mithras, a popular deity in the Old Roman Empire. Robert
Myers (a proponent for celebrating Christmas) in his book Celebrations, says: 

"Prior to the celebration of Christmas, December 25th in the Roman world was the Natalis Solis Invicti,
the Birthday of the Unconquerable Sun. This feast, which took place just after the winter solstice of the
Julian calendar, was in honor of the Sun God, Mithras, originally a Persian deity whose cult penetrated the
Roman world in the first century B.C. ... Besides the Mithraic influence, other pagan forces were at work.
From the seventeenth of December until the twenty-third, Romans celebrated the ancient feast of the
Saturnalia. ... It was commemorative of the Golden Age of Saturn, the god of sowing and husbandry."

In order to make Christianity palatable to the heathen, the Roman Church simply took Saturnalia, adopted it into
Christianity, and then eventually many of the associated pagan symbols, forms, customs, and traditions were
reinterpreted (i.e., "Christianized") in ways "acceptable" to Christian faith and practice. (In fact, in 375 A.D., the
Church of Rome under Pope Julius I merely announced that the birth date of Christ had been "discovered" to be
December 25th, and was accepted as such by the "faithful." The festival of Saturnalia and the birthday of Mithras
could now be celebrated as the birthday of Christ!) The pagans flocked into the Catholic places of worship, because
they were still able to worship their old gods, but merely under different names. It mattered not to them whether they
worshiped the Egyptian goddess mother and her child under the old names (Isis and Horus), or under the names of the
"Virgin Mary" and the "Christ-child." Either way, it was the same old idol-religion (cf. 1 Thes. 1:8-10; 5:22 -- Paul
says to turn from idols, not rename them and Christianize them). Roman Catholicism's Christmas Day is nothing but
"baptized" paganism, having come along much too late to be part of "the faith once delivered unto the saints" (Jude 3).

D. "Christianization" of Pagan Customs, Symbols, and Terminology -- Christianity had to undergo a
transformation so that pagan Rome could "convert" without giving up its old beliefs and rituals. The actual effect was
to paganize official Christianity. "'A compound religion had been manufactured, of which ... Christianity furnished the
nomenclature, and Paganism the doctrines and rights.' The idolatry of the Roman world, though deposed from its
ancient pre-eminence, had by no means been demolished. Instead of this, its pagan nakedness had been covered with
the garb of a deformed Christianity" (W.E. Vine). Pagan customs involving vestments, candles, incense, images, and
processions were all incorporated into church worship and continue today.

The following customs and traditions associated with Xmas all have pagan/heathen origins. ("Xmas" is the more
preferable form for the day, since it at least leaves the name of our Savior out of the heathen observance.) Naturally,
Christians would not keep these customs for such evil and perverse reasons, but the fact of their origins remain -- "the
customs of the people are vain" (Jer. 10:3), and should thereby be carefully considered by all who know and love the
Lord:

1. The blasphemous "Christ's Mass" shortened to "Christ-mas" -- The Roman Catholic "Christ's Mass" is a special
mass performed in celebration of Christ's birth. In this mass, Jesus is considered both the priest and the victim,
represented by the Catholic priest who offers Him as a sacrifice each time the mass is performed. In offering this
"sacrifice," the priest believes he has the power to change the bread and the wine of the Communion into Jesus' literal
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flesh and blood, requiring the people to worship these elements as they do God Himself. This is obviously a denial of
the gospel, and thereby, a false gospel (a re-doing of the sacrifice for sin -- Heb. 9:12, 24-26; 10:10,12,14). Yet, many
who cry out all year long against the blasphemous Roman Catholic system, at year-end embrace Rome's most
blasphemous abomination of them all -- Christmas!

2. Nativity Scenes (tainted with paganism) -- Nearly every form of pagan worship descended from the Babylonian
mysteries, which focus attention on the "mother-goddess" and the birth of her child. This was adapted to "Mary-Jesus"
worship, which then easily accommodated the multitude of pagans "converted" to Christianity inside Constantine's
Roman Catholic Church. If anyone were to erect statues (i.e., images) of Mary and Joseph by themselves, many within
Protestant circles would cry "Idolatry!" But at Xmas time, an image of a little baby is placed with the images of Mary
and Joseph, and it's called a "nativity scene." Somehow, the baby-idol "sanctifies" the scene, and it is no longer
considered idolatry! (cf. Exo. 20:4-5a; 32:1-5a; 9-10a).

3. Christmas Tree -- Evergreen trees, because of their ability to remain green through-out the winter season when
most other forms of vegetation are dormant, have long symbolized immortality, fertility, sexual potency, and
reproduction, and were often brought into homes and set up as idols.

The full mystical significance of the evergreen can only be understood when one considers the profound reverence the
ancient pagans had for all natural phenomena -- "To them, Nature was everywhere alive. Every fountain had its spirit,
every mountain its deity, and every water, grove, and meadow, its supernatural association. The whispering of the
trees ... was the subtle speech of the gods who dwelt within" (W.M. Auld, Christmas Traditions). This is nothing but
nature worship or Animism.

The custom of bringing the tree into the home and decorating it as is done today has legendarily been attributed to
Martin Luther. In truth, the modern custom has been lost in obscurity, but almost every culture has some such
tradition. For ages, evergreen trees would be brought into the house during the winter as magic symbols of luck and
hope for a fruitful year to come, It may also be that the star with which many of today's trees are topped did not
originate as a representation of the star that the wise men followed, but rather a representation of the stars to which the
ancient Chaldean astrologers looked for guidance.

The first decorating of an evergreen was done by pagans in honor of their god Adonis, who after being slain was
brought to life by the serpent Aesculapius. The representation of the slain Adonis was a dead stump of a tree. Around
this stump coiled the snake -- Aesculapius, symbol of life restoring. From the roots of the dead tree, then comes forth
another and different tree -- an evergreen tree, symbolic to pagans of a god who cannot die! In Babylon, the evergreen
tree came to represent the rebirth/reincarnation of Nimrod as his new son (Sun), Tammuz. In Egypt, this god was
worshiped in a palm tree as Baal-Tamar. (Heathen people in the land of Canaan also adopted tree worship, calling it
the Asherah -- a tree with its branches cut off was carved into a phallic symbol.) The fir tree was worshiped in Rome
as the same new-born god, named Baal-Berith, who was restored to life by the same serpent. A feast was held in honor
of him on December 25th, observed as the day on which the god reappeared on earth -- he had been killed, and was
"reborn" on that day, victorious over death! It was called the "Birthday of the Unconquered Sun." Thus, the annual
custom of erecting and decorating evergreen trees was brought down to us through the centuries by the pagan Roman
Catholic Church -- the paganism of Tammuz and Baal, or the worship of the sun, mingled with the worship of
Aesculapius the serpent. Whether erected in private homes or in churches, decorated or not, the evergreen tree is a
glaring symbol of this false god.

4. Christmas Wreaths -- In pagan mythology, evergreen means eternal life and a never-dying existence. Made from
evergreens, Christmas wreaths were most frequently round, which symbolized the sun (just as do halos in most
religious art). Hence, the round Xmas wreaths stand for an eternal sun, a never-dying or self-renewing sun. In
addition, the round form can also relate to the sign of the female, which stands for the regeneration of life. Because of
these pagan associations, the Christian church was initially hostile towards the use of wreaths and other evergreen
derivatives. But in the same way it Christianized other pagan traditions, the church soon found a way to confer its own
symbolic meanings. For example, the sharp pointed leaves of the "male" holly came to represent Christ's crown of
thorns and the red berries His blood, while the "female" ivy symbolized immortality (Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor
Christmas," p. 6). Such wreaths now not only adorn churches at Christmas time, but are also appearing during the
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equally pagan Easter season.

5. Mistletoe -- The use of the mistletoe plant (which is poisonous to both man and animals) can be traced back to the
ancient Druids. (The Druids were pagan Celtic priests who were considered magicians and wizards.) It represented the
false "messiah," considered by the Druids to be a divine branch that had dropped from heaven and grew upon a tree on
earth. This is an obvious corruption of God's prophetic Word concerning Christ, "the Man the Branch," coming from
heaven. The mistletoe symbolized the reconciliation between God and man. And since a kiss is the well known symbol
of reconciliation, that is how "kissing under the mistletoe" became a custom -- both were tokens of reconciliation. The
mistletoe, being a sacred plant and a symbol of fertility, was also believed to contain certain magical powers, having
been brought to earth from heaven by a mistle thrush carrying it in its toes (hence the name). It was once known as the
"plant of peace," and in ancient Scandinavia, enemies were reconciled under it (yet another reason why people came to
"kiss under the mistletoe"). It was supposed to bring "good luck" and fertility, and even to protect from witchcraft the
house in which it hung.

A kiss is also something which is, at times, associated with lust. So the practice of "kissing under the mistletoe" also
had roots in the orgiastic celebrations in connection with the Celtic Midsummer Eve ceremony. At the time the
mistletoe was gathered, the men would kiss each other as a display of their homosexuality. (The custom was later
broadened to include both men and women.) Kissing under the mistletoe is also reminiscent of the temple prostitution
and sexual license proliferating during Roman Saturnalia.

6. Santa Claus -- Santa Claus or "Father Christmas" is a corruption of the Dutch "Sant Nikolaas." ("Saint Nicholas"
was the 4th century Catholic bishop of Myra in Asia Minor, who gave treats to children; he was canonized by the
Roman Catholic Church, "regarded as a special friend and protector of children." The red suit comes from the fact that
Catholic bishops and cardinals in Italy wear red.) Santa Claus was also known as "Kriss Kringle," a corruption of the
German "Christ Kindl"-- Christ Child. This has to be one of the most subtle of Satan's blasphemies, yet most
Christians are unaware of it.

Originally, the Santa Claus concept came from the pagan Egyptian god, Bes, a rotund, gnome-like personage who was
the patron of little children. Bes was said to live at the North Pole, working year-round to produce toys for children
who had been good and obedient to their parents. In Dutch, he was called "Sinter Klaas." Dutch settlers brought the
custom to America. In Holland and other European countries, the original Santa Claus was actually a grim personage
who traversed the countryside, determined to find out who really had been "naughty or nice." Those who had been
acting up were summarily switched. The association of Santa Claus with snow, reindeer, and the North Pole suggests
Scandinavian or Norse traditions of the Yuletide season. (In Babylonia, also, the stag [reindeer] was a symbol of the
mighty one, Nimrod. The symbolism of antlers worn on the head of a noble leader would demonstrate his prowess as a
hunter, and thereby, influence people to follow him.)

Santa is the blasphemous substitute for God! He is routinely given supernatural powers and divine attributes which
only GOD has. Think about it. He is made out to be omniscient -- he knows when every child sleeps, awakes, has been
bad or good, and knows exactly what every child wants (cf. Psa. 139:1-4). He is made out to be omnipresent -- on one
night of the year he visits all the "good" children in the world and leaves them gifts, seemingly being everywhere at the
same time. He is also made out to be omnipotent -- he has the power to give to each child exactly what each one
wants. Moreover, Santa Claus is made out to be a sovereign judge -- he answers to no one and no one has authority
over him, and when he "comes to town," he comes with a full bag of rewards for those whose behavior has been
acceptable in his eyes.

Santa Claus has become one of the most popular and widely accepted and unopposed myths ever to be successfully
interwoven into the fabric and framework of Christianity. It is a fact that Christ was born, and that truth should greatly
rejoice the heart of every Christian. But the Santa Claus myth distorts the truth of Christ's birth by subtly blending
truth with the myth of Santa Claus. When Christian parents lie to their children about Santa Claus, they are taking the
attention of their children away from God and causing them to focus on a fat man in a red suit with god-like qualities.
All of this teaches the child to believe that, just like Santa, God can be pleased with "good works," done in order to
earn His favor. Also, they teach that no matter how bad the child has been, he will still be rewarded by God -- just as
Santa never failed to bring gifts. Even in homes of professing Christians, Santa Claus has clearly displaced Jesus in the
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awareness and affections of children, becoming the undisputed spirit, symbol, and centerpiece of Christmas.

7. Christmas Eve -- "Yule" is a Chaldean word meaning "infant." Long before the coming of Christianity, the heathen
Anglo-Saxons called the 25th of December "Yule day" -- in other words, "infant day" or "child's day" -- the day they
celebrated the birth of the false "messiah"! The night before "Yule day" was called "Mother night." Today it is called
"Christmas Eve." And it wasn't called "Mother night" after Mary, the mother of our Lord -- "Mother night" was
observed centuries before Jesus was born. Semiramis (Nimrod's wife) was the inspiration for "Mother night," and
"Child's day" was the supposed birthday of her son (Tammuz), the sun-god!

8. Yule Log -- The Yule log was considered by the ancient Celts a sacred log to be used in their religious festivals
during the winter solstice; the fire provided promises of good luck and long life. Each year's Yule log had to be
selected in the forest on Christmas Eve by the family using it, and could not be bought, or the superstitions associated
with it would not apply. In Babylonian paganism, the log placed in the fireplace represented the dead Nimrod, and the
tree which appeared the next morning (which today is called the "Christmas tree") was Nimrod alive again
(reincarnated) in his new son (sun), Tammuz. (Still today in some places, the Yule log is placed in the fireplace on
Christmas Eve, and the next morning there is a Christmas tree!)

Today's Yule log tradition comes to us from Scandinavia, where the pagan sex-and-fertility god, Jule, was honored in
a twelve-day celebration in December. A large, single log was kept with a fire against it for twelve days, and each day
for twelve days a different sacrifice was offered. The period now counted as the twelve days between Christmas and
Epiphany was originally the twelve days of daily sacrifices offered to the Yule log. (What, then, are we really doing
when we send "Yuletide greetings"? Are we really honoring Christ by sending greetings in the name of a Scandinavian
fertility god? These are the same customs being practiced today as in ancient paganism! Only the names have
changed.)

9. Candles -- Candles were lit by the ancient Babylonians in honor of their god, and his altars had candles on them.
And as is well known, candles are also a major part of the ritualism of Roman Catholicism, which adopted the custom
from heathenism. Candles approached the Yule log in ritual importance. Like the Yule log, they had to be a gift, never
a purchase, and were lighted and extinguished only by the head of the household. Such candles stood burning steadily
in the middle of the table, never to be moved or snuffed, lest death follow. The Yule candle, wreathed in greenery, was
to burn through Christmas night until the sun rose or the Christmas service began (Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor
Christmas," p. 9). Obviously, candles should have no part in Christian worship, for nowhere in the New Testament is
their use sanctioned.

10. Giving of Gifts -- The tradition of exchanging gifts has nothing to do with a reenactment of the Magi giving gifts
to Jesus, but has many superstitious, pagan origins instead. One prominent tradition was the Roman custom of
exchanging food, trinkets, candles, or statutes of gods during the mid-winter Kalends (the first day of the month in the
ancient Roman calendar). This custom was transferred to December 25th by the Roman Church in keeping with the
Saturnalian festival and in celebration of the benevolent St. Nicholas. [Is it not the height of ridiculousness to claim
that giving one another presents properly celebrates Jesus' "birthday" (not that there is anything necessarily wrong in
giving each other presents)? But what are we giving Him, if indeed we are specifically celebrating His incarnation?]

11. Christmas Goose -- The "Christmas goose" and "Christmas cakes" were both used in the worship of the
Babylonian "messiah." The goose was considered to be sacred in many ancient lands, such as Rome, Asia Minor,
India, and Chaldea. In Egypt, the goose was a symbol for a child, ready to die! In other words, a symbol of the pagan
"messiah," ready to give his life (supposedly) for the world. This is obviously a satanic mockery of the truth.

12. Christmas Ham -- Hogs were slaughtered and the eating of the carcass was one of the central festivities of the
Saturnalia. Each man would offer a pig as a sacrifice because superstition held that a boar had killed the sun deity
Adonis. Hence, the tradition of the Christmas ham on Christmas Day and New Year's Day.

13. Christmas Stocking -- According to tradition, a poor widower of Myra, Turkey, had three daughters, for whom he
could not provide a dowry. On Xmas-Eve, "Saint Nicholas" threw three bags of gold down the chimney, thereby
saving the daughters from having to enter into prostitution. One bag rolled into a shoe, and the others fell into some
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stockings that had been hung to dry by the fire. Hence, the beginning of the tradition of the "Christmas stocking" or
"boot."

14. Christmas Cards -- The first British Xmas card can be dated back to 1843. The first cards featured pictures of
dead birds! Evidently, the popularity of hunting robin and wren on Christmas Day made the dead bird image an
appropriate one for "holiday" cards. Often the text of the cards would also have a morbid tone. Later, the cards
displayed dancing insects, playful children, pink-cheeked young women, and festively decorated Christmas trees. The
first actual Xmas cards were really Valentine's Day cards (with different messages) sent in December. Mass production
of Xmas cards in the United States can be traced back to 1875. Initially, the manufacturers thought of Xmas cards as a
sideline to their already successful business in playing cards. But the "tradition" of sending cards soon caught on,
leading to a very profitable business by itself.

15. Christmas Carols -- What do you suppose the reaction would be by a church's leaders if its pastor were to
propose that the following hymns be introduced into the church to commemorate the birth of Christ? After all, the
tunes are quite lovely.

Hymn #1 -- A hymn by a Unitarian  minister (Unitarians reject the Trinity and full deity of Christ) that
does not mention Jesus Christ and reflects the liberal social gospel theology of the 19th century.

Hymn #2 -- A hymn by an American Episcopal priest, the fourth verse of which teaches Roman Catholic
superstition about Christ coming to be born in people during the Advent season.

Hymn #3 -- A song, the words by an Austrian Roman Catholic priest, the music by a Roman Catholic
schoolteacher, containing the Roman Catholic superstition about halos emanating from holy people, with
no gospel message.

Perhaps you would expect the church's leaders to be very upset. It might surprise you to learn that they were upset
when they suspected that the pastor might somehow prevent them from singing them! You see, those three hymns
were already in the church's hymnals! The pastor did not have to introduce them. The three theologically incorrect
"Christmas carols" referred to above are It Came Upon the Midnight Clear, O Little Town of Bethlehem, and Silent
Night. (See the sub-report for an evaluation of some of the most popular Xmas carols found in church hymnals today.)

E. European Xmas Traditions -- In the early days of Christianity, as it moved north and west into Europe, many
pagan celebrations were encountered. For example, in the late-6th century in England, the Angles and Saxons were
found celebrating Yule. The Christian evangelists thought they would fail in any attempt to rival, suppress, or stamp
out such long held customs, so they simply adopted popular dates for their own "special rituals and hallowed services."
In other words, it was easier to establish a festival celebrating the birth of Christ if it conveniently coincided with an
existing popular pagan feast day. In this way, the pagan peoples (albeit potential converts to Christianity) could
continue with their usual celebrations at this time of year, but the reason for the merrymaking could be redefined and
attributed to Christ's birth rather than to any pagan rituals. As paganism eventually died out and Christianity became
widespread, Christmas became increasingly more associated with its religious foundations than any others (Sulgrave
Manor, "A Tudor Christmas," p. 2).

It was left to the Puritans to denounce everything. For them, Christmas was rightfully part popish, part pagan, and was
forbidden to be kept as a holiday or feast day. The attack began in 1644 when the Puritans controlled the Parliament;
December 25th was changed to a Fast Day. By 1647, even the Fast Day was abolished as a relic of superstition,
synonymous with the Church of Rome. No observation on December 25th was any longer permitted, but the day was
to be observed as a normal market-day. Christmas was accurately depicted by such names as the Profane Man's
Ranting Day, the Superstitious Man's Idol Day, the Papist's Massing Day, the Old Heathen's Feasting Day, the
Multitude's Idle Day, and Satan -- that Adversary's -- Working Day. In those days, any Christmas celebrations would
be broken up by troops, who would tear down decorations and arrest anyone holding a service. Some who celebrated it
in Europe were also thrown into prison. Because of the riots that broke out following the banning of Christmas, the
celebrations and revelry were restored in 1660 by King Charles II, a Roman Catholic (Sulgrave Manor, "A Tudor
Christmas," p. 3).
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F. American Xmas Traditions -- America's settlers (the "founding fathers" of so-called "Protestant America")
rightfully considered Christmas a "popish" holiday. In fact, it was only in the early 1800s that several founding
members of the New York Historical Society "invented" Christmas. Before then, it was illegal in colonial
Massachusetts to even take December 25th off work. Christmas was forbidden as "unseemly to ye spiritual welfare of
ye community." (It was banned in Massachusetts in 1659, and this law remained on the books for 22 years. In Boston,
public schools stayed open on December 25th until as late as 1870!) It wasn't until 1836 that any state declared
Christmas a holiday (Alabama), and then there were no more state declarations until the Civil War. It was not until
1885 that all federal workers were given Christmas Day off. The so-called Xmas customs and traditions were later
concocted more for commercial purposes than for religious.

Quoting from a 12/23/83 USA TODAY article about Christmas: "A broad element of English Christianity still
considered Christmas celebration a pagan blasphemy. The Puritans, Baptists, Quakers, Presbyterians, Calvinists and
other denominations brought this opposition to early New England and strong opposition to the holiday lasted in
America until the middle of the 18th century." Henry Ward Beecher, a Congregationalist, wrote in 1874 of his New
England boyhood:

"To me Christmas is a foreign day, and I shall die so. When I was a boy I wondered what Christmas was.
I knew there was such a time, because we had an Episcopal church in our town, and I saw them dressing it
with evergreens, and wondered what they were taking the woods in the church for; but I got no
satisfactory explanation. A little later I understood it was a Romish institution, kept by the Romish
Church."

II. Scriptural Support Against Celebrating Christmas -- Unacceptable Worship

A. 2 Chron. 33:15-17 -- The Israelites had kept the old pagan form (the high places of Baal), but had merely
introduced the worship of God into that form -- a refusal to let go of pagan worship forms (i.e., God was to be
worshiped in the Temple, not on the high places). This was unacceptable worship because the right object of worship
was mixed with wrong forms of worship; i.e., the mixing of godly worship with ungodly form. Likewise, is not the
celebration of Christmas the taking of a celebration established by pagans and for pagans, and then introducing the
worship of Christ into that pagan form?

B. Deut. 12:29-32 -- God warned His people Israel to destroy all vestiges of pagan worship that they found in the
"Promised Land." Not only did God want to prevent His people from being enticed to worship false gods, but He also
specifically revealed that He did not want His people to worship Him in the same manner in which the heathen
worshiped their gods. We know, therefore, that our Lord is displeased by practices which profess to honor Him, but
which are copied from the tradition of false religions. The command here was to worship God only in His way, i.e., do
only what God commands -- not adding to God's commands nor taking away from them. Therefore, is not "putting
Christ back into Christmas," worshiping "the Lord your God their way"? Is there any command in the Bible to give
special reverence to the Scriptural account of Christ's birth more so than to any other Scripture, let alone even a
suggestion to celebrate or commemorate His birth in any way whatsoever? God never intended for His people to be
imitators of the pagan customs of the world, but has called us to be separate and set apart.

C. Lev. 10:1,2 -- Nadab and Abihu offered strange fire to the Lord. Is not the celebration of Christmas, with all its
pagan symbols and forms, a "strange fire" unto the Lord, and is not this form of worship contrary to what God
commands?

D. 1 Sam. 15:1-3, 7-9, 21-23 -- Saul disobeyed God's prophet in order to worship God in his way. Is not the
celebration of Christmas one of man's ways of worshiping Christ? There is certainly no Biblical command to offer
worship in this manner.

E. 2 Sam. 6:2-7 -- David attempts to transport the ark on a "new cart" instead of using the rings and poles as the Law
required (Exo. 25:12-15). Additionally, the "transporters" of the ark were not even authorized to carry it (1 Chron.
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15:2, 13-15); i.e., the ark was not only transported in the wrong way, but was transported by the wrong people! Is not
the celebration of Christmas the wrong way (pagan forms and tradition) with the wrong people (the heathen of the
world join right in with the professing Christians)?

F. 1 Ki. 12:26-33 -- In order to unify the northern ten tribes of Israel, ungodly King Jeroboam set up pagan idols, not
in place of God, but as new focal points for directing worship to God. He even instituted a new festival on a new day;
i.e., a new religious holiday of his own choosing. Even though the true God of Israel was still to be the object of
worship in the new religious holiday, both the holiday and the worship were not authorized by God nor accepted by
Him (1 Ki. 13:1-3; 15:29,30). Why? Because the concocted mixture of error with truth constituted false religion!
Likewise, is not the celebration of Christmas a religious holiday of man's own choosing, replete with pagan symbols
and forms, all under the guise (by sincere Christians at least) of worshiping the one true God and Savior? But does not
this worship form and system still constitute false religion, and thereby, make it unacceptable to God? And besides,
where in the Bible do Christians have the right to add a new holy day to the so-called Christian calendar, any more
than King Jeroboam had the right to add a new holy day to God's theocratic calendar?

G. 1 Cor. 8:4-13; Rom. 14:1-13; 1 Cor. 10:14, 18-21 -- These passages concerning Christian liberty are discussed in
more detail under Roman numeral IV. [Christian liberty can best be defined Biblically as "the freedom to engage in
practices not prohibited by the Scriptures or denying oneself what is permitted (i.e., a moral choice of self-discipline)
in order to be a more effective witness for God." So the question must first be answered, "Is Christmas permitted?"]
Briefly, some claim that Paul is teaching that the participation in pagan forms condemns no one, and therefore,
participation in Christmas and its forms, even though arising out of pagan idolatry, is inconsequential. However, Paul
nowhere approves participation in acts of idolatry, of which the participation in the pagan forms of Christmas comes
dangerously close to doing. Instead, Paul is speaking of the liberty to continue in Jewish days of worship/festival that
had been previously ordained under the Jewish law. There is certainly no liberty to bring outside pagan forms into the
church's worship services. Likewise, there is no liberty to Christianize Babylonian/Roman pagan holy days as special
days.

Christians in the first century churches had the liberty to observe Old Testament holy days and feasts (days that had
previously been revealed by God) if they were so immature as to do so. The weaker brother, Paul wrote, was at that
time not to be censured for continuing to attach some importance to the Old Testament holy days, as a clear
knowledge of their abolition in Christ was not yet given to him (the weaker brother). But to observe a pagan holy day
is something this passage does not sanction. They certainly did not have the liberty to regard Babylonian/Roman pagan
holy days (days that were invented by the devil) as special days. Again, that would have been idolatry, worldliness,
and perhaps even a form of Satan worship on their part. Therefore, how can the observance of Christmas Day, or any
other Babylonian/Roman Catholic holy day, be a matter of Christian liberty?

Yet when some of us refuse to regard the pagan holy days as special days, we are the ones often referred to as the
"weaker brother" in this matter! Are we opposed to such days because we are "weak in faith"? Faith would be defined
as believing what the Word of God says about a matter and acting upon it. It was by faith that we stopped regarding
pagan holy days as special days. Would we be more mature Christians if we would start regarding such days again? It
would certainly be much easier on our families and us.

III. Christmas and the (Spiritual) Violation of the Ten Commandments (reverse order)

A. Do Not Covet -- Children learn to covet the gifts of others, to drool over the Christmas catalog, to drag their
parents endlessly through toy stores, all in the name of "the Christmas spirit."

B. Do Not Bear False Witness -- "Jesus is the reason for the season!" is the Christian battle cry to "put Christ back in
Christmas," when in actuality, there is not only no Biblical warrant for Christmas, but its roots are in pagan worship
systems. Nevertheless, professing Christians lie to their children about Santa Claus, the supernatural, sorcerous false
"god" of Christmas, whose "gospel" is one of works salvation along with unconditional acceptance and rewards.
Parents lie to their children for years about the god-like character of Santa Claus, in effect asking them to trust in a
false god and a lie, and then don't understand why later in life their children won't believe and trust in the true God,
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Jesus Christ.

C. Do Not Steal -- Christmas spending patterns could never stand the test of Biblical stewardship; i.e., Christians, in
celebrating Christmas, "steal" the Lord's resources by ignoring their proper use; lavishly spend these resources on
worthless and useless trinkets (in many cases); and withhold resources from those in need, while at the same time
claiming to never have enough money to buy good Christian books, pay for home schooling, or buy Bible helps for
their children. (Christians could also be helping the spiritually needy by buying and giving them tracts, books, etc.) We
"steal" from our families what they need and what we owe them in order to buy gifts for those who don't need them.

D. Do Not Commit Adultery -- At this "special" time of the year, lustful thoughts are actually encouraged; e.g., teens
are allowed to go to parties and stay out later, thereby having temptations put in front of them that otherwise wouldn't
be there. Christmas parties for adults also encourage evil thoughts through the use of the mistletoe, etc. (According to
Matt. 5, such thoughts constitute adultery. At the very least, spiritual adultery is encouraged by the "season.")

E. Do Not Murder -- Envy and hate of my brother (which, according to Matt. 5, is equal to murder) because he has
more than me or because he receives a larger Christmas bonus than me, is encouraged at Christmas time. We also tend
to spiritually sacrifice our children to the "god of Christmas" via greed, selfishness, etc.

F. Honor Father and Mother -- Christmas gift-giving is not an honor to parents; the term "exchanging" gifts (i.e.,
giving in expectation of a return) is a dead give-away of the mockery associated with this tradition.

G. Remember the Sabbath and  Keep It Holy -- Although we recognize that the Lord's Day is not the "Christian
Sabbath," clearly the Lord's Day is to be kept for worship and observed as such. Yet when Christmas Eve, Christmas
Day, or the day after Christ-mas falls on a Sunday, most churches adjust the Lord's Day to accommodate Christ-mas,
usually by canceling the regularly scheduled Sunday evening service. Most of its members are too busy or too tired to
attend services anyway.

H. Do Not Take the Lord's Name in Vain -- "Christ" and "mass" are two words that are totally opposite from one
another, and to connect the two is to blaspheme the name of Christ. By taking a pagan celebration, "Christianizing" it,
and calling it a celebration of the birth of Christ, is most certainly taking the Lord's name in vain. (A good example of
the willingness of the professing church to profane the name of the Lord would be the title of a popular children's
Christmas concert production -- The Divine Ornament. Imagine, identifying our Lord with a pagan ornament to hang
on a pagan tree! What insult! What blasphemy!) In addition, some professing Christians use religion ("Christ's
birthday") as a cloak to cover the evils of covetousness, idolatry, greed, immorality, etc. -- all excuses to give vent to
evil lusts.

I. Do Not Make Yourself Any Carved Image -- Nativity scenes, "pictures" of Christ, Christmas cards with "pictures"
of Jesus, etc., all violate this command. God has given us His Word, not images, to teach us about Christ (1 Pe. 1:23;
Dt. 4:12, 15-19).

J. Have No Other Gods Before Me -- The "god of Christmas" is idolatrous! Looking to the Christmas season for
happiness, joy, and fulfillment, rather than through a pure, personal, and Biblical relationship with Jesus Christ, is
idolatry.

IV. Is a Christian's Decision to Celebrate Christmas a Part of Christian Liberty?

A. Romans 14:1-13 -- This passage is speaking of Jews who were observing the Old Testament Jewish holy
days/festivals and dietary laws even though they were now believers in Christ; but they were also judging their Gentile
brothers-in-the-Lord who did not observe the Jewish customs. Likewise, the Gentile Christians were judging their
Jewish brothers who were seemingly caught-up in ceremonial law. Paul was thusly saying, "To you Gentile Christians
-- leave the Jewish Christians alone, because they are not violating any Scriptural commands by their actions (i.e., it's a
"disputable" matter [doubtful or gray area] and not a moral issue). To you Jewish Christians -- it's okay for you to
observe the Jewish festivals and dietary laws because they were given by God in the Old Testament, and thereby, are
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considered to be previously approved worship forms, but don't judge your Gentile brothers, because there is no Biblical
command for either of you to continue to observe these things." (Actually, it wasn't "okay" [see IV.C. below], but Paul
allowed it as an act of an immature/weaker brother [see II.G. above].) If a moral issue is involved (i.e., a practice that
is covered in Scripture), then this passage and its application to Christian liberty (i.e., the freedom to engage in
practices not prohibited by Scripture) would obviously not apply. And as brought out earlier in this report, the
celebration of Christmas appears to be such a moral issue, because its celebration is not only not from God, but is
from ancient paganism itself!

B. 1 Corinthians 8:4-13 -- The Gentile Christians, who had been raised in an idolatrous system, were having a
problem with their Jewish brothers who were eating meat that had been sacrificed to idols. (Apparently, this was the
only "healthy" meat available.) Similar to the Romans 14 passage above, Paul says that eating meat that had been
sacrificed to idols is not a moral issue, and thereby, is not prohibited. However, Paul does not say that it is okay to go
into the pagan temple itself; in fact, in other passages (1 Cor 10:14, 18-21), Paul specifically prohibits getting involved
with the pagan feasts. In other words, it's not a moral issue to partake in the byproducts of a pagan religious system
(note, however, that there is no indication here that the Jewish Christians were using the "idol meat" as part of their
worship), but it is not okay to partake in the religious system itself (because the corrupt character of the participants
would be harmful for believers). Rather, we must be separate from the worldly system (2 Cor 6:14-7:1). Therefore,
when items (byproducts) associated with a pagan religious system not only develop religious associations of their own,
but have been integrated into what would otherwise be true Christian worship (as the celebration of Christmas has
clearly become in our culture), then we should pull away from them so that there is no confusion over our allegiances.

C. Galatians 4:9-10; Colossians 2:16-17 -- Both these passages of Scripture refer to the Jewish holy days under Old
Testament law. If Christians were not even to observe the Old Testament holy days -- days that did have divine
sanction, for a time -- they certainly don't have the liberty to observe pagan holy days!

D. James 4:11 -- James is saying that Christians may only judge a brother on matters determined in God's Word (i.e.,
moral issues). If a matter is not covered in the Word, then these are matters of Christian liberty (á la Rom. 14:1-13 and
1 Cor 8:4-13), and he who judges in these areas of Christian liberty is, in effect, judging and condemning the Word of
God as being an imperfect standard to which the judge, thereby, refuses to submit. On the other hand, since we have
clear Scriptural precept that condemns the things that go on around December 25th in the name of Christ, the
celebration of Christmas does not appear to be a matter of liberty, but one of moral conduct.

V. The Right Response

A. Quench Not the Holy Spirit (1 Thes 5:19-22) -- Test all things against the Scripture and line-up beliefs and
actions with what is true (i.e., do not treat with contempt the Word of God). If one is convinced that to celebrate
Christmas is sin, then he and his family must not compromise with the world or the church by participating in any
Christmas celebrations (Rom. 14:23).

B. Avoid Traps of the Devil:

1. Lack of Zeal -- One who never considers why he does certain things, but he just does them because he always has
or because his parents always have; one who acts on emotions rather than on facts.

2. Lack of Truth -- One who does things for good reasons and right motives (i.e., plenty of zeal), but not in truth.

C. Realize that Christians Celebrating Christmas as the Day of Christ's Birth Makes No More Sense than
Adding Any of the Following Days as Special Days of Christian Celebration: -- (Remember, the Bible's focus on
the birth of Christ is for the sole purpose of documenting his virgin birth, his incarnation, and the fulfillment of His
prophetic Messiahship. Like the tongue-in-cheek suggestions below, one must also remember that there is no Biblical
warrant, precedent, nor precept for the remembrance of the day of Christ's birth as a day of special religious
celebration.)
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1. Baptism Celebration -- Why not have three days of swimming parties in the summer in order to
celebrate/symbolize Christ's three days in the grave? We could even pick a time based upon our speculation of when
John the Baptist baptized Jesus!

2. Ascension Celebration -- Why not have one day set aside every year for hot-air balloon rides in order to celebrate
Christ's ascension to heaven?

3. Miracle Celebration -- There is considerable Biblical focus on Jesus' miracles (even more than on his birth), so
why not have one day set aside every year to celebrate the first of Christ's miracles? And since that was the turning of
water into wine (John 2), why not have "Christian" wine-tasting parties?

D. Avoid the Rationalizations that:

1. "Christmas Provides a Festive Time to Share the Gospel" -- One cannot take something condemned in God's
Word and "use it" to spread the Gospel; neither will God bless it to spread His Word. Unacceptable worship and the
"mixing-in" of unholy/pagan forms is surely not the normal means through which God blesses the faithful. Satan
works to blend together his system with God's system, because when unacceptable worship (paganism) is blended with
true worship (God's truth), true worship is destroyed. In fact, any time one mixes pagan ideas and practices with the
pure religion of Christ, it is condemned in Scripture as the heinous sin of idolatry! God has always detested taking
those things dedicated to idols and using them to worship Him. As a matter of fact, this "special time of the year" is
probably more a hindrance to the receptiveness of the gospel message than a help. Much of the celebration observed
by our contemporary society deludes people into assuming that God is pleased, when in reality, He is offended by false
religion, pseudo-worship, and alien philosophies. The ecumenical spirit and a counterfeit "love" under the guise of
"peace and goodwill among men," more than likely dulls one's sensitivity to his desperate need to repent of sin and be
reconciled to a holy God.

2. "Christmas is Merely the Honoring of Christ's Birth" -- Someone says, "I know Christmas is of pagan origin,
but I still think it's not wrong for a church to have a special time for honoring Christ's birth." But since when did
Protestants believe that Christians have the right to add to the Bible? Is the church a legislative body? Are we to
follow the Bible in our faith and practice, or the thinking of fallible men? If we have the right to add a special holy
day to the Christian economy, then we can add 10,000 other things. Then we will be no better than the false cults and
the Roman Catholics who follow heathen traditions! [Besides, celebrating Christ's birth is a form of worship. But since
Christmas is a lie, those who celebrate it are not worshiping in "spirit and truth" (John 4:24).]

3. "All I'm Doing is Putting Christ Back into Christmas" -- The modern conservative cry to put Christ back into
Christmas is absurd. As detailed earlier in this report, Jesus Christ was never in Christmas. It's a lie to say He was. He
has no part in a lie. When anyone takes the truth and mixes it with a lie, they no longer have the truth. They have
changed the truth into a lie. Neither is it possible to take a lie and mix it with enough truth to change the lie into the
truth. You still come out with a lie. One may say, "Well, I know it's not the truth, but I'll put Christ back in Christmas
and glorify God in it then." No, you won't. Christ never was in Christmas. You cannot change a lie into the truth. It
should in reality be called Baal-mass, Nimrod-mass, Tammuz-mass, Mithras-mass, or Mary-mass. Christ-mass is a lie.
Why use a lie as a good time for a fundamental truth (the incarnation) of the Christian faith?

4. "I'm Using Christmas to Witness for Christ, Just Like the Apostle Paul Did" -- Some say that all they are
doing is taking the "truth" from Christmas (i.e., the incarnation of Christ) and "cultivating" it as the Apostle Paul did
(Acts 17/Mars Hill), taking the opportunity of the season to witness to a lost world. This would be fine if these
Christians were actually doing only as Paul did. Paul, in addressing the Greek philosophers on Mars Hill, proclaimed to
them that their "unknown god" to whom they had erected an altar, was none other than "the God who made the world
and all the things therein." Paul was not intimidated by the pagan surroundings and symbolisms, nor did he berate the
Greeks for their error, but merely showed them the truth of the gospel of Christ.

But do Christians really use the "opportunity presented by the season" in the same way as Paul used the opportunity of
the pagan altar? Do Christians personally stand in front of their hometown public displays of Xmas (Nativity scenes,
etc.) and preach the gospel? To paraphrase Paul, do they say: "Men of Indianapolis, I see that in every way you are
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very religious; what you worship as something unknown, I am going to proclaim to you"? Do they come out of the
public schools, where they have just attended their children's Xmas programs, and preach to the attendees about the
true God who has been grossly misrepresented in the program they have just witnessed?

Hardly. Even to most of those who understand the true origin of Xmas, this "unique time of year" means inviting
unbelievers into their homes to gather around the Xmas tree, to enjoy the beauty of the wreaths, absorb the heat from
the Yule log, etc., reasoning that they are only using the pagan forms and the pagan festival season as an opportunity
to witness. If Paul meant this in Acts 17, he would have met the people in the Athenian temple or in his or their
homes, gathering around their idols that he had Christianized and was now using as a part of his worship. Most of the
people who decorate their homes and churches with Xmas trees, holly wreaths, Nativity scenes, etc., all supposedly to
be used as "opportunities" via "Xmas coffees," neighborhood "grab bag" gift exchanges, Xmas concerts, etc., are
thoroughly convinced that they're doing God a service. And since they are not involved in the crass secular
"commercialization" that the world revels in, but have instead "put Christ back in Xmas" (so to speak), they reason that
all is Biblical and pleasing to God.

5. "It Doesn't Mean Anything to Me" -- Many Christians who routinely make a habit of picking-and-choosing
which Biblical commands they will or will not obey, have likewise carried this practice over into a justification for
celebrating Christmas. They claim, "but the Christmas tree, mistletoe, Santa Claus, etc., don't mean anything pagan to
me, so I'll exercise my Christian liberty and partake in all of it." Obviously, if one were to take such a cavalier
approach to the physical world (i.e., "I can drink rat poison because I choose not to regard it as poison"), it would
likely lead to a quick physical death. Why, then, do Christians think they can avoid spiritual harm by ignoring God's
spiritual warnings?

6. "The 'Connection' Has Been Broken" -- There are those who clearly recognize the pagan nature of the various
Christmas worship forms and practices. Nevertheless, many of these Christians claim that because of the long passage
of time from their pagan inception to the present (6,000 years?), the "connection" to paganism has been sufficiently
diminished to allow the adoption of these forms and practices into our Christian worship and celebration. While it may
be true that most symbols have lost their original demonic meaning and significance in a modern society, it is
strangely bizarre and ironic that Christendom seeks to commemorate Christ's birth with the faded symbols of Satan.
And even though some of God's people may be naive and ignorant about the source of these things, surely God is not.
Can such things please Him? And think about this -- if it were possible to "disconnect" current practices from their
pagan/occultic roots, why does Scripture not provide us any guidelines as to:

(a) how much time is necessary for the "neutralization"/disassociation process to occur; and 
(b) which of the hundreds of ancient pagan rites would then be acceptable for adaptation into Christian
worship (since some are obviously much more pagan/occultic than others)?

7. "There Are Hundreds of Other Items of Daily Life that Have a Pagan Origin" -- It is said, "Such things as the
wedding ring, certain clothing customs, the modern division of time into hours and minutes, the names of the days of
the week, etc., all have pagan connections in their origins, so isn't it a contradiction on your part to say that their
meanings have sufficiently changed while Christmas's meanings have not?" But we are not saying that their meanings
have changed. The question is one of using things of pagan origin in our worship of Christ. So we would ask the
question back, "Which of these pagan items do we focus on to celebrate the birth of Christ? Or which of these is
'Christianized' and brought into our weekly worship of, or our daily devotion to Christ, as you do with the pagan forms
and traditions of Xmas?" The origin and meaning of a custom, tradition, or form does not take on significance unless
it is somehow specifically incorporated into, or lined up with, our worship. As we have already detailed in the section
on Christian liberty (Section IV.B.), these rings, clothing customs, etc. would be merely the byproducts of paganism,
not paganism itself, and they have developed no religious connotations or associations of their own, as have the Xmas
customs and traditions.

8. "Baptism (and Circumcision) Have Pagan Origins and God Still Gave Their Use in Scripture, So What's
Wrong With Using the Pagan Forms of Christmas?" -- This argument is frequently made by pastors who say that
to be consistent, those who would have us forbid the forms, symbols, and traditions of Christmas should also be
calling for us to abandon believer's baptism; i.e., shouldn't the would-be banners of Christmas be saying, "Since the
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ancient mystery religions practiced forms of baptism, therefore baptism is a pagan custom and should be outlawed for
the believer in Christ"? This is a strange argument for anyone to make, particularly a theologian (and, in our opinion,
reveals a low view of Scriptural admonitions). If baptism were absent from the Bible, as using pagan forms and
traditions to celebrate or commemorate the birth of Christ are totally absent, there would then be no Biblical
justification for baptism. But God has not commanded us to celebrate or commemorate Christ's birth in any way. He
has commanded us to baptize (Matt. 28:19).

E. Abstain From the Observance of Christmas -- What, then, ought to be the Christian's response to this and other
pagan and Roman inventions? It cannot be denied that they are pagan, pure and simple, from beginning to end. God
gives us specific instructions in His Holy Word: Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the heathen ... (Jer. 10:2).
These words are perfectly clear. What rational options do we have as Bible believing Christians?

VI. Conclusion

The very popularity of Christmas should cause the Christian to question it. Anyone and everyone can celebrate
Christmas without question -- outright pagans, nominal Christians, and even Buddhists and Hindus. If, in reality,
December 25th were a date set by God to remember the birth of Jesus, there is no doubt that the world would have
nothing to do with it. After all, God has commanded one day in seven -- the Lord's Day -- to worship Him. Does the
world observe it? Of course not. As expected, the world loves Christmas, but hates the Lord Jesus Christ (John 15:18,
23-25). It shuns anything pertaining to true religion. Shouldn't the Christian be just a little suspicious of a celebration
in which the whole sinful world can join without qualms?

One way to test the Scripturalness of our practices is to reflect on what we would expect missionaries to teach new
converts in a foreign culture. We assume that they would use the Bible as their guidebook. If they could start new
local churches without importing American culture encumbered with Roman Catholicism, liberal Protestantism, and
crass commercialism, wouldn't it be wonderful? Missionaries who have urged new converts to forsake all pagan
superstitious relics have later been questioned about the apparent inconsistency of their own American Christmas
customs. Nationals perceived them as idolatrous even though the missionaries were oblivious to that possibility!

When Christmas is exposed for what it really is, this angers people. It angers Evangelical Protestant people! And there
is reason why it does so. When the pagan celebration of Christmas is rooted up, and rejected, then what has become a
Protestant tradition is, in effect, being rejected! And that is why people become angry. It began as a Roman Catholic
holy day, and then it became a Protestant holy day. And if anyone dares show it up for what it really is, they face the
wrath of the Protestant religious machine. And these days, that can be very ugly.

Christmas is a thoroughly pagan holiday -- in its origin, in its trappings, and in all its traditions. Perhaps we should
contemplate the words of Charles Haddon Spurgeon, delivered in a Lord's Day sermon on December 24, 1871:

"We have no superstitious regard for times and seasons. Certainly we do not believe in the present
ecclesiastical arrangement called Christmas: first, because we do not believe in the mass at all, but abhor
it, whether it be said or sung in Latin or in English; and secondly, because we find no Scriptural warrant
whatever for observing any day as the birthday of the Saviour; and consequently, its observance is a
superstition, because [it's] not of divine authority. Superstition has fixed most positively the day of our
Saviour's birth, although there is no possibility of discovering when it occurred. ...

"It was not till the middle of the third century that any part of the church celebrated the nativity of our
Lord; and it was not till very long after the Western church had set the example, that the Eastern adopted
it. Because the day is not known, therefore superstition has fixed it; ... Where is the method in the madness
of the superstitious? Probably the fact is that the holy days were arranged to fit in with the heathen
festivals. ... We venture to assert that if there be any day in the year of which we may be pretty sure that it
was not the day on which the Saviour was born, it is the twenty-fifth of December. ... regarding not the
day, let us, nevertheless, give God thanks for the gift of His dear Son."
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And from Dr. H.A. Ironside's Lectures on the Book of Revelation (1920: p. 301):

"It is a lamentable fact that Babylon's principles and practices are rapidly but surely pervading the
churches that escaped from Rome at the time of the Reformation. We may see evidences of it in the wide
use of high-sounding ecclesiastical titles, once unknown in the reformed churches, in the revival of holy
days and church feasts such as Lent, Good Friday, Easter, and Christ's Mass, or, as it is generally written,
Christmas. ... some of these festivals ... when they are turned into church festivals, they certainly come
under the condemnation of Galatians 4:9-11, where the Holy Spirit warns against the observance of days
and months and times and seasons. All of them, and many more that might be added, are Babylonish in
their origin, and were at one time linked with the Ashtoreth and Tammuz mystery-worship. It is through
Rome that they have come down to us; and we do well to remember that Babylon is a mother, with
daughters who are likely to partake of their mother's characteristics ..."

And, finally, from Alexander Hislop's 1916 classic, The Two Babylons: Or the Papal Worship:

"Upright men strove to stem the tide, but in spite of all their efforts, the apostasy went on, till the Church,
with the exception of a small remnant, was submerged under Pagan superstition. That Christmas is a
Pagan festival is beyond all doubt. The time of the year and the ceremonies with which it is still
celebrated, prove its origin."

We can summarize by saying that nowhere in Scripture are we commanded to commemorate the birth of our Lord, and
God the Father evidently deemed it unwise to make the date known. Hence, it will always remain unknown and is not
to be ceremoniously remembered and celebrated. (In fact, as pointed out in the Ironside quote above, God has warned
us about getting entangled with any special days [Gal. 4:10]). Notice though, that we are commanded to remember
Him in His death (but no special day was specified for this either):

"Take, eat; this is My body which is broken for you; this DO in remembrance of Me" (Luke 22:18,19; 1
Cor. 11:23-26).

To commemorate His death is Scriptural. Any day of the year will do. To commemorate His birth is non-Scriptural,
even extra-Scriptural (Deut. 4:2; 12:32; Prov. 30:6; Rev. 22:19), whether one chooses December 25th or any other day.

If God had desired us to remember the day of Christ's birth, He could have left us the precise date. But if He had, He
would have vindicated every astrologer in the past 2,000 years. In occult circles, the anniversary of a person's birth is
the most important metaphysical day of the year. The Bible recognizes no such significance. It is intriguing that there
are only two birthday celebrations recorded in the entire Bible and they were both those of ungodly kings -- and both
resulted in an execution (Gen. 40:16-22 and Matt. 14:6-10/Mark 6:21-27)!

The Apostle Paul says: "But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross [not the manger] of our Lord Jesus
Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world" (Gal. 6:14). By itself, we find no salvation in the
birth of the Lord Jesus, for salvation was only made possible through His death (i.e., His shed blood) and resurrection.
Our focus should be on the cross and our ascended Savior, not in a cradle.

Those who love Jesus should certainly rejoice that He was born and lived amongst us as a man. But if we truly want to
glorify Him and bear testimony of who He is, we must stop marrying that blessed gift with the debauchery of
paganism. If we want to honor His birth, let it be done as He would have done it: year-round unselfishly serving our
fellow man as an unending act of love for our God. Let us put away all of the mixture of pagan customs and take up
His mantle and His pure worship, and show the confused world that there is a difference.
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Should A Christian Celebrate Christmas?
Bible References (King James Version)

I. C. 3.

1 Th 1:8-10; 5:22 — 8For from you sounded out the word of the Lord not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in
every place your faith to God-ward is spread abroad; so that we need not to speak any thing. 9For they themselves
show of us what manner of entering in we had unto you, and how ye turned to God from idols to serve the living and
true God; 10And to wait for His Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, even Jesus, which delivered us from
the wrath to come. … 5:22Abstain from all appearance of evil.

I. D. 1.

Heb 9:12, 24-26 —  12Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by His own blood He entered in once into the holy
place, having obtained eternal redemption for us. … 24For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with hands,
which are the figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us: 25Nor yet that He
should offer Himself often, as the high priest entereth into the holy place every year with blood of others; 26For then
must He often have suffered since the foundation of the world: but now once in the end of the world hath He appeared
to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. 

Heb 10:10,12,14 — 10By the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.
… 12But this man, after He had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand of God; … 14For by
one offering He hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified. 

I. D. 2.

Exo 20:4-5a; 32:1-5a, 9-10a —  4Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that
is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth: 5aThou shalt not bow down
thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy God am a jealous God, … 32:1And when the people saw that
Moses delayed to come down out of the mount, the people gathered themselves together unto Aaron, and said unto
him, Up, make us gods, which shall go before us; for as for this Moses, the man that brought us up out of the land of
Egypt, we wot not what is become of him. 2And Aaron said unto them, Break off the golden earrings, which are in the
ears of your wives, of your sons, and of your daughters, and bring them unto me. 3And all the people brake off the
golden earrings which were in their ears, and brought them unto Aaron. 4And he received them at their hand, and
fashioned it with a graving tool, after he had made it a molten calf: and they said, These be thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. 5aAnd when Aaron saw it, he built an altar before it; and Aaron made
proclamation, and said, Tomorrow is a feast to the LORD. … 9And the LORD said unto Moses, I have seen this
people, and, behold, it is a stiffnecked people: 10aNow therefore let Me alone, that my wrath may wax hot against
them, and that I may consume them.

II. A.

2 Chr 33:15-17 —  15And he took away the strange gods, and the idol out of the house of the LORD, and all the altars
that he had built in the mount of the house of the LORD, and in Jerusalem, and cast them out of the city. 16And he
repaired the altar of the LORD, and sacrificed thereon peace offerings and thank offerings, and commanded Judah to
serve the LORD God of Israel. 17Nevertheless the people did sacrifice still in the high places, yet unto the LORD their
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God only.  

II. B.

Deu 12:29-32 — 29When the LORD thy God shall cut off the nations from before thee, whither thou goest to possess
them, and thou succeedest them, and dwellest in their land; 30Take heed to thyself that thou be not snared by following
them, after that they be destroyed from before thee; and that thou inquire not after their gods, saying, How did these
nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise. 31Thou shalt not do so unto the LORD thy God: for every
abomination to the LORD, which He hateth, have they done unto their gods; for even their sons and their daughters
they have burnt in the fire to their gods. 32What thing soever I command you, observe to do it: thou shalt not add
thereto, nor diminish from it.  

II. C.

Lev 10:1,2 — 1And Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, took either of them his censer, and put fire therein, and put
incense thereon, and offered strange fire before the LORD, which He commanded them not. 2And there went out fire
from the LORD, and devoured them, and they died before the LORD.

II. D.

1 Sam 15:1-3, 7-9, 21-23 — 1Samuel also said unto Saul, The LORD sent me to anoint thee to be king over his
people, over Israel: now therefore hearken thou unto the voice of the words of the LORD. 2Thus saith the LORD of
hosts, I remember that which Amalek did to Israel, how he laid wait for him in the way, when he came up from Egypt.
3Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but slay both man and woman,
infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass. …  7And Saul smote the Amalekites from Havilah until thou comest
to Shur, that is over against Egypt. 8And he took Agag the king of the Amalekites alive, and utterly destroyed all the
people with the edge of the sword. 9But Saul and the people spared Agag, and the best of the sheep, and of the oxen,
and of the fatlings, and the lambs, and all that was good, and would not utterly destroy them: but every thing that was
vile and refuse, that they destroyed utterly.  … 21But the people took of the spoil, sheep and oxen, the chief of the
things which should have been utterly destroyed, to sacrifice unto the LORD thy God in Gilgal. 22And Samuel said,
Hath the LORD as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the LORD? Behold, to
obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams. 23For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and
stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath also rejected thee
from being king. 

II. E.

2 Sam 6:2-7 — 2And David arose, and went with all the people that were with him from Baale of Judah, to bring up
from thence the ark of God, whose name is called by the name of the LORD of hosts that dwelleth between the
cherubims. 3And they set the ark of God upon a new cart, and brought it out of the house of Abinadab that was in
Gibeah: and Uzzah and Ahio, the sons of Abinadab, drave the new cart. 4And they brought it out of the house of
Abinadab which was at Gibeah, accompanying the ark of God: and Ahio went before the ark. 5And David and all the
house of Israel played before the LORD on all manner of instruments made of fir wood, even on harps, and on
psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cornets, and on cymbals. 6And when they came to Nachon’s threshingfloor, Uzzah
put forth his hand to the ark of God, and took hold of it; for the oxen shook it 7And the anger of the LORD was
kindled against Uzzah; and God smote him there for his error; and there he died by the ark of God. 

II. F.

1 Ki 12:26-33 — 26And Jeroboam said in his heart, Now shall the kingdom return to the house of David: 27If this
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people go up to do sacrifice in the house of the LORD at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people turn again unto
their lord, even unto Rehoboam king of Judah, and they shall kill me, and go again to Rehoboam king of Judah.
28Whereupon the king took counsel, and made two calves of gold, and said unto them, It is too much for you to go up
to Jerusalem: behold thy gods, O Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. 29And he set the one in
Bethel, and the other put he in Dan. 30And this thing became a sin: for the people went to worship before the one, even
unto Dan. 31And he made an house of high places, and made priests of the lowest of the people, which were not of the
sons of Levi. 32And Jeroboam ordained a feast in the eighth month, on the fifteenth day of the month, like unto the
feast that is in Judah, and he offered upon the altar. So did he in Bethel, sacrificing unto the calves that he had made:
and he placed in Bethel the priests of the high places which he had made. 33So he offered upon the altar which he had
made in Bethel the fifteenth day of the eighth month, even in the month which he had devised of his own heart; and
ordained a feast unto the children of Israel: and he offered upon the altar, and burnt incense. 

III.  (General Applications)

1 Sam 16:7 — But the LORD said unto Samuel, Look not on his countenance, or on the height of his stature; because
I have refused him: for the LORD seeth not as man seeth; for man looketh on the outward appearance, but the LORD
looketh on the heart. 

1 John 3:15 — Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life abiding in
him. 

Mat 15:19 — For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies.  

IV. A. (Also II. G.)

Rom 14:1-13 — 1Him that is weak in the faith receive ye, but not to doubtful disputations ["non-essential"/non-moral
issues]. 2For one believeth that he may eat all things: another, who is weak, eateth herbs. 3Let not him that eateth
despise him that eateth not; and let not him which eateth not judge him that eateth: for God hath received him. 4Who
art thou that judgest another man’s servant? to his own master he standeth or falleth. Yea, he shall be holden up: for
God is able to make him stand. 5One man esteemeth one day above another: another esteemeth every day alike. Let
every man be fully persuaded in his own mind. 6He that regardeth the day, regardeth it unto the Lord; and he that
regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth not regard it. He that eateth, eateth to the Lord, for he giveth God thanks;
and he that eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God thanks. 7For none of us liveth to himself, and no man
dieth to himself. 8For whether we live, we live unto the Lord; and whether we die, we die unto the Lord: whether we
live therefore, or die, we are the Lord’s. 9For to this end Christ both died, and rose, and revived, that He might be
Lord both of the dead and living. 10But why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at nought thy brother?
for we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ. 11For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall
bow to Me, and every tongue shall confess to God. 12So then every one of us shall give account of himself to God.
13Let us not therefore judge one another any more: but judge this rather, that no man put a stumblingblock or an
occasion to fall in his brother’s way.

IV. B.

1 Cor 8:4-13 — 4As concerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in sacrifice unto idols, we know
that an idol is nothing in the world, and that there is none other God but one. 5For though there be that are called gods,
whether in heaven or in earth, (as there be gods many, and lords many,) 6But to us there is but one God, the Father, of
whom are all things, and we in Him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by Him. 7Howbeit
there is not in every man that knowledge: for some with conscience of the idol unto this hour eat it as a thing offered

 8
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unto an idol; and their conscience being weak is defiled. But meat commendeth us not to God: for neither, if we eat,
are we the better; neither, if we eat not, are we the worse. 9But take heed lest by any means this liberty of yours
become a stumblingblock to them that are weak. 10For if any man see thee which hast knowledge sit at meat in the
idol’s temple, shall not the conscience of him which is weak be emboldened to eat those things which are offered to
idols; 11And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died? 12But when ye sin so
against the brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye sin against Christ. 13Wherefore, if meat make my brother to
offend, I will eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my brother to offend.  

1 Cor 10:14, 18-21 — 14Wherefore, my dearly beloved, flee from idolatry. … 18Behold Israel after the flesh: are not
they which eat of the sacrifices partakers of the altar? 19What say I then? that the idol is any thing, or that which is
offered in sacrifice to idols is any thing? 20But I say, that the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to
devils, and not to God: and I would not that ye should have fellowship with devils. 21Ye cannot drink the cup of the
Lord, and the cup of devils: ye cannot be partakers of the Lord’s table, and of the table of devils.  

2 Cor 6:14-7:1 — 14Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? 15And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or
what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? 16And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are
the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will be their God, and
they shall be My people. 17Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean thing; and I will receive you, 18And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be My sons and daughters,
saith the Lord Almighty. 7:1Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness
of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. 

IV. C.

Galatians 4:9,10 — 9But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God, how turn ye again to the
weak and beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage? 10Ye observe days, and months, and times,
and years. 

Colossians 2:16,17 — 16Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an holyday, or of the
new moon, or of the sabbath days: 17Which are a shadow of things to come; but the body is of Christ. 

IV. D.

James 4:11 — Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that speaketh evil of his brother, and judgeth his brother,
speaketh evil of the law, and judgeth the law: but if thou judge the law, thou art not a doer of the law, but a judge. 

V. A.

1 Th 5:19-22 — 19Quench not the Spirit. 20Despise not prophesyings. 21Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.
22Abstain from all appearance of evil. 

Rom 14:23 — And he that doubteth is damned if he eat, because he eateth not of faith: for whatsoever is not of faith is
sin.

V. D. 2.

John 4:24 — God is a Spirit: and they that worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth.
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Xmas Song Parodies
(Protestant Christ-Mass Carols)

Song Words 1995 by James Dodson
Permission granted to use freely with our without acknowledgement.

God Keep All of You Protestants
(To the tune of "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen")

God keep all of you Protestants
From walking in the way;
Of heathens and idolaters
To celebrate this day.
You resurrect this Romish mass
For you have gone astray.
O, I know that it's just a popish ploy,
Popish ploy,
Yes, I know that it's just a popish ploy.

You celebrate the birth of Christ
Though God did not command;
This service of idolatry
Is from an evil hand.
You wed the devil to the Son
When Christ-Mass you demand.
O, I know that it's just a popish ploy,
Popish ploy,
Yes, I know that it's
just a popish ploy.

That Little Town the Vatican
(To the tune of "O Little Town of Bethlehem")

That little town the Vatican,
How well it tells a lie;
To lull you into hellish sleep,
Idolatry to ply.
Their net of darkness closes,
O, Protestant to snare;
Your soul to popish wickedness,
Your mind their lies to bear.

Banish Christmas
(To the tune of "The Chestnut Song")

Servetus roasting in an open fire
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John Knox preaching where he can;
Calvin teaching against every sin
The folk all look so Puritan.
Everybody knows idolatry is wickedness
for papist, Protestant or Jew.
Though some people say,
They got carried away
Banish Christmas here, too!

Barks the Papist to His Friend
(To the tune of "Hark the Herald Angels Sing")

Barks the papist to his friend:
"Help us reach our wicked end.
Keep the world in superstition;
Come and help in our mission.
Let them keep our Christmas day.
'Protestants,' the pope will say,
'Come and celebrate our mass!
Help us in our wicked task!'"
Dark the day that we give in
To that wicked popish sin.

Enslave the World
(To the tune of "Joy to the World")

Enslave the world with Godless lies
And help the pope to reign;
Let every Protestant
Prepare to celebrate
And keep that popish mass,
And keep that popish mass,
And keep, and keep that popish mass.

He'll rule the world in tyranny
And make the nations bow;
They all will celebrate
This blasphemy
And keep that popish mass,
And keep that popish mass,
And keep, and keep that popish mass.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 11/2002
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Evaluation of Christmas Selections in the
LIVING HYMNS Hymnal

It is sad that perhaps otherwise discerning Bible-believing evangelicals allow sentiment and tradition to muddle their
brains when it comes to Christmas. Colossians 3:16 ("Let the WORD OF CHRIST DWELL IN YOU RICHLY, in ALL
WISDOM teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your
hearts to the Lord") appears to get relegated to cellar storage for the season. So many accept the idea that when it
comes to poetry, whatever the reader/singer understands the text to mean, that is what it means and should mean to the
rest of us. What the text says by dictionary definition and rules of grammar becomes irrelevant. That certainly is very
dangerous, being contrary to Scripture and common sense. It is amazing what latitude having "poetic license" allows.

Some of our finest defenders of God-honoring music against the inroads of "Contemporary Christian Music" seek to
defeat the claim that CCM is needed to attract the unsaved to the Gospel by pointing out that there is no Scriptural
basis for using music for evangelism. Therefore, it is baffling that these same champions in the battle for Biblically
consistent music justify Christmas musical extravaganzas on the basis of their value for evangelism!

The Oxford Movement, an attempt to make the Anglican Church in England even more liturgical ("High Church") in
reaction to the evangelical influence, began in England in 1833. Participants, having an interest in ancient Latin and
Greek hymns, sought to restore ecclesiastical tradition which they thought would bring the established church more
vitality and bring the advances of evangelicalism to a halt. A number of these leaders took their fascination to the
logical conclusion and became Roman Catholics. They published probably the most influential Protestant hymnbook
ever -- Hymns Ancient and Modern -- in 1861, which marked the end of predominant Psalm-singing. Between 1861
and 1912, the hymnal reached a circulation of more than sixty million copies. In 1957, it was estimated that sales
totaled 150 million. Much of the ecumenical influence in our modern hymnals can be traced to the influence of Hymns
Ancient and Modern.

The traditional music of Christmas celebration is spiritually impoverished by what is left out. One has to probe
carefully to find any vestige of substitutionary sacrifice, man's dreadful sinfulness, the shed blood, the resurrection,
Christ's present High Priestly ministry and indwelling, and the return of our Savior. Also, the Scriptural Messianic
promises to Israel are hopelessly mixed in with New Testament instruction about true Christianity. It is sad that even
contemporary Christmas music texts perpetuate such falsehoods as "inviting Christ to be born in people today"!

The LIVING HYMNS Hymnal was used as a base for this evaluation because it is the one used by the church of the
evaluator, not because it is worse than others. In fact, this hymnal has much better hymn selections than those
produced by the major publishers of evangelical hymnals.

Considerations which influenced our evaluation of the "Christmas Section" of the LIVING HYMNS Hymnal include:
(1) Each of the foundational passages related to music/singing in the local church (Eph. 5:18-19 and Col. 3:16)
indicate that our singing is to be done unto the Lord; (2) That which is offered to the Lord ought to be well-pleasing to
Him (Rom. 12:1; Heb. 13:15-16; etc.). To please the Lord, an offering should be correct according to His Word and
come from sincerity of heart, among other things. It then becomes doubtful that God is well-pleased with doctrinal and
factual error in the texts or that He is pleased by the efforts of those who have rejected the finished work of His Dear
Son on the Cross of Calvary as their only means of salvation.

Please reflect on the manner in which our Lord Jesus is portrayed in the Epistles and the Revelation of the New
Testament --  risen, glorified, coming again, and High Priest. The traditional, seasonal hymns are woefully lacking by
not representing this pattern of teaching. Rather than being pleased with mixture of truth and error, there is clear
indication in Scripture that such mixture is abhorrent to God! Proverbs 30:6 clearly warns against adding to the Word
of God.

The following are brief observations of the many errors and weaknesses to be found in selections generally designed to
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be used at a certain season of commemoration:

#102 -- O COME, O COME, EMMANUEL
Text: 12th cent. Latin
Tune: Processionale, 15th cent.; adapt. Thomas Helmore, 1854
This song was introduced into Protestant Christianity by John M. Neale of the Oxford Movement. It comes from
medieval Roman Catholicism. Only verses 1 & 2 are useable (pertaining to Jewish expectations). Verses 3 and 4 are so
weak as to be misleading. In verse 4, Emmanuel is called "The Key of David." The Messiah has the key; in Scripture,
He is not called the "key" (Isa. 22:22; Rev. 3:7). Also, the wording implies that one travels a journey to heaven. This
kind of language usually signifies a type of works salvation and acceptance that one might lose salvation along the
way.

#103 -- THOU DIDST LEAVE THY THRONE
Text: Emily E. S. Elliott, 1864
Tune: Timothy R. Matthews, 1876
"O come to my heart" is confusing--does it reflect Roman Catholic tradition? Directed to saved or unsaved? Christ is
already in the heart of the saved! As an Anglican, Miss Elliott was caught up in "Advent" liturgy. The Christian is to
yield to the ministry of the Holy Spirit so that his life/heart (Eph. 3:16-17) is increasingly a "home" to the Lord Jesus.
But the believer does not need to keep requesting the Savior to come. There is the imagery in Rev. 3:20, where Christ
appeals to responsive believers in a local church that has become lukewarm, but that figure does not seem to be used
by Miss Elliott here.

#104 -- JOY TO THE WORLD
Text: Isaac Watts, 1719
Tune: George Frederick Handel, 1742; arr. Lowell Mason, 1839
Based on Psalm 98, it is descriptive of the Millennium. Ironically, this song does not directly relate to the First Advent
at all! Why not sing it all year round?

#105 -- O COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL
Text: Latin hymn, attrib. John F. Wade, 1743; trans. Frederick Oakeley, 1841
Tune: John F. Wade, 1743
The song's introduction into Protestantism is attributed to Frederick Oakeley, who became so enamored by the Oxford
Movement that he was suspended by the Anglican Church and he joined the Roman Catholic Church. Note the strange
expressions: "born the King of angels" (v. 1) and "born this happy morning" (v. 3). (Jesus was born to be King of
Israel and most likely was born in the evening.) "King of angels" is not a Scriptural title. Surely He created them all,
but His birth enabled Him to be born "King of the Jews" (a title that appears 18 times in Scripture). The advisability of
encouraging people to think in terms of adoring a newborn baby is questionable at best.

#106 -- HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING
Text: Charles Wesley, 1739
Tune: Felix Mendelssohn, 1840; adapt. William H. Cummings, 1856
Probably the best of the Christmas hymns as it is generally filled with Scriptural allusions. One error: the "herald
angels" did not sing "Glory to the newborn King" (v. 1 & chorus; see Luke 2:14). Wesley's wording was changed by a
later editor because his correct expression seemed quaint: "Hark how all the welkin rings, Glory to the King of kings.
..." It is of interest to note that the music was written to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the printing press.

#107 -- ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH
Text & Tune: French, 18th cent.; trans. in "Crown of Jesus Music," 1862
Stretches "poetic license" to invite listeners to visit the manger scene and to call upon Mary and Joseph to join in
singing! Also, calls on the audience to adore the newborn Infant (whereas our focus should be on Him as our crucified,
risen, and ascended Redeemer!). The song describes the shepherds as singing--something not found in Scripture.
Refrain is in Latin, while languages of Biblical times included Hebrew, Aramaic, and common Greek, and we are
English speakers! The use of Latin is objectionable because it reflects the ecclesiastical language of the Roman
Catholic Church, used for centuries to keep ordinary folks ignorant of God's Word. The expression "Gloria in excelsis
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Deo" has not become ordinary English.

#108 -- ANGELS, FROM THE REALMS OF GLORY
Text: James Montgomery, 1816
Tune: Henry T. Smart, 1867
Clear Scriptural allusions and the linguistic craft of the poet are marred by incorrect theology and factual error: Verse
1--No Biblical basis for angels to proclaim the message over all the earth. That's our job!; Verse 2--"Yonder shines the
infant Light" is very questionable; Verse 4--While Montgomery was of the Moravian Brethren, his description of
"saints, before the altar bending" certainly smacks of the Roman Catholic/Anglican tradition associated with Advent.

#109 -- IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT CLEAR
Text: Edmund Sears, 1849
Tune: Richard S. Willis, 1850
Written by a Unitarian. None of the verses are true to Scripture. Does not even mention Christ! Reflects social gospel.
Edmund Hamilton Sears spent most of his life as a Unitarian pastor in Wayland, Mass. His text clearly reflects the
supposed social implications of the Gospel and then humanism of nineteenth century Unitarianism. Once again, please
note that our Lord Jesus is not mentioned, and not one of the verses is correct to God's Word! To read the text as truly
expressive of God's people anticipating the Millennium is too great a stretch. The last verse as probably originally
written, and as it appears in many hymnals, is: "When peace shall over all the earth Its ancient splendors fling. ..." The
same portion found in one of our hymnals from 1935, and in the Majesty Hymns (1996) hymnal, reads: "When the new
heav'n and earth shall own The Prince of Peace their King. ..." We don't know who changed the text. There is still
reason to be suspicious of Edmund Sears, who was such an involved Unitarian. If he really stood for clear Biblical
convictions (as some would claim today), it would seem that he would have been forced out of the Unitarian church.
Also, it was common in Sears' day to appear favorable toward Christ by supposedly acknowledging His "divinity," yet
at the same time, denying His true Deity.

VERSE USUALLY OMITTED:
Yet with the woes of sin and strife
The world has suffered long;
Beneath the heavenly strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong;
And man, at war with man, hears not
The tidings which they bring;
O hush the noise, ye men of strife;
And hear the angels sing!

#110 -- LIFT UP YOUR HEADS, YE MIGHTY GATES
Text: Georg Weissel, before 1635; trans. Catherine Winkworth, 1855
Tune: "Trurs" from T. Williams' Psalmodia Evangelica, 1789
It is based on Psalm 24 and is by a Prussian pastor, Georg Weissel (1590-1635), who wrote the text for Advent.
(About half the original text was used.) It was translated from German and introduced into England by the Anglican,
Miss Catherine Winkworth (1827-78). While the sentiments sound good at first, further reflection reveals confusion as
to whether it describes salvation or the response of the believer.

#111 -- SILENT NIGHT! HOLY NIGHT!
Text: "Father" Joseph Mohr, 1818 (Roman Catholic priest);
Tune: Franz Grüber, 1818 (Roman Catholic)
Unscriptural: Was it a "silent" night (angel proclamation, angels singing, birth of baby, shepherds visiting, shepherds
reporting, etc.)? Where in the Bible does one get "all is bright"? Where does it say that the angels sang "Alleluia"?
Where does it say that light radiated from the Baby's face? There is no record that the star's light was a part of the
scene. The Scripture does not call that evening "silent" or "holy." A few phrases meaningful to the true Bible believer
deceive many who think they are pleasing God while they sing a hymn depicting Roman Catholic tradition.

#112 -- THERE'S A SONG IN THE AIR
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Text: Josiah G. Holland, 1844
Tune: Karl P. Harrington (also to other tunes)
Strange expression: "star rains its fire"! Verse 3 is totally unscriptural and untrue to fact! Verse 4--Strange that we
should greet our Savior in His cradle! How can one or two correct phrases sanctify an entire poem of mixed up,
muddled poetry that is contrary to Scripture?

#113 -- GOD REST YOU MERRY GENTLEMEN
Text & Tune: English carol in "Christmas Carols Old and New"
Verse 1--It is historic fact that Christ was not born on "Christmas Day"! Verse 4--"This holy tide of Christmas all
others doth deface" is completely contrary to New Testament teaching concerning "holy days" (see Gal. 4:9-11). The
error still taints whatever may be good.

#114 -- THE FIRST NOEL
Text: traditional English carol
Tune: arr. John Stainer, 1871
"Noel" (from French) means birthday. Verse 1--"Cold winter's night" most unlikely. Verse 2--Shepherds seeing the
star, or the star shining in the daytime, is not Biblical. Omits wise men visiting Jerusalem. Verse 6--Expression
"mankind hath bought" could be misconstrued to imply universal salvation.

#115 -- WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED THEIR FLOCKS
Text: Nahum Tate, 1700 (died a drunk, 1715)
Tune: George Frederick Handel, 1728; arr. in James Hewitt's Harmonia Sacra, 1812
Perhaps it is unfair to note Tate's sad end. This is more of a note of interest than a criticism of the song. First appeared
in New Version psalter (of which Tate was co-publisher) along with 15 other "hymns." Because Tate's focus was on the
Psalms, apparently he tended to strive to be more consistent with the Biblical text for a poem of his own.

#116 -- AS WITH GLADNESS MEN OF OLD
Text: William C. Dix, 1858
Tune: Conrad Kocher, 1838
The text was written for Epiphany (January 6) by an Anglican layman (insurance company manager). Connects star
and wise men's gifts with manger, while the Bible says that the Child and Mary were in a house (Matt. 2:11). There
may also be a danger with emphasis on bringing gifts to God. In a significant sense, we have nothing to offer Him. We
present ourselves as living sacrifices. Only as He produces His fruit in us will there be anything of value to Him.

#117 -- O LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM
Text: Phillips Brooks (Episcopal), 1868
Tune: Lewis H. Redner, 1868
Verses 1 and 2 may be "okay," but Verses 3 and 4 reflect Roman Catholic tradition of the birth of Christ in human
hearts at the time of Advent celebration. Verse 3 describes the time of Christ's birth as "silently giv'n." Events
described that evening were not particularly silent. Guye Johnson, in Treasury of Great Hymns and Their Stories,
describes Brooks' theology as: "rather weak, for he had a low view of biblical inspiration. Though he spoke warmly of
Christ and often sounded evangelical, his dislike of precise doctrinal statements and his emphasis on the universal
fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man put him in the moderate camp of his day." The concept of the holy Child
of Bethlehem coming and being born in people on Christmas can be traced to the tradition developed and perpetuated
in the Roman Catholic Church.

#118 -- WHAT CHILD IS THIS?
Text: William Chatterton Dix, 1865
Tune: "Greensleeves," 16th cent. English folk song
Verse 1--No record of angels greeting the Infant. Verse 2--The second line is illogical. Verse 3--calls for "loving
hearts" to enthrone Him, when the real need is for sinful hearts to repent and receive Him (the adult, risen Lord and
Savior). Chorus--No indication that the shepherds "guarded" the Infant. It is not just that there is not much of a
message in this hymn--it is the falsehood. What sense can one make of "for sinners here the silent Word is pleading"?
Why call to "peasants" to "bring Him incense, gold and myrrh"?
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#119 -- GENTLE MARY LAID HER CHILD
Text: Joseph S. Cook, 1919
Tune: "Piae Cantiones," 1582; arr. Ernest C. MacMillan, 1930
Verse 2--Wise men and shepherds out of chronological order, and light only described in Scripture as shining around
the shepherds' location (Luke 2:8-15). Verse 3--Sadly, "no more a stranger" is not true in most of the world.

#120 -- COME WITH ME, YE CHILDREN
Text: Christian Schmidt
Tune: Karl F. Shulz
Verses 2 and 3--No indication in Scripture that the angels were to be found at the manger. While there may be value in
trying to put oneself into the events described in the Bible, we certainly should not encourage children to see the
manger as the ultimate location.

#121 -- AWAY IN A MANGER
Text: unknown, 1885 (wrongly attributed to Martin Luther)
Tune: James R. Murray, 1887, "Mueller" true name (another tune by William J. Kirkpatrick, 1895)
"But little Lord Jesus, no crying he makes," undermines Jesus's manhood. Since Jesus did cry as a man, being fully
human, He probably also cried as a baby. Moreover, there is nothing in the Bible that mentions crying or not crying
during this time; the hymn just adds something that's not there. "The little Lord Jesus," like other hymns of this nature,
focus on the little baby Jesus and worshiping Him as such; the truth is that He is the risen, exalted Lord to whom we
must bow. All the religionists would love to keep Jesus a little babe in the manger.

#122 -- WHO IS HE IN YONDER STALL?
Text & Tune: Benjamin R. Hanby, 1866
Verses 4 and 5 questionable. Note verse 4--Strictly speaking, Christ on the cross asked the Father to forgive them, He
did not pronounce blessings. Verse 5 suggests an improper emphasis on healing.

#123 -- COME, ALL YE SHEPHERDS
Text & Tune: Bohemian folk song; trans. Mari Ruef Hofer and arr. E.S.B.
Message weak and misleading. No Scriptural basis for adoring a Baby in a stall. We are to exalt our Risen Savior!
Verse 3 is worse than weak--"seeking this Savior from all earthly woe." People need to be worried about eternal woe.
Christ does not deliver us from all earthly woe. We are brought through much tribulation for His Name's sake!

#124 -- WE THREE KINGS OF ORIENT ARE
Text & Tune: John H. Hopkins, Jr., 1857
Number of wise men unknown from the Bible, and there is no indication that they were kings. Who are the "us" in the
chorus? Gifts of the wise men are presented as symbolic of royalty, Deity, and suffering. While this symbolism of the
gifts is interesting, does that justify making this a standard hymn of the faith, with its distortion of the facts of
Scripture? What does the refrain mean by the request, "Guide us to thy perfect light"? Was the star "perfect"? In what
way?
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The Market-Driven Church: A Look Behind the Scenes*
By Gary E. Gilley  

Part I -- The Market-Driven Church

The church, as observed throughout its history, reminds me a lot of a duffer's golf swing. She is constantly going from
one extreme to the next, over correcting, coming up short, searching, and frustrated. Occasionally, she gets it right and
drives one down the middle, but repeating that feat is rare and soon she is slicing again.

Take the church growth movement for example. Having watched a large segment of the church become content with
short yardage and lousy scores, some decided that there had to be a better way. The church was not penetrating society;
she was not pulling in the masses; she was not making a significant impact for the gospel. It was not that the church
leaders didn't care, it was, it seemed, that they lacked the "know-how," the tools, to effect change. The gospel was still
"the power of God for salvation" (Romans 1:16), but it was being rejected out-of-hand by too many. What was needed,
apparently, were new methods to reach the lost, new techniques to promote the church, new packages for the gospel
message. People, we were told, were not rejecting the gospel or Christ; they were rejecting our out-of-date,
unappetizing forms, philosophies, and methods. It is these pronouncements that need to be examined.

While we will examine the writing of various individuals who speak for the market-driven movement, we will focus
often on the two flagship churches: Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County, California, and Willow
Creek Community Church near Chicago. These churches serve as the models that are reshaping the way we "do
church" today. As a matter of fact, many refer to these churches and their clones as "new paradigm churches."
Churches all over the world, even those who would claim to reject the church growth movement, are imitating the
many methods promoted by Saddleback and the "Creekers." Others have written about church growth, but these two
churches have made it "work," and for their success they are idolized and adored by the modern evangelical
community.

The New Paradigm

There are numerous things about the market-driven church growth movement that are disturbing. But at this point, we
need to ask some questions: What exactly is a new paradigm church? How do they work? How do they differ from
more traditional churches? What are they doing right? Why are they growing? And what can we learn from them?

First, we must distinguish between megachurches and new paradigm churches: Megachurches are defined as those
with average worship attendance of 2,000 or more, but these behemoth churches come in all shapes, stripes, and forms.
Some are centers of great preaching and teaching, some are charismatic, others are little more than social clubs. New
paradigm churches, on the other hand, are identified by a philosophy of ministry intentionally designed to effect
numerical growth. In their church growth methodologies, more attention is paid to market strategy, business
techniques, and demographics than to New Testament instruction. Read the leading literature from the pens of the
church growth experts (e.g. The Purpose Driven Church, by Rick Warren of Saddleback; Marketing the Church, by
George Barna and Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry, by Lee Strobel) and you will find bucket loads of marketing
techniques and only passing references to the book of Acts (the divinely inspired "church growth" manual), or to any
other Scripture for that matter.

An interesting article, just the type that shapes the new paradigm system, is found in American Demographics
magazine (American Demographics, April 1999, "Choosing My Religion," pp. 60-65, by Richard Cimino and Don
Lattin). Several statements from the article are worth quoting since American Demographic seems to have its finger on
the pulse of Americans' wants and desires. According to this article, people today claim they are:

... into spirituality, not religion … Behind this shift is the search for an experiential faith, a religion of the heart, not
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the head. It's a religious expression that downplays doctrine and dogma, and revels in direct experience of the divine
-- whether it's called the "Holy Spirit" or "cosmic consciousness" or the "true self." It is practical and personal, more
about stress reduction than salvation, more therapeutic than theological. It's about feeling good, not being good. It's
as much about the body as the soul … Some marketing gurus have begun calling it "the experience industry" (Ibid.,
p. 62).

"Congregants," the authors believe, "care as much about a church's childcare services as its doctrinal purity, pay more
attention to the style of music than the pastor's theological training" (ibid.). If these things are true, how should the
church react? Church marketing consultant Richard Southern encourages us to have:

... an essential paradigm shift in the way church is done, putting the needs of potential customers before the needs of
the institutional church. Baby boomers [the inevitable target of new paradigm churches] think of churches like they
think of supermarkets, they want options, choices, and convenience. ... Numerous surveys show that Americans are
as religious as ever -- perhaps more than ever. ... But what is on the decline is Americans' loyalty to particular
denominations or traditions. ... In 1958 only 1 in 25 Americans had left the religious denomination of their upbringing.
Today, more than 1 in 2 have left or switched. … Protestant megachurches have become the evangelical answer to
Home Depot, marketing such services as worship, child care, a sports club, 12-step groups, and a guaranteed
parking place (ibid., p. 63).

The natural outcome of church leaders who pour over such literature, is that they begin to use "computerized
demographic studies and other sophisticated marketing techniques to fill their pews" (ibid., p. 62). And the good news
is that it does not matter what a given church believes, for "anyone can learn these marketing and outreach techniques.
You don't have to change your theology or your political stance" (ibid.).

Springing from this fountain of demographic "truth" is a whole industry of experts to teach church marketing
techniques. One such expert is Christian A. Schwarz, who is the director of the Institute for Natural Church
Development. Schwarz claims that between 1994 and 1996, his organization conducted "the most comprehensive
research project about the causes of church growth that has ever been conducted in the Christian church … More than
1,000 churches on all five continents took part in this study" (The ABC's of Natural Church Development, by Christian
A. Schwarz).

From this mountain of research, Schwarz has observed eight characteristics of growing churches. These are:

... empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality, functional structures, inspiring worship, holistic
small groups, need-oriented evangelism and loving relationships.

Schwarz claims that these principles work in any type of church anywhere in the world, and that if all characteristics
are present, these principles will work every time:

Every church in which each of the eight quality characteristics has reached a certain level. . . is a growing church.
There is qualitative value -- which can be shown in exact statistical terms -- beyond which a church will always grow
(ibid., p. 23).

One quality especially important to today's growing churches is enthusiastic worship services. Schwarz asks his
readers, "Is the worship service an inspiring experience for those who attend it? It is this area that clearly separates
growing from non-growing churches. People who attend inspiring worship services unanimously declare that the
church service is -- and for some Christians this is almost a heretical word -- 'fun'" (ibid., p. 14).

Growing churches are creating an atmosphere, an environment of fun. So fun has replaced holiness as the church's
goal. Having a good time has become the criterion of an excellent, growing church, since fun and entertainment is
what church consumers want. Yet Scripture references encouraging churches to become havens of fun are, as one may
suspect, sadly lacking.

Which church was a growing church in the book of Revelation -- the church at Laodicea (Rev. 3:14-22), which saw
itself as rich and wealthy and in need of nothing; or the church at Smyrna (Rev. 2:8-11), that was described as poor, in
tribulation, and facing great persecution? God said of the Laodicean church that He would spit them out of His mouth,
but of the Smyrna church that they would receive the crown of life. The obviously growing church did not please God,
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while the struggling one did. This is something worth pondering.

Who's the Leader of Our Gang?

Trying to identify new paradigm churches, as far as doctrine or denomination is concerned, is like trying to nail Jell-O
to the wall -- it is a slippery proposition at best, and impossible at worst. They must be identified on the basis of
philosophy of church growth, as outlined above. Setting the agenda for new paradigm churches is Willow Creek and
their quasi-denomination, the Willow Creek Association (WCA). The WCA is a loose association of hundreds of
churches that have shown an interest in the method and philosophy of church growth as espoused by Willow Creek
Community Church. All members of WCA claim to be evangelical, but are as diverse as Presbyterian, Lutheran,
Baptist, Methodist, and Pentecostal. In many communities, both evangelical and liberal churches are members of the
WCA. The new paradigm churches are united not by doctrine, but by philosophy, a philosophy based on market-driven
principles.

But is a market-driven church so bad? After all, a lot of people seem to be getting saved and they're really "packing
'em in." Rick Warren puts a positive spin on new paradigm philosophy in his very popular book The Purpose-Driven
Church. Describing the ministry of Saddleback Valley Community Church, Warren ably demonstrates that many
church growth principles are simply common sense on the one hand and purposeful, aggressive leadership on the other.
-- Churches should pay attention to cleanliness and attractiveness, where people are going to park, and how new
people are going to feel walking through our doors. We should strive for excellence and do our best to communicate
God's truth. And we should want to grow -- in the right ways. Warren states, "Every church needs to grow warmer
through fellowship, deeper through discipleship, stronger through worship, broader through ministry, and larger
through evangelism" (The Purpose-Driven Church, by Rick Warren, p. 48).

Who could argue with that? And who would debate the need for churches to know why they exist (their purpose),
channeling their energies in that direction rather than wandering aimlessly as many do? And what about evangelism?
Warren and the new paradigm churches are geared to reaching the lost. While many churches are wasting precious
energy fussing over the color of the drapes in the foyer, the Saddlebacks and Willow Creeks are focusing their
attention on bringing "unchurched Harry" and "Saddleback Sam to Christ." You can't help but admire that kind of
emphasis. To this end, Willow Creek, in particular, has made it a passion to understand the unsaved around them
(unchurched Harry and Mary) in order to more effectively communicate the gospel.

Willow Creekers know Harry's interests and passions, his goals and his hang-ups. They understand how his mind
works and are doing all they can to make Christianity relevant. Churches that are growing are doing so primarily
because they are focusing attention on the lost and visitors. They are churches that have not become in-grown and
comfortable. None of these things are wrong; the problems are in the details. Having detoured around the Bible, the
new paradigm churches often look to other sources to develop their systems.

Perhaps no single source carries as much weight in the "seeker-sensitive" church than George Barna and his Barna
Research Group. Barna, the church counterpart to George Gallup, has ignited a number of fires in Christian circles
with his books such as The Frog in the Kettle and Marketing the Church. In his more recent book Church Marketing,
Breaking Ground for the Harvest, Barna declared that he, and his types, have won the ideological battle over the issue
of marketing the church (pp. 13,14). That is, only a few old-fashioned stick-in-the-muds still question the validity of
the market-driven strategy. Barna defines marketing as:

... a broad term that encompasses all the activities that lead up to an exchange of equally valued goods between
consenting parties. … activities such as advertising, public relations, strategic planning, audience research, product
distribution, fund-raising and product pricing, developing a vision statement, and customer service are all elements of
marketing. When these elements are combined in a transaction in which the parties involved exchange items of
equivalent worth, the marketing act has been consummated (p. 19).

Barna assures us that churches sell (or market) their product the same way Wal-Mart sells shoes and Sears sells tools.
But what is the church's product? What are we trying to peddle to consumers? This has to be thought through
carefully, for unlike shoes and tools that have great attraction for some consumers, the gospel is repulsive --
foolishness, to the unsaved (1 Cor. 1:18-23).
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How do we market such a product? By changing the package. Note the subtle bait and switch in Barna's philosophy:

Ministry, in essence, has the same objective as marketing -- to meet people's needs. Christian ministry, by definition,
meets people's real needs by providing them with biblical solutions to their life circumstances (p. 21).

By repackaging ministry, including the gospel message, as we will see, Barna has made it attractive. If we can
convince people that Christ died to meet their needs, they will line up at our doors to buy our product. But is this the
gospel message? Has Barna merely repackaged, prettied-up, the gospel "product" or has he gutted it of its purpose and
value? An important question upon which so much hinges -- a question worthy of much consideration Parts II-IV.

Part II -- The Little Church Went to the Market
David Wells bemoans concerning the new paradigm church, "Much of it … is replete with tricks, gadgets, gimmicks,
and marketing ploys as it shamelessly adapts itself to our emptied-out, blinded, postmodern world. … There is too
little about it that bespeaks the holiness of God. And without the vision for any reality of this holiness, the gospel
becomes trivialized, life loses its depth, God becomes transformed into a product to be sold, faith into a recreational
activity to be done, and the Church into a club for the like-minded" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p. 180).
Damaging accusations -- are they true?

The standard rhetoric coming from new paradigm churches is that they teach the same message, the same gospel, as the
more traditional evangelical churches, and that they differ only in methodology and philosophy of ministry. Lee
Strobel (former Teaching Pastor at Willow Creek Community Church) writes, "Objections [to the market-driven
church] generally relate to the method that's used to communicate the Gospel, not the message itself, and consequently
we're free to use our God-given creativity to present Christ's message in new ways that our target audience will
connect with" (Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mary, by Lee Strobel, p. 168). This is simply not the case.
While some of the methods may disturb us, it is their message that is of real concern.

In Part IV of this series, we will demonstrate that while the new paradigm churches have dressed their gospel in the
gown of conservative evangelicalism, it is in reality a masquerade, a costume, that disguises a gospel message that
would have been unrecognizable only a few years ago. For now, we need to examine the methodologies for which the
new paradigm churches have become famous: their market-driven strategies. After all, that the new paradigm churches
are most often known by the handle of "market-driven" is not without reason. We have chosen not to use this label
exclusively, because these churches are unique in other ways as well, but their market-driven approach is certainly
their outstanding feature.

What Is a Market-Driven Church?

Some within the market-driven church would cringe at being called such. They would rather be hailed "purpose-
driven" (so Rick Warren's influential book The Purpose-Driven Church), or "seeker-sensitive" (a.k.a. Bill Hybels). But
others, such as George Barna (the most highly regarded marketing researcher in evangelicalism), pull no punches. In
works such as Marketing the Church and A Step-by-Step Guide to Church Marketing, Barna outlines for pastors who
have not had the privilege of a graduate course in marketing (A Step-by-Step Guide to Church Marketing, p. 15), just
how it is to be done in the church. As to the debate within evangelical circles concerning marketing, Barna declares it
to be over and the marketing gurus have won (pp. 13-14).

If this is true (and as one visits churches all over the country from liberal to conservative and observes their mimicking
of market-driven principles, one would have to agree that Barna has a good case), what exactly has been won (or lost,
depending upon your view)?

Barna defines marketing as "a broad term that encompasses all of the activities that lead to an exchange of equally
valued goods between consenting parties." Barna moves on to give supposed examples of marketing in Scripture,
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including examples of marketing the gospel (cf. pp. 20,23,77). Unfortunately, in order to support his marketing strategy
from Scripture, he must twist its meaning. For example, Barnabas is given as an example of a marketing strategy (p.
23). Barna writes, "Barnabas successfully tackled a tough marketing or PR assignment when he overcame the early
disciples' fear of Paul, convincing them he was no longer a persecutor of the church" (Acts 9:26,27) (p. 23). Jesus also
owed His fame to marketing, according to Barna (p. 23), because word of mouth is "the world's most effective
advertising." By his definition, all proclamation of any Christian message is an act of marketing. He is then saying that
all churches market, but some do not know it; the new paradigm churches simply have taken marketing to a new level.

But the marketing philosophy is a very different approach from the methods found in Scripture -- to spread the good
news. Is the gospel marketable by Barna's definition? Is the gospel the "exchange of equally valued goods between
consenting parties?" Hardly. The gospel is offered by grace (undeserved favor) and received by faith. In the exchange,
God gets us, we get Him (equally valued goods?). In the exchange we receive the righteousness of Christ, He takes
our sins upon Himself (equally valued goods?). When the "product" is Christ the market process breaks down in its
very definition.

But is Christ the product of the market-driven approach? Barna would say yes, but note his explanation: "Ministry, in
essence, has the same objective as marketing: to meet people's needs. Christian ministry, by definition, meets people's
real needs by providing them with biblical solutions to their life circumstances" (p. 21). Although not so stated, I am
certain if questioned Barna would say we meet people's real need by bringing them to Christ (please keep in mind that
"ministry" to the new paradigm churches, which have become evangelistic centers, means their efforts to bring
Unchurched Harry to Christ). But is the purpose of the gospel to meet the felt-needs of people? Is that why Christ
came? (See Part III) We strongly protest such an understanding of the gospel.

The gospel is not bringing people to Christ in order to meet their felt needs. According to Scripture, the gospel is the
good news that lost sinners can be forgiven of their sins and receive the righteousness of Christ in exchange. This is
the real need of humanity, the need for which Christ died. The new paradigm church would have no problem agreeing
that Harry's true need is salvation from sin. But they do not believe that Harry will respond to such a gospel unless we
dress it up with other enticing offers. Felt needs is the porthole, they believe, through which Harry is reached in order
that his true spiritual need is met. According to their marketing research, Harry is not interested in truth (Inside the
Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mary, by Lee Strobel, p. 56); therefore, he does not react well to "Thus sayeth the
Lord" (Ibid., p. 50). And Harry is not interested in the future (including heaven) (Ibid., p. 57); therefore, reaching him
through concern for his eternal destiny is futile. What Harry is interested in is feeling better about himself. He is
asking, "What can help me deal with my pain" (Ibid., p. 56); he is interested in "his marriage, his friendships, his
career, his recovery from past pain and so on" (Ibid., pp. 58, 59). Unchurched Mary, for her part, is attracted to
churches, "Where women have access to leadership and influence" (Ibid., 76), (i.e. an equalitarian approach). If we are
to reach this generation, we must then "market" the gospel as something that works (i.e. relieves pain and provides
happiness).

"The most effective messages for seekers are those that address their felt-needs" (Ibid., pp. 213-214). However, this
approach is not drawn from Scripture; it is drawn from market research and the latest in pop-psychology. No one
denies that there are many benefits to the Christian life, but these benefits must not be confused with the gospel. The
gospel is not about helping Harry feel better about himself and his circumstances; it is about his rebelliousness against
a holy God who will ultimately condemn him to hell if he does not repent and trust in Christ for the forgiveness of his
sins. The distinction between the market-driven approach and the Biblical approach lies largely in understanding this
fundamental difference.

Market Evaluation

Given the obvious fact that market-driven methodology works (almost all of the biggest and fastest growing churches
in America have hopped aboard the market-driven train), and granted that we are a pragmatic people who worship at
the feet of the goddess success, what serious flaws could be found in the movement? Below are some things to
consider.

Big is good, small is bad; or where have all the people gone?
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Most churches in America are small. Fifty percent of churches average fewer than 75 attendees on any given Sunday,
and only 5 percent attract more than 350, according to Barna's surveys. These statistics are not denied; it's their
interpretation that is in question. Church growth gurus use these figures to prove that the church has lost its edge -- she
is not making a significant impact on society. But is this the case? David Wells shares his thoughts: "A century ago, in
1890 … the average Protestant church had only 91.5 members, not all of whom would have been in attendance on any
given Sunday; a century before that, in 1776, the average Methodist congregation had 75.7 members. It seems to be the
case that our churches today are about the same size as they have always been, on average, and the supposition that we
are now experiencing drastic shrinkage needs to be clearly justified before it can be allowed to become the premise for
new and radical strategies" (God in the Wasteland, by David Wells, p. 78). As a matter of fact, church attendance in
1937 averaged 41% of the population, whereas it was 42% in 1988, (close to 50% in the late 50s and 43% in 1999
according to Christianity Today, July 10, 2000, p. 20), leading Wells to comment, "Barna's efforts to make
megachurches the benchmark of normality and then to argue that churches of conventional size are failures is simply
unwarranted and wrongheaded" (God in the Wasteland, p. 79).

It doesn't take a mathematician to realize that if the percentage of Americans going to church has remained constant,
yet megachurches are popping up almost weekly, then the giant churches are largely being populated by folks
funneling in from small churches. Just as Wal-marts are killing mom and pop department stores, chain restaurants and
groceries are doing the same in their respective venues, and the Mall has demolished "downtown," so the
megachurches are doing a number on the small church. But large does not necessarily mean better, and when all the
numbers are tallied, overall church attendance (on a percentage basis) is not increasing despite the methods
championed by these megachurches.

Who needs God, we have a program?

We are certainly in danger of reductionism, but when such faith can be held in the marketing methodology, little room
is left, or needed, for faith in God. In what has to be one of the most blatant examples of the self-sufficiency of
marketing is the claim that the salvation of souls has a price tag. Barna suggests that a church might set an objective to
"lead 50 baby busters to Christ this year, for under $5000 in program expenditures" (Barna, p. 170). So for $100 per
head, we can bring people to Christ. The need for prayer and trust in a sovereign God becomes questionable when we
can statistically figure what it costs to bring a soul to the Lord. In Barna's defense, this "souls/dollar" strategy is not
new. Both Charles Finney and Billy Sunday could predict to the penny what it cost to win a soul. Their cost however
ran between $2 and $3 a head -- quite a bargain as compared to today. But of course, if you factor in inflation, you can
apparently still win a soul pretty inexpensively.

Or take the church-growth consultant who boldly claims that "five to ten million baby boomers would be back in the
fold within a month if churches adopted three simple changes: 1. Advertise 2. Let people know about product benefits
3. Be nice to new people (See Dining with the Devil, by Os Guinness, p. 38). The belief in the omnipotence of
marketing techniques is changing the nature of the church.

The Consumer is King

The premise of all marketing is that the consumer must be pleased; he must be kept happy; he must be given what he
needs, or has been programmed to think he needs, if we are to succeed. This premise works very well for say,
McDonald's, but can it be adopted by the church? Certainly it can, but is not the church, and more importantly, the
gospel message, altered and distorted in the process? Listen to these words by Wells, "The fact is that while we may be
able to market the church, we cannot market Christ, the gospel, Christian character, or meaning in life. The church can
offer handy childcare to weary parents, intellectual stimulation to the restless video generation, a feeling of family to
the lonely and dispossessed -- and, indeed, lots of people come to churches for these reasons. But neither Christ nor his
truth can be marketed by appealing to consumer interest, because the premise of all marketing is that the consumer's
need is sovereign, that the customer is always right and this is precisely what the gospel insists cannot be the case"
(Wells, p. 82).

Even the liberal New Yorker magazine sees a problem with today's audience-driven preaching, "The preacher, instead
of looking out upon the world, looks out upon public opinion, trying to find out what the public would like to hear.
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Then he tries his best to duplicate that, and bring his finished product into the marketplace in which others are trying to
do the same. The public, turning to our culture to find out about the world, discovers there is nothing but its own
reflection. The unexamined world, meanwhile, drifts blindly into the future" (As quoted by Guinness, p. 59).

But What if the Consumer Changes?

The following two quotes are worthy of pondering: "He who marries the spirit of the age soon becomes a widower."
"To be always relevant, you have to say things which are eternal" (Guinness, p. 63). What happens when the fickle
consumer changes his interests, or develops new wants, as he inevitably will? Will today's cutting edge pastor
suddenly find himself stampeded by the herd tomorrow? In order to avoid such a tragedy, must he keep his ear to the
ground of modern marketing techniques? Will he become a slave to polls and surveys? And how does all of this affect
his use of the Scriptures? We don't have to have a crystal ball to answer these questions; all we have to do is look
behind us.

The church has always fought, and too often lost, the battle with its age. Parallels with today are plentiful. For
example, the "Downgrade Controversy" of Spurgeon's time ultimately led to the liberalization of the evangelical
churches of England. In our own country, we think back to the early nineteenth-century changes that came about
through the revivalism movement, best known by some as "Finneyism". Guinness sees this as an important precedent,
because as in our time, the change was not "so much from Calvinism to Arminianism as from theology to experience,
from truth to technique, from elites to populism, and from an emphasis on 'serving God' to an emphasis on 'servicing
the self' in serving God" (Guinness, p. 27).

Some are still alive who experienced the great Fundamental/Modernist battle of the first half of the last century, in
which the big names of the church invited us to court the spirit of the age. The fad was so popular that almost every
major denomination in America eventually married that spirit and moved away from Biblical Christianity. It was at that
point that new fundamentalist denominations, churches, schools, and associations were formed. It is these very
institutions that are now flirting with the spirit of our age. The results are predictable.

Origen, in the third century, taught that "Christians are free to 'plunder the Egyptians' but forbidden to 'set up a golden
calf' from the spoils" (Guinness., pp. 30,31). Easily said, but as history has proven, almost impossible to implement.

Another writer summarizes things well, "By the time we are finished, we have entirely transformed the communion of
saints. We did not even have to officially jettison the Bible, as the modernists did earlier this century. We did not have
to say that Scripture failed to provide answers for the modern world or speak to the real needs of contemporary men
and women, as the liberals said. All we had to do was to allow the world to define the church instead of allowing the
Word to define it" (The Coming Evangelical Crisis, edited by John H. Armstrong, "Recovering the Plumb Line," p.
254).

Summary

When we speak of marketing the church, we are not referencing such things as advertising church events, providing
excellence in church programming, being kind to visitors, or providing ample parking. No one is arguing the
importance and value of such things. Marketing, as defined by the new paradigm churches, goes much further, because
its focus is on what the consumer (Unchurched Harry) wants and thinks he needs, rather than on what God wants and
what He says Harry needs. In other words, market-driven churches are built upon the foundation of polls, surveys, and
the latest marketing techniques, instead of upon the Word of God. In order to market a church to the unsaved, the
consumer must be given what he wants.

Since unsaved consumers do not desire God, or the things of God, they have to be enticed by something else. Thus, the
temptation then arises for a church to change, or at least hide, who they are so that they appeal to Unchurched Harry.
Additionally, the church is tempted to alter its message to correspond with what Harry wants to hear and thinks he
needs. The end result is a felt-need gospel that appeals to Harry's fallen nature in an effort to entice him to come to
Christ, the ultimate felt-need supplier, so that he is fulfilled and feels better about himself. But, "Can churches really
hide their identity without losing their religious character? Can the church view people as consumers without
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inevitably forgetting that they are sinners? Can the church promote the gospel as a product and not forget that those
who buy it must repent? Can the church market itself and not forget that it does not belong to itself but to Christ? Can
the church pursue success in the market place and not lose its biblical faithfulness" (Losing Our Virtue, by David
Wells, p. 202)? The answers to these questions are self-evident.

Part III -- I Feel a Need Coming On

We Are Driven

Rick Warren, pastor of Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County, California, has written the definitive
book promoting the market-driven concept of evangelism and church growth. The Purpose-Driven Church, which
admittedly has a considerable amount of practical and helpful advice, nevertheless is laced with a felt-need philosophy
that undermines, in my opinion, the value of the whole book. It is Warren's view that in order to reach the lost we must
begin with their felt needs (p. 197ff). He writes, "[For] anybody can be won to Christ if you discover the key to his or
her heart" (p.219). In order to discover the felt needs of the Saddleback Valley citizens, he orchestrated a community
survey of the unchurched (p.139). Once those needs were discovered, a program was implemented to reach the
community by offering Jesus Christ, the gospel, and the church as a means of fulfilling those needs. Warren is so
committed to this approach that written into the bylaws of Saddleback is this sentence, "This church exists to benefit
the residents of the Saddleback Valley by providing for their spiritual, physical, emotional, intellectual and social
needs" (p.220).

In support of this philosophy, Warren does a couple of things. First, he offers Jesus' example as a model for reaching
the lost through the felt needs porthole (see pp. 197ff). Unfortunately for Warren's position, the passages he uses are
misunderstood, misapplied, and simply do not teach that Jesus reached the lost through felt needs. Quite the contrary,
in Jesus' evangelism He always quickly got to the heart of the real need of his audience -- their sin which separated
them from God (e.g. John 3; 4; Mark 10:17-31) (in contrast to loneliness, poor self-esteem, lack of fulfillment, etc).
Next, Warren defends himself by stating, "Beginning a message with people's felt needs is more than a marketing tool!
It is based on the theological fact that God chooses to reveal himself to man according to our needs" (p.295). Warren
offers no theological proof for this assertion of course, for there is none. The apostles would be absolutely
dumbfounded to find their "God-centered" teachings twisted to make them so "man-centered."

This needs-oriented approach to the Christian life is so prevalent within the seeker-sensitive camp that the little jingle,
"Find a need and meet it, find a hurt and heal it" has become the unofficial motto. Os Guinness observes, "Few would
disagree that church-growth teaching represents a shift from the vertical dimension to the horizontal, from the
theological to the practical, from the prophetic to the seeker-friendly, from the timeless to the relevant and
contemporary, from the primacy of worship to the primacy of evangelism, and from the priority of Christian
discipleship in all of life to the priority of spiritual ministries within the church. But what happens when the much-
heralded new emphases are seen from the standpoint of the Scriptures to be quite simply wrong? And what happens if
tomorrow's 'need' is for what is overlooked today" (Dining with the Devil, by Os Guinness, p. 84)?

Continuing with Guinness' line of questions, we might ask: What are the new paradigm churches really offering that is
attracting great throngs of people? Is this offering the same old message (the Biblical message) in new wrapping, or is
it a mutation of the real thing? And if it proves to be a mutation, what effect is it having, and will it have on the
modern church?

The New Message

A. W. Tozer warned decades ago of a new wind spanning across the fields of the evangelical church:

If I see aright, the cross of popular evangelicalism is not the cross of the New Testament. It is, rather, a new bright
ornament upon the bosom of a self-assured and carnal Christianity. The old cross slew men; the new cross
entertains them. The old cross condemned; the new cross amuses. The old cross destroyed confidence in the flesh;
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the new cross encourages it.

In Part IV of this report we will examine the gospel message itself. We now want to look at the corollary and
overlapping issue of mankind's need(s). What has happened, I believe, is this: the evangelical church has become a
reflector of our times rather than a revealer. "The problem is not that Christians have disappeared, but that Christian
faith has become so deformed. Under the influence of modernity, we modern Christians are literally capable of
winning the world while losing our own souls" (Guinness, p. 43).

A Personal Tale

How has this happened? What has changed our message from a force to a farce? A large part of the answer lies in the
almost wholesale embracing of psychology by the Christian community. Following is Gary Gilley's experience.

My first encounter with the encroachment of psychology upon the church was my senior year of Bible college in 1972.
As I prepared for the pastorate at Moody Bible Institute, I had been immersed in the study of Scripture and theology.
As a senior I was required to take a course in "pastoral counseling," which proved to be almost identical to a course in
psychology that I had taken at the University of Virginia. That same year I was asked, along with several others, to be
a RA in the dorm. As part of our preparation we were given training in the latest rage of pop-psychology, which by the
way has since been relegated to the psychological junk heap. At the time I remember my wide-eyed amazement that all
my studies in Scripture apparently did not equip me to deal with the real problems that would face me in my future
ministry. Bible study and knowledge were great for salvation and sanctification, but there apparently existed a set of
problems and needs "out there" that needed more than the "simplistic" solutions as found in God's Word. Scripture,
after all the dust had cleared, needed help from Freud.

Unable and ill-equipped to deal with my newfound knowledge, I tucked it away for safekeeping. Later, in the early
days of pastoring, I decided to pursue a master's degree in psychology in order to help people with their "real"
problems. But it soon became abundantly clear that something was seriously wrong. Virtually everything that I learned
in my psychology courses contradicted the Scriptures. So, I ended my illustrious career as a would-be
pastor/psychologist and went back to the study of Scripture, which has proven itself more than adequate throughout the
years for every need and concern that has come my way. Meanwhile, immersed in my own ministry and the study of
Scripture, I was somehow oblivious to psychology's hijacking of the evangelical church during the 1970s and 1980s.
One day I awoke, sort of a Rip Van Wrinkle experience, to find that my world, the world of the church, had changed,
and I had been left behind. Where had everyone gone? Most churches were now talking about dysfunctional families,
poor self-images, co-dependency, addictions, 12-step programs, and needs -- lots and lots of needs that the church was
supposed to meet. More "Christians" were obtaining their philosophy for living from Oprah and Sally Jesse than from
Jesus and Paul.

When "Christian" leaders saw this metamorphosis of God's people, a metamorphosis that they had helped create, they
could either pull in the reins, denounce this caricature of the Christian faith and repent of their part in its birth, or they
could jump on the float and join the parade. Most, recognizing that this is what the people now wanted, what they
expected, what they had been trained to "need," choose the float approach. Give Christians the need-oriented pop-
psychology that they had grown to love, they decided, just alter it a bit with a little Scripture and some references to
Jesus -- they would never catch on that what they were swallowing was not Biblical Christianity at all, but an almost
unrecognizable perversion. Whether this approach was calculated or naively taken matters little, the result is the same:
a psychologized Christian community which no longer recognizes the difference between the teachings of Scripture
and the teachings of Carl Rogers, and no longer cares.

Since the Christian was now indistinguishable in philosophy from the world, both having fallen in love with
psychobabble, the offense of the cross became far less offensive. It was only a short step for someone (Robert Schuller
is a worthy candidate as we will see) to develop a psychologized church for the already psychologized Unchurched
Harry (as the Willow Creekers call him). This would be a church that would offer the same things to Harry that secular
society offered, only better, since Jesus was better than a Carl Rogers, Oprah, and Freud combined. And so it was --
"The new paradigm churches, then, appear to be succeeding, not because they are offering an alternative to our modern
culture, but because they are speaking with its voice, mimicking its moves" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p.
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32).

A Little History

The church growth movement owes much to Robert Schuller, who claims to be its founder, at least in this country, by
being the first to launch the marketing approach in Christianity. "The secret of winning unchurched people into the
church," Schuller said, "is really quite simple. Find out what would impress the non-churched in your community"
then give it to them (as quoted in Willow Creek Seeker Services, by G.S. Pritchard, p. 51). Believing that expository
preaching is a waste of time, and borrowing the philosophy of his mentor Norman Vincent Peale, Schuller "began to
communicate a message of Christianity that focused on meeting the emotional and psychological needs of people"
(Pritchard, p. 53). Schuller laid out his philosophy of ministry in his 1982 book Self Esteem: The New Reformation, in
which he called for a radical shift in the church's focus from God to human needs. The most important issue before
Schuller was to determine through some means what was the deepest human need upon which the church should focus.
He decided that mankind's deepest need was self-esteem, a "need," by the way, nowhere mentioned, alluded to, or
even hinted at in the Scriptures. He then went on to wrap his theology and church growth strategy around this all-
important need. Originally, Schuller's church growth philosophy met with scorn and denunciation by conservative
Christians everywhere. But while Christian leaders held the theological front against need-oriented Christianity they
were out-flanked by pragmatism. It just so happened that Schuller's methodology worked, and those who employed it
were seeing exponential numerical growth in their churches. In most arenas, truth doesn't stand a chance against
success; this proved to be the case in the church growth wars.

If Robert Schuller was the architect of the user-friendly church, then Bill Hybels, pastor of Willow Creek Community
church, became the contractor. Working from the premise that, "The most effective messages for seekers are those that
address their felt need" (Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mary, by Lee Strobel, pp. 214,215) it remained for
Hybels and company to determine which felt needs most needed attention. Leading the pack, Hybels decided it was
not self-esteem, although he did not reject it, but rather personal fulfillment (or the pursuit of happiness) followed by
identity, companionship, marriage, family, relief of stress, meaning and morality (ibid., pp. 70-73). To Hybels,
fulfillment was the felt need that encompassed and defined all others.

Since, to the founders of the new paradigm church, felt needs are the driving force behind the actions and attitudes of
people, and since Christianity, Hybels would argue, is the best means to solve problems and satisfy the desire for
fulfillment (ibid., p. 143), he developed the gospel of personal fulfillment. According to the research book Willow
Creek Seeker Services by G. A. Pritchard, the canon within the canon at Willow Creek is that human beings can be
fulfilled. Fulfillment permeates every venue at Willow Creek, even leading to a redefinement of sin. "Instead of only
portraying sin as selfishness and a rebellion against God, Hybels also describes it as a flawed strategy to gain
fulfillment" (ibid., p. 177).

It should be noted that while this felt need strategy is not derived from Scripture, coming clearly from secular
psychology, it nevertheless would become the foundation of the new paradigm church.

The Repercussions

The result of psychology's invasion of our culture has been, as R. Albert Mohler, Jr. noticed, that "Americans are now
fanatic devotees of the cult of self-fulfillment and personal autonomy" (The Coming Evangelical Crisis, edited by John
H. Armstrong, 'Evangelical': What's in a Name?" by R. Albert Mohler, Jr., p. 40). The role of the church has been to
challenge the spirit of the age, for as Wells points out, "The church is in the business of truth, not profit" (God in the
Wasteland, by David Wells, p. 76). Unfortunately, "the healers of our time -- psychotherapists and advertisers -- have
extended their long reach into the life of the church as well. Our secular healers have populated the Church with their
close cousins" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p. 197). Even "the language of theology has been replaced by the
vocabulary of the therapeutic" (Mohler).

These new cousins have affected every aspect of church life. Take worship for example -- New paradigm pastor Wes
Dubin goes on the offensive when his entertainment oriented worship services are challenged. "It (worship) is not all
gloom and doom," he states, "and all of us take our Bibles and just bore each other; let's show them that we can also
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have fun" (In the Name of God, video with Peter Jennings). There is a time for fun in the church but surely, "the
purpose of worship is clearly to express the greatness of God and not simply to find inward release or, still less,
amusement. Worship is theological rather than psychological" (Losing Our Virtue, p. 40).

And then there is the issue of sin. In a psychological world, sin is reduced to sickness and addiction. The sinner is not
seen as depraved, but as a victim. What is then lost is our capacity to understand life, and ourselves, as sinful. When
the seeker-sensitive church adopts the language and theology of psychology, it then attempts to dispense psychological
prescriptions for life's issues rather than Biblical ones, for after all, it reasons, the world now thinks within the
framework of psychology and we must be relevant. Rather than challenge and confront the world's wisdom, the
modern church is seeking to sanctify it. The result is, as the prophet Jeremiah warned in his day, "They have healed the
brokenness of My people superficially" (Jeremiah 6:14).

The emphasis on psychology is also changing the focus of the church. Pritchard is right when he says, "Instead of
looking at God's face, this teaching suggests that individuals look in the distorted mirror of modern psychology"
(Pritchard, p. 233). Pritchard claims that when he attended the church (ibid., pp. 227, 235), the majority of the books
sold in Willow Creek's bookstore were psychological and self-help books, with the decidedly anti-Christian
Codependent No More by Melody Beattie the top seller. This accentuation on psychology, "instead of encouraging
Creekers to know and love God, encourages them to know and accept themselves and develop a strong self-esteem.
The goals and means of one's ethics change from a God-centered to a human-centered orientation. … Willow Creek
Christians have accepted the psychological framework as foundational to their self-understanding and as a trustworthy
guide for daily living" (Pritchard, p. 234).

Pritchard's assessment of the psychological influence at Willow Creek is lethal. "Ironically, while Hybels is
evangelizing those in the world toward Christianity, he is also evangelizing Christians toward the world. As the
unchurched Harrys in the audience (10 percent) move closer to Christianity, the Christians in the audience (90 percent)
are often becoming more psychological and worldly. … In the effort to become relevant Willow Creek ironically is in
danger of becoming irrelevant" (Pritchard, p. 238-239 -- Percentages of Christians and non-Christians attending
Willow Creek are estimates based upon the author's research).

Pritchard's critique of the need-oriented approach to "doing church" is worthy of quoting extensively:

The unintended consequences of this approach are that Hybels incorporates large chunks of the American
psychological worldview into his basic teaching and teaches that fulfillment is a consequence of the Christian life.
There is a lack of critical evaluation to Willow Creek's approach to relevance. This felt-need approach to relevance
ultimately distorts their Christianity.

A more biblical approach to the current American fixation with fulfillment is to call it the idolatry that it is. Jesus does
not guarantee that to follow him will make one fulfilled. In fact, at several points, the direct opposite is communicated:
"I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the world hates you" (John 15:19); "I did not come to bring peace but
a sword" (Matthew 10:34); "If they persecuted me they will persecute you also" (John 15:20). The temptation to say
that Christianity will meet all one's needs and provide fulfillment is not true to biblical Christianity (Pritchard, p. 200 --
emphasis mine).

Willow Creek's unintended failures result from an uncritical use of various cultural tools and ideas (marketing,
psychology, media). In particular, their mistakes are rooted in a superficial understanding of the American culture and
an inadequate grasp of Christian theology (Pritchard, p. 207). 

The seeker-sensitive experts would defend marketing as a tool they use to attract more Unchurched Harrys to hear the
gospel. Methods change, the message stays the same, is the cliché. What they naively do not seem to understand is that
the message will ultimately be shaped by the method. This is especially true of marketing, since it "shapes how one
views the world. People become 'consumers' and 'target audiences.' These consumers have 'felt needs,' which 'research'
discovers in order to modify the 'product' to meet these needs" (Pritchard, p. 244).

There exists a subtle yet important difference between the New Testament church and the new paradigm church. The
church, the New Testament teaches, is to glorify God and instruct people on how to please Him. In the process, needs
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may very well be met, but the purpose of the church is not to meet people's needs (except for the need for godliness).
In the modern church, needs reign; God exists to meet Harry's needs. Harry comes to Christ, not to glorify Him, but to
find the promised fulfillment and happiness in this life. When Harry is attracted through a felt-need philosophy, he
will not be retained when that approach is no longer used. In other words, if Harry is drawn to the church in order to
get, in order to satisfy his flesh, he is not likely to stay around when and if he discovers that Christ calls for him to lose
his life for Christ's sake (Matthew 16:25). The result is that churches which have been built on the quagmire of the
superficial must remain superficial if they hope to retain their Harrys and Marys.

Summary

David Wells asked the right question of these seeker-sensitive churches, "Does the Church have the courage to become
relevant by becoming biblical? Is it willing to break with the cultural habits of the time and propose something quite
absurd, like recovering both the word and the meaning of sin?" (Losing Our Virtue, p. 199)? "I fear that the seeds of a
full-blown liberalism have now been sown, and in the next generation they will surely come to maturity" (ibid., p.
205). I agree with the closing sentence in Losing Our Virtue, "We need the faith of the ages, not the reconstructions of
a therapeutically driven or commercially inspired faith. And we need it, not least, because without it our postmodern
world will become starved for the Word of God" (ibid., p. 209).

Part IV -- The New Gospel
Counterfeit money is recognized by those who know how to identify the real thing. Before we examine the gospel
message found in the new paradigm churches, it would be best to examine the gospel message found in the Bible. The
gospel message in a nutshell is this: Harry (to use Willow Creek's name for the unsaved) is a sinner, in full-blown
rebellion against God (Rom. 3:23; 5:1-12). While some Harrys are outwardly religious and some even desire the gifts
and benefits that God can supply, no Harrys truly seek after God or desire Him (Rom. 3:10-18). As a result of Harry's
sinfulness, he is under the wrath of God (Rom. 1:18), faces future judgment (Heb. 9:27), will die both physically and
spiritually (Rom. 6:23), and will spend eternity in hell (Rev. 20:11-15).

It is because of Harry's hopeless plight, and the fact that he can do nothing to redeem himself in God's eyes (Titus 3:5),
that Jesus Christ (through grace alone, not because of Harry's value and worth, Eph. 2:8) became a man, died on the
cross (Rom. 5:8) (thus taking Harry's sin upon Himself and satisfying the wrath of God, Heb. 2:17), and was
resurrected from the dead in order that Harry could be saved from his sin and have the righteousness of Christ imputed
to him (Rom 4). While all of this is a gift from God, Harry obtains that gift through the exercise of faith (Eph 2:8,9) --
purely taking God at his word, trusting that God will save him if only he truly believes.

While many within the seeker-sensitive stable would ascribe to most of the above definition for the gospel, in reality,
this is not how the gospel is being presented to Harry. Rather, Harry is being told that precisely because he is so
valuable to God that He sent His Son to die for him (a denial of grace, cf. Hebrews 1-2, which lays out the case for
God's grace through the unique method of showing that Christ did not die for angels who are of greater value than
man, but he died for man -- by grace alone). Harry is being told that if he will come to Christ, Christ will meet all of
his felt needs and that will lead to personal fulfillment. Harry is then being asked to trust in Christ, the great "Needs-
Meeter," who will end his search for a life of happiness and fulfillment.

This, I suggest, is not the gospel at all, but the "Gospel of Me," the "Gospel of Self-Fulfillment," the "New Gospel."
"We must never confuse our desire for people to accept the Gospel," Oswald Chambers warned long ago, "with
creating a Gospel that is acceptable to people." "How we define the problem will define our gospel. If the 'big problem'
in the universe is my lack of self-esteem, the gospel will be 'finding the neat person inside of yourself.' If the great
question is 'How can we fix society?' the gospel will be a set of moral agendas complete with a list of approved
candidates. But how often do we discuss the 'big problem' as defined by Scripture? That problem is the wrath of God"
(The Coming Evangelical Crisis, Edited by John Armstrong, "Recovering the Plumb Line," p. 256).
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Harry Would Come to Church But …

The reason Unchurched Harry is unchurched is, to the market-driven proponents, a matter of Harry being a fallen
creature who has rejected God and has little, if any, attraction toward the things of God. Right? No, not at all. Rather,
Harry would love to come to church, and ultimately receive Christ, if only the church would learn to market and
present its product better. Lee Strobel, former teaching pastor at Willow Creek, now with Saddleback Community,
assures us that marketing studies have shown that "Harry has rejected church, but that doesn't necessarily mean he has
rejected God" (Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mary, by Lee Strobel, p. 45). Yet, the Scriptures are very
clear that mankind does reject God (Rom. 3:10-18; 5:1-12; I Cor. 1:18ff). What surveys show is that people have not
rejected the gods of their own creation and imagination -- but they do not seek the true God.

Actually what we learn, from marketing studies, is that the real reason Harry doesn't come to church is because church
is boring, predictable, irrelevant, money hungry (ibid. p. 80), and does not meet his needs (ibid. p. 58). The new
paradigm church operates under the credo that Harry is "Hostile to the church, friendly to Jesus Christ" (ibid. p. 47).
They "have the misconception that to win the world to Christ we must first win the world's favor. If we can get the
world to like us, they will embrace our Savior. The expressed design of the user-friendly philosophy is to make
unconverted sinners feel comfortable with the Christian message" (Reckless Faith, p. 52).

Reaching Harry with the Gospel

It is clear, when one studies Scripture rather than marketing surveys, that the seeker-sensitive church's gospel message
is flawed at its roots -- it has a faulty anthropology. It views Harry as attracted, even friendly with God, but turned off
by the out-dated methods of the church. Once that premise is accepted, the methodologies of the user-friendly church
are logical. All that remains is to discover what Harry wants in a church, and in a God, and give it to him in an
attractive package. In other words, make him an offer he can't refuse. On the negative side, we must understand that
"Unchurched Harry doesn't respond well to someone who predicates a command on, 'Thus sayeth the Lord'" (ibid. p.
50). Nor is the way to Harry's heart through the porthole of truth. For, you see, Harry is a pragmatist; his question is,
does Christianity work (ibid. p. 56)? Harry is also an existentialist; "Experience -- not evidence -- is their mode of
discovery" (ibid. p. 59).

Now that we know that Harry is not motivated by the commands of God, nor is he all that interested in truth, we can
abandon the direct approach. And since he is looking for something that will help him reach his goals in life and to feel
good in the process, we are ready to package the gospel to draw his attention. The new paradigm church does this by
focusing on the gospel of felt need. "The Church's problem today is simply that it does not believe that, without
tinkering, the Gospel will be all that interesting to modern people" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p. 207). And
so tinker it must.

The Gospel of Felt Need

From psychology, the seeker-sensitive church has discovered that both baby boomers and busters have:

Learned to expect that their needs should be met, jobs would be provided, money would be available, and problems
would be solved. The result is a generation of young adults who want and expect everything right away. Life is to be
lived for the present. There is little awareness of a philosophy that says we should make long-range plans, or work
hard today so things will be better tomorrow. This is a 'now' generation that has little interest in any religion that talks
about sacrifices, heaven, or 'the sweet by-and-by.' They want to hear about a faith that works now and brings
immediate results (Strobel, p. 57).

If this is true, how are we to proclaim the gospel to a pampered, self-centered generation that demands society meet
their every whim? Previous generations, including Biblical ones, would use these traits to point to evidence of sin in
Harry's life. They would call Harry to repentance from such a lifestyle, and to faith in Christ for forgiveness of such
sins. Then they would challenge new-believer Larry to abandon his self-centeredness, call for a life of self-sacrifice,
humbly allowing the Spirit of God to transform him into Christlikeness.
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But the modern church sees it differently. Strobel writes, "Our challenge, then, is to help this new generation of
Unchurched Harry's understand that Christianity does work, that is, that the God of the Bible offers us supernatural
wisdom and assistance in our struggles, difficulties, and recovery from past hurts" (ibid.). Strobel is suggesting that
"this new generation" is unlike the past generations, and therefore must be reached differently than the past. What
worked at one time simply does not speak to today's Harry. Wells has nailed down the prevailing attitude when he
writes, "What our culture suggests is that all of the greatest treasures of life are at hand, quite simply, in the self.
Religious man was born to be saved, but psychological man was born to be pleased. 'I believe' has been replaced by 'I
feel.' The problem is that we have not been feeling so well recently" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p. 107).

There is just enough truth in Strobel's statement to throw most of us off guard. Does Christianity work? Does God
offer wisdom and help during times of struggle? Certainly, but is this the gospel? Is the good news that Christ died for
our sins in order to free us from the wrath of God and impute to us the righteousness of Christ; or is the good news
that Christ died in order that we might feel better about ourselves and have our felt needs met? These are two separate
gospels.

A few more quotes from Strobel's book will help identify exactly what the new paradigm church is offering the
unbeliever. "We baby boomers aren't coming to church to become members," said one pastor, himself a boomer. "We
are coming to experience something. Yes, even to get something" (Strobel, p. 71 -- emphasis in the original). What is it
that Harry wants to experience? Strobel supplies some examples. "If you discover that unchurched Harry suffers from
a sagging self-esteem… you can tell him how your own self-esteem has soared ever since you learned how much you
matter to God" (ibid. p. 92). Never mind that the concept of self-esteem is foreign to Scripture, even anti-Scriptural;
never mind that the real issue that Harry struggles with, according to the Bible, is pride, not low self-esteem; the gospel
is now gift-wrapped to offer Harry what he has been conditioned to believe he needs.

Not everybody is in need of an ego boost however; some are looking for thrills, excitement, and adventure. Fortunately
for the quick-minded evangelist, the gospel resembles a chameleon, taking whatever shade is needed. Strobel assures
such thrill-seekers that he "learned that there is nothing more exciting, more challenging, and more adventure-packed
than living as a devoted follower of Jesus Christ. What I found is that there's a big difference, between thrills and
thrills that fulfill" (ibid. p. 124 -- emphasis in the original).

So now Jesus Christ can be offered as the big thrill, the ultimate in excitement. Not only is this a misrepresentation of
Christ, but it just does not square with the facts. I wonder how thrilled the saints described in Hebrews 11:36-38 were
as they were mocked, beaten, put to death, became homeless, and lived in holes in the ground. The new paradigm
church is offering a purely Americanized, yuppie brand of Christianity found nowhere in the New Testament. "Much
of the Gospel presented today befits less the God of the ages than a fairy Godmother -- offering people by God's hand
what they've been unable to achieve for themselves: wealth, fame, comfort, and security" (Wayne Jacobsen as quoted
from Leadership, Vol. IV, #1, p. 50).

The Gospel of Fulfillment

G. A. Pritchard, after spending a year studying the ministry at Willow Creek, eventually came to the conclusion that
"Hybels' believes that Harry's most important concern is for his personal fulfillment…. Hybels teaches that Christianity
will satisfy Harry's felt needs and provide fulfillment…. Hybels and the other speakers do not condemn the search for
fulfillment. Rather they argue that Harry has not searched in the right place. The question remains the same, but the
answer has been changed. Harry asks, 'How can I be happy?' 'Accept Jesus, answers Hybels'" (Willow Creek Seeker
Services by G. A. Pritchard, p. 250). Pritchard's analysis is on the money,

Is Willow Creek correct in their teaching that a relationship with Christ will provide a life of fulfillment? In a word,
no. … Personal fulfillment is the dominant goal of the vast majority of Americans. In this context it is a great
temptation for American evangelicals to argue that Christianity is a means to fulfillment and the church becomes
another place that promises to satisfy emotional desires. … To argue for Christianity primarily by pointing to its
usefulness in satisfying felt needs is to ultimately undercut it. To teach Christianity as a means eventually teaches that
it is superfluous. If someone is able to satisfy his or her felt needs without Christ, the message of Christianity can be
discarded. … The bottom line why individuals should repent and worship God is because God deserves it. Fulfillment
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theology does not reflect the teaching of the Bible. We find in Scripture vast evidence that Christianity is often not
"fulfilling," Jesus promises his disciples that "in this world you will have trouble."… The Lord did not promise
fulfillment, or even relief, in this world, but only in the next… . Fulfillment is not a spiritual birthright of Christians.
The goal of a Christian's life is faithfulness, not fulfillment (Pritchard, p. 254-256).

Sociologist Robert Wuthnow, attempting to examine modern Christianity, "suggests that in contemporary America,
God has been molded to satisfy people's needs. … God is relevant to contemporary Americans mainly because the
sense of God's presence is subjectively comforting; that is, religion solves personal problems rather than addressing
broader questions" (As quoted in Pritchard, p. 260). Hybels has caught this wave and presents a sanguine portrayal of
God to unchurched Harry that could be summarized, "God loves you and will meet you where you are, forgive you,
and meet your felt needs and make you fulfilled" (Pritchard, p. 260). "Marketing savvy demands that the offense of the
cross must be downplayed. Salesmanship requires that negative subjects like divine wrath be avoided. Consumer
satisfaction means that the standard of righteousness cannot be raised too high. The seeds of a watered-down gospel
are thus sown in the very philosophy that drives many ministries today" (Ashamed of the Gospel, p. 24). 

Summary

In response to those who object to the new gospel, Strobel counters that "these objections generally relate to the
method that's used to communicate the Gospel, not the message itself, and consequently we're free to use our God-
given creativity to present Christ's message in new ways that our target audience will connect with" (Strobel, p. 168).
This is simply not the case. While some of the methods may disturb us, it is their message that is of real concern. The
new paradigm church would loudly proclaim that salvation is by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone. But
they have redefined salvation. Salvation is not simply, under the new gospel, the forgiveness of sin and the imputation
of righteousness. It is not a deliverance from the wrath of God upon a deserving and rebellious people.

The new gospel is a liberation from low self-esteem, a freedom from emptiness and loneliness, a means of fulfillment
and excitement, a way to receive your heart's desires, a means of meeting our needs. The old gospel was about God;
the new gospel is about us. The old gospel was about sin; the new gospel is about needs. The old gospel was about our
need for righteousness; the new gospel is about our need for fulfillment. The old gospel is foolishness to those who are
perishing; the new gospel is attractive. Many are flocking to the new gospel, but it is altogether questionable how many
are actually being saved. In a moment of reflection on the validity of the methods used at Willow Creek, Hybels
himself asked the audience, "How many of us have been vaccinated with a mild case of Christianity? How many
among us have the real disease" (as quoted by Pritchard, p. 316)?

"Nothing in Scripture indicates the church should lure people to Christ by presenting Christianity as an attractive
option. … The message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing (I Cor. 1:18). There is no way to make it
otherwise and be faithful to the message. … The gospel itself is disagreeable, unattractive, repulsive, and alarming to
the world. It exposes sin, condemns pride, convicts the unbelieving heart, and shows human righteousness -- even the
best, most appealing aspects of human nature -- to be worthless, defiled, filthy rags (cf. Isa. 64:6)" (Ashamed of the
Gospel, pp. 72, 111, 128).

Spurgeon warned in his day that, "When the old faith is gone, and enthusiasm for the gospel is extinct, it is no wonder
that people seek something else in the way of delight. Lacking bread, they feed on ashes; rejecting the way of the Lord,
they run greedily in the path of folly" (As quoted in Ashamed of the Gospel, p. 67).

We are forced to ask, as in the thought-provoking video, In the Name of God: "As these churches try to attract sell-out
crowds are they in danger of selling out the gospel?" Worthy question. Rather than winning the lost for Christ, the
truth is closer to Well's assessment, "The church is losing its voice. It should be speaking powerfully to the brokenness
of life in this postmodern world, and applying the balm of truth to wounds that are fresh and open, but it is not. It is
adrift" (Losing Our Virtue, by David Wells, p. 207).

* Portions of this four-part report have been excerpted and/or adapted by BDM from a series of articles by the same
names (by Gary Gilley, Pastor, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL), that were published in Pastor Gilley's June
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Personal note: We share this message with
reservation. Many faithful Christian pastors and
missionaries are caught up in this worldwide
transformation, and we don't want to cause them any
pain or discouragement. Nor do we want to cause
division in churches or distrust toward godly leaders.
We see a fine line -- easily blurred -- between the
cultural sensitivity needed to reach non-Christians
with the gospel and the kind of compromise that
actually distorts the gospel. 
        Since we do not take lightly the possibility of
unjust criticism of another Christian, we pray that no
one would use this information to attack or slander
God's faithful servants who genuinely seek to bring
His love and life to those who are blinded by the
world's visions and addicted to its thrills.  

 When Jesus was criticized for eating and drinking with
sinner, His responded with a timely reminder: "Those
who are well have no need of a physician, but those
who are sick. I did not come to call the righteous, but
sinners, to repentance." 
       The Holy Spirit often leads us to the world's lost
and hurting in using non-conventional means. We
appreciate such godly outreach. In contrast, our
concerns are with recent movements, management
systems and networks that are enveloping churches
and ministries around the world in a web of controls
and new social rules. 
       Please ask God to give you His understanding of
this complex issue, so that our message is not
misused. If He shows you errors in our presentation,
please send us Biblical criticism and correction. 

 

See Attitude assessment
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"The past several decades have been marked by an unprecedented degree of discontinuity with the
past. Part of that discontinuity is reflected in the new rule book on how to do church in the new
millennium..." Lyle E. Schaller, The Very Large Church: New Rules for Leaders .[1]

Wayne and Jan didn't want to leave First Baptist Church. They loved their friends, the music, the youth program and
their pastor -- a wonderful Bible teacher. But the Board of Elders hired a Church Growth consultant who surveyed the
congregation and led their "discovery of God's vision for them." Soon the old pastor was asked to leave and a new
pastor filled the pulpit. A series of changes followed. The beloved music director, whose Christmas and Easter
concerts had drawn overflow crowds night after night, had to go. So did organ music. Other staff members
disappeared and a new team moved into the offices. 
 
The members who stayed were encouraged to participate in small groups, speak positively, please the community
and become a healthy church. The new guidelines included a ban on controversial social issues. Well aware of the
anti-Christian curriculum content in their local schools, Wayne and Jan were saddened by the congregation's growing
aversion to any helpful information they might share on this topic. Apparently, their "negative" insights clashed with
the church's new vision. But when Jan asked what the new pastor meant by a "healthy church," no one would
explain. "What's going on," she wondered. 
 

 The millennial Church
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The answer to her question is so revolutionary -- so foreign to our understanding of America -- that it is hard to
believe. A paradigm shift -- a total transformation in the way we think and understand reality -- is changing God's
churches as well as our culture. This revolution is worldwide. It extends from transnational corporations and the
United Nations to public schools and local churches.  Globalization has brought new rules, new values, new thinking
and new standards -- all based on enticing visions of a planetary order which may sound Christian but bars God's
uncompromising guidelines. Scriptures that clash with the vague and evolving standards for "healthy churches" and
"healthy cities" must be ignored or reinterpreted, while the "negative" voices of former days are being silenced. Only
people who are willing to adapt to the changes will fit the new order.
 
Hard to believe?  Among the trusted voices prodding the Church into the 21st century mold is Lyle E. Schaller, top-
selling author, a contributing editor for Leadership magazine and a highly respected church consultant. He introduces
one of his many books for contemporary change agents, The Very Large Church: New Rules for Leaders, with this
statement:

"This book was written for those congregational leaders, both volunteer
and paid staff, who recognize that their old rule book is obsolete and who
are eager to learn how to participate effectively in the very large church
game on a playing field that is defined by the culture, the societal context,
clearly defined expectations, a theological belief systems, a passion for
evangelism, a high level of competence, creativity, innovation and a new
and different set of rules."[2]

The original rules for the Church were given us by God Himself in His Word. He also gave us His Spirit which
enables us to follow His guidelines and demonstrate His life to the world. Do you wonder who wrote Mr. Schaller's
"new and different set of rules"?  Or what kind of "church game" would be "defined by the culture" and "the societal
context" rather than by the Bible? Might his "church game" be designed for success with the world rather than
success with God?
 
Mr. Schaller doesn't exactly list the new rules in his book, but he does give us some examples. "Our new rule book
states that you will not be criticized because you are less than a perfect Christian," he promises us. Nothing wrong
with that. We are all "less than perfect." But the book's context implies a shift from the "negative" of the past to the
"positive" thinking of the future church. The church must learn not to criticize any aspects of the planned change from
the believer-oriented church to the seeker- or community-oriented church.  Would God's guidelines in Matthew 18 for
church discipline still fit?  Probably not. 
 
He lists two more rules: "...the opportunities available to you in learning and in serving as a volunteer will be
challenging, not boring [community service will be a must], and every Sunday morning we offer you a chance to be
part of a carefully designed, high-energy, participatory, lively, fast-paced, and highly visual worship experience."
 
To win the youth, Schaller tells us, the church needs to "shift from the printed and spoken word to visual
communication, including drama, music, visual images, motion and humor."  This list matches the strategies used by
educators to change the beliefs and values of children in public schools. It works just as well for "Christian" leaders
who see themselves as change agents. For when drama and visual images replace diligent study of God's written
Word, it is easy to alter His message and conform it to the demands of a world that seeks positive affirmations rather
than the whole truth.   
 
You won't find Schaller's rules in the Bible. God promises us His strength to persevere through suffering, not high-
energy entertainment to avoid boredom. A respected pastor told me about his visit to a model mega-church last year.
It was so fast-paced and noisy, he said, that the intense program drove the "participants" along without a moment of
stillness to actually worship God in personal prayer.
 
Several years ago, our former church tested a Sunday school program designed to "edutain" (teach through
entertainment) parents as well as children. In a skit "teaching" Genesis 3, the children played the roles of Adam, Eve
and God. When Adam threw the apple at Eve and Eve threw it back at Adam, the audience laughed and "God" 
spoke some ungodly words. But in the midst of this memorable entertainment, what did the class learn about the
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majestic and holy King of the universe? Tolerance? That God thinks and talks like us? Or does it even matter as long
as children are entertained and the community joins the fun?
 
Countless other visionaries are marching to the same drum. They are calling the Church to leave the old narrow way
and join the crowd on the world's consumer-oriented, purpose-driven superhighway. Listen to some of their voices:

 
"The metachurch announces that we need a change both in our thinking [worldview], and in our
church form or structure." [3]  Carl George, Author, Church Consultant, The Open Church

 
"...we will be introduced to new ways of thinking and acting."  [4] Lutheran leader Richard Webb, promoting a
forum for young church leaders through Young Leader Networks

 
“I will change the understanding and expression of Christianity across the earth in one generation.” 
[5] Mike Bickle, Kansas City Fellowship pastor, quoting the supposed voice of God  

 
"...the time is ripe for a 'sea change' in the way we do missions. A 'sea change' is an entire shift in
our thinking and our methodology towards missions. Without this change, we risk the temptation to
retreat into our cultural Christian ghetto surrounded by our spiritual walls of fear of compromise...." [6]

[M. McLoughlin, YWAM,  Back to the Future of Missions]

They echo the world's message, don't they?  Listen to its vision:

"A new civilization is emerging in our lives, and blind men everywhere are trying to suppress it. This
new civilization brings with it new family styles, changed ways of working, loving, and living, a new
economy, new political conflicts, and beyond all this an altered consciousness as well."  Alvin and Heidi
Toffler, Creating a New Civilization.  [7]

"The challenge to humanity is to adopt new ways of thinking, new ways of acting, new ways of
organizing itself in society, in short, new ways of living." [8] Our Creative Diversity, UNESCO

But God's Word warns us to resist the popular call to conformity: 

"As therefore you received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him, rooted and built up in Him and
established in the faith, as you have been taught, abounding in it with thanksgiving. Beware lest
anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, according to the tradition of men,
according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ." Col. 2:6-9

 A Church in tune with the world

Paul Proctor didn’t suspect a problem - at first. He was surprised but agreeable when his pastor wanted to change
the name of the First Baptist Church to "The People's Church." And when Pastor White began to take the church in
"a new direction", Mr. Proctor -- like most members -- assumed that meant toward a non-denominational identity. 

But the nature of the shift became more evident with the passing months.  In his article, The People's Church, Proctor
summarizes some key points in this well-managed "church growth" transformation which has bewildered Christians
across America.

"A re-occurring theme of 'tolerance, diversity and unity' seemed to permeate almost every sermon. It
became increasingly clear to me that the pastor's 'new direction' was worldly and that he was now being
guided by someone or something other than God. Friction grew between the two of us over the course
of time as his sermons turned away from the gospel that leads to repentance and faith in Christ to the
social psychology of get-alongism. 

"Sure, the Bible calls us to live in peace with one another, to keep and maintain healthy relationships
with our brothers and sisters in Christ, but NOT at the expense of God. The pastor I once held in such
high regard began reciting 'group-think' platitudes like: 'YOU CAN'T BE RIGHT WITH GOD AND AT
ODDS WITH EVERYONE ELSE', meaning it was now time for us all to compromise our conscience and
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convictions for the collective. 

"This is the 'Consensus Process' at work, a 200 year-old socialist brainwashing technique known by
social psychologists the world over as the 'Hegelian Dialectic', developed by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel in the late 1700's that involves the practice of compromise to achieve social harmony between
opposing groups and/or belief systems." [9] 

This seductive quest for unity and "community" found a ready following. Church leaders and members shared a
common concern for alienated families and hard-to-reach youth. Many began to soften the gospel, marketing God's
promises while hiding His call to repentance. That "old-time religion" with its unchanging truths and outmoded values
seemed all too staid, boring and restrictive for the post-modern culture.  So, to bridge the widening gap between
church and world, churches began to redefine both themselves and the gospel. A rising network of management
theorists, visionary leaders and church consultants stood ready to guide the process. [See chart]

Today, vast leadership networks with their compromising partnerships are winning converts in churches everywhere.
They beckon Christians to befriend their communities and share the gospel -- but soften or avoid Biblical words,
truths and standards that offend the world. These include words such as sin, guilt and wicked as well as "divisive"
social issues. Such topics could  offend potential church members -- called "consumers" in the new language of
"Total Quality Management."

In other words, freedom to express certain theological or moral positions is already being quenched. Voicing genuine
concern about gender issues or the unbiblical influence of public schools could disturb another person's comfort zone.
In fact, any Biblical value or attitude that clashes with global standards for "tolerance, diversity and unity" has already
become taboo in many churches across the country.

"We seem to have come to a point in the Church that anyone who speaks anything about anyone that is deemed to
be 'unkind' is chastised for their 'judgmentalism' or lack of Christ-like love," writes Rev. R. J. Rooney. "It is really quite
frightening. It is nothing more than the ancient belief that mankind can create our own Utopia."[10]

Today's leadership networks offer tools for measuring progress toward the new political correctness. The church
survey below was prepared by the Search Institute and published in Prescription for a Healthy Church.  It
resembles the sliding scale introduced by educator Sidney Simon decades ago as a tool for testing, exposing, and
changing a student's attitudes. Promoted as "values clarification," it was one of many behavior modification strategies
used to change, not clarify values. Now the same tactic is used in managed churches to imprints a new standard for
communication on the minds of members. [See Sex Ed and Global Values and "find" Values Education]

 "An Attitude Check for Your Church"   

1.  Focus on the negative, 
     the problems, the fears 1 2 3 4 5

Focus on the
positives, 
the hopes, the
possibilities

 9.  Isolation and competition 1 2 3 4 5 Cooperation and
support

10. Commitment to "our kids" 1 2 3 4 5 Commitment to "all
kids"

The list on the left side "represent common attitudes that shape children, youth and family ministries." These must be
changed. The right side "represent some of the key attitudes that contribute to building assets." That's where the
church is heading, helped by the psycho-social strategies developed by behavioral psychologists.  Where does your
church fit on this scale? 

The first point not only measures church attitudes, its subtle suggestion helps create a social atmosphere that frowns
on any genuine criticism of popular values or public policies. Even when spoken in love, Biblical warnings could be
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considered intolerant or hateful. Paul Proctor's earlier description of The People's Church illustrates the process. 

The ninth and tenth points shows the shift from individual thinking and responsibility to group thinking and community
responsibility. As Hillary Clinton put it, "it takes a village...."  In this collective society, personal freedom and individual
choice must yield to a planned community consensus.

If this was an obscure movement led by New Age teachers, it could be readily dismissed. But its organizers and
promoters are respected Christian pastors, leaders and authors, men and women whom few dare question. Yet they
support a worldwide transformation that -- like yeast in a lump of dough -- permeates and connects every branch of
the global village. Its quest for growth and unity fuels a growing consensus which is pressuring Christian families
churches everywhere to embrace the world's disdain for  "unhealthy" Biblical thinking and "intolerant" traditional
values.  [See Reinventing the World]   

"So the time is ripe for a 'sea change' in the way we do missions," writes Michael McLoughlin (Youth With A Mission,
Marketplace Ministries). "A 'sea change' is an entire shift in our thinking and our methodology towards missions.
Without this change, we risk the temptation to retreat into our cultural Christian ghetto surrounded by our spiritual
walls of the fear of compromise, suspicion of technology and reluctance to risk." [Back to the Future of Missions]

 
But how can "compromise" be part of the Christian walk, when God's Word tells us to "not be conformed to this
world"? (Rom 12:2)  Church leaders and managers who use phrases such as "entire shift in our thinking" and
"reluctance to take risk" are echoing the language used UN educators to promote their human development programs.
This language describes today's sophisticated management strategies designed to mold a compliant global workforce
whose worth will be measured by their solidarity based on politically correct values and by their service to "the
community." [See Serving a Greater Whole]  
 
The paradox in this transformation is obvious: If you count knowing the Truth more important than experiencing unity,
you would allow open discussion and put an end to the manipulative "facilitated dialogue" toward a common
consensus. But if your goal is unity or solidarity, you have to lower the bar, enforce the new social rules and set
aside important truths. A managed illusion of unity is incompatible with personal freedom to follow God. And when
this quest for unity becomes more important than the quest for truth and delight in God's Word, new hostilities will
surface. We see it already in the new guidelines for silencing contrary voices and quenching the influence of those
who -- for conscience sake -- refuse to conform. 

Next: Part 2- Church Management and Global Missions

Endnotes: 
1. Lyle E. Schaller, The Very Large Church: New Rules for Leaders  (Nashville: Abignon Press, 2000), page 15.

2. Ibid., page 17.

3.  Carl George, Author, Church Consultant, The Open Church, <http://www.openchurch.com>, click on "endorsements."

4. Lutheran leader Richard Webb, promoting a forum for young church leaders through Young Leader Networks

5.  Mike Bickle, Kansas City Fellowship pastor, quoting the supposed voice of God  

6. M. McLoughlin, YWAM,  Back to the Future of Missions

7. Alvin and Heidi Toffler, Creating a New Civilization (Atlanta: Turner Publishing, 1994), page 19. See Toffler Associates at
<http://www.toffler.com/aboutus/default.shtml>.

8. Our Creative Diversity, UNESCO, 1995, p.11.

9. Paul Proctor,  The People's Church.     

10. Rev. R. J. Rooney, Conviction.
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The Church Growth Movement & Purpose Driven Church
VERSUS The Bible

A COMPARISON CHART CREATED BY JAMES SUNDQUIST

 
DISCLAIMER: Not every Purpose-Driven Church/Church Growth Movement church holds to every one of the

positions on the chart, but rather the chart is a general guideline to equip and warn the saints. -- 2/2004

Position of the CGM & The Purpose-
Driven Church Position of the Bible

Man adds to the church daily as should be saved
through contemporary marketing methods...

Churches are taking surveys among unsaved
and/or unchurched to determine what they do and
do not like about the church, then applying the
results and statistics to determine how the church
should be run.

"...And the LORD added to the church daily such
as should be saved" Acts 2:47.

"But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we
have fellowship one with another..." 1 John 1:7.

"Unless the LORD builds the house, its builders
labor in vain. Unless the LORD watches over the
city, the watchmen stand guard in vain. In vain you
rise early and stay up late, toiling for food to eat --
for he grants sleep to those he loves" Psalm
127:1-2.

The Church needs a new purpose. The Church already has a purpose since its
beginning 2000 years ago. The Great Commission:
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature" Mark 16:15.

"Ye should earnestly contend for the faith which
was once delivered unto the saints" Jude 1:3.

"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall be damned" Mark
16:15-16.

Conform the Church to the image of the world and
culture in order to make the church more palatable
and comfortable for the unsaved.

"Know ye not that friendship of the world is enmity
with God?" James 4:4.

"And be not conformed to this world..." Romans
12:2.

"The just shall live by faith. For the wrath of God is
revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in
unrighteousness..." Romans 1:17-18.

Promote self-love. "He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that
hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto life
eternal" John 12:25.
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"Loved their lives not unto death" Revelation
12:11.

The goal of the Church is Happiness and Personal
Fulfillment

The goal of the Church is Holiness. "Because it is
written, Be ye holy, for I am holy" 1 Peter 1:16.

Do not offend seekers with "religious" words. "And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offense,
[even to them] which stumble at the word," 1 Peter
2:8.

Remove the Cross from the church. Cling to the ole rugged Cross. The Cross was in
plain view for all to see: "and they shall look upon
me whom they have pierced" Zechariah 12:10.

Manmade 12-step programs toward psychological
healing and deliverance.

One-step deliverance program: Being Born Again
in Christ. "If the Son therefore shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed" John 8:36.

At the most, we could also acknowledge a second
"step": Sanctification, which is the process of
perfecting the saints until we are resurrected in our
glorified bodies.

Scriptures are insufficient for perfecting the saints.
Psychology and sociology help the church where
the Bible seems to lack.

"All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness; That the man of
God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all
good works" 2 Timothy 3:16-17.

Need to discover the key to "Unchurched Harry's"
heart to reach him for Christ.

Condition of man's heart is already known: "And
GOD saw that the wickedness of man was great
in the earth, and that every imagination of the
thoughts of his heart was only evil continually"
Genesis 6:5.

Christ's salvation is equal trade for worth of man
and focus on unsaved Harry's worth.

Unequal trade: Man's worth is zero, Christ's
salvation is worth infinite value. "All our
righteousness are as filthy rags" Isaiah 64:6. Christ
alone is our refuge and our worth!

Entertain the world into the Kingdom of God. Convict the world unto salvation: "No man can
say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost"
1 Corinthians 12:3.

Caters to the flesh. Crucifies the flesh: "For if ye live after the flesh, ye
shall die: but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the
deeds of the body, ye shall live" Romans 8:13.

Pleasers of men. Pleasers of God: "We were allowed of God to be
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put in trust with the gospel, even so we speak,
not as pleasing men, but God, which trieth our
hearts" 1 Thessalonians 2:4.

The answer to low self-esteem is high self-
esteem.

Concept of self-esteem is nonexistent in Scripture.
"The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a
broken and contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not
despise" Psalm 51:17.

How to become an "influential Christian" (John C.
Maxwell).

"But he that is greater among you shall be your
servant" Matthew 23:11. We are to be imitators of
Christ who made himself of no reputation.

Nature of man: Man is a victim. Nature of man: Man is a sinner: "For all have
sinned and fall short of the glory of God" Romans
3:23. "They did not like to retain God in their
knowledge" Romans 1:28.

Focus on self. Focus on God, then others: "A new commandment
I give unto you, That ye love one another; as I
have loved you, that ye also love one another"
John 13:34.

Christians need to be pleasing savor to the world. "For we are unto God a sweet savor of Christ, in
them that are saved, and in them that perish: To
the one (we are) the savor of death unto death;
and to the other the savor of life unto life" 2
Corinthians 2:15-16.

Be loved by the world. "Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and
when they shall separate you (from their
company), and shall reproach (you), and cast out
your name as evil, for the Son of man's sake"
Luke 6:22. "Marvel not, my brethren, if the world
hate you" I John 3:13.

Seek ye first the felt needs of the world and the
Kingdom shall be added unto you.

"But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you" Matthew 6:33.

Different church services for "Churched Harry &
Mary" vs. "Unchurched Harry & Mary."

Same church service and message for both
church and unchurced at the Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 5:3-11). Same message of
repentance to every tribe, tongue and nation: "And
he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature" Mark 16:15.
(Same message throughout the Old Testament as
well!)

Communion Inclusive. Communion Exclusive to Believers.
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Unchurched have rejected church but not
necessarily God.

All unsaved are in rebellion and have rejected
God: "For the preaching of the cross is to them
that perish foolishness; but unto us which are
saved it is the power of God" 1 Corinthians 1:18.

Shine the salt of earth into a sparkling gem. As the salt of the earth we must be covered with
the blood of the Lamb in order to retain savor,
remove poison in the world, and preserve the
world: "Ye are the salt of the earth; but if the salt
have lost his savor, wherewith shall it be salted? It
is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out,
and to be trodden under foot of men" Matthew
5:13.

"Unchurched Harry" will come to church via a good
experience.

Harry will come to church only by God's sovereign
work of grace: "For by grace are ye saved through
faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of
God" Ephesians 2:8.

Self-centered. Self-Sacrifice.

This generation is different from all past
generations.

This generation is IDENTICAL to all generations.

Asks what we can require of God. Asks what God requires of us.

Seeks personal fulfillment. Seeks obedience to Christ.

Integrates psychology with the Bible. "O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy
trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and
oppositions of science falsely so called" 1 Timothy
6:20. "To the law and to the testimony; if they
speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them" Isaiah 8:20. "Beware lest
anyone spoil you through philosophy and vain
deceit, after the traditions of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ"
Colossians 2:8. "But there were false prophets
also among the people, even as there shall be
false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in
damnable heresies" 2 Peter 2:1.

Integrates Personality Theory and Tests with the
Bible, such as Meyer-Briggs Test, S.H.A.P.E.,
Kiersey-Bates Temperament Sorter, based on
occultist and atheist Carl Jung & Sigmund Freud...
all based on astrological signs of the Zodiac.

"Let now the astrologers, the stargazers, the
monthly prognosticators stand up, and save thee
from these things that shall come. Behold, they
shall be as stubble..." Isaiah 41:13. "Ye shall know
them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles?" Matthew 7:16. "For a
good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither
doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. For
every tree is known by his own fruit. For of thorns
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men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush
gather they grapes" Luke 6:43-44. "Can the fig
tree, my brethren, bear olive berries? either a
vine, figs? so can no fountain both yield salt water
and fresh" James 3:12. "Ye cannot drink the cup
of the Lord, and the cup of devils; ye cannot be
partakers of the Lord's table, and of the table of
devils" 1 Corinthians 10:21.

Unconditional acceptance. Requires repentance; God is not tolerant of evil.
Sets in place Elders in church discipline to judge
and restore those in the church.

You set boundaries. God sets the boundaries.

Seek a higher power... whatever or whomever that
might be for deliverance from disease.

"Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is
none other name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" Acts 4:12.

Journaling is how you keep connected with God. Praying and meditating on God's Word is how you
keep connected with God.

Invites false teachers to pulpit, such as Muslim
clerics; or Presents false or contrary teachings in
positive light from the pulpit.

Shepherds protect and guard the flock from wolves
and wolves in sheep's clothing. "Take heed
therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over
the which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he
hath purchased with his own blood" Acts 20:28-31.

Supports Evangelical and Catholics Together
(ECT) and other ecumenical endeavors.

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye
separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the
unclean thing; and I will receive you" 2 Corinthians
6:17. "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
Romans 16:17. "Be ye not unequally yoked
together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath
righteousness with unrighteousness? and what
communion hath light with darkness?" 2
Corinthians 6:14.

Stand in counsel of men who are not Christians to
implement or finance their new church building
plans.

"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the
counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of
sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful"
Psalm 1:1. "But if they had stood in my counsel,
and had caused my people to hear my words,
then they should have turned them from their evil
ways, and from the evil of their doings" Jeremiah
23:22.

Invokes imaginary Jesus (spirit) with help of spirit
guide to search for past wounds, generational

"Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended
but one thing, forgetting those things which are
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curses, and lost memories. behind, and reaching forth unto those things with
are before, I press toward the mark for the prize
of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus"
Philippians 3:13-14.

Never criticize what God is "blessing." "But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach
any other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed"
Galatians 1:8. "And have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove
them" Ephesians 5:11. "Beloved, believe not every
spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God;
because many false prophets are gone out into the
world" 1 John 4:1.

Principle of Pragmatism: It it works, it must be
good!

Be faithful to the same message whether they
respond or not: "And go, get thee to them of the
captivity, unto the children of thy people, and
speak unto them, and tell them, Thus saith the
Lord GOD; whether they will hear, or whether
they will forbear" Ezekiel 3:11.

All truth is God's Truth. "But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will
guide you into all truth" John 14:17; 16:13.

Mandatory Signed Pledges & pyramid schemes.
(Levels similar to Masonic religion, the Caste
system in Hinduism, or Mystery Babylon.)

"Again, ye have heard that it hath been said by
them of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself,
but shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths: But I
say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven;
for it is God's throne: Nor by the earth; for it is his
footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of
the great King. Neither shalt thou swear by thy
head, because thou canst not make one hair white
or black. But let your communication be, Yea, yea;
Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these
cometh of evil" Matthew 5:33-37.

Respecter of persons. "Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, In truth I
perceive that God is no respecter of persons" Acts
10:34.

Makes the Highway to Heaven as wide as
possible.

"Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that
find it" Matthew 7:14.

Endorses or teaches Alpha Course. Evidence of the presence of the Holy Spirit does
not imitate Demon Possession.

A growing church means God is blessing us. Blessing and curse is completely dependent on
obedience to God's Word.
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Thinks men seek after God. "There is no one who seeks God" Romans 3:11.
God seeks after men: "So then faith cometh by
hearing, and hearing by the word of God" Romans
10:17.

Promotion comes via completion of courses. "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty
hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time"
1 Peter 5:6. "For promotion cometh neither from
the east, nor from the west, nor from the south.
But God is the judge; he putteth down one, and
setteth up another" Psalm 75:6-7.

Preach only "positive" messages from the pulpit. Preach publicly the full counsel of God which
includes both the love of God and the wrath of
God.

Based on principles of this world and "universal
truths."

Church governed by Word of God, based on
nothing but the person of Christ and him crucified.
"For I determined not to know any thing among
you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified" 1
Corinthians 2:2.

Monitors required tithing or pledge money. "But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand
know what they right hand doeth" Matthew 6:3.

Catch people unaware "Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the traditions of
men, after the rudiments of the world, and not
after Christ" Colossians 2:8. "Be sober, be
vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may
devour" 1 Peter 5:8.

Lower mind's resistance. "Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be
sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to
be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus
Christ" 1 Peter 1:13.

No silence during church service. "Be silent, O all flesh, before the LORD: for he is
raised up out of his holy habitation" Zechariah
2:13. "The Lord is in his holy temple: let all the
earth keep silence before him" Habakkuk 2:20.

Man builds the church. Jesus Christ builds his church: "And I say also
unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I
will build my church; and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it" Matthew 16:18.

My strength is made perfect in my "strengths",
i.e. S.H.A.P.E. (Personality profiles, Gift profiles,
etc.)

"My strength is made perfect in weakness" 2
Corinthians 12:9.
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Fear of the Lord?: "I don't think fear, as a tactic,
really moves people toward faith these days. So,
tactically, I think there are better ways to interest
the uninterested in the claims of Jesus Christ." ---
Pastor Bill Hybels, Willow Creek Community
Church.

"And the way of peace have they not known:
There is no fear of God before their eyes"
Romans 3:17-18.
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Codependency
Disease or Idolatry?*

-  The world views "codependency" as a "disease" (and one reaching epidemic proportions at that). The term was first
coined in the 1970s by those associated with the Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) movement; AA recognized that some
families become locked into a pattern of "pathological dependence" upon one another. [It is true that people become
wrongly or excessively dependent on others or things other than God (John 8:31-34; 15:4,5; 1 Cor 1:12), but this is
simply idolatry, not a disease.] The codependency concept, along with the 12-Step recovery process, was first applied
to spouses of "alcoholics" who supposedly enter into an addictive relationship with the "alcoholic," but is now applied
across the board to anyone who might feel compelled, for whatever reason, to put others before himself.

-  Today the term "codependency" is used to describe almost any relationship with another person or group that is
demanding or requires sacrifice. It has been dubbed the psychological disease of those with a "caretaker" mentality,
who are over-committed and over-involved in the lives of needy individuals; i.e., they "have a high need for keeping
people dependent on them." Because the "codependent" is supposedly neglecting essential personal needs to meet the
demands or needs of another, this relationship is viewed as "unhealthy." One author described a codependent as "being
totally concerned with others and neglecting [himself], accepting their problems as [his] own ..." Thus, a codependent
is "guilty of excessive compulsions" to fix the wrongs of another or to be controlled by another. This has even resulted
in some "Christian" opinion leaders teaching that persons can even find themselves in an "unhealthy" codependent
relationship with their church (e.g., Toxic Faith, by Stephen Arterburn).

This is a strange concern since Scripture never warns us of the harm of excessive love, but persistently pleads with us
to love God and others as passionately as we already love ourselves (Matt. 22:37-39). The implications for the wife
who is seeking to win her husband to Christ in obedience to 1 Peter 3:1-6 is interesting. If he is labeled "addictive,"
will she be found codependent? Will her gentle and quiet spirit and submissive demeanor cause her to be labeled an
"enabler"? The answer from the codependency crowd would be a resounding, YES! In fact, the feminist propagators of
this viewpoint would consider any "non-liberated" woman to be codependent.

-  The codependency movement's theoretical presuppositions (as to the model of health, the symptoms, the cause, and
the treatment methods) are for the most part diametrically opposed to the Word of God. What we most strongly object
to is the codependency movement's tendency to classify as disease what has traditionally been referred to as sin. Its
proponents have rejected the traditional or moral model of behavior, which is the Biblical model, in favor of the
medical model. Whereas the moral model asserts that addiction is either the direct result of one's own immoral
behavior, or indirectly, one's sinful response to the immoral behavior of another, which in either case, one is spiritually
depraved and thus guilty of sin, the medical model asserts that addiction is the result of amoral biology, in which one
is psychologically and physically diseased and thus a victim of sickness. "Codependency" is merely the disease model
of addiction extended and applied to those who live with "addicts." This mislabeling of sin as disease, with an ever-
expanding set of symptoms, has created an insidious and lucrative deception:

"Since behaviors which would be identified as sin in the Bible are relabeled 'codependent behavior,' the
answer is not Christ and Him crucified, confession, forgiveness, and repentance. The answer given by the
sirens of codependency is to change yourself by taking care of yourself and putting your own needs first.
Thus people identified as 'codependents' are simply urged to move from one form of self-centeredness to
another, rather than from self to God. ... In so-called recovery groups for so-called codependents, people
replace one form of idolatry with another. And they remain enslaved to self" (PsychoHeresy Update, Fall
1990, p. 3).

-  Codependency theorists believe the danger for the codependent is a loss of identity due to an inability to establish
personal boundaries or limits. These are essential, they insist, to keep people from coming into our space, and to keep
us from violating theirs. But is a loss of identity possible because a person is consumed with love and care for another?
Should the Christian be counseled to establish boundaries around himself to insure his needs are always met? Must he
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seek his own freedom and happiness independent of serving others? This is the egocentric madness of raw paganism
popularized by Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow. Their dogma insists that self-needs always come first. (To be
consistent, one would also have to conclude that even many of Jesus' teachings were pathological!)

-  What are the characteristics of codependency? One "Christian" author lists over 200 characteristic features of
codependency -- and that, we are told, is not a complete list. Minirth and Meier in their book, Happiness is a Choice,
list 130 traits for what they call the "obsessive-compulsive" personality, 118 traits for the "hysterical" personality, 101
traits for "depressed" types, and 71 traits for a "cyclothymic" personality.

-  A secular book that has done more than anything else to "Christianize" codependency is Codependent No More by
Melodie Beattie. It has been recommended by many so-called Christian counselors and sold in many Christian
bookstores. The very first page of the book is blank except for a quote that very well expresses the goal of this
psychological/religious philosophy (i.e., put self on the throne) -- "It is not easy to find happiness in ourselves, and it is
not possible to find it elsewhere."

-  Codependency guru John Bradshaw (an unbeliever who defines codependency as the internalization of shame)
blames codependency in part on Christians who teach doctrines of original sin, total depravity, and eternal punishment,
adding that Adam's problem was the result of "toxic shame" rather than sin. This theory holds that virtually everyone
in this country is a product of a "dysfunctional family," a whopping 96% of us, and that we have all experienced some
form of traumatic abuse as children. In turn, this childhood "abuse" inevitably results in some form of adult
dysfunctional behavior -- often some form of addiction -- the solution for which is a concerted effort to "heal the inner
child" through 12-Step programs. This is the same John Bradshaw who "heartily recommends" Love is a Choice:
Recovery for Codependent Relationships, a best-selling "Christian" recovery book which Minirth and Meier co-author
with Robert Hemfelt (of Serenity Bible fame). [Toxic Faith, a book authored in part by professing believer Stephen
Arterburn, the CEO of New Life Treatment Centers (now Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics), teaches many of the same
concepts as Bradshaw, only dressed up in Christian terminology.]

-  The codependency movement actually believes that the cause of codependency is the practice of self-denial or
sacrifice (e.g., Beattie, p. 109, states that "'Love thy neighbor as thyself.' The problem with many codependents is we do
just that.") Yet the Bible teaches that we are to deny self (Lk. 9:23-26), love God with our entire beings (Matt. 22:37),
and love others as we already love ourselves (Matt. 22:39; Eph. 5:29). The psychological mind that dominates the
codependency movement misunderstands the Biblical concept of denial of self and sees it as merely sacrificing self for
another person's whims. Jesus, however, commanded us to sacrifice self for another's needs (not his wants or desires)
and then only according to God's will.

-  It is estimated that there are well over 300 different recovery organizations across the country which employ the 12-
Steps. As is typically the case, professing Christians have seized the methods of secular counselors, "integrated" the
12-Step approach with Biblical principals, and now present it as an "effective, scientific, and Biblical way" of
recovering from everything from overeating to incest. Even so-called Christian, hospital-based "recovery clinics"
(such as Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers [Robert McGee] and Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics [Stephen Arterburn])
have exploded upon the scene, operating as privately owned, for-profit corporations -- a trend which one author
describes as "franchising hope" (Tim Stafford, "Franchising Hope," Christianity Today, May 18, 1992, pp. 22-26). The
rapid spread of the movement within the professing church is even causing true believers to ask: "Can psychotherapy
help solve the ancient problem of sin?"

-  As mentioned, an organization that is heavily promoting 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian"
methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships is the Rapha Ministries and Hospital Treatment Centers of
Houston, Texas. Rapha debuted in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since. Today it
is estimated that Rapha operates approximately 120 hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an annual income of
more than $12 million. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted Christians (by
employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible). Rapha also claims that over
2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. (See Chapter 3 of 12 Steps to Destruction and the November-
December 1996 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter for a more detailed discussion of Rapha and its programs.) [Some of
the more prominent "Christian celebrities" that have endorsed Rapha are Jerry Falwell ("It has been good to know that
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we now have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual and
substance abuse problems."); D. James Kennedy ("Rapha offers a unique blend of clinical competence and scriptural
authority. They truly live up to their biblical name."); Beverly LaHaye ("I am confident that the Rapha Hospital
Treatment Centers are a gift of God for our generation. I am pleased to be able to recommend the Rapha program
everywhere"); and Charles Stanley ("I am grateful to God for all Rapha is doing to help hurting people. Those of us
who are pastors are thankful for an organization like Rapha.")]

-  "Christian" recovery centers don't offer an alternative as much as an extension of their secular counterparts. AA's
12-Steps -- which are wide enough to include virtually any philosophical or religious viewpoint -- are definitely not
Christian, having more in common with the all-inclusive Bahai faith than with Biblical Christianity. This should not be
surprising, since it can be thoroughly documented that the founders of AA, in spite of "Christian" recovery industry'
claims to the contrary, were not Christians. [Professing Christians who author recovery literature naively assume that
the result of Bill Wilson's (AA's co-founder) "spiritual awakening" (Step 12) was regeneration. The Bobgans
document that AA's founders practiced spiritualism, necromancy, and conducted séances. They (Wilson, et al.)
deliberately kept their religious viewpoints low-key so that their organization would appeal to Christians of all types,
as well as to those of other religions -- including Jews, Hindus, Moslems, Buddhists -- as well as to atheists (12 Steps
to Destruction, pp. 106-117).]

-  In late 1992, a popular so-called evangelical journal (Leadership) dedicated its entire issue to the recovery
phenomenon, noting that one-half of the church leaders which responded to its survey stated that they attended or led
at least one recovery group within the past 12 months. Professing evangelical church fellowships/denominations are
also corporately buying into the religion of codependency/recovery. The most obvious evidence of this is the June 1991
issue of The Evangelical Beacon, the "official magazine of The Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)." The
issue is titled "Power Through Grace: Freedom From Addiction and Codependency." It contains ten pieces of
"literature" (articles, editor's letters, interviews, columns, etc.) that could easily serve as a philosophical guide for any
church desiring to switch allegiance from the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the gospel of codependency/12-Step recovery
programs. It is a perfect example of "heresy called sound doctrine." (A letter to Dr. Kenneth Meyer, the then president
of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (now Trinity International University), the official Seminary of the E-Free
denomination located in Deerfield, Illinois, criticizing his part in the codependency heresy, drew the following, almost
unbelievable, response: "Your letter ... showed an arrogance and total lack of biblical sense in regard to codependent
and addictive needs. ... the issue of the Evangelical Beacon you criticized was probably the best in their recent history.
Your letter shows your need for the ministry of a Christian psychologist or psychiatrist." [Emphasis added.]) So, to
criticize those in the codependency industry, you're labeled as a nut.

-  Part of the recovery process of a codependent involves committing himself to a support group, practicing the 12-
Steps in every area of his life for the rest of his life, and seeking to share his experience with others in an attempt to
convert them to the 12-Step way of life. The parallels to Christianity are striking. But what you really have here is a
pagan substitute for Biblical conversion, teaching, church membership, and witnessing. Twelve-Step programs are a
counterfeit of Christianity and compete with it for the souls of men. Professing Christians who become involved in 12-
Step recovery approaches have lost confidence in the efficacy of the gospel and the Holy Spirit, and have
misunderstood the gospel and what it entails.

-  The ridiculousness of the codependency movement is even being recognized by the secular press. Mark Lacter, at the
time the Business Editor of the Daily News (a suburban Los Angeles newspaper), quotes child psychologist Robert
Coles' comments printed in the New York Times which read: "I have a feeling we're soon going to have special groups
for third cousins of excessive sherry drinkers." Dr. Stan J. Katz, a noted secular psychologist, in his controversial book
The Codependency Conspiracy (New York: Warner Books, Inc., 1991) makes the following charge:

"By creating so many different disease characteristics, the codependency leaders offer a slot for everyone.
We all must be codependent because we all fit at least one of the descriptions. This tactic is very good for
book sales and lecture attendance. ... But the tactic is also irresponsible. Most of the feelings and behavior
listed as codependence traits are perfectly normal. They do not indicate that we came from dysfunctional
families or are in one now. They do not prove we are addicts. ... All they prove is that the authors of these
lists have conceived a theory so broad, so multifaceted that it is virtually meaningless."
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-  To summarize, the "12-Step/codependency gospel" is, pure and simple, a religious humanism gospel of self-esteem,
self-love, self-acceptance, and self-nurturing (formulated by such humanistic psychologists as Alfred Adler, Abraham
Maslow, and Carl Rogers), whereby original sin is recast into "disease" and habitual sins are "shortcomings,"
"character defects," or "addictions." It is truly a model of transpersonal psychology which seeks to combine the
psychological with the spiritual (12 Steps to Destruction, p. 230).

This emphasis is humanistic rather than Biblical; people's problems are not a lack but an abundance of self-love, and
thus, most people who allegedly struggle with these issues in reality are afflicted with the sin of pride. Not only are the
individual steps unbiblical, the whole goal of the recovery movement is wrong. The Bobgans contend that 12-Step
programs:

"... do not hold a common doctrine of God and His creation. Instead, each group holds a common goal,
centered in saving self. In AA it's sobriety; in Codependents Anonymous it's feeling good through
unshackled selfhood. ... The goal takes precedence over the One True God. Whatever god or goddess is
chosen as the higher power is subservient to that goal. All of these fit into the New Age spirituality: no
absolutes, many ways, self-enhancement" (12-Steps to Destruction, p. 116). (Emphasis added.)

The codependency movement offers an alternative "way" for producing abundant life. In virtually every codependency
group, recovery is promised to those who surrender to a "Higher Power." This invariably means a New Age,
pantheistic god of one's own understanding (that teaches self-deification), not the God of the Bible as revealed in Jesus
Christ. When the Lordship of Christ is replaced by a man-made image, then the efficacy of the cross, the power of the
Holy Spirit, and the wisdom of His Word are replaced by idolatry. God's "way" to both prevent and treat so-called
pathological dependence is to depend wholly on (i.e., trust and obey) Jesus Christ, through His Blood, His Spirit, and
His Word.

Note on Melanie Beattie: Beattie claims to be a Christian, but is teaching self-love psychology and New Age
perspectives. Author of the best-seller Codependent No More, Beattie says that we "suffer from that vague but
penetrating affliction, low self-worth" and that "self-love" is the cure. One of the chapters in Codependent No More, in
fact, is entitled, "Have a Love Affair With Yourself." She suggests we stop torturing ourselves and try to raise our
view of ourselves. How do we do that? She says: "Right now, we can give ourselves a big emotional and mental hug.
We are okay. It's wonderful to be who we are. Our thoughts are okay. Our feelings are appropriate. We're right where
we're supposed to be today, this moment. There is nothing wrong with us. There is nothing fundamentally wrong with
us." (Beattie must have missed Romans 3:23 -- "all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.")

In an excerpt from her original meditation in The Language of Letting Go, Beattie writes: "Trust yourself. Trust what
you know. Sometimes, it is hard to stand in our own truth & trust what we know, especially when others would try to
convince us otherwise ... Ask to be shown the truth, clearly -- not by the person trying to manipulate or convince you,
but by yourself, your Higher Power & the Universe."

In a 1997 interview, Beattie reveals more of her "New Age spirituality" by erroneously comparing the holiness of the
crucifixion with the "holiness" of human despair. She stated: "The crucifixion has become one of the holy places, but
I'm sure it didn't feel all that holy going through it. But he (Jesus) took his pain and made it count for something. He
owned his power within that situation, he did what he wanted to do and he handled it creatively. That night when we
bottom out on drinking and we've never hated ourselves so much, that's a holy place. That day when we're ready to
blow our brains out because he won't change and do something differently so we can be happy, and someone says why
don't you try Al-Anon, it becomes a holy place." 

In this same interview, Beattie implies that people living today had the opportunity (before their birth) to choose to
live at this particular time in history: "I know it sounds kind of new-agey [she rubbed her hands together and grinned
gleefully], but I think there are some of us who just went: I know there's going to be some stuff happening there [on
earth in this time] and I want to be part of it. We might be having second thoughts as we grind through the nineties,
but I do think it's going to pay off. As we go around the tip of this decade, I think we're going to see and remember
why we're here." -- The Power of Self-Love: Conversations with Melody Beattie, Phoenix, Vol. 17, No. 10, Oct. 1997. 
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* Unless otherwise indicated, the material herein is excerpted from "'Codependency' or Idolatry?" (Sid Galloway, The
Biblical Counselor, November, 1990, pp. 1 & 8); 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Martin
and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages); Christian Psychology's War on God's
Word: The Victimization of the Believer by Jim Owen, available from EastGate Publishers, 1993, 274 pages); and a
book review ("Serenity: A Companion for Twelve Step Recovery") written by Gregory Mazak (Biblical Viewpoint,
The Critics' Corner, November, 1992, pp. 113-121).
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Codependency: A Biblical View
by Gary Gilley*

Codependency is one of the "hot topics," at the moment, in modern-day psychology. Until recent years, the word (and
even the concept) was virtually unknown; now everyone seems to be a codependent. We need to define codependency,
look at what psychologists tell us causes it, examine its supposed effects on people, and find out "how to cure it."
Finally, we will examine all of this in the light of Scripture.

A Definition of Codependency

"Originally, codependency was used to describe a person whose life was affected as a result of being involved with
someone who was chemically dependent" (Martin Bobgan, Twelve Steps to Destruction, p. 15). Today, however,
definitions vary so greatly that it is often difficult to be certain what is being talked about. For example:

(a) "A codependent person is one who has let another person's behavior affect him or her, and who is
obsessed with controlling that person's behavior" (Melody Beattie, Codependent No More, p. 31);

(b) "Codependency can be defined as an addiction to people, behaviors, or things. Codependency is the
fallacy of trying to control interior feelings by controlling people, things, and events on the outside. To the
codependent, control, or the lack of it, is central to every aspect of life. When it comes to people, the
codependent has become so elaborately enmeshed in the other person that the sense of self -- personal
identity -- is severely restricted, crowded out by that other person's identity and problems" (Love is a
Choice, by Hemfelt, Minirth, and Meier, p. 11);

(c) "Codependency is the condition when your love tanks are running on empty" (Ibid., p. 38);

(d) "Codependency is a pattern of painful dependency on compulsive behaviors and on approval from
others in an attempt to find safety, self-worth, and identity" (Definition used at the first national
conference on codependency in 1989, Bobgan, p. 17).

Confused? Even Melody Beattie, the acknowledged spokeswoman for codependency admits: "There are almost as
many definitions of codependency as there are experiences that represent it. In desperation (or perhaps enlightenment),
some therapists have proclaimed, 'Codependency's anything, and everyone is a codependent'" (Codependent No More,
p. 29). Not only are the experts uncertain about what this "disorder" is, they are also not sure who has it. Minirth and
Meier tell us that roughly one hundred million Americans suffer from codependency, and therefore, we are embattled
by an epidemic of staggering degree (Love is a Choice, p. 14). It has been estimated by yet another source, that eighty-
five percent of the codependency market is female. The reason for this is that mainly the traditional feminine traits and
behaviors, such as nurturing, mothering, and developing intimate relationships, are often considered symptoms of
codependency. Women, who have chosen to be caretakers and nurturers, rather than put their own feelings and desires
above others, are labeled codependent -- in need of psychological help. While we would acknowledge that these traits
can be carried too far by some, we are greatly concerned when we are told that virtually the whole adult population
(especially women) is suffering from this "disease." Could it be that the psychologists are confusing codependence
with unselfish acts of love? Is the goal of the anti-codependent proponents to turn us into a race of people who serve
and love self more than others? If so, they are in contradiction with Philippians. 2:3,4.

The Cause of Codependency

What causes a person to become codependent and what are the effects of this "illness" on the life of the codependent?
Minirth and Meier claim the causes of codependency are: "unmet emotional needs, lost childhood, and the compulsion
to fix the dysfunctional family" (Ibid., p. 15). While these "causes" are interrelated, we will nevertheless take them one
at a time:
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Unmet Emotional Needs: The theory is that we each have a reservoir for love (or love tank) inside us. If
our love tank has not been filled by the "significant others" in our lives, we will not have our emotional
needs met; we will, therefore, become a codependent (see Ibid., p. 33ff).This is especially true of children.

Lost Childhood: Children lose their childhood through abuse, usually by parents or parental figures. Active
abuse, such as incest, physical abuse, or even excessive anger on a parent's part is the most recognized
form of abuse -- abuse that we must not deny or minimize. However, the codependency gurus tell us of
more subtle forms of abuse that apparently leave similar scars on a child's life. Minirth and Meier inform
us of the following forms of abuse, often not recognized: one parent who is preoccupied and unavailable
to a child emotionally; a child who is not constantly praised; lack of touching and hugging in the family;
parents not being at peace (with one another) sexually; parents who demand "too much"; parents
depending too much on their children; a parent who is too rigid; etc. (Ibid., pp. 52-62).

[We would mention two things at this point: Note the terrible pressure the codependency view places upon parents. At
what point do we cross over from being emotionally available, to over-indulging our children? When are we being too
rigid, rather than firm? How do we know if we are expecting too much from our children, or not enough? What a
horrible position to be in, knowing that the answers to these questions are relative, yet knowing that failure on our part
will "scar" our children for life. The Biblical view would be that parents do have responsibility to their children, but
that they are not responsible for the choices their children make. Likewise, instead of blaming our parents for the
mistakes they made while raising us, we must take responsibility for our own actions.

By the codependent definition of abuse, virtually all children in the past have been abused and should have developed
into codependents. How could parents of ten or more children always have been emotionally available to each one of
them? How were parents able to fill their children's "love tanks" when they worked sixty-plus hours per week, and
often their children held full-time jobs as well? Even more importantly, if codependency has been our problem all of
these years, why didn't God give us instructions on how to deal with it? Are we to believe that God allowed all of His
people (until the 1980s) to be unequipped to deal with this grave problem? Are we to believe, as well, that God has not
chosen to deal with codependency in His Word, but instead has revealed this problem and its solution only to ungodly
men and women?]

The Compulsion to Fix the Dysfunctional Family: Minirth and Meier tell us: "We all possess a primal
need to recreate the familiar, the original family situation, even if the familiar, the situation, is destructive
and painful" (Ibid., p. 65). Why would anyone want to recreate a painful situation? Because we are
compelled by our unconscious minds that actually control (we are told) eighty percent of our decisions
(apparently without our conscious knowledge; Ibid., p. 65). But why would we "unconsciously" choose to
put ourselves through such pain? Consider the following three reasons given by followers of
codependency:

(a) We believe that if the original situation can be drummed back into existence, this time
around we can fix it. We can cure the pain. We know we can! The codependent possesses a
powerful need to go back and fix what was wrong; he must cure the original pain.

(b) We believe that we were responsible for the rotten original family; therefore, we must be
punished -- we deserve pain. Codependents may actually be hooked on misery.

(c) We believe that there is that yearning for the familiar and the secure. Even if the past was
painful, at least it was home.

John Bradshaw, popular author and TV codependent guru, lays the blame on the Biblical teaching that everyone is
born in a condition of sin. He contends that such teaching produces a "shame-based" personality destined to become
an addict. He says: "Many religious denominations teach a concept of man as wretched and stained with original sin ...
With original sin you're beat before you start" (Healing the Shame That Binds You, p. 64).

Actually, the various "experts" come up with various (and often contradictory) reasons why they believe people
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become codependent. Why so many options? Perhaps this quote from the University of California's "Wellness Letter"
explains the problem well:

"The literature of codependency is based on assertions, generalizations, and anecdotes ... To start without
the slightest shred of scientific evidence and casually label large groups as diseased may be helpful to a
few, but it is potentially harmful and exploitative as well. If as the best sellers claim, 'all society is an
addict' and ninety-six percent of us are codependents, that leaves precious few of us outside the rehab
centers -- but at that point the claims become ludicrous at best" (Oct., 1990, p. 7, quoted in Bobgan, p. 33).

The Effects of Codependency

We are being told that it is very difficult to discern whether the behavior of a codependent was caused by his "illness,"
or the "illness" was caused by his behavior. At any rate, Melody Beattie groups the problems of codependent people
around the following categories: caretaking, low self-worth, repression, obsession, controlling, denial, dependency,
poor communication, weak boundaries, lack of trust, anger, sex problems, miscellaneous, and progressive
(Codependent No More, pp. 37-45). After reading her lists, you realize that few, if any, can totally escape the
codependent label.

Minirth and Meier blame addictions and compulsions on codependency. Even more importantly, they claim that a
codependent is unable to obey God: "The Christian's foremost privilege and responsibility is to hear and respond to
God. The codependent can neither hear clearly nor respond adequately. It's that simple" (Ibid., p. 171). How cruel God
must be, to demand obedience from people who cannot obey because of their emotional illnesses (caused usually by
harsh parents), then punish them because of their disobedience. Either the apostles of codependency are right, or
God is (in His Word) -- we cannot have it both ways!

The Cure

In order to recover from codependency, codependents must enter a Twelve-Step program specifically designed for
them: Codependents Anonymous is one such program, which is almost identical to Alcoholics Anonymous, with only
minor changes in the steps (see the Gilley report on 12-Step Recovery Programs). Another option is to enter a clinic
such as the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic or a Rapha Hospital Treatment Center, and go through their similar
programs.

As a summation, the adherents of codependency would say: "Codependents carry distorted messages about their own
sense of worth and such messages originate in dysfunctional families. Those messages must be erased through
regressive therapy and replaced with positive, self-enhancing messages" (Bobgan, p. 46).

The Scriptures teach a very different method of change and growth. This method is outlined in places such as Eph.
4:22-24, where we are told to put off the old self, put on the new self, and be renewed in the spirit of our mind.
Specific application of this principle will depend upon the problem that we face.

The psychological world (including "Christian" psychologists) errs, because it has a faulty anthropology (view of man)
based upon human wisdom, rather than upon the Word of God. Psychologists believe that people behave poorly, and
develop emotional and psychological problems, because their love tanks are empty. If they can get their "significant
others," or even God, to fill up their "love tanks," their problems will be resolved. The end result is everyone living
for themselves. The Bible says, however, that we behave poorly because we are totally depraved, having been born
with a sin nature. As a result, we react sinfully to our problems.

The solution offered by God is to live Biblically. Progressive sanctification is our goal as we live our lives to please
God.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the October 1996 issue of Southern View Chapel (since renamed Think On These
Things), Pastor Gary Gilley, editor [Southern View Chapel, 3253 South 4th Street, Springfield, IL 62703].
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12-Step Recovery Programs
by Gary Gilley*

Without a doubt, the most widely recommended "therapy" for people struggling with life (including various forms of
"addictions," many "mental illnesses," and conditions such as "codependency") is a recovery group that employs a
Twelve-Step program. The original Twelve-Step recovery group is, of course, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) which was
founded in 1935. Today there are thousands of recovery groups modeled after AA. Over the years, the "Christian"
psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier have specifically placed their stamp of approval on the following groups:
AA, Al-Anon, Alateen, Debtors Anonymous, Emotions Anonymous, Gamblers Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous,
Codependents Anonymous, National Association for Children of Alcoholics, Overcomers Outreach, Overeaters
Anonymous, Adult Children of Alcoholics, Incest Survivors Anonymous, Adult Children Anonymous, Al-Atot,
Alcoholics Victorious, Bulimics/Anorexics Anonymous, Child Abusers Anonymous, Codependents of Sex Addicts,
Fundamentalists Anonymous, Parents Anonymous, Pills Anonymous, Sex Addicts Anonymous, Sexaholics
Anonymous, Sex and Love Anonymous, Shoplifters Anonymous, Smokers Anonymous, Spenders Anonymous,
Victims of Incest Can Emerge, and Workaholics Anonymous (Love is a Choice, pp. 280-281).

The Background of Alcoholics Anonymous

Many believers mistakenly believe that the founders of AA were Christians who established their organization on
Biblical principles. Minirth and Meier, for example, say, "The first AA workers knew God intimately" (Ibid., p. 12). In
fact, the founders of AA, while "religious," never claimed to be Christians -- rather they were enmeshed in a wide
range of spiritual activities including heavy involvement with the occult and spiritism.

The principal founder of AA, Bill Wilson, was a drunk whose life had become unmanageable. Wilson became hopeful
that he could overcome his drunkenness problem when his doctor convinced him that his heavy drinking was not his
fault, but rather due to an "allergy" (a new idea at the time). Wilson then entered the hospital in order to receive
drying-out treatments. Upon leaving the hospital, he soon returned to his old ways. He then concluded that he was
doomed.

It was at this point that Wilson ran into an old drinking buddy by the name of Ebby Thatcher. Thatcher had whipped
his drinking problem and seemed like a new man. He attributed his new life to having "got religion." Wilson envied
his old friend's peace of mind, but resisted the idea of submitting himself to God. Shortly thereafter, he entered another
detoxification program at the hospital, where he was to receive his own religious experience. Alone in his room,
perhaps at the lowest point of his life, Wilson finally cried out in desperation, "If there is a God, let Him show
Himself! I am ready to do anything, anything!" He then describes his experience: "Suddenly my room blazed with an
indescribably white light. I was seized with an ecstasy beyond description. Every joy I had known was pale by
comparison. The light, the ecstasy -- I was conscious of nothing else for a time" (Pass It On, p. 121).

The experience had a profound effect on Wilson. From that point on, he believed in the existence of God and he
stopped drinking alcohol. However, at no time in his life (to our knowledge) did Bill Wilson ever place his faith in
Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sin. In addition, rather than turning to the Bible to explain more about God, he
turned to William James' book, The Varieties of Religious Experience. James was a philosopher-psychologist (1842-
1910) who was intrigued with mystical, existential experiences. He believed that people from all religions had had
virtually identical experiences in which the person becomes one with the Absolute (God, as we understand Him). The
official AA biography of Wilson says, "James gave Bill the material he needed to understand what had just happened
to him -- and gave it to him in a way that was acceptable to Bill" (see PsychoHeresy Update, Spring 1991).

It is important to note that Wilson's faith system was not based on Jesus Christ and Him crucified; nor is there any
mention of Jesus Christ being the Savior from his sin. Both he and Bob Smith (co-founder of AA) embraced and
promoted a variety of spiritual experiences, which included practicing spiritualism and conversing with the dead

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
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(which the Bible forbids) and being heavily involved in séances. Wilson also acted as a medium or channeler. It was
while involved in these types of religious experiences, not Biblical Christianity, that Wilson developed his Twelve
Steps (Pass It On, pp 156, 198, 275, 278).

Bill Wilson received some Christian influence from a highly experiential oriented organization called the Oxford
Group. Sam Shoemaker, the leader of the Oxford Group, was responsible for many of the concepts that Wilson later
incorporated into AA. At one time Wilson did consider becoming a Catholic, but he felt that the authoritative layout of
the Church was too much for him, and he did not want to associate AA with any one religious sect. Tim Stafford sums
up Bill Wilson's religious life well when he wrote: "Though he was close to Christians for the rest of his life, and once
took a year of instruction in the Catholic faith ... he never could reconcile himself to any orthodox expression of faith.
His continuing religious search led him to LSD and spiritualist experiments. 'God as we understand him' allows room
for seekers, but it also leaves room for those who prefer to define God, rather than to allow Him to define them. It is a
profoundly ambivalent expression" (Christianity Today; July 22, 1991, "The Hidden Gospel of the 12 Steps," p. 17).

The Twelve Steps

The major concern that we have with AA (and other such recovery groups) is that contrary to their denial, they
constitute a religious system. For example, they believe and talk about God, they pray, they have a creed, AA is their
bible, and they fellowship in a church-like setting. However, just like all religions, save true Christianity, Twelve-Step
recovery groups cannot bring a person into a right relationship with God -- for their god is not the God of Scripture,
their prayers are to whatever power(s) they choose, their bible is not God's Word, and their salvation is from
"addiction," not sin. The devil is more than happy to provide sobriety in the place of salvation. AA and recovery
movements are false religions with false religious systems, attempting to lead mankind to a better and happier life, yet
bypass the cross of Christ.

The following is an overview of the Twelve Steps. Each recovery group may word these steps somewhat differently to
fit its needs, but the steps are all based upon the Twelve Steps of AA:

STEP#1: "We admitted we were powerless over alcohol -- that our lives had become unmanageable."

While this step sounds Biblical, unfortunately, AA defines alcoholism as a disease. Stafford says, "The
'disease concept' of alcoholism -- not invented, but certainly popularized by AA -- seems to remove any
moral dimension from drinking" (Ibid., p. 14). Martin Bobgan writes: "Step One is a dangerous counterfeit
for both Christians and non-Christians. It serves as a substitute for acknowledging one's own depravity,
sinful acts and utter lostness apart from Jesus Christ, the only Savior and the only way to forgiveness
(relief of true guilt)" (12 Steps to Destruction, p. 91).

It must be noted that the other recovery groups simply mimic what AA has done. Codependents
Anonymous, for example, believes codependency is an illness (mental); Sexaholics Anonymous would
teach that addiction to sex is an illness. For example, the first step for Codependents Anonymous only
changes one word, "We admitted we were powerless over others -- that our lives had become
unmanageable."

STEP#2: "Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity."

STEP#3: "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him." (Emphasis
in original.)

AA denies being a religion. Nevertheless, when the central activity of a society is to turn one's will and
life over to God, that society is a religious society. What makes AA unique is that it doesn't care which
god you choose, so long as that god is loving and non-judgmental. Of course, we would agree that sobriety
is important, but one will go to hell sober -- if he turns his life over to any but the true God as revealed in
Scripture.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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STEP#4: "Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves."

STEP#5: "Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs."

Much of steps four and five have a Biblical ring to them -- if we are talking about the search for and
confession of our own sins. This is seldom the case, however, but rather an opportunity to discover who
has wronged us in the past. On the other hand, confession of sins to other people should ordinarily be only
as broad as those affected by those sins. Keep in mind, as well, that in AA, God can be any form of higher
power (even self); therefore, these steps are not the same as confession or repentance of sin as outlined in
the Bible. In addition, without the absolutes of Scripture, how is one to decide when he is morally wrong?
Is the standard AA, or the majority of people, or one's own heart? Like many false religions, the steps of
AA sound very close to Biblical teaching until examined closely.

STEP#6: "Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character."

STEP#7: "Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings."

While moralistic, these steps are not Biblical. God would have us recognize our total depravity, turn to
Him in faith, and be transformed (Eph. 2:1-10; 2 Cor. 5:17). The real problem of man is not that he has "
defects" and "shortcomings," but that he is a sinner, not in proper relationship with God.

STEP#8: "Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all."

STEP#9: "Made direct amends to such people whenever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others."

The major concern with steps eight and nine is that they are self-serving. The "addicted" person is doing
these things to make himself feel better. Melody Beattie in Codependent's Guide to the Twelve Steps says,
"We are on our way to freeing ourselves from guilt, taking responsibility for ourselves, removing
ourselves as victims, and restoring these relationships" (p. 146). The dedication of Beattie's book says
plenty: "This book is dedicated to me."

STEP#10: "Continued to take a personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it."

Martin Bobgan responds: "This sounds terrific. However, by what standard is this 'honest analysis' to be
made? What is the basis for an accurate self-appraisal? Because the Bible is not the standard for
judgment, personal inventory depends upon subjective values to determine what is right or wrong"
(Bobgan, p. 213).

STEP#11: "Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood Him,
praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out." (Emphasis in original.)

The question must be asked, "If these people are not praying to the true God, what kind of responses are
they receiving, and from whom?" Beattie, whose books are regularly sold in Christian bookstores, has this
to say: "Now I have found a spiritual path through some Native American practices. Zen meditation, and
shamanistic practices ... We build a connection to God by building a connection to ourselves " (pp. 179-
180). She also has this to say about the messages we receive from "our god": "When it is time, we will
receive all the guidance, power and assistance we need to do what we have to do, and we can let go of the
rest. If we wait until it is time, our part will be clear. It will be possible. It will happen -- naturally,
gradually, and with ease ... When in doubt, when confused stop and ask: What do I need to do to take care
of myself? Then listen, and trust what we hear" (p. 184). SCARY STUFF!

STEP#12: "Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics,
and to practice these principles."

Although this sounds a lot like witnessing, listen to the focus of this step as explained by Bill Wilson:
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"Practical experience shows that nothing will so much insure immunity from drinking as intensive work
with other alcoholics. It works when other activities fail." Stafford observes, "In other words, AA members
share their testimony not simply out of concern for others, but also out of concern for themselves" (p. 18).
Beattie makes this even clearer for codependents: "It is a message of self-love, self-nurturing, paying
attention to our own issues, and taking responsibility for ourselves, whether that means addressing our
own behaviors or [using] our power to take care of ourselves ... Our message is that we are lovable and
deserving people, and we need to begin loving ourselves" (p. 189).

Research

Whether something "works" or not, is never the criteria for discerning truth. Only the scrutiny of the Scriptures can
reveal truth. In the light of the Word, we know that twelve-step programs are unbiblical, but it is worth our time to at
least ask the question, "Do these programs even work?" The interesting thing is that we really do not know! In spite of
the fact that it inspires nearly universal acclaim and enthusiasm among alcoholism treatment personnel in the United
States, Alcoholics Anonymous wholly lacks experimental support for its efficacy (The Effectiveness of Alcoholism
Treatment: What Research Reveals).

Only two studies have employed random assignment and adequate controls to compare the efficacy of AA versus no
intervention or alternative interventions. Brandsma, et al. (1980) found no difference at 12-month follow-up between
AA and no treatment, and at three-month follow-up, those assigned to AA were found to be significantly more likely
to be binge drinking, relative to controls or those assigned to other interventions. Bitman and Crawford (1966)
assigned court-mandated "alcohol addicts" to AA, clinic treatment, or no treatment (probation only). Based on records
of re-arrest, 31% of AA clients and 32% of clinic-treated clients were judged successful, as compared with 44%
success in the untreated group. Most recovery from alcoholism is not the result of treatment. Probably no more than
10% of alcohol abusers are ever treated at all, but as many as 40% recover spontaneously (The Harvard Medical
School Mental Health Letter, "Alcohol Abuse and Dependence"). Several studies have shown that those who quit
drinking via AA actually have higher relapse rates than those who quit on their own (Stanton Peel, Diseasing of
America: Addiction Testament Out of Control).

Biblical Response

The 12-Step recovery programs, as practiced in secular society, are clearly non-Christian, unbiblical attempts to solve
the problems of life apart from bowing before the One and only God. The Scriptures provide answers and solutions for
every "addiction" and struggle man faces (2 Pe. 1:3). However, natural man would rather "discover" his own way than
yield to God's way. We expect such behavior from the unsaved, but when the church trades-in the Scriptures for Bill
Wilson's revelations, it amazes us.

Some have suggested, however, that believers could bring the Twelve-Step programs into the church and
"Christianize" them -- "We could point the struggler to the true God and at the same time take advantage of a secular
program that seems to work." Besides the fact that there is no evidence that recovery programs are effective, we must
ask, "Why would a believer want to use a recovery program?" The believer has the Word and Spirit of God. What
does he need with constantly changing human wisdom and the methods of men? Besides, God already has revealed to
us a two-step "recovery" program:

STEP#1: SALVATION -- the forgiveness of sin, being justified by God and, therefore, being made the righteousness
of God (Rom. 3:21-31).

STEP#2: SANCTIFICATION -- growing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ (2 Pe. 1:3).

We would do well to "work" God's two-step program, rather than man's 12-step program!

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the April 1996 issue of Southern View Chapel (since renamed Think On These
Things), Pastor Gary Gilley, editor [Southern View Chapel, 3253 South 4th Street, Springfield, IL 62703].
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AA: Christian or Occult Roots?
by Martin & Deidre Bobgan*

Christians continue to insist that Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is compatible with Christianity because of its so-called
Christian roots. That is because of its early connection with the Oxford Group, which is now called Moral Re-
Armament (MRA). The founders of AA were involved in the Oxford Group movement during the early days, but there
is no record of either Bill Wilson or Bob Smith (AA's co-founder) professing Jesus Christ as their Savior and Lord
and/or as the only way to the Father. Neither is there a record of them believing or teaching that the only way of
salvation is by grace through faith in the finished work of Christ on the cross.

Frank Buchman, a Lutheran minister, began a movement which he originally called "A First Century Christian
Fellowship." In 1928, the name of the movement changed to the "Oxford Group." The other leader of the movement,
who was influential in the development of AA, was Samuel Shoemaker, rector of an Episcopal church. The thrust of
the movement was experience rather than clear Biblical doctrine.

Buchman explained that "he never touched any doctrine in any of his meetings, as he did not want to upset or offend
anyone."1 (Emphasis in original.) By keeping his doctrinal beliefs to himself, Buchman was able to appeal to people of
all religious persuasions.

The following is Wilson's description of the Oxford Group:

"The Oxford Group was a nondenominational evangelical movement, streamlined for the modern world
and then at the height of its very considerable success. ... They would deal in simple common
denominators of all religions which would be potent enough to change the lives of men and women."2

(Emphasis added.)

However, there is some evidence that the founders of AA did have opportunity to hear the Gospel,3 but instead of
receiving Christ as Lord and Savior and experiencing freedom in Christ and victory over sin through faith in Christ
alone, Wilson and Smith took only what they wanted from the Oxford Group. Here we will examine three aspects of
what AA borrowed: guidance, surrender, and moral principles.

Occult Guidance

Members of the Oxford Group practiced what they called guidance by praying and then quieting their minds in order
to hear from God. Then they would write down whatever came to them.4 Examples of such "guidance" are in the book
God Calling, edited by A. J. Russell of the Oxford Group.5 The book was written anonymously by two women who
thought they were hearing from God, but who passively received messages in the same way spiritists obtain guidance
from demons.

Members of the Oxford Group primarily found their guidance from within rather than from a creed or the Bible.
Buchman, for instance, was known to spend "an hour or more in complete silence of soul and body while he gets
guidance for that day."6 

J. C. Brown in his book The Oxford Group Movement says of Buchman:

"He teaches his votaries to wait upon God with paper and pencil in hand each morning in this relaxed and
inert condition, and to write down whatever guidance they get. This, however, is just the very condition
required by Spiritist mediums to enable them to receive impressions from evil spirits ... and it is a path
which, by abandoning the Scripture-instructed judgment (which God always demands) for the purely
occult and the psychic, has again and again led over the precipice. The soul that reduces itself to an
automaton may at any moment be set spinning by a Demon."7 (Emphasis his.)
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Dr. Rowland V. Bingham, Editor of The Evangelical Christian says:

"We do not object to their taking a pad and pencil to write down any thoughts of guidance which come to
them. But to take the thoughts especially generated in a mental vacuum as Divine guidance would throw
open to all the suggestions of another who knows how to come as an angel of light and whose
illumination would lead to disaster."8 (Emphasis his.)

In a very real sense, their personal journals became their personal scriptures. Wilson practiced this passive form of
guidance, which he originally learned through the Oxford Group. He and Smith were also heavily involved in
contacting and conversing with so-called departed spirits from 1935 on. This is necromancy, which the Bible forbids.
During the same period of time, Wilson was practicing spiritism in a manner similar to channeling.9 Thus, Wilson
combined the Oxford Group practice of guidance with spiritism or channeling, and this appears to be the process he
used when writing the Twelve Steps:

"As he started to write, he asked for guidance. And he relaxed. The words began tumbling out with
astonishing speed."10

Wilson was accustomed to asking for guidance and then stilling his mind to be open to the spiritual world, which for
him involved various so-called departed spirits. Wilson does not identify any specific entity related to the original
writing of the Twelve Steps, but he does give credit to the spirit of a departed bishop when he was writing the
manuscript for Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, which constitutes Wilson's commentary on how all of the 12 Steps
and 12 Traditions are to be understood, interpreted, and practiced.

When he wrote the essays on each of the twelve steps, he sent some to Ed Dowling, a Roman Catholic priest, to
evaluate. In his accompanying letter of July 17, 1952, Wilson says, "But I have good help -- of that I am certain. Both
over here and over there."11 Then he explains that one spirit from "over there" that helped him called himself Boniface.
Wilson says:

"One turned up the other day calling himself Boniface. Said he was a Benedictine missionary and English.
Had been a man of learning, knew missionary work and a lot about structures. I think he said this all the
more modestly but that was the gist of it. I'd never heard of this gentleman but he checked out pretty well
in the Encyclopedia. If this one is who he says he is -- and of course there is no certain way of knowing --
would this be licit contact in your book?"12

Dowling responds in his letter of July 24, 1952:

"Boniface sounds like the Apostle of Germany. I still feel, like Macbeth, that these folks tell us truth in
small matters in order to fool us in larger. I suppose that is my lazy orthodoxy".13

One can see the stretch of years during which Wilson received messages from disembodied spirits. The official
biography of Bill Wilson says, "One of Bill's persistent fascinations and involvements was with psychic phenomena."
It speaks of his "belief in clairvoyance and other extrasensory manifestations" and in his own psychic ability.14 This
was not a mere past-time. It was a passion directly related to AA.15 The manner in which Wilson would receive
messages not of his own making was definitely channeling.16 The records of these sessions, referred to as "Spook
Files," have been closed to public inspection.17

Satan can appear as an angel of light and give guidance that may sound right because it may be close to the truth or
contain elements of truth. A discerning Christian would avoid any guidance that comes through occult methods.
Therefore, this aspect of the Oxford Group, further contaminated by spiritism, cannot constitute any "Christian root"
condoning Christians using and promoting AA.

Surrender

Step Three of AA is "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood him."
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(Emphasis in original.) While many in the Oxford Group placed their faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, there
was much leeway given. Shoemaker, a leader of the Oxford Group, says that "the true meaning of faith is self-
surrender to God." He further explains:

"Surrender to whatever you know about Him, or believe must be the truth about Him. Surrender to Him, if
necessary, in total ignorance of Him. Far more important that you touch Him than that you understand
Him at first. Put yourself in His hands. Whatever He is, as William James said, He is more ideal than we
are. Make the leap. Give yourself to Him."18

Aside from capitalizing the "H," which Christians do to refer to the God of the Bible, "Him" could refer to any god of
one's own making. The reference to the psychologist William James emphasizes Shoemaker's faith in the power
experience over the truth of God.19

Shoemaker believed that people would come to know God by experiencing Him through surrender and through
following certain moral principles. He says, "The new life begins by utter self-dedication to the will of God. All of us
can do that, and must."20

One can see how surrender to a god of one's own creation found its way into the Twelve Steps of AA. When a person
is not clear about the Gospel, who Jesus is and what He did to save sinners, he is not presenting a Christian message.
AA picked up the idea of surrender, but without Christ and without the whole counsel of God.

Surrendering to anyone but the God of the Bible constitutes idolatry. AA is another religion with its own forms of
piety, including surrender to a nebulous higher power. This pious surrender does not constitute a "Christian root" that
can justify Christians using and promoting AA.

Moral Principles and Their Source

In describing itself as an organization, this is what MRA (formerly called the Oxford Group) says about itself:

"MRA is a world wide network of women and men who have started with themselves to bring the changes
they want to see around them."21

Here's how they start with themselves:

"To start with yourself, you measure how you are now living by absolute moral standards of honesty,
purity, unselfishness and love. (For Christians these are in the Sermon on the Mount; they are also found
in other major religions.)"22 (Parenthesis in original.)

People are told to make a list and then "give all you know of yourself to all you understand of God, and ask God's help
to put right those things beyond your own power to change." So far, there is no information about which god one is to
choose, since one can follow any religion or no religion.

While some in MRA may read the Bible, as they did in its early Oxford Group days, the primary source of knowledge
is the "inner voice." Here are the instructions given in the MRA brochure:

"Take time to listen every day to the inner voice, write down your thoughts, and obey those that conform
to these standards."23

Even though a follower of MRA attempts to follow moral standards from the Bible or the moral teachings of any other
religion, his primary light is that inner voice and his primary goal is self-improvement. No cross is necessary; no shed
blood is required. Like AA, MRA is a religion of works. Here is what MRA says about its "religious affiliation":

"It has always been a Christian based, interfaith work. It brings together people of all backgrounds and
cultures in a program of effective change using principles that are accepted by every major faith."24
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Aside from the words "Christian based," that definition sounds like a description of AA. But how can it be truly
"Christian based" when it is without the cross and without the Lord Jesus Christ, who said, "I am the way, the truth,
and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John 14:6)? Rather than faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and
Him crucified, MRA is a religion of self-improvement and subjective mysticism.

One can indeed see the similarity between the Oxford Group (MRA) and Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Both allow
Christians to participate as long as they do not preach Christ and Him crucified or dare to say that He is the only way
to the Father. Both appeal to an unidentified god, both rely on mysticism, and both aim for self-improvement. What
AA got from the Oxford Group was clearly not Christianity. There are no "Christian roots." Because the central core
doctrines of Christianity are absent, AA constitutes a counterfeit religion, not a neutral organization with "Christian
roots."
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Serenity: A Companion for Twelve Step Recovery*
by Robert Hemfelt and Richard Fowler

-  Published by Thomas Nelson Publishers (1990, 558 pgs.), the Serenity Bible is promoted as:

"The first New Testament to integrate the Twelve Steps of recovery with the Scripture that inspired them!
Interspersed through the New King James New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs are 84 one-page
meditations; 600 verses illustrating the Steps are highlighted for quick reference. An 80-page introduction
by Drs. Robert Hemfelt and Richard Fowler (of the Minirth-Meier Clinic) offers a biblical perspective on
the Twelve Step program used by Alcoholics Anonymous and dozens of other recovery groups."

The Serenity Bible is perhaps the boldest attempt yet to present the 12-Step method as being biblical -- it is intended
for those involved in or considering a 12-Step program -- which the authors believe should include all of us. As
Hemfelt and Fowler explain: "All of us can benefit from the truths that emerge from 12-Step recovery, because all of
us are, to some degree, codependent. ... Dysfunctional families, whether they involve open or veiled abuse, may be the
original source or our codependent pain. This early codependence vacuum becomes the root of our later adult
addictions" (p. 14). (Emphasis added.)

-  Following a brief history of the AA movement, Serenity presents and explains each of the Twelve Steps. These in
turn are followed by the page numbers of various "recovery meditations" which are found interleaved throughout the
New Testament on the page facing the corresponding "recovery Scripture." Some of the comments made within the
meditations are outright alarming. For example, the description of Step 2 ("a Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity") includes the incredible statement that "Before we can welcome in a new Power to restore us to
wellness, we will probably have to engage in some emotional and spiritual 'house-cleaning'" (p. 30). Does a person
really need to get "cleaned up" before he can come to Christ? (assuming that Christ in his "Power," an assumption that
is not always valid) (cf. Matt. 12:43-45; Lk. 11:24-26). Does it really benefit a person to help him clean up his life in
order to eventually introduce him to his new Power?

- Another equally alarming example -- Step 12 refers to one's "spiritual awakening." What type of spiritual awakening
is being referred to here? Certainly it is naive to assume that this is synonymous with what Jesus referred to as being
"born again." Hemfelt and Fowler seek to get around this ambiguity by explaining:

"We must remember that this growth is a process. ... We may start as agnostics. We may then come to
view the group or recovery process as our higher power, looking to other people for strength. Gradually
we accept a vague notion of god, which grows to a more specific monotheistic god. We may even begin to
pray to and dialogue with this god. Eventually, we come to know the one true God" (p. 78). (Emphasis
added.)

Once again, the reasoning seems to be, "while practicing idolatry, trust in yourself and others, get over your problem,
and then you may come to know God."

-  Another Step 12 meditation ("having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps") focuses on the cause of
the so-called "awakening." Allegedly based on Psalm 92:1-4 ("It is good to give thanks to the Lord"), the authors refer
to "the discovery that all the sacrifices of the first eleven steps have purchased a gift beyond measure -- our spiritual
awakening to the God of our understanding" (p. 460). (Emphasis added.) Even if Hemfelt and Fowler assume that this
awakening is equivalent to regeneration, surely no evangelical would teach that salvation could be "purchased," would
he? And that "purchase" from God as each defines and understands Him?

-  The message of Serenity seems to be that the 12-Steps are more than just another theoretical viewpoint, another
attempt by man to solve his problems. They are viewed as being necessary, without which one would be destined to a
life of bondage. Thus, it is not surprising that the focus of the meditations clearly place one's recovery group on the
same level as the local church. The order given below is not insignificant:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/m&m
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"But for the grace of God, we might not have sound support groups, Twelve Step recovery organizations,
and the church community, which have ministered to our area of dependency" (a meditation on "the Grace
of God," based on 1 Cor. 15:10, p. 249).

-  "Serenity's implication that the 12-Steps emerge from the Scripture is dangerous. Its application of the 12-Step
process is potentially quite harmful. If you know of someone with a problem who is willing to read the Scripture, give
them a good study Bible. If you need help in locating passages that address certain subjects, get a topical concordance.
But don't give them a copy of Serenity. Why? It is not merely because of the fashion in which Hemfelt and Fowler
apply the 12-Steps. It is because the 12-Step method and the recovery movement of which they are part are both
unbiblical" (Mazak, Biblical Viewpoint, p. 116).

The "Twelve Steps" of Alcoholics Anonymous are as follows:

(1) We admitted we were powerless over alcohol ... that our lives had become unmanageable.

(2) Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.

(3) Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care or God as we understood Him.

(4) Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

(5) Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.

(6) Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.

(7) Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

(8) Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.

(9) Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.

(10) Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.

(11) Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood Him, praying
only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.

(12) Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics and to
practice these principles in all our affairs.

[Back to Text]

*The majority of the information in this report has been adapted from a review written by Gregory Mazak (Biblical
Viewpoint, The Critics' Corner, November, 1992, pp. 113-121). This report should be read along with our companion
report titled "Codependency: Disease or Idolatry?"
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The Importance of Fundamentalism - Part One
T. A. McMahon

Aug 2018

Judgment Day Approaching
Dave Hunt

Jul 2018

A Crucial Address to the Overseers - Part Two
T. A. McMahon

Jun 2018

A Crucial Address to the Overseers - Part One
T.A. McMahon

May 2018

Can't Find a Church?
T. A. McMahon

Apr 2018

Choosing God's Will
Dave Hunt

Mar 2018

Psychology and Psychotherapy - Part Two
Dr. Martin and Deidre Bobgan, and T. A. McMahon

Feb 2018

Psychology and Psychotherapy - Part One
Dr. Martin and Deidre Bobgan, and T.A. McMahon

Jan 2018

Reconciliation Dec 2017
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Knowing What We Believe and Why
Dave Hunt

Nov 2017

Bless God!
T.A. McMahon

Oct 2017

Anti-Christianity Ascending - Part Two
McMahon, T.A.

Sep 2017

Anti-Christianity Ascending - Part One
McMahon, T.A.

Aug 2017
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The End of "CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY"

Article

"Christian psychology" is comprised of the same confusion of
contradictory theories and techniques as secular psychology.
Professional psychologists who profess Christianity have simply
borrowed the theories and techniques from secular psychology.

Professional psychotherapy with its underlying psychologies is
questionable at best, detrimental at worst, and a spiritual counterfeit
at least. The purpose of this book is to demonstrate the truth of that
statement and to raise the challenge of purging the church of all
evidences of this scourge. Soft bound, 290 pages.

Item BK27. . . . . $14  FREE eBooks 

Use our Order Form to order by mail or fax, 
or call 1-800-216-4696, M-F, 9-4 PST.

Chinese Translation of The End of "Christian Psychology"

The End of "Christian Psychology" has been translated into Chinese
(Mandarin) and is available through Psychoheresy Awareness
Ministries. If you or any of your acquaintances can read Chinese and
would like a copy, it is available for $15 and can be ordered by mail,
fax, or telephone from this ministry. Please use the order form on
this Web site. Or, residents of the U.S. can order by credit card by
calling 1-800-216-4696.
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AGAINST "Biblical Counseling": FOR the BIBLE

AGAINST "BIBLICAL COUNSELING": FOR THE BIBLE is
about the growing biblical counseling movement and urges
Christians to return to biblically ordained ministries and mutual
care in the Body of Christ. It is an analysis of what biblical
counseling is, rather than what it pretends or even hopes to be.
Its primary thrust is to call Christians back to the Bible and to
biblically ordained ministries and mutual care in the Body of
Christ, "For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ" (Ephesians 4:12).
Soft bound, 200 pages.
Item BK97. . . . . $12  FREE eBooks 

Use our ORDER FORM to order by mail or fax, 
or call 1-800-216-4696, M-F, 9-4 PST.
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WARRIOR COPS ENDANGER
OUR LIVES AND FREEDOMS
by John W. Whitehead
August 28, 2018

“There are always risks in challenging

excessive police power, but the risks of not

challenging it are more dangerous, even

fatal.”—Hunter S. Thompson, Kingdom of ...

FULL PROGRAM – NON-
INTERVENTIONISM:
AMERICA’S FOUNDING
FOREIGN POLICY
by Future of Freedom Foundation

August 28, 2018

This program, entitled “Non-Interventionism:

America’s Founding Foreign Policy,”was

presented in Charleston, South Carolina on

April 29, 2018 and co-sponsored ...

SPEAKER PANEL – NON-
INTERVENTIONISM:
AMERICA’S FOUNDING
FOREIGN POLICY
by Future of Freedom Foundation

August 27, 2018

This panel was part of a program entitled “Non-

Interventionism: America’s Founding Foreign

Policy” that was presented in Charleston, South

...

THE JFK ASSASSINATION,
EPISODE 9
by Jacob G. Hornberger
August 24, 2018

In this series of short videos, FFF president

Jacob Hornberger summarizes and details the

circumstantial evidence pointing toward the ...

THE ONGOING WAR ON THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

IMMIGRATION

Republicans Are Exploiting the Murder of
Mollie Tibbetts
by Nick Gillespie
New York Times

Mollie Tibbetts’s Father Decries Vitriol Against
Hispanics
by Eli Rosenberg
Washington Post

CORPORATISM

A New Farm Bill Crops Up
by Ed Feulner
Washington Times

SOCIALISM

My Family Escaped Socialism, Now My Fellow
Democrats Think We Should Move the Party
in Its Direction
by Giancarlo Sopo
USA Today

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

When Forensic Evidence Goes Bad
by Brian Saady
American Conservative

FOREIGN POLICY

26 More Children Killed by US-Backed
Bombing in Yemen
by Jon Queally
Truthout

Special Forces, Special Problems
by Kirkpatrick Sale
Charleston Post and Courier

IRAN

Iran Accuses Trump of “Naked Economic
Aggression” at UN
by Jake Johnson
Common Dreams
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Laurence M. Vance, Jacob G. Hornberger

THE WISCONSIN FORUM
Tuesday, April 02, 2019

Speaker: Jacob G. Hornberger
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WHY WON’T CONSERVATIVES PICK A PEACH?
by Jacob G. Hornberger

August 28, 2018

The favorite slogan of conservatives has long been “free enterprise, private property, and limited

government.” Another conservative favorite is the term “personal responsibility.” Since personal

responsibility is so important to conservatives, one must ask: Why hasn’t even one conservative

taken personal responsibility by traveling to the Midwest and helping farmers pick their crops,

by John W. Whitehead
August 24, 2018

“A government which will turn its tanks upon its

people, for any reason, is a government with a

taste of blood and a thirst ...

LIBERTARIAN LESSONS:
CONSCRIPTION
by Scott McPherson
August 23, 2018

Authoritarians love conscription because it turns

human beings into resources, for the factory or

the battlefield. The idea receives support from

across the political ...

ECONOMIC ARMAMENTS
AND CHINA’S GLOBAL
AMBITIONS
by Richard M. Ebeling

August 23, 2018

The world continues to move in potentially

dangerous directions. A leading component of

this threat is the use of economic armaments

by governments to ...
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given that conservatives are responsible for the massive crop losses that farmers ...

TRUMP IS RIGHT ABOUT “FLIPPING”
by Jacob G. Hornberger

August 27, 2018

In the wake of the federal criminal conviction of former Trump official Paul Manafort and the guilty

plea in federal court of former Trump lawyer Michael Cohen, the mainstream press is singing the

praises of special prosecutor (and former FBI Director) Robert Mueller and the Justice

Department. In the process, Trump’s critics are condemning his denunciation of “flipping,” the

process by which federal prosecutors offer ...

ANTI-CONSPIRACY THEORISTS IN THE JFK ASSASSINATION
by Jacob G. Hornberger

August 24, 2018

One of the most fascinating aspects of the Kennedy assassination has been “anti-conspiracy

theorists,” especially within the mainstream press. People are so scared of being labeled a

“conspiracy theorist” that they will do everything they can to avoid making a careful examination

of the circumstantial evidence pointing toward a national-security regime-change operation in

Dallas on November 22, 1963. Consider, for example, Saundra Spencer, who I ...

IMPEACHED FOR SEXUAL AFFAIRS?
by Jacob G. Hornberger

August 23, 2018

Trump critics and the U.S. mainstream press are exulting over former Trump lawyer Michael

Cohen’s guilty plea to supposed violations of federal campaign contribution regulations. The

critics and the press are saying, “We got him! We can now remove him from office, regardless of

whether he won the election or not.” The supposed campaign finance violations that they are so

excited about? Well, they relate ...
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We hold that the welfare-state, warfare-state
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nation violates not only the founding principles

of the United States, as reflected by the

Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution, but also the fundamental

principles of freedom.
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spreading of ideas on liberty, which we believe

is the best way to restore a free, prosperous,

and harmonious society to our land. We invite
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freedom. 
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Dominion Theology/Kingdom Now/Reconstructionism
Blessing or Curse?*

-  There is a movement about that is casting a long shadow for its size. It is known as Reconstructionism, Kingdom
Now theology, Theonomy, and/or Dominion theology, and it is a curious blend of Reformed/Calvinist theology and
Charismatic influence. While there are relatively few who would call themselves reconstructionists, a number of the
movement's ideas have infiltrated the thinking and actions of many professing believers, often without them knowing
it. The movement is led by such theologians as Rousas J. Rushdoony; Gary North; Ray Sutton; Greg Bahnsen
(deceased); David Chilton, and by Charismatic leaders such as Earl Paulk. But their ideas are often reflected by non-
reconstructionists such as Pat Robertson, D. James Kennedy, John Whitehead, Franky Schaeffer, and Jerry Falwell. [In
spite of the fact that many Dominionists-Reconstructionists-Theonomists are hyper-Calvinists, yet at the same time
they write and speak as if they believe that they must help God get things under control down here on earth, so that the
kingdom (their version of it) can be set up in order that the King Himself can reign properly (through them, of
course!).]

-  Dominion theology (the belief-system behind the Reconstructionist movement) teaches that through the coming of
Christ the believer has dominion over every area of life. We are now in the Kingdom of God (note the similar view of
the Kingdom that the Vineyard movement takes, as well as the plethora of Christian songs being written implying that
we are in the Kingdom at the present time), and as a result, we should be reigning with Christ over the earth (as Rev.
5:10 says). The question is when will we reign. If the Kingdom is on earth now, then we should have dominion now,
so say the Dominionists. Many of us non-reconstructionists proclaim this same thought when we sing the popular
Charismatic song "Majesty" (written by hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford), which invites us to "Come glorify Christ
Jesus, the King" -- after all, "Kingdom authority flows from His throne unto His own." With this authority from the
King, we are to reclaim the earth for Christ, not just spiritually, but socially, economically (it is no accident that one of
the Reconstructionists' organizations is called "The Institute for Christian Economics"), and politically. The dominion
of the earth is accomplished not only through prayer and evangelism, but through political process and social
reformation. [The Dominion/Reconstructionist organization Coalition on Revival (COR) was established for this
purpose.] Christ will not (and cannot) return to earth until the church has accomplished this task, so say the
dominionists.

-  Dominion theology is predicated upon three basic beliefs:

(a) Satan usurped man's dominion over the earth through the temptation of Adam and Eve;
(b) The Church is God's instrument to take dominion back from Satan; and
(c) Jesus cannot or will not return until the Church has taken dominion by gaining control of the earth's
governmental and social institutions.

More specifically, what does Dominion Theology (DT) teach? Here are the highlights:

(a) The Old Testament (OT) Law is our rule of life for today. Although DT teaches that keeping of the
Law is not a condition for salvation, it is a condition for sanctification. (However, some of the COR's
official statements appear to specifically condition salvation upon OT Law-keeping!);

(b) In addition, the OT Law is to govern over society as well. Since we are called to subdue the earth
(Gen. 1:28), DT teaches that God's Law should rule (or dominate) all aspects of society. This view is
known as Theonomy (or God's law), and is described by Greg Bahnsen as: "The Christian is obligated to
keep the whole law of God as a pattern for sanctification and that this law is to be enforced by the civil
magistrate" (Theonomy, p. 34). This would mean that Christians would be obligated to keep the whole OT
Law except in a case in which the New Testament (NT) explicitly cancels a command, such as the
sacrificial system;
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(c) A central piece of DT is its belief in covenant theology. As a result, it makes no distinction between the
church and Israel (i.e., the church has become "spiritual Israel"). However, DT goes beyond traditional
covenant theology and teaches that the church is to be governed by the same laws, is subject to the same
curses, and is promised the same blessings as Israel;

(d) DT teaches a high level of social and political activism. If the Kingdom of God is to gradually take
dominion over the earth, it only makes sense that Christians should be attempting to change society
through the changing of laws and through social action;

(e) Followers of DT, like many charismatics, especially the Latter Rain Movement, look for a great end
time revival in which the masses will turn to Christ. As a result, DT does not believe in the rapture of the
church. According to DT, the world should be, and is becoming, a better place through the efforts of
Christians (cf. 2 Thes. 2:1-12);

(f) As with many others who follow the teachings of George Ladd, DT believes that we are in the
Kingdom age, but the Kingdom in another sense is yet to come. We are in the Kingdom, and have
Kingdom authority, but on the other hand, we are ushering in the Kingdom through our efforts. "The
Kingdom is now, but not yet," is a popular DT slogan;

(g) DT is postmillennial in its eschatology. It is believed that as a result of the reconstruction of society by
Biblical principals, that the final aspect of the Kingdom of God will be established on earth. Christ cannot
return until a certain amount of dominion is achieved by the church. It is believed that the curse will
slowly be removed as the world is won over. Even disease and death will be all but eliminated before
Christ returns to the earth;

(h) DT is preterist in its interpretation of prophecy. This means that they teach that virtually all prophecies
which most Christians believe are still future, have in fact been fulfilled already, mainly between the years
A.D. 30 and 70. In David Chilton's book, Days of Vengeance, he says that the book of Revelation, "is not
about the Second Coming of Christ. It is about the destruction of Israel and Christ's victory over His
enemies [during the first century]" (p. 43); and

(i) DT uses an allegorical hermeneutic, especially in reference to prophecy. So we find that the Great
Tribulation took place at the fall of Israel in A.D. 70; the Antichrist refers to the apostasy of the Church
prior to the fall of Jerusalem; the Beast of Revelation was Nero and the Roman Empire, etc.;

-  One of the most important distinctives of DT is its belief in Theonomy. DT teaches that Christians are under the
Law as a way of life, and are obligated to ultimately bring the world under that Law. This concept is based on several
passages. First, Gen. 1:28 commands Adam to subdue the earth. Adam lost his ability to do so to Satan as a result of
sin. The church should now be in the process of reclaiming from the devil what Adam lost. (You will note a hint of the
Spiritual Warfare movement here.) Secondly, the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20) commands the followers of
Christ to disciple all the nations, which we are told, goes beyond personal salvation and sanctification to the
reformation of society;

Matt. 5:17-19 is the passage upon which the system hinges. DT claims that the word "fulfill" actually means "confirm."
Thus, Christ did not in any sense fulfill, or complete, or do away with the Law, rather he confirmed it as our rule of
life today. The normal and best translation of plerosai is "fulfill" not "confirm." Besides this, however, we have the
weight of the NT teaching concerning the Law. The epistles clearly teach that believers are no longer under the Law of
Moses (Rom. 6:14; 7:6; 8:2-4; Gal. 3:24,25; 5:18), having been set free from that bondage to serve under grace and the
law of Christ (Gal. 6:2);

And besides, if the Christian is still under Law, why do we not keep the OT ceremonial laws? DT's answer is that the
Law was divided into three sections: civil, moral, and ceremonial. The ceremonial law, it is claimed, has been fulfilled
by Christ and is no longer incumbent upon the believer, but not so the moral and civil parts of the law. Therefore, we
are to live under the moral law and seek to establish, in our society, the civil system of OT Israel. The problem with
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this view is that nowhere in the Bible is the Law broken into these three sections; this is something invented by men.
Whenever the Law is mentioned, the Scriptures are speaking of the whole Law as a unit. The Jews were as obligated
to keep the sacrificial system and commandments concerning food and dress (ceremonial law) as they were the Ten
Commandments (moral law). If the NT says that Christ fulfilled the Law, and that as Christians we are no longer under
the Law, it means the whole Law. Church age saints are no longer obligated to any aspect of the OT Law. No one has
the right to arbitrarily claim that we have been set free from some of the Law (the parts we don't like), but that the rest
of the Law is obligatory. Either the believer has been released from the whole Law (Rom. 7:4,6) or none of it. [As
Thomas Ice reminds us, "The Law of Moses was given to a specific people (Israel), to be followed in a specific
location (the land of Israel), to deal with their specific situation. Therefore, the Law cannot simply be obeyed today by
the Church, as was expected of Israel when it was given to that nation" (Biblical Perspectives, Vol. II, No. 6). On the
positive side, Ice comments, "Paul teaches in Galatians 3 and 4 that Christ has set us free from the bondage of the
Law, not so that we can be lawless as the Reconstructionists insist, instead, so that we can walk in the newness of the
motivation of the Holy Spirit" (Ibid., p. 2).]

-  There are many negative effects that the teachings of DT are having on evangelical Christianity today. Four of these
would be:

(a) Reconstructionists teach that the mission of the church goes beyond the spiritual transformation of
individuals, to a mandate to change society, a "moral patriotism," if you will, in opposition to secular
humanism. For Christ to be pleased with Christians, thereby, they must become political and social
activists. We must change the laws of the land, gear up to elect Christians to office, and generally seek to
take dominion over our world and bring it under the Law of Moses. We see the influence of this thinking
even in those who may know little about DT -- James Dobson, Larry Burkett, the Christian Coalition, Pat
Robertson, Promise Keepers, Charles Colson and the Evangelicals and Catholics Together document
(ECT), and Operation Rescue, are but a few of the evidences that reconstructionist thinking is beginning to
dominate the so-called evangelical world;

(b) Motivation for godly living, based upon the blessed hope -- the return of Christ (Titus 2:13) -- is
replaced with the task of restructuring society. This cultural mandate to restructure/restore society is a task
that may take thousands of years, even by the DT's own admission (approximately 36,000 years, according
to David Chilton);

(c) If we are in the Kingdom of God now, then the Charismatics are correct to teach that health and
prosperity is the right of every believer today. This is why "Reconstruction" Calvinists and "Kingdom
Now" Charismatics have formed at least a loose unity -- they both have the same world view. They are
not looking for Christ to return and set up His Kingdom; they are attempting to set it up for Him; and

(d) A theological anti-Semitism exists in the Dominionist plan to replace of Old Testament Israel with the
Church, often called the "New Israel" (i.e., "replacement theology" -- the church replaces the Jews as the
new or true Israel, and Israel has no future as a distinct nation within God's plan). They believe that Israel
does not have a future different from any other nation. Historically, replacement theology has been the
theological foundation upon which anti-Semitism has been built within the confines of professing
Christianity. While reconstructionists do believe that the individual Jews will be converted to Christ in
mass in the future, almost none of them believe that national Israel has a future, and thus, the Church has
completely taken over the promises of national Israel. (Reconstructionist David Chilton said that "ethnic
Israel was excommunicated for its apostasy and will never again be God's Kingdom. ... the Bible does not
tell of any future plan for Israel as a special nation." Reconstructionists believe that the Church is now that
new nation, which is why Christ destroyed the Jewish state. Reconstructionists DeMar and Leithart have
said, "In destroying Israel, Christ transferred the blessings of the kingdom from Israel to a new people, the
church."

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)

http://incolor.inetnebr.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
http://incolor.inetnebr.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
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Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and H. Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The
Church in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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Notes on Reconstructionism*
Roots of a New "Christian" Inquisition?

-  During the 1960s, a new movement began within the sphere of Reformed or Covenant Theology, primarily out of
conservative Presbyterianism (Reformed and Orthodox). That movement has been called by three different names:
Reconstructionism (because it advocates the reconstruction of society), Dominion Theology (because its theology
teaches that Biblical Christianity is to rule every sphere of society), and Theonomy (a combination of two Greek words
-- theos [God] and nomos [law] -- because it asserts that all of society is to be brought into the obedience to the Mosaic
Law). It should be noted that this movement is not advocated by everyone within the realm of Reformed or Covenant
Theology (12/90, Israel My Glory). "The Reconstructionist movement and its allies and offshoots, by substituting
political and cultural action for the proclamation of the Gospel, by substituting eschatology for soteriology, and by
mangling the Gospel itself, have become tools of Romanist political action" (3/02, The Trinity Review).

"Theonomy involves the application of the law of God, and the biblical law particularly, to all of life. It also requires
that one appeal to the whole law of God -- including the civil law of the Old Testament -- as a necessary supplement
to being saved by grace through faith. Some of Rushdoony's followers prefer the term "reconstructionist," because they
believe it does a better job of conveying their positive outlook on life. Indeed, their view of the future could be
described as postmillennial, since they tend to believe that God's Kingdom will eventually be established on earth
through the faithful preaching of the gospel and the faithful application of God's law to society. The result will be a
Christian civilization and a thousand year reign of Jesus Christ." (Emphasis added.) (Source: William Edgar, "The
Passing of R.J. Rushdoony," First Things, August/September 2001, pp. 24-25.)

-  Reconstructionism has adopted "covenantalism," the theological doctrine that Biblical "covenants" exist between
God and man, God and nations, God and families, and that they make up the binding, incorporating doctrine that
makes sense of everything. Specifically, there is a series of covenant "structures" that make up a Biblical blueprint for
society's institutions. Reconstructionists believe that God "judges" a whole society according to how it keeps these
covenantal laws, and provides signs of that judgment. 

The significance of the Reconstructionist movement is not its numbers, but the power of its ideas and their surprisingly
rapid acceptance. Many on the Christian Right are unaware that they hold Reconstructionist ideas. Because as a
theology it is controversial, even among evangelicals, many who are consciously influenced by it avoid the label. This
furtiveness is not, however, as significant as the potency of the ideology itself. Generally, Reconstructionism seeks to
replace democracy with a theocratic elite that would govern by imposing their interpretation of "Biblical Law."
Reconstructionism would eliminate not only democracy but many of its manifestations, such as labor unions, civil
rights laws, and public schools. Insufficiently Christian men would be denied citizenship, perhaps executed. So severe
is this theocracy that it would extend capital punishment beyond such crimes as kidnapping, rape, and murder to
include, among other things, blasphemy, heresy, adultery, and homosexuality ("Christian Reconstructionism:
Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 1 -- Overview and Roots," by Frederick Clarkson, 3/94 The Public
Eye). 

-  The "Christian" Reconstruction movement (CRM) claims that believers possess a cultural mandate from God to
reclaim in this age dominion over human society -- a dominion forfeited by the fall, but supposedly regained for
immediate claim with the New Birth experience. As believers obey this mandate, gradually gaining dominion over
earthly society, this present world will supposedly become "Christianized," inaugurating the Millennium. In reality, if
effected, the entire earthly society would be placed under an O.T. "Theonomy" law system, rather than the N.T.
teaching of believers as a group of "called out" saints from the world. They want to apply Old Testament law to
today's society. This includes slavery as an alternative to prisons and capital punishment for a variety of offenses
(murder, homosexuality, etc.). This view advocates the reconstruction of society as a theocracy and is heavily
postmillennial.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/newbirth.htm
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-  In Reconstructionism, the main thrust shifts from the salvaging of lost souls in a doomed society to the
reconstruction of a Christian world. The Great Commission is thus either lowered to the status of a co-equal with the
cultural mandate or merged with it, confusing its real identity. "Christian" Reconstructionism is a religious kin to the
"two" gospel theory (spiritual gospel/social gospel) promoted by new-evangelicals, and has links to the secular gospel
(social gospel) promulgated by the religious apostates. [God's mandate for believers in this age, however, is not the
restoration of cultural dominion over the earth, but the carrying out of the Great Commission. The Scriptures predict
great spiritual and moral decline, not the reverse, for the "latter days" and "last times" of this dispensation (I Timothy
4:1-2, II Timothy 3:1-6). The Biblical course of action is the fulfillment of the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20)
(Sep-Oct '93, Fundamentalist Digest).]

-  The following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction.
Does this not sound like a different gospel?: (All emphases added.)

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary."

-  The three basic points underlying Reconstructionist philosophy are presuppositional apologetics, theonomy, and
postmillennialism. Also, Kingdom Theology teaching underscores the doctrine of CRM. CRM holds that man forfeited
dominion over the earth at the fall of Adam and Eve. Their fall allowed Satan to gain control of the earth. God,
through His Son Jesus, will regain control of the earth with human overcomers who will reign and rule with Christ.
The chief Biblical error of the Kingdom concept pertains to the timing of the appearance of the Millennium and the
means by which it will be installed. CRM preaches that the Kingdom is NOW. 

-  At the heart of Reconstructionism's system of belief is a postmillennial view of eschatology. Postmillennialists
believe that Christ will return to earth in His Second Coming after the Millennium. Reconstructionism asserts that at
creation God issued to Adam a cultural or dominion mandate to subdue the earth on behalf of God and thereby
establish the Kingdom of God on earth (Gen. 1:28). This mandate was an eternally binding covenant upon Adam and
his descendents. Israel and the Gentiles failed to keep the covenant mandate, just as Adam did. According to the
Reconstructionists (Matt 5:17-19), during His first coming Jesus "established and restored" the Mosaic Law "to full
measure as the rule of life for believers as well as society."

Through His atoning death, resurrection, and ascension, Christ defeated and bound Satan and his demons in a
definitive way, thereby causing them to lose their stranglehold on the world. Although they remain active in the world,
their activity is restricted. When every sphere of society, every nation, and the entire earth have been subjected to the
rule of Christ by the end of history, the Kingdom of God will have been established fully and finally on earth, and
Christ will return in His Second Coming on the last day to receive His Kingdom. God permanently excommunicated
the nation of Israel from its covenant position. Israel as a nation will never be restored to its former covenant status;
God has no special program for Israel in the future. God replaced Israel with a new group as His covenant people.
That new group is the Church; the Church is the new spiritual Israel. The Church also owns all of God's future
promises made to national Israel.

The Church is destined to fulfill the covenant mandate given at creation because it is empowered by the Holy Spirit.
The goal of the Church could be stated in the following ways: the "Cultural Christianization" of the world; "to conquer
the whole world for Jesus Christ"; "to work toward the creation of a one-world Christian order"; "the complete social
transformation of the entire world"; "world dominion under Christ's lordship, a 'world takeover'"; "to impress heaven's
pattern on earth"; to "take authority over the nations with the applied rule of Christ Jesus"; and to establish a
"Christocracy."
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-  The Christianization of culture involves the transformation of every nation into a Christian nation; every national
government must be converted to an alliance with Christ -- a theocratic republic -- through the subjection of its
structures to Christ's rule. Every other sphere of society ("self, family, institutional church, business/vocations, private
associations") must be conformed to the rule of Christ. According to Reconstructionism, in order for the dominion
mandate, or Great Commission, to be fulfilled, three things must happen:

(a) the vast majority of people must experience true Christian conversion;

(b) Christians must take over the rule of every sphere of society; this means that Christians must be
political and social activists; and

(c) as Christians take over the rule of the world, they must subject every sphere of society to the Biblical
law found in the Old Testament, especially all the moral and civil aspects of the Mosaic Law that God
gave to Israel at Mount Sinai.

This enforcement of the Mosaic Law will involve the application of the death penalty for such capital crimes as
murder, rape, kidnapping, bestiality, incest, adultery, fornication, homosexuality, idolatry, witchcraft, the offering of
human sacrifice, unchangeable rebellion in adolescent children, flagrant negligence resulting in the death of another
person, blasphemy, apostasy, the spreading of false doctrines, and perhaps Sabbath breaking. The reconstructed society
will regard dissenters and heretics as treasonous criminals at war with the law and society. The reconstructed society
will also be characterized by the rights of private property, a free market economy bordering on libertarianism, tight
limitations on debt, the abolition of 30-year mortgages, a monetary system based on the gold standard, the tithe rather
than public taxes financing most social welfare, restitution of wrong rather the imprisonment for many criminals, and
voluntary slavery for purposes such as the restitution of a wrong or the desire for financial security. (Excerpted and/or
adapted from the 12/90 & 1/91 issues of Israel My Glory.)

-  Who are the "Players" in Christian Reconstructionism?:

(a) Dr. Rousas J. Rushdoony (1917-2001) is considered the patriarch of CRM. (Cornelius Van Til, a
Princeton University theologian, is credited as being the "father of Reconstructionism," even though Van
Til himself never became a Reconstructionist.) Rushdoony was a prolific writer of books and the founder
(in 1965) of the Chalcedon Foundation in Vallecito, California (a think tank organization named after the
Council of Chalcedon, held in A.D. 451). This organization publishes Chalcedon and The Journal of
Christian Reconstruction. Rushdoony's massive two-volume Institutes of Biblical Law is an extensive
study (1,600 pages) of how the Ten Commandments could be applied to modern society, followed by
detailed treatments of taxation, government, virtue, oaths, penal sanctions, property, and nearly every
domain of jurisprudence. It is the "Bible" of Reconstructionist philosophy. Rushdoony, in a 3/88 letter
said: "[Our objective is] nothing less than the re-Christianizing of America." At the time of his death,
Rushdoony believed as many as twenty million charismatics worldwide were part of the Reconstruction
movement (even though he was not as fond of charismatics as is Gary North). Reconstructionists would
deny that they believe or teach salvation by works. Yet their spiritual father, Rushdoony, believed a
Christian had denied God if he did not actively work to transform society: "A godly law order will work to
disinherit, execute, and supplant the ungodly and to confirm the godly in their inheritance. For Christians
to work for anything less is to deny God." [If the latter statement were true, all the Apostles, and Jesus
Himself, would have to be counted as denying God!!]

(b) Gary North is the son-in-law of Rushdoony, and the founder of the Institute for Christian Economics
(in Tyler, Texas) and Dominion Press, and is one of the most militant Reconstructionists. (Rushdoony and
North did not speak to each other for years -- Rushdoony looked at North as a heretic, because North
teaches that the menstrual blood of a virgin bride is a type of Jesus' blood shed on the cross. North also
broke with Rushdoony over the issue of "Christian America" -- North holding that Article VI of the
Constitution is proof of the establishment of a non-religious republic.) He publishes a number of "gloom
& doom" investment newsletters, all of which are long on verbosity and short on useful investment advice.
With an earned doctorate in economics, North would seem to be an unlikely candidate as the single most
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influential spokesman for a modern socio-theological movement. Nevertheless, through his enormous and
diverse literary output (via Spurgeon Press, Geneva Ministries, Dominion Press, Institute for Christian
Economics, and Reconstruction Press) he has become the primary shaker-and-mover of the Christian
Reconstruction position today. Like his late father-in-law and mentor, Rousas Rushdoony, North's forte is
rhetoric, not exegesis. Consequently, his approach is characterized more by logical/theological arguments
occasionally punctuated with Scripture than by hard reasoning derived from careful exegetical analysis of
Scripture. (According to North, women who have abortions should be publicly executed, "along with those
who advised them to abort their children." As the means of execution, North prefers stoning because,
among other things, stones are cheap, plentiful, and convenient.) North claims that "the ideas of the
Reconstructionists have penetrated into Protestant circles that for the most part are unaware of the original
source of the theological ideas that are beginning to transform them." North describes the "three major legs
of the Reconstructionist movement" as "the Presbyterian oriented educators, the Baptist school
headmasters and pastors, and the charismatic telecommunications system." 

(c) Kenneth Gentry is an author and speaker; He Shall Have Dominion: A Postmillennial Eschatology, is
a 500-plus-page book extolling the Reconstructionist view of the end times.

(d) David Chilton is a pastor in Placerville, California, and represents the prophetic arm of
Reconstructionism. He regards Matthew 5:13-16 as "... nothing less than a mandate for the complete social
transformation of the entire world." One point Chilton makes over and over again is that literalism must be
considered secondary to consistent Biblical imagery (that is, consistent with Reconstructionist theology). 

(e) Greg Bahnsen (deceased) was a radical religious totalitarian who believed the codified Law of Moses
must be applied directly to American society. His controversial book, Theonomy in Christian Ethics,
argues that the Mosaic penal code should be applied to American civil law. (Bahnsen believed that there
are fifteen crimes that merit capital punishment in a Reconstructed society, including murder, rape,
sodomy, apostasy, witchcraft, Sabbath breaking, blasphemy, and incorrigibility in children. Bahnsen
considered an insolent teen or one who becomes repeatedly drunk, is a glutton, or who breaks a civil law,
as one who must die for his sin.)

(f) Gary DeMar is president of American Vision in Atlanta. He says: "Dominion Theology teaches that we
can, do and will have a kingdom of God on earth without Jesus' physical presence in Jerusalem" (The
Reduction of Christianity, Foreword, p. xii). DeMar edits The Biblical Worldview, a monthly newsletter
published by American Vision. This and other kinds of literature put out by Reconstructionists have made
significant in-roads into the curricula of Church-affiliated Christian schools and home schools.
Theonomist books, such as DeMar's God and Government, are often used as texts.

(g) Dr. James Jordan is the pastor of the Reconstructionist Church in Tyler, Texas. Jordan is unabashedly
harsh and violent in calling for blood vengeance and maledictions (curses) on sinners. In fact, Jordan says,
"I suggest that in a Christian society ... the death penalty is still appropriate for the crime of worshipping
another god on the Lord's Day" (The Geneva Papers, July, 1982). Jordan says it is a "myth" that society
can be transformed from the bottom up. He also espouses the ideology of the ecumenical movement,
putting the organization, the visible church, first and theology second. This clearly demonstrates the
preference Reconstructionists have for power (dominion) over truth. (God, however, grants primacy, not to
the visible church, but to His doctrine. God's idea of unity is unity of mind/doctrine/theology, not unity of
organization [John 17:11, 21-23; 1 Cor. 1:10; 2 Cor. 13:11; Phil. 1:27; 1 Pe 3:8]. God gave one theology in
many churches; the Reconstructionists want many theologies in one church.)

(h) Dennis Peacocke is a former Marxist who was tightly aligned with the Shepherding Movement.

(i) Joseph C. Morecraft III is the pastor of the Chalcedon Presbyterian Church in Atlanta. Following a
1987 Reconstructionist/Pentecostal theological meeting, Morecraft exclaimed: "God is blending
Presbyterian theology with charismatic zeal into a force that cannot be stopped!" 
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(j) Ray Sutton is considered the expert in interpreting the CRM view of the Biblical covenants. He is
pastor of Good Shepherd Episcopal Church in Tyler, Texas, and author of That You May Prosper, a book
that is highly regarded within the movement as an exceptional work on covenants.

(k) Joseph Kickasola is a professor of international affairs at Regent University.

(l) Earl Paulk is the founding pastor of mega-church, Chapel Hill Harvester Church near Atlanta. He
believes that Christ cannot return until the church has taken dominion over the earth.

(m) Dr. Jay Grimstead is the founder of the Coalition on Revival (COR). His chief mission is obtaining
the signatures/endorsement of pastors and Christian leaders in America to the COR Manifesto.

(n) Robert G. Grant is an influential Washington, D.C. based political/social activist. He has ties to the
Unification Church (the Moonies).

(o) Pat Robertson is the founder and President of Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN). He maintains a
low profile among the more militant Reconstructionists, although Rushdoony and North have appeared a
number of times on Robertson's 700 Club television program. Also, professing Reconstructionist Joseph
Kickasola teaches in (Robertson-founded) Regent University's School of Public Policy; the dean of the
Schools of Law and Public Policy was Herbert Titus, though not a Reconstructionist himself, has said the
school used six or seven Rushdoony and North titles for textbooks; and Regent University board chair
Mrs. Dee Jepson is a longtime COR (an organization with a Reconstructionist agenda) Steering Committee
member. In turn, Reconstructionists cite Robertson's creation of a television network and Regent
University as a model of effective Christian organization.

(p) Rushdoony and North have also been repeat guests on D. James Kennedy's television program, which
often calls America to return to its "Christian base." Kennedy has denied that he is "a Theonomist as
such," because, "It would be impractical for every nation to go theonomic. But would that be desirable."

CRM leaders believe an Old Testament-based government will replace democracy. The Theonomy that details the
laws will make America as strict as the most orthodox Muslim society. "True to the letter of Old Testament Law,
homosexuals, incorrigible children, adulterers, blasphemers, astrologers and others will be executed," says Rodney
Clapp (Christianity Today, 1987). CRM leaders have shaped their political, judicial, and economic programs by
relying totally on Old Testament Law.

For the most part, these Reconstructionist leaders attempt to portray their strong supporters as brilliant scholars.
Negatively, they generally attempt to portray their opponents as ignorant or dishonest, usually both. Often they do not
even make a reasonable attempt to answer the objections of their opponents, but instead they try to make fun or
ridicule them. They usually try to display themselves as being of very high moral standards and superior conduct,
ideals, and ethics, while attempting to insinuate that opponents are "antinomians" or unethical in some form or other. If
one attempts to talk to them, or pin them down on any single point, one of their favorite defenses is to pretend that we
just "didn't understand what they wrote" or that they "didn't really say what we say they said."

-  The Christian "home schooling" movement is part of the long-term revolutionary strategy of Reconstructionism. One
of the principal home schooling curricula is provided by Reconstructionist Paul Lindstrom of Christian Liberty
Academy (CLA) in Arlington Heights, Illinois. CLA claims that it serves about 20,000 families. Its 1994 curriculum
included a book on "Biblical Economics" by Gary North. Home schooling advocate Christopher Klicka, who has been
deeply influenced by R. J. Rushdoony, writes: "Sending our children to the public school violates nearly every Biblical
principle. ... It is tantamount to sending our children to be trained by the enemy." He claims that the public schools are
Satan's choice. Klicka also advocates religious self-segregation and advises Christians not to affiliate with non-
Christian home schoolers in any way. "The differences I am talking about," declares Klicka, "have resulted in wars
and martyrdom in the not too distant past." According to Klicka, who is an attorney with the Home School Legal
Defense Association, "as an organization, and as individuals, we are committed to promote the cause of Christ and His
Kingdom." ("Christian Reconstructionism: Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 3 -- No Longer Without
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Sheep," by Frederick Clarkson, 6/94 The Public Eye). 

-  Rushdoony's Institutes of Biblical Law consciously echoes a major work of the Protestant Reformation, John Calvin's
Institutes of the Christian Religion. In fact, Reconstructionists see themselves as the theological and political heirs of
Calvin. The theocracy Calvin created in Geneva, Switzerland in the 1500s is one of the political models
Reconstructionists look to, along with Old Testament Israel and the Calvinist Puritans of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. 

In fact, the Puritans were the direct forerunners of today's Kingdom/Dominion/Reconstructionist heresy. The Puritans
believed that they were carrying to America true Christianity as decreed by God, especially as written in the Old
Testament. They believed too that they were on a divine mission to America, a place specially appointed by God to be
the "New Israel," a theocratic "city upon a hill." The Puritans viewed themselves as God's special people, replacing
national Israel, and that the American Indians were the "new Canaanites." The fruit of the Puritan's theology was
brutal. They saw their mission as convert these "Canaanites" to Christianity, or slaughter them in the name of Christ.
For example, the Puritan massacres of the Pequot Indian tribe on May 26, 1637, and again on July 14, 1637, were
deemed by the Puritans to be directed by God -- Captain John Mason declared, "God laughed his enemies and the
enemies of his people to scorn, making them as a fiery oven ... Thus did the Lord judge among the heathen, filling the
place with dead bodies" (Segal and Stinenback, Puritans, Indians, and Manifest Destiny, pp. 111-112, 134-135).
Converting the pagans for God was acceptable to the Puritans, but killing the pagans for the Lord was also acceptable!

Nearly three and a half centuries later, the "New Puritans," called Reconstructionists, want to do what the earlier ones
could not. Believing they have a mandate from God to reconstruct American society, they want to establish a
theocracy or Theonomy (God's law) by instituting the civil code of the Law of Moses under which all Americans, and
eventually all the world must live. They propose to eradicate democracy and reinstate a form of slavery. (Most
Reconstructionists are also anti-Semitic and racist, views deeply seeded in the old Identity Movement that purported to
be Christian.) Reconstructionism has married politics and attached its agenda to that arena. Under the cover of fighting
abortion, homosexuality, witchcraft, pornography, secular public education, and other anathemas to Christianity, it has
made enormous strides in religious and political affairs.

-  Christian Reconstructionism was a limited aberrant movement until the early-1980s when it invaded the Charismatic
churches. It began when Robert Tilton's wife read Gary DeMar's book God and Government in late 1983, and then
persuaded her husband to invite a group of Reconstructionists to speak before 1,000 "positive confession" pastors and
their wives at a January 1984 rally sponsored by Tilton's Church. The all-day panel was very well received. Gary
DeMar subsequently taught a course on the Christian basis of civil government on Tilton's satellite network. 

One writer says, concerning this phenomenon: "Although they are not charismatics, Reconstructionists are working
with such groups because charismatic television and radio networks provide an effective means of propagating related
Reconstructionist beliefs. Gary North has openly acknowledged using the charismatics to this end. On their part, the
charismatics are apparently happy with their new partners because the Reconstructionists provide the intellectual and
academic credibility that has [more often than not] been in short supply within the [experience-laden] charismatic
movement. Gary North is convinced that a Reconstructionist partnership with the ... charismatics' telecommunication
system will transform the whole shape of American religious life ... He (North) goes on to say: 'the growing alliance
between charismatics and Reconstructionists has (caused) ... critics (to) worry about the fact that ... (the charismatic)
infantry is at last being armed with Reconstructionism's field artillery. They should be worried. This represents one of
the most fundamental realignments in U.S. Protestant Church history'." 

-  Why would a movement that seems so good be so dangerous? First, it rests on unbiblical underpinnings. Secondly, it
is seeking to accomplish in a pluralistic country and world a Mosaic government, something that will not happen.
Lastly, though it will ultimately fail, its militancy will mean severe persecution for all Christians, and worse, it will set
in place the theocratic structure Antichrist will assume.

-  Reconstructionists represent extremist views. Their intent is to create a theocracy based on God's "New Covenant."
Their chief Biblical error is the assumption that the 1000-year kingdom of Christ on earth is now. But if that is so, why
isn't Christ physically ruling from Jerusalem? Where are the resurrected saints who rule with Him? When did the Lord
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and His armies (resurrected saints and angels) destroy Antichrist and the False Prophet, and when was Satan bound?
Moreover, their rhetoric is rancorous anti-Semitism and smacks of racism. They are planning a U.S. "Christian
Government" based on Old Testament law, and their interpretation of Scriptures. Most Reconstructionists pride
themselves on Biblical knowledge. Yet, Al Dager says, "Of all the dominionist' materials I've read I have yet to see a
single, accurately exegeted Scripture reference that substantiates the dominionist mandate for subduing the nations
and/or ruling the world prior to Jesus' return. They either spiritualize, allegorize, or erroneously apply the Scriptures in
their attempts to justify an otherwise untenable position."

Not only will a man-made theocracy fail because it is not Biblical, it will result in massive persecution of Christians
who refuse to participate. If it succeeds, chances are it will mesh with the governmental structure of Antichrist. Its
premises are not scriptural. The kingdom of Christ on earth is yet to come. Some Reconstructionists believe the
Kingdom of God on earth is being established now by Christians and will be presented to Christ when He returns.
Politicians have always "used" religion as part of their programs to restore nationalism. The results have always led to
dictatorship, savagery, and death. Scripture tells us that when Jesus returns the nations will be allied against Him; they
will not be waiting to welcome Him (Revelation 16:14; 19:19). Whether Antichrist is a man or -- as stated by many
dominionists -- a system, the fact remains that, when Jesus returns, at least a vastly major portion of the world will be
under the rule of Antichrist, not under the rule of the Church. 

-  The concepts of the United States as a chosen country or a "Christian nation" is a basic teaching of the
"Dominionist", "Reconstructionists", "Kingdom Now" or "Replacement Theology" movements. There is a form of
elitism among these groups, because they see themselves as the heirs to all the promises made to Israel. In the book of
Romans, it is clear that the Gentiles (us) were made partakers of Israel's spiritual promises -- not the land (cf. Rom.
15:27; Acts 13). When you combine the concept of a "Chosen Christian America" and the "Chosen Church," this
results in "superior people" mentality, and this combination becomes political action. The "Chosen Church" merges
their identities and ideas with political action leaders, who are skilled in whipping up group passions and fears to form
the political army.

The rallying cry used to evoke emotional involvement is: "We must return America to the values and lifestyles upon
which it was founded"; this stirs the passions of the "Chosen Church" into action, resulting in the Gospel of moralism
and an alliance with cultic religions based upon issues, not doctrine. Misled Christians see their patriotic and religious
duty as a mandate to change society, and to ensure outward conformity to their concept of American culture "legal
rights." They feel they must rid society of "God haters," "evil doers," "God's enemies," "secular humanists," "Pagans,"
and ultra-liberal heathens, who have subverted the "Christian American" culture and ethics (4/93, Bold Truth News, p.
9).

-  We must not force the graceless, majority culture to live like Christians. A major problem of past sacralistic societies
is that they produce an outward (hypocritical) adherence to prescribed religious standards. Our evangelistic goal is to
pray for a tranquil environment in which men can carry out their cultural functions. The time has come for us to
acknowledge that any "Christianity" that needs a sword to ensure its permanence, and that promises peace only when
the "good guys" have the artillery, is not Christianity. Further, it is critical that the church recognize the errors of
sacralism in order that she may shed her old covenant orientation, and act responsibly as a Christ-informed counter-
culture.

-  "Dominion" in Reconstructionist' literature means rigorous political rule. In fact, the Reconstructionists identify their
so-called cultural mandate with the Great Commission. Yet Christ himself condemned dominion theology: "You know
that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise authority upon them. But
it shall not be so among you" (Mat 20:25-26). Dominion over men is an anti-Christian notion. In Genesis 1, dominion
is given to man over the whole non-human creation (angels excepted): the fish, the fowl, the cattle, all the earth. No
dominion over men is given. The Great Commission, as opposed to the so-called cultural mandate, is addressed only
to Christians, not to all men, and it is a command to preach, baptize, and teach through peaceful persuasion; it is not a
command to exercise dominion. Christ's servants do not fight, precisely because his kingdom is not of this world. His
method of establishing His kingdom, preaching, and teaching, is foolishness to the world, and apparently to some
Reconstructionists as well (2/24/92, Christian News).
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-  The Reconstructionist' postmillennial view of history has prompted the adoption of some interesting beliefs and
interpretations of the Scriptures (excerpted and/or adapted from the 2/91 & 3/91 issues of Israel My Glory):

(1) Authority -- Some Reconstructionists imply that the Scriptures by themselves are not sufficient as final
authority for faith and practice. One individual indicates that there is a twofold authority, namely, the Bible
and theology. 

(2) Eschatology -- Reconstructionism is strongly opposed to Dispensationalism. Reconstructionism asserts
that God intends the Mosaic Law to be in effect throughout history. By contrast, Dispensationalism
teaches that the Mosaic Law was abolished when Christ died. Reconstructionism accuses Premillennialism
of defeatism (seeing no victorious end to history), of regarding the history of the Church as irrelevant, of
draining believers of the motivation to develop the Kingdom of God on earth, and of being a product of
paganism. Reconstructionism rejects the idea that the Rapture and the Second Coming will be two separate
events at different times. It insists that the Church will be raptured to meet Christ in the air while He is
descending to earth in His glorious Second Coming on the last day of world history. Reconstructionists are
convinced that the great majority of New Testament prophecies, including most of the Book of Revelation,
have already been fulfilled. In fact, they believe that most of these prophecies were fulfilled by the
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. Reconstructionists teach that Matthew 24 and the Book of Revelation
are not about the Second Coming of Christ. Instead, they are prophecies about the 70 A.D. destruction of
Jerusalem and Israel as a national entity. Reconstructionism declares that the world coming in Revelation
never refers to the physical return of Christ to the earth at His Second Coming; it insists that most Biblical
references to Christ's coming are to periodic comings of divine judgment upon people and nations during
this present age.

(3) Economics -- Reconstructionists are convinced of the eventual collapse of the American economy and
the social breakdown of the American republic. They believe that when this collapse of the present
apostate civilization takes place, the Kingdom of God can be developed in the world by the remnant that
survives the collapse through the adoption of a medieval, feudalistic type of economy and lifestyle.

(4) Democracy -- Reconstructionists assert that a democracy in which ultimate authority resides in the
whim of the people is the inevitable enemy of divinely revealed Christianity.

(5) Humanism and Public Education -- Reconstructionists believe that humanism and God's law are
irreconcilable enemies. The modern state is dominated primarily by humanists, who use the state to
enforce satanic control over other spheres of life.

(6) The Mosaic Law and Sanctification -- Reconstructionists strongly reject the idea that the Mosaic Law
was abolished when Christ died. Instead of Christ's death abolishing the Law, it enabled man to keep the
Law. They insist that God requires all nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals to be subject to the
civil and moral aspects of the Mosaic Law. Reconstructionists are convinced that there are only two
alternatives open to nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals -- obedience to the Mosaic Law or
humanistic self-rule and lawlessness. According to Reconstructionists, Christians are dead to the Mosaic
Law as the means of justification, but they are not dead to it as a rule of life. For the Christian, obedience
to the Mosaic Law is required for practical living; keeping the Law is the Christian's means of
sanctification.

(7) Evangelism and the Gospel -- Reconstructionists propose that personal redemption is not the do-all and
end-all of the Great Commission, but our evangelism must include sociology as well as salvation; it must
include reform and redemption, culture and conversion, a new social order as well as a new birth, a
revolution as well as a regeneration. This is a false gospel (cf. Gal. 1:8-10).

-  From the mouths of the Reconstructions themselves (7/94, Chalcedon Report):

"Since we are Calvinists, we believe the Christian Faith applies to all of life."
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"Reconstructionists are dominionists, not priests. We hold that to limit God's authority over all of life is to
deny His sovereignty ... We believe we are called like the first Adam and mainly in the strength of the
second Adam, our Lord, to exercise dominion in His name throughout the earth."

"Reconstructionists are Theonomists. Theonomy just means the law of God. It equals the requirements
found in His written Word."

"The law is the standard of sanctification. It is true that Christ merited salvation for His people by keeping
the law, and thus released us from its penalty and condemnation. But God never intended to replace the
law as a reflection of His character. The law cannot save us, but it will forever remain a perfect reflection
of God's character. For that reason, we strive to keep the law, not as a means of justification, but as the
standard of sanctification. The Spirit has been given to us to assist us in keeping the law."

"Theonomists believe God's law governs all of life. It must govern society no less than it governs our
individual lives, families, and churches."

"Reconstructionists are postmillennialists. We believe that Christ established His mediatorial kingdom at
His first coming." 

"We believe ... that the main reason God gave the Holy Spirit to the church in a special empowering was
so the church could do even greater works than Christ did while He was on earth, so it can fulfill the
commission given to it, bringing all nations and peoples under the authority of Christ and his gospel and
word. ... We believe our calling as individuals and families and churches and civil governments is to take
godly dominion in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."

"We Reconstructionists are God-centered not church-centered. We believe the church is but one (though
an important) institution among others."

"We fervently support the separations of church and state. but we do not believe in the separation of the
state (or any other institution) from God. God by His law must govern the state just as He governs the
individual, family, and church."

"Some critics say our views would destroy the freedoms we Americans have. Some say we want to
replace the Constitution. That is utter nonsense. It is true that the Constitution -- like everything else --
must be subordinate to God's word, but we have never advocated replacing the Constitution."

And other sources:

"In winning a nation to the gospel, the sword as well as the pen must be used" (Gary North, Christian
Reconstructionism, 6:1, p. 198).

"The divorce problem will be solved in a society under God's law because any spouse guilty of capital
crimes (adultery, homosexuality, Sabbath desecration, etc.) would be swiftly executed, thus freeing the
other part to remarry" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"Parents would be required to bring their incorrigible children before the judge and, if convicted, have
them stoned to death" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"A godly nation must keep the Sabbath to have God's blessing, embracing not only a weekly observance,
but the observance of the sabbatical year of rest ... This is a legal national duty and requirement ... For the
nation to deny the Sabbath is to deny God" (R. J. Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #20).

"In a Christian society the death penalty is still appropriate for the crime of worshipping another god on
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the Lord's day" (James Jordan, The Green Papers, July, 1982). [I guess that means that Jews, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Hindus should be put to death.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The Church
in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 10/2003
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Coalition On Revival (COR)
A Revival of Old Testament Law*

-  Reconstructionism had been of interest to few outside the evangelical community until the early 1990s, when its
political significance began to emerge. The formation of the Coalition on Revival (COR) has been a key force in the
politics of religion. At the same time that COR provided a catalyst (and a cover) for the discussion, dissemination, and
acceptance of Reconstructionist doctrine, these ideas have percolated up through a wide swath of American
Protestantism. COR "is a network of evangelical leaders from every major denominational and theological perspective
who share a vision for and a commitment to worldwide revival, renewal, and reformation in Church and society.
COR's basic mission is to encourage and help the universal Church of Jesus Christ to obey God's Cultural Mandate
and the Great Commission. COR's vision is to see Christians everywhere doing all they can in the power of the Holy
Spirit to take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ in every aspect of life. COR's mission is 'to help the
Church rebuild civilization on the principles of the Bible so God's will may be done on earth as it is in heaven'" (COR
official Internet website, 1/2004). 

COR was formed in the 1980s, and headed by Jay Grimstead. Dr. Grimstead received his doctorate of ministries at
Fuller Theological Seminary and was an area director of Young Life (a neo-evangelical, psychologized ministry) from
1957 to 1977, when he helped to organize the now-defunct International Council on Biblical Inerrancy. He founded
COR in 1984, and the National Coordinating Council came into formal existence in January 1990. Grimstead says he
started out in the Presbyterian tradition, but has lately been associated with a Pentecostal Holiness church in San Jose,
California, and has close ties with the Shepherding movement. Describing the 50-member National Coordinating
Council and the 112 leaders of the Coalition on Revival, Dr. Grimstead told RNS in 11/90, "We are evangelicals, and
some of us are fundamentalists and a bunch of us are charismatics. What it is is a political-economic think tank. Our
hope is to get America back to where it once was ... We're not dangerous, really. We're just trying to get a sick
America back to where it was safer and saner."

-  An 11-page document from a COR-sponsored "Continental Congress on Christian World View III" held July 2-4,
1986, in Washington D.C. says, "The Coalition on Revival was called into existence as a catalyst to help unify and
mobilize leadership in the Body of Christ to cause 'God's will to be done on earth as it is in heaven.'" This Manifesto-
Covenant was signed by 60 of COR's Steering Committee members. They made "A Solemn Covenant" with God and
each other to live by its terms until death, natural or martyred. COR signers made a public covenant with God to
establish a theocracy in place of democracy. They admitted that the covenant is "a recruiting tool" to pool believers
into an army. The other objective is to use the covenant as a means to "teach" (indoctrinate) believers with COR's
brand of Christianity. (As we shall see later in this report, discipleship, according to COR, requires political activism.
What COR requires of those who sign its covenant is to be willing to die in the attempt to establish a theonomic
political state. This statement makes the COR Manifesto-Covenant more than just a covenant; it is a blood covenant,
sworn to on the life of the signers; cf. Matt. 5:33-36.)

COR presented to the Christian church 17 documents and a Manifesto which they mailed to 15,000 U.S. and Canadian
churches for their own signing and commitment. They also planed to form Pastors Prayer Groups to "raise up Gideon's
army" around the United States and other countries. Their plan was to reverse materialism, greed, and covetousness in
such areas as government, education, law, business, Christian unity, evangelism, and missions. COR's "Manifesto"
states that "a consistent Biblical world view should be the standard for the American life." They also propose a highly
political agenda and include such organizations as Strategic Christian Services (founded by Reconstructionist activist
Dennis Peacock), American Christian Task Force, American Coalition for Traditional Values, Christian Voice, and
American Freedom Coalition.

-  Grimstead founded COR when he proposed the idea to the late Francis A. Schaeffer and Dr. Tim LaHaye. Their
support, and that of 60 other religious leaders and activists launched the Coalition by 1984. Its prime objective is to
apply Christian theology to 17 Spheres of "life and thought." These are: Government, Social Action, Law, Economics,

http://www.reformation.net/COR/cordocs.htm#worldview
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Business and Occupations, Education, Discipleship, Art & Communication, Medicine, Psychology and Counseling,
Science and Technology, Church Unity, Local and World Evangelism, Helping the Hurting, Revitalizing Christian
Colleges and Universities, the Family, and Pastoral Renewal. (Freudian psychologist Larry Crabb was instrumental in
writing the Psychology and Counseling document.) According to the "calling" of COR's Steering Committee, "these
World View Documents and the Manifesto for the Christian Church would play a modern role analogous to Luther's 95
Theses, the Westminster Confession and the Declaration of Independence." According to Grimstead, the plan of COR
is to set up a "Christian Green Beret boot camp for radical world changes ... to train over 200 political activists a year."
(COR also publishes the monthly magazine Crosswinds, a magazine that provides "a helicopter view of the entire
battlefield.")

The real influence as far as the final form of these documents is concerned has been the Editorial Committee
comprised of Jay Grimstead, Dennis Peacocke, Bob Mumford, Cal Beisner, Gleason Archer, Gary DeMar, Larry
Walker, Bob Simonds, Duane Gish, and Henry Krabbandam. Grimstead, Peacocke, Mumford, DeMar, and Walker are
admitted Reconstructions; Mumford and Peacocke are strong Shepherding-Discipleship advocates as well, and seem to
cross the line between Charismatic Dominionism and Reconstruction. With 25% of the initial COR Steering
Committee and 50% of the Editorial Committee comprised of Dominionists, it was inevitable that the dominionist
mandate would find its way into the COR documents. [Grimstead claims that only nine of the original 112 members of
COR's Steering Committee are postmillennialists. (The Steering Committee currently has a membership of about 50.)
But this is begging the question, however. Postmillennialism is not the issue; the dominionist mandate is the issue, and
this transcends postmillennialism -- what Gary North likes to call "operational postmillennialists."] (Also of concern is
the number of original Steering Committee members with "Christian" psychology roots -- so-called evangelicals Larry
Crabb, D.J. Kennedy, Tim LaHaye, Josh McDowell, J.I. Packer, Jack Van Impe, Don Wildmon, and George Scipione
[CCEF].)

-  COR is headquartered in Mountain View, California. It is an organization actively working to implement
Coventalism and Reconstructionism in the churches. COR is a theopolitical movement with a 24-point "Master Plan"
for implementing God's kingdom on earth (i.e., a "Christian America"). It proposes Christian takeovers of virtually all
societal areas, such as: education, the arts, politics, and even the military (11/19/90, Christianity Today). COR leader
Jay Grimstead says COR is made up of "fundamentalists, evangelicals, and a bunch of charismatics" (11/12/90,
Christian News). Its goal is revival of the church and "reformation of society." Its 1986 Call to Action called for
casting out demons and bringing "judicial and legal systems in as close approximation to the laws and commandments
of the Bible" as citizens will allow. It is closely linked with the Theonomy/Reconstruction movement. COR is
dedicated to "helping the Body of Christ become unified and mobilized around a Biblical Worldview and the Lordship
of Christ in every sphere." With shades of Romanism, COR sees the need for a "redemptive priestly ministry." It, as
Christian Reconstructionism, is heavily post-millennial. It is comprised of approximately 500 "Christian" leaders who
must swear to a Dominionistic oath.

-  To bring the American Christian churches under its tight control, COR devised "The Christian Manifesto for the
Christian Church: Declaration and Covenant." This 7/4/86 document declares "where the church must stand and what
action it must take over the remaining years of this century." This strong stand and bold action, according to the
document, "begin with humble repentance from our past sins and indifference, and acceptance of much of the blame
for the world's desperate condition." Incredibly, pastors who sign the manifesto are admitting they are responsible for
the sin of the world. (For details of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents
titled A Manifesto for the Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and
Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with the 17
Sphere/World View Documents referred to earlier, make up what COR calls the "20 COR World View Documents.") 

-  COR is a militant organization. It uses subtle intimidation practices (fear and guilt), strident warrior rhetoric,
melodramatic public rituals ("Solemn Assemblies"), and emotionally charged psychological manipulation to attract and
involve unwary, impressionable Christians. Many COR organizers came out of the notorious Shepherding Movement
whose means of control duplicated cult practices. Members of Shepherding Churches submitted themselves to their
shepherds and had to consult them before making decisions such as purchasing a car or taking medicine. [Grimstead
advocates the "use of the controversial and authoritarian 'shepherding-discipleship' model of church organization.
'Pastors should study shepherding techniques and COR theological materials for 18 months ...'" (Church & State

http://www.reformation.net/COR/cordocs/Manifesto.pdf
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Magazine, 10/91). This "discipling" and "obedience to the church" has the markings of the Puritans or the Roman
Catholic Church.]

-  To achieve its objectives, the "Manifesto of the Christian Church calls for a new covenant for unity, and it
culminates in a statement of truth and a call to action." The unity aspect is leading a virulent ecumenical movement.
Grimstead believes that differences in eschatology among various Christian religions can be surmounted in view of a
larger purpose; they have committed to unity and a non-quarreling policy over doctrinal points such as eschatology,
dispensationalism, Christian freedom, tongues, charismatic activity, and evangelism. Nevertheless, in the end, everyone
must agree with COR. -- In 2/87 Jay Grimstead said: "... each one of these points we're saying is ESSENTIAL ...
NON-NEGOTIABLE" (referring to the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View" document). ... we're
telling the premillennialists, who are scared to death of the postmillennialists and don't like the word Dominion or
Kingdom or Reconstruction, to wake up and realize that THERE'S NO OTHER OPTION." Since the 42 Articles
contained in this document are, in COR's words, "essential" and "non-negotiable" for Christians, they are saying that
one is not a Christian if he does not subscribe to them!

-  When a pastor is asked to join a local COR Steering Committee and sign the Manifesto, he is expected to "be
enthusiastically committed to accomplishing the 12 goals for Reformation in their country." Some of those goals are as
follows:

1) A pastor forms a discipleship chain so he produces an army of 100-plus mighty warriors within his
church: active members praying an hour per day; establish a Social Impact Committee within the church.

2) Replace anti-biblical legislation in the country with righteous, sane, biblically-oriented legislation.

3) Replace anti-biblical elected officials with biblically oriented candidates.

How sad to see thousands of professing Christians coming under the delusion of this kind of leadership. In their hearts
they believe they must do something to rescue a rotten America. But why? The Scriptures must be fulfilled. Evil will
wax worse. God's judgment is at hand. The end is near. Naturally, we do not participate in evil, but neither do we try to
do the impossible. The Christian's first objective is to solidify his union with Christ on a personal basis. Of course, it is
much easier to join a Rescue, attend a rally, get arrested, and perform political work than it is to come to grips with
personal sin. The Reconstructionists and the Religious Right have combined to make a mockery of Christianity. In
their zealousness to fulfill what is really unbiblical -- a kingdom on earth now -- they are producing a terrible witness
for Christ, and worse, their actions and rhetoric will result in mass persecutions of all true Christians.

-  COR's goals do not exclude violence in accomplishing them. At a 1989 COR conference, one well known evangelist
suggested that Christians should pray that God would kill all of those leaders who are opposing Dominion Theology.
Then later in the week, another well known pastor from the Dallas area suggested that God is purging his church and
purifying it for a great revival, and that believers need to be willing to use violence if necessary in order to help bring
in the kingdom. This violence message is really scary. The call to be willing to use violence to bring the kingdom can't
be more clear -- even if that violence is directed against Christian brothers and sisters. According to Dominionists,
those who believe in the "any moment return of Jesus" and are not willing to commit to violence to bring in the
kingdom, are obstructing the coming of the kingdom and are preventing the outpouring of God's Spirit on the earth.
(Personal letter on file.)

In Dennis Peacock's book, Winning the Battle for the Minds of Men, he quotes of Karl Marx (p. 34): "We need to be
MILITANT in our ASSAULT against the sham walls that imprison the nations." The whole book is full of militant
statements. Similarly, Jay Grimstead, on a 2/87 tape said: "We are to make Bible-obeying disciples of anybody that
gets in our way." In Thy Kingdom Come, by R.J. Rushdoony, in referring to Psalm 149, he speaks of the literal
destruction of God's enemies as a means of praise -- he writes that those who are guilty of blasphemy deserve the
vengeance of God "whether they are believers or not."

-  In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century (1700s and 1800s), many pastors expressed the belief that
America would lead the rest of the world in ushering in the Kingdom of God. As a result, the doctrine of the "Manifest
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Destiny" was declared by many. We are seeing that the same doctrine today under a different name --
Reconstructionist Kingdom, New Dominion Teachings, Restoration Movement. The proponents behind COR have the
same views, with a different twist. They are scurrying to network all Christians with this movement and their ideas.
They believe that not only the preaching of the Gospel, but also the government and educational systems must come
under this jurisdiction, and they are conditioning the Christian community to accept their ideas to "clean up" so Jesus
can return ("COR-Pt. I," Bold Truth Press, Fall 1987).

-  Some key beliefs of COR as stated in its Sphere (Christian World View) Documents ["Social, Political and Moral
Issues" (SPM); "Local and World Evangelism" (LWE); "Helping the Hurting" (HH); "Business and Occupations"
(BO); "Art and Communication" (AC); "Pastoral Renewal" (PR); and the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a Christian
World View" (42E)] follow:

Article 20 (SPM): "We deny that God and His truth should ever be separated from the State; this should
put to rest the Reconstructionists' claim that the Church will not control the government in a theonomic
society."

Article 22 (SPM): "Christians must be involved in all processes and offices of civil government in
obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ ... such involvement is part of the Church's prophetic role in society."
[Where in Scripture is this "prophetic role" of the Church? It doesn't exist. Where, too, are we commanded
to involve ourselves in the political process in order to be "in obedience"?]

Article 21a (LWE): "The ultimate goal of missions ... must be the totality of the gospel and the necessity
of Christ's lordship in all of its fullness for all the life of individuals, families, churches, states, and other
aspects of society." [If the drafters of this document had omitted the word "states" there would not be
much quarrel. But nowhere in Scripture are missionaries mandated to even exert influence on states, let
alone bring them under the lordship of Christ.]

Preface (HH): "The church must conform social, economic, legal, educational, medical, and governmental
structures to Biblical order." [Had COR said "influence" or "inform" rather than "conform," there would be
no quarrel.]

Preface (BO): "man ... is responsible, as God's faithful servant, to co-labor with Christ to bring all nature
under God's rulership." [What they're really saying is that nature must come under their dominion.]

Preface (AC): "Christians must bring all art and communication under His authority. ... All art and
communication must be brought into captivity to the mind of Christ." [Had these statements said Christians
must bring their art and communication under Jesus' authority, there would be no quarrel. But we're not
required to bring all under His authority. If we look at what passes for art even in the "Christian"
community, we'd have to admit that here, too, the Church needs to get its own house in order before trying
to clean up the world.]

Article 15a (PR): "Every pastor, to accomplish his task and stay encouraged, needs to surround himself
with a few trustworthy and loyal men from among his church's leaders who are in the process of catching
his vision for their church and are eager to play their part in it and to be discipled by him in how to be
Christ-centered, Bible-obeying men of God." [There is no scriptural precedent for a pastor to "surround
himself with a few trustworthy and loyal men" to catch his vision. This is a priestcraft. The fact remains
that the head of the Church is Jesus, not the pastor. Many pastors are being swayed by Dominionists to
think of themselves as "God anointed" on the basis that they happen to have been placed in the position of
"priest" to some church. They are told that, as "God's anointed no one is to touch them or challenge their
'vision.'" Those who do -- even the elders -- are to be dealt with in a manner that will strike fear in the
hearts of others.]

Specific Actions, Article 7 (PR): "Those pastors and churches that mistakenly think that neither pastors
nor churches have any business trying to change society and stand for social righteousness by
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constitutional means must become exposed to the COR Manifesto and the COR sphere documents. ... in
order to disabuse their minds of that false dichotomy." [This is the Dominionist commission for the
churches, not Christ's.]

Article 37 (42E): "We deny that any citizen is obliged to obey any government when it transgresses its
God given mandate or requires him to disobey God's Laws." [If a government requires us to disobey God's
laws, we must disobey that government. But because a government transgresses its "God given mandate"
does not arbitrarily mean we can disobey it. The problem lies within the definition of "God given
mandate." What exactly is God's mandate to government? According to COR, it is to administer God's
Law (Theonomy or theocracy). In this case, no government on earth is fulfilling its "God given mandate."
It logically follows, therefore, that all governments, as they are presently constituted, may be disobeyed if
they do not find favor with the Dominionist agenda.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The Church in
Dominion, by Albert James Dager.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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Ten Rules to Revival or Ruination?
Or “How to Develop a Cult Mentality in Your Congregation”

    Some churches are publishing and promoting from the pulpit “Ten Rules” to follow when confronted by “facts” or
“rumors” in a church setting. (See the April 30, 2000, The Hills Newsletter, Indian Hills Community Church, Lincoln,
NE; Gil Rugh, senior pastor.) The fact that the word “rule” has so many definitions is the first drawback of having
“Ten Rules.” Are the Ten Rules authoritative regulations, guidelines, or merely suggestions?   They sound more like
regulations than guidelines or suggestions.

      A second drawback of promulgating the Ten Rules by church leadership is that most Christians are reluctant to be
Bereans and too readily leave discernment to the church leaders. The Ten Rules taught by the church leadership will
sound like ex cathedra pronouncements to be followed rather than teachings to be tried by the Word of God. There is
already too much unbiblical leadership/laity division. The Ten Rules will exacerbate that chasm and further intimidate
those Christians who are not in the inner circle of “leadership.”

      Additionally, the Ten Rules contain serious errors both in what is said and what is implied—serious questions
about leadership versus rulership and about serving versus intimidating. These Rules are pontifically promulgated
without one Bible verse presented to support any of them. This is because there are no Bible verses to support any of
them.

      These Ten Rules are a sure way to quash questions rather than to open dialogue. Having the need to promote these
Rules in a church is a sure sign of weakness in the leadership ranks and an indication that there may be trouble in the
church that the leadership is not able to handle.

      This response to the Ten Rules is predicated upon certain Scriptures. If one accepts these Scriptures and what they
reveal, then the Ten Rules will be rejected as a viable means of leading the church: 

The first Scripture is Acts 17:10-11, where we see that the Bereans “received the word with
all readiness of mind,” but they “searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.”
For this reason, the Bereans were said to be “more noble than those in Thessalonica.”
Christians need to be encouraged to be like Bereans and not to follow blindly what is taught
or what is thought just because it comes from the leadership of the church.

The second Scripture is from the Apostle Peter, in which he says, “But ye are a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew forth the
praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light” (1 Peter 2:9).
The Reformers referred to this as the priesthood of all believers.

A third Scripture is from 1 John 4:1: “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world.” Believers
must discern according to the Scriptures whether the source is Biblical or not, and every
pastor should encourage believers to do so.

A fourth Scripture exhorts Christians to “Prove all things; hold fast that which is good” (1
Thess. 5:21).

A fifth Scripture is found in Galatians 2:11-14, where we read Paul rebuked Peter “to the
face” and “before them all.”

      Pastors and church  leaders do serve in church offices designated in the Bible. That is not in question here. How
these leaders function in these Biblically designated offices is the issue. Those in church offices must be servants to
those whom they lead and not tyrants, whether benevolent or not. Every Christian has certain Scriptural obligations,
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but too many avoid their Biblically mandated responsibilities and permit the pastors and other leaders to function like
a priestly class between God and the people.

      While the promoters of the Ten Rules may say that they are about the operation of the church and not about
doctrine or Biblical principles, the fact is that one cannot separate the two. Note also  in Acts 6 that the Grecians
brought up an issue “because their widows were neglected.” This was a legitimate complaint that had Biblical
implications and was Biblically resolved to the satisfaction of all. The Grecians were not intimidated into silence by a
leadership allowing no questions.

      While in a few churches the use of these Rules may result in Biblical conduct in the operation of the church, and
may even result in solving internal issues and preventing apostasy from entering the church, such Rules, whether
stated or not, function in the overwhelming majority of churches to block the needed involvement of its most
discerning members by intimidating them into silence. These Ten Rules (whether printed or not) operating in a church
are often a wide doorway to apostasy, heresy, and aberrant teachings. Churches operating under the Ten Rules will, in
the main, sooner or later be infected with ecumenism and lack of Biblical separation from the world and false
doctrines.

      Keep the preceding in mind while reading the Ten Rules along with comments and suggested rule replacements for
leadership: 

Rule 1: 
      “Do not believe all that you hear, no matter how credible the purported source. If you have not heard the
‘information’ from the pulpit or read about it in church publications, withhold judgment. If there is necessary news for
the congregation, it will be shared at the appropriate time.” 

Rule 1 Comment: 
      This rule sounds eerily like one that would come from a cult leader, not an evangelical pastor. The words “from the
pulpit,” “church publications,” and “shared at the appropriate time” are keys to this rule. If Christians in a local church
body are hearing news, and particularly from a credible source, it’s already an indication that the leadership has
functioned too slowly. The appropriate time for leadership to share news is before it gets spread around, and especially
from credible sources. The church is a body that should be functioning together, not two or more separate entities
divided according to position or influence. All Christians who are part of a fellowship are responsible for what goes on
in that fellowship.  

Rule 1 Replacement: 
      To prevent misinformation and stories from occurring, leadership should provide factual information about
important matters regarding the church as immediately as possible. 

Rule 2: 
      “Understand that only a few people should know all the facts. These people are the Board of Elders and the Senior
Pastor. They are therefore also in the position to explain the church’s position.” 

Rule 2 Comment: 
      Again, this smacks of cult mentality, not true Christian leadership. If “all the facts” refer to private, unrelated-to-
the-church business (i.e., personal information that should be kept confidential to protect certain persons), then having
“only a few” people “know all the facts” would be understandable. However, the congregation must be given as much
available information as possible so that they can exercise discernment regarding a matter. Too little shared
information is the rule in most churches and gives the aura of a clandestine operation.

Rule 2 Replacement: 
      The leadership should provide as many of the facts as possible to all in the congregation and do it as rapidly as
possible so that believers can Biblically consider and evaluate church matters and not be in the dark or blind-sided if a
serious matter becomes public. 
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Rule 3: 
      “Accept the fact that just because all the facts are not made known,  that does not mean the leaders are conspiring
to protect themselves.” 

Rule 3 Comment: 
      If there is a failure to reveal “all the facts,” then explain the reasons why, or suspicions of conspiracy or
underhandedness will naturally arise.  

Rule 3 Replacement: 
      Leadership should explain why some of the facts are not being made known. Logical reasons explained to the
congregation will prevent suspicions of the leaders “conspiring to protect themselves.” 

Rule 4: 
      “Understand that details (or pressed-for information) regarding a given situation may be interesting, but it does
nothing to change reality and may in fact increase the difficulty for others. Therefore, do not expect the nitty-gritty to
be publicly discussed.” 

Rule 4 Comment: 
      The leadership needs to explain why details are omitted and how such details “may in fact increase the difficulty
for others.” Also, an explanation is needed for why the “nitty-gritty” cannot be “publicly discussed.” 

Rule 4 Replacement: 
      Unless a rational and clear reason can be given to the contrary, all details, including the nitty-gritty ones, should be
provided to the congregation by the leadership. Too often leadership arbitrarily decides to withhold more than is
necessary, resulting in questions and confusion leading to suspicion. 

Rule 5: 
      “Understand that financial matters are always a concern to the leadership. Long-term solutions are usually chosen
over short-term ones, and it does little good to instill panic or distress in the people over matters that are beyond their
responsibility.” 

Rule 5 Comment: 
      This “it’s none of your business” attitude is also typical of cult leadership that attempts to control what is thought,
when it is thought, or if it is to be thought at all. Because many in the congregation tithe and wish to be good stewards
of what the Lord has given them, a position of full disclosure and open financial ledgers it absolutely essential to
encourage confidence in what the leadership is doing. The continual practice of withholding information and financial
secrecy will logically lead to suspicion and withholding of tithes. 

Rule 5 Replacement: 
      Understand that financial matters are always a concern to members of a local body of believers. In order to avoid
“panic or distress,” leadership should demonstrate to the congregation how the long-term solutions are chosen and the
short-term ones ignored. Share the financial responsibility with the congregation. Instilling trust in the area of finances
will encourage believers to trust the leadership and cooperate with their decisions. 

Rule 6: 
      “Accept the fact that there are many ways of doing something, whether it be how finances are managed, or how
difficult changes in the ministry are accomplished.” 

Rule 6 Comment: 
      For those who ask, an explanation of the many ways of financing and why one way was selected over another and
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of the difficulties of changes in the ministry related to the finances should be available. 

Rule 6 Replacement: 
      Explanations for the complexities of finances and the reasons for selecting one way or another should be openly
available. Changes in the ministry affect programs, staff, and participants and should be announced in advance,
thereby permitting those in the congregation who are affected to ask questions and receive answers. 

Rule 7: 
      “The leadership, over the years, has spent much time ascertaining the facts in many situations. When the staff is
divided the facts become supremely elusive. Therefore, do not believe the ‘facts’ from any source, unless the
leadership confirms them.” 

Rule 7 Comment: 
      Again, this sounds like a rule designed by a cult leader in order to keep his flock in total dependence and in
complete subjection. The idea that only the leadership can ascertain the facts and is the final source of confirming them
communicates an extreme lack of confidence in many in the congregation who are as spiritually mature as those in
leadership and who may have better experience in the areas where decisions are made. 

Rule 7 Replacement: 
      Avoid giving the congregation a choice between believing the staff and the leadership and avoid making the
leadership the sole true source of information. 

Rule 8: 
      “When there is disunity on the church staff, there will be confusion in the church body. In these cases, simply
follow the Senior Pastor.”

 Rule 8 Comment: 
      Wow! “Give me some of that Kool-Aid, Mr. Jim Jones.” “Please tell me what to believe, Mr. Koresh.” To “simply
follow the Senior Pastor” without question and without information would require believers to set aside their own
discernment and their own spiritually maturing experiences, which would be an abrogation of responsibility on their
part. 

Rule 8 Replacement: 
      When there is “disunity on the church staff” do not “simply follow the Senior Pastor,” but rather gather
information, pray, and fast if necessary to discern what God would have you do. Remember, when you stand at the
Judgment Seat of Christ, you will NOT be able to blame your actions (or inaction, as the case may be) on the
leadership of your local church.

Rule 9: 
     “Perhaps this should be the first rule: Make an unqualified commitment to the church, its leadership and trust the
Lord to work out things that are not understood.” 

Rule 9 Comment: 
     At best, this sounds like what the Roman Catholic church would have their parishioners do. At worst, this sounds
like the group commitment required of cult members.  In addition, many times “things ... are not understood” precisely
because the leadership has not only withheld the information necessary for understanding, but it has intimidated the
flock into silence by implying that anyone asking questions is being disloyal (see Rule 10).

Rule 9 Replacement: 
      Leadership should make an unqualified commitment to God and His Word and trust Him to bring discernment
though prayer so that “things that are not understood” will become clear, and then fully explain the reasons for an
action to the congregation so that they can commit to the church and its leadership. 
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Rule 10: 
      “Lastly, pray that your contribution would be to ‘build up,’ not ‘destroy’ this local body. Commit to and trust the
leaders, believe in God’s watchful care and discount the rumors.” 

Rule 10 Comment: 
      A connection is made between “‘build up’ and not ‘destroy’ this local body” and “Commit to trust the leaders.”
Once again, cults often associate any questioning of leadership with disloyalty. Many times, though, blindly
committing to and trusting the leaders would be contrary to God’s Word and clear doctrinal teachings, not evidence
of  building up and submitting to “God’s watchful care.” 

Rule 10 Replacement:
      Put God and His Word first, follow the doctrines of Scripture, and make sure the leadership is doing likewise so
that God can be glorified among His people and His church can be built up. 

Conclusion: 
      If pastors train people to follow without information and knowledge, they are training them to shirk their
responsibility to grow in wisdom, discernment, and understanding. Who knows where the next person in the pulpit
may lead them, if they are accustomed to following the leader because the leader says so. These Rules will encourage
Christians to remain babes, letting someone else be responsible for their thinking and acting. Is this not the stuff that
cults are made of?

      In contrast, Jesus said to make disciples—learners. Each believer has the Holy Spirit in him to guide him with the
Word of God. Believers are to grow through  having “their senses exercised to discern both good and evil” (Hebrews
5:15).

      While the early church had offices (elders and deacons) and gifts (apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and
teachers), an example of the extremity can be seen in the unbiblical hierarchy of the Roman Catholic church—the
ultimate in cult-like thinking. Although the Roman Catholic hierarchy would be criticized by those in the professing
evangelical church of today, it is often subtly duplicated. While the offices and gifts must function in the church, there
is an overriding need for the church to be a priesthood of all believers. The thinking implied in the “Ten Rules” is the
antithesis of the Biblical model.

      Pastors and church leaders are familiar with Romans 12 and other Scriptures in regard to members having
“differing” gifts and in regard to their use in the church. However, too many pastors and too many churches function
dogmatically according to a version of the Ten Rules. These Ten Rules in most churches are Ten Rules to ruination of
the church rather than revival, and will more often lead to the development of a cult mentality in the congregation that
follows them.

      One must seriously question the wisdom of any pastor who would promote the “Ten Rules.” It is a sign of
weakness in leadership, not strength, that would require God’s people to blindly follow—asking no questions,
receiving no answers. 
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Church Debt
Is It Biblical?

For the most part, Christians are not aware of the serious consequences that follow when churches and we as
individual Christians go into debt. We are culturally so accustomed to debt that we feel no resistance to getting a loan
for a house, a new car, a new washer and dryer, or a new TV set. Everywhere in the world around us are people
taking out loans. Our whole economy would collapse without credit. Government is borrowing, industrial corporations
are borrowing, and private individuals are borrowing. Credit has been used in this country to the extent that the USA,
the richest country in the world, is now the biggest debtor among all nations. Because of our cultural background, we
find it quite natural to borrow money. If we lack the funds for a certain project, we believe that it is not wrong to get a
loan, as long as we can make the monthly payments. This is what credit institutions have told us all along. 

Most churches, unfortunately, have no different attitude towards debt. In this matter, even “Bible believing churches”
go with the cultural flow. Church leaders think that they do God’s will when they finance building projects through
loans. Usually, church members do not question this practice, because the individual members have taken out loans
themselves to buy a house or a car. 

Often, a building project is presented to the church body in this way: 

“Christ has given us the Great Commission to go into whole world to preach the gospel; therefore, we
need to reach out to the people in our city. People will not come to our church if there is not a space left
in our parking lot, and if the buildings are already crowded. We cannot turn away anyone who wants to
come to our church to worship with us and participate in the study of God’s Word. We need more space
in order to reach more people for Christ. Nobody likes debt, but if we have to assume a debt in order to
reach out for Christ, then we should be willing to make this sacrifice.” 

After hearing a presentation like this, church members feel guilty to vote against the new building project. The
members think that if they would vote against the proposed project, they would oppose God’s will for their local
church (as revealed through the church’s leadership), and they would, thus, be showing a lack of commitment to
Christ and to the church. 

Another aspect of building new Sunday School space or a new auditorium is usually not mentioned in promotional
presentations. Church leaders calculate that as the congregation grows, the increased giving will soon equal or even
exceed the monthly payments on the new debt. In this way, the new project will “pay for itself”; this makes good
business sense. “Therefore,” they reason, “it would even be wrong not to follow through with the new project, because
without the new buildings, the church would not be able to grow.” 

This all sounds very plausible. However, we need to reexamine our attitude toward and our understanding of debt. But
some say, “Since there is no command from God that forbids churches to borrow money, it is permissible to go into
debt. And since it is permissible, it is wrong to take an exclusive, extreme position in this matter.”   

But what do the Scriptures really say about the matter of debt? Can it be God’s will for any church to acquire debt?  

The Motive Does Not Justify the Means 

The Machiavellian principle that the end justifies the means is certainly not taught in the Word of God. If this
principle were true, then we could go and steal money or deal drugs and, thereby, boost our outreach program with
these newly found resources. The motive, however noble and good, does not justify the means of financing. The debt
issue has to be examined on its own. If a church going into debt is wrong in itself, then no good purpose can make it
right. 
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This is not to deny that our motives are important. The Bible certainly teaches that in addition to doing the right thing,
we also need to have the right motivation. However, we also find in the Bible that we may not do a wrong thing for
whatever right reason. In 2 Sam. 6:6-7, we read the story of how a man died when the people of Israel moved the ark
of the Covenant:  

“And when they came to the threshing floor of Nacon, Uzzah put out his hand to the ark of God and took
hold of it, for the oxen stumbled. And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Uzzah; and God smote
him there because he put forth his hand to the ark; and he died there beside the ark of God.” 

Here was a man who wanted to protect the ark of God, and that was a good reason; but he died because he did the
wrong thing. He touched the ark. Even David was quite upset that God killed Uzzah (6:8). 

In Exodus 25:12-15 and in Numbers 4:5-6,15, instructions are given on how the ark of God was to be moved:  

“And when Aaron and his sons have made an end of covering the sanctuary, and all the vessels of the
sanctuary, as the camp is to set forward; after that, the sons of Kohath shall come to bear [it]: but they
shall not touch [any] holy thing, lest they die” (Num 4:15). 

Those instructions were not followed. The ark should not have been placed on a cart. The Levites should have carried
it with the staves on their shoulders. The priests and Levites should have known the Word of God. Lack of knowledge
and good intentions did not protect Uzzah. He died because he touched the ark itself, even though he meant to keep
the ark from sliding off the cart. We read in 1 Chr. 15:1-15 that David learned his lesson through this experience.
Later, when the ark was moved another time, “the children of the Levites bare the ark of God upon their shoulders
with the staves thereon, as Moses commanded according to the word of the Lord.” Along with the right motive, we
also have to do the right thing. 

Again, we have to examine what the Word of God teaches about debt itself. This question cannot be decided by
pointing to the right motives for a building project. 

  
Debt Does Not Glorify God 

The Apostle Paul writes to the Romans (1:18-21):

 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who
hold the truth in unrighteousness; ... Because that, when they knew God, they glorified [Him] not as God,
neither were thankful.” 

If God condemns the unbelievers for not glorifying Him, then certainly the church needs to glorify Him. Church debts
are not glorifying to God. God has promised that he will provide for all the needs of His people (Philip. 4:19). God
does not supply for our need through another need—the need to repay a debt. Debt is a burden, not a provision.
Saying that God can provide material needs in the form of debt, would be the same as saying that God provides
forgiveness of our sins through sin. Saying that God could provide the funds for a church building through a loan, is
grossly distorting the teaching of God’s grace; because it is out of His grace that God provides for all of our needs. 

Already the Old Testament testifies to the fact that God is the Provider: “And Abraham called the name of that place
Jehovahjireh: as it is said [to] this day, In the mount of the Lord it shall be seen” [Jehovahjireh: that is, The Lord will
see, or, provide] (Gen. 22:14). Abraham experienced God’s provision when God supplied the lamb for the sacrifice on
mount Moriah, foreshadowing Christ as the Lamb of God. Paul, describing God’s character, writes about God’s
provision in Christ:  

“He that spared not His own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely
give us all things?” 

Jesus says, “I am the door: by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture”
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(John 10:9). This picture that Jesus paints shows us again that He is the provider for His flock, for His people. Most
every Christian can quote from memory: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.” 

God does not only supply our personal needs, he also supplies what we need to serve him. The apostle Peter writes:  

“Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus our Lord, according
as His divine power hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the
knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue” (2 Peter 1:2-3). 

If God has given us “all things that pertain unto life and godliness,” then all that the church needs to do His will is
included in His provision. 

The apostle Paul confirms this when he writes:  

“And God [is] able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in all
[things], may abound to every good work” (2 Cor. 9:8). 

Paul specifically mentions here that God is able to give us enough of everything that we need to do every good work.
Having “all sufficiency” and being able to do “every good work” is specifically tied here to God’s grace. Therefore, it
is impossible to say that God could provide for the needs of the church through leading His people into debt. 

To the Philippians Paul writes:  

“But my God shall supply all your need according to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus. Now unto God
and our Father [be] glory for ever and ever. Amen” (Philp. 4:19-20). 

God supplies “according to His riches in glory.” If we go into debt, then we are damaging His image before the
world, and we deny that out of His grace we will always have “all sufficiency in all things.” If we go into debt we are
in effect saying that God was not able or did not care to provide what His people would need to do His will. Debt
does not glorify God. If we try to reach out to the people in our cities that do not know God in a way that is not
glorifying God, we lose our message and we become nothing more than a social club. 

Some say that if we borrow the money from our own denominational agency (or even from the members of the
church itself), then at least the interest that we pay for the loan will be used for the Lord’s work. But there is a
problem with this practice also. God forbids taking interest from brethren:  

“Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother; usury of money, usury of victuals, usury of any thing that
is lent upon usury” (Deut. 23:19). 

I do not know of any Christian organization that loans money to churches without taking interest. This is clearly
contrary to God’s Word. As well as denying His sufficient provision, disobedience does not glorify God. 

  
The New Testament Forbids Believers to Have Debts 

The Apostle Paul wrote: “Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loveth another hath fulfilled the
law” (Rom. 13:8). Some would say that this one verse is not sufficient to keep us from using credit or from acquiring
a debt. But the wording of this verse is clear; it does say that we should NOT owe anything to anybody. This certainly
includes money. The same word that is used here in the Greek text for “owing” is also used in Matthew 18:25-26.
There the word is directly tied to owing money. The Apostle Paul is saying that we should not owe anybody anything,
including money; the meaning is clear.  

Why do we not find any other passage in the New Testament that speaks to the question of borrowing and debt? The
answer to this is quite simple. From the viewpoint of the New Testament, there is no need to speak much about debt,
because the New Testament speaks many times about the opposite of borrowing. The opposite of borrowing is
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GIVING. 

Giving is one important side of love: “For God so LOVED the world, that he GAVE His only begotten Son” (John
3:16). Paul says that our only debt should be that we love one another. Therefore, the only debt that we can have is
the obligation to give. God the Father did not borrow a son somewhere and give a borrowed sacrifice for our
redemption. The New Testament does not speak much about borrowing, because it has so much to say about giving.
Acquiring a debt is certainly not giving. It is the opposite of giving; it’s taking! Our obligation is to love, and love
consists always of some form of giving. We can only give what we have. “Sharing” our debt with new members is
certainly not love. 

The New Testament has higher standards than the Old Testament. The Sermon on the Mount shows this very clearly.
In the Old Testament, divorce was allowed; in the New Testament it is forbidden, with one exception, for reason of
fornication. The Old Testament does not forbid borrowing or lending. The New Testament tells us that we should not
even expect to be paid back if we lend (Luke 6:34). The Lord upgraded lending; it becomes, in effect, giving. If we
are told to lend, and to consider the money already as given away, how can we do the opposite? — How can we
borrow and go into debt? 

Saying that the Bible does not forbid the New Testament church to go into debt, is not taking seriously what the Bible,
and especially the New Testament, teaches about giving. Is it not significant that we do not find in the Bible that the
Lord’s work was ever funded through debt? If a church lacks the funds to pay for a building project, then God’s time
for that project has not come, or it was never God’s will in the first place. 

  
The Practice of Procuring Loans Encourages Irresponsibility 

In Psalm 37:21 we read: “The Wicked borroweth and payeth not again, but the Righteous sheweth mercy, and giveth.”
Notice again that God’s Word uses the terms “borrowing” and “giving” as opposites. The way in which churches are
getting loans today encourages irresponsibility. 

A church member can vote today during a church business meeting for the church to assume a debt, but that same
church member can leave the church tomorrow and not be personally responsible for this debt. A church leader can
lead the church into debt today, but he can take on a new position in another church and be gone within two weeks,
but he will not be personally responsible for the debt that he leaves behind. The church might be burdened with debts
for decades to come, and the people who incurred the debt are long gone. The repayment of the loan will be pushed
on people who will join the church in the future. In most cases, those people are not even told when they join that
there is a debt. 

Who of the members that voted for the loan can promise to stay around for the next five, ten, twenty, or thirty years
until the last penny is paid off? To vote for a debt, and then let others pay for it, is irresponsible; the Bible calls it
wickedness. If every church member who votes for a debt would be held personally responsible and liable, church
leaders would not so easily get consenting votes from the church body.  

A Church in Debt Loses its Light 

Jesus says: “You are the salt of the earth. ... You are the light of the world” (Matt. 5:13-14). The United States of
America has been destroyed by debt. It has become a giant slave to the financial institutions that have pushed easy
credit on everyone. The greatest credit bubble in the history of mankind exists in the U.S. today. The church needs to
be a light in the darkness of the financial world. The church should teach responsibility; the church should
demonstrate how to live within its means. But since churches and the individuals in the churches are in debt, we have
given up being light in the darkness to the financial world around us.  

Waste of God’s Money
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 The interest paid on a thirty-year loan amounts to approximately twice the amount of the principal that was originally
borrowed. Much money that was faithfully given to God for the Lord’s work ends up in the coffers of bankers. If we
would look at church borrowing over a period of decades, we would see that a huge amount of capital has been lost
from the Lord’s work because of interest payments. If all the money that churches have wasted on interest payments
had been given to the missions effort, no missionary would ever have to beg for support!   

  
Contrary to the Character of Christ 

The character of Jesus is contrary to debt. Jesus says: “I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth His life for
the sheep” (John 10:11). The good shepherd does not mortgage the flock, he gives; he even gives His own life for the
flock. If a church acquires a loan, she not only mortgages the presently existing flock, she also mortgages away the
little lambs that the Father wants to add to the flock. 

  
A Church in Debt Denies the Holiness of God 

Where does the money come from when a church gets a loan “to do God’s work”? The money ultimately comes from
the world—from unbelievers. True Christians give to the Lord’s work; true believers will not enslave the church to
themselves through debt. But if the church asks the world to provide funding for the buildings that she “needs” to
worship God and to teach His Word, then she is denying the holiness of God.  

Has God ever gone to an unbeliever and begged for money so that His work can be done? The apostle John writes
about “brethren” that the church sent out to preach the gospel. He says about them:  

“Because that for His name’s sake they went forth, taking nothing of the Gentiles” (3 John 7).  

To maintain the integrity of His Name, Christian leaders today should trust God and His people alone to supply their
needs. A church’s understanding of God’s holiness must be very faint if she has no problem begging the world for
loans. 

  
Church Debts are Contrary to the Gospel 

If we look into the Old Testament, the matter of church debt does not look any better. The Old Testament teaches that
the borrower becomes a slave to the lender (Proverbs 22:21). Looking at debt from this viewpoint, burdening the
church with debt is totally contrary to the gospel. The Apostle Paul wrote to the Galatians: “Stand fast therefore in the
liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage” (5:1). Anyone who
preaches a “gospel” of debt, and how it supposedly is God’s will to do His work with debt, preaches falsely. Debt is
not freedom; it is bondage! Promoting bondage in the church is a severe matter. 

  
Servitude to Another Master 

The most damaging aspect of church debt is the spiritual bondage (servanthood) that comes with the debt. Proverb
22:7 states: “The borrower is servant to the lender.” Debt puts any person, any church, into bondage. Some might say:
“We can handle the monthly payments easily, so what’s wrong?” In addition to the obvious obligation to service the
debt, a church also takes on a spiritual bondage. We started out to serve Christ, and Christ alone; now suddenly we
have to also serve another master. We might not be aware of the fact that we now have two masters, we might play it
down, we might even deny it, but the Scripture cannot be broken (John 10:35): “The borrower is servant to the
lender.” By signing a mortgage contract, the church has agreed to be servant to another master. The ministry of the
church is now divided between two masters: the bank and Christ. 

The church’s finances become divided. The interest that is paid on a thirty-year loan accumulates over the years to
about twice the amount that was originally borrowed. If $1 million has been borrowed, then about $2 million will be
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paid in interest. Two thirds of the total payments go to the lender, the new master. One third pays for the building
project that the church believed the Lord wanted her to engage. Mortgage payments are so structured that at the
beginning of a thirty-year loan, 95% to 98% of the monthly payment consists of the interest portion, and only 2% to
5% of the monthly payment pays off the debt. When the church goes into debt, she definitely is serving two masters. 

The church’s motives also become divided. Yes, the church wants new people to join the church, but why? Certainly
there can be many good motives why a local church invites new people to join. But the church has now come under
pressure to keep up the monthly mortgage payments. Because of that obligation, the single-mindedness of purpose
and the purity of heart are gone. The church has to have new people join. There are always members moving away or
joining other churches in town. A drop in attendance could mean financial difficulties. Therefore, attendance not only
has to be kept up, but newcomers cannot be offended and thus driven away. (And since sound doctrine is always a
dividing force, the tendency is also to compromise on doctrine.) The single-mindedness is lost because the people in
the church have changed; the pureness of heart is lost because the situation has changed—the church now has to
satisfy two masters. The monthly payments are very real. 

The church’s loyalty becomes divided. At one point in His ministry, Jesus had a steep drop in attendance. Jesus gave
a message that His disciples did not like; the result was that most of His disciples left Him:  

“From that time many of His disciples went back, and walked no more with him. Then Jesus said unto the
twelve, Will ye also go away?” (John 6:66-67). 

A church in debt cannot afford to lose attendance that drastically. If the truth will hurt church attendance, then the
truth has to be held back. The monthly payments have to be met! The Lord Himself lost attendance, and there was
nothing wrong with Him or His preaching. Why do churches think that over the next five, ten, twenty, or thirty years
there will never be a drop in attendance? The danger of compromising the truth becomes very real. One cannot be
loyal to Christ and at the same time not be loyal to the truth, because Jesus says, “I am the truth.” A church in debt
becomes a church of divided loyalty. She tries to stay loyal to the truth, but she also has to meet her financial
obligations and, therefore, will do all that is necessary to please the people, so that they will continue to attend and
give. 

  
Conclusion

The apostle Paul states simply and plainly that we should not owe anything to anybody, but love. Yes, this is only one
verse in the whole Bible. But once we begin looking at the implications of debt, we find an overwhelming support in
God’s Word for this seemingly insignificant statement: “Owe no man any thing, but to love one another.”
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What The Bible Says About
[Editorial Comments Bracketed in Bold]

The Role of Women
 

Isa 3:12 — As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule over them. O my people, they which lead
thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.

1 Tim 2:8-11 — I will therefore that men pray every where, lifting up holy hands, without wrath and doubting. In like
manner also, that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broided
hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; But (which becometh women professing godliness) with good works. Let the
woman learn in silence with all subjection. [Men are to lead; women are to be modest, learning quietly, and in
submission; in this way, they prove their claim to godliness.]

1 Tim 3:14,15; 2:11-15 — These things write I unto thee, hoping to come unto thee shortly:  But if I tarry long, that
thou mayest know how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the house of God, which is the church of the living God, the
pillar and ground of the truth. [What follows are God’s instructions for a woman’s functioning in the formal
services of the local church, which would include Sunday School] ... Let the woman learn in silence with all
subjection. But I [Paul, as an Apostle of Jesus Christ, with full authority of one inspired by God] suffer not a
woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence. [A woman cannot teach with authority;
e.g., in Sunday School classes, Bible conferences, etc. When a woman stands before a mixed crowd that includes
men and opens the Bible and preaches or teaches, she is taking authority.] For Adam was first formed, then Eve.
[The woman was created after the man to be his helpmeet, not his head. Obviously, this is NOT a cultural
matter, but is based upon the order of creation; this establishment of the principle of order transcends culture!]
And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived [“quite deceived” (NASB—Gen. 3:13)] was in the
transgression. [Therefore, the woman was not spiritually qualified to teach because of (1) the order of creation,
and (2) the facts of the Fall.] Notwithstanding she shall be saved in childbearing, [i.e., she will be occupying herself
with the duties of the home and family (as evidence of her salvation given through the birth of the Messiah),
and will receive her fulfillment/purpose in life in that arena] if they continue in faith and charity and holiness with
sobriety [“self-restraint” (NASB)].

1 Tim 5:9,10,14 — Let not a widow be taken into the number under threescore years old, having been the wife of one
man, Well reported of for good works; if she have brought up children, if she have lodged strangers, if she have
washed the saints’ feet, if she have relieved the afflicted, if she have diligently followed every good work. [Faithful
service in “home-related” activities necessary to qualify widows to receive church support.] … I will therefore
that the younger women marry, bear children, guide the house, [be the “ruler” or “despot” of the home, but under
the leadership of her husband] give none occasion to the adversary to speak reproachfully.

Titus 2:3-5 —The aged women likewise, that they be in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not given
to much wine, teachers of good things; [See further: women teaching “home-related” activities to younger women,
not Biblical doctrine.] That they may teach [“encourage” NASB] the young women to be sober, to love their
husbands, to love their children [agape love, since a person can not be “taught” to have “feelings”], To be discreet,
chaste, keepers [“workers” NASB] at home, good, obedient to their own husbands, [this alone would preclude a
married woman from working outside the home, because outside work necessitates her to be under someone
else’s authority, man or woman, other than her own husband] that the word of God be not blasphemed.

Prov 6:20; 2 Tim 1:5; 3:15 — My son, keep thy father’s commandment, and forsake not the law of thy mother: …
When I call to remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and thy
mother Eunice; and I am persuaded that in thee also. … And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures,
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which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. [The person teaching becomes
the authority; since the parent is already the authority, as God intended it to be from creation, there is no
problem in women teaching doctrine to their own children.]

1 Cor 14:33b-35,37 —  As in all churches of the saints. Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not
permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law. [Not a cultural
factor, but established by God thousands of years ago.]  And if they will learn any thing, let them ask their
husbands at home: for it is a shame [“improper” (NASB)] for women to speak in the church. [Women are to look
for input and leadership from the man.] … If any man think himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him
acknowledge that the things that I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.

Eph 5:18, 22-24 —  And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; ... Wives, submit
yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. [Can’t submit to husband if don’t submit to Christ.]  For the
husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the saviour of the body. Therefore
as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every thing.

1 Pet 3:1-6 —  Likewise, ye wives, [same as in submissiveness to government authorities (1 Pe 2:13-17)] be in
subjection to your own husbands; that, if any obey not the word, they also may without the word be won by the
conversation of the wives; [God is saying that even for an unbeliever, submissiveness to God-supported authority
is a hard and fast rule, not situational, circumstantial, or cultural.] ... Whose adorning let it not be that outward
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel; But let it be the hidden man of the
heart, in that which is not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of
great price. For after this manner in the old time [i.e., not “cultural”] the holy women also, who trusted in God,
adorned themselves, [Outward adornment should not be the focal point of a woman’s life—rather her life is to
emphasize godliness.] being in subjection unto their own husbands:  Even as Sara obeyed Abraham, calling him lord
(Gen. 18:12) [2000 years earlier; therefore, not cultural]: whose daughters ye are, as long as ye do well, and are not
afraid with any amazement.

1 Cor 11:3-10 — But I would have you know, that the head [i.e., authority (Jdg. 11:10; Eph. 1:22)] of every man is
Christ; and the head of the woman is the man; and the head of Christ is God. [Therefore, no inferiority is implied in
submissiveness, only different God-ordained roles.] Every man praying or prophesying, having his head covered,
dishonoureth his head. But every woman that prayeth or prophesieth [direct revelation (which is no longer an active
gift for anyone, men or women), not normal preaching/teaching (prophesying and teaching were two distinct
gifts—Eph. 4:11)] with her head uncovered dishonoureth her head [an abnormal situation for woman to pray or
prophesy in public, and therefore, she must have a visible sign of authority over her]: for that is even all one as if
she were shaven. For if the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn: but if it be a shame for a woman to be shorn
or shaven, let her be covered. For a man indeed ought not to cover his head, forasmuch as he is the image and glory of
God: but the woman is the glory of the man. For the man is not of the woman; but the woman of the man. Neither was
the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man. For this cause [the created order] ought the woman to
have power on her head because of the angels. [Paul again refers back to the order of creation, and that the angels
are watching (Eph, 3:10), for his authority, not because of the curse of the Fall as some so-called “Biblical
feminists” contend.] [Paul is speaking here of conduct in meetings outside the church; he doesn’t speak to
church conduct until verse 18; 1 Cor. 6:12-11:17 deals with personal conduct outside of corporate church
meetings.]   

Prov 12:4; 14:1 —  A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband: but she that maketh ashamed is as rottenness in his
bones. ... Every wise woman buildeth her house: but the foolish plucketh it down with her hands.

Prov 31:10-31 —  Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies. The heart of her husband doth
safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will do him good and not evil all the days of her life. She
seeketh wool, and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands. She is like the merchants’ ships; she bringeth her food
from afar.  She riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a portion to her maidens.  She
considereth a field, and buyeth it [in order to plant and grow food for her family]: with the fruit of her hands she
planteth a vineyard. [providing wine part of the provisions of the home, just as is providing of the food; i.e., she
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was not a “real estate lady” as the so-called Biblical feminists teach today—she barters food, wine, garments,
and sashes (vs. 24)]  She girdeth her loins with strength, and strengtheneth her arms. She perceiveth that her
merchandise is good [bartering food and drink, not real estate speculation]: her candle goeth not out by night. She
layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff.  She stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, she
reacheth forth her hands to the needy. She is not afraid of the snow for her household: for all her household are clothed
with scarlet. She maketh herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is silk and purple [a wealthy household, yet she
works hard—no idleness]. Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth among the elders of the land. [Her
faithfulness in the home and with the home is very significant in her husband’s success.] She maketh fine linen,
and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto the merchant. [The issue of working women is not income; the focus must
be the home, and income generated through the home, not outside of it.] Strength and honour are her clothing; and
she shall rejoice in time to come. [She has made provision for the future.]  She openeth her mouth with wisdom;
and in her tongue is the law of kindness. She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of
idleness.  Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her. Many daughters have done
virtuously, but thou excellest them all. [The real credit comes to a woman from her children and from her
husband.] Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth the LORD, she shall be praised. Give her
of the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her in the gates.

Does God’s Word Allow a Woman to Serve as a Pastor in the Church? A Study in the
Pastoral Epistles

by Matt Costella
©FOUNDATION Magazine, Jul-Aug 2001

The Proliferation of Female Clergy Within the Christian Church
The role of women in local Christian assemblies has been a matter of debate within Christendom for

many years. Yet within the past 25 years, this issue has risen to a climax, not only in several mainline
Protestant and Orthodox denominations, but also in evangelical churches as well. The issue of the role of
women in the church served as a matter of contention at the Eighth Assembly of the World Council of
Churches in Harare, Zimbabwe, in December 1998 when the Greek and Russian Orthodox Churches
voiced their displeasure of the fact that the majority of the WCC's member churches and denominations
ordain women as ministers and priests.1 In the United States, the Presbyterian Church USA, the Episcopal
Church USA, The United Church of Christ, the United Methodist Church, the Reformed Church in
America, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, the Church of the Brethren and the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) are only a few of the many mainline denominations that ordain women into
ministry and encourage them to serve as pastors and bishops of local congregations.

 
In a recent study of denominations that ordain women, researchers found that the number of ordained

women ministers in 15 large Protestant denominations grew exponentially between 1977 and 1994. A
Hartford Seminary study discovered that within this time period, the number of female clergy increased
from 157 to 712 in the American Baptist Church USA, from 94 to 1,394 in the Episcopal Church USA,
from 388 to 988 in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), from 73 to 1,519 in the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America, from 350 to 2,705 in the Presbyterian Church (USA) and from 319 to 3,003
in the United Methodist Church.2 It is also interesting to note that approximately 25 percent of the female
clergy and 19 percent of the male clergy who participated in the study were divorced. The survey
concludes as follows: "Clergy women are reinventing ministry for the future, refusing the old definitions
and expectations. Clergy women are expanding the very essence of Christian ministry and guiding the
whole church to rethink and renew its leadership and membership."3

 
Not only are clergywomen growing within liberal denominations in the United States but also within

Evangelical and conservative churches and denominations as well. Notice the following facts about these
popular denominations and associations:
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Southern Baptist Convention -- According to one source, the Southern Baptist Convention has
approximately 1,130 ordained women filling various roles of ministry.4

The Association of Vineyard Churches -- This group only allows men to fulfill the office of elder
and pastor, but allows women to "preach, teach, evangelize, heal, prophesy, counsel, nurture,
administrate, and build up the flock of God."5

The Church of the Nazarene -- One researcher reports that this denomination "has ordained
women to the ministry since its founding in 1908 and supports the right of women to use their God-
given spiritual gifts within the church. Nazarenes affirm the right of women to be elected and
appointed to places of leadership at all levels of the church."6 It is important to note that some
churches within this denomination have shunned their denominational title (Church of the Nazarene)
for a more generic, community oriented name (e.g. New Life Community Church, etc.).

Assemblies of God USA -- The Assemblies of God believes women can serve in all roles of
church ministry including that of pastor. In a position paper entitled "The Role of Women in
Ministry as Described in Holy Scripture," the authors conclude, "We cannot find convincing
evidence that the ministry of women is restricted according to some sacred or immutable principle.
... The existence in the secular world of bigotry against women cannot be denied. But there is no
place for such an attitude in the body of Christ. We acknowledge that attitudes of secular society,
based on long-standing practice and tradition, have influenced the application of biblical principles
to local circumstances."7

Free Methodist Church of North America -- This is the denomination in which the previous
president of the National Association of Evangelicals, Kevin Mannoia, is an ordained bishop. This
denomination believes that "the Gospel of Jesus Christ ... knows no distinction of race, condition or
sex. ... With these beliefs, women should be encouraged to take their place in all areas of church
leadership and ministry. "8

Many other churches, fellowships and denominations including the Open Bible Standard
Churches, Inc.; International Church of the Foursquare Gospel; The Church of God (Anderson, IN);
and others allow women to hold positions of pastoral authority within the local church.

Not only have denominations and local churches advanced the cause of women clergy, but notable
religious figures have done their part to popularize this trend as well. Anne Graham Lotz, daughter of
evangelist Billy Graham, is now one of the most popular woman preachers in the world. Lotz recently told
one television news program that her parents used to disapprove of her ministry until they heard her
preach. "They saw that my home was clean, my children were well-behaved, my husband was happy and
very supportive," she said, "And they just backed off and could see that God had called me."9 One group
of prominent "evangelical" theologians has formed Christians for Biblical Equality (CBE), an organization
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, that zealously promotes equal roles for women in the church and home.
Notable theologians who comprise CBE's Board of Reference include [radical, left-winger] Tony
Campolo, Vernon Grounds, Roberta Hestenes, Millard Erickson, Gordon Fee, Myron S. Augsburger and
John R. Kohlenberger III. The Dallas Morning News, which recently featured a story on the CBE, reported
that Charisma editor J. Lee Grady is also a supporter of CBE.10 The article also noted that Promise
Keepers, another "evangelical" parachurch organization, has refused to take an official stance on the role
of women in the church and stated that, in turn, "CBE leaders are cautious about criticizing Promise
Keepers."11

Clearly, with the growth of the Charismatic and Pentecostal Movements, which advocate female clergy
and the increasing ecumenical inclusiveness of many evangelical churches, it is vitally important for the
Fundamentalist Christian to know what God's Word teaches regarding this issue so that he might know
how to answer those who question his position concerning the role of women in the ministry of the local
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church. It is evident that the majority of professing Christians and Christian churches today allow women
to fill positions of pastoral leadership in the local church. This serious issue will remain with the church
and continue to permeate all realms of Christian thought and practice as women's roles of pastoral
leadership in churches and denominations continue to become more accepted and commonplace in the
[professing] Christian community.

A Brief Historical Look at Views Concerning the Role of Women in the Local Church
In their simplest form, the views concerning the role of women in local church ministry are most often

broken down by scholars into two distinct groups: those who believe women should be permitted to hold
positions of pastoral authority in the church and those who believe that only men are permitted to hold
such positions in the local church. Those who believe women should be restricted from holding an
authoritative, pastoral role in the church embrace what is known as the "historic" or "traditional" view. On
the other hand, those who believe women should possess the ability to occupy all positions of leadership
within the church embrace what is referred to as the "egalitarian" or "progressive" view.

 
Obviously, pastors and theologians do not always subscribe solely to all aspects of one view or the

other. Various nuances of these views exist among those who have studied the issue. For example, some
might hold to the position that women cannot serve in the local church as senior pastors, but are permitted
to serve as assistant or associate pastors. Others might believe that women should not serve in any form of
pastoral role in the local church, but are free to teach men and women in an adult Sunday school class. In
any case, for the purpose of clarification within this article, and due to the limitations of space and
content, this article will simply define those who permit women to hold any form of pastoral role within
the local church as ones who hold the progressive or egalitarian view, and any who forbid women to hold
a position of teaching authority over men as those who hold to the historic or traditional view.

 
According to author Daniel Doriani, those who hold to the historic view of women in ministry can

claim the support of traditional Christian thought and teaching throughout church history.12 In fact, one
author, Robert Yarbrough, has conducted an insightful study on the hermeneutics of 1 Timothy 2:9-15, in
which he concludes that the "progressive" view has been shaped more by the social climate of the mid-
20th century rather than the Biblical text itself.13 He cites, "It strains credulity to the breaking point to
maintain that it is mere coincidence that 'progressive' readings of I Timothy 2, which were virtually
unheard of in church history prior to the women's movement of the 1960s, are not indebted to that
movement in fundamental respects for their plausibility."14 Although Doriani did cite three feminist
writers from the 19th century who pioneered a progressive understanding of women's role in the church
(Catherine Booth, Frances Willard, and Katherine Bushnell), clearly the majority of the shift from
traditionalist to progressive writings and beliefs concerning the woman's role in the church appeared
during the 20th century.

The Biblical View of Women's Role in the Local Church
While a variety of arguments promoting the progressive view exist, the scope of this article does not

allow room for an extensive examination of each view, nor will it attempt to provide a rebuttal for every
argument. Rather, this section of the article will simply, but carefully, determine the intent of 1 Timothy
2:9-15 within the confines of the Pastoral Epistles (First and Second Timothy and Titus) while referring,
as necessary, to other New Testament texts regarding the Bible's teaching concerning the role of women
within the local church setting. Several principles will be set forth and supported by the Biblical text, as
well as by theologians who have carefully studied the Biblical text and arrived at what the writer believes
to be a sound conclusion.

Yet before noticing what God's Word says about this important issue, the reader must decide whether
or not he or she will accept the very words of Scripture as the inspired and inerrant words of God. Many
who espouse a progressive view of women in ministry hold a low view of Scripture, viewing the Biblical
text as the ideas, philosophies and musings of men (such as the Apostle Paul) rather than the very words
of God given to men by the direct act of inspiration by the Holy Spirit. If one concludes that the words of
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the text under consideration simply reflect the cultural milieu of the apostle Paul and therefore cannot be
considered authoritative for the 21st century, then no other argument or investigation into the topic can
proceed, for one's beliefs are subject to the conclusions and judgments of men rather than the absolute and
unchanging truth of God Himself.

 
However, if one accepts the Bible as inerrant, authoritative and "God-breathed," then he will know that

all Scripture is profitable for doctrine and he will refrain from discarding those portions he does not
believe to be relevant or applicable to his own situation.

Principle #1: Women Are to Teach Other Women
Paul's New Testament epistle to Titus contains instruction concerning Titus' need to "set in order the

things that [were] wanting" (Titus1:5) in the local church and his need to "ordain elders in every city" on
the island of Crete. Paul specifically instructed Titus to "speak thou the things which become sound
doctrine" (Titus 2: 1), the very "things" that were being perverted by the false teachers influencing the
church at Crete. Within the confines of the local church ministry, one area of "sound doctrine" that Titus
was to emphasize was the truth that the older women of the congregation were to be "teachers of good
things" (Titus 2:3). Specifically, these women were to "teach the young women to be sober, to love their
husbands, to love their children, to be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to their own
husbands" (Titus 2:4-5). Such teaching concerning obedience and morality was vitally important to the
health of the body of Christ. Why? So the Word of God would not be "blasphemed" or reproached (Titus
2:5).

 
From this text, it is evident that women are to teach other women and that God has prescribed an order

of conduct for women which, if followed, glorifies Him and causes His name to be glorified rather than
reproached or blasphemed. The exact nature of this "teaching" ministry of women is not explicitly stated,
but certainly this ministry could be advanced in either a classroom setting or on a personal discipleship
arrangement. Thomas Oden, one who holds an egalitarian view of women in ministry, notes, "Mature
women were specifically designated in Titus 2:3 as teachers (kalodidaskalous, teachers of what is good).
Mature women are the natural counselors of the young. Their teaching of virtue is best done by
example."15 Whether women teach other women at the local church (as is the case in many of today's
Sunday school class arrangements) or whether they teach them outside the confines of the local church,
the command remains the same: Women are to teach other women [and then only in godiliness, NOT
doctrine], at the very least by their own example, if not also by verbal instruction as well.

 

Principle #2: Women Are to Adorn Themselves With Good Works
In 1 Timothy 2:1-15, Paul gives instructions for public worship by believers. Within this context, Paul

instructs women in the congregation to dress modestly rather than in an ostentatious or ornate manner (vv.
9-10). But rather than writing simply a legalistic style manual for women, Paul penned these verses by
inspiration of the Holy Spirit in an effort to lay down a Biblical principle for corporate worship in the
local church. The principle is this: A woman's character is more important than her apparel. Homer Kent
writes, "She is to adorn herself with good works. Her adorning, that which gives her attractiveness, is not
to be costly array but exhibitions of Christian character ... Every Christian woman should prize more
highly a testimony to her Christian labors than a reputation as the best-dressed woman in the
congregation."16 Kent cites the Scriptural examples of Phoebe, Lydia and Dorcas as those whose works
were edifying to the body of Christ and left lasting impressions, not only on those with whom they came
into contact, but also upon the entire church unto this very day.

 
Even today, women have a responsibility within the local church to minister to others through their

good works and to be known for who they truly are through their Godly Christian character. Women can
demonstrate their good works within the local church body through a variety of ways. Showing hospitality,
encouraging others, teaching other women and keeping believers up-to-date on the ministries of the
church and the church's missionaries, are just a few ways in which good works and Godly character can be
revealed in the local assembly on the part of Christian women.
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Principle #3: Women Are to Be Active Learners
Not only are women in the local church to teach other women and maintain good works and Godly

character, but Paul also commands them to be learners. In his second epistle to Timothy, Paul states that
the false teachers had influenced some of the women in the Ephesian church (2 Tim. 3:6-7). Ann Bowman
notes that "it seems [Paul] knew it was important that they be well grounded in the Scriptures."17 Of
course, in order to be grounded in the Scriptures, it was imperative that the women learn sound doctrine
and obey that which they had learned.

 
First Timothy 2:11 delineates how the women were to learn in the local assembly: "Let the woman

learn in silence with all subjection." It is important to note that this statement does not imply that the
woman is to completely keep silent within the entire public worship service of the local church. Rather,
the woman is to keep silent only in the process of learning, that is, when the male leader of the church is
authoritatively teaching the doctrine found in the Word of God. Schreiner says, "The focus of the
command is not on women learning, but the manner and mode of their learning."18 Bowman describes the
manner of learning as having two parts: First, women are to learn in silence, or quietness, which denotes
outward manner. Second, they are to learn in all submissiveness, which denotes the attitude of the heart
that must accompany leaming.19

 
This injunction demonstrates Christianity's high regard for women in contrast to much of the New

Testament culture, as well as the Judaic tradition. In many cultures, women were prohibited even from
learning, much less teaching or reading in public. Donald Guthrie writes that "the equality of the sexes ...
received little recognition in ancient times. Not only was the prevailing Greek attitude against it, but
Hebrew thought was equally unsympathetic."20 For example, Guthrie states that "Rabbinic prohibitions
were much more severe than the Christian prohibitions," for women were not even allowed to teach small
children. In contrast, the apostle Paul commands women in the local assembly to listen attentively and to
quietly submit their thoughts and hearts to the teaching of the Word of God.

 
It is evident from the aforementioned principles that women possess a role and function in the church

that brings glory to God and benefits the entire body of Christ. In his book, What's a Woman to Do … In
the Church?, David Nicholas lists a variety of ministries that women could fulfill, not only in the church,
but also in the community as they teach other women, learn God's Word, and adorn themselves with good
works. Such roles could include:

A Ministry in Christian Education
A Ministry in Personal Evangelism and Discipleship
A Ministry of Child Evangelism
A Ministry in Missions
A Ministry to Women

Certainly a woman can fill a variety of roles that would bring honor to God and would edify the entire
body of Christ. Yet while women can serve in a variety of areas in the church, the Word of God sets forth
a final principle that forbids women to exercise one particular function in the church.

Principle #4: Women Are Prohibited From Exercising Authoritative Leadership or Teaching of the
Word of God Over Men in the Local Assembly

An accurate understanding of 1Timothy 2:12-14 is the key to a proper understanding of a woman's role
in the local church. Verse 12 states, "But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the
man, but to be in silence." At this point it is necessary to note two prevalent, but inadequate, arguments
that promote an egalitarian view of women in the local church. First, some claim that this verse is simply
an opinion of the apostle rather than an authoritative proclamation of God for all ages. However, as
previously noted, such a view falls short and must not be tolerated by those who accept the inerrancy and
inspiration of Scripture. Nicholas does a superb job addressing this issue in his book, What’s a Woman to
Do … In the Church?, and concludes by stating that "what really is at stake in the evangelical egalitarian
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controversy is not women's liberation" but, rather, "the trustworthiness of the Scriptures, since the most
ardent advocates of egalitarianism in marriage and the church reach their conclusions by denying the
infallibility and inerrancy of the Bible."21

 
A second argument prevalent among egalitarians is that Paul was simply giving a temporal, local

command only for the church at Ephesus, due to the culture in which this church was enveloped. In other
words, this injunction only applied to the local church at Ephesus. Some argue that Paul's command was
issued to the church as a result of the status of women within the Ephesian culture and the prominence of
the pagan fertility cult within the city. S. M. Baugh answers this argument in an article entirely devoted to
the question of whether or not Ephesus was as "feminist" as many think. He compellingly debunks this
view of Ephesus and the egalitarian argument by concluding,

Paul's injunctions throughout 1 Timothy 2:9-15, then, are not temporary measures in a unique social setting.
Ephesus's society and religion -- even the cult of Artemis Ephesia -- shared typical features with many other
contemporary Greco-Roman cities. ... Hence, we have every reason to expect Paul to apply the restriction of
women from teaching and exercising official rule over a man to "every place" (v. 8). ... Exegetical treatments
can proceed with the assumption that Ephesus was not a unique society as we read today .... 22

Another author agrees and notes that the context itself reveals that Paul's statement is not directed only
to a local assembly, for Paul supports his command regarding a woman's role in the church by way of a
universal principle. T. David Gordon writes,

It is crucial to note the causal relation of verses 13 and 14 to the preceding verses. Paul grounds his
comments in a reality that exists outside of Ephesus: "For Adam was first formed, then Eve; and Adam was
not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor." This is sufficient reason to recognize
that some enduring principle is applied to this specific situation. The convergence of norm and occasion that
we expect to find in Paul's letters is expressly communicated in the present passage. There is a command,
and there is a norm, and these are connected by a causal particle (gar).23

So what does 1 Timothy 2:12 mean? The answer lies in the word teach (didaskein). Bowen writes that
the word "refers almost exclusively to public instruction or teaching of groups."24 She cites a study by Roy
B. Zuck in which he found that out of approximately 100 occurrences of the word in the New Testament,
only three times does the word refer to the teaching of individuals (Jn. 8:28; Rom. 2:21; Rev. 2:14). So in
this instance, to "teach" involves the public pronouncement of the Word of God.

 
Yet the word teach is even further confined to its meaning within the Pastoral Epistles. Robert L. Saucy

penned a helpful article detailing the meaning of teach in 1 Timothy 2:12, and its meaning within the
entire context of the Pastoral Epistles .25 Although Saucy falls short of actually concluding that women
should refrain from any pastoral role in the church, he aptly argues that to "teach" in this verse involves
the passing down, guarding and keeping of the doctrine that had been entrusted to the church. That which
was to be taught is described in the Pastorals as "doctrine" (1 Tim. 1:3; 2 Tim. 3:10), a "faithful saying" 1
Tim. 1:15; 4:9; 2 Tim. 2:11; Titus 3:8), a "true saying" (1 Tim. 3:1), "faith" (1 Tim. 4:6; Titus 1:13),
"sound doctrine" or "good doctrine" (1 Tim. 4:6; Titus 1:9; 2:1), "wholesome words" or "sound words" (1
Tim. 6:3; 2 Tim. 1:13), "the truth" (2 Tim. 2:18; 4:4), "the word" (2 Tim. 4:2) and "the faithful word"
(Titus 1:9). It is important to note that these vital truths from God Himself were to be taught "with all
authority" (1 Tim. 3:2; Titus 2:15). Saucy writes, "The emphasis on teaching and the vital importance of
its function in maintaining true Christian doctrine already suggest that considerable authority is attached to
this ministry in the pastoral letters."26 He adds, "The strong relationship of the function of teaching to the
leaders in the pastorals clearly suggests that there is an authoritative element attached to it."27 Kent agrees,
yet broadens the scope of the term to relate to its context within the entire New Testament. He writes,
"The role of teacher in New Testament days was an authoritative office."28 This understanding of
"teaching" in the pastoral epistles is tied to the further injunction to refrain from "[usurping] authority over
the man." It is evident, then, that women are prohibited from preaching, that is, exercising the ministry of
authoritative proclamation of the Word of God over men in the local worship assembly. This would,
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however, allow for women to fulfill a variety of ministry opportunities in the church as long as they did
not authoritatively teach the Word of God to men.

 
First Timothy 2:13-14 gives the reason why this command is set forth and necessary in the local

church: "For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived was in the transgression." The Divine command in no way denotes any form of inferiority of
women. Rather, this text reminds the reader that God has determined an order for the institutions that He
has established. Paul's reasons for prohibiting a woman from authoritatively teaching the Word of God to
men in the local assembly were based upon two historical events: the creation and the fall. Concerning
creation, Kent writes, "The very chronological order of creation proves that Eve was not intended to direct
Adam."29 Bowen agrees, noting that Adam's "chronological primacy in creation carried with it some
degree of authority."30 Notice Brown's observation concerning the theology of the Progressives in relation
to their view of women in the church:

The rejection of the special and separate creation of man and of woman is so common in our day that many
may not even notice the ... pressure placed on them to deny every principle of order derived from it. It is in this
climate that rejects (or ignores) the fundamental doctrine of creation in which egalitarian (re)interpretations of 1
Timothy 2:12 have flourished. It seems hardly promising to dispute the details, for it is often the fundamental
principles that effectively control the outcome of one's interpretation.31

Such is certainly the case! If the Progressives do not even accept the literal, special, and separate
creation of man and women, then the very underlying principle of why men hold a position of authority
within the home and church is worthless, and no practical implications can be built from it.

 
Yet, not only are women to refrain from authoritatively proclaiming the Word of God to men due to

the very order established by God from the time of creation, but they also must heed God's order as a
result of the very nature of the fall. Again, verse 14 does not in any way denote the idea that women are
less intelligent or even more easily deceived than men. Such is obviously not always the case, for men and
women are equal as individuals in the sight of God, though each has been entrusted with a differing
function or role. Rather, this verse relates the fact that Eve usurped authority over her husband by
partaking of the fruit in disobedience to the clear command of God. Kent writes, "Thus the fall was
caused, not only by disobeying God's command not to eat, but also by violating the divinely appointed
relation between the sexes. Woman assumed headship, and man with full knowledge of the act,
subordinated himself to her leadership and ate of the fruit (Rom. 5: 19)."32 Bowen calls this the "reversal
of roles" and says that "Paul's point is that this role reversal that caused such devastation at the beginning
must not be repeated in the church."33 While such a standard of male headship might not be popular or
politically correct within today's culture, such are the norms God has established for His church, and those
who are His children will only honor and glorify Him by subscribing to His standards with a willing heart
and mind.

Conclusion
If one accepts the inerrancy and historical accuracy of Scripture and correctly interprets 1 Timothy 2:9-

15, then all portions of New Testament Scripture that address the role of women in the local assembly will
fall into place. For example, one will understand what Paul meant when he commanded women to "keep
silence" in the local church (1 Cor. 14:33-34). One will also understand why the proscriptive nature of the
Pastoral Epistles declares that a pastor/bishop/elder must be "the husband of one wife" (1 Tim. 3:2). The
reader of the Pastoral Epistles must understand that Paul is giving direct, divine revelation concerning the
roles and behavior of men and women in the local church, and women and men both possess certain
ministries and responsibilities to fulfill. However, the woman is forbidden from preaching, or
authoritatively proclaiming the truth of the Word of God, to men in a local assembly of believers. Today,
this authoritative proclamation of the Word of God would include any form of pastoral ministry or the
holding of any ordained office. The reasons for this divine injunction stem from God's prescribed order in
creation, in the family and in the local church.
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The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2
By John Beardsley - March 3, 2011

 

1Ki 18:21 "And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD [be]
God, follow him: but if Baal, [then] follow him. And the people answered him not a word."

     One of the mantras of the neo-evangelical is “All truth is God’s truth” versus the Biblicist Five Solas. The Biblicist
would state God’s truth is the ‘true’ truth only found in scriptures - Sola Scriptura. The term of “true truth” was a
phrase presented in the past by the late Dr. Francis Schaeffer. Dr. Schaeffer warned years ago about the compromise
we are witnessing today:

"Here is the great evangelical disaster - the failure of the evangelical world to stand for truth as truth. There is only
one word for this - namely accommodation: the evangelical church has accommodated to the world spirit of the age.
First, there has been accommodation on Scripture, so that many who call themselves evangelicals hold a weakened
view of the Bible and no longer affirm the truth of all the Bible teaches - truth not only in religious matters but in the
areas of science and history and morality. As part of this, many evangelicals are now accepting the higher critical
methods in the study of the Bible. Remember, it was these same methods which destroyed the authority of the Bible
for the Protestant church in Germany in the last century, and which have destroyed the Bible for the liberal in our
own country from the beginning of this century. And second, there has been accommodation on the issues, with no
clear stand being taken even on matters of life and death" (37). Francis Schaeffer, The Great Evangelical Disaster

I believe it is no coincidence these men lean so heavily on the liberal theologians (as covered in Part 1) and what is
often referred to as post-modernism for the church or known as the Emerging/Emergent Church teachings. As you
read you may experience what feels like a mountainous road with new doctrines going on pretty steep inclines and
declines (mixing of liberal theology and mysticism), a number of twists and turns (confusing ideas to make it exciting),
plus a bit of rebellious thrill seeking off-road – to places far outside the bounds of sound Biblical teachings.  I do my
best to keep what the authors present in context with a number of quotes with implications that go well beyond the
issue of accommodation to matters of life and death as it relates to knowing Christ as Saviour.

The Tree of Life (as defined by the New Paradigm/Organic View)
 
     Two of the Organic Church leaders present a rather unique view of scriptures opposing the Biblicist paradigm.  Of
their numerous books, The Jesus Manifesto published in 2010 drives this point home. I enter into evidence the
following quotations from The Jesus Manifesto by Frank Viola and Leonard Sweet and From Eternity to Here by Frank
Viola that was published in 2009, a year before The Jesus Manifesto. The wild ride ahead provides a number of
insights so please strap in and read through each section to understand what they state or imply:

a.      The Jesus Manifesto states we (mankind) have a choice of two trees for salvation: one is the tree of self-
determination that we can decide what is right or wrong. The second is, “The tree of life was God’s own life
made accessible to human beings. Today, the tree of life is the Lord Jesus Christ” (p. 129).  

Yes, we indeed must surrender to God, repenting of all of our self-will and SIN – I do not see sin addressed in a
Biblical way here. Sin is reduced to self-will and self-determination that we can be like God falling for the serpent’s
promise.

The Choice of Two Trees in chapter 8 pages 129 -131 continue:

b.       The trees as defined by The Jesus Manifesto page 129 states that “…the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil can be understood by the serpent’s promise…” that we can decide for ourselves what is good and
evil. Then proceeds, “Eating from the tree of life meant receiving the uncreated life of God into oneself. The
tree of life was God’s own life made accessible to human beings. Today, the tree of life is the Lord Jesus
Christ.”

 On the surface the quote above almost sounds like the Biblical position but The Jesus Manifesto continues,

http://www.amazon.com/Great-Evangelical-Disaster-Francis-Schaeffer/dp/0891073086
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c.       The Jesus Manifesto on page 130 clarifies “Receiving Christ is simply taking the first bite from the right
tree.” Then followed by numerous platitudes about how many churches simply teach to imitate Christ, act like
Christ, try to do good as the Gospel, (which even a babe in Christ knows is not the Gospel). The Jesus
Manifesto states what the Gospel is for a person, “Instead, he allows the life of God to flow within and
through him. He yields to the instincts, promptings, and energy of that God-life.”

The Jesus Manifesto sounds as if it is turning the salvation experience into some sort of mystical experience “…
receiving the uncreated life of God into oneself” and “…energy of that God-life” but considering the authors are so
steeped in the emergent teachings it is not a surprise to me. Why not stick to scriptures?

The Jesus Manifesto attempts to build a case by stating those who CHOOSE to intellectually discern good from evil
and try to do good is the same as following the serpent’s lie that we are not living by the life of God and must go to
the tree of life as they define it: 

d.       “1. The choice to intellectually know good from evil and to try to do good = the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. [or] 2. Living by the life of God, which is goodness itself = the tree of life” Page 130.

This is preceded by a rather odd remark, “You see, “good” is a form of life. And only God is good.” Where will you
read in scripture, “good is a form of life?” – Still looking into the source of that idea perhaps Aristotle but certainly
not from God’s word!

 You may want to stop and argue that only the spiritual man/woman can understand spiritual things of God, I am not
debating that point (1 Co 2:10-16). The Jesus Manifesto juxtaposes the scriptures saying, “Mark it down: the
knowledge of good is the accepted counterfeit to living by life (p130). The next line states:  

e.      "The Christian religion18 is built on the tree of the knowledge of good and evil."  The footnote #18 in the
back of The Jesus Manifesto defines the word religion in this statement as, "We are not defining "religion" the
way the apostle James did in James 1. There the word religion means "worship." We are instead using the
word to mean a system of human thought, belief, and practice that typically involves a higher power." They
state at this level we can compare the Christian religion to other religions of the world and how we may
believe we have God under control through our knowledge of religion.  

The problem with that thinking is anyone presenting a doctrinal teaching does not fit The Jesus Manifesto definition,
James 1:27 states, “Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows
in their affliction, [and] to keep himself unspotted from the world.”  

Keeping the verse from the Apostle James in context together with the quotes above a – e, The Jesus Manifesto’s
answer is:

f.        The Jesus Manifesto page 131, “The Christian religion teaches that the Bible answers virtually every
question that’s brought to the sacred text. The problem with this line of thought is that the true God cannot
fit into anyone’s box.”

Here The Jesus Manifesto breaks away from scripture and begins to reveal what they are saying. Christians would
agree the Bible is God’s Word but these men teach the Bible PLUS new revelations, support liberal theology, the use
of psychology (Viola is a psychologist) and a heavy leaning on mystical teachings of the Emergent Church. The Jesus
Manifesto is really just old Modernistic poison in a new sugar coat! J. Gresham Machen, in What is Faith? states,
“The retrograde, anti-intellectual (sic) movement, called Modernism, a movement which really degrades the intellect
by excluding it from the sphere of religion, will be overcome, and thinking will again come to its rights” (p. 18). The
Bible is God’s box?! - If the Bible is a box not even the visible contents of the known universe begin to reveal all is
contained therein! 

g.      The Jesus Manifesto continues, “Yet many Christians have turned the Bible into a form of the knowledge of
good and evil. They approach the Bible as raw material by which they can gain control over their lives…” The
Jesus Manifesto goes on to say, “This is a profoundly grievous misuse of the Bible.”

Yes, the Bible does reveal to us the knowledge of good and evil. However, connected with The Jesus Manifesto
definition it would make the use of scripture to judge anything a sin against God! It is the Bible that establishes our
understanding of God, consider the following Bible verses as examples:
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1 Jo 2:27 “But the anointing which ye have received of him abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach you:
but as the same anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie, and even as it hath taught you, ye
shall abide in him.”

2 Ti 2:15 "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth.”

Ps 12:6 “The words of the LORD [are] pure words: [as] silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.”

Ps 119:128 “Therefore I esteem all [thy] precepts [concerning] all [things to be] right; [and] I hate every false way.”

Ps 119:140 “Thy word [is] very pure: therefore thy servant loveth it.”

The Jesus Manifesto teaches what I call ‘a facsimile of Christianity’ by neglect of the Bible, doctrine and
judging/discerning according to the Bible. The Bible is the Word of God. If you approach the Bible with the correct
premise we are not eating from the Tree of Life, but we are part of the Vine:

John 15:1-8 “I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not fruit he
taketh away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit. Now ye are clean
through the word which I have spoken unto you. Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself,
except it abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth
in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing. If a man abide not in me,
he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they are burned.
If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you.  Herein is my
Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so shall ye be my disciples.”

Our doctrine must be established by the Bible, there is no other trustworthy measure! There are more than 50
references in scripture concerning doctrine and living according to it as part of the Vine:

Titus 2:7-8 “In all things shewing thyself a pattern of good works: in doctrine [shewing] uncorruptness, gravity,
sincerity, sound speech, that cannot be condemned; that he that is of the contrary part may be ashamed, having no
evil thing to say of you.”

The Jesus Manifesto next goes off road taking one curve too many:

h.       The Jesus Manifesto, Page 131 "Jesus didn't misuse the Scriptures to gain control and predictability in His
own life. To Him, the Scriptures were simply the joystick on the Father's controller. They were the instrument
through which He got to know His Father better and to discover how to live out His mission." (Bold
emphasis mine)

 Did Jesus the Son of God have to “…discover how to live out His mission”!? There is no basis for such a thing in
scripture!

 Further connecting the dots to the quotes above, The Jesus Manifesto states:

i.        Page 137, “The Bible does not offer a plan or a blueprint for living”
j.        Page 138, “The Bible does not hit just one note for sixty-six books. It speaks anew to every age. It should
be read in the light of new information and fresh discoveries.” [New revelations for today read previous
quotations]
k.       Page 139, It [the Bible] must also be understood in community, not as an individual. Both Testaments were
written to communities and can only be rightly understood within that same context.” – Stating that only a
few of the books were written to individuals.
l.        Page 142, “The authentic Christian life, therefore, is not an individual pursuit. It’s a corporate journey. For
all of today’s talk of “community,” what matters in life is still primarily played out in a “Youniverse” of inward,
self-certifying scrutiny and the privacy of subjective illumination, not dimensions of biblical tradition and
community.”

One word I personally use to describe The Jesus Manifesto is, sophistry, defined as “reasoning that is superficially
plausible but actually fallacious [his masterful but irresponsible sophistry]” (Merriam-Webster Unabridged, 2002).
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Who Jesus Christ is According to Frank Viola - Writing Together with Leonard Sweet

 
Next on this off-road drive, page 141 presents a different line of thought, “Jesus Christ cannot be separated from His
church. While Jesus is distinct from His Bride, He is not separate from her. She is, in fact, His very own body in the
earth.” [bold emphasis mine] Then on page 143 following some discussion on 1 Co 12:1-3 how “the church is Jesus
Christ in corporate expression” The Jesus Manifesto continues quoting the non-Christian Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who said
regarding the church, [is] “Christ existing as community.” Later The Jesus Manifesto says, “Practically, this means that
we know Jesus Christ through one another, not just by ourselves. We see Him, hear Him, touch Him, taste and smell
Him through our sisters and brothers within whom He dwells.”  

A search where The Jesus Manifesto writers get this thinking one only needs to look at Frank Viola’s book published a
year earlier in 2009 From Eternity to Here regarding the “choice of two trees” and it goes further by teaching: 

“It's worth noting that Paul never speaks of the "body of Christians." He always uses the phrase the "body of Christ."
For Paul, the body of Christ is a particular person. It's not a metaphor. Paul never says the church is like His body. No,
we are His body. Each member is the physical complement, the extension, of the same person, Jesus Christ. And we
happen to be the only body He has” (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 266).

If you did not catch what Viola was saying he continues: 

“Paul's idea is not that the Head is somehow screwed onto the body. His idea is that Christ embodies the church. The
risen Christ is a living, inclusive, "more-than-individual" personality. The church is a corporate entity that is made up
of diverse individuals. It is a person, living in and expressing Himself through His many members.

Put another way, the church is the visible image of the invisible Lord. It is the corporate Christ. It is Christ in collective
human expression. To Paul's mind, the church in Corinth was none other than Jesus Christ in the city of Corinth.
Paul's apostolic ministry was built upon this very revelation. And it comes screaming through all of his letters,
including 1 Corinthians” (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 267). --- Note: these quotes from pages 266 and
267 while not identical are nearly the same as The Jesus Manifesto pages 142- 143.

Turn the page and again on the following page the added step:

"For Paul, the church is the embodiment of the risen Jesus on earth. It's the actual body of Christ present in the
world, His physical presence on the planet. When a local body of believers understands and believes this, the New
Testament will become an open book to them. It will also affect the way they experience and practice their church
life" (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 268). [Emphasis in bold mine]

The sources of these teachings are men Viola quotes often: Watchman Nee, Witness Lee, Bill Freeman, and T. Austin
Sparks to name a few. A Google search reveals only a few places where this doctrine has been taught and originates
from what is called “The Local Church Movement” (more later on that movement – in short teaches one church in
every city following the teachings of Witness Lee) In response to a debate on the topic online Viola gives us the
sources as well: (Copied exactly as in the links below)

“17) Ben‘s view reduces the term ―body of Christ‖ to a very poor and weak metaphor. Paul‘s use of the phrase
doesn‘t map at all to this. The statements about the body being totally separate from the head are addressed above
in my discussion on our union with Christ. The body and the head are distinct, but they are not separate. John A.T.
Robinson, Dietrich Bonheoffer (scholars) as well as Watchman Nee and T. Austin-Sparks (more popular writers) have
written extensively about the intimate union between the head and the body. This union is an actual, real, and living
thing. It‘s not metaphorical. Paul says so much in 1 Cor. 12:12. I recommend Bill Freeman‘s excellent book, ―The
Church is Christ and T. Austin-Sparks‘ ―God‘s Spiritual House. In effect, Ben sees our relationship to Christ as purely
external. This is a monumental subject; but the fact that Ben and I differ so much on it reveals why our views of
ecclesiology are so profoundly different.” Posted on Viola’s blog: www.ptmin.org/FV_BW.pdf
http://benwitherington.blogspot.com/2008/09/frank-coda.html

 Starting from the first “scholar” referenced, the Bishop John A.T. Robinson on this topic above by Viola, Dr. Walter
Martin made this comment,

[Episcopal] Bishop [John] A.T. Robinson cannot be unfrocked by the Anglican Church despite the fact that he is a living

http://www.ptmin.org/FV_BW.pdf
http://benwitherington.blogspot.com/2008/09/frank-coda.html
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devil when it comes to Christian theology—denying everything and turning the faith of people into darkness. Do you
know why they can’t unfrock A.T. Robertson; because [Episcopal leadership] is as heretical as he is. Therefore they
can’t touch him…” (Walter Martin Religious InfoNet, CD ROM)

Next as for Dietrich Bonhoeffer?! The 1996 article on Biblical Discernment Ministries ties Bonhoeffer to Robinson and
more:
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) was a neo-orthodox German theologian, pastor, preacher, radio broadcaster, and
prolific writer in the 1930s and early-1940s, during the rise, rule, and downfall of Adolph Hitler. He was greatly
fascinated with neo-orthodox thought, theology, and terminology, and was greatly influenced by the major
theologian of neo-orthodoxy, Karl Barth (1886-1968). Bonhoeffer's writings are credited with helping to father the
"Death of God" theology which was popularized by the Anglican Bishop John A.T. Robinson in the decade of the
1960s. Bonhoeffer was in reality a practical atheist and a religious humanist who denied virtually every cardinal
doctrine of the historic Christian faith (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York: Macmillan
Co., 1972, pp. 9-12).

Bonhoeffer readily acknowledged "the debt he owes to liberal theology." Declaring that it was impossible to know
the objective truth about Christ's real nature and essence, Bonhoeffer proclaimed that God was dead. Moreover,
Bonhoeffer believed that the true Christian was the confessing believer who totally immersed his life in the secular
world, becoming a secular Christian. Rejecting the objective unalterable moral standards of the Bible, Bonhoeffer
proclaimed a situational ethics -- that right and wrong are determined solely by the "loving obligations of the
moment" (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York: Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12, 378;
Ethics, pp. 38, 186; No Rusty Swords, pp. 44-45). 

If you are astounded about the sources here are the others mentioned, Viola references goes on to Watchman Nee
and Witness Lee of the Local Church Movement known for its unbiblical views on the Trinity that sound remarkably
like the view presented by Viola. This view is at least comparable to a heresy known as Modalism/Sabellianism
originating in the third century regarding the Trinity and I believe it is no coincidence Viola references material from
Witness Lee in From Eternity to Here.  

In the book The New Cults, Dr. Walter Martin stated, “Witness Lee teaches that the church, the Body of Christ, is
Christ, and is becoming more and more “full” of God, to the point where eventually the church is God manifest in the
flesh, fulfilling God’s original intention to “work Himself into man”” (Page 404). Dr. Martin references several items
from Witness Lee, two that specifically relate:

Speaking of the Church and Christ: “in number we are different, but in nature we are exactly the same.” Witness Lee,
The All-Inclusive Christ page 103.

“This Christ has expanded from one Person to thousands and thousands of persons. He was once the individual
Christ, but in Acts He has become a corporate Christ.” Witness Lee, Life Study in Matthew, Message One (Stream
Publishers), page 3.

Connect The Jesus Manifesto together with the teachings of the Local Church Movement! The Jesus Manifesto states,
“The earth awaits a body of Christians in every city who will receive Jesus utterly and completely. A body who will
esteem Him above everything else, giving Him His rightful place of supremacy” (pages 158-159). More information in
summation below but this sounds like dangerous Dominionist teaching not found in scriptures! The other two
references by Frank Viola to Bill Freeman and T. Austin Sparks I may include in part 3 but enough said!

Summation of the evidence presented:

1.       The Jesus Manifesto paints Christians with a broad brush as the world does; no definitive line between
true and false believers, doctrines, and denominations.
2.       The reader is introduced to words typically used by mystics and new agers by referring to a person who
got saved as experiencing the “…energy of that God-life.”
3.       Marginalizing of Biblicist position (Christians relying on the Bible), referring to it as going to the tree of
knowledge of good and evil.
4.       A presentation of doctrine that anyone holding God to what the Bible teaches about His nature is to put
Him into a box, denying the sufficiency of scripture, and denying the Biblicist paradigm.
5.       Following the logic of #4 with the denial of Biblical sufficiency leads us to the doctrine where others have
something to bring to the table (extra-Biblical sources) – that is not Christianity but theosophy; (numerous
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extra-biblical sources used by them)
6.       That we know Christ through our experiences and through our brothers and sisters without mention of
scriptures. Refer to #4 – new revelations are encouraged contrary to scriptures.
7.       For #3 and #4 Viola and Sweet, clarify Christians cannot judge according to scriptures calling it “a
profoundly grievous misuse of the Bible.”
8.       They deny the Biblical Jesus by presenting a Jesus ignorant to His mission on Earth!
9.       Following the logic of The Jesus Manifesto and From Eternity to Here, those of the Biblicist paradigm have
it wrong about the very identity of the body of Christ. Additionally at least Viola promotes a rather bizarre
view that the body of Christ is the Church physically.
10.   Closely resembles the Local Church Movement and teachings of Witness Lee referred to as “cultic” by the
late Dr. Walter Martin with regard to the teachings of the Trinity and more.
11.   A Local Church Movement type teaching that, “The earth awaits a body of Christians in every city who will
receive Jesus utterly and completely” (Page 158). The opposite of the Biblicist paradigm and most traditional
Christian teachings who are awaiting Christ to return as He said would. This point shows these teachings align
closely with other dangerous false teachings, such as preparing the earth for Christ’s kingdom fitting of NAR,
Dominionism, Latter Rain, and Manifest Sons of God – the implications are shocking!

Addressing a crucial doctrine of the Manifest Sons of God, in the book Vengeance Is Ours, Albert Dager provides more insight
to this being nothing new, "Some who have been infected by the Manifest Sons of God teachings even believe He will not
return physically, but rather that Christ and the Church are becoming one in nature and essence, and that the Church, as the
“on-going incarnation of God,” is Christ on earth (page 70)."

To my readers, I am sure this list is not exhaustive of the items above! There are more problems with The Jesus
Manifesto throughout the book, which I have not touched on, including, the individual teachings of Frank Viola and
Leonard Sweet. This part covered only the most alarming problems jumping off the pages. 

I present to you that the section covering “The Choice of Two Trees” in both The Jesus Manifesto and From Eternity
to Here is a red herring argument (fallacy). It is a mixing of error (deliberate sophistry or not) leading the naïve’
reader to believe a Biblical Christian is just religious and really not a Christian!

 

Who Is the Pharisee? 
- The Pharisaical Comparison a Continued Attack of the Biblicist Christian

 

In other articles I have asked the question who is the Pharisee? What were Pharisees known for? The Jesus Manifesto
basically states they are those who saw themselves better than everyone else going to great lengths to separate
themselves as holy. The Jesus Manifesto claims the Pharisees were the self-appointed guardians of the Judaic religion.
However, the Pharisees added to the scriptures with a number of burdensome rules no one could live up to. The
Pharisees brought commercialism into the temple and the list goes on. Funny thing is The Jesus Manifesto compares
the Pharisees as those living by the tree of good and evil, akin to their statements against Biblicist Christians in
defense of their book to sell yet another copy – making merchandise of believers!

The Jesus of the Bible gives plenty of warning about the leaven of the Pharisees. The leaven is in the myriad of extra-
biblical quotes from mystics, including a teaching from those recognized as being cultic by Dr. Walter Martin! An
illustration comes to mind of an infection in the body, one small area may be affected today but left unattended
without antibiotics can spread to the rest of the body and kill you. As a Bible believing Christian we need to be as the
Bereans (Acts 17:11) and we need to refute these insidious lies of Satan for what they are.

Based on the evidence presented, it is my opinion these teachers are individuals claiming the name of Jesus to
restore the church to what it ‘should be’ but like the cults they redefine who God is compared with the Biblicist
position, including the Person of Jesus Christ, His relationship with His Father, and Holy Spirit. Like their friends of the
Emergent Church, they blend liberal theology, psychology, mysticism, and new age teachings. PLEASE remember to tie
part 1 (linked here) of this series to part 2 – these same men give a glowing endorsement of the
heretical/blasphemous book The Shack, which ironically redefines the Trinity! These men may use a number of
Christian connotative words in their teachings but mean different things by them as presented here. The Bible gives
the strongest condemnation to those who despite (insult) the grace of God through the false teachings of His very
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Person! If ever there are some men who need to turn away (repent) of their teachings Frank Viola and Leonard Sweet
are two of them!

A post on Herescope June 21, 2008 addressing the leaven of (error): “Dr. Harry Ironside, pastor of Chicago’s Moody
Memorial Church from 1930-1948, emphasizes the fact that truth mixed with error results in “all error” — a direct
refutation of the Emergent Church teaching to find “truth” wherever it may be found — including books like The
Shack. Ironside wrote:

“Error is like leaven, of which we read, ‘A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.’ Truth mixed with error is equivalent
to all error, except that it is more innocent looking and, therefore, more dangerous. God hates such a mixture! Any
error, or any truth-and-error mixture, calls for definite exposure and repudiation. To condone such is to be unfaithful
to God and His Word and treacherous to imperiled souls for whom Christ died.” (Exposing Error: Is It Worthwhile)

Heb 10:29 KJV “Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under
foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and
hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace?”

Ga 1:6 KJV “I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto another
gospel”:

Parting Thoughts for My Readers
 

     I take exception with their choice of the Garden of Eden to build their philosophy on “The Choice of Two Trees.”
Looking at scripture on this topic, Genesis 2:9 “And out of the ground made the LORD God to grow every tree that is
pleasant to the sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of
good and evil.”

When Adam and Eve were in the garden, they did not know sin; they lived in pure innocence with a command not to
eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Later the Devil as a serpent deceived them to commit sin. Here is the
crux of the matter! Adam and Eve’s decision to sin changed everyone giving us the sin nature that would require a
Saviour, God’s Son who came and died for all who would believe. Satan’s lie to Eve was that she is going to be like
God; the experiential knowledge from eating of the tree is not what defines God.

The tree was a fork in the road but does not equate to the Bible as painted by The Jesus Manifesto. The Bible is a
huge part of the Christian’s tree of life, it is God’s Word, pure, and holy. If we cannot trust and rely on it as a pattern
(blueprint) for sound Christian living we do not have Christianity, only some sort of facsimile of it. If you choose to
ignore the Bible or treat it with contempt as if it is not relevant for today, or you choose to follow The Jesus Manifesto
which says, “…It should be read in the light of new information and fresh discoveries…” – this is Emergent/Emerging
Church doctrine not Biblical doctrine. God is the One who said He never changes and just how do I know that? I know
that from the Bible, God’s Word – not the heaps of books being pushed at us from the Emerging, Emergent and
Organic crowd. Hebrews 13:8-9 “Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to day, and for ever. Be not carried about with
divers and strange doctrines. For it is a good thing that the heart be established with grace; not with meats, which
have not profited them that have been occupied therein.” The Bible speaks plenty to such false teachings and we
should heed the warning:

 2 Corinthians 11:1-4 “Would to God ye could bear with me a little in my folly: and indeed bear with me. For I am
jealous over you with godly jealousy: for I have espoused you to one husband, that I may present you as a chaste
virgin to Christ. But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so your minds
should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we
have not preached, or [if] ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not
accepted, ye might well bear with [him].”

Any objective observer of the strange doctrines put forth and the rewriting of fundamental doctrines of Christianity
coming from this Emergent movement compared to Biblicist teachings demonstrate we are thousands of miles apart
since the watershed event took place as described in part 1.

 I am planning to write a part 3 in the next couple of months to address even more of the dangers of the Organic Church. If
you have encounters with some of the teachings from this movement please feel free to pass them along as the research
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continues. 

End of Part 2
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The Organic Church together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One
Matthew 12:33 Either make the tree good, and his fruit good; or else make the tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for
the tree is known by [his] fruit.
 
            I come to you motivated as never before in my walk of 30 years with Jesus Christ my Lord and Saviour to warn
fellow believers and anyone who will hear! I am witnessing dangerous precedents set with people close to me
deceived by the teachings of the “Organic Church” that is a part of the growing Emergent Church Movement. Before I
go further I wish to share a word of testimony from the past about a confrontation of some drunks with the Gospel
years ago. Normally, any Christian has better sense than to confront a drunk but this young man did, urged on by
fellow Christians to follow the prompting in his heart to confront the sins taking place near his home. As he was
about to speak he was threatened by one of the drunks. Already fearful and trembling the young Christian man spoke
out anyway and to his surprise the drunk did not strike him with his bottle but quietly listened. The point in spite of
threats, in spite of whatever fear he felt at that moment, he put his foot one step forward to be counted as obedient
to his Lord.
 
1 Cor 2:1-5 “And I, brethren, when I came to you, came not with excellency of speech or of wisdom, declaring unto
you the testimony of God. For I determined not to know any thing among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified.
And I was with you in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling. And my speech and my preaching was not with
enticing words of man’s wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power: That your faith should not stand in
the wisdom of men, but in the power of God.”
 
I feel like that young man today with what I am going to present in the hopes that it will steer some errant brothers
and sisters into sound Bible believing churches. One article will be insufficient to show everything I am researching so
the following article is the first in a series. To fellow-believers working as true Bereans, I welcome your insights into
this as well.
 
Now one step forward I go!

Are Paradigms Changing or Are We?
            Today we are hearing about new and old paradigms (simply put accepted practices of what the old church is
according to scriptures to the new practices of the contemporary church often called “emergent or organic”). Here is
a very quick overview of these practices:
 

The Old Paradigm

            The practices of the “old” church are of a Biblicist (of the Bible) position to the extent possible leaning 100%
on scriptures for definition – often referred to as ‘Sola Scriptura.’ The old practices are based on what the Bible
teaches for what a church should be today. Please note in what follows when those of the Organic Church say we are
a part of the “Institutional Church” (IC) it is not meant as an endearing term but a negative connotation to replace the
“organized local church” as taught in scriptures. The person(s) within the Organic Church who coined this is not
known but is a negative label for churches across denominations.
 

The New Paradigm

            The “new” practices for church rely on a variety of sources Biblical and extra-Biblical, crossing denominational
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lines and even to other religions or cults (Mormons, Jehovah Witnesses and others). The idea is that everyone has
something to bring to the table in the way of truth. – I would call this the ultimate goal of pragmatism (the ends
justify the means) claiming that if something is “true” it is God’s truth we have seen it before.
 

The New Paradigm as stated by Frank Viola

Frank Viola said in Rethinking The Wineskin (1998) and later revised in Reimagining Church quoted here:

"To borrow a term from scientific philosopher Thomas Kuhn, we need a "paradigm shift" regarding the
church before we can properly rebuild it. That is, we need a new worldview regarding the meaning of the
body of Christ. A new model for understanding the ekklesia. A new framework for thinking about the
church. Of course, the “new paradigm” that I’m speaking of is not new at all. It’s the paradigm that
undergirds the entire New Testament.”  (Reimagining Church p272, 2008) Emphasis bold and underlined
mine.

 
Let's see who has their paradigm right, I believe Viola said what he is doing accurately the first time and is presenting
another way to bridge the chasm without a Biblical foundation. I will let the evidence speak for itself throughout the
series to address this foundational issue. In the article, on Herescope, Shifting the Emergent Paradigm paints the
picture I am seeing used of Frank Viola and those of the Leadership Network:
 

Shifting the Emergent Paradigm 
Continuing from yesterday's post, this is part two of a critique of selected excerpts from a 2001 era report by
Brad Smith, President of Leadership Network entitled "What's Next with Terra Nova Project: The Emergence of
Terra Nova." The next section of the Smith report is subtitled, "Three Types of Innovators and Paradigm
Changes." This section represents a classic example of psycho-social and marketing methodologies. Smith
begins by describing a "whole scale change in paradigms" and the "three types of innovators" that will help to
shift a paradigm (worldview). In the case of Leadership Network, as Herescope reported yesterday, the paradigm
that had to be shifted was theological, moving evangelicalism into post-modernism. Smith lists 3 type of
paradigm-shifters, or "innovators" --

ADAPTERS: "The Adapters…who innovate by adjusting and honing what exists while taking into account
new realities."

REVOLUTIONARIES: "The Revolutionaries…who innovate by critiquing the flaws of the old ways. They
dismantle complacency in the old and make people aware of foolish assumptions that have previously been
taken for granted. Much of what Revolutionaries create is a polar opposite of what preceded them."

GROUNDBREAKERS: "The Groundbreakers…who emerge after the war is underway between the old and
the new. Often, they naively accept the new assumptions without understanding the necessity or background of
the previous war. Utilizing forms from both the old and the new, Groundbreakers have the freedom to create
truly new things built on totally new assumptions."

How to Shift the Paradigm
The philosophy of the paradigm shift is quite significant. The concept originated with Thomas Kuhn in his 1962
book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (University of Chicago Press). Kuhn, a scientist in academia, broke
ground by applying Hegelian dialectics and existential thought to the field of science. He proposed that science
itself is evolving and has no absolutes. Kuhn described science as a series of rocky shifts throughout history,
created by a crisis when the old scientific model encounters new information that doesn't fit. When enough new
information is accumulated, a "revolution" would occur and a new scientific paradigm would emerge; e.g.
Newtonian science gave way to Einstein's theories.

http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/01/shifting-emergent-paradigm.html
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Kuhn paralleled scientific revolution to political revolution, and noted that in "both political and scientific
development the sense of malfunction that can lead to crisis is a prerequisite to revolution" (p. 91). In other
words, it is necessary to create a crisis first before the paradigm can be shifted. Kuhn then makes the remarkable
statement that the use of force may be necessary to shift to the new paradigm: ". . . the parties to a revolutionary
conflict must finally resort to the techniques of mass persuasion often including force" (p. 92) .

Kuhn speaks about this paradigm shift in terms of a religious conversion. First, he remarks that a "mental
transformation" is insufficient. "Rather we must look for indirect and behavioral evidence that the scientist with
a new paradigm sees differently from the way he had seen before" (p. 114) .This statement, emphasizing an
actual behavioral shift, hearkens back to explanations given in yesterday's Herescope post concerning "authentic"
behavioral change. Kuhn advised that before a group can communicate fully, they must "experience the
conversion that we have been calling a paradigm" (p. 149). This conversion is seen as a "transfer of allegiance"
from one paradigm to another (p. 150).

New Agers and socio-political transformers took Kuhn's ideas to heart and applied it to the planned emergence
of a new global mystical and political structure. Marilyn Ferguson cited Kuhn's ideas as significant, for example,
in her 1980 book The Aquarian Conspiracy, which launched the New Age movement into the popular culture. It
is therefore, of relevance to note Brad Smith's choice of language to describe the purpose of creating this
emergent youth culture -- to propel forward a paradigm shift in evangelicalism. ...

The 3 Innovators
Brad Smith of Leadership Network deviated from his discussion about the three types of paradigm-shifters for
an historical interlude. His report expounds on the topic of "Understanding Tectonic Change from a Historical
Example." "Tectonic Change" is, of course, another term for 'paradigm shift.' Smith explained the philosophy
undergirding this change:

"The German philosopher, Hegel, described this adaptation-revolution-groundbreaking model as a process of
thesis, anti-thesis, and eventual synthesis. Many historians, sociologists and other ‘world-view’ experts are
declaring that the Western world is currently experiencing a 'postmodern' anti-thesis to a two-century reign of
the thesis of modernism. . .

Smith then explained more about these three "Innovators in the Church" and "Why all three types are important."
The following description is a peek into the inner world of Leadership Network and how it has positioned itself
as a premier change agent organization. As you read the excerpts below, keep in mind that what was really being
discussed was the abandonment of orthodox doctrine. We know this because it has been five years since Brad
first issued this report. The Emergent Church has now risen and provocatively positioned itself as THE
NEW PARADIGM. The "old paradigm" is traditional orthodoxy. The "new paradigm" is post-modern
mysticism:

ADAPTERS: "In the church world, the strength of the Adapters is that they continue to minister well to the
people whom God has given them. They adapt and bring people along. They innovate well within the
boundaries of old assumptions and eventually allow the new realities to bypass them. Adaptors do not abandon
effective present ministry just because a new paradigm has emerged, but they will move toward it as quickly as
they can without abandoning their people. A few may even know they are trading long-term effectiveness for
faithfulness to a present calling."

REVOLUTIONARIES: "The strength of the Revolutionaries is that they clearly see the new reality and send
out a clarion call for change. They point out the dangers of old wineskins and do not shy away from the pain of
a tectonic shift. While they critique the old with crystal clarity, they express the vision of the new with obscure
idealism. To use a biblical metaphor, Revolutionaries are the Davids, the career soldiers who carve out the
new land and gather the resources, but may not be allowed to build the new temple. Sometimes, they are so
focused on what is wrong with the old, they do not have the freedom to create the new. "
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GROUNDBREAKERS: "Groundbreakers emerge on the scene and see a new, clean canvas unencumbered by
old assumptions or even anti-assumptions. They have the freedom to create new expressions in a clean space
carved out by the war between the old and the new. Groundbreakers are not necessarily better that the other two
types of innovators, but perhaps, like Solomon, they show up on the earth at an opportune time. Having seen
the shortcomings of traditionalism and idealism in their predecessors, Groundbreakers move toward
practicality." [All emphases in above quotations are added]

The Truth:
Young pastors reading the material quoted above are supposed to feel ineffective, inept, incompetent and out of
touch. They may feel like dismal failures. This use of language is very slick. In contrast, the three change agent
roles were created for new pastors and young leaders who were willing to step outside the boundaries of Gospel
Truth. They would be applauded and rewarded when they became facilitators for the emergent paradigm shift.

Young pastors, do not be discouraged nor dismayed! Flee back to the Word of God and cling to it with all of
your might. For in these Scriptures you will find comfort in these last days of trouble, and you will receive
strength to stand and stamina to endure the trials.(Online Source) 

The Paradigm Presented in Scriptures

            These practices I just mentioned sound clear enough you would think the average Christian could separate the
truth from the lies (discerning as the Bereans Acts 17:11). However, using the cliché of “not being able to see the
forest because of the trees” sums up how most Christians live and go on day to day whether in the old or new
churches. The old and new paradigms are incompatible like day to night. To clarify further, Dr. Francis Schaeffer once
said, “The snow lies along that watershed, unbroken, as a seeming unity.  But when it melts, where it ends in its
destinations is literally a thousand miles apart. That is a watershed. That is what a watershed is. A watershed divides.”
– That divide is growing today but both sides argue they are on the right side of the growing chasm. Dr. Schaeffer
continued, “Within evangelicalism there are a growing number who are modifying their views on the inerrancy of the
Bible so that the full authority of Scripture is completely undercut. But it is happening in very subtle ways.”
 
Dr. Schaeffer’s words are just as applicable today!
 

The Background of the Organic Church and New Paradigm

            The teachers of the Emergent and Organic Church would take you through twists and turns in an attempt to
persuade as many as possible that the old practices and traditions of churches are mostly rooted in pagan teachings
from centuries ago. One book that exploits weak Christians is the book by Frank Viola and George Barna called Pagan
Christianity – relying heavily on secular history to prove many of its points. Furthermore, Pagan Christianity levels
some valid criticisms against churches as it throws most denominations into one basket. I see it as a means to an end
- Please hold this thought as you read on!
 
George Barna, Frank Viola and other reformers are teaching they are bringing the church back to its historic Biblical
roots. So where did the “organic” in the Organic Church come from? Frank Viola is often credited with the term
Organic Church (though he points to T. Austin Sparks as the one who first coined it) Viola stated he has used it since
1993.
 

“When T. Austin Sparks employed the word organic to refer to church, he was not speaking of a system, a
method, a technique, or even a movement. Instead, he was speaking of the particular expression a church
takes when she is living according to her God-given nature as a living organism” (Frank Viola in “Why Organic
Church Is Not Exactly a Movement” Christianity Today 1/10)

http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/01/shifting-emergent-paradigm.html
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Viola continues to give the history that compares the Organic Church to those of the ‘60s, early ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s
(the cell/home based churches). While Viola defends the Organic Church is not a movement, the equation he presents
shows it is a movement. He splits hairs referring to this as a living organism (per T. Austin Sparks.) After reading a fair
amount of his material, he and others like him believe it to be a movement of God! How many books of Viola and
friends is necessary to prove the point? For starters: Reimagining Church, Finding Organic Church, So You Want to
Start a House Church?: First-Century Styled Church Planting For Today, Pagan Christianity and more recently the Jesus
Manifesto, which I will discuss further in Part 2.
 
A good friend and sister in Christ covered much of the cell/home church movement in the past. Sarah Leslie said this
in 1999,
 

“Before proceeding, it is important to point out that the cell church movement has always been extra-
denominational, i.e. it has proliferated both within and without established denominations. Some have
charged that it has been a chief vehicle for the cross-pollination of doctrinal ideas. Others have charged that it
has wreaked havoc with established orthodoxies based upon traditional doctrines, and has served as a vehicle
to dismantle denominations. Indeed, much of the cell church literature is very derogatory towards
denominations and traditions. There is some evidence that suggests that this is purposeful, with the intention
of bringing down denominational barriers in order to erect a new church structure, global in scope, yet local in
oversight.” (Sarah Leslie, 1999 in Research Notes - Analyzing The "Cell Church" Model)

 
So is the Organic – Home – Cell Church Movement something new or just something repackaged?
 

Organic Meets Emergent Church

            In June 2010 a much publicized book in the Organic & Emergent circle was released, the Jesus Manifesto by
Frank Viola and Leonard Sweet. Leonard Sweet is a well-known Emergent Church Leader also known by some as a
New Ager (in spite of his denials but his own words contradict him). I saw a number of individuals endorsing the book
without reading it, lauding it as a much needed tool for the church. Like “birds of the feather,” the endorsements of
the Jesus Manifesto reads like a who’s who of the Emergent Movement with direct ties to the New Apostolic
Reformation “…where apostles and prophets are rising up to take control of the Church and to build and usher in the
Kingdom of God.” Of course you will not read about these backgrounds and affiliations unless you research the names
endorsing it. Why? The short story, they want your focus on the new paradigm (practices) for the “new church” as
they define them and to abandon the old IC “institutional church.” I must question these men who say and do these
things drawing on a plethora of extra-Biblical and often non-Christian sources. The books of these men are full of
them!
 
Who are these people favorably quoted in the Jesus Manifesto? Here are several:
John Henry Newman – An Anglican who converted to Roman Catholicism   
Sören Kierkegaard – Mystic leading into Secular & Religious Existentialism
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (BDM Link)  – While a hero against the Nazi’s, NOT a Biblical Christian
Meister Eckhart – Mystic whose writings looked to by both Emergent and Organic teachers
Timothy Radcliffe - a Roman Catholic priest who has an entire book devoted to Meister Eckhart just mentioned
(Gilbert Keith) G.K. Chesterton – Roman Catholic theologian and apologist - known as a "Common Sense Apostle &
Cigar Smoking Mystic" by those who liked him

http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/cellcurch.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/5fbb8b205f28bcd33436db81fa384e86-590.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/bonhoeffer/general.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/bonhoeffer/general.htm
http://apprising.org/2010/06/01/leonard-sweet-frank-viola-and-mystic-meister-eckhart/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/01/leonard-sweet-frank-viola-and-mystic-meister-eckhart/
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Reinhold Niebuhr (Wikipedia link) – Known for helping to shape liberal Protestant / Neo-orthodox theology in the
1940s and 50s and holding to the effect that “…secular idealism can speak the Word of God to us better than the
Bible,” in answer Niebuhr’s views by Dr. Francis Schaeffer.
 
They treat these men as if they are bringing something new to the table that we have been missing in scriptures –
but they are the liberal theologians of the past that have been creeping into the churches in a new garment of wool
for more than a century!
 
These new “apostles” Viola, Sweet and others are attempting to redefine the leadership within local churches as we
know it – according to these men we have had it wrong for some 1900 years and that it is time for reformation or
more recently referred to as revolutionary thought. They would have you believe it is extra-biblical to give to any
“institutional church” as if we worship the building or that it is wrong to support our pastors and missionaries. While
they refer to their brethren in the local churches and encourage their disciples not to tear down the organized
churches the teachings coming out of the organic churches is an attack of the foundation of the local church! The
‘real’ Apostle Paul knew their type all too well when he said, 2 Cor. 11:8 “I robbed other churches, taking wages [of
them], to do you service.” – The Apostle Paul confronted these false apostles mocking them for their lies!
 

Who are these teachers?  What is their background?

            Who are these teachers?  What is their background? What fruit do they bear to show they are sent by God to
be our experts to reform the churches? Which side of the watershed are they on? Here are only a few links (of many)
to reveal the fruit tying them with the Emergent Church Movement, a variety of heresies, liberal theology and ties to
the New Age. Although these men may attempt to distance themselves and downplay accusations of heresy their
continued use of aberrant teachings show them not to be trustworthy!
 
The Other Side of Emergent: The New Apostolic Reformation Emergence Christianity: Quantum Shift To Pantheism

Beware of Leonard Sweet: Master of Doublespeak Frank Viola And The Merry Monk

Emergent Metaphysics - Part 6: From Cosmos, To Chaos, To Consciousness (Speaks
to the Jesus Manifesto)

Frank Viola And Corrupt Contemplative
Spirituality/Mysticism

Leonard Sweet, Frank Viola, and The Third Way *Update* Frank Viola Practices Corrupt
Contemplative/Centering Prayer?

Leonard Sweet On The Gospel Giving Leonard Sweet A Nudge

 

The Shack --- as Litmus test for the Organic and Emergent Church Leaders

            If this is not enough to persuade you of the dangers of listening to these teachers/apostles besides all of their
other extra-biblical quotes, the open endorsement, praise and use of the book called The Shack may grab your
attention. If you have read The Shack comparing it to most orthodox Christian teachings the author shows himself to
be a person disenchanted with Christianity and the Bible. He lashes out at most fundamental truths held sacred by
those holding the old paradigm (Biblicist view). Here are just a few examples:
 
The Shack’s version of the Trinity:
Pages 82-84 with a variety of ethnic descriptions as well as two of the three being female, “…a large African-
American woman…” Papa God the Father. “…a small distinctively Asian woman…virtually transparent and hard to
see…” Sarayu as the Holy Spirit. A man “…appeared Middle Eastern and dressed like a laborer complete with tool belt
and gloves...”Jesus as a carpenter. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinhold_Niebuhr
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/010/discernment/7-sweet-apostolic-emergent.htm
http://apprising.org/2009/07/24/emergence-christianity-quantum-shift-to-panentheism/
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/5fbb8b205f28bcd33436db81fa384e86-590.html
http://apprising.org/2010/05/31/frank-viola-and-the-merry-monk/
http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=confluence
http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=confluence
http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=confluence
http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=confluence
http://apprising.org/2010/06/07/frank-viola-and-corrupt-contemplative-spiritualitymysticism/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/07/frank-viola-and-corrupt-contemplative-spiritualitymysticism/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/08/leonard-sweet-frank-viola-and-the-third-way/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/06/frank-viola-practices-corrupt-contemplativecentering-prayer/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/06/frank-viola-practices-corrupt-contemplativecentering-prayer/
http://apprising.org/2010/05/27/leonard-sweet-on-the-gospel/
http://apprising.org/2010/09/13/giving-leonard-sweet-a-nudge/
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The Shack’s version of the Holy Spirit:
Page 171 Sophia is named and defined as, “...a personification of Papa’s wisdom,” and “She’s part of the mystery
surrounding of Sarayu.” The conversation between Mack and Jesus concerning Sophia is as follows with a few
inconsequential details left out (such as Mack stopping to tie his shoes): Mack asks if she is God too, making four of
them. Jesus says no, there are only three of us. “Sophia is a personification of God’s wisdom.” Mack says, “Oh, like in
Proverbs, where wisdom is pictured as a woman calling out in the streets, trying to find anyone who’ll listen to her?”
Jesus: “That’s her.” Mack: “But…she seemed so real.” Jesus: “Oh, she’s quite real.” “She’s part of the mystery
surrounding of Sarayu.”
 
The Shack’s powerless God that cannot take away pain:
Page 92 Papa is telling Mack, “Honey, there’s no easy answer that will take your pain away. Believe me, if I had one,
I’d use it now. I have no magic wand to wave over you and make it all better. Life takes a bit of time and a lot of
relationship.”
 
The nature of The Shack’s God:
Page 112, teaching pantheism, "God, who is the ground of all being, dwells in, around, and through all things....”
 
These are not isolated quotes from The Shack! Please read the following on our site:
 
Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth Exposes the Truth about The Shack
 
The Shack can be used as a sort of spiritual litmus (fruit) test, whether a person is not saved, ignorant or an
apostate person claiming the name of our Lord Jesus. The Shack plainly teaches of another God, Holy Spirit and
Jesus! Both Frank Viola and Leonard Sweet endorse, praise and/or use The Shack in their writings, speech, or blogs
along with their partners in the Emergent Church movement:  

Frank Viola said, “All told: I will shamelessly throw my hat in the ring with those who are giving
unqualified praise for The Shack. I believe that this book will make history in more ways than one. And as
I’ve told Paul myself, I can’t wait until it trumps “The Purpose Driven Life.” At the present rate the book
is selling, it won’t be too long for that to happen. Thank you, Paul Young, for writing this monumental
work. The Kingdom of God is better off for it. ” Source was now dead link:
http://frankviola.wordpress.com/2008/07/28/short-book-review-of-the-shack-by-william-p-young/

 
In his 2009 book So Beautiful, Leonard Sweet underscores his quantum “relational worldview” by favorably quoting
from William Young’s The Shack regarding relationship.
 
Leonard Sweet, So Beautiful (Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2009), p. 279, #118. Source:
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?tag=leonard-sweet
 
They promote a form of theosophy, meaning we can get God’s truth from any religion (everyone has something to
bring to the table) – that would explain their use of Reinhold Niebuhr (referenced above) in the Jesus Manifesto. This
is in addition to the overabundance of books being sold making merchandise of ignorant (unlearned) or apostate
believers. The Bible warns us of men like this, 2 Peter 2:3 “And through covetousness shall they with feigned words
make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not.”

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/shack.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/shack.htm
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?tag=leonard-sweet
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In my readings, I see them claiming the name of Christ as Savior and His Supremacy but in the other hand denying a
Biblicist view in promoting the a new paradigm. Second, an eager willingness to use non-Biblical resources and at the
same time condemn many in the local churches similar practices with their traditions. 
 

One Christian’s Perspective

            Another perspective coming into focus is the exodus of many from churches both (church and members)
weakened by a host of other false teachings and programs that have been brought in supplanting good preaching of
the Word. These programs have left many confused, disenchanted and embittered ready to leave and join their new
way (paradigm). Our site has been warning of the dangers of many programs for better than 13 years now and we
believe we are starting to see the real fruit of them!
 
If you take Viola and Sweet at the words of their books they point you to House Church resources and even offering
help to pastors abandoning or considering to abandon their God called positions! They allege to have found the right
way to have church with little organization, little structure, and loose doctrine. In their “church” everyone is equal no
matter your gifting.
 
The Organic Church is a part of the Emergent Church movement – they are in bed together co-authoring books,
making appearances together and so on with those of the Emergent Church Movement. Part 2 and Part 3 will make
the case. Their books act as an introduction into a variety of false teachings (linked in this article) again with direct
ties to the New Apostolic Reformation. The open praise and endorsement of The Shack shows they stand together
attacking what any Bible believing Christian holds to be true. Then use a few legitimate criticisms in their books about
what is wrong with the churches today they use this to ingratiate (suck up) to those who see these problems in their
churches. – For almost every church problem they appear to have an answer! Viola and Sweet both will quote big
names from history (Christian and non-Christian alike) to support whatever “fix” they propose but in what I see as a
strategy to undermine the authority of the local church. One example, Charles Haddon Spurgeon whom they quote at
least once in a positive light in the Jesus Manifesto I believe would quickly repudiate the use of his name in any
positive association with that book!
 
I sense an arrogant attitude in their writing and have experienced it firsthand from some of their disciples. Some
friends, who have dealt with this movement, have compared this to a cult-like mentality and I concur!
 

This is Spiritual Warfare at the Frontlines

            As this TRULY relates to spiritual warfare for the Bible Believing Christian – Rom. 16:17-18
To any Christian wavering on this topic, do you consider yourself spirit filled? Or “…tossed to and fro…” Eph. 4:14, 1
Cor. 3:1-2. Do you study your Bible? Acts 17:11, 2 Tim. 3:15. Are you a soldier for Christ as the Bible defines one? 2
Cor. 10:4-5, Eph. 6:13, (not like those of the Dominionist thinking of forcibly taking the world or the church).
 
Consider these words from my father-in-law who was a missionary to the Lakota and Navajo Indians in days gone by,
“It is not enough to remain on the defensive, for if we elect to do so, we will, by attrition fall behind. No successful
military commander ever prevailed in the long run by merely maintaining defensive emplacements.” (Missionary
Warren Williams in his unpublished booklet warning about the New Age Movement and others involved with the
Latter Rain Movement and Manifest Sons of God) – Comparable to the New Apostolic Reformation mentioned earlier.
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This Organic Church Movement has made more than a proverbial line in the sand. History provides a perspective
during the World War Two French defense ‘Maginot Line.’ Without an offense, it allowed Germany to flank them (run
around) their defense position.  – However for the faithful praying saints who know the scripture, you know the
enemy cannot flank the God of the Bible with fine sounding words and eloquent speech! While weaker brothers and
sisters are falling into this apostasy with the Organic, Emergent Church Movements what we are witnessing are battle
lines being redrawn with a Satanic stronghold being established as never seen before within some Church walls! 
 
Dr. Schaeffer nailed it when showing these things as watershed events, you may not see that dividing line in the
snow today but eventually they are thousands of miles apart!
 
The Bible told us how to recognize them and judge by the fruit. 2 Cor. 11:13 “For such [are] false apostles, deceitful
workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ.” The ‘Jesus’ being preached by these apostles IS
ANOTHER JESUS, who permits, tolerates and even embraces false teachings as God’s truth. Doctrine (Biblical teaching)
is downplayed labeling us as Pharisee or being a jaded fundamentalist when we quote scriptures in opposition to
expose their false teachings! This sort of circular reasoning is common in the cults to justify and rationalize their
positions and marginalize us.
 
My warning to those of the old Biblicist paradigm (that I count myself a part) - beware of the organic and emergent
teachings the same as you would the cults! The truth does not fear examination be as the Bereans Acts 17:11 and see
who is presenting the truth and who is lying!
 

Closing Part 1- A Battle Cry!

            Christian, this is a battle cry! Ephesians 6:12-18 gives us our directions and although much of our armor is
defensive there is an offensive weapon listed. The sword of the spirit, the Word of God, it was never meant to be kept
in the sheath or to be used just to protect ourselves. Any defensive armor will eventually break down if the enemy is
allowed to beat upon it without pause or opposition. We, as Christian warriors must grasp our swords and go on the
offensive as in 2 Cor. 10:3-5 with the Sword of the Spirit. With the armor we have, the faithful Christian has nothing to
fear, for the war was won at Calvary. Battles are coming to be fought but the Word of God tells us clearly that the
final victory is His. One day we will share in the rejoicing when the enemy and his troops are confined to their POW
compound for eternity. (Missionary Warren Williams in his unpublished booklet warning about the New Age
Movement)
 
My father-in-law was a man ahead of his time not realizing fully what a threat he saw with these people when he,
likened them [the New Agers] “to a large fishnet. It is a loose network of individual knots and strings, having no
central point, headquarters, clearly defined leader, (in the human sense), or chain of command. As with a fishnet, each
segment is self-sufficient. A knot within a fishnet can be cut, but the overall integrity of the net is not affected.” The
same can be said of the Emergent Church and Organic Church types based on the evidence here and in their books
showing they are nothing more than closet New Agers (false teachers) in their doctrine at best or the wolves in
sheep’s clothing the real apostles warned us about!
 

End of Part 1
 The Way of The Organic Church: Part Two  March 2011

Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/organicp3birds.htm
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The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three August 2011
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 "Warren predicts that fundamentalism, of all varieties, will be 'one of the big
enemies of the 21st century.'"[1]

 

Brian McLaren, the pastor of Cedar Ridge Community Church in the Washington-Baltimore area, may not be
speaking at the UN, consulting at the White House, or addressing the Council of Foreign Relations as does Rick
Warren.[2] But his influence among evangelical pastors and postmodern seekers is soaring.

According to www.pastors.com, one of Warren's websites, McLaren is "a key figure in the 'emerging church."[3] His
books are converting countless pastors and skeptics to a revolutionary worldview. And his popular semi-fictional
novel, A New Kind of Christian, promises to "open the way for an exciting spiritual adventure into new territory and
new ways of believing, belonging and becoming."[4]

Believing what? Belonging to what? Becoming what? Those questions need answers, for McLaren's emerging
Christianity is turning Biblical truth and faith upside down.

Believing

Those who read A New Kind of Christian and its popular sequel will be caught up in an unusual dialogue. Identifying
with the "Christian" teacher Neo and others who model the "new" Christian beliefs, readers are encouraged to
challenge God, question His commands, twist disturbing truths, and pursue visions that fit contemporary culture.
Notice how its introduction provokes doubt about Biblical faith:

"I realize, as I read and reread the Bible, that many passages don't fit any of the theological systems I
have inherited or adapted. Sure, they can be squeezed in, but after a while my theology looks like a
high school class trip's luggage--shoestrings hanging out here, zippers splitting apart there....

"I meet people along the way who model for me, each in a different way, what a new kind of Christian
might look like. They differ in many ways, but they generally agree that the old show is over, the
modern jig is up, and it's time for something radically new...."[4]

"...if we have a new world, we will need a new church. We won't need a new religion per se, but a new
framework for our theology. Not a new Spirit, but a new spirituality."[4] Emphasis added

A new spirituality! That's an ongoing quest in emerging churches. The old Gospel clashes with new dreams and
lifestyles. People forget that true fulfillment comes, not through human ingenuity or experimentation, but from the Holy
Spirit who breathes new life into seeking hearts through God's treasured old Word. [See Psalm 119:11]

"As you have... received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him, rooted and built up in Him and
established in the faith.... Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit,
according to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to
Christ."  Colossians 2:6-9

Belonging

Rick Warren's website offers another glimpse of McLaren's worldview:

"Interdependence, though imbedded in nature, is foreign to the Western individualism.... That's why
McLaren's 'new kind of Christian' often uses words like 'journey' and 'conversation' to describe Christian
life beyond the postmodern divide. Conversation implies Christians can learn a lot by interacting with -
and listening to - the world, especially non-Christians. 'Their questions are an essential facet of our

http://www.crossroad.to/index.html
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/05/peace-un-2.htm
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discipleship,' McLaren says. 'They change us.'"[3]

Of course! Such "conversation" with the world will quickly erode the old truths that block universal interdependence.
This mind-changing dialectic process involves (1) "open-minded" dialogue among diverse people, (2) identification
with all contrary views, (3) a common quest for "common ground," and (4) willingness to trade personal convictions for
group consensus. In other words, the person "belongs" primarily to the group or community, not to God. [See Three
kinds of groups]

But God never called His people to oneness with the world. While He sends us into the world as His ambassadors,
we are not of the world. "Therefore 'Come out from among them and be separate,' says the Lord.”  2 Corinthians 6:18

Unlike McLaren's quest for interdependence, Biblical oneness is based on faith in the redemptive work of Jesus
Christ. Those who have been joined to Him through the cross belong to God, even as they serve Him in the world.
"For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which are God’s." (1
Corinthians 6:20)

Becoming

Since McLaren's postmodern "Christians" would continually be part of group "conversations," they would fit right into
the UN agenda designed to mold and manage global citizens. Today's world leaders envision compliant "Global
Citizens" who are adept at "thinking outside the box" of all contrary doctrines or convictions. Through cradle-to-grave
"lifelong learning," everyone would be subjected to a repetitious three-step process: unfreezing (old truths and
certainties), instilling new beliefs, and refreezing (confirming and solidifying). Eventually, each "trained" thinker
would automatically reject factual obstacles to the new worldview.

A New Kind of Christian illustrates this mind-change well. "Neo's thinking is really infecting me," reports Pastor Dan in
the story. "I feel like I've been invaded by a computer virus that's corrupting all my data...."[5]

This "new Christian" must become open-minded to everything but the certainty of God's Word and promises.
"Certainty is overrated,"[3] declared McLaren. It simply doesn't fit the envisioned utopia.

But God's ways are not like our ways!   "For as the heavens are higher than the earth," He tells us, "so are My ways
higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your thoughts." Isaiah 55:8

No wonder Rick "Warren predicts that fundamentalism, of all varieties, will be 'one of the big enemies of the 21st
century.'" In a world that demands "lifelong learning" in dialogue and compromise, Biblical fundamentalism becomes a
threat to unity.'"[1] As Jesus told His disciples the night before His crucifixion,

"If you were of the world, the world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you.... If they persecuted Me they will persecute
you... for they do not know the One who sent Me."  John 15:19-21

See also How mysticism & the occult are changing the Church
The Freemasons and Warren: "Fundamentalism... one of the big enemies"

1. "The purpose-driven pastor" at www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/living/religion/13573441.htm [link now obsolete]
2. "Warren's P.E.A.C.E. Plan and UN Goals - Part 2" at www.crossroad.to/articles2/05/peace-un-2.htm
3. Greg Warner, "Brian McLaren: the story we find ourselves in" at www.pastors.com/article.asp?ArtID=4150
4. Brian D. McLaren, A New Kind of Christian, (Jossey-Bass; 1st edition (March 28, 2001), backflap and pages xiv-xv,
xvi.
5. Ibid., page 24.
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Emerging "Christianity" - Part 2

From Gnostic Roots to Occult Revival

by Berit Kjos -  April 2006

Part 3: Who defines the Kingdom of God?

Part 1:
Breaking Out

of the box

Home

A flood of mystical suggestions are sweeping through churches and culture. They beckon us "let go" of the old
inflexible Word and explore the latest mystical thrills -- highlighted in books, videos, etc. -- in our increasingly corrupt
world. Naturally, a growing consensus of "open-minded" seekers claim that God's truth is "too divisive" to fit the new
vision of global unity and experiential spirituality.

“It used to be that Christian institutions and systems of dogma sustained the spiritual life of
Christians. Increasingly, spirituality itself is what sustains everything else," wrote Pastor Brian D.
McLaren, a "key figure" in the Emerging Church and author of A New Kind of Christianity. "Alan
Jones," he continued, "is a pioneer in reimagining a Christian faith that emerges from authentic
spirituality. His work stimulates and encourages me deeply.”1

Do you wonder what McLaren means by "authentic spirituality?" Or by "reimagining a Christian faith?"

I did wonder. So I read Reimagining Christianity. In it, Alan Jones, the Episcopal Dean (priest) of San Francisco's
huge gothic Grace Cathedral atop San Francisco's Nob Hill, offers some provocative clues:

"I am no longer interested, in the first instance, in what a person believes. Most of the time it’s so much
clutter in the brain.... I wouldn't trust an inch many people who profess a belief in God. Others who do
not or who doubt have won my trust. I want to know if joy, curiosity struggle, and compassion bubble up
in a person’s life. I’m interested in being fully alive. There is no objective authority...."2

Wrong! There is an objective authority: our Sovereign God, the Creator of the universe. He has
revealed His will and authority through His Word! But, as in Old Testament days, today's masses
"love evil more than good!" (Psalm 52:3)  Despising His authority, they deny the only Truth that can
set us free! Their earthly destiny is summarized in 2 Timothy 3:7: 

"...always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth."

In Reimagining Christianity, Jones explains that "Any journey toward belief must begin with the
task recognized by mystics throughout history. They realized that merely knowing about things
(science) wasn't enough. In fact, it was a distraction."3  Then he points to a major goal of mystical
insight -- one that is emphasized in Purpose-Driven as well as emerging churches:

"They realized that there was a deeper and potentially frightening task of self-knowledge. Knowledge
of God and knowledge of self were sides of the same coin. It was a knowledge that had no end....
Those on a spiritual path share this vision of the universal and unending character of our Journey to
and in God. The principle is that all things are lights guiding our way—even a stone or a piece of
wood—but they are not what we seek. What stops our drive for facts from going haywire? The
discovery of a higher form of knowing."3

Let's summarize his main points, then compare them with some occult systems formerly hidden in secret societies:

1. Biblical beliefs are out. They are irrelevant -- to be discarded as mere "clutter in the brain."
2. Being "fully alive" is in -- no matter what spirit or religion inspires the obligatory passion.
3. There's no room for objective reality or absolute truth.
4. This "higher form of knowing" would be based on mystical experience, intuition and self-knowledge. The latter
supposedly leads to knowing (gnosis) a universal god -- or the spirit of love in everyone.

This worldview lies at the heart of Western occultism! Alan Jones' quest for a "higher form of knowing" is simply
a new version of ancient Gnosticism and the mystical "Jewish" Kabbalah. Starting in the first century, the two occult
threads intermingled and formed new pathways to secret knowledge (gnosis). Those dark, mystical paths hid for
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centuries underground. Then, starting in the 12th century, Kabbalah began to sprout mystical "brotherhoods" and
secret societies that laid foundations for Alchemy, Theosophy (which would embrace Hinduism), Freemasonry and
Rosicrucianism (these two incorporated Egyptian myths and symbols), the teachings of Swedenborg, Anthroposophy
(Rudolf Steiner and Owen Barfield), and Hermetic magic. 4

During the 20th century, this hidden "knowledge" began to spread into mainstream culture and churches through
revered poets and authors such as Alfred Lord Tennyson, William Blake, George McDonald, Tolkien, Charles
Williams, and C. S. Lewis. Suddenly, the hidden mysteries of occult masters were laid bare to a thrill-seeking world
hungry for a "fresh" and exciting spirituality -- purged of the old offensive truths. But even before these dark secrets
were exposed, Georg Hegel, who was deeply involved in the several branches of Western occultism, provided
educators and globalist visionaries with the dialectic process needed to transform both church and world.5

Not only did these enticing glimpses of forbidden mysteries affect beliefs and worldviews, they helped change the way
we think and communicate. Even people who still treasure God's Word are learning to approach information in
radically new ways. Nothing seems absolute anymore! Even God's Word is being adapted to the global values
spawned by this cultural transformation.

Francis Schaeffer, founder of L'Abri, saw the beginning of change back in the sixties. Ponder this warning from his
1968 book, The God Who Is There:

"The present chasm between the generations has been brought about almost entirely by a change in
the concept of truth. Wherever you look today the new concept holds the field. The consensus about
us is almost monolithic, whether you review the arts, literature or just simply read the newspapers and
magazines.... On every side you can feel the stranglehold of this new methodology—and by
‘methodology’ we mean the way we approach truth and knowing. ... And just as fog cannot be kept out
by walls or doors, so this consensus comes in around us, till the room we live in is no longer distinct,
and yet we hardly realize what has happened....

"Young people from Christian homes are brought up in the old framework of truth. Then they are
subjected to the modern framework. In time they become confused because they do not understand the
alternatives with which they are being presented. Confusion becomes bewilderment, and before long
they are overwhelmed. This is unhappily true not only of young people, but of many pastors, Christian
educators, evangelists and missionaries as well. So this change in the...way we come to knowledge and
truth is the most crucial problem... facing Christianity today."6 [read more] [Emphasis added]

When minds are no longer grounded in certain absolutes, there is no frame of reference that allows logical thinking. 
Without factual or Biblical certainty, a person cannot rationally resist today's enticing spiritual counterfeits. Alan Jones
said it well:

"All the great religious traditions are in upheaval, and the divisions are within rather than between or
among them. I have more in common with my friend Stephen, the rabbi at a large synagogue in San
Francisco, than I do with many fellow Christians. I don’t mean that we simply find each other congenial.
I mean that I am more ideologically compatible with Stephen than with, say, any Christian
fundamentalist. ...

"Although there are some Christians who are unafraid of other spiritual paths and have learned from
them...  battle lines are being drawn between 'orthodox' and 'progressives.' And some people, like me,
are at home on neither side. There’s a celebrated couplet by the poet William Blake that sums up for
me much that is disturbing about exclusionary versions of Christianity:

"That vision of Christ, which thou dost see
Is my vision's greatest enemy."7

In light of this spiritual melting pot, it's not surprising that Rick Warren has announced that fundamentalism, of all
varieties, will be "one of the big enemies of the 21st century."8  What, then, does Warren mean by Fundamentalism?
  In a May 2005 interview the Pew Forum on Religion, Warren stated:

"Today there really aren't that many Fundamentalists left; I don't know if you know that or not, but they
are such a minority; there aren't that many Fundamentalists left in America.... Now the word
'fundamentalist' actually comes from a document in the 1920s called the Five Fundamentals of the
Faith. And it is a very legalistic, narrow view of Christianity."9 
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Actually, Jesus told His disciples that His way would be narrow and difficult. "There are few who find it," he said. But
"wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it." [Matthew 7:13-
14] But for those who walk with Him, there's abundant strength in Christ for all the challenges ahead! This promise is
for us today:

"As you have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him, rooted and built up in
Him and established in the faith, as you have been taught, abounding in it with
thanksgiving. Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit,
according to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the world,
and not according to Christ."    Colossians 2:6-8

1. Alan Jones, Reimagining Christianity (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2005), back cover.

2.  Ibid., pages 79, 83.

3.  Ibid., page 78.

4.  See "How mysticism & the occult are changing the Church at www.crossroad.to/Excerpts/warnings.htm. This page
includes links to descriptions of the main occult societies that affect our culture today.

5. See Georg Hegel's vast influence, first in the Soviet Union, then the Western world at
www.crossroad.to/Quotes/spirituality/hegel.htm

and www.crossroad.to/articles2/2003/occult-rpg.htm#steps

6. Francis A. Schaeffer, The God Who Is There (Intervarsity Press, 1968), pages 13-14. See excerpts at
www.crossroad.to/Excerpts/books/schaeffer/who-is-there.htm

7. Alan Jones, page 83.

8. Paul Nussbaum, "The purpose-driven pastor," 1-8-06 at www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/living/religion/13573441.htm?
template=contentModules/printstory.jsp

9. The Pew Forum 's biannual Faith Angle conference on religion, politics and public life, 5-23-05.
http://pewforum.org/events/index.php?EventID=80

See also How mysticism & the occult are changing the Church
The Freemasons and Warren: "Fundamentalism... one of the big enemies"
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Emerging "Christianity" - Part 3   

Who defines the Kingdom of God?
A rebuttal to Brian McLaren's book:

The Secret Message of Jesus: Uncovering the Truth that Could Change
Everything

by Berit Kjos -  May 2006
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Where is the Kingdom of God?  How inclusive is it? Who defines the terms? 

"What if Jesus' secret message reveals a secret plan?" asks Brian McLaren in his new book, The Secret Message of
Jesus. "What if he didn't come to start a new religion--but rather came to start a political, social, religious, artistic,
economic, intellectual, and spiritual revolution that would give birth to a new world?"[1-page 4]

Nothing secret about that notion! That's what many believed back when Jesus first demonstrated His power among
His people. But Jesus corrected them with these words: "My kingdom is not of this world." John 18:36 (See Time and
Eternity)

Yet emerging church movements today are still trying to move the boundaries of His Kingdom. They have redefined
God's Word and are fast embracing the latest versions of the old Gnostic quest for secret knowledge (gnosis) and
self-actualization, whether through mystical experience or collective imagination.

Stamping out faith in Biblical absolutes is central to this transformation. A mind anchored in God's Word won't
compromise, but when that anchor is removed, the current of change can carry that mind anywhere. As Jesuit
scholastic, Mark Mossa, wrote in his endorsement of Brian McLaren's latest book: "The Secret Message of Jesus
challenges us to put aside our sterile certainties about Christ and reconsider the imaginative world of Jesus
stories, signs and wonders."[1]
 
In this imaginative world, church leaders envision a spiritual oneness that must exclude God's "divisive" gospel and
the "offensive" certainties that spawned its hope. Deeds, not creeds -- that's what counts! Popularized by Rick
Warren, this slogan paves the way for all religions to agree on the new terms. McLaren summarizes it well:

"...many Hindus are willing to consider Jesus as a legitimate manifestation of the divine... many
Buddhists see Jesus as one of humanity’s most enlightened people....  A shared reappraisal of Jesus’
message could provide a unique space or common ground for urgently needed religious dialogue—
and it doesn’t seem an exaggeration to say that the future of our planet may depend on such dialogue.
This reappraisal of Jesus’ message may be the only project capable of saving a number of
religions."[1 - page 7]

Which religions might be saved by this project? What about the first commandment: "You shall have no other gods
before Me"? Exodus 20:3
 
Today's reappraisal of truth challenges us to examine this earthly "Kingdom of God" from the perspective of the
Biblical Kingdom of God. Let's start with a look at our King.
 
1. A sovereign King or a utopian guide

Growing up in Norway during the post-war years, I loved our human king. The tales of his kindness and courage
during the Nazi occupation had continued to inspire our nation, and he became my model for goodness and courage.
Like him, I wanted to be brave enough to die rather than surrender to an enemy.

Years later I discovered that this heroic leader was nothing compared to my heavenly King. Yet my earthly king gave
me a glimpse of approachable majesty that I continue to treasure. I began to see that we, the citizens of a heavenly
Kingdom, resemble a nation of loyal subjects who -

love and obey their King
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discover in their common goal and spiritual warfare a blessed fellowship that can rarely be found apart from
pain and persecution
persevere -- without compromise -- to the end.

The world didn't welcome our true King, for "men loved darkness rather than light." [John 3:19] They didn't want a Savior
who questioned their shallow delights and crushed their hope for an earthly kingdom. They despised his call to
repentance, rationalized their own need for redemption, and ignored His message: "My kingdom is not of this world." 

This wonderful King now reigns from His heavenly realm, yet is ever present in and with His own people -- those
who are "crucified with Christ," filled with His Spirit, and delight in His Kingdom. "The kingdom of God is 'within you,'"
He tells us in His Word. [Luke 17:20]

"Enter by the narrow gate," He said, "for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there
are many who go in by it." But "narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who
find it." Matthew 7:13-14 

2. Universalism or Biblical Christianity

Few choose His narrow ways these days. The world's superhighway looks far more enticing! Its deceptive blend of
truths and lies thrills the human nature, and McLaren's inclusiveness fits right in:

"Jesus seems to say, 'The kingdom of God doesn’t need to wait until something else happens. No, it is
available and among you now.... Invite people of all nations, races, classes, and religions to participate
in this network of dynamic, interactive relationships with God and all God’s creation!" [1 - page 74]
 
"...the kingdom of God will be radically, scandalously inclusive. As we’ve seen, Jesus enjoys table
fellowship with prostitutes and drunks.... He affirms and responds to the faith of Gentiles
—Romans and Syrophonecians and Samaritans."[1 - page 94]

He responded to those who put their faith in Him -- no matter what their background, but He certainly didn't affirm the
faith of Roman who embraced a pantheon of mythical gods and goddesses! Jesus never set aside His eternal laws in
order to affirm paganism. Nor did he "enjoy" drunks and prostitutes. But He loved and forgave humble and repentant
sinners. The apostle Paul illustrates this unmerited grace:

"Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither
fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom of God. And such were some of you.
But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus
and by the Spirit of our God." 1 Corinthians 6:9-11

Actually McLaren does mention "repentance." But he redefines it in terms that fit today's transformational process:

"This, by the way, is what the problematic word repentance is all about. The word means to rethink—to
reconsider your direction and consider a new one, to admit that you might be wrong, to give your life a
second thought, to think about your thinking."[1 - page 47]

Wrong in what way? By breaking God's law? Or by resisting the new way of thinking? The context suggests the
latter, for the new view of the cross ignores God's moral laws and eliminates the need for genuine repentance.
 
Words such as "repent" or "rethink" now imply a willing rejection of the supposedly "narrow" Biblical thinking, which
hinder the envisioned change. The new thinking must be flexible, natural, and collective -- a habitual group-think.
Notice again how McClaren blends bits of truth with deadly lies:

"...what is the goal of this suffering sacrifice, this self-giving to the point of blood to achieve the Pax
Christi? It is a new and lasting reconciliation between humanity and God, and among all the at-odds
individuals and groups that comprise humanity. ... Paul said it like this: 'Old distinctions like Jew and
Gentile, slave and free, male and female no longer exist, for you are all one in Christ.'
      "Today, he might speak of reconciliation of the war veteran with the pacifist protester. The tattooed
and pierced granddaughter with her prim and proper grandmother.... Christians with Jews and
Muslims and Hindus."[1 - pages  99-100]
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But Paul wrote his letter to Christians, not to unbelievers. His assurance of oneness "in Christ" applies only to those
who have been joined to Jesus through the cross. They alone are washed and made holy through their union with
God. Remember, Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me.'"
(John 14:6)  Such Biblical terms may not fit into today's postmodern conversations, but they are true whether people
accept them or not.
 
3. Man's finite purpose or God's eternal purpose

In spite of his call to radical inclusiveness, McLaren's earthly kingdom does exclude certain groups. The criteria for
inclusion is the "new way of thinking" -- a phrase emphasized in UNESCO's 1995 report, Our Creative Diversity. It
tells us that -

"The challenge to humanity is to adopt new ways of thinking, new ways of acting, new ways of
organizing itself in society, in short, new ways of living."[2]

Compare that UN goal with McLaren's mission:

"A high fence that excludes everyone won’t do, nor will no fence at all. What we need is a requirement
that those who wish to enter actually have a change of heart—that they don’t sneak in to accomplish
their own agenda, but rather that they genuinely want to learn a new way of thinking, feeling, living, and
being in 'the pastures of God.'” [1 - page 165]

"The kingdom of God, then, seeks a third way: not exclusiveness and rejection... but rather purposeful
inclusion. In other words, the kingdom of God seeks to include all who want to participate in and
contribute to its purpose, but it cannot include those who oppose its purpose."[1 - page 167]

Whose purpose? God's or man's? Since McLaren's worldly kingdom stands on man's imagination rather than God's
unchanging Word, we can't trust his "purpose!"  That's why this system must exclude us -- which it does! We see the
sad results in Purpose-Driven and other transformational churches around the world. Church members who still
treasure God's ways and question the new management strategies and amoral "environment" are either asked to
leave or are cruelly excommunicated -- not for actual sin but for refusing to conform to the unbiblical changes! [See
Dealing with Resisters"]

McLaren isn't alone. "America's pastor" Rick Warren predicted that "fundamentalism, of all varieties, will be 'one of
the big enemies of the 21st century.'"[3]  He would probably agree with McLaren's criteria for citizenship:

"...to be truly inclusive, the kingdom must exclude exclusive people, to be truly reconciling, the
kingdom must not reconcile with those who refuse reconciliation.... Desmond Tutu and Nelson Mandela
learned what happens when you try to expand the borders of who is considered 'in'...

"So what do you do? If you’re Jesus, you take whatever space you are given and let God’s kingdom be
made visible and real there. ... And if critics see you as a transgressor and criticize you for opening the
doors and expanding the boundaries, you go pursuing your purpose, making it clear that the kingdom
of God is open to all, except those who want to ruin it by dividing it against itself."[1 - page 169-170]

4. An earthly kingdom or a heavenly hope (See Time and Eternity)
 
"Instead of being about the kingdom of God coming to earth," wrote McLaren, "the Christian religion has too often
become preoccupied with abandoning or escaping the earth and going to heaven."[1 - page 78]
 
That may be true of some who call themselves Christian, but the faithful servants I know are focused on fulfilling --
not escaping -- their God-given assignments here on earth. By His grace, they serve their beloved Lord wherever He
sends them, be it in hostile lands or among the needy at home. Many would rather face persecution and death than
deny His gospel. Bearing His sweet fragrance, they are despised by those who hate His truth but loved by those who
follow the King. (2 Cor 2:14-16) 
 
Knowing their true citizenship is in heaven, they seek heavenly treasures rather than earthly thrills. Their faithful
deeds are recorded in heaven, not tracked in the high tech data banks of churches that give far more praise to
people than to our King. And when their work on earth is done, they, like Paul, will delight in the Master's welcome:
Well done, good and faithful servant.... Enter into the joy of your Lord.  [Matthew 25:23

"If then you were raised with Christ, seek those things which are above, where Christ is, sitting at the
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right hand of God. Set your mind on things above, not on things on the earth. For you died, and your
life is hidden with Christ in God." Colossians 3:1-3

See also The Kingdom of God
The Historical Record rebuts DaVinci lies & shows the authority of the Bible!

Are you in the throes of Transformation?
Dialectic and Praxis: DIAPRAX and the End of the Ages

Endnotes:
 1. Brian McLaren, The Secret Message of Jesus: Uncovering the Truth that could change everything (Nashville: Thomas Nelson's W
Publishing Group, 2006), page 4.

 2. Our Creative Diversity, UNESCO, 1995, p.11.

 3. Paul Nussbaum, "The purpose-driven pastor," The Philadelphia Inquirer, January 8, 2006, at
www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/living/religion/13573441.htm?template=contentModules/printstory.jsp
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Joyce the Discerner

An Exemplary Discerner of the Times

“But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine:” 

(Titus 2:1)

By Sarah H. Leslie

Joyce Priebnow has gone home now to be with the Lord. The story
of what we now call the “Discernment Research Group” dates back
to Joyce in the early 1980s. In fact, the story about Joyce is
intertwined with discernment for at least the past 40 years in the
evangelical church world.

The first time I met Joyce was on the sidewalk leading to the
parking lot, outside the backdoor of Redeemer Church in Des Moines,
Iowa, shortly after we began attending. Her husband Bill then
sauntered over and introduced himself to my husband Lynn. It turned
out that we two couples had both left a large urban megachurch in
the late 1970s. In fact, I had served on staff at that church, which is
how Joyce knew who I was.

Bill and Joyce immediately launched into questions. “Why did you
leave FFC?” they asked. “What happened?” Few knew why I left, but
for some reason I felt that I could tell Bill and Joyce the real story. I
explained that in my role as a secretary to a pastor I had known
what was going on in the backrooms. In their attempt to build a
rockstar megachurch empire, the leaders had become totally sucked
into the fabulous claims of the church growth movement gurus.
Salesmen dressed in fancy black suits came from California pitching
their “grow big, get rich and famous quick” scheme to the board. I
knew firsthand how the church leadership had brazenly lied to
parishioners, deceiving them regarding their financial plans to build
a big new facility.

Lynn and had left and began attending another church but Bill and
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Joyce explained that they had stayed on for a few more years,
hoping that they could change things from within. When this failed,
Bill met with board members and expressed his concerns. When that
didn’t produce any good results he wrote a letter to the leaders
explaining why they were leaving. He said they had stayed long
enough to see how the Gospel message was being compromised over
and over again. Again, I knew more of the back story. I told them it
had been my job to type for a woman on staff who was researching
and writing the lead pastor’s sermons. He had told her that he was
too busy to read his Bible and besides he already knew it. Sunday
after Sunday he preached her carefully studied biblical sermons. For
obvious reasons she never got credit.

Joyce the Discipler
Joyce was a godly woman my mother’s age. She quickly adopted me
like a daughter, a relationship that was to last decades. Early on I
was a young mother with a baby and a toddler, but I added on five
more children. Joyce would phone me every morning at 9 AM to
pray, read me verses of Scripture, exhort and admonish me. Given
the busyness of my life I often felt like she was spoon feeding me the
pure milk and meat of the Word. We would discuss God’s leading in
our lives and pray over concerns.

When Joyce first came into my life I had a ministering counseling
practice. I was also occasionally a substitute radio host on a local
morning Christian radio station. I was a public Christian but in reality
I was still very much a new convert and walking more shakily than I
cared to admit. Joyce knew that discipleship was a discipline, and it
became her ministry to guide me in measured steps into maturity in
the faith. She had great wisdom about life and I listened to and
heeded her advice closely. In fact, I recall with great appreciation
the times she gently but firmly rebuked me when I was in danger of
going too precariously off the narrow path. Firmness was her style.
She was adamant about God’s Word and she made sure that it was
the measure for everything.

Joyce was a woman of fierce loyalty to our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. She was both a discerner and a discipler. In fact, it was her
gift of discernment that motivated her to disciple. Discipleship is a
lost art, having been replaced nowadays by the ubiquitous and
nebulous term “mentor.” Being mentored implies “following”
someone held in regard. But Joyce followed Scripture, not man. And
she took seriously the admonition in Titus 2:4 for older women to
literally disciple younger women in the Word of God. She always had
a little flock of women that she was shepherding. I was just one of
many who were blessed by her ministry. Her faithfulness to Christ
changed my life, and this in turn has blessed your life if you are a
regular reader of this blog. (Pass it on!)

Joyce and I would often discuss the new
genre of discernment books that were
being published in the 1980s. Earlier in our
lives we had both been blessed by the life
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story and writings of Corrie ten Boom.
Corrie’s simple, strong and genuine faith
inspired us. When Constance Cumbey’s
groundbreaking exposé of the New Age
movement, The Hidden Dangers of the
Rainbow came out we studied it together,
pouring over every word. We did the same
with Dave Hunt’s The Seduction of
Christianity. Joyce was especially alert to the dangers of the new
Word Faith, “name it and claim it,” and the increasingly popular
false prosperity gospel doctrines. Although at that time we didn’t
know the historical research that could prove the occult background
of these teachings, Joyce was certain, from the whole counsel of
Scripture, that these were errors and heresies. She warned many
women about all of these dangers.

It was Joyce who painstakingly, and with much patience and grace,
taught me how to biblically discern truth from error, especially in
matters that seemed so spiritual but weren’t based on the Cross of
Jesus Christ and His atonement for our sins. She would insist on
standing on the Word of God only, moment by moment, day by day,
in very real situations. She taught me that everything, every thought,
every prayer, every spiritual feeling, every quiet leading, had to be
confirmed with the plain Word of God. Period. Anything that didn’t
conform to God’s Word had to be dismissed. She believed that
women were especially vulnerable to being “led” by emotions,
spiritual voices, peer pressure, subjective inner thoughts, and even
our own imagination. She would often quote 2 Timothy 3:6: “For of
this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead captive silly
women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts.”

Lint Theology
In the 1970s Eastern mysticism and humanistic psychology were
rapidly rising thought systems that taught alternative spiritualities
and paths to wholeness. I had been deeply involved in eastern
mysticism (New Age) during the early 1970s when I was a hippie, so I
was still purging myself of my old rough lifestyle and esoteric beliefs.
I had also been trained in humanistic psychology beliefs and
methods, I thought I had rejected all of it. I even wrote a thesis to
take this stand. Nevertheless, Joyce frequently would warn me about
“lint” she perceived from my past. 

Joyce’s “lint theory” was a bit like the
biblical “leaven.” Lint is stuff that clings
to us closely and adheres to us with its
gluey fibers. Lint is tenacious. Leaven
will grow and corrupt if we don’t get
rid of it each time we spot it. Joyce was
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a stickler about this lint leaven. I
sometimes felt like she was literally
picking lint off my clothes as she would
point out things to me from my old life!
Joyce had come out of Catholicism and
she said she had learned to question

everything she had been taught. She would pick off the “lint” of old
wrong teachings whenever she spotted them in her own life.

One morning Joyce called me and said that while in prayer it seemed
the Lord wanted her to tell me that I had a piece of lint that needed
to be removed. I asked her what it was. “I don’t know,” she
admitted. “I know this is a strange thing to call you and tell you, but
I think you need to go to the Lord in prayer and ask Him to show
you.” I retired to the only place in the house where I could get away
from my children – the bathroom “prayer closet.” I prayed hurriedly
and fervently, “Lord show me.” Just a few seconds later the Lord
opened my eyes. I could see in a particular life situation that I was
being “nondirective” when the Lord wanted me to be quite direct. As
soon as the term “nondirective” came into my mind I knew this was
the lint I needed to repent of and remove. Nondirective was a form
of humanistic counseling that I had been particularly trained to do –
in the theory of Carl Rogers it means that a client can reach their
own conclusions without any overt right or wrong judgment from me,
the counselor. The immediate verse that next came to my mind was
1 Thessalonians 5:14, to “warn the unruly.” In the situation the Lord
brought to my mind I directly needed to do warn someone.

Leaving More Churches
Informally the “discernment research group” began as a Bible study
fellowship in 1985 when Joyce and her husband Bill, along with Lynn
and me and several other families, found it necessary to separate
from Redeemer where we had been attending. Why? The leaders had
adopted several serious errors that were derived from the occult,
including engaging in the practice of guided imagery for “worship.”
The leaders also began teaching both Catholic and Eastern mysticism.
We all began to study the Scriptures together, to watch the signs of
the times, and to take note to avoid the errant teachings that were
coming into the church.

This event marked the beginning, when we first noticed how the
occult and New Age were coming in and taking root, sometimes
literally overnight, within the church. Redeemer was a study in
falling away as we lived through the darkening days as this good
church began to be seduced by feelings, imaginations, spiritual
pride, and to follow messages that could not be confirmed by the
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whole counsel of the Word. Redeemer wasn’t alone. Throughout the
evangelical church world occult teachings began to be re-written into
Christian-sounding language. With sadness we watched friends being
lured into these New Age practices and doctrines. The evangelical
publishing and media world went whole-hog into these money-
making, ear-tickling messages. With this influx of heresy came a
flood of immorality as many of our former associates succumbed to
their old sinful habits. People got off track when they were allured
by a newly emerging sensual spirituality. Marriages failed, divorces
ensued, and our friends’ children suffered. Our heartfelt burden was
to warn others of the dangers.

Joyce’s husband Bill wrote a lengthy letter to Redeemer’s leadership
outlining his concerns. Bill was a staunch defender of biblical truth
and he was quite bold and outspoken. He encouraged Lynn to meet
with the pastor to express our concerns, too. Lynn came away from
that meeting amazed. The pastor had told him that he didn’t need
to listen to any parishioners, that he was now hearing directly from
God, and “God” said it was okay for him to adopt these new
doctrines and practices.

Bill and Joyce went on to join another church. Lynn and I spent a
few years helping to launch an innercity mission church. We then
joined back up with the Priebnow’s at their new church. But all was
not rosy. One Sunday a traveling missionary preached an extremely
convicting sermon about Achan and the hidden sin within the camp
(read Joshua 7). He presented a clear altar call for repentance but
no leaders from the church came forward. A few months later it was
revealed that the music minister was downtown at the gay bars, but
not for the purpose of ministry. A short year later the church made
the front page of the local newspaper because of flagrant adultery
on its ministerial staff. Once again we literally fled a church
together!

“Having Done All, To Stand”
It was Joyce who first discussed the rise of Dominionism with me. I
had a frontrow seat in watching it take over the evangelical world via
political activism. The gateway to enlisting evangelicals became
abortion. Joyce helped me navigate the murky theological waters as I
was propelled rapidly to state right to life leadership. At this precise
time period in the mid 1980s Iowa rose to national prominence with
its first-in-the-nation caucuses. The evangelicals had suddenly
awakened to the reality of abortion and began getting politically
active. I suddenly found myself a spokesperson to not only state and
local media, but also in the national spotlight.

Joyce was my mother’s age, but she was different. She had a biblical
mindset. Many women of her generation had been seriously
influenced by Margaret Sanger’s ideology that babies were a burden
and a curse, a detriment to sexual liberation, and not to be nurtured
in a loving mother’s arms or, especially, breastfed. Sanger’s birth
control methods included the brutal violence of abortion. When we
were young mothers, my born-again friends and I discovered human
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development in the womb and we were awakened to the realities of
the violence of abortion. By the early 1980s via the miracle of new
technologies, especially ultrasound, we could view our babies
growing in our wombs.

Up to this point the secular media in America had lied about babies
in the womb. Women were told that babies were just “blobs of
tissue.” The press had a vested interest in perpetuating the abortion
industry, especially since they had promoted the “population bomb,”
a looming catastrophe that would eat up resources on the planet.
Evangelical leaders in the late 1970s also bought into this liberal
mindset (which we’ve documented on this blog) and their dark
compromises would adversely affect the ability of grassroots church
people to stand as light against the darkness. So we young mothers,
with genuineness of intent in our hearts, thought that if we simply
told the truth about abortion and educated the church and the
public, that people would see the light and truly repent of their sins.
We even hoped that if enough people woke up to the brutal realities
it might change the law of the land (Roe v. Wade, etc.).

We young mothers also had a heart to minister to other young
women in tangible ways. This was a burden of Joyce’s heart, too.
Joyce was never on the front lines. She was the woman in the
background that discipled many of us. We all were influenced by
Joyce’s strong stance in the Word. She believed that we had a
biblical responsibility to tell others the truth – both the physical truth
about abortion and also the biblical truth that Jesus could save us
from our sins – especially the sins that led up to an unwanted
pregnancy such as fornication and adultery. Joyce took literally
Habbakuk 2:1, “I will stand upon my watch.” We were to stand,
watch and pray. She put an emphasis on the word “stand” in
Ephesian 6:11-18: “Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be
able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not
against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole
armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day,
and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins
girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of
righteousness; And your feet shod with the preparation of the
gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye
shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take
the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the
Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and
supplication for all saints.”

One woman of prayer, Jan Ebert, got a heart to go stand quite
literally outside the local Planned Parenthood. With Joyce’s
encouragement Jan bravely set up prayer vigils on the sidewalk. She
even called the police and explained that this was nonviolent, it was
not a protest nor a picket, but just people quietly praying. With
Joyce’s shepherding, encouragement and support Jan would
eventually go on to launch a crisis pregnancy center a few blocks
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away.

“Holding Faith, and a Good Conscience”
Joyce taught me the necessity of going to the Lord daily in prayer
for confession of sins. She also taught me to stay continually in the
Word of God for sustenance. The spiritual battles surrounding my
calling as a right to life leader were often very fierce, and Joyce’s
role in helping me stand and withstand the pressures was incalculably
precious. There were battles within and battles without. I was
heavily pressured to compromise. I was often under attack. I
sometimes got threats, including once a death threat. Joyce’s
favorite verse to quote me during these times was Isaiah 54:17: “No
weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper.”

It took a holy boldness to stand up and face a hostile press, or stand
in front of contentious political conventions – this was not a courage
that came naturally to me. Not only was the Lord helping me to
stand, but I often felt that Joyce was literally propping me up with
her continual encouragement to simply “speak the truth in love”
(Eph. 4:15). After one heated political convention, where I had
simply stood and described the unborn baby growing in my womb, a
woman approached me. She looked around to see if anyone was
noticing and then what blasted out of her mouth was a terrible curse
against me and my unborn baby. A man taking sound equipment off
the stage saw it happen and rushed over to me. He knew this woman
and told me, “She’s a witch.” Thinking he misspoke, I said, “You
mean the ‘b-’ word?” “Nope,” he replied. “I mean the ‘w-’ word.”
The next day in church Bill and Joyce propelled me up to the altar to
be laid hands on for special prayer for me and my baby. Praise God
for the shed blood of Jesus Christ! I later had an opportunity to go to
lunch with this lady and I forgave her. This was also at the
instigation of Joyce, who believed quite literally the words of Jesus
to “Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you” (Matthew 5:44).

This biblical stance set me apart from other evangelicals entering
the political world during the 1980s. Others were entering the arena
out of a desire to turn America into a “Christian nation.” Pat
Robertson and other TV preachers were promoting this day and night
on the newly emerging evangelical television and radio media
empires. In fact, Pat Robertson even ran for president in 1988 and
was frequently in the state of Iowa. Most evangelicals were viewing
pro-abortion people as “the enemy” and developed an “us versus
them” mentality. To this day I am ashamed at how badly some
people were treated. But because of Joyce’s teaching and
encouragement, I spoke the truth in love out to whoever would meet
with me, and that often included people who were on the opposite
side of the political argument. One day at a political luncheon I
discovered I was sitting at a table with a group of Planned
Parenthood board members from another state. Imagine their shock
when they discovered who I was! Because I did not treat them as
“the enemy” we were able to have a peaceable discussion about the
many concerns we shared in common. They told me this was the first
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time that someone hadn’t yelled and called them names. For my
part, God gave me great grace that I might be an “ambassador” for
Christ. I spoke kindly to them but “boldly, as I ought to speak” (Eph.
6:20).

In fact, Joyce’s lint theology influenced my ability to speak out. She
believed that our job as Christians was to stand, and if God gave us
voice and boldness, to speak the truth, even to warn. In this sense
she felt that all believers were “prophets” – we are not to be silent
when we can present the Gospel. “Ye are the light of the world….
Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good
works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven” (Matthew 5:14-
16). She would sometimes describe our warning to fellow believers
as noticing lint on their garments – we were to gently help them pick
it off. This is what she did for those to whom she ministered, and we
were all blessed. “Faithful are the wounds of a friend” (Prov. 27:6).

Pass It On
Later in Joyce’s life Bill
became very ill. They eventually
moved into a full-service
Christian retirement community
that provided comprehensive
health care. Shortly after she
moved there I received a letter
from Joyce which I recently
found in my files. She enclosed a
copy of a letter she had written
to the woman in charge of
redecorating the large great room in the facility. She expressed her
appreciation for this woman’s service, but also pointed out that the
new décor in the great room was not glorifying to God – in fact, it
was a bit hedonistic. She quoted Philippians 4:8 and said it would be
better if the room design glorified God, not man: “Finally, brethren,
whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there
be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.”
This perfectly exemplified Joyce. She was such a good example of
delivering a peaceful and loving admonition, but yet pointing to
Scripture as the standard to go by in all of life.

My last conversation with Joyce on the phone took place a few years
ago. I was preparing to fly out to California where Caryl Matrisciana
was going to interview me for her film series Wide Is The Gate. Caryl
had been gleaning valuable information from my expertise on
Dominionism to use in her films. Joyce was so happy to pray with
me, especially on this topic. I was able to thank her for her immense
influence on my life.

The more my life goes on, the more I recognize the miracle of
Joyce’s discipleship in my life. When I get to heaven I will be excited
to thank her and point to the continuing fruits the Lord produced in
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my life from her faithful ministry to me all of those years ago. May
other women follow her example – stick to the Word alone, stand
and having done all to stand, and speak the truth in love.

“But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine: That the aged men

be sober, grave, temperate, sound in faith, in charity, in patience. The aged

women likewise, that they be in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false

accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things; That they may

teach the young women to be sober, to love their husbands, to love their

children, To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to their own

husbands, that the word of God be not blasphemed.” 

(Titus 2:1-5)
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APPRISING.ORG IS AN ARCHIVE OF KEN SILVA’S WORK
By David Moses on Oct 30, 2014 in AM Missives

I felt I had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the
saints. Jude 3b

We need to contend for the faith once delivered as much now as when Jude wrote his epistle. This has been the
focus of Apprising Ministries since its inception. Our brother Ken had the gift of discernment. Not only was he
able to identify bad teaching, he was able to explain why it was wrong in a way that was easily understandable.

Apprising Ministries was Ken’s way of contending for the faith. I am a teacher of the fundamentals of the faith.
Ken and I formed a good team. Now, though, I must carry on without him.

This gift of discernment is one that few individuals have. It is not mine. For the benefit of the wider church, we
shall therefore be preserving this site as an archive of Ken’s wisdom and writing. Our hope and prayer is that
apprising.org will continue to serve as a research resource for any who care to use it.

I would urge all who regularly followed Ken’s work to visit the Christian Research Network, if you have not
already done so. CRN will continue to operate much as it did before.

Blessings,

David H. Moses
Pastor
Connecticut River Baptist Church

PASTOR KEN SILVA’S PASSING
By David Moses on Sep 30, 2014 in AM Missives

It is with mixed emotions that I take this time to write on behalf of Connecticut River Baptist Church to let you
know of Pastor Ken Silva’s passing. Yesterday morning at around 10 a.m., 29 September 2014, Ken was found at
home, having passed away. He had succumbed to the strain of the pain he had been enduring for the past few
years.

The mixed emotions are sadness at losing our dear brother in Christ – I shall miss his wisdom and guidance –
but also joy. Joy because, as Paul noted in 2 Cor. 5:8, ‘We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent
from the body, and to be present with the Lord.’

Yes we know that Ken is now present with the Lord. We can also be thankful in knowing his pain has ended.

We will still miss him deeply.

Blessings,

David H. Moses
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Associate Pastor
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THE PAPACY OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 27, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Features, Roman Catholicism

In the Apprising Ministries piece On Contemplative Spirituality and Charismania I told you that the ongoing
evangelical fascination with corrupt Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism (CSM)–along with its parallel track of
charismania–is a major reason why we see the mainstream of professing Prostestant Christendom opening
itself up for full fellowship with the apostate Roman Catholic Church.

For example, evangelical megapastor Rick Warren is on record embracing apostate Roman Catholicism as a
viable form of the historic orthodox Christian faith. As I documented a while back in Southern Baptists Assist
the Roman Catholic Church to Infiltrate Evangelicalism, Warren is hardly the only one aligned with/promoted
by the Southern Baptist Convention openly and actively involved with this particular apostasy.

However, concerning Rick Warren’s compromised embrace of the Church of Rome, you can see it for yourself
e.g. in Rick Warren Endorsing Catholics Come and Rick Warren on the Roman Catholic EWTN Network. The
latter piece features a transcription of an interview conducted by Roman Catholic apologist Raymond Arroyo
where Warren refers to Rome’s current Pope Francis as “our new pope.” Sadly, scores of people listening to
leaders within Ecumenical Church of Deceit (ECoD) are now being led along the broad ecumenical road back to
the Roman Catholic Church, the mother of this evil ECoD.

As it pertains to the Church of Rome’s papacy, for our purposes here, in that aforementioned Arroyo interview
we find Rick Warren praising the late Pope John Paul II. Now let me bring you back to the Christianity Today
article The Pope We Never Knew, which I first cited in The Deceivers of Roman Catholicism. CT author David
Scott tells us that Pope “John Paul II’s biggest accomplishment was his ecumenism,” and further, that John Paul
II:

is the same pope who called evangelicals in South America “rapacious wolves” for their
evangelism of Catholics…

The pope who in his 1995 encyclical Ut Unum Sint invited input from non-Catholic Christians on
the primacy of the office of Peter, is the same man whose Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith in 1999 declared the primacy of Peter “immutable.” (source)

For your edification I have linked Ut Unam Sint right from the Vatican library itself. Now, as I’ve said before,
anyone familiar with Vatican I could have told you that the Roman Catholic Church sees its Pontiff as the
successor to Peter and that his office is never-changing, i.e. immutable. As we turn to Chapter 2 of Session
4 from the official record of the decrees of Vatican I we find that it begins with these words:

On the permanence of the primacy of blessed Peter in the Roman pontiffs.
(source, emphasis mine)

As such, it would certainly appear that John Paul II was acting as a hypocrite in 1999 and never
had any intention of altering the supposed primacy of the Roman Catholic papacy–for Rome will never
surrender this permanent man-made office–which is the very zenith of human pride! In our look at Rome’s
official dogma concerning its papacy, let’s take a quick moment to consider the following from the Second
Vatican Council held by the Church of Rome in the mid 1960’s.

This would be some 30 years before Pope John Paul II would have “invited input from non-Catholic Christians
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on the primacy of the office of Peter.” Please look very carefully at the following quote from Lumen Gentium –
“Solemnly Promulgated By Holiness Pope Paul VI On November 21, 1964” where we’re told:

just as the office granted individually to Peter, the first among the apostles is permanent and is
to be transmitted to his successors, so also the apostles’ office of nurturing the Church is
permanent, and is to be exercised without interruption by the sacred order of bishops. (14*)

Therefore, the Sacred Council teaches that bishops by divine institution have succeeded to the
place of the apostles, (15*) as shepherds of the Church, and he who hears them, hears Christ,
and he who rejects them, rejects Christ and Him who sent Christ. (149)(16*)
(source, emphasis mine).

We must ask ourselves an important question here: If – “the office granted individually to Peter, the first among
the apostles is permanent and is to be transmitted to his successors” – then do we really think that Pope John
Paul II had any actual intentions of changing this dogma, which is the very reason the Church of Rome exists–
period? And do you seriously think that Pope Francis is going to relinquish this position in his quest for unity?

If you are of such a mind, then you are a dreamer. The fact is, the Roman Catholic Church cannot change that
dogma because the teachings of its popes has always been considered infallible. Although the declaration of
papal infallibility as such wasn’t made until 1870 at Vatican I, Rome has always seen her pontiffs as teaching
with infallibility when it comes to faith and morals:

While the the First Vatican Council defined papal infallibility in 1870, you must understand that
the date on which a doctrine is officially defined is not the date on which it becomes true. Rather,
it was always true.

It’s just that different aspects of the Faith are challenged at different periods of history, and when
a challenge occurs or a serious concern or question arises, then the Church will settle the difficulty
by formally stating what the truth of the matter is — to end the confusion.

So papal infallibility has always been true, and, moreover, was accepted and practiced from the
earliest times. (source)

It’s vital for you to understand that the Roman Catholic Church sees its Pope as the head of all Christian
churches everywhere; and this regardless whether they would be considered Roman Catholic or Protestant.
Again, from Vatican I Session 4, it now becomes clear beyond any reasonable doubt that the Church of Rome is
telling us this office of Pope is not simply a designation within their own communion.

On the contrary–we are specifically being told in no uncertain terms that this office, the Bishop of Rome, i.e. the
Roman Pontiff–or the Pope–is truly intended for the entire Christian community. The Roman Catholic Church
decrees that their Pontiff is the final and absolute authority within all of Christendom and that his role was
forever instituted when:

4… [Jesus] set blessed Peter over the rest of the apostles and instituted in him the
permanent principle… 6. of the sacred and apostolic primacy, upon which…the whole Church
depends. (source)

Next we are further instructed that:

7. This doctrine is to be believed and held by all the faithful in accordance with the ancient
and unchanging faith of the whole Church…

Chapter 1 On the institution of the apostolic primacy in blessed Peter

We–[the Church of Rome]–teach and declare that, according to the gospel evidence, a
primacy of jurisdiction over the whole Church of God was immediately and directly
promised to the blessed apostle Peter and conferred on him by Christ the lord. [sic] (source)

For such are the empty words of the deceitful spirits and their teachings of demons in apostate Roman
Catholicism (cf. 1 Timothy 4:1). And remember, Jesus already told us about such as these – You will recognize
them by their fruits (Matthew 7:16). So, you really need to keep this information (from primary Roman Catholic
sources) in mind as you consider that right now Pope Francis of the Roman Catholic Church is wooing his fellow
charismaniacs into a supposed “unity.”

You need to know that he’s already making influential converts within evangelicalism, e.g. James Robison to
Pope Francis“In Christ We are Brothers.” Now you have been properly positioned upon the battlefield from
which to view the below message from Richard Bennett of Berean Beacon–himself a former Roman Catholic
priest for 22 years–as he compares the Protestant Reformation to the papacy of the apostate Roman Catholic
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Church:

Further reading

POPE FRANCIS SAYS WE “CANNOT BE CHRISTIANS WITHOUT THE [ROMAN CATHOLIC]
CHURCH”
THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH HASN’T CHANGED ITS CONDEMNATION OF THE GOSPEL
MARTIN LUTHER: THE REFORMATION VIEW OF ROMAN CATHOLICISM

POWER OF PRAYER
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 24, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Devotions, Features

But you, beloved, building yourselves up in your most holy faith and praying in the Holy Spirit. (Jude 1:20)

As you might imagine, considering my ongoing health issues adversely affecting the writing and financial
support here at Apprising Ministries, we’re spending a lot of time in prayer. No doubt you’re heard the phrase,
“there’s power in prayer,” which is so popular right now in our postmodern culture ripe with silly superstition
and self-centered “spirituality.”

That’s why it’s important to remind people such as this, who don’t know God through Jesus Christ, that there’s
no power whatsoever in the mere act of prayer. No, the power in prayer resides strictly with God Who answers
prayer; and not in prayer itself. Just as in the same way, we need to instruct them that faith doesn’t save anyone.

Saving faith is given by God by His grace alone, through faith alone in the finished work of Christ alone on the
Cross; and this is what leads to a saving relationship with God and repentance and forgiveness of sins in Jesus’
Name. Only faith in Christ saves; you can jump out of a plane without an actual parachute believing that you’ll
land safely, but I wouldn’t recommend it.

With all of this thus understood, as Christians, it’s entirely appropriate that we can now look at the power of
prayer. You need to know that in your witness for Christ, you are only going to be as effective for Jesus as you
are active in your prayer life with Him. No matter how learned we may become, or how good our ability to
testify and/or debate, no one ever accepts the Lord Jesus as their Savior apart from God the Holy Spirit
empowering our witness.

And here we discover what was lost in this whole seeker sensitive and emerging evangelical ecumenical religion
of social work. One simply cannot convince someone into the Kingdom of God through guilt trips that they’re
not active enough in social causes. Nor can someone bring them into God’s Kingdom through excellent
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argumentation; because they are not in the Kingdom of Heaven apart from being regenerated, or born again,
through faith in Christ.

Now, you can give your testimony; you can answer questions; you can share reasons why a person ought to
surrender their lives to Jesus; but, if they ultimately accept Christ, that decision must originate with God
Himself. As usual Dr. Walter Martin, a well-respected defender of Christianity, put it quite well in his little book
Essential Christianity, one which I do highly recommend:

the human heart is like a locked door, but the lock is on the inside of the person. It must be
unlocked by God the Holy Spirit.

If we really do love those in our family who are still locked out of the Kingdom of God by their sin, then aided by
the Spirit, we’ll make the effort to seek the Lord’s favor and to develop a close relationship with Him through
prayer. If we are earnest, and diligent, then remember the promise in Hebrews 11:6, God said He will reward
those who earnestly seek Him.

While those rewards may be material at times, the Lord is always ready to reward us with spiritual blessings; a
stronger awareness of His glorious presence, and a fresh filling of the power of God through the Holy Spirit (cf.
Acts 4: 23-31). If you’ll just ask the Lord, He is always ready to empower you in the Holy Spirit, and it is God
Who is the Source of your power, not you.

If you wish to see loved ones saved, and other people you witness to come to Christ, then you need to develop a
good working relationship with God the Holy Spirit. The original Greek of Ephesians 5:18 conveys to us that we
should – be continually being filled with the Holy Spirit. This brings us around to our text verse  – But you,
beloved, building yourselves up in your most holy faith and praying in the Holy Spirit, (Jude 1:20).

It’s important that we understand what Jude is trying to  tell us here. The following from the classic Jamieson,
Fausset and Brown Commentary is helpful and edifying in regard to what is means to pray in the Holy Spirit:

praying in the Holy Ghost–( Romans 8:26 ; Ephesians 6:18 teaches what we are to pray for,
andhow. None can pray aright save by being in the Spirit, that is, in the element of His influence.
CHRYSOSTOM states that, among the charisms bestowed at the beginning of the New Testament
dispensation, was the gift of prayer, bestowed on someone who prayed in the name of the rest,
and taught others to pray.

Moreover, their prayers so conceived and often used, were received and preserved among
Christians, and out of them forms of prayer were framed. (source)

Now you should be able to understand that there’s no power in the act of praying itself; the only effectual prayer
answered by God is that which is prayer by those who are born again in Christ and thereby indwelt by His
Spirit. As one who has spent nearly 25 years in apologetics and the study of Comparative Religion, I can tell you
that all religions pray. For that matter, there’s the old saying, “There are no atheists in foxholes.”

In closing this, for now, while I do not agree with all of his theology, I think it’s safe to say the 19th century
evangelist D.L. Moody loved the Lord. So, as it concerns this little encouragement on the power of prayer, which
also leads to having a close relationship to God by spending time with Him, let me share the following wisdom
from Moody:

Those who have left the deepest impression on this sin-cursed earth have been men and women of
prayer. You will find that prayer has been the mighty power that has moved not only God, but
man…

[Truthfully] there are many Christians in whom the Holy Spirit dwells, but upon whom He has
never come in power; we need this secret power.

To those words, let me add — Amen. Come, Lord Jesus! (cf. Revelation 22:20)

Further reading

UNITY IN THE BODY OF CHRIST
SATAN’S SCHOOLS OF DECEPTION
THE KIND OF LOVE GOD HAS GIVEN

UNITY IN THE BODY OF CHRIST
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 22, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Features
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Jesus answered him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again he cannot see the kingdom of God.”
Nicodemus said to him, “How can a man be born when he is old? Can he enter a second time into his mother’s
womb and be born?” Jesus answered, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he
cannot enter the kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is
spirit. Do not marvel that I said to you, ‘You must be born again.’ “  (John 3:3-7)

Read The Signs Of The Time In Which You Live — 2014

One of the critical functions of online apologetics and discernment ministries like Apprising Ministries is to
scour the Internet for developing trends within Christendom and then point them out to you. For you see,
because of its immediacy, the Net is moving at least six months or so ahead of what you’ll read later in Christian
literature. Surveying the rising ecumenical spirit found in much of the visible Christian church right now,
with its sordid love affair with man-centered church methods and corrupt Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism,
there is much reason for concern that the Protestant reforms of evangelicalism are not so subtly being reversed
in order to find stronger fellowship with the Roman Catholic Church.

I discussed this not so long ago e.g. in On Contemplative Spirituality and Charismania and James Robison to
Pope Francis “In Christ We are Brothers”. This is arguably the most important issue facing the Christian faith in
our day. And we’re not talking about isolated incidents on the fringes of the professing Christian community
either; for this kind of nauseating compromise is also glaringly obvious within the Southern Baptist Convention
with some of its ministers and people they are actively promoting.

Take for example, the evidence documented within Southern Baptists Assist the Roman Cathoic Church to
Infiltrate Evangelicalism, Rick Warren And Teachings Of Demons, and No Tears for Lost Roman Catholics, Beth
Moore? But is this drift away from proper doctrine, e.g. sola Scriptura, the solution to true Biblical unity or is it
rather a very dangerous compromise? In this generation all of us who are attempting to follow the Lord Jesus
are going to be brought face to face with a couple of very crucial issues. There are a couple of vital areas that are
certainly of prime importance as we attempt to share the true Gospel of Jesus Christ within a perverted
postmodern society that is literally drowning itself in a sea of relativism and misguided tolerance.

Not necessarily in order of importance—the first one being the idea of “unity” in the Body of Christ. As in: How
should we approach people of different faith traditions who would claim Jesus as their “Savior”? And the other
issue would be the dogmas and the false gospel of the Roman Catholic Church. So, as you can probably see,
these issues are, in fact, already intertwined. We who would call ourselves Biblical Christians will need to
decide–once and for all–just what is the proper stance concerning the Church of Rome for those of us who are
truly Protestante.

In other words, how should those of us who are Protestants view the Roman Catholic Church? For example,
should we simply consider those who would claim to be Roman Catholics as brothers and sisters in Christ who
are worshipping in another Christian denomination that merely happens to have some doctrines we just
disagree with? As one who monitors intel along the Internet I can tell you this is precisely the idea that the vast
majority of evangelical writings I’ve captured lately would be trying to convey. They’re essentially
charismaniac Protholics.

It can readily be seen that there are segments within the genuine Body of Christ that do have some fairly serious
differences with each other and yet fellowship doesn’t completely break down among them. They still join
together because they agree on the correct understanding of justification—the doctrine at the very heart of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ itself. And because these differences involve “non-essential” matters, in the interest of the
correct understanding of unity within the universal (Greek—katholikos) Church, they are still willing to accept
each other as brothers and sisters in Christ.

However, a key question for our discussion here then becomes: Should this be the case with the Church of
Rome? And in this generation we will need to come to an agreement as Protestants in our answer to that
question because the Roman Catholic Church is a fundamental subject for those of us who are in the Body of
Christ to come to grips with. This is especially true right now as major Progressive Christian leaders e.g. Living
Spiritual Teacher and Emergent Church guru Brian McLaren—in fact virtually all in the Emerging Church
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movement—are expressing more than an eagerness to put aside all “doctrinal differences” in seeking to make
peace with Rome.

And by the way, you need to know that the EC is busy putting the old band back together for its upcoming
Christianity 21 (C21) apostasia-palooza this coming January. As you can see from the C21 Facebook page,
through their excited announcement below, among the speakers will be the entire of the unholy EC trinity of
apostates. That would be McLaren himself along with universalist EC pastor Doug Pagitt and his close friend
Dr. Tony Jones, the progressive “theologian in residence” at Solomon’s Porch headed by Pagitt:

My source who was there when the EC was originally launched tells me that the two most influential voices at
the time were Mark Driscoll and Chris Seay. Notice that Seay is indeed among the C21 speakers; and even
though the embattled Driscoll won’t be there, Driscoll’s former associate Darrin Patrick, Vice President of
the Acts 29 Church Planting Network, will be. You’re kidding yourself if you think that these early EC leaders no
longer wield any evil influence within evangelicalism; the truth is their spiritual cancer can be seen through how
their teachings over the past decade and a half have actually infected quasi-contemplative charismaniacs like
James Robison, and Beth Moore.

Those of us who would call ourselves Protestants must ask ourselves a very tough question: Have we lost
confidence in the historic orthodox Christian faith that Luther and the Reformers risked their very lives to
recover and defend? The time has clearly arrived to decide whether or not we are going to be obedient to God in
representing His true Gospel to this lost world, or for the sake of tolerance, will we acquiesce to it to avoid
conflict. For you see, the Roman Catholic Church undoubtedly is an organization which claims direct and
unbroken Apostolic succession from Peter to their current Pontiff, the charismaniac Pope Francis; and it most
assuredly does directly relate to the mandate that Christ gave to His true Church to contend earnestly for the
faith which was once for all delivered to the saints (Jude 1:3, NKJV).

An Examination Of What Unity In The Church Means According To God’s Word—The Bible

The first thing we need to do is to look at the question: What do we mean by unity in the Body of Christ? Today
it’s imperative that we define our terms to those we are witnessing to. And we obviously can’t do this if we’re not
sure what these things mean in the first place. Sadly, right now this is the case with the average person who
would see themselves as an evangelical Protestant. In order to discover what is meant by unity in the Church of
our Lord, we will first need to find out the kind of unity Jesus was praying for in the Upper Room. For the root
of all the confusion over this issue of unity comes from a fundamental misunderstanding about just what the
Master meant by unity in His High Priestly prayer in chapter 17 of John’s Gospel.

As we examine this passage of Holy Scripture we will see Jesus praying for all those who would come to know
God through the witness of His Apostles who were there with him in that Upper Room:

“I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me through their word, that
they may all be one, just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us, so
that the world may believe that you have sent me. The glory that you have given me I have given
to them, that they may be one even as we are one, I in them and you in me, that they may
become perfectly one, so that the world may know that you sent me and loved them even as you
loved me.” 
(John 17:20–23)

Here is Christ Jesus praying that all those who would surrender their lives to Him as Lord and Savior would
then be united—that they would be one. This brings up another issue that we don’t have space to deal with in-
depth here. What does it mean to “believe” in Jesus as Savior and Lord? Putting it simply, it means to totally
commit oneself to Him alone. This encompasses what the historic orthodox Christian Church has always meant
when we say we believe in Christ.
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Let me now draw your attention back to verse 20 above—the middle of the verse. Jesus tells us He is praying  for
those who will believe in me through their word. The Greek word here for “believe” is pisteuo. The key to
understanding what someone regenerated by God the Holy Spirit, which we also refer to as being “born again,”
must do as far as believing is concerned would be this word pisteuo. By the way, pisteuo is most always
translated as “believe” when it appears in the New Testament.

To the western mind to believe essentially means to acknowledge something intellectually. As in, “I believe in
my heart that such and such is true.” It’s kind of a thought that you feel strongly about. But the word—pisteuo—
in the vernacular of its culture actually means to totally trust in—and to “place confidence in.”  So you can
see that it’s really much more of a commitment than we in the West would normally associate with our believing
something.

Now let’s look at verse 20 one more time for a different focus. “I do not ask for these only, but also for those
who will believe in me through their word.” The footnote in the famous Geneva Bible used by the Pilgrims, who
played a part in the founding of this nation, is helpful at this point:

Secondly, [Jesus] offers to God the Father all of his, that is, all those who will believe in him by the
doctrine of the apostles: That as he cleaves unto the Father, receiving from him all fulness [sic], so
they being joined with him may receive life from him,… (source)

What applies here in relation to our discussion of unity in the Body of Christ is the phrase – “all those who will
believe in him by the doctrine of the apostles.” This would be someone who believes in Christ according to what
His Apostles taught. And this “doctrine of the apostles” is what we Protestants now refer to as Biblical doctrine.
Someone who believes in Jesus Christ according to what Holy Scripture teaches is the one brought into that
unity the Master is talking about in John 17:23 — “I in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly
one, so that the world may know that you sent me and loved them even as you loved me.”

Since the Roman Catholic Church doesn’t teach proper Biblical doctrine, someone who holds firmly to the
dogmas and sacramental system of the Church of Rome has excluded themselves. When you read this passage of
Holy Scripture carefully it becomes obvious that this prayer was completely fulfilled in Acts chapter 2 as God the
Holy Spirit came upon the believers on that Day of Pentecost when the Church officially began with power. In
our text of John 17:20-23 Jesus is talking about what the Holy Spirit would do inside genuine believers; but at
the time of Jesus’ prayer, God the Holy Spirit was still yet to come. In John 17 our Lord is praying for Him to
come and indwell all people who will pisteuo.

And we must keep in mind here again that this would be all those people who will place their complete
“confidence in” and “totally trust in” Christ the Lord alone as their Savior. This is why the doctrine of
justification is without a doubt a most central subject to the Gospel of Jesus Christ and a key factor as to why the
Reformation had to happen in the first place. If you look at John 17:23 carefully you will see that first Jesus says
— “I in them and You [Father] in Me.” And then He says — “that they may become perfectly one,” i.e. perfect
unity. One would have to be in Christ as the Father was in Christ to ever even have this kind of unity. If one
does not pisteuo in Jesus—that is to “believe” by fully trusting in Him by God’s grace alone; through faith alone,
in Christ alone—then he has not been born again.

And, if he is not born again, then God the Holy Spirit does not indwell him (cf. Romans 8:9-11). As such then,
he cannot possibly have this unity with God or believers in Christ that the Master is praying for here. Dr.
Herbert Lockyer’s insightful comment brings out a critical point here:

Regeneration brings the Holy Spirit into the believing sinner. “If any man have not the Spirit of
Christ, he is none of his” (Rom. 8:9, KJV). “None of His.” How emphatic! Such a serious statement
demands attention. Where the vital bond does not exist between the soul and Christ, the divine
Spirit is not to be found.

Whatever virtues a person may possess or whatever attractions and qualities may adorn his
character, if unsaved, he is destitute of the Spirit. The Holy Spirit unites us to Christ, making us
“accepted in the beloved.” We are joined unto the Lord by one Spirit (1 Cor. 6:17).

Spiritual Blindness Is Increasing And The Return To Purity In Christian Doctrine Is Imperative

Indeed it is a bit involved to understand, but as I said earlier, all of this is what was/is at the very heart of the
Reformation itself. However, somehow this seems to have been forgotten by so much of the lukewarm
evangelical community as well as within the visible Christian community at large. I think it’s very important for
you to understand a couple of things here: 1) We are living in a world that’s filled with every kind of blatant sin
imaginable because there is no fear of God in our immoral culture; and 2) the unbelieving world also sees a
Christian church world-wide, which has also all but lost our own fear of our Lord’s awesome presence.

And unfortunately, in addition, the church of Jesus Christ has apparently even lost our fear of being a
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disappointment to our Master as well. It’s become obvious to those with eyes to see that too many in the seeker
sensitive Church Growth Movement are striving to live in peace and in harmony with the world, when instead
we should be the salt and light within it. As Christians we are to be the fragrance of the knowledge of [God] (cf.
2 Corinthians 2:14) as we stand with Jesus against this world system, just as He once did when He was upon His
earth. As Dr. Walter Martin (1928-1989) used to say: The Christian faith was nurtured on the controversy it
produced, and Jesus of Nazareth was the most controversial figure who ever lived.

Tragically, Satan has been able to deeply embed a twisted lie concerning tolerance into the very soul of our
society. Of course we should be tolerant of other cultures and religious views here in our pluralistic world.
However, the feigned tolerance of this society is in actuality quite aggressively hostile to the historic orthodox
Christian faith. And the time has now arrived where we must confront false doctrine within our Lord’s church
visible, and return to Gospel purity. And at the same time, Christ’s Christian community also needs to stop being
wishy-washy and to make a firm commitment to start exposing the veritable cornucopia of false religious
systems that are all around us. This also means that we are going to have to prepare ourselves intellectually to
be able to confront their erroneous teachings, such as those of apostate Roman Catholicism.

Yes, we must face a hard reality here. It is true that many people infected by today’s Purpose Driven/Seeker
Driven so-called attractional churches aren’t going to like it. They, with their fellow apostates, will cry that we
are “intolerant,” and they will call us “narrow-minded.” But this type of self-centered people said the same kinds
of things about Christ Jesus of Nazareth; so we are in the best company. For this is what He said — “If the world
hates you, know that it has hated me before it hated you. If you were of the world, the world would love you as
its own” (John 15:18-19). You may draw strength from this: If someone who claims to know Christ hates you,
then according to what our Lord and Master Himself just said, who is it that they actually belong to? Answer:
The devil; whom God the Holy Spirit calls the god of this world (cf. 2 Corinthians 4:4).

The Fact Is The Body Of Christ Does What Jesus Did

For the sake of our ongoing discussion here, it’s important to note that Dr. John MacArthur pastors a church in
Southern California with members in the multiple thousands, all the while having nothing in common with the
compromises of the Purpose Driven churches or the Emergent Church—one of its seeker sensitive Church
Growth counterparts. Grace Community Church happens to be made up of more than 50 percent former Roman
Catholics who have come to know Christ under MacArthur’s ministry.

So, regardless of what we may think about everything he may teach, MacArthur does know from first-hand
experience what he is talking about when he says:

it’s so important to know this. In a time like this of tolerance…false teaching will always cry –
“intolerance.” It’ll always say — “you’re being divisive; you’re being unloving; you’re being
ungracious” — because it can only survive when it doesn’t get scrutinized. And it cries against any
intolerance; it cries against any examination; any scrutiny, “just let us embrace each other; let’s
love each other; let’s put all that behind us.”

False doctrine cries the loudest about unity. [So] listen carefully when you hear the cry for unity;
because it may be the cover of false doctrine encroaching. And if ever we should follow 1st
Thessalonians 5 and examine everything carefully (v.21) — it’s when somebody is crying unity,
love, and acceptance.” (source)

While I don’t agree with everything he did, in his book What If America Was A Christian Nation Again? the late
Christian statesman Dr. D. James Kennedy brings up an indispensable reality for the Church of our Lord in this
timid and tepid generation we are currently living in when he says:

Jesus confronted sinners and we are to do it as well. But the day is coming when we might suffer
persecution for doing so. For far too long Christians have been afraid to state their faith for fear of
offending somebody.

The seeds of what Dr. Kennedy is talking about have already been planted within the Christian church here in
America. Sadly many evangelical leaders, misled by men like Rick Warren and his erroneous semi-pelagian (at
best) Purpose Driven religion and former EC pastor turned spiritual guru Rob Bell—once a leader of the Jesus
the social reformer movement—have been already taken in by this horribly mistaken delusion that love doesn’t
confront wrong. And this is an especially false idea when it comes to wrong views about God Himself.

But Ask Yourself, Are You In The Body Of Christ?

In fact, in the Gospels we see Jesus of Nazareth confront false beliefs and man-centered religious leaders on a
regular basis. Our Lord even made them so angry that they had Him nailed to a cross and then left Him to die!
Keep in mind as well that Scripture tells us Jesus is God Himself in human flesh; and further, that God is love
(cf. 1 John 4:8); therefore, Jesus is love in human flesh. The absolute truth is—and Christ Jesus told us that
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He is Truth—that while the Master was never offensive in how He confronted evil—the incontrovertible fact still
remains—that our Lord offended many by what He taught, and by what He claimed.

There’s an interesting riddle about making decisions in life that goes like this. There were five frogs sitting on a
log; and, suddenly four of them decided to jump off. So how many frogs are left on that log? The answer is all
five. That’s because making a decision to do something is simply not the same as really doing it. For one to
actually accomplish something an effort is needed, and it also requires a commitment. And so it is with the true
Christian; making a decision to follow Christ is not the same as actually following him. As for those who are
caught up in the self-absorbed seeker sensitive spirituality of the Ecumenical Church of Deceit, considering a
minister of God’s Word, I must tell you the truth.

Please understand that mentally acknowledging Jesus as your consumer friendly “Savior” simply is not the same
as being born again into the true historic, orthodox, holy and catholic (means “universal”) Christian Church, and
believing—really trusting—in Him alone to save you from your sins. The sad and pitiful fact is, there are so
many of those today who consider themselves Christians because they attend the Mass, keep the sacraments, do
nice things for the poor, or once walked down an aisle, said a little prayer and they think — “I’m in, so now I can
just do whatever I want to.” You know—the Gospel perversion often referred to as “once saved; always saved.”

However, those who would have this eternally fatal view need to consider the following from Jesus of Nazareth
lest they be deceived:

As for what was sown on rocky ground, this is the one who hears the word — [of the message of
salvation] — and immediately receives it with joy, yet he has no root in himself, but endures for a
while, and when tribulation or persecution arises on account of the word — [as he learns of the
cost of following Christ]  — immediately he falls away. (Matthew 13:20-21)

It’s imperative as the spiritual darkness grows during this time of apostasy for us to realize that it is one thing
for someone to claim to be a Christian. It is, however, quite another thing to have the life to back it up. For
truthfully Holy Scripture clearly reveals that a claim in itself really means nothing. The Apostle James asks us:

What good is it, my brothers, if someone says he has faith but does not have works? Can that
faith save him…  So also faith by itself, if it does not have works, is dead… But someone will say,
“You have faith and I have works.” Show me your faith apart from your works, and I will show
you my faith by my works. (James 2:14,17,18)

The aforementioned John MacArthur tells us the truth when he says:

Shallow acceptance of the Gospel can be encouraged by shallow evangelicsm that promises
blessings of salvation but ignores the costs of discipleship. If people just “make a decision” for
Jesus Christ without accepting all His claims on their lives, they can become insulated from
genuine salvation.

When superficial hearers first hear the Gospel, they have a euphoric religious experience, believing
that at last God has met their felt needs. They are often zealous and energetic in church activities
and eager to tell others about their new happiness.

But sadly for such people, all the change is superficial rather than deep-down in the heart. Their
feeling are changed, but not their souls. There is no repentance, mourning over sin, or humility,
which is the first trait of real conversion (cf. Matthew 5:3). Such a person has placed his or her
religious house on the sand, and when the storms of trials and persecution come, the house
crumbles and washes away (Matthew 7:26-27).

For the superficial hearer, God’s truth has penetrated only on the edge of the mind, but not the
heart. That is why, when the high cost of salvation does confront the person, the Gospel can be as
quickly renounced as it was once seemingly accepted. Spiritual reality has no root and thus can’t
produce true spiritual fruit, which as Jesus soon makes clear, is the only sure evidence of a
transformed life.

No, this isn’t a popular message; but it is God’s truth for those who have ears to hear what the Spirit says. Yes,
the doctrines of grace include the perseverance of the saints. However, this fact remains; according to the Bible,
and despite what we are so often told by these false prophets of the inward-turned emerging church movement
and their sinner sensitive counterparts in the PD/SD aka attractional section of the Church Growth Movement,
the person who continues on in willful sin and prolonged self-ishness while professing to be a believer in Jesus
Christ is demonstrating before the world that he never became a true Christian.

In other words, he was never even saved in the first place, and with such as these the true Christian has no basis
for unity. And if you haven’t seen your own life change since you made your “decision” to follow Jesus, then it is
you who have every reason to question whether you simply made a decision, or whether you have actually made
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the commitment to truly trust in the Lord Christ alone as your Savior. For it is written:

Examine yourselves, to see whether you are in the faith. Test yourselves. Or do you not realize
this about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you?—unless indeed you fail to meet the test! 
(2 Corinthians 13:5)

If you truly are in Christ…then…you will know what I have just told you according to the Spirit is the truth…

Further reading

ON CONTEMPLATIVE SPIRITUALITY AND CHARISMANIA
HAS THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH REALLY CHANGED?
POPE FRANCIS SAYS WE “CANNOT BE CHRISTIANS WITHOUT THE [ROMAN CATHOLIC]
CHURCH”
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“STAGE MANAGED” ECUMENICISM VIA CONTEMPLATIVE PRAYER
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 20, 2014 in AM Missives, Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism, Current Issues, Features

By Dr. Orrel Steincamp, The Plumbline Newsletter Archive

Unbelievable and largely unseen ecumenical coalitions and ad hoc alliances are forming. These
alliances are being forged by a small cadre of seeker-driven mega church celebrity
pastors/authors. These vision-casting celebrities are in effect acting as power brokers in forming
ecumenical coalitions. As with all coalitions these players are attempting to gain something for
themselves and their “ministries” and the expanding of their personal reputations. They are
willing to exchange their platforms and pulpits with other celebrities of like class and clout. These
platform exchanges often cross boundaries into false and even heretical territory.

Consequently, these celebrities become an endorsement of false teaching to the masses of low
information evangelicals who are fans of these various Christian celebrities. The opportunity for
these maneuvers is that classical evangelicalism as a theologically descriptive word is becoming
near meaningless. Gregory Thornbury, now president of Kings College, states: “the evangelicalism
I  signed up for is  gone forever….In fact many leading theologians today  see evangelicalism as a
relic of a by gone era.”   The vacuum created by the disappearance of classical evangelicalism,
unfortunately, has been filled by TV ministries, bookstores, stadiums, megachurches and extended
megachurch campuses and their media promotions.

These new media leaders have launched their own media outlets replete with fully equipped
transportable entourages. If you can’t attend the events you can get it all on GodTV or  from these
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leaders themselves on a DVD, for a price. These efforts are the beginnings of a back door
ecumenism, an unpublicized ecumenical convergence. A sort of reverse ecumenical big bang is
upon us. There is an unseen and undocumented  ecumenical contraction in Christendom. This
phenomena is unreported and even mostly an unspoken practical ecumenism. It’s as if there is a
spiritual gravitational pull that draws even the most unlikely supporters together. There is a handy
deniable component built into this in that it is promoted by sharing a stage or platform.

These coalition partners promote each other by inviting other celebrities to their platform of their
megachurch or stadium conferences. Some rush in to say that such so-called “platform
ecumenism” is guilt by association. It is that, but more so, their presence together on a platform
shouts for all to hear a guilt by endorsement. It is like forming a shadow government. This ground
level ecumenism is not the product of denominational leaders. In fact, denomination leaders in
this postmodern era have been essentially relegated to the sidelines as the sheeple (the sheep as
people) blindly follow their celebrities. They pay little or no attention to their unknown
denominational leaders. Beyond that, many denominational leaders also join right in.

The sheeple are out there and they easily can be organized to follow their leaders. Indeed, sheep
follow other sheep. However, the seeds of this home grown ecumenical gravitational pull didn’t
merely burst on the scene from nowhere. One can actually trace this back many decades. The
seeds planted earlier are now are maturing. The media mega stars are now stage managing, not
only huge stadium filled extravaganzas, but in the process they are engineering a major
ecumenical event without even using the term.

Not long ago the SBC-promoted Bible teacher Beth Moore referred to it as a coming “outpouring”
of the Spirit. The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association was among the earliest efforts that
pointed in this direction when it made a major ecumenical ground breaking decision to include
Roman Catholic prelates on their  crusade platforms and assigned Roman Catholic responders to
local Roman Catholic churches for follow up. Sorry, but it was in effect giving away a baby to a
stranger.

The Charismatic Renewal

The Charismatic Renewal, of which I was a part, had the unintended experiential effect of
promoting ecumenism. The best way I can describe this is the spectacle of Father Pearson
pleading with the Virgin Mary to help a seeker be released in tongues. This did more to endorse
Romanism that any words could convey.  What a sight when Roman Catholic nuns in full habits
spoke at Full Gospel business meetings speaking in some unknown tongue. The believers that
pray “in the spirit” together also stay together. This is ecumenism beyond any denominational
sanction or effort. One could write page after page of the how we have gotten to where we are
today. But now we have to consider some the very recent events that point to more ecumenical
chickens coming home to roost.

Contemplative Prayer

“Spiritual Formation” has been taking evangelicals by storm for some years now. Richard Foster
and his seminal book Celebration of Discipline has been an attempt to fashion a Roman Catholic-
style Contemplative Prayer experience for Protestants. The often used term Spiritual Formation is
simply a code word for  Contemplative Prayer. Contemplative Prayer itself is a revived form of
early Roman Catholic mystic meditation; and these so-called “spiritual disciplines” actually date
back to the early third and fourth centuries of Roman Catholic monastics called the Desert
Fathers, who borrowed a form of transcendental meditation from interaction with Eastern
mystics in Egypt.

The source of Contemplative Prayer, unquestionably, is Roman Catholicism. But ironically there
are probably more evangelicals pursuing this prayer method than Roman Catholics themselves. In
recent times Roman Catholic monks Thomas Merton and Henri Nouwen have devoted their entire
lives to this prayer method and now many evangelicals are devoting themselves to apostate gurus
like Merton and Nouwen. Contemplative Prayer is essentially a meditative discipline with a desire
to attain an altered state of consciousness by entering the “silence.” In this silence, and out of this
silence, one supposedly attains oneness with God.

But entering the silence is not easy; and so, an innovative Roman Catholic monk Thomas Keating
—a close friend and associate with the late Merton—employed a Centering Prayer technique of
repeating a chosen word known as a mantra.  What formerly took monks months and years can
now be attained in 20 minutes of Centering Prayer and repeating a mantra over and over. In the
silence one supposedly finds God living deep in their unconscious being.
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The rub is this. This internal God is also believed to be deeply buried in the unconscious of every
other human alive today on the planet and even actually inhabits all created things. So this form of
panentheistic meditative ecumenism eventually connects the contemplative not only to Roman
Catholicism but all of creation. Roman Catholic monks Merton, Nouwen, and Keating are like the
trinity of Contemplative Prayer. The fact is, this practice of Contemplative Prayer only serves to
blur the line between Roman Catholics and Protestants.

Peter Scazzero, senior pastor of New Life Fellowship Church in Queens NYC, is an evangelical and
graduate of Gordon-Conwell Seminary, who is a leading teacher among those evangelicals
introducing this long neglected spirituality to mainstream evangelicalism. But Scazzero doesn’t
mention Roman Catholicism; however, he quotes favorably—and often—in his books and
teachings from the Contemplative trinity noted above. He also attends a Trappist monastery in
Massachusetts each year.

Scazzero has also made available a skimmed down version of a Benedictine Daily Office for
evangelical devotional use. Via DVD, Scazzero was introduced to our local AOG church. No one
knew what it was all about but it did seem a little strange to a few. His pitch is that American
Christians need to slow down from the daily grind and the best method is using the techniques of
Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism. Scazzero has held conferences for Rick Warren at
Saddleback Church, AOG pastors, CMA pastors, and Focus on the Family, to name a few notables.

If people would note Scazzero’s dependence on Merton, Nouwen and Keating they would know
the source of this apostate prayer technique.  For our purposes, Contemplative Prayer has proved
to be a very effective ecumenical tool. You see, since it originates with Roman Catholic monastics,
it inevitably tends to legitimize Romanism. For further information, the Net is full of solid works
refuting the antibiblical practice of Contemplative/Centering Prayer.  In fact, I have an article that
can be accessed on the net via Google at Plumbline Newsletter Archive called: Scazzero Scares Me.

Along this line, Dr. Gary Gilley informs us even the mystics who practice Contemplative Prayer are
aware of the dangers of this type of devination:

Merton demonstrates that there is much to fear when we try to mix
truth with error. Merton saw that Buddhism, a religion with little
interest in theology or truth, offered the same mystical experiences
that contemplative Christianity did. They both used similar methods….
In the end Father Merton came to the idea that because doctrine did
not matter and only experience did…Buddhism and his understanding
of Christianity was offering the same thing.

This is precisely the problem; Christian discipleship, according to the Bible, is found in the
teaching of its Holy Scripture. Searching for something more from ancient and modern “holy
men” can only eventually end badly.

The Elephant Room Initiative

The Elephant Room was the brain-child Rev. James McDonald, the megapastor of Harvest Bible
Chapel in Chicago. McDonald’s idea was to bring together other celebrity megachurch pastors and
have a television media event in which the celebrities spared with each other asking hard hitting
questions. Someone described it as prize fight.

Television provided everyone with a ring side seat. No-holds questions barred. These episodes
were full of hipster coolness. In Elephant Room One megapastor Perry Noble was challenged for
his featuring the demonic band AC/DC’s Highway to Hell on during an Easter Sunday service. But
in the end, the celebrities decided that Noble’s pragmatic prank was just a matter of personal
choice. It appears that the real elephant in the room was an apparent disregard for the fear of the
Lord.

McDonald surprised everyone in Elephant Room Two with his cheek in his decision to invite TD
Jakes. Jakes was well known for his Word/Faith teaching and someone who denied the Trinity.
Jakes has a well earned  reputation as a “Jesus only” modalist. In modalist teaching the Trinity is
denied by teaching that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are just different “manifestations” of
God. At various times the one person of God appears as a different mode or manifestation. The
Father is manifested as the Creator, The Son is a manifestation of God as the Savior, and the Holy
Spirit is the manifestation for the church age.

Pentecostal, Jesus Only followers are thus named “Oneness Pentecostals. McDonald and Driscoll,
however, merely lobbed Jakes slow toss softballs and Jakes was allowed to say he believed in the
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Trinity but preferred to explain it with the term manifestations rather than persons. Driscoll and
McDonald could have simply asked Jakes one simple question: “Do you think the Son existed
before the Son came to earth at Bethlehem?” But, for whatever reason, that just never happened.

I have no idea what McDonald and the other celebrities actually had in mind when they staged the
Elephant Rooms. But, for example, there is no doubt that the result let Perry Noble and TD Jakes
off the hook. In fact, Elephant Room 2 was hardly over before the celebrity pastors were rushing
to invite Jakes and other Word/Faith personalities to their own megachurch platforms.

Perhaps because Jakes was invited to McDonald’s platform another participant of Elephant 2,
pastor Steven Furtick, was emboldened to invite Jakes to his Elevation Church, and also publicly
called T.D. Jakes his favorite pastor. Joel Osteen, a Word/Faith megapastor from Houston, and
Christine Caine from Hillsong in Sydney, Australia—a Word/Faith megachurch from down under
—and other famous Word/Faith personalities were suddenly invited to a wide range of
mainstream evangelical megachurch platforms.

The result was to mainstream W/F Heretics world wide. Now I will explain why I believe that
Word/Faith teaching is heretical.

Mainstreaming Word/Faith Heretics

Word/Faith teaching was largely brought to us by Kenneth Hagin (1917-2003). Hagin actually
based his views on the writings of E.W. Kenyon, which becomes obvious as we consider Hagin’s
plagiarizing of Kenyon’s writings. Before Hagin began to promote Kenyon’s views he was an AOG
minister. Hagin’s teachings then became known as Word/Faith. Until recent times Word/Faith has
generally existed on the periphery of pan-evangelicalism on a parallel track.

But now, rather than a close parallel movement, it has essentially gained full acceptance within the
mainstream of the visible Christian church. This is alarming, for Word/Faith teaching remains
throughly heretical. Based on Kenyon’s works, Hagin taught among other things that when Adam
was created he was a fully divine person and an exact replica of God. In the fall of Adam lost his
divinity and the human race lost the potential of divinity.

Word/Faith teaching also asserts that when Jesus died on the cross He died physically; but more
importantly, it holds that Jesus died spiritually on the cross and lost his own divinity. Jesus then
descended into hell and was tormented by satanic beings for three days. Then the Father
intervened and restored Jesus’ lost divinity and Jesus became the first born-again man.

According to Word/Faith theology, now anyone who is born-again is rewarded with restored
divinity on a par with Jesus; and even God (that is God with a small g.) This is why Kenneth
Copeland and others would aggressively proclaim their own divinity as “little gods.” It’s also why
Word/Faith believers claim they can create new realities through their spoken words because, in
their theology, they are now born-again replicas of The Father, even as Adam was before the fall.

Though not discussed openly right now due to criticism, this teaching is central to Word/Faith
theology and widespread among the Word/Faith faithful and its TV network TBN. As the
aforementioned Gary Gilley states: “Faith teachers like to teach that Christians are little gods.” It
is true that this heretical teaching is emphasized by some Word/Faith teachers more than others,
particularly Hagin’s successor Kenneth Copeland. But a web search can rather easily find this
teaching in almost all of them; for example: T.D. Jakes And Joyce Meyer Teaching Word Faith
“Little Gods” Doctrine.

The reason I call Word/Faith heresy is because it is changing and demeaning the work of Jesus
completed on the cross. Below Gilley summarizes for us Word/Faith views about Jesus and His
death:

1) Christ was re-created on the cross from divine to demonic. To put it
in Faith vernacular, Jesus took on the very nature of Satan himself.
2) Your redemption was not secured on the cross, but in hell. In fact,
many Faith teachers claim that Christ’s torture by all the demons of
hell was a “ransom” God paid to Satan so that He could get back into a
universe from which He had been banished.
3) Jesus was reborn (or born again) in the very pit of hell.
4) Christ was reincarnated through His rebirth in hell and that those
who (like Christ) are born again can become “incarnated” as well.
(source)
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Consequently, this is all infinitely much more serious than, say, holding a different view regarding
the time of Jesus return, etc. Once again, a simple question will do the job: “Did Jesus complete
His atonement on the cross or later in hell?

Kenneth Copeland, James Robison, Brothers in the Lord with Pope Francis 

The late Tony Palmer is a former director of Kenneth Copeland Ministries in South Africa. Later
Palmer became a bishop in an Anglican charismatic group of churches. As an Anglican
charismatic, while working with Catholic Charismatics in Argentina, Bishop Palmer became a close
friend of Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio, the future pope Francis. Earlier this year the pontiff invited
Palmer to the papal residence and recorded a message to Kenneth Copeland’s, annual pastors
meeting at Copeland’s Eagle Mt. mega church near Forth Worth on his iPhone.

In this video message we witness pope Francis pleading in tears with those Pentecostal and
charismatic pastors for a unity of brothers in Christ. Copeland responded by praying in “tongues”
(with no interpretation following) to the group and asked Palmer to record a response (apparently
this was all set up in advance) to the pontiff. Palmer then announced to these Word/Faith pastors
that “‘the protest’ (code for the Protestant Reformation) is over, is it over for you?” As Palmer
speaks, the over 1,000 Word/Faith pastors at the meeting can be seen standing and cheering.

A few days later, James Robison also televised this same iPhone message on his daily TV program
Life Today with Tony Palmer as his guest. Shortly after this appearance on Robison’s program—
which is highly influential in Pentecostal and charismatic circles—Palmer would arrange for a
papal visit for Copeland, Robison, along with some other Pentecostal and charismatic leaders.
Copeland later reported of the meeting: “I am blessed! What Jesus asked the Father for in John
17:21 ‘that we all be one in Him’ is finally coming to pass.” You can see this all for yourself right on
the Net.

Sadly, it as Rev. Robert S. Liichow, himself a former Word/Faith preacher and “founder of
Discernment Ministries International,”  recently pointed out:

There are two major forces within the Church today; that of the
Roman Catholic Church (1.2 billion members) and the Sign-
gift/charismatic move- ment (584+ million members). The Pope
himself is a sign-gift enthusiast as well as being a member of the
Jesuit order. These two groups comprise the majority of the visible
Church. (source)

Postscript: Not many days after the papal visit Bishop Tony Palmer was killed in a motorcycle
accident in England. May God grant his family special grace.

These assorted media episodes are very visible and loudly, without words, they shout out: “I am
essentially suggesting that this ministry is accepted.” This is simply guilt by endorsement; despite
the fact some may retort that, even though we may have different styles and message emphasis, we
are still only different battalions in the one army of the Lord.

All of these events noted above appear to have little specific planning, at least as far as we know.
Indeed the megachurches are all about becoming bigger and more visible in the culture. Perhaps
some of it is simply “keeping up with the Jones” and striving to increase one’s market share. But,
in any case, the sheeple are just going along for the ride wherever the celebrity pastors and
authors will take them. Unfortunately, the sheeple are undergoing reconditioning thus preparing
them to be ready to follow their false brethren. It’s critical to remember that such as these never
teach easily recognized and obvious error.

Paul referred to the Jewish Christians in Galatia who were calling for Gentiles to be circumcised as
“false brothers.” Now keep in mind here that these “false brothers” believed in the death and
resurrection of Jesus. But still Paul called them anathema (accursed). They only wanted to add
circumcision to the salvation message. Seems small compared to praying to Mary, and re-offering
Christ as a sin offering each time in the Roman Catholic Mass. Conversely, however, through their
Council of Trent—specifically convened to refute the Protestant Reformers—the Roman Catholic
Church today still declares anathema anyone who holds to “faith alone.”

False teachers have always folded ecumenical leaven into the whole loaf. But a little leaven leavens
the whole loaf. What is happening today in platform ecumenism is the leavening of false teaching
into an ecumenical loaf. This despite the warning of God the Holy Spirit I just referenced;
specifically — A little leaven leavens the whole lump (Galatians 5:9).

[4]
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And remember, as the Cardinals were in their holy conclave in Rome, Rick Warren called for
prayer for God’s choice of a new Roman Catholic pope. After Francis was chosen, self appointed
celebrity New Apostolic Reformation prophet Kim Clement would give his oracle: “This man has
been appointed to join the hearts of the Protestant faith – Catholic – those who are Spirit-filled.”

Unfortunately for such as these, the spirit that’s filling and/or leading them is most definitely not
God the Holy Spirit.

Further reading

ON CONTEMPLATIVE SPIRITUALITY AND CHARISMANIA
THOMAS MERTON AND THE BUDDHAS
THOMAS KEATING GUIDELINES FOR CONTEMPLATIVE/CENTERING PRAYER

Endnotes

1. Thornbury, Recovering Classic Evangelicalism, Crossway, 2013, pp. 223 [ ]
2. For example see: Future Outpouring “Prophecy” Of Beth Moore. I also discussed this ecumenical event

further in A Second Pentecost: Is There The Hope Of An End-Time Repeat Of Pentecost? [ ]
3. Transcendental mantra meditation originated with Hinduism:

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/mantra, accessed 9/20/14. [ ]
4. https://discernmentministriesinternational.wordpress.com/about-our-ministry/, accessed 9/20/14. [ ]

SATAN’S SCHOOLS OF DECEPTION
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 18, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Features

Now concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him, we ask you,
brothers, not to be quickly shaken in mind or alarmed, either by a spirit or a spoken word, or a letter seeming
to be from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has come. Let no one deceive you in any way.

For that day will not come, unless the rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of
destruction, who opposes and exalts himself against every so-called god or object of worship, so that he takes
his seat in the temple of God, proclaiming himself to be God. (2 Thessalonians 2:1-4)

Proclaiming The Truth Of Scripture Is the Antidote To Antichrist Doctrine

Leaving aside his penchant for reading mystics, some 60 years ago A.W. Tozer was dead-on-target when he
wrote the following. In fact, I offer that there may be even more truth today in what he says below. While
commenting upon Exodus 3:9-10 Tozer told us:

Yes, if evangelical Christianity is to stay alive, it must have men again—the right kind of men. It
must repudiate the weaklings who dare not speak out, and it must seek in prayer and much
humility the coming again of men of the stuff of which prophets and martyrs are made.

God will hear the cries of His people as He heard the cries of Israel in Egypt and He will send
deliverance by sending deliverers. It is His way. And when the deliverers come…they will be men
of God and men of courage. They will have God on their side because they are careful to stay on
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God’s side. (A.W. Tozer, Tozer On Christian Leadership [Camp Hill: Christian Publications, 2001],
September 18.)

We live in a time of a skewed cycle of phony tolerance. This makes the professing Christian community ripe for
rebellion against the final authority of God’s Word. However, compromise in Christ’s Name—though it is not
actual Christian activity—has always existed within the visible church of our Lord. Consider this passage of
Scripture, which instructs us that—rather than embracing false teachers and their mythology—we are instead to
confront them:

As I urged you when I was going to Macedonia, remain at Ephesus so that you may charge
certain persons not to teach any different doctrine, nor to devote themselves to myths and
endlessgenealogies, which promote speculations rather than the stewardship from God that is by
faith. The aim of our charge is love that issues from a pure heart and a good conscience and a
sincere faith. 

Certain persons, by swerving from these, have wandered away into vain discussion, desiring to
be teachers of the law, without understanding either what they are saying or the things about
which they make confident assertions. (1 Timothy 1:3-7)

So, the following comment from Charles Spurgeon on these much-neglected verses, concerning the original
liberals of his day, is a much needed reminder today:

How remarkable the times repeat themselves. When the same evils come, we must apply to them
the same remedies. When a disease appears that has done deadly mischief in past times,
physicians inquire for medicines that on a former occasion curbed that enemy.

We are bound to do the same in spiritual matters. We must see what Paul did in his day when the
malaria of false doctrine is in the air… Let us not talk of inventing wise measures for the for the
present distress in the spiritual world, but let us use the great remedy that was so effectual in
Paul’s day. (Charles Spurgeon, At the Master’s Feet [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005], September
16.)

Submerging The Gospel For Comfort At The Expense Of Holiness

With all of this in mind then, here’s an important meditation that concerns the person of our Lord, Christ Jesus
of Nazareth, and His glorious Gospel. You see, we already know that the other Jesuses  in the Kingdom of the
Cults are false; well, at least we used to. These are actually fairly easy to spot—although sadly even this is
becoming more clouded with many evangelical leaders embracing The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints (the Mormons) as the so-called “fourth Abrahamic religion.” I showed you an early example of this back
in 2010 in the Apprising Ministries piece SBC’S Richard Land Says Mormonism Is Fourth Abrahamic Faith.

For some evangelicals, it’s even worse; consider that Living Spiritual Teacher and leading Emerging
Church guru Brian McLaren descended another level lower and even includes Mormonism as a part
of Christianity, which you can see for yourself in The New Christianity Of Brian McLaren And The Emerging
Church. However, in the real world, we really may look at this area of deception as the Jr. High/Middle School
level of Satan’s myriad number of tricks. Remember, the Bible says the Christian is not ignorant of [the devil’s]
designs (cf. 2 Corinthians 2:11). If you need some assistance in spotting the counterfeit Christ of the cults you’ll
find this helpful: Will the Real Jesus Please Stand Up?

Now we come to the next level of Satan’s deadly deceptions—the liberal churches of the mainline denominations
—which have already apostatized long ago. These would e.g. comprise the Episcopal Church, the Congregational
Church, the Methodist Church—large sections of the American Baptist Church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America, and ever-increasing parts of the Presbyterian communities, just to name a few notables. When we
reach this level—essentially the High School of Satan’s perverted Kingdom—we are now dealing with apostates
in leadership positions as evidenced by the issues I’ve been covering at AM.

There is a bit more difficulty with deceptions in this area; like their fellow cultists, these people are also using
the same words and terminology that true followers of Christ use. But you see, many of these apostates are
doing so from respected platforms that are considered within the Christian church community of our Lord. So
this means that one must be more knowledgeable in the Scriptures—in systematic theology—and in the wisdom
of the Holy Spirit in order to be able to decipher their false teachings and to see through their phony Christian
façades. Which now brings us around to a rather startling thought. It has rapidly become apparent that the
“middle of the road” churches—what we would even call mainstream evangelical churches—have also begun to
apostatize.

I guess we shouldn’t really be surprised as my opening text does say — Let no one deceive you in any way. For
that day — [the Second Advent of Christ Jesus the Lord] — will not come, unless the rebellion comes first (v.3).

[1]
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The King James Version reads — for that Day shall not come, except there come a falling away first. It’s way
past time that people come to realize that even the Jesus preached by many mainstream postmodern
postevangelical churches—supposedly bringing the Kingdom here now—is also but a figment of men’s
imagination. (In professing Christendom today Christ Jesus the Lord has been essentially turned into  a sort of
glorified social reformer, i.e. Gandhi With A Beard.) It’s here where we come into Satan’s college level
deceptions, and those who have eyes to see, are now beginning to understand just how far those professing
Christians have drifted away from their “first love.”

A decade ago I tried to apprise people of this growing apostasy in The Falling Away of the Evangelical Church.
And sadly, this is quite possibly what the Lord is saying right now to so many leaders within the evangelical
camp — “But I have this against you, that you have abandoned the love you had at first. Remember therefore
from where you have fallen; repent, and do the works you did at first. If not, I will come to you and remove
your lampstand from its place, unless you repent” (Revelation 2:4-5). This is the tragic fact of this rather
characterless generation: For whatever reasons, in recent years God’s message of salvation has been so softened
it’s become benign. And a new brand of seeker sensitive Christianity has emerged, which Dr. John MacArthur
dubbed Christianity-Lite in his book Hard To Believe. (MacArthur has also referred to this Purpose
Driven/Seeker Driven evangelical sector of the Church Growth Movement as the new form of liberalism: John
MacArthur: Seeker-Friendly Movement Is The New Liberalism.)

If you listen in the Spirit you may hear the Word of the Lord along the lines of, “Men have compromised My
message; supposedly in their attempt to make My Gospel more appealing to unbelievers. But what they ended
up doing, in order to justify their own lack of faith and commitment—the real reason why they have done so—
was to make life easier and more comfortable for themselves.” And in time, because people weren’t studying to
show themselves approved, this user-friendly “easy-believism” became accepted as if it is what the Bible actually
teaches. But do you remember this — Now these Jews were more noble than those in Thessalonica; they
received the word with all eagerness, examining the Scriptures daily to see if these things were so (Acts 17:11).

Please, do search the Bible to see if what I say is true; for it’s our hope that all of us will be doing what Christ
asked each of us to do when He literally comes again to His earth. And Jesus Himself said — Blessed is that
servant whom his master will find so doing when he comes (Matthew 24:46). Have you ever stopped to wonder
about, and to truly meditate upon, the awesome holiness and majesty of Yahweh Elohim—the LORD God
Almighty—as He is revealed in the Bible; most particularly in the Old Testament? Do you see how the Holy
Scriptures are adorned with praise for the one true and living God? O Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your
name in all the earth! You have set your glory above the heavens (Psalm 8:1).

Your right hand, O Lord, glorious in power, your right hand, O Lord, shatters the enemy. In the greatness of
your majesty you overthrow your adversaries; you send out your fury; it consumes them like stubble (Exodus
15:6-7). Then the mystery was revealed to Daniel in a vision of the night. Then Daniel blessed the God of
heaven. Daniel answered and said: “Blessed be the name of God forever and ever, to whom belong wisdom
and might. He changes times and seasons; he removes kings and sets up kings; he gives wisdom to the wise
and knowledge to those who have understanding (Daniel 2:19-21).

And have you ever noticed how the Bible lifts God up—and emphasizes His greatness—even at the expense of
mankind? O Lord — grant us help against the foe, for vain is the salvation of man! With God we shall do
valiantly; it is he who will tread down our foes. (Psalm 108:12-13).

Now, let’s take a moment and think about today’s evangelical churches. Would you notice anything different? Is
this what you will hear preached on Sunday? Does your pastor tell you that it is God Who is in control; and you
on your own are a mere creature stained with sin, and absolutely helpless before Him? Jesus says — And do not
fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. Rather fear him [God] who can destroy both soul and
body in hell (Matthew 10:28). O mortal man—purpose driven or not; a supposed “seeker” (Actually Scripture
tells us no one truly seeks God on their own cf. Psalm 14:1-3; Romans 3:11) in the Emerging Church or not, do
you fear the living God? Well, you should; for this is what the God says to everyone who does not have a
personal relationship with Him, through the Gospel of repentance and the forgiveness of sins in the Name
of Christ Jesus of Nazareth as their Lord and Savior.

Because, whether you acknowledge Him as such or not, my seeker driven so-called seeker friend — Therefore
God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name that is above every name, 10 so that at the name of
Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, nd every tongue confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father (Philippians 2:9-11). Oh how much I do hope Satan was listening;
for we, the undeserving saints of the Lord will—and sooner than we may even think—one day watch the
defeated devil himself bow before our great God and Savior Jesus of Nazareth. And if you aren’t sure that you
personally know Christ Jesus as your Lord and Savior, then you personally, have much to be afraid of yourself.

You won’t hear much today about Almighty God’s absolute holiness and majesty in far too many evangelical
churches, who are now busy bowing before the narcissistic so-called postmodern culture of the United States of
self-worship. This magnificent truth has been lost in these man-centered self-help centers masquerading as
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churches; mere hollow shells of lukewarm compromise, where more and more professing Christians are content
in the The Ecumenical Church Of Deceit to seek for God, whatever their subjective concept of Him might be.
And in many cases you wouldn’t even be able to hear the above truth—even if it was preached—amid the din of
what Paul Proctor once called worshiptainment in these sinner-friendly playpens cleverly disguising
themselves as churches.

But don’t they know that it’s our glorious and majestic, great and mighty, God Who controls whether they even
take their next breath—or—not? And the Bible still sounds a clear and pristine warning:

For if we go on sinning deliberately after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer
remains a sacrifice for sins, but a fearful expectation of judgment, and a fury of fire that will
consume the adversaries. Anyone who has set aside the law of Moses dies without mercy on the
evidence of two or three witnesses.

How much worse punishment, do you think, will be deserved by the one who has spurned the Son
of God, and has profaned the blood of the covenant by which he was sanctified, and has
outraged the Spirit of grace? For we know him who said, “Vengeance is mine; I will repay.” And
again, “The Lord will judge his people.” It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living
God.  (Hebrews 10:26-31)

The truth is that only by being regenerated by—and filled with—the Holy Spirit can you ever even hope to live
for Jesus; or what do you think the Bible means when it says — Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation. The old has passed away; behold, the new has come (2 Corinthians 5:17). The old sinful nature of the
true Christian is dealt a mortal blow through God the Son’s finished work on the Cross and he is born again in
his spirit; baptized in, and sealed by, God the Holy Spirit to the glory of God the Father. Soli Deo gloria…

Further reading

DOUG PAGITT AND HIS SOLOMON’S PORCH AFFIRM HOMOSEXUAL SIN
T.D. JAKES AND JOYCE MEYER TEACHING WORD FAITH “LITTLE GODS” DOCTRINE
DO NOT BE UNEQUALLY YOKED WITH UNBELIEVERS

Endnotes

1. cf. 2 Corinthians 11:4 [ ]

THE KIND OF LOVE GOD HAS GIVEN
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 16, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Devotions, Features

See what kind of love the Father has given to us, that we should be called children of God; and so we are. The
reason why the world does not know us is that it did not know him. Beloved, we are God’s children now, and
what we will be has not yet appeared; but we know that when he appears we shall be like him, because we
shall see him as he is. And everyone who thus hopes in him purifies himself as he is pure. (1 John 3:1-3)

The Children Of God Come By Way Of The Cross

One of the truly amazing things about our loving Father in Heaven is when you consider that a Being as
awesome as our Creator is even willing to communicate with us at all; and yet, God the Holy Spirit tells us—as
Christians—in the Book of Hebrews chapter 4 — For we do not have a high priest who is unable to sympathize
with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has been tempted as we are, yet without sin. Let us then
with confidence [in prayer] draw near to the throne of grace, that we may receive mercy and find grace to
help in time of need (Hebrews 4:15-16).

Great reasons for us to faithfully go to Father in prayer, wouldn’t you say? O what a privilege and honor we
Christians have as the sons and daughters of the one true and living God. There is a praise chorus many
churches sing called Behold What Manner Of Love, which is actually a quote from the King James Version
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translation of 1 John 3:1 — Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be
called the sons of God: therefore the world knoweth us not, because it knew Him not.

Please understand that I’m not recommending the Amplified Bible; that noted, here it is actually helpful as
commentary in bringing out the fuller meaning of 1 John 3:1 — SEE WHAT [an incredible] quality of love the
Father has given (shown, bestowed on) us, that we should [be permitted to] be named and called and counted
the children of God! And so we are! The reason that the world does not know (recognize, acknowledge) us is
that it does not know (recognize, acknowledge) Him.

Preeminent Bible scholar Dr. Leon Morris (1914-2006), a recognized authority on the writings of the Apostle
John, points out in his commentary of this wonderful verse:

The wonder of it all arrests John. “Look!” he says, “Look at the love the Father has given us. We
are called children of God. And we are!” The divine call in Scripture is often regarded as an
effectual call, but John leaves no doubts. Not only are we [Christians] called God’s children, but
we are such in reality. This has a consequence that the world does not know us. The
incompatibility of the world and Christianity is a recurring theme in John’s writings. The world’s
failure to know believers is not to be wondered at for it did not know Him.

We Receive This Gift In Christ

Now, you might ask: “Are you trying to tell us in this politically correct inclusive culture in which we are now
living that only people born again by personal faith in Jesus Christ, i.e. Christians, are children of God!” Let me
say, categorically yes; that is exactly what I am telling you the Bible teaches. And so many say: “Well, that’s not
very nice, in this age of moral relativism and postmodernism you really must include everyone; or it just isn’t
fair.”

Whether it is fair or not, we must let God decide. And Genesis 18:25 states — Shall not [the LORD] the Judge of
all the earth do what is just?” Look once again to the b part, or last part, of 1 John 3:1, from our text above —
The reason why the world does not know us is that it did not know him. This is such a critical issue in our
tepid generation that I must briefly make a couple of important points. First, the we who are called children of
God make up the invisible and universal Church—those people called out of the world into the Body of Christ by
being regenerated, or born again (cf. John 3:3-7).

These are the only people who are actually Christians according to the Bible. It’s very important that you
remember this in order to really understand this verse of Holy Scripture. With this in mind then, let’s look at 1
John 3:1 again putting in the word “Christians” where it applies in the text – See what kind of love the Father
has given to us, that [Christians] should be called children of God; and so [Christians] are. The reason why the
world does not know [Christians] is that it did not know him. 

Notice that the Holy Spirit says, through His inspired Apostle John, that only these Christians are children of
God; contrary to the multitude of emerging evangelical false prophets that litter the landscape of the church
visible today. Then the Lord explains to us that the reason the world, or the unregenerate, the non-Christian,
does not know us — the Christians — is that “it” — the world, the unbelievers, did not know Him — God
Himself in the Person of the Christ Jesus of Nazareth.

All Men Are Not Children Of God

They have no relation to us, because they have no relation to the Lord Who is head of His Church (cf. Romans
8:6-9). So despite the protests of non-Christians, no matter how sincere they may be, this is exactly what this
verse means: Unless one has a personal relationship with Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior of their lives by God’s
grace alone, through faith alone, in the finished work on the Cross of Christ alone, then they are still in the
world. And, as such, if they are still in the world, then they have not been called out as Christians.

And since these people are not Christians the Bible tells us — the wrath of God remains on [them] (John
3:36). No getting around that there in our opening text we see such as these are not children of God, nor do they
even know Him; this is the sad fact Scripture teaches. However, this is exactly why we, who are children of
God—His Christians—need to always be ready to tell the world about their grossly mistaken idea that all human
beings are God’s children; and in addition, we need to pray for those who haven’t accepted Jesus personally.

Please remember that no matter how learned we may become—and the Lord knows we do need more educated
Christians—no matter how intellectual one might be, it’s impossible to bring someone to a saving knowledge of
Jesus Christ by arguments alone. Since the human soul is locked from the inside we must pray for God the Holy
Spirit to work within the person’s life.

And even though we know there is absolutely nothing we can do on our own to save anyone, we may find the
strength to be persistent in our praying for the salvation of those to whom we are witnessing in these Words
from our Lord Jesus Christ — “With man it is impossible, but not with God. For all things are possible with
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God” (Mark 10:27).

Further reading

DO NOT BE UNEQUALLY YOKED WITH UNBELIEVERS
CONSIDERATION FOR THE WEAKER CHRISTIANS
GOOD WORKS ACTUALLY EXTEND FROM GOD

Endnotes

1. Donald Guthrie, J. Alec Motyer, Alan M. Stibbs, Donald J. Wiseman, Editors, The New Bible
Commentary: Revised, [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing, 1984], 1264. [ ]

2. Christians make up a local church; the Greek word for church is ecclesia, which means “the called out
ones.” And This gives you important background as to the meaning of the word Christian:
http://www.gotquestions.org/what-is-a-Christian.html, accessed 9/16/14. [ ]

J. GRESHAM MACHEN: DESTROYING THE OBJECTION TO VICARIOUS
SACRIFICE OF CHRIST WITHTHE GLORIOUS MAJESTY OF JESUS

By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 13, 2014 in Devotions, Theology

Thus the objection to the vicarious sacrifice of Christ disappears altogether before the tremendous
Christian sense of the majesty of Jesus’ Person. It is perfectly true that the Christ of modern
naturalistic reconstruction never could have suffered for the sins of others; but it is very different
in the case of the Lord of Glory. And if the notion of vicarious atonement be so absurd as modern
opposition would lead us to believe, what shall be said of the Christian experience that has been
based upon it? The modern liberal Church is fond of appealing to experience. B

ut where shall true Christian experience be found if not in the blessed peace which comes from
Calvary? That peace comes only when a man recognizes that all his striving to be right with God,
all his feverish endeavor to keep the Law before he can be saved, is unnecessary, and that the Lord
Jesus has wiped out the handwriting that was against him by dying instead of him on the Cross.
VVho can measure the depth of the peace and joy that comes from this blessed knowledge? Is it a
“theory of the atonement,” a delusion of man’s fancy? Or is it the very truth of God?

But still another objection remains against the Christian doctrine of the Cross. The objection
concerns the character of God. What a degraded view of God it is, the modern liberal exclaims,
when God is represented as being “alienated” from man, and as waiting coldly until a price be
paid before He grants salvation! In reality, we are told, God is more willing to forgive sin than we
are willing to be forgiven; reconciliation, therefore, can have to do only with man; it all depends
upon us; God will receive us any time we choose.

The objection depends of course upon the liberal view of sin. If sin is so trifling a matter as the
liberal Church supposes, then indeed the curse of God’s law can be taken very lightly, and God can
easily let by-gones be by-gones.

This business of letting by-gones be by-gones has a pleasant sound. But in reality it is the most
heartless thing in the world. It will not do at all even in the case of sins committed against our
fellow-men. To say nothing of sin against God, what shall be done about the harm that we have
wrought to our neighbor? Sometimes, no doubt, the harm can be repaired. If we have defrauded
our neighbor of a sum ofmoney, we can pay the sum back with interest.
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But in the case of the more serious wrongs such repayment is usually quite impossible. The more
serious wrongs are those that are done, not to the bodies, but to the souls of men. And who can
think with complacency of wrongs of that kind which he has committed? Who can bear to think,
for example, of the harm that he has done to those younger than himself by a bad example? And
what of those sad words, spoken to those we love, that have left scars never to be obliterated by the
hand of time?

In the presence of such memories, we are told by the modern preacher simply to repent and to let
by-gones be by-gones. But what a heartless thing is such repentance! We escape into some higher,
happier, respectable life. But what of those whom we by our example and by our words have
helped to drag down to the brink of hell? We forget them and let by-gones be by-gones!

Such repentance will never wipe out the guilt of sin–not even sin committed against our fellow-
men, to say nothing of sin against our God. The truly penitent man longs to wipe out the effects of
sin, not merely to forget sin. But who can wipe out the effects of sin? Others are suffering because
of our past sins; and we can attain no real peace until we suffer in their stead. We long to go back
into the tangle of our life, and make right the things that are wrong–at least to suffer where we
have caused others to suffer. And something like that Christ did for us when He died instead of us
on the cross; He atoned for all our sins.

The sorrow for sins committed against one’s fellowmen does indeed remain in the Christian’s
heart. And he will seek by every means that is within his power to repair the damage that he has
done. But atonement at least has been made–made as truly as if the sinner himself had suffered
with and for those whom he has wronged. And the sinner himself, by a mystery of grace, becomes
right with God. All sin at bottom is a sin against God. “Against thee, thee only have I sinned” is the
cry of a true penitent.

How terrible is the sin against God! Who can recall the wasted moments and years ? Gone they
are, never to return; gone the little allotted span of life; gone the little day in which a man must
work. Who can measure the irrevocable guilt of a wasted life? Yet even for such guilt God has
provided a fountain of cleansing in the precious blood of Christ. God has clothed us with Christ’s
righteousness as with a garment; in Christ we stand spotless before the judgment throne.

Thus to deny the necessity of atonement is to deny the existence of a real moral order. And it is
strange how those who venture upon such denial can regard themselves as disciples of Jesus; for if
one thing is clear in the record of Jesus’ life it is that Jesus recognized the justice as distinguished
from the love, of God. God is love, according to Jesus, but He is not only love; Jesus spoke, in
terrible words, of the sin that shall never be forgiven either in this world or in that which is to
come. Clearly Jesus recognized the existence of retributive justice; Jesus was far from accepting
the light modern view of sin.

J. Gresham Machen

Further reading

DO NOT BE UNEQUALLY YOKED WITH UNBELIEVERS
CONSIDERATION FOR THE WEAKER CHRISTIANS
GOOD WORKS ACTUALLY EXTEND FROM GOD

Endnotes

1. This post was adapted from Machen’s classic book Christianity & Liberalism, which can be read online
here: http://www.reformed.org/books/chr_and_lib/, accessed 9/13/14. [ ]

DO NOT BE UNEQUALLY YOKED WITH UNBELIEVERS
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Sep 11, 2014 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features
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Do not be unequally yoked with unbelievers. For what partnership has righteousness with lawlessness? Or
what fellowship has light with darkness? What accord has Christ with Belial? Or what portion does a believer
share with an unbeliever? (2 Corinthians 6:14-15)

So What Does A Believer Have In Common With An Unbeliever?

Well, this would seem clear enough; but unfortunately, not so today e.g. because evangelicalism made the fateful
decision to embrace the apostate and sinfully ecumenical neo-liberal cult of the Emergent Church aka the
Emerging Church—with its “big tent” Progressive Christianity aka Emergence Christianity. This is the root
reason why we’re witnessing such syncretism within the mainstream right now.

The tragic fact is that the EC brought in its core doctrine of anti-biblical Contemplative
Spirituality/Mysticism and spread it throughout the younger sectors of the evangelism. Then in On
Contemplative Spirituality and Charismania I showed you the further progression away from sola Scriptura
currently going on throughout the heart of the church visible.

Now you know why a couple of years ago we even saw Ravi Zacharias Says Word Faith Preacher Joyce Meyer
“Such A Great Bible Teacher” God Is Using; not to mention evangelical superstar Prophet-Leader Steven Furtick
Descends Down To Word Faith Heretic Rod Parsley. In fact, it’s so bad that major evangelical leaders James
MacDonald and Mark Driscoll, his embattled comrade,  want us to believe T.D. Jakes Repents Of Word Faith
Heresy And Mythology.

Before we run down the rabbit trail, we need not get bogged down here judging the eternal condition of any of
the aforementioned. For you see, according to the correct application of Matthew 18:15-17, when someone
ignores the warning to cease the sin of promulgating false doctrine — if he neglect to hear the church, let him be
unto thee as an heathen man and a publican (Matthew 18:17).

It’s critical to understand here that teachers of Word Faith fables such as the aforementioned Meyer and jakes
have long ago neglected to hear the church about their heresies and therefore now fit this passage. So, it seems a
good time for us to look again briefly at the pertinent section of 2 Corinthians 6 as it concerns the historic
context of these important verses from the Bible.

The following commentary on our text from Dr. Murray Harris proves a good place to start:

“Do not be yoked together with unbelievers” (v. 14a). Clearly this is not an injunction against all
association with unbelievers (cf. 1Cor 5:9, 10, 10:27). Paul actually encouraged the Christian
partner in a mixed marriage to maintain the relationship as long as possible (1Cor 7:12-16).
Rather, this is a prohibition against forming close attachments with non-Christians.

Paul’s agricultural metaphor (“You must not get into double harness with unbelievers”—C.K.
Barrett) is based on the command of Deuteronomy 22:10 that prohibited the yoking of an ox and
an ass for ploughing, and also on Leviticus 19:19 where the crossbreeding of animals of different
species is prohibited. Although precisely what might have constituted a “diverse yoke” or “double
harness” for the Corinthians remains unstated, it clearly involved compromise with
heathendom,…

Paul is content to state a general principle that needs specific application under the Spirit’s
guidance. In expanded form the principle might6 be expressed thus: “Do not form any
relationship, whether temporary or permanent, with unbelievers that would lead to a compromise
of Christian standards or jeopardize consistency of Christian witness. And why such separation?
Because the unbeliever does not share the Christian’s standards, sympathies, or goals” …

This passage will also have a clear spiritual application, which should become even more evident now through
the scholarly commentary of Dr. Harris. Consistent with what Christ Jesus tells us in Matthew 6:22 — “The eye
is the lamp of the body,” the more spiritually mature will understand that anything you allow into your life on a
regular basis, which would grieve the Holy Spirit, will have adverse effects on you.

You might recall 1 Corinthians 15:33 — Do not be deceived: “Bad company ruins good morals.” where God
quotes a proverb that even an unregenerate pagan could understand. And if the Lord’s warnings are ignored,
then know this: You will also open yourself up to further spiritual blindness and possibly even demonic
oppression.

The fact that Paul is simply using physical “marriage” to also illustrate a spiritual principle as well is obvious
even to the rather conservative dispensational camp, who are certainly not known for any kind of
radical spiritual excesses. By the way, my comment is simply to make a point concerning proper understanding
of this passage, and isn’t meant disrespectfully toward my more dispensational brothers.

Here’s what Dr. David Lowery says in The Bible Knowledge Commentary put out by Dallas Theological
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Seminary, an organization which has been known for conservative/dispensational theology:

What hampered the Corinthians’ open, loving response, which Paul called for? (v.13) Answer: rival
suitors vied for their affections and allegiance. Though verses 14-15 are often applied to various
sorts of alliances (e.g., mixed marriages, improper business associations), Paul’s primary
association was probably ecclesiastical. The rival suitors were possibly pagan idolators (cf. 1
Cor.10:14) or more likely false apostles (cf. 2 Cor. 11:2-4). In censure or affection Paul was equally
candid (cf. 6:11).

The solution to the dilemma was for the Corinthians to separate from the false apostles. Whatever
may have been their own and others’ estimation of their spiritual status, Paul considered the false
apostles to be unbelievers (cf.11:13-15) from whom the Corinthians needed to separate.
But Paul did not say that Christian should have no contacts whatever with unbelievers.

Earlier he argued the absurdity of such a position (1 Cor. 5:9-10). But religious unbelievers
might lead believers astray from “sincere and pure devotion to Christ” (2 Cor. 11:3), and the
fact concerned Paul greatly.

What needs to be clearly understood here is this: Whatever one believes in—whether it’s a false god, i.e.
demons such as in Islam, or no god at all, as in secular humanism—that belief system is your religion.  It just
may be that we are, right now, at the beginning of an end. To be clear, I do not claim to know exactly what it is
that has ended.

Could it possibly be the end of the Age of Grace itself? God knows; but this much seems clear, we appear to be
at the end of our Lord’s patience with what’s passing as Christianity—and maybe especially so—here in amoral
America. I sometimes wonder, is God now giving over the evangelical section of the visible church to their love
of the self here in this pagan postmodern nation?

I’m sad to say, from my vantage point, there does seem to be a growing apostasy within ostensibly conservative
sectors of Christendom:

Thus says the Lord of hosts: “Do not listen to the words of the prophets who prophesy to you,
filling you with vain hopes. They speak visions of their own minds, not from the mouth of the
Lord. They say continually to those who despise the word of the Lord, ‘It shall be well with you’;
and to everyone who stubbornly follows his own heart, they say, ‘No disaster shall come upon
you.’”

“For who among them has stood in the council of the Lord to see and to hear his word, or who
has paid attention to his word and listened?”  … For it is time for judgment to begin at the
household of God; and if it begins with us, what will be the outcome for those who do not obey
the gospel of God? (Jeremiah 23:16-18; 1 Peter 4:17)

Further reading

THE NEW DOWNGRADE AND ITS APOSTLES OF UNBELIEF
ARE YOU MINDING THE THINGS OF GOD OR THE THINGS OF MEN
NO-CONTROVERSY FOR THE NEW DOWNGRADE

Endnotes

1. Things are apparently so out of control around Driscoll right now that there’s allegedly been financial
misappropriations: http://www.seattleweekly.com/news/thedailyweekly/954570-129/unearthed-mars-
hill-memo-warns-of, accessed 9/11/14.

In addition, it appears that his Mars Hill Church is closing its
branches: 
http://www.christiantoday.com/article/mars.hill.announces.closure.of.three.churches/40422.htm,
accessed 9/11/14. [ ]

2. Murray Harris, 2 Corinthians, in Frank E. Gaebelein, Gen. Ed, The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, 12
vols, [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992], 359, emphasis added). [ ]

3. John F. Walvoord and Roy B. Zuck, The Bible Knowledge Commentary, 2 vols., [Colorado Springs: Cook
Communications Ministries, 2000], 570, bold his. [ ]

4. See: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/religion, accessed 9/11/14. [ ]
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Meister Eckhart here at Apprising Ministries I’ve shown that, despite his claims to the contrary, Leonard Sweet
—beyond question a leading theologian within the sinfully ecumenical neo-liberal cult of the Emerging
Church in its early days—his man-centered  semi-pelagian theology remains the same. With […]

LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND THE THIRD WAY
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 8, 2010 in AM Missives, Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism, Current Issues, Emergence
Christianity, Emergent Church, Features, Leonard Sweet, New Apostolic Reformation | Comments Off on LEONARD SWEET,
FRANK VIOLA, AND THE THIRD WAY

…they mixed with the nations and learned to do as they did. They served their idols, which became a snare to
them. (Psalm 106:35-36, ESV) The Convergence Apprising Ministries introduced you to Mike Morrell, a largely
behind the scenes networker in the neo-liberal cult of the Emergent Church in Mike Morrell On Matthew Fox,
John Wimber, And The […]

ON JESUS MANIFESTO OF LEONARD SWEET AND FRANK VIOLA
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 5, 2010 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features,
Leonard Sweet | Comments Off on ON JESUS MANIFESTO OF LEONARD SWEET AND FRANK VIOLA

 An Apprising Ministries Exclusive: I have to take serious issue with the theology of this book.  In the
introduction Sweet and Viola say: The historic Christian creeds are an expression of the need to answer Jesus’
“Who do you say I am?” question. But that “you say” is contextual. Each new generation, in every culture, […]

LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND MYSTIC MEISTER ECKHART
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 1, 2010 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Leonard
Sweet | Comments Off on LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND MYSTIC MEISTER ECKHART

For the time is coming when people will not endure sound teaching, but having itching ears they will
accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions, 4and will turn away from listening to the truth
and wander off into myths. (2 Timothy 4:3-4, ESV) It’s Happening Now At An Unprecedented Rate This online
apologetics and […]

LEONARD SWEET ON THE GOSPEL
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on May 27, 2010 in Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features | Comments
Off on LEONARD SWEET ON THE GOSPEL

Yesterday Emerging Church evangelical theologian Leonard Sweet tweeted:  “Go tell your friends what great
things the Lord has done for you” (Mark 5:19). The “good news” is about “great things” stories . . . (Online
source) No Leonard Sweet, the Gospel is about repentance and the forgiveness of sins in Jesus’ Name; the great
thing our Great […]
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ABOUT FRANK VIOLA: A REAL JERK
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Feb 17, 2012 in Current Issues, Features | Comments Off on ABOUT FRANK VIOLA: A REAL JERK

By Christian Research Network correspondent Mike Ratilff of Possessing the Treasure This is a repost of an
original article on Possessing the Treasure 12 Χάριν ἔχω τῷ ἐνδυναμώσαντί με Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ τῷ κυρίῳ ἡμῶν, ὅτι
πιστόν με ἡγήσατο θέμενος εἰς διακονίαν 13 τὸ πρότερον ὄντα βλάσφημον καὶ διώκτην καὶ ὑβριστήν, ἀλλὰ
ἠλεήθην, ὅτι ἀγνοῶν ἐποίησα ἐν ἀπιστίᾳ· 14 […]

CONTEMPLATIVE SPIRITUALITY AND RECOMMENDED READING FROM
FRANK VIOLA

By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Aug 30, 2011 in Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features | Comments
Off on CONTEMPLATIVE SPIRITUALITY AND RECOMMENDED READING FROM FRANK VIOLA

Syncretism slithers deeper into spiritually spineless evanjellyfish every day and Apprising Ministries continues
to point it out for you wherever we find it. Dominionism is fast becoming a hot topic and it’s tied to the idea of
“changing the world” and supposedly bringing ” God’s dream for the world” to fruition. The key is to […]

CONTEMPLATIVE LAW, THE GOSPEL OF GRACE, AND FRANK VIOLA
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 9, 2010 in Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features | Comments
Off on CONTEMPLATIVE LAW, THE GOSPEL OF GRACE, AND FRANK VIOLA

 He went on his way through towns and villages, teaching and journeying toward Jerusalem. And someone said
to him, “Lord, will those who are saved be few?” And he said to them, “Strive to enter through the narrow door.
For many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be able. When once […]

LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND THE THIRD WAY
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 8, 2010 in AM Missives, Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism, Current Issues, Emergence
Christianity, Emergent Church, Features, Leonard Sweet, New Apostolic Reformation | Comments Off on LEONARD SWEET,
FRANK VIOLA, AND THE THIRD WAY

…they mixed with the nations and learned to do as they did. They served their idols, which became a snare to
them. (Psalm 106:35-36, ESV) The Convergence Apprising Ministries introduced you to Mike Morrell, a largely
behind the scenes networker in the neo-liberal cult of the Emergent Church in Mike Morrell On Matthew Fox,
John Wimber, And The […]

FRANK VIOLA AND CORRUPT CONTEMPLATIVE SPIRITUALITY/MYSTICISM
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 7, 2010 in AM Missives, Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism, Current Issues, Emergence
Christianity, Emergent Church, Features, Leonard Sweet | Comments Off on FRANK VIOLA AND CORRUPT CONTEMPLATIVE
SPIRITUALITY/MYSTICISM

Apprising Ministries continues documenting the growing influence of Contemplative
Spirituality/Mysticism (CSM) right into the timid heart of the squishy evanjellyfish pretending to be Protestant
community. I’ve told you that the main catalyst for this spiritual skubalon is the Living Spiritual Teacher and
Quaker mystic Richard Foster along with his spiritual twin, Southern Baptist minister Dallas Willard; both of
whom teach the same spurious spirituality, which they’ve […]
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*UPDATE* FRANK VIOLA PRACTICES CORRUPT
CONTEMPLATIVE/CENTERING PRAYER?

By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 6, 2010 in Contemplative Spirituality/Mysticism, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity,
Emergent Church, Features, Leonard Sweet | Comments Off on *UPDATE* FRANK VIOLA PRACTICES CORRUPT
CONTEMPLATIVE/CENTERING PRAYER?

*UPDATE* Below I refer to, and quote from, an article which is entitled Slaughtering Sacred Cows: Part 3 “The
Felt-Presence of God” by Frank Viola and provided an online source. Apparently Frank Viola has had the access
to this source blocked as now if you go there you’ll see: However, the article in question is also online […]

ON JESUS MANIFESTO OF LEONARD SWEET AND FRANK VIOLA
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 5, 2010 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Features,
Leonard Sweet | Comments Off on ON JESUS MANIFESTO OF LEONARD SWEET AND FRANK VIOLA

 An Apprising Ministries Exclusive: I have to take serious issue with the theology of this book.  In the
introduction Sweet and Viola say: The historic Christian creeds are an expression of the need to answer Jesus’
“Who do you say I am?” question. But that “you say” is contextual. Each new generation, in every culture, […]

LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND MYSTIC MEISTER ECKHART
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on Jun 1, 2010 in AM Missives, Current Issues, Emergence Christianity, Emergent Church, Leonard
Sweet | Comments Off on LEONARD SWEET, FRANK VIOLA, AND MYSTIC MEISTER ECKHART

For the time is coming when people will not endure sound teaching, but having itching ears they will
accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions, 4and will turn away from listening to the truth
and wander off into myths. (2 Timothy 4:3-4, ESV) It’s Happening Now At An Unprecedented Rate This online
apologetics and […]

FRANK VIOLA AND THE MERRY MONK
By Ken Silva pastor-teacher on May 31, 2010 in Current Issues, Features, Leonard Sweet | Comments Off on FRANK VIOLA AND
THE MERRY MONK

 Apprising Ministries brings to your attention Frank Viola, whose “official website” informs us is: a Christian
author and speaker. His public speaking covers a wide range of topics including the all-sufficiency of Jesus
Christ, the deepening of the spiritual life, Christian community, church planting, God’s eternal purpose,
mission, and church restoration. (Online source) You should also […]

AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF DR. FRANK PAGE’S RESPONSE TO “BROTHERS”
DR. ED YOUNG AND T.D. JAKES SHARING THE PLATFORM

By Apprising Administrator on Jan 4, 2007 in Current Issues, Features | Comments Off on AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF DR. FRANK
PAGE’S RESPONSE TO “BROTHERS” DR. ED YOUNG AND T.D. JAKES SHARING THE PLATFORM
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"All Truth Is God's Truth"?*
So Says "Christian" Psychology

Psychology pretends to be the study of the soul; in fact, it has become known as the cure of souls. But is not the "cure
of souls" the domain of the Bible? God is the only One who can take care of man's spiritual problems, and in fact, He
has done so. The Bible claims that God has given to the believer "all things that pertain unto life and godliness" (2 Pe.
2:3). We don't need help from Freud, et al..

"Christian" psychology says that we do need such help, that the Bible doesn't have all the answers we need, that prayer,
repentance, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and other Biblical remedies are not enough because there are
psychological problems that require something more. Does it not seem a bit odd that God has apparently inspired the
likes of Freud, Jung, Maslow, Rogers, et al., with the "truths" unknown to the apostles and prophets and all of the
leaders in the entire history of the Church? No, we are told reassuringly, this is not to be considered strange at all.
What we need to understand is that "All truth is God's truth." This suspicious phrase is trotted out whenever
questions are raised, and is generally accepted without further thought.

But the question of what is meant by truth is seldom asked. Are we talking about scientific facts involving the brain
and body, or about God's truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy Word is truth" (John 17:17), not part of
the truth. Jesus said, "The world cannot accept Him [the Spirit of truth], because it neither sees Him nor knows Him ...
But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all truth" (John 14:17; 16:13). Therefore, it is the Spirit
of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, that leads us into ALL truth. How, then, can a Freud, Rogers, Maslow, Jung,
et al., have any truth for believers? -- Are they not of the world whom Jesus says cannot even receive truth, let alone
lead us into it? They cannot know anything about truth!

Jesus also said, "If you continue in My Word, then you are My disciples [not if you continue in Freud's word], and you
will know the truth and the truth will set you free" (John 8:31,32). What extrabiblical "truth" ever set anyone free?
One may get some facts of nature from extrabiblical sources, but NOT the truth that sets you free. {E=MC2} is a
scientific "truth," most certainly, but it sets no one free. Likewise, does God's truth include Freudian pronouncements
of obsessive neurosis or Jung's structure of archetypes? Or is God's truth Roger's ideas on human love or the
behaviorism of B.F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Paul wrote, "... the things of God knoweth no man but by the Spirit of God." It is clear in the context that he is not
talking about scientific discoveries made by atheists through an insight into nature or the witness of moral conscience
that God gives to all men. Paul is referring not to natural, but to spiritual truths, which he specifically states are
revealed by God only to true believers. The Bible clearly claims to be written to those who belong to the Lord, and the
truth it communicates is called "the things of the Spirit of God." We are told in unequivocal terms that "the natural
[unsaved] man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him; neither can he know
them, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2:14).

How, then, can "God's truth" be communicated to humanists who have rejected even the witness of creation and
conscience? Are such persons really God's chosen vessels to reveal heretofore undiscovered spiritual truths to the body
of Christ? Unless born again of the Spirit of God through faith in Christ, no man can even begin to understand the
"things of God," precisely because they have to be "spiritually discerned."

God's truth, says Paul, is only understood by the "spiritual man" who has been born of God's Spirit into the family of
God. It is only such men, Paul declares, who have "the mind of Christ" (1 Corinthians 2:16). To the unsaved, Jesus
said, "He that is of God heareth God's word; ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God" (John 8:47). Yet
we are asked to believe that a part of God's truth heretofore unknown to those who are of God, and who, therefore,
have the mind of Christ, has lately been discovered by those who are not of God, and that this new insight ought to be
incorporated by the Church into its understanding of the Word of God! Before we accept such an unbiblical and
illogical thesis, we need better justification than the plea: "All truth is God's truth."

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v1n5-1.htm
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Since there is not one standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called "Christian" psychologist decides for himself
which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing, the
subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word of God.
Perhaps they think that what has been observed in nature by the limited minds of men equals God's truth. But the Bible
contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception. Whatever else one can
discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot be equal to God's truth.
(See piece below on "General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'.")

Psychology pretends to deal with the soul and spirit (it actually claims to be a science of mind), a subject upon which
God has spoken with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word -- the whole truth. There
are no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo to be discovered by godless theorists floating about
in the secular world. To suggest that there are, is to contradict the clear testimony of Scripture and the consistent
teaching of the Church since the beginning until Psychology's very recent introduction into secular society and from
there into Christianity -- a Church that got along very well without psychology, that withstood the Roman arena and
the Inquisition, and left the stamp of victorious Christian living and the blood of her martyrs upon the pages of history.

As soon as the door was opened for the "truths" of psychology to shed further light upon Scripture, a subtle process
began. If "All truth is God's truth," and psychology is part of that truth, then it has to be given at least equal authority
with the Bible. Of course, "Christian" psychologists deny that they do this. In all sincerity, they assure us that no
psychological theory will be accepted that contradicts the Bible; but in actual practice, "psychological truth" is imposed
upon the Bible and becomes the new grid through which the Bible is to be interpreted.

Imperceptibly, but inevitably, psychological theory by this process gains authority over the Bible and the Church, and
anyone not trained in the new "truths" of psychology is deemed unqualified to question the new interpretations.
"Christian" universities and seminaries develop large and growing psychology departments in order to keep up with
"current trends." No church staff of any size is any longer complete without at least one psychologist. Pastors begin to
believe that they are not competent to counsel from the Bible without going back to seminary for an advanced degree
in psychology. They are competent to preach or to teach the Word of God if they have a degree in theology, but
incompetent to counsel from the Word of God without a degree in psychology. This new state of affairs is accepted
almost without question; and those of us who do question it as unbiblical are accused of causing division or of
speaking from ignorance, because we presumably don't know enough about psychology.

So-called "Christian" psychology could almost be described as a cult inside our churches. It has its own vocabulary, an
endless new category of problems tagged with labels not found in the Bible and unknown to the Church in its entire
history. These strange new phrases now roll glibly off the tongues of pastors who are trying to be "relevant" and to
"communicate" in modern terms. In short, this cult has its own gospel, its own religious rituals administered by its own
class of priests -- the "Christian" psychologists, who have gained authority over those who only counsel from the
Word of God, but have been judged unqualified to do so because they have not yet been initiated into psychology's
inner academic circle. Nor can anyone appeal to the Scriptures as a means of correcting this new priestly class, because
they alone hold the keys to a vital part of "God's truth," which allows for a new interpretation of the Bible and a new
Christianity. It is a masterstroke of genius from the great mastermind of deception himself. And it is all being carried
on in the name of the Lord and for the supposed good of His Church.

The Christian life is not a grit-your-teeth and hold-your-breath roller-coaster ride. It is Christ living His resurrection
life in those who have trusted in Him. To suggest that psychotherapeutic techniques lately discovered by Freud, et al.,
are now necessary in order for today's Christian to experience the abundant life in Christ is destructive of the very faith
that the proponents of this teaching say they are trying to enhance. Such is the inevitable result of interpreting the
Bible on the basis of the predetermined outside opinions of men. We desperately need a return to Biblical Christianity
(Jer. 17:9,10; 2 Tim. 3:15-17; 2 Pe. 1:3).

General Revelation and the "Discovery" of "Truth"
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General revelation is an important theological concept. Conservative theologians have used the term general revelation
to identify a very narrow category of truth that God has made powerfully evident (thus the word revelation) to every
rational human being (thus the word general), according to the way He fashioned the moral and physical universe.
Romans 1 and 2, the most important New Testament discussion of general revelation, states unequivocally that the
revelation God has set before all men, through the infinitely mysterious, complicated physical universe and through the
moral consciousness of all human beings, renders all humans without excuse when they reject that truth.

Lately, however, the important theological category of general revelation has been broadened to include all truth-
claims made as a result of human efforts to understand the many aspects of the created order. Those who have
broadened the category argue that the Scriptures are indeed the "special" revelation which God has left to us and that,
because God is the Author of the entire created order, whenever men discover "truth" in that order, we can refer to that
humanly discovered "truth" as "general revelation."

Doug Bookman, in a paper titled "In Defense of Biblical Counseling," identifies the very dangerous ramifications of
the argument that replaces the Biblical doctrine of general revelation:

First ... by defining general revelation as that body of truth which is gained by human investigation and
discovery, the argument is guilty of neglecting the element of non-discoverability which is intrinsic to the
biblical notion of revelation and supplanting that notion with its exact antithesis. Further, the approach is
dangerous in that it attributes to the truth-claims of men an authority which they do not and cannot
possess, and renders it virtually impossible to bring those truth-claims under the authority of the one
standard by which God demands that they be measured.

Second, the argument ... is confused in its definition of the term "general." By mistakenly taking that term
to refer to the content of the category (rather than to the audience to which the revelation thus
denominated is available), the apologists who employ this argument commit two fallacies which are
destructive of orthodox theology: first, they expand the category to include all manner of truth-claims
which have no right to be thus honored; and second, they eviscerate the character of revelation by
including in the category truth-claims which are admittedly lesser than the truths of Scripture, which
demand that finite and fallen men measure them to determine their validity, and which at best can possibly
issue in a higher level of insight into the demands of living (italics in original).

Bookman concludes that:

... as described in Scripture, general revelation is truth which is manifestly set forth before all men (Rom.
1:17-19; 2:14,15); it is truth so clear and irrefutable as to be known intuitively by all rational men (Ps.
19:1-6; Rom. 1: 19); it is truth so authoritative and manifest that when men, by reason of willful rebellion,
reject that truth, they do so at the cost of their own eternal damnation (Rom. 1:20; 2:1,15). For this
seamless, flawless and majestic tapestry of God-given truth is substituted a patchwork of "lesser" truths,
of truth which "is obtainable at least in part," truths which "are not delineated for us by God" but are
"discovered by fallible humans." ... Surely such a concept of general revelation represents a ravaging of
the biblical concept.

General revelation includes the proposition that "fallen man retains the ability and propensity to deduce truth from the
created world and thus to arrive at conclusions which are as authoritative as the Scriptures themselves." The "All truth
is God's truth"-ers defend such a proposition, not by any exegetical consideration of relevant Biblical passages, but
rather by pointing out that the sage in the book of Proverbs explicitly says he learned some things by observing the
natural order and that those things are recorded in Scripture, concluding that if it could be done by the Biblical sage, it
can be done by any human being. However, such a parallel is illegitimate. The conclusions drawn from the supposed
parallel are wrong and dangerous.

More central to the issue is that the argument involves a denial of the Biblical insistence that divine truth is foolishness
to the natural man (1 Cor. 2:14); that apart from regeneration, man’s understanding is darkened and alienated from the
life of God (Eph. 4:17); that all men are enemies in their minds until God transforms them through the work of
salvation (Col. 1:13); and that from the sole of the foot even unto the head, there is no soundness in fallen man (Isa.
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1:5). Further, even regenerated man is crippled by the continuing corruption of sin, as well as by the reality of his own
finiteness (Isa. 55:8,9; 1 Cor. 2:16).

Thus, for any man, saved or lost, to suppose that his thoughts ought to be regarded as certain and/or as authoritative as
those of God—let alone the notion that all human truth-claims deserve such respect, simply because the sage of the
Old Testament sometimes related his articulation of truth to observations he had made in the natural order—is to deny
what the Bible says so often and so clearly about the real fallenness and finiteness of man and about the infinite
wisdom and matchless authority of God.

The question is whether the Bible is fully God-breathed or includes information discovered by the human intellect. The
"All truth is God's truth"-ers are convinced that the knowledge possessed by the sage in Proverbs and recorded by him
in Scripture was discovered by the sage alone, with no dependence upon God, yet this perceived parallel between the
ministry of the Old Testament sage and the work of the modern "social scientist" simply does not exist.

The issue here relates very directly to the character of inspired Scripture. Wisdom literature, such as that which is
represented by the sage in the book of Proverbs, is one of many precious and profitable genres of Biblical literature.
But the recorded message of the sage, no less than that of the prophet, the Gospelist, or the writer of a New Testament
epistle, is authoritative and dependable simply and only because it was breathed out by God (2 Tim. 3:16). The
prophets received their messages by means of dreams (Num. 12:6); that doesn’t suggest that the dreams of men today
are just as authoritative as those of the prophets. The sage normally received his message by means of observation; it is
erroneous to conclude that, therefore, the observations of any man are as authoritative and/or dependable as those
observations of the sage which are recorded in the pages of sacred Scripture. 

Note carefully that the debate here is not whether any of the observations made by human beings might be true. Rather,
the debate is whether the observations of men today ought to be regarded as possessing the absolute certainty and/or
normative authority which the Bible possesses in all of its parts. The words of the sage are not certain and authoritative
because they were discovered by observation, any more than the words of Jude are certain and authoritative because
he cites them from the apocryphal book of Enoch (Jude 14). The words of all Biblical writers are authoritative because
the recording of them was done under the careful supervision of the Holy Spirit, which is known as "inspiration." To
regard the words of men as possessing the same sublime dignity and ultimate authority that the words of the Bible
possess is remarkably dangerous.

In summary, the "All truth is God's truth"-er understanding of general revelation is all-encompassing but erroneous. In
one fell swoop they even reduce sections of Scripture to less than God-breathed in their attempt to show that God’s
revelation refers to that which can be discovered through observation and natural reason. The word revelation refers to
an unveiling, a revealing of something that could not be otherwise discovered or known. What mankind gleans through
observation, reason, and logic is not revelation, but discovery. These discoveries can be very helpful to mankind, such
as the discovery of electricity. The kind of psychology the "All truth is God's truth"-ers defend may include some
discovery about the superficial aspects of man through observation, reason, and logic, but these kinds of theories
include highly subjective, speculative imaginations about the depths of man, and that (the depths of man) is the sole
province of Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Beyond Seduction; pp. 137-145;  PsychoHeresy, pp. 32-35; and from an article by
the same name ["General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'"] in the March-April 2001 issue of PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter (the latter two by permission of PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110).
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The Siren Song of Unity!*
In Greek and Roman mythology, sirens were women who lured ships onto rocky shores by enticing the sailors with
their singing. Today the world's leaders, like the sirens of mythology, are singing an enchanting song of unification
very similar to the days of Babel: "Then they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to the
heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the whole earth'" (Genesis
11:4).

We have a comparable message coming from the present world's leaders telling us we must rethink our world and
come into a new way of doing things:

"Today humankind is facing a choice,' [Mikhail Gorbachev, former head of the Soviet Union] said. It is
time for every individual, nation, and state to re-think its place and role in world affairs.'... We need to
find a new paradigm .... This search for a new paradigm should be a search for synthesis, for what is
common to and unites people, countries and nations, rather than what divides them'" (From speech given
at the State of the World Forum in San Francisco, Oct., 1995, as quoted in letter from Lucis Trust
promoting World Invocation Day, received March, 1996).

Unfortunately, this "siren song of unity" is reaching into the Christian community. The book A Plea for Purity, Sex,
Marriage, and God, by J. Christoph Arnold (a pastor) includes a foreword by Mother Teresa, with endorsements by
men who also participated in or endorsed "Evangelical & Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium."

Subtly we are being directed toward Christian unity -- a unity not based on the Holy Scriptures and Biblical doctrine,
but founded on social issues ("better families," "sexual purity," "father/son relationships") and Promise Keeper-like
emotional experiences (fathers and sons embracing, standing ovations for pastors, and the joining of hands during
worship songs). As compelling and heart warming as the social issues and emotional experiences might be, these
cannot be the basis for Biblical unity. 

An unbiblical ecumenical union is not in the best interest of the body of Christ. Besides, many pastors and laymen
attending ecumenical gatherings are promoting and practicing beliefs not in accord with Biblical Christianity. This fact
alone should force us, out of respect for Christ and His teachings, as well as for our own spiritual well-being, to avoid
fellowship.

As conscientious and watchful Christians who need to be keenly aware of what Scripture warns about the last days'
generation, we must not only examine, but also scrutinize movements impacting the Church -- their immediate,
individual effects and also their long-term collective effects. Pastors and other church leaders cannot blindly accept
short-term benefits and not consider the long-range consequences. And the long-range consequences of uniting with
movements that want religious unity over Biblical unity will be compromising pastors, diminishing reliance on the
Word and doctrine, lukewarm congregations, unholy alliances with any faith, and eventually embracing the religion of
the Antichrist and the False Prophet.

Individuals who become saved and added to the body of Christ (regardless of when and where) must be discipled with
Christ-centered worship, Bible-based preaching, an "in-the-Bible" Bible study, and taught to test all things according
to Scripture. To lead them into unscriptural teachings and unbiblical unity is to tamper with the good work started by
the Holy Spirit.

Unity Fever is Everywhere

As the following quotations demonstrate, the song of unity has many melodies and many singers:

(a) "We [participants in the Parliament of World Religions] are persons who have committed ourselves to
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the precepts and practices of the world's religions. We confirm that there is already a consensus among
the religions which can be the basis for a global ethic -- a minimal fundamental consensus concerning
binding values, irrevocable standards, and fundamental moral attitudes" (Given at the 1993 Parliament of
the World's Religions, September 4, 1993, in Chicago, Illinois).

(b) "The Millennium Council of Faiths is being asked to design suitable 'rites of passage' through which
people will 'die' to old 20th century ways of thinking and being, and emerge as new 21st century people.
Through the Parliament of the World's Religions, the Peace Council, and other major interfaith
organizations, we are building leadership commitments in Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Baha'm, Jain, Sikh, Wicca, Brahma Kumari, Shinto, Indigenous, and other faith traditions to
making the year 2000 a turning point" (The Millennial Moment Initiative: The Overall Plan,
December,1995).

(c) "Now that we [Catholic Church leadership] have briefly set out the conditions for ecumenical action
and the principles by which it is to be directed, we look with confidence to the future. This Sacred Council
exhorts the faithful to refrain from superficiality and imprudent zeal, which can hinder real progress
toward unity" (Decree On Ecumenism proclaimed at Saint Peter's, by Pope Paul VI on Nov. 21, 1964).

(d) "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and
discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission. ... In this statement we address what
we have discovered both about our unity and about our differences" (Evangelicals & Catholics Together:
The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium).

(e) "In spite of its problems, Christian television has done much to help tear down the barriers between
denominations and movements. Catholics now watch Baptists, and Presbyterians watch Pentecostals, with
everyone learning that there is merit to the beliefs of others. There are many Christian events that draw
believers together from across the spectrum of the body of Christ, and genuine interchange is taking place.
There is probably more unity in the church today than at any time in the last one thousand years" (The
Morning Star Prophetic Bulletin, May 1996, "Civil War in the Church").

(f) "We are in the prophesied latter days. This is the harvest time, the transition cycle between the ending
of the old, materialistic age and the New Age of Aquarius, now dawning. This forty-year period (1960-
2000) also is known as the Mark Age, or age of marks and signs when all on Earth know we are entering
a new spiritual dimension of love, peace and brotherhood" (MARK-AGE [Planet Earth] Love in action
for the New Age, [Mark-Age, Inc. is a nonprofit spiritual-educational organization founded in 1960.
Executive director and primary channel is Nada-Yolanda, a prophet for the New Age and the Second
Coming. International headquarters are in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA.]).

The body of Christ cannot hide from this unification crusade whether it be political or religious. The Book of
Revelation speaks to both types:

"Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He had two horns like a lamb, but he spoke like a
dragon. He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his behalf, and made the earth and its
inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And he performed great and
miraculous signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to earth in full view of men. Because
of the signs he was given power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants of the
earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet
lived. He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak and cause
all who refused to worship the image to be killed. He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and
poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no-one could buy or
sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his name" (Revelation 13:11-
17).

Since the Bible speaks of a false world religion in the end times that is an offense to Christ, and since we see a push
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for oneness not only from politicians and economists but also from professing Christians, the body of Christ must have
a good understanding of what the Scriptures say about unity among believers.

Shouldn't Truth Unify the Church?

If believers remain in Christ's truth, the unity that He prayed for in John 17:20-26 is possible -- "that they may be one
as We are one. ... I in them and You in Me." Jesus and God are one spiritually. They have one essence or nature, no
separate kingdom, no separate interests, no separate will, no separate desire, and no separate truth. This is the true
unity that the body of Christ should have today. This kind of unity cannot occur in man simply through ecumenical
councils and unbiblical confessions. This unity can come only through the Holy Spirit's work in the hearts of believers
who are committed to the Word and to the testimony of Jesus.

To be Biblically one requires more than church attendance, more than emotional experiences, more than pseudo-
supernatural signs and wonders, more than promises, and more than resolving social ills. It requires "the glory that You
gave Me." What is this glory? "The 'glory' of Christ was His life of self-denying service and His dying on the cross in
order to redeem the human race. Likewise, the 'glory' of the believer is the path of humble service and bearing his or
her cross. Humility, self-denial, and the willingness to suffer for Christ will ensure the true unity of believers and will
lead to true glory" (Full Life Study Bible, p. 1621). This glory is not earned by some work of man but bestowed by God
through Jesus (John 17:22).

Above all else, Jesus and the Father are united with regards to the TRUTH, and believers are to be united likewise:
"Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for they
are the kind of worshippers the Father seeks" (John 4:23). Since truth comes from the Father through Jesus to the
apostles, and the Church is told to build upon the apostles (as well as Jesus), the apostles' teachings should be
followed: "They [the early believers] devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer" (Acts 2:42). The instructions of the apostles of what they knew about Christ and His
teachings became known as doctrines.

It seems interesting that doctrine is being ridiculed in some circles as being divisive: "If people didn't stick to their 'pet
doctrines,' the Church wouldn't be so divided." I agree that some people divide over irrelevant issues. However, Paul
warns Timothy to beware, "For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their
own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear" (2
Timothy 4:3). There is a major distinction between irrelevant issues and sound Biblical doctrine. Sound Biblical
doctrine needs to be aggressively defended, not timidly compromised. Here are some other Biblical insights into the
role of doctrine and its importance to the body of Christ:

(1) "He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage others
by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it" (Titus 1:9);

(2) "You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine" (Titus 2:1);

(3) "Watch your life and doctrine closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both
yourself and your hearers" (1 Timothy 4:16); and

(4) "for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurers -- and for whatever else is
contrary to the sound doctrine" (1 Timothy 1:10);

Believers united as Christ defined in John 17 have kept to sound doctrine, and there has always been a remnant like
this:

"God did not reject His people, whom He foreknew. Don't you know what the Scripture says in the
passage about Elijah -- how he appealed to God against Israel: 'Lord, they have killed Your prophets and
torn down Your altars; I am the only one left, and they are trying to kill me'! And what was God's answer
to him? 'I have reserved for Myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal.' So too, at the
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present time there is a remnant chosen by grace" (Romans 11:2-5).

The whole professing church may seem to be succumbing to the unification movement; but a remnant still exists today
who have not bowed down to every new wave, new teaching, or new experience that comes along. They have not
united around social issues, signs and wonders, or a lowest-common-denominator Biblical standard that any religion
can join. They search the Scriptures daily, they worship, they deny themselves, they seek God's face through prayer
and supplication. Their hearts are turned toward their God, asking Him what He desires. Believers like this, in fact, are
united and they possess "the glory that You gave Me, that they may be one as We are one" (John 17:22).

Since Jesus has left us His Biblical criterion for unity, the leaders of "Christian" ecumenism should willingly use the
Bible as the standard. When looking at the history of God's chosen people and the Church, it is easy to see that any
unity less than the one Jesus defines results ultimately in rebellion against His Word.

Does the Body Have Unity?

According to Paul in Ephesians chapter 4, the Church has unity because Paul instructs believers to "make every effort
to keep the unity of the Spirit" (v. 3). You only keep what you already have. This unity is kept "through the bond of
peace" (v. 3). This bond is defined in verse 2 as humility, gentleness, patience, and love.

Paul goes on in a very "narrow-minded" fashion by showing how exclusive real Biblical unity is. There is one body,
one Spirit, one hope (v. 4), one Lord, one faith, one baptism (v. 5), and "one God and Father of all, who is over all
and through all and in all" (v. 6).

So believers would be able to "grow up into Him who is the Head" (v. 15), Jesus established apostles, prophets,
evangelists, pastors, and teachers (v. 11). Through these offices, the Holy Spirit (a) prepares God's people for works of
service, (b) builds up the body of Christ, (c) brings us to unity in the faith and knowledge of Jesus Christ, thus
enabling us to "become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ" (vs. 12-13).

Once this fullness is attained, believers won't be deceived and seduced by false teachings and false doctrines promoted
by cunning and crafty men, but will speak the truth in love.

How Does the Church Remain United?

Since Jesus is our "wisdom from God -- that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption" (1 Corinthians 1:30), we
need to, "See that what [we] have heard from the beginning remains in [us]. If it does, [we] also will remain in the Son
and in the Father" (1 John 2:24).

As can be seen from John 15:4-11, it is imperative that the Church read, study, know, heed, and do the works of Jesus
as outlined in the Scriptures. "Anyone who runs ahead and does not continue in the teaching of Christ does not have
God; whoever continues in the teaching has both the Father and the Son" (2 John 1:9).

As members in the body of Christ, and with so much emphasis placed by Jesus on remaining in sound teaching, this
responsibility requires that we should not "let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels
disqualify [us] for the prize. Such a person goes into great detail about what he has seen, and his unspiritual mind puffs
him up with idle notions. He has lost connection with the Head, from whom the whole body, supported and held
together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow" (Colossians 2:18-19).

If the body of Christ is indeed impotent and not doing the work of the Lord, is visible unity the answer? Or maybe it
needs to return to the teachings of Christ, the vine! Perhaps the Church needs to return to Christ-centered worship and
preaching of the Word by pastors who believe in the reality and reliability of Scripture, the virgin birth, the bodily
resurrection, salvation by grace through faith alone in Christ alone, and other foundational truths. Congregations need
to desire the Word of God preached and that sin be exposed rather than desire "make-me-feel-good" sermons, signs,
miracles, wonders, and unscriptural experiences as a substitute. Jesus says, "No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must
remain in the vine."
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Can the Body of Christ Afford to Ignore Christ's Warnings?

In the Book of Revelation, Christ tells us what a church should be like:

1. Not tolerating wicked persons -- 2:2
2. Testing the life, doctrine, and claims of Christian leaders -- 2:2
3. Persevering in faith, love, witness, service, and suffering for Christ -- 2:3,10,13,19,26
4. Hating what God hates -- 2:6
5. Overcoming sin, Satan, and the ungodly world -- 2:7,11,17 26; 3:5,12,21
6. Refusing to conform to immorality in the world and worldliness in the church -- 2:24; 3:4
7. Keeping God's Word -- 3:8,10

The Book of Revelation also reveals that churches have a natural tendency to error, to be influenced and misled by
false teaching, and to adapt to the evil, anti-God elements of the world:

1. To the church at Ephesus, Jesus said, "You have forsaken your first love" (2:4);

2. To the church at Smyrna, Jesus said, "I know your afflictions and your poverty -- yet you are rich"
(2:9)! (Notice Jesus had no rebuke for this church that by man's standards was poor.);

3. To the church at Pergamum, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have a few things against you: You have
people there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by eating
food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual immorality. Likewise you also have those who hold to
the teaching of the Nicolaitans" (2:14-15);

4. To the church in Thyatira, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that woman
Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess. By her teaching she misleads My servants into sexual immorality
and the eating of food sacrificed to idols" (2:20);

5. To the church at Sardis, Jesus said, "... I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but you
are dead. Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds complete
in the sight of My God. Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it, and repent. But
if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I will come to you"
(3:1-3);

6. To the church at Philadelphia, Jesus said, "I know your deeds. See, I have placed before you an open
door that no-one can shut. I know that you have little strength, yet you have kept My word and have not
denied My name" (3:8). (Notice that Jesus commends them for keeping His Word and for not denying His
name.); and

7. To the church in Laodicea, Jesus said, "I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you
were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm -- neither hot nor cold -- I am about to spit
you out of My mouth. You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.' But you do not
realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked" (3:15-17).

By the end of the first century, only two churches out of seven are commended by Christ Himself. It seems the visible
Church does not have a very good track record.

What Should Christians Do?

As the unity/ecumenical pressure increases, those opposing will be considered obstructions to a so-called "move of
God." Any opposing views will be condemned as divisive, negative, proud, unloving, narrow, radical, or some other
malicious label. To be able to stand against the criticism, avoid unholy entanglements, and be confident of your
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position, we offer this checklist of questions as a guide to evaluate any ecumenical movement:

1. Is theology built on the 66 books of the Old and New Testament Scriptures used in context?;

2. Is the Biblical Christ the cornerstone?;

3. Is the bodily resurrection of the Biblical Jesus accepted and taught as literal, historical fact?;

4. Does the Biblical Jesus have preeminence in all areas?;

5. Do members love the Jesus Christ identified in the Scriptures, as evidenced by their obedience to His
Word?;

6. Is God's Word the final truth -- the last court of appeals in all matters of faith and doctrine?;

7. Is all worship, preaching, and teaching Christ-centered and leading to the Christ of the Bible?;

8. Do teachers promote the Word and the testimony of Jesus?; and

9. Are the Scriptures viewed as sufficient for all matters of life and godliness? Or are worldly philosophies
and pseudo-scientific teachings brought in under the guise of "All Truth Is God's Truth"?

Christians need to heed Jesus' prayer for unity, and desire, recognize, and work for His kind of unity -- not force or
promote an unbiblical one. Jesus Himself said, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through Me" (John 14:6). This claim offends and excludes those who are not sold out to Him. In John 6, some
of Christ's disciples were offended by His teaching that "... no one can come to Me unless the Father has enabled him"
(v. 65). Because of this teaching, many disciples abandoned Jesus (v. 66) just like many do today because of His
teachings. After this reaction, Jesus turned to the twelve disciples -- His core group -- and asked, "You do not want to
leave too, do you?" (v. 67). Notice how Simon Peter responded: "Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of
eternal life. We believe and know that You are the Holy One of God" (vs. 68-69). No one else has the words which
lead to eternal life or can claim to be the eternal God; so how can Christians unite with any religious group that does
not believe as Peter did?

Don't let the siren song of the current unity movement lure you away from Biblical Christianity or cause you to make a
compromised commitment to the Jesus of the Bible. Instead, stand in true Biblical unity, "the faith that was once for
all entrusted to the saints" (Jude 3).

Foremost, we need to adhere to Christ's teachings, live for Him and through Him, and be willing even to die for Him
as martyrs are doing today in many foreign countries like China and the Sudan. Biblical unity will automatically follow
those whose love and faith in Jesus are more important than life itself. Then true, sold-out believers will be able to
stand for Biblical Christianity, do great works, and be witnesses to a fallen world. Combined with God's Word and our
testimony of Jesus and the genuine power of the Holy Spirit, Christ's Church will be an unblemished Bride occupying
this earthly home until the Bridegroom returns.

"'Yes, I am coming soon.' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus" (Revelation 22:20).

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Jim Weikal, Biblical Research and Instruction
Director, Bill Rudge Ministries, Newsletter, Vol. 19, No. 2., pp. 1-5.
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Life Application Bible

Published by Tyndale and Zondervan, The Life Application Bible (LAB) was originally published only in the Living
Bible "translation," but is now available in the KJV, NIV, and NASB. Therefore, this is not a controversy over one's
translation preference. It is instead a matter of a false psychological gospel of self that is taught throughout the LAB's
study notes. If there were ever a study Bible that Christians should avoid like the plague, this would be it!

-  The publisher/editor of The Life Application Bible makes the following "claims":

(a) "Its notes explain difficult passages and give background information about Bible life and times, but
they go a step further -- they also show how God's Word speaks to every situation and circumstance of
your life." (Emphasis added.)

(b) "The most extensive resource Bible ever published."

(c) "The notes illuminate the meaning of the Bible and then apply Scriptures to life."

(d) "Nearly 100 contributors and several renowned scholars from a variety of denominations assisted in
the preparation and review of the study helps, ensuring accuracy and integrity of the Bible text."

-  The contributors to/theological reviewers of The Life Application Bible could make up a Who's Who in neo-
evangelicalism and liberalism/modernism:

(a) Trinity Evangelical Divinity School faculty members: Kenneth S. Kantzer, Barry Beitzel, and Grant
Osborne.

(b) Christianity Today: V. Gilbert Beers.

(c) Fuller Theological Seminary: Geoffrey W. Bromiley

(d) Wheaton College & Graduate School: Walter A. Elwell

(e) Dallas Seminary: Howard Hendricks

-  The editor of The Life Application Bible also states: "A special thanks to the nationwide staff of Youth for Christ
USA for their suggestions and field-testing." (Emphasis added.) (Youth for Christ is a neo-evangelical organization
that places special emphasis on the "need" for one to love himself -- and this group is qualified to "field-test" the Word
of God?)

-  Robert Schuller has given us the Possibility Thinkers Bible, Robert S. McGee and the "codependency" crowd have
given us the Serenity Bible, and now Tyndale and Zondervan have given us the "Self-Love" Bible. In the Index under
"Self-Esteem," we find the following Bible verse references that supposedly teach self-esteem:

Rom. 13:9 -- "Comes from focusing on others rather than yourself"

Rom. 12:3 -- "How to honestly evaluate yourself"

Gen. 1:1ff -- "God's love the basis for"

Gen. 1:26,31 -- "Found in knowing we are in God's image"

Gen. 2:7 -- "Comes from the breadth of God"
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Psa. 8:3-5 -- "You have great value to God"

Matt. 10:29-31 -- "You have great value to God"

-  The following study notes* are found when one looks up the above listed verses (yet there is no reference nor study
note for one of the most obvious anti-self-love verses in the entire Bible -- 2 Tim. 3:2):

Rom. 13:9 -- "Somehow many of us have gotten the idea that self-love is wrong. But if this were the case,
it would be pointless to love our neighbors as ourselves."

Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key
to an honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ ... in
Him we are valuable and capable of worthy service."

Gen. 1:26 -- "Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics,
provides a solid basis for self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves
... Knowing you are a person of worth helps you love God ..."

Gen 1:31 -- "If at times you feel worthless or of little value, remember that God made you for a good
reason. You are valuable to Him."

Gen. 2:7 -- "... our life and worth come from God's Spirit."

Psa. 8:3-5 -- "The next time you question your worth as a person, remember that God considers you
highly valuable. We have great worth because we bear the stamp of the Creator. Because God has already
declared how valuable we are to Him, we can be set free from feelings of worthlessness."

Matt. 10:29-31 -- "You are so valuable that God sent His only Son to die for you."

-  The following are endorsements of the Life Application Bible by four of neo-evangelicalism's staunchest religious
humanists and supporters of the "selfism gospel":

(a) Billy Graham -- "The Life Application Bible is a great step forward in helping Christians apply the
Bible's life-changing message in their lives."

(b) Howard Hendricks -- "I am bullish on the Life Application Bible because it is a serious attempt to relate
truth to life, to transform belief into practice."

(c) Charles Stanley -- "The Life Application Bible is a concrete step toward allowing the Spirit to
transform the reader into a modern-day living epistle."

(d) D. James Kennedy -- "Much Bible reading is like squirting gasoline at the opening of the fuel tank
from ten feet away. Much of it ends up on the ground. The Life Application Bible will succeed in getting
more gasoline in the tank."

*These examples epitomize the LAB's adherence to Josh McDowell's "shopping mall" theology:

"You are special also because you are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an object
is usually determined by the price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be more true
for you and me ... I am worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis for a healthy
self-image is to understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving actions on your
behalf have demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God" (The Secret of
Loving, pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in original.)
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This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes something like this: "The
death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we are of
great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary, the Bible
teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners . The price He paid on the cross does not establish my
personal worth, but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the price the costlier
my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything
that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that nailed Him
there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond Seduction.)  [Back to Text]
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Mormonism
Christian* or Cult?#

Mormonism, known as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (with headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah --
a state that is now 70% Mormon), was officially founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith Jr. (1805-1844). Smith claimed to
have had a personal visit from God the Father at the age of 15, who introduced him to Christ.1 Jesus then supposedly
told him not to join any church because they were all wrong and all the Christian church's doctrines "were an
abomination" (Joseph Smith -- History 19, Pearl of Great Price). After Smith's murder in 1844, Brigham Young took
the cult to Utah, where there is now a major University named after him, and the number of Mormons exceed one
million. The Mormon Church currently claims about 11 million baptized members worldwide (5.2 million U.S.,
ranking it 5th among the largest 25 U.S. denominations), up from about 2.5 million in 1970. 1970. Over the last
decade, nearly 300,000 individuals over the age of eight have joined the Mormon Church every year. Membership is
expected to grow to over 23 million over the next two decades. It is growing fastest in Latin America and Asia.
Official publications include Church News, a weekly 16-page newspaper, and the Ensign, a monthly magazine. 

The Mormon Church collects at least $6 billion a year from its members, and generates at least another $5 billion in
sales from its various business enterprises; total church assets exceed $30 billion. (At least 100 companies are
controlled by the Mormon Church, and some estimate its total annual revenues in excess of $20 billion! The church
also owns 18 radio stations in the U.S.) Part of the Church's income goes to operate an elaborate internal welfare
system so its members avoid any governmental assistance. The Mormon Church also has a 58,000-plus missionary
force working in more than 160 nations in 102 languages. The Church's Provo, Utah, 26-acre Missionary Training
Center receives 500 new missionaries a week into its 3-9 week intensive missionary training program. (All boys, once
they turn 19, are expected to dedicate two years of their lives to missionary service.) Fielding missionaries is a $500
million per year effort and currently reaps more than 300,000 new converts each year. Nevertheless, only about 46% of
Mormons attend a church meeting at least once a month. (The clean-cut image that Mormons have attained has been a
major factor in the attractiveness of the Mormon Church to outsiders. They are forbidden to drink coffee, tea, and
alcoholic beverages, and use tobacco products.)

The Mormon church (LDS) is organized so that one prophet leads the church. Beneath the prophet in authority is the
Council of the Twelve Apostles. A third group of men are called the First and Second Councils of the Seventy. All of
these men together are called the General Authorities. Local churches are called Wards or Stake Centers and meet for
worship in what the Mormons call "meetinghouses." The Temples are not for worship, but are used for ceremonies for
the living and the dead. Less than ten percent of all LDS members are allowed to enter these structures.

As of year-end 2002, there were 114 operating temples of Mormondom worldwide, with another 14 under construction
or approved (albeit less elaborate than the 50 temples in existence at the end of 1997). (Approximately 65,000
members must be in an immediate area to qualify for a temple.) Temples are required for Mormon marriages and for
proxy baptisms of ancestors. Most people assume Mormon temples are places of worship. This is not true. Only secret,
occult rituals for the living and the dead are performed there, and Mormons think they must perform them to have
eternal life. It is tragic that over eleven million Mormons think they need secret handshakes, oaths, incantations, and
rituals, which originated in occultic Scottish Rite Freemasonry, in order to be with God in heaven! (In the final years
of Joseph Smith Jr.'s life, he became a "worshipful master" in the Masonic Lodge.)

Many today are under the false impression that Mormonism is merely another Christian denomination, when in
actuality, Mormon beliefs are not only unbiblical, but anti-Christian. Below are the highlights of what Mormons
believe concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. Mormonism teaches that the canon of Scripture was not closed when the Bible was
completed. They have three sources in addition to the Bible, all of which they believe contain God's revelations -- the
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Book of Mormon 2 (changed in more than 4,000 places since 1830), Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of Great
Price. However, Mormons follow the teachings of these three books even when they contradict the Bible. For example,
Mormonism teaches that the Bible is the Word of God "as far as it is translated correctly." Then whenever a Mormon
belief contradicts Scripture, the Mormons say that particular part of Scripture is translated incorrectly, and that the
correct translation is in one of the Mormon scriptures (The Maze of Mormonism, p. 131). Thereby, the Bible is rejected
as the infallible Word of God. [e.g. "The Bible is considered usable, but suspect due to its many errors and missing
parts" (Articles of Faith No. 8, Ensign, January 1989, pp. 25, 27).

2. Trinity. Mormonism teaches polytheism (versus monotheism taught in the Bible), believing that the universe is
inhabited by many gods who produce spirit children. Joseph Smith declared, "I will preach on the plurality of Gods. I
have always declared God to be a distinct personage, Jesus Christ a separate and distinct personage from God the
Father, and the Holy Ghost was a distinct personage and a Spirit: and these three constitute three distinct personages
and three Gods" (Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, p. 370). Mormon Apostle Bruce R. McConkie spoke about
the Godhead in this way, "Plurality of Gods: Three separate personages: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, comprise the
Godhead. As each of these persons is a God, it is evident, from this standpoint alone, that a plurality of Gods exists. To
us, speaking in the proper finite sense, these three are the only Gods we worship. But in addition there is an infinite
number of holy personages, drawn from worlds without number, who have passed on to exaltation and are thus gods"
(Mormon Doctrine, pp. 576-577).  

3. God.  In Mormon theology, the god of our planet is believed to have once been a man on another planet, who
through self-effort and the help of his own father-god, was appointed by a counsel of gods in the heavens to his high
position as the god of planet Earth, and now has a physical, resurrected, glorified body. Mormonism teaches that
through the atonement of Christ and by their good deeds and "holy" living, men can one day become gods, and with
their multiplicity of "goddess wives," populate their own planets. (This is what the celestial marriage and the Mormon
temple vows are all about.) Mormon theology, therefore, humanizes God and deifies man.3

4. Christ. Mormonism acknowledges the divinity of Christ, but as noted above, Mormon doctrine on what constitutes
divinity falls seriously short of the Biblical standard. Mormonism teaches that Jesus, Lucifer, and all the demons, as
well as all mankind, are actually all spirit brothers and sisters, born in the spirit world as spirit babies to our man-god
Heavenly Father and his goddess wives. Mormon leaders have consistently taught that God the Father ("Adam-god")
had sexual relations on earth with Mary (his own spirit daughter), to produce the physical body of Jesus. Early
Mormon apostles also asserted that Christ was a polygamist, and that His wives included Mary and Martha (the sisters
of Lazarus) and Mary Magdalene.4

5. Holy Spirit. In Mormonism, a distinction is drawn between the Holy Ghost and the Holy Spirit. As LDS Apostle
Marion G. Romney stated: "The Holy Ghost is a person, a spirit, the third member of the Godhead" (Ensign, May
1977, pp. 43-44). The sixth LDS prophet, Joseph F. Smith, explains that the Holy Spirit is not a person but rather an
impersonal force: "You may call it the Spirit of God, you may call it the influence of God's intelligence, you may call
it the substance of his power; no matter what it is called, it is the spirit of intelligence that permeates the universe"
(Mormon Doctrine, McConkie, pp. 752-753).

6. Sin. In Mormon theology, it is not quite clear how the first humans, Adam and Eve, came to live on this earth and
received bodies, but somehow they did and began the process of human procreation, whereby bodies are produced for
their spirit children. But at the very beginning of the process of human generation, sin entered necessarily. The earthly
bodies of Adam and Eve were intended to be immortal tabernacles for their spirits, "but it was necessary for them to
possess through mortality and be redeemed through the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ that the fullness of life might
come." Therefore, they disobeyed God's commands. Since the fall of man was necessary, it became necessary for men
to disobey God in order to do His will. Adam's fall, thereby, was a fall "upward."5 Concerning the transmission of sin
to Adam's posterity, Mormons take a negative position -- they believe that men will be punished for their own sins,
and not for Adam's transgression. Having rejected the doctrine of the imputation of the guilt of sin, Latter-Day Saints
likewise repudiate the transmission of inherent corruption or original sin.

7. Salvation. Mormon theology teaches that the atonement of Christ was essential to our salvation and eternal life with
God, but that it is not sufficient. Christ's shed blood on the cross provides for universal resurrection of all people, but
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does not pay for personal sins; according to Mormonism, only Christ's blood shed in the Garden of Gethsemane atones
for personal sin. Besides faith in Christ, complete and permanent repentance of all sin as well as many good works are
required.6 Mormonism also teaches that one must be baptized in water to be saved (baptismal regeneration), and that
salvation will also be available in the next world for those "missing-out" in this one. Therefore, Mormons avidly
pursue genealogy and practice baptism for the dead.7 

8. Heaven and Hell. Mormonism teaches that there are three degrees of glory: Celestial (for good Mormons able to
cease sinning in this lifetime -- see endnote #6 below), Terrestrial (for good people who do not comply with all the
teachings of Mormonism), and Telestial (for those who have lived unclean earthly lives). (See also Mormon Doctrines,
p. 348.) Mormonism teaches that there is a hell, but only for the "sons of perdition," a very small number of souls that
cannot be redeemed. According to Mormonism, then, the vast majority of mankind will be "saved," though it should
be obvious that no one will make it to the Celestial Kingdom. [Blacks used to be totally out of the equation: "Black
people are black because of their misdeeds in the pre-existence" (Three Degrees of Glory, LDS Apostle Melvin J.
Ballard, p. 21); "The Negro is an unfortunate man. He has been given a black skin. But that is nothing compared with
that greater handicap. He is not permitted to receive the priesthood and the ordinances of the temple, necessary to
prepare men and women to enter into and enjoy a fullness of glory in the Celestial Kingdom" (Elder George E.
Richards). In 1978, however, the Mormon Church announced that God had lifted his curse from the African race.] 

9. Temple Rituals. A typical temple ceremony would take place as follows: "The ritual began in a small cubicle where
we had to strip completely. We then put on 'the shield,' a poncho with a hole for the head, but open on the sides
(similar to a hospital gown). We went through a series of 'washings and anointings,' as various parts of our bodies
were touched by elderly temple workers who mumbled appropriate incantations over them. Our Mormon underwear,
'the garments,' are said to have powers to protect us from 'the evil one.' It had occult markings, which were so 'sacred'
that we were instructed to burn them when the garments wore out. The endowment ceremony mocked all doctrines
held to by Biblical Christianity, and Christian pastors were portrayed as servants of Satan. We had to swear many
blood oaths, promising we would forfeit our lives if we weren't faithful, or if we revealed any of the secrets revealed to
us in the temple ceremonies. We were made to pretend by grotesque gestures to cut our throats, chests, and abdomens,
indicating how we would lose our lives. We were never told who would kill us! The inference was, and history testifies
to, that it would be the Mormon priesthood." (Testimony of a former Mormon.) [Note: The blood oaths and portrayal
of Christian pastors were removed in April of 1990, despite the fact that the ordinance was purported to have been
given originally by a revelation and was never to be changed.]

10. More from the Mouths of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. 

  Joseph Smith

"God made Aaron to be the mouthpiece for the children of Israel, and He will make me
to be God to you in His stead, and the elders to be mouth for me; and if you don't like it,
you must lump it" (Documentary History of the Church, vol. 6, pp 319-320).

"I have more to boast of than ever any man had. I am the only man that has ever been
able to keep a whole church together since the days of Adam. A large majority of the
whole have stood by me. Neither Paul, John, Peter, nor Jesus ever did it. I boast that no
man ever did such a work as I" (D.H C., vol. 6, p. 408-409).

"The whole Earth shall bear me witness that I, like the towering rock in the midst of
the ocean, which has withstood the mighty surges of the warring waves for centuries,
am impregnable ... I combat the errors of ages; I meet the violence of mobs; I cope with
illegal proceedings from executive authority; I cut the gordian knot of powers, and I solve
mathematical problems of universities, with truth -- diamond truth; and God is my right
hand man." (D.H.C., Vol. 6, p. 78).

"And I prophesy in the name of the Lord God of Israel, unless the United States
redress the wrongs committed upon the Saints in Missouri and punish the crimes
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committed by her officers that in a few years the government will be utterly
overthrown and wasted and there will not be so much as a potsherd left, ..." (D.H C.,
vol. 5, p. 394). [This prophecy was made in May of 1843, and the United States
government has not been overthrown and wasted.]

"Here then is eternal life -- to know the only wise and true God; and you have got to
learn how to be Gods yourselves, and to be kings and priests to God, the same as all
Gods have done before you..." (Teachings of the Prophet, Joseph Smith, p. 346).

"In the beginning, the head of the Gods called a council of the Gods; and they came
together and concocted a plan to create the world and people it" (Ibid., p. 349). 

"The greatest responsibility in this world that God has laid upon us is to seek after our
dead" [Our God of the Bible has forbidden us to have anything to do with the dead (Deut.
18:10,11).

Brigham Young

"I have never yet preached a sertuon and sent it out to the children of men, that they may not
call Scripture. Let me have the privilege of correcting a sermon, and it is as good a
scripture" (Journa1 of Discourses, vol. 13, p. 95; also see vol. 13, p. 264). 

"I say, rather than the apostates should flourish here, I will unsheath my Bowie knife, and
conquer or die. [Great commotion in the congregation, and a simultaneous burst of feeling,
assenting to the declaration.] Now, you nasty apostates, clear out, or judgment will be put
on the line ... If you say it is right, raise your hands [All hands up], let us call upon the Lord to
assist us in this, and every good work." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 83) 

"I could refer you to plenty of instances where men have been righteously slain, in order
to atone for their sins ... This is loving our neighbor as ourselves, if he needs help, help him,
and if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in order that he may
be saved, spill it." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4,  p. 220). [Many were killed under what is
called the "Blood Atonement Doctrine" Leaving Mormonism was one of the sins that the
blood of Jesus could not atone for, and a person's own blood must be shed by Mormon priests
as an atonement for sin.]

"I intend to meet them on their own grounds. ... and if any miserable scoundrel comes here,
cut their throats." [And they obeyed; a wagon train of innocent men, women, and children
were massacred at Mountain Meadows under the orders of Brigham Young. They were
passing through Utah, and Brigham thought they were from Illinois where Joseph Smith had
been killed. Many more were "atoned."]

"Gold and silver grow, and so does every other kind of metal, the same as the hair upon
my head or the wheat in the field; ..." (JOD., vol. 1, p. 219).

"Who can tell us of the inhabitants of this little planet that shines of an evening, called the
Moon? ... So it is with regard to the inhabitants of the Sun. Do you not think it is inhabited?
I rather think it is. Do you think there is any life there? No Question of it; it was not made
in vain." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 219).

"Do you think we shall ever be admitted as a State into the Union without denying the
principal of polygamy? If we are not admitted until then, we shall never be admitted."
(Journal of Discourses, vol. 11, p. 269). [The Edmunds Act was passed in 1882 forbidding
polygamy in the territory, and only then was Utah allowed to enter the Union. At that point the
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LDS church officially gave up polygamy. Another false prophecy from the Mormon prophet!]

"I think these preliminaries will satisfy me, and I feel prepared to take my text. It is the words
of Jesus Christ, but where they are in the Bible I cannot tell you now, for I have not taken
pains to look at them.  I have had so much to do, that I have not read the Bible for many
years. I used to read and study it, but did not understand the spirit and meaning of it ..."
(1854 Conference discourse, October 8). [Brigham Young obviously did not understand the
Bible, and neither do any of the other Mormon prophets!]

* In recent years, Mormon leaders, including the church's modern-day "Prophet," Gordon B. Hinckley, have sought to
align the LDS' public teachings and practices with those of politically correct, global ecumenicism. But it is only until
recently that Mormons wanted to be called "Christians," preferring not to be included with Christian denominations,
which Joseph Smith Jr. said were, "all wrong ... all their creeds were an abomination in His sight, and that those
professors (Christians) were all corrupt" (Pearl of Great Price, Joseph Smith, 2:18-19); Mormons have preferred to be
called "saints." However, in the recent years, the LDS church has spent millions of dollars in an intense "PR"
campaign aimed at moving the Mormon church into the mainstream of Christianity. The political and economic
benefits of Mormons being included in the mainstream of Christianity are obvious. Further, for Mormons to be
accepted as traditional Christians would greatly aid in proselytizing the members of Christian denominations into the
LDS church. This is why the LDS church is trying so hard to present itself as Christian and is trying to overcome the
stigma of being a cult (9/16/96, FBIS, "Are Mormons Christians," by Cooper P. Abrams III). Moreover, Mormons let it
be known in early-2001 that they no longer wanted to be referred to as "the Mormon Church," "the Latter-day Saints
Church," or by "LDS Church." If the name must be shortened, "the Church of Jesus Christ," or "the Church" is
acceptable, they said (3/19/01, USN&WR).  [Back to Top]

# This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: (1) "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (2) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "What is Wrong with Mormonism," April 2000, pp. 21-25.

Endnotes

1  The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1) through
signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass (Dt. 18:20-
22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well of them (Lk.
6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1 Jn. 4:3), thereby
denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded upon false prophecies,
which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists. Mormonism boasts of its prophets -
- but they have all been false. In the course of 18 years, founding prophet Joseph Smith made 64 specific prophecies.
Only six of them were fulfilled -- fewer than 10 percent. Many of his proclamations dealt with the future of his church.
For example, in August of 1831 he stated that God had told him, "The faithful among you shall be preserved and
rejoice together in the land of Missouri." In September of 1832, he stated that the city of Independence would become
the "New Jerusalem ... even the place of the temple, which temple shall be reared in this generation." Six years later
the Mormons were driven out of Independence. No temple was built there. Eventually they were driven from Missouri
and settled in Utah. In 1833, Smith prophesied that the United States would suffer unparalleled multiple disasters
("pestilence, hail, famine, and earthquake") which would sweep the wicked (non-Mormons) off the land, leaving
Mormons safe in their Zion haven in Missouri. Instead, they fled to Utah. Among Smith's many other false prophecies
was the declaration in 1835 that Christ would return within 56 years and many living then would "not taste of death till
Christ comes" (History of the Church [Vol. 2], p. 182; [Vol. 5], p. 336). Smith's successor, Brigham Young,
prophesied that the Civil War would not free the slaves.  [Back to Text]

2  The Book of Mormon, purported by Joseph Smith Jr. to be "inspired by God," is the most famous of specifically
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Mormon "scriptures." Smith concocted the preposterous yarn that an angel named Moroni (pronounced ma-roe-nee)
appeared to him in 1827 and told him of some golden plates hidden in a hillside near Palmyra, New York. From these
plates, Smith supposedly translated the Book of Mormon. [Published in 1830, this was to become the first of many
scriptures for the Mormon Church. By this time, Smith had also officially organized the LDS Church and was gaining
a following. Over the next ten years, the church headquarters would move to Kirtland, Ohio; Independence, Missouri,
and Far West, Missouri. Finally it would find a resting place in Nauvoo, Illinois.] In actuality, the Book of Mormon is a
fraud, having been plagiarized from the Bible, from Shakespeare, from the pope's Essays on Man, from the
Westminster Confession of Faith, and from other leading authors of the last few hundred years prior to Smith's death.
Despite its plagiarisms, the Book of Mormon contradicts the Bible in hundreds of places (9/95, Maranatha Baptist
Watchman).  [Back to Text]

3  Joseph Smith explained, "I am going to tell you how God came to be God. We have imagined and supposed that
God was God from all eternity. I will refute that idea, and take away the veil, so that you may see. He was once a man
like us; yea, that God himself, the father of us all, dwelt on an earth, the same as Jesus Christ Himself did" (LDS
History of the Church, Vol. 6, p. 305). "The Father has promised us that through our faithfulness we shall be blessed
with the fullness of his kingdom. In other words we will have the privilege of becoming like him. To become like him
we must have all the powers of godhood; thus a man and his wife when glorified will have spirit children who
eventually will go on an earth like this one we are on and pass through the same kind of experiences, being subject to
mortal conditions, and if faithful, then they also will receive the fullness of exaltation and partake of the same
blessings. There is no end to this development; it will go on forever. We will become gods and have jurisdiction over
the world, and the world will be peopled by our own offspring. We will have an endless eternity for this" (Doctrines of
Salvation, Vol. 2, p. 48).  [Back to Text]

4  Brigham Young stated, "The birth of the Saviour was as natural as are the births of our children; it was the result of
natural action. He partook of flesh and blood, was begotten of his Father, as we were of our father" (Journal of
Discourses, Vol. 8, p. 115). Mormon Apostle McConkie explained, "And Christ was born into the world as a literal
Son this Holy Being; he was born in the same personal, real, and literal sense that any mortal son is born to a mortal
father. He was begotten, conceived and born in the normal and natural course of events (Mormon Doctrine, p. 742).
Jesus, according to Milton Hunter of the LDS First Council of the Seventy, is the brother of Lucifer: "The appointment
of Jesus to be the Savior of the world was contested by one of the other sons of God. He was called Lucifer, son of the
morning. Haughty, ambitious, and covetous of power and glory, this spirit-brother of Jesus desperately tried to become
the Savior of mankind" (The Gospel Through the Ages, p. 15).  [Back to Text]

5  On June 8, 1873, speaking from the Salt Lake City Tabernacle, Brigham Young said, "The Devil told the truth ... I
do not blame Mother Eve. I would not have had her miss eating the forbidden fruit for anything. ..." Another Mormon
president declared, "The fall of man came as a blessing in disguise... We can hardly look upon anything resulting in
such benefits [i.e., godhood] as a sin." Incredibly, Mormonism is based upon the belief that Satan's central lie is the
gospel truth!  [Back to Text]

6  See: (1) Book of Mormon: 3 Nephi 27:13-27; Moroni 10:32-33; Mosiah 15:26-27; Alma 12:14-28; 34:32-35; 1
Nephi 3:7; (2) Doctrine & Covenants: 14:7; 58:42-43; and (3) Miracle of Forgiveness (Kimball): pp. 206-210, 313-
315, 321-322, 354-355.  [Back to Text]

7  Mormons believe that everyone who lives and dies on this earth goes to a place called the Spirit Prison, except
faithful Mormons, who go to Paradise. Mormon Spirit Missionaries go down from Paradise to the Spirit Prison and
teach the Gospel of Joseph Smith to the lost Christians and others there. Those who accept Mormonism must remain
in prison until a worthy Mormon performs certain essential rituals, called "Ordinances," for them in one of the
Mormon Temples. Then they are released from Spirit Prison to join the Mormons in Paradise. Since these rituals or
Ordinances require a physical body to be washed, anointed, baptized, etc., they can only be performed by a living
person in the place and manner prescribed by Deity, acting under Universal (Mormon) cosmic laws.  [Back to Text]

The Other Mormon Church# (RLDS)
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(Community of Christ)
We are often asked about the "other Mormon church" that is headquartered in Independence, Missouri. The questions
vary from: "are they a cult?" to "what is the difference between them and the Utah Mormons?"

The answer to the first is easy. YES, they are a cult.

The answer to the second is a bit more complicated. The RLDS (Reorganized Latter Day Saints) actually had its start
after the assassination of Joseph Smith Jr., the founder and prophet of all LDS churches. After his death in 1844, there
were many men who rose up and declared themselves to be the true prophet to replace Smith. Many of these new
"prophets" began their own version of the "only true church." In fact, there have been over 100 distinct groups
claiming to be the church that would end all controversy about the "restored" gospel. The RLDS is the largest of these
spin-off groups.

When Brigham Young led most of the "saints" to the Salt Lake Valley in Utah, several leaders, who did not accept
Smith's revelation on polygamy, branched off and formed the RLDS church. One of these men, Jason Briggs, who had
been an elder in the LDS church in Nauvoo, Illinois, had his own revelation that Joseph Smith III (Joseph Jr.'s son)
was the one to rightfully assume the mantle of "prophet." He, along with about 300 others, followed Emma Smith
(Joseph Jr.'s first and only non-polygamous wife), to Independence, Missouri. At first, Joseph Smith III refused to take
on the job of prophet, but he later relented and became the official head of the RLDS church on April 6, 1860. Its
official publications are the monthly magazine Saints Herald and the bimonthly Restoration Witness.

Similar to most other churches which claim Joseph Smith Jr. as their founder, the RLDS Church is led by a Prophet
and his counselors. These men are known collectively as the First Presidency. In addition, the RLDS Church has a
Council of Twelve Apostles. There are lesser offices in the RLDS Church such as Bishops, Elders, etc. An RLDS
Fundamentalist or Restorationist is one who believes the Book of Mormon is historically and theologically accurate.
They also believe the RLDS Church, as defined by Joseph Smith III, is the only true church. 

Since its founding, each RLDS prophet had to be a descendent of Joseph Smith Jr. This was not a problem until
Prophet Wallace B. Smith failed to produce a male heir. But, the god of the RLDS was not to be foiled by this
unfortunate turn of events; he "revealed" to Wallace in 1984 that it was now acceptable for women to hold the
Mormon priesthood. Since Wallace does have daughters, it seemed likely that the next prophet of the RLDS church
would be a prophetess. However, Wallace B. Smith retired several years ago, and for the first time in the church's
history, a person not in direct lineage of Joseph Smith was appointed to be president -- Grant McMurray. 

Strange as it may seem, the RLDS church has built its doctrinal statement on points of disagreement with the doctrine
of the Utah Mormons. Unlike the Utah Mormons, they do not accept polygamy, marriage for time and eternity, that
men can become gods, and blood atonement as taught by Joseph Smith Jr. Rather, they blame all these errors on
Brigham Young. Here they had to change history, because both Young and Smith practiced and taught those things,
semi-secretly until Smith's death. Later, Young taught all this in public without blushing. But, the RLDSs have plenty
of heresies of their own.

Historically, the RLDS has taught the following doctrines:

The RLDS versions of the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants are considered to be scripture. They
also accept Joseph Smith's rewritten version of the Bible, the Inspired Version [I.V.], as scripture.
Complete apostasy of the early Christian church (Fundamentals, F. Henry Edwards, pp. 175-210).
Joseph Smith Jr. was a prophet who restored God's church (D&C 1:4a and 1:5d-e).
Aaronic and Melchizedek Priesthoods were restored (History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Vol. 1, pp. 34-35).
Baptism for the remission of sins (D&C 39:2a-b, 16:4e).
Zion will be established in, and Jesus will return to, Independence, Missouri (I.V. of Gen. 7:20-25, D&C 57,
Times and Seasons, Vol. 3, p. 710).
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Heaven has three levels (D&C 76:5-7).
Those who do not hear the RLDS gospel in this life will have another opportunity in the next (D&C 76:6c).

Of the Holy Spirit, Kurt Goedelman of Personal Freedom Outreach, writes, "While it is easy to find stated that the
Father and Son are regarded as persons in RLDS literature, it is difficult to find references to the Holy Spirit (or Holy
Ghost) as a person. Rather, He is mainly regarded as 'the living power and presence of God'" (Quarterly Journal, Vol.
8, No. 1, p. 7).

Unlike the Mormon Church, most RLDS members view the Book of Mormon as a 19th century product (Position
Papers, pp. 103-112). The RLDS version of the Doctrine and Covenants also contains additional and different
revelations than will be found in the Mormon version. In addition, they do not use the Pearl of Great Price as do the
Utah Mormons.

In recent years, the RLDS Church has avoided viewing the Restoration of the Church as an actual historical event. In a
speech given at the First Presidency Meetings in 1979, it was stated, "When we are honest about our own personal and
corporate history, we realize that the apostasy and the Restoration were not events that happened one time in history
but rather are processes continually at work among us" (Presidential Papers, p. 28). Thus, by denying the Restoration
was an actual historical event, the RLDS Church has undermined the very foundation upon which all of Joseph Smith
Jr.'s later work depends and, thereby, undermining their own foundation.

Even these RLDS' doctrines that had been cast in stone are giving way to modern day liberalism and New Age
thinking. Paul Edwards, the dean of the Park College Graduate School of Religion and Temple School Center director,
has stated that each member must look to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. They should not
base their beliefs on the Bible or even the Book of Mormon, for each individual must form his own belief founded on
his experiences. The Bible is considered a springboard for each person to form his or her own theology without help
from any authority. Here is a quote from Edwards: "One of the most important needs for RLDS people today is to
look existentially at primary experiences as the starting point for their theological activity." (Emphasis ours.)

Simply stated, Edwards is advocating that each individual view theological truths from a personal, subjective
perspective, rather than from an historical, objective perspective. Instead of beginning with the Bible, or even RLDS
scripture, such as the Book of Mormon and/or Doctrine and Covenants, the RLDS dean of theology recommends that
each believer looks to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. Based on this idea, it would be difficult
for the RLDS hierarchy to adopt any single Statement of Faith; for each individual would interpret those beliefs in his
own existential way.

Echoing Edwards' views, Anthony Chvala-Smith, who received his Ph.D. from Marquette University, "explained there
can be no 'perennial theology, only a theology of wayfarers'" (Ibid., p. 9). Thus, each believer in the RLDS religion is
left to stumble in darkness, making their own way through the maze, with no help from higher authorities.

Finally, Robert Mesle, professor of religion at Graceland, in speaking about the place of the Bible in RLDS theology,
stated, "We need to be teaching our young people to be responsible, discriminating readers of scripture (who) use
scripture as a springboard not a trap" (Ibid.). In RLDS theology, the Bible is simply a beginning point for the
individual's personal theology. The important source for theological truth is not God's word, but rather that subjective,
existential experience. It is felt by many cult researchers that this ambiguity of doctrine may be due, in part, to both the
on-going controversy between Fundamentalists and Liberals within the RLDS Church and the church's tendency to
reflect the latest social trends.

________________ 

#This article ("The Other Mormon Church -- RLDS") as been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the January
1997 Mount Carmel Outreach newsletter; and from "Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints," Craig Branch
(Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996[?]). On April 7, 2000, members of the RLDS voted at its world conference to go
by a new name: Community of Christ. The new name took effect April 6, 2001.    [Back to Top of RLDS]
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Spiritual Warfare
Can a Believer Be Demon-Possessed?*

Can a believer be demonized; i.e., possessed by a demon? There is a movement within professing Evangelicalism
today that says, "Yes." This movement is teaching that a high percentage of sin among Christians is caused by demons.
Followers assent that a person can be a believer in Jesus Christ, experience fullness of salvation, and still be in
bondage to Satan and demons. The popularity of this movement can be seen in the seminars being held across the
country and the best-selling books being published that promote this teaching. Nonetheless, this teaching of the
"demonization of the believer" is contrary to Scripture and is in line with the world's view of everyone being a victim.
It is a denial of the sufficiency of the work of Christ and Scripture.

This teaching of the demonization of the believer has not come without a forerunner. Christian psychology has brought
the world's idea of victimization to the Church. Psychology has taught us that everyone is a victim. When a person has
problems in his life, he is often told it is the result of his past or how his parents treated him. The end result is that he
does not take responsibility for his own actions. We see this today. People are suing cigarette makers because they
have smoked for fifty years and are dying of lung cancer. Criminals claim that their dysfunctional families are the
reason for their criminal acts. Everyone is blaming someone or something else for their problems.

Now there is a different twist. Now our deviant behavior is being blamed on Satan and demons. This is the flip-side of
psychology. In both cases, there is something other than ourselves to blame for our sin. Both make the believer a
victim who needs the steps and formulas of the "experts" in order to find true joy and victory.

Christian psychology's emphasis on experience and stories also parallels this teaching on the demonization of the
believer. In Christian psychology, the source of authority is experience rather than Scripture. Now with the
demonization of the believer movement, one finds the same "theology by story" emphasis. And in the process, the
Biblical way of dealing with people's sin problem has been abandoned.

But this issue is not over whether Satan and demons exist. The Bible teaches a literal, personal devil who is busily
opposing us. We are in a spiritual warfare against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places. This is not
to be minimized. However, we must make sure our view of demons and how to deal with them is based on Scripture,
not stories.

When filtered through Scripture, it becomes obvious that this teaching on the demonization of believers is not Biblical,
and many of the experiences cited to support this teaching do not line up with Scripture. As a result, people are being
deceived and professing Christians are paying attention to unsound doctrine.

The following is an analysis of the demonization movement in light of Scripture. Referred to often are the works of
two men, Neil Anderson and Fred Dickason, who have had great influence in promoting demonization teaching. (See
also BDM's reports on Anderson.) Much of their teaching is in error in light of Scripture, but there are sections that are
theologically sound. However, it is the mixture of truth with error that ensnares believers. Often when people promote
a teaching they suspect others may disagree with, they use information everyone will agree on. Then they wonder why
their teaching is being scrutinized. However, the problem is the mixture. When a gallon of milk is mixed with a drop
of poison, the product is not mostly good milk. The result is poisoned milk. Likewise, a mixture of good theology with
unbiblical theology results in a poisoned theology.

We will look at the issue of demons and their relationship to sin in the life of the believer. In doing so, we will also
evaluate the current demonization of the believer movement.

Sin: Who Is to Blame?

Since we are dealing with the issue of sin in the life of a believer, it is essential to look at what the Bible has to say

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
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about the issue of sin and who is responsible for it. Many of us are familiar with the phrase, "The devil made me do it."
But now there are Christians who are teaching that sin in the life of a believer can sometimes be traced directly to
demons (i.e., "the Devil did it"). For example, in his book, The Bondage Breaker, Neil Anderson gives an example of
this type of thinking when he describes the case of a Christian woman who he said had been involved in all types of
sin:

"Sheila is a sobering example of a dimension of spiritual vulnerability that most Christians do not like to
talk about: demonic control. As a believer, Sheila had obviously lost control in her eating habits, in her
sexual behavior, and in her devotional life" [Neil Anderson, The Bondage Breaker, (Eugene, OR: Harvest
House, 1990), p. 172].

According to Anderson, the reason for this woman's sinful behavior was "demonic control." She is not to blame for her
lack of discipline or the sexual immorality in her life. Anderson then states that this woman eventually became free
when she renounced Satan's control over her life (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

But can the devil make us sin? Is demonic control a reason for our sinful behavior? The Scripture is clear on what the
source of sin is:

Our Lusts -- "Let no one say when he is tempted, I am being tempted by God, for God cannot be tempted
by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. But each one is tempted when he is carried away and
enticed by his own lust" (James 1:13,14). James says that our own lust is the reason for our sin, not
demonic control.

The Flesh --"Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry,
sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, envying, drunkenness,
carousing, and things like these" (Gal. 5:1921). Notice that these sins are not deeds of the devil. They are
deeds of the "flesh." When we sin, our flesh is the problem. The responsibility lies with us. No outside
force can be blamed.

Evil Hearts -- "For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed the evil thoughts, fornications, thefts,
murders, adulteries, deeds of coveting and wickedness, as well as deceit, sensuality, envy, slander, pride
and foolishness" (Mark 7:21,22). The evil thoughts and deeds of men come from their own wicked hearts.
It is our own lusts, flesh, and evil hearts that cause us to sin, not the Devil and his demons.

Within each person there remains a desire to sin which the Bible calls the "flesh." Even believers, who possess the
Holy Spirit, have this battle with the flesh. That is why there is a conflict. The Holy Spirit and the flesh are at war with
each other. The unbeliever does not have this conflict since he does not possess the Holy Spirit. For him, the flesh
always has its way. But for the Christian, there is a war going on inside his own body (Rom. 7:18,19,21).

The battle with sin is a tough, life-long battle. But, provision has been made to allow us victory over sin -- Now those
who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires (Gal. 5:24).

For the believer, the flesh has been "crucified." This does not mean that the flesh is totally done away with or ceases to
exist, for we still struggle with it. But its power over the believer has been broken. Though the flesh still exists, the
believer no longer has to obey it (Rom. 6:6,7,12,13).

Because our flesh has been crucified and its power over us has been broken, we are not to let sin reign in our bodies.
We no longer have to obey our old master of sin. We are now free to serve God and do righteousness.

To summarize, the Bible is clear on the issue of sin and where it comes from. When a person sins, it is because of his
own flesh and sinful heart. The responsibility lies with that person alone. Sin cannot be blamed on anyone or anything
else. It is true that Christians can sin. Even though they are new creatures in Christ, there is still the battle with the
flesh. However, Christ's death provided us with the power to have victory over the flesh. The final victory over sin will
come when Christ comes again and grants us our sinless, eternal bodies. What a joy it is to know the fullness of
salvation in Christ!
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A Biblical Survey of Demonology

What does the Bible says about Satan and demons? The Biblical doctrine of demonology is not complicated. The Old
Testament gives insight into Satan and his activities. Genesis 3 describes his temptation of Eve. Isaiah 14:12-15 and
Ezekiel 28:11-15 portray the fall of Satan as a result of his rebellion against God. Particularly applicable to this
discussion is the case of Job. The first two chapters of Job give insight into spiritual battles and conflicts. Job was the
object of Satanic attack, but he was not indwelt by Satan. Job never was told to deal with the devil. He was not told to
speak to Satan, bind him, or send him to the pit. Job's responsibility was to be faithful, resist, and stand firm.

The Gospel Era was a unique period of time. With the presence of Jesus, the Son of God, on earth, demonic
manifestation began. Demons openly displayed their presence so that Jesus' power and authority over the demons
could be demonstrated.

The casting out of demons was directly related to the Messiah's offer of the kingdom to the nation Israel (Matt. 12:28).
Subduing demons was a demonstration of the authority and power that Jesus had as the Messiah of Israel. The King
had come and the kingdom was now present in the person of the Messiah. That is why Jesus could say, "The kingdom
of God has come upon you." Jesus was saying to the Jewish leaders, "I am the Messiah. I am here to establish the
kingdom. The proof is I have authority over Satan and demons" (Matt. 8:16,17).

When the people saw that Jesus had authority over demons, the Messianic prophecy of Isaiah should have alerted them
that the King was present and the kingdom was being offered:

"Then there was brought to Him a demon-possessed man who was blind and dumb, and He healed him, so
that the dumb man spoke and saw. And all the multitudes were amazed and began to say, 'This man
cannot be the Son of David, can he?'" (Matt. 12:22,23).

"Son of David" was a Messianic title. Again, the people rightfully associated His power and authority over the demons
as the work of the Messiah.

A verse that has often been interpreted incorrectly is Matthew 12:29. In this passage, Jesus had been accused of casting
out demons in the power of Satan. He responded by saying, "Or how can anyone enter the strong man's house and
carry off his property, unless he first binds the strong man?"

Christ alone, as the Messiah, had the power to subdue Satan. But Neil Anderson takes "binding the strongman" to
mean a present pattern to be followed:

"Stand firm in the armor of God that God has provided and step out in Christ's authority to plunder the
strong man's house for God" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 91).

Anderson thinks that if we are going to have victory over Satan, we too have to bind the strong man. But as we have
already shown, dealing with demons directly was an indicator that the Messiah was present on the earth, not something
to be normative for all believers. What makes Anderson's interpretation of this passage inconsistent is that earlier in his
book he acknowledges that it is not proper to form doctrine based only on the Gospels:

"We have mistakenly formulated our methods for dealing with demonic powers from the Gospels instead
of the Epistles. This is easy to do, since the only specific examples of demonic expulsion are found in
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Acts. ... Some Christians object to making a sharp distinction between
the Gospels and the Epistles. Yet all dispensational as well as covenantal theologians see at least some
distinctions in moving from law to grace and from the Old Covenant to the New Covenant" (The Bondage
Breaker, p. 207).

Anderson admits we should not be taking our instruction and pattern for dealing with demons from the Gospels, but
that is exactly what he did with Matthew 12. Matthew 12 is unique because Jesus was showing His Messianic authority
by subduing the devil. Yet Anderson wrongly makes "binding the strongman" something to be practiced today.
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There are those who want to base their theology of demons on the Gospels since they cannot get it anywhere else. But
as we have already shown, because of the uniqueness of the Gospel Period, one should not build his doctrine of
dealing with demons based on how the Son of God dealt with them. Jesus Christ's personal power and authority over
demons as the Messiah cannot be transferred to anyone else. It is true that He gave that authority to the Apostles to go
out and represent Him. But that apostolic authority ended with the death of the Apostles and does not transfer over to
us today.

There are three occasions in the book of Acts that deal with demons: Acts 8, 16, and 19. In each of these cases, the
Apostles were dealing with demons. The Apostles were specifically commissioned by Christ as representatives of Him.
The power given them was for the purpose of validating their apostleship, not as an example for the Church to follow.
Because of the nature of their commission, their casting out of demons cannot be made normative for believers today.

The activity of demons in the Epistles is well documented. Demons promote false doctrine (I Tim. 4:1-3), are
associated with idolatry (I Cor. 10:20), help cause divisions (James 3:13-16), and aid Satan in his war against God
(Eph 6:11,12). However, dealing directly with demons is never addressed. This is important since the Epistles dealt
specifically with instructions for the Church. The Epistles were written to give the Church all the information it needed
to effectively serve the Lord in this age, yet nowhere is the concept of speaking to or casting out demons mentioned. If
casting out demons was so important to the Church, why was it never mentioned in the Epistles? Also, we do not find
Paul running all over the country casting out demons. Even in a city like Corinth, where there was much occultic
activity, Paul does not mention casting out demons. However, what is mentioned often is how to deal with the flesh
(Gal. 5:16). The emphasis is clearly on the flesh when dealing with sin, not demons.

In the book of Revelation, demonic activity picks up again. But even in the sections which are addressed to the
churches (chapters 1-3), there are no directions for speaking to demons. Even with the Church living under demonic
pressure, where Satan's throne was (Rev. 2:13), there were no commands to bind and/or cast out Satan and his demons.
When Jesus spoke to the church at Thyatira, He did not say, "Bind Satan" or "You have a territorial demon, drive him
out." Even those believers who were under the influence of the wicked Jezebel were not told to break her demonic
power. Revelation gives us a glimpse into the demonic world and what is taking place behind the scenes. However, we
do not have any situation where believers are running around binding and casting out demons.

To summarize, the only legitimate casting out of demons happened in the time of Christ and the apostles. This
demonstrated that Jesus truly was the Messiah the Old Testament predicted would come. The Jews at that time would
recognize that casting out of demons meant that the Messiah was present and offering the kingdom to the nation Israel.
The apostles were given this authority to cast out demons as representatives of Christ. This authority cannot be
transferred to anyone else. Scripture has much to say concerning Satan and demons. They are real spiritual beings who
actively oppose the plans of God. They are busy deceiving, tempting, and promoting false doctrine. But nowhere do
we see believers being possessed by demons.

Demon Possession and the Believer

Scripture shows us the activity of Satan and demons. But on the issue of demons and the believer there has been some
question. Can a believer be demon possessed? Some teach that there is a difference between an unbeliever being
totally possessed by a demon and a Christian being invaded by a demon. For example, in Bill McLeod's book,
Fellowship with the Fallen, he attempts to make a distinction between "invasion" and "possession." (See BDM reports
on the Canadian Revival Fellowship.):

"You will notice that I am using the word 'invasion' as well as the word 'possession.' I am using the word
'invasion' as a general term to cover the demonization of believers, and the word 'possession' as a term to
cover the demonization of non-believers. ... No Christian can be so possessed. He can certainly be invaded
to lesser degrees and in some cases to alarming degrees, but he cannot be totally possessed" [W.L.
McLeod, Fellowship With the Fallen, (Canada: Northern Canada Mission Press), p. 168].

Anderson agrees:
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"To be demonized means to be under the control of one or more demons. Demonization is not a matter of
extremes, such as the either/or idea of being completely free or totally bound; it is a matter of degrees"
(The Bondage Breaker, p. 174).

To these men, demonization is not a matter of extremes. It is not either being completely free of demons or totally
bound by demons. To them it is a matter of degree.

However, Scripture does not make a distinction between demon "possession" of unbelievers and demon "invasion" of
believers. To claim otherwise is to play word games. Demon possession simply means that a demon resides within a
person and is controlling that person. There are no other variations of demons indwelling a person. Demons can
oppress, attack, and tempt from the outside, but Scripture is clear that a demon cannot indwell a believer and control
him.

There are two terms that refer to demon possession in the New Testament. First, the Greek word, daimonizomai is
usually translated "to be possessed by a demon." Or when it refers to a person, it is translated, "demoniac." The word
is found thirteen times in the Gospels and is sometimes translated, "to be demonized." The second term, daimmonion
echein means "to have a demon" [Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr., Overrun By Demons, (Eugene, OR: Harvest
House, 1990), p. 116]. This term is used eight times.

Some make a distinction between being "demonized" and "demon possessed" as if there was a difference. But this is
an artificial distinction. To be "demonized" is to be "demon possessed." In the Gospels, those who were demonized
had a demon residing within them and that demon controlled them. The demon manifested his control in various ways,
but he resided in and controlled the person he indwelt. The Scripture does not allow for a special category of believers
who have been invaded by a demon but are not possessed by that demon.

A few examples will show that there is no difference between demon possession and demon invasion:

"When evening had come, they brought to Him many who were demon-possessed; and He cast out the
spirits with a word" (Matt. 8:16).

"Mary who was called Magdalene from whom seven demons had gone out" (Luke 8:2).

"And when He had come to the other side into the country of the Gadarenes, two men who were demon-
possessed met Him" (Matt. 8:28).

These were obviously demon possessed people. The demons were to be cast out of them and into something else -- for
example, the herd of swine (Matt. 8:31). It is clear that the demons mentioned inhabited the people in question. That is
why Jesus cast them out (Matt. 9:32,33). To have a demon and to be demon possessed are the same thing. In other
words, a person who has a demon is one who is demon possessed. There are no separate degrees.

One would expect that those who promote that believers can be demonized would try to make a strong case from
Scripture for their view. Yet even these men recognize that the Bible does not clearly support their view. Neil
Anderson says:

"Can a Christian be demon possessed? No question polarizes the Christian community more than this one,
and the tragedy is that there is no absolutely biblical way to answer it ... the word translated as 'demon
possession' never occurs in Scripture after the cross, so we are left with no theological precision as to what
demonization would constitute in the Church Age" [Neil Anderson, Released From Bondage (San
Bernardino, CA: Here's Life, 1991), pp. 15,16].

It must be asked, if we cannot be theologically precise concerning demon possession in this Church Age, why are we
making it an issue for the Church?

Fred Dickason (Chairman of the Bible Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute, and has been teaching students
"demon deliverance" since 1961), in his book Demon Possession and the Christian, has a chapter entitled, "Biblical
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Evidence Supporting Demonization of Christians," in which he examines all the Scripture passages relating to demon
possession. What is interesting about this chapter is the conclusions he comes to in the passages that supposedly give
support for demonization of believers. Though it is not possible to cover every passage he gives, here are samples of
his conclusions to certain passages that are often used to prove that believers can be demonized:

1 Thessalonians 2:18: "This passage says nothing of demonization in any clear sense" [Fred Dickason,
Demon Possession and the Christian (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1987), p. 102].

1 John 4:14: "We conclude that this passage does not present any sure evidence that believers can be
inhabited by demons" (p. 102).

2 Peter 2:122: "We conclude that there is no sure evidence of the demonization of genuine believers
available from this passage. Where there is a reasonable doubt of the certainty of the contribution of a
passage, we cannot legitimately count on it" (pp. 103-104).

Matthew 8:16: "We must again say that the weight of the facts does not bring us to an inescapable
conclusion" (p. 113).

Acts 5:13: "We must again conclude that there is not sufficient evidence to determine if this is a case of
believers being demonized" (p. 114).

Acts 8:924: "The evidence is inconclusive" (p. 115).

Remember that this is supposedly the chapter that is presenting Biblical evidence supporting demonization of believers.
Also notice what he states in his summary of this chapter:

"We have considered the major passages and cases from Scripture that have been used or may be used to
support the concept that genuine believers may be demonized. Most of these cases cannot be considered
valid evidence for various reasons in the context or from other biblical information" (Demon Possession
and the Christian, p. 127).

Dickason does say that certain passages, such as the ones describing the daughter of Abraham who had a spirit of
illness in Luke 13 and the Corinthian tongues speakers in 1 Corinthians 12, "must be considered as fairly strong
evidence" (for demonization of believers). Dickason then says about these passages:

"However, there still may be legitimate doubts that these are genuine examples of New Testament
believers being inhabited by demons. Thus we cannot conclusively say that the Bible clearly presents
evidence that believers may be demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 127).

In the conclusion to his book, Dickason says:

"A rather thorough examination of the biblical evidence leads us to conclude that it neither clearly affirms
nor denies the reality of demonization of believers. ... But to be fair, we must say that with biblical
evidence alone, we cannot reach a definite or dogmatic conclusion" (Demon Possession and the Christian,
p. 340).

Therefore, according to Dickason himself, after all the Biblical evidence is weighed, the best that can be said is that
there is no definite evidence for demonic possession of believers. But if there is no Biblical evidence, why doesn't he
just leave the matter alone instead of trying to add experience and clinical evidence to Scripture?

Can it be true that something so important to our spiritual lives would not be addressed by Scripture? In Christ have
we not received "everything pertaining to life and godliness" (2 Peter 1:3)? Is not "all Scripture inspired by God and
profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; that the man of God may be adequate,
equipped for every good work" (2 Timothy 3:16-17)? Is the Bible incomplete on such an important issue? On the
contrary, the Bible is clear that a believer cannot be possessed by demons:
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"Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from
God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your
body" (1 Cor. 6:19).

Amazingly, there are those who think that the devil can live in the same temple as the Holy Spirit. Yet this body is the
residence of the Holy Spirit. It belongs to Him, not to us or the devil. Titus 2:14 says that Christ redeemed us to be "a
people for His own possession." We are God's property. To say that the devil can live in the body of believers makes
nonsense of what the Scripture teaches:

"You are from God, little children, and have overcome them; because greater is He who is in you than he
who is in the world" (1 John 4:4).

The "He" who is in the believer is the Holy Spirit. The "he" who is in the world is the devil. The Holy Spirit who
indwells us is greater than the devil whose presence is in the world. Plus, if the devil is in the world, he is not in us.
God will not let the devil have control of a believer ( 1 John 5:18). Jesus also prayed that the Father would keep us
"from the evil one" (John 17:15).

Luke 13:1016 has been used to try to show that a Christian can be possessed. In this passage, a woman who was bent
over because of a spirit of infirmity is called a "daughter of Abraham." Therefore, according to some, she must have
been a believer. However, in this context, being a "daughter of Abraham" simply meant that she was a Jew (John
8:33,37). It cannot be implied that she was a believer.

In summary, believers cannot be possessed by demons. Scripture teaches that the Holy Spirit indwells us and is greater
than the devil who is in the world. The devil cannot touch us and Jesus has asked the Father to keep us from the evil
one. Plus, Christ's death has broken the devil's power over us and we have newness of life. This does not mean that a
believer cannot be deceived or tempted by the devil. It does mean that the devil cannot reside within a believer or have
power over him.

The Scripture is clear on this matter. But even if it was not so clear, the subject must be mute since there is no way to
have any authoritative knowledge about the spirit realm apart from the revelation of God. Isaiah condemned the people
of his day for going outside of Scripture for supposed answers by asking, "Should not a people consult their God?"
(Isa. 8:19,20). Those who say we must look to experience for the answer to this problem are saying that they are not
satisfied with what God has revealed concerning this spiritual matter. Therefore, they are going to find the answer on
their own. The idea that a person can turn to experience because he does not believe Scripture is clear enough is
erroneous.

Christ's work was sufficient. There is no further deliverance that must take place. If there were, salvation in Christ
would be incomplete. If the Church would stop and think through its theology of Scripture, we would realize that
something is drastically wrong with what is being promoted by those who teach that believers can be demonized.

The Biblical Way of Dealing with Demons

The glorious salvation of Jesus Christ has freed us from the power of Satan. Yet as believers, we are still involved in a
spiritual battle with the powers of darkness (Eph. 6:12). The battle is real and we must be prepared. Provision has been
made for us to be unshakable and immovable in spiritual warfare.

Believers must keep a Biblical view of dealing with sin and demons. We should not be surprised when the world buys
into victimization programs. But there is no excuse for the Church to get mired down in the same sink hole. It is
important that we do not think like the world on this issue (Rom. 12:2).

The Christian's warfare tactics are primarily defensive. It is one of being alert and standing firm in our faith. Notice
there is no command to engage Satan in an offensive manner (James 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:8,9). We do not fight the devil in our
own strength, but we are strong "in the Lord." He is the One who gives us the victory. We fight our spiritual battle in
His power by putting on His armor (Eph. 6:10,11).
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The idea of taking up the full armor of God is deficient if the devil is living in the believer. The picture of putting on
the armor indicates we are going to do battle with an outer opponent who is attacking us from the outside, not from
within (Eph. 6:13).

The Bible does talk about the devil and how believers are to deal with him. We fight our spiritual warfare by standing
firm. We stand firm against the devil by using truth, righteousness, the Gospel, faith, salvation, the Word of God, and
prayer (Eph. 6:1418). We are not told to deal with Satan in the unseen cosmic realm. Nowhere in God's direct
instructions concerning dealing with the devil are we told to speak to him, bind him, or cast him out. Also notice that
nowhere does the Bible say that a demon can be in a believer. Our focus in spiritual warfare is to be on what God has
provided for us in Christ. As we are on the alert and stand firm in our salvation we will experience victory in spiritual
battle.

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of
God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high [places]. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be
able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt
about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the preparation
of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the
fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all
perseverance and supplication for all saints; (Ephesians 6:10-18).

In spite of the clear, Biblical instruction concerning how we are to conduct our spiritual warfare, there are those who
teach that we must also speak to demons:

"As you go through the steps to freedom, remember that Satan will be defeated only if you confront him
verbally" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 186).

"If you're going to resist Satan, you must do so outwardly so he can understand you and be put to flight"
(The Bondage Breaker, p. 84).

In other words, unless Scripture is spoken aloud to Satan, it will have no impact on him. But where does it say in
Scripture that one must speak aloud to Satan so he can hear? Isn't believing, submitting, and laying claim to the Word
enough? Yet now we are told we must speak out loud to Satan. We do not know whether Satan can read our minds or
not. Evidently if it was that important, God would have told us in His Word. Neil Anderson cannot tell us more than
God has.

In his book, Dickason tells of a time he asked a demon, who was supposedly speaking through a believer, if demons
try to keep Christians from thinking that they can be inhabited by demons. The demon responded: "Oh, yes! We use it
all the time. It is one of the best tools we have ever promoted" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 191).

Here is a case of a man asking a demon for information! Is that the way to find out about the spirit realm? Can a
demon tell us what Scripture does not say? This sounds like the Charismatic movement all over again. Bible-believing
Christians have long regarded the Pentecostal methods of dealing with demons as unbiblical. However, we now have
well-known and respected "Christian" leaders teaching what Charismatic teachers have been teaching for years.

This teaching that believers are to speak to demons is unbiblical. Even Michael the archangel, when disputing with
Satan over the body of Moses, "did not dare pronounce against him a railing judgment, but said, 'The Lord rebuke
you'" (Jude 9). We too, when it comes to speaking to Satan, ought to leave it to the Lord.

The Fallacy of Clinical Evidence in Spiritual Matters

The use of clinical evidence has been cited as a legitimate way to evaluate whether believers can be demonized. In
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other words, some believe that "scientific evaluation" (the term often given erroneously to what is nothing more than
empirical observation or the recording of experience recollections) can be used to help us understand more about
demonization of believers. But can clinical evidence help us understand more about this issue? Fred Dickason thinks
so:

"But where Scripture is not decisive, we may gain insight from experience" [Fred Dickason. Angels, Elect
and Evil (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1975) p. 189].

"We are ready to consider the contribution of clinical evidence to our search for the answer to our
principal question, Can Christians be demonized?" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

"Just as science has found the truth of God's world in its research, so may genuinely evaluated and
reliably documented experience find the truth in this matter" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p.
158).

"We have found that though there is a great deal of information to consider and though men adduce
evidence of varying weight, yet we could not come to a definite conclusion. We now must seek what other
valid evidence there might be that could aid us in our quest to answer this important and practical
question" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

Dickason claims that the Scripture is not clear enough to instruct us on demon possession of believers. Therefore, we
must also look towards experience and clinical evidence instead. This is a serious matter. If demons can indwell and
control a believer in such a way that he has no control over his own body, wouldn't God address this in His Word?
Wouldn't our salvation be related to this issue? Yet Dickason is saying that there is not enough information in the
Bible on this issue; therefore, we must look at clinical evidence and experience.

The mere mention of "clinical evidence" brings a white coat, medical picture to mind. We assume that since it is
clinical evidence it must be valid. It is just like going to the doctor. If we have a pain, or a growth, we go into the
clinic and they examine it and find out what is physically wrong. Now there are some who want to do that in the
spiritual realm as well.

The analogy of clinical evidence in regard to physical diseases has been used to try to show that demonization can also
be clinically evaluated. Dickason has tried to use the analogy of cancer to show that believers can be demonized:

"If we find that a believer has such a disease, we have evidence for saying that believers can have that
disease. When we are done, we do not have a biblical doctrine; but we have used biblical doctrine in
application to an experiential investigation. With proper validation, our conclusion may be accepted as
fact, even though it is not taught specifically in the Bible" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 153).

Dickason is saying that even though the Bible does not address the issue of believers having cancer, we can know
through clinical evidence that they can have cancer. He believes clinical research can then also be applied to the issue
of demon possession of believers:

"Having researched the evidence in broad fashion by proper application of both biblical and clinical
parameters, we may come to the valid conclusion that Christians can be demonized" (Demon Possession
and the Christian, p. 157).

No one will deny that we can find out about having cancer by going to a medical doctor. And no one will deny that
believers get diseases. But Dickason assumes that the next step is to find out about demonization of believers by using
clinical evaluation. However, comparing cancer with demon possession is a false analogy. Spiritual matters cannot be
determined by scientific evidence. That is comparing apples with rocks. The Bible never pretends to address all the
information there is on physical diseases. But Scripture does claim to address all matters concerning sin and
sanctification in the life of the believer (cf. 2 Peter 1:3). It may be factual truth and not Biblical truth that a person can
be diagnosed as having cancer. But there is no factual truth that is involved with sin and the spirit world that is not
found in Scripture.
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It is often said, "Not all truth that can be known is found in the Bible." That may be true. The Bible says nothing about
the truths of electricity. Why? It is not essential for salvation and sanctification. However, all the truth concerning
salvation and sanctification is found in the Bible. Likewise, all truth for dealing with sin and Satan is found in the
Bible. 

Concerning the use of clinical evidence, Dickason goes on to say:

"When we seek what may be called 'clinical evidence,' we are really looking at information that may
legitimately be gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in handling
demonic oppression ... We hope this will be accepted as a legitimate and practical procedure in our
search" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

But are we really looking at legitimate information when we seek supposed, "clinical evidence"? After all, who said it
is legitimately gathered? Who said God wants us rooting through the garbage cans of the world looking for a way to
deal with indwelling demons in the lives of believers? Are we going to find evidence from the medical and
psychological professions that has not been found in the Bible? Supposedly, we are looking for information that may
be legitimately gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in handling demonic
oppression. But how do they know they have been involved in handling demonic oppression? The Bible does not tell
us this. Are we supposed to listen to the "stories" of people who supposedly counseled the demon oppressed when the
Scripture does not even address the issue? In spite of these unanswered questions, the findings of these experts are
supposed to be valid evidence.

In referring to the idea that clinical evidence can be used to determine if Christians can be demonized, Dickason says:

"When we say this, we cannot say this is a biblical doctrine or theological deduction from biblical
evidence" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

Notice that he admits that demonization of believers cannot be a Biblical doctrine. He also says:

"We recognize the lack of conclusive evidence in the Bible on this issue, and would not elevate the
conclusion to the stature of biblical truth. But we have found the factual truth to be that Christians can be
and have been demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

But how do we know whether he has truly found the factual truth. He has moved into a realm where all he has is an
experience and his own ability to discern what is really happening in the spirit world. Dickason even admits that we
cannot affirm this is a Biblical doctrine or a theological deduction from Biblical evidence. How can we know that we
are dealing with demon oppressed people when the Bible does not tell us? According to these men, we have to go
outside the Scripture for the evidence. But, when Jesus prayed to the Father, "Sanctify them in the truth; Thy word is
truth," was He praying for an incomplete sanctification, i.e., one needing extra-Biblical "clinical evidence"?

Concerning clinical evidence, Dickason also says:

"This general approach to acquiring evidence is commonly used and accepted in areas of medicine,
counseling, and human services. It deals with personal, practical, and scientific approaches to everyday
issues. It seeks to deal with the facts so that they may be analyzed and used in beneficial procedures"
(Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

It is true that clinical evidence is legitimate in medicine and human services. However, it is not a legitimate way to find
out how a believer deals with sin. If it cannot be determined from Scripture whether believers can be demonized, then
it must be a non-issue for believers. This is not to say demons are a non-issue. But dealing with demonic oppression of
a believer must be a non-issue, otherwise what we have in Scripture is not adequate for us to deal with the devil or to
enable us to live holy and godly lives. And that would make God a liar (2 Peter 1:3).

What is the relationship between experience and Biblical truth? The issue is not whether we experience Biblical truth
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or not, because we do. The point is that experience does not add to the truth of Scripture. It is true that experience has
taught us many things not learned from Scripture, but no experience has added a thing to the issue of salvation and
sanctification.

Everything necessary for dealing with sin, Satan, and living a life pleasing to God is contained within Scripture. As we
live, we grow in our experiences, but our experiences do not add to the revelation of the Bible. This is similar to the
trap of psychology which says, "All truth is God's truth." With this teaching, the Bible became just one of many
sources for truth. As a result, the professing Church has largely abandoned the Scripture as the sole source of truth
concerning sin and salvation matters and accepted so-called "truth" from secular humanists. Now we are reaping the
results of that. In addition to finding out truth from secular humanists, we are now told we need to find out truth from
demons and personal experiences.

In summary, there is a Devil and demons, but the doctrines of men regarding Satan and demons are not to be believed.
There is far more to the issue of demons and the spirit world than the Scripture has made known to me. But I also
believe that the revealed things belong to us and the secret things belong to God (Deut. 29:29). Scripture has given
much information concerning the person and activities of Satan, but we must be careful not to go beyond the Scripture.
When we do we open ourselves to all kinds of deception.

We must be alert to the invalid analogies that are used by men who want to use clinical evidence for spiritual matters.
When these men cannot support their views with Scripture, they build an invalid analogy to support their views. They
try to take a step off of Scripture, but when they do they are left standing on air.

The whole idea of using clinical evidence to evaluate spiritual matters is built on sand. Why? Sin and salvation matters
cannot be clinically evaluated. However, some have decided that the eternal unchanging Word of God does not provide
enough information on the subject. They are determined to find something. And often when people are determined to
find something, the devil will make sure they do. The problem is it will not be the truth.

What then is the verdict on clinical evidence in regards to spiritual matters? It does not work. There is no valid clinical
evidence when it comes to dealing with the spiritual lives of believers. The Scripture is complete when dealing with
sanctification. If the Scripture does not address an issue, we should not be trying to find clinical evidence to
supplement what we think is lacking in Scripture.

Ancestral Demons

Those who teach that believers can be demonized claim that ancestral involvement in the occult is a major cause for
demonization. Dickason describes ancestral involvement:

"By ancestral involvement we refer to occult or demonic practices of the client's ancestors. This has been
found to be one of the most common reasons for demonic affliction or demonization [Demon Possession
and the Christian, p. 162]. ... I have found this avenue of ancestral involvement to be the chief cause of
demonization. Well over 95 percent of more than 400 persons I have contacted in my counseling ministry
have been demonized because of their ancestors' involvement in occult and demonic activities" (p. 221).

Dickason says there may be an ancestral demon passed down from generation to generation in a person's family
through the activity of their grandparents or parents. However, what if that person became a believer in Jesus Christ?
According to Dickason, these ancestral demons do not leave when a person becomes a believer. These ancestral
demons are different. In other words, being raised with Christ to newness of life was not enough to take care of these
ancestral demons.

Dickason then gives an example of a woman who had been a Christian for a few years who was a victim of ancestral
demons:

"We soon found that defiant and devious spirits were present inside her body. Some had come in at birth
and some thereafter. Her ancestors had long been involved in the occult and demonic activity. That is the
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reason they felt they could enter her, and they were stubborn in their claims" (Demon Possession and the
Christian, p. 197).

Concerning this issue, Neil Anderson says:

"Adopted children can be especially subject to demonic strongholds because of their natural parentage.
But even an adopted child can become a new creation in Christ, and must actively renounce old
strongholds and embrace his or her inheritance as God's child. ... If you have been subject to satanic ritual
there is a good chance that you were assigned a spiritual 'guardian' or 'parent.' These spiritual relationships
must be specifically renounced along with any blood pacts uniting you to anyone but God" (The Bondage
Breaker, p. 202).

According to Anderson how does one become set free from ancestral demonic influence?:

"In order to walk free from past influences, pray the following prayer: ... I here and now reject and disown
all the sins of my ancestors. ... I cancel out all demonic working that has been passed on to me from my
ancestors. ... I now command every familiar spirit and every enemy of the Lord Jesus Christ that is in or
around me to flee my presence and never to return" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

But even then, Anderson's "seven steps to freedom" might not be enough:

"Once you have secured your freedom by going through these seven steps, you may find demonic
influences attempting re-entry days or even months later. One person told me that she heard a spirit say to
her mind, 'I'm back' two days after she had been set free" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

What was once condemned as unbiblical has now been adopted. Christ's death rendered the devil "powerless" (Heb.
2:14). To "render powerless" means that the power to control has been broken. Therefore, the devil's power over
believers has been broken. No matter what occultic background we or our ancestors may have had, the devil no longer
has control over us. How can there be teachers who claim that when a person becomes a believer he must still contend
with indwelling demons? Christ defeated Satan. We no longer have to worry about demonization or so-called ancestral
demons.

This whole issue of ancestral demons hindering believers is unbiblical. Salvation is a radical break with our old life
(Rom. 6:4-8). When we came to believe in Jesus Christ, we were identified with Him in His death, His burial, and His
resurrection. As a result, those who believe in Him can now walk in newness of life. We have been set free. We are no
longer slaves of sin. No matter how awful our background may have been, Christ gave us a new, fresh start. If that is
true, how can we still be slaves to our past or to demons? Notice that the Scripture does not say, "buried with Him,
raised with Him to newness of life, but indwelt by ancestral demons." When we became believers, if we still had
ancestral demons, we would not be walking in newness of life; i.e., the salvation of Jesus Christ would not have been a
complete salvation, and, thereby, what good was it? But everything has been accomplished for us at the moment of
salvation. That is why this type of teaching is an attack on the sufficiency of Christ's work. This does not mean that we
never sin. But when we sin, we are to face that sin, turn from it, and get on with our walk with God. That is the true
Biblical pattern.

Experienced-Based Theology

One of the marks of true Christianity throughout history has been its emphasis on the Bible alone as the sole authority
for living the Christian life, i.e., Sola Scriptura -- meaning, "the Scripture alone." Many in the Charismatic movement
are now coming up with stories and revelations that are supposedly from God. Historically, the Church refused to
acknowledge them as true. Why? Because the Church has known that when stories and experiences are added to
Scripture, there is no way to hold the line theologically. Who decides which stories are true and which are not? It
becomes too subjective. Besides, if stories add to our knowledge of truth, what does this say about the sufficiency of
God's Word?
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Yet in the Church today, there is a growing emphasis on experienced-based theology. We saw it with the integration of
psychology into the professing Church and now we see it with those who promote that believers can be demonized.

There is a real danger of building a theology based on experiences. A survey of Neil Anderson's Released From
Bondage shows this emphasis on experience. The opening page reads:

"Do you struggle with bad habits? Disturbing childhood memories? Compulsive behavior? Guilt? You are
not alone. Dr. Neil Anderson, best-selling author of The Bondage Breaker and Walking Through the
Darkness has found that thousands of Christian men and women live lives of not-so-quiet desperation, in
spiritual and emotional bondage due to unresolved traumas in their past" (Released From Bondage,
opening page).

Is that an appropriate description of a believer who has been raised to newness of life in Christ? Is it Biblical to think
that a renewed creature of God can be habitually in desperation and spiritual bondage?

"In his seminars and personal counseling, Anderson has helped many of these people break through to
dramatic, lasting freedom from bondage through just seven essential steps" (Released From Bondage,
opening page).

It used to be taught that the Gospel set people free. But now we find out it is Anderson's seven steps. What has the
Church done for 2,000 years without these seven steps? Does this mean that all Christians who lived before Anderson's
book did not have the resources to live a victorious Christian life?

"Now you can learn from their stories -- and from the helpful insights Dr. Anderson shares before and
after each testimony" (Released From Bondage, opening page). (Emphasis added.)

Notice the emphasis on "stories." Scripture is used some throughout the book, but the overwhelming emphasis of this
book is learning by story:

"Best of all, you too can walk through those same seven Steps to Freedom in Christ . . . and discover once-
and-for-all the absolute freedom and joy Jesus Christ has also provided -- for YOU" (Released From
Bondage, opening page).

If we need Neil Anderson's seven steps to have true freedom and joy, what does this say about the power of the
Gospel and the sufficiency of Christ? As the book goes on, there is story after story. Many of the stories would not be
appropriate to be quoted because of their polluted nature. In reading this book, one has to wade through the sexual
perversions of people -- their affairs and other illicit sexual practices. Is this what we have to do to learn about freedom
in Christ? Do people have to pollute their minds with these stories to be delivered?

Many of the stories given in Neil Anderson's books have a mystical, superstitious nature to them. If one did not know
who the author was, he might think he was reading Roman Catholic or Charismatic material. For example, in one of
the chapters dealing with female sexual abuse and freedom, a lady talks about her prior life of addiction and sexual
abuse. She said:

"My stepfather died and we brought his favorite chair home. When I sat in the chair and looked down our
hallway, I could see shadows darting from the kids' rooms to the bedroom across the hall. ... One night a
figure stood at the end of my bed and stared at me. It was tall and dark with a short-looking child standing
beside it. These apparitions occurred off and on for several months. ... One day I decided it was time for
action, so I took my father's chair to a flea market and sold it. After that we all stopped seeing ghosts in
our home" (Released From Bondage, pp. 103-104).

That is flat out superstition. What is the difference between the apparitions the Roman Catholic Church claims to see
all over the world and this account? There was a time when all Bible-believing churches would have planted their feet
and preached against this. We ridiculed Roman Catholicism for putting stock in their stories. We did not accept their
stories about seeing the Virgin Mary and so on. Now the professing Evangelical Church has its own book of stories.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Anderson gives another example of a woman with an abusive background who was currently involved in immorality
(The Bondage Breaker, pp. 148-150):

"Janelle, we can help you with your problems because there is
a battle going on for your mind which God has given us authority
to win." As soon as I spoke those words Janelle suddenly
went catatonic. She sat as still as stone, eyes glazed over
and staring into space.

"Have you ever seen her behave like this?" I asked her pastor
and fiancé.

"No," they answered wide-eyed. They were more than a little
frightened.

"Well, there's nothing to worry about, I've seen it before," I
said. "We're going to take authority over it, but it's important
that you two affirm your right standing with God in order to
prevent any transference of this demonic influence."

I addressed the demonic influence in Janelle: "In the name of
Christ and by His authority, I bind you to that chair and I command
you to sit there."

I wish I could have videotaped my encounter with Janelle that
day in order to show the skeptics what happens when Satan's
attempt is confronted by God's authority.

Anderson then described how he bound the demons in Janelle and led her through the steps to freedom. There is no
support in Scripture for this type of foolishness. If Roman Catholics or Charismatics did this we would say this was
superstitious mysticism.

Psychology has taught us that we are victims of our past. Now there are those who say we are victims of demons:

"Lydia is a middle-aged woman who was dealt a bad hand in life right from the beginning. [Aren't all of
us dealt a bad hand? David said, "In sin my mother conceived me" (Psa. 51:5).] Memories of ritual and
sexual abuse that she suffered as a young child have haunted her continually throughout her Christian life.
When she came to see me her damaged self-image seemed beyond repair" (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 41-
42).

Damaged self-image? There is no mention in Scripture of a person with that problem. Anderson then asked her how
she perceived herself (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 41-42):

"I'm evil," she answered stoically. "I'm just no good for anybody ..." 
"You're not evil," I argued. "How can a child of God be evil?"
[Anderson then explained how he wrote down some verse that
shows who we are in Christ. He then wanted her to read these
verses out loud.]

Lydia took the paper and began to read the first statement aloud
rather haltingly: I am th-the s-s-salt of the ... Suddenly her
character changed. She looked up and sneered, No way, you
dirty son of a _____!
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It is never pleasant to see the evil one express his ugly personality
through a victim like Lydia. (Bold added.)

In this case, Lydia is portrayed as a victim. Here is a poor Christian, indwelt, possessed, and controlled by a demon.
She is not to blame for her foul language or her abusive speech. But what about the instruction from Scripture, to "let
no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth" (Eph. 4:29)? Does this not apply to her? According to Anderson,
she is a poor victim, with damaged self-esteem, indwelt by a demon. He then says:

"But I took authority over him through prayer in Christ's name and led Lydia through the steps to freedom.
She was able to gain a whole new perspective of who she really is in Christ" (The Bondage Breaker, pp.
41-42).

Here is a woman who supposedly is a Christian (by his and her testimony), who is indwelt and controlled by a demon,
who spews forth many obscenities out of her mouth. If this woman was saved, what was she saved from? Certainly
not from the power of the devil. Yet, isn't that what happens at salvation? But in this situation, we find a supposed
believer controlled by a demon and shouting obscenities. How absurd!

Anderson says:

"Are you one of those Christians who lives in the quiet desperation of bondage to fear, anger, depression,
habits you can't break, thoughts or inner voices you can't elude, or sinful behavior you can't escape? I'm
not saying that every spiritual problem is the result of direct demonic activity. But you may be in bondage
because you have overlooked or denied the reality of demonic powers at work in the world today" (The
Bondage Breaker, p. 14).

He does say that not every spiritual problem is the direct result of demonic activity, but later on in the book he says 85
percent of Christians have demon problems. That means most Christians are victims of demonic powers. But what did
James say? -- Each one of us falls into sin when we are enticed by our own lusts and lured away (James 1:14). But if
Anderson is right, that only applies to 15 percent of us. The rest of us have demon problems.

We do not want to make light of the struggles we have as believers, but we do not find support for Anderson's
demonology in Paul's letters to the churches. So how can Anderson say this could be our problem? Plus, all these
things he lists (bondage to fear, anger, depression, and habits that cannot be broken), the Bible classifies as SIN.

Concerning sexual sin, Anderson says:

"Virtually every person I have counseled regarding a spiritual conflict has confessed some kind of sexual
aberration. Some were in bondage to uncontrollable lust. Others were the victims of demonic sexual
attack. ... If there is such a thing as demonic transference from one person to another, I would say that
illicit sexual union is the chief means by which it happens" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 137).

But what does Paul say the terrible thing about illicit sex is? The person takes Christ and joins Him to a harlot (1 Cor.
6:16). But Anderson says it is a transfer of demons. There is direct conflict between Neil Anderson and the Apostle
Paul:

"Or do you not know that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived;
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, or adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals nor thieves, nor the
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, shall inherit the kingdom of God. Such were some of
you; but you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ and in the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:911).

This passage does not say that "people who do these things will not enter the kingdom of God, unless, they are victims
of demons." People are responsible for their actions and those who practice these things will not enter the kingdom.

Anderson continues:
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"I received the following letter from a young woman I have never met . .... Dear Neil, ... For the first 14
years of my life I lived with an oppressive, abusive mother who never said 'I love you' or put her arms
around me when I cried. I received no affection, no kind words, no affirmation, no sense of who I was --
only physical and emotional abuse (The Bondage Breaker, p. 171).

She then goes on to state that she became a believer, but then she says:

"I lost my joy and closeness to the Lord. ... The demons attacked my sense of right and wrong, and I
became involved in immorality in my search for identity and love. But that all ended yesterday when I
renounced Satan's control in my life" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

Let us think about this statement theologically. Jesus said that "out of the heart of man proceed all kinds of immorality"
(Mark 7:2123). But her problem was not immorality coming from the heart; her immorality was coming from a
demon. Who, then, are we supposed to believe? When we get our theology from "stories" and "experiences" instead of
Scripture, we get ourselves in trouble, because there are no longer boundaries to keep us in check. [For more on this
issue of victimization, see Jim Owen's book, Christian Psychology's War on God's Word: The Victimization of the
Believer, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.]

In reading the material of these men the reader is likely to ask, "Who is not a victim of demonization?" Here is an
example of this type of thinking:

"Where people are plagued by evil thinking and lustful thoughts and practices, and when they find
themselves lying and perhaps blaspheming God, there is very likely some degree of demonic invasion"
(Fellowship With the Fallen, p. 170).

What believer has never had a lustful thought? Yet this type of thinking would have us believe it could be a demon.
This sounds like the Charismatics. What happened with Jimmy Swaggart's problem with prostitutes? Oral Roberts
came in and supposedly delivered him from a long-fingernailed demon that was making him do these things. If we
believe these men's stories, why don't we believe Oral Robert's and Jimmy Swaggart's stories? Who decides whose
stories we are going to believe?

Here is another example:

"To illustrate how human and spiritual forces of wickedness work together, ask any group of committed
Christians this question: How many of you have been awakened for no apparent reason at 3 a.m.? I ask
that question regularly in my conferences, and about two-thirds of the participants raise their hands.
Satanists meet from 12 to 3 a.m., and part of their ritual is to summon and send demons. Three in the
morning is prime time for demon activity, and if you have been awakened at that time it may be that you
have been targeted" (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 101-102).

Who hasn't woke up at 3 a.m. sometime in their life? Yet, this type of statement sows something in our minds the next
time we wake up at that time. We may start to think we are targeted by demons. But this is totally subjective. Where in
Scripture does it talk about the time Satan and his demons are sent out? But this man supposedly knows, because he
has talked to people who were involved with Satanism. Should the people of God "consult the mediums and the
spiritists who whisper and mutter, should not a people consult their God" (Isa. 8:19)? The Charismatics have promoted
this type of doctrine for years but now there are leading Evangelicals who are endorsing this type of foolishness.

As discussed earlier in this report, Anderson states that 85% of Christians are demonized to one degree or another:

"It is my observation that no more than 15 percent of the evangelical Christian community is completely
free of Satan's bondage.... The other 85 percent are struggling along fruitlessly at one of at least three
levels of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

The Scripture never addresses Christians as being under Satanic bondage, yet Anderson says 85 percent of Christians
are not able to live fruitful godly lives because of it. What kind of salvation leaves more than eight out of ten believers

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
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under the power of Satan's bondage? How does this square with the fact that Jesus rendered the devil powerless for all
who believe (Heb. 2:14)? Plus, this 85 percent is subjective. Where does this number come from? What if someone
tells him that only two percent of Christians are having this problem? Who is right? Scripture does not say. Yet many
will accept this figure because the person writing this claims to be an expert.

Anderson states that there are three levels of demonic bondage for Christians. Anderson says of the first level of
bondage:

"First, a believer may lead a fairly normal Christian life on the outside while wrestling with a steady
barrage of sinful thoughts on the inside: lust, envy, greed, hatred, apathy, etc. ... I see about 65 percent of
all Christians living at this level of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

A statement like that can make us wonder if we belong on that level. Who hasn't struggled with a lustful thought,
greed, envy, hatred or apathy? Even Paul cried out, "O wretched man that I am" (Rom. 7:24). These things are an
ongoing struggle for all believers in this life. If Anderson is correct, Paul must have fit into this 65 percent.

The second level of conflict includes:

"Those who can distinguish between their own thoughts and strange evil voices which seem to overpower
them. ... About 15 percent of all Christians fall into this category" (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 107-108).

Concerning the third level:

"The individual has lost control and hears voices inside his mind which tell him what to think, say, and do.
... Sadly, about 5 percent of the Christian community falls victim to this level of deception and control"
(The Bondage Breaker, p. 108).

This has become so subjective and broad. It is just like psychology in that it ends up encompassing everyone. We may
identify with some of the criteria and think we have a demon problem when in fact the criteria describes 99.9 percent
of all people. It is like horoscopes -- they all fit. The same is true with this issue of demonization. This emphasis on
experience and stories in dealing with sin is dangerous. As we have seen, when we abandon the Word of God as the
sole authority for dealing with sin and living the Christian life, there is nothing to keep us in line theologically. The
only solution is for us to return to the Word of God as the sole source of instruction for godly living.

Conclusion

We should praise God for a salvation that is full and complete. Salvation is more than just being saved from hell. It
extends to all areas of our Christian life and that includes demons. Yes, we still struggle with sin, (and the devil wages
war with us every moment of our lives), but Christ's death and resurrection have provided the victory over sin and
Satan. As believers, we have everything we need to live the Christian life. We go to the Word of God and stand firm.
We have the indwelling Holy Spirit who empowers us. There are no forces past or present that can keep us as children
of God from being everything God intended for us in Christ. It does not matter what our family background was. It
does not matter what kind of occult background our ancestors may have had (cf. 1 Corinthians 6:11).

I wish there were seven steps to spiritual victory. But there are not. There is only moment by moment, day by day,
reliance upon the living God, His truth, and submission to the Holy Spirit. That is all we need. We are always looking
for that one formula that will lift us above the struggles, battles, and warfare, but that is not the Christian approach to
life. It is an ongoing battle and warfare -- "Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God" (Acts
14:22).

As inviting as the doctrines of men concerning demons may be, they do not match up with Scripture. This new
teaching concerning demons is unbiblical. There should be an outcry against this in the Church. Yet there are men
promoting such teachings and there are many people buying and reading their books. The men teaching these doctrines
must be responsible for their teaching. Professing believers who pay to read and listen to their material are accountable
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before God for their unfaithfulness as well. Believers are not to be "tossed here and there by waves, and carried about
by every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14).

The battle goes on. This doctrine of dealing with demons is just a variation of Charismatic theology which teaches that
you can have an "experience" that will set you above it all. But God's plan is to do battle in His strength, by His grace
and provision. That keeps us depending on Him. Is that discouraging? No. Jesus said, "I will never leave you or
forsake you" (Heb. 13:5). He has given us the Spirit of God to dwell in us as a seal. I do not need to go through
someone's seven steps to get the devil out of my life. I am opposed to any teaching, regardless of the sincerity of
intentions, that would undermine, discredit, or attack the finished work of Christ and its effect in the life of the
believer.

[For those who would like to further pursue the issue of believers and demonization, see Overrun By Demons, by
Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Harvest House:1990.]
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Jehovah's Witnesses
Christian or Cult?*

Jehovah's Witnesses, also known as the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (with headquarters in Brooklyn, New
York), was officially founded in 1884 [as the Zion's Watch Tower and Tract Society (originally the Zion's Watch
Tower in 1879), officially adopting the name of Jehovah's Witnesses in 1931], by Charles Taze Russell (1852-1916).
In 1870, Russell was exposed to the teachings of William Miller, one of the founders of the Second Adventist
Movement and acquired an interest in end time prophecies. Russell originally denied  the doctrine of Hell, and would
go on to reject nearly every other Christian doctrine, as well as add many physically and spiritually dangerous
doctrines of his own making. Many of these unique and bizarre teachings were to be found in his six volume series
titled, Studies in the Scriptures.

For the year 2000, the Watchtower Society claims a worldwide membership of over six  million (about one  million
U.S.) in more than 91,000 congregations in 235 countries speaking 340 languages, and takes in approximately 300,000
new members each year (288,907 in 2000). According to JW statistics, yearly proselytizing is accomplished via 4.8
million home Bible studies and 1.2 billion hours of witnessing. The JWs field over 500,000 full and part-time
missionaries. Instruction and training are provided for all JWs at five meetings a week, held primarily in "Kingdom
Halls." Every week, an average of 45 new JW congregations are formed. [In the year 2000 in the United States alone,
it was reported that 988,000 Jehovah's Witnesses spent more than 181 million hours in field service (i.e., door-to-door
witnessing and Bible studies).] 

JW leadership claims its victims by asserting itself to be the sole Christian religion and authority on the earth today, as
well as God's mouthpiece or prophet. The Watchtower further disrupts families through its harsh and unbiblical
interpretation of "disfellowshipping" and the practice of "shunning." Family members who are former JWs are labeled
by Watchtower adherents as "apostates" and prevented from even social contact. Disfellowshipped or disassociated
children, parents, and grandparents are kept from any type of communication with active members of the organization.
Divorces are common within the sect when one member becomes disillusioned with Watchtower teaching and mind-
control. 

Not only has the name of this cult been changed time and again, but they also change their doctrines regularly --
between 1917 and 1928, they changed their doctrines 148 times! (Prior to 1931, Jehovah's Witnesses had also gone by
the names of Millennial Dawn, People's Pulpit Association, The Brooklyn Tabernacle, and the International Bible
Students Association.) Russell died in 1916 and was replaced by the second president, Joseph F. Rutherford. "A
process of replacing Russell's writings with Rutherford's began in 1921 with the publication of Rutherford's Harp of
God. Between 1921 and 1941, Rutherford was to write twenty books and numerous pamphlets, which would slowly
revise the doctrine and structure left him by Russell" (Encyclopedia of American Religions, G. Melton, Vol. 1, p. 485).
One of Rutherford's books that caused a great amount of controversy was the seventh volume of the Studies in the
Scriptures.  

Russell adopted many of his doctrines from the Seventh-Day Adventists, but the JWs began to emphasize door-to-
door evangelism and literature distribution after Russell's death and subsequent leadership assumption by Joseph
Franklin Rutherford. The JWs have published over ten billion pieces of literature since 1928. Its main periodicals are
The Watchtower magazine (circulation of over 20 million in more than 130 languages) and Awake! (about 16 million
copies in more than 80 languages), both published semi-monthly. 

Historically, the JWs are best known for their practices of refusing: (1) to serve in the military; (2) to salute the flag;
(3) to celebrate Christmas, birthdays, or other holidays; and (4) to give or to accept blood transfusions. [Rejecting the
medical practices of vaccinations, organ transplants, and blood transfusions, the Watchtower has caused the deaths of
many of its members throughout its history. Interestingly, vaccinations and organ transplants have now been
acknowledged by the Watchtower as acceptable practices, contradicting their previous doctrinal position.] (Although
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some of these practices are neither Biblical nor unbiblical in and of themselves, depending upon one's motives and the
exact nature of the practice, the reasons the JWs give for them often are unbiblical.) 

Below are the highlights of what JWs believe concerning their source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin, salvation,
heaven and hell, etc.: 

1. Source of Authority. JWs claim the Bible as their final authority, but Russell's writings, especially Studies in the
Scriptures, are considered "the light of the Scriptures." JWs have their own translation of the Scriptures (New World
Translation, published in 1961), which reflects the binding interpretations of the group's leaders. The JWs' New World
Translation greatly perverts the Scriptures to avoid placing themselves under the judgment of God (cf. Jn. 1:1; 8:58; I
Tim. 2:6; Ac. 10:36; Col. 1:16-17; 2:9-10; etc.). Hence, the leader's interpretation of the Bible, not the Bible itself, is
the final authority of JWs. The Watchtower magazine is one of the JWs main sources of doctrine, and is considered
authoritative by its members.

2. Trinity. JWs believe that God is not a triune God, but only "Jehovah God" (Let God Be True, pp. 100-101); they
teach that Trinitarianism is a belief in three gods, and thereby, Satan-inspired polytheism. Rutherford wrote: "... sincere
persons who want to know the true God and serve him find it a bit difficult to love and worship a complicated,
freakish-looking, three-headed God. The clergy who inject such ideas will contradict themselves in the very next
breath by stating that God made man in his own image; for certainly no one has ever seen a three-headed human
creature" (Let God Be True, 2nd ed., pp. 101-102).

3. God the Father. Known as Jehovah, the Watchtower considers Him to be the only true eternal God, the Almighty.
They write, "There was, therefore, a time when Jehovah was all alone in universal space" (Let God Be True, p. 25).
Being alone, the first creative act of Jehovah was to create His Son. 

4. Jesus Christ. Since JWs do not believe in the Trinity, they also do not believe that Jesus is God in the flesh. They
add the word "other" four times to Colossians 1:16,17, teaching that Christ was God's first creation, i.e., the
reincarnation of Michael the archangel created by Jehovah, rather than the Creator. [The "Watchtower" teaches that
Jehovah God created Michael the Archangel before the foundation of the world; Michael was His only begotten son by
virtue of the fact that he was the only creature directly created by Jehovah. It was this created Michael who became the
JW Jesus (i.e., a denial of the eternality of Christ). JWs say that "Since actual conception took place, it appears that
Jehovah God caused an ovum or egg in Mary's womb to become fertile, accomplishing this by the transfer of the life
of his first born son (Michael) from the spirit realm to the earth" (Aid to Bible Understanding, p. 920). "Marvelously,
Jehovah transferred the life-force and the personality pattern of his first born heavenly son (Michael) to the womb of
Mary. God's own active force, his holy spirit, safeguarded the development of the child in Mary's womb so that what
was born was a perfect human" (Reasoning, p. 255).] JWs also add an "a" in John 1:1, making the verse read, "the
Word was a god" (which in essence, makes the JWs guilty of the same polytheism of which they accuse Trinitarians). 

5. Use of Name Jehovah. JWs use the name "Jehovah" only for God (in order to distinguish between God and Jesus
Christ), while failing to recognize that Jesus is the fulfillment of "Jehovah" in Isaiah 40:3 and Matthew 3:3. [HJB] 

6. Resurrection of Christ . JWs deny the bodily resurrection of Christ through their teaching that the body of Christ
was annihilated by God -- not risen -- but rather a new one was created three days after His death. This they call the
"resurrection" of Christ. Thus, Jesus was "resurrected" as a "glorious spirit creature" and does not now have a glorified
physical body. Instead, they claim Jesus arose spiritually and only "materialized" at various times after His resurrection
so He could be seen alive. (Awake!, 7/22/73, p. 4) 

7. The Holy Spirit. JWs deny the deity of the third person of the Trinity, as either God or as a person; they claim that
the Holy Spirit is only an impersonal "active force of Almighty God which moves His servants to do His will"
(Reasoning From the Scriptures, pp. 406-407; The Watchtower, 6/1/54, p. 24). They have written, "But the holy spirit
has no personal name. The reason for this is that the holy spirit is not an intelligent person. It is the impersonal,
invisible active force that finds its source and reservoir in Jehovah God and that he uses to accomplish his will even at
great distances, over light years of space" (Let Your Name Be Sanctified, p. 269). 
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8. Sin. JWs believe that the first man, Adam, disobeyed Jehovah when tempted by the angel Lucifer, who was jealous
of man. As a result of disobedience, Adam and all his descendants lost the right to life and so became liable to death.
This liability is applied to temporal death only. 

9. Salvation . JWs claim everlasting life is a reward for doing the will of God and carrying out one's dedication -- in
other words, salvation is a reward for good works. (JWs are expected to spend five hours per week in door-to-door
visitation and witnessing, are responsible for selling twelve subscriptions to The Watchtower magazine each month,
and are responsible for conducting a "Bible study" each month in the homes of their converts.) According to JW
theology, a person has one of three possible destinies. The Anointed (144,000) will be in heaven to reign with Jehovah
God. The rest of the faithful Jehovah's Witnesses (not of the 144,000) will live forever on a paradise Earth. Both of
these classifications are determined to a great extent on membership in the Watchtower organization as well as going
door-to-door spreading the message of the Watchtower. Those people who are not members of the Watchtower
organization will be destroyed by Jehovah God and cease to exist. There is no concept of eternal punishment or hell in
Watchtower theology (Let God Be True, pp. 90-95, 289). They also believe that men will have a second chance, after
death, to be saved.

10. The Body of Christ. JWs believe that the members of the spiritual Body of Christ, or "Christian Congregation,"
number only 144,000 (Rev. 7:4-8). Most of those members of Christ's Body are now deceased and are reigning with
Jesus in heaven since 1918. (Anybody born after 1936 cannot be in that number.) The remaining members still on
earth, approximately 8,000 (out of whom are selected the "Governing Body"), are known as the "Remnant." They are
collectively known as Jehovah God's "channel of communication" to men. They are the only ones "born again" and are
the only ones who have a hope of going to Heaven. The rest of Jehovah's faithful witnesses only hope to be worthy
enough to inherit the Earth, and will never see "Jesus/Michael," nor will they ever go to Heaven. All "so called
Christendom" will be destroyed at Armageddon.

11. Soul Sleep. JWs deny the immortality of the soul. They do not believe the soul can exist apart from the body, but
that a corpse remains in an unconscious state in the grave waiting for the resurrection. [HJB] 

12. Annihilation of the Wicked. JWs teach that the "second death" is annihilation and extinction -- the wicked will
cease to exist and will not suffer everlasting torment. They claim that a "doctrine of a burning hell" is "wholly
unscriptural," "unreasonable," "contrary to God's love," and "repugnant to justice." [HJB] They claim that "hell" is the
grave.

13. Prophecy . The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification:
(1) through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well of
them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1 Jn.
4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded upon false
prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists. Russell's false
prophecies formed the basis for what became The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society and the Jehovah's Witnesses.
Russell declared that the Second Coming had taken place invisibly in October 1874, and the Lord was truly present,
and that in 1914 the faithful (the 144,000) would be translated to heaven and the wicked destroyed. Armageddon
(which began in 1874) would culminate in 1914 with the complete overthrow of earth's rulers and the end of the
world. C.T. Russell, still on earth, died in 1916. 

In the early 1920s, JWs zealously distributed on the streets and from door to door a book titled Millions Now Living
Will Never Die. It was prophesied, "The year 1925 is a date definitely and clearly marked in the Scriptures, even more
clearly than that of 1914 ... we may confidently expect that 1925 will mark the return of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and the
faithful prophets of old ... to the condition of human perfection" ("Millions Now Living Will Never Die," The
Watchtower, 7/15/24, p. 89). The JWs even built a house in San Diego where the patriarchs were to live and tried to
deed it to King David. (The house was quietly sold in 1954.) In the early 1940s, JWs were declaring that Armageddon,
only months away, would end World War II and the defeat of the Nazis would usher in God's rule on earth (The
Watchtower, 12/41). Their book, Children, suggested that plans to marry and have children be postponed until after
Armageddon. It's been a long wait! Not giving up, they later prophesied that God's millennial kingdom would
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commence in 1975. Again JWs were told not to engage in any plans for this world, including marriage and having
children. Many quit their jobs, sold their homes, and dedicated themselves to going door to door. (Source: 3/97, The
Berean Call.) All in all, the Watchtower has predicted the end of the world for 1914, 1918, 1925, 1975, and 1989.

Five Myths of Jehovah's Witnesses

(Source: 4Q1993, The DISCERNER.)

Myth #1: The JWs are polytheist, believing in both a big God, Jehovah, and a little God, Jesus Christ.
Fact: JWs are absolutely monotheist, believing in Jehovah the Father who is the one true God and in His son, Jesus
Christ, who is not God in any way at all. 

Myth #2: JWs are pacifist and refuse to pay taxes.
Fact: JWs today refer to their stand as neutrality, not pacifism; that is, they are not against the use of force or even
killing; rather they seek to maintain strict neutrality in the world's affairs, not taking sides or serving any government.
As to paying taxes, the Witnesses do pay them.

Myth #3: JWs will not accept blood for any reason.
Fact: While it's true that they will not accept blood transfusions, JWs are allowed to have all the component parts of
blood plasma.

Myth #4: The Watchtower Society claims to be an inspired prophet with continuing revelations.  
Fact: JWs' Governing Body has always enjoyed all the privileges of prophets or apostles without any of the
responsibilities. So, technically, though they do not claim to be inspired prophets, in practice, that is just what they are
to the millions of JWs around the world. [Due to the resignation of the Governing Body's president and six other board
members in October of 2000, JWs formed three new corporations to run its U.S. operations.]

Myth #5: JWs are super-zealots living exemplary Christian lives.
Fact: The foremost reason for their super zealot reputation is the active door-to-door ministry. Many are impressed by
their willingness to spend so much time in their mission work. But what are their motives? Mainly they are fear and
guilt. The tight control the organization holds over its members helps bring about conformity in moral standards.

The Jehovah's Witness "Jesus" -- what JWs confess and what they mean are two totally different things:
(Source: 1/94, Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter.)

(1) "Jesus Christ is the Son of God." -- The first created son of God was known as Michael the Archangel. This angel
was recreated as a perfect man on earth and named "Jesus." This Jesus died on a torture stake (not a cross), so that men
could work their way into God's Kingdom. This Jesus/Michael now rules over his Kingdom invisibly since 1914.
(Since he failed to show up then, to destroy the unfaithful, he was declared by the Watchtower "powers that be," to be
invisible!)

(2) "We believe in the second coming of Jesus Christ." -- The angel Michael turned his attention to the affairs of the
Earth in 1914 by establishing an invisible heavenly kingdom. This is what is meant by "second coming." He will never
return visibly to Earth, but will rule through his "anointed" or "remnant" group of JWs here on Earth.

(3) "Jesus was resurrected." -- God (Jehovah) placed a newly created copy of Jesus' life pattern (or personality) into a
newly created Michael the Archangel's spiritual (not physical) body. Since Jesus had been totally annihilated, Jehovah
had to recreate Jesus from his memory, and he is now Jesus/Michael in heaven. 

[Return to Text]
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* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia,
(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 51-70; (4)
"Watchtower Bible and Tract Society," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining &
Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Focus on JWs," April 2000, pp. 16-20.
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The Vineyard Movement
Its Leadership and Doctrine*

Leadership

John Wimber -- No one doubts that the central figure behind the Vineyard was John Wimber (died 11/17/97 at 63
years of age). After Wimber's conversion, he became active at a "Friends church" (Quaker). Later, he joined its staff
but became disillusioned with the local church. During this time, Wimber was a dispensationalist who rejected the
"charismatic gifts" as viable for today. Wimber left the church and took a position at the Fuller Institute of Church
Growth. While teaching at Fuller, as a result of personal experience and testimonies of happenings among Christians
in the Third World, Wimber "felt compelled to reexamine Scripture, looking more carefully at the relationship between
spiritual gifts and evangelism" (Power Evangelism, p. 85). In 1978, he returned to the pastorate at one of the branch
churches of Calvary Chapel (mildly charismatic). During the first year of that pastorate, he began praying for
supernatural healing of his people. Nothing happened for ten months; then one day a woman was "healed." This was
the beginning of the "signs and wonders movement" (pp. 90-91). In 1982, because of sharp differences, Wimber's
church broke from Calvary Chapel and was renamed the Vineyard Christian Fellowship.

C. Peter Wagner -- Wagner has long been recognized as an authority in both world missions and church growth. He
was drawn towards signs and wonders by observing that church growth was most rapid among the Pentecostal and
charismatic ranks, especially in the Third World. Wagner's obsession with demons and "signs and wonders" seems to
have started at Fuller Theological Seminary where he was a "think tank" genius who created methodologies and
strategies for the reintroduction of fake gifts and mission to the churches. He was the professor of Fuller's School of
World Mission, and was a disciple and close associate of John Wimber. He co-authored the Fuller course MC510 -
Signs, Wonders and Church Growth with Wimber, and took this course globally to every continent. He and Wimber
were the implementers of the so-called "restoration of the missing holy spirit to the Churches."

Wagner has strategically placed himself into the middle of an international network of "Christian" activities to help
implement, organize, and dominate a Global Church within the coming New World Order. Currently, Wagner is
President of Global Harvest Ministries whose main objective states: "From day one we have joined hands with Jesus of
whom it was said, 'The Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil' (1 Jn. 3:8). Our
mandate is to weaken the 'god of this age' that he will no longer be able to blind the minds of men and women who are
lost. We know that you are ready for war!" (Doesn't Scripture say that Jesus Himself will destroy the devil, not through
any effort by Global Harvest?) Through Global Harvest Ministries and it offshoots, Wagner Leadership Institute and
the World Prayer Center (WPC), Wagner is training future "Christian" leaders, tracking thousands of churches by
computer, and creating a "New Way" in which the Holy Spirit is working in this age. Wagner says, "We see our task
as getting people in touch with one another to form interactive, human web networks that are properly equipped to
wage effective spiritual warfare." The WPC is "a fully equipped nerve center with data and information about prayer
needs throughout the world [which] ... networks prayer ministries, denominations, churches and cell groups. This
creates a united prayer front that will end Satan's attempt to divide and isolate believers, and to blind so many to the
Gospel of Jesus Christ." (Quotes from the World Prayer Center website. Emphasis added.) As part of his networking
plan, Wagner recently founded the idea of the "New Apostolic Reformation," where apostles and prophets are rising
up to take control of the Church. Wagner recently proclaimed himself "presiding apostle" of a coalition of 200 "true"
apostles by forming the "International Coalition of Apostles." Their mandate is to build and usher in the Kingdom of
God. 

Because of this unbiblical belief in a "new and improved" holy spirit, Wagner has publicly affirmed many charismatic
deceptions, like the "gold fillings" miracles in Latin America, where people have reported having regular fillings in
their mouth changed to gold by the power of God. (Wagner's Confronting the Powers, p. 59.) His reliance on extra-
biblical spirituality is so strong, in fact, that Wagner believes that occult practitioners have superior knowledge to
Christians. He states in Confronting the Powers that "certain people, such as shamans, witch doctors, practitioners of
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Eastern religions, New Age gurus or professors of the occult on university faculties are examples of the kind of people
who may have much more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than most Christians have." He goes so far as to
advocate that Christians attempt "first-hand research into the world of darkness" and chides those who are unwilling to
listen to "independent expertise in demonology" (Powers, p. 147). 

Paul Cain -- Cain is the most well known of the Vineyard "prophets." Cain was a contemporary of Oral Roberts
during the tent revivals of the 1940s and '50s. He left the healing revival circuit in 1957, supposedly because many of
the leaders were becoming "disobedient." He remained semi-secluded until the Vineyard movement was born, and
then he stepped into the revival arena once again. He is considered the greatest of the modern day prophets by the
leadership of the Vineyard. He claims to speak regularly with angels, to receive prophetic revelations directly from
God, and to have powerful gifts of healing. Some believe him to be an apostle, although Cain does not accept that title.

Jack Deere -- In 1986, Jack Deere believed the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit had passed away. He had just
completed his tenth year as an associate professor at Dallas Seminary, and seventh year as pastor of a Bible church.
Then he invited British psychiatrist John White as guest speaker, and reluctantly agreed to let him teach about
miraculous healing. Soon after, Deere's thinking "radically reversed." He said: "First I began to believe that the
scriptures taught that healing and miracles were for today. Then I believed that God spoke today outside the Bible. ...
And the final stage was believing all the gifts of the Spirit actually are for today." Two weeks later he met Vineyard
movement founder John Wimber, developed close ties, and was dismissed from Dallas Seminary. Today he ministers
world-wide with Paul Cain. Deere says: "After John Wimber prayed for me several years ago, I noticed an immediate
increase in revelatory words and healings whenever I prayed for people. I've also seen this happen when Paul Cain has
prayed for people ..." Deere is one of the most powerful spokesman for the Vineyard. His book Surprised by the
Power of the Spirit is probably the best defense of the Vineyard's views and has undoubtedly drawn many into the
movement. His 1995 book, Surprised by the Voice of God, is supposed to be a treatise on how to tell God's voice from
our own, or even Satan's. In this volume, he defends the view that God is giving fresh revelations today.

In a private interview with Graham Banister following a Vineyard conference workshop taught by Deere (March of
1990 in Sydney, Australia), Deere was asked, "What is the Gospel?" Deere asked Banister what he thought the gospel
was. Banister replied that it was about Jesus Christ who died for our sins was buried and raised on the third day and
that it is this gospel by which we are saved (1 Cor. 15). Deere's reply was that this was not the gospel. When asked
what, then, is the gospel, Deere replied, "I'm not prepared to make a formal statement about that." When asked, "Could
you perhaps tell me informally what you believe to be the gospel?" Deere answered, "I'm not sure. ... I used to be just
like you ... thinking the gospel was simply justification by faith." When asked what he would add to it, he responded,
"Deliverance. ... things like demons and healing ... it's the complete package -- the word and the works of Jesus?" But
he was not yet ready to give a definitive answer to the question, "What is the gospel?" Continuing to be amazed,
Banister asked, "Are you saying that you couldn't go back into that pavilion and tell those people the gospel?" He
replied, "No, not yet. ... Maybe [in] five years, maybe ten ..." Amazingly, one of the leading theological minds in the
Signs and Wonders movement did not know what was the gospel! [Source: 4/24/90, The Briefing, "John Wimber:
Friend or Foe," Sydney, Australia -- Deere claims that this article contains "serious misrepresentations, false reporting,
and erroneous methodology" concerning the Vineyard's teachings, and misrepresents his (Deere's) understanding of the
Gospel. Since it was just Graham Banister and Jack Deere present for the interview, the reader must judge for himself
whether The Briefing's rendition is consistent with what we know of Deere's documented doctrinal positions. For Jack
Deere's take on the interview in question, see the "Misrepresentation Of Jack Deere's Teaching And Views" section of
the May, 1992, "Vineyard Position Paper #2: The Vineyard's Response to The Briefing," by Jack Deere.]

Wayne Grudem -- Grudem is Associate Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology at Trinity International
University (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School -- Evangelical Free Church of America), and recognized
Biblical scholar. His book The Gift of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today is an attempt to bring some
moderation to the extremes of the Vineyard movement, and at the same time, persuade outsiders that God is still
revealing His word today through the gift of prophecy. Grudem attempts to deal with the important issue of how
Christians can receive direct revelation from God, and yet not claim to be inspired in the same way the Scriptures are.
This issue is crucial. If God is speaking to Christians today, what weight are we to give these modern day prophecies?
If we claim that they are equal to Scripture, then we should add them to the Word of God. We should be adding new
books to the canon as God reveals His word as he did in the past. On the other hand, if these prophecies are not on par
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with Scripture, then what are we to do with them? How can God be speaking in and through His people and yet not to
be speaking with authority?

Grudem's answer is that OT prophecy and NT prophecy (as well as modern prophecy) are two different things. In the
OT, prophets spoke the very words of God. As a matter of fact, if they prophesied in the name of the Lord and their
prophecies did not come to pass, they were to be stoned to death (Deut. 18:20-22). Grudem assures us that all of this
changed in the NT. In the NT, only the apostles spoke with divine authority. They, according to Grudem, are the NT
counterparts to the OT prophets. He believes that all other NT, and modern prophecy, while coming directly from God,
is not really inspired. NT prophets can, and often will, be wrong and suffer no consequences. So, according to
Grudem, we receive messages from God today, but those messages do not carry the weight of divine revelation. They
can be in error, and we do not necessarily have to obey them.

But we must ask, "Of what value are such prophecies?" If we don't know for certain that they come from God, if we
don't know for certain whether they contain error, then what purpose do they have? Grudem never satisfactorily
answers that question. Here are his best shots: "We are not expected to accept every word spoken through the gifts of
utterance ... but we are only to accept what is quickened to us by the Holy Spirit and is in agreement with the Bible ...
one magnification may be 75% God, but 25% the person's own thoughts. We must discern between the two" (The Gift
of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today, p. 110). "As a matter of fact there may be a whole range of degrees of
inspiration" (p. 111). In answering his own question as to how we can know if a revelation is from the Holy Spirit, he
says that it must first be in conformity to the Scriptures. Then he makes these amazing statements, "Did the revelation
'seem like' something from the Holy Spirit; did it seem to be similar to other experiences of the Holy Spirit which he
had known previously in worship? Beyond this it is difficult to specify much further, except to say that over time a
congregation would probably become more adept at recognizing a genuine revelation from the Holy Spirit and
distinguishing it from their own thought" (pp. 120-121).

In other words, we are left in a sea of subjectivity. If the thoughts in my mind "seem like" they are coming from the
Holy Spirit, then "probably" they are (according to Grudem). But of course, I may be wrong. Those thoughts could
come from anywhere. We never really know. We can only hope that we will become more "adept" at discerning God's
voice as time goes on. Again, we ask, of what value are such prophecies? Why seek after new revelations from God,
revelations that we cannot be assured are even coming from God, when we have the sure words of Scripture?

Doctrine

Below is discussed briefly some of the Vineyard teachings that are troubling in the light of Scripture:

1) Noncessationist -- One of the trademarks of the Vineyard movement is the belief that God is actively revealing His
Word today through prophecies, words of knowledge, visions, etc. Of course, this opens the door to every kind of
error and heresy imaginable. [In Power Evangelism, John Wimber says that the very basis for power evangelism is the
belief that God directly reveals to us certain information. For example, on an airplane Wimber saw written clearly
across a man's face, "in distinct letters," the word "adultery." As he witnessed to the man, the Spirit spoke directly to
Wimber and said, "Tell him if he doesn't turn from his adultery, I'm going to take Him" (pp. 75-82).]

2) Sign gifts for today -- Until the late-1900s, orthodox Christianity believed that the sign gifts (prophecy, miracles,
healing, tongues, interpretation of tongues) all had ceased with either the closing of the canon of Scripture or the death
of the Apostles. Only heretical groups such as the Montanists, Shakers, and Mormons believed that such gifts were
valid for today. Early Christians did not doubt that God could work miracles and heal people, but they believed that
these gifts had ceased. The Pentecostals, then the charismatics, and now the Vineyard, all make the present day use of
these sign gifts an important part of their system.

3) Spiritual Warfare ministry -- The Vineyard believes that Christians can be demon possessed, that those demons
must be forcefully cast out, and that we are to aggressively attack Satan in order to defeat him.

4) "Power evangelism" vs. "program evangelism" -- Program evangelism is the presentation of the gospel message
to a lost sinner. While not anti-program evangelism, the Vineyard believes that it is an anemic way of bringing people
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to Christ, especially people in the Third World. What is needed is power evangelism, that is, signs and wonders. If, in
conjunction with presenting the gospel message, we also heal a person, raise the dead, cast out a demon, or speak a
word of knowledge, our message will be with authority and power. The results of power evangelism, we are told, are
far superior to program evangelism. It is interesting, however, to examine the Scriptural record of the results of signs
and wonders. It would appear that miracles seldom produced any true faith or lasting fruit. Even with Christ, we find
people following Him in order to be healed or fed, yet rejecting His message (e.g., John 6).

5) Ecumenical -- Just as with charismatics, it is experience rather than doctrine that draws people to the Vineyard.
Therefore, the Vineyard people can apparently work with anyone who claims to be a Christian, no matter what they
believe. The Vineyard actively encourages reunification with the Catholic church, and claims that the Pope is an
evangelical Christian. We can see why the Promise Keepers, with its strong Vineyard leadership, is so ecumenical and
encourages the participation of Roman Catholics, even in leadership positions.

6) Dominionist -- Dominion theology teaches that dominion over every area of life has been restored by the first
coming of Christ. It is now the church's obligation to redeem not only individuals, but society as well, in order to usher
in the kingdom of God. The Vineyard, following the teachings of George Ladd, believes that "the kingdom is, but not
yet." That is, we are now in the kingdom of God. Wimber wrote, "The kingdom of God created the church at Pentecost
through the outpouring of the Holy Spirit" (Power Evangelism, p. 34). As a result of this, Christians have "kingdom
authority" (note the words to the popular Jack Hayford song "Majesty" with its charismatic teachings in this regard)
that enables us to have power over sickness, demons, and nature. What the Vineyard does is to bring the characteristics
of the Millennial reign of Christ to this present age. They reason that since we are in the kingdom now, we should
manifest all the power that Christ had while on earth. (As Wimber was fond of saying, "I want to do the stuff Jesus
did.")

This is the Vineyard's theological foundation for the belief in the validity of the sign gifts for today. The Vineyard also
believes that there is yet to come a physical kingdom on earth over which Christ will rule. But they believe that the
church will usher in the final aspect of the kingdom as it takes dominion over the earth. Part of this will come in the
form of a great last day revival in which the world will turn to Christ. (The Bible teaches that there will be a great
apostasy in the last days, not revival.) This is known as the "Latter Rain," and is taught nowhere in the Bible.

7) Eastern world view -- The Vineyard dismisses its critics by declaring that they have been blinded by their two-tier,
Western world view. The Western mind-set has an "upper tier" that includes heaven, hell, God, and eternity.
Westerners also have a "lower tier" of science, the empirical world of our senses -- those things that we see and
experience in the natural, material order. In the Western world view, the Vineyard says there is no interaction between
the two tiers. But in the Eastern world view, wrote Wimber, there is another tier -- the middle tier which, "includes the
influence of angels and demons on everyday life, the Holy Spirit's intervention in divine healing, signs and wonders,
and spiritual gifts. Non-Western world views make room for all kinds of supernatural intervention in everyday life, so
the idea that a Christian God can heal is easy for them to accept. But we Western Christians, by excluding this middle
zone, usually make little or no room for what in Scripture is normal -- the regular activity of both God and Satan in
human life" (Power Evangelism, p. 138). (What we must develop is a Biblical world view. Where the Vineyard errs is
failing to distinguish between the Scripture's approach to the supernatural and the superstitious, mystical approach of
the Eastern mind-set.)

In the Vineyard system, all problems, including sins, can be traced back to the demonic. The secular, Westerner world
view says that all of the above come from natural causes. The Biblical view is that God sovereignly controls all aspects
of life. He uses angels, demons, germs, nature, and every other created thing for His purposes. We then must go back
to the Scriptures to determine how God would have us handle these issues of life. And what do we find? The epistles,
written to church age believers, advocate progressive sanctification, prayer, faith, feeding on the Word, and even the
use of medicine for illnesses. But the epistles say virtually nothing about casting out demons (or any other signs and
wonders) in order to live for God and to deal with the problems of living.

8) Baptism of the Spirit -- The Vineyard differs somewhat from Pentecostals and charismatics. One of the cardinal
doctrines of the other two groups in their belief in the "baptism of the Holy Spirit" subsequent to conversion. They
believe that this baptism is a second work of grace that enriches the life of the Christian and prepares him for ministry.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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The Vineyard, on the other hand, believes that this baptism takes place at the moment of conversion. However, they
also teach that there can be multiple fillings of the Spirit after salvation.

9) Tongues-speaking -- The Vineyard also differs with respect to tongues. Although it is practiced by many within the
movement, its importance is down-played, and not all Christians are expected, or encouraged, to speak in tongues. On
the other hand, some Pentecostals and charismatics believe that speaking in tongues is the evidence of conversion.
Others would say that it is something necessary to a fulfilled Christian experience.

Evaluation

One of the wisest things that we can do when examining any movement that claims to be of God, is to ask, "Does this
movement place its emphasis on the same things that God's Word does?" For example, what does the Vineyard
movement emphasize? Is it not signs and wonders? Their churches are consumed with miracles, healings, casting out
of demons, and prophetic utterances. It is through these things that they believe people will be brought to Christ and
discipled. They point people to dynamic experiences, and it is those experiences, rather than the truth of the Scriptures,
that bring people into their fellowship.

Now compare the Vineyard's emphasis with that of the NT epistles. Note especially the books of First and Second
Timothy and Titus. In these three books, we have the Apostle Paul instructing two young pastors on how to lead their
churches. Paul is telling them what their churches need in order to move on to maturity. It is interesting to discover the
complete absence of any mention of signs and wonders. Paul did not encourage these men to cast out demons, heal the
sick, or seek new revelation from God. Rather, he pointed them to the Scriptures that were adequate to equip their
people for every good work (2 Tim. 3:15-17). He told them to preach the Word (2 Tim 4:1,2), and to exhort in sound
doctrine and refute those who contradict (Titus 1:9). No mention is made of developing churches around emotional
experiences and supernatural happenings. The emphasis of these pastor's ministries was to be the written Word of God.
They were to hold it fast, preach and teach it, apply it to every possible kind of situation, and guard and defend it. In
light of the NT instructions to the church, the goings-on in the Vineyard should throw up red flags all over the place,
for their faith and practice are contrary to NT teaching.

* The above report has been adapted from a two-part article by Gary Gilley in the October and November 1995 issues
of Southern View Chapel (now Think On These Things) newsletter (Pt. 1 & Pt. 2). (Gilley is pastor of Southern View
Chapel, 3253 South 4th. Street, Springfield, IL 62703.) The section on C. Peter Wagner has also been supplemented by
information from a report on the influence of Wagner's teachings at Willow Creek.
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The Hour That Changes The World
by Dick Eastman

Dick Eastman is president of Every Home for Christ (formerly World Literature Crusade), headquartered in
Chatsworth, California, and is originator of the Change the World School of Prayer. Eastman's previous books include
No Easy Road (over 600,000 copies in print) and A Celebration of Praise. He has also co-authored another prayer
book, In Jesus Name , with hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford. The Hour That Changes The World comes highly
recommended by many pastors and church leaders. (For example, the Master's Seminary and Grace Community
Church [John MacArthur, president and pastor, respectively] use the book in both the school and the church!) Yet we
can find little to recommend it. The book is loaded with New Age references, is heavy in mysticism, is ecumenical in
its approach, is based upon an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 12-step/recovery model, and contains various other
teachings contrary to Scripture. Below are listed some of the quotes and comments that detail these concerns:

(A) Ecumenism of Prayer: J.C. Ryle extols the virtue of prayer warriors implying that they have no doctrinal bounds
(pp. 13-14). Consider some of the prayer experts cited by Eastman: Bishop Fulton J. Sheen (Catholic/Bibliography
only); Brother Lawrence (Catholic/Chas. 1, 10); Rex Humbard (Hyper-charismatic/Intro.); Jack Hayford (Hyper-
charismatic/Bibliography only); Charles Finney (Intro, Conclusion); David Hubbard (Neo-evangelical pres. of Fuller
Sem./Intro., Chas. 3,11); E.W. Kenyon (Word-Faith movement/Cha. 4); Rosalind Rinker (New Ager/Chas. 2,11); and
Norman Grubb (Mystic/Bibliography only).

Some or all of these men were unbelievers. (Finney, for example, taught that Christ's death atoned for no sin, it was
just a "moral example.") The sacrifice and prayers of such are an abomination to the Lord [Prov 15:8; 28:9]. How do
we bring praise to the glory of God by endorsing, emulating, or joining with such men?

(B) 12-Step Recovery Program: This book is based on the currently popular twelve-step programs, that were
"Christianized" from Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) programs. Some, however, would say that Eastman is merely
employing a method for systematizing prayer (Eastman breaks down the daily hour of prayer into twelve, five minute
periods -- Praise; Waiting; Confession; Scripture Praying; Watching; Intercession; Petition; Thanksgiving; Singing;
Meditation; Listening; Praise) and that this has nothing to do with the AA model. Then why twelve steps; why not ten,
thirteen, or seven (the perfect number of God)? Eastman certainly hasn't come up with this system from Scripture. 

At best, the twelve steps reflect the general acceptance by the public of twelve step successes. At worst, this is an
intentional agreement with 12-step programs and what they stand for. We tend to think the latter, as witnessed by the
statement on the book's back cover ("... Eastman responds with a twelve-step prayer program") and his references on
pp. 159-160 to AA's unknown god, "the Higher Power" ["... pray that lost souls will search for the meaning of life.
Claim that each will inwardly ask, 'What is my purpose for living ?' This, too, will cause those for whom we intercede
to contemplate the possibility of a Higher Power " and "This, too, will cause them to look for a Power beyond
themselves."] 

(C) Social Action Gospel: Eastman apparently believes that the only way to get a nation's peoples to believe the
gospel (Eastman is clearly Arminian in his theology) is to have their leaders bring some disaster upon them so that the
people will no longer trust the leaders; instead Eastman thinks this trust will default to the God of the Bible. Incredibly,
instead of praying that unbelieving peoples will hear the gospel and believe, Eastman wants us to pray that they will be
harmed: "Pray that political leaders, such as the leaders of a particular Chinese province, will do certain things that will
cause distrust throughout their province. When the people for whom we pray begin feeling this deep distrust they will
wonder whom they can trust. Soon they will look for someone to trust beyond themselves. Eventually this search will
direct their thinking heavenward!" (p. 159). [Eastman makes the statement that "Prayer alone will change the world"
(p. 150). What happened to the Great Commission? What happened to Romans 10:14-15? Where in the Bible is such a
statement made?] 
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(D) New Age/Spirit Guide Influence/Journaling: The quoting of Rosalind Rinker as a prayer authority who has
direct communication with God (p. 128), the free use of the language of the New Age (prayer "laboratory," "inner
self," and Demaray's "the law of the inner voice," where it is guaranteed that "we will hear His voice," p.130), and the
use of the story of Madame Guyon and her counselor, a Franciscan priest, (p. 31), all point to a view of prayer that is
much more "New Age" in its philosophy than it is Biblical. (Consider the term "laboratory." This is a term commonly
used by those in Silva Mind Control who teach how to reach out for/visualize a "spirit guide.")

Also disturbing is Eastman's use of "journaling," which has become quite popular among professing Christians as a
new genre of books emphasizes the "inner life" and presents various methodologies for "hearing from God." This is
not to say that meditating on the Word of God and seeking closer communication with Him and deeper insights into
His will ought not to be an important part of every Christian's life, but this same technique is used by occultists to
make contact with the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the
"ancient wisdom" allegedly contained in the "collective unconscious." [Eastman's encouragement of journal- keeping is
strikingly similar to that of Ira Progoff, one of the foremost leaders in the application of Carl Jung's depth psychology,
known as Process Meditation. Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures
(including the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are
necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."]:

(1) "During the listening aspect of prayer you may wish to keep a note tablet handy to record these
impressions concerning your day. If a housewife asks God to help her plan the day's activities, she should
be ready to jot down any divine promptings ... Always remember, listening serves a practical function.
You are not merely listening for divine 'niceties' ... The value of having paper and pencil is that it displays
faith. It says to God, 'I believe you will truly speak to me, and I have come prepared to record your
instructions" [!!!] (p. 133).

(2) Few "Christian" books on journaling warn of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for
communication with God, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's
Word. Eastman gives a haphazard warning that makes us think that he actually does understand the
spiritual dangers of journaling: "There are dangers to be faced when we enter these deeper aspects of
prayer [because they are occultic in nature!!]. Much of prayer is an experiment [i.e., experientially based,
not Scripturally based] in spiritual growth that involves both failure and success" (p. 133).

(E) Mysticism: According to Augustus Strong in his Systematic Theology (pp. 31-32), there are two classes of
mysticism; true and false. Strong classifies true mysticism as "an illumination of the minds of all believers by the
Holy Spirit. The Spirit, however, makes no new revelation of truth, but uses for His instrument the truth already
revealed by Christ in nature and in the Scriptures. The illuminating work of the Spirit is therefore an opening of men's
minds to understand Christ's previous revelations." False mysticism is defined as "... holding to the attainment of
religious knowledge by direct communication from God, and by passive absorption of the human activities into the
divine. It either loses sight of (a) the outwart organs of revelation, nature and the Scriptures; (b) the activity of the
human powers in the reception of all religious knowledge; (c) the personality of man, and by acquaintance, the
personality of God." Eastman's book is thick with mysticism of the false kind:

(1) How about the image of Christ God gave Leonardo da Vinci (more than likely an unbeliever) after he
painted out his enemy, pictured as Judas Iscariot, in the Last Supper. God supposedly showed da Vinci a
vision of Christ, which da Vinci then painted. ("Then, in a flash, Leonardo da Vinci saw the picture of
Christ clearly" [p. 48].) Eastman wants us to believe that when one looks at the Last Supper by da Vinci,
one is seeing an actual picture of Jesus Christ (cf. Exo. 20:4)!

(2) The "Brother Lawrence" cited by Eastman is otherwise known as Lawrence of the Resurrection.
Brother Lawrence was a 16th century French Catholic mystic. He did not get the material for his writings
from the Word of God, but from within his inner self (p. 121). [Mysticism is currently part of a world-
wide effort by a sect of Catholics to promote ecumenism.]
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(3) Eastman admonishes us to ask the Holy Spirit to show us what we should claim in prayer and how we
should claim it. At best, this is asking for direct communication from God, and therefore, must be
classified as an aspect of false mysticism. At worst, this is a "name-it-and-claim-it" scheme.

(4) Eastman relates Hallesby's story of Bolette Hinderli (pp. 71-72). God supposedly gave Bolette a vision
of a prisoner to pray for -- "the young girl experienced an inner vision of a man in a prison cell. She
observed his face as plainly as the print on this page." Accompanying the vision was an inner voice ..."
that urged Bolette to pray that the prisoner would not only be converted, but someday preach the gospel
himself. She prayed, he was converted, some years later she met him, recognized him from the vision, and
rejoiced! This is false mysticism!! [God has determined that we derive all of our knowledge of Him, not
through direct encounters, but through the written Word, the Bible, and in the Person and work of His
incarnate Son.]

-  Other teachings in the book that are contrary to the Scriptures:

(a) Eastman relates that "much of prayer is an experiment in spiritual growth." "Experiment" is from the
same root word as experience. Eastman appears to be saying that prayer is experiential and that the
successful practice of prayer is only determined by trial and error (p. 133). This is not found in the Bible.

(b) Eastman quotes Bridgid Herman (evidently, a great authoritative teacher on prayer): "One hour of such
listening (to God) may give us a deeper insight into the mysteries of human nature, and a surer instinct for
Divine values, than a year's hard study or external intercourse with men" (p. 133). She is saying that by
listening for the voice of God in our prayers, we can develop a keener instinct for Divine values than
through Bible study!

(c) In Ephesians 1:3, God has revealed to us that we have been given all spiritual blessings. Yet, Eastman
informs us to take an inventory of the spiritual blessings we have been given recently (p. 98).

(d) Eastman is clearly Arminian in his theology; the best evidence of this comes from p. 158: "Of course,
we do know that every person has a will to choose or reject the message of Christ's love. Therefore, we
cannot ask God to force unbelievers ... to believe on Him." 

(e) Eastman urges frequent confession, even to the extent of adding up all of our sins for the previous 24
hours. Confession apparently is also just good catharsis (two psychologists "who have carefully studied the
psychological impact of prayer" tell us it is good for us). And besides, we will probably not be able to
function properly with unconfessed sin in our lives. (Here he cites da Vinci painting the Last Supper and
receiving his "vision" after a good, thorough bout of confession) [pp. 41-48].

(f) Eastman urges us to "thank God 'in advance' for blessings you expect Him to bestow on you in the
future" (p. 101). Keeping in mind some of the "experts" cited by Eastman, are we not getting close to a
"name-it-and-claim-it" mentality?
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David & Karen Mains
Summary of 50-Day Spiritual Adventures

1991 Adventure -- Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns

Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns is the name of the book version of the 1991 Adventure by the same name. The
book argues for such things as "Satan-caused" self-destructive patterns (sin?) in a Christian's life (p. 6); the validity of
personality typing (p. 8); the false gospel of self-love/self-esteem/self-image (p. 9); "workaholism" (p. 13);
"unconditional love" (p. 28); the insufficiency of Scripture (pp. 28, 33); psychological counselors and support groups
(p. 33); and visualization for Scripture memorization (p. 58).

1992 Adventure -- The Family God Wants Us to Be

Healing the Dysfunctional Church Family is the name of the David Mains' book recommended to be used with this
Adventure Journal. The Adventure Journal argues for such things as the validity of "dysfunctional" families, both in
the home and the church (Intro); "dysfunctional patterns" (not sin?) resulting from not listening to the Lord (p. 4);
self-worth/self-acceptance (pp. 6, 23); Jesus' "unconditional love"/acceptance (pp. 6, 15-17, 27); that the "Blame-
Shame Syndrome" attacks a family member's self-esteem (pp. 8, 19); Freudian "denial" preventing "wholeness" (pp.
12, 29-30); unconditional acceptance (good) versus "unhealthy" competition (bad) (pp. 23, 25); "dysfunctional,
compulsive/addictive patterns related to the church" (p. 33); intergenerational compulsive/addictive (sin) transmission
(pp. 34-35); the codependency concept of "adult children of ..." (p. 35); the dysfunctional family trait of
"perfectionism" (pp. 37-38); and the Freudian "repression" of emotions (unhealthy) versus the Freudian ventilation of
emotions (healthy) (pp. 41, 43).

1993 Adventure -- Survival Skills for Changing Times

An advertising flier listed eight books as "Helpful Resources for Learning! ... selected to provide ... additional insights
and professional guidance on spiritual survival themes related to the 50-Day Spiritual Adventure." Five of the books
were by: (a) self-love psychologizer Josh McDowell -- Building Your Self-Image ("will help you overcome anxieties
by liberating you from the negative feelings that hold you back"); (b) Nancy LeSourd -- No Longer the Hero: The
Personal Pilgrimage of an Adult Child ("you'll learn how to overcome lifetime patterns of perfectionism and build
healthy family legacies"); (c) psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier -- The Stress Factor: Thriving Emotionally
and Spiritually in the Turbulent '90s; (d) financial psychobabbler Larry Burkett -- Your Finances in Changing Times;
and (e) David Mains' own book -- 8 Survival Skills for Changing Times.

The Adventure Guide "guarantee[s] you're in for substantive spiritual growth along the way! ... It will teach you
specific skills from the Scriptures that will help you become an impact player for Christ, living purposefully during
these turbulent, changing times." The Adventure Guide argues for such things as the daily "off-loading of stress" on
God, thereby realizing "the power of prayer" (pp. 8-9, 21, 23, 33); the name-it-and-claim-it prosperity gospel, renamed
"multiply you're resources through give-and-take" (p. 37); self-worth/self-respect (pp. 4, 36-39); and the financial
astuteness of Larry Burkett and Ron Blue (p. 18).

1994 Spiritual Adventure -- Daring to Dream Again

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/blue/
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The Adventure Journal argues for such things as giving "pain over to Christ each day" in order to heal the pain of the
past -- "These people ... cannot dream big dreams because they hurt big hurts. Memories of bad experiences can
paralyze people" (pp. 3, 6); even the apostle Paul had to move "beyond his painful past to participate in God's dream
for him" (pp. 21-22); going on "a daily God hunt so as not to miss 'sightings' of God's activity" (p. 8); "empower our
activities with prayer" (p. 50); and ecumenical unity/becoming a "global Christian"/"world-class" Christian/breaking
down "denominational backgrounds," all in order to realize "God's dream" of a "worldwide fellowship of Christians ...
show love for all" (pp. 10-12, 40-43, 47). [The Mainses would have us fellowship with liberal, apostate,
environmentalist wackos, all for the purpose of helping "God dream." Of course, the Bible never speaks of God
dreaming.]

Recommended reading materials to use with the 50-day Adventure include: (a) Tim Sledge -- Making Peace With
Your Past: Help for Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families (coursebook) ("You can learn how to face the painful
experiences of your childhood and find the inner healing only God can provide. In this 12-unit coursebook [units
include alcoholic, drug addict, rage-aholic (short temper), work addict, sex addict, eating disorders, spending/gambling
addict, religion addict, and others], you'll discover practical, biblically-based guidelines to help you identify,
understand, and come to terms with problems of growing up in a dysfunctional family. You'll identify how your past
affects your present, understand that others share your pain, unearth your buried feelings to experience healing,
overcome barriers to making peace with yourself, and develop a sense of hope for your life." Sledge's coursebook is
also interlaced with references from books by David Seamands [citing favorably his visualization techniques for
healing a painful past], Max Lucado, and Gary Smalley & John Trent); (b) David Mains -- Never Too Late To Dream;
(c) Karen Mains -- Lonely No More (tells of her New Age spirit guide); (d) Raleigh Washington & Glen Kehrein --
Breaking Down Walls: A Model for Reconciliation in an Age of Racial Strife; (e) Sandra Wilson -- Released from
Shame; (f) Bill Hybels -- Too Busy Not To Pray; (g) Paul Borthwick -- How to Be a World Class Christian (a polemic
for a social, globalism, politically correct gospel); and (h) Ruth Senter -- Beyond Safe Places: Trusting God Through
Life's Risks ("... exchanged her individual grasping after personal security for obedience to God and His dreams for her
life").

1995 Spiritual Adventure -- Facing Down Our Fears

The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Finding Courage When Anxiety Grips the Heart) is to "address your
church's most common fears." The most psychologically-oriented/self-centered (so-called) fears of the eight listed are
"rejection by others," failure ("the big 'F'"), "living insignificant lives," and "an oppressive/unhealthy fear of God
Himself." The Adventure Journal argues for such unbiblical things as "reject[ing] the spirit of rejection" (pp. 9, 73);
conquering rejection by practicing acceptance (p. 9); naming fears so you can analyze them (pp. 11, 41); God "not only
loves us but likes us and wants to spend time with us," so "break free from the unhealthy fear of God" (pp. 12, 73) [Do
modern-day professing Christians really have a problem with fearing God too much?]; and emotions-/feelings-
oriented spirituality (p. 68).

Recommended reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure include: (a) H. Norman Wright -- Afraid No More
("Your people will discover how to overcome unhealthy fears that keep them from living fully and confidently."); (b)
Joseph Stowell -- Perilous Pursuits (supposedly gives us a Biblical rationale for self-centeredness: "explains why the
pursuit of significance apart from God is 'perilous' at best"); (c) Carol Kent -- Tame Your Fears ("suggests ways to
tame ten of the most common fears faced by women today ... of being rejected, of facing the past, and more"); (d)
David New and Randy Petersen -- How to Fear God Without Being Afraid of Him ("This essential book is
recommended reading for all adult and student Adventurers who want to complete Discipline 5: Break Free from the
Unhealthy Fear of God."); and (e) Jack & Jerry Schruer -- Family Fears ("helps readers cultivate an environment of
confident love and acceptance").

1996 Spiritual Adventure -- What To Do When You Don't Know What To Do

The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Trusting Christ When Life Gets Confusing) is to "... help you find

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/seamands/
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personal spiritual victories in times of confusion by tapping into the true source of hope and courage -- our Lord, Jesus
Christ!" (Your Spiritual Adventure Basic Guide brochure). One of the chief ways of accomplishing this is to form
support groups (Adventure Journal, pp. 3, 36-39), complete with a Prayer Partner Covenant that advocates non-
judgmental unconditional acceptance (pp. 34-35). The Adventure's recommended Five Action Steps (pp. 7-11) refer to
rote prayer babbling, to Christ as "plugging into a power source," to playing pranks on people as one of life's joys, and
to idols in one's life as mere "spiritual clutter." The Mainses also view Satan as the direct influence of man's sin, rather
than personal responsibility (pp. 18, 27); sin is referred as "shortcomings" (p. 59).

Of the 28 books recommended as additional reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure, the most offensive
are: (a) Carole Mayhall-- When God Whispers; (b) Max Lucado -- He Still Moves Stones; and (c) Bernard Bangley --
If I'm Forgiven, Why Do I Still Feel Guilty? ("Forgiving yourself is often harder than forgiving someone else. ... you'll
explore roadblocks to guilt-free living that can include damaged self-esteem, resentment, and legalism."). The
Adventure Journal also quotes favorably from the blasphemous Bible paraphrase, The Message (pp. 46, 67).

Note: For an excellent analysis of the "values level" teaching used in the Adventure Journals, see Brenda Fischer's
article in the 5/9/94 Christian News (pp. 12-13), "How Do You 'Feel' About the Bible?: With a Look at the 50-Day
Spiritual Adventures." Fischer insightfully shows how the Mainses have incorporated feelings-centered teaching
techniques that are remarkably similar to those used by Outcomes Based Education (OBE) and Values Clarification
proponents --"... [they] typically promote a sort of self-centered spirituality where environmentalism and globalism are
mixed with New Age and other paganism. ... [subjects] are taught through a manipulation of their feelings and
emotions, religions of self." Fischer then analyzes in some detail the 1994 Adventure Journal, showing how "... values
level questions are slanted to manipulate opinion or promote theology outside the study Scripture's intent."
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Decisionism: An Invitation to Cross-Less Christianity
Part 2: From Gnostic Roots to Occult Revival
Conforming the Church to the New Millennium
Angels or Demons? Todd Bentley and "The Beautiful Side of Evil"
Anne Rice re-imagines Jesus and Christian leaders applaud
What kind of message is The Message
The Rising World Religion
The falling away of the Evangelical Church
MegaShift
Twisting Truth Through Classroom Consensus
Strange Journeys: Jane Fonda, John Maxwell, Norma McCorvey, and Scott
Peck (what do they have in common)?
Faith-Based Compromise?
Who is the Dream Giver?
Re-Inventing the Church, Part 1 and Part 2
Harry Potter and the Postmodern Church
Mel Gibson's Passion - Long version   [Short version]
The Jesus Beanies have arrived! What's next?
Problems with 'The Prayer of Jabez'  
The Global Church
Church Youth Trained for UNESCO's Culture of Peace

Purpose-Driven Movement

Spirit-Led or Purpose-Driven? Part 1
   Part 2: Unity and Community
    Part 3: Small Groups and the Dialectic Process
    Part 4: Dealing with Resisters
     Part 5: Spiritual Gifts and Community Service
    Part 6: Social Change and Communitarian Systems
Purpose-Driven Deception
Warren's PEACE Plan & UN Goals:
   Part 1: The Emerging Global Church
   Part 2: Equipping Leaders to 'Lead like Jesus'?
   Part 3: Whom do we serve?

Creating Community through a New Way of Thinking
Creating Community through Transformational Leadership

 Toward a unifying Global Religion
The Rising World Religion
Heresy in high places
Oprah and Tolle fuel New Age revival
New Spirituality for an Awakening Planet?
Deceived by a counterfeit "Jesus" - The Shack & A Course in Miracles
CHANGE! New world, New ways, New minds, New gods
Shaping the Global 'Christian' Youth 

Deeds, Creeds and Mother Teresa
False Tombs and Gnostic Tales
Peace on earth - True or False?
A Whole New Species of Church Is Emerging
Reinventing Jesus, Chapter 3: Neale Donald Walsch
Maitreya Has Come and Will Save the World
Inclusive Spirituality - New Age Transformation, Part 1 & Part 2

"CONTACT" and The Art of Manipulating Minds
Hercules -- A Counterfeit Savior?
Disney's POCAHONTAS
The Spirit Behind The Lion King
Casper, More Than a Friendly Ghost
Matilda Spells M-A-G-I-C

 TV, Games, Toys and Books
Twilight Obsession
How to Resist the Pull of the Crowd? Part 2
Oprah and Tolle fuel New Age revival
Deceived by a counterfeit "Jesus" - The Shack & A Course in
Miracles
A New Mask for an Ancient Secret
Role-Playing Games & Popular Occultism
Toying with Death
C.S. Lewis: How mysticism & the occult are changing the Church
Children of the Inklings: Emergent “Christian” Fiction
New Spirituality for an Awakening Planet?
Pullman's "Golden Compass" - Where Bad is Good, and God is
banned
Cats, Warriors, Penguins & Kids
The Da Vinci Code
The Power of Suggestion
Trouble in Narnia: The Occult Side of C.S. Lewis
Olympic gods and C. S. Lewis
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
Karate, Kids and the Culture: Your Child & the Martial Arts
Anne Rice re-imagines Jesus and Christian leaders applaud
Who is the Dream Giver?
Shadowmancer - A Christian book for teens?
Yu-Gi-Oh and the spirits of Halloween
Looking for God in Harry Potter, an occult-based book from Tyndale
House (uses alchemy to teach Christianity)
Harry Potter &  The Order of the Phoenix
Sailor Moon
Left Behind: New Age Imagery Popularizes Prophecy
Problems with 'The Prayer of Jabez'  
Potter, Pokemon and Pop Psychology
Harry Potter Lures Kids to Witchcraft
How Pokemon and Magic Cards Affect the Minds and Values of
Children
Bewitched by Harry Potter
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
Digimon - the Latest Fad from Japan
Pokemon Comics Add New Twist to Fad
Edu-tainment: What Teletubbies Teach Toddlers
The Celestine Prophecy
The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
Touched By An Angel - But Which Kind?
Dragon Ball Z  incomplete
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Redefining the Church
Who defines the Kingdom of God - Not The Secret Message of Jesus!
Contemplative Prayer - Seducing Spirits and a doctrine of devils
Warnings - How mysticism & the occult are changing the Church
New Theology and the New Age Movement
The Freemasons
Slandering Jesus
Olympic gods and C. S. Lewis
The Labyrinth Journey -- Walking the Path to Fulfillment?
From Father God to Mother Earth
The Millennium Messiah and World Change
Disaster, Deliverance and Deceiving spirits
Using Alchemy to Teach Christianity - an occult-based book from Tyndale
House
Heresy in high places
Star Wars Joins United Religions at the Presidio
Recovering the Scandal of Liberalism: Disdaining the Cross
Creating Community (2) through a New Way of Thinking
Creating Community (1) through Transformational Leadership
The Greek Olympics - From mythical dreams to sobering realities
Esoteric Christianity
The Labyrinth - A Walk to Life or a Walk to Death?
The Earth Charter's Unholy Ark
How Wizards, Islam & the Olympics Speed Global Change
Al Gore’s Vision of Planetary Oneness
Touched By An Angel - But Which Kind?
Olympic Myths and Earthy Magic - More on the Olympics
Halloween: A Seductive Bridge Between Two Cultures
Dalai Lama Celebrating the Medicine Buddha

 Carl Teichrib on Globalism
These have been moved to Index - Teichrib

 War on Terror
Homeland Security and the transformation of  America
Four Faces of Islam
No Place to Hide?
A National Information System: EO #13011
Your friendly community spies
The Enemy of The People?
The UN Plan for Your Mental Health
Deliver us from evil 
Four Faces of Islam
A Terrorist? Me? 1998

 Losing Our Freedom
Health Management & Social Control
Ban truth - Reap Tyranny
America's Downward Journey -- How Long will it take?
Community Oriented Policing by Phillip Worts
Whose "Rights" will rule in a "democratized" world?
No Rights for Resisters

 Brainwashing & "Mental Health"
Green Lies and Deceptive Science
Toying with Death
Flattery and the Big Lie
Legalizing Mind Control
Justifying Mind Control
Brainwashing in America
Brainwashing and Education "Reform"
An Analysis of Community Oriented Policing by  Phillip Worts
Global Values, Group-think and your job
MIND CONTROL
From the Littleton CRISIS to Government CONTROL
Bush, Gorbachev, Shultz and Kosovo
The UN Plan for Your Mental Health
Elian's Future in a Totalitarian State
Re-educating Elian at the Aspen Institute

 Executive Orders
Homeland Security and the Transformation of America
Re-Inventing Federalism: Executive Order #13132
Trading U.S. Rights for UN Rules
A National Information System: Executive Order #13011

 Faith & Persecution
Job, Part 1: The Invisible Foe
Job, Part 2: Struck down, but not destroyed
Trusting God as Freedom Fades
Why they hate God's Word
In joy or pain our course is onward still
The Victory of the Cross
Why "Hate Crime" laws would ban Biblical Christianity
Testing the genuineness of our faith  
The Old Cross and The New
The Loneliness of the Christian
The Fall and Rise of Human Violence
Hope, Hate and Human Nature
The Cross: Feared, Banned, Trivialized... yet Triumphant
From U.S. Sovereignty to Global Conformity
They Gave Him Their Lives

 Seasonal
Earth Day Links
Veterans' Day Links
Where is Christ in Christmas?
The lowly path of our heavenly King
Peace on earth - True or False?
The Old Rugged Cross
The Cross and the Resurrection - Easter links
Earth Day Joins Easter - A Sign of Our Times?
Valentines, Values and Social Solidarity
Halloween 2000:  Starring Harry Potter
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The Spirit Behind The Lion King
by Berit Kjos

Home  

Betrayed, rejected, running from responsibility, growing strong through adversity... Disney's latest box-
office hit, The Lion King, is full of Biblical parallels, colorful characters and personal struggles that help
us identify with a lovable lion made in the image of man. But watch out! Behind the spectacular scenery
and noble sentiments hides the timeless earth-centered view of reality that has always lured God's people
from truth to myths.

In other words, The Lion King - like Aladdin - demonstrates an alarming shift in values. While the old
fairy-tale cartoons like Snow White linked sorcery to the evil characters, The Lion King uses tribal magic
for "good." While most children in the seventies knew enough truth to place divination in the forbidden
realm of the occult, today's children - who often feel more comfortable with occult games than biblical
truth - see nothing wrong with pagan practices.

The new Disney story opens with a spectacular celebration in honor of Simba, the newborn prince. The
animals of the land flock to Pride Rock, where the mystical baboon Rafiki cracks open an egg-like gourd,
dips his finger into the dark liquid, and anoints the little lion with a mark on his forehead.

While Pride Nation worships its royal heir, Simba's devious uncle Scar wishes him dead. As soon as the
infant king grows to cubhood, he becomes a target for Scar's cruel schemes. The first plot fails, but the
next assault kills King Mufasa. Scar blames Simba for his father's death, sends the heartbroken cub into
the wilderness, and tells three savage hyenas to finish the execution.

Simba escapes through a web of thorns and collapses under the hot African sun. A warthog and a meercat
find the little prince, revive his exhausted body, and teach him a new philosophy: No worries! Hakuna
matata!

Back in Pride Lands, Scar and his hyenas reign. The land lies dry and barren. One day, Rafiki looks into
his magic gourd and sees Simba's living image. He sets out to find the reluctant heir to the throne, then
demonstrates a worldwide pagan traditions: reliance on help from everpresent ancestral spirits.

"I know your father," says Rafiki.

"My father is dead," answers Simba.

"Nope! He's alive. I'll show him to you." The shamanic baboon leads Simba to a pool of clear water.
"Look down there."

First Simba sees his own reflection, then the face of his father.

"You see, he lives in you!" says Rafiki.

Simba hears a familiar voice call his name. He looks up. His father's ghostlike image appears among the
stars.

"Look inside yourself..." says the apparition. "You must take your place in the circle of life. Remember
who you are..." The vision fades.

Simba believes. He sees that the dead are not separated from the living, nor earth from the realm of spirits.
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Everything is connected. Empowered by a new sense of identity, he races back to Pride Lands to challenge
his uncle, win the throne, and restore the land. Soon, Pride Nation celebrates the birth of the next lion
prince, the son of Simba and his cubhood friend Nala. Again, Rafiki lifts a royal infant for all to worship.
The cycle of life continues.

Consider the following six concerns:

1. King Mufasa tells his son, "Look at the stars. The great kings of the past look down on us from those
stars. They will always be there to guide you... and so will I." This fatherly advice blends the world's
timeless trust in astrological guides, spiritism, ancestral worship and multiple gods. The Bible tells us to
shun all such expressions of paganism. (Deut. 4:19; 18:9-13)

2. "Simba, everything you see exists together in a delicate balance," explains Mufasa. "As king, you will
need to understand that balance and respect all creatures because we are all connected in the great circle of
life."

In light of the earlier reference to the "circle of life," we know that this statement moves beyond a
biological food chain and natural cycles. Mystical connectedness, the spiritualized circle of life, and
respect or tolerance for everything - no matter how evil by God's standards - fit right into contemporary
multicultural and environmental teachings. Educators, entertainers and media-leaders promote these pagan
concepts as moral ideals needed to save the earth and bring global oneness. In contrast, God's Word tells
us that nature-worship and oneness with pagan cultures bring destruction both to land and people. (Deut.
11, 28; Rom. 1:18-32)

3. To "look inside" for wisdom and guidance usually implies that anyone - Christian or not - can tap into
an inner source of uncorrupted wisdom, because all are one with some sort of pantheistic deity or cosmic
intelligence. Liberated from outside authorities, children can freely follow the destructive ways of ancient
Israel, where "everyone did what was right in their own eyes" (Judges 21:25)

4. Today's attraction for the gross, bad and cruel can be measured in audience responses to evil or ill-
mannered characters. In The Lion King, the devilish Scar, the bloodthirsty hyenas and the flatulent
warthog drew the loudest laughter. Like the sordid success of Beavis and Butthead, this phenomenon
reminds us that in our culture bad is good, and good is boring.

6. The Lion King matches the new earth-centered paradigm or world view that is transforming children's
view of reality. While God told us to communicate truth to our children when we "sit... walk...lie down
and... get up," (Deut. 6:7) today's culture trains children to see reality through a global, earth-centered
filter. This "new" mental framework distorts truth, stretches the meaning of familiar words, and promotes
spiritual "insights" that are incompatible with Christianity. Packaged as entertainment, this message
usually bypasses rational resistance, desensitizes opened minds, and fuels general acceptance of pagan
spirituality.

Families that have already seen The Lion King may still use its pagan context to show the contrasts
between God's truths and earth-centered religions. Look together for the many parallels. Point out the vital
differences. Remember, the most deceptive spiritual counterfeits look most similar to God's truth. Discuss
Scriptures that counter the deceptions. Then thank God for His genuine truth and His life within those who
follow Him.

PARALLELS TO PONDER

  THE PRIDE LANDS GOD'S KINGDOM

One day a new king will rule the land In that day, all will bow to the true
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King

The jealous Scar hates the new king Satan hates Jesus and all who follow
Him

Scar lures Simba onto a deadly path Satan tempts us to choose our own
way

"We'll always be together," says
Simba

God will never leave or forsake His
own

King Mufasa dies to save his son Jesus gave His life for us
Scar blames Simba for his father's
death Satan accuses Christians

Simba runs away, is saved by
"outcasts"

Samaritan "outcast" helps victimized
traveler

Simba grows to maturity in exile Moses trained for leadership in the
wilderness

Simba reluctant to return to
responsibility Christians reluctant to obey God

"He lives in you... Look inside
yourself..." Christ, our King, lives in us.
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General Association of Regular Baptist Churches
(G.A.R.B.C.)
From Separation to Inclusivism

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching (Rom.
16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are identified with
the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). But the G.A.R.B.C., rather than separate, has
instead chosen to identify itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  The G.A.R.B.C. (GARBC) was organized in 1932 after having been previously known as the "strict separatist"
branch of The Baptist Bible Union, which itself was organized in 1923 as a part of an organization that had split-off
from the liberal Northern Baptist Convention (since renamed the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A.). GARBC
began support of Baptist missions in 1935; the Council of Eighteen was instituted in 1938 to coordinate Association
affairs; official endorsement of schools began in 1940 (now called "partnering" schools); and the Regular Baptist Press
was started in 1951 (now distributing literature in 107 countries). By 1990, there were approximately 1,600 GARBC-
affiliated churches, which number has been reduced by defections through the first half of 2002 to approximately
1,400, located in 46 states and one Canadian province (7/15/02, Christian News). [Fifteen churches joined the GARBC
in the 6/2001-6/2002 period, but GARBC no longer reports the number of churches leaving each year (which in recent
years such defections have exceeded new memberships).]

GARBC was formed as a fundamentalist, and strictly separatist, entity -- a GARBC historian has stated that GARBC
was founded "to provide a militant, missionary-minded, Biblically separated haven of Fundamentalism."* Therefore,
were there not a willingness and desire to obey God in the matter of Biblical separation, there would have been neither
reason nor justification for the existence of GARBC. In fact, in the Doctrinal Statement of the GARBC, as well as in a
number of its "official" Literature Items (specifically Item Numbers One, Two, Six, Ten, Twelve, and Thirteen), its
long-standing historical position on separation is clear and thoroughly Biblical. [Nevertheless, at GARBC's 1987
Annual Meeting in Anaheim, almost like a Ripley's Believe It or Not, the GARBC's ruling Council of Eighteen
rejected (by a 2-1 margin) a motion to formalize its own 15 different Literature Items as the "official position" of the
GARBC. The Council even refused to recognize the Literature Items as "accurate commentaries" of the GARBC! All
the outspoken separatists were also defeated for the Council in the election that year.] GARBC continues to state a
"belief" that it will not follow in practice (2/03, GARBC official Internet web site) -- "The GARBC separates from
theological liberalism and compromising accommodation."

-  Dr. Paul N. Tassell has been highly respected in GARBC. In 1979, Tassell was selected to be the new National
Representative; he came with an image of a tough-minded supporter of secondary separation. When he spoke at a
GARBC Conference in Dayton, Ohio, he said that there are fundamentalists today who shy away from the separatist
position of the GARBC. He called them "expedient fundamentalists" because they do not want to get involved in the
fight for faith. He went on to criticize them as irresponsible fundamentalists who would invite whomever they wished
to their pulpits, even the pope: 

"What you do as a pastor, what you do as a college president, what you do as a missionary agency
executive, does indeed matter to the whole fundamentalist cause. Who you invite to speak on your
platform says volumes about the seriousness of your dedication to Biblical separation. We must be
fundamentalists who realize our responsibility to the whole cause of Scriptural separation from apostasy
and compromising evangelicals. It's a matter of Biblical integrity. Let's be obedient fundamentalists." 

In 1983, Tassell even authored a book, Pathways to Power, where he states on page 57: "We must remain true to [the
GARBC] separatist position. We must clearly understand and determine to uphold that sacred scriptural purpose."
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Yet while serving as GARBC's National Rep, this same man defended Cedarville College (where he was a trustee)
when it invited compromising speakers and has a godless psychology curriculum rivaling that of secular colleges!
Even more incredible, at the 1986 GARBC Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Dr. Tassell became the first
National Representative in GARBC history to rebuke GARBC churches for too much separation ! He pled for less
separation and for Regular Baptists to cease criticizing other movements and organizations. He said that organizations
like Moody Bible Institute and Word of Life should be appreciated more and not criticized. He said he sees the
purpose for the existence of the GARBC as primarily "fellowship and ministry." While he wanted the GARBC to be
separated from apostasy and infidelity, he no longer warned against neo-evangelicalism. This is the precise area of his
and the GARBC's change. Neither any longer think of Biblical separation as including separation from disobedient
brethren (cf. Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; 2 Jn. 10,11). Moreover, their position has so shifted on
Biblical separation that the GARBC is now separating from those who criticize their compromises.

Tassell officially stated his new anti-separatist position at a 6/25/90 private meeting, just prior to the Niagara Falls
Conference, when a group of pastors requested a position clarification meeting with the Council of Eighteen. Tassell
publicly stated before the whole group (approximately 100 pastors) that he had changed his position. He admitted that
in 1985 he came to the conclusion that he was tired of "scrubbing for surgery" (using Dr. Paul R. Jackson's analogy
that likened ecclesiastical separation to a surgeon's sterilization of his instruments and hands before surgery). He had
changed his views on separation! He no longer wanted to practice separation. Rather, he wanted to "get to the
surgery," which is the preaching of the Gospel. Biblical separation got in the way. It limited and troubled him. He
discounted the fact that the success of "surgery" depends on the "scrubbing." (Adapted in part from What Happened to
the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 18-19 & 22-25.) [Tassell resigned as National Representative in late-1994 due to
health reasons; his successor, Dr. Richard Christen, a non-separatist, resigned in 7/95, after only one month in office,
because he "didn't have peace about it." The current National Rep is John Greening.]

-  In recent years, the examples of the GARBC's inclusivism with modernism, and its somewhat contemporary
counterpart, neo-evangelicalism, have become legion. One such indication of the rush of GARBC churches into neo-
evangelicalism would be the GARBC-sponsored Ladies' Fall Seminar held at a GARBC-member church in
Indianapolis in November of 1989 (through the auspices of its Indiana Fellowship of Regular Baptist Churches
[IFRBC]). The keynote speaker (three messages) was Mrs. Doris Jennings, a Christian secondary school administrator
and a teacher at neo-evangelical Tennessee Temple Seminary and University (where her husband, Dr. J. Don Jennings,
was then president). Mrs. Jennings' general acceptance and teaching of Freudian psychological concepts, her favorable
references to Eastern religious techniques and concepts, her apparent sell-out to the false gospel of self-love/self-
esteem, and her encouragement in the use of various occultic techniques (e.g., self-talk therapy and visualization) were
deplorable.

The Seminar workshops were not much better -- one workshop speaker went so far as to remark that no pastor can
understand a woman's problems, so "hurting" women should be referred to a good woman Christian psychologist!
When the leadership of the IFRBC was questioned as to the reason for the choice of Mrs. Jennings for an IFRBC
conference speaker, the flippant reply was: "There's no way we can control everything that's said; after all, the last
perfect speaker [Jesus Christ] lived 2,000 years ago." Furthermore, in the following issue of the IFRBC's monthly
church bulletin insert, The Hoosier Baptist, rather than asking forgiveness for scheduling and allowing Mrs. Jennings to
speak, the comment was made that "a good time was had by all."

-  In February 1991, the GARBC's monthly magazine, The Baptist Bulletin, refused to run an advertisement for a book
by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (Prophets of PsychoHeresy II -- since revised and reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of
Self-Esteem & Psychology) that critiqued the teachings of one of today's most popular purveyors of the psychological
gospel (Dr. James C. Dobson), stating that The Baptist Bulletin does not accept advertisements for "books on critical
issues ... unless they relate to doctrinal matters where our doctrinal statement is our guide," but instead, "the purpose of
the magazine is to serve our constituency by reflecting the ministries of our publishing, schools, and agencies." (Is not
the psychological gospel a "doctrinal matter"? And would not the psychological gospel fall into the modernism camp
from which the GARBC requires separation? One must ask, "How can GARBC people be expected to separate from
something they have never been warned of?")

Again in late-1996, The Baptist Bulletin (GARBC) refused another Bobgan ad, this time for Competent to Minister:

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/ctmbk.html
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The Biblical Care of Souls. Vernon Miller, the Executive Editor of The Baptist Bulletin at the time, wrote, "We are
returning your check in view of our plan to not be involved in the promotion of material related to the counseling
controversy." Miller also believes that running an ad for the current book "could be perceived as an approval for your
other writings."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
some in the GARBC are active promoters of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.

For example, GARBC's huge Blackhawk Baptist Church in Ft. Wayne, Indiana held a Promise Keepers Men's
Ministry Leadership seminar 10/28/94-10/29/94; the church's pastor wrote a letter to BDM in which he strongly
supported Promise Keepers and its mission. The Baptist Bulletin, which is the "official organ of the GARBC," must
also be a supporter of Promise Keepers as evidenced by its refusal to accept a paid advertisement from PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries; Dr. Vernon Miller, Executive Editor of The Baptist Bulletin, personally turned down an ad for
the Bobgan's "PsychoHeresy Warning Package on Promise Keepers." It is ironic that a professing Christian
organization that considers itself to be conservative would fear running an ad that warns against an ecumenical,
psychological movement like the Promise Keepers.

-  For many years, pastors had written to the Council of Eighteen and the National Representative objecting to some of
the music that GARBC-approved schools presented at the annual GARBC conferences. A number of churches had
even left GARBC in protest of the type of music offered on the platform. Recognizing this concern, in 1978 the
Council of Eighteen sent a letter to the presidents and music department heads of the approved schools requesting that
they no longer present music at conferences contrary to GARBC convictions and doctrinal point of view; i.e., no music
that solicits bodily swaying, nightclub type crooning, and immodest dress. By December of 1984, however, conference
music was again discussed, and the Council did a 180-degree switch, now declaring music style and words to be mere
matter of preference, even suggesting that there is no connection between the GARBC's choice of music and its
theological beliefs! A motion to reissue an updated version of the 1978 letter was defeated. (Reported in What
Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 15-17.) [Reportedly, there is no longer a song leader at the annual
GARBC conference, but a "worship leader" instead, with choruses and "praise leaders" who sit on the platform, jump
up, and help the people. Clapping, canned music (even rock music), and a synthesizer are used (12/95, OBF Visitor
Feature Article, "New Evangelicalism in the GARBC," p. 5).]

-  The official publishing arm of the GARBC, Regular Baptist Press, published a manual for senior high Sunday
School teachers titled Surviving Our Society (Vol. 40, No. 2, 1991). The manual covers such social issues as poverty,
teen pregnancy, homosexuality, abortion, AIDS, and suicide. In the lesson on homosexuality, under objectives (p. 70),
we find the following:

"Introduction -- get students thinking about homosexuality in the Bible ... Conclusion -- give students
opportunity to determine their view of homosexuality." (Emphasis added.)

And under conclusion (p. 71), the teacher is told to: "Encourage students to avoid homophobia."!! Also, the AIDS
lesson suggests letting the senior high students "role play" Jesus' disciples encountering a leper. (Reported in the
3/1/92, Calvary Contender.) This to us sounds like "values clarification" and compromise with the world's views on a
subject that God specifically speaks to in His Word. [There is also a lesson on "Dysfunctional Families" in the manual 
(pp. 17-22), that parrots New Age and Freudian psychobabble in discussing such topics as codependency/12-step
programs, self-esteem, abuse, buried childhood memories, etc.]

-  The 1993 Regular Baptist Press catalog has a book by Sherwood Wirt, I Don't Know What Old Is, But Old Is Older
Than Me. Wirt is editor-emeritus of Billy Graham's Decision magazine. He approvingly quotes, with no warning,
liberals, neo-orthodox, etc., such as Soren Kierkegaard, John Mott, C.S. Lewis, J.B. Phillips, and John Stott. He says
of Graham: "Billy Graham ... is setting an example for elderly people everywhere. He [is] ... still winning souls in the
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magnificent worldwide ministry that God has given him. What a man!" (p. 144). This is but another example of why
the GARBC's Regular Baptist Press can no longer be trusted either (James 3:11).

-  GARBC sponsored, affiliated, supported, approved, and/or cooperating Bible colleges and universities, mission
agencies, and social service agencies provide other excellent examples of just how far the Association has strayed
from its original adherence to the principles of Biblical separation# [Part of the problem is that salaried personnel of
approved agencies and schools are allowed to serve (and, thereby, vote) on the GARBC ruling Council of Eighteen,
which has approval power over the same agencies; so instead of local churches leading and controlling the GARBC
(historically, fewer than a third of the 18 Council members come purely as church representatives), the approved
agencies effectively do that instead! The agencies control the very Council that approves them, like the "proverbial fox
that guards the chicken coop!" This obvious conflict of interest would never be allowed in secular organizations. The
GARBC has, thereby, become an association of agencies instead of an association of churches. (In an effort to correct
this obvious conflict of interest, an amendment was placed on the GARBC's June 1990 National Annual Meeting
agenda -- "No salaried servant of the approved agencies shall serve on the Council of Eighteen" -- it failed to receive
the necessary two-thirds vote, thus removing all hope of the churches ever regaining control.)]:

[#GARBC messengers voted at its June 2000 National Conference in Ames, Iowa to replace its Approval System with a "partnering
and network policy." It will now be interesting to see what (if anything significant) happens concerning new-evangelical compromise
at Cedarville, Grand Rapids, ABWE, etc. That is, will "networking" with new evangelicalism be any more Scriptural than "approval"?
Will the GARBC leadership (National Rep and Council of 18) now be more inclined to stand as separatists, and will churches have
a stronger voice? As of year-end 2002, no changes are evident; partnering has proved no better than the approval system, and
has only served to deflect criticism of the GARBC.]

[Note: Grand Rapids Seminary and Cornerstone College elected NOT to "partner" with the GARBC when the change from
"approved" schools to "partnering" schools was made in June of 2000. Nevertheless, items for those schools are still listed below,
because the schools were GARBC-approved at the time.]

(a) ABWE (Association of Baptists for World Evangelism) missionary to Bangladesh and author of
Daktar I and Daktar II, Viggo Olsen, admits to cooperating with many neo-evangelical organizations
(MBI, Wheaton, BIOLA, Trinity College, Radio Bible Class, and Christianity Today), and with
ecumenical groups (M.A.P., IVCF-Urbana student conferences), as well as with liberal and apostate
groups (Christoffel Blinden Mission, Bangladesh National Council of Churches, Roman Catholics, the
United Nations, etc.), all without a word of protest from either ABWE or GARBC.

(b) A former ABWE leader lost his job for speaking out against the influence on GARBC-approved
mission agencies coming from the compromising NAE (National Association of Evangelicals).

(c) ABWE has also worked closely for years with the neo-evangelical organization, Samaritan Purse, in
Bangladesh. Samaritan Purse is headed by Billy Graham's son, Franklin Graham.

(d) ABWE missionary, Dr. David Bennett, after formally resigning as an ABWE missionary to Australia
(14 years of faithful service), was instead retroactively terminated by ABWE for "insubordination."
[Bennett had previously written a letter of resignation, stating as his reasons (a) ABWE's lack of practice
of its indigenous policy in Australia, and (b) ABWE's softening in practice of Biblical separation.] Bennett
was never given any of the times, dates, places, or categories of his alleged "insubordination," plus ABWE
refused to pay Bennett his earned severance pay and the remaining funds in his account. (Reported in the
July-August 1993, Bible For Today NEWSREPORT.)

(e) ABWE president Dr. Wendell Kempton, in a 1996 address to "the ABWE family," took pot shots at
fundamentalist "zealots," "gangs," and "swat teams" he accused of "abuse and bashing." He listed seven
verses, including "Who art thou that judgest another man's servant?," and "why dost thou judge thy
brother?" [Misusing these verses to silence exposers of the "spiritual adultery" and/or compromise of a
"fundamentalist" brother is wrong, and is much the same as misusing these verses to ignore a physical
adultery or drunkenness sin of an erring brother. We are to "judge righteous judgment" (Jn. 7:24).
Conspicuously missing from Kempton's list were verses (e.g., 2 Th. 3:6, 14-15) which command
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withdrawal from compromising new evangelicals with whom ABWE consorts.] (4/15/96, Calvary
Contender).

(f) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary advertised for a new president in the 4/91 Moody Monthly, but
never once mentioned the words "fundamentalist" or "separatist," either in identifying the school or in
listing "desirable qualifications" for a president. Dr. Rex Rogers was eventually hired, whose education is
in the so-called social/political sciences and in administration, not in Bible/theology! [Dr. Rogers (born
1951 -- 6 yrs. at Cedarville, followed by 3 yrs. at King's College: BS Cedarville; MS Political Science
from Univ. of Arizona; Ph.D. Political Science from Univ. of Cinn.), when hired stated that: "I'd like to
establish its [GRBC&S's] reputation as a solid academic institution. It is no longer a Bible college and we
don't intend for it to be" (The Grand Rapids Press, 8/91). [Rogers, in a 3/13/92 presentation to GRBC&S's
Board, recommended a "New Niche" to: "Broaden the student and supporting constituency to include all
conservative evangelicals, eliminate vestiges of 'anti-attitude,' 'negativism,' withdrawal and isolation; ... de-
emphasize denominational walls; develop a Moody Bible Institute or Word of Life model ..." True to his
word, the College's name was changed to Cornerstone College in 3/94.]

(g) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary 's drama department put on a production November 21-23 of
1991 titled "The Beams are Creaking," a play by Douglas Anderson extolling the "virtues" of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. Instead, GRBC&S 's theology department should have held a conference exposing
Bonhoeffer. (Bonhoeffer was a neo-orthodox, rank apostate, who denied or questioned nearly every major
doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology.)

(h) Grand Rapids Bible College/Seminary had Wheaton College (neo-evangelical, at best) professor
Arthur Holmes speak at a lecture series, and claims a "mentor relationship" with Calvin College (apostate?
), where some professors have openly endorsed evolutionary theories. (For more information on GRBC&S
's many neo-evangelical compromises, see Fundamentalist Digest's Dr. Don Jasmin's 17-page paper on
this subject.)

(i) Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary had a full-page ad in the 5/20/96 Christianity Today (New
Evangelicalism's main magazine) for a 5/17/96-5/18/96 Ministry and Worldview conference, which lists
Thomas Oden, Richard Middleton, and Brian Walsh as "facilitators." Oden is Prof. of Theology and Ethics
at Drew University, a liberal Methodist school, and a CT Contributing Editor. He is for female ordination,
and very ecumenical (5/6/96, Christian News). Walsh has also used neo-orthodox terms to deplore
"propositional theology" (i.e., verbal inerrancy, etc.), and Middleton has said: "Even the truth of the gospel
... is a human construction (7/1/95, Calvary Contender). Middleton and Walsh reject any identification of
Scripture as revelation (6/1/96, Calvary Contender).

(j) Cornerstone College/Grand Rapids Seminary hired ecumenical psychologizer Warren Wiersbe as
Writer-in-Residence and as Distinguished Professor of Preaching, respectively. He was hired to teach in
the Seminary's Doctor of Ministry program, to speak at the annual Bible conference, to speak periodically
at the one-day Ministry Enrichment Renewal conferences, and to participate in other educational
opportunities as they become available" (5/95, Baptist Bulletin). [Speakers at Cornerstone College's 37th
Annual Bible Conference (held 2/19/96-2/23/96) included Warren Wiersbe along with neo-evangelical
psychologizers Joseph Stowell, Ed Dobson, and Knute Larson. (Larson derided fundamentalists in a 3/94
address at the NAE.)]

(k) Cornerstone College again sponsored Project Angel Tree (PAT) for children during the 12/95
Christmas season. PAT is headed by CCM singer Steven Curtis Chapman and is a ministry of Catholic-
promoting Chuck Colson's Prison Fellowship (2/1/96, Calvary Contender). (Chapman embraces "high
energy rock" and blends country, pop jazz, and soul music with elements of rap.) The 7/95 issue of
Something Better News, a religious publication based in Southwestern Michigan, contained a large
advertisement for Cornerstone College. The advertisement for the Adult Degree Completion Program did
not contain a single word anywhere, or even a hint, that the college purportedly was a Christian institution.
Given the secular trends at Cornerstone, it was not surprising to read in the 7/95 Baptist Bulletin that the
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College faculty had just approved a new major in "sports management." The new major will supposedly
"equip students to work as managers in health, fitness and sports organizations" (p. 30). (Reported in the
7/8/95, Fundamentalist Digest.)

(l) Western Baptist College (Salem, OR) has included CBA members (the highly inclusivistic and neo-
evangelical, Conservative Baptist Association) on its Board of Trustees and faculty; when another CBA
member was added to the Board in late-1990, GARBC's ruling Council still approved the school, with no
contingencies, and on a unanimous vote at that! At GARBC's 1991 Annual Meeting, then National Rep.
Paul Tassell made the incredible claim that the CBA men on Western's board were "fundamentalists" and
"separatists." The CBA was also accepted for membership in the neo-evangelical NAE in 1992. At the
1993 GARBC Annual Meeting, the Ruling Council again refused a [messenger/delegate] proposal to
purge Western of CBA board members and faculty.

(m) The three largest Bible colleges approved by GARBC (Baptist Bible College and Seminary of
Pennsylvania; Cedarville College [Ohio]; and Cornerstone College and Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary)
frequently enlist neo-evangelical/non-separatist speakers for special events [e.g., leftist ecumenical Dr.
Vernon Grounds spoke at a Cedarville College conference 9/25/92-9/27/92. Grounds is president emeritus
of Denver Seminary (CBA) and president of the left-wing Evangelicals for Social Action], and have a vast
number of course offerings in anti-Christian fields of study (e.g., Psychology, Sociology, etc.). In 1994, a
"spring break team" from Cedarville College helped build a homeless shelter in Mexico with the
ecumenical, apostate Habitat for Humanity. (See next section.)

(n) Cedarville University entered into a partnering relationship with the State Convention of Southern
Baptists in Ohio. This was formalized in 11/02 during the 49th annual session of the state convention
when SBC messengers overwhelmingly approved the agreement and committed to recommend Cedarville
to all "Southern Baptists as an accredited, quality, four-year university that embraces Southern Baptists."
Cedarville has for years been a top feeder school for Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville, KY. "We're
thrilled with the alliance with Cedarville," said Jack Kwok (executive director of the Ohio convention).
"Cedarville is a quality Baptist school. They wholeheartedly embrace Southern Baptists. A significant
number of our pastors are Cedarville graduates. We're looking to them as a resource for future church
leaders. They embrace our theology, our polity and our missiology. [That is sad, because the theology and
polity of the Southern Baptist Convention allows for great compromise of, and disobedience to, the Word
of God.] We would recommend Cedarville not only to Ohio Baptists but all Southern Baptists." Cedarville
president Paul Dixon likewise voiced excitement for "growing a relationship with Southern Baptists."
[This "growing relationship" now includes putting Paige Patterson (a "conservative" Southern Baptist) on
Cedarville's Board.] Fundamentalist schools should now be even more wary of being a Cedarville partner.
(Source: 2/03, Calvary Contender.)

(o) Cedarville University was the site for the GARBC's annual convention in 5/2002. We have a flyer for
Cedarville's "2002 Instrumental and Vocal Jazz Conference" 2/15/02-2/16/02, featuring "a variety of jazz
concerts," "clinics on drumming, improvising, jazz piano," and a festival and jam session. CU's own jazz
band and vocal jazz ensemble are listed. CU’s president Paul Dixon plans to retire in 2003. We wonder if
he would now revise his good article in the 12/84 Baptist Bulletin where he rightly warned about "the
devil's" and the world system's music. Sadly Cedarville's new-evangelical/ecumenical speakers,
associations, and practices over the past couple of decades have placed it squarely in the new evangelical
camp. (Source: 3/15/02, Calvary Contender.)

(o) Vision For Youth was formed in 1985 by some men attending the Teen Leadership Conference at
Baptist Bible College. Two of the founders were Mel Walker, who is current youth editor for Regular
Baptist Press (and for years taught at BBC), and VFY director Tim Ahlgrim (teaches youth ministry at
Crossroads Bible College, Indianapolis). VFY sponsored the 17th Annual National Youth Ministries
Conference in Columbus, OH, in 2002. Bo Boshers, Director of Student Ministry at Bill Hybels' Willow
Creek Community Church was a main speaker. Other listed speakers were: Ahlgrim, Walker, Ken
Rudolph (at BBC and a member of the GARBC's “ruling” Council of 18), and John Colyer (staff member
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of new-evangelical Grace Church, Des Moines). Listed speakers for VFY's January, 2003 NYMC include:
Ahlgrim, Rudolph, Colyer, GARBC National Rep John Greening, and Vice President of Youth for
Christ/USA Ministries David Rahn! Turn on the audio at VFY's Web site and you will hear rock music.
This is all sadly indicative of the GARBC's downward spiral to New Evangelicalism. (Source: 12/02,
Calvary Contender.) 

(p) Baptist Children's Home and Family Ministries, an approved agency of the GARBC, readily
cooperates with secular agencies, and provides "Christian" counseling for children that is (aside from the
"Christianized" terminology) virtually indistinguishable from the secular/psychological variety.

(q) Baptists For Life is a social activism, pro-life, crisis pregnancy counseling and referral agency
approved by the GARBC; yet its pre- and post-abortion counseling methodologies are virtually
indistinguishable from the same humanistic psychological methods and techniques used by non-church
affiliated pro-life organizations.

-  Habitat for Humanity, an international religious organization based in Maericus, Georgia, describes itself as an
"ecumenical Christian ministry that is dedicated to the elimination of poverty housing from the earth," and its founders
state that their "'theology of the hammer' brings an incredible array of folks together -- people who disagree on all sorts
of things, both political and theological, but who can all agree on a hammer, the instrument of Jesus the carpenter."

Habitat for Humanity has on its official international board of directors and board of advisors leaders from all shades
of Christendom, including the American Baptist Church, United Church of Christ, Southern Baptist Church, Roman
Catholic Church, United Methodist Church, Seventh Day Adventists, Episcopalian Church, and the Unitarian-
Universalist Church. From these apostate, ecumenical denominations represented on these boards are such radicals as
Anthony Campolo of the American Baptists, Robert Bracher of the Southern Baptists (known for his translation of
"Good News for Modern Man," which eliminated the blood of Christ in the atonement), Amy Grant of Contemporary
Christian Music fame, and liberal politicians Jimmy Carter and Andrew Young.

Cooperating with Habitat for Humanity is Cedarville College, an approved school of the GARBC, which in 1994 sent
a spring break team of students to cooperate and help build a Habitat for Humanity home in Mexico.

-  The following resolution was passed by the Ohio Bible Fellowship (OBF) on 1/8/88, concerning the GARBC-
supported and approved Cedarville College [now Cedarville University] in Cedarville, Ohio. We report it here because
it amply details the compromise at a prominent GARBC-approved school:

WHEREAS:

Cedarville College (CC) is conveniently located for prospective students from OBF churches and enjoys a
reputation of being a good Baptist school with a Fundamentalist tradition. (Several young people from
OBF churches have in the past and do currently attend Cedarville College.)

Cedarville College has had such pseudofundamental and new evangelical speakers in chapel services as
Warren Wiersbe, Jerry Falwell [CC's president Paul Dixon received an honorary degree from Liberty
Univ. in 1984], Ed Hindson, Tim LaHaye, Jack Wyrtzen, James Custer of Grace Brethren Church,
Columbus, and a host of other compromisers plus Gary Collins, Mart DeHaan, Lehman Strauss, Charles
Ryrie, and Ron Blue; thus Cedarville College's stand against new evangelicalism is virtually non-existent.
[Leon Rowland told students that the message of Jesus and the Bible was to help the poor and widows,
and challenged young people to become socially involved in behalf of the needy.]

Cedarville College is wholly committed to [and promotes] contemporary Christian music as evidenced by
guest performances on the college campus by Sandi Patti, Karla Worley (the soloist and background
vocalist for the Bill Gaither Trio; and whose credits included appearances on Robert Schuller's "Hour of
Power" and Charles Stanley's "In Touch" programs), and the Jeremiah People. In addition, the campus
bookstore features such contemporary Christian artists as Evie, Steve Green, Amy Grant, Dino, and
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Larnelle Harris. Cedarville College continues to cooperate with the Communist government of Red China
by providing English teachers for communist students at People's University in Beijing. [The Red Chinese
do not need English teachers, but they do need American Christians in support of an American foreign
policy that says cooperation with Communists is a good thing.]

Cedarville College participates in a program providing their employees with the opportunity to financially
support the United Way Charities, which in turn have such affiliated agencies as Catholic Social Services,
Lutheran Social Services, YWCA, and YMCA [and the Salvation Army], stating the reason as "public
relations." [No one is opposed to helping the needy, but why give through an organization immersed in
humanism and false religion?]

Cedarville College has joined an association of Liberal Arts Colleges all "... committed to the Word of
God, Christian values and goals, and excellence in higher education," which includes such compromising
schools as Bryan College, Houghton College, LeTourneau College, Moody Bible Institute, Nyack College,
and Trinity College. [Cedarville officials also recommend GRBS, NWBS, and DTS.]

RESOLVED: that OBF pastors and churches warn their people of the compromise of Cedarville College,
and strongly discourage parents from sending their young people to Cedarville as students. [Cedarville
College is one of compromise and pragmatism. To encourage a young person to attend Cedarville is to
encourage them to compromise with sin. A Christian young person would be far better off going to OSU
[Ohio State University] than a compromising Christian College like Cedarville. Blatant hedonism is far
less dangerous than compromised Christianity. Otherwise, we are giving our young people a drink from a
cup of worldliness labeled Christianity.] (Printed in the Ohio Bible Fellowship Visitor; bracketed
comments are theirs.)

-  The Cedarville University Web site listed Alistair Begg and Jim Cymbala as January 2001 speakers. Begg has
spoken there before, and also in conferences featuring ecumenicals such as Franklin Graham, Anne Graham Lotz,
Tony Evans, Kay Arthur, and Greg Laurie. He has been scheduled for Gordon-Conwell Seminary and the Billy
Graham Training Center. Jim Cymbala is pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle whose huge choir is led by his wife. He is
identified as a charismatic and his new book (Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire) is favorably reviewed in the 2/01, Charisma. 
Cymbala is indeed highly charismatic in doctrine and extremely ecumenical in practice. How can Cedarville make
alliance with the charismatic/ecumenical Cymbala and the Brooklyn Tabernacle? The answer is that the school has
been captivated by the philosophy of neutralism and spiritual pragmatism and is well down the path of ecumenism.
The Bible warns that two cannot walk together except they be agreed (Amos 3:3). This means that Cedarville agrees
with Jim Cymbala, and by their uncritical association with him, they are supporting the wide charismatic ecumenical
movement which is doubtless the glue of the end times apostate one-world church.

-  One of the most disgraceful developments in the GARBC slide was the revelation some years back of theological
heresy having to do with a denial of literal heaven and literal fire in hell. Some time in July, 1992, there was a
heretical seven-page document entitled "Christian Worldview: Humans and Creation in the Plan of God" that
somehow made its way out of the classroom of Assistant Professor Michael A. Van Horn of the Grand Rapids Baptist
College & Seminary (GRBC&S), a GARBC-supported school at the time.

Included in Van Horn's paper were statements such as, "Heaven is the presence of God. It is not a celestial city
somewhere on the fringes of the universe ... it is simply God Himself -- His special presence." [Is this not a pantheistic
view of the third heaven?] Regarding the Scriptural terminology about the "colorful images of golden streets and gates
of pearl," Van Horn called them "metaphors" which "express the beauty and majesty of the relationship that will exist
between God and humanity." Van Horn also wrote that in John 13:36-14:6, Christ was referring to the cross instead of
heaven as to where He was going -- "Jesus is not building mansions in heaven for His followers as some sort of
Cosmic Carpenter. ... The preparation by Jesus of a 'place' in the Father's household took place on the cross, not in
heaven." Concerning hell, Van Horn stated: "To be separated from God for eternity is merely the realization of one's
choice to exclude God and His will from this life. This is Hell. ... all the relational brokenness willfully chosen during
this present age."
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Twenty pastors called for and got a meeting with the President of GRBC&S, Dr. Rex Rogers, on 8/31/92. Other
GRBC&S personnel at the meeting included Dr. Ronald Mayers, the Bible Department head, and professor Michael
Van Horn, the accused. At the meeting, Mayers supported Van Horn and classified those who hold to literal "streets of
gold" and "gates of pearl" as "materialistic." Van Horn also repeated and "tenaciously" defended his heresies
concerning a non-literal heaven and his belief that the fire in hell was not literal fire. At the meeting Van Horn also
called the Bible "an authority" rather than "the authority." [However, this weak view of inerrancy is nothing new for
Van Horn. In a letter written over 15 years ago (dated 5/28/84), Van Horn stated: "Some of my dearest friends at
GRBC&S do not accept inerrancy and yet have a deep trust in Jesus Christ and accept the authority of His Word."] Dr.
Rogers also expressed his concern about the circulating of letters by preachers with regard to the Van Horn
controversy, but did not seem concerned about the alleged controversial material given to Van Horn's students. This
would indicate that the GRBC&S president's major interest in the controversy is not the purity of Scriptural instruction,
but the promotion of the school's image -- a distorted priority at best.

Van Horn later wrote a 2-1/2 page "revised" paper supposedly to clarify his beliefs as orthodox (but he never admitted
to any error in the original paper). In effect, he merely affirmed his previous heretical position, yet in much more cute
and clever verbiage -- Van Horn reworded his position, while still holding to his erroneous beliefs outside of orthodox,
historic Christianity.

In an apparent effort to put the matter to rest, GRBC&S Academic Vice President, Dr. Robert C. Suggs, in a letter
dated 9/18/92 wrote: [Suggs holds degrees in counseling from the State Univ. of N.Y., and a B.A. in philosophy from
Barrington College. He is listed in Who's Who Among Black Americans. He came to GARBC in 1991 from Messiah
College where he was Dir. of Personnel, professor of psychology, and chairman of the Dept. of Behavioral Sciences.
Messiah College is a "Brethren in Christ school" (New Neutralism II).]

"All of the faculty members in the Bible, Religion, and Ministry division of GRBC&S were asked to read
and comment about Mr. Van Horn's original draft. In addition to his divisional colleagues on the college
faculty, a selected group of seminary faculty were also asked to review his paper. The consensus of the
faculty readers of the original document was that there was no basis upon which to consider any of the
ideas in the document unorthodox in nature." (Emphasis added.)

It is amazing that not a single one of the above detailed statements by Van Horn could be seen by those at GRBC&S
as being "unorthodox in nature"!!! Nor could they see them as in any way unbiblical, heretical, or false teachings.
[There were other heresies in Van Horn's paper, all of which the authorities at GRBC&S evidently view as orthodox:
(1) He denied that believers will be clothed with a spiritual body during the intermediate state (cf. 2 Cor. 5:1-4); (2)
there was the neo-evangelical idea of a cultural mandate which plays up the concept of social activism and a "social
gospel"; and (3) he viewed the Biblical position of the tri-unity of man (body-soul-spirit) as pagan -- "This concept is
totally pagan and unbiblical."] (All of the above material was adapted from Bible For Today NEWSREPORT s (11/92
& 7/93-8/93); BFT report #2250 of 11/92; and the 9/10/92, Fundamentalist Digest.)

(In Van Horn's office "sits a statute of St. Francis of Assisi, the Catholic patron saint of animals. 'I admire him because
he represents the peacefulness and harmony often lacking in Christianity.'")

[Resolution of the Van Horn Situation: (born c.1963 -- M.A. Calvin College; Th.M. GRBS; Ph.D. candidate in
philosophy and religion @ Univ. of Wales, UK). At the June 1993 GARBC Annual Conference in Des Moines, Iowa,
the Council of Eighteen refused to drop GRBC&S from GARBC-approved status. Instead, they allowed Dr. Rogers to
make an impassioned defense of both the college and Michael Van Horn. In addition, the Council of Eighteen, in an
apparent effort to cover-up for GRBC&S, suggested a resolution on heaven and hell that eliminated "literal." An
observer requested the word "literal," and it was put in, but the Council refused to put in the words "literal fire in hell,"
because "many of the people in our fellowship do not believe the fire is literal"!! The resolution was passed. 

Van Horn resigned from GRBC&S as of the end of the 1993 Spring term. Van Horn said he was resigning "to prevent
further damage to the reputation of the college." Dr. Rogers said Van Horn was not forced to resign. Even after Van
Horn's departure, the College still had at least one faculty member that denied a literal hell. Professor David Turner
(Prof. of New Testament & Systematic Theology) responded on PastorTalk, an electronic bulletin board, when asked
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about his beliefs on hell: "... the biblical descriptions of the place (hell) are metaphorical ... I prefer describing it as
'real' to describing it as 'literal' ..." He also said the same thing about heaven in Chapter 9 of Blaising & Bock's book on
progressive dispensationalism -- "Perhaps the absence of oysters large enough to produce such pearls (a gate of the
city) and the absence of sufficient gold to pave such a city (viewed as literally 1,380 miles square and high) is viewed
as sufficient reason not to take these images as fully literal."]

-  More GRBC&S tidbits from the past: 

GRBC had a new "Theology of Poverty" course in its curriculum for the 1992-93 school year; 
Roy Ringenberg, missionary physician from new-evangelical radio station HCJB in Ecuador, was the guest
speaker in classes and chapel at GRBC&S during "Wellness Week" on that campus, 1/22/92-1/26/92; 
Dr. Paul Beals, a GRBC professor, has served as president of the new-evangelical Evangelical Missiological
Society (EMS). Dr. John Lillis, associate dean at GRBC, was a speaker at an EMS regional meeting, which met
in conjunction with the Evangelical Theological Society, another new-evangelical organization (9/10/92,
Fundamentalist Digest); 
GRBC's 5/91, Campus Herald had numerous articles pandering to homosexuality and rock music. For example,
one article stated: "AIDS sufferers are similar to the lepers of Jesus' day [sounds like Tony Campolo's
pantheism?]." Another approvingly quoted CCM singer Steve Camp concerning "seeing Jesus in each AIDS
sufferer";
the 35th annual GARBC Bible Conference held 2/21/94-2/25/94 featured such psychologized speakers as
Warren Wiersbe, Howard Hendricks, David Burnham, David Jeremiah, and Ed Dobson (8/15/91 & 1/1/94,
Calvary Contender); and 
"Walk Through the Bible Ministries," an ecumenically-oriented organization, presented seminars at the "Junior
High Weeks" of the Lake Ann Baptist Camp (Lake Ann, Michigan). The LABC is owned by Regular Baptist
churches (MARBC-GARBC) in the state of Michigan. "Walk Through the Bible Ministries" presents its
seminars in NCC, NAE, and charismatic churches (as well as professing "fundamentalist" ministries), with no
regard for the position of Bible separation. (Reported in the March-April 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  An MARBC-GARBC event drew considerable national attention. On 3/6/91, the First Baptist Church of Stanton,
Michigan sponsored a massive "Christian rock" party. It was attended by more than 1,300 teens, and included sensuous
dancing and lewd behavior during the party activities. The party was part of a national "teen evangelism project
sponsored by Sonlife Ministries and [self-love proponent] Josh McDowell Ministries." An estimated one million teens
participated in the nationwide event called "Operation Powerlink -- utilizing churches and civic centers across the
country ... [billed as] the world's largest pizza party."

The "party" had a definite ecumenical and charismatic flavor, with 60 participating denominations. The Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN), a hyper-charismatic, predominately blasphemous "Christian" TV network, "aired a one
hour special in connection with the party [which] included a simultaneous broadcast via satellite linking teens from
across the country," including the Stanton party. The special featured CCM artists Petra, Michael W. Smith, and
Carmen, "along with dramatic vignettes and the testimony of Josh McDowell."

One observer at the Stanton "party" reported that the live band's "music was so loud that it hurt to breathe," and that it
"was just like any other rock concert" with rising smoke, an elevated rotating drum section, and an incredible light
show. [The female vocalist in the band even taught the crowd "dance moves to make with God"!] The associate pastor
at the Stanton GARBC-affiliated church defended the "party" on the basis that (a) the church youth group had grown
from 25 to over 100 in two months since the church "began playing Christian rock at their youth activities"; (b) there
were "decisions" for Christ at the party [15 out of 1,300 in attendance]; (c) the GRBC&S had supported and
commended the "party" by sending 50 students as counselors; and (d) the church was experiencing the beginnings of a
mighty revival. (Reported in the July-August 1993, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  Even more serious charismatic leanings are being manifested in GARBC churches. Calvary Baptist Church of
Muskegon, Michigan, pastored by William J. Rudd, advertised that "there are now three different ways to worship." He
established three services at Calvary that manifest these three ways. Moreover, in Calvary's 2/18/96 church bulletin,
"Physical Healing and Prayer" are listed for all three of the services. This has to be considered more than just an
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isolated incident when one realizes that Rudd is on GARBC's Council of Eighteen and was the chairman of the Search
Committee for a new GARBC National Representative! (Reported in the 4/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Baptist Bible College and Seminary of Clarks Summit, PA, is a GARBC-"partnering" school. The 6/92 Roman
Catholic publication, The Catholic Answer, said that Roman Catholic Marywood College of Scranton, PA, allows BBC
students to borrow books from Marywood's library by showing their college/seminary ID cards (this was verified by
BBC&S back in 1/89). A questioner asked The Catholic Answer if this was an appropriate form of cooperation
between two opposing theologies, since BBC teaches that Catholics preach a false gospel. The Catholic paper's answer
was:

"Under normal circumstances, I would see this as a completely acceptable form of academic and
ecumenical cooperation. What surprises me, frankly, is not that Marywood is open to the Baptist college
but that, in spite of their negativity toward Catholicism, they would want to use a Catholic college library.
Aren't they afraid of being tainted with the 'Antichrist?' There's an obvious inconsistency here, but I think
Marywood has taken the higher road. Perhaps the Baptist students, through regular contact with Catholics,
will come to see that we're not as bad as their professors claim. By the way, is the library use reciprocal?"

The library arrangement reportedly was related to BBC accreditation, and two Roman Catholic priests were part of the
spring of 1989 Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools team that evaluated BBC's curriculum! (6/15/92,
Calvary Contender). [Why would a supposedly fundamentalist college seek or be pleased with the approval of Roman
Catholics. If BBC consistently follows this library use policy, shouldn't BBC students logically be permitted to take
classes for credit at Marywood? If BBC&S really practiced Biblical evangelism, as well as taught and preached against
the heresies of Roman Catholicism, no Roman

Catholic college would actively assist in any way! In fact, one of the churches in Clarks Summit most frequently
attended by BBC&S students repeatedly urged caution not to make any public statement against the institution of
Roman Catholicism; this in spite of the fact that the town of Clarks Summit is overwhelming Roman Catholic (The
Bible For Today, Report #1784, pp. 3-6).]

-  The 4/17/94 issue of the national weekly Catholic paper Our Sunday Visitor disclosed a shocking surprise, revealing
the unwise blunderings of a noted GARBC theologian into the internal affairs of the pagan Roman Catholic religion.
The disclosure was made in a weekly column written by Roman Catholic priest, Robert F. Griffin, at the University of
Notre Dame. In the article entitled "Waiting for Myron to come East" (p. 18), Griffin revealed and discussed the
friendship that he had maintained for several years with Dr. Myron Houghton, a professor at GARBC-approved Faith
Baptist Theological Seminary in Ankeny, Iowa.

What was Houghton's blundering error? Their friendship ties apparently became so strong that Houghton wrote a letter
(of which Griffin had NO knowledge at the time) to Edward Malloy, president of Notre Dame University urging the
Notre Dame president to intervene with Pope John Paul II when he would meet with the pope during his 1987 visit to
America and see if Griffin could "celebrate the mass with the Pope," one of Griffin's lifelong aspirations. In
Houghton's letter to the Notre Dame president (most of which Griffin quoted in his article), Houghton stated, "If you
could arrange Father Griffin's participation, it would ... place Father Griffin forever in your debt." Houghton unwisely
also used the term "His Holiness" (without any quotes) in referring to the pope when seeking the favor from the Notre
Dame prelate.

The ecumenical advantage gained is that Griffin has exploited this friendship for every bit of ecumenical gain possible.
In his annual trip "east," Houghton (with some other "fundamentalists" accompanying him) once again stopped in
South Bend, Indiana in 3/94 to see Griffin. Griffin described their dinner engagement as "enjoying fellowship with the
shepherds of Christ," terming them "separated brethren." In the final paragraph of his article, Griffin expressed hope
that as his "interfaith friendship" with Houghton continues, their "laughter" together would eventually "bear fruit, if
Christ wills it" into an "ecumenical sacrament shared by churches that believe grace is everywhere." Lest there be any
misunderstanding about Griffin's goal, a large picture of a liturgical communion cup with hand breaking the wafer in
two pieces, accompanied his article. The picture was entitled "Cup of Joy: The Eucharist is key." [Adapted and/or
excerpted from the May/June 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.]
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-  Because of GARBC's lack of adherence to the Biblical principles of separation, some of the GARBC brethren and
churches organized a new fellowship [the Independent Baptist Fellowship of North America (IBFNA)], dedicated to
the principle of true Bible separation without compromise. (The GARBC's National Representative at the time, Paul
Tassell, accused the leaders of the new IBFNA of "denominationalism.") The IBFNA was officially organized in
October of 1990 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. The list of GARBC churches exiting for the IBFNA is growing steadily; over
200 GARBC-affiliated churches have left the Association since 1990 (a net 13 churches left the GARBC in 2000) .
Since most of the leading conservative churches have now left the GARBC, there appears to be little hope for this
once bastion of fundamentalism. Some notable comments from the pastors of departing churches include: 

"GARBC's doctrinal compromise in the areas of separation and ecclesiology"; 
"doctrinal compromise and Convention-like tactics ... drifts toward new evangelicalism"; 
"[to] choose with whom we will or will not fellowship and be identified"; 
"doctrinal compromise with the GARBC and some approved agencies"; 
"trends within some agencies"; 
"high profile men [John MacArthur, in this particular case] are to be endorsed regardless of doctrinal purity"; 
"movement into the new evangelical camp"; 
"frustration in trying to move GARBC back to a position of Biblical separation"; 
GARBC's "acts of compromise" and inroads of "New Evangelicalism"; 
"GARBC change, compromise, conventionism, and capitulation to worldliness and neo-evangelicalism"; 
GARBC changes " ... toward the Barna, Hybels, Peter Wagner philosophy of neo-evangelical, charismatic
church growth ... a shift toward 'designer,' 'user friendly' churches that can be 'marketed.' ... The devil is blind-
siding the fundamentalists. He could not get them all through ecumenical crusades, or through political crusades,
so now he is trying to get them through the neo-evangelical 'church growth' movement";
concern "with the direction into [neo-evangelicalism] the Association has been taking for some time, it was
hoped the direction ... would change. After seeing what decisions have been made, and those particularly made
at the last national conference in Des Moines [6/93], it has become obvious the direction of the [GARBC] is not
only not going to change, it will apparently be accelerating"; 
those who address these concerns "are automatically labeled as trouble-makers, schismatic, and unloving"; 
"We have been watching events in the Association closely since 1986 and it has been increasingly obvious that
the Association is following the path of worldliness and compromise. We had hoped and prayed that the
direction of the Association would change, but instead the worldliness and compromise is snowballing. The Des
Moines conference made that very clear. It indeed seems strange to me that the Council of 18 chooses to ignore
the ongoing worldliness and compromise at Grand Rapids Baptist College & Seminary. Academic excellence
has taken priority over doctrine ...";  
"GARBC no longer holds the Bible as its "final authority in all matters of faith and practice so that no human
document shall for any reason supersede the Bible ..."; 
"Sadly, I admit that it all comes down to the matter of separation, and that is why we feel we must leave. Too
many of the men who lead our churches and our councils have long lost sight of what Biblical separation is"; 
"It is our observation that this fellowship of churches no longer stands Biblically and doctrinally, on the historic
principles on which it was originally established. Noticeably weak and almost nonexistent is the organization's
position and practice of Biblical separation. Likewise, we have seen the Association minimize the Biblical
importance and primacy that the Lord has placed upon the ministry and mission of the local church. ...";
"The vote was 97.4% for disassociation. Our reason for this is the change in the GARBC over the last 20 years
or so, and the resultant downgrade in position and practice. We are very glad to be free for fellowship where
there is mutual desire and agreement based on the faith and practice of the Holy Scriptures."
"When [our] two churches were prayerfully considering the merger and trying to determine if [they] were
philosophically and doctrinally compatible, we had to answer a number of critical questions. One of those …
involved the affiliation of the new church with the GARBC. Due to well-documented trends in the GARBC in
the areas of the use of contemporary Christian music and compromise in the area of ecclesiastical separation, the
two churches voted to sever any official affiliation with the GARBC as a part of our agreement to merge." 

-  The reaction of one man may be helpful concerning the entire issue of separation (and the lack thereof in the
GARBC). In a letter, he wrote as follows:
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"I have come to the conclusion that the real problem in the GARBC is not just compromise in the area of
secondary separation, but that many are bordering on idolatry. The organization has become the first love
of many of its leaders. If a choice must be made between loyalty to Christ and loyalty to the GARBC, it is
far more often the latter that wins out. Loyalty to its agencies, its leadership, its programs is the
determining factor as to whether we are good GARBC'ers.

"The only way to protect against falling into this kind of denominational idolatry and be a true Baptist
with true commitment to Jesus Christ is to insist on Baptist independency. Independent pastors need to
realize the price they will have to pay to be a part of this system where loyalty is determined by your
willingness to approve all things coming from 'headquarters' and its agencies. I, for one, will not sacrifice
the precious freedom of giving leadership to my flock in order to have their [GARBC] approval. Nothing
is worth such a sacrifice." (Excerpted from What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls, p. 60.)

-  The GARBC would have us go by its official statements rather than upon the actions of its membership -- but "how
can we legitimately restrict our judgment of religious groups to their official statements only, ignoring the true state of
things in the lives of their leaders and members? Our Lord ... could care less about what the churches claim to be. He
is interested in what they actually are ..." [see Revelation 2 & 3]. (Ernest Pickering, Biblical Separation: The Struggle
for a Pure Church, p. 213. Pickering himself was slandered from the platform and in the Council of Eighteen at the
June 1987 GARBC Annual Meeting, reflecting Pickering's "narrow position" on ecclesiastical separation.)

* "A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and who
insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren. ... it is a necessary prerequisite for being
called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism" (Ken Pulliam).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003
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IFRBC Ladies' Fall Seminar*
(11/10/89 - 11/11/89)

Mrs. Doris Jennings (DJ) -- Index of Teachings

-  Quotes from Judith Viorst: How Did I Get to be Forty and Other Atrocities. Probably used in jest, but implication
was that these are the things that a busy woman today is involved in: yoga & the lotus position/Primal Scream
therapy/ventilation therapy/self-centeredness & self-gratification/consciousness raising.

-  Wife of IFRBC State Rep. confirms that the books ordered are available in the book room (books by Larry Crabb,
Les Carter, etc.).

-  Quotes from Virginia Watt Smith: The Single Parent. We are products of the past -- "Write that down on your
mental chalkboard, because you'll need that … to make it through" (Freudian psychic determinism).

-  Quotes from Larry Crabb: Inside Out

(a) Get rid of the idea that obedient Christians should feel good all the time.

(b) Simple fact we must face is that "something is wrong with everything."

(c) "Life is unspeakably sad!" (DJ doesn't credit this quote to Crabb, but it's from Inside Out).

(d) The last quote is supposedly "supported" by John 16:33.

-   Recommended as a "must read" book for 1990 reading -- Norman Cousins: An Anatomy of an Illness. DJ uses this
book as her authority for her teachings on stress. DJ agrees with Cousins that the most serious health problem of our
time is stress, and that stress causes everything from alcoholism, to family breakdown, to symptoms of "conversion
hysteria" (the latter term given credibility by a teacher of Freud). In addition, DJ has come up with a multitude of
things that cause stress (such causes ranging from empty-nest syndrome, to PMS, to guilt, to rejection, to vitamin
deficiency, etc.); according to DJ, poor self-image is also a major cause of stress.

-  DJ asserts that psychologists are referring to "tapes of memory" (a.k.a. the Freudian unconscious) that can cause
genuine stress. She claims to have learned this from a Minirth & Meier clinic presentation she attended in
Chattanooga, taught by Les Carter. The concept of "tapes of memory … that keep playing in our mind," is clearly
Freudian; the proposed cure (so-called) for the uncontrolled playback of these tapes is usually healing of the memories,
an occultic technique gaining wide acceptance throughout the professing church today.

-  Lists many other "psychological, physical, and other causes of stress in our lives." According to DJ, "Stress has been
called the disease of the '80s and it affects every one of us."

-  Highly recommends Randy & Nancy Alcorn: Women Under Stress -- "... one of the most practical books you'll ever,
ever, ever read, and that's not an understatement; that's the truth." Some of the "practical" insights from this book are
that stress is the accumulation of all previous demands on us during our lives, and that stress is cumulative in that it
resides in the memory to be triggered at some future date (Freudian unconscious/psychic determinism again).

-  Recommends Les Carter: The Missing Peace. Les Carter is a Freudian psychologist on the staff at the Minirth &
Meier Clinic in Dallas. This book was available at the book table! DJ goes into a detailed explanation of Carter's
concept of the five most stressful emotions (should perhaps be called the five most sinful emotions):
pride/fear/loneliness/inferiority/anger, and adds two more of her own: depression/worry -- "These are the emotions that
cause us the most stress in our lives."

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v3n1-1.htm
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-  DJ claims that people who apologize all of the time do so because of inferiority that has caused false guilt.

-  DJ claims that, "depression has been called the common cold of psychological disorders."

-  Quotes Maxwell Maltz -- "Forgiveness is the scalpel which removes emotional scars."

-   DJ's cure for depression is to stop thinking negatively, but she's, "not talking about clinical depression where you
really need professional help."

-  Recommends Minirth & Meier's: Happiness is a Choice as "good philosophy."

-  DJ encourages self-talk therapy (originally an occultic technique pioneered by Emile Coue in the early 1900s, it has
been brought into the church in a form little different from Positive Confession) and visualization (an occultic
technique practiced by shamans and witch doctors for thousands of years, now in the church in many forms, primarily
through healing of the memories/inner healing). DJ supports the use of self-talk by claiming that this is what David
was talking about in Psalm 4:4 ("commune with your heart"). "We have to talk to ourselves rather than listening to
ourselves," according to DJ.

-  DJ gives us the key to dealing with emotions of inferiority: "We have to remember we're royalty." It's very important
to dress well according to DJ -- She dresses well, "because I'm royalty; I dress like a daughter of the King! … answers
all of our questions as far as I'm personally concerned. … I'm royalty and that's the way I dress."

-  Quotes from Virginia Watts Smith: The Single Parent: "We need to have a good self-image because we are made in
the image of God. To do otherwise would be to portray a negative God." -- "Isn't that a great thought!"

-  DJ claims that it is important for us to have good self-esteem because we belong to the King -- if people see us
negative, they won't want our God because we portray Him as negative.

-  DJ describes Jesus Christ as, "the perfectly balanced One is also the stress expert."

-  One more glowing endorsement of, and a further exhortation to buy, Women Under Stress by Randy and Nancy
Alcorn.

* IFRBC is the Indiana Fellowship of Regular Baptist Churches, a state organizarion affiliated with the General
Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC). An IFRBC Ladies' seminar is held every year in the fall, and is an
official event sanctioned by the GARBC. The IFRBC State Representative at the time was Randy Patten, now
executive director of the National Association of Neouthetic Counselors (NANC).
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Nancy Missler & PsychoHeresy - Part One

Discernment Needed

Reading articles and books and listening to sermons and tapes require discernment regarding
whether the teachings are truly biblical. Thus Christians are encouraged to study the Word of
God:

Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. But shun profane and vain babblings:
for they will increase unto more ungodliness (2 Timothy 2:15,16).

Unfortunately many Christians have already incorporated "profane and vain babblings" into
their thinking. Therefore, we are attempting to provide information to help people identify the
psychological profane and vain babblings and separate them from the pure Word of God.

The following are quotations from a book published July 1996. Are these statements biblical,
psychological, or a mixture of the two?

Things in our life that are "not of faith" and that we don't immediately "deal with"
and give over to God, automatically get pushed down into our hidden chambers
(our subconscious) and eventually become the hidden motivation for all our
actions. All our fears, insecurities, memories, etc., that we bury thinking "no one
will see and no one will know" ultimately will end up controlling and directing
our lives and forcing us to live a lie.

As God begins to teach us how to "take every thought captive," we'll see that we
can get free of, not only our conscious negative thoughts and emotions, but also all
the unconscious doubts, fears and insecurities that we have buried deep within
our souls and that have motivated us for most of our lives (p. 12, italics in
original; bold added).

What is biblical from the above passage? The phrases "not of faith" and "take every thought
captive" are both in Scripture. The phrase "not of faith" is used in two places: Romans 14:23
and Galatians 3:11,12.

In both places Paul is dealing with the issue of law and grace. In the first place "whatsoever is
not of faith is sin." Specifically, this statement has to do with food laws. The other has to do
with justification by faith and teaches that attempting to be justified by the law "is not of faith."
However, neither use of the phrase "not of faith" supports the remainder of that paragraph
having to do with "hidden chambers (our subconscious)" or "hidden motivation."

The phrase "take every thought captive" is probably taken from 2 Corinthians 10:5, which
speaks of "bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ," in which Paul is
instructing believers in spiritual warfare.

For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh: (For the weapons of
our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong
holds;) casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against
the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience
of Christ; and having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your
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obedience is fulfilled (2 Corinthians 10:3-6).

There is no indication from this passage of Scripture that Paul is talking about "unconscious
doubts, fears and insecurities that we have buried deep within our souls and that have motivated
us for most of our lives."

While phrases are quoted or paraphrased from Scripture, the ideas of the two paragraphs quoted
above are like ideas of Sigmund Freud, who taught and advanced the idea that people's
conscious thoughts and actions are driven by a powerful reservoir of repressed memories no
longer directly accessible to the conscious mind. Freud invented psychoanalysis to uncover
these hidden regions of the psyche through free association and dream analysis.

Psychological Mythology Common Fare Among Christians

Psychological ideas have become such common fare among Christians, that they are treated as
factual information. Freud's theories have so influenced our culture and church that people who
may never have studied Freud are, nevertheless, proponents of his ideas. Many Christians
believe in the concept of an unconscious reservoir of repressed memories that strongly
motivates behavior. These are Freudian notions of repression and powerful unconscious
motivation.

Many of these Christians who use Freudian concepts may simply be doing so because they
confuse biblical references to the heart or the inner man with the unconscious or subconscious.
Or, they define and treat biblical words such as heart and inner man as though they are inner
reservoirs of repressed and forgotten material that motivate present behavior. It is important,
therefore, for Christians to understand the difference between the "hidden man of the heart" (1
Peter 3:4) and Freudian theories about the unconscious. In the Bible, references to the inner
man, the heart, or the "hidden man of the heart" have to do with the inner person that other
people do not see. That is not the same as an inner reservoir of unconscious motivation
determining present action. Nor do Bible references to the inner man have anything to do with
repressed memories that build up until they explode into present negative or violent behavior.

Unconscious repression is a Freudian concept, not a biblical one. While all our external actions
originate from our inner life, and while such actions are influenced by sinful thoughts, fears,
and attitudes, the statements quoted above refer to "unconscious doubts, fears and insecurities
that we have buried deep within our souls and that have motivated us for most of our lives." In
other words, this writer has confused the biblical inner man with Freudian ideas.

Such psychological notions filter down from a psychological source, such as Freud, through
integrationists, such as Larry Crabb, Frank Minirth, Paul Meier, Gary Collins, James Dobson,
Charles Solomon and many more psychologically-trained individuals. These ideas then become
part of the general psychological mythology that people believe and follow. People then read,
interpret and teach what they suppose is biblical, without recognizing that their presuppositions
are from psychology rather than from Scripture.

Psychological ideas are so rampant in the church that we cannot possibly know about every
book, author, or teacher who is expounding them. Therefore, when we do critique an author
who is promulgating psychological nonsense, we pray that our readers will become alert to the
kinds of ideas that are embraced and will then be able to discern for themselves.

The paragraphs about "hidden chambers (our subconscious)," "hidden motivation for all our
actions," and "unconscious doubts, fears and insecurities that we have buried deep within our
souls and that have motivated us for most of our lives" were written by Nancy Missler in her
new book titled Be Ye Transformed. According to the back cover of the book, she has been
giving seminars on the same topic for ten years.
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Because of the influence of Nancy Missler through her own ministry, through the Koinonia
House ministry with her husband, Chuck Missler, and also through Suitable Helpers (a Promise
Keepers' female tag along), her teachings need to be examined and evaluated. Therefore, we
will take a more thorough look at her book Be Ye Transformed, especially "Section Five:
Searching the Hidden Chambers" and "Section Six: Setting the Prisoners Free."

The intent of the book is admirable: to help people become transformed into the image of Christ
and to love one another with God's love. However, Missler's means to such admirable goals are
fraught with psychoheresy.

Sometimes the most subtle kinds of integration come from those who have not been trained in
psychology, but have absorbed psychoheresy into their Christianity under the influence of
psychologists who are popular among Christians. Missler has apparently assimilated teachings
of such individuals, perhaps without knowing that these are psychological notions (wisdom of
men) without scientific substantiation. Her bibliography includes books written by such
integrationists as Larry Crabb, Gary Collins, and Charles Solomon as well as a few of us who
criticize psychology.

Missler's integration of psychological concepts with the Bible may be the result of ignorance,
rather than intention, because she warns against using psychology. Besides revealing her own
naivete regarding her own use of psychology, Missler leads her readers into thinking that her
system is purely Scriptural, uncontaminated with psychology.

Missler's Assimilation of the Freudian Unconscious

On the one hand, Missler may have never read Freudian theory; on the other hand, she has
assimilated Freud's theories to the extent that her teachings end up being very Freudian. These
Freudian concepts are imbedded in the so-called "hidden chambers (our subconscious)" of
believers, according to Missler's version of the human temple of God having the same
architecture as the temple Solomon built. In her version of the temple, the outer court
"represents a believer's body (soma), the inner court represents the conscious part of a man's
soul (psyche), and the chambers which were built around the walls of the temple represent
"hidden chambers (our subconscious)."

Anyone familiar with Freud's theories about the human psyche will clearly see that Missler's
"subconscious" is like Freud's theory of an unconscious filled with repressed drives, feelings,
and memories that direct and motivate behavior. Missler promotes this popularized Freudian
myth restated in the common vernacular of psychospeak. For instance, she says:

The secret, hidden, wooden chambers around the main sanctuary, I believe,
represent the subconscious part of a believer's soul (heder). This is the place in our
soul where we store all of our hurts, doubts and fears, etc., thinking because it's
hidden, "no one will see and no one will know." Experts tell us that everything we
think, say and do is stored in these secret recesses for future use. These are the
hidden things that trigger our "conscious" thoughts, emotions and desires and that
eventually produce our actions (if not caught and given over to the Lord) (p. 165,
emphasis in original, bold added).

Who might be the "experts" to whom Missler is referring, but psychologists? Missler would do
better to rely on Scripture than on the unscientific speculation of "experts." No one has yet
proved the existence of any storage place with "hidden things that trigger our 'conscious'
thoughts, emotions and desires and that eventually produce our actions." The idea that
"everything we think, say and do is stored in these secret recesses for future use" has no basis in
fact. This kind of psychology has more to do with metaphysical speculations than with science.
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(See PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity for more information
regarding the nonscientific status of this kind of psychology).

Research on memory has debunked the myth that memory is like a tape recorder that records
every event accurately and keeps it intact. Remembering is not running an inner tape recorder
or computer back to an event. It is pulling together bits and pieces of information that logically
fit together. Memories are created out of images, overheard conversations, dreams, suggestions,
andimagination as well as out of actual events. Memories are also malleable. They change
every time they are remembered. Thus, one cannot speak of them as being stored in the
ordinary sense of storage.

Missler also relies on these "experts" when she declares:

Psychologists tell us that 80% of our energy goes to suppressing our hurts. In other
words, to filling those hidden chambers! (p. 229, emphasis in original).

She fails to provide footnote references for her "experts" and "psychologists."

Soul

Missler's view of the soul makes room for psychological explanations for understanding who
man is and why he does what he does. She says:

Our souls are made up of our conscious thoughts, emotions and desires. This is the
"self-life" to which we have so often referred. (Now, there is a hidden,
subconscious part of our soul - those secret chambers - which we will discuss in
detail in the next two chapters. Note, however, that these hidden recesses are a part
of our soul (p. 188, emphasis in original).

In answer to her question, "where does this 'self-life' come from?" she says:

I believe most of our self-life comes from the hurts, the resentments, the doubts,
the pride, the bitterness, etc., that we have never properly dealt with before, and
have instead, stuffed and buried in our secret hidden chambers. Self-life is most
often triggered when we choose to follow what these old "buried" things are telling
us to do over what God is prompting us to do. These hidden things work on our
conscious thoughts and emotions which, in turn, cause us to make self-centered,
emotional choices and thus, ungodly actions (p. 191, emphasis in original).

According to Missler, the soul is divided into the conscious part and the subconscious part. The
subconscious, which she also calls "hidden chambers," is an important part of Missler's
teaching about human nature and how Christians can be transformed. She offers the following
definition for this hidden region that supposedly plays such a significant role in every decision a
Christian makes.

One definition for our subconscious (our innermost part) is: a reservoir of mostly
untrue preprogrammed beliefs and assumptions, which strongly influences how we
consciously evaluate all that happens to us in the present. In light of these
influences (and those of the Spirit) we make our choices which then determine all
our actions (p. 216, emphasis in original).

Missler presents a psychological description of the psyche rather than a biblical understanding
of the nature of man. This definition not only reveals Freudian influence, but also reflects the
psychological teachings of Dr. Lawrence Crabb (see Prophets of PsychoHeresy I for a critique
of Crabb's amalgamation of Freudian, Adlerian and other psychological theories).
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Hidden Chambers

Chapters Eleven and Twelve of Be Ye Transformed are devoted to "The Hidden Chambers."
Missler says:

I believe these secret, hidden, storage chambers [of Solomon's Temple] correspond
to our subconscious, the place in our own soul where we also store, hide and bury
our wounds, hurts, guilt and memories - thinking no one will see, no one can know.
These can be things that are just too painful for us to consciously deal with, so we
push them down and repress them there (p. 210, emphasis in original).

Anyone familiar with Freud and his theory of repression will see the unbiblical source of
Missler's "hidden chambers." Unfortunately Missler thinks that she has uncovered biblical truth.
After all, the subtitle of her book is Understanding God's Truth.

Missler admits that the word subconscious is not in Scripture, but then she goes on to equate the
Hebrew word heder with subconscious. This would be admissible if she only used the word
subconscious in a generic manner. But, when she describes the subconscious as being filled
with buried "wounds, hurts, guilt and memories" that are "too painful to consciously deal with"
so that they have to be pushed down and repressed, then she is not simply speaking about that
which is simply outside present awareness. She is using the term subconscious much like
Freud's powerful unconscious.

Missler cites a few Scriptures in which the Hebrew word heder is or could be translated
"innermost part." Since she relies on these verses to support her use of a subconscious that
powerfully motivates behavior outside a person's conscious awareness, we will look at how she
uses them.

The first is Proverbs 18:8: "The words of a talebearer are as wounds, and they go down into the
innermost parts of the belly." Here heder refers to the inner person, but there is no hint that
these are subconscious wounds, or that they are repressed and buried so that they will drive later
behavior.

The next verse Missler uses to support her notion of the subconscious is Ezekiel 8:12: "Then
said he unto me, Son of man, hast thou seen what the ancients of the house of Israel do in the
dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery? for they say, The LORD seeth us not; the
LORD hath forsaken the earth."

In this verse heder is translated chambers. Plans are being devised secretly and one could say
that such conniving is going on in the innermost parts of their imagination, but how is this
related to the subconscious? These imaginations are both conscious and intentional. They are
not hidden from the person devising them. Therefore this verse cannot be used to support a
subconscious filled with past wounds and hurts that influence thinking and behaving outside
conscious awareness.

The next verse Missler uses is Job 37:9: "Out of the south cometh the whirlwind: and cold out
of the north." She indicates that the word heder is translated south and says: "In the Hebrew
what this actually says is, 'out of the storeroom (innermost part) comes the storms, the hot
blasts, the tempests'" (p. 210). But what does this have to do with the subconscious? Missler
may be using this verse to support the idea that when hurts are repressed they build up and
explode into "storms, the hot blasts, the tempests." But, here Missler is imposing another
Freudian myth on Scripture that is not there. This verse from Job has nothing to do with
anything going on inside of people. This verse has to do with God's power over nature.
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The next verse she uses is Deuteronomy 32:25: "The sword without, and terror within, shall
destroy both the young man and the virgin, the suckling also with the man of gray hairs." Here
heder is translated within. Missler says, "Deuteronomy 32:25 explains that 'terror and
destruction are from within'" (p. 210, emphasis in original). But that is not the plain reading of
the verse. Deuteronomy is talking about two things that destroy: a sword and terror. The sword
is an external destructive force. Terror destroys from within.

This section of Deuteronomy tells about how God will destroy those who oppose Him. These
destructive means include "hunger," "burning heat," "the teeth of beasts," "the poison of
serpents," "the sword without," and the "terror within." With all these external destructive
forces, one would naturally feel terror, and the terror would become part of the destruction.
Deuteronomy does not explain that "terror and destruction are from within." Neither does
Deuteronomy imply anything subconscious. These terrors would have been at the forefront of
consciousness. There is no way that Deuteronomy 32:25 can even remotely support Missler's
use of the subconscious.

The last verse Missler uses in her vain attempt to turn the Hebrew word heder into her version
of the subconscious is Proverbs 7:27: "Her house is the way to hell, going down to the
chambers of death." This verse comes at the end of a section of Scripture that warns a young
man about the dangers of a harlot. It has nothing to do with the subconscious. But, since heder
is translated chambers here, Missler sees a connection and declares:

"Chambers of death" is exactly what our subconscious so often can become,
because we haven't known how to allow God, by His spirit to expose these hidden
areas, cleanse them, heal them and then fill them full of intimate knowledge of God.
(p. 210, emphasis in original).

Using Proverbs 7:27 in this way is a clear example of eisegesis, not exegesis. This kind of
proof-texting disregards all rules of logic. Just because a word that can be translated "innermost
part" is used in a verse does not mean that this "innermost part" is the same as any other
innermost part. Proverbs 7:27 uses heder to refer to the innermost part of death, of the grave, of
hell. The innermost part of an apple is not the same as the innermost part of a bomb. But that is
the kind of illogical connection Missler makes in her attempt to biblicize her teachings about
the subconscious, which in fact rely more heavily on Freudian concepts than on the Bible.
When Missler combines psychological ideas with biblical passages and biblical principles, the
result is psychoheresy rather than biblical truth.

Missler's connecting heder and the subconscious in this manner is a clear example of how
people can read any and every psychological notion into Scripture and thereby distort the
understanding of God's clear Word. Missler is not alone in using this kind of eisegetical
reasoning. Many integrationists make similar connections in their attempt to biblicize all sorts
of psychological concepts. Some have "discovered" all of Freud's ego-defense mechanisms in
Scripture, but such twisting of Scripture does not truly make such concepts biblical. It covers
the lamp of God's Word with a bushel of vain babblings.

A psychologized perception of the human condition leads to psychologically tainted means of
change. Missler presents a psychological model of man, which pushes her into a mixture of
both biblical and unbiblical means of transformation. Part Two of this article will further
describe Missler's mixture of psychology and theology, and it will also show how her biblical
and psychological means of transformation conflict with each other.

Also: Nancy Missler & PsychoHeresy - Part Two: Missler Responds

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/missler2.html
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Guideposts Magazine

"Christian" or New Age?
-  In 1945, Norman Vincent Peale and his wife started Guideposts magazine; its circulation now tops 5 million, the
largest of any religious magazine. In the "Welcome to Guideposts!: Guideposts Subscriber Service Directory" (2/92),
we are told that Guideposts contains every month "true stories and step-by-step articles that point the way to a richer
and fuller life." And "if you want extra help for spiritual growth ... you can find it in inspirational books available from
Guideposts by favorite authors like James Dobson [religious humanist/behavioristic psychologist], Marjorie Holmes
["Biblical" romantic novelist], and Norman Vincent Peale [New Ager and founder/publisher of Guideposts]!" (See
below for a description of an article typical of one that Guideposts would consider as pointing the reader to "a richer
and fuller life.")

Besides the regular monthly Guideposts magazine, the organization offers a prayer request phone line (10,000 calls
yearly); a special edition of Guideposts for the visually impaired (350,000 circulation); free issues of Guideposts to
non-profit organizations (250,000 circulation); a daily inspirational message phone line available in 27 metropolitan
areas; a daily devotional booklet called Daily Guideposts; and Guideposts for Kids, a bimonthly publication featuring
stories, puzzles, trivia, and comics. 

-  In "About Your Subscription to Guideposts" (1/96), we are again told that Guideposts' purpose is "to inspire you
toward richer, fuller lives." New subscribers were also sent Guideposts' Fall/Holiday book catalog. Among the
numerous psychologically-oriented offerings were Carder, Cloud, Townsend's, et al. best-selling book on so-called
repressed memories, Secrets of Your Family Tree: Forgiving Our Parents, Forgiving Ourselves (p. 7); Norman
Vincent Peale's New Age prayer book, Prayer Can Change Your Life (p. 9); and Minirth, Meier, and Hemfelt's
codependency manual, Love Is A Choice: Recovery for Codependent Relationships (p. 18). 

-  Norman Vincent Peale is perhaps the most widely read author of "positive thinking" and of the role of the
"subconscious/unconscious" mind. By the time Peale wrote The Positive Power of Jesus Christ in 1980, he had already
influenced millions through 24 books, Guideposts magazine, and Plus: The Magazine of Positive Thinking. One does
not have to look far to discover the true source of Peale's theology. Peale once wrote the foreword to a psychic's book.
He has also endorsed The Jesus Letters, written by two Connecticut women who claim to have made contact with a
communicating entity self-identified as Jesus of Nazareth. Peale said of this occultic automatic writing: "It little
matters if these writings come from Jesus of Nazareth or Jesus of Jane [co-author Jane Palzere], they are all the same
consciousness and that consciousness is God. I am a part of God, and Jane [is] part of that same God." (See the notes
on the now deceased Norman Vincent Peale.)

-  Some people think that Guideposts magazine has only harmless, innocuous stories that make you feel good. That this
is not the case can be illustrated by the December 1988 issue of Guideposts. This issue contained an article that not
only explained visualization as a technique for healing (when, in actuality, it is an occult practice that can lead to
demonic contact), but also offered a different gospel as an answer for the question as to whether there can be
assurance of going to heaven.

In the story "The Promise," the writer shares that she uses "positive mental imagery to help clients find healing." Of
one patient we read, "Gloria and I experimented with various meditations and visualizations that would help her
envision God's love and healing being released into her life. Inviting a healing image into the mind can have a
powerful effect on the body and Gloria and I kept searching for the one just right for her." By using a "wing-horse
meditation," Gloria would "travel to the imaginative garden to meet the reality of Christ's presence" who gives her
"living water." As the story continues, Gloria's condition worsens, but she assures the writer that "When I die, I'm
going to be your best guardian angel, Nikki. I'll still be around; you'll see."

Gloria does die, but the crux of the story is the struggle of the writer, trying to find assurance of heaven and life after
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death. That assurance comes the morning following Gloria's death. Nikki has an experience of being visited by "my
friend Gloria" and then finds out that her son was visited as well. The writer concludes her story with the statement, "I
still marvel at the glimpse of another reality which God granted Colin and me that Christmas. I only know I found the
assurance I had longed for all my life -- that death is merely a portal into another dimension, a heavenly dimension
which brims with beauty and life and the radiant presence of Christ." (Reported in the CIB Bulletin.)

-  Guideposts has for years published through Guideposts magazine and various book offerings speculative stories
about miracle-working angels. This has now been formalized with a new magazine, Angels on Earth. Guideposts
promos this bimonthly magazine as follows:

"Come and meet angels on earth sense their mysterious presence feel their benevolent influences
experience the brilliant light of their angelic glory. Our newest family member ANGELS ON EARTH
magazine presents stories of angels and angelic people on earth in a profoundly mysterious way; yet,
radiates faith-affirming hope. Let us bring you the stories of the miracles they perform, and the lives they
touch. Welcome their presence into your own life today." ("About Your Subscription to Guideposts"
brochure, 1/96.)

-  With new subscriptions to Guideposts, subscribers are sent an 11-page booklet titled, "Guideposts Magazine Presents
Norman Vincent Peale: Expect a Miracle -- Make Miracles Happen" (1974 by Guideposts Associates, Inc., sent with
new subscription, 2/92 & 1/96). The following quotes are a clear indication of the New Age/occultism still being
passed-off by Guideposts and its supporters: (Underlined emphases below are added.)

-  Guideposts is a monthly magazine of true inspirational stories, telling how men and women of all
religious faiths are overcoming the everyday problems of modern living and finding new happiness in
their personal and business lives through the power of their beliefs.

-  the miracle principle ... learn its secret and how to put it into practice. ... Expect a miracle -- make
miracles happen.

-  Always think of the best. Never think of the worst. And if the worst invades your consciousness, think
of it in terms of how to make it the best. What you think habitually will tend to happen. ... What we send
out mentally and spiritually will return to us. We become what we are in our thoughts.

-  Read the dictionary and you will find that a miracle is defined as some great and wonderful quality that
can be brought to pass.

-  The great people of the world are miracle makers.

-  62nd Psalm: "Wait thou only upon God; for my expectation is from Him." Expect great things from God
and you will receive great things from God. This is the basic principle known as the miracle principle.

-  How then, can one go about expecting miracles and causing miracles to happen? The No. 1 thing is to
have a tremendous faith, a deep faith, a faith that is so positively strong that it rises above doubt. ... if you
train yourself to have faith in depth, it will release an astonishing power in your life to produce miracles.

-  Get your faith strengthened and you will see miracles happening. Indeed you will experience miracles.

-  There is another factor necessary in expecting miracles. You must get off the wrongness beam and on to
the rightness beam. We cannot expect miracles or wonderful things to happen when we ourselves are
wrong -- when we are acting wrong, thinking wrong and when we are motivated by a wrong psychology.

-  So when you become right within yourself, you will find yourself turning on miracles. ... You Can If You
Think You Can.
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-  Isn't it wonderful that in one flashing moment of self-realization you can see yourself! I see that I've
been my own worst enemy. I've been thinking wrong. I've been acting wrong. Therefore, everything has
been going wrong. But now I see organized. Boy, with the help of the Lord, isn't life going to be great for
me!"

-  experience proved again that when a person really gets aboard spiritual power and moves away from his
weak, defeated self, things -- wonderful things -- really begin to happen. ... a radiant, tremendous,
victorious spirit -- a creator of miracles.

-  that same wonderful thing can happen to anybody else who really will try for it. ... When Almighty God
created you, He built into you the miracle principle. The question is, have you encouraged this miracle
principle to emerge in action, to make you the great person you have the potential to be?

-  The human being is far greater than he thinks he is.

-  If this capacity to expand is built into a cow and into a hen, do you mean to tell me it isn't built into you
also? Not to lay an egg -- I don't say that -- but to produce out of yourself wonderful things. Almighty
God has crowded miracles into you. Why not let them come fourth, and live?

-  Those two devout parents believed in the perfectibility of human nature. They believed that a child is a
child of God. They taught their children that if they followed God they could be what they wanted to be.

-  The Bible is full of miracles. ... Expect a miracle -- make miracles happen by believing in God, by
believing in the Lord Jesus Christ, by believing in your country and by believing in yourself. Always
remember you are packed full of potential miracles put there by One who knows you better than anyone --
the good God, the Creator who made you.
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Additional Guideposts Notes
Norman Vincent Peale

-  Norman Vincent Peale died on 12/24/93 at the age of 95. He wrote more than 46 books during his lifetime. His most
popular book, The Power of Positive Thinking, was written in 1952 and has sold more than 20 million copies in 41
languages. It was the model for a flood of self-help books that followed. In 1945, Peale and his wife started Guideposts
magazine; its circulation now tops 5 million, the largest of any religious magazine. Peale also pastored New York
City's (Manhattan) Marble Collegiate Church for 52 years (a Protestant Dutch Reformed church founded in 1628). It
had 600 members when he arrived to pastor in 1932; it had over 5,000 by the time he retired in 1984. For 54 years
Peale's weekly radio program, "The Art of Living," was broadcast on NBC. His sermons were mailed to 750,000
people a month. His life was subject of a 1964 movie entitled One Man's Way.

-  Peale is also the person who is most responsible for bringing psychology into the professing Church (particularly the
false gospel of self-esteem), blending its principles into a message of "positive thinking." (Peale confessed that as a
youth he had "the worst inferiority complex of all," and developed his positive thinking/positive confession philosophy
just to help himself.) In 1937, Peale established a clinic with Freudian psychiatrist Dr. Smiley Blanton in the basement
of the Marble Collegiate Church. (Blanton brought with him the "extensive experience" of having undergone
psychoanalysis by Freud himself in Vienna in 1929, 1935, 1936, and 1937.) The clinic was described as having "a
theoretical base that was Jungian, with a strong evidence of neo- and post-Freudianism" (Carol V.R. George, God's
Salesman: Norman Vincent Peale and the Power of Positive Thinking, p. 90). It subsequently grew to an operation with
more than 20 psychiatric doctors and psychologically-trained "ministers," and in 1951 became known as the American
Foundation for Religion and Psychiatry. In 1972, it merged with the Academy of Religion and Mental Health to form
the Institutes of Religion and Health (IRH). To his death, Peale remained affiliated with the IRH as president of the
board and chief fund raiser. Indeed, Peale pioneered the merger of theology and psychology which became known as
Christian Psychology. [In 1940, Peale also formed the psychologically-oriented "Foundation for Christian Living,"
which in 1988 purchased Eternity magazine; by the end of that year, Eternity had ceased to exist.]

-  Peale also advocated such New Age and/or occult teachings as visualization/positive imaging, pantheism, human
potential, positive confession, positive thinking, etc. On a 1984 Phil Donahue Show, Peale, a 33rd degree Mason, said,
"It's not necessary to be born again. You have your way to God, I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto shrine"
(cf. Jn. 3:3). (Shintoism is an ancient Oriental religion that fuses ancestor worship with mysticism.) He also said, "I've
been to Shinto shrines and God is everywhere. ... Christ is one of the ways! God is everywhere. ... Just so we think
good thoughts and just so we do good, we believe we'll get to heaven" (cf. John 14:6). (Reported in the 12/14/84,
Sword of the Lord.)

-  Peale denied the necessity of believing in the virgin birth, and maintained that Jews, Muslims, and other non-
Christians worship the true God, and that a person must do good works to get to heaven. Peale did not believe that
Christ was eternal God, and thereby, he rejected the Christian doctrine of sin, did not believe that Jesus Christ's
sacrifice atoned for sin, and did not believe in the physical resurrection of Christ. In Peale's writings, God is never
presented as Judge, nor even as Savior -- he defined religion as: "... a scientific methodology for thinking your way
through problems" (Stay Alive All Your Life, p. 147). To Peale, there was no such thing as true religion or even
moralism, only self-esteem, self-help, and self-recovery. Peale's "faith" was not faith in God, but "faith in faith,"
which means faith in your own capacities as a means in attaining the well- adjusted life (1/3/94, Christian News). 

-  In an interview with Modern Maturity magazine (Dec-Jan 1975-76), Peale was asked if people are inherently good
or bad. He replied:

"They are inherently good -- the bad reactions aren't basic. Every human being is a child of God and has
more good in him than evil -- but circumstances and associates can step up the bad and reduce the good.
I've got great faith in the essential fairness and decency -- you may say goodness -- of the human being"
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(cf. Psa. 51:5; Isa. 64:6; Eph. 2:1-10; 4:18; Jn. 6:44; Rom. 3:10-19; 8:6-8; 1 Cor. 2:14; 2 Cor. 4:4).

-  Peale also wrote: "Just as there exist scientific techniques for the release of atomic energy, so are there scientific
procedures for the release of spiritual energy ... God is energy." This, of course, is pure occultism -- the worship of
creation (natural forces) instead of the Creator. (When a witchdoctor slits a rooster's throat, sprinkles the blood in a
certain pattern and mumbles a formula, the spirits must do their part. Occultism operates by the laws of cause and
effect.) 

Moreover, Peale also endorsed the use of occultic automatic writing: "It little matters if these writings come from
Jesus of Nazareth or Jesus of Jane [referring to Jane Palzere, co-author with Anna Brown of The Jesus Letters -- the
book was supposedly communicated to Palzere in 1978 and 1979 through "inspirational writing," through a
"communicating entity" identifying itself as Jesus], they are all the same consciousness and that consciousness is God.
I am a part of God, and Jane and Anna are part of that same God." [The Jesus Letters was also endorsed by psycho-
occultist Elizabeth Kübler-Ross. Lines from the book such as "You are not your brother's keeper; you are your
brother," and "God does not see evil; He sees only souls at different levels of awareness," are two examples of the true
demonic source of the "inspiration."] 

-  Peale said, "through prayer you ... make use of the great factor within yourself, the deep subconscious mind ...
[which Jesus called] the kingdom of God within you ... Positive thinking is just another term for faith." His thesis is
obviously false: many atheists are positive thinkers, but Jesus said faith must be in God (Mk 11:22). Peale also wrote,
"Your unconscious mind ... [has a] power that turns wishes into realities when the wishes are strong enough." 

-  One of Norman Vincent Peale's most "successful" protégés is Robert Schuller. (On Schuller's 1000th Anniversary
television show [The Hour of Power, aired on 4/2/89], Schuller's son said of Peale that he was "responsible for dad's
possibility thinking.") Schuller teaches that there is no need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no need for
repentance, and no need for the crucifixion of self. Concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the opposite
philosophy -- that self is to be exalted -- which is nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
(See Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, wherein Schuller says, "Jesus knew His worth; His success fed His self-
esteem. He suffered the cross to sanctify His self-esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-esteem. The cross
will sanctify the ego trip" [cf. Matthew 16:24].) 

-  Norman Vincent Peale was an apostate liberal and a Mason who rejected key Bible doctrines (see 10/1/90, Calvary
Contender). (Peale served as Grand Chaplain of the Grand Lodge of New York, Imperial Grand Chaplain of the
Shrine, and was inducted into the Scottish Rite Hall of Honor in 1991. His oil portrait hangs in the House of the
Washington D.C. Temple.) He got his "power of positive thinking" ideas from the Unity healing cult. His Positive
Imaging book teaches visualization and other occultic/New Age ideas. A review in the 6/21/93 Christianity Today of a
new biography of Peale mentions four "conversion" experiences. It said his key formula was "Picturize, prayerize,
actualize." Though calling Peale "a devout Christian who injected vitality into a church that was losing touch with
ordinary Americans," the article also said: "Peale always believed his message was biblical, but it lacked much
reference to sin, to atonement, or ... to an incarnation. The Christ he preached was very like Alcoholics Anonymous
founder Bill Wilson's ambiguous Higher Power." The Christianity Today reviewer thought it revealing that Peale
devoted nearly all his time after retirement to motivational speaking at business meetings, and concluded that "the
church of Pealism ultimately requires only the lively spirits of a banquet room" (7/15/93, Calvary Contender).
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Hallowe'en
Should Christians Be Apart?*

Halloween is the time of year when the world holds its festival to honor the powers of darkness -- the time when
stores stock up on all the goodies that children seek as they make their way from door to door with their wails of
"Trick or treat." Doting parents take pictures of them in their little costumes, dressed as witches, demons, monsters,
and their favorite media characters. They no doubt think of how cute their kiddies look as they waddle about the
neighborhood working their peculiar brand of blackmail.

Humor aside, it's important that Christians consider the true meaning of this holiday called Hallowe'en. Whether or not
Christians should be a part of these festivities is a legitimate question. It's one among many concerning how God's
people are to relate to the affairs of the world. If we are called to be holy and separated unto Him, we should seek to
walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise (Eph. 5:15).

Many Christians think that Hallowe'en is an outgrowth of Christian tradition honoring the saints of the Church. While
the name and most recent influences of this holiday appear to be Christian (the name means the evening before All
Hallows, or All Saints Day), most of its customs are remnants of ancient pagan superstitions connected with the
Druidic new year. The date was a joint festival known as Samhain (or Sowein), held in honor of the Celtic people's sun
god and their Lord of the Dead.

Common to new year festivals around the world, to the Druids this was a time when the dead came back to mingle
among the living. The Celts believed that the sinful souls of those who had died during the year had been transferred to
the bodies of animals. Through gifts and sacrifices, their sins could be expiated and the souls freed to enter the land of
eternal youth and happiness. The Lord of the Dead judged the souls and decreed the form in which their existence was
to continue, whether as humans or animals.

Some modern witches claim the day as a time to give thanks to their great goddess and god for their abundance in
harvest. As the start of the pagan new year, Hallowe'en is the time when they also invoke the help of spirits for the
coming year, since the veil between the dead and the living is believed to be at its thinnest.

"CHRISTIAN" INFLUENCE

The reason many Christians associate Hallowe'en with Christianity is that in the eighth century Pope Gregory III
established November 1st as the Roman Catholic feast day honoring the dead. Then, in the ninth century, Pope
Gregory IV decreed that the day was to be universally observed by the Roman Catholic Church which, at that time,
held the greatest influence among the Christian populous because of its political strength.

The evening before, that Roman Catholic feast day coincided with the pagan Samhain festival and came to be called
All Hallows Eve or Hallowe'en (Hallows Evening). In reality, then, Hallowe'en was at first a pagan festival which was
later merged with a Roman Catholic feast day.

During the Middle Ages, the evening before All Saints' Day became known as the time most favored by witches,
sorcerers, and devil worshipers.

It should be noted that not all witches are Satanists, since they believe that Satan is a fabrication of the Christian faith.
Today's witches in the Celtic tradition adhere to Wicca, a form of witchcraft that worships nature.

The belief of Wicca is that God is beyond understanding and, thus, can only be understood by looking at "parts" of
God. Since every person and everything is believed to be a part of God, they often greet one another with the
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expression, "Thou art God."

Wicca holds to a form of dualism that is often expressed in the masculine and feminine, or, god and goddess. What
they believe to be the mother aspect of God they call Goddess, and prefer it to the father aspect because the feminine
is seen as the more understandable aspect of God. This is why Wicca is very active in the feminist movement.

Satanism is a different form of witchcraft which invokes the power of Satan specifically. There are many kinds of
witchcraft throughout the world and some of their traditions are similar. Satanism is one form of witchcraft whose
traditions and practices are in many cases similar to those of Wicca. To both forms of witchcraft, Hallowe'en (which
they call Sowein, pronounced similarly to "cowain") is the most sacred day of the year.

PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL DANGERS

The physical dangers that Hallowe'en presents to children are easily discerned. There are numerous warnings on radio,
television, and in other mass media outlets of what to beware of in the way of contaminated food, how to dress to
avoid the hazards of fire and to be easily seen at night, and what to give children to offset the aches in their little
tummies from gorging themselves on too many sweets.

However, the physical dangers of Hallowe'en are minimal when compared to the spiritual dangers. Yet through
ignorance and/or love of human tradition, many professing Christians continue to engage in its festivities and
encourage their children in them. The common argument in favor of their doing so is, "It's only in fun and the kids
don't know the difference anyway."

And that's the problem: it's all in fun and they don't know the difference. The desire for fun often runs counter to the
commands of Christ. Our joy should be in Him, and the things we do for enjoyment, while not always necessarily
spiritually edifying, should at least not compromise our testimony. As we should do all things to the glory of God (1
Cor. 10:31), so too, we should abstain from all appearance of evil (1 Thes. 5:22).

When we engage in tributes to Satan and pagan gods, we are sanctioning the works of God's enemies. It is the same as
enjoying a banquet held in honor of someone who has sworn to kill our earthly father. If we will look at pagan
festivities in that light, we may better understand how our involvement grieves our Lord.

In participating in these things, either we are failing to acknowledge the reality of those demonic forces and their
influence in the world, or we think they are something with which we can align ourselves and not be adversely
affected.

Nor does the argument that Hallowe'en isn't what it was originally hold up in view of its continued observance by
witches in honor of their pagan gods. On that day, also, Satanists continue to engage in all sorts of perversions,
including animal and human sacrifices.

Whether we believe in these things or not, the traditions linked to Hallowe'en carry evil connotations, and the fact
remains that it's still a feast of Satan. It really doesn't matter whether or not certain types of witches acknowledge him
as a reality. Therefore, its practices must be exposed for the evil they are.

As we look at these customs, we should realize that their very nature is contrary to the Christian faith.

TRICK OR TREAT

The modern custom of going from door to door begging candy, nuts, apples, and money while masked and dressed in
grotesque costumes goes back to the pagan new year feast. The spirits that were thought to throng about the houses of
the living were greeted with banquet-laden tables. At the end of the feast, masked and costumed villagers, representing
the souls of the dead, paraded to the outskirts of town leading the spirits away. This was done to avoid any calamities
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the dead might bring upon them should they not be provided for. Were the living to fail in their provisions, they
believed that they might find their lives disrupted by having their livestock die, their milk turn sour, their food spoil, or
by some other mischief the spirits of the dead might devise.

This appeasement of the spirits was celebrated in various ways according to locale and custom, with minor
differences. One way was to set out bowls of fruit and other treats so they could partake of them and, once satisfied,
would leave in peace. Your child, going door-to-door, is re-enacting that ancient superstition.

JACK-O-LANTERNS

The jack-o-lantern (also known as will-o-the-wisp, fox fire, fairie fire, friar's lantern, and corpse lantern, among other
things) was believed to be a wandering soul which could not find refuge because of a particularly evil deed committed
in its lifetime. Some believed it to be a malignant imp. The Finns believed that it was the soul of a child buried in the
forest.

According to ancient folklore, a will-o-the-wisp wanders about swamp areas, enticing victims to follow. Should a
person succumb to curiosity and follow its light, he may become hopelessly lost or lead to his death in a bog or pool.
There are tales of these mischievous spirits chasing terrified victims through mud and brambles until confused, and
then leaving them stranded with the sound of mocking laughter ringing through their ears. Today's Icering pumpkin
face is symbolic of that mocking spirit.

A corpse candle is said to be a small flame moving through the air in the dark, and is believed by the superstitious to
be an omen of the observer's imminent death, or the death of a loved one. These strange fires, thought by the more
rational to originate from the atmospheric ignition of swamp gasses, where also known as "Ignus Fastuus," or "Foolish
Fire," because only a fool would follow them.

BONFIRES

Most everyone is familiar with the Hallowe'en bonfire. This had its origins in the Celtic fire festivals, which at times
included human sacrifice (hence, the "bone-fire").

In North Wales, every family built a bonfire into which each member would throw a stone he had marked with his
own identification. The family would recite prayers to their gods while gathered around the fire. Should a stone be
missing when they returned to the site the next morning, it was believed that the owner of that particular stone would
die within the coming year. A similar belief existed in the Scottish Highlands, and diverse forms of fortune-telling
would accompany the festivities. The Celtic new year provided a suitable time for predicting the future due to the
closeness of the spirits. Even today, during this time of year modern "mystics" fill the newspapers with their
predictions for the next year.

It is believed that the bonfires were first meant to provide light and heat to compensate for the feeble sun during the
darkening and chilling winter to come. On this particular night, all the people would extinguish their fires at home and
congregate at a great community bonfire consecrated through sacred rites during the fire festival. In order to receive
fire for the next year, it was necessary to engage in pagan rituals, many of which included human and animal sacrifices
to the gods of nature.

DUCKING FOR APPLES

There were many divination practices associated with Samhain, many of which dealt with marriage, health, and the
weather. Ducking for apples was a marriage divination based on the belief that the first to bite into an apple would be
the first to marry in the coming year. This is similar to the wedding tradition of the throwing of the bride's bouquet for
women and her garter for men.
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Apple peeling was another type of divination to determine how long one's life would be. The longer the unbroken peel,
the longer the life of the one peeling it.

BLACK CATS & OTHER TALISMANS

Witches of many persuasions own living talismans -- animals indwelt by evil spirits through which they (the witches)
derive their power. Common talismans are dogs, owls, snakes, and swine, but among the most common are cats. The
witches invoke the familiar spirits to enter the bodies of their talismans for the exercising of power.

The black cat in particular has come to symbolize these familiar spirits, because black represents evil, death, and
darkness -- commodities with which evil spirits are obsessed.

THE UNHOLY MADE HOLY?

The other trappings of Hallowe'en are all steeped in magic and the occultic practices of ancient civilizations. With the
advent of Christianity, rationalizations were given to these practices in order to make them palatable to the Church,
while providing for appeasement of pagans forced to become "Christians" or lose their lives at the hands of the Roman
clergy.

One variation on trick-or-treat, for example, was for children to go around on the eve of All Souls' Day (the day
following All Saints' Day) offering to fast for the departed souls of loved ones in exchange for money or some other
offering.

Like many pagan festivals that were conveniently adapted for Christian usage, Hallowe'en is today accepted as
Christian in origin and practice. But the darkness that permeated the minds of those within the Roman Church at that
time resulted in the taking of that which was consecrated to Satan and the pagan gods of nature, and offering them to
God. We have numerous Scriptures that reveal this as an abomination to God, punishable by death. That's how much
He detests such practices, regardless of whom one says they honor.

Jeremiah and the prophet wrote, "Learn not the way of the heathen" (Jer. 10:2). Lest those "under grace" think this
doesn't apply to the present, they should read Paul's words in 2 Cor. 6:14-18.

To engage in revelry associated with such an anti-Christ festivity as Hallowe'en is a slap in our Lord's face. Yet
because of "vain tradition," Christian parents -- and even some churches -- go all out to make Hallowe'en a special
time of celebration. Some churches and Christian organizations even go public with "haunted" houses designed to
scare the wits out of people for profit in order to finance their programs. Yet God says that He has not given us a spirit
of fear, but of love and power, and of a sound mind (2 Tim. 1:7).

THE REAL ISSUE

Witches frequently propagate their beliefs through the handing out of tracts to trick-or-treaters. But is it suitable for
the Body of Christ to embrace the symbols of Satan for any cause and, for the excuse of "fun," induce ungodly fear in
people? How easy it is to become oppressed by evil spirits if we don't keep our guard up and continue in the peace and
joy of Christ, but instead allow ourselves to indulge our senses in momentary pleasures revolving around Satan and his
domain.

We cannot have fellowship with them or involve ourselves in their festivities. There is nothing on earth, least of all
some bits and pieces of candy, which can justify embracing Satan in his unholy days celebrations. For too long,
Hallowe'en has captivated the minds of Christian children and adults alike to the detriment of their spiritual lives. It's
time that pastors and teachers take responsibility to educate their flocks to God's requirement of holiness for His
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people.

As pastors and teachers have the responsibility of educating parents in the Church, so too, the responsibility of
educating children belongs to parents -- especially the fathers. But no more so in this age or society than in ages past.
The difference is that today children rule many homes, Christian and non-Christian alike. For that reason, compromise
is the easy way out for parents. Thinking they are showing love by acquiescence, they are really destroying their
children's spiritual life.

ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES?

No matter what evil the world utilizes to entice children, parents are forever searching for alternatives in order that
their children not feel deprived of the world's fun. When it comes to Hallowe'en, Christians decide to substitute their
own parties for the world's. Instead of calling their festivities "Hallowe'en parties," they call them "Harvest Festivals"
and dress their children in the costumes of Bible characters.

But that's what Hallowe'en is: a Harvest festival! By dropping the name "Hallowe'en" in favor of "Harvest Festival,"
they are actually drawing closer to the meaning of the pagan celebration. If anything, it would be more "Christian" to
retain the name "Hallowe'en" and shun the name "Harvest Festival."

Besides, many children of professing Christians wear Bible character costumes for Hallowe'en anyway, so what's the
difference except in the compromise of their minds? You can be sure that to most children it's still Hallowe'en that
they are celebrating.

It is a religious spirit that persuades Christians that by substituting angel costumes for witches costumes they are
somehow pleasing God. But His Word calls for separation, not compromise.

It isn't going to traumatize children if they aren't allowed to join in some things just because "everyone else is doing
it." It's the responsibility of Christian parents to teach their children the truth from the beginning -- not wait until
they've been sufficiently infected by the world that they must be deprogrammed at a later date.

Children who are taught to love Jesus will understand that, because of that love, they should not have anything to do
with a celebration that glorifies the power of God's enemies. Even if they rebel and, for a time, reject the truth, parents
can trust God's promise: "Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it"
(Prv. 22:6).

If parents will be faithful in their responsibility to bring their children up in the knowledge of God's righteousness, He
will keep His hand upon their children and will guide them back to the truth. On the other hand, Jesus' warning in
Matthew 18:6 applies no less to parents and Church leaders than to child molesters and abusers: 

"... whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone
were hanged about his neck and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea."

If Christian parents encourage their children in celebrating pagan festivals in any manner -- even by calling it
something that it isn't -- they are placing before them stumbling blocks in their relationship with Christ. This is an
offense against their own children, even if propagated in ignorance.

Yet there is a Biblical alternative to Hallowe'en: A church service which educates Christians to these and other
dangers, and which continues in worship, praise, and prayer. This is an idea whose time has come.

Special services can be held for the children in which the Church can help the parents by educating the children of
their responsibility to avoid the appearance of evil. It's a perfect time to contrast our faith with the world's beliefs.
Thus, we will be displaying to God our seriousness in wanting to stand for His righteousness to reign in the hearts of
our neighbors.
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This is no trivial matter. Satan is alive, and souls are being lost in great numbers daily. But so, too, is God alive. And
He is working His plan of redemption. If we want to be a part of that plan and, just as importantly, if Christian parents
want their children to be part of that plan, we must once and for all let God have His way at any expense.

This is a tremendous responsibility; hardly worth sacrificing on the altars of worldly pleasure.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a Media Spotlight Special Report of October, 1989.
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The Truth About HALLOWE'EN
The Hallowe'en customs the world observes on October 31st had their beginnings long ago. The origins and traditions
can be traced back thousands of years to the days of the ancient Celts and their priests, the Druids of ancient Gaul and
Britain. We know little of the Druids, but of certain is that they had an elaborate religious and political organization.
Some were soothsayers, magicians, sorcerers, and barbs (composers and reciters of heroes and their deeds). Their
religion worshipped numerous gods and natural objects, such as trees, wells, etc., in which magical practices were
involved.

The Druids believed that witches, demons, and spirits of the dead roamed the earth on the eve of November 1st.
Bonfires (literally "bone-fires") were lit to drive away the bad spirits. The great bonfires served another purpose as
well -- on this night, unspeakable sacrifices were offered by the Druid priests to their Lord of Death (Saman). The
celebration was called "The Feast of Samhain" (pronounced SAH-WEEN). The Druids would carefully watch the
writhing of the victims in the fire (sometimes animals, sometimes humans). From their death agonies, they would
foretell the future (divination) of the village. The local householders then each took a portion of the fire to their own
hearths for good luck and good crops in the new year.

To protect themselves from the mean tricks of these spirits (like killing livestock), the Druids offered them good things
to eat (sometimes food, sometimes female children). The Druids also disguised themselves in order that the spirits
would think the Druids belonged to their own evil company, and therefore, not bring any harm to the Druids. They also
carried "jack-ó-lanterns," a turnip or potato with a fearful, demonic face carved into it, to intimidate the demons
around them. And, thus, this "tradition" is carried over today as Hallowe'en and is celebrated by dressing up in
costumes, playing trick or treat, wearing masks, and carrying jack-ó-lanterns.

Much later, the Roman Catholic Church set aside the first day of November to honor all the saints who had no special
days of their own. This was known as All Saints' Day, and was preceded by All Hallows' Eve (derived from the word
"hallowed" or "holy evening"). Eventually, the two festivals (the old pagan customs and the Roman Catholic feast day)
were combined, and All Hallows' Eve was shortened to Hallowe'en. Professing Christians were now provided a
convenient "alternative" to the aforementioned pagan ceremonies.

Despite half-hearted attempts by the Catholic Church to destroy the pagan religious practices associated with
Hallowe'en, they have survived. During the Middle Ages, such practices found an outlet in the practice of witchcraft,
which was and is devoted to communing with the spirits of the dead and to the worship of Satan himself. While almost
every major holiday has been tainted with some form of paganism, none are so deeply immersed in the occult as is
Hallowe'en. To this day, one of the special "sabbaths" for Satan-worship continues to be October 31st --
HALLOWE'EN! 

The Bible is very clear as to its position concerning the so-called celebrations connected with Hallowe'en -- "Let no
one be found among you who makes his son or daughter pass through the fire, who practices divination [fortune-
telling] or sorcery [the use of power gained from the assistance or control of evil spirits, especially for divining],
interprets omens, engages in witchcraft [the practice of dealing with evil spirits via the use of sorcery or magic], or
casts spells, or who is a medium or a spiritist [a male witch skilled in sorcery] or a necromancer [consults with the
spirits of the dead]. Anyone who does these things is detestable to the Lord" (Deut. 18:10- 12a). And, "You adulterous
people, don't you know that friendship with the world is hatred toward God? Anyone who chooses to be a friend of the
world becomes an enemy of God" (James 4:4-5).

Yet, we still hear professing Christians claim that, "Letting the kids dress up in costumes, playing trick or treat,
wearing masks, and carrying jack-ó-lanterns doesn't mean anything pagan or occultic to me, so I'll exercise my
Christian liberty and partake in all of it." (Some parents even think that somehow God excuses all the evil associated
with Hallowe'en as long as the kiddies dress up as Bible characters instead of witches and goblins or have "Harvest" or
"Reformation Day" parties!) Obviously, if one were to take such a cavalier approach to the physical world (e.g., "I can
drink rat poison because I choose not to regard it as poison"), it would likely lead to a quick physical death. Why then,
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do Christians think they can avoid spiritual harm by ignoring God's spiritual warnings?
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HALLOWEEN
A Seductive Bridge Between Two Worlds

 By Berit Kjos, 1999
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"We have the holiday back again. These pagan calendars are imprinted in our genes. 
They cannot be taken away."  Wiccan author Zsuzsanna Budapest

"You love evil more than good..." Psalm 52:3

In honor of the Halloween season, the last week of October has been declared "Earth Religions
Awareness Week" in Asheville, NC. The mayor’s proclamation explains that Earth-centered beliefs, are
"among the oldest spiritual systems on the planet" and that pagan practitioners "have given us
practical knowledge of herbal remedies, midwifery and alternative forms of healing."1

That may sound good to all who have embraced the new global spirituality touted in schools, movies,
and the wildly popular Harry Potter books. But some of the local pastors were understandably
alarmed. Concerned that such a government endorsement could speed the spread of witchcraft, they
led a group of 25 Christians to City Hall. "We just wanted to counter that by making a positive
statement that we believe Jesus is Lord," said Pastor Ken Lewis of the West Asheville Baptist Church.

Mayor Leni Sitnick apologized, but refused to rescind the special designation for the week of October
25. "I don't tell anyone how to believe, but I support everyone's right to freedom of religion," she said.
"Being aware of different religions, of all religions ... should not be feared." Of course, a government
proclamation is far different than public awareness. But never mind. These days, facts and logic seem
to slip away from ideological conflicts.

PAGANISM IS IN. This irrational twist in the changing view of "the separation between church
and state" demonstrates the new public attitudes toward occult thrills and earth-centered values.
Since a multicultural perspective is fast becoming a graduation requirement in school districts across
the country, educators look for creative ways to immerse students in various earth-centered rituals
and experiences. So it’s not surprising that a Wiccan priestess was allowed to present "a program
designed to dispel witchcraft myths" at an Asheville elementary school -- something she has done
every October for the past four years. After all, earth-centered religions fit right into the envisioned
global spirituality needed to "re-connect with the earth" as Al Gore and other leaders have proposed.

The new public attitudes toward earth-centered celebrations fueled an interesting conflict in our
California school district a few years ago. A simple request that Halloween festivities be held after
school rather than during class time to free some Christian children from a duty to participate
exploded into a major community feud. Most parents were angry. They simply couldn’t understand why
some children would choose to avoid the traditional in-school celebration of a "harmless holiday." Why
worry about the small minority who felt offended by its ancient link to a "dead religion?"

To resolve the conflict, a large public meeting was held. Only a few minority voices were heard. A
former Wiccan priest explained that the old Celtic witchcraft that gave birth to Halloween is anything
but "dead." Flourishing in today's pagan revival, it has become an official religion with tax-exempt
status.2 A few Christian parents shared their concerns about programs that compelled children to
celebrate occult themes. They knew well that pagan symbols and occult amusement were desensitizing
children to a fast-spreading subculture obsessed with death, spells and black magic -- not just at
Halloween but all year long.3

The majority booed, jeered, and refused to listen. "These are religious objections to
secular events," declared Phil Faillaice, the president of the board. Everyone seemed to
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have forgotten that a different minority had, only nine months earlier, banned Christmas
songs as offensive to their beliefs. But times have changed. By the end of the evening,
the pro-Halloween group had won its case, and the media spread the "good" news from
coast to coast.

"We have the holiday back again," declared Bay Area witch, Zsuzsanna Budapest. "These
pagan calendars are imprinted in our genes. They cannot be taken away."4

"It's hard to give up a good party," added Daniel Melia, UC Berkeley professor of Celtic
languages. "Satan is a Christian notion. This is a pre-Christian celebration."

He was wrong about Satan. The Old Testament mentions Satan fourteen times, and that doesn't
include all his other names. From beginning to end, the Bible shows how Lucifer has always been
stirring rebellion against God and hatred for His people -- even as he masquerades as an "angel of
light." But then as now, the good news outshines the bad: the evil one could never cause more trouble
than God would allow.5

THE ROOTS OF HALLOWEEN. Few understand the spirit behind Halloween better than Valerie
Duffy, a former witch. (You can read her amazing testimony in A Twist of Faith). "The feast of
Samhain (sah-ween) is an unholy Sabbath observed by occultists worldwide," she explains. Freed from
the demonic forces that once controlled her life, she now lives in an "upstate New York" community
that often publicizes Wiccan coven meetings and "full moon" celebrations. Each October, she fights --
and wins 6 -- a spiritual battle against oppressive forces that intensify their attacks near the Wiccan
holiday.

Valerie knows all too well why Neopagans love Halloween. The old Celtic "sabbat" is their main feast --
a window of time when the walls between the physical and spiritual worlds supposedly become thin
enough to allow easy crossovers. This was the time to catch up with one's ancestors and other spirits
from the underworld. 7 But don't think the Vigil of Samhain was just a fun holiday. The "Lord of the
Dead", Samhain himself, is no deity to laugh at. Valerie explains why:

"On October 31, black-cloaked Druids bearing torches would go door to door
to select humans for their New Year's sacrifice to the Lord of the Dead. In
return for the child or infant, they would leave a hollowed turnip with candle
light shining through the carved face -- a satanic counterfeit for the biblical
Passover.

"In the reveling that took place on that night to Samhain, the demons
supposedly loosed for the night would pass over the homes "marked" by the
carved lantern. Those families had provided the required gift or sacrifice. Other
homes could be hit -- sometimes with sudden death.

"The children selected for sacrifice were tossed into a bonfire. The Druids called
it a bone-fire since only the bones were left. From the agonizing screams of
the dying, the divining priests would foretell the future of the village."8

Does the last statement sound familiar? Remember how the shaman or medicine man in Disney's
Pocahontas read the future in the smoke from his ritual fire. When you look behind today's idealized
images of the world's pagan religions, you find some awesome similarities. Small wonder since Satan,
the mastermind behind the Druid rituals, has been repeating the same basic strategies throughout
history.

Those who are captivated by occult thrills and symbols become blind to the dangers they have
embraced. Images that once drew shudders, now produce laughter. I stopped by a large bookstore
one day and discovered a huge new display inside. Startled, I stared at a child-sized open casket filled
with vampire books. The wooden casket was leaning against a large imitation stone altar. On it stood
an embellished cross with candles on each side. In the center, displayed like a Bible, lay a large book.
Sickened by the mockery of Christianity, I checked the cover and found Memnoch the Devil, the latest
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top-selling vampire book by Anne Rice. On the gray cathedral-like wall above the altar hung a cross. I
hurried out of the store.

THE PARADIGM SHIFT. This decade's culture clash may be more evident in October, but
Halloween's celebration of occultism is only a symptom of a spiritual battle that rages all year. Most of
us were grieved by this past year's school and church massacres -- horrendous symptoms of a
rudderless society. Yet, murderous eruptions of violence have been increasing year by year at a pace
that parallels the accelerating shift from Biblical truth to an irrational emphasis on self-esteem. For
instance, some years ago, three teenage boys shamelessly stabbed, strangled, and beat a 55-year-old
man crippled by multiple sclerosis -- then feasted on the spaghetti in his refrigerator. He "didn't have a
chance," concluded the Newsweek story. "The boys who allegedly attacked him. . . were ruthless."9

Girls are fast catching up with boys. In New Orleans, a 13-year old schoolgirl pulled out a knife and
plunged it into a classmate's back. "You name the crime, we have it; you think about the worst
scenarios and we have them here,"10 said Edward Cue, an official with California's "hard core" Youth
Authority school in Ventura.

The lack of remorse baffles law officers. Why are both children and adults losing the old sensitivity to
the horrors of evil? Why can't they tell right from wrong? The New York Times cover story that
declared "evil is back," raised the same questions: "What does it mean? Violence? Mindless
wickedness? Malignant wickedness?"11

The answer is: all the above. People love evil. Children gleefully watch televised death scenes that
might have shocked hardened spectators in the old Roman coliseum. The lure of cruelty, violence, and
occult horrors sell some of the most popular children's books as well as supermarket tabloids. By its
mere exposure and availability, evil has been reinvented. Now it feels good, not bad -- exciting, not
repulsive. And Satan grins.

Fictionalized evil -- the kind children enjoy in books and movies -- separates people
from the reality of human suffering, which is just what the evil one intended. Many
become spectators rather than participants in real community life. Eventually, both real
and imagined violence becomes significant only as entertainment.

Some years ago, a car hit an elderly couple in a busy shopping complex. A crowd was
already gathering at the scene when I happened to come by. It didn't take long to see
the streams of blood from both their heads, yet no one had bound their wounds or
covered their shivering bodies. I cried out for blankets or jackets, scarves -- anything
to stop the bleeding and slow the shock. Nobody responded -- neither men nor women.
When I tried to stop the bleeding from the woman's broken skull with a tissue from my
purse, the spectators just stared with blank faces. I called to the owner of the car for a blanket or
clothing. He didn't move. When I ran to his car and grabbed some dry cleaned clothes from his back
seat, he protested. I suppose he didn't want blood on his clean clothes. Eventually an ambulance came
and took the victims away.

The Bible mentions people who act like animals. "What's wrong with that?" some might argue.
"Animals are nicer than people."

Those who study animals see the harsh nature behind the soft fur, brown eyes, and flattering media
images. An anthropologist had been studying a group of monkeys for some time when a party of
chimpanzees invaded the territory. "The results were devastating," he wrote. "During the hour-long
hunt, seven [monkeys] were killed; three were torn apart in front of me. Nearly four hours later, the
hunters were still eating. . . while I sat staring in disbelief at the remains of many of my study
subjects."12

Were these animals evil?

No. Evil is unique to humanity. We alone are given a moral choice and God's Word to help us resist
temptation. Animals are expected to follow their natural instincts, but humans are held accountable to
God's standard. Ignorance of that standard doesn't cancel the consequences for not heeding it. "They
are without excuse," the Bible tells us. And so we all face the consequences of the cultural slide best
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described in Romans 1:21-32:

" …although they knew God, they did not glorify Him as God, nor were thankful, but
became futile in their thoughts, and their foolish hearts were darkened. Professing to be
wise, they became fools… and worshiped and served the creature rather than the
Creator…. Therefore God also gave them up to uncleanness… to vile passions…. [and
finally] to a debased mind, to do those things which are not fitting; being filled with all
unrighteousness, sexual immorality, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; full of envy,
murder, strife, deceit...."

Does that list sound familiar? It goes on to describe those who despise God's truth. They are "proud,
boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents, undiscerning, untrustworthy, unloving,
unforgiving, unmerciful; who, knowing the righteous judgment of God, that those who practice such
things are deserving of death, not only do the same but also approve of those who practice them."

That's why Christians have faced persecution somewhere in the world most of the last 2000 years --
and why we can expect a revival of the same kind of hatred in this nation. But in the middle of it all,
God reminds His followers, "My grace is sufficient for you, for My strength is made perfect in
weakness." (2 Corinthians 12:9) The disappointments, divisions, slander, and hatred that
uncompromising Christians face today may break our hearts and test our faith as we try to serve our
King. Yet they serve God's purpose, for they help us see the malignancy of what God calls evil. Better
yet, they also prompt us to trust God rather than our feelings, to exercise the faith and discipline
needed to respond with love, and to make every effort to avoid the consequences of tolerating evil.
Thus evil, when seen from His perspective, becomes a catalyst to make us strong in Christ, not in
ourselves.

"Now thanks be to God who always leads us in triumph in Christ, and through us diffuses
the fragrance of His knowledge in every place." (2 Corinthians 2:14)

Three cultural paradigms* 
showing the spiritual transformation of America

CHRISTIANITY

Old Paradigm

HUMANISM

Transition

GLOBALISM

New Paradigm

BIBLICAL ABSOLUTES &
VALUES RELATIVE VALUES GLOBAL ABSOLUTES &

VALUES

The Bible reveals reality Science alone explains reality  Feelings and experience prove
reality

God is personal (loves us) and
greater than His creation God is a crutch, an illusion

An impersonal universal god
(pantheism) makes all things one

(monism)

Teach personal responsibility Teach human rights Teach collective duties or
responsibilities

Don't tolerate sin (but love
sinners) Tolerate all lifestyles Don't tolerate dissenters (zero

tolerance)

Trust God Trust self Trust the state

* A cultural paradigm is a social awareness, a worldview, a pattern or framework for understanding
reality, a point of view that determines how the general public evaluates good and evil, right and
wrong. A paradigm shift means a cultural transformation, a total change in thinking, seeing, and

evaluating social issues.

Much of the above information has been excerpted from A Twist of Faith

Endnotes:
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HALLOWEEN 2000 and beyond
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"Harry Potter's a real wizard -- best selling books aside, he's also one of the hottest choices for
Halloween costumes this year. ... Among kids there's a continuing devotion to all things Pokemon,
Digimon, X-Men and Disney." [1]

 
"Is evil attractive? Yes, I think that's very true." [2]  Joanne K. Rowling, author of the Harry Potter books
 
"Teenage girls are showing unprecedented interest in witchcraft, with about 100 every month wanting to
join covens to learn about casting spells...." Teenage Witches: Girls just want to learn witchcraft  
 
"[At Samhain], one of the most important and sinister calendar festivals of the Celtic year... the world of
the gods was believed to be made visible to mankind, and the gods played many tricks on their mortal
worshipers; it was a time fraught with danger, charged with fear, and full of supernatural episodes.
Sacrifices and propitiations of every kind were thought to be vital, for without them the Celts believed
they could not prevail over the perils of the season or counteract the activities of the deities."[3]
Encyclopedia Britannica

"Halloween, you'd not be surprised to know, is my favorite holiday," said J.K. Rowling in a recent Time magazine
interview. She knows well that evil attracts children. That’s one reason why she created a fantasy world for Harry
Potter that highlights some of the most popular symbols of Halloween.

While most people dismiss the spiritual side of Harry Potter’s world as fun fantasy, many also dismiss Halloween as a
“dead religion.” But contemporary pagans know better. "We have the holiday back again,”[4]  says Wiccan author
Zsuzsanna Budapest. “These pagan calendars are imprinted in our genes."

She has reasons to celebrate. The spirits behind the ancient Celtic feast are as active as ever. Neo-pagans find them
more responsive to their spells and divination on Halloween than on any other night. And with help from "friends" such
as Harry Potter and Sabrina the Teenage Witch, Halloween is transforming public attitudes toward the occult. The
forbidden realm of witchcraft, vampires and haunting spirits is taking center stage in popular entertainment.
Meanwhile, Christian parents who share their concerns risk sounding "intolerant" by the world's new standards.

Free to explore the practices God calls evil, children and teens are flocking to pagan groups and websites for
practical lessons in spells and self-empowerment. (See  Teenage Witches: Girls just want to learn witchcraft and
Harry Potter Lures Kids to Witchcraft)  Some start Wiccan covens in their high schools. God’s wise warnings are all
but forgotten: "Abhor what is evil. Cling to what is good." (Romans 12:9)
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A revival of earth-centered spirituality

Most pagan communities adapt Halloween to their own liking. Across the country, Wiccan priests and priestesses --
teachers, engineers and other well-meaning and often well educated professionals who would never appear in a black
pointed hat -- are creating rituals that give new meaning to the seasonal Celtic celebrations such as the summer and
winter solstices, Halloween and Beltane, the sensual springtime fertility feast.  

Starhawk, a leader in a more down-to-earth movement to revive and redefine paganism,  has taught her Wiccan
rituals to "Christian" as well as secular and pagan groups on college and university campuses across the country. In
The Spiral Dance, a practical manual on contemporary witchcraft and goddess spirituality, she describes one such
Halloween celebration:

"Before leaving home for the ritual, each covener sets out a plate with cakes and drink and a lighted 
candle as an offering to their own beloved dead....

"The circle gathers, does a breathing meditation, and the Priestess says, 'This is the night when the veil
is thin that divides the worlds. It is the New Year in the time of the year's death, when the harvest is
gathered and the fields lie fallow. For tonight the King of the Waning Year has sailed over the sunless
sea that is the worm womb of the Mother.... The gates of life and death are opening; the Sun Child is
conceived; the dead walk... We meet in time, out of time, everywhere and nowhere, here and there, to
greet the Lord of Death who is Lord of Life, and the Triple Goddess who is the circle of rebirth.'  

"Purify, cast the circle (see A Twist of Faith, Chapter 2) and invoke the Goddess and God....

"Coveners lie down, looking at the gazing crystal. They begin a multivoiced trance induction while the
Priest continues....

"All scry together.... This is the best night for scrying [crystal gazing] in the year....

"The Priestess says, 'Here is the circle of rebirth... through me all may be born again. Everything
passes, changes. Seed becomes fruit; fruit becomes seed. In birth, we die; on death, we feed. Know
Me, and be free from all fear. For My womb is the cauldron of rebirth, in Me, the circle is ever turning.'

"All: 'Blessed be!'"[5]

Notice that Starhawk refers to "the Lord of Death" but doesn't name or define him. Others have named him. They call
him Samhain, the God of the Dead, who gave his name to the harvest celebration.  But there is little documentation
to prove his reported influence and fearsome power. At the same time, the historical record does show some of the
sobering details of the end-of-the-year celebration:  

"October 31 was the eve of the new year in both Celtic and anglo-Saxon times and one of the ancient
fire festivals.  It was connected with the return of herds from pasture, and its importance is indicated by
the renewal of laws and land tenures, the rekindling of fire for the coming year, the practice of
divinations and its association with the dead, whose souls were supposed to revisit their homes on this
day. 

"Since November ushers in the darkest and most barren half of the year, the autumnal festival acquired
sinister significance, with ghosts, witches, hobgoblins, fairies and demons of all kinds roaming abroad....
The crops as well as the flocks and herds had to be projected from demonic influences that were rife at
the turn of the year. It was the time to placate the supernatural powers controlling the processes of
nature. Coupled with this  were fire rites, divinations, funerary practices and masquerades....  

"It was on Halloween that the general assembly, or open-air parliament (Freig), was held at Tara in
Celtic Ireland, celebrated once in every three years with special solemnities lasting for two weeks.... The
proceedings opened with sacrifices to the gods at Tlachtgha in County Meath, the victims being
consumed by fire. All household fires had to be extinguished on that night and rekindled from the fire of
Tlachtgha, a tax being extracted for each fire lighted in this manner."[6]

Which gods were appeased by these sacrifices? We know that the Celts -- like the Greeks, Romans, Mayans,
Scandinavians and other earth-centered religions of the last two millennia -- sought favors from a wide range of
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nature gods and goddesses. This pantheon of supernatural beings usually included a ruthless god (or goddess) of the
dead whose standard domain was the underworld. Considering the Celts' fear of nasty ghosts or spirits from the
underworld during the Samhain celebration, one might suspect that the powerful Druids, the spiritual rulers and
political advisors, did indeed encourage sacrifices to the God of the Dead.  

An online version of the Encyclopedia Britannica includes a few more details:

"Huge bonfires were set on hilltops to frighten away evil spirits.... The souls of the dead were supposed
to revisit their homes on this day, and the autumnal festival acquired sinister significance, with ghosts,
witches, hobgoblins, black cats, fairies, and demons of all kinds said to be roaming about. It was the
time to placate the supernatural powers controlling the processes of nature. 

In addition, Halloween was thought to be the most favorable time for divinations concerning marriage,
luck, health, and death. It was the only day on which the help of the devil was invoked for such
purposes."[7]

The Day of the Dead

It's easy to see why many immigrants from around the world can identify with the images of Halloween. The images
of death, skeletons, ghosts and magic often match their own traditions. Whether from Asia, Africa, Middle East or
South and Central America, newcomers see the popular holiday in the light of their own faith and superstitions and
find amazing correlations. 

Take the Mexican Day of the Dead (El Dia de los Muertos). A description by Maria Diaz highlights its resemblance to
Halloween:

The idea of reunions at family gravesites, complete with music, food and gaiety strike foreigners as
strange, to say the least. They stare in wonder at shops filled with candy skulls and calaveras
(skeletons) made of wood, paper mache, clay, wax and sugar.... 

Traditions associated with the Day of the Dead reflect the Mexican belief in the duality of life and death.
While they mourn and miss their dead loved ones, they also believe that death is just an extension of
life. It’s part of a natural progression, not an end. The dead continue to exist and return annually to visit
their loved ones. ....

In a way, the Day of the Dead is a misnomer. The principal celebrations actually take place beginning
October 31 and end on November 2. In addition, special categories of deceased are honored on
preceding days. ...

At 3 p.m. on October 31, the angelitos (children who died after being baptized) arrive to visit their
families and depart at the same hour on November 1, to permit the adults to visit. From that time, until
2:00 P.M. on November 2, families decorate the tombs in the cemeteries and spend time with family
members buried there....[8]

The Dark Side of Samhain

The family-centered blend of old Mexican traditions and Catholic teachings sheds its resemblance to Halloween when
you look at the grisly roots of the popular holiday.  Ancient Wisdom and Secret Sects (Time-Life Books) refers to
Roman records that describe how the Celts...

"constructed huge, human-shaped wicker cages, crammed them with victims, them set the twigs ablaze.

"Although convicted criminals were usually the ones offered to the gods... innocent victims were
substituted if malefactors were in short supply. Some sources claim the Druids even sacrificed their
fellow members if the need to do so arose.     

The classical author Diodorus Siculus also reported scenes of human sacrifice. 'When they attempt
divination upon important matters they practice a strange and incredible custom, for they kill a man by a
knife-stab in the region above his midriff.' After the sacrificial victim fell dead...'they foretell the future by
the convulsions of his limbs and the pouring of his blood."[9]
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The 1984 discovery of a sacrificial victim in Cheshire, England, helps validate the reality of ritualistic human sacrifice.
The well-preserved young man had apparently belonged to an elite social class in the second century BC. After two
sharp blows to the head, he had been strangled. Then, like the countless sacrifices to Aztec and Mayan gods, his
body had been drained of the human blood needed to please and appease their god(s).[10]

The roots grow darker yet. In his National Geographic report on "The Celts," Merle Severy, wrote, 

 "According to the Dinshenchas, a medieval collection of 'the lore of prominent places,' firstborn children
were sacrificed before a great idol to ensure fertility of cattle and crops. Samhain eve was a night of
dread and danger. At this juncture of the old year and the new, our world and the otherworld opened up
to each other. The dead returned, ghosts and demons were abroad, and the future could be seen.. . . 

Behind such Halloween games as bobbing for apples lie Celtic divination arts to discern who would
marry, thrive, or die in the coming year. Behind the masks and mischief, the jack-o'lanterns and food
offerings, lurk the fear of malevolent spirits and the rites to propitiate them." Page 601 gives additional
insight: "Tacitus tells us of the bloodstained Druid altars of Anglesey in Wales. Caesar describes mass
human sacrifice in Gaul: 'Some of the tribes make colossal wickerwork figures, the limbs of which are
filled with living men; these images are then set alight and the victims perish in a sea of flame.'" [11]

The Symbols of Halloween

Halloween is breathing new life into those terrifying rituals and symbols of past civilizations. Many of its images are
universal; they are familiar to people around the world. Yet, each cultural group sees the images from its own
perspective:

To one group, these symbols represent various forms of death: physical and spiritual, scary or affirming.

To another, they point to the innocuous thrills and titillations that go with what they view as a fun, fantasy
world. 

To a third group, they represent genuine evil -- the lures of an occult world view manipulated by Satan, who
now as always masquerades as "an angel of light." 

In other words, the meaning depends on a person's beliefs and world view. 

The symbols below include images from Aztec religious art, from Magic the Gathering cards, from a Japanese Sailor
Moon comic book, from a Dungeons & Dragons manual and from ads for Halloween treats and costumes. This mix
shows the global popularity of these symbols and reminds us that -- while Halloween clashes with God's guidelines --
it fits the world, its best-selling entertainment, and our human nature very well. 

That's why the mastermind behind this spiritual war keeps using the same tactics through the centuries. Satan's main
strategy has always been to tempt people to love what God hates, prompt them to pursue his enticing path, and
deceive them into thinking that his "new" way is as good, or even better, than the old ways God has shown us.  Since
his strategies don't change, God's warning in Proverbs 14:12 is as relevant now as it was in King Solomon's days:
"There is a way that seems right to a man, but its end is the way of death." (Proverbs 14:12) 

Most people follow the masses, and the masses follow the media -- especially when it promotes thrills and
adventures that feed the lust for forbidden thrills.  The occult has always focused on gory images of violence, death
and destruction. We see it in today's media, music, and movies. As people become desensitized to occult violence
and horror, the images in popular entertainment grow increasingly and indescribably evil.  Yet, this is old news.
Thousands of years ago, God warned us, "All those who hate Me love death." (Proverbs 8:36) 

In a different context -- apart from the Halloween setting -- some of these symbols would be neutral. Many are simply
parts of nature. After all, God made pumpkins and spiders, bats and black cats. These are good gifts from Him and
given for our blessing. But they take on new meanings when humans twist their God-given purpose to fit contrary
plans and wants.

BATS: They usually eat mosquitoes and cause little harm, but these small
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nocturnal mammals have a bad reputation because of their infamous cousin, the
vampire bat. The only mammal that feeds on blood, this native of Central and
South American uses sharp incisor teeth to cut the holes needed to suck blood
from its victim. No wonder bats have been linked to death, vampires and occult
rituals in the West. But in the East, they often represent good luck.   

BROOMSTICK: Now more exciting than ever because of Harry Potter and
his high-flying Firebolt, it has been linked to witchcraft and magic for centuries. 

BLACK CAT: This picture from a Sailor Moon comic book serves as a
reminder of the universal blending of symbols. Like Japan, Western superstitions
link the black cat to the world of "white" spells and magic as well as to darker
occultism. Notice the moon-shaped symbol of goddess spirituality on the
forehead of Sailor Moon's popular talking cat.

BLOOD: The bloody knives, victims, and vampires featured in today's popular
games, movies and Halloween parties show the timeless allure of gore and
violence. The Celts, like other ancient cultures, believed that the gods that
controlled the forces of nature craved blood sacrifices -- human or animal. This
picture shows an Aztec priest lifting the heart he just cut from the chest of a
living sacrifice. It could as well have been a Mayan priest or any other devotee
of the cruel forces from the world of the occult.         

EYE: If you waited past midnight at your local bookstore for the fourth Harry
Potter book last July, you may have received a spooky eye that looked like this
Halloween cookie. Perhaps it belonged to Mad Moody, the "black arts" teacher
at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Similar eyes were featured in
ghost stories, horror movies, and the religious art of countless cultures long
before Harry Potter appeared on the scene. (See Skull)

FIRE: Has symbolized warmth and protection as well as death and
destructions to cultures around the world. During Samhain, the Druids used it for
protection against bad spirits and for ritual sacrifices (both animal or human) to
their gods. This Magic the Gathering card states: "Conjured from the bowels of
hell, the fiery wall forms an impassable barrier, searing the soul of any creature
attempting to pass...." Not a very nice thought!

GHOSTS: A universal symbol for departed spirits and occult visitations. These
cookies, like the ghost-shaped sweets served at Mexico's Day of the Dead
celebrations, tend to minimize the reality of spiritual warfare in post-Christian
America. The decorative ghosts may be cute, but to the countless victims of
demonic bondage and oppression, the spirit world is no joke. 

GRAVESTONE: Christians may see it as a memorial to those who died, but
others see it as an exciting symbol of death and as the a place where the world
of the living meets the world of departed spirits. Since Halloween, like the
Mexican Day of the Dead, celebrates visits from the spirit world, these
gravestone cookies fit both feasts.

PUMPKIN: On the British isles, the scary face of the jack-o-lantern was used
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to frighten away evil spirits and cast a "spell of protection over the household." 
The Celts carved the frightening faces into gourds or turnips, not the American
pumpkin.

SKULLS, BONES & SKELETONS: Symbols of death, disease and the
shortness of earthly life. The skull & crossbone -- whether pictured on a bottle of
poison or emblazoned on the black flag of a pirate ship -- raised fear of death.
This detail from a Tibetan painting shows Yama, the Buddhist Lord of Death,
with five skulls over his head. (The Hindu goddess Kali wore a necklace of
skulls below her bloody teeth and tongue.)  Notice the bulging eyes, and see the
curving line which shows the upper edge of a Buddhist Wheel of Life. 

SPIDER and WEB: To many earth-centered cultures the spider and its web
symbolized the weaving of life and the cyclical ways of nature.  But in the
context of Halloween, it points to dark, scary places, haunted by ghosts and
hidden from light and dust mops.  

HARRY POTTER'S LIGHTENING BOLT SCAR: From Norway's
Vikings to Japanese Shintoist, pagans around the world have worshiped the
gods of thunder with awe and dread. The lightening bolt continues to represent
mysterious and frightening forces. The lightening bolt scar on Harry's forehead
marks him as a wizard of unusual power and sends him warnings when danger
approaches. Along with a purchase of the fourth Harry Potter book, many fans
received lightening bolt stickers for their own foreheads, marking them as
informal members of Harry Potter's worldwide fan club. 

WITCH: The meaning and implication of witch and witchcraft has changed with
the centuries. To many, it still means an old crone with molds and straggly hair
casting evil spells on children and silhouetted in front of a full moon on her
broomstick. But a more realistic image shows feminist or environmental activists
(men or women) who seek wisdom and self empowerment from a contemporary
blend of the world's earth-centered religions -- Hinduism, Native American
Spirituality, European witchcraft, etc..   Whether they join groups such as the
Bay Area Pagan Assemblies in California or the Pagan Federation in England,
they are proud to be called Pagan, Witch or Wiccan. They share a common
interest in spells, magic ("white", not black) and full moon rituals -- all set in a
framework of a new cosmology based on a personal or impersonal pantheistic
goddess. (See A Twist of Faith, Chapter 2)   

WIZARD: A master of occult knowledge and powers who uses timeless and
universal rituals, magic formulas and spells to connect with the spirit world and
manipulate its forces. His role and prestige  corresponds to that of  the shaman
or witchdoctor in animist tribe, the priest or guru of New Agers, or the Druids
who led the Celts in spiritual matters while advising in political matters. This
detail of a picture from a Dungeons & Dragons manual shows today's blending
of the cultures. Like a Native American medicine man, the wizard carries
ceremonial feathers in a cluster below his waist, while his hand holds a rod that
resembles a peace pipe embellished with feathers. 

A new consciousness for a global village

The occult images of Halloween desensitize people to evil and prompt the masses to embrace the new global
paradigm. God's people in the Old Testament didn't hesitate long before they conformed God's teaching to the pagan
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practices of their neighbors. The same kind of compromise is changing churches today.  

This politically correct "cooperation" threatens the faith of Christian adults as well as children. A young man, who grew
up in a "Christian home" and attended church regularly, told me a sobering story. At the time, his mother was sick
and dying, and he had expected her to look forward to eternity with Jesus. Instead, He was shocked to hear her say,
"I wonder what I will be in my next life." Distressed, he asked, "How did she turn from faith in God to belief in
reincarnation?"

The answer is simple. We live at a time when popular culture, peer pressure, and public training in the consensus
(dialectic) process are pushing masses toward a global blend of all religions. Halloween promoters may never
mention reincarnation or Satan, but their efforts have desensitized the masses to a spiritual mix that promotes both.
They succeed by taking the darkest images of the occult and packaging them as the most enticing celebration of the
year.  

God warned us it would happen -- again and again -- for neither human nature nor Satan's tactics change much
through the centuries:

"Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil;
Who put darkness for light, and light for darkness....
Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes and clever in their own sight."  
Isaiah 5:20-21

A spiritual anchor in a time of change

Our busy world has little time for stillness. But without quiet times with God in His Word, we cannot know His will,
understand His truths, or delight in of His promises. Instead, we become like ships without anchors, drifting along with
changing currents.  Like the captain of the Titannic, we become blind to danger and presumptuous in our quest for
success.  

The world no longer needs the lonely lighthouse that once led ships through dark nights and coastal reefs. Nor does
it want God's absolute truths. To many, the Bible seems as obsolete as that old lighthouse -- and far more dangerous
to their vision of global peace. But to those who know Him, His Word shines far brighter than any man-made beacon
-- lighting our path, keeping us safe, and fixing our hearts on the goal ahead. The Bible says it well, "This hope we
have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast."  (Hebrews 6:19)

What, then, can we do to anchor our children in His unchanging Word? Consider these suggestions:

1. Pray. For Jesus said, "without Me you can do nothing." John 15:5
2. Understand the The nature and tactics of Satan.

3. Know the protective truths of The Armor of God and "put them on" each day.
4. Memorize some of God's important promises. See Scriptures for our times.
5. Read this Halloween message (It is slow to open).
6. Discuss chart showing the shift from a Christian world view to a Global/Pagan paradigm.  
7. Read The Invisible War and help your children understand spiritual warfare as well as God's armor.
8. Read Establishing a Global Spirituality to understand the strategies used to conform our children's beliefs to the
new global spirituality.

"Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom
he may devour. Resist him, steadfast in the faith...." 1 Peter 5:8

    For outside sources, see:   All Hallow's Eve
Teenage Witches -- Girls just want to learn witchcraft

     Halloween: The Fantasy and Folklore of All Hallows
A Passage Into Paganism: Author Shares Wiccan Ways
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I.F.C.A. Doctrinal Statement
"What We Believe"*

Section 2. Movements Contrary to Faith

Ecumenism

Ecumenism is that movement which seeks the organizational unity of all Christianity and ultimately of all religions. Its
principle advocates are the World Council of Churches and the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the
United States of America.

Ecumenical Evangelism

Ecumenical Evangelism is that effort to promote the Gospel by bringing fundamentalists into an unequal yoke with
theological liberals and/or Roman Catholics and other divergent groups.

Neo-Orthodoxy

Neo-Orthodoxy is that theological movement which affirms: the transcendence of God, the finiteness and sinfulness of
man, and the necessity of supernatural divine revelation of truth; but, while using evangelical terminology, seriously
departs from orthodoxy: in accepting the views of destructive higher criticism, in denying the inerrancy of the Bible as
historic revelation, in accepting the religious experience as the criterion of truth, and in abandoning important
fundamentals of the Christian faith.

New Evangelicalism (Neo-Evangelicalism, New Conservatism)

These terms refer to that movement within evangelicalism characterized by a toleration of an a dialogue with
theological liberalism. Its essence is seen in an emphasis upon the social application of the Gospel and weak or unclear
doctrines of: the inspiration of Scripture, biblical creationism, eschatology, dispensationalism, and separation. It is
further characterized by an attempt to accommodate biblical Christianity and make it acceptable to the modern mind.

We believe that these movements are out of harmony with the Word of God and the official doctrine and position of
the Independent Fundamental Churches of America and are inimical to the work of God.

* This material has been excerpted from Section 2 of the IFCA's Doctrinal Statement.
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Independent Fundamental Churches of America
(I.F.C.A.)*
From Separation to Inclusivism

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (1 John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching (Rom.
16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are identified with
the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10-11). But the IFCA, rather than separate, has instead
chosen to identify itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  The IFCA was formed in 1930 as a fundamentalist# entity -- this was in response to the infiltration, if not the
outright control, of major denominations by false teachers. (The IFCA currently has more than 700 member churches,
over 50 member organizations, and more than 1,500 individuals as members.) Were there not a willingness and desire
to obey God in the matter of biblical separation, there would have been no reason nor justification for the existence of
the IFCA. In the Doctrinal Statement of the Independent Fundamental Churches of America, Article IV. (Faith and
Doctrine), Section 2 (Movements Contrary to Faith), the IFCA lists and delineates four movements which are
considered to be contrary to the faith: (a.) Ecumenism; (b.) Ecumenical Evangelism; (c.) Neo-Orthodoxy; and (d.) New
Evangelicalism. Also, an IFCA 1987 resolution stated, "... historic fundamentalism carefully distinguished itself from
theological inclusivism ... with neo-evangelicalism ..." 

Yet in recent years, the examples of IFCA inclusivism with new evangelicalism have become legion. One such
indication of the rush of IFCA churches into neo-evangelicalism would be psychologizer Ed Dobson's Calvary Church
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. (Dobson's "church growth" techniques rival even those of church growth guru Bill Hybels
-- Dobson started a contemporary-styled, Saturday night seeker-service, complete with drama, avant-garde music, and
a question time following the message):

(a) BJU-grad Dobson was with Jerry Falwell's ministry for 14 years (until 1987), and has called for
fundamentalists and new evangelicals to unite. Heeding his own words, Dobson is now a senior Editor of
the mainline new-evangelical Christianity Today magazine founded by Billy Graham.

(b) Dobson has stated that "those who say that the Papacy is of anti-Christ, lack the love of Christ."

(c) Dobson has stated that charismatics are of the family of God, calling Jim Bakker, "a Christian brother."
A "Divorce Recovery" workshop (i.e., a 12-Step program) was also held at the Calvary Church and
featured a speaker who was advertised as a graduate of the hyper-charismatic Oral Roberts University! 

(d) Dobson believes that Jerry Falwell was led by the Holy Spirit to accept the PTL leadership. (This was
in 1987, the year before Dobson's church hosted the IFCA annual convention!)

(e) The 11/9/92 Christianity Today said two Sunday morning services draw a total of 3,500 people (now
6,000 people -- 8/11/97 CT), resulting from an innovative Saturday night service begun in 1987 --
featuring Dobson in ripped blue jeans and a T-shirt, a contemporary band, drama, etc. 

(f) Dobson says that rock music "is the musical style I love and listen to." In Starting a Seeker Sensitive
Church (1993), he describes the music used in a Saturday night service he began in his church five years
ago: "The style of music, without question, is rock. It is the language of my generation. It is the musical
style that I love and listen to. It communicates in a language that I can understand" (6/1/94, Calvary
Contender).
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(g) Dobson's ministry has slowly moved in the direction of the social-gospel -- In the 5/20/96 CT, Dobson
says: "Our church is on a journey of discovering the social implications of the gospel." He has had an
intensive ministry with/to homosexuals, and including the pro-homosexual Metropolitan Community
Church. Dobson said, "If our church gets overrun with homosexuals, that will be terrific." His attitude-
toward-AIDS message has traveled as far as the World Council of Churches, which invited him to sit on
an HIV consulting group the past two and a half years (8/11/97, CT).

(h) Dobson went to the 1996 Promise Keepers Clergy Conference in Atlanta with a racially diverse
pastors' group from Grand Rapids. [Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory
stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its
depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and
unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to
be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history.]

[In 1993, Ed Dobson attended a prayer breakfast with President Clinton. Dobson was seated on Clinton's left, while on
the president's right was a "minister" of the homosexual Metropolitan Community Church. Dobson led the opening
prayer, praying that the president "would see the face of human suffering in the AIDS crisis" (1/15/94, Calvary
Contender). Dobson has also been quoted as saying, "... I believe (Clinton's) more deeply spiritual than any president
we've had in recent years" (5/15/94, Calvary Contender).] 

-  The IFCA leadership is now officially allowing that which is different from what the IFCA Doctrinal Statement
actually says in simple English. For example, a 4/92 IFCA publication allows for "limited liberty" and "interpretive
freedom" regarding the IFCA's doctrinal position. (The "interpretive freedom" issue arose in relation to John
MacArthur's [then] denial of the eternal Sonship of Christ, even though he continues[d] to sign the IFCA Doctrinal
Statement which affirms such doctrine.) "Limited liberty" evidently implies a looser, broader-based fellowship, and
therefore, is not in harmony with the IFCA's distinctive, historic, separated position. (A glaring example of this
"interpretative freedom" would be the IFCA's 1993 Convention: the "Conventioneers Exhibitors List" included a
display by Scripture Press, a publishing house which has a literature division for charismatic churches, as well as
displays by such neo-evangelical organizations as Gospel Light Press, HCJB World Radio, and TEAM.)

-  Dr. Richard Gregory, National Executive Director of the IFCA, claims to have a "self-purging" policy in place that
prevents aberrant IFCA members (like Ed Dobson's church[?]) from remaining in the IFCA. Gregory describes this
"self-purging" policy as one which requires each IFCA member, church, or organization to annually reaffirm its
agreement with the IFCA's Doctrinal Statement. He states that the IFCA depends heavily "on honesty and integrity to
provide consistency within the Fellowship." In other words, when faced with the situation of an inclusivistic,
compromising IFCA church, the IFCA relies upon that church's own honesty and integrity to purge itself in order to
maintain the organization's (IFCA's) overall purity! This policy seems incredibly naive, especially in light of the fact
that there is an ever-growing number of neo-evangelical IFCA churches which nevertheless, year after year, continue
to sign a Doctrinal Statement that prohibits the very activities they are engaged in! 

The above statement by Gregory on "self-purging" was made in reference to a question as to the reason why the IFCA
did not take action against a member church upon learning that the church was not only going to take part in the
Northern New Jersey Billy Graham Crusade for September 1991, but that it was also going to be among the host
churches (which also included two Roman Catholic churches) for the Crusade counselor training sessions! Would not
any association whatsoever with a Billy Graham crusade fall under at least three Sections of the IFCA's own Doctrinal
Statement, which specifically details those "movements" that the IFCA itself considers to be contrary to the faith: to
wit, Article IV, Sections 2(a.), 2(b.), and 2(d.)? Yet, when warnings are sounded concerning such blatant
compromises, Gregory and his IFCA brethren are more upset with the exposers of the compromises than with the
compromisers themselves! (Reported in the 3/15/91, 4/15/91, and 6/1/91 issues of the Calvary Contender.) 

-  In the early 1960s, there was a growing group within the IFCA, mainly led by men trained at non-separatist Dallas
Theological Seminary, which desired to cease reproving apostasy. Up to this point in time, Voice magazine, the
official organ of the IFCA, had always had militant articles encouraging separation from apostasy. Some Voice articles
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expounded Biblical passages. Others gave factual reports of apostasy in the denominations. Others gave victorious
testimonies of those who had come out. In the early 1960s, however, a decision was made to change the image of the
publication by eliminating this material (Axioms of Separation, by John Ashbrook, p. 9). It now appears that the Voice
magazine will print almost anything, regardless of its doctrinal correctness:

(a) The Jan/Feb 1992 Voice carried full-page ads promoting Moody Bible Institute, Grace College (and a
half-page ad for Grace Seminary), and Bryan College, with accompanying articles written by leaders of
these neo-evangelical schools. 

(b) The Sep/Oct 1992 Voice listed Dr. Joseph Stowell (president of Moody Bible Institute) and Dr. Tony
Evans as featured speakers for the 1993 IFCA Annual Convention in Chicago. MBI's new evangelical
stance is a matter of longstanding record. Tony Evans is a black ecumenical pastor/leader with
recent/current links to Dallas Seminary and with Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family. He has
platform-shared with charismatics and liberals. (Reported in the 12/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

(c) An article appeared in the Jul/Aug 1993 Voice by Shawn Thornton -- "How To Live With The New
President [Clinton]." Thornton writes that we must "love the sinner but hate the sin" (cf. Psa. 5:5); that
Rom 13:1-7 teaches that God commands us to be subject to government, which means that "I must vote,"
or I have sinned; and that Christians should be involved in political issues, including running for political
office, again because Rom. 13 commands us to. (This all sounds like the Dominion/Reconstructionist
argument to us.) 

(d) The Jul/Aug 1993 Voice ran an ad for the book Strength For His People by Steven Waterhouse:
"Families of the Mentally Ill ... a book that answers your tough questions and addresses your deep needs."
(See PsychoHeresy, by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, pp. 133-141, exposing the myth of mental illness.)

(e) The March/April 1993 Voice published a favorable book review (by Gene K. Tobin) of Churches That
Abuse by Westmont College psychologizer and supposed cult expert Ronald M. Enroth: "This book is
about people who have been abused psychologically and spiritually in churches and other Christian
organizations. ... This masterpiece sheds much needed light on the often overlooked abusive practices of
legalism, authoritarian leadership, manipulation, excessive discipline, and spiritual intimidation. These
insights will help the reader to identify abusive traits of fringe groups as well as the abusive
tendencies of the normal groups. ... Speaking the truth in love by using a non-judgmental approach, Dr.
Enroth uncovers the truth about churches, organizations and groups that abuse their followers spiritually,
psychologically, and financially." (Emphasis theirs.) [Yet, the May/June 1993 Voice refused to run an
advertisement for Miles Stanford's book on Pauline dispensationalism, stating the doctrine would only
confuse IFCA members!]

(f) The July/Aug 1997 Voice published a very positive book review (by Richard McCarrell) of Fresh
Wind, Fresh Fire, a charismatically-oriented book written by Jim Cymbala of the Brooklyn Tabernacle.
(For evidence of Cymbala's charismatic associations, see the 12/98 Charisma magazine, which identifies
him as a keynote speaker for a conference on Pentecostal Prophecy and Power in Springfield, Missouri on
March 8-10,1999). McCarrell recommended: "This book should be required reading for all those
contemplating going into the pastorate and most certainly for those currently serving" (p. 36). [There was
also a rave review of the book from an IFCA communiqué (written by Steve Johnson, member of the
IFCA publication committee), which was also published by the IFCA bulletin service.] See Pastor Gilley's
review of the book for an analysis of Cymbala's charismatic positions on "calling the Spirit down";
"revelation in the inner spirit"; "Azusa Street"; "power evangelism"; "revival and Finneyism"; etc. Gilley
concludes, "I believe [the book] to be a largely unbiblical, charismatic, mystical approach to Christian
living. That the IFCA could endorse it, without so much as a warning, is beyond my understanding"
(12/98, Think on These Things). 

(g) In October 1990, IFCA's Voice magazine refused to run an advertisement for a book (Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II -- now re-issued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology) that critiqued
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the teachings of one of today's most popular purveyors of the psychological gospel (Dr. James C.
Dobson), stating that the Voice does not accept advertisements for books that are merely "exposés." This is
another example of the IFCA siding with the compromisers of the truth instead of with the proponents of
the truth, and in effect, acting as a censor of the truth (see next item).

-  An example of the "Christian" censorship going on today is that practiced by the IFCA's Voice magazine.
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries attempted to place ads for their Promise Keepers Warning Package and their
book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. Both ads were submitted to the Voice, both were turned down. Dr.
Richard Gregory, the National Executive Director of the IFCA, said in a phone conversation of 11/11/94, in response
to Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, "We think this is too radical and too reactionary a book." 

One of the main principles of the book is this: "Any person who can be used by the Holy Spirit to lead another to
salvation or along the way of sanctification is competent to be used by God to give wise counsel without needing
specialized biblical counseling training." In response to that statement, Dr. Gregory said, "We disagree with this
principle." It is ironic that a professing Christian organization that considers itself to be conservative would fear
running an ad for a book that is forthrightly for the Bible and an ad that warns against an ecumenical, psychological
movement like Promise Keepers.

For the 1989 IFCA Annual Convention held in Limerick, Pennsylvania, Dr. John Whitcomb was one of the plenary
session speakers. The Bobgans arranged for one of their books to be passed out free through Whitcomb at the
convention (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, which critiques the psychological teachings of Gary Collins, Larry Crabb,
and Frank Minirth & Paul Meier). Dr. Gregory prohibited the give away, saying that the Bobgan's books were not
welcome at the Convention, so don't bother to send them. (Excerpted/adapted from an article in the Jan-Feb 1995,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  As far back as 1963 (at the Lancaster, Ohio IFCA Convention), one could observe the weakening of historic IFCA
positions. In 1965, during the Terre Haute, Indiana Convention, the President of the IFCA announced to the Council of
Regional Presidents that they did not exist as an advisory council to the IFCA National Executive Committee, but only
as a body for fellowship and encouragement for each other. In other words, the Executive Committee alone would
direct the IFCA movement regardless of the desires of the grass roots. 

Then in Berkley, Michigan in 1966, a representative from the National Executive Committee referred to the
"scurrilous" editor of The Ohio Regional Visitor, who publishes that "hate rag in Ohio!" These epithets were directed
toward a factual Regional paper, not toward an apostate organ; against a Regional editor who sought to reveal the
pitfalls of compromise, not against an apostate editor seeking to subvert innocent souls; toward a fellow IFCA
member, not toward an enemy of the faith. This tirade was probably due to the Ohio Region's attempt in previous
years to pass a national resolution to incorporate monthly into the Voice magazine a goodly amount of material dealing
with apostate trends in both modernism and new evangelicalism, so that IFCA members could be alerted to the
theological climate in America at that time. The Ohio Regional was accused of questioning the competence of the
editor of the Voice. As a result of the IFCA's refusal to follow its own Doctrinal Statement, the Ohio Regional
officially left the IFCA in 1968 and formed its own organization, the Ohio Bible Fellowship. (Reported in the OBF
Visitor.)

-  At an IFCA Inter-Regional Conference in Terre Haute, Indiana in November 1990, one of the workshops was titled,
"Getting Back to the Basics." The promo for this workshop read: "A Pastor renowned for his long-term ministry in one
church [40-plus years] shares some of the keys of eliminating the temporary from your ministry and focusing on the
elements that will need to change over the years." The workshop turned out to be a 50-minute monologue relating
conversations from pastoral counseling cases, hospital visitations, etc., revealing that pastor's apparent sell-out to the
tenets of humanistic psychology (i.e., "we need to accept ourselves"; "we must realize that there are truly people who
hate themselves"; everyone has "problems" ["sin" was never specifically mentioned]; etc.). Is this typical of IFCA
churches and pastors? One would certainly hope not! 

-  John Ashbrook, author of New Neutralism II, writes in the 8/93, OBF Visitor:
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"Having spent about 16 years of my ministerial life in the fellowship of the Independent Fundamental
Churches of America, I have (kept) an ear cocked in that direction. [As stated above, Ashbrook and others
in the IFCA's Ohio Regional pulled out of the IFCA in early-1968, forming the Ohio Bible Fellowship.] I
have followed (its) association with the open new evangelicalism of John MacArthur; the connection of
one of its prominent churches with the New Jersey Graham Crusade; the continued affiliation with
Calvary Church of Grand Rapids despite its openly new evangelical pastor, Ed Dobson; and the discussion
about allowing 'interpretive freedom' in the application of the doctrinal statement ..."

-  The IFCA would have us go by its official statements rather than upon the actions of its membership -- but "how
can we legitimately restrict our judgment of religious groups to their official statements only, ignoring the true state of
things in the lives of their leaders and members? Our Lord ... could care less about what the churches claim to be. He
is interested in what they actually are ..." [see Rev. 2-3] (Ernest Pickering, Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a
Pure Church, p. 213).

* As of the IFCA's 1996 national meeting in Grand Rapids, it was voted to no longer use the name "Independent
Fundamental Churches of America." As IFCA president Richard Gregory stated publicly, he was embarrassed by the
term "fundamental" when checking into motels and the clerk would associate him with militant Muslims. They are now
officially known as "IFCA International."

# "A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and who
insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren, ... it is a necessary prerequisite for being
called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism " (Ken Pulliam).  [Return
to Text]
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Southern Baptist Convention and Psychoheresy

As we have often said, there is at least a little psychological leaven in practically every Bible College, seminary,
denomination and church. We chose to examine the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) because it is the largest
Protestant denomination in America and is number one on the list of the one hundred largest mission agencies
by number of overseas personnel serving over four years. In fact, it has more missionaries than the combined
total of missionaries from the last forty agencies on the list.

The SBC is comprised of two groups, generally referred to as "conservatives" and "moderates." However, there
is one platform upon which both the conservatives and the moderates stand yoked together, which is neither
conservative nor moderate. It is the "science falsely so-called" (1 Tim 6:20), liberal platform of psychoheresy.
Psychoheresy is the integration of secular psychological counseling theories and therapies with the Bible.
Psychoheresy is also the intrusion of such theories into the preaching and practice of Christianity, especially
when they contradict or compromise biblical Christianity in terms of the nature of man, how he is to live, and
how he changes.

We give two examples to demonstrate that psychoheresy abounds in the SBC. The first example is from the
SBC mission agency and the other is from two SBC seminaries.

As we reported in Missions and Psychoheresy (M&PH):

The SBC representative reported that missionary candidates must see a psychiatrist as part of the
screening process. Two of the tests that all candidates must take, which we will discuss later, are the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. We were told
that, if any issues come out in the psychiatric interview and psychological testing, a clinical
psychologist is used to counsel the individual.

With respect to mental health care of missionaries who are experiencing problems of living, the
SBC has a self-funded health program, which includes the provision for mental health
professionals. The representative said that their concern is to have the missionary who experiences
problems see a professional, licensed, mental health professional, such as a psychiatrist,
psychologist, or marriage and family counselor. The SBC representative emphasized that the license,
training, degrees and professional background of the mental health professional were all important
(pp. 15, 16).

We demonstrate the heresy of this throughout the balance of M&PH.

The second example is a comparison of two seminaries, one known to be conservative and the other moderate.
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (Southern Seminary) in Louisville, Kentucky is regarded as an
excellent representation of the conservative wing of the SBC. Logsdon Seminary at Hardin-Simmons University
in Abilene, Texas would be regarded as an example of the moderate wing of the SBC.

Southern Seminary and Logsdon are merely examples. All six SBC-owned seminaries, as well as other such
seminaries, are guilty of psychoheresy to a greater or lesser degree. While a statement of faith is important, the
application of that statement of faith is its true test. The application of the statement of faith through classes and
programs offered at these seminaries, within which psychoheresy exists and thrives unchallenged from within,
creates equality among the entire group of SBC conservative and moderate seminaries.

By reading pages 190 -194 in the Southern Seminary catalog, one will find course offerings that integrate
clinical psychology and psychological testing with Scripture. The course description for "Psychological Testing
for Pastoral Counselors" states "students will be exposed to the various types of psychological tests and their
application to the assessment and treatment of individuals, couples, and families" (p. 192). The "Advanced
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Marriage and Family Counseling I, II" course description says:

This course is an advanced theoretical two-semester exploration of the prevailing models for doing
marriage and family counseling. Attention will be given to a variety of models for the assessment of
marital and family dysfunction as well as a review of the dominant theoreticians in the field of
marriage and family therapy. Furthermore, the course will explore the historical foundations and
evolution of marriage and family therapy as a profession within the mental health field as well as
practical, ethical and legal issues related to the practice of marriage and family counseling as a
specialization within pastoral care and counseling (p. 192).

The "Advanced Pastoral Counseling I, II" course description begins:

Supervised pastoral counseling of individuals, couples, families, and groups with guided clinical
reading, case conferences, and in-depth study of personality theories of pastoral psychotherapy (p.
192).

One of the professors in the area of "Christian Counseling and Marriage and Family Studies" was interviewed
about the various classes offered and general orientation of the program. This professor is a licensed clinical
psychologist and a member of the Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) and also a member of
the Kentucky Psychological Association (KPA). CAPS is a group of psychologists who believe in integration.
KPA is a secular group of psychologists. As a result of this interview and investigation of courses offered such
as the ones above, we conclude that Southern Seminary is guilty of psychoheresy.

Logsdon School of Theology (Logsdon) is at Hardin-Simmons University (HSU). Of particular interest is
Logsdon’s Family Ministry program (FMIN). The FMIN lists core classes some of which are offered in the
Family Psychology (FPSY) program of HSU. The FMIN course description for "Principles of Counseling
Ministry" says:

The course will include subject areas such as marriage and family (systems), grief, crisis, group
counseling, brief counseling, making referrals, and ethics of counseling.

The FMIN course description for "Clinical Supervision" declares:

Students gain experience in marital and family therapy through direct client contact.

Logsdon has the following "Clinical Experience Requirement":

Each student is required to complete successfully a semester of clinical work at the Family
Psychology Center on the Hardin-Simmons campus.

After one reads the descriptions of the Family Ministry and Family Psychology classes one is led to conclude
that Logsdon School of Theology has an integrated program of psychology and the Bible and is therefore guilty
of psychoheresy.

Regardless of what may separate SBC conservatives and moderates there is one liberal, false teaching that
comes right from the wisdom of men about which Christians have been warned (1 Cor. 2:5), which joins them
together and upon which they have apostatized. It is the joining together of the Bible and the worldly,
psychological wisdom of men, in a word: PSYCHOHERESY.

How You Can Help

How can you help? Ask any mission agency you are acquainted with about their possible psychological
screening of missionary candidates and provision of mental health professionals to help missionaries in need.
Obtain a catalog of Bible colleges and seminaries of interest to you and read the course descriptions of
psychology, pastoral care, counseling and other similar classes. Missions and Psychoheresy would be a good
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book to send to mission agencies; The End of Christian Psychology and Competent to Minister would be helpful
books to send to Bible colleges and seminaries.

The reason we encourage you to do this is because psychoheresy is rarely, if ever, opposed or confronted from
within these mission agencies, Bible colleges, seminaries, denominations and churches. We challenge you to
find one administrator or professor at any mission agency, Bible college, seminary, or denomination where
psychoheresy exists who publicly opposes its presence in that institution.

PAL V9N1(January-February 2001)
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Tim LaHaye (with Jerry Jenkins)
Book Review*

The Left Behind Series
The Left Behind series of novels about events following the Rapture has been a phenomenal commercial success. The
authors are Jerry Jenkins, writer-at-large for the neo-evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and Tim
LaHaye, well-known author (over 40 books), "noted authority" on Bible prophecy (e.g., Revelation Unveiled), and
promoter of the heretical "Four Temperaments" theory. 

The books have more than doubled both the profits and staff of Tyndale House Publishers (Wheaton, Illinois). More
than 65 million copies have been sold (over 75 million counting the graphic novels and children's versions), generating
more than 650 million dollars in sales since first published in 1995. Twelve volumes are now in print. The seventh, The
Indwelling, released in May of 2000, pre-sold 1.4 million copies before it was even released (total sales of 2.9 million
as of 2/04), and some stores opened at midnight to long lines of fans. It immediately hit number one on the New York
Times bestseller list. The same was true for the eighth volume, The Mark (3 million total sales as of 2/04). The ninth
volume, Desecration, published in 10/01, had a first printing of 3 million, the largest-ever print run for a "Christian"
novel. Book number 10, The Remnant, was released in 2002 with a 2.75 million print run. Book number 11,
Armageddon: The Cosmic Battle of the Ages, was released in April 2003, and book number 12, Glorious Appearing,
was released March 30, 2004.# [One must question LaHaye's true contribution to the writing of these books.
Pentecostal Evangel interviewed LaHaye on May 28, 2000, and this is LaHaye's declaration regarding the place of
Scripture in the Left Behind series: "As the series enlarges, I give Jerry an outline of the Scripture for each book, and
he hangs the story on the outline."]

In addition to the more than 65 million Left Behind series books, Tyndale House has sold more than 10 million related
items, such as computer screensavers, postcards, calendars, board games, music, apparel, and collectibles. There is a
Left Behind kids series (Left Behind: The Kids -- 34 books published with sales of more than 10 million -- targeted at
10-14 year-olds), an audio series, two movies, and a television series that premiered in 2003. The Left Behind web site
attracts more than 60,000 hits a day.

There is a serious problem with fictionalizing Bible subjects. Fiction, by its very nature, is not truth. At best, it goes
beyond truth and reality. It is not wise to fictionalize the Bible. The Scriptures tell us exactly what God wants men to
know, no more and no less, about future events. "The secret things belong unto the LORD our God: but those things
which are revealed belong unto us and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of this law" (Deut.
29:29). The Left Behind series goes far beyond what the Bible says, and instead, speculates about things God has not
said. Revelation 22 warns about adding to or taking away from the Words of God in prophecy. Why would that
warning not apply to the Left Behind series? One can argue that the books are only fiction, but will the intermingling
of Bible truth and fiction not leave wrong impressions in the minds of people? Will the average reader be able to tell
truth from fiction?

The fictionalizing of Scripture is an egregious offense in and of itself, but the theology presented in the books is
intolerable (despite the publisher's claim that "The series is guaranteed to be theologically sound."). Following are just
a few examples of the unscriptural things found in the Left Behind series:

(1)  Large numbers of relatives and friends of Christians are saved after the Rapture occurs. This sends the message
that it is possible to wait and get saved later. But the Bible never offers such hope. Second Thessalonians chapter two
describes the coming of the Antichrist, and it plainly states that those who are left behind who have rejected the truth
will not be saved, but will be deluded by God Himself.

And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy
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with the brightness of his coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and
lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; BECAUSE THEY RECEIVED
NOT THE LOVE OF THE TRUTH, THAT THEY MIGHT BE SAVED. AND FOR THIS CAUSE GOD SHALL SEND
THEM STRONG DELUSION, THAT THEY SHOULD BELIEVE A LIE (2 Thess. 2:8-11).

[Edit made 9/20/14 I do not agree with this teaching that some holding the pretrib postulate that] many people will be
saved during the Tribulation (i.e., Revelation 6:11; 7:14), it would appear that these are people who did not have
opportunity to hear the Gospel before the Rapture. There are multiplied millions of people in the world today who
have not heard a clear and true presentation of the Gospel. While we do not know enough perhaps to be dogmatic
about exactly who will and will not be saved after the Rapture, it is irresponsible on the part of the Left Behind authors
to present a position on this that at least appears to be directly contrary to 2 Thessalonians 2:8-11.

(2)  The books feature the formation of a "Tribulation Force" to resist the Antichrist. There is nothing like this even
hinted at in the Bible.

(3)  Prayers to the dead is taught in one of the books. During the funeral for a Tribulation-era pastor, one of the leaders
of the Tribulation Force is depicted as praying to the dead man (vol. 3, Nicolae, p. 315).

(4)  New Age/occult out-of-body experiences are encouraged. One of the characters in The Indwelling has an elaborate
and richly detailed out-of-body experience (OBE); LaHaye glorifies OBE as a good way to pray. LaHaye's OBE
account is identical with OBEs described and marketed by countless New Agers on the Internet and in myriads of
occult based books (vol. 7, The Indwelling, pp. 232-248).

(5)  Satan is in charge of the weather. One of the key figures in the Left Behind books is the supposed leader of the
144,000 Jews. In book four, he sends out a message to believers throughout the world via the Internet and makes the
following statement: "Eons ago, God the Father conceded control of earth's weather to Satan himself, the prince and
power of the air" (vol. 4, Soul Harvest, p. 232). The Bible does not say that Satan has been given control of the
weather. When the Bible mentions thunder and hail and such things, it refers to them as coming from the hand of God
(i.e., Job 38:22-29; Ps. 77:18). Psalm 104 describes the various aspects of this present creation and attributes the
control of everything to God. Satan is not called the "god of this world" because God turned the world over to him, but
because mankind in general has rejected God and believed the serpent's lie.

(6)  One of the very questionable doctrines the Left Behind series teaches is that at the time of the rapture pregnant
women will suddenly become un-pregnant (that is, the unborn babies will be taken in the rapture and will leave the
unsaved mother, who is left behind, many pounds lighter!). A rapture for embryos! (vol. 1, Left Behind, pp. 46-47).

(7)  The Christians in the books make major decisions based on their intuitions and human reasoning rather than on
Bible precepts. For example, two of the heroes of the Left Behind series become romantically involved. Though they
discuss the matter and wonder if it is God's will, they get married and have a child in the midst of the Great
Tribulation, with no apparent consultation of the Scriptures. First Corinthians 7:29-35 would have settled their
question. Another example of this is the decision made by two of the members of the "Tribulation Force" to work for
the Antichrist, one as his pilot and one as the head of a news magazine. They question the propriety of their decision,
but instead of consulting the Scriptures, they "feel" it is God's will. One would think that 2 Corinthians 6:14-18 and
Revelation 18:4 would easily have settled that question.

(8)  Easy-believism and low moral standards are promoted in the Left Behind series. Based on a bathroom scene where
the hero, Buck, gets converted, it appears all that is needed to be saved is mental assent to God's existence. Then when
Buck uses his credit card to embezzle and steal from his boss, this "Christian" deems all okay because the theft is for
the cause of Christ (and his boss is the Antichrist). Then in Tribulation Force, Buck expresses his embarrassment at
having to admit to Chloe that he is still a virgin at age 30. In Nicolae, Buck tells Verna, an admitted lesbian, that "My
Bible doesn't differentiate between homosexuals and heterosexuals." Also in Nicolae, Rayford becomes "angry at
himself" for trying to persuade Hattie to not have an abortion, and later apologizes to her for hurting her feelings (p.
195). Later Chole, sounding like a Planned Parenthood counselor, tells Hattie concerning her abortion, "These are
personal decisions only you can make," and that even if she aborts her baby, "we won't love you any less," nor will
God, who loves aborters unconditionally, "regardless of what we do" (p. 248). Later in The Indwelling, Chloe
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considers killing herself and her son, and Tsion wonders, "Is this a sign of faith or lack of faith?"

(9)  Female Bible teachers are acceptable. Book three has two female members of the "Tribulation Force" trained to
teach the Bible to mixed groups of people (vol. 3, Nicolae, pp. 354,355). Contrast this teaching with 1 Timothy 2:12.

(10) Books 8 & 9 teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang scenario" is
developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the beast and the sealing of the Lord. In Desecration,
Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question about how a Christian can have the mark of the beast
and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed readers on the Left Behind messageboard, and was
answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on the heart," says Jenkins. "He [Chang] was a believer
first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is only fiction, so do not take it seriously." He also did not
say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian may receive the mark of the beast and be saved" (cf. Matt.
10:32,33). [LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord Jesus Christ before men and still
inherit eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today -- see LaHaye report for more details.]

(11) The pope is raptured away! The books depict the Roman Catholic pope as a saved man who is taken away in the
Rapture. This is perhaps the most serious and dangerous error in all the books. It encourages the ecumenical movement
and its powerful back-to-Rome emphasis. It adds support to the false ecumenical concept of "evangelical
Catholicism." Of course, for any pope to be saved, he would have to reject what his own church teaches. The Roman
Catholic Church dogmatically teaches that works and sacraments are necessary to salvation, and that man cannot be
saved by the grace of Christ alone. So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help Chuck Colson, Billy Graham, Charles
Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line of demarcation between true Christianity
and apostate Christianity.

In summary, the Left Behind series may be tolerable fiction, but it is definitely intolerable theology, and thereby, must
be rejected by true Christians.

* This report (and the Notes below) was excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Left Behind:
Tolerable Fiction, Intolerable Theology," 6/28/01, FBIS; (2) "Left Behind: One of Satan's Latest Wiles," Raymond
Blanton, The Perilous Times, Feb/Mar 2001; (3) "Should We Promote the Left Behind Theology," Christian News,
2/23/04; and (4) The "Left Behind" official Internet web site (3/04 & 1/05).

Note#1: Books in the Left Behind series thus far: Left Behind, Tribulation Force, Nicolae, Soul Harvest, Apollyon,
Assassins, The Indwelling, The Mark, Desecration, The Remnant, and Armageddon, and Glorious Appearing (released
by Tyndale in March, 2004). [In late October of 2004, Tyndale announced three more book titles to be added to the
series -- two of the new books will be set prior to events depicted in the original book, while the third will conclude
the series. The first new volume, The Rising, is due March 1, 2005.] The Left Behind: The Kids series, geared to 10-14
year-olds, includes 40 titles. So convinced is Tyndale that the Left Behind series has dramatically changed lives, it
conducted a nationwide search for photos of readers whose lives had been influenced by the series. Winners pictures
were used on the cover of These Will Not Be Left Behind, a book released in 2003; it features testimonials of those
who have made "faith decisions" after reading the series: "With over two-dozen real life stories of Left Behind series
readers, this book chronicles the miraculous way that God has used the series to change their lives" (3/04, Left Behind
web site).

Note#2: In July of 1999, co-author Tim LaHaye filed suit in Los Angeles Superior Court against Namesake
Entertainment, the Kentucky-based firm that originally bought the film rights to Left Behind, and Peter and Paul
Lalonde's Cloud Ten Pictures, claiming breach of contract and requesting unspecified damages. LaHaye sought to have
the original contract voided so that he can control the film rights to sequels and children's video spin-offs. At the time
film rights were sold in 1997, fewer than 100,000 books in the Left Behind series had been purchased, and some
believe the suit was an attempt to renegotiate the terms. LaHaye's suit alleged that Namesake representatives pledged
to spend $40 million on a major motion picture that would be released in theaters before January 2000, the time when
the public was most interested in the millennium. Namesake reportedly was unable to interest a major Hollywood
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studio in the project, and with its option for the film rights due to expire, contacted Cloud Ten. (According to the
contract, Cloud Ten owns the rights to future Left Behind films.) LaHaye claimed the companies breached their
contract by making a film of lower quality than promised (they spent $17.4 million instead of the originally agreed to
amount of $40 million). LaHaye's suit also states that he has been "caused ' to suffer 'emotional and mental distress,
including anxiety, worry, mental anguish and sleeplessness.'" Apparently, LaHaye's "all-inclusive" contract with
Namesake and Cloud Ten will also cost him millions in potential revenue from the planned movie of the Left Behind:
The Kids series. (Fighting the pain of this potential revenue loss, Tim and Beverly LaHaye still managed to scrape
together enough cash to give Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5 million toward a new student center; in return, the
new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was named after LaHaye, and he serves as its president.) The
question one has to ask is: "If Tim LaHaye is primarily concerned for lost souls and the imminent return of the Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, why is he suing for more money? Does he plan to take it with him, or does he fear being 'left
behind' and needing it?" [In March of 2003, the Federal judge in the case dismissed all of LaHaye's claims.]

Note#3: In addition to many of the same doctrinal problems with the Left Behind books, we have a couple more
problems with the Left Behind I film/video. (A second video was released in 2002 -- Left Behind II: Tribulation
Force.) The most serious problem is that the GOSPEL of our Lord was LEFT BEHIND in this film (actually LEFT
OUT!). There was no gospel presented anywhere in the film. The name of Christ is mentioned only three times in the
film (during about a one minute segment, a scene where a video was being played to explain the rapture; the video
was prepared by a pastor prior to the rapture with the hope that it would help people to understand what was happening
after the rapture). Apart from this, Christ's Name is never mentioned. When people pray to be saved, it is in the most
general terms ("God, please forgive me"), and invitations to salvation are also very general ("You need to believe in
God"). There is no mention of the cross (Christ's substitutionary death), no empty tomb (the Resurrection), no emphasis
on the sinfulness of man (man's total depravity), and no clear presentation of the terms of salvation (God's sovereignty
in salvation). Any religious person who "believes in God" would probably think that they have met the
conditions. Also, some of the music in the video was horrible ("Christian" rock music of the worst kind). At the end of
the video, after the movie was completed, there was a review of some of the scenes in the movie with rock music in
the background, along with some scenes of a "Christian" rock group performing with typical body movements and
awful facial expressions as they sang a song called, "The Midnight Cry," which was not even worthy to be called
music. (Source: "LEFT BEHIND: The Gospel Being LEFT OUT," George Zeller, The Middletown Bible Church,
Middletown, CT; Zeller also viewed Left Behind II, and found it much less objectionable than the first film, albeit still
with major problems.)  [Return to Text]
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)
A Fellowship of Neo-Evangelicals

-  InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of the U.S.A. (IVCF) is best know for its mission conferences held tri-annually at
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. (See reports detailing the goings-on at Urbana '90 and Urbana '96.) IVCF is a neo-
evangelical, ecumenical organization that focuses its efforts on college campuses nationwide; it was established in 1941
and now has a presence on approximately 725 secular and Christian college campuses, involving over 28,000 students
(11/18/96, Christian News).

-  Recent college graduates placed in the former Soviet Union by InterVarsity's mission board, Inter-Varsity-LINK,
have played key roles in building student movements throughout the region. About 70 recent graduates are serving
with InterVarsity-LINK around the world. Many LINK staff are following up on the ministry of the nearly 300
InterVarsity staff members and students who spent part of their summer on mission trips (11/18/96, Christian News).

-  IVCF is dedicated to ecumenical relationships with the Roman Catholic Church. In the early 1970s, IVCF was
already working with Catholic coordinators in their Bible studies at Catholic universities (11/71, Eternity). IVCF will
now no longer tell Catholics that the idolatry their church teaches will take them to hell (10/92, Battle Cry). Campus
Ministry Priest Thomas Welbers (in an official L.A. Diocese paper) said a four-year dialogue has resulted in a
"working agreement" between IVCF and Catholic Campus ministry to seek "mutual understanding" and to "refrain
from competition in seeking members." Amazing! (Reported in the 12/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

InterVarsity's publishing subsidiary, InterVarsity Press, has also published books by Roman Catholics; e.g., the 1994
book Handbook of Christian Apologetics, by Peter Kreeft and Ronald Tacelli, both professors at the Catholic Boston
College. The book redefines creation, redefines Bible history, redefines hell, and redefines grace, yet its authors and
IVCF would have us believe that Catholics and Protestants merely misunderstand one another. (Reported in the 1/96,
O Timothy.) 

-  IVCF has participated in each of the last three North American (charismatic) Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization, and was right at home in that radically ecumenical environment. IVCF's first participation was
in New Orleans in July of 1987, the second in Indianapolis in August of 1990, and the latest in Orlando in July of
1995. (Orlando '95 was the fourth such charismatic gathering in the last 18 years.) Forty denominations and more than
200 "Christian" organizations were represented at each of these ecumenical, hyper-charismatic renewal conferences. Of
the roughly 75,000 in attendance at these conferences, more than 50% were Roman Catholic. It is important to keep in
mind that every participating organization, as well as every individual speaker at the conference was required to
subscribe to the North American Renewal Service Committee's "Statement of Policy" (i.e., the "unity statement"). This
ecumenical unity statement was written by a Roman Catholic, Kevin Ranaghan (who was chairman of the 1977
Congress in Kansas City), which closes with the sentences: "In view of the call we all have from the Lord to enter into
this relationship for common work, we want to express our mutual personal respect and our respect for one another's
ministries. We will speak well of one another whenever possible." Yet, it is utterly impossible to obey God's clear
commands to identify, expose, rebuke, and separate from error, and at the same time obey this Statement of Policy.
(David Cloud, Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2).

Almost all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Orlando '95. A Catholic bishop led one session. There was also conga-style dancing.
The 10/95 Charisma said, "Charismatics abandoned their theological differences ... at least for four days. ... Today
millions of Catholics, including Pope John Paul II's personal preacher ... have joined ranks with charismatics." A
Catholic priest added, "This is the greatest ecumenical movement in the Christian church." (Some of the hyper-
charismatic teachers at Orlando '95 were Pat Robertson, Benny Hinn, Jack Hayford, Marilyn Hickey, and Paul
Crouch.) 
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The same types of things occurred at Indianapolis '90 -- Charisma & Christian Life magazine wrote in its pre-congress
issue that, "One common bond that unites the groups ... is baptism in the Spirit, accompanied by the charismatic gifts.
Although there will be a multitude of differing theologies represented among participants, everyone will be open to the
work of the Holy Spirit ... The gifts of the Spirit will be welcome in all the sessions of the congress ... The Holy Spirit
will be invited to magnify Jesus Christ." (Emphasis added.) Some of the hyper-charismatic teachers at the Indianapolis
conference were Larry Lea, John Wimber, C. Peter Wagner, Bob Weiner, Charles Green, Mike Bickel, and Paul Cain.
Also speaking was Tom Forrest, Catholic "evangelist" in charge of "Evangelization 2000," an ecumenical world
evangelization project administered directly out of the Vatican. Forrest reports directly to Cardinal Suenens, who
reports to the pope. Forrest was very clear in the "Catholic only" sessions that outside the church of Rome, there is no
salvation. Therefore, the goal of Evangelization 2000 is to bring home the "separated brethren" [that's us]. (David
Cloud, Flirting With Rome; Vol. 1).

-  In a book published by InterVarsity Press in 1994, Holy Scripture: Revelation, Inspiration & Interpretation, Donald
Bloesch denies the perfect inspiration of the Bible. Here are excerpts: "Not everything reported in the Bible may be in
exact correspondence with historic and scientific fact as we know it today. ... We must avoid the hermeneutics of
biblical literalism, which leads us into both scientific creationism with its young earth theory and dispensationalism. ...
The true humanity of Scripture involves a vulnerability to error and a limited cultural horizon because the authors lived
in a particular time and place in history." Bloesch, professor of theology emeritus at Dubuque Theological Seminary, is
a resource scholar of the Christianity Today Institute (O Timothy, Vol. 12, #2).

-  In 5/92, so-called leading evangelicals joined a coalition of science and religion sponsored by the Joint Appeal by
Religion and Science for the Environment. Joint Appeal is based at New York's godless Episcopal Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, a bastion of New Age/ecumenical/Antichrist deception. Its blasphemous dean, James Parks Morton,
declares that "the body of Christ is the earth ..." Out of the 5/92, meeting came an environmental consortium of the
U.S. Catholic Conference, the National Council of Churches, the Evangelical Environmental Network, and the
Consultation of Jewish Life and the Environment. 

Founded in 1993 by Vice-President Gore, the National Religious Partnership for the Environment, also based at St.
John the Divine, has distributed tens of thousands of packets containing ecologically oriented prayers, sermon ideas
and Sunday-school lessons to Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, and evangelical congregations across the country. Its
director is convinced that the eco-crisis will transform "what it will mean to be religious in the 21st century." Besides
World Vision, other evangelical organizations involved include InterVarsity and the National Association of
Evangelicals.

Such pagan folly is gaining an increasing following among evangelicals, who now claim that Christ's command to
preach the gospel includes rescuing the environment. Such is the message of a course titled "Environmental
Stewardship: A Biblical Perspective" taught at Youth With a Mission's University of the Nations at their headquarters
in Hawaii. Thus Christians enter compromising partnerships with the ungodly and expend their time and efforts on
caring for a temporal earth instead of preparing souls for eternity (11/94, The Berean Call). 

-  More than 100 evangelical leaders and academics, declaring Biblical faith is essential to solving environmental
problems, are calling on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal." Nearly
150 so-called evangelical leaders have signed the 1,600-word "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of Creation,"
which was prepared under the auspices of the Evangelical Environment Network (EEN). "As followers of Jesus Christ,
committed to the full authority of the Scriptures, and aware of the ways we have degraded creation, we believe that
biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological problems," the statement declares. Signers include at least
seventeen seminary and college presidents, World Relief, World Vision, Youth for Christ, Young Life, Zondervan,
Tyndale House, Christianity Today, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, SIM International, and Latin America
Mission (Christian News, 4/4/94). [The Evangelical Environmental Network is part of the National Religious
Partnership, which also includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the Consultation
on Jewish Life and the Environment.]
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana '90 Student Mission Conference

- This was the 16th triennial student mission convention sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF).
Nearly 20,000 people, mostly the cream of Christian university students, gathered December 27-31, 1990 at the
University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. IVCF welcomed Charismatic and Pentecostal missions agencies as "full
participants" at the Convention. (IVCF also had a booth at the Indianapolis '90 Charismatic Congress in August of
1990.) There were also more women on the platform than ever before, and a band made up of Vineyard Fellowship
musicians played for the attendees, which included members from 76 liberal, Catholic, charismatic, and so-called
evangelical denominations. Most of the workshops were oriented to pop psychological, ecological, social, and
globalism issues.

- Each Urbana '90 delegate's registration packet included a book that implied the possibility of salvation apart from
Christ! The students were told that "the God I know would never send my friends to hell because they were ignorant."
(5/91 Moody Monthly) In the Environmental Stewardship Bible Study, attendees were taught that "Jesus died to mend
the breach [between humanity and nature]. He died to build a bridge between a loving God and our wounded selves.
… read Col. 1:9-14 aloud as your prayer for yourself. Thank God that Jesus has mended your broken relationship with
nature."

- The 2/91 Moody Monthly said that, "The Urbana movement, which began in 1946, may be the most influential force
shaping modern attitudes on world evangelism." If this is true, then Urbana is dangerous for many reasons: (The
following information was reported in the 3/15/91 Calvary Contender, the February 1991 CIB Bulletin, the November-
December 1990 Foundation, and the September 1991 The Christian World Report.):

ECUMENISM - Delegates came from 76 denominations,* social action was emphasized, and a Roman
Catholic priest (who was also an IVCF staffer!) even led one seminar entitled, "InterVarsity and Catholic
Campus Ministry: What We Have to Learn From One Another"--he assured attendees that, "Catholic or
not, we are all Christians and … just use different words to say the same thing. We need to stop fighting
and … become one." Questions from the audience were squelched if deemed "divisive" of the unity being
promoted. In addition, the leaders of the five major Christian youth organizations (InterVarsity, Youth for
Christ, Navigators, Young Life, and Campus Crusade) made a joint platform appearance, expressing their
unity and support for the Urbana '90 meeting. (Also present on the program were Steve Green, Joni, and
reps from TEDS, Fuller, SGA, World Vision, YWAM, and WBT.)

NEW AGE - Visualization, guided imagery, ventilation therapy, regression, and other occult techniques
were taught and used, as well as using the latest psychological terminology and methods, all introduced
within the framework of prayer. Mary Anne Voelkel, IVCF Director of Prayer, taught those present to
visualize Jesus as stripping naked, clothing himself with only a towel, and then "touching you in your
broken sexuality"! An example of one modern New Age technique taught was the "healing of the child
within." The inner healing seminars were led by an Episcopal priest (Father Mike Flynn of St. Jude's
Episcopal Church in Burbank, CA); those attending were "regressed" back into their childhood and told to
visualize Jesus there with them, healing the hurts enacted upon them, visualize themselves walking into a
room and see themselves as a child seated next to the person who hurt them. They were then instructed to
"vent" their pain and emotions at this person. Forgiveness was never addressed for the person who had
supposedly perpetrated this so-called hurt. One shocked pastor who attended said that the conference
agenda seemed to have been taken directly out of Mark Satin's New Age Politics: Healing Self and Society,
and asked the question, "How is it that the agenda of the New Age Movement is the same agenda being
pushed at Urbana? Including some of the most basic occult techniques … ?"

CHARISMATIC - For the music and worship sessions, delegates swayed and clapped to the beat of an
11-piece "Christian" rock band from the charismatic Vineyard Fellowship; they raised their hands in
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worship, and received prayer from inner healers.

- Delegates were briefed on how things were to transpire during the week: All the speakers speaking from the platform
"would not be using language indicating gender;" i.e., in the place of man or woman, the word "person" would be
used.

- Despite the above evidences of Urbana's departure from even a nominal evangelical position, and despite the clear
intention to move toward ecumenical heresy, charismatic error, psychological techniques, worldly worship, and New
Age philosophies and practices, there was a total absence of any protest from the top leaders of the evangelical world
that were there. In fact, Billy Graham, unable to attend, sent a strong message of support, and Fuller Theological
Seminary, perhaps the "most compromised and dangerous theological institution in the world today," was allowed to
advertise its school in the official Urbana '90 daily convention newspaper. (November-December 1990 Foundation, p.
13.)

* This number includes 3389 registrants from independent and interdenominational churches, 3260 from 11 different
Baptist groupings, 3233 from eight Presbyterian denominations, and 1059 from Evangelical Free Church of America.
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana '96 Student Mission Conference

InterVarsity's 18th Student Mission Conference
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Theme: "You Are My Witnesses"
December 27-31, 1996

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches
P.O. Box 5455, Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 865-3009 (voice)/(610) 865-3033 (fax)/accc@juno.com

Urbana '96 was described as awesome, intense, exhausting, and the most exciting experience of a lifetime. This event,
which brought 19,360 young people and adults to the campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was
the 18th of these student missionary conferences -- the first one having been held in Toronto, Canada, back in 1946, 50
years before. (The conference exceeded the 1993 attendance of 17,051, but was 200 delegates shy of 1990's record.)
Dr. Harold J. Ockenga, who coined the term "new evangelical," was the main speaker at the first InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF) Missions Conference with its 575 delegates. It has now grown to become the largest Christian
student missions gathering in the world and is held every three years.

While the exact cost of this large undertaking was never revealed, the local hotel and food industry appreciated the
$4.4 million pumped into their economy. Student packages, which included housing, meals, and bus service around the
campus cost about $400. Non-students paid an additional $100. A press officer related that more than $400,000 had
been donated for scholarships. Some of these funds were used to assist delegates coming from 116 nations to Urbana.

Five press conferences were held during the four days. Each dealt with some phase of the conference theme, "You Are
My Witnesses." Additional subjects discussed were racial reconciliation, the role of prayer, musical worship, and
Scripture study as it related to the Generation X-ers.

The press was also informed that 36% of those attending were persons of color and 60% were female. When asked
how inclusive Urbana was, the reply given was that Urbana serves the whole church, and both Roman Catholics and
Seventh-Day Adventists were registered for this convention.

Urbana's leadership was asked as to their response in regard to both the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the
Evangelicals and Catholics Together (ECT) issuing declarations condemning proselytizing, since the Great
Commission demands that believers reach all nations with the gospel of Christ. With great care, Dan Harrison, Urbana
director, responded that Urbana takes issue with the WCC because persons need Christ. He totally ignored that part of
the question that referred to the ECT declaration signed by leading Evangelicals, such as Pat Robertson, Charles
Colson, and J.I. Packer.

There were two general sessions each day, one in the morning and another in the evening. Seminars were scheduled
for the afternoons, and delegates also used that time to visit the three large exhibit areas. More than 250 mission
agencies, graduate schools, and seminaries as well as other para-church organizations, had each paid up to several
thousand dollars for the space to advertise and promote their organizations.

The first plenary session was held on Friday night, December 27. The worship team was introduced at the first session.
The Convention Handbook said "Every delegate will feel stretched -- learning a new song, a new style of music, a new
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way of expressing praise to God." The worship team was composed of InterVarsity staff and alumni. The seven
members of the band were led by Alison Siewart, who is the Director of Contemporary Worship at First Presbyterian
Church in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, which is a member of the Presbyterian Church (USA), a leading denomination in
the NCC and WCC. At a press conference, Siewart related that young people are "overloaded with information and
therefore have moved to experience." When asked if reverence was relative, the reply was "Yes, but reverence to God
for some is jumping around, so there is a debate in the church."

The music presented to the delegates was, for the most part, repetitive, big beat, very loud (some members of the press
were seen holding their ears to drown out the sound). When the song "For All the Saints" was sung, the video showed
pictures of great religious leaders. Along with the apostles and early church leaders, Mother Teresa and Billy Graham
were included. Another video shown was Martin Luther King, Jr., giving his "I Have a Dream" address and this one
brought forth a great roar of applause.

The keynote speaker at the first session was George Verwer, president of Operation Mobilization. The press
promotional release said "George Verwer is the sort of guy who is apt to pull his pants down in front of thousands of
Christians. He's done it before. Down went his pants before a conference audience to reveal a pair of colorful world-
map boxer shorts! He's so passionate about world missions, he'll do just about anything to get you to listen."

Verwer started by declaring he was going to give them seven life-changing words (he only had time to give four). He
said a witness is: (1) a Jesus-focused person, (2) a grace- awakened person [He promoted Charles Swindoll's Grace
Awakening and said it was a most prophetic revelation. He said "Legalism still reigns in the church."], (3) a visionary
person, (4) a Spirit-filled person.

Elisabeth Elliot spoke the next day. Bruce Kuhn, a professional actor, each morning acted out a particular Scripture
text. The passages were Acts 2, 4, 8, and 11. He was followed by Jorge Atiencia, a native Latin American, who was the
main Bible expositor. Robbie Castleman, senior InterVarsity staff member, would follow Atiencia's message each day
to encourage the delegation to make a personal application.

After Nathaniel Fawcett gave a personal report on the "revival" that took place at Wheaton College in March 1995,
Rick Richardson invited delegates to stay and confess sin in their lives. Those who stayed listened to a long list of sins,
wrong attitudes, and actions enumerated by Richardson. He asked them to lift their hands upward and visualize a
person who hurt them and then to say to that one, "I forgive you." He urged them to state aloud their sins in
confession. Richardson had 150 ministers who moved around those assembled young people. The ministers were to put
their hands on them, praying for them, and then to announce "I pronounce that you now have peace."

Some of these same techniques were used at the Fasting and Prayer '96 Conference and at the Promise Keepers Clergy
Conference. It involves listing various sins, pausing while confession is made, listing other sins and pausing again. At
Urbana this continued for an hour before disbanding, but the confessors were also offered an opportunity during the
afternoon to meet with Richardson and his team.

Decision cards were distributed to everyone, and Robbie Castleman led them in filling out the cards. A report of the
decisions, shared with the press after collections, revealed that 157 had professed faith in Christ, 9,401 committed to
Jesus' Lordship, and 7,861 made a decision for missions involvement sometime in 1997-2000 plus. Some decisions
that were made were to get to know a missionary, to read two mission books, to pray for global evangelization, etc.
The announced grand total was 15,857 decisions.

Some observations by Dr. Colas:

1. While InterVarsity leaders often declared that they were not a church, only a para-church organization,
it was announced publicly from the platform that baptisms had been performed at the motels. Also, the
Lord's Supper (communion service) was given to everyone in attendance -- no matter what church
membership one held.

2. A liturgy was used that is often a part of NCC and WCC meetings; the leader lists the various problems,
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and then everyone in unison responds "We confess our sins." The "Give Jesus a hand" practice of the
Charismatics was often seen. The many Charismatics in attendance frequently stood and raised their
arms/hands toward Heaven. This was heartily encouraged by platform leaders.

3. At times the gospel was defined clearly, but at some points it was tied to social action projects that
would help to change society.

4. When a leader declared "Prayer has broken down the walls of denominations," a great cheer followed.
This same idea is suggested at Promise Keepers rallies as well as at Bill Bright's Fasting and Prayer
Conference. At no time was there any exposure of the apostasy of the liberal denominations, seminaries,
churches, or the NCC/WCC.

5. Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, an approved agency of the General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC), had a booth along with Fuller Theological Seminary, Moody Bible Institute, Denver
Theological Seminary, Oral Roberts University, Biblical Theological Seminary, Presbyterian (PCUSA)
Theological Education, Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, and Pittsburgh Theological Seminary.

6. Denominational groups that were busy advertising their organizations included the Episcopal Church,
United Methodist, Conservative Baptist, Assembly of God, Presbyterian Church (USA), Orthodox Church,
Evangelical Free Church, Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Presbyterian Church in America, Christian and
Missionary Alliance, Association of Vineyard Churches, American Baptist Churches, and Free Methodist
Church. It should be noted that nearly 100% of the above listed denominations are a part of the National
and World Councils of Churches or the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE).

7. Some 900 pastors in attendance gathered separately each day to hear Dr. Gordon MacDonald [an
admitted adulterer] speak on "The Spiritual Leader." Another session saw Gail MacDonald speaking on
"Forgiveness." Other interesting seminar subjects were "What The Bible Says About The Environment,"
Nicole Holt leading "Two Views Of Women's Roles In Missions" -- a debate between Elisabeth Elliot and
Kari Malcolm, and "What The Bible Says About The Poor" with Marty Frisk in charge. More than 90
seminars were offered.

8. With an attractive ad that began with the lead "God Rocks" and "Let's go rock our world," the
Association of Vineyard Churches offered two workshops led by Steve Nicholson, national coordinator of
church planting for Vineyard Churches. At the first workshop, Steve Nicholson said, "Culture changes, so
the church must change. God has no grandchildren." He told the group gathered to hear him that the
Vineyard denomination was begun 14 years ago by John Wimber. They now have 500 churches in the
USA and 181 churches in 27 other countries. Their goal is to plant 1,500 churches in the next four years,
and 200 are in the process right now. Nicholson listed Vineyard's distinctives as four in number: (1) they
are empowered evangelicals; (2) contemporary worship is used; (3) emphasis is on informality (he never
dresses up with a coat and tie); (4) they are very relational in reaching people, with an emphatic ministry
to the poor and sick. At the session on Power Encounter, Nicholson defined it thus: "Power encounter is
when the power of Jesus comes into direct and open confrontation with the power of the devil through
some work of power, whether it be deliverance from evil spirits, or some other kind of healing or miracle,
with the result that some people are thereby made more open to hearing and receiving the gospel." He
declared that Jesus Christ was able to give credence to His words because of power encounters. He added,
"If we do not make this a part of our ministry we do not let people know the power of Christ." When
asked if a person truly saved can be demonized, Nicholson answered, "You can have at least one demon
left over after you are saved." Nicholson was questioned as to the reason the Vineyard denomination
expelled the Toronto Vineyard Church led by co-pastors John and Carol Arnott. His response was that the
Toronto church had broken its agreement with the Vineyard leaders and also had attributed much
theological significance to the animal sounds coming forth from the worshipers there in Toronto.

9. John Wimber's materials were handed out to the delegates at Urbana. An interesting sidelight is the fact
that when Dr. Jim Grier, dean of Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, was speaking elsewhere about the
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doctrines of the Vineyard movement, he told his audience that the five pastors of the GARB church in
Michigan to which he belongs went to Anaheim, California to visit Dr. John Wimber. When Dr. Wimber
prayed for the Holy Spirit to come, three of the five pastors fell to the floor! While Dr. Grier professes to
eject the teachings of the Vineyard denomination, the seminary where he serves as dean was deeply
involved at Urbana with not only the Vineyard churches but with apostate, Charismatic, compromising
denominations and their education and missionary agencies.

10. A major problem associated with Urbana '96 was the mixture of truth and error. It is certainly a
commendable goal to want to reach the people of the world with the gospel and to challenge young people
to be involved. But can we ever forget that we always must do God's work in God's way if we want God's
blessings upon our labors? "And if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned except he strive
lawfully" (II Timothy 2:5). "Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams" (I
Samuel 15:22).
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Urbana 2000 Student Mission Conference

InterVarsity's 19th Student Mission Conference
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
December 27-31, 2000

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches
P.O. Box 5455, Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 865-3009 (voice)/(610) 865-3033 (fax)/accc@juno.com

"We are hosting a giant party in a lot of ways," said Steve Hayner, President of InterVarsity/USA. "Jesus was
awesome last night!," Sundee Frazier, female leader of the platform Urbana worship team, called out to the 20,000
gathered under the sponsorship of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship USA and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of
Canada as well as Groupes Bibliques Universitaires et Collegrauxdu Canada. The local newspaper described the
convention as "the top religious story of 2000 for Champaign-Urbana, Illinois." 

Barney Ford, Director of Urbana 2000 and chairman of the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students,
described Urbana's Main Assembly Building as the "Mothership." At the first press conference Ford listed objectives
of Urbana 2000 as to be a renewed emphasis on the Biblical basis of missions, to issue a call to this mission so the
participants are informed God is on a mission, to give North American folk contacts with those from other countries
and to do these things in the context of a student culture. 

Ford had emphasized that "this means lots of music since this is a youth conference." That was perhaps an
understatement becoming evident with the first big beat of the Worship Team Band which led the singing, clapping,
swaying, and lifting up of the hands and lasting in sessions of some 20 and 30 minutes at a time as they chanted the
repetitive lined songs. The words and pictures of the seven band members (the main drummer was a student at
Cornerstone University (GARBC), Grand Rapids, MI) were flashed onto six massive screens suspended from the
ceiling. Sundee Frazier led the music and emceed the entire five days of the platform Worship Gatherings, also doing
some preaching, praying, and even adding some confessions of a personal nature. 

Frazier related that she got her first taste of worship leading years before when she was handed a tambourine and
discovered she had "rhythm." Matt Frazier, who later became her husband, was "my first Bongo teacher and from the
day we met we were a match made in drum heaven," Sundee said. During several of the worship songs a spotlight was
beamed on a young lady who, while on the platform, danced to express her worship. 

At least 90 denominations from 117 countries made up the group who came to cold and snowy Urbana. No young
people were permitted to attend unless they were at least a senior in high school. Each student paid $395 which
included housing, meals and bus service around the large campus. Non-students paid an additional $100. 

Convention spokesman Phil Evans told the press it cost at least $8 million to produce and deliver this event. Three
hundred elective seminars were offered while 320 exhibitors paid large amounts of money to use some the space in
four giant exhibit buildings. InterVarsity received nearly $1 million in gifts from churches and others in order to
financially assist those young people who otherwise would be unable to attend. 

From the first plenary session the young people, who stood the entire time the worship band played, were encouraged
to raise their hands and wave them to the beat of the music. 

The first speaker at Urbana was George Verwer, International Director of Operation Mobilization. This was Verwer's
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fourth time to speak at Urbana. In his remarks he declared, "We are watching tens of millions come to Christ around
the world. In Korea, 10-15% of the population know Jesus Christ and I am not talking about the frozen chosen." 

The next day's Urbana Information Newspaper contained a large ad from Eastern College (home of Tony Campolo), 
which is an American Baptist institution in PA. In large print the ad said, "The whole gospel for the whole world—
through the whole person. Get a degree in urban and global economic development." 

Many other denominations, such as the Baptist General Conference, Episcopal World Mission, Evangelical Free
Church Mission, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Presbyterian Church in
America, Reformed Church in America, Presbyterian Church (USA), and the Salvation Army were a part of the
agencies represented at Urbana. 

Other religious groups such as Campus Crusade for Christ, Child Evangelism Fellowship, Gospel Missionary Union,
The Navigators, TEAM, New Tribes and AMG International did all they could to recruit the young people to become
part of their organizations. 

Some of the schools represented were the American Baptist Seminary of the West, Asbury Theological Seminary,
Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, Bethel Seminary, Biola University/Talbot School of Theology, Covenant
Theological Seminary, Denver Seminary, Fuller Theological Seminary, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, Grace
College and Seminary, Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Moody Bible
Institute, Westminster Theological Seminary and Wheaton College Graduate School. 

A quick look at the above organizations reveals a hodgepodge of ecumenical, new evangelical, charismatic and
compromising groups. Some of the organizations might claim to be Fundamentalists, but their association with and
support of Urbana 2000 would belie that claim. These organizations spent many dollars in order to exhibit and recruit
at Urbana. 

There were two general worship gatherings each day, one in the morning and another in the evening. Seminars and
workshops took place in the afternoon. The drab gray color of the large assembly arena was immediately changed
when the multi-color strobe lights were directed to the platform. The pulsating beating of the bass drum as well as the
turning on of the lights signaled that the worship time was soon to begin. Every seat became filled, even those that
reached upward to the ceiling of this circular dome arena. In addition, several thousand delegates, by a rotation
process, watched the proceedings in two overflow halls. 

Three members of the InterVarsity Drama Team recited rather than read portions of Scripture at each session. The
delegates clapped and cheered as the members of the drama team took their place on the platform and also as they
completed their presentations. Not only did they applaud the Scripture and music, but even all the prayers, testimonies,
messages, and announcements. 

The Bible preacher each day was Ken Fong, pastor of the Evergreen Baptist Church of Los Angeles, CA, an American
Baptist Church. He began by asking the young people if they remembered their first kiss. He suggested there were two
kisses in theology — one at creation when God breathed life into Adam, and the second one at Pentecost when the
Holy Spirit was given. He declared, "When we worship we are kissing God back!" 

Alex Gee, pastor of the Fountain of Life Church in Madison, WI, closed the first general worship service as he advised
everyone to "Get ready for our messiness. God wants to clear off our crud. Worship is when you get naked before
God. God wants to kiss the sin right out of your heart." 

The next day was given over to Racial Reconciliation. A video was shown that gave information about atrocities
during the last century and related that many are still being mistreated and ostracized because of the color of their skin.
The video also told of those policemen in Chicago who "murdered" some black young men. Nothing was said
concerning whether or not those shot by the police were guilty of any crimes or unlawful acts. 

The next speaker, Brenda Salter-McNeil, founder of Overflow Ministries and graduate of Fuller Theological Seminary,
told of a drive-by shooting in Skokie, IL: "We are scared of folk who do not keep our traditions. Corporations seek to
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be more global but the church is comfortable as it is."  McNeil acknowledged she herself wanted to repent and then
began to plead with the young people to be involved in racial reconciliation. 

Alex Gee came to the platform and forcefully declared, "There is no worship without racial reconciliation. This is the
gospel and my job tonight is to lead you to repentance. The church of Jesus Christ is at risk because it fails to teach
people about respect and dignity."  At this point, the worship leader led everyone into quoting a prayer which was
flashed on the screen, "Lord, we have not loved our neighbor as ourselves." 

The next day a video was shown in which Dr. Tony Evans of Dallas, Texas said, "Any gospel that does not speak to
the issue of injustice, and where people are not fed, is not the gospel."  The delegates, at least most of them, skipped
lunch one day and also gave an offering to feed the hungry. A grand total of $1,034,822 was given to 14 selected
organizations. 

While it is impossible to cover the more than 300 elective seminars and workshops, this reporter attended two of them
on Dec. 29th. The first one on "Worship" was led by the Urbana 2000 Worship Team. They told of forming this team
and how they spent a year getting ready for Urbana 2000. The second workshop, "Sharing Christ Through Modern
Rock Music," was led by a team affiliated with Youth For Christ International (YFCI). The leader suggested the need
for Connection which involved energy in music along with the upbeat rock style. He also said there is a requirement
of  Authenticity, Familiarity, and Partnership. His organization needs 100 young people to join their rock music team
for 2001. They sought to recruit any musicians present who could play the drums, guitars, and keyboards. Each young
person that was accepted would need to raise nearly $4000 to help pay for the expenses for their training and travel to
the headquarters in Minnesota. The group then played several rock songs from their repertoire. In the smaller room
where the workshop was held, the music was loud enough to damage anyone's ears. However, the room was so full of
young people that many had to stand for the entire time. 

That night's message was given by Vinoth Ramachandra, Secretary for South Asia for the International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students in Sri Lanka. He spoke on The Cross of Christ, how it subverts other religions who deny
salvation by Jesus Christ; it subverts the stories that humanism will bring about a world of peace and subverts the
stories of the post modern world. When he had finished speaking, Sundee Frazier, the worship leader, gave the
invitation while the lights were lowered and asked those who desired to trust Christ to raise their hands. But any who
did so were seemingly not dealt with by personal workers. Later at the convention, Ken Fong, the Bible teacher, spoke
on "Pentecost and the Kiss of the Holy Spirit" as recorded in Acts 2. This caused the cynics to suggest Peter and the
others were drunk with wine. Fong taught that when a person is drunk, they lose their inhibitions, self-consciousness,
and do things that are not usually done. "Urbana is when I got drunk with God," Fong related. 

That day a major emphasis was placed on getting involved in social causes. Also, an extra hour was given that evening
to music led by the worship team. The young people again stood for the entire music session. 

The final speakers at Urbana were Ruth Padilla De Borst of the Christian Reformed World Missions, Paul Borthwick
who teaches missions at Gordon College and Marta Bennett, professor at Daystar University in Nairobi, Kenya.
Bennett was the speaker prior to the serving of the Lord's Supper. More than 500 young people were used in serving
the elements to everyone in attendance — no matter what church membership one held. 

Some Observations by Dr. Colas:

1. While at times the gospel was defined according to the Word of God, at other points it was made to
include social action projects and racial reconciliation as its core. This same idea has often been promoted
at Promise Keeper's rallies, Fasting and Prayer conferences as well as at National Association of
Evangelicals' conventions. There is little attempt to distinguish the "root" from the "fruit." When one
promotes a "Holistic Gospel," it adds something that should never be included. Great care needs to be
made lest confusion results. At Urbana, there was a failure to underline that, while we are created in Christ
Jesus unto good works, salvation is by grace through faith plus NOTHING. When statements are made like
"Respond to God by kissing Him back," it emphasizes subjective feelings over against the objective truth
of God's Word. 
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2. More and more religious groups have publicly apologized for something their forefathers supposedly
did many years ago. This makes the participants "feel good" by issuing public apologies for some action
taken or attitude that may have been shown by someone many years ago. Each of us is responsible for our
OWN actions and attitudes (Ezek. 18). However, these public apologies are being offered, not only by
such as the United Methodist Church and the Southern Baptist Convention, but also some fundamentalist
groups who do this because of some action previously taken some four or five decades ago. 

3. At Urbana 2000, methodology replaced theology, and many fail to understand that this methodology has
become a new theology. This was clearly seen in the music used. Even when a familiar hymn was sung
(and there were very few of them), the added and punctuated contemporary beat and hand clapping
diminished the majesty and seriousness of the message of the words. 

4. All who attended were given a packet which included a special copy of the New Revised Standard
Version of the Bible. The front page said, "This Bible is brought to you through a partnership between
Urbana 2000, World Vision and the American Bible Society."  The reader is told, "The King James
version has serious defects. The Revised Standard Version Committee is a continuing body, comprising
about thirty members, both men and women. Ecumenical in representation, it includes scholars affiliated
with various Protestant denominations, as well as several Roman Catholic members, and an Eastern
Orthodox member and a Jewish member." Also found in the front of the Bible is the fact that the
copyright is owned by the liberal, apostate National Council of Churches (NCC). The NCC reaps the
benefit from the sale of this unfaithful version of God's Word. Included was a reminder that" … in
reference to men and women, masculine-oriented language should be eliminated as far as this can be
done." 

5. At the seminar sponsored by the American Baptist Seminary of the West entitled, "So you're a woman
and you want to go into the ministry," the leader told the group, "Jesus broke lots of taboos." 

6. At the final press conference, the president of InterVarsity, Steve Hayner, said that Inter-Varsity does
not have any control over its 750 chapters on the campuses of 530 colleges, but rather does have
influence. He related there had been a problem at Tufts University regarding the use of a homosexual as a
leader. He said InterVarsity used the argument of free speech, and thus was able to continue its former
policy of refusing a leadership role to homosexuals. He added that InterVarsity received more help in
holding this position from Roman Catholics and Muslims than from so-called Protestant groups on that
campus. 

7. At no time were the liberal denominations exposed at Urbana. Instead, it was a mixture of truth and
error. It certainly is a worthy goal to desire reaching our world with the gospel of Jesus Christ and
challenging young people to be involved in the task. However, we must always remember that if we want
God's blessings on our labors, it means we must do God's work in God's way. Paul told Timothy, "And if a
man also strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned except he strive lawfully," II Timothy 2:5. 

8. A fundamentalist, a personal friend of mine, recently wrote, "Psychological ideas have now become a
part of the new way of thinking among many national speakers. They indicate man's problem is one of
three basic needs: 1) To have a sense of belonging; 2) To have a sense of self worth; 3) To be loved.
Christianity has become one of reformation instead of transformation. C.H. Spurgeon once said, 'Brethren
we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the Bible.'" Urbana 2000 majored on these three
basic needs and minimized what once was emphasized back in 1946 when the first Student Mission
Convention was held. Instead, Urbana 2000 challenged everyone to "worship the Lord with compassionate
acts of mission."  There was little said about God's call to not only win people to Christ, but also to plant
churches where Biblical separation is practiced.
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Km (by Matol)
14 Herbs -- Content & Function*

"The following information was taken from several reference books dealing with Traditional Herbology, i.e., The Herb
Bible & Back to Eden. These herbs have been used to treat the maladies of mankind for literally thousands of years. In
these days of many dread diseases, people have a renewed interest in the therapeutic potential of these wonderful
plants. When you discover the Vitamin, Organic Mineral, and Hormonal content of these herbs, you may understand
why they can be so beneficial to mankind."

CHAMOMILE: This herb is a rich source of the organic minerals Calcium and Phosphorous. It can
improve appetite and digestion, will ease upset stomach and help to retard the aging process. Chamomile
has been effectively used in treating jaundice, headaches, bronchitis, dropsy, ague, typhoid, hysteria,
bladder infections, colds, kidney and spleen disorders and is also used to expel worms.

SAW PALMETTO BERRY: This herb is useful in the treatment of asthma, throat problems, bronchitis,
excessive discharge from the head and nose, La Grippe, whopping cough, Brights Disease and diabetes. It
has also been used to treat all diseases of the reproductive organs (the ovaries, prostate, testes, etc.)

CASCARA SAGRADA: Known to the Indians as "Sacred Bark." One of the best natural remedies
known for chronic constipation. It will increase the secretion of bile and is excellent for gall stones and
liver problems (enlarged liver, etc.). This herb makes an excellent intestinal tonic.

ANGELICA ROOT: Also known as Archangel or Dead Nettle, this herb has been used as a remedy for
stomach disorders, heartburn, gas, colic, colds, fevers, stoppage of urine, and suppressed menstruation. It
has also been used to strengthen the heart, liver and spleen and is excellent for diseases of the lungs. Such
wonderful results have been obtained from this plant that it has been given the name ARCHANGEL.

THYME: This herb contains Thymol, an ingredient with antiseptic qualities. It has been used since early
times and is good for treating Dyspepsia, gas, stomach cramps, diarrhea, fever, whooping cough, asthma,
leprosy, paralysis, anemia, bronchitis, influenza, colds, digestive problems, nightmares, headaches,
suppressed menstruation, flatulence, urine blockage and exhaustion. Thyme is also an excellent appetite
stimulator.

PASSION FLOWER: This herb is know as an anti-spasmodic, it has been used mainly to treat
convulsions, neuralgia and spasms.

GENTIAN ROOT: This herb is a known blood purifier. It is useful in treating gout, fevers, colds,
convulsions, scrofula, dyspepsia, scanty urine, suppressed menstruation, jaundice, dysentery, as well as
liver and spleen disorders. Gentian will improve the appetite, strengthen the digestive organs and increase
blood circulation. It is especially beneficial to the female organs and invigorates the entire system. Gentian
is said to be as effective as Quinine.

LICORICE ROOT: This herb is rich in the organic mineral Phosphorous. It is a blood purifier and
contains the valuable hormone required by the Adrenal glands to help maintain a proper blood sugar level.
It is excellent for treating hypoglycemia, impotency, age spots, female complaints and coughs. This herb
also enhances endurance and sex stimulation and has a "very mild laxative effect."

HOREHOUND ROOT: This herb has been used to treat dyspepsia, jaundice, asthma, hysteria, sore
throats, pulmonary infections and consumptions. If the menses stop abnormally, it will bring them back.
This herb is also known as an effective worm expeller.
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SENEGA ROOT: This herb will promote salivation, making it desirable for the treatment of chronic
catarrh, croup, asthma and other lung disorders; it is also good for sore throats.

CELERY SEED: An excellent source of the organic mineral Calcium and Iron. It also contains the B-
complex vitamins, plus essential proteins. This herb has been used to treat the incontinence of urine, liver
and respiratory dysfunctions. It is also good for treating dropsy, rheumatism, neuralgia and nervousness.

SARSAPARILLA ROOT: This herb is a rich source of the organic minerals Iodine, Sulphur,
Magnesium, Calcium, Potassium, Iron and Chlorine. It also contains the valuable hormones Testosterone,
Progesterone, and Cortin. This is also effective in treating gout, rheumatism, skin eruptions, ring worm,
internal inflammation, colds, fevers, tetters, scrofula and hormone imbalances in both sexes. It is a
powerful glandular balancer and restorer, will expel gas from stomach and bowels and increases the flow
of urine.

ALFALFA: Alfalfa contains the organic minerals Calcium, Aluminum, Iron, Chlorine, Magnesium,
Phosphorus, Sodium, Silicon, Sulphur, Molybdenum, Cobalt, Boron and Copper. Alfalfa is also rich in
Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, B12, C, D, E, and K. It also contains chlorophyll, biotin, inositol, pantothenic
acid and folic acid. This very beneficial botanical can be used to treat arthritis, rheumatism, anemia,
diabetes, pituitary and ulcer problems. It will enhance muscle tone and aids in developing strong teeth,
nails, as well as healthy skin and hair. Alfalfa also works to detoxify the liver.

DANDELION ROOT: A rich source of the organic minerals Sodium, Calcium, Iron, Magnesium,
Potassium, Chlorine and Phosphorous. This herb is very rich in Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, C, E and Rutin.
As one of the blood purifiers available, it is excellent for treating anemia, Skin disorders, scurvy, eczema,
age spots, constipation, gall bladder infections, diabetes, hypoglycemia, jaundice, fatigue and cramps. As
well as building endurance, this herb is a proven diuretic and an effective liver cleanser.

* This material has been excerpted from a fact sheet sent BDM by a Km dealer in February of 1992.
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Km (by Matol)
"Christian" Cure-All or New Age Medicine?

-  Km is a product manufactured since late 1984 by Matol Botanical International. It is quite heavily marketed by
professing Christians through an old-fashion "networking"/sales pyramid/multi-level-marketing scheme (a lá Mary
Kay Cosmetics). In some Christian circles, enthusiasm for Km 's supposed healing power has almost become a religious
philosophy in its own right. "After all," we are told, "it must be okay, because the product formula was given to Karl
Jurak by God (see below), the ingredients are 100% natural, and it is sold almost exclusively by Christians to other
Christians."

-  Karl Jurak "was sure that nature had anticipated man's needs," so he set out on a search "to unlock the mystery of
nutritional harmony." After struggling with the Km formula for years, he received "a vivid impression, which led to the
precise stabilizing catalyst he had labored for." According to Jurak, God had led him to the discovery of "all of the
vital secrets of balance and existence" in the universe, thus placing himself in the same category as other great
inventors who "are simply translators of secret wisdom" (Km sales brochure). (Emphasis added.)

-  Km is, in reality, nothing but a glorified potassium supplement (with a few natural herbs and flowers thrown in),
whose health benefits could be obtained at a much lower cost by eating bananas. (Specifically, a daily dose of two
tablespoons of Km contains potassium equal to that found in one banana, calcium equal to that in 3-1/2 tablespoons of
milk, and iron equal to that in 2/3 of a bowl of Wheaties. And all for only about $35 for a month's supply -- what a
deal!) Even Matol's official promotional materials do not stress any proven medical efficacy for the product. Rather,
the flowers, roots, herbs, etc. used as active ingredients are touted on the basis of the mythical/mystical benefits
experienced by ancient pagan cultures and worship systems!:

(a) Chamomile Flower: "Ancient Egyptians consecrated this flower to their Gods and dedicated it to the
sun. ... The soothing qualities of the tea were thought to bring about 'youthful mental alertness.'"

(b) Saw Palmetto Berry: "Native Indians believed that a tea made from the berry 'soothed and quieted
the mind.'"

(c) Cascara Sagrada: "Native North American Indians ... held this bark in high esteem, pronouncing it
sacred and passing the title 'The Great Herb' down through generations."

(d) Angelica Root: "... regarded as a holy plant, and was widely known as 'The Root Of The Gods' ... the
Laplanders chewed the root regularly," and believed that "Angelica 'strengthens life.'"

(e) Thyme: "It was one of the three or four herbs upon which Mary and the Child bedded in Bethlehem. ...
flourished as a symbol of strength, activity and bravery during the European age of chivalry."

(f) Passion Flower: " ... cultivated by the Indians of Virginia who believed it to 'quiet and soothe' the
body and assure peaceful rest."

(g) Gentian Root: "... popular as a mid-day tea ... [and] used by the early Pennsylvanian Germans as a
soothing beverage."

(h) Licorice Root: "Known to the ancient Greeks ... has gained a reputation for strengthening the body in
times of stress."

(i) Horehound Root: "... this herb is one of the five plants which the Jews took for the Feast of the
Passover. ... praised for its usefulness in soothing sore throat. ..."

(j) Senega Root: "... the Senega Indians valued this root highly."
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(k) Celery Seed: "Popular for general fitness ... found to be gently calming."

(l) Sarsaparilla Root: "Spanish Conquerors recorded its legendary benefits of 'inner strength.'"

(m) Alfalfa: "Ancients revered Alfalfa as the 'King of Plants.'"

(n) Dandelion Root: "North American Indians called it 'The Strong Root.'"

This all sounds like New Age medicine -- Herbalism and/or Naturopathy. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the New Age medical practices and products infiltrating the church today would be Can You Trust
Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to Your Family, by John Ankerberg and John
Weldon, Wolgemuth & Hyatt Publishers, Brentwood, TN, 1991, 446 pages; see specifically pp. 250-261 for the
dangers (both medical and spiritual) of herbalism and herbal medicine. (See BDM's book review for cautions in
reading Can You Trust Your Doctor?)

-  In February 1992, a "friend of Km" sent us a listing of Km 's alleged medical benefits (for both disease prevention
and cure) for each of the same 14 flowers and herbs listed above. (Since Matol's name was not on the literature, we
have no way of knowing if this is official Matol dogma. If it is Km 's literature, Matol could be in for some serious
trouble with the FDA -- since Km is regulated as a food, not as a drug, it would be illegal for Matol to make such
specific health claims.) The introduction to this listing also states that the information was "taken from several
reference books dealing with Traditional Herbology, i.e. The Herb Bible and Back to Eden"! (Again, see pp. 250-261
of Can You Trust Your Doctor?)

-  In the "Eater's Digest" section of the May 1991 CSPI (Center for Science in the Public Interest) Nutrition Action
Healthletter, a dentist wrote with a question concerning the health claims made in the Km literature that made the
product appear to him to be "just another 'Herbalife'." Healthletter's response was critical of Km, suggesting that any
health benefits derived from the product were likely due to the placebo effect. It should be stressed that Km has never
scientifically proved any of its claims for the product (e.g., in a "double-blind" test against a placebo).

-  A new product line, Pathway Weight Management products, was introduced by Matol in early 1991. The Pathway
product information brochure is equally non-Christian in its language. Matol gives us a heavy dose of
psychological/New Age sounding concepts such as:

(a) the "Factors of Well-Being" triangle ("health, appearance, self-image");

(b) selfism language (e.g., "self-esteem is a key to all successes in life"; "positive self-image"; and
"Having good self-esteem is a virtue. You must think well of yourself. Individuals with a low self-image
are sick more often, become depressed and age more rapidly"); and

(c) New Age lingo ("journey to your ideal self"; "increase your inner powers"; "creating one healthy,
unified whole").
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The Local Church 

(and Church Truth in General)

Home Page - Sunday School & Bible Studies - Help for the Seeking Heart
Salvation - Missions & Evangelism - Bible Study - Christian Life - Prophecy - Doctrinal Studies 

Christian Home & Family - Dispensationalism - Problems with Reformed Theology
The Local Church - Studies on Biblical Separation - Order Literature

Spanish Studies

New Testament Church Truth 
The CHURCH--God's Program for Today - considered from a dispensational standpoint 
The Local Church As Revealed in God's Word - a study by the late Pastor Carlton Helgerson, who pastored the Church of the
Open Bible in Massachusetts for more than 50 years [PDF Version]  [Cover]
The Church--God's Called Out Assembly - This 22 lesson study deals with local church truth with an emphasis on the book of
Acts.  It also explains the forward progress of the gospel to all nations. Other topics include faith, repentance, conversion, communion,
baptism, the body of Christ, local church membership, the witness of the church, the ten enemies of the church, the removal of the
church, etc.  Good for teens and juniors and even adults.
The Doctrine of the Church--Theology Notes by Alva McClain
The Church, God's Testimony to Men and Angels [available in PDF Format only] - An important study on New Testament
local church truth.  Good for adults.  It is used at the Middletown Bible Church as a required study for prospective members.

The Mystery of Godliness - A Vital Study in Church Truth
The Mystery of Godliness - (1 Timothy 3:16)
Thinking About the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12) - Sunday School Lesson
Enjoying the Family of God -Sunday School Lesson
A Comparison and Contrast Between Israel and the Church

The Birthday of the Church
When Did The Church Begin? [PDF format]
Did the Church Exist in the Gospel Period (before the Cross)? [PDF Format Only]
Spirit Baptism and 1 Corinthians 12:13 
Ultradispensationalism:  Baker's Twelve - An Answer to Charles Baker's 12 Reasons Why the Church Did Not Begin at Pentecost

The Function of the Local Church  
The Local Church - What is the New Testament Pattern [PDF Format]
Qualifications of Elders and Deacons [PDF Version]
The Difference Between Talents and Gifts
Thinking About the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12) - Sunday School Lesson
What is The Purpose of Local Church?   [PDF Version]- (Ephesians 4:11-12) 
Seminars and Specialized Conferences [PDF Version]

The Role of Women in the Church
What Does the Bible Say About Women Preaching and Teaching in the Assembly?

Local Church Policy
Questionnaire for All Visiting Speakers [PDF]

http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/ssnotes.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/helpseek/helpseek.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/salvatio/salvatio.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/mevangel/m-evangl.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bstudy/bstudy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/christia.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/proph/prophecy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/doctrine.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/homefam/homefam.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/dispensa.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/reformed/reformed.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/separate/separate.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/miscel/litpage.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/spanish/index.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispensa/dispch10.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/lchurch.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/lchurch.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/lchcov.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/church.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/mcclain/mcclain6.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/churchsdt/index.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/mysgod.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/mystery.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur17.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/spiritua/spirit6.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/israelch.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/begin.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/begin.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/beginjd.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/1cor1213.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/dispen/baker12.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/lochgfp.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/qualific.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/qualific.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/talents.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur17.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/eph412.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/eph412.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/eph412.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/eph412.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/seminar.htm
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Questionnaire for Mission Agencies [PDF]

Pastoral Helps
God is Greater Than Any Problem I Have - 23 pages of comfort and encouragement for those believers facing difficulties or deep
trials
Guidance from God's Word [PDF Format] - 67 Tests that can be used by a believer to decide upon a course of action; helpful
counseling tool in giving guidance to believers regarding questionable practices. 
Index of Problem Passages and Doctrinally Significant Passages

Englishman's Greek - Practical Helps in Understanding the Language of the New Testament (this course is meant to be helpful to
students of the Word whether they know Greek or not)
How to do Word Studies - The procedure for doing a Word Study
Beautiful Photos Illustrating Bible Verses
Cancer and the Christian Life [PDF Format]  - A great Pastor's tool to help believers who have cancer

Bulletin Inserts
Doctrinal and Devotional Studies Formatted to be Used as Bulletin Inserts or Handouts

The Walk and Warfare of the Church
Christian Life and How to Live It
Ten Enemies of the Church

The Worship of the Church
Praising the LORD [PDF format only]
Carelessness and Casualness in Worship 
Reverence in the Local Assembly
The Silence of Reverential Awe and Thoughts on Applause
12 Things to Remember When Giving a Testimony (by Pastor Jim Delany)

The Music of the Church
Worshipful, Reverent, God-centered and Biblically Based Music Which Is Appropriate for Those Who Have Been
Purchased by Christ's Blood
Is Music Neutral?  - Illustrates that music carries a powerful message even without the words
The Problem of Inappropriate Music in the Church - Some of the Problems of Rock Music Highlighted
The Battle Hymn of the Believer
John MacArthur and Rock Music

Christ-honoring Music
Bible Songs For Children based on Various Bible Characters and Set to Familiar Tunes - excellent for use in home or in
the local assembly
A Baby Cried [Audio]- beautiful Christmas octavo (SATB) with a solid message
Oh What Wonder!  Christmas hymn for congregational singing - Permission is granted for Bible believing local churches to use
this song for congregational singing
Oh What Wonder!  Christmas Message in Solo Arrangement - Permission is granted for Bible believing local churches to use
this solo arrangement in their worship service
Doctrinal Chorus by Carlton Helgerson
Recommended website for solid Christ-centered music:  http://www.untothechiefmusician.com/

Entertainment in the Church
Entertainment in the Local Church [PDF Format] - Helpful Articles by Tozer and Spurgeon
Spurgeon and Places of Entertainment - By C. H. Spurgeon [PDF Format]

http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/Qmission.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/ggreater.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/67tests.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/67tests.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/problemv/index.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/egreek/egreek.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bstudy/wstudy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/versesjh/index.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/cancer.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/cancer.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bulletin%20inserts/index.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/christia.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur21.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/praise.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/casualness.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/reverenc.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bulletin%20inserts/applause.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bulletin%20inserts/testimony.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/newsong.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/newsong.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/musicneu.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/rockmu01.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/battlehy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/separate/macrock.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/music/indexbsc.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/music/babycry.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/music/babycry.mp3
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/wonderc.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/wonderc.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/wondersa.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/wondersa.pdf
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http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/enterta.htm
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The Purity of the Church
Studies on Biblical Separation
You Cannot Accommodate [PDF Format]  - In a day when churches and believers are accommodating to error and conforming to
the fads and fashions of the world, this message by Pastor Jim Delany is very timely

The Mission of the Church
Missions & Evangelism
Materials for those Seeking to Know How to Be Saved
The Witness of the Church - Sunday School lesson
What is a Witness? 

The Ordinances of the Church
Baptism and Communion [PDF Format]
Does Water Baptism Save?   A Biblical Refutation of Baptismal Regeneration
1 Corinthians 15:29 - What is the meaning of being baptized for the dead?

The Removal of the Church
The Removal of the Church - Sunday School lesson
A Study on the Rapture of the Church

Church Membership
Membership in the Local Assembly of Believers--Being A Healthy Believer
Membership in the Local Church - Sunday School lesson
The Members of the Early Church were called 1.Believers,  2.Saints,  3.Brethren,  4. Disciples,  5.Christians - Five
Sunday School lessons
To Become a Member of the Church I Must Repent - Sunday School lesson
To Become a Member of the Church I Must Be Converted - Sunday School lesson
To Become a Member of the Church I Must Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ - Sunday School lesson
Thinking About the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12) - Sunday School Lesson

Teaching of the Church
Statement of Faith (Doctrinal Statement)
Basic Doctrines of the Bible [PDF format] - A study course (25 pages) to help people understand all the points of doctrine
covered in the Doctrinal Statement
Basic Doctrines of the Bible-Simplified Edition for Ages 9-14 in PDF Format          Cover Page
Doctrinal Studies

What is The Main Purpose of Local Church? --to Reach Them or to Teach Them?  (Ephesians 4:11-12) 
Sunday School Lessons & Other Bible Studies
Sunday School Studies--Nine Year Plan
Bible Study Resources
How To Enroll in a Correspondence Bible Study Course

Sunday School Lessons for Adults and Teens and Juniors
Hundreds of Bible Studies and Sunday School Lessons on Various Topics

The Families of the Church
Christian Home & Family

http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/separate/separate.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/separate/accomjd.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/mevangel/m-evangl.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/helpseek/helpseek.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur20.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/mevangel/whiswit.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur18.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/baptcomm.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/salvatio/baptsave.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/problemv/baptdead.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur22.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/proph/rapture.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/healthy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur19.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur2.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur2.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur3.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur4.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur5.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur6.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur14.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur15.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur16.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/church/chur17.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/info/statemnt.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/bdoc-a.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/basicdoc.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/bdocsimp.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/bdodscov.pdf
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/doctrine.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/lochurch/eph412.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/ssnotes.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/ssplan.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bstudy/bstudy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bstudy/nbcourse.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/ssnotes.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/homefam/homefam.htm
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Church History
Lessons from Church History
How We Got our Bible - S.S. Lesson, good for adults and teens
The Making of the Beautiful--The Life Story of Annie Johnson Flint [PDF Format Only]
A Firsthand Account of the Great Awakening in Boston - with special emphasis on the preaching and remarkable testimony of
George Whitefield [PDF Format Only]

Church/State Issues
The Church and the State - SS Lesson

The Future and Blessed Hope of the Church 
Will The Church Go Through The Tribulation? – A study on the rapture of the church [PDF Version]
Prophecy - a listing of various studies on prophecy

The Mega Church (Seeker Friendly, Purpose Driven, etc.)
The Mega Church Compared To and Contrasted With the Bible Believing Church  [PDF Version]
Church For People Who Don't Like Church!

The Dangers of Mysticism, Eastern Meditation and Contemplative Spirituality
Entering the Churches
Contemplative Spirituality Contrasted With Biblical Christianity - A Helpful Chart

Wrong and Erroneous Teaching on the Church
Landmark Baptists - An Analysis of the Doctrinal Errors of Landmarkism [PDF Version] 
The error that the Church is the "New Israel" or the "Israel of God" (Galatians 6:16)? [PDF Version]
Ultradispensationalism:  Baker's Twelve - An Answer to Charles Baker's 12 Reasons Why the Church Did Not Begin at Pentecost
Ten Enemies of the Church - SS Lesson

Home Page - Sunday School & Bible Studies - Help for the Seeking Heart
Salvation - Missions & Evangelism - Bible Study - Christian Life - Prophecy - Doctrinal Studies 

Christian Home & Family - Dispensationalism - Problems with Reformed Theology
The Local Church - Studies on Biblical Separation - Order Literature

Spanish Studies

 

http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/churchhi/churchh.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bofbooks/bookch13.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/flintbio.pdf
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http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/bstudy/bstudy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/christia/christia.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/proph/prophecy.htm
http://www.middletownbiblechurch.org/doctrine/doctrine.htm
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LinkCare & Christian Psychology
Jon Lutes, Missionary

Many times American Christians have told me that God’s Word is important but not all-sufficient. That there are
real problems from our past that must be dealt with by psychological probing, evaluating, and counseling. That
validating past feelings is necessary for present healing. That simple trust in and obedience to God are just not
adequate in dealing with modern "dysfunctions." That there is a "new" priesthood (Christian psychologists) who
have hidden knowledge, which with a sprinkling of Scripture equals healing truth. And all this for mere
mammon.

At first I scoffed at this blatant defiance of GOD, His Spirit, and His Truth. But now I am so thankful to the
Lord that He opened my eyes. I was able to undergo "Christian" psychology for 5 intensive weeks (for $5,000+).
My suspicions and doubts of psychology are gone. They are now convictions based on God’s truth and my
experience. I now acknowledge this psychology as a "Trojan Horse" of Satan. It appears to be a gift from the
world, but internally it is full of enemies set to steal, kill, and destroy. I cannot say that Christian psychologists
are mal-intended or that all their counsel is wicked. I cannot even say that there are not some positive results.
Some valuable points may be gleaned. However, whenever truth and error are mixed, the result is impurity and
eventual diversion from devotion to GOD alone.

I am not about to write a book critiquing psychology. Rather, I simply want to present a few fundamental snares
of the devil in "Christian" psychology. I certainly will not say anything new, but rather some things eternal and
unchanging. The basis of this brief article is my experience during a five-week stint at LinkCare, a counseling
center for Christian workers. My wife and I were directed there to get help for our marriage. We are
missionaries and had returned to the states to grow stronger in our marriage. We had had no prior marriage
counseling. However, we came away from this experience at LinkCare not only NOT helped, but instead rather
more confused about our marriage and ourselves.

MY OBJECTIONS

SUBJECTIVITY

The. whole foundation of psychology is subjective and therefore faulty. There is no objective basis to counseling
psychology. Rather it is hidden, mysterious, and subjective. Supposedly only those with the proper degrees have
the keys.

There is no absolute, objective standard for normalcy in psychology. Every evaluation we took was produced by
natural (unsaved-soulish) men who cannot understand God’s truth (1 Corinthians 2:13-16). These were my
judges, the determiners of whether or not we were normal (right).

Rather the LORD is our Judge, He alone is the unchanging standard of righteousness, and His judgment is on
the basis of His Word. See I Corinthians 2:14-16; 2 Corinthians 4:3-6; Hebrews 4:12; John 7:24.

COMPLEXITY

Much of psychology is based on the premise: Our past doings are the key to our present well being. But, in
order to open up the past and then evaluate it we need trained professionals. It is too complex for us alone. We
spent hours and hours doing preliminary testing. Unsaved, natural people produced all these many tests. In
"Christian" psychology we supposedly need other "teachers" (cf., 1 John 2:26,27). It is so complex when we take
secular evaluations and assessments to analyze our past that only a "professional specialist" can interpret these
secular evaluations.

This premise is not true. My Lord’s past and present doings are the key to my present well being! The past is a
testimony of His gracious deliverance. See 2 Corinthians 11:3; Philippians 3:13-15.
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UNSPIRITUAL

LinkCare de-emphasizes spiritual affliction and spiritual warfare. It also de-emphasizes spiritual deliverance.
There was not one prayer of faith or deliverance on our behalf by a "Christian" psychologist in our 5 weeks. A
Bible was never opened or quoted from by a "Christian" psychologist. When we brought up Bible truth we were
"affirmed" and our feelings were "validated" and then we proceeded with the secular counsel. When we asked
about the possibility of demonic involvement as revealed in the Scriptures, we were told how modern research
has shown physiological (natural) bases for such manifestations.

Be wary of the unspiritual! See Galatians 6:1,7,8; Acts 10:38; 1 Peter 5:8,9; Ephesians 6:10-12; 2 Corinthians
10:3-5.

NON-DIRECTIVE

This was very frustrating. We sought help. For us, this means: show us our problem, show us the remedy (or
correction) of it, equip us to do the right thing, and then be there when we fail or succeed. Some of our problems
(which we already knew) were pointed out to us. So far so good. But when we asked about how to overcome we
were asked by our psychologist what we feel we ought to do. But that was our problem; we didn’t know how to
overcome. We were given no practical steps of guidance. We wanted direction and practical help getting there!
This is God’s will.

GOD is always directing us to Himself by knowing and living His truth! See Psalm 23:3; John 16:13; 2 Timothy
3:16,17.

LIFO

LIFO, Life Orientations seminar by Stuart Atkins, which we attended at the strong urging of LinkCare staff
(though not required), defied scriptural truth regarding male/female role difference and affirmed bossy and
aggressive attitudes as acceptable personality traits. As an example, several of the wives scored high as
"Controlling-Talking." They were told by LinkCare staff that this was a positive personality type. God thinks
otherwise. See 1 Peter 3:4,5. We were warned, "Don’t read the first part of this book. It is merely the LIFO
founders’ philosophy and is evolutionary" The whole seminar was built on these principles! Not only unbiblical
but also anti-Biblical! Not only ungodly but anti-Christian.

BOUNDARIES

Boundaries by Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend was our primary curriculum at LinkCare. This was the
only material recommended to us. In fact it was recommended in book form and video to all. This was the focus
of our weekly community meeting. It is based on the presupposition that each individual should do what is right
in his or her own eyes by setting his or her boundaries of relationship. Sounds like the Biblical book of Judges
(see Judges 21:25). But we believers do have a KING! And we are to do what is right in His eyes! See Proverbs
14:12.

MEN’S GROUP

Forbidden to pray. We were told that due to the state of some of the brothers we were not allowed to pray
during this time. There are several ironies here. This was our time to speak about anything we wanted to. We all
expressed a desire to pray together. We were forbidden to pray together during "our" time. I prayed with each
member of my men’s group after the session (after the clinical psychologist departed). To a man, each brother in
my group testified that the prayer time was much more meaningful than the session with the psychologist. He
never accepted our invitation to join us in prayer. The most tragic irony is that the Lord has promised healing in
praying for one another and this was never allowed in any LinkCare session. See James 5:16.

VALIDATION OF FEELINGS
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We were consistently counseled that all our feelings were real and valid. We were affirmed in our
feelings/emotions. We were told that we could not control our emotions. However, not all emotions/feelings are
valid or good! While we all may have jealousy, pride, envy, hatred, lust, joy, etc., it is not true to say that these
are all always good and valid. And the Lord does tell us to control them. We must choose what to rejoice over,
what to love, what to hate, what to be jealous about, and what to weep about, etc. (i.e., make proper choices).

Jesus was sorrowful unto death (Matt. 26:37-41; John 12:27-28). Jesus dealt spiritually with feelings and
commanded His disciples to do the same! He commanded the weary to come to Him and promised relief (Matt
11:25-30).

Feelings/emotions can be very good signs (indicators) but are terrible leaders.

THE USE, DISUSE, AND MISUSE OF SCRIPTURE

What should make Christian counseling different from secular psychology? The answer is obvious: the objective
revelation of God, given to reveal the truth about God, man, and God’s ways and means by which man can be
righteous and at peace with God. In other words, the Bible. This was one of the greatest heartbreaks of
LinkCare. There seemed to be an assumption that since all or most of the clients were professing Christians that
the Bible should not be used. Probably because there could be a "been there, done that" attitude.

In other words, since we were all Christian workers who have been reading the Bible and we still had problems,
we needed something besides the Bible. What a lie! Each of us was desperate for absolute, objective,
unchanging truth, something on which to anchor our hope.

Instead, we got our feelings affirmed, with no positive direction or guidance. I remember several times pleading
for scriptural guidance and being diverted away. Only one time in a session with a pastoral counselor was a
Bible opened and we were given scriptural input. We were given three references regarding forgiveness. The
amazing thing was that I carefully examined each reference and realized that what we were told these passages
meant and what they actually meant were exactly opposite! Daily I checked the Scriptures after our sessions to
see if what we were being counseled was true and good. I remember several times bringing up scriptural
objections, and they were pooh-poohed as being perhaps relevant then but not today in the light of modern
psychological understanding.

A WRONG UNDERSTANDING OF SOUL AND SPIRIT

The whole premise of LinkCare seemed very much to be a backwards understanding of the relationship between
soul and spirit. God, the Bible, prayer, the Holy Spirit, Jesus, and all such "spiritual things" are relevant for the
spirit. But for the soul these spiritual things were not considered adequate. The soul needed insights and "truth"
gleaned from those who have studied the soul ("psychologists"). The fact that these psychologists, especially the
founding fathers (e.g., Freud, Erikson, Rogers, Lewin, Fromm, Maslow, Skinner, etc.), were not Christians did
not seem to matter because the soul and spirit were viewed as totally separate and distinct.

The way this worked out at LinkCare was a dual track of counseling. We were assigned a clinical psychologist
and a pastoral counselor. This seemed to be a rather poor attempt to minister to both the soul and the spirit. Our
pastoral counselor did not use Scripture, except one time after much pleading. When we asked him to tell us
what he saw our problems were and how we could get out of them, he stated that he was merely a pastoral
counselor and therefore not qualified to evaluate our tests. Meanwhile our other marriage counselor, a female
clinical psychologist, offered not a single word of marriage counseling.

Actually, the primary difference between the types of counseling was that the pastoral counselor could share on
a personal level while the clinical psychologist could only share at a professional (impersonal) level. The
common issue is that the soul was emphasized over the spirit. This is wrong. I have done a lot of study on what
God says about the soul and spirit. The gist is this: in an unbeliever the soul is dominant. However, in a believer
the spirit is dominant, as it has been made alive by the Spirit of God and can therefore understand God’s will
and His ways. It can overrule the soul. Obviously this is not true for the unbeliever who does not have this
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spiritual relationship with God. Indeed, the soulish or natural man (unbeliever) cannot understand and does not
accept the things of the Spirit.

1 Corinthians 2:12-16 describes the difference: "Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit
which is of God; that we might know the things that are freely given to us of God. Which things also we speak,
not in the words which man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth; comparing spiritual things
with spiritual. But the natural man [Greek = "psuchikos"; or "soulish man"] receiveth not the things of the Spirit
of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned. But
he that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet he himself is judged of no man. For who hath known the mind of the
Lord, that he may instruct him? But we have the mind of Christ."

FINAL COMMENTS

These comments are far too brief and are based on my personal experience. Perhaps this will cause you to
wrestle with this yourself and search the Scriptures and seek the Lord. Then it is worthwhile for all of us!

I fully realize this will trouble some of you. Those of you still paying psychologists, I feel for you. On one hand
I am glad that you have had someone to talk to and that you may be feeling better. But at what cost? More than
money, probably you have missed an opportunity to turn this trial into an intimate, transforming encounter with
the Master. But of course He is willing still to take over the counseling and provision of your well-being. And
the best part? The cost has been paid by the blood of Jesus!

In a very real sense the end of the matter is this: LinkCare is ministering to the old man, the soulish man,
thereby resurrecting that which God wants us to reckon as dead. Due to sensitivity for those who have been
through LinkCare or who arc still in bondage there, I have not mentioned other precious brethren who have
experienced similar distress at the hands of LinkCare. It is for these dear saints and for those who may be
exposed to LinkCare that I dedicate these brief words.

"Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that you may be healed. The effectual fervent
prayer of a righteous man availeth much" (James 5:16).

PAL V11N5 (Sept-Oct 2003)
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Link Care: PsychoExperts?

In Missions & PsychoHeresy (M&PH), we say, "Until what to now has not been proven (the value of using
mental health professionals and psychological tests to screen missionary candidates) has been proven, mission
agencies should not turn to pseudoexperts and their tests." We thoroughly document our reasons for this
recommendation.

We do not name any psych services used by any of the mission agencies in our book. However, one of the most
popular providers of psych services is the Link Care Foundation, Inc., which provides psych services for many
of the mission agencies. For the tax period of July 1, 1998 through June 30, 1999, Link Care’s total revenue was
$1,395,289. Of this amount, $1,261,702 was listed under "Program service revenue."

Link Care is located in Fresno, California and is a psychological assessment agency used for a variety of
purposes by mission agencies. They are unabashedly an integrationist organization that, according to them, uses
"sound psychological principles to enhance performance of overseas missionaries." Integrationists such as Link
Care will claim to use "sound psychological principles," to be completely biblical, and at least not to violate
Scripture.

Some years back we conducted a survey of the Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS). CAPS
members are psychologists of various kinds, many of whom practice psychotherapy and are committed to the
integrationist view. We found in the CAPS survey how eclectic and, at the same time, different from one
another these CAPS members were.

As a result of our survey of CAPS members, as well as information from numerous other psychologists, we
state categorically that all of these psychologists (every one of them) claim to use "sound psychological
principles" and are completely biblical or at least do not violate Scripture, even though they use a variety of the
450 available psychological approaches, many of which contradict one another.

Link Care admits that "The American Psychological Association [APA] has published ethical guidelines for the
use and dissemination of testing information." We mention in Missions & PsychoHeresy two authoritative books
on the subject:

The book that sets the standards for tests is published by the American Psychological Association, the American
Educational Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education. The title of the
volume is Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing. Reading the standards for content and construct
validity should discourage anyone from using psychological tests for screening missionary candidates, because
the standards for those two types of validity are not followed. Just looking in the index under "validation,
criterion-related evidence" and reading the standards in the sections listed for criterion validity would be ample
reason to place exclamation marks after the question of why such tests are used.

The Society for Industrial & Organizational Psychology, Inc. (SIOP) produces a manual for its members titled
Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures. In it they cover some of the same
topics as the Standards volume. However, both manuals are consistent with one another.

While Link Care and other such organizations are aware of such guidelines produced by the APA and the SIOP,
they in no way meet the standards set by these volumes in their evaluation and recommendations specifically
having to do with criteria-related validity, as we demonstrate in our book.

Link Care uses the MMPI (see Chapter 7, M&PH), the TJTA (Chapter 9, M&PH) as well as other tests and
projective techniques. We comment on the Rorschach inkblot test on pages 49-51 (M&PH). As the result of
these and other tests, Link Care makes recommendations regarding those whom they have interviewed and
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tested (see pages 28-30, M&PH). Link Care does caution that their reports should not be used as a major
determining factor, but there is no academic justification for using psychological interviews and tests at all.

Consider a man, woman, or couple preparing for the mission field being required to take one of the many
personality tests used and, on the basis of the results, being rejected for service. Their future is thus determined
by a faulty instrument that has nothing to do with the Bible and does not even meet scientific, criterion validity
requirements. The proper level of criterion validity does not exist for any personality test to be used for this
purpose, either when used alone or with other criteria.

One has to wonder what would have happened to the great missionaries of the past if they had been subjected to
taking personality tests before going to the mission field. God only knows! No one should ever be rejected from
missionary work or from the pastorate on the basis of a personality test score or even a battery of personality
tests. Representatives of missionary agencies and denominations tell us that the psychological screening and
testing is only one of several facets to look at the missionary candidate. However, two questions need to be
asked of these missionary agencies and denominations: 1. Can a missionary candidate refuse to be screened by a
mental health professional or psychological test without being discriminated against for doing so? 2. Has any
missionary candidate refused such screening?

The fact is that missionary candidates know that refusing the psychoexpert screening and psych tests will lead to
being rejected by the mission agency. Missionaries have told us that as a candidate you just do it because it is
required.

Link Care conducted a survey some years back of "78 missionary sending agencies." While we do not name
them in the book, we mention the survey and note that they found that "psychological assessment as represented
by interviews with psychologists, psychiatrists, or counselors occupies approximately one-fourth to one-third of
the average selection interview time." Regardless of the percentage of time devoted to psychological interviews
and regardless of what mission agency, it is our estimate that the psych screening is taken seriously and can
make or break the selection, in spite of protests to the contrary by the agencies (see pages 67 and 68, M & PH).

Link Care and other such agencies make claims and offer services for a price. Therefore the burden of proof is
on them to scientifically demonstrate that their services produce the results for which they have been hired. The
best way for this to occur is for the mission agencies that use Link Care and other such psychological services to
hire an independent, third-party psychometric evaluation team. We predict that if this were done, it would
expose the uselessness and possible damage of using such organizations as Link Care.

The Psychological Wisdom of Men or the Word of God?

When one considers the grip psychology has on missions in evaluating candidates and in providing treatment for
missionaries experiencing problems, one must ask whether mission agencies believe the Gospel is enough. If the
Word of God quickened by the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer is not enough for missionaries themselves,
how can they tell others the Good News, the Gospel that saves and sanctifies? [See 2 Tim. 3:16-17 and 2 Peter
1:2-4.] God’s Word declares it is sufficient, but if the Word of God is not sufficient for the life and godliness of
missionaries, is it enough for those to whom they minister?

Missions & PsychoHeresy only touches the most obvious aspects of missionary use and dependence on
psychological theories and therapies. How much penetrates into the message of missionaries can only be
surmised by looking at the extent to which it has engulfed North American churches, Bible colleges, seminaries,
books, and so-called Christian media. North American Christianity has become a vast referral system that sends
suffering saints to psychiatrists and other mental health professionals.

Missions today are promoting a mixed message of the Bible plus psychology, the Holy Spirit plus personality
tests and psychological counselors, and God’s Gospel plus a psychological gospel. As mission agencies import
psychological interviews, tests, and treatment into missions they are surely exporting confidence in these kinds
of psychology. How much is being exported by missions we do not know. But, we pray that mission agencies, as
well as the entire church, will rid themselves of these psychological theories and therapies and cling only to the
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Lord and His Word activated by the Holy Spirit in the lives of believers.

[Some of the material in this article is excerpted from the book Missions & PsychoHeresy.]

(PAL V8N6 * November-December 2000)
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Karate*
Tool for Christian Evangelism

or Zen Buddhism?

-  On the cover of Bob Jones University's Spring 1992 issue of the BJU Review is a picture of black belt karate master
and senior at BJU, Jim Pitts, in full karate garb, Bible open, giving the "invitation," while the rest of the members of
BJU's "Champions for Christ karate team" are kneeling in prayer by their cinder-block bricks. On the inside cover is a
picture of Mr. Pitts breaking four bricks with his right arm, while the other team members are watching, with Bibles
open. The editor of the Review declares that:

"Champions for Christ is one of many different extension groups that go out from the University each
week, bringing the Gospel to needy people throughout the Southeast. These extension ministries give all
students the chance to sharpen their soulwinning skills, be an encouragement to others, and use their skills
to glorify God." (Emphasis added.)

-  Many other so-called youth and evangelism ministries promote the martial arts as a means of motivating youth in
evangelism, spiritual warfare, etc. For example, the March 1992 Baptist Bulletin (GARBC) contains an article about a
husband-wife ABWE missionary team helping "teenagers understand God's power in their lives" by exhibiting his (the
husband's) karate skills ("such as breaking boards with his hands and demonstrating samurai swords and nunchakus")
at GARBC youth rallies. The missionary team claims to want "to help the teenagers understand God's power in their
lives ... [and] to motivate them to join God in the spiritual battle of the present age."

-  Should a Christian's "soulwinning skills" include karate, and can that "skill" be used "to glorify God?" And what has
karate to do with the reality of "God's power" in a teenager's life? Even though one might find it difficult to see how
the so-called "skill" of karate could or would be used by the Holy Spirit to draw the lost to Christ, the overriding
question must be: Is there a philosophy antithetical to Christianity that is at the root of karate exhibitions?

-  Karate has a unique and unusual history. It was handed down centuries ago from Zen Master to Buddhist monk by
word of mouth, and always in strict secrecy. Even today, everything done in karate can be tracked back to some
principle of Zen Buddhism. An Indian Buddhist priest named Bodhidharma in the 6th century A.D. in China,
synthesized karate techniques and Yoga meditation in order to unite mind, spirit, and body. (Among the Chinese styles
are kung fu or gung fu, wu shu, and pa kua. Tai kwan do and hapkido are among the Korean styles.) Karate is clearly a
mental and moral exercise, indeed, a spiritual experience. In each practice session there is a concerted effort to unite
mind, spirit, and body just as Bodhidharma sought to do with Zen priests.

Karate is founded on scientific principles of body movements that develop the karate devotee into a healthy, well
coordinated person, both physically and mentally. The Chinese karate masters considered karate to be an extension of
their religion. The Okinawan karate masters considered it to be a way of life:

"It is, rather, an expression of life lived 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Indeed, the way of karate is a
philosophy of life -- a rich, rewarding philosophy if carried through, past the boundaries of obvious self-
defense techniques, into the realm of mind-searching discipline. Within karate-do is the potential of a new
person: a person huge in all the capabilities that will make him respected and confident" (The Way of
Karate).

-  Karate is Zen -- so says Master Oyama and many other karate masters. Zen is a school of Buddhism that has been
called the "Religion of Immediate Reality." The aim of Zen is to awaken the student to his true self and thus bring
about a degree of self-knowledge through inward meditation. Zen students seek peace of mind through an enlightened
awakening of an intuitive wisdom, which they feel is dormant now in all people. Zen meditation tries to achieve "no
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mindedness" which may be acquired by concentration and special breathing exercises. Karate, when combined with
Zen meditation, is used to assist the student's quest for peace of mind and equanimity in the face of conflict and
tension.

-  Although many, especially here in the United States, tend to disregard much of the Zen Buddhist philosophy in their
training, some impact of that philosophy is made upon every student of karate. This is because Zen meditation and
yoga-like breathing exercises -- whether for thirty seconds or for two hours before and after every practice session --
are an integral part of any Oriental martial arts program. If one truly aspires to master the art of karate, he cannot
ignore the spiritual implications.

Zen meditation provides a false "inner peace" that is at best a counterfeit of the peace only God can give. There is only
one source of inner peace -- the Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:22). We can choose between the self-control developed by the
Holy Spirit, or the self-control of Zen. And with the self-control of Zen, as with any Eastern meditation technique, one
could also be opening himself up to demonic activity.

While God calls us to humility, the martial arts cater to human pride. For even in gaining mastery over one's self
through Zen, it is still recognized as an accomplishment of self. That self-pride then manifests itself through a desire to
prove oneself superior.

-  Although some proponents for a "Christian" martial arts do concede that karate has roots in occult, pagan, and/or
Eastern religious philosophy, they also claim that the primary philosophy behind the martial arts actually originated in
Old Testament Biblical times (citing such passages as Gen. 14:13-16; 2 Sam 6:14; Psa. 144:1; Eccl. 9:10 as proof-
texts), even going back all the way to the Garden of Eden! (Christian Martial Arts, Tottingham & Tottingham, pp. v &
2). Therefore, according to these advocates, Satan made "inroads" into the true Bible-based martial arts, capturing
them for himself, and that all we need to do now is to reclaim them and change them "from an Asiatic philosophy to a
truly Bible-centered Christian philosophy" (Christian Martial Arts, pp. ii & 2). Once these "dramatic changes" in
"approach" are made, we are told, the "Christian can indeed study the martial arts in total harmony with his walk with
the Lord" (Christian Martial Arts, p. v).

This, of course, is the same logic men use to "Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or practice,
whether it be astrology (the "Gospel in the Stars"), psychology, Eastern "medicine," magic, pyramidology, graphology,
numerology, etc., etc., etc. The logic goes something like this:

"It was originated by God (which requires a few verses out of context to 'prove' it), Satan stole it and/or
counterfeited it (under the false assumption that 'Satan can't create, he just steals from God'), we need to
reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then we can use it 'to glorify God'" (Christian Martial Arts, pp. 75 &
83).

-  The violence associated with karate smacks of anything but "Christian." Legendary karate "masters" were reputed to
have superhuman powers, including the ability to kill small birds with a yell ("the shout of doom"), a secret knowledge
of how to touch lightly at a spot on the body to cause death ("the touch of death"), and the ability to penetrate an
adversary's body with a bare hand to withdraw his still-beating heart. The very nature of these violent forms of
expression runs counter to God's Word.

-  How then can any Christian justify his involvement in karate or any of the other martial arts? He can't. Not even by
claiming that such involvement is for self-defense, exercise, to learn discipline, etc. (let alone justifying it for
evangelism purposes!). There are other methods by which these results may be obtained -- methods not associated with
harmful violence and false doctrine.

* The chief source of our information for this report was a special report written by Albert Dager of Media Spotlight.
Other sources used were various encyclopedias and three books on karate/martial arts: The Way of Karate, Karate
Within Your Grasp, and Christian Martial Arts.
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MPD: Another Psychoheresy!

"Christian" psychology has once again joined hands with the world. Christians are actively involved with
alleged multiple personalities, both as therapists and as patients. Besides following the world in diagnosis
and treatment, they may add exorcism and/or a new kind of evangelism that seeks to save each and every
alternate personality—just to be sure the entire person will go to heaven.

Since Christians are diagnosing and treating other Christians as if they have "multiple personality disorder"
(MPD), we must ask two questions. (1) Is MPD a scientifically established diagnosis or is it the latest fad
in the mysterious world of psychology and psychiatry? (2) Can one remain true to biblical orthodoxy while
combining it with secular MPD diagnosis and treatment?

MPD is one of the most fascinating and seemingly mind-boggling psychiatric phenomena today. It is also
one of the fastest growing segments of psychiatric consumerism. Its growth parallels the booming business
of recovering (or constructing) memories of abuse and satanic ritual abuse (SRA). They go together.

Consider the case of Lucy Abney, who entered treatment for depression and ended up with 100 alternate
personalities after two years of therapy. Besides developing so-called MPD, Abney "relived" such
horrendous "memories" as sacrificing three of her children and drinking blood. Although Abney admits
that "the memories were very real, very vivid," she has concluded they were not based on reality. They
were fantasy.1

Abney is just one of many abuse victims. However, the abuse appears to have occurred in therapy. Such
psychiatric abuse is costly to patients in terms of time spent in psychiatric units, unjust accusations of
parents, the personal emotional trauma of experiencing such horrible fantasies, and just plain dollars (in
her case over $300,000).2

There is quite a bit of disagreement in the field concerning the diagnosis, treatment, and even existence of
MPD. However, most recognize its close connection to hypnosis and some researchers say that paranormal
experiences are often associated with those with alleged MPD. Much of the writing depends upon what we
call "anecdotal psychology" rather than research psychology. In other words, the authors rely on subjective
views of individual cases rather than solid research.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-III-R) describes MPD as:

The existence within the person of two or more distinct personalities or personality states . . .
[each having] a relatively enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the
environment and one's self. . . . At least two of the personalities, at some time and recurrently,
take full control of the person’s behavior.3

This description sounds authoritative. However, neither the description nor diagnosis has been established
by objective scientific standards.

The usefulness of MPD being listed and defined in the DSM-III-R is financial. In fact, one might look at
the DSM-III-R as the guide to financial gain through psychiatric diagnosis. If a therapist can attach a
DSM-III-R label to an individual, he can be paid by insurance companies. Beyond that, the DSM-III-R
has numerous problems, with most of the "diseases" not being true diseases at all, but rather problems of
living.

Such medical jargon makes MPD sound as if it is beyond the reach of biblical analysis. If a condition is
described as psychopathological, people assume it is outside the realm of Scripture. However, personality
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itself is an aspect of the soul, and the Bible is the only accurate, authoritative source for understanding the
soul. Nevertheless, before we discuss MPD from a biblical perspective, let’s look at how various people in
psychiatry and psychology view and treat MPD.

101 Personalities?

Can a person have 100 different alternate personalities? Can a person have even one extra personality?
That is a question under considerable debate among the professionals. The therapists who are busy
diagnosing and treating those to whom they’ve assigned the MPD diagnosis believe they are right. They
contend that the only reason why MPD used to be such a rare occurrence was because it was not
previously recognized for what it was.

On the other hand, Dr. Paul R. McHugh, who is a professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins, believes that
so-called MPDs are created by the therapists themselves. He says:

This formerly rare and disputed diagnosis became popular after the appearance of several best-
selling books and movies. It is often based on the crudest form of suggestion.4

Here are some of the kinds of suggestions McHugh says are used by therapists to find alter personalities in
their patients. Therapists ask such questions as "Have you ever felt like another part of you does things that
you can’t control?" Then, if the patient gives any kind of positive response, the next question might be,
"Does this set of feelings have a name?" Even if the person does not yet give a name to that "set of
feelings," the therapist may ask, "Can I talk to the part of you that is taking those long drives in the
country?" Here the therapist separates the person into different personalities without even using hypnosis.5

McHugh contends, "Once patients have permitted a psychiatrist to ‘talk to the part . . . that is taking these
long drives,’ they are committed to the idea that they have MPD and must act in ways consistent with this
self-image." He says, "The emergence of the first alter breaches the barrier of reality, and fantasy is
allowed free rein."6

Advantages of MPD

There are distinct advantages of an MPD diagnosis. MPD provides a personally blameless explanation for
why the person’s life is not working. MPD provides a convenient excuse—just blame the sin on one of the
multiples and avoid having to own up to responsibility. It may be a case of wanting one’s cake and eating
it, too—doing what one knows is wrong but not having to feel guilty or bear the consequences. Generally
the alleged alters do what the patient would "never do."

MPD can also be a very dramatic way of making sense out of life or drawing attention to one’s own
importance by having a condition that seems beyond the scope of most people. The person becomes both
the star and the entire cast in a drama that challenges all who try to help, even the therapist, who is a
partner in the drama—the joint playwright, producer and director.

The diagnosis is also an advantage for the therapist. MPDs are fascinating and long term. If a therapist has
enough MPD cases he won’t have to drum up business. He can participate as the paid partner in this
production for a "long run."

Whereas the few isolated cases of people with suspected multiple personalities in the past had only one or
two, the numbers have now expanded, with the possibility of over 100 different personalities, including
animals and members of the opposite sex.

The drama of MPD may begin with depression. Alter personalities are suspected and elicited. Memories of
abuse are suggested and encouraged. Then the therapist begins the long process of trying to integrate all
those personalities into one person.
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In his study of 29 case reports Dr. Myron Boor says, "A variety of therapy approaches, including
psychoanalysis, hypnotherapy, behavior therapy, structured videotaped sodium amobarbital interviews, and
general integrative techniques, was used with some success to treat the patients in these case reports."7

Most of these techniques rely primarily on suggestion. Therefore, the entire treatment may simply become
a conspiracy of fantasy. Furthermore, there are documented dangers to using hypnosis and other mind-
altering techniques.

Both sides of this controversy present case studies to support their claims. But, one cannot rely on
individual cases. They are subjective and isolated.

McHugh compares the proliferation of MPD with that of "hystero-epilepsy," discovered by Jean-Martin
Charcot in the nineteenth century. A student by the name of Babinski insisted that Charcot himself had
persuaded his patients that they had hystero-epilepsy. At first Charcot objected. However, when Babinski
connected the patient’s vulnerability to suggestion with the fact that they had been placed in the same ward
with epileptic and hysterical patients, Charcot was ready to try an experiment.8

Charcot moved these patients to other wards, away from the epileptics and hysterical patients, and away
from the others he had diagnosed as having hystero-epilepsy. Next, he and the hospital staff began to
ignore the symptoms resembling hysteria and epilepsy. Instead, they talked with the patients about the
various concerns that had initially led them into treatment. Without reinforcement, the patients’ symptoms
disappeared.9

McHugh relates this discovery that "doctors can induce a variety of physical and mental disorders,
especially in young, inexperienced, emotionally troubled women" to the current MPD vogue.10 He says:

The rules discovered by Babinski and Charcot, now embedded in psychiatric textbooks and
confirmed by decades of research in social psychology, are being overlooked in the midst of a
nationwide epidemic of alleged MPD that is wreaking havoc on both patients and therapists.11

McHugh argues that "MPD, like hystero-epilepsy, is created by therapists."12 He recommends:

Ignore the alters. Stop talking to them, taking notes on them, and discussing them in staff
conferences. Pay attention to real present problems and conflicts rather than fantasy. If these
simple, familiar rules are followed, multiple personalities will soon wither away.13

Another researcher, H. Merskey, examined a series of MPD cases and found that "no report fully excluded
the possibility of artificial production." In his article "The Manufacture of Personalities: The Production of
Multiple Personality Disorder," published in the British Journal of Psychiatry, Merskey says:

Unprecedented numbers of cases of MPD have been diagnosed mainly in North America,
since 1957. Widespread publicity for the concept makes it uncertain whether any case can now
arise without being promoted by suggestion or prior preparation.14

Merskey mentions that MPD is "rarely, if ever, found in Japan or Britain."15 He says:

It is likely that MPD never occurs as a spontaneous persistent natural event in adults. . . .
Suggestion, social encouragement, preparation by expectation, and the reward of attention can
produce and sustain a second personality. . . . Enthusiasm for the phenomenon is a means of
increasing it.16

In spite of the enthusiasm for diagnosing and treating MPD, both the description and diagnosis of MPD
rest solely on subjective material, such as: what the patient says in therapy, what the therapist thinks about
what the patient says, and such things as journals about dreams and fantasies. The only evidence regarding
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MPD is as scientific as testimonies from alleged UFO abductees and Past Lives Therapy. Any information
gleaned from a patient diagnosed with MPD is highly subjective within a highly suggestive situation.

Erroneous Assumptions about MPD

Nevertheless, many assumptions about MPD are spoken of as facts from an authoritative sounding
position. These include this notion:

Most people with this disorder have been physically and sexually abused for many years as
children. They are terrorized, violated, confused about who is to blame, and threatened with
horrible consequences if they reveal the truth.17

Such an assumption seems to make sense since MPDs and SRAs and other forms of allegedly remembered
abuse go together. However, with such memories now in question, very possibly having been created by
suggestion, it appears that MPD also comes from suggestion rather than from early childhood abuse.

The manufactured memories of FMS (false memory syndrome) may simply accompany manufactured
personalities. Rather than sexual abuse being the cause of MPD, both may be created in therapy through
the expectations of the therapist and the patient, as well as through suggestive techniques, such as
hypnosis.

While MPD therapists are busy "discovering" multiple personalities in their patients to integrate them into
one personality, there are other therapists who are working to help their patients discover their
"subpersonalities." Through guided imagery they help their clients discover hidden aspects of themselves.

Specialists in subpersonalities teach people to imagine a lovely place and wait for a person or an animal to
appear. This entity is supposedly one of their own subpersonalities, somewhat like Carl Jung’s archetypes.
The humanistic idea is that we can find wisdom within ourselves from these subpersonalities or archetypes.
But, Jung became involved with demons through this activity. What initially appeared as part of his own
psyche turned out to be a familiar spirit.

Thus we have all kinds of possibilities in our culture to develop what might look like multiple
personalities. Are they simply states brought on through hypnosis and other forms of suggestion? Are they
actually parts of the person that have split off from the central personality? Are they demon spirits? The
professional community remains divided on this issue. There are many opinions, but no consensus based
upon objective scientific research.

MPD PsychoHeresy

The myths surrounding MPD have entered the church. Many Christians believe the popular,
unsubstantiated stories about satanic ritual abuse, and they may be receptive to creating false memories.
Once they enter the fantasy realm of FMS, they are ready to participate in the MPD drama.

There are Christians who see a demon behind every bush and psychotherapists who see multiple
personalities behind every emotional or behavioral disturbance. But in the MPD craze there are Christians
who integrate lots of notions about psychology with various doctrines of demons. Along with secular
therapists, there are "Christian psychologists" who look for abuse and SRA behind every MPD. Some try
to help patients integrate the personalities, some believe the alters are demons, and others attempt to
distinguish the two classes of alleged personalities. Many use hypnosis, which opens the mind to the
demonic realm.

James Friesen’s book Uncovering the Mystery of MPD is treated as an authoritative text for Christians.
However, Friesen promotes just about every secular myth about MPD, memories of child abuse and SRA.
He also includes unbiblical teachings about spiritual warfare. He advocates such unbiblical activities as
occultic visualization.18 His book is based upon individual cases rather than scientific objectivity or solid
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biblical exegesis. The substance of his teachings are pure subjectivity and conjecture—his own and his
patients’.

One has to wonder about the kind of religion Friesen embraces, for he gives M. Scott Peck credit for his
work with MPD and SRA. He says:

My preconceptions about therapy and about people began to change when I read People of the
Lie: The Hope for Healing Human Evil. That book led me to be more open to the clinical
benefits of exorcisms, and it prepared me for contact with evil.19

Peck refers to himself as a Christian, but his form of Christianity is another gospel, which is quite
acceptable to New Agers, and he is often featured at their conferences. (For a brief critique of Peck’s
work, see PsychoHeresy, pp. 84-88.)

Because of the high degree of possible deception in the diagnosis and treatment of MPD, Christians should
avoid it. Using hypnosis is forbidden in Scripture and presents many dangers. (See Hypnosis and the
Christian, published by Bethany House.) Christians should also be wary of eliciting memories of abuse
that have been forgotten. Too many so-called repressed memories are contaminated by illusion and
fantasy. One does not have to remember, resurrect, or reconstruct the past in order to walk in newness of
life. (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory Syndrome: Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2
of this newsletter.)

What does the Bible say about MPD?

Rather than following subjective experience and psychological notions about why people are the way they
are and how they are to change, the Christian should follow the Bible as the authoritative guide to studying
the soul. Therefore, we have to ask: What does the Bible say about MPD? Nothing.

The Bible does speak of demons inhabiting people, but it does not support the notion that Christians can be
demon possessed or controlled. It does say that all unbelievers are under Satan’s rule (Ephesians 2:2-3).
But, it also declares that God "hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the
kingdom of his dear Son (Colossians 1:13).

The Bible says Christians can be tempted by Satan and his legions. But, inhabited? No! Controlled? No!
God enables Christians to resist temptation and overcome sin. If Christians do follow after temptation, they
are walking after the flesh and therefore do what will please the evil one. Nevertheless, the battle for the
Christian is between the flesh and the spirit.

Instead of presenting multiple personality disorder, the Bible shows that unbelievers are sinners with a
sinful nature and that believers may revert to the ways of the old nature’s sinfulness. Instead of many
personalities, the Christian has two natures. The old nature has judicially been put to death and buried, but
the flesh can make it sinfully operative. The new nature is the new life in Christ which comes from true
conversion by the Holy Spirit.

Paul rejoiced in this truth:

I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life
which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave
himself for me (Galatians 2:20).

The Bible gives Christians the necessary information and power for living an abundant life. Christ is
sufficient to enable Christians to put off the old man and put on the new. Rather than instructing Christians
to discover hidden alter personalities, the Bible tells believers:

That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to
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the deceitful lusts; and be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man,
which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness (Ephesians 4:22-24).

We contend that the current craze of MPD diagnosis is mistaken and misguided. Such a diagnosis covers
up the real problem—sin—and the true answers given in Scripture.

Notes:
1 Mark Smith, "Patient says therapy spawned ‘memory of satanic cult,’" Houston Chronicle, 12 September
1993, 1A.
2 Ibid.
3 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III-R. Washington: American Psychiatric Association, 1987, p. 269.
4 Paul R. McHugh, "Multiple Personality Disorder," The Harvard Mental Health Letter, Vol. 10, No. 3,
September 1993, p. 5.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7 Myron Boor, "The Multiple Personality Epidemic: Additional Cases and Inferences Regarding Diagnosis,
Etiology, Dynamics, and Treatment," The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol. 170, No. 5, 1992,
p. 302, 304.
8 McHugh, op. cit. p. 4.
9 Ibid, pp. 4, 5. 
10 Ibid. p. 4. 
11 Ibid. p. 5.
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. p. 6.
14 H. Merskey, "The Manufacture of Personalities: The Production of Multiple Personality Disorder,"
British Journal of Psychiatry (1992), 160, p. 327.
15 Ibid., p. 328. 
16 Ibid., p. 337.
17 "Dissociation and Dissociative Disorders: Part II," The Harvard Mental Health Letter, Vol 8, No. 10,
April 1992.
18 James G. Friesen. Uncovering the Mystery of MPD (San Bernardino: Here’s Life Publishers), p. 175.
19 Ibid., p. 15.
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National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)
Or "National Association of Neo-Evangelicals"?

-  The NAE is the mainline neo-evangelical group. In recent years it has become increasingly ecumenical and
charismatic. Charisma magazine said about 51 percent of NAE church members are Pentecostal. Some reports say it's
80 percent when charismatic churches are included, though most of these are independent. The NAE claims that
Pentecostals have developed a base of trust within the NAE, though NAE conferences as yet have no tongues-
speaking. By courting and accepting Pentecostal churches, organizations, and individuals, the NAE has given the false
teachings of the Pentecostal movement an undeserved aura of theological respectability within evangelicalism,
something that they had not previously been accorded by the mainline denominations which were a part of the
ecumenical movement. With Ted Haggard, an Oral Roberts University grad and a charismatic, as its current president,
the NAE can no longer disclaim its charismatic orientation. NAE chairman Bill Hamel says: "Ted crosses
denominational and theological lines very easily" (6/03, Charisma). Foundation says: "Haggard writes a monthly
column for a Charismatic magazine and frequently unites for ministry and worship with men such as Benny Hinn, Paul
Crouch, and C. Peter Wagner. He participated in the Promise Keepers Pastors and Leadership Conference in February
2003."

John White, former president of the NAE, says there is also a growing cooperation between the NAE and Roman
Catholics (11/1/92, Calvary Contender). (A brochure promoting NAE's 50th anniversary convention in 3/92 listed
Notre Dame professor James Burtchaell as a luncheon speaker. Burtchaell resigned from Notre Dame amid sexual
misconduct charges, and subsequently, from the NAE engagement also.) [The NAE currently claims to represent
43,000 congregations from 52 denominations and individual congregations from an additional 27 denominations (many
of the latter are still members of denominations in the NCC/WCC). They claim to have 22 million members, and
"speak for" some 40 million evangelicals in America. See last section of this report for the most recent information on
the NAE.]

-  The NAE is a melting pot for new evangelicals of every stripe, including charismatics, so-called "evangelical"
Catholics, ecumenists, feminists, and pseudo-fundamentalists. Theologically, they represent the whole spectrum --
everything from Mennonite to Reformed Presbyterian, from Baptist to Lutheran, Pentecostal, and holiness. Don Argue,
an Assemblies of God pastor, was the NAE president (1995-2001); he was committed to making the NAE a politically
correct organization since it is "too old, too white, and too male," by recognizing that the "evangelical table is broad
and wide and long ..." In late-1996, Argue became the first president of the NAE to speak to the apostate National
Council of Churches in America (NCC), an arm of the radically liberal World Council of Churches. Argue said he had
developed a "good relationship" with the NCC's general secretary, Joan Brown Campbell (11/19/96, Ecumenical News
Agency). Argue said he had no difficulty recognizing NCC leaders as fellow Christians. 

According to Religion Watch, the NAE took part in formal discussions with the Eastern Orthodox churches and is
already engaging in ecumenical evangelism with the Orthodox in largely Orthodox post-communist countries.
According to Religion Watch, the NAE has come to the view that "we cannot go in with our normal historic pattern of
assuming that the whole culture is not Christian [and this] has impacted most of the mission-sending groups -- for
example, John Guest and his evangelistic efforts. When he goes into Romania, he seeks the cooperation of the
Orthodox church. I don't think that would have happened before these discussions and this new awareness." [At it's
2003 convention, the NAE even permitted the Roman Catholic Church and the Greek Orthodox Church to lease
exhibit space!] 

-  The NAE has a series of commissions which attract people with special interests. Most of them do not even bear the
name of the NAE. They act as flypaper to catch those with an interest in certain subjects. Such commissions are the
Evangelical Foreign Missions Associations, the World Relief Commission, The Commission on Chaplains, the
Evangelism and Spiritual Life Commission, The National Religious Broadcasters, The Social Concern Commission,
The National Sunday School Commission, the National Association of Christian Schools, and the Theology
Commission. One can see at a glance how these commissions tend to attract innocent victims who are interested in the
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chaplainry, missions, Sunday school, or Christian schools. Through his particular interest, the victim finds himself
unintentionally affiliated with the NAE. 

The NRB used to be a "commission" of NAE, but split-off in early-2001, ending a relationship that went back to 1944.
Karl Stoll, communications director of the NRB, said the decision was based on the NAE's growing relationship with
the modernistic National Council of Churches. In February 2000, the NAE changed its bylaws to allow member
denominations to hold joint membership in the NCC. In September 2000, the Los Angeles Times reported that the NAE
and the NCC "are considering realigning and forming a third group." Kevin Mannoia, head of the NAE at the time of
the NRB split, told the Times that "the block walls are coming down and giving way to picket fences." (To disassociate
from the NAE is a wise move on the part of the NRB, but it is very puzzling. For one thing, many member
denominations and organizations of the NRB are separately members of the NAE. It is meaningless for the NRB as a
body to "pull out of" the NAE when at the same time its individual members remain members in good standing of the
latter. It looks like mere religio-political posturing.) 

-  The March-April 1992 issue of Foundation magazine did a lengthy report on the NAE's 50th Anniversary meeting
held in Chicago on 3/5/92. Billy Melvin, NAE's Executive Director, boasted at Chicago that "The NAE is the voice
you can trust." Sadly, this is simply not true. The following paragraphs summarize Foundation 's report:

(a) NAE was established in St. Louis, Missouri, April 7-9, 1942. NAE leaders boasted of its numerical
growth; of its success in providing "leadership for a dynamic and diverse movement"; of its ability to
"unite evangelicals from many theological perspectives and ecclesiastical traditions"; and of its
"continuing fidelity to its original Statement of Faith." The establishment of the NAE was actually a
repudiation of historic fundamentalism, founded on a platform of compromise. Those original
compromises have multiplied over the last five decades. 

(b) In the convention press packet, the following Glossary of Terms was printed:

1) Evangelicalism: "... Evangelicals, though theologically conservative, have not avoided
contact with secular culture and diverse religious traditions. Evangelicalism embraces groups
from both the Calvinistic and Arminian persuasion, including most of the major Pentecostal
groups within the United States."

2) Fundamentalism: "... In the 1940s, fundamentalists became distinguished from other
conservative Protestants over the interpretation of several verses from the New Testament (2
Corinthians 6:14-18) ... The issue came to a head over the broadly based evangelistic crusades
of Billy Graham. Some rejected Graham's involvement of entire communities [i.e., Roman
Catholics and 'liberals'] in his crusades. Those who opposed such efforts continue to be
known as fundamentalists."

3) NAE "... The NAE is a voluntary association of individuals, denominations, churches,
schools and organizations dedicated to united action without theological compromise ...
NAE was formed because evangelicals were uncomfortable both with those who espoused
the theologically liberal 'social gospel' and fundamentalists who neglected Christian ideal
for negative attacks on others [-- a classic example of the way in which evangelical
compromisers seek to excuse and defend their own disobedience to the Word of God
regarding Biblical separation. Scriptural reproof of and separation from false teachers,
disobedient brethren, and the things of the world, in no way indicate either negative attacks on
others or a lack of Christian ideals. Exactly the opposite is true (2 Tim. 4:1-5; 2 Thes. 3:6,
14,15; 1 John 2:5,15-17; Eph. 4:15)].

(c) Three major compromises were made by the founders of NAE, each of which has contributed in a
large way to its numerical growth and prestige in the religious world: 

the decision not to require separation from liberal churches or denominations as a condition of
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membership; 
the decision to include Pentecostal denominations, churches, and individuals in its membership; and
the formulation and adoption of a very brief statement of faith which all applicants were expected to
sign as a condition of membership.

(d) NAE's Statement of Faith is so brief and lacking in specificity on several crucial doctrinal matters that
it offers no real protection to its members against the admission of those who believe and teach
unscriptural doctrines; e.g., the omission of the word "inerrancy" concerning the Word of God. Also, no
mention is made of the Bible being our only authority -- our only rule for faith and practice. There is
nothing concerning salvation being entirely by grace through faith, totally apart from works or
sacraments (Eph 2:8-9). These major omissions were not accidental but deliberate. NAE leaders wanted a
more inclusive and broader fellowship than that prescribed by the Word of God, and that's exactly what
they got -- a "diverse movement" from "many theological perspectives and ecclesiastical traditions." [At a
meeting in May, 1989, a majority of a group of 385 neo-evangelical theologians of the NAE even voted
against the doctrine of eternal punishment. They proclaimed instead the Seventh-Day Adventist and
Jehovah Witness doctrine of "conditionalism" or soul-sleep. (Reported in the 6/3/89, World.)]

(e) For the most part, NAE leaders are now doing their best to promote the false claim that the National
and World Councils of Churches are becoming more evangelical and less liberal. Deceived by the
unscriptural example and influence of evangelical leaders like Billy Graham, Bill Bright, Leighton Ford,
Luis Palau, and other compromisers, many of those in the NAE and other evangelicals around the world
are now joining with Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and NCC and WCC liberals in prayer, worship,
evangelism, social action, and efforts for world peace. For 50 years, the NAE has insisted on having God-
forbidden fellowship. For 50 years, it has refused to exercise God-commanded reproof.

(f) Some very glaring inconsistencies surfaced again at the various sessions at the convention. Two
speakers shared the platform at the closing session -- evangelist Peter Kusmic, who is generally considered
to be the premier evangelical leader in Eastern Europe, and Dr. Billy Graham. Talk about inconsistencies!
Here are two top evangelical leaders speaking on the same program. One leader (Kusmic) talks about the
dangers posed by the false teachings of the Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches, and the other
(Graham), departing from his prepared text, reported that he would be holding meetings later in 1992 with
the Orthodox leaders in Russia and with Roman Catholic leaders in Eastern Europe.

(g) The one pastor and church which was held up as an example for other evangelicals to follow was Bill
Hybels of Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois. It would be difficult to find any
other church which has incorporated more worldliness in its programs than this one.

-  In 4/95, the Ohio Bible Fellowship passed a resolution on the NAE. This statement still accurately represents what is
wrong with the NAE:

"the NAE is adopting a position that is more in line with the social gospel than the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
... established in 1942 as an organization striving for a moderate position between the Federal Council of
Churches (which became the National Council of Churches in 1950) and the American Council of
Christian Churches, and has grown to represent 80 denominations and 50,000 churches. NAE adopted a
minimalistic doctrinal statement which did not require separation from apostasy and was tolerant of
charismatic groups ... the NAE is thoroughly ecumenical and is dedicated to racial reconciliation, societal
morality, social concerns and gender sensitivity at the expense of entangling alliances and blurring of the
true Gospel. ... Recent [NAE] resolutions include: (1) a one page document acknowledging the sin of
racism and calling on churches, institutions, and individuals to 'foster a new climate of sensitivity and
respect,' (2) an appeal for 'reasonable and just admissions policies for refugees and immigrants,' and (3) an
exhortation to Congress to 'approve foreign aid budgets' to protect humanitarian aid effort."

-  In June 1996, Dr. Ralph Colas of the American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC) did a special report of the
NAE's 54th annual meeting held in Minneapolis 3/3/96-3/5/96. Is the NAE still a voice you can trust," as Billy Melvin
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claimed in 1992? Sadly, it wasn't true then or now. The following paragraphs summarize Dr. Colas' report:

(a) The theme of the convention was Reaching America: One Voice in Unity. NAE leaders admit they are
moving into the "mainstream of religion" in America as they turn to social action and attempt to salvage
neighborhoods and cities. At a press conference, a discerning reporter responded to this new emphasis on
social action by saying, "You are not just going mainstream, you are moving into the mainline
denominational position." (She referred to the position of the National Council of Churches' [NCC]
mainline denominations and their commitment to social action.)

(b) Convention speakers included: Dr. John Allan Knight, general superintendent of the Church of the
Nazarene; Jill Briscoe, neo-evangelical, psychologizer, author, and speaker; Joe Stowell, president of
Moody Bible institute; Bishop Gilbert E. Patterson, pastor of the Temple of Deliverance in Memphis,
Tennessee; Luis Palau, neo-evangelical, Catholic sympathizer and international evangelist; John Corts of
the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association; and Bill McCartney, founder of Promise Keepers. [Promise
Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of
secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah"
tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true
Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history.]

(c) Women played prominent roles at the Convention. Caroline Michael, Advent Christian Church, raised
her hand over the group as she pronounced the benediction. She also serves as a member of the NAE's
Women's Commission. Diana Gee, chairman of Women's Commission, led in prayer. Jill Briscoe brought
the Sunday evening message; she also serves as vice president of World Relief, a subsidiary of the NAE
(its unrestricted income for 1995 was more than $24 million).

(d) The Nominating Committee brought in its report, and the body voted on the individuals suggested to
serve on NAE's board. Along with those elected to serve with president Donald Argue, Assembly of God,
four of the six officers (including Argue) are from the Pentecostal/Charismatic denominations.

(e) Luis Palau, who it is said has spoken face-to-face to eleven million people in 63 nations, spoke on
History Past and History Present. He challenged convention attendees to "practice our oneness in spite of
the pressure of denominations. Promise Keepers is the touch of God with its message of reconciliation,"
Palau declared. At the NAE's banquet, Bill McCartney, founder of Promise Keepers, was given the NAE's
Lay Person of the Year Award. The NAE explained that this award is presented annually to someone who
demonstrates leadership in Evangelical activity and thought. At this same banquet, Billy Graham was
recognized with the NAE's Lifetime Achievement Award.

(f) Other observations:

1. Demonstrating the NAE's policy of unity over doctrine, NAE's leaders have rejected the
Biblical doctrine of separation. J. Elwin Wright declared, "We should be able to at least shake
hands over the tops of the fences." Stephen Paine (president of Houghton College) said, "The
feeling of the NAE men has been that our organization was not founded to fight anybody."
Lewis Sperry Chafer of Dallas Seminary observed, "I believe our first obligation is in the line
of positive proclamation of God's truth rather than a negative objection against some specific
enemy." Fifty-four years later, it is evident that the NAE and NCC are working together. The
NAE has moved from "shaking hands over the tops of fences" to being in the same camp. An
inclusive position, such as that of the NAE, can only lead to more and more identification and
compromise.

2. The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) refused to invite President Bill Clinton to
speak at their convention. However, Dr. Argue invited President Clinton to come to
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Minneapolis to speak to the NAE.

3. The NAE Convention recognized official visitors from NCC churches including two men
and one woman, all three being pastors from American Baptist Convention churches. "Father"
Jeffrey Grohs, U.S. Office of Catholics, along with one individual from an Ecumenical
Institute, were also recognized from the NAE platform.

4. While its motto is Cooperation Without Compromise," the NAE practices just the opposite.
One can be in the NAE and the NCC at the same time.

-  In June 1997, Dr. Colas did a special report of the NAE's 55th annual meeting held in Orlando 3/4/97-3/6/97. The
1997 theme was Our Shared Vision -- Reaching America. The attendance was about 500. Colas' observations (in
addition to those from the 54th annual meeting) are important to note:

(a) The NAE leadership has for several years been attempting to overcome the obvious reality that most of
their delegates are white, male, and middle-aged, or even older. A look at of the list of convention
platform participants reveals an attempt to change the situation. At each public evening service, women
had the responsibility not only of ushering, but also of reading from the Old and New Testaments and
leading in prayer. At one service, it was announced that all of the women on the program that night were
under 40 years of age. Moreover, Billy Graham's daughter, Anne Graham Lotz, was the speaker at the
annual banquet, which was the closing service of the convention. 

(b) Speakers at this year's convention included Dr. Crawford W. Loritts, Jr., national director of Legacy (a
ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ); Josh McDowell, Josh McDowell Ministries; England's Baroness
Caroline Ann Cox, Deputy Speaker of the House of Lords; Anne Graham Lotz, AnGel Ministries; Dr.
David W. Johnson, a Christian & Missionary Alliance minister from Minneapolis, Minnesota; Ted
Haggard, New Life Church, Colorado Springs, Colorado; Dr. David L. Erickson, Promise Keepers; George
Barna, Barna Research Group; and Vonette Bright, Campus Crusade for Christ.

(c) The NAE Committee on Committees brought in their recommendations of those to be elected. Elected
to the Class of 2000 of the board of directors was Ann Gimenez, woman pastor of Rock Church, Virginia
Beach, Virginia. The Christian Higher Education Commission includes Joseph Stowell, president of
Moody Bible Institute, and Chuck Swindoll, president of Dallas Theological Seminary. 

(d) The emcee for most of the sessions was Ted Haggard, New Life Church and World Prayer Center,
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Haggard is listed as one of the main speakers at three International
Conferences on Prayer and Spiritual Warfare in 1997, along with other Charismatic leaders. Charisma
magazine featured a full-page advertisement promoting these conferences with C. Peter Wagner of Fuller
Theological Seminary, and urging everyone to attend. Haggard commented that David Yonggi Cho, the
Charismatic pastor of more than 1 million church members in Korea, had influenced him. He described
churches as fitting into three groups: liberal churches, life giving churches (like his church), and legalistic
churches (which "cut off people's heads with the Bible").

(e) Other Observations:

1. The NAE represents 43,000 churches from 48 member denominations, and individual
congregations from an additional 22 denominations, as well as several hundred independent
churches. Their membership includes 255 parachurch ministries and educational institutions.
Thus, the NAE would claim to represent over 27 million people. The largest constituency in
the NAE comes from Pentecostal/Charismatic groups. [The charismatic influence in the NAE
was clearly evident -- the last day of the convention began with the forming of small groups
(as is done at the Fasting and Prayer Conferences). The leader continues to mention items and
matters for prayer while each group then puts hands on each others' shoulders and some raise
their hands over the group, a practice often seen in Charismatic meetings.)
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2. Some organizations that had rented space in the Resource Center were Campus Crusade for
Christ, Mission America, Habitat for Humanity, Pioneer Clubs, Reformed Theological
Seminary, American Bible Society, Pocket Testament League, and Promise Keepers, the latter
which was heavily promoted at the convention. 

3. One of the busy spots at the convention was the "Christians for Biblical Equality" exhibit.
This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul Really
Said About Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and rejecting the
Scripture texts that forbid women serving as pastors and elders. Their statement said, "We
believe that Scripture is to be interpreted holistically and thematically. The Bible teaches that
in the New Testament economy women as well as men exercise the prophetic, priestly and
royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching, preaching and worship."
Among those who signed this declaration were Stuart Briscoe, Tony Campolo, Vernon
Grounds, David Allen Hubbard, Bill Hybels, Richard Mouw, and Ron Sider.

4. At the final press conference, Dr. Donald Argue, president, was asked if he had received
negative feedback because he spoke at the NCC General Assembly meeting. He replied that
the leaders of the NAE were supportive and that he had a wonderful opportunity to tell the
NCC leaders what an Evangelical really is. Joan Brown Campbell, NCC general secretary and
a divorced American Baptist clergywoman, was quoted by the press: "Dr. Argue comes with
the blessing of his board, and I think this makes it more significant." Both Campbell and
Argue said shared issues -- from racism to pornography -- have promoted new communication
between their groups. Ignoring Biblical instructions forbidding the joining of hands with the
radical, ecumenical, liberal NCC leaders, the NAE reaches out in warmth and love to this
apostate organization. 

5. The NAE leaders intend to radically change the makeup of the program at NAE
conventions. They continue to reinforce their alignment with Mission America and Promise
Keepers. The NAE leadership, in fulfilling a previous determination, is using women, younger
leaders, and people of color on their platform as well as seeing that they serve as members of
commissions and committees. 

6. The planned reception of the Worldwide Church of God (WCG) into full membership
(formally voted into membership on May 7th) will give the credibility WCG leaders desire.
The NAE attendees gave Joseph Tkach, WCG's leader, a standing ovation [and later made him
an NAE Board member!]. When Dr. Argue was given the WCG's statement on the Scriptures
-- which is not even Evangelical, let alone Fundamentalist -- his response was that the
president of Fuller Seminary had examined the doctrinal statement of the WWCG and found
it to be in order. 

7. The NAE has increased its visibility and influence. For example, Dr. Argue serves on a
U.S. State Department committee regarding religious persecution. He also participated in
President Clinton's pre-inaugural worship service, along with Tony Campolo, Bill Hybels, and
Luis Palau. The truth remains that the NAE has embraced many of the same programs that the
National and World Councils of Churches hold -- fighting racism, caring for the poor and
oppressed, and demanding justice. Argue said that "If we are not faithful to this calling and
this day of opportunity, God have mercy on us."

8. Churches that maintain membership in denominations that are a part of both the NCC and
WCC are welcomed as members of the NAE. Some of those churches are part of the
American Baptist Churches, the Episcopal Church, the Presbyterian Church (USA), the
Reformed Church in America, the United Church of Christ, and the United Methodist Church.
This religious hodgepodge comes about because the NAE continues as an inclusive
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organization.

-  In June 2003, Dr. Ralph Colas did a special report of the NAE's 61st annual meeting held in Eden Park, MN, March
6-7, 2003. Colas' observations (in addition to those from the 54th and 55th annual meetings) are important to note:

(a) Because of internal strife at the 2001, 59th annual NAE convention, no 60th convention was held in
2002. The controversy two years ago erupted because of decisions by Dr. Kevin Mannoia, the NAE
President at the time, to move the NAE office to the west coast at great expense, and also to open the NAE
to entire denominations that held membership in both the National and World Council of Churches. [In
2002, the NAE voted to move back to Washington, D.C., presumably at further "great expense."] The
Presbyterian Church of America, a constituent body in the NAE, raised a strong protest and even
threatened to leave. Though there are many individual churches in the NAE that are also in the National
and World Councils, this was an attempt by Dr. Mannoia to expand the NAE by bringing the Reformed
Church in America into full membership. The issue was resolved when the NAE Board of Directors
received the resignation of Mannoia and adopted a resolution forbidding entire denominations from being
received into membership in the NAE. 

(b) Dr. Leith Anderson was selected as the NAE interim-president while still remaining the senior pastor
of Wooddale Church in Minnesota, the host church for the 61st convention. Dr. Anderson brought a
measure of stability by his leadership and led the NAE in repaying the hundreds of thousands of dollars
owed. He resigned as president at the close of the 61st convention, and a few days later it was announced
that Dr. Ted Haggard, senior pastor of the New Life Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado, was selected.
Haggard's church is building a 12,000 seat sanctuary on land near the Air Force Academy. He is a
charismatic who also serves as president of The World Prayer Center, a strategic center for worldwide
evangelistic prayer. [C. Peter Wagner, who taught church growth at Fuller Seminary, is the "general" who
leads Christians in spiritual warfare at the WPC (5/15/99, Calvary Contender).] Dr. Bill Hamel, president
of the Evangelical Free Church of America and NAE Board Chairman, said, "Ted Haggard will give
evangelicals a positive and proactive leadership voice. His commitment to bringing evangelicals together
for mission, prayer, and a united voice is a deeply held value that is acknowledged and known throughout
the evangelical world."

(c) During one of the assembly sessions at the Wooddale Church, Dr. Haggard not only announced that his
church would host NAE's Convention in 2004, but also said that the program would be built around an
emphasis on "the mega churches in the USA. We will have Dr. Robert Schuller of the Crystal Cathedral as
one of our main speakers!" The fact that Dr. Schuller is both a Universalist and an apostate never seemed
to be an issue.

(d) Other observations:

1. The NAE from its birth in 1942 has been committed to an inclusive policy. It failed to
demand separation from the NCC/WCC in order to become a part of NAE. The majority of
churches in the NAE are Pentecostal/Charismatic. That is certainly seen in the choice of Dr.
Haggard as its new president. A previous president was Dr. Donald Argue, a leader in the
Assemblies of God denomination.

2. The attendance at NAE Conventions in the past has averaged about 500. This year there
were less than 200 who were registered.

3. The budget for the NAE is $700,000 and it was announced that they were now in the
black again.

4. The new evangelical Mission America Coalition (MAC) recently formed an alliance with
the NAE in an attempt to reach America for Christ. Honorary Co-Chairs of the MAC are
Bill Bright [now deceased], Billy Graham and John Perkins. It is another illustration of
ecumenical evangelism that is a trademark of the new evangelical movement.
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5. One of the displays at this year's NAE Convention was the Evangelical Environmental
Network with their posters containing the question, "What would Jesus Drive?" This
foolish question raises the kind of issue that makes people feel good but it comes across as
an anti-SUV bandwagon!

6. Biblical separation is neither taught nor practiced at NAE and NRB functions. God's
Word clearly teaches separation from both apostasy and compromise (II Timothy 3:1-5; II
Corinthians 6:14-18; Ephesians 5:11; II Thessalonians 3:6; Revelation 18:4).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2004
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NRB/NAE 2003 National Conventions
A Special Report On Two Neo-Evangelical Organizations

National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)
60th Annual Convention
Nashville, TN
February 7 - February 11, 2003

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)
61st Annual Convention
Wooddale Church, Eden Park, MN
March 6 - March 7, 2003

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor & Executive Secretary (Adapted by BDM)
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) met in Nashville, TN, February 7-11, 2003, while the National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE) held their meeting at the Wooddale Church, Eden Park, MN, March 6-7, 2003. 

This report will deal with these in a separate way, but the observations may overlap as both share the same heritage
and position.

National Religious Broadcasters (NRB)

For the first time in 11 years, the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) welcomed a standing president of the United
States of America. President George W. Bush accepted the invitation to come to Nashville, Tennessee and used the
occasion to rally the armies of compassion "to save one heart and one soul at a time. Welfare does not solve the
deepest problems of the soul," the President declared. Some activities and workshops had to be either changed or
cancelled on the day President Bush spoke. Tight security was evident as the standing-room only crowd gathered into
the Presidential Ballroom. President Bush called upon the broadcasters to communicate the need for all churches to
cross denominational, racial, and economic boundaries and to really work together helping the needy.

NRB's convention in 2002 was marked by conflict, according to Chairman Glenn Plummer, a charismatic and the first
African-American elected to that office, but he expected the 2003 Convention to be one of peace and harmony. After a
long search to find another CEO, Dr. Frank Wright was selected and introduced at the first press conference, and also
at the first plenary session. Wright was the executive director of the D. James Kennedy Center for Christian
Statesmanship, based in Washington, D.C., and also an elder at the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Fort Lauderdale,
FL.

The Opening General Session was led by Glenn Plummer who boldly declared to everyone that "Our message cannot
change and neither secularism nor Islam with their own agendas will replace the truth that there is only one name in
Acts 4:12 and that is Jesus Christ."

Special music at the first meeting was by Out of Eden, David Phelps, and Ginny Owens; while the speaker was Jim
Cymbala, pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, Brooklyn, N.Y. Cymbala's newest book, Fresh Power, was given to all
that were in attendance. The back cover reveals it is recommended by both Max Lucado and Anne Graham Lotz.
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The activities the next day began with a Worship Service. Words were scrolled across four large video screens
declaring, "There is not enough darkness in all the world to put out the light of a single candle." Dr. Alistar Begg,
pastor of the Parkside Church near Cleveland, Ohio brought the sermon. Using Luke 16:19-31, he spoke on the rich
man and Lazarus. There was an unusual quietness in that large auditorium as Begg said, "We must give people what
they need to hear and not what they want. You can talk about finances and family and yet neglect the truths of the
Gospel. Remember, Hell is filled with good people."

The NRB inducted Dr. Adrian Rogers, pastor of the 23,000 member Bellevue Baptist Church (SBC)  in Memphis, TN,
and host of "Love Worth Finding," into the Religious Broadcasting Hall of Fame. Following the Awards program, a
concert was held with Avalon, the 2003 American Music Awards favorite artist in contemporary music, and also
featured Russ Lee and Natalie Grant. Avalon's newest release "charts new musical territory, but the message a song
conveys is more important," according to NRB's printed program, The music at the convention, for the most part, had
a driving beat and was very loud.

A special press conference was held by the National Pro-life Religious Council. Those who spoke included actress
Jennifer O'Neill, Father Frank Pavone, the national director of Priests for Life and Dr. Richard Land, president of the
Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention. Information shared by those who spoke
said that 70% of those getting abortions claim they are affiliated with the Christian faith. Dr. Land declared the
Supreme Court could either rescind or reverse Roe vs. Wade. All who spoke underlined that the National Pro-life
Religious Council "opposed abortions but not the ones who had the abortion. No one who had an abortion needs
condemnation."

The Anniversary Banquet featured as speaker Dr. Rick Warren, pastor of the Saddleback Valley Community Church in
Lake Forest, California. World Vision, which holds membership in the World Council of Churches, sponsored the
banquet. Dr. Warren related that 16,000 attend his church every weekend and there are 50,000 names on his church
roll! He is the pioneer of the Purpose-Driven Church that promotes "church health and growth."

NRB's attendance in 2003 was 5,550 with 272 exhibitors using 140,000 square feet of space. The convention in 2004
will be in Charlotte, N.C. and in Anaheim, CA in 2005. A number of individuals were added to the expanded NRB
Board of Directors . While they had 90 members previously, they now have 103. Ron Cline of HCJB was elected as
First Vice President and other members of the Executive Committee are Bill Blount, Rod Harris, Jim Gwinn, Sue
Bahner, Bob Neff, Janet Parshall and Bill Skelton.

This reporter's observations about the NRB Convention:

(a) A large ad was placed in the NRB's daily Newspaper, which was sponsored by Global Catholic
Network. Its headline was, "How much could a Catholic Nun know about Radio?" With the picture of
Mother Angelica, the ad told the story that while this nun did not know anything about radio or television,
she had faith and started the Eternal Word Television Network which today is a state-of-the-art facility.
The network features "a live daily Mass, popular call in talk shows, music, and news, so there is something
for everyone." Catholic Answers, from El Cajon, California and a defender of the Roman Catholic
Church, was an exhibitor. For the first time Conciliar Press of the Eastern Orthodox Church had a booth at
NRB. Dr. Frank Wright, NRB's new CEO, defended having such groups there. He said it can have
"redeeming value" as they learn about NRB.

(b) Voice of Prophecy was back as an exhibitor and when questioned they will acknowledge they really
are Seventh Day Adventists (SDA). With them it seems to be a "Don't ask--don't tell" process. 

(c) Dr. Wright said he believes the "Cultural Mandate" is for today just as the Great Commission in the
New Testament is. He believes the NRB demonstrates both of these in their programs and goals.

(d) World Vision and the Salvation Army are both active at NRB functions. But nothing is ever said that
they are a part of the World Council of Churches (WCC). Numerous charismatic organizations always
work hard at NRB to promote their books, programs and videos.
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(e) The National Religious Broadcasters has a worthy goal to see that access to preach the Gospel over the
airways is not restricted. However, its broad inclusive organization shows it fits right in the center of the
New Evangelical camp.

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)

Because of internal strife at the 60th annual NAE convention, no convention was held in 2002. The controversy two
years ago erupted because of decisions by Dr. Kevin Mannoia, the new NAE President, to move the NAE office to the
west coast at great expense, and also to open the NAE to entire denominations that held membership in both the
National and World Council of Churches. The Presbyterian Church of America, a constituent body in the NAE, raised
a strong protest and even threatened to leave. Though there are many individual churches in the NAE that are also in
the National and World Councils, this was an attempt by Dr. Mannoia to expand the NAE by bringing the Reformed
Church in America into full membership. The issue was resolved when the NAE Board of Directors received the
resignation of Mannoia and adopted a resolution forbidding entire denominations from being received into
membership in the NAE. (In this action they even included forbidding groups from the American Council of Christian
Churches into membership - even though the ACCC would never try to join them!)

Dr. Leith Anderson was selected as the NAE interim-president while still remaining the senior pastor of Wooddale
Church in Minnesota, the host church for the 61st convention. Dr. Anderson brought a measure of stability by his
leadership and led the NAE in repaying the hundreds of thousands of dollars owed. He resigned as president at the
close of the 61st convention and a few days later it was announced that Dr. Ted Haggard, senior pastor of the New
Life Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado, was selected. Haggard's church is building a 12,000 seat sanctuary on land
near the Air Force Academy. He is a charismatic who also serves as president of The World Prayer Center, a strategic
center for worldwide evangelistic prayer. Dr. Bill Hamel, president of the Evangelical Free Church of America and
NAE Board Chairman, said "Ted Haggard will give evangelicals a positive and proactive leadership voice. His
commitment to bringing evangelicals together for mission, prayer, and a united voice is a deeply held value that is
acknowledged and known throughout the evangelical world."

During one of the assembly sessions at the Wooddale Church, Dr. Haggard not only announced that his church would
host NAE's Convention in 2004, but also said that the program would be built around an emphasis on "the mega
churches in the USA. We will have Dr. Robert Schuller of the Crystal Cathedral as one of our main speakers!" The
fact that Dr. Schuller is both a Universalist and an apostate never seemed to be an issue.

The opening session began with contemporary music led by a worship team of 6 instrumentalists and 6 vocalists. This
music soon had the charismatics raising their hands and clapping in time with the beat. Dr. Thomas Trask, general
superintendent of the Assemblies of God, which is the largest denomination in the NAE, was the first speaker. He
emphasized the Divine Resources, the Human Needs and the Loving Channels that can be used to bring glory to God.

A forum followed on "The Future Of American Evangelicalism," moderated by NAE President Leith Anderson. Others
serving on that panel were David Neff, editor of Christianity Today, Martin Marty of the University of Chicago, and
President George Brushaber of Bethel College and Seminary. Dr. Anderson began by rehearsing events such as the
Scopes Trial in 1925, and the birth of the NAE and the NRB. He declared that "evangelicals have moved from the
margin to the mainline. The largest churches in the USA are evangelical. But I do not know what is next for
evangelicals." Dr. Brushaber said that evangelicals need to be good students of our culture and recognize that "the
affluence has enabled evangelical churches to build mega churches." He added, "Now many churches charge fees for
services and much of the older generation who supported the ministries have been replaced by the boomers who do not
want a long-term commitment to stewardship." Dr. Martin Marty, a member of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, which is in the NCC/WCC, and is also editor of the liberal Christian Century, told that in 1978 the Pope
declared "these evangelicals are people of good will with whom we must work." He went on to say "the average
evangelical does not even know what is the denomination of the church he attends and does not even care. The fact is
that 77% of the people in the pews have no idea if they belong to any group outside their local church. Many
evangelicals now recognize they can work with the Roman Catholic Church on certain causes. Evangelicals have
learned from the mistakes of others who refused to do this. Many years ago evangelicals rejected Christian Rock but
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now they embrace it." Dr. David Neff, editor of the New Evangelical magazine Christianity Today, declared that
"evangelicalism is full of change. We must transform sinful culture; not just reject it. Churches and para-church
organizations must partner together even more." He went on to say "the need for cooperation never goes away. The
Evangelical Catholic Together (ECT) found a lot in common with conservative Roman Catholics."

The NAE Business Meeting dealt with the problem of solving the huge deficit and how they needed an increase of
income for the NAE. The rewriting of the bylaws is being done and attempts are being made to strengthen
relationships among NAE constituent bodies. They adopted a Second Statement of Conscience Concerning Worldwide
Religious Persecution and another resolution on Hiring Rights.

The Assembly in the evening on March 6 included a large choir and orchestra as well as a brief greeting from the
Governor of Minnesota, Tom Pawlenty, who is a member of Wooddale Church. He said "we have got a lot to do in
Minnesota. I salute President Bush's faith-based initiatives." He also quoted someone who said that "an ounce of
preacher is worth a ton of politician."

The main speaker that evening was Dr. Chuck Colson, president of Prison Fellowship. Colson said "if something is
going to happen in America it will start in the pulpit. Let us not be casual about the church. Martin Luther said his
knees knocked when he stood up to speak." Colson did not refer to the fact that he was a promoter of the Evangelical
Catholic Together that Dr. Neff had referred to earlier in the day.

The final session was a panel on "Evangelicals in Public Engagement," led by Rev. Richard Cizik, Vice President for
Governmental Affairs. Ron Sider, longtime promoter of Social Action Causes, and Diane Knippers, who is attempting
to lead the NCC/WCC to take a more conservative stand while she continues to be a member of a church body that is
in both organizations, also served on this panel with Cizik.

Observations by this reporter:

(a) The NAE from its birth in 1942 has been committed to an inclusive policy. It failed to demand
separation from the NCC/WCC in order to become a part of NAE. The majority of churches in the NAE
are Pentecostal/Charismatic. That is certainly seen in the choice of Dr. Haggard as its new president. A
previous president was Dr. Donald Argue, a leader in the Assemblies of God denomination.

(b) The attendance at NAE Conventions in the past has averaged about 500. This year there were less than
200 who were registered.

(c) The budget for the NAE is $700,000 and it was announced that they were now in the black again.

(d) The NAE claims to represent 43,000 congregations from 51 denominations and individual
congregations from an additional 27 denominations (many of the latter are still members of denominations
in the NCC/WCC). They say they represent some 27 million Americans.

(e) The new evangelical Mission America Coalition (MAC) recently formed an alliance with the NAE in
an attempt to reach America for Christ. Honorary Co-Chairs of the MAC are Dr. Bill Bright, Dr. Billy
Graham and Dr. John Perkins. It is another illustration of ecumenical evangelism that is a trademark of the
new evangelical movement.

(f) One of the displays at this year's NAE Convention was the Evangelical Environmental Network with
their posters containing the question, "What would Jesus Drive?" This foolish question raises the kind of
issue that makes people feel good but it comes across as an anti-SUV bandwagon!

(g) Biblical separation is neither taught nor practiced at NAE and NRB functions. God's Word clearly
teaches separation from both apostasy and compromise (II Timothy 3:1-5; II Corinthians 6:14-18;
Ephesians 5:11; II Thessalonians 3:6; Revelation 18:4).

http://incolor.inebraska.com/mdavis/evandcat.shtml
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1/97 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention
Neo-Evangelical Media Arm of the NAE

National Religious Broadcasters' 54th Annual Convention
Anaheim, California Convention Center
Theme: "Announce His Message"
January 25-28, 1997

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The National Religious Broadcasters (NRB), born on April 12, 1944, as an affiliate of the National Association of
Evangelicals (NAE), held its 54th Annual Convention and Exposition January 25- 28, 1997, in Anaheim, California.
While it had been announced there would be 5,000 registrants, the actual count was a little over 4,000. Numerous
countries were represented as the NRB continues to encourage and assist broadcasters all over the world. The
International Advisory Committee functions under the direction of Dr. David Clark.

The NRB has grown from 50-60 members to 858. It ended the fiscal year in the black with more than $250,000 in its
Legal Defense Fund. This organization represents over 800 radio stations along with 200 television stations.

The goals listed by Dr. David Clark, newly elected executive committee chairman, were freedom of access for gospel
broadcasting, improvement of quality in broadcasting, and the fostering of fellowship among broadcasters. Among the
30 NRB members receiving special recognition were: Richard DeHaan (Radio Bible Class), James Dobson, Jack
Hayford, D. James Kennedy, Charles Stanley, George Sweeting, Mike Trout (FOTF), and Pat Robertson. 

At the first press conference, Mr. Robert Straton, NRB's outgoing chairman, and Dr. E. Brandt Gustavson, NRB
president, reported that square feet used in this year's exhibition hall was 100,000; last year it was 82,000 square feet --
250 companies and organizations rented that space, which provides a major source of income for the NRB. Sony
Electronics loaned more than $100,000 of equipment to assist with broadcast and production needs.

The opening general assembly on January 25th. was emceed by award-winning musician Larnelle Harris. NRB
chairman Robert Straton welcomed those in attendance and said these next few days will be a "time of fellowship,
growth and learning, and we hope fun and relaxation."

Awards were given Saturday evening to several individuals and programs. "Promise Keepers This Week" was honored
as the Radio Program of the Year, while "Day of Discovery" (RBC) was given the TV Program of the Year award.
Keynote speaker Wellington Boone, the ecumenical founder and president of Wellington Boone Ministries (Atlanta,
Georgia), and a popular speaker at Promise Keepers rallies, began by asking everyone to hug one another. This, he
indicated, was because of the different creeds and races represented.

Boone exhorted the audience to follow the Great Commission to make disciples of all nations, emphasizing the inner
cities of America. He also declared Promise Keepers to be the fulfillment of Malachi with the outpouring of God in
the last days. Boone called for the unity of Christians, "If God is your father, then I am your brother. We are already
one in Christ." He concluded "May you not let the world of natural birth grow faster than the world of spiritual birth.
Would you get behind and support your black brothers as Jesus supported His disciples?"

http://www.amcouncilcc.org/
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Pat Boone, who serves as an official representative of Israel for tourism, and is a member of Jack Hayford's Church
on the Way, urged everyone to make the trip to Israel between 1997 and the year 2000. Boone also attempted to
explain and defend his entrance into the music world of Heavy Metal. His picture in major newspapers shows him
decked out in a black leather vest and the cover of his new album says, "Pat Boone in a metal mood. No more Mr.
Nice Guy." In one week 8,000 copies of his album were sold. An interesting sidelight is the report that Boone's
parents, wife, and daughter, Debby, opposed Pat's turn toward Heavy Metal.

It was announced that the 4th Annual Concert of Prayer will be held May 1, 1997, at hyper-charismatic Jack
Hayford's Church on the Way, Van Nuys, California. These concerts of prayer were described as "a growing
phenomena."

Dr. Stephen Olford, who was scheduled to speak, was unable to attend because of heart bypass surgery. Taking his
place was Dr. John MacArthur, Jr., of Grace Community Church, Sun Valley, California. Using II Corinthians 5 as
his text, MacArthur presented the concept of reconciliation, pointing out that God is the One who extends grace to
sinners. "The true doctrine of Christianity shows God loves sinners and seeks to reconcile with them," MacArthur said.

Monday, January 27th., began with the Plain Truth Ministries breakfast. This is the Worldwide Church of God
(WCG) which was founded by Herbert W. Armstrong. (Apparently many invited to the breakfast did not attend for
there were a number of empty tables.) Greg Albrecht, editor of The Plain Truth, was the emcee. Two videos made by
WCG were given to all in attendance. They were "Creation or Evolution" and "Babylon, Past, Present ... and Future."
A third video "Victory at Jerusalem" was to be made available later.

Dr. David Clark, newly elected NRB chairman, spoke and likened the WCG to a modern reformation. He said this is
seen by the NEW ATTITUDES; before the WCG was isolated, now they reach out to evangelicals. They are also being
built upon NEW AUTHORITY -- the Word of God, and acknowledge NEW ACCOUNTABILITY -- to brothers and
sisters in the Lord.

The president of the WCG, Dr. Joseph Tkach, Jr., was introduced and he related his religious journey to the truth. In
1986 his father was chosen as successor to Herbert W. Armstrong. Joseph, Jr., then followed his dad in the role of
leadership. Several teachings of the church bothered him so he began to share with others what was wrong with
Armstrong's doctrines. As a result, there were three major denominational splits. The membership which was once
145,000 is now under 75,000 and the income declined from $150 million to $30 million.

The three main dissident groups are the Philadelphia Church of God, the Global Church of God, and the United
Church of God. They all teach various percentages of what Armstrong taught. Ted Armstrong, who left his dad's
church in 1978, is leader of the International Church of God. When asked why this group kept the name, Worldwide
Church of God, Tkach said they desire to win the name for Christ.

The WCG, which has 51 acres of land in Pasadena, California, along with 72 buildings, has started marketing their
property. They are seeking to bring their Ambassador College into a working relationship with Azusa Pacific
University along with Fuller Theological Seminary (two theologically liberal institutions). [Actually, almost a month
prior to the NRB Convention, WCG announced it was closing Ambassador in May, 1997.] Their church splits have not
only created the loss of 40% of their ministers, but has caused many families to experience great divisions. When
questioned as to his own personal salvation experience, Tkach replied "Everyone had their own experience. Many of
us came to Christ in the Worldwide Church. Herbert Armstrong, in spite of errors he taught, had a high view of
Scripture." He added that back in 1988 they "abandoned the teaching of British Israelism and now have racial
reconciliation meetings."

Asked what the NRB could do for them, Tkach said, "Give us opportunities for radio interviews, decrease your
skepticism because I expected a warmer reception from Christians than I have received." Plain Truth Ministries is
already an associate member of the NRB and has applied for membership in the National Association of Evangelicals
(NAE). [Richard C. Dean, president of WFMZ-AM-FM-TV in Allentown, Pennsylvania, wrote an article titled "Open
Arms: Welcoming the Worldwide Church of God" for the convention issue of the NRB's Religious Broadcasting --

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/armstrong.htm
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"Never in my 60 years had I witnessed such a wholesome and positive reawakening within any group or
denomination," Mr. Dean wrote. "This was a dramatic move in the right direction."] 

A statement issued by the WCG leaders declared "We believe our journey out of the world of cults, unbiblical teaching
and legalism into the mainstream of the body of Christ can help us minister to others, helping them to avoid similar
pitfalls." However, when examining WCG's new doctrinal statement, one has trouble considering it to be an
Evangelical, much less Fundamentalist statement on basic doctrines -- namely, the Scriptures. They offered the Bible
as "the fully reliable record of God's revelation to humanity." One can ask if the Bible is "God's revelation to
humanity" or is it just a "record" of it? A reliable record to tell us about God's revelation is not the same as God's
revelation. A Fundamentalist would declare that "the Bible is God's revelation of His Person, His works, and His will
for humanity."

Included in Monday's and Tuesday's schedule were 40 workshops. Most of them were related to the technical aspects
of broadcasting. However, several dealt with leadership qualities and fund raising. Resolutions adopted by the NRB
were on the Fairness Doctrine, Digital Television, Family Viewing Hour, and Personal Attack and Political Editorial
Rules. (The NRB resents stations being compelled to carry broadcasts of those whose honesty, character or integrity is
not in keeping with the principles held by station owners and managers.)

The International Luncheon on Monday, January 27th., was emceed by Dr. David Clark, NRB International Chairman.
The event was sponsored by the Southern Baptist Radio and TV Commission, Fort Worth, Texas. Jack Johnson,
president of this SBC's commission, said their programs have a potential audience of 400 million with at least 100
million listening at this time.

Franklin Graham, son of evangelist Billy Graham, and president of Samaritan's Purse, began his address by showing a
video clip from ABC World News Tonight where Graham was featured as the "Person of the Week." He both
organized and directed an effort to deliver one million shoe boxes filled with gifts and supplies for children victimized
by recent wars in Bosnia and the former Yugoslavia. The budget of Samaritan's Purse is $33 million. Graham said, "I
never worry about funding. The Lord provides for us."

Looking ahead he said his plans are that when he takes over as leader of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
(BGEA), he will bring Samaritan's Purse right into BGEA. Concluding his remarks, Graham said "It really ticks me off
when I read in Christian publications and hear by media about someone's failures. Let's stop doing that." (One can
wonder if Paul was wrong when he withstood Peter and rebuked him because Peter was in error. Galatians 2:11-13. Is
a word of rebuke not only in order but also commanded by Scripture? Ephesians 5:11)

The "Evening Celebration" was the highlight on Monday evening's schedule. The speaker, who frequently addresses
Promise Keepers rallies, was Church of Christ (baptismal regeneration) pastor Max Lucado. He took as his theme
"The Faithfulness of God." "God cannot love you more than He does right now. His love does not come and go. It is
not based on what we do but who we are" he stressed. "God is faithful even when we are dense, even when we are
slow, even when we are confused, even when our minds are too small." Lucado concluded with Romans 8:38, which
says that nothing can separate us from the love of God. Emcee Goodeye added, "This has been wonderful evening. We
pray that you are refreshed."

The final day began with the All Media Breakfast sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ International. Dr. Bill
Bright reported that the "Jesus Film," which was produced by his organization, and at the NRB was given the
President's Award, has been translated into 450 languages. He added that the film had been seen by more than 900
million people.

Keynote speaker, Dr. David Jeremiah, senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church, San Diego, California,
has a radio program, "Turning Point," which is heard on 460 stations. The press release said "Dr. David Jeremiah has
frequently spoken at Moody Pastors' conferences, Alumni Week, and Founders Week. He has been the guest speaker
at conferences, colleges and seminaries across America. In 1988, he became president of Christian Heritage College."
Jeremiah said that he had missed only one NRB convention in 25 years.
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The Women's Luncheon on January 28 featured Beverly LaHaye, long-time advocate for women and Judeo-Christian
values. She founded Concerned Women for America (CWA), which now has 600,000 members. Speaking from
Ephesians 6:10, LaHaye underlined the phrase, "Be strong in the Lord." She shared how she became a pastor's wife
with a poor self-image. II Timothy 1:7 helped her overcome that problem. 

In private conversation she shared her uncomfortableness in being a keynote speaker at a conference sponsored by the
followers of Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church ("Moonies"). She indicated she did not know it was the Moonies
Conference until a few days before she left for it. She felt by then it was too late to cancel her appearance! (Unification
theology teaches that Jesus failed in His mission because He was unable to establish the "perfect marriage" and father
"perfect children." The Unification Church also teaches that a sinless world can only result from a "sinless family.")

Mr. Robert Straton was emcee of the Anniversary Banquet, which was the closing event of this year's convention.
World Vision was the sponsor of the black tie affair. Though the event was $50 per ticket, a strong appeal was made
and then an offering received to raise $40,000 for computer needs at the NRB headquarters. Dr. Joseph Stowell III,
president of Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, Illinois, was this evening's featured speaker. Ecumenical CCM artist
Steve Green, Sparrow Records, followed Dr. Stowell with a final musical package at this three and-a-half hour
function.

David Clark, newly elected NRB chairman, told Christianity Today, "As an organization, we'd love to see more
women emerge in leadership and in the organization. But we're way past the glass ceiling." (Four of the thirty
members of NRB's board of directors are women, and one of its eleven-member executive committee is a woman.
Clark said women are producing and hosting some of the best religious programs. "The challenge is that 65 percent of
women are working, and it's difficult to target them during the day" (3/3/97, Christianity Today). [Women have five of
the top twenty syndicated daily "Christian" radio programs of five minutes or less, including the most widely aired
show by a female broadcaster, Mary Whelchel's Christian Working Woman. Whelchel's show is on 450 stations on the
Moody Radio Network, and is in eighth place overall. Whelchel, a 56 year-old divorcee, says, "Women have been
slow to break into broadcasting because many stations are run by older men who have strong ideas about women
teaching."]

In conclusion, here are some observations (by Dr. Colas) regarding the NRB's 54th annual convention:

1. NRB's 90-member board of directors includes leaders who maintain membership in the National
Association of Evangelicals as well as the National and World Councils of Churches. A large number are
of the Charismatic/Pentecostal denominations.

2. A major source of the total income that keeps the NRB solvent comes from their annual convention.
NRB leaders are making plans to purchase land and to build their own building.

3. Questioned last year about pro-homosexual Tony Campolo and another radical, Mike Yaconelli,
speaking at regional NRB meetings, Bob Straton said a change was being made and the NRB's executive
committee was going to exert a larger measure of control. The Southwest Regional recently featured Jim
Bakker as a mainline speaker. (Bakker was present in Anaheim signing hundreds of copies of his book, I
Was Wrong at an autograph booth.) When Dr. Brandt Gustavson was asked if the NRB would have Jim
Bakker speak at a future national NRB convention, he responded, "we will not say we will never use him,
since he has repented."

4. AWANA Clubs Clubs International was an exhibitor for the first time. AWANA also was an official
sponsor and provided the delegate badges this year. This indicates a greater involvement and identification
with new evangelical organizations. (AWANA charters local churches that are members of National and
World Council of Churches, providing that church says it is not "supportive" of these liberal apostate
church councils. The NRB, as well, accepts groups that remain a part of the ecumenical machine.)

5. The Toronto Airport (Vineyard) Christian Fellowship exhibit was a very busy place. Not only did their
representatives distribute Spread the Flame, their official publication and videos, but also spent much time
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in hugging and praying for miracles and prophetic insights. This is the group where they have laughing
revivals, people braying like donkeys, barking like dogs, twitching and spending a lot of time stretched out
on the floor. (This reporter declined their invitation to let them pray over him so he could "secure the
blessings.")

6. The Voice of Prophecy booth provided books and tapes of their programs. As usual, the fact that they
are part of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church was not revealed!

7. Some of the other exhibitors were Strange Communications, publishers of Charisma and Promise
Keeper's New Man, Liberty University; Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic; Dominion Network; Regent
University; The Salvation Army; and CDR, which is the radio network of Cedarville College (GARBC).

8. Though at times someone would call for humility and less glamour and glitz, the very opposite came to
the forefront. With Hollywood stars participating, the enumeration of music awards, the applauding not
only the music but even the messages, this only detracted from glorifying the Lord.

9. The NRB is larger and stronger than the NAE which brought it into existence in 1944. While some
speakers this year had more Bible content, none identified the apostates, Roman Catholicism, or those
who accept extra biblical revelation, as being a threat or danger to the people of God. It is not necessarily
what they say, but what they fail to say that creates the problem. The matter of declaring "the whole
counsel of God" is conveniently ignored for the sake of unity.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 4/97
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1/98 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention
Neo-Evangelical Media Arm of the NAE

National Religious Broadcasters
55th Annual Convention and Exposition
Sheraton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
January 31 - February 3, 1998

Reported by: Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Editor (Adapted by BDM)
Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)
P.O. Box 19, Wallingford, PA 19086-0019
(610) 566-8154 (voice)/(610) 892-0992 (fax)/accc@juno.com

The NRB (National Religious Broadcasters), born on April 12, 1944, as an affiliate of the NAE (National Association
of Evangelicals), held its 55th Annual Convention and Exposition January 31-February 3, 1998, in Washington, D.C.
This year's convention theme was "Declaring Christ." There were 4,650 registrants, some of whom came from several
countries outside of the U.S.A.

The NRB has grown in the past year from 858 members to over 1,000. The organization claims to represent at least
1,200 radio stations and more than 100 television stations. The board of directors meeting, which is closed to all but
NRB members, adopted several resolutions -- "Free Air Time for Political Candidates," "Moral Foundation of
America," "Memoriam" (which listed those who died during the past year -- including John Wimber, founder of the
hyper-charismatic, "signs & wonders" Association of Vineyard Churches) and a short resolution on "The Partial Birth
Abortion." No resolution calling attention to the 25th Anniversary of Roe vs. Wade was adopted, nor was there one
that dealt with the curse of abortion.

At the first press conference, NRB's Vice President, Michael Glenn, related that the convention's new feature of "boot
camps" went "beyond our expectations and [these] were overwhelmingly successful." These sessions were designed
for those beginning in the industry or if they were in need of a refresher course. Glenn also asserted that religious
broadcasters face a challenge to be current, and "God has always given Christian broadcasters the opportunity to get in
on the ground level of anything that's developed."

The Expo Hall of Sheraton was filled to capacity with more than 200 exhibitors who were eager to pitch their programs
and peddle their products in the 100,000 square feet of space. There were 35 exhibitors who were unable to secure
space at this year's convention.

Numerous awards were presented that evening to several individuals, programs, and organizations. Former NRB
Executive Director Ben Armstrong was inducted into NRB's Hall of Fame. The Radio Program of the year was
"Proclaim" (produced by Moody Broadcasting Network), and Dr. Joseph Stowell, Moody Bible Institute president,
accepted the award. The TV Program of the year was "Coral Ridge Hour" (produced by D. James Kennedy's Coral
Ridge Ministries in Fort Lauderdale, FL). The winner of the William Ward Ayer Distinguished Service Award was C.
Donald Cole, "Radio Pastor" of Moody Bible Institute.

Keynote speaker at the opening general assembly was Dr. Charles Stanley, pastor of First Baptist Church, Atlanta,
GA, and host of "In Touch." Speaking on the theme "Declaring Christ," he urged his listeners to declare Him
accurately, passionately, dynamically, and creatively. He stated "Paul was willing to be all things to all men to try to
reach people" and added "It is not what a few do; it is what everyone does together, in the spirit of oneness that
counts."
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Sunday morning activities began with the Israel Ministry of Tourism Breakfast. The large banner behind the speaker's
platform read "Where Heaven and Earth Meet." Dr. Tim LaHaye was the speaker at this function that included
numerous dignitaries from Israel as well as several Jewish leaders from the U.S.A. LaHaye, who has been in Israel
nine times, said "God is not a respecter of persons, but He is a respecter of places."

The worship service on Sunday was led by NRB secretary Wayne Pederson. Musicians involved at this service were
Discovery House Music (Radio Bible Class) and Friends IV. Shirley Dobson, of the National Day of Prayer, spoke of
the "moral crisis" facing the White House. She encouraged everyone to get involved with the National Day of Prayer.
Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee gave his testimony, declaring his relationship with Christ as "the greatest thing
that ever happened to me." Dr. Jack Graham, pastor of the 14,000 member Prestonwood Baptist Church, Dallas, TX,
spoke on Jabez (I Chronicles 4). Graham said Jabez had a burning ambition, a bold faith and a practical faith.
"Prayer," he said, "is the slender nerve that moves the muscles of God." [Who is sovereign here -- man or God?
Biblical prayer is man lining up his will with the will of God, and then doing it.]

Monday, February 2, began with the 17th Annual International Christian Prayer Breakfast celebrating Israel's "Year of
Jubilee." This event was sponsored by the Religious Roundtable. Before Senator Sam Brownback introduced Senator
John Ashcroft, keynote speaker, three women led in prayer. Not one of these three ladies mentioned Jesus Christ in her
prayer. However, the fourth individual to pray was Southern Baptist pastor Dr. Adrian Rogers of Memphis, TN, and he
challenged the audience to confess personal sin and "Ask Him in the name of Jesus to forgive you." Many present at
this breakfast were Jewish rabbis. The survivors from Adolph Hitler's death camps were recognized and honored with
a standing ovation. Senator Ashcroft said "God has given us freedom which comes from our Judeo-Christian heritage."
He went on to say that "Without God, we cannot succeed but with God we cannot fail." The Ambassador from Israel to
the U.S.A. was introduced by Mrs. Bobbie James, first lady of Alabama.

The World Fellowship Luncheon featured Rebecca St. James, whose singing was accompanied not only by loud, big-
beat music, but also with psychedelic lighting. Dr. Charles Swindoll, President of Dallas Theological Seminary and
speaker on "Insight for Living," spoke on the Good Samaritan of Luke 10. He concluded by declaring "What
determines what you are determines what you see, and what you see determines what you do."

The "Evening Celebration" was the highlight on Monday evening's schedule. The emcee was Dr. Dennis Swanberg, a
humorist known as "America's Minister of Encouragement." He imitated several political, television, and religious
figures like Billy Graham. Music that evening was provided by the John Hagee Family, Anointed, and Carman.
Bishop Carlton D. Pearson, a hyper-charismatic pastor in Tulsa, OK, was the speaker. He related that Oral Roberts
was one of his mentors. He asked these questions: "Do we have God in a box?" and "Do we reach across
denominational lines?" He added, "We need to stop judging whether they be Catholic or Evangelical as well as black
and white."

The final day began with the "Public Policy Breakfast." A special guest was Michael Reagan, who is the host of the
top-rated radio program in San Diego. Keynote speaker was William Bennett, Empower America, Washington, D.C.
Bennett, who is a Roman Catholic, spoke strongly against the practice of abortion.

A special press conference was called by Dr. John Hagee, charismatic pastor of Cornerstone Church, San Antonio,
TX. Using his television audience, he had raised funds and then presented a check for $1,071,352 to the United Jewish
Appeal. The money is to be used to transport Jews from Russia to Israel. No mention was made by Dr. Hagee of any
ministry to win these Jews to Jesus Christ. (Hagee holds that, under two covenants, Jews were saved by keeping the
law while Gentiles are saved by the work of Christ on the cross.)

The Anniversary Banquet (optional black tie) featured Amy Grant and Janet Paschal as musicians. When Amy Grant
was introduced, the numerous Dove and Grammy awards she has received were mentioned. However, nothing was
said about her latest album, where she warns the radio stations: "As far as the lyrical content is concerned, there's no
evangelical bent, no mention of God. If the music you play has to have either of those two elements, you might not
want to play it." Elizabeth Dole, President of the American Red Cross, was the speaker. Dole has served five U.S.
Presidents and was identified as one of the world's most admired women.

In conclusion, here are some of Dr. Colas's observations regarding the NRB's 55th Annual Convention:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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1. NRB's 90-member board of directors represents the Who's Who of [neo-]evangelicalism. While some
would claim to be fundamentalists, their identification and association with those who remain in the
National and World Councils of Churches belie their claim. A large number are a part of the Charismatic
movement.

2. The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) featured no less than nine Southern Baptists in prominent roles
at this NRB Convention. Dr. David Clark, Chairman of NRB, explained that "Southern Baptists have the
best preachers in America and therefore have much to offer NRB."

3. The Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship exhibit was a very busy place. They offered a new video,
"Go Inside the Toronto Blessing," which portrays activities taking place in their services. Worshipers
laugh, cry, bark like dogs, and roll around on the carpet -- supposedly controlled by the Holy Spirit. One
issue of their monthly publication, Spread the Flame, promoted women becoming pastors and also to
declare God's new revelations given to this generation. Don Rousu, the author of one major article, is co-
pastor with his wife of the Vineyard Christian Fellowship, Edmonton, Alberta. Rousu wrote with a
prophetic word that "you women have been held captive in the church. Men dominated the church for
hundreds of years. We brought a male bias to the translation and interpretation of Scripture. But, it also
appears that the Sovereign Lord has allowed the enemy a hand in this as well. Could it really be all three?
Man, the devil, and God Himself?" He went on to say, "The time has come to break the yoke of
oppression, fear, bitterness, enmity, prejudice and distorted teaching."

The pastor of the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship, John Arnott, in the same issue of Spread the
Flame related that "Two of my 'heroes in the faith' are Kathryn Kuhlman and Aimee Semple-
MacPherson." If anyone takes an in-depth look at both of these women, the evidence reveals doctrinal
errors as well as moral sins. Their followers continued on with heretical teachings. It is no wonder that the
Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship continues to promote anointings, laughing revivals, dancing, and
making sounds like barnyard animals when their pastors John and Carol Arnott hold up as role models two
women who brought embarrassment and shame upon Christendom.

4. AWANA Clubs International was once again an exhibitor and an official sponsor. AWANA provided
delegate badges for all in attendance. AWANA, like the NRB, allows churches to be a part of its
organization even if membership is retained in the National and World Councils of Churches. AWANA
uses in defense of this compromise, that they only charter NCC/WCC churches that claim not to be
"supportive" of these liberal and apostate church councils. This is only "begging the question," for any
church that remains in the NCC/WCC is practicing compromise and disobedience.

5. Pat Boone was in attendance at this NRB convention but was not given a major role as at previous ones.
His heavy metal music album was a bit too much for even some evangelicals. But Boone told a member
of the press that "Too many Americans are apathetic to the moral fiber of this country." One can ask if
heavy metal music groups strengthen the moral fiber of the U.S.A.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/98
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National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  The National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) is a fellowship of Christian pastors and laymen who
have banded together to promote and develop "counseling that is thoroughly grounded in the Scriptures as the only
rule of faith and practice." The stated purpose of NANC's founding (1975) was "to certify counselors and counseling
centers, to build a referral network of trustworthy counselors and institutions, to provide fellowship with others who
stand in the mainstream of biblical counseling, and to provide continuing education." Though NANC was founded by
anti-psychological integrationist Dr. Jay E. Adams (the widely recognized "father" of the "nouthetic" Biblical
counseling movement), and though NANC continues to verbally proclaim an anti-integrationist position, its cross-
pollination over the years with the integrationist Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF), the neo-
evangelical, psychologically-oriented General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC), and the
psychologized ministries of John MacArthur's Master's Fellowship, have left it slowly sinking in a psychological
quagmire. (NANC's 14-member Board of Trustees has only four members affiliated outside these three organizations,
and NANC's director, Randy Patten, is the former head of the Indiana GARBC.)

-  We also have a problem with Jay Adams' nouthetic method: nouthetic counseling is a law-oriented confrontational
type of approach. In his booklet, Godliness Through Discipline, Adams states: "Liberty comes through law, not apart
from it. Godly, commandment-oriented living comes only from Biblical structure and discipline." In Competent to
Counsel, Adams says: "Nouthesis presupposes a counseling type of confrontation in which the object is to effect a
characterological and behavioral change in the counselee. Nouthetic confrontation, in its Biblical usage, aims at
straightening out the individual by changing his patterns of behavior to conform to biblical standards. Personality
change in Scripture involves confession, repentance, and the development of biblical patterns" (p. 46). (Emphasis
added.) The nouthetic theory of working to change a person's personality by establishing patterns of living from the
outside in, is the heart of the problem with counseling in general and specifically with NANC (Miles Stanford, 11/94
paper on Biblical counseling).

-  NANC holds an annual conference each year where "Biblical counseling" aficionados gather to attend plenary and
workshop sessions over a 48-hour period; the meetings purport to deal with a wide range of counseling issues. Typical
of the agenda and speakers at such conferences was the 1994 NANC Convention held 10/3/94-10/5/94 at NANC
headquarters in Lafayette, Indiana. [NANC moved its headquarters to Indianapolis in February of 2002.] It featured
five plenary session speakers and 23 workshop speakers. John MacArthur was one plenary session speaker (two
messages), as was psychologizer Wayne Mack of the Master's College (formerly of CCEF) and CCEF's
director/Adlerean psychologizer John Bettler. Of the 28 speakers on the program, four were from MacArthur's
ministries, five from CCEF, and eight from GARBC-affiliated churches. [In addition to the annual conference,
NANC's other recurring events include its On-The-Road Training Conferences, One-Day Symposiums, Parenting
Conferences, and Couples Conferences.]

The 2002 Convention was held in Rolling Meadows, Illinois; plenary speakers included John MacArthur and the
ecumenical Charles Ware. NANC recognized 22 newly certified Biblical counselors, bringing the total to 275 certified
counselors, with over 250 persons in the process of certification. At its 2001 Convention, NANC announced that there
are now only 16 states that have no NANC-certified counselors. Also in 2001, NANC expanded its Trustee Board by
one member -- adding former MacArthur assistant Lance Quinn. The 2003 conference is to be held in Little Rock, AR
(at Quinn's church). Scheduled plenary speakers include NANC director Randy Patten and psychological integrationist
David Powlison. 

-  Prior to the 10/88 NANC Convention held in St. Louis (and in prior years as well), NANC sponsored a 10-hour,
one-day training seminar teaching pastors and lay counselors the use of the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis
(TJTA) test. (The TJTA is a psychologically-based personality test that has been proven to have no adequate statistical
validity in either measuring personality traits nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage compatibility,
occupational fitness, child success in school, etc., etc. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology &
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Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.) Prerequisite for
the course was a degree in Social Sciences (i.e., sociology or psychology!) or a seminary degree. Worse yet, the TJTA
course was taught by Lloyd Jonas, a board member of NANC! This is just one example of NANC declaring one view
(anti-psychology/anti-integration) and practicing another (encouraging NANC member use of a psychologically-based
personality test). This difference between what NANC says and their true beliefs pervade the organization. [At the
2001 NANC Convention, Jonas was named to the "Academy of NANC," a very prestigious ranking. In NANC's 26
year history, only four people have been named to this position. This position is reserved for those who have
distinguished themselves in significantly advancing the cause of Biblical counseling, especially through training others.
Lloyd has started and developed seven church-based counseling centers and was one of the founding board members
of NANC.]

-  NANC publishes a bimonthly newsletter, The Biblical Counselor (circulation 14,000). Its 7/93 issue carried an article
by CCEF's Adlerean director, John Bettler: "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past." The article, though short,
gave enough information to reveal Bettler's integration of Adlerean psychology that it should have invoked a protest
immediately after its publication. A call to NANC's Executive Director a few months after the appearance of the article
revealed that there was not even one complaint. Therefore, we think it is fair to say that there has been wholesale
acceptance of psychological integration, exemplified by Bettler's teachings on the past, among those affiliated with
NANC who call themselves Biblical counselors.

In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology, there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence on
the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled "Alfred
Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Yet, NANC board members Jay Adams and David Powlison (CCEF), as
well as others affiliated with NANC, have publicly stated their belief that Bettler's teachings about using the past are
Biblical (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, Chas. 5 & 6). NANC, therefore, has obviously
joined the rest of the integrationists who call themselves Biblical.

-  The psychological leanings of NANC can also be readily ascertained by examining its Resource List and Catalog;
numerous books and tapes from a bevy of neo-evangelical psychologizers fill the pages: Linda Dillow, Ed Wheat, Ed
Buckley, Lou Priolo, Lloyd Jonas, John MacArthur, Wayne Mack, Stuart Scott, Ed Welch, David Powlison, John
Bettler, Charles Ware, Dorie Van Stone, etc. The teachings of many of NANC's "resources" are not only antithetical to
the Bible's, but in some cases, are identical to those emanating from psychology.

One example of many is Lou Priolo, a long-time NANC counselor and head of an Atlanta Biblical counseling center.
He has written a psychologically-oriented book titled The Complete Husband (1999); i.e., with regard to the specific
talk and interaction between a husband and wife, the instruction/teaching given in The Complete Husband is
essentially the same as in James Dobson's What Wives Wished Their Husbands Knew about Women. That is, where the
rubber meets the road (desirable, "Biblical" talk and behavior), there is no essential difference between what the two
books teach, other than the fact that The Complete Husband actually facilitates/invites the wife to accomplish what
Dobson's book says she may have difficulty doing due to the husband's resistance and sin. Dobson's book has building
the wife's self-esteem at its goal. Priolo's book tells the husband to do the things that will facilitate what Dobson wants
wives to do in order to have their husbands build their wives self-esteem. Most "Biblical Counselors" will agree that it
is sinful to behave in ways that  build self-esteem, using Dobson's methods or any similar methods. Therefore, there
must be something radically wrong with the teaching in Priolo's book. The same behavior cannot be both sinful and
righteous. 

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and the
separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. NANC can be criticized on both these
counts. Charging fees is totally unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task. Any such
predators on Christians, who are suffering problems of living and crying out for help, should be put out of business.
And, that's what it is! -- A ministry turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the expense and
disadvantage of the person being counseled. For how many more years will church leaders hear so-called Biblical
counselors close in prayer and ask, "Will you pay by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly condemning such a
20th century, never-heard-of-before church practice?

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm#Integration Confusion
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There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word of
God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to require a
direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for ministering the
Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a minister is paid a
salary, but that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend church. We hope no
one would even think of doing that!) 

This "pay-for-service" makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices
simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime
example of charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the
psychological and Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in
the future for those being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor
stopped directly charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

-  Faith Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana (a GARBC-affiliated church) is the home of Faith Baptist Counseling
Ministries, and until February of 2002, was the home of NANC. The former director of NANC, the late Dr. William
Goode, was also senior pastor of Faith Baptist Church. Dr. Bob Smith, the head of Faith Baptist Counseling Ministries,
is a member of Faith Baptist Church and a member of the boards of both CCEF and NANC; he also set up the so-
called Biblical counseling program at John MacArthur's Master's College. Former NANC Director Goode has said:

"The basic position of NANC is that the ideal in Biblical counseling model is one where troubled people
receive counseling from their pastor and or church family. We would not tout Faith Baptist Counseling
Ministries or CCEF to be 'the ultimate Church sponsored model.' They are training centers. A church
where pastor and people are involved in counseling is the ultimate model" (letter on file).

The dictionary definition of Pharisaic is: "1. of the Pharisees; 2. emphasizing or observing the letter but not the spirit of
religious law; 3. pretending to be highly moral and virtuous without actually being so; hypocritical." Does Goode's
remark sound Pharisaic?

NANC would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay because we 'are training centers.'"
But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and thereby justify its
existence? Both NANC and CCEF approve of charging fees for counseling. Maybe the fees are also justified by virtue
of being a "training center."

Whether one is dying in the hospital or "dying" from the sins and heartaches of life, there is absolutely no Biblical
reason to charge for ministering to one another in the Body of Christ. Goode would not have dared directly charge the
members of his church for worship services or for private pastoral consultation or for hospital visitation. He wouldn't
have dared even suggest or hint at "cash, check, or credit card" for ministry in his church. Nor would he have dared
attempt to justify charging for worship services and pastoral care by making his church a "training center." Then why
dare charge for ministry given at Faith Baptist Counseling Ministries? Why does NANC not only approve but
encourage such practices?

Because NANC participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of NANC weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role of
church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.) [It is reported that as of 1/1/95, Faith
Baptist Counseling Ministries no longer charges counselees for counseling. Nevertheless, NANC maintains its close
affiliation with CCEF (has members on CCEF's board and vice versa), which reaps over $500,000 annually in
counseling fees and continues to derive over 50% of its income from counseling fees. Therefore, for whatever reason
FBCM stopped charging counseling fees, it is not so opposed to the practice as to separate from an organization that
literally survives on it.]

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/bcsimony.html
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-  NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant, but also sufficient."
Underneath this statement are a number of serious issues and questions, all having Biblical implications. None have
been discussed at NANC annual meetings, and probably will never be discussed at NANC. Below are seven issues as
examples of what NANC is unwilling to discuss publicly: 

Charging for Biblical counseling. 
Separated-from-the-Church Biblical counseling centers. 
The use of words such as counselor, counselee, and counseling, which are borrowed from secular counseling
and are not found in Scripture as they are generally used and practiced by Biblical counselors.
Women counseling men. 
Men counseling women. 
A Biblical counselor counseling a husband or wife in the absence of the other spouse. 
Participation in insurance reimbursement plans by those Biblical counselors who qualify, which necessitates
using practices within their license, mental health designations for reimbursement, and psychological write ups
for continued counseling. 

A case can easily be made by some that the above practices are not Biblically supported. Others would say just the
opposite. These are issues that should be confronted and discussed by any organization that claims to be "on the
leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also sufficient." All of the above are prolifically
practiced throughout the Biblical counseling movement, but have not been addressed at NANC conferences. Those
who differ with the status quo will not be given a chance in NANC's leadership; neither will they be permitted to
conduct workshops on these issues. We wonder if such individuals dare even suggest such workshops. It is our
impression that NANC functions on the basis of cronyism. Those who rise to leadership are those who will keep an
unwritten commitment to supporting current leadership and not rocking the boat. Not rocking the boat includes a
willingness to avoid controversial issues, never challenge what leadership says, and just follow the good ole boy
practices of secular organizations. (Source: "NANC & the APA," Sep-Oct '98, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  It is as though Biblical counseling has become a life raft in the sea of psychobabble, psychotechniques, and
psychoheresy. And the life raft crowd is working hard at making their craft appealing to those who are floating along
on the flotsam of psychology. Nevertheless, the Biblical counseling life raft continues to be tossed to and fro in that
sea of psychoheresy. Thus, believers should get out of the sea and stand on the solid rock. Believers do not need either
what the world offers or NANC's facsimile thereof.

A church does not need to have a "counseling ministry" or a "counselor training program" for believers to minister to
one another according to Scripture. After all, what did believers do for almost 2,000 years before the Biblical
counseling movement and NANC's promotion of it? They ministered to one another through encouragement,
admonition, discernment, comfort, counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers from
the inception of the church, because God's people believed and acted according to the Word of God by the very life of
Christ living in and through them by the Holy Spirit. Those who wish to remain faithful to Scripture and the
sufficiency of Christ should depart from "Biblical counseling" and NANC and simply minister to one another in the
mercy and grace of God without the title of "Biblical counselor." After all, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, and the Word
of God are our true counselors.

-  In conclusion, for the reasons stated in this report (and in our reports on CCEF, MacArthur, and GARBC), we
believe that those at NANC have compromised the clear message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for some
psychological pottage. What was meant for NANC to be a solution to the influx of psychology into Christianity has
drifted into a compromise with it. What was meant to be a return to Biblically-based pastoral care and mutual ministry
slid back into a reflection of the very problem it was meant to solve. We need more, not less, separation from secular
psychology and all those who have attempted to integrate it. NANC has done nothing more than taken Biblical
principles and molded them into a twentieth-century format to provide a replacement/alternative for psychological
counseling. This has encouraged and facilitated a therapeutic mentality and given credence to a technology of change.
Instead, Christians should be encouraged to minister to one another through the Word of God, the guidance and
enabling of the Holy Spirit, and the Bible-based ministries of the local church (Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling:

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/nancap65.html
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For the Bible, pp. 117-118 & 168-191).

*For a good overview of what is wrong with the Biblical counseling movement in general, see Martin and Deidre
Bobgan's book Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara,
CA 93110. Some of the information in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from this source. This report
should be read in conjunction with BDM's report on CCEF; BDM reports on John MacArthur and GARBC will also
give background information concerning the people and organizations closely affiliated with NANC.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book Against
Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop holding
up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge for such
counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical. Yes, "the
labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18). Paul even
argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11). Nevertheless, he
also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ without
charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders: "Feed the flock of
God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a
ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is designed to
minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is
unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee
for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging
someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical counseling
center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical. Can you imagine
at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done such a thing?
Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the sale
of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were buying
their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained, the
Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and receiving
fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling fees.
No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches across
America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is just one of
many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame for the church
to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the fact
that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue of it,
probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some of
which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact, some
of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are counselee,
counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical Counseling: For the
Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counselor, and counsels do have shades of meaning.
However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical counseling
movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by most of
those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend the
common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee did
not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One who
receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological counseling
created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical counselors faithfully
call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them "customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those would
probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical advisors"
doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is counselor, not
advisor. 

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree, they
do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the contemporary
counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or within ordained
ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a serious
issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be unwilling to
rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry a
halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice Biblical
counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do anything about
stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are also to be held
accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and foremost because of
their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The one who ministers
becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial transaction.
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Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge fees
for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-for-
service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations, fee-for-
service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the provider
would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the first
place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical justification
for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence, but many also
send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the sheep and to
equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly or indirectly
the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should at
least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare they
reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by as
hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there has
protested this despicable practice. 

Challenge to NANC

The 1997 Annual Conference of the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) will be held at Faith
Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana on October 6-8. Listed as "Plenary Session Speakers" are Jay Adams, Rich Ganz,
Bill Goode, Wayne Mack, Lance Quinn, and Ken Sande. NANC conference material emphasizes the Bible and ethics.
NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also sufficient."

Most or all of the plenary speakers would agree that it is unbiblical to charge fees for counseling and that a separated-
from-the-church counseling center is unbiblical. We know that confronting both of these serious Biblical
contradictions of the Bible at one meeting would be too big a task. Therefore, we ask that one of them be confronted.
We ask that at this NANC conference it be made absolutely clear that the organization condemns the unbiblical
practice of charging fees for counseling God's Word and names those individuals and organizations that are in
violation. Jay Adams has pointed out that believers have an obligation to name names, just as the Apostle Paul did.
Here is an opportunity for NANC to do so.

To our knowledge, no such action has ever been officially taken by any of the Biblical counseling organizations -- to
their shame. The NANC conference is an opportunity to correct such malpractice so that hurting individuals will not
be further hurt by those who are supposed to draw alongside and help bear their burdens instead of adding to them.

God will certainly be glorified in such a corrective action. If NANC believes in what they say, it should be easy
enough to accomplish this policy, which should, of course, include the naming of names. 

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
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other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He has
given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals members
thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers are equipped
with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of life. The Biblical
counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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The Masculine Journey
The Robert Hicks-Promise Keepers Connection*

The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks is a classic example of what passes for Biblical teaching in many circles
today. Rather than turning to the Bible for truth, Hicks finds a concept in a secular book, then goes to the Scriptures to
see if he can find someway to support that concept. Failing at that, he forces the Scriptures to mean whatever he wants
in order to accomplish his purpose. He then passes off his views to unsuspecting, and apparently ungrounded
professing believers, who swallow every line.

Hicks' book is built on the premise (not found in Scripture and unproven in research) that men pass through (or at least
ought to) six stages of life. This theory did not emerge from the study of Scripture, but from secular psychologist
Daniel Levinson's book The Seasons of a Man's Life. Hicks then identifies six Hebrew words that he believes dovetail
with Levinson's teachings. No Bible scholar would agree with Hicks' exegesis, but that does not stop Promise Keepers
from endorsing his book. [See Editor's Note.] Hicks says that males were meant to pass through the following stages:
noble savage; phallic (sexual); warrior; wounded; maturity; and mentor.

Since Hicks develops his thoughts through a combination of personal experience, psychological theories, and Biblical
principles. his views are a mixture of a great deal of error mixed with just enough truth to deceive poorly taught
professing Christians. Space does not permit a thorough critique of The Masculine Journey (see BDM's report on
Promise Keepers for more detail), but we will attempt to point out a few of the more obvious areas of concern:

1) Hicks' primary resources are secular psychologists, etc. His book is full of references to Freud, Jung,
Levinson, Margaret Mead, Gail Sheehy, etc.

2) Hicks all but glorifies war and violence that is characteristic of his warrior stage. In addition, he does
not recognize the element of pride that is behind much of this conflict. For example, he says with
approval, "To be a male warrior is to be characterized by strength, competing to be superior, using one's
energy to be prominent, or vying to be important or to gain significance" (p. 77). The believer might think
of James 4:1-3 in light of such a statement.

3) Borrowing from Robert Bly (secular men's movement leader) and Carl Jung (demon-possessed
contemporary of Freud), Hicks claims that, "In order for men to discover what manhood is all about, they
must descend into the deep places of their own souls and find their accumulated grief" (p. 99). Nowhere in
Scripture is anything like this taught, but it has become a fad, thanks to the writings of Larry Crabb (see
Inside Out).

4) Hicks clearly has a low view of Scripture. The most blatant example of this is found on page 114: "I
call the Psalms of David the musings of a manic-depressive."

5) Hicks also soft pedals sin. In an interesting paragraph concerning "Christian" homosexuals, Marxists,
and Catholics that he has known, rather than confronting such people, he confesses, "I have learned that
the way to look at God or the world is not necessarily through the lens or categories I currently believe are
the correct ones" (p. 134). And in an incredible statement on page 177, Hicks says, "I'm sure many would
balk at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do it. But I do know we
need to do it. For, example, we usually give the teenagers in our churches such a massive dose of
condemnation regarding their first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or their first experience
... with sex or drugs. Maybe we could look upon this as a teachable moment and a rite of passage. Is this
putting a benediction on sin? Of course not, but perhaps at this point the true elders could come forward
and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next generation for being human" (p. 177). Can
you imagine someone who claims to be a Christian suggesting that we should congratulate the young

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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person who has committed fornication or gotten drunk because he is simply being human? Unbelievable!!

6) Hicks writes, "If ever we needed to initiate the wounded in our midst it is now. We need to recognize a
man's divorce, or job firing, or major health problem, or culpability in some legal or sexual indiscretion, as
a wound to which we show deference as a part of the male journey" (p. 178). (Emphasis added.) The word
deference means "honor, reverence, veneration, acclaim, homage, esteem, courtesy." So, Hicks is
suggesting that we should honor, reverence, venerate, esteem, etc., the things he listed when they happen
in a man's life. Included in these things we should venerate, reverence, esteem, and pay homage to are
legal and sexual indiscretions. Rather than looking on them as sin we should reverence them. We should
honor them. We should venerate them. We should esteem them. We should look on them as rites of
passage along the masculine journey. Incredible!

7) Hicks has an obsession with the male sex organ. He writes, "We are called and addressed by God in
terminology that describes who and what we are -- zakar , phallic males. Possessing a penis places unique
requirements upon men before God in how they are to worship Him. We are called to worship God as
phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized males so
popular in many feminist-enlightened churches. We are told by God to worship Him in accordance with
what we are, phallic men" (p. 49). This is the language of pagan religionists, not the Bible!

8) Hicks makes numerous erroneous statements about male sexuality. Claiming that the second stage of
manhood is the phallus (penis) stage (p. 48), Hicks goes on to state, "The phallus has always been the
symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (p. 51). And, "Improper teaching on the phallus will drive
men into sexual sins because their spiritual God-hunger is not satisfied. Sexual energy is essentially
spiritual" (p. 55). (This is teaching from the demon worshipers in India; it's called TANTRA sex yoga.)
Again, "Our sexual problems only reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted form, the
deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (p. 56).

9) Hicks claims that what keeps men moving along this "masculine" journey is having some other male
mentors in their lives and seeing Jesus as the primary voice of God in each stage. "Jesus ... was the second
Adam ... was very much human ... was also very much zakar , phallic. ... I believe Jesus was phallic with
all the inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (pp. 180-181). [This seems to be either the result
of Freudian brainwashing or hanging out in locker rooms. Either way, it's blasphemous (4/94, The Berean
Call).]

10) Hicks has a blasphemous view of Christ. He claims that Jesus experienced homosexual temptation (p.
181)! Even a cursory study of Rom 1:18ff would reveal Hicks' abominable error.

11) More blasphemy -- the movie The Last Temptation of Christ is referred to in a positive light! Claiming
that Jesus is a "phallic male," Hicks says Jesus "may have thought about it as the movie ... portrays" (p.
181) -- referring to Jesus thinking about having sexual relations with a woman! But doesn't Hicks'
suggestion make Jesus guilty of the sin of lust, thereby embracing the movie's blasphemy? In fact, the
movie portrayed graphic sexual desire, not merely temptation.

The Masculine Journey Study Guide

Hicks obsession with the phallus carries over to the Study Guide to be used in small group studies along with The
Masculine Journey. Here are a couple of "Bible" study activities that the groups are to enjoy as they discuss their
phallic, or sexual side:

1) The leaders are first warned that if the men in the group are having problems talking openly and with
empathy to each other about their sex lives, they are to stop and talk about why they are having difficulty
(p. 32). (And you wondered why so many men suddenly wanted to go to Bible studies.)
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2) After the leaders get beyond that hurdle, here is one of the discussion questions: "Our culture has
presented many initiation rites, or passages to manhood, that are associated with the phallus. Which ones
have you experienced? Do you have a story to share with the other men about one such event? Some
examples are: When were you potty trained and when did you stop wetting the bed? Pubic hair and
growth. An unfortunate experience with pornography. My first dating experience. My first really
embarrassing moment with a girl. The wedding night. Conceiving my first child."

3) Another activity starts out like this: "Man's primary fantasy is 'having access to as many beautiful
women as desired without risking rejection,'" says Warren Farrell, who polled 106,000 men and women
from all walks of life. Farrell also tabulated many secondary fantasies, some of which are listed here. From
these options choose the one that best completes the sentence for you: 'The daydream, wishful thinking, or
primary fantasy that recurs for me is. ...'"

Does this stuff sound like Bible study or Freudian psychology? Isn't it interesting that Christian men can be united as
they practice and apply godless theories from godless men, but they cannot discuss the Word of God!

DISDAIN FOR DOCTRINE

Promise Keepers' stated purpose is to move men toward Christ-like masculinity. But PK does not understand how to
do this. Maturity is not developed through pep rallies, psychological teachings, and sharing. It is developed though the
application of the truth of God's Word (i.e., doctrine). However, to PK, doctrine divides, and should be shunned. Their
philosophy is well stated by Robert Hicks: "I am often amazed at how God sometimes uses secular sources to
communicate His truth better than Christian ones" (p. 162). But you cannot create godliness by going around the Word
of God and seeking out the latest pop-wisdom of men. This is one of Promise Keepers greatest error.

BDM Note: The following is excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter:

Is it true that Promise Keepers is backing away from an enthusiastic support of Robert Hicks' book, The Masculine
Journey? It may appear so at first glance. For an extended period of time, Promise Keepers provided a seven-page
letter supporting The Masculine Journey to those who requested it. However, shortly after our article ("Promise
Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey) went to press in 3/96, they replaced the seven-page support letter with
a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no longer distributes the book The Masculine Journey by Robert
Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress."

After admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man who attended PK's 1993 national men's
conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The Masculine Journey.
No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of 6/17/96, Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The Masculine Journey.
The current statement says: 

"Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks (1993, NavPress) could be understood in
more than one way. Some of the content of the book has unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of
interpretations and responses involving theological issues which Promise Keepers does not feel called to
resolve." 

The statement continues to say that they don't want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the focus of Promise
Keepers.

After again saying that they no longer distribute the book, they state: 

"At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks' core theology is consistent with orthodox evangelical
Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a forthright attempt on his part to deal with male issues
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from a biblical context." (Emphasis added.)

Unfortunately, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There is still no
hint of warning, apology, or repudiation. Any fair reader of Promise Keepers' present statement on The Masculine
Journey would have to conclude that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine Journey ! The fact that leaders of
Promise Keepers were involved in the development of the book, identified it as a Promise Keepers book, and gave a
copy to every man who attended the 1993 PK national men's conference reveals the psychological foundations of the
movement. Until Promise Keepers makes a definitive statement confessing the error of being involved in the
development of the book The Masculine Journey, as well as of promoting and distributing it, they must be held
culpable. [Return to Text]

* Portions of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Pastor Gary Gilley in the 2/95 Southern
View Chapel (now Think On These Things) newsletter; and from an article in the June/July 1997 Think On These
Things.
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"Freely Ye Have Received Freely Give"
by Carol Tharp, MD

Taking money per hour or per session to supposedly "care for the brethren" suggests a heart similar to that of
Simon the Sorcerer in Acts 8 to whom Peter said, "Thy money perish with thee"(8:20). Or it suggests a heart like
that of Balaam to whom people came "with the rewards of divination in their hand" (Numbers 22:7) and about
whom Jude warned when he spoke of those who "ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward," for "whom
is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever" (Jude 1:11,13).

John tells us in 1 John 3:16-18:

Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down his life for us: and we ought to lay down
our lives for the brethren. But whoso hath this world’s good, and seeth his brother have need, and
shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how dwelleth the love of God in him? My little
children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth.

What a contrast to those who charge a fee for personal ministry among believers! Hebrews 13:1,2 says: "Let
brotherly love continue. Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels
unawares." Again, this is not a call for fee-for-service counseling.

So in laying that base, I don’t mean to urge upon you a legalism beyond Scripture where you cannot receive a
gift from a grateful family. But the situation in the church today of a fee for a counseling session and the
certification of professionals to perform such would never be seen in a church faithful to Scripture. So-called
biblical principles are not to be used as some sort of means to an end or tools for success. Using Scripture in
such a way is characteristic of witchcraft and alchemy and brings certain condemnation by a holy and sovereign
Creator. Jesus, the Word of Life, is the End—the Beginning and the End, the Alpha and Omega. Jesus the Word
is never to be used as a means. Think on this; it is not a light matter.

Keeping people out of the clutches of the psychotherapy industry does not justify charging a fee for counseling;
it changes everything when you do that. Do keep them out of the industry whenever possible, but do not make
money doing so. Caring for others will cost you in time, money, and inconvenience. To reach out to your brother
in trouble in today’s world can place you at risk for lawsuits, calls from angry family members, dirty gossip, and
all sorts of discomfort. However, if you believe the many verses like Ephesians 2:10, "For we are his
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we should walk in
them," then you will find real strength from God, great growth in understanding from Him, and even life itself.

[Excerpted from a recent talk]

(PAL V7N5)
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Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy
(Including: Response to Promise Keeper’s Support of The Masculine Journey)

by Martin & Deidre Bobgan

Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy | Response to PK's Support | A Response to Robert Hicks

1997 FOREWORD

Is it true that Promise Keepers is backing away from an enthusiastic support of Robert Hicks’s book The
Masculine Journey? It may appear so at first glance. For an extended period of time, Promise Keepers
provided a seven-page letter supporting The Masculine Journey to those who requested it. However shortly
after our article "Promise Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey" went to press last March (1996),
they replaced the seven-page support letter with a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no longer
distributes the book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress."

After admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man that attended the 1993
conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The
Masculine Journey. No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of June 17, 1996 Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The
Masculine Journey. The current statement says:

Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks (1993, NavPress)
could be understood in more than one way. Some of the content of the book has
unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of interpretations and responses involving
theological issues which Promise Keepers does not feel called to resolve.

The statement continues to say that they don’t want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the
focus of Promise Keepers. After again saying that they no longer distribute the book, they state:

At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks’s core theology is consistent with
orthodox evangelical Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a
forthright attempt on his part to deal with male issues from a biblical context.

Unfortunately, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There
is still no hint of warning, apology, or repudiation.

Any fair reader of Promise Keepers’ present statement on The Masculine Journey would have to conclude
that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine Journey! The fact that leaders of Promise Keepers were
involved in the development of the book, identified it as a Promise Keepers book, and gave a copy to
every man who attended the 1993 conference reveals the psychological foundations of the movement.
Until Promise Keepers makes a definitive statement confessing the error of being involved in the
development of the book The Masculine Journey, as well as of promoting and distributing it, they must be
held culpable.

We conclude that Promise Keepers’ seven-page letter of support still stands, even though it is no longer
sent to those who request it. Thus our response, which begins on page 31, is still valid and appropriate and
will be until Promise Keepers repudiates The Masculine Journey.

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/images/hicks.pdf
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Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy

When we used to hear the expression "PK," we immediately thought of preachers’ kids. But PK has taken
on a new meaning. PK is an exploding men’s movement phenomenon—called Promise Keepers.

Bill McCartney, University of Colorado football coach, started Promise Keepers in 1990. In the summer of
1991 the first major Promise Keepers conference drew 4200 men. In 1992 there were 22,000 men. In 1993
over 50,000 crowded into Folsom Stadium in Boulder, Colorado. The popularity of the movement
mushroomed so quickly that plans were made to hold conferences in six different locations this summer.
The Anaheim conference alone attracted as many men as attended the one conference in 1993.

Promise Keepers conferences are exciting events. On the surface this Christianized version of the men’s
movement looks good. But underneath the music, the messages, the camaraderie, and the momentum of
50,000 men in one place stands a foundation fraught with psychoheresy and ecumenism. And while these
men make promises to love, worship and obey God and to be pure and faithful to their families, the means
to being men of God are man’s ways mixed with God’s ways. There is definitely a murky mixture of
psychoheresy in the Promise Keepers’ program.

The Psychological Way of PK

Every man who attended the Promise Keepers 1993 convention in Boulder, Colorado, received a copy of
The Masculine Journey: Understanding the Six Stages of Manhood by Robert Hicks. The book and its
accompanying study guide both carry the Promise Keepers’ logo, information, and phone numbers. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that Hicks’s teachings are representative of Promise Keepers’ doctrines of
manhood.

Psychologist John Trent declares that "a whole generation of men like us have gotten lost on the way to
finding ourselves, our purpose, and our mission in life." He says he wishes he’d had The Masculine
Journey when he was "a young man, grappling with what biblical masculinity really was."1

Trent declares that this book will "help you understand the way the Bible views masculinity."2 But, does
it? Or, is it one more example of psychoheresy, another diabolic mixture of psychology and the Bible?

Trent is a psychologist, well-known in Christian circles for his integration of psychology and Christianity.
Robert Hicks, author of The Masculine Journey, is both a professor of pastoral theology (a field loaded
with psychological models and methods) and President of Life Counseling Services, described as a
"professional counseling center for Christian Counseling." Thus, both men, through training and practice,
are integrationists.

Nevertheless, the book is touted to be what the Bible teaches about manhood. Howard Hendricks of Dallas
Theological Seminary heartily endorses the book with these words: "No matter how long you have studied
the Bible, you will find The Masculine Journey an eye-opening key to understanding the Bible’s teaching
on what it means to be a man."3

Hicks follows the trend of all psychological theorists in that he considers aspects of his own experience to
be universal. He says, "Men don’t like to ask for directions."4 But, lots of men don’t mind asking for
directions. Throughout this book Hicks bends the Bible to fit his own personal experience and
psychological opinions about the male life cycle.

In her article "Theory as Self-Portrait and the Ideal of Objectivity," Dr. Linda Riebel clearly shows that
"theories of human nature reflect the theorist’s personality as he or she externalizes it or projects it onto
humanity at large." She says that "the theory of human nature is a self-portrait of the theorist . . .
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emphasizing what the theorist needs" and that theories of personality and psychotherapy "cannot transcend
the individual personality engaged in that act."5

In his book titled Makers of Psychology: The Personal Factor, Dr. Harvey Mindess says that psychological
theorists "portray humanity in their own image" and that "each one’s theories and techniques are a means
of validating his own identity."6 He says:

The field as a whole, taking direction as it does from the standpoints of its leaders
—which, as I will demonstrate, are always personally motivated—may be
regarded as a set of distorting mirrors, each one reflecting human nature in a
somewhat lopsided way, with no guarantee that all of them put together add up to
a rounded portrait.7 (Emphasis his.)

Hicks’s book is not based fully on the Bible, but rather on his own personal experience of what it means to
be a man. He forms arbitrary stages, in which to place his own personal experience and subjective
psychological notions. By giving biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some biblical truth, he makes
it appear that the Bible validates everything he says about manhood.

Initially Hicks rejects a few psychological notions about what it means to be a man and says Jesus is "the
model of manhood for which men should strive."8 When he dismisses Jung and others at the beginning of
the book with such words as, "So the Jungian definition of manhood doesn’t work for me,"9 he gives the
impression that he won’t be using their ideas. But he does use the ideas of Jung and other psychologists.
Jungian notions float through the book on the backs of the authors he quotes, and they are incorporated
into his own explanations.

One book on which he relies is Daniel Levinson’s The Seasons of a Man’s Life.10 Hicks says the book is
true on the basis of his own experience and on the basis of what he considers "excellent research."
Levinson investigated the lives of forty men and came up with what Hicks calls "certain predictable eras
in the male life cycle."11

Levinson is a psychologist who, together with several colleagues, conducted a study funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health. From 1968 to early 1970 forty men between the ages of 35 and 45
were interviewed.

The orientation of the interviewers was primarily Freudian, but there was also a Jungian who "helped us to
assimilate Jung’s ideas without having to reject other viewpoints."12 Psychological interviews always
follow the theoretical orientation of the interviewers. Levinson says, "On the psychological side, our
thinking about adult development thus grows out of an intellectual tradition formed by Freud, Jung and
Erikson. This tradition includes Rank, Adler, Reich and other socially oriented depth psychologists."13

The study yielded descriptive information, but not from any kind of controlled observational data. Rather,
it was anecdotal, based solely on subjective interviews. One psychological test was used during the
interviews—the Thematic Apperception Test, a projective technique with extremely low validity. The test
was not even administered according to strict procedures, but was simply used as a means to stimulate
ideas during the interviews.14

Levinson says, "Our essential method was to elicit the life stories of forty men, to construct biographies
and to develop generalizations based upon these biographies." In addition, Levinson says that they were
"working toward an intuitive understanding of the man and his life."15 He recalls:

We found ourselves full of ideas—stemming mainly from psychoanalytic theory
—about the subject’s development in childhood and adolescence. We could make
many connections between these early periods and what happened at mid-life.16

In other words, they were giving Freudian and Jungian interpretations to the biographical information they
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gleaned during the interviews. Thus the study began with Freudian and Jungian presuppositions, was
conducted within the framework and control of those notions, and finally was interpreted according to the
underlying psychological theories. And that is what Hicks calls "excellent research."

In his book and from his psychoanalytic bias, Levinson describes four stages of development with their
transition periods. However, these are arbitrary divisions. Others have postulated various numbers of
stages. For instance, Confucius identified 6 stages in the life cycle.17

Hicks follows the predictable pattern of the integrationist. He takes a psychological theory, believes it to be
valid under "all truth is God’s truth," and then considers what the Bible might add. He says, "As a
biblically trained theologian I asked, ‘Do the Scriptures have anything to contribute in this regard?’" His
teaching originates from human opinions and the Bible is bent to fit.

Hicks recalls six Hebrew words he learned in seminary that fit with Levinson’s ideas. Miraculously each
word just happens to fit one of Hicks’s contrived stages of manhood.

´adam: A Noble Savage?

Hicks says, "For men, [the word ´adam] says we are creational beings first and foremost. . . . Being
creational means we have unique capabilities that are honorable and divine."18 He titles his chapter about
this first stage of masculinity: "Creational Male—´Adam: The Noble Savage."19 Where does Scripture
ever treat man in his creation as a "noble savage"? That comes out of anthropology of the worst kind—
Margaret Mead’s romantic idea that uncivilized people have a natural purity because they have not yet
been corrupted by society. It comes from the secular humanistic notion that all people are born good, but
that society corrupts them. Mead’s research, which has since been discredited, was heavily biased by her
humanistic ideology.

The idea of a "noble savage" appeals to the flesh and is presently politically correct. And, it gives an
excuse to let the wild man express himself all the while retaining his "self-esteem."

Hicks defines ´adam as "mankind at the most base level of flesh, blood, and dirt." He then uses that word
to present "what it means to be a creational kind of guy." His use of words suggests types as well as
stages. Each stage is a "kind" of "guy"—a "creational kind of guy," a "phallic kind of guy," and so forth.

Just as people attempt to biblicize the four temperaments by using Bible characters as representatives of the
various types, Hicks uses Bible persons to represent his stages/types. Whom does Hicks choose to
represent the "Noble Savage"? King Solomon! But, what biblical evidence even suggests such a primitive
designation? None! His choice of King Solomon clearly demonstrates how he straitjackets the Bible to
conform to his model of man.

Psychological thought dominates Hicks’s doctrine of man. Along with his counseling colleagues, Hicks
uses the phrase "created in the image of God" to support the notion of self-esteem. Hicks declares:

In my fight for self-affirmation, I am revealing the basic fabric of what I am and
how I am made. The work of psychologists and self-help writers only affirms this
reality. . . . The therapeutic remedies that are designed to recover or develop self-
esteem, and the self-help literature, only affirm this intrinsic, deeply rooted but
unexplained value.20

In our book Prophets of PsychoHeresy II we show how self-esteem doctrines are rooted in the fall, the
flesh, and psychological notions, rather than in Scripture.21

zakar: The Phallic Male?

Hicks contends that "this word [zakar] reflects the phallic male in his distinct sexual aspect."22 He says:
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We are sexual beings at our most primary (primal) level. The Bible never pretends
or expects us to be otherwise. It meets us and describes us where we are, where
we live and have our being. To be male is to be a phallic kind of guy, and as men
we should never apologize for it, or allow it to be denigrated by women (or crass
men either).23

Hicks uses the Hebrew word zakar, because he wants to emphasize that maleness in identity and sexuality
are rooted firmly in Scripture. Indeed, the word zakar does refer to the physical maleness both in humans
and in animals. This word is used in reference to circumcision, to census-taking, and to the sacrificing of
male animals. Zakar is also used in combination with neqebâ, as in "male and female."

Hicks reduces the biblical definition of manhood to one body part. He says, "The Bible simply defines
manhood by the phallus."24 Needless to say, Hicks is attempting to squeeze biblical manhood into his
categories.

Using the phallus for a stage of manhood is somewhat questionable. One dictionary definition of phallus
refers to both male and female anatomy. The other definition has to do with the image of the male
reproductive organ "worshiped as a symbol of generative power, as in the Dionysiac festivals of ancient
Greece."25

Thus the phrase "a phallic kind of guy" brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than biblical
manhood. And that is exactly the direction Hicks takes his readers. To emphasize the connection between
sexuality and spirituality, Hicks refers to various pagan artifacts and practices as well as biblical
circumcision. He says, "The phallus has always been the symbol of religious devotion and dedication."

Hicks refers to a debate about whether the first physical circumcision occurred with Abraham (Genesis
17:10,14) or did not actually occur until Zipporah, Moses’ wife, circumcised her son in Exodus 4:25.
Hicks continues with the words, "Whatever the origin," as if it doesn’t really matter—as if the Bible is not
clear in this regard or as if the Bible is a mixture of myth and poorly recorded history.

Hicks fails to mention that Christianity has nothing to do with the phallus as a symbol of manhood. In fact,
Paul even called those who insisted on circumcising new believers as preaching another (not the same)
gospel. Why does Hicks want to introduce the phallus into Christianity? He says, "We are called to
worship God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered nonmales, or the
feminized males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches."26 He simply justifies his emphasis on
the phallus by erecting a straw man.

Hicks declares: "I believe until the church sees men for what they are, phallic males with all their inherent
spiritual tensions, it will not begin to reach men where they are living."27 In fact, he contends that men’s
sexual problems (including "sexual addictions," pornography, and adultery) "reveal how desperate we are
to express, in some perverted form, the deep compulsion to worship with our phallus."28 But his analysis
of the situation is driven by psychological notions. He fails to give any solid biblical support that every
man has a "deep compulsion to worship with [his] phallus."

Hicks does say, "The primary purpose of our sexuality is affirmed only through a relationship with the
feminine counterpart in the institution of marriage."29 But then he selects Samson to represent the phallic
man. Wouldn’t it have been better to choose a man who controlled his lust and used his God-given
anatomy for the glory of God? But Hicks chooses Samson and declares:

Samson is a high testosterone, manly kind of man. He is zakar to the core. But
apparently he never grew beyond the phallic stage.30

Hicks reveals his Freudian foundation when he says some men are "fixated at the phallic stage of
development."31 Freud taught that people become fixated at certain stages of development when they do
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not pass through them successfully. Freud’s whole system was based on his so-called psychosexual stages
of development.

In Freud’s scheme the phallic stage of development was the most important. Freud taught that during the
phallic stage every child between the ages of 3 and 6 represses desires to have sexual relations with the
opposite-sex parent and to eliminate the like-sex parent. Freud called this the Oedipus complex. He
asserted:

Every new arrival on this planet is faced by the task of mastering the Oedipus
complex; anyone who fails to do so falls a victim to neurosis.32

Freud’s theories of sexuality were based on his own perversion. And, in recent years, his Oedipal views
have been thoroughly discredited.

Jesus: A Phallic Kind of Guy?

Hicks identifies Jesus as being "very much zakar, phallic." Hicks says:

I believe Jesus was phallic with all the inherent phallic passions we experience as men. But it
was never recorded that Jesus had sexual relations with a woman. He may have thought about
it as the movie The Last Temptation of Christ portrays, but even in this movie He did not give
in to the temptation and remained true to His messianic course.33

What Hicks does not reveal is that the blasphemous book on which that movie was based includes a
detailed fantasy, not what the Bible would call mere temptation. The "last temptation" was more than a
suggestion. It more resembled "lusting in the heart," which Jesus called sin (Matthew 5:28). Thus Hicks’s
suggestion embraces the movie’s blasphemy.

Under "Exploring the Issues with Other Men," the following question is asked in the Study Guide to The
Masculine Journey: "What were your male models like as you were growing up, and how did Jesus
compare as a man?" One of the suggested points of discussion is: "Both were regular guys, sexually
tempted as men are."34

The implication is that Jesus was a "regular guy" and that He was "sexually tempted as men are." Guy is a
slang expression, hardly fitting for the Son of God, who is fully God and fully man. In fact, it’s downright
disrespectful.

The word regular means "conforming in kind . . . consistent or habitual in action. . . like a regular
customer." The use of "regular guy" to describe Jesus means He’s just like all the other guys (consistent or
habitual in practice). But, Jesus is not like other guys, because He did not sin. Of course Hicks assures us
that Jesus did not sin, but since He did not sin he was never a "regular guy." The very expression "regular
guy" means he was just the same in essence and action, not different, and therefore just as sinful.

Christ was indeed tempted in all points (Hebrews 4:15). However, to say he was "sexually tempted as men
are" implies that the experience of the temptation was identical—that Jesus had the same inward
inclination to lust as men do. Having a lustful thought is sin. Being tempted to have a lustful thought is not
sin. Although Jesus faced the extremities of temptation, He did not entertain sinful thoughts. Is there any
"regular guy" who has not entertained lustful thoughts when "sexually tempted as a man"? Using the
words regular guy in relation to sexual temptation reduces Christ to the lowest common denominator of
masculinity. Even Job declared, "I have made a covenant with mine eyes; why then should I think upon a
maid?" (Job 31:1).

Celebrating Sin

Hicks bemoans the absence of ceremonial initiation rites for adolescent males. He suggests a "way we
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could make more ceremonial the first rich awareness of our mortality and utter sinfulness." He continues:
"I’m sure many would balk at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin." He then says:

For example, we usually give the teenagers in our churches such a massive dose
of condemnation regarding their first experiences with sin that I sometimes
wonder how any of them ever recover.35

Hicks suggests a different approach in dealing with young men who have their "first experience with the
police, or their first drunk, or their first experience with sex or drugs." He suggests using such an instance
as a "teachable moment and a rite of passage." He proposes that "the true elders could come forward and
confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next generation for being human."36 He somehow
thinks this would help young men understand their sinfulness and learn about forgiveness and restoration.

gibbor: The Hero Archetype?

Hicks says, "The Hebrew word gibbor reflects this male in his warring strength."37 In setting up a warrior
stage of manhood, Hicks embraces aspects of Robert Bly and others in the secular men’s movement. He
quotes Bly as lamenting: "The warriors inside American men have become weak in recent years."38 Hicks
emphasizes the importance of the "warriors inside American men" when he says: "As men it is vitally
important for us to embrace the latent or rejected warrior within ourselves."39

He quotes from Patrick Arnold’s book Wildmen, Warriors and Kings: Masculine Spirituality and the Bible:

The warrior is one of the most important archetypes in masculine spirituality and
a central male role in virtually every society since Paleolithic times. . . . Over the
millennia, the Warrior has become in the collective unconscious the archetype of
resistance to evil in its myriad forms.40

Rather than being based upon Scripture, however, Arnold’s book is based on the Jungian collective
unconscious, Jungian archetypes, and other aspects of Jungian theory. Arnold, a Jesuit, had what he calls a
"mystical" experience in which he "experienced first-hand the male archetype of the Wildman."41 His
descriptions of masculine spirituality are those of various male archetypes, which Jung "discovered" in
myths, dreams, and occult experiences.

Just as Hicks squeezes men from the Bible into caricatures to fit his stages, Arnold transmogrifies them
into Jungian archetypes. He even describes Jesus according to those archetypal categories.

In discussing the Lover archetype, Arnold says:

The story of the love affair between David and Jonathan is a fascinating one,
filled with strong tones of homoeroticism and all the passion of adolescent boys
with a mutual "crush" on one another. . . . One is reminded here of the passionate
love that reportedly existed between Spartan warriors, who bonded together
sexually to form fierce fighting units. . . . Jonathan’s erotic love has helped David
the Puer [which is the archetype of a boy who doesn’t want to grow up] grow up,
break out of his passive narcissistic shell, and begin to develop his inner Lover.42

This is just one example of how Arnold uses the Bible to support his pet psychological theories. Hicks
uses the quote from Arnold to support his own emphasis on the warrior archetype as a "primary image of
masculinity."43

Thus, Hicks’s integration of psychology and Christianity includes Jung as well as Freud. Jung’s collective
unconscious and various archetypes are all part of his occult spirituality. Jung himself had blatantly
rejected Christianity and turned to idolatry. Jung replaced God with a myriad of mythological archetypes.
He delved deeply into the occult, practiced necromancy, and had daily contact with disembodied spirits,
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which he called archetypes. In fact, much of what he wrote was inspired by such entities. Jung had his
own familiar spirit whom he called Philemon. At first he thought Philemon was part of his own psyche.
Later on, however, he found that Philemon was more than an expression of his own inner self.44

Hicks also refers authoritatively to another men’s movement author. He says:

Therapist Robert Moore has observed that behind every creative artist, competent
author, or successful student, there is an active warrior at work who recognizes
transcendent values and relativizes temporary needs or immediate demands.45

Moore, a psychoanalyst who teaches at the C. G. Jung Institute in Chicago, is one of the authors of King,
Warrior, Magician, Lover: Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine.46 Besides explaining
manhood on the basis of Jungian archetypes, Moore and his coauthor are concerned about the
abandonment of "ritual processes for initiating boys into manhood." They say that in older societies there
were "carefully constructed rituals for helping the boys of the tribe make the transition to manhood." They
point to the Protestant Reformation as discrediting such ritual processes.47 In reference to the warrior, they
say:

Like all repressed archetypes, it goes underground, eventually to resurface in the
form of emotional and physical violence, like a volcano that has lain dormant for
centuries with the pressure gradually building up in the magma chamber.48

Such a statement can only come from a Freudian-Jungian perspective, with the debunked Freudian
hydraulic theory of repression, pressure, and explosion, and with the Jungian archetypes, which are
extremely popular in the men’s movement.

Hicks, himself, has much to say about this warrior archetype. However, some of Hicks’s statements about
the warrior are confused and contradictory. In one place he says, "The warrior never serves himself."49
Yet elsewhere he says, "To be a male warrior is to be characterized by strength, competing to be superior.
. . using one’s energy to be prominent, or vying to be important or to gain significance."50 That sounds
self-serving and very worldly. So does this statement by Hicks: "The pride of the warrior is hard to
explain. . . . It is all there, the honor, the tribute, the significance, the pride of winning, of just being a part
of an elite group."51 Does that sound at all like the humility of Paul? It sounds more like his preChristian
life that he later called dung!

enosh: The Wounded Male?

Hicks says that the Hebrew word enosh "describes man in his weakness, in his frailty, and in his
woundedness . . . the wounded warrior . . . the wounded male.52 (Emphases and ellipses in original.) We
know that the wounded male is a very popular image in the men’s movement and in popular psychology.
However, Hicks is stretching the meaning of the Hebrew word enosh to fit his model.

Enosh refers to mankind in general, not in specificity, not even exclusively in maleness. The word can as
easily be translated "person." While enosh does encompass the idea of weakness and frailty, it does so to
emphasize the vast difference between humanity and deity. Enosh expresses the human condition of
mortality and insignificance in comparison to Almighty God.

Thus Hicks takes a word from Scripture and gives it his own meaning loaded with psychological notions.
His word usage is reminiscent of Humpty Dumpty in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass:

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, "it means
just what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean different
things."
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"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that’s all."

By making the word enosh say what he wants it to say, Hicks forces Scripture into his notion of wounded
male and proceeds with his tales of woundedness.

He further reveals the psychological nature of his stages of development when he says, "For Carl Jung, this
wounding is critical to the development of a deeper masculinity."53 He also quotes the following from
psychologist Sam Keen’s popular men’s movement book Fire in the Belly.

From the beginnings of recorded human history to the present day the most
important tacit instruction boys receive about manhood is: Masculinity requires a
wounding of the body, a sacrifice of the natural endowment of sensuality and
sexuality.54

Hicks confuses sins and wounds. He recalls men at conferences and retreats telling him about their
"chemical dependencies," "guilt and anxiety about being gay or about being straight and addicted to sex or
pornography." Hicks says:

My reply to them is, "Your wound is honorable, your wound is a normal part of
male development. . . . Now we need to figure out what it means and how to
move toward healing in order to keep you on the masculine journey. We need to
help you find a way out of your inappropriate response to some abnormal event or
circumstance in your past."55

That’s a psychological gospel, not the good news that Christ died for their sins. When sin is called a
"wound" then the cure administered is psychology rather than Christ’s death or God’s forgiveness. When
sin is called an "inappropriate response to some abnormal event or circumstance in your past," psychology
will supply the therapy, but the man will be left in his sin.

Hicks’s dedication to psychological explanations and jargon can also be seen in his remarks about Jacob
and David. He says, "Jacob illustrates a young man having been severely wounded by a dysfunctional
family system."56 It is quite typical of psychologizers of the faith to reduce people to psychological labels
and thereby attempt to use biblical stories to give credence to their psychological notions.

The psychological label he slaps on David is "manic-depressive." He says, "I call the psalms of David the
musings of a manic-depressive."57 Worse than attempting to make David conform to a diagnostic label,
Hicks reduces many of the Psalms (and thereby a good portion of the Word of God) to the "musings" of a
disordered mind. Freud and Jung couldn’t be happier with this degradation of Scripture. And this is the
kind of thinking that underlies the "glorious" men’s (not God’s) movement.

When a person embraces the psychology of the world he inevitably preaches the message of the world.
Hicks says:

For men to survive their wounding, I believe they need to feel safety among men
who have also suffered pain. The pains we experience as men are our bar
mitzvahs, our tribal bondings, our marks of manhood.58

How is that statement any different from the notions of Robert Bly, Sam Keen, or the rest of the leaders of
the men’s movement? With that sort of thinking, the Promise Keepers might as well add the drumming
too.

’ish : Maturity from "becoming his own man"?

Hicks says that ’ish "reflects man as the ruler of his own soul, being independent of outside considera-
tions."59 Moreover, he declares:
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A man cannot become the ruler of his own soul and genuine in his relationships
until he has been through some wounding. It is only the wounded male who can
begin to rule with more wisdom and not be attracted to every voice asking him to
do something.60

Hicks says that ’ish is generally translated "man, mankind, or husband."61 He says that this word thus
refers to the "mature man." However, the word ’ish is not limited to this meaning. The word is used to
refer to an individual person rather than general mankind. It is usually used to identify an individual male,
but ’ish can mean "person" (male or female). It is also used to refer to a man in his role as husband.

For Hicks, the mature man is one who has "stopped trying to be the man others want him to be." This is
an important step from a Freudian/Jungian view of man. Hicks thus presents a Freudian-based explanation
about how parents prevent their children from becoming their own persons62 and then discusses the
process of differentiation and individualization in a manner similar to Jung’s theories of individuation.
Jung says:

I use the term "individuation" to denote the process by which a person becomes a
psychological "individual," that is, a separate, indivisible unity or "whole."63

Hicks borrows from both Freud and Jung and says:

For a boy to become a man he must first break free from his mother and find his father.
Having done this, he must then break free from his father in order to find himself. After
finding himself he can then find and unite in marriage with a woman. However, the journey
for most men more likely involves never breaking free of their mother and then still hoping to
find themselves in a wife.64

For the man to become further differentiated, he must go through a process Levinson calls
"detribalization." Hicks says he loves Levinson’s term and declares: "We are all tribalized by parents,
teachers, pastors, churches, systems of thought, and friends."65 The goal, of course, is "becoming his own
man," which Hicks calls "a prerequisite for maturity."66

When along the way does a man become God’s man? That would have to be added on somehow, because
it is not in Jung’s system. Nor is it in Freud’s. Hicks seems to think that Elijah did not even become a
mature man— ’ish —until after his victory at Mt. Carmel and his "woundedness" in Beersheba and his
trek to Mt. Horeb in Sinai. Hicks says, "During this time of woundedness God begins to deal with Elijah
and turn him toward becoming a mature prophet and an ’ish kind of man."67

Hicks continues to interpret Elijah according to an ungodly psychological system. He says of Elijah after
his encounter with God at Mt. Horeb:

He is a mature man, a man now capable of ruling his own soul because he has
been wounded and has recovered through hearing the word of God in a
refreshingly different way. A man thus reborn and resurrected is then ready to be
the mentor and sage to a younger man.68

Now that he is "ruling his own soul," he can be a mentor according to Jungian theory. But was he "ruling
his own soul" or was God ruling Elijah’s soul?

zaken: Age, Sage, or Mentor?

Zaken is the Hebrew word that denotes old age. Hicks says that "we need to see the goal of manhood as
becoming a wise, experienced elder of our generation."69 While Hicks uses biblical examples, one gets
the feeling that a man could pursue that goal all on his own, without faith in the God of the Bible. That is
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evident in his choice to quote Levinson as saying:

Some of the greatest intellectual and artistic works have been produced by men in
their sixties, seventies, and even eighties. Examples abound: Picasso, Yeats,
Verdi, Frank Lloyd Wright, Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung. . . .70

While Hicks makes some valid biblical points about honoring those of advanced age and about older adults
continuing to contribute to society, he primarily uses this section to promote mentoring. In fact he says that
during the zaken stage "the greatest contribution lies in the mentoring experience."71

This fits in perfectly with the Promise Keepers’ promotion of mentoring. The PK mentoring has
psychological foundations. It is not one person helping another prepare for a godly calling, as Elijah taught
Elisha. Using Elijah and Elisha as examples of mentoring does not support psychological forms of
mentoring.

Hicks says:

Wherever I am on the masculine journey, I need a mentor who is at least one
stage ahead of me, I need this to provide a model of masculinity at the next stage
and the encouragement I need to leave where I am and grow up a little.72

His mentoring process is tied to his contrived "stages of manhood." Thus a "phallic kind of guy" needs a
warrior to "channel or translate [his] sexual energy into something more constructive like business or a
career." Or if he’s in his warrior stage of development, he needs "a wounded man to come alongside." And
so on.73 And, the difficulties of negotiating the journey through the masculine stages, with what Hicks
calls separation, initiation, transition, and confusion, make it appear that a mentor is an absolute necessity
if one is to avoid being fixated at one of the stages.74

Since Hicks’s book is the official guide for the masculine journey, it is reasonable to assume that Promise
Keepers mentoring will utilize Hicks’s stages of manhood, his secular psychology, his deceitful
descriptions, and his mixed methods of maneuvering men along.

Man’s Way or God’s Way?

The generality of traits and commonality of life experiences will enable men to see themselves in Hicks’s
stages. But just in case someone can’t decide which stage he’s in, Hicks says that men can "live at many
points on the map at the same time."75 The way the book is set up, any man should be able to identify with
something if he is human. There’s just enough truth to trap the unwary.

Without the aid of psychological interviews or the integration of psychology and the Bible, Shakespeare
described seven stages of life in As You Like It, Act II, Scene vii.

All the world’s a stage
And all the men and women merely players:
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first the infant,
Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms.
And then the whining school-boy, with his satchel,
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like a furnace, with woful ballad
Made to his mistress’ eyebrow. Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honor, sudden and quick in quarrel,
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Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon’s mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon lin’d,
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper’d pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side,
His youthful hose well sav’d, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank; and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness, and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.

Shakespeare’s contribution is probably as accurate as any other sources of the wisdom of men, though
perhaps not as enticing. But, why should Christians follow the ages and stages of the world? They have
new life in Christ. If a man is to be godly, he, like Paul, will know and say:

I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me:
and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave himself for me (Galatians 2:20).

He will not just model his life after Christ. Christ will live in him both to will and to do His own good
pleasure. The man of God will focus on Christ rather than on his own maleness. Only then will the
problems and purpose of manhood be resolved.

The Masculine Journey is filled with the myths and fables of psychology. Paul warns Timothy not to "give
heed to fables and endless genealogies, which minister questions, rather than godly edifying which is in
faith" (1 Timothy 1:4). He also told him to "refuse profane and old wives’ fables, and exercise thyself
rather unto godliness" (1 Timothy 4:7). Paul admonished Timothy:

Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with
all longsuffering and doctrine. For the time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers,
having itching ears; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall
be turned unto fables (2 Timothy 4:2-4).

Indeed, that is exactly what is happening today as professing Christians embrace the fables of psychology
and the myths of the male archetypes.

Paul presented the way of the Lord, warned about the dangers of following the philosophies of the world
(which include this kind of psychology), and declared that Christ is indeed sufficient.

As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him: Rooted
and built up in him, and stablished in the faith, as ye have been taught, abounding
therein with thanksgiving. Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and
vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not
after Christ. For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily (Colossians
2:6-9).

If men are to come together as men, they would do well to follow what the Bible says rather than Freudian
fables, Jungian myths, and other self-serving, man-made psychologies. And they would do well to gather
together in the place where they are meant to grow—in the local church—not in huge rallies with "mob
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psychology" or in groups using encounter group techniques and undermining important doctrinal
distinctives.
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Response to Promise Keepers’ Support of

The Masculine Journey

The Promise Keepers endorsed and distributed Robert Hicks’s book The Masculine Journey to the men
who attended their 1993 summer conference and continued to make it available at the 1994 summer
conferences. Because some people and ministries have expressed concern about their original distribution
and continuing endorsement of The Masculine Journey, Promise Keepers has now issued a statement in
support of the book.

The seven-page statement, signed by Pete Richardson, Vice-President, Communication Services, begins by
saying: "We desire to facilitate true biblical unity in the body of Christ, not the division that results from
unnecessary and dishonoring debate." We agree with Promise Keepers’ stated intent, for "Unity in the
Body of Christ," but disagree with their practice. "True biblical unity in the body of Christ" can only be
based on truth. Without the basis of biblical truth, large gatherings of men (or women) will only be part of
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the last days’ apostasy. Although the men involved would claim otherwise, Promise Keepers stands for
unity over truth. Their desire for large numbers of men at large numbers of gatherings has resulted in a
hodge-podge of both heretical and sound doctrine.

Our two main concerns about Promise Keepers are the promotion of psychoheresy on the part of some of
the Promise Keepers’ most popular authors and speakers and a rising tide of ecumenicalism that blurs
doctrinal distinctives. The Promise Keepers’ statement regarding the book The Masculine Journey further
confirms our concerns about the organization’s commitment to and promotion of psychoheresy.

Promise Keepers asks and answers six questions about Robert Hicks’s book The Masculine Journey. In
summary Promise Keepers justifies their original selection and continued support of the book. We repeat,
Promise Keepers was and is highly supportive of The Masculine Journey! Their enthusiastic endorsement
for the book is just one of many fatal flaws of the movement. We strongly recommend and believe that
true believers will abandon this popular movement regardless of what present-day popular speakers are
involved.

The first part of this booklet addresses many of the issues raised in the six questions asked and answered
in the Promise Keepers’ statement of support for Hicks’s book. However, we have addressed many other
concerns about Hicks’s book and the Promise Keepers earlier in this booklet. Because we have already
dealt with the issues addressed by the Promise Keepers’ recent statement regarding The Masculine
Journey, we will be giving only abbreviated answers here and recommend the reader to the first part of this
booklet. Here we will follow Richardson’s sequence of questions and answers.

1. Why did Promise Keepers endorse The Masculine Journey? Promise Keepers says of The Masculine
Journey:

What we discovered was a biblically-centered, frank and honest account of a
man’s journey with God. We were convinced that it would help men pursue Jesus
Christ amidst the challenges of the twentieth century. . . . We endorsed it because
we believed that it would be a tool that challenged men to grow in Christ likeness,
to become zaken or wise men of God, as Hicks writes.

As we demonstrated earlier, The Masculine Journey is not "a biblically-centered, frank and honest account
of a man’s journey with God." We show that Hicks’s psychological orientation is the driving force behind
The Masculine Journey. We demonstrate clearly Hicks’s Freudian and Jungian bases, which are evident in
the statements he makes and the references from which he quotes.

2. Promise Keepers presents and attempts to answer the following question: "Why did Dr. Hicks choose
the six Hebrew words for man to describe the male journey? Isn’t he just superimposing psychological
categories on the Bible?"

As we show on pages 4 and 5 of this booklet, there is only a forced correspondence between the writings
of either Levinson or Hicks. The Bible is twisted to create an appearance of sameness. Hicks bases his use
of the six Hebrew words on Daniel Levinson’s book the Seasons of a Man’s Life. The Promise Keepers’
statement says: "But the stages that Dr. Hicks discusses are qualitatively different from Levinson because
they are rooted in the God-inspired vocabulary of the Bible." The statement goes on to say: "Robert Hicks
consistently refers to the poor attempts of leaders in the secular men’s movement to find a definition of
manhood, leaders like Robert Bly and Sam Keen." We show earlier in this booklet that Hicks is "double-
minded" in that he glibly dissociates himself from the secular leaders of the men’s movement and then
regurgitates their nonsense.

3. "Is Promise Keepers becoming a ‘psycho spiritual’ movement?"

The very fact that Promise Keepers gave The Masculine Journey to over 50,000 men at its 1993 conference
in Boulder, Colorado, and that it continues to endorse and support the book should be evidence enough that
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the leaven of psychospirituality permeates the movement. Add to that the presence of some of the most
popular and blatant psychologizers of Christianity, such as Dobson, Oliver, Smalley, and Trent, and it only
amplifies the exclamation that Promise Keepers IS a psychospiritual movement!

In answer to this question, the Promise Keepers’ statement says: "Promise Keepers believes that the
psychologist who does not allow the Word of God to govern and direct his/her studies and conclusions is
misdirected and deceived." We have demonstrated in this booklet that Hicks "does not allow the Word of
God to govern and direct [his] studies and conclusions." In books we have written, we have demonstrated
that the other psychologizers featured by the Promise Keepers also do "not allow the Word of God to
govern and direct [their] studies and conclusions." To use the Promise Keepers’ own guideline for
psychologists, Hicks et al [the psychologizers] are "misdirected and deceived." That is one reason why we
recommend against this latter day movement.

One may ask, just because secular psychologies out in the world reek of anti-Christian bias, contradictions,
and failures, does it follow that psychology in the church is also contaminated? Unfortunately what has
been labeled "Christian psychology" is made up of the very same confusion of contradictory theories and
techniques. Well-meaning psychologists who profess Christianity have merely borrowed the theories and
techniques from secular psychology. They dispense what they believe to be the perfect blend of
psychology and Christianity. Nevertheless, the psychology they use is the same as that used by non-
Christian psychologists and psychiatrists. They use the theories and techniques devised by such men as
Freud, Jung, Rogers, Janov, Ellis, Adler, Berne, Fromm, Maslow, and others, none of whom embraced
Christianity or developed a psychological system from the Word of God.

The Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) is a group of psychologists and psychological
counselors who are professing Christians. At one of their meetings the following was said:

We are often asked if we are "Christian psychologists" and find it difficult to
answer since we don’t know what the question implies. We are Christians who are
psychologists but at the present time there is no acceptable Christian psychology
that is markedly different from non-Christian psychology. It is difficult to imply
that we function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian
colleagues . . .as yet there is not an acceptable theory, mode of research or
treatment methodology that is distinctly Christian.

Although Christian psychological counselors claim to have taken only those elements of psychology that
fit with Christianity, anything can be made to fit the Bible, no matter how silly or even satanic it is. Each
Christian therapist brings his own individual psychology borrowed from the world to the Bible and
modifies the Word to make it fit. What they use comes from the bankrupt systems of ungodly and
unscientific theories and techniques.

Christians who seek to integrate psychology with Christianity have actually turned to secular, ungodly
sources for help. And, because these unbiblical, unsubstantiated theories and techniques have been blended
into the dough, they are well hidden in the loaf. Thus many Christians honestly believe that they are using
only a purified, Christianized psychology. Instead, we are left with a contaminated loaf, not with the
unleavened bread of the Word of God. A. W. Tozer declares:

At the heart of the Christian system lies the cross of Christ with its divine
paradox. The power of Christianity appears in its antipathy toward, never in its
agreement with, the ways of fallen men. . . . The cross stands in bold opposition to
the natural man. Its philosophy runs contrary to the processes of the unregenerate
mind, so that Paul could say bluntly that the preaching of the cross is to them that
perish foolishness. To try to find a common ground between the message of the
cross and man’s fallen reason is to try the impossible, and if persisted in must
result in an impaired reason, a meaningless cross and a powerless Christianity.
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The Promise Keepers’ statement goes on to say: "Historically, many of the great Protestant and evangelical
theologians did not ignore the value of biblically-grounded conclusions regarding the study of the human
soul, or psychology." Unfortunately the psychological theories and therapies used and promoted by
Christians originated from the over 450 different secular psychological systems of studying and therapizing
the human soul, and all such systems are grounded in secular opinion rather than the Bible. The examples
Promise Keepers gives in this section are the very reason we never use the words biblical and psychology
together. Such psychologies are not biblical; they constitute another religion, that of secular humanism or
transpersonal paganism. However, because the word psychology is used, Promise Keepers would have us
believe that Oswald Chambers would support the psychospiritual approach that is an integral part of the
Promise Keepers movement. And, they imply that John Calvin would go along with the Promise Keepers’
support for the psychologizing of the faith.

Their statement reveals Promise Keepers’ confusion about the use of the word psychology. This is just one
of many failings on the part of the Promise Keepers’ leadership that leads them to accept and incorporate a
psychospiritual approach. The movement is more driven by emotion than reason. The Promise Keepers fail
to see the simple fact that Calvin’s, Chambers’ and others’ "biblically-grounded conclusions regarding the
study of the human soul, or psychology" are NOT biblically-grounded but rather biblically derived. They
further fail to see that Hicks, Dobson, Smalley, Trent, Oliver et al use and promote the kind of psychology
which is NOT biblically derived, but rather is based on psychologically-grounded conclusions, which they
bring to the Bible. In each case these psychologizers twist the Bible to fit their particular secular
psychological persuasion. Secular psychologies are developed by secular psychologists and then are
accepted and used by these professing Christians to the detriment of Scripture. The Bible is thus made
subservient to individual secular psychologies.

The panorama of often conflicting and contradictory secular psychological approaches is just emulated by
Christian psychologists, who accept these differing, often conflicting and contradictory approaches and
then biblicize them.

4. The next questions the Promise Keepers’ statement attempts to address are these:

In places in The Masculine Journey, Dr. Hicks quotes favorably from certain
secular psychologists and in other places he clearly disagrees with these same
writers. Isn’t he inconsistent? Worse yet, isn’t it an accommodation to liberal
thinking and a sell-out to man’s so-called wisdom?

We pointed out earlier that Hicks is inconsistent and that he states briefly that he disagrees with the secular
writers and then wholeheartedly dispenses their erroneous conclusions.

The Promise Keepers’ statement argues, "Even within the Scripture itself, the Apostle Paul quotes pagan
poets (Acts 17:28) and a Cretan poet (Titus 1:12)." Here are the two verses:

For in him we live, and move, and have our being; as certain also of your own
poets have said, For we are also his offspring (Acts 17:28).

One of themselves, even a prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are alway
liars, evil beasts, slow bellies (Titus 1:12).

In the verse from Acts we have one sentence that Paul uses from a Greek poet to draw attention to his
message. Paul is not introducing a whole system of thought as the psychologizers do. Paul is not centering
his sermon around this one sentence and then twisting Scripture to fit it as the psychologizers do. Paul, by
the Spirit, uses one short, factual sentence from a Greek poet that fits in to what he is preaching rather
than using a whole pagan psychological system and scripturalizing it as the psychologizers do. In verse 23
of the same chapter in Acts, Paul says:

For as I passed by, and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with this
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inscription, TO THE UNKNOWN GOD. Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship,
him declare I unto you (Acts 17:23).

It is a point of contact, a means of being "all things to all men, that I might by all means save some" (1
Corinthians 9:22).

In the Titus verse Paul is quoting one of the Cretan prophets. He is merely reporting a fact. Reporting facts
is not what the psychologizers do. They use the very psychological wisdom of men that the Bible warns
against and then biblicize it.

5. The fifth concern that the Promise Keepers’ statement attempts to address is this: "Isn’t Dr. Hicks too
frank and graphic in his portrayal of the "Phallic Man" in Chapter 3? Doesn’t the Bible ask us to be silent
on such things?" The Promise Keepers’ response discusses verses in Ephesians 4 and 5 and says: "Paul is
encouraging the church of Ephesus to not let these sins be found in their lives. He is not placing a
prohibition upon even talking or mentioning such sins, because he, himself does so on numerous
occasions." Then the Promise Keepers statement lists verses from the Old Testament and says: "But God,
Himself, names these perverted practices in order to provide instruction about how His people should live."

Yes, Scripture does describe a number of sins. And, yes, Paul was not prohibiting describing sins. He was
exhorting against sinning. This is exactly the problem with Hicks’s book—sin! As we have shown in our
booklet, it is a sinful portrayal of Jesus; it is a sinful portrayal of a Christian man; it is a sinful portrayal of
worship, and it is a sinful (heretical) portrayal of Scripture. Promise Keepers inability to see these heretical
portrayals is evidence of their extreme ecumenical commitment at the expense of sound doctrine. Support
for such heretical teachings is one more evidence of the broad inclusionary practices of the Promise
Keepers movement, which not only erases doctrinal distinctives, but embraces and supports error.

6. The sixth and final problem the Promise Keepers’ document attempts to address is this: "Dr. Hicks has
been quoted as saying that men should worship Jesus with their phallus. Isn’t this a blasphemous
statement? Why would someone associate Jesus with sexuality?"

The Promise Keepers’ response deals with two issues as follows: "First, the nature of worship, and second,
the issue of associating Jesus with sexuality." However, there is nothing presented on either of the issues
which would support the idea of men worshipping Jesus with their phalluses anymore than worshipping
Jesus with any other private body part, for that matter. Nor is there any indication that women are to
worship with their clitoris. Both men and women keep themselves sexually clean by obedience, NOT by
worshipping with a phallus or a clitoris. Hicks’s citing pagan rites as an encouragement to consider phallic
worship is quite different from obedience. While one may say that all one does in obedience to the Lord
may be called worship and while circumcision was an act of obedience, there is nothing in the Old or New
Testament that calls for phallic worship. Phallic worship is definitely a part of pagan worship. This is an
abomination to God! We are to worship God with our entire being, not our private body parts. From the
Gospel of John we read: "God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in
truth" (John 4:24).

The second response by Promise Keepers in this section has to do with Jesus and temptation. As we show
in this booklet, Hicks’s description of Jesus related to sexuality and temptation is at minimum downright
disrespectful of Him and more likely heretical. No amount of rationalization or justification by the Promise
Keepers will rescue Hicks’s description of Jesus from at least serious suspicions of blasphemy.

Conclusion.

The Promise Keepers’ massive distribution and continued support of Robert Hicks’s book The Masculine
Journey is symptomatic of the psychoheresy and ecumenicalism that infects the movement. The book alone
is a testimony as to why Christians should not support or participate in the Promise Keepers movement.
The magnitude and extent of the aberrations from orthodoxy warrant a rejection of the entire movement.
The Promise Keepers’ recent strong support of Hicks in response to criticisms of this book only
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accentuates the extent of their error.

Promise Keepers claim that "The Masculine Journey is a valid resource for men to grow in Christ, but it
does not encompass all of the values and distinctives of Promise Keepers." Although the Promise Keepers
would not want the entire movement to be judged on the basis of The Masculine Journey, their enthusiastic
support of the magnitude and extent of the deviations from orthodoxy in the book is reason enough to do
so.

(Consolidated from PAL articles in V2N4, V2N5, V2N6).

[For a "Special Report on Promise Keepers" by Al Dager, write to Media Spotlight, P. O. Box 290,
Redmond, WA 98073-0290.]
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Chuck Colson
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Colson's world collapsed when he was trapped in the Watergate scandal. He was an Episcopalian with no
understanding of saving faith. A man by the name of Tom Phillips pointed him to Christ. When left alone he humbly
cried out, "God, take me as I am." Shortly after, he was sentenced to prison (Colson's testimony as reported in New
Neutralism II, p. 68). After his release from jail (he served seven months of a one-to-three-year federal prison
sentence), Colson founded Prison Fellowship Ministries (PFM) to help "meet the needs" of the kind of men he met in
prison. PFM now operates programs in more than 80% of the prisons in the U.S. 

Colson started a daily four-minute radio program, Breakpoint, in 1991, which now airs on more than 1,000 stations
nationwide with more than 3 million listeners. He is also a syndicated columnist and has also authored 38 books (over
5 million books sold). In 1989, Colson expanded Prison Fellowship by adding Neighbors Who Care, a community-
based support system for victims of crime. PFM states its vision as: "That God's kingdom will be manifested as the
redemptive grace and peace of Jesus Christ are experienced by those impacted by crime"; and its mission statement as:
"To exhort, equip, and assist the Church in its ministry to prisoners, ex-prisoners, victims, and their families, and in its
promotion of biblical standards of justice in the criminal justice system." (Source: 10/00. Internet web site.)

-  Colson claims to have been converted in 1973 by reading C. S. Lewis (Lewis' theology is a garbled mixture of some
ideas from the Bible, more from the Anglo-Catholic Church, and many from pagans), and Colson was later tutored in
theology by R. C. Sproul, among others. Lewis was a member of the apostate Church of England, an institution whose
history is based largely on theological compromise with Rome, and R. C. Sproul clings tenaciously to Aristotelian and
Roman Catholic philosophy, while preaching the sovereignty of God, apparently believing that a mind divided against
itself can too stand. (Source: 4/98, The Trinity Review.) Colson also credits Dietrich Bonhoeffer's writings with
influencing his life. From this beginning, it is not difficult to see from where Colson learned his twisted theology and
ecumenical philosophy.

-  Until recently, Colson (born in 1931) was president of PFM. (Mike Timmis, a Roman Catholic and former Promise
Keepers board member, is now president -- see below.) Next to Billy Graham, Colson is probably the most responsible
for the growing acceptance of Roman Catholics on the part of professing evangelicals. PFM uses about 50,000
volunteer workers, and employs 21 Directors (some of whom are Roman Catholics) in PFM offices in 83 countries.
(Over 70% of PFM's chaplains are Roman Catholic.) He has an ecumenical record of praising liberals, Roman
Catholics, and charismatics, and opposes the death penalty. He has even gone so far as to praise "Mother" Teresa as
"the ultimate example of holiness for me" (Christian American, May-June 1993, p. 16). By profession, he is a
Southern Baptist. [Colson's wife, Patty, is a practicing Roman Catholic, but teaches a women's Bible study in his
Southern Baptist church! (6/15/91, Calvary Contender). See also the review by John Robbins of Colson's book, Life
Sentence.] 

-  In July of 1998, Detroit businessman Michael Timmis was named chairman of PFM, succeeding founder Chuck
Colson who remains on the board as Chairman Emeritus. Timmis is a Roman Catholic. Colson, Timmis, and Jim
Berlucchi (Promise Keeper's Catholic evangelist) were scheduled speakers along with two Catholic priests at the
"Catholic Men's Conference" June 9-11 at the Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio, which is heavily involved
with Marian apparitions and with PK (6/00, The Berean Call).

Colson seems to have a policy of speaking anywhere, anytime, regardless of the heresy or apostasy emanating from
the pulpit he accepts (e.g., recipient of the 21st "Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion" (8/93), R.C. Sproul's 2/92
"Hunger for Significance" conference, NAE's 3/90 annual convention, Dallas Seminary's 1990 commencement,
Wheaton College's 5/82 commencement [also received an honorary Doctor of Laws from Wheaton], 1985 Moody
Founder's Week, numerous James Dobson' Focus on the Family radio programs, etc.)

-  Colson's Prison Fellowship appears to be a money-hungry group that milks its members. In the summer of 1993,
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Colson sent out a computer-generated, fundraising letter to his thousands of followers. In the letter, Colson tearfully
appealed for an immediate $800,000 or, he claimed, Prison Fellowship wouldn't be able to pay its summer bills. This
letter was sent just after Colson's group had pocketed over $1 million he had received in May from the "Templeton
Prize for Progress in Religion."

-  In the Foreword to Keith Fournier's book Evangelical Catholics (see the end of this report for Fournier's teachings
in Evangelical Catholics), Colson wrote a glowing endorsement. This book is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in
a joint evangelization effort (i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year 2000).
Fournier, former Ohio prosecutor, is one of the new breed of charismatic Catholic activists. He is executive director of
Pat Robertson's American Center For Law and Justice, and the former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the
Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. He pleads for Protestant/Catholic unity without
concern for doctrine (a policy with which Colson has never had a problem). Rather than recognize that the false gospel
of Catholicism is what separates Protestants from Catholics, Fournier and Colson want to gloss over the differences
and unite in love. Christ's love, however, compels us not to "accept Catholics," but to inform them where and why
Catholic dogmas and traditions contradict God's Word. (Excerpted in part from the 2/91, CIB Bulletin.)

Colson's thesis is that secularism is the great enemy of our age and about to overwhelm us all. Since EC's (evangelical
Catholics) and EP's (evangelical Protestants) share "belief in the basics" and "the same mission," we should put aside
"minor differences" (since we are all "whether Catholic or Protestant part of the same Body") and work together for the
evangelization of the world. Colson's hope is that Fournier's book will be a "bridge across many historic divisions,"
and bind us together "against the encroaching armies of secularism ... it's high time that all of us who are Christians
come together regardless of the difference of our confessions and our traditions and make common cause to bring
Christian values to bear in our society" (Evangelical Catholics, p. vi). (Emphasis added.)

-  In Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, he calls on evangelicals to join forces with orthodox
Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism & secularism]." He says "the
body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands, and Catholic ears -- all with their
eyes on Jesus." In an 11/23/92 Christianity Today interview, he criticized those evangelicals who would write-off and
not join with Roman Catholics in the "cosmic battle." Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command
and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the body of Christ. (Reported in the 12/15/92, Calvary Contender.)
[Colson has also made a two-part video series on The Body.] According to the 12/28/92 Christian News, the bottom
line of The Body is: 

"... the Catholic Church runs a tight ship and he approves a Southern Baptist sounding at times like a
Catholic traditionalist. praising the Catholic chain of command. Some of Colson's comments in The Body
sound like a blueprint for 'stealth campaigns' by the Christian Religious Right. An effective army, he
argues, 'infiltrates small units to disrupt the enemy's communications and attack strategic targets.' [He
argues that] this is, in fact, what Christians must do in a 'post-Christian culture' dominated by the TV feel-
good values of Donahue and Oprah." [The book has been endorsed by Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, Carl
F.H. Henry, James Montgomery Boice, Jack Hayford, Adrian Rogers, Vernon Grounds, and Catholic
priest Richard John Neuhaus; a 7/19/93 Christianity Today advertisement carried additional endorsements
from Roman Catholic John Cardinal O'Connor, neo-evangelicals J.I. Packer and Kenneth Kantzer, and
psychoheretic, "church growth" guru Bill Hybels.]

Colson's appeal for unity with Rome is based upon gross misinformation provided to his readers. For example, after
explaining that a major catalyst for the Reformation was Luther's revulsion for the practice of selling indulgences,
Colson writes: "The Reformers, for example, assailed the corrupt practice of indulgences; today they are gone" (p.
271). Indulgences "are gone"? Absolutely not! Vatican II's Indulgentarium Doctrina by Pope Paul VI devotes 17 pages
to indulgences. This document declares that the Roman Catholic Church commands that the usage of indulgences be
kept in the Church; and it condemns with anathema those who say that indulgences are useless! (Adapted from the
4/93, Berean Call.)

Colson finds fault with various segments of the evangelical church, but not with today's Catholic Church. And the
praise he gives Rome is often so blind as to be embarrassing, such as his statement that "the Catholic Church, to its
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great credit, does call heretics to account" (p. 132). Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!
And to this day both Trent and Vatican II condemn evangelicals as heretics for holding beliefs to which Colson
subscribes. Surely he must know this! [As an example of Rome's censure of heretics, Colson commends Pope Urban
VIII for declaring "that anyone in the New World who kept Indian slaves would be excommunicated" (p. 133). But he
fails to mention that this same Pope condemned some heretics to the most horrible slavery of all -- the galleys for life!
Nor does he tell us that Urban VIII also threatened an elderly and very ill Galileo with torture for saying that the earth
revolved around the sun, and had him on his knees in front of the Inquisition recanting of this "heresy" in fear of his
life! Calling heretics to account, indeed!] (Adapted from the 4/93, Berean Call.)

-  In an article in the Religious News Service (October 16,1995), Colson described his October meeting with the Pope
in New York City. He depicted the Pope as a great moral leader and a friend of Biblical orthodoxy. Consider an
excerpt:

"As one of the evangelicals present, I left with one conclusion: Those who defend eternal moral truths and
Christian orthodoxy have taken their stand on common ground.  The pope made it quite clear that he fully
supports those of all persuasions who recognize, and work to counter, the enormous problems resulting
from our society's flight from the truths of orthodoxy. When my eyes met the pope's, we stared across
centuries of distrust and suspicion and found common ground. ... Orthodoxy is nothing less than that
thread that connects the present to the past and the past to the future -- and that is the thing that really
bothers our adversaries." 

Colson's blindness is incredible. Only Biblical prophecies of last days apostasy can explain such blindness. The Pope
of Rome, a defender of Christian orthodoxy?! Why, everything he stands for uniquely as the Pope is contrary to the
Bible. He claims to be the head of all the churches. He claims to be able to turn the bread and juice of the Lord's
Supper into the very body and blood of Christ. He claims to be a spiritual father to all Christians. He claims, as a
priest, to mediate between God and men. He claims to be able to influence the eternal destinies of men through his
unscriptural sacraments. He claims that Mary is the Mother of God. He prays to her and adores her, and he thanked her
for saving him when an assassin's bullet almost ended his life. He has "all yours" embroidered on his garments, and he
admits that it refers to Mary. He claims that the blood of Christ was not sufficient to give men eternal life but that they
also need Roman masses and baptisms and other rituals. In fact, he claims that even all of this might not be sufficient,
and that even "the faithful" might have to go to a place called purgatory where their sins will finally be expunged.

The last statement we cited by Colson is telling. Colson claims that he has found common ground with Roman
Catholicism. This is not because Romanism has changed, but it is because he himself represents an apostate
form of Christianity known as modern evangelicalism that is so nonchalant about the truth that it cannot resist
error. Colson says orthodoxy is the thread which connects the present with the past and the future. Not so. In
relation to the Pope, it is not orthodoxy which connects the past and the future, but heresy. John Paul II
represents ancient heresies which were affirmed by the anathemas of Trent; at the same time he represents that
final apostate Mother of Harlots foretold in Revelation 17. Those who yoke together with the Pope are yoked
together with his blasphemies and heresies (Revelation 18:4). (Source: FBIS)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public
Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics
who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and
mission." It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing
of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed their past sins against
unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This conveniently
ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of what brought these
groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the Charismatic Movement and
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working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example]. In fact, one writer correctly
assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties can continue to cooperate on
political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, John White (of NAE),
Bill Bright (of Campus Crusade), Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests, three
bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, Colson and friends have, in effect, declared the
Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John
MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing
the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which
were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example
of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe EC
will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness for
their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the
Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony
Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly
LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven
Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.] 

However ignorant Colson and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC promotes
an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers who attest to
the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we are instructed by
Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on complete
agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New Testament is
found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on
sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials and non-essentials
(Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  On 10/31/98, Colson spoke at Calvin College chapel. Calvin Theological Seminary and the Roman Catholic Acton
Institute in Grand Rapids, Michigan collaborated on a symposium titled "Over One Hundred Years of Christian Social
Teaching: The Legacy of Abraham Kuyper and Leo XIII." Colson presented his lecture "Building Common Ground in
the Christian Church for the Culture of Life." A handful of Roman Catholic priests milled about greeting those who
had come. Vietnamese Archbishop Van Trang, a cabinet member at the Vatican on the Commission of Peace and
Justice (introduced as "Your Excellency"), was also present. Colson came to the platform to rousing applause and
began his lecture by commending the seminary for a conference that brought together Calvinists and Catholics on the
eve of celebrating the Reformation. Relating the 1994 release of Evangelicals and Catholics Together (ECT), Colson
said the message of the document was "something I believe in very deeply." He went on to commend the pope, saying
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John Paul II, a man he called the "Holy Father," would be known as "John Paul the Great," and he thanked the pope
for his positive movement in bringing social change. 

The theme of Colson's lecture was linking ECT with the Reformed tradition as expressed a century ago by the Dutch
scholar and statesman Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920). Colson's intent was to show the existence of a historic Reformed
basis for ECT and thus justification for continuing to build a Roman/Reformed consensus and apologetic for ECT and
"The Gift of Salvation" (1997).  First stating the problem, Colson illustrated the moral decline of America both in
contemporary culture and in the political arena. To be a fundamentalist or a separatist, which includes not engaging
contemporary culture with the Bible, he said, is the "greatest sin." After thirty years of cultural autonomy and its
dismal failure, he argued that it is time to identify with John Paul II and his statement that the new millennium will be
a "springtime of the Christian faith." Evangelicals and Catholics together, according to Colson, have a historic
opportunity upon the demise of humanism to join ranks and create a driving force for implementing world change.
(Source: 3/99, The Trinity Review.)

-  Charles Colson is clearly one of the leaders of the ecumenical movement. He has expressed his fundamental
ecumenical idea in these words ("Foreword," Evangelical Catholics):

"The pain and distrust between Catholics and Protestants goes [sic] back centuries. The church has often
been plagued by wars within her walls, crippling her in her battle against the encroaching armies of
secularism. But at root, those who are called of God, whether Catholic or Protestant, are part of the same
Body. What they share is a belief in the basics: the virgin birth, the deity of Christ, His bodily
resurrection, His imminent return, and the authority of his infallible Word. They also share the same
mission: presenting Christ as Savior and Lord to a needy world. ... It's high time that all of us who are
Christians come together regardless of the differences in our confessions and our traditions and make
common cause to bring Christian values to bear in our society. When the barbarians are scaling the walls,
there is no time for petty quarreling in the camp."

Colson first asserts that "the church" has been crippled by wars within her walls. He says that Romanists and
Protestants are part of the same church. What makes them part of the same body is their common doctrine, and Colson
lists five fundamental doctrines held in common. But his fundamental doctrinal unity between the systems of
Romanism and Protestantism does not exist. Take, for example, the single issue of Scripture: Colson calls the common
doctrine "the authority of His infallible Word." But what is common about it? Romanism and historic Protestantism
have different Bibles; Rome says there are 73 books and a few fragments; historic Protestantism says there are 66
books and no fragments. Second, Rome says that she wrote the books of Scripture, and not only did she write them,
she approves and authenticates them. Historic Protestantism says that the books of Scripture are prior to the church,
they called forth and created the church; and they judge and authenticate the church. Third, Romanism denies the
sufficiency, inerrancy, historical reliability, scientific accuracy, and clarity of Scripture; historical Protestantism asserts
all these. Romanism and historic Protestantism have nothing in common on the doctrine of Scripture. Those who assert
that they do -- such as Charles Colson -- simply display their ignorance of what both Rome and the Scriptures teach.

Colson goes on to say, after asserting that Protestants and Romanists have fundamental doctrines in common, that we
should put aside the remaining minor doctrines and unite to fight secularism. Why does Colson find secularism a
greater threat than false religions? The greatest enemies of Christianity have always been false religions. It was not
secularists who crucified Christ; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who persecuted Christians in the first
century; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who ruined ancient Israel; it was false religionists. The ancient
prophets denounced the false religions of their times. Quite frankly, friends, the eighteenth century Enlightenment did
less harm to Christianity than Romanism or twentieth century modernism. Colson, being a political animal, calls for a
united front against the barbarians scaling the walls. He denies that the barbarians are already within the walls, that
barbarians ruled and ruined virtually all the churches for a thousand years -- and for the past 500 years, most of the
churches professing to be Christian. 

In Colson's circle, the Cultural Mandate has been substituted for the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. In the United
States it has become the conservative counterpart to the liberal social gospel. The Western civilization that Charles
Colson and his ilk are attempting to save cannot be saved by the cultural gospel, for we do not wrestle against flesh
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and blood, but against principalities and powers. Only the preaching of the Gospel can defeat those principalities and
powers. Western civilization is a by-product of the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Now, in the name of
saving what is left of Western civilization, Colson and his ilk demand that we make a theological, social, and political
alliance with the Roman State-Church, and battle the barbarians scaling the walls. Mr. Colson is ill-educated. His
many ghostwriters have not served him well. He neither understands the source of Western Civilization nor what is
required to save it. Just as the individual's eternal salvation is entirely in the hands of Christ, so a civilization's
temporal salvation depends entirely on Christ, and if his Gospel is ignored, disbelieved, or despised, as Colson and his
tribe despise it, then Christ will surely abandon that culture. All power in Heaven and on Earth has been given to
Christ. (Source: "Bleating Wolves: The Meaning of Evangelicals and Catholics Together," 10/98, No.164,  The Trinity
Review.)

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Colson says: "He preaches with a powerful,
convicting spirit and with a wonderful ability to have all people of all backgrounds relate to him. He's been anointed to
preach the Gospel." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology
and Arminian easy-believism. (Colson and Palau were elected as trustees of Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary,
effective May 1, 1999. As pro-Catholic ecumenicals, they should fit well with G-C's new-evangelical stance.)

-  When Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (a book which critiqued the teachings of Dr. James C. Dobson) was published in
1990 (republished and revised in 1998 as James's Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), Colson consoled
Dobson by saying, "Jim, God has called you to do a work for Him. Don't look to the right or left. Just go get it done."
(Colson also served on the National Advisory Committee of the 1993 National Day of Prayer, chaired by Dobson's
wife, Shirley; also, a Jewish rabbi and Catholic cardinal were listed with Dr. D. James Kennedy as "Committee
Liaisons." James Dobson has also endorsed PFM and Colson has appeared many times on Dobson's Focus on the
Family radio program.)

In 1997 there was an award established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented annually to
recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were initially
recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy, Gary Collins,
E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with his other
"achievements," Colson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Colson was a supporter of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical amalgamation of professing
Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal was religious pluralism and
tolerance in education, but all the while was promoting a new one world religion. Other "evangelical" signators and/or
supporters with Colson were James Dobson, Beverly LaHaye, and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer exists, but the
curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute," an organization headed up by
New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was originally
designated as "national teacher training and outreach center" for the Williamsburg Charter Foundation. Its New
Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is
being offered to the nations' public schools by the National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty
Institute organization, and has been accepted by the California State Board of Education.)]

-  Colson endorsed R.C. Sproul's 1991 polemic for self-love, The Hunger For Significance (the revised edition of
Sproul's 1983 book, In Search of Dignity). Sproul had this to say about his own book:

"Every person needs to feel significant. We want our lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some way
we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as intense as our need for oxygen -- doesn't
come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us to understand how important we
are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know our present value.
...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the human cry for
dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together, we can help each
other discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of significance being
made in the image of God." (Emphasis added.)
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Colson had no problem endorsing the book: "This book is powerful. It speaks in understandable terms to one of the
most critical issues of our day -- the dignity and worth of man -- and equips the believer in the living God with
magnificent insight and answers for a world desperately yearning for meaning." [Colson also spoke at Sproul's 2/92
"Hunger for Significance Conference" in Orlando, Florida.]

-  Colson endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God. "Bill Hybels, one of the bright stars in today's evangelical world,
has performed a great service in Honest to God. He helps Christians deal with unrecognized sin inhibiting our witness
in today's secular struggle for a more authentic faith." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian
personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.)

-  Colson also appears to have difficulty recognizing the seriousness of allowing children to read books with occult
fantasy themes. In a May, 2000 radio commentary, Colson opined on the Harry Potter phenomenon:

"It may relieve you to know that the magic in these books [more than eight million of them] is purely
mechanical, as opposed to occultic. That is, Harry and his friends cast spells, read crystal balls, and turn
themselves into animals -- but they don't make contact with a supernatural world."

What spiritual ignorance! There can be nothing more occultic than crystal balls (divination), casting spells, and
demonic alteration of oneself into an animal-like creature. Yet Colson sees this as mere innocent child's play. (Source:
6/00, The Berean Call.) [See the following four linked reports on the danger of the Harry Potter books: Report1;
Report2; Report3; Report4.]

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were:
Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul
Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense
of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul
Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third
conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado,
Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh
McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now,
but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001) from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
Colson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement -- Colson has been a speaker at
PK men's conferences and has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of
Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"). 

-  More than 6,000 delegates to the Parliament of the World's Religions (PWR) met in Chicago from 8/28/93-9/5/93.
Nearly every demonic false Christ-worshipping cult, Scripture-twisting counterfeit, and apostate Christian group in the
world was gathered at the Palmer House for a week of plenary sessions and over 500 meetings and workshops. Prior to
the Chicago meetings, a committee made up of the leaders of the world's five major religions (Hinduism, Buddhism,
Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) met and chose Chuck Colson as the 21st recipient of the million dollar "John M.
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Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion -- "for showing "extraordinary originality in advancing humankind's
understanding of God." (The "Prize" was established in 1972 by New Age pantheist/science-of-mind
universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton.) Colson not only agreed to take the money (which actually came
to more than $1.2 million for 1993), which he claimed would be used to further the aims of his Prison Fellowship
Ministry, but also agreed to attend and speak at the Chicago PWR event. (Although the presentation of the Templeton
Prize was not an "official act" of the PWR, the timing for the public presentation -- a ceremony that was held on 9/2/93
in the Rockefeller Chapel of the University of Chicago -- was meant to coincide with the PWR's meetings, and the
ceremony itself was listed on PWR's 9/23 schedule of events.) There, in the presence of some of the most evil and
diabolical men and women on the face of the earth, Colson expressed his gratitude to them in his formal acceptance
speech.

Among the attendees with Colson in Chicago were a Hindu swami who heads the Divine Life Society of India
(Chidananda Saraswati); the secretary-general of the Muslim World League (Abdullah Omar Naseef); the exiled "god-
king" of Tibetan Buddhism (the Dalai Lama); the feminist director of the National Council of Churches (Joan
Campbell); several Roman Catholic dignitaries such as liberal theologian Hans Kung, the Archbishop of Chicago
(Joseph Cardinal Bernardin), a goddess advocate (Dr. Rosemary Reuther), a worshipper in Hindu temples who dresses
in robes of a Hindu guru (Dr. Bede Griffiths), and even the Vatican's official representative (Francisco Gioia of the
Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue); representatives of the Eastern Religions of Taoism, Confucianism, and
Shintoism; officials of the satanic Lucis Trust; Zoroastrian sun god worshippers; witchcraft priestesses,
santeria/voodoo high priests, and various shamanists and animists; apostate "Christians"; Freemason higher-ups;
serpent charmers; liberal Jewish rabbis; assorted New Age "dignitaries"; and Druid priests! Even the American
Humanist Association was represented. In all, occultists and religionists from over 130 countries came to celebrate
their "Unity in Diversity."

The joint goal of PWR is Unity -- it "seeks to encourage understanding of the benefits of each of the great religions,"
and ultimately, to bring all the world's faiths and religions together as one. As a result, PWR is made up of a gaggle of
deceived and misguided zealots blindly following the pied pipers of ecumenism. The 4/19/93 Christian News said:
"The World Parliament of Religions promotes an anti-scriptural universalism, the notion that all religions worship the
true God and that Christianity is not the only true and saving faith." This intent was reiterated by Templeton himself at
the first news conference (2/17/93 in New York), where he announced that Colson, who was present, was the 1993
Prize recipient. In response, Colson said, "I salute Sir John for establishing this award ..." [One researcher asks,
"Would Elijah have complimented the priests of Ashtoreth, Baal, Dagon, Molech, et al. for establishing a 'progress in
religion' prize and have accepted it? Would Paul have accepted such a prize offered by the pagan leaders of his day?
Then why excuse Colson?" How can anyone really justify a professing evangelical commending and accepting the
"Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion"? Is Christianity merely another religion? Do Christians help false religions
progress? Religious leaders nailed Christ to the cross. To accept an award from Christ-rejecting Muslims, Hindus, et
al. for "progress in religion" is to deny Christ and His gospel! (11/93, Berean Call).]

Perhaps Colson was picked for this high "honor" precisely because of his devotion to the ecumenical movement. In
later press releases, Colson announced his pleasure in being selected for the "Templeton Prize." Colson noted that
Mother Teresa and Billy Graham were past recipients. What he failed to mention was that other past recipients also
include India's Hindu guru, Baba Amte; Japanese Buddhist teacher and founder of the world's largest Buddhist lay
organization, Nikkyo Niwano; the secretary-general of the World Muslim Congress, Dr. Inamulla Khan; evolutionist
Alister Hardy; Unitarian Ralph Burhoe; the former president of India (Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), who was awarded
the Prize for his contribution to Hinduism; and the Dalai Lama. The 6/1/93 Calvary Contender stated: "'Evangelical'
Colson, by participating in such an interfaith worship/dialogue parliament featuring New Agers and adherents of
Buddhism, Hinduism, Catholicism, Islam, etc., will confuse his followers and bring great reproach to the cause of
Christ. Even his Watergate deeds, not done in the name of religion, could hardly be so shameful."

Is Chuck Colson, then, a wolf in sheep's clothing -- a "born again" New Ager disguised as an evangelical Christian?
Whatever he is, the Hindus, Buddhists, Wiccans (witches), Moslems, and other false religionists and cultists must
have been deliriously happy that the famous Chuck Colson appeared in Chicago to bless their devilish affair. [Portions
of the above were also adapted from a 6/93 Flashpoint article and an 8/93 Media Spotlight article.]
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[More on the Parliament of the World's Religions/Chuck Colson: In the "business" sessions of the PWR, it's
chairman proposed a "United Nations" of religions be established that would dispatch mediators to help defuse inter-
religious tensions. (A Zoroastrian, a Muslim, and a Buddhist actually prepared a charter. The General Council plans to
meet annually and form an Executive Council, which will meet often throughout the year. The plan is for religious
leaders to work with the United Nations on all world affairs, including war.) The Jewish ADL pulled out of the event
after Nation of Islam minister Louis Farrakhan was invited to speak. Pagans swayed and chanted "We are one with the
soul of the Earth." A Global Ethic document, drafted by Catholic theologian Hans Kung, was signed. It made no
mention of God, but called for human rights, respect for the environment, gender equality, and a culture of peace
(10/15/93, Calvary Contender).

Colson's award ceremony began with a Muslim's speech and chant (Dr. Ghulan-Haider Aasi of the American Islamic
College of Chicago). After Colson's talk, a Buddhist (Dr. Chuen Phangcham of the American Buddhist Congress) led
the audience in a "meditation," during which he and some of the audience went into a trance, and what he was saying
became unintelligible. A Roman Catholic Church leader closed with final remarks. Colson's office claimed that
accepting the Prize gave Colson "a marvelous opportunity, not unlike that of Paul on Mars Hill, to present the Gospel
of Jesus Christ clearly and powerfully to ... many who have perverted the truth." Sadly, in none of his news
conferences or speeches did he fulfill this ideal. Moreover, it would be the height of hypocrisy and confusion to accept
an award designed to promote all religions and at the same time to charge that all religions are false and that Christ
alone saves. No wonder the gospel was not made plain on any of these occasions.

In Colson's formal acceptance speech, the full Gospel was not preached, but instead he used language that would not
offend his hosts. This was by design, to emphasize the interfaith, ecumenical nature of the event. Nowhere in his
speech did Colson make it clear that we are sinners facing God's wrath and that Christ's death paid the penalty
demanded by God's justice against sin so we could be forgiven. In fact, Colson obscured that vital truth with his final
story of a prison cell occupied solely by a crucifix, which a prisoner explained as, "He's doing time for all the rest of
us" -- an appealing, but false Catholic gospel. Christ is not "doing time" for us. He is no longer on the cross. The debt
has been paid in full! (10/93, Flashpoint;11/93, Berean Call).

It is equally alarming that not only Colson, but also other professing evangelicals would imagine that he had actually
presented the gospel, when its primary elements were missing. Colson came just close enough to the gospel for
Christians to interpret his ambiguous language as meaning what they believe; and he missed it by enough so as not to
offend too badly the followers of the world's false religions or to convert them (11/93, Berean Call).]

-  Colson claims to be conservative and orthodox, but his actions speak louder than his words (from 10/93,
Flashpoint):

(a) Colson has unhealthy connections with the United Nations. In 1986, he and Prison Fellowship
reportedly endorsed the New Age movement's World Day of Healing -- also known as Global Mind-Link
-- then hastily withdrew its endorsement after receiving criticism from concerned Christians.

(b) In a 1993 newsletter, Colson bragged that Prison Fellowship's proposal to release over half of all
criminals now in prisons from their cells, and return these convicts to their local communities, had been
adopted by Janet Reno, Bill Clinton's attorney general. Reno has also expressed support for Colson's
campaign to end capital punishment and abolish the death penalty. Colson and Prison Fellowship are in
bed with radical liberals on both these issues.

(c) Colson has encouraged Christians to read the works of fiction writer Madeleine L'Engle, in spite of the
fact that L'Engle's writings are laced with occultism and New Age imagery. He has also enthusiastically
promoted President George Bush's "Thousand Points of Light" program, which has been proven to be a
project of the New Age group, Secret Brotherhood.

(d) In the early-1990s, the ultra-liberal newspaper, The Washington Post, "invited" Colson to write a guest
article. In the article, Colson blasted pro-life Christians, accusing them of "inflammatory rhetoric." Pro-
lifers, said Colson, must "seek common ground" with the abortionists. Moreover, "the Religious Right,"
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Colson wrote, "must accept the fact that America is the pluralist nation."

-  See the reviews ["The Counterfeit Gospel" (Book Reviews)] of various Colson' books for more on Colson's false
Roman Catholic gospel, his praise of Catholicism, his moral/religious relativism, his social activism, etc.

Keith Fournier's Teachings in Evangelical Catholics

-  Fournier's "new birth" experience in adulthood, after he gained full knowledge of the "true Faith," is declared to be
merely a "renewing" of his "baptism vows" and infant baptism. Fournier states, "We need to insure ... that those who
occupy our churches have met Jesus Christ personally. For some of us that will mean reaffirming our baptism as
children" (p. 181). Conversion is declared to be a continual process that takes place, not a "once for all" experience.

-  In one and two sentence statements interspersed throughout the book, Fournier indicates acceptance of and
adherence to every pagan Romish doctrine. He accepts infant baptismal regeneration (pp. 101-102, 134, 181), he
believes in using statutes as an aid to prayer (p. 26), that the Roman Catholic institution is the "ark" of spiritual safety
and the "mother church" (pp. 45, 46, 49, 165), and that it is in this "church" through which God makes known his will
(p. 49). He also adheres to the Rosary (p. 95), Mariolatry [calling Mary the "second Eve"] (p. 125), and the Eucharist
as becoming the literal body and blood of Christ (according to Fournier, it is the "heart of the Christian life") (p. 42).

-  Fournier accepts all seven Roman Catholic sacraments as means of grace (p. 17), and he believes in the supremacy
and full authority of the papacy (pp. 18, 204), never questioning the pope's position or theology. And of course, the
Roman Catholic "church" is the one true world-wide ecumenical church (pp. 65, 143, 165). These doctrines are
carefully and subtlety "slipped in," while promoting an "evangelical" line. (Reported in the March-April 1992,
Fundamentalist Digest.)

NOTE I: Colson's conclusion about the author is: "Keith Fournier stands in the breach -- truly orthodox in his
adherence to Catholic doctrine and fully evangelical in his relationship to Christ and His creation."

NOTE II: Fournier says concerning Colson: "Several years ago we honored Chuck with our Poverello Medal, our
highest award given annually to the man, woman, or organization which most reflects the spirit of Saint Francis in his
simple love for Jesus Christ [p. 205] The Prison Fellowship Ministries staff and volunteers simply want to touch
unbelievers and fellow Christians with the love of Christ. So when their work takes them to predominantly Catholic
countries and Catholic environments, they strive to work with Catholic Christians" (p. 202). Throughout the book,
Fournier's foremost Christian heroes appear to be Mother Teresa and Charles Colson.

NOTE III: Foundation for March-April 1990, in reference to Colson stated: "When questioned as to any doctrinal
requirements for participation in his Prison Fellowship Ministries, he explained that because of its nature and scope, it
is necessary to make no distinctions on the basis of either religion or race." After reading the revelations in Fournier's
book, it is understandable how Colson could make that statement. He simply sees no differences based on doctrine.
This is tragic. It is obvious that Colson was trained as a lawyer, not as a theologian (New Neutralism II, pp. 68-70).

NOTE IV: Fournier lists nine current areas of cooperative effort between the evangelical- ecumenical Roman Catholic
and the evangelical-ecumenical Protestant that are expediting the "back to Rome" process: These included (a) social
ecumenism [joint social action projects]; (b) evangelistic ecumenism [ecumenical evangelism] and (c) moral
ecumenism [joint action in the anti-abortion effort]. Through the Fournier/Robertson ACLJ, professing
fundamentalists, in their desire to retain/regain essential constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, are being conned into an
ecumenical mesh from which they may be unable or unwilling to extract themselves. In the future, they could wind up
regaining/maintaining the right to publicly exercise a faith which they no longer possess that faith having been lost in
an ecumenical planning for legal justice. It has been said  that "It's never right to do wrong, in order to get a chance to
do right." This certainly appears to be applicable here. Fighting for religious liberty does not justify forging ecumenical
ties!  [Return to Text]
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The Message
Eugene Peterson's The Message is sweeping into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the
first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English"
were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The Message is so
good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.

The Message has also been endorsed by J.I. Packer, Jack Hayford, Warren Wiersbe, and Billy Graham. Graham's
endorsement read: "The Message is one of the most dynamic recent versions of the New Testament that I have seen ...
Children can easily understand it, and veteran Bible readers will see Christ's words in a fresh light." In fact, Graham
even authorized a special edition of The Message to be distributed by his Evangelistic Association -- it comes with "...
many explanations that I've written to help you understand what the New Testament says."

What does The Message's version of the New Testament really say? The Message teaches a different gospel and a
different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy view of life). For example, The Message translates
Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "...The Father is
greater than I." In l Corinthians 6:18-20, the words "sexual immorality" are deleted in The Message and the words
"avoids commitment and intimacy" are added; this change would lead one to conclude that "commitment and
intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex. 

Also, in Romans 1:26-27, the words "God gave them over ..." are deleted in The Message and words that qualify
homosexuality are added, thereby providing a loophole for committed homosexuals who "love" each other. Thus, in
The Message, lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner. There are hundreds of examples like these in
The Message.

In his introduction to The Message, Peterson himself says:

"This version of the New Testament in a contemporary idiom keeps the language of The Message current
and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we do our shopping, talk with our friends,
worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."

This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we then
rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say about men
like Billy Graham, J.I. Packer, Warren Wiersbe, and Jack Hayford when they endorse The Message as an authentic
translation of the Bible rather than as Eugene Peterson's personal, politically correct interpretation? 

[The above article was adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE?," an article by Berit Kjos.]
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The Navigators . . . Psychoheresy & Ecumenism

To read, disciple, and equip people to know Christ and to make Him known through successive
generations." That is the stated mission of The Navigators, a Christian organization headquartered in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. In addition, they use the expression, "To know Christ and to make Him
known." The U.S. International Ministries Group, which is the missions branch of the U. S. Navigators
says, "We serve 425 American staff in 62 countries," and, "We also have links to countries where our non-
American staff are ministering, giving you opportunities to serve in a total of 105 countries."

As The Navigators describe their history and their current work, one will be impressed—unless the
psychologizing of the faith (psychoheresy) and rank ecumenism are important issues. Through their
involvement in both psychoheresy and ecumenism, The Navigators organization has drifted drastically off
course.

Psychoheresy

The Navigators organization has been deeply involved in psychoheresy in two primary ministry efforts.
The first is through books published by NavPress, which is The Navigators’ publishing arm; the second is
through their recruitment and care of missionaries.

The Navigators has demonstrated a love for psychology through NavPress books. An enormous amount of
writing would be necessary to critique all the books produced by NavPress that involve psychoheresy, self-
esteem, 12-steps, and other aberrant and heretical teachings. Some of the major psychoheresy in the
church has originated from NavPress with such authors as Dan Allender, Gary Collins, Larry Crabb, and
Robert Hicks, to name a few.

Two prime examples of psychoheresy would be books by Larry Crabb and Robert Hicks. Probably
Crabb’s best known and most popular book is Inside Out, published by NavPress. This book has been a
prime source of the psychologizing of the faith.

In his earlier books Crabb uses the word unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and power for
motivation. In Inside Out he relies on metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core," "beneath
the surface," "hidden inner regions of our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline,"
"underlying motivation," "hidden purpose," and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title
Inside Out suggests the Freudian notion of the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a
real and powerful part of every person. He also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are
indispensable to the church! The many problems with Inside Out have been documented by other writers
and us. Yet, in spite of its unbiblical teachings, NavPress continues to offer it.

Since the writing of Inside Out, Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling and
the church. In each instance that we have investigated, it is clear that Crabb still supports his past books,
his psychologized model of "biblical counseling," counseling for pay, and the ungodly and unbiblical
American Association of Christian Counselors.

The other example of a psychoheretical book published by NavPress is The Masculine Journey (TMJ) by
Robert Hicks. TMJ is not only filled with psychoheresy, but is also riddled with blasphemy and heresy.
The publication of TMJ in 1993 was originally cosponsored by Promise Keepers. Thus, our critique of TMJ
titled Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy could as well have been titled The Navigators and PsychoHeresy.
PK has discontinued supporting the book, but NavPress continues to advertise and sell the book. Hicks has
responded to our critique and we have responded to him. (See Materials Sheet.)

Hicks’s book is not based solely on the Bible, but rather on his own personal experience of what it means
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to be a man. He forms arbitrary stages, in which to place his own personal experience and subjective
psychological notions. By giving biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some biblical truth, he makes
it appear that the Bible validates everything he says about manhood.

Hicks recalls six Hebrew words he learned in seminary. Miraculously each word just happens to fit one of
Hicks’s contrived stages of manhood. One of the six Hebrew words for one of Hicks’s stages of manhood
is zakar. One acid test we have given pastors for the book is to ask them to preach a message in graphic
detail from TMJ, particularly from Chapter 3, "The Phallic Man — Zakar." It is our belief that any pastor
who preaches it the way it is written would be dismissed from his pastorate.

Hicks contends that "this word [zakar] reflects the phallic male in his distinct sexual aspect" (TMJ, p. 24).
He says, "To be male is to be a phallic kind of guy, and as men we should never apologize for it, or allow
it to be denigrated by women (or crass men either)" (p. 24). He also identifies Jesus as being "very much
zakar, phallic" and says, "I believe Jesus was phallic with all the inherent phallic passions we experience
as men" (TMJ, p. 181).

The phrase "a phallic kind of guy" brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than biblical manhood.
That is exactly the direction Hicks takes his readers. To emphasize the connection between sexuality and
spirituality, Hicks refers to various pagan artifacts and practices as well as biblical circumcision. He says,
"The phallus has always been the symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (TMJ, p. 51).

Hicks reduces the biblical definition of manhood to one body part. He says, "The Bible simply defines
manhood by the phallus" (TMJ, p. 49). As a matter of fact, Christianity has nothing to do with the phallus
as a symbol of manhood. Paul even called those who insisted on circumcising new believers as preaching
another (not the same) gospel. Why does Hicks want to introduce the phallus into Christianity? He says,
"We are called to worship God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered
nonmales, or the feminized males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (TMJ, p. 51).

Hicks declares: "I believe until the church sees men for what they are, phallic males with all their inherent
spiritual tensions, it will not begin to reach men where they are living" (TMJ, p. 55). He contends that
men’s sexual problems (including "sexual addictions," pornography, and adultery) "reveal how desperate
we are to express, in some perverted form, the deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (TMJ, p. 56).
But his analysis of the situation is driven by psychological notions. He fails to give any solid biblical
support that every man has a "deep compulsion to worship with [his] phallus." Many other problems exist
in the book, which we have previously noted.

If The Navigators were truly a Bible-centered organization and if they truly cared for the doctrines and
practices of the faith, they would never have published Hicks’s book in the first place. Moreover, they
would have removed all of their books that contain psychoheresy and issued an apology, a repudiation, and
even a warning. However, one look at the most recent NavPress catalog reveals just the opposite.

The love for psychology can be seen throughout Navigators. That love is not restricted to NavPress, but
permeates the very core, being embraced by administrators and missionaries alike. The leaders are proud
of their recruitment of missionaries, even though they use two questionable psychological tests, as well as
a psychological evaluation by a Ph.D. psychologist, in examining candidates for missionary work. The
Navigators are also proud of the psychological way they take care of their missionaries on the field. If a
Navigators missionary is having personal or family problems on the field, Navigators sends a psychologist
to the field to give psychological assistance.

Such reliance on psychological tests, psychological evaluations, and psychological counseling
communicates little confidence in the Word of God or in the power of the Holy Spirit. There is no good
reason to involve psychological tests, psychological evaluations, or psychological counseling in recruiting
or caring for missionaries. For both biblical and scientific reasons, expressed in our many books, such use
of psychology is completely unnecessary.
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Ecumenism

The Navigators have ecumenically compromised in a number of ways. We will give only a few examples,
but more could easily be given.

Promise Keepers. We and others have written and criticized the Promise Keepers (PK) for both its rank
ecumenism and psychoheresy. Terry Taylor, President, and The Navigators have been strongly supportive
of PK. An eight-page letter supporting The Masculine Journey (TMJ) is no longer sent out by PK, and PK
has asked that their logo be removed from TMJ. Earlier, when the letter of support was available through
PK, Taylor was also sending it out to individuals. In addition, Taylor has referred to "the overwhelmingly
positive influence Promise Keepers is having on men in our society." Taylor also refers to the PK
movement as "a remarkable work of God in our time." In further support of PK, NavPress has also
published another PK book, What Makes a Man by Bill McCartney.

Renovare. Richard Foster is the author of Celebration of Discipline (Harper & Row), which is filled with
psychoheresy and Eastern meditative techniques. Foster is also the codirector of Renovare, which is a
highly mystical and broadly ecumenical approach to spirituality. The extent of the problems with Renovare
is documented in a "Special Report on Renovare" by Albert James Dager of Media Spotlight. The
Navigators sponsored a Richard Foster conference at Glen Eyrie and sent announcements to those on their
own (Navigators) mailing list.

Covenant of Mutual Respect. This is a covenant signed by a diversity of religious leaders in the Colorado
Springs area, including a Rabbi, a Bishop, James Dobson, and Terry Taylor of The Navigators. The
dictionary defines covenant as "a binding and solemn agreement made by two or more individuals, parties,
etc. to do or keep from doing a specified thing; compact." Two of the sentences from the "Covenant" are:
"The diversity of our religious perspectives may lead us into areas of possible disagreement. It is our hope
to address those areas of difference with an attitude of openness, respect and love, and a willingness to
listen and learn from each other to the end that we may manifest the ministry of reconciliation" (The
Catholic Herald 6/2/93).

NavPress Authors. A review of NavPress books will demonstrate how broadly ecumenical they are willing
to be The following are two examples:

A House United by Keith Fournier. Fournier "claims to be both fully evangelical and fully Catholic" (see
The Berean Call, February 1991). Fournier is a leading Catholic apologist and listed as one of the signers
of the Evangelicals and Catholics Together. The Navigators refer to this book as: "A plea for evangelicals
and Catholics to form a winning alliance for the 21st century."

Gospel According to Judas by Ray Anderson. The endorsement by M. Scott Peck should be enough to
warn any reader. Dave Hunt says, "Peck, though his books are highly praised by some evangelical leaders,
is a blatant New Ager who, though he deceives many with ‘Christian’ terminology, denies the essentials of
the faith—as does professor Anderson in Judas. The book is heretical from beginning to end" (see The
Berean Call, January 1996).

A call to NavPress reveals that these two books are now out-of-print, but the question remains why were
they published originally?

Additional Comments

We have discussed The Navigators with some former contributors and the following are some additional
comments: (1) The Navigators organization is not what it used to be years ago. (2) The Navigators
organization has admitted making mistakes over the years, but the leaders do not identify these mistakes
except in euphemistic terms. (3) The Navigators organization does not publicly repudiate its past errors nor
repent of them. (4) If one surveyed The Navigators’ missionaries, one would find the same embracing of
rank ecumenism and psychoheresy. The missionaries for The Navigators are merely a reflection of the
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problems presented above.

It is sad to see so many well intentioned organizations go astray. We have seen that the twin cancers of
psychologism and ecumenism tend to invade and engulf together. That is why we urge all Christians to
behave like the noble Bereans who "received the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the
scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110
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Quotes on Unity*

Puritan John Trapp

"Unity without verity [truth] is no better than conspiracy" (cited in The Golden Treasury of Puritan Quotations, p.
304).

A.W. Tozer

"The constantly recurring question must be: What shall we unite with and from what shall we separate? The question
of coexistence does not enter here, but the question of union and fellowship does. The wheat grows in the same field
as the tares, but shall the two cross-pollinate? The sheep graze near the goats, but shall they seek to interbreed? The
unjust and the just enjoy the same rain and sunshine, but shall they forget their deep moral differences and intermarry?
... The Spirit-illuminated church will have none of this" (The Best of A.W. Tozer, p. 72).

C.H. Spurgeon

"On all hands we hear cries for unity in this and unity in that; but in our mind the main need of this age is not
compromise but conscientiousness, 'First pure, then peaceable.' It is easy to cry 'A confederacy,' but that union that is
not based on the truth of God is rather a conspiracy than a communion. Charity by all means: but honesty also. Love of
course, but love to God as well as love to men, and love of truth as well as love of union. It is exceedingly difficult in
these times to preserve one's fidelity before God and one's fraternity among men. Should not the former be preferred to
the latter if both cannot be maintained? We think so" (The Sword and Trowel, April 1887, p. 196, as cited in C.H.
Spurgeon and the Modern Church, by R.J. Sheehan, p. 22).

J.N. Darby

"Separation from evil is the necessary first principle of communion with Him ... Separation from evil is His principle
of unity" (Separation of Evil: God's Principle of Unity, as cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest Pickering, p. 116).

J. Gresham Machen

"Again, men tell us that our preaching should be positive and not negative, that we can preach the truth without
attacking error. But if we follow that advice we shall have to close our Bible and desert its teachings. The New
Testament is a polemic book almost from beginning to end ... It is when men have felt compelled to take a stand
against error that they have risen to the really great heights in the celebration of the truth" (What Is Christianity, as
cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest Pickering, p. 97).

John Whitcomb Jr.

"Diversity and division is infinitely more precious than a satanic unity. The problem God's people are facing today:
Satan wants unity in what? -- in error. God would infinitely prefer division because of truth. Do you know what Jesus
said in Matthew 10? He said, 'I have come not to bring peace, not to bring unity, but to bring division, to set a son
against his father, a daughter against her mother, so that people within their own households will be enemies of each
other.' That is what Jesus said he came to do ... God's smashing of satanic ecumenical unity was an incredible blessing
[Genesis 11: the Tower of Babel] ... The potential for satanic depravity is infinite, as long as what continues? -- a unity
in error -- organized blasphemy. Measure this friends. Grasp it. Satan will, in his brief hour, at the end of this world,
be given his opportunity to demonstrate what total unity is like in the human race, when every person will have a mark
on the forehead or right hand, and will walk lockstep under incredible blasphemy ... 
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"You say, 'We want unity.' Oh, really? What kind of unity? 'We want all the churches to get together.' Oh, really? You
mean in error, in confusion, in heresy? That is, dear friends, the ecumenical movement of our hour, in which all the
great denominations and all the great church leaders are becoming more and more unified. In what? -- in compromise
and theological error; and this is the ultimate horror" (from Human Races, a message delivered at Indian Hills
Community Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Fall of 1984).

* Key Bible Verses: 
Psa. 133:1; Jn. 17:11, 21-23; 2 Chron. 30:12; Rom 15:5,6; 16:17,18; Dan. 2:43; 1 Cor. 1:10; 5:12,13; 10:17; 11:19;
Eph. 4:3-6, 13-15; Phil. 1:27; 2:2; Col. 2:2; 3:14
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When Love Divorces Doctrine and Unity Rejects Truth
It is evident that leading neo-evangelicals believe our main goal is to eliminate doctrinal distinctives and to emphasize
unity among those claiming to be believers.

One of the basic ideas of today's philosophy of ecumenical evangelism is that love is more important than doctrine.
Ecumenical evangelists say that doctrine divides, whereas love unifies. What does the Bible say? Is it true that in the
New Testament love is more important than doctrine, or Truth? In the so-called Love chapter of 1 Corinthians 13, we
are told:

Now abideth in faith, hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love (agape).

Some say -- That settles it: love is supreme! But when we examine that chapter more carefully, we discover that Truth
is also mentioned in the chapter. In verse 6 we are told that, love rejoices in the truth. In other words, faith, hope, and
love are virtues but Truth has an altogether different status. It is the frame of reference, the foundation, the atmosphere
without which virtues such as love cannot exist at all.

Love rejoices in the truth. Why? Because without Truth to define it, to interpret it, to protect it, to guide it, to
channel it -- love can become a total disaster. We dare not place Truth on the same level as virtues. Virtues would
shrivel up and die if it were not for Truth.

We cannot imagine life on this planet without water. Water is absolutely essential for life, as long as it stays within
proper channels, within its canals, aqueduct, and pipes. But when water gets out of control, it is the second greatest
catastrophe that can happen to this planet, second only to fire. On the one hand, it is an absolute blessing, but on the
other hand, it can be a total disaster. So it is with love.

God's Definition Of Love

Love without divine definition (God's revealed channels within which it must flow) becomes the most horrible thing on
earth. It can destroy human beings by the millions, and can be reduced to satanic sentimentalism.

Love, as defined by God, is doing for a person that which is best for him in the light of eternity, no matter what the
cost may be. That is how it is defined by God. Somehow, when it comes to world evangelism, many people have
forgotten God's definitions and have fallen into sentimentalism. Consider some key Scriptures which illustrate the
distinction between love and Truth.

Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. -- John 8:31,32

Ultimate freedom may only be achieved by total submission -- unconditional surrender to Truth. There is nothing here
about love.

Love Obeys The Truth

There are many who speak glowingly of their love for Jesus Christ and for lost men. In John 14:15,21,23,24, He
stresses that obedience to Truth is the best form of love:

If ye love me, keep my commandments He that hath my commandments, and keeps them, he it is that loves
me If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and
make our abode with him. He that loveth me not keeps not my sayings: ...

This is what we call the acid test of love -- does a man obey the commandments of the Lord Jesus Christ? It makes no
difference how much we talk about our love if we do not obey Christ. It is obedience that counts, not words.
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Obedience without love is theoretically possible, but love without obedience is, in practice, impossible. It is a satanic
substitute for God's plan.

Love Teaches the Truth

John 21 gives an example of one who said much about his love for Jesus. But when it came to obedience, it was not
there. When the pressure came, his resolution collapsed and he denied his Lord. After the resurrection of Jesus, our
Lord confronted Peter lovingly, but in truth:

... Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou knowest that I
love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my lambs Feed my sheep Feed my sheep. -- John 21:15-17

How do we express love to the Lord Jesus according to the lesson of this confrontation? By feeding His sheep, as He
also commanded in the great commission, by teaching His people and training them in the whole counsel of God,
teaching them whatsoever I have commanded you.

In Acts 20, we find a good example of an apostle who obeyed the great commission. He says nothing about love to the
Ephesians in this passage. But he exhibited the supreme love of any disciple toward the Ephesians. What did he do for
them? Did he say, I love you, I love you, I love you? Acts 20:26-27 gives the answer:

Wherefore I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all men. For I have not shunned
to declare unto you all the counsel of God.

Love Leaves Nothing Out

The result was that all which dwelt in Asia, both Jews and Greeks, heard the word of the Lord Jesus. Paul based his
evangelism on sound doctrinal instruction. That is God's key for world evangelism. The words of Paul in Galatians 1:6
were blunt and necessary as Paul says in Galatians 4, in order to tell them the Truth.

Ephesians 4 tells us how we can achieve the perfect balance. Note the gifts God gave the true Church, the body of
Christ, for service and ministry in this age: And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some evangelists;
and some pastors and teachers. -- Ephesians 4:11

Every one of these gifts in the form of a person is a doctrinal person. They are all totally involved in Truth. All were
totally involved in preaching, teaching, and discipling in the light of revealed Truth. There is no teaching whatsoever
in the New Testament suggesting that love is more important than doctrine or Truth.

Love is referred to in Galatians 4:15 where we read of, speaking the truth in love. Love is the manner and method of
speaking Truth. Love is the servant of Truth. It makes it easier to receive, absorb, and digest. But it must never be
allowed to eclipse or set aside Truth. God's Truth can never change, but God's Truth in the hands of human messengers
is a very delicate and fragile thing.

Love Resists Poisons

There is no living system known to science that can survive without an intricate, elaborate, and constantly-used system
to purify itself from poisons. This is true of God's Church. It is impossible for any organization to survive unless it has
a system to purify itself from poisonous influences.

We need to remember we are in a highly poisoned environment. We are immersed in Satan's world. He has constant
access to every servant of God through his fallen nature. How can the relative success of a Christian's ministry be
evaluated apart from God's infallible inerrant Word? Who is to determine what success means?

Love Protects the Flock
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Did the Lord Jesus encourage His disciples to listen sympathetically to other religious leaders of that time? His answer
is given in Matt. 7:15, Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening
wolves. Yet we are told today by neo-evangelicals that we should both teach and study in liberal universities and
colleges of theology. There is one thing worse than division and that is peace with compromise. Truth is infinitely
more important than the false unity of the world.

Love Corrects Error

Why? Because for the sake of Truth, even families will be split with hostility so that at least someone within that unit
can perpetuate God's Truth. In Romans 16:17 Paul says,

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which causes divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them.

If we honor and love the Lord Jesus we will watch for anything which may destroy His Truth. We will avoid such
people. 

A good way of life or good doctrine is always contaminated by a bad environment or bad associations. A mere
association of the good with the bad will never make the bad thing better. The good gets worse; the bad does not
improve. It is the same with a rotten apple in a barrel. The bad one never gets better, but the good ones go rotten (1
Cor. 15:33). Is it right for doctrinal purity to be blatantly submerged for the sake of worldly ecclesiastical unity? Surely
this is a total denial of the Holy Spirit's Word through the Scriptures.

-- Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Jr.
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Unitarian Universalists
Christian or Cult?

Unitarian Universalism (UU), known officially as the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations in North
America (with headquarters in Boston, Mass.), was officially formed in 1961 with the merger of two separate religious
groups whose roots date back to the early 1500s -- the American Unitarian Association (1825) and the Universalist
Church of America (1793). Unitarian Universalism is one of the most liberal of the denominations, being more akin to
a society of free thinkers than a traditional "Christian" denomination. 

In America, the religious liberalism that came to be known as Unitarianism appeared within the congregational
churches in Massachusetts as a reaction against the revivalism of the Great Awakening (1740-43). Unitarianism
prospered in the late-18th century among the Harvard elite, and emerged full bloom in the early-19th century as a
rational, mystical, liberal religion that rejected the divinity of Christ as well as the Calvinist view of man as totally
depraved. The Unitarians believed that man was not only morally perfectible, but that education was the only true way
to salvation. Since they believed that evil was caused by ignorance, poverty, and social injustice, they were convinced
that only a good liberal education, provided by the government at no charge, would solve society's problems (1/96, The
Blumenfeld Education Letter, p. 2). 

Universalism is the theological doctrine that all souls will ultimately be saved and that there are no torments of hell.
Universalism has been asserted at various times in different contexts throughout the history of the "Christian church" -
- e.g., Origen in the 3rd century. The Universalists also denied the miraculous element in Scripture, and rejected such
important Bible doctrines as the total depravity of man and the Trinity. 

There are currently about 205,000 Unitarian Universalist members in 1,040 congregations in North America. The
beliefs of Unitarian Universalism appeal greatly to the "yuppie" generation of today -- no penalty for sin, no hell,
salvation for all, ecumenism with all other religions, and extreme theological liberalism with no official creeds. Many
in this "church" do not believe in Biblical Christianity, and some do not even want to be known as Christians.
According to the Unitarian-Universalist 1985 revised statement, no minister, member, or congregation "shall be
required to subscribe to any particular interpretation of religion, or to any particular religious belief or creed." Four of
their seven Principles and Purposes are these: The inherent worth and dignity of every person; a free and responsible
search for truth; the goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all; respect for the interdependent
web of all existence of which we are a part. 

In their attempt to be "free thinking" and "non-creedal," the UUs have become so liberal that they deny almost every
doctrine of the Christian faith, replacing the worship of God with a worship of self, teaching that human reason and
experience take precedence over the Word of God. Below are the highlights of what the Unitarian Universalists
"believe" concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, salvation, and heaven and hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The UUs deny the divine inspiration and absolute authority of the Scriptures. They claim the
Bible was merely the creation of men, and therefore, the Bible contains many "inaccuracies, inconsistencies, and
errors." They substitute human reason for revelation as their source of authority, and believe there are no absolute or
infallible guides, including reason. [HJB] In fact, UUs desire a world religion that "draws from and honors the
teachings of all of the great religious traditions."

2. Trinity. The UUs deny that one God exists in three Persons. Instead, they claim that Trinitarian doctrine was added
by the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325. [HJB] 

3. God. The UUs hold a variety of liberal views about God: Some do not believe that He is a Person, but instead claim
He is an impersonal spirit, a natural force, or a principle. Some even claim that He is a created being, not supernatural.
Others even deny His existence completely.
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4. Jesus Christ. The UUs deny the deity of Christ -- that He is not God and Savior, but only a good man and teacher.
They claim that the apostles and other Christian writers added to the Scriptures the teachings concerning Christ's
atonement for sin.

5. Salvation. The UUs teach that the essence of salvation is character development ("deeds not creeds"), rather than
faith in Jesus Christ alone -- the "social gospel" reigns supreme in UU. This belief allows every person to do whatever
is right in his own eyes as long as he is sincere about it (including homosexual behavior -- UU became the first
denomination to call for the legal recognition of same-sex marriages [Associated Press:6/25/96]; as early as 1970, UUs
called for an end to discrimination against homosexuals and bisexuals, and in 1980, UUs resolved that homosexuals
should be ordained.). 

6. Hell. The UUs hold the "universalist" belief that no one will be eternally condemned. They, therefore, deny the
existence of hell, claiming it is unreasonable for a loving God to send people to a place of eternal torment. They
believe that we suffer the consequences of sin in this life only. [HJB]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia,
(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB] , BTTB:1990, pp. 269-287.
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Christian Science
Christian or Cult?*

The movement known as Christian Science is a religion "emphasizing divine healing as practiced by Jesus Christ." It is
officially known as The Church of Christ, Scientist (CCS) (with headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts), founded in
1879 by the much married Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy (1821-1910). It is one of the more sophisticated modern
cults, attracting many intellectuals. Estimated membership was about 350,000 in the 1930s with approximately 2,500
branch churches, societies, and college organizations in more than 50 countries worldwide. Estimates suggest that
membership has fallen to well under 100,000 at the present time. While the branches are democratic in government,
they all conform to the rules laid down in Mary Baker Eddy's Manual of The Mother Church (1895); church affairs are
now overseen by a self-perpetuating board of five people. 

Under the leadership of Board of Directors Chairman Virginia Harris, the CCS has embarked on an aggressive, multi-
faceted marketing program designed to mainstream itself and to attract new members. For example, the CCS is finding
new ways to promote itself in light of our society's current interest in self-awareness, spirituality, mind/body
connections, alternative medicine, and women's issues. The CCS's weekly magazine has been redesigned to include
quotes from New-Age proponent Oprah Winfrey. Church representatives are also turning up at medical conferences
and other places.

Mrs. Eddy was chronically sick growing up, with many ailments including paralysis, hysteria, seizures and
convulsions. At 22, she married her first of three husbands, George Glover, who died within 6 months from yellow
fever. Following Glover's death, she began to be involved in mesmerism (hypnosis) and the occult practices of
spiritualism and clairvoyance (Ruth Tucker, Another Gospel, p. 152). Still ill, she married Daniel Patterson in 1853, a
dentist and homeopathic practitioner. It was during this time she met mental healer Phineas P. Quimby (1802-1866),
whose influence would shape her belief of Christian Science. Quimby believed that illness and disease could be cured
through positive thoughts and healthy attitudes, by changing one's beliefs about the illness. She claimed that Quimby
cured her; she suddenly improved, but later the symptoms returned (Another Gospel, p. 155).

After Quimby's death in 1866, Mrs. Eddy determined to carry on his work. She had developed a "psychic dependence"
on Quimby, drawing on his spiritual presence, claiming even visitations by his apparition.  Eddy "reached the scientific
certainty that all causation rests with the Mind, and that every effect is a mental phenomena." Eddy took Quimby's
teachings one step further, claiming that sickness, death, and even our physical bodies do not exist, but are only
imagined. Based on this absurdity, Mary Baker Eddy formulated her unique interpretations of Scripture upon which
Christian Science was founded (and recorded in Eddy's 1875 book, Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures.
[HJB] (In 2001, the ten millionth copy of Science and Health was sold). In essence, Christian Science is a revival of
ancient Pantheism. [Eddy later published 16 other books, including Retrospection and Introspection (1891), which tells
of her own experience of discovering, practicing, and teaching the "science" of Christian healing.] [The CCS recently
announced plans to build (at a cost of $25 million) the Mary Baker Eddy Library for the Betterment of Humanity.
Scheduled to open in 2002 in Boston, the library will house over 500,000 unpublished documents and artifacts related
to Mrs. Eddy. It will also allow the CCS to secure another 45 years of copyright protection for the writings under new
U.S. copyright laws that take effect at the end of 2002.]

The event that Mrs. Eddy claimed as the inauguration of Christian Science occurred in February of 1866. She claimed
to have had a near fatal fall on icy pavement, but was instantly healed when "the healing Truth dawned upon my
senses," and the divine healing ministry was born (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 24; Science and Health, p. 107).
Testimony from her attending physician as well as other correspondence from Mrs. Eddy at the time strongly dispute
Mrs. Eddy's "official" version of those events (Anthony Hoekema, Christian Science, pp. 12-13). 

Healing became a major distinctive of Christian Science. According to Eddy Baker, the central fact of the Bible is the
superiority of spiritual over physical power. The spiritual superiority is evident in other ways than healing. Telepathy is
practiced in Christian Science treatment, and may be considered a form of psychic healing. Christian Science claims to
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prove through the healing of disease and other difficulties that the understanding of God and his spiritual creation is as
effective now as it was in Jesus' time. Its adherents, therefore, rely on "divine law" in times of sickness instead of
resorting to medical and other material means. Christian Scientists do not use doctors, medicine, or immunizations.
Christian Science Practitioners are used to " help people through the false reality of illness." Instead, proper prayer and
training are employed to battle the "non-reality" of illness. (The right of Christian Science parents to withhold medical
treatment from their children has many times been challenged in court.)

During the formative stages, the church saw many rivalries, scandals, and dissident movements. One of the dissidents
was Emma Hopkins, who as an independent Christian Science leader, taught Charles and Myrtle Fillmore, who later
founded the Unity School of Christianity (another "mind-science" cult). Because Mrs. Eddy wanted to spread Christian
Science, especially to the upper class, she increased her control over all aspects of the movement and would not
tolerate any disloyalty (Georgine Milmine, The Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy, p. 234 ff).

Publications of the Christian Science Publishing Society include the Christian Science Quarterly, containing Bible
lessons for daily study; The Christian Science Journal, a monthly magazine; Christian Science Sentinel, a weekly
magazine; The Christian Science Monitor, a daily newspaper; and The Herald of Christian Science. In the 1980s, the
group expanded into other media, producing both radio and television news programming. Their venture into cable-
television operations was ended in 1992, when it was discovered "that the church had secretly transferred $46.5 million
from endowments and pension funds to help cover huge losses on the 'Monitor Channel,' which had lost over $325
million" (Chicago Tribune, 1/27/93, p. 2). [Additionally, there were losses of $36 million and the resulting termination
of World Monitor, a newspaper begun in 1988. The Christian Science Monitor is said to be losing $13 million annually
(Martin Gardner, The Healing Revelations of Mary Baker Eddy, p. 218).]

Instead of preachers (the CCS has no ordained clergy), Christian Science's Sunday services consist mainly of
prescribed readings from the Bible, followed by interpretive readings from Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures (which Eddy thought was divinely inspired -- "I should blush to write of Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures as I have, were it of human origin and I apart from God its author; but [since] I was only a scribe echoing
the harmonies of heaven in Divine Metaphysics, I cannot be super-modest of the Christian Science Textbook.").
Eddy's "Scientific Statement of Being" (read every week from every Christian Science pulpit) begins with, "There is no
life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in matter," and ends with, "Therefore, man is not material; he is spiritual."
Wednesday meetings include testimonies of healing from the congregation. Readers, both men and women, are elected
from the membership to conduct the services. Practitioners, also both men and women, devote full time to the work of
"spiritual healing."

Mrs. Eddy presented Christian Science as a scientific system of healing based upon spiritual laws God (allegedly) had
revealed to her. She taught these laws must be followed -- without deviation -- if a believer wishes to practice
Christian Science with consistent success. She taught Christian Science cannot be mixed with any other doctrine or
spiritual healing system, and, thereby, it is incompatible with medicine. Eddy also believed in "Malicious Animal
Magnetism" (MAM), which is negative mental energy or power, on the level of black magic. "Reading Rooms" are
local Christian Science libraries where members go to read Eddy's works to aid their spiritual evolvement.

Christian Scientists call themselves Christians, but their beliefs deviate from Biblical Christianity on nearly every
central Doctrine. Below are the highlights of what Christian Scientists believe concerning their source of authority, the
Godhead, Christ, the Holy Spirit,  the Resurrection, sin and salvation, heaven and hell, man's destiny, and disease and
death: 

1. Source of Authority. Mary Baker Eddy claimed the Bible was her "only textbook" and "only authority." Yet she
also said the Bible has thousands of errors -- 30,000 in the Old Testament and 300,000 in the New Testament.
Christian Scientists believe that Mrs. Eddy's discovery of Divine Science is the "final revelation" from God. They
claim Science and Health is divinely inspired (even though it has been proven to contain numerous plagiarisms and
revisions). -- Science and Health is the "first book" which has been "uncontaminated by human hypothesis" (The First
Church of Christ, Scientist and Miscellany, p. 115; Science and Health, pp. 99, 139, 456-457). [HJB] One is only
supposed to read the Bible if they have Eddy's "key" in hand, so as to find out what a passage means. The implication
is that God couldn't make Himself plain, but has to have Mary Baker Eddy interpret what He says. With this in mind,
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the world was, in effect, left to grope in darkness until Mrs. Eddy came on the scene.

2. Language. Christian Scientists have given Bible terms allegorical, metaphysical definitions that are completely
different from normal usage. Everything is spiritualized to the point that the physical no longer exists. New meanings
have also been assigned to many traditional theological doctrines. (For example: "Adam was not an actual person who
was created by God and fell into sin. 'Adam' means error; a falsity; the belief in 'original sin,' sickness, and death; evil;
the opposite of good.") [HJB] 

3. Trinity. Christian Science clearly repudiates the Trinitarian Godhead: "The theory of three persons in one God (that
is, a personal Trinity or Tri-unity) suggests polytheism, rather than the one ever-present I Am" (Science and Health, p.
256). Instead, "Life, Truth, and Love constitutes the triune Person called God ... God the Father-Mother; Christ the
spiritual idea of sonship; divine Science or the Holy Comforter" (Science and Health, p. 331-332). Christian Science
teaches that the Biblical concept of the Trinity suggests "heathen gods" (Science and Health, p. 152). God is thus
viewed as an impersonal "Divine Principle," a conception of one's mind (Science and Health, pp. 361, 469). On page
465 in another of Mrs. Eddy's "authoritative" books, entitled Miscellaneous Writings, she wrote: "God is incorporeal,
divine, supreme, infinite, mind, spirit, soul, principle, life, truth, love," but devoid of any personality. [HJB] [To the
contrary, the Bible teaches that God is a triune, personal, transcendent Being who created "the world and all things in
it" (Act 17:24). He is not a pantheistic all-in-all. He is holy and just, as well as love. God created and governs the
universe, including man (Acts 17:24-27).]

4. Jesus Christ. Christian Science denies that the incarnation of Christ was the fullness of deity dwelling in human
flesh, denies the perfection of the man Jesus, and attempts to explain away the historical death and bodily resurrection
of Jesus Christ (Science and Health, pp. 336, 29, 332, 53, 398, 313, 593; Miscellaneous Writings, p. 201) Christian
Science believes that Mary's conception of Jesus was spiritual -- on pages 332 and 347 of Science and Health, the
virgin birth of Christ is described and explained: "Jesus was the offspring of Mary's self-conscious communion with
God. ... Mary's conception of him was spiritual." Christian Science believes that the names "Jesus" and "Christ" do not
refer to the same person -- that Jesus is the human man and Christ is the "divine idea" (i.e., "dualism"). They teach that
the spiritual (good) cannot dwell in material bodies because they are evil; thus Jesus could not have been both God and
man. [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is not the divine idea of God but was God uniquely
manifested in the flesh, truly God and truly man, one divine Person with two indivisible natures, who is the only
Savior and the only truth and Lord (John 1:1-3,14; Col. 2:9; Phil. 2:6-7; John 14:6).] Christian Science believes that
Jesus was not God and the only way to heaven, but only the "wayshower" (cf. Jn. 20:31; I Jn. 4:2,3).

Christian Science not only denies that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, it also denies that Jesus is one Person with two
natures -- fully God and fully man. Christian Science presents Jesus Christ in terms of a Gnostic duality: "The spiritual
Christ was infallible: Jesus as material manhood was not Christ'' (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 84). "Christ as the true
spiritual ideal, is the ideal of God now and forever ..." (Science and Health, p. 361). "The Christ is incorporeal,
spiritual ..." while, "The corporeal [physical] man Jesus was human only (Science and Health, p 332). Yet "matter is
mortal error … matter is the unreal and temporal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 21). So what Christian Science actually
concludes is that the physical humanity of Jesus was an illusion, ''as it seemed to mortal view" (Science and Health, p.
315).

Concerning the blood atonement of Jesus Christ: "The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious to cleanse from
sin when it was shed upon 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins ..." (Science and Health, p. 25).
Christian Science teaches that the death of Jesus Christ for sin was a "man-made" theory, and that Jesus was alive in
the tomb, demonstrating the "power of Spirit to overrule mortal, material sense" (Science and Health, p. 44). Eddy
states, "Christ was not crucified ... Jesus, being the man who possessed the Christ consciousness, was the one who
went to the cross and who appeared to die." Thus, according to the theology of Christian Science, the Bible only
appears to say that Jesus died on the cross and His body was laid in the tomb; it must instead be understood that Jesus
actually never died, but was rather in the tomb denying death's reality!

5. Holy Spirit. Christian Science denies that the Holy Spirit is a personal being. It teaches that the Holy Spirit is
Christian Science. -- "This Comforter I understand to be Divine Science" (Science and Health, p. 55). It is the
unfolding of the thoughts and infinite mind of God (pp. 502-503). [cf. Jn. 16:13-14] Thus, God, the Holy Spirit,
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cannot indwell a person (Science and Health, p. 336).

6. The Resurrection. It is obvious that if Jesus never physically died on the cross to atone for sins that mankind cannot
commit (Science and Health, pp. 45-46), then the resurrection must also have a unique meaning in Christian Science.
Eddy explains, "When Jesus reproduced his body after its burial, he revealed the myth or material falsity of evil; its
powerlessness to destroy good and the omnipotence of the Mind that knows this: he also showed forth the error of
nothingness of supposed life in matter, and the great somethingness of the good we possess, which is of Spirit, and
immortal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 201). Jesus resurrection was thus the manifestation of the error of evil. He
demonstrated that sin and death are illusions and that if one wishes to rid themselves of these illusions, they only need
to deny their reality.

7. Sin. Christian Science denies the existence of all matter, including man's physical body. They say that man is
"incapable of sin, sickness, and death." They claim sin, sickness, and death are the "effects of error," thereby denying
the reality of sin. [HJB] Bottom line, to Christian Science, there is no sin (Science and Health, p. 447). This is a
consistent deduction and fundamental principle of the Christian Science system -- namely, God is all and God is good,
and since the real man has never departed from his original state of perfection, he is not in need of salvation. He is
saved now and reposing in the bosom of the Father. He has always been saved -- that is, as God's idea of the
expression of the mind, man is forever held in the divine consciousness. And since sin and evil have no reality, all
ideas of sin and evil are illusions. They are the product of the mortal mind. Hence, it is a sense of sin which is sinful
because of the illusory product of the mortal mind. They say that man's real problem is the belief of sin, and that
"Christ came to destroy the belief of sin." [Eddy writes in Miscellaneous Writings in the question and answer section:
"If there is no sin, why did Jesus come to save sinners?" She answers, "Jesus came to seek and to save such as believe
in the reality of the unreal; to save them from this false belief; that they might lay hold of eternal Life ..." (p. 63). In
other words, Jesus came to save mankind from the false belief that sin is real! Jesus saving work was to exemplify the
fact that death is unreal, that sin is only an illusion or false belief, and that to deny its existence is the ultimate task of
each person.]

8. Salvation. Since Christian Scientists do not believe that sin is real, they, therefore, see no need for salvation in Jesus
Christ. Notwithstanding, Christian Scientists still teach a salvation based on works -- and contrary to even their own
teachings, a salvation through victory over suffering and temptation. [HJB] 

9. Hell. Christian Science denies the existence of hell and eternal punishment, and, therefore, there is no devil (Science
and Health, p. 469). Hell is defined as "mortal belief; error; lust; remorse; hatred; revenge; sin; sickness; death." They
believe that hell is a self-imposed "mental anguish," emanating from the guilt of one's imagined sin. [HJB]

10. Man's Destiny. Christian Science teaches that since God is all good and nothing that is real exists outside God,
then sin, sickness, and death are mortal error or an illusion. Christ, as the Truth, therefore came to set man free from
these false beliefs by His teachings and example (Science and Health, pp. 473, 475, 108). Christian Science denies the
penal, substitutionary atonement of Christ, saying, ''The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious to cleanse
from sin when it was shed on 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins as he went daily about His
Father's business" (Science and Health, p.25). "Jesus taught the way of Life by demonstration. There is but one way to
heaven, harmony, and Christ in Divine Science shows us this way" (Science and Health, p. 242). ''Universal salvation
rests on progression and probation … No final judgment awaits mortals …" (Science and Health, p. 291)

11. Disease and Death. Christian Scientists claim that since organic disease does not exist, "the cause of all so-called
disease is mental" [i.e., 'the belief in sin is thereby the cause of it'], "a mistaken belief" (Science and Health, p. 377). 
They say that since our physical bodies do not exist, disease and death are only illusions (Science and Health, pp.
348,386). [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin, sickness, and evil are not an illusion, but a result of man’s
willful choice to rebel against a Holy God, and death (both physical and the spiritual eternal separation from God) is
the result of sin (Rom. 3:10, 23; 5:12-14; 1 John 1:8-10).] They believe they have restored Christ's principles of divine
healing through their practices of mental healing; i.e., the healing performed by Christian Science involves helping a
person to deny the reality of his illness, and thereby, any failure to heal is due to a person's inability to overcome his
belief. Mary Baker Eddy claimed to have this power of healing (called Divine Science), though she never provided
any tangible proof of it. [HJB] [Whereas the Christian Science approach to healing may help psychosomatic illnesses,
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it has been scientifically demonstrated that it is not effective with real illness. In fact, studies comparing the cumulative
death rates of practicing Christian Scientists with control groups have shown significantly higher death rates among the
Christian Scientists (Journal of American Medical Association, September 22/29, 1989, pp 1657-58; and Morbidity
Weekly Report, August 23, 1991, pp. 579-582).]

12. The "Gospel" of Christian Science. Jesus, who possessed the Christ consciousness as do all men to a lesser
extent, went to the cross, not to bring about forgiveness of sin, for sin is an illusion, but rather to demonstrate that
death is an illusion. On the morning of the resurrection, the supposed physical body of Jesus was reproduced in its
original illusionary form, for all matter is illusion, and thereby demonstrated to mankind that all could do the same by
denying the reality of sin and death.

Jesus' "seeming" death on the cross was not intended to pay for our sins, but to prove the unreality of sin, disease, and
death. The Bible is full of mistakes. Jesus' words were recorded by "dull disciples ... in a decaying language," and must
be spiritually interpreted through Christian Science.

To put it another way: "Jesus was laid down as the result of apparent death, into a fictitious tomb, in an unreal body, to
make an unnecessary atonement for sins that had never been a reality and had been committed in an imaginary body,
and that He saves from non-existing evil those headed toward an imaginary hell, the false fancy of an erroneous
Mortal Mind" (J.K. VanBaalen, The Chaos of Cults).

13. Conclusion. Christian Science offers some real enticements -- a "spiritually scientific" method for healing, victory
over life's circumstances, and guaranteed salvation. All one has to do to receive these blessings is to study Eddy's
writings and obey them to the letter. She was God's messenger to this age and her writings are considered infallible.
Just obey her teaching, and learn to think as she thought, and you will be victorious.

The physical dangers of Christian Science are obvious. Since they are taught that learning about their bodies is
spiritually harmful, Christian Scientists are ill equipped to understand the symptoms of illness. They often suffer
needlessly from treatable ailments and neglect life-threatening conditions that could be cured if treated in their early
stages. 

* Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia;(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) "Christian Science, Attempting a Comeback," MCO Journal,
Spring 2001, pp. 8-11, 15; (4) "Christian Science," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1997); (5) Examining
& Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Christian Science Examined," April 2000, pp. 26-31; and (6)
What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 29-49.
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Promise Keepers
Ecumenical "Macho-Men" for Christ?

-  Promise Keepers was founded in 1990 by Bill McCartney (born 1940), then the head coach of the University of
Colorado football team. The stated goal of this "nondenominational," parachurch organization is to celebrate Biblical
manhood and motivate men toward Christ-like masculinity. "To unite men through vital relationships to become godly
influences in their world -- by making promises to Jesus Christ and to one another that last a lifetime," reads Promise
Keepers' purpose statement.

[By definition, a parachurch ministry is one "raised up" supposedly to accomplish something churches are charged to
do by the Scriptures. However, one should question raising up an organization outside the church (parachurch) to
accomplish objectives ordained by God to be produced by the normal, proper functioning of the local church and all its
parts, especially the development of "godly men." All too often, what is established to assist local churches, ends up
competing with them and introducing unscriptural philosophies and practices.]

"Promise Keepers' mission is to help promote spiritual revival in the homes, churches and communities of
this nation. This will be accomplished by modeling, praying for and instructing all men to grow in Christ-
like masculinity, enabling them to become 'promise keepers' to the Lord who loves them, to their wives
who trust them, to their children who need them, and to the world which must be influenced by them"
(Spring 1992, Men of Action).

Although Bill McCartney is credited with founding Promise Keepers, until late-1998 he was basically the figurehead,
holding the title as CEO of PK. Randy Phillips was the president and administrative head of Promise Keepers. As of
October 1998, McCartney is overseeing three divisions as president and founder. Randy Phillips has moved from
president to the new position of vice president for global ministries. Phillips has served as a senior pastor for five
years, as an associate pastor for ten years, and led the Denver Broncos' Bible study for two years. Phillips, like
McCartney, is a former Roman Catholic. Both are also affiliated with the hyper-charismatic Vineyard movement --
Vineyard churches emphasize the validity of "signs and wonders" for today and view miraculous displays of divine
power as essential to the growth of the Church. (See Note at end of report.)

Promise Keepers programs include regional stadium rallies, pastors' conferences, one-day leadership-training
seminars, books, study guides, videos for small men's groups, national TV spots, a newsletter, and an Internet web site.
Books have become a big seller for PK; Thomas Nelson Publishers has nearly two dozen titles on the market for men,
including a revised version of McCartney's autobiography, From Ashes to Glory. Nelson is coming out with new titles
from PK speakers and is offering retailers merchandising aids to help direct male customers to newly expanded men's
sections (4/29/96, Christianity Today).

-  Various newspaper articles appear to accurately portray the Promise Keepers movement:

(a) "Many people credit Edwin Louis Cole of Euless with starting the Christian men's movement with his
1982 book Maximized Manhood. His organization, called the Christian Men's Network, publishes a
quarterly newspaper and conducts seminars for men across the country called the Real Man Event. ...
Promise Keepers' gatherings at football stadiums ... often are accompanied by men sharing problems,
openly crying and embracing one another. After a conference ends, they are encouraged to form small
groups to meet regularly and continue to talk about their struggles" (10/27/94, Dallas Morning News, p.
7A).

(b) "Promise Keepers asserts that men, by walking away from their family duties, are responsible for much
of America's societal dysfunction, which the group's leaders say includes high school dropouts, a soaring
crime rate, racism, divorce, homosexuality and abortion. ... [and that we can] restore the nation by
exhorting men to become 'promise keepers instead of promise breakers.' ... The women's movement,
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Promise Keepers says, is at least in part a reaction to the pain and abuse women suffer at the hands of
men. This analysis worries critics, who say that such talk could move the group beyond the family to
political activism. Some observers see Promise Keepers as the latest turn in the search for male identity in
a fast-changing and conflicted society. In American history through the 1950s, the family structure was
unabashedly patriarchal. The 1960s and 1970s ushered in the Sensitive Man who acknowledged a
feminine side and sought to nurture. The 1990s brought the Wild Man, hairy-chested and testosterone-
driven, extolled in author Robert Bly's best seller, Iron John. Now, Promise Keepers' slogan is: 'A man's
man is a godly man.' In some ways, it is a throwback to the days of 'Father Knows Best.' Dad is still in
charge, but he is kinder, gentler and a lot more spiritual" (7/9/94, The Bloomington Herald-Times [Los
Angeles Times story]).

(c) "Promise Keepers combines the Jesus Saves preaching of Billy Graham with the male bonding
message of Robert Bly, the call for racial conciliation of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the marital advice of
Ann Landers. ... it [the 6/95 PK rally in Houston's Astrodome] had men roaring and applauding Jesus as if
he had just scored a touchdown. ... Leaders hope that men will leave the rallies, return to their
neighborhoods and churches, and form support groups and partnerships with other men to share feelings,
concerns, and advice" (6/27/95, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p. B10).

-  Promise Keepers started out small in 1991 -- 4,200 men attended the first Boulder, Colorado Conference (held at the
Coors' Event Center). In 1992, 22,000 men attended. In 1993, 50,000 men jammed University of Colorado's Folsom
Stadium, and another 52,000 in 1994. But that's not all. For the first time in 1994, Promise Keepers held regional
conferences in six additional cities, with over 227,000 men in total attendance. All totalled, Promise Keepers 1994
attendance at its seven conferences was approximately 280,000 men.

In 1995, Promise Keepers held rallies in football stadiums in 13 major U.S. cities that attracted 727,000 men.
Registration fees of more than $38 million were taken in (at $55 per registrant). In 1996, Promise Keepers held 22
rallies and drew 1.1 million attendees (1,098,534 to be exact); revenues exceeded $65 million (at $60 per registrant).
(One event was cancelled in 1996, at Denver's Mile High Stadium, due to a dispute over an alleged $300,000 seat-tax
liability.) In 1997, 18 rallies were held, but attendance was down more than 40% to about 630,000 (leading to the
cancellation of two of the rallies). In 1998, the slide in PK popularity continued -- 19 events attracted only 453,000
men; this in spite of the fact that the events were now free. Only 15 events have been scheduled for 1999 (with 10 of
the 15 rallies to be in smaller indoor arenas; total attendance is projected to be about 300,000), and revenues have been
projected at only $41 million.

-  On October 4, 1997, PK held its Stand in the Gap: A Sacred Assembly Of Men rally on the Mall in Washington,
D.C. -- to "kneel in prayer between the Lincoln Memorial and nation's Capitol to seek forgiveness as men ask God to
restore America ... we must be of one accord ... our feet in unity... confessing personal and collective sin" (PK's
version of the Farrakhan "Million Man March"?). Ten million dollars was budgeted for this free event. Attendance
estimates ranged from 480,000 to 700,000. (Speakers included Mike Timmis, a Roman Catholic and PK board
member, Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell, Max Lucado [Church of Christ pastor/false gospel of baptismal regeneration],
James Robison, and Tony Evans, along with a taped message from Billy Graham.)

At the Stand in the Gap rally it was also announced that PK would no longer charge a registration fee of $60 for its
conferences. Since then its income has plummeted. McCartney announced that some of the 19 conferences scheduled
for 1998 might be cancelled, since the stadiums and arenas require substantial deposits and Promise Keepers does not
have the money. McCartney unveiled PK's plan for the next three years. He said he wanted every pastor in America to
participate in this plan. Every pastor was expected to march to the same unified plan. He said, "We need a unity of
command," and, "We need to have everybody on the same page." The page, of course, is PK's page. He said that the
Promise Keepers clergy conferences in 1998 would be for the purpose of instructing the pastors in their marching
orders. He said, "[R]acial and denominational reconciliation standards will be presented at these pastors' conferences in
practical ways that we can live in unity in the Body of Christ, and together make a difference for the Kingdom!"

-  To keep up with phenomenal growth of its early-days, Promise Keepers had more than 500 staffers at one point in
1997 (about 30% made up of minorities) (up from 22 employees in 1993, 85 in 1994, 300 in 1995, and 437 in 1996)
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and a 1997 annual budget of more than $117 million (up from $96 million in 1996, $64 million in 1995, and only $4
million in 1993). (Tax records show that from 1993-1995, PK has booked a profit of $14.7 million, with more than
half of that in 1995, the last year for which tax records are available. Net assets are $15 million.)

However, because of falling attendance and free admission at future events (PK's 1997 income fell shy of $70 million),
PK laid off about 100 employees in 7/97, and the remainder of all paid employees worldwide effective 3/31/98. PK
hired back about 180 staffers later in 1998 after a successful fund raising campaign (see below). Part of the problem
might be attributed to the pay levels of PK's executives. PK's 1996 tax returns, which were obtained by Time
magazine, show that PK's five vice-presidents were paid between $78,000 and $100,000 each; then president, Randy
Phillips, earned $132,512. Their 1997 salaries were the same or higher. McCartney currently draws no salary, other
than paid health insurance. However, he is paid "honorariums" for speaking at PK rallies (about $4,000 each; $21,000
total in 1996). In addition, tax records show McCartney received $61,833 in compensation plus other benefits for the
years 1995-96. (Source: Plains Baptist Challenger, 8/97).

-  Due to its financial woes, McCartney claimed in early-1998 that God wants every church in America to give $1,000.
Speaking to a clergy conference in St. Petersburg, Florida, on February 19, attended by more than 3,000 pastors and
church members, McCartney said that God told him to say that "every church that names the name of Jesus is supposed
to give Promise Keepers $1,000" (Steve Persall, "McCartney appeals for church donations," The Denver Post, Feb. 20,
1998). He went on to say that big churches are "supposed to call the smaller churches and say, 'It wasn't all that hard
for us, but can we help you?'" and small churches which lack the $1,000 are supposed "to call a larger church and say,
'Can you help us out here? We want to facilitate what God is doing.'"

To claim that every church in America is supposed to send Promise Keepers $1,000 is absolute insanity. PK does not
obey the Bible and has no Biblical authority for its existence. It has its own man-made agenda, yet it has the gall to
think that every church in America should be at its beck and call. (Source: 2/24/98, FBIS.) [McCartney also sent a
"SpeedAlert" letter in early-March, 1998, to every person on PK's mailing list -- a $98 donation was requested.]

-  Promise Keepers has made concerted efforts to bring their program into the local church body. Their success is
evidenced by the fact that many churches have now assimilated various Promise Keepers programs into their churches
as a "springboard" for their local men's ministries. Men have been specifically designated as Promise Keepers "Point
[Key] Men," who then aggressively recruit others and are responsible for keeping the group going. The Key Man
serves as the link between his group and PK headquarters. (The "Point Man" name was changed to "Key Man" in
11/95):

"The Point [Key] Man plays an important position for initiating and facilitating men's ministry in his
church, and he is vital to Promise Keepers. ... The Point [Key] Man, with the approval of his pastor, is the
critical connecting link between the men's ministry of his church and Promise Keepers. Either a lay leader
or a pastor, the Point [Key] Man initiates, organizes, and supports the men's ministry program of his
church [including small group development]. He acts as a conduit for resources, including materials,
national conferences, and training seminars provided by Promise Keepers and other contributing
ministries" (Spring 1992/April 1995, Men of Action). [The Key Man application (circa 1999) has a
statement to be signed that reads: "I support Promise Keepers' desire to see Vibrant Men's Ministry, Vital
Prayer Networks, and Intentional Reconciliation established in every church."]

PK's Dale Schlafer was asked, "What if a pastor wanted to remove a Key Man, but men's group disagreed and
pressured the pastor to keep him?" Who would carry the authority in the local church? Schlafer stated that the pastor
would prevail; however, the pastor is urged to contact PK before any final decision is made so that PK can work
through what is going on. This is an unhealthy arrangement and sets the stage for the possible destruction of the local
church. If a local church is to maintain its independency, the church must have the final authority in such matters. This
question would never have been asked if PK was not trying to gain a foothold in the local church. Perhaps pastors who
support PK will respond to this by saying "Not to worry -- if I have to remove my PK Key Man, I just won't notify PK
headquarters." Who is to say that none of the men will call PK? Would you bet your life on it that PK will not meddle
in the matter, when they have expressed interest in doing just that? Can a pastor be sure that the PK men in his church
(who have made vows to support PK no matter what) will not have the pastor fired or start a church split? Why would
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PK express any interest in challenging a decision by any pastor to remove or replace a PK Key Man, while at the same
time telling the PK's to "Obey your pastor, no matter what?"

-  Promise Keepers "Ambassadors" have been positioned by PK between the Field Ministry staff and the Key Men.
Their function is to introduce Promise Keepers to churches in the community and to recruit Key Men -- "He carries the
message of Promise Keepers to his community, identifies potential Point [Key] Men, and encourages reconciliation
across denominational and racial lines" (4/95, Men of Action). The Ambassador Candidate booklet states that, "Because
Promise Keepers is committed to building relational bridges, Ambassadors must avoid negative political, doctrinal,
and denominational remarks and discussions," and that if an Ambassador encounters "a church outside his personal
comfort zone" in doctrine or culture, "he should remember he doesn't have to answer every question" (pp. 3-4).
(Emphasis added.) Nevertheless, the "walls of denominationalism" are difficult to break down -- "this process may
take six months to a year" (p. 12).

Once a man is accepted to be an a Promise Keepers Ambassador, the cautions against standing for sound doctrine
become even more specific. The Ambassador's Instructional booklet warns the Ambassador that he no longer represents
himself and his "personal stands on a doctrinal issue," but instead represents Promise Keepers "unique mission" and is
"participating in the task of uniting men." The booklet gives "Some of the [doctrinal] issues that should not be
addressed: Eternal security; The gifts of the Spirit; Baptism; Pre-tribulation or post-tribulation; Sacraments or
ordinances" (p. 10). The Ambassador is told that the PK's Purpose Statement and Statement of Faith had been
"carefully worded" in order to avoid doctrinal conflict. Of course! How else could it be accepted by Mormons and
Catholics alike (see later in this report)? (Reported in the 11/95, The Berean Call.)

Texas PK Conference Director Vinton Lee has stated that PK is "not just a conference ministry. ... It is an entry point
for men," through PK's church ministries in an effort to pump its discipleship curricula directly into local
congregations. Over 200,000 local churches had tapped Promise Keepers for information as of 7/95. But because much
within Promise Keepers' teaching materials is Biblically unsound and heavily psychologized, this is a real problem for
lovers of the truth. [As of 5/95, there were 10,840 Point [Key] Men and Ambassadors with Promise Keepers (4/29/95,
Houston Chronicle). (11,842 at year-end 1995)]

-  Two of our main concerns about Promise Keepers are the blatant promotion of psychoheresy on the part of most of
Promise Keepers most popular authors and speakers and a rising tide of ecumenism that blurs doctrinal distinctives.
(Two other concerns, discussed later, are PK's charismatic emphasis and its outright disdain for doctrine.) Indeed,
Promise Keepers is both aggressively psychological and ecumenical:

"We believe that we have a God-given mission to unite men who are separated by race, geography,
culture, denomination, and economics. ... (John 17: 20-23) We are dedicated, then, to addressing the
division that has separated the body of Christ for too long. We are committed to call men to reconcile in
Christ, to live as one. ... In the context of covenant relationships, a man willingly grants other men the
right to inquire about his relationship to God, his commitment to his family, his sexuality, and his financial
dealings. Together they form a team that is committed to advance God's kingdom. Coach McCartney's
challenge to us at Promise Keepers '93 targeted two phases of man-to-man relationships. Phase one
focuses on meeting with a squad of men 2-4 times a month. Phase two involves meeting once a month
with men of different ethnic or denominational backgrounds. ... Coach challenged us to focus on the three
P's: (1) the pages of Scripture, (2) prayer, and (3) understanding one another's pain. ... when we take the
risk of becoming vulnerable and transparent, we more readily understand and share the pain of our
brothers. This establishes trust" (Fall 1993, Men of Action). (Emphasis added.)

It could be argued that ecumenism is the very heart of Promise Keepers. This aggressive ecumenism (the attempt to
break down the barriers that separate world religions so that cooperative efforts can be undertaken) can be further
illustrated from the Promise Keepers 1994 Conferences brochure -- Seize the Moment, and from the Winter 1994 issue
of Men of Action:

"Clearly, something unprecedented happens when men from all denominational, ethnic, and cultural
backgrounds assemble in the name of Jesus Christ. ... invite and travel with not only your friends and
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family but with men from different ethnic and denominational heritages. ... Remember those who are
outside your church, denomination, and ethnic group." (Emphasis added.)

Notice in the above quotes the subtle line that is crossed as denominational barriers are placed in the same category as
racism and social discrimination, as if they are equitable concepts. How are these barriers created? By doctrinal
differences!! The implication, thus, is that doctrinal differences, like racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic differences,
must be ignored if unity is to be achieved. Hence the slogan of all ecumenists -- "doctrine divides." Groups like
Promise Keepers call upon Christians to disobey Christ by accepting and accommodating the presence of theological
error in their midst (The Communications Digest, November-January 1996, Marc A. Graham, "Promise Keepers:
Satan's Newest Ecumenical Strategy," pp. 5 & 9).

[The 1/6/97 Christianity Today reported that PK was taking new steps to achieve its goal of denominational unity and
to allay fears that it will steal men's loyalty from their churches. PK was forming separate "partnerships" with various
denominations. Agreements had already been made with three tongues-speaking groups (Assemblies of God, Church
of God [Cleveland, Tenn.], and the International Pentecostal Holiness Church). (The AOG had appointed a staff
member as a liaison between the two groups, had sent many of its leadership for training in men's ministries, and
planed to use PK for some technical support. The AOG's new men's ministry was named "HonorBound: Men of
Promise.") PK was finalizing agreements with the Southern Baptist Convention and the Christian and Missionary
Alliance.]

The whole thrust of Promise Keepers, then, is anti-doctrine. Theology is of very little significance to PK; instead it is a
"relationship with Jesus" that matters. Life, not doctrine is important. But, there can be no spiritual life without truth,
and there is no relationship with Christ unless it is grounded in the Word. Christ and His truth cannot be separated!
(3/97, Think on These Things, p. 3).

-  The book Seven Promises of A Promise Keeper is a workbook being used by the Promise Keepers movement.
Contributing authors include Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, pop psychologist James Dobson, ecumenical evangelist
Luis Palau, psychologist Gary Smalley, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, and Bill McCartney. It was published in 1994
by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing. Under Promise #6 is a chapter entitled "A Call to Unity" by Bill
McCartney. The following excerpts from this chapter and the workbook notes which follow it reveal the unscriptural
confusion pertaining to the nature of the church and the dangerous ecumenical goals of Promise Keepers:

"The Body of Christ comprises a wide diversity of members. There are many denominations, various
styles of worship, and representatives from all walks of life. ... the Bible says there is only one Body. Jesus
prayed that we all might be one. [John 17] As men who are Promise Keepers, we must determine to break
beyond the barriers and our comfort zones and get to know other members of that Body. ... We're going to
break down the walls that separate us so that we might demonstrate the power of biblical unity based on
what we have in common ... be a bridge builder ... Pray daily for unity among Christians in your
community."

The prayer of the Lord Jesus Christ in John 17 is abused and twisted out of all sense of context when it is said to be a
prayer for ecumenical unity. The unity Christ prayed for is one based on truth and the Word of God (Jn.
17:6,8,14,17,19), whereas the ecumenical movement downplays the importance of doctrine. (In fact, in Promise
Keepers zeal for unity, it has decided that doctrine is a stumbling block to unity, rather than the Biblical basis for it.)
True unity is a product of the Holy Spirit's regenerative and enlightening power, not of man's puny, imperfect efforts.
The Bible knows absolutely nothing of a proper unity apart from mutual commitment to God's Truth -- "Can two walk
together, except they be agreed?" (Amos 3:3). The answer is no, they cannot, unless they aim to disobey the Word of
God. That Promise Keepers leaders care nothing for a pure Gospel and for Bible truth is plain by their attitude toward
Roman Catholicism (see below). (Excerpted from the 1/95, O Timothy, p. 23.) (For an excellent analysis of Seven
Promises of a Promise Keeper, see also the Jan-Feb 1995, Foundation Magazine, "The Promise Keepers Movement is
Dangerous," pp. 4-12, 31-33. This article is also available in tract form from the Fundamental Evangelistic
Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, CA 93412. The tract demonstrates how PK has looked to extra-Biblical sources
and has attempted to dress up the seven promises in Biblical garb.)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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-  Promise Keepers not only erases doctrinal distinctives, but embraces and supports error. At the 1994 National
Conference, Bill McCartney made it clear just how far Promise Keepers is willing to go with their doctrinal
indifference and desire for "Christian" unity (quoted in the 9/19/94, Christian News): (Statements similar to the one
below were also made by McCartney at the 1994 Promise Keepers' regional conference held in Portland, Oregon, and
in the book Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, pp. 160-161.)

"Promise Keepers doesn't care if you're a Baptist. Are you born in the Spirit of God? Promise Keepers
doesn't care if you're a Pentecostal. Are you born in the Spirit? Now hear this! Promise Keepers doesn't
care if you're a Roman Catholic. Are you born into the Spirit of God?"

Thus, McCartney views the Catholic Church as just another Christian denomination with a few unique aspects, rather
than an apostate organization that teaches works salvation, extra-Biblical revelation, the worship of idols, and dozens
of other false doctrines. And yet in Folsom Stadium (1994 National Conference), all were led into what was called and
considered to be public worship and prayer with all the others there in the stadium in the name of "Christian" unity.
But it's a false unity because there is no agreement in the true Christian faith! (Jude 3 -- ... contend for the faith that
was once for all entrusted to the saints.) [See Media Spotlight editor Al Dager's interview with Promise Keepers then
president Randy Phillips in the Media Spotlight 11/94 Special Report: "Promise Keepers: Is What You See What You
Get?" pp. 11-12. In summary, Promise Keepers official policy toward leading Roman Catholics to the truth is basically
one of hands-off. Within Promise Keepers, it seems that rebuke, correction, and exclusion apply only to those who
would insist on purity of doctrine among those with whom they fellowship.]

-  As far as the Catholic Church is concerned, the feeling is apparently mutual. The Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles is quite willing to welcome McCartney and friends back into fellowship with Romanism. An article in the
3/15/95 The Tidings, an official publication of the L.A. Archdiocese, had this to say about Promise Keepers ("'Promise
Keepers' Promises Spiritual Renewal for Men," p. 3):

"[Promise Keepers] began among more fundamentalist and evangelical Christian communities, but [is]
now being expanded to include Catholic congregations. ... at the urging of Cardinal Roger Mahony [of the
L.A. Archdiocese] ... has studied the feasibility and appropriateness of utilizing Promise Keepers at the
Catholic parish level. [It was concluded that] there is no 'doctrinal' issue which should cause concern to the
Catholic Church. Promise Keepers places a very strong emphasis on returning to your own church,
congregation, or parish and becoming an active layman. There is no attempt at proselytizing or drawing
men away from their faith to another church." (Emphasis added.)

One Catholic who attended the Anaheim, California regional Promise Keepers conference in May of 1994 was so
"inspired" he brought "the concept back to his parish, which in turn sponsored a Promise Keepers seminar for 100
men, with presentations by local priests." The Los Angeles Archdiocese has concluded that "Promise Keepers can grow
at the local parish level ... without adversely impacting existing parish programs or finances." In fact, the L.A.
Archdiocese is quite confident that no Catholics will be lost to Protestant churches through Promise Keepers, since
"one of the promises of the [Promise Keepers] program is to return [a PK participant] to [his] local church ..." Thus,
Roman Catholic leaders are quick to observe how Promise Keepers can be used to build their own church which
preaches a false gospel! [With this official Roman Catholic endorsement of Promise Keepers, the 5/5/95-5/6/95
Promise Keepers Los Angeles Men's Conference drew in excess of 72,000 to the 100,000-seat Los Angeles Coliseum.]

The Catholic charismatic magazine New Covenant has also featured Promise Keepers. On the front cover of the 4/95
edition and in an article titled "Bands of Brothers," New Covenant cites Promise Keepers as a hope for bringing men
back into the churches. The article describes Promise Keepers as focusing on male bonding as a means to restore men's
identities as members of a warrior class. (Reported in Media Spotlight, Vol. 16 - No. 1, "Promise Keepers Update," p.
3.) [Patterned after PK, the Catholic church has developed two separate new men's groups of their own: "Saint Joseph's
Covenant Keepers, which focuses on small groups and obedience to eight commitments; and Ministry to Black
Catholic Men, which accentuates personal and community change through a message of responsibility for rebuilding
relationships, families, and communities" (4/29/96, Christianity Today).]

An article in the 7/23/95 Today's Catholic titled "Promise Keepers' Christian crusade draws Catholic men," claims that
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Catholics have become very active in Promise Keepers. In fact, PK has even made a practicing Roman Catholic (Steve
Jenkins) a PK Field Ministry representative for all of the states of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Iowa, and
Wisconsin! Jenkins used to be a computer salesman, but became involved in PK after attending the 1992 PK
conference in Boulder, Colorado. The same issue of Today's Catholic also reported that an official PK Men's Ministry
Leadership Seminar was held in July of 1995 at Catholic Franciscan University of Steubenville in Ohio, where 640
Catholic men attended. The conference closed with a Catholic mass performed by Steubenville's president, priest
Michael Scanlan. [Men's Ministry Leadership Seminars were held at Franciscan again in 1996 and 1997. Scheduled to
speak at the 1996 event was PK V.P. Dale Schlafer. Other speakers included Catholic priest Michael Scanlan and
Catholic Deacon Raphael de los Reyes, Director of Radio Peace Catholic Broadcasting. The notice in the Franciscan
University '97 Summer Conference Magazine says: "Join NFL coach Danny Abramowicz, pro-family advocate Alan
Keyes, Detroit business leader Mike Timmis [now a PK board member], Hispanic evangelist Deacon Raphael de los
Reyes, and a dynamic team of speakers including Jim Berlucchi, Jeff Cavins, John Mooney, Mark Nehrbas, Father
Michael Scanlan, TOR, and Dale Schlafer of Promise Keepers as we strive together to be men of Jesus Christ and
faithful sons of our heavenly father."]

-  PK has also received endorsement from the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. The 5/17/97 Buffalo News
(New York) contained a report on the upcoming Promise Keepers conference in that area. Following are excerpts from
this report:

"Although the movement is perceived to be largely Protestant, [Bill] McCartney said during a news
conference in the Buffalo Christian Center that PROMISE KEEPERS HAS THE APPROVAL OF THE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS, USES SOME CATHOLIC SPEAKERS AND
WELCOMES CATHOLIC MEN, INCLUDING PRIESTS. ... The bishops' position, contained in a 1996
position paper prepared by its Committee on Marriage and Family, indicates that Catholics may participate
in Promise Keepers events. The conferences, the paper suggests, may 'be filling a spiritual and pastoral
vacuum' in the lives of some Catholic men and challenged church leaders to develop programs to meet
those needs. Bishop Henry J. Mansell of the Buffalo Catholic Diocese said Friday that 'Catholics are free
to attend the Promise Keepers conference.' ... 'It is his hope that after the conference there will be follow
up experiences in their home parishes,' said Monsignor David M. Lee, diocesan director of
communications."

-  At a PK meeting in Plainview, Texas in 1995, a Catholic priest urged listeners to value themselves because they
were made in the image of God. He also encouraged PK-ers to keep themselves pure. One observer commented on
this:

"Imagine involving the Catholic Church and Catholic priests into telling men to keep their promises and to
keep themselves pure. Look at any country where the Catholics make up the majority, and you will find an
immoral and corrupt society. In those societies, women have very few rights, and the men have open
season on committing adultery. Imagine Catholic priests speaking on keeping promises and staying pure,
when 40% or more of the Catholic priests are homosexuals [by the Catholic Church's own admission]. ...
[and] are charged with molesting children, especially boys" (12/95, Plains Baptist Challenger, p. 4).

-  Promise Keepers also has no problem involving Mormons in its meetings. While Mormon headquarters has no
official position on Promise Keepers, many Mormon men have and continue to participate in Promise Keepers. Local
Mormon leaders generally agree with Promise Keepers seven promises and have privately praised the movement and
commented on how attendance "has been a life changing experience for some of the Mormon men." Promise Keepers
has given at least one presentation to a Reorganized Mormon church that was "very high" on the Promise Keepers and
"would no doubt be going with it" since they had "no problem with it at all. ... It's a wonderful program. The men at
my church will be participating." (Reported in the May/June 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, "Promise Keepers,
Catholics, and Mormons ... Together," pp. 1,3.)

[Chip Rawlings, a local Los Angeles lawyer and leader in the Palos Verdes Stake (a group of Mormon congregations),
has publicly urged members to participate in PK. PK's seven promises are "like something straight out of the men's
priesthood manual for the [Mormon] church," he told the L.A. Times (5/6/95 article). It is interesting that Promise
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Keepers, while claiming to preach a non-doctrinal gospel at its rallies, finds acceptance even among Mormon leaders,
whose theology and Christology are aberrant (Mormons view Jesus as Satan's brother, the product of the Father's
physical intercourse with Mary, who then attained Godhood as had His Father before Him), and Roman Catholic
clergy, who insist that true salvation rests only in the sacraments of the Church.]

-  In late-1997, a unique opportunity to examine the validity of PK's salvation message became available on the
Internet -- Promise Keepers posted their opinion of an online salvation tract titled "Meet Jesus." When printed on
paper, "Meet Jesus" is six pages long. The first three pages culminate in a "salvation prayer," while the last three
address discipleship. It is a very professional presentation complete with pictures, but more than that, it is positive
proof that the PK doctrine of salvation is a perversion of that found in the Bible:

NO GUILT -- The essence of "Meet Jesus" is that "we have inherited" a "disease" called sin, but that we
are not at fault. Blame is placed on Adam; personal guilt for our own sin is completely ignored.

NO ACCOUNTABILITY -- The words "punishment" and "hell" never appear in "Meet Jesus." The
consequences of sin are said to be "eternal separation from God." In addition to being a half truth (at best),
this must seem rather inconsequential to a man who has already lived his entire life separated from God.

NO REPENTANCE -- Aside from a pat on the head repentance is never mentioned. The prayer for
salvation has a sentence that says, "I turn from my sin," but the reader is never given any indication of
what this means, or that he even has any personal guilt or sin from which to turn. His sin could very well
be nothing more than the "diseased spiritual DNA" mentioned earlier in the tract.

NO TRUTH -- Without a doubt, "Meet Jesus" was intended to be acceptable to all. A Catholic, Mormon,
or Jehovah's Witness could read it without seeing any contradiction to their own false doctrine. In fact, the
Mormon heresy that we are all children of God from birth is well supported in "Meet Jesus." The opening
words of the "salvation prayer" are "Father, I've come home."

NO JESUS -- Perhaps the most egregious offense in "Meet Jesus" is the fact that you don't. You would
think that a document intended to introduce the Lord would talk about who He is or what He did. In the
first three pages of "Meet Jesus" (which lead up to the "salvation prayer") there are a total of two
sentences (36 words) that say anything about the person and work of Christ. The words "blood" and
"atonement" never appear. Aside from one allusion to His deity, He is never specifically identified. The
doctrines of substitution and propitiation are never mentioned either in name or concept.

We cannot say we are surprised. An ecumenical organization made up of men who cannot agree on what one must do
to inherit eternal life cannot be expected to accurately present Biblical salvation. A group like Promise Keepers,
dedicated to the un-Biblical agenda of a one world church and government, isn't likely to ignore its goals by
proclaiming the truth of the word of God. Could anyone be surprised to learn that such a group is not actually bringing
lost sinners to "meet Jesus"? (Source: 10/97, Plains Baptist Challenger; "Promise Keepers vs. Biblical Salvation," by
George Shafer.)

-  On the national radio program "Promise Keepers This Week," for 8/31/96, PK founder Bill McCartney made the
following remarks:

"I look for real problems in the future in the area of denominations. I believe that what we've seen has
been the grace of God. I believe that -- there've been thousands of Catholic men that have come to
Promise Keepers, and they've been blessed and they've gone back to their churches, and they've said, 'We
want more of this.' And the Catholic churches have gathered, the bishops have gotten together, and they've
sanctioned Promise Keepers. They said, 'Go ahead and go. This is something God is doing.' Well, in the
meantime, while this has been slow to develop, God's been bringing the various Protestant denominations
together. ... Now Promise Keepers is going to have to understand that more and more Catholics are going
to participate. And what every guy needs to do is stop looking at people's labels and ask this question:
'Does this guy know Jesus? Does he love Jesus with all his heart? Has he been born of the Spirit of God?'
And if you see that fruit, then quit making judgments. Just accept him. We're all the same before God ... So
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let's not start categorizing people. Let's just allow God to be God and he can bless who He chooses to
bless. And that's how Promise Keepers is going to grow."

We should focus on the matter of labels, but Bill McCartney is very confused about labels. Labels mean something.
They are important. I am glad that the pharmacist uses labels. I am glad that the grocer uses labels. I am also glad that
Christians use labels. Our labels commonly define what we believe; they define our doctrinal position, which tells
others whether we have the Jesus of the Bible or a counterfeit one. PK has a counterfeit one.

-  Based on the information detailed above, it is evident that in addition to the well-known Seven Promises of Promise
Keepers, there are three unwritten promises also being made and kept. The three unwritten promises are just that --
unwritten. You will not find them directly stated in Promise Keepers' books; nor do they appear in any of their talks,
whether at the rallies or in smaller gatherings. It is doubtful, if asked, that the Promise Keepers would directly affirm
or deny these three promises. Nonetheless, Catholics, Mormons, and Reorganized Mormons know that the three
unwritten promises exist and they trust the three promises will be kept. The three unwritten promises of Promise
Keepers are very simply:

(1) Promise Keepers will not violate your doctrines;
(2) Promise Keepers will not proselytize your men; and
(3) Promise Keepers will send men back to their parishes, churches, and wards.

If these three unwritten promises were not committed to and kept, why would Catholics, Mormons, and Reorganized
Mormons encourage their men to participate? Would they send their men to rallies or meetings where their doctrines
would be violated or their men would be proselytized and stolen from their parishes, churches, and wards? Absolutely
not!

The "gospel" message of the Promise Keepers is not the true Gospel message. The true Gospel message will, at times,
offend and condemn. Furthermore, true Biblical preaching and teaching will speak of heresies and aberrant teachings
and will even name names, as the apostle Paul did. Imagine, if you will, the apostle Paul having a "rally" and inviting
the Scribes, Pharisees, Essenes, Judaizers, and others. Then imagine Paul committing himself to not violating their
doctrines, not proselytizing them, and then sending the men back to their "churches." Underneath the hoop, holler, and
hype of the Promise Keepers movement is an ecumenicalism that smacks of the last days spoken of in Scripture, rather
than what some have called the "greatest move of God since the day of Pentecost." This "move of God" is arguably
the largest (in terms of numbers) and broadest (in terms of denominations) ecumenicalism that the world has ever seen
(Adapted and/or excerpted from "Promise Keepers' 3 Unwritten Promises," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Sept-Oct
1995, pp. 1-2).

-  McCartney also stated at the 1994 National Conference that he thought perhaps the Lord's main purpose for Promise
Keepers was to gather His clergy, and that in the Summer of 1996 McCartney hoped to gather 75,000 of them in
Denver (see next item for change of venue). To hype this plan, McCartney held a revival-style "altar call" of sorts for
pastors. All the pastors present among the 52,000 in attendance were asked to come down to the stage. All the people
sang and yelled for ten minutes while about 3,000 pastors came forward. McCartney had all the pastors assembled in
front of the stage turn and hold up their hands to the crowd and a blessing was pronounced on the people. Then the
pastors turned and kneeled, and there were prayers said confessing sin for not carrying out their office faithfully,
including "putting up barriers on account of denominational dogma"; i.e., a prayer asking for forgiveness for being a
pastor who is not doctrinally indifferent! Some pastors there called this the "emotional highlight" of the weekend and
"special." There was waving of thousands of hats in the stadium and a screaming liturgy of the crowd "we love you,"
and the pastors responding "we love you." (Reported in the 9/19/94, Christian News, p. 6.)

Those who love the truth should take note and watch carefully because Promise Keepers has a very large emotional
following and organizational momentum. In spite of their errors, they could be very effective at this point -- an appeal
to a priestly pastoral class. In fact, McCartney has stated that we as Christians need our pastors to rightly divide the
Word of Truth for us because we can't do it for ourselves!

-  Promise Keepers held a "1996 National Clergy Conference" (2/13/96-2/15/96) in Atlanta's Georgia Dome stadium.
The theme for the conference was "Fan Into Flame," because McCartney believes "God wants to bring revival to His
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church through its clergy" (2/26/96, Christian News, p. 10). The purpose of this gathering, according to McCartney,
was to "tear the hearts of pastors wide open so that a single leadership can be produced." He had hoped to "bring as
many as 100,000 ministers and priests of all races together" (7/1/95, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p. C8). [Actual
attendance was 39,024, which represented all 50 states and more than a dozen foreign countries; 600 in attendance
were Roman Catholic priests!] Speakers for the event were Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and E.V.
Hill. Steve Green provided the ecumenical contemporary music, while Billy Graham sent a message relayed to
everyone that PK is "the organization that helps the church work," and needs to "tear down the walls that separate us."
Also, James Dobson's Focus on the Family sponsored a three-hour evening reception for the attendees on 2/14/96.

At the beginning of the conference, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford was speaking and trying to influence everyone to
"dance in the Lord," an unscriptural routine favored by the fanatical wing of Pentecostal charismaticism. Hayford said
he learned the dance in Africa, and later the Lord spoke to him directly saying, "May I have this dance?" He then
began doing an African folkdance around the podium, suggestive of the dances associated with heathen witch-
doctoring. [Nobody at the conference seemed disturbed that Hayford was teaching them Charismatic worship forms,
much less that he claimed to receive these teachings through direct revelation from God!] General musical choices at
the conference were of the satanic hard rock variety (ear-splitting noise) that was utterly devoid of true spirituality.
(Reported in the 3/11/96, Christian News, p. 11.)

In keeping with the spirit of paganism, PK had a group of Cherokee Indians walk 168 miles from North Carolina to
perform a name-giving ceremony. Since the highest honor that an Indian can receive is a name, the Indian's Chief
conferred names on Randy Phillips and Bill McCartney. Phillips was given an Indian name that means "God's Eagle,"
while McCartney received the name "Victorious Warrior." Both were honored with Indian Headdress, a poem was
read called "No More Broken Treaties," and a former Indian Medicine Man, Peter Gray Eyes, prayed over Phillips and
McCartney. What will PK come up with next? (Reported by Christian Interactive Network's live coverage; and the
Spring 1996, Men of Action.)

McCartney even encouraged the pastors present to enter into a blood covenant. A major thrust McCartney gave was,
"Commitment is seen in discipleship and a blood covenant. The blood covenant means to be bound in speech and
action with all who are in this covenant. This covenant is stronger than family and denominational ties." He then
asked, "How strong is your commitment to the blood? Do you agree?" This was followed by an ear-piercing shout of
"We all agree!" from the 39,000 clergy. The idea of a blood covenant is not Biblical; it is rooted in pagan spiritual
practices whereby two people would cut themselves and mingle their blood in order to form a bond stronger than
family ties. McCartney's idea of a blood covenant is to accept everyone who calls himself born again without regard to
beliefs and practices that are contrary to Scripture. McCartney was asking the "clergy" to enter into a blood covenant
with false teachers. And the amazing thing is that they heartily agreed! What does this say about the discernment and
spiritual condition of so many "clergy," particularly the PK-enamored clergy. (Reported in the 8/96, Media Spotlight,
"Promise Keepers Keeps On Keeping On," p. 6.)

When a question was asked at a press conference regarding "laughing revivals" -- where those involved "bark like
dogs" and "bray like donkeys" -- Dr. Henry Blackaby (SBC author of the mystical book Experiencing God), speaking
on behalf of PK said, "We don't try to evaluate that, and neither do we take a position regarding women serving as
pastors." Dr. Joseph Stowell [President, Moody Bible Institute] immediately declared, "Our God does not ever wear an
angry face. He deals with compassion." [We don't know what Bible Dr. Stowell uses, but it is not the same one we
use! Does he really think God did not have an angry face when He told Moses He was going to destroy Israel for its
sin (Exodus 32:9,10), or that Jesus Christ did not have an angry face when He drove the money changers out of the
temple? The Bible says the Lord Jesus Christ "looked round about on them with anger, being grieved for the hardness
of their hearts" (Mark 3:5).] These thousands of clergymen hugged one another, laid hands on one another's head, and
also exchanged names, addresses, and phone numbers. This took place so that when they returned home they could
being to network in communication and to begin "prayer meetings" together. They were urged to refrain from
"criticism of any other group." PK wants reconciliation in spite of doctrinal differences between churches -- even
Protestant and Roman Catholic groups (Ralph Colas report, 4/1/96, Christian News, pp. 1, 9-10; bracketed comment
from O Timothy editor, David Cloud).

The Atlanta Clergy Conference included compromise, ecumenism, apostasy, Jesuit casuistry (the end justifies the
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means), and hyper-emotionalism, along with a theology based on relationships rather than Biblical truth. Thus,
Promise Keepers has once again proved that it is much more than a group attempting to help men live godly lives. It is
a committed program of intentional compromise -- an ecumenical train moving from one area to another. PK's premise
that unity "is based on our love of Jesus" is incorrect. Unity must be based on the unchanging Word of the living God
(Ralph Colas report, 4/1/96, Christian News, pp. 1, 9-10). [The very idea of a clergy conference is itself antithetical to
Biblical truth. There is no clergy class found in Scripture; it was an invention of Roman Catholicism and has been
maintained through the Protestant churches. The concept is that of a priesthood separate from the priesthood of all
believers.]

-  Promise Keepers even invited women pastors to participate in its 1998 conferences. According to the Los Angeles
Times religion page, Jan. 24, 1998, a few female pastors participated in the regional clergy conference on January 20 in
San Diego, California. The LA Times interviewed one of these, Roberta Hestenes, pastor of Solano Beach Presbyterian
Church and former president of left-wing Eastern College near Philadelphia (the teaching home of Tony Campolo).
She said, "I find it surprising that I am going. But I've heard [Promise Keepers founder] Bill McCartney say that they
desire to be supportive of women pastors, and I'm taking him at his word." This is not a new feature of Promise
Keepers. In July 1996, Promise Keepers director for the state of Missouri, Louis Monroe, said PK welcomes female
pastors. (Source 1/27/98, FBIS.) [Nine such Clergy conferences were held in 1998 (1/15/98-3/12/98), with the theme,
"Equipping Leaders of Men: Practical Ways to Develop Men of God in Your Church.")

-  In the Spring '92 issue of the Promise Keepers' Men of Action newsletter, it was reported:

"12,148 Committed Promise Keepers & Counting -- To date, that's how many men have made a decision
to live their lives dedicated to the seven tenets of Promise Keepers. ... We have identified seven areas of a
man's life which are directly affected by this commitment."

The Winter 1994 issue of Men of Action reports that there are now over 13,000 men who have signed the seven tenets
of Promise Keepers; a 6/95 newspaper article said over 65,000 have signed pledges. Promise Keepers is now including
commitment cards with each conference attendee's syllabus, so the number of commitments should dramatically
increase.

The following is tenet number 5, which we believe encourages ecumenism and, thereby, directly violates the doctrine
of Biblical separation (Rom. 16:17; 2 Jn. 10,11; etc.):

"A Promise Keeper is committed to reach beyond any racial and denominational barriers to demonstrate
the power of biblical unity. He acknowledges the current division in the church and is discovering that
God wants Christian men of all ethnic and denominational heritages, rich and poor, educated and
uneducated, to stand together in honor of Jesus Christ. He is willing to cultivate relationships with his
brothers in Christ in order to understand their pain. A Promise Keeper is willing to cross over the lines
that have divided the church and meet with at least one man of a different race or denomination at least
once a month." (Emphasis added.)

In addition, tenet number 7 states: (Emphasis added.)

"A Promise Keeper is committed to pursue vital relationships with a few other men, understanding that he
needs his brothers to help keep his promises. [Where is this in the Bible?] He agrees to meet with a small
group of men 2-4 times each month. ... Each man willingly grants the others the right to inquire about his
relationship to God, his commitment to his family, his sexuality, and his financial dealings. ..."

[Of the Promise Keepers' seven promises, Promise #5 reads: "A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the
mission of the church ... by actively giving of his time and resources." So, what is the result of the past eight years of
PK? Religion researcher George Barna reported recently that male church attendance has shown NO increase since
1991, when PK sponsored its first event in Colorado. (Source: 12/1/98, Calvary Contender.)]

-  For an example of just how silly Promise Keepers' infatuation with breaking down racial and denominational
barriers has become, one only need look to the 6/94 Promise Keepers regional conference held in Denton, Texas
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(2/6/95, Christianity Today, "Manhood's Great Awakening," p. 23):

"Some 33,000 men gathered for the conference held last June, only to be sent fleeing by a devastating
rainstorm that destroyed equipment and shut down the program for more than five hours. Recalls president
Randy Phillips, 'When we got back together, we said "Lord, is there something you want to show us here?
"' The men unanimously concluded that God had allowed the storm to happen to show them how much
they were lacking in making the Texas meeting a racially mixed affair, says Phillips. 'After that, all the
speakers laid aside their prepared messages and united together to address how racism has divided the
church.'"

Over three years later, McCartney did his Martin Luther King impression at an 11/96 PK staff conference ("two
marathon days of confession, repentance, and reconciliation") -- "Promise Keepers has got to be a place where our
brothers and sisters of color feel respected, where they feel accepted, and where they can finally say, 'Free at last! Free
at last! Thank God almighty we are free at last'" (Spring 1997, Men of Action, pp. 5-6).

-  One of the movements within Promise Keepers that is also gaining prominence within other ministries is the concept
of mentoring. Promise Keepers is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom he can be
held accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Moreover, Promise Keepers believes that every man should not
only have an older mentor, but also have a spiritual peer, as well as a younger man to whom he can be a mentor.
Another word for mentoring would be discipling or shepherding, which has gained prominence within the charismatic
movement. Yet, as much as Promise Keepers insists on the importance of male bonding and accountability to one
another, the Promise Keepers manual on the subject (Brothers! Calling Men Into Vital Relationships:1993) is heavily
psychological in orientation, not Scriptural (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, pp. 7-8).

Promise Keepers believes that as a part of mentoring, every man must be accountable to some other man, especially in
the areas of one's finances, sexual life, and relationship to God. This partner gained through mentoring, then, must be
given complete freedom to inquire into any of these areas at will, with the understanding that he may bring correction
to those areas he feels are not in proper alignment. This is a kind of covenant relationship not found anywhere in
Scripture. In fact, to the contrary, God takes such covenants far more seriously than does Promise Keepers (cf. Num.
30:2). [Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 13. See also the 4/95, Men of Action, p. 8, for
"An Open Letter From 'Generation X,'" which is a plea for mentors, all couched in psychological terms.]

One error that comes from this covenant relationship is the encouraging of men to take oaths. This unbiblical practice
is not at all uncommon at Promise Keepers meetings. These oaths are supposed to entail life-changing decisions.
Instead, they impose an extra-Biblical series of requirements on men. The Seven Promises themselves comprise
nothing more than a surrogate sanctification that puts men under legalism rather than grace (9/95, The Christian
Conscience, p. 24).

-  Promise Keepers even goes so far as to mandate mentoring relationships. In Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper
(pp. 55, 61) and its sequel, The Power of a Promise Kept (p. 4), PK teaches:

"It is impossible for men to fulfill the commands of Scripture without being in significant relationship
with other men." (Emphasis added.)

Apparently God overlooked this fact when He only made Eve to help Adam fulfill the commands entrusted to him.
Another PK author actually asks, "Do you have someone other than your wife with whom you can share your secret
temptations and failure" (The Power of a Promise Kept, p. 123). By "other than," this author clearly means someone
instead of your wife, not in addition to her, since only six pages later, he commends to the reader the example of one
so-called promise-keeper who salved his conscience by telling his male soulmate, instead of his wife, about some
infidelity he had committed. Another PK writer even lists factors to help husbands decide on a case-by-case basis
whether they should confess infidelities to their wives (Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 96), but then, without
skipping a beat, this same author mandates that men develop bonds with a few other men with whom they can
"acknowledge" their "secret sins." (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 3/4/96, Christian News, p. 13.)

-  Does a "promise-keeper" even need to be a believer? Apparently not. Despite all the hype about developing godly
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men, Promise Keepers has now admitted that it doesn't know if its conference attendees have ever trusted Christ. In a
4/94 letter sent to men in the Indianapolis, Indiana area, Promise Keepers V.P. of National Ministries and "PK Minister
at Large," E. Glenn Wagner, confessed that at an "invitation" during the opening session of Promise Keepers '93 in
Boulder, Colorado, more than 5,000 men responded! But since there were not enough "trained counselors" available to
help those responding, Promise Keepers decided to employ Billy Graham Evangelistic Association trained instructors
to train the volunteer counselors that were to work each of the seven conference locations in the Spring and Summer
of 1994: "The Promise Keepers Counselor Training Course [is] the same as the Billy Graham Counselor Training
Course [with] ... classes ... developed over the last forty years to train counselors for Billy Graham Crusades." This
should be cause for alarm to anyone familiar with Billy Graham Crusade methods.

Promise Keepers claims that at 1994's conferences, approximately 16,000 men "surrendered or recommitted their lives
to the Lordship of Jesus Christ" (4/95, Men of Action). But for Promise Keepers, instead of that meaning that men's
hearts were flooded with grief and repentance and seeking forgiveness, we are told they answer some form of an altar
call, are given some words of loving assurance during "counseling" in the name of Jesus, and then challenged to go out
there and try harder; i.e., they are pointed to a list of promises they must keep. Even under the most optimistic
circumstances, if broken-hearted men were to hear the pure Gospel of Christ at a PK rally, with no strings attached,
where would they seek ongoing comfort and fellowship once the rally had moved on to the next town? Would they be
directed to nameless churches, churches that commend social friendships as the means of comfort, or to churches that
obscure the gospel with their zeal? Nowhere in the Bible does it say that God wants to unite men through vital
relationships with each other in order to become godly influences in the world. It says that God wants to unite men into
His Church with the One Man, Christ (10/16/95, Christian News, p. 14).

-  Who are the speakers at Promise Keepers national meetings and what is their theology? The ministries of the
speakers/teachers at Promise Keepers meetings run the gamut from compromising neo-evangelicalism and charismatic
error, to psychospiritual occultism and ecumenical liberalism. It is, therefore, clear that these men are introducing the
men attending these meetings to unscriptural doctrines and fellowships. (Dates spoken at Promise Keepers National or
Regional Men's Conferences and/or concurrently held National Leadership Conferences are in parentheses.):

(a) Bill McCartney (1991-1999) -- Founder and board member of Promise Keepers, and head football
coach at the University of Colorado until his January, 1995 resignation. A former Roman Catholic,
McCartney's theology is now charismatic as evidenced by his membership in a local church affiliated with
the Vineyard Christian Fellowship [the church has since changed its name to try to remove its Vineyard
stigma] -- a denomination founded by hyper-charismatic, signs &wonders "healer" John Wimber. Promise
Keepers also has McCartney's Vineyard pastor, James Ryle, on its Board of Directors, and Vineyard
member Randy Phillips was its then president. (See later in this report for more on Ryle and McCartney.)
[In his book From Ashes to Glory McCartney speaks glowingly of his Roman Catholic background, and
asserts that he still believes much as a Roman Catholic. He states that he did not leave Roman Catholicism
as much as he joined James Ryle's Vineyard Fellowship because it was "meeting his needs at the time."]

(b) Gary Smalley (1991-1997) & John Trent (1992-1993; 1995-1998) -- author, founder and President
of Today's Family, Gary Smalley is the "Church's" leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain
pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to describe personality types by brain
hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to male/ female communication effectiveness, has been
thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it also has no support in
Scripture). The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book The Language of
Love, co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees,
but apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.) As for
John Trent, former Vice President of Today's Family, and now President of Encouraging Words, he talks
about personality traits, not like those of the Bible, but astrology. He compares our behaviors to animals
and says this is why we act the way we do -- he has you compare your actions to a lion, a golden
retriever, a beaver, or an otter. (Trent has also endorsed Robert Hicks' book, The Masculine Journey, as
teaching "what Biblical masculinity" is all about, and has written a book titled How to Handle Your
Promise Keeper, directed to women who desire to control their husbands in the manner Smalley and Trent
teach.) (See later in this report for details of the teachings in Hicks' book.)
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(c) Chuck Swindoll (1994-1995) -- Swindoll is the former senior pastor of First Evangelical Free Church
of Fullerton, California (for 24 years); he resigned in mid-1994 to become president of neo-evangelical
Dallas Theological Seminary. Swindoll's "résumé of heresy" is seemingly endless -- he recommends the
books of many of the worst psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all under the banner of
"all truth is God's truth"; he teaches a psychological self-love/self-esteem gospel that is virtually
indistinguishable from that of the atheistic psychologists, in effect, denying the doctrines of grace and
redemption; he openly supports ecumenical cooperation with Catholics and charismatics, all under the
guise of "grace" and non-judgmental "acceptance"; he endorses the occultic practices of visualization and
inner healing/victimization therapy; and he teaches that believers can be demon possessed. [At the 7/94
PK Boulder, Colorado conference, Swindoll, clad in faded denim, roared onto the stage astride a
motorcycle to the band playing "Born to Be Wild," and then delivered a sermon on avoiding temptation.]

(d) Luis Palau (1992; 1995-1999) -- internationally known Argentinean evangelist Luis Palau ("the Billy
Graham of South America") is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with
pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. He regularly cooperates with apostate Methodism and the
radical fringe of Charismaticism (e.g., Oral Roberts).

(e) E.V. Hill (1992-1999) -- hyper-charismatic pastor of the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church in the
Watts section of Los Angeles (member in the apostate National Council of Churches) and V.P. of the
National Baptist Convention. Hill praises Jesse Jackson (apostate, radical social activist) and has been
linked with liberal groups such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (which endorsed the
early-1993 Gay Rights march on Washington, D.C.!). Hill is a frequent guest speaker on various
charismatic platforms (e.g., at Kenneth Hagin's RHEMA Center).

(f) Jack Hayford (1991-1999) -- author and hyper-charismatic pastor of The Church on the Way in Van
Nuys, California; he claims to have seen a vision of Jesus seated in heaven and to have heard Him speak!
(At the 5/94 Promise Keepers regional conference in Anaheim, California, Hayford gave three reasons
why God required circumcision in the Old Testament: "[1] God wants to touch your very identity as a
man; [2] He wants to reach out and touch your secret and private parts. This enables Him to better
perform surgery on the heart; [3] God wants to touch man's creative parts.") He is the senior editorial
advisor for Ministries Today, a pro-charismatic magazine published by Strang Communications, is a
Promise Keepers board member, believes that the Catholic mass is a valid form of Christian worship
(Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 19), and believes that being committed to doctrinal distinctives at
the expense of unity is an example of "small-minded sectarianism" (12/95, Charisma, p. 68).

(g) Gary Oliver (1991-1993; 1995-1996; 1998) -- author of Real Men Have Feelings Too, psychologist,
Clinical Director of Southwest Counseling Associates, and Promise Keepers board member. Among the
many Freudian and miscellaneous humanistic psychological models used by Oliver, his favorite appears to
be one based upon the teachings of "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. Concerning PK and
Catholicism, Oliver says, "Since day one, we've really encouraged Catholic participation, not because they
are Catholics, but because anyone who loves the Lord is welcome."

(h) Larry Crabb (1992; 1996) -- author, clinical psychologist, and founder and Director of the Institute of
Biblical Counseling at Colorado Christian University in Morrison, Colorado. Crabb's model of counseling
is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all behavior. This
system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.

(i) Robert Hicks (1993) -- Professor of Pastoral Theology at the Seminary of the East (Dresher, PA),
pastor, psychotherapist, president of the psychologically-oriented Life Counseling Services, and author of
the Promise Keepers endorsed book The Masculine Journey (foreword by John Trent). (See later in this
report for details.) Hicks is the author of other psychobabble books: Uneasy Manhood, Returning Home,
Failure to Scream, and Man of All Passions.
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(j) Howard Hendricks (1993; 1995; 1997) -- psychologically-oriented Distinguished Professor and
Chairman of the Center for Christian Leadership at Dallas Theological Seminary. He has authored many
books about marriage and family life (e.g., Heaven Help the Home), and spends considerable time
conducting so-called "Christian" marriage enrichment seminars. (Hendricks has also endorsed Robert
Hicks' book The Masculine Journey as "an eye opening key to understanding the Bible's teaching on what
it means to be a man.") He is also a Promise Keepers board member.

(k) Joseph Stowell (1994-1999) -- Ecumenical psychologizer and president of the Moody Bible Institute.
Stowell has previous strong ties to the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC).

(l) Jim Smoke (1993) -- Executive Director of the Center for Divorce Recovery and author of Ten Ways
You Can Grow Through Divorce. Smoke is a self-love advocate whose terminology sounds much like that
of Carl Rogers.

(m) Bill Hybels (1994-1996) -- Author, church-growth guru, and the ecumenical, psychologically-
oriented pastor of the 12,000-member Willow Creek Community Church in Barrington, Illinois.

(n) James Dobson (1993) -- pop psychologist, author, and founder and Director of Focus on the Family
Ministries. According to Dobson, "low self-esteem" is the root cause of most societal ills. Dobson has
heavily promoted Promise Keepers on his nationwide radio program, and Focus on the Family Publishing
is one of Promise Keepers' publishers and produces most of its tapes. In fact, PK credits Dobson's
nationwide radio program promotion of the PK '92 Convention as instrumental in PK's subsequent
extraordinary growth. In PK's early years, Promise Keepers was keep afloat by a gift from Focus on the
Family.

(o) Greg Laurie (1994-1999) -- author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the 12,000-plus
membership Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California; Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith is
mentor for this ecumenical psychologizer.

(p) Bill Bright (1992; 1995-1996) -- ecumenical/Catholic promoter and founder and Director of Campus
Crusade for Christ. Bright was a signatory to the 3/94 ecumenical accord -- "Evangelicals & Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium," and won the $1 million 1996 Templeton Prize
for Progress in Religion.

-  Also speaking at one or more of the six 1994 Promise Keepers regional conferences held in May-June and October
of 1994 (in addition to those listed above) were Calvary Chapel's charismatic pastor, Chuck Smith and Boulder Valley
Vineyard Christian Fellowship pastor and Promise Keepers board member, James Ryle. Total attendance at the six
1994 regional conferences was estimated at more than 225,000. (The October 28-29, 1994, Dallas meetings were not
originally scheduled, but still they drew over 30,000 men.)

At the 7/94 Boulder, Colorado National Conference, "A Christian rock band set the mood. When the music stopped,
the crowd rose to do 'the wave,' shouting 'Jesus, Jesus, Jesus.' ... 'We're scoring baskets for Jesus,' declared emcee Bob
Horner, an official with Campus Crusade for Christ." Then there were Swindoll's motorcycle antics described above.
(7/29/94, Newsweek, "The Gospel of Guyhood," pp. 60-61). Not to be outdone, later in the evening Gary Smalley
made his entrance on a kiddy-sized Big Wheel bike. All this in the name of Christian manhood! (Nate Adams, author
of Nine Character Traits Separating the Men from the Boys, says that Promise Keepers is a fun thing and stresses the
importance of the conferences giving men the chance to express their boyish and playful sides. Another observer
described the 1994 National Conference as a "techno-tent revival"; another as a "charismatic camp meeting experience
... [resembling] a cross between a Bill Gothard Seminar and a Billy Graham Crusade"; another as "part tent revival,
part mass male bonding ritual"; and another as a stadium show that is the "time-tested snake oil of tent revivalism --
contrived emotion, a fervent push for here-and-now decision, dumbed down doctrine, and the elision of
denominational differences.")

-  Promise Keepers held thirteen, 2-day (Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 13 major U.S. cities in 1995; the
first was in late-April in Detroit's Silverdome, and the last was in late-October in Dallas's Texas Stadium. Total
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attendance was 727,000. (There was no special 1995 "National Conference" in Boulder, Colorado, as in previous years;
all conferences are now equal in status.) Special Friday morning seminars were also held in each of the 13 cities. One
seminar was for pastors on how to "encourage and equip pastors for men's ministry," and the other was for "worship
leaders" on how "to lead men in their church."

The theme for Promise Keepers '95 was Raise the Standard. Each of the 13 conferences had the same eight topics, with
only the 45 scheduled speakers rotating topics from conference to conference. Dallas ecumenical pastor Tony Evans
spoke at 11 of the 13 conferences, while Jack Hayford and Bill McCartney spoke at eight each, Howard Hendricks at
six, E.V. Hill at five, and Gary Smalley at four. Some of the first-time Promise Keepers conference speakers included
Juan Carlos Ortiz, the pastor of Hispanic Ministries at apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral; Chuck Colson, co-
author of the ecumenical accord "Evangelicals and Catholics Together" and recipient of the Progress in Religion
Award; self-esteem psychologizer, Dennis Rainey; psychologizing financial guru, Ron Blue; Billy Graham's liberal
son, Franklin Graham; Far East Broadcasting Company's Billy Kim, who speaks and travels with hyper-charismatic
David Yonggi Cho and is vice president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance; John Wesley-White, evangelist for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association; and charismatic Bruce Wilkinson.

-  The theme for 1996's rallies was Break Down the Walls -- Randy Phillips said, "There are centuries-old walls built
of pain, hurt, neglect and abuse. Our desire is to exalt the person of Christ and power of the cross in a way that breaks
down the walls that exist brother-to-brother, brother-to-sister, and church-to-church" (2/12/96, Christian News, p. 1).
Promise Keepers held 22, 2-day (Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 22 major U.S. cities; the first in mid-April
in the Los Angeles Coliseum, and the last in late-October in Dallas/Ft. Worth's Texas Motor Speedway. Total
attendance for the 22 conferences was more than one million men! Special Friday morning seminars were also held in
each of the 22 cities for "men in church leadership ... with the goal of uniting in worship, instruction and
encouragement."

Each of the 22 Break Down the Walls conferences covered the same seven topics, with only the 69 scheduled speakers
rotating topics from conference to conference. Bill McCartney spoke at 13 of the meetings, while Dallas ecumenical
pastor Tony Evans, Jack Hayford, John Trent, Gary Smalley, Greg Laurie, Franklin Graham, Bruce Wilkinson, and
Chuck Colson spoke at three meetings each. [At the 9/96 rally in NYC, Colson, sounding like "Mother" Teresa, said,
"If you trust in God it doesn't matter what religion or race you are, we all belong to each other."] Some of the first-time
Promise Keepers conference speakers included John Dawson, charismatic author and International Director for Urban
Missions of Youth With A Mission (YWAM); Max Lucado, popular psychologically-oriented author and Church of
Christ pastor; James Robison, hyper-charismatic pastor and televangelist; Haddon Robinson, ecumenical Gordon-
Conwell professor and neo-evangelical writer for Radio Bible Class; and Rick Ryan, pastor of the charismatically-
oriented Calvary Chapel of Santa Barbara, California.

In addition to 1996's stadium rallies, hundreds of Wake-up Calls/Rallies (also called "Men's Ministry Leadership
Seminars"), "Key Men/Ambassador Training Seminars"; "Foundations for Effective Men's Ministries Seminars"; and
"Building Men of Integrity Seminars" were held by PK from February-May, some of them in Catholic churches, and
some in Pentecostal churches. As an indication of PK's total lack of discernment, one of the Wake-Up Call meetings
was held on 2/6/96 at apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, California.

-  The theme for 1997's rallies was The Making of a Godly Man. Promise Keepers had originally scheduled 20, 2-day
(Friday-Saturday) stadium conferences in 20 major U.S. cities; the first in early-May in the Pontiac Silverdome, and
the last in late-October in Texas Stadium. Two were cancelled due to low attendance. [PK also held a rally on 1/10/97
in Honolulu, Hawaii. Speakers included Jack Hayford, Billy Kim, and Bill McCartney.] Each of the 18 The Making of
a Godly Man conferences covered the same six topics, with only the 40 scheduled speakers rotating topics from
conference to conference. Total attendance for the 18 conferences was expected to be about 900,000, but was only
about 630,000. Special Friday morning "Clergy Conference for Men" meetings were also scheduled in each of the 18
cities, with the theme "Becoming An Agent of Revival."

[Note: We are no longer going to make specific comments on each year's conference (as with the 1994-1997
conferences above), due in part to the waning influence of PK as a national phenomena.]
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-  Not only can we surmise Promise Keepers theology by examining the theology of those it invites to speak at its
conferences and seminars, but also by the materials it makes available to its attendees. At the July, 1993, National
Conference in Colorado, psychotherapist Dr. Robert Hicks' book The Masculine Journey: Understanding the Six Stages
of Manhood was provided in hard cover to each of the 50,000 men who attended. Both the book and the accompanying
Study Guide at the time carried the Promise Keepers' logo, information, and/or phone numbers. At the end of the book
the statement was made: "Promise Keepers wants to provide men's materials (like this book) ..." (p. 203). Moreover,
the book was advertised in the July/August 1994 premier issue of the Promise Keepers magazine New Man (as well as
in subsequent issues -- New Man is now controlled by Charisma 's Stephen Strang), as well as in Charisma magazine.
Thus, it was reasonable to assume that Hicks' teachings were representative of the Promise Keepers' doctrine of
manhood. [In 10/94, Promise Keepers first began to make available a seven page statement that was highly supportive
of Hicks' teachings; see the end of this section and the 10/94 revised edition of PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries'
44-page booklet, Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy, for an analysis of this statement. As of early-1996, Promise
Keepers no longer sells The Masculine Journey at conferences or through its catalogs, and when inquiries are made of
PK, it no longer tries to defend the book and the study guide. Nevertheless, PK continues to refer to Hicks' theology
as "orthodox." See clarifying statement at the end of this section.]

Hicks claims that his book will help identify the landmarks to watch out for along one's "masculine journey," "help
discover where you are in the journey, how to grow comfortable with your unique identity, how to move closer to
God, and how to experience genuine camaraderie with other men." To the contrary, we contend that Hicks' efforts are
nothing more than the same old psychoheresy (Freudian and Jungian, in Hicks' case), wrapped in bad exegesis and a
convoluted, psychologically-biased interpretation of Biblical language.

Hicks looks at the six Hebrew words translated as "man" or "male" in the Hebrew Bible and concludes that each of
these words reflects a different stage or stop on "the masculine journey" to manhood. (Hicks claims he learned these
words at seminary.) He claims that the Hebrew word zakar "depicts man as a phallic being. Men have an innate sexual
force which sometimes gets denied, denigrated or perverted. ... gibbor ... means to be a warrior. ... Sometimes the
warrior ends up being wounded. ... enosh describes man in his woundedness, weakness, and frailty. Men today have
been wounded by abusive or absent fathers; by domineering mothers or teachers; by layoffs; by failure, alcohol and
divorce. ... many men are bleeding to death on the inside. ... zaken ... elder [mentor/sage]. This is the man the Bible
presents as connected to all of life, reconciling his past conflicts and making significant contributions to his community
and culture. ... The zaken time of life is the destination of the male journey and should be sought after and celebrated"
(Spring/Summer 1993, Men of Action). Hicks also claims that the word àdam speaks of man created as a "noble
savage"; this apparently comes from humanistic anthropologist Margaret Mead's romantic idea that uncivilized people
have a natural purity because they have not yet been corrupted by society. Hicks also claims that Ìsh "reflects man as a
ruler of his own soul, being independent of outside considerations." (Reported in the Jul/Aug and Sep/Oct issues
(1994) of PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

Therefore, Hicks' six stages to manhood, in order, are (1) creational male (àdam); (2) phallic male (zakar); (3) warrior
(gibbor); (4) wounded male (enosh); (5) native man (Ìsh); and (6) the sage (zaken). Following are some lowlights from
The Masculine Journey and/or the accompanying Study Guide: (All emphases added.)

(a) In chapter after chapter, subjective insights into manhood are offered through quotes by a host of
secular authors with a psychological or New Age bent. These include psycho-occultist Carl Jung, inner-
healing therapist Leanne Payne, transpersonal New Age psychiatrist and occultist/spiritualist Elizabeth
Kübler-Ross, and psychologist Sam Keen. (Keen is a former theologian in residence at Esalen, the New
Age/Eastern mystical therapeutic center south of San Francisco. Keen's books feature vicious diatribes
against Biblical Christianity.) [4/94, The Berean Call] One can also question Hicks concerning his lead-in
quote to Chapter One from former U.N. Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold: "The longest journey is the
journey inwards of him who has chosen his destiny" (pure New Age); and to Chapter Two from
evolutionist Charles Darwin: "Man with all his noble qualities still bears in his bodily frame the indelible
stamp of his lowly origin."

(b) In Hicks' discussion of man's (emotionally) wounded stage (enosh), he confuses sins and wounds: "In
order for men to discover what manhood is all about, they must descend into the deep places of their own
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souls and find their accumulated grief. ... I am convinced many men in our society today are lashing out at
women, at society, at bosses, even at God -- all because they do not understand the wounding experience.
... The story of Jacob ... illustrates a young man having been severely wounded by a dysfunctional family
system" (pp. 115-117). In addition, Hicks teaches that David was a "manic-depressive" whose Psalms
were the "musings" of a disordered mind (p. 114). [Wouldn't the Holy Spirit would be impressed with
such a statement! -- You have to be totally indoctrinated by inner healing psychobabble to derive even a
jot of such nonsense from the Bible (4/94, The Berean Call). This also shows Hicks' low view of
Scripture.]

(c) Hicks claims that what keeps men moving along this journey is having some other male mentors in
their lives and seeing Jesus as the primary voice of God in each stage. "Jesus ... was the second Adam ...
was very much human ... was also very much zakar, phallic. ... I believe Jesus was phallic with all the
inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (pp. 180-181). [This seems to be either the result of
Freudian brainwashing or hanging out in locker rooms. Either way, it's blasphemous (4/94, The Berean
Call).]

(d) More blasphemy -- the movie The Last Temptation of Christ is referred to in a positive light! Claiming
that Jesus is a "phallic male," Hicks says Jesus "may have thought about it as the movie ... portrays" (p.
181) -- referring to Jesus thinking about having sexual relations with a woman! But doesn't Hicks'
suggestion make Jesus guilty of the sin of lust, thereby embracing the movie's blasphemy? In fact, the
movie portrayed graphic sexual desire, not merely temptation. To cite The Last Temptation of Christ as
evidence that Jesus may have been tempted with lust for Mary Magdalene is as blasphemous as that movie
itself (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 6). Hicks even justifies gay men
being Christians by claiming that Jesus was personally tempted with homosexuality (p. 181)! (Has not
Hicks read Romans 1:18ff.?)

(e) In the book's accompanying Study Guide, Section Three, "Exploring the Issues with Other Men" (p.
33), the following statement is made: "Our culture has presented many initiation rites, or passages to
manhood, that are associated with the phallus [penis]. Which ones have you experienced? Do you have a
story to share with other men about one such event?" He then lists such supposedly debilitating "phallus"
experiences as potty training and bed-wetting, pubic hair development, pornography, first date, wedding
night, and conceiving one's first child.

[Why do Christians need to talk about these things? Why so much emphasis on the penis? Freudian
psychology is based upon genitalia and the discussion of these matters, but the Bible condemns such
discussions (Eph. 5:4; Col. 3:8; Phil. 4:8,9). If we are dead to sin (Col. 3:1-3), should these questions even
be allowed in church? For example: What experience with pornography and the male sexual organ could
be discussed without the potential for stirring sinful thoughts? And what experience about one's wedding
night would be permissible to discuss with other men? Does not one's body now belong to his wife? Is not
the marriage bed sacred? How ungodly to discuss such intimacy with anyone else but her!]

(f) Hicks doesn't stop here, but whines, "If only the church had alternative initiation rites to the ones
offered above. What creative alternative celebrations can you think of?" (p. 33). [How can this be? Again,
this is not possible without sin.]

(g) The majority of the book keeps referring back to the phallus. The first 70 pages do so clearly, and so
does the last chapter, "A New Male Journey." For example, Hicks says that "The phallus has always been
the symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (p. 51), and that all men have a "deep compulsion to
worship with our phallus" (p. 56). Hicks discusses the phallic stage -- "Possessing a penis places unique
requirements upon men before God in how they are to worship Him. We are called to worship God as
phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized males so
popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (p. 51). Hicks' "phallus" phraseology is clearly Freudian
and brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than Biblical manhood (Jul/Aug 1994, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter).

http://members.aol.com/Hebrews928/dagerpk.html
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(h) Hicks further discusses the matter of initiation, bemoaning the absence of ceremonial initiation rites for
adolescent males. He wishes there was "some way we could make more ceremonial the first rich
awareness of our mortality and utter sinfulness." He continues, "I'm sure many would balk at my thought
of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do it. But I do know we need to do it." To
defend (rationalize) his point, he talks about how we condemn our teens when "... they have their first
experience with the police, or their first drunk, or their first experience with sex or drugs ..." He says we
could look upon any of these "... as a teachable moment and a rite of passage. ..." Then he purposes that
"true elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next
generation for being human." Hicks closes the paragraph by saying, "Then they could move on to the all-
important issues of forgiveness and restoration ..." (p. 177). Unbelievable!

On what does Hicks base his teaching? Not the Bible, but rather his own personal experience of what it means to be a
man -- his arbitrary stages of manhood are developed in order to accommodate his own personal experience and
subjective psychological notions. By giving Biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some Biblical language, Hicks
deceives the undiscerning into believing the Bible validates everything he says about manhood. Yet Hicks follows the
predictable pattern of the psychological integrationist. He takes a psychological theory, believes it to be valid under the
guise of "all truth is God's truth," and then considers what the Bible might add. His teaching originates from the
opinions of godless men and the Bible is bent to conform. Since Hicks' book is the official guide for "the masculine
journey," it is reasonable to assume that Promise Keepers' mentoring will utilize Hicks' stages of manhood, his secular
psychology, his deceitful descriptions, and his mixed methods of maneuvering men along (Jul/Aug & Sept/Oct 1994,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).

Sadly, attendees at the 1993 Promise Keepers National Men's Conference were encouraged in a post-conference
follow-up letter to purchase The Masculine Journey Study Guide and to form Masculine Journey study groups (4/94,
The Berean Call). In fact, Promise Keepers media director Steve Chavis says, "All our success here [regarding PK in
general] is contingent upon men taking part in small groups when they return home" (2/6/95, Christianity Today, p.
28).

[For further details of the psychotherapeutic encounter group format incorporated in the Masculine Journey Study
Guide, see Sarah H. Leslie's article in the 1/95, The Christian Conscience: "Promise Keepers: 'Encountering' Guys at
Risk," pp. 14-18.]

[See the Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, and Nov/Dec 1994 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter for further detailed
analysis of Hicks' book and of Promise Keepers' official response to those questioning Promise Keepers' support of
Hicks' book. PAL also has available for $3.00 a 44-page booklet titled Promise Keepers and PsychoHeresy, or for
$10.00, the 44-page booklet along with a two-tape message set and the previously cited 16-page Special Report from
Media Spotlight (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).]

-  In a seven-page fax received from Promise Keepers (PK) in 10/94, 2/95, 9/95, and again in 4/96, Promise Keepers
details its official support for Robert Hicks and The Masculine Journey. (This fax was being sent to anyone who
protested PK's use of The Masculine Journey.) PK states that they originally decided to officially sponsor Hicks' book
and Study Guide because, in their analysis, "What we discovered was a biblically-centered, frank, and honest account
of a man's journey with God. We were convinced that it would help men pursue Jesus Christ ... it would be a tool that
challenged men to grow in Christ likeness ..." PK claims that "Dr. Hicks is clearly choosing God's Word to describe
maleness." PK acknowledged that humanistic ideas clearly conflict with Christian values and contradict Biblical
teaching, "But those are not the values nor the teachings we find in the writings of Dr. Hicks, Dr. James Dobson, Gary
Smalley, Dr. John Trent, and Dr. Gary Oliver." Moreover, PK went to great length to rationalize the sexual explicitness
in the book, and concluded that the problem with The Masculine Journey is not in its content, but "... in the way that
the book is read."[!!] [Gary Smalley, John Trent, James Dobson, Chuck Swindoll, Jack Hayford, Gary Oliver, Robert
Hicks, and many others are in the forefront of Promise Keepers speakers and writers. Their seduction by the most
ungodly aspects of psychology has seriously tainted their understanding of God's Word and even of the person of Jesus
Christ Himself. This, if nothing else, should raise red flags of danger for anyone who might feel attracted to Promise
Keepers.]
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[Note on PK's Promotion of The Masculine Journey: The following is excerpted and/or adapted from the
Psychoheresy Awareness Letter, July-August 1996:

Shortly after our article "Promise Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey went to press in 3/96,
they replaced the seven-page support letter with a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no longer
distributes the book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress." After
admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man that attended the 1993
conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The
Masculine Journey. No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of 6/17/96, Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The
Masculine Journey. The current statement says: "Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert
Hicks (1993, NavPress) could be understood in more than one way. Some of the content of the book has
unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of interpretations and responses involving theological issues
which Promise Keepers does not feel called to resolve." The statement continues to say that they don't
want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the focus of Promise Keepers. After again saying that
they no longer distribute the book, they state: "At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks' core theology is
consistent with orthodox evangelical Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a forthright
attempt on his part to deal with male issues from a biblical context." (Emphasis added.)

Sadly, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There is still
no hint of warning, apology, or repudiation. Any fair reader of Promise Keepers' present statement on The
Masculine Journey would have to conclude that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine Journey!
The fact that leaders of Promise Keepers were involved in the development of the book, identified it as a
Promise Keepers book, and gave a copy to every man who attended the 1993 conference reveals the
psychological foundations of the movement. Until Promise Keepers makes a definitive statement
confessing the error of being involved in the development of the book The Masculine Journey, as well as
of promoting and distributing it, they must be held culpable.]  [Back to Text]

-  One thing that sounds so worthwhile is Promise Keepers attempt to stress strong male leadership in the local church.
But it seems as if Promise Keepers problem is not so much with female leadership per se as it is with lack of male
leadership. In other words: Women are leading more than men; it's better if men lead as much as women -- an
"equality of leadership" as one Promise Keepers writer says (Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 142). What PK
clearly seems to be expressing is a desire not for men to take absolute leadership (as the Bible teaches), but to begin to
share in the leadership now held by women.

If Promise Keepers were to take the Biblical position as stated by the apostle Paul, they would lose some popularity,
because they would no longer receive the unbridled endorsement of wives that they now receive. (Women say they
want a strong man to follow, but not too strong. Certainly they don't want a man whose strength or determination for
God might interfere with the wife's psychological "needs" being met.) Promise Keepers somehow recognizes this, and
thus the macho posturing, all the while being very careful not to offend the ladies who really remain in control. Thus,
too, the popularity of Gary Smalley and his ilk who emasculate men while claiming great success in achieving marital
harmony. Women love Smalley because he focuses men's attention NOT on how to please God, but how to please their
wives, i.e., "meet their needs." Smalley even teaches wives how to manipulate their husbands to get what they want.
Gary Smalley's books and seminars are probably the most dangerous to true masculinity on the market today, yet
Promise Keepers promotes him widely. (Media Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 8.) [The 6/95
Houston PK rally held in the Astrodome serves as a good indication of the behind-the-scenes involvement of women
in Promise Keepers. Of the 3,000 volunteers, about two-thirds were women. Prior to the conference, these 2,000 or so
women took part in anointing each chair in the Astrodome with oil and then prayed over them. (Reported in the
6/18/95, Houston Chronicle, p. 4G).]

-  Promise Keepers also has established an inclusivistic, anti-Biblical position on homosexuality. The following was
taken from a Promise Keepers' 12/8/93 fax, titled simply, "Promise Keepers Statement":

http://members.aol.com/Hebrews928/dagerpk.html
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"As to homosexuality, Promise Keepers shares the same historic and biblical stance taken by Evangelicals
and Catholics -- that sex is a good gift from God -- to be enjoyed in the context of heterosexual marriage.
Promise Keepers also recognizes that homosexuality is a complex and potentially polarizing issue. There
is a great debate surrounding its environmental and genetic origins, yet as an organization we believe that
homosexuals are men who need the same support, encouragement and healing we are offering to all men.
While we have clear convictions regarding the issue of homosexuality, we are sensitive to and have
compassion for the men who are struggling with these issues. We, therefore, support their being included
and welcomed in all our events."

What is so "complex" about the "issue" (read "sin") of homosexuality? God says this perversion is His judgment for
the sins of rejecting and rebelling against Him, and He condemns it throughout Scripture (Rom. 1:21-27; 1 Cor. 6:9-
10; 1 Tim. 1:9-10; Jude 7). But then, sin is always a "polarizing issue" to those who live in the flesh rather than by the
Spirit. Also, homosexuality is not the result of environment and genetics (cf. Rom. 1:18-32)! Though Promise Keepers
acknowledges homosexuality as a sin in some of their literature, by claiming it can be understood only in the confines
of humanistic psychology and genetic research, rather than in what God says, they actually promote homosexuality.
Promise Keepers spokesman Steve Chavis concurs with the fax statement -- he says that homosexuals "will find a
message not of condemnation but of compassion," in PK's ministry (6/27/95, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p.
B10). Rather than including and welcoming the homosexuals, Promise Keepers should be preaching the Gospel of
Christ to them, which is repentance for their sin and trust in Jesus Christ for salvation. Instead, Promise Keepers is
apparently convinced that a person can be content to remain an unrepentant homosexual and still be a genuine child of
God. But God's Word is clear -- no unrepentant homosexual will inherent the Kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9-11).
Further, the apostle Paul commands that those who profess Christ and yet openly practice sin should be removed from
fellowship (1 Cor. 5:9-11), not "tolerated." [A Promise Keeper can evidently be a committed abortionist also! An
interview with Bill McCartney published in the 6/18/95 Houston Chronicle quotes McCartney as saying that a Promise
Keeper can be pro-choice because, "That's an individual preference. We would not try to direct or influence that. ...
We welcome everyone; no one is excluded."]

Robert Hicks, in his book heavily promoted by Promise Keepers, espoused a similar "sensitive" approach to the sin of
homosexuality (The Masculine Journey, pp. 133-134). This "tolerant" position on homosexuality is found in many of
the materials sponsored by Promise Keepers. While calling for strong male leadership in the churches, Promise
Keepers has whimped-out on an "issue" that strikes at the very heart of masculinity, and presents an affront to God by
its militant in-your-face challenge to accept sexual perversion or risk being called "unloving" and judgmental (Media
Spotlight, 11/94 Special Report on Promise Keepers, p. 6).

-  Promise Keepers views Jesus as "the non-confrontive encourager." Geoff Gorsuch, in the PK manual Brothers!
Calling Men into Vital Relationships, presents a distorted view of Christ. For example, he says, "Jesus didn't view men
as losers. He saw them as lost" (p. 49). The Christ of Promise Keepers seems to prefer looking at men in an
inoffensive and positive manner -- mankind is not to be thought of in a demeaning term such as "loser," but as
individuals who just need a little help to find their way. The truth is that all men are losers and lost. A loser is one
who does not triumph. Since no man can by himself overcome sin, much less its penalty, he cannot be said to be just
neutrally "lost": He is a loser as well. Apart from God's grace we will all remain desperate losers condemned and
under the curse of sin. In man-to-man associations, some are winners and some are losers. But in man-to-God
relationships, every man is a loser of the worst sort. Our victory can only come through the Holy Spirit as the merits of
Christ's finished work on the cross are applied. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 4/95 O Timothy, "PROMISE
KEEPERS: Should Fundamentalists Get Involved?," pp. 11-12).

-  Also of great concern is Promise Keepers close association and fellowship with those in the charismatic movement.
(This concern arises because the "common experience" gained through charismaticism has typically allowed for the
setting aside of doctrinal differences, and has, thereby, more easily facilitated an unbiblical unity, i.e., ecumenism.) As
mentioned earlier in this report, not only have charismatics E.V. Hill and Jack Hayford regularly spoken at the Promise
Keepers Men's Conferences, but Bill McCartney's local Vineyard Christian Fellowship pastor and ex-convict/ex-drug
addict, James Ryle, is on the Board of Directors of Promise Keepers. (He is, also, now a regular speaker at PK
meetings, and has left the pastorate for a full time speaking/conference ministry.) Ryle's position of leadership in
Promise Keepers is most disconcerting because of his clear association with "signs & wonders," hyper-charismatic,
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self-proclaimed "prophet" John Wimber, the (now deceased) co-founder of the Vineyard Movement.

Ryle, like Wimber, declares himself to be a modern prophet, and thus, claims to have many of the same "revelatory"
powers claimed by Wimber. For example, at an 11/90 Vineyard Harvest Conference in Denver, Ryle asserted that God
instructed him to reveal to the church that both the Beatles and their music were the result of a special anointing of the
Holy Spirit, and that God was looking for others upon whom to place that anointing, supposedly to bring about a
worldwide revival through music. Ryle said:

"The Lord has appointed me as a lookout and shown me some things that I want to show you ... The Lord
spoke to me and said, 'What you saw in the Beatles -- the gifting and the sound that they had -- was from
Me. ... It was My purpose to bring forth through music a worldwide revival that would usher in the move
of My Spirit in bringing men and women to Christ. ...'"

In the same manner, Ryle claimed that God gave him a vision of a Beatles' concert where the audience, instead of
screaming the names of the Beatles, were this time "screaming the Name -- Jesus." Such a prophecy, that millions will
be saved through a reintroduction of the "anointed music" (and demonic, Hinduistic philosophies) originally "given"
through the Beatles, could not possibly have been from the Holy Spirit! Instead, Ryle's statements clearly reveal the
Satanic delusions under which he and other so-called modern prophets are "ministering" (Jan-Feb '91, Foundation).
One should be leery of any "prophet" who discerns the demonic as anointed.

[Ryle preached a similar sermon at his Boulder Valley Vineyard Church on 7/1/90, entitled "Sons of Thunder." In that
sermon, Ryle alleges that God is about to anoint Christian musicians with the same "anointing that was originally given
to the Beatles." He said God told him in a dream that, "I called those four lads from Liverpool to myself. There was a
call from God on their life; they were gifted by My hand; and it was I who anointed them, for I had a purpose, and the
purpose was to usher in the charismatic renewal with musical revival around the world." Ryle goes on to say that God
told him He lifted the Beatles anointing in 1970 and has held it in His hand since, but that He is about to release it
again in the church. (Reported in the 2/96, The Christian Conscience, p. 20.) In other words, Ryle says the Beatles
rebelled against God's purpose, so the idea had to be sacked! Apparently God's will was thwarted by the Beatles and
God has yet to come up with plan "B"!]

More on Ryle's charismaticism -- from a Dreams and Visions Prophetic Conference brochure (8/4/94-8/6/94),
announcing James Ryle as a speaker:

"After a traumatic childhood, years of neglect in an orphanage, and imprisonment in the Texas State
Penitentiary, God filled James Ryle with love, identity, and purpose. He began preaching in 1972,
exhibiting a great gift for communicating the Word of God in relevant, revealing, and redemptive ways.
James travels extensively in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, advancing the church through prophetic
preaching and conference teaching. James is the author of the very popular book The Hippo in the Garden
(Creation House:1993). In 1989 it was prophesied that James would be a 'seer' to the body of Christ. That
same year, he had a dream where he saw a hippo in the garden. After seeking God for the interpretation,
James says the Lord revealed that the hippo represents a new prophetic movement that will sweep the
church and impact the world. According to James, the new movement will appear as out-of-place amid the
status quo as a hippo walking in an English garden. James has also written an article about dreams and
visions in the 8/93 Charisma: 'Hearing God's Voice in Living Color.'"

In a 1995 book (with foreword by Bill McCartney), A Dream Come True: A Biblical Look at How God Speaks
Through Dreams and Visions, Ryle again adds to God's written Word his own subjective personal revelations, visions,
words of prophecy, and dreams. Ryle invites men to begin analyzing their dreams, and concludes the book by inviting
the reader to ask the Lord for a vision of Jesus as "God has given each one of us what I call vision hunger -- an
appetite for revelation from God, an inner need for visual soul stimulation" (p. 228). As Ryle proclaimed in The Hippo
in the Garden, to him "The Bible is not an end in itself, rather, it is the God-given means to an end" (p. 74). What
Ryle and others in the Vineyard, and, hence, the Vineyard-spawned Promise Keepers, are teaching is that God's
written Word should be viewed through the lens of one's personal, spiritual experiences, dreams, and visions as
opposed to rightly asserting that one's personal spiritual experiences ought to be viewed through the lens of God's
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written Word. (Reported in the 2/96, The Christian Conscience, pp. 21, 26. See also Carl Widrig Jr.'s article in the
5/96, The Christian Conscience, "Is God Saying What James Ryle is Saying," pp. 46-47)

-  Like James Ryle, Bill McCartney also claims direct revelation for God. On a "PK This Week" radio program
(9/28/96), McCartney speaking at the 1995 Oakland PK Conference, in a message titled, "The Power of a Promise
Kept," said that God told him, "If men of color don't come to PK, then I'm not coming either." McCartney said that
some men sent him mail challenging him that what he said "wasn't scripturally sound -- what right do you have to get
up and say this?" McCartney's answer: "But I knew in my heart I had heard that [from God] so I stood by it." Later he
says that at the PK Portland meeting: "The Holy Spirit of God came on me like you can't believe and validated me and
said, 'Yes, you have been speaking my heart. Keep speaking what I have put on your heart.'"

-  The Vineyard influence in Promise Keepers is most disconcerting. As mentioned earlier, McCartney, Phillips, and
Ryle were all affiliated with Vineyard churches. Paul Cain, one of the original Vineyard "prophets," claims that PK is
the fulfillment of a divine dream he received when he was 19 years old (8/30/95 message at Christ Chapel, Florence,
AL). The Vineyard movement believes that God is giving new revelation today and that the miraculous signs of the
early church should be normative for today.

The phenomenon known as "Holy Laughter" revivals began in a Vineyard church in Canada in January of 1994. It
became known as the "Toronto Blessing" during South African Evangelist Rodney Howard-Browne's meetings there in
October of 1994. When people were "slain in the Spirit," they began to roll on the floor and laugh hysterically,
sometimes for hours. (These revivals now even include barking like dogs and making other animal noises as evidence
of the working of the Holy Spirit.) A 9/94 Charisma magazine article reports that John Wimber's Vineyard churches in
the U.S. had been largely swept up by the strange incidents. Would it be surprising to see this "advanced" (demonic)
form of charismania show up in the near future in one of Promise Keepers stadium rallies? Charisma is even now
referring to Promise Keepers as the "Boulder Blessing" (5/95, Charisma). (For more on the laughing phenomena, see
the 1995 Media Spotlight 16-page Special Report titled "Holy Laughter: Rodney Howard-Browne and the Toronto
Blessing.")

-  I think we can only expect to see more of this evil, ecumenical, hyper-charismatic influence in future Promise
Keepers' conferences, materials, etc. For example, Charisma magazine is the official voice of the charismatic
movement. (Charisma has supported the work of such leading charismatics as Oral Roberts, Jimmy Swaggart, and Jim
and Tammy Bakker. It has endorsed Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, and other hyper-charismatics who have
denied such fundamental doctrines as the deity of Christ and the Trinity. It has also endorsed the "Holy Laughter"
phenomena.) Charisma 's founding editor, Stephen Strang (Strang Communications Company), entered into a
partnership with Promise Keepers in early 1994 to publish a bimonthly men's magazine titled New Man: For Men of
Integrity. (Initial 5/94 premier issue press-run was 225,000, and was distributed free to attendees at the first six 1994
PK conferences; as of 4/97, the publisher reports a paid circulation of over 330,000, more than double that of
Christianity Today, the leading "evangelical" magazine in America.) Strang says:

"This high-quality magazine will feature practical articles designed to encourage and equip its readers to
become godly men. It will be a lively publication for men of the '90s, appealing to their interests, such as
sports, hobbies and health. Like Promise Keepers, the magazine will cross ethnic and denominational
boundaries to unite men in Jesus Christ -- a magazine for any man who loves Jesus and is born of the
Spirit -- charismatic, evangelical, Protestant or Catholic" (4/94, Charisma).

The editorial advisory board of New Man includes reconstructionist Wellington Boone and hyper-charismatic Jack
Hayford. New Man also publishes articles, advice, and interviews from psychologizers Gary Smalley, Tony Evans,
Larry Burkett, Howard Hendricks, Jack Hayford, Bill McCartney, Gary Oliver, Luis Palau, James Dobson, Ken
Canfield, and Bill Bright. [In April of 1997, New Man became an independent publication, but remained part of
Strang's publishing conglomerate.]

-  The premier issue of New Man featured a profile on Bill McCartney (pp. 29-37). The story reports that before dawn
most days, the "emotionally challenged" McCartney (i.e., "I'm just learning to love and be loved.") and his wife read
together a few pages from psychologizer Gary Oliver's book Real Men Have Feelings Too. McCartney would then go
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to his office overlooking Colorado's Folsom Stadium. Upon arrival, he would make sure to "pray over each chair,
'invoking the Spirit of the Living God' on any fixtures in reach" of anyone who might enter that day. McCartney thinks
this charismatic ritual "honors God and invites His Spirit here." McCartney also tells of his consecrating the Colorado
football program "to the Lordship of Jesus Christ," and that by God's grace, Colorado then won a national
championship! This charismatic nonsense would be humorous were it not for its tragic consequences.

[McCartney resigned his $350,000-a-year head football coaching job in January of 1995, in order to spend more time
with his family and working with Promise Keepers. It remains a mystery what qualifies this man to lead a men's
movement. He readily admits that for decades he failed his wife and family in the worst possible ways. Moreover, to
our knowledge, he was "the only major college football coach in America with two illegitimate grandchildren sired by
two different players upon his only daughter" (1/96, GQ magazine, p. 111).]

-  The 12/13/97 World magazine says: "PK founder Bill McCartney has written a disturbing book -- disturbing for what
it leaves out." Sold Out, supposedly an autobiography about the ups and downs of his marriage, omits any mention of
his adulterous affair, or that his daughter got pregnant twice out of wedlock by two different members of his football
team. He did mention though that his wife four years ago was bulimic and suicidal and that he had been an alcoholic
[drunkard]. (Source: 1/1/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Not to be left out of the "rally crowd," a number of look-alike PK organizations for women have been created (the
total attendance at all look-alike events for 1998 were expected to top 600,000, which makes the women's groups
larger than PK itself). The women's groups "are a combination of revival meeting and spiritual pep rally ... [having]
much in common with secular self-improvement and motivational seminars: Disorders are the order of the day, and
victimhood almost always precedes victor" (4/6/98, Christianity Today):

(a) "Heritage Keepers" conducted its first conference 8/10/96 in Wichita, Kansas, with 8,000 registration
requests for only 3,000 available seats. "Heritage Keepers is designed to teach a woman how to be godly
to her family, God, and community," says pastor Bob Beckler, who created it with his wife Lori. Speakers
were John Trent, a frequent speaker on the PK circuit and author of How to Handle Your Promise Keeper
[does not this title speak volumes about the manipulative focus of PK and why PK receives such
overwhelming support from the wives of PK-ers!] along with psychological counselor Marge Caldwell
and four-temperaments guru Florence Littauer.

(b) Deborah Tyler of Morristown, Tennessee, organized four "Keys for Abundant Living: A Promise
Keepers Counterpart" conferences in 1996. Meetings were held in Dallas, Birmingham, Nashville, and
Little Rock, each drawing about 1,000 women, with speakers including Anne Graham Lotz, Gloria
Gaither, and Luci Swindoll. Conferences were planned for seven Southern cities in 1997. They are part of
Tyler's Renaissance Ministries, designed "to provide opportunities for women to be challenged, inspired,
and encouraged and to lead each woman to a personal commitment to God's Word as the ultimate
authority for successful living."

(c) One of the most ambitious undertakings may be that of "Chosen Women: Daughters of the King." This
new Pasadena, California-based group (founded by Susan Kimes, in conjunction with Calvary Church in
Santa Ana, California, where she has held women's conferences since 1985) had hoped to attract 80,000
women to the Rose Bowl May 16-17, 1997, with speakers such as Ruth Graham, Anne Graham Lotz,
Elisabeth Elliot, Bunny Wilson, and Jill Briscoe. Actually, 30,000 attended, which is still the largest
women-only stadium rally since the Promise Keepers men's movement began. Women of all ages sang,
danced, did the wave, blew bubbles, batted beach balls, prayed, and applauded the all-female slate of
speakers. Attendees paid between $56 and $71 in registration fees for the experience (6/16/97, Christianity
Today).

(d) In 1997, "Women of Faith: Joyful Journey" meetings nationwide drew about 197,000 women at 15
conferences organized by Women of Faith (up from 38,000 in 1996). (For 1998, Women of Faith's
leadership was projecting double that total for 29 conferences under the theme "Bring Back the Joy.")
They are sponsored by Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics, the Freudian "mental health" clinics in
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Richardson, Texas ("It was time for the clinics to do something for women in America [to] help them
celebrate life and God's grace," says New Life's Stephen Arterburn -- "I really believe that the idea was a
gift from God." Arterburn sees Women of Faith as a good patient recruiting tool for psychological
counseling: "The clinics always did conferences dealing with problems, and the response was
underwhelming." He says they revised the Women of Faith conference focus "to see how many more
people we could reach by celebrating what is good about life." "At Women of Faith events, New Life and
their Remuda clinics (which specialize in eating disorders) are on hand to provide information about their
counseling services."). Several speakers on the Women of Faith circuit are best known as humor writers,
including Patsy Clairmont, Barbara Johnson, and Luci Swindoll. Zondervan is producing a Women of
Faith Bible and study guides; Integrity Music is planning worship music products; and Campus Crusade's
Women Today International will provide follow-up materials. (Reported in the 3/3/97 & 4/6/98 issues of
Christianity Today.)

(e) Other groups that have sprung up in recent years include "Aspiring Women" of Nashville, Tennessee;
"Suitable Helpers" of Wheat Ridge, Colorado; "Promise Reapers" of Houston; "A Promise Kept" of Los
Angeles; and "Praise Keepers" of Eldon, Missouri [the latter's co-founder Donna Henley says: "Women's
ministries are always bigger than the men. This will be bigger than the men's" [she has proved to be
correct] (3/1/97, Calvary Contender)].

(f) A Focus on the Family sponsored one-day event in Nashville on 9/21/97 drew 19,600 women from 47
states and Canada (with a 20,000 wait-list). James Dobson was the only male speaker at the "Renewing
the Heart" conference. Five more conferences are scheduled for 1998, at $48 per attendee.

-  There are also PK off-shoots targeting other groups. One such group is "Young Warriors," a PK program targeting
teens. The first program was held in 9/96 in Dallas, and featured a day of rock concerts, speakers, and games. The
concerts included Christafari, Sixpence None the Richer, Prayer Chain, The Walter Eugenes, E-Ric, Judah, Audio
Adrenaline, and others including local bands. The speakers included Miles McPherson, Jacob Aranza, and local youth
pastors. Games included Sumu Wrestling, Velcro Wall, Bungee Run, Just, and more. Tickets were $20. Dallas
YOUNG WARRIORS was sponsored by: Z Music Television, World Vision, CCM Magazine, and others.

-  The music at PK rallies has usually been typical "Christian" Contemporary Music (CCM). Look for rap music to
begin to take over. Mike De'Vine, a rapper and former member of the vile rap group "2 Live Crew" (De'Vine says he
left the group in 1989 after growing sick of the lifestyle) hooked up with PK to provide "music" at its 1996 stadium
rallies (both writing and performing). De'Vine claims to have "turned to Christ and a new rap message, recording five
albums on his own label. ... [He] believes he's on the cusp of breaking into the big time, and he's looking to PK as a
pulpit." PK is also interested in De'Vine and his rap music to help bolster PK's new youth program. De'Vine says:
"That's what the aim is, to blow up positive rap music, man. We're going to bust it up with Promise Keepers. We'll be
doing the 2 Live Crew thing all over again -- only this time it will be positive." (Reported in the 1/26/96, Rocky
Mountain News, "Ex-2 Live Crew member on a divine mission," pp. 17D & 19D).

-  Promise Keepers has also gotten into the Study Bible business. PK and Zondervan have entered into a partnership to
create a Promise Keepers Study Bible, that will contain notes and guides specifically designed for men who attend PK
conferences. This is PK's second such venture with Zondervan, the world's largest Bible publisher. Zondervan
produced 200,000 Next Step kits for sale at the 1995 conferences -- a multimedia kit containing a book, a video, and an
audio cassette "to help men take the next step in their Christian walk" (7/31/95, Christian News, p. 14).

-  Theistic evolution is the unbiblical belief that God was involved in the evolutionary process, originally creating
lower life forms, then letting them evolve by random chance (or continuing to create various species over millions of
years), eventually infusing evolved man with a soul. PK's official magazine at the time, New Man, endorsed theistic
evolution and argued that whether or not God used evolution to bring man into existence is of little importance (New
Man, Jul-Aug, 1996, p. 54; as reported in the 3/97, The Berean Call).

Contrary to PK's belief, the manner in which man came into existence is of critical importance! If the earth is millions
or billions of years old, with death thereby occurring prior to Adam's sin, then the Biblical doctrines of sin and
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salvation are moot? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin"
and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and
Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing! Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that a so-called "Christian" ministry believe in
literal creationism as taught in the Bible?

-  To combat the decline in masculine virtue, our humanistic society offers a cure far worse than the disease itself. A
rash of neo-pagan books and seminars attempts to get men in touch with their buried masculinity. And thousands of
men flock to rustic retreats to don tribal masks and beat drums in hopes of forcing their hidden "wildman" to emerge
(4/94, Charisma). But is there really much difference here from the "Christianized" version emerging through
McCartney's Promise Keepers meetings (with Promise Keepers' endorsement of Robert Hicks' six stages of manhood),
Ed Cole's Christian Men's Network, Ken Canfield's National Center for Fathering, Gene Goetz's Maximum Man
conferences, and other such charismatic and psychoheretical attempts at "celebrating Biblical manhood"? (PK is also
spawning dozens of other parachurch groups such as Dad's University, Career Impact Ministries, Business Life
Management, Men Reaching Men, and Fathers and Brothers.) Even Promise Keepers supporters such as Strang and
Charisma magazine appear to have inadvertently recognized the similarity:

"At times, July's meeting [1993 National Men's Conference in Boulder] resembled a pep rally with Jesus
cheers. 'Hit him! Hit him! Hit him!' men chanted, as pastor E.V. Hill of Los Angeles challenged them to
defeat the devil in their lives" (4/94 Charisma).

Robert Hicks, when discussing his warrior stage in the previously referred to book, The Masculine Journey, even
quotes favorably from Patrick Arnold's book, Wildmen, Warriors and Kings: Masculine Spirituality and the Bible.
Arnold's book is not based on Scripture, but on the Jungian collective unconscious, Jungian archetypes, and other
aspects of Jungian occult spirituality. Hicks also refers authoritatively to another men's movement author, Jungian
psychoanalyst Robert Moore, from a book co-authored by Moore -- King, Warrior, Magician, Lover: Rediscovering
the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine.

Many of the speakers at Promise Keepers conferences refer to what is called "the wounded male soul." This
woundedness supposedly "springs from the cultural estrangement of boys from their fathers and the emotional
repression American culture has deemed necessary for true maleness" (2/6/95, Christianity Today, p. 25). In response,
the hidden "wildman/warrior" is resurrected to save the day, but this time in "Christian" garb. At the 10/94 Dallas
meeting held in Texas Stadium, the men in attendance raised their hands and sang, "'Face to face, brother to brother,
back to back, warrior to warrior,' as the words were flashed on the giant screens overhead" (11/10/94, The Charlotte
Observer, p. 11A). Even D. James Kennedy, in a salute to Promise Keepers on his 9/18/94 television show,
inadvertently (?) acknowledged that Promise Keepers is a "Christian" alternative to "the secular revolution of men
leading them out into the woods and to their tom-toms ..." (In early 1995, Kennedy also taped a radio interview with
Robert Hicks, in which Hicks' book The Masculine Journey was treated with great favor.)

-  Promise Keepers may be a tool for those holding the Manifest Sons of God doctrines to market their beliefs to the
rest of the American church. These beliefs, which are foundational to the "laughing phenomenon" associated with
Rodney Howard-Browne, are now entering mainstream churches of all denominations via Promise Keepers. (Former
Vineyard head (deceased) John Wimber had given his whole-hearted approval to the laughing phenomenon.) The
Manifest Sons of God believe that Christ cannot incarnate in a divided body; therefore, it's crucial that the Church be
united. Another term for this is "Joel's Army." Promise Keepers has been linked to this army. An article in Jewell van
der Merwe's Discernment newsletter states:

"In a recent interview in response to a question as to whether the Promise Keepers could be fulfilling the
prophecy in Joel of raising an army, [Pastor] James Ryle answered, "Yes. ... 300,000 men have come
together so far this year under Promise Keepers. ... Never in history have 300,000 men come together
except to go to war. These men are gathered for War."

Promise Keepers has incorporated key doctrines of the Manifest Sons of God into their material. The 2/95 issue of
Suitable Helpers, a newsletter for women participating in Promise Keepers, expresses that believers can become Christ
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Incarnate: "Our Lord is calling out a great host of men ready and willing to become 'Christs' in their homes: Promise
Keepers. In grand, bold sweeps, God has mustered an army." [Noticing the potential political nature of this men's
movement is none other than The New Age Journal, which ran an article favorable to Promise Keepers in its 4/95
edition. The article noted the odd combination of New Age men's movement ideology (Robert Bly's pantheism)
combined with the political evangelicalism of Pat Robertson.]

Promise Keepers appears to be creating a new "folk" religion. The large mass rallies, the exaltation of emotion over
reason, the lack of doctrinal integrity, the taking of oaths (the seven promises), the focus on fatherland and fatherhood,
and the ecumenical inclusion of aberrant esoteric doctrines bears a disconcerting similarity to an era which gave rise to
one of the most dreadful armies in history. The infiltration of Manifest Sons of God doctrines into Promise Keepers
(via Vineyard) combined with New Age ideologies (via Robert Bly and Robert Hicks) appears to create a new
American folk theology: pantheism, the idolatry of self, the belief in a divine mandate to take the land, the superiority
of a group, and the necessity of group hysteria. (Excerpted and/or adapted from "Promise Keepers: A Militant Unity?,"
Ed Tarkowski and Sarah Leslie, 4/95, The Christian Conscience, p. 18.)

[Is Promise Keepers going to be used to mobilize worldwide support for a bimillennial celebration of Jesus 2000th
birthday Jubilee, a celebration already intertwined with the New Age movement? This appears to be the case. There
was a favorable review in the Jul/Aug 1995 issue of New Man, of New Ager Jay Gary's book, The Star of 2000. Gary's
self-published book advocates such a celebration (Pastor Bill Randles, 8/22/95 open letter to Bill McCartney). (See the
recent Spiritual Counterfeits Project article entitled "Sign of the Times: Evangelical and New Agers Together," for a
detailed exposé on Jay Gary and New Age friends.)]

-  Charles Grandison Finney was an early-19th century revivalist in the Northeastern part of the United States, and a
kindred spirit of John Wesley. (Wesley was steeped deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics,
claimed to have read them avidly, and was instrumental in publishing a great number of these Roman Catholic works.
This false mysticism stayed with Wesley all his life. Finney doctrinalized Wesley's "second experience" teaching.)
Finney's introduction of new methods for getting converts and the orchestrating of emotion and excitement in huge
revival gatherings was clearly based on his heretical understanding of being born-again. Finney writes that he
repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of God's sovereignty in salvation, including the vicarious nature of the
atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of preaching revival. Finney's purpose was solely to convince the human
will and produce decisions and commitments.

Finney's "new measures" in revivalism left an indelible stamp upon Evangelicalism. Evangelism crusades, revival
meetings, the altar call, the "decision" to "accept" Christ, the "prayer of faith," the use of excitement and emotion to
facilitate "decisions" for Christ, and the attempt to promote the moral reformation of the culture can all be attributed to
the "new measures" introduced by Finney in the 1830s. Many of the modern movements such as Church Growth,
Promise Keepers, and the so-called Religious Right find their roots in Finney. Evangelicals cannot escape his
influence.

The problem with Finney's influence on modern-day evangelicalism is that Finney's methods produce "results." He
initiated what was called the "Second Great Awakening." Great revivals were reported in towns and cities throughout
the country. Lives were reportedly changed. Moral reformations reportedly occurred. But since Finney did not preach
the total corruption of the human nature and rejected the truth of justification by grace through faith alone, the basis for
his "results" could not have been the Holy Spirit. Finney's results were exactly as Finney defined them -- a human
dynamic.

We must, therefore, also question the multitudes who have become "men of integrity" by sharing in the emotion and
excitement of Promise Keepers revivals. Is not Promise Keepers also not the work of the Holy Spirit, but rather of
emotions, methods, and group dynamics orchestrated to produce decisions, commitments, and modify behavior -- in
other words, a human dynamic? By employing Finney's methods, one gains Finney's results ("Assessing the Promise
Keepers," 12/25/95, Christian News, pp. 1, 7-8.].

-  Promise Keepers is apparently willing to give up the true treasures given by Christ for a feel-good experience with
the guys. Promise Keepers and others dedicated to the Christian men's movement are unbiblically preoccupied with
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man himself and from man's perspective. They are at best doomed to a grace-barren, fleshly form of "godliness."
Instead, the emphasis should be focusing on God Himself, getting to know Him and His way through His Word (4/94,
The Berean Call, and 9/19/94, Christian News).

It is highly unlikely that an organization that waffles on doctrinal integrity will inspire men to truly be men of God.
Strength of leadership honors God only when it is in compliance with God's written Word. To ignore doctrinal
integrity, as Promise Keepers does, nullifies any other claims to integrity. While claiming to be an instrument to draw
men closer to Jesus Christ, Promise Keepers is in reality minding earthly things. Their God may not be their belly
(Phil. 3:13-21), but it certainly appears to be their loins (Media Spotlight, Vol. 16 - No. 1, "Promise Keepers Update,"
pp. 8,10.).

If men are to come together as men, they would do well to follow what the Bible says rather than Freudian fables,
Jungian myths, and other self-serving, man-made psychologies. And they would do well to gather together in the place
where they are meant to grow -- in the local church -- not in huge "techno-tent" rallies with "mob psychology" or in
groups using encounter group techniques and undermining important doctrinal distinctives. Indeed, the magnitude and
the extent of Promise Keepers' aberrations from orthodoxy warrant a rejection of the entire movement (Promise
Keepers &PsychoHeresy, p. 29).

-  A telltale sign that there is something desperately wrong with the PK movement is the favorable press given to
Promise Keepers by the worldly media. Why would the world be promoting Promise Keepers when Jesus said the
world would hate us as it hated Him? (Pastor Bill Randles, 8/22/95 open letter to Bill McCartney).

One worldly source that has not praised Promise Keepers is Scott Raab, writer-at-large for GQ magazine:

"There's nothing new, much less revolutionary, in what Promise Keepers is pushing, which is not really
about Jesus Christ at all, but about Satan. After listening to all the speeches and the prayers [at the 9/95
Oakland, California PK conference], after reading their books and magazines, it's abundantly clear that
these guys see the Archenemy everywhere, but especially in the mirror. What PK offers men finally is
protection -- from themselves" (1/96, GQ magazine, pp. 129-130).

-  Can two walk together except they be agreed? (Amos 3:3). It must be assumed that those who participate in the PK
movement also agree with their kindred in that movement. It must also be assumed that pastors who attend PK rallies
embrace the doctrine that God was once a man as do their "Mormon brethren." It must also be assumed that those
pastors who send or take their men to PK meetings agree with the Pentecostal "flavor" of those meetings and wouldn't
mind if those men came back home from PK speaking in tongues, rolling down the aisles, and recruiting other men to
do the same. Any pastor who takes or sends his men to a PK rally is a traitor to the cause of Christ, is an unfaithful
shepherd over the flock of God, and has betrayed the trust placed in him by his congregation to protect them against
the wolves. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 1/96 The Wilderness Voice, pp. 6-7).

Note fm Media Spotlight: The 7 Promiscuities (a miscellaneous mixture or mingling of persons or things) of Promise
Keepers -- (1) Catholicism; (2) Mormonism; (3) Charismaticism; (4) Psychology; (5) Merchandising; (6) False
Doctrine; (7) Blasphemy.

Note fm PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries: Promise Keepers Board Members and Church Affiliation:

Readers have asked us the names and church affiliations of the members of the Board of Directors of the Promise
Keepers. The following names were supplied to us by Promise Keepers. The church affiliations were established by
calling individual board members or secretaries to these men, or by asking one board member the church affiliation of
another board member. We believe the following is accurate: [Updated for late-1997 changes.]

Dick Blair -- Vail Bible Church, Vail, CO
Ron Blue -- head of Ronald Blue & Co., a financial advisory firm
Huron Claus -- American Indian (CHIEF--Christian Hope Indian Eskimo Fellowship)
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Jack Hayford -- Church on the Way (Four Square; Charismatic), Van Nuys, CA
Dr. Howard Hendricks -- Northwest Bible Church, Dallas, TX
E. Peb Jackson -- First Presbyterian (PCUSA), Colorado Springs, CO
Bill McCartney -- Vineyard Christian Fellowship (Charismatic), Longmont, CO
Dr. Jesse Miranda -- Faith Tabernacle (Charismatic), El Monte, CA
George Morrison -- Faith Bible Chapel (Charismatic), Arvada, CO
Dr. Gary Oliver -- Mission Hills Baptist (Baptist General Conference), Denver, CO
A. L. Overton -- Greenwood Community Church (Evangelical Presby.), Greenwood Village, CO
Hank Peters -- Cherry Hills Community Church (Evangelical Presby.), Cherry Hills Village, CO
Bishop Phil Porter -- All Nations Pentecostal Church of God in Christ, Denver, CO (Board chm.)
David Roadcup -- Grace Fellowship, Louiseville, CO (Board v.chm.)
James Ryle -- Vineyard Christian Fellowship (Charismatic), Longmont, CO
Alonzo E. Short, Jr. -- (Affiliation unknown at this time)
Michael T. Timmis* -- Roman Catholic Attorney and Businessman, Detroit, Michigan

[Note: PK has recently made a significant effort to dissuade observers of its Vineyard connections. James Ryle
changed the name of his church to "Vinelife Community Church." At an 8/98 Oregon PK rally, Randy Phillips was
identified as a member of Faith Bible Chapel in Denver. Nevertheless, since the Vineyard stigma remains, we have not
changed the names of the McCartney-Ryle church affiliations.]  [Back to Text]

*4/97 & 8/99 Updates: The 1997 Summer Conference brochure for the Roman Catholic Franciscan University of
Steubenville said: "And you won't want to miss Mike Timmis, a highly respected Catholic attorney and businessman,
an inspiring evangelist, and a member of Promise Keeper's Board of Directors." In addition, in July 1998, Timmis
was named chairman of Prison Fellowship, succeeding Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson.

*7/97 Update: PK has now changed their Statement of Faith so as to not exclude Catholics! Section five of the
Promise Keepers credo previously read: "We believe that man was created in the image of God, but because of sin,
was alienated from God. That alienation can be removed only by accepting, through faith alone, God's gift of
salvation, which was made possible by Christ's death." Concerned about PK's exclusionary statement in light of PK's
courting of Catholics, several Catholic theologians reviewed the statement and presented their objections to Glen
Wagner, PK's V.P. of National Ministries. As a result, PK revised section five to read "Only through faith, trusting in
Christ alone for salvation, which was made possible by His death and resurrection, can that alienation be removed."
This change suits the Roman Catholic Church just fine. Its definition of grace includes sacraments. "Grace," by
Rome's definition, means Christ, by His death, has provided salvation to be distributed by the Catholic Church to those
sinners who adhere to its sacraments. The New Catholic Catechism states: "The Church affirms that for believers the
sacraments of the New Covenant are necessary for salvation" (1129). Paul Edwards, Promise Keepers' vice president
for advancement, explained that the statement of faith is a 'dynamic' document, and that Promise Keepers is open to
change. (Mike Aquilina, Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11). [In the same article, McCartney was quoted as
saying that full Catholic participation in PK was his intention from the start.]

Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper Update: A revised edition of this book (now in paperback) was published in
early-1999. Some new material was added from new authors, as well as changes in wording in a few places, most
notably being the revision of Jack Hayford's infamous statement that: "Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table.
Whether your tradition celebrates it as Communion, Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this
centerpiece of Christian worship"; the naming all of these has been removed, and, instead, says merely, "whatever your
tradition ..." The Tony Evans' chapter was also gone from the revised book (he previously received a lot of heat for his
comments on the roles of men and women in marriage), and the Randy Phillips introduction was also gone in
exchange for a similar one (plenty of stories) from Bill McCartney. Also a significant change was the suggested
reading material at the back of the book -- gone was The Masculine Journey. It is clear that PK is trying to take out of
the book things that were particularly controversial.
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The Promise Keepers Movement is Dangerous -- Watch
Out For It!
By M. H. Reynolds, Editor, Foundation magazine

Foundation, Vol. XVI, Issue 1

Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, CA 93412

A new men's movement called Promise Keepers is sweeping our nation like a wildfire. Is it of God, or man? Will it
solve the problems of those who have embraced its principles and teachings, or will it compound those problems? Can
a Biblical answer be given to those important questions now, or is it best to withhold judgment until a later time?
Obviously, some very conflicting views already exist as to the basis, programs, benefits and goals of the Promise
Keepers movement. This report is based upon the actual words of its leaders made in public meetings, contained in
press releases, or printed in books, magazines and articles which have either been published or endorsed by leaders of
the Promise Keepers movement. It is obvious that this movement is superbly organized and has tremendous financial
resources at its disposal. The way it has caught on since its formation in 1990, and its ambitious plans for expansion in
the future, require our immediate response and warning.

Most pastors and other individuals have so far heard only good reports about it. Even though some have questions and
a feeling of uneasiness concerning it, they have had little or no opportunity to examine it carefully. While it is true that
most if not all of the major evangelical and charismatic leaders are praising, supporting and participating in Promise
Keepers, that, in itself is no guarantee that its principles, practices and goals are in accord with the Scriptures. Having
personally read every word of the book, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, as well as all the latest press releases
and many of their other articles, we have come to the inescapable conclusion that this movement represents another
massive effort of Satan to mix truth and error in some very deceptive ways.

Therefore, we do not hesitate to give the strongest possible warning now concerning the dangers of the Promise
Keepers movement. Our reasons will be clearly stated and properly documented from original sources so that God's
people may be able to see for themselves how this new movement is mixing truth and error. If for no other reason, the
Promise Keepers movement is dangerous because it promotes an unscriptural agenda of forging a religious unity which
is absolutely forbidden in God's Word (2 Cor. 6:14-7:1; Eph. 5:11). Its founder and several of its leaders are part of the
charismatic movement which is a major catalyst in the effort to bring about fellowship and eventual union with the
Roman Catholic Church; whereas, in truth, the Roman Catholic Church is a false church, preaches a false gospel and
is not a part of the body of Christ.

Throughout the centuries, the Roman Catholic Church has been an enemy of all true believers and the blood of
hundreds of thousands of martyrs is upon its hands. However, for the past few decades, the Roman Catholic Church
has changed its outward appearance and approaches. It has a new face of tolerance and a kindlier public image but the
damnable heresies it proclaims remain as dangerous as ever. Furthermore, those who are only familiar with Roman
Catholicism, as practiced in this country, would not believe the raw heathenism which is part of their worship in
countries where they have been in control for centuries.

It should be of great concern to every believer to know that the Promise Keepers movement is taught and led by men
who blindly praise the Pope and are giving Roman Catholicism an undeserved and unwarranted vote of confidence and
even appreciation instead of sounding the warnings God's Word commands.

The Promise Keepers movement and its leaders totally reject the many plain commands of Scripture to separate from
and warn about false teachers, disobedient brethren and the world. 2 Corinthians 6:14-18; 2 Thessalonians 3:6,14,15; 1
John 2:15-17. As a result, those whom they seek to "disciple" are deprived of the warnings God's Word says are
necessary to preserve the purity of the Gospel and the purity of the church. Instead of obeying the command of God's
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Word to "preach no other doctrine" (1 Tim. 1:3); and by refusing to heed the warning God gives in Galatians 1:6-10
concerning all who preach "any other Gospel," they have become "blind leaders of the blind" about which Jesus Christ
warned (Matt. 15:10-14). Since the inevitable result of such spiritual blindness is that "both shall fall into the ditch,"
the strongest warning must be given.

Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper is the title of a book published in 1994 by "Focus on the Family," Colorado
Springs, CO., and distributed in the USA and Canada by "Word Books," Dallas, TX. It is key to the understanding of
what Promise Keepers is trying to do. Contributing authors are: Bill Bright, Edwin Cole, Dr. James Dobson, Tony
Evans, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Randy Phillips, Gary Smalley, Jack Hayford, Wellington Boone, Howard
Hendricks, E. Glenn Wagner, Gary Oliver, Dale Schlafer, H. B. London, Jr., Philip Porter, and Gordon England. This
210-page book was edited by Al Janssen and Larry K. Weeden.

"Seven solid promises that will change a man's life forever" -- This bold claim, printed on the back jacket of this book,
only serves to heighten the need for an immediate, Scriptural analysis of the Promise Keepers movement; for, indeed,
these seven promises are not solidly based upon the sure foundation of God's Word alone, but upon a mixture of God's
Word with the suppositions of men.

What Are The Seven Promises?

Promise one -- a man and his God: A Promise Keeper is committed to honoring Jesus Christ through
worship, prayer, and obedience to God's Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Promise two -- a man and his mentors: A Promise Keeper is committed to pursuing vital relationships
with a few other men, understanding that he needs brothers to help him keep his promises.

Promise three -- a man and his integrity: A Promise Keeper is committed to practicing spiritual, moral,
ethical, and sexual purity.

Promise four -- a man and his family: A Promise Keeper is committed to building strong marriages and
families through love, protection, and Biblical values.

Promise five -- a man and his church: A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the mission of the
church by honoring and praying for his pastor, and by actively giving of his time and resources.

Promise six -- a man and his brothers: A Promise Keeper is committed to reaching beyond any racial and
denominational barriers to demonstrate the power of Biblical unity.

Promise seven -- a man and his world: A Promise Keeper is committed to influencing his world, being
obedient to the Great Commandment (see Mark 12:30,31) and the Great Commission (see Matthew 28:19,
20).

At first glance, it is not difficult to understand why most Christians might feel that the Promise Keepers movement is
greatly needed and should be encouraged and supported. Without question there is a great need today for Godly men
who will assume their responsibilities in the home, in the church and in the world. However, a careful examination of
the programs and goals as set forth by its leaders in public and in print, and by comparing these with the Scriptures, it
becomes clear that discerning believers must raise serious questions now concerning this rapidly growing men's
movement.

The emphasis upon self-effort within the Promise Keepers program supplants absolute dependence upon the Lord
Jesus Christ. Only God can unfailingly keep a promise. Therefore those in the movement will face disillusionment and
disappointment because of their failure to look to God and His promises alone.

Before giving an analysis of the Promise Keepers movement in the light of the Scriptures, we trust it will be helpful to
mention several basic issues which should not be disregarded nor treated lightly.
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Dangers of the Promise Keepers:

Advocacy of an unscriptural religious unity at the expense of sound doctrine and practice.
Acceptance and promotion of unscriptural Charismatic teachings.
Approval and use of psychological approaches and techniques.
Use and promotion of corrupted modern versions of the Bible.
Twisting, misapplying, and misinterpreting key Scriptures.
A program stressing the importance of evangelism while ignoring the need of a pure gospel.
A subtle and very harmful influence upon local churches which have heretofore resisted unscriptural programs
and fellowships.

Are the promises demanded of the Promise Keepers Scriptural? A careful review of their Seven Promises clearly
reveals that a mixture of truth and error is involved. For instance:

Promise One -- A man and his God: A Promise Keeper is committed to honoring Jesus Christ through worship,
prayer, and obedience to God's Word in the power of the Holy Spirit.

(Analysis): Technically, and if these words are understood in their scriptural and historical meaning, any true believer
-- man or woman -- would gladly support such a statement. However, we live in days when wonderful words like these
are being abused and misused.

For example, in the first chapter of the book, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, Charismatic leader Dr. Jack
Hayford sets forth some precious truths concerning the different aspects of worship as set forth in the Scriptures.
However, when he writes about "Redeeming Worship" on page 19, he teaches serious error. Hayford writes:
"Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table. Whether your tradition celebrates it as Communion, Eucharist, the
Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this centerpiece of Christian worship."

Is there any difference between the Eucharist and the Mass (celebrated by Roman Catholics and Orthodox), and the
Lord's Table, Lord's Supper and Communion observed by true believers? Of course there is! Historically the mass has
been recognized by Bible believers as blatant blasphemy. Yet, today, Hayford, like other Charismatic leaders, is
teaching Promise Keepers and others that this false view of Christian worship is approved by God and proper for all
Christians to accept. Promise One has the right words but the wrong application. Many other examples could be cited
of errors concerning prayer and the ministry of the Holy Spirit which are believed and taught by Charismatic leaders.
We have to ask, "How could anyone possibly promise to obey God's Word and in the same breath disobey that Word?
" It is this inconsistency and incongruity that makes Promise Keepers a deceptive movement.

Promise Two -- A man and his mentors: A Promise Keeper is committed to pursuing vital relationships with a few
other men, understanding that he needs brothers to help him keep his promises.

(Analysis): How very dangerous is this false premise which is based upon psychological theories rather than on
Biblical principles. Of course Godly men can be of help to others and be helped by others. But to encourage the false
notion that a godly man cannot make it on his own in these tumultuous times without depending upon other Promise
Keepers to help keep him "on the right track" is another trick of Satan to belittle the power of God and negate His "...
great and precious promises" (2 Pet. 1:3, 4).

God's Word repeatedly warns about the danger of putting trust in men. Isaiah 2:22, "Cease ye from man, whose breath
is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be accounted of?" Jeremiah 17:5, "Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the man that
trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord." By contrast, note Jeremiah 17:7,
"Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is." God's Word clearly commands us to "...
have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). God specifically warns in 1 Corinthians 10:12, "Wherefore let him that
thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." Those who disregard God's warnings are surely headed for a fall.

Promise Three -- A man and his integrity: A Promise Keeper is committed to practicing spiritual, moral, ethical, and
sexual purity.
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(Analysis): Once again, here is a statement that all Christians should desire to see fulfilled in their lives, not just the
men but women also. But if the men have to depend on their brothers to attain these goals, what about the women?
Will a women's Promise Keepers movement also become a necessity and be established as the newest women's
movement on the scene?

In fact, however, the spiritual, moral, ethical and sexual purity needed by every believer is not to be found in making
boastful promises nor in dependence upon other believers but can only be obtained by heeding the Word of God which
says, "Whereby are given unto us [all of us!] exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye might be
partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Peter 1:4). It is the
promises of God that are all-important and they assure divine power to accomplish His purpose of godliness in an
ungodly day, not the promises of even the finest, most sincere men who attempt to formulate what they believe is
needed to change men and then the world.

Promise Four -- A man and his family: A Promise Keeper is committed to building strong marriages and families
through love, protection, and Biblical values.

(Analysis): Here is another promise which is certainly desirable as stated. However, the question which must be asked
and answered concerns just what are these "Biblical values?" A careful study of Promise Keepers literature reveals that
their programs are based upon some Biblical values given by God, but are also mixed with some very dangerous
psychological principles and practices which rest upon the theories of men. This unsound material will continue to
flow into churches long after the initial excitement of the program wanes.

Promise Five -- A man and his church: A Promise Keeper is committed to supporting the mission of the church by
honoring and praying for his pastor, and by actively giving of his time and resources.

(Analysis): Whether such a promise is scriptural or unscriptural depends entirely upon which church is involved. Is it a
church which proclaims a false gospel (such as the Roman Catholic, Orthodox and liberal Protestant churches)? Is it a
church which is disobedient to God's Word by its fellowship with false teachers and those who "love the world"? (1
John 2:15-17). If so, to "support the mission of such a church, honoring and praying for its pastor, and actively giving
of his time and resources" is helping to build the one-world harlot church of the antichrist. Promise Keepers ignore the
plain commands of God's Word concerning separation from those who teach error, and fail to "reprove" such (Eph.
5:11). As a result, the men in the Promise Keepers movement are totally unprepared to stand against all the "wiles of
the devil" (Eph. 6:11).

Promise Six -- A man and his brothers: A Promise Keeper is committed to reaching beyond any racial and
denominational barriers to demonstrate the power of Biblical unity.

(Analysis): This required promise once again mixes truth and error and provides another example of how the word
"Biblical" is misused. While reaching beyond racial barriers is Scriptural, reaching beyond denominational barriers as
Promise Keepers are doing amounts to open defiance of God's plain commands. It is not "Biblical unity" which
Promise Keepers think they are demonstrating, but an unbiblical unity which will bring God's eventual judgment. 2
Peter 2:1-3.

Should anyone doubt the fact that the Promise Keepers movement seeks an unbiblical unity, just read the words of its
founder, Coach Bill McCartney, as found on pages 160, 161 of Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper: "Now, I don't
mean to suggest that all cultural differences and denominational distinctives are going to disappear. But what I know is
that Almighty God wants to bring Christian men together regardless of their ethnic origin, denominational background,
or style of worship. There's only one criterion for this kind of unity: to love Jesus and be born of the Spirit of God.
Can we look one another in the eye -- black, white, red, brown, yellow, Baptist, Presbyterian, Assemblies of God,
Catholic [emphasis ours], and so on -- and get together on this common ground: 'We believe in salvation through
Christ alone, and we have made Him the Lord of our lives'? Is that not the central, unifying reality of our existence?
And if it is, can we not focus on that and call each other brothers instead of always emphasizing our differences? Men,
we have to get together on this!"
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In this statement, McCartney's contradictory words should be noted concerning the necessity of believing in salvation
through Christ alone -- and then including Roman Catholics as "brothers" in spite of the fact that they do not believe in
salvation through Christ alone, adding sacraments and good works as requirements for salvation.

Promise Seven -- A man and his world: A Promise Keeper is committed to influencing his world, being obedient to
the Great Commandment (see Mark 12:30, 31) and the Great Commission (see Matthew 28:19, 20).

(Analysis): The Great Commandment referred to in Mark 12:30, 31 records the words of Jesus Christ in which love to
God and love to one's neighbor are commanded. However, Promise Keepers presents a faulty understanding of
genuine Christian love in which reconciliation with a disobedient brother is insisted upon, whereas, in truth, separation
from disobedient brethren is commanded by God (2 Thess. 3:6, 14, 15). In these days of increasing compromise, Satan
has succeeded in blinding the eyes of many believers to the fact that separation from disobedient brethren is not only
for the preservation of a pure church, but is also for the disobedient brother's spiritual welfare. Promise Keepers'
mistaken premise that genuine Christian love necessitates fellowship with, rather than separation from disobedient
brethren, will do untold harm to all concerned.

The Great Commission referred to in Matthew 28:19, 20 involves not only the preaching of the Gospel, but also
teaching those who believe "... to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." Giving the impression that it
does not matter what church is attended or what doctrinal creed is embraced by any true believer is foolish -- it does
matter to God and a warning against error must be given. The apostle Paul, one of the greatest evangelists, pastors,
missionaries, and teachers of all time, writing by inspiration of the Holy Spirit in Acts 20:17-32, reminded the
Ephesian elders that he had not shunned to declare "all the counsel of God" (v. 27), warning "every one night and day
with tears" for three years (v. 3l). What were these warnings about? The grievous wolves (false teachers) who would
enter in, "not sparing the flock" (v. 29), and those from within the church who would arise, "speaking perverse things,
to draw away disciples after them" (v. 30). Separation from, not reconciliation with such false teachers, is God's way
of preserving the purity and power of the church.

Much of the strong appeal of the movement is based upon humanistic psychological principles and techniques. Many
of its leaders, however, have become very proficient in using such dangerous theories even while claiming to repudiate
humanistic psychology. In another of Satan's "dangerous mixture" deceptions, the term "Christian Psychologist" has
mesmerized its proponents into believing that it is possible to take the "good things" from humanistic psychology and
combine these with Biblical teachings. The result supposedly provides answers to problems Christians are experiencing
which can be found in no other way. As a result, Dr. James Dobson, who is one of the Promise Keepers leaders, and
other well-known "Christian Psychologists" such as Gary Smalley, John Trent, and Robert Hicks are leading many
astray.

We fully concur with the statement of Martin and Deidre Bobgan on page 29 of their 41-page booklet, "Promise
Keepers & PsychoHeresy." We quote: "If men are to come together as men, they would do well to follow what the
Bible says rather than Freudian fables, Jungian myths, and other self-serving, man-made psychologies. And they
would do well to gather together in the place where they are meant to grow -- in the local church -- not in huge rallies
with "mob psychology" or in groups using encounter group techniques and undermining important doctrinal
distinctives." For a comprehensive and Biblical analysis of the highly-questionable book, The Masculine Journey --
Understanding The Six Stages of Manhood, which has been given massive distribution to Promise Keepers, write to
PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93112. A second book, AGAINST
Biblical Counseling: FOR the BIBLE (200 pages) will also be very helpful to all those who want the facts concerning
the dangers of "Christian" Psychology.

Our own publication, "The House That Freud Built," will provide valuable information concerning the dangers of
"sensitivity training" and "small group" psychological techniques as devised for those who claim to be evangelical
believers. This 40-page booklet gives the history of how "sensitivity training" was introduced into evangelical
churches. Originally printed in the September/October 1994 issue of Foundation, this reprint will be an eye opener to
all who want to know the truth.

What does Promise Keepers say about its history and future plans? The following information is quoted in full from
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the Fact Sheet which was part of the official press packet prepared in January 1995:

How we started: On March 20, 1990 University of Colorado Head Football Coach Bill McCartney and his friend Dave
Wardell, PhD were on a three-hour car ride to a Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting in Pueblo, CO, when the
idea of filling a stadium with Christian men first came up. Later in 1990, seventy-two men began to pray and fast
about the concept of thousands of men coming together for the purpose of Christian discipleship.

Yearly attendance figures as given in this Fact Sheet testify to its small beginning and rapid growth.

1991 -- 4,200 men met at the Univ. of Colorado Events Center; 1992 -- 22,000 men met at CU's Folsom Stadium; 1993
-- 50,000 filled Folsom Stadium to capacity; 1994 -- Seven sites nationwide totaling 278,600 men. 1995 Plans:
Promise Keepers has scheduled 13 conferences across the United States from April through October 1995. Sites
include Pontiac, MI; Los Angeles, CA; Boise, ID; Washington D. C.; Houston, TX; Denver, CO; Indianapolis, IN;
Atlanta, GA; Seattle, WA; Minneapolis, MN; St. Petersburg. FL; Oakland, CA.; and Irving, TX. Total attendance for
these 13 conferences is projected to be between 500,000 and 600,000. [BDM Editor's Note -- 10/96: 1995's stadium
rallies attracted 727,000 men. PK scheduled 22 rallies in 1996, with an expected attendance of 1.5 million. They plan
50 conferences in 50 states by the year 2000.]

Why "For men only": The conferences are designed for specific men's issues in the context of an all-male setting. We
have discovered that men are more apt to hear and receive the full instruction of the sessions when they are not
inhibited by concern for a woman's responses. One of the primary goals of the conference is to deepen the commitment
of men to respect and honor women.

(Analysis): Yes, Promise Keepers is a rapidly growing movement. In addition to the plans for 1995, we understand
that tentative plans for 1996 include bringing together 75,000 clergy for a Conference as well as a huge rally in
Washington, D.C. with the goal of one million men in attendance. In Promise Keepers literature, repeated references
are made to the supposition, "There is strength in numbers." But where is such a false idea supported in Scripture?
God usually had to reduce the numerics of Israel's armies so they would not become proud and take glory unto
themselves for victories won -- glory which belonged to God. Read the record of Gideon in Judges 7:1-22 as a prime
example. Of course, in our day, the great majority of professing Christians are willing to compromise Biblical
principles, mistakenly assuming that size is all-important to God as it is to men. That is a grievous error. Fidelity to the
Truth is of utmost importance.

Speakers at Promise Keepers "Raise the Standard" conferences include: Ron Blue, Wellington Boone, Bill Bright,
Dave Bryant, Ken Canfield, Tom Claus, Ed Cole, Chuck Colson, Rod Cooper, Daniel DeLeon, Tony Evans, Steve
Farrar, Joseph Garlington, Bill Glass, Franklin Graham, Jack Hayford, Howard Hendricks, E. V. Hill, Bill Hybels, T.
D. Jakes, Jeffrey Johnson, Billy Kim, Greg Laurie, Crawford Loritts, John Maxwell, Bill McCartney, Bob Moorhead,
Gary Oliver, Juan Carlos Ortiz, Luis Palau, John Perkins, Randy Phillips, Dennis Rainey, Raul Ries, James Ryle, Gary
Smalley, Joe Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, John Trent, E. Glenn Wagner, Stu Weber, John Wesley-White, Al Whittinghill,
Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias.

(Analysis): Without doubt these speakers are very capable teachers who are able to give forceful presentations of what
they teach. The question to be raised however, concerns whether or not they will be giving these huge crowds of men
the whole counsel of God or a modified, altered, misleading presentation of essential Scriptural truths. Since the
ministry of these teachers runs the gamut from compromising new-evangelicalism and charismatic error, to ecumenical
liberalism, it is clear that they will be introducing the Promise Keepers to unscriptural doctrines and fellowships. This
is a very serious matter.

Promise Keepers officers and major staff members are obviously very capable communicators and seasoned motivators
-- their combined talents provide an amazing base for publicity and continued support. An article by Stephen R.
McLauchlin in the January/February, 1995 issue of Religious Broadcasters magazine reports that the free 90-second
daily "Promise Keepers Men in Action" spot announcements are already being carried on approximately 400 stations.
This article encourages stations to publicize Promise Keepers by "giving coverage to the conferences, signing up to air
"Men in Action," and covering local stories that highlight grass roots experiences of the movement."
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Campus Crusade for Christ is also involved in the movement. In the "Alumni Relations" newsletter of January, 1995
the following article was included which describes the purpose of "Strategic Alliance," the title they have given to the
Promise Keepers/Campus Crusade organizational link: "Strategic Alliance -- Have you attended Promise Keepers and
want to receive further training? 'M.A.N. to Man' seminars are part of a Strategic Alliance between Campus Crusade
for Christ and Promise Keepers to help men 1) personalize issues that concern men; 2) provide basic leadership
training; and 3) give information on small-group Bible studies especially for men."

Campus Crusade has a long history of increasing compromise. It adopted at its inception the policy of totally rejecting
Biblical separation; infiltration rather than separation has always been CCC's stated strategy. As a result of adopting
this unbiblical course, CCC has increased its compromise. Liberal, Roman Catholic and Charismatic delusion are now
firmly lodged within this incredibly influential organization. Their support will give Promise Keepers a tremendous
boost.

Consider also The National Religious Broadcasters which now numbers some 800 broadcasters, representing a wide
array of diverse theological positions. The NRB is an official arm of the National Association of Evangelicals which,
since its founding in 1942, has represented a position of compromise between Biblical Fundamentalism and
Ecumenism. Fifty years ago, the NAE recognized Roman Catholicism as a false religious system, but it has now
become one of the major forces which, while admitting that there are some differences, is now advocating cooperation
with Roman Catholics as though it could now be considered a part of the body of Christ. It is obvious that such a
position is held by the majority of professing believers today, but that makes it all the more important for all who stand
for the Bible and against all compromise to warn all who will listen.

Promise Keepers is being welcomed by Roman Catholic leaders in Southern California. According to the official
publication of the Los Angeles Roman Catholic archdiocese, The Tidings, March 31, 1995 edition, Promise Keepers is
now considered a viable ministry for Catholics. The Tidings reported that at the urging of Cardinal Roger Mahony,
Christian Van Liefde, Roman Catholic priest and pastor of St. Hillary Church in Pico Rivera, "has studied the
feasibility and appropriateness of utilizing Promise Keepers at the Catholic parish level." Van Liefde, while noting "the
evangelical roots of the program," was quoted as stating that "there is no doctrinal issue which should cause concern to
the Catholic Church." Van Liefde was further quoted as saying, "Promise Keepers places a very strong emphasis on
returning to your own church congregation or parish and becoming an active layman." Van Liefde also mentioned the
fact that one of the promises of Promise Keepers is his commitment to "give generously of their time, treasure and
talent to their local church." Roman Catholic leaders are quick to observe how Promise Keepers can be used to build a
false church which preaches a false gospel.

The pressure to follow the crowd and silence the voice of scriptural reproof is growing. In closing this article,
however, we would point out that any pastor and church wanting to stand against such compromise will have to take a
stand now against the Promise Keepers teachings. Many who have already joined this group are now bent on recruiting
new members with fully as much zeal and pressure as sports-minded college alumni men seek to recruit top athletes
for sports programs.

We see this recruiting zeal of those who become involved in the movement to be one of its greatest hazards. Why?
Because there will be many faithful pastors who have in the past taken a stand against all ecumenical endeavors and
movements which would introduce doctrinal error and the devilish spirit of new-evangelicalism into their
congregations, but who now are pressured into buying into the Promise Keepers program.

How could a pastor say "No, we cannot ..." to men returning from a Promise Keepers conference who promise the
pastor they will support him, work with him, and pray for him as never before? How can he deal with these
undoubtedly well-meaning, yet misled, men within his own church who are now exerting pressure upon him to fall into
line with the program? Imagine the faithful pastor's dilemma! Up until now he could herald a warning against
Romanism, liberalism, ecumenism, charismatic delusion and the like without reservation. But now he has men within
his own flock who are introducing the people to all of the above and more under the attractive packaging -- Promise
Keepers!

Fundamental, Bible-believing pastor, you must take a stand against this or you will be taken down by it. The
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machinery is coming into place for this movement to have a continuing influence on its Promise Keepers for years to
come. Should you be forced into the program now, dear brother, you will be battling its impact for the duration.

A closing word about those who say, "Why not just emphasize the good things in Promise Keepers?" Such an
argument sounds reasonable until you consider the very serious doctrinal errors involved. When a deadly poison is
discovered in a popular medicine, no one insists on emphasizing the good ingredients; every one insists on identifying
and warning about the poison. When meat or other food is found to be contaminated, the concern is not about the
beneficial substances involved, but rather the giving of strong warnings as to the nature, source, and elimination of the
contamination. Spiritual poison and contamination (error) are even more dangerous since they affect the eternal welfare
of individuals and the reward or loss of reward for believers (1 Cor. 3:9-15; 2 Jn. 8; Rev. 3:8-11).

As far as naming names is concerned, this also is frowned upon by most believers today. Yet, the Lord Jesus Christ
(who is the very personification of love) issued some of the strongest warnings and rebukes ever given to the false
teachers of His day. Read Matthew chapter 23 and pay careful attention to the words our Saviour used concerning the
Scribes and Pharisees. Notice His instruction to "call no man father" upon earth (v. 9), and also the particular words
He used forbidding repetitious prayer (Matt. 6:7). Both of these are disobeyed by Roman Catholics. And, mark well the
warning of Jesus Christ in Matthew 7:15: "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but
inwardly they are ravening wolves." And, what about Peter, one of the three disciples who were closest to Jesus Christ
during His earthly ministry? Was Christ's rebuke of Peter before the other disciples unnecessary and unloving (Matt.
16:21-23)? And, look carefully at the experience of Peter who learned the hard way about the disaster of claiming to
be a promise keeper in his own strength (Mark 14:26-42).

Furthermore, the apostle Paul, one of the greatest Bible teachers, pastors, evangelists and missionaries of his day spent
three years warning the Ephesian elders about the wolves (false teachers) who would enter into the flock from without;
and a similar warning about those who would arise from within the church who would desire to "draw away disciples
after themselves" (please read Acts 20:17-32). Likewise both Paul and the other apostles, writing by inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, did not hesitate to mention names. Notice how often they rebuked by name those who were disobedient to
the Word of God. 1 Timothy 1:20; 2 Timothy 4:10, 14; 3 John 9. We must follow their example and obey God rather
than to trust the promises of any man.

Promise Keepers is dangerous, but please do not forget that these words of warning are an effort to "speak the truth in
love," praying always that God will help those affected to see this.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/99
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DOCTRINAL CONFUSION OF PROMISE KEEPERS RALLY

October 28, 1997 (Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277) -- The
following is part of an eye-witness report by Brian Snider (bsnider@quicklink.net) of the "Stand in the Gap" rally in
Washington, D.C. -- 'Promise Keepers' 'Stand In The Gap Rally': A Firsthand Report," Foundation magazine,
September-October 1997.

More than a million men crowded onto the National Mall Oct. 4 [1997] to hear from a diverse array of speakers who
came to call this cross-section of American churches to repentance. The throng heard from charismatic, evangelical,
black, white, Indian, Asian and Hispanic speakers. They spoke of the gospel of Jesus Christ, repentance from racism
and sexual sin, the need for stronger churches and the conversion of sinners. 

And yet, under scrutiny, we find that their words, plans and deeds are hollow and unbiblical, and are deceiving many
millions into false and dangerous beliefs and alliances. While television and newspaper cameras showed hundreds of
thousands of men sprawled on their faces in prayer, a survey of those in attendance revealed that many of those same
men lacked even a basic understanding of the simplest Bible doctrines and could give no solid testimony of their
conversion to Jesus Christ. 

How is it that a million men, many of whom do not have a clear testimony of salvation, can redeem a nation by
"standing in the gap"? And why do they need to? Hasn't Jesus Christ once and for all stood in the gap for anyone who
will come to him?

In fact, a large percentage of those surveyed became angry that someone would have the gall to question such an
obvious display of unity. Men who would never consider getting upset over lesbian ministers or the doctrines of Rome,
quickly become red-in-the-face at the idea that there is something unbiblical about the mixing of belief with unbelief,
that God might not honor their noble pilgrimage to Washington. And this in spite of the clarity of God's Word on the
subject of separating from all appearance of evil. In interviewing the men at Stand In The Gap, the writers of this
article found the words in Galatians to be true -- "Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?"
(Gal. 4:16). This is the very thing that happened. The men considered us to be the enemy there. This is what happens
when you leave the old fashioned faith. When false doctrine comes in, people begin to view those who believe right as
the enemy. People don't like the negative part of the Bible; it's not what it's for, but what it is against. Listen to what
one Promise Keeper wrote to a fellow brother that believes that the PK is of the devil:

"What is your problem, brother? Did you or did you not see what happened Saturday in DC? ... The
opposition from NOW and gay and lesbian organizations is a sign that it was a divine appointment. Why
must good Christian men like you and Phil Arms use your platform and ministry to join the opposition. I
don't understand.

"You have such a problem with Catholics attending Promise Keepers; I hope they don't attend your
church -- they might saved. That's what is happening at PK. Evangelism, you should try it. You know the
great Commission. If you have time in between bashing sessions or tearing down the body of Christ. Get
real, Get in love with Jesus.

"You guys are NUTS. To think that the only way to be saved is by being Baptist, and that Catholics are
wrong is just plain crazy. You really should attend a Promise Keeper event and allow it to change your
life. The Holy Spirit moves in strange and mysterious ways. He just might even be able to help you out of
your narrow view point."

The message that Jesus Christ of the Bible preached was a very narrow message. They (the religious leaders, much like
the PK leaders) crucified Him for the message He preached.

The concept of unity in diversity has so permeated the evangelical church[es] that seemingly no one on the Mall could
offer any reason why God should not smile at this patched together conglomeration of liberals and conservatives, holy
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rollers and liturgists, Catholics and Baptists, old scholars and new-agers.

An announcer on a local Washington radio station covering the event spoke of the beliefs of most of those present. "To
a God who sees all, this must please his heart."

While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true biblical unity,
based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. 

As the speakers preached the PK gospel of repentance from denominational division, the men on site revealed by their
beliefs and opinions just what that means in a practical sense. The following is a paraphrased summary of answers
given to a list of questions posed to a number of attendees at this meeting. As the surveys were being conducted, it
seemed apparent that the real unity being displayed by the men on the Mall was their inability to answer any of these
questions consistent with the teaching of Scripture:

1. What church do you attend? Catholics, Methodists, Baptists, charismatics, independents and others
answered the survey. One Liberty University student claimed to be a Baptist with a Catholic background,
and said that both traditions were valid.

2. Are you born again? Almost everyone, including the Catholics interviewed, responded "yes" to this
question, though several offered disclaimers by saying something along the lines of "I don't mean 'born
again' the way most people mean it."

3. Do you speak with other tongues? About a third responded that they did. 

4. What is your understanding of the Bible? Is it to be taken literally? At this point, the answers began
coming less quickly and with far more explanation needed to develop each respondent's personal view of
what the Bible has to say and how it is to be read. Answers were extremely mixed on the inerrancy of
Scripture. Most indicated that the Bible should not be taken literally on history or science.

5. What do you believe will be the final condition of the church when Jesus returns? Answers to this
question were almost evenly split between those who believe the church of Christ will be large and
powerful and those who had never considered such a question and had no thoughts to offer on it. No one
said that they believed the church would be a remnant. 

6. How important is it to you that there is little doctrinal agreement among the members of Promise
Keepers? Almost every person interviewed quickly answered that it was of no consequence to them that
there was no agreement on Bible doctrine. Most took great pride in the ability to ignore Bible doctrine for
the greater good of the cause of unity. The one pleasant surprise to this question came from the only
woman interviewed. She was a 27-year-old volunteer handing out some of the one million free Stand in
the Gap CEV New Testaments. She answered that she was very concerned that there was not much stress
on doctrine.

7. What do you believe the Bible says about the importance of doctrine? Many answered with the
question, "What do you mean by doctrine?" Others said the Bible teaches only that there are essentials that
all Christians must subscribe to and that there is great freedom beyond that. The female PK volunteer was
the only one who answered that the Bible treats the subject of doctrine seriously.

8. Do you believe there will be a revival before the return of Jesus Christ? How will in manifest
itself? "Yes. You're looking at it," was the primary response. One respondent said that there would be a
revival and deception at the same time. No one else interviewed depicted any type of apostasy to avoid.

9. Do you believe that Roman Catholics are Christians? Almost every respondent said yes, though
several added weak stipulations. "Yes, they can be," or "Yes, if they accept Jesus Christ, they are," were
the most typical answers. No respondent said flatly that Roman Catholicism is not Christianity.
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10. Do you know what the Eucharist is? Most had no understanding of the Catholic Eucharist. One
former Catholic understood completely and renounced the Eucharist as unchristian and another
evangelical understood that it represented the literal body and blood of Christ, though seemed not to object
to its use.

11. Do you believe that a Christian can pray to Mary? This question produced some of the most
surprising answers as several said that a Christian can pray to Mary but should not expect an answer. After
receiving that answer, the question was rephrased to say, "Do you think God minds when a Christian prays
to Mary?" Some of the respondents changed their opinion to limply say something along the lines of,
"Well, I suppose," but many did not.

Given space, many direct quotes could be provided that would further show the woeful lack of Biblical doctrine that
most Promise Keepers understand or subscribe to. For most reading this article, that is probably not necessary.

Nor is it necessary to give a great deal of space to the fair speeches delivered from the platform. Most of the danger in
Promise Keepers, as with all neo-evangelical organizations, lies not in what they say (though that is often bad enough),
but in what they refuse to say. 

We could cite Dr. A.R. Bernard, pastor of Christian Life Center in Brooklyn, NY, and his continued references to the
great work of reconciliation performed by Martin Luther King. Would the cause of Christ not be better served by
calling on black Christians to jettison their allegiance to a man who was no Christian in any biblical sense? Will God
not judge those who follow a man who denied the deity of Christ, who spent his last night on earth in the same
adulterous pattern he had lived the last years of his life, and who preached, not the gospel of Jesus Christ, but rather
the gospel of social reform?

We could point to Jack Hayford, Randy Phillips, Raleigh Washington, or any of the numerous speakers who urged
men to their knees in repentance, yet refused to acknowledge that there was anything to repent of in attending churches
run by false prophets, or liberals, or homosexuals or women. 

We could call on James Ryle, the pastor of the Boulder Valley Vineyard, who gave a clear presentation of the gospel,
calling on all the men present to repent, and yet failed to acknowledge his own false prophecies and repent of them.
(See Foundation magazine article on Ryle's false prophecies for more information)

While more than a million men streamed into Washington to acknowledge their sins, they went home none the wiser
for what many of those sins are, even after spending the day between prostration and group hugs. 

Anyone who has ever witnessed to a modern-day evangelical knows first hand of the overwhelming ignorance that
exists today on the subject of apostasy. Multiply that by one million and you have "Stand in the Gap." One British
newspaper described the audience in this way: "Every denomination was represented, from Roman Catholics,
Episcopalians and Baptists to 'Bikers for Christ' wearing T-shirts declaring 'Satan sucks.' There were guitar-playing
Christians calling on people to 'Jam for the Lamb,' and muscular Christians sporting logos of a Herculean Christ under
the words 'Lord's Gym.' There were also T-shirts that had the saying from a Bud-Light commercial with the words 'I
Love you Man,' but instead of having a man saying that to a friend trying to get his beer, it was Jesus saying the words
'I Love You Man'."

One of the saddest sights was to see the thousands of men wearing the shirts that said "BREAK DOWN THE
WALLS." In Nehemiah, the Lord's people were building up the walls to keep the enemy out. But at D.C., they were
telling the men to break down the walls. When the walls are broke down, the enemy can easily come in. That is
exactly what the Devil wants -- for Christians to have their spiritual walls broken down so that he can come in and
wreck their faith.

Even the Chicago Tribune took notice of the disparity of beliefs among participants: "... Joseph Stowell, president of
Chicago's Moody Bible Institute and representative of one of America's most venerable and buttoned-down
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evangelical institutions, spoke from the same podium as Charismatics and Pentecostalists who practice a wildly
different kind of worship." [Actually, Moody very well represents the doctrinal smorgasbord found at PK.]

For Promise Keepers, "wildly different" beliefs and practices do not constitute any cause for concern, unless they
produce division. Only then are they to be repented of. Fellowship with apostasy is not something to be avoided, but
something to be embraced. How different this is from the attitude of Scripture: "I have not sat with vain persons,
neither will I go in with dissemblers. I have hated the congregation of evil doers; and will not sit with the wicked"
(Psalm 26:4).

In this treacherous and deceitful age, a number of issues should be of primary concern for a group that caters to
evangelical Christians. Some of them are:

Ecumenism and the return to Rome 
Worldliness in the churches 
The replacement of the gospel with psychological counseling 
Homosexuality in the church 
The charismatic invasion of churches 
False prophets in the church 
The legitimization of liberal churches which desecrate the Word of God through unbelief and
apostasy 
The flippancy with which publishers have perverted the Word of God

Not once was any man at Stand in the Gap warned of, or given an opportunity to repent of, these grave sins before a
Holy God. The concept of standing firm on any particular doctrine or belief has been utterly abandoned by the
majority of evangelicals today. It has been replaced by a concept of God's love in which anyone who names the name
of Christ, no matter how far afield in doctrine, is welcomed into the fellowship of believers. 

Promise Keepers is just the latest tower of Babel -- a feeble attempt by all concerned to reach God on their own terms.
As the days of Babel were marked by reliance on human effort to reach God, we know from Scripture that the last
days will be characterized by the same haughty spirit of spiritual self-achievement.

"This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous,
boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, Without natural affection, truce breakers,
false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, Traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures
more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away" (1
Timothy 3:1-5). 

Never was that more evident than on the Washington Mall. 

[This article is part of an eye-witness report by Brian Snider (bsnider@quicklink.net) of the "Stand in the Gap" rally in
Washington, D.C. Brian Snider is a free-lance writer from Birmingham , Alabama; he represented FOUNDATION
Magazine at the Promise Keepers Washington D.C. rally. The FOUNDATION Magazine article contains photographs
taken by brother Snider].

Additional comments by David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor,
WA 98277

DENOMINATIONAL DIVISIONS ARE DOCTRINAL 

One of the theme songs of the ecumenical movement is "God is destroying denominational lines." This, as we have
seen, is still one of the chief goals of the Promise Keepers movement. They are breaking down the walls between
denominations. This is a gross error which ignores the reason for denominational divisions. Some divisions between
Christians are manmade and unnecessary, but many others -- most, in fact -- are doctrinal. Why, for example, is an

mailto:bsnider@quicklink.net
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Episcopal church different from an Independent Baptist church, generally speaking? Different doctrine. One teaches
baptismal regeneration; the other teaches baptism is symbolic only. One baptizes infants; the other practices believer's
baptism. One sprinkles; the other immerses. One has a priesthood; the other has pastors and deacons. One has a
hierarchical church structure; the other practices the autonomy of the New Testament assembly. One interprets
prophecy symbolically and is working to establish the kingdom of God on earth; the other interprets prophecy literally
and is looking for the imminent return of Jesus Christ. One allows its leaders and members to hold every sort of heresy
and immorality; the other practices discipline and separation. 

What is the difference between an Assemblies of God congregation and an independent Baptist church, generally
speaking? Doctrine. One believes the baptism of the Holy Spirit is something the believer must seek and that its
manifestations are tongues and other spiritual gifts; the other believes the baptism of the Holy Spirit occurred at
Pentecost and that every believer has the Holy Spirit and has no need to seek a Spirit baptism. One believes the sign
gifts are operative today; the other believes the sign gifts were given to the Apostles and ceased with the passing of the
Apostles. One believes the Holy Spirit "slays" people; the other believes "spirit slaying" is unscriptural and demonic.
One believes the gift of tongues is operative today; the other believes the gift of tongues had a temporary purpose and
that its purpose ceased in the first century. One believes salvation can be lost; the other believes salvation is eternally
secure. One believes ecumenical unity is the work of the Holy Spirit; the other believes ecumenical unity is the work of
the devil. 

Those who call for the removal of denominational divisions are ignoring these serious doctrinal differences. Any Bible
doctrine worth believing is worth fighting for. When Paul wrote to Timothy to instruct him in the work of the church,
he did not tell him to "lighten up" and to ignore doctrinal differences. He solemnly instructed him to remain absolutely
steadfast in the apostolic doctrine and not to allow ANY other doctrine to be taught.

"As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia, that thou mightest charge some
that they teach NO OTHER DOCTRINE" (1 Timothy 1:3).

"And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, THE SAME commit thou to faithful
men, who shall be able to teach others also" (2 Timothy 2:2).

Many Charismatics and other ecumenists are practicing gross hypocrisy. They teach their doctrines about the Holy
Spirit and spiritual gifts and ecumenical unity and they expect everyone to agree with them. Those who do not support
their doctrine are labeled schismatic and unloving. Why is it right for the Charismatic to teach and practice his
doctrine, but it is wrong for the non-Charismatic to teach and practice his doctrine? Why is it the non-Charismatic who
is unloving and schismatic? Why is it not the Charismatic ecumenist who is unloving and schismatic for calling upon
non-Charismatics to give up their doctrinal convictions and join hands with them?

Those who have the most to lose from the ecumenical call to dissolve denominational walls are those whose doctrine
is based upon the Word of God. A man who is convinced his doctrine is based on the Bible is a traitor to hold hands
with those who oppose his doctrine. 

In Jude 3 God's people are exhorted to "earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The faith once
delivered to the saints is that body of truth delivered to us by the Apostles under divine inspiration of the Holy Spirit
and perfectly recorded for us in the New Testament Scriptures. Tell me, what part of the New Testament faith am I to
give up for the sake of ecumenical unity? I will answer that. None; not one part.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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PROMISE KEEPERS (PK) ASSEMBLY -- "STAND IN THE GAP"

National Mall
Washington, D.C.
October 4, 1997
Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)

"At Promise Keepers, we're not concerned about a man's denominational label," said PK founder and CEO, Bill
McCartney. Dozens of denominations sent official representatives to Stand in the Gap, PK's Assembly on October 4,
1997, at the National Mall in Washington, D.C. -- including American Baptist, Assembly of God, Christian and
Missionary Alliance, Christian Reformed, Church of Christ, Episcopalian, Evangelical Free, Lutheran, Messianic
Jewish, Nazarene, Presbyterian Church USA, Roman Catholic, Southern Baptist Convention, and United Methodist.

A number of the above religious groups are a part of the National Council of Churches (NCC) or the National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE). Other denominations represented in Washington are outside the NCC and NAE,
such as the Roman Catholic Church and the Free Will Baptist Churches. While more than forty speakers addressed
this large gathering, not one could be identified as a separatist Fundamentalist.

Some of the men who were participants on the speaker's podium were Mike Timmis (a Roman Catholic who was
recently added to PK's Board of Directors), Joe Stowell (Moody Bible Institute president), Max Lucado (Oak Hills
Church of Christ, San Antonio, TX, pastor), Jack Hayford (Church on the Way, Van Nuys, CA, pastor), Joseph
Garlington (Covenant Church, Pittsburgh, PA, pastor), Tony Evans (Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship, Dallas, TX, pastor),
James Robison (TV host and charismatic Southern Baptist from Texas), and James Ryle (Bill McCartney's pastor,
Vineyard Christian Fellowship, Longmont, CO). Bill McCartney spoke for 20 minutes while the others took a shorter
amount of time.

The Public Relations organization used was the DeMoss Group, Atlanta, GA. They handled all of the media contacts
and credentialing of the more than 1,000 members of the press who had come from 10 countries. Strict procedures
regulated the press, who met in a large tent with numerous videos set up so they could see and hear what was taking
place on the large stage set up on the Mall. The one and only press conference that day was held with Bill McCartney
in the media tent before the program began. At that press conference, before inviting any questions from the press,
McCartney shared that this long-planned meeting came into existence because Randy Phillips, PK President, had a
vision as he was jogging around the National Mall. According to McCartney, this vision came from the Lord, and
Phillips saw a large gathering of men for a religious service at that place.

McCartney read the purpose statement that had been adopted for this giant assembly: " ... to gather a diverse multitude
of men in the name of Jesus Christ, to confess personal and collective sin, so that we may present to the Lord godly
men on their knees in humility, then on their feet in unity, reconciled and poised for revival and spiritual awakening."

Coach McCartney gave the members of the press a preview of his talk scheduled for later in the day. He said: "The
church of Jesus Christ has been divided and a house divided cannot stand. The reason that we see a downward spiral in
morality in the nation is because the men of God have not stood together. We ask each guy to go back to his own local
church and to make a stronger commitment inside that church." McCartney made another important statement: "We are
asking that churches, through the leadership of the pastor, connect with other churches in the community over a broad
scale. Weekly, we want them to come together -- the leaders -- to pray and share the needs of the community so that
these pastors can bring the burden back to their own men." In listing one of PK's major goals, the former coach said,
"As a matter of fact, on January 1, in the year 2000, in every state all across the United States, we are asking the
pastors and their men inside that geographical state to gather on the state capitol steps and take roll call. ... We do not
speak against other denominations, but as a matter of fact, we are all one brotherhood."

This event, which cost about $10 million, was emceed by Jack Hayford, a charismatic pastor from Van Nuys, CA. His
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skill in behavior tactics was evident. He kept the program moving along in steps that were structured around various
appeals to the men. At given times, the men were urged to bow their heads, to kneel, to fall prostrate on the ground,
and even to hug one another. The music, for the most part, was not as wild as at some of the previous rallies held in
stadiums or even at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta, GA.

As speaker after speaker issued proclamations and confessions, the men formed small groups to confess and repent for
moral failures: cheating their employers, hating their enemies, ignoring their children, and abusing their wives. They
were asked to take a family photo from their wallet, hold it and look at their loved ones, and then lie prostrate before
God and confess, "I have been an abusive man. I have sinned against you."

Max Lucado (Oak Hills Church of Christ, San Antonio, TX) led in confessing the sin of disunity in the Body of
Christ. Using the same technique that he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta, in February 1996, Lucado had
them call out all at once the various denominations with which they were identified. Of course, the result was a
confused, loud sound. Then they were asked to shout out the name of Jesus, and they willingly did so in unison. In this
manner, Lucado shows that PK is unified because they claim to love Jesus.

The PK men at this assembly were asked to pray for "the Miracle of the Millennium." This was to be done so the "sin
of sectarianism" could be confessed. It was declared that "those who think they know all the truth and that their
denomination is more faithful to God's Word than another are guilty of sin. The world has never seen a united church.
We have seen a divided small church in communities from which we have come. Today we see a united Great
Church."

An example given to this large crowd of a great and noble Christian was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Yet Dr. King
rejected foundational truths, namely the virgin birth and physical resurrection of Christ. History revealed that King was
an adulterer; but this, of course, was not shared at the PK Assembly. The pastor of the Above and Beyond Baptist
Church, Houston, TX, William J. Lindsey, said, "I believe part of the dream that Martin Luther King expressed here in
1963 is being fulfilled today."

Although for a long time PK leaders had boldly announced that no offering would be taken at the Washington
Assembly, reduced income during 1997 necessitated a different strategy. A strong appeal was made by charismatic
evangelist James Robison . He announced that it would be the greatest offering ever given in all history. The free New
Testament (Contemporary English Version) given to everyone contained two offering envelopes, one for the person
with the New Testament and the other for someone else who did not have one and thus had no offering envelope. The
men were strongly urged to write out their check or to use a credit card. Robison encouraged everyone to put down a
monthly pledge to PK -- $100, $50, $25, etc. "Give the greatest gift you have ever given. Give a love offering to
Promise Keepers," he pled.

It took so long to take the offering that no time was left to present the pre-recorded address by Billy Graham . The
press were given an advance copy of Dr. Graham's remarks. Graham said, "Coach McCartney has just challenged each
of you to return home with a renewed commitment to your local church and pastors. Return to your churches as one
who is a player, not a spectator." (As usual, and not unexpectedly, Dr. Graham failed to distinguish between solid,
Fundamental, Bible-believing churches and those who are a part of Roman Catholic, Charismatic, salvation by works,
etc., churches).

Some observations by this reporter:

1. The large crowd -- 700,000 up to more than 1 million -- was orderly. The police actually stood around
with very little to do besides directing the traffic. The only time we witnessed any strong rebuke and
warning came when a member picketing the PK men got out of line and tried to thwart the PK men from
reaching the National Mall. The policeman told this member of the National Organization for Women
(NOW) he would haul him off to jail if he tried it one more time.

2. Some have suggested that Promise Keepers is an organization approved by God because the NOW and
the gay and lesbian organizations oppose it. However, bear in mind that these same radical groups also
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oppose the U.S. National Catholic Bishops and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons). Holy Scripture is the test of truth, not the presence or proclamations of opposition groups.

3. Promise Keepers continues to "break down the walls," biblical truth being replaced with the perceived
benefit of a male-bonding experience. Promise Keepers is an ecumenical hodgepodge, for it brings
together, under one umbrella, churches and individuals with various non-Fundamentalist affiliations (e.g.,
NCC, WCC, NAE, WEF, Roman Catholic, Southern Baptist, Mormon, Oneness Pentecostal, independent
groups), as well as many compromising "Fundamentalists."

4. Bill McCartney is a Roman Catholic who has become a convert to charismaticism since visiting the
Vineyard Fellowship Group in Boulder, CO. In his autobiography, From Ashes to Glory, he calls himself
a "born-again Catholic." He adds in that book, "Making a profession of faith like I did may not be
expected and may not even be important in the Catholic Church." Can anyone who is truly born again
treat so lightly what the Lord Jesus declared to be an absolute essential? John 3:3 says, "Except a man be
born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." PK continues to seek the approval of Roman Catholic
leaders and even changed its doctrinal statement so it would not offend Roman Catholics who reject "by
faith alone." The National Conference of Catholic Bishops' Committee on Marriage and Family said,
"Catholic men are being drawn to Promise Keepers. ... PK is the proverbial wake-up-call to the Church to
encourage and offer more ministry suited to the needs of men."

One need not be surprised when a Roman Catholic Monsignor in New York leads a special mass to help
Roman Catholic men prepare for a PK Conference. Promise Keepers continues to welcome Catholic
participation in its ministries. Mike Timmis was added to PK's Board of Directors and clearly identified
himself at the PK Assembly in Washington as a Catholic. Speakers at the PK rallies include signers of the
manifesto "Evangelicals and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission of the Third Millennium." Among
those who signed this unbiblical document, which called on Evangelicals to stop winning Roman
Catholics to Christ, were Chuck Colson, Jesse Miranda, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, J.I. Packer, and a large
number of Roman Catholic leaders. Yet, PK leaders apparently consider unimportant or irrelevant -- in
comparison with PK's goal of "breaking down the walls" -- Roman Catholicism's heresy of teaching
salvation by belonging to their church. Steve Green sang "Let the Walls Come Down" at PK's Assembly
just as he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta.

5. No less than five of the 16 PK board members have ties to charismatic churches. In spite of his extra-
biblical beliefs and practices, many Evangelicals associated with PK look with favor on John Wimber
(who died a month after the PK gathering), the Vineyard Denomination, and its third wave theology. A
leading charismatic leader, Jack Deere, has said that every Christian has the capacity to receive prophecy.
He declares, "In order to fulfill God's highest purpose for our lives, we must be able to hear His voice both
in the written Word and in the Word freshly spoken from heaven." Another charismatic, Marc Dupont,
believes that when a spirit of revelation is upon a person, that person can go into a mall and discern
whether an individual is involved in homosexuality or adultery or is suffering from child abuse.

The facts reveal that PK's unbiblical base is composed of charismatics and those who defend or excuse maintaining
membership in liberal, apostate denominations. Years ago, a rancher from one of the Western states shared with me
how they killed gophers that were damaging their fields and causing injuries to their cattle and horses. "If you take a
bushel of poison and just a peck of wheat," he said, "the gophers will not eat it. However, if you take a bushel of
wheat along with a peck of poison, the gophers take the bait and the gopher population goes on the decline."

There are pastors and laymen who suggest that there is "good" in PK's goals and program. However, mixed in with the
wheat (truths) is the "poison" that gullible individuals swallow because of the bait of psychological manipulations and
mass confessions. Religious error is being propagated by "biblically illiterate" people led by Bill McCartney.

Isaiah 8:20 spells it out most forcefully: "To the law and to the testimony: If they speak not according to this Word, it
is because there is no light in them."
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THE PROMISE KEEPERS (PK) PASTORS & LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

Bank One Ballpark
Phoenix, Arizona
February 18–20, 2003
Dr. Ralph G. Colas, Fundamental News Service
American Council of Christian Churches (ACCC)

With descriptive terms, Coach Bill McCartney set the tone for the 2003 Promise Keepers Pastors and Leadership
Conference. [McCartney resigned as PK’s president in October, 2003, turning the job over to Thomas Fortson, Jr., a
Southern Baptist.] “I believe this one event in 2003 will forever change what it means to be a pastor in America. In
three short days, something supernatural will be seen in the Bank One Ballpark in Phoenix.” Later he declared, “We
have had a catalytic anointing of the Spirit that is across all boundaries.”

At the first press conference McCartney said, “We will reveal God’s planks of how to get together in everyone’s
community. The church of Jesus Christ is in real difficulty. Only 1% of all the churches are growing and 46% of all
teenagers do not believe the Bible is the Word of God—in fact 9 out of 10 young people in the Church don’t believe
the Bible is the Word of God. The truth is denominational distinctive and a big obstacle and so in Promise Keepers our
distinctive asked is simply ‘Do you love Jesus?’” Ed Barron, vice president of PK’s U.S. Ministries, put it this way, “It
does not matter if you are Baptist, Methodist or Catholic. Regardless of distinctive we come surrounded by the Biblical
truth that they love Jesus.”

While the earlier publicity had predicted 50,000 would be in attendance, only 9,000 showed up in Phoenix. The theme
was “Come Near To Me.” This was the second-ever major clergy and leaders conference. In February of 1996,
Promise Keepers held the largest clergy gathering in modern history, as 39,024 pastors, priests, and ministers met at
the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, Georgia. But in Phoenix, Steve Chavis, Director of Advance Planning for Promise
Keepers, said “We have no other clergy conference scheduled. In fact we are not getting into that again.”

It was in partnership with other ministries that this large gathering of pastors and leaders was made possible. Among
those were: Alpha, Answers in Genesis, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Campus Crusade For Christ, Focus on
the Family, Jews for Jesus, Mission America Coalition, World Vision, Seventh Day Adventists, National Association
of Evangelicals, American Bible Society and the Abba Anointing Oil Company. NavPress gave a copy of “The Bible
In Contemporary Language—THE MESSAGE” to everyone in attendance. It was prepared by Dr. Eugene Peterson,
Professor Emeritus of Spiritual Theology at Regent College, in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and
recommended by Bill McCartney, Max Lucado, and Jack Hayford.

The Clergy began on Tuesday evening, February 18, 2003 at 6 p.m. with the rock beat of the Maranatha! Promise Band
and Marcus Witt as the worship leader. For more than 30 minutes the large group clapped, cheered, raised their hands,
and swayed back and forth to the pulsating music. Dr. Jack Hayford was the moderator of the entire conference. He
introduced the speakers and led the audience in joining him in bringing their hands together to indicate praise to Jesus.
[He set the tone early by misapplying Scripture and confusing the church with Israel.] Hayford also led them several
times to reach out and embrace several sitting nearby, and to say to them, “It’s about Him and not us during these
days.” Another time they were to tell each other, “There is no God like Jehovah.”

The first keynote speaker was Dr. Max Lucado, pastor of the Oak Hills Church, San Antonio, Texas [Church of Christ
—baptismal regeneration], and the author of 12 books that have a combined 28 million copies in print. His subject
was, “Can You Imagine?” Using Isaiah 43:7, Lucado emphasized God’s great glory and God’s great preeminence. He
said, “God is not your co-pilot. You do not give Him orders. So why not declare right now, ‘I hereby resign from me
running the universe.’ There is no hope when we say it is about me and we must understand it does not matter about
your denomination—it is all about God!”

Dr. Lucado was followed by Erwin McManus, pastor of the Mosaic Church in Los Angeles and lecturer for Bethel
Seminary. McManus said, “Nothing can stop the Church of Jesus Christ but the Church of Jesus Christ! Since 99% of
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the churches in America are declining, it could be many have forsaken their calling and just have a job. How many of
you are willing to be a warrior shepherd? It could be you are longing for the good old days which were never there.”

Various Messianic Jewish leaders then led the 9,000 in song and with traditional Hebrew dance. In a climactic action
“shofars” (rams’ horns) were blown simultaneously in a call to worship. Phoenix-area Messianic Rabbi Jonathan
Bernis addressed the re-inclusion of Messianic Jews into the Christian family by saying, “We ask you not to replace
us, but to embrace us.”

The second day of the Conference, began with a half-hour, high-decibel, rousing Worship Time. Included in this part
was the request for all the participants to move around the arena and to greet one another by saying, “I love God and I
love you!”

Coach Bill McCartney used Job 33:14 for his devotional. It says, “For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man
perceiveth it not.” He urged everyone not to miss the voice of God. He underlined how one player on his football team
in Colorado inspired the entire team to a great victory over a stronger Texas team. “We have to be a team,” he said.
“Just one guy can be the fresh fire taking the lead in becoming a real team that can make differences in our world.”

Bishop Larry Jackson, senior pastor of Charlotte International Church (North Carolina) and founder of Frontliners
men’s ministry, [mis]used John 17 as his text. He asked, “Do you want the glory of God to come? We need the glory
so we can be one body with one purpose. You are placed in your city to conquer, not just to survive.” Then everyone
was asked first of all to join raised hands and to call out, “LET THE GLORY COME!” This was followed by
encouraging individuals to move around and to lay hands on those who needed help making sure they connect with
other pastors.

Jack Hayford admitted that some might feel uncomfortable in raising their hands, as is the practice in his charismatic
Four Square Church On The Way in California, but they could learn that the Bible teaches in II Timothy 2:8 that men
should pray “lifting up holy hands.”

The youth culture presentation was given by author Jim Burns. This was followed by Native American Dobie Weasel.
Using the acrostic WALK, Weasel spoke on Worship, Action, Listen, and Kinship. He also had several young Native
American pastors come forward and give gifts to the elder leaders who had been brought to the platform. Grammy-
winning musician Tom Bee (Oglala Sioux), a featured soloist, then sang several songs.

The first Hispanic speaker, Noel Castellanos, explained “What is Fiesta?” It means a party so he encouraged everyone
to stand and dance! He was followed by  Danny DeLeon who has been the host on the Spanish version of the
television 700 Club. He said there are 37 million Hispanics in the USA. Children carrying the various flags of the
countries represented by the 37 million ran around the large arena as he spoke, to the delight of the participants.

A Media Roundtable with Dr. Bruce Wilkinson, took place on February 19. Dr. Wilkinson is the author of The Prayer
of Jabez and founder of “Walk Thru the Bible,” and is now president of Global Vision Resources based in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

He has now entered into partnership with World Vision and issued appeals for the Church to be unified so they can
help in Africa. In South Africa, Wilkinson said, 8,000 people a day die of AIDS and 14,000 contract AIDS every day.
He related how a group of Christians were able to raise $6 million in one day. Since World Vision has 6,000 workers,
they are the best ones to partner with to help to stem the tide in South Africa. He acknowledged that moral purity has
not been taught or preached as it should have been by the National Pastors. [After the press conference, in private
conversation, this reporter reminded Dr. Wilkinson that he had spoken only a year before at the National Religious
Broadcasters Convention in Nashville, Tennessee. and told everyone he was selling his house in Atlanta and moving to
Hollywood. He said he was going to get involved with the directors, producers, and others to help them produce films
that included some moral values. He pled with those in attendance in Nashville at NRB to step out from where they
were seated in that plenary session and to come forward and  kneel before the Lord and join him in this great project of
cleaning up Hollywood. A number of attendees in Nashville responded to that appeal. But in Phoenix Wilkinson told
this reporter that he was unable to find a house in Hollywood and had then received the invitation to move to South
Africa and to get involved in this battle against AIDS.]

The next day,  February 20, before the 9,000 in attendance, Wilkinson and others pled for thousands of the pastors to
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go to South Africa and to find out how they could get involved with his organization and World Vision. He wished that
God would give them a Damascus Road experience and join him in this needy crusade. (The fact that World Vision is
a part of the apostate world council of churches was completely ignored!)

Along with the Native American and Hispanic presentation, there was an Asian-American presentation with seminary
president, Dr. Bruce Fong. He told how Asians face prejudice. He then asked, “Who is going to be the one guy who
goes back to each area and charges up the community for God?”

After a film regarding African-Americans, Bishop Wellington Boone, Executive vice president of Global Ministries for
Promise Keepers, spent much time talking about the slave traders and said that it took a war to end slavery. He then
proceeded to criticize President Bush for his position regarding affirmative action. Boone asked everyone to “commit
to relationships, to open doors to affirmative action; to mentor other races and to empower African-American
Ministries.”

Dr. James Merritt, former president of the Southern Baptist Convention and senior pastor of the 12,000 member First
Baptist Church, Snellville, Georgia, used Psalm 133 :1 for his text on “Unity.” [In his highly ecumenical message] he
said God wants us to ADVERTISE our unity, ADVOCATE our unity and ADVANCE our unity. He said he had
listened as each of the various race groups told of their problems. Merritt declared, “At the cross God offers a new
treaty and we are blood bought and need to move from the reservation to the resurrection. Why not turn from the
rearview mirror and look out the windshield? It is time to forgive and to forget.”

The final day, Thursday, February 20, began with their “worship time” led by Israel Houghton. Many left their seats to
go down near the stage to sing, hop, skip and dance.

Dr. Joe Stowell, Moody Bible Institute President, spoke on “The Challenging Response.” He used John 4 for his text.
He said that Jesus went through Samaria for the disciples’ sake. “Jesus Christ leaped the barriers and talked to a
woman, who was a Samaritan and immoral too. Jesus knew He had to embrace someone not like Him in order to
embrace a village. If you love Jesus, you must celebrate diversity. If someone’s choir sways, maybe yours puts folks to
sleep. I have had it with Christians who are ticked off about this generation. I’m starting to be part of the emerging
church.” [Stowell’s message focused primarily on the need for racial unity in the church, but he subtly belittled
Fundamentalists who take a stand against ecumenism and worldliness in the church.

Dr. Jack Hayford then stepped up and called Dr. Stowell back and related that he used to be one of those who as a
Pentecostal had nothing to do with Moody Bible Institute. Dr. Hayford said, “I detest that and there is a oneness
between Joe Stowell and me. The walls are broken down.”

Dr. Tony Evans, Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship, Dallas, Texas spoke on “Bringing It Together.” He also used John 4 as
his text. He said that Jesus needed to go through Samaria “because it was a spiritual need. He met the woman at a place
of common ground—Jacob’s well. He put His lips to her cup and asked for a drink of water. Do not let your culture
get in the way of your message. Denominationalism is a sin as Christian leaders are divided. Unity is oneness of
purpose. As a result Jesus even spent two days in their village.”

Bill McCartney concluded the conference as he spoke on “A Charge to Lead.” He said that pastors “are the luckiest
men on the face of the earth.” McCartney asked those present to make a public decision, to reach out internationally,
and to change the suburban and urban areas while even going global with the challenge of South Africa.

Several thousand went forward and knelt in unified prayer for the churches and communities to which they would
return.

Observations by this reporter:

1.  Since I was in attendance at the first PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta in 1996 and the PK Assembly in
Washington, DC in 1997, I was able to compare those events with this Clergy Conference in Phoenix in
2003. Promise Keepers now claims to have reached more than 5,000,000 men during the past 12 years of
conferences. Even though they have 18 events planned for 2003, the attendance and interest has been
declining drastically. This is obvious when you recall nearly 40,000 clergy were present for Atlanta in
1996 and only 9,000 at Phoenix in 2003. Also, pastors’ wives were invited to this particular conference
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(not to Atlanta) and more than 900 wives attended a breakout session held elsewhere in Phoenix with
Cynthia Heald as their speaker. The press officer acknowledged that some women, who are clergy, refused
to go to that breakout session since they wanted to be present for the activities at the Bank One Ballpark.

2.  The often-used phrase “If you love Jesus” is agreed upon by millions who never have been born again,
or remain a part of the apostate ecumenical movement. The fact is that one’s skin color, ethnic
background, or socio-economic status, should not play a part in the body of Christ. Among genuine
believers, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female:
for ye are all one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28). But PK, in their attempt to keep the appeal of their message
as broad as possible, have majored on the matter of racial discrimination and minimized other important
Biblical truths.

Any attempt to bring everyone, liberal or conservative, Protestant or Catholic, charismatic or Mormon,
under the same umbrella is ecumenism no matter what else it may be called. Efforts to reconcile at the
expense of truth ought to be immediately rejected. [While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one
mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on complete agreement with, and
submission to, God’s holy Word. The only use of the word “unity" in the New Testament is found in
Ephesians chapter four. It is a “unity of the Spirit” (v. 3), not of men. It is a “unity of faith” (v. 13) based
on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can
exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to “mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to
the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them” (Rom. 16:17). Biblical unity in Christ, the true
fellowship of brothers and sisters in Christ, can only come about by grace through faith (Eph 2:8).
Anything added, Paul tells us, is a rejection of the gospel. Jesus will deny ever knowing those who have
come to Him on any other terms but His own, even though they sincerely cry, “Lord, Lord...” (Mt
7:22,23).]

3.  The Catholic Church, along with thousands of liberal Protestant Churches, deny the doctrine of
salvation by grace plus absolutely nothing. Yet according to PK, that does not matter, and none are even
remotely encouraged to leave churches that espouse a sacramental salvation. The problem of ecumenism is
also evident in the individuals used on their platform. If you are well known and popular, you can be
highlighted at a PK activity. The speakers, for the most part, are among the best communicators available
today. With powerful delivery, they challenge their listeners and call for an immediate response to the
message. But never are they urged to follow Ephesians 5:11, “And have no fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, but rather reprove them.”

4.  The most popular use of tolerance shows up in accommodating non-biblical beliefs and practices not
biblical. How can one welcome as fellowshipping partners those who are greatly confused about the Holy
Spirit and extra-biblical revelation, with visions and dreams along with speaking in tongues and healing
crusades?

5.  No one should promote any ministry which embraces leaders who identify with the National
Association of Evangelicals, the World Evangelical Association and the National and World Councils of
Churches. Truth is always absolute and absolutes are intolerant. It is strange to see Christian leaders so
tolerant they welcome error into their ministries and then defend that action as being Christlike. Some of
the strongest, yes, even the harshest, declarations in the Word of God came from the lips of our Blessed
Saviour against religious leaders who tolerated religious error. Christ taught truth!

6.  There are those who suggest that Fundamentalism has failed while New Evangelicalism is doing the job
and the proof is seen in the results of programs like Promise Keepers along with ecumenical evangelism.
We are not the first ones who have been called upon to stand in an evil day. The position of
Fundamentalism, with all of its shortcomings, is the correct one because of the Biblical position. A great
difference between Fundamentalism and New Evangelicalism, as evident in Promise Keepers, lies in the
matter of separation.

7.  We need to make a choice between a limited message or a limited fellowship. It is either favor with
men or favor with God. May God give us the courage and rock-like conviction to stand no matter what the
cost may be. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Promise Keepers Changes Doctrinal Statement To Appease Catholics

July 18, 1997 (Adapted from: David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist News Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA
98277) -- The latest edition of Our Sunday Visitor, an influential conservative Catholic weekly publication, contains an
article entitled, "Making New Catholic Men: Promise Keepers 'gospel for guys': Is it just the thing that Catholic Men
need, or is it bound to loosen male bonds to the Church?" The article describes the efforts which have been made by
Promise Keepers leaders to make Catholics feel at home in their organization. Note the following quotes (Mike
Aquilina, Our Sunday Visitor, July 20, 1997, pp. 10,11):

(a) "While there are no hard figures, some say that 10-20 percent of those men [attending Promise Keepers
conferences] are Catholic. And, recently, Promise Keepers, a largely evangelical movement, has taken
steps to attract even more Catholic men to its events and principles of
discipleship."

(b) "At its March meeting, Promise Keepers' board of directors welcomed Mike Timmis as a new member.
A Detroit-area lawyer and businessman, Timmis is a longtime leader in the Catholic charismatic renewal."

(c) "At several rallies this year, PK has spotlighted Catholic evangelist Jim Berlucchi as a speaker."

(d) "In June, PK hosted a 'Catholic Summit' at its headquarters in Denver, sounding out Catholic
volunteers and leaders from around the country."

(e) "And EARLIER THIS YEAR, PROMISE KEEPERS AMENDED ITS STATEMENT OF FAITH,
REVISING THE LINES THAT CATHOLICS HAD FOUND OFFENSIVE.

(f) "PROMISE KEEPERS FOUNDER BILL MCCARTNEY TOLD OUR SUNDAY VISITOR
RECENTLY THAT FULL CATHOLIC PARTICIPATION WAS HIS INTENTION FROM THE START.
'Back in 1992, at our first stadium event, we very clearly stated from the podium that we eagerly
welcomed the participation of Roman Catholics, and we've had scores of Roman Catholics attend and go
back to their churches excited.' ..."

(g) "As executive director of Christian outreach at Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio, [John]
Sengenberger cites Promise Keepers as the inspiration of the men's conferences his own office has
sponsored since 1995. ... Sengenberger invited representatives from Promise Keepers to visit the
university. 'We had some frank discussions and told them we needed to see some Catholic involvement on
the leadership level.' ... When Steubenville hosted its first men's conference in 1995, Sengenberger invited
two Promise Keepers officials to attend: Dale Schlafer, who was at that time chairman of the board, and
Glenn Wagner, a vice president. 'It was their first time in a Catholic evangelistic setting,' Sengenberger
said. 'They were impressed. When they were leaving, we invited them to go through our bookstore and
take out any books they wanted. They went home with all kinds of theology books, Vatican II teachings.
... Dale took a set of the Liturgy of the Hours. The following year, he told me he'd incorporated it into his
daily prayer, so Glenn asked for one, too.'"

(h) "Both men returned to Steubenville for the 1996 men's conference, where Sengenberger took them to a
Eucharistic holy hour. 'I took them aside and explained what we were doing, how THIS ONLY MAKES
SENSE IF YOU BELIEVE IN THE REAL PRESENCE OF JESUS. That night we were down by the
stage, and I remember going down on my knees, then prostrate, down on my face-and right next to me
was Glenn Wagner, doing the same thing.'"

(i) "Yet profound differences remained between the evangelicals of Promise Keepers and Catholics who
were sympathetic. Last year, Promise Keepers published a 'statement of faith' with lines that seemed to be
crafted to exclude Catholics -- or force them to reject their Catholic faith. Section five of the Promise
Keepers credo read: 'We believe that man was created in the image of God, but because of sin, was
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alienated from God. That alienation can be removed only by accepting, through faith alone, God's gift of
salvation, which was made possible by Christ's death.'"

(j) "'Faith alone' is a key doctrine of the Protestant Reformation. Though the phrase appears nowhere in
Scripture, it was inserted by Martin Luther into his German translation of the Bible. Concerned about this
development at Promise Keepers, Sengenberger had several Catholic theologians review the statement and
present their objections to Wagner last summer."

(k) "EARLY THIS YEAR, PROMISE KEEPERS REVISED THE STATEMENT IN A WAY THAT
PASSED THEOLOGICAL MUSTER WITH THOSE CATHOLICS: 'Only through faith, trusting in Christ
alone for salvation, which was made possible by His death and resurrection, can that alienation be
removed.' Paul Edwards, Promise Keepers' vice president for advancement, explained that the statement of
faith is a 'dynamic' document, and that Promise Keepers is open to change.

COMMENTS BY FUNDAMENTAL BAPTIST INFORMATION SERVICE EDITOR -- DAVID CLOUD
(<http://wayoflife.org/>):

We see in this article more evidence that Promise Keepers leadership is playing politics with their ecumenical agenda.
When questioned by "Protestants" about Catholic participation in Promise Keepers, they claim they want Catholics to
come simply because they want them to hear the Gospel and be saved. On the other hand, when questioned by
Catholics about Catholic participation in Promise Keepers, they claim they want to receive Catholics as they are as
brothers in Christ without any desire to evangelize them away from their "church."

We see that Promise Keepers leadership is bending over backwards to increase Catholic participation in its movement
and to calm the fears of Catholic leaders about the prospect of Catholic men leaving Romanism because of their
participation at Promise Keepers events. They are not requiring that Roman Catholics reject Rome's false doctrines.
Promise Keepers leaders are not exposing Rome's blasphemous gospel and doctrines which have led multitudes to
eternal damnation. PK leaders are faced with the same dilemma as all ecumenists. If they were to preach the truth
boldly and identify false doctrine plainly, it would destroy their ecumenical agenda. The Apostles were not content
merely to preach the Gospel in a positive manner; they continually exposed false gospels and warred against doctrinal
perversion. We are to follow in their footsteps. Our commission is to earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to
the saints (Jude 3). We are to fight for the truth and AGAINST error. Promise Keepers leaders refuse to do this
[because they are part of that error].

SALVATION BY FAITH ALONE

Even the old PK statement was murky and insufficient. If they wanted to clarify the Gospel in the present ecumenical
climate, they would plainly state that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone because of the atonement of Christ
alone without works and sacraments and priest craft. The old PK statement allowed room for false gospels. The new
statement is even worse, allowing more room for false gospels such as the one preached by Rome. False gospels are
not completely new gospels; they are the true gospel with a few "minor" changes, with new definitions. Every false
gospel redefines grace to somehow include works or sacraments. This is what the Apostle Paul fought against in the
book of Galatians.

When Promise Keepers first published its brief statement of faith, it did not include the phrase "through faith alone." It
was added because of the outcry of those who protested that the absence of this phrase leaves room for false gospels
which mix grace and works, faith and sacraments. You see, false gospelers do not deny that salvation is by faith and
by grace. What they deny is that it is by grace ALONE through faith ALONE without works and sacraments of any
sort. Now we see that Promise Keepers has again modified its statement to remove "through faith alone" to please the
Catholic leaders with whom they are fellowshipping. Promise Keepers vice president, Paul Edwards, tells us that PK's
doctrinal statement is "dynamic" and "open to change." This is typical of those with an ecumenical agenda. They claim
that sound doctrine is precious to them, but in practice they are incredibly flexible and nonchalant about the most
foundational of doctrines.
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The article in Our Sunday Visitor claims that "through faith alone" is a doctrine devised by Martin Luther. This is
perfect nonsense. Salvation by grace alone through faith alone is precisely the Gospel preached by the Apostles and
given to us in the Word of God. Paul described this Gospel by revelation in Romans 3:23-4:6. It is the Gospel of
salvation by grace alone through faith alone without works of any kind. Paul also carefully described the Gospel in 1
Corinthians 15:1-4. Again, there is not one word about works or sacraments. The Gospel is salvation through faith in
the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Period. It is Christ alone, grace alone, faith alone, no works, no
sacraments. Praise the Lord!!

When the Philippian jailer asked the Apostles, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" they said, "Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house" (Acts 16:30,31). Nothing here about works or sacraments or
church or priests.

The Lord Jesus Christ taught the same thing, of course. When the crowd asked Christ, "What shall we do, that we
might work the works of God?" he replied, "This is the work of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent" (John
6:28,29). Again, nothing here about works or sacraments. John 3:16 says "whosoever believeth on him shall not perish
but have everlasting life." Faith alone. Faith in Christ, plus nothing and minus nothing.

Biblical grace means the unmerited eternal salvation of God which comes freely and directly to the believing sinner
through the atonement of Jesus Christ (Rom. 3:24 - 4:6; 11:6; Eph. 2:8-9; Titus 3:4-7). The Roman Catholic Church
has redefined grace to include sacraments. "Grace," by Rome's definition, means Christ, by His death, has provided
salvation to be distributed by the Catholic church to those sinners who adhere to its sacraments. The New Catholic
Catechism states: "The Church affirms that for believers the sacraments of the New Covenant are necessary for
salvation" (1129). THESE WORDS COULD NOT BE PLAINER.

Beware of Promise Keepers. Its leaders are either very ignorant, or they are very [deceptively] clever.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 7/97
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THE BIBLICAL VIEW OF SELF-ESTEEM*
Versus the Extreme "Wrong" & the Extreme "Right"

"Low" Self-Esteem "No" Self-Esteem "High" Self-Esteem
Self-degradation 
(false humility)

No self-concern 
(true humility)

Self-aggrandizement
(pride)

Focus: Self (self-hate) Focus: God and others Focus: Self (self-love)
Result: Fear and Hiding; 
"Low" self-image; 
Destructive -- serve self

Result: Worship God; 
Biblical view of self; 
Productive -- serve God and
others

Result: Pride; 
"Good" self-image; 
Destructive -- serve self

1 Cor. 9:19
Matt. 22:37-40

Jn. 15:13
Lev. 19:18
Deut. 6:4

* Source: The Danger of Self-Love, by Paul Brownback (MBI:1982; 1987)
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Dr. James C. Dobson
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Focus on the Family (FOTF), located in Colorado Springs, Colorado (relocated there from California in 1991), was
founded in 1977 by Dr. James C. Dobson (circa 1936), a Ph.D. in child development from the University of Southern
California. (Dobson claims the Lord told his dying father that a great ministry would be fulfilled through his son -- see
below.) Dobson also has honorary doctorates from Pepperdine University (1983), Franciscan University of
Steubenville, Ohio [a Catholic university] (1988), Seattle Pacific University (1988), Asbury Theological Seminary
(1989), Mid America Nazarene College (1992), and Liberty University (1993). Prior to 1977, Dobson served 14 years
as associate clinical professor of pediatrics at the USC School of Medicine and a concurrent 17 years on the attending
staff of Los Angeles Children's Hospital in the Divisions of Child Development and Medical Genetics. (This clinical
experience supposedly gives Dobson the "authority" to advise Christians on family matters.) Dobson has authored more
than 15 books; his largest seller, Dare to Discipline (a child-rearing manual first published in 1971 and reissued as The
New Dare to Discipline in 1994) has sold over 2 million copies.

FOTF consists of more than 74 different programs in eight languages operating in 78 countries worldwide, employing
more than 1,300 in its modern three-building Colorado Springs facility. For fiscal year 1999, FOTF had an annual
operating budget of more than $120 million. Most funds come from contributions and FOTF spends over $4 million a
year on fund raising efforts! Its 30-minute daily radio broadcast is heard on approximately 2,500 stations worldwide
that reach more than 650 million people every day; daily listening audience is estimated to be about 5 million. It is the
second most widely syndicated show in America (after Paul Harvey). FOTF also produces other radio programs that
hold the third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth spots in the syndication standings. They publish Focus on the Family
magazine, the second most widely read religious magazine in America (after Guideposts), and their videos are shown
in more schools than in churches. Additionally, Dobson has a 90-second commentary feature which is carried on over
200 of the largest secular radio stations and on more than 40 secular television stations in the United States; he claims
that more than 11 million people hear and/or see these commentaries every week. He also writes a nationally
syndicated newspaper column (titled "Dr. James Dobson Answers Your Questions"), which is published in 675
newspapers. FOTF has about 2.5 million on its ministry mailing list. FOTF receives about 5,000-8,000 pieces of mail
daily (averaging 7,000 per day), and receives between 4,000-6,000 telephone calls every working day -- totaling about
three million contacts a year.

In addition to Focus on the Family magazine, the FOTF organization produces ten more magazines (Citizen,
Clubhouse, Clubhouse Jr., Breakaway, Brio, LifeWise, Teachers in Focus, Physician, Plugged In [formerly Parental
Guidance], and Single-Parent Family, as well as award-winning books, films, and videos. Through the use of a
computer data base containing Dobson's canned views on a wide range of issues, a cadre of college-educated FOTF
employees respond to all of the more than 250,000 calls and letters received each month. The so-called tougher
inquiries (about 150 each day) are handled internally by one of FOTF's more than a dozen trained "professional" [i.e.,
psychological] counselors, or are referred to a network of 1,200 psychological therapists around the country. Dobson
says his methods attempt to "'turn hearts toward home' by reasonable, biblical, and empirical [psychological] insights
so that people will be able to discover the founder of homes and the creator of families-Jesus Christ" (8/93, FOTF
magazine). [FOTF's Colorado Springs campus hosts more than 100,000 visitors each year. One of them described the
FOTF operation as resembling "a cross between a crisis hotline center and Santa's workshop ..." ("Millions of Families
Served, But What Is FOF's Focus?," 1/29/96, Christian News, p. 16 (Jennifer Mears:API story).]

FOTF is heavily engaged in public policy, and Dobson himself is very politically active. FOTF has 35 affiliated
political groups in 35 states under the direction of extremely strong grass roots lobbies. About 4% of FOTF's annual
budget is devoted to public policy projects, voter education, and lobbying (i.e., over $4 million!). Dobson himself has
served in a variety of consulting capacities to the Carter, Reagan, and Bush administrations, and was nominated by
(then) Senate majority leader Bob Dole to the Presidential Commission on Child and Family Welfare in the Clinton
administration; he received the loving attention of virtually all of the 1996 Republican presidential candidates, although
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he has been virtually ignored by George W. Bush's 2000 Campaign.)

-  In the second chapter of Dobson’s book, Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives, Dobson discusses the source of
much of his ministry. It does not come from the Scriptures, but from the Lord's direct revelation to Dobson. The Lord
first spoke to Dobson's father informing him of a joint project between he and his son. … years later, as Dobson was
rushing to his dying father's hospital bed, the Lord spoke to him. Although the voice was not audible, somehow the
Lord said, "You are going to write a book for husbands and fathers, based on the life of your dad. The inspiration will
be derived from his values, his dedications, his walk with Me. This is the joint venture of which I spoke two years
ago" Later Dobson asked the Lord for more specifics. He said to the Lord, "Why should I depend on my own puny
insight and wisdom, when I can tap the resources of the Creator of families. Give me the concepts that you want me to
communicate." It is obvious at that point that Dr. Dobson did not believe that the Scriptures were sufficient to
communicate God's will concerning families. Something more was needed, and that something was a direct word from
the Lord to Dobson. … Here were God's instructions: "If America is going to survive the incredible stresses and
dangers it now faces, it will be because husbands and fathers again place their families at the highest level of their
system of priorities, reserving a portion of their time and energy for leadership within their home!" The emphasis of
Dobson's ministry since that time has been based upon this extrabiblical revelation, not upon the Word of God. Did
Dobson hear from God or not? If he did, then that revelation should carry divine authority. If he did not, then he has
added to the Scriptures, something John warns us not to do (Rev. 22:18,19).

-  One former employee of Focus on the Family has coined the term "Dobsonology":

"Dobsonology is a mixture of psychology, humanism, New Age, political activism and ecumenism packed
in a silver box of morality; it is tied with a golden ribbon of assorted Scriptures -- not necessarily in
context. It is being sold to the Christian Community in lieu of Biblical authority through sound doctrine by
James Dobson and his Focus On The Family Organization."

The following quote from The Christian Counselor's Manual by Dr. Jay E. Adams (pp. 82-83), best describes
Dobson's child-rearing "system":

"... Dobson ... recommends strictly behavioristic methods for child raising in the name of Christianity ...
His near total capitulation to behaviorism is couched in Christian terms but really introduces an equally
godless system into the Christian home while purporting to be a Christian reaction to permissiveness ...
Reward and punishment are prominent (particularly the former), and the need for structure is emphasized.
But Dobson's approach is cold and godless. It centers upon manipulation but says nothing of biblical
confrontation. Conspicuously absent in such child discipline is the use of the Scriptures, conversion,
repentance, the work of the Holy Spirit, and sanctification. ... Biblical persuasion, conviction, and personal
commitment are ignored." (Emphasis added.)

-  In Dobson's book, Dare to Discipline, "he places a needed emphasis on discipline by structure," but he draws from a
Skinnerian ideology; i.e., "according to Dobson, a child is to be 'trained' as one would [evidently] train his dog ...The
presupposition (not stated, but underlying the book) is that man is but another animal," thereby leaving "no place for
the work of the Holy Spirit in conversion or sanctification." Change is, thereby, assumed to "take place strictly on the
horizontal level." (Excerpted from The Big Umbrella by Jay Adams, pp. 130-131.) In 1994, Focus on the Family
published The New Dare to Discipline. In the Q&A section of the book, one of the questions was "Should teenage
children be spanked for disobedience or rudeness?" Dr. James Dobson, the self-proclaimed child-rearing expert,
answered thusly:

"No. Teens desperately want to be thought of as adults and they deeply resent being treated as children.
Spanking is the ultimate insult at that age and they are justified in hating it. Besides, it doesn't work."

On what authority should teens not be spanked? -- Dr. Dobson's? And do we govern our lives by what teens "want" or
by what the Bible teaches? If teens resent being treated like children, then they shouldn't act like children. And if
spanking is the ultimate insult for a teenager, then this is evidence it must work very effectively in deterring the
rebellious actions that bring the rod. And finally, by saying "it doesn't work," Dobson is calling God a liar (cf. Prov.
22:15 -- Folly is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of discipline will drive it far from him.)! God says
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spanking does work (and He doesn't even give an age limit -- cf. Prov. 19:18 -- Discipline your son, while there is
hope; do not be a willing party to his death).

-  In Dobson's 1993 book, When God Doesn't Make Sense, Dobson makes the blasphemous suggestion that we should
forgive God: (And so do R.C. Sproul and J.I. Packer, both of whom endorsed the book.)

"There is only one cure for the cancer of bitterness, that is to forgive the perceived offender. Once and for
all, with God's help, as strange as it seems, I am suggesting that some of us need to forgive God for those
heartaches that are charged to His account. You've carried resentment against Him for years. Now it's time
to let go of it. [Dobson now tries to escape the blasphemy he's just uttered, but he is unsuccessful.] Please
don't misunderstand me at this point. God is in the business of forgiving us, and it almost sounds
blasphemous [it is!] to suggest that the relationship could be reversed. He has done no wrong and does not
need our approbation. But the source of bitterness must be admitted before it can be cleared. There is no
better way to get rid of it than to absolve the Lord of whatever we have harbored. ... It is the only way you
will ever be entirely free. ...

"Corrie ten Boom forgave an SS guard who shared responsibility for the deaths of her family members.
[False analogy.] Surely we can forgive the King of the Universe Who sent His only Son to die as an
atonement for our sin." (Emphasis added.)

The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One Who can do no wrong and is perfect in every way, and
that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a blasphemous affront to His holy, righteous
character! [See the March-April 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, "Dobson's Blasphemies?," pp. 4-5, for a more
thorough analysis of Dobson's book.] If a man has resentment against God for something, he should repent. How can
man, who is sinful, ever "absolve" God of something when God is not guilty of anything? How can man clear God of
something when God has done nothing of which he needs clearing? How can man acquit God of something when God
is not on trial? Dobson says that he knows this idea of a man forgiving God "almost sounds blasphemous." -- it does
not almost sound blasphemous; it is UTTERLY BLASPHEMOUS! It is BLATANTLY BLASPHEMOUS!
[Amazingly, When God Doesn't Make Sense won two Evangelical Christian Publishing Association awards: the Gold
Medallion award in the Christian Living category and "Christian Book of the Year" award.]

-  Often cited are Dobson's "good works" in opposing abortion, pornography, etc., and in supporting various moral
causes, particularly family causes, as evidence of his spiritual "fruit" and, thereby, his Biblical Christianity. However,
his moralism is steeped in ecumenism, in most cases being totally devoid of God and basic Biblical principles. This
"end justifies the means" strategy, however, is not Biblical -- joining the ungodly in promoting moralism (a system
which is in actuality no better than humanism) is not what the Bible calls Christians to do. It is not our job to transform
society, nor to attempt to "Christianize" its institutions, nor to pressure the ungodly to live like saints, but instead to
call out of the world those who will respond to the gospel, that they might live wholly for God. 

Witness FOTF's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad in USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity," in which
Dobson opined: 'Let's clean up the world's behavior,' without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! The ad
promotes pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and which, therefore, has neither the resources nor
the power to abstain. Dobson appears to be so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that he tends to forget that
the soul must be placed before the body; i.e., he has ended up promoting a social, psychological, middle-class
American moralistic gospel that cannot save! -- it can't save the home, the family, or the nation, but can certainly stand
in the way of the true Gospel. [See also the report analyzing Focus on the Family's 1994 Video, "Sex, Lies & The
Truth," another worldly, "moralistic" production that ignores the sin issue, and, moreover, is soft-core "pornographic"
in its own right! See also the 10/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, wherein rock music star CeCe Winas is
featured in an advertisement with a very low neckline and a bare stomach. Apparently for Dobson, only hard-core
pornography is wrong.]

-  One wonders how lewd or vulgar something has to be for Dobson to disapprove of it. In Dobson's 1978 book
Preparing for Adolescence, a book obviously targeted at 10-13 year-olds, Dobson says, "... we need to talk very
plainly about the subject of sexual intercourse. ... I'm going to be treating you like adults and withholding no subject
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that is relevant to you." Dobson then goes on to graphically describe the act and feelings of a man and woman engaged
in sexual intercourse (p. 82). (Is sexual intercourse really a subject that is relevant to a preteen "preparing for
adolescence"? Would a Christian parent want to have their adolescents read this material?) Though promoting
abstinence in Preparing for Adolescence, Dobson also condones masturbation, describes the "tingly feeling" one gets
from it, and claims it's a "normal part of adolescence." Moreover, since it doesn't cause disease nor produce babies,
Dobson believes it "is not much of an issue with God"! (pp. 86-87).

-  Dobson wrote an article for Billy Graham's October 1988, Decision magazine, in which Dobson stated, "We are
sexual creatures, and the physical attraction between males and females provides the basis for every dimension of
marriage and parenthood." (Emphasis added.) The Bible knows nothing of this evolutionary, humanistic theology.
[Dobson and wife Shirley also shared their testimonies at the 6/94 Graham Crusade in Cleveland before a crowd of
55,000 at Cleveland Stadium.]

-  Dobson supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of
forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social
upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Dobson's philosophy seems to be one of
"the end justifies the means."

-  Dobson has taken to favorably extolling the virtues of German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer (9/97,
FOTF magazine, pp. 10-12). We also see in the 6/98 FOTF magazine that its 3-hour radio drama "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer: The Cost of Freedom" was named a winner of the 57th annual Peabody Awards, and a "Bonhoeffer" CD
and cassette are promoted. This is all in spite of the fact that Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned
nearly every major doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God"
theology, opposed institutional religion, and stressed existential "religionless" Christianity.

-  Dobson appears to have a close and non-critical relationship with the Roman Catholic Church and its ecumenical
agenda:

(a) In the late 1980s, Dobson helped form the Religious Alliance Against Pornography which included
Roman Catholic priests and bishops. The 1986 meeting was held in St. Patrick's Cathedral. Dobson praised
the unity which was present at that meeting and stated that "there has been great camaraderie among the
top leaders of virtually all religious groups" in the U.S. (1/87, Focus on the Family). Of this alliance Jerry
Kirk said, "Never before have we seen Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Greek Orthodox and (Mormon)
leaders come together in such agreement and cooperation on an issue." Also represented at the meeting
were the National Association of Evangelicals, the National Council of Churches, the Southern Baptist
Convention, and Charismatics. A Catholic archbishop called the alliance "an ecumenical miracle"
(8/22/98, FBIS).

(b) Dobson has frequently welcomed Roman Catholics and Mormons on his radio show, welcoming all as
members of "the family of God." In late 1989, Dobson offered a calendar with a peculiarly Mormon
slogan, "Families Are Forever," which summarizes the Mormon doctrine of eternal progression of
Mormon "temple-sealed" families (4/15/91, Calvary Contender). Dobson is also the possessor of an
honorary doctorate from the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio, and was
featured in a 9/90 five-page article (with cover photo) in the Catholic charismatic magazine New
Covenant. (Reported in The Fundamentalist Digest, November-December 1991.)

(c) In the 11/89 issue of FOTF's Clubhouse magazine for children, a smiling "Mother" Teresa was on the
cover, and the lead article was entitled, "Teresa of Calcutta: Little Woman with a Big Heart." The readers
of this magazine were made to think that Mother Teresa was a genuine New Testament Christian and that
she was doing a great work for God through her Sisters of Charities mission. "Mother" Teresa was, in
reality, a New Age pantheist who considered Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, and other religions all to be
acceptable ways to God. This is a great deception. She also preached the false sacramental gospel of Rome
and had given multitudes of people a false comfort by encouraging them to place their hopes in such
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vanities as the Roman Catholic mass and the Roman Catholic Mary. It is an abomination before God for
Dobson to feature this woman in his magazine.

(d) Protestant-turned-Catholic Scott Hahn, a theology professor at Franciscan University, and a very
popular guest on evangelical radio programs across the country, began one interview by gushing over the
fact that his Catholic school has impressed leading evangelicals James Dobson and Chuck Colson. He
quoted Dobson as noting that "he had never seen a campus where the students take the Lordship of Jesus
Christ so seriously." Hahn then added that Colson had nominated the Catholic university for membership
in the Evangelical College Coalition because, "it really is a dynamic orthodox Catholic university that is as
evangelical as it is Catholic." (Source: Scott Hahn interview, "Pittsburgh Talks," WORD-FM; as reported
in the 4/96, The Berean Call.)

(e) The March 8-14, 1998, issue of the National Catholic Register contained an article about Catholic
musicians. It noted that the following artists who move in Contemporary Christian Music circles are
Roman Catholic: John Michael Talbot, Kathy Triccoli, Tom Booth, Tony Melendez, Sarah Hart, Danny
Langdon, and Sheryl Crow. The article also noted that James Dobson and Focus on the Family has
endorsed Kathy Triccoli and her music. The National Catholic Register also pointed out that Dobson
endorses a Catholic youth magazine named "YOU!" (8/22/98, FBIS).

(f) Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist, was a major speaker at a November 1998
conference sponsored by James Dobson's Focus on the Family organization. Dobson held two more
conferences in 1999 (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) in which Nicolosi was again featured. (See later in this
report for more details.)

-  In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in Colorado Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of Colorado
Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged that "Jewish and Catholic youth were being evangelized at school." They
met with "Christian" leaders in Colorado Springs (there were 72 national and international "Christian" associations
headquartered there at the time) and all agreed that such evangelization was improper! Christian students were rebuked
for trying to rescue their school friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The Berean Call).

Then in April of 1993, a "Covenant of Mutual Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one
another's diverse beliefs and to avoid "polarization"! Dobson/FOTF (along with Hirsch and Hanifen) was a signatory
to this agreement. (Imagine Peter, James, and John, when forbidden by the Sanhedrin to preach the gospel, signing an
agreement to cease such activities out of respect for diverse beliefs among Roman citizens!) The "Covenant" read that
a network of organizations in the Colorado Springs area "are heralding an entirely new form of socialistic Christianity"
(i.e., ecumenism for social activism), and that those in the organization "seek to share insights and learn from each
other in a spirit of goodwill and mutual respect, thus living out this scriptural heritage. It is our hope and prayer that in
so doing we will provide a positive model of public discourse that stands upon the foundation of our common Judeo-
Christian heritage. ... a willingness to listen and learn from each other, to the end that we may manifest the ministry of
reconciliation." Hanifen was quoted as saying his hope for the future is to "explore all kinds of issues to learn the
values of various faiths and how they view the Scripture." Bottom line, Dobson is not only ignoring fundamental
differences of belief in order to unite for common causes, but has now become a party to muzzling the gospel.

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were:
Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul
Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense
of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
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plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul
Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third
conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado,
Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh
McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now,
but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001) from Campus Crusade.)]

-  More evidence of Dobson's ecumenical mindset came when workers for Dr. Dobson's Focus on the Family "cast
their theological distinctives aside in order to achieve a common objective -- to help families," FOTF vice president
Rolf Zettersten has said. The Alabama insert for Dobson's 6/90 Focus on the Family Citizen promoted a local ministry
"dedicated to promoting unity within the body of Christ by uniting Christians in prayer together. [The "Christians"
include Roman Catholics.] ... Right doctrines shouldn't be an issue" if you are born into "that" family. Furthermore, "an
emphasis in doctrinal purity has been drilled into so many people that it has become a real obstacle and hindrance"
(7/15/90, Calvary Contender). (Emphasis added.) [Another indication of Dobson's expanding ecumenism was an
editorial in the 1/90 Citizen, which called Pope John Paul II, "the most eminent religious leader who names the name
of Jesus Christ" -- a strange accolade for a man who denies that Christians can go directly to God with their petitions.]

-  In response to a letter-writer's question concerning Dobson's views on salvation and Christ's second coming, Dobson
responded in October 1989 that his ministry had made a deliberate decision to direct the attention of the ministry
"away from matters of biblical interpretation and theology, choosing instead to concentrate our efforts exclusively on
family-related topics." [FOTF answered similarly in 6/97 when asked Dobson's views on evolution -- "He has chosen
to direct his efforts toward the strengthening of traditional values and the institution of the family rather than to discuss
controversial theological topics" (Grey Gunn, FOTF letter on file).] This further affirms critic's claims that Dobson's
ministry is not only not Biblically based, but in fact there is a deliberate effort to turn away from the Bible and get
wisdom from somewhere else. Dobson is in effect saying, 'I'm no theologian, so don't nail me with this Biblical stuff;
I'm giving you what works.' "However, such a decision does not free an avowed Christian ministry to the family from
basing its teachings on Scripture. It is an admission to placing the Bible in a secondary position to the psychological
wisdom of men. Apparently Dobson does not agree that the Bible is sufficient for understanding human nature and
guiding behavior" (Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, p. 146). [Notwithstanding Dobson's theological disclaimer, he does
have a theology: "... he teaches a doctrine of man which is both psychological and theological ... man [according to
Dobson] is central and God serves to help people overcome inferiority and develop self-esteem and self-acceptance"
(Prophets II, p. 142). In addition, Dobson is a Nazarene, meaning he denies the doctrine of total hereditary depravity --
the doctrine of salvation that is wholly of grace; he also denies the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints (eternal
security).]

-  The primary basis of Dobson's "ministry" is his belief in the false gospel of self-esteem/self-worth. Though research
clearly indicates, and the Bible clearly teaches, that both children and adults tend to esteem themselves more highly
than they ought, Dobson believes just the opposite; he believes that feelings of inferiority (i.e., low self-esteem) and
self-hatred (i.e., poor self-image) run rampant in society and are the basic causes of virtually every social malady. In
the November 1988 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, Dobson says:

"Feelings of inferiority even account for outbreak of wars and international hatred. ... inferiority is the
major force behind the rampaging incidence of rape today ... How about aggressive violence in American
classrooms? ... Can it be attributed to the frustration of low self-esteem? I'm inclined to believe so. ... The
examples are legion. That is why I have contended that social chaos in all its forms is increased when
citizens feel inadequate and inferior. There are numerous other causes of course, but none so powerful."
(Emphasis added.)

In fact, Dobson even goes to the extreme of attributing the attempted genocide of the Jews in Germany during WWII
to the inferiority complex of Hitler! Dobson taught the same thing, almost word-for-word, in his 1979 book, Hide or
Seek, page 165, and in the 2/94 Focus on the Family Bulletin. And in the 10/94 FOTF magazine, Dobson made another
incredible statement about self-esteem: 

"... some things in life are more important than academic excellence, and self-esteem is one of them. A
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child can survive, if he must, without knowing a noun from a verb, but if he doesn't have some measure of
self-confidence and personal respect, he won't have a chance in life."

-  The Bobgans accurately portray Dobson's worldview as, "a psychological viewpoint influenced by underlying
ideologies of the Freudian unconscious, Adlerean inferiority, and the humanistic belief in the intrinsic goodness of man
and the universal victimization of the individual by parents and society. The culprit is society (mainly parents) and the
diagnosis is low self-esteem with feelings of inferiority and inadequacy. In fact, those feelings are presented as
overwhelming and uncontrollable and thus causing rebellion. Therefore, the universal solution to personal problems,
rebellion, unhappiness, and hostility presented throughout Dobson's books is raising self-esteem" (Prophets II, pp. 24 -
25).

-  All one has to do is read Hide or Seek to understand Dobson's total reliance on the false gospel of self-esteem:

"... whenever the keys to self-esteem are seemingly out of reach for a large percentage of the people, as in
twentieth-century America, then widespread 'mental illness,' neuroticism, hatred, alcoholism, drug abuse,
violence, and social disorder will certainly occur. Personal worth is not something human beings are free
to take or leave. We must have it, and when it is unattainable, everybody suffers. ... a sizable proportion of
all human activity is devoted to the task of shielding us from the inner pain of inferiority. I believe this is
to be the most dominant force in life" (Hide or Seek, pp. 20-21, 152). (Emphasis added.)

To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin is "the most dominant force" in human life (Rom. 3:10-18,23; 7:18,24; Jer.
17:9, Eph. 2:1-3; 5:15-16, 1 Jn. 5:19), not "the pain of inferiority." Nevertheless, Dobson thinks he has the answer:
"The heart of this book ... is devoted to a description of ten comprehensive 'strategies' for building self-esteem" (Hide
or Seek, p. 21). Evidently, Christ is not all we need. We also (according to Dobson) need "self-esteem." What was
Paul's answer to anyone who adds anything to the gospel (i.e., anything to Christ)? -- Galatians 1:9,10 -- anathema!

-  In case there is still any question as to Dr. Dobson's perspective and teaching on self-esteem:

"If I could write a prescription for the women of the world, I would provide each one of them with a
healthy dose of self-esteem and personal worth ... I have no doubt that this is their greatest need" (What
Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew about Women, p. 35).

"Feelings of self-worth and acceptance ... provide the cornerstone of a healthy personality. ... it is apparent
that emotional problems usually originate from ... an inability to gain acceptance and respect from peers.
... I have observed the most powerful influence to emanate from ego needs" (Dr. Dobson Answers Your
Questions, pp. 168, 191, 435).

-  The March 1999 edition of Focus on the Family ran an advertisement for its "Tenth Annual Counseling Enrichment
Program," a program for those involved with Christian counseling.  This advertisement stated, "The program is
designed to enhance the skill and effectiveness of Christian counselors by assisting them in the integration of biblical
principles with core psychological concepts" (emphasis mine). Notice that this influential magazine can unashamedly
market its conference as one that integrates the Bible with "psychological concepts." This shows how far the church
has come in denying the sufficiency of the Bible.  

So, shouldn't there be an award for all this wonderful psychobabble Dobson has perpetrated on the church. -- Now
there is. In 1997, an award was established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented
annually to recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were
initially recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy,
Gary Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with his
other "achievements," Dobson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Walt Disney Pictures' The Lion King sold 20 million copies in its first week of release for retail on video, and has
become one of the best-selling videos ever. But millions of children who watch it will be at great risk. Though it is
artistically amazing, its New Ageism, Neo-paganism, Hinduism, pantheism/environmentalism, astrology, and occult
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imagery is devastating! Adding insult to injury is a subtle but definite promotion of homosexuality. An admitted
homosexual produced parts of the soundtrack, and two "outcasts" (Timon and Pumbaa) represent homosexuals and the
"intolerant discrimination" they experience in our society. Sodomite Ernie Sabell, the voice of the Wart Hog in the film
(Pumbaa) admitted: "These are the first homosexual Disney characters ever to come on the screen." (Reported in the
4/15/95, Calvary Contender.) [The Disney Senior V.P. who played a major role in marketing The Lion King died in
1/95 of AIDS. His obituary asked that donations be made to a homosexual group (10/95, Perilous Times, p. 8).] (See
report by Berit Kjos for an excellent analysis of The Lion King.)

Al Dager, editor of Media Spotlight, said this about Disney's 1994 occult/New Age "children's animation" film:

"The Lion King packs powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life,' is a
variation on the cycles of nature: life, death, and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of evolution.
The film presents this theme from the perspective of nature religion more so than Disney films of the past
-- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of shamanistic ritualism is
graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the earth" (Media Spotlight, Vol.
15, No. 2, p. 3).

Dobson, on the other hand, encouraged parents to take their children to see The Lion King! The 8/15/94 issue of
Parental Guidance (a magazine published and edited by FOTF, and since renamed Plugged In) says:

"The lion's share of this movie focuses on positive themes that can be used to teach children a variety of
valuable, at times biblical, lessons. ... These two film favorites [including Pinocchio] share one other
commonality -- a mild dose of magic. ... The Lion King does include a few crude moments -- munching
on bugs and worms ... large belch[es] ... comical references to the warthog's flatulence problem [gas]. They
are minor, but parents will want to discourage children from imitating these behaviors. ... Despite a few
slight imperfections, The Lion King is a wholesome, brilliantly animated picture relating the importance of
family and responsibility."

"A few slight imperfections"? Like the teaching of shamanistic ritual, necromancy, spiritualism, and occult fantasy?
One wonders if Dobson has any discernment at all. [The cover story in the 4/95 Focus on the Family magazine also
promotes The Lion King as a good family movie! Also, the 11/95 issue of Brio (published by FOTF for teen girls) had
an article on the "Christian" girl who was the singing voice of the young Nala in the movie; this very favorable article
appears to be saying that it's okay to see the movie because a Christian helped out on it.]

-  The 1998 animated film on the life of Moses, The Prince of Egypt, was made with input from evangelicals, Jews,
and Muslims. The anti-God filmmaker, DreamWorks, taking great care not to offend these religious groups, took
considerable liberties with the Biblical account. It pressured an evangelical publisher, working on a children's book tie-
in, to eliminate references to God as "He" and some references to God as "Lord" (12/98, What In The World!) To meet
politically correct feminist criteria for an acceptable god, it has YHWH saying, "... I am the God of your ancestors
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God of Sara, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah" (12/98, Media Spotlight). Billy Graham,
James Dobson, and Jerry Falwell were also consulted, and all praised the movie. (Reported in the 1/15/99, Calvary
Contender.) (For an excellent analysis of The Prince of Egypt, see Berit Kjos report.)

-  How much of the true gospel message is promoted through Focus on the Family? "The Garden Song" was handed
out to the people in the FOTF distribution center (1993) to be sung. Some of the words of this song are: "Grain for
grain sun and rain; find my way in nature's chain; Tune my body and my brain; to the music of the land." The phrase
"find my way in nature's chain" seems to be a reference to evolution! [Of course, this shouldn't surprise anyone, since
Dobson is a "theistic evolutionist" (see section on Hugh Ross).]

Another verse in "The Garden Song" states: "Plant your rows straight and long; season with a pray'r and song; Mother
Earth will make you strong; if you give her loving care." The mention of Mother Earth is a clear indication of the
pagan/New Age orientation of this song. There is no credit given to God who makes all things to grow, but instead it's
"Mother Earth" who will "make you strong."
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Other New Age items have been promoted through FOTF. For instance, in the 1/93 Focus on the Family magazine
there was an advertisement for a new publication entitled A Better Tomorrow. This magazine, marketed to Christian
high school seniors, advocated yoga, biofeedback, affirmations, imagery, etc., and had an article by Norman Vincent
Peale (the late New Ager, 33rd degree Mason, and publisher of Guideposts magazine) in its very first issue! Dobson
has also endorsed The Natural Childbirth Book. On the cover is a picture of the occult yin/ yang symbol. (Reported in
"Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95,
Christian News, pp. 10-11.) [In Goddess Earth, Samantha Smith documented that the New Age El Pomar Foundation
provided a $4 million grant to relocate Focus on the Family to Colorado Springs in 1991 (p. 185).]

-  On Dobson's 1/15/94 radio program, FOTF highly recommended The Healing Journey for Adult Children of
Alcoholics by Daryl E. Quick, which was made available through FOTF. This book advocates visualization, which is a
form of creating your own reality. Llewellyn New Times, a New Age magazine which openly promotes witchcraft and
all kinds of occultic practices, writes: "Visualization is the essence of the ability of bending reality to will. Do you
know people who have extraordinary luck? Things always seem to work out for them. That is because whether they
are conscious of it or not, they create their own reality with Creative Visualization." Another issue of this magazine
reminds us that visualization "is a simple yet potent form of magick. All it requires is the use of your mind."

-  Quest International is a nonprofit educational organization that has placed its Quest program in thousands of public
schools. Quest also goes by the names: "Skills for Adolescence," "Skills for Growing," and "Skills for Living." Quest
utilizes the techniques of visualization and guided imagery, and is very humanistic in its approach to learning. But this
doesn't bother Dr. Dobson. Dobson, although not condemning nor endorsing Quest, claims that if Quest's techniques
are used by professionals, they are okay. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on the Family," a 1/96 article
by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 22-27.)

-  Besides visualization and guided imagery, FOTF promotes various other occultic techniques, such as hypnosis and
progressive relaxation. In the 3/95 issue of Breakaway, a magazine produced by FOTF for teen boys, a reader wrote in
to ask if hypnosis was a sin. The editor answered that it depended on the situation, but was probably okay if done by a
"well-qualified Christian therapist"! (sounds like "situation ethics").

In the 11/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, an article titled, "My Child Isn't Learning!," teaches an occult
technique known as progressive relaxation, a Yoga method of relaxation which was derived from Hinduism, a pagan
religion that worships literally millions of gods, including one's self.

-  FOTF is also training its employees in the occult through its various Certification programs. FOTF employees are
required to complete 15 hours of core courses in order to develop new competencies for career growth and
development. At the end of the course descriptions, there is a list of 17 books located in the FOTF Human Resource
Library. One of the books, The Encyclopedia of Group Activities, by J. William Pfeiffer, teaches over 150 activities
dealing with fantasy exploration, sensory deprivation, gestalt, psychodrama, "values clarification," out-of-body
experiences, and many other occult-/New Age-oriented concepts. Another course offered in 1995, "The Fine Art of
Managing Change," is raw New Ageism. All these things relate to each other in that they all involve altered states of
consciousness, the highway into the occult. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on the Family," a 1/96
article by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 8-19.) [Not part of the Certification program, but also offered to FOTF employees, are
various "On-Site Opportunities," which include Weight Watchers, Massage Therapy, Aerobics, Anorexia/Bulimia
Recovery Support groups, and Karate (whose roots are in Zen Buddhism)! -- 1/96, FOTF Health and Wellness News.]

-  Dobson obviously believes in the "medical model" (which treats people as victims rather than sinners) as evidenced
by his statements that everything from pornography and child molesting to love of one's own spouse, is, or can
become, addictive. In fact, in his 1/23/89 interview with convicted child murderer Ted Bundy, the night before Bundy's
execution, Dobson would not permit Bundy to accept any personal responsibility for any of the crimes he had
committed. Instead, Bundy's behavior (according to Dobson) was due to an uncontrollable addiction to pornography
caused by an immoral society which permitted him to be exposed to it. (As in his dealing with Ted Bundy, Dobson
tends to place blame on society, not sin, for all the wicked things people do. Being a New Age psychologist who has
Christianized his New Age psychobabble first, and being a Nazarene second, he will not admit the extent of the
sinfulness of the human nature. According to Dobson, man does not sin because of his sin nature; he sins because of
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society.)

-  On a FOTF radio program aired 1/29/96, Dobson and co-host Mike Trout conducted a program on "Addictive
Behaviors." Guests were H.B. London, FOTF Pastoral Ministries head, and Dr. Ralph Earl of Psychological
Counseling Services, Scottsdale, AZ (Ph.D. Pastoral Psych/M.Div. Harvard Divinity School). Dobson introduced Dr.
Earl as one who "specializes in sex therapy and other addictions." (Dobson, himself, was introduced as he always is on
the program -- "psychologist and author, James Dobson" -- it seems that not even FOTF wants to call Dobson a
Christian.) Some of the most outrageous, unbiblical, and unChristian statements were made on this program. Here is a
sample:

Dobson: "Gambling is only one addictive behavior; of course there are many others in addition to drugs,
alcohol -- addictions to spending and to shopping, and addictions to food ... because of the cultural
environment in which we live, and the list is almost endless. ... a problem that is gripping humanity ...
sexual addiction. It is rampant in our society at this time."

Trout: "It gets a hold of you [sexual addiction] and sometimes it just doesn't let go."

Dobson: "It does! ... Pornography, I believe, is one of the most addictive forces in human experience. ...
For some 13 year-old boys, one exposure to pornographic material can grab and hold him for a lifetime,
every bit as much as cocaine and heroine or some of the drugs ... the matter of sexual addiction among
pastors, because it's a serious problem there."

Earl: "There's an epidemic ... One thing about sex addiction, it's progressive ... it's always in intimacy
disorders, always about hurting somebody else and self."

During Earl's 25 years of practice, he claims to have treated more than 200 pastors with "sexual addictions of various
sorts." Pastors with "sexual addictions"? Are these perverse men not aware of what the Bible teaches about slavery
(a.k.a. addiction) to sin (cf. Rom. 6)? Sexual immorality and/or perversion is not an addiction or disease; it is SIN!
Earl makes it very clear that these pastors will never overcome their "sexual addiction" until they get into therapy. And
then the best they can hope for is to have the "addiction" go into "remission ... just as those who have cancer ... go to a
physician."

[A few years later, Mike Trout must have contracted a little of that "sexual addiction" disease himself. The Religious
News Service reported in October of 2000 that the 53 year-old Trout resigned his 19-year position as senior VP of  the
broadcast division of FOTF after admitting to "an inappropriate relationship with a woman other than his wife." FOTF
was quick to state that this was not a corporate problem, but a personal one .]

-  Dobson not only believes "alcoholism" to be a "disease" (in spite of the fact that the Scriptures call "drunkenness" a
sin), but even recommends Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) as a viable treatment option for Christians! (He even
considers AA to be a place where non-Christians might find Christ!) This recommendation comes in spite of the
overwhelming evidence that not only is AA largely ineffective in treating over-drinking, but that the atmosphere of
almost all AA centers is consistently unbiblical, if not outright anti-Christian. [AA is proud of its ability to lead men to
see their need of a Higher Power and encourages group members to discover or define for themselves what or who
that Higher Power is. Dobson evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are
leading AA members to accept false gods (i.e., a kind of "Star Wars Force") as a substitute for the true, living,
personal God of the Bible.]

-  Dobson is a primary supporter of David Seamands, the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the
Memories/Inner Healing (which technique uses one or more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as
regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis, and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal
scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.). Various other "memory-healers"/"memory interpreters" have been regular
contributors of articles to Dobson's Focus on the Family magazine, and have made numerous appearances on Dobson's
daily radio program (e.g., Dr. Kevin Leman and Randy Carlson, authors of Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood
Memories, a book based upon various discredited Freudian theories).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/seamands/
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-  Dobson is a primary supporter and endorser of so-called Christian psychologist, Gary Smalley, the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to describe
personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to male/female communication
effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it has no
support in Scripture). The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of
Love, co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but apparently
believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.) The Language of Love was published
and promoted by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing, and Smalley and Trent have been frequent guests on
Dobson's radio program (as has pop psychologist, Dr. Donald Joy, credited by Smalley and Trent as being the source
of their right-/left-brain information). Similar right-brain/left-brain nonsense is frequently propagated over the Focus
on the Family airways by another Dobson favorite, H. Norman Wright, former pastor turned psychologist.

[In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-brain silliness, all
references to such were removed. Unfortunately, this "revision" was only cosmetic. The delusion that "emotional word
pictures" are the key to relationships and spiritual growth, remains the false message of this deceptive book. (Reported
in the January 1992, CIB Bulletin.) In late-1994, Smalley and Trent appeared on Dobson's radio program for a three-
day series (11/16/94-11/18/94) titled "Learning to Communicate." They again promoted The Language of Love and
again told how to communicate effectively through the use of "emotional word pictures."]

-  David Jeremiah, then the president of Christian Heritage College and Bible teacher on the "Turning Point" radio and
television programs, appeared on James Dobson's 4/28/92 and 4/29/92 Focus on the Family radio programs to discuss
Jeremiah's book Exposing the Myths of Parenthood. On the 4/28 program, "Jeremiah's Myth #10" was examined: "To
be loved is not necessarily to feel loved" ("the only love you can use is the love you can feel," according to Jeremiah).
Dobson then disclosed his own "theory" of why he thought children could, "by every objective standard," be loved by
their parents, yet not feel loved -- it is due to "hormonal influence," like "pre-menstrual disequilibria," which then
causes most of a child's low self-esteem problems! Dobson concluded: "... if my guess is correct ... that there is a
hormonal explanation for a lot of that rebellious behavior, and especially the low self-esteem ... [then] it's temporary ...
this is a developmental imbalance that's going on ... this is why it is of no value whatsoever to say to [rebellious kids],
'Why are you acting this way?' ... all they know is that they feel these things passionately inside." In effect then,
Dobson was saying that there is no personal responsibility for sin! Instead, 'My hormones made me do it! ' Dobson
agreed with Jeremiah's conclusion: "... you accept the fact that it can be hormonal and just keep on working as hard as
you can to communicate love at a feeling level."

-  Dobson's Focus on the Family has endorsed and heavily promoted Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint of
God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox
Christianity's literal/factual/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Dobson has
also given Ross a forum (the Focus on the Family radio program) to espouse this heresy. For example, on April 17-18
of 1991, Ross appeared on Dobson's program, at which time Dobson boasted that Focus on the Family helped give
Ross's ministry ("Reasons to Believe") the initial publicity boost it needed to get started. Dobson also said that he
agrees "in an unqualified way" that the Earth is 3.5 to 4 billion years old. He also did not quarrel with Ross's claim that
physical death fully existed long before Adam and that God was fully responsible for this order of things! In response
to a critical letter from the Bible-Science Newsletter, a Dobson spokesperson said that since the first eleven chapters of
Genesis can be taken to be a form of poetry, and not necessarily factual history, Dobson was, thereby, justified in
making a figurative rather than a literal interpretation of them!

On a 9/92 FOTF program (tape:CS721), Ross was a guest along with ICR's (Institute for Creation Research) Dr.
Duane Gish, in order to debate the "Origin of the Universe." Dobson posed the question of the "scientific" necessity of
a distant origin, without it being theologically prescribed. Ross's response was that "No, it's important for both. I can't
have the Bible consistent with a thousands of years old universe." Ross was straight forwardly saying, "The universe is
billions of years old and the Bible teaches that, or I can no longer with integrity hold to the veracity of the Bible."
Ross, by his own words, places science (so-called) over the Bible, rather than placing science under the Word of God
where it belongs.
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Ross also commented that ICR's approach to astronomy and astrophysics would absolutely never be seriously
entertained by the scientific community at large (and Dobson agreed!). This was all said in a tone of voice that clearly
implied the idea that ICR was ignorant, backwoods, behind the times, and an obstruction to the speeding of a more
enlightened Christian scientific position.

In August of 1996, Ross was again on Dobson's radio program, telling his view on some new "Mars rocks" that were
found in Antarctica. Scientists at the time were saying that the rocks they found were from Mars and had traces of
bacteria (long dead) in them. (See the 9/96, Acts & Facts for details.) Ross was telling Dobson his own theory about
the rock's origin; i.e., that a big rock with life on it was broken off from the earth millions of years ago, and went to
Mars; then at a later time, a piece came from Mars to earth. This laughable rendition was agreed to by Dobson. During
the program, Dobson again endorsed Ross and his ministry, and after the program, FOTF sent out a fact sheet again
referring to an earth age of "four billion years."

-  Consistent with Dobson's endorsement of Hugh Ross is an article by Marlo Schalesky in Dobson's 3/96, Teachers in
Focus, which also seems to suggest theistic evolution. In a "Teaching Evolutionary Theory Without Scrapping
Scripture" article, Schalesky explains how she taught her students to "make a distinction between the realms of science
and religion." She then gave several examples. One of these examples is: "Fossils seem to indicate that species have
been changing for millions of years ..." She then tells her students that this is "scientific." She adds: "After teaching in
this manner, I could answer, 'Who's to say how God created everything? Did He 'poof' it into existence? Or did He use
some kind of evolutionary process similar to the ones we studied in class? The Bible doesn't really say one way or
another.'"

Not true! The Bible clearly states that God created everything in six literal days. There was no long, drawn-out
evolutionary process that took place. The viewpoint expressed by Schalesky is definitely a theistic evolution (or
progressive creation) theory. Although Dobson may not be aware of each article that is printed in his magazines, his
name is listed as the "President and Publisher," so he is, thereby, responsible. (Source: 5/1/96, Calvary Contender;
and 5/20/96, Christian News.)

Dobson's unbiblical position on Biblical creationism was reaffirmed recently. Popular creationist Ken Ham is quoted as
follows in the 9/18/00 Christian News: "Recently I heaved a heavy sigh of disappointment when I heard Mike Trout,
James Dobson's announcer [at the time], highly recommend a book for teenagers on the creation/evolution issue titled
It Couldn 't Just Happen at the end of a Focus on the Family radio program (an interview between Dr. Dobson and
Philip Johnson). This book is also listed in Focus on the Family's master book list as one that 'offers solid, biblical
answers to questions about the Big Bang Theory, dinosaurs and much more.' My heart sank as I pictured thousands of
eager moms and dads buying this book for their children. And, what would they learn [from this book]?: (1) Noah's
Flood could be local or worldwide -- we can't know for sure; (2) The days of Creation could be ordinary days or
millions of years -- we can't know for sure; (3) The Earth could be thousands or billions of years old -- we can't know.
…" (Source: 10/15/00, Calvary Contender.)

-  Dobson was a supporter and signatory of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical amalgamation
of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal is religious
pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while is promoting a new one world religion. Other "evangelical"
signators and/or supporters with Dobson are Beverly LaHaye, Chuck Colson, and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer
exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute," headed by New
Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was originally designated as
"national teacher training and out-reach center" for WCF. Its New Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our
Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is being offered to America's public schools by the
National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty Institute organization, and has been accepted by the
California State Board of Education.)]

-  In 1995, there was a concert held for the employees at FOTF's headquarters in Colorado Springs. The FOTF "Events
Management Memo" stated:

"This Thursday, June 15 [1995], at 12 noon there will be another great noontime concert! Focus employees
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and guests will have an opportunity to watch authentic Polynesian dancing performed by the Island Breeze
Ministries in the Chapelteria from 12:00-1:00 pm. ... Island Breeze is a ministry of Youth With A Mission
(YWAM), founded by Sosene & Becky Le'au in 1979 in American Samoa. Don't miss this great
opportunity to experience another culture's way of spreading the Gospel of our Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ."

Spreading the Gospel through Polynesian dancing? The concert seemed to be more of a pagan dancing session than
anything else. One person who attended this concert wrote: "This group came complete with loud music, many drums
types (sic) and what they called 'kingdom fun.' The 100-plus decibels (sic) included 'aerobics' (sic) in which volunteers
standing in position kicked up first one leg and then the other much like a 'chorus' line-up. Visiting kids and Focus
adults took part in this event. The 'modest' grass skirts worn by four of their party became fast moving female behinds
along with four males whose body movements were suggestive -- all to the beat of the music." (Reported in "Is Dr.
Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95, Christian
News, pp. 10-11.) [At the FOTF daily devotions meeting held on 1/9/96 (attendance required), Dobson brought in John
Bayley, a "Christian Reggae Artist," to perform.]

-  Dobson and FOTF are also endorsers of rap music -- a rap tape was produced by FOTF. As mentioned earlier,
Breakaway is one of the magazines for teens published by FOTF (for teen boys 13 and older). In 1993, there was a
"Radical Rap" contest where the readers of Breakaway were supposed to send in their original rap songs. Forty
winners were then chosen and their raps were placed on a cassette tape which was called "Breakaway Raps." Along
with these 40 winners, the Breakaway staff did their own rap song. This tape is extremely blasphemous -- especially
the song by the Breakaway staff. At one point they refer to Jesus Christ as "the Big J.C." At another point they are
talking about "the Word" and then one of the rappers chimes in with "Nerd." All this is done while talking about the
Living Word -- who is Jesus Christ.

A little later on in the tape, the Breakaway staff is talking about the so-called Christian rap group DC Talk. One of the
men mentions that another one of the staff had inside information about DC Talk. They then asked him what kind of
underwear one of the DC Talk boys wears. He told them that he wears "green polka dot boxers" and then another guy
brags that "You heard it here first, ladies and gentlemen!" Is this even remotely Christian? (Eph. 4:29; 5:4) (Reported
in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95,
Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

-  Chuck Colson, the ecumenical Catholic-sympathizer who co-authored the 1994 Catholic Evangelical Accord,
"Evangelicals and Catholics Together" (ECT), appeared with Dobson and gave the dedication speech for FOTF's
Colorado Springs facility. An excerpt from that speech was printed in the 1/94 FOTF magazine. At the end of the
article, under a picture of Dobson and Colson sitting together, FOTF says, "Chuck Colson, a longtime friend of Dr.
Dobson, holds the record for being on the most 'Focus on the Family' broadcasts with 17 'appearances.'" Dobson has
also promoted Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, wherein Colson calls on evangelicals to join
forces with orthodox Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism &
secularism]." [The 4/94 FOTF magazine carried a two-page article extolling the virtues of former Bush Administration
official Bill Bennett (pp. 12-13). Bennett is a Roman Catholic, but this fact didn't prevent Dobson from publishing
Bennett's book The Devaluing of America.]

Dobson and Colson also had big plans at one time for cleaning up the Church. Dobson reported that at a 5/23/96 FOTF
Board meeting, the Board said that "the Lord appears to have ordained two people at this time to speak to the issue of
righteousness -- Chuck Colson and myself" -- and urged Dobson to work with Colson concerning the possibility of
doing stadium rallies in 1997; Dobson said Colson was very excited about that. Dobson also said that the Focus Board
had decided that the church needed cleaning up, and that he (Dobson) and FOTF intended to take charge and make it
happen, with "Chuck Colson's help." (Source: May-June 1996, Foundation magazine, pp. 6-12.) [The rallies were
never held. An insider at FOTF at the time reports that the FOTF leadership was having trouble defining
"righteousness."]

-  Dobson wholeheartedly recommends the books of "Christian" psychiatrists, Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and
frequently hosts one or both of  them on his radio program. Minirth and Meier are perhaps the "purest" of the Freudian
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psychologists in the church today, who by cleverly masquerading their discredited Freudianisms as "Christian" have
gained widespread acceptability. (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 223-334, for an excellent analysis of Minirth &
Meier's Freudian teachings with respect to the unconscious, infantile sexuality, psychic determinism, defense
mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth order, five stages of grief, etc.)

-  Bill Hybels, the guru of the unbiblical "church growth" movement and a psychologizer like Dobson [e.g., Hybels
extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in his book Honest to God], is a frequent guest on Dobson's radio
program. In 1993, Dobson also added Hybels to the Board of Directors of Focus on the Family.

-  Freud's theories are gross distortions of Biblical anthropology and should be rejected by all Christians. One of the
grossest distortions of God-given truth is Freud's theory of the Oedipus complex. No true child of God can long endure
such an heretical formulation. Yet, we conclude from the following evidence that Dobson does:

(a) In a Dobson booklet, Raising Teenagers Right, he responds to a question concerning the time in the
life of a child that the sexual nature develops: "No, it occurs long before puberty. Perhaps the most
important scientific fact suggested by Freud was his observation that children are not asexual. He [Freud]
stated that sexual gratification begins in the cradle and is first associated with feeding" (p. 13). Such a
conclusion has little to do with science. The notion that babies connect feeding with sexual gratification is
merely another evidence of Freud's obsession with sex. Yet, Dobson really believes this nonsense! (CIB
Bulletin, Sept. 1990)

(b) In November of 1998, FOTF sponsored a conference titled "Homosexuality and Youth." One of the
principal speakers at the conference was Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist who
authored the Freudian-oriented book Reparative Therapy of Male Homosexuality. In Nicolosi's book and
conference tapes, he reveals the Freudian roots of his theory. Nicolosi says: "Typically there is an overly
close relationship between mother and son, with the father distant from both of them ... Perhaps one
significant factor is the availability of mother when the boy of 2 or 3 is experiencing problems with the
father. A receptive and over-sympathetic mother might provide such a haven of emotional security that the
boy would find it easy to disengage totally from such a father" (pp. 28-29). Just as the Oedipus complex is
the cornerstone of Freudian psychoanalysis, so too the Oedipus complex is the cornerstone of Reparative
Therapy for Male Homosexuals. And, just as lifetime treatment is characteristic of Freudian
psychoanalysis, so too is this true of reparative therapy. [Since the 11/98 conference, Dobson held two
more conferences (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) on the same theme but with a new title, "Love Won Out."
Featured at both conferences was the same Freudian therapist Dr. Joseph Nicolosi. Promoting a Freudian
(Nicolosi), knowing that he is a Freudian, and that he will promote a Freudian view of homosexuality, is
tantamount to promoting Freud, which Dobson has done. But do his supporters mind? Apparently not.]

Less than 50 years ago, proving that a leading evangelical loved Freud's Oedipal theory would be reason enough to
question his entire ministry. However, the church has become too "sophisticated," too lukewarm, too worldly for that
to occur. Today, such a revelation usually draws only a yawn or perhaps irritation over anyone daring to criticize.
(Source: "James Dobson Promotes Freud," May-June 1999, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

-  Idolatry always takes the gifts of God and attempts to use them specifically to achieve what we want, i.e., to use
them for our own comfort and/or power. Lest you doubt that something as lovely as family could ever be used by
godless men for selfish purposes, consider the following from the bulletin insert entitled "The Church Around the
World," June 1999:

  "James Dobson’s radio commentaries on the family are broadcast in China. Ai Jai is sanctioned by
China’s Bureau of Radio and Television. Dobson, or Dr. Du as he is known in Chinese, is heard on more
than four hundred facilities. The stations make up China National Radio, the government network. The
government has asked Focus on the Family for permission to run the printed form regularly in the Beijing
daily newspaper."

The same Communist government tortures, imprisons, and places in slave labor those who bear real witness to Christ.
Do you think this government is going to sponsor any genuine Christian message, any offense of the cross? Focusing
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on the family comes from the world, and the world loves it -- as does the godless government of Communist China.
The world loves the idea of the family, but hates the real Christian message.

It is not Scripture that calls us to "turn our hearts toward home." All of Scripture agrees with David in Psalm 119:112
in saying, "I have inclined mine heart to perform thy statutes alway, even unto the end." Nowhere are we told in God's
revealed Word to focus on the family. In fact, there has been no highway quite as broad anywhere for the Freudian
heresy as the road that opens when the church makes marriage and family the focus and reason for existence, both for
the individual and for the church itself.  (Source: January-February 2000, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless,
James Dobson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement -- FOTF has published
Promise Keepers-sponsored books, radio programs featuring Promise Keepers have been aired on FOTF radio, Dobson
has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the
Bible and prayer"), and he was a featured speaker at one of Promise Keepers National Conferences in Boulder,
Colorado.

It appears that some of the nonsense associated with Promise Keepers has rubbed-off on Dobson. On 7/20/94-7/21/94,
the FOTF radio program had on a "Christian" magician whose gimmick was putting handcuffs on people to "show"
them about the bondage that young people were in. Dobson and co-host Mike Trout were sitting there in handcuffs,
crying as they talked about drugs, homosexuality, and manhood. This is not normal behavior! [Dobson continues to
endorse PK, regardless of the problems surrounding it -- see Dobson's 11/95, FOTF letter. Dobson and FOTF also
sponsored (on 2/14/96) a three-hour evening reception for the approximately 40,000 pastors at PK's National Clergy
Conference in Atlanta.]

-  In the summer of 1996, FOTF started a PK look-alike ministry for women called "Renewing the Heart," with its
three main purposes to "equip, encourage and evangelize." The first conference was held in Nashville in September of
1996 and attracted a sell-out crowd of 19,600 with another 20,000 requesting tickets. It featured Patsy Clairmont, Eva
Self, Kay Coles James, Anne Graham Lotz and Shirley Dobson, as well as CCM artists. Five more "Renewing the
Heart" conferences were held in 1998.

-  In the 7/93 FOTF magazine, Dobson replied to a question from a homosexual who was writing to protest
"derogatory and demeaning references to gay people." Dobson's reply to this sodomite is amazing. In typical
psychologically-positive fashion, Dobson began by saying, "More than anything else, I appreciate the respectful,
conciliatory and very Christian attitude you conveyed in broaching an extremely emotional and controversial subject
with me." Can an unrepentant homosexual have a "Christian attitude" about anything, let alone homosexuality?
Homosexuals can certainly be saved, but they will be born again, they will be changed, and they will not continue in
their sin and rebellion against the Word of God (1 Cor. 6:11).

Dobson does not tell the homosexual that he disagrees with his understanding of Scripture, but instead says, "Let me
simply say that the same Scriptures that condemn homosexuality and premarital heterosexuality also tell us to accept
those who are in violation of these ordinances. Jesus was more compassionate toward the woman caught in the very act
of intercourse -- a capital offense in those days -- than He was toward the hypocrites in the church. This is our model
and our mandate." This is amazing! It is true that Christ was compassionate toward the woman caught in adultery, but
Dobson fails to clarify that Christ instructed the adulterous woman to "go and sin no more." The adulterer, the
homosexual, the thief, the murderer -- all can be saved. But God's Word to all sinners is "repent" and "go and sin no
more," not acceptance! (O Timothy, Vol. 10, Issue 10, 1993).

-  In 1992, Dobson formed a new team to minister to pastors and to help them "balance their competing roles as
spouses, parents and spiritual leaders." This outreach is headed by Dobson's cousin, H.B. London, Jr., who also was
Dobson's pastor at the First Church of the Nazarene in Pasadena, California, before assuming the new position in
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Dobson's organization. In an interview from his office at Focus on the Family headquarters in Colorado Springs,
London said, "Every pastor deserves the right to be a father or a mother, a husband or a wife, along with their duties
as a pastor." This reveals the compromise attitude of Focus on the Family toward Biblical teaching. God forbids a
woman to be a pastor (1 Tim. 2:12), yet Focus on the Family refuses to require what God requires in pastoral
leadership. Instead, they will "minister" to female pastors and encourage them in their rebellious positions in ruling
over men. (Excerpted from O Timothy, Volume 9, Issue 8, 1992, p. 26.)

-  On Dobson's 4/23/92 Focus on the Family radio program, he discussed Chapters 3 and 4 from his 1987 book Love
for a Lifetime. Apparently, 12-step programs were also popular in the late-1980s -- Dobson detailed the "12 steps to
romantic bonding," originally developed by pop psychologizer Dr. Donald Joy. These 12-steps are: eye to body
contact/eye to eye/voice to voice/hand to hand/hand to shoulder/hand to waist/face to face/hand to head/hand to body/
mouth to breast/hand to genitals/sexual intercourse. Dobson explained two keys to understanding this "romantic
bonding" process:

(1) He got them from Scripture! (no where does he document this); and

(2) No skipping of steps or getting out of order without risk of seriously damaging the later marriage
relationship! (What if someone accidentally touched his girl friend's hair before he kissed her -- i.e., what
if "hand to head" contact were made before "face to face" contact? Would that, as Dobson believes,
irrevocably damage the future marriage relationship? What utter nonsense!)

-  Norman Cousins is a globalist, new-age occultist and a leader in the infamous human potential movement. His book,
The Healing Heart, also endorses all kinds of mind control techniques, including transcendental meditation. He is also
an evolutionist and a humanist. He enthusiastically says: "We are seeing a new breed of scientific humanists and
humanistic scientists." On other occasions, Cousins refers to "the gods," which should be obvious where he stands on
the issue of a personal and knowable God. Cousins also helped found Planetary Citizens, an organization whose
purpose is to aid the "World Servers everywhere." The purpose of the World Servers is to serve as the "vanguard for
the reappearance of the Christ" -- the New Age Christ.

On 9/17/84, Cousins was scheduled to be on Dobson's FOTF radio show. Many calls of protest were received at Focus
and, at the last minute, the program was pulled. However, one year later this program was sneaked into the schedule.
This time the program listing didn't mention Norman Cousins' name, so no one knew to protest it. Dobson played a 20-
minute segment from a Cousins' four-hour tape series. The theme of this segment was the ways in which thoughts
affect physical health. Much of the teaching was quite similar to that of the human potential movement and holistic
health. Cousins even related a story of mind over matter, where a person used "mind control" to manage pain and
control bleeding. This should have been easily recognized by Dobson and/or the Focus on the Family staff for what it
was -- a promotion of a New Age technique used by yogis and other occultists, and practiced by witch doctors for
thousands of years! Instead, listeners were told by the announcer introducing the tape (Dobson's co-host, Gil
Moegerly), "We are fully aware that Norman Cousins does not come from an evangelical Christian perspective, but All
Truth is God's Truth. If it's true, it came from God, and the next twenty minutes we feel are true and valuable and will
make a contribution in your life."

Even worse, another endorsement was given at the end of the program, along with a toll-free telephone number. It
supposedly had been stipulated that Dobson provide the telephone number in order to use the Cousins' segment. The
number was that of the Nightingale-Conant Corporation. A catalog of their videos was sent to those calling the
number. This catalog contained videos on yoga, affirmations, positive thinking, and other New Age oriented
techniques. One wonders how many people received this catalog, and were subsequently led into occult techniques,
thanks to the indiscretion of Dr. Dobson and Focus on the Family. (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your
Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

Conclusion : Dobson's ministry is loaded with false teaching. He has been confronted many times by Christian leaders
and has rejected every rebuke. He is causing divisions by his worldly teachings that are contrary to sound doctrine and,
therefore, he must be avoided (Rom. 16:17; 1 Jn. 2:15-17). Further, his works are works of darkness ("destructive
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heresies" -- 2 Pe. 2:1-4) which we should have no fellowship with, but rather reprove them (Eph. 5:11). He is a
deceiver who claims to be a Christian whose mouth must be stopped, who is subverting whole houses teaching things
which he ought not. He professes to know God, but in his works, he denies Him, being abominable and disobedient,
and unto every good work reprobate (Titus 1:10-16). He is preaching another gospel other than that which we have
received; therefore, let him be accursed (Gal. 1:8,9).

Although Dobson professes to be a Christian, he continually denies Jesus Christ by adding to His Word the philosophy
and false teaching of the world. He, thus, is a type of Antichrist (2 John 7). He transgresses and abides not in the
doctrine of Christ. Therefore, the Scripture says he hath not God (2 John 9), and those who bid him well, support him,
or sponsor him are partakers of his evil deeds (2 John 11). We are called by God to hate every false way (Psa.
119:104,127,128,163). Is Dobson's way a false way? We believe with all our hearts before God that it is.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Dobson's teachings are two books by Martin & Deidre
Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA): Prophets of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson
(1990, 310 pages); and James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Revised:1998, 243 pages).
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Losing Our Sanity, from Cradle to Couch
by Tana Dineen, PhD

May was Mental Health Month across North America and with it came the usual warnings of a plethora of
psychiatric maladies waiting to beset us. But this year, children—even infants who can’t even hold their heads
up—are being targeted.

As a society, we’re already sensitized to Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder in school-age children, a
childhood obesity epidemic, adolescent eating disorders, suicidal teens, and traumatized casualties of bullying.

We’ve come to accept the statistic that mental illness strikes one in eight adolescents. But it seems this is only
the tip of a mental illness iceberg. Our wee ones are apparently suffering from disorders as adult-sounding as
clinical depression and post traumatic stress disorder. Alarm bells are being sounded. These children need
immediate treatment, the experts say. And, if we don’t give it to them, there will be "serious consequence down
the line"—more serious episodes, emotional pain, chronic disabilities and an increased risk of suicide. Up to
now, the problem confronting clinicians has been that of identifying these disorders in those too young to talk or
who, as the American Psychiatric Association puts it, "do not yet possess the emotional development or the self-
awareness to define and communicate their depression to adults."

But experts now believe that they have solved the problem. Don’t worry about getting the child to talk; rely
solely on clinical "instinct" (which seems strangely close to mind-reading) and some symptom checklists created
for the occasion.

As they watch children at play, clinicians look for something called anhedonia, a psychobabble word not to be
found in dictionaries, which means the lack of ability to experience pleasure. According to Joan Luby, an
assistant professor of child psychiatry at the Washington School of Medicine in St. Louis, Missouri, this is one
of the clear indicators of depression in preschoolers, If a child is not, in the psychiatrist’s mind, experiencing
pleasure, he or she is depressed. Anhedonia is "unique to those who were depressed" they say, an obvious case
of circular thinking since it was also the way they were diagnosed as depressed.

Others, such as Michael S. Scheeringa, assistant professor in the Department of Psychiatry and Neurology at
Tulane Medical School in New Orleans, have lowered the bar on another disorder once reserved for adults. He
believes that children as young as infants can suffer not only from depression but even from post-traumatic
stress disorder. Alicia Lieberman, director of the Child Trauma Research Project at San Francisco General
Hospital, agrees, citing PTSD as a cause of something she calls "post-traumatic play."

Mental health workers have fallen victim to the notion that they have the uncanny ability to detect mental illness
in infants just by looking at them and imagining what they are thinking. Depressed babies, according to Alice
Sterling Honig, professor emeritus of child development at Syracuse University, "look listless, with dull eyes, as
if they gave up looking for their special person." Babies as young as four months, she believes, show "signs of
stress seen in much older people."

The infancy advocacy group Zero to Three offers a handbook for psychiatrists and psychologists to strengthen
their position and support their practice. With the awkward title: "Diagnostic Classification of Mental Health and
Development Disorders of Infancy and Early Childhood," it lists all possible (and imaginable) diagnoses and
their symptoms. Modeled on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, it treats
infants and children as miniature adults prone to the same types of disorders identifiable in their moms and dads.

Are any of these opinions and assessments reliable? Or are they just another sign of a mental-health industry
that wants to expand its influence and prosperity?

With each month and year that passes, the confidence of child experts in their ability to diagnose grows as does
their list of publications which fosters the impression that they really do know what they’re doing. Yet it all
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hangs on something akin to mind reading, guessing and proselytizing.

Who knows whether a "listless look" indicates depressive thinking or just a full stomach or a gas pain? Or
whether anhedonia is something that toddlers feel or adults imagine? Or whether frequent night wakings in
infants are a sleep disorder or just an exhausting parental nuisance?

Perhaps the answer can be found in the nature of the treatment, one that relies heavily on medications. A recent
survey of pediatricians, by Carol Rosen of Case Western State University, finds that 75 per cent of them
prescribe sleeping medication for young children although such practice is not approved. And, although drugs
such as Prozac have not been approved for infants and young children—which means there is no evidence that
they are safe in the long term—tiny dosages mixed with pabulum are being readily prescribed. Possibly, all of
this is just a marketing tool to create infant mental illness as a niche, a new area in which to claim expertise. Or
maybe there is a motive less sinister but all the more disturbing because of its naive benevolence. Accustomed as
they are to seeing each and every aspect of life as a "mental health issue," these practitioners may truly believe
that helping infants handle the challenges of life "will pay off down the line."

My concern is that they’re teaching all of us, parents and children alike, that psychological experts are needed
from birth to death, that drugs are a way of handling life’s ups and downs, and that growing up in this world
involves learning to see through psychologically tainted glasses.

(Ottawa Citizen, May 24, 2003 P. B7, and <www.tanadineen.com>,used with permission.)
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Radio Bible Class (RBC Ministries)
Our Daily [Psychological] Bread

-  Radio Bible Class (renamed RBC Ministries in 1994) was founded in 1938 (as "Detroit Bible Class") by former
physician and pastor, strict separatist, fundamentalist, and critic of Catholicism, Dr. Martin R. De Haan (1891-1965). It
is currently run out of Grand Rapids, Michigan by Dr. De Haan's grandson, Mart II. (Dr. De Haan's son Richard ran
the ministry from 1965-1985, and nephew Dennis edited RBC's daily devotional booklet Our Daily Bread until 1996.)
[RBC also operates International Ministry Offices in Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, England, Ghana, Jamaica, Kenya, Republic of South Africa, Trinidad,
Nigeria, India, and the Philippine Islands.]

From its modest beginnings, RBC Ministries has expanded into a massive literature, radio, and television "ministry."
RBC publishes the daily devotional booklet Our Daily Bread (circa 1956), the daily devotional for high school and
college-age students Campus Journal (circa 1989), and Discovery Series booklets (circa 1938) on more than 250
topics (of the latter, 7 million are freely distributed annually). RBC's monthly newsletter, Times of Discovery (circa
1940), has a circulation of 1.5 million. 

On radio, RBC airs the 15-minute daily and 30-minute weekly "Discover the Word" (formerly "RBC Daily" -- "small-
group Bible-study format"; 250 and 350 stations, respectively); the 30-minute weekly and weekend "Words To Live
By" (formerly "Radio Bible Class" -- "built upon the personal stories of those for whom God's scriptural promises have
produced real-life changes"); "Sounds of the Times" ("interviews and biblical commentary" for young people); "Sports
Spectrum Radio" (circa 1990) ("real issues in sports and life -- live, call-in Saturday program featuring Christian
testimonies from well-known sports personalities"); and three programs on "SPOT RADIO": the one-minute, "Thought
of the Day" ("The truth of eternity in 60 seconds!"; 400 stations), "Our Daily Bread Radio" (circa 1960) ("daily one to
five minute inspirational messages"), and "My Utmost for His Highest" ("daily readings from Oswald Chambers'
classic devotional"). On television (0ver 100 stations), RBC airs the weekly half-hour "Day of Discovery" program
(circa 1968). 

RBC also owns Discovery House Publishers (circa 1987), through which it primarily publishes the works of non-RBC
affiliated authors, and offers magazines (including Sports Spectrum magazine, begun in 1987 as Second Look),
videotapes, audiotapes, Bible-study CDs, and music products. RBC employs more than 300, and has over two million
on its combined mailing lists. RBC prints and distributes (through more than 100,000 distributors) more than nine
million Our Daily Bread devotional booklets each quarter (in 35 countries and printed in more than 20 languages), and
has a press run of more than 400,000 copies of the Campus Journal. RBC Ministries began its Internet web site in
1995, and now averages more than six million "hits" per month. (Source: 10/00, RBC Internet web site.)]

-  RBC states that its vision is to provide (1) devotional material (Our Daily Bread, Campus Journal) to help people
feed on the Word of God, (2) Bible study materials (Discovery Series) to teach right doctrine about God, ourselves,
and our circumstances, and (3) evangelism resources (Reasons to Believe brochures) "to awaken interest in a new way
of life by gently and lovingly helping others to see the reasonableness and possibilities of faith in Christ" (1/93, Times
of Discovery newsletter). We believe that it can be demonstrated that RBC substantially fails in its mission, and since
RBC's materials go to millions of people each month, it is imperative that the people of God be warned. 

Typical of the watered-down, Arminian, psychologized, "God can't save without our worldly helps" thinking of RBC's
leadership is the promo for its SPOT RADIO "Thought of the Day" radio program (10/00, RBC Internet web site):

"It's impossible to fit all the truths of Scripture in just 1 minute, so SPOT RADIO concentrates on just one
thought. Through the use of multiple voices, drama, music, and sound effects, the message of the Bible is
translated into the language of our times. SPOT RADIO doesn't preach. The decision to act on the
message is left up to the listener. SPOT RADIO uses the themes of Scripture and the Our Daily Bread
devotional guide to reach our culture for Christ. It’s a compelling and straight-forward 60 seconds."
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-  Beginning in the mid-1980s, RBC took a decidedly psychological turn, incorporating the world's pop psychology
into almost every area of its vast media empire. Most evident was the psychological self-love/self-esteem/self-worth
teachings appearing in its daily devotional Our Daily Bread (ODB). ODB has even taught a "Christianized" form of
occult visualization. (See the samples of some typical ODB devotional articles. The bracketed comments should be
sufficient to indicate our problems with RBC's teachings.) In addition, ODB and other RBC publications regularly cite
favorably and/or endorse such psychologists/psychiatrists/psychologizers as Alfred Adler, Abraham Maslow, Paul
Tournier, Leo Buscaglia, Victor Frankl, Larry Crabb, Dan Allender, Kevin Huggins, Henry Cloud, John Townsend,
David Wyrtzen, Bob George, John White, Josh McDowell, R.C. Sproul, Billy Graham, James Dobson, Chuck
Swindoll, Irwin Lutzer, Karen Mains, Jill Briscoe, Joni Eareckson Tada, William Backus ("self-talk" therapy), Henri
Nouwen (New Age Roman Catholic mystic and universalist), Max Lucado, Chuck Colson, David Yonggi Cho, the 12-
Step programs of the Rapha and Minirth Meier New Life Clinics, and the ecumenical, psychological, charismatic
Promise Keepers movement (even once calling God, the "Divine Promise Keeper"). [ODB has even quoted favorably
from neo-orthodox theologians Soren Kierkegaard and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. (Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who
denied or questioned nearly every major doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the
"Death of God" theology.)]

-  In personal correspondence with Dennis De Haan in November of 1989, De Haan (ODB's editor at the time) stated
that he finds "helpful many insights from psychology." He also said he finds no inconsistency between "a healthy self-
acceptance" and the Biblical teaching on sin, Christ's atoning death, and self-denial. Dennis De Haan was very clear in
his thinking that while the Bible is sufficient to meet "man's deepest need for forgiveness and reconciliation to God,"
that it isn't quite sufficient to help those people for whom life is a "greater struggle"! Hence, in his view, there is a need
for the teachings of the godless men who gave us psychology!

A 10/6/94 ODB devotional article by Dennis De Haan clearly indicates his, and RBC's, continued affection for pop
psychological concepts. In the article titled, "Our Image Problem," De Haan contends that people who "understand
clearly their own strengths and weaknesses are better able to accept themselves as they are and accomplish more in
life." (Emphasis added.) The Apostle Paul is De Haan's Biblical character who supposedly exemplifies self-acceptance
-- "His self-acceptance was based on God's acceptance of him in Christ [despite Paul's] "painful memory of
persecuting the church." De Haan describes what he believes to be "a mature kind of self-acceptance" -- "'By the grace
of God I am what I am.'" He concludes with a poem that claims "God accepts us as we are, and we must do the same."
(See Paul Brownback: The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin & Deidre Bobgan: James Dobson's Gospel
of Self-Esteem & Psychology, pp. 65-71, for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and self-
acceptance.) In a more recent ODB (9/23/95), M.R. De Haan II teaches that "Low self-esteem is a killer -- a killer of
potential, of courage, of relationships. ... To feel good about yourself, think of who you are in Christ."

-  A good example of just how far RBC has come in its acceptance of the psychological gospel would be an RBC
Discovery Series booklet written by Tim Jackson, a licensed psychologist in Michigan -- "When Help Is Needed: A
Biblical View of Counseling." (Jackson is also listed as the senior counselor for RBC's Biblical correspondence
department.) The booklet covers such psychological euphemisms for sin as: "eating disorders or sexual addiction,
uncontrollable outbursts of anger, alcohol or drug abuse, debilitating depression, anxiety that steals one's sleep,
paralyzing fears, obsessive/compulsive activities, workaholism, [and] uncontrollable spending."

Jackson not only questions the ability of the local church pastor to handle such "problems" (not "sins," mind you), but
he also questions the sufficiency of Christ. He states that, "Many disagree about the meaning of 'the sufficiency of
Christ.' Do His provisions and mercies include medication, support groups, and an understanding of family history,
temperaments, and deeply buried motives? ... The Bible warns against counsel that is contrary to the purpose of God.
But the Scriptures are not against all that is natural, social, or secular. ... School counselors serve our communities well
when they influence young people for good by encouraging ... a student to think through his own values, beliefs and
motives [values clarification!] [pp. 4-6]. ... What is the pastor's role as a counselor? [p. 26]. ... Professional counseling
is sometimes necessary to deal with complex issues that don't easily yield to our normal understanding of how we are
to grow and deal with the struggles in our lives. This kind of intense counseling is like doing deep surgery on the soul
[p. 28]. ... Going to a licensed counselor or therapist is like going to your medical doctor for a physical problem" (p.
29). (Emphasis added.)
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Jackson's counseling focus is typical of those who rely on self instead of God, and on psychology instead of the Bible
(cf. 2 Peter 1:3): "Many physical and emotional problems are rooted in unseen and often undetected spiritual issues.
Eating disorders, alcohol and drug addiction, depression, chronic anxiety, sexual abuse, and multiple personality
disorders are so painful in and of themselves, that they persistently mask the deeper issues that fuel them [p. 7]. ...
Good counseling helps us to face our disappointment in a trouble-filled life. It helps us to face our disappointment in
ourselves and realize that very often we cannot make life work for us or protect us from pain. Good counseling helps
us to face our disappointment in a God who doesn't give us everything we ask for [p. 12]. ... Because we have been
created in the likeness of this triune God, all of us have a deep need for relationships [this and following:
Crabb/Adler/Maslow need theology -- see also Jackson's Discovery Series booklet: "When Anger Burns," for more
Crabb theology]. We hunger to love and be loved by others. We want to know and be known, to accept and be
accepted, to respect and be respected, to give and to receive, to care and to be cared for. For this we have been made.
For this we rightly hunger [p. 16]. ... This mix of dignity and depravity is what makes so many problems extremely
resistant to change. The desires that drive an alcoholic are not all bad. The urges that obsess the homosexual are not all
wrong. Husbands or wives who ... feel more alive and fulfilled in an extramarital relationship are not totally evil in
their longings. ... We end up feeling guilty for God-given desires and then rationalize and defend our illegitimate
strategies for trying to deal with our pain. ... Good counsel will help us to see the difference between God-given
desires and our own sinful strategies for satisfying those desires" (pp. 17-18). (Emphasis added.)

[Jackson co-authored another RBC Discovery Series booklet with M.R. De Haan II titled: "Designed for Desire: God's
Design for Sexuality." In the recommended reading section at the back of the booklet, they recommend books by
psychologists Harry W. Schaumburg ("... for anyone fighting the battle against compelling sexual desires") and Larry
Crabb ("... focuses on why relationships get off track and how to refocus our attention in godly directions"). This
Discovery Series booklet is full of Crabb-like statements, and even puts Jesus Christ into Crabb's "need-satisfaction"
mold (e.g., they speak of Jesus as being "secure enough within Himself" and thereby "did not 'need' a physical, sexual
relationship").]

-  RBC began a serious teaching relationship with "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in 1988. [Crabb's model of
counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all behavior; this system
has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a "hierarchy of needs") psychology, with great
emphasis on so-called emotional needs.] Favorable comments on Crabb and his teachings were later made in the 8/89,
Radio Bible Class News. In 1990, M.R. De Haan II, fellow psychologizer Ron Chadwick, and Crabb, together made
and heavily promoted a four-part video teaching series titled, "How Can I Feel Good About Myself?" (Discovery
Interactive Bible Study Series). The video and accompanying Leader's Guide were "designed to help you teach your
group the biblical basis of how you can feel good about yourself." In our opinion, this series is the most blatant of all
the anti-Biblical productions we have seen on the subject of self-esteem. (This "study" was first published in a 1988
RBC Discovery Series booklet, "How Can I Feel Good About Myself -- MAN: Self-Esteem.")

-  An article in the 4/96, Times of Discovery tells of RBC's operation of a telephone/mail psychologically-oriented
counseling department: "Imagine spending your day helping people cope with struggles, answering Bible questions,
and directing people to resources that can assist them. That's what goes on in RBC's Biblical Correspondence
Department, often called our counseling department." A group of four men and three women do this counseling. The
article lists seven most asked caller/writer relationship issue questions. The RBC counselors answer questions on
"marital struggles," "sexual struggles," "abuse issues," "parenting," "addictive behaviors," "depression/anxiety," and
"grief/loss/divorce." The counselors also send out psychologically-oriented booklets on "spouse abuse," "anger,"
"counseling," "sexual abuse," and "sexuality." Besides the fact that this "counseling" is heavily psychological, God's
Word nowhere authorizes long-distance counseling outside of the local church. (See the Bobgan's book, Against
Biblical Counseling: For the Bible for the correct view on counseling and the church.)

-  As evidence that RBC still believes that the Bible is not enough, but that psychospiritual methods are necessary for
the believer to experience the full Christian life, see an article by Mart De Haan II titled "Been Thinking About …
Counseling" from RBC's June 2000 Times of Discovery newsletter. De Haan's article is a good example of what is
termed "psychoheresy" -- the integration of secular psychological counseling theories and therapies with the Bible and
the intrusion of such theories into the preaching and practice of Christianity, especially when they contradict or
compromise Biblical Christianity in terms of the nature of man, how he is to live, and how he changes. While De Haan
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does not use the terms "clinical psychology" or "psychotherapy" in his article, it is clear he supports both. De Haan
aligns himself with professionally trained "people helpers" and strongly defends the use of extra-Biblical material for
helping individuals experiencing problems of living. His article clearly promotes "support groups," "professional
counselors," and "personality tests."

Of De Haan's many errors in his article, the most egregious ones relate to his perception of Scripture through the
distorting lens of a high view of extra-Biblical ideas and theories regarding the mind, will, emotions, and behavior. His
high view of this extra-Biblical material seems driven by his faith in professional counselors and their use of the extra-
Biblical wisdom of men. (De Haan goes so far as to claim that Jesus and others in the Old and New Testaments spoke
extra-Biblically.) De Haan considers himself part of the "not-the-Bible-only group," which believes that:

"… the Bible itself encourages us to look beyond its pages in our efforts to help others. This group
believes that while the cross of Christ is our only solution for sin, there is room within the mercy and
compassion of Christ to use support groups, professional counselors, antidepressants, and personality tests
as additional ways of caring for one another. … we believe that secular tools, when used carefully, can
help us obey God when He tells us to seek understanding, help one another, and relieve the oppressed. …
Does the Bible point to itself as the only solution for problems of the heart? No. The Bible teaches us how
to look beyond its pages while remaining well within the counsel of God."

De Haan produces no research support for the use of "secular tools," no definition of what "when used carefully"
means, and no evidence that any of what he proposes "can help us obey God" or is in any way connected to "can help
us obey God when He tells us to seek understanding, help one another, and relieve the oppressed." De Haan has
provided no reasonable Biblical evidence for "looking beyond its [the Bible's] pages." Aside from twisting the
Scripture to fit his preconceived not-the-Bible-only, extra-Biblical position, De Haan gives no extra-Biblical examples
from professional counselors that one could test. The extra-Biblical wisdom of men supported by De Haan and his not-
the-Bible-only group is the very wisdom of men that God has warned us about (1 Cor. 2:5). This wisdom consists of a
vast hodge-podge of theories and therapies that do not meet the requirements of being a science. It is this earthly
wisdom that occurs in the psychotherapies used by the people helpers promoted by De Haan. [Source: "Mart De Haan
(Radio Bible Class) and Psychoheresy," (Part 1 of 3), September-October 2000, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.]

-  In recent years, RBC has also become increasingly neo-evangelical. The editors of the Our Daily Bread daily
devotional booklet said in the 9/93 ODB: "We are pleased to introduce to you our newest writer, Dr. Vernon C.
Grounds. His articles will be a regular feature ... He is a member of the Board of Directors of Radio Bible Class." [In
a 5/11/94, ODB devotional, Grounds pays tribute to psychiatrists because they "can be helpful in dealing with certain
phobias."] This is but another indication of the new-evangelical direction of RBC. In the early-1990s, Grounds headed
the leftist Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA -- now headed by radical social activist Ron Sider), and is Chancellor
of the neo-evangelical Denver Conservative Baptist Seminary. He has also paid tribute to notorious neo-orthodox
theologians such as Soren Kierkegaard. (Reported in the 9/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Another addition (1993) to the RBC family is Dr. Haddon W. Robinson. Robinson, a graduate of Dallas Theological
Seminary, Southern Methodist University, and the University of Illinois, was president of Denver Conservative Baptist
Seminary (neo-evangelical/ecumenical) from 1979-1991, and is currently the Harold John Ockenga Distinguished
Professor of Preaching at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary in South Hamilton, Mass. (Ockenga is the "father" of
neo-evangelicalism.) Robinson is the discussion leader for the Discover the Word radio program, teaches occasionally
on RBC's Day of Discovery television program, and writes some of the ODB devotionals. He has written numerous
books including Decisions By the Book and The Christian Salt and Light Company. He attends a CBA church
(Conservative Baptist Association of America), a highly neo-evangelical denomination. Robinson's affiliations are also
neo-evangelical (e.g., he is a partner in Christianity Today's PREACHING today series with church growth guru Bill
Hybels and ecumenical psychologizer Stuart Briscoe).

Dr. Robinson is also highly psychological in his approach to Christian living (e.g., in one of the devotional articles he
wrote for ODB [10/24/93], Robinson concludes with a favorable reference to psychotherapist Alfred Adler). (See also
the "Accepting Yourself" devotional for Robinson's quoted statement therein that God "loves us because we are
precious.") Robinson also sounded like a typical "church growth" advocate (i.e., give 'em what they want to keep 'em
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comin') when he said, "The people who are coming back to church these days resent being yelled at. ... They think
you're scolding them. People want to hear preachers who sound like the people they like on television. They want that
warm, friendly television tone" (6/25/94, Scripps Howard News Service).

-  Haddon Robinson has also been a speaker for Promise Keepers, the ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement. PK is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are
Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology;
its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts;
and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is
proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history.

In a 5/96 personal letter from RBC's Dan Vander Lugt, Promise Keepers is defended on the grounds that many RBC
friends have attended PK meetings and "all of them -- without exception -- returned with a positive report regarding
the spiritual impact of the meetings on their life. They report no attempt to promote unorthodox or uniquely
charismatic doctrine." (Emphasis added.) He also claimed that he is not surprised to see PK come under attack, because
he has "seen many fine organizations and individuals attacked in pamphlets that distort their views and present them
out of context," but in the case of PK, there is "the obvious presence of the Holy Spirit within the movement ...
Promise Keepers may be one of the most important forces for revival and spiritual renewal in the world today." With
this total lack of discernment, is it any wonder that RBC seemingly buys into almost every aberrant doctrine that
comes down the pike?

- Joining the RBC family in September of 1994 was England's Mrs. Joanie Yoder, whose articles are now appearing
regularly in Our Daily Bread. (Discovery House has also published Mrs. Yoder's psychologically-oriented book,
Finding the God-Dependent Life.) What is it about Mrs. Yoder that qualifies her to minister to the body of Christ?
RBC says, "A series of miscarriages, a struggle with depression, and a battle with dependency on prescription drugs
have uniquely prepared her to write about a deep sense of helplessness and finding hope in the Lord" (9/94, ODB). A
9/22/94 ODB devotional article by Mrs. Yoder gives us a glimpse of where she really finds her hope -- from her
"morally pure and innocent inner-child"! Yoder says that "... at a time when I was recovering from a breakdown. I
remember how my 'adult' self taunted the weak 'child' within me." This adult/inner child conflict is a psychological
concept developed by Hugh Misseldine and Alice Miller, and popularized by John Bradshaw and by a host of
psychologizers in the codependency/recovery movement within the professing church.

-  The Journal of Biblical Equality is a journal published by the Front Range, Colorado Chapter of "Christians for
Biblical Equality" (CBE). Its stated purposes include the providing of "training in leadership skills" which will "enable
and encourage women to participate fully in the ministry of the local church," as well as the active "elimination of
barriers" which prevent women from "full participation" in the ministry due to their "gender." The 1992 Journal
includes two articles written by Alice Matthews, who is described as "the content producer for Radio Bible Class Daily
broadcasts," and as one of the founders of the national CBE and the founder of the Front Range CBE chapter (p. 48).
Therefore, the daily content of the RBC broadcasts is under leadership of woman whose views are in direct
contradiction to the divinely inspired teachings of the Bible (1 Tim. 3:1-7). (Reported in the 1993, Nov/Dec issue of
The Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  In 1992, Radio Bible Class's Discovery House Publishers published a revised edition of Oswald Chambers 1935
daily devotional classic My Utmost for His Highest. This revised edition is billed as "an updated edition in today's
language." It was revised/edited by James Reimann, who has been a part of psychologizer Charles Stanley's ministry
"for over 20 years." Stanley says this about the revised edition in its Foreword:

"I am greatly encouraged to see these powerful daily devotions updated with more contemporary
expressions. The purpose of this edition is to make it more readable and easily understood. Not a single
truth has been altered even to the slightest degree. ..." (Emphasis added.)

One only need read the devotional for February 10th, "Is Your Ability To See God Blinded?" (in Chambers words, "Is
Your Imagination of God Starved?"), to understand that truth has been altered by Mr. Reimann (and, thereby, RBC). In
the text of the 2/10 devotional, in three instances where Chambers writes of "imagination," Reimann substitutes the
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word "visualize" or "visualization." Can Mr. Reimann possibly be unaware that in "today's language" visualization is
an occult technique?! [In fact, visualization is the most powerful occult technique available -- visualizing an entity,
even "God" or "Christ," puts one in touch with a masquerading demon (Beyond Seduction, 190-240). See the examples
of RBC' devotionals for a more of RBC's thoughts on "visualization."]

-  It has become fashionable in our day for neo-evangelicals to deny or question the doctrine of a literal fire in hell.
John Stott, F.F. Bruce, Philip Hughes, Clark Pinnock, and Billy Graham are but a few that have fallen into this trap. In
1991, in a Discovery Series booklet written by RBC's Herb Vander Lugt (What Does the Bible Say About Hell?), we
have another denial, i.e., the fire is only "symbolic" and "Unscriptural and repulsive overstatements about hell have
turned some people away from the gospel." Some other tidbits of erroneous doctrine in this booklet:

"We must be careful that we do not go beyond the Scriptures and portray hell as a place where all the lost
will scream in pain forever and forever" (p. 24); It is perhaps wise for us to avoid excessive speculation
about the suffering of hell" (p. 25); "Some who never hear the gospel become conscious of their
sinfulness, abandon all efforts to earn God's favor, and cry out for forgiveness" ('respected evangelical,' Sir
Norman Anderson, p. 27 [Anderson equates them with the Jew of the Old Testament and argues both are
saved without hearing of Christ.]); "So should we portray hell as a literal furnace of fire where all the lost
will scream in pain throughout all eternity? The church Fathers, Luther, Calvin, all the classical
theologians, and present day leaders like Francis Schaefer and J.I. Packer say an emphatic 'no'" (pp.
28,29).

RBC gives no exegesis of Scripture to support their views. Some of the names they appeal to for support, like Packer,
Schaefer, and C.S. Lewis, have serious question marks over their lives regarding real Christianity. We are not certain
what Calvin's and Luther's views on this subject were. However, it is certain that the Bible teaches a literal hell unlike
that which RBC is setting forth here. Over the past several years, the tendency among the so-called "evangelical"
crowd has been to play down the awful reality of what the Bible says about hell. It takes a strong view of sin to
maintain belief in the Biblical truth about hell. RBC, like our generation of easy-believism "Christians," takes a light
view of sin, so in their eyes, hell is not as serious. (Source: Summer 1999, The Gist.)

-  Morals for Mortals is a book published by RBC's Discovery House Publishers. Chapter I contains a treatise on
abortion with some appalling statements written by RBC's Herbert Vander Lugt. The following quotation speaks for
itself:

"Yes, sincere Christians do disagree on the matter of abortion. Perhaps one reason is that it is an intensely
personal issue, closely tied in our emotions. Another is that the Bible doesn't give us any specific
instructions on this subject. It doesn't tell us exactly when the embryo or fetus becomes a total human
being. As believers, therefore, we must draw our conclusions about abortion from the general teaching of
the Scriptures on the sacredness of human life ... A Christian must therefore give serious thought to the
possibility that the fetus is already a human being who bears the image of God. But he should also be
sensitive to the plight of people like the young girl and the older married woman and their families."
(Source: 11/97, Perilous Times.)

-  Sports Spectrum is a slick-looking, glossy, color magazine produced by Discovery House Publishers, a publishing
house affiliated with the Radio Bible Class. It is published ten times yearly and has 50,000 paid subscribers. Its stated
purpose is to "lead sports-minded [sports-crazed] people to faith in Christ by covering the real issues in sports and life.
... seeks to relate biblical principles through the popular medium of sports and athletes." While the magazine's format
is extremely attractive from a marketing standpoint, and the contents interesting from a sports perspective, its supposed
gospel content is lacking in vital scriptural truths! The magazine generally presents professional athletes as a
wholesome class of individuals who have everything to make this earthly life successful -- except Christ. The athletes
lives are compared, in effect, to a delicious pie with only one missing piece -- someone called Jesus. If the athletes
would just "add" this missing ingredient to their lives, the pie would be complete. In other words, the supposed RBC
gospel emphasis in this magazine is nearly devoid of any solid doctrinal content, virtually ignoring/neglecting the great
salvation truths of heaven, hell, sin, divine righteousness, and blood atonement, and offering in its place an appeasing,
materialistic, this-present-world-only emphasis, with a pleasant "You can be born again" approach (Nov/Dec 1993,
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Fundamentalist Digest).

After reviewing several issues, Sports Spectrum also appears to be an extremely worldly-centered/ecumenical
magazine. The January-February 1992 issue not only manifests this earthly-worldly emphasis, but also contains
shocking documentation about the cooperation of this magazine with Catholic churches and other blatantly ecumenical
groups (p. 30). The magazine boldly states that "Sports Outreach Minnesota" (a Minnesota based religious ministry)
teamed up with Sports Spectrum for a "Statewide Super Bowl effort," with "nearly 300 churches, denominations,
organizations and ministries" including the "Assemblies of God churches," the "Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association" ..."Campus Crusade for Christ"..."Catholic Churches"..."Episcopal Churches"..."Lutheran
Churches"..."Presbyterian Churches"..."United Methodist Churches"..."Youth for Christ" and many more! [Sports
Spectrum is also used by about 1,800 prison chaplains or volunteers linked to Chuck Colson's Prison Fellowship (9/97,
Times of Discovery, p. 3).] "The cooperation of this RBC-sponsored magazine with apostate, liberal, and charismatic
organizations is both deplorable and tragic, and contrary to the practices and policies of its founder, the late Dr. M.R.
De Haan, a committed separatist. The road to compromise leads to the door of Rome!" (Excerpted from the May/June
1992, Fundamentalist Digest.) 

In late 1993, Sports Spectrum joined with more than 100 other "sports ministries" in the production of "Super Bowl
Party Kits," which included 10 Sports Spectrum Super Bowl edition magazines, 24 NFL player testimony trading
cards, a Path To Victory New Testament, a training manual to help people plan and promote their Super Bowl parties,
an optional "Super Bowl Party Staff" T-shirt, and a video featuring "Christian" sports celebrities to be shown at half-
time of Super Bowl parties. There were 4,200 of these "Christian" Super Bowl parties held in January, 1994 (12/94,
Times of Discovery, p. 4). This "Super Bowl Party" silliness has gone on every year through the present. RBC claims
more than 326,000 attended January, 2000 Super Bowl parties, with 9,800 making "decisions for Christ"; success was
credited to the "Super Bowl outreach kit."

-  Not content with the showpiece Sports Spectrum magazine itself, in 1990 RBC went on the radio with a Saturday,
55-minute, live, call-in talk/interview sports show ("Sports Spectrum Radio"), with Chuck Swirsky as host (currently
heard on more than 210 stations). Still not satisfied, in 1993 the Sports Spectrum radio show was expanded to a "three-
times daily (Monday-Saturday) sports reports" program with the same host (Sports Spectrum, Jan-Feb '93, p. 5). [The
latter "three-times daily" program has since been cancelled.]

And who is Chuck Swirsky? In the same issue cited above, Chuck Swirsky is described as the "sports director of
WGN Radio in Chicago" and the "play-by-play voice of the DePaul University basketball team." [Swirsky now hosts
the show from Detroit.] DePaul University is a Roman Catholic educational institution that has as the chairman of its
"Biblical Studies" Department a Roman Catholic priest by the name of John Dominic Crossan (Capital Journal,
Lansing, MI, 10/9/93, p. B-1). Crossan serves as co-chair of the blasphemous and apostate "Jesus Seminar"
(Foundation, Mar-Apr 1994), a group that blatantly denies the deity and Virgin Birth of Christ, as well as repudiates
from a historical viewpoint the overwhelming majority of the words and miracles of our Saviour-Redeemer. Crossan
has also written several books in which he denies the cardinal doctrines concerning Christ, even wickedly suggesting
that the body of Jesus was probably eaten by dogs in the grave after his burial.

-  Discovery House Publishers has published and promoted three of Luis Palau's books: Healthy Habits for Spiritual
Growth, Say Yes!, and The Peter Promise. Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen, endorsed the unreliable
Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his ecumenical evangelism campaigns
have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals. (His messages are also heavily diluted
with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.) The 1993 Palau Crusade in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31
newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives wholehearted support in mobilizing its members
to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen by us as an important event in the spreading of the
Gospel in an ecumenical manner." [Discovery House also published Kevin Huggins' book Guiding Your Teen to a
Faith That Lasts -- Huggins is a psychologizer who speaks the same psychobabble as Adlerian-Maslowian
psychologist Larry Crabb; and Carla Killough McClafferty's blasphemous book, Forgiving God (as if God could do
anything wrong for which we should forgive Him!).]

-  RBC's ecumenical fellowship with Catholicism is no secret. In a 1990 Discovery Series booklet titled, "Is Doctrine
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Keeping Us Apart?" RBC' editor Herbert Vander Lugt classifies Catholicism as a Christian denomination, and asks the
question of all "Christian" denominations, "Would God want His people to part company over doctrinal differences?"
In a 5/90 response to an Australian pastor who wrote protesting the classification of Catholics as "God's people,"
Vander Lugt conceded that "Roman Catholic teaching about Mary contains serious error," but Catholics "do not
portray her as co-redeemer with Christ. ... I can't honestly accuse [Catholics] of making Mary equal to Jesus, a co-
redeemer between God and man."

The following two quotes are from the book, Ten Series of Meditations on the Mystery of the Rosary, which was given
the Nihil Obstat and the Imprimatur, an official statement by the Roman Catholic Church that the book "is free of
doctrinal or moral error"; i.e., official Roman Catholic doctrine: (1) "She [Mary] is co-Redemptrix of the human race";
and (2) "The church and the saints greet her thus: 'You, O Mary, together with Jesus Christ, redeemed us.'" Obviously,
Mr. Vander Lugt is either being deceptive or he is ignorant of the truth concerning Roman Catholic doctrine.

In a 9/91 letter to the same Australian pastor, Vander Lugt rationalizes RBC's refusal to expose the false teachings of
Roman Catholicism: "We teach biblical truth. We also have the attention of hundreds of thousands of Roman Catholic
people who read RBC literature and listen to RBC broadcasts. And we see no wisdom in taking an openly belligerent
posture towards their church and thus alienating them before we have the opportunity to reach them." Thus, it appears
that RBC officials are saying, "It's okay to do evil (not expose the false gospel of Roman Catholicism) so that we have
the opportunity to do good (reach them with the truth)." [Or could it be, "We do evil so that we can continue to reap
their financial support"?]

-  The 45th consecutive observance of the highly ecumenical National Day of Prayer (NDP) was scheduled for 5/2/96,
with ecumenical gatherings around the country. The chairwoman again for the event was Dr. James Dobson's wife,
Shirley. Radio Bible Class was a participant in the event, urging its readers to "consider joining the many volunteers
who will coordinate prayer services at churches, workplaces, and homes ... The observance crosses racial, political, and
denominational boundaries to bring together all Americans" (3/96, Times of Discovery, p. 3). (Emphasis added.)

-  One has to wonder if RBC is moving closer to the charismatics. In the lead article in the 6/97 Times of Discovery,
Martin De Haan II writes:

"The Lord of history has not stopped giving gifts. He has not forgotten how to enable His people to speak
in real languages they have not learned. ... I believe in a God who can enable His servants to walk on
water, heal the sick, and raise the dead. ... I believe in a God who can use apostolic gifts in regions of the
world where the gospel message needs authentication." (Bold added.)

The late John Wimber, "signs and wonders" guru and founder of the Vineyard, could not have said it better!

Note: In May of 1994, RBC informed BDM that our initial use of six sample Our Daily Bread "devotional" articles
from 1988-1989 (i.e., our handwritten comments on copies of ODB originals) was a "copyright violation and 'is
actionable.'" (I took this to mean RBC was going to sue me!) After an exchange of correspondence with RBC's ODB
editor at the time, Dennis De Haan, BDM was granted permission to reproduce four of the six devotionals, but only
without the handwritten notations/comments. Subsequently, other publishers advised BDM that the use of all six of the
devotionals, including the handwritten comments/notations, would be considered "fair use," and thereby, not in
violation of copyright law. Therefore, our analysis of the six ODB devotionals remains part of this report. However, in
an effort to comply with RBC's wishes, we have now transcribed each of the six devotionals and, where appropriate,
have placed our comments (now typewritten) in bold brackets.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 10/00
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Radio Bible Class (RBC Ministries)
Sample Our Daily Bread Devotionals (1988-1989)

What We All Need*
According to psychologist Abraham Maslow, we all have five basic needs -- physical needs, safety needs, belonging
needs, esteem needs, and the need for self-actualization. {This "need system" was developed by an atheistic
psychologist, apart from God; outside of secondary physical needs (food, water, etc.) "needs" are not supported
anywhere in Scripture.}

Here's what the Bible says about each of these needs: {The following "truths" claimed by D.J. De Haan are imposed
upon the Bible -- the references cited in no way support a "need hierarchy" discovered as "truth" by a secular
psychologist.} Physical needs. He who feeds the sparrows and clothes the lilies of the fields will provide for our basic
needs if we seek first His kingdom and His righteousness (Matt. 6:25-33). Safety Needs. God is a source of everlasting
strength (Isa. 26:3,4), and He seals us with His Spirit (Eph. 1:13,14). Belonging needs. Trusting Christ, we are fully
accepted by God (Eph. 1:6), and we become part of His body, the church (Eph. 5:30). Esteem needs. Our self-worth is
rooted in God having created us in His image (Gen. 1:26; 1 Cor. 11:7) {This is a false concept of Biblical "self-worth"
-- cf. Isa 41:24; Psa. 62:9; Job 25:5,6; 42:6.} and in His refashioning us in the image of Christ (Rom. 8:29). {The Bible
says to trust God and deny self, not esteem self.} Self-actualization. God gives us a spiritual gift or gifts to help us
carry out a function in His plan so that what we do will last for all eternity (Eph 4:7; Rom. 12:6-10). {The Bible says
to trust God and deny self, not actualize self.} {Maslow places man and his needs at the center of the universe rather
than God. To go beyond physical needs to so-called psychological needs is not based upon an understanding of
Scripture, but is what the "pagans run after" (Matt. 6:32). Instead, man's greatest (and only real) need is a relationship
with God (salvation) and everything else comes from that relationship. De Haan is advocating a self-centered gospel
rather than a God-centered one, and he tries to support it with Scripture either misused or taken out of context.}

Our sin blocks the fulfillment of our deepest longings. {Our deepest longings, i.e., our so-called psychological needs,
are not blocked by sin, but are the sins (of the self-centered man apart from a saving faith in God or apart from
fellowship with God because of unconfessed sin) that keep us from God.} But Jesus died on the cross as our Substitute
to pay sin's penalty. Now God can accept us and empower us to become all that He intended for us to be. Our part is
to receive Christ by faith and commit our life to Him. This is an act of the will, expressed through a simple prayer
something like this: "Lord Jesus, I am a sinner and need Your forgiveness. I believe that You died for me on the cross
to pay the penalty for all my sins and that You rose from the grave. Be merciful to me and save me. I receive You as
my Savior, my only hope of salvation. Amen."

"For whoever calls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved" (Rom. 10:13). {De Haan should have also quoted Rom.
10:9, which includes the remaining requirements for salvation of which one is "Confess with your mouth, 'Jesus is
Lord' ..." This requires recognizing Jesus as Lord of all, i.e., deny self and take up His cross and follow Him (Matt.
16:24), as evidence of saving faith, rather than making the "needs" of self (esteem and actualization) a priority to be
fulfilled.} Join the countless numbers of people who have discovered that Jesus truly meets our deepest needs. {Jesus
does truly meet our deepest needs; however, there is only one need -- to seek His kingdom (Matt. 6:33) -- not a
Maslowian hierarchy of psychological, self-centered needs.} -- Dennis J. De Haan

{See PsychoHeresy by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (p. 77), and also A Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-
Image by Jay Adams (pp. 81-82).}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an Our Daily Bread "devotional," between the June 30, 1988, and the July 1,
1988, "devotionals" (published by Radio Bible Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.
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Accepting Yourself*
As Christians we have a solid basis for overcoming feelings {feelings oriented} of inferiority. {We do have a basis (but
not the basis De Haan has in mind), and that's to stop focusing on self and start to focus on God and others.} Rather
than basing our sense of self-worth on our looks or abilities, we should recognize that God has given us the right
reasons to feel good about ourselves {self-love not Biblical} . {This is heresy. Instead, God has given us good reason
to deny ourselves, because He commands it (Lk 9:23,24).}

First, God said that we are created in His image. Even the terrible effects of sin did not erase that divine likeness (1
Cor. 11:7). {This sounds like New Age, created in the image of God in no way implies "divine likeness"!}

Second, God accepts us in Christ (Eph 1:6). In his book The Christian Salt and Light Company, Haddon W. Robinson
says, "God does not love us because we are good; He loves us because we are precious, and we are precious because
He died for us." {This is horrible theology! He loves us not because of who we are, but because of who He is! He
loves us in spite of who or what we are. We are not precious, nor do we become precious because of the requirements
of divine justice (the death of the sinless Substitute). Robinson and De Haan are teaching "shopping mall" theology --
that "the object is worth what is paid for it" works only at "the mall," but not in God's plan of divine justice. The great
price was required because of the great sin of man, not because of man's worth or preciousness. The atonement
demonstrates the Grace of God, not the worth of man!}

Third, God rewards our obedience to Him with a sense of joy and integrity instead of fear and guilt (1 John 1). A little
fourth-grade boy cheated to get high marks and the approval they brought. After he became a Christian, however, he
knew that Jesus would be disappointed if he was dishonest, so he stopped cheating. "At first I got lower grades," he
said, "but I felt a lot better about myself, knowing I was doing right!" {This is still a self-focus; the result of obeying
God should never be a focus on oneself, but a grateful and humble heart for God's grace and mercy.}

If you are struggling with feelings of inferiority, remind yourself often that you are an image-bearer of God {should
remind yourself that you're focusing on yourself, which is not a Biblical focus, and thereby, not pleasing to God}, that
He loves you in Christ, and that he offers you joy as you seek to please Him. -- Dennis J. De Haan

THE FLOWER OF SELF-RESPECT CANNOT GROW IN THE SOIL OF SINFUL HABITS. {What's the difference
between the "flower of self-respect" (the "fruit" of pride) and the "soil of sinful habits" (the sin of pride)?}

{See the following references for a Biblical treatment of "created in God's image": Jay Adams, The Biblical View of
Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (pp 81-85); and Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love (pp 87-108).}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a November 16, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible
Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

What About Depression?*
Depression is a condition of prolonged sadness, marked by feelings of hopelessness and an inability to think clearly.
Depressed persons are apt to think, "I'm worthless. I'm a failure. I can't handle stress. There's no hope. I'll never feel
{feelings oriented} better again." {This is a focus on self; i.e., having a pity-party.}

Some of the most godly people have struggled with these feelings {feelings oriented; actually some of the most self-
centered people are the ones who have struggled with "feelings" of depression} . Elijah is a case in point. After being

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/depres73.html
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on the mountaintop, he experienced a great let-down. He had won a stunning victory over the prophets of Baal and
had run 17 miles in the strength of the Lord. Then he learned that Jezebel had vowed to kill him. Fear gripped his heart
and he fled for his life. Finally, physically and emotionally exhausted, he gave in to feelings of worthlessness and
despair. {Elijah did despair, and he was feeling sorry for himself, but the Scriptures do not support that Elijah was
"feeling" worthless.}

The Lord was gentle, however. {The Lord was not gentle; He sent an angel who told Elijah, "Get up and eat! -- this
can hardly be called gentle} . He let Elijah rest, fed him, and strengthened him for the next leg of the journey. But
Elijah's sadness continued. So the Lord assured him of His presence. {The Lord sent His angel again, and again
commanded Elijah to, "Get up and eat!" This was certainly an assurance of God's presence, but in a forceful manner,
not as De Haan implies: "Come on, Elijah, feel good about yourself and then you'll be able to do the job I have for
you."} He then gave him a companion, Elisha, and a new task to perform.

God knows all about depression. The record of Elijah shows us that feelings {feelings oriented} of utter aloneness do
not mean that God has abandoned us. They only block our awareness of His presence. {A focus on self always blocks
the awareness of God's presence} .

Those who wait helplessly on Him may feel hopeless. But they never are. -- Martin R. De Haan II

{The teaching of I Kings 19:1-18 is not how to feel worthy so you can do God's will, but is this: The only way to
break the downward spiral of depression (brought about in most cases by a self imposed pity-party) is by action ("Get
up and eat"), not by "feeling" anything.}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a September 8, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible
Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Can You Face The Challenge*
If an athlete talks about "psyching up" for a game, he's referring to the process of getting himself into the right mental
attitude. One college football player, for instance, spends up to 3 hours doing this on the day of a game. He says, "I
think about the good plays I could make. In my mind I jump around and ward off blockers, and tackle the quarterback
for a loss." {This is occult visualization!} Some golf pros do much the same thing getting ready for a tournament.
They sit back and imagine themselves making a perfect drive that drops the ball a few inches from the flag.

This type of mental preparation is also useful in getting ready for the challenges of Christian living. It's a way of
preparing spiritually for specific needs. Rather than just praying in the general "bless me's" and "use me's," try to
visualize yourself making the kind of Christian response that the situation calls for. {Incredible! Visualization for better
Christian living!}

If you're a husband and a father, maybe you'll see yourself coming home after a long day at the office. Your son's bike
is in the driveway. Your wife is preoccupied on the phone, and in the day's mail you see a reminder of a special church
board meeting that night. Okay, sit back and relax. Set the Lord before you. Picture Him at your right hand {Wouldn't
putting God at "your right hand" be exalting oneself to Godhood?; this is New Age teaching!}, keeping you from
falling our of character {What character?; the character of God?}. Imagine Jesus walking with you and claim the
power of the Holy Spirit. Then you'll be ready to go home, not merely "psyched up," but anticipating the Lord's help.
That's how to meet the challenges of the day. {Instead of obedience and prayer, De Haan would have us visualize
ourselves as "psyched up" Christians!} -- Martin R. De Haan II

{From David Conway: Magic: An Occult Primer, p. 59: "The technique of visualization is something you will
gradually master if you are to make any progress at all in magic ... It is our only means of affecting our ethical
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atmosphere. It enables us to build our own thought forms, contact those already in existence, and channel the
elementary energy we need down onto the physical plane."}

{From Dr. Harold Bussell: Unholy Devotions: Why Cults Lure Christians: "When the church is so cult like (i.e.,
encouraging visualization techniques) many Christians cannot tell the difference between authentic biblical spirituality
and the spiritual life found in cults."}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as a June 23, 1988, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible Class,
Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Help In Prayer*
The Spirit Himself makes intercession for us. -- Romans 8:26

At times we may find ourselves in situations where we don't know how to pray. A loved one may be suffering without
relief. Or we must make a major decision. It is then that the Holy Spirit helps in our weakness and intercedes for us
(Rom. 8:26).

William Hendrikson illustrated this ministry of the Spirit by telling of a pastor who became seriously ill. The
congregation dearly loved him and prayed earnestly, "Lord, please restore him to health." But he died. At the funeral, a
minister who had been the pastor's lifelong friend spoke lovingly and with insight. He said, "Perhaps some of you are
in danger of arriving at the conclusion that the heavenly Father does not hear prayer. He does indeed hear prayer. But
in this case two prayers (may have been) opposing each other. You were praying, 'O God, spare his life, for we need
him so badly.' The Spirit's groaning prayer was. 'Take him away, for the congregation is leaning too heavily on him,
not upon Thee.'" {Unbelievable theology! There is no Biblical basis or example whatsoever that the Spirit has ever or
would ever pray a "prayer for death" of a servant of God. It is also a thoroughly unbiblical assumption that an
"innocent" third party (the pastor) is punished for the supposed "sin" of another (the congregation)! (This sounds
similar to the theology behind the 1989 claim of Oral Roberts, that God would kill Oral if others didn't "obey God's
call" for funds.)} The Father answered the prayer that the Spirit offered on their behalf. {Totally against the nature and
attributes of God! Since God's sovereign purposes flow out of His nature, this "revelation" of His nature would be in
direct contradiction of everything the Bible tells us about that nature.}

Although the pastor's words were a gentle rebuke, they brought comfort, for they assured the people that God did
respond to their prayers, but in ways far better than they could see. {To the contrary, this would bring false guilt upon
the members of this church, having been told that they were responsible for the death of their pastor (because they
"need[ed] him so badly").} How wonderful that in times of confusion the Holy Spirit intercedes for us! -- David Enger

{Proper exegesis for Rom 8:26 is that the Spirit prays for our good when we don't have the words to express our
thoughts, not that the Spirit offers up an opposing prayer even when we do have the proper words.}

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an October 11, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible
Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.

Is It Okay To Complain?*
Let us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace. -- Hebrews 4:16
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Stan was an intelligent, personable Christian. But he couldn't hold a job. He spent extended periods in a hospital
receiving psychiatric care. Sometimes when he became depressed, he would contemplate committing suicide.

Although I wasn't his pastor, I called on him from time to time. I read Scripture, prayed with him, tried to show him
that God loved him. But I wasn't able to help him very much. He would often get angry when I started talking about
God. He would say things like, "I wish I were dead"; "God has cheated me"; "I don't want to hear about heaven. I'd
rather get a chance to be happy down here." {This is indicative of self-centered "grumbler," not a humble petitioner at
the throne of God.} I felt very uneasy when he talked this way, but I didn't know what to say. {Come on, Herb --
"didn't know what to say"?}

His own pastor, however, had found a way to help Stan. Very wisely he would say, "Stan, when you feel that way, talk
to God. It's okay to cry and complain as long as you do it to God." {There is no biblical basis for this teaching: Every
time "complain" is used in the New Testament, it refers to someone who is rebellious, quarrelsome, a blame-shifter, or
one making a charge (Jude 16; Col. 3:13; Acts 25:7). In fact, in most cases, "complaining" was the mark of an
apostate/false teacher (e.g., Jude 16).} He would quote Hebrews 4:16. This helped Stan regain some peace of mind.

The next time you feel depressed, angry, confused, or cheated -- tell God about it. He'll understand. He'll help you find
answers in His Word so that you can trust in His purpose and draw on His grace.

Remember, it's not wrong to complain -- as long as you do it to God. {Again, this is totally contrary to what Heb. 4:16
teaches: "Boldness" in coming to the throne of God has nothing whatsoever to do with our coming with a bold attitude
and complaining spirit, but instead, it speaks to the Christian's valid right ("valid" now that Christ has made "the
sacrifice") to have access to God -- to come to Him in prayer, with a humble, repentant Spirit in confession of sins.} --
Herbert Vander Lugt

*Transcribed exactly as it appeared as an October 26, 1989, Our Daily Bread "devotional" (published by Radio Bible
Class, Grand Rapids, Michigan). Remarks in bold brackets are BDM's.
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God's Sovereign Election to Salvation

"We believe that in order to be saved, sinners must be regenerated, or born again; that regeneration
consists in giving a holy disposition to the mind; that it is effected in a manner above our comprehension
by the power of the Holy Spirit, in connection with divine truth, so as to secure our voluntary obedience to
the gospel; and that its proper evidence appears in the holy fruits of repentance, and faith, and newness of
life." (Quoted from: BAPTIST CHURCH MANUAL, Revised, J.M. Pendleton, 1966, Broadman Press,
Nashville, Tennessee, pp. 49-50)

Believers are born into God's family, NOT by man's will but by God's will. We are not free to choose Christ at any
time. Man's will is in BONDAGE to his nature. But God's people -- believing sinners -- shall be WILLING in the day
of His power, when Jesus Christ is revealed for Who He is, the Savior of the sinners (John 1:13; Psa. 110:3; Phil.
2:13).

Salvation is the miraculous gift of God's grace given to all who believe on the Son (i.e., to all whom God has
sovereignly ELECTED to salvation). It includes all that God does in saving the elect from the penalty, power, and
presence of sin, and in restoring them to a right relationship with God. As such, it is solely the work of God from
initiation to completion. It cannot be gained by good works, but is a free gift for all whom God has ENABLED to
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and His finished work on the cross. All who so put their faith in Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord have been forgiven and saved from their sins and declared righteous before God (Christ's
righteousness is imputed to the sinner [Rom. 4:22-24], not "infused" as Roman Catholicism teaches -- i.e., believers
have been declared righteous, not made righteous), and have been born into the family of God by the regenerating
work of the Holy Spirit. God's purpose for saving His elect is so that they bring glory to Him by their lives (Rom. 1:16;
10:17; Acts 16:14b; Eph. 1:7; 2:8,9; Jn. 1:12,13; Rom. 9:16; 2 Cor. 5:21; Phil. 1:6; Titus 2:11-14; 3:5-7; 1 Pe. 1:18-
19; Jn. 5:40; 6:44; 3:36; 5:24; 1 Jn. 5:1).

Because of man's depravity, blindness, and rebellious nature, salvation is possible only as a gift without merit; i.e.,
grace alone is efficacious to the saving of the soul (Eph. 2:8,9). This "gift" of salvation includes all things necessary as
evidence that one has trusted Christ; i.e., the faith necessary to trust Christ and the repentant heart necessary to turn
from sin to Christ are both gifts from God to His elect (Acts 13:48; Eph, 2:8,9; Phil. 1:29; Rom. 2:4; Acts 5:31; 11:18;
14:27; 2 Tim. 2:25).

A life of obedience to the law -- that which God demands -- has been performed by the doing and the dying of Jesus
Christ -- His sinless life and His obedient death. Sinners are enabled to present the righteousness of Christ to God by
faith. Therefore, total forgiveness is granted by God based on the substitutional death of Christ on behalf of the
believer, thereby imputing to the believer the righteousness of God in Jesus Christ. All believers acknowledge their
sinful condition and trust in the death of Christ to pay the penalty for sin past, present, and future (1 Jn. 1:9). To
acknowledge sin as sin is a confession that characterizes believers. The responsibility of believers is to flee all
unrighteousness (1 Thes. 1:9b; 1 Tim. 6:11; 2 Tim. 2:22), having an appreciation for the cleansing ministry of Jesus
Christ (1 Jn. 2:1,2).

A "Christian," then, is the result of the creative act which Scripture calls regeneration -- a new birth. In order to be
saved, sinners must be "born again" (Jn. 3:3,5; Eph. 2:1,5; 1 Jn. 5:1), which is the new creation in Christ Jesus (2 Cor.
5:17; Col 2:13; Jn. 3:8). It occurs the instant a person believes on and receives the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior and
Lord (Acts 16:30,31); i.e., it is not a process (Jn. 5:24). In the new birth, the one dead in trespasses and in sins is made
a partaker of the divine nature and receives eternal life, the free gift of God (Rom. 3:23; 6:23).

Q & A on Election

Q: I still don't agree with your view on election, I think it's fraught with too many contradictions with Scripture.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/newbirth.htm
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A: There are no contradictions with Scripture, only with man's desire to make himself sovereign over God, rather than
vice versa.

Q: How does one reconcile the numerous verses where God says it is not His wish that any should perish, but that all
should go to heaven? Here's the crux of the matter: how could God possibly claim this, that He wishes all could go to
heaven, if He very well knows that He hasn't enabled all, by regenerating them, to "accept" Christ? This is tough for
Christians themselves to answer.

A: This is not hard at all to answer. You are referring to 2 Pe. 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as
some understand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance."
Notwithstanding the fact that God is writing to His elect (NOT the entire world of humanity -- see Peter's introduction
to this epistle), God is expressing His "Desiretive"/"moral" will, which is not to be confused with His
"Declarative"/"Determinative"/"Decretive"/"Predestined" will (e.g., the creation of the world or the eternal doom of
Satan). A sovereign God desires, or has pleasure in (e.g., that all be saved), the accomplishment of that which He does
NOT necessarily declare or determine or decree or predestine will be accomplished. God also commands (i.e., desires)
obedience from all, but He does not declare or determine or decree or predestine it so, but nevertheless, holds us
accountable for our disobedience. 

Acts 3:19 (KJV) [Repent] ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;
Acts 8:22 (KJV) [Repent] therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of thine
heart may be forgiven thee.
Acts 17:30 (KJV) And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every
where to [repent]:
Acts 26:20 (KJV) But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and throughout all the
coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should [repent] and turn to God, and do works meet
for repentance.

This is God's desiretive will displayed in all four of the verses above, yet He has not decreed that all will repent. Only
those will repent who have been GRANTED repentance by God:

Acts 11:18 (KJV) When they heard these things, they held their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then
hath God also to the Gentiles GRANTED REPENTANCE UNTO LIFE.

Back to this verse (2 Pe. 3:9), God patiently waits until all the ELECT are brought to repentance, that none of them
may perish. (This is to whom Peter writes in both of his letters -- the ELECT -- 1 Pe. 1:1; 2 Pe. 1:10.) (See also 2 Pe.
3:9; Ezek. 18:23, 32; 33:11; Acts 17:30; Rom. 2:4.)

Q: Election is hard in witnessing because it violates God's attributes (His love for all and the fact that Christ died for
the sins of the whole world). Therein lies another dilemma -- Why did God say Christ died for the sins of the whole
world while He very well knew He would only enable a few to benefit from it? He might as well have said that Christ
died only for the sins of those whom God had chosen.

A: This is flawed logic. God had to die for the sins of the whole world, or He would not be able to hold all responsible
for their unbelief. If He had not provided for (through the blood of Christ) the salvation of all, He would be unjust in
requiring that they all repent. His justice requires that the Guiltless One die for the guilty (Rom. 3:23-26). No one
could be held accountable for NOT turning to Christ for salvation unless there is a sense in which God has appointed
His Christ to be the Savior of all the guilty ones. When Christ judges the wicked (Rev. 20 -- the Great White Throne
Judgment), it will be evident that He does so in full justice! (Romans 3:25,26):

Moreover, who are we to question God for His sovereign election?
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Romans 9:14-26 (KJV) What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid. For he
saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will
have compassion. So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth
mercy. For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up, that I might
show my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth. Therefore hath he
mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth. Thou wilt say then unto me, Why
doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will? Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against
God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me thus? Hath not the potter
power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonour? What
if God, willing to show his wrath, and to make his power known, endured with much longsuffering the
vessels of wrath fitted to destruction: And that he might make known the riches of his glory on the vessels
of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory, Even us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only,
but also of the Gentiles? As he saith also in Osee, I will call them my people, which were not my people;
and her beloved, which was not beloved. And it shall come to pass, that in the place where it was said unto
them, Ye are not my people; there shall they be called the children of the living God.

Q: What logic was there in Christ saying to us to go and make disciples of all nations when He knew quite clearly that
only a few have been enabled to accept the message? He could have said for us to go and preach the Gospel only to
those whom God had enabled to accept Christ.

A: By man's "logic," there would indeed be no reason to evangelize. But God says this is the means He will use to
bring the elect to repentance. By your logic, we could also ask "why should we pray?" The old saying that "prayer
changes things," holds no water for a sovereign God. God's sovereign will controls all -- the purpose of prayer is to
line up our wills with the will of God. The purpose of evangelizing is to obey and to be used by Him in His glorious
purposes. Some of the greatest preachers of election of all time (e.g. Edwards, Spurgeon, etc.) were great evangelists.
Why, if only the elect would be saved? Because God commanded it, and these were men of great faith and great
obedience.

Q: Your theory of election has frightening questions which seem to violate who God is. I'm not accusing you of being
a heretic -- all I'm saying is I prefer Dave Hunt's Arminianism because, even though it has HUGE problems, these
don't contradict what we already know about God, but they cannot be answered because we simply don't have that info
in the Bible.

A: This is nonsense. The reason Arminians don't like election is because it puts total control in God's hands, i.e., it
makes salvation all of God and none of man. In our flesh, we don't like that. How is God's character violated (as Dave
Hunt teaches in his almost maniacal rantings against the sovereignty of God) when we say salvation is all of Him and
none of us? In the Romans' verses I quoted above, God says all are depraved, and from that pool of ALL depraved
humanity, God has mercy on some to salvation. That is perfectly in character with God's holy Nature. The question
should be, "Why does God save anyone?" Are we going to ask the Potter, "Why did you make me like this?" (Rom.
9:19-21)? God forbid!

Q: For instance, Hunt's assertion that foreknowledge is the cause of predestination elicits the question, "How could
God know something was going to happen if He hadn't decided it should happen?" In our human realm, it's
impossible, but I don't see any contradiction with Scripture if I assert that it has to be possible with God, as opposed to
what you espouse which answers that question (by saying He knows because He's decided it will happen), but in the
process seemingly contradicts God's attributes (as I've explained above).

A: This is a misconception of the Bible's use of the word "foreknow." God's sovereign plan of "deciding what will
happen," does not contradict His attributes at all! In fact, this supports His sovereignty. Do you think that God is
surprised by what happens in this world? An omniscient God is surprised by nothing. If He had not decreed everything
to happen in His sovereign plan, or at the minimum, decreed the framework from which everything happens according
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to His plan, He'd have to be surprised, and THAT would violate His character. 

Q: The question of the "regenerate unbeliever" is another hot one! We're told that one cannot choose Christ because he
cannot will to do so, but that once we're regenerated, we "cannot avoid" choosing Christ (irresistible Grace).

A: That's correct. No more than we can avoid choosing diesel fuel for a car that our mechanic has pulled the gas
engine and replaced it with a diesel engine. Our choice is a "free will" choice, but the choice is now "bound" by the
new engine. This analogy is a good one for the new heart in "choosing Christ" -- it's a free will choice, but the choice
is bound up in the fact that our will follows the new heart and, therefore, can make no other choice.

Q: We can safely say, for the sake of argument, that once regenerated, we're at the same "spiritual level" as Adam was
before Adam sinned. But Adam was able to "resist" God's will, just as much as a regenerate person could choose to
"resist" accepting Christ.

A: The Bible does not tell us the nature of Adam's heart when He sinned. We cannot at all "safely say" what spiritual
level Adam was at when he sinned. That was a completely different dispensation (The Age of Innocence). Also,
having been given a regenerate heart does not mean that it renders one unable to sin. A regenerate man still has the
Adamic nature, which we struggle against throughout our time of sanctification (Rom. 7). Therefore, to fall back on
Adam as an example is meaningless. [Some Sovereign Grace theologians make a good case that Adam, in his perfect
innocence at creation, did have free will in the truest sense -- he could choose good or evil by a will totally unbound by
the fallen nature. As we know, he chose to sin, thereby resulting in the Fall and the imputation of a sin nature to all of
humanity, to which the will then became bound, both his will by imputation, and our wills by inheritance.]

Q: What do you see as the difference between the will of man and the will of the flesh (John 1:13)? If there is a
difference, which one is totally depraved, or are both totally depraved?

A: Both come from the depraved nature of man.

Q: The Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position elects certain men to salvation and certain men to damnation?

A: Some argue for a double-election. But I think Romans 9:20-23 is quite clear. All have sinned and are destined for a
Christless eternity. But God, in His grace, elected some (from the pile of depraved clay) for glory. Those not elected
are LEFT in their depraved condition, NOT elected to it.

Q: Are you stating that God is willing to predestinate some to everlasting bliss and others to everlasting suffering?

A: I think this was covered in my answer above. ALL are destined to everlasting suffering, BUT for God's grace in
electing some for salvation. Why does He elect some and not others? The question should be, "Why has He elected
anybody?" Because of His mercy and grace, some He has DECLARED righteous and IMPUTED the righteousness of
His Son.

Q: Was I, before I got saved, in Adam or in Christ? If I was in Christ, did I fall out of Christ, get into Adam, and then
get out of Adam and back into Christ?

A: This question doesn't make any sense. You can be of the elect and still not YET be saved, because God has not yet
regenerated your heart. But, in God's good time, all the elect will be saved.
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Q: Jesus said: "... how often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her
wings, and ye would not!"

A: Of course they would not -- they were not elect. Nevertheless, Jesus DESIRED that they be saved, yea, even
COMMANDED obedience (which is impossible without Christ).

Q: Luke 13:34, how can the Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position state that the will of man plays no part in the
performance of the will of God?

A: The will of man plays NO part -- that is correct. If man's will can in any way whatsoever trigger the "performance"
(your word) of the will of God, then God is NOT the Almighty Sovereign He claims Himself to be in the Bible.
Salvation is either all of God or none of God.

Q: Jesus said He "would" but the people said we "would not."

A: Not until He grants them the faith and the power to repent; i.e., regenerates them with a new heart. The will of man
is bound by his nature. New nature, new will. The old nature WILL NOT, yea CANNOT, choose Christ. The new
nature WILL "choose" Christ -- no other choice can be made. That is what is meant by the phrase -- "Man's will,
bound yet free." Man's will is always bound by his nature.

Q: Many modern-day Arminians are in opposition to the view that "faith" comes to us as a "bestowed gift."

A: Speaking purely from my own salvation experience, if this were not a "bestowed gift" in my believing, working,
and persevering, I don't have an egg's chance of surviving a trip over Niagara Falls. I don't know a single thing that I
ever did which was acceptable to God that was not a "bestowed gift." John Bunyan once said that the best prayer he
ever uttered had enough sin in it to damn the world, and I must plead the same depravity as Bunyan. Faith is indeed
the "bestowed gift" of God, for it is His own creative work by the Word of God and its use by the Holy Spirit. We are
born "OF" (ek) the Spirit, BY (I) the Word of God. We are distinctly told that it is "not of blood, nor of the will of the
flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:13). Whatever is essential to salvation is a "work," and whatever is a
"work" is a "condition," and whatever is a "condition" is what the Holy Spirit "bestows" upon us in accomplishing the
making of us new creations in Christ. The real issue is, "Who is sufficient for these things? -- God or man?" "For who
maketh thee to differ from another? and what hast thou that thou didst not receive?" (1 Cor. 4:7).

Q: Isn't it clear that God has a will, the people have a will; God willed one thing, the people willed the opposite;
therefore God's will was not performed? This is a common occurrence throughout the Scriptures. How can you explain
this from the Bible?

A: Shame on you! Do you realize what you are saying? "Man can prevent God's will from functioning"!!! I'm sorry,
but you have just made man sovereign and God subject to man's will! You are confused between God allowing
something to happen and being forced to go along with the flow of man's will. This is very dangerous ground to be on.

And so the way is prepared for that caricature of gospel preaching, that consists chiefly in begging the
sinner to come to Jesus before it is too late, leaves the false impression that it is quite in his power to come
today or tomorrow, or whatever time may be convenient to him, and that presents a very willing but
powerless Jesus, that would ever be pleased to save the sinner, but is incapable to do so unless the sinner
gives his consent. The "whosoever will may come" is presented as meaning: "All men can will to come
whenever they please." And instead of the truth of the gospel that no man can come to Christ unless the
Father draw him, we now hear; "No, Christ cannot come to the sinner, unless the sinner permit him!" Here
is a fair example of it: "God is ready, God is willing, God is eager, God is anxious, God is pleading for the
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privilege of washing away the sins of every soul in the precious blood of His son and heir. But His hands
are tied, His power is limited, His grace is constrained by you. If you want to be saved, God is willing to
save you. If you don't want to be saved, there isn't anything that even God can do to rescue you from that
pit of eternal burning." That is what becomes of the preaching of the gospel when the truth of God's
sovereign grace is either forgotten or denied. Call it the gospel, if you like; to me it is nothing short of
blasphemy of the name of the living God! An anxious and pleading God, whose power is limited, and
whose hands may be tied by the proud and stubborn sinner, who is less than dust of the balance, is no God,
but a miserable idol! (Herman Hoeksema (1886-1965) in Whosoever Will).

Note on Calvinism vs. Arminianism -- The "Five Points of Calvinism" 

The five points of Calvinism were in response to the heretical teachings of Arminius, not vice versa. In fact, Arminius
"five points" (i.e., "five articles of faith") were drawn up in 1610 by his followers, one year AFTER Arminias's death.
The Arminians presented these five doctrines to the state of Holland in the form of a Remonstrance, protesting the
Belgic Confession of Faith and the Heidelberg Catechism, and demanding that the official standards of the Church of
Holland be changed to conform to the "five articles." In 1618, the Synod of Dort  was called to examine each of the
five views of Arminius as detailed in the Remonstrance; it met in 154 sessions over a seven month period, culminating
in 1619 with a total rejection of all five points. Knowing a mere rejection would be insufficient, the so-called "five
points of Calvinism" were set out to specifically answer each of the five articles of Arminius: (See also, "Five Points,"
by G.A. Chan.)

(1) Calvinists believe man is Totally Depraved in all his faculties, dead in trespasses and sins, and
completely unable to turn to God apart from regenerating grace. Arminians, on the other hand, contend
that man's depravity has not rendered him incapable of savingly exercising his will in trusting Christ for
salvation. Arminians, therefore, emphasize the so-called free will of man, while Calvinists stress the free
grace of God.

(2) Calvinists maintain that Election is Unconditional, arising from God's free and sovereign grace. In
opposition to this truth, the main body of Arminians affirm election to be conditional, issuing forth from
God's foreknowledge of faith in some whom He then designates as His elect: “Some Arminians contend
God does not [even] know the free actions of men, not because He cannot know them, but because He
chooses not to do so” (Abstract of Systematic Theology, Boyce, p. 120).

(3) Calvinists avow the atonement was specifically made for God's elect only. Hence, they hold to
Particular Redemption or Definite Atonement. Because of this position, they are wrongly accused by
Arminians of believing in a Limited Atonement. In reality, it is the Arminians, not the Calvinists, who
limit the atonement, for, in their system of belief, Christ died for all men equally, rendering all men
savable, but securing the salvation of no one.

(4) Calvinists affirm that God's grace is always effectual in saving the elect. This truth is sometimes
referred to as Irresistible Grace. Although saving grace is irresistible, it is so, not because the sinner is
saved against his will, but because he is made willing to be saved through the change of his nature, and
thus, his will in the new birth (Psalm 110:3). Many Calvinists prefer to call this truth the Effectual Call or
Efficacious Grace. Arminians, on the other hand, believe that the sinner can effectively resist the grace of
God until he ultimately thwarts God's purpose to save him. It is evident, therefore, whom Arminians
regard to be sovereign. -- Arminians make man to be the sovereign and God to be bound by man's choice.

(5) Calvinists maintain that the elect who have been born again will persevere in their faith and never fall
away so as to be lost forever. This is the doctrine of the Perseverance of the Saints. While they do
believe in the eternal security of the born-again believer, Calvinists do not teach that every person who
professes faith in Christ is thereby saved and eternally secure (i.e., false professors are not saved).
Arminians are divided on this issue. Some Arminians believe in the security of the professed believer, e.g.,
the General Baptists of England, most modern Baptists, and some others. Indeed, it is because of an
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Arminians' belief in the security of the believer that they deny they are Arminians (e.g., Dave Hunt). Other
Arminians contend that believers can fall away from Christ so as to be finally lost in hell (e.g., Free Will
Baptists, Wesleyans, Campbellites, and Pentecostals).

The soteriological (salvational) concepts of Calvinists are always consistent with the sovereignty of God. Indeed,
God's sovereignty, along with the Biblical revelation of His nature and attributes, is the foundational truth on which all
other aspects of soteriology are founded. In contrast, Arminian soteriology rests upon the so-called free will of man, as
did Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism from whose roots Arminianism has developed. Instead of pointing men to a
sovereign God whose grace alone can save, Arminianism relies on the supposed sufficiency of the human will to
choose to be saved when influenced by the gospel. Thus, the foundational doctrine of Arminianism is man's alleged
free will, not God's free grace; its chief emphasis is human merit, not divine sovereignty; it worships at the altar of
choice not mercy; it stresses what is fair, not just; and it elevates humanity, not deity.

The Arminian tree has produced much rotten fruit. Arminianism has produced so-called decisional salvation with its
anxious seats, mourners benches, counseling rooms, and the modern invitation, which is nothing less than a
psychological tool to coerce people into professing faith in Christ. With its emphasis on fairness and God's owing
every person the same opportunity to be saved, it has given rise to contemporary humanism and the whole modern-day
rights movement. Because human choice is the high doctrine of this system, to which every other teaching must be
adjusted, many sinful and abominable practices based on the so-called right of choice have developed wherever
Arminianism has prevailed. [Adapted and/or excerpted from an article by Royce Smith.]
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If one were to ask the question, “Ought the church to pray for revival?” the answer almost surely would be a
resounding, “Yes.” Anyone who has a love in his heart for the church and who is concerned about the cause of Zion is
aware of the fact that the church is by no means in a healthy condition. It is simply a fact that, from a doctrinal point of
view, today’s church has, at best, become doctrinally indifferent and, at worst, allowed all kinds of heresies to creep
into her confession. From a doctrinal point of view, the church is not strong. The same is true if one measures the
strength of the church from the viewpoint of her spiritual walk. The church is spiritually very weak. It is characterized
by worldliness and carnality. The commandments of the Lord are openly broken by its members. The Lord’s day is
desecrated. The name of God is taken in vain. Fornication, adultery, and immorality flourish in the church as if they
were plants in a heavily fertilized soil.

It is no different if we consider the church from the viewpoint of her zeal. Anyone who is at all concerned about the
church cannot help but see that the church has lost her zeal for Christ and for the cause of the truth; lost her spiritual
energies; and become spiritually lethargic, spiritually cold, and sunken in formalism so that the vibrancy that ought to
characterize her seems to be gone. And the church has, without any doubt whatsoever, come under the condemnation
of the Lord in His letter to the church of Ephesus, “You have lost your first love.”

From all of these points of view it would seem immediately evident to anyone who concerns himself with the welfare of
the church that the church is in need of revival. And so it has happened, too, that the cry for revival has become
increasingly loud, widespread, and urgent.

Let me give you just a few instances of this. Ian Paisley, who is perhaps the best known and most powerful man in
Northern Ireland, has publicly gone on record as stating that he is “convinced that before he dies the Lord will send
revival to the church.” And the Lord has told him, so he claims, that he will be an instrument in such revival. A great
deal of the work which he carries on is geared to bringing about revival in the church of his land and in the church
throughout the world.

Martyn Lloyd-Jones, whose influence has been so great and who has cast his long shadow not only over the British Isles
where he labored all his life, but also over America, has said publicly, and has written in his books that “the last hope of
the church in our day is revival” (The Welsh Revival of 1904, Introduction).

The Banner of Truth, which has been instrumental in the excellent work of re-publishing innumerable Puritan classics
and which sponsors the Banner of Truth Conferences, plays a large role, if not a crucial role, in the growing clamor for
revival and in the growing interest in revival which characterizes the church of our day. At their conferences they speak
of the need for revival, they lecture concerning revival, and they pray for revival.

David Bellington has said: “Revivalism is a strand within the evangelical tradition.” The same thing is true in the
Reformed churches. The following prayer appeared this past year in a magazine of a Reformed church: “Lord, for our
souls, families, churches, missions, schools, and nations we desperately need revival. The times are dark. Thy
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judgments are imminent” (The Banner, January 1990, 7). And so revival has become an important and an urgent cry that
arises from a church concerned about the spiritual welfare of God’s heritage.

The question that faces us is this: “Is it proper, is it biblical, is it Reformed to pray for and seek revival in the church?”
To that question the Reformed faith must give a resounding “No!” Revival is wrong. Revival is contrary to the Scriptures.
Revival is at odds with the Reformed faith. To pray for revival is to go against the will of God and is to grieve the Holy
Spirit.

 

What Is Revival?
 

Before we enter into any kind of an analysis of revivals we must be careful that we understand
what we mean by this term. Many have used the term “revival” in a very broad sense. They have
used “revival,” for example, to describe those incidents in the history of the nation of Judah
when, under the leadership of a good king (such as Asa or Jehoshaphat or Hezekiah or Josiah),
the nation of Judah returned to the true worship of Jehovah after a period of idolatry and
grievous sin. Although Scripture uses the word “revival” in the Old Testament, this term must be
understood in the context of Israel’s theocracy and before the time of the outpouring of the Spirit
on Pentecost. It had therefore an entirely different connotation.

This broad meaning of revival has also sometimes been applied to various reformations in the
church, such as the great Protestant Reformation of the 16th century, the rise of Puritanism in
the British Isles, and the Separation in the Netherlands from the State Church under the
leadership of Brummelkamp, Van Raalte, Scholte, and others. But none of these events, either in
the Old or New Testament, is rightly called a revival. They were church reformations, but to
confuse church reformation with revival is a serious historical and theological mistake.

There are others who speak of revival, especially in evangelical and fundamentalistic circles, as
referring to that kind of preaching which goes sometimes under the name of “revivalistic”
preaching - preaching after the order of Dwight L. Moody, the Sankees, and, in our own time,
such men as Billy Graham. It is common for churches who have become spiritually lethargic to
call in a revival preacher who attempts to instill new life into a congregation, gain new converts
to Christ, and solicit from members of the church new commitments to the Lord Jesus. On a
much broader scale, efforts are made by such powerful revival preachers as Billy Graham to bring
revival to whole cities or countries. The Reformed faith has a quarrel with that type of preaching,
particularly with its decisionism, its whole approach to the preaching of the gospel, and its idea
of the church. But we are not particularly interested in this either, although some of the things
which are characteristic of revivals in the narrower sense of the word are characteristic also of
revival preaching.

When I speak of “revival” I am using the word in a much more limited sense than that, but in the
sense in which it is used time and time again in church circles today. Perhaps it is best for us to
take our definition of “revival” from one who himself is an ardent proponent of revival (or was
until the Lord took him this life), Martyn Lloyd-Jones. In his book, Revival: An Historical and
Theological Survey he defines “revival” in these terms: “Revival is an experience in the life of the
church when the Holy Spirit does an unusual work.” The key word in that definition is the word
“unusual.” At unexpected times and in unexpected ways, the Holy Spirit enters the church to
bring about unusual events in the lives of men which bring about drastic change in the lives of
men and churches.
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There have been many such revivals since the time of the Protestant Reformation. Some of the
more important ones were the Welsh Revivals of 1859 and 1904; the Irish Revival of 1859; the
revivals of 18th century England, under the leadership of John Wesley and his brother Charles,
the great hymn-writer, as well as George Whitefield, who also came to America to promote
revivals. In America, perhaps the best-known revival is the Great Awakening in New England in
the time of Jonathan Edwards in 1734-1735 and again in 1740. And Jonathan Edwards, himself a
minister at that time in the church of Northampton, Massachusetts, was a leading figure in the
revival movement. George Whitefield came from England to join Edwards in this work. There were
other such revivals in the eastern part of America, as in the early 1800s under the preaching of
Charles Finney.

When Martyn Lloyd-Jones defines revivals in the terms that he uses in his book, these are the
revivals to which he specifically refers and these are the revivals which he says are the last hope
of the church in our day. If the Lord is not pleased to send revivals, the end has come for the
church. So the question is: What characterizes all these revivals? What do they have in common?
What are the unusual aspects of the work which the Holy Spirit performs which makes these
revivals different from the Spirit’s ordinary and common work?

The distinctive features of such revivals are, first of all, that they come especially at a time when
a church is characterized by the two great evils of worldly-mindedness and dead formalism in
her life, confession, and worship. The church has been conformed to the world and, as a result,
has died spiritually. It is at such a time, if revival is to come, that it comes as an unusual working
of the Spirit.

Such revival is always characterized by and has its beginning in a work of the Spirit which brings
about, in the people upon whom the Spirit falls, a deep and profound, an extraordinarily
disturbing consciousness of sin. It is an effusion of the Spirit, an outpouring of the Spirit in
unusual measure, an outpouring of the Spirit in great abundance, so to speak, which brings
about and manifests itself in a profound and even unnerving and frighteningly disturbing
conviction of sin.

But this conviction of sin takes on the outward form of very strange and very peculiar
happenings. If you read the literature on revival, the books on the Welsh revival or the Great
Awakening which describe the New England revivals, they are all filled with the dominant theme
that the conviction of sin brought about by the Holy Spirit manifests itself in extraordinary and
unusual forms. It comes about in such a way that those who are brought under the conviction of
sin are so completely under the control of forces beyond their power that they cry out and groan
and shout. They fall down in fits of despair. They are, in their awful agonies of soul, seized by
fierce tremors of the body, shaking of the limbs, strange contortions, so that they roll about on
the floor, sometimes in agony. They fall into what amounts almost to a catatonic state in which
they are immobile and rigid, and during which time they see visions of the flames of hell and of
demons which come seeking their souls - all of which are intended to portray to them in graphic
and unusual ways the horror of sins and the fury of God against the formalism and worldliness
which characterized their life. All revivals, without exception, were accompanied by phenomena
of this sort. Sometimes within a congregation, as the minister was preaching, the disturbances,
the groanings, the shouting, the pleading, the crying became so loud and so boisterous that it
became impossible for the minister to go on. He had to quit his preaching and dismiss the
services.

In the second place, that kind of an unusual and extraordinary working of the Spirit bringing
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about conviction of sin was soon followed in many people, if not most, by experiences of total
rapturous joy. When the conviction of sin was removed and the Spirit worked in the hearts of
those under the conviction of sin, the rapture of their salvation was indefinable and
indescribable. They were cast into ecstasies of joy and were carried on the wings of rapture into
the very presence of God Himself, where they were given the privilege of seeing visions and
receiving revelations which they could scarcely describe. They experienced a closeness and
fellowship with God which tore at the heart. I have, for example, a description of one such
ecstatic experience which, as a matter of fact, characterized the leader of the Welsh revival in
1904.

 

One Friday night last spring, when praying by my bedside before retiring, I was taken up to a
great expanse without time and space. It was communion with God. Before this I had a far off
God. I was frightened that night but never since. So great was my shivering that I rocked the bed.
And my brother, being awakened, took hold of me thinking I was ill. After that experience, I was
awakened every night a little after one o’clock. This was most strange for, through the years, I
slept like a rock and no disturbance in my room would awaken me. From that hour, I was taken
up into the divine fellowship for about four hours. What it was, I cannot tell you except that it
was divine. About five o’clock I was again allowed to sleep on till about nine. At this time I was
again taken up into the same experience in the early hours of the morning, until about twelve or
one o’clock. This went on for about three months (The Welsh Revival of 1904, Evans, Evangelical
Press of Wales, 1969).

 

This is by no means the most unusual of experiences, literally hundreds and hundreds of which
are reported in the literature on revival. And this was, indeed, the state to which revivals were
intended to lead one. The prayers that ascend today from the hearts and minds of so many have
this as the goal: that an experience such as this would become the experience of every believer.

One leader of the Welsh revival received a vision of “unprecedented excitement” which is
described as follows: “His spiritual perception had been considerably developed and he could not
fail to draw inspiration and motivation from those supernatural, extrabiblical [notice the
terminology, HH] revelations. There was no question in my mind as to their authenticity or
authority” (Evans, 191). The result of that kind of an experience is one in which one withdraws, as
it were, into direct union and fellowship with God and which gives to one a rapturous joy and an
other-worldly peace and tranquility of heart.

This experience brings one into such close union with God and experience of fellowship with Him
that it defies human description. It is a wholly emotional and completely ethereal absorption into
mystical union with God Himself and it has resulted in a kind of revival in the church which
manifested itself in a new zeal for the cause of God and a new zeal for missions and for the
conversion of souls, and has brought the church to a state of spiritual strength such as she had
not known in all of her existence.

This is what is meant by revival. When you hear prayers for revival, when you hear people speak
of the need of revival, this is what is meant. This is the unusual work of the Holy Spirit which
characterizes revivals.

This is what revivalism is all about. I know that there have been those who have warned of the
excesses of revivalism. Jonathan Edwards himself wrote a book in which he specifically
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condemned the excesses that were present in the New England revivals. And Samuel Miller, the
old Presbyterian Calvinist, himself an ardent defender of revival, delivered an extraordinarily
lengthy speech warning against its dangers. Nevertheless, this is what characterizes revivals.
These are the unusual outpourings of the Spirit. Those who engage in such things have made a
return to Roman Catholic mysticism.

That kind of revival is what men seek for today as the cure for the church’s ills. That kind of
revival is inimical to the Reformed faith and must be condemned by every believer who loves the
truth of the Scriptures.

 

The Mysticism of Revivals
 

What are the Scriptural and confessional objections to revival? The answer to that question is, in
the first place, that revival is characterized by mysticism.

Mysticism has an interesting history in the church of the Lord Jesus Christ. It first made an
appearance very early in the history of the church, as early as the third century; and the great
church father, Tertullian, made the mistake at the end of his life of joining a mystical movement
called Montanism. But mysticism did not really come into its own until the Middle Ages, during
the period when the Roman Catholic Church was ruling supreme in Europe. That is striking
because the mysticism of the Middle Ages was also a reaction to worldliness and carnality in the
church and to the dead, cold formalism of Roman Catholicism. The mysticism that developed in
the Middle Ages, however, had a highly developed theology. I cannot go into many of the details,
but it is very interesting that mysticism had as its goal what is called “union with God,” a phrase
which sounds not only perfectly innocuous, but also like something eminently desirable in the
life of the child of God. What could be better than union with God? Mysticism spoke of this,
however, in such a way that union with God was attained through a series of steps which one had
to go through in order to reach that high goal. Now, without going into any kind of detail
concerning these steps, the last step that was to be taken before union with God could be
achieved was called by the medieval mystics “the dark night of the soul.” It was as if the steps to
union with God led first of all downward to the dark night of the soul, only then to spring out of
the dark night into that rapturous, joyful. other-worldly union with God.

It is very striking that the Roman Catholic idea of mysticism found a certain analogy in the
thinking of the Puritans. Now, I know when I say anything bad about the Puritans it is almost as if
I am beating a sacred cow. And I do not want to leave the impression that the Puritans are of no
value. The works which they produced, especially the early Puritans, can be read even today by
any child of God with a great deal of pleasure and spiritual benefit, so much so that I would urge
you to read Puritan literature. And, in fact, I can think of little devotional literature that is better
to read than Puritan literature. That does not alter the fact, however, that they were wrong,
desperately wrong, in their conception of Christian experience. What the medieval mystics called
the “dark night of the soul” became, in Puritan thinking, “the conviction of sin” or “being under
the conviction of sin.”

But the mysticism of Roman Catholicism was carried directly into Protestant thinking through the
revivals of John Wesley in the 18th century. It may surprise you to know that prior to his
Aldersgate experience, at which time John Wesley considered himself to have been converted, he
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steeped himself deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics, read them avidly,
devoured them, as he says, and was even instrumental in publishing a great number of these
Roman Catholic works. That mysticism stayed with him all his life. Robert G. Tuttle, in a book
entitled Mysticism in the Wesleyan Tradition, points this out very clearly. Tuttle, by the way, is
himself a Methodist, an admirer of John Wesley, and is pleased and thankful for the fact that
Roman Catholic mysticism became a part of Protestant thinking through the work of John Wesley.

John Wesley and the Puritans are the fathers of revivalism. In fact, so much is that so that an
acknowledged authority on revivalism goes so far as to say: “The Puritans gave to the English-
speaking world what may be called the classical school of Protestant belief in revival” (The
Puritan Hope, Iain Murray, The Banner of Truth, 1971, 4).

All the trappings of mysticism are present in revivalism. The idea of “the dark night of the soul”
has become known as “being under the conviction of sin”; the experiences according to which
one defines genuine conversion are the experiences of the mystics; the rapturous joys that grip
one and that carry one to realms unknown and into union with God are the rapturous joys of the
mystics of the Middle Ages. The emphasis on visions and dreams, special, extra-biblical
revelations, the guidance of the Spirit through these revelations - all these things belong to the
tradition of mysticism.

It is interesting that a crucial and integral part of mysticism was also the performing of miracles -
exorcism and miracles of healing. I say this because that immediately ought to bring to our
minds the obvious relationship between revivalism and the charismatic movement. These two
have much in common - so much in common, in fact, that those who promote revivals even go
so far as to say that before a revival can come it is necessary that the church have a second
outpouring of the Spirit. This is charismatic language indeed! In fact, those who promote revivals
have, in many instances, been, if not supporters, then encouragers of the charismatic movement,
and unwilling to condemn it. Are you aware of the fact, for example, that Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones
was himself a strong supporter of the charismatic movement? You can find that in several of his
books. You can understand some of what he says, for example, in his sermons on Ephesians,
especially Ephesians 4 and 5, if you are aware of his leanings toward the charismatics. There has
always been the closest relationship between revivalism and the charismatic movement because
both are characterized by mysticism.

One can perhaps understand the need people feel for revival. In these times of spiritual darkness
and lethargy, when our own spiritual life is so cold, there is something about revivalism that
brings with it a promise that is eminently attractive. By a cultivation of the inner life, by a special
effusion of the Spirit, by an outpouring from above in which the Spirit enters the heart in unusual
and powerful ways, one is transported into the very presence of God Himself, there to be united
with God in this totally otherworldly, rapturous, emotional joy which transcends anything that can
be found in this world. There is a siren song in that. There is a particularly sensuous appeal of
Satan in that sort of thing. And the colder one’s spiritual life becomes, the more that sort of a
thing seems to be desirable.

Nevertheless, mysticism is contrary to the Scriptures and the Reformed faith. It is contrary to the
Reformed faith because mysticism, in a11 its forms, places all the emphasis on the human
emotions. It is a theology of emotions, a theology of feeling. Perhaps that is exactly its great
appeal in our day. We live in an age in which feeling is everything. Feeling is the end-all and be-
all of life. And when this siren song of rapturous, emotional joy of union with God comes dinning
in our ears at times when our lives seem barren and cold, it seems as if the emotional high of
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mysticism is eminently desirable. But it is a siren song that leads to destruction.

Mysticism has little regard for doctrine. With its emphasis on feelings and emotions, it makes
light of the knowledge of the truth. In this respect it also stands at odds with the Reformed faith.
The Reformed faith has always emphasized the importance of knowledge as an essential part of
faith. It takes seriously the warning in Hosea - “My people perish for lack of knowledge.” The
Reformed faith believes in the importance of doctrinal soundness, of confession of faith in
harmony with the Scriptures. Revivalism shows little interest in doctrine; it is much more
concerned about emotions.

This manifests itself in two ways. It manifests itself first of all in a carelessness or indifference
toward doctrine, even to the point where it considers doctrine a detriment to true spiritual life.
Consider, for example, this quote which is taken from the book of Ian R.K. Paisley. He writes
about someone involved in a revival who was asked concerning whether or not he was a
Calvinist. This is his answer: “I would not wish to be more or less a Calvinist than our Lord and
His apostles. But I do not care to talk on mere points of doctrine. I would rather speak of the
experience of salvation in the soul” (The ‘59 Revival, Valiant Press, London).

Secondly, this influence of mysticism on revivalism often results in crass and false doctrine. This
can be illustrated from The Memoirs of Charles G. Finney (Zondervan Publishing, 1989). Charles
Finney was a revivalist of the 19th century who worked in the Northeastern part of the United
States. In these Memoirs he tells us of how he repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of
Calvinism, including the vicarious nature of the atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of
preaching revival. He writes:

 

But my studies, so far as he was concerned as my teacher, were little else than controversy. He
held to the Presbyterian doctrine of original sin, or that the human constitution was morally
depraved. He held also, that men were utterly unable to comply with the terms of the Gospel, to
repent, to believe, or to do anything that God required them to do. That while they were free to
all evil, in the sense of being able to commit any amount of sin, yet they were not free in regard
to all that was good. That God had condemned men for their sinful nature; and for this, as well
as for their transgressions, they deserved eternal death, and were under condemnation. He held
also that the influences of the Spirit of God on the minds of men were physical. acting directly
upon the substance of the soul. That men were passive in regeneration; and in short he held all
those doctrines that logically flow from the fact of a nature sinful in itself. These doctrines I
could not receive. I could not receive his views on the subject of atonement, regeneration, faith,
repentance, the slavery of the will or any of their kindred doctrines (48).

 

Throughout the book Finney consistently repudiates and even mocks Calvinism and all it stands
for. He speaks openly of free will and of universal atonement, and even embraces the Arminian
doctrine of perfectionism - that the converted man can free himself from all known sins.
Interestingly enough, he even explains that he adopted what is today known as “the altar call”
(which he called “summoning sinners to the anxious seat”) because he believed that this method
would be a solution to the constant backsliding of those who earlier had claimed to be converted.
Revivalism substitutes emotions for sound doctrine. Although this cannot be said of all
revivalists, notably of such men as Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield, nevertheless for the
most part revivalism at best is disinterested in and careless of doctrine; at worst, it is an enemy
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of the truth.

Faith, as our Heidelberg Catechism says, is, though also confidence in Christ, a certain
knowledge whereby I hold for true all that God has revealed in His Word. That is the amazing
wonder of the Scriptures. When I appropriate the Scriptures and lay hold on their truth and
receive as true all that they teach, I lay hold on Christ. Not by some emotional high, not by
reducing religion to some kind of a spiritual shot of adrenaline, but by laying hold on the truth of
the Scriptures. And in that way I lay hold on Christ and on God and live in fellowship with Him.
Faith, the faith that brings assurance, true assurance, an assurance not built on the shifting
sands of emotional experiences which are here today and gone tomorrow, but a faith which is
solid as a rock, a faith which withstands the onslaughts of Satan, a faith which says with Job, “I
know that my Redeemer liveth,” a faith which is the calm, quiet confidence of victory over all our
enemies, over the devil and his hosts and even our own flesh, the faith which is the victory that
overcomes the world - that faith is knowledge.

 

A Wrong View of Conversion
 

All of that brings us to another objection which a Reformed man brings against revivals: the
theory of conversion which is inherent in revivalism and which is specifically taught by those who
still promote revivals today.

Once again I have to go back to the Puritans, specifically the later Puritans, the Puritans at the
time of the Marrow controversy in the early part of the 18th century, including the so-called
Marrow men: Thomas Boston, the Erskine brothers, and others. They emphasized that when the
law was preached in the church then the Holy Spirit could make the law and the preaching of the
law instrumental in bringing people under the conviction of sin. Read, for example, the diary of
Robert M’Cheyne, an old Puritan divine of this school, and you will find a diary that is filled with
this sort of thing. Under the preaching of the law, men came under the conviction of sin. That
conviction of sin manifested itself in all of these strange phenomena which we described.
Sometimes this happened to a greater degree than others, but all agree that law-preaching
manifested itself especially in such terrible fears of hell and of damnation which so gripped the
soul of a man that he was overcome by them. He saw that his condition was hopeless; he
understood that the only way of escape was by a power greater than himself. This was how the
Spirit worked, first of all, through the preaching of the la w.

The wrong of this was that this conviction of sin was apart from the work of regeneration. It was
what the Puritans called “preparatory grace.” It was what sometimes was called the “work of the
Spirit in His prompting,” a phrase that carried with it the idea that the sinner was prompted to
seek Christ. Or, it created a man who was sometimes called “a seeker” - not regenerated, not
converted, not saved, not a child of God, but one who possessed that work of the Holy Spirit
which, as a preparatory grace, enabled him to “seek” for salvation. To that man had to be
directed the preaching of the gospel which brought the urgency of taking Christ, taking hold of
Christ, or, as the Puritans were wont to express it, “closing with Christ.” But whether one under
the conviction of sin would actually “close with Christ” was not certain. He could feel deep sorrow
for sin. He could experience the torments of a guilty conscience. He could long for deliverance
and salvation. But the outcome remained uncertain and the possibility existed that he could still
go to hell.
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It was in this context that the Puritans developed their ideas concerning the free offer of the
gospel. One must preach the gospel and preach Christ’s love for all, urging men to “close with
Christ.” This could only be done on the basis of the fact that in some sense Christ, as Thomas
Boston put it, was dead for all. Boston did not want to say that Christ died for all. He insisted
only that Christ was dead for all. But in this way Christ’s death could serve as a “warrant” to all
who heard the gospel to close with Christ. None could say: I will not close with Christ because He
did not die for me. Salvation was offered freely.

The preaching of the gospel, therefore, which urged one to take Christ into his life, was
preaching that made salvation dependent upon the individual, who was put in this state of
preparatory grace, whether or not at that crucial point in his life he would indeed take Christ into
his heart. What he did would result in his salvation or in his damnation. Such a one, in other
words, who had these prompting of the Spirit, who was prepared - the Puritans, as you know,
developed a theory of “preparationism” - by the Spirit, and put in a spiritual frame of mind either
to accept Christ or reject Him, is now left with a decision resting in his hands.

That is their view of conversion. But that view is fundamentally Arminian. It places the salvation
of the sinner in the hands of the sinner himself. It places the salvation of the sinner in the choice
or the free will of man, although it is a will prepared by the Spirit. It makes salvation less than
sovereign and is, therefore, opposed to the Reformed faith.

This error which arose 150 years after Dordt is already condemned in the Canons of Dordt: “We
condemn the errors of those who teach that the unregenerate man is not really nor utterly dead
in sin, nor destitute of all powers unto spiritual good, but that he can yet hunger and thirst after
righteousness and life, and offer the sacrifice of a contrite and broken spirit, which is pleasing to
God” (Canons III, IV, B, Art. 3). That, says our Canons, is the error of Arminianism which puts
salvation in the hands of man.

Revivalism adopts this same view of conversion and thus holds to the false doctrine that salvation
rests in man’s hands. I know that the Puritans would dispute this because they want to appear as
proponents of sovereign grace. Nevertheless, they teach that there is a common grace worked by
the Spirit in the hearts of all, which grace puts all in a spiritual position to accept or reject Christ.
Christ is presented through preaching as eminently desirable, as the one who can deliver sinners.
And sinners, on their part, though thirsting for deliverance, though seeing the riches of Christ,
though understanding that in Him alone is escape from sin, though even praying to be
regenerated, may nevertheless still be lost.

This brings us to the theory of conversion promoted by revivalism in a more specific way.
Conversion is, in revivalism, something that is accompanied by some kind of unusual and
extraordinary experience. This element has always characterized mysticism, either in medieval
Roman Catholic thought, in John Wesley’s work, in Puritan theology, or in revivalistic thinking
today. It so happened, when revivals took place, that those who supposedly came to this pinnacle
of rapturous joy when the soul was united to God had to undergo a very rigorous examination on
the part of the ministers and the elders of the church to determine whether such a conversion
was indeed genuine. And the criterion which was used to determine the genuineness of such a
conversion was the genuineness of the experience through which one passed. All of this
presupposed not only that a man could give a rational and intelligible account of his conversion,
but also that it was within the power of the minister and the elders of the church to evaluate that
conversion, to pass judgment upon it, and to determine whether or not it was indeed genuine.
They believed that the devil was lurking about, especially at times of revival, attempting to
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imitate the work of the Holy Spirit and giving people wrong experiences, experiences that arose
out of delusion. The devil would bring people to a false and carnal security in which they had no
faith in Christ at all, but an imitation, a counterfeit faith that would only lead them more rapidly
to hell. The ministers and elders, especially in the Great Awakening during the time of Jonathan
Edwards, would, surprisingly enough, claim to be able to tell with almost one-hundred percent
accuracy, whether the conversion of a particular individual was indeed genuine or whether it was
devil-inspired. So many were the conversions and so busy were the ministers and elders that
sometimes these examinations went on, during periods of revival, day and night. There was no
time for preaching. There was no time for pastoral work. There was no time for sermon
preparation, because of the vast amounts of time which were consumed examining the character
of conversions.

Further, such conversions, sudden and profound, not only became the test of whether one was a
genuine Christian, but also served as the ground of personal assurance of salvation. Indeed,
without such extraordinary experiences, assurance was impossible.

All of this is inimical to the Reformed faith. No man who is genuinely Reformed can teach that
kind of doctrine of conversion. The Reformed doctrine of conversion is something quite different.

Conversion in Reformed thought, and this is explicitly stated in our Heidelberg Catechism in
Lord’s Day 33, is not an unusual, once-for-all extraordinary, inexplicable experience through
which one passes from the “dark night of the soul” to rapturous union with God. But conversion
is a daily characteristic of a believing, regenerated child of God. Conversion ought to take place
and does take place every day of his life. As long as the believing child of God lives here in this
world, he is a believer who does battle with sin, not only in the world about him, but in his own
flesh. He is not yet perfect. He is not yet brought into the everlasting joy that shall be the
inheritance of the people of God in glory. Here he is in the church militant. Here he must do
battle. Here he carries with him the body of his death.

Conversion is, as Lord’s Day 33 expresses it, “a daily killing of the old man.” That is, conversion
is a deep, daily sorrow for sin. Yet it is also a quickening of the new man. It is a daily joy that one
finds at the foot of the cross when one brings the burden of his sins to Calvary. A daily
conversion, a daily battle, a daily fleeing from sin, a daily hastening to the cross with an
increasingly urgent longing to leave this life (which is nothing but a continual death) in order to
be at last in the everlasting perfection of Heaven - that is conversion.

Revivalism scorns this. It mocks the humble sinner, the humble child of God who fights daily
against the sins of his flesh. It has no time or patience for the daily battle which the believer
fights. It looks for the spectacular. Like Elijah of old it has never learned that God is not in the
Earthquake, in the fire, or in the strong wind; but only in the still, small voice. Revivalism has not
learned what Zechariah had to learn: “Not by might, not by power, but by My Spirit, saith Jehovah
of Hosts. Who hath despised the day of little things?” Looking for the spectacular, for the
exciting, for the unusual, looking for that which can serve as some kind of ground for assurance,
they find nothing but sinking sand, shaky ground on which to build one’s faith and hope and joy.
Nevertheless, conversion is in the daily, bitter, and fierce battle against sin; it is carried on in the
hearts and lives of the elect children of the covenant; it is characteristic of the faithful child of
God all his life long. This is the work of conversion and this is the true work of the Spirit.

We must not mock this. We must not turn away from this as if it is a kind of carnal security, a
self-deception, an easy religion. It is not. It is the hard way. It is the way of daily struggle. It is
the way of groanings and tears. It is the way of fleeing to the cross. It is the way of casting one’s
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self down in shame at the foot of Calvary. But it is the way of the joy of salvation in the blood of
Christ. And that Christ is the Christ that is appropriated by faith.

 

A Wrong View of the Covenant
 

Another error which is made by those who press for revivalism is, I am increasingly convinced, an
error that has to do with the doctrine of God’s everlasting covenant of grace. I cannot go into this
in detail. I only want to point out, very briefly, in the first place, that the Reformed doctrine of
God’s covenant teaches that the essence of the covenant is that God establishes a bond of
friendship and fellowship with His people through Christ.

In the second place, however, God establishes His covenant in the line of believers and their
seed. Those who teach revivals and plead for revivals have quite a different view. They believe, as
you well know, that the church is composed for the most part of unconverted people. This is the
explanation for the spiritual lethargy, the carnal-mindedness, the formalism in the church. The
church is composed, for the most part, of unconverted people who have to have the law preached
to them if perchance the Spirit would bring them under the conviction of sin. And the gospel,
when those hearers of it come under the conviction of sin, presents Christ Who pleads with them
to “close with Him.” The Reformed faith teaches that the church is not composed predominantly
of unconverted people. The Reformed faith teaches, as Calvin did, that on this Earth the church
always has hypocrites in her midst, tares among the wheat; nevertheless the church is composed
of believers and their spiritual seed. It is not composed of unbelievers and unconverted people
for the most part. The church is made up of those who believe in Christ whose children are also
children of the covenant. In the line of generations the elect children of the covenant are also, as
a general rule, regenerated and brought to conversion in earliest infancy. The children of the
church are covenant children, themselves already regenerated. In their lives also conversion is a
daily turning from sin and turning to God in humble repentance.

That has always been the Reformed view since the time of Calvin, and it is the Reformed view
today. But it stands opposed to the views of conversion which are promoted by revivalism.

 

Conclusion
 

Do we pray for revival? No. May we pray for revival? No. Does this means that we are not troubled
about the condition of the church? We ought to be and we are. And this precisely means that the
Reformed church is and always ought to be a reforming church.

But we must not confuse church reformation with revivalism. The two are completely different.
Church reformation is the calling of all the people of God always. But church reformation begins
with the child of God on his knees confessing his sins. There is not anything more important in
church reformation than this. If it does not start with the Christian daily confessing his sins, there
will not be church reformation.

In confessing his sin and hastening to the cross one has the beginnings of true church
reformation. On our knees we seek the welfare of Zion. On our knees we seek the peace of
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Jerusalem. We do not pray for revival, unusual outpourings of the Spirit, but we pray for the
courage and the grace of the Holy Spirit to be steadfast in the battle; not to waver, not to
compromise, not to be overcome with fear, but to stand fast in the cause of the truth.

And if it comes to that, as it has in the church of Christ many times, one must reform the church
by leaving a church that will have nothing any longer of the truth of the gospel. That is
reformation. That is what we seek. That is our calling. May God grant that to us, may God grant
that mighty work of the Spirit which brings the sinner to his knees but which makes him strong
and courageous in the assurance of the cross in the battle in the church here below.

May/June 1991
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The great revival, which about a hundred years ago visited so extensively the American churches, is so much implicated
with the ecclesiastical history of our own denomination, that the latter cannot be understood without some knowledge
of the former. The controversies connected with the revival are identical with the disputes which resulted in the schism
which divided the Presbyterian Church in 1741. Before entering, therefore, upon the history of that event, it will be
necessary to present the reader with a general survey of that great religious excitement, which arrayed in conflicting
parties the friends of religion in every part of the country. This division of sentiment could hardly have occurred, had
the revival been one of unmingled purity. Such a revival, however, the church has never seen. Every luminous body is
sure to cause shadows in every direction and of every form. Where the Son of man sows wheat, the evil one is sure to
sow tares. It must be so. For it needs be that offences come, though woe to those by whom they come.

The men who, either from their character or circumstances, are led to take the most prominent part, during such
seasons of excitement, are themselves often carried to extremes, or are so connected with the extravagant, that they
are sometimes the last to perceive and the slowest to oppose the evils which so frequently mar the work of God, and
burn over the fields which he had just watered with his grace. Opposition to these evils commonly comes from a
different quarter; from wise and good men who have been kept out of the focus of the excitement. And it is well that
there are such opposers, else the church would soon be over-run with fanaticism.

The term “revival” is commonly used in a very comprehensive sense. It includes all the phenomena attending a general
religious excitement; as well those which spring from God, as those which owe their origin to the infirmities of men.
Hence those who favour the work, for what there is divine in it, are often injuriously regarded as the patrons of its
concomitant irregularities, and those who oppose what is unreasonable about it, are as improperly denounced as the
enemies of religion. It is, therefore, only one expression of that fanaticism which haunts the spirit of revivals, to make
such a work a touchstone of character; to regard all as good who favour it, and all as bad who oppose it. That this
should be done during the continuance of the excitement, is an evil to be expected and pardoned; but to commit the
same error in the historical review of such a period, would admit of no excuse ....

That the state of religion did rapidly decline after the revival, we have abundant and melancholy evidence. Even as early
as [March] 1744, President Edwards says, “the present state of things in New England is, on many accounts, very
melancholy. There is a vast alteration within two years.” God, he adds, was provoked at the spiritual pride and self-
confidence of the people, and withdrew from them, and “the enemy has come in like a flood in various respects, until
the deluge has overwhelmed the whole land. There had been from the beginning a great mixture, especially in some
places, of false experiences and false religion with true; but from this time the mixture became much greater, and
many were led away into sad delusions.” In another letter, dated May 23, 1749, he says, “as to the state of religion in
these parts of the world, it is, in general, very dark and melancholy.” In the preceding October, when writing to Mr.
Erskine of Edinburgh, he communicates to him an extract from a letter to himself, from Governor Belcher of New Jersey,
who says, “The accounts which I receive from time to time, give me too much reason to fear that Arminianism,
Arianism, and even Socianism, in destruction to the doctrines of grace, are daily propagated in the New England
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colleges.” In 1750, he writes to Mr. McCulloch in the following melancholy strain: “It is indeed now a so now full time
on this side of the ocean. Iniquity abounds, and the love of many waxes cold. Multitudes of fair and high professors, in
one place or another, have sadly back-slidden, sinners are desperately hardened; experimental religion is more than
ever out of credit with far the greater part; and the doctrines of grace and those principles in religion which do chiefly
concern the power of godliness, are far more than ever discarded. Arminianism and Pelagianism have made a strange
progress within a few years. The Church of England in New England, is, I suppose treble what it was seven years ago.
Many professors are gone off to great lengths in enthusiasm and extravagance in their notions and practices. Great
contentions, separations, and confusions in our religious state prevail in many parts of the land.” In 1752, in a letter to
Mr. Gillespie, relating to his difficulties with his congregation, he says, ‘1t is to be considered that these things have
happened when God is greatly withdrawn, and religion was very low, not only in Northampton, but all over New
England.” The church in Stonington, Connecticut, was torn to pieces by fanaticism, and a separate congregation erected.
The excellent pastor of that place, the Rev. Mr. Fish, a warm friend of t he revival, exerted himself in vain to stem the
torrent; “and other ministers,” he says, “that came to our help carried on the same design of connecting the false
notions which new converts had embraced about religion; particularly the late judicious and excellent Mr. David
Brainerd, who, in this desk, exposed and remonstrated against the same errors, and told me that such false religion as
prevailed among my people, had spread almost all the land over.”

That false doctrines increasingly prevailed after the revival is strongly asserted in the letter of
Edwards already quoted. Other proofs of the fact might easily be adduced. The Rev. John Graham,
in a sermon preached in 1745, complains that many had gone forth who preached not the gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ, who denied the doctrines of personal election, of original sin, of
justification by the perfect righteousness of Christ, imputed by an act of sovereign grace;
instantaneous regeneration by the divine energy of special irresistible grace; and of the final
perseverance of the saints. “The Pelagian and Arminian errors,” he adds, “cannot but be
exceedingly pleasing to the devil; and such as preach them most successfully, are the greatest
instruments of supporting his kingdom in the world, and his dominion in the hearts of men. What
necessity is then laid upon ministers of the gospel, who see what danger precious souls are in by
the spread and prevalence of such pernicious errors, which are like a fog or smoke, sent from the
bottomless pit on purpose to prevent the shining of the gospel sun into the hearts of men, to be
very close and strict in searching into the principles of such as are candidates for the sacred
ministry.”

Somewhat later, President Clap found it necessary, on account of the increasing prevalence of
error, to write a formal defence of the doctrines of the New England churches. The leading
features of the new divinity, of which he complained, were, 1. That the happiness of the creature
is the great end of creation. 2. That self-love is the ultimate foundation of all moral obligation. 3.
That God cannot control the acts of free agents. 4. That he cannot certainly foreknow, much less
decree such acts. 5. That all sin consists in the voluntary transgression of known law; that Adam
was not created in a state of holiness, but only had a power to act virtuously; and every man is
now born into the world in as perfect a state of rectitude as that in which Adam was created. 6.
The actions of moral agents are not free, and consequently have no moral character, unless such
agents have plenary ability and full power to the contrary. Hence it is absurd to suppose that God
should implant grace or holiness in any man, or keep him from sin. 7. Christ did not die to make
satisfaction for sin, and hence there is no need to suppose him to be essentially God, but only a
perfect and glorious creature. No great weight ought to be laid upon men’s believing Christ’s
divinity, or any of those speculative points which have been generally received as the peculiar and
fundamental doctrines of the gospel; but we ought to have charity for all men, let their
speculative principles be what they may, provided they lead moral lives. These doctrines were a
great advance of the Arminian or even Pelagian errors over which President Edwards lamented,
and show what might indeed be expected, that the churches had gone from bad to worse.
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This is certainly a gloomy picture of the state of religion so soon after a revival, regarded as the
most extensive the country had ever known. It is drawn not by the enemies, but in a great
measure by the best and wisest friends of religion.

This low state of religion, and extensive departure from the truth, in that part of the country
where the revival had been most extensive, is certainly prima facie proof that there must have
been something very wrong in the revival itself. It may, however, be said, that the decay of
religion through the land generally, is perfectly consistent with the purity of the revival and the
flourishing state of those particular churches which had experienced its influence. The facts of
the case, unfortunately, do not allow us the benefit of this assumption. It is no doubt true, that in
some congregations... religion was in a very desirable state, in the midst of the general decline;
but it is no less certain, that in many instances, in the very places where the revival was the most
remarkable, the declension was the most serious. Northampton itself may be taken as an
illustration. “That church was pre-eminently a city set upon a hill. Mr. Stoddard, during a
remarkably successful ministry, had drawn the attention of American Christians for fifty-seven
years. He had also been advantageously known in the mother country. Mr. Edwards had been
their minister for twenty-three years. In the respect paid to him as a profound theological writer,
he had no competitor from the 6rst establishment of the colonies, and even then, could scarcely
find one in England or Scotland. He had also as high a reputation for elevated and fervent piety
as for superiority of talents. During the preceding eighty years, that church had been favoured
with more numerous and powerful revivals than any church in Christendom.” This account,
though given in the characteristically large style of Edwards’s biographer, is no doubt in the main
correct. Here then, if any where, we might look for the most favourable results of the revival.
During the religious excitement in the years 1734 and 1735, within six months, more than three
hundred persons, whom Edwards regarded as true converts, were received into the church. In
1736, the whole number of communicants was six hundred and twenty, including almost the
whole adult population of the town. The revival of 1740-2, was considered still more pure and
wonderful. What was the state of religion in this highly favoured place, soon after all these
revivals? In the judgment of Edwards himself it was deplorably low, both as to Christian temper
and adherence to sound doctrine. In 1744, when an attempt was made to administer discipline
somewhat injudiciously, it is true, as to the manner of doing it, it was strenuously resisted. The
whole town was thrown into a blaze. Some of the accused “refused to appear; others, who did
appear, behaved with a great degree of insolence, and contempt for the authority of the church,
and little or nothing could be done further in the affair.” From 1744 to 1748, not a single
application was made for admission to the church. In 1749, when it became known that Edwards
had adopted the opinion that none ought to be admitted to the Lord’s Supper but such as gave
satisfactory evidence of conversion, “the town was put into a great ferment; and before he was
heard in his own defence, or it was known by many what his principles were, the general cry was
to have him dismissed.” That diversity of opinion between a pastor and his people on such a
practical point, should lead to a desire for a separation, might not be very discreditable to either
party. But when it is known that on this occasion the church treated such a man as Edwards, who
not only was an object of veneration to the Christian public, but who behaved in the most
Christian manner through the whole controversy, with the greatest injustice and malignity, it
must be regarded as proof positive of the low state of religion among them. They refused to
allow him to preach on the subject in dispute; they pertinaciously resisted the calling of a fair
council to decide the matter; they insisted on his dismission without making any provision for his
expensive family; and when his dismission had taken place, they shut their pulpit against him,
even when they had no one else to occupy it. On the unfounded suspicion that he intended to
form a new church in the town, they presented a remonstrance containing direct, grievous, and
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criminal charges against him, which were really gross slanders. This was not the offence of a few
individuals. Almost the whole church took part against Edwards. Such treatment of such a man
certainly proves a lamentable state of religion, as far as Christian temper is concerned. With
regard to orthodoxy the case was not much better. Edwards in a letter to Erskine, in 1750, says,
there seemed to be the utmost danger that the younger generation in Northampton would be
carried away with Arminianism as with a flood; that it was not likely that the church would choose
a Calvinist as his successor, and that the older people were never so indifferent to things of this
nature.

The explanation which has been proposed of these extraordinary facts, is altogether
unsatisfactory. It is said that the custom which had long prevailed in Northampton, of admitting
those to the Lord’s Supper who gave no sufficient evidence of conversion, sufficiently accounts
for all this ill conduct on the part of the church. But where were the three hundred members
whom Edwards regarded as “savingly brought home to Christ,” within six months, during the
revival of 1734-5? Where were all the fruits of the still more powerful revival of 1740-42? The
vast majority of the members of the church had been brought in by Edwards himself, and of their
conversion he considered himself as having sufficient evidence. The habit of free admission to
the Lord’s table, therefore, by no means accounts for the painful facts above referred to. After all
that had been published to the world of the power of religion in Northampton, the Christian
public were entitled to expect to see the people established in the truth, and an example in
holiness to other churches. Instead of this, we find them resisting the administration of discipline
in less than eighteen months after the revival; alienated from their pastor; indifferent to the
truth, and soon driving from among them the first minister of his age, with every aggravating
circumstance of ingratitude and injustice.

It is all in vain to talk of the religion of such a people. This fact demonstrates that there must
have been something wrong in these revivals, even under the eye and guidance of Edwards, from
the beginning. There must have been many spurious conversions, and much false religion which
at the time were regarded as genuine. This assumption is nothing more than the facts demand,
nor more than Edwards himself frequently acknowledged. There is the most marked difference
between those of his writings which were published during the revival, and those which appeared
after the excitement had subsided. In the account which he wrote in 1736, of the revival of the
two preceding years, there is scarcely an intimation of any dissatisfaction with its character. Yet,
in 1751, he speaks of it as having been very far from pure; and in 1751, he lamented his not
having had boldness to testify against some glaring false appearances, and counterfeits of
religion, which became a dreadful source of spiritual pride, and of other things exceedingly
contrary to true Christianity. In like manner, in the contemporaneous account of the revival of
1740-42, he complains of nothing but of some disorders introduced towards the close of the
year 1742, from other congregations; whereas, in his letters written a few years later, he
acknowledges that many things were wrong from the first. This is, indeed, very natural. While in
the midst of the excitement, seeing and feeling much that he could not but regard as the result
of divine influence, he was led to encourage many things which soon brought forth the bitter
fruits of disorder and corruption. His correspondence affords abundant evidence how fully
sensible he became of the extent to which this revival was corrupted with false religion. When his
Scottish friends had informed him of the religious excitement then prevailing in some parts of
Holland, he

wrote to Mr. Erskine, June 28, 1751, expressing his anxiety that the people might be led to
“distinguish between true and false religion; between those experiences which are from the
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saving influence of the Spirit of God, and those which are from Satan transformed into an angel
of light.” He wished that they had the experience of the church of God in America, on this
subject, as they would need all the warning that could be given them. “The temptation,” he adds,
“to religious people in such a state to countenance the glaring, shining counterfeits of religion,
without distinguishing them from the reality,” is so strong that they can hardly be restrained from
committing the mistake. In reference to the wish of the Dutch ministers to have attestations of
the permanently good effects of the revivals in Scotland and America, he says, “I think it fit they
should know the very truth in the case, and that things should be represented neither better nor
worse than they are. If they should be represented worse, it would give encouragement to
unreasonable opposers; if better it might prevent a most necessary caution among the true
friends of the awakening. There are, undoubtedly, very many instances in New England, in the
whole, of the perseverance of such as were thought to have received the saving benefit of the late
revivals of religion, and of their continuing to walk in newness of life as becometh saints;
instances which are incontestable. But I believe the proportion here is not so great as in Scotland.
I cannot say that the greater portion of the supposed converts give reason to suppose, by their
conversation, that ‘hey are true converts. The proportion may, perhaps, be more truly
represented by the proportion of the blossoms on a tree which abide and come to mature fruit,
to the whole number of blossoms in the spring.”...

These passages give a melancholy account of the results of the great religious excitement now
under consideration. In the preceding estimate, Edwards does not speak of those who were
merely awakened, or who were for a time the subjects of serious impressions, but of those who
were regarded as converts. It is of these, he says, that only a small portion proved to be genuine.
If this be so, it certainly proves that, apart from the errors and disorders universally reprobated
by the judicious friends of the revival, there were serious mistakes committed by those friends
themselves. If it was difficult then, it must be much more so now, to detect the causes of the
spurious excitement which then so extensively prevailed. Two of these causes, however, are so
obvious that they can hardly fail to attract attention. These were laying too much stress on
feelings excited through the imagination, and allowing, and indeed encouraging the free and
loud manifestation of feeling during public or social worship.

It is one office of the imagination to recall and reconstruct conceptions of any object which
affects the senses. It is by this faculty that we form mental images, or lively conceptions of the
objects of sense. It is to this power that graphic descriptions of absent or imaginary scenes are
addressed; and it is by the agency of this faculty that oratory, for the most part, exerts its power
over the feelings. That a very large portion of the emotions so strongly felt, and so openly
expressed during this revival, arose not from spiritual apprehensions of divine truth, but from
mere imaginations or mental images, is evident from two sources; first, from the descriptions
given of t he exercises themselves; and, secondly, from the avowal of the propriety of this
method of exciting feeling in connection with religious subjects. Had we no definite information
as to this point, the general account of the effects of the preaching of Whitefield and others
would satisfy us that, to a very great extent, the results were to be attributed to no supernatural
influence, but to the natural powers of oratory. There is no subject so universally interesting as
religion, and therefore there is none which can be made the cause of such general and powerful
excitement; yet it cannot be doubted that had Whitefield selected any worthy object of
benevolence or patriotism, he would have produced a great commotion in the public mind. When
therefore he came to address men on a subject of infinite importance, of the deepest personal
concern, we need not be surprised at the effects which he produced. The man who could thaw
the icy propriety of Bolingbroke; who could extort gold from Franklin, though armed with a
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determination to give only copper; or set Hopkinson, for the time being, beside himself; might be
expected to control at will the passions of the young, the ignorant, and the excitable. It was far
from being denied or questioned that his preaching was, to an extraordinary degree, attended by
a divine influence. That influence is needed to account for the repentance, faith, and holiness,
which were in a multitude of cases the result of his ministrations. It is not needed, however, to
account for the loud outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations which attended his course. These
are sufficiently explained by his vivid descriptions of hell, of Heaven, of Christ, and a future
judgment, addressed to congregated thousands of excited and sympathizing hearers,
accompanied by the most stirring appeals to the passions, and all delivered with consummate
skill of voice and manner. It was under such preaching, the people, as he tells us, soon began to
melt, to weep, to cry out, and to faint. That a large part of these results was to be attributed to
natural causes, can hardly be doubted; yet who could discriminate between what was the work of
the orator, and what was the work of the Spirit of God? Who could tell whether the sorrow, the
joy, and the love expressed and felt, were the result of lively imaginations, or of spiritual
apprehensions of the truth? The two classes of exercises were confounded; both passed for
genuine, until bitter experience disclosed the mistake. It is evident that Whitefield had no
opportunity of making any such discrimination; and that for the time at least, he regarded all
meltings, all sorrowing, and all joy following his fervid preaching, as evidence of the divine
presence. It is not, however, these general accounts so much as the more particular detail of the
exercises of the subjects of this reviva1, which shows how much of the feeling then prevalent
was due to the imagination. Thus Edwards speaks of those who had a lively picture in their minds
of hell as a dreadful furnace, of Christ as one of glorious majesty, and of a sweet and gracious
aspect, or as of one hanging on the cross, and blood running from his wounds. Great stress was
often laid upon these views of “an outward Christ,” and upon the feeling resulting from such
conceptions. Though Edwards was from the beginning fully aware that there was no true religion
in such exercises; and though in his work on the Affections, written in 1746, he enters largely on
the danger of delusion from this source, it is very evident that at this period he was not properly
impressed with a sense of guarding against this evil. Just after stating how commonly such
mental pictures were cherished by the people, he adds,” surely such things will not be wondered
at by those who have observed, how any strong affections about temporal matters will excite
lively ideas and pictures of different things in the mind.” In his sermon on the distinguishing
marks of a work of the Spirit of God, he goes much further. He there says, “Such is our nature,
that we cannot think of things invisible without some degree of imagination. I dare appeal to any
man of the greatest powers of mind, whether he is able to fix his thoughts on God, or Christ, or
the things of another world without imaginary ideas attending his meditation.” By imaginary
ideas, he means mental images, or pictures. In the same connection, he adds, “the more engaged
the mind is, and the more intense the contemplation and affection, still the more lively and
strong will the imaginary idea ordinarily be.” Hence, he insists, “that it is no argument that a work
is not a work of the Spirit of God, that some who are the subjects of it, have been in a kind of
ecstasy, wherein they have been carried beyond themselves, and have had their minds
transported in a train of strong and pleasing imaginations, and a kind of visions, as though they
were rapt up even to Heaven, and there saw glorious sights.”

It is not to be denied that there is a legitimate use of the imagination in religion. The Bible often
addresses itself to this faculty. The descriptions which it gives of the future glory of the church,
and of Heaven itself, are little else than a series of images; not that we should conceive of the
millennium as of a time when the lion and lamb shall feed together, or of Heaven as a golden
city, but that we may have a more lively impression of the absence of all destructive passions,
when Christ shall reign on Earth, and that we may learn to think of Heaven as a state of
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surpassing glory. In all such cases, it is the thought which the figure is meant to convey, and not
the figure itself, that the mind rests upon in all truly religious exercises. When, on the other
hand, the mind fixes on the image, and not upon the thought, and inflames itself with these
imaginations, the result is mere curious excitement. So far then as the imagination is used to
render the thoughts which the understanding forms of spiritual things distinct and vivid, so far
may it minister to our religious improvement. But when it is made a mere chamber of imagery, in
which the soul alarms or delights itself with spectres, it becomes the source of all manner of
delusions.

It may still further be admitted, that images borrowed from sensible objects often mix with and
disturb the truly spiritual contemplation’s of the Christian, but this is very different from teaching
that we cannot think of God, or Christ, or spiritual subjects, without some pictorial
representations of them. If such is the constitution of our nature that we must have such
imaginary ideas of God himself then we ought to have and to cherish them. But by the definition,
these ideas are nothing but the reproduction and varied combinations of past impressions on the
senses. To say, therefore, that we must have such ideas of God, is to say that we must conceive
of him and worship him under some corporeal form, which is nothing but refined idolatry, and is
as much forbidden as the worship of stocks or stones. It certainly needs no argument to show
that we cannot form any pictorial representation of a spirit, and least of all, of God; or that such
representations of Christ or Heaven cannot be the source of any truly religious affections. What
have such mental images to do with the apprehension of the evil of sin, of the beauty of holiness,
of the mercy of God, or the merits of Christ, or with any of those truths on which the mind acts
when under the influence of the Spirit of God?

From the accounts of this revival already quoted, from the detail given of the experience of many
of its subjects, and especially from the arguments and apologies just referred to, it is evident that
one great source of the false religion, which it is admitted, then prevailed, was the countenance
given to these impressions on the imagination and to the feelings thus excited. It was in vain to
tell the people they must distinguish between what was imaginary and what was spiritual; that
there was no religion in these lively mental images, when they were at the same time told that it
was necessary they should have them, and that the more intense the religious affection, the more
vivid would these pictures be. Under such instruction they would strive to form such
imaginations; they would gloat on them, inflame themselves with them, and consider the
vividness of the image, and the violence of the consequent emotion, as the measure of their
religious attainment. How deeply sensible Edwards became of the evil which actually arose from
this source, may be learned from his work on the Affections. When an “affection arises from the
imagination, arid is built upon it, as its foundation, instead of a spiritual illumination or
discovery, then is the affection, however, elevated, worthless and vain.” And in another place he
says “When the Spirit of God is poured out, to begin a glorious work, then the old Serpent, as fast
as possible, and by all means, introduces this bastard religion, and mingles it with the true;
which has from time to time, brought all things into confusion. The pernicious consequence of it
is not easily imagined or conceived of, until we see and are amazed with the awful effects of it,
and the dismal desolation it has made. If the revival of true religion be very great in its
beginning, yet if this bastard comes in, there is danger of its doing as Gideon’s bastard,
Abimelech, did, who never left until he had slain all his threescore and ten true-born sons,
excepting one, that was forced to flee. The imagination or phantasy seems to be that wherein are
formed all those delusions of Satan, which those are carried away with, who are under the
influence of false religion, and counterfeit graces and affections. Here is the devil’s grand
lurking-place, the very nest of foul and delusive spirits.”
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If Edwards, who was facile princeps among the friends of this revival, could, during its early
stages, fall into the error of countenancing the delusions which he afterwards so severely
condemned, what could be expected of Whitefield and others, who at this time, (dates must not
be neglected, a few years made a great difference both in persons and things) passed rapidly
from place to place, neither making nor being able to make, the least distinction between the
effects of an excited imagination, and the exercises of genuine religion? That they would test the
experience of their converts by its fruits, is not denied; but that they considered all the
commotions which attended their ministrations, as proofs of the Spirit’s presence, is evident
from their indiscriminate rejoicing over all such manifestations of feeling. These violent
agitations produced through the medium of the imagination, though sufficiently prevalent,
during the revival in this country, were perhaps still more frequent in England, under the
ministrations of Wesley, and, combined with certain peculiarities of his system, have given to the
religion of the Methodists its peculiar, and, so far as it is peculiar, its undesirable characteristic.

Another serious evil was the encouragement given to loud outcries, faintings, and bodily
agitations during the time of public worship. It is remarkable that these effects of the excitement
prevailed generally, not only in this country, but also in Scotland and England. The fanatical
portion of the friends of the revival not only encouraged these exhibitions, but regarded them as
proofs of the presence and power of the Spirit of God. The more judicious never went to this
extreme, though most of them regarded them with favour. This was the case with Whitefield,
Edwards, and Blair.

The manner in which Whitefield describes the scenes at Nottingham and Fagg’s Manor, and
others of a similar character, shows that he did not disapprove of these agitations. He says he
never saw a more glorious sight, than when the people were fainting all round him, and crying
out in such a manner as to drown his own voice. Edwards took them decidedly under his
protection. He not only mentions, without the slightest indication of disapprobation, that his
church was often filled with outcries, faintings, and convulsions, but takes great pains to
vindicate the revival from all objection on that account. Though such effects were not, in his
view, any decisive evidence of the kind of influence by which they were produced, he contended
that it was easy to account for their being produced by a “right influence and a proper sense of
things.” He says, ministers are not to be blamed for speaking of these things “as probable tokens
of God’s presence, and arguments of the success of preaching, because I think they are so
indeed. I confess that when I see a great outcry in a congregation, I rejoice in it much more than
merely in an appearance of solemn attention, and a show of affection by weeping. To rejoice that
the work of God is carried on calmly and without much ado, is in effect to rejoice that it is carried
on with less power, or that there is not so much of the influence of God’s Spirit.” In the same
connection he says, that when these outcries, faintings, and other bodily effects attended the
preaching of the truth, he did not “scruple to speak of them, to rejoice in them, and bless God for
them,” as probable tokens of his presence.

The Boston ministers, on the other hand, appear to have disapproved of these things entirely, as
they mention their satisfaction that there had been little or nothing of such “blemishes of the
work” among their churches. The same view was taken of them by President Dickinson, William
Tennent of Freehold, and many others.

That the fanatics, who regarded these bodily agitations and outcries as evidences of conversion,
committed a great and dangerous mistake, need not be argued; and that Edwards and others,
who rejoiced over and encouraged them, as probable tokens of the favour of God, fell into an
error scarcely less injurious to religion, will, at the present day, hardly be questioned. That such
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effects frequently attend religious excitements is no proof that they proceed from a good source.
They may owe their origin to the corrupt, or at least merely natural feelings, which always
mingle, to a greater or less degree, with strong religious exercises. It is a matter of great
practical importance to learn what is the true cause of these effects; to ascertain whether they
proceed from those feelings which are produced by the Spirit of God, or from those which arise
from other sources. If the former, we ought to rejoice over them; if the latter, they ought to be
repressed and discountenanced.

That such bodily agitations owe their origin not to any divine influence, but to natural causes,
may be inferred from the fact that these latter are adequate to their production. They are not
confined to those persons whose subsequent conduct proves them to be the subjects of the
grace of God; but, to say the least, are quite as frequently experienced by those who know
nothing of true religion. Instead, therefore, of being referred to those feelings which are peculiar
to the people of God, they may safely be referred to those which are common to them and to
unrenowned men. Besides, such effects are not peculiar to what we call revivals of religion; they
have prevailed, in seasons of general excitement, in all ages and in all parts of the world, among
pagans, papists, and every sect of fanatics which has ever disgraced the Christian church. We are,
therefore, not called upon to regard such things with much favour, or to look upon them as
probable tokens of the presence of God.

 

Part 2

That such bodily agitations owe their origin not to any divine influence, but to natural causes,
may be inferred from the fact that these latter are adequate to their production. They are not
confined to those persons whose subsequent conduct proves them to be the subjects of the
grace of God; but, to say the least, are quite as frequently experienced by those who know
nothing of true religion. Instead, therefore, of being referred to those feelings which are peculiar
to the people of God, they may safely be referred to those which are common to them and to
unrenowned men. Besides, such effects are not peculiar to what we call revivals of religion; they
have prevailed, in seasons of general excitement, in all ages and in all parts of the world, among
pagans, papists, and every sect of fanatics which has ever disgraced the Christian church. We are,
therefore, not called upon to regard such things with much favour, or to look upon them as
probable tokens of the presence of God. That the bodily agitations attendant on revivals of
religion are of the same nature, and attributable to the same cause, as the convulsions of
enthusiasts, is in the highest degree probable, because they arise under the same circumstances,
are propagated by the same means, and cured by the same treatment. They arise in seasons of
great, and especially of general excitement; they, in a great majority of cases, affect the ignorant
rather than the enlightened, those in whom the imagination predominates over the reason, and
especially those who are of a nervous temperament, rather than those of an opposite character.
These affections all propagate themselves by a kind of infection. This circumstance is
characteristic of this whole class of nervous diseases. Physicians enumerate among the causes of
epilepsy “seeing a person in convulsions.” This fact was so well known, that the Romans made a
law, that if any one should be seized with epilepsy during the meeting of the comitia, the
assembly should be immediately dissolved. This disease occurred so frequently in those exciting
meetings, and was propagated so rapidly, that it was called the morbus comitialis. Among the
enthusiasts who frequented the tomb of the Abbe Paris, in the early part of the last century,
convulsions were of frequent occurrence, and never failed to prove infectious. During a religious
celebration in the church of Saint Roch, at Paris, a young lady was seized with convulsions, and
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within half an hour between fifty and sixty were similarly affected. A multitude of facts of the
same kind might be adduced. Sometimes such affections become epidemic, spreading over whole
provinces. In the fifteenth century, a violent nervous disease, attended with convulsions, and
other analogous symptoms, extended over a great part of Germany, especially affecting the
inmates of the convents. In the next century something of the same kind prevailed extensively in
the south of France. These affections were then regarded as the result of demoniacal
possessions, and in some instances, multitudes of poor creatures were put to death as
demoniacs.

The bodily agitations attending the revival, were in like manner propagated by infection. On their
first appearance in Northampton, a few persons were seized at an evening meeting, and while
others looked on they soon became similarly affected; even those who appear to have come
merely out of curiosity did not escape. The same thing was observable at Nottingham, Fagg’s
Manor, and other places, under the preaching of Whitefield. It was no less obvious in Scotland. It
was exceedingly rare for any one to be thus affected in private; but in the public meetings, when
one person was seized, others soon caught the infection. In England, where these affections were
regarded at least at first, by Wesley, as coming from God, and proofs of his favour, they were
very violent, and spread with great rapidity, seizing, at times, upon opposers as well as friends.
Thus on one occasion, it is stated, that a Quaker who was present at one meeting, and inveighed
against what he called the dissimulation of these creatures, caught the contagious emotion
himself, and even while he was biting his lips and knitting his brows, dropt down as if he had
been struck by lightning. ‘The agony he was in,” says Wesley, “was even terrible to behold; we
besought God not to lay folly to his charge, and he soon lifted up his head and cried aloud, ‘Now
I know thou art a prophet of the Lord.’ “ On another occasion, under the preaching of the Rev.
Mr. Berridge, a man who had been mocking and mimicking others in their convulsions, was
himself seized. “He was,” says the narrator, “the most horrible human figure I ever saw. His large
wig and hair were coal-black, his face distorted beyond all description. He roared incessantly,
throwing and clapping his hands together with his whole force. Some of his brother scoffers were
calling for horsewhips, till they saw him extended on his back at full length; they then said he
was dead; and indeed the only sign of life was the working of his breast, and the distortions of
his face, while the veins of his neck were swelled as if ready to burst. His agonies lasted some
hours; then his body and soul were eased.” “At another meeting,” he says, “a stranger who stood
facing me, fell backward to the wall, then forward on his knees, wringing his hands and roaring
like a bull. His face at first turned quite red, then almost black. He rose and ran against the wall,
till Mr. Keeling and another held him. He screamed out, ‘Oh! what shall I do! What shall I do! Oh,
for one drop of the blood of Christ!’ As he spoke, God set his soul at liberty; he knew his sins
were blotted out; and the rapture he was in seemed too great for human nature to bear.” “One
woman tore up the ground with her hands, filling them with dust and with the hard trodden
grass, on which I saw her lie as one dead. Some continued long, as if they were dead, but with a
calm sweetness in their looks. I saw one who lay two or three hours in the open air, and being
then carried into the house, continued insensible another hour, as if actually dead. The first sign
of life she showed, was a rapture of praise intermixed with a small joyous laughter.” These
accounts, however, must be read in detail, in order to have any adequate conception of the
nature and extent of these dreadful nervous affections. Wesley at one time regarded them as
direct intimations of the approbation of God. Preaching at Newgate, he says, he was led
insensibly, and without any previous design, to declare strongly and explicitly, that God willed all
men to be saved, and to pray that, if this was not the truth of God, he would not suffer the blind
to go out of the way; but if it was, he would bear witness to his word. “Immediately one and
another sunk to the Earth; they dropt on every side as thunderstruck. In the evening I was again
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pressed in spirit to declare that Christ gave himself a ransom for all. And almost before we
called upon him to set to his seal, he answered. One was so wounded by the sword of the Spirit,
that you would have imagined she could not live a moment. But immediately his abundant
kindness was shown, and she loudly sang of his righteousness.”

The various bodily exercises which attended the Western revivals in our own country, in the early
part of the present century, were of the same nature, and obeyed precisely the same laws. They
began with what was called the falling exercise; that is, the person affected would fall on the
ground helpless as an infant. This was soon succeeded, in many places, by a species of
convulsions called the jerks. Sometimes it would affect the whole body, jerking it violently from
place to place, regardless of all obstacles; at others, a single limb would be thus agitated. When
the neck was attacked, the head would be thrown backwards and forwards with the most fearful
rapidity. There were various other forms in which this disease manifested itself, such as whirling,
rolling, running, and jumping. These exercises were evidently involuntary. They were highly
infectious, and spread rapidly from place to place; often seizing on mere spectators, and even
upon those who abhorred and dreaded them.

Another characteristic of these affections, whether occurring among pagans, papists, or
Protestants, and which goes to prove their identity, is, that they all yield to the same treatment.
As they arise from impressions on the nervous system through the imagination, the remedy is
addressed to the imagination. It consists in removing the exciting causes, that is, withdrawing
the patient from the scenes and contemplations which produced the disease; or in making a
strong counter-impression, either through fear, shame, or sense of duty. The possessions, as
they were called, in the south of France, were put a stop to by the wisdom and firmness of
certain bishops, who insisted on the separation and seclusion of all the affected. On another
occasion, a strange nervous agitation, which had for some time, to the great scandal of religion,
seized periodically on all the members of a convent, was arrested by the magistrates bringing up
a company of soldiers, and threatening with severe punishment the first who should manifest the
least symptom of the affection. The same method has often been successfully resorted to. In like
manner the convulsions attending revivals have been prevented or arrested by producing the
conviction that they were wrong or disgraceful. They hardly ever appeared, or at least continued,
where they were not approved and encouraged. In Northampton, where Edwards rejoiced over
them, they were abundant; in Boston, where they were regarded as “blemishes,” they had nothing
of them. In Sutton, Massachusetts, they were “cautiously guarded against,” and consequently
never appeared, except among strangers from other congregations. Only two or three cases
occurred in Elizabeth town, under President Dickinson, who considered them as “irregular heats,”
and those few were speedily regulated. There was nothing of the kind at Freehold, where William
Tennent set his face against all such manifestations of enthusiasm. On the other hand, they
followed Davenport and other fanatical preachers, almost wherever they went. In Scotland, they
were less encouraged than they were here, and consequently prevailed less. In England, where
Wesley regarded them as certainly from God, they were fearful both as to frequency and violence.
The same thing was observed with regard to the agitations attending the Western revivals. The
physician already quoted, says: “Restraint often prevents a paroxysm. For example, persons
always attacked by this affection in churches where it is encouraged, will be perfectly calm in
churches where it is discouraged, however affecting may be the service, and however great the
mental excitement.” It is also worthy of consideration that these bodily affections are of frequent
occurrence at the present day, among those who continue to desire and encourage them.

It appears, then, that these nervous agitations are of frequent occurrence in all times of strong
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excitement. It matters little whether the excitement arise from superstition, fanaticism, or from
the preaching of the truth. If the imagination be strongly affected, the nervous system is very apt
to be deranged, and outcries, faintings, convulsions, and other hysterical symptoms, are the
consequence. That these effects are of the same nature whatever may be the remote cause, is
plain, because the phenomena are the same; the apparent circumstances of their origin the same;
they all have the same infectious nature, and are all cured by the same means. They are,
therefore, but different forms of the same disease; and, whether they occur in a convent or a
camp-meeting, they are no more a token of the divine favour than hysteria or epilepsy.

It may still be said, that, although they do sometimes arise from other causes, they may be
produced by genuine religious feeling. This, however, never can be proved. The fact that
undoubted Christians experience these effects, is no proof that they flow from a good source;
because there is always a corrupt mixture in the exercises of the most spiritual men. These
affections may, therefore, flow from the concomitants of genuine religious feelings, and not from
those feelings themselves. And that they do in fact flow from that source, may be assumed,
because in other cases they certainly have that origin; and because all the known effects of true
religious feelings are of a different character. Those apprehensions of truth which arise from
divine illumination do not a8ect the imagination, but the moral emotions, which are very
different in their nature and effects from the feelings produced by a heated fancy. This view of
the subject is greatly confirmed by the consideration that there is nothing in the Bible to lead us
to regard these bodily affections as the legitimate effects of religious feeling. No such results
followed the preaching of Christ, or his apostles. We hear of no general outcries, faintings,
convulsions, or ravings in the assemblies which they addressed. The scriptural examples cited by
the apologists of these exhibitions are so entirely inapplicable, as to be of themselves sufficient
to show how little countenance is to be derived from the Bible for such irregularities. Reference is
made, for example, to the case of the jailer at Philippi, who fell down at the apostles’ feet; to
Acts ii. 37, (“Now when they heard this, they were pricked in their heart, and said, Men and
brethren, what shall we do?”) and to the conversion of Paul. It is, however, too obvious to need
remark, that in no one of these cases was either the effect produced, or the circumstances
attending its production, analogous to the hysterical convulsions and outcries now under
consideration.

The testimony of the Scriptures is not merely negative on this subject. Their authority is directly
opposed to all such disorders. They direct that all things should be done decently and in order.
They teach us that God is not the God of confusion, but of peace, in all the churches of the
saints. These passages have particular reference to the manner of conducting public worship.
They forbid every thing which is inconsistent with order, solemnity, and devout attention. It is
evident that loud outcries and convulsions are inconsistent with these things, and therefore
ought to be discouraged. They cannot come from God, for he is not the author of confusion. The
apology made in Corinth for the disorders which Paul condemned was precisely the same as that
urged in defence of these bodily agitations. We ought not to resist the Spirit of God, said the
Corinthians; and so said all those who encouraged these convulsions. Paul’s answer was that no
influence which comes from God destroys our self-control. “The spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets.” Even in the case of direct inspiration and revelation, the mode of
communication was in harmony with our rational nature, and left our powers under the control of
reason and the will. The man, therefore, who felt the divine afflatus had no right to give way to it,
under circumstances which would produce noise and confusion. The prophets of God were not
like the raving Pythoness of the heathen temples; nor are the saints of God converted into
whirling dervishes by any influence of which he is the author. There can be little doubt that Paul
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would have severely reprobated such scenes as frequently occurred during the revival of which
we are speaking. He would have said to the people substantially what he said to the Corinthians.
If any unbeliever or ignorant man come to your assemblies, and hear one shouting in ecstasy,
another howling in anguish; if he see some falling, some jumping, some lying in convulsions,
others in trances, will he not say, Ye are mad? But if your exercises are free from confusion, and
your discourses addressed to the reason, so as to convince and reprove, he will confess that God
is among you of a truth.

Experience, no 1ess than Scripture, has set the seal of reprobation upon these bodily agitations.
If they are of the nature of an infectious nervous disease, it is as much an act of infatuation to
encourage them, as to endeavour to spread epilepsy over the land. It is easy to excite such
things, but when excited, it is very difficult to suppress them, or to arrest their progress; and
they have never prevailed without the most serious mischief. They bring discredit upon religion,
they give great advantage to infidels and gainsayers, and they facilitate the progress of
fanaticism. When sanctioned, the people delight in them, as they do in all strong excitement. The
multitude of spurious conversions, the prevalence of false religion, the rapid progress of
fanaticism, and the consequent permanent declension of religion immediately after the great
revival, are probably to be attributed to the favour shown to these bodily agitations, as much as
to any one cause.

Besides the errors above specified, which were sanctioned by many of the best friends of the
revival, there were others which, though reprobated by the more judicious, became, through the
patronage of the more ardent, prolific sources of evil. There was from the first a strong leaven of
enthusiasm, manifesting itself in the regard paid to impulses, inspirations, visions, and the
pretended power of discerning spirits. This was decidedly opposed by Edwards, by the Boston
clergy, by Tennent, and many others. Whitefield, on the contrary, was, especially in the early part
of his career, deeply infected with this leaven. When he visited Northampton, in 1740, Edwards
endeavoured to convince him of the dangerous tendency of this enthusiastic spirit, but without
much success. He had such an idea of what the Scriptures mean by the guidance of the Spirit, as
to suppose that by suggestions, impressions, or sudden recollection of texts of the Bible, the
Christian’s duty was divinely revealed, even as to the minutest circumstance, and that at times
even future events were thus made known. On the strength of such an impression he did not
hesitate publicly to declare that his unborn child would prove to be a son. “An unaccountable but
very strong impression,” that he should preach the gospel, was regarded as a revelation of the
purpose of God respecting him. The question whether he should return to England was settled to
his satisfaction by the occurrence to his mind of the passage, When Jesus was returned, the
people gladly received him. These few examples are enough to illustrate the point in hand.

In Whitefield there was much to counteract the operation of this spirit, which in others produced
its legitimate effects. When Davenport was asked by the Boston ministers the mason of any of his
acts, his common reply was, God commanded me. When asked whether he was inspired, he
answered, they might call it inspiration, or what they pleased. The man who attended him he
called his armour-bearer, because he was led to take him as a follower, by opening on the story
of Jonathan and his armour-bearer. He considered it also as revealed that he should convert as
many persons at a certain place as Jonathan and his armour-bearer slew of the Philistines.

This was the only one of the forms in which this spirit manifested itself Those under its influence
pretended to a power of discerning spirits, of deciding at once who was and who was not
converted; they professed a perfect assurance of the favour of God, founded not upon scriptural
evidence, but inward suggestion. It is plain that when men thus give them4elves up to the
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guidance of secret impressions, and attribute divine authority to suggestions, impulses, and
casual occurrences, there is no extreme of error or folly to which they may not be led. They are
beyond the control of reason or the word of God. They have a more direct and authoritative
communication of the divine will than can be made by any external and general revelation. They
of course act as if inspired and infallible. They are commonly filled with spiritual pride, and with a
bitter denunciatory spirit. All these results were soon manifested to a lamentable extent during
this revival. If an honest man doubted his conversion, he was declared unconverted. If any one
was filled with great joy, he was pronounced a child of God. These enthusiasts paid great regard
to visions and. trances, and would pretend in them to have seen Heaven or hell, and particular
persons in the one or the other. They paid more attention to inward impressions than to the
word of God. They laid great stress on views of an outward Christ, as on a throne, or upon the
cross. If they did not feel a minister’s preaching, they maintained he was unconverted, or legal.
They made light of all meetings in which there was no external commotion. They had a
remarkable haughtiness and self-sufficiency, and a fierce and bitter spirit of zeal and
consciousness.

The origin and progress of this fanatical spirit is one of the most instructive portions of the
history of his period. In 1726, a religious excitement commenced in New Milford, Connecticut,
which was at first of a promising character, but was soon perverted. Its subjects opened a
communication with the enthusiasts of Rhode Island, and began to speak slightly of the Bible,
especially of the Psalms of David, and to condemn the ministers of the gospel and civil
magistrates. They organized themselves into a separate society, and appointed officers not only
to conduct their meetings, but to regulate their dress. They made assurance essential to faith;
they undervalued human learning, and despised the ordinances of baptism and the Lord’s
supper. They laid claim to sinless perfection, and claimed that the standing ministers were unfit
to preach, and that the people ought to leave them. One of the leaders of this company was a
man named Ferns, who entered Yale College in 1729. A contemporary writer says of this
gentleman, He told me he was certain not one in ten of the communicants in the church in New
Haven could be saved; that he should have a higher seat in Heaven than Moses; that he knew the
will of God in all things, and had not committed any sin for six years. He had a proud and
haughty spirit, and appeared greatly desirous of applause. He obtained a great ascendancy over
certain of the students, especially Davenport, Wheelock, and Patneroy, who lived with him most
familiarly. He remained in College until 1732, and then returned to New Milford. He ultimately
became a Quaker preacher.

Such was the origin of that enthusiastic and fanatical spirit, which swept over the New England
clutches. Messrs. Wheelock and Patneroy seem soon to have escaped form its influence; but
Davenport remained long under its power, and was the cause of incalculable mischief He was
settled as pastor of the church in Southhold, Long Island. In March, 1740, he became satisfied
that God had reveled to him that his kingdom was coming with great power, and that he had an
extraordinary call to labour for its advancement. He assembled his people on one occasion, and
addressed them, continuously, for nearly twenty-four hours; until he became quite wild. After
continuing for some time his exciting labours in his own neighbourhood, he passed over into
Connecticut. The best and most favourable account of his erratic course is given by the Rev. Mr.
Fish, who knew him intimately. The substance of this account, given nearly in the language of its
author, is as follows. The good things about him, says this writer, were, that he was a fast friend
of the doctrines of grace; fully declaring the total depravity, the deplorable wretchedness and
danger, and utter inability of men by the fall. He preached with great earnestness the doctrines
of man’s dependence on the sovereign mercy of God; of regeneration; of justification by faith, &
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c. The things that were evidently and dreadfully wrong about him were, that he not only gave full
liberty to noise and outcries, but promoted them with all his power. When these things prevailed
among the people, accompanied with bodily agitations, the good man pronounced them tokens
of the presence of God. Those who passed immediately from great distress to great joy, he
declared, after asking them a few questions, to be converts; though numbers of such converts, in
a short time, returned to their old way of living, and were as carnal, wicked, and void of
experience, as ever they were. He was a great favourer of visions, trances, imaginations, and
powerful impressions in others, and made such inward feelings the rule of his own conduct in
many respects....

This is a formidable array of evils. Yet as the friends of the revival testify to their existence, no
conscientious historian dare either conceal or extenuate them. There was too little discrimination
between true and false religious feeling. There was too much encouragement given to outcries,
faintings, and bodily agitations, as probable evidence of the presence and power of God. There
was, in many, too much reliance on impulses, visions, and the pretended power of discerning
spirits. There was a great deal of consciousness, and of a sinful disregard of ecclesiastical order.
The disastrous effects of these evils, the rapid spread of false religion, the dishonour and decline
of true piety, the prevalence of erroneous doctrines, the division of congregations, the alienation
of Christians, and the long period of subsequent deadness in the church, stand up as a solemn
warning to Christians, and especially to Christian ministers in all times to come. It was thus, m
the strong language of Edwards, the devil prevailed against the revival.” It is by this means that
the daughter of Zion in this land, now lies in such piteous circumstances, with her garments rent,
her face disfigured, her nakedness exposed, her limbs broken, and weltering in the blood of her
own wounds, and in nowise able to rise, and this so soon after her late great joys and hopes.”

July/August 1991. September/October 1991. This essay is taken from The Constitutional History of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States of America, Philadelphia, 1851
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AA: Christian or Occult Roots?
Christians continue to insist that Alcoholics Anonymous is compatible with Christianity because of its so-
called Christian roots. That is because of its early connection with the Oxford Group, which is now called
Moral Re-Armament (MRA). The founders of AA were involved in the Oxford Group movement during
the early days, but there is no record of either Bill Wilson or Bob Smith professing Jesus Christ as their
Savior and Lord or as the only way to the Father. Neither is there a record of them believing or teaching
that the only way of salvation is by grace through faith in the finished work of Christ on the cross.

Frank Buchman, a Lutheran minister, began a movement which he originally called "A First Century
Christian Fellowship." In 1928 the name of the movement changed to the "Oxford Group." The other
leader of the movement, who was influential in the development of AA, was Samuel Shoemaker, rector of
an Episcopal church. The thrust of the movement was experience rather than clear biblical doctrine.

Buchman explained that "he never touched any doctrine in any of his meetings, as he did not want to upset
or offend anyone."1 (Emphasis in original.) By keeping his doctrinal beliefs to himself, Buchman was able
to appeal to people of all religious persuasions.

The following is Wilson’s description of the Oxford Group:

The Oxford Group was a nondenominational evangelical movement, streamlined for the
modern world and then at the height of its very considerable success. . . . They would deal in
simple common denominators of all religions which would be potent enough to change the
lives of men and women.2 (Emphasis added.)

However, there is some evidence that the founders of AA did have opportunity to hear the Gospel,3 but
instead of receiving Christ as Lord and Savior and experiencing freedom in Christ and victory over sin
through faith in Christ alone, Wilson and Smith took only what they wanted from the Oxford Group. Here
we will examine three aspects of what AA borrowed: guidance, surrender, and moral principles.

Occult Guidance

Members of the Oxford Group practiced what they called guidance by praying and then quieting their
minds in order to hear from God. Then they would write down whatever came to them.4 Examples of such
"guidance" are in the book God Calling, edited by A. J. Russell of the Oxford Group.5 The book was
written anonymously by two women who thought they were hearing from God, but who passively received
messages in the same way spiritists obtain guidance from demons.

Members of the Oxford Group primarily found their guidance from within rather than from a creed or the
Bible. Buchman, for instance, was known to spend "an hour or more in complete silence of soul and body
while he gets guidance for that day."6

J. C. Brown in his book The Oxford Group Movement says of Buchman:

He teaches his votaries to wait upon God with paper and pencil in hand each morning in this
relaxed and inert condition, and to write down whatever guidance they get. This, however, is
just the very condition required by Spiritist mediums to enable them to receive impressions
from evil spirits. . . and it is a path which, by abandoning the Scripture-instructed judgment
(which God always demands) for the purely occult and the psychic, has again and again led
over the precipice. The soul that reduces itself to an automaton may at any moment be set
spinning by a Demon.7 (Emphasis his.)
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Dr. Rowland V. Bingham, Editor of The Evangelical Christian says:

We do not object to their taking a pad and pencil to write down any thoughts of guidance
which come to them. But to take the thoughts especially generated in a mental vacuum as
Divine guidance would throw open to all the suggestions of another who knows how to come
as an angel of light and whose illumination would lead to disaster.8 (Emphasis his.)

In a very real sense their personal journals became their personal scriptures. Wilson practiced this passive
form of guidance, which he originally learned through the Oxford Group. He and Smith were also heavily
involved in contacting and conversing with so-called departed spirits from 1935 on. This is necromancy,
which the Bible forbids. During the same period of time, Wilson was practicing spiritism in a manner
similar to channeling.9 Thus, Wilson combined the Oxford Group practice of guidance with spiritism or
channeling, and this appears to be the process he used when writing the Twelve Steps:

As he started to write, he asked for guidance. And he relaxed. The words began tumbling out
with astonishing speed.10

Wilson was accustomed to asking for guidance and then stilling his mind to be open to the spiritual world,
which for him involved various so-called departed spirits. Wilson does not identify any specific entity
related to the original writing of the Twelve Steps, but he does give credit to the spirit of a departed bishop
when he was writing the manuscript for Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, which constitutes Wilson’s
commentary on how all of the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions are to be understood, interpreted, and practiced.

When he wrote the essays on each of the twelve steps, he sent some to Ed Dowling, a Roman Catholic
priest, to evaluate. In his accompanying letter of July 17, 1952, Wilson says, "But I have good help — of
that I am certain. Both over here and over there."11 Then he explains that one spirit from "over there" that
helped him called himself Boniface. Wilson says:

One turned up the other day calling himself Boniface. Said he was a Benedictine missionary
and English. Had been a man of learning, knew missionary work and a lot about structures. I
think he said this all the more modestly but that was the gist of it. I’d never heard of this
gentleman but he checked out pretty well in the Encyclopedia. If this one is who he says he is
—and of course there is no certain way of knowing—would this be licit contact in your
book?12

Dowling responds in his letter of July 24, 1952:

Boniface sounds like the Apostle of Germany. I still feel, like Macbeth, that these folks tell us
truth in small matters in order to fool us in larger. I suppose that is my lazy orthodoxy.13

One can see the stretch of years during which Wilson received messages from disembodied spirits. The
official biography of Bill Wilson says, "One of Bill’s persistent fascinations and involvements was with
psychic phenomena." It speaks of his "belief in clairvoyance and other extrasensory manifestations" and in
his own psychic ability.14 This was not a mere past-time. It was a passion directly related to AA.15 The
manner in which Wilson would receive messages not of his own making was definitely channeling.16 The
records of these sessions, referred to as "Spook Files," have been closed to public inspection.17

Satan can appear as an angel of light and give guidance that may sound right because it may be close to
the truth or contain elements of truth. A discerning Christian would avoid any guidance that comes through
occult methods. Therefore, this aspect of the Oxford Group, further contaminated by spiritism, cannot
constitute any "Christian root" condoning Christians using and promoting AA.

Surrender
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Step Three of AA is "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we
understood him." While many in the Oxford Group placed their faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior,
there was much leeway given. Shoemaker, a leader of the Oxford Group, says that "the true meaning of
faith is self-surrender to God." He further explains:

Surrender to whatever you know about Him, or believe must be the truth about Him.
Surrender to Him, if necessary, in total ignorance of Him. Far more important that you touch
Him than that you understand Him at first. Put yourself in His hands. Whatever He is, as
William James said, He is more ideal than we are. Make the leap. Give yourself to Him.18

Aside from capitalizing the "H," which Christians do to refer to the God of the Bible, "Him" could refer to
any god of one’s own making. The reference to the psychologist William James emphasizes Shoemaker’s
faith in the power experience over the truth of God.19

Shoemaker believed that people would come to know God by experiencing Him through surrender and
through following certain moral principles. He says, "The new life begins by utter self-dedication to the
will of God. All of us can do that, and must."20

One can see how surrender to a god of one’s own creation found its way into the Twelve Steps of AA.
When a person is not clear about the Gospel, who Jesus is and what He did to save sinners, he is not
presenting a Christian message. AA picked up the idea of surrender, but without Christ and without the
whole counsel of God.

Surrendering to anyone but the God of the Bible constitutes idolatry. AA is another religion with its own
forms of piety, including surrender to a nebulous higher power. This pious surrender does not constitute a
"Christian root" that can justify Christians using and promoting AA.

Moral Principles and Their Source

In describing itself as an organization, this is what MRA (formerly called the Oxford Group) says about
itself:

MRA is a world wide network of women and men who have started with themselves to bring
the changes they want to see around them.21

Here’s how they start with themselves:

To start with yourself, you measure how you are now living by absolute moral standards of
honesty, purity, unselfishness and love. (For Christians these are in the Sermon on the Mount;
they are also found in other major religions.)22 (Parenthesis in original.)

People are told to make a list and then "give all you know of yourself to all you understand of God, and
ask God’s help to put right those things beyond your own power to change." So far there is no information
about which god one is to choose, since one can follow any religion or no religion.

While some in MRA may read the Bible, as they did in its early Oxford Group days, the primary source of
knowledge is the "inner voice." Here are the instructions given in the MRA brochure:

Take time to listen every day to the inner voice, write down your thoughts, and obey those that
conform to these standards.23

Even though a follower of MRA attempts to follow moral standards from the Bible or the moral teachings
of any other religion, his primary light is that inner voice and his primary goal is self-improvement. No
cross is necessary; no shed blood is required. Like AA, MRA is a religion of works. Here is what MRA
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says about its "religious affiliation":

It has always been a Christian based, interfaith work. It brings together people of all
backgrounds and cultures in a program of effective change using principles that are accepted
by every major faith.24

Aside from the words "Christian based," that definition sounds like a description of AA. But how can it be
truly "Christian based" when it is without the cross and without a Lord Jesus Christ, who said, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John 14:6)? Rather than faith in
the Lord Jesus Christ and Him crucified, MRA is a religion of self-improvement and subjective mysticism.

One can indeed see the similarity between the Oxford Group (MRA) and Alcoholics Anonymous (AA).
Both allow Christians to participate as long as they do not preach Christ and Him crucified or dare to say
that He is the only way to the Father. Both appeal to an unidentified god, both rely on mysticism, and both
aim for self-improvement. What AA got from the Oxford Group was clearly not Christianity. There are no
"Christian roots." Because the central core doctrines of Christianity are absent, AA constitutes a
counterfeit religion, not a neutral organization with "Christian roots."

(For more information about AA, see 12 Steps to Destruction by Martin and Deidre Bobgan.)
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Salvation Army & PsychoHeresy

The "Mission Statement" of the Salvation Army (SA) says:

The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the universal Christian
church.

Its Message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without discrimination.

Note that its message is to be based on the Bible, its ministry is to be motivated by love, and its mission is "to
preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs."

According to the SA journal titled The Salvation Army War Cry, "The Salvation Army provides services to 33
million people each year. Approximately 3 million of these people suffer from stress, relationship problems or
mental illness" (Vol. 120, No. 9, p. 5).

A Christian Organization

One issue of the War Cry is titled "A Christian Perspective on Mental Health." There is no question that the
Salvation Army (SA) provides an extensive rehabilitation program for those who suffer from "mental illness,"
substance abuse, and other problems of living. They have spent huge amounts of money to carry on their rehab
programs. Indeed, SA is known as a Christian organization, but does it provide a truly biblical perspective and
program?

Leaven in the Loaf

A "Mission Statement" of their publication War Cry speaks of witnessing "to the power of the gospel of Jesus
Christ to change lives." However, laced throughout the SA rehab programs meant to change lives is the use of
the very wisdom of men about which the Scripture warns. SA has adopted the alcoholism as a disease concept;
it is immersed in the 12-Step Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) originated programs; and the language is that of
addiction and recovery, including "once an alcoholic always an alcoholic" (see e.g. War Cry, Vol. 117, No 16,
and Vol. 120, No. 9). The testimony in one article declares, "At one time I was a hopeless alcoholic—now I am
an alcoholic with hope" (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 17).

An article giving an example of "The Army’s Recovery Ministries" starts out this way:

"Hi, I’m Jackie, I’m an addict."

"My name is Pat, I’m an alcoholic."

"I’m June, I’m recovering from a drug addiction."

"My name is Vicki, I’m a grateful recovering addict."

"I’m Vivian, I’m still in recovery" (War Cry, Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 6).

The Bible used with this group of women is The Serenity Bible: A Companion for 12 Step Recovery. Since
when does the Bible need to be augmented by an AA format and need to be integrated with the 12-Step
vocabulary and mindset? It is only because we live in a psychological society that SA and other Christian
groups have adopted and practiced the psychological mindset.
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We have produced academic and biblical evidence in opposition to the integration of worldly addiction-
recovery programs with Christianity in our book 12 Steps to Destruction. (See also "AA: Christian or Occult
Roots?" in PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Vol. 5, No. 5, and posted on our web site.) In these writings we
refute a number of myths about AA and the codependency-recovery movement, including the idea that
addictions are diseases, that AA is based on Christianity, that the founders of AA were truly Christians, that AA
is highly effective, and that one can uncompromisingly Christianize the AA approach to addictions.

The AA Founders’ Faith

Bill Wilson and Bob Smith, the cofounders of AA both practiced spiritualism and believed in the validity and
importance of contacting and conversing with the dead (necromancy, which the Bible forbids). Wilson
described one particular encounter he had one morning in Nantucket with several entities, who supposedly told
him their names. One, who called himself David Morrow, said he had been a sailor during the Civil War. Later
that same day Wilson just happened to discover Morrow’s name on a monument in the center of town. The AA
biography of Wilson says, "It is not clear when he first became interested in extrasensory phenomena; the field
was something that Dr. Bob and Anne Smith were also deeply involved with. Whether or not Bill initially
became interested through them, there are references to séances and other psychic events in the letters Bill wrote
to Lois [Wilson’s wife] during that first Akron summer with the Smiths, in 1935."

The Wilsons were conducting regular séances in their own home as early as 1941. They were engaging in other
psychic activities as well, such as using an Ouija board. Also, as Wilson would lie on a couch he would
"receive" messages (in a manner similar to that of the occultist Edgar Cayce) and another person would write
them down. Whether or not creating the Twelve Steps involved occultic activity, Wilson and Smith’s
commitment to spiritualism was intrinsically tied to their creation of and leadership in AA.

Alcoholism a Disease?

Dr. Herbert Fingarette, a professor at the University of California and an internationally distinguished scholar,
wrote a book titled Heavy Drinking: The Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease. The subtitle tells what the book is
about. Fingarette contends that "the public has been profoundly misled, and is still being actively misled." He
says, "The public has been kept unaware of a mass of scientific evidence accumulated over the past couple of
decades, evidence familiar to researchers in the field, which radically challenges each major belief generally
associated with the phrase ‘alcoholism is a disease.’"

In an article in The Journal of Biblical Ethics in Medicine, Dr. Robert Maddox warns, "When man defines
disease, alcoholism becomes a disease. Then all manner of sin is labeled as disease, to be cured with chemical,
electrical and mechanical treatments. Any sinful habit, from gluttony to fornication, from stealing to bestiality,
can become a disease. Now even normal and good functions, such as conception and pregnancy, are seen as
diseases. Fulfilling one’s calling before God as a wife and homemaker has even been viewed as disease."

Fingarette says, "I just don’t understand why any churches would go for the disease idea, except insofar as they
are taken by the notion that we have to be enlightened and that seems to be the enlightened view. The disease
approach denies the spiritual dimension of the whole thing. People in the church may be afraid to take a
different stand because it will be labeled antiscientific, antimodern, or old-fashioned. I think that’s all
misguided."

The Effectiveness of AA

In a book about treatment of addictive behaviors, William Miller and Reid Hester present a chapter titled "The
Effectiveness of Alcoholism Treatment: What Research Reveals." They say:

In spite of the fact that it inspires nearly universal acclaim and enthusiasm among alcoholism
treatment personnel in the United States, Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) wholly lacks experimental
support for its efficacy.
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This is their concluding statement concerning AA:

Given the absence of a single controlled evaluation supporting the effectiveness of A.A. and the
presence of these negative findings, however, we must conclude that at the present time the alleged
effectiveness of A.A. remains unproved.

Dr. Stanton Peele, who is a senior health researcher at Mathematica Policy Research and author of Diseasing of
America: Addiction Treatment Out of Control, says, "Several studies have shown that those who quit drinking
via A.A. actually have higher relapse rates than those who quit on their own."

The Journal of Studies on Alcohol (Jan. 1997) reports that the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism sponsored what has been called "one of the largest clinical experiments ever conducted." In
comparing individuals in various programs (including those in hospital settings and those on the outside), none
of the treatments was more successful than the others. The only differences in success had to do with other
factors, such as personal motivation and social environment.

SA Criticisms of the Church

SA has joined the worldly organizations such as AA, NA, ACOA and others in their criticism of the church. A
War Cry article presents the following question and answer:

"Did you ever think about going to a church or somewhere for help?"

"Church? Why would I ever go there? I was already feeling terrible about myself. They would just
make me feel worse" (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 5).

Where is the SA criticism of the secular goups including AA itself? Why doesn’t SA admit the obvious and
criticize the very worldly organizations they copy by revealing that there is no biblical grace in them because the
God of the Bible is absent and Jesus Christ as the only way to the Father is entirely avoided? We continually
receive letters from individuals who were excluded from AA meetings simply because they preached "the
gospel of Jesus Christ," which is what the SA "Mission Statement" claims to do.

Success Rates

Like their worldly counterparts, the SA brags about the success rates of its rehab programs. One article stated
the following:

22.5% of all individuals who entered one of the 41 rehabilitation centers’ programs in 1996
graduated. The success rate for those in the long-term program was much higher.

However, the problem with the figures provided by the SA is that they are based on the say so of a "program
development officer," unsubstantiated by third-party researchers. And, there is no reference to follow-up studies
after the "graduates" have been gone for awhile. We document many of the fallacies of the 12-Step movement
in our book 12 Steps to Destruction. AA is notorious for making unsubstantiated claims that disappear when
third-party researchers examine the claims. The same would no doubt happen with the SA claim since they use
the 12-Step approach.

Employment of Personnel

Another area that is a compromise with the world and a contradiction of the SA principles is in the employment
of personnel in the rehab programs and in the screening of individuals to enter officers’ training, as well as in
the training programs for officers and ministers. According to the SA web sites, the degrees and education
required for the personnel in rehab programs reflect the same academic and psychological training and
experience requirements as for secular rehab programs.
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While we checked with only one SA Territorial Headquarters, we suspect from reading the War Cry that
psychologists and psychological tests are used throughout the SA for admission to the officer training. Two
psychological tests included in the screening for those who wish to become officers are the MMPI and the
16PF. The DISC is also presented at the SA college.

The manner in which these tests are used is definitely contrary to the Standards volume available from the
American Psychological Association. We have discussed these tests and their misuse in our book Missions &
PsychoHeresy. We doubt that any independent third-party, well-known psychometrist would endorse the use of
such tests in the manner in which they are used by SA.

The SA will say that the results of the psychological interviews and psychological tests do not themselves
screen out any applicant, but that they are required, i.e. no one is exempt from them.

Conclusion

SA, like many evangelical organizations, has drifted from its original roots. Its Mission Statement has been
corrupted by those practices just described. We wonder how many former recruits and present and past officers
are aware of this drift and would agree with our criticisms. We know that some do.

The Salvation Army does a tremendous amount of good work and one cannot fault their tremendous efforts and
good intentions, but we say that the SA (like so many other Christian organizations) has lost their first love as
found in their origins and Mission Statement.
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A Biblical View of Self-Esteem
An Explanation of Key Verses

 

Definitions from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary

Self-Esteem: Undo PRIDE in oneself (p. 1646)

Pride: Overhigh opinion of oneself; conceit (p. 1428)

Humility: Absence of PRIDE or self-assertion (p. 884)

The attached Bible verse explanations (New Testament and Old Testament) detail how God views us and how we
should view ourselves. Taken in proper context, the attached Biblical references clearly indicate that there is no
Biblical basis for self-esteem, self-love, self-acceptance, self-confidence, self-forgiveness, self-assertion, "proper"
self-image, self-actualization, or any of the other selfisms advocated by the worldly system of psychology. The Bible's
answer for our emotional "problems": turn from self to Christ (and His all-sufficient Word).
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Owen, Jim, Christian Psychology's War On God's Word.

New Testament Verses
Mt 22:36-40 -- Jesus gives two great commandments: (1) Love God with all your heart, soul, and mind; (2) Love your
neighbor as yourself -- there is no third command to love yourself. Jesus is saying, "as you already love yourself" --
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"as" is used in the same way in Eph 5:25,28,33, indicating a state of current existence, not a command. Jesus knows
we already love ourselves and thereby commands us to love others with this same commitment.

Lk 10:25-37 -- Example given by Jesus to illustrate the "love neighbor as yourself" command, presents a story of self-
sacrifice (not self-love) towards an object of hate (a Samaritan)!

Mt 16:24,25 -- Deny self, i.e., say no to self; not told to self-affirm, self-gratify, or self-actualize.

Lk 9:23 -- Deny self, i.e., put self to death, daily; not told to self-affirm, self-gratify, or self-actualize.

Mt 20:26,27 -- The great are the servants, not the ones served.

Mt 23:11,12 -- The great are the servants; the humble will be exalted.

Lk 22:24-27 -- The servant is the greatest, not the proud.

Lk 14:26 -- Cannot be a disciple of Jesus, unless deny even yourself.

2 Tim 3:2-5 -- "Lovers of Self" listed with other "detestable" sins such as slanderers, the treacherous, abusive, proud,
conceited; therefore, high self-esteem/pride is a sin!

Jn 12:25 -- Lover of one's own life (self) will lose eternal life.

Jn 13:16,17 -- Humble service is a command.

Jn 15:5 -- Apart from God, i.e., lover of self vs. lover of God, you can do nothing.

I Cor 1:18,19 -- Message of the cross (denial of self) is foolishness to those perishing (i.e., to the psychological self-
worshipers).

I Cor 4:3-5 -- Objective judgments are ours to make, but those regarding overall worth or esteem belong to the Lord.

I Cor 13:2 -- Self-esteem advocates teach we must be of value to ourselves in order to be able to love others, but God
tells us that we are nothing, unless and until we love others.

I Cor 13:4,5 -- Definitions of what love is not -- not envy, not boasting, not proud, and not self-seeking.

2 Cor 3:5 -- No competence in ourselves (no pride), but only from God.

2 Cor 5:15 -- Live for Christ, via humble service, not for yourself.

2 Cor 10:12,18 -- Look to Christ for comparison, not to yourself; i.e., no self-esteem gospel.

Eph 3:8; I Tim 1:15; Rom 7:24 -- Sounds as if Paul has a terrible self-esteem problem! Paul recognizes his rotten
condition, to be resolved only through the gospel of the cross, which is a "humble servant" attitude.

Rom 12:3b -- Don't think of yourself too highly, but with sober judgment -- notice that Paul makes no mention of the
possibility of one under-valuing himself.

Gal 6:3,4 -- Sober evaluation should be made not on the basis of how one is doing in comparison with others, but by
comparing oneself with Scriptural standards, and of course, Scriptural standards stress humility and putting self to
death (denial of self), not boosting one's self-esteem.

I Cor 10:24 -- Nobody should ever seek his own good, but the good of others.

Eph 5:21 -- Submit to others for Christ's sake: i.e., humble submission, not pride.
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2 Cor 11:30 -- If boast in anything, boast in weakness!

Phil 2:3 -- Do not act out of self-concerns, but for others, and then in humility.

Heb 13:17 -- Submit to your spiritual leaders, not your self-desires.

I Pet 5:5b-7 -- Be humble toward others because God opposes the proud.

Col 3:12 -- Christians should clothe themselves in humility.

Eph 4:2 -- We are commanded to be completely humble and gentle.

Js 4:10 -- Humility leads to esteem -- esteem from the Lord.

Lk 6:31 -- The golden rule: Jesus could confidently make this statement because He knew we already loved ourselves;
i.e., if hating ourselves was our natural condition (as the "self-esteemers" tell us), then it would make us happy to be
treated badly (as it would confirm our hateful feelings of ourselves), and Jesus would, thereby, be telling us to treat
others with the same contempt and loathing that we desire for ourselves.

Lk 6:32 -- The fact that Jesus refers to "sinners" (i.e., enemies of God) as practicing the, "I'll love you if you love me
first," philosophy, the self-esteem teaching that, "You have to love yourself before you are able to love others," must,
thereby, also be rejected as being ungodly.

I Jn 2:16,17 -- Man's "boasting of what he has and does" (i.e., self-esteem/pride) is not the will of God, but is "of the
world."

Phil 2:5-8 -- One's "attitude should be the same as Christ Jesus" -- i.e., "made Himself nothing," "taking the form of a
servant," "humbled Himself," "became obedient to death." In general, one should have an attitude of a humble servant-
loving, self-sacrificing, compassionate, submissive, obedient, courageous, and holy -- i.e., no "selfisms" at all, only
"otherisms"!

2 Cor 12:6,7 -- Even though Paul would have possibly been warranted in having a so-called "healthy" self-esteem, he
refused to boast; God, also, didn't want Paul to have high self-esteem -- i.e., conceit.

Old Testament Verses
Gen 18:27 -- Abraham, a believer at this time, has a proper view of self before God -- "I am nothing but dust and
ashes."

Exo 3:11,12 -- God didn't build up Moses' self-esteem, but only promised to be with him.

Jdg 6:14-16 -- God didn't build up Gideon's self-esteem, but only promised to be with him.

Jdg 7:2 -- God reduced Gideon's forces to such a ridiculously low level that they would have to exalt God, not self,
when victory came.

Job 1:8b -- Job's true status, in which he could "rightfully" boast ("a man who fears God and shuns evil").

Job 25:5,6 -- God views man as a maggot and worm -- hardly a "high self-esteem" teaching.

Job 42:6 -- Proper attitude toward sin is self-despising and repentance.

Prv 22:4 -- Humility and fear of the Lord bring honor and life.
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Prv 16:5,18,19 -- Pride leads to destruction; better to be lowly in spirit.

Prv 18:12 -- Downfall of man is pride; humility required for esteem and honor.

Dt 10:12 -- God requires a humble walk, and love and service to Him.

Dt 8:17,18 -- Everything comes from the Lord; therefore, have no pride.

Dt 6:4-9 -- Have a God-centered orientation, not self-centered.

Mic 6:8 -- God requires a humble walk.

Psa 62:9 -- On God's balance scale, man weighs less than nothing, i.e., negative weight or worth.

Ezk 6:9; 20:43; 36:31 -- Sin brings self-loathing in one's "own sight" (KJV) (i.e., self-image); therefore, a "proper"
self-image in response to sin is a low one (i.e., low self-esteem), not self-acceptance or self-love.

Isa 41:24; 2:22 -- What is man's truth worth -- "less than nothing;" "of no account."

Isa 47:8,10,11 -- Pride/high self-esteem leads to disaster and calamity.

Jer 1:6-9 -- God didn't build up Jeremiah's self-esteem, but promised to be with him and put words in his mouth.

Psa 115:1 -- Don't seek glory for self, but for the glory of the Lord.

Psa 36:2 -- The man who flatters himself, i.e., high self-esteem, is unable to even detect his own sin, let alone hate it.

Psa 34:18 -- The Lord works in the lives of the humble, not those with high self-esteem.

Psa 51:17 -- True worship is with humility, not good self-image.

Psa 101:5b -- God will not tolerate the proud; i.e., those with high self-esteem.

Isa 6:5 -- Faced with God's holiness, Isaiah debases self, not exalts self.

Prv 15:33 -- Humility before honor.

Prv 29:23 -- Pride, i.e., self-esteem, only lowers man, while humility gains honor.

Prv 6:16-19 -- Haughty eyes, i.e., a proud look, listed along with seven other sins that are detestable to the Lord.

Prv 8:13b -- The Lord hates pride.

Prv 11:2 -- With pride comes disgrace, while wisdom comes with humility.

Prv 13:10 -- Pride breeds quarrels.

Prv 21:4 -- Pride is a trait of the wicked, and is sin.

Prv 25:27 -- Not honorable to seek one's own honor.

I Ki 3:5-9 -- Solomon's humble request was for discernment and wisdom (not high self-esteem), which God honored
with wisdom and riches and God-esteem.

Prv 26:12 -- More hope for a fool than a man with high self-esteem, i.e., a man wise in his own eyes.

Prv 27:2 -- Don't praise yourself, i.e., high self-esteem, let others instead.
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Prv 28:26 -- Those with good self-esteem are trusting in themselves, and therefore, are fools.

Psa 31:23 -- The Lord will pay back the proud, in full.

Psa 18:27 -- The Lord saves the humble, but brings low the proud.

Psa 138:6 -- The Lord looks favorably on the humble, and unfavorably on the proud.

Job 40:4 -- Job recognizes he has no self-worth in God's sight.

Jer 9:23,24 -- Don't let your attributes be the source of your glorifying, or you have chosen the wrong object for your
boasting -- the object should be God! Whatever we have is from God, not of our own doing, so our boasts should be
towards Him; praise the Lord, not self.

Jer 17:7,8 -- A happy and worry-free man is one who places his confidence in the Lord, not in himself; i.e., no self-
confidence teaching, but God-confidence instead!

Isa 66:2 -- God-esteem (the only kind that counts) goes to the meek, humble, and God-fearing.

Psa 139:13-15 -- The Psalmist uses God's wonderful creation (man) to exalt God (the Creator), not self (the creation).
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Self-Esteem for Christians?*
Do children and adults really need self-esteem? Does low self-esteem lead to serious life problems? Should parents
attempt to build self-esteem in their children? Does the Bible encourage self-esteem? Many Christians have
assumptions about self-esteem. But, what does the Bible say? What does research say?

The Genesis of Self-Esteem

The self-esteem movement has its most recent roots in clinical psychology, namely in the personality theories of such
men as William James, Alfred Adler, Erich Fromm, Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers. It became further popularized
by their many followers. Nevertheless, the roots of the self-esteem movement reach further back into human history.

The self-esteem movement began in the third chapter of Genesis. Initially, Adam and Eve were God-conscious and
aware of one another and their surroundings rather than being self-conscious. Their awareness of themselves was
incidental and peripheral to their focus on God and one another. Adam realized that Eve was bone of his bone and
flesh of his flesh, but he was not self-aware in the same sense that his descendants would be. Self was not the issue
until the Fall.

Partaking of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil did not bring godly wisdom. It brought guilt, fear, and
separation from God. Thus, when Adam and Eve heard God approaching, they hid in the bushes. But God saw them
and asked, "Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou
shouldest not eat?" (Genesis 3:11).

Sinful Self

Adam and Eve answered with the first example of self-justification. First, Adam blamed Eve and God, and then Eve
blamed the serpent. The fruit of the knowledge of good and evil spawned the sinful self with all of its self-love, self-
esteem, self-acceptance, self-justification, self-righteousness, self-actualization, self-denigration, self-pity, and other
forms of self-focus and self-centeredness.

The present Self-Etc. movement is thus rooted in Adam and Eve's sin. Through the centuries, mankind has continued
to feast at the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, which has spread its branches of worldly wisdom. It has
branched out into the vain philosophies of men and, more recently, the "scientized" philosophies and metaphysics of
modern psychology.

Religious incantations for self-worth, self-love, and self-acceptance ooze out of the TV tube, drift across radio waves,
and entice through advertising. From the cradle to the grave, self-promoters promise to cure all of society's ills through
doses of self-esteem, self-worth, self-acceptance, and self-love. And everyone, or nearly everyone echoes the refrain:
"You just need to love and accept yourself the way you are. You just need to forgive yourself" and "I just have to
accept myself the way I am. I'm worth it. I am a lovable, valuable, forgivable person."

Christian Response to the World

How is the Christian to combat the thinking of the world, which glorifies the self and places self at the center as the
be-all and end-all of existence? How is the Christian to be faithful to our Lord's command to be in the world, but not
of the world? Can he adopt and adapt the popular philosophy/psychology of his culture, or must he stand apart as one
who has been set apart by God and view his culture by the light of the Word? Jesus said:

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you,
and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light (Matthew 11:28-30).

Here is a call to give up one's own way and to come under the yoke of humility and service--an emphasis on yoking--
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on a teaching and living relationship. Jesus described His call for followers in different words, but to the same
relationship and with the same intent, when He said:

If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me. For whosoever
will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it (Matthew 16:24-
25).

No Self-Love Commandment

Jesus does not command self-love, but rather love for God and love for one another. The Bible presents an entirely
different basis for love than humanistic psychology preaches. Rather than promoting self-love as the basis for loving
others, the Bible says that God's love is the true source. Human love is mixed with self-love and may be ultimately
self-serving. But God's love is self-giving. Therefore, when Jesus calls His disciples to deny self and to take up His
yoke and His cross, He is calling them to a self-giving love, not a self-satisfying love. Until the advent of humanistic
psychology and its heavy influence in the church, Christians generally thought of self-esteem as a sinful attitude.

Even though the Bible does not teach self-love, self-esteem, self-worth, or self-actualization as virtues, helps, or goals,
a vast number of present-day Christians have been deceived by the self-teachings of humanistic psychology. Rather
than resisting the enticement of the world they become culture-bound. Not only do they not resist the tidal wave of
selfism; they are riding the crest of self-esteem, self- acceptance, and self-love. One can hardly tell the difference
between the Christian and the non-Christian in the area of the self, except that the Christian adds God as the main
source for his self-esteem, self-acceptance, self-worth, and self-love.

Through slogans, one-liners, and twisted Scripture, many professing Christians jump on the existential bandwagon of
humanistic psychology and set up their own cheering section. Thus, any criticism voiced against the teachings of self-
worth, self-love, and self-esteem is regarded as ipso facto proof that the speaker wants people to be miserable.
Moreover, any criticism against the self-esteem movement is seen as dangerous to society, since self-esteem is
considered to be the panacea for its ills. Then, in the church, if one does not wholly endorse a self-esteem theology, he
is accused of promoting worm theology.

If there is one thing the world and many in the church have in common these days, it's the psychology of self-esteem.
Although professing Christians may disagree about some of the nuances of self-esteem, self-worth, and self-
acceptance, and even on some of the finer points of definition and how it is attained, too many have joined forces
against what they believe is a formidable enemy--low self-esteem. Yet, even the world cannot justify promoting high
self-esteem through its own methods of research.

No Research Justification for Self-Esteem

A few years ago, the California legislature passed a bill creating the "California Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem
and Personal and Social Responsibility." The legislature funded the bill with $245,000 a year for three years, for a total
of $735,000. The twofold title of the Task Force was quite an assumption. No one has ever demonstrated that
promoting self-esteem is in any way related to personal and social responsibility. Nor has anyone proved that all those
who exhibit personal and social responsibility have high self-esteem. Self-esteem and social and personal
responsibility actually appear to be negatively rather than positively related.

The Mission Statement of the Task Force is as follows:

Seek to determine whether self-esteem, and personal and social responsibility are the keys to unlocking
the secrets of healthy human development so that we can get to the roots of and develop effective
solutions for major social problems and to develop and provide for every Californian the latest knowledge
and practices regarding the significance of self-esteem, and personal and social responsibility.1

The Task Force believed that esteeming oneself and growing in self-esteem would reduce "dramatically the epidemic
levels of social problems we currently face."2
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Is There a Positive Relationship Between High or Low Self-Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility?

In order to investigate this relationship, the state Task Force hired eight professors from the University of California to
look at the research on self-esteem as it relates to the six following areas:

1. Crime, violence and recidivism.
2. Alcohol and drug abuse.
3. Welfare dependency.
4. Teenage pregnancy.
5. Child and spousal abuse.
6. Children failing to learn in school.

Seven of the professors researched the above areas and the eighth professor summarized the results. The results were
then published in a book titled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem.3 Has the relationship been established between
self-esteem and social problems? David L. Kirk, syndicated writer for the San Francisco Examiner,4 said it bluntly:

That ... scholarly tome, The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, summarizes all the research on the subject
in the stultifyingly boring prose of wannabe scientists. Save yourself the 40 bucks the book costs and head
straight for the conclusion: There is precious little evidence that self-esteem is the cause of our social
ills. (Bold added.)

Even though they searched for a connection between low self-esteem and problematic behavior, they could not find a
cause and effect link. (However, more recent studies indicate a definite relationship between violent behavior and high
self-esteem.) Nevertheless, faith in self-esteem dies hard, and schools continue to work on building high self-esteem.

Worse than the continuance of self-esteem teachings in the world is the faith that professing Christians continue to
place in self-esteem and self-worth teachings. Thus, the secular self-esteem movement is not a frontal attack against
the Bible with the battle-lines clearly displayed. Instead, it is skillfully subversive and is truly the work, not of flesh
and blood, but of principalities, powers, the rulers of darkness of this world, and spiritual wickedness in high places,
just as delineated by Paul near the end of Ephesians. The sad thing is that many Christians are not alert to the dangers.
More than we can number are being subtly deceived into another gospel: the gospel of self.

Biblical Love

Jesus calls His own into a love relationship with Himself and with one another. Their joy is to be found in Him, not in
self. Their love comes from His love for them. Thus, their love for one another does not come from self-love or self-
esteem, nor does it enhance self-esteem. The emphasis is on relationship, fruitfulness, and readiness to be rejected by
the world. A believer's identification is in Jesus to the point of suffering and following Him to the cross. Only through
strained semantics, labored logic and exploited exegesis can one even attempt to demonstrate that self-esteem is
Biblical or even a part of the church tradition or teaching.

The focus of love in the Bible is upward and outward instead of inward. Love is both an attitude and action to one
another. And while love may include sentiment and emotional affection, it is primarily volitional action for the glory of
God and the good of others. Thus when Jesus said, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength" (Mark 12:30), He was saying that all of our being is to be
committed to loving and, therefore, pleasing God. Love for God is expressed with a thankful heart committed to doing
what pleases God according to what has been revealed in the Bible. It is not a grudging kind of obedience, but an
eagerness to conform to His gracious will and to agree with God that He is the source and standard for all that is right
and good.

The Second commandment is an extension or expression of the First Commandment: "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself" (Mark 12:31). John elaborates on this. He describes the sequence of love. In contrast to the teachers of self-
love, who say that people cannot love God and others until they love themselves, John says that love originates with
God and then extends to others:
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We love Him because He first loved us. If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for
he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen? And this
commandment have we from Him, that he who loveth God love his brother also (1 John 4:19-21).

God loved us first, which enables us to love Him, which then expresses itself in love for one another.

From Adam's first breath, mankind was designed to live in relationship with God, not as autonomous selves. The entire
Bible rests on that relationship, for after Jesus answered the Pharisee by saying that the Greatest Commandment is to
love God and the second is to love neighbor as oneself, He said: "On these two commandments hang all the law and
the prophets" (Matthew 22:40). Jesus came to save us from self and to reestablish that love relationship for which we
were created. Through the centuries books have been written about loving God and loving one another. However,
today the church is increasingly inundated with books telling us how to love ourselves better, esteem ourselves more,
accept ourselves no matter what, and build our own self-worth.

End Notes

1 California Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility. "1987 Annual Report to the
Governor and the Legislature," p. V.
2 Andrew M. Mecca, "Chairman's Report." Esteem, Vol. 2, No. 1, February 1988, p. 1.
3 Andrew M. Mecca, Neil J. Smelser, and John Vasconcellos, eds. The Social Importance of Self-Esteem. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1989.
4 David L. Kirk, "Lack of Self Esteem is Not the Root of All Ills." Santa Barbara News-Press, 15 January 1990.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from articles by the same name in the March-April 1996 and May-
June 1996 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road,
Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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How Do I Love Me? Let Me Count the Ways ......
by Martin & Deidre Bobgan*

Matthew 22:37-40 -- Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the
second [is] like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two commandments
hang all the law and the prophets.

The world around us is teaching self-love and self-esteem. Self-esteem is a popularized aspect of humanistic
psychology, which is based on the belief that all are born good and that society is the culprit. The system places man as
the measure of all things. The emphasis on self is exactly what began in the Garden of Eden, and it is being intensified
through the humanistic teachings of self-love, self-esteem, self-fulfillment, self-realization, self-etcetera. In promoting
self-esteem, the California Self-Esteem Task Force has been largely responsible for bringing humanistic ideology and
psychology into both the public and private sectors. (It is interesting to note that in mid-1988, the Task Force paid
tribute to James Dobson, the king of self-esteem, by featuring him in their newsletter. In addition, his book Hide or
Seek is on their reading list.)

The influence of the Commission on Self-Esteem in California is spreading across the nation. John Vasconcellos is
calling for a national initiative on self-esteem similar to the one he introduced in California. Vasconcellos made it
amply clear that the self-esteem movement should and does operate against what he regards as the antiquated teaching
that man is a sinner. He says that there are two views of mankind in this country: man as a sinner and man as
intrinsically good. He declared that this is the underlying issue of the self-esteem movement. Because they do not
believe in Jesus Christ, secular humanists have only self at the center of their being. We can see how those who do not
know Christ want to love, esteem, and fulfill self, because that's all they've got. But what's the Church's excuse?

Underneath all of the self-reference rhetoric is an attack upon the Gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not a frontal attack with
the battle-lines clearly displayed. Instead, it is skillfully subversive and is truly the work, not of flesh and blood, but of
principalities, powers, the rulers of darkness of this world, and the spiritual wickedness in high places, just as
delineated by Paul near the end of his letter to the Ephesians. And the sad thing is that many Christians are not alert to
the dangers. More than we can number are being subtly deceived into another gospel -- the gospel of self.

We find that much confusion has come into the professing Church through the use of the popular self terminology. On
the one extreme, we find people such as Robert Schuller, who seems to have bought the entire secular humanistic
stance in his book Self-Esteem: The New Reformation. Schuller abhors the term sinner and believes that one must build
a person's self-esteem before he can come to know Christ. He misses the entire point of what brings a person to the
cross of Christ. On the other hand, there are those who have picked up the terminology and been unaware of the
implications and confusion that such words carry. By adopting and adapting the popular concepts of humanistic
psychology, professing Christians say we have self-esteem, self-love, self-worth, etc., because of who we are in
Christ, but the underlying ideology follows.

Right along with the rise in the influence and the popularity of psychology has been a shift from an emphasis on God
to an emphasis on self throughout much of the professing Church. In very subtle ways, self takes first place. And, as
self takes first place, the attitude of being a bond slave to Christ is replaced with the attitude of being a volunteer at
one's own convenience. Love for others is acted on only if it is convenient.

With all of this emphasis on self, it is natural for a Christian to ask if it's okay to love self. How might Jesus answer
that question? Although the question of self-love is not a trick question like those asked by the scribes and Pharisees,
it is the kind of question that begs a particular answer of "yes" or "no." An answer of "yes" easily leads to all kinds of
self-preoccupation. The answer "no" elicits a possible response of "Well, then should we hate ourselves?" Jesus did
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not always answer questions the way His listeners would expect. Instead, He used the question as an opportunity to
teach truth. His emphasis was always on God's love and our love for God and others.

Linguistically, agapao is other-directed throughout Scripture, never self-directed. The concept of self-love is not the
subject of the Great Commandment. It is only a qualifier. When Jesus commands us to love God with "all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength" (Mark 12:30), He is emphasizing the all-
encompassing nature of this agapao love (an action-love that is beyond the possibility of the natural man, and only
possible through divine grace). If He had used the same words for loving neighbor, He would have encouraged
idolatry. However, for the next degree of intensity he used the words, "as thyself."

Jesus did not command us to love ourselves. He did not say that there were three commandments (love God, love
neighbor, and love self). Instead, He said, "On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets" (Matt.
22:40). Love of self here is a given -- a fact -- not a command. We know of no Scripture that teaches that an
individual does not already love himself. Paul said, "For no man ever yet hated his own flesh; but nourisheth and
cherisheth it, even as the Lord the Church" (Eph. 5:29). Christians were not admonished to love themselves or to hate
themselves. Self-love, self-hate (which is simply another form of self-love and self-preoccupation), and self-
deprecation (possibly a disguise for blaming God for not giving the self greater personal assets), are all self-centered
attitudes. Those who complain about not loving themselves generally are dissatisfied with their feelings, abilities,
circumstances, etc. If they truly hated themselves they would be happy to be miserable. All human beings love
themselves.

From the totality of Scripture, and within the particular context of Matthew 22, the love one naturally has toward
himself is commanded to be directed towards others. We are not commanded to love self. We already do. We are
commanded to love others as we already do ourselves. The story of the Good Samaritan, which follows the
commandment to love one's neighbor, illustrates not only who is our neighbor, but what is meant by the word love.
Here, love means to extend oneself beyond the point of convenience to accomplish what is deemed best for the
neighbor. The idea is that we should seek the good of others just as fully as we seek the good (or what we may even
mistakenly think is good) for ourselves -- just as naturally as we tend to care for our own personal well-being.

Another Scripture that parallels this same idea of loving others as we already do love ourselves is Luke 6:31-35, which
begins with "And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise." Evidently, Jesus assumed that
His listeners wanted to be treated justly, kindly, and mercifully. In other words, they wanted to be treated according to
expressions of love rather than expressions of indifference or animosity. Jesus then goes on to clarify this kind of love
as contrasted to the love given by sinners. He says, "For if ye love them which love you, what thanks have ye? for
sinners also love those that love them. ... But love ye your enemies. ..."

The kind of love that Jesus emphasized was action-oriented, and was that kind that was selfless and was not motivated
by gaining returns. Since it is natural for people to attend to their own needs and desires, Jesus turned their attention
beyond themselves.

That kind of love for others comes first from God's love, and only then by responding in wholehearted love for Him
(with all of our heart, soul, mind, and strength). And, we cannot do that unless we know Him through His Son. The
Scripture says, "We love Him because He first loved us" (1 John 4:19). We cannot truly love (agapao, action-oriented
love) God without first knowing His love by grace; and we cannot truly love neighbor as self without first loving God.
We believe that the proper Biblical position for a Christian is not to encourage, justify, or establish self-love, but rather
to devote one's life to loving God and loving neighbor as [one already loves] self.

* Adapted from an article by the same name in the Fall 1988, PsychoHeresy Update (EastGate Publishers, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110 -- now named the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). For more on this
subject see the Bobgans' books Prophets of Psychoheresy II (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), and Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing (pp. 86-91).
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Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem*
Self-esteem is a high priority for many professing Christians, who work hard to develop self-esteem in themselves and
in their children. They assume that increasing self-esteem is right and good -- even an absolute necessity! Dr. James
Dobson has enthusiastically touted self-esteem through his books and his Focus on the Family radio program and other
ministry efforts. Because he professes Christianity and promotes family values, many people assume that Dobson's
teachings on self-esteem are Biblical, but they can be found nowhere in the Bible unless Scripture is bent to fit.

The bad news concerning Dobson's self-esteem teachings is that his books promoting such teachings have sky
rocketed in sales. This is balanced, however, by the good news coming from continued research on self-esteem.
Research once again indicates that critics like Martin and Deidre Bobgan are correct about self-esteem and Dobson is
dead wrong! (See James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology). More bad news, however, is that the research
results have not reversed the incorrect assumptions about self-esteem in the minds of many professing Christians, and
the research has not dampened the sales of Dobson's self-esteem books.

In James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, the Bobgans quoted extensive research to document Dobson's
erroneous assumptions and recommendations regarding self-esteem. One of the chapters reported on California's
expenditure of $735,000 to research the subject of self-esteem in preparation for promoting it throughout the state. The
result of this expensive effort was published in a book titled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem.

Dr. Neil Smelzer, the professor hired to summarize the research, admits: "One of the disappointing aspects of every
chapter in this volume ... is how low the associations between self-esteem and its consequences are in research to
date." He also says:

"The authors who have assessed the state-of-the-art knowledge of factors important in the genesis of
many social problems have been unable to uncover many causally valid findings relating to that genesis --
and they have therefore been correspondingly unable to come up with systematic statements relating to
cure or prevention."

After examining the research in The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, David L. Kirk, syndicated writer for the San
Francisco Examiner, says it more bluntly: "There is precious little evidence that self-esteem is the cause of our social
ills." He continues:

"Those social scientists looked hard ... but they could detect essentially no cause-and-effect link between
self-esteem and problematic behavior, whether it's teen pregnancy, drug use or child abuse."

John Leo's article titled "Damn, I'm Good" (US News & World Report, 5/18/98) followed his examination of the
research on self-esteem. Leo says:

"The self-esteem movement is one of the marvels of our time. It goes on and on, even though its
assumptions are wrong and its basic premises have been discredited by a great deal of research. Like a
monster in the last 10 minutes of a horror movie, it has enough fatal wounds to stop a platoon. But it keeps
stumbling on, seeming not to notice."

A New York Times article quotes Albert Bandura, a psychology professor at Stanford, as saying that "self-esteem
affects neither personal goals nor performance."

Yes, Dobson is dead wrong about self-esteem from both a Biblical and research perspective. However, in spite of all
the research that continues to contradict Dobson's position on self-esteem, his books continue to be popular. Moreover,
because he has combined the psychology of self-esteem with the Bible, many will have a difficult time giving it up.
It's part of their faith and no amount of research to the contrary will dissuade them.

In the midst of all the psychological nonsense Dobson has brought into the church, there is still hope. The good news is
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that God's Word is true and we can depend on Him, who by His "divine power hath given unto us all things that
pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue: whereby are
given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye might be partakers of the divine nature, having
escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Peter 1:3,4).

One need not add self-esteem from the psychological wisdom of the world. God Himself provides what is needed to
live the Christian life -- knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and power that will never be found in self-esteem or any
other addition from psychology.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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Spiritual Warfare—False Clichés*
Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God; because many false prophets

have gone out into the world. — 1 John 4:1

On a "Christian" television program a number of years ago, the guest was a "Christian" psychologist who was sharing
experiences from his practice, which he claimed blends the "spiritual" with the psychological. He was attempting to
bolster, with stories, his new therapy for treating the so-called "dysfunctional."

The good Doctor told a story of a Christian lady whom he diagnosed as demon-possessed as a result of a trauma from
her past. As he rebuked the evil within her, she was said to have instantly lapsed into a trance, in which she went into
the birth-labor process. He described the whole delivery performance: the heavy breathing, cries of pain, and finally
the pushing process. The psychologist played the part as her coach throughout the whole event, which was being acted
out in his counseling office. This episode resulted in the five demons, which were said to possess the woman, being
exorcised from her as she acted out the process of giving birth. The psychologist believed that this "birthing process"
exorcism was related to the type of cause which provided the basis for her possession.

Spiritual Warfare Explosion

Stories like this are rapidly becoming commonplace within today's professing evangelical Christian community. It is
being called "spiritual warfare," as more and more Christians are said to be casting-off the blinders of a Western
rational world view, which for too long has held the Church captive, and are awakening to what they consider an
enlightened view of the spiritual realm. It seems that almost every facet of the Christian life is now being taught as
some aspect of spiritual warfare.

Why is this becoming so popular? I believe it is because today's new generation of evangelicals has absorbed a
mystical worldview, which interprets experiences from a mystical framework instead of from Biblical categories.

Mysticism

Arthur L. Johnson, in his excellent, but neglected book, Faith Misguided: Exposing the Dangers of Mysticism (Moody
Press:1988) defines and describes mysticism as follows:

When either the psychological attitude alone, or the more complete philosophical grasp, is translated into the
theological terms, the resulting view leads the person to equate his inner impressions or subjective states with the
voice of God. Such a person, if he is a Christian, tends to believe that the activity of the Holy Spirit within us is
expressed primarily through emotional or other non-cognitive aspects of our being. Having and "obeying" such
experiences is what "being spiritual" is all about. (26)

Johnson's words certainly seem to describe the contemporary bent of evangelicals.

Since the Bible is to be the authority for all Christians, mysticism wrongly shifts authority from God to man's own
intuitive interpretation of experience. If your experience is to measure up to the authority of God's word, then it has to
be examined and verified by objective Scriptural standards.

A current error within evangelicalism is that often the mystical and the supernatural are used synonymously. They are
NOT the same thing! Thus, to deny the mystical is not to abandon belief in God's supernatural work. Instead, it is to be
discerning in terms of the Biblical framework. What is needed today are those who will test by means of the objective
Word of God (the Bible) to see if the many claims being made in our day are merely mysticism or the genuine. But
when any form of mysticism becomes dominate in a culture, such as it has in our day, then stories and experiences
themselves become the basis upon which to formulate belief, rather than the study of God's Word.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v1n5-1.htm
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Mystical Views of Spiritual Warfare

It is all too common today for a spiritual warfare teacher to get up and bombard his listeners with story after story,
experience after experience, from which he draws conclusions that form his views on spiritual warfare. More often that
not, this kind of "skyscraper preaching" (sermons with one story stacked upon another) results in an approach to
spiritual warfare that is built upon practices and techniques which do not measure up to God's Word.

For example: often one begins to teach that Christians can be demon-possessed or something similar; Christians can
inherit curses from parents; Christians need deliverance from certain kinds of sins in addition to the forgiveness
received at salvation; Christians need to speak or do things to protect themselves and their loved ones from the
demonic; Christians can boss Satan around by rebuking, binding, taking authority over him, or running him out of
town, usually by sundown, all in the name of Jesus; demons occupy territories because of specific sins of those people
which supposedly have given a basis for the demonic stronghold, instead of by permission of the sovereign will of
God. These kinds of beliefs are mere superstition, the product of false mystical experiences which do not match up
with the teaching of Holy Writ.

Deceitful Spirits

We are seeing an amazing development in our day. The more pervasive that the current versions of mystical "spiritual
warfare" become within the church, there seems to be a corresponding rise of the abandonment of examining teaching
and practice in the light of Scripture. The average evangelical seems to be persuaded by a pragmatic polemic (i.e.,
sincerity of the teacher and "it seems to help people") rather than Biblical doctrine.

The New Testament predicts that the "latter times" of the church age would be a time of great deception within the
church (1 Tim. 4:1-4):

But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times some will fall away from the faith, paying attention to
deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons, ... In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a
good servant of Christ Jesus, {constantly} nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine
which you have been following (1 Tim. 4:1,6).

What does the phrase "later times" mean? It very likely refers to the "later times" of the current church age. Notice
Paul did not say, "in these last days" as the writer of Hebrews did to refer to the whole church age (1:2). Paul used a
different expression to convey the clear idea that the Holy Spirit is talking about the "later times" of the current church
age. Therefore, the Holy Spirit is giving a dual warning for the church in our day—first, "not to fall away {lit.
apostatize} from the faith," and second, don't pay "attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons." In addition
to the problem of apostasy we experience in the church today, the second warning is especially interesting in light of
the fact that those within the church who depart from the faith are said to be especially open to demonic teachings.

It is significant that both Biblical terms for the demonic are used in this verse: "spirits" and "demons." A clear contrast
is set between what the Holy Spirit is explicitly saying as opposed to what "deceitful spirits" and "demons" are saying.
The Holy Spirit's teaching that the "later times" will be characterized by apostasy in the church is strengthened by the
addition of the term "explicitly," so that there is no mistaking what He is trying to say. However, many of us today in
these "latter times" who repeat the Spirit-inspired warning about the increase in apostasy are accused of being
negative, divisive, and obstructing the work of the Holy Spirit. Yet, at the same time, these critics are teaching things
which can be proved from the Bible to be error. This passage would lead us to believe that they are "paying attention
to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons." "Deceitful spirits" are the agents Satan uses to generate these teachings,
which are then said to be described as "doctrines of demons"—that is, doctrines that come from demons.

Paul goes on in this passage to note that "a good servant of Christ Jesus" is one who points out these sobering facts to
fellow believers and nourishes those under his care with healthy doctrine from the Bible. But often when this is done,
the response of some is that we are being divisive and that we are destroying the last days unity needed to win the
world to Christ.1 This is at least partially a true charge. The Bible divides truth from error, right from wrong, light
from darkness.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/toonegative.htm
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However, the more one listens to the ever growing chorus of spiritual warfare teachings, the more he encounters
phrases and clichés which reflect and convey the mentality of the popular, but false, "spiritual warfare" teachings.
Most of these expressions make sense only if a believer can be demon-possessed or inflicted, which the Bible teaches
he cannot. [This and many other issues are dealt with in great detail in A Holy Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual
Warfare (Harvest House: 1990); the title for subsequent printings was changed to Overrun by Demons.] The following
is an examination of some of the more popular, but according to Scripture, false spiritual warfare clichés:

1. Binding Satan: In the early 1970s, [I] attended my first "deliverance" service. The one conducting it was a well-
known pioneer in the field. Many bizarre things happened at the service. Many of the demons had names, such as the
demon of lust, gluttony, worry, gossip, criticism, etc. One demon was even named after a particular food.

The "deliverance" evangelist had a routine which he would follow in casting out demons from these people. First, he
would find out a little about the individual. He would then ask them what their problem was. (He always assumed that
it was caused by a demon rather than some other source.) Then he could speak authoritatively to the demon and
command the demons to manifest themselves. Having done this, he would usually carry on a conversation with the
demon, often quite humorous, as he would insult, question, and finally command the demon to leave in the name of
Jesus and by the power of the blood of Christ. Some demons would require several conversations before they would
finally leave. One of the things he always did when he was commanding them to depart was to bind them and send
them to the "pit of hell."

The practice of binding Satan and/or the demons and evil spirits is not only something which some professing
Christians do during public and private deliverance sessions, but it is often a personal activity exercised on a regular
basis by a growing number of professing Christians. Sometimes a person will pray that Satan will be bound from
blinding a person to whom they are presenting the gospel, in the belief that this will improve the likelihood of that
person trusting Christ as his Savior. Or someone might pray that an upcoming event would be protected from the
influence of the demonic by binding the demons from having influence in relation to that event. On other occasions,
people attempt to bind Satan and his demons from certain geographical locations, such as a new house the person will
be moving into, a new church building, or a particular location in a city or neighborhood. Doing this, it is believed,
could affect the power and moving of God in the lives of believers as well as unbelievers. (See point #3 below.)

One instance [I] recall from about 20 years ago, a group of professing believers wanted a particular piece of property
for their ministry. One evening, they marched around the tract of land claiming it for themselves and "pleading the
blood" over it. They believed that this was an act of faith that God would honor. This practice, and many others like it,
is viewed by some to be a central practice to engaging in successful spiritual warfare. Lets look at the primary Bible
passages from which those who hold these beliefs say they have a Scriptural mandate for such practices:

Mandate for Binding?

The misinterpretation of three passages in Matthew form the basis for the popular "binding" teaching and practice.
First, Matthew 12:29, in which Jesus said, "How can anyone enter the strong man's house and carry off his property,
unless he first binds the strong man?" This statement by Christ was made as part of an illustration meant to refute the
Pharisees' claim that Jesus "casts out demons only by Beelzebub the ruler of the demons"(12:24). The Pharisees did not
want to admit, as many of the people were beginning to suggest, that Jesus was the Son of David (12:23). Therefore,
they attributed His exorcism to an alliance with Beelzebub, the only other supernatural alternative in the universe.
Christ replied that He is more powerful than Satan, by pointing out that one would have to control the strong man
before his house could be robbed. The logic is that Christ was not in league with Satan, but was accomplishing His
exorcisms by the true power of God. It would be wrong to conclude from this passage that Christ was laying down a
universal pattern for believers to follow. Instead, this was a historic illustration of Christ's personal power over Satan.

There is coming a day when the strong man will be bound, along with his demonic host, and we do not have to
speculate as to when that will be. Revelation 20:1-3 says that Satan will be bound for 1,000 years shortly after Christ's
Second Coming. Following the Millennium, Satan will be deposited into the lake of fire for all eternity (Rev. 20:10).
In the meantime, during the current age, Satan is "a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour" (1 Pe. 5:7). The antidote
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for the believer is not to bind him (if Satan and the demons are being bound, who keeps letting them loose anyway?),
but as 1 Peter 5:8 instructs, to "resist him, firm in your faith." Jesus Himself will bind the strong man, Satan, on behalf
of His followers at a future time. He does not use believers to act in His behalf in this area. God will not be using
believers to round up Satan and put him out of commission by binding. Instead, the means God will use is stated
clearly in Revelation 20:1, where it says that "an angel coming down from heaven, having the key of the abyss and a
great chain in his hand," will do the honors. Therefore, the idea that believers have removed Satan and his demon
armies from spheres of influence because they have prayed for Satan's binding, is not found in the Bible and is,
thereby, unbiblical.

The Keys of the Kingdom

The focus of the Matthew 16:19 and 18:18 passages is on the word "bind" (deo). How is this word used in context and
what does it mean? The word has the basic meaning of "to tie up by binding." The result is inactivity on the part of the
one bound. In Matthew 16:19 and 18:18, the word bind is used with its opposite "loose." In these contexts, the idea of
binding and loosing has the force of the judicial notion of "forbidding" and "permitting." This phrase was used in
Christ's day by Israel's religious leaders regarding what was forbidden (bound) and that He will give him "the keys of
the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you shall loose
on earth shall be loosed in heaven" (Matt. 16:19).

Peter was to become one of the apostles upon whom the Christian church would be founded (Eph. 2:20). Therefore,
Peter and the apostles will be the human agents through whom entrance into the kingdom of heaven will be denied or
allowed, depending upon whether or not one's key matched the lock. The words "shall be bound" and "shall be
loosed" as used in the Greek means that the binding and loosing in heaven will precede the binding and loosing on
earth.

A translation which brings out this aspect of the original Greek would read as follows: "I will give to you the keys of
the kingdom of the heavens, but whatever you bind on earth is that which shall already have been bound in the
heavens, and whatever you loose on earth is that which shall already have been loosed in the heavens." Peter was to
bind things upon the earth, but only what had already been bound in heaven. Peter was to set the standard on earth for
entrance into the kingdom of heaven based upon the standard which God has already set in heaven. Peter was to be the
mediator of the Word of God between God and man, and that standard is what Peter stated in Matthew 16:16, namely,
that Jesus was "the Christ, the Son of the living God."

Affirming God's Will

"Binding and loosing" are used in exactly the same way in Matthew 18:18: "Truly I am telling you, whatever you may
bind upon the earth shall be that which has already been bound in heaven; and whatever you may loosed upon the
earth shall be that which has already been loosed in heaven" (literal translation). Jesus is saying that believers can
have confidence that when they justly excommunicate someone on earth, that they are fulfilling the will of God which
has already been determined in heaven. This should give them confidence in what they are doing. So in this context,
binding and loosing carry the idea which corresponds to our modern judicial language of declaring someone guilty
(binding) or innocent (loosing). The court decision does not make someone guilty or innocent, but simply determines
whether his past acts violate or conform to God's heavenly standard.

In both passages, neither word is referring to the contemporary idea of binding Satan or the demonic. Instead, these
references refer to carrying out God's heavenly will upon earth as it has already been determined in heaven. In fact, the
contemporary idea of binding and loosing has more in common with the methods related to the casting and the
removal of spells found in the occult than anything related to Biblical Christianity. This is why we as believers need to
be extremely careful when we adopt practices that are not mandated by the Scriptures. One scholar in commenting on
these two passages has said:

"A purely magical binding and loosing such as may be found elsewhere in Greek and Rabbinic usage
[passages outside of the Bible] is ruled out by the context. Jesus does not give to Peter and the other
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disciples any power to enchant or to free by magic. The customary meaning of the Rabbinic expressions is
equally incontestable, namely, to declare forbidden or permitted, and thus to impose or remove an
obligation, by a doctrinal decision" (Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, II:60).

2. Rebuking the Devil: Many people are being lead astray by deliverance teachings which promise instantaneous
victory over one's problems by a timely rebuke of the devil. This misleads people from the Biblical path of exercising
endurance or patience in meeting their trials. As a result, many believers are not developing the kind of proven
character they need to handle trials.

This character-building approach is illustrated by Paul's thorn in the flesh (2 Cor. 12:7-10). The thorn is described as
"a messenger of Satan to buffet me—to keep me from exalting myself" (12:7). It is possible this messenger was a
demon. The Greek word for messenger is "angelos," the word for angel. This kind of situation is often viewed today by
deliverance teachers as something which is not in keeping with the will of God, and they would seek to rebuke this
"messenger of Satan" and run him out of town by giving him two black eyes in the process. This was not Paul's
response. Instead, he "entreated the Lord three times that it might depart from me" (12:8). Yet God did not grant Paul's
request. But don't we have power in the name of Jesus? Yes, we do, but it is to be exercised within the will of God.
The Lord was more interested in building Christ-like character in Paul as a true display of His power (12:9) than in
putting on the kind of fireworks display which many today are calling "power encounters."

Within certain circles today, it is common to hear a speaker lash out against Satan with various rebukes. Often the
speaker will rebuke Satan in the area of health, wealth, and peace of mind. It is not unusual to hear more preaching
against Satan and the demonic than to hear preaching which focuses in on Christ and His resources. Many people
become so concerned with what the devil is doing that they take their eyes off the Lord.

We must realize that believers are NEVER instructed to rebuke the devil or his demons. The New Testament views
rebuking as the sole prerogative of Jesus as an expression of His lordship and sovereignty over the spirit realm. The
only acceptable condition for a believer to rebuke is when he lovingly corrects a brother fallen into sin (Lk. 17:3; 1
Tim. 5:20). Throughout the New Testament, rebuke is understood as the sole prerogative of the Lord. This is why
Michael said when challenged by Satan, "The Lord rebuke you" (Jude 9).

Marks of a False Prophet

2 Peter 2 describes and denounces false prophets who will be active within the church until the second coming of
Christ. Peter exposes their self-centered motives and conduct in the first three verses, and then pronounces their
condemnation (4-9). The rest of the chapter concludes with a description of their characteristics. One characteristic
that the contemporary church would do well to take note of is found in verse 10: "Especially those who indulge the
flesh in its corrupt desire and despise authority. Daring self-willed, they do not tremble when they revile angelic
majesties." The earlier context indicates that these self-willed false prophets were engaged in reviling fallen angelic
majesties—demons. Remember that this is something which is characteristic of false prophets, so it is a warning for
Christians not to engage in such practices.

Peter goes on to explain this practice in greater detail in verses 11 and 12. He notes that "angels who are greater in
might and power do not bring a reviling judgment against them before the Lord" (11). Angels know better than to do
such foolish things as rebuking or reviling other angels. They have much greater strength and power than the greatest
human being, yet they know better than to engage in such practices. Certainly God's holy angels cannot be justly
accused of not being involved in spiritual warfare, but for them, as it should be for us, it is a question of being properly
involved.

Jude 8 and 9, in a similar warning about false teachers, gives a specific example of this kind of incident. Jude uses
almost identical language when he notes that the false teachers "defile the flesh, and reject authority, and revile angelic
majesties" (8). How do they do that? He tells us that "Michael the archangel, when he disputed with the devil and
argued about the body of Moses, did not dare pronounce against him a railing judgment, but said, 'The Lord rebuke
you '" (9). This passage is telling us that even Michael, the highest-ranking elect angel, would not rebuke the devil; yet
many professing Christians today do it on a regular basis. The text says "did not dare," which means that doing such a
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thing was so unthinkable for Michael that he would not come close to doing such a thing. Michael did not even say
what we hear many saying today, "I rebuke you devil, in the name of the Lord!" Michael simply said, "The Lord
rebuke you." Unlike many modern "Christians," Michael knew rebuking was a prerogative of the Lord alone!

With not one, but two warnings in Scripture against such practices, the question must be asked, "Why do so many
professing Christians and their leaders regularly engage in such practices"? Both passages give us the answer. They are
acting out of ignorance. "These, like unreasoning animals ... reviling where they have no knowledge ..." (2 Pe. 2:12).
"But these men revile the things which they do not understand ..." (Jude 10).

This is an example of the ignorance of God's Word leading to wrong practice in the area of spiritual warfare. No
wonder many are growing weary and dropping out of the battle. Many are following leaders who are leading them on
wild goose chases through beliefs and practices that open them up to attacks from the enemy rather than the advertised
protection from the enemy. Believers can only develop true maturity through genuine Biblical training, which teaches
us to keep our eyes upon Christ and not preoccupation with the demonic.

3. Strategic Level Spiritual Warefare:2 The doctrine called "Strategic Level Spiritual Warfare" (SLSW) is a popular
charismatic method of casting out demons from geographical locations or territories. It identifies three levels of
demonic control on earth. First, there are "Ground-Level" demons, which possess people. Secondly, "Occult-Level"
demons empower witches, shamans, and magicians. Thirdly, "Strategic-Level" demons, the most powerful of the three,
are said to rule over certain regions or territories. Their main purpose is to hinder people from coming to Christ. Well
known proponents of this teaching are C. Peter Wagner (Engaging the Enemy: How to Fight and Defeat Territorial
Spirits) of Fuller Seminary School of World Missions; John Dawson (Taking Our Cities for Christ) of Youth With a
Mission; and Frank Peretti (This Present Darkness and Piercing the Darkness). 

In the early 1990s, there were a number of citywide gospel campaigns in Latin America. Some of the evangelists
attributed their success to days spent wrestling in prayer against the powers of darkness. Author Frank Peretti stirred
the imagination of believers with his two early books: This Present Darkness (1986) and Piercing the Darkness (1989).
These fictional books demonstrated in graphic and sensational detail the battle of believers with territorial spirits. In
the early 1990s, Charismatic leader C. Peter Wagner linked himself with the movement and has been its most vocal
spokesman and most prolific writer. Wagner has attributed astonishing claims to the use of spiritual warfare, claiming,
for example, "10 million Japanese will come to Christ by the year 2000; it helped to bring down the Berlin Wall and
opened Albania to the gospel; it deposed dictator Manuel Noriega; it lowered the crime rate in Los Angeles and broke
the power of demons over Japan" (Breaking Strongholds in Your City, 1993, p. 25).

How does one go about breaking territorial dominion? There are a number of detailed steps required. First, seek the
name of the ruling spirit and identify its territory. Second, seek the function of demons in a particular area. Thirdly, if
demons occupy a neighborhood, then a "Prayer Walk" is required. If the demon controls a city, then a "Praise March"
is necessary. If a demon exercises power over a region, then a "Prayer Expedition" is demanded. And if a demon rules
in a nation, then a "Prayer Journey" should be carried out. "Spiritual Mapping" is the process of gathering information
regarding a region or a people in order to determine the identity and function of the territorial ruler; i.e., the process of
discovering the exact location of the demon's domain. The accumulated data is later used in spiritual warfare prayer
and intercession. "Identification Repentance" is the practice of discovering the sin and guilt which give the demon a
foothold in an area in the first place, and then repenting of that sin to break the grip of demons in an area.

Peter Wagner explains: "Spying out the land is essential when warring for a city … Christians should walk or drive
every major freeway, avenue and road of their cities, praying and coming against demonic strongholds over every
neighborhood ... Even if you don't see instant results, keep the trumpets blowing … always remember God is not slack
concerning His promise; the walls will come down!" (Engaging the Enemy: How to Fight and Defeat Territorial
Spirits, p. 98).

The most commonly cited proof of text is Daniel 10:13,20, which is the battle between the prince of Persia and
Michael the archangel. The prince of Persia is said to be an example of a Territorial Spirit which can be defeated
through the techniques of SLSW. Wagner writes, "This story leaves no doubt that territorial spirits greatly influence
human life in all its sociopolitical aspects" (Warfare Prayer, p. 66).
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However, Daniel 10 does not argue for the detailed and sensational practices of SLSW. It must be pointed out that:

The battle was fought in heaven and not on earth;
The battle did not involve any human: rather two angels and one demon;
The battle was directed by God in heaven and by Michael, not by men on earth;
Daniel was not asked to bind a demon; and
Daniel was not even asked to pray.

Scripture implies that Satan's minions are highly organized (Eph. 6:12), but nowhere does the Bible say that Satan has
assigned them to every geopolitical unit. Nowhere does the Bible give an example of a believer rebuking or
confronting geographical demons. Nowhere in the Bible does it say that we are to command demons to give up
territory.

Yes, Satan is a formidable adversary (1 Pe. 5:8), yet the Lord Jesus Christ has already conquered him on the cross
(Col. 2:15) and will one day consign him to hell (Rev. 20:1-10). Jude 8-10 and 2 Peter 2:10-12 rebuke those who
verbally abuse spirits. Indeed, we are called to turn them over to God. In the meantime, we are called to oppose Satan
through our spiritual armor (Eph. 6:20-18) standing firm in the power of His might, and praying always with all
prayer.

4. Picking Up Loose Ends: Within the context of contemporary spiritual warfare thinking, it is common for
proponents of these views to use similar language as that dealt with above. Phrases such as: "praying the blood" to
cover someone or something for protection, "praying a hedge" of protection around someone (Bill Gothard), or
"claiming" protection, etc. This kind of "warfare praying" and commanding of God is also improper from a Biblical
perspective since these practices are not found in the Bible and are specifically forbidden. The same kind of objections
noted above would also apply to those concepts noted here to show that similar phrases are invalid to use in a Biblical
approach to spiritual warfare.

5. Inherited Curses?: The error of timing is really one which misinterprets Scripture from a past era and wrongly
applies it to present circumstances. One such view is that occult powers or curses are passed from parent to child.
Those advocating this view will quote from Exodus 20:5— "You shall not worship them or serve them; for I, the Lord
your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and fourth generations of
those who hate Me." Proponents of this view believe that if a parent's or grandparent's curse or occult power is not
specifically covered and removed by renouncing it, a Christian can be oppressed by such a past.

There are at least three reasons why this view is an inaccurate application of the passage. First, when a person becomes
a Christian, he is delivered from all his sins, including his occult sins, since a Christian cannot be demon-possessed.
The Bible does not recognize occult sin as a special category of sin that has not been dealt with by the cross.

Second, it is wrong to assume that Exodus 20:5 refers to God's "visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children"
because of inheritance, rather than because each successive generation learns from their parents patterns of sin, and
then decides to follow in the footsteps of their fathers and mothers. It seems clear from the passage that the basis of
God's judgment or blessings are based upon the choice of each successive generation's decision to follow after the sins
of their ancestors. Thus, the mode of transmission of the sins is not because the children are under a curse from a sin
committed by the parent. Instead, the sin is conveyed through the child learning the sin patterns from his parents and
choosing generation after generation to persist in them (i.e., "of those who hate Me"). A mystical or curse transmission
is not taught or implied from the text!

Ezekiel 18:2-20 says that God curses each Israelite individual for his own sins and not specifically because of
something that their fathers may have done. God specifically states in verse 4 that "all souls are Mine; the soul of the
father as well as the soul of the son is mine." The Lord goes on to declare that if the son does right in the contrast to
the parent's sins, including occult sins, then "he shall surely live."

Third, the statement of Exodus 20:5-6 (see also Deut. 5:9-10) is within the context of the Lord's treaty-covenant with
Israel, which promised specific blessings and curses for obedience and disobedience. Therefore, the jurisdictional
scope of this passage is limited to Israel and cannot be applied in a universal sense to humanity in general as a
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timeless principle. Were it to be a universal principle, then it would have been stated in Genesis (or elsewhere in the
Bible) and given to mankind in general. Also, if this was universal (even though the passage does not mean what is
alleged in the first place), then it would probably be repeated throughout Scripture. Since it is restricted to Israel, it
only occurs in relation to them. Psalm 147:19-20 makes it clear that the jurisdiction of the Mosaic Law was given
exclusively to Israel as a rule of life: "He declares His word to Jacob, His statutes and His ordinances to Israel. He
has not dealt thus with any nation; and as for His ordinances, they have known them. Praise the Lord!"

The specific blessings and curses to which this passage speaks are found in Deuteronomy 28. In this chapter, Israel is
promised specific blessings if they obey the commandments of their covenant with the Lord. Israel is promised specific
curses if they disobey. That these specific blessings and curses where for Israel is further seen by tracing the
development of this theme throughout Deuteronomy.

So we see that Exodus 20:5-6 and Deuteronomy 5:9-10 tell the Israelites that God would hold them responsible for
obeying His law and that there would be consequences for their actions.

Christ's Work on the Cross

This kind of "I-inherited-from-my-parents" view is also a popular explanation for all sorts of behavior within many
"Christian" psychology circles as well. It is used to explain so-called mental and emotional illness, chronic sickness, all
sorts of female problems, rebellious teenagers, etc. But the idea that a Christian might have to be delivered specifically
from a curse or occult power, which salvation in Christ would not have taken care of, is not found or implied in
Scripture. In fact there is not one example in the entire Bible of a saved person being under a satanic curse, which has
to be "broken" by Christian exorcism or distinct confession. The only curses which the Bible treats as effective are
those uttered by God. Curses of all kinds can be uttered over a believer continuously during his entire life, but they
cannot impact his life. Christ has prayed that Christians be kept "from the evil one" (John 17:15). Further, the Bible
promises to believers that "God keeps him and the evil one does not touch him" (1 John 5:18). This attempt to shift
responsibility for current failures to someone else is reminiscent of Adam's attempt to shift the blame for his sin to
Eve.

Other deliverance teachers say that any Christian with an occult past must specifically renounce those sins or they will
not be free. That is to say, they must have a separate, post-salvation deliverance from occult sins. Yet if this is true,
then Christ's work really did not forgive them of all their sins. If this is true, then a person would need to specifically
go back and name all past sins in order to be saved or have freedom from the consequences of those sins. This is
completely contrary to the entire teaching of Scripture, that Christ died once and for all sin—past, present and future—
and that we are forgiven and delivered from all of our sins at the point of salvation.

6. Testing Spirits: This practice comes from a misinterpretation of John 4:1-3, where the apostle exhorts the Church
to "test the spirits, whether they are of God." John's "test" is that every Spirit that confesses Christ came in the flesh is
of God, while they that do not confess this are not of God.  One charismatic book on the subject of spiritual warfare
even states that if one receives an impression or "word" he  thinks may be from The Lord, then you should ask the
spirit if "Christ came in the flesh." If you then hear a resounding "Yes" in your mind, it is of God.  If not, the "spirit"
will either be silent or say "no." There is great spiritual harm that can be done through trying to "hear" voices. A more
accurate interpretation of John 4 is that by dealing with the Gnostics who believed that matter is inherently evil, and in
the doctrine of "dokeo" (meaning "to appear," saying that Jesus appeared to have a fleshly body, but was really Spirit),
John needed a test to expose them. The "spirits" mentioned then are the potentially false prophets who were teaching
Gnosticism, and the test was simply a question designed to prompt a response. If they denied the incarnation, they
were false prophets, if they confessed it, they were not. We could apply this  principle in modern times by "testing"
potential false brethren in other areas. Do they believe Christ is co-equal and co-eternal as a member of the Godhead? 
Is salvation by Grace alone, or by works? — and so on. In either case, it is a false concept widely practiced along with
"binding demons," and usually taught in the same circles and by many of the same teachers.

2 John 7 also addresses the subject of Christ coming in the flesh  — "For many deceivers have gone out into the world
who do not confess Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist." What is it to "not confess
Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh"? It is to deny the fact that God came in the flesh and is still in the flesh in the
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person of Jesus Christ (Luke 24:36-43). But, deception comes by ways that are very subtle. Note what Paul wrote in
Colossians 2:8-10 — "Beware lest anyone cheat you though philosophy and empty deceit, according to the tradition of
men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ. FOR IN HIM DWELLS ALL THE
FULLNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY; and you are complete in Him, who is the head over all principality and
power." What reason does Paul give to us as believers for the basis of why we are to be aware of anyone who brings
with them the teachings (traditions) of men (Colossians 2:8)? It is because "all the fullness of the Godhead" dwells in
Christ "bodily." In other words, Christ is in the flesh. He came in the flesh, suffered in the flesh, was tempted in the
flesh, died in the flesh, and rose from the dead in the flesh, and is still in the flesh ("bodily"). In other words, HE IS
ALL WE NEED! We do not need any "philosophy," "traditions of men," or any wisdom "according to the basic
principles of the world" (e.g. psychology), because we have Christ! For anybody to come along and say you also need
some kind of wisdom from the world to live out this Christian life (e.g., professing brethren who are psychological
integrationists), THEY ARE, IN EFFECT, DENYING THAT ALL THE FULLNESS OF THE GODHEAD IS IN
CHRIST BODILY (i.e., they are denying "Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh" — 2 John 7; i.e., that Jesus Christ is
still in the flesh, and He is all we need (2 Peter 1:2-3). The psychologizers of today, and the spiritual warfare gurus,
are totally rejecting the sufficiency of Christ, the sufficiency that was guaranteed by His coming in the flesh, and
thereby, indirectly, denying His coming in the flesh.

7. Pulling Down Demonic Strongholds: This is a practice whereby spiritual "strongholds" of the enemy, which have
supposedly invaded the homes of professing Christians, are "brought down" —  usually by the typical spiritual warfare
gimmicks of binding demons, breaking generational curses, etc. Like most spiritual warfare tactics, it is a
misinterpretation of a specific passage. In this case, 2 Cor. 10:3-5. As soon as the warfare pundits see "For the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty in God ..." then the bad hermeneutics start flying. This wording is
all they need to create some new spiritual doctrine. The actual "strongholds" are those of false teachers entrenched in
the Corinthian church who are contradicting Paul and his doctrine. The "weapons" is the Word of God that Paul will
use in "casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God." This leads to
another false spiritual warfare technique called "Bringing our thoughts captive."

8. Bringing Thoughts Captive: This is based on 2 Cor 10:5 — "Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that
exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ;"
While not a spiritual warfare tactic in the sense of warring with the enemy, it is one in the sense of having control over
our thoughts which may be corrupted by the enemy. Again, a gross misinterpretation by spiritual warfare advocates.
The Greek word for "thoughts" is not the same used elsewhere in the sense of "thinking," but is rather a word that
means ideological principles and concepts. Therefore, the "thoughts" being taken captive by Paul were the false
philosophies and man made ideologies that contradicted God's instruction and teaching through His Apostles.

9. Flags & Banners: The latest spiritual warfare technique is the use of "flags and banners," suggested by its
advocates to be "spiritual power tools." The act of flag waving becomes the causal reason why God's special presence
occurs. The flag (termed "worship and warfare flags") processionals, so popular in some charismatic circles today, are
not just a witness of faith, but become a force in themselves ("intercessors with flags") in the spiritual warfare game.
These flags and banners are used to coax the Holy Spirit to respond. Man becomes proactive and the spirit world
becomes reactive. The "head" of the flag-waving ministry in some churches is called a "master flag minister." One flag
ministry proponent states: "I can tell you that something incredible happens in the spirit when we purposefully and
prayerfully raise our flags. ... I create worship and warfare flags suitable for the beginner through advanced flag
ministers, in sizes geared to the home, the sanctuary, and presentation dances. You will find a variety of styles and
colors to suit all the moods of the Holy Spirit." (The flag minister has the responsibility to lift the right banner at the
right time. This flag ministry relies heavily on the symbolic use of color in worship. Colors include; Red: the blood of
Christ; Purple: authority, and Sonship; Blue: revelational knowledge; White: the Bride, purity; Turquoise: River of
God; Orange: passion, power, and fire. Flags and banners are then spiritually choreographed by the flag minister in
association with dance and timbrels.) (Source: "Flags and Banners … Spiritual Power Tools?," Orrel Steinkamp, The
Plumbline, Nov/Dec 2002.)

10. Holy Laughter: In her book Possessing the Gates of the Enemy, Charismatic "prophetess" Cindy Jacobs claims
that "the weapon of laughter is extremely powerful and even necessary as an intercessory manifestation. … It breaks
Satan's power to depress you and oppress you in the midst of battle. … Laughter also can be a form of direct warfare
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against Satan and his forces because it mocks the enemy" (Cindy Jacobs, "Tearing Down Strong Holds Through
Praise," Charisma, August 1993; adapted from Possessing the Gates of the Enemy). The uncontrollable "holy
laughter" associated in recent years with the ministries of John Arnott (pastor of the Toronto Airport Church),
Evangelist Rodney Howard-Browne, Kenneth Hagin, and others, is supposed to be a form of spiritual warfare. Yet
nowhere in the New Testament do we see the Lord Jesus Christ and the Apostles laughing at the devil or laughing in
order to war against the devil. Where do we see them being overcome by a spirit of laughter, falling to the floor and
rolling around, laughing uncontrollably, even during preaching, etc.? All of these things, though, can be witnessed at
many Charismatic meetings.

11. Marching: Another practice which has been popularized by the spiritual warfare movement is marching around a
building or a city, etc., to claim authority over it (also seen as an extension of "prayer walking"). The Global March for
Jesus events were originally established in England by Charismatics for the purpose of direct geographical spiritual
warfare against territorial spirits. The March for Jesus book, written in 1992 by Graham Kendrick (influential
Contemporary Christian musician) and Roger Forster (plus two others) states: "Our objectives were first and foremost
spiritual. We wanted to see a change in the spiritual atmosphere over our country." As their authority, they cite
Joshua's march around Jericho, Daniel's experience, and similar things. The March for Jesus events, therefore, have
sought to exercise spiritual warfare by marching, praying, and Christian unity. 

The practice of spiritual warfare marching is primarily based on Joshua's march around Jericho. Cindy Jacobs says:
"The march that Joshua and his troops made around Jericho was a type of intercession. … This type of marching
produces deliverance today just as it did for the Israelites." But there is not a hint in the New Testament that Christians
are to practice such a thing. The Bible does not tell us that Joshua's march around Jericho was a form of intercession.
Further, Joshua's march was commanded by God for that one unique occasion; and like many other things in the Bible,
it was never repeated. Those who lead the spiritual warfare movement create great confusion by pulling passages out
of context and failing to rightly divide the Word of God. Note, also, that the spiritual warfare advocate tries to prove
the truth of this doctrine by anecdotal  experience. Doctrine is not proved by experience. The devil can give
experiences and feelings to delude people (Matt. 24:24; 2 Cor. 11:13,14; 2 Thess. 2:9-11; Rev. 13:14). The only proof
that a doctrine or practice is true is whether or not it is based properly upon the Bible.

12. The Settler's Stake: A form of SLSW, the "Settler's" stake began in San Francisco in the late-1990s and spread to
St. Louis in 1999. Small groups of Charismatics, under cover of darkness, visited key sites in the city, such as
government buildings, financial and educational institutions, to perform the following ceremony: They dig a hole, bury
a Bible, then drive a foot-long stake into the ground (with "Jesus is Lord" written on the top and Bible verses inscribed
on the sides) over the spot, anoint the area with oil, and then take communion and pray. Bill Malone, director of Pray
USA, claims this is "a prophetic act" by which the participants are "making a statement to God and to Satan that this
land belongs to Jesus Christ and we are taking it back and kicking the squatters out" (Charisma News Service, Dec. 7,
1999). This practice is complete nonsense, of course, with absolutely no authority in the Scriptures. It is more akin to
pagan practices than to New Testament Christianity.

Conclusion

The Apostle Peter must have had the Old Testament believer Job in mind when the Holy Spirit moved him to picture
Satan, the devil, as one who "prowls about like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour" (1 Pe. 5:8). What did Peter
prescribe for the believer to do in light of Satan's persistent harassments? We are to be persistent in our fight against
him. Peter says that the hard times which Satan may put us through do not result in aid to Satan's cause; instead, godly
resistance to Satan produces Christ-like character and maturity, giving a battle-tested stability to our lives (1 Pe. 5:9-
11). Even the attacks of Satan produce opportunities for the believer to trust God, resulting in an even greater
development of patience and endurance.

How does Peter instruct believers to react to this attack? Not by talking about how you are going to run the Devil out
of town or give him a black eye or even two black eyes. Not by binding or rebuking him. Instead, the Scriptures say
that we are to "resist him" (1 Pe. 5:9). The same command is given in James 4:7 and Ephesians 6:11,13,14. This is
what the Bible specifically, repeatedly, clearly says is to be our strategy when Satan attacks a believer: "Resist the
devil and he will flee from you" (James 4:7). Scripture does not say to develop from experience a formula of rebuking,
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binding, insulting, or arguing with Satan and the demonic. Instead, we are to follow God's explicit instructions on this
issue. By habitually following God's Word, we will see the Lord bring stability and character into our lives, including
the type of endurance that we need in order to engage in spiritual warfare without fainting in the day of battle.

It should be increasingly clear to the reader that false spiritual warfare clichés are generated by the false mysticism of
our non-Christian culture as it influences the professing church. The Biblical command to resist the attacks of the
demonic are made effective as a product of normal spiritual growth and maturity in the life of a believer. This kind of
non-mystical, day-in, day-out growth strengthens the commitment of a believer to resist the temptations of the devil by
obeying the Biblical commandments. The mysticism which produces the false spiritual warfare clichés weakens true
spiritual growth by transferring the responsibility for spiritual warfare to the magic of speaking words and phrases.
Instead, the equipped believer resists the influence of Satan and the demonic through an informed commitment to
Christ.

Endnotes

1  While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity
based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith" (v.
13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can
exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).  [Back to Text]

2  The linkage of aggressive territorial spiritual warfare and evangelism was first introduced at the Latter Rain revival.
Perhaps the first actual expression of this teaching was reported in the April 1949 issue of the Sharon Star, the official
publication of the Latter Rain: "Suddenly without warning a mighty wind swept through the building; Brother Crane
was standing teaching the class when he was almost swept off his feet … This great demonstration was accompanied
by a vision of the Manifest Sons of God in the last days of this dispensation. This mighty army was seen conquering
all before it. Sickness and disease were vanishing and all evil spirits were scattered before the triumphant power of
God's people." (George Hawtin, "Editorial," Sharon Star, December 1948, pp. 2,3) 

Today many people being introduced to territorial spiritual warfare evangelism have no knowledge of the genesis of
these practices. Perhaps one of the most surprising examples of this is from the leading proponent of territorial
spiritual warfare, C. Peter Wagner, who admits to no knowledge, whatsoever, regarding the Latter Rain and its
teaching. He states: "So I never even heard of the Latter Rain, Kingdom Now … Manifested Sons of God or any of
those things … Now since I have become an advocate for contemporary apostles and prophets, all of these things have
been coming up, but I haven't had any historical hook to hang them on." 

Latter Rain teaching of territorial spiritual warfare has now become sufficiently disassociated from its historical links
so that the spiritual warfare world-view is now becoming widely accepted. Frank Peretti's novels teach territorial
spiritual warfare in sensational detail. Certain evangelists in Latin America attributed their success to spending days of
wrestling with territorial demons. 

Indeed, the concept of warfare is found in both the Old and New Testaments. But nowhere is it suggested that
believers must attack, bind, and defeat named local spiritual entities as the indispensable means of evangelism. In
contrast to the Qumran community (of Dead Sea Scrolls fame, whose liturgy included curses of Satan alongside praises
to God), Jude 8-10 and 2 Peter 2:10-12 instructs believers not to bring "reviling accusations against the devil" (NKJV).
Satan is indeed a formidable adversary (1 Pe. 5:8), yet Jesus conquered him on the cross (Col. 2:15) and will one day
confine him in hell (Rev. 2:1-10). In the meantime, we are called to oppose Satan, but not by identifying the names of
his subordinates, reconstructing their hierarchy, or mapping their supposed jurisdictions. 

The famous spiritual warfare passage in Ephesians 6:10-18 portrays spiritual warfare as the believer's defensive stance
rather than prescribing a strategy for attacking and binding specific demons. Indeed, Paul states that we wrestle against
"principalities and powers in the heavenlies," but how does Paul describe this wrestling? If Paul meant for believers to
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attack and destroy these heavenly adversaries, the inspired apostle would have indicated at that point in his writing that
he practiced it and expected his churches to practice it in evangelism. But he did not. Indeed, as many exegetes have
noted, Paul admonishes putting on the whole armor of God in order to "withstand in the evil day" In light of the "hosts
of spiritual wickedness m heavenly places," Paul instructs: "Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may
be able to withstand in the evil day and have done all to stand, stand therefore." (Eph. 6:13,14a, NKJV). Among the
spiritual weapons, the only possible offensive weapon is the "Sword of God's word." Even here, the word used for
sword is "machaira" which was a short sword, more like a dagger that could be used for attack, but in context,
suggests personal defense.

The "demolishing strongholds" passage of 2 Corinthians 10:4,5 is often used by writers of this movement. In this
context, "strongholds" are clearly "arguments and imaginations: that challenge the knowledge of God." The means of
spiritual attack and advance in the NT is always the preaching and defense of the gospel message. The sword of God's
Word is obviously more effective in evangelism than the spiritual war games of identifying, binding, and destroying
local demons. The sword of God's Word is even "sharper than any two-edged sword."  [Return to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this material has been excerpted and/or adapted from three primary sources: (1) a Biblical
Awareness Ministries' report by Thomas Ice ("An Examination of False Spiritual Warfare Clichés," Biblical
Perspectives, Vol. V. No. 2, Mar/Apr 1992). (Biblical Awareness Ministries and its newsletter, Biblical Perspectives,
no longer exist.); (2) an article from the November/December 2001, The Plumbline, "Spiritual Warfare Evangelism:
How Did We Get Here?," by Orrel Steinkamp (the latter comprising the “Strategic Level Spiritual Warfare” section
and Endnote #2); and (3) "Strange Spiritual Warfare," by David Cloud, FBIS, 6/30/00. (The use of the BAM material
should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his current ministry affiliations; in
fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four Temperaments/Personality
Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles written after the demise of
Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 11/2003
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Can a subliminal message induce someone to commit suicide? This was the central
question at the Judas Priest trial.

The face of Jesus was “discovered” in a forkful of spaghetti in a Pizza Hut billboard
advertisement in DeKalb County, Georgia, in May of 1991. Joyce Simpson said she
was debating whether to quit her church choir as she was leaving a gas station when
she felt compelled to look up. “And I saw Christ’s face,” she said (Guevara-Castro and
Viele 1991). Subsequently, dozens of motorists claimed to have seen Jesus shrouded in
spaghetti and tomato sauce on the chain’s billboard. God works in mysterious ways,
but this tactic seems unnecessarily convoluted. On the other hand, compared to being
abducted by aliens, seeing a face in a blob of spaghetti is small potatoes.

Sometimes perceptual illusions or faulty reasoning can have more pernicious
consequences. For example, in 1986 a Philadelphia jury awarded a woman more than
$900,000 in damages because she claimed her psychic powers had been damaged
during a CAT scan conducted at Temple University Medical School (New York Times,
March 29, 1986). Her complaint was supported by the “expert” testimony of a doctor.
Unfounded fears are not unusual, but when they are accorded further esteem by a
credulous judge or jury we risk surrender to the irrational. What the courts take
seriously is believed to be serious by the common citizen. While science can
supposedly provide some protection against litigious foolishness, sometimes science
itself seems to be part of the problem.

How do scientific beliefs influence courtroom deliberations? More specifically, what
happens to an extraordinary claim when it plays a pivotal role in a high-stakes
criminal trial? Within the scientific community there are accepted methods and
procedures for establishing the truth or falsity of an extravagant claim (Gardner 1981),
but the courtroom is a different kind of forum. It is adversarial in nature. What
happens to scientific consensus in court, especially if scientific information is
distorted, misrepresented, or perhaps not science at all? Peter Huber has described
what he calls “junk science” (Huber 1991), and according to Huber junk science may
(and often does) wreak havoc with scientific integrity and with justice.

This article explores the issue of junk science in the context of a specific trial-the
Judas Priest trial that unfolded in Reno, Nevada, in the summer of 1990. Two teenage
boys, James Vance and Ray Belknap, had attempted suicide. At the time of the
shootings, Belknap died instantly. Vance was severely injured but he lived, only to die
of drug complications three years later. The plaintiffs (the boys’ parents) alleged that
subliminal messages hidden in the heavy metal rock music that Vance and Belknap
listened to contributed to their suicidal impulse. This trial is interesting for a number
of reasons. First, it provides a classic example of junk science. Second, the trial
established a legal precedent that has already influenced the ruling in a similar
subsequent suit. Third, it provides a good forum for illustrating some important and
often misunderstood aspects of subliminal perception.
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Judas Priest was a British heavy metal rock band-one of the first of that genre. Their
popularity peaked in the mid-70s. The album in question (Stained Class) was
produced in 1978; the shootings took place in December 1985. It was alleged that a
particular subliminal phrase in one of their songs ("Better by You Better Than Me") on
the album triggered a suicidal impulse. The phrase at issue was “Do It.” In isolation,
this phrase has little meaning unless there is some antecedent to which the “It” refers.
Moreover, the antecedent could not have been anything that was audible on the
record (or visible on the album cover), because such material would have been
protected by the First Amendment. Consequently the plaintiffs were in the difficult
position of having to acknowledge that the boys were suicidal to begin with, and that
the subliminal phrase “Do It” triggered the already existing disposition.

First Amendment Protection and the Denial of Summary
Judgment

The defendants denied any and all knowledge of subliminal messages, and they
denied having engaged in any tricks or mischief during production of the record.
Nevertheless, the case went to trial. The defense was unsuccessful in arguing that any
and all speech (including subliminal speech) should enjoy First Amendment
protection. In a pre-trial motion, Justice Jerry Carr Whitehead ruled that subliminal
speech does not deserve protection because it does not perform any of the functions
that free speech accomplishes. Since the recipient of a subliminal message is unaware
of it, the message can’t contribute to dialogue, the pursuit of truth, the marketplace of
ideas, or personal autonomy. There is no information exchange. No arguments are
possible if recipients are unaware of the message’s presence. People also have a right,
the judge added, to be free from unwanted speech. Since subliminal materials cannot
be avoided, they constitute an invasion of privacy. For all these reasons, subliminals
were not afforded First Amendment protection (Vance v. Judas Priest 1989b). This
ruling makes logical sense if a subliminal message could have the power attributed to
it by the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs thus achieved a major victory in getting the case to
trial in the first place.

While First Amendment protection has never been absolute, the exceptions have been
narrow and carefully limited. Speech that is obscene, libelous, or an incitement to
lawlessness is not protected by the First Amendment. Justice Whitehead’s ruling
provided another exception-subliminal speech. We may not have seen the last of trials
concerning allegations about subliminal influences (Dee 1994). A few months after
Judas Priest’s acquittal, Michael Waller, the son of a Georgia minister, shot himself in
the head while listening to Ozzy Osbourne’s record Suicide Solution. His parents
claimed that subliminal messages may have influenced his actions. The judge in that
trial granted the summary judgment because the plaintiffs could not show that there
was any subliminal material on the record. He noted, however, that if the plaintiffs
had shown that subliminal content was present, the messages would not have received
protection under the First Amendment because subliminal messages are, in principle,
false, misleading or extremely limited in their social value (Waller v. Osbourne 1991).
Justice Whitehead’s ruling in the Judas Priest trial was cited to support his position.

Liability ‘Science’

If a car accident causes severe injury or death, it may be more appealing and more
comforting to the driver if the cause of the accident can be attributed to a mechanical
defect rather than to operator error. It may also be more appealing and more lucrative
to lawyers interested in liability. Liability science often assumes that every ill has a
distant cause-often a technological cause. Food additives, environmental toxins, and
mechanical defects have all been alleged culprits in liability suits within the last two
decades. The Judas Priest suit was a product liability case. An allegedly defective
product was placed on the market and it caused harm. According to Timothy Post,
one of the plaintiffs’ lawyers, the subliminal message triggered the suicides. The
defense denied placing any subliminal messages, and further contended that
subliminal stimuli are not capable of compelling any behaviors, let alone suicidal ones.

One of the threats to scientific integrity mentioned by Huber (1991) has to do with
abandoning the usual scientific meaning of the term causality. From a scientific
perspective, we typically want to understand a phenomenon by discovering all the
causal factors that contribute to it. According to Huber, however, liability science has
its own rules. Liability science likes to simplify matters. A specific potential cause is
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selected and other contributing factors are ignored. It is assumed that no other
variables were operating except the one of interest. The standard scientific approach is
abandoned. Multiple risks are disregarded-especially obvious, ubiquitous, taken-for-
granted risks-and all attention is focused on remote and (perhaps) implausible causes
that implicate negligence on the part of someone else.

There was some evidence of this approach-the tendency to subvert the meaning of
causality-at the Judas Priest trial. In his final ruling, the judge explicitly stated “the
deceased and their parents are not on trial. The court is not to judge the lives of the
decedents or evaluate their families.” (Vance v. Judas Priest 1990, 2-3). The plaintiffs
were obliged, however, to acknowledge some degree of risk, otherwise the “Do It’s”
would have been meaningless. What were some of these risk factors? According to the
clinical psychologist who testified for the defense, both boys had serious, long-term
adjustment problems. Both were violent and abusive in their relationships. They felt
socially alienated; they were emotionally distressed, often depressed, and impulsive.
Vance once broke another student’s jaw in a fight at school. Both had a history of drug
abuse, petty crime, school failure, and unemployment. Family backgrounds were
violent and punitive. Belknap had attempted suicide before and had expressed suicidal
intentions. Just prior to the shootings, Belknap gave out some of his Christmas
presents early and indicated a desire for his sister to name her baby after him if
anything happened to him. Most of these factors were mentioned by the judge in his
final ruling. They were included “reluctantly” to show that the deceased were at high
suicide risk (see Litman and Farberow 1994). Was this a reasoned departure from the
“subverted causality” that often typifies liability cases? Who can say? The concession
may simply have been an artifact of the logical necessity for the plaintiffs to recognize
the high-risk status of the boys. At any rate, multiple causes were recognized, albeit
somewhat grudgingly. The judge stated that “[t]here exist other factors which explain
the conduct of the deceased independent of the subliminal stimuli. . . . [t]he deceased
had propensities which made them a high suicide risk” (Vance v. Judas Priest 1990,
31-32).

The Plaintiffs’ Experts

The pursuit of isolated, distant, and mysterious causes for various mishaps sometimes
results in a search for distant and mysterious experts. Experts are invited to provide
support for the contentious claim. When courts are tolerant of a subverted sense of
the meaning of causality, they may also be tolerant of fringe experts. There were
several at this trial. One of them was Wilson Key. He is the man who pretty much
single-handedly popularized the myth of subliminal advertising. He sees subliminal
conspiracies everywhere (Key 1973, 1976, 1980, 1989), so it was not surprising that he
was present to support the plaintiffs’ claims. While Key provided extensive pre-trial
testimony, his contribution to the actual trial was negligible. It is possible that he
undermined his own credibility with the court by opining that subliminal messages
could be found on Ritz crackers, the Sistine Chapel, Sears catalogues, and the NBC
evening news. He also asserted that “science is pretty much what you can get away
with at any point in time.”

The most influential expert to testify for the plaintiffs was Howard Shevrin, whose
credentials were unassailable. He has conducted research on subliminal influences for
over twenty years and has a respectable track record of publications in peer-reviewed
books and journals (e.g., Shevrin 1988). Shevrin’s argument was that subliminal
commands are especially potent because the recipient is unaware of their source and
attributes the directive or the imperative to himself-to his own inner motivational
state. While there is a certain logic to this, Shevrin was hard-pressed to describe any
research that supported his opinion. The argument also presupposes that a command
or directive is inherently compelling-that because it is an imperative in a linguistic or
syntactic sense, it compels compliance in a psychological sense. According to Shevrin,
when we consciously experience a command, we can ignore or comply with
commands as we see fit, but if the command is subliminal, it may become part of our
ongoing stream of motives, feelings, and inner promptings. It can therefore add an
increment to any current predisposition that may be present, such as suicide. The
fallacy lies in assuming that an imperative message has some inherently motivating
effect. His position also required the assumption that a suicidal disposition requires a
trigger or precipitant in order to be acted on. This assumption does not square with
the research literature on adolescent suicide (Maris 1981). Shevrin was nevertheless
persuasive. He provided an apparently respectable conceptual framework for
explaining how such a mysterious and almost magical force could operate.
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The Defendants’ Experts

Three experts were called by the defense: myself, Anthony Pratkanis (a professor of
social psychology from the University of California at Santa Cruz), and Don Read (a
cognitive psychologist from the University of Lethbridge). I testified about
methodological and interpretational flaws in some specific investigations of subliminal
auditory stimuli (e.g., Borgeat and Chaloult 1985; Borgeat, Elie, Chaloult, and Chabot
1985; Henley 1975) and about the dubious empirical foundation underlying
psychodynamic constructs. It was my opinion that there was no scientific support for
the proposition that subliminal directives could induce behaviors of any kind, let alone
suicide. Pratkanis reiterated some of the main points of my testimony regarding the
history of research on subliminal influence, and described a recently conducted
experiment (since published) showing that subliminal self-help tapes were ineffective
(Pratkanis, Eskenazi, and Greenwald 1994). He also expressed additional misgivings
about the validity of the Borgeat studies-studies Shevrin had cited as supportive of his
position. Pratkanis resisted the intimation by the plaintiffs’ lawyers that scientific
findings were not of an enduring nature-that what is known today may be abandoned
and replaced by a new opinion tomorrow. Finally, Don Read provided an eloquent
description of research on the comprehension and retention of reversed speech (see
Vokey and Read 1985).

Scientific Opinion vs. Scientific Evidence

The judge may have been seduced by psychodynamics, but perhaps not entirely
convinced. Although Shevrin was successful in helping obtain the exception to First
Amendment protection, he did not prevail during the actual trial. The ruling about
subliminal effects stated: “The scientific research presented does not establish that
subliminal stimuli, even if perceived, may precipitate conduct of this magnitude. . . .
[t]he strongest evidence presented at the trial showed no behavioral effects other than
anxiety, distress or tension” (Vance v. Judas Priest 1990, 31). The judge’s conclusion
about subliminal effects is not too far from the consensus to be found among most
cognitive psychologists. Well-established subliminal effects are rather modest in their
magnitude and nature-semantic activation of single words under highly constrained
conditions (see Holender 1986). To quote from a recent influential review: “. . .
unconscious cognition is severely limited in its analytic capability” (Greenwald 1992,
775).

At one point during pre-trial testimony, Bill Peterson (one of the defense counsels)
asked Shevrin to describe the empirical basis for his opinion: “What experiments are
you referring to when you say you’re referring to a body of literature, experiments on
which you base your conclusion that subliminal messages may be sufficient to induce
suicidal behavior?”

"I’m basing my opinion, my expert judgment, on a corpus of literature, on hundreds of
experiments,” said Shevrin.

"Name one,” said Mr. Peterson (Vance v. Judas Priest 1989a, 138-139).

Shevrin eventually alluded to three or four studies (e.g., Kupper and Gerard 1990;
Silverman 1982; Smith, Spence, and Klein 1959)-none of which demonstrated
anything remotely close to subliminal commands influencing motives. In fact, very few
published studies have attempted to use subliminal directives, and those that have
used them produced singularly uncompelling evidence for subliminal influences on
intentionality (e.g., Zuckerman 1960; see Moore [1982] for commentary).

Shevrin’s position was supportive of the plaintiffs’ claims. Moreover, if logically
extended, it constitutes an endorsement of auditory subliminal self-help tapes. If
Shevrin’s position were valid, subliminal self-help tapes should be effective for a
substantial number of people. Users are predisposed and some may even be
preoccupied with changing their behavior in the direction of the affirmations on the
tapes. Those messages should, therefore, according to Shevrin’s logic, alter and
increase the listeners’ inner motives. There is ample evidence, however, that
subliminal self-help tapes are therapeutically useless (Greenwald, Spangenberg,
Pratkanis, and Eskenazi 1991; Merikle 1988; Merikle and Skanes 1992; Moore 1988;
Pratkanis, Eskenazi, and Greenwald 1994; Russell, Rowe, and Smouse 1991).

While Shevrin’s testimony may have been logical, it was not good science. The judge,
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to his credit, appears to have made a distinction between a scientific opinion based on
personal conviction and the logic of psychodynamics, and one based on empirical
support.

Pseudoscience

Up to this point, science has not fared badly. With respect to causality, the judge
found that there were factors independent of the subliminal stimuli that made the
decedents a high suicide risk. With respect to the scientific literature, he found that
the research had not established that subliminal stimuli could have the sorts of effects
postulated by the plaintiffs. There were other aspects of the case, however, in which
scientific thinking fared less well. Pseudoscience sometimes plays a role in court
because of dubious “experts” who are willing to attest to just about anything. In these
situations, junk science appears in court because experts have been invited to educate
the judge or jury. Another reason that junk science gets into court is because it already
resides in court in the form of pre-existing beliefs about the phenomenon at issue.

The judge’s beliefs about subliminal perception are reflected in his ruling that denied
summary judgment and in his final judgment. In the latter he provided what he called
a “history of subliminal stimuli.” The title itself reveals some confusion. It is not the
history of subliminal perception, nor the history of subliminal influences, but rather
the history of subliminal stimuli. The difference is not irrelevant. Determining the
subliminality of a stimulus requires some labor-intensive scientific analysis. The
arbitrary and capricious use of the phrase “subliminal stimuli” by journalists (and
some social scientists) has resulted in frequent reports of “subliminal” effects in the
absence of any demonstration of subliminality.

What information formed the basis of the judge’s beliefs about subliminal perception?
The references contained in his history essay consisted of several articles or book
chapters from law journals, written by lawyers. He also cited information obtained
from: Saturday Review, New York Times, Omni, Time, High Times, and TV Guide.
The law articles, plus many of the magazine articles, contain numerous references to
James Vicary and Wilson Key. Key’s expertise has already been described. Who was
James Vicary? In September of 1957, James Vicary claimed to have conducted a study
in Fort Lee, New Jersey, in which he projected the subliminal messages “Eat Popcorn”
and “Drink Coke” onto a movie screen during movie showings to audiences (see
Moore 1982; Pratkanis 1992; Rogers 1993). Initial press releases reported that over
45,000 people had been tested in this way and that on-site sales had increased
dramatically. Five years later Vicary acknowledged that he had had only a small
amount of data-too small to be meaningful. Soon after that he dropped out of sight
completely. At best this so-called study was a shallow and meaningless empirical
exercise. At worst, it was a complete fabrication (Rogers 1993). Media coverage was
nevertheless heavy and continues to this day. Surveys have demonstrated that there is
widespread belief in subliminal manipulation and that the techniques are “taught” in
high school and college courses (Block and Vanden Bergh 1985; Synodinos 1988;
Zanot, Pincus, and Lamp 1983).

Implicit, if not explicit, in both Vicary’s alleged demonstration, as well as media
descriptions of the phenomenon, is the assumption that invisible or inaudible stimuli
are inevitably unconsciously perceived. Portions of the judge’s ruling reflect this
assumption. His historical review of subliminal stimuli is more a review of media
coverage of the topic rather than a scientific history, let alone a recent scientific
appraisal. This popular, simplified, and exaggerated notion of subliminal persuasion is
reflected in some of the other rulings, and it is in these rulings that scientific truth
fared less well. Here is what needed to be demonstrated by the plaintiffs:

1. An inaudible (but technically identifiable) “message” was physically present on
the recording.

2. The message was deliberately placed there.

3. The message was subliminal.

4. The message contributed to the suicides.

As we have already seen, the judge rejected the fourth proposition, but what of the
other three? The judge assumed that the technical presence of a “message” (item 1)
was synonymous with its being subliminal (item 3). This assumption is the result of
the mythological heritage of Vicary and all the media coverage since then. The judge’s
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ruling stated that “. . . the ‘Do It’s’ on the record were subliminal because they were
only discernible after their location had been identified and after the sounds were
isolated and amplified. The sounds would not be consciously discernible to the
ordinary listener under normal listening conditions” (Vance v. Judas Priest 1990, 18).
The problem is that sounds that are not consciously discernible are not necessarily
unconsciously discernible either. Many stimuli are not consciously discernible because
they fall outside the range of our sensory apparatus. Consequently they do not initiate
any neurological activity-conscious or unconscious. The error consists of equating the
physical presence of the signal with subliminality.

Physical Presence vs. Psychological Consequence

Empirical studies of subliminal perception indicate that, with rare exceptions, the
phenomenon appears to be confined to a certain range of stimulus intensities
(Cheesman and Merikle 1986). This range places the stimulus below a threshold of
subjective or phenomenal awareness, but above an objective detection or
discrimination threshold. In other words, subliminal perception is not perception in
the absence of stimulus detection. It occurs when our introspective reports are at odds
with or discrepant with objective measures of detection. It is not unusual for subjects
to profess to be guessing or to claim ignorance of a stimulus’ identity when they are
nevertheless making use of stimulus information. What this means is that no amount
of expensive hardware or analyses of the signal can tell us if a signal is subliminal.
Subliminality can only be determined by an analysis of the perceptual consequences of
stimulation. Signal detection methods in which the human perceptual system is used
as the measuring instrument might have provided a clearer picture of whether the
recording in question actually contained a detectable message that could conceivably
have influenced behavior (e.g., Merikle 1988; Moore 1995).

A physical analysis of the signal is not necessarily completely uninformative. Such an
analysis could help determine the presence of a signal which might, after further
analysis, turn out to be subliminal. The judge assumed that if an inaudible signal was
present, that signal was therefore subliminal even though neither the plaintiffs nor the
defense presented evidence establishing subliminality. It should be emphasized that
even if subliminality had been established, it would not necessarily follow that the
message would have the influence attributed to it by Shevrin. His claim, however,
could have been obviated by the finding that the signal was not, in fact, subliminal.

Was the signal deliberately placed there? Who can say? The judge’s opinion was that
the signal at issue was simply a coincidental convergence of a guitar chord with an
exhalation pattern. Under what circumstances could one confidently infer purposeful
deception? Conceivably, the length and complexity of an inaudible signal might guide
decisions about whether its placement was accidental or deliberate. Walt Disney Inc.
was recently accused of inserting the “subliminal” directive “All good teenagers take
off your clothes” into the animated family film Aladdin. At around the same time the
letters S-E-X were alleged to have been surreptitiously embedded in a scene from The
Lion King (Globe & Mail, Nov. 7, 1995). Walt Disney Inc. has emphatically denied
attempting any kind of subliminal titillation.

In March of 1994, someone discovered that Jessica Rabbit had no underwear for a
very short time during the animated movie Who Framed Roger Rabbit? (Globe &
Mail, March 17, 1994). In this example, there were at least three offending frames-
unnoticeable unless the tape is advanced frame by frame. Were they deliberately
planted there for some nefarious reason, or were the artists just saving some ink or
playing a practical joke? It’s hard to know, but the physical presence of an uncovered
Jessica tells us nothing about the perceptual or psychological consequences of her
undressed state. It is probable that under normal viewing conditions the contents of
the frames are completely and thoroughly masked by the subsequent material. In the
absence of the appropriate tests, however, one cannot simply assert that stimuli are
(or are not) subliminal. In none of these examples is it possible to know definitively if
the signal or image was subliminal, nor if it was deliberately planted.

Perception is an active, constructive process. Consequently, people often see or hear
what they are predisposed (or encouraged) to perceive (Vokey and Read 1985). A
diligent search entailing the isolation and amplification of dozens of snippets from a
three-minute heavy metal rock recording would probably yield some intelligible words
or phrases that would not be intelligible under normal listening conditions. In fact, it
would be surprising if a few such “discoveries” were not made. The fact that the signal
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in question on the Stained Class album was not contained on any particular track of
the 24-track tape argues further against the possibility of deliberate chicanery.

Further Confusion

The two most credible witnesses testifying for the plaintiffs were, in the judge’s
opinion, Shevrin and Mrs. Rusk. Mrs. Rusk was a guidance counselor at Vance’s
school. Vance, the boy who survived the suicide attempt, was questioned about the
circumstances of the shootings by Mrs. Rusk in the spring of 1986. Mrs. Rusk’s
testimony was that Vance said, “We got a message. It told us just Do It . . . It [the
record] was giving us the message to just Do It.” This statement reflects conscious
awareness on Vance’s part of the presence and nature of the “Do It” message. Recall
that Shevrin’s position was that the subliminal message “Do It” was influential
precisely because it was subliminal. The boys were unaware of receiving the prompt
from an external source and, therefore, misattributed its source or origin to their own
inner motivation. These two pieces of testimony are logically contradictory. They
cannot both be correct. If, as Shevrin claimed, the message was subliminal, the boys
should have been oblivious to its presence and its meaning. It is the unconscious
nature of the message which, according to Shevrin, affords it the exceptional influence
he ascribed to it. On the other hand, if they could actually hear it, as Vance indicated
to Mrs. Rusk, then the message was not, by definition, subliminal, and was thus (a)
protected by the First Amendment, and (b) not especially influential. The judge
seemed unaware of this logical conundrum: “This testimony [Mrs. Rusk’s] gives
support to the premise that both James and Raymond subliminally perceived ‘Do It’
from the record” (Vance v. Judas Priest 1990, 30). In fact, Mrs. Rusk’s testimony
refutes the notion that the signal was subliminal. Shevrin was well aware of this
difficulty. When the plaintiffs’ lawyers suggested to him that Mrs. Rusk’s testimony
supported the notion that the “message” had been retained in the boys’ memories, he
expressed concern that Mrs. Rusk may have been influenced by media reports, and/or
that she was having trouble recalling what Vance had reported to her. Apparently, the
plaintiffs’ lawyers did not understand the logic of their own expert’s testimony. At this
point one wonders who was minding the store.

Defining ‘Expertise’

At issue in this trial was the claim that a subliminal directive incited suicide. From a
scientific perspective, this is an extraordinary and prima facie implausible proposition.
There is not now, nor has there ever been, any reliable empirical evidence that
subliminal stimulation can produce anything other than fairly brief and relatively
inconsequential reactions. Further, there is no evidence whatsoever that subliminal
directives can compel compliance, and no such evidence was presented at the trial.
Perhaps with the help of the defendants’ experts, the judge came to realize that
subliminal directives do not have the influence attributed to them by the plaintiffs. A
more thorough grasp of the issue might have yielded a summary judgment, thereby
precluding a long and expensive trial. By denying summary judgment, Justice
Whitehead assumed the validity of the plaintiffs’ central claim-namely, that
subliminal messages can influence human motivation.

There have been numerous legal commentaries on the Judas Priest ruling. Most of the
post-trial controversy has concerned the question of First Amendment protection for
subliminal messages. If such surreptitious manipulation is ineffective, then First
Amendment protection from it becomes moot. Judging from legal scholars’
commentary on Justice Whitehead’s rulings, his understanding of the scientific issues
was no worse than the rest of the legal community’s (cf. Blen 1992; Dee 1994; Locke
1991). Similar to the judge’s description of subliminal stimulation, legal
commentators’ reviews contain copious references to Key, Vicary, and other
nonscientists whose backgrounds are anything but scientific. Key’s books constitute
quintessential pseudoscience; they contain no citations, no references, and no
documentation for any of his proclamations. While Key’s testimony per se does not
appear to have been of much significance at the trial, his extravagant and well-
publicized claims had had twenty years to infiltrate the North American psyche
(including the legal profession’s), where scientific literacy is not a dominant feature
(Burnham 1987).

In the final analysis, however, it was not the obvious pseudoscience that misled the
court as much as the misleading opinions of the well-qualified expert-Shevrin. His
views, while imaginative and logical, were anomalous with prevailing scientific
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understanding of the phenomenon at hand. A long resume and a prestigious affiliation
are no guarantee of a scientifically valid opinion. An expert whose testimony is unique,
idiosyncratic, and unconfirmed by the broader scientific community is not educating
the court in the way that Frye v. United States (1923) intended or that more recent
rulings have encouraged (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals 1993; R. v. Mohan
1994). These recent rulings have emphasized the need for expert testimony to be
reasonably well grounded in theories, methods, and procedures that have been
accepted and validated by other scientists in the same field. It is not at all clear that
Shevrin’s testimony met this standard. It is clear, however, that the courts are
generally ill-prepared to meet the challenge of evaluating the scientific validity of
expert evidence (Miller, Rein, and Baily 1994), especially in the social sciences
(Richardson, Ginsburg, Gatowski, and Dobbin 1995). A rigorous application of
Daubert’s admissibility criteria might well disallow any testimony based on Freudian
principles because of its inherently unfalsifiable nature (Crews 1995). The need for
systematic judicial education on scientific principles is now a recognized priority.
Eventually, improved scientific understanding will result in more equitable court
rulings. In the meantime, as long as the legal community’s scientific literacy skills are
so little able to permit distinctions between sense and nonsense, the public will
continue to be entertained by (and foot the bill for) trials like that of Vance v. Judas
Priest.
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Courtroom: Rules of Law, Expert Testimony, and Science), and at the Ontario
Criminal Lawyers Association annual conference, Toronto, October 27, 1995
(Session title: Deceptive Research: Good Science/Bad Science).
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TheoPhostic Psychoheresy

Throughout the twentieth century psychological ideas of Freud and others have greatly
influenced the way the world thinks. Moreover, these ideas have seeped into the church both
directly and indirectly through sermons, books, radio, seminars, Bible colleges and
seminaries. We have seen the intrusion accelerate over the past three decades to the degree
that psychological thinking often takes precedence over biblical thinking, meeting one’s
emotional needs seems more pressing than seeking the kingdom of God, increasing one’s
self-esteem is more avidly sought than humbling oneself under the mighty hand of God, and
counseling is more often recommended than taking up one’s cross. Along with the
psychological intrusion has come an emphasis on feelings and an acceptance of extrabiblical
religious experiences and practices. For many, the meaning of divine revelation has changed
from a closed Canon of Scripture to whatever comes to mind under certain circumstances and
engendered expectations.

With these changes in place, TheoPhostic counseling, which was developed by Ed Smith, will
appeal to many Christians who are looking for a way to help themselves and others who are
hurting. Besides Smith’s claim that "TheoPhostic counseling is a process of divinely
accomplished miracles," the theory is simple and the system is easy to learn. One merely has
to understand that the presenting problem is due to a "lie" embedded in an early life memory
and that people act according to powerful material in the unconscious, which Smith calls the
"dark room," in contrast to the conscious mind which he calls the "light room." He defines
the "lie" as the interpretation one has given to a past event and says that "every emotion we
feel in the present is a preconceived interpretation, based upon an earlier memory event" (p.
39). The counselor’s main job is to convince the client of the usefulness of this system, to get
past interferences such as logical and rational thinking, to gain the client’s trust, and then to
instruct the client to feel the emotion associated with the presenting problem and to "drift"
back to earlier events that felt the same way.

When the person has reached an early memory (the earlier the better according to Smith) and
described the feelings and memory, the counselor must "discern the lie" (p. 31). When the
counselor discerns the "lie," it is his job to "stir up the darkness" by goading the client to
repeat the "lie" over and over again until the emotions reach an intense climax. At this pitch
of emotion intensified by repeating the "lie," clients are directed to listen for God to speak
truth directly to them. However, there is no example in Scripture of the God of truth
requiring a person to embrace and speak a "lie" to hear truth. It sounds more diabolical than
divine. After this process, which is similar to Freudian abreaction, the client, believing that
God has spoken, supposedly receives "complete recovery," but only from that particular "lie"
(p. 7). One cannot know how many times this same gruesome, abreaction-like process will be
repeated before all the "lies" supposedly embedded in different memories are exhumed.

Smith has put God in a TheoPhostic box, because he says that "God will not speak His truth"
if the counselor has "not correctly identified the original lie" (p. 76). Thus God’s hands are
tied and His mouth is shut without the expert, the TheoPhostic counselor who has mastered
Smith’s system. Smith says the counselor "must discover ‘the lie’ that matches ‘the picture’
and stir up the accompanying emotion" so that the client can hear "the divine truth" (p. 57).

Smith’s system is dependent on several different sources: (1) psychotherapeutic theories
devised by nonChristians, (2) inner healing techniques which themselves are based on false
psychotherapeutic theories of memory as well as on the occult, and (3) extra-biblical demon
deliverance teachings and techniques. Smith not only uses secular psychotherapeutic sources
for his system; he also suggests the possibility of using other forms of psychotherapy after
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the person has been healed of the "lies" (p. 11). In other words, TheoPhostic counseling may
not be enough for every client, but may need to be supplemented with additional
psychotherapy. TheoPhostic is completely tied to psychotherapeutic theories and techniques
in both its form and its practice. Furthermore, there is no external, third-party research
evidence to prove that the system does what Smith claims or that any of this is more than a
cathartic charade.

When one considers the wonder of what God has accomplished for believers and the vast
provisions He has made for salvation, which includes justification, sanctification, and future
glorification, one wonders why anyone must add to God’s sufficient and abundant provision.
Yes, we understand that Smith believes that TheoPhostic is part of God’s provision, but it is
not found in the Word of God and it is based on ungodly psychological systems comprised of
the wisdom of men about which we are warned in 1 Corinthians 2. The Bible does not
support Smith’s system. In his vain attempt to biblicize his recently devised system, Smith
eisegetes Scripture, resorts to metaphorical interpretation, and makes applications that have
nothing to do with the intended meaning of the verses he cites.

God did not leave His children without sufficient supply throughout the centuries of the
church age. His provisions for life and godliness are resident in Himself and graciously given
to believers through His written revelation, the Bible, and through His indwelling Holy Spirit,
who applies that Word to believers’ lives. True Christians live by grace through faith in the
resurrected Christ, knowing that their lives are eternally connected to Him and that He is
presently working His good pleasure in them to conform them to the image of Christ, even
through difficult circumstances (Romans 8:28-29).
  
(PAL V8N3 * May-June 2000) ► What others are saying about TheoPhostics.
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TheoPhostic Mind Set

Recently someone on our mailing list ordered a copy of TheoPhostic Counseling ~ Divine Revelation or
PsychoHeresy? to be sent to a friend who was involved in TheoPhostic Counseling. The TheoPhostic-involved
friend wrote a letter to the person responsible for sending the book.

The woman began her letter by quoting Acts. In Acts 5 Gamaliel, a Pharisee and doctor of the law, interceded
on behalf of the apostles and gave the following advice:

And now I say unto you, Refrain from these men, and let them alone: for if this counsel or this
work be of men, it will come to nought: But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye
be found even to fight against God (vs. 38,39).

This supporter of TheoPhostic Counseling has misapplied Gamaliel’s words to promoters and practitioners of a
highly questionable psychological inner healing system, which distorts and misuses Scripture. But, are we to
apply these verses to every person and activity that involves Christians? Are we to apply them to cults and false
teaching in the church? No, not if we want to follow the whole counsel of God! One should be careful about
using verses out of context. One old example of poor exegesis based on two verses is about the disasterous
results of combining Matthew 27:5, which refers to when Judas "went and hanged himself," with Luke 10:37,
"Go, and do thou likewise."

Ed Smith, the originator of TheoPhostic Counseling, claims to have received TheoPhostic Counseling directly
from God. When a person claims to have received teachings, principles or methods directly from God,
Christians have a duty to be like the Bereans, who were commended because they "searched the scriptures
daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11). Believers are to "prove all things; hold fast that which is
good" (1 Thes. 5:21). Moreover, believers are to confront error and expose it (Galatians 2:11-14). It is actually
biblically irresponsible not to examine the teachings of those who claim to have a direct revelation from God.

The TheoPhostic supporter said in her letter, "Today I received an evil book that calls the type of [TheoPhostic]
prayer for people a PsychoHeresy. I didn’t crack the cover." Although we have received a number of letters
regarding our book critiquing TheoPhostic Counseling, no one thus far has documented any errors. The fact that
Ed Smith maintains that he received his approach from God Himself should have been enough of a warning to
people. However, this woman who adamantly supports TheoPhostics and who will not even open our book has
had a TheoPhostic experience, which in her case is powerful enough for her to avoid reading our book or any
other critique. She is not willing to do what Scripture requires.

The following is a brief description of TheoPhostic theory and practice: Present problems are due to past
(usually early-life) events, early interpretations of those events ("lies"), and their accompanying emotions. The
"lies," which drive present thinking, feeling, and behaving, are embedded in early-life memories, located in the
"dark room," which must be accessed through "drifting" into the past in search of early "memory pictures" that
feel the same as the negative feeling accompanying the present problematic situation. During this search, the
client is encouraged to find Jesus and describe what Jesus is doing and saying. Once the memory holding the
"original lie" has been located, the therapist must identify the "lie" (e.g., "I’m bad," "It’s my fault," "I’m
worthless"). Then comes "stirring the darkness," which involves having the client repeat the "lie" over and over
again to intensify his emotions and prepare him to hear God speak "truth" directly to him, thereby replacing the
darkness with "light."

Is TheoPhostic a divine, latter-day revelation from God as Smith claims, or is it a Smith-devised variation of
one or more of the many psychotherapies he learned and used, to which he added inner healing concepts and
techniques? Christians need to know the answer to this question about this burgeoning movement. The
TheoPhostic supporter said, "There are over 33 thousand people who have been trained in the Basic Training
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program." According to her, there is "also a large number" who have been trained in other TheoPhostic
programs.

We are living in an intensely experientially-oriented era of the church where the Bible is twisted to fit
emotional experiences of all kinds, such as provided by TheoPhostic methods. Our ministry is organized to
oppose the psychologizing of the faith and TheoPhostic Counseling is one of the numerous psychological
approaches that have psychologized the faith by using psychological techniques, methodologies, and theories all
combined with Scriptures, most of which are eisegeted and quoted out of context. TheoPhostic Counseling may
look and sound biblical, but it is just another psychoheresy. And, it is proliferating rapidly throughout churches,
some of which have formerly attempted to be biblical in holding to the fundamentals of the faith. This rapid
advancement reveals the growing deception about which Jesus warned.

Throughout the twentieth century psychological ideas of Freud and others have greatly influenced the way the
world thinks. Moreover their ideas have seeped into the church both directly and indirectly through sermons,
books, radio, seminars, Bible colleges and seminaries. We have seen the intrusion accelerate over the past three
decades to the degree that psychological thinking often takes precedence over biblical thinking, meeting one’s
emotional needs seems more pressing than seeking the kingdom of God, increasing one’s self-esteem is more
avidly sought than humbling oneself under the mighty hand of God, and counseling is more often recommended
than taking up one’s cross. Along with the psychological intrusion has come an emphasis on feelings and an
acceptance of extrabiblical religious experiences and practices. For many, the meaning of divine revelation has
changed from a closed Canon of Scripture to whatever comes to mind under certain circumstances and
engendered expectations.

With these changes in place, TheoPhostic Counseling appeals to many Christians who are looking for a way to
help themselves and others who are hurting.
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Theological Critiques of Theophostic Ministry

Dr. Brian Maier, Assistant Professor at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, and Dr. Philip Monroe, Assistant
Professor at Biblical Theological Seminary, made a joint presentation on Theophostic Ministry at a conference
of the Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS). Instead of a complete theological analysis of
Theophostics, Maier and Monroe limited their talks to the two important areas of sin and healing. In their CAPS
presentation Maier and Monroe dealt with these two substantive issues in a very useful manner.

We hesitate to quote extensively from Maier and Monroe’s talks since they are preparing their material for a
future article. In one part of his presentation, Maier said the following about Smith’s theology concerning
sinfulness and woundedness:

So I have three concerns with [Smith] making woundedness more serious than sinfulness…. First, it
minimizes the seriousness of sin. Again, pain often inflicted by others—and the resulting effects of this
pain—is the deepest problem according to Theophostic doctrine. Sin is merely the pursuit of illegitimate
pain relievers….

This is my second concern. Predictably, when sin is minimized a predictable result will be a corresponding
minimization of the need for repentance and forgiveness. According to Smith, we need to be healed more
than we need to be forgiven. This, in turn, minimizes the stunning realization that we have been forgiven
by the One we have offended the most….

And third and finally, putting woundedness as more serious than sinfulness minimizes the power of
spiritual discipline. When sin is minimized in Smith’s view, pain and woundedness are portrayed as such
severe problems that they can even render normal spiritual disciplines impotent. Here’s a quote: "You can
have me memorize all the verses that declare that I am the righteousness of God fully acceptable through
Christ, holy and perfected in Him, and I will still walk in defeat until my experiential lies are displaced
with experiential divinely provided truth."

Monroe likewise exposed Smith’s unbiblical theology as it relates to healing.

The issues of sin and healing form the basis of Maier and Monroe’s concerns and are deeply imbedded in what
Smith does. They are to be complimented for exposing some of Smith’s many theological failings. However,
even with Maier and Monroe’s look at two serious problems with Smith’s theology, both should have known
enough from their conclusions to proclaim a stringent warning to others in the church about the unbiblical
theology underlying Theo-phostic counseling. Maier and Monroe criticize Smith’s theological failings and alert
Christians who are caught in the snare of Smith’s biblically insupportable and potentially damaging theology.
However, their theological conclusions should have led them to warn the church with more urgent language.
Instead, what one hears is the usual academic language that would lead one to conclude that these critiques are of
no great prophetic or protective use. The obvious conclusion that should be drawn from Maier and Monroe’s
analysis is that Theophostic counseling is theologically insupportable and should not be practiced or utilized as a
biblical approach. Based on Smith’s unbiblical teachings, the condemnation of Theophostic Ministry should be
an open-and-shut case.

While we would be in disagreement with Maier and Monroe on the biblical and scientific reasons why Christians
should reject psychotherapy, we nonetheless believe that their analysis of Smith’s theology is worth considering.

We compliment Maier and Monroe for their critical theological analysis of Ed Smith’s Theophostic Ministry,
but believe that, as "watchmen on the wall," some of the blood is still on their hands for not sounding the
warning loudly enough for believers who either have fallen or will fall into Smith’s Theophostic morass.
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Theophostic Prayer Ministry

The name Theophostic is still there. But instead of TheoPhostic Counseling, as it was originally called, and
Theophostic Ministry, to which it evolved, the new name is Theophostic Prayer Ministry (TPM). Dr. Ed Smith,
the originator of TPM, describes his system as “prayer not counseling.” Any ministry that charges a fee for
prayer is unbiblical. Therefore, we would hope that TPM practitioners would never have charged a fee for prayer
in the past and that Smith would have to be opposed to anyone charging a fee then or now, including himself,
when using his TPM system. If, indeed, he has charged people for prayer and/or referred clients to anyone who
charges a fee for prayer, he would be egregiously unbiblical.

In spite of the name changes, Smith’s theophostic system still contains all of the errors that we enumerate in our
book TheoPhostic Counseling: Divine Revelation or Psychoheresy? This man-made combination of
psychotherapies (known and practiced by its founder, Dr. Ed Smith) and mutilated Bible verses (to fit his
theophostic contrivances) is a prime example of psychoheresy.

When reading Smith’s writings, one often notices his unique interpretation of Scripture to support his
theophostic brainchild. Smith’s “prayer ministry” is problem-centered, with the primary emphasis on early-life
problems, and thus dependent on a faulty remembering that he irresponsibly ignores.

Smith claims that putting our past behind us “has a very low success rate.” His claim is not based on scientific
research, but solely on his say-so. Smith gives the distinct impression that if he thinks something is true, it must
be true. But, he never provides research evidence for such statements. Scientific research is clear on this issue of
whether it is necessary to even refer to the past in counseling. Scientific research reveals that there is no
advantage in counseling that depends upon the past over counseling that avoids it (see Handbook of
Psychotherapy and Behavior Change). For example, one of the current and often-used approaches is cognitive -
behavior therapy (CBT). This approach is distinct from insight therapies such as TPM in that it deals only with
the “here and now.” CBT’s success rate, as reported in the research literature, contradicts Smith’s “has a very
low success rate.”

In his desire to plunge into the past, Smith claims that in Philippians 3:13, the Apostle Paul is “NOT referring to
his painful past but rather the great accomplishments of his life.”

Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus (Phil. 3:13, 14).

Smith says, “The Apostle Paul is not referring to the bad things or his wounding experiences that have happened
to him over the course of his life here.” In saying that Paul was only talking about forgetting his
accomplishments, he is ignoring the fact that Paul also had to forget his sinful past. Consider 1 Corinthians 15:9:
“For I am the least of the apostles, that am not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church of
God.” Paul is referring to his entire past because it was dealt with at the cross. Paul was a new creature in Christ;
he was no longer in bondage to any part of his past. 

But the main thrust of Smith’s argument is that for Christians to benefit from what Christ accomplished on the
cross, they must deal with their woundedness by remembering the past. And since Smith says that all people
carry wounds from their childhood, everyone must go through a prescribed process of remembering and dealing
with these wounds. Thus, he contends that Paul could not have been including past hurts in his “forgetting those
things which are behind.” In fact, he would no doubt believe that Paul had to deal with his early childhood
woundedness, for he claims that everyone has past wounds that need healing. In describing the need for dealing
with wounds of the past, Smith makes it an essential part of sanctification and spiritual growth.

The Lord used Paul to explain the essentials of the faith and of sanctification, growing into the likeness of
Christ. He gave details of what to put off (the old man) and what to put on (the new man created in Christ
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Jesus). However, Paul never did instruct believers to remember wounds from childhood in order to abound in the
fruit of the Spirit. If having to resurrect the past through faulty memory had been even remotely important, let
alone essential, the Lord would have led Paul or one of the other New Testament writers to make that very clear.

What is clear is the fact that believers have been given all they need for life and godliness through the sacrificial
death and resurrection of Jesus, through the Word of God, through the Holy Spirit living in them, and through
their new life in Christ with God as their Father. The Lord has given a way to deal with the past, but not through
a process of remembering hurtful things and getting at some “original lie” invented by Smith. Our life in Christ
must be focused on Him, not on ourselves or on what might have been painful in the past. Any painful past is to
be put off with the old man. It belongs in the same place as the old man that is to be put off, that is, buried. It is
not to be resuscitated. Its wounds are not to be reopened. Because of the limitations of memory, the process of
remembering is more likely to create new lies than reveal old truth. Rather than focusing on themselves and
remembering the hurts of the past, believers are to be looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of their faith.

We went through what dozens of Bible commentators had to say about Philippians 3:13 and other verses
pertaining to it. None mentioned woundedness as being not included in what was to be forgotten and none gave
support to Smith’s unique interpretation. It is clear from reading these well-known Bible scholars that
Philippians 3:13, in the context of the entire New Testament, refers to both one’s own sins and those sins
perpetrated against one, in addition to one’s accomplishments. Correct exegesis makes it clear that Smith’s
contrived excising of “woundedness” from what is to be forgotten is merely an attempt to change the meaning
of the text to support his perverse view. The truth of Philippians 3:13, interpreted correctly, should topple the
entire theophostic house of cards.
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Vineyard Movement
"Christian" Charismania

-  The Vineyard movement is a hyper-charismatic organization that is also known by the names of "third wave," "Signs
and Wonders Movement," and "power theology." It was officially begun in 1982 with John Wimber's affiliation with a
small group of Southern California churches (then affiliated with the Chuck Smith-Calvary Chapel movement). The
"mother" church was named the Vineyard Christian Fellowship of Anaheim, California, as part of the Association of
Vineyard Churches (AVC). From five churches in 1982, the AVC had grown at the time of Wimber's death in
November of 1997 to approximately 450 churches in the U.S. and another 250 abroad, with an estimated 200,000
members throughout the world. (Counting those churches "friendly" to the Vineyard without being officially affiliated
with it, the Vineyard can boast that it influences the faith and practice of more than 1500 churches.) AVC's goal is to
have 2,000 churches in the Vineyard fold by the year 2000.

-  The Vineyard movement draws the vast majority of its support from those who were originally non-charismatic
"evangelicals." In fact, the Vineyard has infiltrated, currently or in the recent past, such evangelical seminaries as
Dallas Theological Seminary (three DTS "Vineyard-professors" were dismissed in 1987), Trinity International
University, an -E-Free affiliated school (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School -- two "Vineyard-professors"
employed), Fuller Seminary (three "Vineyard-professors" on the Missions Dept. faculty), and Biola Seminary (two
"Vineyard-professors" on the faculty). The Vineyard has also infiltrated such organizations as the Promise Keepers
(top PK leaders are Vineyard members), and has been instrumental in the unscriptural "Laughing Revival." Todd
Hunter is now the National Director of the Association of Vineyard Churches (USA). In an interview with The Voice
of The Vineyard, Hunter said, "What was core to our original vision? Winning the lost and planting churches. How do
we get there? We get there by trying to be an expression of the best of evangelical thinking and Pentecostal practices."

-  As an overview, the Vineyard movement's teachings err dramatically in three main areas (each one of these is
addressed in more detail in our report on John Wimber): (MS, p. 22)*

(1) Dependence on experience rather than Scripture, leading to both a pragmatic (if it works, it must be
from God) and a subjective approach (all sources of truth are equally valid) -- "experience first, then mold
theology to fit the experience," seems to be the Vineyard's motto.

(2) Acceptance of occult/New Age practices in "Christian" forms, such as aura reading and manipulation,
the teaching of "inner healing," astral projection, contact with familiar spirits, and psychological and
occult methodologies.

(3) A mystical view of spiritual warfare that comes dangerously close to spiritism, culminating in the
belief that even Christians can be possessed by demons.

-  The Vineyard's approach to healing is not the mere laying on of hands accompanied by fervent prayer, but the
incorporation of an unholy mixture of Jungian psychology and Agnes Sanford's "inner healing" techniques, both of
which have their roots in the occult, but have become popularized in our day through the New Age Movement (Albert
James Dager, Vengeance Is Ours, p. 155). "There is every indication that the Vineyard movement, chasing after signs
and wonders, has become caught up in a mystical [New Age] mindset that will lead inevitably to a greater religious
deception to which the vast majority of the world's populace will succumb" (Dager, p. 156).

-  The Vineyard movement teaches that signs and wonders were the essential ingredient for success in first century
church evangelism (a claim which is not supported anywhere in the Book of Acts), and that for today, the only way to
get people to believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of
demons. (This is called "power evangelism," and is officially defined as a presentation of the gospel that is rational, but
also transcends the rational -- a gospel presentation with a demonstration of God's power through signs and wonders;
i.e., a spontaneous, spirit-inspired, empowered presentation of the gospel that is preceded and undergirded by
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supernatural demonstrations of God's presence.) The Vineyard teaches that only by startling the world by
demonstrations of clairvoyance and powerful healings will the gospel message receive respectful attention, because
(apparently) by itself, the Gospel is too weak and powerless to break the stubbornness and rebellion of the human heart
(Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, pp.74-75).

-  Although the Vineyard movement will not commit itself, it is inherently Dominionist/Kingdom
Now/Reconstructionist in its theology; i.e., the application to the present age of features which are unique to the
Millennial reign of Christ on the earth. They believe in the present victory of the church, which is the essence of post-
millennialism, and their emphasis on certain gift operations are characteristics of the Millennial reign of Christ rather
than this present age. As a result, third-wave teaching is adamantly opposed to any form of dispensational theology
(Robert Dean, Jr., Biblical Perspectives, "Don't Be Caught By The Undertow Of The Third Wave," p. 5). (Although the
speaking in tongues is not discouraged in the Vineyard movement, the "more desired gifts," and thereby the most
"practiced," are those of healing, casting out of demons, and binding Satan.)

-  The Vineyard's teachings on the person and work of Christ (Christology) are heretical at best and blasphemous at
worst. They teach that though Jesus was fully divine, He set aside His divinity while on earth, and thereby, His
miraculous ministry was accomplished solely as a human, but through the power of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the
Vineyard teaches that mortal man today can perform signs and wonders on the same basis Jesus did -- through the
Holy Spirit's empowering alone, we can do the same miracles, works and knowledge as Jesus, and more! Peter
Wagner, one of the central leaders of the Vineyard, states that, "Jesus exercised no power of and by Himself. We today
can expect to do the same or greater things than Jesus did, because we have been given access to the same power
source." (Emphasis added.)

* All of the quotes and excerpts used in this report designated "MS," are derived from two articles in the September
1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the
Kansas City-Vineyard Connection" (the Kansas City Vineyard disaffiliated itself in 8/96); and "Testing the Fruit of the
Vineyard." See also Media Spotlight's 1996, 32-page report, "The Vineyard: History, Teachings & Practices," Albert
James Dager.
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A Visit to the Vineyard Church (Anaheim, CA)
 September 5, 2003 (Adapted and/or excerpted from: David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box
610368, Port Huron, MI 48061) -- The Vineyard Fellowship, which numbers more than 500 churches worldwide,
prospered under the leadership of the late John Wimber (1934-1997). In 1977, Wimber started a church in Anaheim,
California, which eventually grew to 6,000 members and became the mother church of the Vineyard Association.
These churches have exercised an influence far beyond their numbers. They have promoted a radical ecumenism and a
charismatic-style experience orientation among evangelicals who do not claim to be charismatics. A large part of this
experience derives from the use of powerful rock music to help create a sensual worship experience. The Vineyard
music has gone around the world and is very influential in the contemporary praise and worship movement. Recently,
for example, I [David Cloud] obtained a Vineyard tape that was produced in India and was sold in a bookstore in
Kathmandu, Nepal. 

John Wimber opened the floodgates to many errors by downplaying the importance of Biblical discernment. He
warned against being "too rigid" and "too heavily oriented to the written Word" (Counterfeit Revival, p. 109). He
warned against "worshipping the book" and mocked those who judge everything strictly by the Bible, saying they have
"God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Book" (Ibid.). One would say something like that only if he were
attempting to promote things which were not in accordance with the Word of God. The Psalmist said the written Word
"is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path" (Psa. 119:105). It is impossible to be too strongly oriented toward
the Bible! 

In his healing seminar, Wimber made the following statement: "It's evil when you hide behind doctrinal beliefs that
curtail and control the work of the Spirit. The Church today is committing evil in the name of sound doctrine. And
they are quenching the work of the Holy Spirit" (Wimber, Healing Seminar Series, cited from Testing the Fruit of the
Vineyard, by John Goodwin). 

In 1994, a visitor to the Anaheim Vineyard, the mother church pastored by Wimber, was told by one of the Vineyard
pastors: "In a moment, I'm going to call down the Holy Spirit. Things like you've never seen will begin to happen.
Don't be alarmed by anything you see. And above all, don't try to rationally evaluate the things you will see. Subjecting
the revival to doctrinal tests is the surest way to put out the fire." At the same meeting, a woman church staff member
led in public prayer with these frightful words: "We refuse to critique with our minds the work that You want to do in
our hearts. We refuse to subject Your work to our little doctrinal tests." 

Such a mindset leaves one open to spiritual delusion. If the Holy Spirit operates contrary to the Word of God, there is
absolutely no way to discern between the true Spirit and false spirits. This subtle undermining of Biblical authority is
one reason why strange and unscriptural things (such as spiritual drunkenness and prophets who learn how to prophesy
by making mistakes) have been accepted in the Vineyard movement. 

On August 31, 2003, I [David Cloud] attended the Sunday morning service of the Anaheim Vineyard in order to report
on what I saw and heard. The dress was casual in the extreme. The people dressed as they would for a sporting event.
Shorts were the rule. The service was divided into four segments: praise and worship, prophecy, sermon, and "personal
ministry." 

The praise and worship segment was led by a large rock style band consisting of a drummer, three or four guitars, a
piano, a keyboardist (who also played saxophone and a wind midi), and several singers. A large percentage of the
people participated enthusiastically in the worship service, many lifting up their hands, some kneeling, most swaying
to the music, some dancing. 

The Vineyard music is very influential and is crossing most denominational lines. One of its themes is ecumenical
unity. Vineyard worship leader David Ruis' song "Break Dividing Walls" is an example. It says, "We will break
dividing walls; we will be one. We will break dividing walls between the Baptist and the Methodist, between the
Episcopalian and the Presbyterian, between the Pentecostal and the Charismatic; the walls are coming down between
all denominations." 

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns-index/indexfbns.htm
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During the prophecy segment, a few people, both men and women, gave personal prophecies or led out in a song. One
prophecy boldly proclaimed, "The time will come when the taverns and the malls will be places of worship." This is a
prophecy that has often been made by those who believe that the coming of Christ will be preceded by a great spiritual
revival characterized by the redeeming of large segments of society accompanied by signs and wonders. Many of the
prophets who have been associated with the Vineyard, such as Paul Cain and Mike Bickle, have made such
prophecies. 

The message was on contemplative prayer and it was deeply influenced by Roman Catholic spirituality. The speaker,
who is a pastor emeritus in a Vineyard church, described four types of prayer: crisis prayer, evangelical prayer, "Come,
Holy Spirit" prayer (calling upon the Holy Spirit to demonstrate "kingdom power"), and contemplative prayer. He
described the latter as "gazing at length on something" and as "coming into the presence of God and resting in the
presence of God." He described contemplative prayer as lying back and floating "in the river of God's peace." The
speaker described sitting on a couch "in the manifest presence of Jesus." He quoted St. John of the Cross: "It is in
silence that we hear him." 

The Vineyard speaker recommended the writings of the late Thomas Merton (a Catholic priest who converted from the
Anglican Church), who wrote a book on contemplative prayer and whose voice is influential in the "centering prayer"
movement. Merton spent the last 27 years of his life in a Trappist monastery devoted to Mary (Abbey of Our Lady of
Gethsemani in Kentucky) and promoted the integration of pagan practices such as Zen Buddhism and Christianity. The
titles of some of his books were Zen and the Birds of the Appetite, The Way of Chuang Tzu, and Mystics and the Zen
Masters. For three years, Merton lived as a complete hermit. 

The Vineyard speaker described personal revelations that he had allegedly received from God. He claimed that on one
occasion Jesus said to him, "Come away, my beloved," and he obeyed by staying in a monastery for some days. He
mentioned at least two occasions in which he has spent time in monasteries. The speaker claimed that there are five
benefits from contemplative prayer: (1) An abiding sense of peace, (2) prophetic revelation, (3) love that is felt, (4)
personal transformation, and (5) power ministry. He used several Catholic "saints" as examples of the benefit of
contemplative prayer, and there was no warning whatsoever about their false gospel, their blasphemous prayers to
Mary, or any other error. In fact, he recommended that his listeners read the lives of the saints. He mentioned St.
Catherine of Siena and said that Christ appeared to her and placed a ring on her finger signifying her marriage to Him.
He claimed that Catherine experienced the benefit of contemplative prayer by being able to exercise supernatural
healings. He mentioned "St. Anthony," one of the fathers of the deeply unscriptural Catholic monasticism. Anthony
spent 20 years in isolation, and after that, according to the Vineyard pastor, the "saint's" ministry was characterized by
"signs and wonders." 

The growing emphasis on Catholic spirituality in evangelical and charismatic circles is very dangerous, but it is the
outgrowth of the ecumenical philosophy which has torn down the walls of separation between many Protestants and
the Roman Catholic Church. When Ronald Atwood left the Episcopal church and was ordained a Catholic priest in the
St. Francis de Sales Cathedral in Oakland, California, in December 1984, he cited Thomas Merton as one of his
influences. Atwood testified that the practice of Catholic-style contemplative prayer "led him to seek spiritual direction
from a Catholic priest" (The Christian News, Jan. 7, 1985). 

After the sermon, the Vineyard speaker gave an invitation for the people to come forward to receive personal ministry
by the workers. He first led the congregation in repeating silently to themselves, "Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on
me." He said, "Receive his presence that is coming upon you." He said, "Holy Spirit, I pray for your merciful presence
to rest on each of us." The people were urged to pray, "Lord Jesus, have mercy on me a sinner," but the gospel was
never given. There was no explanation of why sinners can receive mercy or what sin is or what it means to receive
mercy. Nothing was clarified; all was vague religiosity. A Roman Catholic would have interpreted the invitation within
the context of his sacramental gospel and would doubtless have "received Jesus" again just as he has been taught to do
repeatedly but without coming to the once-for-all experience of the new birth. 

Many people went forward, but I did not observe the traditional charismatic phenomena such as spirit slaying and
shaking. Those were typical at the Anaheim Vineyard in the 1990s, but there weren't any signs and wonders this day.
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John Wimber & The Vineyard
by Albert James Dager*

In 1963, a young jazz musician by the name of John Wimber made a profession of faith in Jesus Christ. In 1970, he
joined the staff as an assistant pastor at the Yorba Linda Friends Church (Quaker) in Yorba Linda, California.

In 1974, Wimber left the pastorate of Yorba Linda Friends Church to join the staff of the Charles E. Fuller Institute of
Evangelism and Church Growth at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. For four years he studied
factors that lead to church growth. He was impressed by the statistics which showed that the most dramatic growth was
being enjoyed by Pentecostal and charismatic churches. Wimber's attitude toward signs and wonders greatly changed,
not because of his study of Scripture, but as a result of the reported growth of Pentecostal and charismatic churches.

Wimber's wife had become a charismatic. She had undergone what she called a "personality meltdown" through the
work of the Holy Spirit to change her attitude toward charismatics (Carol Wimber, "Hunger for God: A Reflective
Look at the Vineyard Beginnings," The Vineyard Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. 3, Fall, 1987, p. 1).

The man who would have the most impact on Wimber's philosophy was C. Peter Wagner, alleged expert on church
growth, and a strong proponent of signs and wonders for the purpose of church growth. Affiliations at Fuller
convinced Wimber to study the relationship between spiritual gifts and evangelism. The result was his development of
what he called "power evangelism," predicated upon the supposition that the Gospel is largely ineffective unless
accompanied by signs and wonders.

The Beginning of the Vineyard

In his book Power Healing (Harper and Row), Wimber relates that on Mother's Day in May of 1977, he preached his
first sermon as pastor of what is now called the Vineyard Christian Fellowship. Wimber's pastoral association with
Calvary Chapel began in 1978 when he requested "Calvary Chapel covering" for his new group.

"In 1978, God spoke to me about returning to the pastorate, ... I resigned my position at the Institute of
Evangelism and Church Growth and returned to the pastorate ..." (John Wimber & Kevin Springer, Power
Evangelism, p. 84).

It wasn't long before Wimber began to categorize methodologies for healing, music ministry, leadership, outreach,
evangelism, etc. All aspects of body life became studies of method.

Within a short time, Wimber brought on Sam Thompson, a licensed psychologist, as an assistant pastor in charge of
counseling. Thompson developed the ministerial aspects of the Vineyard, combining psychological theory with
charismatic practices. He taught how to look for signs of spiritual and physical problems, and how to deal with them.
The emphasis was, and still is, on attaining spiritual power. The congregation would stand in circles, holding hands and
commanding demons to manifest themselves in order to cast them out.

The church was growing in numbers, and had the outward appearance of a typical Calvary Chapel. Wimber's "signs
and wonders" philosophy was developing and gaining adherents under the Calvary Chapel label. Concerned Calvary
Chapel pastors began to ask Wimber about the reports of people levitating, being "slain in the spirit," engaging in aura
reading, and other bizarre practices.

Wimber made two statements in defense of the manifestations at Yorba Linda on which Chuck Smith challenged him:
1) "God is above His Word"; and 2) "God is not limited by His Word." In other words, Wimber did not need a
Scriptural basis for the manifestations.

Smith then offered the Calvary Chapel pastors the opportunity to either remain with Calvary Chapel and stress the
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teaching of Scripture, or follow after Wimber and stress manifestations. Many chose to follow Wimber, converting
their churches to Vineyards.

The rest is history. The Vineyard has grown to more than seven hundred congregations in eight countries. They claim
some one hundred thousand members. In 1982, shortly after taking over the Vineyard, Wimber returned to the Fuller
Theological Seminary to co-teach with C. Peter Wagner a course entitled MC:510, "The Miraculous and Church
Growth." It was a laboratory for experiments in signs and wonders.

The Vineyard Philosophy

The Vineyard philosophy of signs and wonders is expressed primarily in the teachings of John Wimber. Major points
he emphasizes are:

(a) The need for a paradigm shift in the Church (we must change our Western world view to that which
integrates reliance upon supernatural influences);

(b) The charismatic movement is "where it's at" in church growth;

(c) We should be doing the "stuff" Jesus did;

(d) The supernatural practices beginning to emerge were of the Lord, and to be desired and pursued (i.e.,
hot, tingly sensations indicating healing taking place during prayer; trance-like euphoric states of
"worship" characterized by a restful "alpha-wave"-type feeling, which is verification of the "presence" of
the Lord; supposed "words of knowledge," "discerning of spirits," "personal prophecy," etc.);

(e) Every believer can walk, talk, and do the very things Jesus and the apostles did;

(f) The signs-and-wonders movement is the third wave of God's power manifesting in the 20th century
(the first wave was turn-of-the-century Pentecostalism; the second wave was the charismatic movement);

(g) We are involved in spiritual warfare to take the Kingdom by force; for this, the major weapon is
"power evangelism."

The Paradigm Shift

Wimber stated that the Western Church is largely out of touch with the power of God because of Western materialism.
Third World countries are more open to God's power because they have a different world view or "paradigm."

Looking at the influences in Wimber's paradigm shift (originally a New Age term suggesting a shift from Western
materialism and pragmatism to Eastern spirituality), we can see how he had crossed the line from sound Biblical truth
to Eastern spiritual methodologies, while espousing a Biblical Christology. The fact is that the Vineyard does adhere to
a sound doctrine in statement. But the words don't line up with the deeds.

The call for a new world view, a shift from an objective approach to God's truth, to an almost entirely experiential
approach, to attempt to abandon your entire world view, particularly, your "Western rationalistic paradigm," and
replace it with a more subjective view, leaves you quite vulnerable.

Power Evangelism

In simple terms, "power evangelism," according to Wimber, means the combining of the proclamation of the Gospel
with the demonstration of supernatural power through the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The premise is that signs and
wonders such as healing, raising the dead, and other miracles, are especially effective as tools to reinforce the truth of
the Gospel. Wimber has said that the Gospel is largely ineffective without signs and wonders.
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The Other Side of the Pragmatism

Wimber suggests that we must demonstrate supernatural power in order to win souls, especially among "primitive
peoples":

"Primitive peoples often need to see the superior power of the gospel demonstrated for them to believe"
(Power Evangelism, p. 54).

First, there is no such thing as "primitive peoples." Mankind is unchanged since his creation. What has changed is his
knowledge of science, which has produced some advanced civilizations. Second, Wimber fails to see that reliance
upon signs and wonders for belief is just as pragmatic as intellectual investigation of the Gospel. (cf. John 20:29)

True, lasting faith comes to those who do not need signs and wonders to validate God's truth. The flesh looks for a
sign; the Holy Spirit impresses the truth upon our minds.

Method Ministry

The problem with Wimber's ministry was not only that he insisted that the [sign] gifts of the Spirit are still operable
today, it was also the assumption that the gifts of the Spirit can be manifested through a particular methodology -- also,
that every supernatural gift of the Holy Spirit should be manifested in every believer on a regular basis. This, most
often, leads to the abuses and excesses of human flesh masquerading as the work of the Holy Spirit.

Compounding the problem is the penchant on the part of those obsessed with signs and wonders to cite Scripture
erroneously in order to validate their attempts at getting God to work in their behalf. An example was Wimber's citing
of Jesus' miracles to validate power evangelism. In fact, he believed that Jesus taught His disciples how to perform
signs and wonders.

There were many ways in which Wimber's attempts at signs and wonders differed from the simple, direct, and
unfailing ministry of the Holy Spirit. With the Wimber/Vineyard method, in order to effect a healing one must
"interview" the subject, often taking him or her back into the past to relive circumstances (inner healing) that may have
lead to their problem. Casting out demons is likewise a process that may take days or even years. The byword for all
Wimber/Vineyard ministry is method.

In spite of Wimber's statements that seem to warn against the use of methodology, it is methodology that typifies the
Vineyard form of ministry. Their methods include inner healing techniques, visualization, meditation, and
psychological integration. Wimber's book Power Evangelism has even been updated to include a study guide on how
to perform signs and wonders, replete with methodologies.

Experimentation

Two words characterize Wimber's methodology: experience and experimentation. In the former case, most of
Wimber's teachings were anecdotal, drawing from unverifiable but seemingly credible testimonies of signs and
wonders, rather than from Scripture. Often, Scripture was used as a proof text to validate the anecdotal. In the latter
case, Wimber encouraged his disciples to experiment through trial and error. And his idea of prayer went beyond
petition to commanding healing.

Having begun in the flesh, it is no wonder that the Vineyard ministry continues in the flesh. Yet even the flesh will be
gratified eventually, if not by God, certainly by Satan, or even by psychosomatic reactions to suggestion.

The Same As Jesus?

Wimber acknowledged that his healing techniques didn't always work. His approach to "prophetic words" was similar:
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"Many if not most personal prophetic words given today are conditional, and as such are invitational, not
certainties" (John Wimber & Kevin Springer, Power Points: Your Action Plan to ..., p. 56).

This is a convenient way to explain why many personal prophecies do not come to pass. But what about John 14:12? -
- Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than
these shall he do; because I go unto my Father. Wimber often cites this verse to validate his attempts at signs and
wonders. Up to his death date, after over 15 years of trying, he still hadn't done as well as Jesus, let alone greater.

Psychic Healing

The methods of inner healing, including meditation, visualization, and other psychic and psychological manipulations
gleaned from the writings of Agnes Sanford and her disciples, are the same as those of psychic healers. So is the
evidence of healing power described by Wimber.

Because Wimber rejected the "Western worldview" and accepted certain forms of Eastern mystical practices, he
confused the deceptions of Satan and the flesh with the power of the Holy Spirit. Although he cited psychic healing as
a false system, by using the intuitive approach to healing Wimber nonetheless dabbled in the occult realm of psychic
healing. His methodology included exercises similar to those of psychic healers, such as aura healing.

Psychic healing is predicted upon the belief that the mind is capable of both causing and healing disease. This was also
affirmed by Wimber as far as the cause of disease is concerned (Wimber & Springer, Power Healing, pp. 44-45).
Unlike psychic healers, however, Wimber would also say that illness can be caused by Satan or demonic attack. This,
too, is partially true.

Seldom if ever taken into account by practitioners of so-called "divine healing" is the fact that God Himself causes
illness, and brings calamity upon the world (cf. Isa. 45:7; Ex 4:11). Unless one includes God's will in the equation, one
will be found fighting against God in the name of Holy Spirit ministry. Not recognizing God's design, those who
attempt trial-and-error healing methodologies are utilizing occult techniques. This is why the Vineyard healing teams
are encouraged to use the mind-science inner healing techniques of Agnes Sanford, which include visualization,
meditation, and other psychic healing methods.

Wimber would deny that he believed in a cosmic consciousness. But because he had been influenced by deceivers
masquerading as ministers of the gift of healing, he had adopted their psychic healing methods. How can an self-
proclaimed apostle of Christ learn spiritual truth from those who deny Christ?

The Vineyard's inner healing methods are especially rooted in psychic healing practices which, in turn, are based on
the belief in karma. Karma is said to be "the unconscious memory or knowledge of, and attachment to, unfinished
relationships, unfulfilled desires, and other incomplete cycles." Karma does not relate only to alleged past lives; it also
relates to memories of childhood and even of the womb.

Wimber would have denied such concepts as psychic surgery, and most of what is taught by psychic healers
philosophically. But in practice, he adopted virtually every form of psychic healing without being able to relate any of
it to Scripture. This should be cause for concern to all believers who would have any contact with the Vineyard.

Discrepancies

Wimber seemed oblivious to the many contradictions in his writings. His suggestion that methodologies are improper,
countered by the fact that his entire ministry was methodologically empowered, is only one such discrepancy.

Wimber insisted that Scripture must be the basis for all belief and practice. In reality, the experiences themselves were
to him validation enough that they were from God, unless they came in the name of an overtly occult philosophy (i.e.,
mind science, T.M. est, psychic healing, or some other movement). As long as they came in the name of Jesus, or were
perpetuated by one who called himself a Christian, they were accepted by Wimber, even if they originated in New Age
occultism or, at best, Roman Catholic mysticism.
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Influences

In order to properly understand Wimber's metamorphosis from that of a hard-line dispensationalist to an ecumenical,
charismatic "apostle" and healing practitioner, one must understand the influences upon his beliefs.

Morton Kelsey's name popped up frequently in Wimber's teachings, and Wimber had even dedicated a seminar series
to him. One wonders how one who claimed to be an apostle of Jesus could give credibility to someone who equated
the ministry of Jesus with that of a shaman -- a witch doctor.

Wimber evidently hoped to justify his learning from Kelsey by saying that he didn't agree with some of his teachings.
But there is no justification for "learning from" someone who equated Jesus with a witch doctor, or His divine ability
to know with "extra-sensory perception." Kelsey's errors extended far beyond this blasphemous teaching. Anyone with
a modicum of Holy Spirit discernment wouldn't touch Kelsey's writings with a ten-foot pole, let alone dedicate a
teaching to him.

There were many other influences whom Wimber cited in his teachings:

(a) Agnes Sanford -- pantheist and "mother" of inner healing in the churches;

(b) Ruth Carter Stapleton (former President Jimmy Carter's sister) -- disciple of Agnes Sanford, who
claimed that one could be "born again" by listening to greater music or gazing upon certain works of art;

(c) Dennis and Rita Bennett -- disciples of Agnes Sanford, and early pioneers of the charismatic
movement;

(d) John and Paula Sanford -- pantheists, and disciples of Agnes Sanford;

(e) Francis MacNutt -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of inner
healing methodologies;

(f) Michael Scanlan -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of inner
healing methodologies;

(g) Kenneth E. Hagin -- "father" of the word-faith movement, mentor of Kenneth Copeland, and disciple
of E.W. Kenyon, whose theology was heavily influenced by science of mind teachings;

Space does not allow for more except to say that Wimber often sprinkled warnings about the New Age, the occult, and
erroneous charismatic suppositions as if his power evangelism methodologies were removed from them. This, coupled
with his listing in his bibliography the words of men like Kurt Koch and Doug Groothuis, acted as a smoke-screen

Roman Catholic Influences

Wimber gave much credence to Roman Catholic sources for establishing the validity of miracles. (Power Healing, p.
7). He contrasted the false claims of healing by "Elmer Gantrys, men and women out for material gain at the expense
of the faithful," with the Catholic Church's "stringent criteria" for validating true miracles from God (Power Healing,
p. 10). Wimber implied that the Roman Catholic approach to miracles was more trustworthy than that of Protestants
(Power Healing, p. 11).

But why should this surprise us? Wimber's wife Carol was raised in the Roman Catholic Church. Wimber stated that
after having separated for awhile over marriage difficulties, he and Carol were remarried in the Catholic Church.
Neither of the Wimbers ever renounced their Roman Catholic experiences -- another reason why the occult influences
of Roman Catholic mysticism find expression in the Vineyard.

Additionally, Wimber wrote for the Catholic charismatic publication, New Covenant (June, 1988). His article, "Why I
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Love Mary," didn't affirm the Catholic dogmas of Mary's sinlessness, her perpetual virginity, or her assumption into
heaven. But neither did it offer any refutation of them. Knowing the Catholic belief in Mary as "the Mother of God,"
and the unbiblical doctrines that attend her veneration, such an article left the impression that Wimber had no problem
with the Catholic approach to Mary. (Moreover, in his ecumenical fervor, Wimber publicly apologized to the
Archbishop of Los Angeles on behalf of all Protestants.)

Holy Laughter

A phenomenon that has swept through many Vineyard churches is that known as "holy laughter." Many churches are
reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during times of solemn
ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in ecstatic trances, and
animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like drunken people, unable to
walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy laughter," since laughter is the pre-
eminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in the form of virtually any expression
attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit. Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence of a fresh
outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the people's desire to see a new sign from God.

The phenomena was imported into the United States and Canada from South Africa through one Rodney Howard-
Browne. It erupted in 1994 at the Toronto Airport Vineyard in Toronto, Canada, pastored by John Arnott. The bizarre
exhibitions of human flesh in this movement are in every way similar to what, for centuries, have been regarded as
evidence of demonic influences. It's little wonder that the Vineyard has led the charge, considering the lack of
discernment on the part of its leadership. Actually, these manifestations were in evidence during the early years of
Wimber's Vineyard ministry.

Initially, John Wimber kept a wait-and-see attitude, while validating the experiences as perhaps fleshly at times, but,
overall, a move of God -- "There's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see, and I
can't think of anything throughout the church age that would. So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's just
phenomena. It's just people responding to God" (2/95, Charisma). In December, 1995, he moved to disenfranchise the
Toronto Airport Vineyard. This was perceived by some as evidence that the Vineyard was acting reasonably to keep
such phenomena separate from its "legitimate" ministry.

However, the reason given by the leadership of the Association of Vineyard Churches (AVC) was not that the
Association rejected the goings-on at Toronto, but that the Toronto Airport Vineyard had gone "over the edge" by
promoting and encouraging the animal sounds and accompanying behavior (Marcia Ford, "Toronto Church Ousted
From Vineyard," Charisma and Christian Life, 2/96, p. 12). In September 1994, the AVC issued guidelines which
indicated that, while they were not against such phenomena, they did not want it promoted.

It needs to be emphasized, John Wimber never did reject the laughing revival. He endorsed John Arnott's book, The
Father's Blessing. He merely rejected some of the grosser aspects of this movement. The Vineyard Association's
statement of December 1995 concluded: 

"OUR ACTION DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE HAVE REJECTED THE CURRENT RENEWAL. Many
of our churches have benefited greatly from this current renewal and have incorporated it into their church
life within the healthy and biblical guidelines reflected in the articles and policies published over the past
two years. WE HOPE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE TO PURSUE RENEWAL IN THIS WAY."

Why would Wimber and the AVC take such harsh measures since Wimber himself had endorsed the Toronto
phenomena, and since he had allowed the same behavior in his own meetings? Are they manifestations of God or not?
If so, why not allow Arnott to promote and encourage them? If not, why has the AVC not condemned them and taken
similar action against the other almost 50% of Vineyard churches that encourage the phenomena?

Not ever being able to take a firm stand on the authority of these things, the AVC decided to dissociate from the most
visible and central Vineyard church promoting these phenomena, on the basis that its pastor did not comply with the
AVC Board's position. The AVC Board took the same non-committal stance that Wimber had taken. In fact, they
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allowed their statement to be subject to the discretion of the local pastors.

The Kansas City Connection

Toward the mid to late 1980s, Wimber became enamored by the ministry team of the Kansas City Fellowship, or as
they became known as, "The Kansas City Prophets." At an August 1989 conference in Denver, Colorado, Wimber
called on Vineyard pastors to receive their ministry.

Interestingly enough, in 1990, when the Kansas City Prophets began to be exposed as fraudulent, it was to Wimber that
they went for "correction." But, he never stopped promoting the erroneous teachings of Paul Cain, Mike Bickle, Bob
Jones, and John Paul Jackson. In 1991, he did stop promoting Bob Jones, but not because of heresy, but because of
immorality.

The point is that Wimber, by his acceptance of false prophets, paved the way for an unquestioning acceptance of
"prophets" in general. Of course, there is nothing wrong with "modern day prophets" as long as they will submit to the
tests of Deut. 18 and Deut. 13. But, these prophets actually boasted about the margin of error that the Lord had
graciously allowed them!

The Gifts of the Spirit

God always has performed and always will perform His miracles according to His own purpose and pleasure. The
excesses and errors of the Vineyard, as well as many within the charismatic and Pentecostal churches, merely prove
that most of what is transpiring in the name of God's power is really the flesh of man seeking a sign to validate the
truth of God's Word.

Essentially, the [permanent] gifts of the Spirit are given primarily for the edification of the Church, not for evangelism.
The sign gifts, i.e., the miraculous gifts, have ceased. This does not negate the fact that God might occasionally use the
gifts to convict and convince those He has chosen for salvation. But first and foremost, the gifts are for "power
edification," not "power evangelism."

Conclusion

To hear virtually every major teacher in the Church today, there are no false teachers except those who call out the
false teachers and staunchly insist on a defense of the Faith -- the so-called "heretic hunters." Why are few leaders of
any real magnitude warning the brethren about false teachers? Because most are the false teachers. They are
compromising with the Vatican to lead all of Christendom back under the papal umbrella. And the central force for that
unity is not the true Gospel; it is false "love" combined with false doctrine and lying signs and wonders -- miracles of
God -- implemented through occult methodologies.

* This report is adapted as a condensation of a 1996, 32-page report ("The Vineyard: History, Teachings & Practices")
by Al Dager of Media Spotlight.
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World Vision & Psychoheresy

       World Vision recently published a Stress and Trauma Handbook, which is a further testimony to their
commitment to an integration position. The integration position is one in which Scripture and psychology or
secular ideas are integrated. The introduction to the book states:

For the last five years World Vision International, the world’s largest international Christian humanitarian
organisation, has been developing a comprehensive programme to provide staff with the support and care
necessary to ensure continued health and safety (p. 2).

This is certainly a worthwhile goal, but we find that the strategies for achieving the goal are highly ecumenical
and diminished by the secular and psychological bent of the authors.

      The Stress and Trauma Handbook [Handbook] gives testimony to World Vision’s insufficiency-of-Scripture
position, because their strategies promote the secular and psychological wisdom of men, fail to include the use
of Scripture when ministering to those suffering from stress and trauma, and thus indicate that they do not
believe in the sufficiency of Scripture for ministering to the deepest mental-emotional-behavioral needs of
humanity.

      The subtitle of the Stress and Trauma Handbook is Strategies for Flourishing in Demanding Environments.
The book relies on and promotes secular and psychological authors, checklists, questionnaires, descriptions,
definitions, and, worst of all, secular strategies to “flourishing in demanding environments.” From a broad
ecumenical and very secular view, there is much excellent and informative material in the book. However,
when it comes to the essentials of the sufficiency of God’s Word empowered by the Holy Spirit to minister
to “stress and trauma,” the Handbook is a total failure.

      The Handbook does not even suggest one visibly biblical approach as a “strategy” or “intervention” for
dealing with stress and trauma, and none that involve the Bible. The “anecdotes and case-study accounts” -
referred to on page 5 exclude references to Christ, Christianity, and the Bible. They could be used in any book
produced by a secular or psychological organization. If one were only to read this one World Vision book, one
would conclude that World Vision is Christian in name only. The extreme ecumenical spirituality promoted and
the secular and psychological strategies recommended demonstrate that World Vision is not a Christian
organization in the biblical sense.

      While cautions are stated regarding the check lists, questionnaires, and inventories made available, the
underlying message throughout is: “Any concerns about mental health should immediately be brought to the
attention of a mental health professional” (p. 232). The very beginning of the book makes it clear that “Any and
all clinical diagnosis, and subsequent treatment, must always be performed by an appropriately qualified and
trained specialist” (p. 2). As applied to stress and trauma, it largely refers to mental health professionals.

      The love for secular psychology can be seen everywhere in the book and comes to a culmination in
Appendix 3, which is authored by an individual schooled in psychology and who is “passionate about the
application of integrated psychology and integrated management” (p. 248).

CISD

      Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) is a psychological approach to “stress debriefing.” While the
author mentions “professional criticisms of CISD” (p. 21), and while there is a caution about using it (p. 226),
he nonetheless says, “CISD is a well-constructed therapeutic intervention for groups of people exposed to a
single shared traumatic event” (p. 21).

      In direct contrast, the Psychotherapy Networker, a publication for mental health professionals, says:

Nowhere is the gap between researchers and clinicians more evident than in the debate about Eye
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Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) and Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD).
Researchers have rarely made such a point of singling out treatments for exaggerated claims about their
effectiveness as they have with EMDR and CISD.

The Psychotherapy Networker article further declares:

Despite its widespread application, considerable research indicates that those who receive CISD typically do
no better than those who don’t, and that a significant number of people treated with CISD do even worse
than those who didn’t receive any treatment. This negative reaction seems to emerge because, for some
people, the very act of focusing on their negative feelings in CISD increases their distress and leads to more
difficulties, such as flashbacks, nightmares, and anxiety attacks. According to trauma expert Richard Gist,
“Not only did CISD not deliver much in the way of preventive efficacy, it seemed to inhibit natural
resolution for some.” The Cochrane Collaboration of Great Britain, one of the most prominent gatekeepers
in medicine, charged with assessing the effectiveness of procedures ranging from open heart surgery to
psychotherapy for depression, evaluated CISD and found it to be without empirical support (Jay Lebow,
“War of the Worlds,” Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 27, No. 5, p. 79, bold added).

      Science News reports the following:

Efforts to get firefighters, disaster survivors, and others to talk about traumatic events immediately after
such experiences, with an emphasis on venting emotions, have mushroomed in the past few years. That
growth has unfolded despite the absence of evidence that such psychological debriefing actually aids
recovery from highly upsetting events, according to a review in the Psychological Science in the Public
Interest. . . . “For scientific and ethical reasons, professionals should cease compulsory debriefing of trauma-
exposed people,” the researchers conclude (Nos. 25 & 26, Vol. 164, p. 398).

Personality Inventories

      The confidence exhibited and recommendation for using personality inventories in the Handbook are, also,
wholly without academic support. For example, they say:

The use of tools such as Myers-Briggs or DISC would be useful as a means to enhance team cohesion (p.
59).
In Myers-Briggs [MBTI] terms, an introvert is likely to find fieldwork, especially where bedrooms need to
be shared, to be highly stressful, whereas extroverts may describe the whole experience rather like a very
long party (p. 180).
Assessment tools such as those developed by Myers and Briggs have been used extensively by NGOs [non-
government organizations] and should form part of any individual and team preparation (p. 180).

      One textbook says: “Undoubtedly the most important question to be asked about any psychological test
concerns its validity.” The National Research Council has evaluated the MBTI. The Council members are drawn
from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of
Medicine. In appraising the MBTI, the National Research Council says:

McCaulley estimates that the MBTI is used as a diagnostic instrument by 1,700,000 people a year in the
United States, and Moore and Woods list the wide variety of organizations in business, industry, education,
government, and the military that use it. It is probably fair to say that the MBTI is the most popular “self-
insight, insight into others” instrument in use today. Unfortunately, however, the popularity of the
instrument is not coincident with supportive research results (The National Research Council, In the Mind’s
Eye, D, Druckman and R.A. Bjork, eds. (Washington: National Academy Press, 1991), p. 96).

      In other words, research results do not support the popularity! The Council’s particular concern is the lack of
validity for the MBTI. In concluding the section on validity the Council states: “The evidence summarized in
this section raises questions about the validity of the MBTI” (p. 99).
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      The conclusion stated above about the MBTI regarding the so-called introvert is one example of many in the
Handbook where statements are made entirely without support or footnote references. The end notes to the
chapter (p. 186) contain no references to support the use of the MBTI. The absence of footnotes or support
occurs for a number of important categorical statements made in the Handbook.

      For example, no evidence is provided for the following statement: “Individuals should have a good idea as to
their personality type before heading out on field missions” (p. 180). Immediately after that, the author makes
the following contradictory statement:

Although basic personality type tends to remain fairly constant, situational influences at the time of testing
may alter test results. Some evidence exists that over time, quite significant changes in personality type can
be observed” (p. 180).

One concludes from this that one’s personality type “tends to remain fairly constant,” but “that over time, quite
significant changes in personality type can be observed.” No explanation; no research support; no footnote.

Relaxation Techniques

      One exercise recommended under “Relaxation Techniques” is Herbert Benson’s Relaxation Response (pp.
181, 182). Ten steps of this meditation are listed for the person to follow. The author may not be aware that such
techniques as guided meditation can lead to a trance state. Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework, says:

Many times therapists aren’t even aware that they’re doing hypnosis. They’re doing what they call guided
imagery or guided meditation, which are all very mainstream hypnotic techniques (FMS Foundation
Newsletter, Aug-Sept, 1993, p. 3, bold added).

Conclusion

      World Vision’s Handbook raises a serious question: How would the prophets and patriarchs of the Old
Testament, the disciples of Jesus, the Apostle Paul, and the saints of God over the centuries have been helped by
these strategies? We say many would have been derailed or eliminated from their godly callings.

      The Handbook provides much in the way of secular education regarding “flourishing in demanding
environments,” but very little spiritual food for the suffering soul.

      “A review of the professional psychological literature” spans 25 pages of the book and is replete with
publications that exalt the use of psychology, while the spirituality chapter (“Spirituality as the foundation for
growth”) is only 10 pages long. However, even this chapter is ecumenically aimed and absent of the true
spiritual food and resources found in the only fully accurate Description of man and Prescription for help.

      Underlying the entire Handbook is the fact that World Vision is a highly ecumenical organization. The
Handbook provides secular psychological information, but no true Gospel of Jesus Christ will be found in its
pages. It does not contain biblical resolutions to stress and trauma. It does contain the very wisdom of man
about which God has warned His people (1 Cor. 2:5) and much “science falsely so called” (1 Tim. 6:20). In fact,
Jesus who is the Life of every true Christian and who is the source of the fruit of the spirit (love, joy, peace, etc.,
Gal. 5:22-23) and who “has given unto us all things pertaining unto life and godliness” (2 Peter 1:3) is not even
mentioned as a source of help for stress and trauma. Instead, a generic god is the only one found in this World
Vision Handbook. One will not find the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  Neither will one find Jesus Christ,
the only begotten of the Father, the One who is able “to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the
captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound . . . to comfort all that mourn, to appoint unto them
that mourn in Zion, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit
of heaviness” (Isaiah 61: 1-3). Instead, one will find a simulated, secular, psychological substitute for the true
balm of Gilead.

      It grieves us to criticize an organization that has done such a tremendous amount of humanitarian work. We
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can commend them for their outstanding humanitarian efforts, but if this one book represents the best World
Vision can recommend for dealing with stress and trauma, then they have failed the biblical test that demarcates
the believer from the pretender.

(PAL V12N2 - March-April 2004)

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries
4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
www.psychoheresy-aware.org
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Ted Engstrom
General Teachings/Activities

-  Ted Engstrom is currently president emeritus of the socialist-leaning World Vision International (WVI); he is WVI's
former president and chief executive officer. During the 1960s he was president of Youth for Christ (YFC). Both WVI
and YFC are highly ecumenical organizations with man-centered, humanistic ("religious" humanism) gospels.
Engstrom has written over forty best-selling books on Christian leadership and management, and is an active board
member of many "Christian" organizations (including Focus on the Family.) Engstrom is considered one of the top
four "Christian" leadership "experts," the others being L.E. Schaller (author of The Senior Minister), John Maxwell
(The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader), and Kenneth Gangel (Competent to Lead). [World Vision (established in
1950) is an international relief and development organization "working to promote the well being of all people --
especially children. In 2002, World Vision offered material, emotional, social and spiritual support to 85 million people
in 96 countries."]

-  Neo-evangelical Engstrom's two most popular books are The Making of a Christian Leader and Motivation To Last a
Lifetime. Engstrom has written these two highly psychologically-oriented books on leadership under the guise that this
is what the Bible has been teaching us all along. Both books are loaded with psychobabble being passed-off as
Christian. In the latter book, Engstrom even favorably quotes Denis Waitley, who encourages the use of "positive self-
talk" and "positive imagery" -- both occultic techniques (pp. 50-51)! (Details on The Making of a Christian Leader are
at the end of this report.) It is our opinion that a Christian man in a leadership position would be infinitely better off
reading the books of non-Christian management expert Peter Drucker -- at least with Drucker, there is not the pretext
of a "Christian" model overlayed to sanctify the humanistic concepts being taught..

-  Engstrom endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "I can think of no one more sensitively and culturally involved
in the struggles with those who seek to live life meaningfully and authentically today than Bill Hybels. This is a book
for those who want to make a difference in the decade of the '90s." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the
virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth"
movement.)

-  Engstrom also endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference: "What a comforting,
timely, and immensely challenging concept psychologist Gary Collins shares with us in this book. The message herein
is really exciting -- and most of all biblical."

-  Engstrom is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization
that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some
wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and
"contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions
of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and
Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely
fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a more
detailed description of Renovaré and its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media
Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses.")

-  Engstrom was once a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old
Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though Engstrom is no longer a Steering Committee member
of COR, he did sign its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is
from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound
like a different gospel? (All emphases added):  

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
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salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is alone
able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus government belong
to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil government), is to be
exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life
and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance
with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to
deprecate the extent of Christ’s victory at Calvary."

That Engstrom has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents, make
up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Psychological highlights from Engstrom's 1976 book, The Making of a Christian Leader:

(a) Engstrom admits the source of his leadership insights: "... it is essential to have a clear concept of the
nature of leadership, and to acquire this we borrow from secular research and analyze the Scriptures to
formulate an adequate Christian philosophy -- and theology, if you will -- of leadership to guide Christian
enterprises out of the morass" (p. 14).

(b) And leaders are lost without good self-esteem: "A person with low self-esteem has many difficulties.
This is especially so for a leader, because his view of others reflects how he sees himself. If he does not
feel good about himself as a human being, he will not be an inner-directed individual, but will constantly
have to be bolstered and motivated by people around him [p. 85] ... You will develop a better and more
adequate self-image when you begin to feel that other people are more worthy. Practice treating other
people as if they had some value -- and surprisingly enough your self-esteem will go up [p. 87] ... What is
true of the secular man as regards these traits is equally true of a Christian. His personality and feelings of
himself can constitute success or failure" (p. 89).

(c) And Engstrom believes all this is what the Bible teaches!: "The Bible clearly points this out in
Hebrews 11. The leaders mentioned there are as varied in characteristics as the situations required. A
careful study of each person's personality will disclose the manifold diversity and ability of each and show
that each had a high estimate of himself [!!!] to believe that God had uniquely chosen him for a mission"
(pp. 89-90). [The Bible says that these were humble and submissive men!]

(d) Engstrom's "shopping mall theology": "The leader's personality is more often than not, then, what
sparks the vision and enthusiasm and fuses diversity into unity. He has to kindle desire in others from his
inner self, and that is why it is so important that he has a good, healthy ego ... The Christian leader should
have the best feeling about himself because Christ has redeemed him and placed him in His forever family
... No Christian should grovel in the dust with weak feeling of self-worth. God thought enough of us to
send His Son to die for us -- that makes us pretty important!" (p. 90). [This "shopping mall" theology --
that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a popular concept among the
psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes something like this: "The death of
Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we are of
great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the
contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid on the
cross does not establish my personal worth, but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice.
In fact, the greater the price, the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had
to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but
instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build
up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond Seduction.)] 

(e) Engstrom's Freudian underpinnings: "Anxiety is the key to personality development because it provides
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a test for the ego … The way a person deals with conflict does denote whether he is a strong, healthy,
emotional person, or one who develops neurotic symptoms. The way an individual thinks of himself and
others greatly determines how he will face tension. If he has a weak ego, he will continually rely on
defense structures that sustain neuroticism and prevent emotional growth" (pp. 86-87).

(f) Engstrom identifies with Freudian/Jungian personality theory: "Can personality be changed or
achieved? Most psychologists agree that to a certain extent one's personality can change through
emotional growth. Therefore personality cultivation can be achieved through training, therapy ... [another]
way to cultivate an enriched personality … take self-improvement courses ... We hear much today about
self-actualization from secular sources; the Christian leader must also come to grips with his need to
develop his selfhood … Nothing, however, can actually take the place of depth therapy that helps give a
person insight into his own repressions, regressions, and emotional hang-ups ... It seems to me that the
apostle Paul is a shining example of the power of self-realization" (pp. 91-92).

(g) Engstrom is a proponent of psychological/personality testing: "... potential leaders should be screened
through the use of intelligence and psychological tests … Today as never before the field of testing is
developed to disclose a person's normal and abnormal responses and motives" (pp. 122-123). [To the
contrary, personality tests have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity -- see the Bobgan's
book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the
worthlessness of personality testing.]

(h) Engstrom promotes the humanistic psychological technique of sensitivity training: "How does one get
people to do what has to be done? … Sensitivity training is designed to make one more aware of the
feelings of others. This is surely basic to understanding how to motivate, how to inspire, how to infuse a
spirit of willingness to perform effectively" (p 131).

(i) Engstrom extols the virtues of Maslow's (humanist psychologist) hierarchy of needs: "… one of his
primary tasks is to motivate his subordinates. A good help for a detailed study of this topic is the hierarchy
of psychological needs introduced by Abraham Maslow, the father of modern motivation theory. His
'hierarchy' is the starting point for any deep understanding of industrial motivation" (p. 181).
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The Marks of a Cult*
One must be careful to distinguish between the sociological position of what constitutes a cult (i.e., which states that
whatever is normative to a given culture is not cultic) and the theological position (i.e., which states that only those
groups that adhere to the Bible as the basis for all theology and practice are considered normative, and thereby, not
cultic).

From the theological viewpoint, any group or religious system, whether it calls itself "Christian" or not, that offers
other criteria as equal to or superior to the Bible, including but not limited to erroneous and/or exclusive interpretations
of Scripture, should be considered a cult. From the theological position, then, a cult can be best defined as:

A system of religious beliefs and rituals with a body of adherents deeply devoted to an extrabiblical person, idea, or
thing; it cultivates worship in a religion that, with reference to its basis for man's salvation, is considered to be
unorthodox, spurious, or false, thereby insulating its members against true salvation in Christ. And inasmuch as the
central doctrine of Biblical Christianity is the sacrificial death of Christ for man's sin (Eph. 2:8,9), all cultic deviations
tend to downplay the finished work of Christ and emphasize the importance of earning moral acceptance before God
through one's own religious works.

From the theological viewpoint, all the groups/religious systems included in the Cult section of the Notebook are
obviously cults. They are all centered in religious beliefs or practices calling for devotion to a religious view centered
in false doctrine -- it is nothing less than organized heresy. 

To be classified as a cult, not all of the following characteristics have to be present, but in most cases, in one form or
another, all of them will be:

1. Extrabiblical Authority: All cults deny what God says in His Word as true. Cults have shifted their theological
point of authority away from God's full and final written Word, the Bible, to their own unique, self-promoting
opinions about the Bible; they generally will use parts of the Bible but will have their own unique scripture which is
considered to be superior to the Bible. While some cult groups give token respect for the Bible and go through the
motions of accepting the authority of Scripture, in reality, they honor the group's or leader's novel interpretation of
Scripture as normative. 

2. Works Salvation/Legalism: Cults teach that eternal life depends upon something other than the Atonement; i.e.,
faith in the atoning, finished work of Christ on the cross is deemed not to be sufficient (usually replaced with human
works and human responsibility). Rather than relying on the grace of God alone for salvation, the salvation message of
the cults always boils down to required obedience to, or abstention from, certain obligations and practices (some even
including obedience to the Old Testament law). 

3. No Assurance of Salvation: The issue of a cult member's salvation is never settled, but is constantly affected by the
changing circumstances of life; in this way, cult leaders are able to produce continued obligation and spiritual bondage,
rather than spiritual freedom.

4. Guru-Type Leader/Modern Prophet: The cult leader is looked to as the infallible interpreter of Scripture,
specially appointed by God to be a special saint, guru, or contemporary messiah, and thereby, has divine authority that
must not be violated. Cultists almost always quote their leader rather than the Bible. The cult's adherents often
expound the virtues of the founders and seek to cover the founder's sins and wickedness.

5. Vacillating, Ambiguous Doctrines/Spiritual Deception: In order to gain favor with the public, and thereby aid in
the recruitment of new members, cult "doctrine" tends to be characterized by many false or deceptive claims
concerning the cult's true spiritual beliefs (e.g., Mormons are not quick to reveal their belief that God was a man, who
has now become the God of planet Earth). 

6. Exclusivity from/Denunciation of Other Groups: Each cult group, regardless of what other doctrines are taught,
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will all have this one common idea -- "The Only True Church Syndrome." The members of each specific organization
have been taught that their church, organization, or community, is the only true group and that all other groups are
false. The group's leaders will explain that it is impossible to serve God without being a member of the specific group.
Moreover, when the cult leader announces himself as the true "Messiah," all others are declared to be dishonest,
deceitful, and deluded, and must be put down; alternative views are denounced as being satanic and corrupt.
Persecution is welcomed, and even glorified in, as "evidence" that they are being persecuted for righteousness sake.
Thus, if a member decides to leave the group, they have been told that they are not simply leaving an organization, but
rather they are leaving God and His only true organization. Hence, for a member of a cult who has been in a group for
any length of time, the action of leaving the group is much more difficult than what most Christians understand. To
leave the group is, in the minds of the cult member, tantamount to leaving God. 

7. Claims of Special Discoveries/Additional Revelation: Acceptance of new, contemporary, continual revelations that
either deny the Bible or are allowed to explain it. The fundamental characteristic of Christianity is that it is historical,
not dependent upon private knowledge and secret, unconfirmable relationships, while the almost universal basis of cult
religion is the claimed exclusive revelation that one person has supposedly received. Rather than conforming to
Biblical rules of evidence (2 Cor. 13:1), cult leader revelations almost always emanate from hallucinations, visions,
dreams, private discoveries, etc. These new revelations often become codified as official written "scripture" of the
cults (e.g., The Book of Mormon), and are considered as valid as that of the apostles (and even more relevant because
they are given in these end times).

8. Defective Christology: Cults always have a false view of the nature of the Person of Jesus Christ; a cult will
usually deny the true deity of Christ, His true humanity, His true origin, or the true union of the two natures in one
Person.

9. Defective "Nature of Man": Most cults do not see man as an immortal being; instead they see him either as an
animal without a soul or as a being which is being perfected to the point of becoming a god. They usually do not see
man as a spirit clothed in a body of flesh awaiting the redemption of body and soul.

10. Out-Of-Context Scripture Use as Proof-Texts/Segmented Biblical Attention: Cults tend to focus on one verse
or passage of the Bible to the exclusion of others, and without regard for the context in which Scripture is given (e.g.,
1 Cor. 15:29 used by Mormons to justify baptism for the dead). In addition, cults have made an art form out of using
Christian terminology, all the while pouring out their own meanings into the words.

11. Erroneous Doctrines Concerning Life After Death and Retribution: Covering the gamut from soul sleep to
annihilationism to purgatory to universalism to the progression to godhood, cults invariably deny the existence of a
final judgment of, and a final "resting" place for, the unrighteous. 

12. Entangling Organization Structure: The less truth a movement represents, the more highly it seems to have to
organize itself; the absence of truth seems to make necessary the application of the bonds of fear. Cults often demand
total commitment by their converts to an organizational involvement that entangles them in a complicated set of human
restrictions, giving the impression of passionate and often irrational devotion to a cause.  

13. Financial Exploitation: The cultic practitioner strongly implies that money contributed to the cause will earn the
contributor numerous gifts, powers, and abilities, and in many cases, outright salvation.

14. Pseudomystical/Spiritistic/Occultic Influence: Occult influence is many times found in either the origin of the
group and/or in its current practices.

* The information herein was adapted from the following sources: (1) The Marks of a Cult, Dave Breese; (2) "Roman
Catholicism: Is It A Cult?," Media Spotlight, Albert James Dager; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry; (4) Cults
and the Church of Christ, George Faull and Brooks Alexander of the Spiritual Counterfeits Project; (5) "Patterns in the
Cults," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1994); and (6) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, April 2000, pp. 14-16; 73-78.
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Unification Church*
Christian or Cult?

The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity. It
was officially founded in 1954 by Sun Myung Moon (which has led to the referring of his followers as "Moonies") and
moved to America in 1959, where he established his international headquarters. Born in Korea in 1920, Moon claims
that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ appeared to him on Easter morning on a mountainside in Northwestern
Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of establishing the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, a
mission that Christ had only begun. Christ supposedly told Moon that he would be "the completer of man's salvation
by being the Second Coming of Christ" (Sun Myung Moon and The Unification Church, James Bjornstad, p. 9). After
World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of communist North Korea, where he set up his first church
(1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation," during
which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's influence. In
1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp), accusing him of bigotry
and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War (1950). (Still today, Moon's
sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents Day," he observed, "Woman
was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs are the place of the true love
palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the Unification Church, which now claims
three million members in more than 120 countries (about 40-45 thousand U.S.), but both these figures are believed by
many to be grossly exaggerated. (The largest concentration of Moonies reside in Korea and Japan.) In 1956, Moon
published the English version of the Divine Principle as the authoritative work of the Unification Church. (The Korean
Version: "Wolli Haesol" or "Explanation of the Principle" was published on August 15th, 1957.) 

This "church" has been the subject of much negative U.S. publicity, primarily due to alleged unethical recruitment and
fund-raising tactics and Moon's authoritative leadership style. In 1982, Moon was convicted of federal income tax
fraud, for which he served 11 months (of an 18-month sentence) in federal prison (beginning in the summer of 1984).
The Unification Church of America was founded in 1972 and is headquartered in New York City. To train those
interested in joining the movement, a "seminary" was established in 1975 at Barrytown, New York (the Unification
Theological Seminary), with the goal of unifying all theological beliefs. Its faculty is drawn from Protestant, Roman
Catholic, and Eastern Orthodox backgrounds, as well as from the Unification Church. Its mission statement reads, "to
inspire Christian denomination and all the world's religions to supersede their separateness and cooperate for the
attainment of God's will."

Moon has also launched numerous business ventures, and with the free labor of his followers, has built a multi-million
dollar empire that includes pharmaceutical companies, manufacturing, banking, publishing, and other industries. (The
Unification News is a monthly newspaper owned by the Church. They also publish a monthly magazine called Insight.
While not an official publication of the Unification Church, the Church does own and operate the Washington Times,
located in Washington, D.C. Today's World is a monthly magazine.) Moon is a permanent resident of the U.S. (since
1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the "Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to
which Moon himself has laid claim!).

Moon is particularly fond of drawing former U.S. intelligence and military officers into his organizations. Moon has
masterfully used his hard line anti-communist campaigns, multi-million dollar business deals, and substantial political
donations to blur his ultimate objective of a one-world government originating from a centralized religious power --
ruled by Moon -- under which his followers will purchase goods and services only from church sponsored
manufacturers.

The Unification Church has also been linked to a variety of associated organizations. Some of these include The
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American Freedom Coalition, Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP), CAUSA USA, American
Leadership Conferences, American Constitution Committee, National Committee Against Religions Bigotry and
Racism, Conservative Action Foundation, National Council for Church and Social Action, The Washington Times
Corporation, World Media Association, U.S. Property Development Corporation, Atlanta Video, Happy World Inc., as
well as numerous others (Washington Post, 15 October 1989).

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church: "While
church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling mixture of
Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics." Below are the
highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation, the fall of man, the
occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly revealed
directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third testament" of
the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to have received new
revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with John the Baptist. This
is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine Principle revealed in this book
is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be continually revealed" (Unification
Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where they
are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be agents
of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on the
cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not refer to
raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression "end of the
world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that Christianity is not the
one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many religions. ... God cannot be
found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They claim
that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached perfection, and
that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and childbearing. Therefore,
the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the spiritual fall) and then with
Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown But
Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later transcribed.]
Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it readily accepts
clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the tree
of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan, and
Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam and Eve
thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin is a matter
of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical redemption; i.e. it
is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and blessed by Moon
himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by having sexual relations
with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon). Now, those who totally
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submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the Unification Church, allowing Moon
to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of purification not requiring sexual
cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and the
deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God must
exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and femininity which
are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught by Unification
theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid theological insight"
(Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is just
like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no means be
God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the bastard
offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle, pp. 143-
145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was killed before
He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973). Moonies believe
that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into a power bloc for
Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or essential part of
God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical salvation by
redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it to provide an
incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20), but that
He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical salvation by marrying and
producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate it considers him to be this
"third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt of
sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising, recruitment,
and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that the "third Adam"
will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p. 148). They teach that
once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and bear sinless children.
[HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a perfect family (indeed, his
twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being different
from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit, "... appears
feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a bright light or a
field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy Spirit is a "female
spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also cleanses the sins of the
people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage. [HJB]
Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated, "Unification
theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God. Hence it is not
primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification Theology, p. 53).  

11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
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marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and false
lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies which we
conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's love and
man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third Adam."
They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the First
Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam" through
marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to establish God's
kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that Jesus failed at the
First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential because
it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death depends on his
spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions." Rather than immortal
perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires, dislikes, and aspirations
as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to accept
Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a new
Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by Moon, was
born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want us
to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come in the
clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and those who
do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

Endnotes
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Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with famed
Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide, concerning
his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a leader in the
Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak asked, "Could
you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here today?" Fletcher
answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World Teacher will be able to
speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested through him is the
Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to make a revelation he
has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I have been speaking for
a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows through him, the intelligence, is
not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their inspiration and their knowledge from One
Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in some strange symbolical way that pool becomes
Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New
Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered,
"That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as
long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are popularly
known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing," as Moonies
refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides and grooms and
repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to obtain marriage licenses
from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun Myung Moon had matched
(Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife based on Moon's selection) or
those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of celibacy before marriage) would be
allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as a 'recommitment of marriage' to
unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia;
(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 243-267; (4)
"Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile,
1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification Church," April 2000, pp.
32-33.
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Scientology
Science or New Age Cult?*

Scientology, officially known as The Church of Scientology, was founded in 1953 by L. Ron Hubbard (1912-1986),
and popularized through his 1950 book, DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health (over ten million copies
sold). Dianetics was originally intended to be Hubbard's psychotherapeutic answer to the techniques of modern
psychiatry. (The word "Dianetics" means "through the soul," and promises to reveal "the single source of all man's
insanities, psychosomatic illnesses, and neuroses.") In addition to Dianetics, Scientology produces scores of other
publications. A short list includes Source, The Delphian, Advance!, and The Auditor.

The history of Scientology actually begins much earlier than 1953. Hubbard had become a well known science fiction
writer in the 1930s. In fact, some of his ideas which are "common to Scientology first appeared in his 1938 manuscript
titled Excalibur" (Kingdom of the Cults,  p. 345), more than a decade before its official founding. Wild claims have
been made about Hubbard's earlier life by Scientology publications. For example, they have claimed that he "graduated
in civil engineering from George Washington University as a nuclear physicist, although the university records show
that he attended for two short years, during the second of which he was on academic probation, and failed physics.
Hubbard's Ph.D. was said to be from a Sequoia University in California, although there is no proof of the existence of
any accredited institution in California by that name that grants doctorates" (Podiatry Today, March 1990).

Gerry Armstrong, a devout Scientologist assigned by the Church to write an authorized biography of Hubbard,
discovered other inconsistencies in Hubbard's history. Armstrong, who has now left Scientology, states: "Nor was
Hubbard a World War II hero who miraculously cured himself of nearly fatal combat wounds, as he claimed. Hubbard
never saw combat. After his discharge from the Navy in 1946, he was granted 40% disability pay for arthritis, bursitis
and conjunctivitis. He continued to collect this pay long after he claimed to have discovered the secret of how to cure
such ailments" (Another Gospel, Ruth Tucker, p. 301). Hubbard's reputation as an explorer, prolific science fiction
writer, and parabotanist (he was one of the first to expound the idea of "communicating" with plants) enlarged to make
him the worldwide spokesman for this fast-growing cult.

Biographers have also uncovered Hubbard's involvement with the Occult, which probably influenced his writings.
Hubbard claimed to have had a near-death experience where he learned everything that ever puzzled the mind of man.
The notorious Satanist, Aleister Crowley, was Hubbard's mentor and he lived with Crowley prot�g� John Parsons,
engaging in sex magic at their black magic mansion hospice (Los Angeles Times, 24 June 1990, p. A1).

Despite the inconsistencies in his history, Hubbard would become one of the wealthiest and most well known leaders
of a religious movement in only a few years. Scientology currently holds assets of nearly $500 million, including a
440-foot cruise ship used as a "seagoing religious retreat." Assets also include two publishing houses, a 2,845-acre
California ranch used as a school for the children of church staffers, and more than 45 buildings on 500 acres in
Riverside County, California. Other assets include reinforced vaults designed to preserve the church's teachings in case
of earthquake or nuclear attack. (These teachings include 500,000 pages of Hubbard's writings, 6,500 reels of tape, and
42 films.)

Scientology's methodology and beliefs have also led some members into a long history of criminal and civil actions
and convictions. Both the U.S. Federal and Canadian courts have found top Scientology officials and the church guilty
of charges such as burglarizing, wiretapping, and conspiracy against government agencies (Time, 6 May 1991, p. 50).
In 1980, for example, eleven of Scientology's top leaders, including Hubbard's wife, were jailed for bugging and
burglarizing the U.S. Justice Department and other federal agencies in the 1970s. 

Within the church, there have been widespread purges and defections. Some former members have filed lawsuits
accusing the church of intimidating its critics, breaking up families, and using high-pressure sales techniques to
separate large sums of money from its followers. In 1986, Scientology paid an estimated $5 million to settle more than
20 of the suits, without admitting wrongdoing. In exchange, the plaintiffs agreed never again to criticize Scientology or
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Hubbard and to have their lawsuits forever sealed from public view.

Hubbard formalized his theories into a religion in order to obtain tax-exempt status and freedom from governmental
interference for some of his organizations. Scientology currently claims to have more than eight  million members in
more than 3,000 "churches, mission-related organizations, and groups" in more than 133 countries. (Source: 11/2001,
Scientology official Internet web site.) Closer to the truth is that there are only about 50,000 active members. 

The cult claims "Celebrity Centers" (a chain of clubhouses that offer expensive counseling and career guidance) in
more than 100 cities in more than 15 countries. The cult appeals strongly to intellectuals and the "gifted," relying
extensively on endorsements from celebrities and corporations that employ Dianetics. Various world locations for
Scientology include Washington, D.C.; Clearwater, Florida (a Scientology Training Center); Sussex, England (where it
operates a thirty-room mansion and a fifty-seven acre estate); and Los Angeles (claiming such movie stars and
entertainers as John Travolta, Tom Cruise, Karen Black, Jennifer Aspen, Isaac Hayes, Priscilla Presley, Kristie Alley,
and the late Sonny Bono -- Scientology's "representative" in the U.S. Congress).  

There are numerous front organizations in the Church of Scientology used as vehicles for their objectives. Some of the
more prominent would include Advanced Organization of Los Angeles, Religious Technology Center, and FLAG.
Some of the more clandestine vehicles for recruitment and dissemination of Scientology are its affiliated agencies and
business programs, most of which are part of W.I.S.E. (Worldwide Institute of Scientology Enterprises). There are
groups like Sterling Management Systems; Steller Management; Singer Consultants; Uptrends; Owl Management;
Applied Scholastics; Citizens Commission on Human Rights; Citizens Against Taxes; The Way to Happiness
Foundation; Hollander Consultants; Irons, Marcus & Valko; and Uptrends (Podiatry Today, March 1990; Watchman
Expositor, 1997). They also work through Concerned Businessmen of America, and through The Way to Happiness
and Set a Good Example Contest, the latter two aimed at school children, and through Narconon (meaning "non-
narcosis" or "no drugs"), an alleged drug rehab program consisting of 50 alcohol and drug rehabilitation centers in 21
countries, operating in 750 prisons under the name "Criminon" (Criminon, meaning "no crime," is a volunteer criminal
rehabilitation program which utilizes technologies developed by Hubbard to help convicts recover pride and self-
esteem). Narconon is a classic vehicle for drawing addicts into the cult.

Hubbard was a best-selling author for more than 50 years, with over 589 published works to his credit. His fiction
sales total over 25 million copies, and his non-fiction works have sold more than 23 million. Many may have first
come in contact with Scientology through a clean-cut young man or woman at the door offering a "free personality
analysis." But the 200 questions posed are part of the recruiting program for the Church of Scientology, which is
nothing but an applied religious philosophy offering "a clear, bright insight to help you blaze toward your mind's full
potential."

In a nutshell, Scientology teaches that all humans descended from a race of uncreated, omnipotent gods called Thetans,
who gave up their powers to enter the Material-Energy-Space-Time (MEST) world of Earth. [Hubbard's Dianetics and
Scientology: Technical Dictionary explains, "The Thetan is immortal and is possessed of capabilities well in excess of
those hitherto predicted for man. In the final analysis what is this thing called Thetan? It is simply you before you
mocked yourself up and that is the handiest definition I know of" (p. 432). The Thetan is thus that part of each
individual which is immortal and which has become contaminated or debased by the influences of MEST.] Gradually,
they evolved upward by reincarnation to become humans who could not remember their deified state. Scientologists
are encouraged to awaken their dormant Thetan potential by removing all mental blocks called engrams. By doing so,
they can realize their true personhood, achieving total power and control over MEST. Scientology offers a
psychotherapeutic process for breaking through the engrams "picked up from traumas in prior lives," to "realize" once
again one's true identity as an "operating Thetan" (God) beyond the limitations of MEST.

Scientology, thereby, does nothing more than incorporate certain aspects of New Age pseudoscience, psychotherapy,
and various occult practices into the ancient lie of promised godhood. Below are the highlights of what Scientology
believes and practices concerning its source of authority, roots, tactics, sin and salvation, Christ, and spiritual practice:

1. Source of Authority. The official Scientology Internet web site says: "The writings and recorded spoken words of
L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of Scientology collectively constitute the Scripture of the religion. He set forth the
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Scientology philosophy and technologies in more than 500,000 pages of writings, including dozens of books, and more
than 2,000 tape-recorded lectures." Principally, Hubbard and his 1950 book, Dianetics, is the authority for Scientology.
[The Church of Scientology's current Church president is Heber T. Jentzsch, but the real authority is David
Miscavige.] Scientology has even found it necessary to publish a dictionary with 7,000 definitions for the use of over
3,000 Dianetic words. In 1951, Hubbard released his findings on the spirit of Man, which served as the foundation of
the religion of Scientology, dealing with what Hubbard considered the fundamental truths concerning the essence of
life, what came before, and the hereafter. This was later followed by another basic book, SCIENTOLOGY: The
Fundamentals of Thought. Hubbard's own definition of Scientology is "Knowing how to know ... Know thyself ... and
the truth shall set you free" -- an obvious twisting of the words of Jesus Christ in John 8:32 -- "And ye shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make you free."

2. Its Roots. Even though Hubbard himself declared Dianetics to be "the spiritual heir of Buddhism in the Western
world," there is evidence of even darker roots. Hubbard was at one time closely linked with British Satanist and New
Ager Aleister Crowley, and there are strong indications that the word Dianetics had its origins in the worship of the
goddess Diana.

3. Its Tactics. Scientology attempts to give the appearance that it is both a science and a religion. Fifty hours of
Scientology counseling can cost $2,350. Some former members say they invested up to $80,000, which may explain
some claims that the organization's total take is over $3 million per day. ["Auditing" is by far Scientology's most
expensive service. Auditing is purchased in 12 1/2-hour chunks, costing the Scientologist anywhere between $3,000
and $11,000 each, depending on where it is bought.] Members are usually well-scrubbed, respectable, middle-class
types. Church "ministers" wear the conventional black priest-suit and white collar, and even sport crosses, though they
point out it isn't representative of Christ's crucifix. When their teachings and tactics are questioned, Scientologists are
not prone to turn the other cheek. Hubbard says, "you only get hurt when you duck." Scientology's alleged tactics of
harassment, intimidation, and defamation of critics are well-known -- once an FBI raid on church quarters revealed a
"hit list" of enemies. [The elite of Scientology's workers, at least 5,000 of them, belong to a zealous faction known as
the Sea Organization and are given room, board, and a small weekly allowance. (Scientology web site: "Today, more
than 5,000 members of this religious order occupy staff positions in upper level Scientology church organizations
around the world.") They sign contracts to serve Scientology in this and future lifetimes -- for a billion years. Their
motto is: "We come back." Dressed in mock navy uniforms adorned with ribbons, they bark orders with a clipped,
military cadence. They hold ranks such as captain, lieutenant, and ensign. Officers, including women, are addressed as
"Sir."]

4. Sin and Salvation. A major creed of L. Ron Hubbard states that "man is good," an immortal Thetan, able to create
MEST. This tenet is consistent with the Dianetic belief that man is descended from the gods and may someday evolve
to reclaim his Thetan potential. "Salvation" involves a process of working through levels of self-knowledge and
knowledge of past lives (reincarnation) to awaken the pre-existent deity within and regain total godhood. As would be
expected, the existence of an eternal heaven and hell is denied.

5. Christ. Christ is deemed merely a "cleared" individual (see #6 below), i.e., "just a man."

6. Spiritual Practice. Other doctrines and practices of Scientology include astral travel, regression to past lives, and
the "urge toward existence as spirits." Through the use of a Scientology "E-meter" (something like a lie detector) in an
"auditing" session, members undergo exercises and counseling to eliminate negative mental images from past lives
and achieve a state of "clear." (Hubbard believed all illnesses were psychosomatic and could be cured by eliminating
these past experiences from the brain.) Scientology promises members higher intelligence and greater business success
through Scientology courses that cost thousands of dollars. "Upper-level" or "OT6" ("OT" stands for "Operating
Thetan") teachings of Scientology are available only to members who graduate through preliminary Church of
Scientology programs. Scientologists tell their members that if they get into Level 6 before going through the
preliminary levels, they could "dematerialize or develop [fatal] illnesses." Scientology is creating a powerful group of
brainwashed robots who believe they have found a solution for their own problems as well as a master plan for every
person and nation in the world, now and forever.

7. Summary of Scientology Theology. In the beginning were the Thetans. These were to eventually create the MEST,
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which in actuality would not be the best thing they could have done. For when the Thetan, who inhabits the MEST,
comes into conflict with other MEST, an engram is recorded in the reactive mind. This engram, whether it be
remembered or not, due to unconsciousness which accompanies every engram, is stored in the reactive mind and
causes the Thetan to believe false data [erroneous ideas]. It is the purpose of Scientology, through its auditing efforts,
to rid the Thetan of all engrams so that in turn that Thetan, who now possesses a new educational perspective on
reality, as a result of the auditing, may advance to a higher state of being or Clear. Once one reaches "Clear" (a 38-step
process), there are 20 more steps before one reaches "OT," when one supposedly doesn't need a body to exist and is
clear of all "engrams."

Endnotes

MEST -- As Scientology endeavors to render this MEST mess intelligible they write, "An engram comes about when
the individual organism suffers an intense impact with MEST. Every moment of physical pain contains with it a partial
or major shutdown of the analytical function of the mind" (Science of Survival, Book Two, p. 28). Thus, an engram is
a memory which is caused when any accidental event (be it major or minor) is experienced. However, at the instant
that the engram is formed, often the person is unaware of the event. How is this possible?

In a series of lectures given during August and September 1950, Hubbard explained the process: "An engram is a
moment of pain and unconsciousness which contains perceptics. Actually there are thousands of moments of pain with
just a little unconsciousness. Even a little thing such as someone burning his finger still causes a flick of attenuation of
the analytical mind. The engram has one common denominator above all else, unconsciousness. But unconsciousness is
common to every single engram, because unconsciousness does just one thing; it closes down the analytical mind. So,
we have coined the word anaten. It is a contraction of the two words analytical attenuation (Attenuation means
shutting or closing down)" (Research and Discovery Series: A Running Record of Research into the Mind and Life,
Vol. 3, pp. 114-115).

This engram is thus that "mental picture" which "contains, as part of its content, unconsciousness and physical pain"
and is stored in the individual's mind (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 114). But which mind?

As Hubbard explained, every person has two minds -- the analytical mind and the reactive mind. Both have very
specific functions, though not necessarily beneficial functions. In the booklet, Basic Dictionary of Dianetics and
Scientology, the two minds are defined in the following ways: "analytical mind: In Dianetics and Scientology the
analytical mind is the one which is alert and aware and the reactive mind simply reacts without analysis." It continues
with, "reactive mind: the portion of the mind which works on a stimulus-response basis. It consists of locks,
secondaries, engrams and chains of them and is the single source of human aberrations and psychosomatic ills" (pp. 2,
23).

Thus, Man in his true nature is an immortal Thetan. However, the Thetan is responsible for the creation of MEST.
Though the Thetan created the MEST, sometimes the MEST collides with the Thetan resulting in the acquisition of an
engram. Because every engram is accompanied by unconsciousness to a greater or lesser degree, not all engrams are
known to exist by the Thetan's analytical mind. As a result of the build-up of thousands of known and unknown
engrams, stored in his reactive mind, man seems to experience problems throughout his life. These engrams have
accumulated not only in this life but in many past lives as well through reincarnation. Thus, it is Scientology's purpose
to rid the Thetan of these unwanted engrams. How is this accomplished? By becoming Clear.  [Return to Text]

Clear State -- In defining Clear, Hubbard used an interesting analogy. Clear is "The name of a button on an adding
machine. When you push it, all the hidden answers in the machine clear and the machine can be used for a proper
computation. So long as the button is not pressed the machine adds all old answers to all new efforts to compute and
wrong answers result. Really, that's all a Clear is. Clears are beings who have been Cleared of wrong answers or
useless answers which keep them from living or thinking." The Clear "can create energy at will, and can handle and
control, erase or re-create an analytical mind or reactive mind. The Clear has no engrams which can be restimulated to
throw out the correctness of computations by entering hidden and false data in it" (Dianetics and Scientology:
Technical Dictionary, pp. 75-76).
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Hence, the Thetan who has reached the desired state of Clear has, in actuality, become a blank slate simply waiting for
new data to be entered. As Hubbard explained in a lecture series, "you have to have a new education if you are going
to change a Clear's viewpoint" (Research and Discovery Series, Vol. 2, p. 408). Thus, the new data given by
Scientology is not merely a rearrangement of already existing beliefs and ideas. Rather, it is completely "new"
material, which is precisely what is needed for the "new education." The "Clear" is now free to start working towards
immortality again by practicing higher disciplines that will re-educate him about his archaic origins in space. (As he
learns more and more about his past, he will become an "Operating Thetan," or OT. There are six levels ranging from
OT-1 to OT-6, the highest of Scientology disciplines. Hubbard, however, was said to be working on OT-7 or OT-8 a
few years before his disappearance.) Without this new education it is impossible to reach the state of Clear. But if
Clear is a higher state of being to which all should desire to evolve, then how is this to be accomplished? By the
Scientology practice of Auditing.  [Return to Text]

Auditing -- Since the reactive mind consists of "locks" and chains of engrams, in order for the Thetan to be declared
Clear, the reactive mind with its engrams must be removed by auditing. "The reactive mind is removed by 'returning'
the pre-clear to the engram, and laying its contents before the scrutiny of the analytical mind" (Dianetics: The Original
Thesis, p. 54). 

Once the engram is openly expressed by the pre-clear [Scientology student], then "Auditing gets rid of unwanted
barriers that inhibit, stop or blunt a person's natural abilities as well as gradiently increasing the abilities a person has
so that he becomes more able and his survival, happiness and intelligence increase enormously. An activity of an
auditor taking over the control of and shepherding the attention of a pc [pre-clear] so as to bring about a higher level
of confront ability" (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 28). After the Thetan has remembered the
engram, it is then removed from the reactive mind during the auditing session with the aid of the Scientology E-Meter.
This device, similar in function to a lie-detector, is said to be "An electronic instrument for measuring mental state and
change of state in individuals, as an aid to precision and speed in auditing" (Basic Dictionary of Dianetics and
Scientology, p. 11).  [Return to Text]

Note on Science Fiction: Hubbard first gained notoriety in the minds of Americans as the author of numerous
science fiction novels. He would later use his skills to tightly weave the web of science fiction and religion. His
theology, which is today accepted by millions, eventually leads to tales of preincarnate souls trapped in ice cubes from
the planet Mars: "One preclear (student of Scientology) said that this Thetan (somewhat similar to 'soul' or 'spirit') had
inhabited the body of a doll on the planet Mars 469,476,600 years ago. Martians seized the doll and took it to a temple,
where it was zapped by a bishop's gun while the congregation chanted 'God is Love.' The Thetan was then put in an ice
cube, placed aboard a flying saucer, and dropped off at Planet ZX 432, where it was given a robot body, then put to
work unloading flying saucers. Being a bit unruly, it zapped another robot to death and was shipped off in a flying
saucer to be punished.  But the flying saucer exploded, and the Thetan fell into space" (story as reprinted in Kingdom
of the Cults, p. 346, 1985 ed.). While this may be where the theology of the Church of Scientology eventually leads, it
is not explained to the initiate in these precise words. Rather, it is touted to the world as the cure for all man's problems
and a way to gain every desire.  [Return to Text]

Note on Religion: In 1967, the Church of Scientology of California was stripped of its tax-exempt status by the IRS
(deeming Scientology a for-profit business that enriched church officials), an action the church considered unlawful
and thus ignored. (The church also replied with more than 2,000 lawsuits against the IRS.) The IRS, in turn, undertook
a mammoth audit of the church for the years 1970 through 1974. A federal court ruled in 1971 that Hubbard's medical
claims were bogus and that E-meter auditing could no longer be called a scientific treatment. Hubbard responded by
going fully religious, seeking First Amendment protection for Scientology's strange rites. Scientology ministers
(formerly "counselors") started to wear white collars, dark suits, and silver crosses. Sunday services were mandated,
chapels were erected in Scientology buildings, franchises became "missions," fees became "fixed donations," and
Hubbard's comic-book cosmology became "sacred scriptures." It was made a punishable offense for a staffer to omit
from church literature the notation that Scientology is a "religious philosophy." Many of the changes flowed from a
flurry of "religious image" directives issued by high-level Scientology executives. One policy put it bluntly: "Visual
evidences that Scientology is a religion are mandatory." 
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IRS-conducted audits proved that Hubbard was skimming millions of dollars from the church, laundering the money
through dummy corporations in Panama, and stashing it in Swiss bank accounts. Moreover, church members stole IRS
documents, filed false tax returns, and harassed the agency's employees. By late 1985, with high-level defectors
accusing Hubbard of having stolen as much as $200 million from the church, the IRS was seeking an indictment of
Hubbard for tax fraud. Scientology members "worked day and night" shredding documents the IRS sought, according
to a defector who took part in the scheme. (Hubbard, who had been in hiding for five years, died before the criminal
case could be prosecuted.) None of this, however, convinced the IRS, which assessed the church more than $1 million
in back taxes for the years 1970 through 1972. Scientology appealed to the U.S. Tax Court, where, in 1984, it was
handed one of the worst financial and public relations disasters in its history. The battle with the Internal Revenue
Service was finally resolved on October 1, 1993. On that day, despite all the evidence to the contrary, the IRS issued
letters recognizing the Church of Scientology and its related churches and organizations as tax-exempt under section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In return, the Church of Scientology paid the IRS $12.5 million to settle any
tax assessments prior to 1993, and dropped all its lawsuits against the IRS. The IRS also agreed to drop any
outstanding audits of Scientology organizations and declared several related Scientology organizations as tax-exempt,
including a trust that oversees the church's 440-foot cruise ship, Freewinds. Also, church members were permitted to
henceforth deduct from their personal income taxes the fees they pay for "auditing."  [Return to Text]

Note on Tactics: Frequently, a person's first contact with Scientology comes when he is approached by a staff
member on the street and offered a free personality test, or receives a lengthy questionnaire in the mail. Using charts
and graphs, the idea is to convince a person that he has some problem, or "ruin," that Scientology can fix, while
assuaging concerns he may have about the church. According to Hubbard, "if the job has been done well, the person
should be worried." With that accomplished, the customer is pushed to buy services he is told will improve his sorry
condition and perhaps give him such powers as being able to spiritually travel outside his body -- or, in Scientology
jargon, to "exteriorize." Church members are then required to write testimonials -- "success stories" -- as they progress
from one level to the next. 

The Scientology organization uses sophisticated sales tactics to sell a seemingly endless progression of expensive
courses, each serving as a prerequisite for the next. Known collectively as "The Bridge," the courses promise salvation,
higher intelligence, superhuman powers, and even possible survival from nuclear fallout -- for those who can
pay. Church tenets mandate that parishioners purchase Scientology goods and services under Hubbard's "doctrine of
exchange." A person must learn to give, he said, as well as receive. For its programs and books, the church charges
"fixed donations" that range from $50 for an elementary course in improving communication skills to more than
$13,000 for Hubbard's secret teachings on the origins of the universe and the genesis of mankind's ills. 

From time to time, the church offers "limited time only" deals on a select package of Hubbard courses, which represent
a small portion of The Bridge. One such offer packaged courses  that if bought individually would supposedly cost
$55,455; the sale price was $33,399.50. To complete Hubbard's progression of courses, a Scientologist could
conceivably spend a lifetime and more than $400,000. The Scientology Bridge is always under construction, keeping
the Supreme Answer one step away from church members -- a potent sales strategy devised by Hubbard to keep the
money flowing, critics contend. 

New courses continually are added, each of which is said to be crucial for spiritual progress, each heavily
promoted. Church members are warned that unless they keep purchasing Scientology services, misery and sickness
may befall them. For the true believer, this is a powerful incentive to keep buying whatever the group is selling.
Through the mail, Scientologists are bombarded with glossy, colorful brochures announcing the latest courses and
discounts. Letters and postcards sound the dire warning, "Urgent! Urgent! Your future is at risk! ... It is time to ACT!
NOW! ... You must buy now!" 

Scientology staffers who sell Hubbard's courses are called "registrars." They earn commissions on their sales and are
skilled at eliciting every facet of an individual's finances, including bank accounts, stocks, cars, houses, whatever can
be converted to cash. Like all Scientology staffers, a registrar's productivity is evaluated each week. Performance is
judged by how much money he or she brings in by each Thursday afternoon. And, in Scientology, declining or
stagnant productivity is not viewed favorably. (Source: "The Scientology Story, Pt.2," L.A. Times, 6/25/90.)   [Return
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to Text]  

Note on David Miscavige: To the public, Heber Jentzsch, president of the Church of Scientology International, is
portrayed as Scientology's top official. He appears regularly at news conferences and on talk shows, appearing to be
chiefly responsible for church public relations. The real power is consolidated among a handful of Scientologists who
keep low public profiles. The Church of Scientology serves as the mother church and is responsible for the overall
ecclesiastical management, dissemination, and propagation of Scientology and the various churches of Scientology, but
the Religious Technology Center (RTC) serves as "protector of the religion." And, more importantly, RTC is
Scientology's final arbiter of orthodoxy. 

David Miscavige (41) (a high school drop out) has served as RTC's Chairman of the Board, its most senior position,
since 1987. Miscavige has been an active Scientologist for most of his life, and has been involved with nearly every
aspect of the Church's activities, closely working with Hubbard. Miscavige wields power with the iron-fisted approach
of his mentor. RTC owns the trademarks that Scientology churches need to operate, including the words Scientology
and Dianetics. RTC licenses the churches to use the trademarks and can revoke permission if a church fails to perform
properly. Therein rests much, but not all, of Miscavige's power. He is the man in control, charting a direction for the
organization that is at once expansionist and combative -- in keeping with the dictates and personality of Hubbard, his
role model.  [Return to Text]

More Detail on Scientology�s Wide Array of Front Groups and Financial Scams (Source: 5/6/91,
Time Magazine): 

CONSULTING. Sterling Management Systems, formed in 1983, has been ranked in recent years by Inc. magazine as
one of America's fastest-growing private companies (estimated 1988 revenues of $20 million). Sterling regularly mails
a free newsletter to more than 300,000 health-care professionals, mostly dentists, promising to increase their incomes
dramatically. The firm offers seminars and courses that typically cost $10,000. But Sterling's true aim is to hook
customers for Scientology. Sterling's founder, dentist Gregory Hughes, is now under investigation by California's
Board of Dental Examiners for incompetence. Nine lawsuits are pending against him for malpractice (seven others
have been settled), mostly for orthodontic work on children. 

PUBLIC INFLUENCE. One front, the Way to Happiness Foundation, has distributed to children in thousands of the
nation's public schools more than 3.5 million copies of a booklet Hubbard wrote on morality. The church calls the
scheme "the largest dissemination project in Scientology history." Applied Scholastics is the name of still another
front, which is attempting to install a Hubbard tutorial program in public schools, primarily those populated by
minorities. The group also plans a 1,000-acre campus, where it will train educators to teach various Hubbard methods.
The disingenuously named Citizens Commission on Human Rights is a Scientology group at war with psychiatry, its
primary competitor. The commission typically issues reports aimed at discrediting particular psychiatrists and the field
in general [not a bad goal]. The CCHR is also behind an all-out war against Eli Lilly, the maker of Prozac, the nation's
top-selling anti-depression drug, claiming that Prozac drives people to murder or suicide. Another Scientology-linked
group, the Concerned Businessmen's Association of America, holds anti-drug contests and awards $5,000 grants to
schools as a way to recruit students and curry favor with education officials. 

HEALTH CARE. HealthMed, a chain of clinics run by Scientologists, promotes a grueling and excessive system of
saunas, exercise, and vitamins designed by Hubbard to purify the body. Experts denounce the regime as quackery and
potentially harmful, yet HealthMed solicits unions and public agencies for contracts. The chain is plugged heavily in a
book, Diet for a Poisoned Planet, by journalist David Steinman, who concludes that scores of common foods (among
them: peanuts, bluefish, peaches and cottage cheese) are dangerous. Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop labeled
the book "trash," and the Food and Drug Administration issued a paper in October [of 1990] that claims Steinman
distorts his facts. "HealthMed is a gateway to Scientology, and Steinman's book is a sorting mechanism," says
physician William Jarvis, who is head of the National Council Against Health Fraud. 

DRUG TREATMENT. Hubbard's purification treatments are the mainstay of Narconon, a Scientology-run chain of
[50] alcohol and drug rehabilitation centers -- some in prisons under the name "Criminon." 
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FINANCIAL SCAMS. Three Florida Scientologists, including Ronald Bernstein, a big contributor to the church's
international "war chest," pleaded guilty in March of 1991 to using their rare-coin dealership as a money laundry.
Other notorious activities by Scientologists include making the shady Vancouver stock exchange even shadier, and
plotting to plant operatives in the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and Export-Import Bank. The alleged
purpose of this scheme: to gain inside information on which countries are going to be denied credit so that
Scientology-linked traders can make illicit profits by taking "short" positions in those countries' currencies. 

BOOK PUBLISHING. Scientology mischief-making has even moved to the book industry. Since 1985, at least a
dozen Hubbard books, printed by a church company, have made best-seller lists. They range from a 5,000-page sci-fi
decology (Black Genesis, The Enemy Within, An Alien Affair, etc.) to the [50]-year-old Dianetics. Critics pan most of
Hubbard's books as unreadable, while defectors claim that church insiders are sometimes the real authors. Even so,
Scientology has sent out armies of its followers to buy the group's books at such major chains as B. Dalton's and
Waldenbooks to sustain the illusion of a best-selling author. A former Dalton's manager says that some books arrived
in his store with the chain's price stickers already on them, suggesting that copies are being recycled. Scientology
claims that sales of Hubbard books now top [100] million worldwide.  [Back to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Church of
Scientology," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "Scientology: Science or Science Fiction," G.
Richard Fisher, PFO Quarterly Journal, Vol.17 No.3; (3) "Lafayette Ronald Hubbard and the Theology of the Church
of Scientology," The Discerner, and (4) "Church of Scientology: A Religious Mafia?," The Watchman Expositor (Vol.
15, No. 1, 1998, p. 5). [Christian books on the cults also have chapters or sections on Scientology. For example, The
Kingdom of the Cults, 1997; Ruth A. Tucker, Another Gospel, 1989; William Watson, A Concise Dictionary of Cults
and Religions, 1991; and J. Gordon Melton, Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America, 1986. Two works by secular
writers are Bent Coryden's L. Ron Hubbard: Messiah or Madman?, 1992; and Russell Miller's Bare-Faced Messiah:
The True Story of L. Ron Hubbard, 1987. One is advised that in both of these works Hubbard frequently is quoted
verbatim and any Christian will find his words vulgar, obscene, and offensive.]
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YWAM Testimonies - 2002 
Updated 2004!

My YWAM Experience 
by G. in an email of 12/1/02 to DITC

This is just some of my experience in YWAM...

First of all I would like to say that if most pastors knew what is really going on in YWAM they would never send their
people to this organization.

My ten year experience with YWAM was both good and bad, but mostly bad. The pressure tactics they use and their
manipulation is very negative.

Please understand that I have traveled to every continent on the globe, with the exception of South America, through
YWAM. I have also personally been to more than 30 individual YWAM bases and have seen what goes on first hand.

There are four primary teachings that YWAM uses at every base, which everyone must learn, that concern me. They
are as follows:

Unity at all costs 
Giving up your rights 
"Touch not God's Anointed" 
"Deniers, Quitters and Betrayers"

And there are many more...They also push students to speak in tongues...These four teachings ultimately achieve total
control for YWAM and its leaders.

Everyone who attends YWAM also goes through what they call a time of "ministry." During this time you confess and
renounce old sins. If you don't confess something, then you are looked upon as unable to allow "God to go deep." You
are also encouraged to imagine that Jesus is in the room with you through a type of guided imagery.

YWAM leaders have said for many years that they want to recruit young people fresh out of high school. These youth
are often quite vulnerable and obviously can be easily influenced. They also frequently have little if any meaningful
bible training. The four teachings previously cited may then be taken to an extreme to train these youth. And YWAM
can do a great job manipulating almost any situation.

When negative things happen within YWAM a typical response is, "That's an isolated situation." And when I was in
YWAM they told me always to "cover the mission at all costs." They try to make any problem appear as if it is only
the first time such a problem has occurred. Remember that their funding often comes from the local church...so cover
the mission at all cost!

If you confront a YWAM leader about any problem they will often say, "How can I serve you?" This is a response
they are routinely taught to use, but it really isn't an answer. Instead, it is more like a rehearsed tactic of evasion.

http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/page3.html
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I recall once serving leaders snacks at a meeting and feeling embarrassed when one leader said what a good job I was
doing. I suppose it was embarrassing to realize just how submissive my service had become.

Many times we ate badly at YWAM bases. But I observed leaders eating steak or some other special food. They
apparently felt that this was their privilege. And many times women were picked over men to lead teams. Such
practices seemed to me to ignore scripture. But if you speak out against their unbiblical teaching or behavior, they will
use the teaching "Unity at all 
costs" and ask you to leave or shut up.

And don't expect to have a special friendship with someone of the opposite sex at YWAM, unless you get permission.

If you are attempting to get information from former YWAM members remember to ask them twice, "What really
happened?" Perhaps the second time around they will tell you more about their experience.

When I took YWAM courses at the "University of the Nations" I found out that only some of the teachers there had
accredited degrees in biblical studies. This was not good, since I was hoping to receive an accredited degree myself.
Though they call it the "University of Nations" apparently it is unaccredited. Many of the teachers listed in their
admissions book, I later found out, did not really teach at their school or extension schools. Interestingly, they don't
allow people to attend the school if they are not 
"spiritual" enough at discipleship training school (DTS).

YWAM also believes you should pay for other students that come in broke. This is part of their teaching "Giving up
your rights." They will get any money a new member brings--you can rely upon that. In my opinion life at YWAM is
ultimately "bad news."

Anyone reading this should consider going somewhere else. There are other places to serve God and be trained. But if
you have read all this and still decide to attend YWAM. I suggest you do three things:

First, leave most of your money back home with a family member or trusted friend with instructions to save it for you.

Second, tell them no matter what you say, not to give it back, unless you are almost dead.

And finally, please pray before you go...there are many mind games played in YWAM and you must be
prepared...show your pastor this letter before you go...and remember they will try to get you to go to their school...it is
very unaccredited...and many other schools don't accept their units...only 15 of my 60 plus units were accepted at
another school...they will ask you to come on staff...only if you have been the perfect ywamer and never went against
the leadership...they will ask you to raise money from your home church, friends and family so you can give them
your money to do free work for them...those that teach in ywam make very good money...a DTS school with 40
students at $2,500= $100,000 US dollars! and that is every three months...but you won't know it by the quality of food
you eat...or your housing for that matter...so when the leadership say they don't have any money...they are not telling
you the truth...

Once you are there if you speak out about a leader or speaker at your YWAM base and say they did something wrong,
such as unbiblical teachings, expect them to use "touch not my anointed" to discredit your comments and excuse their
own conduct. You then may be asked to leave. Such tactics seem to keep everyone quiet. The leaders then can say or
do almost anything they want. Remember, control is the goal. YWAM often takes discipleship to extremes, which is
very unhealthy.

If you decide later that you want to expose them, or simply want to leave, they will then use the teaching, "Deniers,
Quitters and Betrayers," to make you feel that you have actually left the "Will of God" and will be "lost forever." The
result of this teaching is often years of false guilt.

After leaving YWAM I attended an accredited school and eventually completed two undergraduate degrees and later a
Masters degree in counseling. I am now working on my Ph.D. and serving a church congregation as an associate
pastor.
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Looking back on my years at YWAM I can see now how twisted it was and would never recommend YWAM to
anyone. It has been years since I left, but I still have nightmares about my time there. BE CAREFUL!

YWAM Testimony 
by R., in an email of 12/4/02 to DITC

Hello,

I have just finished an 8 month trip with a YWAM leader, where we spent 5 months being disciple and 3 months
touring as a worship team in ...  My problem is that I believe there was great abuse of scriptures (anointing, callings,
false prophecies).  All of these things were used to control and manipulate us as followers. I have confronted this
leader and this person refuses to listen.  I have pleaded for communication and there has been nothing.  I have
confronted the leader's home church and still nothing. My question is how can I post my story on the internet? I would
like to post all of my emails to the leader and to the leader's church. I would like to explain my story and all of the
false teachings in detail to warn others because I feel that the same thing is happening elsewhere. Please advise,

Thanks 
R.

YWAM Testimony 
by Name Withheld, in an email of 2/15/02 to DITC

Dear Sandy,

I have enjoyed reading your website for the past 2 years.

Anyway, the reason I am writing to you is to thank you for exposing YWAM and even writing an open letter to them.
You see, I have been with YWAM for 13 years (on and off).  Recently I left the YWAM base where I had been living
for some years.

Our leader ... knows all about who Benny Hinn really is, because I talked to him about the apostasy going on in the
Church over a year ago (warning him about the direction YWAM has taken supporting these false prophets) and when
he ... heard from me (knew nothing about it before) that Hinn prophesied physical appearance of Jesus, they could not
believe it - it sounded so "off the wall" to them. They agreed it was false - so "Hinn must have lost his anointing, must
have sold it for money" (while I told them he was just a wolf in sheep's clothing - YWAMers don`t believe in wolves,
though). Now they probably know that their close friend and "leader" Loren got the same warning in an e-mail a few
days ago (not to mention that he was on Benny Hinn`s program!) - and he will brush it off.

I (attended) the University of the Nations campus in Kona. It was before gold dust miracles came there ... as I recall
hearing from someone who works there. Even then ... there were some drunk (in the spirit) prophets prophesying and
teaching the whole campus (using Kevin Prosch music as a background) during an open meeting on the basket-ball
stadium, and I remember that the older people from staff did NOT feel comfortable about that (Loren C. was not living
there at the time), while the younger staff were saying that " the old order" must go.

Anyway, Loren C. is condoning "birthing" in the spirit manifestations and all this TB junk. (Kindgom Now or
Dominionism has led him astray in the arms of the NEW AGE Christianity - which is not the true Christianity at all,
just a clever counterfeit). He is one of the false apostles.

The main streams in YWAM during the last decade and now:

- Latter Rain theology (they promote all the false prophets like Cindy Jacobs and "apostolic reformation" of Peter
Wagner - which is really setting up an anti-christ system of "apostolic" rule in the Church),
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- Dominion Theology (or Kingdom Now) - they are post-millenial to the core, expecting the Church to christianize the
whole world before Jesus can come back to rule - so they are very evangelistic, but with wrong motives (to rule the
world before Christ can come back, to take a dominion over every aspect of life in every nation, also spiritually: over
"territorial spirits" and Satan, otherwise Jesus can not come back),

- They even started to have strong WOF elements in their teachings, picked up from the River teachers
(Brownsville,Argentina etc. or WoFJohn Avanzini - one teacher in YWAM whose topic is finances and economy, has
been teaching us that "Jesus was rich" - junk etc). They started concentrating on positive confession and David/Paul
Yonggi Cho. Anything negative is from the devil. (especially concerning the "Revival" they are awaiting).

I participated in their "leaders of the 21st century" training course ... (the leader(s) and the spouses were also told to do
the school together) ... - it was then that I discovered how far removed from BIBLICAL Christianity they truly are (and
here I am talking about the top leaders, not young people who are true to Jesus and just want to serve Him, they just
need to have their eyes opened to the Truth about this organization).

What they were teaching us as future leaders, was very close to New Age teachings (which I know a lot about and had
no difficulty recognizing the fact): One of the top regional YWAM leaders (of one region of the world, not just a
national leader) told us very clearly how we could evangelize witches: "May be we should tell them that Jesus was the
greatest SHAMAN ever".

They promote dialog with Islam and other religions, not to convert them to Jesus Christ, but to build brigdes between
our religions - Lynn Green was teaching us in person about that (and about his reconciliation walk) and I must say, he
sounded very ignorant and foolish (he said: "I DON`T KNOW WHERE IT ALL LEADS, but this was really God
doing" - and to me it was obvious that WE KNOW WHERE IT LEADS: to a One World Religion (something which
the Pope also is working towards 
and they admire the Pope, the  leader for Europe have stated to us that he has read all the Pope`s books and he agrees
with 95% of what John Paul II says!!). Lynn Green also said that he has met many Muslems in the Middle-East during
his walks, who were CHRISTLIKE more than we, Christians, are (!!!!).

The whole approach to train future YWAM leaders was very psychological (secular tests, books written even by a
Mormon were recommended), based on marketing our organization and the gospel like you are trained to do in a
secular company by 
using man-made methods, while God and His true Word is left out in our "planning for the next 25 yeas" (what pride).

YWAM is a mixture of good and bad, but in the last decade, I can truly say, it has become leavened to the core. There
are still MANY wonderful people there (especially those short-term missionaries, who have not been brainwashed yet).
The Gospel still may be preached by those who are true to the Bible. But the whole system and the leaders have
strayed away and refuse to receive any correction. (like in a cult, if you go and tell the leaders about the problems you
see with their doctrine or practice, you will be ostracized, called "bitter and unforgiving" and "divisive". They will try
to give you a "mentor" who can monitor your growth in the Lord according to THEIR teachings. You can leave, they
will not hold you back - but don`t you try to change their unbiblical ways, it is too late).

God bless you, 
Name Withheld

Answer to my return email ...

>it is truly sad that this old friend of mine is unwilling to admit that Benny Hinn is a false prophet. >

You know, one reason for that may be that YWAMers' "credo" is: "All who name the name of Christ as their Saviour
are our brothers and sisters in the Lord". (But Jesus said to us to warn us, that the deceivers will come IN HIS
NAME!!! And not in the name of Buddha or Joseph Smith).

Another favorite one, by Joy Dawson, is: "we all are just a different piece of a puzzle, so even if something seems
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unbiblical to you, it`s probably because you are the one who still doesn`t understand the Bible, you need to grow in the
faith". Actually, she may have used a diamond with many angles as her picture (of different denominatins and
teachings, yet still "united in Christ"), but later it was promoted as "pieces of a puzzle".

So what they often think is like in this quote below (this is not from a YWAMer, but represents EXACTLY what I
have heard in YWAM):

"His sheep Know his voice, and he corrects those whom he loves. False Prophets will always get off doctrinally and
pervert the gospel to line their own Pockets. Suffice To say that the word of God does the convicting. Our Job is not to
go around looking for false Prophets but To preach the word. The word (Double edged sword that it is does the
convicting and the exposing) It really is that simple. I guess It boils down to what constitutes a false Prophet. Certainly
None of the names brought Up so far fall Into that category In anybody On this forum's book. If You feel That Benny
Hinn and Bro Hagin are false Prophets Then i would respectfully demurr from continuing this dialogue any further
cos we would be on Two different pages altogether. Suffice To say that their doctrinal positions on the essentials of the
faith such as the Virgin Birth, The Triune God, The Deity and Humanity of Jesus, Fall within parametric brackets of
Orthodoxy. At all Benny Hinn Crusades, I see and hear The name of Jesus Lifted up, ditto all the other leaders In the
wof. (see www.bennyhinn.org and www.rhema.org for the doctrinal Positions of both pertinent Ministries) Suffice To
say That I am by no means implying that these men are Infallible and walk Perfectly In Love all the Time But who
does?  Again Other Than explicit doctrinal manipulation of the essential doctrines of Christ such as denying his deity.
I would tread carefully In criticizing those who name the name of Jesus since Only God Knows hearts (The Only
exception being those who  exert spiritual authority over such as Church or Familiy). One could easily get over Into
"evil surmisings" Otherwise. Does that mean that all whom name the name of Jesus are A Ok .. Not neccessarily but
the wheat and the tares are To be left To grow Together. The angels Themselves will do The sifting towards the end Of
the age. Any attempt To sort the wheat from the tares By Us may result In rooting The wheat along with the tares.
Suffice To say that those whom claimed To have worked wonders In His name but are still rejected are Judged By Him
at the Judgement seat and not by us in this dispensation."

Such words I also heard - EXACTLY the same - from the mouth of one of the top leaders ... - a man who I otherwise
respected, he was not arrogant and false to the core - he had some good, Biblical teachings as well, yet mixed with a
leaven. At one time he even advocated visualization practice of Yonggi Cho (during our 'leadership training school' for
the YWAM leaders).

Another reason why your old friend may not be willing to admit Benny Hinn is a false prophet - despite all the proofs
- may be that deep inside he "knows", but his own position as a future director is too precious to him to lose. After all,
Loren Cunningham and Joy Dawson are promoting Hinn (and Hinn promoting them - reminds me of John 5:44) and to
go against such "heros of faith" would equal "lack of unity" and "rebellion".

Another problem in YWAM is a hero-worship of Loren. Even Joy called him - while talking to Benny Hinn on his
program - "one of the greatest luminaries on the planet right now". He is simply so much "higher" than us, normal
believers, so anointed and chosen for this special God`s plan in the earth (to disciple the youth - as she said), that "who
are we" to question his judgment?!

>They are actively promoting the Third Wave in the islands through heretical books>

They do it everywhere. Do you know who is responsible for printing "God`s chasers" and other kind of junk by
Tommy T here (and spreading it all over the country, to all denominations)? Our YWAM publishing.

To me the greatest shock a year ago or so, was to see Tommy Tenney on TBN where his new book was being
presented and he read endorsment from...Joy Dawson (among others). I guess heretics endorse heretics, Tenney is just
the worst kind of a GNOSTIC "Christian" I have yet seen, occultic to the core. And YWAM LOVES it. ...

>I guess they allegorize OT Scriptures to try to prove some kind of worldwide revival of the end times,>

You are right, they allegorize a lot (just like the Latter Rain teachers do). Their favorite verses to prove that we will
evangelize the world (and have a Christian SOCIETY) before Jesus can come back, is this:
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>ISA 11:9 They will neither harm nor destroy on all my holy mountain, for the earth will be full of the knowledge of
the Lord as the waters cover the sea. HAB 2:14 For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the
Lord, as the waters cover the sea.>

They believe this is for NOW and that they have a commission from God to fulfill it!

>but will not take the plain commands of people like Peter seriously.>

This is very true. They totally reject the plain teachings of the TRUE apostles! I remember during that leadership
training, we were going to have lectures with the European director Jeff Fountain (he is the one who later said that
Jesus was the greatest Shaman, ever - to the Wicca witch) and before I went to his first lecture, I was praying in the
morning. As I was doing that, the Lord impressed upon me 2 Peter 3:16-17. I can`t tell you how true that warning from
God turned out to be! Jeff was perverting everything the apostles were teaching, telling us "we need a paradigm shift"
and need to become "post-millenial" etc. He was one of the most New Age YWAM leaders I`ve ever heard.

>Clearly they have bought into subjectivism to the max and are making up their own religion as they go.>

Exactly, they are making their OWN religion by now, with the GNOSTIC Jesus and a different spirit. One clear
scripture about them I received 2 years ago - while praying for them in agony- was from Jeremiah 8:4-23. I believe
this is exactly how the Lord looks at them and this is what He would say to them. But they have no spiritual
understanding to see it, they have become blind leading the blind. They can not repent, coz they do not think they have
sinned. SAD.

Keep up the good work,

Love in Christ, 
Name Withheld

YWAM Testimony 
by I., in an email of 1/31/02 to DITC

Dear Sandy,

Firstly, let me introduce myself. I. ... converted in 1968, introduced to YWAM that year, and joined them in 1971 to
1974.

I cut my teeth on "moral government" and just like Greg Robertson, I thought it had the answers. ... WE know all the
founders of YWAM, and were close at hand at the many shipwrecks along the way. It is only god's grace that has kept
us together and He alone has the glory for leading us out of the deception. It took 20 years!

In the 80's I wrote a book, not published, attempting to show that the New Age movement was invading the church in
force, and that its links were as far back as Babylon. It was during this time that the writings of Francis Schaeffer
became very real to us. We devoured everything he wrote. In particular, his high view of Scripture, and his statement
that the bottom line is the view of biblical authority, were the issues that turned on the lights for us.

To our dismay and concern, few around us cold see it! We felt that open argument was NOT the way at that time, but
rather gentle discussion and pointing people to the facts. We have maintained this stance until yesterday.

I read your article re Joy Dawson and was disappointed, not with you for writing it, you were reporting the facts. No, I
was disappointed with Joy Dawson. Someone whom I had deeply respected, someone who knew me personally, and
who could then go on to be so totally deluded.... it beggars belief. For me personally the cycle of deception which
began with moral government was somehow completed with her endorsement of Hinn. the man is a ludicrous, though
thoroughly dangerous, caricature of true ministry.
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I went public yesterday, and emailed my entire Christian friends network, expressing my thoughts as above. I am now
waiting for the explosions! The first response was from an Ex ywam leader, now living in Colorado Springs, who also
expressed his disappointment with Dawson, and his growing concern, and even real apprehension at the blindness of
the "church". So maybe there are 7000 left!

I have appreciated your site, and your colleagues. I am now simply pointing people in the direction of these sites, so
they may do their own research, and come to the glaringly obvious conclusions - if it walks like a duck, quacks like a
duck, swims like a duck and lays duck eggs, then it is a duck, and not an eagle.

maranatha, 
I.

I just stumbled upon your website and have a few things to say:

To begin with I did a DTS with YWAM in New Zealand in 2000. Needless to say I witnessed some outrageous things
and experienced first-hand some of the very sand-founded practices you have revealed on your website. Just a few of
these experiences include: a "prophet" (Peter Kumar) manifesting oil on the palms of a student, very contrived
situations with students "receiving" the gift of tongues and of course the all-too-famous incidents of students being
slain in the spirit. Also, in Fiji, an Indian pastor shook my face and loudly proclaimed that "if you do not
shiadadadada, then you have not been fiiiilllledd with the holy ghost, shiadadadada". Although an infant in regards to
such outlandish behaviour, I yet could see through most of it. Nevertheless, I did not see through it all. Thus, if you
have the time I would like to know what it is that is precisely wrong with prayer walking or advocating indigenous
cultures (the quoted scripture did, admittedly, seem rather weak, though i am no scholar) as well as some of the other
seemingly more innocent and well-intentioned practices.

I am fully aware that YWAM has gotten up to their necks in rotten theology. I was aware of this when I first worked
with them. I am now more aware of this fact than ever. However, I have lately been considering working with them
again with sincere hopes that I might be able to shed the smallest bit of light perhaps not onto the hearts of leaders but
rather of the vulnerable students (of which there were many of us on my DTS). I highly wonder whether to act as the
antithesis of their spirit-of-the-age philosophies might not aid in clearing up some confusion for some students. That's
all. I would undoubtedly value a response. Thanks much.

A.D.

Hi again Sandy, I am going to order the Hinn Video, and the whole tape series....

Also: a note to add to your YWAM files or elsewhere Sandy.

A few years ago I was invited to a bible study in a former relative's home. Upon going I discovered they were very
active in the prophetic, controlling spirit ministry. Their method of "hearing from God" included their own thoughts,
and whatever else might influence them, but mainly they played at Bible Ouija Board so to speak. Meaning, they
would throw open the bible and whereever their eyes landed, that was a "thus sayeth the Lord" for you.

I asked them what they were doing, she said, "I just tell the Lord. I have to know, I got to know now... and then He
tells me."

Before I came to Christ, I had engaged in similar types of hocus-pocus. Trying to get answers from coins, tea leaves,
stars, or where books fall open had never been an option for me AFTER coming to Christ, so I tried to pick up my jaw
from the floor...and went home.

I wept, prayed and fasted for her. Finally one day, I heard from the Lord myself, one word..."soothsayer". I hated to
think that of her...but as I wept and questioned it... there was a firm direction to go and study that word, which I never
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had. Imagine my surprise when Strong's list's the word and it roots as being "one who demands to know". (Just what
she had proclaimed she did!)

After hunting around, I found the "Bible dart board", also being named 'Bibliomancy', was being taught on several
witchcraft and Wicca sites. Armed with this evidence and reluctantly I obeyed the Spirit and went in trembling
dependance to seek for my friend's ear and soul. I went back to try to reason privately with her, as the Word says to
do...only to be physically pushed out of her home, which confirmed my worst fears.

These folks regularly hook up the people coming out of drugs and alcohol problems with leaders who take them right
back into the bars and drug infested alleys they have just left. They do it before allowing time for healing and
discipleship to occur. Within 2 or 3 months of "salvation" they sent their own niece through YWAM into the worst
bars in Amsterdam.

All I can say, is the thing St. John marveled at in Revelation is indeed a marvel.

It would help if true brethren would heed this warning...these kind of "ministers" are filling the open slots within the
prison system. They do exactly what Jesus warned of..."you give people entrance to God's Kingdom, and then make
them twice as fit for hell."

Ever since then, I have been filling one slot in one facility, keeping the wolves from the tender little sheep as God's
grace allows. 
I say this as both an exortation and a wake up to all who are His, we must not neglect our calling, for if we do, the
minions of the deceived will and do gladly take our places.

B.G.

My daughter was a few weeks away from being accepted by YWAM DTS training in either Colorado or Montana. I
had the opportunity to talk to both Tom McMahon and Dave Hunt of The Berean Call at the ... Conference in ... a few
weeks ago. They expressed concerns about the path YWAM has taken and their questionable doctrine. 
  
I and a friend did some quick Google searches and found your website which provided more details regarding the
concerns. Although I spoke with YWAM personally about these concerns and think the person I spoke with was
sincere and not a proponent of emotional manipulation kinds of training, he was not convincing when I asked if Holly
could run into any of these concerns at his DTS site. Given that teachers include both local and visiting staff, anything
is possible. Another key factor was my review of YWAM's statement of beliefs, compared to "New Tribes" statement
of beliefs. YWAM's was ambiguous, with lots of wiggle room. 
  
My daughter was quite disappointed the night I told her YWAM was heading in the wrong direction, even if the site
she was hoping for was on the more conservative side of YWAM DTS sites. The next day it was my daughter who
showed me the radical difference between the statement of beliefs between the two organizations. We both learned
first hand the importance of solid, unambiguous Biblical doctrine. 
  
Thank you again for your ministry. 
  
BB

Dear Mr. Simpson and all at the the DITC website, 
  
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ!  I want to thank you for your willingness to stand for the truth and
your boldness to expose heresy in the church today.  I must admit, it is not easy to take. 
  
If you don't mind, I'd like to share a little story about my experience with YWAM, but before I do, I want to preface it
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with this:  By and large, I had a very positive experience, and I know without a doubt that God used it to help me
begin to grow up in the faith.  Actually, my DTS was an amazing experience.  It's rather hard to describe how those 5
months changed me because you'd have to know me personally.  Let's just say that it brought me out of my shell and
gave me alot of confidence in Christ to follow Him no matter what...to live a life of reckless abandonment to Christ. 
Anyhow...on with the story. 
  
I did a Discipleship Training School a couple years ago at the YWAM Kona, HI base (the University of the Nations). 
A few months before leaving, one of my dear friends told me that she had heard some unsavory things about YWAM
and that I needed to be careful.  I didn't really know what she was talking about, and didn't think much about it until
after reading some articles on your site. 
  
As I said above, my DTS was overwhelmingly a good experience.  However, looking back now there are a couple of
events/activities that stand out in my mind as highly questionable.  The first was called "Plumbline Week" and
happened about 4 weeks into the school.  The idea of this time was to learn about God's forgiveness and His abundant
grace.  The idea behind the name is to confess our sins, and examine our lives to see where we are not lining up with
God's truth, not an unnoble concept.  One day during the week was set aside for us to gather into small groups (10-14
people) of the same gender, with two "counselors."  If we felt comfortable, we could share about some event(s) and
sins in our lives that we felt were hindering our spiritual growth at the time.  We would confess sins, and also share
situations in which we had been sinned against.  All the while a counselor was making notations on a paper.  We were
then led in a process of forgiving others and allowing ourselves to receive God's forgiveness.  This is where the highly
questionable procedures came in.  We were instructed by the counselor to do a series of visualizations, of forgiving
others, and in particular in my case, picturing myself taking my sin and nailing it to the cross.  It was expected that we
were "hearing from God" and that He was giving us these mentle images.  I was asked to verbally explain what I saw
in my head.  I distinctly remember feeling uncomfortable at this point, and like I was not doing something right
because I wasn't seeing anything.  So I made things up, and when it didn't seem like I was giving the answer they
wanted, I changed it slightly until it was "correct."  They then proceded to pray over me, and then my turn was over. 
And the things that I confessed and discussed, they were made into a much bigger deal than they really were, because
I didn't know what else to share.  This activity, whenever I thought about it afterwards, never set right with my spirit. 
  
I have not done much research on this, but these visualization techniques seem awfully New Age to me.  And because
it was a group activity, there was pressure to participate (although you could choose not to). 
  
The other activities that seemed a bit strange to me were on my outreach (the mission portion).  We had gathered with
a group of about 50 YWAMers in a major city in SE Asia.  We did alot of prayer activities, walking around major
areas of the city.  At one point we had people from different nations (i.e. US and UK) come to the center of the group,
and act as... well, I don't really know what you'd call it, mediators?  They knelt on behalf of their nation to ask
forgiveness for the sins of colonialism and allowing all the negative western influences into this city.  I don't know if
this is necessarily unscriptural, because I think one of the OT prophets did something similar on behalf of Israel.  It
just seemed weird.  And while we were stopped and praying at this spot, an elderly homeless woman came up with a
tin cup asking for spare change.  No one in our group seemed to notice her, or if they did, did nothing to be of
practical assistance to her.  Surely we could have taken her for a meal at the McDonald's right around the corner? 
  
Oh, the other thing that happened while in Kona was that Benny Hinn was in town, and some of the students from our
school were out fundraising in the community, and B.H. gave them $100.  Everyone was excited and talking about him
in a very positive light, as if he was a revered man.  I did not like this. 
  
Reading your articles about YWAM's new association with Hinn really brought me to my senses, and I am no longer
willing to endorse YWAM.  This is sooo hard, though!  I have so many friends who are loosely associated with
YWAM, yet are very deceived.  It is difficult to tell them my change of opinion.  (and difficult for me to accept). 
  
I am sorry, I didn't intend this e-mail to become so long.  I just want to say thank you, again, for your ministry, and
pray that God continues to give you discernment and the ability to rightly divide His word. 
  
Soli Deo Gloria, 
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Recommended Publications
Since we are often asked which publications, newsletters, and other sources of Bible study/teaching materials would be
helpful for the discerning Christian, we update the "approved list" we publish from time to time. Although it is never
possible to unreservedly recommend a ministry's materials, we have found the following sources to be consistently
Biblical and informative (Frequency of Publication/Tax Deductibility of Contributions/Annual Cost of Publication):

Jerry Huffman (Ed.; Retired)
104 Cotton Row NW
Huntsville, AL 35806

Web Site Click Here

Monthly
(no longer being published;
back issues on CC web site)

n/a n/a

Foundation
Dennis Costella (Ed.)
FEA, P.O. Box 6278
Los Osos, CA 93412

Web Site#1 Click Here

Web Site#2 Click Here

Web Site #3 Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes $8.00

O Timothy
David Cloud (Ed.)

Way of Life Literature 
P.O. Box 610368 

Port Huron, MI 48061
866-295-4143

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Monthly Yes $20.00

PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter
Martin & Deidre Bobgan (Eds.)

4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes Free

http://home.hiwaay.net/~contendr/
http://www.biblebelievers.net/
http://www.feasite.org/
http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcfound.htm
mailto:kcondron@worldnet.att.net
http://wayoflife.org/
mailto:dcloud@wayoflife.org
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Recommended Books
PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity (Bobgan)
Larry Crabb's Gospel (Bobgan)
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Bobgan)
The End of "Christian Psychology" (Bobgan)
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (Bobgan)
Competent To Minister: The Biblical Care of Souls (Bobgan)
Christ-Centered Misistry vs. Problem-Centered Counseling (Bobgan)
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Bobgan)
Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing (Bobgan)
TheoPhostic Counseling: Divine Revelation? OR PsychoHeresy? (Bobgan)
Missions & PsychoHeresy (Bobgan)
HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic? (Bobgan)

Manufacturing Victims: What the Psychology Industry is Doing to People (Dineen)

Abusing Memory: The Healing Theology of Agnes Sanford (Gumprecht)

Horoscopes & the Christian (Morey)

Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (Owen)

Need: The New Religion (Walter)

From Forgiven to Forgiving (Adams)
Call To Discernment (Adams)
The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (Adams)

The Danger of Self-Love (Brownback)

Can You Trust Your Doctor? (New Age Medicine) (Ankerberg/Weldon)

The Illustrated ORIGINS Answer Book (Taylor)

The Genesis Flood (Whitcomb/Morris)

Roman Catholicism (Boettner)

Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church (Pickering)

Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?  
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.
You Are On Our Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School
Teacher's Edition Oxford 1880s KJV
Bible - A Bible once endorsed by C.H.
Spurgeon

Our Blog Truth with Snares!?

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Maintained as part of our Ministry 

The Organic Church God's Word
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Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

Newest Articles 
No One Will Be “Left Behind” …But You Will Be Separated! February 2013

- You like J.N. Darby and C.I. Scofield? Some lies stretch back some 173 years!
Soularize -Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left

– Homo-emergent teaching!? A glimpse at the homosexual agenda coming to the church! 

Christian-Yoga Studio Owner Claims No Compromise of Faith? 
- Owner states, "...we practice a hatha-based yoga."
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Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses from people who "profess" to be
Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the
following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of criticisms
that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site NOT be
stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you
need, a link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.
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Introduction

Why A Discernment Notebook? (2/04) 

Is It Right to Judge?

Is Controversy Christian?  (6/98)

False Doctrine & Matthew 18  (1/99)

All Truth is God's Truth?  (1/02)

Unconditional Love/Acceptance  (12/97)

Are We Too Negative?  (1/99)

I Don't Wanna' Hear It  (1/99)

Love/Doctrine/Unity/Truth  (10/98)

Modern Day Balaams  (8/96)

Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel  (12/97)

The Siren Song of Unity  (1/97)

The New Birth  (4/97)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation (6/97)

The Sovereignty of God in Salvation  (12/03) 

The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation  (8/98)

Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith: The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not  (8/98)
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Book Reviews / Movie Reviews

Book Reviews Movie Reviews

Bondage Breaker, The  
(Neil Anderson) (10/92) The Passion of the Christ  (3/05)  

Can You Trust Your Doctor?  
(Ankerberg & Weldon) (6/91) Atlantis: The Lost Empire  (2/04) 

Celebration of Discipline 
(Richard Foster) (3/05) Casper  (2/04) 

Christ-Esteem
(Don Matzat) (2/02) The Chronicles of Narnia (12/05)

Creative Counterpart  
(Linda Dillow) (8/90) Contact  (2/04)

Da Vinci Code, The
(Dan Brown) (12/06)    Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2/04) 

Every Man's Battle  
(Arterburn & Stoeker) (10/03) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2/04) 

Experiencing God  
(Henry Blackaby) (4/99) Hercules (2/04) 

Flames of Freedom  
(Erwin Lutzer) (4/92) Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Fresh Encounter  
(Henry Blackaby) (3/00) The Lion King (2/04) 

Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire  
(Jim Cymbala) (2/04) The Lord of the Rings (2/04) 

Hearing God's Voice
(Henry & Richard Blackaby) (12/06)   Maltilda (2/04) 

Hell's Best Kept Secret
(Ray Comfort) (12/06)    Matrix (2/04) 

Hour That Changes The World, The
(Dick Eastman) ( 8/92) Pocahontas (2/04) 

How To Handle Adversity  
(Charles Stanley) (6/91) Pokeman (2/04) 

I Just Saw JESUS  
(Paul Eshleman) (12/97) The Prince of Egypt (2/04) 

In The Face of God  
(Michael Horton) (2/02) Shrek (2/04) 

Intended For Pleasure  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99) Spider-Man (2/04) 

Introduction to Biblical Counseling  
(John MacArthur) (11/94) Star Wars: The Revenge of the Sith (1/06)

Jesus Manifesto, The - The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2

 (3/11) Tarzan (2/04) 

Left Behind Series, The  
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(Tim LaHaye & Jerry Jenkins) (1/05)  

Life Application Bible  
(Zondervan/Tyndale) (2/92)  

Life-Style Evangelism  
(Joseph Aldrich) (9/99)  

Like Lambs to the Slaughter  
(Johanna Michaelsen) (2/92)  

Lord, Heal My Hurts  
(Kay Arthur) (8/01)  

Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
(John MacArthur v. Charles Ryrie) (1/97)  

Love Is A Choice  
(Minirth & Meier) (1/97)  

Love-Life  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99)  

Marriage: The Divine Intimacy  
(Jack Schaap) (12/08)  

Masculine Journey, The  
(Robert Hicks) (8/97)  

Message, The  
(Eugene Peterson) (3/95)  

Mount Up On Wounded Wings  
(Beneth Peters Jones) (4/97)  

New Kind of Christian, A
(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Our Sufficiency in Christ
(John MacArthur) (12/97)  

Power of Crying Out, The  
(Bill Gothard) (1/04)  

Power Religion  
(Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)  

Prayer of Jabez, The  
(Bruce Wilkinson) (3/03)  

Purpose Driven Church, The  
(Rick Warren) (4/99)  

Purpose Driven Life, The  
(Rick Warren) (11/03)   

Ragamuffin Gospel, The  
(Brennan Manning) (10/03)   

Rekindled 
(Pat Williams) (3/96)  

Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible, The 
(Richard Foster) (8/05)  

Road Less Traveled, The  
(M. Scott Peck) (2/03)  

Secret Message of Jesus, The
(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     
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Serenity: Companion for 12-Step Rcvy  
(Hemfelt/Fowler) (2/93)  

Shack, The  
(William P. Young) (2/09)  

This Present Darkness  
(Frank Peretti) (6/95)  

What Love Is This? 
(Dave Hunt) (12/06)   

Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology  
(Ed Bulkley) (6/95)  

Wild at Heart  
(John Eldredge) (10/03)   
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Quotes

Misc. Quotes On False Teachers/Teachings  (9/90)

Quotes On "Unity"  (8/92)

C.H. Spurgeon On "Separation"  (9/92)

Quotes On "Psychology"  (1/94)

Quotes On "Public" v. "Private" Correction of Error  (4/92)

Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church  (3/81)

Doctrinal Division & Discernment  (12/91)

Watch Out For False Teachers Among You  (12/91)

Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers  (11/92)

What Is Success In Ministry?  (10/87)

Compromise & Pragmatism  (11/89)

Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?  (4/88)
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Cults

Marks Of A Cult  (12/01)

Christian Science  (10/01)

Eckankar  (8/98)

Jehovah's Witnesses  (11/01)

Masons (Freemasonry) (12/01)

Mormonism  (3/03) 

New Age Movement  (11/01)

Scientology  (11/01)

Seventh-Day Adventism  (11/01)

Silva Method (Silva Mind Control) (11/94)

Unification Church (Moonies) (11/01)

Unitarian Universalists  (8/97)

Unity School of Christianity  (11/01)

Way International, The  (11/01)

WorldWide Church of God, The (Armstrongism) (11/01)
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all these words:

this exact word or phrase:

any of these words:

none of these words:

numbers ranging from:

language: any language

region: any region

last update: anytime

Find pages with...  

To do this in the search box

Then narrow your
results by...

Advanced Search

Type the important words:  tricolor rat 
terrier

Put exact words in quotes:  "rat terrier"

Type OR between all  the words you want:  
miniature OR standard

Put a minus sign just before words you don't
want:  -rodent, -"Jack Russell"

to

Put 2 periods between the numbers and add a
unit of measure: 10..35 lb, $300..$500, 
2010..2011

Find pages in the language you select.

Find pages published in a particular region.

Find pages updated within the time you specify.

Google+ Search Images Maps Play YouTube News Gmail More Sign in
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site or domain:

terms appearing: anywhere in the page

SafeSearch: Show most relevant results

file type: any format

usage rights: not filtered by license

You can also...

Find pages that are similar to, or link to, a URL
Search pages you've visited
Use operators in the search box
Customize your search settings

Search one site (like  wikipedia.org ) or limit
your results to a domain like .edu,  .org or 
.gov

Search for terms in the whole page, page title, or
web address, or links to the page you're looking
for.

Tell SafeSearch whether to filter sexually explicit
content.

Find pages in the format you prefer.

Find pages you are free to use yourself.

Google Home  Advertising Programs  Business Solutions  Privacy & Terms  About Google
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Type text or a website address or translate a document.
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Grow with Google home 
Skip to Content

Overview
Programs

Events
Stories
About

Overview
Programs

Teachers
Local Businesses
Job Seekers and Students
Developers
Startups

Events
Stories
About

 Teachers Inspire your classroom

 Local Businesses Build your business

 Job Seekers and Students Find a job
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 Developers Learn new coding skills

 Startups Scale your startup

Close programs menu

Supporting our military service members and their
spouses
Explore tools and resources designed to help you transition from military to civilian life

https://grow.google/developers/
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Grow with Google is an initiative to create economic opportunities for all Americans and help them access the best
of Google’s training and tools to grow their skills, careers, and businesses.

For military service personnel, transitioning to civilian life can be very difficult. Many people begin their job searches
on Google, so we started with Search to help those who have served and their families.

Begin your job search
You can search “jobs for veterans” on Google and enter your Military Occupational Specialty code (MOS, AFSC, NEC)
to see relevant civilian jobs that require similar skills to those used in your military roles.

Get Started

https://www.google.com/search?q=jobs+for+veterans
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Google is also assisting other companies in providing this service. You can enter your Military Occupational Specialty
code on the career sites of companies like Siemens, veteran job sites like Getting Hired and job boards
like CareerBuilder and Mid-America Careers. Any job site can use this Google technology through Cloud Talent
Solution to display relevant civilian job postings for transitioning military personnel.

Get Started

https://jobs.siemens-info.com/jobs?page=1
https://www.gettinghired.com/
https://www.careerbuilder.com/
https://www.midamericacareers.com/
https://cloud.google.com/solutions/talent-solution/?utm_source=veterans_page&utm_medium=microsite&utm_campaign=veterans
https://cloud.google.com/solutions/talent-solution/?utm_source=veterans_page&utm_medium=microsite&utm_campaign=veterans
https://cloud.google.com/solutions/talent-solution/?utm_source=veterans_page&utm_medium=microsite&utm_campaign=veterans#features
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Launch a career in IT Support
In the United States, there are currently 150,000 open IT support jobs with median salaries of $52,000. And
demand for these jobs is projected to grow 11% between 2016 and 2026, faster than the average of all other
occupations.

You can get qualified for an entry-level job in IT support in eight months or less with the IT Support Professional
Certificate. No IT experience is necessary.

After completion, we’ll also help you connect with potential employers like Google and more than 20 others that are
looking to hire entry-level IT Support Specialists.

You may be eligible for a scholarship to complete the IT Certificate. Google.org is giving a grant to the USO (United
Service Organizations) to provide training and career guidance for transitioning military personnel, military spouses,
and veterans. The $2.5 million grant will enable the USO to incorporate the Google IT Support Professional
Certificate into their programming.  We’ve also provided scholarships to the Student Veterans Association.

Learn More

150,000

Number of unfilled IT support jobs across the U.S. 1

Start or grow your business

https://grow.google/programs/it-support/
https://grow.google/programs/it-support/
https://www.uso.org/google
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For many veterans, starting and running a local business is your new calling.

You can now identify your business as owned, led, or founded by veterans by adding a “Veteran-Led” attribute to
your listing on Google, which will show up when people look for your business on Google Search and Maps.

This listing is also a place to show your business hours, post photos and updates, and respond to reviews. You can
manage your listing and add the attribute through Google My Business.

Learn More

25%

The percent of transitioning service members who say they want to start their own business 2

2.52 million

The current number of veteran-owned businesses in the U.S. (9% of all U.S. businesses) 3

Learn more about a few veteran-owned businesses
Two Marines Moving 
Alexandria, VA

Learn More

Nick Baucom served his country for six years as a U.S. Marine. When he came home, he wanted a way to keep his
fellow veterans gainfully employed. He founded Two Marines Moving in 2008 to give Virginia businesses and
residents a moving option they could trust, one that reflected the reputation and integrity of the Marines. “The
moving industry is known for some unscrupulous actors, but you can always trust a Marine,” Nick says. From just
one man with a rental truck, Two Marines Moving now employs over a hundred veterans from the Marine Corps,
Army, Navy, and Air Force.

https://support.google.com/business/answer/9049526?hl=en
https://goo.gl/maps/281FVqAXBB92
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Service Brewing Company
Savannah, GA

Learn More

After retiring from the military, Kevin Ryan, a West Point graduate and former Army commander, began brewing
beer with the help of YouTube tutorials. Less than two years later, he and Meredith Sutton founded a successful
craft brewery whose mission is to give back to veterans and their community. They have helped raise tens of
thousands of dollars for local, regional and national organizations that assist veterans and first responders.

Wisconsin Cheese Mart 
Milwaukee, WI

Learn More

Ken McNulty is a third-generation Milwaukeean and an Air Force veteran. He was working as a software consultant
in Chicago when his father called to tell him that Wisconsin Cheese Mart, which has been a Milwaukee institution
since 1938, was for sale. Ken and his wife, Melissa, took a leap of faith and bought the business. They’ve
transformed Wisconsin Cheese Mart from a small, local shop to a national cheese retailer. Their success has allowed
them to create more jobs, pay higher wages, and share Wisconsin cheese with the world.

1. “Summary Demand and Requirements by Occupation,” Labor Insight Jobs, Burning Glass Technologies

2. “Annual Report 2017,” Bunker Labs

3. Veteran-Owned Businesses and Their Owners
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Get your ad on Google today.

Be seen by customers at the very moment that they’re searching on Google for the things you offer.

START NOW

Call to get set up by our Google Ads Specialists: 1-855-647-5018 *

* Phone support operating hours are Mon-Fri, 9am-9pm ET

Why Google Ads?

Attract more customers.
Whether you’re looking to bring in new website visitors, grow online sales, get the phones ringing, to increase brand
awareness or keep customers coming back for more, Google Ads can help.

Reach the right people at the right time.
Your business gets found by people on Google precisely when they’re searching for the things that you offer.

Advertise locally or globally.
Target your ads to customers in certain countries, regions or cities — or within a set distance from your business or
shop.

If you need us, we’re here.
Google Ads lets you manage your online advertising campaign by yourself, or call us for free phone support at 

BENEFITS

 Ads

Call a Google Ads expert for:

Help creating your first campaign

Advice on selecting an initial budget

Ongoing support

 

Call us now at

1-855-647-5018*

* Phone support  available Mon-Fri, 9am-9pm ET

Talk to a human 

https://ads.google.com/um/StartNow?hl=en&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-di-g-aw-a-awhp_1!o2
https://ads.google.com/um/StartNow?hl=en&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-di-g-aw-a-awhp_1!o2
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
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1-855-647-5018 *

* Phone support operating hours are Mon-Fri, 9am-9pm ET

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE BENEFITS

You only pay for results.

No visit, no fee.

Signing up for Google Ads is free. You only pay when someone engages with your ad, like by visiting your website or
calling your business. In other words, when your advertising is working.

Start with any budget.

You set your own budget, so your costs will depend on what you are trying to accomplish with your online advertising.
Some businesses spend tens of thousands of dollars a month, and others are comfortable investing several hundred.

LEARN MORE ABOUT PRICING

PRICING

We’re here to help

Our dedicated team of Google Ads Specialists will work with you to make sure your Google Ads account is set up for
success, at no extra cost, when you invest $10 per day or more. We'll even help you build your campaign.

GET STARTED

tel:+18556475018
https://ads.google.com/intl/en/home/how-it-works/
https://ads.google.com/intl/en/home/pricing/
https://ads.google.com/um/StartNow?hl=en&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-di-g-aw-a-awhp_1!o2
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Follow us on:

Learning & Support

Your Guide to Google Ads

Google Ads Help Center

Google Ads on Google+

START NOW

Call today for account set-up & support from Google

 1-855-647-5018*
* Phone support operating hours are Mon-Fri, 9am-9pm ET

See how we can help you

"The most valuable part was having an
expert that took the time to understand
our business, goals, and audience, and
had the expertise to set up and
optimize our campaigns."
‑ TheMississippiGiftCompany.com

https://plus.google.com/+GoogleAds
https://blog.google/products/ads/
https://twitter.com/googleads
https://www.youtube.com/googleads
https://www.facebook.com/GoogleAds/
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6146252?hl=en&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=en&utm_source=ww-ww-et-b2bfooter_adwords
https://support.google.com/adwords/?hl=en#topic=3119071&utm_source=smb_marketing&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=us-en-et-awhp-footer&utm_content=US
https://plus.google.com/+GoogleAds/posts?hl=en
https://ads.google.com/um/StartNow?hl=en&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-di-g-aw-a-awhp_1!o2
https://ads.google.com/um/StartNow?hl=en&sourceid=awo&subid=us-en-di-g-aw-a-awhp_1!o2
tel:+18556475018
tel:+18556475018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vbOoddIaAc
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Google Advertiser Community

Primer

Developers

Google Developers Site

Google Ads API (AdWords API)

Google Ads Scripts

Google Ads Remarketing Tags

Related Products

Shopping Campaigns

Google My Business

Chrome

Waze Local ads

More Solutions from Google

Business Solutions

G Suite

Think with Google

AdSense

AdMob

 Help Google Privacy Terms

United States – English

https://www.en.advertisercommunity.com/
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Get your business on Google.

Show your open hours, phone number, and directions on Google Search and Maps — with Google My Business.

START NOW

LEARN MORE

Hero background

ADVERTISE

SCALE YOUR BUSINESS

MEASURE & LEARN

IMPROVE YOUR WEBSITE

EARN MONEY FROM ADS

SEE ALL SOLUTIONS

Advertise with Google.

Get more website visits or calls with ads on Google Search, Maps, YouTube, and beyond.

Our online marketing experts will help you get started:

 1-855-842-4820

ADVERTISE

 Business Solutions

https://www.google.com/local/business/add?service=plus&gmbsrc=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-s-z-l~ser-ctrl-u&ppsrc=GMBLG&utm_campaign=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-s-z-l~ser-ctrl-u&utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=z&subid=us-en-et-bizsol&hl=en
https://www.google.com/local/business/add?service=plus&gmbsrc=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-s-z-l~ser-ctrl-u&ppsrc=GMBLG&utm_campaign=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-s-z-l~ser-ctrl-u&utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=z&subid=us-en-et-bizsol&hl=en
https://www.google.com/intl/en/business/?gmbsrc=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-s-z-l~ser-ctrl-u&subid=us-en-et-bizsol
tel:+18558424820
tel:+18558424820
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Free phone support for customers committing to $10 per day or more in ad budget. Phone support operating hours are Mon–Fri, 9am–9pm ET. Standard data
rates may apply.

See how Zyrobotics uses Google Ads
to get their mobile apps in front of
families so kids of all ages and all
abilities can learn while having fun.

Advertise card

Google Ads

Advertise to people on
Google right when they
search for things you
offer.

Shopping
Campaigns

Show your products to
interested shoppers, as
they search on Google.

YouTube Ads

Tell your best stories, and
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Google Cloud includes G Suite for team collaboration and Google Cloud Platform for easy-to-use, scalable infrastructure.
See our solutions for any size and type of business.

SCALE YOUR BUSINESS

attract more customers,
with YouTube video ads.

Universal App
Campaigns

Promote your app to users
on Google with the help of
machine learning.

   
G Suite

Work as a team with
custom email (like
joe@yourcompany) from
Gmail and productivity
tools like Docs, Drive, and
Calendar.

TRY IT FREE
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Web Hosting

Host your website, blog,
or online store. Our
hosting solutions are easy
to use and optimized for
fast, reliable performance.
Get started with a $300
free credit.

Cloud Storage

Securely store and back
up all of your data.
There’s no need to
manage IT hardware and
you only pay for what you
use.

Data Analytics

Connect and analyze all
of your data from multiple
sources to better
understand your
customers and their
behavior.
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First measure. Then improve.

See how your site, apps, and ads are performing. Then do more with insights from Google.

MEASURE & LEARN

Hire

Make recruiting easier.
Hire works seamlessly
with G Suite’s Calendar
and Gmail to schedule
interviews quickly and
keep candidate
communications in one
place.

Google Analytics

Get the insights you need
to improve your small
business. For free.

Google Data Studio
(beta)

Empower everyone to tell
better stories and make
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Is your site fast enough? Test it now.

Most mobile sites lose half of their visitors while loading. Let’s help get yours up to speed.

IMPROVE YOUR WEBSITE

Turn your passion into profit.

Show ads on your site or mobile app. When someone clicks, you get paid.

EARN MONEY FROM ADS

Content creators from around the world
use AdSense to turn their passion into
profit.

Earn card

better decisions with data.

Think with Google

Learn how to put Google
research and insight
behind your thinking.
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Explore all business solutions.

Google My Business

Google Ads

AdWords Express

Shopping Campaigns

YouTube Ads

Local Inventory Ads

SEE ALL SOLUTIONS

AdSense

Earn money by placing
ads on your website. It’s
free and easy.

AdMob

Analyze, monetize, and
promote your apps. All
with one platform.
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Follow us on:      

Learning & Support

Help Center

Google Ads on Google+

Analytics on Google+

Primer

Developers

Google Developers Site

G Suite

Google Cloud Platform

Google Maps APIs

Chrome Enterprise

Android Enterprise

Google Domains

Hire

AdSense

AdMob

Google Ad Manager 360

Google Analytics

Analytics for Mobile Apps

Tag Manager

Think with Google

Back to top 
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Sara Blevins: Learning to code
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Help

Your browser needs to be updated to use Google Maps
Your current browser doesn't work with Google Maps, but you can update your browser to be able to use Google Maps.

Get access to Maps
To use Google Maps, download and use latest version of one of the following browsers:

Download
Google Chrome

Download
Firefox

Download
Microsoft Edge  

Download
Safari

 

Learn more ways to use Google Maps.

Was this article helpful?

Yes No

Steps to send us feedback

See system and browser requirements

Other versions of Google Maps on the web

Use Google Maps on Internet Explorer

Make Google Maps load faster

Steps to report wrong directions

Report an error on the map

Google Maps listens to your feedback

Beta test the Google Maps app on Android
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New Movie Releases
Watch all the big hits

Superfly
Drama

$14.99

Tag
Comedy

$4.99

Ocean's 8
Comedy

$14.99

Deadpool 2
Action & Adventure

$4.99

Read a Free Preview
Try bestsellers + new releases

Magic Triumphs
Book 10

$12.99

Crazy Rich Asians
Kevin Kwan

$9.99

Sharp Objects: A No
Gillian Flynn

$9.99

Stygian: A Dark-Hun  
Book 22

$14.99

Top movie bundles
Buy together and save

Top selling audiobooks
Find your next favorite listen

Cookies help us deliver our services. By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies Learn more Got it
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Hot New Music
Get the latest albums + singles

Love Yourself 結 'An
BTS

$17.49

ASTROWORLD
Travis Scott

$10.49

Aura
Ozuna

$9.49

Sweetener
Ariana Grande

$11.49

Most Popular Movies
Top sellers & hot flicks

Ocean's 8
Comedy

$14.99

Overboard (2018)
Comedy

$4.99

Tag
Comedy

$4.99

Breaking In
Thriller

$4.99

Great Audiobooks Under $10
Stack your listening queue for less

An American Marria
Tayari Jones

$5.99
$29.99

The Art of War
Sun Tzu

$8.98

Space Opera
Catherynne M. Valente

$5.99
$19.99

Albums From $6.99
Tunes to kickstart your summer
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All Time Greatest H
Lynyrd Skynyrd

$9.49

The Eminem Show
Eminem

$9.49

Greatest Hits
Journey

$10.49

Stay Gold
First Aid Kit

$8.99

Recommended for You

I Like It (feat. Bad B    
Cardi B

$0.69

You Say
Lauren Daigle

$1.29

Natural
Imagine Dragons

$1.29

Better Now
Post Malone

$1.29

New & Trending TV
See what everyone's watching

Sharp Objects
Drama

Better Call Saul
Drama

Billions
Drama

Making It
Reality & Game Shows

Movies recommended for you

Avengers: Infinity W
Action & Adventure

$4.99

Ocean's 8
Comedy

$14.99

Deadpool 2
Action & Adventure

$4.99

Hereditary
Thriller

$12.99
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Election  Day  live  coverage:  Miami  Beach  voters  navigate  construction  maze  to  find  precinct
Florida  voters  head  to  the  polls  on  primary  Election  Day  for  races  on  governor,  Congress,  city  commission,  judges.

Trump- backed  Ron  DeSantis  wins  Florida  GOP  governor's  primary,  CNN  projects
US  Rep.  Ron  DeSantis  will  win  Florida's  Republican  governor's  primary,  CNN  projects,  in  yet  another  victory  for  a  candidate  backed  by  President  Donald  Trump ...

Ron  DeSantis,  Rick Scott  projected  to  win  primaries  in  Florida
President  Trump's  favored  candidate,  Rep.  Ron  DeSantis,  will  defeat  state  Agriculture  Commissioner  Adam  Putnam  in  Florida's  Republican  gubernatorial  ...

Trump’s  Sway  on  GOP  Primary  Voters  May Not  Be  As  Strong As  It  Seems
Donald  Trump's  ability  to  play  kingmaker  in  a  Republican  primary  is  pretty  much  taken  as  a  given  these  days,  and  it's  not  hard  to  see  why:  The  president  has  ...

Florida  primary  2018:  why  Democrats  are  worried  the  “blue  wave”  might  stop short  of  Florida
Florida's  primaries  are  setting up  some  of  the  most  hotly  contested  races  this  year.  But  already  Democrats  are  worried  the  so - called  Democratic  “blue  wave”  ...

Trump Accuses  Google  of  Suppressing  Positive  News  About  His  Presidency
WASHINGTON—President  Trump on  Tuesday  accused  Alphabet Inc.'s  Google  search  platform  of  elevating  critical  news  stories about  his  presidency  at  the  ...

Trump says  Google  results are  'rigged'  against  him  but  here's  what  happens  when  you  search  for  Hillary  Clinton
If  President  Donald  Trump thinks  his  Google  results are  bad, he  should take a  look  at  what  comes up  when  you  search  for  Hillary  Clinton.

Pope  Francis  faces  calls  for  resignation over Catholic  Church  sex  abuse  scandals
Reeling  from new  claims  of  unfettered  sexual  abuse  at  the  hands  of  priests and  cover - ups  by  high- ranking  officials,  the  Catholic  Church  is  facing  one  of  its most  ...

The  'coup'  against  Pope  Francis
Even  before  Archbishop  Carlo  Maria  Vigano  called  for  Pope  Francis  to  resign  on  Sunday,  the  two  men had  a  history,  and  it  wasn't  good.

Puerto Rico  governor raises  Hurricane  Maria  death  toll  from 64  to  2,975
Puerto Rico's  governor on  Tuesday  raised  the  official  death  toll  from Hurricane  Maria  from 64  to  2975,  in  response  to  a  new  study  that  found  the  initial  numbers ...

Puerto Rican  Governor  Raises  Official  Hurricane  Maria  Death  Toll  From  64  To  Nearly  3,000
The  governor of  Puerto Rico  on  Tuesday  raised  the  government's official  death  toll  for  Hurricane  Maria  from 64  to  2,975  people  following the  release  of  a  new  ...

Former  police  officer  convicted  of  murder  for  shooting  unarmed black  teen
DALLAS  — A  white  former  police  officer  was  found  guilty  of  murder  Tuesday  for  the  April  2017  shooting  death  of  an  African  American  teenager and  could  face ...

Former  Balch  Springs  officer  found  guilty  of  murder  in  Jordan  Edwards shooting

Texas  jury  finds  ex - police  officer  guilty  of  murdering  black  teen
By  Jon  Herskovitz. AUSTIN, Texas  (Reuters)  -  A  Texas  jury  on  Tuesday  found  a  white  former  policeman  guilty  of  murder  for  fatally  shooting  a  black  teenager in  a  ...

RAW:  Judge  reads  guilty  verdict in  Roy  Oliver  trial

Jury  Finds  Roy  Oliver  Guilty  of  Murder  in  Death  of  15 - Year - Old  Jordan  Edwards
A  Dallas  jury  convicted  ex - Balch  Springs  police  officer  Roy  Oliver  of  murder  Tuesday  for  the  slaying  of  15 - year- old  Jordan  Edwards.  Roy  Oliver  Found  Guilty  of  ...

Suspect  in  Madden  19  tournament  shooting  targeted  gamers:  Sheriff
The  suspect  in  a  mass  shooting  that  left  two  people  dead  and  12  with  bullet  wounds  at  a  Madden  19  e - games  tournament  in  Jacksonville,  Florida,  on  Sunday,  ...
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Why A Discernment Notebook?
The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11).

Wolves in disguise have entered the flock and are deceiving many. For this reason, it is important for us to closely
examine their teachings. And since it is impossible to separate the teachings from the teacher, we make no effort to
sidestep certain personalities or soften positions taken by these individuals. Nevertheless, this examination is not
done for the purpose of tearing down or simply to be negative, but only to help those who wish to be Biblical. 

Conservative fundamentalist thinking has always been accused of negativism and of delving into personalities in its
polemic against unbelief; but now fundamentalists are being encouraged to not even touch on the negative aspects
of doctrine. Yet the Bible has no such hands-off policy. The Bible uses terms such as "false prophets" (Mt. 7:15;
24:24); "heresies" (2 Pet. 2:1); "heretic" (Tit. 3:10); "false teacher" (2 Pet. 2:1); "false apostles, deceitful workers"
(2 Co. 11:13); "doctrines of devils" (1 Tim. 4:1); "tradition of men" (Col. 2:8); "evil workers" (Ph. 3:2); "another
gospel" (2 Cor. 11:4; Gal. 1:6), "antichrists" (1 Jn. 3:18); "evil men and seducers" (2 Tim. 3:13); "deceivers" (2
Tim. 3:13); "every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14); "them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned" (Rom. 16:17). 

The exercise of discernment is vitally necessary today. The difficulty is that many teachers on the contemporary
scene seem to affirm a Biblically sound doctrinal statement (i.e., the inspiration, infallibility, and inerrancy of
Scripture; the Trinity; the full deity and humanity of Christ; etc.); seem to affirm the gospel and speak often about
evangelism and bringing the lost to Christ; and often their teaching is replete with Scripture references and is
sometimes couched in very scholarly terms, giving the appearance of a well thought through Biblical position. More
in depth analysis, however, often reveals that, in practice, they depart from their orthodox position. What they say
they believe and what they actually teach are often miles apart.

Opposition and heresy from without and within have made defense of the faith always an imperative. But now we
seem to live in a day when believers are enamored by personalities, thereby consistently ignoring Rom. 16:17,
which teaches that believers are to 'NOTE them, MARK them, and AVOID them' -- those who bring contrary
doctrine. WHY? Because these false teachers serve only themselves, not Christ, and deceive the naive with smooth
talk (Rom. 16:18). The Bible never tells us to fellowship with "them," all the while ignoring their destructive
heresies -- that would be compromise. Instead, the Bible teaches that sound doctrine cannot be perpetuated through
compromise (1 Cor. 15:33), and that compromise cannot be avoided without separation (2 John 10,11).

The teachings of these men are like the proverbial bad penny -- they keep showing up. The problem is that they are
not always recognizable by those in positions to correct or avoid them. Sometimes an outsider must don the role of
realist in order to startle the insider into reality. Therefore, the information detailed in these Notebook reports is
written with a spirit of concern, and ought not to be misinterpreted as mere rock-hurling. The intention is to inform
and alert believers to the false gospels being passed-off as orthodoxy; this is clearly within our Biblical authority
and command. It is done without any personal animosity or hatred toward those involved.

But some would ask, "What about Christ's command to 'love one another' and 'the mark of a disciple being love'?
And doesn't the Bible say that love is the highest of the spiritual virtues, even above faith and hope?" (1 Cor.
13:13). Yes, but love certainly cannot be higher than truth! In fact, doctrine and truth are necessary prerequisites
for Biblical faith, hope, and love. Without sound doctrine there can be no faith, hope, or love. (Love rejoices in the
truth [1 Cor. 13:6], because without truth, love cannot even exist [1 Pe. 1:22].) Moreover, the Bible teaches that
love is the result (i.e., the fruit) of sound doctrine, not vice versa (1 Tim. 1:3-5; 1 Pe. 1:22). Our priority must
always be on truth. Therefore, "love as the mark of a true disciple" cannot be determined by the gauge of our
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agreement with one another. Instead, it must always be remembered that love is a Biblical doctrine in and of itself -
- LOVE in the TRUTH (see 2 & 3 John and Eph. 4:15).

Yet many would still contend that the top priority of the Church is the conversion of the lost, and thereby, as long
as one preaches the bare minimum of the true gospel, we should uphold that one and not criticize him for other
areas in which he may hold and teach false doctrine. Not only would this position be one of compromise and
accommodation, and thereby in contradiction with the clear teaching of Scripture, it also blurs the clear two-fold
function of the Church -- the Church's function is not only the propagation of the faith, but its preservation also.
Obviously, if the faith is not preserved, it cannot be passed-on to others. Thereby, whenever anyone in the
professing Church elevates the propagation of the message to the neglect of the preservation of it, then they are
defeating the very purpose of their existence, and must be challenged. We would agree with the comments in the
foreword to PsychoHeresy:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ. ...
[Religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then [the spirit of] the
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ...

"If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from a factual
and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then lovers of
God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

Again, we want to emphasize that our purpose is not to indiscriminately criticize, but to expose doctrinal error
while holding forth the Word of Truth. This will inevitably be unpopular with the mass of professing Christians as
they and their ministries compromise the truth to gain acceptance. But then, we are to be looking for the approval
of God, not men. To do otherwise would be to befriend the enemy and cause harm to the body of Christ.

It is, therefore, our desire to not only be 100% factually accurate in all the information provided in the reports in
this Notebook (quotes, context, etc.), but also to be fair in our interpretation and analysis of the facts. We, thereby,
welcome all comments and criticism along these lines.

May we all continue to be "good servants of Christ Jesus" (1 Tim. 4:1,2,6), upholding the Church as the "pillar and
support of the truth" (1 Timothy 3:15).

* Much of the content of this paper is paraphrased from two primary sources -- Neoevangelicalism Today, by
Robert Lightner; and Biblical Perspectives, "The Myths Of The Third Wave," by Robert Dean.

"A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and who
insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren . ... it is a necessary prerequisite for being
called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism" (Ken
Pulliam). Biblical Fundamentalism is the movement of men and ministries who, recognizing God's Word as
completely authoritative in every area of which it speaks, are dedicated to theological orthodoxy and an attitude of
disdain for unbelief as well as theological, ecclesial, or ministerial compromise. Such an attitude manifests itself by
militant defense of the faith once delivered (as recorded in its completeness in God's Word, the Bible) and
subsequent separation from those who entertain unbelief or compromise. Biblical fundamentalism is always marked
by 1) ecclesial separation from unbelievers or those who seek common ministerial cause with unbelievers or even
professing brethren who propagate false doctrine and, 2) defense of absolute truth as revealed in God's Word.
[Return to Text]
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Is It Right to Judge?
by Franklin C. Huling, MA

©Fundamental Evangelistic Association

(This article is posted in its entirety until the reconstruction of the www.feasite.org is completed)

THIS QUESTION- "IS IT RIGHT TO JUDGE?" is one that puzzles many sincere Christians. A careful and
open minded study of the Bible makes it clear that concerning certain vital matters, it is not only right but a positive
duty to judge. Many do not know that the Scripture commands us to judge. The Lord Jesus Christ commanded,
"Judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24). He told a man, "Thou hast rightly judged" (Luke 7:43). To others, our
Lord asked, "Why even of yourselves judge ye not what is right?" (Luke 12:57).

The Apostle Paul wrote, "I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say" (1 Corinthians 10:15). Again, Paul declared,
"He that is spiritual judgeth all things" (1 Corinthians 2:15). It is our positive duty to judge.

False Teachers and False Teaching

"Beware of false prophets!" (Matthew 7:15) is the warning and command of our Lord. But how could we "beware"
and how could we know they are "false prophets" if we did not judge? And what is the God given standard by
which we are to judge? " To the Law and to the Testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them." (Isaiah 8:20). "Ye shall know them by their fruits" (Matthew 7:16), Christ said. And in
judging the "fruits," we must judge by God's Word, not by what appeals to human reasoning. Many things seem
good to human judgment which are false to the Word of God.

The Apostle Paul admonished believers, "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord
Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple" (Romans
16:17-18). This apostolic command could not be obeyed were it not right to judge. God wants us to know His
Word and then test all teachers and teaching by it. Notice also that it is the false teachers who make the "divisions,"
and not those who protest against their false teaching. And these deceivers are not serving Christ, as they profess,
"but their own belly," or their own "bread and butter," as we would put it. We are to "mark them and avoid them."

"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17, read verses 14-18). and
"From such turn away." (2 Timothy 3:5). "Withdraw yourselves" (2 Thessalonians 3:6). "And have no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them " (Ephesians 5:1 1). "Abhor that which is evil; cleave
to that which is good" (Romans 12:9). "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21). It
would be impossible to obey these injunctions of God's Word unless it were right to judge! And remember, nothing
is "good" in God's sight that is not true to His Word.

The Apostle John wrote, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try [test, judge] the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the world " ( 1 John 4:1 ) . Again he wrote, "For many deceivers
are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.... If there come any unto you, and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds" (2 John 7,10-11). This Scripture commands us to judge between those who
do, and those who do not bring the true doctrine of Christ.

http://www.feasite.org/
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Whenever a child of God contributes to a denominational budget that supports Modernist (liberal, compromising)
missionaries or teachers, he is guilty before God, according to this Scripture, of bidding them, "God speed " in the
most effective way possible. And he thereby becomes a "partaker" with them of their "evil deeds" of spreading soul
damning poison. How terrible, but how true! Arouse yourself, child of God. If you are guilty, ask God to forgive
you and help you never again to be guilty of the blood of souls for whom Christ died. When we are willing to
suffer for Christ, we can readily see the truth of God's Word on this tremendously important matter. "If we suffer,
we shall also reign with Him" (2 Timothy 2:12) .

Misunderstood and Misused Scripture

One of the best known and most misunderstood and misapplied Scriptures is "Judge not" (Matthew 7:1). Let us
examine the entire passage:

"Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but
considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out
of thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye;
and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye" (Matthew 7:1-5).

Read this again carefully. Notice that it is addressed to a hypocrite!-not to those who sincerely want to discern
whether a teacher or teaching is true or false to God's Word. And instead of being a prohibition against honest
judgment, it is a solemn warning against hypocritical judgment. In fact, the last statement of this Scripture
commands sincere judgment-"Then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." If we take a
verse or a part of a verse out of its setting, we can make the Word of God appear to teach the very opposite of what
it really does teach. And those who do this cannot escape the judgment of God for twisting His Word (2 Peter
3:16). Let this be a warning to us never again to take a text of Scripture out of its context.

Many who piously quote, "Judge not," out of its context, in order to defend that which is false to God's Word, do
not see their own inconsistency in thus judging those who would obey God's Word about judging that which is
untrue to the Bible. It is tragic that so much that is anti-Scriptural has undeservedly found shelter behind a misuse
of the Scripture just quoted. The reason the professed church of Christ is today honeycombed and paralyzed by
satanic Modernism is because Christians have not obeyed the commands of God's Word to judge and put away and
separate from false teachers and false teaching when they first appeared in their midst. Physical health is
maintained by separation from disease germs. Spiritual health is maintained by separation from germs of false
doctrine. The greatest peril of our day is not too much judging, but too little judging of spiritual falsehood.

God wants His children to be like the noble Bereans who "searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were
so"(Acts 17:11).

Romans 2:1-3 is also addressed to the religious hypocrite who condemned himself because he was guilty of the
same things for which he condemned others. James 4:11-12 refers to an evil spirit of backbiting and fault finding,
not to judging whether teachers or teachings agree or disagree with God's Word. The Bible never contradicts itself.
To understand one portion of Scripture we must view it in the light of all Scripture. "No prophecy of the Scripture
is of any private [isolated] interpretation" (2 Peter 1:20). "Comparing spiritual things [words] with spiritual" (1
Corinthians 2:13).

The "Wheat and Tares" parable of Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43, is much misunderstood. First of all, our Lord is
talking about the world, not His Church-"the field is the world." He goes on to say that "the good seed are the
children of the Kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one" (Matthew 13:38) . They are the two
groups in the world; children of God-those who have received Christ (John 1:12), and the children of the devil-
those who reject Christ (John 8:44). When any of the "children of the wicked one" get into the professed church of
Christ, as they have always done, a definite procedure for God's children is set forth in His Word. First, it is their
duty to tell them that they have "neither part nor lot" in Christ (see Acts 8:21-23 and context).
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If the children of the devil do not leave voluntarily, as is generally the case, God's children are commanded to
"purge out" (1 Corinthians 5:7) these unbelievers. But God's people have disobeyed His Word about this, and so
unbelievers [and disobedient brethren- 2 Thessalonians 3:6,14-15] have gotten into control, as is now the case in
most denominations. Therefore, those who purpose to be true to Christ and His Word are commanded to "come out
from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17), regardless of property or any other
considerations. When we obey God's Word, we can trust Him to take care of all the consequences of our obedience.

Other Matters to be Judged

The immoral conduct of professed believers in Christ is to be judged. 1 Corinthians, Chapter 5, tells a sad story and
closes with the Apostolic injunction, "Therefore put away from among yourselves that wicked person" (1
Corinthians 5:13).

Disputes between Christians concerning "things that pertain to this life," (1 Corinthians 6:3) should be judged by a
tribunal of fellow Christians instead of going before unbelievers in the civil courts. The whole sixth chapter of 1
Corinthians makes clear God's plan for His people in this regard. And some startling truths are here revealed: First,
"The saints shall judge the world." Second, "We shall judge angels" (1 Corinthians 6:2-3). Beloved, are we letting
God prepare us for this high place?

We ought to judge ourselves. "Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves" (2
Corinthians 13:5). "For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged. But when we are judged, we are
chastened [child trained] of the Lord, that we should not be condemned with the world" (1 Corinthians 11:31-32).
What a change and what a blessing it would be if we would judge our own faults as uncharitably as we do the
faults of others-and if we would judge the failings of others as charitably as we do our own! And Christians could
save themselves much chastening of the Lord if they would judge and confess and cease their disobedience to God.
And, oh, how much dishonor and lack of fruit would our blessed Lord be spared!

Limitations of Human Judgment

Not scruples or conscience concerning matters of which the Bible does not directly speak. God forbids our judging
our brethren concerning the eating of certain kinds of food, keeping of days, etc. Romans, Chapter 14, 1
Corinthians 10:23-33, and Colossians 2:16-17 cover this subject.

Not motives. See 1 Corinthians 4:1-5. Only God can see into the heart and know the motives that underlie actions.

Not as to whom are saved. "The Lord knoweth them that are His" (2 Timothy 2:19). We cannot look into anyone's
heart and say whether or not they have accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as their personal Saviour, if they profess that
they have. But we had better test ourselves according to 2 Corinthians 5:17: "If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." If this change has not taken place, our
profession is vain.

Two Elements in Judgment

The New Testament Greek word that is most often translated "judge" or "judgment" is "krino." On the one hand, it
means to distinguish, to decide, to determine, to conclude, to try, to think and to call in question. That is what God
wants His children to do as to whether preachers, teachers and their teachings are true or false to His Word. The
Apostle Paul writes: "And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge and in all
judgment; that ye may approve things that are excellent" (Philippians 1:9-10). A wrong idea of love and lack of
knowledge and judgment causes God's people often to approve things that are anything but excellent in God's sight.
The epistle to the Hebrews tells us that mature believers, that is, those who are of "full age, " are ". .. those who by
reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil " (see Hebrews 5:11-14).
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On the other hand, the Greek word "krino"-judge or judgment-means to condemn, to sentence and to punish. This
is God's prerogative for He has said, "Vengeance is Mine, I will repay, saith the Lord" (Romans 12:19).

Guard Against a Wrong Attitude

Christians should guard against the tendency of the flesh to assume a critical and censorious attitude toward those
who do not share our opinions about other matters than those which have to do with Bible doctrine and moral
conduct. Rather than "pick to pieces" our brethren in Christ, it is our privilege and duty to do everything we can to
encourage their spiritual edification. We ought to love and pray for one another and consider ourselves lest we be
tempted. Galatians 6:1.

A Final Word

If you are saved, my reader, let us not forget that "We must all appear before the Judgment Seat of Christ" (2
Corinthians 5:10). It will be well with those who are studying God's Word, walking in the light of it, living for
Christ and the salvation of souls. It will go ill with those who have accepted Christ but who are living for the things
of this world. If you are a mere professor of Christ, or profess nothing, my friend, may I lovingly remind you "That
judgment must begin at the House of God; and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the
Gospel?" (1 Peter 4:17).

Delay not another moment to ask God for Christ's sake to forgive your sins. Surrender your heart and will to the
loving Saviour who died for you and rose again. Make Him the Lord of your life. Happy and blessed will you be,
now and forever.

"For there is some danger of falling into a soft and effeminate Christianity, under the plea of a lofty
and ethereal theology. Christianity was born for endurance; not an exotic, but a hardy plant, braced by
the keen wind; not languid, nor childish, nor cowardly. If walks with strong step and erect frame; it is
kindly, but firm; it is gentle, but honest; it is calm, but not facile; obliging, but not imbecile; decided,
but not churlish. It does not fear to speak the stern word of condemnation against error, nor to raise its
voice against surrounding evils, under the pretext it is not of this world; it does not shrink from giving
honest reproof, lest it come under the charge of displaying an unchristian spirit. It calls sin sin, on
whomsoever it is found, and would rather risk the accusation of being actuated by a bad spirit than not
discharge an explicit duty. Let us not. misjudge strong words used in honest controversy. Out of the
heat a viper may come forth but we shake it off and feel no harm. The religion of both Old and New
Testaments is marked by fervent outspoken testimonies against evil. To speak smooth things in such a
case may be sentimentalism, but it is not Christianity. It is a betrayal of the cause of truth and
righteousness. If anyone should be frank, manly, honest, cheerful (I do not say blunt or rude, for a
Christian must be courteous and polite); it is he who has tasted that the Lord is gracious, and is
looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God I know that charity covereth a multitude of
sins; but it does not call evil good, because a good man has done it; it does not excuse inconsistencies,
because the inconsistent brother has a high name and a fervent spirit; crookedness and worldliness are
still crookedness and worldliness, though exhibited in one who seems to have reached no common
height of attainment." -- HORATIUS BONAR (1808-89)

Fundamental Evangelistic Association
[Tracts, pamphlets and literature posted on-line are for your use in reaching lost souls with the one pure, true and precious Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and for encouraging and edifying believers as well as sounding a faithful warning regarding false teaching and movements in these deceptive last days. All
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scriptural references and quotes are based on the King James Version (AV1611) only. Because the F.E.A. provides these materials at or below cost, it is far
more economical to order the actual printed resources rather than making multiple copies from the files you print or download. The materials provided are
usually copyrighted and are so indicated; however, you have permission to make copies for your personal use provided proper reference to the the author is
maintained and the content is not changed. You have permission to link to these materials; however we ask that you do not post these materials on your
website or BBS. This ensures that changes and any corrections are incorporated. We encourage you to reach out to all who haven't heard the Gospel, that
precious lost souls will be saved for Christ and for His glory! All comments and questions regarding these materials should be directed to the Editor,
FOUNDATION Magazine, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, California 93412.]
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Is Controversy Christian?
Many earnest Christians are very much opposed to religious controversy. To them, disagreement, debate, and
division over religious issues is quite deplorable and, in their judgment, contrary to the spirit of Christ and
detrimental to His cause. Hence, these people tend to avoid discussions, meetings, literature, or issues which would
bring into focus matters likely to cause controversy. A plea is made for a spirit of tolerance. But one man has put
his finger on the error often present here when he writes:

"There are many pleas made these days for 'tolerance.' But often 'tolerance' is not the right word for that
which is demanded. What is meant is 'compromise.' Tolerance and compromise are not the same thing.
This is tolerance -- to grant to another the same rights which I claim for myself. This is compromise --
to sacrifice heart-felt conviction in order that someone else may be pleased or in order to avoid a
breach of peace" (Copied).

To compromise with wrong in the name of tolerance is to dishonor God and His Word.

An extensive study could be made of the controversies of Jesus. Practically every day of His life on earth found
Him either opposed by or opposing error and sin. He had many conflicts with the scribes and Pharisees (cf. Matt.
23 and 12:24ff.). On some occasions, He opposed His own disciples (Matt. 16:21ff.). He taught that His followers
would have trouble, opposition, and controversy (Matt. 10:35ff.).

"Many religious persons have a dread of controversy, and wish truth to be stated without any reference
to those who hold the opposite errors. Controversy and a bad spirit are, in their estimation,
synonymous terms, and to strenuously oppose what is wrong is considered as contrary to Christian
meekness. Those who hold this opinion seem to overlook what every page of the New Testament lays
before us. In all the history of our Lord Jesus Christ, we never find Him out of controversy." (From the
writings of Robert Haldane).

Whole Bible books are given over to polemics. The epistle of Jude is an outstanding example. The entire book is a
rebuke to false teachers, a warning to believers, and a battle-cry against error. No doubt many Christians would feel
that Jude ought to have been more "positive." But God the Holy Spirit thought otherwise.

A prominent feature throughout the pages of the New Testament is controversy over doctrine. Yet, sincere
professing Christians sometimes say that they do not feel there should be any controversy over doctrine -- we ought
to just "preach the gospel" and not "argue" among ourselves. While all spiritual Christians would agree that purely
carnal argument (argument that springs from and promotes the desires of the flesh) should be avoided, at the same
time, the New Testament is clear that churches will be engaged in doctrinal conflict until Jesus comes back for His
saints.

The truth of God is constantly subject to attack, misrepresentation, and dilution. Acts 15:2 declares that Paul and
Barnabas "had no small dissension and disputation" with the Judaists, the propagators of a false gospel. Suppose no
one had engaged in controversy at this point? Suppose Paul and Barnabas had shunned "dissension" and
"disputation" on the grounds that it was not a spiritual approach to the problem? The Galatian heresy would have
spread throughout the churches and choked out its very life.

Note also that it is a doctrinal battle about which Paul speaks when he exhorts believers to "fight the good fight of
[the] faith" (1 Tim. 6:12) and when he triumphantly declares that he has, through the years of his tumultuous
ministry, "kept the faith" (2 Tim. 4:7). Those who go astray doctrinally are to be rebuked "sharply, that they may be
sound in the faith" (Titus 1:13).

Again it was Paul -- the same Paul who wrote the great chapter on love -- who, when his fellow preacher, Peter,
failed to stand true to Biblical principles, "withstood him to the face, because he was to be blamed" (Gal. 2:11). An
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unpleasant controversy indeed, and between two Christians and two preachers! But suppose Paul had refused to
enter into controversy with his friend Peter. Numbers had already followed Peter in his error and compromise (Gal.
2:13). With such an influential leader piloting the boat in the wrong direction, early Christianity might have been
wrecked upon the rocks of legalism.

Some well-meaning pastors, desiring to maintain peace and harmony in their churches, flee any controversial issue,
fearing that it will split their church and they will lose their pulpit. Granted that divine wisdom must be exercised in
the handling of controversial issues, they must, nevertheless, be handled. Controversy in local churches is
sometimes very healthy if righteousness and New Testament principles are being defended.

Let us not forget the blessings of controversy to the Church of Jesus Christ. Thank God for men in every age who,
with steadfast purpose, battled against error and those who held it. J. C. Ryle, in remarking on the danger of
Christians who were unwilling to fight, said:

"The only positive thing about them is that they dislike distinctiveness and think extreme and decided
and positive views are very naughty and very wrong. These people live in a kind of mist or fog. They
see nothing clearly, and do not know of what they believe. ... They are eaten up with a morbid dread of
controversy and an ignorant dislike of party spirit; and yet they really cannot define what they mean by
these phrases."

In these days when there is an abundance of pietistic objection that controversies and controversialists are hindering
the work of God in evangelism, let us hear the scholar, J. Gresham Machen:

"Again, men say that instead of engaging in controversy in the Church, we ought to pray to God for a
revival; instead of polemics, we ought to have evangelism. Well, what kind of evangelism is it that is
indifferent to the question what evangel it is that is to be preached? ... not the evangelism that Paul
meant when he said, 'Woe is unto me, if I preach not the gospel.' No, my friends, there can be no true
evangelism which makes common cause with the enemies of the cause of Christ ... Every true [moving
of the Holy Spirit] is born in controversy, and leads to more controversy."

It can without doubt be said that every great Christian truth is controversial. God is the controversial Figure in the
universe. His people are controversial as well. The truth stings, burns, and angers the hearts of men. May we be
faithful to the cause of truth!

[The above report was adapted from an article of the same title by Dr. Ernest Pickering, formerly president of
Central Baptist Seminary and Deputation Secretary for the Baptist World Mission. All Christians need to read Dr.
Pickering's book Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church.]
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False Doctrine & Matthew 18*
"Private" vs. "Public" Correction

Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But if he will
not hear [thee, then] take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three
witnesses every word may be established. And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell [it]
unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican (Matt. 18:15-17). (KJV)

Some suggest that on the basis of Matthew 18:15-17, that all criticism of a person's teachings should be done on a
one to one basis. However, Matthew 18 primarily applies to personal offenses and not to doctrinal problems. In all
cases of our work, there is no personal offense because no one has personally offended us. In fact, we usually do
not even know these people personally.

The danger and correction of false doctrine are not the subject of Matthew 18, and, therefore, do not necessarily
come under the specific instructions Christ gives in that passage regarding private confrontation. Moreover, it is
impossible for erroneous teaching that is presented publicly ever to be considered solely a private trespass of one
person against another, which might be dealt with privately between the two. The dissemination of false doctrine is
never a private matter and is always to be dealt with publicly . In fact, much of the New Testament was written to
publicly correct false teaching. (Even though not required by Scripture that the originator of error be individually
counselled, this is not to say that it might be feasible and convenient to do so. However, if such a person does not
make speedy and extensive efforts to retract his error, then the people of God are entitled to be warned and
protected by those who are in a position to do so.)

Jay Adams in his book Handbook of Church Discipline sheds some light on the subject of private versus public
correction of error:

"Some think that if one Christian differs with the writings or public statements of another [professing]
Christian on a point of doctrine, without rancor or any problem between them as persons, he is wrong
for stating the differences publicly before going privately to the 'brother' with whom he disagrees. That
is a misconception. First of all, there is no unreconciled condition between them; they simply differ.
Secondly, therefore, there is no matter of church discipline involved. Thirdly, even if this were a matter
of discipline, the first party wrote or spoke publicly--he put it before the church or the world; he did
not speak privately. For that reason it is as appropriate for the second brother to write or speak as
publicly as the first did in refuting what he thinks is a wrong interpretation of the Scriptures and which,
therefore, he believes may hurt the church if he doesn't" (pp. 34-35). (Emphasis added.)

Even the beloved Apostle John named Diotrephes in 3 John, and promised that when he came to that church he
would publicly correct the offender in person. Paul withstood Peter to his face publicly for his false interpretation
of the law that caused him not to associate with Gentile believers (Gal. 2:11-14). In a day of mass media,
particularly when access is denied by so-called "Christian" television and radio to those adhering to Biblical
teaching, the only method of public correction of false teaching is to write books and newsletters and to speak
publicly in order to call attention to errors that affect the whole Body.

In keeping with many other Scriptures that could be cited, 1 Cor. 14:29 (KJV) clearly states: "Let the prophets
speak two or three, and let the other judge." Clearly the issue is not whether an individual listener is offended by
what one of the preachers has said, even if you could stretch that to be a "sin" against his brother. It would be
entirely inappropriate for a listener to take aside the prophet he felt had spoken falsely and have a private
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discussion with him, and only if he refused to hear, then tell it to the Church. 

The issue is the doctrinal purity of the Body which must be guarded at all cost. And what has been publicly stated
must be discussed publicly. It may well be that the prophet spoke truly and the offended listener is wrong. So when
he speaks out against what the prophet has said, he himself will be corrected by others. It is this kind of open
discussion among believers that the Bible teaches, and that is the only protection against error being introduced and
allowed to corrupt the Church. Never is it suggested that no one must disagree with what is being taught because to
do so would cause "division." (In fact, the Bible tells us that it is by division that we are able to judge who has
God's approval [1 Cor. 11:18,19]!) On the contrary, we are told that we must correct error in teaching and do so
publicly so that the "others may also fear" (1 Tim. 5:19,20). Moreover, we are to correct and rebuke without
partiality (1 Tim. 5:21).

Furthermore, what teachers say in books and on television, etc. is part of a public domain, subject to review,
analysis, and critique of any kind. Anyone who makes public declarations intended to influence large audiences
through books, radio, television, etc., ought to know that he is responsible for what he says, and will be held
accountable. No one need ask anyone for permission to critique anything that has been espoused in a public forum.
The foreword to PsychoHeresy elaborates on this thought:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ ....
[religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then the [spirit of the]
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ... If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from
a factual and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then
lovers of God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

It is also a rather weak excuse to say that some writer or leader really didn't mean what he said. Then he should
have said what he meant. Even if one of these people has changed his beliefs, we must still deal with what has
been published for the sake of those who have been affected by it. Unfortunately, there are thousands, and in the
case of some, millions who have read and/or heard and taken it at face value, as any responsible person would.
Words have meaning, and it is assumed that the normal meaning applies. So if a person has truly changed his
beliefs, then he ought to publish just as widely in tape and book form a renunciation of any false or
misleading teaching he has given in the past.

We as Christians are to love one another genuinely and to seek unity. However, it should be remembered that it is
the "unity of the faith" that we are to maintain; and it is the truth that we are to speak in love. If members of the
professing Body have erred, then if we love them, we will correct them. ["Open rebuke (is) better than secret love"
(Prov. 27:5).] If this brings division, then so be it.

What the Bible does speak out against, however, is division caused by elevating personalities (1 Cor. 1); infighting
not having to do with critical doctrine, but motivated by selfish desires--having one's own way (3 John; Gal. 5:13-
15); and division caused by heresy (Gal. 1; 2 Pe. 2). The most loving thing we can do for the Body of Christ is to
warn believers of those who propagate false teachings, and the most loving thing to do for the perpetrators of error
is to continue to speak forth publicly in hopes that they will repent.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in The Berean Call; and an article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan from the
January-February 1994 issue of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter [used by permission of PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110].
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"All Truth Is God's Truth"?*
So Says "Christian" Psychology

Psychology pretends to be the study of the soul; in fact, it has become known as the cure of souls. But is not the
"cure of souls" the domain of the Bible? God is the only One who can take care of man's spiritual problems, and in
fact, He has done so. The Bible claims that God has given to the believer "all things that pertain unto life and
godliness" (2 Pe. 2:3). We don't need help from Freud, et al..

"Christian" psychology says that we do need such help, that the Bible doesn't have all the answers we need, that
prayer, repentance, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and other Biblical remedies are not enough because there are
psychological problems that require something more. Does it not seem a bit odd that God has apparently inspired
the likes of Freud, Jung, Maslow, Rogers, et al., with the "truths" unknown to the apostles and prophets and all of
the leaders in the entire history of the Church? No, we are told reassuringly, this is not to be considered strange at
all. What we need to understand is that "All truth is God's truth." This suspicious phrase is trotted out whenever
questions are raised, and is generally accepted without further thought.

But the question of what is meant by truth is seldom asked. Are we talking about scientific facts involving the brain
and body, or about God's truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy Word is truth" (John 17:17), not part
of the truth. Jesus said, "The world cannot accept Him [the Spirit of truth], because it neither sees Him nor knows
Him ... But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all truth" (John 14:17; 16:13). Therefore, it
is the Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, that leads us into ALL truth. How, then, can a Freud,
Rogers, Maslow, Jung, et al., have any truth for believers? -- Are they not of the world whom Jesus says cannot
even receive truth, let alone lead us into it? They cannot know anything about truth!

Jesus also said, "If you continue in My Word, then you are My disciples [not if you continue in Freud's word], and
you will know the truth and the truth will set you free" (John 8:31,32). What extrabiblical "truth" ever set anyone
free? One may get some facts of nature from extrabiblical sources, but NOT the truth that sets you free. {E=MC2}
is a scientific "truth," most certainly, but it sets no one free. Likewise, does God's truth include Freudian
pronouncements of obsessive neurosis or Jung's structure of archetypes? Or is God's truth Roger's ideas on human
love or the behaviorism of B.F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Paul wrote, "... the things of God knoweth no man but by the Spirit of God." It is clear in the context that he is not
talking about scientific discoveries made by atheists through an insight into nature or the witness of moral
conscience that God gives to all men. Paul is referring not to natural, but to spiritual truths, which he specifically
states are revealed by God only to true believers. The Bible clearly claims to be written to those who belong to the
Lord, and the truth it communicates is called "the things of the Spirit of God." We are told in unequivocal terms
that "the natural [unsaved] man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him;
neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2:14).

How, then, can "God's truth" be communicated to humanists who have rejected even the witness of creation and
conscience? Are such persons really God's chosen vessels to reveal heretofore undiscovered spiritual truths to the
body of Christ? Unless born again of the Spirit of God through faith in Christ, no man can even begin to
understand the "things of God," precisely because they have to be "spiritually discerned."

God's truth, says Paul, is only understood by the "spiritual man" who has been born of God's Spirit into the family
of God. It is only such men, Paul declares, who have "the mind of Christ" (1 Corinthians 2:16). To the unsaved,
Jesus said, "He that is of God heareth God's word; ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God" (John
8:47). Yet we are asked to believe that a part of God's truth heretofore unknown to those who are of God, and who,
therefore, have the mind of Christ, has lately been discovered by those who are not of God, and that this new
insight ought to be incorporated by the Church into its understanding of the Word of God! Before we accept such
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an unbiblical and illogical thesis, we need better justification than the plea: "All truth is God's truth."

Since there is not one standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called "Christian" psychologist decides for
himself which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing,
the subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word
of God. Perhaps they think that what has been observed in nature by the limited minds of men equals God's truth.
But the Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception.
Whatever else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot
be equal to God's truth. (See piece below on "General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'.")

Psychology pretends to deal with the soul and spirit (it actually claims to be a science of mind), a subject upon
which God has spoken with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word -- the whole
truth. There are no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo to be discovered by godless theorists
floating about in the secular world. To suggest that there are, is to contradict the clear testimony of Scripture and
the consistent teaching of the Church since the beginning until Psychology's very recent introduction into secular
society and from there into Christianity -- a Church that got along very well without psychology, that withstood the
Roman arena and the Inquisition, and left the stamp of victorious Christian living and the blood of her martyrs
upon the pages of history.

As soon as the door was opened for the "truths" of psychology to shed further light upon Scripture, a subtle process
began. If "All truth is God's truth," and psychology is part of that truth, then it has to be given at least equal
authority with the Bible. Of course, "Christian" psychologists deny that they do this. In all sincerity, they assure us
that no psychological theory will be accepted that contradicts the Bible; but in actual practice, "psychological truth"
is imposed upon the Bible and becomes the new grid through which the Bible is to be interpreted.

Imperceptibly, but inevitably, psychological theory by this process gains authority over the Bible and the Church,
and anyone not trained in the new "truths" of psychology is deemed unqualified to question the new interpretations.
"Christian" universities and seminaries develop large and growing psychology departments in order to keep up with
"current trends." No church staff of any size is any longer complete without at least one psychologist. Pastors begin
to believe that they are not competent to counsel from the Bible without going back to seminary for an advanced
degree in psychology. They are competent to preach or to teach the Word of God if they have a degree in theology,
but incompetent to counsel from the Word of God without a degree in psychology. This new state of affairs is
accepted almost without question; and those of us who do question it as unbiblical are accused of causing division
or of speaking from ignorance, because we presumably don't know enough about psychology.

So-called "Christian" psychology could almost be described as a cult inside our churches. It has its own
vocabulary, an endless new category of problems tagged with labels not found in the Bible and unknown to the
Church in its entire history. These strange new phrases now roll glibly off the tongues of pastors who are trying to
be "relevant" and to "communicate" in modern terms. In short, this cult has its own gospel, its own religious rituals
administered by its own class of priests -- the "Christian" psychologists, who have gained authority over those who
only counsel from the Word of God, but have been judged unqualified to do so because they have not yet been
initiated into psychology's inner academic circle. Nor can anyone appeal to the Scriptures as a means of correcting
this new priestly class, because they alone hold the keys to a vital part of "God's truth," which allows for a new
interpretation of the Bible and a new Christianity. It is a masterstroke of genius from the great mastermind of
deception himself. And it is all being carried on in the name of the Lord and for the supposed good of His Church.

The Christian life is not a grit-your-teeth and hold-your-breath roller-coaster ride. It is Christ living His
resurrection life in those who have trusted in Him. To suggest that psychotherapeutic techniques lately discovered
by Freud, et al., are now necessary in order for today's Christian to experience the abundant life in Christ is
destructive of the very faith that the proponents of this teaching say they are trying to enhance. Such is the
inevitable result of interpreting the Bible on the basis of the predetermined outside opinions of men. We desperately
need a return to Biblical Christianity (Jer. 17:9,10; 2 Tim. 3:15-17; 2 Pe. 1:3).
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General Revelation and the "Discovery" of "Truth"

General revelation is an important theological concept. Conservative theologians have used the term general
revelation to identify a very narrow category of truth that God has made powerfully evident (thus the word
revelation) to every rational human being (thus the word general), according to the way He fashioned the moral
and physical universe. Romans 1 and 2, the most important New Testament discussion of general revelation, states
unequivocally that the revelation God has set before all men, through the infinitely mysterious, complicated
physical universe and through the moral consciousness of all human beings, renders all humans without excuse
when they reject that truth.

Lately, however, the important theological category of general revelation has been broadened to include all truth-
claims made as a result of human efforts to understand the many aspects of the created order. Those who have
broadened the category argue that the Scriptures are indeed the "special" revelation which God has left to us and
that, because God is the Author of the entire created order, whenever men discover "truth" in that order, we can
refer to that humanly discovered "truth" as "general revelation."

Doug Bookman, in a paper titled "In Defense of Biblical Counseling," identifies the very dangerous ramifications
of the argument that replaces the Biblical doctrine of general revelation:

First ... by defining general revelation as that body of truth which is gained by human investigation and
discovery, the argument is guilty of neglecting the element of non-discoverability which is intrinsic to
the biblical notion of revelation and supplanting that notion with its exact antithesis. Further, the
approach is dangerous in that it attributes to the truth-claims of men an authority which they do not and
cannot possess, and renders it virtually impossible to bring those truth-claims under the authority of the
one standard by which God demands that they be measured.

Second, the argument ... is confused in its definition of the term "general." By mistakenly taking that
term to refer to the content of the category (rather than to the audience to which the revelation thus
denominated is available), the apologists who employ this argument commit two fallacies which are
destructive of orthodox theology: first, they expand the category to include all manner of truth-claims
which have no right to be thus honored; and second, they eviscerate the character of revelation by
including in the category truth-claims which are admittedly lesser than the truths of Scripture, which
demand that finite and fallen men measure them to determine their validity, and which at best can
possibly issue in a higher level of insight into the demands of living (italics in original).

Bookman concludes that:

... as described in Scripture, general revelation is truth which is manifestly set forth before all men
(Rom. 1:17-19; 2:14,15); it is truth so clear and irrefutable as to be known intuitively by all rational
men (Ps. 19:1-6; Rom. 1: 19); it is truth so authoritative and manifest that when men, by reason of
willful rebellion, reject that truth, they do so at the cost of their own eternal damnation (Rom. 1:20;
2:1,15). For this seamless, flawless and majestic tapestry of God-given truth is substituted a patchwork
of "lesser" truths, of truth which "is obtainable at least in part," truths which "are not delineated for us
by God" but are "discovered by fallible humans." ... Surely such a concept of general revelation
represents a ravaging of the biblical concept.

General revelation includes the proposition that "fallen man retains the ability and propensity to deduce truth from
the created world and thus to arrive at conclusions which are as authoritative as the Scriptures themselves." The
"All truth is God's truth"-ers defend such a proposition, not by any exegetical consideration of relevant Biblical
passages, but rather by pointing out that the sage in the book of Proverbs explicitly says he learned some things by
observing the natural order and that those things are recorded in Scripture, concluding that if it could be done by the
Biblical sage, it can be done by any human being. However, such a parallel is illegitimate. The conclusions drawn
from the supposed parallel are wrong and dangerous.
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More central to the issue is that the argument involves a denial of the Biblical insistence that divine truth is
foolishness to the natural man (1 Cor. 2:14); that apart from regeneration, man’s understanding is darkened and
alienated from the life of God (Eph. 4:17); that all men are enemies in their minds until God transforms them
through the work of salvation (Col. 1:13); and that from the sole of the foot even unto the head, there is no
soundness in fallen man (Isa. 1:5). Further, even regenerated man is crippled by the continuing corruption of sin, as
well as by the reality of his own finiteness (Isa. 55:8,9; 1 Cor. 2:16).

Thus, for any man, saved or lost, to suppose that his thoughts ought to be regarded as certain and/or as authoritative
as those of God—let alone the notion that all human truth-claims deserve such respect, simply because the sage of
the Old Testament sometimes related his articulation of truth to observations he had made in the natural order—is
to deny what the Bible says so often and so clearly about the real fallenness and finiteness of man and about the
infinite wisdom and matchless authority of God.

The question is whether the Bible is fully God-breathed or includes information discovered by the human intellect.
The "All truth is God's truth"-ers are convinced that the knowledge possessed by the sage in Proverbs and recorded
by him in Scripture was discovered by the sage alone, with no dependence upon God, yet this perceived parallel
between the ministry of the Old Testament sage and the work of the modern "social scientist" simply does not exist.

The issue here relates very directly to the character of inspired Scripture. Wisdom literature, such as that which is
represented by the sage in the book of Proverbs, is one of many precious and profitable genres of Biblical literature.
But the recorded message of the sage, no less than that of the prophet, the Gospelist, or the writer of a New
Testament epistle, is authoritative and dependable simply and only because it was breathed out by God (2 Tim.
3:16). The prophets received their messages by means of dreams (Num. 12:6); that doesn’t suggest that the dreams
of men today are just as authoritative as those of the prophets. The sage normally received his message by means of
observation; it is erroneous to conclude that, therefore, the observations of any man are as authoritative and/or
dependable as those observations of the sage which are recorded in the pages of sacred Scripture. 

Note carefully that the debate here is not whether any of the observations made by human beings might be true.
Rather, the debate is whether the observations of men today ought to be regarded as possessing the absolute
certainty and/or normative authority which the Bible possesses in all of its parts. The words of the sage are not
certain and authoritative because they were discovered by observation, any more than the words of Jude are certain
and authoritative because he cites them from the apocryphal book of Enoch (Jude 14). The words of all Biblical
writers are authoritative because the recording of them was done under the careful supervision of the Holy Spirit,
which is known as "inspiration." To regard the words of men as possessing the same sublime dignity and ultimate
authority that the words of the Bible possess is remarkably dangerous.

In summary, the "All truth is God's truth"-er understanding of general revelation is all-encompassing but erroneous.
In one fell swoop they even reduce sections of Scripture to less than God-breathed in their attempt to show that
God’s revelation refers to that which can be discovered through observation and natural reason. The word
revelation refers to an unveiling, a revealing of something that could not be otherwise discovered or known. What
mankind gleans through observation, reason, and logic is not revelation, but discovery. These discoveries can be
very helpful to mankind, such as the discovery of electricity. The kind of psychology the "All truth is God's truth"-
ers defend may include some discovery about the superficial aspects of man through observation, reason, and logic,
but these kinds of theories include highly subjective, speculative imaginations about the depths of man, and that
(the depths of man) is the sole province of Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Beyond Seduction; pp. 137-145;  PsychoHeresy, pp. 32-35; and from an article by
the same name ["General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'"] in the March-April 2001 issue of
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (the latter two by permission of PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/truth92.html
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Unconditional Love and Acceptance?*

Eph. 1:6 -- To the praise of the glory of His grace, wherein 
He hath made us accepted in the Beloved.

Among the stellar emotional needs of humanistic psychology are unconditional acceptance, unconditional self-
regard, unconditional self-acceptance, and unconditional love. The usual meaning of the word unconditional is
"without conditions or reservations; absolute." The practical extension of the theories of unconditional love is a
permissive attitude and a morally nonrestrictive atmosphere. That means no conditions or restrictions in child
rearing, counseling, and other human relationships. It must be an absolute love, unrestricted by human feelings or
failings, since the very meaning of the word is "absolute."

But, if there is any absolute when it comes to love, it is that human love is limited. It is not what it was originally
created to be, even in the best of people and circumstances, except when Jesus Himself is loving in and through a
person.

Humanistic psychologists Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow considered these "unconditionals" to be basic human
needs, essential to a person's sense of well-being. They taught that people need to be loved and accepted
unconditionally -- without any conditions of performance. Thus, their followers also teach and encourage all people
to love and accept themselves unconditionally.

Men such as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers believed that a human being would find answers to his own dilemmas and
naturally blossom into his best self in an atmosphere of unconditional love and acceptance (by which they meant a
permissive, unstructured atmosphere). Nevertheless, as much as they would like to think that they themselves loved
their clients unconditionally, the truth of the matter is this: people are NOT able to love unconditionally.

The Myth of Unconditional Love

Unconditional love is a myth. That is because humans are naturally self-biased and the human heart is so deceitful
that one can fool himself into thinking that he is loving unconditionally, when in fact he has all kinds of conditions.
For instance, what kind of "unconditional" love is at work when the psychiatrist's client can no longer pay for
services and therapy is discontinued?

Unconditional love cannot be based upon performance or it wouldn't be unconditional. Therefore, it must be based
on the intrinsic worth of the person. Paul Brownback, in his book The Danger of Self-Love, explains it this way:

"... by unconditional love we are speaking of love on the basis of being rather than doing. One
implication of this teaching is the place of grandeur that it gives to the human being. I am lovable just
because I am human; therefore being human, in and of itself, regardless of what I do with my
humanness, must have some sort of independent value or worth. It is by itself a sufficient claim to
respect and esteem" (p. 66).

Thus, according to the self theories, everyone is born with the right to receive unconditional love and unconditional
acceptance throughout his entire life, no matter what!

James Dobson, one of the chief proponents of unconditional love, believes that all people need it. Dobson declares:
"I'm convinced the human spirit craves this kind of unconditional love and experiences something akin to 'soul
hunger' when it cannot be achieved." Then as an extra bonus, Dobson brings God in as the primary person who
gives this unconditional love and acceptance -- he says "God's acceptance is unconditional." Dobson is not alone in
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that conclusion. A host of well-respected professing Christian leaders describe God's love as unconditional.

Pastors should have been alert to the subtleties of deception that would turn a believer's eyes from God to self. But
alas, rather that warning the sheep, many of the "shepherds" have joined the psychologists and embrace their
teachings of unconditional love and acceptance.

A Misunderstanding of God's Love

The basis for their eager embrace is a misunderstanding of "the love of Christ which passeth knowledge" (Eph.
3:19). They equate unconditional love and acceptance with the fact that God's love is vast, unfathomable, and
unmerited. Then they follow that with the idea that if God loves and accepts people unconditionally, they should
also love and accept themselves unconditionally. While this may sound like a logical progression, there are some
serious problems with the basic assumptions.

Therefore, we must address the question: Is God's love unconditional? Or are there any conditions that must be met
to become a recipient of His love?

Paul prayed that the believers in Ephesus would be able to comprehend the length, width, depth, and height of
God's love. He desired that they know the love of Christ, which surpasses knowledge, so that they would be filled
with the fullness of God (Eph. 3:16-19). The wide expanse of God's love has been the theme of the gospel
throughout the ages, for to know His love is to know Him. Therefore, any consideration of His love is highly
important and must be based upon His revelation of Himself rather than upon the imagination of men.

Love According to Secular Humanism

Ever since the rise of secular humanism in this country, and especially since the establishment of humanistic
psychology, the popular, "relevant" term to describe God's love has been unconditional. The thrust of this word in
humanistic psychology has been both to give and to expect unconditional love from one another with no strings
attached. While unconditional love and acceptance supposedly promote change and growth, they make no
requirements. But God, who is love, requires change and enables his children to grow in righteousness.

In humanistic psychology, parents and society are always the culprits. Since they believe that every person is born
with intrinsic worth and innate goodness, psychologists contend that one main reason people experience emotional
and behavioral problems is because they have not received unconditional love from their parents. Following that
thesis, Christians have come to believe that the best kind of love is unconditional love. It is the highest love secular
humanists know. It is touted as a love that makes no demands for performance, good behavior, or the like. It has
also been associated with a kind of permissiveness, since it makes no demands and has no conditions, even though
the promoters of the unconditional love jargon would say that unconditional love does not have to dispense with
discipline.

God's Love Revealed through Scripture

Because the concept of unconditional love permeates society and because it is often thought of as the highest form
of human love, it is natural for a Christian to mistakenly use this term to describe God. After all, His love is far
greater than any human love imaginable. God's love for humanity is so great that "He gave His only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (John 3:16). Oh, the magnitude of the
cost! We cannot even fathom His love even though our very breath depends upon it! His love indeed reaches to the
heights and depths. But again, is God's love truly unconditional?

God's love is available to human beings by grace alone. There is nothing that men can do to earn that love. There is
no good work that is either demanded or even possible. But does that make God's love unconditional? "That
whosoever will" is most certainly not a work, but it is a condition. Otherwise we would end up with universalism
(all people saved) rather than salvation by grace received through faith.
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God chooses upon whom He will place His love and the benefits of His love. Did Jesus ever imply that God's love
is unconditional? He said to His disciples:

"He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me: and he that loveth Me
shall be loved of My Father, and I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him" (John 14:21).

One might argue that the story of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11ff) proves unconditional love (as Charles Stanley
teaches). It indeed illustrates the vastness of God's love, forgiveness, and longsuffering. However, the son
repented! If he had a prosperous evil life he may never have repented. And while the father would have waited and
hoped, he would not have extended his love. After all, he did not go out searching for him to support his folly.

Up to a point, this seems to indicate unconditional love, and yet, God is not waiting in ignorance, not knowing what
those for whom His Son died might be doing. It is difficult enough to understand God's love without adding the
term unconditional love which is loaded with secular, humanistic, psychological connotations. The story of the
prodigal son teaches grace, forgiveness and mercy -- but unconditional love? No!

While God loves with a greater love than humans can comprehend, His holiness and justice also must be taken into
consideration. Therefore, the term unconditional love is inadequate for defining God. It does not account for God's
reaction to pompous men who devise plans against Him and His anointed. The psalmist goes so far as to say:

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak to
them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure" (Psalm 2:4-5).

And what about Lot's wife as she turned to look at the smoldering cities? Or what about Jesus' words to the cities
that refused to repent? Does this sound like unconditional love?:

"Woe to thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, which were done in you,
had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say
unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou,
Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell ... it shall be more tolerable
for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee" (Matthew 11:21-24).

Conclusion

But perhaps one could say that God's love for the Christian is unconditional since the Christian partakes of His love
and grace through faith. Wouldn't it be better to say that the conditions have been met? Jesus met the first
condition, to wash away the sin that God hates. The believer meets the second condition, but only by God's grace
through faith.

Or perhaps it would be better to say that God's love extended to a person is conditioned by His plan to give
eternal life to those whom He has enabled to believe on His Son. The conditions of God's love are resident
within Himself. As our opening Bible verse says: He hath MADE us accepted!

There is a strong temptation to use vocabulary that is popular in society in order to make Christianity sound
relevant. Christians have something far better than what the world offers, but in expressing that good news, they
confuse people by using words that are already loaded with humanistic connotations and systems of thought. It
would be better not to use the expression unconditional love when describing God's love. There are plenty of other
good words (1 John 4:9,10,16):

In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through him.

Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for
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our sins. ...

And we have known and believed the love that God hath to us. God is love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.

The incomprehensible magnitude of God's love surpasses any concept of love devised by humanistic psychologists.
The doctrine of unconditional love is a myth that glorifies man rather than God.

*Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, [now in a revised 1998 edition titled James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (pp. 65-71) (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110)], and from the September-October 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter by permission of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan. (See also Paul Brownback's book, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, for an excellent theological
critique of the unconditional love/acceptance phenomena.)  [Return to Top]
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Are We Too Negative?
Critics have long leveled the charge of "divisive" and "negative" against those who would warn the church of
unbiblical teachings and practices. They would rather we preach only "positive" things. I, also, long to put behind
me the controversy that has become such an unwelcome part of my life. Yet in articulating the pure gospel, one
must carefully distinguish it from the clever counterfeits all around.

How negligent it would be not to warn the sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds who promote lies in the
name of truth. Yet the odds are staggering. Norman Vincent Peale's magazines, for example, have 16 million
readers monthly, nearly 10,000 times BDM's small circulation! The flesh faints with weariness and frustration.
Then why persist in a task so lonely and burdensome? Yes, why this burning passion?

Compelled by God's Word

There are, thank God, the many letters of encouragement from those who offer their love, support and prayers.
There are, too, the earnest "thank you's" from thousands who've been set free from the delusion and bondage of
false gospels -- from Catholicism and "Christian" psychology to Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive
Confession. Yet even without any such encouragement, we would be compelled to carry on.

Jeremiah was hated, maligned, imprisoned, and threatened with death because he preached repentance and warned
of God's impending judgment, while the "positive prophets" promised peace and prosperity "by the word of the
Lord." Popular opinion opposed him. He became so discouraged that he declared that he would no longer speak for
God nor even mention His Name. But God's Word was in his heart and burned like a fire in his bones, so that he
had to speak (Jer. 20). Yes, above all, it is God's Word burning within that compels us.

Distressed by accusations of "negativism," I cry out to God and turn to His unfailing Word. And what do I find
there? The very message I am constrained to preach! Christ Himself was far more "negative" than I have dared to
be. He continually warned of judgment and hell, exposed sin, demanded repentance, rebuked the religious leaders,
and indicted them as hypocrites, white sepulchers, and blind leaders of the blind fools. Without doubt, He would be
banned from most Christian pulpits and media today!

The Sermon on the Mount is not intended to enhance one's "self-esteem." It encourages one to be poor in spirit, to
mourn, to be meek and merciful, and promises that those who are true to God and His Word will be hated,
persecuted, and vilified (Matt. 5). But didn't Jesus say, "Judge not that ye be not judged" (Matt 7:1)? Isn't it
unbiblical, then, to accuse a Christian leader of any wrong? On the contrary, Christ could only have meant that we
were not to judge motives, for He clearly told us to judge teachings and lives: "Beware of false prophets [i.e.
teachers] ... by their fruits [doctrine and lives] ye shall know them" (15-20). Surely he is calling us to judge false
doctrines and deeds!

A "Judging" Which Satan Hates

When Paul exhorted Timothy to "preach the Word," he explained that to do so one must "reprove, rebuke, exhort
with all longsuffering and doctrine" (2 Tim. 4:2). Paul warned of "vain talkers and deceivers ... whose mouths must
be stopped [from teaching false doctrine]." He urged Titus to "rebuke them sharply" (Titus 1:9-14). He told
Timothy, "Them that sin rebuke before all [i.e. publicly] that others also may fear" (1 Tim. 5:20). Clearly such
reproof requires a judging that does not violate Christ's prohibition but which, in fact, He commanded and the
apostles practiced -- a judging which Satan hates because it unmasks his lies.

The International Genocide Treaty signed by former President Reagan makes it a crime to try to convert anyone of
another religion or to suggest that their beliefs are wrong. It will soon be a serious crime to call homosexuality a
sin. The day is coming when, to protect "minority rights," we will be prohibited by law from preaching the gospel
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except in the most "positive" manner. Sadly, much of the evangelical church has already conformed.

It is not enough simply to "preach the truth" when there are lies which counterfeit it so closely that many can't tell
the difference. It is both logically and Scripturally essential to expose and refute today's pernicious false gospels.
Yet to do so is to be opposed by church leaders and barred from most platforms. True Bible teachers are banned
from "Christian" radio stations like the Moody network, lest they expose the humanism Moody promotes in the
name of "Christian psychology." Why not allow an open discussion of vital issues before the whole church? Are
church leaders concerned for truth -- or with protecting their own interests?

Turning Inexcusable Sin Into Excusable "Sickness"

"Christian" psychology may seem to help for a time, but it undermines our real victory in Christ by redefining sin
as "mental illness." This heresy inspired a host of new terms such as obsessive-compulsive behavior, dysfunctional
families, addiction -- and, more recently, the increasingly popular co-dependency myths and Twelve-Step recovery
programs spawned by Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). In 12 Steps to Destruction, the Bobgans point out that Bill
Wilson, founder of AA, based his system upon what was revolutionary new theory: that drunkenness was not a
"moral defect" but an excusable "illness." Wilson was relieved to learn that he was an "alcoholic" -- a new term at
the time.

Enlarging upon this lie, "Christian" psychologists have redefined as mental "illness" all manner of behavior that
Jesus, the Great Physician, diagnosed as sin. A woman called into a "Christian" psychology radio program to
confess that she couldn't keep from having sex with anybody and everybody. She was told that her problem arose
from an overbearing mother and milquetoast father, and that it was an "addiction" that could take years of therapy
to cure. So much for Christ's "Go and sin no more" (Jn. 8:11)! Disobeying God is no longer sin if one has a
"compulsion" or "addiction" or traumatic childhood.

One author wrote a while back: "The depth to which sanctified psychotherapy can sink is really quite profound. A
local newspaper a recently featured an article about a 34-bed clinic that has opened in Southern California to treat
'Christian sex addicts.' According to the article the clinic is affiliated with a large well-known Protestant church in
the area." Several leading "Christian" psychologists interviewed for the article "scoffed at the power of God's Word
to transform a heart and break the bondage of sexual sin." The director explained that his treatment center would
serve to rescue many Christians who had been taught that "the Bible is all you need."

Exposing the Lie

In The Journal of Biblical Ethics in Medicine, Dr. Robert Maddox warns that "all manner of sin ... from gluttony to
fornication, from stealing to bestiality ... is [being] labeled as disease, to be cured with chemical, electrical and
mechanical treatments." The Bobgans also quote from University of California professor Herbert Fingarette's book
Heavy Drinking: The Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease: "I just don't understand why any churches would go for the
disease idea ... [it] denies the spiritual dimension of the whole thing." They also quote Stanton Peele from his book
Diseasing of America: Addiction Treatment Out of Control: "... disease definitions undermine the individual's
obligations to control behavior and to answer for misconduct ... [and] actually increase the incidence of the
behaviors of concern."

How astonishing that as the secular world is abandoning the sinking ship of psychotherapy, Christians are jumping
aboard, imagining that this doomed vessel will not only stay afloat, but add needed buoyancy to the ark God has
provided!

It makes me weep to watch the growing deception, to cry out against it, and to be heeded by so few and opposed by
so many. Why is that essential correction which Scripture so clearly demands left to a few of us nobodies and
shunned by church leaders who would be heeded by millions?

Write to the most influential so-called evangelical leaders and ask how they can "preach the Word" without
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involving themselves in the reproof and rebuke of rampant error that Paul said must be at the very heart of Biblical
preaching!

Christian Publishing Gone Astray

A memo from a researcher, who along with her husband is among the nobodies crying out against heresy in the
church, stressed Her concern about The Ragamuffin Gospel by Brennan Manning, a Catholic, published by
Multnomah Press. In part she said: "Manning teaches ... that [a Christian] may continue to live a life of debauchery
... describes himself as a [heavy] smoker and someone who became an alcoholic after conversion ... wants active
homosexuals accepted into full fellowship (p. 26) along with other immoral people ... teaches an eastern-type
meditation (pp. 43, 205-6) ... twists Scripture (pp. 23, 28, 73, 173); he says that everyone, but the self-righteous
(those that obey God by Brennan's definition), will go to heaven (pp. 17, 26, 29) ... This book is dangerous ... a ploy
by a new age Catholic to invade the evangelical church ... Christian[s] must be warned that ... the once trusted
names of Multnomah, Thomas Nelson, and Fleming Revell [to name a few] are no guarantee of orthodoxy. What a
shame!"

"Christian" publishers can no longer be trusted to publish truth, but have become purveyors of death! A dump truck
would not be large enough to haul all of the heresy out of a typical Christian Booksellers Convention. Even Roman
Catholic publishers of the most awful blasphemy and incredible nonsense, such as Paulist Press, are represented
alongside so-called evangelical publishers.

Take, for example, the Christian Booksellers Convention in Orlando a number of years ago. At the booth of another
Catholic Publisher, Our Sunday Visitor, one of their books on display told the story of Padre Pio, a recently
deceased Catholic monk admired by Pope John Paul II. Pio manifested the "stigmata," bleeding from his palms to
make up the deficiency in Christ's redemptive work on the cross! Pio believed he was suffering for the salvation of
sinners! He claimed that literally millions of the spirits of the dead, whom he saw with his physical eyes, came to
him on their way to heaven to thank him for gaining their release from purgatory! This is only one of Rome's many
heresies. On confronting Our Sunday Visitor employees concerning this demonic delusion promoted by their books,
and objecting to their presence at a convention of evangelical publishers, they pointed to a nearby booth promoting
horrendous, allegedly "Christian" Rock music and declared: "We have as much right to be here as they do!" One
could only agree.

Today's "evangelical" leaders shun their duty to oppose heresy. Many of them promote Catholicism, occultism, and
humanistic psychology. Therefore, we, the nobodies, though few heed us, must cry out even louder to warn the
sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds. "Positive or "negative" is not the issue, but truth and simple
obedience to the Lord and His Word.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from an October, 1990, CIB Bulletin article.
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I Don't Wanna' Hear It*
We regularly receive letters expressing disapproval of our exposing ungodliness in the Church. We're accused of
sowing discord among brethren, of being unloving -- even hateful -- and are exhorted to concentrate on positive
issues that help build self-esteem. Evidently it disturbs many Christians to think that evil is in their midst. But evil
is in our midst. And there are plenty of books and periodicals already available for those who desire to have their
consciences massaged and their self-esteem enlarged.

Most Christians are disposed to point to the evil in the world, but it disturbs them to face the evil in their very midst
within the Church. It horrifies them to think that their pastor or favorite media preacher is advocating doctrines of
demons. So like the proverbial ostrich they stick their heads in the sand and ask only to be comforted in their
delusion.

Peruse the shelves of any Christian bookstore and you'll find that 98% of the books are inspirational, educational or
technical (Bible-study aids, etc.), instructional on living (how to pray, how to raise one's family, etc.), and
downright heretical (sufficiently aberrant in doctrinal positions to render them dangerous to the reader's faith). You
could carry in one arm those that expose the unfruitful works of darkness within the Church. Most written in that
vein are banned from display and are available only upon request -- if at all.

Listen to the sermons that proliferate in most churches and in the "Christian" media and you'll quickly see that the
vast majority fall within the above categories.

Satan isn't concerned if we Christians feel good about ourselves in our moral lifestyle and church attendance,
comparing ourselves with the lost. Nor is he so concerned that we spend hours pouring over the Scriptures as long
as we receive our understanding from teachers who do his bidding, whether knowingly or unknowingly. But dare to
expose his work in the bastions of the faith -- the hallowed halls of churches, seminaries, and "Christian" radio and
television studios -- and the fury of his wrath will be expressed through weak-willed Christians echoing his
euphemisms designed to shut down opposition: "Judge not!" and "Touch not God's anointed!"

If there is a need for prayer today it is that God will raise up godly men and women of faith who will stand firm in
the face of deception and be willing to suffer the consequences of following Christ.

We all rejoice in the knowledge that one day He will return. But I wonder if we all rejoice in that day when our
works are judged.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 10 - No. 3
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When Love Divorces Doctrine and Unity Rejects
Truth
It is evident that leading neo-evangelicals believe our main goal is to eliminate doctrinal distinctives and to
emphasize unity among those claiming to be believers.

One of the basic ideas of today's philosophy of ecumenical evangelism is that love is more important than doctrine.
Ecumenical evangelists say that doctrine divides, whereas love unifies. What does the Bible say? Is it true that in
the New Testament love is more important than doctrine, or Truth? In the so-called Love chapter of 1 Corinthians
13, we are told:

Now abideth in faith, hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love (agape).

Some say -- That settles it: love is supreme! But when we examine that chapter more carefully, we discover that
Truth is also mentioned in the chapter. In verse 6 we are told that, love rejoices in the truth. In other words, faith,
hope, and love are virtues but Truth has an altogether different status. It is the frame of reference, the foundation,
the atmosphere without which virtues such as love cannot exist at all.

Love rejoices in the truth. Why? Because without Truth to define it, to interpret it, to protect it, to guide it, to
channel it -- love can become a total disaster. We dare not place Truth on the same level as virtues. Virtues would
shrivel up and die if it were not for Truth.

We cannot imagine life on this planet without water. Water is absolutely essential for life, as long as it stays within
proper channels, within its canals, aqueduct, and pipes. But when water gets out of control, it is the second greatest
catastrophe that can happen to this planet, second only to fire. On the one hand, it is an absolute blessing, but on
the other hand, it can be a total disaster. So it is with love.

God's Definition Of Love

Love without divine definition (God's revealed channels within which it must flow) becomes the most horrible thing
on earth. It can destroy human beings by the millions, and can be reduced to satanic sentimentalism.

Love, as defined by God, is doing for a person that which is best for him in the light of eternity, no matter what the
cost may be. That is how it is defined by God. Somehow, when it comes to world evangelism, many people have
forgotten God's definitions and have fallen into sentimentalism. Consider some key Scriptures which illustrate the
distinction between love and Truth.

Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed; And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. -- John 8:31,32

Ultimate freedom may only be achieved by total submission -- unconditional surrender to Truth. There is nothing
here about love.

Love Obeys The Truth

There are many who speak glowingly of their love for Jesus Christ and for lost men. In John 14:15,21,23,24, He
stresses that obedience to Truth is the best form of love:

If ye love me, keep my commandments He that hath my commandments, and keeps them, he it is that
loves me If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and we will come unto
him, and make our abode with him. He that loveth me not keeps not my sayings: ...
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This is what we call the acid test of love -- does a man obey the commandments of the Lord Jesus Christ? It makes
no difference how much we talk about our love if we do not obey Christ. It is obedience that counts, not words.
Obedience without love is theoretically possible, but love without obedience is, in practice, impossible. It is a
satanic substitute for God's plan.

Love Teaches the Truth

John 21 gives an example of one who said much about his love for Jesus. But when it came to obedience, it was not
there. When the pressure came, his resolution collapsed and he denied his Lord. After the resurrection of Jesus, our
Lord confronted Peter lovingly, but in truth:

... Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou knowest
that I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my lambs Feed my sheep Feed my sheep. -- John 21:15-17

How do we express love to the Lord Jesus according to the lesson of this confrontation? By feeding His sheep, as
He also commanded in the great commission, by teaching His people and training them in the whole counsel of
God, teaching them whatsoever I have commanded you.

In Acts 20, we find a good example of an apostle who obeyed the great commission. He says nothing about love to
the Ephesians in this passage. But he exhibited the supreme love of any disciple toward the Ephesians. What did he
do for them? Did he say, I love you, I love you, I love you? Acts 20:26-27 gives the answer:

Wherefore I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all men. For I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of God.

Love Leaves Nothing Out

The result was that all which dwelt in Asia, both Jews and Greeks, heard the word of the Lord Jesus. Paul based his
evangelism on sound doctrinal instruction. That is God's key for world evangelism. The words of Paul in Galatians
1:6 were blunt and necessary as Paul says in Galatians 4, in order to tell them the Truth.

Ephesians 4 tells us how we can achieve the perfect balance. Note the gifts God gave the true Church, the body of
Christ, for service and ministry in this age: And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some evangelists;
and some pastors and teachers. -- Ephesians 4:11

Every one of these gifts in the form of a person is a doctrinal person. They are all totally involved in Truth. All
were totally involved in preaching, teaching, and discipling in the light of revealed Truth. There is no teaching
whatsoever in the New Testament suggesting that love is more important than doctrine or Truth.

Love is referred to in Galatians 4:15 where we read of, speaking the truth in love. Love is the manner and method
of speaking Truth. Love is the servant of Truth. It makes it easier to receive, absorb, and digest. But it must never
be allowed to eclipse or set aside Truth. God's Truth can never change, but God's Truth in the hands of human
messengers is a very delicate and fragile thing.

Love Resists Poisons

There is no living system known to science that can survive without an intricate, elaborate, and constantly-used
system to purify itself from poisons. This is true of God's Church. It is impossible for any organization to survive
unless it has a system to purify itself from poisonous influences.

We need to remember we are in a highly poisoned environment. We are immersed in Satan's world. He has
constant access to every servant of God through his fallen nature. How can the relative success of a Christian's
ministry be evaluated apart from God's infallible inerrant Word? Who is to determine what success means?
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Love Protects the Flock

Did the Lord Jesus encourage His disciples to listen sympathetically to other religious leaders of that time? His
answer is given in Matt. 7:15, Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they
are ravening wolves. Yet we are told today by neo-evangelicals that we should both teach and study in liberal
universities and colleges of theology. There is one thing worse than division and that is peace with compromise.
Truth is infinitely more important than the false unity of the world.

Love Corrects Error

Why? Because for the sake of Truth, even families will be split with hostility so that at least someone within that
unit can perpetuate God's Truth. In Romans 16:17 Paul says,

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which causes divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them.

If we honor and love the Lord Jesus we will watch for anything which may destroy His Truth. We will avoid such
people. 

A good way of life or good doctrine is always contaminated by a bad environment or bad associations. A mere
association of the good with the bad will never make the bad thing better. The good gets worse; the bad does not
improve. It is the same with a rotten apple in a barrel. The bad one never gets better, but the good ones go rotten (1
Cor. 15:33). Is it right for doctrinal purity to be blatantly submerged for the sake of worldly ecclesiastical unity?
Surely this is a total denial of the Holy Spirit's Word through the Scriptures.

-- Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Jr.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 10/98
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Modern Day Balaams 
Spiritual Counterfeits Conducting Spiritual Fraud* (Numbers 22-24)

Balaam was a diviner (one who uses omens to determine God's will) and a soothsayer (possessing certain powers
not of God), the practices of which were condemned in Deut. 18. Yet by all appearances, Balaam was a man of
God -- a genuine prophet: Balaam's "God-talk" attested to his being a prophet (Num. 22:8,13,34,38; 23:12,28;
24:13); God was speaking to him and through him (Num. 22:9,12,20,32-35; 23:4,5,16,18-24); Balaam appeared to
worship God in spirit and truth (Num. 22:31); and he blessed the people of God (Num. 23:5,7-10,18-24; 24:2-9,15-
19).

There are other instances in the Bible where God appears to pagan peoples and reveals Himself: Ambimalech in a
dream (Gen. 20:6,7); Pharaoh (Gen. 41:25); Nebuchadnezzar before his conversion (Dan. 2,4); Pilate's wife through
suffering in a dream (Matt. 27:19); Saul (1 Sam. 19:23,24); and to Caiphas (Jn. 11:51,52).

Therefore, just because an individual seems to have great powers or a large following or that God is "using" him,
doesn't mean that the person is a genuine "prophet," let alone a believer in Jesus Christ. The person could be a
pagan, a false prophet, a spiritual fraud, who God is using for His purposes. Spiritual frauds are quite capable of
quoting the Word of God, of sounding pious and true, yet can be totally wicked. God speaking through a false
prophet does not signal a believer, any more than Balaam's donkey was a believer because God spoke through him
(Num. 23:21-30). In fact, the deception of a false prophet appearing to be from God was so prevalent in Old
Testament times that God established another screen for true prophets (in addition to accurate predictions) -- "Do
they lead you to worship other gods?" (Deut. 13:1-5).

The bottom line is that we must examine a teacher's fruit of doctrine. If his doctrine is impure, avoid him (Rom.
16:17; 2 Jn. 10,11). Even though his "God-talk" may proliferate, we must examine the fruit of his doctrine --
"diviners" and "soothsayers" cannot be the children of God.

Yet, we have a professing Church today that tolerates Balaams -- "They say some good things. They use the
Bible." Yes, but their doctrine gives them away. They are false prophets, corrupting and destroying the Church
from the inside!

The issue is not whether there is some good in their teachings. The issue is their erroneous doctrinal teachings from
which the Bible commands us to separate. So, look out for those who reject spiritual separation. In these days of
ecumenism, there are scores of frauds about us who make no distinction between what is right or wrong, whose
energies are devoted to man-made unity while they de-emphasize doctrine, whose purposes are to appeal to the
hearts of the masses while neglecting the truth of God. Inclusivism because of areas of agreement can never take
precedence over our obligation to separate because of error.

Believers need to use the weapons of truth which God has given us, so that we identify and deal with every
Balaamite fraud in the spiritual arena in which we live. Note his characteristics. He can be seen everywhere around
us on the landscape of Christendom. Mark such evil entities and avoid them. Learn the lesson Israel learned the
hard way from her unfortunate exposure to Balaam and his unscrupulous methods.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a 1988 sermon by Gil Rugh, Senior Pastor, Indian Hills Community Church,
Lincoln, NE; and from an article by Dave Kazen in the 4/96 Uplook: "Spiritual Fraud," pp. 4-5.
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Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel!*
And now I say unto you, Refrain from these men, and let them alone: for if this counsel or
this work be of men, it will come to nought: But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest
haply ye be found even to fight against God. (Acts 5:38-39)

Some people seem to think that Gamaliel was the only wise man in the whole of the Bible! Whenever wisdom is
needed to assess the latest strange idea or movement to penetrate the churches, we hear the famous "counsel of
Gamaliel" quoted. We hear it endlessly, for example, in connection with the "Toronto Blessing" [laughing revival].

We hear it especially when there is no scriptural support for something. When the rest of the Bible seems to say
"No!" then the counsel of Gamaliel comes to the rescue.

Gamaliel is often preferred above Paul. If the apostle clearly condemns something, his word is pushed aside in favor
of Gamaliel's. But Paul is not alone in this. Gamaliel is even wiser than the Lord Jesus Christ in the estimation of
some. Where Christ says, "Beware of false prophets," Gamaliel says, "Leave them be; just watch and wait. Say and
do nothing. And if they survive and flourish, they will prove to be from God."

A Liberal Appeal

A famous historical appeal to the counsel of Gamaliel was made by the notorious liberal, Harry Emerson Fosdick.
In an infamous sermon of 1922 (entitled, "Shall the Fundamentalists Win?"), Gamaliel was extolled as the
personification of tolerance and magnanimity. Fundamentalists were urged to abandon their narrow and
cantankerous unreasonableness and to adopt the great Gamaliel's intellectual liberalism.

In recent decades, however, evangelicals too have been heard to press the counsel of Gamaliel as a reason for doing
nothing about a range of new trends, including contemporary music in worship and charismatic excesses. The
ministry of warning has been strangled, and the people of God exposed to wild experimentation, all on account of
the wisdom of Gamaliel.

Who, then, was this man Gamaliel? Was he a good and faithful wise man? Did he speak from God? Is his
celebrated counsel as wonderful as many seem to think?

Gamaliel was a leading Pharisee, a doctor of the law, and a member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, who possessed great
influence between A.D. 20 and 58. He believed firmly that God's favor was secured by virtue of being born a Jew,
and by meticulous obedience to the ceremonial law. As a leading Pharisee, he would have been swamped by self-
righteousness and vehemently hostile to salvation by grace through faith.

He was well aware of the teaching of John the Baptist, that Christ was the Lamb of God, appointed to take away
the sin of the world. He was also very familiar with the teaching of Christ, that neither Jewishness nor the
ceremonial law could save the soul, and that individuals must repent and be born again by the power of God. These
teachings he rejected. Indeed, he rejected the idea that Jesus Christ was any more than a man.

If Gamaliel had been affected by the ministry of Christ in the smallest degree, he was nevertheless among those
who loved their position and the esteem of men far more than the praise of God. We must remember that he was
one of those of whom Christ had said: "You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to
do ..." (John 8:44).

Gamaliel's Intervention

Is it true that when the furious Jewish leaders were about to execute the apostles, Gamaliel intervened to save them.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
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The older Protestant commentators, however, were never impressed. How remarkable, they said, that God would
use a proud man with foolish reasoning to blunt the mad fury of a murderous Sanhedrin. The old writers gave the
glory to God, and no credit to Gamaliel.

Calvin expressed astonishment at the intellectual shallowness of Gamaliel, saying, "His opinion is not what one
might expect from a man of wisdom." If Gamaliel had been right, observed Calvin, "men must punish nobody and
all crime must go uncorrected."

Gamaliel's "do-nothing" counsel would certainly bring to an end all law enforcement, if adopted by any State.
Equally, there would be no discipline in the church. God repeatedly commands in His Word that right conduct
should be approved and wrongdoing should be restrained. The Sanhedrin had a duty to establish the truth (using the
Scriptures) and act accordingly.

If the apostles were teaching correctly, they should have been supported and encouraged. If they were teaching
falsehood, they should have been excluded from the Temple, and the people warned. Gamaliel and his colleagues
should have sided either for or against the apostles. Gamaliel's counsel was a total abdication of responsibility. He
said, in effect, "Time will tell. In the meantime, it does not matter whom they mislead."

It must be admitted Gamaliel made two correct statements: first, that the work of men comes to nothing, and
secondly, that the work of God cannot be overthrown. But he failed to note that the fall of the false may not take
place for many centuries! Has Islam fallen yet, or Rome, or Hinduism? By Gamaliel's test, perhaps we should
conclude that these movements are of God. But Gamaliel forgot that God does not judge the false immediately.
Some false institutions will last until Christ destroys them at His Coming.

True Only at Final Judgment

The counsel of Gamaliel is true only when set in the context of eternity, and the final judgment. In the meantime
we have a duty to exercise discernment by the clear guidance of the Word. To substitute the do-nothing counsel of
Gamaliel for discernment leads to one of two consequences, as we have noted. Either we fail to support something
which is right, or we say and do nothing about something which is harmful and dishonoring to God. Gamaliel's
counsel is always foolish, selfish, and hideously costly to the cause of Christ.

In the event, by doing nothing Gamaliel fought against God, because he failed to support God's cause. He even
failed to act when the apostles were beaten and charged not to speak in the name of the Lord.

Gamaliel's absurd counsel was not due to his being a foolish man, for he was a renowned scholar and thinker. His
reasoning was the product of fear. He was afraid of the reaction of the crowds in Jerusalem.

The other members of that hastily convened Jewish Council imagined that they possessed the social standing and
moral authority to get away with whatever their murderous instincts dictated. Gamaliel knew better, realizing that
the death of the apostles could put the Council itself at risk. So he warned, "Take heed to yourselves what you
intend to do."

Counsel of Fear

The Temple police sent to arrest the apostles had not dared to use violence "for they feared as people, lest they
should be stoned" (verse 26). The people sympathized with the apostles on account of their power to heal.

History repeats itself. Just as self-preservation and self-interest was the motive behind Gamaliel's original counsel,
so it is often the reason for its use today. The "Toronto blessing" arrives in a town where a weak and vacillating
pastor leads a fellowship of the Lord's people. "If I oppose this," he reasons," I may lose members in my church.
Worse, the advocates of this new phenomenon may push me aside. On the other hand, if I encourage this new
phenomenon too openly and too early, I will certainly meet with disapproval from others."
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What can this "dishonest steward," this "hireling," do? How will an insincere, indecisive, unprotecting pastor
handle such a dilemma?

He will not find a text presenting the words of Christ, or any prophet or apostle, to justify an ambivalent,
compromising, equivocal position. But fortunately for the unworthy pastor, the words of a proud, self-righteous,
unconverted Pharisee will come to his rescue. The counsel of Gamaliel is available for any pastor or elder interested
only in self-preservation and peace at any price.

Who are these who appeal so much to the counsel of Gamaliel? They are like him. They do not want the counsel of
God, but a safe, easy, and congenial solution. Even with the entire Bible open before them, nothing is to their taste
or of any value except for the words of an unregenerate Pharisee.

Gamaliel, to support his plea to do nothing, mentioned the cases of two rebel leaders who had been killed
(apparently by the Roman authorities), with the result that their influence soon waned. The obvious implication was
that Jesus of Nazareth had also been put to death by the Romans, and his following would doubtless die out in the
same way. Gamaliel further warned that if the movements was from God, to kill the disciples would be to fight
against Him.

So Gamaliel employed two arguments. Number One: If God is not behind the disciples, they will disperse without
our interference. Number Two: If God is behind them, we will be guilty of fighting Him. How frequently these
arguments are heard today! If God is not behind the gimmicks, the worldliness, and the hysterical and occult
practices coming into present-day Christianity, they will die out in time. Therefore, forget all pastoral responsibility
and let them be.

On the other hand, if you act against them, you may find you are quenching and blaspheming the work of the Spirit
of the living God. Therefore, keep off! Don't interfere! Stand on the "touch line." See which way the wind blows.
Do whatever is most advantageous and favorable to yourself and see how matters unfold.

A Test of Pastors!

The most useful purpose of the counsel of Gamaliel to present-day believers is that it serves as an indication of the
depth and reliability of those who function as pastors, leaders, and Bible teachers. The use of the counsel of
Gamaliel in defense of a "do-nothing" or "run-with-the-tide" approach to any new fad is a sure sign of a person
who has an inadequate respect for Scripture as the authoritative judge of all matters.

In other words, the counsel of Gamaliel may tell you much more about a pastor than about how you should respond
to the latest spiritual threats.

It is only to be expected that Gamaliel should be held in high regard by today's "evangelical" Bible commentators.
If the present array of new-evangelical, ecumenical evangelicals can endorse the Pope, then why not Gamaliel?
What is the difference? Both stand tenaciously for works as the basis of salvation, and both reject grace. Both
uphold a mediatorial priesthood imagined to be vested in themselves, and both reject the simplicity which is in
Christ. The similarities could be continued at length. Just as the Pope is now widely accepted as a true man of faith,
so Gamaliel, a Christ-rejecting, proud Pharisee, is regarded as a saintly protector of the apostles.

Fellow believers -- be warned and beware of the counsel of Gamaliel!

* Adapted from an article by Dr. Peter Masters: SWORD & TROWELL, The Metropolitan Tabernacle, Issue: 1995,
No. 3.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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The Siren Song of Unity!*
In Greek and Roman mythology, sirens were women who lured ships onto rocky shores by enticing the sailors with
their singing. Today the world's leaders, like the sirens of mythology, are singing an enchanting song of unification
very similar to the days of Babel: "Then they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to
the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the whole earth'"
(Genesis 11:4).

We have a comparable message coming from the present world's leaders telling us we must rethink our world and
come into a new way of doing things:

"Today humankind is facing a choice,' [Mikhail Gorbachev, former head of the Soviet Union] said. It is
time for every individual, nation, and state to re-think its place and role in world affairs.'... We need to
find a new paradigm .... This search for a new paradigm should be a search for synthesis, for what is
common to and unites people, countries and nations, rather than what divides them'" (From speech
given at the State of the World Forum in San Francisco, Oct., 1995, as quoted in letter from Lucis Trust
promoting World Invocation Day, received March, 1996).

Unfortunately, this "siren song of unity" is reaching into the Christian community. The book A Plea for Purity, Sex,
Marriage, and God, by J. Christoph Arnold (a pastor) includes a foreword by Mother Teresa, with endorsements by
men who also participated in or endorsed "Evangelical & Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium."

Subtly we are being directed toward Christian unity -- a unity not based on the Holy Scriptures and Biblical
doctrine, but founded on social issues ("better families," "sexual purity," "father/son relationships") and Promise
Keeper-like emotional experiences (fathers and sons embracing, standing ovations for pastors, and the joining of
hands during worship songs). As compelling and heart warming as the social issues and emotional experiences
might be, these cannot be the basis for Biblical unity. 

An unbiblical ecumenical union is not in the best interest of the body of Christ. Besides, many pastors and laymen
attending ecumenical gatherings are promoting and practicing beliefs not in accord with Biblical Christianity. This
fact alone should force us, out of respect for Christ and His teachings, as well as for our own spiritual well-being,
to avoid fellowship.

As conscientious and watchful Christians who need to be keenly aware of what Scripture warns about the last days'
generation, we must not only examine, but also scrutinize movements impacting the Church -- their immediate,
individual effects and also their long-term collective effects. Pastors and other church leaders cannot blindly accept
short-term benefits and not consider the long-range consequences. And the long-range consequences of uniting
with movements that want religious unity over Biblical unity will be compromising pastors, diminishing reliance on
the Word and doctrine, lukewarm congregations, unholy alliances with any faith, and eventually embracing the
religion of the Antichrist and the False Prophet.

Individuals who become saved and added to the body of Christ (regardless of when and where) must be discipled
with Christ-centered worship, Bible-based preaching, an "in-the-Bible" Bible study, and taught to test all things
according to Scripture. To lead them into unscriptural teachings and unbiblical unity is to tamper with the good
work started by the Holy Spirit.

Unity Fever is Everywhere

As the following quotations demonstrate, the song of unity has many melodies and many singers:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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(a) "We [participants in the Parliament of World Religions] are persons who have committed ourselves
to the precepts and practices of the world's religions. We confirm that there is already a consensus
among the religions which can be the basis for a global ethic -- a minimal fundamental consensus
concerning binding values, irrevocable standards, and fundamental moral attitudes" (Given at the 1993
Parliament of the World's Religions, September 4, 1993, in Chicago, Illinois).

(b) "The Millennium Council of Faiths is being asked to design suitable 'rites of passage' through
which people will 'die' to old 20th century ways of thinking and being, and emerge as new 21st century
people. Through the Parliament of the World's Religions, the Peace Council, and other major interfaith
organizations, we are building leadership commitments in Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Baha'm, Jain, Sikh, Wicca, Brahma Kumari, Shinto, Indigenous, and other faith traditions to
making the year 2000 a turning point" (The Millennial Moment Initiative: The Overall Plan,
December,1995).

(c) "Now that we [Catholic Church leadership] have briefly set out the conditions for ecumenical
action and the principles by which it is to be directed, we look with confidence to the future. This
Sacred Council exhorts the faithful to refrain from superficiality and imprudent zeal, which can hinder
real progress toward unity" (Decree On Ecumenism proclaimed at Saint Peter's, by Pope Paul VI on
Nov. 21, 1964).

(d) "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study,
and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission. ... In this statement we
address what we have discovered both about our unity and about our differences" (Evangelicals &
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium).

(e) "In spite of its problems, Christian television has done much to help tear down the barriers between
denominations and movements. Catholics now watch Baptists, and Presbyterians watch Pentecostals,
with everyone learning that there is merit to the beliefs of others. There are many Christian events that
draw believers together from across the spectrum of the body of Christ, and genuine interchange is
taking place. There is probably more unity in the church today than at any time in the last one
thousand years" (The Morning Star Prophetic Bulletin, May 1996, "Civil War in the Church").

(f) "We are in the prophesied latter days. This is the harvest time, the transition cycle between the
ending of the old, materialistic age and the New Age of Aquarius, now dawning. This forty-year
period (1960-2000) also is known as the Mark Age, or age of marks and signs when all on Earth know
we are entering a new spiritual dimension of love, peace and brotherhood" (MARK-AGE [Planet
Earth] Love in action for the New Age, [Mark-Age, Inc. is a nonprofit spiritual-educational
organization founded in 1960. Executive director and primary channel is Nada-Yolanda, a prophet for
the New Age and the Second Coming. International headquarters are in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
USA.]).

The body of Christ cannot hide from this unification crusade whether it be political or religious. The Book of
Revelation speaks to both types:

"Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He had two horns like a lamb, but he spoke like a
dragon. He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his behalf, and made the earth and its
inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And he performed great
and miraculous signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to earth in full view of men.
Because of the signs he was given power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants
of the earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword
and yet lived. He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak
and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. He also forced everyone, small and
great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no-
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one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his
name" (Revelation 13:11-17).

Since the Bible speaks of a false world religion in the end times that is an offense to Christ, and since we see a
push for oneness not only from politicians and economists but also from professing Christians, the body of Christ
must have a good understanding of what the Scriptures say about unity among believers.

Shouldn't Truth Unify the Church?

If believers remain in Christ's truth, the unity that He prayed for in John 17:20-26 is possible -- "that they may be
one as We are one. ... I in them and You in Me." Jesus and God are one spiritually. They have one essence or
nature, no separate kingdom, no separate interests, no separate will, no separate desire, and no separate truth. This
is the true unity that the body of Christ should have today. This kind of unity cannot occur in man simply through
ecumenical councils and unbiblical confessions. This unity can come only through the Holy Spirit's work in the
hearts of believers who are committed to the Word and to the testimony of Jesus.

To be Biblically one requires more than church attendance, more than emotional experiences, more than pseudo-
supernatural signs and wonders, more than promises, and more than resolving social ills. It requires "the glory that
You gave Me." What is this glory? "The 'glory' of Christ was His life of self-denying service and His dying on the
cross in order to redeem the human race. Likewise, the 'glory' of the believer is the path of humble service and
bearing his or her cross. Humility, self-denial, and the willingness to suffer for Christ will ensure the true unity of
believers and will lead to true glory" (Full Life Study Bible, p. 1621). This glory is not earned by some work of man
but bestowed by God through Jesus (John 17:22).

Above all else, Jesus and the Father are united with regards to the TRUTH, and believers are to be united likewise:
"Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for
they are the kind of worshippers the Father seeks" (John 4:23). Since truth comes from the Father through Jesus to
the apostles, and the Church is told to build upon the apostles (as well as Jesus), the apostles' teachings should be
followed: "They [the early believers] devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer" (Acts 2:42). The instructions of the apostles of what they knew about Christ and
His teachings became known as doctrines.

It seems interesting that doctrine is being ridiculed in some circles as being divisive: "If people didn't stick to their
'pet doctrines,' the Church wouldn't be so divided." I agree that some people divide over irrelevant issues. However,
Paul warns Timothy to beware, "For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to
suit their own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want
to hear" (2 Timothy 4:3). There is a major distinction between irrelevant issues and sound Biblical doctrine. Sound
Biblical doctrine needs to be aggressively defended, not timidly compromised. Here are some other Biblical
insights into the role of doctrine and its importance to the body of Christ:

(1) "He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage
others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it" (Titus 1:9);

(2) "You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine" (Titus 2:1);

(3) "Watch your life and doctrine closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both
yourself and your hearers" (1 Timothy 4:16); and

(4) "for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurers -- and for whatever else is
contrary to the sound doctrine" (1 Timothy 1:10);

Believers united as Christ defined in John 17 have kept to sound doctrine, and there has always been a remnant like
this:
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"God did not reject His people, whom He foreknew. Don't you know what the Scripture says in the
passage about Elijah -- how he appealed to God against Israel: 'Lord, they have killed Your prophets
and torn down Your altars; I am the only one left, and they are trying to kill me'! And what was God's
answer to him? 'I have reserved for Myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal.' So
too, at the present time there is a remnant chosen by grace" (Romans 11:2-5).

The whole professing church may seem to be succumbing to the unification movement; but a remnant still exists
today who have not bowed down to every new wave, new teaching, or new experience that comes along. They have
not united around social issues, signs and wonders, or a lowest-common-denominator Biblical standard that any
religion can join. They search the Scriptures daily, they worship, they deny themselves, they seek God's face
through prayer and supplication. Their hearts are turned toward their God, asking Him what He desires. Believers
like this, in fact, are united and they possess "the glory that You gave Me, that they may be one as We are one"
(John 17:22).

Since Jesus has left us His Biblical criterion for unity, the leaders of "Christian" ecumenism should willingly use
the Bible as the standard. When looking at the history of God's chosen people and the Church, it is easy to see that
any unity less than the one Jesus defines results ultimately in rebellion against His Word.

Does the Body Have Unity?

According to Paul in Ephesians chapter 4, the Church has unity because Paul instructs believers to "make every
effort to keep the unity of the Spirit" (v. 3). You only keep what you already have. This unity is kept "through the
bond of peace" (v. 3). This bond is defined in verse 2 as humility, gentleness, patience, and love.

Paul goes on in a very "narrow-minded" fashion by showing how exclusive real Biblical unity is. There is one
body, one Spirit, one hope (v. 4), one Lord, one faith, one baptism (v. 5), and "one God and Father of all, who is
over all and through all and in all" (v. 6).

So believers would be able to "grow up into Him who is the Head" (v. 15), Jesus established apostles, prophets,
evangelists, pastors, and teachers (v. 11). Through these offices, the Holy Spirit (a) prepares God's people for works
of service, (b) builds up the body of Christ, (c) brings us to unity in the faith and knowledge of Jesus Christ, thus
enabling us to "become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ" (vs. 12-13).

Once this fullness is attained, believers won't be deceived and seduced by false teachings and false doctrines
promoted by cunning and crafty men, but will speak the truth in love.

How Does the Church Remain United?

Since Jesus is our "wisdom from God -- that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption" (1 Corinthians 1:30),
we need to, "See that what [we] have heard from the beginning remains in [us]. If it does, [we] also will remain in
the Son and in the Father" (1 John 2:24).

As can be seen from John 15:4-11, it is imperative that the Church read, study, know, heed, and do the works of
Jesus as outlined in the Scriptures. "Anyone who runs ahead and does not continue in the teaching of Christ does
not have God; whoever continues in the teaching has both the Father and the Son" (2 John 1:9).

As members in the body of Christ, and with so much emphasis placed by Jesus on remaining in sound teaching, this
responsibility requires that we should not "let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels
disqualify [us] for the prize. Such a person goes into great detail about what he has seen, and his unspiritual mind
puffs him up with idle notions. He has lost connection with the Head, from whom the whole body, supported and
held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow" (Colossians 2:18-19).

If the body of Christ is indeed impotent and not doing the work of the Lord, is visible unity the answer? Or maybe
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it needs to return to the teachings of Christ, the vine! Perhaps the Church needs to return to Christ-centered
worship and preaching of the Word by pastors who believe in the reality and reliability of Scripture, the virgin
birth, the bodily resurrection, salvation by grace through faith alone in Christ alone, and other foundational truths.
Congregations need to desire the Word of God preached and that sin be exposed rather than desire "make-me-feel-
good" sermons, signs, miracles, wonders, and unscriptural experiences as a substitute. Jesus says, "No branch can
bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine."

Can the Body of Christ Afford to Ignore Christ's Warnings?

In the Book of Revelation, Christ tells us what a church should be like:

1. Not tolerating wicked persons -- 2:2
2. Testing the life, doctrine, and claims of Christian leaders -- 2:2
3. Persevering in faith, love, witness, service, and suffering for Christ -- 2:3,10,13,19,26
4. Hating what God hates -- 2:6
5. Overcoming sin, Satan, and the ungodly world -- 2:7,11,17 26; 3:5,12,21
6. Refusing to conform to immorality in the world and worldliness in the church -- 2:24; 3:4
7. Keeping God's Word -- 3:8,10

The Book of Revelation also reveals that churches have a natural tendency to error, to be influenced and misled by
false teaching, and to adapt to the evil, anti-God elements of the world:

1. To the church at Ephesus, Jesus said, "You have forsaken your first love" (2:4);

2. To the church at Smyrna, Jesus said, "I know your afflictions and your poverty -- yet you are rich"
(2:9)! (Notice Jesus had no rebuke for this church that by man's standards was poor.);

3. To the church at Pergamum, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have a few things against you: You have
people there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by
eating food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual immorality. Likewise you also have those who
hold to the teaching of the Nicolaitans" (2:14-15);

4. To the church in Thyatira, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that
woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess. By her teaching she misleads My servants into sexual
immorality and the eating of food sacrificed to idols" (2:20);

5. To the church at Sardis, Jesus said, "... I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but
you are dead. Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds
complete in the sight of My God. Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it,
and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I
will come to you" (3:1-3);

6. To the church at Philadelphia, Jesus said, "I know your deeds. See, I have placed before you an open
door that no-one can shut. I know that you have little strength, yet you have kept My word and have
not denied My name" (3:8). (Notice that Jesus commends them for keeping His Word and for not
denying His name.); and

7. To the church in Laodicea, Jesus said, "I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish
you were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm -- neither hot nor cold -- I am about to
spit you out of My mouth. You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.' But
you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked" (3:15-17).

By the end of the first century, only two churches out of seven are commended by Christ Himself. It seems the
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visible Church does not have a very good track record.

What Should Christians Do?

As the unity/ecumenical pressure increases, those opposing will be considered obstructions to a so-called "move of
God." Any opposing views will be condemned as divisive, negative, proud, unloving, narrow, radical, or some
other malicious label. To be able to stand against the criticism, avoid unholy entanglements, and be confident of
your position, we offer this checklist of questions as a guide to evaluate any ecumenical movement:

1. Is theology built on the 66 books of the Old and New Testament Scriptures used in context?;

2. Is the Biblical Christ the cornerstone?;

3. Is the bodily resurrection of the Biblical Jesus accepted and taught as literal, historical fact?;

4. Does the Biblical Jesus have preeminence in all areas?;

5. Do members love the Jesus Christ identified in the Scriptures, as evidenced by their obedience to His
Word?;

6. Is God's Word the final truth -- the last court of appeals in all matters of faith and doctrine?;

7. Is all worship, preaching, and teaching Christ-centered and leading to the Christ of the Bible?;

8. Do teachers promote the Word and the testimony of Jesus?; and

9. Are the Scriptures viewed as sufficient for all matters of life and godliness? Or are worldly
philosophies and pseudo-scientific teachings brought in under the guise of "All Truth Is God's Truth"?

Christians need to heed Jesus' prayer for unity, and desire, recognize, and work for His kind of unity -- not force
or promote an unbiblical one. Jesus Himself said, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Me" (John 14:6). This claim offends and excludes those who are not sold out to Him. In John
6, some of Christ's disciples were offended by His teaching that "... no one can come to Me unless the Father has
enabled him" (v. 65). Because of this teaching, many disciples abandoned Jesus (v. 66) just like many do today
because of His teachings. After this reaction, Jesus turned to the twelve disciples -- His core group -- and asked,
"You do not want to leave too, do you?" (v. 67). Notice how Simon Peter responded: "Lord, to whom shall we go?
You have the words of eternal life. We believe and know that You are the Holy One of God" (vs. 68-69). No one
else has the words which lead to eternal life or can claim to be the eternal God; so how can Christians unite with
any religious group that does not believe as Peter did?

Don't let the siren song of the current unity movement lure you away from Biblical Christianity or cause you to
make a compromised commitment to the Jesus of the Bible. Instead, stand in true Biblical unity, "the faith that was
once for all entrusted to the saints" (Jude 3).

Foremost, we need to adhere to Christ's teachings, live for Him and through Him, and be willing even to die for
Him as martyrs are doing today in many foreign countries like China and the Sudan. Biblical unity will
automatically follow those whose love and faith in Jesus are more important than life itself. Then true, sold-out
believers will be able to stand for Biblical Christianity, do great works, and be witnesses to a fallen world.
Combined with God's Word and our testimony of Jesus and the genuine power of the Holy Spirit, Christ's Church
will be an unblemished Bride occupying this earthly home until the Bridegroom returns.

"'Yes, I am coming soon.' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus" (Revelation 22:20).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/atgt.htm
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* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Jim Weikal, Biblical Research and Instruction
Director, Bill Rudge Ministries, Newsletter, Vol. 19, No. 2., pp. 1-5.
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The New Birth*
One evangelist was asked why he preached so often on "Ye must be born again." He answered, "Because ye must
be born again." Have YOU been born again? Without it, you have no hope of escaping the terrors of hell or
enjoying the glories of heaven. The Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again" (John 3:7).

I. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS NOT 

1. It is not a religion. Nicodemus was a Pharisee, a very strict religionist. He celebrated the Passover, paid tithes,
said prayers, brought sacrifices, and tried to keep the Law. To HIM the Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again."
Lawkeeping, joining the church, being baptized, or living up to a religious creed will not save you. There will be
many in hell who did all of these things. Will you? Ye MUST be born again.

2. It is not morality. You may try to keep the golden rule, pay your bills, be a good neighbor, keep out of jail, and
live a clean moral life, but that won't save you.

It is not recorded that our Lord said, "Ye must be born again," to cowardly, vacillating Pilate, or to two-faced,
hypocritical Judas. Why? Because you would say, "I know miserable hypocrites like Judas and men like Pilate need
to be born again, but I'm not like them. I wouldn't betray Christ with a kiss after professing to be His friend. I
wouldn't order Jesus to be beaten and then turn Him over to a howling, blood-thirsty mob to be crucified.
Gangsters, thugs, adulterers, whore-mongers, liars, drunkards, and gamblers need to be born again, but not I. I'm all
right."

My friend, do you realize that God's Son spoke these words on the new birth to a man who was doing his best to
gain heaven? Without a doubt, he was neither a crook, drunkard, nor gambler. He was a true husband, a good
neighbor, a man of clean morals, and religious. If he needed to be born again, so do you. How do you expect to
make it to heaven without being born again if Nicodemus couldn't?

3. It is not reformation. Even if you would quit all your meanness, that would not be the new birth. Your trouble is
not on the outside, but on the inside. You don't need exterior decoration but interior regeneration. Satan wants you
to rest in a false peace. We warn you in Jesus' name, don't be satisfied unless you have been born again.

II. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS 

1. It is a mystery you cannot explain, but a reality no man can explain away. "The wind bloweth where it listeth
(pleaseth), and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth; so is every
one that is born of the Spirit" (John 3:8). Just as Nicodemus could not understand or explain the wind, so no man
can understand or explain the new birth.

But the wind is a reality no man can explain away. Only a fool would say, "I don't believe in the wind because I
have never seen it and I can't understand it."

See the wind move the big limbs of an oak. Watch the wind tear a house to splinters. You cannot deny the reality
of wind! You cannot see the Holy Spirit. You cannot explain Him. But see His mighty power make the harlot pure,
the liar honest, the drunkard sober, the blasphemer pray, and then try to deny the reality of it.

2. It is the work of God by which a poor, lost, guilty, hell-deserving sinner who receives the Lord Jesus receives a
new nature, becomes a child of God, and begins a new life. It is a second birth, a spiritual birth.
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Physical life begins by birth. Spiritual life begins the same way--not by joining a church and becoming religious.
You cannot JOIN the family of God, you must be BORN into it. Someone has said, "You can't make a Christian
out of anybody." True, Christians are not made, they are born.

A birth is the coming into being of a new life which has the nature of its parents. When you were born the first
time, you were made a partaker of the old nature, the sinful nature we all received from Adam. When you are born
again, you become a partaker of the divine nature (II Peter 1:4).

No matter what kind of a religious profession you have made, no matter how good a person you may be morally,
unless you have been made a partaker of the divine nature, you are not saved. God gives you this new nature the
moment you receive His Son. It is instantaneous. You can no more be born again by degrees than you can shoot a
firecracker by degrees.

When you are born again, you begin living a new life; it is the evidence of the new Life dwelling within you. That
is what happened when you were born the first time; you began living a life you had never lived before.

Some think they are going to heaven just because they went forward in a meeting. Be sure you are born again.
There may be a more spectacular change in the life of one who is a drunken, railing blasphemer, but even in you
who have not been down deep in sin, there is bound to be a change when you are born again. There will be a new
attitude towards the Lord Jesus Christ, His Word, and His people.

Are you SURE you have been born again? If you are not certain about this most solemn matter, read on (John 3:36-
-"He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life.").

III. WHY YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN 

1. Because the Lord Jesus Christ said so. That ought to settle it.

2. Because you have a sinful nature. The nature we all receive from Adam is fallen, corrupt, and totally depraved.
God says the heart of man is desperately wicked and deceitful above all things (Jeremiah 17:9). With this old
nature, you could not even enjoy yourself in heaven, let alone rejoice in God's presence and worship Him. Instead,
the lost are destined for a Christless eternity--an eternal hell-fire beyond the most horrible description. Heaven is a
holy place. When you are born again, God gives you a new nature that you might desire holy things, now and in
heaven.

3. Because you cannot save yourself. "For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the
gift of God: Not of works, lest any man should boast" (Ephesians 2:8,9). "Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to His mercy He saved us ..." (Titus 3:5a). Now don't skip lightly over these two
quotations from God's Holy Word. Read them again and again until the truth grips you. You cannot save yourself--
you MUST be born again--and that by the sovereign will of Almighty God.

IV. HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN 

"He came unto His own, and His own received Him not. But as many as received Him, to them gave He power to
become the sons of God, even to them that believe on His Name: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:11-13).

1. It is not of blood. You are not a Christian just because your parents may be. You do not inherit salvation from
your parents. Even though your folks may be saved, if you have not been born again, you are lost.

2. Nor of the will of the flesh. It is not by your own efforts and will power. You will fail. So why not stop trying to
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work your way to heaven? Instead of trying, trust, receive, depend upon the One who died and rose again.

3. Nor of the will of man. It is not brought about by any of man's religious creeds, systems, or ceremonies. No man
or organization can do anything to you or for you that will make you a child of God. Join what you will, go through
ceremony after ceremony, memorize creeds, and try to keep the rules and regulations of man-made systems, but it
will not save you.

4. But of God. The Lord Jesus said you must be born "of the SPIRIT." It is 100% God's work, not yours. It is a
miracle. Only God can perform it. If God has not done a work in your life, you are not born again. Your part is to
believe God's record about you: You must believe that you are a lost, worthless sinner, and in desperate need of a
Savior. You must repent of your sins and receive the Lord Jesus Christ as both Lord and Saviour. He died on
Calvary's cross, satisfying the righteousness and justice of God, that He might take your sins and punishment upon
Himself. He arose and is seated today as God's Man at the right hand of the Majesty on high (see Hebrews 1:3), and
He is offered to you as God's only way of salvation (see John 14:6). When you receive HIM, you will be saved, for
Paul says we are "... children of God by faith in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:26).

You do not receive Christ by taking communion, or by being baptized, or by joining a church, or by any other
human effort. You receive Christ by faith and trust alone in His finished work on the cross. 

Ye MUST be born again!

* Adapted from a tract by Paul J. Levin; Bible Tracts, Inc.; Normal, Illinois.
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God's Sovereign Election to Salvation

"We believe that in order to be saved, sinners must be regenerated, or born again; that regeneration
consists in giving a holy disposition to the mind; that it is effected in a manner above our
comprehension by the power of the Holy Spirit, in connection with divine truth, so as to secure our
voluntary obedience to the gospel; and that its proper evidence appears in the holy fruits of repentance,
and faith, and newness of life." (Quoted from: BAPTIST CHURCH MANUAL, Revised, J.M. Pendleton,
1966, Broadman Press, Nashville, Tennessee, pp. 49-50)

Believers are born into God's family, NOT by man's will but by God's will. We are not free to choose Christ at any
time. Man's will is in BONDAGE to his nature. But God's people -- believing sinners -- shall be WILLING in the
day of His power, when Jesus Christ is revealed for Who He is, the Savior of the sinners (John 1:13; Psa. 110:3;
Phil. 2:13).

Salvation is the miraculous gift of God's grace given to all who believe on the Son (i.e., to all whom God has
sovereignly ELECTED to salvation). It includes all that God does in saving the elect from the penalty, power, and
presence of sin, and in restoring them to a right relationship with God. As such, it is solely the work of God from
initiation to completion. It cannot be gained by good works, but is a free gift for all whom God has ENABLED to
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and His finished work on the cross. All who so put their faith in Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord have been forgiven and saved from their sins and declared righteous before God (Christ's
righteousness is imputed to the sinner [Rom. 4:22-24], not "infused" as Roman Catholicism teaches -- i.e.,
believers have been declared righteous, not made righteous), and have been born into the family of God by the
regenerating work of the Holy Spirit. God's purpose for saving His elect is so that they bring glory to Him by their
lives (Rom. 1:16; 10:17; Acts 16:14b; Eph. 1:7; 2:8,9; Jn. 1:12,13; Rom. 9:16; 2 Cor. 5:21; Phil. 1:6; Titus 2:11-14;
3:5-7; 1 Pe. 1:18- 19; Jn. 5:40; 6:44; 3:36; 5:24; 1 Jn. 5:1).

Because of man's depravity, blindness, and rebellious nature, salvation is possible only as a gift without merit; i.e.,
grace alone is efficacious to the saving of the soul (Eph. 2:8,9). This "gift" of salvation includes all things necessary
as evidence that one has trusted Christ; i.e., the faith necessary to trust Christ and the repentant heart necessary to
turn from sin to Christ are both gifts from God to His elect (Acts 13:48; Eph, 2:8,9; Phil. 1:29; Rom. 2:4; Acts
5:31; 11:18; 14:27; 2 Tim. 2:25).

A life of obedience to the law -- that which God demands -- has been performed by the doing and the dying of
Jesus Christ -- His sinless life and His obedient death. Sinners are enabled to present the righteousness of Christ to
God by faith. Therefore, total forgiveness is granted by God based on the substitutional death of Christ on behalf of
the believer, thereby imputing to the believer the righteousness of God in Jesus Christ. All believers acknowledge
their sinful condition and trust in the death of Christ to pay the penalty for sin past, present, and future (1 Jn. 1:9).
To acknowledge sin as sin is a confession that characterizes believers. The responsibility of believers is to flee all
unrighteousness (1 Thes. 1:9b; 1 Tim. 6:11; 2 Tim. 2:22), having an appreciation for the cleansing ministry of Jesus
Christ (1 Jn. 2:1,2).

A "Christian," then, is the result of the creative act which Scripture calls regeneration -- a new birth. In order to be
saved, sinners must be "born again" (Jn. 3:3,5; Eph. 2:1,5; 1 Jn. 5:1), which is the new creation in Christ Jesus (2
Cor. 5:17; Col 2:13; Jn. 3:8). It occurs the instant a person believes on and receives the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord (Acts 16:30,31); i.e., it is not a process (Jn. 5:24). In the new birth, the one dead in trespasses and in sins
is made a partaker of the divine nature and receives eternal life, the free gift of God (Rom. 3:23; 6:23).

Q & A on Election

Q: I still don't agree with your view on election, I think it's fraught with too many contradictions with Scripture.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/repent.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/newbirth.htm
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A: There are no contradictions with Scripture, only with man's desire to make himself sovereign over God, rather
than vice versa.

Q: How does one reconcile the numerous verses where God says it is not His wish that any should perish, but that
all should go to heaven? Here's the crux of the matter: how could God possibly claim this, that He wishes all could
go to heaven, if He very well knows that He hasn't enabled all, by regenerating them, to "accept" Christ? This is
tough for Christians themselves to answer.

A: This is not hard at all to answer. You are referring to 2 Pe. 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise,
as some understand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to
repentance." Notwithstanding the fact that God is writing to His elect (NOT the entire world of humanity -- see
Peter's introduction to this epistle), God is expressing His "Desiretive"/"moral" will, which is not to be confused
with His "Declarative"/"Determinative"/"Decretive"/"Predestined" will (e.g., the creation of the world or the eternal
doom of Satan). A sovereign God desires, or has pleasure in (e.g., that all be saved), the accomplishment of that
which He does NOT necessarily declare or determine or decree or predestine will be accomplished. God also
commands (i.e., desires) obedience from all, but He does not declare or determine or decree or predestine it so, but
nevertheless, holds us accountable for our disobedience. 

Acts 3:19 (KJV) [Repent] ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;
Acts 8:22 (KJV) [Repent] therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of
thine heart may be forgiven thee.
Acts 17:30 (KJV) And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every
where to [repent]:
Acts 26:20 (KJV) But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and throughout all the
coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should [repent] and turn to God, and do works
meet for repentance.

This is God's desiretive will displayed in all four of the verses above, yet He has not decreed that all will repent.
Only those will repent who have been GRANTED repentance by God:

Acts 11:18 (KJV) When they heard these things, they held their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then
hath God also to the Gentiles GRANTED REPENTANCE UNTO LIFE.

Back to this verse (2 Pe. 3:9), God patiently waits until all the ELECT are brought to repentance, that none of them
may perish. (This is to whom Peter writes in both of his letters -- the ELECT -- 1 Pe. 1:1; 2 Pe. 1:10.) (See also 2
Pe. 3:9; Ezek. 18:23, 32; 33:11; Acts 17:30; Rom. 2:4.)

Q: Election is hard in witnessing because it violates God's attributes (His love for all and the fact that Christ died
for the sins of the whole world). Therein lies another dilemma -- Why did God say Christ died for the sins of the
whole world while He very well knew He would only enable a few to benefit from it? He might as well have said
that Christ died only for the sins of those whom God had chosen.

A: This is flawed logic. God had to die for the sins of the whole world, or He would not be able to hold all
responsible for their unbelief. If He had not provided for (through the blood of Christ) the salvation of all, He
would be unjust in requiring that they all repent. His justice requires that the Guiltless One die for the guilty (Rom.
3:23-26). No one could be held accountable for NOT turning to Christ for salvation unless there is a sense in which
God has appointed His Christ to be the Savior of all the guilty ones. When Christ judges the wicked (Rev. 20 -- the
Great White Throne Judgment), it will be evident that He does so in full justice! (Romans 3:25,26):

Moreover, who are we to question God for His sovereign election?
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Romans 9:14-26 (KJV) What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid. For
he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom
I will have compassion. So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that
showeth mercy. For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up,
that I might show my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth.
Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth. Thou wilt say
then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will? Nay but, O man, who art
thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made
me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour,
and another unto dishonour? What if God, willing to show his wrath, and to make his power known,
endured with much longsuffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction: And that he might make
known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory, Even
us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles? As he saith also in Osee, I will
call them my people, which were not my people; and her beloved, which was not beloved. And it shall
come to pass, that in the place where it was said unto them, Ye are not my people; there shall they be
called the children of the living God.

Q: What logic was there in Christ saying to us to go and make disciples of all nations when He knew quite clearly
that only a few have been enabled to accept the message? He could have said for us to go and preach the Gospel
only to those whom God had enabled to accept Christ.

A: By man's "logic," there would indeed be no reason to evangelize. But God says this is the means He will use to
bring the elect to repentance. By your logic, we could also ask "why should we pray?" The old saying that "prayer
changes things," holds no water for a sovereign God. God's sovereign will controls all -- the purpose of prayer is to
line up our wills with the will of God. The purpose of evangelizing is to obey and to be used by Him in His
glorious purposes. Some of the greatest preachers of election of all time (e.g. Edwards, Spurgeon, etc.) were great
evangelists. Why, if only the elect would be saved? Because God commanded it, and these were men of great faith
and great obedience.

Q: Your theory of election has frightening questions which seem to violate who God is. I'm not accusing you of
being a heretic -- all I'm saying is I prefer Dave Hunt's Arminianism because, even though it has HUGE problems,
these don't contradict what we already know about God, but they cannot be answered because we simply don't have
that info in the Bible.

A: This is nonsense. The reason Arminians don't like election is because it puts total control in God's hands, i.e., it
makes salvation all of God and none of man. In our flesh, we don't like that. How is God's character violated (as
Dave Hunt teaches in his almost maniacal rantings against the sovereignty of God) when we say salvation is all of
Him and none of us? In the Romans' verses I quoted above, God says all are depraved, and from that pool of ALL
depraved humanity, God has mercy on some to salvation. That is perfectly in character with God's holy Nature. The
question should be, "Why does God save anyone?" Are we going to ask the Potter, "Why did you make me like
this?" (Rom. 9:19-21)? God forbid!

Q: For instance, Hunt's assertion that foreknowledge is the cause of predestination elicits the question, "How could
God know something was going to happen if He hadn't decided it should happen?" In our human realm, it's
impossible, but I don't see any contradiction with Scripture if I assert that it has to be possible with God, as
opposed to what you espouse which answers that question (by saying He knows because He's decided it will
happen), but in the process seemingly contradicts God's attributes (as I've explained above).

A: This is a misconception of the Bible's use of the word "foreknow." God's sovereign plan of "deciding what will
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happen," does not contradict His attributes at all! In fact, this supports His sovereignty. Do you think that God is
surprised by what happens in this world? An omniscient God is surprised by nothing. If He had not decreed
everything to happen in His sovereign plan, or at the minimum, decreed the framework from which everything
happens according to His plan, He'd have to be surprised, and THAT would violate His character. 

Q: The question of the "regenerate unbeliever" is another hot one! We're told that one cannot choose Christ because
he cannot will to do so, but that once we're regenerated, we "cannot avoid" choosing Christ (irresistible Grace).

A: That's correct. No more than we can avoid choosing diesel fuel for a car that our mechanic has pulled the gas
engine and replaced it with a diesel engine. Our choice is a "free will" choice, but the choice is now "bound" by the
new engine. This analogy is a good one for the new heart in "choosing Christ" -- it's a free will choice, but the
choice is bound up in the fact that our will follows the new heart and, therefore, can make no other choice.

Q: We can safely say, for the sake of argument, that once regenerated, we're at the same "spiritual level" as Adam
was before Adam sinned. But Adam was able to "resist" God's will, just as much as a regenerate person could
choose to "resist" accepting Christ.

A: The Bible does not tell us the nature of Adam's heart when He sinned. We cannot at all "safely say" what
spiritual level Adam was at when he sinned. That was a completely different dispensation (The Age of Innocence).
Also, having been given a regenerate heart does not mean that it renders one unable to sin. A regenerate man still
has the Adamic nature, which we struggle against throughout our time of sanctification (Rom. 7). Therefore, to fall
back on Adam as an example is meaningless. [Some Sovereign Grace theologians make a good case that Adam, in
his perfect innocence at creation, did have free will in the truest sense -- he could choose good or evil by a will
totally unbound by the fallen nature. As we know, he chose to sin, thereby resulting in the Fall and the imputation
of a sin nature to all of humanity, to which the will then became bound, both his will by imputation, and our wills
by inheritance.]

Q: What do you see as the difference between the will of man and the will of the flesh (John 1:13)? If there is a
difference, which one is totally depraved, or are both totally depraved?

A: Both come from the depraved nature of man.

Q: The Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position elects certain men to salvation and certain men to damnation?

A: Some argue for a double-election. But I think Romans 9:20-23 is quite clear. All have sinned and are destined
for a Christless eternity. But God, in His grace, elected some (from the pile of depraved clay) for glory. Those not
elected are LEFT in their depraved condition, NOT elected to it.

Q: Are you stating that God is willing to predestinate some to everlasting bliss and others to everlasting suffering?

A: I think this was covered in my answer above. ALL are destined to everlasting suffering, BUT for God's grace in
electing some for salvation. Why does He elect some and not others? The question should be, "Why has He elected
anybody?" Because of His mercy and grace, some He has DECLARED righteous and IMPUTED the righteousness
of His Son.

Q: Was I, before I got saved, in Adam or in Christ? If I was in Christ, did I fall out of Christ, get into Adam, and
then get out of Adam and back into Christ?
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A: This question doesn't make any sense. You can be of the elect and still not YET be saved, because God has not
yet regenerated your heart. But, in God's good time, all the elect will be saved.

Q: Jesus said: "... how often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her
wings, and ye would not!"

A: Of course they would not -- they were not elect. Nevertheless, Jesus DESIRED that they be saved, yea, even
COMMANDED obedience (which is impossible without Christ).

Q: Luke 13:34, how can the Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position state that the will of man plays no part in the
performance of the will of God?

A: The will of man plays NO part -- that is correct. If man's will can in any way whatsoever trigger the
"performance" (your word) of the will of God, then God is NOT the Almighty Sovereign He claims Himself to be
in the Bible. Salvation is either all of God or none of God.

Q: Jesus said He "would" but the people said we "would not."

A: Not until He grants them the faith and the power to repent; i.e., regenerates them with a new heart. The will of
man is bound by his nature. New nature, new will. The old nature WILL NOT, yea CANNOT, choose Christ. The
new nature WILL "choose" Christ -- no other choice can be made. That is what is meant by the phrase -- "Man's
will, bound yet free." Man's will is always bound by his nature.

Q: Many modern-day Arminians are in opposition to the view that "faith" comes to us as a "bestowed gift."

A: Speaking purely from my own salvation experience, if this were not a "bestowed gift" in my believing, working,
and persevering, I don't have an egg's chance of surviving a trip over Niagara Falls. I don't know a single thing that
I ever did which was acceptable to God that was not a "bestowed gift." John Bunyan once said that the best prayer
he ever uttered had enough sin in it to damn the world, and I must plead the same depravity as Bunyan. Faith is
indeed the "bestowed gift" of God, for it is His own creative work by the Word of God and its use by the Holy
Spirit. We are born "OF" (ek) the Spirit, BY (I) the Word of God. We are distinctly told that it is "not of blood, nor
of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:13). Whatever is essential to salvation is a
"work," and whatever is a "work" is a "condition," and whatever is a "condition" is what the Holy Spirit "bestows"
upon us in accomplishing the making of us new creations in Christ. The real issue is, "Who is sufficient for these
things? -- God or man?" "For who maketh thee to differ from another? and what hast thou that thou didst not
receive?" (1 Cor. 4:7).

Q: Isn't it clear that God has a will, the people have a will; God willed one thing, the people willed the opposite;
therefore God's will was not performed? This is a common occurrence throughout the Scriptures. How can you
explain this from the Bible?

A: Shame on you! Do you realize what you are saying? "Man can prevent God's will from functioning"!!! I'm sorry,
but you have just made man sovereign and God subject to man's will! You are confused between God allowing
something to happen and being forced to go along with the flow of man's will. This is very dangerous ground to be
on.
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And so the way is prepared for that caricature of gospel preaching, that consists chiefly in begging the
sinner to come to Jesus before it is too late, leaves the false impression that it is quite in his power to
come today or tomorrow, or whatever time may be convenient to him, and that presents a very willing
but powerless Jesus, that would ever be pleased to save the sinner, but is incapable to do so unless the
sinner gives his consent. The "whosoever will may come" is presented as meaning: "All men can will
to come whenever they please." And instead of the truth of the gospel that no man can come to Christ
unless the Father draw him, we now hear; "No, Christ cannot come to the sinner, unless the sinner
permit him!" Here is a fair example of it: "God is ready, God is willing, God is eager, God is anxious,
God is pleading for the privilege of washing away the sins of every soul in the precious blood of His
son and heir. But His hands are tied, His power is limited, His grace is constrained by you. If you want
to be saved, God is willing to save you. If you don't want to be saved, there isn't anything that even
God can do to rescue you from that pit of eternal burning." That is what becomes of the preaching of
the gospel when the truth of God's sovereign grace is either forgotten or denied. Call it the gospel, if
you like; to me it is nothing short of blasphemy of the name of the living God! An anxious and
pleading God, whose power is limited, and whose hands may be tied by the proud and stubborn sinner,
who is less than dust of the balance, is no God, but a miserable idol! (Herman Hoeksema (1886-1965)
in Whosoever Will).

Note on Calvinism vs. Arminianism -- The "Five Points of Calvinism" 

The five points of Calvinism were in response to the heretical teachings of Arminius, not vice versa. In fact,
Arminius "five points" (i.e., "five articles of faith") were drawn up in 1610 by his followers, one year AFTER
Arminias's death. The Arminians presented these five doctrines to the state of Holland in the form of a
Remonstrance, protesting the Belgic Confession of Faith and the Heidelberg Catechism, and demanding that the
official standards of the Church of Holland be changed to conform to the "five articles." In 1618, the Synod of
Dort  was called to examine each of the five views of Arminius as detailed in the Remonstrance; it met in 154
sessions over a seven month period, culminating in 1619 with a total rejection of all five points. Knowing a mere
rejection would be insufficient, the so-called "five points of Calvinism" were set out to specifically answer each of
the five articles of Arminius: (See also, "Five Points," by G.A. Chan.)

(1) Calvinists believe man is Totally Depraved in all his faculties, dead in trespasses and sins, and
completely unable to turn to God apart from regenerating grace. Arminians, on the other hand, contend
that man's depravity has not rendered him incapable of savingly exercising his will in trusting Christ for
salvation. Arminians, therefore, emphasize the so-called free will of man, while Calvinists stress the
free grace of God.

(2) Calvinists maintain that Election is Unconditional, arising from God's free and sovereign grace. In
opposition to this truth, the main body of Arminians affirm election to be conditional, issuing forth
from God's foreknowledge of faith in some whom He then designates as His elect: “Some Arminians
contend God does not [even] know the free actions of men, not because He cannot know them, but
because He chooses not to do so” (Abstract of Systematic Theology, Boyce, p. 120).

(3) Calvinists avow the atonement was specifically made for God's elect only. Hence, they hold to
Particular Redemption or Definite Atonement. Because of this position, they are wrongly accused
by Arminians of believing in a Limited Atonement. In reality, it is the Arminians, not the Calvinists,
who limit the atonement, for, in their system of belief, Christ died for all men equally, rendering all
men savable, but securing the salvation of no one.

(4) Calvinists affirm that God's grace is always effectual in saving the elect. This truth is sometimes
referred to as Irresistible Grace. Although saving grace is irresistible, it is so, not because the sinner is
saved against his will, but because he is made willing to be saved through the change of his nature, and
thus, his will in the new birth (Psalm 110:3). Many Calvinists prefer to call this truth the Effectual
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Call or Efficacious Grace. Arminians, on the other hand, believe that the sinner can effectively resist
the grace of God until he ultimately thwarts God's purpose to save him. It is evident, therefore, whom
Arminians regard to be sovereign. -- Arminians make man to be the sovereign and God to be bound by
man's choice.

(5) Calvinists maintain that the elect who have been born again will persevere in their faith and never
fall away so as to be lost forever. This is the doctrine of the Perseverance of the Saints. While they
do believe in the eternal security of the born-again believer, Calvinists do not teach that every person
who professes faith in Christ is thereby saved and eternally secure (i.e., false professors are not saved).
Arminians are divided on this issue. Some Arminians believe in the security of the professed believer,
e.g., the General Baptists of England, most modern Baptists, and some others. Indeed, it is because of
an Arminians' belief in the security of the believer that they deny they are Arminians (e.g., Dave Hunt).
Other Arminians contend that believers can fall away from Christ so as to be finally lost in hell (e.g.,
Free Will Baptists, Wesleyans, Campbellites, and Pentecostals).

The soteriological (salvational) concepts of Calvinists are always consistent with the sovereignty of God. Indeed,
God's sovereignty, along with the Biblical revelation of His nature and attributes, is the foundational truth on which
all other aspects of soteriology are founded. In contrast, Arminian soteriology rests upon the so-called free will of
man, as did Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism from whose roots Arminianism has developed. Instead of pointing
men to a sovereign God whose grace alone can save, Arminianism relies on the supposed sufficiency of the human
will to choose to be saved when influenced by the gospel. Thus, the foundational doctrine of Arminianism is man's
alleged free will, not God's free grace; its chief emphasis is human merit, not divine sovereignty; it worships at the
altar of choice not mercy; it stresses what is fair, not just; and it elevates humanity, not deity.

The Arminian tree has produced much rotten fruit. Arminianism has produced so-called decisional salvation with
its anxious seats, mourners benches, counseling rooms, and the modern invitation, which is nothing less than a
psychological tool to coerce people into professing faith in Christ. With its emphasis on fairness and God's owing
every person the same opportunity to be saved, it has given rise to contemporary humanism and the whole modern-
day rights movement. Because human choice is the high doctrine of this system, to which every other teaching
must be adjusted, many sinful and abominable practices based on the so-called right of choice have developed
wherever Arminianism has prevailed. [Adapted and/or excerpted from an article by Royce Smith.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2003
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The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation*
C.H. Spurgeon once made the statement: "Brethren, we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the
Bible."

We are living in a day and age where man is taught to think good thoughts, high thoughts, wonderful thoughts
about himself. Within the last 20 years or so there has been a covert invasion in Christianity in America without
hardly a whimper of protest. This invasion can best be described as "Christian" psychology, which is nothing more
than watered-down humanism. While there are millions of people searching for answers to their complicated
problems created by their increasingly complex lives, psychology comes along and attempts to answer and solve
man's sin problems and its consequences through the building up and restoration of man's self-esteem and self-
image. We are told today to get in touch with our inner self and ask the question: "How do you feel about yourself?
" The bottom line is, it doesn't amount to a hill of beans what we think or feel about ourselves, but what does the
Bible say and teach.

This matrimony between psychology and Christianity has created an unholy alliance which is producing some
strange children that are permitting, promoting, and preaching deceiving, dangerous, and damnable false doctrines.
This diabolical psychobabble of self-love is sweeping through churches today among self-seeking men in a self-
centered society whose greatest problem is a desire to worship at the altar of self. The apostle Paul warned us that
one of the characteristics of the last days would be that "men shall be lovers of their own selves" (2 Tim. 3:2).

I'm afraid many so-called fundamental/evangelical churches and preachers have fallen into the trap of teaching this
mushy self-worth propaganda that seeks to camouflage itself in robes of charity and tolerance. Churches and
preachers alike are abandoning their God-called purpose of holding up the mirror of God's Word and graphically
revealing to man what he really looks like in the sight of a holy God. The missing message in modern-day
preaching is the Biblical doctrine of repentance, where a sinner is convinced and convicted of his exceeding
sinfulness and lost condition.

Christ Preached Repentance

"Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom
of God, And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe
the gospel" (Mark 1:14-15).

When the very Son of God, the Lord Jesus Christ, appeared upon the scene in His public ministry, He came
preaching the narrow and exclusive doctrines of repentance and faith. If Jesus felt compelled to preach such a
message before a lost and dying world, so should we. Galatians 1:6-9 teaches that there is only one gospel, and if
any gospel message leaves out the doctrine of repentance or faith or both, you can be assured it is a false gospel.

Meaning of Repentance

The words "repent," "repentance," and "repented" are mentioned over 100 times in the Bible. There has been a lot
of misunderstanding and confusion over what the word repentance means. When the word "repent" is used in the
Word of God in the context of Biblical salvation, it is referring to a truly God-given, Spirit-led change of heart and
mind toward God about sin.

"Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out ..." (Acts 3:19).

The greatest need for any sinner is have his sins blotted out, but a man will never have the pardon of sin while he is
in love with his sin. There must be a hatred of sin, a loathing of it, a turning from it. Repentance is a revolution in
dealing with our attitude and view towards sin and righteousness. Repentance is not something one does with his
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hands, but it is an inward attitude of the soul. Sin must become, in the eyes of the sinner, exceedingly sinful.

All Sinners Are Condemned

Everyone knows they are not perfect, but for most sinners that is consolation, not condemnation. But the Bible
declares all sinners are already condemned:

"For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might
be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God" (John 3:17-18).

The problem is "all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God" (Rom.3:23). Man, in his lost, sinful,
condemned state, has failed to glorify God. Until a person becomes personally exceedingly sinful in his own eyes,
he will never see his need for repentance. Eph.2:1 says man is spiritually dead; Rom.3:10 and Isa.64:6 tells us no
one is righteous before a holy God; Rom.3:19 says all stand guilty and condemned before God; Eph.4:18 declares
all sinners are separated from God whose hearts and minds are blinded so that they cannot understand God or the
things of God.

Repentance basically involves two facts: the fact of sin and the fact of God's grace. If a person is not a sinner, he
would not need to repent, and if God was not the God of all grace, it would do no good to repent. Repentance
implies sin, sorrow for it, and a changed attitude towards God about it.

It should also be stressed that repentance itself is not a human act, but comes only from God (Rom.2:4) -- it is a
divine gift of God (Acts 5:31; 11:18; 2 Tim. 2:25).

The Nature of Repentance

In true Biblical repentance, there will be three things to occur as God does a work of grace upon the sinner's heart:

1) Conviction -- where sin is admitted. Man must see himself as a lost, ruined, guilty, desperately wicked sinner
without hope or help, in danger of hell. In repentance, a lost sinner not only sees himself as a sinner, but he
recognizes the fact that he has sinned against a righteous and holy God. The message that Paul preached was:
"repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). In repentance, there will be
confession of sin to God (Psa. 32:5; 51:1-4).

2) Contrition -- where sin is abhorred. When one sees himself as he appears before God, he is brought to a place
where there is godly sorrow for his sin and hates it altogether.

"For I will declare mine iniquity; I will be sorry for my sin." (Psa. 38:18); "For godly sorrow worketh
repentance to salvation not to be repented of ..." (2 Cor. 7:10).

To hate sin is to love God. In true repentance, there is not only the desire to escape the consequences of sin, but to
be rid of sin itself as a thing displeasing to God.

3) Conversion -- where sin is abandoned. Repentance involves the forsaking of sin:

"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the
LORD, and he will have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon" (Isa. 55:7);
"He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have
mercy" (Prov. 28:13).

Repentance is not only a heart broken for sin, but also from sin. We must forsake what we would have God
forgive.
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It should be stressed that it is not enough just to turn away from sin; one must also turn to God for salvation:

"... to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive
forgiveness of sins ... should repent and turn to God ..." (Acts 26:18,20).

In true repentance, there is conviction, contrition, and conversion as one turns from his sin to Christ for salvation.
Salvation is deliverance of a person from his sin, not merely from a sinful environment. Jesus Christ is the Saviour
from not only the penalty and punishment of sin, but also the power of sin.

Why Did Jesus Come?

"... I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Matt. 9:13).

The reason Jesus came to this earth was to call sinners to repentance. Those who did not see themselves as sinners,
deserving God's wrath, were not candidates for God's salvation. The sinner must reject his own righteousness,
because Jesus did not come to call the righteous, not even the self-righteous. The only way a sinner will come to
reject his own righteousness is by coming face to face with his own wickedness. You can take it from the lips of
Jesus Himself as a settled issue that He will not call the righteous. Only those to whom it is revealed (by God's
Spirit) that they are lost, depraved, ungodly sinners will respond to the calling of the Saviour in salvation.

All Sinners Commanded To Repent and Believe

Jesus soundly declared the message in His day: "repent ye, and believe the gospel." Repentance and faith are
inseparable and occur simultaneously in a sinner's heart; you cannot have one without the other. The order as given
in the Bible is repentance and faith (Mark 1:15; Acts 20:21; 26:20; 2 Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1).

Repentance is turning from sin; and faith is turning to Christ. Repentance comes about through the convicting
power of the Spirit of God using the Word of God to cause a change of attitude, action, and affection.

Saving faith is trust in and reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ as one's personal Lord and Saviour. Saving faith is
believing with your heart; it is coming to Christ, receiving Christ, looking to Christ, calling upon Christ to save
your soul.

Yes, Jesus said you must repent and believe the gospel, because the gospel of Christ is the power of God unto
salvation, to every one that believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel, the good news for every sinner, is that Christ died on
the cross for our sins, as our Substitute, and shed His precious blood to wash away our sins, and arose from the
dead on the third day in order that we might have the forgiveness of sins and have eternal life through Him.
Salvation of one's soul is the most important thing in this whole world.

But repentance without faith is nothing more than remorse or regret. And faith without repentance makes Christ
nothing more than a fire escape. There must be a work of repentance and faith upon the sinner's heart before
salvation can become a reality. Repentance is caused by the working of the Holy Spirit who takes the Sword of the
Spirit and slays the sinner's self-righteousness, self- goodness, self-decency, self-esteem, and causes him to cry
out: "God be merciful to me a sinner" (Luke 18:13) and "what must I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30).

Serious Questions To Consider

Is the preaching of repentance important?

Jesus thought so enough that He preached it. John the Baptist preached it (Matt. 3:1-2). The apostles were
commanded to preach it: "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all
nations, beginning at Jerusalem" (Luke 24:47).
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Who is commanded to repent?

"And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to repent:"
(Acts 17:30).

The good, the bad, the rich, the poor, the old, the young, the educated, the uneducated -- every man must repent
because we are all sinners. Notice it is God's command that 
is to be obeyed, now.

What happens if you don't repent?

"I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3,5).

The worst thing in the world for any person is to perish in their sins without Christ as their Saviour and spend an
eternity in the lake of fire, to be tormented and suffer forever and ever.

"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the
world; but that the world through him might be saved" (John 3:16-17).

Turn from yourself and sin and turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to save your soul -- that is the sinner's only hope.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 4/98 Plains Baptist Challenger: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
DOCTRINE OF REPENTANCE?, by Dean Robinson. The original of the article can be found at
<http://www.llano.net/baptist/pbc-4-98.htm>.
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Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith
The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not*

Colossians 1:21-23a -- And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in [your] mind by wicked
works, yet now hath he reconciled in the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and [be]
not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,

There is a heresy that is being taught that says a person may "get saved," live a Christian life for a certain length of
time, and then "get lost" again. Others teach that a person may "get saved" and live a Christian life for a time and
then go back to his old ways. He goes back to sins and cannot be distinguished from a lost person. This school of
thought affirms that such a person will still go to heaven when he dies because he is still saved (even though
"carnal"). Let us look at the Scriptures which make it very clear what the truth is concerning this matter of
salvation. We will find that those who are truly born again will continue in the faith.

Our Text is an assurance of salvation. It is a proof that one is born again. If one does not continue in the faith, he
was never saved. The Scriptures tell us that when we are saved we have everlasting life. We are indwelt by the
Holy Spirit by whom we are sealed unto the day of redemption, and that God will continue the work that He begins
in us.

The Bible tells us when we are saved we are new creatures in Christ, born again, washed in the blood of Christ,
have our names written in heaven, and have a mansion prepared for us in glory. There will be no empty mansions
in heaven nor empty seats at the marriage supper of the Lamb because so-called members of the Bride have turned
back to sin. Once you are saved, you are saved eternally, and the proof is: "If ye continue in the faith grounded and
settled." If you turn away from the faith, it is proof you were never saved in the first place.

If a person is living in sin, that person is lost. No matter how many aisles he walked, no matter how many
preacher's hands he shook, no matter how many times he got baptized, no matter what he did or what he claims. If
he is living in sin, he is lost. A Christian may fall into sin, but he will not live in sin.

1 Thessalonians 3:8 -- For now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord.

Christians continue in the faith. Those who are born again go on, thick or thin. They don't turn back. They continue:
"For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world" (Titus 2:11-13).

The salvation package comes with this teaching. The same grace that saves, teaches. The faith that comes by
hearing the Word of God is tried, tried, and tried again. It will come forth as gold, though it be tried with fire. It is
much more precious than gold that perisheth, because the faith that brings salvation does not perish.

These are proof Scriptures. Look back at I Thessalonians 3:8. Isn't that a strong statement? "... now we live, if ye
stand fast in the Lord." If the "ye" doesn't stand fast in the Lord, then it is not "we." It becomes "I." Anyone who is
called a brother, anyone who claims to be saved, we normally take them at their word until they prove themselves
otherwise. If they are not saved, in time they will prove themselves not saved.

There are multitudes who have been told by someone that they are all right, that they are going to heaven, when
they've never truly come to know the Lord. They have never been born again. Their life never changed. They never
repented. They have not ceased to do evil and learned to do well. They never believed the Gospel. They never
received the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ personally. They simply said, "Okay, yes, all right, I'll agree, I'll do, you
lead, I'll follow." They followed some man or some organization and never came to know the Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.
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Multitudes are in this awful state, supposing they are going to heaven and are instead going straight to hell. The end
of this Church Age is at hand. This could be the day. The children of God could leave here today. Everything is
complete. Everything is ready. If the rapture takes place today and you are not saved, you'll be left to endure the
Tribulation. You'll be the same. You'll have sinned away your day of grace with a thin religious coat on. You say,
"Well, I believe I'm all right." Well, if you are saved, you know it. You don't hope it. You don't think it. You don't
wish it. You know it. Here is one of the ways you will know you have eternal life -- "... if ye stand fast in the
Lord."

There will be some testing and trying. There will be some big terrible waves, storms, problems and mountains and
valleys, pitfalls, pitchforks, devils, and people trying their best to make you waver and turn and compromise and
give up. But we can stand fast in the Lord, it is proof we are saved. If we turn back, it proves we are not saved.
Christians continue. The pressures are heavy to make you not continue! The way it turns out, most who do profess,
do not continue.

Hebrews 3:6 -- But Christ as a son over his own house; whose house are we, if we hold fast the
confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.

This does not mean that a person who says he is saved will become lost again if he doesn't "hold these things fast
unto the end." It does prove that a person is saved if he perseveres to the end, and if he doesn't, that proves he was
never saved.

This idea of antinomianism is prominent. Antinomianism teaches that people who live in sin, yet say they are
saved, are going to heaven. That's the Devil's lie. That teaching is not found in the Bible. The ones who are saved
do hold fast the confidence and hope firm unto the end. Why do you think the martyrs would be burned at the stake
rather than recant? Why do you suppose they would stand with their eyes toward heaven, some singing hymns,
some praying, others testifying as the fire burned the life out of them? Because they were Christians. They
continued in the faith. They would die before they would turn back. They held fast their confidence and the
rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end. Proof of salvation. Christians continue.

Hebrews 5:9 -- And being made perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him;

And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say? (Luke 6:46)

My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: (John 10:27)

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. (John 15:14)

Those who are possessors of eternal life by the grace of God, obey Him. But those who don't obey the Lord, don't
even desire to obey the Lord, don't want to serve the Lord, don't want to please the Lord, why would anyone think
that person is a Christian?

Christ is the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey Him. We don't keep ourselves saved by obeying
Him, but obedience is simply proof that we are His sheep. If we had to keep ourselves saved, we wouldn't last long.
We obey Him because we are saved, because we know Him.

Hebrews 6:11-12 -- And we desire that every one of you do shew the same diligence to the full
assurance of hope unto the end. That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through faith and
patience inherit the promises.

Christians continue. They desire to serve the Lord. This passage reveals the danger that there might be false
professors among the saved. Paul's desire was that they were all saved, "every one." The proof of that genuine
salvation will be, "... the same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the end." Christians continue by faith.
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Hebrews 10:38-39 -- Now the just shall live by faith: but if any man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to the
saving of the soul.

Those who are new creatures in Christ will not be found among those "who draw back unto perdition." Those who
draw back unto perdition are lost. They never were saved. They are just as lost after they make a profession as they
were before. They are worse off than before. This age of easy-believism has succeeded in persuading raw sinners to
try to act like they are saved. They can't do it for long. They wind up back in their old hog wallers of sin time and
time again.

In order for "evangelists" to save face and reputation as powerful soul winners, the name of "carnal Christian" was
invented. When their "converts" wind up back in their adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry,
witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strive, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness,
revellings, sodomy, covetousness, self-loving, boasting, pride, blasphemies, disobedience to parents,
unthankfulness, ungodliness, etc. etc., they are excused by saying, "Oh, they are just carnal Christians. They just
need to grow."

That sounds good to the sinner. He can do all this sinning and still go to heaven. The broad way is crowded with
those who are going straight to hell, yet thinking they will go to heaven (Matthew 7:13-14). But God says, "Be not
deceived ..." These shall not inherit the kingdom of God! Christians continue.

2 Peter 2:19-22 -- While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption. for
of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. For it had been
better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them according to the true
proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the
mire.

Here we have a Bible description of the easy-believism "soul winners" and their "converts." Notice, "... The dog is
turned to his own vomit again." He was still a dog after making his profession of salvation. If he had been saved,
he would have then been a sheep. Also, "... the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire." She was still a
sow. She wasn't washed in the blood of Christ. If she had been, she would have been a new creature. She would
have been a ewe instead of a sow. Sheep don't eat their vomit and ewes don't wallow in the mire. Dogs and sows
do! Satan and his ministers are professionals at getting people to make false professions that won't hold up under
pressure. Real Christians continue!

1 John 2:18-19 -- Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come,
even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time. They went out from us,
but they were not of us; for f they had been of us, they would no doubt have continued with us: but they
went out, that they might be made manifest that they were not all of us.

The tares are called antichrists. They were among the Christians, but not of them. If they had been saved, there
would have been no doubt about them continuing with them. Why? Christians continue.

Romans 6:23 -- For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ
our Lord.

Those who live in sin are sinners. Find one place in the Bible where God's children are called sinners after they are
saved. Oh, we are not perfect. We are not perfect creatures, but we are new creatures. Sin is not the theme of our
lives as it was before salvation. You will not find one case in the Bible where a child of God is called a sinner. The
lost are called sinners, God's children are called saints and sons of God. This is not sinless perfection, but the
domination of sin is broken.
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"Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether of
sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness? But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye
have obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Being then made free from sin, ye
became the servants of righteousness" (Romans 6:16-18).

Conclusion

Many have been led down "the Roman Road" more than once, only to end up again in the mire of sin. Others have
repeated a prayer after some nice person, with no change in their life. The Roman Road may lead to Rome, but no
one finds salvation there. It is on the Calvary road where men and women "find the Saviour." Just hearing about
Him is not enough. You must know Him.

Luke 23:33 -- And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they crucified him,
and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.

Why did He die? -- "For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our
sins according to the scriptures; And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the
scriptures:" (1 Cor. 15:3-4).

That is the gospel. The Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ said -- "... repent ye, and believe the gospel" (Mark 1:15b); "I
tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3).

There is no salvation apart from repentance. If you have not repented, you are not saved. If you know now you are
a lost sinner who deserves to go to hell, but you really do desire God's salvation, are you repentantly sorrowful for
your sins? Will you repent and turn from your sins?

The Bible says -- "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon him while he is near" (Isaiah 55:6). The
Bible does not say repeat after someone. It says, "call ye upon him while he is near." The Lord is near. He will save
you and you will know it. And you will continue by His grace and strength.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the July 1998, The Perilous Times
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Neil Anderson
Demon Possession and the New Clinical Deliverance*

A friend once told me that "80% of snake venom is protein." Even though we all need a daily source of protein in
our diet, it does not follow that snake venom is a good source for protein. The 20% will still be fatal! I have long
believed that those who teach a high percentage of the truth, yet mix in a percentage of falsehood, do more damage
within the evangelical community than those who are more blatantly in error. I am sorry to have to conclude that
many of Dr. Neil T. Anderson's views on spiritual warfare and deliverance approaches fit into the category of subtle
falsehoods. His whole approach is built upon a faulty foundation.

Dr. Neil T. Anderson had been a pastor for a number of years, but currently is an associate professor of practical
theology at Talbot School of Theology. Anderson has written a number of books and conducts large seminars, often
in churches that would not normally host someone teaching a message of how Christians can receive deliverance
from the demonic. His books relating to this subject include: The Bondage Breaker; The Bondage Breaker Study
Guide; and The Seduction of Our Children all from Harvest House Publishers. Also Victory Over the Darkness
(Regal Books); Released From Bondage; and Walking Through the Darkness from Campus Crusade for Christ's
Here's Life Publishers.

Whether through his books, live seminars, audio or video tapes, Dr. Anderson is fast becoming one of the most
popular influences within Evangelical Christianity. Anderson's message contains a blend of psychology, theology,
Bible verses, but most importantly story after story to give his readers/listeners confidence that he has practiced
what he preaches.

Even though Anderson usually presents his message in highly psychologized categories (i.e., self-esteem,
positivism, Freudian subconscious, and views personality as onion layers, etc.), nevertheless he often criticizes
psychology, producing the false impression that he is Biblically critical of these things. Even though on occasion he
renders valid Biblical critique, the nature of his criticism would more accurately be classified along the lines of an
in-house disagreement between competing psychological theories. (An example would be his understanding of so-
called multiple personality disorder [MPD] in Released:207-10.) Along the same line, Anderson makes it clear that
he is not in favor of the "direct deliverance encounter" which involves the casting out of demons; sometimes he
even speaks critically of such practices. However, in spite of these criticisms, Anderson himself presents a seven
step deliverance approach which he calls a "truth encounter," rather than a "power encounter." As we shall see, any
kind of "deliverance encounter" must be built upon the belief that Christians can in fact be demon possessed, other
wise there would be no need for deliverance.

Neil Anderson's special blend of psychology, use of the Bible, case studies (i.e., stories), and his belief in
deliverance blend together to create what I call his "clinical deliverance" approach. His use of psychological
categories and analysis produce a clinical flavor to do his deliverance teaching. Instead of talking to the demons, as
do those involved in good old fashioned direct deliverance, Anderson finds out the background information through
a questionnaire similar to those commonly used in a doctor's office to gather a patient's history. Anderson then
takes the "patient" through his "seven steps" of deliverance, in much the same way a counselor would deal with a
patient.

Dr. Anderson's clinical approach is much more appealing to an evangelical community, which has already been
psychologized, to believe that their problems are primarily the result of something someone else has done to them
in the past, rather than something for which they are currently responsible. In these instances, Anderson convinces
them that they are victims of demonic strongholds, albeit through their sins and "hurts," from which the "bondage
breaker" then offers deliverance. Instead, the Bible teaches that our problems and struggles in life are handled
through normal growth and maturity as we apply Biblical teachings on living the Christian life.
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A BIBLICAL VIEW OF DEMON POSSESSION 

A watershed issue for all Christians to consider is whether or not a believer can be demon possessed. The last
decade has seen a major shift by Evangelicals away from a belief that Christians could not be demonized or demon
possessed to a dominate view that a child of God can be demon possessed and thus needs periodic deliverance.
Neil Anderson believes that Christians can be controlled by a demon (The Bondage Breaker: Harvest House,
1990:171-73). 

We must start with a clear understanding of what Scripture means when it refers to demon possession. Anderson
often relies on experience-oriented stories, presented as "case studies," which serve to create an impression that
Christians can be demon controlled. This "evidence" in turn shapes his view of Scripture on this matter. Instead, we
should develop our categories and thinking on this matter from the Bible from which we then use to interpret
experiences which we encounter.

For a definitive presentation of the Biblical material you should read (Thomas Ice and Robert Dean) A Holy
Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual Warfare, (Harvest House:1990). Another good book on the subject is Alex Konya,
Demons: A Biblically Based Perspective (Regular Baptist Press:1990). If you can get a copy of Merrill F. Unger's
out of print book, Biblical Demonology: A Study of the Spiritual Forces Behind the Present World Unrest
(Scripture Press:1952), it is still very helpful. Unger's later books on the subject are not recommended, since he
shifted from Biblical authority to experience in subsequent works.

Anderson's approach commits the fallacy of defining a word based on its root meanings, or etymology, rather than
on how the word is actually used in the Bible. "Demonized" and "to have a demon" are used of only one extreme:
to be inwardly controlled by an indwelling demon. They are never used to describe a case involving anything less.
For example, these terms never describe Satan's activity of accusation, temptation, deception, or persecution; they
only describe the extreme case of being inwardly controlled by a demon. Therefore, Anderson is wrong to say that
there is only one word. He is also wrong to say "demon possession" is not a term that exists in the Bible because
the Greek term "demonize" and it's accurate English translations equivalent, "demon possession," are used in the
Bible. Further, the parallel phrase "to have a demon" also means demon possession in the Greek New Testament.

Biblical demon possession is the direct, inward control by demons (also called evil spirits) of their victim by
residing in him. Demon possession does not include external temptation aimed at a person by Satan and his
demons. I do not believe the Bible teaches that a Christian can be possessed or indwelt, by a demon. I do believe,
however, that Christians can be severely influenced or oppressed by Satan and the demonic. The key issues on this
matter revolve around the differences between internal control and inhabitation and external influence.

The example Christ cited to the Pharisees in Matthew 12:43 ("When the unclean spirit goes out of a man, it passes
through waterless places, seeking rest and does not find it"), the demon is searching for a new home because he was
cast out of the individual he once occupied. Then the homeless demon says, "I will return to my house from which
I came" (12:44). The demon and his friends can only enter the house if it is empty and unoccupied. In the case of
all believers the house is occupied, and God the Holy Spirit answers the door even if repossession is attempted.
This passage is saying that only empty houses -- unbelievers -- can be reoccupied. Therefore, Christians cannot be
demon possessed. There are several other New Testament passages indicate that Christ's victory over Satan and the
demonic was so great that he cannot come back and repossess believers (John 17:15; 1 John 5:18).

Another reason believers cannot be demonized is that the New Testament nowhere says they can! Nor does the
New Testament ever use the language, referring to a believer, that describes demon possession. Whenever a person
who is demon possessed is dealt with, the Bible indicates that they are "cast out" (e.g. Mt. 8:16; Mk. 1:34). ("Cast
out" clearly indicates that when someone was delivered from demons it was a "power encounter" not a "truth
encounter," as Anderson claims.) Never are believers said to respond to Satan or demons by casting them out,
which is always the remedy in the New Testament for a demon possessed person. Instead, for the believer, the
command is always to stand or resist, which is the counter to an external temptation by Satan and the demonic.
This supports the idea that Christians cannot be demon possessed since they are never commanded or told how to
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deliver believers (or anyone) from demonic possession.

MISGUIDED ARGUMENTS 

Neil Anderson and others who teach that Christians can be demon possessed mainly attempt to establish their views
based upon the many stories (they call them case studies) they tell of Christians which they characterize as bound
by demons. Another approach often attempted is to try to stretch some of the language of the Bible to fit their
views. Anderson does not even present a study of the passages and terms normally dealt with in a study of this
issue, except for his cursory treatment of demonized as in Bondage Breaker. When I listened to the taped messages
from his seminar on the Bondage Breaker, He did not even deal with the issue directly. He merely assumed that
believers could be demon possessed or they would not be experiencing the problems they were having. Anderson
tended to simply talk about those who believe these things (i.e., Christians can be bounded by demons) and those
who did not, as if the latter did not believe that Satan and his demons were real.

Anderson introduces the subject, as noted above, with a letter from a lady named Sheila. He views her as a
Christian and one who is under "demonic control." I must confess I have a hard time distinguishing the difference
between someone who is said to be under demonic control and demon possession. They certainly sound the same to
me. 

Anderson links possession of a believer to the amount of sin that a believer compiles in one's life. If he sins greatly
in an area, then that allows stronger bondage than one who sins less. This fits into Anderson's statement that
demonization is a matter of degrees. Even if there are degrees of possession, either one is or is not possessed.
Attempting to redefine demon possession as a matter of degrees does not overcome the fact that the Bible does not
support any kind of demon possession in a believer.

"Let me quickly add," declares Anderson, "that demonic control does not mean satanic ownership" (Breakers :172).
At this point Anderson creates false categories that do not reflect the teaching of the Bible. According to the
material presented above defining from the Bible a picture of demonization in Matthew 12, we saw that a demon
could not enter the house or person who was occupied by the Holy Spirit. Anderson says that demons can return as
a squatter, when that passage makes it clear that a demon cannot enter at all into the house regardless of the
descriptive label one may decide to put on such an action. I must ask, "How can a 'squatter-demon' be said to
control a believer when Christ has prayed for our protection in these things (John 17:15) and our Lord is said to be
protecting us from the evil one" (1 John 5:18; 2 Thes. 3:3)? It can't happen! Since Satan does not own us, then his
demons cannot control us. 

Dr. Anderson then slips in an amazing statement about our options relating to who is responsible for one's actions.

"Those who say a demon cannot control an area of a believer's life have left us with only two possible
culprits for the problems we face: ourselves or God. If we blame ourselves we feel hopeless because
we can't do anything to stop what we're doing. If we blame God our confidence in Him as our
benevolent Father is shattered. Either way, we have no chance to gain the victory which the Bible
promises us" (Breakers :174).

This is an example of the influence of psychobabble upon Dr. Anderson's theology. This mentally reflects
pragmatic positivism rather than the reality of the Bible. If we blame ourselves, which is the right answer to the
question as to who is responsible for sin in my life, it does not lead to hopelessness. If we learn the lessons of the
Bible we find that God has provided for victory over sin, even though I am responsible for committing it, through
growing in grace as a believer in Christ Jesus. It will stunt the growth of a Christian if he is wrongly blaming the
devil for his sins when he is responsible to apply normal Christian growth principles to the problem, not
deliverance.

SEVEN STEPS OF STUMBLING 
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Since Christians can be demon possessed, then according to Anderson they also need deliverance. Not that good old
fashioned kind where the deliverance minister shouts, rebukes, and binds the demons sending them to the pit of
hell, while the subject is usually exhausted from the protracted event. Instead, Anderson advocates a clinical
deliverance through which the patient goes through a seven step process of self-deliverance.

Anderson's clinical approach is wrong at the outset because it incorrectly diagnoses a Christian's problem as demon
possession instead of a lack of growth or disobedience. So whether one uses a reserved or wild method is not the
issue. 

Christ has delivered all believers from bondage to Satan at the point of salvation. If any past sins have to be dealt
with specifically because they are a special kind of sin, then it follows that Christ did not really gain victory over all
the believer's sin. All sin has been dealt with at the cross.

The seven steps of Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is presented by him as the key to successful Christian
living. Unless one has gone through the seven steps, the implication is that you are not free to grow in Christ. This
is disturbing since these steps, arranged in this way, have been uniquely developed by Dr. Anderson. He emphasizes
the importance of following and completing each step so that freedom will be accomplished. Yet this would imply
that Christians of the past have not really been free to live for Christ. At best, this is highly doubtful.

The seven steps are unique to Anderson because the Bible doesn't teach such a system. Once again, if deliverance
were a key to proper Christian living then the Epistles, written to teach a Christian how to live for Christ, would be
teaching these things. Instead, silence on this matter speaks volumes.

Dr. Anderson is correct to emphasize our position in Christ as a key to Christian living. Christianity involves
putting into practice what Christ has accomplished for us positionally. Sanctification is correctly viewed as
justification applied. However, Dr. Anderson is wrong to (mis)apply the believer's position in Christ as the basis for
his clinical deliverance steps. Our position in Christ, as I have shown above, provides protection for a believer from
demon possession in the first place. So how can it be said that our position is the basis for something (demon
possession) for which our position already protects us from?

Our position in Christ is the basis for living the Christian life, which includes help in the area of resisting the
temptations of the world, the flesh, and the Devil.

The third step in Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is titled "Bitterness Versus Forgiveness" (Breakers:194).
Anderson advocates in his seminar and implies in a book (Released:174) that God is one of those whom we need to
forgive. Any idea that we as sinful creatures must forgive our sinless God is blasphemous. God has never done
anything wrong to ever be in need of forgiveness. Forgiveness is what is offered to one who has wronged another.
Who has God wronged that He needs forgiveness?

DELIVERANCE -- A TRUTH ENCOUNTER 

Dr. Anderson is fond of contrasting his clinical deliverance approach with the traditional deliverance approach of
direct conflict with demons by saying, "I don's see the battle as a power encounter, but rather a truth encounter. I
believe that it is truth that sets us free" (Released: 183). In John 8:32, where Christ says, "you shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free," He was talking with the Jews who said they had never been enslaved to anyone
(8:33). Jesus responded to them by saying, "Truly, truly, I say to you, everyone who commits sin is the slave of sin"
(8:34). So it is clear from the context that Christ is talking freedom from sin, not about freedom from demons.

In the New Testament when it came to deliverance from demons, it was a power encounter! Christ did not carry on
a discussion about the truth with the demons He cast out, using His power as God. Christ demanded them to leave
because He was powerful enough to bind the strongman.

Once again, Anderson's error is his belief that Christians can be demonized, when in reality they cannot. Power
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encounters for casting out demons are also wrong because Christians cannot be demon possessed. Dr. Anderson
rightly understands the Epistle's emphasis is on the believer learning and applying truth. The Epistles do not teach
"truth encounters" for deliverance, they teach truth mixed with obedience for maturity.

CONCLUSION 

Dr. Anderson believes that one of the greatest problems within evangelicalism are those who believe that Christians
aren't subject to demon activity:

"The prevailing belief among evangelicals today is that Christians cannot be severely oppressed by
demons ... Nothing has done greater damage to diagnosing spiritual problems than this un-truth ...
Those who deny the enemy's potential for destruction are the most vulnerable to it" (Bondage: 21).

Just the opposite of what Anderson has said would be true if Christians are not subjected to the type of demonic
oppression which he and others like him advocate. The real potential for problems in the Christian life is blaming
things on the demonic and neglecting normal Christian growth and maturity. It is this kind of lack of maturity in
the lives of many believers, because they are looking for the quick-fix of a Neil Anderson deliverance, that will
prove in the long run to effect the greater damage.

* This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Tommy Ice,
Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. V, No. 3, May-June 1992. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.)
The use of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his
current ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/92
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The Passion of the Christ - a Film by Mel Gibson*

Exodus 20:4-6 -- Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any
thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth below, or that is in the water under
the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy
God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third
and fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing mercy unto thousands of
them that love me, and keep my commandments.

Mel Gibson’s Film: THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST
March 26, 2004 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061,
fbns@wayoflife.org). [Revised from 2/06, 2/20, 2/27, 3/2, 3/3, March 7-8, and 3/12 reports.)] (Specifically, see
Cloud’s 3/02/04 FBIS titled, “More About Mel Gibson’s Movie,” for a detailed, comprehensive response to those
who would recommend seeing the film. See also Cloud's 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel Gibson’s Movie: Do We
Have Artistic License?,” for a listing of the things in Gibson’s movie that are added to, are contrary to, and are
heretical to the Bible account.)
Hollywood actor-director Mel Gibson’s controversial film on the death of Christ proved popular among Christians
even before its February 25th release date. The graphic, $30 million film (plus an additional $15 million in
marketing costs), The Passion of the Christ, depicts Christ’s life from the Garden of Gethsemane to the
resurrection. On the one-month anniversary of its release, the film has grossed more than $300 million in the U.S.
and Canada alone (plus another $11 million overseas). It has become the highest-grossing R-rated film ever
(surpassing Matrix Reloaded), and has already broken into the top ten films of all time. Experts now estimate total
gross (before video, DVD sales, and licensing of merchandise such as books, mugs, t-shirts, and “Jesus nails”) will
likely exceed $500 million. One would also assume that income will be explosive from the heavily Catholicized
parts of the world such as South America, Italy, Slovakia, Ireland, and the Philippines, and from Greek Orthodox
strongholds such as Russia. The movie’s soundtrack is also selling like hotcakes―50,000 CDs sold in the first week,
which is huge for soundtracks. Only the John Williams’ soundtracks for Star Wars I & II sold more in the first week.
[The following numbers are revised for 3/2005 availability: (1) the theater showing of the movie grossed $609
million worldwide; and (2) release of the DVD/VHS on 8/31/04 sold 4.5 million copies its first day, and an
estimated 20 million copies to date (approximately $560 million in sales!). (Churches purchased the DVD in bulk,
some customized with the church’s name and a personal message.) Gibson’s personal profits from the theater
showing and DVD/VHS sales combined are estimated at over $400 million.]
After a private showing, Billy Graham praised it. Mission America Coalition plans to use the movie for evangelism.
Campus Crusade is promoting it. Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church in southern California purchased 18,000
tickets. The Evangelical Free Church of Naperville, Illinois, purchased more than 1,000. Two members of Wheaton
Bible Church in Wheaton, Illinois, have offered to buy out two screenings of the movie at a local theater. After
Gibson showed part of the movie to a convention of the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship, he received a
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standing ovation. Afterward, the daughter of the organization’s president laid hands on Gibson and asked Jesus to
“bind Satan, bind the press, we ask you, Lord” (Peter Boyer, “The Jesus War,” The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Worship
Leader magazine for 2/04 offers a free guide to Gibson’s movie and says, “There has never been a film like it!
Powerful, life changing, an unprecedented opportunity for evangelism & discipleship.” Robert Schuller of the
Crystal Cathedral was given a private showing and afterward proclaimed, “It’s not your dream, this is God’s dream.
He gave it to you, because He knew you wouldn’t throw it away. Trust Him.” The movie has been recommended
by psychologist James Dobson and by Don Hodel, the current president of Focus on the Family. Ted Haggard,
president of the National Association of Evangelicals, called Gibson “the Michelangelo of this generation.”  The
American Tract Society proclaims on its web site that the movie is “one of the greatest opportunities for
evangelism in 2,000 years.” Teen Mania says at least 3,000 youth leaders have bought kits that instruct young
people in how to use the film to bring their friends to accept Christ. The Catholic League purchased 1,200 tickets
at $9.75 apiece and will make them available to members for $5. The film was shown to members of the Vatican
Secretariat of State, the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, and the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, and all of them expressed unanimous appreciation and approval. A positive review of the movie is making
the rounds via e-mail under the name “Paul Harvey’s Comments on The Passion,” but it was actually written by
Roman Catholic apologist Keith Fournier.

Gibson belongs to a Traditionalist Catholic group that performs the mass in Latin, abstains from meat on Fridays,
eschews ecumenism, and other such things that were changed at the Vatican II Council in the 1960s. Gibson built
his own Catholic chapel, called Holy Family, near his California home. During the filming, Gibson attended a
Catholic mass every morning with the misguided desire “to be squeaky clean.” The script was translated into
Aramaic and Latin by Jesuit priest William Fulco. Originally, Gibson did not plan to include even subtitles in English,
but he was convinced of the necessity of this by “evangelicals” who reviewed the film.

What gospel is Mel Gibson trying to preach through this movie? It is the Catholic gospel of sacramentalism. When
asked by a Protestant interviewer if someone can be saved apart from the Roman Catholic Church, Gibson replied,
“There is no salvation for those outside the Church” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). This was the official teaching of
Rome prior to Vatican II. Also in accordance with Catholic theology, Gibson identifies the Mass with Christ’s
sacrifice. He told Eternal Word Television Network that the “sacrifice of the cross” and “the sacrifice of the altar”
are “the same thing” (EWTNews Feature, 1/13/04).
According to Romanism, Jesus Christ died on the cross and purchased redemption and then delivered this
redemption to the Catholic Church to be distributed to men piecemeal via the seven sacraments. Man cannot
receive eternal salvation directly from Christ through faith; he must approach Christ through the Catholic Church,
via baptism, confirmation, mass, confession to a Catholic priest, etc. The Catholic Church teaches that Jesus’
sacrifice on the cross was not once for all and sufficient, but must be perpetuated in the mass, which is called a
non-bloody sacrifice. Consider this statement from the Vatican II Council: “Hence the Mass, the Lord’s Supper, is at
the same time and inseparably: a sacrifice in which the sacrifice of the cross is perpetuated … For in it Christ
perpetuates in an unbloody manner the sacrifice offered on the cross, offering himself to the Father for the
world’s salvation through the ministry of priests” (Vatican II Documents, The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy,
Instruction on the Worship of the Eucharistic Mystery, Introduction, C 1,2, p. 108). The New Catholic Catechism of
1992 said, “The sacrifice of Christ and the sacrifice of the Eucharist are one single sacrifice ... In this divine sacrifice
which is celebrated in the Mass, the same Christ who offered himself once in a bloody manner on the altar of the
cross is contained and offered in an unbloody manner.” The creed of Pope Pius IV, which authoritatively
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summarized the teaching of the Council of Trent, stated: “I profess likewise, that in the Mass is offered to God a
true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead; and that, in the most holy sacrifice of the
Eucharist, there is truly, really, and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity of our
Lord Jesus Christ.”
The movie is not based solely on the Bible, but also on the visions of Roman Catholic nun-mystics St. Anne
Catherine Emmerich and Mary of Agreda: [The following endorsement of Emmerich is more than just problematic;
Gibson’s endorsement has caused many to rush out and buy her book. In February of 2004 alone -- 17,000 copies
sold -- versus 3,000 copies for the entire 2003 calendar year.]

(1) Of the visions of Emmerich, Gibson said, “She supplied me with stuff I never would have thought
of” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774-1824) was a German nun who
allegedly had the stigmata or wounds of Christ in her body. Emmerich supposedly “had the use of
reason from her birth and could understand liturgical Latin from her first time at Mass.” During the
last 12 years of her life, she allegedly ate no food except the wafer of the Catholic mass. Her visions
on the life of Christ were published in 1824 under the title The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. They are still in print and were consulted by Gibson. An advertisement for
Emmerich’s Life of the Virgin Mary says, “This book is filled with unusual, saintly descriptions that are
not recorded in the Gospel story—descriptions that supplement and illustrate the Biblical narrative in
a way that makes the actual Scripture passages truly come alive.” Thus, these alleged visions go
beyond the Bible. According to Emmerich’s visions, Protestants also go to purgatory, but they suffer
more than Catholics because no one prays for them or offers masses for them. She taught that it is
more holy to pray for souls in purgatory than for sinners who are still alive. Her deceptive visions on
the suffering of Christ describe His scourging and crucifixion in great detail, giving many “facts” which
do not appear in Scripture. For example, she claimed that Christ “quivered and writhed like a poor
worm” and that He “cried in a suppressed voice, and a clear, sweet-sounding wailing” as He was being
beaten. She even claimed that Christ “glanced at His torturers, and sued for mercy.” She also claimed
that Jesus suffered from a wound on his shoulder more than any other.

(2) Mary of Agreda (1602-1665) was also a Catholic nun and visionary mystic. Her entire family
entered monasteries and convents in 1618, which means that her mother and father disobeyed 1
Corinthians 7 and separated for the sake of the Catholic church. She was given to trances and even
claimed that she could leave her body and teach people in foreign lands. Her book The Mystical City
of God is about Mary. Like the visions of Anne Catherine Emmerich, those of Mary of Agreda go far
beyond the Bible. For example, she claimed that though Joseph ate meat, Jesus and Mary seldom did.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Gibson’s film contains errors when judged by the Biblical account. It is, indeed, a
Catholic movie. For example, in the Garden of Gethsemane, the devil is depicted with Christ, whereas the Bible
says nothing about this. After Christ’s arrest and as He is being escorted to the high priest’s residence, He is
beaten, knocked down, and thrown off a bridge. After Christ is whipped, Mary gets down on her knees and wipes
up the blood. Mary is depicted as accompanying Christ all of the way to the cross and basically enduring the
suffering with Him. On the way to the cross, Jesus tells Mary, “Behold I make all things new.” As Jesus falls on the
way to the cross, there is a flashback to His childhood, when He supposedly fell and Mary ran to pick Him up.
Mary is depicted as holding Jesus in her arms when He is taken down from the cross. The apostles address Mary as
“Mother” throughout the movie. Mary is even depicted with supernatural powers. One man who saw the movie
described the following scene: “Mary was walking across a stone courtyard and then stopped and went prostrate
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on the ground, placing her ear to the stones. The camera went down, as if through the earth, and showed Jesus
hanging in chains from the stone ceiling of a jail cell. Jesus felt Mary’s presence, and looked up at her, as if to see
her through the stones.” In another scene, “Mary is watching Jesus being flogged and Jesus in turn looks to Satan
who is standing amongst the Roman soldiers holding what looks like (for lack of a better description) a pale
oversized retarded or demonic baby that mocks and laughs at Jesus.” (See the 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel
Gibson's Movie: Do We Have Artistic License?, for a complete listing of Gibson’s errors and heresies in this movie.)
Then there is the relentless torture itself, which goes far beyond what the Bible depicts. One movie reviewer
rightly observed that if Jesus had actually been treated as described in Mel Gibson’s movie, He would have been
dead long before He reached the cross! The film is rated “R” precisely because of its violence. The scourging and
crucifixion are shown in great detail. In fact, it goes far, far beyond the Biblical account. In his review of the film,
Roger Friedman observed:

“But the real problem with ‘The Passion’ is that it is graphic beyond belief, and unrelenting. How
anyone will be able to sit through this thing is the real mystery. There is blood, blood, everywhere.
The violence toward Jesus is sadistic and grotesque. Basically, the entire second half of the film is
spent watching Jesus endure physical torture never before seen in a movie. By the time it’s done,
actor James Caviezel’s body is a map of bloody rivers and lakes with craters of flesh excised from his
torso. Is this disgusting? You bet. It’s also puzzling, because what Gibson hasn’t done in ‘The Passion’
is explain his love of Christ or his own passion or devotion. We have no idea why Christ is so reviled by
the Jews, what he’s done to earn their anger, or what he’s done to earn Gibson’s respect. From the
moment the film begins, Jesus is simply a target for unbridled, unrestrained bloodlust. Yes, we get to
see the nails driven through him, blood spurting in every direction, skin being torn in the process. Is
there anything that’s learned by witnessing this enactment? I wish I could say there was, but there
isn’t. IT’S SIMPLE BRUTALITY, WITH A HARD ROCK MUSIC TRACK PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND” (Fox
News, 2/25/04).

Contrary to Gibson’s Catholic movie, the Bible does not focus on the violence of the crucifixion. Following is how
the Bible describes the crucifixion:

“... and when he had scourged Jesus, he delivered him to be crucified. Then the soldiers of the
governor took Jesus into the common hall, and gathered unto him the whole band of soldiers. And
they stripped him, and put on him a scarlet robe. And when they had platted a crown of thorns, they
put it upon his head, and a reed in his right hand: and they bowed the knee before him, and mocked
him, saying, Hail, King of the Jews! And they spit upon him, and took the reed, and smote him on the
head. And after that they had mocked him, they took the robe off from him, and put his own raiment
on him, and led him away to crucify him. And as they came out, they found a man of Cyrene, Simon
by name: him they compelled to bear his cross. And when they were come unto a place called
Golgotha, that is to say, a place of a skull, they gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall: and when
he had tasted thereof, he would not drink. And they crucified him ...” (Matt. 27:26-35).

Thus we see that the Bible does not linger on the details of Christ’s suffering. The Bible’s description is not R-
rated. (See Note at the end of this report.) While it is true that “by his stripes we are healed” (Is. 53:5), this does
not mean that salvation came through Christ’s beating. The focus of the Scriptures is not upon Christ’s suffering,
but upon Him being made sin in the sinner’s place. It was not Christ’s suffering in itself that made the atonement;
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it was our sin being laid upon Christ during His suffering. That is why Christ cried out, “My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?” God laid the sins of the world upon Christ. That is what has made our salvation possible. “For
he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in him” (2
Cor. 5:21). Further, it was not Christ’s suffering in general that made the atonement; it was precisely His blood and
death. “Much more then, being now justified BY HIS BLOOD, we shall be saved from wrath through him. For if,
when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God BY THE DEATH of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life” (Rom. 5:9, 10).

Jim Caviezel, who plays Jesus in the Gibson film, is also a staunch Roman Catholic. He prayed to St. Genesius of
Arles and St. Anthony of Padua for help in his acting career. He has visited Medjugorje to witness the site where
Mary allegedly appeared to six young people. One of the things that Mary allegedly told them is that the pope
“should consider himself as the father of all people and not only the Christians.” Caviezel said, “This film is
something that I believe was made by Mary for her Son” (Interview with Jim and Kerri Caviezel by Catholic priest
Mario Knezovic, Radio “Mir” Medjugorje, December 2003). Caviezel also said that his goal with the movie is to
“bring mankind back together.” Caviezel said that he was given “a piece of the true cross, which he kept with him
all of the time during the filming of the movie. He also had relics of “Padre Pio, St. Anthony of Padoua, Ste Maria
Goretti, and saint Denisius, the Patron saint of Actors.” 
On a recent visit to Rome, Caviezel said that it is important to fight evil “through the power of the rosary.” He said
this following attendance at a mass at the Church of San Giovanni (“Under the make-up, a man of faith,”
Asianews, March 20, 2004). This is the church that has the following words carved in Latin prominently on the
front marble face: “Most Holy Lateran Church, Mother and Mistress of All Churches of the City and the World.”
This is also the home of the tomb of Pope Innocent III, who was a great persecutor of those who refused to
accept Roman doctrine and, in fact, was one of the fathers of the horrible, centuries-long inquisition. When asked
how he acted the part of Jesus, Caviezel told the Catholic Zenit news service: “I began with the rosary, the rosary
led me to confession, confession led me to the Mass, every day, and always when I have the Eucharist in my body,
I feel more like being in Christ.”
Moreover, The Passion of the Christ is intimately associated with the moral vileness of those involved in its
production. Monica Bellucci, the actress who plays Mary Magdalene in Gibson’s movie, is a famous pornography
star in Italy (“The Passion of the Christ: An International Hoax”), and she has also played in R-rated movies in the
States. She posed for the 2001 GQ Italia Totally Nude calendar, and she has appeared in the nude or nearly nude
in many movies, including Irreversible, Melena, Brotherhood of the Wolf (a Dracula movie), and Under Suspicion.
Describing the film Irreversible, a professional movie reviewer says it “makes pure pornography look pretty
appealing in comparison.” The reviewer, Steve Rhodes, said it should be rated X, and based on his reviews of other
films, it is obvious that he is no “prude.” The movie has a ten minute anal rape scene featuring Bellucci, which is
“complete with penetration shots and depictions of sodomy.” The Society for the Promotion of Community
Standards gave this warning about Bellucci’s Irreversible: “Premiered at last years Cannes Film Festival, Irreversible
proved so shocking that 250 people walked out, some needing medical attention,” and described the movie as
“hard-core pornography.” 
Two of the other actresses in Gibson’s Jesus movie have pornographic photos plastered all over the Internet:
Rosita Celentano, who plays Satan; and Claudia Gerini, who plays Pilate’s wife. Maia Morgenstern, who plays Jesus’
mother Mary in the film, also starred in a vile, sexually provocative 1997 Hungarian movie entitled The Witman
Boys.  Finally, John Debney  wrote the rock ‘n’ roll music score to the film, the same man who wrote the rock
score for the blasphemous movie Bruce Almighty.
Much more could be said along these lines about other actors in The Passion of the Christ, but instead we need
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look no further than the producer himself. Mel Gibson has made millions, some of it used to finance this movie,
through his roles in R-rated films that have contributed significantly to the moral debasement of society, such as
Mad Max, Braveheart, Payback, and the extremely violent Lethal Weapon series. In the latter, Gibson played a
rogue policeman who excels in violence. Most of his movies are filled with foul language and profanity, including
those he has made during the past 12 years since, according to his own testimony, he has been dreaming about
making The Passion of the Christ. The Payback movie, for example, contained, according to one reviewer, at least
94 instances of cursing (including the most vile words) and filthy language, and used the name of the Lord in vain.
Gibson also starred in the sexually debauched 2000 film What Women Want. In this movie, Gibson played “a
character named Nick, whose goal in life was to bed all the women his lustful heart desired.” One Christian
reviewer summarized Gibson’s movies as follows: “The legacy of Mel Gibson has been sexual immorality, profanity,
coarse jesting, extreme violence and vigilantism” (Joseph Herrin, “The Passion of Mel Gibson”).
Gibson says that a major message of his film is tolerance. In an interview with Rachel Abramowitz of the Los
Angeles Times (“He’s Bruised, Defiant over Persecution,” 1/15/04), Gibson said, “Now the message he [Christ]
brought was one of peace and love and tolerance—all the messages of tolerance that I put in there, particularly
toward the end.” The message of peace, love, and tolerance is NOT exactly the message that Jesus Christ
preached. He did exemplify the greatest love known to mankind, but He also proclaimed Himself as the only Lord
and Saviour, that no man can come unto God except through Him (Jn. 10:7, 8; 14:6). He preached frequently on
eternal hellfire, warning that all men will go there unless they are born again through faith in Him (Jn. 3; Mat.
25:46). He warned that men will be judged in every area of their lives, even every idle word (Mat. 12:36). He
warned that He did not come to bring peace to the earth but division and a sword (Mat. 10:34; Lk. 12:51). — No
message of tolerance here.   
Besides all the other problems with the movie, our main concern is the idolatry involved. We believe that it is
idolatrous to depict the Lord Jesus Christ in pictures and films. (See the next review.) The law of God forbids man
to make any likeness of God. The Jesus in Mel Gibson’s movie is depicted in the typical fashion with long hair,
whereas the Bible is clear that Jesus would not have worn long hair (1 Cor. 11:14). Gibson got his inspiration for
the long-haired Jesus from the Shroud of Turin. He attempted to re-create the face depicted on the Shroud. 

Man has no divine authority to do this type of thing. It is presumptuous in the extreme for a fallen man to
attempt to portray the holy, sinless, eternal Son of God. As for Christ’s deity, that would be impossible to depict,
and even His humanity is not depicted properly in this film. The only thing the Bible tells us about Christ’s earthly
appearance is the following statement from Isaiah: “he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him,
there is no beauty that we should desire him” (Isaiah 53:2). Further, we know that Jesus Christ was a Jewish man.
Thus, whatever Jesus looked like, he certainly DID NOT look like the tall, blond, and handsome Caucasian
Hollywood movie star that plays the part in Gibson’s film!

Note the following warning about depictions of Christ from former Catholic priest Richard Bennett: 

“Creating a visual representation of the Lord Jesus, by definition, is to portray ‘another Jesus.’ The
Lord Jesus in His Person, character, and work is divine and perfect. No Savior other than the One
proclaimed in Scripture is permissible. Those who claim they are only depicting the humanity of Jesus
Christ fall into the grievous heresy of Nestorius, as they wrongly attempt to divide the humanity from
the deity of Christ, ending up with idols produced by the imaginations of their own hearts. The Lord
God gave believers a Wordbook, not a picture book. ... The visual works of a man’s devising, for all
their emotional power, are too dull a tool to bring to the individual conviction of sin and the explicit
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Gospel of grace that the Written Word and the truth preached bring.”

“But this fact notwithstanding, a three-dimensional image of Christ is not only allowed by official
Catholic teaching, but it is also to be venerated. The Vatican states, ‘Basing itself on the mystery of the
incarnate Word, the seventh ecumenical council at Nicaea (787) justified … the veneration of icons —
of Christ, but also of the Mother of God, the angels, and all the saints.’ The temptation to replace the
biblical Lord with a visible Christ dominates Catholic nations across of the world. Men calling
themselves Christian are now beginning to accept it. A figure one can touch, see, wear on jewelry, and
is visible in statues and on a crucifix, is identified as an object through which one can approach God
and learn of Him. Yet the Scripture clearly states that ‘there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men, the man Christ Jesus.’ The Lord God is approachable only through the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself. But as the bleeding Savior of Gibson’s passion is presented to the world, this fact seems
thrown aside. We ask, then, what worse blasphemy could there be than depicting with an image the
Lord God who condemns images? Evangelical leaders, by endorsing this Catholic film, further solidify
the image of the counterfeit Christ upon the minds of many” (Richard Bennett and J. Virgil Dunbar,
“The Passion of Christ: Mel Gibson’s Vivid Deception”).

Those supporting this movie are supporting a Roman Catholic producer who preaches a false gospel, and a movie
that is based not only on the Bible, but also on the Mary-centered visions of deluded Catholic mystics. Faith does
not come by seeing; faith comes by hearing the Word of God (Rom. 10:17).
We close with this warning from Buddy Smith, pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Malanda, Queensland: 

“What might be the results from this movie The Passion of the Christ? (1) There may be a handful of 
people genuinely converted to Christ [but] God does turn the follies of men to His own ends. (2) There will
be many who will be influenced toward Roman Catholicism, especially Mel Gibson’s form of traditional
(Latin mass) brand. (3) The ecumenical movement will receive a great boost as undiscerning Christians miss
the subtle Catholic innuendos of the film, and are motivated to participate in more and more ecumenical
meetings. (4) We will see and hear more and more of the New Evangelical spokesmen (Focus on the
Family, Campus Crusade, Billy Graham, and friends) encouraging interfaith dialogue with Rome. (5) And
last, I believe that those who are ‘converted’ through the film will suffer the ‘birth defects’ of compromise
with Rome and Hollywood through their exposure to both in the ‘film evangelism’ used by the churches to
win them.”

_______________________________
[Note: In an interview with conservative radio talk-show host Sean Hannity, Mel Gibson said the Bible is R-rated
and he is considering making a movie about the book of Maccabees. Gibson appeared with Hannity in Las Vegas
on March 17, 2004, sponsored by KXNT radio. When asked about the violence of his movie The Passion of the
Christ and its R-rating, Gibson replied, “Well, the Bible is R-rated. I mean it’s the most R-rated book I’ve ever read.
There’s murder and adultery all through it.” While it is true that the Bible describes adultery and murder, it’s
descriptions of evil are not graphic, sensual, or titillating; they are not R-rated in any sense. Gibson also said that
the graphic violence of his movie has made the suffering of Christ “believable now.” It is obvious that he does not
understand the divine authority and power of the Holy Scriptures, nor does he understand that the source of faith
is solely the Word of God. When asked by Hannity what he might be inclined to do next, Gibson responded, “The
story that’s always fired my imagination ... is the Book of Maccabees.” This is an apocryphal book accepted by the
Roman Catholic Church as authoritative. We wonder if the Protestants and Baptists who have given uncritical
support to Gibson and his Jesus movie will follow him on his next jaunt. They have much of the credit for the
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wealth that is pouring into his pockets, the funds that will enable him to continue supporting his traditionalist
Catholic faith with donations and by new movies.]

Five Reasons Not to Go See The Passion of the Christ
by Andrew J. Webb

On February 25, 2004, Icon films will be releasing Mel Gibson’s much anticipated film The Passion of the Christ.
The date of the release was deliberately chosen to coincide with the Roman Catholic holy day of Ash Wednesday,
and is indicative of the fact that for Gibson, his film was more of a work of devotion than a money making
enterprise. In an interview on the Roman Catholic Television Network EWTN, Gibson candidly stated why this
movie is so different from all his others, “It reflects my beliefs―I’ve never done that before.”1 He is also quite
open about his desire to see his movie used for worldwide evangelism. Many noted Evangelicals, including James
Dobson and Billy Graham, have also come forward to endorse The Passion of the Christ and recommend its use as
a teaching tool. Currently, The Passion of the Christ is riding a groundswell of nationwide support from both
Evangelicals and Roman Catholics, with many well-known Evangelical congregations, such as church growth guru
Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church, which purchased 18,000 tickets at seven theatres, doing everything they can to
ensure that The Passion of the Christ will be a smash hit amongst Christians and “seekers.” Expressing a widely
held view amongst the film’s supporters, Lisa Wheeler, associate editor of Catholic Exchange, a Web portal
dedicated to Catholic evangelism, told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, “It’s the best evangelization opportunity
we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus.”2

But should Evangelicals be supporting The Passion of the Christ and endorsing its use as an Evangelism tool? Is this
really the best evangelization opportunity we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus?3 After careful consideration,
my conclusion is an unequivocal “No.” Here then are five reasons why I believe Evangelicals should not see or
recommend The Passion of the Christ.

1) Its Origins: Even though Evangelicals are promoting The Passion of the Christ, it is not an Evangelical movie. As
Mel Gibson, a devout Roman Catholic put it so well, “It reflects my beliefs.” The Passion of the Christ is a Roman
Catholic movie, made by a Roman Catholic director, with Roman Catholic theological advisers, which gained the
endorsement of Pope John Paul II (who said after viewing it, “It is as it was.”4) The Passion of the Christ has
already proven its effectiveness as an evangelism tool in producing Catholic conversions and encouraging Catholic
devotion:

“In his first nationally broadcast interview about his starring role in Mel Gibson’s much-anticipated film The
Passion of the Christ, James Caviezel―Gibson’s Jesus―detailed on Friday the ordeal of filming the
Crucifixion scenes, noting that the overall experience prompted many in the crew to convert to
Catholicism.”

Noting the amount of conversions due to the movie, he said the experience of filming Christ’s story “really
changed people’s lives.” Caviezel recalled telling Gibson, “I think it’s very important that we have mass every
day―at least I need that to play this guy. … I felt if I was going to play him I needed [the sacrament] in me. So
[Gibson] provided that.”5

2) Its Script: Although it is widely thought that the script for the movie is based entirely on the gospel according
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to John, this is NOT the case. The script for The Passion of the Christ contains much extrabiblical material, and is
based in part on a mystical Roman Catholic devotional work by an 18th century German Nun (Anne Emmerich)
entitled The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Gibson stated on EWTN that reading
Emmerich’s book was his primary inspiration for making the movie. By introducing extrabiblical elements, not only
does The Passion of the Christ change some of the theological emphases of the Biblical account of Christ’s
crucifixion, but it will also create a false impression amongst the very “seekers” that Evangelicals are trying to
reach, i.e., that things were said and done at the crucifixion that did not actually happen. For Evangelicals, who
would feel very uncomfortable with a version of the Bible that put words into the mouth of Christ, to endorse a
movie that does the very same thing seems hopelessly inconsistent.
The script for The Passion of the Christ not only adds things that didn’t occur in the Bible, it cuts out other things
that did. The most widely known example of this is the important declaration, “His blood be on us and on our
children.” (Matthew 27:25) [This was removed from the film after considerable pressure from the Jewish Anti-
Defamation League.]

The script for The Passion of the Christ was translated into Aramaic and Latin by “Father” William Fulco, an old
friend of Mel Gibson’s. This was not done for reasons of making it more authentic.6 The language decisions in The
Passion of the Christ were made for theological reasons:

“It is crucial to realize that the images and language at the heart of The Passion of Christ flow directly out
of Gibson’s personal dedication to Catholicism in one of its most traditional and mysterious forms―the
16th-century Latin Mass.”

“I don’t go to any other services,” the director told the Eternal Word Television Network. “I go to the old
Tridentine Rite. That’s the way that I first saw it when I was a kid. So I think that that informs one’s understanding
of how to transcend language. Now, initially, I didn’t understand the Latin. ... But I understood the meaning and
the message and what they were doing. I understood it very fully and it was very moving and emotional and
efficacious, if I may say so.” The goal of the movie is to shake modern audiences by brashly juxtaposing the
“sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the altar―which is the same thing,” said Gibson. This ancient union of
symbols and sounds has never lost its hold on him. There is, he stressed, “a lot of power in these dead
languages.” Thus, the seemingly bizarre choice of Latin and Aramaic was actually part of the message.7

The script of The Passion of the Christ was specifically intended to link the crucifixion of Christ with what Roman
Catholics believe is the re-sacrificing of Christ that occurs in the mass. Gibson’s intent is to show us that the
sacrifice of the cross and the sacrifice of the altar (the mass) are the same thing. Protestant Evangelicals have
historically rejected the idea that Christ can be sacrificed again and again, and declared it “abominable.”  Speaking
of the concept that the Crucifixion and the mass is the same thing, the Protestant Westminster Confession
declares:

“In this sacrament, Christ is not offered up to his Father; nor any real sacrifice made at all, for
remission of sins of the quick or dead; but only a commemoration of that one offering up of himself,
by himself, upon the cross, once for all: and a spiritual oblation of all possible praise unto God, for the
same: so that the popish sacrifice of the mass (as they call it) is most abominably injurious to Christ’s
one, only sacrifice, the alone propitiation for all the sins of his elect.”8

3) Its Theology: Gibson’s comment about the sacrifice of the altar and the sacrifice of the cross shows the
indispensable link in this movie between the Catholic view of Christ’s sacrifice and the portrayal of the Crucifixion
in The Passion of the Christ. The fact that Evangelicals have uncritically endorsed it speaks volumes about how far
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the Evangelical Protestant understanding of Christ’s death and the related subject of Justification have slipped
since the Reformation. In Roman Catholic theology, the intense physical suffering of Christ’s Crucifixion is the focus
along with the emphasis on physical sacrifice. This is one of the reasons why in Roman Catholic iconography we
have so much imagery related to Christ’s physical pain and that crucifixes show him still suffering on the cross.
This emphasis on Christ’s physical agony is repeated in Roman Catholic devotional material, prayers, and, of
course, in The Passion of the Christ. The theology of the Bible, however, points out to us that the grand
importance of Christ’s crucifixion lay not in His physical suffering, but in His once for all propitiation of God’s wrath
(1 John 4:10). Lest we forget, the greatest torment that Christ experienced on the cross was not caused by the
nails driven into His flesh, but in His being made “sin for us” and vicariously suffering the righteous punishment of
the Father in our place. Even the worst physical torments inflicted by the Sanhedrin and the Romans upon Jesus
were nothing by comparison to the anguish of having the sins of the world laid upon Him and Him making full
satisfaction for them. Satisfying the justice of the Romans on a cross was comparatively easy; thousands of
condemned men and women, including Spartacus and several of the Apostles, did that, but only Christ could
satisfy the justice of God.
 
The sacrifice of Christ was a glorious event in which, in accordance with God’s plan, full satisfaction for sin was
procured by Christ on behalf of His people (Acts 2:43). The Passion of the Christ leaves us with a vision of the
sacrifice of Christ that is only dolorous (Dolorous: Full of grief; sad; sorrowful; doleful; dismal) and which puts into
sharp relief the Roman Catholic notion, not only of the importance of Christ’s agony, but that of Mary in “offering
her Son.” In an interview with Zenit, the Roman Catholic News Service, Thomas Rosica, the Catholic priest who
oversaw World Youth Day 2002 and its Way of the Cross through the streets of Toronto, illustrated how The
Passion of the Christ, in keeping with Roman Catholic theology, uses extrabiblical content to massively exaggerate
the role of Mary:

“One scene, in particular, was very moving. As Jesus falls on the Way of the Cross, there is a flashback
to his falling on a Jerusalem street as a child, and his mother running out of the house to pick him up.
The interplay of Mary and Jesus in this film is moving, and reaches its apex in the scene of the Pietà.
The Mother of the Lord is inviting each of us to share her grief and behold her Son.”9

This use of extra-biblical material, emphasis on physical suffering, exaggeration of the role of Mary, and explicitly
Roman Catholic theology should not surprise us, as these are all hallmarks of the primary inspiration for this
movie: The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Two examples can illustrate this, particularly
concerning the emphasis on the replacement of physical pain for the far greater agony of sin-bearing:

“‘He will not stretch himself out, but we will help him’; they accompanied these words with the most
fearful oaths and imprecations, and having fastened a rope to his right leg, dragged it violently until it
reached the wood, and then tied it down as tightly as possible. The agony which Jesus suffered from
this violent tension was indescribable; the words ‘My God, my God,’ escaped his lips, and the
executioners increased his pain by tying his chest and arms to the cross, lest the hands should be torn
from the nails.”10

“The hour of our Lord was at last come; his death-struggle had commenced; a cold sweat overspread every
limb. John stood at the foot of the Cross, and wiped the feet of Jesus with his scapular. Magdalen was
crouched to the ground in a perfect frenzy of grief behind the Cross. The Blessed Virgin stood between
Jesus and the good thief, supported by Salome and Mary of Cleophas, with her eyes riveted on the
countenance of her dying Son. Jesus then said: ‘It is consummated’; and, raising his head, cried out in a
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loud voice, ‘Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit.’ These words, which he uttered in a clear and
thrilling tone, resounded through heaven and earth; and a moment after, he bowed down his head and
gave up the ghost. I saw his soul, under the appearance of a bright meteor, penetrate the earth at the foot
of the Cross. John and the holy women fell prostrate on the ground.”11 

Emmerich’s book is literally filled with extra-biblical scenes like the two above, and also includes many extra-
biblical sayings of Jesus, which Emmerich says she personally heard in her visions.

4) Its Medium: Many Evangelical Pastors are hailing movies like The Passion of the Christ as part of a new and
better way of spreading the Gospel:

“This is a window of opportunity we have. Here’s a guy who’s putting his money into a movie that has
everything to do with what we do,” said pastor Cory Engel of Harvest Springs Community Church in
Great Falls, Mont. “Churches used to communicate by having a little lecture time on Sunday morning.
People don’t interact that way anymore. Here’s a chance for us to use a modern-day technique to
communicate the truth of the Bible,” the Rev. Engel said.12

It is indeed true that we live in a highly visual and increasingly anti-literate society―one that places a premium on
sound bites and easily assimilated visual imagery. But does this mean that we should abandon preaching in favor
of using movies or dramatic presentations? We need to remember that the last time dramatic presentations
replaced preaching as the main vehicle by which the truth of the Bible was communicated was during the Middle
Ages when the church refused to allow the translation of the Bible into common languages, and when in place of
the preaching and teaching of God’s Word, the common people were given visual presentations such as Passion
Plays, statues, relics, and icons. These things were designed, like most visual imagery, to play upon the emotions
and stimulate a response; but the ability to evoke an emotional response via imagery or drama is not the same as
successfully transmitting the Gospel. The means that God has ordained for the transmission of the Gospel was
neither drama, imagery, nor even “lectures”―it is preaching. Preaching involves the communication of the Gospel
in a way that patiently convinces, rebukes, exhorts, and teaches (2 Timothy 4:2-4). The Bible teaches us the
awesome importance of preaching and why it cannot be replaced by another medium:

“Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all
longsuffering and teaching. For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves
teachers; and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables.” (2 Tim.
4:2-4)

We must preach God’s Word because it always accomplishes the purpose for which it was sent: “For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, So are My ways higher than your ways, And My thoughts than your thoughts.
For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, And do not return there, But water the earth, And make
it bring forth and bud, That it may give seed to the sower And bread to the eater, So shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; It shall not return to Me void, But it shall accomplish what I please, And it shall prosper in
the thing for which I sent it.” (Isa.55:9-11)

God does not command us to produce dramatic presentations of Gospel themes, He commands us to preach.
Though this drama option was freely available to the Apostles as they brought the Gospel to cities with
amphitheaters and a long tradition of using the dramatic arts to convey religious and moral themes to the
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populace, they did not do so. The wisdom of the Apostolic methodology has been borne out by the fact that it
was when the Gospel was being transmitted primarily by plays and symbolism that true Christianity began to sink
under the weight of superstition. We are in danger of returning to precisely that state of affairs by reviving the
teaching methodology of the medieval church. Even though it was produced in the 21st century, The Passion of
the Christ is identical in all critical aspects to the Passion Plays of the Roman Catholic Church in the Middle Ages.

5) Its Main Character: Billy Graham, in his endorsement of The Passion of the Christ, said, “Every time I preach or
speak about the Cross, the things I saw on the screen will be on my heart and mind.”13 This is unfortunately part
of the problem with all visual representations of Jesus. Although we may intend for them only to have a role in
teaching, they inevitably become part of our worship and adoration. As a result of seeing this film, James Caviezel,
the “Jesus” of The Passion of the Christ, will become the figure countless thousands of people think of when they
worship Jesus Christ. To do this is to fall into the trap of changing “the glory of the incorruptible God into an
image made like corruptible man” (Romans 1:23) and to violate the Second Commandment.

Every visual representation of Jesus is inevitably a lie. There are two main reasons for this.

The first reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is because the only wise God went to great lengths
not to leave us with any description of the physical appearance of His Son, lest we fall into the sin of image-
making. Therefore, all of our representations of Jesus are inevitably speculations, usually based upon our own
desires. We create an image of Jesus that says more about the Jesus we want than the Jesus whom God sent.

For instance, isn’t it remarkable that the Jesus of The Passion of the Christ, as in almost all physical representations
of Christ, is tall, slim, and handsome? Why should not The Son of David (Luke 18:38) have been a relatively small
man like His great ancestor? It never seems to have occurred to most image-makers that Jesus could be relatively
short, or stout, or even have had a receding hairline. This is in spite of the fact that one of the few details the
Bible does give us about Christ’s appearance is that “He has no form or comeliness; And when we see Him, There
is no beauty that we should desire Him” (Isa. 53:2b). The fact that we have any concept of what Jesus looks like,
and that Gibson’s Jesus looks like the traditional Jesus, is a testament to the abiding impact of past iconography.
While the Gospels purposely leave out any description of Jesus that we might use to construct an idol, people
have created an image of Jesus that has become almost an industry standard, and it is solely for that reason,
rather than any basis in fact, that audiences would have been outraged had Gibson cast Danny DeVito and not
James Caviezel in the leading role.

The Second reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is that they can never hope to represent the
glory of Christ in His true nature. The best an image of Jesus can do is to represent Him as a man, and while Jesus
was truly a man, He was not merely a man. Jesus was also God, and no artist or filmmaker who has ever lived
could hope to create an image that captures the true Glory of Jesus as God. While this may not appear to be a
problem to us, the separation of Christ’s manhood from His deity is actually a grave heresy called Nestorianism.
For the first four centuries of its existence, the church did not use pictures of Jesus as an aid to evangelism. This
was despite the fact that they were bringing the gospel to highly visual cultures that had always used imagery to
convey religious ideas. The initial movements toward making pictures of Christ were initially strongly opposed, and
the practice was formally condemned by the church as late as 753 AD. Sadly, once they had taken hold of the
public imagination, the practice of making visible representations of Christ proved difficult, if not impossible, to
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eradicate. Gradually, pictures and dramatic representations of Jesus became quite commonplace in the church. At
the time of the Reformation, Protestants overwhelmingly rejected the practice of making images of Jesus as a
clear violation of the Second Commandment. They also rejected the notion that such images had a necessary role
as “textbooks for the laity,” and then proved that notion false by producing generations of other Protestants well
versed in the Word and familiar with their Savior, though they had never once owned or seen a representation of
Him.

Rather than visual imagery, they relied on the preaching of the Word to save souls, and the gospel made great
advances. If we return to the use of imagery and begin endorsing movies like The Passion of the Christ, we will be
returning to the very state of affairs the first Protestants struggled and died to reform. We must not think that
merely endorsing one form of visible representation of Christ will not lead inevitably to others. For instance, it is
impossible to make a coherent argument against the use of the crucifix in teaching the Gospel if we have already
endorsed the use of a movie that portrays the crucifixion. Merely because one display is static and the other
moving does not change their essential nature at all. The Passion of the Christ is, in essence, an animated Crucifix.

In closing, let me address a common objection, namely, that we must use tools like The Passion of the Christ in
order to reach the lost, and that if we don’t, we are “missing a great opportunity.” Are we really missing an
opportunity though? If we are convinced that using a Roman Catholic movie to present the Gospel is in essence a
violation of God’s Word, how could we possibly use it? Should we sin that grace may abound?

Also, are we really certain that this will be as effective as we think in saving souls? J. Marcellus Kik in his tract
titled “Pictures of Christ” addressed that very question and gave us some wise advice, which all Christians would
do well to heed:

“But can it not help in the saving of souls, it is asked. But how? Looking at a picture of Christ hanging
upon the cross tells me nothing. It does not tell me that He hung there for sin. It does not tell me that
He hung there for my sin. It does not tell me that He is the Son of God. Only the Word of God does
that. And it is the Word of God that has been given us to tell the story of salvation through the blood
of Christ. It is not through the foolishness of pictures that sinners are converted, but through the
foolishness of preaching.”

It is amazing how slowly unscriptural practices enter the professing Christian church. We must at all times go back
to the Scriptures. The Bible is our infallible guide. And if our practices and doctrines do not conform with the
teachings of the Scriptures, then we must eliminate them. The Bible instructs us not to make any likeness of
Christ. The present day pictures of Christ are false and no one would make a serious claim that they resemble
Christ upon earth. They separate His humanity from His deity. They do not at all give us a glimpse of His present
glory. They were not condoned by the inspired Apostles.

God has ordained the foolishness of preaching to evangelize the world. He has promised to attend the preaching
of the Word with the power of the Holy Spirit. The so-called pictures of Christ are a hindrance to the Gospel and a
temptation to idolatry. Let us cleanse the Temple of God from them.”14
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Thoughts on The Passion of the Christ
By Tom Holtz

First, let’s start with the obvious. By all accounts the movie is extremely gory and violent—even for
Hollywood. It is said to be at least as violent as Mel Gibson’s earlier movie The Patriot, or Pulp Fiction, which the
New York Times described as two of the most gory and violent artistic works of the modern era. This was a red
flag for us. Philippians 4:8 says, “whatsoever things are true, …honest, …just, …pure, …lovely, …of good report…
think on these things.”  I don’t believe this movie satisfies that standard, even if it purportedly describes the
suffering of our Lord on the cross. 

Some say shocking violence, vivid gore, and explicit images of repulsive brutality are excusable because
they’ll help people see what Christ did for them, such as Bob Lepine of Family Life, who writes, 

The Passion may be [Gibson’s] most violent film to date, and it deserves its R rating. On more than one occasion as I
watched this movie, I had to turn away from the screen. I remember thinking at one point, “Enough. This is over the
top.” And almost immediately I had a second thought. “That’s right,” I thought. “This is over the top, because the
death of Christ was, in reality, barbaric and violent.” Maybe what we all need to see is not a cleaned up, sanitized
Hollywood version of His death, but a more accurate and graphic look at how He suffered for us. (February, 2004
website article; emphasis added.) 

Why does Lepine (and so many others) suddenly link “accurate” and “graphic” in the same sentence these days as
though they were perfect synonyms?  The Bible doesn’t include graphic details in any crucifixion narrative.
Certainly God knows how “powerful” and “moving” it would have been to include such descriptions, but strong
preaching applied to man’s conscience is what God ordained to spread the gospel with power through the
movement of the Holy Spirit. The Bible says “…faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.”  And, “I
am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God unto salvation…”  And, “you were born again, not with
corruptible seed, but by incorruptible, through the living and abiding word of God.”  And, “for the preaching of the
cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God.” Man can use shock
and violence to evoke extreme empathy and emotion and bind viewers together in a “shared experience” of grief,

http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=46445
http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=48636.
http://www.passionchrist.org/
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horror, and outrage, but this is not God’s pathway to saving faith revealed in the New Testament, nor is it a means
to greater devotion and intimacy with God among God’s people. 

Yet, Mel Gibson (and evangelical leaders lining-up behind him) tells us that a graphic depiction of Christ’s
death will make it more “real” and powerful. In September, 2003, Gibson told New Yorker magazine: “I wanted to
be true to the gospels. That has never been done before. I didn’t want to see Jesus looking really pretty. I wanted
to mess-up one of his eyes, destroy it.” True to the gospels, Mel? Which of the Gospels depict Jesus with “a
destroyed eye” or anything like it? The Biblical accounts of Jesus’ beating and crucifixion are as minimal as they
could be. Matthew, Mark and Luke essentially state: “Having scourged Jesus, Pilate delivered him to be crucified,”
and “when they came to the place which is called the skull, there they crucified him.” A dozen or so verses later,
Jesus is dead. The Gospel writers did not linger over His suffering to stir emotions and empathy. As one
commentator put it: 

It would be as odd as welcoming home a wounded soldier and, instead of focusing on the victory he won, dwelling
on the exact moment the bayonet pierced his stomach—how he felt and what it looked like. A human soldier might
well feel annoyed with such attention to his weakness rather than his strength. He would feel that it better
preserved his dignity for visitors to avert their eyes from such details and recount that part of the story as scantly as
possible to focus instead on the final achievement. This is the sense we pick up in the Gospels. Jesus’ suffering is
rendered in the briefest terms, as if drawing about it a veil of modesty. What’s important is not that Jesus suffered
for us, but that Jesus suffered for us. It is the contrast with His eternal glory that awed the earliest Christians—and
should us today. 

As reasonable as this explanation appears to be, we don’t really know why the gospel writers don’t give explicit
details. The only fact we know for sure is that they don’t. 

Likewise, nowhere outside the gospels does the Bible suggest we meditate on the gory details of Christ’s
suffering—rather, that we focus on His life, the fact of his death, His resurrection, intercession for us, and His
future return. For example, in the classic text of Philippians 2:5-11, Paul exhorts believers to focus on Christ: 

Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery
to be equal with God: but made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was
made in the likeness of men: and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name
which is above every name, …

Surely, Paul knew what suffering was all about, yet he lifts up for meditation the fact of Christ’s humility and
suffering in light of His deity and subsequent exaltation, not the gore and torture of His execution. Likewise, in
Hebrews 12:2-4, the writer exhorts us to consider the death of Christ in another historically beloved text: 

Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God. For
consider him that endured such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint
in your minds. Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.

Clearly, the fact of Christ’s bloodshed is in view, but where’s the graphic depiction of the teeth-grinding anguish
and repulsive brutality of Roman soldiers torturing our Lord mercilessly? Again, in Psalm 22, a classic lament of
David with clear messianic overtones, we observe modest and poetic language describing His physical sufferings: 

They gaped upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring lion. I am poured out like water, and all my
bones are out of joint: my heart is like wax; it is melted in the midst of my bowels. My strength is dried up like a
potsherd; and my tongue cleaveth to my jaws; and thou hast brought me into the dust of death. For dogs have
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compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet. I may tell all my
bones: they look and stare upon me. They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my vesture. 

God’s people have much for their imaginations here, yet nothing graphic or torturous is spelled out. One might
easily conclude from Scripture that our appreciation of what Christ did at the cross is not enhanced by
experiencing a graphic, artistic rendition of the crucifixion event.[1][1] 

In Matthew 7:15-20, Christ tells us to beware of false teachers who will come in looking like the flock. We
are told to examine their fruits because a tree is known by its fruits. A good tree will produce good fruit and vice
versa. When evaluating some new doctrine or method or any new thing, Christ tells us to examine the fruits of the
person offering it, in addition to its apparent conformity to Scripture. The Passion of the Christ was written,
produced, financed and directed by Mel Gibson, a Hollywood actor who describes himself as not a born again
Christian, but a devout Roman Catholic “Traditionalist,” which holds tightly to the view that Mary is co-
Redemptress with Christ, and that the grace of Christ is mediated to man through Mary. He rejects salvation by
grace alone through faith alone—his church everywhere teaches that those who believe that pernicious doctrine
are anathema (damned to Hell). He believes there is no salvation outside the Roman Catholic Church, but is
mediated only through taking her communion in the traditional, Latin-rite Mass of the Eucharist. Gibson believes
Pope John Paul II is a liberal because he accepts Vatican II (1965), which allowed the mass in languages other than
Latin, and expunged the Jews of blood guilt for killing Christ (formerly Catholic dogma for 8 centuries).  

On March 6, 2003, a friend of Gibson’s, Gary Giuffré, told the New York Times that Gibson’s movie “will
graphically portray the intense suffering of Christ, perhaps as no film has done before,” and that it will “lay the
blame for the death of Christ where it belongs.”[2][2]  OK, so he’s not exactly a Christian. But I’ve heard many say
he has a good reputation. Gibson’s reputation might be good by Hollywood standards, but what about Biblical
ones? Gibson is known exclusively for his movies, which, without exception, contain countless expletives and are
extremely violent and gory (Kill Bill, Lethal Weapon, Mad Max, Braveheart, Patriot, etc). As a New Republic
reporter put it, “Gibson loves gore.”[3][3] Would you say we have a “good tree” here, from a Biblical point of
view?  Does Mel Gibson meet the standard of Matthew 7? Does anyone associated with this movie meet that
standard? 

Some say, it’s just a movie and it’ll get people talking about Christ and we can use it for pre-evangelism and
ignore the bothersome elements of Gibson’s personal faith and not-so-Christian reputation. If The Passion of the
Christ is a tool of evangelism, who’s the evangelist? Is Mel Gibson one of the sheep?  Should we expect to receive
something from Mel Gibson that true, born-again, New Testament Christians would find perfectly suited to taking
to a lost world? Answer this question not on the basis of how you think the church could use his movie, but from
what Christ says about false teachers coming in among the sheep.      

Let’s look more closely at the movie. The script is based on the four gospels and The Mystical City of God by
St. Mary of Agreda, and a book of visions entitled, Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by St.
Ann Catherine Emmerich. The latter two are Roman Catholic saints and “passion mystics” of the nineteenth
century. The passion mystic school has always been a very popular Catholic subcurrent. It emphasizes strange
devotional rituals (e.g., Stations of the Cross) to induce trance-like meditations on the sufferings of Christ as a
source of inner power and transcendence. Many Catholics quickly and correctly recognized The Passion of the
Christ as a passion meditation in the classical mystic tradition. Passion mysticism is far from Biblical—in fact, it’s
occultic. Emmerich is a legend among passion mystics and Gibson is a serious follower who carries a relic of hers
with him. There’s an introduction to her life at <http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm>. The whole article is
astonishing, but here’s an excerpt:

The famous work of hers is a book of visions called The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. That’s the one tied

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
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http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm
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to the movie. All I can say is that I knew she was a major mystic. I knew she had incredibly detailed visions. I knew
she suffered the stigmata.[4][4] But I had no idea of the extent of what this remarkable German woman reportedly
experienced. [She grew up] in Flamske, Germany, and the older she got, the more one sensed what Msgr. Schmogen
describes as a “mysterious power that emanated from her.”  Her visions began early in life. By the tender age of four
she often prolonged her prayer for two to three hours. She claimed to see her guardian angel on a nearly constant
basis. She also levitated. When she entered a cloister, she was frequently seen inexplicably above the ground. She
was said to “bilocate.” In vision (or bilocation) she saw the execution of King Louis XVI, and “visited” Marie
Antoinette, queen of France, in prison. As a child, she was taken to see the suffering souls in purgatory. Historic
pictures flashed before her eyes—like those that would spawn The Dolorous Passion, and serve to fill in details (like
those in The Passion of the Christ) that are not recorded in Scripture. She also saw “the creation of Heaven, the fall of
the angels, the creation of the earth, and paradise,” notes Schmoger. “In successive visions, she followed, through
ages and generations, the development of the holy mysteries of the Incarnation and the Redemption.” As Schmoger
says, reading her revelations leaves one feeling that he has undergone an “unusual influence” similar to what is now
reported with those who see the movie. It’s no surprise that there is a special “something” around a movie that taps
into them. It’s no surprise that the movie’s director, Mel Gibson, is said to carry one of her relics. The visions may not
be perfect. No mysticism is, but they are extremely potent. Her entire life was potent. And highly mysterious.

Gibson admits his movie is based upon Emmerich’s book, which was also the inspiration for it in the first place. 
For the mystics, the purpose of their transcendent meditations is to become so emotionally and psycho-

spiritually connected with the actual, physical sufferings of Christ, that they are “changed within” and gain greater
spiritual growth and awareness from the experience. Sound familiar? This is what many evangelicals suggest will
be gained by “experiencing” the movie. The construction of The Passion of the Christ as a passion meditation in
the mystic tradition was no minor artistic afterthought. The film was shot in southern Italy and in Rome in part so
Gibson could be near the Vatican for consultation. According to Italy’s national Catholic newspaper, Avenire,
Gibson consulted high-level Catholic theologians within the church almost daily throughout the shooting. On
December 11, 2003, Pope John Paul II screened The Passion on DVD with his close friend and secretary,
Monsignor Staislaw Dziwisz, in his private residence, and gave it his approval (the Pope recently changed his public
position for political reasons to neutral and reported comments were officially retracted). No one denies that
“Roman Catholic teachings” are readily apparent in many places in the film. It is important to understand that the
movie itself is a passion meditation. Claims about technically accuracy are irrelevant to this point. If you watch the
movie, you are participating in a passion meditation (i.e., a mystical rite). This is why Christ instructed us not to
rely solely on our own assumed ability to spot false teaching in the things offered to us for consumption, but to
look also at who is offering them.  

Some will say, “So, what can a little mystical dogma hurt, so long as Christ is presented?”  Remember,
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, New Agers, etc., all present Christ. First-century Gnostics presented Christ.
Catholics, for their part, present Christ—as well as a “Come Home to Rome” campaign among nominal Christians
and evangelicals—with some success. They see “evangelical” (toward Rome) potential in this movie. For example,
The Daily Catholic reports: 

Many see Gibson as a Hollywood movie star, but True Catholics see him as an evangelist in the purist sense. A true
Apostle for the Truths and Traditions of the Church Christ founded. Mel has set on film what has always been set in
stone: the everlasting reminder of why Christ died for each and every one of us. We have that reminder daily in the
Latin Mass in the Alter Christus—the priest offers Him up daily as a propitiatory sacrifice in an unbloody manner to
the Father for us. Prayerfully this movie will move the hearts and souls of millions to return to the Truths and
Traditions of Christ’s True Church. (Daily Catholic, January 17, 2004; emphasis added). 

Indeed, the international magazine Inside the Vatican has chosen Mel Gibson as its “Man of the Year” for 2003.
And why not?  When unbelievers are led to this movie (and its creator) as a good introduction to Christ, and they
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like what they see, why wouldn’t they consider Gibson’s faith as a whole? Again, who is the evangelist, here? It is
Mel Gibson, not all the evangelical leaders lining up behind him. Evangelical leaders do not control Mel Gibson, the
Roman Catholic organization, or the steps either one of them will take after this movie has been consumed by the
public. They decide what comes next. This is why the Roman church is so excited about this movie. Check their
websites. 

Thirdly, is the movie really accurate? Linda Chavez, a Roman Catholic and President of the Center for Equal
Opportunity, syndicated columnist, and former head of the Civil Rights Commission for the Reagan Administration,
writes: 

Gibson’s film is an intensely Catholic account of the death of Christ. Indeed most of the scenes depicting Christ’s
journey along the Via Dolorosa on the way to Golgotha seem inspired by the medieval Catholic devotional ritual
referred to as the “Stations of the Cross,” which dates back to the 14th century. A scene in the film depicting Jesus’
encounter with Veronica, who wipes his face and is left with Christ’s image on her veil, is part of Catholic tradition,
for example, and may be totally unfamiliar to non-Catholic viewers. (Emphasis added.) 

Here’s what another reviewer observed who saw the entire movie: 
Much has been added to the gospel story to fill in the gaps. In an interview after the film, Gibson stated that it was
“the Gospels plus my imagination” and that he brought the story from the Gospels and added information from
“history, visions, and medicine.” Perhaps because of Gibson’s Roman Catholic background, Mary has a major role in
the film. Gibson puts Mary at nearly all of the events of his trial, torture and crucifixion, and even has Mary kissing
Jesus feet when he is on the cross. There are many scenes like that one—not Biblical, but based upon mystic and
apocryphal writings and Roman Catholic tradition. I took notes of the non-Biblical scenes, events and characters and
had a full page of them. The danger is that this film will become the Oliver Stone’s JFK of the crucifixion—that is, the
public will only “know” the crucifixion story as it is depicted here with all the non-Biblical material assumed to be
Biblical or historical. This is the only way, I’m told, that many now “know” the details of the assassination of John F.
Kennedy—through Oliver Stone’s fictional film. 

Another reviewer had a similar experience and similar concerns. Here’s an excerpt of his review: 
Consider, for example, that the movie is said to depict a frenzied riot around Jesus as he drags the cross to Calvary—
Romans, Jews and others wildly fighting, with Christ being brutalized by all. Wild riots happened a lot in Mad Max
movies, but not in the Gospels. Christ is depicted as falling at three points, but otherwise the carrying of the cross is
presented as a solemn event. Here … is how the Gospel writer Luke, a deeply ardent believer, presents the scene:
“As they led him away … A great number of the People followed him, and among them were women who were
beating their breasts and wailing for him. But Jesus turned to them and said, “daughters of Jerusalem, do not weep
for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.” This doesn’t sound like the depiction of a crazed riot, nor
does Christ’s injunction sound like the sort of thing shouted over a melee. 

Despite Gibson’s definitively Catholic interpretation, he asserts his work is “the truth”—historically accurate in the
factual sense. What Mel Gibson means by “truth” is whatever he and his Catholic advisors think happened. 

Interestingly, Gibson tells of many “miracles” that led to the creation of the movie, and on the set where
shooting took place. For example, a blind 2-year-old child had her sight miraculously restored. Both Reuters and
Associated Press carried the story that Assistant Director Jan Michelini was struck by lightning twice during filming,
and the actor playing Jesus, James Caviezel, was struck once. Both were miraculously spared from harm with no
signs of injury—“only smoke coming from Caviezel’s ears,” according to witnesses. Caviezel is also a staunch
Roman Catholic who, during breaks in shooting, “always had a priest with him.” Gibson tells of many others. I’m
not sure what all this means, but these are self-reported by people (mostly Gibson himself) who think these are
signs of God’s blessing. He says so openly. 

Some acknowledge objectionable elements in the movie, but ask, “won’t people be moved by Christ’s
sufferings on their behalf and be more likely to investigate further?  Can’t we use it for pre-evangelism? First of
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all, the pre-evangelism we see in Scripture is that of serving people in selfless acts of Christian love. This was the
basis of Christ’s healing ministry and other miracles (feeding the 5,000, etc.). Christ met people’s physical needs
because he loved them. That supernatural demonstration of love won Him a hearing with people and softened
their hearts. That principle is still at work today all over the world as missionaries heal, treat, feed, and care for
the poor, teach people English, and perform other acts of service. This is pre-evangelism. The gory details of
Christ’s crucifixion will evoke extreme emotions—empathy, outrage, shock, sorrow, despair—but experiencing the
movie is not a supernatural demonstration of Christian love for which the only explanation is God. Christ’s work
depicted in the movie might be, but to the movie-goer it is just another movie about someone being tortured and,
quite frankly, they’ve seen many, many of those. Keep in mind all movies, in one way or another, depict a hero
doing something selfless and grand for the benefit of others, even giving their own life. These characters may
inspire us temporarily and make us feel good, but they do not work a lasting change within us. 

Furthermore, God can and will use whatever means He chooses to achieve His sovereign purposes, even
false teachers and our own bad choices. But we should guard against the creeping pragmatism of “whatever
appears to work,” and follow a Biblical path in faith and trust God for the results. No doubt, pragmatism will seem
too abstract and theoretical for some. Any method other than preaching the word, the prayers of God’s people,
testimonies, worship, self-sacrificial service in the name of Christ, and living-out our faith before the watching
world, should be suspect, especially when it fails Philippians 4:8 and Matthew 7. A pure walk and a joyful
abstinence from all appearance of evil and false teaching is the best pre-evangelism. 
___________________

QUESTIONS THAT MIGHT BE USED TO EVALUATE THIS OR A FUTURE FILM
1.                   Does this film satisfy the letter and spirit of Philippians 4:8? Is it pure, wholesome, lovely, and of good report in
every respect?
2.                   Does Mel Gibson’s religious beliefs and reputation with other movies constitute “good fruit” in the meaning of
Matthew 7? Is    he one of the sheep? Is Gibson a “good tree” from which we should expect to see good fruit through which
Christ will bring glory to Himself?
 3.                   Does close and personal identification with this actor, this movie, or the Hollywood movie industry compromise a
healthy degree of separation from all appearance of evil and false teaching? Will endorsement of this movie help a false
teacher (or teachers) gain a foothold among the flock or among unbelievers? (Separation is a touchy subject these days, but
remember—much error arises from running too far from other men’s errors.)
 4.                   Does this movie reflect the spirit of this age in any respect? If so, how? What are the implications of this if such a
movie were unqualifiedly embraced by the church in a major mass evangelism effort?
 5.                   Suppose everyone sees the movie as suggested and the movie is a blockbuster. What will Hollywood do next? How
will we react to Gibson’s next movie entitled, A Day in Hell (i.e., Dante’s Inferno), or The Stigmata (life of Ann Catherine
Emmerich), or some other cultish project? Will unbelievers, new believers, or persons “impacted” by The Passion of the
Christ be likely to view these movies? To what consequence?

* The preceding three reports were excerpted and/or adapted from the originals. For other reviews see (1) “Mel
Gibson's Passion,” by Berit Kjos; (2) “The Jesus War: Mel Gibson & ‘The Passion’,” 9/15/03, New Yorker, by Peter J.
Boyer; (3) “Why I Will Not See The Passion of the Christ,” by John LeGare; and (4) “The Passion of Christ: Mel
Gibson’s Vivid Deception,” by Richard Bennett and Virgil Dunbar, 2/04, The Beacon. Also, an article written over 40
years ago has great relevance for today: “The Menace of the Religious Movie,” by A.W. Tozer.
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HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

[1][1] On the other hand, explicit depictions of Jesus’ broken body and sufferings through paintings, statues, and
literature is a well-known Roman Catholic distinctive (we now add “film” to that list of genre). How would you react to
seeing a large crucifix installed in our church lobby? How would you argue against it?  Keep in mind, Catholics deny that
they “keep Jesus on the cross” by such things. Catholics affirm Christ’s resurrection. They claim these images help us
meditate on Christ’s sufferings. The removal of such distracting icons was a key feature of the Protestant reformation and
the theology behind it. 

[2][2] The Catholic tradition of “passion plays” has a checkered history in medieval Europe and Russia, where
their performance around Easter often produced violent pogroms against Jews. This is the historical context for the Anti-
Defamation League’s criticism of the movie. Many clips were removed (after pressure from the ADL) before a rough cut
of the film was screened for evangelical leaders, and edits have been made since those screenings. Some say Gibson
changed his original commitment to portray Jews as he originally planned. 

[3][3] Bob Lepine of Family Life wrote, “Those who have seen other Gibson movies (Braveheart, The Patriot, We
Were Soldiers) know that he does not shy away from violence and gore as a filmmaker.”  Gibson does not shy away from
violence and gore?  Are we to congratulate Gibson for these courageous films?  Another reviewer points out, “[Gibson’s]
Mad Max movies are an embarrassing paean [tribute] to teen fantasies of violence and slaughter as fun. His Lethal Weapon
movies depict criminals killing more often, and police killing far more often, than occurs in real life. There’s little wonder
that The Passion of the Christ depicts an over-the-top, Hollywood-style splatter movie.” 

[4][4] The high point of the passion mystics’ belief and practice was to receive the stigmata, which is the
miraculous appearance of the actual physical wounds of Christ in their bodies. Emmerich’s wounds (including thorn
wounds to her head) are said to have bled on and off during her lifetime, and she wore bandages frequently.
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Can You Trust Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to
New Age Medicine
by John Ankerberg and John Weldon

In our opinion, Can You Trust Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to Your
Family is must reading for anyone who regularly avails himself or herself of medical treatment, whether from a
licensed medical practitioner or from a non-licensed holistic health care "professional." A careful reading and
marking of this book, if kept and used for future reference, will in our opinion, go a long way toward preventing
you or anyone else within your realm of influence or care from becoming a victim of New Age medical quackery
(physical harm), or worse yet, from inadvertently becoming involved in the occultism that underlies virtually all
New Age "medical" therapies and techniques (spiritual harm).

Encouraging you to read this book, however, implies endorsement or substantial agreement with everything
presented therein. Unfortunately, we have some minor problems with some of the "teachings" of the authors, as
well as their occasional favorable quoting (without caveat) of various New Agers/occultists, so much so that we
think it necessary to give you this word of caution and ask that you read the book with a discerning spirit. Be
particularly mindful of those places in the book where Ankerberg and Weldon appear to endorse various
psychological concepts, or fail to reveal the New Age/occult background of an author quoted as expert or authority
in his field.

For your review, we have provided the following listing of those instances in which we believe the authors have
accepted or endorsed an unbiblical/ psychological concept or have misled the reader by not fully disclosing
adequate information about an author quoted:

p. xv -- Quotes New-Ager Norman Cousins as a medical expert; Cousins is not even a medical doctor
(see Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 280-283 for an accurate analysis of the teachings of Cousins);

pp. 37,53,144,168,240, etc. -- Comments concerning "mental" health professionals, "acceptable"
psychotherapies, and so-called "mental" illness;

p. 55 -- Speaks of the so-called "psychological" impact of abortion.

pp. 63-64 -- Likes to use the term "psychological" when "mental" would be more medically correct.

p. 92 -- Quotes M. Scott Peck as a "psychiatrist" and an apparent Christian authority on the occult and
demon possession, while Peck is actually a pantheistic/Hinduistic New-Ager. 
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Princess Kida
See "Circle-Quartered" in  Symbols

Atlantis Rises Again
New Age Spirituality for New Millennium Children

by Berit Kjos

Skip down to The Theosophical Society and Alice
Bailey
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Long ago, the Greek philosopher Plato introduced humanity to a mysterious civilization which
supposedly flourished 9000 years before his own time. He called it Atlantis and inspired his
followers with grandiose descriptions of its power and politics, its amazing flying machines and its
majestic temple to Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea. But Zeus, the reigning god on Mt. Olympus,
wasn't pleased. And so, we are told in Plato's Dialogues, the island continent with its magnificent
city was swallowed up by the Atlantic Ocean in a massive cataclysmic event.

This violent finale breathed lasting life into the myth. Exciting stories don't die quickly, and the
magic of Atlantis [1] seems to rise out of obscurity whenever a culture is ripe for pseudo-historical
visions of popular occultism.  It happened in the 1930s, when Edgar Cayce, the "sleeping prophet,"
linked the mythical continent to "Mayan land" and, while in a trance, described its technological
marvels and the re-incarnations of its inhabitants.

 It happened five decades earlier, when Madame Helena Blavatsky was writing The Secret
Doctrine for the Theosophical Society. It told about "revelatory spirits from the Orient" who
brought insights from Atlantis and described its people as one of humanity's seven "root" races.[2] 
Blending western occultism with Hinduism, she founded Theosophy with its occult hierarchy of
ascended masters and laid the foundation for the New Age movement. (For more information about

Theosophy, see Star Wars and The International Agenda)

The list of leaders that followed in Blavatsky's theosophical footsteps include Rudolf Steiner, who
founded the Waldorf  Schools; UN leader Robert Muller, whose World Core Curriculum provided a
framework for global education; and Dr. Shirley McCune, keynote speaker at the 1989 Governor's
Conference on Education. In the book Dr. McCune co-authored, The Light Shall Set You Free, the
mesmerizing myth of Atlantis soars into new realms of mysticism. Basing her understanding of
spiritual realities on a blend of Buddhism and channeled messages from various spirit guides, she
writes,   

"All humans have the natural ability to perceive dimensions higher than the Third... In Atlantis,
humans in embodiment accepted this mode of operation and perception as normal behavior. The
Atlanteans operated on this superior level of existence, connected to their Higher Selves. With the
fall of Atlantis, humanity experienced a struggle for survival and became aware of the lower self,
dominated by the will of the ego.  Now after thousands of years of evolution, most people have
forgotten ... how to connect with higher dimensions...." 

"Walt Disney is a newly Ascended Master who is well known as a cartoonist, illustrator, movie maker
and futurist. His mission on Earth was to create an awareness of the elementals and animals and to
integrate the existence of these kingdoms into human consciousness." [3]
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Today, some of the most demonic facets of this occult belief system is marketed to our children
through Disney's latest animation, Atlantis: the Lost Empire. Featuring a brilliant but unappreciated
Harry Potter look-alike named Milo Thatch, it quickly draws young audiences into a captivating
quest to find the mythical city and turn fantasy into reality. 

Milo's knack for ancient languages unlocks the secret that puts Atlantis on his map. And when
stodgy old civic leaders mock his dreams, the determined young seeker gains support from a yoga-
loving old friend of his deceased grandfather. With such diverse companions as a karate-kicking
feminist and a crude creature called Mole, he begins his quest.    

At the end of a noisy, fast-action journey, the adventurers find a civilization bathed in New Age
imagery, colors and idealism. Ancient symbols, especially variations of the ever-present spiral and
triangle, are carved into ceremonial stones and painted on masks that resemble the ritual attire of
American Indians. "I've seen them back in North Dakota," observes a member of Milo's crew. 

A life-giving power-source energizes all life, lights and flying vehicles in Atlantis.  Each person is
connected to this force through a personal crystal amulet worn as a pendant. Princess Kida uses
her amulet to heal Milo's bleeding wound after she scratched him -- apparently to see if he was
truly a flesh-and-blood person like herself. Later she uses the same magic amulet, like a car key, to
start a vehicle. 

The crystal power-source that fuels these individual crystals is far more than an impersonal force. It
"feels our collective emotions," explains the dying king of Atlantis, whose ghostly white eyes seem
to be virtual windows for its mysterious light. This evolving force had "developed a consciousness of
its own," he continued. 

But this spiritual life-source was not the only deity in Atlantis. Blending ancient polytheism (many
gods) with Americanized Buddhism and New Age cosmic consciousness, the Disney movie gives its
own reason for the city's disappearance: the "gods became jealous." In this story, the otherwise
immoral Greek gods showed a politically correct intolerance for the Atlantean capitalism which had
replaced the virtuous oneness of earlier times.

This timely moral message is stressed by the Dalai Lama in his foreword to Spiritual Politics. The
book's co-author, Corinne McLaughlin, taught mediation (group consensus) strategies at the
Department of Education, at the EPA, at the Pentagon and to the President's [Clinton] Council on
Sustainable Development.[4] In her book she summarizes one of many occult messages given
Theosophist Alice Bailey by her spirit guide, the ascended master Djwhal Khul. Notice how her
vision of a collective society matches UN ideology:

"According to Ageless Wisdom, during the time of Atlantis there was a tremendous battle on the
astral [emotional] level between the Forces of Light, who wanted to lift human evolution of
materialism and separateness, and the involuntary Forces of Darkness, who wanted  to enslave
human will and more deeply immerse humanity in matter. This resulted in the sinking of that ancient
continent...." [4]

It seems fitting, then, that Milo's final battle should be against the heartless materialism of two
mutinous team members who had stolen both the life-giving power source and Princess Kida.
Actually, the two have become one. Having merged her own being with the life-force, the princess
appears translucent as crystal -- perhaps as pure energy or spirit like the ascended masters of
Blavatsky's Theosophy.

Naturally, the "good" hero wins over the capitalistic villain. In the end, the glowing, trance-like
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princess floats down from the skies in a beam of light and melts into Milo's arms where she regains
consciousness and her human, flesh-and-blood form. The two gaze in awe at the glorious city now
rising from the fiery waves.

The temple that emerges seems to be a blend of Hindu and Mayan temples. Yet the film's featured
symbol -- a stylized eye in a triangle -- resembles the peak of the Masonic pyramid on our dollar
bills. It, in turn, combines the Egyptian symbol of the all-seeing eye with the ubiquitous triangle
featured in eastern as well as western magic. All these occult images and subtle suggestions lead
the audience through a virtual experience in 21st Century multiculturalism that should please any
globalist educator.

Children and parents go home with a fresh appreciation for "the beautiful side of evil." They might
even stop and buy Disney's new Atlantis toys and Milo action figure on the way home. Few will be
able to shut the doors of their minds to the movie's enticing myths, symbols, delusions and world
view. Disney's mighty marketing arm will keep the lights burning for a long time.

To resist its lures, follow Job's example. He had committed himself to look away from attractions
that might cause his mind and emotions to sin against God: 

"I have made a covenant with my eyes;
Why then should I look upon a young woman?
For what is the allotment of God from above....
Is it not destruction for the wicked,
And disaster for the workers of iniquity?
Does He not see my ways, and count all my steps?"  Job 31:1-4

What we see affects our thoughts and values. To help us guard our spiritual purity and safety,
Jesus reminds us that forbidden scenes are out-of-bounds to our eyes as well as our hearts:
"Whoever looks at a woman to lust for her has already committed adultery with her in his heart."
(Matthew 5:28).
 
Like pornography and sensual images of violent thrills, occult visions inspire occult cravings.
Delighting in forbidden fantasies will dull our understanding of reality no matter how well our minds
know the difference between the two. For the focus of thoughts helps shape the mental filter
through which we understand reality and make our daily choices. The only safe guide to peace and
purity in a pagan world is His Word. It tells us, 

"...whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever things are just, whatever things are
pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if there is any virtue and if there
is anything praiseworthy—meditate on these things. The things which you learned and received and
heard and saw in me, these do, and the God of peace will be with you." Phil 4:8-9

 

Chronology

348 BC -  The death of Plato.
1500 BC - Volcanic eruption destroys Thera and possibly brings an end to the Minoan civilization.
1675 AD - Olof Rudbeck locates Atlantis in Sweden.
1880s - French archeologist and advanced Mason, Augustus le Plongeon, links Mayan ruins to Mu, a lost
continent resembling Atlantis. 
1882 - Atlantis - The Antediluvian World by Ignatius Donnelly is published.
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1888 - Madame Blavatsky finished writing The Secret Doctrine  for the Theosophical Society. It indicated
that "revelatory spirits from the Orient had taught her about" Atlantis. [5]    
1890s - a wave of spiritualism fuels public appetite for supernatural occurrences and occult practices. 
1912 - Rudolf Steiner, founder of the Waldorf Schools and a follower of Madame Blavatsky, adapts
her Theosophy to his own liking and calls it Anthroposophy: "a philosophy based on the premise that the
human intellect has the ability to contact spiritual worlds."  Steiner's visions from his occult spirit guides
includes some bizarre descriptions of Atlantis.  [6]  
1924 - The Problem of Atlantis by Lewis Spence is published.
1936 - Psychic Geraldine Cummings claims to have received mental messages from the Irish medium
Percy H. Fawcett who died in Brazil in search of the lost continent. [7]

1937 - Edgar Cayce's spirit guide explains the judgment on Atlantis as "those disturbing forces... that
brought the first destruction of the continent through the application of spiritual things for self-indulgence of
material people."[8]  See a similar statement by the Tibetan Buddhist leader in "Dalai Lama Celebrating the
Medicine Buddha."
1960 - The ruins of ancient cities on Thera are discovered by A. G. Galanopoulos. Many believe the
Atlantis myths refer to this ancient civilization. 
1994 - Spiritual Politics is published with a foreword by the Dalai Lama who writes: "In our present state of
affairs, the very survival of mankind depends on people developing concern for the whole of humanity, not
just their own community or nation... Narrow-mindedness and self-centered thinking may have served us
well in the past, but today will only lead to disaster. We can overcome such attitudes through a
combination of education and training." In this book, co-author Corinne McLaughlin states:

"According to Ageless Wisdom, there really is only one sin -- separateness. In the
early years of World War II, Alice Bailey noted that we will achieve peace in the world
only after we first create unity. ... The persistence of war is more likely to spring from
rampant nationalism, ethnocentrism, and intolerant religious fundamentalism--all
extreme and separative attitudes...." [9]  (See "The Global Quest for Solidarity" --  the opposite of
"separateness." )

Endnotes:

1. See "The Story of Atlantis," Encyclopedia Britannica online. Excerpts: "Atlantis was the domain of Poseidon, god of the sea. When Poseidon fell
in love with a mortal woman, Cleito, he created a dwelling at the top of a hill near the middle of the island and surrounded the dwelling with rings of
water and land to protect her.... At the top of the central  hill,  a temple was built to honor Poseidon which housed a giant gold statue of Poseidon
riding a chariot  pulled by winged horses....   For generations the Atlanteans lived simple, virtuous lives. But slowly they began to change. Greed and
power began to corrupt them. When Zeus saw the immorality of the Atlanteans he gathered the other gods to determine a suitable punishment."
2. Mystic Places  (Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, 1987), page 28.
3. Norma Milanovich and Shirley McCune, The Light Shall Set You Free (Albuquerque, NM: Athena Publishing, 1996), pages 104, 38.
 "...a favored symbol of the Bronze Age was the spiral. And spiral images cropped up at old sites in Scotland, in Switzerland and in the rock-face
carvings of the Zuni Indians in New Mexico. On a far larger scale, Donnelly contemplated the similarities between the pyramids of Egypt and those
in Teotihuacan, Mexico."  Mystic Places, page 23.
4. Corinne McLaughlin and Gordon Davidson, Spiritual Politics (New York: Ballantine Books,1994).page 257. See also "Bush, Gorbachev, Shultz
and Soviet Education," scroll to 6th paragraph. She mentioned her involvement with the EPA, DOE, Pentagon and PCSD during a workshop Berit
Kjos attended during a 1995 commemoration of the United Nations' 50th anniversary titled Celebrating the Spirit. 
5. Mystic Places  (Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, 1987), page 28.
6. Ibid ., 30. See also anthroposophy. 
7. Ibid ., 25
8. Ibid ., 33.
9. Corinne and Gordon Davidson, Spiritual Politics  (New York: Ballantine Books, 1994),147.
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Celebration of Discipline*
by Richard Foster

Written over twenty-five hears ago, and proclaimed by Christianity Today as one of the ten best books of the
twentieth century, the influence of Celebration of Discipline is all but incalculable. It's author, Richard Foster, is a
Quaker, so his spiritual life is grounded in the subjective “inner light” presupposition of the Friends. He is highly
steeped in the Roman Catholic mystics, drawing from dozens of them for his theology. More than that, Eugene
Peterson informs us that Foster has “‘found’ the spiritual disciplines [in the mystics] that the modern world stored
away and forgot” (p. 206). Foster’s views are also formed by Quaker mystics and even secular thinking, most
surprisingly Carl Jung, self-confessed demon-possessed psychologist.

Without question, these extra-biblical sources are behind Foster’s understanding of the Christian life. That is not to
say that he does not refer to Scripture and occasionally interpret it correctly. However, it is astounding to see how
often he mutilates the Word of God (e.g., pp. 16, 17, 55, 83, 114, 156, 170, and 177).

As a result of his unbiblical routes and disregard for the meaning of Scripture, it should not surprise us that Foster
has become a Pied Piper, leading multitudes away from Biblical Christianity. From the vantage point of twenty-six
years since the publication of Celebration of Discipline, we see just how far astray Foster has taken his followers.
These include:

• Subjective leading of God as being the norm (pp. 10, 16-17, 18, 50, 95, 98, 108-109, 128, 139-140,
149-150, 162, 167, 182);

• Journaling and prayer as ways that God speaks to us (p. 108);

• Open theism (p. 35);

• Misunderstanding of the Old Testament Law for today (pp. 82, 87);

• The contemplative prayer movement, which has taken many to the foothills of Eastern mysticism;

• Centering prayer, in which one moves to the center of God or self—an Eastern mystical practice;

•  Misunderstanding of the will of God in prayer (p. 37);

• An unbiblical use of imagination, which leads to occultic visualization (pp. 25-26, 40-43, 163, 198);

• Receptivity to all the charismatic gifts including tongues, visions, revelations and prophecy (pp. 108,
165, 168-169, 171, 193);

• Use of rosaries and prayer wheels (p. 64)

• Approval of New Age teachers (i.e.; Merton, Eckhart; Loyola; etc.);

• Embracing of pop-psychological views such as self-fulfillment, self-actualization, loving ourselves,
mutual submission, and healing of inner wounds (pp. 113-120);

• Propagation of the Roman Catholic view of confession, penitence, and spiritual directives (pp. 146-
150, 156, 185);

• Promoting charismatic patterns of worship, including calling for the presence of God and holy
laughter (pp. 158-174, 198). 
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Overall Foster’s book is an encyclopedia of unbiblical teaching, which leads the unsuspecting reader away from
Christ and into mysticism, or worse. It is a telltale sign of the state of the church to find how accepted Foster’s
teachings are.

 

* Reviewed by Pastor Gary Gilley, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL 62703. More detailed information on the
teachings in Celebration of Discipline is available in Gilley's February 2005 Think On These Things article:
"Mysticism Part II," and posted as BDM's report on Richard Foster. For a primer on mysticism, see Gilley's January
2005 Think On These Things, "Mysticism Part I: Mysticism, a Way of the Past, the Wave of the Future."
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CASPER, MORE THAN A FRIENDLY GHOST
Movie review by Berit Kjos <www.crossroad.to>

Home

A sweet, lonely ghost befriends a motherless girl. He models the ultimate in selflessness -- the
willingness to give his life (or rather, his return to life) -- for someone he loves. What could be
wrong with someone so good?

Plenty. Casper may be a computer-generated wonder who tugs at heartstrings and draws sell-out
crowds, but he's still a ghost--a supernatural being who is not one of God's angels. Since the dead
have no power to participate in human activities, the Bible leaves no option other than to call him a
demon--and there are no good demons.

"But," you may argue, "this is just fantasy! Poor Casper is only make-believe. Don't take him so
seriously. Most children know the difference between fact and fantasy. Casper can't hurt them!

Yes he can. Fantasies like this help form a child's world view--their mental frame of reference for all
they think and learn. Children may know the difference between truth and myths in their minds,
but when they identify with the movie's occult personalities, their feelings about spiritual realities
will follow those expressed in the movie. Later, objective information can be explained away, but
images and feelings often defy rational arguments.

Produced by Universal Studios, this movie is full of occult impressions that stretch a child's world
view to include more pluralistic and universal beliefs. All fit into the world's pagan religions. All are
common themes in today's politically correct textbooks as well as movies. As you read the following
summary, ponder its suggestions:

Ghost psychiatrist Dr. Harvey has been hired to rid the spooky old Whipstaff Manor of its nasty
ghosts. Prepared to counsel the "living impaired", Harvey and his 12-year-old daughter Kat move
into the haunted old mansion. After a brief encounter with gentle Casper, the three ghastly uncles
appear. Dr. Harvey faints, and the spirits dive into his mouth. He awakens and looks in mirror. The
demons inside him take turns contorting his face. One moment it looks like Clint Eastwood; the
next moment it shows the skull of death. Done with their fun, the three exit and disappear.
(Impression #1: Demon possession is no big deal)

The next morning, kind Casper serves Kat a breakfast he made using magic. She senses his
loneliness. In mystical ET-fashion, they touch hands as a sign of friendship. (Impressions #2 and
#3: Ghosts can be good. They have feelings, just like humans)

Harvey starts therapy for the three wretched ghosts who suffer from "unfinished business." But the
doctor has some unfinished business of his own: finding the ghost of his deceased wife. The three
patients promise to help him: "We have a ghost network..." They usually work "through the
channels", but they would make an exception. (Impression #4: It's okay to befriend demons)

Casper shows Kat his father's cavernous laboratory under the mansion. At the push of a button,
Lazarus -- a huge invention made to restore life -- rises from a pool of water. There's just enough
magic elixir for one person.

Meanwhile Dr. Harvey and the ghosts are having a jolly time singing, drinking and wondering if a
ghostly foursome wouldn't be more fun than a threesome. Just when Casper starts floating into
Lazarus for his resurrection, Dr. Harvey's ghost arrives. Casper, in a demonstration of pure love,
yields his place to Kat's father. (Impression #5: Unholy spirits can show Christ-like love)

While Kat joins a Halloween party upstairs, her deceased mother appears to Casper and commends
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him for his unselfish choice. Like a fairy godmother, she offers him a reward: to return to life as a
boy--until 10 pm. (Impression #6: The spirits of the deceased have power over life and death)

Casper joins the party, and Kat's mother appears to the resurrected Harvey, her former husband.
"You were looking for me." she says. After some loving exchanges, motherly advice, and assurance
that she watches from above, she disappears. (Impression #7, #8 and #9: Ancestral spirits watch
over us. The dead continue life in an age-less, more mobile state. No need for the cross.)

This seductive Spielburg movie offers sweet sentiments and impressive technology, but its context
is occult and its characters model the kind of spirituality that is fast replacing Christianity
throughout the western world. That it makes evil look good only adds to the danger. Few know
God's timeless warning in Isaiah 5:20: "Woe to those who call evil good and good evil."

To see Casper from God's perspective, review Deuteronomy 18:9-13. Most of the occult practices it
lists are demonstrated in this movie. As Paul wrote, "Test everything. Hold on to the good. Avoid
every kind of evil." (1 Thess. 5:21-22)

To understand today's social and spiritual transformation and to equip your child for
spiritual warfare, read Brave New Schools (Harvest House Publishers). 
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Don Matzat
Book Notes

Christ-Esteem
-  Don Matzat follows the teachings of psychiatrist Victor Frankl more than those of the Bible (see last item). In
trying to be relevant in today's professing church, Matzat gives the wrong diagnosis for man's problem. Instead of
sin and hell, and the need for forgiveness and heaven, he proposes a "need" for "identity" and "meaning" (pp. 11,
26-27). In the process, Matzat confuses the issues and gives (humanistic) psychology credit it does not deserve (p.
10).

-  Matzat's basic position regarding psychology is weak, even though in many places he seriously challenges its
teachings. Matzat focuses on "identity crisis" as a fundamental problem of man (pp. 11, 27, 38) and upon
psychology as offering some value in solving this problem (e.g., he invokes the "All Truth is God's Truth" defense
of the psychological integrationists) (pp. 29-30). Matzat professes to believe that those who promote the integration
of psychology and Scripture demonstrate a lack of understanding of either Biblical content or the essence of the
Christian faith (pp. 10, 28), but he is "not against psychology as a legitimate discipline studying the cause and
effect of human behavior" (p. 10). This seriously weakens both his position and his credibility.

-  Matzat places great emphasis on, and is terribly confused about, so-called human "needs":

"Humanistic psychology defines many human needs, but at closer examination, it is merely dealing
with symptoms which require the mere application of a Band-Aid to stop the bleeding. We are told, for
example, that man needs to find himself. Why is this true? How did man get lost in the first place? We
are told that man's most basic need is to feel good about himself. Why? Why doesn't he naturally feel
good about himself? [He does.] Man needs to find meaning in life. Why? Man needs a positive self-
image. Why? Why does he have to develop one? Why doesn't he have one? [He does.]" (p. 33) [The
Bible says man is lost, not that he needs to find himself, feel good about himself, or find meaning in
life. We are alienated from God and have the need for forgiveness and justification.]

Matzat does not refute these assumed needs of man and show that the whole emphasis is wrong. Instead, rather
than distinguishing between perceived needs (desires) and Biblically defined needs (cf. Mt. 6:25-33), he accepts
these needs as legitimate. In fact, some of what he says about "needs" sounds suspiciously like "Christian"
psychologist Larry Crabb's need theology (pp. 25- 27, 32-33).

-  One's supposed need for "identity" and meaning in life is a basic theme of Christ-Esteem (pp. 19, 27, etc.).
Accepting "identity" as a fundamental need of man, Matzat even describes his own "identity crisis" as a new pastor
(p. 38). The emphasized phrase, "modern man is looking for himself" (p. 66), reveals the deficiency in Matzat's
reasoning. Modern man (and man in all time periods) is alienated from God by his sin, not from self, as Matzat
seems to be saying. This is a crucial distinction. Man needs reconciliation with God, not with self. "Identity" is not
the basic need of man! Nevertheless, in an apparent attempt to "Christianize" the concept, Matzat extensively
presents Christ as the answer to this presumed "identity" need; i.e., he makes "identity" the main result of a
relationship with Christ!:

"It is my purpose to demonstrate that a relationship with the person of Jesus Christ more than
adequately solves the identity crisis of this generation and brings meaning and fulfillment of life [p. 11]
... in addition to being our righteousness, Jesus Christ is also our identity, our life, our fulfillment, our
pride, our hope, our peace, our joy, and our ultimate worth [p. 31] ... our new identity and life is
determined by the historical redeeming work of Jesus Christ [p. 75] ... The New Testament directive to
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find our identity and life in Christ Jesus is not a simplistic solution. It is profound" (p. 192). (Emphases
added.)

-  Matzat also focuses on the humanistic concept of "self-image," giving credit to so-called psychological truth:

"Our self-image is very important. It has been said that the teaching regarding self-image is the most
important psychological discovery of this century. If we don't have a self-image, we cannot answer the
question 'Who am I?' We have no way of making an accurate identification. The person who does not
know himself or cannot find himself does not possess a self-image" (p. 60). (Emphases added.)

This concept of self-image is totally cultural-bound. Can you imagine a Chinese slave laborer 400 years ago being
concerned about his self-image? The above quote sounds more like pop psychologist James Dobson or self-love
advocate Josh McDowell than the "Lutheran scholar" Matzat claims to be.

-  Matzat wants to emphasize Jesus Christ, which is wonderful, but at some points he caters to the current self-
focus of the world and the church. For example, his confession of Biblical truth even takes on a self-centered
focus:

"Standing firmly and confidently upon the truth of God's Word and focusing upon our identity in Christ
Jesus in the heavenly places, we also confess, 'I agree. I am forgiven and righteous in Christ. I am
seated in the heavenly places! I am more than a conqueror. I can do all things through Christ Jesus. I
believe your Word and promise" (p. 146). (Emphasis added.)

Note the repetition of the first person pronoun "I". But salvation is His work, an act of sheer grace, having nothing
to do with the "worth" or merit of the recipient.

-  Some of Matzat's sources are theologically questionable to say the least (even when the content of a particular
quote is not necessarily objectionable.) These sources include Universalist Paul Tournier (pp. 42, 65), neo-orthodox
Soren Kierkegaard (p. 43), blasphemous, liberal German theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer [who denied the physical
resurrection of Christ] (pp. 195, 197, 203), mystic Watchman Nee (pp. 47, 51, 101), and psychiatrist Victor Frankl
[see next item] (pp. 9, 15, 19-20, 73-74, 136). (In the endnotes to Chapter 8, Matzat even recommends one book by
psycho-spiritist/occultist and anti-Christian Carl Jung, and another by self-love theorist William James.) The danger
here is that those who respect Matzat may naively (though wrongly) assume that the men he quotes are
theologically sound. He, therefore, has a responsibility to take great care in his use of quotations.

-  It appears that of all the unbiblical sources used by Matzat, Victor Frankl is the one with which Matzat is most
enamored. An Austrian Jew and survivor of four Nazi death camps, Frankl was (died 9/98) a psychiatrist and author
of 32 books who developed a psychotherapeutic type of “treatment” called logotherapy. Frankl places much
emphasis on man's search for "meaning" (as does Matzat), particularly under conditions of intense suffering (The
Unheard Cry For Meaning, 1978). Generally, Frankl sees man as a free, self-determined agent who uniquely
determines the meaning of his own individual life, having the potential for either great good or great evil. His
system sees man not responsible before God, but only as responsible to himself; there is no place for absolute
standards of value, as determined by God, to distinguish between good and evil. Instead, "clients" are urged to
formally establish a personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences. The
logotherapist assists the patient to find meaning in his life, in essence a man-centered, relativistic "salvation"
system, less retrospective and introspective than psychoanalysis, focusing instead on the meanings to be fulfilled by
the patient in his future. Obviously, logotherapy can offer nothing of value to the Bible-believing Christian.
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  Narnia - Part 1 

Blending Truth and Myth
by Berit Kjos -  December 2005
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"...the children discover a charming, peaceful land inhabited by talking beasts, dwarfs, fauns, centaurs and giants
that has become a world cursed to eternal winter by the evil White Witch, Jadis. Under the guidance of a noble
and mystical ruler, the lion Aslan, the children fight to overcome the White Witch's powerful hold over Narnia
in a spectacular, climactic battle that will free Narnia from Jadis' icy spell forever."[1]

"C.S. Lewis is someone who paints a picture and lets you imagine the rest. To me it's about making a movie
which lives up to my memory of my book rather than specifically the book itself. And it needs to live up to
everyone else's memories and that is what my challenge is - to make it accessible and real.... I want it to feel
real...."[2] Director Andrew Adamson

"There is a prophecy that two sons of Adam and daughters of Eve will appear and defeat the white witch and put
an end to this 100 year winter."[3] Talking Beaver in Full-Length Trailer

The movie opens with a glimpse of the cruel, violent world of reality. Air raid sirens shriek through the night as Nazi bombers
drone overhead, dropping their deadly bombs. The Pevensie family heads for the bomb shelter, well aware of the ongoing
dangers that threaten in war-torn London. Soon afterwards the four children board a train and head for safety at a country
mansion owned by a mysterious old professor. They are about to discover the thrilling world of fantasy. 
 
As most of us read long ago in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, the four children explore their new home and grope
their way through a magical wardrobe into the cold, wintery world of Narnia. Here -- as in the ancient myths that had captivated
C. S. Lewis' heart -- animals talk, witches bewitch, curses turn flesh into stone, and the veil between physical reality and
spiritual fantasies fade away. Myth and truth merge into more compelling illusions, while good and evil are redefined to fit the
new story.

"The book is about imagination," says Roger Ford, the production designer of Disney's version of Narnia. "So the imagery is
provided by the child's and the reader's imagination." But, unlike books, movies implant ready-made images. "The challenge of
a film-maker is to live up to and exceed the people's imagination," continues Ford, "and really transport them to another time
and place."[4]

Today's digital magic fulfills that function all too well! But where does this movie transport the minds of our children? What
kinds of enticements does it feed to their human nature and emotional appetites? What suggestions will leave lasting imprints in
their memory? Those are the questions that Christian parents need to ask. And a single phrase answers all three: the world of
the occult.
 
The enticing pagan worlds nurtured by C.S. Lewis and his myth-making friends were not inspired by God's Word or Spirit.
Those stories grew out of a lifelong immersion in the beliefs, values, rituals, languages and lifestyles of former pagan cultures. 
C. S. Lewis himself -- even years after professing faith in Christ -- remained obsessed with those old myths. As in his famous
1931 "conversion" encounter with Tolkien, he continued to suggest that Christianity and paganism were, in some ways, mutually
supportive. Ponder his description of a 1960 visit to Greece three years before his death:

"I had some ado to prevent Joy and myself from relapsing into Paganism in Attica! At Daphni it was hard not to
pray to Appolo the Healer. But somehow one didn’t feel it would have been very wrong — would have only
been addressing Christ sub specie Apollinius. We witnessed a beautiful Christian village ceremony in Rhodes
and hardly felt a discrepancy."[5]
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The same book quotes Lewis' earlier statement of regret that he hadn't been taught the supposed link between Christianity and
paganism during his school years:  "No one ever attempted to show in what sense Christianity fulfilled paganism or
paganism prefigured Christianity."[5]
 
The white witch, Jadis -- the self-professed Queen of Narnia -- emerged from that pagan worldview, not from a Biblical frame
of reference. Her ritual sacrifice of Aslan has more in common with the ancient Winter Solstice rituals and blood sacrifices to
cultural gods (whether Hindu, Mayan, Inca or Babylonian) than with the crucifixion of our Lord. Small wonder the movie director
chose a sacrificial setting for Aslan that looks strangely like the ancient ritual stones and pillars at Stonehenge, now a gathering
place for the world's fast-growing networks of neopagans.

"Earlier in his life, Lewis visited the ruins at Stonehenge, a mysterious circle of giant prehistoric stones
in Southern England. In her book, Journey into Narnia, Kathryn Lindskoog notes, 'The stone that is
lowest at Stonehenge is called the stone of sacrifice because people suspect that humans were
bound and stabbed there in evil ceremonies thousands of years ago.... It's almost certain that
Stonehenge gave Lewis the idea of the Stone Table."[6]

Unlike Jesus, our Lord, Aslan negotiates the terms of the "ancient magic" with the white witch. And unlike
God, Aslan attributes the ultimate victory to the humans, not to his own plan and power. 
 
"The future of Narnia rests on your courage," the lion told Peter before his sad departure. Soon afterwards, this
commissioned knight in shining armor would ride into the fierce battle on a snowy white unicorn, wielding a glimmering sword.
 
Does this picture remind you of the Armor of God or the Sword of the Spirit? If so, it's a misleading match. That victorious
Sword is the eternal, unchanging Word of God. It has no place in the myth of Narnia.
 
To illustrate this discrepancy between Biblical truth and Narnian fantasy, we will use God's armor as an outline. It disproves the
popular assumption that Narnia is a Christian allegory -- a notion Lewis himself denied. According to Christianity Today, "not
only was Lewis hesitant to call his books Christian allegory, but the stories borrow just as much from pagan mythology as they
do the Bible."[7]

 
In fact, those who want to see Aslan as Jesus Christ would have to do some mental gymnastics. The two opposites simply will
not match unless God's truth is conformed to the human imagination. Sad to say, such spiritual compromise is happening every
day. And the better the counterfeit, the more deceptive is its power.
 

God's Armor -- a summary of the true Gospel -- is made up of six parts. Find the next two parts of the armor here: Narnia
Part 2

1. The Belt of Truth -- The vital truth about God and His plan for redemption
2. The Breastplate of Righteousness -- The truth about our need for the cross and God's righteousness
3. The Sandals of Peace -- The gracious gift of the Prince of Peace to those who walk in His Truth and Righteousness
4. The Shield of Faith -- Putting all our trust in the sovereign power and love of our King and His Word.
5. The Helmet of Salvation -- Keeping our eyes fixed on the hope of His victory today and forever.
6. The Sword of the Spirit -- His Word, hidden in our hearts, and wielded against any enemy to peace that might come

against us.

These parts become all the more significant in light of the fact that Jesus, at various times, identified Himself before His
disciples as Truth, Righteousness, (Prince of) Peace, our Salvation and the living Word.[8] So when you "put on" God's armor,
you "clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ." (Romans 13:12-14)  He becomes your hiding place and your shelter in the
storm. Hidden in Him, you can count on His victory, for He not only covers you as a shield, He also fills you with His life.
 
1. God's TRUTH: His eternal, unchanging and triumphant Word!

How do we find it? Chuck Colson points to C. S. Lewis as our guide. "...what really makes [Lewis] so compelling," writes
Colson, "is his ability to blend reason and imagination in his works. As he wrote, 'For me, reason is the natural organ of truth,
and imagination is the organ of understanding.' He is right. The imagination sees what the mind might take only to be as
abstract truth. So Christians and non-Christians alike can appreciate both Lewis’s endlessly creative imagination, and the way
he grounded even his works of fantasy in absolute truth."[9]
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But Colson as well as Lewis seems to define truth from a humanistic rather than a Biblical perspective. God's Word warns us
repeatedly that neither the imagination nor man's reason or logic will lead us to His truth. "Lean not on your own
understanding," He warns us in Proverbs 3:5-7. "Do not be wise in your own eyes." And the faithful (but despised) Old
Testament prophet Jeremiah shows us the result of humanist thinking -- both then and now: "They obeyed not, nor inclined
their ear, but walked every one in the imagination of their evil heart..." (Jeremiah 11:8)

Ted Baehr, founder of MovieGuide also agrees with C. S. Lewis. “The movie... is a great tool for the Church to help people
understand the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ," he wrote.  Was he right? Or was he simply accepting today's culturally
correct version of God's timeless and unchanging Word?

His conclusion: "Very, very few people will see the slight divergences that the movie takes from the novel."[10] 

The last statement may be true. Caught up in the thrilling high tech fantasy, few are likely to notice the changes in the script.
But the first sentence should raise concern. How will this movie help people understand the truth of the Gospel?  What is
actually true in this so-called "Christian allegory?"

Dr. Baehr gives a partial answer in the following summary. What gross distortions of the supposed "truth" do you see here?

"A prophecy says that four sons and daughters of Adam and Eve will come to Narnia and help Aslan... free
Narnia from the White Witch. To thwart the prophecy, the White Witch has told everyone that, if they see a son or
daughter of Adam and Eve, they should kidnap and bring them to her....
      “...the resurrection romp with Aslan, Lucy and Susan has also been eliminated, and the movie focuses more
on the children being the solution to the evil in Narnia when, in fact, the victory is Aslan’s.... [The children] are
heirs to the victory that Aslan wins on the stone table, and Jesus Christ won on the cross....
      “In fact, the movie is a very clear Christological allusion, or imagining, of the story of Jesus Christ. The minor
changes do not take away from that meaning in the book...
     "Andrew Adamson ... understands the element of sacrifice and redemption, but his concern was for the
empowering of the children. ...his love for the original source ultimately keeps the movie on target.”[10]

Since Adamson's focus was on "empowering... the children," it makes sense to give them (rather than Aslan) credit for the
ultimate victory, doesn't it? It also helps explain Aslan's twisted message:

"The future of Narnia rests on your courage."[3]

While that statement should disturb those who love the Gospel, it matches Narnia's ancient prophecy very well. To us, the word
"prophecy" implies God's omniscient (foreknowledge of future events) revelation of what lies ahead. Because we know Him and
trust His Word, we take seriously the precious Old Testament prophecies concerning the coming Messiah. Everything God has
told us will or has already come true! Jesus came and gave His life for us!  He will come again for His people!

But Narnia's prophecy promises no such Savior. In stark contrast, it promises that four humans will come and save the land.
What a sham to call this deceptive story a picture of truth!

If that appalling lie colors our understanding of the Gospel, we will see ourselves as co-saviors. We will pat ourselves on the
back, rather than humbly and joyfully praise our God for His amazing grace in our weakness!  Translated into the language of
the gospel, this view implies that Jesus' death and resurrection was not sufficient to save His people. Instead, God depends on
us to accomplish His salvation. That untruth has already become a vital marketing ploy in today's man-centered Church Growth
Movement.

The following comment by Joseph Pearce (Tolkien's biographer and author of a new book about C. S. Lewis) illustrates the
persuasiveness of these myths. It applies to Lewis as well as Tolkien:

"... the power of Tolkien lies in the way that he succeeds, through myth, in making the unseen hand of
providence felt by the reader.
        “In his mythical creations, or sub-creations as he would call them, he shows how the unseen hand of God is
felt far more forcefully in myth than it is ever felt in fiction. Paradoxically, fiction works with facts, albeit
invented facts, whereas myth works with truth, albeit truth dressed in fancy disguises.”[11]

Do you see the strange reasoning? If the mythical realm of magic "makes the unseen hand of providence felt by the reader,"
what message does it actually teach? What new "truths," feelings and perceptions do people "take home" when they leave the
theater? - Or when they read the book? Remember, the two blend together in the minds of Narnia fans.
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For example, what truth or deception does the following conversation from the book transmit to a child? Peter asks,

[Peter] "Isn't the witch herself human?"

[Mr. Beaver] "She'd like just to believe it, and it's on that she bases her claim to be Queen. But she's no Daughter
of Eve. She comes of your father Adam's... first wife, her they called Lilith.  And she was one of the Jinn."[12]

Our wise God has a far different view of the human imagination than either Tolkien or Lewis, and He is well aware of its power
to inflate lies and distort truth. Therefore, He warns us repeatedly that "the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth."
[Genesis 8:21]
 
To better understand the twisted Gospel taught through this mythical series, Part 2 of this Narnia series will look at the strange
creation story told in The Magician's Nephew, the book that precedes The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe in the 7-set
Chronicles of Narnia.

"Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth." 2 Timothy 2:15

Endnotes:
1. The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe (2005) Video Clips & Multimedia

2. Director Andrew Adamson talks at http://dvddungeon.com/news/news.php?id=4207

3. Full-Length Trailer at http://movies.aol.com/movie_exclusive_the_chronicles_of_narnia

4. http://disney.go.com/disneypictures/narnia/behind_the_magic.html?movie=chapter4&size=WMlarge&clip_title=Chapter%204,%20The%20Story

5. Roger Lancelyn Green, C.S. Lewis: A Biography (Orlando, FL: Harcourt Inc., 1974), page 274, 30.

6. http://www.roarofnarnia.com/ask_the_professor.aspx (link not working on 12-6-05)

7. Josh Hurst, "Into the Wardrobe and Straight to Hollywood," Christianity Today (11/07/05), www.christianitytoday.com/movies/special/narnia-
news.html

 8. A Wardrobe from the King - Chapter 2 at www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Wardrobe/chapter2.html

9. Chuck Colson, "Lewis Revisited" (12- 9-05) at www.pfm.org/AM/Template.cfm?
Section=BreakPoint1&Template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=17510

 10. ‘Absolutely Thrilling! Disney's Chronicles of Narnia at www.assistnews.net/Stories/s05110091.htm

11. The Letters of J. R. R Tolkien, Humphrey Carpenter, editor  (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1981, page 201.

12. C.S. Lewis, The Complete Chronicles of Narnia (Harper/Collin Publishers), pages 77.

13. Lilith: According to Jewish and Gnostic myths, Lilith was the first wife of Adam. A model to radical feminists, she was banished from the
Garden of Eden because she refused to submit to Adam. Like Satan, she was counted among the powerful and demonic figures that opposed
God. Meanwhile, Adam was given a new wife, Eve. There's much more to this story, but since it belongs in the realm of occult Jewish
mysticism and Gnostic tales, it's best not to delve deeper into such dark fables.
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Creative Counterpart
by Linda Dillow

This book comes highly recommended by many pastors and church leaders. Even though Creative Counterpart
offers a considerable amount of solid Biblical teaching concerning the "Proverbs 31 woman," there is also a
considerable amount of unbiblical teaching that has drawn upon the concepts and teachings of humanistic
psychology. Below are listed some of the quotes and comments that detail these concerns:

-  Dillow quotes the Lee Harvey Oswald account, from James Dobson's book Hide or Seek, of the reason for
Oswald's alleged assassination of John F. Kennedy; Dillow agrees with Dobson that Oswald was not responsible for
his actions (victim approach) because of his wife's attitude and treatment of him (instead of the Biblical approach of
focusing on Oswald's sinful response to his wife, for which he is fully and totally responsible) (pp. 104-106).

-  Dillow attests to the validity of Maslow's need hierarchy; Dillow agrees with what psychiatrists say about "man's
most basic needs ... approval and admiration. In our society there is an epidemic of inferiority. Many of the
marriage problems ... are related to a bad self-image" (p. 106). (Emphasis added.)

-  Dillow tells wives how to build-up their husband's self-image and attests to the concept of a healthy self-image
(p.107).

-  Dillow contends that a husband's self-image is directly related to the wife's 'stroking' of him; wife should even
"glorify her husband" to enhance "his image of himself" (p. 107). (Emphasis added.)

-  Dillow confuses "needs" with "desires," and encourages blame-shifting rather than accepting responsibility for
one's own sinful responses (p. 108).

-  Poor exegesis of Eph. 5 -- interpreted by Dillow as an instruction for building husband's self-image (p.110).

-  Dillow subscribes to a theology of unconditional acceptance with "no condition of change" required (p.111).

-  Psychological responses; erroneous theology concerning "unconditional acceptance" (p. 165).

-  Dillow relies on psychological systems of motivation rather than the Biblical one laid-out for believers in
Romans 7 (pp. 191-192).

-  Dillow discusses a man's so-called "psychological needs of acceptance and love" (p. 193). (Emphasis added.)

-  "Accepting yourself" is put forward by Dillow as one of "the three essential ingredients in a happy marriage" (p.
205). (Emphasis added.)

-  Books, footnotes, and recommended readings by Dillow (pp. 203, 216):

(a) Dobson, Hide or Seek: How to Build up Your Child's Self-Esteem
(b) Morgan, The Total Woman (heavily self-esteem oriented)
(c) LaHaye, The Act of Marriage
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CONTACT
 and The Art of Manipulating Minds

Berit Kjos, 1997
 Home

"Dad, do you think there are people on other planets?" asks eight-year-old Ellie in Warner
Brothers' science fiction movie Contact.

"If there's just us, it seems like an awful waste of space!" answers her father, affirming his
daughter's single-minded quest for contact with extra-terrestrials.

The story, based on Carl Sagan's book by the same title, leaps ahead to the desert research station
where astronomer Dr. Ellie Arroway, played by Jodie Foster, works on a SETI (Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) project. She meets theologian Palmer Joss whose spiritual experience
confirms to him the presence of "God" - a god that fits today's demand for spirituality without
moral accountability.

But Ellie isn't convinced. "What if science proved that God never existed in the first place?" she
asks.

Interesting question! For Ellie, the humanist, God and science are incompatible. But Palmer brings
the two together by adapting them to the trends of our times. Both God and science are
transferred from the old foundations of absolute truth and fact into the realm of fuzzy science and
global spirituality. Not surprisingly, this new blend matches the teachings of UN leader, educator,
and occultist Robert Muller who wrote,

"The scientists have now come to the end of their wisdom. This is where spirituality or
religion comes in. Science in my view is part of the spiritual process; it is a
transcendence and elevation of the human race into an ever vaster knowledge and
consciousness of the universe."[1]

This vast consciousness fits into the new paradigm-the fast-spreading world view or mental
framework that sees the world from a global perspective. In this mystical system of evolving truths
and values, perception counts more than proof - which today's polls and politics heartily confirm.
Apparently, the public is more easily led by impressions and feelings than by facts and logic.

Since social change - or a paradigm shift - is the stated goal of media leaders as well as leading
educators, consider the suggestive power of some of Contact's memorable impressions:

Palmer Joss believes in "God", carries what looks like a Bible, but he and Ellie sleep together
on their first date.

During a flashback to her father's funeral, a formal, insensitive pastor fails to comfort nine-
year-old Ellie.

The sensitive, empathetic Palmer, now spiritual adviser to President Clinton (whose
unauthorized appearance further blurs reality), emphasizes relationships, meaning, empathy,
and spirituality as ways to happiness.

The noisy tent camp outside the research center where Ellie made contact with the distant
star, Vega, includes an eclectic assembly of musicians, skinheads, spiritualist, and UFO fans.
A sign says, "Jesus is an alien." An angry-looking man with long blond hair preaches in front
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of a banner saying "Repent! Purge the evil!"

Inspired by Palmer, an international panel disqualifies Ellie as a candidate for the space trip
since, as an atheist, she cannot travel as ambassador for a planet where 95% believe in
some kind of god.

A terrorist (the blond fanatical preacher above) blows up the first space station with its key
people.

Ellie journeys to Vega, meets a shape-shifting alien in the form of her loving father, returns
to earth without evidence, and must admit that her new faith - like Palmer's - is based solely
on her own experience.

Those impressions reflect the three paradigms of the last thirty years: Ellie, an atheist who refused
to believe what empirical evidence can't prove, typifies the futility of the humanist paradigm.
Palmer represents the global paradigm where science merges with an evolving global spirituality - a
blend of religions with a universal god as changeable and amoral as the human imagination.
Finally, the "religious fanatic" who turns to terrorism suggests the danger of fundamental
Christianity - as seen from the perspective of the global paradigm.

 CHRISTIANITY  HUMANISM  GLOBALISM
Old Paradigm Transition New Paradigm

The Bible reveals reality Science alone explains reality Feelings and experience prove
reality

God is personal and greater than
His creation God is an illusion A impersonal universal god or

force unites all things and people
Don't tolerate sin (but love

sinners) Tolerate all lifestyles Don't tolerate critics of the global
community

In Contact, the three paradigms are seen through the mind of the late Carl Sagan. Since he, like
Ted Turner and other former humanists, apparently embraced the global paradigm toward the end
of his life, the movie shows his bias: Christianity is bad; atheistic humanism is inadequate; and
globalism is essential to peace and unity.

Contact not only turns Biblical values upside-down ("Woe to those who call evil good and good
evil"), it does so while assuring the audience that it's myth is actually the truth. Thus producer
Robert Zemeckis fulfilled his goal: "to create an absolutely realistic representation of a fantastic
event." He made science fiction seem as true as factual science.

So when Ellie finally makes contact with "people on other planets", it makes sense. The audience
feels her joy and shares her experience. The event adds credibility to the California-based SETI
Institute and its costly quest for alien encounters. After all, Ellie wouldn't believe in them if they
weren't real, would she? And she wouldn't be so sure they would be good if they could be evil,
would she?

To make full use of the soaring interest in extraterrestrials fueled by Contact, the SETI Institute has
prepared education programs for elementary grades. Book 3 in its Life in the Universe Series invites
students to join "Mission 10: Inventing Life Forms." Young would-be creators learn to "synthesize
knowledge and creative imagination to visualize the evolution of life" on other planets. They
must roll "a dice to simulate the role of chance in the evolution of your extraterrestrial creature."

For example, "if you roll a 1 or 2, your species has two sexes, [and] every individual has only one
sex (like people and other mammals)." The numbers 3 or 4 means that "your species has two
sexes [but] every individual has both sexes." The numbers 5 or 6 means that "your species has
three sexes."

The key points in the lessons are "chance" and "evolution." There's no personal Creator. But there
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are all kinds of seductive impressions that fit the new values and ways of thinking.

These seductions spread through many channels, and each channel complements the other. By
merging with Time magazineand absorbing Ted Turner's television and education programs, TIME-
WARNER gained control over a media empire with four arms: books, magazines, movies and
television. Each plays its part in changing the mind of America. So when the TIME-WARNER' top-
selling novel, The Celestine Prophecy, popularized the paradigm shift in 1993, it helped prepare the
public for Contact's message. Listen to author James Redfield's summary:

"For half a century now, a new consciousness has been entering the human world... We
know that life is really about a spiritual unfolding that is personal and enchanting -- an
unfolding that no science or philosophy or religion has yet fully clarified... [O]nce we
understand... how to engage this allusive process and maximize its occurrence in our
lives, human society will take a quantum leap into a whole new way of life..."

All that any of us have to do is suspend our doubts and distractions just long enough... and
miraculously, this reality can be our own.

Those who refuse to suspend their doubts and flow with this new way of thinking will not fit into
the new "sustainable communities" planned by President Clinton's Commission on Sustainable
Development (PCSD). People who cling to absolute truths and scientific facts will fail at the
consensus process designed to involve every person - young and old - in the new "participatory
democracy."

Such uncompromising separatist will be labeled extremists, radicals, obstacles to unity and
solidarity. "Their coalition," declared Time magazine after the Oklahoma bombing, "included well
known-elements of far-right thought: tax protesters, Christian homeschoolers, conspiracy
theorists... and self-reliant types who resent a Federal Government that seems to favor grizzly
bears and wolves over humans...."

Facts, truth, and logic can't discredit genuine Christianity. Misleading media and movie images that
link us to terrorism, violence, and anti-social behavior will. Hiding deceptive impressions behind
fictional science and love in movies such as Contact speeds the process.

Jesus' message - "no one comes to the Father but through Me" - is intolerable to a world that
applauds all spiritual paths. Its ways are broad and well-traveled, while God's way seems far too
narrow. Those who base their faith on their own spiritual experience will reject our God and despise
His followers. For "the whole world is under the control of the evil one" (1 John 5:19), and he uses
familiar as well as alien messengers to confirm his lies and deny God's truth.

But Jesus promises hope and strength for the conflicts ahead:

"Blessed are you when they revile and persecute you, and say all kinds of evil against you falsely for
My sake. Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, for great is your reward in heaven." Matthew 5:10-12

 In a darkening world that doesn't know Him, His beacon of hope shines all the brighter for those
who love Him and share the unchanging truth of His Word.

1. Robert Muller, New Genesis: Shaping a Global Spirituality (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Co., 1848), page
145. 
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"The premiere of Harry Potter the movie will lead to a whole new generation of youngsters
discovering witchcraft and wizardry....Increasing numbers of children are spending hours alone
browsing the internet in search of Satanic websites and we are concerned that nobody is monitoring
this growing fascination." Peter Smith, general secretary of the British Association of Teachers and Lecturers [1] 

Psychic Eye Book Shop manager cheers "the Harry Potter craze": "It's taken away a lot of the fear.
People are more accepting of things like witchcraft and magic after Harry Potter came out. We find
that we are a supporting environment for customers like that." Mountain View Voice , CA, 7-26-02.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone opened on November 16 at a record-breaking number of theaters across
the country. "Christian" as well as public schools bussed their students to see the long awaited movie based on
the first book in J. K. Rowling's ground-breaking series. Teachers are facilitating classroom discussions that train
students to seek "common ground" and conform to an ever-changing group consensus.[2] While forbidding prayer
in the name of Jesus, most schools seem to welcome spells and sorcery in the name of Harry Potter.

The pressure to participate in the fun and frenzy is intense. So what can a Christian child do in the midst of such
hype, hypocrisy and popular wizardry?   

Those who know God can find answers in His Word. Consider this list of Biblical warnings and wisdom, then put
on the Armor of God and pray that He lead you in His way. 

1. God shows us that witchcraft, sorcery, spells, divination and magic are evil. He hates those
practices because they blind us to His loving ways, then turn our hearts to a deceptive quest for self-
empowerment and deadly thrills. Harry Potter's world may be fictional, but the timeless pagan practices it
promotes are real and deadly. Well aware that the final result is spiritual bondage and oppression, He warns us:

"There shall not be found among you anyone who... practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one
who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells, or a medium, or a spiritist, or
one who calls up the dead. For all who do these things are an abomination to the Lord..."
Deuteronomy 18:9-12

2. The movie's foundation in fantasy, not reality, doesn't diminish its power to change beliefs
and values. Imaginary (or virtual) experiences and well-written fantasies can affect the mind and memories as
much, if not more, than actual experiences.[3] Designed to stir feelings and produce strong emotional responses, a
well-planned myth with likeable characters can be far more memorable than the less exciting daily reality --
especially when reinforced through books, toys and games as well as movies. Small wonder Harry's fans have
been counting the days until their next fantastic journey into Hogwarts' classes on sorcery, divination, potions and
spells.

"But they hearkened not, nor inclined their ear, but walked in the counsels and in the
imagination of their evil heart, and went backward, and not forward." Jeremiah 7:24
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3. Each occult image and suggestion prompts the audience to feel more at home in this
setting. Children identify with their favorite characters and learn to see wizards and witches from a popular peer
perspective rather than from God's perspective. Those who sense that the occult world is evil face a choice:
Resist peer pressure or rationalize their imagined participation in Harry's supernatural adventures.
        The second choice may quiet the nagging doubts, but rationalizing evil and justifying sin will sear the
conscience and shift the child's perception of values from God's perspective to a more "comfortable" cultural
adaptation. Even Christian children can easily learn to conform truth to multicultural ideals and turn God's values
upside down - just as did God's people in Old Testament days:

"But they hearkened not, nor inclined their ear, but walked in the counsels and in the
imagination of their evil heart, and went backward, and not forward." Jeremiah 7:24

"Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil;
Who put darkness for light, and light for darkness....
Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes,
And prudent in their own sight!"  Isaiah 5:2-21

Harry Potter Special [Magazine] interviews actors Daniel Radcliffe (Harry), Rupert Grint (Ron),
Tom Felton (Draco), Harry Melling (Dudley):

If you could cast a spell on someone, what would it be?
Daniel: "If I liked them, it would be a spell where I'd give them special power, like
invisibility.
Your favorite word in the Harry Potter books?
Daniel: "I like the word--it's very bad to say this--but I like the word Voldemort."
What magical power would you like to have?
Rupert: "I'd like to levitate."
Do you prefer to play a bad or good character?
Tom: "Bad. It's more fun because it is different.
What magical power would you want to have?
Tom: "Invisibility. So I could sneak around and go places I shouldn't."
Did you find it hard torturing Harry?
Harry M: "No. I found it quite fun, actually."[4]

 
Harry Potter Special: Inside the Magical Magazine (Primedia, Inc.), pages 24, 26.

David Rockefeller  ( "search" for "Rockefeller" on this site), Vice-President,  Financial  Operations.

4. God tells us to "abhor what is evil" and "cling to what is good." (Romans 12:9) But when Christian
children and teens love the Harry Potter myths, delight in the movie and read the books again and again, they are
desensitizing their hearts and minds to its evil. Turning God's truth upside down, they are learning to "love" what
is evil. The natural next step is to reject God's wise boundaries and "abhor" what He calls good.

"You love evil more than good...." Psalm 52:3

5. Immersed in Hogwarts' beliefs and values, children learn to ignore or reinterpret God's
truth. They lose their natural aversion for the devious spirits represented by the creatures and symbols in this
eerie world. Caught up in the exciting story, they absorb the suggested values and store the fascinating images in
their minds -- making the forbidden world of the occult seem more normal than the Kingdom of God.

Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, according to the tradition
of men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ."  Colossians 2:6-9

6. This inner change is usually unconscious, for the occult lessons and impressions tend to
bypass rational scrutiny. After all,  who will stop, think and weigh the evidence when caught up in such a
fast-moving visual adventure?  Fun fantasies and strategic entertainment has a special way of altering values,
compromising beliefs and changing behavior in adults as well as in children.  This learning process has been
named "edutainment" -- a favored way to train multicultural citizens for the envisioned 21st century community. 
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Its power to influence beliefs and behavior is illustrated by today's marketing firms which spend billions on
entertaining ads that touch emotions, ignore the facts, yet motivate people to buy the product. 

"Turn away my eyes from looking at worthless things, and revive me in Your way." Psalm 119:37

7. The main product marketed through this movie is a new belief system. This pagan ideology
comes complete with trading cards, computer and other wizardly games, clothes and decorations stamped with
HP symbols, action figures and cuddly dolls and audio cassettes that could keep the child's minds focused on the
occult all day and into night. But in God's eyes, such paraphernalia become little more than lures and doorways to
deeper involvement with the occult. In contrast, He calls a person "blessed" who -

"walks not in the counsel of the ungodly,
nor stands in the path of sinners,
nor sits in the seat of the scornful [mockers];

"But his delight is in the law of the Lord, and in His law he meditates day and night. Whatever he
does shall prosper." Psalm 1:1-3

It might be hard to escape the symbols that remind people of Harry. His words and
phrases help fuel today's cultural transformation:

The mainstream media uses the word "muggles" to deride those who don't want children to read
Harry Potter books.
 
"A columnist from the Chicago Daily Herald used Harry-Speak.... He said that a particular NBC
Olympics commentator was the 'dementor of the sports commentators.'"
 
"Coeur d'Alene, Idaho is going to name this year's snowstorms after the Harry Potter characters.
The first blizzard of the year will be called Albus...."[4]

 

8. The implied source of power behind Harry's magical feats tend to distort a child's
understanding of God. In the movie as in the books, words traditionally used to refer to occult practices
become so familiar that children begin to apply the same terms to God and His promised strength. Many learn to
see God as a power source that can be manipulated with the right kind of prayers and rituals -- and view his
miracles as just another form of magic. They base their understanding of God on their own feelings and wants,
not on His revelation of Himself.

"You thought that I was altogether like you; but I will rebuke you...." Psalm 50:21

9. Blind to the true nature of God, children will blend (synthesize) Biblical truth with pagan
beliefs and magical practices. In the end, you distort and destroy any remnant of true Christian faith. For
our God cannot be molded to match pagan gods.

“For My people have committed two evils: 
They have forsaken Me, the fountain of living waters, 
And hewn themselves cisterns—broken cisterns that can hold no water." Jeremiah 2:1

10. God tells us to "train up a child in the way He should go."  It starts with teaching them God's
truths and training them all day long to see reality from His, not the world's perspective. To succeed, we need to
shield them from contrary values until they know His Word and have memorized enough Scriptures to be able to
recognize and resist deception. Once they have learned to love what God loves and see from His perspective,
they will demonstrate their wisdom by choosing to say "no" to Harry Potter.

“And these words which I command you today shall be in your heart. You shall teach them diligently
to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, when you walk by the way, when
you lie down, and when you rise up." Deuteronomy 6:6-7

11. While some argue that Harry and his friends model friendship and integrity, they actually
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model how to lie and steal and get away with it. Their examples only add to the cultural relativism
embraced by most children today who are honest when it doesn't cost anything, but who lie and cheat when it
serves their purpose.

"And even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a debased
[depraved] mind, to do those things which are not fitting.... They are whisperers, backbiters, haters of
God, violent, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents, undiscerning,
untrustworthy, unloving, unforgiving, unmerciful; who, knowing the righteous judgment of God, that
those who practice such things are deserving of death, not only do the same but also approve of
those who practice them." Romans 1:28-32

12. God has a better way. When His children choose to follow His ways, He gives them a heart to love Him,
spiritual eyes that can understand and delight in His Word, a sense of His presence and a confidence in His
constant care -- no matter what happens around us. Harry Potter's deceptive thrills are worse than worthless
when compared to the wonderful riches our Shepherd promises those who will ignore evil and walk with Him. 

"Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your
requests be made known to God; and the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will
guard your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.

Finally, brethren, whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever things are just,
whatever things are pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if there is
any virtue and if there is anything praiseworthy—meditate on these things." Philippians 4:6-8

Endnotes:
1. Teachers warn of occult dangers in Potter movie magic
2. Schools hope Harry's wand entrances pupils
3. Harry Potter and Dungeons & Dragons: Like Peas in a Pod?
4. Harry Potter Special: Inside the Magical Magazine (Primedia, Inc., no date), pages 49-53. David Rockefeller ( if you do a "search" for
"Rockefeller" on this website you would see the Rockefeller  influence on education and global transformation),  Vice-President,  Financial  Operations.
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If you have benefitted from this web site, please consider donating to this nonprofit, tax-

exempt ministry by clicking here.

Meet the Editors
The Bobgans have spoken on psychology and Christianity at numerous
conferences and churches and on radio and television. Together they have
authored 25 books. Deidre has also written The Beauty of the Disciplined Life
by Grace through Faith. Read moreâ€¦

Pray for Us
Please pray for this ministry as the Lord leads you. We are deeply concerned
about the increase of psychological deceptions that prevail among professing
Christians and earnestly covet your prayers, not only for this ministry, but for the
entire Body of Christ. We ask that you would pray with us that the Lord would
open the eyes of His children to this dangerous deception of psychology. We
pray that popular, visible pastors and leaders who have been promoting
psychological theories and therapies would repent and publicly confess their
wrong teachings. We pray that the Holy Spirit would enable all believers to
discern truth from error.

The pseudoscience of psychological counseling theories and therapies comprise
an inviting, yet subtle door to deception, not only to various occult practices, but
also to self-preoccupation that ends up fulfilling the prophecy â€œthat in the last
days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves . . .
lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; having a form of godliness, but
denying the power thereof â€ (2 Tim. 3:1-5).

Please pray with us that people will turn to Jesus instead of the psychological
way and that they will truly believe that God has given His children all they need
for living a life pleasing to Him.

May the Lord make you fruitful in every good work to His Glory.

Maranatha!
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"...this film truly glorifies hideous creatures, egregious acts by young children, imaginings that are far
more scary and graphic than ANY child should be subjected to (or adult for that matter), yet every
kid in the audience craves more and more.  Young boys in the audience were quoting out-loud the
exact words of Dobby, a self-mutilating elf, before he spoke them...." Julianne Evans, author.

"It's darker and much scarier..."  Rupert Grint who plays Harry's friend, Ron Weasley.[1]

Spells, potions, dark arts, psychic writing, magical healing, trance possession, ghostly encounters
with the dead.... All fit together in Warner Brothers new Harry Potter movie. And all enter into the
viewer's virtual experience and mental bank of occult suggestions - whether they realize it or not.

Harry's second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry is full of occult thrills and
forbidden rituals, but few seem to mind. The poor, victimized hero is such a polite and sympathetic
wizard that his fans naturally want him to win. His magical spells only make his triumphs more
exciting. So viewers simply shut their minds to God's warnings, flow with the fast-action story,
identify with the "good guys" and cheer the power they wield. Immersed in this occult fantasy
world, they adapt their values to fit their new fellowship.

Surrounded by children and teens in the sold-out movie theater on November 16, I sensed that
empathy. The audience laughed together when Harry's muggle (non-magical) uncle fell from the
window. Horrified silence reigned when an army of big, flesh-eating spiders descended on Harry
and his friend, Ron, seeding nightmarish images into the minds of the children.[2] And when the
staff and students at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry clapped for Harry at the movie's
end, the enthusiastic audience joined in the applause.

I didn't. Troubled by the message and suggestions behind the enticing story, I pondered a dialogue
near the end of the movie. It takes place in the mysterious Chamber of Secrets. Harry had
discovered the entrance, slid down a massive pipe, and found Ginny, Ron's lifeless little sister, in
the cavernous depths. Now he faces Tom Riddle, a youthful representation of the dreaded wizard
Lord Voldemort who, like Darth Vader of Star Wars, had chosen the evil side of the force. But
Harry's first concern is Ginny. He calls out to her,

"Please don't be dead. Wake up, wake up!"

"She won't wake," says the handsome Tom Riddle.

"What do you mean, she won't wake? She's not...."

"She's still alive, but only just."

"Are you a ghost?"

"A memory preserved in the diary for 50 years."

"She's cold as ice. You've got to help me, Tom.... Give me my wand...."

"I'm afraid I can't do that, Harry. You see as poor Ginny grows weaker, I grow stronger...."

Harry is puzzled, so Tom Riddle spells out his true identity with the wand and the words appear on
the wall: "I am Lord Voldemort." 
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"I fashioned myself a new name," he explains, "a name I knew wizards everywhere would one day
fear to speak, when I had become the greatest sorcerer in the world!"

"Albus Dumbledore is the greatest sorcerer in the world!" argues Harry. His declaration of loyalty to
the beloved headmaster summons an unexpected helper. A fire erupts on a nearby pillar and out of
its flames rises Dumbledore's crimson phoenix. It flies to Harry and lands on his shoulders.[3]

The book behind the movie gives a clearer description of this scene. While I don't like to include
occult details, I hope the paragraph below will (1) help us appreciate God's warnings, (2) stir our
conscience and (3) lift our understanding of good and evil far beyond today's complacent
acceptance of occult entertainment.

After all, the very practices that God forbids, Ms. Rowling has been using as captivating bait for her
wizardly world. Planted into a context that idealizes occultism, these thrilling practices stir a love for
evil and a craving for more. But God shows us another way: "Abhor what is evil; cling to what is
good." (Romans 12:9) 

Now, consider this dialogue between Harry and Voldemort, alias Tom Riddle:

"Ginny poured out her soul to me, and her soul happened to be exactly what I wanted.... I grew
stronger and stronger on a diet of her deepest fears, her darkest secrets. I grew powerful enough to
start feeding Miss Weasley a few of my secrets, to start pouring a little of my soul back into
her...."

"What d'you mean?" said Harry, whose mouth had gone very dry.

"Haven't you guessed yet, Harry Potter? said Riddle softly. 'Ginny Weasley opened the Chamber of
Secrets. She strangled the school roosters and daubed threatening messages on the walls. She set
the Serpent of Slytherin on four Mudbloods...

When Harry wonders "why", Riddle answers, "Because I told her to..."[4] He continues,

"Of course she didn't know what she was doing. I wish you could have seen her new diary entries....
Dear Tom, he recited.... I think I'm losing my memory. There are rooster feathers all over my robes
and I don't know how they got there. Dear Tom, I can't remember what I did on the night of
Halloween.... There was another attack today and I don't know where I was.... I think I'm going
mad.... I think I'm the one attacking everyone, Tom!"[5]

Ginny was right. Controlled by Voldemort's curse and filled with a part of his soul, she did what she
was told. Riddle admits that she was in a trance -- an altered state of consciousness -- and wasn't
consciously aware of her violent actions.

Keep in mind, this phenomenon is not just a fantasy that one can indulge in without consequences.
In today's real world, those who dabble in virtual occult experiences risk spiritual bondage to forces
they can neither see, control, nor escape.[6]

The Western world was relatively free from such demonic "madness" for several centuries. But,
now, as our cultural fascination with occultism soars, the spiritual safety zone we have long taken
for granted is fading away.

The diary is important, for its blank pages carried the mystical communication between Tom and
his victim. Just as symbols have traditionally been used by sorcerers and shamans to transmit
magical forces, so this diary became a vehicle for the dark forces that were now draining her life.

In a dramatic scene, Voldemort summons the massive slithering basilisk and tells it to kill Harry.
Well aware that a glance into the evil eyes of this serpentine beast would kill him, Harry fights and
kills the basilisk -- but not until one of its poisonous fangs had pierced his arm.

The legendary healing power of the phoenix saves the young wizard, but by now nearly all of
Ginny's life has been drained from her body. Desperate to save her, Harry grabs the bloodied fang
and plunges it "into the heart" of the mystical diary. Riddle screams, then quickly disintegrates and
disappears. Ginny awakens, her life force restored.   

http://www.crossroad.to/Books/symbols.html
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Perhaps you noticed a similarity between voodoo and the magic that saved Ginny and destroyed
Voldemort. Rooted in the polytheism of West Africa and Haiti, voodoo (vodun) includes curses and
spells that require effigies or fetishes -- dolls, carved wood, animal parts or other physical objects
that would embody the spirit of a targeted person. By stabbing the effigy, a sorcerer could injure,
sicken or kill the targeted person. And the demonic spirits would usually comply -- as long as their
servant stayed loyal to those forces.

The Wiccan leader Starhawk, founder of the Covenant of the Goddess, affirms the use of symbols,
charms and other objects as transmitters of spiritual forces. "To cast a spell is to project energy
through a symbol," she wrote in The Spiral Dance, her popular manual for witchcraft.[7]

Does this sound like a movie for children? Or for teens whose schools and computers offer
countless tempting doors into the deadly world of the occult? 

The Harry Potter books and movies are merely the beginning -- the first enticing steps into the
world of dark and deceptive arts. When children tire of this movie, the tireless makers and
marketers of Harry Potter games and gadgets will still be promoting the enticing wares that
perpetuate the craze. Almost 10 million games were spawned by last year's Harry Potter movie,
and many expect the trend to grow.

"This holiday season," we are told by gamerstemple.com, "the Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets videogames will transport fans from the non-magical world to an even richer, deeper
interactive adventure of wizards and wonder, while representing an interactive adaptation of the
book's story line."

Together, the ceaseless repetitions, captivating games, popular posters, action figures, videos and
audio recordings will intensify the cultural pressure on everyone to accept and adapt to this occult
phenomenon. Since the cruel nature of this occult world has already lost its shock value, these
dangerous forces now seem almost "normal" to many of our youth. They don't realize that demonic
possession, evil curses and spiritual torment once characterized most of the world's pagan
civilizations.  As happened many times in past centuries, they could quickly change today's cultural
landscape. [See Charts: Total transformation]

But our caring God, who wants us to find safety in Him, tells us, "Do not be conformed to the
world..."  Instead, "be transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you may prove what is that
good and acceptable and perfect will of God." That means filling our minds with the saving truths
that set captives free and bring peace and triumph now and forever. [Romans 12:2]

Those truths include all the Scriptures that show us His heart and will. Politically correct or not, His
eternal Word can't be ignored or adapted to fit our pluralistic culture. Deuteronomy 18:9-12 is as
true and valid for a Christian today as it was three thousand years ago:

"There shall not be found among you anyone who... practices witchcraft, or a
soothsayer, or one who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells,
or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who calls up the dead. For all who do these
things are an abomination to the Lord..." Deuteronomy 18:9-12

That doesn't mean imposing God's standard on others. In America, each person is free to choose
the wide or the narrow way. And those who choose His way know well that, only by His grace and
His Spirit within us, can we live the life He has shown us. 

" Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you completely; and may your whole
spirit, soul, and body be preserved blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
He who calls you is faithful, who also will do it." 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24

For a practical list of suggestions and Scriptures that highlight the dangers of deception, the
power of God's Word, and the victory we have in Christ, see Twelve reasons not to see Harry
Potter movies.

http://www.gamerstemple.com/news/1102/110237.asp
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For strength in spiritual battles, see: Armor of God  and Spiritual Warfare

For a glimpse into the minds and hearts of children who love Harry Potter, read some of their
recent comments.

Endnotes:
 1.Warner Brothers' interview with  Rupert Grint (Ron Weasley) at
http://harrypotter.warnerbros.com/web/dailyprophet/article.jsp?id=interview_rupert&arc=1
2.Ibid.: "How did you feel shooting the Spider's Hollow scenes?" asked WB. "I hate them, they are so scary,"
answered Rupert. "I don't like them at all. And that scene with all the spiders and the four tonne spider
Aragog really didn't help my fear."
3.In the end of the movie, Professor Dumbledore says to Harry, "You must have remained faithful to me while you
were down there...that is what brought the Phoenix to you."
4.These words were part of the dialogue in the movie, not in the book.
5.J. K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (New York: Scholastic Inc., 1999), page 310-311.
6. See A Twist of Faith - Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 and Harry Potter Lures Kids to Witchcraft.
7 Starhawk, The Spiral Dance (New York: Harper & Row, 1979), p. 62.
8. Gaming News
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HERCULES -- A COUNTERFEIT SAVIOR?

by Berit Kjos
Home  Email this page

A kind-hearted character, hair-raising action, and fun, fast-moving images have a way of planting
politically correct notions while bypassing rational scrutiny. Even Christians tend to flow with the story
and feel relieved when young Hercules conquers evil, restores peace, and earns a hero's welcome
among the gods.

But what forces really win in the latest Disney animation? How do the enticing images affect "cultural
consciousness" in today's fast-changing world? And why are Disney movies important to the
consensus process - the public acceptance of an evolving set of global beliefs and values that rule out
Biblical truth?

THE STORY.

Following in the footsteps of other contemporary myth-makers, Disney has spun a new tale out of the
ancient story of Hercules-the not-so-nice strong-man in the ancient Greek pantheon of self-loving gods
made in the image of man. In this new story, the gods are good. Our hero is born to the mighty Zeus
and his loving wife Hera, who reign on Mt. Olympus where family values abound. Everyone loves the
radiant little baby destined to be "the strongest of all the gods."

Everyone, that is, but Hades, the god of the underworld. He plans to take over Mount Olympus, and
only Hercules stands in his way. "Eighteen years hence," prophesy the Fates, when the planets will be
"in perfect alignment," Hades will release the monstrous Titans and dethrone Zeus. "But," the Fates tell
Hades, "should Hercules fight, you will fail!"

Hades sends the demons Pain and Panic to destroy the little god. But a childless couple, Amphitryon
and Alcmene, find the kidnapped baby before he swallows the last drop of a magic potion. Hercules
becomes a mortal but retains his supernatural strength.

"For so many years we have prayed for a child," says Alcmene. "Perhaps the gods have answered us."
It makes sense in a movie that makes Zeus look as loving as God.

Eighteen years later, the strong, awkward Hercules feels the pain of being different. He can neither
control his strength nor understand his purpose. "Maybe the gods will have the answers," he tells his
adoptive parents, then heads for the temple of Zeus. There he kneels in prayer before a massive statue
of the god. It comes alive, and Zeus promises his son, "If you can prove yourself a true hero on earth,
your godhood will be restored."

Hercules finds a professional hero-trainer (a satyr, part man and part goat), prepares himself for the
battles ahead, and sets out to conquer evil. After killing a centaur, a many-headed serpent, and
countless other monsters, he returns to Zeus to claim his godhood. His father seems pleased but not
satisfied. "Being famous does not make you a true hero."

"What more can I do?" asks the boy.

"Look inside your heart," answers his father, sounding as wise as the spirit of Grandmother Willow in
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Pocahontas.

Meanwhile, the seductive Meg, enslaved to the evil Hades, is falling in love with the wholesome hulk.
To free her, Hercules makes a bargain with her owner and gives Hades the opportunity he has long
awaited. As the planets move "into perfect alignment," a huge pit in the ocean splits open, and the
Titans are released. But Hercules has bargained away his strength.

With Meg dying and Mount Olympus invaded by beasts from the pit, Hercules finally proves to be a
genuine hero. His strength restored, he nobly gives his life for the woman he loves. In self-sacrifice, he
wins his divinity - and returns to life and Mt. Olympus as "the greatest hero of all time."

THE MYTH BEHIND THE STORY.

The ancient Greek myth shows a different picture. Like the shape-shifting deities of Native American
shamanism, Zeus would transform himself into anything he chose. To create Hercules, he merely took
the shape of the human warrior Amphitryon and lay with his wife, Alcmene. She gave birth to the half-
god Hercules.

Raging with jealousy, Zeus' wife Hera initiated a string of challenges designed to undermine the power
of her husband's illegitimate offspring. Hercules' own fiery temperament fit right into her plan.

After winning a war that began when he cut the nose and ears off a royal messenger, Hercules married
Megara, the daughter of the conquering king. Unlike Disney's seductive Meg, she didn't please him.
Confused by the Fury of Madness sent by Hera, Hercules massacred his wife and children.

As punishment for his crime, the Oracle at Delphi sentenced him to serve Hera's favorite king
Eurystheus. Among his twelve lethal assignments were battles against the nine-headed serpent and
Cerberus, the dog-like guardian of the underworld. To the king's dismay, the superhero survived each
trial.

But a new string of murder, monster-bashing, romance and revenge, led to Hercules' poisoning. Driven
by excruciating pain, he built his own funeral pyre. As the flames rose around the dying hero, a cloud
descended from the sky, and with a thunderous display of lightening, Zeus lifted his son from human
sight and up onto Mount Olympus to enjoy eternal bliss with the immortals.

THE MESSAGE.

With Aladdin, Disney introduced a "new genre" of multicultural movies that would challenge the old
monotheistic beliefs of the Western world and build acceptance for the world's earth-centered religions.
This politically correct attitude would help establish the new global spirituality needed to unify the
world around a common set of beliefs and values. The Lion King and Pocahontas popularized
pantheism (all is god, everything is connected) and monism (all is one). Hercules promotes polytheism
(many gods). All three help desensitize viewers of all ages to the pagan beliefs and rituals God forbids
in His Word.

To popularize Greek gods in a culture that rejects God's warnings but values His goodness, Disney had
to re-invent the old characters. The mythical Hercules who would have sex with fifty young women in
a single night was unacceptable. The old stories had to be idealized-just as today's classroom stories
about the world's pagan cultures had to be purged of all negative facts.

Actually, pagan religions have always been counterfeits of truth. Since God created everything, Satan
could only counterfeit the good that God created-including His wisdom and prophetic messages. It's no
surprise that the story of the fall in Genesis 3, the promise of a Savior, and the image of a young
mother with child would spread around the world, inspiring counterfeit creators, saviors, divine
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mothers, and god-man babies.

For those who don't know God and His Word, Hercules makes a good imitation. Together, the original
Greek myth and the Disney movie bring the following signs of a counterfeit christ:

leaves heaven, becomes a savior on earth
has a human mother and a divine father
is misunderstood and rejected by peers
is hated and hunted by an evil power
prays to his father-god
gives his life to save one he loves
returns to heaven when victory is won

Like Israel in Old Testament days, God's people today are surrounded by pagan values, images, and
rituals. To guard your children against these deceptions, teach them to "put on the whole armor of
God"-an outline of the basic truths needed to expose and counter paganism. (Ephesians 6:10-18) Since
today's most dangerous deceptions are the distorted views of God, the primary truths to speak and
remember are His own revelations about Himself in Scriptures. Next, affirm the other truths of the
armor-the truths about His righteounsness, peace, faith or trust, salvation, and the living Word.

Walking in His righteousness means first being filled with His righteous life so that we can love and
follow His ways. Today, as in the days of Moses, God warns His people to shun "other gods, the gods
of the people all around you." (Deuteronomy 6:14) He continues with a New Testament warning:
"Walk as children of light... finding out what is acceptable to the Lord. And have no fellowship with
the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them... . Do not be unwise, but understand what the
will of the Lord is." (Ephesians 5:8-11, 17)

Perhaps God's will concerning paganism is best stated in 2 Corinthians 6:14-18:

"What fellowship has righteousness with lawlessness? ... And what agreement has the temple of God
with idols? For you are the temple of the living God. As God has said: "I will dwell in them and walk
among them. I will be their God, And they shall be My people. Therefore come out from among them
and be separate," says the Lord. "Do not touch what is unclean, And I will receive you. I will be a
Father to you, and you shall be My sons and daughters."

* * *

To understand today's social and spiritual transformation and to equip your child for spiritual warfare,
read Brave New Schools (Harvest House Publishers). Available through Christian bookstores or call
800-829-5646.
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Canadian Revival Fellowship
A "Revival" of Pseudomysticism

-  Incorporated on 9/13/72 in Canada; headquartered in Regina, Saskatchewan.

-  Founder: Wilbert McLeod, 7 Mansard Close, Winnipeg, MB R2P0C4, (204) 633-7484.

-  Revival Fellowship News, Ralph Sutera, 1801 Stony Ridge Ct., Mansfield, OH, (419) 756-9932.

-  Director: Harold Lutzer, brother of Erwin Lutzer (pastor of Moody Memorial Bible Church).

-  Sutera sent BDM Erwin Lutzer's book Flames of Freedom, which details the revival movement which culminated
in the formation of the Canadian Revival Fellowship. Key teachings in the book, follow: (Flames of Freedom,
published in 1976, in its 7th printing in 1989, was sent to us as documentation of CRF's current policy, practice,
and position.)

(a) Highly experience/emotionalism oriented ["Revival is nothing more than having our experience
catch up with our theology" (p. 127).] with lots of "needs" talk -- sounds much like Larry Crabb's
"need theology" in places. A "crisis experience" is to be the "turning point" in a person's spiritual life
(i.e., the same thing the charismatics call the "second blessing") (pp. 18-19, 43, 158-159, 168). 

(b) Emphasizes the need for "share-ins" of what God is doing in lives. Seems to claim a sanctifying
power in "sharing" that the Word by itself is unable to accomplish, so much so that churches
participating in revivals are told that they should make public sharing "a permanent part of the church's
life and witness. ... perhaps the revival prayer room ... must be continued as a process [after the revival
team leaves town]" (pp. 19, 151). 

(c) Testimonies ("sharing sessions") indicate the frequent practice of common confession/public
confession of sins (in fact, Lutzer claims this is part of the definition of what a revival is all about), at
both the "altar" ("brokenness" and "weeping openly before God") and in the "afterglows" at the
"prayer chair " The clear implication is that if one doesn't "come forward" to the altar or go into the
"prayer room" (i.e., if one doesn't respond to the pressure of the emotional experience), then something
is wrong with him -- i.e., "critical spirit," "resentful," "self-righteous," etc. [At revivals, "people either
respond to God or they become more critical and resentful" (p. 128).] (pp. 28, 36, 59-60, 113, 125-126,
136, 148, 160).

(d) Lutzer describes the "afterglow" sessions (part of the "prayer room ministry") as, "This is group
therapy with Christ as the focal point." Those with "special needs" would kneel at the prayer chair
while others would pray over them (sometimes through the night, due to the waiting line), or address
the person with counsel, "perhaps from the Bible, perhaps from experience" (experience equal authority
with the Bible?). Emotionally-/mystically-charged pragmatism is evidently the key -- "The results
were phenomenal" (pp. 20, 33-35, 44, 58). 

(e) Doctrine is seldom mentioned as being part of CRF's revival planning or in the revival services --
in fact, one of CRF's basic tenets is, "When invited by a group of churches, no attempt is made to stress
denominational distinctives. ... The Fellowship has a transdenominational ministry" (p. 100).

(f) Emphasizes love and unity, clearly at the expense of truth (doctrine) -- the experience and the
emotion seem to rule. In fact, emotionalism is taken to be the evidence that "God is working." (One
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pastor wrote to the editor of Revival Fellowship News: "One of thekeys, we believe, is the unity among
sponsoring churches. We are truly 'one in the bond of love'.") The criticism that "theological matters
[had] been set aside in the interest of Christian love," appears to be a valid one (pp. 43, 48, 110, 120,
141).

(g) Another of CRF's basic tenets is that, "The Fellowship is not charismatic, that is, it does not
promote 'speaking with other tongues'" (p. 100). However, there is clearly more to charismania than
just "tongues-speaking," and since a major aspect of CRF's ministry is involved in "deliverance from
demons"* (replete with commands to demons to depart from so-called "invaded" Christians), it is
obvious that CRF is very much charismatic in faith and practice. (See McLeod's book Fellowship with
the Fallen, as well as two of his taped revival messages, "The Christian and the Occult," and
"Recognizing & Dealing with the Occult" for the overwhelming evidence in this area.) 

(h) Claims to be against ecumenical evangelism, but ecumenical "cooperation" of churches
sponsoring the revivals is encouraged -- as long as apostate, liberal churches are not included, this form
of ecumenism is deemed to be okay. (One of the evidences of the success of a revival seems to be the
success in "knocking down denominational barriers.") Moreover, CRF's leadership considers Biblical
separation to be a "peripheral matter" (pp. 31-33, 48, 51, 100, 109-110, 115, 130, 132, 161). 

(i) Many psychological terms used -- deep emotional disorders/problems; mental depressions;
unconditional acceptance; self-acceptance; deep-seated inferiority complexes;
subconscious/unconscious behavior; deep, longing needs; deep, personal problems buried deep inside;
etc. (pp. 35-36, 43, 50, 65, 69, 77, 103, 112, 116, 125, 141, 150, 157, 168, 170, 173, 176, 180). 

(j) The gospel message at the revivals is clearly Arminian -- lots of "decision" talk, "accepting" Christ,
etc. (pp. 22, 36-37, 53, 63, 91, 112).

(k) The value of "restitution" for past sins is highly emphasized -- implication is that restitution is key
for the assurance of salvation and as evidence that God has truly worked in the believer's life -- "It's the
only way to release" (pp. 40, 51, 111, 140, 189).

Wilbert (Bill) McLeod: [74 years old (born 1918) (pp. 53-56, 122)]

(a) Cites four Scripture passages as the Biblical basis for revival -- Hab. 3:2; Psa. 85:5; Isa. 57:15; 2
Chron. 7:14 -- none would appear to support the public emotionalism that CRF-style revivals
encourage. 

(b) Revival ministry began sometime after God had given Bill a vision in a dream. Bill seriously
believes that this dream/vision ("experience") was from God -- "At that moment it was as if I was
connected to the dynamo of the universe" (sounds like some Star Wars Force/New Age experience).
Lutzer comments, "McLeod is indeed plugged into the dynamo of the universe."

(c) McLeod claims to have refused to cooperate with evangelistic campaigns that were co-sponsored
with liberal churches, and while he did not support a certain united evangelistic crusade (i.e.,
ecumenical) in Saskatoon, the people of Ebenezer (McLeod's home church where the first revival
occurred in 1971) were encouraged by McLeod to "make their own decisions regarding the matter ..."
As a result of this "non-warning" warning, some of his people did become involved in those meetings.

(d) Believes that Christians can be "invaded" by demons. At the revivals, McLeod preaches one
sermon on the occult, and then invites believers to stay behind for special counseling for those
"invaded by Satan's forces"; i.e., "As many as 50 people remain behind" (p. 56). (CRF recommends
McLeod's book Demonism Among Evangelicals and the Way to Victory -- McLeod exposes the work
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of demons, their attacks on believers, and the way to victory." The book is now out of print, and has
been replaced by Fellowship with the Fallen.)

(e) Women are routinely used as teachers of men in the main plenary sessions at CRF leadership
seminars/rallies. (See Fall 1990, Revival Fellowship News.)  [Back to Text]

* McLeod's position on demonism is highly charismatic, claiming that Christians and non-Christians alike can be
demonized. Yet he plays a word game by attempting to distinguish between a demonized unbeliever, who can be
"controlled" (i.e., "possessed") by demons, and the demonized believer, who can only be "invaded" (i.e.,
"oppressed"). By establishing that Christians can be invaded, but not totally controlled, McLeod has set up an
artificial distinction between demon oppression and possession. With this distinction in place, McLeod teaches that
"oppressing" fiends must still be commanded to depart because of their hold on the "invaded" believer. This
artificial distinction allows McLeod to cast-out demons from Christians who have become "invaded," while still
maintaining the conservative evangelical position that Christians cannot be "possessed" (in the sense of "total
control"). One can easily see from this artificial framework that it becomes virtually impossible for any observer,
McLeod included, to distinguish between unbelievers who are possessed, and thereby, totally controlled by demons,
and believers who have merely become "deeply invaded." 

McLeod's book Fellowship with the Fallen is replete with testimony after testimony of Christians who supposedly
had been exposed to, but never totally renounced, some occult practice (McLeod lists some 60 practices ranging
from witchcraft to the reading of horoscopes), had thereby become "invaded"/"oppressed" by demons, and had then
had to have themselves "set free" from the demon spirits by McLeod and his counselors (via the ceremonial
process of repentance, prayer, laying-on of hands, and the command of the spirit(s)to depart in the name of Jesus).
(McLeod claims that typically anywhere from 30-60 respond to a revival meeting invitation to have their demons
cast-out!) Contrary to the traditional evangelical position, McLeod appears to hold that the extensiveness of
demonization is now precisely the same as it was in the time of Christ, and that the ministry and actions of the Lord
in this arena are to be emulated by us today.  [Back to Text]
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LEFT BEHIND - The Movie
[The Gospel Being LEFT OUT]

Also a Word About "Left Behind II--Tribulation Force"
(The Second Movie in the Series)

I had the opportunity to view the video entitled "LEFT BEHIND" prior to its release in secular movie
theaters in February 2001.  It is based on the best-selling series of books by Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins.
The book series has been extremely popular and has been on the best seller list.  The film did not seem to
achieve the same kind of success, even though, at the time, it was the most expensive "Christian film" ever
made.  Some positive things may be said about the film: 1) It correctly presents the pretribulation rapture
position which is the correct Biblical position (see our booklet, What Does The Bible Teach About The
Rapture?); 2) there is no profanity in the film; 3) there is no depiction of nudity or partial nudity ; nor are
there inappropriate sexual scenes (although one of the main characters is depicted as being unfaithful to his
wife); 4) the acting is very good; 5) the visual effects are impressive; etc.

Although those who made this film desire that it might be used as a tool to reach people for Christ,  I have
the following concerns:

1)  It greatly overestimates the number of true believers on earth (car accidents, plane crashes and similar
disasters everywhere, all over the world, etc. as the result of the rapture).  In viewing this film you could get
the impression that there are a great MANY saved people in the world, whereas our Lord has taught us that
those who are on the road to life are very FEW (Matthew 7:13-14).  The rapture is going to be far less
catastrophic than depicted in this film and book.

2) It emphasizes repeatedly that at the time of the rapture all infants and young children will be removed
from the earth, including infants and children of unsaved people.  But does the Bible really teach this?  The
rapture is when Christ comes to remove ("catch up"-1 Thess. 4:16-17) the church (all true believers) from
earth. He will come to receive His bride and bring her to heaven.  Thus, the rapture is for those "in Christ,"
those who are part of the body and bride of Christ.

Infants are not saved and they are not in Christ; nor are they part of the church.  It would be wrong to point
to a living infant and say, "That baby is saved and has eternal life and his sins are forgiven!"  On the
contrary, every baby is born in sin and every infant has a wicked sin nature (Rom. 5:12, Psalm 51:5; Job
14:4; Psalm 58:3).  Babies are not saved and they do not possess eternal life.  If this were true, then does this
mean that when they get older they become UN-saved and forfeit eternal life?   This is Biblically absurd.  It
would also be absurd to say that all the unsaved children around the world growing up in Hindu and Muslim
and Buddhist homes are part of the church that is in Christ.

Keep in mind that an infant that is a year old at the time of the rapture will be approximately 8 years old at
the time when Christ returns to this earth to rule and reign, and thus will be certainly old enough to make a
responsible decision for or against Christ at that time or even prior to that time.

Whether or not Christ takes infants that belong to saved parents is not revealed in the Scriptures, though it
does  seem reasonable to suppose that God would take such infants instead of leaving them parentless and
defenseless.  One thing we do know for sure is that God will do what is right (Gen. 18:25; Rom. 9:14).  God
is certainly far more concerned for every infant and young child (saved or unsaved) than we are.

What kind of concept of God does this book and film convey to the world when unsaved mothers are going
around in deep panic crying, "Where's my baby?" It makes God look like a kidnapper!  This gives Reformed
men and others all the more reason to mock our "secret rapture theory" (as they call it).  It is important to
realize that the issue under discussion is not what happens to infants who die. Though it is not our purpose
here to defend the doctrine of infant salvation, yet we are assured, based on Scripture, that they will be
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SAFE IN THE ARMS OF JESUS (see the helpful book by Robert P. Lightner entitled Heaven For Those
Who Cannot Believe).  The issue is this:   What happens to infants that are alive at the time of the rapture? 
This is an entirely different question.

The book LEFT BEHIND is a fictional book based on prophecy, but it does teach doctrine. One of the very
questionable doctrines it teaches is that at the time of the rapture pregnant women will suddenly become un-
pregnant (that is, the unborn babies will be taken in the rapture and will leave the unsaved mother who be
left behind, many pounds lighter!). A rapture for embryos!  The following is found on pages 46-47 of the
book LEFT BEHIND:

Most shocking to Rayford was a woman in labor, about to go into the delivery room, who was suddenly
barren. Doctors delivered the placenta. Her husband had caught the disappearance of the fetus on tape. As he
videotaped her great belly and sweaty face, he asked questions.  How did she feel?  .....

Then came the scream and the dropping of the camera, terrified voices, running nurses, and the doctor. 
CNN reran the footage in superslow motion, showing the woman going from very pregnant to nearly flat
stomached, as if she had instantaneously delivered.  "Now, watch with us again," the newsman intoned, "and
keep your eyes on the left edge of your screen, where a nurse appears to be reading a printout from the fetal
heart monitor.  There, see?"  The action stopped as the pregnant woman's stomach deflated. "The nurse's
uniform seems to still be standing as if an invisible person is wearing it.  She's gone.  Half a second later,
watch."   The tape moved ahead and stopped. "The uniform, stockings and all, are in a pile atop her shoes." 
Etc.

According to this teaching, after the rapture there will be a period of nine months when no babies will be
born anywhere in the world (the only exception being some babies conceived after the rapture that may be
born pre-mature)!  Maternity wards in hospitals will be empty for months!  Later in the book there is an
argument between Rayford and his flight attendant, Hattie, about Hattie's sister who is out of work because
she worked at an abortion clinic and there simply aren't any abortions to be performed.   In summary, the
film and book teach that at the time of the rapture all infants on earth are raptured and taken to heaven
including all unborn children (according to the book).

The tribulation is a period of time when God's wrath will be put on display.  It will be the most severe
period of judgment the world has ever known.  It will be similar to the plagues that fell on Egypt, only on a
world-wide scale and more severe.  It is helpful to think back through history on other occasions when God's
judgment fell in order to see what happened to infants.

Is it unthinkable that God should expose helpless infants to a terrible time of judgment?  What about the
babies in Jericho?  Were they supernaturally delivered?  What about the children of the kingdom of Bashan
and the children of the kingdom of Heshbon (see Deut. 3:6)?  In Egypt the firstborn of each household was
slain from the palace of Pharoah and on down.  In Bethlehem God allowed babies to be slain due to Herod's
jealous rage (Matthew 2).

Children often in Scripture and in life bear the consequences of their parents' unbelief. Is this principle going
to be overthrown at the rapture? Unsaved moms going around and saying, "Where is my baby?" eliminates
one of the horrors of that time of judgment-having your children suffer with you throughout that period. It
undercuts one important reason to be saved-that is, for the sake of our children and other family members
(Acts 16:31; 2:39; 1Cor. 7:14 etc.). Was not one of the rich man's worst torments in Hell (Hades) the fact
that his brothers were going to join him (see Luke 16:27-31)?  One of the greatest reasons to be saved is for
the sake of family and friends that we may influence, that they may save themselves from this wicked
generation. Cornelius is to be the example of us all, who called together his kinsman and friends to hear the
gospel (Acts10:24).

Why would God deliver infants and unborn of the unsaved just prior to the first half of the tribulation, which
is much milder, and have other infants suffer in the last half which is more severe (Luke 21:23)? Why would
God allow pregnant women to be ripped up in other historical judgments and do extraordinary things to
avoid it in this last one (2 Kings 8:12; 2 Kings 15:16; Hosea 13:16; Amos 1:13; Isa. 13:15-18)? See also
Deuteronomy 28:54-56 and Lamentations 2:20 for other examples of children suffering (being literally
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devoured) in historical judgments.

The fact that  people have experienced historical judgment does not automatically mean they have come
under damnation. Moses is the classic refutation of this. He came under historical judgment which involved
death, but certainly he was a saved man ( Hebrews 11: 24-26; Matt. 17:3-4). Are we to believe that all the
infants that drowned in the flood are in hell because they experienced an historical judgment?  Certainly not.

Those who advocate that all babies throughout the world will be raptured might reason in this way: Since
infant salvation is true, then infant rapture must also be true. The rapture of infants of the unsaved is a very
bold extrapolation on no Biblical grounds and seems an unwarranted sensationalist device for creating a
dramatic effect in a book or film. The real horror is not babies disappearing, but remaining to grow up in
those awful times. "Woe unto them with child and to them that give suck in those days" (Matthew 24:19).

Consider the message our Lord gave to the women of Jerusalem who were bewailing Him on his way to the
cross.  "Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but weep for yourselves, and for your children. For,
behold, the days are coming, in the which they shall say, Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never
bare, and the paps which never gave suck. Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall on us; and to
the hills, Cover us [compare Hosea 10:8 and Rev. 6:16]. For if they do these things in a green tree, what
shall be done in the dry?" (Luke 23:28-31).  If what God has done in the past is a indication of what He will
do in the last great historical judgment, then this passage has great bearing. Children suffered greatly in the
destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD which is a prototype of the last great judgment.

"But woe unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck, in those days! for there shall be great
distress in the land, and wrath upon this people (Luke 21:23). This passage is significant because Luke seems
to connect the sufferings in 70AD with end time events in the future at the return of Christ. The future
tribulation will be a time of special suffering for those who are pregnant and for those who have small
children who are nursing.

The days of Noah are parallel to the days just prior to Christ's coming to earth (Luke 17:26; Matt. 24:36ff).
Certainly the unsaved babies of Noah's day did not escape the terrible judgment that came upon the entire
world (and the fetuses did not escape either).  They all drowned. I am not commenting on the eternal destiny
of any of these children, but the historical judgments in this life certainly are experienced by them. Why
would the judgments of the tribulation be any different than those of the past? 

Conclusion to this section:   It seems far more in line with Biblical teaching to suggest that infants of
unsaved parents at the time of the rapture will enter the tribulation along with their parents, and with their
parents will face whatever those frightful days will bring.  If an infant should suffer physical death during the
horrors of the tribulation period, God will take care of this person based on His abundant mercy and the
work of Christ on the cross. The benefits of Christ's cross-work (justification, etc.) are applied to this person
at the time of death and not before.

3.  The most serious problem is that the GOSPEL of our Lord was LEFT BEHIND in this film (actually
LEFT OUT!).  There was no gospel presented anywhere in the film.  The name of Christ is mentioned only
3 times in the film (during about a one minute segment, a scene where a video was being played to explain
the rapture. The video was prepared by a pastor prior to the rapture with the hope that it would help people
to understand what was happening after the rapture).  Apart from this Christ's Name is never mentioned. 
When people pray to be saved it is in the most general terms ("God, please forgive me") and invitations to
salvation are also very general ("You need to believe in God").    There is no mention of the cross (Christ's
substitutionary death), no empty tomb, no emphasis on the sinfulness of man, no clear presentation of the
terms of salvation.  Any religious person who "believes in God" would probably think that they have met the
conditions.  I was told that Tim LaHaye had nothing to do with the making of the film and that he was
troubled that the gospel was not presented. I have never read any of the books, but some who have read the
books told me they were somewhat disappointed by the movie, especially in terms of gospel content.  At the
end of the video one of the main actors gave an appeal to the viewers, but no gospel message was given at
this point either. [Note: In the book series, there is a Catholic pope who is taken in the rapture and other
Catholics as well.  This is very confusing.  People might wrongly think that the gospel preached by the
Catholics is the same gospel found in the Bible, when they are actually diametrically opposed].
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4. Some of the music was horrible ("Christian" rock music of the worst kind).  It's interesting that respected
secular film producers generally know how to put together a respectable sound track using classical style
music to form a suitable and pleasing background, create proper moods, etc. but Christian film producers feel
a need to resort to music that is very unfitting and unsettling.  "The children of this world are in their
generation wiser than the children of light" (Luke 16:8).  At the end of the video, after the movie was
completed, there was a review of some of the scenes in the movie with rock music in the background, along
with some scenes of a "Christian" rock group performing with typical body movements and awful facial
expressions as they sang a song called, "The Midnight Cry," which was not even worthy to be called music.

5.  One thing that the film probably accomplished was to bring thousands of professing Christians into
secular movie houses.  Years ago Bible believing Christians were almost unanimous in their refusal to attend
movie theaters (even as the early Christians were unanimous in their refusal to attend the gladiatorial
contests and other forms of worldly entertainment).  Today those who hold such views are considered to be
from the Jurassic era.  What started this trend back to the movie theaters?  The greatest influence was
probably the Billy Graham films as Christians were encouraged to go to the theaters and bring their unsaved
friends with them.  LEFT BEHIND will encourage many more to go.  At the end of the movie, one of the
main male actors makes an appeal to the viewers.  He does not share the plan of salvation, but instead urges
everyone to tell their friends about the movie and get as many people as possible to attend the theaters.  His
goal is to get the movie shown in every major city.  This is why the video was released prior to the showing
of the movie (with most Hollywood movies the video is not released until months after the movie is shown
in theaters), to encourage those who view the video to get people to attend the secular theaters. [See a very
helpful paper, "Attending Places of Entertainment" by Charles Spurgeon].

 

 

A Word About "Left Behind II--Tribulation Force"
(The Second Movie in the Series)

Compared to the first "Left Behind" movie, "Left Behind II--Tribulation Force" was like a breath of
fresh air.  In the first movie, the name of Jesus was rarely mentioned, but in this second movie, the
name of Jesus is given its rightful place.  In the first movie, the gospel was left out, but in this second
movie, the gospel message was stressed repeatedly and many solid salvation verses from the Bible
were shared.  Also man's sinful condition before God was explained to some degree. The music of the
second movie was far less objectionable. 

I do have somewhat of a problem with "prophetic fiction" because it sometimes is hard for the unsaved
viewer to distinguish between what is Bible truth and what is merely from the fanciful imagination of
the writers, but overall I was pleased by the immense improvement of the second movie over the first
movie with respect to the presentation of the good news of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The first two points of concern that I had with respect to the first movie still apply to the second
movie:  1. Vastly over-estimating the number of true believers on earth;  2.  Teaching that all infants
and young children all over the world are taken in the rapture.  See the discussion above.

George Zeller (revised 1/18/03)

The Middletown Bible Church
349 East Street
Middletown, CT 06457
(860) 346-0907
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Book Review: Fresh Encounter
by Henry Blackaby & Claude King

Fresh Encounter is not as interesting, shocking, or well written as the initial effort by these same two authors,
Experiencing God. (See also The BDM Letter of May-June 1997.) Written in short, choppy sentences in a relatively
simple style, full of Scripture (remarkably almost all misused), Fresh Encounter is sure to draw rave reviews from
the many today who see revival as the only hope for the church and for America. But like most books on the
subject of revival, this one has trouble pinning down a definition. Here are some of their efforts:

When your love for the Lord compels you to obey Him, then revival has occurred. When God returns to His
people in power, His presence will be known and felt (p. 21);

Revival is a sovereign act of God; we cannot force Him to do anything. Yet in His sovereignty God has set forth
the requirements for revival (p. 23);

Spiritual awakening occurs when large numbers of people (or a high percentage of people in an area) experience
this new birth to spiritual life in a short period of time (p. 28);

God initiates revival and He brings it to pass when His people have met His conditions (p. 28).

Nevertheless, it is still unclear what these men believe revival to be. In order to illustrate revival, the authors use
what they consider to be revivals found in Scripture, history, and modern times, but real problems emerge at this
point.

Scripture first: many of the revivals cited were superficial and short-lived; most Old Testament (more on this later)
and other so-called revivals are little more than calls to repentance (Revelation 2,3). The Bible does not call these
events "revivals," and as a matter of fact, the Bible never calls for revival at all (by the definitions given). It does
call for repentance -- but is repentance the same as revival?

Next, the authors showcase a number of famous revivals from the past, but without discrimination. The Cane Ridge
Revival (1800) and the Welsh Revival (1904-5) are considered to be on par with the Great Awakening (1734). But
a careful examination of these revivals shows the first two mentioned to be mostly emotional uprisings that led to
major doctrinal error and experiential excesses. To the Fresh Encounter authors, as with most who call for revival
today, any supercharged emotional outburst of God's people is considered revival, no matter how short in duration
or errant in practice.

The book also highlights several modern-day "movements of God." The question that comes to my mind is, "Where
was I when all of this happened? Have I lived right through these 'great revivals' and, in most cases, never even
heard of them?" If so, I am not alone, for these revivals apparently have had little effect upon Christianity either (or
America, for that matter, which is an important issue to revivalists).

Additionally, I wonder where those who were supposedly revived are today? Did the Wheaton students in the
revival of 1995 repent of their doctrinal errors or just have a momentary fling with emotionalism? True revival
should, I would think, lead to a move back to Scripture and away from the theological compromise that Wheaton
College has long embraced. But no such thing has happened at Wheaton, nor is such reported to have happened in
the lives of Wheaton's students.

What kind of revival is this? What should be the result of revival? Blackaby tell us:

The charismatic pastor said to John, "We have a group in our church studying Experiencing God. It is led by a
Presbyterian, filled with charismatics, and has a Church of Christ pastor in attendance, and they are studying
Baptist materials. That's got to be revival" (p. 120)!
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Get it? Their evidence of true revival is not serving God in truth; it is ecumenism among those who have laid down
their doctrinal distinctives to join hands over mutual experiences.

Not only is Blackaby's and King's understanding of revival flawed, but so is their comprehension of Christian
living. In essence, everything these men say is bathed in charismatic jargon and approach. They speak favorably of
being "baptized with fire" (p. 113); demolishing strongholds (spiritual warfare) (p. 168); confession of sins of our
ancestors (pp. 39,186); not trying to control or organize a revival (i.e. "let the Spirit lead," whatever that means)
(pp. 175,184); and Finneyism (p. 180). We are told to "go beyond Word-centered to being Christ-centered" (p.
182), although pastors shouldn't "stop preaching altogether" (p. 194). All of these are part of the agenda and
theology of the charismatic wing of professing Christianity and will lead the unsuspecting believer in that direction.
It is no accident that Charisma magazine gives Blackaby credit for bringing many Southern Baptists into the
charismatic movement.

As with Experiencing God, this volume's most glaring error is mysticism. Over and over again, we are assured that
God will speak to us outside of Scripture, directing our every step (pp. v,vi,79,97,107,131,149,152-3,175,183-
189,194,204). A representative quote is found on p. 79:

A church may sincerely seek the will of God. A great number of members clearly sense a direction from God.
Some in the church, however, may raise such a storm of protest that they decide not to do what God directed.
This would indicate that the heart of the church had begun to shift. The next time the church senses God's
directions, they may choose again not to obey. The heart of the church has begun to harden. (Emphasis added.)

Note the problem. A group of people "sense" a direction from God. God has not spoken verbally -- this direction is
not found in the Word, just a group of people feels that God wants them to do something. The rest of that body
does not agree. Usually this is called a difference of opinion, but not under the Blackaby system. No, to Blackaby a
"sense" is a legitimate word from God. To not act on that "sense" is an act of disobedience. Thus, the Christian life
is reduced to hunches, feelings, shivers, and senses. Our directives no longer come from the Word of God, but we
are reduced to "liver quivers," and we are told this is "experiencing God." This may be experiencing any number of
things, including indigestion, imagination, wishful thinking, or pure delusion, but it is not experiencing God and it
is not a "fresh encounter."

The other prominent error in Fresh Encounter is the authors' constant confusion of the church with Israel (pp.
5,6,44,68,76,94,101,114). The authors believe that the church is the new Israel (p. 68), and as such, God deals with
us exactly as He did with Old Testament Israel. God promised the Jews that He would physically bless their nation
if they obeyed Him and that He would curse them if they disobeyed (cf. Deut. 28).

But such a covenant is never given to the church, which has already been blessed with every spiritual blessing in
the heavenlies (Eph. 1:3). Take this one step further logically. God said that He would punish Israel with
earthquakes, locusts, famine, etc., if they failed Him. But the church is not a nation; God's people are scattered
throughout the nations. There is no nation on earth outside of Israel (and never has been, even in the Old
Testament) to which God made this blessing/curse covenant. God's people today are the church, not America. But
we are confidently told repeatedly in Fresh Encounter (pp. 6,l0l,l02,l69,l76) that based on II Chronicles 7:14, "the
healing of our nation is waiting on the repentance and revival of God's people" (p. 6).

This is a very common error, but an important one. God is not duty bound to do anything for America. He may
bless her or curse her according to His sovereign will, whether or not God's people walk with Him.

Fresh Encounter is not without its moments of Biblical instruction and admonishment (even a stopped clock is
right twice a day), but the overall thrust of this book is misguided and unbiblical. If one wants to have a fresh
encounter with God, I suggest a solid reading and application of another Book which will have far greater effect --
the Bible.

[This article has been excerpted and/or adapted from an unpublished article by Pastor Gary Gilley, Southern View
Chapel, Springfield, Illinois.]
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The Spirit Behind The Lion King
by Berit Kjos

Home  

Betrayed, rejected, running from responsibility, growing strong through adversity... Disney's latest
box-office hit, The Lion King, is full of Biblical parallels, colorful characters and personal struggles
that help us identify with a lovable lion made in the image of man. But watch out! Behind the
spectacular scenery and noble sentiments hides the timeless earth-centered view of reality that has
always lured God's people from truth to myths.

In other words, The Lion King - like Aladdin - demonstrates an alarming shift in values. While the old
fairy-tale cartoons like Snow White linked sorcery to the evil characters, The Lion King uses tribal
magic for "good." While most children in the seventies knew enough truth to place divination in the
forbidden realm of the occult, today's children - who often feel more comfortable with occult games
than biblical truth - see nothing wrong with pagan practices.

The new Disney story opens with a spectacular celebration in honor of Simba, the newborn prince. The
animals of the land flock to Pride Rock, where the mystical baboon Rafiki cracks open an egg-like
gourd, dips his finger into the dark liquid, and anoints the little lion with a mark on his forehead.

While Pride Nation worships its royal heir, Simba's devious uncle Scar wishes him dead. As soon as
the infant king grows to cubhood, he becomes a target for Scar's cruel schemes. The first plot fails, but
the next assault kills King Mufasa. Scar blames Simba for his father's death, sends the heartbroken cub
into the wilderness, and tells three savage hyenas to finish the execution.

Simba escapes through a web of thorns and collapses under the hot African sun. A warthog and a
meercat find the little prince, revive his exhausted body, and teach him a new philosophy: No worries!
Hakuna matata!

Back in Pride Lands, Scar and his hyenas reign. The land lies dry and barren. One day, Rafiki looks
into his magic gourd and sees Simba's living image. He sets out to find the reluctant heir to the throne,
then demonstrates a worldwide pagan traditions: reliance on help from everpresent ancestral spirits.

"I know your father," says Rafiki.

"My father is dead," answers Simba.

"Nope! He's alive. I'll show him to you." The shamanic baboon leads Simba to a pool of clear water.
"Look down there."

First Simba sees his own reflection, then the face of his father.

"You see, he lives in you!" says Rafiki.

Simba hears a familiar voice call his name. He looks up. His father's ghostlike image appears among
the stars.

"Look inside yourself..." says the apparition. "You must take your place in the circle of life. Remember
who you are..." The vision fades.
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Simba believes. He sees that the dead are not separated from the living, nor earth from the realm of
spirits. Everything is connected. Empowered by a new sense of identity, he races back to Pride Lands
to challenge his uncle, win the throne, and restore the land. Soon, Pride Nation celebrates the birth of
the next lion prince, the son of Simba and his cubhood friend Nala. Again, Rafiki lifts a royal infant for
all to worship. The cycle of life continues.

Consider the following six concerns:

1. King Mufasa tells his son, "Look at the stars. The great kings of the past look down on us from those
stars. They will always be there to guide you... and so will I." This fatherly advice blends the world's
timeless trust in astrological guides, spiritism, ancestral worship and multiple gods. The Bible tells us
to shun all such expressions of paganism. (Deut. 4:19; 18:9-13)

2. "Simba, everything you see exists together in a delicate balance," explains Mufasa. "As king, you
will need to understand that balance and respect all creatures because we are all connected in the great
circle of life."

In light of the earlier reference to the "circle of life," we know that this statement moves beyond a
biological food chain and natural cycles. Mystical connectedness, the spiritualized circle of life, and
respect or tolerance for everything - no matter how evil by God's standards - fit right into contemporary
multicultural and environmental teachings. Educators, entertainers and media-leaders promote these
pagan concepts as moral ideals needed to save the earth and bring global oneness. In contrast, God's
Word tells us that nature-worship and oneness with pagan cultures bring destruction both to land and
people. (Deut. 11, 28; Rom. 1:18-32)

3. To "look inside" for wisdom and guidance usually implies that anyone - Christian or not - can tap
into an inner source of uncorrupted wisdom, because all are one with some sort of pantheistic deity or
cosmic intelligence. Liberated from outside authorities, children can freely follow the destructive ways
of ancient Israel, where "everyone did what was right in their own eyes" (Judges 21:25)

4. Today's attraction for the gross, bad and cruel can be measured in audience responses to evil or ill-
mannered characters. In The Lion King, the devilish Scar, the bloodthirsty hyenas and the flatulent
warthog drew the loudest laughter. Like the sordid success of Beavis and Butthead, this phenomenon
reminds us that in our culture bad is good, and good is boring.

6. The Lion King matches the new earth-centered paradigm or world view that is transforming
children's view of reality. While God told us to communicate truth to our children when we "sit...
walk...lie down and... get up," (Deut. 6:7) today's culture trains children to see reality through a global,
earth-centered filter. This "new" mental framework distorts truth, stretches the meaning of familiar
words, and promotes spiritual "insights" that are incompatible with Christianity. Packaged as
entertainment, this message usually bypasses rational resistance, desensitizes opened minds, and fuels
general acceptance of pagan spirituality.

Families that have already seen The Lion King may still use its pagan context to show the contrasts
between God's truths and earth-centered religions. Look together for the many parallels. Point out the
vital differences. Remember, the most deceptive spiritual counterfeits look most similar to God's truth.
Discuss Scriptures that counter the deceptions. Then thank God for His genuine truth and His life
within those who follow Him.

PARALLELS TO PONDER

  THE PRIDE LANDS GOD'S KINGDOM
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One day a new king will rule the land In that day, all will bow to the true
King

The jealous Scar hates the new king Satan hates Jesus and all who follow
Him

Scar lures Simba onto a deadly path Satan tempts us to choose our own
way

"We'll always be together," says
Simba

God will never leave or forsake His
own

King Mufasa dies to save his son Jesus gave His life for us
Scar blames Simba for his father's
death Satan accuses Christians

Simba runs away, is saved by
"outcasts"

Samaritan "outcast" helps victimized
traveler

Simba grows to maturity in exile Moses trained for leadership in the
wilderness

Simba reluctant to return to
responsibility Christians reluctant to obey God

"He lives in you... Look inside
yourself..." Christ, our King, lives in us.
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Tolkien's Lord of the Rings:

 Truth, Myth or Both?
 
 

by Berit Kjos - December 2001
 

Skip down to C.S. Lewis, True Myth, The Silmarillion or Myth-making
See also Role-Playing Games & Popular Occultism and Lewis, Tolkien and Barfield explore Reincarnation and Theosophy

 Home - Articles - Persecution - Preparing for Victory  

"The Lord of the Rings trilogy by J. R. R. Tolkien has inspired more commentary, creativity and following than
arguably any other modern-day work of art or literature. Surprisingly, it has also been interpreted by--and, thus,
embraced by--the adherents of such wildly divergent philosophies as neopagans and evangelical Christians."[1] 
Lord of the Rings: True Mythology

"In making a myth, in practicing 'mythopoeia,' and peopling the world with elves and dragons and goblins, a story-
teller .. is actually fulfilling God's purpose, and reflecting a splintered fragment of the true light."[2] J.R.R. Tolkien
[emphasis added]

"...the thing seems to write itself once I get going...." The Letters of J. R. R Tolkien, page 91.

 
"Harry Potter and Frodo Baggins, Tolkien's protagonist, will soon battle not only evil but also each other for the
hearts and minds of a generation," wrote Brian Carney in the Wall Street Journal article, Tolkien runs rings around
Potter, back in December. "If there is any justice in the world, Frodo should win."[3]

The race isn't over. Both studios bet their success on top-selling books and on the soaring popularity of myth,
magic and mystical forces in our post-Christian world. Harry Potter's theme and thrills are simpler, more readable
for today's visually oriented youth. But Tolkien's sophisticated mythology has gathered a huge following through
the decades.
 
Both stories involve wizards, spells, mythical creatures and magic charms. Both demonstrate the battle between a
mythical "good" and evil. Both pit heroic "white" magic against dark menacing occultism.
 
But Potter wields his "good" magic in an obviously occult setting with no claim to Christian symbolism. In contrast,
Frodo, the hobbit hero of "The Lord of the Rings" lives in a world that supposedly reflects Biblical truth and
Christ's redemptive love. But does it?
 
Does Frodo's suffering really represent the suffering of Christ? Does wizard Gandalf's self-sacrifice typify the
crucifixion? Many Christian fans argue "yes."  If they are right, what do these comparisons actually teach us about
truth and redemption?
 
Or might this popular "gospel" be distorting God's truth? Perhaps Tolkien himself can provide some answers.
 
The man and his message.  John Ronald Reuel Tolkien (1892-1973) was a man of many contradictions. For
example:

Back in 1969, he wrote a letter affirming that "the chief purpose of life, for any one of us, is to increase
according to our capacity our knowledge of God by all the means we have, and to be moved by it to praise
and thanks."[4] Yet the primary focus of his life was his mythical Middle-earth, headed by a distant and
impersonal "God" who might confuse rather than clarify the nature of the Biblical God.
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In his personal letters (many are included in a book titled The Letters of J. R. R Tolkien), he expressed
caution toward occult practices. But he equipped his team of mythical heroes  -- the fellowship of the Ring -
- with the pagan powers that God forbids. For example, "Gandalf [a helpful wizard] is able to wield potent
magic... To do battle with the forces of darkness, Gandalf the Grey can call upon not only his spellcraft, but
also his staff of power and the Elven sword Glamdring."[5]  

A staunch Roman Catholic, he affirmed his faith in the One God who created the universe. But his
mythical God stopped creating before the work was finished, then turned the rest over to a group of
lesser gods or "sub-creators." In other words, Tolkien invented a hierarchy of deities that defied the
Biblical God's wise warnings concerning both real and imagined idolatry.[6]

You won't meet those gods and spirits in The Lord of the Rings, for their creative work finished long before the
current story began. But this strange pagan creation myth, which Tolkien unveiled in The Silmarillion, laid the
foundation for all the other parts of his many-faceted tale. It also helps us understand the author's thoughts and
evaluate the message he spreads through his popular fantasy.
 
Dr. Ralph C. Wood, Professor of English at Baylor University and an expert on Tolkien's work, described those
"lesser gods" or ruling spirits. Notice that the reigning God sounds more like the aloof deity of deism than the
caring God of the Bible. Other "gods" would fit right into Norse and Celtic mythology (two areas of research that
fascinated Tolkien):

"At the top stands Ilúvatar, the All-Father, corresponding roughly to the One whom Christians call
God the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth. From him all things proceed, and to him all
things return. He is the beginning and the end, the One who shapes all events to his own purposes.
He... only rarely intervenes in his Creation, preferring instead to work through... fifteen subordinate
beings....

"Manwë, the Good and Pure.... is most concerned with air, wind, clouds, and the birds that fly.
Manwë's spouse is Varda, the Exalted. She made the stars, established the courses of the Sun
and Moon, and set the morning and evening star Eärendil in the sky. Thus is she known to the
elves as Elbereth (Star-Queen) and Gilthoniel (Star-Kindler). She listens to the cries of both men
and elves in order to come to their aid and succor.

Next comes Melkor ("He who arises in Might"). Ilúvatar gave to him greater power and knowledge
than to any of the other Valar.... He desired to have his own power to create things out of nothing--
to give them true Being--as the All-Father did. So he searched in the Void for the Flame
Imperishable, disturbing the original Music which Ilúvatar had created to keep the Timeless Halls in
harmony....

Ulmo ("pourer, rainer") is... lord of waters... he dwells in the Outer Ocean or in the waters
underneath Middle Earth, governing the movement of all oceans and rivers. Ulmo cares greatly
for the Children of Ilúvatar, advising them by direct appearances, by dreams, or through the music of
waters....

"Irmo ("master of desire") is the author of visions and dreams...."[7] emphasis added   

Together, Ilúvatar and the lesser gods suggest an unbiblical blend of impersonal monotheism and personal
polytheism, for only the lesser gods become involved in the lives of the people. In contrast, Christian faith rests on
a clear understanding of God as He has revealed Himself in His Word. He alone is Creator and Lord of all, and
He continues to be intimately involved in the lives of His people. He does not delegate that Lordship to any other
deity.

Of course, myths and stories can't be held accountable to reality. Unlike God's absolute truth, myths are
changeable -- a timeless product of man's subjective search for meaning. Birthed in the human imagination and
subject to human dreams, they are free to twist and stretch any "truth" they supposedly illustrate. We see this
process in classrooms across the country, where the world's myths are altered in order to provide the "right" kind
of models for the envisioned global spirituality. [See Establishing a Global Spirituality]

Tolkien, himself, assures us that he didn't intend to teach Biblical reality through his mythical fantasy. In a 1956
letter he wrote, "There is no 'allegory' -- moral, political, or contemporary -- in the work at all. It is a 'fairy-story' ...
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[written] for adults. 232 Later he continued,

"It is, I should say, a 'monotheistic but 'sub-creational' mythology.' There is no embodiment of the
One, of God, who indeed remains remote, outside the World, and only directly accessible to the
Valar or Rulers. These take the place of the 'gods', but are created spirits...."[8]

Yet, many Christians argue that Tolkien's spiritual hierarchy does indeed parallel the Biblical account. Even
Tolkien, in spite of his denials, has compared parts of his myth with corresponding aspects of truth. But the
obvious similarities tend to confuse rather than clarify Biblical truth. For Tolkien's myth twists Scriptures enough to
change their meanings and muddle the true nature of God. Like the serpent's temptation in the garden, Tolkien's
illusions of truth appeal to human feelings and may lead to deception.
 
For example, his elves and wizards -- the creatures empowered with magical skills -- enjoy the certainty of
unconditional eternal life. But humans do not. Their lives -- with rare exceptions [9] -- must end with their physical
death.
 
Instead of the Christian's hope of eternal life, Tolkien's world offers re-incarnation -- but only for a select group.
This popular notion defies the Scriptures that tell us that "it is appointed for men to die once, but after this the
judgment..." [Heb 9:27]  Concerned about this contradiction, the manager of a Catholic bookstore asked Tolkien if he
might have "over-stepped the mark in metaphysical matters." Tolkien wrote this response,

"'Reincarnation' may be bad theology (that surely, rather than metaphysics) as applied to
Humanity...  But I do not see how even in the Primary world any theologian or philosopher, unless
very much better informed about the relation of spirit and body than I believe anyone to be, could
deny the possibility of re-incarnation as a mode of existence, prescribed for certain kinds of rational
incarnate creatures."[10]

Since Tolkien denies any supposed allegorical link between his myth and Biblical truth, it's not fair to hold his
stories accountable to that truth. Nor is it wise to continue claiming that they teach us God's truth. Those who do
could easily be tempted to lower their guard, set aside discernment, internalize the fascinating suggestions and be
drawn to occult images -- the opposite of God's warning in Romans 12:9: "Abhor what is evil. Cling to what is
good." 

The movie version of The Lord of the Rings idealizes occultism and cheers the pagan practices used by "good"
characters. Like Star Wars, Harry Potter and the world's pagan cultures, it seduces its fans into an imaginary
world that pits "white" or benevolent magic against dark, evil magic. Both sides of this imagined "battle between
good and evil" use occult practices that God forbids. [Deut 18:9-12].  Those who walk with Him, cannot delight in
what He calls evil.

The fellowship of the Ring.  Tolkien's talent as a storyteller, gives life to this mythical world. He makes
sense of the deadly ambitions of the power-hungry Lord Sauron who serves the evil Melkor. Therefore, the
wizardry we would shun in the real world becomes a welcome solution in the context of this story:

A young Hobbit, Frodo Baggins, has inherited the Ring from his uncle, Bilbo Baggins. Unlike many previous
owners, Frodo resists the impulse to keep the ring and use its magic for selfish purposes. Instead, he sets out on
a difficult journey to destroy the cursed Ring in the fires of Mount Doom where it once was forged. But he can’t
do it alone.

Three of his loyal Hobbit friends join the team: Sam, Merry and Pippin. So do Aragorn and Boromir (two humans),
Legolas (an elf) and Gimli (a dwarf). With help from three other powerful elves, the wizard Gandalf guides them
along the way. Tolkien describes his nature:

"Gandalf is not, of course, a human being (Man or Hobbit). There are naturally no precise modern
terms to say what he was. I would venture to say that he was an incarnate 'angel'.... with the other
Istari, wizards, 'those who know', an emissary from the Lords of the West, sent to Middle-earth as
the great crisis of Sauron loomed on the horizon. By 'incarnate' I meant they were embodied in
physical bodies capable of pain and weariness...."[11]

"Why they should take such a form is bound up with the 'mythology' of the 'angelic' Powers of the
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world of this fable. At this point in the fabulous history the purpose was precisely to limit and hinder
their exhibition of 'power' on the physical plane, so that they would do what they were primarily sent
for: train, advise, instruct, arouse the hearts and minds of those threatened by Sauron to a
resistance with their own strength.... The wizards were not exempt, indeed being incarnate were
more likely to stray, or err. Gandalf alone fully passes the test, on a moral plane anyway. For in his
condition it was for him a sacrifice to perish on the Bridge in defense of  his companions....  Gandalf
sacrificed himself, was accepted and enhanced and returned."[11]

Gandalf really 'died' and was changed....  'I am Gandalf the White, who has returned from death'."[12]

This incarnate "angel" wouldn't fit into the host of Biblical angels. But he could well fit in the hierarchy of "devas"
or "angels" and ascended masters in the elaborate spiritual system called Theosophy or "Ancient Wisdom."
Popularized by Madame Helena Blavatsky, this esoteric blend of Hinduism and Western occultism received its
doctrines from "ascended masters" or spirit guides such as Djhwal Khul who channeled his messages to the
medium Alice Bailey.

The allure of Atlantis. The legendary Atlantis played an important part in the Theosophical world view  --
just as it did in Tolkien's grand mythology. In the Secret Doctrine, written for the Theosophical Society, Madame
Helena Blavatsky told about "revelatory spirits from the Orient" who brought insights from Atlantis and described
its people as one of humanity's seven "root" races.

Countless other leaders and mystics, authors and psychics have dreamt of Atlantis. They include the "sleeping
prophet" Edgar Cayce (who linked it to "Mayan land"), Rudolph Steiner (founder of Waldorf Schools) and Dr.
Shirley McCune, keynote speaker at the 1989 Governor's Conference on Education in Kansas. In her book The
Light Shall Set You Free (based on channeled messages from various angelic beings or ascended masters), she
writes,   

"The Atlanteans operated on this superior level of existence, connected to their Higher Selves. With
the fall of Atlantis, humanity experienced a struggle for survival and became aware of the lower self,
dominated by the will of the ego. Now after thousands of years of evolution, most people have
forgotten ... how to connect with higher dimensions...."[13]

Tolkien paints a similar picture of Atlantis. He put the legend into the First Age of his mythical history. The
destruction of Atlantis came in the Second Age. The Lord of the Rings takes place in the Third Age. But they all
fit together:

"The particular 'myth' which lies behind this tale... is the Downfall of Numenor: a special variety of
the Atlantis tradition. That seems to me so fundamental to 'mythical history' -- whether it has any
kind of basis in real history.... that some version of it would have to come in.... "[14]

"Numenor is my personal alteration of the Atlantis myth and /or tradition, and accommodation of it to
my general mythology. Of all the mythical or 'archetypal' images this is the one most deeply seated
in my imagination, and for many years I had a recurrent Atlantis dream: the stupendous and
ineluctable wave advancing from the Sea or over the land, sometimes dark, sometimes  green
and sunlit."[15] emphasis added

"Numenor," explained Tolkien in an earlier letter,  "topples and vanishes for ever with all its glory in the abyss.
Thereafter there is no visible dwelling of the divine or immortal on earth.... So the end of the Second Age draws
on a major catastrophe...."[16]

Myth and inspiration.  In "Lord of the Rings: True Mythology," an introduction to a series of articles on
Tolkien, Leadership U (sponsored by Christian Leadership Ministries) notes that "Many critics have scorned the trilogy as
mere escapism, but Tolkien saw it as discovered reality, that his mythmaking was an attempt to uncover what is
real in the clearest way possible: 'true myth.'"[17] [emphasis added]

 
Tolkien's mythical reality sounds a bit like an oxymoron. Myth, by standard definition, implies something other than
reality. Tolkien himself denies the link between his myth and God's truth. Still, that link lingers in many
contemporary minds -- especially among those who love the story. But can it represent Biblical reality?
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Leadership U continues, "Biblical imagery, many claim, abounds within the tales--which actually contain no explicit
mention of God, Christ or worship. This seeming ambiguity has left much room for neopagans and others to point
out the abundance of gods, spirits, sprites and other mythical and pagan characters in the text."[17]

 
Today's culture is well accustomed to ambiguity. We see it in ads, in political propaganda, in the new laws being
passed.... Lofty promises are in; defining terms are out. The latter clarifies and allows rational choices rather than
feel-good conformity.
 
To see through some of Tolkien's ambiguity, one might look at his sources of inspiration. Once again, Tolkien
expert, Professor Wood, can help us out. In his review of Verlyn Flieger's A Question of Time: J. R. R. Tolkien's
Road to Faërie, he acknowledges that Tolkien was influenced by 19th century Romantics such as George
Macdonald," since his friend and literary companion C. S. Lewis was also decisively shaped by them." He
continues,

"What comes as a genuine shock is the news that Tolkien's mind and work were marked by the
fictional dream-journeys of George Du Maurier, by the psychic experiences of Charlotte Moberly and
Eleanor Jourdain, by the time-travel fantasies of H. G. Wells....

"Flieger has shown us a darker, less cheering Tolkien than many of his Christian apologists have
acknowledged. Here again she is right: Tolkien was a man whose faith was shadowed and doubt-
filled.... Yet if the worth of a critical study lies in its illumination of an author's main work, then
Flieger's book must be faulted even as it is to be praised. She fails to illuminate The Lord of the
Rings nearly as much she explains two minor works that interest few folk other than Tolkienian
archivists....And because she finds Tolkien entertaining notions of reincarnation and psychic time-
travel and occult experience at these particular points in his fiction, she assumes that they are at
work everywhere in his work.

"Flieger is right to contend that Tolkien shared their neo-gnostic critique of our century's decadent
and violent materialism. Yet she fails to see that Tolkien also resists what is spurious in the attempt
to have God without incarnation or cross or resurrection--in short, to have God without God...."[18]

Yes and no. On this point, ambiguity reigns. Tolkien's mythical world does include a "God without God." A God is
there, but not the cross or resurrection. Christians, like pagans, may interpret him in whichever way best fits their
worldview or satisfies their lust for imaginary flights into the occult realms of magic and mysticism.
 
Terry Donaldson, the Founder and Director of the London Tarot Training Centre makes this imaginary flight seem
easy.. Already steeped in occult practices, he packaged his interpretation of Tolkien's myth in an attractive gift
box. It's title reveals its nature: "The Lord of the Rings Oracle: A Mystical Pack with Middle-earth Cards, Map, and
Ring for Divination and Revelation." The back explains:

 "The realm of the Middle Earth lies within each of us, so cast the gold ring over the map, and
foretell the future through the cards. The Lord of the Rings Oracle is a new and extraordinary
divinatory system based on the bestselling Lord of the Rings... a story laden with mysterious
magic."[19]

Surrounding the gift box were Harry Potter books and a multitude of more recent publications on witchcraft,
palmistry, tarot cards and spell casting. Together they show the growing acceptance of a forbidden world once
regarded with a sobering caution.
 
This spiritual shift has taken many Christians by surprise.  For others, it took little more than an initial glimpse into
occult mysteries to stir curiosity and cravings that drove them ever deeper into the unseen world their minds have
unlocked.
 
The Lord of the Rings is no exception. Decades ago, when witchcraft and wizardry were hidden from public view,
young "Middle-earth" visionaries had no real-life place to test the new suggestions. That has changed. Through
books, local covens, the Internet and other available sources, seekers can easily find tutors and practices that turn
wizardly fantasy into  practical occult reality.  This sobering fact makes our world today radically different from the
times when Tolkien and his friends shared their stories with each other.
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Friendship with C. S. Lewis.  Did Tolkien really lead the unbelieving Lewis to a saving faith? Many
Christians would answer "yes" -- and this confusion has led them to assume that Tolkien's myths would teach a
Christian message. Walther Hooper, Lewis' last personal secretary, gives us a partial glimpse of that event.

"Lewis became an atheist when he was fourteen," wrote Hooper in Tolkien: A Celebration, a collection of essays.
Apparently, the teenager was frustrated by teachers who viewed pagan beliefs as "nonsense." When they wouldn't
show "how Christianity fulfilled paganism or how paganism prefigured Christianity," young Lewis concluded that
Christianity was  equally "nonsensical."[20]

His mind was changed on the night of September 19, 1931, the  "most momentous of his life. Lewis had invited
Tolkien and Hugo Dyson, a teacher at Reading University, to dine. By the time Tolkien left Magdalen at 3 a.m.
Lewis understood the relationship between Christianity and paganism." A month later, Lewis wrote the following
letter:

"Now the story of Christ is simply a true myth: a myth working on us the same way as
the others, but with this tremendous difference that it Really happened: and one must
be content to accept it in the same way, remembering that it is God's myth where the
others are men's myths; i.e. the Pagan stories are God expressing Himself through
the minds of the poets, using such images as He found there, while Christianity is
God expressing Himself through what we call 'real things' ... namely, the actual
incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection."[20]

In his personal biography, Surprised by Joy [page 238], Lewis, himself admits that he did not, at that moment,
decide to believe that Jesus was the Savior. Two other accounts open the window into his thinking.

According to Colin Gunton, Professor of Christian Doctrine in the Department of Theology and Religious Studies at
King's College, London, the three friends were discussing the truthfulness of myths. Lewis questioned the
compatibility of Christianity and paganism, and Tolkien explained why myths "are not lies:"

"Man is not ultimately a liar. He may pervert his thoughts into lies, but he comes from God, and it is
from God that he draws his ultimate ideals ... Not merely the abstract thoughts of man but also his
imaginative inventions must originate with God, and in consequence reflect something of eternal
truth.

"In making a myth, in practicing 'mythopoeia,' and peopling the world with elves and dragons and
goblins, a story-teller .. is actually fulfilling God's purpose, and reflecting a splintered fragment of the
true light."[2]

The God of the Bible has a far lower view of the human imagination than does Tolkien, and He certainly does not
take credit for its mythical speculations. Instead, He warns us repeatedly that "the imagination of man’s heart is
evil from his youth." [Genesis 8:21, NKJ] While Tolkien seems to view Christianity and oneness with Christ from a
universal perspective, God tells us that only those who are "born of the Spirit" can understand His truths and
receive His thoughts. And even this select group is easily tempted to imagine or "invent" unholy myths and
images. 

Another report, C.S.Lewis and Emil Brunner: Two Mere Christians, by Mark McKim, tells us that Lewis "was in
part led back to Christianity as a result of his love for and knowledge of the great pagan myths. In Christianity, he
concluded, the hints and suggestions in pagan thought were fulfilled.... For the rest of his life, and throughout his
writings, Lewis would assert that non-Christian faiths could be the entré to Christianity."[21]

Like Dr. Hooper, Mark McKim included a portion of Lewis' letter to Arthur Greeves:

"...if I met the idea of sacrifice in a Pagan story I didn't mind it at all: again if I met the idea of a god
sacrificing himself to himself... I liked it very much and was mysteriously moved by it: again, that the
idea of the dying and reviving god . . . similarly moved me provided I met it anywhere except in the
Gospels. The reason was that in the Pagan stories I was prepared to feel the myth as profound and
suggestive of meanings beyond my grasp even tho' I could not say in cold prose 'what it meant'.
Now the story of Christ is simply a true myth: a myth working on us in the same way as the
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others, but with this tremendous difference that it really happened...."[21] emphasis added

Lewis was wrong in calling the gospel "a true myth" that works "on us in the same way as the others." The gospel
is made alive in us by the work of the Holy Spirit, not by human imagination. God's mercy has always reached out
to pagans around the world through the sacrificial lives of faithful missionaries. But His gift of salvation comes
through His Word and Spirit. Believers who were formerly oppressed by occult forces were transformed in spite of,
not because of their pagan beliefs.

Commenting on the same "momentous" event, historian Glenn J. Giokaris wrote,

"Lewis had insisted myths were lies but Tolkien responded, 'they are not . . . We have come from
God, . . . and reflect a splintered fragment of the true light, the eternal-truth that is with God.
Indeed, only by myth-making . . . can man aspire to the perfection he knew before the fall.'

"This conversation led Lewis to see that the relationship between the images of literature and the
myth of truth was such that myths inevitably led to a point where myth comes together with God
to form reality. Eleven days later, C.S. Lewis wrote to Arthur Greeves , 'I have passed from
believing in God to definitely believing in Christ -- in Christianity. My long night walk with Dyson and
Tolkien had a great deal to do with it.'"[22] emphasis added

Finding God through "myth-making" can easily lead to compromise. And when "myth comes together with God" it
produces an illusion of Biblical faith -- a faith based on a misleading blend of truth, myth and human philosophies.
We see this deceptive process today in the post-modern church movement. But long ago, God told us to --  

"Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all longsuffering and
teaching. For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their
own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves teachers; and they
will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables [myths]. But you be watchful in
all things..." 2 Timothy 4:2-5

To be ready and watchful, we need to fill our minds with God's truth, not enticing myths. We need to put on the
whole Armor of God -- a set of vital truths about God and of our source of righteousness, peace, faith and
salvation -- then take our stand on His Word and refuse to compromise, no matter how unpopular our position.

Those who trust their imagination more than God will neither see God's greatness nor tolerate those who follow
Him. That's why Jesus continues to warn His disciples,

"If you were of the world, the world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you.... If they persecuted Me they will
persecute you... for they do not know the One who sent Me." John 15:19-21
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Richard Rohr and the Enneagram Secret, by Don & Joy Veinot and Marcia Montenegro

May 22, 2020

PrintOne of the rapidly growing fads within evangelicalism is the Enneagram of Personality. The Veinots, who lead the discernment

ministry, Midwest Christian Outreach, joined by Marcia Montenegro, former New Ager, who ministers through Christians Answers for

the New Age, have decided to address this movement. Their conclusions expose the Enneagram as emerging from occult and

mystical sources, lacking biblical foundation, and spreading numerous errant theological views, including a false gospel and defective

means of sanctification. This small volume is not a detailed study of the Enneagram. Only in the first chapter is much attention given

to the Enneagram as a system, and only on page 40 is an attempt made to detail the meaning behind the nine types that make up the
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Enneagram. Rather, the contribution made by the authors focuses mainly on the origins, the promoters and the unbiblical claims

made by supporters of the Enneagram. Concerning the origins,…(Read More)
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Reenchanting Humanity, A Theology of Mankind by Owen
Strachan

May 1, 2020

PrintOwen Strachan, Associate Professor of Theology at

Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, has written a

contemporary study on the doctrine of anthropology. The book

is written with theologians, seminarians, pastors, and serious

Bible students in mind (p. 6), although most of this material is

accessible to the non-scholastic believer. While Strachan

…(Read More)

When Heaven Invades Earth, A Practical Guide to a Life of

Toward an Exegetical Theology, Biblical Exegesis for
Preaching and Teaching by Walter C. Kaiser, Jr.

January 8, 2020

PrintWalter Kaiserâ€™s classic book on exegesis and

preaching is still valuable and greatly needed.Â  His concern,

when he wrote in 1981, was to close the gap that existed

between the study of the text of Scripture and the delivery of

the message (pp. 8, 48).Â  That gap still exists today, …(Read

More)

Hot Protestants, a History of Puritanism in England and
America by Michael P. Winship

January 8, 2020
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Miracles by Bill  Johnson

May 1, 2020

PrintBill Johnson is the foremost promoter of the fourth wave of

Pentecostalism, known as the New Apostolic Reformation

(NAR). Strangely, in an interview with Christianity Today,

Johnson denied being part of the movement but, if it walks like

a duck, and quacks like a duckâ€¦ When Heaven Invades

Earth, although …(Read More)

The Enneagram, A Christian Perspective, by Richard Rohr and
Andreas Ebert

February 26, 2020

PrintAs I write this review I am in the process of using The

Enneagram, A Christian Perspective as a primary sourcebook

for a larger article on the Enneagram; reference to that article

will reveal further insights into this particular book. Written in

1989 under the title of Discovering the Enneagram: …(Read

More)

What is Dispensationalism? Editor Paul Miles

February 12, 2020

PrintTwenty-eight authors contributed to What is

Dispensationalism? edited by Paul Miles, who established and

directs Grace Abroad Ministries, the publishers of this book.Â 

This multi-author volume accomplishes what it set out to doâ

€”explain dispensationalism, which is defined as â€œa school

of thought that results from reading the Bible plainly and,

…(Read More)

The Mission of the Church, Five Views in Conversation, ed. by
Craig Ott

January 22, 2020

PrintThis volume is not a dialogue among evangelicals

concerning the mission of the church; it is far more ecumenical

than that.Â  But by bringing together leading thinkers from five

different theological traditions, a crosscurrent of views is well

represented.Â  Stephen B. Bevans (Roman Catholic), Darrell L.

Guder (mainline Protestant), Ruth …(Read More)

PrintMichael Winship is a professor of history at the University

of Georgia and a prolific author of historical volumes.Â  In Hot

Protestants, a term used by their contemporaries for

Protestants who would later be called puritans (p. 1), Winship

traces the history of puritanism from its roots in the 1540s

…(Read More)

Makers of Puritan History by Marcus L. Loane

November 27, 2019

PrintThis book contains short biographies of four important

Puritans who lived during the struggles of the Stuart Regime.Â 

Alexander Henderson and Samuel Rutherford represent the

Scottish Puritans, and John Bunyard and Richard Baxter

represent the English.Â  All the accounts are interesting and

offer insight into the life, times and matters …(Read More)

African Hermeneutics by Elizabeth Mburu

November 21, 2019

PrintElizabeth Mburu is African by birth but received her

theological training at Southeastern Baptist Theological

Seminary (PH.D.). She is a professor of New Testament and

Greek and on the board of the Africa Bible Commentary.Â 

Thus she is well suited, both by her personal background and

by her education and …(Read More)

Missions, How the Local Church Goes Global by Andy Johnson

November 5, 2019

PrintAndy Johnson, associate pastor at Capitol Hill Baptist

Church in Washington, DC, has contributed this short volume to

the 9Marks: Building Healthy Churches Series. As advertised,

Johnson is not promoting a complicated missions program, but

rather providing straight forward, wise and biblical insights into

how a local church can develop …(Read More)
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Matilda Spells M-A-G-I-C
Reviewed by Berit Kjos

1996

Home

"Smashing!" proclaimed the movie ads for Universal Studio's recent hit. "Incredible Fun!" "Matilda will steal your
heart!" "A Family Film with a Message!"

They may be right. Kids love Matilda -- both the movie and the best-selling book by Roald Dahl that inspired it.
Dahl, best known for the movie adaptation of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, was a master at creating
stupid parents and evil authority figures that children love to hate. As if anticipating today's spreading
conviction that educators are more competent to raise children than are parents, he created Miss Honey, a
compassionate young teacher who eventually replaces Matilda's negligent mom.

Matilda's message exposes today's upside-down values. Children learn that it's okay to punish mean parents and
take revenge on tyrannical principals. Vandalism is good when the victim is bad. And magic -- call it witchraft if
you will -- is fun, empowering, kind, and commendable.

Many are seduced by the message. "I loved Matilda because she had supermagic power," said a girl attending a
Christian school.

"Oooo! Why would you want to see movies like that?" her classmate responded.

"Because I like movies about evil people."

Like Matilda's crooked father played by director Danny deVito, the monstrous Miss Trunchbull fits the bill. The
thuggish principal of a private elementary school deserves supernatural revenge, doesn't she? After all, she hurls
kids out the window, spins them by their pigtails, calls them "villanous...slime," and wishes them dead. She stole
sweet Miss Honey's house and probably even killed her father. So why shouldn't the virtuous Matilda punish her
deeds? Nothing could possibly be wrong with using spells to correct those horrible evils, could it?

Not in this politically correct tale. Vengeance feels good, and the excited crowds of children and parents cheer
each occult victory and applaud Matilda's gratifying self-assertiveness. "A fully realized person," exults the New
York Times. Matilda not only sheds the traditional submissive girl's role, "she navigates an obstacle course of
comically abusive adults by using telekinetic powers... summoned by that ultimate female taboo: anger."1

Anger is the catalyst that unlocks her power. Since many of Matilda's fans have already met their heroine through
Dahl's popular book, they know all about that mysterious force. They remember that when she squints her eyes,
focuses on an object, and tells it to move, it obeys her will. It's as simple as that-at least after some practice!

The book describes the occult formula: Matilda focused her mind on a glass of water, concentrated her energy,
and imagined millions of little hands pushing the glass with the mysterious force flashing out from her eyeballs.
The glass wobbled and the newt inside squirmed. From her desk in the second row, the girl "pushed harder still,
willing her eyes to shoot out more power."

"Tip it!" she whispered. The glass tipped, and the water with the newt "splashed out all over Miss Trunchbull's
enormous bosom. The headmistress let out a yell that must have rattled every window-pane..."2

Wiccan leader Starhawk explains the process: "Magical training varies greatly, but its purpose is always the same:
to open up the... consciousness that allows us to make contact with the Divine within. The beginner must develop
four basic abilities: relaxation, concentration, visualization and projection."3

The first three steps work together to alter consciousness and open the unguarded mind to spiritual forces. The
last step, mental projection, simply means using one's will and imagination to send or transmit spiritual energy.

http://www.crossroad.to/index.html
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Contemporary gurus promote it as an essential step toward global unity. "Visualize Peace," exhorts a popular
bumper sticker. And, James Redfield, author of top-selling book, The Celestine Prophecy, tells millions of
followers that visualizing and projecting spiritual energy enables people to empower each other and quicken
spiritual evolution toward planetary oneness.

In the book, Miss Honey sensed the gravity of Matilda's strange power. "We must tread very carefully from now
on," she warned.

"Why...."

"Because we are playing with mysterious forces, my child, that we know nothing about. I do not think they are
evil. They may be good. They may even be divine. But whether they are or not, let us handle them carefully."

The movie gives no such warning, yet Miss Honey's words illustrate the prevailing view of pagan powers:
mysterious, exciting, potentially dangerous but probably safe and good. This seductive lie has drawn God's people
through the ages from truth to myths and from biblical prayer to pagan rituals. That our schools, television, popular
music, and the United Nations also promote pagan powers make occultism all the more irresistible.

Unlike today's global leaders who call for a broad all-inclusive spirituality that embraces all the world's religions,
God tells us to shun "other gods" and their works: "Let no one be found among you who... practices divination or
sorcery, interprets omens, engages in witchcraft, casts spells... or consults the dead...."4 Instead, "test all things;
hold fast what is good. Abstain from every form of evil."5 Then God Himself will guide, guard and strengthen all
who follow Him.

To equip your children to resist the earth-centered spirituality that permeates public schools and movies, read
Brave New Schools. Available through Christian bookstores or call 800-829-5646.

Endnotes:
1. The New York Times, August 11,1996.

2. Roald Dahl, Matilda (New York: Puffin Books, 1988), 166.

3. Starhawk, The Spiral Dance (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1979), 62.

4. Deuteronomy 18:10-13

5. 1 Thessalonians 5:21-23
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A Critique Of Ray Comfort's "Hell's Best Kept Secret"
by Jon Zens 
Ray Comfort's message, “Hell's Best Kept Secret,” has been highly endorsed and recommended by Bill
Gothard, David Wilkerson and James Dobson. In this cassette Comfort laments the fact — and rightly
so — that 80% to 90% of modem evangelicalism's converts do not stick because of a man-centered
message that focuses on life enhancement instead of the problem of sin.

His answer to the malaise of easy-believism is to “prepare the heart for grace” by “opening up the
divine Law, the Ten Commandments,” before preaching the gospel. Comfort confidently asserts that the
Law-before-Gospel method reflects faithfulness to Jesus and the apostles. But does it really? Let's first
take a look at the Scriptures Comfort uses to establish his position.

Psalm 19:7, “The Law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul.”

Comfort assumes that “law” in this text means the Ten Commandments. But when David used the
word “law” here it refers to all the Lord's revealed will available in his day. The word “law” in the
New Testament most often refers to the entire Old Testament. With the coming of Jesus, and especially
after his resurrection, the Old Testament is no longer viewed as statute-centered, but as Christ-
centered.

“Moses wrote of me” (John 5:46).

“The scriptures testify of me” (John 5:39).

“All things must be fulfilled, which were written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the
Psalms concerning me” (Luke 24:44).

“And beginning at Moses and all the prophets he opened up to them in all the scriptures the things
concerning himself” (Luke 24:27).

As far as I can tell, in this teaching Comfort always uses the word “law” as synonymous with the Ten
Commandments. But in the New Testament such usage is unknown. With the Jews, the apostles used
the Law (the Old Testament) to “preach Christ” (Acts 8:35; 18:28; 13:15ff.; 17:2-3).

There is no example in Acts or the Epistles of any evangelization done by confronting people with the
Ten Commandments before giving them the gospel. There is no precept in the New Testament that
teaches that the Ten Commandments “convert the soul.” To clarify in our minds what David is saying,
we can read Psalm 19:7, “The revealed Word of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul.”

Romans 3:20, “For by the law is the knowledge of sin.”
“Law” in this context refers to the whole Old Testament. In verses 10-18 Paul cited
Isaiah and the Psalms, not the Ten Commandments, to establish the utter sinfulness of
Jew & Gentile (see the comments on Romans 3:9-20 attached).

1 John 3:4, “Sin is anomia [iniquity].”

Comfort asserts that this verse proves that all sin is a violation of the Ten Commandments. However,
the Greek word used here, anomia, is a broad catch-word for all kinds of wickedness. In Matthew
7:22-23 religious people mention that they have prophesied, cast out devils and worked wonders in
Jesus' name. But Christ replies, “depart from me you who are working iniquity [anomian].”
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Is the wickedness described here specifically related to the violation of a commandment in Exodus 20?
As W. Gutbrod points out, there is not in the use of anomia in 1 John 3:4 “a reference to the Old
Testament law inherent in the word” (Law, Bible Key Words from Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, London, 1962, p.138). Further, it would seem out of place, since John is not dealing with it
in his context.

Romans 7:7, “I would not have known sin except by the law.”

Paul's flow of thought in chapters 6-8 of Romans is not dealing with a method of evangelism. There is
much debate about what kind of person is being described in Romans 7. However, it appears that the
best way to see it is a description of a person growing up in Judaism. Paul points his remarks to those
to “know the law” (7:1), which would be Jews raised in the synagogue. One thing for sure, Romans
7:7 would not reflect a Gentile's experience, for Paul in Romans 2:12,14 designates the nations
outside of Israel as those “not having law.” (See the comments on Romans 7:7 attached).

Galatians 3:24, “. . . the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ.”

Comfort says about this verse, “God's law acts as a schoolmaster to bring us to Jesus Christ.” This is
the most quoted verse to prove that the law must be preached before the gospel, but it is actually the
least useful for such a position. In the context Paul is dealing with the progression of redemptive
history from Abraham to Christ, not with a method of law-preaching in evangelization (Ernest DeWitt
Burton, A Critical & Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, New York, 1920, p.200).

Even John Calvin asserted that Paul was dealing with the demise of the old era and the appearance of
the new, not with how God saves individuals (quoted by John Brown, An Exposition of the Epistle to
the Galatians, p. 391). The law was a “trainer” only for the Jews until the fullness of time when Jesus
appeared. Galatians 3:24 has nothing to do with Gentiles. (See the comments on Galatians 3:24
attached).

Luke 10:26, “What is written in the law? How do you read it?”

Comfort uses as a model for us to follow the encounters of Jesus with certain people where some of the
commandments were used. Again, it is a misuse of Scripture to make such incidents a formula to use
with all persons. When dealing with these self-righteous Jewish people Jesus indeed did confront them
with the commandments. Keep in mind that Christ was dealing here with people who were “under
law,” and in the end he confronts them with the legal foundation of the old covenant, “do this and
live” (Luke 10:28). Neither Jesus nor Paul ever deal with Gentiles in such a manner, for they were not
“under law,” but anomos, “without law” (1 Corinthians 9:21).

To assert that Jesus' use of commandments in some cases is a universal method contradicts what Paul
teaches in 1 Corinthians 9. In this context he is talking about his evangelistic methods, and when
dealing with Gentiles he specifically rules out Comfort's law-preaching approach. “To those without
law, I became as without law.” With Gentiles Paul used, not the Ten Commandments, but God's
creation of all things, specifically his creation of image-bearers, male and female. Read Romans 1:13-
2:16, Acts 14:11-18, Acts 17:16-34, and you will get a feel for how Paul approached those “without
law.”

1 Timothy 1:8, “Knowing that the law is good if one uses it lawfully.”

This context states that the law is not for a righteous person, but for the lawless and disobedient. What
would suggest here that Paul is talking about using the Ten Commandments in evangelism? Is not the
point that laws are necessary in society for non-righteous people who are bent toward iniquity? Would
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not the rightful use of such law be put by God in the hands of the state?

John 16:8, “He [the Holy Spirit] will reprove the world of sin, righteousness and judgment.”

Comfort completely misquotes and twists this text. Here's what he said:

“God has given light to every man. The Holy Spirit convicts them of sin, righteousness and judgment.
Sin which is the transgression of the law; righteousness which is of the law; judgment which is by the
law.”

He makes the text sound law-centered, when in fact it is Christ-centered. The verse actually reads, “of
sin, because they believe not in me; of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and you see me no
more; of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged” (John 16:9-11). The Holy Spirit takes
the things of Christ and shows people their sin of not believing in Jesus, and their need for a
righteousness outside of themselves.

George Smeaton in his work on the Holy Spirit comments that unbelief is presented as if it were the
“only sin, because, according to the happy remark of Augustine, while it continues, all other sins are
retained, and when it departs, all other sins are remitted.”

James Buchanan in his work on the Holy Spirit illustrates the tendency of people's assumptions about
things to dominate instead of what texts actually teach. On one page he states Comfort's perspective,
“the principal means of conviction is the law,” and cites Romans 3:20 and Galatians 3:24 as proof
(these texts do not teach this, as we have seen above and in the attachment). Yet several pages earlier,
when dealing with John 16:8-11, he notes,

“It may be safely affirmed that it is by the Spirit's witness to Christ that he is first brought to the
magnitude of his guilt . . . By looking to Christ on the throne, he is ‘pricked in his heart, and exclaims,
What must I do to be saved?’. . . This truth of Christ is powerfully fitted to awaken his conscience . . .
The subject on which the gift of the Spirit is now designed and fitted to shed a clear and convincing
light is the character and offices of Christ . . . Christ's exaltation, of which the gift of the Spirit was the
predicted proof, is sufficient, when it is duly recognized, to carry home the conviction of ‘sin,
righteousness and judgment.’”

We must handle the Law (the Old Testament) in light of the gospel. We do not, according to John
16:8-11, come to the Christ through law-preaching, as Comfort teaches, but through gospel
proclamation. Timothy illustrates the proper use of the Old Testament. His grandmother, Lois, and
mother, Eunice, taught him the Old Testament during his childhood, “which are able to make you wise
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus” (2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15).

The early church used the Old Testament to preach the Lord Christ. If preaching the Ten
Commandments is so vital, why is there no practice of it in the Book of Acts, the most evangelistic
writing in the New Testament? As F.F. Bruce points out, “there is no evidence that Paul ever used the
law in this way in his apostolic preaching” (Paul: Apostle of the Heart Set Free, p.192).

Why not deal with the Ten Commandments in light of the New Covenant revelation? If this is done,
then one would see that nine of the ten are restated in the New Testament. The Sabbath commandment
is dealt with, but in terms of it being a shadow, the reality of which is Jesus Christ, not in terms of it
being a binding commandment (Colossians 2:16-17).

The Sabbath was different than the other nine commandments. It was a ceremonial type, not an eternal
moral law. This is shown by the fact, as Jesus pointed out, that the Sabbath was technically violated,
but those who “profaned” it were guiltless (Matthew 12:5; cf. Mark 2:23-28). Which of the other
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nine commandments could be broken and the perpetrator be held guiltless? (Cf. Robert Morey, Is
Sunday the Christian Sabbath?, 1979, 16 pp.).

This highlights the problem of simplistically saying the Ten Commandments must be preached before
the gospel. How are you going to preach the Sabbath as commandment to Gentiles who were never
bound by it? Comfort says, “David broke all Ten Commandments in his sin with Bathsheba.” Pray tell,
how did he break the Sabbath in this iniquity?

Charles G. Finney: False Evangelism Set In Motion

Comfort places Finney “among those who God used through the ages.” He approvingly quotes Finney
who said, “. . . evermore the law must prepare the way for the gospel.” Comfort locates the demise of
true evangelism at the beginning of the 2Oth Century when, he avers, the law was forsaken and
replaced with the idea that Jesus is primarily a life enhancer.

The gospel as life enhancement has surely emerged as a serious problem, but the perversion of true
evangelism must be pushed back to the beginning of the l9th Century, with the rise of Charles G.
Finney's “New Measures” in the 1830's. It was he who introduced the practice of protracted services in
order to break people down, and altar calls to call people forward to the “anxious bench” (Cf. Robert
More, Jr., “The Historical Origins of ‘The Altar Call,’” Banner of Truth, Dec.1969, pp. 25-31).

Finney's theological assumption was that people possessed “free wills” that could decide for Christ at
any time. He denied that the Holy Spirit was necessary to enable sinners to be saved. “The Spirit's
agency is not needed to give him power, but to overcome his voluntary obstinacy.” He believed that in
conversion the sinner is “in the most proper sense, the author of the change.”

For Finney, God was a helpless observer in the evangelization process. “You are all perfectly able to
give your consent, and this moment to lay hold on eternal life. Irrespective of your own choice, no
election can save you, and no reprobation can damn you.” Christ's atonement becomes like a fruit-
stand on the street for passers by to take or leave. “It [the atonement] provides for the salvation of all
men; but it of itself makes sure the salvation of no man” (Sermons On Important Subjects, 3rd ed., New
York: John S. Taylor, 1836, pp.24, 22, 233, 238).

Beyond these serious errors, Finney denied the very heart of the gospel: the righteousness of Christ
obtained on the cross imputed to the believing sinner. In his initial religious experience Finney claimed
the presence of God came upon him on a particular evening. Then the next morning, he notes,

Instantly the baptism that I had received the night before returned upon me in the same manner . . . In
this state I was taught the doctrine of justification by faith, as a present experience . . . Indeed, I did not
know at all what it meant in the proper sense (Memoirs of Rev. Charles G. Finney, New York: A.S.
Barnes, 1876, p. 23).

And what was Finney's teaching on justification that he learned that morning?

Gospel justification is not by the imputed righteousness of Christ. Under the gospel, sinners are not
justified by having the obedience of Jesus Christ set down to their account, as if he had obeyed the law
for them, or in their stead (Lectures, pp.215, 216; quoted in Isaac V. Brown, A Historical Vindication of
the Abrogation of the Plan of Union by the Pres. Church in the USA, Philadelphia, 1855, pp.306-307).

Finney denied Christ's gospel and based his man-centered evangelistic methodology on a legion of
false doctrines. Here is the root of all the horrible fruit that Comfort laments at the beginning of his
message. The man Comfort praises is in fact the enemy of the gospel and true evangelism.
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We have seen that the texts Comfort ushers forth to dogmatically teach that we should preach “90%
law and 10% grace” (citing John Wesley) are found wanting. There is in what he offers no Biblical
basis to accept his view. He has used the Bible for support, but not in a way that reflects careful
exegesis and sensitivity to the context of the Biblical writers.

Indeed, the cure means nothing if the disease is not comprehended. But nothing is more suited, as
James Buchanan observed, to show people their sinfulness and the salvation that was purchased by
Christ, than the free proclamation of the gospel as it is unfolded in the New Covenant documents. What
could be more pervasively convicting than the demands on one's life that Jesus presented to people as
he walked on the earth, such as:

No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will hold to
the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and money (Matthew 6:24).

If any one come to me and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brothers, and
sisters, yes, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple. And whoever does not bear his cross, and
come after me, cannot be my disciple (Luke 14:26-27).

There is plenty to confront people with in the gospel. That is what Paul did in Romans. The
righteousness of God is revealed in the gospel, but Jews and Gentiles are shown to be grossly
unrighteous. Nowhere in Romans 1-3 does Paul hit anybody over the head with the Ten
Commandments as found in Exodus 20.

Yet by confronting the Gentiles (who are without law) with the implications of their being made by
God, and by confronting the Jews with their Old Testament (“the law”), he skillfully and conclusively
proves that all people are sinful and guilty before the Holy God. Only then does Paul arrive at the cure:
“but now the righteousness of God without the law is manifested, being witnessed by the law and the
prophets; even the righteousness of God which is by the faithfulness of Jesus Christ to all and upon all
those who believe, for there is no difference: for all have sinned and come short of the glory of God”
(Romans 3:21-23).

Read the plethora of gospel proclamations in the Book of Acts and you cannot go wrong.
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Matrix 1: Background information for Matrix Reloaded

"The world has been taken over by the Matrix, and is now being run by an Artificial
Intelligence [AI].... Humans are living in a computer-generated dream world... never
realizing that they are slaves of an evil system.... A few rebel humans discover the
horror of the Matrix. They believe that computer programmer Thomas Anderson
(Keanu Reeves), who by night is a computer hacker nicknamed Neo, is 'the One,'
who according to prophesy, will save the world from cyber-slavery."1

"The Matrix is a shamanic journey in dramatized form.... [Humans] were put into a
deep sleep, and a collective dream was engendered to keep them tractable and
docile, like babies in their cribs, while their vital life force was sucked from them.
Humans are bred and raised directly into these incubators, and fed intravenously
with the liquefied remains of the dead. This is pure occultism....
  "Within the Matrix, however, there exist certain possibilities for escape, and this is
where Morpheus and his crew come in. They are the 'awakened' ones... who have
made it out of the computer-simulated fantasy grid and liberated their bodies from
the energy farms in 'the real world' ... [They are] able to enter the Matrix--the dream
world -- at will, and function therein with superhuman potential....   Any knowledge...
can simply be downloaded, on the spot, directly into their consciousness by
computer."2

Confused by the Matrix? I was. I still don't fully understand its many-layered messages. And since
the Matrix opens the door to a wide variety of personal perceptions and interpretations, you may
not agree with my conclusions. But the movie's allure among Christians demands a response, and
the concerns shared by troubled parents call for answers. Here are some of their comments:

"I have been amazed--appalled, really--at the number of articles quoting Christian ministers as
saying things like, 'This movie is better than any sermon I could give!'" Susan K.

"...they are all just dying to see that movie." Angela Goodrick

"When the first movie came out several years ago I was encouraged to find several overt biblical
references in the storyline, including a reference to the story's main character, NEO as 'my own
personal Jesus Christ'. Unfortunately... I also found repeated references to Confucianism, Taoism
and Buddhism. It was enough to convince me that what I was watching was most likely a covert
advertisement for some new, and as yet, unannounced BLENDED world religion.... An entire
generation of kids is being caught up in this craze.... Might be worth a closer look." John Rice

"Eastern philosophies share much in common with Gnosticism, but the Gnostic worldview is a much
more accurate description of the Matrix series.... And like the Gnosticism of the early church, it
seems to easily deceive undiscerning Christians into equating its themes with biblical Christianity. Its
creators mix and match different strands of thought, but they and their (knowledgeable) fans know its
main thrust is Gnostic." Phillip Worts [See chart on gnosticism at the end]

We may never answer all the concerns raised by Matrix 1 and Matrix Reloaded, but one thing is
certain: The three-part series does more than entertain.

Nineteen-year-old Josh Cooke couldn't get enough of Matrix 1. He decorated his bedroom with a
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poster of Neo, the savior-hero of this popular myth. He had a long black trench coat that helped
him identify with his favorite idol. And, according to an article titled, "Matrix films blamed for series
of murders by obsessed fans," he bought a gun like the one Neo used. Author Duncan Campbell
tells what happened next:

"In February, he shot his father and mother in the basement of their home and then called the
police. His lawyers say he believed that he was living inside the Matrix.... 'He's just obsessed with
it.'...
  "The Matrix seems to have spawned other imitators....In San Francisco in 2000, Vadim Mieseges,
27, killed his landlady.... The police who interviewed him said he had made 'reference to being
sucked into the Matrix'. 
  "The young man accused of taking part in last year's sniper attacks in the Washington area has
also cited the film. 'Free yourself of the Matrix,' wrote Lee Boyd Malvo, 18, one of the two
defendants, in his jail cell." 3

Chris, a Canadian youth leader, painted a far more positive picture of the movie's tension between
reality and fantasy:

"I first got onto [the Matrix] when our apologetics teacher at Bible school sent people to the theatre
to watch it and write a review of it....It has some strong Christian parallels for sure. I would not go so
far as to say it is a 'Christian' movie, but it is certainly something we can use to relate the good
news of Christ.... 
  "The goal of new age is to enter a state of nothingness in order to connect to the Divine
consciousness... Matrix, on the other hand, is not about entering into a nothingness but finding true
reality."4

Chris is wrong about the New Age. Though built on the foundation of Eastern religions and earth-
centered spirituality, it downplayed Nirvana's "nothingness" and established a multi-faceted belief
system far more flexible and appealing to Western hedonism. But Neo's search for wisdom to save
the rebels of Zion -- and to "awaken" the human slaves of the Matrix -- could never lead to "true
reality." Instead, the ingenious plot twists truth into an enticing lie that mimics the New Age and
matches Gnosticism.

Gnosticism (from gnosis, the Greek word for knowledge) is an "umbrella word" for all sorts of
occult philosophies. The early Gnostics sought salvation and supernatural power through esoteric
knowledge -- a secret gnosis, not just ordinary knowledge. They saw the rest of the world held
captive to evil, while they were the enlightened remnant who found spiritual freedom and
transcendence in secret wisdom.

Hidden knowledge is key to the Matrix as well. Ignorance and illusion has, like a blanket, covered
the minds of the people and kept them in bondage. Only the secrets revealed first to Morpheus,
Trinity and other rebels, then to the reluctant Neo, can free them from the evil machines and the
programs that rule them. Modeling mind over matter, it shows that spiritual insights alter physical
realities. Or so it seems.

The main source of secret wisdom is an elderly female oracle. As in ancient Greek myths, where
the oracle functioned as a spiritual medium for the gods, her answers are ambiguous. But
Morpheus had no doubts about her authenticity. "She can help you find the path," he told Neo in
Matrix 1. Moments later, Neo stood in her reception room, where some of her young students were
practicing their magic. A blue-eyed boy with shaved head and a Buddhist-like robe told him how to
bend spoons with his mind. Neo succeeded on his first try.

"Everything the oracle has told me has come true," said Trinity.

In Matrix 2, a wise old Keymaker has also found a source of universal knowledge. Toward the end
of the movie, someone asks him, "How do you know all this?" 

"I know because I know," he answers. "It is my purpose."

That's all. No explanation needed. And in the context of the movie, it makes some sense. A digital
brain is, in effect, programming everything within the Matrix according to the will and purpose of
its masters.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/international/story/0,3604,958840,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/international/story/0,3604,958840,00.html
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But if you look beyond the material facade and see the movie as an allegory with deeper meanings
(which most fans do), you begin to unwrap more subtle suggestions. Many have done just that --
and found all kinds of spiritual implications. The key is perception. Just as lifelike computer-
generated pornography stirs lust as readily as actual porn photographs, so the perceived messages
plant impressions in the brain as effectively -- or more so -- than the dry facts. 

The Keymaker's comment is significant, for it touches on Gnostic fatalism. [See Gnostic symbol] And since
his words fits the movie's context, the message is heard again and again:

"We do only what we're meant to do."

"Causality, action, reaction, cause and effect.... Choice is an illusion...."

"Whatever happens happens for a reason."

"All that matters is feeling. Beneath our poised appearance, we are completely out of control....
Causality: we are forever slaves to it."

The last of the above quotes points to another Gnostic belief that fits both the Matrix and today's
culture. Fantasy and imagined experiences become more important than reality. The human slaves
in the Matrix are pacified through a virtual reality of feel-good experiences that hide their wretched
condition. (As a traitorous rebel acknowledged, "Ignorance is bliss!") Similarly, the emotional thrills
of just watching the movie may hide some of the consequences of mental immersion into its myths
and immorality.

In his article, "Gnosticism Reborn: The Matrix as Shamanic Journey," Jake Horsley writes,

The Matrix is serving the oldest and most respectable, most revered, cause of art: that of
enlightening the populace, by means both profound and ridiculous, to the Truth. Perhaps one in a
thousand of those who see the movie will recognize or even notice its Gnostic tenets; but regardless
of this, everyone who sees the film has effectively been exposed to them.... In the case of The
Matrix, the work is simply too inspired and effective (and affecting) to be anything but a work of
revelation...."2

These roots reach back to the cradle of civilization. The Wordsworth Dictionary of the Occult tells us
that "Gnosticism...first emerged in the Babylonian lowlands...." It involves "the spontaneous
expression of religious feeling.  It sustains and opposes official religion at one and the same time,
just as reality is driven hither and thither by poetry or dreams."5

Sounds confusing, doesn't it? Gnosticism, like the Matrix, defies logic and simple explanations. But
it appeals to human feelings, therefore, people accept it even if they can't define it. That's what
happened back in the 1st century. Blending Christian words with occult teaching, the early Gnostics
deceived many Christians.

To counter Gnostic distortions of the gospel, the apostle Paul wrote the familiar letter to the
Colossian church. In it, he warned his precious friends in Christ,

" Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, according to the tradition of
men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ. For in Him dwells all
the fullness of the Godhead bodily; and you are complete in Him, who is the head of all principality
and power." Colossians 2:8-10

Today, this unholy mix is once again seeping into churches -- largely through popular
entertainment.

Since "religious feeling" matters far more than facts, the movie is spotted with hints and allusions
to various beliefs. Be they Buddhist, Hindu, New Age or "Christian", most viewers can find familiar
reference points. These lower their resistance and help make even disturbing scenes palatable.

As Christian parents, we need to understand the mind-changing suggestions that plant indelible
images in unguarded minds. Remember, the feelings stirred by popular entertainment build
memories that often seem more real than reality itself. If we dismiss these powerful mental stimuli,
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we can't help our children and friends resist these seductions: 

1. Blood, brutality, violence and destruction. An abundance of studies show that visual or
imagined violence can lead to actual violence. People cannot fill their minds with wanton brutality
without mental and moral consequences. One of those consequences is an insatiable lust for an
ever-growing intensity of thrills. As the virtual violence of the past becomes boring, only a higher
level of shock and brutality can satisfy the craving.

The steps toward moral depravity include desensitization to the nature of evil and justification of
sin. Both play a part in the mental process of a Matrix fan who immerses himself in the Gnostic
myth and identifies with immoral heroes. [See The Power of Suggestion]

"Everyone deals falsely. ... Were they ashamed when they had committed
abomination?  No! They were not at all ashamed;  nor did they know how
to blush." Jeremiah 6:13-15

2. Occult empowerment. While Bible-based names add an illusion of truth to the Matrix myth, the
supernatural powers and beliefs of the main character is anything but Christian. Neo is a Kung Fu
expert with power to zoom through the air like Superman. His death (back in Matrix 1) at the hand
of an enemy agent with supernatural power took place in the dream world of the Matrix. And,
according to the convoluted context of the movie (Matrix 1), he also died back in Zion, the real
world. There -- like the prince who kissed Sleeping Beauty -- Trinity kissed the mouth of his dead
body, and he awakened from death -- endowed with the superpowers demonstrated in Matrix 2.

The old, familiar Power Rangers may seem innocuous by comparison, but they illustrate a genuine
problem with virtual violence and high-speed martial arts. Children around the world would watch
their favorite television show, then imitate their heroes by kicking sofas, siblings, dogs and moms.
In other words, what their minds had imagined, their bodies demonstrated in the "real world." 

The same principle applies to Neo's attempts (in Matrix 2)to save the wounded Trinity whose death
had been foretold. But Neo saves her and extracts the bullet. She seems to be dying in spite of his
efforts, so the grieving Neo reaches into her chest to massage her heart.

Since this, too, takes place in the dream world of programmed illusions, Neo's hand and Trinity's
body are shown as shadowy, translucent images. (The operation reminded me of the blood-less
psychic surgeries performed by occultist or shamans.) Trinity revives, and we see the physical
change in the real world as well as in the Matrix. In other words, what Neo does in the dream world
becomes effective in the real world. Shifting back and forth between the two worlds, the screen
documents the absolute correspondence between them.

But, you might argue, such correspondence fits the story. Yes, but viewers are also familiarized
with a most important occult principle. Watching that scene, I remembered the words of Peter, the
former occultist who explained the timeless nature of today's popular occultism. The slogan, "As
above, so below," assures occultists today -- as it did in secret societies centuries ago -- that the
magical feats they imagine in their minds will be actualized in the physical world.

"...the mystery of lawlessness is already at work...  The coming of the
lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and
lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish,
because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved.
And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should
believe the lie...." 2 Thessalonians 2:7-11

3. Ritual sex. Thirty minutes into Matrix Reloaded, the human rebels gather in their cavernous
underground home for a pep talk from Morpheus, their spiritual leader. Facing overwhelming odds,
they are told to pray and hope. Morpheus (some see him as a modern "John the Baptist") ends his
message with a rousing challenge to remember their home and identity: "This is Zion and we are
not afraid!"

The crowd responds with an orgy of drumming, jumping, colliding bodies and "freak" or "dirty
dancing." This sensual "rave" ritual reminded me of Israel's shameless celebration of the golden calf
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in the Sinai wilderness. God had called Moses away for 40 days to receive the Ten Commandments
and, in his absence, the people chose to trust an idol rather than the almighty God who had freed
them from slavery.

Pre-warned, I closed my eyes during most of this scene. When I finally looked up, I glimpsed the
sweating, swaying, partly unclothed bodies of the mob and, retreating into the distance, the bodies
of Neo and Trinity encapsulated in what looked like an oval altar.

Such sexual orgies have been practiced in most of the major pagan civilizations in the past.  Now,
in our postmodern, post-Christian era, the custom is being revived [See A Twist of Faith,  chapter 7] -- fueled,
in part, by today's revival of the more sensual forms of Gnosticism. Look at one of its many sects,
the Barbelo-Gnostics, who were identified with Sophia (Greek word for wisdom). In her article, "The
Uncomplicated Gnostic," Renee Ramsey writes:

"Pleasure and sensuality were accepted as normal and natural. Their practices included what might
be termed (today) as Tantric and as Magicka Sexualis."6

It sounds like a Biblical message about ancient Babylon, doesn't it? Listen to His warning addressed
to that notorious birthplace of Gnosticism:

"Your shame will be seen.... you who are given to pleasures.7 They shall come upon you...
because of the multitude of your sorceries.... For you have trusted in your wickedness; you have
said, ‘No one sees me.’ Your wisdom and your knowledge have warped you.... Let now the
astrologers, the stargazers, and the monthly prognosticators stand up and save you from what shall
come upon you." Isaiah 47:3-13

The Biblical description of Mystery Babylon shows how the evils of the ancient Babylonian
civilization would be multiplied in end times.  Notice "the mother of harlots" riding on the beast
who will return from some kind of death to rule the world as the Antichrist:

"The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet...  having in her hand a golden cup full of
abominations and the filthiness of her fornication. And on her forehead a name was written:
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, the MOTHER OF HARLOTS and of the abominations of the
earth. I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints....
     "I will tell you the mystery of the woman and of the beast that carries her, which has the seven
heads and the ten horns. The beast that you saw was, and is not, and will ascend out of the
bottomless pit and go to perdition. And those who dwell on the earth will marvel, whose names are
not written in the Book of Life from the foundation of the world, when they see the beast that was,
and is not, and yet is." Revelation 17:4-8

4. Gnostic mysticism and Counterfeit Christianity. Do you wonder why Christians would see the
Matrix -- with its immoral images and occult suggestions -- as Messianic or Christian?

The main reason is simple. We are easily deceived and we don't know God's Word well enough to
discern subtle distortions. Most of the other points have been mentioned:

In Matrix 1, Neo died and was resurrected. "Just like Christ," say his fans. But Neo's
fascination with Gnostic, New Age and Buddhist spiritual forces puts him in the opposite
camp. As you saw earlier, even the dreaded antichrist will return to life after a fatal wound.
In contrast, Jesus Christ became our Savior because He, our holy and perfect Lord and King,
took the punishment for our sins. To equate His death on the cross with Neo's death makes a
mockery of God's plan for our salvation.
Yet, Neo is "the One", the expected savior of the enslaved remnant of humanity. His victory
had been prophesied, and Zion's poor and lame flock to his door -- for miraculous help and
cures. Even while he meets their need, his mind is set on Trinity and sex.
Morpheus has been called "a father figure" or modern "John the Baptist." "Morpheus, you are
more the leader to us, you're a father," said a crew member on the hover craft,
Nebuchadnezzar.
Words such as Zion, Trinity, Nebuchadnezzar and prayer suggest Biblical connections. We
forget that, not long ago, the main occult systems of the Western world (alchemy,
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Rosicrucianism, Freemasonry and the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn) all used Biblical
words in their myths and philosophies. Like the serpent in the garden, they just twisted them
into lies that denied God's truth.

"All religious knowledge develops... from an ancient primitive origin,"5 wrote Andre Nataf in his
Dictionary of the 0ccult. He was almost right. All but Biblical Christianity can be adapted and
synthesized according to the whims of man and the "schemes of the devil".

In the Matrix, people have found karmic Hinduism and Tantric Buddhism (includes ritual sex) and
many other spiritual expressions in addition to the mystical distortion of Christianity. A brief scene
showing an altar adorned with candles, flowers, a traditional painting of Mary and various idols
(including a seated Buddha) honored this diversity.

But they all come together in Gnosticism. Called a "syncretistic whirlpool," it draws and distorts all
beliefs that can be adapted to its flexible guidelines and its false visions of freedom and unity.
Andre Nataf continues,

"As a sort of mystical existentialism, Gnosticism is the mother of freedom. The Gnostic wants to
proclaim himself the ally of creative divinity. ...When men find themselves again, evil will be
transcended on earth as well as in heaven."5

Notice how the words of the Lord's Prayer (Matthew 6:10) are used to teach the occult principle,
"As above, so below." No wonder it fits into the occult teachings of the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn, which we exposed in the article on Popular Occultism. "Gnosticism is the
philosophical foundation of hermetism," says Mr. Nataf. "It is instituted in the quest for the secret
of the universe...."5

Gnosticism has a plan of salvation, but its savior is not our Lord Jesus Christ. It has its own cosmic
drama, but this drama twists God's truths as shrewdly as did Satan's message to Eve in the
garden. It has its own set of "historical" myths, but these myths explain humanity's journey toward
saving knowledge, not toward saving faith.

From the beginning, Gnosticism has taught dualism (two opposing principles - good/evil, dark/light.
See the yin-yang). More recently, some of its many variations have also embraced a form of
monism (one God). But its unique monism is not simply a counterfeit of the Biblical God. Instead,
its spiritual government looks more like Tolkien's pantheon of co-creating, co-ruling gods which are
governed by a higher, more distant and less personal god.

One of its goals is restoration of "unity" and separation from "evil." Historically, its teaching focused
on separation between an evil body and a potentially good soul and spirit. But that meant
renunciation of lustful activities -- a discipline with little appeal in a world driven by feel-good
experiences. Eventually, most Gnostics traded asceticism for indulgence. Synthesizing some of the
teachings of Tantric Buddhism, it embraced all kinds of sexual experiences. Thus carnal as well as
spiritual knowledge found a place in the Gnostic quest for higher wisdom, magical prowess, secret
knowledge and spiritual enlightenment.

This quest may be the main answer to the Matrix puzzle. Those who "get it" become part of an
elite group of initiates into the secret knowledge that has intrigued seekers since the beginning of
time. "'You will not surely die,' the serpent assured Eve,

"For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil.' So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, that it was
pleasant to the eyes, and a tree desirable to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate." Genesis
3:4-6

The serpent promised life, but his lie led to spiritual death. So do all the counterfeit gospels and
tempting illusions that tantalize today's world.

There's only one way to salvation from bondage to evil: faith in the redeeming work of Jesus
Christ. To those who come to Him through the cross, He offers wisdom and knowledge that is far
greater than all the counterfeit messages of the master deceiver. For "'eye has not seen, nor ear
heard, nor have entered into the heart of man, the things which God has prepared for those who
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love Him.' But God has revealed them to us through His Spirit." 1 Corinthians 2:7-10

By His Spirit, we receive wisdom to discern the subtle lies that distort His truth. And by His Spirit,
we have the resources needed to "test all things; hold fast what is good [and] abstain from every
form of evil."  For He is more than willing to enable us.

"Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you completely; and may your whole
spirit, soul, and body be preserved blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
He who calls you is faithful, who also will do it."  1 Thessalonians 5:21-24

 "TRUTH" according to -
 The Bible The Matrix Gnosticism

Gospel

God's created people rebelled
against their Maker and chose to
follow their own ways. To
reconcile us to Himself, God
Himself took the form of man  and
gave His life. Thus Jesus Christ
paid the penalty for our sin, freed
us from bondage to our sinful
nature, and provided for all our
needs, now and forever.

Living in a dream
world, few humans
realize that they are
slaves to evil
machines. But some
awaken to the hope
that Neo, 'the One,'
will save them.

"The created universe and human experience
were characterized by a radical disjunction
between the spiritual, which was real, and the
physical, which was illusory. ... [S]parks of deity
became entrapped in the physical world. These
could be freed only by saving knowledge that
was revealed to a spiritual elite by a
transcendent messenger from the spirit world,
variously identified as Seth (one of the sons of
Adam), Jesus, or some other figure...."8

Hope

The confident certainty that God
will accomplish all He has
promised.
 (Romans 5:5; Romans 8:24-25;
Romans 8:25; Hebrews 6:18-19,
10:23)

   To save the human
race from the evil
machines.
  Based in part on
the uncertain
prophesy of an
Oracle believed to
tap into a higher
source of wisdom.

  Based on esoteric revelations, complex
philosophy and personal feelings
  Limited by fatalism, the belief that most people
have no control over what happens to them.
Fate (forces beyond their control) determines
what happens. But the enlightened seek
salvation through gnosis ( esoteric knowledge). 

Belief
(Faith)

...in the sovereign, all-powerful,
all-knowing God of the universe...
(El Shaddai, the Lord God Almighty)

  In Jesus Christ as our Savior,
Redeemer, Shepherd and Lord,
whose death and resurrection has
provided for all our needs, now
and forever. (Jesus)

...in Neo as savior,
Morpheus as spiritual
leader and father.
  References to
prayer, prophecy,
Trinity, Zion, etc.
suggests an
undefined spiritual
hierarchy. 

  ...in "an ever-unborn Supreme 'God' from
which flowed the transcendental Godhead.  ...
The chief of the lowest orders was Jehovah....
  "When his incarnated 'Son' was sent to Earth
to free people, He was killed. However, the
image of the Son (Jesus) was transferred to
another and thereby Jesus (incarnate) was not
killed!"6

Trinity

The Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit: One Holy Triune God with
different functions.
   The Holy Spirit enables us to
walk in His ways.
 

 Neo's lover.
  "If Morpheus can be
the father/God
image, and Neo the
dual-nature/Son
image, then Trinity
is the Spirit."1

  A counterfeit trinity made up of "God", "The
Eternal Feminine Principle" (Sophia = wisdom)
and Jesus, their Son.
  Sophia is a "Universal Mother and/or Cosmic
Concubine, the pure Spirit-daughter and consort
of the Highest Lord."  (See A Twist of Faith Chapter 2)

Focus God-centered Man-centered:
Humanistic

Humanistic. "Gnosis is a practical study, whose
principal theme is man's knowledge of himself,
his physical, psychological and spiritual
possibilities...."9

1. Originally referred only to the
Western ridge of Jerusalem. 

 The Gnostic gospel, First Apocalypse of
James, warns that Jerusalem (Zion) is a
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Zion

2. David made it Israel's capital
city and Solomon built its first
temple according to God's
revealed plan.

3. Because of Israel's gross
idolatry and disobedience, God
allowed Babylon's ruler,
Nebuchadnezzar, to destroy
Jerusalem and exile His people.
4. The prophesied Millennial City.
5. Heavenly Jerusalem

The cavernous
underground home
and hiding place of
the awakened ones -
the human rebels.

dwelling place of a great number of 'archons' or
evil angels. Jerusalem is stigmatized as the city
which 'gives the cup of bitterness to the sons of
light.'"
    Another Gnostic site, "Sophia - Zoe
Gnosticism," brings this lie:  "From Adam's
union with this demoness... sprang Asmodeus
and innumerable demons that still plague
mankind. Many generations later, Lilith and
Naamah came to Solomon's judgment seat,
disguised as harlots of Jerusalem. Lilith typifies
the Anath-worshipping Canaanite women, who
were permitted pre-nuptial promiscuity."10

Nebu-
chad-
nezzar

The Babylonian ruler who
conquered ancient Judah,
destroyed Jerusalem, demolished
Solomon's temple, and brought
the people into captivity in
Babylon. His strange prophetic
dreams were interpreted by
Daniel. (Daniel 4:1-37)

This friendly
hovercraft is like an
ark of refuge to the
human rebels, those
who have knowledge
concerning the evil
Matrix

"Gnosticism...first emerged in the Babylonian
lowlands." 5
  "The gnosis religion of Babylon was called
Mystery, because it contained 'secret
knowledge' disclosed only through: "blood-
oaths, oaths.. sexual rituals, and meanings of
coded riddles." This secret knowledge is
alleged to be identical to that 'gnosis-knowledge'
taught to Eve by the serpent... the 'good-
god.'...Eve is the whore goddess and high-
priestess."11

Note: Not his real name. For his safety, we are calling him Peter. If you have any questions, you can write to him at this email
address: askpeter_bba@yahoo.com

Endnotes:

1. David Bruce, "The Matrix" (1999) at  http://www.hollywoodjesus.com/matrix.htm (We don't recommend this website)

2. Jake Horsley, "Gnosticism Reborn: The Matrix as Shamanic Journey." (We don't recommend this website)

3. Duncan Campbell, "Matrix films blamed for series of murders by obsessed fans," The Guardian, May 19, 2003.
 4. Chris Priebe, Subject: Applications to the Christian Life and clarification of New Age issues," posted: 23 Jul 2000. A response to David Bruce.
See #1. 
5. Andre Nataf, Dictionary of the Occult (Ware, UK: Wordsworth Editions Ltd., 1988); page 36-37.

 6. Renee Ramsey, "The Uncomplicated Gnostic" at http://www.thelema.net/ramsey/Gnosticism.html#1

7. This doesn't mean the avoidance of genuine, God-given  pleasure and joy. But it does mean freedom from bondage to an obsessive
pursuit of the world's fleeting and addictive pleasures. See Rom 6:6-14

8. http://www.occultopedia.com/g/gnosticism.htm

9."About Gnosis" at http://www.gnosticeditions.com.au/about_gnosis_frame.html

10. "Sophia: Zoe Gnosticism - Female Instructing Principle" at www.piney.com/Dochypostas.html

11. Serpent Gnosticism, Apostasy Of All Ages at http://jesus-messiah.com/w-preach/wp-nt-17.html
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The Hour That Changes The World
by Dick Eastman

Dick Eastman is president of Every Home for Christ (formerly World Literature Crusade), headquartered in
Chatsworth, California, and is originator of the Change the World School of Prayer. Eastman's previous books
include No Easy Road (over 600,000 copies in print) and A Celebration of Praise. He has also co-authored another
prayer book, In Jesus Name , with hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford. The Hour That Changes The World comes
highly recommended by many pastors and church leaders. (For example, the Master's Seminary and Grace
Community Church [John MacArthur, president and pastor, respectively] use the book in both the school and the
church!) Yet we can find little to recommend it. The book is loaded with New Age references, is heavy in
mysticism, is ecumenical in its approach, is based upon an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 12-step/recovery model,
and contains various other teachings contrary to Scripture. Below are listed some of the quotes and comments that
detail these concerns:

(A) Ecumenism of Prayer: J.C. Ryle extols the virtue of prayer warriors implying that they have no doctrinal
bounds (pp. 13-14). Consider some of the prayer experts cited by Eastman: Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
(Catholic/Bibliography only); Brother Lawrence (Catholic/Chas. 1, 10); Rex Humbard (Hyper-charismatic/Intro.);
Jack Hayford (Hyper-charismatic/Bibliography only); Charles Finney (Intro, Conclusion); David Hubbard (Neo-
evangelical pres. of Fuller Sem./Intro., Chas. 3,11); E.W. Kenyon (Word-Faith movement/Cha. 4); Rosalind Rinker
(New Ager/Chas. 2,11); and Norman Grubb (Mystic/Bibliography only).

Some or all of these men were unbelievers. (Finney, for example, taught that Christ's death atoned for no sin, it was
just a "moral example.") The sacrifice and prayers of such are an abomination to the Lord [Prov 15:8; 28:9]. How
do we bring praise to the glory of God by endorsing, emulating, or joining with such men?

(B) 12-Step Recovery Program: This book is based on the currently popular twelve-step programs, that were
"Christianized" from Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) programs. Some, however, would say that Eastman is merely
employing a method for systematizing prayer (Eastman breaks down the daily hour of prayer into twelve, five
minute periods -- Praise; Waiting; Confession; Scripture Praying; Watching; Intercession; Petition; Thanksgiving;
Singing; Meditation; Listening; Praise) and that this has nothing to do with the AA model. Then why twelve steps;
why not ten, thirteen, or seven (the perfect number of God)? Eastman certainly hasn't come up with this system
from Scripture. 

At best, the twelve steps reflect the general acceptance by the public of twelve step successes. At worst, this is an
intentional agreement with 12-step programs and what they stand for. We tend to think the latter, as witnessed by
the statement on the book's back cover ("... Eastman responds with a twelve-step prayer program") and his
references on pp. 159-160 to AA's unknown god, "the Higher Power" ["... pray that lost souls will search for the
meaning of life. Claim that each will inwardly ask, 'What is my purpose for living ?' This, too, will cause those for
whom we intercede to contemplate the possibility of a Higher Power " and "This, too, will cause them to look for a
Power beyond themselves."] 

(C) Social Action Gospel: Eastman apparently believes that the only way to get a nation's peoples to believe the
gospel (Eastman is clearly Arminian in his theology) is to have their leaders bring some disaster upon them so that
the people will no longer trust the leaders; instead Eastman thinks this trust will default to the God of the Bible.
Incredibly, instead of praying that unbelieving peoples will hear the gospel and believe, Eastman wants us to pray
that they will be harmed: "Pray that political leaders, such as the leaders of a particular Chinese province, will do
certain things that will cause distrust throughout their province. When the people for whom we pray begin feeling
this deep distrust they will wonder whom they can trust. Soon they will look for someone to trust beyond
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themselves. Eventually this search will direct their thinking heavenward!" (p. 159). [Eastman makes the statement
that "Prayer alone will change the world" (p. 150). What happened to the Great Commission? What happened to
Romans 10:14-15? Where in the Bible is such a statement made?] 

(D) New Age/Spirit Guide Influence/Journaling: The quoting of Rosalind Rinker as a prayer authority who has
direct communication with God (p. 128), the free use of the language of the New Age (prayer "laboratory," "inner
self," and Demaray's "the law of the inner voice," where it is guaranteed that "we will hear His voice," p.130), and
the use of the story of Madame Guyon and her counselor, a Franciscan priest, (p. 31), all point to a view of prayer
that is much more "New Age" in its philosophy than it is Biblical. (Consider the term "laboratory." This is a term
commonly used by those in Silva Mind Control who teach how to reach out for/visualize a "spirit guide.")

Also disturbing is Eastman's use of "journaling," which has become quite popular among professing Christians as a
new genre of books emphasizes the "inner life" and presents various methodologies for "hearing from God." This is
not to say that meditating on the Word of God and seeking closer communication with Him and deeper insights into
His will ought not to be an important part of every Christian's life, but this same technique is used by occultists to
make contact with the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into
the "ancient wisdom" allegedly contained in the "collective unconscious." [Eastman's encouragement of journal-
keeping is strikingly similar to that of Ira Progoff, one of the foremost leaders in the application of Carl Jung's
depth psychology, known as Process Meditation. Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its
sacred Scriptures (including the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops,
retreats, and seminars are necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections
within each of us."]:

(1) "During the listening aspect of prayer you may wish to keep a note tablet handy to record these
impressions concerning your day. If a housewife asks God to help her plan the day's activities, she
should be ready to jot down any divine promptings ... Always remember, listening serves a practical
function. You are not merely listening for divine 'niceties' ... The value of having paper and pencil is
that it displays faith. It says to God, 'I believe you will truly speak to me, and I have come prepared to
record your instructions" [!!!] (p. 133).

(2) Few "Christian" books on journaling warn of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for
communication with God, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's
Word. Eastman gives a haphazard warning that makes us think that he actually does understand the
spiritual dangers of journaling: "There are dangers to be faced when we enter these deeper aspects of
prayer [because they are occultic in nature!!]. Much of prayer is an experiment [i.e., experientially
based, not Scripturally based] in spiritual growth that involves both failure and success" (p. 133).

(E) Mysticism: According to Augustus Strong in his Systematic Theology (pp. 31-32), there are two classes of
mysticism; true and false. Strong classifies true mysticism as "an illumination of the minds of all believers by the
Holy Spirit. The Spirit, however, makes no new revelation of truth, but uses for His instrument the truth already
revealed by Christ in nature and in the Scriptures. The illuminating work of the Spirit is therefore an opening of
men's minds to understand Christ's previous revelations." False mysticism is defined as "... holding to the
attainment of religious knowledge by direct communication from God, and by passive absorption of the human
activities into the divine. It either loses sight of (a) the outwart organs of revelation, nature and the Scriptures; (b)
the activity of the human powers in the reception of all religious knowledge; (c) the personality of man, and by
acquaintance, the personality of God." Eastman's book is thick with mysticism of the false kind:

(1) How about the image of Christ God gave Leonardo da Vinci (more than likely an unbeliever) after
he painted out his enemy, pictured as Judas Iscariot, in the Last Supper. God supposedly showed da
Vinci a vision of Christ, which da Vinci then painted. ("Then, in a flash, Leonardo da Vinci saw the
picture of Christ clearly" [p. 48].) Eastman wants us to believe that when one looks at the Last Supper
by da Vinci, one is seeing an actual picture of Jesus Christ (cf. Exo. 20:4)!
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(2) The "Brother Lawrence" cited by Eastman is otherwise known as Lawrence of the Resurrection.
Brother Lawrence was a 16th century French Catholic mystic. He did not get the material for his
writings from the Word of God, but from within his inner self (p. 121). [Mysticism is currently part of
a world-wide effort by a sect of Catholics to promote ecumenism.]

(3) Eastman admonishes us to ask the Holy Spirit to show us what we should claim in prayer and how
we should claim it. At best, this is asking for direct communication from God, and therefore, must be
classified as an aspect of false mysticism. At worst, this is a "name-it-and-claim-it" scheme.

(4) Eastman relates Hallesby's story of Bolette Hinderli (pp. 71-72). God supposedly gave Bolette a
vision of a prisoner to pray for -- "the young girl experienced an inner vision of a man in a prison cell.
She observed his face as plainly as the print on this page." Accompanying the vision was an inner voice
..." that urged Bolette to pray that the prisoner would not only be converted, but someday preach the
gospel himself. She prayed, he was converted, some years later she met him, recognized him from the
vision, and rejoiced! This is false mysticism!! [God has determined that we derive all of our knowledge
of Him, not through direct encounters, but through the written Word, the Bible, and in the Person and
work of His incarnate Son.]

-  Other teachings in the book that are contrary to the Scriptures:

(a) Eastman relates that "much of prayer is an experiment in spiritual growth." "Experiment" is from
the same root word as experience. Eastman appears to be saying that prayer is experiential and that the
successful practice of prayer is only determined by trial and error (p. 133). This is not found in the
Bible.

(b) Eastman quotes Bridgid Herman (evidently, a great authoritative teacher on prayer): "One hour of
such listening (to God) may give us a deeper insight into the mysteries of human nature, and a surer
instinct for Divine values, than a year's hard study or external intercourse with men" (p. 133). She is
saying that by listening for the voice of God in our prayers, we can develop a keener instinct for Divine
values than through Bible study!

(c) In Ephesians 1:3, God has revealed to us that we have been given all spiritual blessings. Yet,
Eastman informs us to take an inventory of the spiritual blessings we have been given recently (p. 98).

(d) Eastman is clearly Arminian in his theology; the best evidence of this comes from p. 158: "Of
course, we do know that every person has a will to choose or reject the message of Christ's love.
Therefore, we cannot ask God to force unbelievers ... to believe on Him." 

(e) Eastman urges frequent confession, even to the extent of adding up all of our sins for the previous
24 hours. Confession apparently is also just good catharsis (two psychologists "who have carefully
studied the psychological impact of prayer" tell us it is good for us). And besides, we will probably not
be able to function properly with unconfessed sin in our lives. (Here he cites da Vinci painting the Last
Supper and receiving his "vision" after a good, thorough bout of confession) [pp. 41-48].

(f) Eastman urges us to "thank God 'in advance' for blessings you expect Him to bestow on you in the
future" (p. 101). Keeping in mind some of the "experts" cited by Eastman, are we not getting close to a
"name-it-and-claim-it" mentality?

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/92
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Disney's POCAHONTAS
by Berit Kjos

Home

Assertive and free-spirited, the new Disney heroine models today's feminist ideal. Pocahontas follows her
dreams and submits to no one. Brave and athletic, she scales mountains, climbs trees, and steers a canoe
better than a man. Like "women who run with wolves," she does what she wants--and does it well.

"What is my path?" she asks the wise old spirit of Grandmother Willow, a magical tree in the forest. "How
am I ever going to find it?" "Listen..." says her enchanted counselor. "All around you are spirits, child. They
live in the earth, the water, the sky. If you listen, they will guide you." The Indian maiden believes. Why
shouldn't she? Not only does the tree spirit's advice fit the context of Disney's fictionalized history, it also
fits today's cultural shift toward a global spirituality, a seductive blend of all the world's religions. Few
realize that when children learn to see the world through a pantheistic 1 lens, our Christian words take on a
new universalist meaning.

The villains in Disney's new fantasy are the greedy white males who have come to exploit the land and steal
its gold. Even the best of them, handsome John Smith, is made to look foolish compared to the nature-wise
woman he loves. Their exchange of wisdom flows one way only: from Indian to European. So when Smith
unwittingly offers to build an English civilization on Indian lands, Pocahontas shows her disgust, then teaches
him a lesson on pagan oneness. Her message now echoes in the hearts of children everywhere through the hit
song "The Colors of the Wind", which keeps reminding them that mountains, trees... everything is filled with
spiritual life and linked in a never-ending circle.

It all makes sense when you watch the movie. With subtle mastery, its makers highlight the anti-Western
message and stir predictable indignation: How can the crude British sailors, so ignorant of the spiritual
things, call natives "heathen"? Those Christian intruders are the real savages who batter the earth and rob
its friends.

In contrast, the Indians seem flawless. They care for the land. They commune with its spirits. They love
each other. Kekata, the tribal shaman or medicine man provides spiritual protection and guidance. The
ghostly images in the smoke from his magic fire warn the tribe to shun the newcomers who "prowl the
earth like ravenous wolves." The only exception is John Smith who has learned to see life and nature from
Pocahonta's perspective. In the end, he risks his life to stop the war.

In line with today's quest for gender "equity", the deep spiritual insights come from women. As multicultural
lessons tell us: patriarchy brings war and oppression; matriarchy brings wisdom and peace -- especially if the
female heroines are non-Western. It doesn't matter if the source of matriarchal wisdom comes from
humans, ancestral spirits, or nature spirits. So when chief Powhatan feels the spirit of Pocahontas dead
mother guiding him, he heeds her lofty wisdom: "...there will be no more killing. Let us be guided instead to a
place of peace."

The true story about Pocahontas would have undermined Disney's politically correct message. It tells about a
girl between 10 and 14 years old, who helped the settlers of the Jamestown colony. They, in turn, shared
their Christian faith with her. Pocahontas apparently accepted Christ and was baptized. After she married
John Rolfe, the two traveled to England where she was "received at the court."2 On the return trip, the
brave 22-year-old died of smallpox.

Pocahontas' tribe belonged to the Algonkin family, a nation at war long before European settlers came. Dr.
Clark Wissler, an anthropologist recognized as a world authority on the American Indian, tells how the
"warlike" Iroquois invaded Algonkin country. Like other nations throughout history--Greek, Aztec, English,
etc.--they expanded into new territories. "The Algonkin were not merely at war with Iroquois but often with
each other. There were about a hundred Algonkin tribes... In revenge for past injuries, a few members of
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one tribe would stealthily approach the camp of a hostile tribe, take a scalp or two and escape.... [T]he
highest honors went to the man who was the most daring and ruthless in such raids...."3

Not unique to Indians, brutality has characterized all cultures inspired by occult powers--Norse, Aztec,
Babylonian, Nazi.... Disney simply twisted the fact. Remember, history documents Pocahontas' conversion to
Christianity, not Smith's conversion to pantheism.

But do the facts really matter? After all, this is only a Disney movie!

Columnist Thomas Sowell, Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, has an insightful
response: "The curriculum, the movie screen, the art gallery... are all ideological battlefields -- and in most
of these institutions, only one side is battling. That is why they are winning.... Being factually wrong does not
matter to those who are politically correct.... charges which turn out to be hoaxes do not bother them
because these charges serve to raise consciousness....4

To shift America's consciousness from a Judeo/Christian world view to a global/earth-centered perspective,
Disney and other social engineers have invented new role models not tainted by an uncompromising reality.
They know that rational arguments do less to change consciousness than an incessant flood of ideas and
impressions. Advertisers wouldn't pay millions for minute-long televised exposure if it didn't help sell their
product. Facts matters little compared to the perceived goodness and subjective feelings of the viewer.

Since Pocahontas majors in spectacular scenery, delightful animals, and feel good sentiments, its subtle
seductions are difficult to resist. People ask, "Why shouldn't we all be one family? How can it be wrong to
love and respect all religions? So much is good -- why focus on the bad?" The most seductive deceptions
hide behind "good" ideals. God calls His people be in the world but not of the world, to be missionaries but
not mission fields, to share His love without compromising His truth. That love must point the way to Christ,
not conform His message to the world. Spirituality without the cross 5 can only lead to disillusionment in the
present life and separation from God for eternity. While this politically incorrect message may divide and
disturb, we cannot change reality to fit popular beliefs. Pocahontas does just that.

Don't be discouraged. "Blessed are you," said Jesus, "when they revile and persecute you, and say all kinds
of evil against you falsely for My sake. Rejoice and be exceedingly glad for great is your reward in
heaven...."6

To equip your family to recognize and resist the earth-centered spirituality that permeates movies,
music, and public schools, read Brave New Schools and A Twist of Faith.

Endnotes:
1 Pantheism: all is god or god is in all. Usually found with polytheism: many gods or spirits.
2 Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 18 (Chicago: William Benton, 1968), 85.
3 Clark Wissler, Indians of the United States (New York: Anchor Book, 1940), 70-71.
4 Thomas Sowell, "The right to infiltrate," Forbes (March 13, 1995); 74.
5 Christ's death on the cross to cleanse and free us from sin is the heart of the gospel. The Native American promise of
unconditional entrance to heavenly bliss--taught as multicultural education--is deadly as well as deceptive.
6 Matthew 24:12, 5:11-12.
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Charles Stanley
Book Notes*

How To Handle Adversity

p. 16 -- "Sin ... causes our self-esteem to die ... All of these forms of death result in adversity to some degree."

pp. 19-20 -- Stanley relates the case of a rebellious son who is the product of a broken home. Stanley lays no blame
whatsoever on the son's sin (rebellion) for the cause of his circumstances (i.e., a broken relationship with his
mother), but places it all on the mother who was the reason for the broken home. Stanley's theology apparently
allows for only one possibility -- that one's suffering must be due to another's sin (which is the correct
interpretation in some cases), but he appears to give no weight to the probability that one's suffering could be due
to the "victim's" sinful response to the sin against him (which is the correct interpretation in most cases). He
thereby, by this apparent lack of understanding of Ezekiel 18, promotes blame-shifting and neglect of individual
responsibility for one's own actions/reactions.

pp. 27-42 -- In relating the account of the Lazarus story of John 11, Stanley encourages his readers to "try to forget
the end of the story and 'feel' as they [the Biblical characters] must have." This is a very feeling-/emotion-oriented
approach (rather than action/behavior-oriented), based entirely upon speculation rather than actual Biblical
narrative.

p. 34 -- Stanley uses the terms "rejection" and "compensate" in a standard psychological sense.

p. 43 -- "So many situations arising today seem to go beyond the bounds of what the Scriptures address." (Oh,
really!? -- in 2 Peter 1:3 and 1 Timothy 3:16, God says exactly the opposite!)

p. 50 -- "Every time I deal with an individual suffering from something that happened during childhood, I think,
'Lord, it was not this person's decision to be born into that home.'" (Freudian psychic determinism)

p. 85 -- Stanley evidently has great respect for Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), particularly its ability to lead men to
see their "need of a higher power." He claims that "there aren't any atheists in AA," since they have seen their need
and "the group allows members to discover or define for themselves what or who that higher power is." (Emphasis
added.) Stanley evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are leading AA
members to accept false gods (in this case, a kind of "Star Wars Force" as a substitute for the true, living, personal
God of the Bible).

pp. 108-109 -- Stanley relates the story of a lady who was presently "pushy" and "bossy" because of her childhood
where her parents had high expectations for her without any affection. This environment in which she grew up was,
therefore, the cause of her "aggressive spirit." Stanley gives no weight whatsoever to the fact that, even though
probably sinned against first by her parents, her response to this "sin" was sinful in and of itself. Instead, Stanley
says, "Every major family counseling session I have been involved in centered on problems that stemmed from
some family member's past. Because of this, I begin almost every session with questions about early family life."
(Emphasis added.) (The Bible says that problems may stem from some learned sinful response in the past, but
present sin is not caused by past experiences.)

p. 127 -- "Perhaps a recent tragedy or illness has left you wondering about your usefulness or self-worth."
(Emphasis added.)

p. 180 -- Espouses the Freudian concept of "denial."
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p. 188 -- "Truths ... are essential to maintaining the right perspective on adversity. The reason is that self-esteem
and confidence in God are usually two things affected most by tragedy." (Emphasis added.) (Stanley doesn't
explain how one reconciles the conflict between self-esteem and confidence in God.)

* To be fair to Dr. Stanley, the material he presents in Chapters 5 and 13, pp. 69-82 and 149-161, respectively, is
excellent.
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 Free cards with movie ticket

The Pokemon Movie
Pushing Peace, Power, and Politically Correct Conflict Resolution

by Berit Kjos

For background information, read The Dangers of Role Playing Games. To visit the website shown on the
Pokemon card below, click on http://www.wizards.com/Pokemon/movie.asp

Home

"For lifelong learning to become a reality, a whole new ethic will
have to grip the American imagination."1 (President Clinton, 1994)

"Maybe if we start looking at what’s the same rather than what’s
different.... " (Pokemon: The First Movie)

"Conflict is a natural, vital part of life.... The challenge for people in
conflict is to apply the principles of creative cooperation in their
human relationships." (Conflict Resolution Education: A Guide to
Implementing Programs in Schools, Youth-Serving Organizations,
and Community and Juvenile Justice Settings.

I admit it. Boredom distracted me more than the cheers and
laughter of the young crowd around me. One parent called it "Pokemon torture." Without the
fervent devotion that draws young fans in unprecedented numbers to the strange world of
Japanese anime, it’s not much fun to watch "The First Movie: Mewtwo Strikes Back" - one of the
most popular movies in Japan last year.

But to the excited children who skipped schools to see it, the movie reinforces the context and
thrills of the Pokemon world they have already learned to love. To many parents, that same fantasy
world seems confusing yet tame compared to other choices at the theatre. Therefore, our
objections may not matter much to non-Christian families. However, parents who want to raise
their children to follow God may want to consider these concerns:

The shrewd marketing strategies that fuels the Pokemania.
The way the movie manipulates a child's imagination.
The group thinking and collective "consciousness" it promotes.
The pantheistic spirituality behind the psychic energies it touts.
The artificial conflict it creates and how this context supports the globalist quest for universal

participation in conflict resolution and other manipulative forms of the consensus process.

NINTENDO'S MARKETING SCHEMES. The show begins with "Pikachu's Vacation," a 22-minute lead-
in film guaranteed to feed the greed stirred by Nintendo’s enchanting Pokemon (POcKEt MONsters).
Children already bombarded with the ever-present slogan, "Gotta catch them all," watch their
favorite monsters show off their unique battle strengths and their cooperative spirits. The latter
seems strangely at odds with the Pokemania which drives kids to steal, cheat, fight and stab in
order to "catch all" the coveted trading cards. One recently sold at a school for $500.

It's no wonder that kids are caught up in the frenzy and, occasionally, in violence. The ads, the TV
stories, the movie promotion, and the peer pressures stir wants and cravings even adults find it
hard to control. Cravings demand satisfaction, and unfulfilled cravings stir frustration, anger, and
hatred toward anyone who thwarts their immediate gratification -- be it peers, teachers, principals,
or parents. The movie's reminders that peace overcomes conflict does little to actually still the
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demands of a human nature enticed by today's marketing moguls.

MANIPULATION or IMAGINATION? Yet the two themes – peace and psychic power – weave through
the double feature from beginning to end. The latter appeals to children's growing lust for virtual
violence and spiritual power, while the short sermons on peace and cooperation provide a smoke-
screen for the more disturbing messages that children best remember. "That movie makes me want
to fight," said one boy. His imaginary power had triumphed over the call to peace.

This conflict between human nature and noble ideals is vital to the worldwide education program,
and the Pokemon version of "edutainment" fits right in. Through entertainment, it instills new
beliefs and values. It sets the stage for dialogue and group thinking. And it fills each child's mind
with the same violent images, nice-sounding sentiments, and unspoken need to resolve the inner
conflict between the two opposites. The child becomes part of a like-minded group which reinforces
the new collective values. Meanwhile, the child has too much fun to think rationally about what's
happening to him.

These opposing messages are not new to Christian Pokemon fans. Our culture has already been
prompting them to conform their home-taught conscience to more popular values that please their
peers. Most children want more trading cards, more battles, more of the television stories, and
more Pokemon gadgets. Peaceful ideals yield to the pressure of the group which has been drilled in
the Pokemon vision and commission to "catch them all."

While children hear and proclaim ideals such as kindness and cooperation, they are led into a
virtual Pokemon world of power, battles, cheating, and greed. But don’t think that those mental
images come from their own minds. The Pokemon movie and television episodes don’t just stir the
imagination, they steer it. Unlike the simple toys of past centuries that prompted the child to
depend on their own imagination, the movie's link to toys and games creates a context for the
child’s imagined experiences. This context determines how they use their toys, games, and gadgets.
In other words, today’s entertainment industry feeds, manipulates and directs the child’s mind and
imagination.

Where, then, does the movie lead our children? How does it fit the worldwide quest of common
beliefs and values? Finally, what factors in the Pokemon movie correspond to conflict resolution, the
manipulative worldwide program that uses conflicts -- real and imagined -- to conform children’s
thinking, attitudes, values, and relationships to an "evolving" global ideal?

The last part is heavy. Yet, since people around the world will be pressured to conform to the new
thinking, we need to understand the process and guard against the subtle public messages that
support it. Entertainment plays a big role in this transformation.

 

COMMON BELIEFS AND VALUES

First, take a look at some definitions. They explain the innocent sounding forces that are part of
the entire Pokemon family, not just the monsters called Hypno, Haunter, Mewtwo, and Kadabra
(the psychic Pokemon).

PSYCHIC (Ch'i
or Ki) Energy

Defined from
an occult
perspective in
the Donning
International
Psychic
Dictionary by

"An intelligent, powerful, invisible force… capable of being controlled and
directed by the human mind; 1. Capable of being channeled out through the
brain, palms, and eyes; 2. Can be transmitted through space into other living
organisms and through matter; 3. Occurs when willed or occurs spontaneously;
4. Invisible energy living in all organisms and matter, connected throughout all
the universes; psychic energy is an aspect of electricity…6. Controlled and
employed under certain conditions that mankind does not fully understand…
tunes into the etheric world vibrational frequencies reaching from cosmic
consciousness…. 9. Transmits knowledge to the mind, and manipulates
matter…. 10. Frequently comes from an intelligent, powerful energy field known
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June G.
Bletzer, Ph.D. as highly evolved soul-minds in invisible bodies… 12. A primordial form of

intelligence pervading the universe and affecting its course."

  Ch'i or Ki (China & Japan) "An immutable principle in the… vital life force; Synonyms:
Tch’i, Qi, Prana, Biocosmic energy, Psi (Psychic) energy...."

  Psychic
Consciousness "An altered state of consciousness… as in sleep, hypnosis, meditation, and the

opening of psychic doors…."

The dark and scary main feature, "Meowtwo Strikes Back," opens with the creation of "the world’s
most powerful pokemon." Ambitious human scientists had cloned a super-monster from the DNA of
the "rarest of all pokemon," the sweet, kitty-like Mew. But their creation, Mewtwo, proves far more
ambitious than his gentle genetic twin.

"Am I only a copy?"complains Mewtwo. "Nothing but Mew’s shadow?"

"You are greater than Mew," answered the scientists. "…We used the most advanced techniques to
develop your awesome psychic powers."

The answer fails to satisfy Mewtwo's quest for identity and purpose, so he repeats his question. He
hates being "just an experiment." Offended and enraged, he hurls his mighty psychic powers at his
uncaring human makers, destroys their laboratories – an action sure to please anti-technology
environmentalists -- and sets off to create his own world.

When invited to form a partnership with another human, he hesitates. But the offer sounds good:
"With your psychic powers and my resources, together we can control the world…. I will show you a
way to focus your powers that will make you invincible."

Mewtwo trusts and learns, then discovers that the human tutor had tricked him. With his spiritual
power more focused than ever, he determines to rule the world alone: "Now I have my own
purpose…. to create my own world by destroying yours." Apparently, his psychological wounds
pushed him into a life of evil.

The scene shifts to 10-year-old pokemon trainer Ash and his friends Brock and Misty. Their
Pokemon bring the "good" side of the psychic force: the pantheistic Ch'i or Ki energy behind
Japanese martial arts, Tai Chi, Chi Kung, and many holistic health practices such as Polarity. (See
excerpt from A Twist of Faith) A standard pokemon battle follows and the familiar theme song
beats out the Pokemon vision to an audience already sold on the new games, gadgets and group
thinking:

"I will travel across the land 
Searching far and wide 

Each Pokeman to understand 
The power that's inside. 
Gotta catch them all!"

The "power inside" his Pokemon gives Ash the needed tools to fight and defeat Mewtwo’s cruel
scheme. In the movie, the link between this "good" psychic force and the spirit of love and unity
becomes the winning ingredient. It all sounds fine to those who don't understand the spiritual battle
that has been raging since the beginning of time -- nor remember God’s command: "You shall have
no other god besides Me."

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Since the "edutainment" industry – from Hollywood to Japan – tends to clash with traditional
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American values, it creates conflict outside as well as within its movies. Its moral and spiritual
guidance produce imagined experiences that change behavior and often divide families. These
imaginary experiences often leave heart-felt memories as strong and influential as those based on
actual experience. In turn, these powerful memories and messages, reinforced through multicultural
education and other media impressions, change behavior as well as minds.

To resolve the inner conflict (dissonance) between the old beliefs and new imaginary thrills, children
with a Bible-trained conscience learn to rationalize their wants and justify their actions. In the
process, they sear their conscience and build resentment toward God’s guidelines. Like Adam and
Eve, they tend to run from God. That's not hard to do, since His authority has been undermined by
our schools from coast to coast. Through the consensus process (facilitated group dialogue) children
have learned to create "their own" values based on peer pressure and group thinking. To them,
God's standards no longer fit. Many of the "Christians" who responded to our first Pokemon article
fit this category. (See Comments)

"Conflict resolution" has become a familiar adaptation of the consensus process everywhere. Used
to resolve social conflicts, it has changed the way people relate to each other in schools,
government, business, and community groups. While its immediate goals sound good, its ultimate
goal is to conform young and old to the collective society where conflict and individualism have
been replaced with compromise and collective thinking.

As I mentioned in the Mental Health article, children who refuse to conform may be considered
handicapped. According to a Teacher Training Manual from the National Training Institute for
Applied Behavioral Science,

"Although they appear to behave appropriately and seem normal by most cultural
standards, they may actually be in need of mental health care in order to help them
change, adapt, and conform to the planned society in which there will be no conflict of
attitudes or beliefs." 16

"Conflict resolution" outlines the steps to the envisioned peace -- a state of mental and social unity.
It's the heart of UNESCO's vision for world education and the aim of its new chief, the Japanese
diplomat, Koichiro Matsuura. (We hope to finish our report on his goals soon) Around the world,
education and health establishments are already working closely with the entertainment media.
These government-media partnerships are outlined in the UN's Local Agenda 21 Planning Guide, in
the President's Council on Sustainable Development's report titled Sustainable America, and in the
U.S. Department of Education's Community Action Toolkit.

Within this unity envisioned by UNESCO, President Clinton, and other leaders around the world,
certain kinds of diversity would be allowed, even encouraged. People would still be free to call
themselves Christians, Muslims or Buddhists. But Christians must conform their faith to a universal
model for spirituality. Buddhism fits this global spirituality well, but only a cross-less, all-inclusive
form of "Christianity" would be tolerated. Everyone wants peace, therefore few dare criticize the
new standards for "healthy communities."

The practical steps to solidarity are outlined in documents available through our U.S. Department of
Education. Its website includes the book, Creating Safe and Drug-Free Schools, An Action Guide.
The section titled "Conflict Resolution" lists four progressive "Strategies for Approaching Conflict
Resolution:" (1) Peer Mediation, (2) Process Curriculum, (3) Peaceable Classrooms, and (4)
Peaceable Schools. The last strategy calls parents and all other members of the school community
to participate in a new management system (TQM) and the consensus and conflict resolution
process. No one is exempt.

Before we return to Mewtwo and the Pokemon world, take a look at some details of this worldwide
process. Our Department of Education's website provides a link to a curriculum titled Conflict
Resolution Education. Its "Chapter 4: Peaceable Classroom Approach," shows how students can
learn "to take responsibility for their actions and develop a sense of connectedness to others and
their environment." The process requires that the students --
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Understand and analyze conflict.
Understand peace and peacemaking. 
Recognize the role of perceptions and biases. 
Identify feelings. 
Identify factors that cause escalation. 
Handle anger and other feelings appropriately.

The steps sound good, don't they? But the "understanding" taught through the consensus process
doesn't fit reality. It doesn't show the truth about human nature. Instead it blames social conflict
on "hateful" and "separative" beliefs such as Biblical Christianity with its absolute truths. Since such
moral standards hold us accountable, they offend and divide people. Determined to usher in a
millennium with accountability to the group or "collective" instead of God, our education and
entertainment leaders present stories and fantasies that blame "separateness" (based on traditional
values) for social problems. (See Mental Health)

The world's solution to social conflict is compromise, willingness to seek "common ground," and
pre-planned consensus positions -- one that moves closer to the global ideal week by week. To
reach this middle ground, every group member must "feel" each other's emotions, empathize with
each other's cravings, and share their own emotions. (See Brainwashing) Those who refuse to
compromise face positive and negative incentives (peer approval or ridicule, rejection, low scoring
assessments, etc.).

But, you may argue, some beliefs and convictions can be harmful. That's true, but the aim of this
process is not primarily to change or fix students involved in drugs, occult practices, or other
dangers. It's to undermine faith, absolute truths, and any other hindrance to consensus so that
everyone can be manipulated through their feelings. And in the Pokemon movie, feelings and group
consciousness, not facts or faith, win the peace.

POKEMON AND COMMON GROUND

The movie suggested a kind-hearted solution to conflict: "Maybe if we start looking at what’s the
same rather than what’s different...." This slogan wasn't invented by the Japanese animators. It
was the heart of UNESCO's world education and the consensus process long before Pokemon was
created. Mewtwo repeats this sentiment at the end of the movie, after an emotional drama that
reconciled the good and the evil forces. His confession and moral lesson seems aimed at educating
rather than entertaining the masses:

"The humans sacrificed themselves to save their pokemon. I pitted them against each
other, but not until they set aside their differences did I see the true power they all
shared inside. I see now that the circumstances of one’s birth are irrelevant. It’s what
you do with the gift of life that determines who you are."

This enticing blend of truth and illusion makes sense in the Pokemon fantasy world. The audience
sees only trivial differences. Parents and children are left with the impression (a mental image, not
a fact) that simply setting aside our differences could end social conflict.

The solution is not that simple. Some differences -- such as skin color -- should be ignored. But
where faith and conscience divide us, today's global quest for unity undermines our most basic
American freedom. After all, some of our most offensive differences are vital to our faith: Our God
is not like other gods. The Bible is not like other "sacred" scriptures. All lifestyles are not equally
healthy. And all religions do not lead to the same ultimate reality. There can be no genuine oneness
between a true Christian and those who follow the world and its spirit. (2 Corinthians 6:14-18)
That's why Jesus told his disciples to expect persecution, not love, from the world. (John 15:20)
Those who love Him cannot follow the ways of the world. As Jesus told His disciples,

"Wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter
through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few
find it." (Matthew 7:13-14)
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Like the televised Pokemon tales, this movie tempts Christian children to trade faith in God for faith
in the spiritual force popularized through Pokemon, Star Wars, and countless other sources. Few
will remember to resist, for its message brings an assault on their emotions, not their intellect.
This is one reason films and fantasy are vital to the cultural transformation.

Feelings -- especially fear and anger -- are vital to conflict resolution. In consensus groups of all
kinds, well trained facilitators use emotions stirred by politically correct stories and "information" to
arouse strong feelings, manipulate and direct those feelings toward resisters, and build social
activists accountable to the group, not God. The Pokemon movie helps set the stage by stirring
emotions that will guide peer groups around the world. And

The evil Mewtwo captured and cloned Ash's Pokemon, then sent his army of clones to fight the
others. In the midst of the angry slug-fest, only Pikachu refused to hit back. The others began to
notice the brave but sad little pokemon who stood still, absorbing blow after blow from his angry
clone. Suddenly a collective miracle happened. The other pokemon stopped fighting and wept with
the little hero. Moments later, when the heart-broken Pikachu tried to revive Ash, his slain master,
even Mewtwo stopped his assault. The Christ-like example had touched everyone's heart. But the
persuasive final images of peer power should bring Christians a sober warning. For the group feeling
of empathy produced group consciousness and group energy -- or rather, psychic energy. And it
worked.

A decade ago, New Agers dreamed of Harmonic Convergence and spiritual evolution through mass
consciousness. Now at the turn of the millennium, the youthful masses are catching the vision as
well. They dream of global transformation, peace, and love -- the fruit of the global plans for a
united world. But God has a different message:

"Know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of
themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,
unthankful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal,
despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers
of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people turn
away!

.... all who desire to live godly in Christ Jesus will suffer persecution. But evil men and
impostors will grow worse and worse, deceiving and being deceived. But you must
continue in the things which you have learned...." (2 Timothy 3:1-13)

Christians need to prepare for the days ahead. The Biblical blueprint matches the signs of our
times. Both point to anger, oppression, and persecution of those who follow God. In the midst of
these dangers, He offers His people all the strength and joy we need to triumph. By His wonderful
grace, families can stand immovable, demonstrating genuine peace and love, no matter what kinds
of conflicts rage around us.

"Fear not, for I have redeemed you;
I have called you by your name; You are Mine. 

When you pass through the waters, I will be with you;
And through the rivers, they shall not overflow you.

When you walk through the fire, you shall not be burned…. 
For I am the LORD your God…. 

You are precious in My sight… and I have loved you.…"

Isaiah 43:1-5

This article lays the foundation for the next one: "Pokemon and the New Chief of UNESCO." The
Japanese diplomat who was chosen to head the UN agency that reigns over the global education

program (see Goals 2000) has been focusing on "peacemaking." This process -- based on the nice-
sounding promises of conflict resolution -- means that every human resource around the world

must participate in the dialogues that conform their values to UN ideology. (See Brainwashing) The
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Japanese Pokemon movie illustrates the needed tension between social violence and the peaceful
ideal -- which must be resolved by changing beliefs and retraining the conscience.

Endnotes:

1. William J. Clinton, Education Record (Spring, 1994).
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The JESUS Film Project: Ecumenism & Apostasy?
A Review of I Just Saw JESUS (Paul Eshleman)*

The JESUS Film Project of Campus Crusade for Christ is a "movement ... committed to helping fulfill the Great
Commission," as stated by Bill Bright in the forward to a book entitled I Just Saw JESUS by Paul Eshleman. The
book was written by the director of the Project, who since 1971 has been a leader with Campus Crusade for Christ
and is also chairman of the American Lausanne Committee for World Evangelism.

I Just Saw JESUS tells the story of a 1979 multi-million dollar Hollywood film which has been mass produced and
is today being promoted and shown in all parts of the world by trained Campus Crusade for Christ personnel. The
purpose, as outlined in the book, is to fulfill the Great Commission by the year 2000. However, the book reveals a
bias toward ecumenism, "another gospel" of easy believism, charismatic theology including directly confronting
demons, admission to tampering with the true story of Jesus' death in order to not offend Jewish people, and
consultation with Coca-Cola to learn how to market the film as well as the soft drink. Complete with bad theology
and joining with Roman Catholics, the Project has recently begun to market character education curriculum based
on relativism and "natural law," and an international school curriculum. One must wonder how credible such
curriculum could be when the Film Project itself doesn't have a correct theological foundation.

Presented as if the film goes beyond depiction of Biblical events to actually bringing the true Jesus to the screen,
Eshleman describes one event surrounding the showing of the film as "something that would have happened in the
Book of Acts" (p. 151). Apparently not having a good foundation of sound doctrine, an excited Eshleman is unable
to explain countless bizarre experiences once thought to be reserved for the apostolic age -- as if they were
somehow resurrected by the creation of the film. The accounts of mysterious events surrounding people seeing the
"Jesus" of the film are described almost as a Roman Catholic might describe an apparition of Mary at Fatima or
Lourdes.

This does not seem so unusual, however, since the author treats Roman Catholicism, whose blasphemous doctrines
include works salvation, as a denomination within Christianity. He also states that his organization does not "plant"
Campus Crusade for Christ churches, but churches of "different denominations." Would this include Catholic
churches? There are certainly enough instances in the book where no distinction is made between the beliefs of
Roman Catholics and Protestants. And the film is apparently presented in such an ecumenical light that "the
communications office for the U.S. Catholic Charismatic Renewal shipped tickets to prayer group leaders all over
the country ... Sister Rosemary in San Bernardino, California, sold more than eight thousand tickets herself" (p. 71).
The true Gospel message should convict people of their participation in a false religious system, bringing them to
saving faith, not make them more comfortable in their lost state.

Eshleman tells the story of one of the JESUS Film team groups in Thailand that had decided to spend the night in a
village before returning home. The account of the experience says a great deal about the theological understanding
of Campus Crusade's JESUS Film personnel. It reads almost like a Stephen King novel:

"They were told they could sleep in the Buddhist temple; they were not told that this temple was known
for miles around for its inhabiting demons. Others who had tried to stay there either had been run out
before morning or had been found dead the next day ... Shortly after drifting off to sleep they were
awakened by a hideous beast. There in the corner of the room appeared the most frightful image they
had ever seen. Fear struck them all like an icy fist ... 'Let's do what Jesus does in the film,' someone
shouted. So together they prayed, and cast the demon out of the temple in the name of Jesus! Sensing
that the demon had lost his power in the presence of the Son of God, the entire team fell into peaceful
sleep" (p. 112).

Since when do missionaries in a foreign land refer to films for their theology and guidance rather than the written
Word of God? Shouldn't they have been asking what the Lord instructs us to do in such situations rather than the
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"Jesus" of the film?

In another situation, Eshleman describes a Muslim merchant who had read some of the New Testament and "knew
this was the truth he sought ... (but) was not sure how to draw it into his life." When the film's showing required a
Christian sponsor he said, "I am a Christian." Subwi, the man just described, was the husband of a non-believer.
The story is told:

"And Subwi's wife? She put up such an antagonistic resistance to his new faith in Christ that an evil
spirit moved into their home. 'My wife knew it well,' Subwi told me. 'We could not see it but
whichever room it was in had the odor of a dead body, and you could tell when it moved from room to
room. Every time I knew the spirit was there I would command it to leave in the name of Jesus and it
would leave" (p. 120).

No clarification of the story was made to correct Subwi's approach to demonic activity. And it was never suggested
that he needed to call upon our Heavenly Father for protection. Nor was it explained that salvation is not just a
matter of drawing Jesus into our lives. Simply to read the Bible and be interested in Jesus Christ does not constitute
salvation. Certainly our merciful God understands the hearts of those who call upon Him, but for the sake of the
reader, the writer might have clarified these points -- that is, if he even realized they were incorrect. Instead, he
never describes what true salvation is; he only explains the unusual events from his own perspective:

"To those of us 'older,' more westernized believers, voodoo and demons, healings and angels are
somewhat 'out of the ordinary' and a little hard to believe. Certainly we acknowledge that God can still
work miracles -- after all, He is the same yesterday, today and forever. But it is still a bit baffling to
some of us "conservative" folks to hear what is happening in other parts of the world" (p. 109).

Next, Eshleman tells a story involving a group of "thugs" who intended to rob the film team of their equipment.
Again, this account fits with charismatic or Roman Catholic theology, not with the Word of God:

"But as they approached the entrance, they were startled by two brilliant white beings filling the
doorway. Both were over eight feet tall and brandished flaming swords. Frightened the robbers ran into
the darkness ... Hiding in the bushes, they convinced themselves that they had probably seen a ghost
and decided to try again. They went around to the back door this time, but again the figures appeared,
blocking the entrance, keeping them from what they had come to steal ... One of the robbers cried out,
'If this is the power of their God, we dare not steal from them!'" (pp. 112-113).

Besides the accounts of demons being spoken to and cast out (which is reserved for God to do) and miraculous
healings, in one particular story a witch doctor (bhaghat) in India "realized that Jesus was a powerful God." This
incredible story speaks for itself:

"In a flyer about the film he found a photograph of this Jesus, and, taking it home, he carefully placed
it with the pictures he already had of other gods and sacred beings that he worshiped ... Starting at the
beginning he looked carefully at each face. Some were beautiful, some grotesque, but finally he was
looking again into the eyes of the man Jesus. They could not all be the same, he reasoned. There had to
be one God who was more powerful than all the rest, and He would be the one true God. Yet how
would he know which one it was? A test. That was the answer, a test that only the most powerful God
of all would be able to pass ... The searching bhaghat laid a tiny ball of dried cow dung, a common fuel
burned in India, directly in front of each picture. He believed that only the one true God would have
power enough to ignite the ball of fuel that sat before his picture. He put the last of it out and stepped
back to wait ... Almost immediately the bit of fuel in front of the picture of Jesus burst into flame and
burned until it was gone. It was the only one and it was enough to convince him that Jesus was the one
true God he longed to know. Without a second thought, he rid his home of the false gods he had
worshiped, and now he spends much of his time sharing with the other bhaghats of his city how it is he
is so sure that Jesus is the one true God" (pp. 114-115).
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Based on a witch doctor's challenge, would the one true God ignite a piece of cow dung in front of an actor's photo
to prove that Jesus is the true God? Hasn't God already proven Himself to us through His Word -- that He is greater
than the gods of this world -- without having to pass a test? If God responded to our challenges, couldn't this test
even run the risk of the man worshiping the photo rather than the true Christ? Did the man truly become saved by
this unscriptural method?

The story never even indicates whether or not the witch doctor became a true Christian. In fact, none of the
described conversion experiences ever truly spell out salvation, and nowhere in the book is there a reference to our
Heavenly Father. Yet Jesus Christ told us to pray to the Father. Instead, everything is related to meeting "Jesus."
Sometimes people viewing the film were described as "sitting at the feet of Jesus."

Eshleman goes on to explain how the JESUS Film Project decided to down play the Jewish role in Jesus Christ's
death:

"Mark Tannenbaum, head of the American Conference of Christians and Jews, bestowed his blessing
and backing. 'My primary concern,' he said, 'is that we don't add to existing anti-Semitism by
portraying the Jews as Christ-killers again.' ... That thought had never crossed my mind before; the
Jews had not killed Christ. It was my sin that kept Him on the cross ... But we decided that to help
prevent the Jews from being blamed for Christ's death we would introduce Pilate with the following
words: 'He was handed over to Pontius Pilate, the most vicious of all Roman procurators, alone
responsible for the crucifixion of thousands.' ... [Roman Catholic] Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen
personally gave his warm approval" (p. 47).

Were they afraid that the true Biblical account of Jesus Christ's crucifixion would offend people? And why seek the
approval of a Roman Catholic leader?

There are other problems with the JESUS Film Project too numerous to name in this short report. True Christians
should seriously reconsider their support for a film and its sponsoring organization whose planning involved
changing the true story of Christ so as to not offend certain people. Isn't the Word of God still sufficient for
presenting the true Gospel? Without careful study of the film script, how will we know if other ecumenical
compromises might be contained in the film? By admission, we know of one. And beyond that, Campus Crusade's
personnel claim to have spoken directly to Satan's demons to "cast them out" at numerous showings (per Eshleman
in his book).

The Word of God is sufficient for outlining the true means of salvation. And it is sufficient for exposing false
teaching. We are to avoid the appearance of evil, and must enter by the narrow gate. If we lead others through the
broad gate, great is the loss, and great is our accountability. Association with, and promotion of, the JESUS Film
Project places one in a very compromising position. Did Paul not instruct us to refuse any other gospel? A false
gospel gives people a false sense of eternal security.

Charismatic or weak theology can lead to ecumenism and even apostasy by being vulnerable to uniting with New
Age/Occult theology. This puts a hole in our armor, and is not only dangerous to ourselves, but to those who are
lead through the "wide gate." If the missionaries of the New Age and other religions such as Roman Catholicism
find it so easy to work in union toward the same goals with projects such as this, does it not bring up a question
about how much truth is presented in the film? Shouldn't it either offend or convert, not just give the viewers a
warm fuzzy feeling inside?

The charismatic movement's influence has spiritualized the film of Jesus' life, just as its teachers often spiritualize
Scripture. The film also appears to be elevated to the level of Scripture. Eshleman says: "Far beyond entertainment,
the film evangelizes, edifies, teaches and makes disciples" (p. 177).

Whether it is the ecumenism, easy believism, charismatic theology, tampering with the true story of our Lord Jesus
Christ, or just the Coca-Cola-like marketing methods used, the JESUS Film Project goes far beyond depicting an
accurate Biblical account of Christ's life. We must seriously consider the impact we might have in supporting such
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an agenda by promoting in any way the film or the organization behind it.

* This report has been adapted from an October 1996 report by K.E. Barr, which also appeared as Appendix B of
the booklet Unholy Alliances 2000. The booklet is available for $5.00 from The Bookery, P.O. Box 1316, Laurie,
Missouri 65038.
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The Prince of Egypt Home

Index

"Did you see the Prince of Egypt," my son David asked a friend who called during Christmas
vacation.

"No, and I don't plan to," Ron answered.

"Why not?"

"Because it's biased and religious, and I don't want to be influenced by it."

"But you saw Pocahontas and Seven Days in Tibet. They are biased toward Native American and
Buddhist religions. What's the difference?"

"This is from the Bible. It's so blatant. I think it's wrong for parents to let their children see it
before they have a chance to make up their own mind about religions."

Ron calls himself a Christian, but he resents biblical absolutes such as God's unchanging moral
standards and the Ten Commandments. He "respects" David's right to his own view of truth, but as
a fourth-year Education major, Ron has embraced the values of the education establishment. Its
multicultural focus demands that children be protected from the biblical absolutes that hinder
conformity to the new global beliefs and values.

If Ron had actually seen the Prince of Egypt, he might not have found it all that offensive. While
the movie reminds us to see life "through heaven's eyes", the biblical bias has been tempered with
a more universal focus which should be acceptable to most viewers. In light of the variety of
spiritual advisers to DreamWorks listed below, that's not surprising. 

Christian parents who take their children to this movie would do well to read the first 20 chapters
of Exodus first and to alert their children to all the changes made. Use their desire to see the
movie to stir interest in God's actual Word. They would surely enjoy the movie, especially the
dramatic crossing of the Red Sea, which highlights the excellent quality of DreamWorks production.
You will appreciate the fact that Moses does trust God and obey his command, difficult as that
choice may be.

But you will also see Aaron portrayed as a doubting fool, not as Moses' spokesman [1], which could
sway a child's perception of God's chosen high priest. And, unless your children know God's
character and purpose from the biblical account, they may not understand how the God who leads
Moses differs from all the "other gods" the biblical Moses warns us to shun.

Keep in mind, today's most dangerous deception is the distortion of the nature and purpose of God.
Even if everything else lined up with Scripture, an unbalanced view of God would change the
meaning of the rest. In His eyes, perhaps we depreciate His awesome holiness when we so readily
condone tampering with His holy and unchangeable Word. For He told us in Proverbs 30:5-6 that --

"Every word of God is pure;
He is a shield to those who put their trust in Him. 
"Do not add to His words,
Lest He rebuke you, and you be found a liar."

While I sincerely appreciate DreamWork's willingness to invest millions in a movie based on a
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biblical story, I have three concerns about teaching God's truths to children by way of Hollywood. It

1. undermines the absolute, unchanging quality of His Word
2. adapts God's eternal truths to fit our times
3. puts God's Word into a multicultural context giving new meaning to important truths
4. encourages group dialogue based on questionable study guides available through its
website

You may not share my concerns, but let me try to explain how this well-done animated film fits
into today's quest for unity in diversity -- a unifying global spirituality that allows each person to
define their own god(s) but bans the "exclusive" and "intolerant" absolutes that could offend the
masses.

1. Undermines the absolute, unchanging quality of God's Word. 

Following in the wake of mythical Hollywood films such as Hercules, the Prince of Egypt may appear
to many children as merely another story based on ancient myths or legends. The movie doesn't
tell its general audience the biblical facts about God that children need to differentiate between the
God of Moses and the Great Spirit of Pocahontas, the mighty Zeus of Hercules, and the ancestral
gods of the Lion King  all of which were given power to perform miracles. In fact, within this genre
of entertainment, the line between truth and myth has been virtually erased.

DreamWork's story of Moses from birth to age 80 ends with a glimpse of the former prince
descending Mt. Sinai with the Ten Commandments. But the actual commandments were never read,
spoken, or even mentioned. Unlike the Ten Commandments in Hollywood's original version of
Moses, they were merely suggested by fleeting pictures to those who already know the biblical
account.

This is an important omission, because the Ten Commandments represent God's absolute truth.
Since biblical absolutes tend to be offensive to today's world where "the only constant is
change,"[2] it's not surprising that there were few such absolutes left in the film to offend those
who, like Ron, reject the Bible. God's unchanging truth simply doesn't fit today's emphasis on
interfaith unity, good feelings, continual change, group consensus, and tolerance toward everything
but biblical standards.

On the other hand, compromised Christianity, which leaves out God's absolute standards and our
need for the cross, is acceptable. So is the story of Moses, as long as God's unique character and
eternal truths are left out. No wonder, since "the whole world is under the control of the evil one"
(1 John 5:19), who hates our God, His truth, and His followers. Turning biblical truth into
entertaining stories suits him well, as does our human tendency to laugh along with the masses at
man's clever and unholy interpretations of God's holy Word.

However, God gave us His Word as His standard for living, as a moral compass, as a plumb line or
reference point, and as a mental filter that separates right from wrong. This truth doesn't change
with time any more than God Himself changes.[3] When we rewrite His eternal Word into pleasing
sentiments or politically correct stories, the words cease to be His Word. And if we become
accustomed to adding, deleting, trivializing, or changing parts of His word according to our will and
imagination, we will have traded God's clear, moral standard for the world's moral relativism. No
longer would we hold truth as the mental filter needed to discern between right and wrong. We,
like the world around us, would tend to drift, like ships without rudders, with every social trend and
popular wave of thought.

That's one reason why the God who led Moses doesn't smile at our efforts to adapt His Word to our
times. While people have always tried to soften or popularize truth, the following Scriptures show
the seriousness of altering His immutable Word:

"You shall not add to the word which I command you, nor take from it, that you may
keep the commandments of the LORD your God which I command you. " (Deuteronomy
4:2)
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"I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If anyone
adds to these things, God will add to him the plagues that are written in this book; and
if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part from the Book of Life...." (Revelation 22:18-19)

"... if anyone preaches any other gospel to you than what you have received, let him
be accursed.... Or do I seek to please men? For if I still pleased men, I would not be a
bondservant of Christ." (Gal. 1:8-10)[4]

2. Adapts God's truth to our times.

To conform the film to contemporary trends and a global marketplace, its makers used the basic
framework of the biblical account, retold it in a multicultural context, and replaced many of its
lessons with nice sentiments and suggestions that match the social climate of our times.

In other words, the Prince of Egypt is storytelling at its best. It weaves in historical facts, but it
makes subtle suggestions that change biblical truth. It introduces children to Moses but adjusts his
biography to create a different personality. It wisely shuns token violence and sex, but it imprints
lasting images on our minds that can confuse or reshape the actual message in the biblical
account. As Dean Gotcher - says, "The eyes are stronger than the ears."[5] It demonstrates
animation at its best, but good entertainment doesn't excuse taking liberties with God's eternal,
unchanging Word.

Unlike the Old Testament prayers, the prayers in the movie don't usually clarify which god is the
object of the prayer. For example, Moses' mother rightly places the basket with her baby in the
flowing Nile, but then she sings the following prayer: "River, 0 river....Such precious cargo you
bear. Do you know somewhere he can live free?
River, deliver him there...."

In the movie, the mother is not asked to take her child and nurse him. Yet Exodus 2:8-10 tells us
that "the child grew" in her care, where he probably received a sense of his true identity, until "she
brought him to Pharaoh's daughter."

In the movie, Pharaoh' wife, not his daughter, finds the basket and cares for the baby. Moses and
Ramses (Rameses), the heir to the throne, grow up together as reckless and irresponsible brothers.
However Acts 7:22 suggests that Moses was trained in the kind of princely disciplines that would
prepare him for future leadership.

"Some of the changes in the movie have parallels in the Jewish or Islamic tradition," explains Rev.
Bert F. Breiner, Co-Director for Interfaith Relations of the National Council of Churches, whose
"Guide for the Effective Religious Use of the Film" is available at DreamWork's web site,
<http://princeofegypt.com>. "In the Islamic tradition, Moses is found by the wife of Pharaoh,
Asiyuah."[6]

At age forty (but still looking like a youth), Moses finally learns about his Hebrew roots through a
chance encounter with his sister Miriam. Confused and upset, he runs back to the palace and
confronts Pharaoh Seti , his wise and caring adoptive "father". The Pharaoh, together with the
hieroglyphics on the wall, tell the story of his deliverance from death and his arrival at the palace.

"Why did you choose me?" asks Moses.

"The gods did," answered Seti.

This comment may seem innocent enough, but it sends a subtle suggestion that could mislead
children who are bombarded with pagan stimuli. Since the storytellers make no moral judgment
concerning faith in "other gods", a child would tend to see idolatry from a multicultural or
approving perspective rather than from God's point of view. The unspoken fact is that God, not
Egyptian gods, chose Pharaoh's court as a training ground for Moses. But since the contrary

http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/brainwashing/dialectic-gotcher.htm
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message came from a supposedly wise and respected ruler, it brings a strong and deceptive
suggestion.

Hebrews 11:24-29 tells us that "Moses, when he had grown up, refused to be known as the son of
Pharaoh's daughter. He chose to be mistreated along with the people of God rather than to enjoy
the pleasures of sin for a short time." Yet, Hollywood's Moses sings a song tuned to the new story:

This is my home with my father, mother, brother
Oh so noble, oh so strong.
Now I am home, here among my trappings 
and belongings I belong
And if anybody doubts it
They couldn't be more wrong
I am a sovereign prince of Egypt....
Surely this is all I ever wanted

In response, the Queen-mother lovingly sings:

This is your home, my son
Here the river brought you...
When the gods send you a blessing
You don't ask why it was sent...

The film shows Moses escaping through the desert as in the Exodus account, but he is saved
through a miracle not mentioned in the Bible. He joins the family of Jethro, high priest of Midian, as
told in Exodus, but the rebellious and assertive Zipporah whom he marries was first introduced in
the film as a captive slave brought to Pharaoh's palace.

DreamWorks admits that it took liberties with Scriptures and suggests we read the Exodus account.
That's good advice, but it may not be enough to correct the mental framework and faulty images
left by a memorable movie that has altered the truth. Its subtle suggestions would prompt a person
to conform future Bible study to the images in his mind - especially if using some of the study
guides I saw at the Prince of Egypt web site. That the main story line sounds biblical doesn't help.
A good counterfeit is usually the biggest rival to God's best.

3. Puts Truth into a multicultural context which changes its meaning.. 

That DreamWorks would compromise God's Word comes as no surprise. Unless film-makers know
God, how can they understand His ways or appreciate the integrity of His truth?

They can't, which brings up the third concern: the politically correct message inserted into the
framework of a biblical story. The story of Moses seems to be lifted out of its biblical context which
shows that paganism is intolerable to God, then placed into the contemporary context which
commends all religions as long as they renounce divisive absolutes that could hinder the quest for
interfaith unity.

For example, when Jethro's family sits down to eat, the priest offers a prayer that reflects Christian
traditions, not the pagan Midianite culture.[7] His words, "Let's give thanks for this bountiful food,"
sound like those of a devout church-going father, but they send the message that there is little
difference between God's people and those who follow other gods and spiritual practices.

In today's multicultural context, children are taught to avoid moral judgments that could sound
"intolerant". They must never offend those who choose contrary beliefs or lifestyles. So it's not
surprising that DreamWorks presents Egyptian occultism as fun, exciting and empowering rather
than as serious evil. In the movie, the entertaining Egyptian priests or shamans soften the evil of
their ritual with their funny performance. Fun times are good for us, but the song inviting children
to learn the names of pagan gods and sing along is no laughing matter:

"By the power of Ra, Mut, Nut, Khnum, Ptah....
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So you think you've got friends in high places
With the power to put us on the run
Well, forgive us these smiles on our faces
You'll know what power is when we are done 
Son...
You're playing with the big boys now...
Ev'ry spell and gesture
Tells you who's the best....
By the might of Horus
You will kneel before us
Kneel to our splendorous power..."

From the multicultural point of view, pagan empowerment may well seem "splendorous." The
movie-makers are careful to present all perspectives in as good a light as possible. But God calls
both occult practices and those who participate in them "an abomination" and warns us to shun
them. "Walk as children of light," writes the apostle Paul, "finding out what is acceptable to the
Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them."
(Ephesians 5:8-11)

The movie doesn't mention that the first and second commandment warn us to shun polytheism:
"You shall have no other gods before Me.... For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God...."
(Exodus 20:3-5) Nor does it remind us that the time of oppression in Egypt served to separate
God's people from the gods and practices of Egypt and to prepare them to follow God as a nation
into the promised land.

Centuries earlier, God had told Abraham what would happen. In Genesis 15:13-16, He said:

"Know certainly that your descendants will be strangers in a land that is not theirs, and
will serve them, and they will afflict them four hundred years. And the nation whom
they serve I will judge; afterward they shall come out with great possessions. .... But in
the fourth generation they shall return here, for the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet
complete."

From God's heavenly perspective, the Amorites and other pagan nations in ancient Canaan were
not yet wicked enough to warrant His judgment. But by the time God leads His people into the
land, that final level of "iniquity" would have been reached. The key to Israel's victory would be
their obedience to God and refusal to compromise.

Children watching the movie without the benefit of biblical discernment are likely to hear a
distorted message. They may think that --

there are many gods
all gods can perform miracles
miracles can happen when you believe in one or more gods and have learned the spiritual
formulas
the gods of Egypt are more fun and willing to do what their "priests" command, but
the God who spoke to Moses is more powerful.
God delivered the Hebrews because they were poor slaves oppressed by the dominant
class.[8]

When Jethro sings an uplifting song to build Moses self-esteem, his message includes a seductive
blend of biblical truth and globalist promotion of oneness across religious lines. As the people dance
around the fire, the words ring out:

"You can never see through the eyes of man
You must... look at your life through heaven's eyes....
And though you never know all the steps
You must learn to join the dance
You must learn to join the dance."
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To "join the dance," you can form a group, follow a study guides, and discuss the issues. The Prince
of Egypt website lists the following spiritual experts and their study questions - one for each of the
religious persuasions. Each guide would give you a slightly different perspective on what it means
"to look at your life through heaven's eyes."

Dr. Robert Michael Franklin, President, Interdenominational Theological Center, Atlanta
Bishop Emil A. Wcela, Roman Catholic Diocese, Rockefeller Centre, NY
Rev. Dr. Bert F. Breiner, Co-Director for Interfaith Relations National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA
Ravi Zacharias, Ravi Zacharias International Ministries
Rabbi Elliot Dorff, Professor of Philosophy, University of Judaism
Kent Brown, Ph.D., Brigham Young University
Ms. Samer Hathout and Dr. Maher Hathout, Islamic Center of Southern California

4. Encourages group dialogue based on questionable study guides.

Dr. Robert M. Franklin's study guide seems to focus on contemporary social issues. He uses the
story of Moses as a tool to explain the evils of slavery in America and to build sympathy with the
oppressed classes exploited by the dominant classes. Those are valid concerns, but not the main
theme of Exodus.

In the context of the whole Bible, Exodus is actually a crucial moment in God's overall plan to
establish a unique people that would trust Him, demonstrate His glory, understand the power of
sin, and receive His promised redemption. When Israel compromised truth and added pagan
practices to His teachings, God withdrew His protection and allowed drought, famine, wars, and
slavery to oppress them. He didn't deliver them from oppression until they again cried out to Him in
faith, humility, and repentance.

Rev. Breiner, the NCC leader of Interfaith Relations, suggests that we "check out" the "other study
guides" at the Prince of Egypt web site. He tells us that these "reflect the perspectives of other
religious traditions" and would teach us about "other understandings of the Moses story." Then he
asks some telling questions,

"How important are the details or exact words of the biblical text? Can we learn anything about the
Bible message by hearing the stories in new ways, with new emphases, and with slightly different
twists in the plot? Can we learn new insights when the characters are portrayed differently? ... Ask
yourself how you feel the movie relates to the inspiration that Christians believe is to be found in
the Bible."

His questions are typical of the kind used to facilitate the "consensus process" now used in schools,
government, and workplace to bring unity and establish the new global values. This process
requires each group member to seek common ground, be willing to compromise to please the
group, and be open to conform his views and values to those of the group. Naturally, biblical
absolutes and contrary facts don't fit. These must be sacrificed at the altar of oneness and
tolerance. Opinions and feelings, which can be easily modified or manipulated, are welcomed.

In contrast to the world's unity which joins all religions into an acceptable mix for a global village,
God's unity flows from an uncompromising commitment to know and follow His Word. Because His
standards are so high, His mercy and provisions for our failures seemed all the more wonderful.

Long ago, God warned His people to delight in truth and shun the gods of their pagan neighbors.
From the world's point of view, He made a very "intolerant" statement:

"...you shall not learn to follow the abominations of those nations. "There shall not be
found among you anyone who...practices witchcraft... or one who interprets omens, or
a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells, or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who calls up
the dead. "For all who do these things are an abomination to the LORD...." (Deut. 18:9-
12)
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God tells us to know and meditate on the same absolute truths that the world despises and that
compromising churches want to forget or modify. Accepting the whole unmitigated Bible with its
unpopular heavenly bias remains the only way to genuine unity, peace, and victory in Him now and
forever.

"Blessed is the man
Who walks not in the counsel of the ungodly,
Nor stands in the path of sinners,
Nor sits in the seat of the scornful; 
But his delight is in the law of the LORD,
And in His law he meditates day and night. 
He shall be like a tree
Planted by the rivers of water,
That brings forth its fruit in its season,
Whose leaf also shall not wither;
And whatever he does shall prosper....
For the LORD knows the way of the righteous,
But the way of the ungodly shall perish. (Psalm 1:1-6)

ENDNOTES

1. Moses tells God that he is "slow of speech" which some have interpreted as a speech impediment. But
Acts 7:22 tells us that Moses was "mighty in words and deeds." By this time, Moses was 80 years old and
had lived in a foreign country, Midian, about 40 years. As an immigrant from Norway, I can identify with his
probable concern over a heavy accent.

2. The concept of continual change lies at the heart of Total Quality Management (TQM), the management
system being established in schools, business, government, etc. To guide the change and prepare people to
open to all future plans, TQM demands total participation. All will have to participate in the consensus
process.

3. Thess. 2:13; 2 Tim. 3:15-16; Deut. 4:5-14.

4. See also Deuteronomy 4:5-14; 2 Peter 1:19-21, 3:15-17; 2 Cor. 2:17; 2 Tim. 2:15-16, 4:2-5; Psalm 50:16-17.

5. Dean Gotcher, President of Institute for Authority Research, is the foremost Christian researcher in the
area of psycho-social change and the Hegelian dialectic process.

6. The film's reigning Pharaoh is introduced as Seti and his son as Ramses, but the actual Pharaohs of
Moses' days were Thutmose I, II, and III and Amenhotep II. With Hollywood's power to influence culture
and contribute to the UNESCO program of "Lifelong Learning" in nations around the world, these factual
changes are not insignificant.

7. There is reason to believe that the Midianites had blended their roots in Abrahamic faith with that of
the pagan cultures around them over the past four centuries. Jethro became a believer in the true God
after seeing his miracles at the hand of Moses (Exodus 18:1-9), but his new faith did not keep the
Midianites true to God after he left to join Moses. Numbers 22:7 show us that the Midianites were
practicing divination, which was part of a string of occult practices common to that area. See God's warning
in Deuteronomy 18: 9-12.

8. This is a major focus in the website study guide by Dr. Robert Michael Franklin, President,
Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta.
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Michael Horton
General Teachings/Activities*

Michael Horton was president of Christians United for Reformation (CURE) until its 1994 merger with the
Philadelphia based Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE). (Actually, CURE/ACE acted as a joint organization
until 1999, when the CURE name was dropped entirely.) He is now the President and Chairman of the Council of
ACE, and an Associate Professor of Apologetics and Historical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Escondido, California. He was educated at Biola University (B.A.); Westminster Theological Seminary in
California; Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, and the University of Coventry (Ph.D.); and has also completed a Research
Fellowship at Yale University Divinity School. Horton is a minister in the United Reformed Churches, having
served in three churches in Southern California, and is the publisher of ACE's Modern Reformation magazine. Since
1990, he has hosted a 30-minute, weekly radio talk-show called "The White Horse Inn" ("exploring issues of
reformational theology in American Christianity"), which is aired weekly on Sunday evenings on approximately 27
stations in the U.S. and Canada (as well as a Sunday evening national broadcast from Los Angeles via the
Internet). 

Horton is recognized as a young champion of the Reformed faith with a "prophetic" ministry of calling the church
to repentance. He is vitally involved with ACE, which claims to exist to revive the rallying cries of the
Reformation, including "Scripture Alone," "Christ Alone," "Grace Alone," "Faith Alone," "Glory to God Alone,"
and "The Priesthood of All Believers." Horton is known for exposing false teachers and false doctrine, and has,
thereby, become a key spokesman in "Evangelical" circles. He is a prolific author having written or served as editor
of many well-known "evangelical" books (fourteen at latest count), including Putting Amazing Back into Grace,
Made In America, The Agony of Deceit, Power Religion, Christ The Lord, Beyond Culture Wars, The Law of
Perfect Freedom, Where In The World Is The Church?, We Believe, and In The Face of God. His books come
endorsed by many well-known neo-evangelicals, including James M. Boice, Carl F. Henry, and R.C. Sproul.

Horton's latest book is A Confessing Theology For Postmodern Times. Two others yet to be released are A Better
Way: Rediscovering the Drama of God-Centered Worship, and Covenant and Eschatology: the Divine Drama. He
has written articles for Modern Reformation, Pro Ecclesia, Christianity Today, The International Journal of
Systematic Theology, and Books and Culture. He is a member of the Oxford University Union Society, the Royal
Institute of Philosophy, the American Academy of Religion, the American Theological Society, and the Calvin
Studies Society. (Source: 8/27/01, ACE Internet Web Site.)

CURE/ACE

In a CURE "Dear Friends" letter dated 8/1/95, Horton said, "The vision of the organization is to enable
evangelicalism to rediscover its roots in the writings of the Reformers and to heighten awareness of the ideas and
methods developed by those Reformers in addressing the issues of their day. The organization is not sectarian or
separatist but is concerned to enable denominations, or groups within denominations, to recover a sense of identity
or purpose." (Emphasis added.)

Moreover, "The Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals exists to call the church, amidst our dying culture, to repent of
its worldliness, to recover and confess the truth of God's Word as did the Reformers, and to see that truth embodied
in doctrine, worship, and life" (ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

It is clear that Horton and the ACE organization see themselves as the protectors/defenders of Reformed theology
and true Christian worship in the evangelical church. However, as stated above, Horton has no intention of letting
the Biblical doctrine of separation get in the way of the perverted view that doctrinal strength comes through
ecumenical unity. He says:
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"At this particular time he [James Boice] served as a catalyst for bringing together many like-minded
folk from diverse traditions, including Presbyterians (R.C. Sproul), Congregationalists (David Wells),
Lutherans (Gene Veith), and Baptists (John Armstrong) -- all of us agreeing that the solas were the
bedrock of our faith. The result was the Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE), an organization
chaired by Dr. Boice and vice-chaired by David Wells and me, and headquartered in the CURE
offices" ("A Short Note About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE
Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Horton's Theology

Horton is strongly committed to Reformed (combining Luther and Calvin) and Covenant theology. He is very
opposed to Dispensational theology. Because of his Reformed and Covenant theology, he sees water baptism as the
counterpart of circumcision in the Old Testament. He, therefore, like Calvin, holds to infant baptism as the means
for bringing babies into the "Covenant." But, like Luther, he also holds baptism to be the means by which saving
grace is communicated.

Horton does not speak for all those who hold to Covenant theology (there are various views), but his views
correspond to what many believe. As one reads Horton, it appears that he is driven by a presuppositional
commitment to his system of Reformed/Covenant theology, rather than by a literal systematic interpretation of the
whole counsel of God. Nevertheless, it is easy to agree with Horton as he addresses error within the church,
particularly with his earliest works exposing the psychological gospel (i.e., The Agony of Deceit and Made In
America), albeit never condemning it.

While agreeing with Horton regarding various issues, there are also many things in his theology that are greatly
concerning. These concerns relate to the most basic and critical issues of HOW ONE RECEIVES CHRIST. In fact,
Michael Horton clearly teaches ANOTHER gospel! It is a SACRAMENTAL GOSPEL that says Christ is
received through the Sacrament of water baptism. This view is better known as BAPTISMAL REGENERATION.
This is a most serious matter! (cf. Gal. 1:6-9)

Speaking Out of Both Sides of His Mouth

On the one hand, Horton will strongly state that we are saved by FAITH ALONE. On the other hand, he states
repeatedly that water baptism is the "means of grace" by which we are saved. This is obviously a contradiction. We
cannot be saved by FAITH ALONE and FAITH plus BAPTISM at the same time. It has to be one or the other. Of
course, the problem is that Horton redefines Grace and Faith in light of his Covenant beliefs. The fact remains,
however, that the act of baptism is a work, and Grace and works are mutually exclusive (Rom. 11:6).

The Bible is clear that the GOSPEL is distinct from WATER BAPTISM (1 Cor. 1:17). The Gospel is that "... Christ
died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according
to the Scriptures. ... That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that
God hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and
with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. For the Scripture saith, Whosoever believeth on Him shall not be
ashamed" (1 Cor. 15:3b-4; Rom. 10:9-11). Baptism then follows as a symbol or testimony of our identification
with Christ (1 Pe. 3:18-21).

In His Own Words

In his earlier works, Horton often hinted at his BAPTISMAL REGENERATION views, but it was always
somewhat unclear as to where he was coming from. However, in his major book, In The Face of God, he leaves no
doubt as to his views on how one receives Christ. Note the following quotes: (Emphases added.)

(a) It is one thing for an evangelical to believe that the Word is a means of grace. It is quite another to
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add that the sacraments are a further means of grace. Even the word "sacrament" sounds "Catholic" to
many evangelical ears. In fact, it is a biblical concept. ... (p. 139).

(b) The sacraments serve the same purpose as the Word itself, not only offering or exhibiting God's
promise, but actually conferring His saving grace by linking us, through faith, to Christ and His
benefits (p. 141).

(c) The Roman Church undermined the importance of God's ordained sacraments by adding sacraments
of their own. The Anabaptist enthusiasts undermined them by reducing the efficacy of the two
sacraments [Baptism and the Lord's Supper] Christ instituted (p. 142).

(d) Furthermore, a sacrament not only reveals; it confers. Through Word and sacrament, God
actually gives that which he promises in his gospel -- forgiveness of sins, freedom from the
tyranny of sin and eternal life. The sacraments not only testify to or signify divine activity in
salvation, but are part of that divine redemptive activity (p. 219).

(e) Nothing other than the Word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper are given this place by God as a
means of grace (p. 219).

The Seriousness of the Error

In saying that BAPTISM is a means of GRACE, Horton confuses God's Grace and human works. Grace is defined
Biblically as the demonstration of love/favor that is unearned, undeserved, and unrepayable; God imputes merit
where none previously existed and declares no debt to be where one had been before. Grace is not dispensed on the
basis of good works, including the good work of baptism.

Baptism, therefore, is not "a means of saving grace" as Horton declares. Rather, GRACE is God's unmerited favor
in choosing us before time began (2 Tim. 1:9). GRACE is Christ dying in our place (Heb. 2:9). GRACE is the work
of God in our hearts bringing us to saving faith (1 Tim. 1:14). We proclaim the "gospel of the grace of God" (Acts
20:24), and when this GOSPEL is believed, the person is saved (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is the MESSAGE of God's
kind and gracious undeserved favor which He has provided for our salvation (1 Cor. 15:1-4). The way Christ is
RECEIVED is by FAITH (John 1:12), not by baptism or any of the other sacraments. Faith is a matter of the
HEART -- "For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness ..." (Rom. 10:10).

How serious is the error of BAPTISMAL REGENERATION? It is FATAL! Paul defines TRUE believers as those
who "worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). He
goes on to say that he had "suffered the loss of all things, and do count them [but] dung, that I may win Christ, And
be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of
Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith" (Phil. 3:8-9). "All things" means all things, including all good
religious rituals and exercises. In order to gain Christ, a person must completely reject everything else as
meritorious for salvation and TRUST in Christ ALONE. EVERYTHING must be counted as a total loss. Paul
counted it "dung." Why such strong language? Because if you trust in anything other than Christ alone it will
DAMN your soul!

Horton's deception is not new. Many of the Reformers, while rejecting various aspects of Roman Catholicism, yet
held on to much damning baggage. While Catholicism had SEVEN sacraments, Luther pared it back to only TWO.
The fact is, though, if one is trusting in seven sacraments, two sacraments, or just one sacrament to save his soul,
the result is the same -- HE IS LOST! Saving faith is entirely a matter of the heart as a result of the regenerating
work of God's grace in the heart. God opened Lydia's heart (Acts 16:14), so that she might believe the truth of the
Gospel. That is GRACE! The only means of Grace is the cross and God Himself working by His Spirit through the
Gospel for His own glory.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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The Sacramental Gospel Comes Full Circle -- A Martin Luther Lovefest

One only need peruse the ACE Internet web site to understand just how deep is Michael Horton's love for Luther's
sacramental gospel. One of the site's recommended reading lists, "Luther & Lutheranism: An Introductory
Bibliography," lists 138 recommended books, including eight that teach baptismal regeneration and nine that teach
consubstantiation. (These same kinds of materials can also be found in the current ACE "Online Catalog" -- 2/02,
ACE Internet Web Site.)

There are also links to other Luther web sites, including "Project Wittenberg," described as "A tremendous location
for Lutheran works. Articles by Martin Luther, Philip Melanchthon, Martin Chemnitz, and others are available.
Also gives you access to Lutheran documents." Also available is Logia: A Journal of Lutheran Theology, and other
"Lutheran Links, Journals & Resources."

Moreover, Dr. Rod Rosenbladt is one of Horton's co-hosts on "The White Horse Inn" radio program; he is a
professor of theology at the Lutheran Concordia University in Irvine, California. He received his undergraduate
degree from Pacific Lutheran College. He is also an ordained minister in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

The Psychological Gospel -- The Evidence from Power Religion

After reading the above, one might say, "What else needs to be said about Michael Horton? He believes and
teaches a false gospel; that's all we need to know." That is true, but there are other aspects of Horton's teachings
that have deceived many. For example, Horton claims to be against the therapeutic psychologies and the integration
of such into the professing church. But is Horton actually a psychologizer in his own right?

Power Religion was the title of a 1992 book edited by Michael Horton. In two earlier best-selling books (The Agony
of Deceit and Made In America), critics complained that Horton only goes after the easy targets (Kenneth
Copeland, Robert Tilton, David Yonggi Cho, etc.), leaving the big names/popular heretics (i.e., the psychologizers)
untouched. Writing about Made In America, one reviewer said: "It is an assault on the evangelical right, the easy
targets, while silent concerning the heresies of respected icons on the evangelical left (e.g., Campolo, Sider,
Wheaton, Trinity, Christianity Today)."

Power Religion is subtitled The Selling Out of the Evangelical Church. We think it is Horton who has sold out.
Again, the big names are not targeted. Instead, some of them are the authors of the book's individual chapters!
(Others have apparently been deemed untouchable by the book's neo-evangelical publisher, The Moody Bible
Institute's Moody Press.) Called on by Horton to author chapters in Power Religion are ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, Catholic-sympathizers Charles Colson and J.I. Packer (both of whom signed the ECT document -- see
section below on "The Roman Catholic Connection"); pop-psychologizer R.C. Sproul; psychological integrationists
Don Matzat, David Powlison, and Ed Welch; and some lesser known names affiliated with the neo-evangelical,
psychologized Trinity International University/Evangelical Free Church of America (Don Carson, Bill Hull, and
Tom Nettles).

The book purports to be a critique of Christian activism ("Power Politics"), the signs and wonders movement
("Power Evangelism"), the church growth movement ("Power Growth"), psychology ("Power Within"), and
personality cults ("Power Preachers"). Yet Horton claims that we can still learn something from the purveyors of
these heresies! He says:

"The contributors to Power Religion would be quick to note that these disciplines [sociology,
psychology, and politics] are not in themselves evil or unnecessary ... None of the authors suggests that
those who support Christian political activism, the signs and wonders movement, the church growth
movement, the therapeutic movement, or sensational or potentially authoritarian schemes, are non-
Christians or enemies of the faith masquerading as disciples of Christ ... [That is a large part of the
problem today -- the acceptance of everyone as genuine Christians, regardless of their doctrinal fruit.]
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In fact, none of us suggests that there is nothing to learn from these various movements. Speaking for
myself, I know that my own Christian faith and life would be the poorer without interaction with some
of my close friends who are charismatic, for instance. Likewise, I have admired the zeal of some
church growth leaders ... miracles, philosophy, corporate and psychological insights, and political
positions may well be part of the life of any Christian, [although] they are weak substitutes for the
gospel" (Jacket & pp. 14-15, 333.) (Emphasis added.)

Noting the above quotation, one wonders why Power Religion was even written.

Consider also the hypocrisy of political activist Chuck Colson writing a chapter warning about the dangers of
Christian activism. Or of Don Carson and John Armstrong, both supposedly writing against the signs and wonders
movement, yet finding many things to praise in John Wimber's Vineyard movement. Also, church growth
advocates Bill Hull and Tom Nettles, supposedly writing against the church growth movement, never mention Bill
Hybels, the guru of church growth who "pastors" at Willow Creek (possibly because the book's publisher, MBI,
employs Hybels to speak at its conferences?). David Powlison, Ed Welch, and Don Matzat are all psychological
integrationists, yet they each write a chapter in the book's anti-psychology/anti-"therapeutic movement" section.
And Ken Riddlebarger (the senior pastor at the Reformed church where Horton co-pastored), at the time studying
in the doctoral program at the psychologized, charismatic, doctrinally-void Fuller Seminary, writes a chapter in
which he is highly critical of the critics of psychoheresy, who, according to Riddlebarger, purportedly see a "legion
of demons under every psychiatrist's couch."

Michael Horton is right about one thing. The evangelical church is certainly being "sold out." Unfortunately, Horton
doesn't appear to be able to discern the difference between the sellers and the buyers.

The Psychological Gospel -- Other Evidence

There is additional evidence of Horton's outright support for the use of psychology in the church. In an official
letter dated 4/18/92 from Alan J. Maben, CURE's Director of Communications at the time, Maben writes:

"... while we oppose the 'end-run' around the cross that psychology often performs when it assures non-
believers that God is on good terms with them, we do not condemn psychology itself, only its attempt
to usurp the place of God. Psychology is a very helpful and necessary tool when used wisely"
(Emphasis added.)

Are we to assume that 2 Peter 1:3 is no longer operative for the church today? -- According as His divine power
hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him that hath called
us to glory and virtue --We now need (i.e., "necessary tool") psychology to augment the Bible's timeless truths
given to believers for the living of a godly life?

Mr. Maben also claimed that this writer (The BDM Letter, March 1992) had "misunderstood" R.C. Sproul's
comments made at Sproul's February, 1992, "Hunger For Significance" conference, whereat Sproul claimed that the
Bible was sufficient for salvation, but not for all other matters of life and godliness (again, see 2 Pe. 1:3). (Sproul, a
self-love psychologizer, is on the ACE Council1).

Sproul's exact words were: "We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to 'salvific' life, obviously,
but for the whole structure of life, we need MORE than the Bible."

It couldn't be more clear than that! Has not R.C. Sproul directly (and ACE/Maben/Horton indirectly) denied the
sanctifying sufficiency of the Word of God?! Or if Sproul is correct (in his contention that "we need more than the
Bible"), then the Holy Spirit, for nearly 2,000 years of Church history, somehow, either through ignorance or
oversight, failed to include in the Scriptures the vital psychological tools necessary for sanctified, godly living! One
can come to only one of two conclusions. Either Sproul's/Horton's so-called psychological truths are false, and
that's why God left them out of Holy Writ, or somehow, the Bible is deficient.
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The Roman Catholic Connection

Announced at a press conference on March 29, 1994, was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in September of 1992 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran
clergyman [ELCA] turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute
on Religion and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian
faith and mission." It goes downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive
proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also
confessed their past sins against Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

Michael Horton has written articles2 and spoken out on his radio programs against the ECT; yet J.I. Packer is on
the Board of CURE and Horton defends Packer's signing of the Accord! In late-1994, due to the criticism Packer
was receiving for signing the ECT, Horton drafted a document titled "Resolutions for Roman Catholic &
Evangelical Dialogue"; the final product was revised by J.I. Packer and copyrighted by CURE/ACE ("Resolutions
for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by J. I. Packer 1994
CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

"Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue" (RC&E Dialogue)

The RC&E Dialogue was written and "offered as material for dialogue between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals,
following from the recent document, Evangelicals and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium, drafted by Richard John Neuhaus and Charles Colson, with others ... in a spirit of irenic debate on
issues arising from that important joint statement. As that document was crafted to encourage cooperation on the
basis of a consensus deemed sufficient for the purpose, though confessionally incomplete, so the following
statements seek to identify issues of concern to evangelical Protestants that the thrust of the document raises. What
follows is intended to encourage further discussion of the possibilities and problems of acting together."

The RC&E Dialogue goes on to postulate areas of disagreement between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals so
that, despite these "problems of acting together," dialogue might continue amicably and not disturb the ecumenical
efforts desired. What are these problems attested to by Horton and Packer?:

(1) There is not agreement on the "essential elements" of the Gospel;

(2) The doctrine of justification by grace alone through faith alone because of Christ alone is rejected
by Roman Catholicism (Rome has, in fact, anathematized those who embrace this doctrine!), making
Rome's gospel one that "falls short" of this "tenet that distinguishes a true from a false church" (i.e.,
Horton admits that Roman Catholicism is a false church!);
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(3) Evangelicals "radically" disagree with "the teaching of the Second Vatican Council that unbelievers
may be saved by their good works, apart from faith in Christ";

(4) Nevertheless, despite Rome's false gospel and Rome's anathematizing of all who disagree with her,
there remains sufficient "creedal consensus that binds orthodox Evangelicals and Roman Catholics
together [for] the making of common cause on moral and cultural issues in society.[!!] Roman
Catholics and Evangelicals have every reason to join minds, hearts, and hands when Christian values
and behavioral patterns are at stake." Not to fear though, despite Biblical data to the contrary,
Horton/Packer claim that "it is incorrect to regard such cooperation among Christians as common
ecclesial action in fulfilling a common ecclesial mission" (cf. Amos 3:3; 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1; 2 John 11);3

(5) Moreover, "Christ's prayer for unity requires vigilant patience and diligence as we seek a greater
visible unity";4

(6) If an individual Roman Catholic does "not self-consciously assent to the precise definitions of the
Roman Catholic Magisterium regarding [the elements of Rome's false gospel], but who think and speak
evangelically about these things, are indeed our brothers and sisters in Christ, despite Rome's official
position."

Signers included Michael Horton, J.I. Packer, R.C. Sproul, James Boice, Erwin Lutzer, and Kim Riddlebarger
(CURE/ACE) ("Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by
J. I. Packer 1994 CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Conclusion

Michael Horton teaches a false sacramental gospel, he has exhibited a fondness for the psychological gospel and
those who teach it, and he supports ecumenical efforts with Rome. Horton and the various ACE ministries should
be avoided.

Endnotes

1  In R.C. Sproul's 1991 book titled The Hunger For Significance (which was a rewrite of his 1983 book titled In
Search of Dignity), Sproul espouses his psychological gospel: "Every person needs to feel significant. We want our
lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as
intense as our need for oxygen -- doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us
to understand how important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know
our present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the human cry
for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together, we can help each other
discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of significance being made in the
image of God." (Emphasis added.)  [Return to Text]

2  For example: "A couple of years ago, a document entitled Evangelicals and Catholics Together confirmed that
our concerns regarding the church were well-founded. Many of the leaders of evangelicalism demonstrated in their
endorsement of this document that the doctrine of justification was no longer their central concern ("A Short Note
About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).  [Return to
Text]

3  This is what one is led to when one sees the church as a conduit for social action -- Horton/Packer write that
"The mission of the church as such is primarily the fulfilling of the Great Commission of Christ through the
ministry of Word and sacraments, and cultural, moral, political and social concerns in which Christians rightly
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engage must not be thought to determine the relationship of ecclesial communions, or allowed to become decisive
in the setting of their respective agendas."  [Return to Text]

4  On this point, we assume Horton/Packer are referring to Christ's prayer recorded in John 17:23 -- that they may
be made perfect in one [complete unity]; and that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them,
as thou hast loved me. Yet in so doing, they neglect Jesus' words in John 17:11, 21, 22, that unity is to be the same
kind of unity as Jesus has with the Father -- so that they may be one as we [are]; That they all may be one; as
thou, Father, [art] in me, and I in thee, that they may be one, even as we are one: It is obvious that Jesus and the
Father are one in perfect love, but are they not also one in perfect doctrine? Certainly Jesus in not asking in this
prayer that God's children be united in love regardless of doctrine! Without sound doctrine there can be no Christian
unity. And without sound doctrine there can be no true Christian love either. Horton and Packer have trashed the
true Gospel of Christ in order to forge a false unity for social activism.  [Return to Text] 

* Portions of this report were excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the May-June 1997 Earnestly Contending
for the Faith, used by permission of Dwight Oswald, editor (125 South 23rd Street, Council Bluffs, IA 51501).
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Shrek and Harry Potter 
by Berit Kjos

Home   Articles

“…look at the pandering and cynicism that speckle some current movies aimed at lower
ages, including 'The Mummy Returns,' 'A Knight's Tale' and 'Shrek.' Instead of offering tales
of wonder that sweep kids into an unfamiliar world, these new movies pander to the kids'
own world and familiar reference points; they're self-congratulatory.”  Hollywood's Ploy Story

In Dream Work's high tech fairy tale, a witch has cast a spell on Princess Fiona.
Only a kiss from a "true love" can cancel the curse.  Imprisoned in a well-guarded
tower, she awaits her hero.

Meanwhile, a foul-smelling ogre and a chatty donkey -- two lonely "freaks" in Lord
Farquaad's hostile world  -- find each other. It looks like a mismatch. Shrek is a
bitter recluse, the donkey a pesky motor-mouth. But nothing builds loyalty like a
chivalrous quest to rescue a princess from a fire-breathing dragon. By the end of
their journey, four lonely victims of societal neglect have become a triumphant
team. 

On the road to that final bliss, Shrek's audiences face unneeded crudities,
profanities and off-color jokes that seem more compatible with modern Disney films
than with traditional fairy tales. Hollywood seems determined to spread the message
that crude is cool and rude is right, while a receptive world continues to turn
traditional values upside down.

"Shrek may exist in a fantasy world," writes movie critic Mick LaSalle, " but it's a
product of an attitude grounded in our world. Though at its core it's more honest
and warmhearted than most animated films, its surface is brittle, smart and
occasionally caustic." [1]

This attitude shows up in the assertive, karate-kicking princess who puts Robin
Hood and his Merry Men ("take from the rich and give to the poor”) in their place. It
shows up in the donkey who sees signs of romance and says, "Wake up and smell
the pheromones."  You hear it in the soundtrack when Joan Jett sings that she
doesn't give a "d__" about her "bad reputation."   

This attitude defies political correctness and opens the door to some cruel humor.
When the tactless ogre blows air into a frog, turning it into a high-flying balloon,
Fiona quickly follows his act. Setting aside feminine gentleness, she grabs a snake
and twists it into a balloon dog. The pretty princess seems game for any crude
behavior modeled by her bad-mannered knight. She becomes more and more like
him.

Yet, the story appeals to human compassion. It arouses empathy, not for traditional
folk, but for the undisciplined, the vulgar, those who break the rules, who talk too
much or too little.... 
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Trained to choose their own values and feel the pain of the victimized masses,
today's youth will find it easy to ignore other problems -- especially the images and
suggestions that could cloud their understanding of God. Studies have shown that
fantasy or imagined experiences leave lasting imprints in the mind. These "false
memories" and the feelings that follow can change values far more effectively than
actual reality.  The greater the book or movie, the more persuasive is the message. [2] 

Dream Works' superb animation prompts its audience to empathize with the
emotions of its characters -- just as J. K. Rowling's writing skills draws her readers
into imagined experiences at Hogwarts Schools for Witches and Wizardry.  But Ms
Rowling has an advantage. Delete the occult lessons at Hogwarts and you are left
with a school setting and interpersonal relationships with which today's students can
readily identify. That's why Harry Potter fans around the world have learned to love
wizardry and to experience (in their imagination) its scary thrills.

Shrek's fairy tale context doesn't evoke the same kind of identification. The arrogant
Lord Farquaad's faith in the divining power of a magic mirror won't stir occult
interests as effectively as Harry's teacher Moody's delight in Dark Arts. Fiona's duet
with a bird that explodes may seem cool, but Harry's relationship to his owl has
more personal appeal.     

The best part of the movie may be Shrek's genuine remorse when confronted with
his unkind ways. "Can you forgive me?" he asks his troubled donkey friend.  

But don't confuse his remorse -- being sorry when found guilty -- with repentance.
The latter is the gift of conviction by the Holy Spirit granted to those who are willing
to acknowledge the nature of sin and, by God's grace, turn away from it and follow
God. Such grace is excluded from Shrek and Harry's mythical worlds. 

The key to God's victory is not simply to be sorry for our sins and try to do better. It
is to know Jesus Christ as He really is -- not through the filter of today's illusory
entertainment. It is to receive His life, live by His strength and learn values from His
Word -- not from Hollywood. Psalm 1:1-3 highlights our choice: 

"Blessed is the man who 
·    Walks not in the counsel of the ungodly,
·    Nor stands in the path of sinners,
·    Nor sits in the seat of the scornful [mockers];

But his delight is in the law of the Lord,

 And in His law he meditates day and night.
 He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water,
 That brings forth its fruit in its season,
 Whose leaf also shall not wither;
 And whatever he does shall prosper." [3]

Endnotes

1.  Mick LaSalle, "Fractured Fairy Tale," San Francisco Chronicle, 18 May 2001.

2. See Harry Potter and Dungeons & Dragons, then click on The Transforming Power of the Imagination
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3. "Prosper" has a higher meaning when seen from God's perspective. It doesn't rule out pain and poverty,
loneliness or rejection -- the social ills highlighted in Shrek and by today's global management system. But God
says to His people, "My grace is sufficient for you, for My power is made perfect in weakness." Those who follow
Him know well that the world's most popular entertainment can't be compared to the peace and joy of God's
spiritual riches -- an eternal treasure that today's masses can hardly even imagine.
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Intended for Pleasure
by Ed & Gaye Wheat

This book by the Masters and Johnson of Christianity (Ed Wheat is a medical doctor and a "certified sex therapist";
the publisher dubs Intended for Pleasure: "the definitive Christian sex manual") continues to come highly
recommended by many pastors and church leaders. The Wheats have also published a set of two 90-minute cassette
tapes entitled, "Sex Techniques & Sex Problems in Marriage" -- the cassettes contain many of the things found in
Intended for Pleasure. Even if one were to accept the premise that a Christian needs a "how-to" sex manual (which
we do not accept, since if it were necessary, it would already be in Scripture; otherwise God has left us deficient of
what we need), Intended for Pleasure also provides the reader with a large dose of unbiblical teaching that has
drawn upon the concepts and teachings of humanistic psychology. Below are listed some quotes from the book
(1981Ed:Revell) and our comments that detail these concerns: (All emphases added.)

(a) "You can build up her self-esteem just through your words to her" (p. 41).

(b) "[Impotence] cuts away his [a man's] self-esteem where he is most vulnerable" (p. 121).

(c) "[Obesity] sometimes lowers the individual's self-image and confidence" (p. 123).

(d) "A woman who has difficulty in accepting herself may view the husband's impotency as a personal
rejection of her ..." (p. 126).

(e) "But a different problem arises when an individual does not have a good feeling about himself ...
People with a low self-image may feel that they have nothing to give ..." (p. 135).

(f) Interprets Psa. 139:14, "Fearfully and wonderfully made" to mean, "I need to take the best care of
my body possible," in order to develop a positive feeling toward my body! (pp. 135-136).

(g) "Do you accept yourself the way you are?" (p. 146).

(h) "... [Have] confidence in your own desirability ..." (p. 151).

(i) People feeling inadequate with themselves "may temporarily lose their sense of themselves as
persons" (p. 191).

(j) Wheat becomes obsessed with psychological "needs," when Biblically, these so-called needs should
be called "wants" or "desires" (p. 197).

(k) "Loving, mutual appreciation will amazingly enhance your relationship and your total self-concept"
(p. 206).

(l) "The aftereffects of stroke often reduce a patient's confidence and sense of self-esteem" (p. 208).

(m) If appreciated by our mate, "we develop the assurance of our own self-worth" (p. 236).

-  Wheat's list of suggested readings at the end of the book (pp. 245-246) further reflects his love of
psychologically-oriented concepts:

(a) Linda Dillow, Creative Counterpart
(b) James Dobson, What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women
(c) Tim & Beverly LaHaye, The Act of Marriage (Tim LaHaye has also endorsed and written the
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Foreword to Intended for Pleasure)
(d) Frank Minirth, Christian Psychiatry (A "balanced, biblical approach to personal problems")
(e) Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, Happiness is a Choice ("A psychotheraputic approach to depression
and anxiety")
(f) Marabel Morgan, The Total Woman (heavily self-esteem oriented)
(g) Charles Swindoll, Strike the Original Match
(h) H. Norman Wright, Communication: Key to Your Marriage (Freudian psychologist and endorser of
Intended for Pleasure)

-  Dr. Robert Smith, a medical doctor and "Biblical counselor," reviewed Intended for Pleasure in an article in The
Journal of Pastoral Practice. Smith personally recommends that Intended for Pleasure not be given by counselors
to married couples without proper warning. Dr. Smith expresses his concerns when he says:

"The chapter [Chapter 3] thus begins with a strong proper definition of love as giving and commitment,
but regrettably is diluted by the giving-to-get concept which appears in the last half of the chapter ...
[Wheat] gives the impression that these benefits [reciprocal respect and consideration] should motivate
one to love ... this is contrary to biblical teaching and the way Wheat began the chapter ... One of the
main weaknesses that appears throughout the entire book ... is the giving-to-get philosophy ..."
(Emphasis added.)

In Wheat's discussion (in Chapter 7) of a wife unable to achieve orgasm, Wheat suggests self-
stimulation/masturbation. Smith correctly observes that, "the focus on masturbation is on getting, whereas the Word
of God teaches that the focus should be on giving, with receiving as a by-product." Smith recommends that,
"Whenever it [the book] is used, the concepts of self-stimulation and giving-to-get must be counteracted." We
might add that the humanistic psychological concepts taught by the Wheats must also be counteracted. This being
the case, why use the book at all?
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Spider-Man
A postmodern blend of good and evil

by Berit Kjos <www.crossroad.to>
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"Raised by his Aunt May and Uncle Ben, Peter Parker is a kind-hearted 15 year-old who tried to
make it through every day of his high-school career without getting picked on too badly. But Peter
has a secret. At night, he sheds his studious trappings and dons the garb of the city's mysterious
new protector: the amazing Spider-Man." The online version of a Marvel comic book.

"My 10-year old daughter went to see 'Spider-Man' with her grandfather this week, and they were
both excited to see it... It's kind of a fanatical fan base, and it crosses all age groups."[1] Ken Sherer,
New York Times.

"And this I pray, that your love may abound still more and more in knowledge and all discernment..."
Philippians 1:9

The record-breaking movie opens with a scene showing Peter Parker, a quiet and nerdy high school
student, running to catch the school bus. Taunted by his peers, the embarrassed youth climbs on -
- only to be tripped by a bully, mocked by his peers and humiliated in front of the girl he loves. Not
much of a start for a superhero!

But his troubled life changes when he is bitten by a genetically altered spider during a field trip.
Overnight, his arms grow muscles and his sight clears. He sheds his glasses, beats one of his
tormentors, but struggles to control the strange spider web goop that shoots from his hands.
"You're weird," his peers tell the budding superhero as they turn away.

Real-life students across the country can identify with Peter's fears and humiliation. And his lowly
stature makes his triumphs all the more satisfying. Nine-year-old Tessa Williams illustrates the
adoration of the younger set. Wearing a rub-on tattoo with his image, she saw the record-breaking
movie twice on the weekend it opened. According to Mike Zapler's article on 'Spider-Man', she
"plans to see the movie '10 billion times.'" [2]

The first film ever to top $100 million in its first three days, Spider-Man has raced past other fast-
selling movies such as Harry Potter, Star Wars and Lord of the Rings. It hit the $200 million mark
in record time: nine days. A social phenomenon with power to influence culture and values, this
PG-13 feature begs the question: what message does it communicate to the masses?

Compared to the Harry Potter and Star Wars movies, its score looks good. It doesn't teach
witchcraft or other occult practices. Instead, the movie models kindness, gentleness, a heart to
listen and the courage to fight evil. While self-effacing Peter (Tobey Maquire) gives a rude response
to his uncle's final advice, he soon shows remorse. And he doesn't forget Uncle Ben's words of
wisdom: "With great power comes great responsibility." To the contrary, they become a beacon of
inspiration guiding the quiet youth through many a fierce and thankless battle.
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That memorable phrase might even encourage Christians to live with greater commitment to God.
Remember, Jesus told His followers that "to whom much is given, from him much will be required."
Luke 12:48. 

At the end of the movie, Peter affirms his commitment to self-sacrificing service. His willingness to
serve the world models the degree (not the kind) of focus and faithfulness we, as Christians, would
want to show our Lord and King. God tells us to persevere in battle, endure suffering and remain
faithful to His call even when all others turn away. Indeed, the historical record is full of saints and
martyrs who would rather face torture and death than betray the God they love. Yet such devotion
is rarely considered in our postmodern world.

Be alert to the problems

In light of Hollywood's usual low standards, anti-Christian suggestions and corrupting values, it's
hard to criticize a movie with such a noble message. But we can't ignore the negative impact it
might have on children -- the countless young fans who won't wait until they are 13 to watch the
captivating character now pictured on toys and games as well as in theater ads around the world.
Prayerfully consider these warnings from the perspective of God's high calling, not through the
deceptive filter of the world's relative values:

1. Sexual suggestions: In a culture saturated with sexual images, a few glimpses of passionate
kissing and near nudity (a thin wet shirt that leaves little to the imagination) may seem
insignificant. Yet popular Mary Jane Watson (Kirsten Durst), adored by Peter, models her
seductiveness to millions of young girls. Mild by Hollywood's standards and today's relative values,
her sensuality still conflicts with God's guidelines. Psalm 101:2-4

2. Violence and murder: Spider-Man's nemesis, Norman Osborn, alias the Green Goblin, is more
obviously evil. The rich, ambitious and revengeful military-industrial chief played by Willem Dafoe
swallows a chemical potion developed in his laboratory and is transformed. But he soon discovers
the high cost of superhuman strength: his personal freedom. The power he sought and won is
linked to an evil personality with its own will and emotions. The story tells us that the power came
through chemical means, but notice the demonic tone and temptations behind the words of the
murderous master-mind that now rules Osborn:

Deep, mocking voice: "So many good things happened for you -- all for you, Norman."

Osborn: "What do you want?"

Voice: "To remove those in your way."

Osborn: "The board members! You killed them!"

Voice: "We killed them."

Osborn: "We?"

Voice: "Remember your little accident in the laboratory? Bringing you what you always
wanted: power beyond your wildest dreams. And it's only the beginning. There's only
one who can stop us. Or - imagine if he joined us. Hahaha!"

The "one" who can stop them is Spider-Man. Unlike Darth Vader, he refuses to join the evil side.
That's good! What's bad are the gripping images of deadly violence and evil -- scenes that seem to
imitate the sinister actions and personalities involved in demonic possession. Like Star War's super-
popular villain, Osborn feeds today's craving for dark, mystical thrills. Ephesians 5:2-17

3. Cruel schemes.  When the mocking voice of his tyrannical master tells him to "attack [Spider-
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Man's] heart," the reluctant Osborn sets out to destroy the people Peter loves. This brutal
psychological plan used to torment dissenters in totalitarian regimes, is also used by child molesters
to secure a young victim's silence. Consider the impact of this suggestion on a youth culture
already desensitized to violent cruelty and often torn by jealousy, rage and search for revenge.[3]

Within the context of the movie myth, these dark scenes makes sense. Since exciting stories tend
to bypass mental scrutiny, viewers don't question the effects of the violence or the source of the
evil. Most simply absorb the impressions.[4] Galatians 5:19-26

4. Mocking God's truth? Osborn's first victim is Peter's beloved aunt whom he assaults just as she
is praying, "and deliver us from evil." Was this an overt mockery of Christian faith and prayer? We
don't know. Earlier, uncle Ben had alluded to his faith in God, but a profane expression included in
the same conversation raises some questions. Galatians 2:7-8

5. Pseudo-science versus reality. While most children claim to "know the difference between
fantasy and reality," many are far more familiar with the mythical worlds of today's popular
entertainment than the actual world they inhabit. As one study discovered, "children were better
able to identify characters from the Japanese card trading game than their own native species."[5]

It's fun to dream about the out-of-the-world suggestions behind science fiction.[6]  We have seen all
kinds of amazing scientific advances during the last half century. Some are good, some are
questionable, and some may prove very bad -- especially in the hands of unscrupulous leaders. But
in a culture that emphasize dreams and imagination more than facts and logic, few children
recognize the limits of science -- the boundaries beyond which even the greatest scientist cannot
go. Consequently, fantasies may play with their minds until the myths seem true and the truth
becomes too boring and contrary to even consider.[7]   2 Timothy 4:3-4

6. A potential gateway to the world of super-violent games and comic books. Though many
details differ, Marvel's new series of Spider-Man comics generally agrees with the movie. But
children searching for the Spider-Man title among other popular comic books or computer games
may well be confronted with an enticing and unforgettable assortment of dark, decadent and occult
images. Rom 12:2-9  

Guard your mind and heart

God's Word tells us to "...be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. Put on the whole
armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil."

Whether you see the evil forces behind the murderous Green Goblin as chemical or demonic, the
real battle we face here on earth is spiritual. Among the timeless enemies to faith and peace in
Christ are the timeless and seductive myths, illusions and deception that crowd into our minds as
we live in the world. To recognize and resist these tempting images and suggestions that so easily
sway our values and twist our beliefs, we need to accept the reality of satan's existence and
understand some of his schemes. To win the victory we must realize that an invisible war is raging
around us so that we take and use the resources God gives us for victory. (See also Unequal Contenders in

the Spiritual War)

In other words, we need to (1) know God's truth so that we can recognize today's enticing myths
and (2) receive the encouragement and reminders God gives us to trust Him, follow His ways,
endure hostility and serve Him in this world -- no matter the cost.
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"For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of
wickedness in the heavenly places.

"Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the
evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having

girded your waist with truth

put on the breastplate of righteousness

shod your feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace...." Ephesians 6:10-18

There are three more pieces to "put on." To understand the simplicity and significance of wearing
each piece, please click on the Armor of God and prayerfully study the Scriptures that show the
meaning behind each one. Together, they provide a shelter and refuge against all the mental
strategies of the evil one. Remember,

"...though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh. For the weapons
of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, casting
down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God,
bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ...." 2 Corinthians 10:2-5

1. Ken Sherer, New York Times, May 7, 2002.
2. Mike Zapler, "Hollywood's box office superhero: 'Spider-Man'", San Jose Mercury News, May 6, 2002. 
3. See "There is no sin or evil" and "Why girls are bullies" (the last link may soon become obsolete).
4. See "Harry Potter and the Power of Suggestion" and "Entertaining Ourselves to Death": "Movies are fun. Like
most entertainments today, they excite the emotions rather than stimulate the intellect. ... The problem is that we
are spending so much time with movies, video games and TV that we tend to become addicted to exciting
electronic images. Worse, we become addicted to excitement itself, and we have difficulty distinguishing artificial
entertainment from reality...." 
5. "Children 'identify Pokemon more easily than animals."
6. Professor Jim Kakalios, who teaches physics at the University of Minnesota, helps validate this illusion. In his
popular course, "Everything I Know of Science I Learned from Reading Comic Books," he asks "Is Spider-Man's
web really strong enough to support him as he swings from buiding to building?" His calculations showed "it could
support a couple of tons." The link to the source is now obsolete: "Superhero science: Professor uses comic
books to teach the fundamentals of physics."
7. Mike, a fan of the Animorphs books (published by Scholastic), visited our site. Then he wrote us a note saying,
"Real science can never reproduce that shown in a book? ... Sure, science now can't create shape shifting, but
wasn't that also said about Cloning? ... It is plausible for shape shifting to actually occur. Maybe not the exact
way shown in Animorphs. They touch an animal and absorb its DNA, and then are able to become that animal.
If... your DNA was able to form into that of an animal, programmed into the subject while still retaining the
knowledge to return to being a human, then Shape Shifting is possible." [See Animorphs and scroll down to
"Mike."] Cloning has become a reality and all kinds of medical advances prove the consequences as well as the
rewards of today's research. It fits within the domain of genetic research that humans can manipulate. But shape
shifting, like Spider-Man's superpowers, is confined to the realm of imagination, occult myths and spiritual illusion.
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Introduction to Biblical Counseling

This 1994 book from Word Publishing* proclaims in large letters on the book's jacket to be "An Alternative to
Secular Psychology." It is also deemed a "groundbreaking book." These days anything written by John MacArthur
seems to automatically come with high recommendations, and this book is no different. However, we can find
nothing in it to recommend. Some of our major concerns are detailed below:

-  The inside flap of the book jacket says that:

"John MacArthur's passion for the Scriptures and his experience in biblical counseling have been
combined with the vision and expertise of Wayne Mack and other members of the Master's College
Faculty to produce this definitive statement on biblical counseling. ... Pooling their years of biblical
counseling practice and the insights gained from years of biblical study and from teaching hundreds of
students to utilize such skills, the authors of this practical book provide a thorough look at this unique
field of Christian ministry."

John MacArthur has written five chapters in the book, two of which were adapted from previous books. However,
the material is actually compiled and edited by Wayne Mack. Mack is currently the Chairman of the Biblical
Counseling Department and Professor of Biblical Counseling at The Master's College, having come from the
Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) in 1993 to take over the program begun two years
earlier. But one only need look at Mack's "Resource List of Helpful Books and Tapes for Marriage and Family
Counseling/Teaching" printed in the "Counselor/Teacher's Guide" of his book Preparing for Marriage God's Way
to understand the extent of this man's psychological bent. (Mack recommends books and tapes by Adlerean
psychologizer John Bettler, Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian psychologizer Larry Crabb, four-temperaments gurus
Tim and Beverly LaHaye, right-brain/left-brain psychologizer Gary Smalley, Christian "sexologists" Ed and Gay
Wheat, and psychologizer Gordon MacDonald.)

-  Mack has written seven chapters in Introduction to Biblical Counseling, comprising an entire section of the book
(Part III: "The Process of Biblical Counseling"). These chapters by Mack represent the very kind of psychologizing
to which the Bobgans would be opposed (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate
Publishing, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). One of these chapters, "Implementing Biblical
Instruction" (pp. 284-297), is typical of Mack's psychological interpretation of Scripture. It also is typical of Mack's
methodology of attempting to change external conditions and practices rather than dealing with the source of sin as
a means of handling outward circumstances and behavior (pp. 284, 286). Mack even instructs counselees to develop
a detailed 11-step advance plan to help them resist temptation (p. 291), and then when the counselee fails, Mack
gives him eleven more steps prepared for his recovery! (p. 292).

-  Chapter 20 of the book presents a listing of "Resources for Biblical Counseling." The list was developed for the
book by CCEF's David Powlison. (See Against Biblical Counseling for more information on Powlison's
psychological integrationist position.) Much of what is on this list is inoffensive, but it does include Ed Bulkley's
Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology, most of Wayne Mack's books, and even MacArthur's highly
psychologically-oriented audio cassette series The Fulfilled Family.

-  Also of interest is Chapter 21, "Frequently Asked Questions About Biblical Counseling." The chapter lists 21
questions with answers by various Master's Fellowship staff and faculty and by other contributors to the book.
CCEF's Powlison answers four of the questions and Grace Church's Lance Quinn three others. Among other
questionable philosophies, neither of these men sees anything wrong with sending counselees to psychologists or
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psychiatrists (pp. 372, 382).

-  Space does not permit a more thorough review of this book. Suffice it to say that recent efforts by MacArthur and
company to paint The Master's Fellowship ministries in anti-psychology hues have been successful only to the
undiscerning eye. And this latest MacArthur/Mack effort to develop an "Alternative to Psychological Counseling"
comes with the same pitfalls and psychological model underpinnings described by the Bobgans in Against Biblical
Counseling. MacArthur/Mack have come out for a model borrowed from secular psychology, dressed it up in
Biblical terminology, and now try to claim this is what the apostle Paul always meant when he penned Romans
15:14, Galatians 6:2, and Ephesians 4:12.

* The Fundamental Evangelistic Association describes Word Publishing as "a fountainhead of theological pollution
and is boosting ecumenical apostasy" (7/8/78). Word is owned by the American Broadcasting Company, the
producers of some of the most vile and immoral TV programs (i.e., 1993-94's NYPD Blue). Other major
MacArthur' works published by Word include Our Sufficiency in Christ and The Vanishing Conscience.
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Toying with Death

The Star Wars Phenomena &

The Revenge of the Sith
By Berit Kjos, June 2005
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'Twenty eight years is an enormous period of time for one work to play such a big role in culture and
society,' said Robert Solar, author of Movie-Made America. The series, which thus far has earned a
staggering 4.3 billion, changed forever the ways movies are made and marketed."[1]  Bruce Newman,
"An Epic's Global Impact."

"Lighten up!" people tell us. "Don't take everything so seriously! After all, it's just entertainment! We know the
difference between good and evil."

This argument may sound reasonable, but it's based on feelings and fantasy, not on facts and reality. Studies
have shown that today's popular entertainment -- what some call edu-tainment -- is more effective than textbooks
in changing a person's beliefs and values. That's why change agents in schools and organizations prefer to use
shocking stories rather than traditional textbooks to teach new values and attitudes. If you doubt that, please read
A New Way of Thinking and Toying with Death.

For more than three decades, George Lucas has been re-shaping the world's view of reality through his amazing
stories. Few individuals have done more to fuel the postmodern shift from what UN leader, Brock Chisholm called
"poisonous certainties" to spiritual speculations that twist all of God's promises. Not only did Lucas turn "movies
into... a global commodity,"[1], he has altered the ways even "Christians" view God and His creation.

Yet, the main issue here is not Mr. Lucas' personal beliefs. Far more important are the "take-home" images
and suggestions that shape the thoughts of his fans. One such suggestion came from the mouth of Obi-Wan, one
of the most honorable Jedis. "Only a Sith deals in absolutes," he told Anakin. The apparent implication? Since
absolutes belong on the evil side, those who deal in absolutes must be enemies of the "good" side.

So might Lucas equate evil with Christians who trust in God's absolute truth and values? Maybe. Such an
assumption could surely be applied to his globalist neighbors at the Presidio -- a former San Francisco army base
converted into a globalist center for social and spiritual transformation.[2]

Similar assumption and perceptions are now broadly discussed and embraced by Star Wars fans around the
world. A Google search for "George Lucas" brings up over 4 million links. No wonder Christian truth and Star
Wars myths mingle together until it's hard to tell them apart. Even Christianity Today blends those two opposites
into a tempting new twist on truth. In a troubling interview with Dick Staub, it tells us that "Christianity is the
prevailing myth of Western culture and Star Wars is a prevailing myth of our popular culture."[3]

But God's Word is not a myth! His unchanging Truth points to actual reality -- the opposite of fantasy!  In fact,
God warns us that "the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but wanting to have their ears
tickled, they will accumulate for themselves teachers in accordance to their own desires, and will turn their ears
away from the truth, and will turn aside to myths." [2 Timothy 4:2-4]  By minimizing the persuasive power of myth, we
open our minds to subtle distortions of truth.

To guard against both subtle and obvious suggestions, those who have watched the Star Wars movies might ask
themselves these questions: What kind of mythical universe do the movies (and games) promote? What occult
notions and suggestions fill the viewer's imagination? How do the Star Wars themes and values clash with Biblical
beliefs and values? And most important, what kind of "god" does he plant in receptive hearts?

1. The beliefs behind the Force.
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In an interview with Wired titled "Life After Darth," George Lucas shared his view of the Force.  The interview
began with a conversation between artificial intelligence pioneer Warren S. McCulloch and Roman Kroitor, who
developed Imax. While McCulloch thought that life resembled "highly complex machines," Kroitor believed in
something more:

 "Many people feel that in the contemplation of nature and in communication with other living things,
they become aware of some kind of force, or something, behind this apparent mask which we see in
front of us, and they call it God."[4]

When Wired asked if this statement laid the foundation for "the Force," Lucas answered that his own use of the
word Force was "an echo of that phrase...." But he didn't take credit for this universal concept of "God". "Similar
phrases have been used extensively by many different people for the last 13,000 years to describe the 'life force,'"
he explained.[4]

This "life force" fits today's all-inclusive views of humanity, nature and an impersonal god. When affirmed through
a success-story such as the Star Wars epic, this mythical god becomes all the more normal and believable. And
what seems true in the world of myths, can quickly become lies in the context of the real world. In fact, what feels
good to the imagination, often becomes more real than reality itself to our adaptable minds. Like the New
Testament people described in 2 Timothy 4, today's pleasure-seeking masses readily turn from truth to myths.

Unlike Biblical truth, those myths change from time to time and from culture to culture. As fans around the world
share new "insights" with their friends, the story grows new twists and branches. "Christians" tend to follow right
along. Caught up in the stream of seductive speculations, many embrace ideas that contradict Biblical Christianity
on every point. And to justify their craving for new mythical thrills, they redefine or dismiss God's "offensive" and
unbending Word.

One of the many popular websites that describe these myths is Wikipedia -- an online, participatory encyclopedia.
It identifies the two sides of the Force and then adds a confusing explanation of some strange midi-clorians that
defy all logic:

"The Jedi and others refer to two sides of the Force, a dark side and a light side. This echoes the
concept of Yin-Yang in Eastern philosophy  ... the dark and light sides of the Force exist inside of
the life form which uses it, made from their emotions."[5]

"Midi-clorians... are microscopic life-forms that reside within the cells of all living things and
communicate with the Force. Midi-clorians comprise collective consciousness [sounds like Carl
Jung] and intelligence, forming the link between everything living and the Force."[6]

The movie itself doesn't mention this mystical link between body and spirit. But within the worldwide Star Wars
culture, such creative details help shape a new religion that's well fitted for the twenty-first century. This "collective
consciousness" and all the other pieces of the grand puzzle will surely be fleshed out in upcoming role-playing
games and television series. As BBC tells us, "Two Star Wars TV series will follow the latest movie in the hit film
franchise."[7]

The Naming of Jedi: "It was natural for Star Wars fans to immediately begin inquiring
into the meaning of the name Qui-Gon Jinn, since he was the most significant new
character to be added in Episode I. The first part was easy: qi gong (pronounced 'chee
goong') is an Eastern art of qi (also chi or ki) life energy manipulation. Qui-Gon is a
master of the living Force, by name as well as by reputation.
    "The second part of his name seemed vaguely fitting, but still a puzzle. Jinn (jin,
ginn, djinn, genies) are spirits of Muslim and other middle Eastern legend 'capable
of assuming human or animal form and exercising supernatural influence over people,'
elemental spirits.....
     "He became Qui-Gon Jinn, a powerful Force-adept who relied on his
subconscious urges ('the will of the Force') to a degree that discomfited those around
him, a quality destined to bring both great suffering and, in the end, the salvation of
the galaxy. Young Obi-Wan would learn from him a commitment to trusting his
instincts, something he would pass on to Luke decades later ('trust your feelings!').
...
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     "In Star Wars, there is more ambiguity -- 'use the Force' and 'use your instincts' are
synonymous, and yet one implies faith in the supernatural and one implies faith in the
self. I explain this as two different ways to characterize the intuitive impulses that
well from within us...."[8]

2. Jedi Ghosts and life after death

On a page dedicated to Jedi master Obi-Wan Kenobi, the official StarWars website explains life after death from a
mythical point of view:

     "...Vader finally squared off against his former master. As a diversionary tactic to help the others
escape, Kenobi sacrificed himself to Vader. The Dark Lord struck the Jedi down, and Kenobi
became one with the Force. He left behind no body, just empty robes and his own Jedi
weapon....
     "At times of great trial, Kenobi's voice would reach out to Luke, offering counsel. Later, the
spectral form of Kenobi would appear to Luke. The ghost-like image advised young Skywalker
to venture to Dagobah, where he could complete his training under the guidance of Yoda. Later,
Kenobi appeared to Luke and revealed the truth of his lineage.
     "Though Kenobi felt that the dark side could only be defeated by bringing about the deaths of
Anakin and the Emperor, Luke strongly believed that his father still had good in him. Luke set out to
turn Anakin away from the dark side and succeeded, though at a great price. Anakin suffered
grievous wounds in his final battle, and died having returned to the light. His spectral form
joined that of Kenobi and Yoda during the Rebel's celebration of the Empire's defeat."[9]

To Star Wars fans, these ghostly appearances add a mystical assurance of never-ending life. It sounds more
promising than the Buddhist Nirvana, which erases all hope of personal or individual existence after death. While
the Lucas version of an afterlife conflicts with the Christian hope of eternal life, it matches the darkly occult
religion, Theosophy, with its belief in ascended masters that communicate their wisdom to more highly evolved
and spiritually-attuned human servants.

"Qui-Gon...is the alleged key to the whole 'Jedi Ghost' phenomenon," wrote a fan, "and it's because of him that
Obi-Wan is able to come back and help young Luke in the coming years.... Imagine if Obi-Wan never appeared to
tell Luke to head to Dagobah and seek out Yoda? ... To me, explaining the whole ghost thing without Qui-Gon
actually appearing at some point won't just be the same. I'm sure Lucas could explain it through dialogue, but you
all know that a picture is worth a thousand words. Seeing is believing."[10]

3. More ties to Eastern religions

In Lucasfilm’s popular children’s book, I Am a Jedi, Qui-Gon Jinn (Liam Neeson) tells us in his own words, "The
Jedi are a very special group of beings. For many thousands of years, we have worked to promote peace and
justice in the universe."[11]
 
The apparent inspiration behind these noble Jedi Knights were the historical Samurai --  the Japanese warriors
whose political power and public influence would rise and fall through the centuries. True or not, countless articles
on the Star Wars phenomena have claimed that connection and helped establish that perception in the public
mind. One such article, "It's Written in the Stars," tells us that "George Lucas has mentioned on many occasions
that he has been highly influenced by the seminal Japanese director Akira Kurosawa." It then lists numerous
similarities:

"The Jedi are an enlightened class, meant to preserve peace, as were the samurai, in theory."
"The distinctive light sabers are little more than Japanese katana in a sci-fi setting."
"The highly ritualized battles are little more than Japanese kendo."
"Darth Vader's helmet is based on the samurai helmet."
"The look of Episode I's Darth Maul is based heavily on ancient Japanese myths and dramas, especially
drama masks."
"The Queen of Naboo's ornate costumes are highly reminiscent of Japanese kimono, while her white face
paint is "geisha wear."
The force is little more than the martial arts concept of chi or ki (as any Dragon Ball Z fan can attest
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to)."[12] 

The Samurai "were supposed to lead their lives according to the ethic code of Bushido ('the way of the warrior').
Strongly Confucian in nature, the Bushido stressed concepts such as loyalty to one's master, self discipline and
respectful, ethical behavior."[13] But the Samurai culture was also influenced by the Shinto religion:

"While Shinto is not defined by a vast array of doctrinal ideas, a fundamental goal or aim of Shinto is
the attainment of magokoro, or 'true heart,' 'sincerity.'  When one has 'true heart,' he/she is open to
the subtle movements and presence of the spiritual forces known as kami....
      "Shinto's reverence for nature is expressed through the acknowledgement and worship of a wide
array of kamis. A kami, while loosely referred to as a kind of nature god or spirit, is more
accurately understood as a force or energy that is experienced within a particular aspect of
nature...."[14]

To Jedi Knights, obedience to one's master is essential. They maintained a strict system of training and mentoring
from childhood, and the children selected for this strict training program lived and learned within the massive Jedi
Temple. That's why the transformed Anikin -- now the evil Darth Vader -- could slay so many of them in a single
place.

"The Samurai were mainly Shintoists or Confucianists, both religions with relatively inflexible dogmas," we are told
in the article, "The Jedi as Ninja." In contrast, the "Ninja, as outcasts from mainstream society, were mainly Zen
Buddhists, so their world view was more that of being one with the universe rather than joining their ancestors in
glory."[15]

 
That pervasive force (chi' or ki) is described in I am a Jedi. The supposed author Qui-Gon tells us that "The
Force is a mysterious form of energy that connects all living things.  We Jedi learn to be sensitive thee the force.
It is a source of great strength. ... A Jedi's greatness comes from his wise mastery of the Force."[11]

 
PSYCHIC (Ch'i
or Ki) Energy

Defined from
an occult
perspective in
the Donning
International
Psychic
Dictionary by
June G.
Bletzer, Ph.D.

"An intelligent, powerful, invisible force… capable of being controlled and
directed by the human mind; 1. Capable of being channeled out through the
brain, palms, and eyes; 2. Can be transmitted through space into other living
organisms and through matter; 3. Occurs when willed or occurs spontaneously;
4. Invisible energy living in all organisms and matter, connected throughout all
the universes; psychic energy is an aspect of electricity…6. Controlled and
employed under certain conditions that mankind does not fully understand…
tunes into the etheric world vibrational frequencies reaching from cosmic
consciousness…. 9. Transmits knowledge to the mind, and manipulates
matter…. 10. Frequently comes from an intelligent, powerful energy field known
as highly evolved soul-minds in invisible bodies… 12. A primordial form of
intelligence pervading the universe and affecting its course."

  Ch'i or Ki (China & Japan) "An immutable principle in the… vital life force; Synonyms:
Tch’i, Qi, Prana, Biocosmic energy, Psi (Psychic) energy...."

  Psychic
Consciousness "An altered state of consciousness… as in sleep, hypnosis, meditation, and the

opening of psychic doors…."

 
4. Trusting the Force or feelings, not fact or logic.
 
"The Jedi as Ninja" continues with this important point:

"Most martial arts have within them the concept of zanshin, or acting in a pure manner without
thinking. Moving in zanshin requires long training and devotion to the art. One must listen to the
Force, rather than think about the motions for zanshin to work. A Jedi Knight will naturally fight
and move in zanshin when it is necessary....
     "The single most illustrative case of a ninja-like warrior in the Star Wars saga is that of the Jedi
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Master Qui-Gon Jinn. He is fearless and inventive, and his single-minded devotion to the Force
allows him to see what must be done. Qui-Gon Jinn is living in zanshin every day; he is listening to
the Force and acting without hesitation."[15]

Apparently, feelings -- especially bad ones, affect a Jedi's ability to receive and manipulate the Force. But they are
also a key source of guidance. "Search your feelings," Palpatine told Anakin. And according to a description
posted at the official starwars.com, Qui-Gon Jinn illustrates this principle well:

"...Jedi Master, Qui-Gon Jinn is a student of the living Force. Unlike other Jedi Masters, who often
lose themselves in the meditation of the unifying Force, Qui-Gon Jinn lived for the moment,
espousing a philosophy of 'feel, don't think -- use your instincts.'..."[16]

This shift from objective, factual thinking to subjective, feeling-based thinking is also essential to the world's quest
for global solidarity. Today's utopian visionaries cannot transform the world without first tearing down the old
foundations of truth, facts and logic. Sad to say, their vision is nearing fulfillment as Biblical resistance is fast
eroding. For we cannot take a stand together on God's unchanging truths when we surrender objective facts and
logic to the realm of social myths, subjective feelings and useful pragmatism. Yet that paradigm shift -- driven
largely by today's entertainment, education and "mental health" agenda -- is now transforming the way we think in
our churches as well as nations. Look again at Christianity Today's interview with Dick Staub:

"Lucas' stories may have more in common with Hinduism than Christianity, but it's still True Myth,
says the author of Christian Wisdom of the Jedi Masters.... A myth is a story that confronts us with
the 'big picture,' something transcendent and eternal, and in so doing, explains the worldview of a
civilization. Given that definition, Christianity is the prevailing myth of Western culture and Star
Wars is a prevailing myth of our popular culture...."[3]

But Christians are not "given that definition." It's an oxymoron! If we receive this twisted meaning and then apply it
to Biblical Christianity, we would distort God's guidelines. As I wrote in "Lord of the Rings: Truth, Myth or
'Discovered Reality," myth, by standard definition, implies something other than reality -- something contrary to
truth. Tolkien himself denied the link between his myth and God's truth. Still, that link lingers in many
contemporary minds -- especially among those who love the exciting myths of our times. Notice the blend of truth
and deceptive suggestions in Dick Staub's next statement:

"As I thought more about the themes of Star Wars, the connection to helping the next generation
become 'Jedi Christians' just started falling into place. ...
     "As you mentioned, the Lucas story is more theologically attuned with Hinduism. In Jedi
mythology, the highest good is achieved by balancing light and dark, whereas Jedi Christians believe
the highest good is achieved when darkness is defeated. In Jedi Christian lore, the dark side is
not just the opposite of light, but is an unequal opponent of God, who, in Star Wars terms, is the
Lord over the Force."[3]

5. Choosing truth and reality, not myths and feelings.  Our sovereign, all-wise, all-loving Creator is
nothing like the Force. The very suggestion makes a mockery of His holiness and glory! According to Biblical
definitions, the Star Wars Force is a different god -- the kind of counterfeit god that the Bible tells us to shun. And
like those pagan gods of the past, it comes with an enticing built-in mythology. It may well have the largest group
of devotees of any pagan deity throughout history. But we can't ignore the consequence:

"...if you by any means forget the Lord your God and follow other gods... you shall surely perish. As
the nations which the Lord destroys before you, so you shall perish, because you would not be
obedient to the voice of the Lord your God." Deuteronomy 8:10-20

The "highest good" God shows us in His Word is His holiness, not the eventual defeat of darkness (a victory
which is according to His work and time, not ours). Therefore He calls us to separate ourselves from all the
cultural influences that would mar His holy life in His 'born again" children. "'Come out from among them and be
separate,' says the Lord. 'Do not touch what is unclean, and I will receive you. I will be a Father to you, and you
shall be My sons and daughters,' says the Lord Almighty.” 2 Corinthians 6:14-18

Mythical stories that evoke strong feelings distract fans from true realities and bombard them with contrary
suggestions that appeal to emotions rather than minds. Trained by today's dialectic (consensus) process to seek
"common ground" along with new meanings that promote group consensus, the postmodern person simply
relieves the tension (cognitive dissonance) between old and new ways through mental and moral compromise -- a
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basic element of today's "new way of thinking."[17] [See "Reinventing the World"]

In spite of man's unceasing quest for feel-good revelations and mind-blowing thrills, there's only one source of
absolute truth: the Bible. That may sound narrow, divisive and offensive to some of you. Others will lose friends
for accepting that truth, but they know that oneness with Jesus is well worth the cost. As He told us long ago, " If
you were of the world, the world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I chose you out of
the world, therefore the world hates you." John 15:18-19

To Him who created all things, the dim lights of today's mythical fantasies are mere illusions within a vast spiritual
darkness that clouds this fallen earth. Therefore God warns us: 

"Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of these things the wrath of God comes
upon the sons of disobedience. Therefore do not be partakers with them. For you were once
darkness, but now you are light in the Lord. Walk as children of light, finding out what is acceptable
to the Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them.
For it is shameful even to speak of those things which are done by them in secret. ... See then that
you walk circumspectly, not as fools but as wise, redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
Ephesians 5:6-16

See also Star Wars Comments
Star Wars Joins United Religions at the Presidio, Toying with Death and Role-Playing Games & Popular

Occultism
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The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2
By John Beardsley - March 3, 2011

 

1Ki 18:21 "And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD [be]
God, follow him: but if Baal, [then] follow him. And the people answered him not a word."

     One of the mantras of the neo-evangelical is “All truth is God’s truth” versus the Biblicist Five Solas. The
Biblicist would state God’s truth is the ‘true’ truth only found in scriptures - Sola Scriptura. The term of “true
truth” was a phrase presented in the past by the late Dr. Francis Schaeffer. Dr. Schaeffer warned years ago about
the compromise we are witnessing today:

"Here is the great evangelical disaster - the failure of the evangelical world to stand for truth as truth. There is
only one word for this - namely accommodation: the evangelical church has accommodated to the world spirit of
the age. First, there has been accommodation on Scripture, so that many who call themselves evangelicals hold a
weakened view of the Bible and no longer affirm the truth of all the Bible teaches - truth not only in religious
matters but in the areas of science and history and morality. As part of this, many evangelicals are now accepting
the higher critical methods in the study of the Bible. Remember, it was these same methods which destroyed the
authority of the Bible for the Protestant church in Germany in the last century, and which have destroyed the
Bible for the liberal in our own country from the beginning of this century. And second, there has been
accommodation on the issues, with no clear stand being taken even on matters of life and death" (37). Francis
Schaeffer, The Great Evangelical Disaster

I believe it is no coincidence these men lean so heavily on the liberal theologians (as covered in Part 1) and what is
often referred to as post-modernism for the church or known as the Emerging/Emergent Church teachings. As you
read you may experience what feels like a mountainous road with new doctrines going on pretty steep inclines
and declines (mixing of liberal theology and mysticism), a number of twists and turns (confusing ideas to make it
exciting), plus a bit of rebellious thrill seeking off-road – to places far outside the bounds of sound Biblical
teachings.  I do my best to keep what the authors present in context with a number of quotes with implications
that go well beyond the issue of accommodation to matters of life and death as it relates to knowing Christ as
Saviour.

The Tree of Life (as defined by the New Paradigm/Organic View)
 
     Two of the Organic Church leaders present a rather unique view of scriptures opposing the Biblicist paradigm. 
Of their numerous books, The Jesus Manifesto published in 2010 drives this point home. I enter into evidence the
following quotations from The Jesus Manifesto by Frank Viola and Leonard Sweet and From Eternity to Here by
Frank Viola that was published in 2009, a year before The Jesus Manifesto. The wild ride ahead provides a number
of insights so please strap in and read through each section to understand what they state or imply:

a.      The Jesus Manifesto states we (mankind) have a choice of two trees for salvation: one is the tree of
self-determination that we can decide what is right or wrong. The second is, “The tree of life was God’s
own life made accessible to human beings. Today, the tree of life is the Lord Jesus Christ” (p. 129).  

Yes, we indeed must surrender to God, repenting of all of our self-will and SIN – I do not see sin addressed in a
Biblical way here. Sin is reduced to self-will and self-determination that we can be like God falling for the
serpent’s promise.

The Choice of Two Trees in chapter 8 pages 129 -131 continue:

b.       The trees as defined by The Jesus Manifesto page 129 states that “…the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil can be understood by the serpent’s promise…” that we can decide for ourselves what is good and
evil. Then proceeds, “Eating from the tree of life meant receiving the uncreated life of God into oneself.
The tree of life was God’s own life made accessible to human beings. Today, the tree of life is the Lord
Jesus Christ.”
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 On the surface the quote above almost sounds like the Biblical position but The Jesus Manifesto continues,

c.       The Jesus Manifesto on page 130 clarifies “Receiving Christ is simply taking the first bite from the right
tree.” Then followed by numerous platitudes about how many churches simply teach to imitate Christ, act
like Christ, try to do good as the Gospel, (which even a babe in Christ knows is not the Gospel). The Jesus
Manifesto states what the Gospel is for a person, “Instead, he allows the life of God to flow within and
through him. He yields to the instincts, promptings, and energy of that God-life.”

The Jesus Manifesto sounds as if it is turning the salvation experience into some sort of mystical experience “…
receiving the uncreated life of God into oneself” and “…energy of that God-life” but considering the authors are
so steeped in the emergent teachings it is not a surprise to me. Why not stick to scriptures?

The Jesus Manifesto attempts to build a case by stating those who CHOOSE to intellectually discern good from evil
and try to do good is the same as following the serpent’s lie that we are not living by the life of God and must go
to the tree of life as they define it: 

d.       “1. The choice to intellectually know good from evil and to try to do good = the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. [or] 2. Living by the life of God, which is goodness itself = the tree of life” Page 130.

This is preceded by a rather odd remark, “You see, “good” is a form of life. And only God is good.” Where will you
read in scripture, “good is a form of life?” – Still looking into the source of that idea perhaps Aristotle but
certainly not from God’s word!

 You may want to stop and argue that only the spiritual man/woman can understand spiritual things of God, I am
not debating that point (1 Co 2:10-16). The Jesus Manifesto juxtaposes the scriptures saying, “Mark it down: the
knowledge of good is the accepted counterfeit to living by life (p130). The next line states:  

e.      "The Christian religion18 is built on the tree of the knowledge of good and evil."  The footnote #18 in
the back of The Jesus Manifesto defines the word religion in this statement as, "We are not defining
"religion" the way the apostle James did in James 1. There the word religion means "worship." We are
instead using the word to mean a system of human thought, belief, and practice that typically involves a
higher power." They state at this level we can compare the Christian religion to other religions of the
world and how we may believe we have God under control through our knowledge of religion.  

The problem with that thinking is anyone presenting a doctrinal teaching does not fit The Jesus Manifesto
definition, James 1:27 states, “Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless
and widows in their affliction, [and] to keep himself unspotted from the world.”  

Keeping the verse from the Apostle James in context together with the quotes above a – e, The Jesus Manifesto’s
answer is:

f.        The Jesus Manifesto page 131, “The Christian religion teaches that the Bible answers virtually every
question that’s brought to the sacred text. The problem with this line of thought is that the true God
cannot fit into anyone’s box.”

Here The Jesus Manifesto breaks away from scripture and begins to reveal what they are saying. Christians would
agree the Bible is God’s Word but these men teach the Bible PLUS new revelations, support liberal theology, the
use of psychology (Viola is a psychologist) and a heavy leaning on mystical teachings of the Emergent Church. The
Jesus Manifesto is really just old Modernistic poison in a new sugar coat! J. Gresham Machen, in What is Faith?
states, “The retrograde, anti-intellectual (sic) movement, called Modernism, a movement which really degrades
the intellect by excluding it from the sphere of religion, will be overcome, and thinking will again come to its
rights” (p. 18). The Bible is God’s box?! - If the Bible is a box not even the visible contents of the known universe
begin to reveal all is contained therein! 

g.      The Jesus Manifesto continues, “Yet many Christians have turned the Bible into a form of the
knowledge of good and evil. They approach the Bible as raw material by which they can gain control over
their lives…” The Jesus Manifesto goes on to say, “This is a profoundly grievous misuse of the Bible.”
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Yes, the Bible does reveal to us the knowledge of good and evil. However, connected with The Jesus Manifesto
definition it would make the use of scripture to judge anything a sin against God! It is the Bible that establishes
our understanding of God, consider the following Bible verses as examples:

1 Jo 2:27 “But the anointing which ye have received of him abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach
you: but as the same anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie, and even as it hath taught
you, ye shall abide in him.”

2 Ti 2:15 "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth.”

Ps 12:6 “The words of the LORD [are] pure words: [as] silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.”

Ps 119:128 “Therefore I esteem all [thy] precepts [concerning] all [things to be] right; [and] I hate every false way.”

Ps 119:140 “Thy word [is] very pure: therefore thy servant loveth it.”

The Jesus Manifesto teaches what I call ‘a facsimile of Christianity’ by neglect of the Bible, doctrine and
judging/discerning according to the Bible. The Bible is the Word of God. If you approach the Bible with the correct
premise we are not eating from the Tree of Life, but we are part of the Vine:

John 15:1-8 “I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not fruit he
taketh away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit. Now ye are
clean through the word which I have spoken unto you. Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of
itself, except it abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that
abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing. If a man abide
not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and
they are burned. If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto
you.  Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so shall ye be my disciples.”

Our doctrine must be established by the Bible, there is no other trustworthy measure! There are more than 50
references in scripture concerning doctrine and living according to it as part of the Vine:

Titus 2:7-8 “In all things shewing thyself a pattern of good works: in doctrine [shewing] uncorruptness, gravity,
sincerity, sound speech, that cannot be condemned; that he that is of the contrary part may be ashamed, having
no evil thing to say of you.”

The Jesus Manifesto next goes off road taking one curve too many:

h.       The Jesus Manifesto, Page 131 "Jesus didn't misuse the Scriptures to gain control and predictability in
His own life. To Him, the Scriptures were simply the joystick on the Father's controller. They were the
instrument through which He got to know His Father better and to discover how to live out His
mission." (Bold emphasis mine)

 Did Jesus the Son of God have to “…discover how to live out His mission”!? There is no basis for such a thing in
scripture!

 Further connecting the dots to the quotes above, The Jesus Manifesto states:

i.        Page 137, “The Bible does not offer a plan or a blueprint for living”
j.        Page 138, “The Bible does not hit just one note for sixty-six books. It speaks anew to every age. It
should be read in the light of new information and fresh discoveries.” [New revelations for today read
previous quotations]
k.       Page 139, It [the Bible] must also be understood in community, not as an individual. Both Testaments
were written to communities and can only be rightly understood within that same context.” – Stating that
only a few of the books were written to individuals.
l.        Page 142, “The authentic Christian life, therefore, is not an individual pursuit. It’s a corporate journey.
For all of today’s talk of “community,” what matters in life is still primarily played out in a “Youniverse” of
inward, self-certifying scrutiny and the privacy of subjective illumination, not dimensions of biblical
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tradition and community.”

One word I personally use to describe The Jesus Manifesto is, sophistry, defined as “reasoning that is superficially
plausible but actually fallacious [his masterful but irresponsible sophistry]” (Merriam-Webster Unabridged, 2002).

Who Jesus Christ is According to Frank Viola - Writing Together with Leonard Sweet

 
Next on this off-road drive, page 141 presents a different line of thought, “Jesus Christ cannot be separated from
His church. While Jesus is distinct from His Bride, He is not separate from her. She is, in fact, His very own body
in the earth.” [bold emphasis mine] Then on page 143 following some discussion on 1 Co 12:1-3 how “the church
is Jesus Christ in corporate expression” The Jesus Manifesto continues quoting the non-Christian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, who said regarding the church, [is] “Christ existing as community.” Later The Jesus Manifesto says,
“Practically, this means that we know Jesus Christ through one another, not just by ourselves. We see Him, hear
Him, touch Him, taste and smell Him through our sisters and brothers within whom He dwells.”  

A search where The Jesus Manifesto writers get this thinking one only needs to look at Frank Viola’s book
published a year earlier in 2009 From Eternity to Here regarding the “choice of two trees” and it goes further by
teaching: 

“It's worth noting that Paul never speaks of the "body of Christians." He always uses the phrase the "body of
Christ." For Paul, the body of Christ is a particular person. It's not a metaphor. Paul never says the church is like
His body. No, we are His body. Each member is the physical complement, the extension, of the same person, Jesus
Christ. And we happen to be the only body He has” (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 266).

If you did not catch what Viola was saying he continues: 

“Paul's idea is not that the Head is somehow screwed onto the body. His idea is that Christ embodies the church.
The risen Christ is a living, inclusive, "more-than-individual" personality. The church is a corporate entity that is
made up of diverse individuals. It is a person, living in and expressing Himself through His many members.

Put another way, the church is the visible image of the invisible Lord. It is the corporate Christ. It is Christ in
collective human expression. To Paul's mind, the church in Corinth was none other than Jesus Christ in the city of
Corinth. Paul's apostolic ministry was built upon this very revelation. And it comes screaming through all of his
letters, including 1 Corinthians” (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 267). --- Note: these quotes from pages
266 and 267 while not identical are nearly the same as The Jesus Manifesto pages 142- 143.

Turn the page and again on the following page the added step:

"For Paul, the church is the embodiment of the risen Jesus on earth. It's the actual body of Christ present in the
world, His physical presence on the planet. When a local body of believers understands and believes this, the
New Testament will become an open book to them. It will also affect the way they experience and practice their
church life" (Frank Viola, From Eternity to Here Page 268). [Emphasis in bold mine]

The sources of these teachings are men Viola quotes often: Watchman Nee, Witness Lee, Bill Freeman, and T.
Austin Sparks to name a few. A Google search reveals only a few places where this doctrine has been taught and
originates from what is called “The Local Church Movement” (more later on that movement – in short teaches one
church in every city following the teachings of Witness Lee) In response to a debate on the topic online Viola gives
us the sources as well: (Copied exactly as in the links below)

“17) Ben‘s view reduces the term ―body of Christ‖ to a very poor and weak metaphor. Paul‘s use of the phrase
doesn‘t map at all to this. The statements about the body being totally separate from the head are addressed
above in my discussion on our union with Christ. The body and the head are distinct, but they are not separate.
John A.T. Robinson, Dietrich Bonheoffer (scholars) as well as Watchman Nee and T. Austin-Sparks (more popular
writers) have written extensively about the intimate union between the head and the body. This union is an actual,
real, and living thing. It‘s not metaphorical. Paul says so much in 1 Cor. 12:12. I recommend Bill Freeman‘s
excellent book, ―The Church is Christ and T. Austin-Sparks‘ ―God‘s Spiritual House. In effect, Ben sees our
relationship to Christ as purely external. This is a monumental subject; but the fact that Ben and I differ so much
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on it reveals why our views of ecclesiology are so profoundly different.” Posted on Viola’s blog:
www.ptmin.org/FV_BW.pdf http://benwitherington.blogspot.com/2008/09/frank-coda.html

 Starting from the first “scholar” referenced, the Bishop John A.T. Robinson on this topic above by Viola, Dr.
Walter Martin made this comment,

[Episcopal] Bishop [John] A.T. Robinson cannot be unfrocked by the Anglican Church despite the fact that he is a
living devil when it comes to Christian theology—denying everything and turning the faith of people into darkness.
Do you know why they can’t unfrock A.T. Robertson; because [Episcopal leadership] is as heretical as he is.
Therefore they can’t touch him…” (Walter Martin Religious InfoNet, CD ROM)

Next as for Dietrich Bonhoeffer?! The 1996 article on Biblical Discernment Ministries ties Bonhoeffer to Robinson
and more:
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) was a neo-orthodox German theologian, pastor, preacher, radio broadcaster, and
prolific writer in the 1930s and early-1940s, during the rise, rule, and downfall of Adolph Hitler. He was greatly
fascinated with neo-orthodox thought, theology, and terminology, and was greatly influenced by the major
theologian of neo-orthodoxy, Karl Barth (1886-1968). Bonhoeffer's writings are credited with helping to father
the "Death of God" theology which was popularized by the Anglican Bishop John A.T. Robinson in the decade
of the 1960s. Bonhoeffer was in reality a practical atheist and a religious humanist who denied virtually every
cardinal doctrine of the historic Christian faith (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York:
Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12).

Bonhoeffer readily acknowledged "the debt he owes to liberal theology." Declaring that it was impossible to
know the objective truth about Christ's real nature and essence, Bonhoeffer proclaimed that God was dead.
Moreover, Bonhoeffer believed that the true Christian was the confessing believer who totally immersed his life in
the secular world, becoming a secular Christian. Rejecting the objective unalterable moral standards of the Bible,
Bonhoeffer proclaimed a situational ethics -- that right and wrong are determined solely by the "loving obligations
of the moment" (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York: Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12,
378; Ethics, pp. 38, 186; No Rusty Swords, pp. 44-45). 

If you are astounded about the sources here are the others mentioned, Viola references goes on to Watchman
Nee and Witness Lee of the Local Church Movement known for its unbiblical views on the Trinity that sound
remarkably like the view presented by Viola. This view is at least comparable to a heresy known as
Modalism/Sabellianism originating in the third century regarding the Trinity and I believe it is no coincidence Viola
references material from Witness Lee in From Eternity to Here.  

In the book The New Cults, Dr. Walter Martin stated, “Witness Lee teaches that the church, the Body of Christ, is
Christ, and is becoming more and more “full” of God, to the point where eventually the church is God manifest in
the flesh, fulfilling God’s original intention to “work Himself into man”” (Page 404). Dr. Martin references several
items from Witness Lee, two that specifically relate:

Speaking of the Church and Christ: “in number we are different, but in nature we are exactly the same.” Witness
Lee, The All-Inclusive Christ page 103.

“This Christ has expanded from one Person to thousands and thousands of persons. He was once the individual
Christ, but in Acts He has become a corporate Christ.” Witness Lee, Life Study in Matthew, Message One (Stream
Publishers), page 3.

Connect The Jesus Manifesto together with the teachings of the Local Church Movement! The Jesus Manifesto
states, “The earth awaits a body of Christians in every city who will receive Jesus utterly and completely. A body
who will esteem Him above everything else, giving Him His rightful place of supremacy” (pages 158-159). More
information in summation below but this sounds like dangerous Dominionist teaching not found in scriptures! The
other two references by Frank Viola to Bill Freeman and T. Austin Sparks I may include in part 3 but enough said!

Summation of the evidence presented:

1.       The Jesus Manifesto paints Christians with a broad brush as the world does; no definitive line between
true and false believers, doctrines, and denominations.

      

http://www.ptmin.org/FV_BW.pdf
http://benwitherington.blogspot.com/2008/09/frank-coda.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/bonhoeffer/general.htm
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2. The reader is introduced to words typically used by mystics and new agers by referring to a person who
got saved as experiencing the “…energy of that God-life.”
3.       Marginalizing of Biblicist position (Christians relying on the Bible), referring to it as going to the tree of
knowledge of good and evil.
4.       A presentation of doctrine that anyone holding God to what the Bible teaches about His nature is to
put Him into a box, denying the sufficiency of scripture, and denying the Biblicist paradigm.
5.       Following the logic of #4 with the denial of Biblical sufficiency leads us to the doctrine where others
have something to bring to the table (extra-Biblical sources) – that is not Christianity but theosophy;
(numerous extra-biblical sources used by them)
6.       That we know Christ through our experiences and through our brothers and sisters without mention of
scriptures. Refer to #4 – new revelations are encouraged contrary to scriptures.
7.       For #3 and #4 Viola and Sweet, clarify Christians cannot judge according to scriptures calling it “a
profoundly grievous misuse of the Bible.”
8.       They deny the Biblical Jesus by presenting a Jesus ignorant to His mission on Earth!
9.       Following the logic of The Jesus Manifesto and From Eternity to Here, those of the Biblicist paradigm
have it wrong about the very identity of the body of Christ. Additionally at least Viola promotes a rather
bizarre view that the body of Christ is the Church physically.
10.   Closely resembles the Local Church Movement and teachings of Witness Lee referred to as “cultic” by
the late Dr. Walter Martin with regard to the teachings of the Trinity and more.
11.   A Local Church Movement type teaching that, “The earth awaits a body of Christians in every city who
will receive Jesus utterly and completely” (Page 158). The opposite of the Biblicist paradigm and most
traditional Christian teachings who are awaiting Christ to return as He said would. This point shows these
teachings align closely with other dangerous false teachings, such as preparing the earth for Christ’s
kingdom fitting of NAR, Dominionism, Latter Rain, and Manifest Sons of God – the implications are
shocking!

Addressing a crucial doctrine of the Manifest Sons of God, in the book Vengeance Is Ours, Albert Dager provides more
insight to this being nothing new, "Some who have been infected by the Manifest Sons of God teachings even believe He
will not return physically, but rather that Christ and the Church are becoming one in nature and essence, and that the
Church, as the “on-going incarnation of God,” is Christ on earth (page 70)."

To my readers, I am sure this list is not exhaustive of the items above! There are more problems with The Jesus
Manifesto throughout the book, which I have not touched on, including, the individual teachings of Frank Viola
and Leonard Sweet. This part covered only the most alarming problems jumping off the pages. 

I present to you that the section covering “The Choice of Two Trees” in both The Jesus Manifesto and From
Eternity to Here is a red herring argument (fallacy). It is a mixing of error (deliberate sophistry or not) leading the
naïve’ reader to believe a Biblical Christian is just religious and really not a Christian!

 

Who Is the Pharisee? 
- The Pharisaical Comparison a Continued Attack of the Biblicist Christian

 

In other articles I have asked the question who is the Pharisee? What were Pharisees known for? The Jesus
Manifesto basically states they are those who saw themselves better than everyone else going to great lengths to
separate themselves as holy. The Jesus Manifesto claims the Pharisees were the self-appointed guardians of the
Judaic religion. However, the Pharisees added to the scriptures with a number of burdensome rules no one could
live up to. The Pharisees brought commercialism into the temple and the list goes on. Funny thing is The Jesus
Manifesto compares the Pharisees as those living by the tree of good and evil, akin to their statements against
Biblicist Christians in defense of their book to sell yet another copy – making merchandise of believers!

The Jesus of the Bible gives plenty of warning about the leaven of the Pharisees. The leaven is in the myriad of
extra-biblical quotes from mystics, including a teaching from those recognized as being cultic by Dr. Walter
Martin! An illustration comes to mind of an infection in the body, one small area may be affected today but left
unattended without antibiotics can spread to the rest of the body and kill you. As a Bible believing Christian we

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/fundamentalistpharisees.html
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need to be as the Bereans (Acts 17:11) and we need to refute these insidious lies of Satan for what they are.

Based on the evidence presented, it is my opinion these teachers are individuals claiming the name of Jesus to
restore the church to what it ‘should be’ but like the cults they redefine who God is compared with the Biblicist
position, including the Person of Jesus Christ, His relationship with His Father, and Holy Spirit. Like their friends of
the Emergent Church, they blend liberal theology, psychology, mysticism, and new age teachings. PLEASE
remember to tie part 1 (linked here) of this series to part 2 – these same men give a glowing endorsement of the
heretical/blasphemous book The Shack, which ironically redefines the Trinity! These men may use a number of
Christian connotative words in their teachings but mean different things by them as presented here. The Bible
gives the strongest condemnation to those who despite (insult) the grace of God through the false teachings of
His very Person! If ever there are some men who need to turn away (repent) of their teachings Frank Viola and
Leonard Sweet are two of them!

A post on Herescope June 21, 2008 addressing the leaven of (error): “Dr. Harry Ironside, pastor of Chicago’s
Moody Memorial Church from 1930-1948, emphasizes the fact that truth mixed with error results in “all error” —
a direct refutation of the Emergent Church teaching to find “truth” wherever it may be found — including books
like The Shack. Ironside wrote:

“Error is like leaven, of which we read, ‘A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.’ Truth mixed with error is
equivalent to all error, except that it is more innocent looking and, therefore, more dangerous. God hates such a
mixture! Any error, or any truth-and-error mixture, calls for definite exposure and repudiation. To condone such is
to be unfaithful to God and His Word and treacherous to imperiled souls for whom Christ died.” (Exposing Error: Is
It Worthwhile)

Heb 10:29 KJV “Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under
foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing,
and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace?”

Ga 1:6 KJV “I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto another
gospel”:

Parting Thoughts for My Readers
 

     I take exception with their choice of the Garden of Eden to build their philosophy on “The Choice of Two
Trees.” Looking at scripture on this topic, Genesis 2:9 “And out of the ground made the LORD God to grow every
tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and evil.”

When Adam and Eve were in the garden, they did not know sin; they lived in pure innocence with a command not
to eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Later the Devil as a serpent deceived them to commit sin. Here
is the crux of the matter! Adam and Eve’s decision to sin changed everyone giving us the sin nature that would
require a Saviour, God’s Son who came and died for all who would believe. Satan’s lie to Eve was that she is going
to be like God; the experiential knowledge from eating of the tree is not what defines God.

The tree was a fork in the road but does not equate to the Bible as painted by The Jesus Manifesto. The Bible is a
huge part of the Christian’s tree of life, it is God’s Word, pure, and holy. If we cannot trust and rely on it as a
pattern (blueprint) for sound Christian living we do not have Christianity, only some sort of facsimile of it. If you
choose to ignore the Bible or treat it with contempt as if it is not relevant for today, or you choose to follow The
Jesus Manifesto which says, “…It should be read in the light of new information and fresh discoveries…” – this is
Emergent/Emerging Church doctrine not Biblical doctrine. God is the One who said He never changes and just how
do I know that? I know that from the Bible, God’s Word – not the heaps of books being pushed at us from the
Emerging, Emergent and Organic crowd. Hebrews 13:8-9 “Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to day, and for
ever. Be not carried about with divers and strange doctrines. For it is a good thing that the heart be established
with grace; not with meats, which have not profited them that have been occupied therein.” The Bible speaks
plenty to such false teachings and we should heed the warning:

 2 Corinthians 11:1-4 “Would to God ye could bear with me a little in my folly: and indeed bear with me. For I am

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/shack.htm
http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=THE+SHACK+%26+Its+New+Age+Leaven+ironside
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/shack.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/emerge/
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jealous over you with godly jealousy: for I have espoused you to one husband, that I may present you as a chaste
virgin to Christ. But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so your minds
should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we
have not preached, or [if] ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have
not accepted, ye might well bear with [him].”

Any objective observer of the strange doctrines put forth and the rewriting of fundamental doctrines of
Christianity coming from this Emergent movement compared to Biblicist teachings demonstrate we are thousands
of miles apart since the watershed event took place as described in part 1.

 I am planning to write a part 3 in the next couple of months to address even more of the dangers of the Organic Church.
If you have encounters with some of the teachings from this movement please feel free to pass them along as the research
continues. 

End of Part 2
 The Organic Church together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One January 2011

Appendix to Part 2: Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011

The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three August 2011

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 4/2011 
by John Beardsley
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"Each of the animators picked 

some animal movement to 
analyze and tried to transpose 
that movement to Tarzan."1

 

Taming Tarzan, King of the Apes
by Berit Kjos <crossroad.to>

 

_______________________________________

"Education must prepare the citizens of today to live and work . . .
in a world in which the only constant will be change."2 (Education
and Human Development, UNESCO, 1993)

"The ecological crisis, in short, is the population crisis. Cut the
population by 90% and there aren't enough people left to do a
great deal of ecological damage."3 (Sam Keen, speaking at
Gorbachev's State of the World Forum)

_______________________________________

This century’s final ape-man crouches like a gorilla, swings through the
jungle like a monkey, "surfs" down branches like a teenage roller blader,
and follows his benign feelings like the idealized male of the nineties.
What could be wrong with that?

The title of a New York Times review of the movie summarizes one problem: "From Darwinian To
Disneyesque." The subtitle continues with this blend of pseudoscience and myth: "In Tarzan’s
Evolution, a New Theory: The Survival of Nearly Everything."4

Evolution, of course, can refer to all kinds of changes. In this context, it refers to Darwin’s theory and
the social philosophy it inspired. It has become one of three new global absolutes -- pantheism,
monism, and evolution – which are now generally taught as fact in public schools. In our culture, they
now tend to be accepted as fact. Even those who call themselves Christians are now adapting their
beliefs to fit these cultural trends. Thus God becomes a universal God and the Holy Spirit becomes a
force that fills and guides everyone. Even the Bible itself must be conformed to the evolving wisdom of
our times.

These changes are part of today's cultural transformation, which receives much inspiration from
Hollywood. The entertainment industry is a vital part of the broad umbrella of visionaries, managers,
and "stakeholders" that have joined forces to prod and guide the revolutionary paradigm shift--

1. from the Christian world view with its biblical absolutes
2. through the humanist paradigm of relative values
3. into the global paradigm with its evolving global ethic and a new set of absolutes.

To establish the new beliefs and values in the public consciousness, our U.S. Department of Education
began years ago to encourage local school districts and community leaders to form informal
partnerships with the media and entertainment industry as well as with business leaders, health
services, churches, etc. Hollywood has proven more than willing to do its share in this communal
process of "lifelong learning" for all. Earlier Disney movies such as The Lion King, Pocahontas, and
Aladdin taught two of the three new absolutes: pantheism and monism. Tarzan teaches the third,

http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles/Pocahontas
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evolution.

Of course, Tarzan never mentions evolution – any more than Pocahontas mentions pantheism and
monism. But the movie bombards the viewer’s heart and mind with politically correct images which
suggest that:

Tarzan, the product of an ape culture, is more humane than the products of civilized society, as
represented by the cruel hunter, Clayton.

 Apes live together in peace like humans, only more so.
 Humanity is merely a more highly evolved branch of the ape family.

These suggestions point to the values at the heart of the new global management system. Remember,
when applied to this process of change, Total Quality Management (TQM) and the consensus process
require that each group member be willing to "respect" the new ideas, embrace the group consensus no
matter how contrary to one's conscience, and synthesize the new input into an ever evolving body of
"knowledge." Catchy new myths and strategic images help direct the "evolution" of the needed "truths"
and politically correct mass consciousness. Some of those myths are dramatically illustrated in Disney's
Tarzan.

TARZAN, THE PRODUCT OF AN APE CULTURE, IS MORE HUMANE THAN THE
PRODUCT OF CIVILIZED WESTERN SOCIETY, AS REPRESENTED BY THE EVIL
CLAYTON.

Actually, Lord Clayton was Tarzan’s well-meaning, aristocratic father in Edgar Rice Burroughs
original 1912 novel. In the Disney movie, he becomes the villain. It fits. To create the new
multicultural global village based on "sustainable development,"5 Western habits of living, thinking,
and consuming resources must be replaced. But first the masses must be persuaded to give their
consent. To speed the process, old myths and stories must be adapted to fit contemporary needs and to
communicate the new visions.

APES LIVE TOGETHER IN PEACE LIKE HUMANS, ONLY MORE SO.

Some years ago, while waiting for our youngest son to finish windsurfing in the bay, I watched a
scrawny, crippled seagull approach a discarded apple core. It looked around anxiously, then slowly
approached the delicacy. But with its first peck into the juicy treat, it aroused a senseless rage in a large
healthy seagull, which charged toward its weaker brother, dug its beak into its side, and sent the poor
little bird running for his life. Then, without touching the apple, the bully joined the flock a distance
away.

Minutes later, the sickly bird emerged cautiously from its hiding place. Limping slowly toward the
apple core, it glanced fearfully to each side for its tormentor. In the distance, the larger bird watched.
When the hungry runt touched the apple, the bully charged again, pecking the weaker brother until it
bled. Why? Why would this well-fed bird forbid another to eat the scraps it didn’t want? Saddened by
such savagery, I wondered.

Cruelty reigns among apes and monkeys as well. Those who study animals see the harsh nature behind
the soft fur, brown eyes, and flattering media images. An anthropologist had been studying a group of
monkeys in Africa for some time when a party of chimpanzees invaded his safe territory. "The results
were devastating," he wrote. "During the hour-long hunt, seven [monkeys] were killed; three were torn
apart in front of me. Nearly four hours later, the hunters were still eating. . . while I sat staring in
disbelief at the remains of many of my study subjects."
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Tarzan's ape family consisted of numerous females but, apparently, only one mature male -- the father
of all the ape offsprings. What happened to all the other males? The movie doesn't tell us the gruesome
facts of nature in the wild.

Are apes, then, evil?

No. Evil is unique to humanity. We alone are given a moral choice. Unless they are domesticated and
trained to obey, animals are expected to follow their natural instincts. On the other hand, humans are
held accountable to a higher standard. Ignorance doesn't cancel the consequences for refusing to heed
God’s order. "They are without excuse," the Bible tells us, referring to those who trade truth for myths
and worship creatures rather than the Creator.

America seems embarrassed to talk about God's standard these days. We're ashamed of what He calls
good, but we "don't even know how to blush" at what He calls sin. But then, if we see ourselves as
animals, why should we?

 MAN IS MERELY A MORE HIGHLY EVOLVED MEMBER OF THE APE FAMILY.

Darwin’s theory of evolution laid a much-needed foundation for the return to earth-centered values.
Like humanism, it fit what many already believed. It became an instant hit among intellectuals who
shunned God, because it built a plausible "scientific" framework to support a myth that people already
loved — thus validating it. In other words, the research by genuine and respected scientists began to
merge with prevalent social philosophies and myths, until the product (synthesis) of this consensus
took on a nature of its own. That’s one reason why creative scientists could produce full-bodied
drawings of "missing links" from fractions of bones and get away with it. Though unproven and widely
refuted, the familiar monkey-to-man line-up still continues to spread its powerful visual message from
the pages of classroom texts and respected museum showcases. Remember, today’s "change agents"
don’t play by the old rules.

Most people recognize Aldous Huxley as the British author of Brave New World. Few know that his
brother, Julian, became the first head of UNESCO, or that his grandfather, Thomas Huxley, was a key
promoter of Darwin’s theory in the late 19th century. This theory provided the needed scientific
foundation for the socialist vision: Everything must evolve, and the transformation must be steered by
wise global-minded leaders who share the vision of a planetary society unified around an evolving set
of truths, beliefs, and values.

To social engineers and their disciples, evolution became far more than a way to explain the origin of
life. Its spiritual application inspired a utopian hope for more evolved forms of life in the future. The
fact that genuine science can’t verify this useful and manipulative philosophy, doesn’t matter. Just
reinterpret the scientific evidence. Blend it with myth and spirituality. Build an aura of awe and respect
toward an image of a mystical authoritative "Science" which commands public awe and unquestioning
obedience. Conceal contrary facts, and only publicize evidence that backs the political agenda.

Present animal images that touch our hearts and teach global values. Give them voice and character that
impress us with their moral integrity and humane wisdom. Blur the line between the species, and
equate traditional views with Western intolerance and haughty superiority.

It all happened. Since the public has traded truth, facts, and logic for myths, feelings, and imagination,
anything goes. We absorb the images and information – and forget to think and discern. The results
flash like red lights all around, but the government-media partnership twist the facts into a plausible
rationale and "solution" for yet another crisis. In the absence of moral boundaries, humans act like
beasts -- validating the view that humanity is merely a higher but more destructive animal.
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Naturally, if humans are like animals, they can be trained like animals. Why not use behavior
modification on children? Why shouldn’t schools employ psycho-social strategies to socialize human
resources for a global workforce and the 21st century community? Why not free our youth to satisfy
their natural instincts, nurture their evolving animal nature, and thereby fulfill their human potential?

Yet, it doesn’t make sense, does it? At least not to those who still see reality from a Biblical
perspective. But to those who have replaced Christianity with earth-centered absolutes and evolving
values, it makes perfect sense. It all depends on where you stand, whose counsel you follow, and whom
you have chosen to serve.

The LORD by wisdom founded the earth; 
By understanding He established the heavens;
By His knowledge the depths were broken up, 

And clouds drop down the dew.

My son, let them not depart from your eyes—
Keep sound wisdom and discretion;

So they will be life to your soul 
And grace to your neck.

Then you will walk safely in your way, 
And your foot will not stumble.

When you lie down, you will not be afraid; 
Yes, you will lie down and your sleep will be sweet.

Do not be afraid of sudden terror, 
Nor of trouble from the wicked when it comes;

For the LORD will be your confidence, 
And will keep your foot from being caught.

Proverbs 3:19-26

<><

If you have already seen the movie, use it as a springboard for a discussion about the differences
between the world's answers to life's questions (See 1 Corinthians 1:18-24. We'll list more Scriptures
later) and the Biblical creation account. Be sure you discuss -- using God's absolute truth as your filter
and standard -- rather than dialogue to consensus based on feelings and opinions. (See Mind Control)

<><

"Finally, brethren, whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever things are just,
whatever things are pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if there is any

virtue and if there is anything praiseworthy—meditate on these things." (Philippians 4:8)

_________________________________________________

We suggest you visit and bookmark these websites:

The Institute for Creation Research
Answers In Genesis

Christian Answers. Net's Creation SuperLibrary

You may also want to visit our page on creation versus evolution.

http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles/mc9-24-98.html
http://www.icr.org/
http://www.answersingenesis.com/
http://www.christiananswers.net/creation/home.html
http://www.crossroad.to/text/creation.html
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Insightful comment by Chris Stewart: My second grader attends a local Christian school.  For
"movie time", they planned to screen Tarzan, the animated movie.  Although I have not seen it, I
had a glimpse of it from a free version of a computer video game.  The character almost
exclusively moves in sensual ways and is very scantily dressed.  My objections were countered
with "but it's TARZAN; of course he wears only a loin cloth...".  But, if a man (un)dressed like a
male erotic dancer were to  come to my door and ask permission to entertain my 7 y/o daughter
by jumping, crouching, and running in front of her for an hour and a half, does anyone think I
would say yes?
 
I appreciate your movie review.  It is quite deep and I'm certain quite valid.  I guess in this
case, I'm not that profound.  All I cans see from my perspective is that it desensitizes children to
lewdness, nudeness and lasciviousness.  

ENDNOTES:

1. Howard Green, "Xtreme Tarzan," Disney Magazine (Summer 1999), p.34-35. Citing chief animator
Glen Keane, who animated Ariel (The Little Mermaid), the Beast (Beauty and the Beast), Aladdin, and
Pochontas.

2. Colin N. Power, Assistant Director-General for Education, UNESCO, "Education and the Future."

3. Author Sam Keen summarizing the Roundtable discussions on "The Global Crisis of Spirit and the
Search for Meaning" at Mikhail Gorbachev’s State of the World Forum, 1995.

4.Edward Rothstein, "From Darwinian To Disneyesque," New York Times, 7-15-1999.

5. See "Local Agenda 21: The UN Plan for Your Community."
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Tim LaHaye (with Jerry Jenkins)
Book Review*

The Left Behind Series
The Left Behind series of novels about events following the Rapture has been a phenomenal commercial success.
The authors are Jerry Jenkins, writer-at-large for the neo-evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and
Tim LaHaye, well-known author (over 40 books), "noted authority" on Bible prophecy (e.g., Revelation Unveiled),
and promoter of the heretical "Four Temperaments" theory. 

The books have more than doubled both the profits and staff of Tyndale House Publishers (Wheaton, Illinois).
More than 65 million copies have been sold (over 75 million counting the graphic novels and children's versions),
generating more than 650 million dollars in sales since first published in 1995. Twelve volumes are now in print.
The seventh, The Indwelling, released in May of 2000, pre-sold 1.4 million copies before it was even released (total
sales of 2.9 million as of 2/04), and some stores opened at midnight to long lines of fans. It immediately hit number
one on the New York Times bestseller list. The same was true for the eighth volume, The Mark (3 million total sales
as of 2/04). The ninth volume, Desecration, published in 10/01, had a first printing of 3 million, the largest-ever
print run for a "Christian" novel. Book number 10, The Remnant, was released in 2002 with a 2.75 million print
run. Book number 11, Armageddon: The Cosmic Battle of the Ages, was released in April 2003, and book number
12, Glorious Appearing, was released March 30, 2004.# [One must question LaHaye's true contribution to the
writing of these books. Pentecostal Evangel interviewed LaHaye on May 28, 2000, and this is LaHaye's declaration
regarding the place of Scripture in the Left Behind series: "As the series enlarges, I give Jerry an outline of the
Scripture for each book, and he hangs the story on the outline."]

In addition to the more than 65 million Left Behind series books, Tyndale House has sold more than 10 million
related items, such as computer screensavers, postcards, calendars, board games, music, apparel, and collectibles.
There is a Left Behind kids series (Left Behind: The Kids -- 34 books published with sales of more than 10 million -
- targeted at 10-14 year-olds), an audio series, two movies, and a television series that premiered in 2003. The Left
Behind web site attracts more than 60,000 hits a day.

There is a serious problem with fictionalizing Bible subjects. Fiction, by its very nature, is not truth. At best, it goes
beyond truth and reality. It is not wise to fictionalize the Bible. The Scriptures tell us exactly what God wants men
to know, no more and no less, about future events. "The secret things belong unto the LORD our God: but those
things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of this law"
(Deut. 29:29). The Left Behind series goes far beyond what the Bible says, and instead, speculates about things God
has not said. Revelation 22 warns about adding to or taking away from the Words of God in prophecy. Why would
that warning not apply to the Left Behind series? One can argue that the books are only fiction, but will the
intermingling of Bible truth and fiction not leave wrong impressions in the minds of people? Will the average
reader be able to tell truth from fiction?

The fictionalizing of Scripture is an egregious offense in and of itself, but the theology presented in the books is
intolerable (despite the publisher's claim that "The series is guaranteed to be theologically sound."). Following are
just a few examples of the unscriptural things found in the Left Behind series:

(1)  Large numbers of relatives and friends of Christians are saved after the Rapture occurs. This sends the message
that it is possible to wait and get saved later. But the Bible never offers such hope. Second Thessalonians chapter
two describes the coming of the Antichrist, and it plainly states that those who are left behind who have rejected the
truth will not be saved, but will be deluded by God Himself.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/neoe.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/lahaye/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/fantasy.htm
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And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall
destroy with the brightness of his coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power
and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; BECAUSE
THEY RECEIVED NOT THE LOVE OF THE TRUTH, THAT THEY MIGHT BE SAVED. AND FOR THIS CAUSE
GOD SHALL SEND THEM STRONG DELUSION, THAT THEY SHOULD BELIEVE A LIE (2 Thess. 2:8-11).

[Edit made 9/20/14 I do not agree with this teaching that some holding the pretrib postulate that] many people will
be saved during the Tribulation (i.e., Revelation 6:11; 7:14), it would appear that these are people who did not have
opportunity to hear the Gospel before the Rapture. There are multiplied millions of people in the world today who
have not heard a clear and true presentation of the Gospel. While we do not know enough perhaps to be dogmatic
about exactly who will and will not be saved after the Rapture, it is irresponsible on the part of the Left Behind
authors to present a position on this that at least appears to be directly contrary to 2 Thessalonians 2:8-11.

(2)  The books feature the formation of a "Tribulation Force" to resist the Antichrist. There is nothing like this even
hinted at in the Bible.

(3)  Prayers to the dead is taught in one of the books. During the funeral for a Tribulation-era pastor, one of the
leaders of the Tribulation Force is depicted as praying to the dead man (vol. 3, Nicolae, p. 315).

(4)  New Age/occult out-of-body experiences are encouraged. One of the characters in The Indwelling has an
elaborate and richly detailed out-of-body experience (OBE); LaHaye glorifies OBE as a good way to pray.
LaHaye's OBE account is identical with OBEs described and marketed by countless New Agers on the Internet and
in myriads of occult based books (vol. 7, The Indwelling, pp. 232-248).

(5)  Satan is in charge of the weather. One of the key figures in the Left Behind books is the supposed leader of the
144,000 Jews. In book four, he sends out a message to believers throughout the world via the Internet and makes
the following statement: "Eons ago, God the Father conceded control of earth's weather to Satan himself, the prince
and power of the air" (vol. 4, Soul Harvest, p. 232). The Bible does not say that Satan has been given control of the
weather. When the Bible mentions thunder and hail and such things, it refers to them as coming from the hand of
God (i.e., Job 38:22-29; Ps. 77:18). Psalm 104 describes the various aspects of this present creation and attributes
the control of everything to God. Satan is not called the "god of this world" because God turned the world over to
him, but because mankind in general has rejected God and believed the serpent's lie.

(6)  One of the very questionable doctrines the Left Behind series teaches is that at the time of the rapture pregnant
women will suddenly become un-pregnant (that is, the unborn babies will be taken in the rapture and will leave the
unsaved mother, who is left behind, many pounds lighter!). A rapture for embryos! (vol. 1, Left Behind, pp. 46-47).

(7)  The Christians in the books make major decisions based on their intuitions and human reasoning rather than on
Bible precepts. For example, two of the heroes of the Left Behind series become romantically involved. Though
they discuss the matter and wonder if it is God's will, they get married and have a child in the midst of the Great
Tribulation, with no apparent consultation of the Scriptures. First Corinthians 7:29-35 would have settled their
question. Another example of this is the decision made by two of the members of the "Tribulation Force" to work
for the Antichrist, one as his pilot and one as the head of a news magazine. They question the propriety of their
decision, but instead of consulting the Scriptures, they "feel" it is God's will. One would think that 2 Corinthians
6:14-18 and Revelation 18:4 would easily have settled that question.

(8)  Easy-believism and low moral standards are promoted in the Left Behind series. Based on a bathroom scene
where the hero, Buck, gets converted, it appears all that is needed to be saved is mental assent to God's existence.
Then when Buck uses his credit card to embezzle and steal from his boss, this "Christian" deems all okay because
the theft is for the cause of Christ (and his boss is the Antichrist). Then in Tribulation Force, Buck expresses his
embarrassment at having to admit to Chloe that he is still a virgin at age 30. In Nicolae, Buck tells Verna, an
admitted lesbian, that "My Bible doesn't differentiate between homosexuals and heterosexuals." Also in Nicolae,
Rayford becomes "angry at himself" for trying to persuade Hattie to not have an abortion, and later apologizes to
her for hurting her feelings (p. 195). Later Chole, sounding like a Planned Parenthood counselor, tells Hattie
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concerning her abortion, "These are personal decisions only you can make," and that even if she aborts her baby,
"we won't love you any less," nor will God, who loves aborters unconditionally, "regardless of what we do" (p.
248). Later in The Indwelling, Chloe considers killing herself and her son, and Tsion wonders, "Is this a sign of
faith or lack of faith?"

(9)  Female Bible teachers are acceptable. Book three has two female members of the "Tribulation Force" trained to
teach the Bible to mixed groups of people (vol. 3, Nicolae, pp. 354,355). Contrast this teaching with 1 Timothy
2:12.

(10) Books 8 & 9 teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang
scenario" is developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the beast and the sealing of the Lord. In
Desecration, Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question about how a Christian can have the
mark of the beast and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed readers on the Left Behind
messageboard, and was answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on the heart," says Jenkins. "He
[Chang] was a believer first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is only fiction, so do not take it
seriously." He also did not say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian may receive the mark of the
beast and be saved" (cf. Matt. 10:32,33). [LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord
Jesus Christ before men and still inherit eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today -- see
LaHaye report for more details.]

(11) The pope is raptured away! The books depict the Roman Catholic pope as a saved man who is taken away in
the Rapture. This is perhaps the most serious and dangerous error in all the books. It encourages the ecumenical
movement and its powerful back-to-Rome emphasis. It adds support to the false ecumenical concept of
"evangelical Catholicism." Of course, for any pope to be saved, he would have to reject what his own church
teaches. The Roman Catholic Church dogmatically teaches that works and sacraments are necessary to salvation,
and that man cannot be saved by the grace of Christ alone. So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help Chuck
Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line of
demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity.

In summary, the Left Behind series may be tolerable fiction, but it is definitely intolerable theology, and thereby,
must be rejected by true Christians.

* This report (and the Notes below) was excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Left Behind:
Tolerable Fiction, Intolerable Theology," 6/28/01, FBIS; (2) "Left Behind: One of Satan's Latest Wiles," Raymond
Blanton, The Perilous Times, Feb/Mar 2001; (3) "Should We Promote the Left Behind Theology," Christian News,
2/23/04; and (4) The "Left Behind" official Internet web site (3/04 & 1/05).

Note#1: Books in the Left Behind series thus far: Left Behind, Tribulation Force, Nicolae, Soul Harvest, Apollyon,
Assassins, The Indwelling, The Mark, Desecration, The Remnant, and Armageddon, and Glorious Appearing
(released by Tyndale in March, 2004). [In late October of 2004, Tyndale announced three more book titles to be
added to the series -- two of the new books will be set prior to events depicted in the original book, while the third
will conclude the series. The first new volume, The Rising, is due March 1, 2005.] The Left Behind: The Kids series,
geared to 10-14 year-olds, includes 40 titles. So convinced is Tyndale that the Left Behind series has dramatically
changed lives, it conducted a nationwide search for photos of readers whose lives had been influenced by the series.
Winners pictures were used on the cover of These Will Not Be Left Behind, a book released in 2003; it features
testimonials of those who have made "faith decisions" after reading the series: "With over two-dozen real life
stories of Left Behind series readers, this book chronicles the miraculous way that God has used the series to
change their lives" (3/04, Left Behind web site).

Note#2: In July of 1999, co-author Tim LaHaye filed suit in Los Angeles Superior Court against Namesake
Entertainment, the Kentucky-based firm that originally bought the film rights to Left Behind, and Peter and Paul
Lalonde's Cloud Ten Pictures, claiming breach of contract and requesting unspecified damages. LaHaye sought to
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have the original contract voided so that he can control the film rights to sequels and children's video spin-offs. At
the time film rights were sold in 1997, fewer than 100,000 books in the Left Behind series had been purchased, and
some believe the suit was an attempt to renegotiate the terms. LaHaye's suit alleged that Namesake representatives
pledged to spend $40 million on a major motion picture that would be released in theaters before January 2000, the
time when the public was most interested in the millennium. Namesake reportedly was unable to interest a major
Hollywood studio in the project, and with its option for the film rights due to expire, contacted Cloud Ten.
(According to the contract, Cloud Ten owns the rights to future Left Behind films.) LaHaye claimed the companies
breached their contract by making a film of lower quality than promised (they spent $17.4 million instead of the
originally agreed to amount of $40 million). LaHaye's suit also states that he has been "caused ' to suffer 'emotional
and mental distress, including anxiety, worry, mental anguish and sleeplessness.'" Apparently, LaHaye's "all-
inclusive" contract with Namesake and Cloud Ten will also cost him millions in potential revenue from the planned
movie of the Left Behind: The Kids series. (Fighting the pain of this potential revenue loss, Tim and Beverly
LaHaye still managed to scrape together enough cash to give Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5 million toward
a new student center; in return, the new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was named after
LaHaye, and he serves as its president.) The question one has to ask is: "If Tim LaHaye is primarily concerned for
lost souls and the imminent return of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, why is he suing for more money? Does he
plan to take it with him, or does he fear being 'left behind' and needing it?" [In March of 2003, the Federal judge in
the case dismissed all of LaHaye's claims.]

Note#3: In addition to many of the same doctrinal problems with the Left Behind books, we have a couple more
problems with the Left Behind I film/video. (A second video was released in 2002 -- Left Behind II: Tribulation
Force.) The most serious problem is that the GOSPEL of our Lord was LEFT BEHIND in this film (actually LEFT
OUT!). There was no gospel presented anywhere in the film. The name of Christ is mentioned only three times in
the film (during about a one minute segment, a scene where a video was being played to explain the rapture; the
video was prepared by a pastor prior to the rapture with the hope that it would help people to understand what was
happening after the rapture). Apart from this, Christ's Name is never mentioned. When people pray to be saved, it
is in the most general terms ("God, please forgive me"), and invitations to salvation are also very general ("You
need to believe in God"). There is no mention of the cross (Christ's substitutionary death), no empty tomb (the
Resurrection), no emphasis on the sinfulness of man (man's total depravity), and no clear presentation of the terms
of salvation (God's sovereignty in salvation). Any religious person who "believes in God" would probably think that
they have met the conditions. Also, some of the music in the video was horrible ("Christian" rock music of the
worst kind). At the end of the video, after the movie was completed, there was a review of some of the scenes in the
movie with rock music in the background, along with some scenes of a "Christian" rock group performing with
typical body movements and awful facial expressions as they sang a song called, "The Midnight Cry," which was
not even worthy to be called music. (Source: "LEFT BEHIND: The Gospel Being LEFT OUT," George Zeller, The
Middletown Bible Church, Middletown, CT; Zeller also viewed Left Behind II, and found it much less
objectionable than the first film, albeit still with major problems.)  [Return to Text]
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Life Application Bible

Published by Tyndale and Zondervan, The Life Application Bible (LAB) was originally published only in the Living
Bible "translation," but is now available in the KJV, NIV, and NASB. Therefore, this is not a controversy over
one's translation preference. It is instead a matter of a false psychological gospel of self that is taught throughout
the LAB's study notes. If there were ever a study Bible that Christians should avoid like the plague, this would
be it!

-  The publisher/editor of The Life Application Bible makes the following "claims":

(a) "Its notes explain difficult passages and give background information about Bible life and times, but
they go a step further -- they also show how God's Word speaks to every situation and circumstance of
your life." (Emphasis added.)

(b) "The most extensive resource Bible ever published."

(c) "The notes illuminate the meaning of the Bible and then apply Scriptures to life."

(d) "Nearly 100 contributors and several renowned scholars from a variety of denominations assisted in
the preparation and review of the study helps, ensuring accuracy and integrity of the Bible text."

-  The contributors to/theological reviewers of The Life Application Bible could make up a Who's Who in neo-
evangelicalism and liberalism/modernism:

(a) Trinity Evangelical Divinity School faculty members: Kenneth S. Kantzer, Barry Beitzel, and Grant
Osborne.

(b) Christianity Today: V. Gilbert Beers.

(c) Fuller Theological Seminary: Geoffrey W. Bromiley

(d) Wheaton College & Graduate School: Walter A. Elwell

(e) Dallas Seminary: Howard Hendricks

-  The editor of The Life Application Bible also states: "A special thanks to the nationwide staff of Youth for Christ
USA for their suggestions and field-testing." (Emphasis added.) (Youth for Christ is a neo-evangelical
organization that places special emphasis on the "need" for one to love himself -- and this group is qualified to
"field-test" the Word of God?)

-  Robert Schuller has given us the Possibility Thinkers Bible, Robert S. McGee and the "codependency" crowd
have given us the Serenity Bible, and now Tyndale and Zondervan have given us the "Self-Love" Bible. In the
Index under "Self-Esteem," we find the following Bible verse references that supposedly teach self-esteem:

Rom. 13:9 -- "Comes from focusing on others rather than yourself"

Rom. 12:3 -- "How to honestly evaluate yourself"

Gen. 1:1ff -- "God's love the basis for"

Gen. 1:26,31 -- "Found in knowing we are in God's image"
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Gen. 2:7 -- "Comes from the breadth of God"

Psa. 8:3-5 -- "You have great value to God"

Matt. 10:29-31 -- "You have great value to God"

-  The following study notes* are found when one looks up the above listed verses (yet there is no reference nor
study note for one of the most obvious anti-self-love verses in the entire Bible -- 2 Tim. 3:2):

Rom. 13:9 -- "Somehow many of us have gotten the idea that self-love is wrong. But if this were the
case, it would be pointless to love our neighbors as ourselves."

Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the
key to an honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ
... in Him we are valuable and capable of worthy service."

Gen. 1:26 -- "Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics,
provides a solid basis for self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about
ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of worth helps you love God ..."

Gen 1:31 -- "If at times you feel worthless or of little value, remember that God made you for a good
reason. You are valuable to Him."

Gen. 2:7 -- "... our life and worth come from God's Spirit."

Psa. 8:3-5 -- "The next time you question your worth as a person, remember that God considers you
highly valuable. We have great worth because we bear the stamp of the Creator. Because God has
already declared how valuable we are to Him, we can be set free from feelings of worthlessness."

Matt. 10:29-31 -- "You are so valuable that God sent His only Son to die for you."

-  The following are endorsements of the Life Application Bible by four of neo-evangelicalism's staunchest religious
humanists and supporters of the "selfism gospel":

(a) Billy Graham -- "The Life Application Bible is a great step forward in helping Christians apply the
Bible's life-changing message in their lives."

(b) Howard Hendricks -- "I am bullish on the Life Application Bible because it is a serious attempt to
relate truth to life, to transform belief into practice."

(c) Charles Stanley -- "The Life Application Bible is a concrete step toward allowing the Spirit to
transform the reader into a modern-day living epistle."

(d) D. James Kennedy -- "Much Bible reading is like squirting gasoline at the opening of the fuel tank
from ten feet away. Much of it ends up on the ground. The Life Application Bible will succeed in
getting more gasoline in the tank."

*These examples epitomize the LAB's adherence to Josh McDowell's "shopping mall" theology:

"You are special also because you are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an
object is usually determined by the price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be
more true for you and me ... I am worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis
for a healthy self-image is to understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving
actions on your behalf have demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God"
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(The Secret of Loving, pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in original.)

This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes something like this:
"The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we
are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary,
the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners . The price He paid on the cross does not
establish my personal worth, but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the
price the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem
me is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my
sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
Seduction.)  [Back to Text]
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Life-Style Evangelism
by Joseph Aldrich

Joseph Aldrich is the former president of the neo-evangelical, psychologized Multnomah School of the Bible in
Portland, Oregon. (He resigned in May of 1997 for health reasons.) Though none of his other books ever reached
the popularity of Life-Style Evangelism, other psychologically-oriented books he has authored include Secrets to
Inner Beauty, Self-Worth, and Love For All Your Worth. To this day, Life-Style Evangelism comes highly
recommended by many pastors and church leaders, yet we can find little to recommend it. Some of our major
concerns are detailed below (1981:Multnomah Press):

-  Aldrich is highly ecumenical in his approach to evangelism. This is evident from just a cursory glance at the
favorable quoting and/or resource recommendations in this book: C.S. Lovett's book Witnessing Made Easy (p. 22);
Leighton Ford's books The Christian Persuaders (p. 56) and Good News is For Sharing (p. 97), and Ford's
Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization (p. 76); James Jauncey's book Psychology for Successful
Evangelism (p. 97); Peter Wagner's book Frontiers in Missionary Strategy (p. 97), as well as his philosophies of
church growth (p. 81); Chuck Swindoll's book Killing Giants, Pulling Thorns (p. 210); the neo-evangelical
"Christian" publications Campus Life, Moody Monthly, Christian Life, Eternity, and Virtue (p. 211); the
compromising ministries of evangelists Billy Graham and Luis Palau (p. 78); Hindu pantheist Mahatma Gandhi (p.
92); "Christian" world hunger relief organization World Vision (p. 92); and Bill Bright's (Campus Crusade's) Four
Spiritual Laws booklet (p. 129).

-  Aldrich has no qualms in adapting both the presentation and the content of the gospel in order to make it
acceptable to a self-centered, feelings-oriented culture:

"The unbeliever needs to feel the impact of the gospel (good news that Christ loves people), and not
merely listen to it. When love is felt the message is heard [p. 83] ... we need to pause and underscore a
crucial fact with a crucial implication. Our world has changed ... One major implication is that our
presentation of the gospel must adapt itself to a vastly changed target audience [p. 85] ... God has good
news for the person who needs love and affection, security or esteem [p. 88] ... Extensive research
reveals that 'people will not listen to the gospel message and respond unless it speaks to felt needs' [p.
89] ... People are more inclined to respond to the gospel when they understand how trusting Christ will
satisfy their needs [p. 95] ... Adapt your presentation to his needs ... If because of extreme guilt and
insecurity the individual needs reassurance of God's love, spend more time making this point. If he is
already broken by sin, don't belabor the issue ... Sometimes this adaptation takes the form of quotations
and comments from notable scholars and leaders. These can be powerful. Start collecting and
memorizing them" (p. 232).

It seems that Aldrich allows for everything but the simple "power of the gospel unto salvation" (Rom 1:16,17)

-  The following quote reveals Aldrich's Arminian theology and his pragmatic "What's in it for me?" approach to
evangelism:

"Christians need to think through what the gospel can mean to a searching heart. Besides deliverance
from a literal hell, it may put his marriage back together, it may end his overpowering guilt, it may free
him from a burdensome habit, it may bring peace, it may bring financial stability, it may solve many of
his interpersonal problems, it may be the key to coping with illness, it may be the key to resources for
living. Possibly it will be all of the above. That's good news! Every basic need or motive is matched by
some facet of the gospel" (pp. 89-90).

-  Perhaps the most disturbing part of the book is Chapter 4: "Practicing the Presence in Evangelism." It is a
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polemic for Maslow's [godless atheist's] "Hierarchy of Needs," and how it is impossible to evangelize the poor until
their "needs" at the base of the hierarchy pyramid are satisfied. [ Level (1) Physiological needs (food, shelter,
clothing); (2) Safety and Security; (3) Love and Affection; (4) Esteem; (5) Self-actualization.] Then at the top of
the hierarchy, Aldrich equates salvation to the meeting of the needs of self-esteem and self-actualization! In
Aldrich's own words: (Underlined emphases added.)

"I have used Maslow's Hierarchy of needs for four years as a teaching tool. I find it helpful in
determining what level of need a person is struggling to satisfy. Motivation to act appears to be directly
related to need. If I can link a solution (the gospel) to a felt need, I have created a favorable climate for
action. If I'm hungry, I'm motivated to meet that need. My thoughts and desires turn to food. If my
need for food is acute, all other needs are subordinated to this need. As long as any need is not
satisfied, a problem exists which seeks a solution. Maslow believed that all men have basically the
same set of needs and attempt to satisfy them in a definite order of importance-beginning with the
bottom of the pyramid and moving upward" (p. 90).

"What a person says he wants is generally related to his basic need ... He may want a Mercedes
because he has a deep-seated esteem need. He is unsure of his identity and feels a Mercedes will
enhance his image and increase his esteem ... While it is true that 'man does not live by bread alone,' if
he has no bread he doesn't live at all ... It was Gandhi who said, "Even God cannot talk to a starving
man except in terms of bread." ... Our need to feel safe and secure runs deep. ... Fear can be a reason
why we trust Christ. Many come into the Kingdom because of a deep-seated security need .... If they
are basically secure, their efforts focus 'upward' to satisfy their needs for love and affection in
meaningful relationships ... people have a desperate need to belong. They need a physical and
emotional home in which their brokenness is accepted. Does the gospel have any 'good news' for the
person struggling with a love and affection need? Many come into the Kingdom through this door" (pp.
91-92).

"Every person needs to feel he or she is valuable and important. We all struggle with esteem needs ...
We all need affirmation from others. Yet there is no better news than to discover that I am somebody to
God. ... Do you know a non-Christian starved for recognition, who is struggling with this need to feel
valuable and worthwhile to you, God will use that as a stepping stone to Christ! ... When the
individual's need for esteem is basically met he mobilizes his time, energy, and resources to become as
much as he can be" (p. 93).

Not only does the Bible know nothing of this need hierarchy and all of its pathetic humanistic platitudes, the Bible
teaches the exact opposite! The Bible says to love and trust God, and to love others and deny self; Maslow says to
esteem and actualize self, and that this is not even possible until all one's other needs are met. The Bible teaches
that we are to be content with the barest minimum of so-called needs met (1 Tim. 6:8), and that the only real need
is to hear Him and believe His Word (Matt. 4:4; Lk.10:42). In fact, in Jesus' discourse in Matthew 6, He turns
everything around and stands Maslow's need pyramid on its apex (Matt. 6:33)! Moreover, Jesus characterizes the
quest to satisfy "lower-level" needs above "higher" ones as adopting a pagan philosophy of life (Matt. 6:28-32)!
That a man of Aldrich's stature would base his evangelism model on such an obviously unbiblical system as
Maslow's need hierarchy is a shameful disgrace.

-  Aldrich appears to have a disdain for doctrine. Consider his following straw man argument:

"Many pastors perceive the major and central purpose of their church as that of a Bible institute where
facts are transmitted from one notebook to another. Doctrine becomes everything, as though
understanding doctrine were an end unto itself. Unfortunately, most people who are exposed to
doctrine alone usually sit, soak, and sour. This is true because impression minus expression leads to
spiritual depression. A diet of doctrine alone will produce soul-sick people who are suffering form
spiritual malnutrition. Usually their heads are 'full' but their hearts are empty" (p. 107).

-  Aldrich seems to encourage a form of the cult technique known as "love bombing":
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"Create an atmosphere in which the nonbeliever feels loved and accepted ... If he does, he'll never
recover. Group love and acceptance seems to be a basic need to the human heart. As they feel accepted,
they have 'a built in inclination to accept the group's religious beliefs even before they know them. It
becomes an easy step to graduate from the social functions to the religious activities' [Jauncey]. A
congenial, accepting emotional atmosphere eases communication and increases the impact of truth" (p.
193).

-  Aldrich teaches the occult technique of visualization as the first step is reaching your neighbor in evangelism:

"So, how do you reach your neighbor? ... What's the first step? Visualize the neighborhood's readiness
for Christ. Visualize the Spirit of God hovering over your neighborhood. This is the first key (p. 201).
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Like Lambs to the Slaughter
by Johanna Michaelsen

In our opinion, Like Lambs to the Slaughter is must reading for any parent, grandparent, teacher, pastor, youth
leader, or anyone else who has the responsibility or concern for the spiritual well-being of young people. A careful
reading and marking of this book, if kept and used for future reference, will in our opinion, go a long way toward
preventing the children within your realm of influence or care from becoming involved in the occult.

Encouraging you to read this book, however, implies endorsement or substantial agreement with everything
presented therein. Unfortunately, we have some significant problems with some of the "teachings" of the author, so
much so that we think it necessary to give you this word of caution and ask that you read the book with a
discerning spirit.

Be particularly mindful of those places in the book where Mrs. Michaelsen appears to endorse various
psychological concepts, theories, and/or therapies: despite her speaking-out against psychology and its founding
fathers (pp. 36-41), the "psychotechnologies" of our day (p. 280), and the plans of New Agers to bring their
destructive philosophies into the public schools via "self-esteem" teachings (Appendix A), she nevertheless appears
to fall into the trap of accepting as legitimate, various psychological techniques and theories that, though not
necessarily occultic in nature, are nevertheless without Biblical foundation. 

For your review, we have provided the following listing of some of those instances in which we believe the author
has accepted or endorsed an unbiblical/ psychological concept:

p. 142 -- Freudian unconscious and "buried psychological needs"

p. 236 -- Raising "confident" children 

p. 238 -- Confusing 'habits' by calling them "addictions"

p. 282 -- Self-forgiveness

p. 120 -- Self-respect

p. 118 -- Focus on children as "valuable individuals"

p. 296 -- Unconditional acceptance

pp. 254,277,292 -- Psychological counseling and therapy

p. 262 -- Low self-image and psychological personality 'types' or 'M.O.'s'

pp. 63,67,141,231,242,244,248,249,254 -- General quoting of psychologists, psychiatrists, and other
'mental health professionals' as scientific authorities 
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Kay Arthur -- Book Notes
Lord, Heal My Hurts

-  In this 1988 book published by Harvest House, Arthur spends considerable time encouraging readers to dredge-
up "feelings of hurts," "unmet needs," "rejection," "wounds," "horrors," "emotional scars," "destructive traumas,"
"emotional abuse," "disappointments," "depression," etc. from the "unseen" past, in order to lay a foundation for the
healing process. According to Arthur, this is best done by the victim writing-out or charting her thoughts and
feelings of past hurts and of those who hurt her, and then meditating on them before taking them to God. She even
encourages the reader to write-out her mate's or friend's past hurts if she can't think of any of her own! In Arthur's
words, "... whatever has been buried, stuffed down, or denied, needs to be exposed so that the healing balm of
Gilead can be applied and bring healing ... it must be lanced, opened, cleaned out ..." (One wonders why it is
necessary to "lance, open, and clean-out" past wounds. Does not Arthur believe that the old man, i.e., the old
Adam, is to be reckoned dead [i.e., powerless -- Rom. 6]? The efficacy of the cross and the truth of the Word are
both put in question by her insistence upon healing the wounds of the old self.) All of this so-called "past-
mapping" is clearly more Freudian than it is Biblical. (See pp. 9, 15-16, 24, 27, 34, 42, 64, 68, 93, 112, 121, 128,
138, 141, 182-184, 200, 213, 253, 257, 268-269.) 

-  Even though Arthur does present some good material concerning one's need to put self to death and others first
(particularly a section putting-down today's psychological thinking on self-love and self-esteem), she, nevertheless,
still uses some of the same humanistic terminology when identifying potential past hurts in one's life (e.g.,
"thoughts of worthlessness"; "feelings of never being good enough"; "emotionally sick"; "hurting because they don't
like who they are"; "you may not like the way you look; you may despise yourself"; "one of Satan's tactics is to
make you feel rejected"; "painful feelings of self-hatred and worthlessness"; etc.). (See pp. 17, 23, 89, 114, 123,
149, 168-169.)

-  Arthur also teaches the humanistic concepts of unconditional love/unconditional acceptance. According to
Arthur, unconditional love and acceptance, by others and of others, is absolutely essential to the "healing" process.
Arthur states that "God loves you, my friend, no matter what you are like, no matter what you do." She even
encourages the believer-reader to unconditionally accept the unbeliever "just the way he is" or healing will not be
possible. Arthur evidently confuses the unconditional/non-performance nature of our election and subsequent
positional justification by God with these humanistic psychological ideas of unconditional love and acceptance.
(See pp. 55, 80, 149, 171, 181, 194-199, 240, 243, 245, 248-249, 251-253, 255.) [Though a believer's salvation is
eternally secure, the Bible also teaches that the richness of our on-going relationship with God and His Son is most
certainly dependent upon a conditional element, that condition being our obedience. Unhindered fellowship with
God through prayer, experiencing God's blessing in our lives, God's use of us in ministry, and eternal rewards, are
all conditioned upon a believer's humble submission to the Spirit through the Word. (See Brownback, The Danger
of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II,  pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, pp. 65-71), for a proper, Biblical analyses of so-called unconditional love and
acceptance.)] 

-  Arthur has apparently accepted some the heretical teachings of the "demon deliverance" ministries. Arthur
teaches that since we have the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16), any evil thoughts must be from the devil. She says,
"Satan made me think those thoughts were my thoughts." (Does this not imply then that there is no need for the
Christian to accept responsibility for his own evil thought life?) And when she finds herself having thoughts
contrary to Phil. 4:8, she commands the devil to depart in the name of Jesus: "'Satan, those thoughts are not from
God. You have no place in me; therefore, in the name of Jesus Christ and by the blood of Jesus Christ, I command
you to leave me alone.' Why address Satan? Jesus did. He rebuked him [Satan] and told him to leave." Arthur
ignores the fact that there is no instruction in the New Testament for believers to even rebuke Satan, let alone
command him in the name of Jesus. (See pp. 147-149, 164.) [In a 1991 book by Arthur, Lord, Is It Warfare?:
Teach Me To Stand (see specifically ppgs. 280-323), she leaves little doubt as to the extremely unbiblical nature of
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her teaching in this area.]

-  Some of Arthur's teachings on "why people get angry" are also based on psychological concepts rather than
Biblical ones. For example, Arthur teaches that some people get angry because they are unable to fill their loved
one's expectations, particularly a problem with those who are "effeminate, homosexual, and lesbians" -- according
to Arthur, they were unable to be the man or woman their parent(s) wanted, and in anger, turned to the same sex
for love and acceptance! Another one of Arthur's reasons why people get angry is that others humiliate them or
cause them embarrassment, usually resulting in the explosion of pent-up anger manifested in physical abuse. Again,
this teaching is not from the Bible, but is Freudian (psychic determinism and ventilation). (See pp. 216-217,
223.) 
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Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
John F. MacArthur, Jr. v. Charles C. Ryrie*

The Gospel According to Jesus v. So Great Salvation

Can a person receive Jesus as his Savior without receiving Him as his Lord? This is the question dealt with in the
two most popular books on the subject of lordship salvation. One is John F. MacArthur, Jr.'s The Gospel According
to Jesus (Zondervan:1988), and the other is Charles C. Ryrie's So Great Salvation (Victor Books:1989). It was
decided to combine them in one review, not only because they deal with the same subject (MacArthur espousing
the "lordship salvation" position, Ryrie challenging it), but primarily because Ryrie's book attempts to answer
MacArthur's writing.

The subject of lordship salvation is not easily delineated. Its basic premise, that Jesus cannot be one's Savior
without also being his Lord, has been taken by some to mean that salvation is attained by works rather than by
God's grace.

The issue as seen by those who believe in lordship salvation (e.g., MacArthur) is that someone who is truly saved
will produce fruit that will attest to the genuineness of his faith, because he will have acknowledged Jesus not only
as his Savior, but as his Lord as well.

Those who reject lordship salvation (e.g., Ryrie), believe that someone may have genuine faith in Christ, but the
fact that he continues in his sin demonstrates that he has not made Jesus his Lord, only his Savior. According to
Ryrie, just because someone sins or acts in disobedience (even habitually) doesn't mean he doesn't have saving
faith.

But the issue is not whether we sin or not; the issue is our attitude toward our sin. And this is where MacArthur is
careful to point out that it is willful rejection of Christ's Lordship that proves one's confession of faith not valid.

In making this point, MacArthur challenges the contemporary "gospel" that merely calls people to make a decision
without telling them the full implications of that decision.

Yet God even uses this form of what one can call the "inadequate gospel" to initiate one into the full truth of the
Gospel of salvation at a later date. In this respect, MacArthur's concern is not with the Lord's ability to use man's
failures, but with man's failure to use what God has provided in His Word to communicate the full extent of
Christ's work on the Cross.

"The gospel Jesus proclaimed was a call to discipleship, a call to follow Him in submissive obedience,
not just a plea to make a decision or pray a prayer. Jesus' message liberated people from the bondage
of their sin while it confronted and condemned hypocrisy. It was an offer of eternal life and
forgiveness for repentant sinners, but at the same time it was a rebuke to outwardly religious people
whose lives were devoid of true righteousness. It put sinners on notice that they must turn from sin and
embrace God's righteousness. It was in every sense good news, yet it was anything but easy-believism"
(p. 21, GATJ).

In his attempt to refute MacArthur's premise, Ryrie selects certain passages, then implies that MacArthur's
statements are ambiguous and give the impression that MacArthur is saying that works must precede salvation:
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"Those who hold to a lordship/discipleship/mastery salvation viewpoint do not (perhaps it would be
more accurate to say 'cannot') send an unambiguous message about this matter. On the one hand, they
say that the essence of saving faith is 'unconditional surrender, a complete resignation of self and
absolute submission.' True faith, we are told, 'starts with humility and reaches fruition in obedience.'
'Salvation is for those who are willing to forsake everything.' 'Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin
and follow Jesus Christ at all costs. Jesus takes no one unwilling to come on those terms.' 'Eternal life
brings immediate death to self.' 'Forsaking oneself for Christ's sake is not an optional step of
discipleship subsequent to conversion; it is the sine qua non of saving faith.'

"But what if I do not follow Christ at all costs? What if later on in life I become unwilling to forsake
something? Suppose I lack full obedience? What if I take something back that earlier in my experience
I had given to Him? How do I quantify the amount of fruit necessary to be sure I truly 'believed' in the
lordship/mastery sense of the term? Or how do I quantify the amount of defection that can be tolerated
without wondering if I have saving faith or if I in fact lost what I formerly had?" (p. 29, SGS)

Perhaps Ryrie's did not read MacArthur's book in total. For MacArthur does allow for Christians to be in various
stages of growth in their walk. The point is that, if someone's conversion is genuine, he will exhibit growth,
however meager and however faltering, during his lifetime.

Quoting MacArthur as Ryrie did, and his subsequent remark, demonstrate an inaccurate assessment of what
MacArthur was saying. In fact, every single quote by Ryrie has been taken out of context in order to create a straw
man (salvation by works) to attack, a tactic which Ryrie himself denigrates (p. 29, SGS).

To demonstrate, we'll take each quote out of context as Ryrie did, then put it in the proper context by quoting
MacArthur or referring to the total context of MacArthur's remarks:

(1) Saving faith is "unconditional surrender, a complete resignation of self and absolute submission" (p. 153,
GATJ).

Actually, MacArthur was explaining the lesson of the prodigal son. It is not an ambiguous message as
Ryrie claims. Not if taken in context. Nor does it say that the prodigal son never again failed his father.
What MacArthur was saying is that a change of heart attitude, not perfection in works, is necessary for
salvation.

(2) "True faith, we are told, 'starts with humility and reaches fruition in obedience'" (pp. 176-177, GATJ).

MacArthur was explaining the Beatitudes of Matthew 5:3-12. Again, this is not ambiguous. If that
single statement is taken out of context and combined with other out-of-context statements, it might be
ambiguous. But there is no ambiguity in MacArthur's overall exegesis of the Sermon on the Mount.

(3) "Salvation is for those who are willing to forsake everything" (p. 78, GATJ).

Here MacArthur is referring to the rich young ruler who asked Jesus, "Teacher, what good thing shall I
do that I may obtain eternal life?" (Matt. 19:16-22). Again, we can see that Ryrie's out-of-context use
of MacArthur's statement was less than scholarly.

(4) "Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin and follow Jesus Christ at all costs. Jesus takes no one unwilling to
come on those terms" (p 87, GATJ).

Here's the same statement in context:

"Salvation is by grace through faith (Eph. 2:8). That is the consistent and unambiguous
teaching of Scripture. But people with genuine faith do not refuse to acknowledge their
sinfulness. They sense that they have offended the holiness of God, and do not reject the
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lordship of Christ. They do not cling to the things of the world. Real faith lacks none of
these attributes. Saving faith is a commitment to leave sin and follow Jesus Christ at all
costs. Jesus takes no one unwilling to come on those terms."

Taken in context, we again find no ambiguity in MacArthur's statement. What he is saying is quite
clear: "Faith without works is dead, being alone" (James 2:17).

(5) "Eternal life brings immediate death to self" (p. 140, GATJ).

MacArthur states that there is no cost for salvation, but there is a definite cost in terms of salvation's
impact. Read MacArthur's entire statement and see if Ryrie did not give the wrong impression about
what MacArthur was saying by taking the statement out of context:

"Eternal life is indeed a free gift (Rom. 6:23). Salvation cannot be earned with good deeds
or purchased with money. It has already been bought by Christ, who paid the ransom with
His blood. But that does not mean there is not cost in terms of salvation's impact on the
sinner's life. This paradox may be difficult but it is nevertheless true: salvation is both free
and costly. Eternal life brings immediate death to self. 'Knowing this, that our old self was
crucified with Him, that our body of sin might be done away with, that we should no
longer be slaves to sin' (Rom 6:6).

"Thus in a sense we pay the ultimate price for salvation when our sinful self is nailed to a
cross. It is a total abandonment of self-will, like the grain of wheat that falls to the ground
and dies so that it can bear much fruit (cf. John 12:24). It is an exchange of all that we are
for all that Christ is. And it denotes implicit obedience, full surrender to the lordship of
Christ. Nothing less can qualify as saving faith.

"Death to self does not mean immediate sanctification and glorification. But just as Adam
died on the day he disobeyed God (yet did not see the completion of the death for many
years), so we die on the day that we truly believe on the Son of Man (though the
completion of that death will not be realized until we go to be with the Lord). And in dying
we live unto eternal life."

(6) "Forsaking oneself for Christ's sake is not an optional step of discipleship subsequent to conversion; it is the
sine qua non of saving faith" (p. 135, GATJ).

Like all the other Ryrie quotes, MacArthur's statement must be read in context. In accusing MacArthur
of ambiguity, it is Ryrie who is being ambiguous. In fact, taking MacArthur's statements out of context
to fit his claim is an abandonment of Warren Wiersbe's "Foreword" in Ryrie's book -- that changing
one's meaning by taking his words out of context is amateurish. In building Ryrie's status in the eyes of
the reader, Wiersbe states:

"This book is not only important, but it is also dependable. To begin with, the author is a
theologian who has two earned doctorates in his field of study. He has served effectively
on the faculty of one of America's leading evangelical seminaries and is widely recognized
and respected as a teacher, preacher, and writer. As you read these pages, you will
appreciate Dr. Ryrie's accurate exegesis and his clear explanations of biblical texts. An
experienced and mature scholar, Dr. Ryrie quotes carefully and accurately from a wide
range of writers; but his final authority is the Word of God. The cynic Ambrose Bierce
once defined 'quoting' as 'the act of repeating erroneously the words of another.' Dr. Ryrie
is too seasoned a scholar to make that mistake. You can read these pages with confidence;
they are not written by an amateur" (p. 9, SGS).

One thing anyone can tell you who has spent more than just a few years walking with the Lord is that
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scholarship, while having certain merits, is not the be-all or end-all of every question. Remember that
in the eyes of "scholars," Jesus, and almost every one of His apostles, were viewed as "unlearned."

No, it is not scholarship that guarantees accuracy, it is the anointing of the Holy Spirit. If one's
scholarship is submitted to the Word of God as illumined by the Spirit of God -- with a willingness to
disbelieve everything one's scholarship holds true -- then the scholar may say that he is acknowledging
Jesus as Lord of his scholarship.

I do not question Dr. Ryrie's credentials, but I am concerned that he would take MacArthur's comments out of
context to prove a point that, in full circle, comes to the same conclusion as MacArthur:

"Every Christian will bear spiritual fruit. Somewhere, sometime, somehow. Otherwise that person is not
a believer. Every born-again individual will be fruitful. Not to be fruitful is to be faithless, without
faith, and therefore without salvation" (p 45, SGS).

This is precisely MacArthur's point. So too, are Ryrie's "caveats":

"Having said that, some caveats are in order. One, this does not mean that a believer will always be
fruitful ... Two, this does not mean that a certain person's fruit will necessarily be outwardly evident ...
Three, my understanding of what fruit is and therefore what I expect others to bear may be faulty
and/or incomplete. ... Nevertheless, every Christian will bear fruit; otherwise he or she is not a true
believer" (p 45, SGS).

It appears as if Ryrie believes in lordship salvation, too. But he just doesn't like the way MacArthur states it.
Logically, he would have to use his own arguments against himself. Particularly his example of a deathbed
conversion that doesn't allow someone to bear fruit afterward. And his excuse that the person may bear fruit through
someone else believing as a result of his conversion is not what is meant by bearing fruit. Otherwise we could say
that everyone who professes Christ, regardless of his attitude toward his sin, bears fruit on the basis that someone
who hears that he has professed Christ also decides to trust Christ.

Here it is necessary to differentiate between "fruit" and "works." Briefly, fruit is the result of an inward conversion
experience that is manifested in a change of heart attitude towards God. Generally, we are speaking about the fruit
of the Spirit. Even if it takes many years of chastisement and difficulty on the part of the believer to work even a
modicum of the fruit into his life, there will be some response out of a heart of desire to be obedient to God.

Works, on the other hand, are the result of putting that attitude into practice. Some works are performed in
obedience to God; Other works are performed in response to one's concept of righteousness, but not in obedience to
God -- works of the flesh that are not sinful per se. An example would be to do a good work out of a motive of
self-desire rather than in response to the leading of the Holy Spirit. These "works" are wood, hay, and stubble.

MacArthur seems to grasp this concept well enough. Ryrie demonstrates a lack of understanding. This is not said to
take sides. I entered into the reading of these two books with an open mind. But in the final analysis, I had to agree
almost totally with MacArthur's position. He consistently worked from Scripture to build his case for lordship
salvation, whereas Ryrie consistently worked from MacArthur's text to "prove" that the lordship salvation message
is tantamount to salvation by works.

Nor are the quotes referred to above the only ones involved. Ryrie's poor scholarship runs rampant throughout his
book. And it's a shame that a theologian of his "stature" should come to such a sad state. It's as if he just threw
something together in haste in order to capitalize on the success of MacArthur's book and the contrived controversy
that has been propagated by those who see little or no merit in living as if Jesus is Lord. And Wiersbe's glowing
account of Ryrie's exegesis must prove an embarrassment in view of Ryrie's claim that the repentance God
calls us to is a changing of our minds about Jesus, and not about sin:

"Second, there is a repentance that is unto eternal salvation. What kind of repentance saves? Not a
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sorrow for sins or even a sorrow that results in a cleaning up of one's life. People who reform have
repented; that is, they have changed their minds about their past lives, but that kind of repentance,
albeit genuine, does not of itself save them. The only kind of repentance that saves is a change of mind
about Jesus Christ. People can weep; people can resolve to turn from their past sins; but those things in
themselves cannot save. The only kind of repentance that saves anyone, anywhere, anytime is a change
of mind about Jesus Christ. The sense of sin and sorrow because of sin may stir up a person's mind or
conscience so that he or she realizes the need for a Savior, but if there is not change of mind about
Jesus Christ there will be no salvation" (p. 94, SGS).

Actually, one cannot disagree entirely with what Ryrie says. It is necessary for us to have a change of mind about
Jesus Christ -- that is, to believe what the gospel says about Him, as opposed to what religious or philosophical
traditions (or personal feelings) say about Him. But what does the Gospel say about Jesus? That He came to save
us from our sins -- not only the consequences, but the enslavement to them. We cannot believe that unless we are
confronted with our sins. And confrontation under the anointing of the Holy Spirit will always result in one of two
conclusions: to either reject the Christ who saves us from our sins, and thus continue in them, or to believe in the
Christ who saves us from our sins and turn away from them (i.e., repent from sin and turn to Christ).

We see, then, that repentance has a two-fold meaning: repentance from our misconceived ideas about Jesus, as
Ryrie points out, but also repentance from sin. Ryrie's premise that repentance does not mean repentance from sin,
but only repentance from a wrong concept of Christ, cannot stand the test of Scripture. Almost every Bible mention
of repentance unto salvation is in the context of repentance from sin. Now, Ryrie does says that repentance from
sin is important. But to say that it is not essential to salvation is to say that Christ died for nothing more than
recognition of his office as Savior.

To sum up these two books, MacArthur's is scholarly, accurate in its exegesis, and honest in its approach to a
difficult subject. Ryrie's book, on the other hand, contains about half the content of MacArthur's for about the same
price, is poorly exegeted, and, while much of what he says is true, those truths are already stated by MacArthur.
You won't miss anything by passing it up.

Finally, it should be reiterated that lordship salvation does not say -- nor does MacArthur say -- that repentance is a
precondition to faith. Rather, repentance from sin proceeds from faith. We are saved by grace through faith.

Thus the writer of Hebrews asks that all-important question that forms the basis for the title of Ryrie's book, "How
can we escape if we neglect so great a salvation?" (Hebrews 2:3).

Indeed, how can we escape if we neglect so great a salvation that transforms those it touches into the image of
Christ -- a lordship salvation?

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from an Al Dager's 3/90 Media Spotlight book review by the
same name. The favorable comments by Mr. Dager concerning John MacArthur's views on Lordship Salvation
should in no way be construed as an endorsement by BDM of either John MacArthur or his book. This review is
presented primarily as evidence of the unbiblical easy-believism gospel being taught by the likes of Charles Ryrie,
Zane Hodges, etc., and their attacks on anyone who might approximate a Biblical approach to Lordship Salvation.
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Minirth & Meier
Book Notes

Love Is A Choice

This book is primarily about codependency (subtitled: Recovery for Codependent Relationships). Relying heavily
on the speculations of Sigmund Freud, an enemy of the gospel, the authors see man as a victim rather than a
sinner. The book is endorsed by John Bradshaw and its teachings often resemble his theories, which deny every
fundamental doctrine of the Christian faith.

-  Codependency is viewed as a disease which is epidemic, chronic and progressive, and multigenerational. The
authors believe that a person must struggle with this "illness" throughout life, never becoming totally free of it.
They describe it in terms such as "loss of self," "lost child within," and "lost childhood." The believe that each
person has a "love hunger" or "narcissism" which must be satisfied. They teach that the codependent has an
obsession to repeat the family pain of his childhood and that he is locked into certain rigid family roles. Following
is the "cycle" they describe for the codependent: (1) pain, "love hunger," low self-esteem; (2) addiction to an agent
or relationship; (3) pain relief; (4) consequences and relationship pain; (5) guilt and shame; (6) back to #1! The
codependent supposedly lacks a "sense of self," lacks "boundaries," and is a "master of denial and repression."
Abuse by others is seen as the cause of sinful behavior in adult life, because one's "love tank" has not been filled.

-  Codependent relationships are described as being characterized by intense bonding, "enmeshment," excessive
dependence, and intense anger. Biblically, such behaviors/attitudes reflect a fear of man, a trusting in the flesh, and
a form of idolatry. Another significant problem here is the pathologizing of self-sacrifice, something that Christ
commands.

-  Anger, shame, and other emotions are stressed in this system. The authors recommend ventilation (misusing
Ephesians 4:26), and they believe that a person "needs" to have his emotions validated. They see "repressed" anger,
along with "false guilt," as being responsible for depression. They hold to a psychologized view of guilt as a
feeling rather than a transgression of God's laws. Stressing "denial" of emotions, they embrace as fact-and as
mandatory-the grief process model developed by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross [five-stages of grief]. They believe the
"losses" of one's childhood must be grieved according to this model-ignoring passages such as Phil. 3:8ff.

-  The Freudian "unconscious" is equated with the Biblical term "heart." The authors state, without
documentation, that only twenty percent of our decisions are made on the conscious level. This surely dilutes
responsibility before God for personal sin! Jeremiah 17:9 is misused in support of their theories. One of the things
their theories do is what God expressly reserves for Himself, using His powerful Word: the judging of the thoughts
and motives of another person's heart (Jer. 17:10, Heb. 4:12).

-  Man's relationship to God is seen as being determined by a person's transference of his relationship to his
earthly father. They note that the AA founders coined the phrase, "God as you understand Him" to get around the
bitterness arising from "dysfunctional" father-child relationships. The authors believe that dealing with one's
codependency is a prerequisite to salvation, as well as to properly understanding and applying God's Word. They
also teach (based on Carl Jung) that a person must "leave home emotionally" in order to establish a deep
relationship with the Lord. In all of this, they place unnecessary stumbling blocks in the path of the believer!

-  Self-love, self-worth, and self-parenting form the basis for much of this book. The authors stress the
formulation of new "I" messages, substituting one form of deception for another and promoting high views of self.
They stress individual "rights," including the "right" to pursue happiness. They divide the inner man so that the
"parent within" cares for the "child within." This usurps the place of God the Father and creates a division within
the inner man that contradicts Scripture. Caring for self ahead of others is emphasized, in opposition to Christ's
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clear commands (Lk. 9:23,24; Phil. 2:3).

-  Forgiveness is given last place in the authors' system of "recovery." It is based on selfish motivations, showing
no concern for the other real persons involved. Unbiblical techniques are utilized, such as writing letters that won't
be mailed and carrying on imaginary conversations (even with dead persons). These are forms of ventilation for the
sake of self, not Biblical methods for achieving reconciliation with others who have sinned. Much stress is placed
on the role of emotions in forgiveness; the authors attack "emotional dishonesty" and emphasize "emotional
integrity," despite Biblical commands to forgive regardless of one's feelings (Eph. 4:32; Col. 3:13).

-  Marital relationships receive much coverage in this book. The Freudian determinism of the authors is evident
in their belief that one's "codependent radar" dooms the person to a particular choice of spouse. Their views on
submission of wife to husband, separation/divorce, and "leaving home" grossly stretch Scripture and its clear
standards. They recommend temporary cessation of sexual involvement between husband and wife during
counseling/therapy.

-  Counseling relationships are viewed in a manner that defy New Testament "love one another" commands as
well as the actual practices of the Apostle Paul (Acts 20:31; 2 Cor. 11: 22ff). They believe the counseling
relationship must be "guarded" and that pastors, who are generally not trained to deal with codependency, are
particularly vulnerable.

-  Summary and Conclusion: The very title of this book, Love Is A Choice, reflects its unbiblical teachings.
Biblically, love is never a "choice" for the Christian, but a command that God gives:

"We love because He first loved us. If anyone says, 'I love God,' yet hates his brother, he is a liar. For
anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen.
And He has given us this command: Whoever loves God must also love his brother" (1 John 4:19-
21)
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Love-Life
by Ed Wheat

This book by Dr. Ed Wheat, M.D. and "certified sex therapist," comes highly recommended by many pastors and
church leaders. It is our belief, however, that Love-Life is not Biblical in its approach to the matters of building and
maintaining a marriage relationship, in that it relies heavily upon the concepts and teachings of humanistic
psychology. Wheat also sells a set of two 90-minute cassette tapes entitled, "Love-Life for Every Married Couple,"
which contain many of the things found in the Love-Life book. Below are detailed some of our concerns with this
book (1980:Zondervan):

-  The book's two primary endorsers, so-called "evangelicals" James C. Dobson and Charles Swindoll, are heavily
into the same humanistic teachings as Wheat. 

-  Wheat's "B-E-S-T" system (where B=blessing; E=edifying; S=sharing; T=touching) is strikingly similar to Gary
Smalley's "psychology of matriarchy," where the end result is frequently the complete manipulation of the husband
to the point where he succumbs to the wife's every so-called need. Wheat's prescription for a fulfilled, Biblical
marriage seems to be for the husband to pander and grovel in order to win the affections of his wife. (See pp. 177-
193 for Wheat's development of B-E-S-T.) 

-  Ed Wheat's "edifying" concept (the "E" in "B-E-S-T") is nothing more than a methodology borrowed from
humanistic psychology. (In fact, Wheat himself reveals [p. 182] that he borrowed the concept from a psychological
methodology called "healing attention.") As is taught in humanistic psychology, Wheat likewise teaches that a
husband must satisfy his wife's "need" for self-esteem and self-worth in order to have an effective marriage
relationship -- "When we speak of edifying, we are referring to an expanded love expressed in positive ways that
enlarges the self-worth of the beloved" (p. 180). (Emphasis added.) The Bible knows nothing of this so-called
need, which has been developed and nurtured by our psychological society (i.e., build-up her self-esteem); instead,
the Bible knows only of a few physical needs (food, clothing, shelter), and of only one true spiritual need
(salvation) (Matt. 6:28-33).

-  Wheat appears to rely upon a Hollywood-defined concept of love (feelings) rather than a Biblical concept
(action). "We all need our hurts soothed; we all need sympathy and empathy from the one closest to us. Love
should mean a shoulder to cry on" (pp. 101-102). (Emphasis added.) Even in Wheat's chapter on agape love (pp.
118-129), he dwells on the emotional/feelings-oriented at the expense of the action-oriented.

-  More often than not, when Wheat wants to develop a point in his teaching, rather than turning to God's Word for
guidance, he instead turns to man's word, i.e., psychology and psychiatry. An example of this would be Wheat's
discussion of how to develop a deep friendship with one's spouse (Cha. 9, "Becoming Best Friends"), wherein
Wheat draws from psychology in presenting a detailed description of "The Three Phases of Friendship" (pp. 108-
117).

-  Wheat has totally bought into the humanistic psychological concept of unconditional love/unconditional
acceptance; e.g., "In your own marriage, your partner needs one thing from you above all else: unconditional love!
Christian therapists speak of 'the almost unbelievable need for agape.' Psychiatrist Ross Campbell points out that
there is no substitute for the incomparable emotional well-being that comes from feeling loved and accepted,
completely and unconditionally" (p. 121). (Emphasis added.) (See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp.
109-116, and Martin & Deidre Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 [or pages 65-71 of James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology], for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love/acceptance.)

Wheat goes on to explain (pp. 121-122) that this giving of unconditional love reaps great benefits (so-called): one's
self-image will be enhanced, thus allowing one to function better in a marriage, because one's inherent value as a
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person has been recognized, completely divorced from performance. Here again we see Wheat's almost total
reliance on humanistic psychology rather than on the Bible. (Wheat does attempt to give a Biblical example to
support his teaching of unconditional love by using the case of Hosea, who according to Wheat, accepted his
prostitute wife, Gomer, unconditionally. It would appear to us, however, that Hosea did impose conditions upon his
wife before accepting her back into his household [e.g., Hosea 3:3]).

-  In his chapter entitled "How To Save Your Marriage Alone" (as well as in numerous other places throughout the
book), Wheat praises so-called Christian psychiatrist, Paul Meier for his contributions in the field of Christian
counseling (pp. 203-236). Meier, along with long-time associate Frank Minirth (also quoted extensively by Wheat),
are perhaps the "purest" of the Freudian psychologists in the church today, who by cleverly masquerading their
discredited Freudianisms as "Christian" have gained widespread acceptability. (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp.
223-334, for an excellent analysis of Minirth and Meier's Freudian teachings with respect to the unconscious,
infantile sexuality, psychic determinism, defense mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth order, five stages of grief,
etc.)

-  Perhaps the most unbiblical advice given by Wheat in the entire book is his counsel to adulterous husbands to not
confess their sin to their wives!:

"Unless you are asked, never confess an affair from the past that would come as a shock to your
partner. Confession in this case is not virtuous honesty; it is a cruel act that puts the burden and pain on
your mate. Keep the knowledge to yourself, confess your wrong to God and rest in His forgiveness" (p.
222). (Emphasis mine.)

(See Jay Adams, From Forgiven To Forgiving, pp. 57-59, for the Biblical view concerning the required extent of
the confession of other than "heart sins.")

-  Wheat further demonstrates his psychological leanings through his recommended readings and footnotes:

(a) Henry Brandt, I Want my Marriage to be Better ( "A Christian psychologist explains ...")
(b) Linda Dillow, Creative Counterpart
(c) James Dobson, What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women
(d) Tim & Beverly LaHaye, The Act of Marriage
(e) Joyce Landorf, Tough and Tender 
(f) Frank Minirth, Christian Psychiatry ("A balanced, biblical approach to personal problems")
(g) Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, Happiness is a Choice (psychotheraputic [codependency-recovery]
approach to depression and anxiety)
(h) Ingrid Trobisch, The Joy of Being a Woman 
(i) Walter Trobisch, I Married You
(j) H. Norman Wright, Communication: Key to Your Marriage (Freudian psychologist)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 9/99
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Jack Schaap
General Teachings/Activities
 [The apple did not fall far from the Hyles' sad legacy!]

-  Dr. Jack Schaap has been the Pastor of First Baptist Church (FBC) of Hammond, Indiana and Chancellor of
Hyles-Anderson College of Schererville, Indiana since 2001, after the passing of his mentor and father-in-law, Dr.
Jack Hyles. According to the Hyles-Anderson College website (12/7/08) they have a goal of, "...perpetuating the
ministry of Dr. Jack Hyles for the next generation." Dr. Schaap has authored many books but one in particular
written in 2005, Marriage: The Divine Intimacy led to this exposé/book review. The contents appear reminiscent of
the heretical Promise Keeper book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks and the exposé on the sin within the
Hyles camp here on the BDM site. Before leading into a brief book review, there are related items on Dr. Schaap's
teachings relevant to help form a picture of what could be a dangerous ministry on the verge of being a cult.
 
- The "Hall of Shame" found on the site Hardpreaching.com reveals more details of Schaap’s doings. This site has
actual audio and video clips of other outrages directly from the mouth of Dr. Schaap. In a synopsis:  (part of
sermon transcript linked here)

-         Schaap sympathizes with Pope John Paul II, saying to the effect he was a man of God.
-         Schaap sympathizes with sexual sin, in particular comparing the pedophile with a cigarette smoker who

believes he is a Christian. In comparing the history of scandal surrounding Hyles-Anderson College
(founded by Jack Hyles), it is easy to see why these scandals live on with such remarks from their new
leader!

-         A sympathetic defense of the angry red-headed Irish man who beats his wife!
-         Statements unbecoming anyone who would call themselves a man of God in what sounds like a sexual or

worldly context! (Listen for yourself from the link above!)
-    Announces he is a "friend" of a racist Rev. Meeks.

(One disclaimer - BDM does not endorse hardpreaching.com, this is an exposé reference only since they favorably post sermons of  Jack
Hyles  (for more click here).
 
So begins the revelation of numerous "Schaapologies" carrying on from his mentor and father-in-law’s
"Hylesology!"
 
- The book Marriage: The Divine Intimacy by Dr. Schaap, demonstrates the impunity in which FBC and
Hyles-Anderson College operate without accountability for its teachings. Here are only some of Schaap's wacky
teaching along with responses. Starting with quotes from Dr. Schaap followed by portions of the book that were
authored by his wife Cindy Schaap (Jack Hyles’ daughter):
 
Page 42, paragraph 3:

"When a person takes the bread during the Lord’s Supper, he is not actually eating Christ’s body. That
person is saying, this element represents something. The person who deeply loves Christ understands that
when he receives Christ as Saviour, it is a spiritual intercourse. A person receives the body of Christ. A
Christian is the female gender in the spiritual realm, and God is the male gender of the spiritual realm.
When a person receives Christ as Saviour, he is receiving Christ as a lover."

 
Compare this with the heretical Roman Catholic Eucharist where Catholics are taught they are eating the actual
body and drinking the blood of our Lord Jesus. In  this Schaapology, he compares the Lord’s Supper to engaging in
spiritual intercourse. This teaching of Schaap’s is so outrageous it is hard to comment further... but then it gets
worse!
 
Page 44, paragraph 2, Schaap states:
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"Psalm 119:30 says, 'I have chosen the way of truth: thy judgments have I laid before me.' That word laid is
a sexual term which literally means the same thing as a man laying with a woman. God was saying that
God’s laws should be as intimate as a marriage partner in a sexual liaison."

 
Reproof for this "Schaapology": No, Dr. Schaap, look at that Hebrew a bit closer. A similar verse is found in the
NT.  John 3:21: "But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are
wrought in God." It is ironic that Schaap would apply anything sexual, since both of these verses deal with
truthfulness. 
 
Schaap continues in the next paragraph:

"In the next verse [Ps 119:31], David gets more graphic. 'I have stuck unto thy testimonies: O LORD, put
me not to shame.' That word stuck means the act of a man entering his wife; it is sexual intercourse. God
says that the Word of God should be the Christian’s lover, and nothing should be closer to him than the
Bible. The Words of God are supposed to be the most intimate lover of his life."

 
Schaap's statement is blasphemy and is one of the most vile perversions of Scripture, perhaps only comparable to
the works of Sigmund Freud! A bit of Scriptural reproof, the Bible teaches, in John 8:31: "Then said Jesus to those
Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, [then] are ye my disciples indeed;" There is nothing sexual
implied in either verse. Rather, "stuck unto thy testimonies," and "continue in my word" both refer to holding to
God’s Word and being His disciple, NOT being His lover in the sexual context that Schaap states outright!
 
- The outrageous teachings go further when Schaap states born again believers need to seek forgiveness for the sins
of their ancestors. Page 50, the heading reads: "Confess the sins of your fathers, your ancestors." This Schaapology
is introduced concerning couples having problems in their romantic lives and that they should look to the previous
generation and even "ancestral" background. On page 51 Schaap adds: "…when one of our ancestors allows sexual
sin to come into his or her life, then an unclean spirit invades that family." Where in Scripture did that come from?
Schaap's statement smacks of the mysticism seen in charismatic deliverance doctrines. If anyone is concerned
Schaap was taken out of context, please consider the following quote from page 52:
 

"Christians need to confess the sins of their fathers. I believe it is very wise to go to the Lord and say, 'Lord
I have to admit that my father (or any other family member) committed sexual misconduct, and I know about
it, God. I want to admit that I have their genes in me because in principle, I was in the loins with them. I
want to confess the sin we committed, and I want You to rid me of the iniquity that is in my heart.'"

 
This is ludicrous! If this misconduct took place, you as an adult should be reporting it to the authorities! Going by
the previous paragraph, Schaap mentions some sins that are still illegal today "…such as molestations, child abuse,
pedophilia…" along with others sins such as adultery! You wouldn’t just confess these to God! Look at 1
Corinthians 5 and how harshly Christians are to deal with such sins! Here Schaap would have us confess for these
people and move on?! Schaap preaches confessing the sins of our previous generation and ancestors.  Perhaps they
should lead the way starting with the sordid history of FBC and Hyles-Anderson!

The heresy of confessing the sins of our ancestors has ties to spiritism and the Vineyard movement. It is exposed by
Al Dager in his book The World Christian Movement:  "The idea of identificational repentance is to stand in the
gap as a substitute for a corporate people in order to nullify so-called 'generational curses.' In essence, it is to
identify oneself with a corporate group of people to confess that group's social sins (e.g., I'm a white man who
killed an Indian and stole his land). This is the basis of the Reconciliation Movement." (p. 125)

- There's more! On Page 81 under the topic of "Clothing" another Schaapology states:
"Lady, your husband wants you to play multiple roles. As a matter of fact, a husband probably would not
mind if his wife played the role of an exotic dancer and danced for him in the privacy of their bedroom. A
wife might say, 'I couldn’t do that. I’m not that kind of woman!' Would you rather your husband go to some
gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!"
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This quote exemplifies why Schaap’s book is WORSE than the Promise Keeper Masculine Journey book! Asking
our wives (closer to demanding our wives) play the role of an exotic dancer is dishonoring our wives; it is simply
sexual deviancy and not something you would expect of a Independent Fundamental Baptist, King James Only
preacher of a growing ministry! ANY man wishing to exert this sort of pressure on his wife degrading her to the
level of a stripper (that is what an exotic dancer is), has a serious issue! Following Schaap's logic, I suppose a brass
pole in the bedroom is next!? Teachings promoting such demeaning role playing certainly give the appearance that
Schaap sees women in a lower class!
 
On page 82 Schaap asks with a comment on lovemaking, concerning where they do it. The husband in this case
asks his wife first and Schaap states, "...even if she thinks a suggestion is strange, at least he is thinking about her
feelings." Schaap contradicts his earlier more threatening tone towards the wife where he said, "Would you rather
your husband go to some gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!" How
hypocritical! 
 
[Personal Note: Speaking as a man who has been the husband of one wife for almost 25 years, I find Schaap’s
teaching personally repulsive and an affront to the truth in the Scriptures! Schaap’s idea that it is alright for a
husband to pressure his wife to dance like a stripper (and other role playing of this nature) dishonors his wife, his
marriage, and foremost God! The Bible teaches our wives to be submissive, but goes on to say in Ephesians 5:25,
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it;" And in 1 Peter 3:7,
"Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with [them] according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife, as unto the
weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life; that your prayers be not hindered." It is hard not to
give an angry response to Schaap’s indecent proposal for wives! To any man following Schaap's teachings with
his own wife, TAKE HEED, such selfish sinful behavior will not go unanswered by our Lord!]

- And not to be forgotten, Cindy Schaap (Dr. Hyles' daughter) for her book A Wife’s Purpose, states, "…I deeply
appreciate my husband allowing me to write this book." Strange choice of words. Did she really need his
permission to write a book? I would have encouraged my wife since she is a godly woman! Additionally, the
foreword, written by her husband Jack Schaap, makes mention of how Dr. Hyles said, "…if we would wait one year
longer and give him time to groom and polish her, that he could insure Cindy would not be a good wife –rather, she
would be a great wife." (Read on, thoughts connected below). Schaap, in the next paragraph states, "A synonym for
the word prudent could be matched, fitted or appropriate. Cindy is my perfect match, and she is very fitted and
suitable for me." Not sure where we are to "polish and groom" our daughters in the area of intimacy in marriage, as
Cindy reports her father did. Where in the dictionary does it defines prudent as meaning these things? 

On page 125 of Marriage: The Divine Intimacy Cindy Schaap writes about her marriage and after having to deal
with her young children all day, "…[that] can take away your desire for sex." She then mentions the following,
"My father sat down with me before I got married and told me over and over again the importance of the sexual
relationship in marriage. So I did something to correct my feelings." (Personal note: I know it would have seriously
"creeped out" my daughter had I discussed this "over and over" prior to her marriage!) Another natural question is
where was her mother in this? If this is not bad enough, Cindy goes on, "Before my husband would come home, I
would read books in private about romance; and I would get myself ready to be excited about romance." On the
previous page on this topic, Cindy has the header for this section titled, "Igniting the Eros Love, the Sensual Love"
"1. Read good books on sex" without qualifying to which books she is referring; it begs the question what books
would she feel the need to read, "…in private about romance" to get ready, especially in light of the other items
quoted from this book!

Cindy Schaap continues on this track that she "... never did the no-sex-for-six-weeks thing ..." after having her
children. She then refers to a counseling case where a husband went and had an affair during the six weeks after!
Relate this to what I quoted above of Schaap. This is not God’s love, but fear based on the threat that if I cannot get
it at home I will go somewhere else to get it! If a man is such an animal to do such a thing he is not in Christ! The
Bible is filled with warnings about immorality, but if we follow Schaap’s teachings most men cannot control their
fleshly desires. Again, to ANY man believing Schaap on this, he has not been reading the Bible! 2 Peter 1:8-10
speaks of having self-control, "For if these things be in you, and abound, they make [you that ye shall] neither [be]
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barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh these things is blind, and
cannot see afar off, and hath forgotten that he was purged from his old sins. Wherefore the rather, brethren, give
diligence to make your calling and election sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall:"

- Cindy Schaap in her book, A Wife’s Purpose on page 31 regarding a man’s basic needs, "…a man would rather
be admired and accepted for who he is than loved…" That being said, for her father and now her husband, perhaps
there is some truth in this picture of them! The self-glorification continues with numerous references to themselves
(see David Cloud’s site). 

- One last note, on page 76 of A Wife’s Purpose regarding washing of feet, there is a bit more psychobabble. Cindy
asks, "Why was Jesus able to volunteer to do such a menial task?" She quotes John 13:3 "Jesus knowing that the
Father had given all things into his hands, and that he was come from God, and went to God;" and she states, "This
verse tells us that Jesus could do this task because He knew who He was. In other words, He had a good sense of
identity or self-worth." From here I would almost need to write another critique as she goes on explaining how a
Christian can find his identity in Jesus. I will stop here and refer you to the BDM critique that speaks well to this
nonsense (linked here).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is my humble opinion any Bible believing, born-again, Fundamental Independent Baptist or any serious Bible
believing Christian should mark and avoid FBC and Hyles-Anderson in accordance with Scriptures. Acts 20:30,
"Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them." And
Ephesians 5:11, "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove [them]." Also
see Scriptures in Romans 16:17-18, Jude 3, and others. Read the FBC and Hyles-Anderson history, read what is in
black in white here, listen to the audio and video clips!

For those of you who are members of Independent Fundamental Baptist Churches that openly endorse FBC and
Hyles-Anderson, it is past time to bring this material to the attention of your Pastors! For pastors reading this, here
is an opportunity to cleanse your church of this hypocrisy! You should not be afraid to repudiate and reprove
such nonsense as you would any other sin from your pulpits!  Question yourselves before quoting MEN such as
Schaap or Hyles! 2 John 1:11 says, "For he that biddeth him God speed is a partaker of his evil deeds." How is
quoting these men favorably any different?

For those of you opposing the error taught by Hyles and Schaap, and yet attend churches that endorse and/or see no
problem with FBC and Hyles-Anderson, be prepared for rejection with comments like "you do not throw the baby
out with the bath water," and then remind them how quick they are to do just that with other false teachers! If you
need reminders of some of them, please come back to the BDM site for a list. I find it unconscionable how so many
Baptists give FBC and Hyles-Anderson a pass on their false teachings when they are ready to condemn others so
quickly for the slightest doctrinal error! It is a double standard and the sort of hypocrisy our Lord Jesus condemned
in the Pharisees! Matthew 23:24, "[Ye] blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel."

The Bible teaches in Luke 18:14, "…for every one that exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth
himself shall be exalted." It is past time for some at FBC and Hyles-Anderson to do some serious soul searching.
Your pride and arrogance has blinded you to heresy in your midst.  Do you think God is blind to your hypocrisy?
Even the world sees it.  A Google search reveals some pretty significant and alarming facts, you are giving
ammunition to many we would consider enemies of Christianity! It is time to realize you have left your first love
and teach things that are outside the Bible. It is time for real repentance, not the Hyles’ variety of repentance either!
(linked here)

Luke 12:1, "In the mean time, when there were gathered together an innumerable multitude of people, insomuch
that they trode one upon another, he began to say unto his disciples first of all, Beware ye of the leaven of the
Pharisees, which is hypocrisy."

James 3:17, "But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, [and] easy to be intreated, full
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of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2008 
[Assembled by John Beardsley]
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The Masculine Journey
The Robert Hicks-Promise Keepers Connection*

The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks is a classic example of what passes for Biblical teaching in many circles
today. Rather than turning to the Bible for truth, Hicks finds a concept in a secular book, then goes to the Scriptures
to see if he can find someway to support that concept. Failing at that, he forces the Scriptures to mean whatever he
wants in order to accomplish his purpose. He then passes off his views to unsuspecting, and apparently ungrounded
professing believers, who swallow every line.

Hicks' book is built on the premise (not found in Scripture and unproven in research) that men pass through (or at
least ought to) six stages of life. This theory did not emerge from the study of Scripture, but from secular
psychologist Daniel Levinson's book The Seasons of a Man's Life. Hicks then identifies six Hebrew words that he
believes dovetail with Levinson's teachings. No Bible scholar would agree with Hicks' exegesis, but that does not
stop Promise Keepers from endorsing his book. [See Editor's Note.] Hicks says that males were meant to pass
through the following stages: noble savage; phallic (sexual); warrior; wounded; maturity; and mentor.

Since Hicks develops his thoughts through a combination of personal experience, psychological theories, and
Biblical principles. his views are a mixture of a great deal of error mixed with just enough truth to deceive poorly
taught professing Christians. Space does not permit a thorough critique of The Masculine Journey (see BDM's
report on Promise Keepers for more detail), but we will attempt to point out a few of the more obvious areas of
concern:

1) Hicks' primary resources are secular psychologists, etc. His book is full of references to Freud, Jung,
Levinson, Margaret Mead, Gail Sheehy, etc.

2) Hicks all but glorifies war and violence that is characteristic of his warrior stage. In addition, he
does not recognize the element of pride that is behind much of this conflict. For example, he says with
approval, "To be a male warrior is to be characterized by strength, competing to be superior, using
one's energy to be prominent, or vying to be important or to gain significance" (p. 77). The believer
might think of James 4:1-3 in light of such a statement.

3) Borrowing from Robert Bly (secular men's movement leader) and Carl Jung (demon-possessed
contemporary of Freud), Hicks claims that, "In order for men to discover what manhood is all about,
they must descend into the deep places of their own souls and find their accumulated grief" (p. 99).
Nowhere in Scripture is anything like this taught, but it has become a fad, thanks to the writings of
Larry Crabb (see Inside Out).

4) Hicks clearly has a low view of Scripture. The most blatant example of this is found on page 114: "I
call the Psalms of David the musings of a manic-depressive."

5) Hicks also soft pedals sin. In an interesting paragraph concerning "Christian" homosexuals, Marxists,
and Catholics that he has known, rather than confronting such people, he confesses, "I have learned
that the way to look at God or the world is not necessarily through the lens or categories I currently
believe are the correct ones" (p. 134). And in an incredible statement on page 177, Hicks says, "I'm
sure many would balk at my thought of celebrating the experience of sin. I'm not sure how we could do
it. But I do know we need to do it. For, example, we usually give the teenagers in our churches such a
massive dose of condemnation regarding their first experience with the police, or their first drunk, or
their first experience ... with sex or drugs. Maybe we could look upon this as a teachable moment and a
rite of passage. Is this putting a benediction on sin? Of course not, but perhaps at this point the true
elders could come forward and confess their own adolescent sins and congratulate the next generation
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for being human" (p. 177). Can you imagine someone who claims to be a Christian suggesting that we
should congratulate the young person who has committed fornication or gotten drunk because he is
simply being human? Unbelievable!!

6) Hicks writes, "If ever we needed to initiate the wounded in our midst it is now. We need to
recognize a man's divorce, or job firing, or major health problem, or culpability in some legal or sexual
indiscretion, as a wound to which we show deference as a part of the male journey" (p. 178).
(Emphasis added.) The word deference means "honor, reverence, veneration, acclaim, homage, esteem,
courtesy." So, Hicks is suggesting that we should honor, reverence, venerate, esteem, etc., the things he
listed when they happen in a man's life. Included in these things we should venerate, reverence, esteem,
and pay homage to are legal and sexual indiscretions. Rather than looking on them as sin we should
reverence them. We should honor them. We should venerate them. We should esteem them. We should
look on them as rites of passage along the masculine journey. Incredible!

7) Hicks has an obsession with the male sex organ. He writes, "We are called and addressed by God in
terminology that describes who and what we are -- zakar , phallic males. Possessing a penis places
unique requirements upon men before God in how they are to worship Him. We are called to worship
God as phallic kinds of guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized
males so popular in many feminist-enlightened churches. We are told by God to worship Him in
accordance with what we are, phallic men" (p. 49). This is the language of pagan religionists, not the
Bible!

8) Hicks makes numerous erroneous statements about male sexuality. Claiming that the second stage of
manhood is the phallus (penis) stage (p. 48), Hicks goes on to state, "The phallus has always been the
symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (p. 51). And, "Improper teaching on the phallus will drive
men into sexual sins because their spiritual God-hunger is not satisfied. Sexual energy is essentially
spiritual" (p. 55). (This is teaching from the demon worshipers in India; it's called TANTRA sex yoga.)
Again, "Our sexual problems only reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted form, the
deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (p. 56).

9) Hicks claims that what keeps men moving along this "masculine" journey is having some other male
mentors in their lives and seeing Jesus as the primary voice of God in each stage. "Jesus ... was the
second Adam ... was very much human ... was also very much zakar , phallic. ... I believe Jesus was
phallic with all the inherent phallic passions we experience as men" (pp. 180-181). [This seems to be
either the result of Freudian brainwashing or hanging out in locker rooms. Either way, it's blasphemous
(4/94, The Berean Call).]

10) Hicks has a blasphemous view of Christ. He claims that Jesus experienced homosexual temptation
(p. 181)! Even a cursory study of Rom 1:18ff would reveal Hicks' abominable error.

11) More blasphemy -- the movie The Last Temptation of Christ is referred to in a positive light!
Claiming that Jesus is a "phallic male," Hicks says Jesus "may have thought about it as the movie ...
portrays" (p. 181) -- referring to Jesus thinking about having sexual relations with a woman! But
doesn't Hicks' suggestion make Jesus guilty of the sin of lust, thereby embracing the movie's
blasphemy? In fact, the movie portrayed graphic sexual desire, not merely temptation.

The Masculine Journey Study Guide

Hicks obsession with the phallus carries over to the Study Guide to be used in small group studies along with The
Masculine Journey. Here are a couple of "Bible" study activities that the groups are to enjoy as they discuss their
phallic, or sexual side:

1) The leaders are first warned that if the men in the group are having problems talking openly and
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with empathy to each other about their sex lives, they are to stop and talk about why they are having
difficulty (p. 32). (And you wondered why so many men suddenly wanted to go to Bible studies.)

2) After the leaders get beyond that hurdle, here is one of the discussion questions: "Our culture has
presented many initiation rites, or passages to manhood, that are associated with the phallus. Which
ones have you experienced? Do you have a story to share with the other men about one such event?
Some examples are: When were you potty trained and when did you stop wetting the bed? Pubic hair
and growth. An unfortunate experience with pornography. My first dating experience. My first really
embarrassing moment with a girl. The wedding night. Conceiving my first child."

3) Another activity starts out like this: "Man's primary fantasy is 'having access to as many beautiful
women as desired without risking rejection,'" says Warren Farrell, who polled 106,000 men and women
from all walks of life. Farrell also tabulated many secondary fantasies, some of which are listed here.
From these options choose the one that best completes the sentence for you: 'The daydream, wishful
thinking, or primary fantasy that recurs for me is. ...'"

Does this stuff sound like Bible study or Freudian psychology? Isn't it interesting that Christian men can be united
as they practice and apply godless theories from godless men, but they cannot discuss the Word of God!

DISDAIN FOR DOCTRINE

Promise Keepers' stated purpose is to move men toward Christ-like masculinity. But PK does not understand how
to do this. Maturity is not developed through pep rallies, psychological teachings, and sharing. It is developed
though the application of the truth of God's Word (i.e., doctrine). However, to PK, doctrine divides, and should be
shunned. Their philosophy is well stated by Robert Hicks: "I am often amazed at how God sometimes uses secular
sources to communicate His truth better than Christian ones" (p. 162). But you cannot create godliness by going
around the Word of God and seeking out the latest pop-wisdom of men. This is one of Promise Keepers greatest
error.

BDM Note: The following is excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness
Letter:

Is it true that Promise Keepers is backing away from an enthusiastic support of Robert Hicks' book, The Masculine
Journey? It may appear so at first glance. For an extended period of time, Promise Keepers provided a seven-page
letter supporting The Masculine Journey to those who requested it. However, shortly after our article ("Promise
Keepers Still Endorses The Masculine Journey) went to press in 3/96, they replaced the seven-page support letter
with a brief statement, which said: "Promise Keepers no longer distributes the book The Masculine Journey by
Robert Hicks, published in 1993 by NavPress."

After admitting that Promise Keepers distributed (gave) the book to every man who attended PK's 1993 national
men's conference, the rest of that statement simply talked about Promise Keepers rather than about The Masculine
Journey. No warning, apology, or repudiation of the book could be seen.

As of 6/17/96, Promise Keepers has begun to supply yet another position statement regarding The Masculine
Journey. The current statement says: 

"Several passages in The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks (1993, NavPress) could be understood in
more than one way. Some of the content of the book has unfortunately lent itself to a wide range of
interpretations and responses involving theological issues which Promise Keepers does not feel called
to resolve." 

The statement continues to say that they don't want these unforeseen controversies to detract from the focus of
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Promise Keepers.

After again saying that they no longer distribute the book, they state: 

"At the same time, we believe Mr. Hicks' core theology is consistent with orthodox evangelical
Christianity, and that The Masculine Journey was a forthright attempt on his part to deal with male
issues from a biblical context." (Emphasis added.)

Unfortunately, the organization only seems to be trying to avoid further controversy over the book. There is still no
hint of warning, apology, or repudiation. Any fair reader of Promise Keepers' present statement on The Masculine
Journey would have to conclude that Promise Keepers still supports The Masculine Journey ! The fact that leaders
of Promise Keepers were involved in the development of the book, identified it as a Promise Keepers book, and
gave a copy to every man who attended the 1993 PK national men's conference reveals the psychological
foundations of the movement. Until Promise Keepers makes a definitive statement confessing the error of being
involved in the development of the book The Masculine Journey, as well as of promoting and distributing it, they
must be held culpable. [Return to Text]

* Portions of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Pastor Gary Gilley in the 2/95
Southern View Chapel (now Think On These Things) newsletter; and from an article in the June/July 1997 Think
On These Things.
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The Message
Eugene Peterson's The Message is sweeping into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In
the first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary
English" were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The
Message is so good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.

The Message has also been endorsed by J.I. Packer, Jack Hayford, Warren Wiersbe, and Billy Graham. Graham's
endorsement read: "The Message is one of the most dynamic recent versions of the New Testament that I have seen
... Children can easily understand it, and veteran Bible readers will see Christ's words in a fresh light." In fact,
Graham even authorized a special edition of The Message to be distributed by his Evangelistic Association -- it
comes with "... many explanations that I've written to help you understand what the New Testament says."

What does The Message's version of the New Testament really say? The Message teaches a different gospel and a
different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy view of life). For example, The Message
translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "...The
Father is greater than I." In l Corinthians 6:18-20, the words "sexual immorality" are deleted in The Message and
the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added; this change would lead one to conclude that "commitment
and intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex. 

Also, in Romans 1:26-27, the words "God gave them over ..." are deleted in The Message and words that qualify
homosexuality are added, thereby providing a loophole for committed homosexuals who "love" each other. Thus, in
The Message, lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner. There are hundreds of examples like these
in The Message.

In his introduction to The Message, Peterson himself says:

"This version of the New Testament in a contemporary idiom keeps the language of The Message
current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we do our shopping, talk with our
friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."

This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we
then rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say
about men like Billy Graham, J.I. Packer, Warren Wiersbe, and Jack Hayford when they endorse The Message as
an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Eugene Peterson's personal, politically correct interpretation? 

[The above article was adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE?," an article by Berit Kjos.]
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Bob Jones University
Book Review

Beneth Peters Jones (Mrs. Bob Jones, III) -- Manufacturing Victims

Mount Up on Wounded Wings
Beneth Peters Jones, wife of Bob Jones, III (president of Bob Jones University), wrote a book titled Mount Up on
Wounded Wings: For Women from Hurtful Home Backgrounds (published by BJU Press:1994). Although this book
cannot be recommended, some of the material in the book could be considered helpful. There is a presentation of
the Gospel at the beginning of the book and Mrs. Jones sounds some helpful warnings. For instance, she urges a
woman not to seek counsel from a man if she has a background of incest (p. 61). She does "not advise the world's
'support group' approach," because: "Too often it becomes a get-nowhere, repeat-endlessly, feel-sorry-for-me
morass from which progress is never made" (p. 62). She stresses the need for women to forgive those who have
sinned against them (pp. 68-73). And, she has sense enough to say: "The human heart's murky depths and twisted
contents are beyond anyone's understanding" (p. 63, italics hers). However, the good things in this book are more
than overshadowed by her seriously tainted psychological teachings. 

Mrs. Jones is a good example of good intentions flawed by naive incorporation of the very worldliness that Bob
Jones University would claim to oppose, namely, psychological myths presented as self-evident facts. If the errors
of this book were merely maudlin sentimentality, there would be far less concern and it would not require a
critique. However, the book incorporates notions from pop psychology and may serve to manufacture victims, or
at least encourage a victim mentality in women. In reading this book, women who claim to have found Christ
sufficient in their struggles may now discover that they are still "wounded" and must go through a prescribed
treatment that may instead debilitate them.

By lumping together a wide range of hurtful early life events, ranging from mild displeasure to physical and sexual
abuse, Jones's book could make almost any woman feel that her present problems are due to her childhood home,
primarily her parents. By spreading the net of victimhood, Jones betrays the real victims of rape, incest, accident,
and torture. In her attempt to make her net of victimhood Biblical, Jones gives examples from Scripture of what she
identifies as "victims of impaired pasts" (p. 48). On pages 47-48, she identifies these victims for us: Moses, Samuel,
Joseph, and Timothy! But which of these men endured years of incest, repeated rape, severe physical abuse, and
torture? Somehow, an imperfect childhood and one filled with sexual and physical abuse are lumped together as if
all cause seriously "wounded wings" that prevent the mature bird [woman] to fly. 

Jones says, "The point of this writing, therefore, is not to dwell upon time past, the home's hurtfulness, or its
particular wounds." But, the focus of the book is precisely on woundedness and victimhood, so much so that a
person may easily enter into this broad category of woundedness and become a victim while reading the book. And
the focus is emotionally charged with such statements as, "the most monstrous life wounds are those received in
childhood -- when physically, mentally, and emotionally the victim is cruelly taken advantage of, when he or she is
helpless" (p. 15). While harming children is grossly sinful, children are often far more resilient than adults are.
Words like most monstrous life wounds do indeed apply to real victims, but not to all children in the broad category
Jones presents.

In her book Manufacturing Victims, the author, Dr. Tana Dineen, reveals: "What the Psychology Industry is doing
to People" (cover). If one reads Dineen's book along with Jones's book, it will be apparent that Jones's book does
something to its readers that is very similar to what the psychology industry does to many of its clients. Dineen
speaks about psychologists who "go about rewriting private memories, playing on emotions, dictating how events
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are to be experienced, and casting people into victim roles" (p. 13). Jones does all of this, and very well indeed,
throughout her book. One of the methods used by psychologists, according to Dineen, is that of generalizing.
Dineen describes generalizing as "equating the exceptional and the brutal with the ordinary and the mundane; thus
ignoring the differences which set victims apart in an insulting effort to extend and blur them with the more
common experiences of a lifetime. The Psychology Industry assumes the capacity to psychologize the mundane,
using metaphor to create an absurd realm of similarities, equating the thought with the deed, the dream with the
fact, and the illusion with the reality." 

The broadness of Jones's category of woundedness is evident in such statements as: "Sexual looseness marks
particularly the child of an incestuous home, but it can also result from any of the hurtful home types" (p. 31),
which include such common homes as the "unsaved home" (non-Christian parents) and "the inconsistent Christian
home" as well as "the incestuous home" (pp. 16-20). Furthermore, Jones's metaphor of wounded wings carries
much emotional baggage and may cause one who felt some parental rejection to feel very wounded indeed and
begin to define her life as crippled and wounded, though now, through the specified process presented by Jones, she
can see herself as "mounting up on wounded wings," overcoming a great emotional handicap that was previously
just a minor personal injury long forgotten. On the other hand, for those who were severely harmed in childhood,
such a metaphor can so grip the person as to cause her to see herself more as a wounded bird than as a child of
God.

Another serious problem with Jones's book is her prescription for healing. She presents a dogmatic process one
must go through to get healed. She insists that it is necessary to "Name your wounding" (p. 56). One must name it
to oneself, to God, and then to a "trustworthy friend or counselor" (p. 57). She says, "Why is it necessary to name
your hurt so specifically? Because until your wound is brought into the realm of thought, speech, and action, it
remains in that of emotion, a compartment of the human self which cannot be directly changed or medicated" (p.
57). This certainly puts God in a box. Does He only work His healing through Jones's method? 

Jones's insistence that women must overcome denial and name their wounds sounds like the advice of psychologist
Judith Herman in her book Trauma and Recovery: "The ordinary response to atrocities is to banish them from
consciousness. ... Remembering and telling the truth about terrible events are prerequisites both for the restoration
of the social order and for the healing of individual victims" (p. 1, italics in original).

Dineen criticizes such a belief and says: "Few people recognize the subtle but profound effect of psychologizing
inherent in statements like these. In these excerpts, which are consistent with the theme of the book, Herman
expresses her conviction (theory) that terrible events (specifically sexual and domestic violence) cannot be
forgotten, must be remembered and talked about, and that society as well as the individual, depends on this for
health" (p. 40).

Dineen emphasizes the unsubstantiated psychologizing that exists in such statements. She criticizes the
pathologizing of experiences. She says: "Pathologizing the experiences of victims turns their normal feelings into
abnormal states and their normal reactions into emotional problems" (p. 45). Dineen asks, "Why do we believe that
victims are weakened by their experience and that they can never recover unless they cease to deny the devastating
effects of 'the trauma,' uncover it, face it, confront it and go through the required psychological process, changing
themselves from 'victim' to survivor' and, finally, to victorious 'thriver'?" (pp. 56-57). 

Yet, Jones naively participates in this process as she accuses women of being in denial and having to name the
wounding. She even has God participate in this psychological process by saying, "He [God] has been patiently
waiting for you to tire of your denials; to weary of your attempted disguises; to turn from your misdirected
gropings for help; to run, at last, into His arms and weep out your anguish on His breast" (p. 59). While the last half
of that sentence is Biblical, the first half is Freudian. Without using Freud's name, she presents his teachings on
denial and deterministically associating present problems with past upbringing. She even presents Freud's defunct
hydraulic theory as she pathologizes problems. She says: "Physical problems particularly appear in those who deny
the reality or sublimate reactions to their painful past experiences. If a sufferer suppresses in herself emotional
response and rational examination, she does something akin to capping a volcano: she redirects the eruption. There
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must be release of some sort: pain's lava denied in mind and heart eventually explodes in the body" (p. 31, bold
added). She states this as if it were fact, when it is simply a now unproved notion of Sigmund Freud. Yet, this myth
dies hard, particularly in "Christian" circles where such myths are promoted by trusted teachers and institutions.
With no footnote reference or other evidence, Jones even associates glaucoma with denial and not naming the
emotional wound (p. 31). 

Jones has also borrowed a number of other notions from psychology, primarily the idea of one needing self-worth
(p. 23), a person suffering from a "damaged self-image" (p. 27), and the so-called need for a person to forgive
oneself (p. 73). One does not find these ideas in Scripture, but rather in the psychological teachings of Alfred Adler,
Abraham Maslow, and Carl Rogers. Throughout the book Jones presents personal opinions as if they are factual.
None of her authoritative-sounding statements are documented or footnoted. One such unsubstantiated statement
presented as fact is:

"There is one especially pervasive fear which may grip the heart of someone who bears home hurts: the
fear of repeating the experienced horror should she herself become a parent. Numerous studies have
shown that those who have been hurt themselves very often become hurters in turn" (p. 89).

Where is her documentation to support this? There is documentation that refutes Jones's statement. For instance,
researchers Joan Kaufman and Edward Zigler (Yale University) demonstrated that the widely held "belief that
abused children are likely to become abusive parents" is not a hard and fast rule. Instead of being the rule, it is the
exception for an abused child to become an abusive parent. Kaufman and Zigler note that some of the earlier
research had problems with methodology. While about 30 percent of those who were abused repeat the cycle, 70
percent do not. In fact, one study they looked at identified 82 percent who did not repeat the abuse with their own
children. The belief that the abuse cycle was inevitable has kept people in the cycle. Parents who were abused as
children no longer have to be intimidated by such myths as the one Jones helps promote. And, parents who abuse
can no longer excuse their behavior on their own victimhood.

While a woman's thoughts are important, Jones mishandles Scripture by using Proverbs 23:7 as a proof text for that
idea. "For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he: Eat and drink, saith he to thee; but his heart is not with thee." This
Scripture is warning against eating the bread of one who has evil intentions. Even though the person offers bread
"his heart is not with thee." Outward appearances cannot be trusted because, "as he thinketh in his heart, so is he."
This verse is not teaching that a person will be right if only he thinks right, but it is regularly misused this way by
"Christian psychologists." 

Jones evidently wants her readers to know how deeply she identifies with their woundedness, but one immediately
wonders who might be wounded through the telling exposure of the first sentence in Chapter One. She declares:
"This book is intended for the Christian woman whose home background, like my own, was marred by pain." As
one reads about all the causes of woundedness, including incest, alcoholic parents, physical abuse, and other causes
of wounding children as they are growing up, one wonders about Mrs. Jones's parents. What kind of parents did
Beneth Peters Jones have? What did they do to so wound their daughter that she has devoted a book to women who
suffer from childhood hurts? The sentiment is echoed through the book with phrases such as: "We who bear scars
from home wounding" (p. 70); "we wounded ones" (p. 74); "we women with wounded wings" (p. 80). Did her
parents have expectations too high to reach or did they sexually and physically abuse her? Because she only refers
to her home background being "marred by pain," and because she goes into details of the various ways people can
be wounded, she leaves the door open for speculation about what happened to her. Thus, in a very real way, Beneth
Peters Jones violates her parents' reputation as well as the Fifth Commandment of God.

While on the one hand Jones urges an abused woman not to seek counsel from a man; on the other hand Dr. Bob
Wood, who is executive vice president at Bob Jones University, gives evidence in his 1994 video presentation
"Scriptural Principles for Counseling the Abused" (a BJU produced and marketed video) that he has counseled
many women with sexual abuse backgrounds. During the tape he talks about cases in which he counseled abused
women, yet he did not once caution his listeners and viewers regarding problems with men counseling abused
women. The counseling of a woman by a man, and especially the counseling of an abused woman by a man, is a
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serious enough issue that Bob Jones University should speak with one voice about the matter, rather than two
obviously conflicting voices of the executive vice president and the wife of the president.

Assuming that Bob Jones, III, president of Bob Jones University, is harmonious with his wife's writings raises
questions about his own receptivity to psychological myths and a psychologically tainted understanding of
Scripture. It would be interesting to hear him say whether or not he believes all that his wife teaches and to what
degree her misteachings are being promoted at Bob Jones University.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 4/97
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Our Sufficiency In Christ

(1991:Word Publishing)

p. 20 -- MacArthur condemns "your local Christian bookstore" for selling a "proliferation of so-called 'Christian'
recovery books"; yet his own Church bookstore (the Book Shack) was at the time selling these same types of books
(by such psychologically-oriented authors as Tony Campolo, Chuck Swindoll, R.C. Sproul, Josh McDowell, Tim
LaHaye, Chuck Colson, H. Norman Wright, Henry Nouwen, etc.).

pp. 55-57 -- MacArthur's recollection of the court case involving the Nally suicide incident is quite different than
that presented on his two-tape series, The Day God's Word Went On Trial. Why is there such a difference in the
two accounts and which, if either, is the truth?

pp. 58, 67 -- Favorable references to "true psychology," "emotional illnesses," "alcoholic," and "certain [helpful]
techniques of human psychology" (p. 58). Then later in Sufficiency (p. 67), MacArthur correctly states that "mental
and emotional health" is not a Biblical concept. What does he really believe here -- is there such a thing as
"emotional illness" (p. 58), or is there not (p. 67)?

p. 59 -- MacArthur states that the "supreme qualification for psychologists would be Christlikeness." This is utterly
impossible. Since psychology is a false religion, this would be like saying, "the supreme qualification for a Hindu
would be Christlikeness." How absurd! This obviously reveals MacArthur's lack of understanding on the issue of
psychology and its deadly attack on the church.

     -- MacArthur also states, "The presuppositions and most of the doctrine of psychology cannot be successfully
integrated with Christian truth." (Emphasis added.) Does he mean that some of it can? One wonders what parts of
the "doctrine of psychology" MacArthur thinks can be "successfully integrated with Christian truth"?

pp. 69-70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no quarrel with those who use ... social sciences as a helpful observer's
platform to look on human conduct and develop tools to assist people in getting some external controls in their
behavior. That may be useful as a first step to getting to the real spiritual cure." Is not the "first step" Christ and
His Word? Anything added or used along side, especially the godless "social science" of psychology, only blurs the
truth.

p. 70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no tolerance for those who exalt psychology above ... the perfect sufficiency
of our God," and has "no encouragement for people who wish to mix psychology with the divine resources." Yet at
the time this book was published, MacArthur employed two Larry Crabb followers, John Zimmer and Gary Ezzo,
in his Church's family ministries area (as well as allowing both to teach adult Sunday School classes). Does
MacArthur want us to believe that the employment of two rank psychologizers is not "tolerance" and
"encouragement"? [John Zimmer left the Grace Church staff in early-1992, and Gary Ezzo in mid-1993. However,
Ezzo was a "lay elder" at Grace Church until the summer of 1995, at which time the Church was still teaching
Ezzo's materials in certain classes and was selling his materials in its bookstore.]

p. 108 -- MacArthur states that "modern behavioral science, by comparison [to the Bible], is superficial -- and
usually downright counterproductive." (Emphasis added.) If one really believed in the total sufficiency of Scripture
(2 Pe. 1:3) wouldn't he instead say that the behavior sciences are always "down-right counterproductive"? Isn't it
always counterproductive to access a false religious system?
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pp. 120-121 -- MacArthur asks, "Are there no beneficial insights to be gained by looking at the observations of
sociologists and psychologists? ... Useful, perhaps. Necessary, no." Do we see anywhere in 2 Peter 1:3 that any
observation from a godless false religious system would be "useful" (of which psychology is clearly one of the
many false religious systems available from which to choose)?

pp. 246, 261 -- MacArthur uses psychological language that has more in common with Larry Crabb's need theology
than with Biblical terminology. MacArthur refers to the Apostle Paul's "deep hurt" because of the "rejection and
emotional abuse" he experienced, and that people "were created for relationships" (p. 246). He also speaks of man's
"deepest longings," his "most intense cravings," and our most "profound needs" (p. 261), as if these were
legitimate. The way MacArthur uses these terms are self-centered and man-centered, not at all equivalent to godly
cravings (cf. Psa. 42). 
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The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes
Mighty
by Bill Gothard

In his short book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty,2 Bill Gothard attempts to show prayers
expressed by crying out loud are the most effective. Gothard writes, 

“For most of my life, I assumed that crying out was simply synonymous with prayer. I’ve come to be
amazed, however, to see the specific purposes and potential for crying out—and how this is
emphasized time and again in Scripture. God hears our prayers, and the Bible’s testimony reveals that,
in a special way, He particularly hears us when our requests are voiced aloud.”3 [emphasis in original] 

Jesus condemned those who make a public spectacle of their prayers and those who speak many words in hope they
will be heard (Matt. 6:5-7). The power of prayer is determined by the intent of the person, not the method of
expression. Jesus calls us to examine our prayer before it is spoken. In contrast, Gothard tells us to cry out and then
examine our prayers:

“As we call aloud our prayers, we can more easily recognize our heart’s condition before God. Hearing
our own spoken words, we quickly detect any lack of fervency or humility or reverence. Listening to
ourselves, we’re forced to examine our hearts.”4 

Does God really respond more favorably when our prayers are voiced aloud with great fervency? The answer is
unequivocally, “No.”  

What Exactly Is The Point Of This Book?  

God answers prayers that are in accordance with His will. Move your mind to the Garden of Gethsemane (Luke
22:39-46). The cry of our Savior could not have been more fervent. Jesus literally was sweating blood. He was
about to face the excruciating pain delivered by the cross. His human nature desired to be delivered from the pain
He was about to face. Nevertheless, His human will yielded to that of the Father. Christ’s prayer in Gethsemane is a
model for the believer. Ultimately, prayer is not a tool to change our circumstances or the mind of God. Effective
prayer is aligning our will with the will of God.  

The Power of Crying Out paints quite a different picture of the purpose and mechanics of prayer. Gothard clearly
makes a distinction between normal prayer and crying out to God in a loud voice. The distinction Gothard makes is
that there are some situations that favorable answers to prayer come only after the prayer is voiced aloud. As he
says it, “I saw that the Bible makes a distinction between ‘prayer’ and ‘crying out to God’.”6 

Does It Work? 

Throughout the book, there are anecdotal stories supporting Gothard’s belief there is special power in crying aloud
in prayer. Stories of cancer being cured,7 criminals lowering their guns,8 engines stalling,9 financial success,10
freedom from lust,11 and more, permeate the book.  

But God is not sitting in Heaven waiting to see what and how people will pray. He already knows our prayers—
they are a part of His eternal knowledge and sovereign plan for this world. We are called to bring to our Father
requests and petitions (Phil. 4:6). However, to think if one cries aloud God will answer the prayer favorably for
them is unbiblical. God certainly answers all our prayers. The answer, however, is often not what we desire.  

Success stories long have been effective marketing tools. Companies that sell cosmetics, dieting methods, and
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exercise equipment parade the beautiful, slim, and fit to promote their product. The wise consumer understands, as
the fine print usually states, results may vary. Gothard also asserted his own ‘fine print.’ In the “Points to Ponder”
section he writes, 

“Have you ever cried out to God in a crisis, but nothing happened? Did your cry reflect total humility?
Did you acknowledge your complete weakness? Was there unconditional surrender to God’s will on
every matter? Are there still areas in your life where you have not fully surrendered to Him?”14  

If this is the criteria for answered prayer, then God will never answer the prayer of a Christian. What Christian can
honestly say he is completely humble, completely acknowledge his weaknesses, and has unconditional surrender in
every part of his life? The Apostle John tells us, “If we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth
is not in us” (1 Jn. 1:8). It is for this reason we lean on the wisdom of God and not our own understanding.  

In an attempt to give an answer to the one whose cry is not acted upon by God, Gothard writes Chapter 11—“When
God Delays His Answer.” The title says it all. Implied in the title and explicit in the chapter is the idea that if God
has not answered your cry—just wait, He will. “I’ve been amazed at how just one cry will bring immediate results.
But, we should not always expect this to be the case. Sometimes we need to keep crying night and day.”15
[emphasis in original] 

Gothard continues in this chapter with a story of how God provided real estate to his ministry ALERT.16 The wife
of the founder of ALERT “began to cry out to the Lord with the prayer of Jabez,17 asking for expanded
facilities.”18 Gothard relates that they cried out several times after it looked like they would not get the land.
Finally, they received the land. Gothard concludes, 

“God’s Word tells us of ‘His own elect who cry out day and night to Him,’ and how God will respond
to them ‘speedily’ as He patiently hears them. His timely response will always come according to what
He wisely determines is the best schedule, in reward to our faith.”19 [emphasis in original] 

The Scripture Gothard is referring to is Luke 18:7-8. In context, Jesus is talking to His disciples about the coming
of the Kingdom of God. In Luke 18:1, Jesus begins a parable of a godless judge. A widow who wanted justice
against her adversary constantly petitioned the judge. The judge gave her justice so she would not badger him any
longer. Jesus responds, “And the Lord said, ‘Hear what the unrighteous judge said; now, will not God bring
about justice for His elect who cry to Him day and night, and will He delay long over them? I tell you that He
will bring about justice for them quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on the earth?
’ (Luke 18:7-8).” 

This passage does not teach that we are to cry out for things in this world until we get them. Jesus is explaining the
cry of the believer for justice will be answered. The Kingdom of God will come, and His judgment will be speedy.
Gothard’s application of this passage to the provision of expanded facilities is completely without warrant and a
classic example of pretexting.20 

God, Do You Hear Me? 

It should be noted that we are not against the idea of crying aloud to God. In some cases, it is a natural outflow of
the heart. Our criticism concerns Gothard’s claim there is a qualitative difference between silent prayer and prayer
spoken aloud.21  

It is the heart of the prayer God hears. Words? whether spoken silently or aloud—are an outpouring of the heart.
Words spoken aloud do not guarantee a pure and humble heart. The heart full of envy, pride, and jealousy can also
speak aloud. Gothard gives many examples where the Bible records crying aloud to God. The mistake Gothard
makes is taking what is descriptive in Scripture and making it prescriptive for everyday life. God is looking for a
heart that cries out, not a voice that cries out. 

There is nothing we can do to grab God’s ear for a special hearing. Job attempted to get such a hearing with God.
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He lamented chapter after chapter in hope God might hear his case. Job pleaded that God might explain his
suffering. The Lord responded out of the storm, “Brace yourself like a man; I will question you, and you shall
answer me” (Job 38:3). 

Just as Job could not move God to a response, neither can we. God hears the cry of the heart, but He is not moved
by our passion. Our prayers do not have power within themselves. They cannot change the mind of God nor deliver
an answer of our choosing. The power of prayer is found in the One to whom we pray, not in the prayer itself. 

Gothard is correct to stress the notion of fervency in prayer. God certainly hears the sincere prayer. Gothard makes
two incorrect deductions, however. First, Gothard equates crying aloud with fervency. Second, he believes the
fervent prayer is always answered in the affirmative. Gothard makes these two deductions when he writes, 

“Much of our prayer lacks the kind of fervency God requires for effective results. But when a person
sincerely cries out to God as his only hope for deliverance, provision, or protection, we can be quite
certain the cry will be fervent.”23 

If Gothard were to use the phrase “cries out” to mean a cry of the heart and not necessarily a cry of the voice, his
above quote would be accurate. However, in the context of the book, it is clear Gothard is referring to the cry of the
voice—a cry spoken out loud. 

God longs to hear our heart cry to Him. Our prayer should be that we might be delivered through the trouble of this
world. The cry of the heart should be centered on the very person and nature of God.  

God’s People In Prayer 

Prayer is our fellowship with the Bridegroom. The Church is the bride of Christ. What is a marriage without
communication? We pray to God, and He speaks to us through His Word. The heart of a Christian should desire
the will of her Groom. Pray to Him and also listen to Him. God will not answer a prayer in a way that is contrary to
His Word. You can bank on it.  

This cannot be overemphasized: God does not answer prayer that is in conflict with His Word. Prayer is not an
opportunity to inform God of His will. The unknowing do not explain to God “how it is.” The unknowing seek the
omniscient One to ask “how should it be?”  

Prayer is not some mystic thing, where we try to find the right combination of word and phrase that will make God
snap to attention and expand our ministry or whatever else. People in the occult 25 use prayer, word phrases, and
mysticism to gain power for them. This is not the way of the Christian. The power of prayer lies in the omnipotent
One—exactly where it should be. 

Final Thoughts 

Gothard needs to stop looking for a mechanistic method for prayer. This is a view of prayer similar to what we find
in an occultic system of reality: a + b = c (The Prayer of Jabez + our praying it = expanded ministry); b + d = q
(need in our life + crying aloud = positive answer). It is the idea that if I know the right ingredients to prayer, then I
can insure the answer to prayer. The Christian idea of prayer, however, is one of relationship with God. Prayer is
seeking to commune and communicate with our heavenly Father with whom we have a relationship. God hears our
prayers whether audible or inaudible.  

Books such as Gothard’s The Power of Crying Out plague the American church. This mode of thinking has
infected the Christian life and church. Self-help is the antithesis of the Gospel. Paul continually reminds the Roman
church that they were saved by faith. Faith is a noun and not a verb. Our faith is in what God has already done—
His Cross, and the promise of what He is still going to do—separate the good from the evil. Self-help is falling
back into a different gospel. Self-help is a desire for knowledge to control life. If faith is a verb, an action, then it is
not faith at all. Christian faith is a noun; faith is no better than the God our faith is in, what He has done, what He
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does, and what He will do. We pray in faith. Amen. 

ENDNOTES:  [Missing endnotes are the result of editing-out the cited text in question.]

2 Bill Gothard, Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, (Sisters, OR: Multnomah Publishers, 2002)   
3 Ibid., 19.   
4 Ibid., 26.
6 Ibid., 12.
7 Ibid., 10.
8 Ibid., 17.
9 Ibid., 38.
10 Ibid., 40.
11 Ibid., 47-48
14 Gothard, 73.
15 Gothard, 79.
16 Air Land Emergency Resource Team
17 For a review of The Prayer of Jabez, see Vol. 8, No. 1, Winter 2002 edition of the Midwest Christian Outreach
Journal.
18 Gothard, 79.
19 Ibid., 81.
20 Pretexting is reading one’s own ideas into Scripture rather than allowing Scripture to define our ideas. 
21 Interestingly, Neil Anderson in his book Bondage Breaker, exhorts the Christian to not speak their prayers aloud
because Satan can then hear them and use those prayers against the believer. We do not believe this to be true. But,
what is evident with both of these books is the spiritual “no-mans land” in which the Christian is left. This
illustrates the need for the believer to test the writings of all authors against Scripture.
23 Ibid., 75.
25 Bill Gothard is not in any way associated with the occult. We are simply pointing out the nature of occultic
prayer.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in the Summer 2003, MCO Journal: “For Crying Out Loud: Looking at
Bill Gothard’s Book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, pp. 8 & 9-12; a review by Randall
Birtell & Randal Ming. (Birtell and Ming are the Scranton, KS Branch Directors of MCOI, and are both completing
their Master’s Degree in Apologetics.) 
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Power Religion
Power Religion is edited by Michael Horton, who also edited the best selling Agony of Deceit and authored Made in
America: The Shaping of Modern American Evangelicalism. Concerning the latter two books, critics have
complained that Horton only goes after the easy targets (Copeland, Tilton, Cho, etc.) leaving the big names/popular
heretics (i.e., the psychologizers) untouched. Writing about Made in America, one reviewer says: "It is an assault on
the evangelical right, the easy targets, while silent concerning the heresies of respected icons on the evangelical left
(e.g., Campolo, Sider, Wheaton, Trinity, Christianity Today)." 

Power Religion is subtitled The Selling Out of the Evangelical Church. We think it is Horton who has sold out.
Again, the big names are not targeted. Instead, some of them are the authors of the book's individual chapters!
(Others have apparently been deemed untouchable by the book's neo-evangelical publisher, The Moody Bible
Institute.) Called on by Horton to author chapters in the book are ecumenical, Catholic-sympathizer Charles Colson;
neo-evangelical J.I. Packer; pop-psychologizer R.C. Sproul; psychological integrationists Don Matzat, Dave
Powlison, and Ed Welch; and some lesser known names affiliated with the neo-evangelical Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School/Evangelical Free Church of America (Don Carson, Bill Hull, and Tom Nettles).

The book purports to be a critique of Christian activism (Power Politics), the signs and wonders movement (Power
Evangelism), the church growth movement (Power Growth), psychology (Power Within), and personality cults
(Power Preachers). Yet Horton claims that we can still learn something from the purveyors of these heresies. He
says:

"The contributors to Power Religion would be quick to note that these disciplines [sociology,
psychology, and politics] are not in themselves evil or unnecessary ... None of the authors suggests that
those who support Christian political activism, the signs and wonders movement, the church growth
movement, the therapeutic movement, or sensational or potentially authoritarian schemes, are non-
Christians or enemies of the faith masquerading as disciples of Christ ... In fact, none of us suggests
that there is nothing to learn from these various movements. Speaking for myself, I know that my own
Christian faith and life would be the poorer without interaction with some of my close friends who are
charismatic, for instance. Likewise, I have admired the zeal of some church growth leaders ... miracles,
philosophy, corporate and psychological insights, and political positions may well be part of the life of
any Christian, [although] they are weak substitutes for the gospel." (Jacket & pp. 14-15, 333.)
(Emphasis added.)

One begins to wonder why Power Religion was even written. Consider the hypocrisy of political activist Chuck
Colson writing an article warning about the dangers of Christian activism. Or of Don Carson and John Armstrong,
both supposedly writing against the signs and wonders movement, yet finding many things to praise in Wimber's
Vineyard movement. Also, church growth advocates Bill Hull and Tom Nettles, supposedly writing against the
church growth movement, never mention Bill Hybels, the guru of church growth who "pastors" at Willow Creek
(possibly because the book's publisher, MBI, employs Hybels to speak at its conferences). Dave Powlison, Ed
Welch, and Don Matzat are all integrationists, yet they each write an article in the book's anti-psychology/anti-
"therapeutic movement" section. And Ken Riddlebarger, currently studying in the doctoral program at the
psychologized, charismatic, doctrinally void Fuller Seminary, writes an article in which he is highly critical of
Dave Hunt's alleged, but unspecified, "various doctrinal errors."

Michael Horton is right about one thing. The evangelical church is certainly being "sold out." Unfortunately, Horton
doesn't appear to be able to discern the difference between the sellers and the buyers.
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The Prayer of Jabez
by Bruce Wilkinson

Bruce Wilkinson, founder of Atlanta-based Walk Thru the Bible Ministries (he resigned as its president in February
of 2002), is a popular speaker at many ecumenical, neo-evangelical national gatherings such as Promise Keepers,
the Navigators, Focus on the Family, Campus Crusade for Christ, the Fellowship of Companies for Christ, and
Christian Schools International, as well as BIOLA, Wheaton, Mt. Hermon, the Christian Business Men's
Committee, Moody Bible Institute, and many others. While a student at Dallas Seminary in 1976, and under the
guidance of psychologizers Howard Hendricks and Gene Getz, Wilkinson founded Walk Thru the Bible Ministries
with a teaching faculty of six that today has grown to 120 in North America and 2,000 lay instructors worldwide. It
is now the largest "Christian" seminar organization in the United States and conducts over 2,500 conferences each
year. 

In 1998, Wilkinson founded Walk Thru the Bible International, a global initiative to develop "a Bible teacher for
every 50,000 people in every nation of the world." In 2001, Wilkinson founded Global Vision Resources, a private
nonprofit operating foundation that produces, markets, and distributes video and curriculum products to retail
outlets, businesses, schools, and ministries around the world—"My goal now is to take [my teaching] beyond
America to every nation across the globe through the mediums of video, television, and film"; Wilkinson planned a
late-2002 move to California to pursue this goal. Then in July of 2002, while traveling and teaching in Africa, the
Wilkinson's decided to move to South Africa and establish a ministry there.

In addition to The Prayer of Jabez (Multnomah:2000), Wilkinson has authored several other books—including
Experiencing Spiritual Breakthroughs, 7 Laws of the Learner, Almost Every Answer for Practically Any Teacher!,
Personal Holiness in Times of Temptation, Victory Over Temptation, Talk Thru the Old Testament, Talk Thru the
New Testament—as well as served in editorial roles in the production of The Daily Walk Bible, the New King
James Bible, The Closer Walk New Testament, The Open Bible: Expanded Edition, and The Family Walk Bible.
Other shallow, Jabez-like books by Wilkinson include A Life God Rewards and Secrets of the Vine. His books have
sold over 15 million copies combined.

Bruce Wilkinson was a guest on James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program in early-March of 2001.
Referring to Wilkinson's latest book (at the time), The Prayer of Jabez, Dobson claimed that it had sold one million
copies in February 2001 alone, and the book's official Internet web site then claimed that sales totaled nine million,
with more than 13 million in print. It was a USA Today/New York Times/Washington Post/Publisher's Weekly
number one bestseller, and is being embraced by Evangelicals, Catholics, Fundamentalists, and even non-
Christians. It won the Book of the Year ECPA Gold Medallion Award. Bill Gothard, who was recently asked to
write a book on why the Jabez prayer works, said, "Because it's a cry, not a prayer, and crying is more powerful." 

To capitalize on the popularity of the book, Multnomah Publishers now has three versions for "kids": one each for
preschoolers, 8-12 year-olds, and teens; The Prayer of Jabez Journal; The Prayer of Jabez Devotional (one for
children, one for adults); The Prayer of Jabez Bible Study; The Prayer of Jabez for Women (by Wilkinson's wife); a
90-minute audio; a video, and a musical companion, The Prayer of Jabez Music … A Worship Experience (8/16/01,
ForeFront Records/Multnomah Publishers Press Release; and Wilkinson's Internet web site). Also planned is a
Jabez sequel. 

On top of all this, Multnomah has authorized a cavalcade of official merchandise, including Jabez backpacks,
Christmas ornaments, vanilla-scented candles, mouse pads, and even a framed artist's conception of Jabez himself.
Jewelry is also in the works, but a proposal for Jabez candy bars was rejected: "We want to be careful about not
over-commercializing this," says Leslie Nunn Reed, the licensing agent. (Source: "A Phenomenon of Biblical
Proportions," 8/14/01, L.A. Times.)
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On Dobson's program, Wilkinson claimed that two weeks of praying the prayer of Jabez would change your life.
After hearing the radio programs devoted to the book, and after reading the book, one should have serious
reservations about Wilkinson's claims.

The Real Prayer of Jabez

The prayer of Jabez is found in 1 Chronicles 4:9-10:

And Jabez was more honourable than his brethren: and his mother called his name Jabez, saying, Because I
bare him with sorrow. And Jabez called on the God of Israel, saying, Oh that thou wouldest bless me indeed, and
enlarge my coast, and that thine hand might be with me, and that thou wouldest keep me from evil, that it may
not grieve me! And God granted him that which he requested. (KJV)

That's it. Jabez was a good and honorable man who asked God to bless him and God did. It's an example of God
providing for and caring for His chosen people. Jabez asked and God sovereignly chose to answer. The focus of
Jabez's prayer is on God and His provision and protection. Jabez asked and our loving Father gave him what He
requested—not because Jabez said the right thing or manipulated God into granting his request, but because God
decided to be glorified through Jabez by answering his prayer. Period. End of story.

Bruce Wilkinson's Position

The subtitle of the book is Breaking Through to the Blessed Life. The publisher's back-cover promo reads: 

Do you want to be extravagantly blessed by God? Are you ready to reach for the extraordinary? To ask God for
the abundant blessings He longs to give you? Join Bruce Wilkinson to discover how the remarkable prayer of a
little-known Bible hero can release God's favor, power, and protection. You'll see how one daily prayer can help
you leave the past behind—and break through to the life you were meant to live. (Bold added.) 

In the Preface to the book, Wilkinson writes: 

I want to teach you how to pray a daring prayer that God always answers. It is brief—only one sentence with
four parts—and tucked away in the Bible, but I believe it contains they key to a life of extraordinary favor with
God. This petition has radically changed what I expect from God and what I experience every day by His power.
In fact, thousands of believers who are applying its truths are seeing miracles happen on a regular basis.
(Emphasis added.)

Wilkinson then describes how to pray Jabez's prayer: 

The next morning, I prayed Jabez's prayer word for word. And the next. And the next. Thirty years later, I
haven't stopped. If you were to ask me what sentence—other than my prayer for salvation—has revolutionized my
life and ministry the most, I would tell you tell you that it was the cry of a gimper named Jabez, who is still
remembered not for what he did, but for what he prayed—and for what happened next (p. 11). (Bold added.) 

I challenge you to make the Jabez prayer for blessing part of the daily fabric of your life. To do that, I
encourage you to follow unwaveringly the plan outlined here for the next thirty days. By the end of that time,
you'll be noticing significant changes in your life, and the prayer will be on its way to becoming a treasured,
lifelong habit (p. 86). (Bold added.) 

Wilkinson claims that if we'll just pray the prayer of Jabez, word-for-word, every day for a month, then we'll see
God's power released in our lives. To Wilkinson, the key isn't God's choice to answer Jabez's prayer. The key is that
Jabez stumbled upon the right formula for asking things of God. Wilkinson reverses the cause and effect and
implies that Jabez was honorable because he figured out the right way to pray. Wilkinson's emphasis is on Jabez
finding the correct method, instead of on God and His Sovereignty.

A brief examination of Wilkinson's major tenets reveal the errors in his teachings:
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1)  The book assumes that Jabez was "more honorable" than his brothers, and for this reason, God
heard his prayer and gave him what he desired. But "more honorable" is not an adequate treatment of
the Hebrew text. A more accurate translation would be "more honored." This simple mistranslation is
foundational to the book's radical departure from the Christian teaching on prayer. For Wilkinson, it is
the character of the one that offers the prayer (being honorable) that assures one of God hearing and
answering. The Biblical position, however, is that God hears and answers prayer, not on the basis of
any merit on the part of the one who prays, but solely on the basis of the merits of Christ. (Source:
5/21/01, Christian News.)

2)  Jabez's prayer or Jesus' prayer? In Matthew 6:5-13 (and Luke 11:2-4), Jesus gives us some
instructions on how to pray:

And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to pray standing in the
synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I say unto you,
They have their reward. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut
thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward
thee openly. But when ye pray, USE NOT VAIN REPETITIONS (emphasis mine) as the heathen do:
for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking. Be not ye therefore like unto them:
for our Father knoweth what things ye have need of, before ye ask him. AFTER THIS MANNER
(emphasis mine) therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy
kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And
forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil: For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen. (KJV)

Jesus says "after this manner" is how we should pray. Jesus' prayer was a template or guide for us to
follow as we talk with God. (This is not to say that Jabez's prayer is wrong. James 5:16b says, "The
effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much." Jabez's prayer certainly qualifies as the
fervent prayer of a righteous man.) Yet Wilkinson encourages folks to pray Jabez's prayer verbatim,
every day. This is also contrary to Jesus' instructions of "when you pray, use not vain repetitions, as
the heathen do." Wilkinson is clearly selling Jabez's prayer as a Scripturally-sanctioned incantation that
can guarantee blessings.

3)  The book presents prayer as being essentially disconnected from our relationship to God through
Jesus Christ. Christ's Name is invoked only a handful of times in the entire book, and then primarily in
descriptive, historical ways. When sin is mentioned as a barrier to God, it is discussed only as
something that the sinner himself can make right (p. 85). This borders on the ancient heresy of
Pelagianism, in which sin is seen as a mere habit that a person himself can break, rather than as a
condition of the soul that can be cured only by Christ. (Source: 5/21/01, Christian News.)

4)  Wilkinson's The Prayer of Jabez is more about the wisdom and shrewdness of the one doing the
asking than the greatness of the One who answers the prayer (i.e., "Jabez's … request is a brilliant but
little-understood strategy for … a blessed life"; p. 63). The major theme of the book is Wilkinson's
belief that Jabez "got it right"—that Jabez figured out exactly what it took to get something from God
and that was why he was considered more honorable than everyone else. Wilkinson implies that those
who pray Jabez's prayer are just more clever than those who don't.

5)  Wilkinson seriously minimizes the Biblical emphasis on the believer's total dependence on God
—"When you take little steps, you don't need God." But when you take big steps, according to
Wilkinson, "which are beyond our ability to accomplish," then "you release miracles" (i.e., for the
mundane, little things in life, we don't need God, because these things are in our own power to
accomplish) (p. 44).

6)  The book encourages and sanctions selfishness as part of one's relationship with God. The Bible
teaches that the believer's prayer is the process of our lining up our will with the will of God, and then
obeying (Rom. 8:16-17; 1 Jn. 5:14-15). If my prayer does not line up with God's will as revealed in the
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Scriptures, then I need to ask Him to change my heart. Molding us by changing our desire is part of the
sanctification process. But there is no cry to God to change our hearts in The Prayer of Jabez.
Selfishness for it's own sake is encouraged. Repetition of Jabez's prayer is for the sole purpose of
causing God to release His blessings and to receive miracles—"You will change your legacy and bring
supernatural blessings wherever you go. God will release His miraculous power in your life now. And
for all eternity, He will lavish on you His honor and delight" (pp. 91-92).    

7)  Wilkinson makes the chilling claim that we make God great (p. 49). Needless to say, he provides no
Scriptural authority for this, because there is none; however, there are many references—Duet. 10:17,
Psa. 145:3, for instance—to the fact that God is great. And there are many references to God making
his people great (e.g., Gen. 12:2 and 2 Sam. 2:36). (Source: Review by L.S. Bottomly.)

8)  Success is seen as a measure of whether one has figured out the formula of Jabez. Wilkinson
believes he has figured out the formula for success—"You can hang the Jabez prayer on the wall of
every room in your house and nothing will happen. It's only what you believe will happen and
therefore do next that will release God's power for you and bring about a life change. But when you act,
you will step up to God's best for you. I'm living proof. … This year [2000] Walk Thru will conduct
over twenty-five hundred Bible conferences—fifty each weekend. The ministry now publishes ten
magazines each month to help individuals and families grow in God's Word every day. We recently
passed the 100 million mark in total issues published. … almost shocking evidence of what God's grace
and Jabez praying can do" (pp. 87,88,89). (First emphasis in the original.) 

9)  The last section of the book is called "Redeemed For This," and implies that we were saved so we
could successfully pray the prayer of Jabez and unleash God's power in our lives. And like the
teachings of the charismatics, if we fail to see God's power unleashed, then we must be spiritually
deficient.

10)  Wilkinson goes into each of the requests of Jabez, and in Max Lucado-like fashion, speculates
about what Jabez was thinking or doing as he prayed, and/or the details of what supposedly happened
to Jabez after the prayer: 

(a) "Oh, that you would bless me indeed …!" … In my mind's eye, I picture Jabez standing
before a massive gate recessed into a sky-high wall. Weighed down by the sorrow of his
past and the dreariness of his present, he sees before him only impossibility—a future shut
off. But raising his hands to heaven, he cries out, "Father, oh, Father! Please bless me! And
what I really mean is … bless me a lot!" [p. 22]

(b) "enlarge my territory" … The next part of the Jabez prayer—a plea for more territory
… If  Jabez had worked on Wall Street, he might have prayed, "Lord , increase the value
of my investment portfolios." When I talk to presidents of  companies, I often talk to them
about this particular mind-set. When Christian executives ask me, "Is it right for me to ask
God for more business?" my response is, "Absolutely!" If you're doing your business
God's way, it's not only right to ask for more, but He is waiting for you to ask. Your
business is the territory God has entrusted to you. [pp. 30-31] 

(c) … Jabez's third desperate plea: "Oh, that Your hand would be with me!" With that, we
release God's power to accomplish His will and bring Him glory through all those seeming
impossibilities. [p. 48]  Notice that Jabez did not begin his prayer by asking for God’s hand
to be with him. At that point, he didn’t sense the need. Things were still manageable. His
risks, and the fear that go with them, were minimal. But when his boundaries got moved
out, and the kingdom-sized tasks of God's agenda started coming at him, Jabez knew he
needed a divine hand—and fast. [pp. 48,49]

(d) "Oh…keep me from evil." Jabez's last request is a brilliant but little-understood
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strategy for sustaining a blessed life. After all, as your life transcends the ordinary and
starts to encroach on new territory for God, guess whose turf you're invading? In the
previous chapter our prayer was for supernatural power to work through our weakness; in
this one our petition is for supernatural help to protect us from Satan's proven ability to
make us come in second. [p. 63] Do you believe that a supernatural God is going to show
up to keep you from evil and protect your spiritual investment? Jabez did believe, and he
acted on his belief. Thereafter his life was spared from the grief and pain that evil brings.
[p. 74] 

How do we know any of this? There is never a mention of Jabez anywhere in the Bible again.
Moreover, his stand-alone prayer reveals nothing of his background, nor his thoughts or feelings, nor
his relationship with God before or after the prayer. To speculate in the manner Wilkinson does, is to
take license with the Bible and, in effect, violates God's command not to add to Scripture.

11) Wilkinson also uses the success stories of others to validate his method (i.e., charismatic "story
theology"). There are hundreds (perhaps thousands) of people who have prayed Jabez's prayer and
attribute their prosperity directly to the mindless repetition of the prayer. Wilkinson's web site even has
a forum to discuss success stories. One could just as easily cite the success stories followers of Islam
who pray toward Mecca every day and credit that practice for their prosperity. Others credit Oprah,
yoga, the tarot, crystals, or a host of other things for their success. Experience should never be used to
validate any practice—only the Word Of God.

12) The formula Wilkinson is teaching leaves no room for God to say "NO" or "WAIT." Faithfully
pray the prayer of Jabez, and you've got God in a box. Yet the Bible teaches that when one trusts
Christ, a relationship is begun with Him that is in part defined by submission to the will of God and a
recognition of His absolute right to do whatever He pleases with us. Frequently, that can mean that
God says no to our prayer requests. According to Wilkinson, sin in our lives is the only thing that will
stop the repetition of Jabez's prayer from working. Of course God answers prayer—in His own time
and His own way and for His own purposes. Wilkinson reduces the notion of confident prayer to a
gambit unworthy of an infinite God. He reduces Jabez's heartfelt prayer to a get-rich talisman. (Source:
Review by L.S. Bottomly.)

Oh, how many professing Christians wish that Bruce Wilkinson were right—that they could repetitiously pray the
same thing over and over for a month and God would be obligated to bless them and make them prosperous. But
God's purposes for us and our lives are far beyond what we're able to comprehend, and sometimes we don't see His
blessings until months or years after He's provided them (Genesis 50:20). We can't know the mind of God and we
can't coerce Him into blessing us. He can't and won't be controlled or manipulated. If He could, then He wouldn't
be God, and He wouldn't be worthy of worship, honor, and praise.
 
James Dobson's endorsement of The Prayer of Jabez has caused the book's sales to explode. Dobson has given
credibility to what would have otherwise been denounced as the prosperity gospel or "name-it-and-claim-it"
theology. [In fact, The Prayer of Jabez is tailor-made for the name-it-and-claim-it, health-and-wealth charismatic
charlatans. The 7/14/01 World said this book "plays to the attraction of the 'prosperity gospel'—claiming that one
need just pray this prayer and God will, in the words of Jabez, 'enlarge your territory.'" Charles and Frances Hunter
(a.k.a. "The Happy Hunters"), in their 7/01 newsletter, write: "Many of you have called, written or spoken to us
about the dream we had after we prayed the Jabez Prayer for the first time. We are so excited about this because the
more we think about the dream the more we think about the far outreach of it. This not only meant that we will
have an abundance of finances and things in the monetary area, but it includes the salvation of your family. The
abundance includes not only the salvation of your family, but also healings you or your family need. ... Don't forget
to pray for that $1 million gift we need!" (Source: 8/15/01, Calvary Contender.) A large ad in the Houston
Chronicle has Wilkinson speaking at the huge Lakewood Church (charismatic), charging $15/individual,
$25/couple. The ad says, "You will learn to release God's favor and power in your life." (Emphasis added.) (Source:
9/1/01, Calvary Contender.)]
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The real tragedy of Bruce Wilkinson's book will be the carnage created as desperate souls follow his advice and
pray Jabez's prayer for a month, and yet see no change or see things getting worse around them. The book has no
discussion of what to do when the prayer seems to fail (e.g., a child dies, a marriage fails, a job is lost, healing does
not come, etc.). Many of them will turn to themselves seeking the reason. Yet Wilkinson has guaranteed that the
prayer will work. The clear implication is that a failed prayer equals failed faith.

Wilkinson teaches a shallow "results-oriented" faith that is supposed to guarantee success, as opposed to a deep,
abiding, loving relationship with our Father that will sustain us through heartaches, failure, and success. Dr. Layton
Talbert, in a book review in the Sep-Oct 2001 Frontline magazine, notes one of the book's philosophical flaws―"a
tendency to confuse 'blessing' with 'success.'" He says: "The underlying assumption seems to be that an increase in
successful ministry opportunities is indicative of God's blessing, and the lack of an increasing number … denotes
the absence of God's blessing. This can create an unwarranted expectation on the part of readers which, when not
realized, results in confusion, frustration, and disappointment with God or an introspective assumption that there is
simply something wrong with them. The Biblical emphasis is on faithfulness, not fruitfulness. Both Jeremiah and
Ezekiel were explicitly forewarned that their ministries would be noticeably 'unsuccessful' in terms of tangible
positive influence and results; despite that, they were exemplary successes because they faithfully fulfilled God's
commission for them."

One serious critic lumps this bestseller with what he calls "megachurch Christianity," the sort of money- and
power-driven religion that came to be symbolized by the rise and fall of televangelists such as Jim Bakker and
Jimmy Swaggart. "It attempts to give a Christianizing to some of the worst characteristics of our culture. You
throw in a little God talk, and now it becomes an immediately sellable thing." (Source: "Godliness or greed? Prayer
book seeks 'exponentially expanding blessings'," 6/9/01, AP story.) 

Another critic has even published a spoof book about Jabez—"We figured this book was so popular that it had to
be bad, so we went out and read it and we were right," says Douglas Jones, author of The Mantra of Jabez: Break
on Through to the Other Side (Canon Press). Jones, who teaches philosophy at a Christian college in Idaho, adds:
"It's not that we consider the book evil. It just captures everything that's silly about contemporary evangelical
Christianity." Practice the Jabez mantra, says the book's dust jacket, and "soon you too will feel an adrenaline rush
that you can call the Holy Spirit and use it to justify any fool thing you want to say." (Source: "A Phenomenon of
Biblical Proportions," 8/14/01, L.A. Times.)

Summary

The Prayer of Jabez is a particularly dangerous work from a Christian theological perspective. It arises from a
human-centered rather than a Christ-centered worldview. Although a call to take seriously the power of prayer is
always welcome, that call must take seriously the theological realities of prayer. (Source: 5/21/01, Christian News.)

Bruce Wilkinson would surely proclaim that he both understands and believes in the commonly accepted principles
of the normal/literal hermeneutic. In practice, however, for reasons that are quite inexplicable, he has chosen to
ignore these principles and write a book using the devotional methodology. The result is that Wilkinson has
elevated a little-known, and seemingly unimportant prayer to be the very apex of the Christian life and experience.
(Compare this prayer to some of David's or Paul's or Jesus', especially John 17, and ask yourself, "Why has the
author chosen the prayer of Jabez?") As has been shown, The Prayer of Jabez is not a proper interpretation of 1
Chronicles 4:9-10 at all. Rather, the author has chosen to spiritualize the text. He made up what he wants it to
mean, called for an application based upon his faulty exegesis, underwrote the whole thing with testimonies and
anecdotes instead of Scripture, and foisted it upon the church as the long-lost key that will unlock the unfathomable
blessings of God. (Source: “I Just Wanted More Land”—Jabez , by Gary E. Gilley, pp. 61-62.) 

Nothing could be more absurd—unless, of course, a massive number of God's people are deceived by such a fad.
And, sadly, this is what has happened. (Ibid.)

Closing Note
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IF I have been crucified with Christ, and IF it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me, AND the life I now
live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God who loved me and delivered Himself up for me, THEN the prayer
of Jabez is irrelevant to my life. Why? Because the Christ in me would not seek the Father's blessing for Himself,
but for those around  me. And our prayers should always be for our neighbor first, not ourselves.  

Apart from all this, is not the blessing of having Jesus the Lord of my life, and of having eternal life, blessing
enough? If I believe He cares for my good and I truly am relying on His promises of provision, I have no need to
ask for a blessing. All He gives to me is sufficient. And if He thinks I am lacking anything, He will see to it my
needs are met.

Notes from a Review by Albert James Dager
Media Spotlight, Vol. 24 - No. 1

1)  Wilkinson offers what he says is a new discovery for effective prayer. By praying the prayer that Jabez prayed,
Wilkinson claims, we can receive abundant blessings God longs to give us. 

2)  The man Jabez is found in two short verses of 1 Chronicles 4:9-10, midst the genealogy of King David. Between
Coz who begat Anub and Zobebah, and Chelub who begat Mehir, we find Jabez. He just appears out of nowhere;
there is no mention of who begat him, or whom he begat. He's just there.  No praise is given to anyone else in the
genealogy; only Jabez is so honored by God. This has prompted Wilkinson to assume there must have been
something extraordinary in Jabez's prayer for God to include it in what Wilkinson calls the "boring" history of
Israel's family tree. 

3)  Wilkinson  asks, "How do I know that praying Jabez's prayer will significantly impact you?"  His answer:
"Because of my experience and the testimony of hundreds of others around the world with whom I’ve shared these
principles. Because, more importantly, the Jabez prayer distills God's powerful will for your future. Finally, because
it reveals that your Father longs to give you so much more than you may have ever thought to ask for." 

4)  Wilkinson looks for God to "release something miraculous" in his life. However, chastisement may be
miraculous, too, even if it isn't the pleasant "blessing" for which Wilkinson looks.  Such thinking assumes that when
something miraculous is not being released in one's life, one is not being blessed. 

5)  Wilkinson draws some erroneous conclusions about ministry:  "When you start asking in earnest—begging—for
more influence and responsibility with which to honor Him, God will bring opportunities and people into your path.
You can trust Him that He will never send someone to you whom you cannot help by His leading strength." Not
true. God sends detractors to try us by fire and to refine our faith. Some may be sent by God so that His Word
through us might condemn them for their hard hearts. Wilkinson's careless approach implies that nothing but
overtly "good" things will come our way. Tell that to Paul, Peter, and all the saints who have suffered for their
faith. 

6)  Wilkinson applies to Jabez's prayer something that is contrary to the teachings of Jesus:  "Think of it this way:
Instead of standing near the river's edge, asking for a cup of water to get you through each day, you'll do something
unthinkable—you will take the little prayer with the giant prize and jump into the river!" (Emphasis Wilkinson’s.) 
But read for yourself what Jesus said (Matthew 6:25-34). When our prayers focus so much on what we can get
from God, we must question whether we are praying properly. 

7)  The Jabez prayer asks that God's hand might be upon him. Wilkinson states that this insures God's intervention
in difficult situations which we initiate: " As God’s chosen, blessed sons and daughters, we are expected to attempt
something large enough that failure is guaranteed … unless God steps in …  With that, we release God's power to
accomplish His will and bring Him glory through all those seeming impossibilities." In truth, anyone who jumps
out to do something at which he knows he will fail unless God intervenes is tempting God. This is one of the worst
pieces of advice one can give. It is one thing to be led by the Spirit of God into areas over which it is impossible to
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gain the victory without Him. To "jump into the river" expecting God to rescue us in utter foolishness. 

8)  Wilkinson states that our "surrendered need turns into [God's] unlimited opportunity. And He becomes great
through you."  Just who is in charge here? God isn't looking for "unlimited opportunity" that we may grant Him
though our "surrendered need." The true servant of God is directed by the Holy Spirit, not by his own designs for
greatness in serving God.  Nor does God "become great" through us. God is as great as He's going to get. We can
do nothing to make Him greater. Such lack of understanding calls into question Wilkinson's qualification to teach
anyone anything, let alone how to pray. 

9)  Wilkinson's lack of understanding is further evidenced when he says, "When we ask for God's mighty presence
like Jabez and the early church did, we will also see tremendous results that can be explained only as from the hand
of God …  They were known as a community who spent hours and even days in prayer together, waiting upon God
and asking for His power (see Acts 2:42-47)."  Take a look at Acts 2:42-47. Where in those verses were they
asking for God's power? God's power came at the right time in accordance with the prophecy of Joel 2:28-32. We
don't know exactly for what they were praying. So we cannot know that they were asking for "God’s mighty
presence." Such conjecture is typical of those who approach the Scriptures with their theological presuppositions. 

10) Jabez prayed for God to keep him from evil in order that it not grieve Him. Here Wilkinson warns the reader
not to be complacent, in that the more you do for God, the more Satan will attack you.  Maybe yes; maybe no. This
is not an iron-clad given. What Satan does is up to God more than it is up to Satan. No evil can touch us unless God
allows it. Some people give Satan credit for more power than he possesses.

11) Wilkinson contends that God will keep us from evil and will protect our "spiritual investment." Yet in spite of
his praying the Jabez prayer for thirty years, he has been involved with Promise Keepers from the start. What does
that tell us about keeping from evil? 

12) We cannot build a theology of prayer upon one verse of Scripture that merely tells us what someone prayed.  It
never ceases to amaze me how men try to tell us how to pray, meditate, and approach God by different means than
that offered by the Lord.  Jesus didn't mean we are to pray by rote the prayer He offered as an example. It is a
model for prayer. Except for the plea to keep us from evil, it does not model Jabez's prayer.  If Jabez's prayer is
meant for all believers, why didn't Jesus just refer His disciples to that Old Testament verse? 

13) Now, not everything Wilkinson has to say is in error. But his little book is little more than spiritual fluff.  It is
more anecdotal than Scriptural, supposing that a man's "experience" is to be desired above God's Word. For that
matter, if thousands of people follow any rote practice, you can be sure a number of them will come back with good
reports. They assume that anything "good" that happens to them after they begin their ritual must be because of the
ritual.

[See also a review by Ralph Dettwiler.]
[See also a review by Berit Kjos.]
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Book Review: The Purpose Driven Church
by Rick Warren (Zondervan:1995)

Rick Warren is pastor of the 14,000-member Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County, California.
He has influenced tens of thousands of pastors and church leaders during the last decade through his church growth
seminars at Saddleback and as director of "Building a Purpose Driven Church" workshops (see note at end of this
article). His 399-page book, The Purpose Driven Church, is being used as a "How-to" manual throughout church
growth circles. Its principal teachings are:

The principle of pragmatism: (p. 13-15) Rick Warren uses a surfing illustration to demonstrate how church
leaders should operate. He says pastors need to learn to recognize a "wave of God's Spirit and ride it" or "catch a
spiritual wave of growth" (p. 14). His advice is to learn how to recognize a wave in which people are getting saved
(a successful method). He also suggests that we learn to get off dying waves (methods that do not seem to be
producing fruit). This is nothing more than a modern illustration of an old principle New Evangelicals have been
teaching for decades, namely, "if it works, it must be right"! His advice seems to boil down to this -- look around
at different methods used by other churches, and if it seems to bring people in -- jump on the bandwagon -- ride the
wave! His updated illustration of surfing is nothing more than pragmatism. This is the principle that serves as a
foundation to his whole approach to church growth.

Ridicule of the "old fashioned": Warren mocks churches which "seem to think that the 1950s was the golden age,
and they are determined to preserve that era in their church" (p. 55). He later makes it clear what he means by this.
He encourages young pastors to leave behind that old fashioned church music in favor of jazz or rock or whatever
turns your people on! He encourages churches to imitate the culture and "dress down" for church. On the one hand,
he states that "there are those who, fearing irrelevance, foolishly imitate the latest fad and fashion; in their attempt
to relate to today's culture, they compromise the message and lose all sense of being set apart." Yet Warren and
those who follow his methodology practice exactly what he says is "foolish." He is desperately trying to be
relevant, and in the process has lost all sense of being "set apart." Walking into church with food and drink, dressed
down as if at the mall, and hearing rock & jazz music may be relevant, but it is NOT much different from the
world. On page 62, Warren attempts to shelter himself from criticism on this issue. He says, "Never criticize what
God is blessing, even though it may be a style of ministry that makes you uncomfortable." In other words, the new
rock music, the new dress down look, and all the "cultural changes" which make many fundamentalists
uncomfortable should be overlooked -- IF IT WORKS!

Enamored with success: Fundamentalists have for years made "faithfulness to the written Word of God" their
hallmark. Many fine sermons have been preached in which it was declared that God has not called us to be
successful, but to be faithful. This principle is well documented in the Word of God. Noah faithfully preached for
many decades, and yet seemed to have precious little fruit to show for it! While he may have only won his own
family, he was successful in God's sight. Missionaries around the world have sown the precious seed of the gospel
for years and have not seen much fruit for their labors. Yet Rick Warren strongly disagrees with that principle (p.
64). He argues that God HAS called us to be successful. He cites an example from the gospel in which the Lord
Jesus judged the unfruitful tree (Matt. 21:19). He states that the nation of Israel lost its privileges because of
unfruitfulness (Matt. 21:43). He concludes from this that God HAS called us to be fruitful and that God is not
pleased if we are not successful. But in those examples he cites, the lack of fruit was the proof that Israel was an
apostate, unbelieving nation. It had nothing to do winning souls for Christ. 

A church ministry based on a market-study of the unregenerate, rather than a study of the Scriptures: When
Rick Warren began his church, he started out using the very same methodology of Robert Schuller and Bill Hybels.
Not surprisingly, Schuller praises the book inside the front cover, and Hybels highlights the book on his Willow
Creek Internet web site! Warren spent twelve weeks going door to door and surveying the "needs" of the people (p.
139). Therefore, he offers what he calls a "full menu" of support groups for empty nesters, divorced couples, grief
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recovery, etc. In other words, offer the community/consumer what they want, and they will come. Perhaps the title
"Market Driven Church" would suffice as well as "Purpose Driven Church." While he SAYS he is not "pandering
to consumerism" (p. 200), his own words seem to contradict that. He states that church, in order to be successful,
must target its audience, and then appeal to that audience. He even goes so far as to claim that Jesus targeted the
audience of Israel "in order to be effective, not to be exclusive" (p. 158). In applying this philosophy to dress
standards, Warren discovered that people in his community do not like to dress up, but instead prefer casual,
informal meetings. Therefore, Warren said, "I never wear a coat and tie when I speak at Saddleback services [his
home church]. I intentionally dress down to match the mind set of those I'm trying to reach."

Warren states that Jesus also used this methodology. He and His disciples "targeted people they were most likely to
reach -- people like themselves. Jesus was not being prejudiced, he was being strategic" (p. 187). To say that Jesus
targeted Israel because He could relate to them culturally and in order to be strategic (successful) flies in the face of
prophecy, the real purpose of His ministry, and common sense. Jesus "targeted" Israel because He was sent there by
His Father, not because He felt He would be more successful there than in Egypt!

Disdain for fundamentalism and separation: Rick Warren's distaste for fundamentalism is expressed subtly, yet
distinctly. On page 236 he writes, "Must we choose between liberalism and legalism? Is there a third alternative to
imitation and isolation?" Note what he considers to be the opposite of liberalism -- legalism. The opposite of
liberalism and modernism is in reality, fundamentalism! Warren knows that, but avoids using the term. Note how
he refers to the doctrine of separation -- isolation! After asking if we must choose between the liberals or the
fundamentalists (which he calls legalists), he offers a third alternative -- a new (?) method. Consider his words:
"The strategy of Jesus is the antidote to both extremes: infiltration!" His words sound strangely like a quote from
Dr. Harold Ockenga, the father of New Evangelicalism: "The New Evangelicalism has changed its strategy from
one of separation to one of infiltration." Warren's thinking is thoroughly New Evangelical.

Man-centered philosophy: Examples of this philosophy abound throughout the book. His aim is obviously to
please men. Consider Rick Warren's own words:

Figure out what mood you want your service to project, and then create it. (p. 264); We start positive and end
positive. (p. 271); We use humor in our services ... it is not a sin to help people feel good. (p. 272); Cultivate an
informal, relaxed, and friendly atmosphere. (p. 272); We made a strategic decision to stop singing hymns in our
seeker services. (p. 285); We have attracted thousands more because of our music. (p. 285); Saddleback now
has a complete pop/rock orchestra. (p. 290); Use more performed music than congregational singing ... (p. 291)
(emphasis on entertainment); The ground we have in common with unbelievers is not the Bible, but our common
needs, hurts, and interests as human beings. You cannot start with a text ... (p. 295); Make your members feel
special ... they need to feel special. (p. 320,323)

Rick Warren's church (and others like it) have attracted thousands. His methods do work. He says that the reason
for the spectacular growth has been his emphasis on creating a "purpose driven church." It could be argued with
equal force, however, that the real reason for the spectacular growth is not at all related to his thesis. The real
reason for the growth is because of the New Evangelical principle of pragmatism. He asked the people what they
wanted, and he gave it to them. He provided the product the market demanded, and it sold like hot-cakes. If you
please people, they will come and come again. 

But what could be more contrary to the principles found in Scripture? Consider what God told the prophet Ezekiel
(Ezek. 3:4-11). Ezekiel was told that the people would not like his ministry or message, and yet he was to preach it
anyway, regardless of the response. Ezekiel was successful if he did what God said. His success in God's sight had
nothing to do with the response of the people. It had to do with the faithfulness of the servant. They would know
that a prophet was in their midst. He was not to ask the folks what kind of a prophetic ministry would most appeal
to them. He was given a forehead harder than flint to stand for the truth against all opposition. "Whether they will
hear or forbear" was not the prophet's responsibility. His goal was not to get as large a crowd as he could. His job
was to preach the truth, and he did (vs. 11). That is success in God's eyes. That was a fruitful and faithful ministry. 

Of course our churches will grow faster if we throw out Scriptural standards. Of course our churches will grow
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faster if we please men and give them what they want. Yet, the BIBLE says we are to aim to please God, not men.
If we are really concerned about learning how to "build a church," does it not make more sense to study God's
Word, rather than studying polls and surveys of popular opinion? Conspicuous by their absence in this book on
church growth were any extended expositions from the pastoral epistles. Isn't God's opinion on the matter what we
should really be seeking?

Rick Warren's approach to church growth stems from his primary philosophy: man-centered pragmatism. From
that faulty foundation arises a ridicule of the old fashioned, and a disdain for the fundamentalist/separatist. Like so
many in our age, being intoxicated by the sweet aroma of worldly success, he has stooped to building a church
ministry based on a market-study of the unregenerate, rather than a Bible-study from the appropriate Scriptures. 

[Adapted from a 4/98 report by Jim Delany, Salem Bible Church, Salem, NH 03079.]

[Editor's Note: In January of 1998, Dr. Dennis Costella attended a "Building a Purpose Driven Church" seminar
where Warren taught that the following must occur to transform a traditional church into a dramatic growing church
(March-April 1998, Foundation magazine): (1) A contemporary-styled, non-threatening "Seeker Service" must
replace the traditional Sunday worship service; (2) The dress must be casual; (3) The music must be contemporary;
(4) The message must be only positive so that saved and unsaved alike can feel better about themselves after a
message that often mixes psychology and an uplifting Scripture text; (5) Church ministries must be geared to
meeting needs, with support groups for depression, eating disorders, infertility, homosexuals' family/friends, post-
abortion, and marital separation. Warren scoffed at the idea of passing out gospel tracts or going door-to-door since
the typical "Saddleback Sam" is offended by such old-fashioned evangelism; (6) Doctrinal instruction is not given
to the church as a whole on Sundays, but is available in sub-groups apart from formal church services; and (7) A
spirit of pragmatic compromise must prevail. Warren was trained as a Southern Baptist (he frequently speaks at
SBC events), but said, "It really doesn't matter your denomination, folks. We're all on the same team if you love
Jesus." (Source: 6/98, Calvary Contender.)]
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Rekindled
by Pat* and Jill Williams

This 1989 book comes highly recommended by many pastors and church leaders. It is our belief, however, that
Rekindled is not at all Biblical in its approach to the matters of building and maintaining a marriage relationship, in
that it relies heavily upon the concepts and teachings of humanistic psychology. Below are listed some quotes and
comments that detail these concerns:

-  "She [Jill] didn't like herself much right then" (p. 41).

-  "Jill was eager to do something, anything, for herself" (p. 92).

-  Jill details her "dissatisfaction" list of areas in which Pat needs improvement, so that he becomes the husband that
Jill (and supposedly, God) wants him to be: not as careful about things as when dating; car is dirty; shoes unshined;
bad haircut; needs contact lenses; wears unfashionable clothes; has lost his "healthy" look; has lost his upper body
strength; his hair needs coloring; and, in general, looks ten years too old (pp. 96-97). [Incredibly (p. 115), Pat tries
to correct these so-called flaws!]

-  "I [Jill] should have been thrilled that he was letting me do my own thing, discover myself, become aware of my
possibilities" (p. 103).

-  "I [Jill] hated myself" (p. 106).

-  Jill sought "emotional intimacy outside the home" where others "saw her worth" (p. 108).

-  Jill has a faulty concept of the sovereignty of God; i.e., "If You [God] cared for me wouldn't You want me to be
happy in my marriage?" She was, "afraid to be angry with God ..." but what else could she be, considering all the
problems she had with her husband -- implying that being angry with God can be a justified response to adversity
or trials (p. 110).

-  Pat makes a statement quite reminiscent of Larry Crabb's theology -- "She was dead, Pat decided. Emotionally
dead. And I killed her" (p. 114).

-  Pat treats Jill's unwillingness to forgive him as being "unable" to forgive (p. 119).

-  Lauds over and over again the help given by Ed Wheat, particularly in his psychologically-based book, Love Life,
citing endorsements by such so-called "evangelicals" as James Dobson and Chuck Swindoll (pp. 120, 135). The
continual references to Wheat and Love Life, appear to be placing him in the category of God's prophet, and the
book as having at least equal authority with the Bible (pp. 123, 128, 148, 130-140). (Wheat's B-E-S-T system is
strikingly similar to Gary Smalley's "psychology of matriarchy," whereby the husband is to be manipulated to the
point where he succumbs to the wife's every so-called need.)

-  Again demonstrates the complete feelings-oriented focus of Jill, along with Ed Wheat's prescription for pandering
and groveling by Pat in order to win Jill back. There is absolutely no recognition by the authors of Jill's sinful
response pattern nor her need to obey God regardless of her feelings (pp. 129, 139).

-  Labels Jill's "wants/desires" as "needs" (p. 131).

-  Supports Ed Wheat's "edifying" concept, which is nothing more than a humanistic psychological methodology;
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e.g., "Jill was starved for it [praise] as most women are ... Jill had very little confidence in herself ... In many ways,
she thought she was worthless ... Jill has a self-image problem," much like Brooke Shields, and "it's not false
modesty" (p. 134). [The Bible knows nothing of this "starvation" for praise. This so-called need has been
developed and nurtured by our psychological society (i.e., "build-up her self-esteem"), while the Bible knows only
of a few physical needs (food, clothing, shelter) and only one basic spiritual need (salvation) (Matt. 6).]

-  Views rebuilding a marriage in "Ed Wheat fashion" (i.e., pandering and groveling) as "You have to go at this like
a recovering alcoholic" (p. 138).

-  Pat lets Jill off the hook after all her sinful responses and her refusal to ask for his forgiveness by saying, "Self-
acceptance [for her] after that would be difficult" (p. 140).

-  Quotes favorably another so-called Christian psychologist, Tim LaHaye (p. 150).

-  Pat makes what could be called a "wife deification" statement -- Pat has come to believe that God is actually
speaking to him through his wife, to the point that now, "When she suggests something, like having another baby,
buying another van, moving, whatever, I start by assuming it's probably of God" (p. 150). [Pat has apparently, via
the counsel of Ed Wheat, completely relinquished to his wife his God-given responsibility for spiritual leadership
and decision-making. Pat is no longer Jill's leader, but her follower!]

-  Pat and Jill are now applying Wheat's B-E-S-T system to their children, to the point where the kids are now
"demanding" touching and hugging for themselves (p. 150).

-  By the time the book is complete, Pat has given-in to every single self-centered demand of Jill's -- he's built up
his upper body strength; he squeezes her orange juice every day; he's adopted Korean orphans; he constantly
praises her whether it's warranted or not so that she can feel good about herself; he's wearing contact lenses and
dressing more fashionably; he's bought her the fur coat she's always wanted; etc., etc. -- all this, we are led to
believe, is the Biblical way for a husband to "rekindle" his marriage.

-  The "For Further Thought and Discussion" section in the back of the book is loaded with psychological platitudes
from humanistic psychology (e.g., "self-esteem, fear of rejection, self- image, feelings of inferiority," etc.) (pp.
155-160).

-  The inside of the book's covers and the outer jacket contain 38 endorsements, some of which are from well-
known psychologists and New Agers! One, therefore, needs to question to whom this book is intended to appeal,
and to whom it is supposed to help? For example, why are the following people endorsers of Rekindled?:

(a) Howard Hendricks: self-esteem/self-love proponent
(b) Ted Engstrom: psychologizer
(c) Zig Ziglar: humanist/psychologizer
(d) Marabel Morgan: psychologizer and author of The Total Woman
(e) Henry Brandt: psychologist
(f) Tim Timmons: psychologizer
(g) Bruce Larson: New-Age pastor in Seattle
(h) Tony Campolo: sociologist/psychologizer and pantheistic philosopher

* At the time of this report (3/96), Pat Williams is the General Manager of the Orlando Magic professional
basketball team. In 1/96, an Orlando newspaper reported that Jill was divorcing Pat. She left him the 18 children!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 3/96
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Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible*
by [editors] Richard Foster, Dallas Willard, and Eugene Peterson**

Richard Foster is the founder of the Renovaré Movement and General Editor of the Renovaré Spiritual Formation
Bible (Harper San Francisco, 2005). The Renovaré movement’s major purpose is to subtly lead the church back into
the occultism of the mystics of the early Roman Catholic Church through “spiritual disciplines” and “spiritual
formation.” The Renovaré Bible is a major effort in that direction. A host of “scholars” contributed commentaries,
among them Bruce Demarest, Professor of Theology at Denver Seminary; Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., President of
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary; Tremper Longman III, Professor of Biblical Studies at Westmont College;
Earl F. Palmer, pastor of University Presbyterian Church in Seattle, WA, and on the Board of Trustees of the long-
apostate Princeton Theological Seminary (as was Sir John Marks Templeton).

The Renovaré Bible includes the Apocrypha and declares that “Most of the Church throughout much of history has
accepted the Deuterocanonicals as Scripture….”1 Not as Scripture. Nor were these 13 books, written during the
time between Malachi and the birth of Christ, ever accepted by Israel as inspired. Indeed, 1 Maccabees states that
God was not speaking through prophets and apologizes for its errors (9:27 and 14:41). Obviously, anything written during
that silence from God could not be Scripture.

From the Apocrypha, the Roman Catholic Church justifies purgatory, prayers for the dead and their eventual
redemption through a propitiatory sacrifice (thereby justifying the Mass), purchase of forgiveness of sins, worship
of angels, prayers to the “saints” and their ability to intervene. Yet Renovaré asserts, “The Deuterocanonicals do
not affect any central doctrine of the Christian faith.”2

The Apocrypha were never quoted by Christ or His apostles, though the Old Testament is quoted in the New more
than 250 times. Even Renovaré does not put the Apocrypha on the same level as the Bible, but as helpful for
“spiritual formation.” Then why include it in the same volume as Scripture—and without any warning concerning
its heretical teachings?!

The Renovaré Bible introduces what it calls “Spiritual Disciplines” to help one’s “spiritual formation.” Neither term
is found in the Bible. Renovaré declares that the purpose of this study Bible is the “discovery, instruction, and
practice of the Spiritual Disciplines.” In fact, many of these are occult “disciplines” not found in Scripture but
advocated by the mystics as a means of getting in touch with God. Foster has been a major influence in seducing
today’s church with the same practices—and now has edited a Bible for the express purpose of justifying this
seduction. 

A number of commendable “Spiritual Disciplines” are mentioned, but some that are not commendable: “solitude,
confession…meditation and silence…secrecy, sacrifice, celebration.” These innocent words have a special meaning
for Foster. Explaining his view of “celebration,” he writes: “We of the New Age can risk going against the tide. Let
us with abandon...see visions and dream dreams. ... The imagination can release a flood of creative ideas [and] be
lots of fun.” (Celebration of Discipline , Harper & Row, 1978, p. 170) 

In the West, meditation means to think deeply about something, but in the East it means to empty the mind in order
to open it to the spirit world, leading to mystical experiences of “God.” Purporting to reject Eastern mysticism,
Foster says, “Christian meditation is an attempt to empty the mind in order to fill it.” He seductively suggests: “John
was ‘in the Spirit on the Lord’s day’ when he received his apocalyptic vision (Rv 1:10). Could it be that John was
trained in a way of listening and seeing that we have forgotten? ... Let us have courage to...once again learn the
ancient…art of meditation” (Celebration, pp. 14,15). The idea that John had a special technique for hearing from God is
heresy of the worst sort, but foundational to Renovaré’s promotion of “spiritual disciplines” and “spiritual
formation”!
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The arousal of the imagination through fantasy and visualization is a major theme in Foster’s Celebration. He
acknowledges that “prayer through the imagination” was taught to him by Agnes Sanford, who popularized “inner
healing,” a major source of much of the occultism in the Charismatic movement. 

Foster writes in Celebration, “In your imagination allow your spiritual body, shining with light, to rise out of your
physical body. … Reassure your body that you will return….Go deeper and deeper into outer space until there is
nothing except the warm presence of the eternal Creator. Rest in his presence. Listen quietly [to] any instruction
given” (p. 27). This is astral projection and occult contact through the imagination and is the major technique used by
shamans to contact their spirit guides.

Yet Foster claims that it leads to Christ and God: “Take a single event [from Scripture]. Seek to live the experience,
remembering the encouragement of Ignatius of Loyola (Jesuit founder) to apply all our senses to our task…
represent to your imagination the whole of the mystery…as an active participant. ... You can actually encounter the
living Christ in the event, be addressed by His voice…touched by His healing power. … Jesus Christ will actually
come to you.” Not so! You cannot call Jesus Christ from the right hand of the Father to appear to you—but any
demon will be happy to pretend to be “Jesus” (p. 26).

In like manner, the Renovaré Bible honors Catholic heretics and occultists as “saints” and their writings as a
framework within which to understand Scripture. The Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola  are endorsed even
though they involve occult techniques that have caused many to be demonized.

Sadly, the Renovaré explanatory notes deny the Divine authorship of much of Scripture—even that Moses wrote
the Pentateuch. Yet it hypocritically declares, “We read the Bible literally, from cover to cover…[and] in context.”3

Renovaré claims that Genesis 1-11 is neither historic nor scientific,4 and that the entire book of Genesis is merely a
collection of myths:  

Genesis began as an oral tradition of narrative stories passed down from generation to
generation….These stories [gradually] took on theological meaning….Over time [they] were written
down and collected together (Gen 12-50), and a prologue (Gen 1-11) was added….Borrowing from other
creation accounts…stories with parallels to ancient Near Eastern religious narrative and mythology
were reshaped with monotheistic intent….These strands of varied materials were gathered and edited
into the written text….5

What wickedness for Christian “scholars” to unite with skeptics to declare that Genesis, which is foundational to the
Bible, is just an edited compilation of mythology and folk tales! If Genesis is not literally inspired of God, then
how can we have confidence in any other part of the Bible? What about Paul’s statement that “All scripture is given
by inspiration of God” (2 Tm 3:16) or Peter’s “Holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit” (2 Pt 1:21)

or Christ’s many quotations from Genesis and references to “the things that Moses commanded” (Mt 8:4; 19:7; Mk 1:44; 7:10;

10:3, 4; 12:19, 26; Lk 16:29-31, etc.)?

Contrary to Renovaré, the Bible itself declares in numerous places, that under the inspiration of God, Moses wrote
the Pentateuch: “And the Lord said unto Moses, Write this for a memorial in a book…and Moses wrote all the
words of the LORD…and Moses wrote this law, and delivered it…unto all the elders of Israel….And…
Moses...commanded the Levites…put it in…the ark of the covenant of the LORD your God.…” (Ex 17:14; 24:4; Dt 31:9, 25,

26, etc.). 

“The law of Moses” is referred to repeatedly (Jos 8:31-32; 23:6; 1 Ki 2:3; 2 Ki 14:6;  23:25; 2 Chr 30:16; Ezr 3:2; Ne 8:1; etc.). Jesus called the
Pentateuch “the law of Moses” (Lk 24:44). The Gospel of John is filled with affirmations that Moses was a prophet
who wrote much Scripture (Jn 1:17, 45; 5:45, 46; 7:19-23, etc.). 

Of Daniel, the Renovaré Bible declares, “We do not know who wrote it or exactly when it was written … it was
most likely partially written during Antiochus Epiphanes’ persecution of the Jews in Babylon, which began with
the desecration of the Temple in 167 B.C.”6 So it is the work of an imposter pretending to be Daniel 400 years after
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the fact! To escape admitting that Daniel prophesied centuries in advance the breakup of Alexander’s empire under
four generals, the rise of Antiochus Epiphanes, and the pollution of the temple, skeptics had to invent a later date
for these prophecies. Renovaré echoes this lie, robbing Christians of an essential proof of the validity of the Bible
and depriving the unsaved of life-giving truth!

Daniel is written in the first person telling events that happened to the writer four centuries before 167 b.c.: “When
I…Daniel, had seen the vision (8:15)…I Daniel fainted, and was sick certain days (8:27)….In the first year of Darius...I
Daniel understood (9:1,2)...I Daniel was mourning three full weeks (10:2),” etc.

The Renovaré “scholars” continually downplay the powerful Old Testament prophecies of Christ (pp. 22, 32, 1375, 1377-8,

1384, etc.). The key prophecy in Isaiah 9:6-7 of the coming Messiah, who is “the mighty God, the everlasting Father,”
is said to speak of “human agents” ( p. .997). The notes reduce Isaiah’s prophecies to “tradition” (pp. 982, 983), would have
us believe that much of that book was not written by Isaiah (there are “three authors”– pp. 982, 1068), and even deny that chapter
53 prophesies Christ’s sacrifice for our sins (p. 984)! Renovaré describes the book of Isaiah as “poetic imagination …
Isaiah imagines,” etc. The Renovaré “scholars” declare, “The prophets of Israel are not to be thought of primarily
as…predictors of the future … they were poets” (p. 1079). Through poetry, Jeremiah attempts “to make sense of the
events of his day …” (p. 1080). Blasphemy!

Renovaré rejects the powerful prophecies of Daniel, including the proof of 9:24-26 that Jesus is the Christ. There is
not a word about the image foretelling the four world kingdoms and revival of the fourth (Roman Empire) under
ten heads (2:36-45) to be destroyed by the Messiah when He sets up His everlasting kingdom. Nor is there a word
about the future apocalyptic significance of the four beasts of Daniel 7 coinciding with Revelation 13. The wrath of
God poured out upon earth during the Great Tribulation (Renovaré avoids that term) are described as “natural
disasters straight out of Exodus” (p. 2268). Yet even the magicians in Egypt told Pharaoh, “This is the finger of
God” (Ex 8:19).

All of the major prophecies so crucial in proving the Bible to be the Word of God and Jesus of Nazareth to be the
Messiah are either not commented upon, or are spiritualized away as pertaining to the “faith community” and its
“spiritual formation.” There is no recognition of the great prophecies in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, etc., of Israel being
brought back into her own land in the last days, and that she must endure forever (Ezk 35-37, etc.). For example, the
powerful prophetic promise from God to bring back the Jews scattered around the world (Jer 31:8-14) is interpreted as a
promise to all homeless people (nothing about Israel), and God’s promise that Israel can never be destroyed (31:35-37)

is ignored!

Israel is treated as having been replaced by the church. Incredibly, the valley of dry bones brought back to life in
Ezekiel 37, which is clearly declared to be “the whole house of Israel” (37:11), is interpreted as the birth of the church
at Pentecost! Ezekiel 38-39 is not about Armageddon, with real armies attacking the nation of Israel back in her
land in the last days to be rescued by the Messiah, but is about “dark forces” always at work in the world.

There is no commentary at Revelation 1:7 about the Second Coming of Christ (p. 2269), no evidence of belief in the
Rapture; only that Christ will one day “return and overcome the wicked powers” (p. 2266). Revelation is reduced to a
“pastoral letter meant to sustain the suffering and hearten the weary faithful” (p. 2267). The Antichrist and False
Prophet (Rv 13) are depersonalized as “dark forces of evil” (p. 2281). The woman on the beast (Rv 17) has no prophetic
significance but “embodies those institutions that across the ages have sold themselves to the dark forces...” (p. 2284).
There is  nothing about the city that it is clearly said she represents. So the fall of Babylon (Rv 18) “pictures the
ultimate collapse of all human institutions given over to the lust for power…” (p. 2285). 

The marriage of the Lamb to His bride (Rv 19) is not a real event in heaven but “symbolic of the many different
celebrations that bring joy and jubilation” into our lives (p. 2287) The thousand-year reign of Christ (Rv 20) is not a real
event, and the armies of the world coming against Christ and the saints at Jerusalem after Satan’s release merely
symbolize “the armies of darkness [which] surround us” (p. 2288).

This “Study Bible” is one more step on the slippery downward path into deepening apostasy. 
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Endnotes

1. Richard J. Foster, ed., The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible (Harper San Francisco, 2005), xxx.
2. Ibid., Foreword, xvii.
3. Ibid., General Introduction, xxxi.
4. Ibid., 14-15.
5. Ibid., 13-15.
6. Ibid., From the introduction to Daniel, p 1245, by James M. Rand.

*   The majority of the information in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from a review in the August
2005 The Berean Call.

** Richard Foster [Excerpt from Ray Yungen’s letter, “Richard Foster: Promoting Eastern Mysticism by Proxy”]:
“Richard Foster advocates a prayer movement that indeed can be proven to have strong links to Eastern mysticism.
... To proclaim to be evangelical in every aspect but to say, ‘Thomas Merton tried to awaken God’s people’ ... is a
contradiction of major proportions. It is an oxymoron to try to lump Biblical evangelicalism and Thomas Merton
together. ... The fact that Foster quotes Merton 13 times in the latest edition of Celebration of Discipline is just
further proof that he does indeed adhere to Merton’s teachings. ... Since Thomas Merton and Henri Nouwen
mystically perceived the ‘divine’ in everyone, this in effect made them New Agers. ... Foster [is] promoting Eastern
mysticism by way of proxy.” [See Yungen’s book, A Time of Departing.] 

Dallas Willard:  During an instructional role-play, this question was posed to Willard. [Hypothetical Seeker:] “I still
struggle with how I should view those who have other beliefs. I’m not sure I am ready to condemn them as wrong.
I know some very good Buddhists. What is their destiny?” [Willard:] “I would take [you] to Romans 2:6-10: ‘God
will give to each person according to what he has done. To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory,
honor, and immortality, he will give eternal life. But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and
follow evil, there will be wrath and anger.’ What Paul is clearly saying is that if anyone is worthy of being saved,
they will be saved. ... I am not going to stand in the way of anyone whom God wants to save. ... It is possible for
someone who does not know Jesus to be saved.” [“A Conversation with Dallas Willard,” Cutting Edge, Winter
2001, Vol. 5 No. 1] 

Eugene Peterson:  Peterson is “Consulting Editor, New Testament” of  the Renovaré Bible. In his own Bible
“translation,” The Message, Peterson  reduces much of Paul’s vital treatment of the gospel in Romans to metaphor,
which he says is the “opposite [of] precise use of language” (p. 2045). In commenting on the necessity of Bible study
for Christians, Peterson says, “The importance of poetry and novels is that the Christian life involves the use of the
imagination, after all, we are dealing with the invisible. And, imagination is our training in dealing with the
invisible, making connections. ... I don’t want to do away with or denigrate theology or exegesis, but our primary
allies in this business are the artists. ... Why do people spend so much time studying the Bible? How much do you
need to know? We invest all this time in understanding the text which has a separate life of it’s own and we think
we’re being more pious and spiritual when we’re doing it. ... [Christians] should be studying it less, not more. You
just need enough to pay attention to God. ... I’m just not at all pleased with all the emphasis on Bible study as if it’s
some kind of special thing that Christians do, and the more they do the better.” [“A Conversation with Eugene
Peterson,” Mars Hill Review, Fall 1995, Issue No. 3: pgs. 73-90.] It is shocking, but not surprising, that Peterson
esteems Bible study so little. While claiming to be a Greek and Hebrew scholar on one hand, Peterson regularly
abandons definitions from Strong’s (and other trusted sources) for his own poetic “translation” into today’s “lingo.”
Peterson says, “imagination is our training in dealing with the invisible.” What an astounding contradiction of
God’s Word! (which says): “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy 2:15); “All scripture [is] given by inspiration of God, and [is]
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God may be
perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works” (2 Timothy 3:16-17).
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“Critical Praise” for Renovaré Bible not too critical 

Considering that The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Study Bible mirrors “higher criticism” (a movement in which
intellectuals question the authorship and authenticity of Scripture portions—particularly prophetic passages—akin
to the ungodly “Jesus Seminar”), and incorporates New Age terminology and  methodology (under the guise of
“spiritual formation”), and then packages it with a problematic translation, one wonders just how closely other
Christian endorsers have examined its contents—or the teachings of Renovaré. Below is the two-thirds-page ad,
prominently featured next to the publisher's box on page 6 of the July 2005 issue of Christianity Today. It is
interesting to note that although the Renovaré logo appears at the bottom of the ad, the publisher (nowhere
mentioned) is actually Harper Collins (which incidentally also publishes The Satanic Bible by Anton La Vey).
Harper Collins owns Zondervan, the largest “Christian” publishing company, which recently formed a partnership
with Youth Specialties to create materials for the Emerging Church movement—which is in turn a primary
importer/exporter of Catholic mystic tradition, being marketed to evangelicals as “vintage” faith or “authentic”
Christianity. 

Endorsements of Renovaré Bible include Popular Christian Authors 

“The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible ... is unrivaled as a classic work of biblical theology suffused with a
pastoral heart.” - Brennan Manning, author of The Ragamuffin Gospel [endorsed by Eugene Peterson and Max
Lucado; Manning is a former Franciscan priest] 

“This Bible is greatly needed.” - Tony Campolo, author of Speaking My Mind ... [embracing homosexual marriage,
espousing a similar “soft” view of Romans as Eugene Peterson's The Message] 

“With great enthusiasm, I open The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible. One could not assemble a finer team to
compile it.” - Max Lucado, [prolific author; pastor, Oak Hills Church, signer of Evangelicals & Catholics Together
II] 

“This Bible helps us desire intimacy with God, not just know the typical facts and knowledge.”- Dan Kimball,
author of The Emerging Church [with contributions by Rick Warren and Brian McLaren], and Pastor of Vintage
Faith Church 

“... [T]he most spiritually-impactful Bible of our time.” - John Ortberg, Teaching Pastor, Menlo Park Presbyterian
Church, author of If You Want to Walk on Water ... [endorsed by Dallas Willard; a former teaching pastor at Willow
Creek (Bill Hybels), Ortberg holds a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology from Fuller] 

“[An] outstanding resource ... Christians of many different traditions will appreciate this ecumenical resource
devoted to spiritual renewal.” - Publishers Weekly [this secular trade journal is politically-and religiously-correct]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/2005
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M. Scott Peck
The Road Broadly Traveled

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck (born 1936) has become an extremely popular speaker and writer (15 books authored).
His books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading "evangelical" magazine's
Book of the Year list. The list was a result of votes cast by a group of so-called evangelical writers, leaders, and
theologians selected by the magazine. The Road Less Traveled, published in 1978 and translated into more than 20
languages, remained on the New York Times bestseller list for over 544 weeks or 12 years (with over six million
copies sold to date in North America alone)! (Peck's The Different Drum and Further Along The Road Less
Traveled have also sold well.) A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast
Bible Belt"; the reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to
the 20th-century discoveries of Freud and Jung." Indeed!

Scott Peck began his trek down The Road Less Traveled as a Buddhist when he wrote his best selling book by that
title. By the time his second book was published, he claimed a conversion to Christianity (circa 1980). However,
his Buddhist teachings remain a vital part of his writings, along with other aberrations such as process theology,
Mormonism, New Age doctrine, and the secular humanist values of psychotherapy. Although The Road Less
Traveled is reminiscent of our Lord's words about the narrow road to life, Peck is clearly headed down the broad
road to destruction. Peck is ecumenical, New Age, and anti-Church. His "road" leads us away from God, away
from salvation, and away from the Bible. His theology clashes with Christianity at every crucial point; for the
Christian, Peck's writings should be a road not traveled:

1. Truth: Peck has no clear standards concerning the nature of truth. He is committed to mythology and paradox,
rather than to the Bible. Although he claims in places not to know anything, his writings reveal that he has
developed his own system of truth and values, a system that rejects Scripture as God's standard of truth (John
17:17).

2. Scripture: Peck interprets Scripture primarily as mythology, and he considers the Bible to be a mixture of truth
and error, fact and fiction. He believes that the Fifth Commandment, to honor one's parents, deserves "radical
rewriting." He denies the historical accuracy of the Bible's account of Adam and Eve and claims that the Bible
supports evolution. Thus, Peck sets himself up as the judge of Biblically revealed truth (Psalm 19:7).

3. God: Peck denies the sovereignty of God. In place of the God of the Scriptures, Peck worships a finite "god"
who is both limited and in the process of change. His teachings blur the crucial distinction between God the Creator
and man the creature, as Peck is more impressed with the "higher power" terminology of 12-step theology than the
sovereign Lord of Scripture. He uses inclusive language for God -- "She" or "He/She" (Jeremiah 10:10).

4. Jesus Christ: In places, Peck affirms that Jesus Christ is fully God and fully man. However, his writings reveal
an emphasis on His humanity that effectively denies His unique deity as Son of God. Some of Peck's speculations
about what Jesus might have said or thought border on outright blasphemy. Peck does not affirm Christ as the
Savior who sacrificed Himself on the cross to make propitiation for the sins of His people (Hebrews 1:3). 

5. Man: Evolution is the foundation for Peck's view of man. He believes that man is evolving forward, and thus, he
anticipates radical changes in the nature of man that Scripture does not support. He stresses man's freedom to the
point of denying God's sovereignty altogether. He views man's fall into sin as an evolutionary thrusting forth into
"consciousness," and therefore, a step forward. He claims that man lost his "oneness" with nature at that time. Peck
affirms self-love, but cautions against self-esteem. In general, he has no absolute standards for how man should
live.

Peck proposes "four stages of spirituality" for man. The third stage, characterized by skepticism and atheism, is
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claimed to be "higher" than the second stage, which would describe the orthodox Christian. The fourth and
"highest" stage is New Age mysticism (Rom. 5:12).

6. Evil: It is in this area where Peck departs from at least some of the teachings of New Age theology, where the
reality of evil is denied. However, Peck again denies God's sovereignty by viewing evil as essentially beyond God's
control. At the same time, he denies the original goodness of creation, taught in Genesis 1, by stating that the world
is essentially an evil one that is "contaminated" by good. Another error is Peck's view of evil, in man, as "mental
illness," rather than sin against God (Prov. 16:4).

7. The Devil: Peck has come to acknowledge the reality of the devil, but he believes that at the time of the Fall,
Satan was given a positive role by God, to contribute to the "spiritual growth" of man. Peck's views about the
relationship of Christ and the devil border on Mormonism. Also, a grave error occurs in Peck's view that the devil
will ultimately have a chance to accept the "friendship" of mankind and be saved. Significantly, this appraisal of
Satan occurs in People of the Lie, a book embraced by many professing evangelicals and frequently found in
"Christian" bookstores (Rev. 20:10).

8. Resurrection, Heaven and Hell: Peck rejects the bodily resurrection taught in Scripture. He finds it "distasteful."
He believes that people of all religions will be found in heaven and that the "gates of hell" are wide open so that
anyone can choose to walk out at any time (1 Cor. 15:42-44).

9. Eschatology: Instead of the glorious hope of Christ's visible return to consummate history, overthrow evil, and
usher in the eternal state, Peck substitutes a global "community" ushered in primarily by the efforts of man (1 Thes.
4:16-18).

10. Salvation: Peck offers a false salvation message in his teachings about "community building." This "salvation"
is claimed to be available to people of all religious faiths. Peck adamantly denies that there is an exclusive way of
salvation (Acts 4:12). In fact, Peck's definition of original sin is "laziness," and his view of salvation is "to become
all that you can be" ("The Road Well Traveled," MCO Journal, Vol.2, No.1).

11. New Age: Peck's commitment to New Age theology has undergone some revisions, but he remains entrenched
in its pantheism, meditation methods, and hopes of global unity, calling it potentially a "very holy thing" if it is
reformational rather than revolutionary.

12. Community: Peck's vision of "community" is characterized by an inclusivity uniting people of all religious
faiths, and a contempt for any claim to exclusive truth. It is a "leaderless" group similar to 12-step meetings. Peck
envisions his method of "salvation" occurring in the business community rather than in either the church or the
family.

13. Psychiatry and Religion: There are significant admissions here, as Peck acknowledges his profession's
traditional hostility to religion and the resulting problems. He also recognizes the religious nature of counseling and
the fact that psychiatry is not a purely objective science with no system of values. In spite of these admissions, he
upholds the values of secular humanism and sees the problems being solved by an integration of psychiatry and
spirituality, based on his own "stages of spirituality" and "diagnostic categories" of evil. He affirms a limited value
to pastoral counseling, but considers "Christian fundamentalist programs," along with "New Age practitioners," to
be competition from the fringes.

Peck's erroneous theology appears repeatedly throughout all of his books. The title of his most recent book, Further
Along the Road Less Traveled, is an accurate description of Peck's continued journey away from God's truth.

Additional Info: Life magazine says, "the Scott Peck gospel is an amalgam of psychiatry and Christianity drizzled
with Greek myth and Buddhism" (11/18/95, World). Peck announced in 1983 that he had become a Christian, but
his all-embracing definition of Christian included no statement of faith, but "millions of Hindus, Buddhists,
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Muslims, Jews, atheists, and agnostics." In 1988, Peck endorsed a "Cosmic New Age Christ" book by Matthew
Fox, a mystical New Age Catholic priest (defrocked in 1995). Yet neo-evangelical David Mains has
extensively/approvingly quoted from Peck's writings on his radio broadcast [now defunct]. And the GARBC-
approved Grand Rapids Baptist College (now Cornerstone College) has carried an article in its paper by Bill Hybels
that favorably quoted Peck (12/15/95, Calvary Contender).

* This report, unless otherwise cited, has been excerpted and/or adapted from "M. Scott Peck: The Road Broadly
Traveled," by D. Dewart, July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, pp. 3, 6.
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Where is the Kingdom of God?  How inclusive is it? Who defines the terms? 

"What if Jesus' secret message reveals a secret plan?" asks Brian McLaren in his new book, The Secret Message
of Jesus. "What if he didn't come to start a new religion--but rather came to start a political, social, religious,
artistic, economic, intellectual, and spiritual revolution that would give birth to a new world?"[1-page 4]

Nothing secret about that notion! That's what many believed back when Jesus first demonstrated His power
among His people. But Jesus corrected them with these words: "My kingdom is not of this world." John 18:36 (See
Time and Eternity)

Yet emerging church movements today are still trying to move the boundaries of His Kingdom. They have
redefined God's Word and are fast embracing the latest versions of the old Gnostic quest for secret knowledge
(gnosis) and self-actualization, whether through mystical experience or collective imagination.

Stamping out faith in Biblical absolutes is central to this transformation. A mind anchored in God's Word won't
compromise, but when that anchor is removed, the current of change can carry that mind anywhere. As Jesuit
scholastic, Mark Mossa, wrote in his endorsement of Brian McLaren's latest book: "The Secret Message of Jesus
challenges us to put aside our sterile certainties about Christ and reconsider the imaginative world of Jesus
stories, signs and wonders."[1]
 
In this imaginative world, church leaders envision a spiritual oneness that must exclude God's "divisive" gospel
and the "offensive" certainties that spawned its hope. Deeds, not creeds -- that's what counts! Popularized by
Rick Warren, this slogan paves the way for all religions to agree on the new terms. McLaren summarizes it well:

"...many Hindus are willing to consider Jesus as a legitimate manifestation of the divine... many
Buddhists see Jesus as one of humanity’s most enlightened people....  A shared reappraisal of
Jesus’ message could provide a unique space or common ground for urgently needed religious
dialogue—and it doesn’t seem an exaggeration to say that the future of our planet may depend on
such dialogue. This reappraisal of Jesus’ message may be the only project capable of saving a
number of religions."[1 - page 7]

Which religions might be saved by this project? What about the first commandment: "You shall have no other
gods before Me"? Exodus 20:3
 
Today's reappraisal of truth challenges us to examine this earthly "Kingdom of God" from the perspective of the
Biblical Kingdom of God. Let's start with a look at our King.
 
1. A sovereign King or a utopian guide

Growing up in Norway during the post-war years, I loved our human king. The tales of his kindness and courage
during the Nazi occupation had continued to inspire our nation, and he became my model for goodness and
courage. Like him, I wanted to be brave enough to die rather than surrender to an enemy.

Years later I discovered that this heroic leader was nothing compared to my heavenly King. Yet my earthly king
gave me a glimpse of approachable majesty that I continue to treasure. I began to see that we, the citizens of a
heavenly Kingdom, resemble a nation of loyal subjects who -

love and obey their King
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discover in their common goal and spiritual warfare a blessed fellowship that can rarely be found apart from
pain and persecution
persevere -- without compromise -- to the end.

The world didn't welcome our true King, for "men loved darkness rather than light." [John 3:19] They didn't want a
Savior who questioned their shallow delights and crushed their hope for an earthly kingdom. They despised his
call to repentance, rationalized their own need for redemption, and ignored His message: "My kingdom is not of
this world." 

This wonderful King now reigns from His heavenly realm, yet is ever present in and with His own people --
those who are "crucified with Christ," filled with His Spirit, and delight in His Kingdom. "The kingdom of God is
'within you,'" He tells us in His Word. [Luke 17:20]

"Enter by the narrow gate," He said, "for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and
there are many who go in by it." But "narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are
few who find it." Matthew 7:13-14 

2. Universalism or Biblical Christianity

Few choose His narrow ways these days. The world's superhighway looks far more enticing! Its deceptive blend of
truths and lies thrills the human nature, and McLaren's inclusiveness fits right in:

"Jesus seems to say, 'The kingdom of God doesn’t need to wait until something else happens. No, it
is available and among you now.... Invite people of all nations, races, classes, and religions to
participate in this network of dynamic, interactive relationships with God and all God’s
creation!" [1 - page 74]
 
"...the kingdom of God will be radically, scandalously inclusive. As we’ve seen, Jesus enjoys
table fellowship with prostitutes and drunks.... He affirms and responds to the faith of Gentiles
—Romans and Syrophonecians and Samaritans."[1 - page 94]

He responded to those who put their faith in Him -- no matter what their background, but He certainly didn't affirm
the faith of Roman who embraced a pantheon of mythical gods and goddesses! Jesus never set aside His eternal
laws in order to affirm paganism. Nor did he "enjoy" drunks and prostitutes. But He loved and forgave humble and
repentant sinners. The apostle Paul illustrates this unmerited grace:

"Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived.
Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom of God. And such
were some of you. But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the
name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God." 1 Corinthians 6:9-11

Actually McLaren does mention "repentance." But he redefines it in terms that fit today's transformational process:

"This, by the way, is what the problematic word repentance is all about. The word means to
rethink—to reconsider your direction and consider a new one, to admit that you might be wrong, to
give your life a second thought, to think about your thinking."[1 - page 47]

Wrong in what way? By breaking God's law? Or by resisting the new way of thinking? The context suggests the
latter, for the new view of the cross ignores God's moral laws and eliminates the need for genuine repentance.
 
Words such as "repent" or "rethink" now imply a willing rejection of the supposedly "narrow" Biblical thinking,
which hinder the envisioned change. The new thinking must be flexible, natural, and collective -- a habitual group-
think. Notice again how McClaren blends bits of truth with deadly lies:

"...what is the goal of this suffering sacrifice, this self-giving to the point of blood to achieve the Pax
Christi? It is a new and lasting reconciliation between humanity and God, and among all the at-
odds individuals and groups that comprise humanity. ... Paul said it like this: 'Old distinctions like
Jew and Gentile, slave and free, male and female no longer exist, for you are all one in Christ.'
      "Today, he might speak of reconciliation of the war veteran with the pacifist protester. The
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tattooed and pierced granddaughter with her prim and proper grandmother.... Christians with Jews
and Muslims and Hindus."[1 - pages  99-100]

But Paul wrote his letter to Christians, not to unbelievers. His assurance of oneness "in Christ" applies only to
those who have been joined to Jesus through the cross. They alone are washed and made holy through their
union with God. Remember, Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except
through Me.'" (John 14:6)  Such Biblical terms may not fit into today's postmodern conversations, but they are true
whether people accept them or not.
 
3. Man's finite purpose or God's eternal purpose

In spite of his call to radical inclusiveness, McLaren's earthly kingdom does exclude certain groups. The criteria
for inclusion is the "new way of thinking" -- a phrase emphasized in UNESCO's 1995 report, Our Creative
Diversity. It tells us that -

"The challenge to humanity is to adopt new ways of thinking, new ways of acting, new ways of
organizing itself in society, in short, new ways of living."[2]

Compare that UN goal with McLaren's mission:

"A high fence that excludes everyone won’t do, nor will no fence at all. What we need is a
requirement that those who wish to enter actually have a change of heart—that they don’t sneak in
to accomplish their own agenda, but rather that they genuinely want to learn a new way of thinking,
feeling, living, and being in 'the pastures of God.'” [1 - page 165]

"The kingdom of God, then, seeks a third way: not exclusiveness and rejection... but rather
purposeful inclusion. In other words, the kingdom of God seeks to include all who want to
participate in and contribute to its purpose, but it cannot include those who oppose its
purpose."[1 - page 167]

Whose purpose? God's or man's? Since McLaren's worldly kingdom stands on man's imagination rather than
God's unchanging Word, we can't trust his "purpose!"  That's why this system must exclude us -- which it does!
We see the sad results in Purpose-Driven and other transformational churches around the world. Church
members who still treasure God's ways and question the new management strategies and amoral "environment"
are either asked to leave or are cruelly excommunicated -- not for actual sin but for refusing to conform to the
unbiblical changes! [See Dealing with Resisters"]

McLaren isn't alone. "America's pastor" Rick Warren predicted that "fundamentalism, of all varieties, will be 'one
of the big enemies of the 21st century.'"[3]  He would probably agree with McLaren's criteria for citizenship:

"...to be truly inclusive, the kingdom must exclude exclusive people, to be truly reconciling, the
kingdom must not reconcile with those who refuse reconciliation.... Desmond Tutu and Nelson
Mandela learned what happens when you try to expand the borders of who is considered 'in'...

"So what do you do? If you’re Jesus, you take whatever space you are given and let God’s kingdom
be made visible and real there. ... And if critics see you as a transgressor and criticize you for
opening the doors and expanding the boundaries, you go pursuing your purpose, making it clear
that the kingdom of God is open to all, except those who want to ruin it by dividing it against itself."[1
- page 169-170]

4. An earthly kingdom or a heavenly hope (See Time and Eternity)
 
"Instead of being about the kingdom of God coming to earth," wrote McLaren, "the Christian religion has too often
become preoccupied with abandoning or escaping the earth and going to heaven."[1 - page 78]
 
That may be true of some who call themselves Christian, but the faithful servants I know are focused on fulfilling -
- not escaping -- their God-given assignments here on earth. By His grace, they serve their beloved Lord
wherever He sends them, be it in hostile lands or among the needy at home. Many would rather face persecution
and death than deny His gospel. Bearing His sweet fragrance, they are despised by those who hate His truth but
loved by those who follow the King. (2 Cor 2:14-16) 
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Knowing their true citizenship is in heaven, they seek heavenly treasures rather than earthly thrills. Their faithful
deeds are recorded in heaven, not tracked in the high tech data banks of churches that give far more praise to
people than to our King. And when their work on earth is done, they, like Paul, will delight in the Master's
welcome: Well done, good and faithful servant.... Enter into the joy of your Lord.  [Matthew 25:23

"If then you were raised with Christ, seek those things which are above, where Christ is, sitting at
the right hand of God. Set your mind on things above, not on things on the earth. For you died, and
your life is hidden with Christ in God." Colossians 3:1-3

See also The Kingdom of God
The Historical Record rebuts DaVinci lies & shows the authority of the Bible!

Are you in the throes of Transformation?
Dialectic and Praxis: DIAPRAX and the End of the Ages

Endnotes:
 1. Brian McLaren, The Secret Message of Jesus: Uncovering the Truth that could change everything (Nashville: Thomas Nelson's
W Publishing Group, 2006), page 4.

 2. Our Creative Diversity, UNESCO, 1995, p.11.

 3. Paul Nussbaum, "The purpose-driven pastor," The Philadelphia Inquirer, January 8, 2006, at
www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/living/religion/13573441.htm?template=contentModules/printstory.jsp
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Serenity: A Companion for Twelve Step Recovery*
by Robert Hemfelt and Richard Fowler

-  Published by Thomas Nelson Publishers (1990, 558 pgs.), the Serenity Bible is promoted as:

"The first New Testament to integrate the Twelve Steps of recovery with the Scripture that inspired
them! Interspersed through the New King James New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs are 84 one-
page meditations; 600 verses illustrating the Steps are highlighted for quick reference. An 80-page
introduction by Drs. Robert Hemfelt and Richard Fowler (of the Minirth-Meier Clinic) offers a biblical
perspective on the Twelve Step program used by Alcoholics Anonymous and dozens of other recovery
groups."

The Serenity Bible is perhaps the boldest attempt yet to present the 12-Step method as being biblical -- it is
intended for those involved in or considering a 12-Step program -- which the authors believe should include all of
us. As Hemfelt and Fowler explain: "All of us can benefit from the truths that emerge from 12-Step recovery,
because all of us are, to some degree, codependent. ... Dysfunctional families, whether they involve open or veiled
abuse, may be the original source or our codependent pain. This early codependence vacuum becomes the root of
our later adult addictions" (p. 14). (Emphasis added.)

-  Following a brief history of the AA movement, Serenity presents and explains each of the Twelve Steps. These
in turn are followed by the page numbers of various "recovery meditations" which are found interleaved throughout
the New Testament on the page facing the corresponding "recovery Scripture." Some of the comments made within
the meditations are outright alarming. For example, the description of Step 2 ("a Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity") includes the incredible statement that "Before we can welcome in a new Power to restore us to
wellness, we will probably have to engage in some emotional and spiritual 'house-cleaning'" (p. 30). Does a person
really need to get "cleaned up" before he can come to Christ? (assuming that Christ in his "Power," an assumption
that is not always valid) (cf. Matt. 12:43-45; Lk. 11:24-26). Does it really benefit a person to help him clean up his
life in order to eventually introduce him to his new Power?

- Another equally alarming example -- Step 12 refers to one's "spiritual awakening." What type of spiritual
awakening is being referred to here? Certainly it is naive to assume that this is synonymous with what Jesus
referred to as being "born again." Hemfelt and Fowler seek to get around this ambiguity by explaining:

"We must remember that this growth is a process. ... We may start as agnostics. We may then come to
view the group or recovery process as our higher power, looking to other people for strength.
Gradually we accept a vague notion of god, which grows to a more specific monotheistic god. We may
even begin to pray to and dialogue with this god. Eventually, we come to know the one true God" (p.
78). (Emphasis added.)

Once again, the reasoning seems to be, "while practicing idolatry, trust in yourself and others, get over your
problem, and then you may come to know God."

-  Another Step 12 meditation ("having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps") focuses on the cause
of the so-called "awakening." Allegedly based on Psalm 92:1-4 ("It is good to give thanks to the Lord"), the
authors refer to "the discovery that all the sacrifices of the first eleven steps have purchased a gift beyond measure -
- our spiritual awakening to the God of our understanding" (p. 460). (Emphasis added.) Even if Hemfelt and Fowler
assume that this awakening is equivalent to regeneration, surely no evangelical would teach that salvation could be
"purchased," would he? And that "purchase" from God as each defines and understands Him?

-  The message of Serenity seems to be that the 12-Steps are more than just another theoretical viewpoint, another
attempt by man to solve his problems. They are viewed as being necessary, without which one would be destined to
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a life of bondage. Thus, it is not surprising that the focus of the meditations clearly place one's recovery group on
the same level as the local church. The order given below is not insignificant:

"But for the grace of God, we might not have sound support groups, Twelve Step recovery
organizations, and the church community, which have ministered to our area of dependency" (a
meditation on "the Grace of God," based on 1 Cor. 15:10, p. 249).

-  "Serenity's implication that the 12-Steps emerge from the Scripture is dangerous. Its application of the 12-Step
process is potentially quite harmful. If you know of someone with a problem who is willing to read the Scripture,
give them a good study Bible. If you need help in locating passages that address certain subjects, get a topical
concordance. But don't give them a copy of Serenity. Why? It is not merely because of the fashion in which
Hemfelt and Fowler apply the 12-Steps. It is because the 12-Step method and the recovery movement of which
they are part are both unbiblical" (Mazak, Biblical Viewpoint, p. 116).

The "Twelve Steps" of Alcoholics Anonymous are as follows:

(1) We admitted we were powerless over alcohol ... that our lives had become unmanageable.

(2) Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.

(3) Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care or God as we understood Him.

(4) Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

(5) Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.

(6) Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.

(7) Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

(8) Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.

(9) Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.

(10) Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.

(11) Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood Him,
praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.

(12) Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics and
to practice these principles in all our affairs.

[Back to Text]

*The majority of the information in this report has been adapted from a review written by Gregory Mazak (Biblical
Viewpoint, The Critics' Corner, November, 1992, pp. 113-121). This report should be read along with our
companion report titled "Codependency: Disease or Idolatry?"

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 2/93
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Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth Exposes the Truth
about The Shack

2 Timothy 2:15, 16 “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth.

But shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness.”

Ephesians 4:14 “That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men, 

and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;”

     If ever there was truth, it is in the verses above. A book like The Shack by William P. Young will succeed only
in increasing ungodliness because it has no truth in it concerning God the Father, the Trinity, or the Christian life
and no where will you find a salvation message. What a missed opportunity if ever there was one. In my opinion it
is a fiction that in key places, tugs at the heart strings and creates a web of emotion in which the reader is caught
and drawn into a world of deception and lies. Those who know little or nothing about the true nature of God trying
to decide what they believe and are at a fork in the road will undoubtedly follow the wrong road. A large crowd
going in the same direction does not mean they are going the right way.

     Matthew 7:13, 14 “Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth
unto life, and few there be that find it.”

     It speaks volumes to the apostasy we live in by the endorsements of this book and the reviews given at Christian
Book Distributors website, that though it is labeled fiction, people are not seeing it as such and in fact accept it as
teaching them about God. (more material at the end of this review) The author is being lauded as an authority on
the person(s) of God as well as having the answers to the toughest questions concerning the spiritual realm
venerating him and his Gnostic teachings.  This book not only profanes God the Father and His deity but
blasphemes with almost every word.

     Aside from attempting political correctness by the mention of several ethnic descriptions of the trinity, the
author is seemingly trying to appease everyone ecumenically as well. Being raised as a child of missionaries I
would think the author would know the lines he crossed through blatant contradictions to God’s word. One has to
wonder if he was more influenced by the Eastern religions he was raised around in his youth and wrote this book
out of bitterness, rebellion and lack of discernment as a result of his “great loss as a child and young adult”
described on the back cover. I’m also curious to know what William Young means by “wastefulness of grace” that
he enjoys with his family. If God sees fit to show grace toward us, wasteful would not be a word I would use.

Ephesians 4:7 “But unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ.”

    Young not only used his imagination writing this book but borrowed from other cultures and religions which is
exactly why this book should not be taken seriously. Reading this book, I got the impression that Mr. Young,
through the various uses of other religions and occult practices, doesn’t know what he believes; maybe that explains
why he pushes love and relationships so hard, not that there is anything wrong with either if in accordance to God’s
principals. Mr. Young’s god is clearly from his own imagination and contrary to a quote you’ll see later, our
imagination does not “…make us so like them” (i.e. the trinity).

     The Shack is a story centering on a man named Mack, who four years earlier, lost his youngest child Missy to
murder. One day Mack checks the mail and pulls out a note written by God—signed Papa—telling him to come
back to the shack where Missy's bloody dress was found. Once there, Mack eventually falls asleep, weary with
grief and shivering from the winter cold. Next thing he knows he's meeting Papa, Jesus and Sarayu. They take turns
helping him through his emotional rollercoaster ride. Mack is then given the choice to stay with them and his
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beloved Missy or return to his life with his wife and remaining two children. Mack chooses to go back and is
awakened to find himself where he originally laid on the floor (by the blood stain that was his daughter's). Mack
gets in an accident on the way home and is nearly killed. Ironically, Mack's wife Nan, the spiritually strong one in
the family, is initially skeptical of Mack's experience at the shack but their love and relationship get them through
and they live happily ever after.

Because there are numerous things in contradiction to God’s word and Christianity as a whole, this will be an
attempt to focus on the most obvious errors.

This is just a partial list of errors and blasphemies:

Young introduces his version of the trinity with a variety of ethnic descriptions as well as two of the three being
female pg 82-84, “…a large African-American woman…”(Papa God the Father), “…a small distinctively Asian
woman…virtually transparent and hard to see…”, (Sarayu Holy Spirit), a man “…appeared Middle Eastern and
dressed like a laborer complete with tool belt and gloves...(Jesus as a carpenter).  
Nowhere in the Bible is God or any part of the Trinity described as female, creating a unholy trinity. Young,
assigned them names stemming from Eastern religion and Greek mythology; Papa and Elousia (God), Jesus’ name
is the same but certain aspects of his character are not scriptural, Sarayu (Holy Spirit), Sophia (a personification of
God’s wisdom).    

Pg 171 Sophia is named and defined as, “..a personification of Papa’s wisdom,” and “She’s part of the mystery
surrounding of Sarayu.” The conversation between Mack and Jesus concerning Sophia is as follows with a few
inconsequential details left out (such as Mack stopping to tie his shoes): Mack asks if she is God too, making four
of them. Jesus says no, there are only three of us. “Sophia is a personification of God’s wisdom.” Mack says, “Oh,
like in Proverbs, where wisdom is pictured as a woman calling out in the streets, trying to find anyone who’ll listen
to her?” Jesus: “That’s her.” Mack: “But…she seemed so real.” Jesus: “Oh, she’s quite real.” “She’s part of the
mystery surrounding of Sarayu.”

Which is it? Is she the personification of God’s wisdom or is she a mystery surrounding Sarayu? What is she to
Jesus? Young’s three persons of the trinity are all God equally yet Sophia is only something to two of them.

 Pg 152 Mack describes Sophia as, “...a tall, beautiful, olive-skinned woman with chiseled Hispanic features...”and
continues on 153 with Mack thinking she is “Everything that sensuality strives to be, but falls painfully short.”

Webster’s dictionary defines sensuality as, “The quality or state of being sensual; devotedness to the gratification of
the bodily appetites; free indulgence in carnal or sensual pleasures; luxuriousness; voluptuousness; lewdness.” Why
is it necessary to sensualize wisdom? First of all, wisdom is not referred to as a literal woman in the passage in
Proverbs that Young has Mack remember but rather metaphorically speaking and it was a proverb or analogy
Solomon was depicting between a wise man hearing and increasing learning and understanding, whereas fools
despise wisdom and instruction. Young’s fixation on the woman smacks more of a pagan love goddess not
wisdom!

Pg 92 Papa is telling Mack,
Honey, there’s no easy answer that will take your pain away. Believe me, if I had one, I’d use it now. I have
no magic wand to wave over you and make it all better. Life takes a bit of time and a lot of relationship.
[Bold emphasis mine]  

This is bringing God down to human level. Young’s god can’t take the pain away and doesn’t have an answer
except that time and relationships is all that’s needed to heal the hurt he is feeling. This is what you get in a false
god. 
Matthew 11:28-30 “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light.”
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Pg 95 Papa bears the same scars of the cross that Jesus does. “…Mack noticed the scars in her wrists, like those he
now assumed Jesus also had on his.” Again, nowhere is this found in scripture.

Pg 96 Papa: “Don’t ever think that what my son chose to do didn’t cost us dearly. Love always leaves a significant
mark,” she stated softly and gently. “We were there together.”” Mack: “At the cross? Now wait, I thought you left
him—you know—‘My God, my god, why hast thou forsaken me?” Papa: “You misunderstand the mystery there.
Regardless of what he felt at that moment, I never left him.” “…When all you can see is your pain, perhaps then
you lose sight of me?”

With this piece Young denies the finished work of the cross! Without God the Father turning His back on Jesus,
sin remains and there is no Biblical forgiveness. God the Father allowed this to happen for a divine purpose and
Jesus knew it. Jesus had to die in the manner He did on the cross for sin to be crucified with Him. This is the worse
sort of blasphemy rejecting Christ’s finished work thereby denying the Jesus of the Bible. John 19:28, “After this,
Jesus knowing that all things were now accomplished, that the scripture might be fulfilled, saith, I thirst.” Jesus
knew this truth, God the Father turned away that the scriptures be fulfilled. The Father turned away from His Son
when He bore the sins of the whole world. Holiness does not look upon unholiness. Young completely distorted
part of the foundational message of the Gospel of Christ and created another god!

Pg 141 Jesus tells Mack, “You imagine. Such a powerful ability, the imagination! That power alone makes you so
like us. But without wisdom, imagination is a cruel taskmaster.”

This power of imagination is not that of a simple child’s game, but more like today’s New Age practices:
Transcendental meditation, spirit guides, certain forms of yoga, all of which come from Eastern religions. Much
like the ones Young grew up around.

Romans 1:18-23 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for
God hath shewed it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse;
Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their
imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, And
changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man…” [Bold emphasis
mine]

 Pg 148 Mack asks Jesus the question,
But you came in the form of a man. Doesn’t that say something?” “Yes, but not what many have assumed. I
came as a man to complete a wonderful picture in how we made you. From the first day we hid the woman
within the man, so that at the right time we could remove her from within him. We didn’t create man to live
alone; she was purposed from the beginning. By taking her out of him, he birthed her in a sense. We created
a circle of relationship, like our own, but for humans. She, out of him, and now all the males, including me,
birthed through her; and all originating, or birthed, from God.

Eve was not hidden within Adam. There is no circle of relationship. God created Adam from the dust of the earth
and breathed life into him. God then took a rib from Adam and created Eve and they worshipped and
fellowshipped with God. 
Genesis 2:21, 22 “And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; and the rib, which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a
woman, and brought her unto the man.”

Ch. 15 opens with Sarayu and Papa taking Mack on a journey of sorts in his mind. When Mack opened his eyes he
was blinded by the light emanating from Sarayu, to which she responds, “You will find it very difficult to look at me
directly” “…or at Papa. But as your mind becomes accustomed to the changes, it will be easier.”

The rest of the chapter tells of Mack’s clarity of vision. He is now able to see as the three god figures see and
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everything is illuminated with halos of light: Nature, animals, angels, sentinels, and of course people have an aura
about them, more New Age philosophy that flows right into Necromancy. This is the second time in this book that
Mack will have contact with a dead loved one. The first, being with Missy when he was with Sophia and he saw
his daughter through a waterfall. Missy knew her father was there and motioned as if she was hugging him. Now, in
his mind with Sarayu and Papa, Mack sees a commotion of agitated lights which are coming from his dead father.
This time Mack actually embraces his father, they forgive each other and all is well.

     I believe The Shack is a compilation for all to see exactly what Mr. Young didn’t learn while growing up with
missionary parents and the occult influence that apparently took hold and grew in his perverse imagination. I’m
also leaning toward the belief that because of his great loss as a child and young adult, Mr. Young’s personal
beliefs and perhaps a bit of his own story are incorporated into this “fiction.”  

So often people think that Christianity is only something soft, only a kind of gooey love that loves evil
equally with good. This is not the biblical position. The holiness of God is to be exhibited simultaneously
with love. We must be careful, therefore, not to say that what is wrong is right, whether it is in the area of
doctrine or of life, in our own group or another. What is wrong is wrong anywhere, and we have a
responsibility in that situation to say that what is wrong is wrong.  (Schaeffer, Francis A.: The Mark of a
Christian. Westchester , Ill. : Crossway Books, 1996, c1982)

      Finally, I am saddened and bewildered to see the praise of this book by so many, especially those claiming a
Christian testimony. May your eyes be opened and your lack of discernment be found growing in wisdom in
accordance to God’s truth and not vain and profane babblings. If you don’t know the attributes of God the Father,
Jesus his Son, and the Holy Spirit as described in God’s word, but would rather take truth out of an erroneous
fiction, then I would consider this an indication that you do not know God at all and your gullibility to be taken in
by this deception is very disheartening. The evidence shows this book to be weighed and found wanting. 

John's notes: Today so many books are coming out claiming the name of Christ, to be speaking about His
Holiness, attributes and spirituality and more of God's character. Yet presenting works of fiction such as Frank
Peretti's This Present Darkness, William P. Young's The Shack, the movie The Passion of Christ and a host of
others then these writers are being seen as leaders and wise men speaking to large groups of Christians who
applaud them for their works of fiction as giving some great spiritual insight when in fact they are no different than
the Judaizers of Paul's day! The Apostle Paul condemned such false teachings in the harshest of ways in Galatians
1:6-9 which Paul says,

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto another
gospel: Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of
Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach
any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed.

We need to contend against such things that others can mark and avoid them, Jude 3, Romans 16:17-18. We need
to show how in fact they are presenting another Gospel, another Christ, another God or as Kathy has done showing
them how books like The Shack perverts the very nature of our God. Churches promoting things like this and those
exposed on BDM should be admonished and abandoned if they persist in being lulled into apostasy. It is important
to know the true nature of the God of the Bible, His Son, and the Holy Spirit for times like these when a book such
as The Shack (a work of fiction) distorts it and gains a following so it can easily be exposed as a counterfeit.
Likewise, it is important to know the attributes of our enemy the Devil. What is clear is the confusion this book
causes about the very nature and character of God is just one more subtle attempt to deceive the unlearned who are
not faithful in seeing if these things are so as in Act 17:11 with the Bereans. I have fully supported my wife in this
endeavor to expose this book for what it is - a book of lies, written by a person angry with Biblical Christianity
who touches about every precious truth of scripture and desecrates it. 
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Some of the endorsements given to The Shack:

Gloria Gaither – Hosted a reading of The Shack even photographed and published in The New York Times.

Michael W. Smith (CCMer) – “The Shack is the most absorbing work of fiction I’ve read in many years. My wife
and I laughed, cried, and repented of our own lack of faith along the way. The Shack will leave you craving for the
presence of God.” On back of The Shack.

Mark Lowry (former singer with the Gaithers) – “Well, I finally finished The Shack by William P. Young. The first
five chapters are very hard to read. Very painful. But somewhere around chapter 6, Dorothy lands in Oz and
everything becomes technicolor. I really love this book. It confirmed for me a lot of things I’ve been learning about
God.” From his 2008 Ramblings on his website May 2008.

James Ryle – “If God is all powerful and full of love why doesn’t he do something about all the pain and suffering
in our world? This book answers that age old question with startling creativity and staggering clarity by far one of
the best books I ever read.” In front section of the book “On what others are saying about  The Shack.” (Mentioned
many times within the Promise Keeper fiasco on BDM and in the article, Interesting Information About “Promise
Keepers”: 
 

James Ryle, Pastor of one of the Vineyard churches which supports the "Toronto Experience," along with
other "signs and wonders," Pastor to PK Founder Bill McCartney, Ryle himself recently participated in a
service making animal noises from the pulpit (this is one of the Toronto manifestations) “There are waves
of tear-wiping laughter. Ryle makes sound effects, including some animal noises. He snaps his fingers,
bangs the podium, paces and tells how God will appear here in suit of fire, oil, water. "You will feel! And
the glory of the Lord will put you down!”   (From the Washington Post 11/18/95)

Eugene Peterson – Author of the perversion of scripture called The Message

Christianity Today Magazine – The Shack received a positive review 7/10/2008 in Fiction for the Faith-Starved,
while acknowledging many Christian publishers rejected The Shack “…ostensibly for being too theologically
edgy…” they also praise its emotional story and state:

Despite its weaknesses, this is a story with the potential to wake readers up, to rekindle or reinvigorate their
faith. In an era when so much Christian fiction is about pat answers, conventional themes, and the
regurgitation of what we already know and believe, such stories are good news for thoughtful readers.

Not a word of about the heresy, blasphemy and gross error just excusing it as a “novel” See BDM warning on
Christian Fantasy.    

Other links to reviews warning of the deception of this book and more:

Deceived by a counterfeit “Jesus” The twisted "truths" of The Shack & A Course in Miracles -By Berit Kjos -
February 14, 2008
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm

The Consequence of Role-Reversals in The Shack – Parts 1 & 2 The Divine-Human Relationship - By Pastor Larry
DeBruyn
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm

The Emerging (Global) Church – Numerous links to articles related to where The Shack gets many of its
endorsements and the growing danger of the “Emergent Church Movement”

Contemplative Mysticism – Exposing the danger of this sort of imagination and visualization.

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/8565e7c7f98e6d3341e4c3ecd2e4a263-137.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/ccmconverting.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/crocke.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/opposedtoccm.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/fantasy.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/charts/new-spirituality.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/contemplativeheader.html
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Frank Peretti
Book Review*

This Present Darkness
The residents of the sleepy college town of Ashton, comfortable in their middle American lifestyle, had no idea that
their community was about to play a significant role in the ages-old battle between the forces of good versus evil. A
malevolent storm was brewing in the nether regions, a storm that would challenge the mightiest of God's angels in
their task to preserve the earth from satanic conquest. And the people of Ashton were to play the major role in
equipping His angels with the power they would need to meet that challenge.

Author Frank E. Peretti weaves a tale of suspense tempered with humor in his book, This Present Darkness, which,
just of late, seems to have surged into popularity since its original release in 1986. Already in its eighth printing
since its debut, This Present Darkness is causing Christians to buzz with excitement at the prospect that they may
have learned something new and of great importance to help them in their own struggles against the spiritual
darkness that pervades the earth.

The premise of Peretti's book is the power of prayer to influence the forces in the spiritual world. When the novel's
chief protagonist, a godly pastor by the name of Hank Busche, discovers a sinister plot to turn Ashton's college into
a bulwark of New Age philosophy, he finds that human effort alone will not stop the advance of this evil. A novice
at prayer, Hank and his wife Mary learn quickly that, unless God intervenes, their very lives are at stake.

Facing discouragement at every turn, set up for a sexual scandal intended to discredit Hank, threatened with death
or worse, the Busches find that they are not alone in the fight. God has other prayer warriors they know nothing
about until the chips are down and the eleventh hour has passed in the plot to turn Whitmore College over to a
political machine steeped in witchcraft.

Behind the political machine is one Alexander Kaseph, holder of interests in multi-billion dollar corporations
working to establish a new world order. Kaseph allows himself to be possessed by "the Strongman," chief of all
demons.

Employed in Kaseph's service is professor of psychology Juleen Langstrat, known to dabble in witchcraft, and a
channeler for one of the Strongman's princes, Ba'al Rafar. Through her wiles, she controls the local sheriff, Alf
Brummel, and other lesser characters embroiled in their sinister plot.

But Kaseph, Langstrat, et al., do not reckon on the power of God to move the hearts of men toward good. Besides
the Busches, Marshall Hogan, editor of the Ashton Clarion, discovers through some top-notch investigative work
that all is not kosher in his quiet little town. With the help of an assistant, Bernice Krueger, he gathers enough
evidence to indict the conspirators, provided he can overcome the superior game-playing that he is up against. And
provided he doesn't get murdered as have others before him who got too nosy.

Peretti's tale braids the story of Ashton's human struggle with the "real" struggle behind the scenes: the spiritual
warfare that controls the destinies of men. Demon spirits, dark, sinister, fierce in their antagonism against God and
man, gather in a brooding cloud of evil, discernible only to other spirits in their realm: God's angels strategically
planted to offset this attack here, that countermove there.

Flailing with swords against forces vastly superior in number, God's angels take their share of blows. A broken
wing, a deep gash in the body, pain from countless injuries incurred during moments of lull in the humans' prayer
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lives. But with every prayer comes a new surge of strength, equipping the angels with the ability to stand against
the strongest demons.

On the other side, lesser demons are terrorized by their superiors, kicked into submission, ridiculed, and abased by
every means available to spirit entities. Tiny demons disappear into puffs of smoke, if not at the hands of God's
angels, then at the behest of their superiors displeased with their lack of performance. And it seems that, no matter
how powerful a demon, there is always one more powerful than he to keep him in place. Jealousy results in a
treasonous act by one demon of high status who is rankled over the impending victory by his hated and abusive
superior.

In the end, the Christians of Ashton -- The "Remnant" -- win the day along with a lot of souls, and keep Whitmore
College free of control by the Strongman.

Peretti's tale is absorbing. It can even be described as positively inspiring. However, it reflects an inaccurate
concept of spiritual warfare and the spirit realm in general.

Let's keep in mind that all we really know about the spirit realm is what Scripture reveals. Anything beyond that is
conjecture. When we fictionalize reality we have a novel. When we fictionalize conjecture we have fantasy. And
that is what we have in This Present Darkness -- a fantasy.

I don't say this to burst the balloons of all those who enjoyed reading This Present Darkness. Nor is it necessarily a
criticism of Peretti's authorship. It's just that because of the success of his book, Peretti is sought after for speaking
engagements on spiritual warfare in churches all across America, especially those predisposed toward dominionism.
It is therefore important that we make a distinction between spiritual warfare based on reality from one based on
fantasy.

As an attempt to depict spiritual warfare using fiction based on conjecture. This Present Darkness may be well-
meaning and entertaining. But if taken as an accurate portrayal of spiritual warfare, it could prove extremely
harmful.

An example of Peretti's warfare in his fantasy is the use of the all-too-common phrase among Christians, "I rebuke
you, Satan," invoked even during prayer. Let's consider this idea of rebuking Satan from the standpoint of reality
(i.e. Scriptural truth).

In the first place, Satan is not omnipresent. He is in a specific locale, most likely the heavenlies, working under the
permission of God to test the hearts of men (Job 1:6-12; 2:1-6). So he probably doesn't even hear our "rebukes."
We see from these same verses he is an angel, a "son of God," who rebelled and drew others (angels, demons, and
men) from allegiance to God. (He continues to draw men away from God. Whether he continues to draw angels is
doubtful.) He has access to earth and goes about as a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour (1 Pe. 5:8).

The point of this is that spiritual warfare does not consist of shot-gunning "rebukes" in the spirit realm. To say, "I
rebuke you, Satan!" is merely to say, "I admonish you, Satan!" For that is what "rebuke" means. It means
"admonish," or "verbally chastise." To verbally chastise Satan does not cause him to cease in action any more than
telling your car, "I rebuke you, car!" causes it to stop at every red light. In order to restrain, or hold back something
(cause it to cease in action) we must take some action (such as apply the brake to stop the car) and the thing we
want stopped will be stopped.

How, then, do we confront Satan's influence in our lives? God's Word is our weapon. By applying it to our life's
situations we destroy the works of the devil. By holding firmly to the truth we overcome evil.

When we see or hear false teaching, we come against it with the truth. When we are tempted, we employ God's
Word: "Resist the devil, and he will flee from you" (James 4:7). Jesus set the example for spiritual warfare by
coming against every challenge with the retort, "it is written," or "Have you not read?". God's Word combined with
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prayer is the offensive weapon in our spiritual armor (Ephesians 6:11-18). Our prayer life can only be as effective
as our knowledge of God's Word enables us to pray with understanding.

The mystical approach of throwing rebukes around has no basis in Scripture. Just the opposite is true. We are not to
rail against principalities and authorities in the spirit realm (Jude 8-9). Jude has some rather unpleasant remarks
concerning the fate of those who rail against spiritual powers. And we can see from His mention of Michael and
the devil that God does not look favorably upon those who rail against any authorities including Satan's. Yet the
Church is filled today with teachers who tell us how they're going to "stomp on the devil." They call him names out
of spite and rail against him as if to demonstrate that they have power over him.

The fact is that we have power over Satan only as long as we believe and act in accordance with God's Word. If we
are acting in the flesh, basing our actions on an erroneous concept of spiritual warfare, Satan will maintain his
influence over us. We can "rebuke" and rail all we want in our attempts to engage in spiritual warfare, but we will
be acting contrary to God's Word. There is no Scriptural teaching, example, or precedent for rebuking Satan. There
is, however, a teaching and an example of turning believers over to Satan for correction (1 Cor. 5:5; 1 Tim. 1:20).

The only areas in which we are commanded to invoke rebukes is against men who are in sin, in error, and/or
prevent the truth of God's Word (Lk. 17:3; 1 Tim. 5:20; 2 Tim. 4:2; Titus 1:13; 2:15). But this is not something we
are to take pleasure in. It must be done in humility, and with fear and trembling, considering our own weaknesses.

In spite of the Word of God to the contrary, many professing Christians go on rebuking rampages against the devil
while refusing to administer correction to false teachers. Yet false teachers, masquerading as ministers of
righteousness (2 Cor. 11:15), comprise the single most destructive element in the Church.

I suspect that our role in spiritual warfare is more mundane than many Christians would like to believe. It's more
appealing to our pride to confront satanic powers than to confront human beings. Besides, we don't have to suffer
the taunts of those whom we confront with their errors if we limit our spiritual warfare to the unseen realm. It's
something else again to confront teachers who spread errors, especially when those teachers have the majority of
the congregation on their side.

Yet, besides Jesus' encounter with the tempter in the desert, the only Scriptural instances of confrontation with
satanic powers were those who manifested themselves through human beings. Even Paul, when troubled by his
"thorn in the flesh," prayed to God to have it removed. It was not removed, but Paul was admonished to trust in the
sufficiency of God's grace (2 Cor. 12:7-9).

Not once in Scripture do we see the apostles confronting spirits except those who manifested themselves in human
agencies. When confronting false teachers, the way in which they rebuked them (and stopped their mouths) was by
challenging them with the Word of God just as Jesus did his enemies. This is our example for when we must
confront false teachers. True, they may go on teaching their errors, but it won't be in our presence or with our silent
permission.

Of course, besides the Word of God, we must employ prayer in our spiritual warfare. But while prayer is one of our
most powerful helps in waging that warfare, it does not work in quite the manner Peretti's book suggests. According
to This Present Darkness, if Christians do not pray, God's angels suffer defeats. There is no Scriptural basis for this
conclusion.

Contrary to Peretti's assumption, prayer is not what gives angels strength; God's power gives them strength. This is
why Michael, while contending for the body of Moses said, "The Lord rebuke thee." Satan works, believe it or not,
at the behest of God. This is amply demonstrated in the book of Job.

Yet our prayers are important to demonstrate to God our recognition of the need for His power in our lives. Prayer
demonstrates humility provided it is tempered with our desire for God's will to be done regardless of the
consequences to us personally. Many pray for their own wills to be done thinking that, because their will is in line
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with some perceived "good," it is acceptable to God.

Those of the mindset reflected in Peretti's concept of prayer, credit Daniel's prayers with giving "Gabriel" his power
to overcome the prince of Persia. But if we examine these passages of Scripture in Daniel 10, we'll see that Daniel's
prayers were merely for an understanding of future events that would befall God's people. They were not for
victory over adversity (Dan. 10:12-14).

Daniel was not praying for the defeat of the prince of Persia. But the angel, in his conflict with that prince, could
not be sent to Daniel until he had completed that task, which took twenty-one days (verse 13). The angel's power to
defeat the prince of Persia did not depend upon Daniel's prayers. More importantly, the purpose of that prince's
defeat was to allow another prince to arise to power -- the prince of Grecia. Daniel did not pray for the prince of
Grecia to be given power. He only prayed for an understanding of the future events revealed to him in visions and
dreams.

There is no doubt that Satan's forces are organized into principalities and powers (Eph. 6:10-12), probably of varied
strengths. But there is no evidence, as suggested by Peretti's book, that they fight among themselves. On the
contrary, Jesus' answer to the Pharisees who accused Him of casting out devils by the power of Satan indicated that
Satan is not so foolish as to allow his kingdom to be divided against itself (Matt. 12:20-28). Since Scripture does
not indicate any infighting among Satan's forces, the best that can be said of Peretti's descriptions of such infighting
is that it is amusing conjecture.

As far as satanic dominion over geographic areas is concerned, the only Scriptural reference to such dominion is in
Daniel 10. There we are told only that there was a prince of Persia whom an angel (commonly believed to be
Gabriel, but possibly the preincarnate Word of God [verses 5 and 6]) fought with the aid of Michael in order to
make room for the coming prince of Grecia (verses 12-20). Notice from these verses that God's angels did not
eliminate evil government, but merely worked to replace one world power with another according to God's will.

Evidently there are spirit princes of earthly kingdoms, at least over those predominant during their allotted time.
But whether or not there are specific princes over each country, state or province, county, city, community, social
institution, business, church, individual, or other entities, Scripture does not reveal. What happened to the prince of
Persia after his defeat to make way for the prince of Grecia? There may be satanic forces assigned to these areas,
but how many, and what their strengths are, no one can know for certain.

Other areas that mark This Present Darkness as fantasy are female angels, baby angels, pipsqueak demons, angels
with wings (some may have them, we don't know that they all do), and the portrayal of demonic spirits in charge of
hell. All these notions are elements of pagan mythology and have no basis in Biblical reality. If such things do
exist, there is not Scriptural evidence for them. And as far as Satan and his demons ruling in hell, that's strictly out
of Dante's Inferno, gleaned from pagan mythology as well. Satan in not in control of hell, God is.

Readers of This Present Darkness should keep these things in mind so they won't be misled into thinking that
Peretti's concept of spiritual warfare is Scriptural. That is not to say that no elements of his writing are Scriptural;
some are. But if his book must be read, keep in mind that it is a fantasy. Three hundred seventy-seven pages of
fantasy. Long reading that would be better spent in the Word of God learning the true aspects of spiritual warfare.

*This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 6/88 Media Spotlight Special Report -- "This Present
Darkness: Spiritual Warfare -- Fact or Fantasy?"; by Albert James Dager.
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The Marks of a Cult*
One must be careful to distinguish between the sociological position of what constitutes a cult (i.e., which states
that whatever is normative to a given culture is not cultic) and the theological position (i.e., which states that only
those groups that adhere to the Bible as the basis for all theology and practice are considered normative, and
thereby, not cultic).

From the theological viewpoint, any group or religious system, whether it calls itself "Christian" or not, that offers
other criteria as equal to or superior to the Bible, including but not limited to erroneous and/or exclusive
interpretations of Scripture, should be considered a cult. From the theological position, then, a cult can be best
defined as:

A system of religious beliefs and rituals with a body of adherents deeply devoted to an extrabiblical person, idea,
or thing; it cultivates worship in a religion that, with reference to its basis for man's salvation, is considered to be
unorthodox, spurious, or false, thereby insulating its members against true salvation in Christ. And inasmuch as
the central doctrine of Biblical Christianity is the sacrificial death of Christ for man's sin (Eph. 2:8,9), all cultic
deviations tend to downplay the finished work of Christ and emphasize the importance of earning moral
acceptance before God through one's own religious works.

From the theological viewpoint, all the groups/religious systems included in the Cult section of the Notebook are
obviously cults. They are all centered in religious beliefs or practices calling for devotion to a religious view
centered in false doctrine -- it is nothing less than organized heresy. 

To be classified as a cult, not all of the following characteristics have to be present, but in most cases, in one form
or another, all of them will be:

1. Extrabiblical Authority: All cults deny what God says in His Word as true. Cults have shifted their theological
point of authority away from God's full and final written Word, the Bible, to their own unique, self-promoting
opinions about the Bible; they generally will use parts of the Bible but will have their own unique scripture which
is considered to be superior to the Bible. While some cult groups give token respect for the Bible and go through
the motions of accepting the authority of Scripture, in reality, they honor the group's or leader's novel interpretation
of Scripture as normative. 

2. Works Salvation/Legalism: Cults teach that eternal life depends upon something other than the Atonement; i.e.,
faith in the atoning, finished work of Christ on the cross is deemed not to be sufficient (usually replaced with
human works and human responsibility). Rather than relying on the grace of God alone for salvation, the salvation
message of the cults always boils down to required obedience to, or abstention from, certain obligations and
practices (some even including obedience to the Old Testament law). 

3. No Assurance of Salvation: The issue of a cult member's salvation is never settled, but is constantly affected by
the changing circumstances of life; in this way, cult leaders are able to produce continued obligation and spiritual
bondage, rather than spiritual freedom.

4. Guru-Type Leader/Modern Prophet: The cult leader is looked to as the infallible interpreter of Scripture,
specially appointed by God to be a special saint, guru, or contemporary messiah, and thereby, has divine authority
that must not be violated. Cultists almost always quote their leader rather than the Bible. The cult's adherents often
expound the virtues of the founders and seek to cover the founder's sins and wickedness.

5. Vacillating, Ambiguous Doctrines/Spiritual Deception: In order to gain favor with the public, and thereby aid
in the recruitment of new members, cult "doctrine" tends to be characterized by many false or deceptive claims
concerning the cult's true spiritual beliefs (e.g., Mormons are not quick to reveal their belief that God was a man,
who has now become the God of planet Earth). 
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6. Exclusivity from/Denunciation of Other Groups: Each cult group, regardless of what other doctrines are
taught, will all have this one common idea -- "The Only True Church Syndrome." The members of each specific
organization have been taught that their church, organization, or community, is the only true group and that all other
groups are false. The group's leaders will explain that it is impossible to serve God without being a member of the
specific group. Moreover, when the cult leader announces himself as the true "Messiah," all others are declared to
be dishonest, deceitful, and deluded, and must be put down; alternative views are denounced as being satanic and
corrupt. Persecution is welcomed, and even glorified in, as "evidence" that they are being persecuted for
righteousness sake. Thus, if a member decides to leave the group, they have been told that they are not simply
leaving an organization, but rather they are leaving God and His only true organization. Hence, for a member of a
cult who has been in a group for any length of time, the action of leaving the group is much more difficult than
what most Christians understand. To leave the group is, in the minds of the cult member, tantamount to leaving
God. 

7. Claims of Special Discoveries/Additional Revelation: Acceptance of new, contemporary, continual revelations
that either deny the Bible or are allowed to explain it. The fundamental characteristic of Christianity is that it is
historical, not dependent upon private knowledge and secret, unconfirmable relationships, while the almost
universal basis of cult religion is the claimed exclusive revelation that one person has supposedly received. Rather
than conforming to Biblical rules of evidence (2 Cor. 13:1), cult leader revelations almost always emanate from
hallucinations, visions, dreams, private discoveries, etc. These new revelations often become codified as official
written "scripture" of the cults (e.g., The Book of Mormon), and are considered as valid as that of the apostles (and
even more relevant because they are given in these end times).

8. Defective Christology: Cults always have a false view of the nature of the Person of Jesus Christ; a cult will
usually deny the true deity of Christ, His true humanity, His true origin, or the true union of the two natures in one
Person.

9. Defective "Nature of Man": Most cults do not see man as an immortal being; instead they see him either as an
animal without a soul or as a being which is being perfected to the point of becoming a god. They usually do not
see man as a spirit clothed in a body of flesh awaiting the redemption of body and soul.

10. Out-Of-Context Scripture Use as Proof-Texts/Segmented Biblical Attention: Cults tend to focus on one
verse or passage of the Bible to the exclusion of others, and without regard for the context in which Scripture is
given (e.g., 1 Cor. 15:29 used by Mormons to justify baptism for the dead). In addition, cults have made an art form
out of using Christian terminology, all the while pouring out their own meanings into the words.

11. Erroneous Doctrines Concerning Life After Death and Retribution: Covering the gamut from soul sleep to
annihilationism to purgatory to universalism to the progression to godhood, cults invariably deny the existence of a
final judgment of, and a final "resting" place for, the unrighteous. 

12. Entangling Organization Structure: The less truth a movement represents, the more highly it seems to have to
organize itself; the absence of truth seems to make necessary the application of the bonds of fear. Cults often
demand total commitment by their converts to an organizational involvement that entangles them in a complicated
set of human restrictions, giving the impression of passionate and often irrational devotion to a cause.  

13. Financial Exploitation: The cultic practitioner strongly implies that money contributed to the cause will earn
the contributor numerous gifts, powers, and abilities, and in many cases, outright salvation.

14. Pseudomystical/Spiritistic/Occultic Influence: Occult influence is many times found in either the origin of the
group and/or in its current practices.

* The information herein was adapted from the following sources: (1) The Marks of a Cult, Dave Breese; (2)
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http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/marksof.htm[6/8/2020 6:36:24 PM]

"Roman Catholicism: Is It A Cult?," Media Spotlight, Albert James Dager; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry;
(4) Cults and the Church of Christ, George Faull and Brooks Alexander of the Spiritual Counterfeits Project; (5)
"Patterns in the Cults," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1994); and (6) Examining & Exposing Cultic
& Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, April 2000, pp. 14-16; 73-78.
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Christian Science
Christian or Cult?*

The movement known as Christian Science is a religion "emphasizing divine healing as practiced by Jesus Christ."
It is officially known as The Church of Christ, Scientist (CCS) (with headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts),
founded in 1879 by the much married Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy (1821-1910). It is one of the more
sophisticated modern cults, attracting many intellectuals. Estimated membership was about 350,000 in the 1930s
with approximately 2,500 branch churches, societies, and college organizations in more than 50 countries
worldwide. Estimates suggest that membership has fallen to well under 100,000 at the present time. While the
branches are democratic in government, they all conform to the rules laid down in Mary Baker Eddy's Manual of
The Mother Church (1895); church affairs are now overseen by a self-perpetuating board of five people. 

Under the leadership of Board of Directors Chairman Virginia Harris, the CCS has embarked on an aggressive,
multi-faceted marketing program designed to mainstream itself and to attract new members. For example, the CCS
is finding new ways to promote itself in light of our society's current interest in self-awareness, spirituality,
mind/body connections, alternative medicine, and women's issues. The CCS's weekly magazine has been
redesigned to include quotes from New-Age proponent Oprah Winfrey. Church representatives are also turning up
at medical conferences and other places.

Mrs. Eddy was chronically sick growing up, with many ailments including paralysis, hysteria, seizures and
convulsions. At 22, she married her first of three husbands, George Glover, who died within 6 months from yellow
fever. Following Glover's death, she began to be involved in mesmerism (hypnosis) and the occult practices of
spiritualism and clairvoyance (Ruth Tucker, Another Gospel, p. 152). Still ill, she married Daniel Patterson in 1853,
a dentist and homeopathic practitioner. It was during this time she met mental healer Phineas P. Quimby (1802-
1866), whose influence would shape her belief of Christian Science. Quimby believed that illness and disease could
be cured through positive thoughts and healthy attitudes, by changing one's beliefs about the illness. She claimed
that Quimby cured her; she suddenly improved, but later the symptoms returned (Another Gospel, p. 155).

After Quimby's death in 1866, Mrs. Eddy determined to carry on his work. She had developed a "psychic
dependence" on Quimby, drawing on his spiritual presence, claiming even visitations by his apparition.  Eddy
"reached the scientific certainty that all causation rests with the Mind, and that every effect is a mental phenomena."
Eddy took Quimby's teachings one step further, claiming that sickness, death, and even our physical bodies do not
exist, but are only imagined. Based on this absurdity, Mary Baker Eddy formulated her unique interpretations of
Scripture upon which Christian Science was founded (and recorded in Eddy's 1875 book, Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures. [HJB] (In 2001, the ten millionth copy of Science and Health was sold). In essence, Christian
Science is a revival of ancient Pantheism. [Eddy later published 16 other books, including Retrospection and
Introspection (1891), which tells of her own experience of discovering, practicing, and teaching the "science" of
Christian healing.] [The CCS recently announced plans to build (at a cost of $25 million) the Mary Baker Eddy
Library for the Betterment of Humanity. Scheduled to open in 2002 in Boston, the library will house over 500,000
unpublished documents and artifacts related to Mrs. Eddy. It will also allow the CCS to secure another 45 years of
copyright protection for the writings under new U.S. copyright laws that take effect at the end of 2002.]

The event that Mrs. Eddy claimed as the inauguration of Christian Science occurred in February of 1866. She
claimed to have had a near fatal fall on icy pavement, but was instantly healed when "the healing Truth dawned
upon my senses," and the divine healing ministry was born (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 24; Science and Health, p.
107). Testimony from her attending physician as well as other correspondence from Mrs. Eddy at the time strongly
dispute Mrs. Eddy's "official" version of those events (Anthony Hoekema, Christian Science, pp. 12-13). 

Healing became a major distinctive of Christian Science. According to Eddy Baker, the central fact of the Bible is
the superiority of spiritual over physical power. The spiritual superiority is evident in other ways than healing.
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Telepathy is practiced in Christian Science treatment, and may be considered a form of psychic healing. Christian
Science claims to prove through the healing of disease and other difficulties that the understanding of God and his
spiritual creation is as effective now as it was in Jesus' time. Its adherents, therefore, rely on "divine law" in times
of sickness instead of resorting to medical and other material means. Christian Scientists do not use doctors,
medicine, or immunizations. Christian Science Practitioners are used to " help people through the false reality of
illness." Instead, proper prayer and training are employed to battle the "non-reality" of illness. (The right of
Christian Science parents to withhold medical treatment from their children has many times been challenged in
court.)

During the formative stages, the church saw many rivalries, scandals, and dissident movements. One of the
dissidents was Emma Hopkins, who as an independent Christian Science leader, taught Charles and Myrtle
Fillmore, who later founded the Unity School of Christianity (another "mind-science" cult). Because Mrs. Eddy
wanted to spread Christian Science, especially to the upper class, she increased her control over all aspects of the
movement and would not tolerate any disloyalty (Georgine Milmine, The Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy, p. 234 ff).

Publications of the Christian Science Publishing Society include the Christian Science Quarterly, containing Bible
lessons for daily study; The Christian Science Journal, a monthly magazine; Christian Science Sentinel, a weekly
magazine; The Christian Science Monitor, a daily newspaper; and The Herald of Christian Science. In the 1980s,
the group expanded into other media, producing both radio and television news programming. Their venture into
cable-television operations was ended in 1992, when it was discovered "that the church had secretly transferred
$46.5 million from endowments and pension funds to help cover huge losses on the 'Monitor Channel,' which had
lost over $325 million" (Chicago Tribune, 1/27/93, p. 2). [Additionally, there were losses of $36 million and the
resulting termination of World Monitor, a newspaper begun in 1988. The Christian Science Monitor is said to be
losing $13 million annually (Martin Gardner, The Healing Revelations of Mary Baker Eddy, p. 218).]

Instead of preachers (the CCS has no ordained clergy), Christian Science's Sunday services consist mainly of
prescribed readings from the Bible, followed by interpretive readings from Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures (which Eddy thought was divinely inspired -- "I should blush to write of Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures as I have, were it of human origin and I apart from God its author; but [since] I was only a scribe
echoing the harmonies of heaven in Divine Metaphysics, I cannot be super-modest of the Christian Science
Textbook."). Eddy's "Scientific Statement of Being" (read every week from every Christian Science pulpit) begins
with, "There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in matter," and ends with, "Therefore, man is not material;
he is spiritual." Wednesday meetings include testimonies of healing from the congregation. Readers, both men and
women, are elected from the membership to conduct the services. Practitioners, also both men and women, devote
full time to the work of "spiritual healing."

Mrs. Eddy presented Christian Science as a scientific system of healing based upon spiritual laws God (allegedly)
had revealed to her. She taught these laws must be followed -- without deviation -- if a believer wishes to practice
Christian Science with consistent success. She taught Christian Science cannot be mixed with any other doctrine or
spiritual healing system, and, thereby, it is incompatible with medicine. Eddy also believed in "Malicious Animal
Magnetism" (MAM), which is negative mental energy or power, on the level of black magic. "Reading Rooms" are
local Christian Science libraries where members go to read Eddy's works to aid their spiritual evolvement.

Christian Scientists call themselves Christians, but their beliefs deviate from Biblical Christianity on nearly every
central Doctrine. Below are the highlights of what Christian Scientists believe concerning their source of authority,
the Godhead, Christ, the Holy Spirit,  the Resurrection, sin and salvation, heaven and hell, man's destiny, and
disease and death: 

1. Source of Authority. Mary Baker Eddy claimed the Bible was her "only textbook" and "only authority." Yet she
also said the Bible has thousands of errors -- 30,000 in the Old Testament and 300,000 in the New Testament.
Christian Scientists believe that Mrs. Eddy's discovery of Divine Science is the "final revelation" from God. They
claim Science and Health is divinely inspired (even though it has been proven to contain numerous plagiarisms and
revisions). -- Science and Health is the "first book" which has been "uncontaminated by human hypothesis" (The
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First Church of Christ, Scientist and Miscellany, p. 115; Science and Health, pp. 99, 139, 456-457). [HJB] One is
only supposed to read the Bible if they have Eddy's "key" in hand, so as to find out what a passage means. The
implication is that God couldn't make Himself plain, but has to have Mary Baker Eddy interpret what He says. With
this in mind, the world was, in effect, left to grope in darkness until Mrs. Eddy came on the scene.

2. Language. Christian Scientists have given Bible terms allegorical, metaphysical definitions that are completely
different from normal usage. Everything is spiritualized to the point that the physical no longer exists. New
meanings have also been assigned to many traditional theological doctrines. (For example: "Adam was not an
actual person who was created by God and fell into sin. 'Adam' means error; a falsity; the belief in 'original sin,'
sickness, and death; evil; the opposite of good.") [HJB] 

3. Trinity. Christian Science clearly repudiates the Trinitarian Godhead: "The theory of three persons in one God
(that is, a personal Trinity or Tri-unity) suggests polytheism, rather than the one ever-present I Am" (Science and
Health, p. 256). Instead, "Life, Truth, and Love constitutes the triune Person called God ... God the Father-Mother;
Christ the spiritual idea of sonship; divine Science or the Holy Comforter" (Science and Health, p. 331-332).
Christian Science teaches that the Biblical concept of the Trinity suggests "heathen gods" (Science and Health, p.
152). God is thus viewed as an impersonal "Divine Principle," a conception of one's mind (Science and Health, pp.
361, 469). On page 465 in another of Mrs. Eddy's "authoritative" books, entitled Miscellaneous Writings, she wrote:
"God is incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite, mind, spirit, soul, principle, life, truth, love," but devoid of any
personality. [HJB] [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that God is a triune, personal, transcendent Being who
created "the world and all things in it" (Act 17:24). He is not a pantheistic all-in-all. He is holy and just, as well as
love. God created and governs the universe, including man (Acts 17:24-27).]

4. Jesus Christ. Christian Science denies that the incarnation of Christ was the fullness of deity dwelling in human
flesh, denies the perfection of the man Jesus, and attempts to explain away the historical death and bodily
resurrection of Jesus Christ (Science and Health, pp. 336, 29, 332, 53, 398, 313, 593; Miscellaneous Writings, p.
201) Christian Science believes that Mary's conception of Jesus was spiritual -- on pages 332 and 347 of Science
and Health, the virgin birth of Christ is described and explained: "Jesus was the offspring of Mary's self-conscious
communion with God. ... Mary's conception of him was spiritual." Christian Science believes that the names "Jesus"
and "Christ" do not refer to the same person -- that Jesus is the human man and Christ is the "divine idea" (i.e.,
"dualism"). They teach that the spiritual (good) cannot dwell in material bodies because they are evil; thus Jesus
could not have been both God and man. [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is not the divine idea
of God but was God uniquely manifested in the flesh, truly God and truly man, one divine Person with two
indivisible natures, who is the only Savior and the only truth and Lord (John 1:1-3,14; Col. 2:9; Phil. 2:6-7; John
14:6).] Christian Science believes that Jesus was not God and the only way to heaven, but only the "wayshower"
(cf. Jn. 20:31; I Jn. 4:2,3).

Christian Science not only denies that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, it also denies that Jesus is one Person with two
natures -- fully God and fully man. Christian Science presents Jesus Christ in terms of a Gnostic duality: "The
spiritual Christ was infallible: Jesus as material manhood was not Christ'' (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 84). "Christ
as the true spiritual ideal, is the ideal of God now and forever ..." (Science and Health, p. 361). "The Christ is
incorporeal, spiritual ..." while, "The corporeal [physical] man Jesus was human only (Science and Health, p 332).
Yet "matter is mortal error … matter is the unreal and temporal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 21). So what Christian
Science actually concludes is that the physical humanity of Jesus was an illusion, ''as it seemed to mortal view"
(Science and Health, p. 315).

Concerning the blood atonement of Jesus Christ: "The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious to cleanse
from sin when it was shed upon 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins ..." (Science and Health, p.
25). Christian Science teaches that the death of Jesus Christ for sin was a "man-made" theory, and that Jesus was
alive in the tomb, demonstrating the "power of Spirit to overrule mortal, material sense" (Science and Health, p.
44). Eddy states, "Christ was not crucified ... Jesus, being the man who possessed the Christ consciousness, was the
one who went to the cross and who appeared to die." Thus, according to the theology of Christian Science, the
Bible only appears to say that Jesus died on the cross and His body was laid in the tomb; it must instead be
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understood that Jesus actually never died, but was rather in the tomb denying death's reality!

5. Holy Spirit. Christian Science denies that the Holy Spirit is a personal being. It teaches that the Holy Spirit is
Christian Science. -- "This Comforter I understand to be Divine Science" (Science and Health, p. 55). It is the
unfolding of the thoughts and infinite mind of God (pp. 502-503). [cf. Jn. 16:13-14] Thus, God, the Holy Spirit,
cannot indwell a person (Science and Health, p. 336).

6. The Resurrection. It is obvious that if Jesus never physically died on the cross to atone for sins that mankind
cannot commit (Science and Health, pp. 45-46), then the resurrection must also have a unique meaning in Christian
Science. Eddy explains, "When Jesus reproduced his body after its burial, he revealed the myth or material falsity
of evil; its powerlessness to destroy good and the omnipotence of the Mind that knows this: he also showed forth
the error of nothingness of supposed life in matter, and the great somethingness of the good we possess, which is of
Spirit, and immortal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 201). Jesus resurrection was thus the manifestation of the error of
evil. He demonstrated that sin and death are illusions and that if one wishes to rid themselves of these illusions,
they only need to deny their reality.

7. Sin. Christian Science denies the existence of all matter, including man's physical body. They say that man is
"incapable of sin, sickness, and death." They claim sin, sickness, and death are the "effects of error," thereby
denying the reality of sin. [HJB] Bottom line, to Christian Science, there is no sin (Science and Health, p. 447).
This is a consistent deduction and fundamental principle of the Christian Science system -- namely, God is all and
God is good, and since the real man has never departed from his original state of perfection, he is not in need of
salvation. He is saved now and reposing in the bosom of the Father. He has always been saved -- that is, as God's
idea of the expression of the mind, man is forever held in the divine consciousness. And since sin and evil have no
reality, all ideas of sin and evil are illusions. They are the product of the mortal mind. Hence, it is a sense of sin
which is sinful because of the illusory product of the mortal mind. They say that man's real problem is the belief of
sin, and that "Christ came to destroy the belief of sin." [Eddy writes in Miscellaneous Writings in the question and
answer section: "If there is no sin, why did Jesus come to save sinners?" She answers, "Jesus came to seek and to
save such as believe in the reality of the unreal; to save them from this false belief; that they might lay hold of
eternal Life ..." (p. 63). In other words, Jesus came to save mankind from the false belief that sin is real! Jesus
saving work was to exemplify the fact that death is unreal, that sin is only an illusion or false belief, and that to
deny its existence is the ultimate task of each person.]

8. Salvation. Since Christian Scientists do not believe that sin is real, they, therefore, see no need for salvation in
Jesus Christ. Notwithstanding, Christian Scientists still teach a salvation based on works -- and contrary to even
their own teachings, a salvation through victory over suffering and temptation. [HJB] 

9. Hell. Christian Science denies the existence of hell and eternal punishment, and, therefore, there is no devil
(Science and Health, p. 469). Hell is defined as "mortal belief; error; lust; remorse; hatred; revenge; sin; sickness;
death." They believe that hell is a self-imposed "mental anguish," emanating from the guilt of one's imagined sin.
[HJB]

10. Man's Destiny. Christian Science teaches that since God is all good and nothing that is real exists outside God,
then sin, sickness, and death are mortal error or an illusion. Christ, as the Truth, therefore came to set man free
from these false beliefs by His teachings and example (Science and Health, pp. 473, 475, 108). Christian Science
denies the penal, substitutionary atonement of Christ, saying, ''The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious
to cleanse from sin when it was shed on 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins as he went daily
about His Father's business" (Science and Health, p.25). "Jesus taught the way of Life by demonstration. There is
but one way to heaven, harmony, and Christ in Divine Science shows us this way" (Science and Health, p. 242).
''Universal salvation rests on progression and probation … No final judgment awaits mortals …" (Science and
Health, p. 291)

11. Disease and Death. Christian Scientists claim that since organic disease does not exist, "the cause of all so-
called disease is mental" [i.e., 'the belief in sin is thereby the cause of it'], "a mistaken belief" (Science and Health,
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p. 377).  They say that since our physical bodies do not exist, disease and death are only illusions (Science and
Health, pp. 348,386). [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin, sickness, and evil are not an illusion, but a result
of man’s willful choice to rebel against a Holy God, and death (both physical and the spiritual eternal separation
from God) is the result of sin (Rom. 3:10, 23; 5:12-14; 1 John 1:8-10).] They believe they have restored Christ's
principles of divine healing through their practices of mental healing; i.e., the healing performed by Christian
Science involves helping a person to deny the reality of his illness, and thereby, any failure to heal is due to a
person's inability to overcome his belief. Mary Baker Eddy claimed to have this power of healing (called Divine
Science), though she never provided any tangible proof of it. [HJB] [Whereas the Christian Science approach to
healing may help psychosomatic illnesses, it has been scientifically demonstrated that it is not effective with real
illness. In fact, studies comparing the cumulative death rates of practicing Christian Scientists with control groups
have shown significantly higher death rates among the Christian Scientists (Journal of American Medical
Association, September 22/29, 1989, pp 1657-58; and Morbidity Weekly Report, August 23, 1991, pp. 579-582).]

12. The "Gospel" of Christian Science. Jesus, who possessed the Christ consciousness as do all men to a lesser
extent, went to the cross, not to bring about forgiveness of sin, for sin is an illusion, but rather to demonstrate that
death is an illusion. On the morning of the resurrection, the supposed physical body of Jesus was reproduced in its
original illusionary form, for all matter is illusion, and thereby demonstrated to mankind that all could do the same
by denying the reality of sin and death.

Jesus' "seeming" death on the cross was not intended to pay for our sins, but to prove the unreality of sin, disease,
and death. The Bible is full of mistakes. Jesus' words were recorded by "dull disciples ... in a decaying language,"
and must be spiritually interpreted through Christian Science.

To put it another way: "Jesus was laid down as the result of apparent death, into a fictitious tomb, in an unreal
body, to make an unnecessary atonement for sins that had never been a reality and had been committed in an
imaginary body, and that He saves from non-existing evil those headed toward an imaginary hell, the false fancy of
an erroneous Mortal Mind" (J.K. VanBaalen, The Chaos of Cults).

13. Conclusion. Christian Science offers some real enticements -- a "spiritually scientific" method for healing,
victory over life's circumstances, and guaranteed salvation. All one has to do to receive these blessings is to study
Eddy's writings and obey them to the letter. She was God's messenger to this age and her writings are considered
infallible. Just obey her teaching, and learn to think as she thought, and you will be victorious.

The physical dangers of Christian Science are obvious. Since they are taught that learning about their bodies is
spiritually harmful, Christian Scientists are ill equipped to understand the symptoms of illness. They often suffer
needlessly from treatable ailments and neglect life-threatening conditions that could be cured if treated in their
early stages. 

* Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia;(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) "Christian Science, Attempting a Comeback," MCO Journal,
Spring 2001, pp. 8-11, 15; (4) "Christian Science," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1997); (5)
Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Christian Science Examined," April 2000, pp. 26-
31; and (6) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 29-49.
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Eckankar (ECK)
New Age Religion

In 1964, a "new" religion made its appearance -- Eckankar, The Ancient Science of Soul Travel (Eck). Eck was
founded by Paul Twitchell, a journalist, eccentric occult dabbler, and self-proclaimed soldier of fortune. In 1964
and l965, he wrote articles and gave lectures on his peculiar philosophy of "Biolocation," or supposed out-of-body
travels. He evolved the philosophy and practice of Eck out of this experience and from studying the teachings of
Ruhani Satsung, Scientology, and several other religious and occult groups. Twitchell, who was born in Paducah,
Kentucky sometime between 1908 and 1912, and died in 1971, asserted that Eck did not actually begin in 1964, but
rather was a timeless and universal Truth which had been "revived" for public dissemination at that time. 

Eck's membership is estimated at approximately 50,000, but there are supposedly about 3 million "followers"
throughout the world. It was originally centered in Las Vegas, Nevada, but after Twitchell's death and the coming
to power of Darwin Gross, the group moved to Menlo Park, California. Its main headquarters are currently in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, but Eck also has active works in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Australia, and Africa.
Eck's authoritative books are An Introduction to Eckankar and Eckankar: The Key to Secret Worlds, both written by
Twitchell. Eck also publishes a monthly publication, Eck World News.

Twitchell sensed that he had hit upon a winning combination with Eck, proclaiming himself the unique incarnation
of God on earth (i.e., the "Living Eck Master"), insisting that only through him and his movement could an
individual find truth and salvation. Eck embodies almost all of the characteristics of a "made in America" cult
religion -- a recent vintage eclectic movement, combining occult philosophy and mystical experience, big money,
misrepresentation of origins, rampant spiritism, manifestations of psychic phenomena, virtual veneration of the
leader as God, syncretism, indoctrination, and a form of attempted mind control -- not to mention the standard
"esoteric gap," that is, the difference between the image the group projects to the public and the inner truths
revealed to initiates. Eck has gone from (literally) nothing to a highly systematized belief system with a large
corporate bureaucracy and an in-residence "God-man" as its leader.

Eckankar presents itself as the most ancient teaching known to mankind. It is referred to as "The Path of Total
Awareness." Below are the highlights of what Eckankar believes concerning its source(s) of authority, God, sin and
salvation, Christ, spiritual practice, the Kingdom of Heaven, reincarnation, and prayer*: 

1. Source of Authority. The current Living Eck Master -- "the MAHANTA, the Vi-Guru, the Light-Giver, the
Way Shower, the protector, guide and companion of every ECK chela" -- is the Eckist's sole authority for Eckankar
doctrine. Eck also has its own Scriptures, The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad, which state that "the faith that one has in the
Mahanta must be that of complete understanding and surrender." The "Word of God" in Eckankar is also known as
"Shabda, Basni" -- it is the Eckist's security, and "should one have this Word of God flowing from the temple
within himself, then he should be protected from bad experiences."

2. Eck Master. Eckankar teaches that few religious disciplines are able to transcend the lower states, due to
ignorance and the error of their way. Only through "soul travel," which is supposedly a superior and exclusive form
of out-of-the-body experience, is one able to flow upward (or inward) through the various realms in hopes of
eventually reaching the Sugmad, which exists as pure formless essence on the topmost plane. And the only way to
succeed is by submitting totally to the guidance of the Living Eck Master, or Mahanta, who plugs the chela (learner
or student) into the cosmic current. [This "current," known simply as the Eck, ostensibly flows out from, and back
into, the Sugmad. Eckists say it can be heard as sound and seen as light; thus with the help of the Mahanta, other
spirit guides (i.e., demons), and two of his five senses, the chela learns to flow with the Eck up through the various
"God Worlds," gradually attaining enlightenment and spiritual maturity along the way.]

When Living Eck Master Paul Twitchell died in 1971, his wife, Gail, claimed that Twitchell came to her in a dream
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and told her that Darwin Gross was to succeed him as the new Mahanta. Gail did as she was told and named Gross
the new Mahanta. She then married him in October 1972. Gross described himself as "the only man ever manifested
in all of history in whom individualism and universalism are combined in their full expression." (Gross was
obviously not to be outdone in his claims by Twitchell.) The Grosses were to have a short marriage. Five years later
they were divorced. At the suggestion of his advisory council, Gross resigned as the only "God-man" in October of
1981, and was replaced by the current "Living Eck Master," Sri Harold Klemp. This particular God-man was born
in Wisconsin.

Klemp and his predecessors are considered to be Mahantas -- one step above the normal Eck Masters. A Living
Eck Master is held so high that Eckists seem to put him equal with God. Twitchell said this of the Living Eck
Master: "The Living Eck Master is the only man, should I say being, who is capable of manifesting both individuals
and universalism in their full expressions. He is law unto himself, does what he pleases, has what he wants, comes
and goes absolutely at his own will, and asks no favors of any man." Sir Darwin Gross suggested that "self-
surrender" by everyone to the Living Eck Master's "radiant form" is the key to spiritual success. An Eck Master,
then, turns out to be nothing but a standard avatar, a routine "savior" who "incarnates" to instruct humanity,
reputedly being able to lift people out of the cycle of death and rebirth if they submit to him in total faith,
submission, and self-negation.

3. God. Twitchell realized early on that if he was going to create a new religion, he had to conjure up a new
concept of God to go with it. He used methods of eclectic cross-fertilization in his effort to come up with a new
hybrid, blending together monism and pantheism, with a touch of monotheism to give his theology some character.
The final product is a confused, crippled, and impotent deity which he indifferently labels "It." Like most hybrids,
Eck's "God" is sterile, incapable of producing new life. If anything, it is a throwback to the primitive fear religions
of the animistic and pagan cultures.

The "God" of Eckankar (Sugmad) does not manifest as a personality. Consequently, seeking, knowing, or desiring
to comprehend God in personal terms is impossible; indeed, it may be impossible in any terms. Twitchell writes
that "we do not, and cannot, know God. ... God itself is realized by the very cessation of all seeking and by
dropping of the mind. ... You will never find God by searching for Him. He is here and now within you! So never
search. Just realize this!"

Sugmad is a pantheistic god described by Eck as "progressive Self-realization or God-realization." Eck teaches that
God is all things, and more significantly, that God is not separate from his creation. Twitchell wrote: "There is
nothing in the universe that is not the SUGMAD, the everlasting ECK." By this logic, then, Eck is forced to pin the
universe's flaws and problems upon its own "God," and grudgingly admits that it is the Sugmad's "lower natures"
that generate negativity. (In Twitchell's book, The Tiger's Fang, Sugmad is described as being ignorant, internally
inconsistent, in need of wisdom and education, negative, unawakened, wondering, poor, unhappy, not content with
"his" creation, and in need of assistance.) Eck tries to evade this dilemma by teaching that the dynamic which
makes evil operative is a form of free will, which when abused, spawns "ignorance," leading to a lack of God-
realization in the self.

4. Sin. Eck does not adhere to the concept of "original sin." Eck believes this about sin: "The idea of man born in
sin is one of the oldest pitfalls which the Kal Niranjan ("Kal" for short -- Eck terminology for the negative force of
the cosmos, otherwise identified by Eck as "the Devil") could plan for keeping Soul in ignorance of Its true glory.
... All the doctrines of man born in sin, to be purified by the appearance of a messiah who dies for man's sins, is that
of a Kalistic belief." (Eck does not endorse or uphold Christian morals concerning sexual behavior. Also, Eck does
not believe this Soul enters the body of an unborn child; thus, they have no problem with abortion.)

5. Salvation. Twitchell said that "Eck is the highest of all paths to God. ... there is no other way to gain spiritual
enlightenment." He sweepingly pronounces that "belief in anything except the Eck is false. ... ECKANKAR is the
only direct path to God. ... All other paths are only stepping stones into the Astral plane. ... belief in anything except
the Eck is false ... it is not possible to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven except through the teachings of
ECKANKAR."
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6. Jesus Christ. Eck does not recognize any authenticity of the "virgin-birth." Twitchell stated that "Kal is the
Jehovah of the Jewish faith and the Father of the Christian teachings. ... Therefore, we really see [Jesus] as a son of
Kal Niranjan, king of the lower worlds." Thus, in Eck, the Bible, the entire structure of its moral teachings, and
Jesus Christ Himself are identified with the evil power of the cosmos -- in a word, with the Devil!

7. Spiritual Practice. The primary means of spiritual unfoldment practiced by Eck is soul travel or out-of-the-body
experiences. Five of the major techniques used are: (1) imaginative projection, (2) meditation, (3) projection via the
dream state, (4) trance, and (5) direct projection (intentionally willing one's consciousness to be in another
location). Mantras are frequently chanted and contact with spirit guides is practiced as well. Almost all forms and
types of occult/mystical consciousness alteration come into play. Trance states and spiritism are encouraged from
the outset in Eck spiritual practice, but the experience grows more esoteric as the Eckist travels up through "the
realms." There are ten initiations -- one for advancement to each plane. They are generally given yearly and are
considered the basic "sacrament" of Eckankar.

The chela finds himself going through thirty-two varied, but unique, phases of "spiritual unfoldment." These are
sometimes called the gift of Spirit, or the "essence of the ECK." Some of the most significant are mediumship,
E.S.P., telepathy, mind reading, clairvoyance, speaking in unknown tongues, magic, cosmic consciousness,
telekinetic powers, alchemy, and weather control. When one finally reaches this "upper level," he merges with the
Absolute and becomes a "coworker" with God. He becomes part of God, and there is nothing in the universe that is
not Sugmad (God) or the everlasting "ECK."

8. Kingdom of Heaven. The Kingdom of Heaven to which Twitchell refers is a cosmic layer cake of eleven
different realms or planes. Strictly speaking, only the upper six planes are "heavenly," the lower five being ruled by
the negative God-forces, especially by a cruel buffoon named Kal Niranjan, who supposedly causes all the familiar
woes and confusion we experience here on Earth Plane, or First Plane. The second realm, known popularly as the
Astral Plane, gives rise to all the garden varieties of occultic and psychic phenomena -- from deceitful spirits to
flying saucers and out-of-the-body astral projection experiences.

9. Reincarnation. According to Eck, as souls live their lives and make both conscious and "unconscious" choices,
they accrue karma and karmic debt. Souls must then pay for or work off negative karma acquired through wrong
action, either in this life or a previous one. In Eck, the individual soul must go through seemingly endless rounds of
reincarnations to work off karma, taking millions of years and millions of reincarnations as the soul rises up the
evolutionary scale of life. Eck teaches that the soul enters the universe as a mineral, then works its way up through
plant, fish, reptile, and mammal incarnations, eventually becoming human, where it will spend any number of
lifetimes until it attains spiritual enlightenment. [Twitchell claimed to have entered the lower universe as an
unspecified mineral eight million years ago, and supposedly got off the "Wheel of 84" (meaning no more
reincarnations) when he "translated" (Eckese for "died") in 1971.] The shortcut to God-realization is to meet and
follow the Living Eck Master, whose presence will burn away eons of karmic debt, freeing the soul from the
endless rebirths on the "Wheel of 84."

10. Prayer. Eck believes the Biblical concept of intercessory prayer is an "occult" technique.

*Most of the material in this report was derived from three sources: (1) SCP Journal, September 1979; (2) The
DISCERNER, 2Q1992; and (3) Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter, November 1996.
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Jehovah's Witnesses
Christian or Cult?*

Jehovah's Witnesses, also known as the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (with headquarters in Brooklyn, New
York), was officially founded in 1884 [as the Zion's Watch Tower and Tract Society (originally the Zion's Watch
Tower in 1879), officially adopting the name of Jehovah's Witnesses in 1931], by Charles Taze Russell (1852-
1916). In 1870, Russell was exposed to the teachings of William Miller, one of the founders of the Second
Adventist Movement and acquired an interest in end time prophecies. Russell originally denied  the doctrine of
Hell, and would go on to reject nearly every other Christian doctrine, as well as add many physically and spiritually
dangerous doctrines of his own making. Many of these unique and bizarre teachings were to be found in his six
volume series titled, Studies in the Scriptures.

For the year 2000, the Watchtower Society claims a worldwide membership of over six  million (about one  million
U.S.) in more than 91,000 congregations in 235 countries speaking 340 languages, and takes in approximately
300,000 new members each year (288,907 in 2000). According to JW statistics, yearly proselytizing is
accomplished via 4.8 million home Bible studies and 1.2 billion hours of witnessing. The JWs field over 500,000
full and part-time missionaries. Instruction and training are provided for all JWs at five meetings a week, held
primarily in "Kingdom Halls." Every week, an average of 45 new JW congregations are formed. [In the year 2000
in the United States alone, it was reported that 988,000 Jehovah's Witnesses spent more than 181 million hours in
field service (i.e., door-to-door witnessing and Bible studies).] 

JW leadership claims its victims by asserting itself to be the sole Christian religion and authority on the earth today,
as well as God's mouthpiece or prophet. The Watchtower further disrupts families through its harsh and unbiblical
interpretation of "disfellowshipping" and the practice of "shunning." Family members who are former JWs are
labeled by Watchtower adherents as "apostates" and prevented from even social contact. Disfellowshipped or
disassociated children, parents, and grandparents are kept from any type of communication with active members of
the organization. Divorces are common within the sect when one member becomes disillusioned with Watchtower
teaching and mind-control. 

Not only has the name of this cult been changed time and again, but they also change their doctrines regularly --
between 1917 and 1928, they changed their doctrines 148 times! (Prior to 1931, Jehovah's Witnesses had also gone
by the names of Millennial Dawn, People's Pulpit Association, The Brooklyn Tabernacle, and the International
Bible Students Association.) Russell died in 1916 and was replaced by the second president, Joseph F. Rutherford.
"A process of replacing Russell's writings with Rutherford's began in 1921 with the publication of Rutherford's
Harp of God. Between 1921 and 1941, Rutherford was to write twenty books and numerous pamphlets, which
would slowly revise the doctrine and structure left him by Russell" (Encyclopedia of American Religions, G.
Melton, Vol. 1, p. 485). One of Rutherford's books that caused a great amount of controversy was the seventh
volume of the Studies in the Scriptures.  

Russell adopted many of his doctrines from the Seventh-Day Adventists, but the JWs began to emphasize door-to-
door evangelism and literature distribution after Russell's death and subsequent leadership assumption by Joseph
Franklin Rutherford. The JWs have published over ten billion pieces of literature since 1928. Its main periodicals
are The Watchtower magazine (circulation of over 20 million in more than 130 languages) and Awake! (about 16
million copies in more than 80 languages), both published semi-monthly. 

Historically, the JWs are best known for their practices of refusing: (1) to serve in the military; (2) to salute the
flag; (3) to celebrate Christmas, birthdays, or other holidays; and (4) to give or to accept blood transfusions.
[Rejecting the medical practices of vaccinations, organ transplants, and blood transfusions, the Watchtower has
caused the deaths of many of its members throughout its history. Interestingly, vaccinations and organ transplants
have now been acknowledged by the Watchtower as acceptable practices, contradicting their previous doctrinal
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position.] (Although some of these practices are neither Biblical nor unbiblical in and of themselves, depending
upon one's motives and the exact nature of the practice, the reasons the JWs give for them often are unbiblical.) 

Below are the highlights of what JWs believe concerning their source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin,
salvation, heaven and hell, etc.: 

1. Source of Authority. JWs claim the Bible as their final authority, but Russell's writings, especially Studies in the
Scriptures, are considered "the light of the Scriptures." JWs have their own translation of the Scriptures (New
World Translation, published in 1961), which reflects the binding interpretations of the group's leaders. The JWs'
New World Translation greatly perverts the Scriptures to avoid placing themselves under the judgment of God (cf.
Jn. 1:1; 8:58; I Tim. 2:6; Ac. 10:36; Col. 1:16-17; 2:9-10; etc.). Hence, the leader's interpretation of the Bible, not
the Bible itself, is the final authority of JWs. The Watchtower magazine is one of the JWs main sources of doctrine,
and is considered authoritative by its members.

2. Trinity. JWs believe that God is not a triune God, but only "Jehovah God" (Let God Be True, pp. 100-101); they
teach that Trinitarianism is a belief in three gods, and thereby, Satan-inspired polytheism. Rutherford wrote: "...
sincere persons who want to know the true God and serve him find it a bit difficult to love and worship a
complicated, freakish-looking, three-headed God. The clergy who inject such ideas will contradict themselves in the
very next breath by stating that God made man in his own image; for certainly no one has ever seen a three-headed
human creature" (Let God Be True, 2nd ed., pp. 101-102).

3. God the Father. Known as Jehovah, the Watchtower considers Him to be the only true eternal God, the
Almighty. They write, "There was, therefore, a time when Jehovah was all alone in universal space" (Let God Be
True, p. 25). Being alone, the first creative act of Jehovah was to create His Son. 

4. Jesus Christ. Since JWs do not believe in the Trinity, they also do not believe that Jesus is God in the flesh.
They add the word "other" four times to Colossians 1:16,17, teaching that Christ was God's first creation, i.e., the
reincarnation of Michael the archangel created by Jehovah, rather than the Creator. [The "Watchtower" teaches that
Jehovah God created Michael the Archangel before the foundation of the world; Michael was His only begotten son
by virtue of the fact that he was the only creature directly created by Jehovah. It was this created Michael who
became the JW Jesus (i.e., a denial of the eternality of Christ). JWs say that "Since actual conception took place, it
appears that Jehovah God caused an ovum or egg in Mary's womb to become fertile, accomplishing this by the
transfer of the life of his first born son (Michael) from the spirit realm to the earth" (Aid to Bible Understanding, p.
920). "Marvelously, Jehovah transferred the life-force and the personality pattern of his first born heavenly son
(Michael) to the womb of Mary. God's own active force, his holy spirit, safeguarded the development of the child in
Mary's womb so that what was born was a perfect human" (Reasoning, p. 255).] JWs also add an "a" in John 1:1,
making the verse read, "the Word was a god" (which in essence, makes the JWs guilty of the same polytheism of
which they accuse Trinitarians). 

5. Use of Name Jehovah. JWs use the name "Jehovah" only for God (in order to distinguish between God and
Jesus Christ), while failing to recognize that Jesus is the fulfillment of "Jehovah" in Isaiah 40:3 and Matthew 3:3.
[HJB] 

6. Resurrection of Christ . JWs deny the bodily resurrection of Christ through their teaching that the body of
Christ was annihilated by God -- not risen -- but rather a new one was created three days after His death. This they
call the "resurrection" of Christ. Thus, Jesus was "resurrected" as a "glorious spirit creature" and does not now have
a glorified physical body. Instead, they claim Jesus arose spiritually and only "materialized" at various times after
His resurrection so He could be seen alive. (Awake!, 7/22/73, p. 4) 

7. The Holy Spirit. JWs deny the deity of the third person of the Trinity, as either God or as a person; they claim
that the Holy Spirit is only an impersonal "active force of Almighty God which moves His servants to do His will"
(Reasoning From the Scriptures, pp. 406-407; The Watchtower, 6/1/54, p. 24). They have written, "But the holy
spirit has no personal name. The reason for this is that the holy spirit is not an intelligent person. It is the
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impersonal, invisible active force that finds its source and reservoir in Jehovah God and that he uses to accomplish
his will even at great distances, over light years of space" (Let Your Name Be Sanctified, p. 269). 

8. Sin. JWs believe that the first man, Adam, disobeyed Jehovah when tempted by the angel Lucifer, who was
jealous of man. As a result of disobedience, Adam and all his descendants lost the right to life and so became liable
to death. This liability is applied to temporal death only. 

9. Salvation . JWs claim everlasting life is a reward for doing the will of God and carrying out one's dedication --
in other words, salvation is a reward for good works. (JWs are expected to spend five hours per week in door-to-
door visitation and witnessing, are responsible for selling twelve subscriptions to The Watchtower magazine each
month, and are responsible for conducting a "Bible study" each month in the homes of their converts.) According to
JW theology, a person has one of three possible destinies. The Anointed (144,000) will be in heaven to reign with
Jehovah God. The rest of the faithful Jehovah's Witnesses (not of the 144,000) will live forever on a paradise Earth.
Both of these classifications are determined to a great extent on membership in the Watchtower organization as
well as going door-to-door spreading the message of the Watchtower. Those people who are not members of the
Watchtower organization will be destroyed by Jehovah God and cease to exist. There is no concept of eternal
punishment or hell in Watchtower theology (Let God Be True, pp. 90-95, 289). They also believe that men will
have a second chance, after death, to be saved.

10. The Body of Christ. JWs believe that the members of the spiritual Body of Christ, or "Christian
Congregation," number only 144,000 (Rev. 7:4-8). Most of those members of Christ's Body are now deceased and
are reigning with Jesus in heaven since 1918. (Anybody born after 1936 cannot be in that number.) The remaining
members still on earth, approximately 8,000 (out of whom are selected the "Governing Body"), are known as the
"Remnant." They are collectively known as Jehovah God's "channel of communication" to men. They are the only
ones "born again" and are the only ones who have a hope of going to Heaven. The rest of Jehovah's faithful
witnesses only hope to be worthy enough to inherit the Earth, and will never see "Jesus/Michael," nor will they
ever go to Heaven. All "so called Christendom" will be destroyed at Armageddon.

11. Soul Sleep. JWs deny the immortality of the soul. They do not believe the soul can exist apart from the body,
but that a corpse remains in an unconscious state in the grave waiting for the resurrection. [HJB] 

12. Annihilation of the Wicked. JWs teach that the "second death" is annihilation and extinction -- the wicked will
cease to exist and will not suffer everlasting torment. They claim that a "doctrine of a burning hell" is "wholly
unscriptural," "unreasonable," "contrary to God's love," and "repugnant to justice." [HJB] They claim that "hell" is
the grave.

13. Prophecy . The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for
identification: (1) through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies
don't come to pass (Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20);
(5) men speak well of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and
for all in the flesh (1 Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most
cults are founded upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue
cultists. Russell's false prophecies formed the basis for what became The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society and
the Jehovah's Witnesses. Russell declared that the Second Coming had taken place invisibly in October 1874, and
the Lord was truly present, and that in 1914 the faithful (the 144,000) would be translated to heaven and the wicked
destroyed. Armageddon (which began in 1874) would culminate in 1914 with the complete overthrow of earth's
rulers and the end of the world. C.T. Russell, still on earth, died in 1916. 

In the early 1920s, JWs zealously distributed on the streets and from door to door a book titled Millions Now Living
Will Never Die. It was prophesied, "The year 1925 is a date definitely and clearly marked in the Scriptures, even
more clearly than that of 1914 ... we may confidently expect that 1925 will mark the return of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob and the faithful prophets of old ... to the condition of human perfection" ("Millions Now Living Will Never
Die," The Watchtower, 7/15/24, p. 89). The JWs even built a house in San Diego where the patriarchs were to live
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and tried to deed it to King David. (The house was quietly sold in 1954.) In the early 1940s, JWs were declaring
that Armageddon, only months away, would end World War II and the defeat of the Nazis would usher in God's
rule on earth (The Watchtower, 12/41). Their book, Children, suggested that plans to marry and have children be
postponed until after Armageddon. It's been a long wait! Not giving up, they later prophesied that God's millennial
kingdom would commence in 1975. Again JWs were told not to engage in any plans for this world, including
marriage and having children. Many quit their jobs, sold their homes, and dedicated themselves to going door to
door. (Source: 3/97, The Berean Call.) All in all, the Watchtower has predicted the end of the world for 1914,
1918, 1925, 1975, and 1989.

Five Myths of Jehovah's Witnesses

(Source: 4Q1993, The DISCERNER.)

Myth #1: The JWs are polytheist, believing in both a big God, Jehovah, and a little God, Jesus Christ.
Fact: JWs are absolutely monotheist, believing in Jehovah the Father who is the one true God and in His son, Jesus
Christ, who is not God in any way at all. 

Myth #2: JWs are pacifist and refuse to pay taxes.
Fact: JWs today refer to their stand as neutrality, not pacifism; that is, they are not against the use of force or even
killing; rather they seek to maintain strict neutrality in the world's affairs, not taking sides or serving any
government. As to paying taxes, the Witnesses do pay them.

Myth #3: JWs will not accept blood for any reason.
Fact: While it's true that they will not accept blood transfusions, JWs are allowed to have all the component parts
of blood plasma.

Myth #4: The Watchtower Society claims to be an inspired prophet with continuing revelations.  
Fact: JWs' Governing Body has always enjoyed all the privileges of prophets or apostles without any of the
responsibilities. So, technically, though they do not claim to be inspired prophets, in practice, that is just what they
are to the millions of JWs around the world. [Due to the resignation of the Governing Body's president and six
other board members in October of 2000, JWs formed three new corporations to run its U.S. operations.]

Myth #5: JWs are super-zealots living exemplary Christian lives.
Fact: The foremost reason for their super zealot reputation is the active door-to-door ministry. Many are impressed
by their willingness to spend so much time in their mission work. But what are their motives? Mainly they are fear
and guilt. The tight control the organization holds over its members helps bring about conformity in moral
standards.

The Jehovah's Witness "Jesus" -- what JWs confess and what they mean are two totally different things:
(Source: 1/94, Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter.)

(1) "Jesus Christ is the Son of God." -- The first created son of God was known as Michael the Archangel. This
angel was recreated as a perfect man on earth and named "Jesus." This Jesus died on a torture stake (not a cross), so
that men could work their way into God's Kingdom. This Jesus/Michael now rules over his Kingdom invisibly
since 1914. (Since he failed to show up then, to destroy the unfaithful, he was declared by the Watchtower "powers
that be," to be invisible!)

(2) "We believe in the second coming of Jesus Christ." -- The angel Michael turned his attention to the affairs of the
Earth in 1914 by establishing an invisible heavenly kingdom. This is what is meant by "second coming." He will
never return visibly to Earth, but will rule through his "anointed" or "remnant" group of JWs here on Earth.
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(3) "Jesus was resurrected." -- God (Jehovah) placed a newly created copy of Jesus' life pattern (or personality) into
a newly created Michael the Archangel's spiritual (not physical) body. Since Jesus had been totally annihilated,
Jehovah had to recreate Jesus from his memory, and he is now Jesus/Michael in heaven. 

[Return to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 51-70; (4) "Watchtower Bible and Tract Society," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile,
1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Focus on JWs," April 2000, pp. 16-
20.
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Masons (Freemasonry)
Christian or Anti-Christian?*

Freemasonry refers to the principles, institutions, and practices of the fraternal order of the Free and Accepted
Masons. The largest worldwide society, Freemasonry is an organization of men based on the "fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man," using builders' tools as symbols to teach basic moral truths generally accepted by
persons of good will. Their motto is "morality in which all men agree, that is, to be good men and true." It is
religious in that a belief in a Supreme Being and in the immortality of the soul are the two prime requirements for
membership, but it is nonsectarian in that no religious test is used.1 The purpose of Freemasonry is to enable men to
meet in harmony, to promote friendship, and to be charitable. Its basic ideals are that all persons are the children of
one God, that all persons are related to each other, and that the best way to worship God is to be of service to
people. 

Masons have no national headquarters as such, but the largest regional is the Scottish Rite Southern Jurisdiction (35
Southern states), which is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia. U.S. membership is claimed at about 3.5 million,
with about five million worldwide. The basic unit of Freemasonry is the lodge, which exists under a charter issued
by a grand lodge exercising administrative powers. The lodges are linked together informally by a system of mutual
recognition between lodges that meet the Masonic requirements. The lodge confers three degrees: Entered
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. Additional degrees are conferred by two groups of advanced
Freemasonry: the York Rite, which awards 12 degrees; and the Scottish Rite, which awards 30 higher degrees. In
the United States and Canada, members have formed a large number of groups to enable them to expand their
social and charitable activities. The best known of these groups is the Shriners (official name: "Ancient Arabic
Order Nobles Mystic Shrine"), who hold festive parades and support hospitals for crippled and burned children. (To
be a Shriner, one must be a 32nd degree Scottish Rite Mason, or its equivalent in the York Rite [Knights
Templar]). [The 33rd degree is an honorary degree bestowed upon especially worthy masons who have
accomplished outstanding work in such fields as religion and politics.] 

Although only men (of at least 21 years of age) can be Masons, related organizations are available for their
relatives -- there is the Order of the Eastern Star for Master Masons and their wives; the Order of De Molay for
boys; and the Order of Job's Daughters and the Order of Rainbow for young girls. The Masonic Lodge has more
than a hundred such fraternal organizations, including Daughters of the Nile, The Tall Cedars of Lebanon, The
Mystic Order of Veiled Prophets Of The Enchanted Realm, The Knights Of The Red Cross Of Constantine, and The
Blue Lodge.

Though some Masons trace their organization's origin back to the beginning of time (much of their teaching is tied
to Solomon's temple, but they also claim that John the Baptist and the Apostle John were Masons), modern
Masonry dates only to 1717. It was in that year that four lodges in Great Britain formed the first Grand Lodge of
England, which became the Premier Grand Lodge of the world. Since that time, lodges have spread all over the
world with local grand lodges formed whenever enough lodges exist in an area. Lodges first appeared in America
in Philadelphia (1730) and Boston (1733). 

The terminology and symbolism of Masonry seem to come mostly from the actual craft of stonemasonry during the
Middle Ages. The "free" in Masonry probably came from the "freestones" (stones that could be cut without
splitting) with which Mason's worked. Stonemasons had three classifications for workers practicing their craft:
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. As mentioned earlier, this is also the terminology used for the first
three degrees in Masonry today.

Many allegories and symbols are used in Masonry. The old English Constitution refers to an ancient definition of
the ancient craft: "Freemasonry is a system of morality, veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbol," [Freemason'
symbols can be made to mean almost anything a person chooses to make them; Master Masons take an oath, "Ever
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to conceal, never to reveal."2] It seeks to make good men better through the form of belief in "the fatherhood of
God, the brotherhood of man, and the    immortality of the soul."

Masonry was originally a means by which people in the occult could practice their "craft" and still remain
respectable citizens. The official publication of "The Supreme Council 33" of Scottish Rite Freemasonry is titled
New Age. Some church denominations are also led by avowed Masons. For example, a 1991 survey by the Southern
Baptist Convention Sunday School Board found that 14% of SBC pastors and 18% of SBC deacon board chairs
were Masons; it is also estimated that SBC members comprise 37% of total U.S. lodge membership. (A 2000
updated SBC report found that over 1,000 SBC pastors are Masons.) 

Many other secret societies seem to be patterned after the Masons. L. James Rongstad says that Freemasonry "is the
'Granddaddy' of all lodges. Its teachings, rituals, customs and practices, and its secrecy have had an inspirational
effect on other similar groups such as the Moose, Eagles, Elks, and the National Grange." Mormon Temple rites are
also strikingly similar to Masonic Lodge practices (probably because Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon
Church, was also a Mason). Most of the rituals of today's college fraternities are also based more or less directly
upon Masonic rituals.

The symbols on the back of the U.S. dollar bill (pyramid, all-seeing eye, the number of feathers on the eagle's
spread wings, the stars above the eagle's head in the shape of the Star of David, and the mottos e pluribus unum
[out of many one] and novus ordo seclorum [a new order of the ages]) also appear to emanate from Freemasonry;
this would not be surprising considering many of America's so-called founding fathers were themselves Masons --
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, Ethan Allen, John Hancock, John Paul Jones, Paul
Revere, Robert Livingston, and 35 other lesser known men who were signers of the Declaration of Independence
and/or the Constitution. (It should be noted that there were also a number of the founding fathers who condemned
masonry: John Adams, John Quincy Adams, James Madison, Millard Fillmore, Daniel Webster, and Charles
Sumner.) Other notable men in history who have been Freemasons include Mozart, Henry Ford, Rudyard Kipling,
Gerald Ford, Norman Vincent Peale, Douglas MacArthur, and Will Rogers. 

Since Masons are involved in so many worthy causes, many are unaware that Masonic leaders readily admit that
Freemasonry is actually a religion, not merely a "fraternal, social, civic service organization." Joseph Fort Newton
(1880-1950), an Episcopal minister and recognized authority in the Masonic world, said, "Masonry is not a religion
but Religion -- not a church but a worship in which men of all religions may unite." In fact, Freemasonry even sees
itself as superseding and unifying all religions. (At various times and places, Freemasonry has met religious and
political opposition. Religious opponents, especially the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, have
traditionally claimed that Freemasonry is a religion and is a secret organization.)

Henry Wilson Coil is the author of the encyclopedia that many lodges now accept as their authoritative source
(Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia). Coil says that if Freemasonry is not a religion, nothing would have to be added to
make it such, and that the religious service at the funeral of a Mason is evidence enough that Freemasonry is a
religion. But the fact that Freemasonry is religion would not necessarily condemn it, except that the views of the
Masonic religion are in open conflict with Biblical Christianity, so much so that, in our opinion, a knowledgeable
and committed Mason could not possibly be a true Christian. 

Below is detailed what the Masons believe about their source of authority, God, Jesus Christ, sin, and salvation and
future life:

1. Source of Authority. Masons refer to the Bible as the "Volume of the Sacred Law" (V.S.L.), and it is considered
an indispensable part of what is called "the furniture" in a Masonic Lodge. But the Bible is used only in a so-called
"Christian" lodge -- the Hebrew Pentateuch is used in a Hebrew lodge, the Koran in a Mohammedan lodge, the
Vedas in a Brahmin lodge, etc. Jim Shaw, a former 33rd degree Mason, says that Masonry is not based on the Bible
(referred to as "The Great Light"), but on the Kabala (Cabala), a medieval book of mysticism and magic. Masonic
authority Henry Wilson Coil also admits that the Kabala's teachings can be seen in some of the mystical and
philosophical degrees of Masonry. Albert Pike (see next), the man responsible for virtually rewriting the Scottish
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Rite degrees into their present form, said that the Masonic "search after light" leads directly back to the Kabala, the
ultimate source of Masonic beliefs (Morals and Dogma). [HJB]

One of the great authorities on Masonry was Albert Pike (1809-1901), Sovereign Grand Commander of the
Southern Supreme Council of Scottish Right Freemasonry in the USA and "an honorary member of almost every
Supreme Council in the world" (Albert G. Mackey, 33rd degree, and Charles T. McClenachan, 33rd degree,
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, The Masonic History Company, 1921, rev. ed.; 2:564). Pike authored Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry for the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree,
which was published by its authority. This compendium of official Masonic lore clearly traces Masonry to
Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, and other Eastern religions. Albert G. Mackey, co-author of Encyclopedia of
Freemasonry, is also one of Masonry's highest authorities. In his Manual of the Lodge, he traces Masonic teaching
back to "the ancient rites and mysteries practiced in the very bosom of pagan darkness. ..." (Albert G. Mackey,
Manual of the Lodge, Macoy and Sickles, 1802, p. 96).

In the final analysis, Masons do not adjust their beliefs to fit the Bible, the Bible is adjusted to fit their beliefs. A
Mason's loyalty is never to God but to the Lodge. Coil has concluded that: "The prevailing Masonic opinion is that
the Bible is only a symbol of Divine Will, Law, or Revelation, and not that its contents are Divine Law, inspired, or
revealed. So far, no responsible authority has held that a Freemason must believe the Bible or any part of it."
Masonry's only concern is that each person must swear by the most holy book he knows, so that he will then keep
the oaths of Freemasonry. (See Endnote #2 again.) 

2. God. Masons require one to believe in God to be a member, but the candidate is never required to say what god
he believes in -- "Masonry ... requires merely that you believe in some deity, give him what name you will ... any
god will do, so he is your god" (Little Masonic Library, Macoy Publishing, 1977, 4:32). Masons commonly refer to
their deity as the "Great Architect of the Universe" (G.A.O.T.U.) or the Supreme Being. God is further described as
Grand Artificer, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge Above, Jehovah, Allah, Buddha, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, or
Great Geometer. (The "G" in the Masonic ring can refer to God; it can also refer to geometry.) Masons claim that
the actual name for God has been lost (cf. Jn. 14:8,9; Phil. 2:9-11; 1 Jn. 5:20) [HJB]. 

3. Jesus Christ. The name of Christ is seldom referred to in Masonic literature, apparently due to Masons not
wanting to offend their non-Christian members. Some Masonic leaders even teach that the Messiah will not be an
individual, but "the perfection of the human race." One such leader thinks that the stories about various Messiahs
have their origin in the most ancient of religious beliefs -- Solar Worship. Masons, therefore, consider the
discussion about the deity of Christ to be an endless, futile argument. When quoting from the Bible, references to
Christ are omitted, and prayer is never allowed to be offered (in a "well-ordered" lodge) in the name of Jesus
Christ. Masons do not care whether a person privately petitions God or Jehovah, Allah or Buddha, Mohammed or
Jesus, the God of Israel or the "Great First Cause," but in the Lodge, the only petition allowed is to the "Great
Architect of the Universe." [HJB] Clearly then, Freemasonry does not believe that Jesus Christ is God, nor that
salvation is available only through Him (cf. 1 Jn. 4:3). Freemasonry is a religion without a Savior.

At the heart of Masonry is a secret Luciferian doctrine which a Mason only comes to understand as he reaches the
higher levels. Manly Palmer Hall, another of the great authorities on Masonry, writes, "When the Mason ... has
learned the mystery of his Craft, the seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands. ..." (Manly Palmer Hall, The Lost
Keys of Freemasonry, p. 48). The Apostle John warned that those who deny that Jesus is the only, all sufficient
Christ, and that He came once and for all in the flesh, have embraced the spirit of Antichrist (1 Jn. 4:1-3). That
Jesus was not the Christ, but that He had attained to the state of "Christ-consciousness" available to all mankind, is
again part of Masonry: "Jesus of Nazareth had attained a level of consciousness, of perfection, that has been called
by various names: cosmic consciousness, soul regeneration, philosophic initiation, spiritual illumination, Brahmic
Splendor, Christ-consciousness" (Lynn F. Perkins, The Meaning of Masonry, CSA Press, 1971, p. 53).

4. Sin. Sin is seldom referred to in Masonic literature. The reality of sin in the Biblical sense is denied (much like
the Christian Scientists); Masons think that any "shortcomings" can be overcome by greater enlightenment. Yet in
attaining the degree of Master Mason, the symbolism implies that a person is redeemed from the death of sin and
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sin's pollution. [HJB] 

5. Salvation and Future Life. Masons think that salvation refers to being brought from the material to the spiritual;
i.e., when man returns to "his forgotten inherent spirituality." Masons believe that the degree of Master Mason is
symbolical of old age, which allows a person to happily reflect on a well-spent life and to "die in the hope of a
glorious immortality." Because they deny the reality of sin, Masons see no need of salvation in the Biblical sense.
They see salvation as a step-by-step enlightenment, which comes through initiation into the Masonic degrees and
their mysteries. [HJB] 

In the 19th degree of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, the initiate is told that attachment to Masonry's "statutes and rules
of the order" will make him "deserving of entering the celestial Jerusalem [heaven]." In the 28th degree, he is told
that "the true Mason [is one] who raises himself by degrees till he reaches heaven" and that one of his duties is "To
divest [him]self of original sin ..." Masons clearly teach a salvation by works, or character development, not a
salvation by faith in Christ alone. Even in the 32nd Degree, a Mason never can nor will find the "light" he is
looking for.

Endnotes

1 Sectarianism is simply the belief that one's faith has an exclusive corner on the Truth and that all others are false.
In fact, Christianity is deemed by Freemasonry to be a sect, and Christians who believe in Jesus alone are said by
Masons to be sectarian. Since it is revealed that their Masonic "God" hates sectarianism, in effect, Freemasonry's
elite are admitting that they hate Jesus Christ. That is why the Masonic institution freely accepts Buddhists,
Moslems, Zoroastrians, Voodooists, and even Satanists into its fraternal chambers. All are welcomed so long as
each agrees that his particular religion is not exclusive. That would be sectarianism. However, Jesus Christ
testified that He alone is the one true God, that He alone is "The Way, The Truth, and The Life." Therefore, all
those who believe in Him as Lord and Savior refuse to give glory to any other deity. Every true Christian, in the
strictest Masonic view, is therefore, necessarily hated and despised as a divisive, sectarian believer. (Source: 1/95,
Flashpoint.)  [Return to Text]

2 Most do not realize the terrible oaths that Masons are required to take for each advancing degree in this cult.
Each Entering Apprentice, for example, is required to repeat:

"... most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, that I will always hail, ever conceal, and never
reveal, any of the arts, parts or points of the hidden mysteries of ancient Freemasonry. ... All this I
most solemnly, sincerely promise and swear, with a firm and steadfast resolution to perform the same,
without any mental reservation or secret evasion of mine whatever binding myself under no less a
penalty than that of having my throat cut across, my tongue torn out by its roots, and buried in the
rough sand of the sea at low water mark where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours,
should I ever knowingly or willingly violate my solemn oath and obligation as an Entered Apprentice
Mason. So help me, God."

Each succeeding degree has a similar horrible oath and penalty connected with it. But Jesus commanded His
followers to "not swear at all" (Matthew 5:34; James 5:12). In addition, Jesus would never sanction these required
oaths, for He said: "I have said nothing in secret" (John 18:20). Masonry claims to have found the truth, and yet
demands that its members swear never to reveal and always to conceal its teachings! -- How unlike true
Christianity in which believers are commanded to "go into all the world and preach the good news to all creation"
(Mark 16:15). Masonry's methods stand condemned by the Word of God.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 71-96); (3) Freemasonry and
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Christianity, Alva J. McClain, BMH Books:1986; (4) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack
Sin, "Of Freemasonry and the Lodge," April 2000, pp. 42-46; (5) "Freemasonry: The Cult--The Truth," Jack Harris
(former Past Worshipful Master of a Masonic lodge), 3/01, Internet web site; and (6) 7/97, The Berean Call.
 [Return to Top.]
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Mormonism
Christian* or Cult?#

Mormonism, known as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (with headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah
-- a state that is now 70% Mormon), was officially founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith Jr. (1805-1844). Smith
claimed to have had a personal visit from God the Father at the age of 15, who introduced him to Christ.1 Jesus
then supposedly told him not to join any church because they were all wrong and all the Christian church's doctrines
"were an abomination" (Joseph Smith -- History 19, Pearl of Great Price). After Smith's murder in 1844, Brigham
Young took the cult to Utah, where there is now a major University named after him, and the number of Mormons
exceed one million. The Mormon Church currently claims about 11 million baptized members worldwide (5.2
million U.S., ranking it 5th among the largest 25 U.S. denominations), up from about 2.5 million in 1970. 1970.
Over the last decade, nearly 300,000 individuals over the age of eight have joined the Mormon Church every year.
Membership is expected to grow to over 23 million over the next two decades. It is growing fastest in Latin
America and Asia. Official publications include Church News, a weekly 16-page newspaper, and the Ensign, a
monthly magazine. 

The Mormon Church collects at least $6 billion a year from its members, and generates at least another $5 billion in
sales from its various business enterprises; total church assets exceed $30 billion. (At least 100 companies are
controlled by the Mormon Church, and some estimate its total annual revenues in excess of $20 billion! The church
also owns 18 radio stations in the U.S.) Part of the Church's income goes to operate an elaborate internal welfare
system so its members avoid any governmental assistance. The Mormon Church also has a 58,000-plus missionary
force working in more than 160 nations in 102 languages. The Church's Provo, Utah, 26-acre Missionary Training
Center receives 500 new missionaries a week into its 3-9 week intensive missionary training program. (All boys,
once they turn 19, are expected to dedicate two years of their lives to missionary service.) Fielding missionaries is a
$500 million per year effort and currently reaps more than 300,000 new converts each year. Nevertheless, only
about 46% of Mormons attend a church meeting at least once a month. (The clean-cut image that Mormons have
attained has been a major factor in the attractiveness of the Mormon Church to outsiders. They are forbidden to
drink coffee, tea, and alcoholic beverages, and use tobacco products.)

The Mormon church (LDS) is organized so that one prophet leads the church. Beneath the prophet in authority is
the Council of the Twelve Apostles. A third group of men are called the First and Second Councils of the Seventy.
All of these men together are called the General Authorities. Local churches are called Wards or Stake Centers and
meet for worship in what the Mormons call "meetinghouses." The Temples are not for worship, but are used for
ceremonies for the living and the dead. Less than ten percent of all LDS members are allowed to enter these
structures.

As of year-end 2002, there were 114 operating temples of Mormondom worldwide, with another 14 under
construction or approved (albeit less elaborate than the 50 temples in existence at the end of 1997). (Approximately
65,000 members must be in an immediate area to qualify for a temple.) Temples are required for Mormon
marriages and for proxy baptisms of ancestors. Most people assume Mormon temples are places of worship. This is
not true. Only secret, occult rituals for the living and the dead are performed there, and Mormons think they must
perform them to have eternal life. It is tragic that over eleven million Mormons think they need secret handshakes,
oaths, incantations, and rituals, which originated in occultic Scottish Rite Freemasonry, in order to be with God in
heaven! (In the final years of Joseph Smith Jr.'s life, he became a "worshipful master" in the Masonic Lodge.)

Many today are under the false impression that Mormonism is merely another Christian denomination, when in
actuality, Mormon beliefs are not only unbiblical, but anti-Christian. Below are the highlights of what Mormons
believe concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 
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1. Source of Authority. Mormonism teaches that the canon of Scripture was not closed when the Bible was
completed. They have three sources in addition to the Bible, all of which they believe contain God's revelations --
the Book of Mormon 2 (changed in more than 4,000 places since 1830), Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of
Great Price. However, Mormons follow the teachings of these three books even when they contradict the Bible. For
example, Mormonism teaches that the Bible is the Word of God "as far as it is translated correctly." Then whenever
a Mormon belief contradicts Scripture, the Mormons say that particular part of Scripture is translated incorrectly,
and that the correct translation is in one of the Mormon scriptures (The Maze of Mormonism, p. 131). Thereby, the
Bible is rejected as the infallible Word of God. [e.g. "The Bible is considered usable, but suspect due to its many
errors and missing parts" (Articles of Faith No. 8, Ensign, January 1989, pp. 25, 27).

2. Trinity. Mormonism teaches polytheism (versus monotheism taught in the Bible), believing that the universe is
inhabited by many gods who produce spirit children. Joseph Smith declared, "I will preach on the plurality of Gods.
I have always declared God to be a distinct personage, Jesus Christ a separate and distinct personage from God the
Father, and the Holy Ghost was a distinct personage and a Spirit: and these three constitute three distinct
personages and three Gods" (Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, p. 370). Mormon Apostle Bruce R. McConkie
spoke about the Godhead in this way, "Plurality of Gods: Three separate personages: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
comprise the Godhead. As each of these persons is a God, it is evident, from this standpoint alone, that a plurality
of Gods exists. To us, speaking in the proper finite sense, these three are the only Gods we worship. But in addition
there is an infinite number of holy personages, drawn from worlds without number, who have passed on to
exaltation and are thus gods" (Mormon Doctrine, pp. 576-577).  

3. God.  In Mormon theology, the god of our planet is believed to have once been a man on another planet, who
through self-effort and the help of his own father-god, was appointed by a counsel of gods in the heavens to his
high position as the god of planet Earth, and now has a physical, resurrected, glorified body. Mormonism teaches
that through the atonement of Christ and by their good deeds and "holy" living, men can one day become gods, and
with their multiplicity of "goddess wives," populate their own planets. (This is what the celestial marriage and the
Mormon temple vows are all about.) Mormon theology, therefore, humanizes God and deifies man.3

4. Christ. Mormonism acknowledges the divinity of Christ, but as noted above, Mormon doctrine on what
constitutes divinity falls seriously short of the Biblical standard. Mormonism teaches that Jesus, Lucifer, and all the
demons, as well as all mankind, are actually all spirit brothers and sisters, born in the spirit world as spirit babies to
our man-god Heavenly Father and his goddess wives. Mormon leaders have consistently taught that God the Father
("Adam-god") had sexual relations on earth with Mary (his own spirit daughter), to produce the physical body of
Jesus. Early Mormon apostles also asserted that Christ was a polygamist, and that His wives included Mary and
Martha (the sisters of Lazarus) and Mary Magdalene.4

5. Holy Spirit. In Mormonism, a distinction is drawn between the Holy Ghost and the Holy Spirit. As LDS Apostle
Marion G. Romney stated: "The Holy Ghost is a person, a spirit, the third member of the Godhead" (Ensign, May
1977, pp. 43-44). The sixth LDS prophet, Joseph F. Smith, explains that the Holy Spirit is not a person but rather
an impersonal force: "You may call it the Spirit of God, you may call it the influence of God's intelligence, you
may call it the substance of his power; no matter what it is called, it is the spirit of intelligence that permeates the
universe" (Mormon Doctrine, McConkie, pp. 752-753).

6. Sin. In Mormon theology, it is not quite clear how the first humans, Adam and Eve, came to live on this earth
and received bodies, but somehow they did and began the process of human procreation, whereby bodies are
produced for their spirit children. But at the very beginning of the process of human generation, sin entered
necessarily. The earthly bodies of Adam and Eve were intended to be immortal tabernacles for their spirits, "but it
was necessary for them to possess through mortality and be redeemed through the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ
that the fullness of life might come." Therefore, they disobeyed God's commands. Since the fall of man was
necessary, it became necessary for men to disobey God in order to do His will. Adam's fall, thereby, was a fall
"upward."5 Concerning the transmission of sin to Adam's posterity, Mormons take a negative position -- they
believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's transgression. Having rejected the doctrine
of the imputation of the guilt of sin, Latter-Day Saints likewise repudiate the transmission of inherent corruption or
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original sin.

7. Salvation. Mormon theology teaches that the atonement of Christ was essential to our salvation and eternal life
with God, but that it is not sufficient. Christ's shed blood on the cross provides for universal resurrection of all
people, but does not pay for personal sins; according to Mormonism, only Christ's blood shed in the Garden of
Gethsemane atones for personal sin. Besides faith in Christ, complete and permanent repentance of all sin as well
as many good works are required.6 Mormonism also teaches that one must be baptized in water to be saved
(baptismal regeneration), and that salvation will also be available in the next world for those "missing-out" in this
one. Therefore, Mormons avidly pursue genealogy and practice baptism for the dead.7 

8. Heaven and Hell. Mormonism teaches that there are three degrees of glory: Celestial (for good Mormons able to
cease sinning in this lifetime -- see endnote #6 below), Terrestrial (for good people who do not comply with all the
teachings of Mormonism), and Telestial (for those who have lived unclean earthly lives). (See also Mormon
Doctrines, p. 348.) Mormonism teaches that there is a hell, but only for the "sons of perdition," a very small
number of souls that cannot be redeemed. According to Mormonism, then, the vast majority of mankind will be
"saved," though it should be obvious that no one will make it to the Celestial Kingdom. [Blacks used to be totally
out of the equation: "Black people are black because of their misdeeds in the pre-existence" (Three Degrees of
Glory, LDS Apostle Melvin J. Ballard, p. 21); "The Negro is an unfortunate man. He has been given a black skin.
But that is nothing compared with that greater handicap. He is not permitted to receive the priesthood and the
ordinances of the temple, necessary to prepare men and women to enter into and enjoy a fullness of glory in the
Celestial Kingdom" (Elder George E. Richards). In 1978, however, the Mormon Church announced that God had
lifted his curse from the African race.] 

9. Temple Rituals. A typical temple ceremony would take place as follows: "The ritual began in a small cubicle
where we had to strip completely. We then put on 'the shield,' a poncho with a hole for the head, but open on the
sides (similar to a hospital gown). We went through a series of 'washings and anointings,' as various parts of our
bodies were touched by elderly temple workers who mumbled appropriate incantations over them. Our Mormon
underwear, 'the garments,' are said to have powers to protect us from 'the evil one.' It had occult markings, which
were so 'sacred' that we were instructed to burn them when the garments wore out. The endowment ceremony
mocked all doctrines held to by Biblical Christianity, and Christian pastors were portrayed as servants of Satan. We
had to swear many blood oaths, promising we would forfeit our lives if we weren't faithful, or if we revealed any of
the secrets revealed to us in the temple ceremonies. We were made to pretend by grotesque gestures to cut our
throats, chests, and abdomens, indicating how we would lose our lives. We were never told who would kill us! The
inference was, and history testifies to, that it would be the Mormon priesthood." (Testimony of a former Mormon.)
[Note: The blood oaths and portrayal of Christian pastors were removed in April of 1990, despite the fact that the
ordinance was purported to have been given originally by a revelation and was never to be changed.]

10. More from the Mouths of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. 

  Joseph Smith

"God made Aaron to be the mouthpiece for the children of Israel, and He will make
me to be God to you in His stead, and the elders to be mouth for me; and if you don't
like it, you must lump it" (Documentary History of the Church, vol. 6, pp 319-320).

"I have more to boast of than ever any man had. I am the only man that has ever
been able to keep a whole church together since the days of Adam. A large majority of
the whole have stood by me. Neither Paul, John, Peter, nor Jesus ever did it. I boast
that no man ever did such a work as I" (D.H C., vol. 6, p. 408-409).

"The whole Earth shall bear me witness that I, like the towering rock in the midst of
the ocean, which has withstood the mighty surges of the warring waves for
centuries, am impregnable ... I combat the errors of ages; I meet the violence of
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mobs; I cope with illegal proceedings from executive authority; I cut the gordian knot
of powers, and I solve mathematical problems of universities, with truth -- diamond
truth; and God is my right hand man." (D.H.C., Vol. 6, p. 78).

"And I prophesy in the name of the Lord God of Israel, unless the United States
redress the wrongs committed upon the Saints in Missouri and punish the crimes
committed by her officers that in a few years the government will be utterly
overthrown and wasted and there will not be so much as a potsherd left, ..." (D.H
C., vol. 5, p. 394). [This prophecy was made in May of 1843, and the United States
government has not been overthrown and wasted.]

"Here then is eternal life -- to know the only wise and true God; and you have got to
learn how to be Gods yourselves, and to be kings and priests to God, the same as all
Gods have done before you..." (Teachings of the Prophet, Joseph Smith, p. 346).

"In the beginning, the head of the Gods called a council of the Gods; and they came
together and concocted a plan to create the world and people it" (Ibid., p. 349). 

"The greatest responsibility in this world that God has laid upon us is to seek after
our dead" [Our God of the Bible has forbidden us to have anything to do with the
dead (Deut. 18:10,11).

Brigham Young

"I have never yet preached a sertuon and sent it out to the children of men, that they may
not call Scripture. Let me have the privilege of correcting a sermon, and it is as good a
scripture" (Journa1 of Discourses, vol. 13, p. 95; also see vol. 13, p. 264). 

"I say, rather than the apostates should flourish here, I will unsheath my Bowie knife,
and conquer or die. [Great commotion in the congregation, and a simultaneous burst of
feeling, assenting to the declaration.] Now, you nasty apostates, clear out, or judgment
will be put on the line ... If you say it is right, raise your hands [All hands up], let us call
upon the Lord to assist us in this, and every good work." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p.
83) 

"I could refer you to plenty of instances where men have been righteously slain, in
order to atone for their sins ... This is loving our neighbor as ourselves, if he needs help,
help him, and if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in
order that he may be saved, spill it." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4,  p. 220). [Many were
killed under what is called the "Blood Atonement Doctrine" Leaving Mormonism was one
of the sins that the blood of Jesus could not atone for, and a person's own blood must be
shed by Mormon priests as an atonement for sin.]

"I intend to meet them on their own grounds. ... and if any miserable scoundrel comes
here, cut their throats." [And they obeyed; a wagon train of innocent men, women, and
children were massacred at Mountain Meadows under the orders of Brigham Young. They
were passing through Utah, and Brigham thought they were from Illinois where Joseph
Smith had been killed. Many more were "atoned."]

"Gold and silver grow, and so does every other kind of metal, the same as the hair upon
my head or the wheat in the field; ..." (JOD., vol. 1, p. 219).

"Who can tell us of the inhabitants of this little planet that shines of an evening, called
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the Moon? ... So it is with regard to the inhabitants of the Sun. Do you not think it is
inhabited? I rather think it is. Do you think there is any life there? No Question of it; it
was not made in vain." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 219).

"Do you think we shall ever be admitted as a State into the Union without denying the
principal of polygamy? If we are not admitted until then, we shall never be admitted."
(Journal of Discourses, vol. 11, p. 269). [The Edmunds Act was passed in 1882 forbidding
polygamy in the territory, and only then was Utah allowed to enter the Union. At that point
the LDS church officially gave up polygamy. Another false prophecy from the Mormon
prophet!]

"I think these preliminaries will satisfy me, and I feel prepared to take my text. It is the
words of Jesus Christ, but where they are in the Bible I cannot tell you now, for I have
not taken pains to look at them.  I have had so much to do, that I have not read the Bible
for many years. I used to read and study it, but did not understand the spirit and
meaning of it ..." (1854 Conference discourse, October 8). [Brigham Young obviously did
not understand the Bible, and neither do any of the other Mormon prophets!]

* In recent years, Mormon leaders, including the church's modern-day "Prophet," Gordon B. Hinckley, have
sought to align the LDS' public teachings and practices with those of politically correct, global ecumenicism. But it
is only until recently that Mormons wanted to be called "Christians," preferring not to be included with Christian
denominations, which Joseph Smith Jr. said were, "all wrong ... all their creeds were an abomination in His sight,
and that those professors (Christians) were all corrupt" (Pearl of Great Price, Joseph Smith, 2:18-19); Mormons
have preferred to be called "saints." However, in the recent years, the LDS church has spent millions of dollars in
an intense "PR" campaign aimed at moving the Mormon church into the mainstream of Christianity. The political
and economic benefits of Mormons being included in the mainstream of Christianity are obvious. Further, for
Mormons to be accepted as traditional Christians would greatly aid in proselytizing the members of Christian
denominations into the LDS church. This is why the LDS church is trying so hard to present itself as Christian and
is trying to overcome the stigma of being a cult (9/16/96, FBIS, "Are Mormons Christians," by Cooper P. Abrams
III). Moreover, Mormons let it be known in early-2001 that they no longer wanted to be referred to as "the Mormon
Church," "the Latter-day Saints Church," or by "LDS Church." If the name must be shortened, "the Church of
Jesus Christ," or "the Church" is acceptable, they said (3/19/01, USN&WR).  [Back to Top]

# This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: (1) "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (2) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "What is Wrong with Mormonism," April 2000, pp. 21-25.

Endnotes

1  The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1)
through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well
of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1
Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded
upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists.
Mormonism boasts of its prophets -- but they have all been false. In the course of 18 years, founding prophet
Joseph Smith made 64 specific prophecies. Only six of them were fulfilled -- fewer than 10 percent. Many of his
proclamations dealt with the future of his church. For example, in August of 1831 he stated that God had told him,
"The faithful among you shall be preserved and rejoice together in the land of Missouri." In September of 1832, he
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stated that the city of Independence would become the "New Jerusalem ... even the place of the temple, which
temple shall be reared in this generation." Six years later the Mormons were driven out of Independence. No temple
was built there. Eventually they were driven from Missouri and settled in Utah. In 1833, Smith prophesied that the
United States would suffer unparalleled multiple disasters ("pestilence, hail, famine, and earthquake") which would
sweep the wicked (non-Mormons) off the land, leaving Mormons safe in their Zion haven in Missouri. Instead,
they fled to Utah. Among Smith's many other false prophecies was the declaration in 1835 that Christ would return
within 56 years and many living then would "not taste of death till Christ comes" (History of the Church [Vol. 2], p.
182; [Vol. 5], p. 336). Smith's successor, Brigham Young, prophesied that the Civil War would not free the slaves.
 [Back to Text]

2  The Book of Mormon, purported by Joseph Smith Jr. to be "inspired by God," is the most famous of specifically
Mormon "scriptures." Smith concocted the preposterous yarn that an angel named Moroni (pronounced ma-roe-nee)
appeared to him in 1827 and told him of some golden plates hidden in a hillside near Palmyra, New York. From
these plates, Smith supposedly translated the Book of Mormon. [Published in 1830, this was to become the first of
many scriptures for the Mormon Church. By this time, Smith had also officially organized the LDS Church and
was gaining a following. Over the next ten years, the church headquarters would move to Kirtland, Ohio;
Independence, Missouri, and Far West, Missouri. Finally it would find a resting place in Nauvoo, Illinois.] In
actuality, the Book of Mormon is a fraud, having been plagiarized from the Bible, from Shakespeare, from the
pope's Essays on Man, from the Westminster Confession of Faith, and from other leading authors of the last few
hundred years prior to Smith's death. Despite its plagiarisms, the Book of Mormon contradicts the Bible in hundreds
of places (9/95, Maranatha Baptist Watchman).  [Back to Text]

3  Joseph Smith explained, "I am going to tell you how God came to be God. We have imagined and supposed that
God was God from all eternity. I will refute that idea, and take away the veil, so that you may see. He was once a
man like us; yea, that God himself, the father of us all, dwelt on an earth, the same as Jesus Christ Himself did"
(LDS History of the Church, Vol. 6, p. 305). "The Father has promised us that through our faithfulness we shall be
blessed with the fullness of his kingdom. In other words we will have the privilege of becoming like him. To
become like him we must have all the powers of godhood; thus a man and his wife when glorified will have spirit
children who eventually will go on an earth like this one we are on and pass through the same kind of experiences,
being subject to mortal conditions, and if faithful, then they also will receive the fullness of exaltation and partake
of the same blessings. There is no end to this development; it will go on forever. We will become gods and have
jurisdiction over the world, and the world will be peopled by our own offspring. We will have an endless eternity
for this" (Doctrines of Salvation, Vol. 2, p. 48).  [Back to Text]

4  Brigham Young stated, "The birth of the Saviour was as natural as are the births of our children; it was the result
of natural action. He partook of flesh and blood, was begotten of his Father, as we were of our father" (Journal of
Discourses, Vol. 8, p. 115). Mormon Apostle McConkie explained, "And Christ was born into the world as a literal
Son this Holy Being; he was born in the same personal, real, and literal sense that any mortal son is born to a
mortal father. He was begotten, conceived and born in the normal and natural course of events (Mormon Doctrine,
p. 742). Jesus, according to Milton Hunter of the LDS First Council of the Seventy, is the brother of Lucifer: "The
appointment of Jesus to be the Savior of the world was contested by one of the other sons of God. He was called
Lucifer, son of the morning. Haughty, ambitious, and covetous of power and glory, this spirit-brother of Jesus
desperately tried to become the Savior of mankind" (The Gospel Through the Ages, p. 15).  [Back to Text]

5  On June 8, 1873, speaking from the Salt Lake City Tabernacle, Brigham Young said, "The Devil told the truth ...
I do not blame Mother Eve. I would not have had her miss eating the forbidden fruit for anything. ..." Another
Mormon president declared, "The fall of man came as a blessing in disguise... We can hardly look upon anything
resulting in such benefits [i.e., godhood] as a sin." Incredibly, Mormonism is based upon the belief that Satan's
central lie is the gospel truth!  [Back to Text]

6  See: (1) Book of Mormon: 3 Nephi 27:13-27; Moroni 10:32-33; Mosiah 15:26-27; Alma 12:14-28; 34:32-35; 1
Nephi 3:7; (2) Doctrine & Covenants: 14:7; 58:42-43; and (3) Miracle of Forgiveness (Kimball): pp. 206-210, 313-
315, 321-322, 354-355.  [Back to Text]
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7  Mormons believe that everyone who lives and dies on this earth goes to a place called the Spirit Prison, except
faithful Mormons, who go to Paradise. Mormon Spirit Missionaries go down from Paradise to the Spirit Prison and
teach the Gospel of Joseph Smith to the lost Christians and others there. Those who accept Mormonism must
remain in prison until a worthy Mormon performs certain essential rituals, called "Ordinances," for them in one of
the Mormon Temples. Then they are released from Spirit Prison to join the Mormons in Paradise. Since these
rituals or Ordinances require a physical body to be washed, anointed, baptized, etc., they can only be performed by
a living person in the place and manner prescribed by Deity, acting under Universal (Mormon) cosmic laws.  [Back
to Text]

The Other Mormon Church# (RLDS)
(Community of Christ)
We are often asked about the "other Mormon church" that is headquartered in Independence, Missouri. The
questions vary from: "are they a cult?" to "what is the difference between them and the Utah Mormons?"

The answer to the first is easy. YES, they are a cult.

The answer to the second is a bit more complicated. The RLDS (Reorganized Latter Day Saints) actually had its
start after the assassination of Joseph Smith Jr., the founder and prophet of all LDS churches. After his death in
1844, there were many men who rose up and declared themselves to be the true prophet to replace Smith. Many of
these new "prophets" began their own version of the "only true church." In fact, there have been over 100 distinct
groups claiming to be the church that would end all controversy about the "restored" gospel. The RLDS is the
largest of these spin-off groups.

When Brigham Young led most of the "saints" to the Salt Lake Valley in Utah, several leaders, who did not accept
Smith's revelation on polygamy, branched off and formed the RLDS church. One of these men, Jason Briggs, who
had been an elder in the LDS church in Nauvoo, Illinois, had his own revelation that Joseph Smith III (Joseph Jr.'s
son) was the one to rightfully assume the mantle of "prophet." He, along with about 300 others, followed Emma
Smith (Joseph Jr.'s first and only non-polygamous wife), to Independence, Missouri. At first, Joseph Smith III
refused to take on the job of prophet, but he later relented and became the official head of the RLDS church on
April 6, 1860. Its official publications are the monthly magazine Saints Herald and the bimonthly Restoration
Witness.

Similar to most other churches which claim Joseph Smith Jr. as their founder, the RLDS Church is led by a Prophet
and his counselors. These men are known collectively as the First Presidency. In addition, the RLDS Church has a
Council of Twelve Apostles. There are lesser offices in the RLDS Church such as Bishops, Elders, etc. An RLDS
Fundamentalist or Restorationist is one who believes the Book of Mormon is historically and theologically accurate.
They also believe the RLDS Church, as defined by Joseph Smith III, is the only true church. 

Since its founding, each RLDS prophet had to be a descendent of Joseph Smith Jr. This was not a problem until
Prophet Wallace B. Smith failed to produce a male heir. But, the god of the RLDS was not to be foiled by this
unfortunate turn of events; he "revealed" to Wallace in 1984 that it was now acceptable for women to hold the
Mormon priesthood. Since Wallace does have daughters, it seemed likely that the next prophet of the RLDS church
would be a prophetess. However, Wallace B. Smith retired several years ago, and for the first time in the church's
history, a person not in direct lineage of Joseph Smith was appointed to be president -- Grant McMurray. 

Strange as it may seem, the RLDS church has built its doctrinal statement on points of disagreement with the
doctrine of the Utah Mormons. Unlike the Utah Mormons, they do not accept polygamy, marriage for time and
eternity, that men can become gods, and blood atonement as taught by Joseph Smith Jr. Rather, they blame all these
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errors on Brigham Young. Here they had to change history, because both Young and Smith practiced and taught
those things, semi-secretly until Smith's death. Later, Young taught all this in public without blushing. But, the
RLDSs have plenty of heresies of their own.

Historically, the RLDS has taught the following doctrines:

The RLDS versions of the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants are considered to be scripture.
They also accept Joseph Smith's rewritten version of the Bible, the Inspired Version [I.V.], as scripture.
Complete apostasy of the early Christian church (Fundamentals, F. Henry Edwards, pp. 175-210).
Joseph Smith Jr. was a prophet who restored God's church (D&C 1:4a and 1:5d-e).
Aaronic and Melchizedek Priesthoods were restored (History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Vol. 1, pp. 34-35).
Baptism for the remission of sins (D&C 39:2a-b, 16:4e).
Zion will be established in, and Jesus will return to, Independence, Missouri (I.V. of Gen. 7:20-25, D&C 57,
Times and Seasons, Vol. 3, p. 710).
Heaven has three levels (D&C 76:5-7).
Those who do not hear the RLDS gospel in this life will have another opportunity in the next (D&C 76:6c).

Of the Holy Spirit, Kurt Goedelman of Personal Freedom Outreach, writes, "While it is easy to find stated that the
Father and Son are regarded as persons in RLDS literature, it is difficult to find references to the Holy Spirit (or
Holy Ghost) as a person. Rather, He is mainly regarded as 'the living power and presence of God'" (Quarterly
Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 7).

Unlike the Mormon Church, most RLDS members view the Book of Mormon as a 19th century product (Position
Papers, pp. 103-112). The RLDS version of the Doctrine and Covenants also contains additional and different
revelations than will be found in the Mormon version. In addition, they do not use the Pearl of Great Price as do
the Utah Mormons.

In recent years, the RLDS Church has avoided viewing the Restoration of the Church as an actual historical event.
In a speech given at the First Presidency Meetings in 1979, it was stated, "When we are honest about our own
personal and corporate history, we realize that the apostasy and the Restoration were not events that happened one
time in history but rather are processes continually at work among us" (Presidential Papers, p. 28). Thus, by
denying the Restoration was an actual historical event, the RLDS Church has undermined the very foundation upon
which all of Joseph Smith Jr.'s later work depends and, thereby, undermining their own foundation.

Even these RLDS' doctrines that had been cast in stone are giving way to modern day liberalism and New Age
thinking. Paul Edwards, the dean of the Park College Graduate School of Religion and Temple School Center
director, has stated that each member must look to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. They
should not base their beliefs on the Bible or even the Book of Mormon, for each individual must form his own
belief founded on his experiences. The Bible is considered a springboard for each person to form his or her own
theology without help from any authority. Here is a quote from Edwards: "One of the most important needs for
RLDS people today is to look existentially at primary experiences as the starting point for their theological
activity." (Emphasis ours.)

Simply stated, Edwards is advocating that each individual view theological truths from a personal, subjective
perspective, rather than from an historical, objective perspective. Instead of beginning with the Bible, or even
RLDS scripture, such as the Book of Mormon and/or Doctrine and Covenants, the RLDS dean of theology
recommends that each believer looks to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. Based on this
idea, it would be difficult for the RLDS hierarchy to adopt any single Statement of Faith; for each individual would
interpret those beliefs in his own existential way.

Echoing Edwards' views, Anthony Chvala-Smith, who received his Ph.D. from Marquette University, "explained
there can be no 'perennial theology, only a theology of wayfarers'" (Ibid., p. 9). Thus, each believer in the RLDS
religion is left to stumble in darkness, making their own way through the maze, with no help from higher
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authorities.

Finally, Robert Mesle, professor of religion at Graceland, in speaking about the place of the Bible in RLDS
theology, stated, "We need to be teaching our young people to be responsible, discriminating readers of scripture
(who) use scripture as a springboard not a trap" (Ibid.). In RLDS theology, the Bible is simply a beginning point for
the individual's personal theology. The important source for theological truth is not God's word, but rather that
subjective, existential experience. It is felt by many cult researchers that this ambiguity of doctrine may be due, in
part, to both the on-going controversy between Fundamentalists and Liberals within the RLDS Church and the
church's tendency to reflect the latest social trends.

________________ 

#This article ("The Other Mormon Church -- RLDS") as been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the
January 1997 Mount Carmel Outreach newsletter; and from "Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints," Craig
Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996[?]). On April 7, 2000, members of the RLDS voted at its world
conference to go by a new name: Community of Christ. The new name took effect April 6, 2001.    [Back to Top
of RLDS]
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New Age Movement
New Age or Old Occult?*

The New Age Movement (NAM) is both a religious and a social movement. In fact, Western culture is currently
experiencing a phenomenal, spiritual, ideological, and sociological shift. It is a religious world view that is alien
and hostile to Christianity. It's a multi-focused, multi-faceted synthesis, in varying degrees, of the Far Eastern,
mystical religions, mainly Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Western Occultism, adapted to and influenced by
Western, materialistic culture. It sometimes appears in secularized forms. 

Prominent expressions of the NAM were carried on into more modern times in Europe and America by Emanuel
Swedenborg (1688-1772), transcendentalists like Thoreau, Emerson, and Wordsworth (early 1800s), and
Theosophy introduced by Madame Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) (The New Age Rage, pp. 22-24). The decade of
the sixties witnessed a revival of Eastern mysticism as traditional values were being challenged. Zen, Carlos
Castañada, the Beatles, Transcendental Meditation, and yoga all became popular.

The New Age Movement consists of an incredibly huge and well organized network consisting of thousands of
groups, trusts, foundations, clubs, lodges, and religious groups whose goal and purpose is to prepare the world to
enter the coming "Age Of Aquarius." A small sampling of only a few of the organizations involved would include:
Amnesty International, Zero Population Growth, California New Age Caucus, New World Alliance, World
Goodwill, The Church Universal and Triumphant, The Theosophical Society, the Forum, Planetary Initiative for the
World We Choose, the Club of Rome, Church Universal & Triumphant, Christian Science, and the Unity School of
Christianity. This list, by no means all inclusive, demonstrates the diversity of organizations operating in economic,
political, and religious spheres of influence. 

The New Age movement is not a unified, traditional cult system of beliefs and practices, even though its roots
derive from Eastern religions and the occult. It has no official leader, headquarters, nor membership list, but instead
is a network of groups working toward specific goals. One of its main goals is to bring to the forefront a one-world
leader who is called "The Christ" or "Maitreya." Nevertheless, it is estimated that there are millions of worldwide
followers of various New Age practices and/or holders of one or more of the major beliefs of the New Age.

The NAM has gained significant influence, affecting almost every area of the culture -- sociology, psychology,
medicine, the government, ecology, science, arts, education, the business community, the media, entertainment,
sports, and even the church. The movement expresses itself in widely divergent and various mutated forms, from
the blatantly obvious to the subtle. It is expressed in organized religious forms such as Christian Science, Unity,
and even forms of Witchcraft. Yet, it shows up in secular forms as well, in various human potential seminars, and
much in between, i.e., transcendental meditation, some alternative holistic health practices, and certain curriculum
in public (and private) schools. 

The book Networking lists over 1,200 organizations, centers, cooperatives, groups, communities, and networks in
fields ranging from health care and spiritual growth, through politics, economics, and ecology, to education,
communications, personal growth, and intercultural relations. There is hardly any area of human interest that does
not have some people somewhere exploring it from a New Age point of view. Due to the lack of a central
organization and the diversity of emphasis adhered to by the various New Age groups, there are literally hundreds
of publications. Some popular publications and journals are New Age Journal, Body Mind Spirit, Yoga Journal,
Gnosis, East West, Noetic Sciences, and Omega.

The major goal of the New Age Movement is to bring peace to the world upon entering the Age of Aquarius. This
will be accomplished primarily through the leadership of "the Christ" (also known as "Lord Maitreya"), who will
supposedly come to teach us to live at peace with each other. Some of the other stated goals of the movement are to
establish a World Food Authority, World Water Authority, World Economic Order, and an entirely New World
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Order. It should be noted here that one of the requirements for a person to enter the New Age is that he or she will
have to take what is known as a "Luciferic Initiation," a kind of pledge of allegiance to the Christ of the New Age
and to the New World Order. The primary goals of the movement then, are to prepare the world to receive the
Christ and to enter the Age of Aquarius, thus establishing the New World Order.

The New Age Movement professes a broad-minded openness to all religions, but its basic underlying philosophy
represents a carefully calculated undermining of Judeo-Christian beliefs with various combinations of gnosticism
and occultism. [Gnosticism is an ancient world-view stating that Divine essence is the only true or highest reality,
and that the unconscious Self of man is actually this essence. It is through intuitional discovery, "visionary
experience or initiation into secret doctrine" (not the plenary revelation of propositional truth in the Bible), that man
becomes conscious of this true Self (Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 10, 1968, p. 506; New Bible Dictionary, J.D.
Douglas, ed., pp. 473-474).] It bears a remarkable resemblance to the apostate world religion that H.G. Wells
claimed as his own and predicted would one day take over the world. It also fits the description of "The Plan" for
establishing the new world government that is described in various psychic communications from alleged E.T.'s and
ascended masters. There is one more connection: the New Age Movement fits the description of the Antichrist's
religion -- a rejection of the Judeo-Christian God and the declaration that Self is God. (Source: The Seduction of
Christianity.) 

Douglas R. Groothuis, author of Unmasking the New Age and Confronting the New Age, identifies six distinctives
of New Age thinking: (1) all is one; (2) all is God; (3) humanity is God; (4) a change in consciousness; (5) all
religions are one; and (6) cosmic evolutionary optimism. Norman Geisler details 14 primary "doctrines" of New
Age religions: (1) an impersonal god (force); (2) an eternal universe; (3) an illusory nature of matter; (4) a cyclical
nature of life; (5) the necessity of reincarnations; (6) the evolution of man into Godhood; (7) continuing revelations
from beings beyond the world; (8) the identity of man with God; (9) the need for meditation (or other
consciousness-changing techniques); (10) occult practices (astrology, mediums, etc.); (11) vegetarianism and
holistic health; (12) pacifism (or anti-war activities); (13) one world (global) order; and (14) syncretism (unity of
all religions). [HJB] 

The New Age also encompasses a wide array of notions: spiritualism, astrology, bioenergy, Chi energy, chakras,
nirvana, Christ-consciousness, Native American Spirituality, Prajna, out-of-body/near-death experiences,
reincarnation, and the occult disciplines, as well as unorthodox psychotherapeutic techniques and pseudoscientific
applications of the "healing powers" of crystals and pyramids. Some commonly used New Age terms are: guided
imagery, reincarnation; positive thinking; human potential; holistic; holographic; synergistic; unity; oneness;
transformation; awakening; networking; communal sharing; one-world/globalism/new world order (i.e., one
language, one government, one currency, one religion); cosmic consciousness; etc. (See New Age Dictionary
below.)

It is important for Christians to recognize even the most disguised forms of the New Age Movement. Some New
Age practices are: rebirthing; inner healing; biofeedback; yoga; I Ching; reflexology; black and white magic; fire-
walking; trance-channeling; therapeutic touch; transpersonal psychology; witchcraft; parapsychology; Magick; Tai
Chi; Shamanism; hypnotherapy; acupuncture/acupressure; TM; martial arts; Zen; Relaxation; Erhard Seminar
Training (est); Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control); visualization; etc. Some prominent New Agers are:
Alice Bailey, Alvin Toffler, Dr. Barbara Ray, Benjamin Creme, Levi Dowling, George Trevelyan, Fritjof Capra,
Abraham Maslow, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Ruth Montgomery, Shirley MacLaine, J.Z. Knight, Marilyn Ferguson,
David Spangler, Jeremy Rifkin, Norman Cousins, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, John Denver, George Lucas, and
Norman Lear. 

Many New Agers attach great importance to artifacts, relics, and sacred objects, all of which can be profitably
offered for sale: Tibetan bells, exotic herbal teas, Viking runes, solar energizers, colored candles for
"chromotherapy," and a plethora of occult books, pamphlets, instructions, and tape recordings. Crystals are the
favorite New Age object. These are not only thought to have mysterious healing powers, but are considered
programmable, like a computer, if one just concentrates hard enough. Other New Age objects would include the
rainbow; butterfly; pyramid; triangle; eye in triangle/pyramid; unicorn; Pegasus (winged-horse); swastika; yin-
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yang; goathead on pentagram; concentric circles; rays of light; crescent moon; etc. 

New Age music is a term applied to the works of various composers and musicians who strive to create soothing
audio environments rather than follow song structures. Born of an interest in spirituality and healing in the late
1970s, it is often used as an aid in meditation. The defining features of New Age music are harmonic consonance,
contemplative melodies, nonlinear song forms, and uplifting themes. New Age performers may use traditional
ethnic, acoustic, electric, or electronic instruments, or even sounds from nature. New Age music is meditative,
almost invariably instrumental style with roots in Oriental, jazz, and classical music; often derivative, New Age
compositions can sound like minimalist music or like lush evocations of the natural environment. Prominent New
Age musicians include electronic-music pioneer Brian Eno, multi-instrumentalist Kitaro; solo-piano artist George
Winston, vocalist Liz Story; harpist Andreas Vollenweider, and electric violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. 

Athletes are using guided imagery. Graduate schools of business are invoking Zen, yoga, and tarot cards in teaching
courses on creativity in business (e.g., Stanford Graduate School of Business). Stock market gurus employ
Fibonacci numbers and "wave theory" in their forecasting, both based upon astrology. Even some churches teach
that the best way to get to know God is to visualize Christ, ignoring that visualization is a powerful occult device.
(Visualizing an entity, even God or Christ, ultimately puts one in touch with a masquerading demon.) 

In summary, the term "New Age" is an informal term derived from astrology, which indicates that this earth, if not
the cosmos, is on the verge of an evolutionary transition from the Piscean Age (rationality) to the Aquarian Age of
spirituality, bliss, and harmony of all things. Even though it is undergoing a significant revival, the "New Age" is
hardly new. In fact, it is very old. A better term would be the "Old Occult." 

Keeping in mind that the myriads of New Age groups are quite eclectic, drawing from several religious traditions
mentioned earlier, the following is a general description of the more prominent unifying themes of the NAM. i.e.,
the highlights of what New Agers believe concerning their source of authority, God, Christ, sin and salvation, good
and evil, Satan, and future life:

1. Source of Authority. New Agers claim no external source of authority -- only an internal one ("the god
within"). They believe the individual is the standard of truth, saying that "truth as an objective reality simply does
not exist" (Shirley MacLaine, It's All in the Playing) (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet. 1:21; Matt. 5:18). [HJB]

2. God. New Agers confuse the Creator with His creation and think that God is part of creation, not separate from
it. They borrow from Eastern religions the belief in monism -- that "all is One" -- only one essence in the universe,
everyone and everything being a part of that essence. Everything is a different form of that essence (energy,
consciousness, power, love, force). But the belief in monism is really Hinduistic pantheism (all is God). New Agers
view God as an impersonal life force, consciousness, or energy (M. Ferguson, Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 382; S.
Gawain, Living In the Light, pp. 7-8) (e.g., the "Star Wars Force"), rather than a Person. They believe that every
person and thing is "intertwined" with God (evolving spiritually to the state of "the Christ" being), and use Luke
17:21 ("the kingdom of God is within you") to support this idea (despite the fact that "within you" in this passage
means "in your midst"). They claim every human has a divine spark within him because of being part of the divine
essence. The state of God is called by various terms among different New Age groups, i.e., God-consciousness,
Universal Love, Self-Realization, the I AM, Higher Self, Brahman, Nirvana, etc. New Agers are obviously part of a
religion of idolatry and self-worship. [HJB]

3. Jesus Christ. A major idea in New Age thinking is that of the "Christ Consciousness." In other words, Christ is
an office rather than an individual, such as Jesus, whom Christians know to be THE CHRIST. This idea of "Christ
Consciousness" asserts that Jesus was not the only Christ, but that He equipped Himself to receive the "Christ
Consciousness" (i.e., He was a great "spiritual master" who attained Christ Consciousness), as supposedly also did
Buddha, Krishna, and Mohammed. [This is an old occult Gnostic teaching which stems from the ancient
Babylonian mystery religions. New Agers also reinvent the historical Jesus by claiming that he spent 18 years in
India (during His "silent years") absorbing Hinduism and the teachings of Buddha.] New Agers believe that Jesus
received the Christ Consciousness at His baptism, and that it left Him at His crucifixion.
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4. Sin and Salvation. There is no place for the concept of sin in the New Age. There can be no sin because there is
no transcendent God to rebel against. There are no rules or absolute moral imperatives. New Agers have a "New
Thought" view of sin, which knows nothing of a representative man (Adam) by whose sin all men sinned. Nor does
New Thought teach that there is any original sin, but that man's true essence is divine and perfect. Indeed, it finds
nothing which is of the nature of sin. Instead, it speaks of "troublesome desires" which appear to be natural human
impulses which direct men from consciousness to their identity with God, and, therefore, are troublesome but
hardly sinful. Since New Agers believe that each person is god, thereby having endless potential for self-
improvement, sin is denied as the Bible defines it (man being inherently sinful and utterly depraved -- Rom. 5:12).
Sin is merely ignorance of one's "inner divinity." Because sin does not exist, there is no need for repentance or
forgiveness, and Jesus did not die for our sins. They think that any perceived lack that man might have is merely a
lack of enlightenment, thereby eliminating the need of salvation or a Savior. [In fact, salvation is not even an issue
for New Agers. The soul is part of the universe and never dies. It is reborn or reincarnated in different physical
bodies in a succession of future lives. The good or bad "karma" earned in the present lifetime determines one's
subsequent incarnation. Humans should seek to progress to higher states of consciousness and higher planes of
existence. There are many different paths to the goal of spiritual perfection. No one path is the only correct path.
The assumed cycle of reincarnation and karma presupposes a salvation by works, contrary to the principle of
salvation by God’s grace through faith in Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:8-9).]

5. Man's Destiny. The salvation of the world depends upon human beings. When enough people harmonize their
positive energy and turn their thoughts to peace, the world will be cleansed or negative elements and New Age
ideals will be realized in an era of spiritual enlightenment. Since man is intrinsically divine and perfect, his only
real problem is ignorance of that fact. Man has a perception of finiteness which is, in reality, an illusion (Ken
Keyes, Jr., Handbook to Higher Consciousness, pp. 125-29). Salvation in the New Age is for man to become
enlightened through experiential knowledge (gnosis). New Age groups offer various occultic techniques to enable
individuals, and ultimately the world, to evolve into this oneness (unitive) consciousness (James Redfield, The
Celestine Prophecy: An Experimental Guide, pp. 243-60). These techniques may include altered states of
consciousness (often transcendental meditation), yoga, crystals, channeling (spirit guides), psychics, past-life
therapy, acupuncture, etc.

6. Good and Evil. Mimicking the Eastern religions, New Agers distort the distinction between good and evil. They
believe that because "all is One," ultimately there is neither good nor evil. They think that a person can transcend
his consciousness and go beyond the bounds of moral distinctions, so that even murder sometimes becomes an
acceptable way of serving one's gods (e.g., Charles Manson). [HJB] 

7. Satan. The traditional view of Lucifer as the devil or Satan is clearly absent in New Age literature. Rather, he is
described as a mighty being of light and the "Ruler of Humanity," as Alice Bailey, foundational apostle and leading
writer of the New Age Movement, puts it. As to the history and achievements of Lucifer, Benjamin Creme, a
leading lecturer and proponent of the New Age, says, "Lucifer came from the planet Venus 18.5 million years ago;
he's the director of our planetary evolution, he is the sacrificial lamb, and the prodigal son. Lucifer made an
incredible sacrifice, a supreme sacrifice for our planet."

8. Future Life (Reincarnation). New Agers believe in the ancient [Hindu] Eastern religious concept of
reincarnation -- that through a long process of rebirths, man can eventually reach spiritual perfection (cf. Heb.
9:27). New Agers often place animal rights above human rights, because many New Agers believe animals are
reincarnated souls. They also teach the Hindu principle of "karma" -- that what a person sows in this life, he will
reap in the next life in his reincarnated state. This belief in reincarnation has led to believing in the power of "spirit
guides" or "channels" -- those who allow spirits from another dimension to speak through their bodies. [HJB]
These entities always seem to repeat the three-fold error: (1) There is no death, (2) man is god, (3) knowledge of
self is salvation and power (Brooks Alexander, Spiritual Counterfeits Project). New Agers misrepresent church
history, the doctrines of Christianity, and often twist Scripture to support the idea that original Christianity taught
reincarnation. They wrongly argue that the early church suppressed the doctrine and censored its teaching (Kenneth
Ring, Heading Toward Omega, p. 158).
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Endnotes

"Old Occult" -- The New Age Movement is a modern revival of very ancient, divergent, religious traditions and
practices. The actual original root is squarely centered in Genesis 3:1-5, and reverberates throughout the
movement's continued historical expressions. In the original lie, Satan questions God's word, His authority and
benevolent rule (v. 1), disputes that death results from disobedience (v. 4), and claims that through the acquisition
of secret or Gnostic wisdom man can be enlightened and can be "like God" (v. 5).

Many of the occult practices and beliefs revived by the modern NAM were a part of very early pagan cultures.
Many practices common to the NAM, such as witchcraft/sorcery, spiritism, divination, (clairvoyance; seeing the
future), necromancy (consulting the dead), and astrology, are clearly and strongly condemned in Scripture
(Deuteronomy 18: 9-17; Isaiah 47: 9-15). These and other occultic practices were spread through the ancient magic
and mystery religions of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and most notably, the Assyrian-Babylonian culture (Ancient
Empires of the New Age, pp. 15-62). Noting the scope of its continuing presence, the Bible informs Christians of
Babylon's eschatological implications. The lie of Genesis 3 is significantly developed in Babylon (Isaiah 47) and
continues to its ultimate state of development, revealed as Satan's one-world system at the end of the age
(Revelation 17-18).

Three major world religions whose beliefs and practices are entwined with the NAM are Hinduism, a product of
5,000 years of development, Buddhism, circa 560 B.C., and Taoism, circa 500 B.C. (Eerdman's Handbook to the
World's Religions, pp. 170, 221, 252). Another prominent occultic influence in Europe was Druidism, the religion
of the Celts, which extended from 300 B.C. into the middle ages (Ibid., pp. 114-19).  [Return to Text]

Reincarnation -- Christians should be able to demonstrate that the Bible does NOT teach reincarnation. When
Jesus calls John the Baptist "Elijah," He is clearly speaking metaphorically. Luke 1:17 demonstrates that John was
filling the office of Elijah, fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi 4:5-6. In fact, Elijah was seen with Jesus on the
Mount of Transfiguration in Matthew 17:1-3. The meaning of the resurrection is the opposite of reincarnation
(Hebrews 9:27; 1 Cor. 15:12-28). Point out that if God is an impersonal force, then love and forgiveness are not
possible. These are personal attributes as opposed to impersonal karmic law. Fundamentally, intercessory prayer is
absolutely necessary. The battle for the souls of men is won through God's grace, intervening and drawing them to
Himself.  [Return to Text]

 

* Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 117-138; (4) "The New Age Movement," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and
(5)  Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The New Age Movement," April 2000, pp.
51-62.

A Brief Dictionary of New Age Terminology

(Unless otherwise cited, adapted and/or excerpted from David L. Brown, Th.M. -- Investigative Researcher with
Logos Communication; and from "The Vocabulary of the 'New Agers,'" Sept/Oct 2001, The Perilous Times.)

The average Christian has little idea what the concepts and ideals of the New Age really are. Then when they
encounter New Age vocabulary, confusion really sets in. New Agers often play semantic word games, using the
same words Christians do, yet the definitions used bear no resemblance to the Christian definitions. This brief
dictionary is designed to help you understand New Age terminology as they define their terms. -- David L. Brown
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Age of Aquarius -- Astrologers believe that evolution goes through cycles corresponding to the signs of the zodiac,
each lasting from 2,000 to 2,400 years. New Age advocates say we are now moving from the cycle associated with
Pisces into the one associated with Aquarius. The Aquarian Age will supposedly be characterized by a heightened
degree of spiritual or cosmic consciousness. 

Agent -- A person sending a telepathic message. 

Akashic Record -- Imperishable records of every person's every word, thought, or act [allegedly from "outer
space"] inscribed in the earth or spirit realms, allegedly from "outer space" (known as "ether").

Alpha -- The physical body.

Angstrom -- a ten-billionth of a "meter." This is connected with "wave lengths." 

Animism -- The belief that inanimate things (such as plants) possess a soul or spirit. New Age advocates see
animism as a way of rededicating the earth. 

Anthroposophy -- An esoteric cult founded by German mystic Rudolf Steiner. The term literally means "wisdom
of man." It teaches that we possess the truth within ourselves. The system of thought is occultic and spiritistic. 

Ascended Masters -- Refers to those who have supposedly reached the highest level of spiritual consciousness and
have become guides of the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Ascension of Christ -- This is reinterpreted in a mystical way to refer to the rise of the "Christ-consciousness" in
mankind. It describes the awareness that man is divine.

Astral -- The word is from "star" (as in "ASTROnaut" and "ASTROnomy"). Here, it refers to an "after-death, out-
of-the-body" experience. In Humanism, demonism, Satanism, and Theosophy, the extended umbilical cord holds
the "astral" and the "physical" together. The experience is an "astral flight." Literally: "STAR FLIGHT," known on
TV as "Star Trek." 

Astral Body -- A spiritual body capable of projection from the physical body. The astral body survives death. 

Astral Flight -- Soul travel occurring particularly during sleep or deep meditation. 

Attunement -- A New Age counterpart to prayer. Also referred to as at-one-ment, the term relates primarily to the
New Age idea that complete oneness with God can be experienced by human beings. One attains a hypnotic
consciousness of an amoral, neuter "state of being" through meditation: Krishna consciousness, Nirvana, Prajna,
Samadhi, etc. Various consciousness techniques are used to cause this "oneness": meditation; guided imagery; yoga;
hypnosis; chanting of a mantra; ecstatic dancing; channeling of spirit guides; New Age music; and positive thinking
or Alpha Mind techniques. 

Aura -- Radiated glow or halo surrounding living beings. 

Automatic Writing -- Writing produced without conscious thought of a living person; written message given
through a spirit guide with a pencil or typewriter. 

Avatar -- A person who "descends" into human form from above as a manifestation of divinity and who reveals
divine truth to people. Such a one has supposedly progressed beyond the need to be reincarnated in another body
(i.e., there is no further "bad karma" to work off). 

Bhagavad Gita -- Hindu sacred scripture.
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Biofeedback -- A technique in which brain waves are monitored to bring normally unconscious, involuntary bodily
functions under conscious, voluntary control. Biofeedback can lead to altered states of consciousness and mystical
experiences. 

Blood of Christ -- This is understood by some New Agers to refer to the "life-energy" of the Cosmic Christ. This
"blood" supposedly flowed from the cross into the etheric (or spiritual) realms of the earth. From these realms, the
Christ seeks to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Bodhisattva -- A being who has supposedly earned the right to enter into Nirvana or into illumination, but instead
voluntarily turns back from that state in order to aid humanity in attaining the same goal. The "Christ" is said to be
a Bodhisattva. 

Buddha -- "The Enlightened One." An avatar or messenger.

Chakras -- The seven "energy points" on the body. Yoga is practiced through the Chakras; the "crown" Chakra is,
naturally, on top of the skull. 

Channeling -- A New Age form of mediumship or spiritism. The channeled yields control of his/her perceptual
and cognitive capacities to a spiritual entity with the intent of receiving paranormal information.

Chela -- A "Guru's" pupil. 

Chinook Learning Community -- A New Age educational community located in the Pacific Northwest. This
group sponsors both long and short-term educational programs on personal and social transformation, New Age
spirituality, and how to live with an ecological perspective. 

Clairaudience -- Ability to hear mentally without using the ears. 

Clairvoyance -- Ability to see mentally without using the eyes, beyond ordinary time and space limits; also called
"Second Sight." 

Consciousness Revolution -- New Age advocates call for a "consciousness revolution," a new way of looking at
and experiencing life. The primary focus of the new consciousness is oneness with God, all mankind, the earth, and
with the entire universe. 

Control -- The Spirit that sends messages through a medium in trance. 

Cosmic Christ -- In esoteric schools of thought, the Christ is considered to be a universal spirit or a cosmic force.
The primary goal of this impersonal spirit or force is to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Cosmic Consciousness -- A spiritual and mystical perception that all in the universe is "one." To attain cosmic
consciousness is to see the universe as God and God as the universe. 

Cosmic Humanism -- In contrast to normative humanism that sees man as the measure of all things, cosmic
humanism sees man as having virtually unlimited potential because of his inner divinity. 

Crystals -- New Age advocates believe that crystals contain incredible healing and energizing powers. Crystals are
often touted as being able to restore the "how of energy" in the human body. 

Deja Vu -- A French expression, meaning to relive life over again after another "incarnation." Transmigration of
souls is also connected with this. The feeling of having already experienced an event or place that is being
encountered for the very first time. 
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Discarnate -- The soul or personality of a living creature who has died. 

Dowser -- A sensitive who uses a forked stick that points to hidden water, oil, buried money, lost articles, or
people. 

Earth Logos -- Some New Age advocates believe that the Earth Logos is a great spiritual being who is the
ensouling life of planet earth. The earth is considered a physical manifestation (or body) of this spiritual
intelligence. This pagan religion is called "Animism." 

Ectoplasm -- A white filmy substance pouring from a medium's bodily openings, supposedly denoting the presence
of a disembodied spirit. 

Esalen Institute -- A "growth center" that offers a wide variety of workshops for mind, body, and spirit. It is
located in Big Sur, California. 

Esoteric -- A word used to describe knowledge that is possessed or understood only by a few. 

Esoteric Christianity -- A mystical form of professing Christianity that sees its "core truth" as identical to the
"core truth" of every other religion (i.e., man is divine). This form of Christianity is at home with Aldous Huxley's
"perennial philosophy." (See: Perennial Philosophy.) 

ESP -- Extrasensory perception encompassing paranormal abilities such as telepathy, precognition, and
clairvoyance. 

ESP Cards -- A pack of twenty-five cards bearing five symbols, including stars, squares, circles, crosses, and
waves. 

Exoteric Christianity -- A form of Christianity identified with historic or orthodox Christianity that New Agers
would describe as being devoid of all spiritual authenticity. 

Fall of Man -- Refers to the fall of man's consciousness. A fallen consciousness is one that recognizes the existence
of only the material realm. The Christ is believed to have "redeemed" man in the sense that He enabled man to
perceive the spiritual world behind the material world. 

Findhorn Community -- A legendary New Age community located in the North of Scotland. This group offers an
ongoing educational program in the principles of New Age spirituality. 

Gaia -- A Greek name for the goddess of the earth. It also refers to a scientific hypothesis formulated by James
Lovelock whereby all living matter on the earth is believed to be a single living organism. In such a scheme,
humanity is considered the nervous system of the living earth. 

Globalism -- A modern-day term referring to the need for a transformation from the present nation-state divisions
into a one-world community. 

Gnosticism -- A tradition going back to the second century which holds that salvation comes through intuitive
"gnosis" or knowledge of one's supposed divinity. 

God -- A being who has "many faces." He (it) is considered a radically immanent being who is often referred to as
a "universal consciousness," "universal life," or "universal energy." The New Age god is more or less an
impersonal force that pervades the universe. 

Graphology -- Character analysis and foretelling based on handwriting. 
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Great Invocation -- A New Age prayer that has been translated into over eighty languages. The purpose of this
prayer is to invoke the presence of the Cosmic Christ on earth, thus leading to the oneness and brotherhood of all
mankind. 

Group Guru -- A slang New Age term referring to the idea that the Cosmic Christ is incarnate in all of humanity.
All mankind is seen as a single "guru." 

Guru -- Teacher or master (sometimes "Gura."). The opposite of "Chela." The Guru is the Buddhist "Master." The
"Chela" is his pupil. 

Harmonic Convergence -- The assembly of New Age meditators gathered at the same propitious astrological time
in different locations to usher in peace on earth and one-world government. 

Holism -- The theory that all reality is organically one. Everything in the universe is viewed as interrelated and
interdependent. It is the basis of Hinduism and Buddhism, now taught in all colleges and universities in America
that followed Einstein's "theory of relativity." It is called "Yin and Yang" in Chinese and will be found on the
national flag of Korea, as a symbol.  

Holistic Health -- Holistic health sees the body as an inter-related organism. Its goal is to treat the whole person
(body, mind, and spirit) as opposed to merely treating a particular sickness. 

Hologram -- A three-dimensional projection resulting from the interaction of laser beams. Scientists have
discovered that the image of an entire hologram can be reproduced from any one of its many component parts.
New Agers use this to illustrate the oneness of all reality. 

Homeopathy -- A system of medicine rooted in occult ideas that was developed by Samuel Hahnemann. It claims
to manipulate the "vital force" of the human body by transferring the power of homeopathic medicines that have
been potentized by a process of dilutions and succession (vigorous shaking with impact). 

Human Potential Movement -- A movement with roots in humanistic psychology that stresses man's essential
goodness and unlimited potential.

I Ching -- A Chinese textbook, used in Red China, showing how to "divine" (a counterfeit way to tell the future)
by throwing sticks into six-sided figures as in "666" (cf. Rev. 13). 

Initiation -- This occult term is generally used in reference to the expansion or transformation of a person's
consciousness. An "initiate" is one whose consciousness has been transformed so that he now perceives inner
realities. There are varying "degrees" of initiation (i.e., "first degree initiates," "second-degree initiates," etc.). 

Inner Self or Higher Self -- Refers to the inner divine nature possessed by human beings. All people are said to
possess an inner self, though not all are aware of it. 

Interdependence or Interconnectedness -- These words are used by New Agers to describe the oneness and
essential unity of everything in the universe. All of reality is viewed as interdependent and interconnected. 

Jesus -- An avatar who attained a high level of attunement to the Cosmic Christ. This enabled him to become a
bodily vehicle for the Christ for a period of three years. (See: Avatar) 

Kabala (Cabbala, Qaballah) -- Hebrew mystery lore based on mystical interpretation of the Bible; magical, occult
practices stemming largely from the Middle Ages. 

Karma -- Refers to the "debt" accumulated against a soul as a result of good or bad actions committed during one's
life (or lives). If one accumulates good karma, he will supposedly be reincarnated in a desirable state. If one
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accumulates bad karma, he will be reincarnated in a less desirable state.

Kirlian --  The source of energy in people; it is supposed to be lying at the base of the spine, slightly lower than
the navel; it lies "coiled" there, as a serpent (cf. Isa. 27:1; Rev. 12:1-6; Gen. 3:1). 

Kirlian Photography -- A photographic process that measures living auras. 

Kundalini -- The elemental energy of the human body which, like a serpent, rests coiled at the base of the spine. 

Levitation -- Raising of objects or people off the ground without using physical energy. 

Lucis Trust -- Originally incorporated as the Lucifer Publishing Company, the Lucis Trust oversees the Lucis
Publishing Company, World Goodwill, and Arcane School. Lucis Trust owns all the copyrights of the Alice Bailey
books. 

Magic Circle Ring -- Drawn by occultists to protect them from the spirits and demons they call up by incantations
and rituals. 

Maitreya -- The name has its roots in a legendary Buddha figure. Some New Age advocates believe that the
"second coming of Christ" occurred in 1977 in the person of Maitreya. 

Mandala -- A design, usually concentric, that focuses attention to a single point. 

Mantra -- A word or phrase that is to be chanted repetitively in an effort to empty the mind and attain "cosmic
consciousness" (oneness with God and the universe). 

Mass Incarnation -- An incarnation of the Christ in all of humanity. New Age advocates say that this incarnation
is presently taking place on a planetary scale, and is not unlike the incarnation of the Cosmic Christ in the body of
Jesus 2,000 years ago. 

Medium -- A psychic or sensitive living person whose body is used as a vehicle for communicating with spirits. 

Metaphysics -- The science of the supernatural, although the word used in Philosophy (1600-1900, along with
Axiology and Epistemology) never meant that at all. Metaphysics was the study of Causality, Cosmology, the
nature of the Universe, etc. Literally, it deals with the problem of "What is real?" In the New Age, where lunacy is
the "norm," it deals with "Om," "Rome," and "Mahabone": three magic words used in Oriental religions, the
Catholic religion, and in Masonry. (OM symbolizes "Brahma.") 

Monism -- A metaphysical theory that sees all of reality as a unified whole. Everything in the universe is seen as
being made of the same stuff. 

Network -- An informal, decentralized organization created by like-minded individuals who are interested in
addressing specific problems and offering possible solutions. All of this takes place outside of conventional
institutions. 

New Age Movement -- A loose organization of people, many of them "Yuppies," who believe the world has
entered the Aquarian Age when peace on earth and one-world government will rule. They see themselves as
advanced in consciousness, rejecting Judeo-Christian values and the Bible in favor of Oriental philosophies and
religion. Among them may be found environmentalists, nuclear-freeze proponents, Marxist-socialist utopians,
mind-control advocates, ESP cultists, spiritists, witchcraft practitioners, and others using magical rites. 

Nirvana -- Liberation from earthly things; paradise. 
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Numerology -- The analysis of hidden or prophetic meanings of numbers. 

Occultism -- Belief in supernatural forces and beings. Available only to the initiate; secret.

Om -- A word symbolizing Brahma, the Creator God. 

One Worlders -- Those who advocate the abolition of nations, working to hand over power to a single-world
government similar in structure to the present United Nations; off-shoots of the United World Federalists founded
in the 1930s. 

Ouiji Board -- Game board containing all the letters of the alphabet plus numbers from 0 to 9 and "Yes/No." A
sliding pointer (planchette) spells out words in answer to questions asked by players. 

Out-of-Body Experience -- Leaving the physical body while at rest, asleep, near death, or temporarily dead. 

Pantheism -- Doctrine that identifies God with the whole universe, every particle, tree, table, animal, and person
being part of Him. 

Paradigm Shift -- Refers to a shift in world views. The so-called "new paradigm" (new model or form) is
pantheistic (all is God) and monistic (all is one). Practically, it means that toleration of sin becomes progress, while
virtue, morality, and purity become defects. In addition, lunacy becomes normal behavior while common sense
becomes a "hindrance to change." 

Paranormal -- Beyond or above normal human powers or senses. 

Parapsychology -- Study of psychic phenomena using scientific methods. 

Pendulum -- Heavy object on a string, used for dowsing or fortune telling. 

Pentagram -- Five-pointed star used in magical ceremonies. While sometimes used by Satanists, it is not strictly a
Satanic symbol. (Also, Satanists use the Pentagram only in its inverted orientation, while other occultists use it
almost exclusively in the upright orientation.)

Percipient -- Person who receives telepathic messages. 

Perennial Philosophy -- A term made popular by Aldous Huxley (coined by Liebniz) that sees all religious truth or
experience as one and the same. This philosophy proposes that even though the externals of the various religions
may differ, the essence or core truth is the same in each. 

Plan, The -- A phrase that occurs often in the writings of Alice Bailey. It refers to specific preparations in the
world for a New Age and a New Age Christ. These preparations are carried out by the "Masters of the Hierarchy,"
a group of exalted beings who supposedly guide the spiritual evolution of people on earth. Though this teaching of
the Plan does actually exist, the term has been sensationalized by some "Christian" writers. These writers have
mistakenly hypothesized that New Agers are completely unified in a "behind-the-scenes manipulation" of world
events in order to conquer the world for its true god, Lucifer. 

Planetary Citizens -- A New Age activist group committed to engendering a "planetary consciousness" among
both New Agers and the general public. 

Planetization -- New Age advocates believe that the various threats facing the human race require a global
solution. This solution is "planetization." The word refers to the unifying of the world into a corporate brotherhood. 

Poltergeist -- German word for a noisy, mischievous, destructive spirit (a demon). 
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Precognition -- Advance knowledge of future events. 

PSI -- Term used in place of psychic or paraphysical; ESP. 

Psychic Birth -- A quickening of spiritual or cosmic consciousness and power. This new consciousness is one that
recognizes oneness with God and the universe. Psychic birth is an occult counterpart to the Christian new birth. 

Psychic Energy -- Extrasensory energy that enables people to do miracles. 

Psychic Healer -- A person who cures mental or physical illness from the cosmic energy emanating through the
healer's hands. 

Psychoanalysis -- Tracing mental and physical ills back to hurtful childhood experiences; based on Sigmund
Freud's theories. 

Psychometry -- Reading information from an object about events involving the person who owns it, usually by
handling it. 

Psychotechnologies -- Refers to the various approaches or systems aimed at deliberately altering one's
consciousness. 

Reincarnation -- Refers to the cyclical evolution of a person's soul as it repeatedly passes from one body to
another at death. This process continues until the soul reaches a state of perfection. 

Retrocognition -- Knowledge of past events learned paranormally. 

Right Brain Learning -- The right hemisphere of the brain is believed to be the center of intuitive and creative
thought (as opposed to the rational nature of the left hemisphere). New Agers have seized on this as a justification
to bring "right brain learning techniques" into the classroom. These techniques include meditation, yoga, and guided
imagery. 

Rolfing -- Seeks to relieve energy blockages in the body by applying deep pressure or massage. 

Séance -- A gathering of people seeking communication with deceased loved ones or famous historical figures
through a medium. 

Second Coming of Christ -- Understood by some as the coming of the Cosmic Christ in all of humanity, related to
the New Age concept of the "mass incarnation." The Second Coming is supposedly now occurring in the hearts and
minds of people all over the earth. Others associate it specifically with the appearance of Maitreya as the avatar of
the coming age. 

Self-realization -- New Agers use this as a synonym for God-realization. It refers to a personal recognition of
one's divinity. 

Sensitive -- A person who frequently demonstrates extrasensory gifts such as clairvoyance, telepathy, or
precognition. 

Shaman -- A medicine man/woman or witchdoctor, who uses hypnotism, charms, drugs, chants (mantras), "Chi"
energy, etc., to open his victims to demon possession and controlled responses. 

Solar Logos -- Believed by some to be a mighty spiritual being who is the ensouling life of the solar system. The
material solar system is simply a physical manifestation (or body) of this living intelligence. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm
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Spirit Control -- A disembodied spirit who relays messages from dead people to the living through a trance
medium. 

Spirit Guide -- A spiritual entity who provides information of "guidance," often through a medium or channeled.
The spirit provides guidance only after the channeled relinquishes his perceptual and cognitive capacities into its
control. 

Spiritual Hierarchy of Masters -- New Age advocates believe these spiritual "masters" are highly evolved men
who, having already perfected themselves, are now guiding the rest of humanity to this same end. 

Spiritualist or Spiritist -- Person who believes in the ability to contact departed souls through a medium. 

Subject -- Person used for experiments in ESP studies. 

Sufism -- Persian mystical religion based on Islam. 

Syncretism -- The attempt to combine or unify differing religious systems. New Age gurus often claim that all the
world religions teach the same core truth: all people possess an inner divinity. 

Synergy -- A principle which states that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Tantra -- A word invented to describe the Hindu and Buddhist "scriptures" (which are actually called Sutras and
Vedas) which show people "shortcuts" to getting Prajna ("enlightenment"). 

Taoism -- A Chinese religion and philosophy that sees the universe as engaged in ceaseless motion and activity.
All is considered to be in continual flux. The universe is intrinsically dynamic. This continual cosmic process is
called the "Tao" by the Chinese. (The process is described in terms of Yin and Yang -- see: Yin/Yang). Tao is that
which is formless, yet the mother of all forms, and that which is timeless, yet prior to all manifestations, and that
which does nothing, yet leaves nothing undone. The most outrageous Taoist doctrine for Bible believers would be
Lao Tzu's adage "Forget right and wrong, and it will be better for everyone."  

Tarot Cards -- Deck of seventy-eight cards that supposedly reveal the secrets of man and the universe. 

Telekinesis -- The ability to move physical objects by force of will or mental energy alone; also called
psychokinesis. 

Telepathy -- Communication between minds by extrasensory means. 

Tetragram -- A magic diagram shaped as a four-pointed star. 

Theosophy -- A school of thought founded by Helena P. Blavatsky. The term literally means "divine wisdom." The
goals of Theosophy are to (1) form a universal brotherhood; (2) do comparative study of world religions, science,
and philosophy; and (3) investigate the psychic and spiritual powers latent in man. Theosophy is the forerunner of
much New Age thought.

Therapeutic Touch -- A "therapy" in which the practitioner "channels" the universal life energy for the patient and
then helps the patient to assimilate this energy. 

Third Eye -- An imaginary eye in the forehead believed to be the center of psychic vision. 

Trance -- A mental state resembling sleep during which the conscious mind rests while the spirit entity takes over
the medium's body. 
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Trance Channeler -- The newest term for "trance medium." (See: Medium.) 

Transformation -- New Age advocates promote both personal and planetary transformation. Personal
transformation involves the changes wrought in one's life by increasing Self-realization. As more and more people
are personally transformed, the planet too will be transformed into a global brotherhood. 

Trumpet Medium -- A psychic or "sensitive" who brings forth "spirit voices" through a trumpet at séances. 

UFO -- Unidentified flying object; flying saucer. 

Unity-in-Diversity Council -- A New Age "meta-network" of over 100 networks and groups rallying for global
cooperation and interdependence. 

Veda -- The most ancient of the Hindu scriptures. 

Visualization -- Also known as "guided imagery," visualization basically refers to "mind over matter." It involves
the attempt to bring about change in the material realm by the power of the mind. 

Warlock -- A wizard or sorcerer; a male witch. (Some male witches claim that "warlock" does not refer to a male
witch at all, but merely means "oath-breaker.")

World Goodwill -- A New Age political lobby that aims to unfold "The Plan" as spelled out in the writings of
Alice Bailey. 

Yin/Yang -- Chinese names referring to the active and passive principles of the universe. Yin refers to the female
or [inactive] negative force; Yang to the male or active force. These two polar forces continually interplay with
each other. Briefly, it means that "good and evil" and "right and wrong" are actually the SAME; they simply appear
as opposites. Get rid of all the Opposites (seen and unseen, hot and cold, up and down, back and forth, day and
night, high and low, etc.), and you can attain perfection (Nirvana, Samadhi, Prajna, etc.).  

Yoga -- A means of becoming united with the supreme being, or with the universal soul. 

Yogi -- Someone who practices yoga. 

Zodiac -- The band of twelve constellations along the plane of the ecliptic through which pass the sun, moon, and
planets across the sky. Each constellation, or sign, is attributed symbolic significance and associations that affect
various aspects of life on Earth.  

[Back to Text]
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Scientology
Science or New Age Cult?*

Scientology, officially known as The Church of Scientology, was founded in 1953 by L. Ron Hubbard (1912-1986),
and popularized through his 1950 book, DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health (over ten million
copies sold). Dianetics was originally intended to be Hubbard's psychotherapeutic answer to the techniques of
modern psychiatry. (The word "Dianetics" means "through the soul," and promises to reveal "the single source of
all man's insanities, psychosomatic illnesses, and neuroses.") In addition to Dianetics, Scientology produces scores
of other publications. A short list includes Source, The Delphian, Advance!, and The Auditor.

The history of Scientology actually begins much earlier than 1953. Hubbard had become a well known science
fiction writer in the 1930s. In fact, some of his ideas which are "common to Scientology first appeared in his 1938
manuscript titled Excalibur" (Kingdom of the Cults,  p. 345), more than a decade before its official founding. Wild
claims have been made about Hubbard's earlier life by Scientology publications. For example, they have claimed
that he "graduated in civil engineering from George Washington University as a nuclear physicist, although the
university records show that he attended for two short years, during the second of which he was on academic
probation, and failed physics. Hubbard's Ph.D. was said to be from a Sequoia University in California, although
there is no proof of the existence of any accredited institution in California by that name that grants doctorates"
(Podiatry Today, March 1990).

Gerry Armstrong, a devout Scientologist assigned by the Church to write an authorized biography of Hubbard,
discovered other inconsistencies in Hubbard's history. Armstrong, who has now left Scientology, states: "Nor was
Hubbard a World War II hero who miraculously cured himself of nearly fatal combat wounds, as he claimed.
Hubbard never saw combat. After his discharge from the Navy in 1946, he was granted 40% disability pay for
arthritis, bursitis and conjunctivitis. He continued to collect this pay long after he claimed to have discovered the
secret of how to cure such ailments" (Another Gospel, Ruth Tucker, p. 301). Hubbard's reputation as an explorer,
prolific science fiction writer, and parabotanist (he was one of the first to expound the idea of "communicating"
with plants) enlarged to make him the worldwide spokesman for this fast-growing cult.

Biographers have also uncovered Hubbard's involvement with the Occult, which probably influenced his writings.
Hubbard claimed to have had a near-death experience where he learned everything that ever puzzled the mind of
man. The notorious Satanist, Aleister Crowley, was Hubbard's mentor and he lived with Crowley prot�g� John
Parsons, engaging in sex magic at their black magic mansion hospice (Los Angeles Times, 24 June 1990, p. A1).

Despite the inconsistencies in his history, Hubbard would become one of the wealthiest and most well known
leaders of a religious movement in only a few years. Scientology currently holds assets of nearly $500 million,
including a 440-foot cruise ship used as a "seagoing religious retreat." Assets also include two publishing houses, a
2,845-acre California ranch used as a school for the children of church staffers, and more than 45 buildings on 500
acres in Riverside County, California. Other assets include reinforced vaults designed to preserve the church's
teachings in case of earthquake or nuclear attack. (These teachings include 500,000 pages of Hubbard's writings,
6,500 reels of tape, and 42 films.)

Scientology's methodology and beliefs have also led some members into a long history of criminal and civil actions
and convictions. Both the U.S. Federal and Canadian courts have found top Scientology officials and the church
guilty of charges such as burglarizing, wiretapping, and conspiracy against government agencies (Time, 6 May
1991, p. 50). In 1980, for example, eleven of Scientology's top leaders, including Hubbard's wife, were jailed for
bugging and burglarizing the U.S. Justice Department and other federal agencies in the 1970s. 

Within the church, there have been widespread purges and defections. Some former members have filed lawsuits
accusing the church of intimidating its critics, breaking up families, and using high-pressure sales techniques to
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separate large sums of money from its followers. In 1986, Scientology paid an estimated $5 million to settle more
than 20 of the suits, without admitting wrongdoing. In exchange, the plaintiffs agreed never again to criticize
Scientology or Hubbard and to have their lawsuits forever sealed from public view.

Hubbard formalized his theories into a religion in order to obtain tax-exempt status and freedom from governmental
interference for some of his organizations. Scientology currently claims to have more than eight  million members
in more than 3,000 "churches, mission-related organizations, and groups" in more than 133 countries. (Source:
11/2001, Scientology official Internet web site.) Closer to the truth is that there are only about 50,000 active
members. 

The cult claims "Celebrity Centers" (a chain of clubhouses that offer expensive counseling and career guidance) in
more than 100 cities in more than 15 countries. The cult appeals strongly to intellectuals and the "gifted," relying
extensively on endorsements from celebrities and corporations that employ Dianetics. Various world locations for
Scientology include Washington, D.C.; Clearwater, Florida (a Scientology Training Center); Sussex, England
(where it operates a thirty-room mansion and a fifty-seven acre estate); and Los Angeles (claiming such movie
stars and entertainers as John Travolta, Tom Cruise, Karen Black, Jennifer Aspen, Isaac Hayes, Priscilla Presley,
Kristie Alley, and the late Sonny Bono -- Scientology's "representative" in the U.S. Congress).  

There are numerous front organizations in the Church of Scientology used as vehicles for their objectives. Some of
the more prominent would include Advanced Organization of Los Angeles, Religious Technology Center, and
FLAG. Some of the more clandestine vehicles for recruitment and dissemination of Scientology are its affiliated
agencies and business programs, most of which are part of W.I.S.E. (Worldwide Institute of Scientology
Enterprises). There are groups like Sterling Management Systems; Steller Management; Singer Consultants;
Uptrends; Owl Management; Applied Scholastics; Citizens Commission on Human Rights; Citizens Against Taxes;
The Way to Happiness Foundation; Hollander Consultants; Irons, Marcus & Valko; and Uptrends (Podiatry Today,
March 1990; Watchman Expositor, 1997). They also work through Concerned Businessmen of America, and
through The Way to Happiness and Set a Good Example Contest, the latter two aimed at school children, and
through Narconon (meaning "non-narcosis" or "no drugs"), an alleged drug rehab program consisting of 50 alcohol
and drug rehabilitation centers in 21 countries, operating in 750 prisons under the name "Criminon" (Criminon,
meaning "no crime," is a volunteer criminal rehabilitation program which utilizes technologies developed by
Hubbard to help convicts recover pride and self-esteem). Narconon is a classic vehicle for drawing addicts into the
cult.

Hubbard was a best-selling author for more than 50 years, with over 589 published works to his credit. His fiction
sales total over 25 million copies, and his non-fiction works have sold more than 23 million. Many may have first
come in contact with Scientology through a clean-cut young man or woman at the door offering a "free personality
analysis." But the 200 questions posed are part of the recruiting program for the Church of Scientology, which is
nothing but an applied religious philosophy offering "a clear, bright insight to help you blaze toward your mind's
full potential."

In a nutshell, Scientology teaches that all humans descended from a race of uncreated, omnipotent gods called
Thetans, who gave up their powers to enter the Material-Energy-Space-Time (MEST) world of Earth. [Hubbard's
Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary explains, "The Thetan is immortal and is possessed of capabilities
well in excess of those hitherto predicted for man. In the final analysis what is this thing called Thetan? It is simply
you before you mocked yourself up and that is the handiest definition I know of" (p. 432). The Thetan is thus that
part of each individual which is immortal and which has become contaminated or debased by the influences of
MEST.] Gradually, they evolved upward by reincarnation to become humans who could not remember their deified
state. Scientologists are encouraged to awaken their dormant Thetan potential by removing all mental blocks called
engrams. By doing so, they can realize their true personhood, achieving total power and control over MEST.
Scientology offers a psychotherapeutic process for breaking through the engrams "picked up from traumas in prior
lives," to "realize" once again one's true identity as an "operating Thetan" (God) beyond the limitations of MEST.

Scientology, thereby, does nothing more than incorporate certain aspects of New Age pseudoscience,
psychotherapy, and various occult practices into the ancient lie of promised godhood. Below are the highlights of
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what Scientology believes and practices concerning its source of authority, roots, tactics, sin and salvation, Christ,
and spiritual practice:

1. Source of Authority. The official Scientology Internet web site says: "The writings and recorded spoken words
of L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of Scientology collectively constitute the Scripture of the religion. He set forth
the Scientology philosophy and technologies in more than 500,000 pages of writings, including dozens of books,
and more than 2,000 tape-recorded lectures." Principally, Hubbard and his 1950 book, Dianetics, is the authority for
Scientology. [The Church of Scientology's current Church president is Heber T. Jentzsch, but the real authority is
David Miscavige.] Scientology has even found it necessary to publish a dictionary with 7,000 definitions for the
use of over 3,000 Dianetic words. In 1951, Hubbard released his findings on the spirit of Man, which served as the
foundation of the religion of Scientology, dealing with what Hubbard considered the fundamental truths concerning
the essence of life, what came before, and the hereafter. This was later followed by another basic book,
SCIENTOLOGY: The Fundamentals of Thought. Hubbard's own definition of Scientology is "Knowing how to
know ... Know thyself ... and the truth shall set you free" -- an obvious twisting of the words of Jesus Christ in
John 8:32 -- "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."

2. Its Roots. Even though Hubbard himself declared Dianetics to be "the spiritual heir of Buddhism in the Western
world," there is evidence of even darker roots. Hubbard was at one time closely linked with British Satanist and
New Ager Aleister Crowley, and there are strong indications that the word Dianetics had its origins in the worship
of the goddess Diana.

3. Its Tactics. Scientology attempts to give the appearance that it is both a science and a religion. Fifty hours of
Scientology counseling can cost $2,350. Some former members say they invested up to $80,000, which may
explain some claims that the organization's total take is over $3 million per day. ["Auditing" is by far Scientology's
most expensive service. Auditing is purchased in 12 1/2-hour chunks, costing the Scientologist anywhere between
$3,000 and $11,000 each, depending on where it is bought.] Members are usually well-scrubbed, respectable,
middle-class types. Church "ministers" wear the conventional black priest-suit and white collar, and even sport
crosses, though they point out it isn't representative of Christ's crucifix. When their teachings and tactics are
questioned, Scientologists are not prone to turn the other cheek. Hubbard says, "you only get hurt when you duck."
Scientology's alleged tactics of harassment, intimidation, and defamation of critics are well-known -- once an FBI
raid on church quarters revealed a "hit list" of enemies. [The elite of Scientology's workers, at least 5,000 of them,
belong to a zealous faction known as the Sea Organization and are given room, board, and a small weekly
allowance. (Scientology web site: "Today, more than 5,000 members of this religious order occupy staff positions in
upper level Scientology church organizations around the world.") They sign contracts to serve Scientology in this
and future lifetimes -- for a billion years. Their motto is: "We come back." Dressed in mock navy uniforms adorned
with ribbons, they bark orders with a clipped, military cadence. They hold ranks such as captain, lieutenant, and
ensign. Officers, including women, are addressed as "Sir."]

4. Sin and Salvation. A major creed of L. Ron Hubbard states that "man is good," an immortal Thetan, able to
create MEST. This tenet is consistent with the Dianetic belief that man is descended from the gods and may
someday evolve to reclaim his Thetan potential. "Salvation" involves a process of working through levels of self-
knowledge and knowledge of past lives (reincarnation) to awaken the pre-existent deity within and regain total
godhood. As would be expected, the existence of an eternal heaven and hell is denied.

5. Christ. Christ is deemed merely a "cleared" individual (see #6 below), i.e., "just a man."

6. Spiritual Practice. Other doctrines and practices of Scientology include astral travel, regression to past lives,
and the "urge toward existence as spirits." Through the use of a Scientology "E-meter" (something like a lie
detector) in an "auditing" session, members undergo exercises and counseling to eliminate negative mental images
from past lives and achieve a state of "clear." (Hubbard believed all illnesses were psychosomatic and could be
cured by eliminating these past experiences from the brain.) Scientology promises members higher intelligence and
greater business success through Scientology courses that cost thousands of dollars. "Upper-level" or "OT6" ("OT"
stands for "Operating Thetan") teachings of Scientology are available only to members who graduate through
preliminary Church of Scientology programs. Scientologists tell their members that if they get into Level 6 before
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going through the preliminary levels, they could "dematerialize or develop [fatal] illnesses." Scientology is creating
a powerful group of brainwashed robots who believe they have found a solution for their own problems as well as a
master plan for every person and nation in the world, now and forever.

7. Summary of Scientology Theology. In the beginning were the Thetans. These were to eventually create the
MEST, which in actuality would not be the best thing they could have done. For when the Thetan, who inhabits the
MEST, comes into conflict with other MEST, an engram is recorded in the reactive mind. This engram, whether it
be remembered or not, due to unconsciousness which accompanies every engram, is stored in the reactive mind and
causes the Thetan to believe false data [erroneous ideas]. It is the purpose of Scientology, through its auditing
efforts, to rid the Thetan of all engrams so that in turn that Thetan, who now possesses a new educational
perspective on reality, as a result of the auditing, may advance to a higher state of being or Clear. Once one reaches
"Clear" (a 38-step process), there are 20 more steps before one reaches "OT," when one supposedly doesn't need a
body to exist and is clear of all "engrams."

Endnotes

MEST -- As Scientology endeavors to render this MEST mess intelligible they write, "An engram comes about
when the individual organism suffers an intense impact with MEST. Every moment of physical pain contains with
it a partial or major shutdown of the analytical function of the mind" (Science of Survival, Book Two, p. 28). Thus,
an engram is a memory which is caused when any accidental event (be it major or minor) is experienced. However,
at the instant that the engram is formed, often the person is unaware of the event. How is this possible?

In a series of lectures given during August and September 1950, Hubbard explained the process: "An engram is a
moment of pain and unconsciousness which contains perceptics. Actually there are thousands of moments of pain
with just a little unconsciousness. Even a little thing such as someone burning his finger still causes a flick of
attenuation of the analytical mind. The engram has one common denominator above all else, unconsciousness. But
unconsciousness is common to every single engram, because unconsciousness does just one thing; it closes down
the analytical mind. So, we have coined the word anaten. It is a contraction of the two words analytical attenuation
(Attenuation means shutting or closing down)" (Research and Discovery Series: A Running Record of Research
into the Mind and Life, Vol. 3, pp. 114-115).

This engram is thus that "mental picture" which "contains, as part of its content, unconsciousness and physical
pain" and is stored in the individual's mind (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 114). But which
mind?

As Hubbard explained, every person has two minds -- the analytical mind and the reactive mind. Both have very
specific functions, though not necessarily beneficial functions. In the booklet, Basic Dictionary of Dianetics and
Scientology, the two minds are defined in the following ways: "analytical mind: In Dianetics and Scientology the
analytical mind is the one which is alert and aware and the reactive mind simply reacts without analysis." It
continues with, "reactive mind: the portion of the mind which works on a stimulus-response basis. It consists of
locks, secondaries, engrams and chains of them and is the single source of human aberrations and psychosomatic
ills" (pp. 2, 23).

Thus, Man in his true nature is an immortal Thetan. However, the Thetan is responsible for the creation of MEST.
Though the Thetan created the MEST, sometimes the MEST collides with the Thetan resulting in the acquisition of
an engram. Because every engram is accompanied by unconsciousness to a greater or lesser degree, not all engrams
are known to exist by the Thetan's analytical mind. As a result of the build-up of thousands of known and unknown
engrams, stored in his reactive mind, man seems to experience problems throughout his life. These engrams have
accumulated not only in this life but in many past lives as well through reincarnation. Thus, it is Scientology's
purpose to rid the Thetan of these unwanted engrams. How is this accomplished? By becoming Clear.  [Return to
Text]
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Clear State -- In defining Clear, Hubbard used an interesting analogy. Clear is "The name of a button on an adding
machine. When you push it, all the hidden answers in the machine clear and the machine can be used for a proper
computation. So long as the button is not pressed the machine adds all old answers to all new efforts to compute
and wrong answers result. Really, that's all a Clear is. Clears are beings who have been Cleared of wrong answers
or useless answers which keep them from living or thinking." The Clear "can create energy at will, and can handle
and control, erase or re-create an analytical mind or reactive mind. The Clear has no engrams which can be
restimulated to throw out the correctness of computations by entering hidden and false data in it" (Dianetics and
Scientology: Technical Dictionary, pp. 75-76).

Hence, the Thetan who has reached the desired state of Clear has, in actuality, become a blank slate simply waiting
for new data to be entered. As Hubbard explained in a lecture series, "you have to have a new education if you are
going to change a Clear's viewpoint" (Research and Discovery Series, Vol. 2, p. 408). Thus, the new data given by
Scientology is not merely a rearrangement of already existing beliefs and ideas. Rather, it is completely "new"
material, which is precisely what is needed for the "new education." The "Clear" is now free to start working
towards immortality again by practicing higher disciplines that will re-educate him about his archaic origins in
space. (As he learns more and more about his past, he will become an "Operating Thetan," or OT. There are six
levels ranging from OT-1 to OT-6, the highest of Scientology disciplines. Hubbard, however, was said to be
working on OT-7 or OT-8 a few years before his disappearance.) Without this new education it is impossible to
reach the state of Clear. But if Clear is a higher state of being to which all should desire to evolve, then how is this
to be accomplished? By the Scientology practice of Auditing.  [Return to Text]

Auditing -- Since the reactive mind consists of "locks" and chains of engrams, in order for the Thetan to be
declared Clear, the reactive mind with its engrams must be removed by auditing. "The reactive mind is removed by
'returning' the pre-clear to the engram, and laying its contents before the scrutiny of the analytical mind"
(Dianetics: The Original Thesis, p. 54). 

Once the engram is openly expressed by the pre-clear [Scientology student], then "Auditing gets rid of unwanted
barriers that inhibit, stop or blunt a person's natural abilities as well as gradiently increasing the abilities a person
has so that he becomes more able and his survival, happiness and intelligence increase enormously. An activity of
an auditor taking over the control of and shepherding the attention of a pc [pre-clear] so as to bring about a higher
level of confront ability" (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 28). After the Thetan has
remembered the engram, it is then removed from the reactive mind during the auditing session with the aid of the
Scientology E-Meter. This device, similar in function to a lie-detector, is said to be "An electronic instrument for
measuring mental state and change of state in individuals, as an aid to precision and speed in auditing" (Basic
Dictionary of Dianetics and Scientology, p. 11).  [Return to Text]

Note on Science Fiction: Hubbard first gained notoriety in the minds of Americans as the author of numerous
science fiction novels. He would later use his skills to tightly weave the web of science fiction and religion. His
theology, which is today accepted by millions, eventually leads to tales of preincarnate souls trapped in ice cubes
from the planet Mars: "One preclear (student of Scientology) said that this Thetan (somewhat similar to 'soul' or
'spirit') had inhabited the body of a doll on the planet Mars 469,476,600 years ago. Martians seized the doll and
took it to a temple, where it was zapped by a bishop's gun while the congregation chanted 'God is Love.' The
Thetan was then put in an ice cube, placed aboard a flying saucer, and dropped off at Planet ZX 432, where it was
given a robot body, then put to work unloading flying saucers. Being a bit unruly, it zapped another robot to death
and was shipped off in a flying saucer to be punished.  But the flying saucer exploded, and the Thetan fell into
space" (story as reprinted in Kingdom of the Cults, p. 346, 1985 ed.). While this may be where the theology of the
Church of Scientology eventually leads, it is not explained to the initiate in these precise words. Rather, it is touted
to the world as the cure for all man's problems and a way to gain every desire.  [Return to Text]

Note on Religion: In 1967, the Church of Scientology of California was stripped of its tax-exempt status by the
IRS (deeming Scientology a for-profit business that enriched church officials), an action the church considered
unlawful and thus ignored. (The church also replied with more than 2,000 lawsuits against the IRS.) The IRS, in
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turn, undertook a mammoth audit of the church for the years 1970 through 1974. A federal court ruled in 1971 that
Hubbard's medical claims were bogus and that E-meter auditing could no longer be called a scientific treatment.
Hubbard responded by going fully religious, seeking First Amendment protection for Scientology's strange rites.
Scientology ministers (formerly "counselors") started to wear white collars, dark suits, and silver crosses. Sunday
services were mandated, chapels were erected in Scientology buildings, franchises became "missions," fees became
"fixed donations," and Hubbard's comic-book cosmology became "sacred scriptures." It was made a punishable
offense for a staffer to omit from church literature the notation that Scientology is a "religious philosophy." Many
of the changes flowed from a flurry of "religious image" directives issued by high-level Scientology executives.
One policy put it bluntly: "Visual evidences that Scientology is a religion are mandatory." 

IRS-conducted audits proved that Hubbard was skimming millions of dollars from the church, laundering the
money through dummy corporations in Panama, and stashing it in Swiss bank accounts. Moreover, church members
stole IRS documents, filed false tax returns, and harassed the agency's employees. By late 1985, with high-level
defectors accusing Hubbard of having stolen as much as $200 million from the church, the IRS was seeking an
indictment of Hubbard for tax fraud. Scientology members "worked day and night" shredding documents the IRS
sought, according to a defector who took part in the scheme. (Hubbard, who had been in hiding for five years, died
before the criminal case could be prosecuted.) None of this, however, convinced the IRS, which assessed the
church more than $1 million in back taxes for the years 1970 through 1972. Scientology appealed to the U.S. Tax
Court, where, in 1984, it was handed one of the worst financial and public relations disasters in its history. The
battle with the Internal Revenue Service was finally resolved on October 1, 1993. On that day, despite all the
evidence to the contrary, the IRS issued letters recognizing the Church of Scientology and its related churches and
organizations as tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In return, the Church of
Scientology paid the IRS $12.5 million to settle any tax assessments prior to 1993, and dropped all its lawsuits
against the IRS. The IRS also agreed to drop any outstanding audits of Scientology organizations and declared
several related Scientology organizations as tax-exempt, including a trust that oversees the church's 440-foot cruise
ship, Freewinds. Also, church members were permitted to henceforth deduct from their personal income taxes the
fees they pay for "auditing."  [Return to Text]

Note on Tactics: Frequently, a person's first contact with Scientology comes when he is approached by a staff
member on the street and offered a free personality test, or receives a lengthy questionnaire in the mail. Using
charts and graphs, the idea is to convince a person that he has some problem, or "ruin," that Scientology can fix,
while assuaging concerns he may have about the church. According to Hubbard, "if the job has been done well, the
person should be worried." With that accomplished, the customer is pushed to buy services he is told will improve
his sorry condition and perhaps give him such powers as being able to spiritually travel outside his body -- or, in
Scientology jargon, to "exteriorize." Church members are then required to write testimonials -- "success stories" --
as they progress from one level to the next. 

The Scientology organization uses sophisticated sales tactics to sell a seemingly endless progression of expensive
courses, each serving as a prerequisite for the next. Known collectively as "The Bridge," the courses promise
salvation, higher intelligence, superhuman powers, and even possible survival from nuclear fallout -- for those who
can pay. Church tenets mandate that parishioners purchase Scientology goods and services under Hubbard's
"doctrine of exchange." A person must learn to give, he said, as well as receive. For its programs and books, the
church charges "fixed donations" that range from $50 for an elementary course in improving communication skills
to more than $13,000 for Hubbard's secret teachings on the origins of the universe and the genesis of mankind's
ills. 

From time to time, the church offers "limited time only" deals on a select package of Hubbard courses, which
represent a small portion of The Bridge. One such offer packaged courses  that if bought individually would
supposedly cost $55,455; the sale price was $33,399.50. To complete Hubbard's progression of courses, a
Scientologist could conceivably spend a lifetime and more than $400,000. The Scientology Bridge is always under
construction, keeping the Supreme Answer one step away from church members -- a potent sales strategy devised
by Hubbard to keep the money flowing, critics contend. 
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New courses continually are added, each of which is said to be crucial for spiritual progress, each heavily
promoted. Church members are warned that unless they keep purchasing Scientology services, misery and sickness
may befall them. For the true believer, this is a powerful incentive to keep buying whatever the group is selling.
Through the mail, Scientologists are bombarded with glossy, colorful brochures announcing the latest courses and
discounts. Letters and postcards sound the dire warning, "Urgent! Urgent! Your future is at risk! ... It is time to
ACT! NOW! ... You must buy now!" 

Scientology staffers who sell Hubbard's courses are called "registrars." They earn commissions on their sales and
are skilled at eliciting every facet of an individual's finances, including bank accounts, stocks, cars, houses,
whatever can be converted to cash. Like all Scientology staffers, a registrar's productivity is evaluated each week.
Performance is judged by how much money he or she brings in by each Thursday afternoon. And, in Scientology,
declining or stagnant productivity is not viewed favorably. (Source: "The Scientology Story, Pt.2," L.A. Times,
6/25/90.)   [Return to Text]  

Note on David Miscavige: To the public, Heber Jentzsch, president of the Church of Scientology International,
is portrayed as Scientology's top official. He appears regularly at news conferences and on talk shows, appearing to
be chiefly responsible for church public relations. The real power is consolidated among a handful of Scientologists
who keep low public profiles. The Church of Scientology serves as the mother church and is responsible for the
overall ecclesiastical management, dissemination, and propagation of Scientology and the various churches of
Scientology, but the Religious Technology Center (RTC) serves as "protector of the religion." And, more
importantly, RTC is Scientology's final arbiter of orthodoxy. 

David Miscavige (41) (a high school drop out) has served as RTC's Chairman of the Board, its most senior
position, since 1987. Miscavige has been an active Scientologist for most of his life, and has been involved with
nearly every aspect of the Church's activities, closely working with Hubbard. Miscavige wields power with the iron-
fisted approach of his mentor. RTC owns the trademarks that Scientology churches need to operate, including the
words Scientology and Dianetics. RTC licenses the churches to use the trademarks and can revoke permission if a
church fails to perform properly. Therein rests much, but not all, of Miscavige's power. He is the man in control,
charting a direction for the organization that is at once expansionist and combative -- in keeping with the dictates
and personality of Hubbard, his role model.  [Return to Text]

More Detail on Scientology�s Wide Array of Front Groups and Financial Scams (Source:
5/6/91, Time Magazine): 

CONSULTING. Sterling Management Systems, formed in 1983, has been ranked in recent years by Inc. magazine
as one of America's fastest-growing private companies (estimated 1988 revenues of $20 million). Sterling regularly
mails a free newsletter to more than 300,000 health-care professionals, mostly dentists, promising to increase their
incomes dramatically. The firm offers seminars and courses that typically cost $10,000. But Sterling's true aim is to
hook customers for Scientology. Sterling's founder, dentist Gregory Hughes, is now under investigation by
California's Board of Dental Examiners for incompetence. Nine lawsuits are pending against him for malpractice
(seven others have been settled), mostly for orthodontic work on children. 

PUBLIC INFLUENCE. One front, the Way to Happiness Foundation, has distributed to children in thousands of
the nation's public schools more than 3.5 million copies of a booklet Hubbard wrote on morality. The church calls
the scheme "the largest dissemination project in Scientology history." Applied Scholastics is the name of still
another front, which is attempting to install a Hubbard tutorial program in public schools, primarily those populated
by minorities. The group also plans a 1,000-acre campus, where it will train educators to teach various Hubbard
methods. The disingenuously named Citizens Commission on Human Rights is a Scientology group at war with
psychiatry, its primary competitor. The commission typically issues reports aimed at discrediting particular
psychiatrists and the field in general [not a bad goal]. The CCHR is also behind an all-out war against Eli Lilly, the
maker of Prozac, the nation's top-selling anti-depression drug, claiming that Prozac drives people to murder or
suicide. Another Scientology-linked group, the Concerned Businessmen's Association of America, holds anti-drug
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contests and awards $5,000 grants to schools as a way to recruit students and curry favor with education officials. 

HEALTH CARE. HealthMed, a chain of clinics run by Scientologists, promotes a grueling and excessive system of
saunas, exercise, and vitamins designed by Hubbard to purify the body. Experts denounce the regime as quackery
and potentially harmful, yet HealthMed solicits unions and public agencies for contracts. The chain is plugged
heavily in a book, Diet for a Poisoned Planet, by journalist David Steinman, who concludes that scores of common
foods (among them: peanuts, bluefish, peaches and cottage cheese) are dangerous. Former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop labeled the book "trash," and the Food and Drug Administration issued a paper in October [of 1990]
that claims Steinman distorts his facts. "HealthMed is a gateway to Scientology, and Steinman's book is a sorting
mechanism," says physician William Jarvis, who is head of the National Council Against Health Fraud. 

DRUG TREATMENT. Hubbard's purification treatments are the mainstay of Narconon, a Scientology-run chain of
[50] alcohol and drug rehabilitation centers -- some in prisons under the name "Criminon." 

FINANCIAL SCAMS. Three Florida Scientologists, including Ronald Bernstein, a big contributor to the church's
international "war chest," pleaded guilty in March of 1991 to using their rare-coin dealership as a money laundry.
Other notorious activities by Scientologists include making the shady Vancouver stock exchange even shadier, and
plotting to plant operatives in the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and Export-Import Bank. The alleged
purpose of this scheme: to gain inside information on which countries are going to be denied credit so that
Scientology-linked traders can make illicit profits by taking "short" positions in those countries' currencies. 

BOOK PUBLISHING. Scientology mischief-making has even moved to the book industry. Since 1985, at least a
dozen Hubbard books, printed by a church company, have made best-seller lists. They range from a 5,000-page sci-
fi decology (Black Genesis, The Enemy Within, An Alien Affair, etc.) to the [50]-year-old Dianetics. Critics pan
most of Hubbard's books as unreadable, while defectors claim that church insiders are sometimes the real authors.
Even so, Scientology has sent out armies of its followers to buy the group's books at such major chains as B.
Dalton's and Waldenbooks to sustain the illusion of a best-selling author. A former Dalton's manager says that
some books arrived in his store with the chain's price stickers already on them, suggesting that copies are being
recycled. Scientology claims that sales of Hubbard books now top [100] million worldwide.  [Back to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Church of
Scientology," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "Scientology: Science or Science Fiction," G.
Richard Fisher, PFO Quarterly Journal, Vol.17 No.3; (3) "Lafayette Ronald Hubbard and the Theology of the
Church of Scientology," The Discerner, and (4) "Church of Scientology: A Religious Mafia?," The Watchman
Expositor (Vol. 15, No. 1, 1998, p. 5). [Christian books on the cults also have chapters or sections on Scientology.
For example, The Kingdom of the Cults, 1997; Ruth A. Tucker, Another Gospel, 1989; William Watson, A Concise
Dictionary of Cults and Religions, 1991; and J. Gordon Melton, Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America, 1986.
Two works by secular writers are Bent Coryden's L. Ron Hubbard: Messiah or Madman?, 1992; and Russell
Miller's Bare-Faced Messiah: The True Story of L. Ron Hubbard, 1987. One is advised that in both of these works
Hubbard frequently is quoted verbatim and any Christian will find his words vulgar, obscene, and offensive.]
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Silva Mind Control (Silva Method)*
Christian or New Age Mind Cult?

Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control [SMC]) was developed by José Silva. Over six million students in 71
countries have taken the Silva International courses (formerly Silva Mind Control International). (One of Silva's
goals is to have the Silva Method course taught to all school children, both in grade school and in college.) He
claims that any person who will take his 48-hour (four day) course will develop psychic powers. A student is shown
how to enter an altered state of consciousness, and in that state is taught how to tap into "higher intelligence in the
universe." The student is taught how to function psychically and clairvoyantly, and how to invite counselors, or
psychic guides, into his mind to help him with his problems. By the third day of the course, students are supposed
to be able to operate psychically enough so that they can project their awareness outside of their bodies; i.e., have
out-of-body experiences. Their minds are supposed to be able to tap into any source in the universe for the
information, including the minds of other men, alive or dead. 

Silva Method uses visualization and guided imagery quite heavily; both have long been recognized by sorcerers of
all kinds as the most powerful and effective methodology for contacting the spirit world in order to acquire
supernatural power, knowledge, and healing. This sort of thing has been going on down through history. It's known
as "shamanism," or witchcraft. Yet, Silva claims that God sent Jesus to teach us all of this! 

Obviously, the Silva Method is little more than a New Age psychological mind control technique, rather than a
cultic system of teaching with readily identifiable followers. Nevertheless, it does have spiritual underpinnings (see
Silva's book Keys to the Kingdom), and it does, in many ways, consider itself Christian. Below are the highlights of
what Silva Mind Control/Silva Method teaches concerning its source of authority, Christ, sin, salvation, the Holy
Spirit, and prayer: 

1. Source of Authority. Authority for the Silva Method student is José Silva and his official publication THE
SILVA METHOD. 

2. Jesus Christ. The Silva Method teaches that Jesus did miracles in the same way that the Silva Method teaches its
students. The Bible teaches that Jesus was not doing miracles by mind over matter. He did them by the power of
His Father. Silva Method fails to differentiate between the miraculous, genuine supernatural power of God and that
which man attributes to his own mind, which is nothing more than the usurping of the authority of God and trying
to be little gods themselves. 

Silva Method also teaches that "Rabbi Jesus was assigned by Almighty God of the Universe to Planet Earth to teach
humanity, in a step-by-step procedure, how to look for and find what is called the kingdom of God within us all. ...
Jesus came to give us a message to correct the problem of human development on this planet because Moses didn't
do it and Noah didn't do it, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob didn't ... Zoroaster, Krishna, Buddha, Mohammed didn't do it. So
Jesus finally came to straighten out their mess and problem ..." Silva says that Jesus said that we are to go into an
alpha state (an altered state of consciousness) with our spirit guides, thus gaining the psychic powers necessary to
correct the human situation. (Silva also says, "Jesus is not coming back, so we've got to do it. But He gave us the
keys; He gave us the message. Look inside; find this power; you've got the power and you can make earth 'paradise
earth.'") 

3. Sin. Silva denies original sin and sees only "problems to be solved." Silva teaches that the present is a process of
materializing thoughts, while the future is composed of conceived thoughts not yet materialized. He talks about
being able to prophesy, a process of projecting into thought patterns to see if we can detect information that can
help us solve problems. According to the Silva Method, this information is for no other thing than for solving
problems -- "to make this planet a better world to live in. ... if you get information to solve problems, where people
are suffering, and you do alleviate that suffering and you correct the problem, who cares where the information
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comes from? The idea is get it anyway you can to stop a problem and forget everything else." Silva's done away
with the blood of Jesus Christ; he's done away with the sacrificial death of Christ for our sins. According to the
Silva Method, it's not a sin problem anymore, it's ignorance! 

4. Salvation. Since Silva believes that we have been sent to the planet to solve problems (i.e., "to convert this
planet into a paradise"), salvation is earned by one's success in problem solving. The emphasis is one of total
pragmatism. But just the fact that one is solving problems does not answer the question of whether or not an
activity itself is right or pleasing to God. "Positive" results can occur through the occult world or the psychic world.

Being "born again" also has a unique meaning for Silva Method practitioners: "When we enter the kingdom of
heaven, once there we become centered and have access to the use of the right brain hemisphere ... This would truly
be the concept of being born again ... being 'born again' means 'Go back and retrace your steps and pick up the use
of the right brain hemisphere like you did when you were born originally.' ... when you get to use both brain
hemispheres, that is really being born again." Silva sums up what salvation is not in the Silva Method: "Somebody
who died 1,900 years ago or 2,000 years ago, his blood cleansing us from sin and so forth, that doesn't help solve
problems today." Salvation for Silva leads the lost away from the sacrifice of Christ for their sins upon the cross.
They don't need that anymore. All they need is alpha in the right brain.

The message of the Silva Method is one of complete rejection of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ upon the
cross, i.e., a claim that we have the power within us. Silva overlooks the major problem of evil in the human heart,
the sin nature of man, to which Jesus specifically said, "I come not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance."
One hears no repentance from Silva, no acknowledgement of any real guilt. Instead, it's just something that's a state
of mind that you can get rid of by going into your alpha level. 

5. Holy Spirit. In the Silva Method, the Holy Spirit is a "dimension that we can create -- a state of mind to enter it
and make use of it for problem-solving situations. ... We were sent to do a work for God -- help God with creation
in thinking of His creatures."

Rather than the Holy Spirit as Counselor, on the third day of Silva Method training, students are asked to pick two
counselors. The lecturer explains how to invoke them. And in the last session, during meditation, two counselors
appear in the laboratory of the mind of the student and they are available from that point on, whenever the student
needs them. Silva says that anytime that you find yourself with a problem and you do not know what to do next,
you consult your counselors: "They are here to do the work for you; they are here to help you evolve ... become ...
as good as they are, whoever they are." This, of course, is spiritism; and the nature of spiritism is ultimately
demonic. One can hear the same things from mediums and spiritists who talk to their advisors or their spirit guides
or counselors, all of which is prohibited by Scripture (cf. Deut. 18). 

6. Prayer. For Silva, praying is psychic -- the use of mind: "... we're praying; we're using psychic systems to pray,
to visualize ... imagine what's to happen, and believe that you already have it and you shall receive it." (Sounds like
the "name-it-and-claim-it" teaching of the Positive Confession movement.)

*Most of the material in this report came from a panel discussion on the subject on a 1988 John Ankerberg Show.
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Unification Church*
Christian or Cult?

The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity.
It was officially founded in 1954 by Sun Myung Moon (which has led to the referring of his followers as
"Moonies") and moved to America in 1959, where he established his international headquarters. Born in Korea in
1920, Moon claims that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ appeared to him on Easter morning on a
mountainside in Northwestern Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of establishing the
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, a mission that Christ had only begun. Christ supposedly told Moon that he would be
"the completer of man's salvation by being the Second Coming of Christ" (Sun Myung Moon and The Unification
Church, James Bjornstad, p. 9). After World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of communist North
Korea, where he set up his first church (1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation,"
during which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's
influence. In 1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp),
accusing him of bigotry and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War
(1950). (Still today, Moon's sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents
Day," he observed, "Woman was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs
are the place of the true love palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the
Unification Church, which now claims three million members in more than 120 countries (about 40-45 thousand
U.S.), but both these figures are believed by many to be grossly exaggerated. (The largest concentration of Moonies
reside in Korea and Japan.) In 1956, Moon published the English version of the Divine Principle as the
authoritative work of the Unification Church. (The Korean Version: "Wolli Haesol" or "Explanation of the
Principle" was published on August 15th, 1957.) 

This "church" has been the subject of much negative U.S. publicity, primarily due to alleged unethical recruitment
and fund-raising tactics and Moon's authoritative leadership style. In 1982, Moon was convicted of federal income
tax fraud, for which he served 11 months (of an 18-month sentence) in federal prison (beginning in the summer of
1984). The Unification Church of America was founded in 1972 and is headquartered in New York City. To train
those interested in joining the movement, a "seminary" was established in 1975 at Barrytown, New York (the
Unification Theological Seminary), with the goal of unifying all theological beliefs. Its faculty is drawn from
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Eastern Orthodox backgrounds, as well as from the Unification Church. Its
mission statement reads, "to inspire Christian denomination and all the world's religions to supersede their
separateness and cooperate for the attainment of God's will."

Moon has also launched numerous business ventures, and with the free labor of his followers, has built a multi-
million dollar empire that includes pharmaceutical companies, manufacturing, banking, publishing, and other
industries. (The Unification News is a monthly newspaper owned by the Church. They also publish a monthly
magazine called Insight. While not an official publication of the Unification Church, the Church does own and
operate the Washington Times, located in Washington, D.C. Today's World is a monthly magazine.) Moon is a
permanent resident of the U.S. (since 1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the
"Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to which Moon himself has laid claim!).

Moon is particularly fond of drawing former U.S. intelligence and military officers into his organizations. Moon
has masterfully used his hard line anti-communist campaigns, multi-million dollar business deals, and substantial
political donations to blur his ultimate objective of a one-world government originating from a centralized religious
power -- ruled by Moon -- under which his followers will purchase goods and services only from church sponsored
manufacturers.
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The Unification Church has also been linked to a variety of associated organizations. Some of these include The
American Freedom Coalition, Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP), CAUSA USA,
American Leadership Conferences, American Constitution Committee, National Committee Against Religions
Bigotry and Racism, Conservative Action Foundation, National Council for Church and Social Action, The
Washington Times Corporation, World Media Association, U.S. Property Development Corporation, Atlanta Video,
Happy World Inc., as well as numerous others (Washington Post, 15 October 1989).

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church:
"While church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics."
Below are the highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation,
the fall of man, the occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly
revealed directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third
testament" of the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to
have received new revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with
John the Baptist. This is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine
Principle revealed in this book is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be
continually revealed" (Unification Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where
they are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be
agents of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work
of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on
the cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not
refer to raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression
"end of the world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that
Christianity is not the one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many
religions. ... God cannot be found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They
claim that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached
perfection, and that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and
childbearing. Therefore, the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the
spiritual fall) and then with Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown
But Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later
transcribed.] Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it
readily accepts clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the
tree of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan,
and Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam
and Eve thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin
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is a matter of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical
redemption; i.e. it is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and
blessed by Moon himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by
having sexual relations with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon).
Now, those who totally submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the
Unification Church, allowing Moon to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of
purification not requiring sexual cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and
the deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God
must exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and
femininity which are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught
by Unification theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid
theological insight" (Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is
just like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no
means be God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the
bastard offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle,
pp. 143-145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was
killed before He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973).
Moonies believe that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into
a power bloc for Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or
essential part of God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical
salvation by redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it
to provide an incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor.
15:12-20), but that He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical
salvation by marrying and producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate
it considers him to be this "third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt
of sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising,
recruitment, and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that
the "third Adam" will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p.
148). They teach that once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and
bear sinless children. [HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a
perfect family (indeed, his twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers
through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being
different from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit,
"... appears feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a
bright light or a field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy
Spirit is a "female spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also
cleanses the sins of the people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage.
[HJB] Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated,
"Unification theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God.
Hence it is not primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification
Theology, p. 53).  
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11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and
false lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies
which we conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's
love and man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third
Adam." They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the
First Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam"
through marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to
establish God's kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that
Jesus failed at the First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential
because it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death
depends on his spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions."
Rather than immortal perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires,
dislikes, and aspirations as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to
accept Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a
new Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by
Moon, was born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want
us to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come
in the clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and
those who do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
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"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

Endnotes

Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with
famed Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide,
concerning his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a
leader in the Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak
asked, "Could you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here
today?" Fletcher answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World
Teacher will be able to speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested
through him is the Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to
make a revelation he has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I
have been speaking for a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows
through him, the intelligence, is not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their
inspiration and their knowledge from One Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in
some strange symbolical way that pool becomes Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was
then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle
brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered, "That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not
exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for
revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are
popularly known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing,"
as Moonies refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides
and grooms and repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to
obtain marriage licenses from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun
Myung Moon had matched (Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife
based on Moon's selection) or those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of
celibacy before marriage) would be allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as
a 'recommitment of marriage' to unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia; (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990,
pp. 243-267; (4) "Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification
Church," April 2000, pp. 32-33.
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Unitarian Universalists
Christian or Cult?

Unitarian Universalism (UU), known officially as the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations in North
America (with headquarters in Boston, Mass.), was officially formed in 1961 with the merger of two separate
religious groups whose roots date back to the early 1500s -- the American Unitarian Association (1825) and the
Universalist Church of America (1793). Unitarian Universalism is one of the most liberal of the denominations,
being more akin to a society of free thinkers than a traditional "Christian" denomination. 

In America, the religious liberalism that came to be known as Unitarianism appeared within the congregational
churches in Massachusetts as a reaction against the revivalism of the Great Awakening (1740-43). Unitarianism
prospered in the late-18th century among the Harvard elite, and emerged full bloom in the early-19th century as a
rational, mystical, liberal religion that rejected the divinity of Christ as well as the Calvinist view of man as totally
depraved. The Unitarians believed that man was not only morally perfectible, but that education was the only true
way to salvation. Since they believed that evil was caused by ignorance, poverty, and social injustice, they were
convinced that only a good liberal education, provided by the government at no charge, would solve society's
problems (1/96, The Blumenfeld Education Letter, p. 2). 

Universalism is the theological doctrine that all souls will ultimately be saved and that there are no torments of hell.
Universalism has been asserted at various times in different contexts throughout the history of the "Christian
church" -- e.g., Origen in the 3rd century. The Universalists also denied the miraculous element in Scripture, and
rejected such important Bible doctrines as the total depravity of man and the Trinity. 

There are currently about 205,000 Unitarian Universalist members in 1,040 congregations in North America. The
beliefs of Unitarian Universalism appeal greatly to the "yuppie" generation of today -- no penalty for sin, no hell,
salvation for all, ecumenism with all other religions, and extreme theological liberalism with no official creeds.
Many in this "church" do not believe in Biblical Christianity, and some do not even want to be known as
Christians. According to the Unitarian-Universalist 1985 revised statement, no minister, member, or congregation
"shall be required to subscribe to any particular interpretation of religion, or to any particular religious belief or
creed." Four of their seven Principles and Purposes are these: The inherent worth and dignity of every person; a
free and responsible search for truth; the goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all; respect
for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part. 

In their attempt to be "free thinking" and "non-creedal," the UUs have become so liberal that they deny almost
every doctrine of the Christian faith, replacing the worship of God with a worship of self, teaching that human
reason and experience take precedence over the Word of God. Below are the highlights of what the Unitarian
Universalists "believe" concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The UUs deny the divine inspiration and absolute authority of the Scriptures. They claim
the Bible was merely the creation of men, and therefore, the Bible contains many "inaccuracies, inconsistencies,
and errors." They substitute human reason for revelation as their source of authority, and believe there are no
absolute or infallible guides, including reason. [HJB] In fact, UUs desire a world religion that "draws from and
honors the teachings of all of the great religious traditions."

2. Trinity. The UUs deny that one God exists in three Persons. Instead, they claim that Trinitarian doctrine was
added by the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325. [HJB] 

3. God. The UUs hold a variety of liberal views about God: Some do not believe that He is a Person, but instead
claim He is an impersonal spirit, a natural force, or a principle. Some even claim that He is a created being, not
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supernatural. Others even deny His existence completely.

4. Jesus Christ. The UUs deny the deity of Christ -- that He is not God and Savior, but only a good man and
teacher. They claim that the apostles and other Christian writers added to the Scriptures the teachings concerning
Christ's atonement for sin.

5. Salvation. The UUs teach that the essence of salvation is character development ("deeds not creeds"), rather than
faith in Jesus Christ alone -- the "social gospel" reigns supreme in UU. This belief allows every person to do
whatever is right in his own eyes as long as he is sincere about it (including homosexual behavior -- UU became
the first denomination to call for the legal recognition of same-sex marriages [Associated Press:6/25/96]; as early as
1970, UUs called for an end to discrimination against homosexuals and bisexuals, and in 1980, UUs resolved that
homosexuals should be ordained.). 

6. Hell. The UUs hold the "universalist" belief that no one will be eternally condemned. They, therefore, deny the
existence of hell, claiming it is unreasonable for a loving God to send people to a place of eternal torment. They
believe that we suffer the consequences of sin in this life only. [HJB]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB] ,
BTTB:1990, pp. 269-287.
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Unity School of Christianity*
Christian or Cult?

Unity School of Christianity, also known as Unity (with headquarters on a 1,400-acre campus in Unity Village,
Missouri -- near Lee's Summit, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City), was "founded" in 1889 (with the publishing of
a national monthly magazine called Modern Thought -- renamed Unity Magazine in 1894) by Charles S. Fillmore
(1854-1948), a spiritist with no Christian background, and Myrtle (Paige) Fillmore (1845-1931), a Methodist; this
was after Myrtle said she was healed of tuberculosis by repeating an occultic mind-over-matter affirmation, "I am a
child of God, and therefore I do not inherent sickness" (she had been dabbling heavily in Christian Science). It was
later incorporated as a church in 1903 by the Unity Society of Practical Christianity. In 1948, the control of Unity
was assumed by the Fillmore's two sons, Lowell and W. Rickert Fillmore, and has since experienced tremendous
growth. Unity currently claims about 200,000 U.S. members and 1.5 million members worldwide.

Unity's leader is now Connie Fillmore Bazzy, a great-granddaughter of the founders. She controls everything from
publishing Unity's magazines to the 24-hour Silent Unity Prayer ministry that generates the majority of the
organization's approximately $30 million in annual income. Charles R. Fillmore is the grandson of the founder and
acts as Chairman of the Board for Unity.

Unity's roots are to be found in the ministry of Dr. Franz Anton Mesmer, who practiced what was called "animal
magnetism." His work involved manipulating the "subconscious" mind, and he was the first modern user of
hypnotism (hence, the term "mesmerism"). Some years later, Unity joined the International New Thought Alliance
(along with Christian Science and New Thought) from which many of their doctrines have emanated.1 

The Fillmores studied Spiritualism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Brahmanism, Rosicrucianism, Theosophy, New Thought,
Christian Science, and other Mind Science religions, believing that there was some good in every religion. (They
did disagree, however; with the Christian Science doctrine that matter is not real.) Charles Fillmore admits that he
and Myrtle had taken "more than forty courses (in metaphysical subjects)" (The Story of Unity, James Dillet
Freeman, Unity Books publishing, pp. 35, 41-42). The Fillmores also took "several courses" from Emma Curtis
Hopkins to further their understanding of New Thought. Hopkins had been an editor on the Christian Science
Journal, Mary Baker Eddy's publication (The Story of Unity, pp. 43-45).

Charles Fillmore chose the ancient Egyptian winged disc, an occult symbol, as the symbol to represent Unity.
Steeped in Hinduism, Fillmore felt that he had been associated with the symbol in previous lives. (He believed he
was the reincarnation of the Apostle Paul!) A Unity video states that this symbol is a representation of the "Earth
being lifted in consciousness." Unity Magazine says it is "a soul giving wings to the body." These are thoroughly
pagan ideas. (Frank Yurco, an Egyptologist at the University of Chicago, says the "winged disc" symbol represents
"a fear of demons and evil gods. ... It represents the sun-god, Ra, as he flees across the sky.")

This occultic fixation eventually led to the formation of a group which would pray, or meditate, for the healing of
others. This became the Society of Silent Help, later changed to Silent Unity, that extolled the virtues of creative
thinking and the power of the human mind to cure any ailment. The Fillmores never thought of starting a church, so
they took the name "Unity School of Practical Christianity." "Practical" was dropped from the name in 1914, at
which time the Unity Tract Society and Silent Unity incorporated under the name of Unity School of Christianity.
Fillmore, during a time of silent prayer, is said to have received the name Unity. Fillmore explained he heard the
name "just as the voice of Jesus was heard by Paul" (The Story of Unity, p. 61). 

Today the "school" is a centralized group with churches in many areas. They distribute millions of pieces of
literature a year; their most popular publications (with a total circulation of about three million) are Unity Magazine
(articles on metaphysical topics) and Daily Word (their daily devotional magazine). There are many "authoritative"
Unity writings, two of which are Mysteries in Genesis and Christian Healing, both by Charles Fillmore. They also
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air a number of radio broadcasts. They have over 500 churches and/or study groups in America, with an additional
100 or so congregations and study groups in 15 foreign countries.  

Unity's doctrines are a mish-mash of borrowed teachings from different religions and philosophies -- Hinduism,
Spiritism, Theosophy, Christian Science, and Christianity. At the heart of Unity's teachings is a "health and wealth"
philosophy so popular to many in the professing Christian church today. But according to a Unity booklet by
Elizabeth Sand Turner, What Unity Teaches, Unity has no dogmatic statement of faith to which the people must
adhere. Instead, the follower is to "accept what he finds helpful to lift his consciousness to a higher level."
Nevertheless, Charles R. Fillmore, grandson of Charles S. and Myrtle, wrote The Adventure Called Unity in 1963,
which clearly delineates Unity's teachings. 

Below are the highlights of what Unity believes concerning its source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin and
salvation, hell, sickness, and reincarnation: 

1. Source of Authority. Because of Unity's philosophy that all religions teach truth, the Bible is simply another
book of Scripture. Charles Fillmore wrote, "It is not necessary that you despise the scriptures of the Jews, of the
Hindus, or of any people, but you are to take them for what they are: the records of men as to what their
experiences have been in communing with the omnipresent God" (The Twelve Powers of Man, p. 115). Unity does
not believe that the Scriptures are the complete and absolute authority, but that they are merely the "testimonials of
men." They do not even consider their own teachings to be permanently binding, but believe that such teachings are
always open to new revelation. They teach that the Bible is an "allegory" -- i.e., that experience, if you are 'in tune'
with God, is more accurate and reliable than the Bible. They give metaphysical interpretations to many obvious
truths in the Bible so that the normal meaning is twisted and the passage then fits their theology. (In other words,
Unity says the Bible doesn't mean what it says.) They consider reason and "logic of the mind" to be their final
authority. [HJB] 

2. Trinity. Unity has given a metaphysical meaning to the word "trinity"; they say the Father, Son, and the Holy
Spirit refer to "mind, idea, and expression." They believe that God is Universal Law or divine Principle, not a
person. [HJB] They teach the New Age/Pantheistic idea that God is All and All is God. They explain, "God is
Spirit, or the creative energy which is the cause of all visible things. God is not a being or person having life,
intelligence, love, power. God is that invisible, intangible, but very real, something we call life. Each rock, tree,
animal, everything visible, is a manifestation of the one Spirit -- God -- differing only in degree of manifestation;
and each of the numberless modes of manifestation, or individualities, however insignificant, contains the whole"
(Lessons In Truth, H. Emilie Cady, pp. 6, 8).

3. God. Under the heading "spirit," Unity's Metaphysical Bible Dictionary states, "A name for God. Spirit and Mind
are synonymous; therefore we know God-Spirit as Mind, the one Mind, or Intelligence, of the universe." The
Dictionary continues with "The Father is Principle. Thus, we might also say, Father is Being in the absolute, the
unlimited, the unrelated" (p. 629). "Childlike, untrained minds say God is a personal being. The statement that God
is principle chills them, and in terror they cry out. God is the name we give to that unchangeable, inexorable
principle at the source of all existence. To the individual consciousness God takes on personality, but as the creative
underlying cause of all things, He is principle, impersonal; as expressed in each individual, He becomes personal to
that one -- a personal, loving, all-forgiving Father-Mother" (Lessons In Truth, p. 11).

4. Jesus Christ. Unity teaches that Christ is an idea, the essence of "divine Mind." They claim that Jesus was
merely a perfect man who fully possessed the Christ principle, which He obtained by advancing "through many
reincarnations" (What Unity Teaches). They say that every person is potentially perfect, and that Jesus expressed
that perfection, and while we are still only working toward it, we are part of the divine universal consciousness, and
therefore, divine by nature. They believe that we can do anything Jesus did, in effect raising mankind to the level of
the divine, and making us equal with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Unity tells us that studying about God and Jesus Christ is
not enough. We must discover the Christ principles of successful living and then be ready to apply them to our
own daily living. In summary, rather than viewing Jesus as the Savior from our sins, Unity views Him as merely
the "Way Shower."2 
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Unity believes in the Second Coming of Christ, not in the flesh, but as the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit to all who
are prepared to receive it. The Holy Spirit is a latent power within every man. This, they believe, is the fulfillment
of the promise of Jesus to his disciples (e.g., Unity says, "In this day of great spiritual awakening, when the hearts
and minds of many are turning to God, the Second Coming of Christ is taking place for them.").

5. Holy Spirit. Charles Fillmore, again in harmony with the Pantheistic ideology of his day, stated that the Holy
Spirit was not a personal being, but rather only an impersonal force. He wrote, "The Holy Spirit in Divine Mind
corresponds to our thought in our minds. So we can ideate the unlimited Divine Mind, but when this Mind is
brought into our world or consciousness it is limited to our conception of it" (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind, p.
99).

6. Sin and Salvation. Unity denies the reality of sin and evil. They do not recognize man as being sinful or in need
of salvation, because they believe that every person is part of God. They teach that we can overcome weaknesses
and mistakes through wisdom and right thinking, not by a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Instead,
Unity tells us that man's mind is his connecting link with God, and that if man is to control his spiritual growth and
fulfillment, he must control his thinking. They teach that the atonement is the reconciliation of our minds with the
Divine Mind. 

In Talks on Truth, Unity says: "Salvation is finally attained when the cycle of rebirth is broken and man comes to
birth no more. The true spiritual body is to replace the physical body and the man becomes like Christ. This is to be
done on earth ... eternal life means conscious existence in the body." For Unity, then, salvation and true religious
growth are "do-it-yourself projects" (The Adventure Called Unity, pp. 6-7). 

7. Hell. With the Unity concept of the power of positive thinking, there is no talk about sin, and therefore, no
eternal hell and no eternal punishment. They deny that hell is a real place, but claim that both heaven and hell are
"states of mind," not geographical locations, that people experience as a result of their thoughts, words, and deeds.
[HJB] Unity, thereby, is one of the most dangerous cults, because it lulls followers into thinking that they will
never have to face the living God of the Bible.

8. Sickness. Unity claims that pain, sickness, old age, and death are not real. Instead, they teach a process of
healing that uses "denial" and mental power: "Unity believes in the creative power of thoughts and words. We can
have neither good nor ill unless we think and speak it into manifestation. ... what we think and speak will act to lift
the consciousness to a higher level" (What Unity Teaches).

9. Reincarnation. Unity goes a step beyond Christian Science in its teaching of "transmigration of souls." Unity
believes in reincarnation, i.e., that through a long process of rebirths we eventually reach perfection and
immortality. (Unity teaches that Christ had been David, Moses, and Elijah in previous lives.) This was borrowed
directly from Hinduism, in effect, lifted right out of Hindu's sacred writings. (However, unlike Hinduism, Unity's
reincarnation is only to a new human body, never to an animal body.) They claim that God never intended for man
to die, but that reincarnation was His merciful provision (cf. Heb. 9:27). They teach that once we reach perfection,
we become part of the "Divine Mind," an eternal state of peace and tranquility [HJB]. Fulfillment, for the Unity
adherent, is to come to the end of countless reincarnations, because one has then finally arrived at his Christ-like
perfection state -- "The second birth is that in which we 'put on Christ.' It is a process of mental adjustment and
body transmutation that takes place right here on earth." [From Unity's Statement of Faith, Article 22: "We believe
that the dissolution of spirit, soul and body caused by death, is annulled by rebirth of the same spirit and soul in
another body here on earth. We believe the repeated incarnations of man to be a merciful provision of our loving
Father to the end that all may have opportunity to attain immortality through regeneration, as did Jesus."]

10. Summary. Following are quotes from Charles Fillmore's book Christian Healing (Unity School of Christianity,
Unity Village, MO). They are found at the end of the chapters in his book and are meant as summarizations and
points of meditation:
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"God is the name of my good" (p. 17);

"God is the name of the everywhere Principle, in whom I live, move, and have my being" (p. 17);

"I am the son of God, and the Spirit of the Most High dwells in me" (p. 29);

"I am the only begotten son, dwelling in the bosom of the Father" (p. 29);

"I am the Christ of God" (p. 29);

"I and my Father are one" (p. 29);

"I am one with Almightiness" (p. 29);

"God is good, and God is all, therefore I refuse to believe in the reality of evil in any of its forms" (p. 60);

"My perfection is now established in Divine Mind" (p. 83);

"Holding continuously to the reality of things spiritual establishes them in mind -- they become mental
substance" (p. 84);

"I see the light of Christ consciousness always" (p. 106).

11. Biblical Response. 

God is not all and all is not God. Rather, God is the creator of all things. (Genesis 1:1; Isa 44:24; John 1:2-3;
Col. 1:16);
The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit have personal attributes. They speak (Ex. 24:12, Acts 13:2); They reason
(Isa. 1:18); They feel compassion. (Luke 13:34, John 3:16-18);
Jesus was not possessed of a Christ consciousness, He is the Christ. (Matt. 1:18; Luke 2:11);
All religions are not true. (Matt. 7:21, 24:24; John 14:6; Acts 4:12);
Poverty, sin, sickness, and death are real. (Matt. 4:24; Mark 14:7; Rom. 3:23, 6:23; 1 John 1:7-10);
Reincarnation is not Biblical (Heb. 9:27).

Endnotes

1 A religious movement that began in the United States in the late 19th century, New Thought stresses the power of
the mind to heal disease and to improve life. Its individualistic orientation has hindered the development of
centralized institutions. New Thought, however, has influenced many who claim no allegiance to its organizations.
Phineas P. Quimby, a mental healer and metaphysician, is considered the founder of New Thought, even though the
movement incorporates ideas of other thinkers, including those of the American transcendentalists. Warren F. Evans
(1817-89) and Julius A. Dresser (1838-93) spread Quimby's teachings. The magazine New Thought, which is still
published today as Unity Magazine, was begun in 1894. The National New Thought Alliance was formed in 1908,
and the International New Thought Alliance (INTA) in 1914. The Unity School of Christianity, although not part of
INTA, is a prominent New Thought movement. 

New Thought was a philosophical school of thought that believed in the ability of the human mind to solve all of
the problems one might encounter. According to New Thought, the tremendous power of mind is explained by the
divinity of humankind. Unlike Christian Science, which New Thought resembles in some respects, New Thought
does not accept any final revelation and is not opposed in principle to material medicine. New Thought's optimistic
influence can be seen in such works as Norman Vincent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking (1952). New
Thought has also paved the way for recent interest in faith healing and in non-Western religions. (Source: 1995
Grolier Electronic Multimedia Encyclopedia.)  [Back to Text]
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2 As with other New Age/pantheistic groups, Unity distinguishes between Jesus, the man, and Christ, the divine
consciousness. This view of Christ is also shared by the Christian Science church of Mary Baker Eddy. Unity
states: "Jesus represents God's idea of man in expression; Christ is that idea in the absolute." Unity draws a similar
concept of the birth of Jesus as many other New Age cults. The Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, pp. 345-346, states:
"In the individual consciousness, the meaning of Jesus' being born in Bethlehem of Judea is that the principles of
truth have laid hold of the intelligent substance of Spirit (Bethlehem), and through praise (Judea) have brought the
Christ into manifestation. It is wise to protect the newborn spiritual consciousness from contact with Herod, the
personal ego; Herod seeks 'the young child to destroy him,' but under the guidance of Spirit, no harm comes to the
child. He is taken into Egypt (down into the protected places of the subconsciousness), to remain until the personal
ego destroys itself; then the Christ child is free to come forth and express."  [Back to Text]

*Some of the material in this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from seven sources: (1) the 4/93 issue of
The Discerner; (2) the 10/96 issue of the Mount Carmel Outreach; (3) Evaluating & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "Unity," April 2000, pp. 34-35; (4) "Unity School of Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); (5) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia; (6) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; and
(7) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 289-304.  [Back to Top]
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The Way International
Christian or Cult?*

The Way International (also known as the Way Bible Research Institute), with headquarters in New Knoxville,
Ohio, was officially founded in 1957 by Victor Paul Wierwille (1916-1985). (Although no significant growth
occurred until the Jesus Movement of the late 1960s, others attribute The Way's beginning to October of 1942 to
Wierwille's radio broadcast, the "Vesper Chimes," which first aired on WLOK in Lima). Formerly, Wierwille was a
United Church of Christ minister who had studied at two liberal seminaries -- the University of Chicago Divinity
School and Princeton Theological Seminary. [Although his followers referred to him as "Doctor," Wierwille had no
earned doctorate. His bogus doctoral degree was purchased from Pikes Peak Bible Seminary, a diploma mill (see,
From "Vesper Chimes" to "The Way International," pp. 10-11).] Though exposed to the Bible, Wierwille was a
man who had rejected God's truth in utter rebellion. Putting the Bible aside, Wierwille exercised very little
discernment in learning from others, readily accepting teachings from itinerant mystics, Christian Scientists, and
spiritists.

Wierwille founded what would become The Way after receiving (in 1942) what he claimed was a message from
God: "He spoke to me audibly, just like I am talking to you now," Wierwille explained in a Way biography -- "He
said he would teach me the Word as it had not been known since the first century, if I would teach it to others" (The
Way: Living in Love, p. 178). In some ways, Wierwille's beliefs were not that unique. Nor did they come directly
from God's lips. Much evidence exists that Wierwille borrowed theories from George Lamsa (The Quarterly
Journal, Personal Freedom Outreach, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1989, p. 1), and plagiarized portions of his foundational books
from the writings of others such as E.W. Bullinger and E.W. Kenyon (see: The Integrity and Accuracy of The
Way's Word, and Will the Real Author Please Stand Up?). 

Three years before his death, Wierwille passed leadership to L. Craig Martindale. After Wierwille died, the church
was beset by infighting and tax troubles, leading to a decade of decline and splintering amid charges of
mismanagement, authoritarianism, intolerance, plagiarism, and adultery. Membership fell from approximately
100,000 people in all 50 states and 40 foreign countries to an estimated 10,000 in 1996. (Official Way publications
include The Way Magazine, Jesus Christ is Not God, The Bible Tells Me So, God's Magnified Word, The Word's
Way, and The Rise and Expansion of the Church.)

Considerable criticism has focused on the founder. During his lifetime, Wierwille had been elevated to the level of
a living legend in the minds of his followers, according to former adherents. Most of the criticism by former Way
leaders, however, has been directed at L. Craig Martindale. Wierwille, fighting cancer, installed Martindale as
president in 1982. Born in 1948, Martindale had served as youth minister in a Southern Baptist church in
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and had been president of both the local Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Baptist
Student Union at the University of Kansas before joining The Way in 1971 (Profile: Rev. L. Craig Martindale,
published by The Way, Int'l.). Dissidents have questioned and even rebelled against Martindale's leadership amidst
violent turmoil and shocking controversy. Especially troubling to many former members are "widespread reports of
rampant adultery and promiscuous sex in The Way, including the highest levels of leadership. One ex-member said
the [Way] Corps' resident training was sometimes like a 'bordello,' with promiscuity, adultery, orgies, wife-
swapping, and even gang-rape" (Christian Research Journal, Summer 1996, pp. 6-7). [These scandals apparently
took their toll -- in April of 2000, Martindale resigned from The Way's board of trustees. Way's vice president,
Rosalie Rivenbark, became The Way's new president.]

The Way is also battling charges of rampant homosexuality. In 1994, The Way ended the WOW Ambassador
program (Word Over the World) at its annual "Rock of Ages" festival, fearing that nearly 10 percent of that year's
applicants were homosexual. [Martindale's restructuring of most of the sect's traditional programs may have been
intended in part to deal with this issue. Martindale said, "We have flushed homosexuals and 'homo' fantasizers and
sympathizers out of our Way Corps and Staff." One Way staffer reported that by January of 1995, "163 sodomites
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had been purged, marked and avoided" (Ibid., p. 6).] Later in 1995, The Way began the "The Way Disciples
Outreach Group" program to replace the WOWs. The Disciples were to find new recruits for The Way as the
WOWs did, but serve only four months instead of the year the WOWs served. But the Trustees now limit the
Disciples to only Advanced Class graduates in order to assure that they are more entrenched in Way practices and
more answerable to leaders. Amid these and other charges, the loss in followers has been paralleled by a drop in
finances, and many former Way members are flocking to break-off organizations (some of which are led by well-
known and respected ex-leaders: Christian Educational Service (CES) led by John Lynn; Pacific West Fellowship;
Great Lakes Fellowship; and The Way of Great Britain headed by Chris Geer.

Although The Way holds services, commissions missionaries, performs weddings, and other functions associated
with churches, technically, The Way does not consider itself to be a religion or a church. -- "The Way International
is a biblical research and teaching organization concerned with ... the inherent accuracy of the Word of God ... The
Way is not a church, nor is it a denomination or a religious sect of any sort" (This Is The Way, pamphlet). Yet, it
has been successful in attracting recruits via a time-tested cult technique known as "love-bombing" -- in The Way's
case, the showering of unconditional love and acceptance through its "Twig fellowships." 

Wierwille organized The Way around the structure of a tree, with the international headquarters serving as the
"roots," national offices forming the "trunks," state advisors serving as "limb" coordinators, regional or area
organizations serving as "branches," local congregations of 3 to 30 followers meeting in home study groups called
"twigs," and individual members are the "leaves." As most cults operate, The Way innocently infiltrates a
fellowship. After a meeting, they engage new Christians in Biblical discussions and invite them to Bible studies.
Left undisturbed, The Way members will display loving dispositions and appear quite harmless. 

Wierwille was also a conspiracy theorist with a "militia" mindset, warning followers about the Illuminati, a
supposed world cartel of powerful individuals secretly planning to overthrow the U.S. government. Rumors of
survival training and the buildup of a military stronghold circulated through Way fellowships. Students attending
advanced Way classes were required to learn how to shoot a gun -- they were advised to bring a Bible, Dale
Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence People, and a rifle or shotgun (handgun also if desired).

One of the most damaging aspects of The Way is the ability of its leadership to control many of the thoughts and
actions of its followers, using tactics of mind control. This is not strictly speaking "brainwashing" (which uses
physical abuse), but is the use of emotionally manipulative tactics to direct a person's attitudes and behavior. The
Way also routinely condemns everyone outside the organization of being "possessed by devil spirits." The Way
member often tells the children of divorced parents to be wary of, resist, not obey, or avoid the fallen-away parent
(the one who has left The Way) to protect themselves from the influence of the parent's devil spirits. The most
common and vicious claim is that people are possessed by "homosexual devil spirits." 

Anyone who closely views the lives of Way members is amazed and shocked by how every aspect of a follower's
life is controlled. Way members are also taught that the President of The Way is "The Man of God" and that they
must give allegiance to and obey him in all things, no matter how insignificant, and even if it appears that he is in
error. Way members are also told to obey local leadership, especially the "clergy" and "Way Corps" who have
graduated from The Way's leadership program. Leadership tells followers whom to date, whom to marry (and not
marry), when to separate or divorce, how to spend their time and money, when to sell their house, where to live,
when to change jobs, how to discipline their children -- the list goes on and on. In recent years, leaders have told
Way members to vacate certain towns and move close to leaders (sometimes hundreds of miles away, as when Way
members in Saint Louis were all told to move to Columbia, MO, in 1998) to be under their "protection."

Way teachers also typically attack verbally anyone who is not in The Way, so as children accept Way teaching,
they tend to turn against parents and family members who are not in The Way. Profanity and name-calling are
typical in the language of Way followers and Way leaders. Former Way President Martindale set the example, as
he peppered his conversation, lectures, and even sermons with profanity. In a brief, 15-minute impromptu talk to
his followers during a Sunday Night Service (May 4, 1997), he called his critics "morons," "snot-nosed punk,"
"can't find their *** in the dark," full of "devil spirits," "not have two brain cells to rub together," etc. He identified
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the local newspaper as "St. Mary's puke sheet" and mused at how wonderful it would be if all journalism and law
schools were burned down. In less public settings, he is even more profane. Since children commonly hear Way
members and leaders call their non-Way parents profane and derogatory names, this reduces their respect for them
and increases allegiance to the group.

Many of the core beliefs (anti-Semitic) that Wierwille taught should disturb true Christians -- such as Jesus Christ
is not God; today's Jews are actually an impostor tribe from Siberia; the Jewish Holocaust is a myth; and that much
of the Gospel doesn't have any real meaning today. Insiders have also reported instances of weapons stockpiling,
kidnapping, wife-swapping and other sexual misconduct, and financial scandal -- with varying degrees of
documentation in personal testimony and in the press. Below are the highlights of what The Way International
believes concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation, giving, spiritual
gifts, heaven and hell, laws, and God's dispensations: 

1. Source of Authority. The Way claims the Bible as their final authority, but in practice, Wierwille's
interpretations of the Bible are seen as the true, final authority -- Wierwille stated that he produced the only "pure
and correct" interpretation of the Bible since the first century. Wierwille claimed to have received special revelation
from God, but that the "Bible as a whole is not relevant to all people of all times." He rejected the Old Testament
and the Gospels as unnecessary. [HJB] The Way also teaches that the Bible is not the Word of God, but only
contains the word of God. Only the rest of the New Testament is relevant for his group, which he called the
"Church of God." The Way also believes that the New Testament was first written in Aramaic, not Greek. 

The original Way new-member, Power for Abundant Living video course (PFAL) was the main source of teaching
and outreach. (PFAL cost about $50, and was an intense, 12-session, 36-hour, no note-taking, no questions-
allowed, instruction series in The Way's doctrines. PFAL promised that right "believing" will keep away sickness,
insure prosperity, and even protect soldiers from enemy bullets. Poverty is condemned as the result of imperfect
faith. The "Good Life" is the proper reward for believing.) Power for Abundant Living has been replaced by
Martindale's, The Way of Abundance and Power. Other courses are also offered, starting at a minimum of $65 each,
providing The Way with most of its revenues.

2. Trinity. The Way denies the Trinity doctrine and teaches a doctrine of God similar to the Arianism of the
Jehovah's Witnesses. Technically, Way theology is called Dynamic Monarchianism (See Evangelical Dictionary of
Theology, "Arianism," "Monarchianism"). They correctly believe that there is only one God, but wrongly conclude
that God is limited to one Person. They believe that only the Father is God, denying the deity of Christ and the third
Person, the Holy Spirit. According to The Way, the Father, ONLY, is the one true God. He created all things
including Jesus and "holy spirit." 

3. Jesus Christ. Wierwille believed that Jesus Christ had no preincarnate existence except in the mind of God the
Father. The Way teaches that Jesus is not God, but a perfect human who came into existence when the Father
created sinless sperm and implanted it in Mary. Thus, The Way denies the deity of Christ, making the distinction
that "Jesus Christ is not God [that is, God Himself], but [merely] the Son of God. They are not 'co-eternal, without
beginning or end, and co-equal.' Jesus Christ was not literally with God in the beginning; neither does he have all
the assets of God" (Jesus Christ is Not God, p. 5). To support this, they change the meaning of common Greek
words in John 1:1 -- it is claimed that the phrase "the Word was with God" actually means "Jesus Christ was with
God in His foreknowledge," but that Jesus was not co-eternal with God the Father. The Way claims that "if Jesus
Christ is God ... we have not yet been redeemed." [HJB] 

4. Holy Spirit. Wierwille denied the deity and personality of the Holy Spirit. To circumvent obvious Biblical
references supporting the deity of the Holy Spirit, The Way arbitrarily provides two different meanings to the term
Holy Spirit (pneuma hagion) in the New Testament. Wierwille argued that in some texts the term should be
translated capitalized and in other verses with all small letters. According to Wierwille, the term Holy Spirit
(capitalized) is another name for God the Father (just like Bob is another name for Robert). The term "holy spirit"
(small letters) refers to an impersonal force that is given by the Father (Holy Spirit) to empower His believers.
Thus, holy spirit is the gift (inanimate force) and Holy Spirit (God the Father) is the giver (Receiving the Holy
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Spirit Today, pp. 1-5). To support his position, Wierwille contends that the deity of Christ was a late invention of
apostate Christianity and was never taught during the first three centuries of church history (Jesus Christ is Not
God, p. 12). [McDowell and Stewart refute Wierwille's claim: "Ignatius, (A.D. 50-115), an early Church Father and
disciple of the Apostle John, clearly writes of Christ's deity. Irenaeus (A.D. 115-190), another Church Father,
makes clear reference in Against Heresies, when he calls Christ Jesus 'Lord and God.' The apologist Tertullian
(A.D. 160-220) calls Christ the 'God of God.' Also Hippolytus, Origen and Lucian of Antioch, all clearly refer to
Christ as the one God" (Handbook of Today's Religions, pp. 107-108).]

The Way teaches that natural man is born with a body and soul, but not a spirit. When one is born again, God
creates a human spirit in him or her. This spirit is also called "Christ in you," "holy spirit," "inherent spiritual
power," "power from on high," "spiritual abilities," and "the mystery." It is not Jesus Christ Himself.

5. Salvation. Rather than emphasizing salvation through faith in Christ, Wierwille artificially separated "faith" from
"believing." He taught a very mechanical view of faith in Christ -- a mere intellectual or mental assent to Biblical,
historical facts. He also redefined repentance as just confession and belief. Thus, salvation does not involve
repentance of sins, but only doing "the will of God" (The Bible Tells Me So, p. 18; Jesus Christ Is God, pp. 238-
257). The Way also teaches that Jesus was raised on Saturday and that there were four people crucified with Him,
not two. Additionally, only true believers who lived after Pentecost will be saved. Also, The Way teaches that once
a person is saved, he cannot sin in his spirit. His body and soul can sin, but not his spirit -- this can lead to sinful
practices that are said to not affect the spirit of a person.

6. Abundant Sharing (and Tithing). Wierwille taught that every person owes God a tithe of his or her income,
and "true giving" only begins after the "minimum payment" is made. The portion over the tithe is called "abundant
sharing" and (with the tithe) is to be paid directly to the headquarters of The Way International. God's unchanging
"law of prosperity" is that the payment of one's "debt" of the tithe insures that the payer will not experience
financial collapse, health problems, or accidents. The Way's law of tithing and abundant sharing requires followers
give this 10%-plus even if personal needs go unmet.

7. Speaking in Tongues. The Way claims that every true believer should speak in tongues, and that the "holy
spirit" within enables the believer to do so. They claim that speaking in tongues is "the only visible and audible
proof that a man has been born again." [HJB] Followers are taught how to speak in tongues, interpret tongues, and
prophesy; and are then expected to do so instantly when called on by a leader in any meeting. [Wierwille taught
"tongues" by having his followers relax and inhale "holy spirit" through "heavy breathing," which he claimed was a
more accurate translation of "mighty rushing wind" in Acts 2:2 (Receiving the Holy Spirit Today, pp. 61-62).] 

8. Soul Sleep. Like Jehovah's Witnesses, The Way also teaches that the soul is the body's life force, which is in the
blood, and that the dead cease to exist (Ibid., pp. 258-290). The Way claims that "no passage of Scripture teaches
that there is conscious existence after death" -- they deny that believers immediately go to be with the Lord at
death. [HJB] Similarly, they teach that the wicked are annihilated at death, thereby denying the clear Biblical
teaching concerning eternal suffering in hell. 

9. Laws. The Way teaches that God established "immutable laws" which govern human situations, such as the law
of believing (whatever one believes will happen to one, whether bad or good -- i.e., positive/negative confession),
the law of prosperity, and the law of tithing. Accordingly, what one does, believes, or confesses (affirms) causes
either good or bad to come to him or her, depending on the quality of his or her action or belief. [Wierwille once
claimed that a boy's death in an automobile accident was actually caused by his mother's fear that he may be hurt
(Power for Abundant Living, pp. 37-44).]

10. Administrations. Wierwille adapted E.W. Bullinger's ultra-dispensationalism. Dispensationalism divides
history into seven administrations (dispensations). Ultra-dispensationalism teaches that water baptism should no
longer be practiced and that only the seven "church epistles" by the Apostle Paul are meant for Christians today,
thereby placing little stock in the other 59 books of the Bible.
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Endnotes

1) Steven Hassan, in his book, Combating Mind Control, describes several features common to groups like The
Way, which use such tactics of mental coercion, including:

making followers fearful that terrible things will happen to them if they disobey leadership or leave the group.
Way leaders say that if followers disobey, they will be "outside the protection of the household," and so they
"will be a grease spot by midnight," that they will be involved in a terrible accident, and that they will
destroy their relationship with God.
requiring followers to obey leadership strictly, even on seemingly minor issues, and even when obedience
damages the followers' lives. For instance, Way members are compelled to sell their homes if there is a
mortgage of any size (even if rental rates are much higher than the mortgage payment), quit a job, and move
to a new city to be near leadership.
inducing thought control by requiring recruits to use only approved language and jargon.
causing followers to block out all information from outside the group. They are required to burn literature
which was written by former followers of The Way who left it, even if the content of the books does not
contradict current teachings of The Way. They are not allowed to read literature critical of The Way, are told
not to read teaching by any religious group except The Way, and are taught that even distributing the Bible
without The Way's teaching will mislead people.
isolating followers by requiring them to forsake all outside activities (including children's school activities) in
order to devote long hours to group meetings and work.
"confronting" errant followers by yelling, screaming, cursing, haranguing, and verbally battering followers
until they obey leadership.
compelling youth, as well as parents, to "renew their minds" by submitting themselves to constant
indoctrination, including The Way publications, classes, taped sermons, and so forth. They are compelled to
attend Way meetings several nights a week, usually at the expense of all other school, community, and family
activities.  [Return to text]

2) The founder's "Advanced Power for Abundant Living" class, on which The Way's current teachings on devil
spirits is based, listed more than 31 varieties of devil spirits, including: Spirit of Anti-Christ, Bondage, Error, Fear
(in any realm of life), Jealousy, Emulation (ambition), Envy, Infirmity, Iniquity, Leviathan (alcoholics), Oppression,
Depression, Hallucination (often from drugs), Cancer, Murder, Epilepsy, Lesbianism, Sensuality, Obsession,
Sadism, Lying, Deception, Python, Masochism and many more. Followers of The Way can easily see many more
devil spirits in non-Way parents, even when they aren't actually there, especially a Spirit of Strife (people who can't
see and entirely obey The Way's version of truth), Whoredoms (especially not worshiping The Way's version of
God; therefore, in most anyone in any religion or church other than The Way), a Morbid Spirit (sickness), Sordid
Spirit (foul language), Sullen Spirit (introvert, sourpuss, unsociable, which may well be confused with the sadness
of being recently divorced and under attack by a Way ex-spouse), Spirit of Python (being critical, as any ex-Way
spouse would be of The Way), and other devil spirits. Since devil spirits can harm people, children are taught by
The Way to avoid people, including parents, who may be possessed.  [Return to text]

* Unless otherwise cited, primary sources used for this report are: (1) 10/15/95, Arkansas Democrat Gazette; (2)
"Sweeping Changes in The Way International," CRI Journal 1996 Special Report; (3) What They Believe, Harold J.
Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 305-324; (4) "The 'Closing' of The Way International," 2Q98 PFO Quarterly
Journal; (5) "The Poisoning of Families: Mind Control in The Way International," 3Q99 PFO Quarterly Journal;
(6) "The Way 'Robot Corps'," 2Q00 PFO Quarterly Journal; (7) "The Way Tree is Splintering," CRI Journal, Fall
1988; (8) "The Way, International," James K. Walker, (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and (9) Examining &
Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The Way International," April 2000, pp. 40-41. 
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Worldwide Church of God
Christian or Cult?*

The Worldwide Church of God (WCG), with headquarters in Pasadena, California, was officially begun in Oregon
in late-1933/early-1934 by Herbert W. Armstrong (1892-1986) (originally called "The Radio Church of God" --
changed to WCG in 1968). (The "original" WCG should not be confused with the organization "The Church of
God International" in Tyler, Texas, founded in 1978 by Herbert Armstrong's "disfellowshipped" son, Garner Ted
Armstrong.) Once a very large organization with a huge media impact, Armstrongism has waned in recent years. At
its peak, Armstrong's radio/television broadcast, "The World Tomorrow," aired on more than 446 television and
radio stations, but was eliminated in 1994 and replaced with spot ads and a two-minute time-slot radio program.
Armstrong's grossly misnamed magazine, The Plain Truth, peaked at a monthly distribution of more than eight
million, but has since fallen to less than 100,000 (and will probably decrease even further with its 1997 change
from a free to a paid subscription basis). 

In The Plain Truth magazine of January 1959, Armstrong claimed that "on the first Sunday of 1934" his radio
ministry "was the initial start-off event of the fulfilling of some 90% of all the prophecies in the Bible!" (The Plain
Truth, 1/59, p. 3). Furthermore, when Armstrong's broadcast "leaped to Europe" in 1953, he claimed that the Gospel
"went to Europe for the first time in 18-1/2 centuries" (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 2/64, p. 46). By the mid-
seventies, Armstrong was widely proclaiming himself God's apostle for the last days. (In 1979, the state of
California placed the church in receivership under allegations of financial abuses by church leaders. After lengthy
court battles, the courts removed the church from receivership.) Thus, Armstrong viewed himself to be the "endtime
Elijah," the "restorer" of "truths lost to the Church," and "God's apostle" for the "Philadelphia era." (See
Armstrong's summarial history in his Mystery of the Ages volume, which he published at age 94 and regarded as
virtually inspired. He said, "I feel I myself did not write it. Rather, I believe God used me in writing it.") 

The WCG's membership peaked at about 145,000 during Armstrong's lifetime. The group still claims about 67,000
members in about 100 countries in more than 950 congregations served by more than 1,400 pastors, but its active
membership is closer to 40,000. At one time, income for the group totaled more than $200 million a year, but fell
to about $70 million in 1984 after the loss of a $1.3 million defamation suit; income is currently down to an
annualized $28 million (for the first eight months of  2001 -- also, expenses exceeded revenues by $4 million during
this period). In 1988, the WCG claimed to have mailed 127 million pieces of literature; in 1991, it reported only
11.4 million, an 80% reduction! It is estimated that 2001 mailings will be less than five million. (In addition to The
Plain Truth, the WCG also publishes The Worldwide News in the U.S., the British Plain Truth in Great Britain, and
Northern Light in Canada.)

The WCG still owns 51 acres of land in Pasadena, along with 72 buildings, but the entire property is up for sale.
(Employees at Pasadena headquarters have fallen from 1,000 to 150. Even some pastors have been terminated and
lay pastors appointed for small congregations.) The WCG also sold Ambassador College/University, an accredited,
coeducational, liberal-arts undergraduate institution founded in 1947 (which had an enrollment of about 1,200 in its
heyday), located in Big Sandy, Texas (about 100 miles east of Dallas) -- the WCG closed the facility at the end of
the 1996-1997 school year (5/97), and sold all the properties. At that time, the WCG brought the Ambassador
students into a working relationship with Azusa Pacific University along with Fuller Theological Seminary (two
theologically liberal institutions) (1/21/97, The Worldwide News, p. 1).

Just prior to Armstrong's death in 1986, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr., assumed the title of "Pastor General" of the WCG.
(Tkach died in September, 1995, at the age of 68. He was succeeded by his son, Joseph Tkach, Jr.) Since the 1986
leadership change, observers of the cult's affairs can list some 40 changes in WCG's doctrines, as well as a
withdrawal from circulation of a number of Armstrong's written works. The leadership of the WCG has issued a
new statement of faith which, on the surface, appears to accept traditional Bible doctrine in many areas. The major
changes are toward a more orthodox position on the Trinity and salvation through the grace of God alone and not
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through good deeds. The WCG has also declared that tithing and observing the Sabbath are no longer mandatory.
[Of the Sabbath, it says, "Though physical Sabbath keeping is not required for Christians, it is the tradition and
practice of the Worldwide Church of God to hold its weekly worship service on the seventh-day Sabbath
(Saturday)."] And though the WCG continues to hold annual festivals based on the Old Testament feasts, they no
longer claim that these are binding upon Christians. (Despite the doctrinal changes, many still question the sincerity
of the WCG leadership in making them -- see note below.)

Due to the doctrinal and practical changes brought in by the new leadership, Joseph Tkach Jr. lists 104
organizations that have splintered from the Worldwide Church of God to form separate entities. (There were
approximately 350 pastors in the Worldwide Church of God as of 2/95, but more than 40% of these ministers had
resigned or been terminated because they could not accept the church's movement toward so-called mainstream
Christianity; with new additions, however, as of 11/01 there were 334 WCG pastors in the U.S.) These dissident-
formed breakaway churches include the Global Church of God; the Philadelphia Church of God; the United Church
of God; Triumph Prophetic Ministries (Church of God); and Christian Churches of God. To various degrees, all
these continue to promote Armstrongism. (See Notes below on the Philadelphia Church of God and the United
Church of God.)

Without doubt, under the new leadership, the legalism of this cult has been moderated. Gone are the prohibitions
against the use of cosmetics, celebrating birthdays and holidays, seeking medical treatment, and interracial
marriage. However, when examining the WCG's new doctrinal statement, one has trouble considering it to be an
Evangelical, much less Fundamentalist statement on basic doctrines -- namely, the Scriptures. For example, the
WCG depicts the Bible as "the fully reliable record of God's revelation to humanity." One can ask if the Bible is
"God's revelation to humanity" or is it just a "record" of it? A reliable record to tell us about God's revelation is not
the same as God's revelation. A Fundamentalist would declare that "the Bible is God's revelation of His Person,
His works, and His will for humanity." Since there are other cases like this, it is still uncertain as to exactly what
the membership of the new and reconstituted WCG truly believes, and how the defections will affect the continued
existence of the original group. (Glancing at some of the articles in recent issues of The Worldwide News, one's
hopes for the WCG's doctrinal correctness are not bolstered -- articles ranged from praise of Martin Luther King,
Jr., to an account of the encouragement of self-love and self-esteem at a WCG woman's conference, to a
psychologically-oriented article on how to cope with the pain from childhood abuse.)

In the August 25, 1986 issue of The Worldwide News, appeared the article, "God Restored These 18 Truths: How
Thankful Are You For Them?" The article stated that, "The Editorial Services staff has compiled here, for the first
time in any of the Church's publications, 18 essential, basic truths that God restored to His Church through Herbert
W. Armstrong." In less than a decade after that article was written, most of those "Truths" have been abandoned by
the church under the leadership of Joseph W. Tkach. The doctrinal foundation of the Worldwide Church of God
was adopted from the Seventh-Day Adventists through the Church of God-7th Day. Armstrong added the Identity
of Modern Israel theory which he obtained from J. H. Allen and the Jewish Feast Days, church eras, and the "true
name" of God's church which he picked up from G.G. Rupert (Address at a local elders' conference at Big Sandy,
Texas by Tkach, Jr., June 1994).

Therefore, what is presented below are the highlights of what the Worldwide Church of God officially believed,
pre-1994 (and what most of the breakaway groups continue to believe), compared with the WCG under Tkach,
concerning the Godhead, salvation, heaven and hell, and prophecy. [See the following articles for an up-to-date
analysis of the WCG's doctrinal positions: (1) David Cloud article, "What is Happening With the Worldwide
Church of God; (2) "The Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God," 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal; and (3)
"Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make' History,'" 3Q98, PFO Quarterly
Journal.]:

1. God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Armstrong) -- "The Hebrew for God is Elohim, a uniplural noun, such as
the words family, church, group ... And so, in truth, God is not merely one personage or even limited to a 'Trinity,'
but is a family" (The Good News, February, 1979, p. 1). "The doctrine of the Trinity is false ... Elohim is the divine
family -- only one family, but more than one divine Person ... So the eternal Father is a Person, and is God. Jesus
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Christ is a different Person -- and is God. They are two separate and individual Persons ..." (The Missing
Dimension In Sex, p. 32). Also, the Holy Spirit is not a person, but an active force emanating from God. 
Armstrong taught that the Bible reveals "two Personages coexisted and nothing else did.  No third Person is
mentioned -- no 'Ghost'" (Mystery of the Ages, p. 37). One argument for why the Holy Spirit is not a person comes
from an interpretation of Acts 2:18 and 10:45. These verses say that the Holy Spirit is poured out.  Armstrong
reasons that a person cannot be poured out, "The Holy Spirit, like water or a fluid, can be 'poured out.' Can you
pour out a person from one into another -- as from God into those assembled there?" (Ibid., p. 47).

God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Tkach) -- "Do let me summarize, and I hope to make this crystal clear. Our
old literature taught that there are two god beings in one God Family, each composed of Holy Spirit. That teaching,
which implied that there are two Gods, is not biblical. The Bible teaches that there is one God, not two. "The Bible
does not teach that God is a family name, with two God Beings in that family right now, and billions to come later.
The Bible teaches that the one and same God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit" (Pastor General's Report, July 27,
1993, p. 4).

2. Christ. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that before Jesus was conceived by Mary, He was not the Son of God, and
therefore, is not equal with God the Father -- Jesus only became a Son of God by His resurrection. It is also claimed
that the Blood of Christ does not finally save anyone, but it saves merely from the death penalty of sin. "Christ is
the Yahweh of the Old Testament" (The Plain Truth, Jan., 1955, p. 7). "Hence, we see that He was not the 'Son' of
God until He was born of the virgin Mary" (The Plain Truth, July/August, 1955, p. 4). "The Satan inspired doctrine
that Jesus was not human, that He did not inherit the sinful nature of Adam, that He did not have all the normal
human passions and weaknesses against which all of us have to struggle ... this is the doctrine of the antichrist"
(Ibid.). "Now notice carefully God the Father did not cause Jesus Christ to get back into the body which had died"
(The Plain Truth, April, 1963, p. 10).

Christ. (under Tkach) -- "Was Jesus the God of the Old Testament? Since God is one, what is the point of asking
who the God of the Old Testament was? The answer ... has to be 'The one and only true God. Who else?'" (Review
on the Nature of God, p. 5). "The Son of God is one of the three hypostases of the one God. Therefore, the Son of
God hypostasis is eternal" (Pastor General Report, Oct. 1993). "From God's standpoint, there was no possibility
that Christ might sin, ..." (Pastor General Report, Jan. 22, 1991). "Jesus Christ clearly showed to his disciples that
after his resurrection, He still had the body He had before His death" (The Plain Truth, April 1994, p. 19).

3. Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that salvation is by faith, but that it also requires works, and as such,
water baptism is essential for salvation. Actually, there are as many as six steps necessary for salvation: repentance,
faith, baptism, receiving the Holy Spirit, obedience, and resurrection (the "new birth"). Since "obedience" is one of
the required steps for salvation, a disciple of Armstrongism can never be secure in this life -- one can be converted
in this life, but salvation will have to await a future resurrection (cf. Acts 16:31; Eph. 4:30; 1 John 5:13).
[Armstrong claimed that the true Gospel had been lost to the world from A.D. 70 until it was restored by God
through Herbert W. Armstrong in 1934.] "We are saved by GRACE, and through faith -- make no mistake about
that; but -- there are conditions! ... People have been taught, falsely, that 'Christ completed the Plan of Salvation on
the Cross' -- when actually it was only begun there. The popular denominations have taught, 'Just BELIEVE --
that's all there is to it; believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you are that instant saved! That teaching is false!" (All
About Water Baptism, p. 2, 1954 edition). "... Jesus gave them the final GOSPEL COMMISSION ... He
commanded baptism as an obligatory ordinance for this Gospel dispensation: ... it is 'he that is baptized' that shall
be saved. It's part of the divine Commission -- a required ordinance for salvation!" (Ibid., p. 5). "Now water
baptism is a required CONDITION to receive the Holy Spirit" (Ibid., p. 8). "But now see how God's Spirit entering
and dwelling in one compares to the physical sperm impregnating the ovum -- the imparting of eternal SPIRIT life,
later to produce ... a SPIRIT PERSON! ... Life from the Father has been imparted to it ... but neither embryo nor
fetus is YET a born person. In the same manner the Spirit-begotten human is not, yet, a SPIRIT PERSON ..." (Just
What Do You Mean ... BORN AGAIN, p. 17, 1972 ed.). Armstrong taught that a believer could lose salvation by
disobeying what Armstrong declared to be "God's command through His chosen Apostle." He wrote, "Do you want
to let resentment against God's government over you NOW disqualify you -- snatch you from God's GRACE and
PURPOSE for you, and cast you into a lake of fire?" (Dear Brethren Letter, May 2, 1974, p. 7).
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Salvation. (under Tkach) -- "The gospel of the Kingdom of God is the gospel of salvation in Jesus Christ" (The
Worldwide News, August 11, 1992, p. 4). "Our hope of the future, the time when we will receive the fullness of our
inheritance, is made all the more real to us as we truly enter into and participate in the new life to which God has
called us in Christ right now" (The Worldwide News, October 6, 1992, p. 1). "... forgiveness is not a result of
baptism. Jesus forgave sins without having to perform a baptism. So when does a believer receive the Holy Spirit?
When a person believes, he or she is 'in Christ,' sealed with the Holy Spirit" (Reviews You Can Use,
November/December, 1993, pp. 21, 22). Yet Tkach has also taught that believers can lose their salvation by not
being overcomers: "Salvation is one thing but overcoming is another. And if we are not interested in overcoming,
you can rest assured that salvation is not going to be there. Salvation is a present possession. However, it does not
mean once saved always saved in any way, shape or form. You have to overcome and endure to the end" (Joseph
Tkach Sr., "Feast of Tabernacles," Sept. 30, 1993). "If the Christian remains faithful and does not turn away from
God, his salvation remains firm and secure. In that sense, 'once saved always saved' is right" (Pastor General
Report, May 15, 1990). 

4. Sabbath. (under Armstrong) -- The Jewish Sabbath must be observed to maintain one's salvation. Also required
is the keeping of the feasts and other aspects of the Old Testament Law (cf. Col. 2:16,17).

Sabbath. (under Tkach) -- Sabbath-keeping is no longer required for salvation. Also, it is now alright to work on
the Sabbath for a brief period of time. The Sabbath (Saturday) is still the WCG day of corporate worship.

5. Being Born Again. Claims that the term "born again" refers to a physical resurrection, not to spiritual birth --
"receiving" Christ merely means to be "conceived." Claims also that Jesus Christ had to be born again.

6. Second Chance for Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Those who "missed the chance" to believe in this life will
be given a second chance in the next life -- that they will be resurrected at the close of the Millennium and given
another opportunity to believe the Gospel (cf. Rom. 2:12-15; 2 Cor. 6:2; Heb. 9:27; Rev. 20:11-15).

Second Chance for Salvation. (under Tkach) -- The WCG still teaches a variation of the "second chance"
principle -- the unbiblical concept of "postmortem evangelization": "It is the belief of the Worldwide Church of
God that the Lord has made righteous provision in the Judgment for the unevangelized dead, and that many will
respond to their risen and glorified Savior in faith and be saved, while the rest will be condemned" (11/2001, WCG
Internet web site).

7. Heaven and Hell. (under Armstrong) -- Denies the Biblical promise of heaven for believers. Instead, believers
will spend eternity with Christ on earth. Likewise, hell is reserved for Satan and his demons only, while the wicked
are annihilated; i.e., they do not suffer eternal torment in the lake of fire (cf. Rev. 19:20; 20:10; Matt. 25:46).

Heaven and Hell. (under Tkach) -- The new WCG still rejects the Biblical concept of eternal punishment.

8. Soul Sleep. Claims that the soul is mortal; i.e., it will die, and that there is no conscious existence between death
and resurrection. (This is the same teaching as the Jehovah's Witnesses and the Seventh-Day Adventists -- cf. Lk.
16:19-31; 2 Cor. 5:1-8; Phil. 1:23,24; 1 Thes. 4:14.)

9. Forced Tithing. (under Armstrong) -- Tithing is required, and on special occasions, giving a tithe of the tithe of
the tithe (i.e., a three-tithe, 30% system).

Tithing. (under Tkach) -- Tithing is not part of the New Covenant and Christians are not obligated to obey tithing
laws. But when income dropped, the WCG was quick to explain that the new doctrine means members are not
restricted to giving only 10 percent of their income (i.e., they should now be giving more). This amounts to no real
change because the WCG under Armstrong also told members to not only pay their tithes, but to give generous
offerings besides. Further, the new WCG has returned to the old manipulative techniques of telling members that
God will bless them for giving, God commands them to give, and the WCG, with its unique ministry, is in financial
need.
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10. British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Armstrong) -- Views the "lost ten tribes" of Israel as the key to
prophecy. Claims that "Judah" and "Israel" always refer to the two separate nations, and that inhabitants of Great
Britain are of the tribe of Ephraim, while the inhabitants of America are of the tribe of Manasseh. (Armstrong
never did explain how a Britisher, by immigrating to the U.S., moves from the tribe of Ephraim to the tribe of
Manasseh.) Claims that white Anglo-Saxons are the chosen people of God.

British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Tkach) -- Late-1995, the church officially rejected the doctrine that the
Anglo-Saxons descended from the tribes of Israel

* Unless otherwise cited, four primary sources were used for this report: (1) "The Worldwide Church of God,"
Phillip Arnn (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "The Philadelphia Church of God," Tim Martin (Watchman
Fellowship, 2001); (3) "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO Quarterly Journal;
and (4) "Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make History'," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal; 

Note on the Sincerity of WCG Doctrinal Changes: Throughout the WCG "transformation," an issue that
needs careful consideration is: Are the changes mere external representations or true internal persuasions? Robert L.
Sumner astutely noted that the Worldwide Church of God's "changes seem more convenience than conviction!" In
his 1997 article, "Is Armstrong's Cult Now Orthodox?," he writes: 

"While going through their alleged metamorphous from a worm to a butterfly, the leaders repeatedly
changed and modified their statements to please their 'guides.' For example, in the matter of the Trinity,
especially as it related to the Holy Spirit, they would agree among themselves as to a position, then go
to those whom they were trying to please, saying, 'How is this?' The latter would reply, 'It doesn’t go
far enough.' So they would go back to the drawing board and make suggested changes, then return to
ask, 'Now what do you think?' That kind of 'doctoring doctrine' is not the stuff of which true Bible
believers are made, nor the stuff that may be called orthodox conviction" (The Biblical Evangelist,
Nov.-Dec. 1997, p. 7; and reprinted in a 2000 Biblical Evangelism Press booklet, pp. 10-11).

Two more disturbing issues further give pause: The church's continued kinship to its founder, Herbert W.
Armstrong, and its conviction that its past doctrine and practice did not separate it from the Body of Christ. 

Concerning the former, much is being made by the church's hierarchy that critics will not be satisfied until
the bones of Herbert W. Armstrong are exhumed and burned. This is a grave overstatement, to say the least.
All should be deeply concerned by the continued claims and allusions to Armstrong "as a minister of Jesus
Christ." It is inconceivable to us as to the amount of false doctrine, false prophecy, and abusive practices of
this man which has had to be altered and/or camouflaged, and for this organization to continue to promote
him with such reverence. 

The most important reason for caution is Matthew 7:15-20. Jesus identified cultic and aberrational groups as
"false prophets." He said we would know them by their fruit (v. 16) and that a rotten tree does not produce
good fruit (v. 18). Yet the WCG's  leadership today is telling us that the "church" is capable of producing
good fruit. It has had to rework and relegate its "bad tree" history into a "good tree" image, which just needs
a little care and some pruning and fertilizer. Yet Jesus said, "Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut
down and thrown into the fire" (v. 19). He did not tell us to coddle, prune, and nurture it.

Source: Excerpted and/or adapted from "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal.  [Back to Text]

Note on the Philadelphia Church of God: Simon-pure Armstrongism is being perpetuated in a very
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effective and broad manner by the "Philadelphia Church of God" splinter founded in 1989 and headquartered in
Edmond, Oklahoma. The Oklahoma "splinter" is headed by Gerald Flurry, a devotee of Herbert Armstrong, who
was "fired" by the Pasadena group "for disagreement with the new direction" taken by Armstrong's appointed
successor, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr. (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 1/97, p. 17). Flurry and about a dozen others launched
the Philadelphia Church of God "on the Sabbath [Sat.] of December 16, 1989 in a home," and has since risen to
6,000 members in 115 countries, presumably including many long-time followers of Armstrong who also rejected
the "changes" of the Pasadena headquarters.

The Philadelphia group publishes the monthly The Philadelphia Trumpet (circulation of about 80,000), which
replicates Armstrong's The Plain Truth, and True Education, a quarterly magazine for youth. Flurry regards the late
founder as being the "endtime Elijah" of "Bible prophecy." Flurry is not only totally dedicated to the claims and
teachings of Herbert W. Armstrong, his speaking manner is very much imitative of the alleged "endtime Elijah." He
alleges that the original Worldwide Church of God has now made "40 major doctrinal changes" from the "truths
restored to the church through Mr. Armstrong" (TPT, 1/97, p. 18). A booklet entitled WCG Doctrinal Changes and
the Tragic Results is published by the Flurry-led sect, and is being used to "recall" old Armstrongites who accept
the "restored truths lost to the Church over the centuries ... restored to the Church during Mr. Armstrong's ministry"
(TPT, 12/96, p. 24).

Gerald Flurry has imitated the ministry of Armstrong in other ways. Similar to the old The World Tomorrow
television program, Flurry airs a weekly television program called the Key of David. "The program is broadcast to
over 400 million worldwide." The Key of David program offers numerous free books on their web site. Most of
these books are written by Flurry, but several are from Armstrong and Steven Flurry (Gerald Flurry's son). Flurry
began republishing Armstrong's books, but was challenged in court by the WCG. A Federal court ordered Flurry to
cease publication of the Armstrong material in September, 2000.

Flurry follows Armstrong's theories as closely as any of the dead leader's followers. British-Israelism, Sabbath
keeping, "keeping the Ten Commandments" as a condition of salvation, baptism as a condition of salvation, and
similar departures from "orthodoxy" are as much a part of "Flurryism" as "Armstrongism." Flurry remarks, "If Mr.
Armstrong was right in that statement [declaring himself the "endtime Elijah"], then those words flowed right out
of the mind of the living, all-powerful GOD!" (TPT, 2/97, p. 1). Flurry's own "Malachi's Message" has been used
to "warn" the apostatized Armstrongites of what he calls the "Philadelphia era." (Source: Bob Ross, Pilgrim
Publications, 2/97.)

Since Armstrong's death, Flurry has taught that the Bible prophesied that the WCG would change direction as it
did.  However, this is not to say that the truth would be lost. "If God's Church goes astray, Christ rebukes it. If they
fail to repent, then He removes the lamp and raises up another Church or Work." Obviously, Flurry believes that
"other church" is the Philadelphia Church of God.

In a public address, Flurry stated that Armstrong fulfilled the role depicted in Matthew 24:14: "And this gospel of
the kingdom will be preached in the whole world ..." And that the subsequent verse describes the successor to the
WCG, Joseph Tkach Sr.: "so when you see standing in the holy place the abomination that causes desolation
..." Tkach is standing in the holy place because he became the Pastor General of the WCG after Armstrong died. He
is the abomination of desolation because he changed the doctrines that Armstrong restored.

According to Flurry, the time between Armstrong's death and Flurry's reestablishing the truth is depicted in Daniel
8. Verse 14 indicates that 2,300 evenings and mornings will pass before the sanctuary would be cleansed. After
explaining that 2,300 actually refers to 1,150 days, Flurry reveals that this was the time period in between
Armstrong's death and the writing of his book, Malachi's Message To God's Church Today. Finally, God is testing
his people with the changes in the WCG: "God's church has been flooded with His precious truth.  Now God is
going to see if we JUST TALK about faith -- or REALLY LIVE BY FAITH -- by His word.  Do we remember
what we were taught and live by it?"  [Return to Text]
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Note on the United Church of God: In June of 1995, a group of the WCG's highest-ranking pastors, with
12,000 members, organized a new denomination called the United Church of God. This new church -- announced
at the close of a four-day conference in Indianapolis -- is headed by David Hulmes of Pasadena, who resigned from
the WCG after 23 years as an evangelist and director of its Ambassador Performing Arts Foundation. The new
United Church of God now has more than 360 churches in 43 countries (230 in the U.S.), and claims approximately
20,000 members. It also airs a weekly radio broadcast in 11 media markets ("Good News Radio"), and publishes
Good News Magazine, a bimonthly magazine.  [Back to Text]

What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God?**

Many well-known evangelical leaders and cult watch organizations have accepted the leadership of the new
Worldwide Church of God as brothers in Christ and have called for acceptance of the organization. Hank
Hanegraaff, President of the Christian Research Institute, has been glowing in his praise of the changes which have
occurred in the WCG. An article in the 10/2/95 Christianity Today was very positive toward the "post-Armstrong
Worldwide Church of God." The article noted that the reformed WCG has been accepted by faculty from Regent
College, Fuller Seminary, and Azusa Pacific University [all liberal institutions].  David Neff, an editor of
Christianity Today, bewailed the fact that many Christians have been slow to receive the WCG with open arms:
"Sadly, Christians outside the WCG have been suspicious and slow to extend the right hand of fellowship." [The
National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) has also accepted the new WCG with full membership status.]

Though the leadership of the WCG has officially restated their doctrine in a more Biblical fashion, it is impossible
to know how many of its members still cling to Armstrongism. A 1995 report by Phillip Arnn in The Watchman
Expositor noted that Tkach's call for WCG ministers to preach the new doctrinal position on the Trinity has been
met by hostility: "One of those changes was a bombshell dropped in July of 1993 with the adoption of 'a form of
the Trinity' as the official statement on the nature of God. Although the change has been in effect for over a year,
many field ministers have failed to explain the new position to their church members. ... Armstrong taught that the
Trinity doctrine was false, and God was a family. Ministers and members were taught that God was reproducing
Himself and they had the potential to become Gods themselves. THE CHANGE HAS BEEN MET WITH
HOSTILITY FROM MINISTERS AND MEMBERS ALIKE. ... Many are unwilling to give up the 'Truth' they
received from Armstrong. Watchman has received numerous reports from members and ministers who are saying
that they can not understand the New Covenant being preached by Tkach."

This fact must be taken into consideration when determining what position to take toward the reformed Worldwide
Church of God. While at least some of the leaders today have rejected Armstrongism, many within its rank and file
have not. It is a mixed multitude in every sense of the term.

WHAT ABOUT SALVATION?

Many things about the reformation occurring in the Worldwide Church of God are confusing. The first area of
concern pertains to salvation. When were the members of the Worldwide Church of God born again? Since
Armstrong plainly denied that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone, and that works are a necessary part of
salvation, they could not have been saved under Armstrong -- no person can be saved through a false doctrine of
salvation.

If WCG members claim that they have always been saved, then they are not to be believed. That judgment is not
mine. It is based on the testimony of the Word of God. Those who openly deny the testimony of Scripture, as
Armstrong and his followers have done, prove that they are not taught of the Spirit (1 John 2:19,20). Now some
Worldwide Church of God leaders are attempting to follow Bible doctrine. That is wonderful, but we still ask
"When were they saved?" The Bible says they could not have been saved under Armstrongism. Doubtless, some
members did not accept all of the tenants of Armstrongism, but it is also doubtless that most of the members did
accept Armstrong's doctrines OR THEY WOULD NOT HAVE JOINED SUCH AN UNSCRIPTURAL
MOVEMENT.
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WHEN DID THIS STRANGE ENTITY, WITH ITS BLASPHEMOUS HERETICAL HISTORY, BECOME A
TRUE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH?

A second area of concern we have pertains to the Worldwide Church of God as a church. One has to wonder --
when did this strange entity, with its blasphemous heretical history, become a true New Testament church? The fact
is that it was not a true church under Armstrong, and it is not a true church today. It is a religious organization, but
it is not a New Testament church. We can understand how denominational structures can tentatively accept the
WCG as a church, because the denominations themselves are unscriptural. It is not surprising that
denominationally-minded men can accept the Worldwide Church of God as a "church," but we cannot. It is not a
New Testament church. If the leaders of the WCG want to obey the Word of God, let them disband their
unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved and to join sound churches. By attempting to
reform an unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are
creating tremendous confusion.

MORE ECUMENICAL CONFUSION

As the WCG tries to evolve from its cultic position to one that is more orthodox, we soon find that they are being
drawn in by the ecumenical/charismatic crowd. In the closing paragraphs of an article, Tkach says that, "We are
grateful for those fellow Christians -- Hank Hanegraaff (Christian Research Institute, successor to Walter Martin),
Ruth Tucker (a participant of Christians for Biblical Equality, an organization that puts women on the same par
with men in the ministry), David Neff (Executive Editor of Christianity Today), William G. Brafford, and friends at
Azusa Pacific University, Fuller Theological Seminary, Regent College and elsewhere -- who have extended the
hand of fellowship to us as we sincerely seek to follow Jesus Christ." We will not question the sincerity of Tkach
and the WCG, but we do question those with whom they have aligned themselves.

Christianity Today editor David Neff, after commending the WCG leadership for its courage in pursuit of truth,
concluded his article on the WCG with the following words: "Can we now welcome their people into this
transdenominational fellowship we call evangelicalism?" (Neff, "The Road to Orthodoxy," Christianity Today, Oct.
2, 1995). Therein lies the problem! Ecumenism in a nutshell, if you will. Neff's description of evangelicalism as
"this transdenominational fellowship" is precisely what evangelicalism has become, and it is an utterly unscriptural
concept.

Modern evangelicalism represented by Christianity Today and its sister publications and institutions is not
following the Bible. It is following a philosophy called "New Evangelicalism" which was formulated 50 years ago
by men who had rejected Biblical Christianity for a worldly-minded, positive-emphasis Christianity. Modern
evangelicalism is proud of its intellectual accomplishments, but is spiritually blind. This same Christianity Today
examined the teachings of Robert Schuller a few years ago and declared that he is not a heretic. This same
Christianity Today has argued that the Roman Catholic Church should not be called a cult and that there is such a
thing today as an "evangelical Catholic." This is an incredible lack of spiritual discernment. Modern evangelicalism
will accept the reformed Worldwide Church of God as a genuine church, but that is not surprising.

It appears that the reformed Worldwide Church of God is going to fit right into the ecumenical movement of these
last hours. The ecumenists will receive them and not be overly concerned about when or if they were born again,
and the WCG will add just a little more confusion to an already confused ecumenical stew.

CONCLUSION

We conclude by repeating our earlier statement: If the leaders of the Worldwide Church of God want to obey the
Word of God, let them disband their unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved by trusting the
finished atonement of Jesus Christ and to join sound New Testament churches. By attempting to reform an
unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are creating
tremendous confusion.
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[** The above article ("What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God") has been excerpted and/or
adapted from an article (by the same name) in the 6/96, O Timothy, pp. 9-15 (David Cloud, editor).]  [Return to
Text]

A Personal Note from a Former Worldwide Church of God Member#

David Covington was a member of the WCG for 25 years and was in the full-time ministry for five of those years.
He was pastor of the Roanoke and Lynchburg, Virginia, congregations and was a contributing writer to the WCG's
Plain Truth magazine. In May 1996, Covington resigned because, "after 19 months of addressing these issues with
[the WCG's] administration, it became apparent that I was actually enabling a sick system that does not desire
genuine change for Jesus."

Referring to pastor General Joe Tkach Jr., Mike Feazell, director of Church Administration, and Greg Albrecht,
editor of The Plain Truth, Covington writes:

"... I am convinced you aren't even capable of seeing, much less addressing the genuine problems. I
compare the 1996 WCG to a husband who used to beat his wife seven days a week and now has cut
back to four. And, the wife is supposed to be satisfied with his progress! Worse still, he's holding
seminars on domestic violence!"

Addressing why outside observers are reporting that genuine repentance has taken place in the WCG, Covington
points out, "These observers cannot possibly understand what it is like to be a member of this church. They miss
the dynamics of this system which remains abusive."

Covington also points out continuing doctrinal problems: "The WCG still rejects the doctrine of eternal punishment,
holds observances on the Jewish Sabbath and festivals ... and teaches as doctrine the debatable matter of post-
mortem evangelization [i.e., those who are not saved in this life still have a chance to be saved in a future
resurrection]. I would add that the abusive heretic, Herbert W. Armstrong, continues to be regarded as a minister of
Jesus Christ." Covington also disputes the WCG's profit motive:

"I have long said that the WCG exists to perpetuate itself and profit its leaders. Observers might argue
that this is not true of the new WCG as evidenced by the loss of members and income due to its
doctrinal correction. But while employed by the WCG, I was told that the charges were being made to
shed the cult image and to shift Plain Truth readership to a market more likely to donate. ... I know you
[Tkach] say that you have lost members and income by the changes you have made. However, your
power and prestige have not been abated. In fact, you have now had opportunity to speak before
hundreds of denominational leaders, be interviewed on radio with James Kennedy and Hank
Hanegraaff, obtain several book contracts, and that in addition to your planned radio program (and
aforementioned pay increase). You did not possess anywhere near this kind of prominence before."

Covington concludes that he "... hope[s] that observers of the WCG will begin to see the complexity of the issue of
an abusive cult becoming a healthy, orthodox church. It is not as simple as changing a few doctrines and mouthing
some evangelical sounding phrases."

[# This personal note has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal: "The
Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God.]
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Seventh-Day Adventism
Orthodox or Cult?*

Seventh-Day Adventism (SDA) arose from the aftermath of the Adventist movement of the mid-1800s. "Seventh-
day" refers to the focus on sabbath, or Saturday worship. "Adventist" refers to the SDA belief that they are the
fulfillment of prophecies pertaining to the latter days remnant and the coming of Christ. The world was predicted to
end in 1844 with the Second Coming of Christ, by William Miller, a New England Baptist itinerant preacher.
Miller's followers condemned all the churches of the day as apostate and "Babylon," and warned Christians to come
out of them. A great many did, and the "adventist" movement was born and grew rapidly (Melton, J. Gordon,
Encyclopedia of American Religions, Vol. 2, pp. 21–22). 

Christ did not appear in 1844. After this "Great Disappointment," one "little flock" still insisted the date of their
original predictions had been correct. They decided the event marked by 1844 was not the Second Coming, but the
entrance of Christ into the Holy of Holies in the Heavenly Sanctuary. There, they said, He began the "Investigative
Judgment." (See #6 below.) This doctrine was received and endorsed by Ellen G. White (Ibid., p. 680).

From 1844 to 1851, the group taught the "shut door" doctrine, based on Jesus' parable of the ten virgins. Anyone
who had not accepted the Adventist message by the time Jesus entered the Holy of Holies was to be shut out
permanently, as were the five foolish virgins. Cut off from the Bridegroom, they could not join the Adventists or
have any hope of eternal life. Ellen White not only approved and taught this doctrine, but her first vision
experience (she claimed over 2,000 visions) was largely responsible for its being received by the Adventist group
(Brinsmead, Robert, D., Judged by the Gospel: A Review of Adventism, pp. 130–133).

By 1846, the group had adopted the Seventh-Day Baptists' view that the Saturday Sabbath must be observed by
Christians. A highly elevated form of this doctrine, together with the doctrine of the Investigative Judgment,
became the hallmarks of Seventh-Day Adventism. In 1850, James and Ellen White began publishing a magazine,
The Review & Herald, to disseminate Adventist and Sabbatarian doctrines. This helped many of the remaining
"Millerites" to coalesce into a distinctive body, which adopted the name of Seventh-Day Adventist Church in 1860,
and formally incorporated in 1863, with approximately 3,500 members in 125 congregations (Encyclopedia of
American Religion, Vol. 2, p. 681).

Ellen G. White (1827-1915) never held official title as the head of the SDA church, but was one of its founders and
acknowledged spiritual leader. She rather disingenuously declined to claim the title of "prophet," calling herself a
"messenger" instead (P.G. Damsteegt, et al., Seventh-day Adventists Believe … A Biblical Exposition of 27
Fundamental Doctrines, 1988, p. 224). But she claimed to have the "spirit of prophecy," and that her messages
were direct from God for the guidance and instruction of the church. With her knowledge and consent, others
called her a prophet and an inspired commentator of Scripture1, and even "the Spirit of Prophecy" (Maurice
Barnett, Ellen G. White & Inspiration, pp. 5–17). Having only a third grade education, Ellen White said for years
she was unable to read, bolstering the claim that her beautiful prose was inspired by God. However, it has been
discovered that she not only read, but plagiarized other Christian authors throughout virtually all her writings. The
sad facts of this matter have been thoroughly and indisputably established in several books. (e.g., see Walter Rea,
The White Lie; and Judged by the Gospel, pp. 361–383). 

As of year-end 1999, the SDA church claimed more than 10.9 million members worldwide in 46,700 churches;
there are more than 900,000 Adventists in the U.S. and Canada (making the SDA one of the fastest growing
"churches" in the world -- membership up over 10% in 1999). While headquartered in Washington, D.C., SDA
employment worldwide totals nearly 166,000, not including 13,815 ordained ministers. (Contributions in 1999
totaled $1.6 billion.) SDAs claim to be working in 725 languages and over 1,000 dialects. They have a large
investment in publishing and education -- they operate 56 publishing houses and support 549 medical units (696
including 117 nursing homes and retirement centers and 30 orphanages); and 5,846 primary and secondary schools,
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colleges, and universities (with total enrollment of over a million students). They also broadcast over Adventist
World Radio more than 1,000 hours per week of programming in more than 40 languages from 18 transmitters in
seven international locations, and have almost 13  million students enrolled in its more than 110,000 "Sabbath
Schools" (11/2001, SDA Internet web site). (The SDA church also publishes two of their own Bible "translations":
The Study Bible and The Clear Word Bible.)

SDA is organized as a representative democracy. Lower echelons elect representatives to higher units;
determination and administration of policy and enforcement of doctrinal orthodoxy is imposed from the top down.
President and Executive Committee of General Conference are standing chief administrative offices. Lower
administrative units are the General Conference, Divisions (over continents), Union Conferences, local
Conferences, and congregations.

In the late 1950s, cult expert Walter Martin, founder of the Christian Research Institute, in collaboration with neo-
evangelical Donald Barnhouse, made an extensive investigation of the teachings (doctrines) of Seventh-Day
Adventism. Their purpose was to determine whether to classify SDA as part of the evangelical community, or to go
along with the majority of evangelicals and treat SDAs as cult members (thereby requiring evangelicals to exercise
Biblical separation). (In the 1955 edition of The Kingdom of the Cults, Martin originally did classify SDA as cultic.)
Martin and Barnhouse concluded that SDA was within the bounds of Christian orthodoxy. Walter Martin, in his
article in the 12/19/60 Christianity Today, said: "That Adventists should be recognized as Christians and that
fellowship should be extended to them we do not deny" (p. 15).

Among those adamantly opposing that conclusion was Biblical scholar Dr. John Whitcomb, Jr., then of Grace
Theological Seminary. Detailed below is Whitcomb's reasoning* for his classification of SDA as a [anti-assurance,
Sabbath-keeping, Law-enslaving] cult:2

1. Source of Authority. Ellen G. White claimed to be, "a lesser light to lead men and women to the greater light."
The official SDA Questions on Doctrine (Q.D.) states that, "the Holy Spirit opened to her mind important events
and called her to give certain instructions for these last days, and inasmuch as these instructions, in our
understanding, are in harmony with the Word of God, which Word alone is able to make us wise unto salvation, we
as a denomination accept them as inspired counsels from the Lord" (Q.D., p. 93). (Emphasis added.) Mrs. White
claimed to have received more than 3,000 "inspired counsels from the Lord" (i.e., visions) between 1844 and 1868.
(From these "visions," she produced over 100,000 handwritten manuscript pages from which were published 54
books!) Therefore, SDAs have a new source of authority in their lives -- according to SDA's dogma, if an SDA
does not accept Mrs. White as infallible, they have no salvation! 

2. Mankind. Seventh-Day Adventists do not believe that the whole man or any part of him is inherently "immortal"
(Q.D., p. 518). SDAs believe in "soul sleep" for the saved (i.e., no conscious existence from the time of death until
the resurrection), and annihilation for the wicked (i.e., the body and soul are destroyed at death rather than
experiencing everlasting torment). How, then, can one get to heaven?: SDAs believe that one can have immortality
only on the condition that he comes to Christ through Ellen G. White; i.e., a works program, following salvation by
grace with light of revelation through Ellen G. White as the infallible guide to Holy Scripture, apart from which one
cannot have immortality.3 Then, at resurrection day, the body will be re-created (necessary because of soul sleep)
for all those who believe in White's guidance and teachings (while non-SDAs will remain in "soul sleep" forever;
i.e., will cease to exist [annihilated] and will not suffer everlasting torment). 

3. Christ. Mrs. White: "Christ took upon His sinless nature our sinful nature ... Christ took human nature and bore
the infirmities and degeneracy of the race. He took our nature and its deteriorating condition" (Q.D., pp. 654-656)
(cf. Jn. 14:30). According to SDA, then, Christ acquired a sinful nature! Of course, if this could have been so, there
could have been no sinless sacrifice, no hope for sinners, and no Savior.

4. Atonement. "Now, while our great High Priest is making the atonement for us, we should seek to become perfect
in Christ" (E.G. White, The Great Controversy [TGC], 1911, p. 623; TGC has since been retitled and published as
America in Prophecy, 1988). SDA teaches that, though saved by grace, we are kept by the Law (i.e., "partial
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atonement"). Therefore, one must keep Old Testament dietary and ceremonial laws, paying particular attention to
keep the Saturday Sabbath and the Ten Commandments, and most importantly, making sure to faithfully pay the
tithe. 

Even when speaking of being saved by the righteousness of Christ, Adventist writers refer to imparted
righteousness, seldom to the Biblical concept of imputed righteousness. Calling it "Christ's righteousness," while
insisting on the believer's perfection of character as a prerequisite to salvation, is at worst a thinly veiled works
salvation, or at best an attempt to mix grace and works, something the Bible says is impossible to do (Rom. 11:6).
Mrs. White's words are crystal clear -- one will not be forgiven until all sins are eradicated from one's life and one's
character is perfected. Precisely the same heresy is found (besides many others) in Mormonism. It is not the
salvation by grace alone through faith alone offered in the Bible.

5. Baptism. "… Christ made it clear that He required baptism of those who wished to become part of His church,
His spiritual kingdom"; "In baptism believers enter into the passion experience of our Lord"; "… [B]aptism also
marks [a] person's entrance into Christ's spiritual kingdom. … it unites the new believer to Christ.… Through
baptism the Lord adds the new disciples to the body of believers -- His body, the church.… Then they are members
of God's family" (SDAs Believe …, pp. 182, 184, 187).

6. The Investigative Judgment. According to SDA theology, beginning on October 22, 1844, Christ entered upon
the "judgment phase" of His ministry, whereby He blots out sin: [The SDA doctrine of the "Investigative
Judgment" rests on Ellen G. White's claimed revelation that Christ entered the heavenly Holy of Holies, not at His
ascension, but in 1844, wherein He then began to investigate the records of human works (TGC, pp. 362-373) (cf.
Heb. 9).] "When Christ, by virtue of His own blood, removes the sins of His people from the heavenly sanctuary at
the close of His ministration, He will place them upon Satan, who, in the execution of the judgment, must bear the
final penalty" (TGC, p. 422). Satan, thereby, becomes the scapegoat of Leviticus 16. This lack of clear distinction
between the forgiveness of sins and the blotting out of sins, makes it impossible for anyone to know, even in the
hour of his death, whether he is saved or not. (SDAs are not "allowed" to experience assurance of salvation,
because then there would be no pressure on them to keep the Old Testament law, as interpreted by Ellen G. White,
and especially no pressure to pay the tithe.) Moreover, the concept that the sins of all men are to be laid on Satan,
assigns to Satan an indispensable role in the blotting out of sin, thus nullifying the all-sufficiency of the finished
work of Christ. [When Jesus said on the cross, "It is finished," i.e. completed, paid in full, it cannot be that there is
yet another salvation event more than 1,800 years later, just as essential to salvation as Christ's death on the cross,
in which one must believe in order to be saved. This is clearly "another gospel" (Gal. 1:6–9).]4

The "Investigative Judgment" and the "Scapegoat Theory of the Atonement" are, by themselves, so non-Biblical as
to contradict Galatians 1:8-9. It is "another gospel," about which the Apostle Paul wrote, "let such be anathema"
(i.e., cursed/condemned). Yet according to Ellen White, one must believe this doctrine to be saved:

 "Those who would share the benefits of the Savior's mediation should permit nothing to interfere with
their duty to perfect holiness in the fear of God … The subject of the sanctuary and the Investigative
Judgment should be clearly understood by the people of God. All need a knowledge for themselves of
the position [in the Holy of Holies] and work [Investigative Judgment] of their great High Priest.
Otherwise it will be impossible for them to exercise the faith which is essential at this time or to
occupy the position which God designs for them to fill. Every individual has a soul to save or to lose.
Each has a case pending at the bar of God … All who have received the light on these subjects are to
bear testimony of the great truths which God has committed to them. The sanctuary in heaven is the
very center of Christ's work in behalf of men … It is of the utmost importance that all should
thoroughly investigate these subjects … The intercession of Christ in man's behalf in the sanctuary
above is as essential to the plan of salvation as was His death upon a cross. By His death He began that
work which after his resurrection He ascended to complete in Heaven" (TGC, pp. 488–89; emphasis
added).

7. The Sabbath. "In the last days, the Sabbath test will be made plain. When this time comes, anyone who does not
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keep the Sabbath will receive the mark of the beast and will be kept from heaven" (TGC, p. 449); "… [T]he divine
institution of the Sabbath is to be restored … The delivering of this message will precipitate a conflict that will
involve the whole world. The central issue will be obedience to God's law and the observance of the Sabbath. …
Those who reject it will eventually receive the mark of the beast" (TGC, pp. 262–63). In one of her most revered
works, Ellen White wrote that Sabbath observance would be the "line of distinction" in the "final test" that will
separate God's end-time people who "receive the seal of God" and are saved, from those who "receive the mark of
the beast" (The Great Controversy Between Christ and Satan, p. 605). Describing a supposed vision direct from
God, Ellen White wrote, "I saw that the Holy Sabbath is, and will be, the separating wall between the true Israel of
God and unbelievers" (Early Writings, p. 33; emphasis added). She also wrote of some Adventists failing to
understand that "Sabbath … observance was of sufficient importance to draw a line between the people of God and
unbelievers" (Ibid., p. 85).

SDAs have, thereby, made Sabbath-keeping a criterion for a personal relationship with the Lord -- even to the
extent of one's salvation! Why? Because, according to SDAs, we are all to be under strict adherence to Old
Testament Law, including the Ten Commandments, of which the fourth one says, "keep the Sabbath." (This
Sabbath-keeping requirement was supposedly confirmed in a vision received by Ellen G. White, rather than by
study of the Bible.) SDAs believe that "Sunday-keeping" will be the mark of the beast in the future.

8. Ellen G. White, the Prophet. Many rank-and-file SDA members deny that their organization any longer
decrees Ellen G. White a God-inspired prophet. Yet in SDA official publications, the SDA church continues to
defend Ellen White legends, and maintain there was no difference in the degree of inspiration she received from
that received by Bible writers (Review & Herald, 4 October 1928, p. 11; "Source of Final Appeal," Adventist
Review, 3 June 1971, pp. 4–6; G. A. Irwin, Mark of the Beast, p. 1; "The Inspiration and Authority of the Ellen G.
White Writings," Adventist Review, 15 July 1982, p. 3; Ministry, October 1981, p. 8 (5); see also, Judged by the
Gospel, pp. 125–130). And in the SDA June 2000, General Conference, the church voted to more aggressively
affirm and support the "Spirit of Prophecy through the ministry of Ellen White" (Adventist Today, [online: July
2000]).

* Besides relying heavily on the work of Dr. Whitcomb (1988  Syllabus notes), some of the material in this report
has also been excerpted and or adapted from: "Seventh-day Adventist Church Profile," Timothy Oliver (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1996).

Endnotes

1 The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1)
through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well
of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1
Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded
upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists. SDA
originated with similar false prophesies about Christ's coming. It began with William Miller's prediction that Christ
would return in 1843 (revised to October 22, 1844). Miller admitted his error. However, SDA prophetess Ellen G.
White (EGW), who had repeatedly endorsed Miller's prophecy, insisted that Christ had indeed come, but not to
earth. Instead, He had entered "the holy of holies" in heaven "to make an atonement for all who are shown to be
entitled to its benefits" (The Great Controversy, p. 480). 

Number 17 of the "Fundamental Beliefs of Seventh-Day Adventists" states: "The Gift of Prophecy: One of the gifts
of the Holy Spirit is prophecy. This gift is an identifying mark of the remnant church and was manifested in the
ministry of Ellen G. White. As the Lord's messenger, her writings are a continuing and authoritative source of truth
which provide for the church comfort, guidance, instruction, and correction." Yet EGW made numerous false
prophecies: that "Old Jerusalem never would be built up" (Early Writings, p. 75), that she would be alive at the
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Rapture (Early Writings, pp. 15-16), that Christ would return before slavery was abolished (Early Writings, pp. 35,
276), that Adventists living in 1856 would be alive at the Rapture (Testimonies for the Church, Vol. 3, pp. 131-
132), and many more. Nevertheless, SDAs revere this false prophet's writings as if they were Scripture.  [Return to
Text] 

2 Nevertheless, SDAs are continuing their efforts to be identified as "evangelical Christians." As an illustration of
this effort, SDAs were very prominent at the annual meetings of the Evangelical Theological Society (ETS) held in
San Francisco, November 19-21, 1992. They presented themselves in the printed program as the Adventist
Theological Society (ATS). During the meetings, they conducted at least eight workshops/seminars open to all the
members of the ETS, as well as a general meeting of their own ATS on Saturday morning, November 21st.
Likewise, at the 1/97 National Religious Broadcasters Convention, the SDA's "Voice of Prophecy" booth provided
books and tapes of their programs, but there was no indication that this was an SDA organization. Christians need
to be aware that cult groups like SDA often use the same Christian-sounding terminology, but the meanings of the
words have been redefined.  [Return to Text]

3 Many quotes could be given to prove that EGW taught salvation by works. Here are a few:

(a) "Our acts, our words, even our most secret motives, all have their weight in deciding our destiny ...
though ... forgotten by us, they [our works] will bear their testimony to justify or condemn" (TGC, pp.
486-490). 

(b) "When any have sins remaining upon the books of record, unrepented of and unforgiven, their
names will be blotted out of the book of life ..." (TGC, p. 483). 

(c) "Each one of you needs to ... [be] working with your might to redeem the failures of your past life.
God has placed you in a world of suffering to prove you, to see if you will be found worthy of the gift
of eternal life" (Testimonies for the Church, Vol. 3, p. 530).  [Return to Text]

4 This teaching of the "Investigative Judgment" is the foundational doctrine and major heresy of Seventh-Day
Adventism: that the atonement was not complete on the cross, but was begun in heaven in 1844 and depends upon
our works. According to Ellen G. White (EGW), the blood of Christ, instead of making "an atonement for the soul"
(Lv. 17:11) and "cleans[ing] us from all sin" (l Jn. 1:7), brought sin into heaven: "[O]ur sins are, in fact, transferred
to the heavenly sanctuary by the blood of Christ" (Spirit of Prophecy, Vol. 4, p. 266). Thus, Christ had to begin the
work of cleansing the heavenly sanctuary (of sins His blood had brought there!) through the "Investigative
Judgment." EGW declared that "Ministers who would not accept this saving message" were hindering God's work
and "The blood of souls is upon them" (Early Writings, p. 234). Millerites who adopted this delusion became
Seventh-Day Adventists. The whole concept of the Investigative Judgment is antithetical to the Gospel. Jesus did
not wait until 1844 to enter the Holy of Holies in heaven (Heb. 1:3; 6:19–20; 8:1; 9:6–12, 24; 12:2). Neither is He
still making an atonement in heaven (Heb. 9:25–26; 10:11–14). The Investigative Judgment proposes to "vindicate
the justice of God in saving those who believe in Jesus," by showing they were "loyal," "penitent," and "faithful"
commandment keepers. This is an outrage. God's justice in saving sinners is vindicated by Christ's death on the
cross, period (Rom. 3:24–26).  [Return to Text]

5 The SDA Church made this statement in their Ministry magazine of October 1981, and have never retracted it --
"We believe the revelation and inspiration of both the Bible and Ellen White's writings to be of equal quality.
The superintendence of the Holy Spirit was just as careful and thorough in one case as in the other" (June
1997, The Baptist Challenge). (Bold added.) This sounds like SDAs also believe that Mrs. White is inerrant. 
[Return to Text]
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Why Walter Martin Considered Seventh-Day Adventism Evangelical*

In the book Kingdom of the Cults, the late Dr. Walter Martin [founder of the Christian Research Institute (CRI) who
died in 1989] defended the Seventh-Day Adventist Church as orthodox and refused to label this group as a cult.
Martin's position in this influential book has resulted in widespread confusion on this subject. Martin's approach to
Seventh-Day Adventism is contrasted with that of those who view this group as a dangerous cult.

WALTER MARTIN ACCEPTED THE STATEMENTS OF ONE PARTICULAR SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTIST PUBLICATION, QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE, AS THE BASIS FOR HIS EVALUATION

The book Questions on Doctrine was published by the SDA denomination especially for general public use to
answer charges of heresy that had been leveled at them. Martin thought it wrong that other contenders for the faith
had based their evaluation of Seventh-Day Adventism on a variety of SDA literature, arguing that these were not
an official representation of SDA doctrine. He even contended that Ellen G. White's writings were not a fair
representation of SDA teaching. Consider the following statement from The Kingdom of the Cults by Walter
Martin:

"In 1957 the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists released the first definitive and
comprehensive explanation of their faith, an authoritative volume entitled Questions on Doctrine. This
book truthfully presents the theology and doctrine which the leaders of Seventh-day Adventism affirm
they have always held. ... It is therefore unfair to quote any one Adventist writer or a group of writers
as representing 'the position of our denomination in the area of church doctrine and prophetic
interpretation ...'" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

What Is Wrong with Martin's View?

1. Questions on Doctrine was not any longer in print at the time of Martin's writing. The Seventh-Day Adventists
must not have considered it too important as an authoritative statement of their doctrine or they would not have
allowed to go out of print. In 1977, David Cloud visited the bookstore at the large Adventist Bible College in
Collegedale, Tennessee, in search of this book. He was told that the book was out of print and would not again be
available.

2. Ellen White's writings are presented by the Adventists as inspired. The following statements are from an
Adventist correspondence course offered in the mid-1970s titled "Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist
Church."Two books were given with this course: Ellen G. White: Messenger to the Remnant and The Spirit of
Prophecy Treasure Chest. All of these materials were produced by the Adventist publisher Review and Herald.
These books were still available in Adventist bookstores when last checked in the early-1990s. This
correspondence course exalts Ellen White as a prophetess of God and her writings as inspired revelation:

"These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, Great Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are
indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in
the Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20).

"The Messages for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic
Guidance, p. 50).

"These messages, we believe, should be faithfully followed by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p.
60).

"Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole. We
cannot justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70).

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/cri/
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"We recognize that the principles set forth in the Spirit of Prophecy writings do not change with the
passage of the years ... and are of equal value to the church in all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure
Chest, p. 125).

"The Messages [Ellen White's writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration
from that given to other modern writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as
such" (Treasure Chest, p. 142).

Ellen White's books are sold by Adventist ministries, bookstores, and colporteurs worldwide and are advertised as
inspired counsel of God. Since Ellen White's writings are thus regarded by the Adventist denomination, why would
they protest the evaluation of her writings as representative of SDA doctrine? Their own books continually site
Ellen White's writings as authoritative, and it certainly not wrong for an outside researcher to do the same. If Ellen
White's writings are not accurate representations of Adventist doctrine, their entire foundation is washed away.

3. The Seventh-day Adventists have themselves stated that their authorized publications are reliable:

"Denominationally-authorized productions carry the official imprint of the issuing organization, and
may be relied upon" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 82).

In light of this statement, it certainly would be proper to study any of the publications of the major Adventist
presses in order to know Adventist beliefs. They have told us these materials are reliable. We are not, therefore,
confined to any one publication for official SDA doctrine. All of the publications used in Avoiding the Snare of
Seventh-day Adventism are either Ellen White's writings or are publications of the official Adventist publishing
houses. It is very strange for the Adventist Church to publish books and then to protest because we use those books
to evaluate their beliefs. There is something that appears very deceitful here.

4. Dr. Martin did not treat other groups like he demanded the Seventh-day Adventists be treated. In his research of
other groups, such as the Mormons, Martin did not draw back from using any authoritative material necessary to
draw an accurate conclusion about the doctrinal position of the group. He did not base his research of other groups
strictly upon one volume provided by those groups. He is, thus, being extremely inconsistent in this matter.

5. Dr. Martin failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deceitfulness to the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination. He
well knew the chameleon nature of false teachers. Frequently in critiques of various false groups, Walter Martin
warned that they tend to be less than honest in their presentation of doctrine, especially in their materials designed
for general public consumption.

One entire chapter of Dr. Martin's booklet Jehovah's Witnesses deals with this reality. The chapter is entitled "The
Watchtower Chameleon." Martin shows how the Witnesses have a history of attempting to hide their heretical
nature. They say one thing on one hand and something completely different on the other hand. The wise
investigator must learn to dig through this deception in order to arrive at the truth.

It is not difficult to see this trait in Seventh-Day Adventism. In an attempt to appear orthodox they sometimes
dilute, even alter their beliefs. Sometimes, for example, they proudly and boldly teach that Ellen White's writings
are inspired revelation from God and that they should be accepted as authoritative by all Christians. They do this in
the aforementioned correspondence course, Prophetic Guidance in the Adventist Movement. On other occasions,
they will deny the charge that they revere Ellen White's writings as divine revelation.

Dr. Martin also admitted that there is confusion and "conflicting statements" among SDA publications:

"There can be no doubt of the fact that there are conflicting statements in Adventist publications and
diverse opinions about certain areas of Adventist theology and interpretation, some of which is quite
the opposite of classical orthodox Christianity" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 369).

It is very sad that Dr. Martin did not discern this as apostate deceitfulness instead of overlooking it. Consider some
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of the contradictions between quotations Dr. Martin uses from Questions on Doctrine and quotes from other books
produced by the same official Adventist publishers:

Example # 1: Inspiration of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If Seventh-day Adventists did indeed claim for Mrs. White inspiration in
every area of her writings, then we might well be cautious about having fellowship with them.
However, this they do not do, as I have amply demonstrated from official sources" (Kingdom of the
Cults, p. 383).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "These inspired books, such as Desire of Ages, The Great
Controversy, and Patriarchs and Prophets, are indeed divine revelations of truth upon which we may
place full dependence" (Prophetic Guidance in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, p. 20); "The
Messages for these days shall be written in books and shall stand immortalized" (Prophetic Guidance,
p. 50); "Consistency calls for acceptance of the Spirit of Prophecy [Ellen White's] writings as a whole.
We cannot justify accepting part and rejecting part" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 70); "The Messages [Ellen
White's writings] themselves are worthy of a different kind of consideration from that given to other
modern writings. They are messages from God and must always be treated as such" (Treasure Chest, p.
142).

Example #2: Universality of Ellen White's Writings

Dr. Martin's Statements: "These counsels are primarily for the Seventh-day Adventist denominations"
(Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380); "We do not think of them [Ellen White's writings] as of universal
application, as is the Bible ..." (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 380).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "She was ever mindful that she was writing for the world as well
as for the church" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 50); "These messages, we believe, should be faithfully
followed by every believer" (Prophetic Guidance, p. 60); "We recognize that the principles set forth in
the Spirit of Prophecy writings do not change with the passage of the years ... and are of equal value to
the church in all lands" (Spirit of Prophecy Treasure Chest, p. 125).

Example #3: Ellen White's Role in the Development of Adventist Doctrine

Dr. Martin's Statements: "If they interpreted the Bible in the light of her writings, and not the reverse,
if they willingly admitted this and owned it as their position, then his criticism would be justified, but
they do not do so" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "When they came to the point in their study where they said, 'We
can do nothing more,' the Spirit of the Lord would come to me, I would be taken off in vision, and a
clear explanation of the passages we had been studying would be given me. ... Thus light was given
that helped us to understand the Scriptures ... they accepted as light direct from heaven the revelations
given [to Ellen White]" (Ellen G. White Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 34,38,39).

It is true that Adventist leaders often deny that their doctrine was developed through Ellen White's visions, but in
the above statement Ellen White herself admitted that her visions played a definitive role in how the early leaders
understood Bible doctrine. A cult researcher like Walter Martin should have known that it would be impossible to
develop from the Bible alone Adventist doctrines such as Investigative Judgment, Satan as sin bearer, Sunday
worship the mark of the beast, Seventh-Day Adventism as the fulfillment of Revelation 14:6, and Satan bound on
earth for 1,000 years. He should have realized, therefore, that there would have to be duplicity involved in any such
claim. Again, for some reason he failed to apply his knowledge of cultic deception to Seventh-Day Adventism.
When the Jehovah's Witnesses play games with theological terms and appear in different colors according to
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different situations, Dr. Martin judged them as heretical chameleons. When the Seventh-day Adventists play similar
games, he alleged that it is only because they "are handicapped by the lack of a comprehensive volume which
adequately defines their doctrinal position."

Could it have been that Dr. Martin had developed close relationships with Adventist leaders in California, and
therefore, became blinded to the reality of Adventism? We believe this is exactly what happened. He admitted such
friendships in his writings (Calvary Contender, October 1, 1995).

"Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Corinthians 15:33).

Example #4: Salvation by Grace Alone

Dr. Martin's Statements: "Literally scores of times in their book Questions on Doctrine and in various
other publications the Adventists affirm that salvation comes only by the grace of God through faith in
Jesus Christ's sacrifice upon the cross" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 378).

Contradicting Adventist Statements: "So we have clearly outlined the steps that we need to take in
order to become a Christian: to believe in God, to repent of and to confess our sins, to be baptized, and
to obey all the commandments of the Lord" (New Life Voice of Prophecy Guide #12); "Christ says to
every man in this world what He said to the rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the
commandments' ... In other words, the standards for admission into heaven is a character built
according to the ten specifications, or commandments, of God's law" (Charles Everson, Saved by
Grace, Review and Herald Publishing, pp. 45,46).

These are quotes from two Adventist publications written specifically to explain to the public their doctrine of
salvation. Dr. Martin quoted only one publication, Questions on Doctrine. On the one hand, they do claim to
believe that salvation is by grace alone without works; but on the other hand, they redefine grace to include works
and the deeds of the law. Their New Life correspondence course plainly states that to be saved one must believe in
God, repent of sins, be baptized, and obey all the commandments of the Lord. This is what every cult does. They
claim to believe in salvation by grace, but they cleverly redefine grace to include works.

THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS ARE THE ONES WHO SEPARATED FROM AND DERIDED
OTHER CHURCHES. IT IS STRANGE THAT THEY NOW APPEAR HURT BECAUSE THESE SAME
CHURCHES CONSIDER THEM HERETICAL

Consider the following statements from SDA publications attacking the orthodox doctrines of the Christian faith:

The Doctrine of Conscious Existence after Death Is Called the Devil's Lie: "And today from pulpits all
across the nation we hear the devil's great lie upheld each time a minister assures us that the soul of
man lives on after death ..." (These Times, November 1976, p. 5).

The Doctrine of Eternal Torment Is Called Blasphemy Against God: "It is beyond the power of the
human mind to estimate the evil which has been wrought by the heresy of eternal torment. The
appalling views of God which have spread over the world from the teachings of the pulpit have made
thousands, yes, millions, of skeptics and infidels" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 470).

Sunday Worship Will Be the Mark of the Beast: "While the observance of the false Sabbath in
compliance to the fourth commandment, will be an avowal of allegiance to a power that is in
opposition to God, the keeping of the true Sabbath, in obedience to God's law is an evidence of loyalty
to the Creator. While one class, by accepting the sign of submission to earthly powers, receive the
mark of the beast, the other, choosing the token of allegiance to divine authority, receive the seal of
God" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 531).
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Churches That Observe Sunday Worship Are Part of the Great Religious Whore of Revelation 17: "In
amazement they hear the testimony that Babylon is the church, fallen because of her errors and sins,
because of her rejection of the truth sent to her from heaven [this refers to Adventist doctrines of
Sabbath worship, soul sleep, etc.]. As the people go to their former teachers with the eager inquiry, are
these things so? The ministers present fables, prophesy smooth things, to soothe their fears and quiet
the awakened conscience" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, pp. 531,532).

Quotes such as these demonstrate that it is the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination itself that has stood apart from
other churches and caused divisions by its heretical views. Is it not strange now that they want to be accepted as
orthodox Bible-believers by the very churches from which they willfully separated and which they have
condemned? These are the subtle games that false teachers play.

ONE OF DR. MARTIN'S PRIMARY REASONS FOR ACCEPTING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM AS
NON-HERETICAL IS THAT THEY HOLD MANY MAJOR DOCTRINAL TRUTHS, SUCH AS THE
TRINITY, THE DEITY OF CHRIST, AND THE INFALLIBILITY OF SCRIPTURE

"It is puzzling to me, as a student of non-Christian cult systems, how any group can hold the above
doctrines in their proper Biblical context which Dr. Howkema admits the Adventists do and still be a
non-Christian cult -- suffice it to say that the Adventists do have a clean bill of health where the major
doctrines of Christian theology are involved" (Kingdom of the Cults, p. 370). (Emphasis added.)

One error here is in Martin's use of the man-made term "cult." It can be defined in numerous ways. By Martin's
definition, perhaps, Seventh-Day Adventism was not a cult. By Dr. Howkema's definition, Seventh-Day Adventism
is a cult. Whether or not Seventh-day Adventism is a cult, though, is not as important as whether or not Seventh-
day Adventism is faithful to the Bible and the New Testament faith.

The Apostle Paul, in his condemnation of the Galatian heretics, mentions only one error: the perversion of the
gospel. The Galatian legalizers were apparently sound in such major doctrines as God, Christ, and the Scriptures. In
fact, they were almost sound in their doctrine of salvation, yet they were under God's curse! They Seventh-Day
Adventists are modern-day Galatian heretics. They believe the cross leads the believer to the law, not to perfect,
once-for-all and eternal liberty in Christ entirely outside the law of Moses.

The warning of Romans 16:17 is to mark and separate from those "which cause divisions and offences contrary to
the doctrine which you have learned." Paul does not say to mark and avoid those which cause divisions contrary to
only some of the doctrines we have learned. The Seventh-Day Adventist denomination teaches many doctrines that
are contrary to those taught by the Apostles. God's Word commands that we mark them as false teachers and
separate from them. That is not what Walter Martin did, though:

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the
deeds of the law" (Romans 3;28).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Christ says to every man in this world what He said to the
rich young ruler: 'If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments'" (Saved By Grace, pp. 45,46).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved
from wrath through him" (Romans 5:9).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Ellen White ... she was a fellow Seventh-day Adventist
with no assurance of salvation except as she was faithful and trusted in the merits of her risen Savior"
(Messenger to the Remnant, p. 127).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that
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we might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster"
(Galatians 3:24,25); "And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace.
But if it be of works, then is it no more grace: otherwise work is no more work" (Romans 11:6).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The fact that all who are redeemed are saved by grace
does not dispense with the law of God any more in the one dispensation than in the other. The law is
not against grace, and grace is not against the law. It is very evident, then, that in the new covenant we
do not see the law as a thing of no consequence, but we find it occupying the center of the covenant"
(Saved by Grace, pp. 11,36).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of
an holyday, or of the new moon, or of the Sabbath days: Which are a shadow of things to come; but
the body is of Christ" (Colossians 2:16,17).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "... it is evident that all ten commandments are binding in
the Christian dispensation ... One of these commands is the observance of the seventh day as the
Sabbath" (Bible Footlights, p. 37).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and
believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is
passed from death unto life" (John 5:24).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "As the books of record are opened in the judgment, the
lives of all who have believed on Jesus come into review before God ... every case closely investigated.
Names are accepted, names rejected" (Ellen White, The Great Controversy, p. 425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the
body, and to be present with the Lord" (2 Corinthians 5:8).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "To be dead does not mean to go to heaven; it does not
mean to go to hell ... Indeed, it does not mean to go anywhere at all. It means simply an end of life"
(When a Man Dies, p. 20).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall
receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved;
yet so as by fire" (1 Corinthians 3:14,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "When any have sins remaining upon the books of record,
unrepented of and unforgiven, their names will be blotted out of the book of life, and the record of
their good deeds will be erased from the book of God's remembrance" (Ellen White, The Great
Controversy, p. 425).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and
ever. ... And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire"
(Revelation 20:10,15).

Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "The plain doctrine of the Bible is that the devil and all his
works will be destroyed, utterly destroyed. ... How repugnant to every emotion of love and mercy, and
even to our sense of justice, is the doctrine that the wicked dead are tormented with fire and brimstone
in an eternally burning hell" (When a Man Dies, p. 58; The Great Controversy, p. 469).

The Doctrine We Have Learned: "Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a
woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence" (1 Timothy 2:11,12).
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Seventh-Day Adventist Doctrinal Offences: "Mrs. White's pre-eminent mission was to help build the
dynamics of a Biblical faith into a Christian movement. The Seventh-day Adventist Church is indebted
to her as a spiritual leader and a pioneer builder and guide" (Ellen G. White and the S.D.A. Church, p.
2).

These quotes show how the Seventh-day Adventist denomination contradicts many clear apostolic doctrines. There
are many other Adventist doctrinal heresies, of course. Upon the command and authority of Romans 16:17, and
contrary to Walter Martin's misguided advice, Bible-believing Christians must mark the Adventist Church as false
and avoid associations with the group.

The same idea is in Jude 3. We are commanded to "earnestly contend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The
faith is that body of truth delivered to us by divine inspiration through the Apostles. If we obey this verse and
earnestly contend for the New Testament faith with Seventh-Day Adventists, it will quickly be evident that there
can be no close fellowship. The doctrinal differences are too great and too serious.

Another relevant passage is 2 Timothy 2:16-18. Here two men are condemned as heretics, yet only one error is
mentioned -- their view of the resurrection. If Paul warned Timothy to avoid these men because of their false
doctrine of the resurrection, should we not more warn Christians today to avoid the Seventh-Day Adventist Church
based on their many heresies?

The truth is that the Bible does not give Christians the liberty of basing fellowship merely upon two or three major
doctrines. The New Testament requires separation based on such things as a false gospel (Galatians 1), a false view
of death or resurrection (2 Timothy 2:16-18), a denial of true holiness (1 Timothy 6:3-5), and a denial of the
supernatural power of Christianity (2 Timothy 3:5). We are to separate even from true Christians if they refuse to
follow the teachings of the apostles (2 Thess. 3:6).

Walter Martin's chief error about Seventh-Day Adventism was his refusal to practice Biblical separation. He had a
New Evangelical type ministry that focused on unity based on a lowest-common denominator of doctrine. This is
why he also did not separate from the Roman Catholic Church, but instead taught that it had some aberrant
doctrine, but was still orthodox.

WALTER MARTIN CONTENDED THAT MODERN SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM IS DIFFERENT
FROM THAT OF ITS EARLIER DAYS

"For over a century Adventism has borne a stigma of being called a non-Christian cult system.
Whether or not this was justified in the early development of Adventism, I have already discussed at
length in my earlier book, but it should be carefully remembered that the Adventism of 1965 is
different in not a few places from Adventism of 1845, and with that change the necessity of re-
evaluation comes naturally" (Walter Martin, The Kingdom of the Cults, p. 360).

Though we have no doubt that there have been changes in the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination during the past
150 years, we must ask whether these changes have affected the basic doctrinal position -- the answer is NO.
"Prophetess" Ellen White believed the Adventist system of doctrine was finalized in the early days of her ministry
and that this particular system was to be used from then on as the test of truth worldwide. It was not to be changed.
Carefully consider the words of Mrs. White herself concerning the possibility of future changes in Adventist
doctrine:

"When the power of God testifies as to what is truth, that truth is to stand forever as the truth. No after
suppositions, contrary to the light God has given, are to be entertained. ... The truth for this time God
has given us as the foundation for our faith. He Himself has taught us what is truth. One will arise, and
still another, with new light which contradicts the light that God has given under the demonstration of
His Holy Spirit. We are not to receive the words of those who come with a message that contradicts

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/neoe.htm
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the special points of our faith. They gather together a mass of Scripture, and pile it as proof around the
past fifty years. And while the Scriptures are God's Word, and are to be respected, the application of
them, if such application moves one pillar from the foundation that God has sustained these fifty years,
is a great mistake ..." (Ellen G. White Letter 329, 1905, quoted in Messenger to the Remnant, p. 40).

The truth is that Seventh-Day Adventism today does not differ in any significant doctrinal way from the Seventh-
Day Adventism of Ellen White's day, except that it presents its doctrines in a more subtle manner today. If the
Seventh-day Adventist leaders were to change their major distinctive doctrines as outlined by Ellen White, they
would be denying their prophetess and pulling the pillars from under themselves. The Adventist Church admits this
in the following statement from one of their recent publications:

"Great lines of truth were gradually unfolding before them [Ellen White and early Adventist leaders].
Now the time had come for the convergence of these truths into one body of doctrine. This was brought
about in 1848, through a series of Sabbath conferences. Five in all were held. At the earlier of these,
the doctrines were clarified and bound together as a unity of truth; the later conferences served largely
as teaching and unifying agencies.

"A careful study of documents of the time reveals what was denominated 'present truth' in this
formative period ... made up of vital 'essentials,' 'pillars,' 'foundations.' These may be listed as: 1. The
second advent of Christ. 2. The binding claims of the seventh-day Sabbath. 3. The third angel's
message in its fullness, in correct relationship to the first and second angel's messages. 4. The ministry
of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary, which ministry would cease not long before the second advent
(with emphasis on the work beginning the tenth day of the seventh month, 1844). 5. The non-
immortality of the soul.

"These structural doctrines formed the 'firm platform' which, in 1858, was described by Ellen White,
upon which 'nearly all stood firm' ... These constituted the 'landmarks' enumerated by Ellen White thirty
years later..." (Messenger to the Remnant, pp. 39,40).

Since Mrs. White and the Adventist Church teach that their major doctrinal platform was finalized in their early
days (and since the Adventist Church tells us that Mrs. White was an inspired prophetess), there is no need for re-
evaluation of this group as Walter Martin required. A study of recent Seventh-Day Adventist publications confirms
this judgment, since they continue to teach the same heresies promulgated by Ellen White and other early Adventist
leaders.

As a group, the Seventh-Day Adventists today are the same divisive heretics they have been from their origin. To
deserve a re-evaluation and re-labeling, they would have to denounce and turn away from every one of their
heresies, including the foundational heresy that Ellen White was a prophetess of God.

 

Note: Between 1976 and 1981, David Cloud completed four official correspondence courses on Seventh-day
Adventism produced by the Adventist Church itself. These courses promote the very same doctrinal platform that
was laid down by Ellen White and the early Adventist leaders. Until such time as the Adventist Church denounces
its heresies, Christians who follow the faith of the New Testament must mark avoid this group in obedience to
Romans 16:17.

The Adventist denomination is the same heretical entity that was so plainly and firmly condemned by Bible-
believing churches in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is the once Bible-believing churches that have
changed. Popular evangelicalism today has become too blind to discern truth from error and too weak to condemn
error when it is found. Just a few decades ago men such as A. Hoekema, John R. Rice, and M.R. DeHaan, who
considered Seventh-Day Adventism a dangerous false group, were in the overwhelming majority among those who
professed to be evangelical Bible-believing preachers. This is not so today. Most major evangelical publishing
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houses, for example, will no longer publish material derogatory toward Adventism or Catholicism. [See also BDM's
Back to the Bible report for documentation of its reclassification of Catholicism and SDA from cult to orthodox.]

It is not that the Adventist Church has moved closer to the Bible in the past 50 years, it is that the evangelicals have
moved farther away from the Bible in that period.

* The above report has been adapted from a 9/5/99 report by David Cloud (Fundamental Baptist Information
Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277); the complete report is in the Cults section of the End Time
Apostasy Database at the Way of Life Literature web site. The original report is from Mr. Cloud's book Avoiding
the Snare of Seventh-day Adventism. The two major divisions of the book are: "Adventist History Proves It is
Heretical" and "Adventist Doctrine Proves It Is Heretical." The book analyzes Adventist doctrines such as Sabbath-
keeping, Soul-sleep, Annihilation of the wicked, Ellen White as a Prophetess, Investigative Judgment, and Misuse
of the Mosaic Law. Another chapter is titled "Why Some Have Considered Seventh-day Adventism Evangelical."
This analyzes Walter Martin's (author of Kingdom of the Cults) faulty view of Adventism. The 2nd edition (1999)
includes selections from D.M. Canright's 1898 book Seventh-day Adventism Renounced. Canright was an early
leader in Adventism who left and became a Baptist pastor. The 2nd edition also includes a chapter entitled
"Adventists Wanted Me to Revise This Book," describing the attempt by the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination
to have Mr. Cloud change the book.
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Recommended Publications
Since we are often asked which publications, newsletters, and other sources of Bible study/teaching materials would
be helpful for the discerning Christian, we update the "approved list" we publish from time to time. Although it is
never possible to unreservedly recommend a ministry's materials, we have found the following sources to be
consistently Biblical and informative (Frequency of Publication/Tax Deductibility of Contributions/Annual Cost of
Publication):

Jerry Huffman (Ed.; Retired)
104 Cotton Row NW
Huntsville, AL 35806

Web Site Click Here

Monthly
(no longer being published;
back issues on CC web site)

n/a n/a

Foundation
Dennis Costella (Ed.)
FEA, P.O. Box 6278
Los Osos, CA 93412

Web Site#1 Click Here

Web Site#2 Click Here

Web Site #3 Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes $8.00

O Timothy
David Cloud (Ed.)

Way of Life Literature 
P.O. Box 610368 

Port Huron, MI 48061
866-295-4143

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Monthly Yes $20.00

PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter
Martin & Deidre Bobgan (Eds.)

4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

Web Site Click Here

Send E-Mail

Every-other-Month Yes Free

http://home.hiwaay.net/~contendr/
http://www.biblebelievers.net/
http://www.feasite.org/
http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcfound.htm
mailto:kcondron@worldnet.att.net
http://wayoflife.org/
mailto:dcloud@wayoflife.org
http://www.pamweb.org/
mailto:bobgan@pamweb.org
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Recommended Books
PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity (Bobgan)
Larry Crabb's Gospel (Bobgan)
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Bobgan)
The End of "Christian Psychology" (Bobgan)
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (Bobgan)
Competent To Minister: The Biblical Care of Souls (Bobgan)
Christ-Centered Misistry vs. Problem-Centered Counseling (Bobgan)
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Bobgan)
Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing (Bobgan)
TheoPhostic Counseling: Divine Revelation? OR PsychoHeresy? (Bobgan)
Missions & PsychoHeresy (Bobgan)
HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic? (Bobgan)

Manufacturing Victims: What the Psychology Industry is Doing to People (Dineen)

Abusing Memory: The Healing Theology of Agnes Sanford (Gumprecht)

Horoscopes & the Christian (Morey)

Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (Owen)

Need: The New Religion (Walter)

From Forgiven to Forgiving (Adams)
Call To Discernment (Adams)
The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (Adams)

The Danger of Self-Love (Brownback)

Can You Trust Your Doctor? (New Age Medicine) (Ankerberg/Weldon)

The Illustrated ORIGINS Answer Book (Taylor)

The Genesis Flood (Whitcomb/Morris)

Roman Catholicism (Boettner)

Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church (Pickering)

Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?  
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Introduction

Why A Discernment Notebook? (2/04) 

Is It Right to Judge?

Is Controversy Christian?  (6/98)

False Doctrine & Matthew 18  (1/99)

All Truth is God's Truth?  (1/02)

Unconditional Love/Acceptance  (12/97)

Are We Too Negative?  (1/99)

I Don't Wanna' Hear It  (1/99)

Love/Doctrine/Unity/Truth  (10/98)

Modern Day Balaams  (8/96)

Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel  (12/97)

The Siren Song of Unity  (1/97)

The New Birth  (4/97)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation (6/97)

The Sovereignty of God in Salvation  (12/03) 

The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation  (8/98)

Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith: The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not 
(8/98)
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Book Reviews / Movie Reviews

Book Reviews Movie Reviews

Bondage Breaker, The  
(Neil Anderson) (10/92) The Passion of the Christ  (3/05)  

Can You Trust Your Doctor?  
(Ankerberg & Weldon) (6/91) Atlantis: The Lost Empire  (2/04) 

Celebration of Discipline 
(Richard Foster) (3/05) Casper  (2/04) 

Christ-Esteem
(Don Matzat) (2/02) The Chronicles of Narnia (12/05)

Creative Counterpart  
(Linda Dillow) (8/90) Contact  (2/04)

Da Vinci Code, The
(Dan Brown) (12/06)    Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2/04) 

Every Man's Battle  
(Arterburn & Stoeker) (10/03) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2/04) 

Experiencing God  
(Henry Blackaby) (4/99) Hercules (2/04) 

Flames of Freedom  
(Erwin Lutzer) (4/92) Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Fresh Encounter  
(Henry Blackaby) (3/00) The Lion King (2/04) 

Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire  
(Jim Cymbala) (2/04) The Lord of the Rings (2/04) 

Hearing God's Voice
(Henry & Richard Blackaby) (12/06)   Maltilda (2/04) 

Hell's Best Kept Secret
(Ray Comfort) (12/06)    Matrix (2/04) 

Hour That Changes The World, The
(Dick Eastman) ( 8/92) Pocahontas (2/04) 

How To Handle Adversity  
(Charles Stanley) (6/91) Pokeman (2/04) 

I Just Saw JESUS  
(Paul Eshleman) (12/97) The Prince of Egypt (2/04) 

In The Face of God  
(Michael Horton) (2/02) Shrek (2/04) 

Intended For Pleasure  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99) Spider-Man (2/04) 

Introduction to Biblical Counseling  
(John MacArthur) (11/94) Star Wars: The Revenge of the Sith (1/06)

Jesus Manifesto, The - The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2

 (3/11) Tarzan (2/04) 
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Left Behind Series, The  
(Tim LaHaye & Jerry Jenkins) (1/05)  

Life Application Bible  
(Zondervan/Tyndale) (2/92)  

Life-Style Evangelism  
(Joseph Aldrich) (9/99)  

Like Lambs to the Slaughter  
(Johanna Michaelsen) (2/92)  

Lord, Heal My Hurts  
(Kay Arthur) (8/01)  

Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
(John MacArthur v. Charles Ryrie) (1/97)  

Love Is A Choice  
(Minirth & Meier) (1/97)  

Love-Life  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99)  

Marriage: The Divine Intimacy  
(Jack Schaap) (12/08)  

Masculine Journey, The  
(Robert Hicks) (8/97)  

Message, The  
(Eugene Peterson) (3/95)  

Mount Up On Wounded Wings  
(Beneth Peters Jones) (4/97)  

New Kind of Christian, A
(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Our Sufficiency in Christ
(John MacArthur) (12/97)  

Power of Crying Out, The  
(Bill Gothard) (1/04)  

Power Religion  
(Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)  

Prayer of Jabez, The  
(Bruce Wilkinson) (3/03)  

Purpose Driven Church, The  
(Rick Warren) (4/99)  

Purpose Driven Life, The  
(Rick Warren) (11/03)   

Ragamuffin Gospel, The  
(Brennan Manning) (10/03)   

Rekindled 
(Pat Williams) (3/96)  

Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible, The 
(Richard Foster) (8/05)  

Road Less Traveled, The  
(M. Scott Peck) (2/03)  

Secret Message of Jesus, The

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/beware-newkind-christian.html
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2003/1-purpose.htm
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(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Serenity: Companion for 12-Step Rcvy  
(Hemfelt/Fowler) (2/93)  

Shack, The  
(William P. Young) (2/09)  

This Present Darkness  
(Frank Peretti) (6/95)  

What Love Is This? 
(Dave Hunt) (12/06)   

Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology  
(Ed Bulkley) (6/95)  

Wild at Heart  
(John Eldredge) (10/03)   
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Quotes

Misc. Quotes On False Teachers/Teachings  (9/90)

Quotes On "Unity"  (8/92)

C.H. Spurgeon On "Separation"  (9/92)

Quotes On "Psychology"  (1/94)

Quotes On "Public" v. "Private" Correction of Error  (4/92)

Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church  (3/81)

Doctrinal Division & Discernment  (12/91)

Watch Out For False Teachers Among You  (12/91)

Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers  (11/92)

What Is Success In Ministry?  (10/87)

Compromise & Pragmatism  (11/89)

Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?  (4/88)
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Psych/New Age/Misc.

Affective Education: Self-Esteem Project/Quest/Etc.  (1/05)

Age of the Universe: How Old Is It?  (7/92)

Alpha Course (3/04) 

America's Christian Roots? / Activism & War  (8/01)

Awana Clubs  (5/01)

Back To The Bible  (8/99)

Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)  (2/05)

Biofeedback  (8/92)

Birth Order  (1/03) 

Bob Jones University (BJU)  (3/03)

Calvary Chapel Movement  (1/02)

Campus Crusade For Christ  (10/03) 

Canadian Revival Fellowship  (4/92)

Charismatic Movement  (8/00)

Childhood Memories?  (8/01)

Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation (CCEF-East)  (2/05)

Christian Research Institute (CRI)  (10/00)

Christian Rock Music?  (1/99)

Christian Schools  (6/00)

Christmas  (11/02)

Church Growth Movement  (9/06) 

Codependency/12-Steps/Alcoholics Anonymous  (10/05) 

Counseling Methods Survey  (8/01)

Crisis Pregnancy Centers/Care Net-Christian Act. Council (5/94)

Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)  (8/01)

Dominion Theol./Reconstructionism/Coalition on Revival  (1/04) 
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Ecclesiology  (12/03) 

Emerging Church Movement, The  (3/11)  

Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)  (8/96)

Fantasy  (1/97)

General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC)  (2/03) 

Gospel In The Stars: "Christian" Astrology?  (11/92)

Grief: The Five Stages  (12/04)  

Guideposts Magazine (+ Notes on Norman Vincent Peale)  (3/96)

Halloween  (10/00)

Holy Laughter  (3/96)

Hypnosis  (8/01)

Independent Fundamental Churches of America (IFCA)  (2/99)

Inner Healing/Healing of the Memories  (5/94)

Institute for Creation Research (ICR)  (1/04) 

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)  (8/01)

Journaling  (8/92)

Km (by Matol)  (2/92)

KJV-Onlyism (12/03) 

Landmarkism (3/05)

LinkCare (10/03) 

Martial Arts  (4/92)

Mid-Life Crisis  (5/92)

Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)  (8/01)

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)  (2/04) 

National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)  (2/05)

Navigators - Psychoheresy & Ecumenism  (9/00)

Neo-Evangelicalism  (8/01)

New Age Medicine  (11/95)



Biblical Discernment Ministries - Psych/New Age/Misc
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Operation Rescue  (3/95)

Organic Church, The - Home -Cell Church Movement revived   (1/11)  

Palmistry  (8/92)

Planned Parenthood  (2/05) 

Positive Confession/PMA  (8/96)

Promise Keepers  (10/03) 

Psychology: Science or Religion?  (11/95)

Radio Bible Class  (10/00)

Revival in the Church  (8/01)

Right-Brain/Left-Brain Pseudoscience  (8/92)

Salvation Army (02/03) 

Self Esteem/Self-Love  (10/98) 

Self-Help/Support Groups  (5/93)

Sensitivity Training  (3/95)

Spiritual Warfare  (11/03) 

Subliminals  (8/01)

Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing  (8/92)

The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM)  (1/94)

TheoPhostic Counseling (12/06) 

Trans World Radio (TWR)  (1/94)

Vineyard Movement  (2/04) 

Women of Faith  (12/06)  

Women of Influence  (12/03)

World Vision  (3/04) 

Yoga  (1/02)

Youth For Christ (YFC)  (4/97)

Youth With A Mission (YWAM)  (1/05)



Biblical Discernment Ministries - Psych/New Age/Misc
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HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

Google - Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site
Search   

 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries 

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful)
Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have
such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because
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However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the ads.
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Exposés

Anderson, Neil  (8/97)

Arthur, Kay  (2/03) 

Blue, Ron  (11/98)

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich   (3/96)

Bright, Bill  (10/03) 

Briscoe, Stuart & Jill  (12/01)

Burkett, Larry  (10/03) 

Campolo, Tony  (3/05) 

Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi  (2/04) 

Collins, Gary  (8/01)

Colson, Chuck  (11/00)

Copeland, Kenneth  (8/01)

Crabb, Larry  (12/04) 

Dobson, James  (2/04) 

Engstrom, Ted  (1/04) 

Ezzo, Gary  (7/98)

Falwell, Jerry  (1/99)

Finney, Charles  (8/05) 

Foster, Richard (8/05)

Gothard, Bill  (2/04) 

Graham, Billy  (2/04)

Hagee, John  (8/05) 

Hagin, Kenneth  (10/03) 

Hanegraaff, Hank  (3/98)

Hayford, Jack  (2/99)

Hendricks, Howard  (3/05) 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccc/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/cri/
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Hinn, Benny  (2/04) 

Hocking, David  (8/98)

Horton, Michael  (2/02) 

Howard-Browne, Rodney  (3/96)

Hunt, Dave  (12/06) 

Hybels, Bill   (12/04) 

Hyles, Jack  (1/06) 

Jakes, T.D. (1/06)

Jeremiah, David  (12/99) 

Kennedy, D. James  (1/03)

Kroll, Woodrow  (8/99)

LaHaye, Tim & Beverly  (1/05) 

Laurie, Greg  (10/00)

Levitt, Zola  (9/06) 

Lewis, C.S.  (1/04)

Lindsey, Hal  (2/03) 

Lovett, C.S.  (7/92)

Lucado, Max  (2/02)

Luther, Martin  (12/97)

McCartney, Bill  (8/99)

McDowell, Josh  (1/02)

MacArthur, John (12/99)

MacDonald, Gordon  (3/05) 

Mains, David & Karen  (8/96)

Matzat, Don  (1/05) 

Maxwell, John C. (11/03) 

Meyer, Joyce (1/05) 

Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul  (8/98)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/back.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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Moon, Sun Myung  (11/01)

Osteen, Joel  (7/09) 

Packer, J.I.  (3/03) 

Palau, Luis  (8/01)

Parsley, Rod (1/06)

Peale, Norman Vincent  (3/96)

Peck, M. Scott  (2/03) 

Peretti, Frank  (6/95)

Rainey, Dennis  (12/02)

Robertson, Pat  (9/06) 

Robison, James  (4/97)

Ross, Hugh  (8/96)

Schaap, Jack  (12/08) 

Schuller, Robert  (2/04) 

Seamands, David  (5/94)

Smalley, Gary  (8/97)

Smith, Chuck  (1/02) 

Solomon, Charles  (12/01)

Sproul, R.C.  (12/04) 

Stanley, Charles  (8/01)

Swindoll, Charles  (2/02)

Teresa, Mother (12/03)

Warren, Rick  (12/06) 

Wildmon, Donald  (1/04) 

Wimber, John  (12/97)

Yancey, Philip  (3/05) 

Ziglar, Zig  (1/03)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/guidepo/
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Search   
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Exposés

Anderson, Neil  (8/97)

Arthur, Kay  (2/03) 

Blue, Ron  (11/98)

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich   (3/96)

Bright, Bill  (10/03) 

Briscoe, Stuart & Jill  (12/01)

Burkett, Larry  (10/03) 

Campolo, Tony  (3/05) 

Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi  (2/04) 

Collins, Gary  (8/01)

Colson, Chuck  (11/00)

Copeland, Kenneth  (8/01)

Crabb, Larry  (12/04) 

Dobson, James  (2/04) 

Engstrom, Ted  (1/04) 

Ezzo, Gary  (7/98)

Falwell, Jerry  (1/99)

Finney, Charles  (8/05) 

Foster, Richard (8/05)

Gothard, Bill  (2/04) 

Graham, Billy  (2/04)

Hagee, John  (8/05) 

Hagin, Kenneth  (10/03) 

Hanegraaff, Hank  (3/98)

Hayford, Jack  (2/99)

Hendricks, Howard  (3/05) 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccc/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/cri/
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Hinn, Benny  (2/04) 

Hocking, David  (8/98)

Horton, Michael  (2/02) 

Howard-Browne, Rodney  (3/96)

Hunt, Dave  (12/06) 

Hybels, Bill   (12/04) 

Hyles, Jack  (1/06) 

Jakes, T.D. (1/06)

Jeremiah, David  (12/99) 

Kennedy, D. James  (1/03)

Kroll, Woodrow  (8/99)

LaHaye, Tim & Beverly  (1/05) 

Laurie, Greg  (10/00)

Levitt, Zola  (9/06) 

Lewis, C.S.  (1/04)

Lindsey, Hal  (2/03) 

Lovett, C.S.  (7/92)

Lucado, Max  (2/02)

Luther, Martin  (12/97)

McCartney, Bill  (8/99)

McDowell, Josh  (1/02)

MacArthur, John (12/99)

MacDonald, Gordon  (3/05) 

Mains, David & Karen  (8/96)

Matzat, Don  (1/05) 

Maxwell, John C. (11/03) 

Meyer, Joyce (1/05) 

Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul  (8/98)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/back.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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Moon, Sun Myung  (11/01)

Osteen, Joel  (7/09) 

Packer, J.I.  (3/03) 

Palau, Luis  (8/01)

Parsley, Rod (1/06)

Peale, Norman Vincent  (3/96)

Peck, M. Scott  (2/03) 

Peretti, Frank  (6/95)

Rainey, Dennis  (12/02)

Robertson, Pat  (9/06) 

Robison, James  (4/97)

Ross, Hugh  (8/96)

Schaap, Jack  (12/08) 

Schuller, Robert  (2/04) 

Seamands, David  (5/94)

Smalley, Gary  (8/97)

Smith, Chuck  (1/02) 

Solomon, Charles  (12/01)

Sproul, R.C.  (12/04) 

Stanley, Charles  (8/01)

Swindoll, Charles  (2/02)

Teresa, Mother (12/03)

Warren, Rick  (12/06) 

Wildmon, Donald  (1/04) 

Wimber, John  (12/97)

Yancey, Philip  (3/05) 

Ziglar, Zig  (1/03)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/guidepo/
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Anderson, Neil

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/anderson/[6/8/2020 6:56:24 PM]

Anderson, Neil

General Teachings/Activities (8/97)

Demon Possession and the New Clinical Deliverance (10/92)

Can a Believer Be Demon-Possessed? (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Arthur, Kay

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/arthur/[6/8/2020 6:56:25 PM]

Arthur, Kay

General Teachings/Activities   (2/03)

Book Notes -- Lord, Heal My Hurts  (8/01)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Blue, Ron

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/blue/[6/8/2020 6:56:26 PM]

Blue, Ron

General Teachings/Activities   (11/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Bonhoeffer, Deitrich
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Bonhoeffer, Dietrich

General Teachings/Activities

Link to: Truth About Dietrich Bonhoeffer - Apprising Ministries June 2010

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/
http://apprising.org/2010/06/22/truth-about-dietrich-bonhoeffer/


Briscoe, Stuart & Jill

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/briscoe/[6/8/2020 6:56:27 PM]

Briscoe, Stuart & Jill

General Teachings/Activities   (12/01)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Burkett, Larry

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/burkett/[6/8/2020 6:56:28 PM]

Burkett, Larry

General Teachings/Activities (10/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Campolo, Tony

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/campolo/[6/8/2020 6:56:29 PM]

Campolo, Tony

General Teachings/Activities (03/05)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/cho/[6/8/2020 6:56:30 PM]

Cho, Paul (David) Yonggi

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Collins, Gary

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/collins/[6/8/2020 6:56:31 PM]

Collins, Gary

General Teachings/Activities  (8/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Colson, Chuck

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/colson/[6/8/2020 6:56:31 PM]

Colson, Chuck

General Teachings/Activities  (11/00)

The Counterfeit Gospel (Book Reviews) (10/00)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Copeland, Kenneth

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/copeland/[6/8/2020 6:56:32 PM]

Copeland, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities   (8/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Crabb, Larry

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/crabb/[6/8/2020 6:56:33 PM]

Crabb, Larry

General Teachings/Activities  (1/04) 

Larry Crabb: "Dr. Doublespeak"?  (12/04) 

Summary Criticism of Larry Crabb's Counseling Model (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/crabb12_4.html


Dobson, James

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/dobson/[6/8/2020 6:56:34 PM]

Dobson, James

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (3/04) 

General Teachings/Activities (11/00)

Sex, Lies & The Truth (8/97)

Turn Your Heart Toward Home

Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem (8/98)

James Dobson Promotes Freud (11/00)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/dobson73.html


Engstrom, Ted

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/engstrom/[6/8/2020 6:56:35 PM]

Engstrom, Ted

General Teachings/Activities  (1/04) 

World Vision & Psychoheresy  (3/04) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Ezzo, Gary

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/ezzo/[6/8/2020 6:56:35 PM]

Ezzo, Gary

General Teachings/Activities (7/98)

How to Raise Your Family -- Teaching with John MacArthur (7/98)

How to Raise Your Kids God's Way (7/98)

Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis (11/95)

Introduction to the Ezzos' Parenting Curriculum (7/98)

Critique of Preparation For Parenting (7/98)

Critique of Preparation For The Toddler Years (7/98)

Critique of Growing Kids God's Way (7/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Falwell, Jerry

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/falwell/[6/8/2020 6:56:36 PM]

Falwell, Jerry

General Teachings/Activities (1/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Finney, Charles

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/finney/[6/8/2020 6:56:37 PM]

Finney, Charles

Charles Finney's Influence on American Evangelicalism  (CIC:1999) (8/05) 

Revival in the Church:  Do We Need It?/Is It Biblical?  (8/01) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.twincityfellowship.com/cic/articles/issue53.htm


Foster, Richard

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/foster/[6/8/2020 6:56:38 PM]

Foster, Richard

General Teachings/Activities (03/05)

Celebration of Discipline - Book Review by Gary Gilley (3/05)

The Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible - Book Review by TBC (8/05) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/celeb.htm


Gothard, Bill

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/gothard/[6/8/2020 6:56:39 PM]

Gothard, Bill

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

The Power of Crying Out - Book Review (1/04) 

More Gothard on the Web -- Links to Internet Articles on the Teachings of Bill Gothard (3/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Graham, Billy

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/graham/[6/8/2020 6:56:39 PM]

Graham, Billy

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (2/04) 

General Teachings/Activities (8/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm


Hagee, John

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hagee/[6/8/2020 6:56:40 PM]

Hagee, John

The Other Gospel of John Hagee  (PFO:1999) (8/05)    

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/jonhagee.htm


Hagin, Kenneth

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hagin/[6/8/2020 6:56:41 PM]

Hagin, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities  (10/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hayford, Jack

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hayford/[6/8/2020 6:56:42 PM]

Hayford, Jack

General Teachings/Activities (2/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hendricks, Howard

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hendricks/[6/8/2020 6:56:43 PM]

Hendricks, Howard

General Teachings/Activities (3/05)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hinn, Benny

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hinn/[6/8/2020 6:56:43 PM]

Hinn, Benny

General Teachings/Activities (2/03)

Charismatic Confusion and Benny Hinn by M.H. Reynolds, Jr. (2/04) 

More Benny Hinn on the Web -- Links to Six More Articles on the Teachings of Benny Hinn (2/03)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcCharismaticConfusion.htm


Hocking, David

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hocking/[6/8/2020 6:56:44 PM]

Hocking, David

General Teachings/Activities (8/98)

10/9/92 L.A. Times Article

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Horton, Michael

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/Horton/[6/8/2020 6:56:45 PM]

Horton, Michael

General Teachings/Activities (2/02) 

Power Religion (Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Hunt, Dave

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hunt/[6/8/2020 6:56:46 PM]

Hunt, Dave

General Teachings/Activities   (12/06) 

Response to Hunt's "Endorsement" of Henry Blackaby's Experiencing God  (5/98)

Reviews of Hunt's Arminianism in What Love Is This?  (12/06)  

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/exp_god/gilleyrs.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/exp_god/gilleyrs.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/what_love/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/what_love/


Hybels, Bill

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hybels/[6/8/2020 6:56:47 PM]

Hybels, Bill

General Teachings/Activities (2/04) 

7/91 Christian News Article

Willow Creek & Psychoheresy (Including An Analysis of Mrs. Bill [Lynne] Hybels' talk "Time Out")  (12/04) 

The People's Church, Willow Creek, and the Church Growth Movement  (12/03) 

The Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association with Them is Wrong  (12/03) 

An Insider's Account of Willow Creek's Deepening Apostasy  (12/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/willowcreek.html
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/willowcreek.html


Hyles, Jack

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/hyles/[6/8/2020 6:56:48 PM]

Hyles, Jack

General Teachings/Activities  (1/06) 

Doctrinal Errors and Heresies (1/06)   [Excerpts from The Biblical Evangelist Exposé on Jack Hyles] 

Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists (1/94)

Pentecost vs. Hylescost (8/98)

Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers  (1/06)

General Teachings/Activities  (12/08) Of Jack Schaap protégé and replacement for his mentor Jack Hyles 

Prosperity Doctrine Taught at Hyles' Former Church  (12/08) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php
http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php


Jakes, T.D.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/jakes/[6/8/2020 6:56:48 PM]

Jakes, T.D.

Get Ready for T.D. Jakes  (PFO:1997) (1/06) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/jakes.html


Jeremiah, David

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/jeremiah/[6/8/2020 6:56:49 PM]

Jeremiah, David

General Teachings/Activities (12/99)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Kennedy, D. James

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/kennedy/[6/8/2020 6:56:50 PM]

Kennedy, D. James

General Teachings/Activities (1/03) 

1990 Television Messages-- "Self-Image"

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



LaHaye, Tim and Beverly

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lahaye/[6/8/2020 6:56:51 PM]

LaHaye, Tim and Beverly

General Teachings/Activities  (1/05) 

Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing  (8/92)

The Left Behind Series - Book Review  (1/05) 

Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (3/04) 

Tim LaHaye & Psychoheresy  --  1999 P.A.L. Article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan

Tim LaHaye Promotes Sigmund Freud  --  1999 P.A.L. Article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/lahaye74.html
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/lahaye75.html
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Laurie, Greg

General Teachings/Activities
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Levitt, Zola
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Levitt, Zola

General Teachings/Activities (9/06)  

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Lewis, C.S.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lewis/[6/8/2020 6:56:53 PM]

Lewis, C.S.

General Teachings/Activities (1/04) 

Frequently Asked Questions About C.S. Lewis (1/99)

Did C.S. Lewis Go to Heaven? (12/03) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.trinityfoundation.org/journal.php?id=103


Lindsey, Hal
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Lindsey, Hal

General Teachings/Activities  (2/03) 
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Lovett, C.S.
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Lovett, C.S.

General Teachings/Activities

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Lucado, Max

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/lucado/[6/8/2020 6:56:56 PM]

Lucado, Max

General Teachings/Activities (2/02)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcbaptr.htm


Luther, Martin

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/luther/[6/8/2020 6:56:57 PM]

Luther, Martin

General Teachings/Activities

Luther's Sacramental Gospel (12/97)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



McDowell, Josh
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McDowell, Josh

General Teachings/Activities  (1/02)
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MacArthur, John
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MacArthur, John

General Teachings/Activities (12/99) 

19 Characteristics of Leadership (2/92)

Grace Church Support Group Fellowships (8/91)

Introduction to Biblical Counseling -- Book Notes (11/94)

Incompetent to Counsel -By Miles Stanford (1/99)

5/90 Mothers Day Message -- "Shade For Our Children" (6/99)

Our Sufficiency In Christ -- Book Notes (12/97)

Self-Esteem/Self-Worth/Psychological Teachings -- Radio Tape Index (6/99)

The Day Gods Word Went on Trial -- Audio Tape Series (8/93)

The Fulfilled Family -- Audio Tape Series (circa 1979; re-preached 1996) (6/99)

How to Raise Your Family -- Teaching with Gary Ezzo (8/98)

Response to GCC Elders' Statement Regarding Gary Ezzo (10/97)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



MacDonald, Gordon
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MacDonald, Gordon

General Teachings/Activities  (3/05) 
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Mains, David & Karen
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Mains, David & Karen

General Teachings/Activities (8/96)  

Summary of 50-Day Spiritual Adventures (1991-1996)  (3/96)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Matzat, Don

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/matzat/[6/8/2020 6:57:01 PM]

Matzat, Don

General Teachings/Activities (1/05) 

Christ-Esteem -- Book Notes (2/02)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Maxwell, John C.
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Maxwell, John C.

General Teachings/Activities  (11/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Meyer, Joyce
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Meyer, Joyce

Doctrinal Ambiguity of a Wandering Star: The Changing Views of Joyce Meyer  (PFO:1996) (01/04) 

The Preacher Who Doesn't Tell It Like It Is: The Truth Twisting and Tall Tales of Joyce Meyer  (PFO:1999)
(01/04)  

Mired in Confusion and Mysticism: Demonology and Spiritual Warfare According to Joyce Meyer  (PFO:2002)
(Not Yet Available)

What Joyce Wants, Joyce Gets  (WFA:2003) (01/05) 

 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/wan-star.htm
http://www.pfo.org/preacher.htm
http://www.pfo.org/res2a.htm


Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/m&m/[6/8/2020 6:57:03 PM]

Minirth, Frank & Meier, Paul

General Teachings/Activities (1/97)

Love is a Choice -- Book Notes

Minirth & Meier: Psychologizers of the Faith (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Moon, Sun Myung

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/moon/[6/8/2020 6:57:04 PM]

Moon, Sun Myung

General Teachings/Activities (11/01) 

Unification Church (11/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Osteen, Joel

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/osteen/[6/8/2020 6:57:05 PM]

Osteen, Joel

The Leaven of Lakewood  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen: True or False  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen: Smile When You Lie  (1/06)   

Joel Osteen Can't Tell You the Gospel/Doesn't Know Who's Going to Hell  (08/05) 

Joel Osteen and The Prosperity Gospel (7/09) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.av1611.org/osteen.html
http://apprising.org/2008/09/joel-osteen-smile-when-you-lie/
http://www.svchapel.org/resources/articles/22-contemporary-issues/620-joel-osteen-and-the-prosperity-gospel


Packer, J.I.
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Packer, J.I.

General Teachings/Activities (3/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Palau, Luis
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Palau, Luis

General Teachings/Activities  (8/01) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Parsley, Rod

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/parsley/[6/8/2020 6:57:07 PM]

Parsley, Rod

Rod Parsley: The Raging Prophet  (PFO:1999) (1/06) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.pfo.org/parsley.htm


Peck, M. Scott

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/peck/[6/8/2020 6:57:08 PM]

Peck, M. Scott

General Teachings/Activities (02/03)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Peretti, Frank

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/peretti/[6/8/2020 6:57:09 PM]

Peretti, Frank

General Teachings/Activities  (6/95)

This Present Darkness -- Book Review  (6/88)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Rainey, Dennis

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/Rainey/[6/8/2020 6:57:10 PM]

Rainey, Dennis

General Teachings/Activities (12/02)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Robertson, Pat

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/robertson/[6/8/2020 6:57:11 PM]

Robertson, Pat

General Teachings/Activities  (11/00)

Pat Robertson, Regent University & the DSM  (9/06)  

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/robertson_regent.html


Robison, James

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/robison/[6/8/2020 6:57:11 PM]

Robison, James

General Teachings/Activities

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Ross, Hugh
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Ross, Hugh

General Teachings/Activities

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Schaap, Jack

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/schaap/[6/8/2020 6:57:13 PM]

Schaap, Jack

General Teachings/Activities  (12/08) Of Jack Schaap 

Prosperity Doctrine Taught at Hyles' Former Church  (12/08) 

General Teachings/Activities  (1/06) Of Schaap's Mentor Jack Hyles

Doctrinal Errors and Heresies (1/06)   [Excerpts from The Biblical Evangelist Exposé on Jack Hyles] 

Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists (1/94)

Pentecost vs. Hylescost (8/98)

Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers  (1/06)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php
http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_story.php


Schuller, Robert
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Schuller, Robert

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (2/04) 

General Teachings/Activities (1/99)

Self-Esteem or Satanic Error (6/95)

Quotes from Self-Esteem: The New Reformation (11/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm


Seamands, David

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/seamands/[6/8/2020 6:57:15 PM]

Seamands, David

General Teachings/Activities (5/94)

Inner Healing/Healing of the Memories (5/94)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Smalley, Gary

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/smalley/[6/8/2020 6:57:16 PM]

Smalley, Gary

General Teachings/Activities (8/97)

The Psychology of Matriarchy (3/95)

Right-Brain/Left-Brain Pseudoscience (8/92)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm


Smith, Chuck

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/smith/[6/8/2020 6:57:16 PM]

Smith, Chuck

General Teachings/Activities (1/02) 

Calvary Chapel Movement  (1/02) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Solomon, Charles

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/solomon/[6/8/2020 6:57:17 PM]

Solomon, Charles

General Teachings/Activities (12/01) 

Charles Solomon's Integration (8/98)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Sproul, R.C.

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/sproul/[6/8/2020 6:57:18 PM]

Sproul, R.C.

General Teachings/Activities  (11/03) 

R.C. Sproul and PsychoHeresy  (11/03)  &  R.C. Sproul Responds  (12/04)

Humanity Hates Iteself -- 2/14/92 TableTalk

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/sproul11_6.html


Stanley, Charles

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/stanley/[6/8/2020 6:57:19 PM]

Stanley, Charles

General Teachings/Activities  (8/01)

February, 1991 Radio Message -- "Putting Away Childish Things"

How To Handle Adversity -- Book Notes

January, 1990 Radio Message -- "Self-Rejection"

September 13, 1992 Television Message -- "Our Unmet Needs: The Basics"

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Swindoll, Charles

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/swindoll/[6/8/2020 6:57:20 PM]

Swindoll, Charles

General Teachings/Activities (2/02)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Teresa, Mother

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/teresa/[6/8/2020 6:57:20 PM]

Teresa, Mother

General Teachings/Activities (2/03)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Warren, Rick

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/warren/[6/8/2020 6:57:21 PM]

Warren, Rick

Endorses: The Passion of the Christ  (3/04) 

An Analysis of Rick Warren's "Purpose Driven" Church Growth Strategy  by Dennis Costella (11/03)  

The Purpose Driven Church -- Book Review  (4/99)

An Analysis of Rick Warren's The Purpose Driven Life by Matt Costella (2/04)  

The Adulation of Man in The Purpose Driven Life by Richard Bennett (12/04) 

The Purpose Driven Life: Demeaning the Very Nature of God by Richard Bennett (3/05)  

Spirit-Led or Purpose Driven? -- The Purpose Driven Life Book Review; Pt.1; Pt.2; Pt.3; Pt.4; Pt.5; Pt.6; by Berit
Kjos (1/04)  

Purpose-Driven Deception on a Global Scale by Berit Kjos (12/06)  

The Purpose Driven Life -- Review of Scripture Misuse  by Gary Gilley (11/03) 

Celebrate Recovery: Rick Warren's Purpose Driven 12-Step Recovery Program  by T.A. McMahon (10/05) 

A Visit to Saddleback Church  (11/03) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/BookReviews/movies/passion.htm
http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcsdlbk.htm
http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcAnalysis.htm
http://www.feasite.org/Foundation/fbcAnalysis.htm
http://www.bereanbeacon.org/articles/rick_warren_purpose_driven.htm
http://www.bereanbeacon.org/articles/rick_warren_purpose_driven.htm
http://www.bereanbeacon.org/articles/rick_warren_purpose_driven_2.htm
http://www.bereanbeacon.org/articles/rick_warren_purpose_driven_2.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2003/1-purpose.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/news/2-purpose.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/news/3-purpose.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/news/4-purpose.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/news/5-purpose-music.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/news/6-purpose.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/006/pd-deception.htm
http://www.thebereancall.org/Newsletter/html/2005/oct05.php


Wildmon, Donald

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/wildmon/[6/8/2020 6:57:22 PM]

Wildmon, Donald

General Teachings/Activities (1/04) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Wimber, John

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/wimber/[6/8/2020 6:57:23 PM]

Wimber, John

General Teachings/Activities (12/97)

John Wimber & the Vineyard (12/97)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Yancey, Philip

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/yancey/[6/8/2020 6:57:24 PM]

Yancey, Philip

General Teachings/Activities  (3/05) 

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL



Ziglar, Zig

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/exposes/ziglar/[6/8/2020 6:57:25 PM]

Ziglar, Zig

General Teachings/Activities (1/03)

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Search World Wide Web  
Search Biblical Discernment Ministries

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful)
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Computer Discernment Notebook
Updated 12/2008

 - Denotes reports that are new to the Notebook.

- Denotes reports that have been recently updated.

Introduction Book/Movie Reviews Quotes

Psych/New Age/Misc. Exposés Cults

Important Note: Anything in the BDM Discernment Notebook is freely available, and thus, no charge may be
levied by you for the material. This means that you may download and copy verbatim and distribute any report
BDM has posted to the Discernment Notebook sections of the web site, as long as the statement "Copyright BDM.
All Rights Reserved" is included. The following restrictions also apply to material downloaded from the
Discernment Notebook (1) You may only charge for expenses (i.e., recovery of actual copying and mailing costs),
but the content is free; (2) You may not charge at all for the "content" of any article which consists of 50% or more
of BDM information, and if less than 50% of BDM material is used, you may only charge for your portion of the
text; (3) If you edit, alter, or include any BDM Notebook data files in whole or part in your material, you must
place the following note on all copies: "Parts of this publication have been included verbatim or have been adapted
from material copyrighted by BDM. Used by permission."; (4) None of the reports in the Discernment Notebook
may be stored or re-posted on any public electronic medium or on CD-ROM or DVD without the express written
permission of BDM.; a link to http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/ may be an alternative; (5) The use of non-
BDM material accessed via offsite links is governed by the author(s) of such materials.
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  BDM Mail Center

      E-Mail

John Beardsley (Webmaster) - jb_bdm@yahoo.com
     If you need to reach me by U.S. Mail please reach me first at this e-mail address - Thank you

Notification of Site Postings (a.k.a. HotList)

                   (Subscribe to BDM.Hot.List - jb_bdm@yahoo.com)
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Neil Anderson
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Dr. Neil T. Anderson, a former aerospace engineer with Apollo, is an associate professor of practical theology at
Talbot School of Theology (and chairman of his department), and president of Freedom In Christ Ministries. His
three most popular books are Victory Over the Darkness (Regal Books, 1990, 245 pages), The Bondage Breaker
(Harvest House, 1990/1993, 247 pages), and Released from Bondage (Here's Life, 1991, 263 pages). He also
conducts seminars on Spiritual Conflicts and Counseling, which are designed to free Christians from bondage -- the
bondage of Satan and demons! His method is to show believers that they are in Christ, so that they can then take
their "authority" and get free. 

-  There are two main branches among non-charismatic spiritual warfare leaders. There are those who advocate
"power encounters" (e.g., John Wimber and C. Peter Wagner), and those who advocate "truth encounters." The truth
encounter branch is well represented by Neil Anderson, who believes that power encounters are not necessary, in
fact may be dangerous. He teaches, instead, a more clinical approach which directs the demonized to take certain
steps based on truth. When those steps are taken, the demons are obligated to release their victim from bondage.
The all-important factor for Christian freedom and growth, and the answer to sin in the life of the believer, is
totally missing in the deliverance ministries of Anderson and others -- they have substituted Satan and demons for
the scriptural source of all sins -- the fleshly, Adamic old man; self himself! 

-  What does Anderson teach that the believer must do in order to be free from demonization? His primary focus is
to be contained within the following four concepts (Source: 4/95 & 5/95, Southern View Chapel, Gary Gilley, "The
Spiritual Warfare Movement, Pts. I & II"):

1) Understanding Our Identity in Christ -- The argument runs like this. I am seated in the heavenlies in Christ.
Christ has all power and authority. Therefore, I have Christ's power and authority. As a result, all Christians have
authority over Satan and his demons. It should be obvious that the third premise above is not true. Anderson gives
Lk. 9-10 as proof texts. But not only are these references to the pre-Pentecostal believer, but they are specific
instructions to a specific group of people for a specific act. These passages have no reference or application to the
church. 

2) Freedom From Our Past -- No doubt there are Christians who struggle with issues in their past that have, in
fact, been fully dealt with at the cross, but which continue to plague them. Rather than addressing these issues
Biblically, through the process of forgiveness (where needed) and the diligent practice of memorizing, meditating
on and practicing God's Word, most deal with "past traumas and hurts" in ways that are based not on the Word of
God, but through man-centered, psychologically-based methods that do not deal with root issues of sin, but with
"mental illness"; "syndromes"; "disorders"; "dysfunctions"; and other maladies of the flesh. Anderson's approach to
dealing with the "issues of the past" is to promote and practice: (1) The "integration of psychology with theology"
(Anderson's words); (2) Freeing Christians of "generational demonic bondage" (e.g.; genetically inherited demons,
spirit guides, Satanic curses, genetic predisposition to addictive or habitual sin, and renouncing pre-Christian sin
that has since been repented of); (3) Forgiving God (which is blasphemy); and (4) Forgiving self (nothing in all the
Word of God gives us the authority to forgive ourselves). [A pro-Anderson counselor attending one of Anderson's
seminars matter-of-factly stated that Anderson encourages counselors to take from psychology whatever they
consider to be useful in their efforts to help counselees. The specific practice that was being questioned was
"visualization." In the case in question, the counselor suggested to the counselee to visualize Jesus, to "see" His
eyes, His face, His presence, and to "create" a mental image of the Lord with the mind. This is what is known as
"inner healing" -- the unscriptural, occultic practice of first creating a mental image of the Lord in one's mind, and
then visually recreating a mental image of a painful episode in one's life, and placing the mental Jesus into the
scene to provide comfort and healing. Inner healing's doorway to the occult is a sure-fire way to conjure up a spirit
guide (a demon) cloaking as an image of a comforting Christ.]

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/warfare/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/wimber/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/inheal.htm
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3) Freedom from Scriptural Conflicts Caused by Demons -- Demonic confrontation is the crux of Anderson's
ministry. Note three unhealthy and/or unscriptural presumptions: (a) demons (not the flesh) are the primary source
of Scriptural failure for the Christian; (b) Christians can become demon possessed; and (c) spiritual warfare is an
offensive, rather than a defensive campaign, including verbal assaults on Satan. 

4) Seven Steps to Freedom in Christ -- Satan will be defeated only if we confront him verbally -- (1) Renounce
involvement with satanically inspired occultic practices (including any activity that a family member may have
participated in); (2) Choose to live by truth rather than deception; (3) Choose forgiveness rather than being bitter
(this includes forgiving ourselves); (4) We must choose to be submissive rather than rebellious; (5) Live humbly
instead of proudly; (6) Choose freedom rather than bondage to sin; and (7) Renounce the sins and curses which
may have been placed on your ancestors.

-  In Victory Over the Darkness, Anderson is evidently unaware of the preponderance of verses that teach that even
after salvation, man struggles with sin (Rom 7:7-25; Gen. 8:21a; Psa. 32; 51:5), because man is by nature a sinner.
The sin nature is not annihilated at salvation, as Anderson teaches ("Your old self and your old nature are gone
forever. As a child of God, a saint, you are no longer under the authority of you Old Man. He is dead, buried, gone
forever," p. 27). Anderson believes that man can win total victory over this struggle, but not by the process of
continual sanctification through the Word and the power of the Spirit (as the Bible teaches -- Rom. 12:1,2; Phil.
1:6; 2:12,13; 3:20,21), but by exercising techniques that will control the forces "causing" the believer to sin. (See
Anderson's later books [The Bondage Breaker and Released from Bondage] for the evidence that he believes that
the enemy in the sinner's struggle with sin is not the sinner himself, but demon spirits that have controlled the
sinner and thereby "caused" him to sin.) The main error here is that Anderson denies the ongoing sinfulness of the
believer:

"Many Christians refer to themselves as sinners saved by grace. But are you really a sinner? Is that
your scriptural identity? Not at all. God doesn't call you a sinner; He calls you a saint -- a holy one. If
you think of yourself as a sinner, guess what you will do: you'll live like a sinner; you'll sin. Why not
identify yourself for who you really are: a saint who occasionally sins ... Satan will try to convince you
that you are an unworthy, unacceptable, sin-sick person who will never amount to anything in God's
eyes" (Victory Over the Darkness, pp. 44-45, 56).

There are numerous problems with these overstatements. They depend upon picking and choosing certain
Scriptures, but ignoring others. From the Sermon on the Mount he sites verses saying that I am salt and light. Why
not list the verses that say I am a man of little faith, I am a hypocrite, I am evil, and that I should mourn over my
sin (Matt. 6:30; 7:5; 11; 5:4)? Even when I obey God I am to see myself as an unworthy slave who only did what
he was commanded (Luke 17:10). Anderson conveniently skips such "negative" verses. Other problems with
denying a believer's ongoing sinfulness is that it destroys the basis for a growing humility before God. [The most
godly men in the Bible all were deeply aware of their own utter depravity in the presence of God (Gen. 18:27; Job
42:6; Isa. 6:5; Dan. 9:5; Luke 5:8).] Anderson's view also undercuts the need for self-distrust (1 Cor. 10:12), it
eliminates the need for ongoing self-examination (2 Cor. 13:5; 1 Cor. 11:28), and it leads Christians into an anemic
view of God's grace, which is the chief motivation for holy living (Luke 7:47). 

Anderson's view of the believer's core identity as a saint causes him to look elsewhere when considering the root of
personal sin. This "devil-made-me-do-it" perspective is unbiblical and detrimental to one's sanctification. Why
does the Bible contain so many repeated warnings against sin, especially among God's people, if continuing
sinfulness is not a present and real danger? Anderson eliminates the need for an ongoing life of repentance. Any
theory of the Christian life which downplays the seriousness of sin, even in the ongoing struggle of the Christian, as
does Anderson's system, is bound to result in unbiblical and unhealthy programs of sanctification. 

-  Anderson's system of sanctification as developed in Victory Over the Darkness can also be described as feelings
oriented [i.e., feelings "are neither good nor bad; they're amoral, just part of your humanity" (p. 182) -- if this is so,
why does the Bible condemn certain feelings, such as lust, selfish anger, bitterness, jealousy, etc., as sin?].
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Anderson even encourages a counselee to vent sinful anger, and uses one of David's psalms as justification for
"being honest with our feelings" (pp. 186-187)! It seems that men like Anderson are plagued with a mystical
spirituality like that revived in the "Higher Life Movement." The "victorious Christian life" uses terms like "full
surrender," "yielding," "letting go and letting God," but the new terms merely recast an old error. It all sounds like
Wesley's "two stages of salvation." One may be converted, but a "second blessing" was required which would then
free the believer from any known sin. In this "victorious Christian life" teaching, sin is not a failure to conform to
God's legal righteousness, but merely a failure to yield or surrender to the Spirit. (Source: Made in America.)

-  Though Anderson's other 1990 book, The Bondage Breaker, is quite similar to Victory Over the Darkness in
subject matter covered, Anderson does seem to carry heresy to a new high. Nevertheless, Harvest House promotes
the book as follows: "This completely Christ-centered and non-sensational book is excellent for counselors too."
"Christ-centered and non-sensational" could hardly be further from the truth. Anderson's teachings are highly
charismatic and sensationally unscriptural in dealing with the subject of "spiritual warfare" (e.g., "Satanists meet
from 12:00 - 3:00 a.m., and part of their ritual is to summon and send demons. Three in the morning is prime time
for demon activity, and if you have awakened at that time it may be that you have been targeted. I have been
targeted by demons numerous times" [p. 102]). 

But Anderson is careful not to utilize such terms as "possession," and "indwelt," concerning the Christian and
demons. Rather, he resorts to the less inflammatory "demonized." By this he usually means that one or more
demons are indwelling the Christian. [To have a demon or to be demonized in Scripture means that the demon
resides within you and he controls you -- Anderson has made up "degrees" of demonization that the Scriptures do
not allow for (see Ice and Dean, A Holy Rebellion, pp. 116-118). In parallel Biblical accounts in the Gospels there
is no distinction between "possess" and "indwell" (i.e., Matthew says "demon possessed" while Luke says "having a
demon").] Anderson says this about demonization:

"My first approach was to get a demon to expose itself and then command it to come out. Usually this
resulted in a great deal of trauma for the person, and one would wonder who was the more powerful.
Although progress was made, the episode would often have to be repeated again. Let me quickly add
that demon control does not mean ownership ... Dr. Merrill Unger writes, 'The demon enters ... as a
squatter, and not as an owner or a guest or as one who has a right there. But he comes in as an intruder
and as an invader and enemy. He comes in if the door is open by serious and protracted sin' ... If this
possibility is difficult for you to swallow, I encourage you to read [Dickason's] Demon Possession and
the Christian" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 173).

Dr. C. Fred Dickason is professor of Theology and chairman of the Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute.
He says that: "The word 'possession' implies ownership. Actually demons own nothing. The New Testament
regards them as squatters or invaders of territory that does not belong to them. It is much better to use the term
'demonization,' or 'demonized'" (p. 38). 

-  The Bible makes no distinction between possession, indwelling, and demonization. Despite Dr. Anderson's
adamant teaching to the contrary, there are many "deliverance" leaders who also are forced to admit that there is
absolutely no Scriptural basis for their "demonization" claims. And since they have no Scripture upon which to base
their claims of casting demons out of Christians, they resort to "testimonies," and "stories," [i.e., "experience"] in an
effort to back up their claims. Even Anderson's own recommended author, Fred Dickason, admits it: "Can a
Christian be demonized (indwelt)?... we have sought evidence from biblical and theological considerations. ... we
could not come to a definite conclusion" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149). The big three of "demon
deliverance" likewise "fess-up": (1) Dr. Kurt Koch -- "American theologians say 'no,' but those of us who have had
experience with the demonized say, 'Yes'"; (2) Mrs. Jessie Penn-Lewis -- "Without hesitation, yes. For if you have
proved it in your own experience, you have no other answer to give. The fact of the possible possession of the
believer is scripturally reasonable"; and (3) Evan Roberts -- "There is no specific instance given in Scripture that a
Christian can be possessed by demons, but the principle is there; and you understand the principle by experience." 

-  When Anderson enters the non-doctrine, "experiential" realm of demons indwelling Christians, his error becomes
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limitless:

"Anything bad which you cannot stop doing, or anything good which you cannot make yourself do,
could be an area of demonic control ... What if you do make provision for the flesh by giving Satan an
opportunity in your life through sin? Do we have blanket immunity from Satan's invasion? No, that
protection is conditional on our responsible participation in God's plan for our protection ..." (The
Bondage Breaker, p. 179-180) (cf. Rom 7:19,20).

This is an age-old Arminian scare tactic. When one refers to the objective truth of the Word, there is no basis for
such a claim. If it were true, Satan and his demons would be in control of the Body of Christ today. All believers
walk in the flesh to one degree or another. According to the Word of God, our Father is sovereign -- not Satan, not
the demons, and not the believer. The Father rules over all, whether or not the believer knows and reckons
concerning his position.

Anderson has Satan and his evil spirits replacing Adamic lust, and the God-given conscience. But James wrote,
"Every man is tempted [or tested] when he is drawn away of his own [Adamic] lust, and enticed" (1:14). The
Apostle Paul would not instruct the believer to count himself to have died unto sin if the Adamic source of sin had
been eradicated. Anderson has eradicated Adam, and again substituted Satan (John 8:34; Rom 6:16). 

-  One would think it difficult for Anderson to "top" the heresy taught in Victory Over the Darkness and The
Bondage Breaker, but Released from Bondage is trashy beyond description. The material in the book is mainly
composed of testimonies and stories from Anderson's counseling clients -- over 200 pages of them. This book could
justifiably be called "obscene" as it contains story after story of people who were supposedly delivered from
demonic influence/invasion/possession by Anderson's "7-Steps to victory." Anderson tells all the filth -- details of
the sexual things some of his counselee's groveled in. As the book states: "True stories [!] of freedom from
obsessive thoughts, guilt and hurtful memories, compulsive behavior, satanic ritual abuse, childhood abuse, female
and male sexual abuse, cultic and occultic bondage, eating disorders, and false teachers." Yet the publisher ("Here's
Life"; owned by Campus Crusade at the time) incredibly describes the book thusly: "Discover how you can find
freedom from compulsive thoughts and behaviors, sexual disorders, eating disorders, depression, and other spiritual
struggles. This collection of testimonies is from people who have overcome just such problems. Follow their
stories, be encouraged, and learn how to resolve your own struggles in a biblical way."

-  Anderson has also written two books dealing with the supposed demonization of young children of Christian
parents -- The Seduction of Our Children (Harvest House, 1991, 245 pages); and Spiritual Protection for Your
Children (Regal Books, 1996, 259 pages). However one rebukes or renounces Satan, Anderson contends that the
communication must be spoken aloud, because demons cannot read individuals' minds. While Anderson argues that
parents should teach their children to look for and speak out against demonic attack, a practice that may frighten
them unnecessarily, the Gospel accounts show that parents themselves went to Jesus on behalf of their children
(Matt. 17:14-18). Moreover, Anderson speaks of "rebuking," "commanding," "resisting," or "renouncing" Satan.
While the meaning of these terms often remains unclear, only one is used in the Bible with reference to the actions
of believers, namely, resistance (James 4:7). The others are particularly troublesome because of the lack of Biblical
precedent in practicing them. More significantly, Anderson does not explain how one can follow his prescriptions
while still avoiding the bold rebuke of angelic majestics denounced by both Peter and Jude (Jude 8-9; 2 Pet. 2:10).
One needs to ask Anderson the following question: "While you are battling demons in Christian men, women, and
children, what do you think the indwelling Holy Spirit is doing, the indwelling Lord Jesus Christ, and the Sovereign
Father who controls every atom in the universe for his own blessed purposes, according to the good pleasure of His
will?" (1 Cor. 3:16-17; 6:19).

-  The Scriptures determine the manner and mode of dealing with Satan: "Submit yourselves therefore to God.
Resist the devil, and he will flee from you" (Jas. 4:7). Again, that's just what Jesus did (Lk. 4:1-13). Over and over
again the Word of God exhorts believers, not to so-called power or truth encounters with demons, but to
steadfastness in the faith. Peter, who was no stranger to casting out demons, nevertheless wrote, "Be sober, be
vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: whom
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resist stedfast in the faith' (1 Pe. 5:8). 

-  Many concerned observers of the spiritual warfare movement recognize its characteristics as being akin to
shamanism (i.e., witchdoctoring). The shaman's world is one of direct daily contact with the spirit realm. The
shaman leads his people in spiritually efficacious rituals or public dances/marches to the glory of his spirits. He
develops methods and techniques to overcome evil spirits, techniques he receives from good spirits, so he believes.
Communication with invisible entities is totally subjective, often experimental, and always pragmatic: if it works
it's good medicine. The "good" spirits give the shaman spiritual discernment, enabling him to recognize curse-laden
objects and even to "see" evil entities which could be destructive to his village. All such methods, techniques and
rituals encompass sorcery and are diametrically opposed to God's way. (Source: 7/97, The Berean Call.)

-  In this dispensation of faith and grace, the believer neither has nor needs authority and power over Satan. His
stance is defensive (not offensive): "Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles
of the devil" -- "hidden with Christ in God" (Eph. 6:11; Col. 3:3). The believer resists (not attacks) the defeated
foe, by faith in the finished work of the Cross, where Satan experienced his finish -- his total defeat. From this
"faith-resistance," Satan flees: "Resist him, standing firm in the faith"; "resist the devil, and he will flee from you"
(1 Pet 5:9; James 4:7). The Greek word, ekballo, "to cast out," does not even appear in the Epistles. In the Acts and
the Epistles there is not one example of demon possession of a member of the Body of Christ. Neither is there a
single word of instruction about casting demons out of a Christian. In fighting this spiritual warfare, we are never
told to "bind" or "rebuke" the demon of lust, or the demon of immorality, etc. We are told to know, and hold fast
to, the Word of God, and submit ourselves in humble obedience to righteousness.

The tragic fact is that Anderson's claims concerning the indwelling of Satan or his demons in a member of the Body
of Christ are totally false -- both in the matter of Scripture and experience. This includes the claims of the entire
"deliverance" movement: Pentecostal, Charismatic, Evangelical, Satanist. Anderson has substituted Satan for self,
for the indwelling Adamic life and nature. Satan is given the blame for all, while self goes free to cancel all. He is
trying to free believers from supposed Satan and demonic bondage, while Scripture clearly teaches and gives the
answer to bondage from the Adamic life within. When any part of these Satan-oriented ministries seems to be
acceptable and good, and recommended and promoted, unsuspecting believers become interested and confident in
the leader -- and thereby the demonic hook is set, and the rest of their material comes into play. Another life ruined
in the vortex of Charismatic subjectivism. (Source: 5/94 paper by Miles Stanford.)

* Demonization and its erroneous theories are held by all the "deliverance" professors in professing evangelical
seminaries. Some of the better known are Drs. Anderson, Kwas, and Louweres at Talbot; Drs. Warner and Grudem
at Trinity International University (formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School); Drs. Wagner and Kraft (plus
others) at Fuller; Dr. Pennoyer at Seattle Pacific; Dr. Niehaus at Gordon-Conwell; and Dr. Dickason at Moody.
What is one to think of the emotional and spiritual stability and integrity of leaders, even faculty professors
responsible for the spiritual instruction of our young people, who teach and publish these "lying wonders"? Not to
mention the editors and publishers (Harvest House, Here's Life, Moody Press, etc.) who make them available to
Christians.

{We are indebted to the ministry of Miles J. Stanford for his work on spiritual warfare in general, and on Neil
Anderson specifically. While much of this report is the direct result of Mr. Stanford's work, Biblical Discernment
Ministries is solely responsible for its content.}

{Other material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from two 1992 audio tapes by Pastor Gil Rugh of
Indian Hills Community Church in Lincoln, Nebraska, titled "Can Believers be Demon Possessed?" and "The
Heresies of Demonization."}

Notes on Biblical Demonology (verses to understand Bible's doctrine of demons):
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O.T. -- Gen. 3; Isa 14:12-15; Ezek. 28:11-15; Job 2,3; 1 Chron. 21; 1 Kings 22; Dan. 10

Gospels# -- Matt. 8:16; 12:22,23,28 (to prove Jesus as the Messiah of Israel) 

Acts# -- Acts 8, 16, 19 (to testify to the Apostles)

Epistles -- None (demonism never addressed in the Epistles to Church on how to deal with sin)

Revelation -- Rev. 2 (Ltrs to the seven churches -- "Be faithful," but no command to "cast-out")

__________________

# {Only time demons cast-out -- Christ on Earth and His appointed witnesses, and those who record the completed
revelation of Scripture.}

Not only is the spiritual warfare movement derived from extra-Biblical sources, but it contradicts much of what the
New Testament does tell us about demons. Some examples (Source: 4/95 & 5/95, Southern View Chapel, Gary
Gilley, "The Spiritual Warfare Movement, Pts. I & II"):

1) In the epistles there are ten references to demons (mostly relating certain facts), but there are over
fifty references to "the flesh" as the primary enemy of the Christian. The NT perspective is that the
major area of conflict is in the arena of the flesh, not demonic influence;

2) Some are claiming that demons have names that reflect their influence. Names such as, "lust,"
"murder," "envy," "gossip," etc. Yet, nowhere in the Bible do we find any support for this teaching.
Scripture explicitly says these actions are a product of the flesh (e.g. Gal. 5:19-21);

3) Anderson claims that when we deal with demons it is a "truth encounter," not a "power encounter."
But in the Scriptures whenever Jesus or the Apostles cast out demons it was always a power encounter.
Never once did Jesus attempt to reason with a demonized individual. Never once did He call on them
to believe the truth. He always forcibly cast demons out of such people. In addition, not a single person
in the Gospels ever came to Jesus for deliverance from demons. The obvious reason being that when a
demon controls someone, that person has lost his ability to choose right. Yet the spiritual warfare
teachers claim that demonized believers are coming to them for deliverance in great droves.

4) The spiritual warfare leaders do not understand the distinction between Jesus and the Apostles, and
the average Christian. Jesus' encounters with the demons were directly related to His claim to be the
Messiah and His offer of the Kingdom. As for the Apostles, there are three occasions in which they
cast out demons after Christ's ascension (Acts 8:5-8; 16:16-18; 19:11-12). The ability to do this was
given to verify their appointments as Apostles (Mk. 16:17; 2 Cor. 12:12). In the NT, we do not find
Christians casting out demons unless they were Apostles. However, even with the Apostles, we do not
find the casting out of demons to be a major part of their ministry. Instead, the norm for dealing with
the demon-possessed was the presentation of the gospel.

5) It is interesting to realize that it is these very areas -- the ones the charismatics and the spiritual
warfare people emphasize so heavily -- that Jesus singles out as proving nothing concerning one's
relationship to God (Matt. 7:21-23). And later Paul would teach that even satanically inspired people
can produce miracles (2 Thes. 2:9-12).

6) The bottom line is that this method of sanctification (via the spiritual warfare techniques of binding
Satan, rebuking the devil, praying the blood, and breaking inherited curses) is taught nowhere in the
Bible. We surely can trust our Lord to have included a means of demonic deliverance if it had been
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needed.

Note: Neil Anderson appears to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Bill Bright,
head of Campus Crusade for Christ, fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. Bright cites "a great sense of
urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) (Mission America is the umbrella under which these ecumenists gather, which includes the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association and Campus Crusade for Christ, along with many other church and parachurch
organizations. It is a program of ecumenical evangelism as practiced by these groups. The philosophy that seems to
supersede others is THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS. This "Christian" form of pragmatism sets aside Biblical
truth so that cooperation can be established [Colas report].) 

Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (When Bright spoke at the
convention, he was in his 15th day of a 40-day fast. Fasting was placed on the same level of importance as prayer.
It was made a public matter rather than a private one. Those who had fasted were interviewed so their testimony
would be made public. While 2 Chron. 7:14 was often quoted, nowhere is fasting mentioned or implied in that
particular verse.) Fasting and Prayer '97 is scheduled for Dallas, November 12-14; speakers will include Bill Bright,
Shirley Dobson, Pat Robertson, Tony Evans, and Paul Cedar (Alliance Life, 5/7/97).
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Neil Anderson
Demon Possession and the New Clinical Deliverance*

A friend once told me that "80% of snake venom is protein." Even though we all need a daily source of protein in
our diet, it does not follow that snake venom is a good source for protein. The 20% will still be fatal! I have long
believed that those who teach a high percentage of the truth, yet mix in a percentage of falsehood, do more damage
within the evangelical community than those who are more blatantly in error. I am sorry to have to conclude that
many of Dr. Neil T. Anderson's views on spiritual warfare and deliverance approaches fit into the category of subtle
falsehoods. His whole approach is built upon a faulty foundation.

Dr. Neil T. Anderson had been a pastor for a number of years, but currently is an associate professor of practical
theology at Talbot School of Theology. Anderson has written a number of books and conducts large seminars, often
in churches that would not normally host someone teaching a message of how Christians can receive deliverance
from the demonic. His books relating to this subject include: The Bondage Breaker; The Bondage Breaker Study
Guide; and The Seduction of Our Children all from Harvest House Publishers. Also Victory Over the Darkness
(Regal Books); Released From Bondage; and Walking Through the Darkness from Campus Crusade for Christ's
Here's Life Publishers.

Whether through his books, live seminars, audio or video tapes, Dr. Anderson is fast becoming one of the most
popular influences within Evangelical Christianity. Anderson's message contains a blend of psychology, theology,
Bible verses, but most importantly story after story to give his readers/listeners confidence that he has practiced
what he preaches.

Even though Anderson usually presents his message in highly psychologized categories (i.e., self-esteem,
positivism, Freudian subconscious, and views personality as onion layers, etc.), nevertheless he often criticizes
psychology, producing the false impression that he is Biblically critical of these things. Even though on occasion he
renders valid Biblical critique, the nature of his criticism would more accurately be classified along the lines of an
in-house disagreement between competing psychological theories. (An example would be his understanding of so-
called multiple personality disorder [MPD] in Released:207-10.) Along the same line, Anderson makes it clear that
he is not in favor of the "direct deliverance encounter" which involves the casting out of demons; sometimes he
even speaks critically of such practices. However, in spite of these criticisms, Anderson himself presents a seven
step deliverance approach which he calls a "truth encounter," rather than a "power encounter." As we shall see, any
kind of "deliverance encounter" must be built upon the belief that Christians can in fact be demon possessed, other
wise there would be no need for deliverance.

Neil Anderson's special blend of psychology, use of the Bible, case studies (i.e., stories), and his belief in
deliverance blend together to create what I call his "clinical deliverance" approach. His use of psychological
categories and analysis produce a clinical flavor to do his deliverance teaching. Instead of talking to the demons, as
do those involved in good old fashioned direct deliverance, Anderson finds out the background information through
a questionnaire similar to those commonly used in a doctor's office to gather a patient's history. Anderson then
takes the "patient" through his "seven steps" of deliverance, in much the same way a counselor would deal with a
patient.

Dr. Anderson's clinical approach is much more appealing to an evangelical community, which has already been
psychologized, to believe that their problems are primarily the result of something someone else has done to them
in the past, rather than something for which they are currently responsible. In these instances, Anderson convinces
them that they are victims of demonic strongholds, albeit through their sins and "hurts," from which the "bondage
breaker" then offers deliverance. Instead, the Bible teaches that our problems and struggles in life are handled
through normal growth and maturity as we apply Biblical teachings on living the Christian life.
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A BIBLICAL VIEW OF DEMON POSSESSION 

A watershed issue for all Christians to consider is whether or not a believer can be demon possessed. The last
decade has seen a major shift by Evangelicals away from a belief that Christians could not be demonized or demon
possessed to a dominate view that a child of God can be demon possessed and thus needs periodic deliverance.
Neil Anderson believes that Christians can be controlled by a demon (The Bondage Breaker: Harvest House,
1990:171-73). 

We must start with a clear understanding of what Scripture means when it refers to demon possession. Anderson
often relies on experience-oriented stories, presented as "case studies," which serve to create an impression that
Christians can be demon controlled. This "evidence" in turn shapes his view of Scripture on this matter. Instead, we
should develop our categories and thinking on this matter from the Bible from which we then use to interpret
experiences which we encounter.

For a definitive presentation of the Biblical material you should read (Thomas Ice and Robert Dean) A Holy
Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual Warfare, (Harvest House:1990). Another good book on the subject is Alex Konya,
Demons: A Biblically Based Perspective (Regular Baptist Press:1990). If you can get a copy of Merrill F. Unger's
out of print book, Biblical Demonology: A Study of the Spiritual Forces Behind the Present World Unrest
(Scripture Press:1952), it is still very helpful. Unger's later books on the subject are not recommended, since he
shifted from Biblical authority to experience in subsequent works.

Anderson's approach commits the fallacy of defining a word based on its root meanings, or etymology, rather than
on how the word is actually used in the Bible. "Demonized" and "to have a demon" are used of only one extreme:
to be inwardly controlled by an indwelling demon. They are never used to describe a case involving anything less.
For example, these terms never describe Satan's activity of accusation, temptation, deception, or persecution; they
only describe the extreme case of being inwardly controlled by a demon. Therefore, Anderson is wrong to say that
there is only one word. He is also wrong to say "demon possession" is not a term that exists in the Bible because
the Greek term "demonize" and it's accurate English translations equivalent, "demon possession," are used in the
Bible. Further, the parallel phrase "to have a demon" also means demon possession in the Greek New Testament.

Biblical demon possession is the direct, inward control by demons (also called evil spirits) of their victim by
residing in him. Demon possession does not include external temptation aimed at a person by Satan and his
demons. I do not believe the Bible teaches that a Christian can be possessed or indwelt, by a demon. I do believe,
however, that Christians can be severely influenced or oppressed by Satan and the demonic. The key issues on this
matter revolve around the differences between internal control and inhabitation and external influence.

The example Christ cited to the Pharisees in Matthew 12:43 ("When the unclean spirit goes out of a man, it passes
through waterless places, seeking rest and does not find it"), the demon is searching for a new home because he was
cast out of the individual he once occupied. Then the homeless demon says, "I will return to my house from which
I came" (12:44). The demon and his friends can only enter the house if it is empty and unoccupied. In the case of
all believers the house is occupied, and God the Holy Spirit answers the door even if repossession is attempted.
This passage is saying that only empty houses -- unbelievers -- can be reoccupied. Therefore, Christians cannot be
demon possessed. There are several other New Testament passages indicate that Christ's victory over Satan and the
demonic was so great that he cannot come back and repossess believers (John 17:15; 1 John 5:18).

Another reason believers cannot be demonized is that the New Testament nowhere says they can! Nor does the
New Testament ever use the language, referring to a believer, that describes demon possession. Whenever a person
who is demon possessed is dealt with, the Bible indicates that they are "cast out" (e.g. Mt. 8:16; Mk. 1:34). ("Cast
out" clearly indicates that when someone was delivered from demons it was a "power encounter" not a "truth
encounter," as Anderson claims.) Never are believers said to respond to Satan or demons by casting them out,
which is always the remedy in the New Testament for a demon possessed person. Instead, for the believer, the
command is always to stand or resist, which is the counter to an external temptation by Satan and the demonic.
This supports the idea that Christians cannot be demon possessed since they are never commanded or told how to
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deliver believers (or anyone) from demonic possession.

MISGUIDED ARGUMENTS 

Neil Anderson and others who teach that Christians can be demon possessed mainly attempt to establish their views
based upon the many stories (they call them case studies) they tell of Christians which they characterize as bound
by demons. Another approach often attempted is to try to stretch some of the language of the Bible to fit their
views. Anderson does not even present a study of the passages and terms normally dealt with in a study of this
issue, except for his cursory treatment of demonized as in Bondage Breaker. When I listened to the taped messages
from his seminar on the Bondage Breaker, He did not even deal with the issue directly. He merely assumed that
believers could be demon possessed or they would not be experiencing the problems they were having. Anderson
tended to simply talk about those who believe these things (i.e., Christians can be bounded by demons) and those
who did not, as if the latter did not believe that Satan and his demons were real.

Anderson introduces the subject, as noted above, with a letter from a lady named Sheila. He views her as a
Christian and one who is under "demonic control." I must confess I have a hard time distinguishing the difference
between someone who is said to be under demonic control and demon possession. They certainly sound the same to
me. 

Anderson links possession of a believer to the amount of sin that a believer compiles in one's life. If he sins greatly
in an area, then that allows stronger bondage than one who sins less. This fits into Anderson's statement that
demonization is a matter of degrees. Even if there are degrees of possession, either one is or is not possessed.
Attempting to redefine demon possession as a matter of degrees does not overcome the fact that the Bible does not
support any kind of demon possession in a believer.

"Let me quickly add," declares Anderson, "that demonic control does not mean satanic ownership" (Breakers :172).
At this point Anderson creates false categories that do not reflect the teaching of the Bible. According to the
material presented above defining from the Bible a picture of demonization in Matthew 12, we saw that a demon
could not enter the house or person who was occupied by the Holy Spirit. Anderson says that demons can return as
a squatter, when that passage makes it clear that a demon cannot enter at all into the house regardless of the
descriptive label one may decide to put on such an action. I must ask, "How can a 'squatter-demon' be said to
control a believer when Christ has prayed for our protection in these things (John 17:15) and our Lord is said to be
protecting us from the evil one" (1 John 5:18; 2 Thes. 3:3)? It can't happen! Since Satan does not own us, then his
demons cannot control us. 

Dr. Anderson then slips in an amazing statement about our options relating to who is responsible for one's actions.

"Those who say a demon cannot control an area of a believer's life have left us with only two possible
culprits for the problems we face: ourselves or God. If we blame ourselves we feel hopeless because
we can't do anything to stop what we're doing. If we blame God our confidence in Him as our
benevolent Father is shattered. Either way, we have no chance to gain the victory which the Bible
promises us" (Breakers :174).

This is an example of the influence of psychobabble upon Dr. Anderson's theology. This mentally reflects
pragmatic positivism rather than the reality of the Bible. If we blame ourselves, which is the right answer to the
question as to who is responsible for sin in my life, it does not lead to hopelessness. If we learn the lessons of the
Bible we find that God has provided for victory over sin, even though I am responsible for committing it, through
growing in grace as a believer in Christ Jesus. It will stunt the growth of a Christian if he is wrongly blaming the
devil for his sins when he is responsible to apply normal Christian growth principles to the problem, not
deliverance.

SEVEN STEPS OF STUMBLING 
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Since Christians can be demon possessed, then according to Anderson they also need deliverance. Not that good old
fashioned kind where the deliverance minister shouts, rebukes, and binds the demons sending them to the pit of
hell, while the subject is usually exhausted from the protracted event. Instead, Anderson advocates a clinical
deliverance through which the patient goes through a seven step process of self-deliverance.

Anderson's clinical approach is wrong at the outset because it incorrectly diagnoses a Christian's problem as demon
possession instead of a lack of growth or disobedience. So whether one uses a reserved or wild method is not the
issue. 

Christ has delivered all believers from bondage to Satan at the point of salvation. If any past sins have to be dealt
with specifically because they are a special kind of sin, then it follows that Christ did not really gain victory over all
the believer's sin. All sin has been dealt with at the cross.

The seven steps of Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is presented by him as the key to successful Christian
living. Unless one has gone through the seven steps, the implication is that you are not free to grow in Christ. This
is disturbing since these steps, arranged in this way, have been uniquely developed by Dr. Anderson. He emphasizes
the importance of following and completing each step so that freedom will be accomplished. Yet this would imply
that Christians of the past have not really been free to live for Christ. At best, this is highly doubtful.

The seven steps are unique to Anderson because the Bible doesn't teach such a system. Once again, if deliverance
were a key to proper Christian living then the Epistles, written to teach a Christian how to live for Christ, would be
teaching these things. Instead, silence on this matter speaks volumes.

Dr. Anderson is correct to emphasize our position in Christ as a key to Christian living. Christianity involves
putting into practice what Christ has accomplished for us positionally. Sanctification is correctly viewed as
justification applied. However, Dr. Anderson is wrong to (mis)apply the believer's position in Christ as the basis for
his clinical deliverance steps. Our position in Christ, as I have shown above, provides protection for a believer from
demon possession in the first place. So how can it be said that our position is the basis for something (demon
possession) for which our position already protects us from?

Our position in Christ is the basis for living the Christian life, which includes help in the area of resisting the
temptations of the world, the flesh, and the Devil.

The third step in Anderson's clinical deliverance approach is titled "Bitterness Versus Forgiveness" (Breakers:194).
Anderson advocates in his seminar and implies in a book (Released:174) that God is one of those whom we need to
forgive. Any idea that we as sinful creatures must forgive our sinless God is blasphemous. God has never done
anything wrong to ever be in need of forgiveness. Forgiveness is what is offered to one who has wronged another.
Who has God wronged that He needs forgiveness?

DELIVERANCE -- A TRUTH ENCOUNTER 

Dr. Anderson is fond of contrasting his clinical deliverance approach with the traditional deliverance approach of
direct conflict with demons by saying, "I don's see the battle as a power encounter, but rather a truth encounter. I
believe that it is truth that sets us free" (Released: 183). In John 8:32, where Christ says, "you shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free," He was talking with the Jews who said they had never been enslaved to anyone
(8:33). Jesus responded to them by saying, "Truly, truly, I say to you, everyone who commits sin is the slave of sin"
(8:34). So it is clear from the context that Christ is talking freedom from sin, not about freedom from demons.

In the New Testament when it came to deliverance from demons, it was a power encounter! Christ did not carry on
a discussion about the truth with the demons He cast out, using His power as God. Christ demanded them to leave
because He was powerful enough to bind the strongman.

Once again, Anderson's error is his belief that Christians can be demonized, when in reality they cannot. Power
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encounters for casting out demons are also wrong because Christians cannot be demon possessed. Dr. Anderson
rightly understands the Epistle's emphasis is on the believer learning and applying truth. The Epistles do not teach
"truth encounters" for deliverance, they teach truth mixed with obedience for maturity.

CONCLUSION 

Dr. Anderson believes that one of the greatest problems within evangelicalism are those who believe that Christians
aren't subject to demon activity:

"The prevailing belief among evangelicals today is that Christians cannot be severely oppressed by
demons ... Nothing has done greater damage to diagnosing spiritual problems than this un-truth ...
Those who deny the enemy's potential for destruction are the most vulnerable to it" (Bondage: 21).

Just the opposite of what Anderson has said would be true if Christians are not subjected to the type of demonic
oppression which he and others like him advocate. The real potential for problems in the Christian life is blaming
things on the demonic and neglecting normal Christian growth and maturity. It is this kind of lack of maturity in
the lives of many believers, because they are looking for the quick-fix of a Neil Anderson deliverance, that will
prove in the long run to effect the greater damage.

* This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Tommy Ice,
Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. V, No. 3, May-June 1992. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.)
The use of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his
current ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/92
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Spiritual Warfare
Can a Believer Be Demon-Possessed?*

Can a believer be demonized; i.e., possessed by a demon? There is a movement within professing Evangelicalism
today that says, "Yes." This movement is teaching that a high percentage of sin among Christians is caused by
demons. Followers assent that a person can be a believer in Jesus Christ, experience fullness of salvation, and still
be in bondage to Satan and demons. The popularity of this movement can be seen in the seminars being held across
the country and the best-selling books being published that promote this teaching. Nonetheless, this teaching of the
"demonization of the believer" is contrary to Scripture and is in line with the world's view of everyone being a
victim. It is a denial of the sufficiency of the work of Christ and Scripture.

This teaching of the demonization of the believer has not come without a forerunner. Christian psychology has
brought the world's idea of victimization to the Church. Psychology has taught us that everyone is a victim. When a
person has problems in his life, he is often told it is the result of his past or how his parents treated him. The end
result is that he does not take responsibility for his own actions. We see this today. People are suing cigarette
makers because they have smoked for fifty years and are dying of lung cancer. Criminals claim that their
dysfunctional families are the reason for their criminal acts. Everyone is blaming someone or something else for
their problems.

Now there is a different twist. Now our deviant behavior is being blamed on Satan and demons. This is the flip-
side of psychology. In both cases, there is something other than ourselves to blame for our sin. Both make the
believer a victim who needs the steps and formulas of the "experts" in order to find true joy and victory.

Christian psychology's emphasis on experience and stories also parallels this teaching on the demonization of the
believer. In Christian psychology, the source of authority is experience rather than Scripture. Now with the
demonization of the believer movement, one finds the same "theology by story" emphasis. And in the process, the
Biblical way of dealing with people's sin problem has been abandoned.

But this issue is not over whether Satan and demons exist. The Bible teaches a literal, personal devil who is busily
opposing us. We are in a spiritual warfare against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places. This is
not to be minimized. However, we must make sure our view of demons and how to deal with them is based on
Scripture, not stories.

When filtered through Scripture, it becomes obvious that this teaching on the demonization of believers is not
Biblical, and many of the experiences cited to support this teaching do not line up with Scripture. As a result,
people are being deceived and professing Christians are paying attention to unsound doctrine.

The following is an analysis of the demonization movement in light of Scripture. Referred to often are the works of
two men, Neil Anderson and Fred Dickason, who have had great influence in promoting demonization teaching.
(See also BDM's reports on Anderson.) Much of their teaching is in error in light of Scripture, but there are
sections that are theologically sound. However, it is the mixture of truth with error that ensnares believers. Often
when people promote a teaching they suspect others may disagree with, they use information everyone will agree
on. Then they wonder why their teaching is being scrutinized. However, the problem is the mixture. When a gallon
of milk is mixed with a drop of poison, the product is not mostly good milk. The result is poisoned milk. Likewise,
a mixture of good theology with unbiblical theology results in a poisoned theology.

We will look at the issue of demons and their relationship to sin in the life of the believer. In doing so, we will also
evaluate the current demonization of the believer movement.

Sin: Who Is to Blame?

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
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Since we are dealing with the issue of sin in the life of a believer, it is essential to look at what the Bible has to say
about the issue of sin and who is responsible for it. Many of us are familiar with the phrase, "The devil made me do
it." But now there are Christians who are teaching that sin in the life of a believer can sometimes be traced directly
to demons (i.e., "the Devil did it"). For example, in his book, The Bondage Breaker, Neil Anderson gives an
example of this type of thinking when he describes the case of a Christian woman who he said had been involved
in all types of sin:

"Sheila is a sobering example of a dimension of spiritual vulnerability that most Christians do not like
to talk about: demonic control. As a believer, Sheila had obviously lost control in her eating habits, in
her sexual behavior, and in her devotional life" [Neil Anderson, The Bondage Breaker, (Eugene, OR:
Harvest House, 1990), p. 172].

According to Anderson, the reason for this woman's sinful behavior was "demonic control." She is not to blame for
her lack of discipline or the sexual immorality in her life. Anderson then states that this woman eventually became
free when she renounced Satan's control over her life (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

But can the devil make us sin? Is demonic control a reason for our sinful behavior? The Scripture is clear on what
the source of sin is:

Our Lusts -- "Let no one say when he is tempted, I am being tempted by God, for God cannot be
tempted by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. But each one is tempted when he is carried
away and enticed by his own lust" (James 1:13,14). James says that our own lust is the reason for our
sin, not demonic control.

The Flesh --"Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality, impurity, sensuality,
idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, envying,
drunkenness, carousing, and things like these" (Gal. 5:1921). Notice that these sins are not deeds of the
devil. They are deeds of the "flesh." When we sin, our flesh is the problem. The responsibility lies with
us. No outside force can be blamed.

Evil Hearts -- "For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed the evil thoughts, fornications, thefts,
murders, adulteries, deeds of coveting and wickedness, as well as deceit, sensuality, envy, slander,
pride and foolishness" (Mark 7:21,22). The evil thoughts and deeds of men come from their own
wicked hearts. It is our own lusts, flesh, and evil hearts that cause us to sin, not the Devil and his
demons.

Within each person there remains a desire to sin which the Bible calls the "flesh." Even believers, who possess the
Holy Spirit, have this battle with the flesh. That is why there is a conflict. The Holy Spirit and the flesh are at war
with each other. The unbeliever does not have this conflict since he does not possess the Holy Spirit. For him, the
flesh always has its way. But for the Christian, there is a war going on inside his own body (Rom. 7:18,19,21).

The battle with sin is a tough, life-long battle. But, provision has been made to allow us victory over sin -- Now
those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires (Gal. 5:24).

For the believer, the flesh has been "crucified." This does not mean that the flesh is totally done away with or
ceases to exist, for we still struggle with it. But its power over the believer has been broken. Though the flesh still
exists, the believer no longer has to obey it (Rom. 6:6,7,12,13).

Because our flesh has been crucified and its power over us has been broken, we are not to let sin reign in our
bodies. We no longer have to obey our old master of sin. We are now free to serve God and do righteousness.

To summarize, the Bible is clear on the issue of sin and where it comes from. When a person sins, it is because of
his own flesh and sinful heart. The responsibility lies with that person alone. Sin cannot be blamed on anyone or
anything else. It is true that Christians can sin. Even though they are new creatures in Christ, there is still the battle
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with the flesh. However, Christ's death provided us with the power to have victory over the flesh. The final victory
over sin will come when Christ comes again and grants us our sinless, eternal bodies. What a joy it is to know the
fullness of salvation in Christ!

A Biblical Survey of Demonology

What does the Bible says about Satan and demons? The Biblical doctrine of demonology is not complicated. The
Old Testament gives insight into Satan and his activities. Genesis 3 describes his temptation of Eve. Isaiah 14:12-15
and Ezekiel 28:11-15 portray the fall of Satan as a result of his rebellion against God. Particularly applicable to this
discussion is the case of Job. The first two chapters of Job give insight into spiritual battles and conflicts. Job was
the object of Satanic attack, but he was not indwelt by Satan. Job never was told to deal with the devil. He was not
told to speak to Satan, bind him, or send him to the pit. Job's responsibility was to be faithful, resist, and stand firm.

The Gospel Era was a unique period of time. With the presence of Jesus, the Son of God, on earth, demonic
manifestation began. Demons openly displayed their presence so that Jesus' power and authority over the demons
could be demonstrated.

The casting out of demons was directly related to the Messiah's offer of the kingdom to the nation Israel (Matt.
12:28). Subduing demons was a demonstration of the authority and power that Jesus had as the Messiah of Israel.
The King had come and the kingdom was now present in the person of the Messiah. That is why Jesus could say,
"The kingdom of God has come upon you." Jesus was saying to the Jewish leaders, "I am the Messiah. I am here to
establish the kingdom. The proof is I have authority over Satan and demons" (Matt. 8:16,17).

When the people saw that Jesus had authority over demons, the Messianic prophecy of Isaiah should have alerted
them that the King was present and the kingdom was being offered:

"Then there was brought to Him a demon-possessed man who was blind and dumb, and He healed him,
so that the dumb man spoke and saw. And all the multitudes were amazed and began to say, 'This man
cannot be the Son of David, can he?'" (Matt. 12:22,23).

"Son of David" was a Messianic title. Again, the people rightfully associated His power and authority over the
demons as the work of the Messiah.

A verse that has often been interpreted incorrectly is Matthew 12:29. In this passage, Jesus had been accused of
casting out demons in the power of Satan. He responded by saying, "Or how can anyone enter the strong man's
house and carry off his property, unless he first binds the strong man?"

Christ alone, as the Messiah, had the power to subdue Satan. But Neil Anderson takes "binding the strongman" to
mean a present pattern to be followed:

"Stand firm in the armor of God that God has provided and step out in Christ's authority to plunder the
strong man's house for God" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 91).

Anderson thinks that if we are going to have victory over Satan, we too have to bind the strong man. But as we
have already shown, dealing with demons directly was an indicator that the Messiah was present on the earth, not
something to be normative for all believers. What makes Anderson's interpretation of this passage inconsistent is
that earlier in his book he acknowledges that it is not proper to form doctrine based only on the Gospels:

"We have mistakenly formulated our methods for dealing with demonic powers from the Gospels
instead of the Epistles. This is easy to do, since the only specific examples of demonic expulsion are
found in Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Acts. ... Some Christians object to making a sharp distinction
between the Gospels and the Epistles. Yet all dispensational as well as covenantal theologians see at
least some distinctions in moving from law to grace and from the Old Covenant to the New Covenant"
(The Bondage Breaker, p. 207).
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Anderson admits we should not be taking our instruction and pattern for dealing with demons from the Gospels, but
that is exactly what he did with Matthew 12. Matthew 12 is unique because Jesus was showing His Messianic
authority by subduing the devil. Yet Anderson wrongly makes "binding the strongman" something to be practiced
today.

There are those who want to base their theology of demons on the Gospels since they cannot get it anywhere else.
But as we have already shown, because of the uniqueness of the Gospel Period, one should not build his doctrine of
dealing with demons based on how the Son of God dealt with them. Jesus Christ's personal power and authority
over demons as the Messiah cannot be transferred to anyone else. It is true that He gave that authority to the
Apostles to go out and represent Him. But that apostolic authority ended with the death of the Apostles and does
not transfer over to us today.

There are three occasions in the book of Acts that deal with demons: Acts 8, 16, and 19. In each of these cases, the
Apostles were dealing with demons. The Apostles were specifically commissioned by Christ as representatives of
Him. The power given them was for the purpose of validating their apostleship, not as an example for the Church to
follow. Because of the nature of their commission, their casting out of demons cannot be made normative for
believers today.

The activity of demons in the Epistles is well documented. Demons promote false doctrine (I Tim. 4:1-3), are
associated with idolatry (I Cor. 10:20), help cause divisions (James 3:13-16), and aid Satan in his war against God
(Eph 6:11,12). However, dealing directly with demons is never addressed. This is important since the Epistles dealt
specifically with instructions for the Church. The Epistles were written to give the Church all the information it
needed to effectively serve the Lord in this age, yet nowhere is the concept of speaking to or casting out demons
mentioned. If casting out demons was so important to the Church, why was it never mentioned in the Epistles?
Also, we do not find Paul running all over the country casting out demons. Even in a city like Corinth, where there
was much occultic activity, Paul does not mention casting out demons. However, what is mentioned often is how to
deal with the flesh (Gal. 5:16). The emphasis is clearly on the flesh when dealing with sin, not demons.

In the book of Revelation, demonic activity picks up again. But even in the sections which are addressed to the
churches (chapters 1-3), there are no directions for speaking to demons. Even with the Church living under demonic
pressure, where Satan's throne was (Rev. 2:13), there were no commands to bind and/or cast out Satan and his
demons. When Jesus spoke to the church at Thyatira, He did not say, "Bind Satan" or "You have a territorial
demon, drive him out." Even those believers who were under the influence of the wicked Jezebel were not told to
break her demonic power. Revelation gives us a glimpse into the demonic world and what is taking place behind
the scenes. However, we do not have any situation where believers are running around binding and casting out
demons.

To summarize, the only legitimate casting out of demons happened in the time of Christ and the apostles. This
demonstrated that Jesus truly was the Messiah the Old Testament predicted would come. The Jews at that time
would recognize that casting out of demons meant that the Messiah was present and offering the kingdom to the
nation Israel. The apostles were given this authority to cast out demons as representatives of Christ. This authority
cannot be transferred to anyone else. Scripture has much to say concerning Satan and demons. They are real
spiritual beings who actively oppose the plans of God. They are busy deceiving, tempting, and promoting false
doctrine. But nowhere do we see believers being possessed by demons.

Demon Possession and the Believer

Scripture shows us the activity of Satan and demons. But on the issue of demons and the believer there has been
some question. Can a believer be demon possessed? Some teach that there is a difference between an unbeliever
being totally possessed by a demon and a Christian being invaded by a demon. For example, in Bill McLeod's
book, Fellowship with the Fallen, he attempts to make a distinction between "invasion" and "possession." (See
BDM reports on the Canadian Revival Fellowship.):

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/canad/
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"You will notice that I am using the word 'invasion' as well as the word 'possession.' I am using the
word 'invasion' as a general term to cover the demonization of believers, and the word 'possession' as a
term to cover the demonization of non-believers. ... No Christian can be so possessed. He can certainly
be invaded to lesser degrees and in some cases to alarming degrees, but he cannot be totally possessed"
[W.L. McLeod, Fellowship With the Fallen, (Canada: Northern Canada Mission Press), p. 168].

Anderson agrees:

"To be demonized means to be under the control of one or more demons. Demonization is not a matter
of extremes, such as the either/or idea of being completely free or totally bound; it is a matter of
degrees" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 174).

To these men, demonization is not a matter of extremes. It is not either being completely free of demons or totally
bound by demons. To them it is a matter of degree.

However, Scripture does not make a distinction between demon "possession" of unbelievers and demon "invasion"
of believers. To claim otherwise is to play word games. Demon possession simply means that a demon resides
within a person and is controlling that person. There are no other variations of demons indwelling a person.
Demons can oppress, attack, and tempt from the outside, but Scripture is clear that a demon cannot indwell a
believer and control him.

There are two terms that refer to demon possession in the New Testament. First, the Greek word, daimonizomai is
usually translated "to be possessed by a demon." Or when it refers to a person, it is translated, "demoniac." The
word is found thirteen times in the Gospels and is sometimes translated, "to be demonized." The second term,
daimmonion echein means "to have a demon" [Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr., Overrun By Demons, (Eugene,
OR: Harvest House, 1990), p. 116]. This term is used eight times.

Some make a distinction between being "demonized" and "demon possessed" as if there was a difference. But this
is an artificial distinction. To be "demonized" is to be "demon possessed." In the Gospels, those who were
demonized had a demon residing within them and that demon controlled them. The demon manifested his control in
various ways, but he resided in and controlled the person he indwelt. The Scripture does not allow for a special
category of believers who have been invaded by a demon but are not possessed by that demon.

A few examples will show that there is no difference between demon possession and demon invasion:

"When evening had come, they brought to Him many who were demon-possessed; and He cast out the
spirits with a word" (Matt. 8:16).

"Mary who was called Magdalene from whom seven demons had gone out" (Luke 8:2).

"And when He had come to the other side into the country of the Gadarenes, two men who were
demon-possessed met Him" (Matt. 8:28).

These were obviously demon possessed people. The demons were to be cast out of them and into something else --
for example, the herd of swine (Matt. 8:31). It is clear that the demons mentioned inhabited the people in question.
That is why Jesus cast them out (Matt. 9:32,33). To have a demon and to be demon possessed are the same thing.
In other words, a person who has a demon is one who is demon possessed. There are no separate degrees.

One would expect that those who promote that believers can be demonized would try to make a strong case from
Scripture for their view. Yet even these men recognize that the Bible does not clearly support their view. Neil
Anderson says:

"Can a Christian be demon possessed? No question polarizes the Christian community more than this
one, and the tragedy is that there is no absolutely biblical way to answer it ... the word translated as
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'demon possession' never occurs in Scripture after the cross, so we are left with no theological precision
as to what demonization would constitute in the Church Age" [Neil Anderson, Released From Bondage
(San Bernardino, CA: Here's Life, 1991), pp. 15,16].

It must be asked, if we cannot be theologically precise concerning demon possession in this Church Age, why are
we making it an issue for the Church?

Fred Dickason (Chairman of the Bible Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute, and has been teaching
students "demon deliverance" since 1961), in his book Demon Possession and the Christian, has a chapter entitled,
"Biblical Evidence Supporting Demonization of Christians," in which he examines all the Scripture passages
relating to demon possession. What is interesting about this chapter is the conclusions he comes to in the passages
that supposedly give support for demonization of believers. Though it is not possible to cover every passage he
gives, here are samples of his conclusions to certain passages that are often used to prove that believers can be
demonized:

1 Thessalonians 2:18: "This passage says nothing of demonization in any clear sense" [Fred Dickason,
Demon Possession and the Christian (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1987), p. 102].

1 John 4:14: "We conclude that this passage does not present any sure evidence that believers can be
inhabited by demons" (p. 102).

2 Peter 2:122: "We conclude that there is no sure evidence of the demonization of genuine believers
available from this passage. Where there is a reasonable doubt of the certainty of the contribution of a
passage, we cannot legitimately count on it" (pp. 103-104).

Matthew 8:16: "We must again say that the weight of the facts does not bring us to an inescapable
conclusion" (p. 113).

Acts 5:13: "We must again conclude that there is not sufficient evidence to determine if this is a case of
believers being demonized" (p. 114).

Acts 8:924: "The evidence is inconclusive" (p. 115).

Remember that this is supposedly the chapter that is presenting Biblical evidence supporting demonization of
believers. Also notice what he states in his summary of this chapter:

"We have considered the major passages and cases from Scripture that have been used or may be used
to support the concept that genuine believers may be demonized. Most of these cases cannot be
considered valid evidence for various reasons in the context or from other biblical information"
(Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 127).

Dickason does say that certain passages, such as the ones describing the daughter of Abraham who had a spirit of
illness in Luke 13 and the Corinthian tongues speakers in 1 Corinthians 12, "must be considered as fairly strong
evidence" (for demonization of believers). Dickason then says about these passages:

"However, there still may be legitimate doubts that these are genuine examples of New Testament
believers being inhabited by demons. Thus we cannot conclusively say that the Bible clearly presents
evidence that believers may be demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 127).

In the conclusion to his book, Dickason says:

"A rather thorough examination of the biblical evidence leads us to conclude that it neither clearly
affirms nor denies the reality of demonization of believers. ... But to be fair, we must say that with
biblical evidence alone, we cannot reach a definite or dogmatic conclusion" (Demon Possession and the
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Christian, p. 340).

Therefore, according to Dickason himself, after all the Biblical evidence is weighed, the best that can be said is that
there is no definite evidence for demonic possession of believers. But if there is no Biblical evidence, why doesn't
he just leave the matter alone instead of trying to add experience and clinical evidence to Scripture?

Can it be true that something so important to our spiritual lives would not be addressed by Scripture? In Christ
have we not received "everything pertaining to life and godliness" (2 Peter 1:3)? Is not "all Scripture inspired by
God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; that the man of God may
be adequate, equipped for every good work" (2 Timothy 3:16-17)? Is the Bible incomplete on such an important
issue? On the contrary, the Bible is clear that a believer cannot be possessed by demons:

"Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from
God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price: therefore glorify God in
your body" (1 Cor. 6:19).

Amazingly, there are those who think that the devil can live in the same temple as the Holy Spirit. Yet this body is
the residence of the Holy Spirit. It belongs to Him, not to us or the devil. Titus 2:14 says that Christ redeemed us to
be "a people for His own possession." We are God's property. To say that the devil can live in the body of believers
makes nonsense of what the Scripture teaches:

"You are from God, little children, and have overcome them; because greater is He who is in you than
he who is in the world" (1 John 4:4).

The "He" who is in the believer is the Holy Spirit. The "he" who is in the world is the devil. The Holy Spirit who
indwells us is greater than the devil whose presence is in the world. Plus, if the devil is in the world, he is not in us.
God will not let the devil have control of a believer ( 1 John 5:18). Jesus also prayed that the Father would keep us
"from the evil one" (John 17:15).

Luke 13:1016 has been used to try to show that a Christian can be possessed. In this passage, a woman who was
bent over because of a spirit of infirmity is called a "daughter of Abraham." Therefore, according to some, she
must have been a believer. However, in this context, being a "daughter of Abraham" simply meant that she was a
Jew (John 8:33,37). It cannot be implied that she was a believer.

In summary, believers cannot be possessed by demons. Scripture teaches that the Holy Spirit indwells us and is
greater than the devil who is in the world. The devil cannot touch us and Jesus has asked the Father to keep us from
the evil one. Plus, Christ's death has broken the devil's power over us and we have newness of life. This does not
mean that a believer cannot be deceived or tempted by the devil. It does mean that the devil cannot reside within a
believer or have power over him.

The Scripture is clear on this matter. But even if it was not so clear, the subject must be mute since there is no way
to have any authoritative knowledge about the spirit realm apart from the revelation of God. Isaiah condemned the
people of his day for going outside of Scripture for supposed answers by asking, "Should not a people consult their
God?" (Isa. 8:19,20). Those who say we must look to experience for the answer to this problem are saying that they
are not satisfied with what God has revealed concerning this spiritual matter. Therefore, they are going to find the
answer on their own. The idea that a person can turn to experience because he does not believe Scripture is clear
enough is erroneous.

Christ's work was sufficient. There is no further deliverance that must take place. If there were, salvation in Christ
would be incomplete. If the Church would stop and think through its theology of Scripture, we would realize that
something is drastically wrong with what is being promoted by those who teach that believers can be demonized.

The Biblical Way of Dealing with Demons
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The glorious salvation of Jesus Christ has freed us from the power of Satan. Yet as believers, we are still involved
in a spiritual battle with the powers of darkness (Eph. 6:12). The battle is real and we must be prepared. Provision
has been made for us to be unshakable and immovable in spiritual warfare.

Believers must keep a Biblical view of dealing with sin and demons. We should not be surprised when the world
buys into victimization programs. But there is no excuse for the Church to get mired down in the same sink hole. It
is important that we do not think like the world on this issue (Rom. 12:2).

The Christian's warfare tactics are primarily defensive. It is one of being alert and standing firm in our faith. Notice
there is no command to engage Satan in an offensive manner (James 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:8,9). We do not fight the devil in
our own strength, but we are strong "in the Lord." He is the One who gives us the victory. We fight our spiritual
battle in His power by putting on His armor (Eph. 6:10,11).

The idea of taking up the full armor of God is deficient if the devil is living in the believer. The picture of putting
on the armor indicates we are going to do battle with an outer opponent who is attacking us from the outside, not
from within (Eph. 6:13).

The Bible does talk about the devil and how believers are to deal with him. We fight our spiritual warfare by
standing firm. We stand firm against the devil by using truth, righteousness, the Gospel, faith, salvation, the Word
of God, and prayer (Eph. 6:1418). We are not told to deal with Satan in the unseen cosmic realm. Nowhere in
God's direct instructions concerning dealing with the devil are we told to speak to him, bind him, or cast him out.
Also notice that nowhere does the Bible say that a demon can be in a believer. Our focus in spiritual warfare is to
be on what God has provided for us in Christ. As we are on the alert and stand firm in our salvation we will
experience victory in spiritual battle.

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of
God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high [places]. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that
ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the
preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching
thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints; (Ephesians 6:10-18).

In spite of the clear, Biblical instruction concerning how we are to conduct our spiritual warfare, there are those
who teach that we must also speak to demons:

"As you go through the steps to freedom, remember that Satan will be defeated only if you confront
him verbally" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 186).

"If you're going to resist Satan, you must do so outwardly so he can understand you and be put to
flight" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 84).

In other words, unless Scripture is spoken aloud to Satan, it will have no impact on him. But where does it say in
Scripture that one must speak aloud to Satan so he can hear? Isn't believing, submitting, and laying claim to the
Word enough? Yet now we are told we must speak out loud to Satan. We do not know whether Satan can read our
minds or not. Evidently if it was that important, God would have told us in His Word. Neil Anderson cannot tell us
more than God has.

In his book, Dickason tells of a time he asked a demon, who was supposedly speaking through a believer, if
demons try to keep Christians from thinking that they can be inhabited by demons. The demon responded: "Oh,
yes! We use it all the time. It is one of the best tools we have ever promoted" (Demon Possession and the
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Christian, p. 191).

Here is a case of a man asking a demon for information! Is that the way to find out about the spirit realm? Can a
demon tell us what Scripture does not say? This sounds like the Charismatic movement all over again. Bible-
believing Christians have long regarded the Pentecostal methods of dealing with demons as unbiblical. However,
we now have well-known and respected "Christian" leaders teaching what Charismatic teachers have been teaching
for years.

This teaching that believers are to speak to demons is unbiblical. Even Michael the archangel, when disputing with
Satan over the body of Moses, "did not dare pronounce against him a railing judgment, but said, 'The Lord rebuke
you'" (Jude 9). We too, when it comes to speaking to Satan, ought to leave it to the Lord.

The Fallacy of Clinical Evidence in Spiritual Matters

The use of clinical evidence has been cited as a legitimate way to evaluate whether believers can be demonized. In
other words, some believe that "scientific evaluation" (the term often given erroneously to what is nothing more
than empirical observation or the recording of experience recollections) can be used to help us understand more
about demonization of believers. But can clinical evidence help us understand more about this issue? Fred
Dickason thinks so:

"But where Scripture is not decisive, we may gain insight from experience" [Fred Dickason. Angels,
Elect and Evil (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1975) p. 189].

"We are ready to consider the contribution of clinical evidence to our search for the answer to our
principal question, Can Christians be demonized?" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

"Just as science has found the truth of God's world in its research, so may genuinely evaluated and
reliably documented experience find the truth in this matter" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p.
158).

"We have found that though there is a great deal of information to consider and though men adduce
evidence of varying weight, yet we could not come to a definite conclusion. We now must seek what
other valid evidence there might be that could aid us in our quest to answer this important and practical
question" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

Dickason claims that the Scripture is not clear enough to instruct us on demon possession of believers. Therefore,
we must also look towards experience and clinical evidence instead. This is a serious matter. If demons can indwell
and control a believer in such a way that he has no control over his own body, wouldn't God address this in His
Word? Wouldn't our salvation be related to this issue? Yet Dickason is saying that there is not enough information
in the Bible on this issue; therefore, we must look at clinical evidence and experience.

The mere mention of "clinical evidence" brings a white coat, medical picture to mind. We assume that since it is
clinical evidence it must be valid. It is just like going to the doctor. If we have a pain, or a growth, we go into the
clinic and they examine it and find out what is physically wrong. Now there are some who want to do that in the
spiritual realm as well.

The analogy of clinical evidence in regard to physical diseases has been used to try to show that demonization can
also be clinically evaluated. Dickason has tried to use the analogy of cancer to show that believers can be
demonized:

"If we find that a believer has such a disease, we have evidence for saying that believers can have that
disease. When we are done, we do not have a biblical doctrine; but we have used biblical doctrine in
application to an experiential investigation. With proper validation, our conclusion may be accepted as
fact, even though it is not taught specifically in the Bible" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/char/
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153).

Dickason is saying that even though the Bible does not address the issue of believers having cancer, we can know
through clinical evidence that they can have cancer. He believes clinical research can then also be applied to the
issue of demon possession of believers:

"Having researched the evidence in broad fashion by proper application of both biblical and clinical
parameters, we may come to the valid conclusion that Christians can be demonized" (Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

No one will deny that we can find out about having cancer by going to a medical doctor. And no one will deny that
believers get diseases. But Dickason assumes that the next step is to find out about demonization of believers by
using clinical evaluation. However, comparing cancer with demon possession is a false analogy. Spiritual matters
cannot be determined by scientific evidence. That is comparing apples with rocks. The Bible never pretends to
address all the information there is on physical diseases. But Scripture does claim to address all matters concerning
sin and sanctification in the life of the believer (cf. 2 Peter 1:3). It may be factual truth and not Biblical truth that a
person can be diagnosed as having cancer. But there is no factual truth that is involved with sin and the spirit world
that is not found in Scripture.

It is often said, "Not all truth that can be known is found in the Bible." That may be true. The Bible says nothing
about the truths of electricity. Why? It is not essential for salvation and sanctification. However, all the truth
concerning salvation and sanctification is found in the Bible. Likewise, all truth for dealing with sin and Satan is
found in the Bible. 

Concerning the use of clinical evidence, Dickason goes on to say:

"When we seek what may be called 'clinical evidence,' we are really looking at information that may
legitimately be gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in
handling demonic oppression ... We hope this will be accepted as a legitimate and practical procedure
in our search" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

But are we really looking at legitimate information when we seek supposed, "clinical evidence"? After all, who said
it is legitimately gathered? Who said God wants us rooting through the garbage cans of the world looking for a way
to deal with indwelling demons in the lives of believers? Are we going to find evidence from the medical and
psychological professions that has not been found in the Bible? Supposedly, we are looking for information that
may be legitimately gathered and evaluated from clients and counselors who have been involved in handling
demonic oppression. But how do they know they have been involved in handling demonic oppression? The Bible
does not tell us this. Are we supposed to listen to the "stories" of people who supposedly counseled the demon
oppressed when the Scripture does not even address the issue? In spite of these unanswered questions, the findings
of these experts are supposed to be valid evidence.

In referring to the idea that clinical evidence can be used to determine if Christians can be demonized, Dickason
says:

"When we say this, we cannot say this is a biblical doctrine or theological deduction from biblical
evidence" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

Notice that he admits that demonization of believers cannot be a Biblical doctrine. He also says:

"We recognize the lack of conclusive evidence in the Bible on this issue, and would not elevate the
conclusion to the stature of biblical truth. But we have found the factual truth to be that Christians can
be and have been demonized" (Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 157).

But how do we know whether he has truly found the factual truth. He has moved into a realm where all he has is
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an experience and his own ability to discern what is really happening in the spirit world. Dickason even admits that
we cannot affirm this is a Biblical doctrine or a theological deduction from Biblical evidence. How can we know
that we are dealing with demon oppressed people when the Bible does not tell us? According to these men, we have
to go outside the Scripture for the evidence. But, when Jesus prayed to the Father, "Sanctify them in the truth; Thy
word is truth," was He praying for an incomplete sanctification, i.e., one needing extra-Biblical "clinical evidence"?

Concerning clinical evidence, Dickason also says:

"This general approach to acquiring evidence is commonly used and accepted in areas of medicine,
counseling, and human services. It deals with personal, practical, and scientific approaches to everyday
issues. It seeks to deal with the facts so that they may be analyzed and used in beneficial procedures"
(Demon Possession and the Christian, p. 149).

It is true that clinical evidence is legitimate in medicine and human services. However, it is not a legitimate way to
find out how a believer deals with sin. If it cannot be determined from Scripture whether believers can be
demonized, then it must be a non-issue for believers. This is not to say demons are a non-issue. But dealing with
demonic oppression of a believer must be a non-issue, otherwise what we have in Scripture is not adequate for us
to deal with the devil or to enable us to live holy and godly lives. And that would make God a liar (2 Peter 1:3).

What is the relationship between experience and Biblical truth? The issue is not whether we experience Biblical
truth or not, because we do. The point is that experience does not add to the truth of Scripture. It is true that
experience has taught us many things not learned from Scripture, but no experience has added a thing to the issue
of salvation and sanctification.

Everything necessary for dealing with sin, Satan, and living a life pleasing to God is contained within Scripture. As
we live, we grow in our experiences, but our experiences do not add to the revelation of the Bible. This is similar to
the trap of psychology which says, "All truth is God's truth." With this teaching, the Bible became just one of many
sources for truth. As a result, the professing Church has largely abandoned the Scripture as the sole source of truth
concerning sin and salvation matters and accepted so-called "truth" from secular humanists. Now we are reaping
the results of that. In addition to finding out truth from secular humanists, we are now told we need to find out truth
from demons and personal experiences.

In summary, there is a Devil and demons, but the doctrines of men regarding Satan and demons are not to be
believed. There is far more to the issue of demons and the spirit world than the Scripture has made known to me.
But I also believe that the revealed things belong to us and the secret things belong to God (Deut. 29:29). Scripture
has given much information concerning the person and activities of Satan, but we must be careful not to go beyond
the Scripture. When we do we open ourselves to all kinds of deception.

We must be alert to the invalid analogies that are used by men who want to use clinical evidence for spiritual
matters. When these men cannot support their views with Scripture, they build an invalid analogy to support their
views. They try to take a step off of Scripture, but when they do they are left standing on air.

The whole idea of using clinical evidence to evaluate spiritual matters is built on sand. Why? Sin and salvation
matters cannot be clinically evaluated. However, some have decided that the eternal unchanging Word of God does
not provide enough information on the subject. They are determined to find something. And often when people are
determined to find something, the devil will make sure they do. The problem is it will not be the truth.

What then is the verdict on clinical evidence in regards to spiritual matters? It does not work. There is no valid
clinical evidence when it comes to dealing with the spiritual lives of believers. The Scripture is complete when
dealing with sanctification. If the Scripture does not address an issue, we should not be trying to find clinical
evidence to supplement what we think is lacking in Scripture.

Ancestral Demons

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/atgt.htm
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Those who teach that believers can be demonized claim that ancestral involvement in the occult is a major cause for
demonization. Dickason describes ancestral involvement:

"By ancestral involvement we refer to occult or demonic practices of the client's ancestors. This has
been found to be one of the most common reasons for demonic affliction or demonization [Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 162]. ... I have found this avenue of ancestral involvement to be the
chief cause of demonization. Well over 95 percent of more than 400 persons I have contacted in my
counseling ministry have been demonized because of their ancestors' involvement in occult and
demonic activities" (p. 221).

Dickason says there may be an ancestral demon passed down from generation to generation in a person's family
through the activity of their grandparents or parents. However, what if that person became a believer in Jesus
Christ? According to Dickason, these ancestral demons do not leave when a person becomes a believer. These
ancestral demons are different. In other words, being raised with Christ to newness of life was not enough to take
care of these ancestral demons.

Dickason then gives an example of a woman who had been a Christian for a few years who was a victim of
ancestral demons:

"We soon found that defiant and devious spirits were present inside her body. Some had come in at
birth and some thereafter. Her ancestors had long been involved in the occult and demonic activity.
That is the reason they felt they could enter her, and they were stubborn in their claims" (Demon
Possession and the Christian, p. 197).

Concerning this issue, Neil Anderson says:

"Adopted children can be especially subject to demonic strongholds because of their natural parentage.
But even an adopted child can become a new creation in Christ, and must actively renounce old
strongholds and embrace his or her inheritance as God's child. ... If you have been subject to satanic
ritual there is a good chance that you were assigned a spiritual 'guardian' or 'parent.' These spiritual
relationships must be specifically renounced along with any blood pacts uniting you to anyone but
God" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 202).

According to Anderson how does one become set free from ancestral demonic influence?:

"In order to walk free from past influences, pray the following prayer: ... I here and now reject and
disown all the sins of my ancestors. ... I cancel out all demonic working that has been passed on to me
from my ancestors. ... I now command every familiar spirit and every enemy of the Lord Jesus Christ
that is in or around me to flee my presence and never to return" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

But even then, Anderson's "seven steps to freedom" might not be enough:

"Once you have secured your freedom by going through these seven steps, you may find demonic
influences attempting re-entry days or even months later. One person told me that she heard a spirit say
to her mind, 'I'm back' two days after she had been set free" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 203).

What was once condemned as unbiblical has now been adopted. Christ's death rendered the devil "powerless" (Heb.
2:14). To "render powerless" means that the power to control has been broken. Therefore, the devil's power over
believers has been broken. No matter what occultic background we or our ancestors may have had, the devil no
longer has control over us. How can there be teachers who claim that when a person becomes a believer he must
still contend with indwelling demons? Christ defeated Satan. We no longer have to worry about demonization or
so-called ancestral demons.

This whole issue of ancestral demons hindering believers is unbiblical. Salvation is a radical break with our old life
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(Rom. 6:4-8). When we came to believe in Jesus Christ, we were identified with Him in His death, His burial, and
His resurrection. As a result, those who believe in Him can now walk in newness of life. We have been set free.
We are no longer slaves of sin. No matter how awful our background may have been, Christ gave us a new, fresh
start. If that is true, how can we still be slaves to our past or to demons? Notice that the Scripture does not say,
"buried with Him, raised with Him to newness of life, but indwelt by ancestral demons." When we became
believers, if we still had ancestral demons, we would not be walking in newness of life; i.e., the salvation of Jesus
Christ would not have been a complete salvation, and, thereby, what good was it? But everything has been
accomplished for us at the moment of salvation. That is why this type of teaching is an attack on the sufficiency of
Christ's work. This does not mean that we never sin. But when we sin, we are to face that sin, turn from it, and get
on with our walk with God. That is the true Biblical pattern.

Experienced-Based Theology

One of the marks of true Christianity throughout history has been its emphasis on the Bible alone as the sole
authority for living the Christian life, i.e., Sola Scriptura -- meaning, "the Scripture alone." Many in the
Charismatic movement are now coming up with stories and revelations that are supposedly from God. Historically,
the Church refused to acknowledge them as true. Why? Because the Church has known that when stories and
experiences are added to Scripture, there is no way to hold the line theologically. Who decides which stories are
true and which are not? It becomes too subjective. Besides, if stories add to our knowledge of truth, what does this
say about the sufficiency of God's Word?

Yet in the Church today, there is a growing emphasis on experienced-based theology. We saw it with the
integration of psychology into the professing Church and now we see it with those who promote that believers can
be demonized.

There is a real danger of building a theology based on experiences. A survey of Neil Anderson's Released From
Bondage shows this emphasis on experience. The opening page reads:

"Do you struggle with bad habits? Disturbing childhood memories? Compulsive behavior? Guilt? You
are not alone. Dr. Neil Anderson, best-selling author of The Bondage Breaker and Walking Through
the Darkness has found that thousands of Christian men and women live lives of not-so-quiet
desperation, in spiritual and emotional bondage due to unresolved traumas in their past" (Released
From Bondage, opening page).

Is that an appropriate description of a believer who has been raised to newness of life in Christ? Is it Biblical to
think that a renewed creature of God can be habitually in desperation and spiritual bondage?

"In his seminars and personal counseling, Anderson has helped many of these people break through to
dramatic, lasting freedom from bondage through just seven essential steps" (Released From Bondage,
opening page).

It used to be taught that the Gospel set people free. But now we find out it is Anderson's seven steps. What has the
Church done for 2,000 years without these seven steps? Does this mean that all Christians who lived before
Anderson's book did not have the resources to live a victorious Christian life?

"Now you can learn from their stories -- and from the helpful insights Dr. Anderson shares before and
after each testimony" (Released From Bondage, opening page). (Emphasis added.)

Notice the emphasis on "stories." Scripture is used some throughout the book, but the overwhelming emphasis of
this book is learning by story:

"Best of all, you too can walk through those same seven Steps to Freedom in Christ . . . and discover
once-and-for-all the absolute freedom and joy Jesus Christ has also provided -- for YOU" (Released
From Bondage, opening page).
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If we need Neil Anderson's seven steps to have true freedom and joy, what does this say about the power of the
Gospel and the sufficiency of Christ? As the book goes on, there is story after story. Many of the stories would not
be appropriate to be quoted because of their polluted nature. In reading this book, one has to wade through the
sexual perversions of people -- their affairs and other illicit sexual practices. Is this what we have to do to learn
about freedom in Christ? Do people have to pollute their minds with these stories to be delivered?

Many of the stories given in Neil Anderson's books have a mystical, superstitious nature to them. If one did not
know who the author was, he might think he was reading Roman Catholic or Charismatic material. For example, in
one of the chapters dealing with female sexual abuse and freedom, a lady talks about her prior life of addiction and
sexual abuse. She said:

"My stepfather died and we brought his favorite chair home. When I sat in the chair and looked down
our hallway, I could see shadows darting from the kids' rooms to the bedroom across the hall. ... One
night a figure stood at the end of my bed and stared at me. It was tall and dark with a short-looking
child standing beside it. These apparitions occurred off and on for several months. ... One day I decided
it was time for action, so I took my father's chair to a flea market and sold it. After that we all stopped
seeing ghosts in our home" (Released From Bondage, pp. 103-104).

That is flat out superstition. What is the difference between the apparitions the Roman Catholic Church claims to
see all over the world and this account? There was a time when all Bible-believing churches would have planted
their feet and preached against this. We ridiculed Roman Catholicism for putting stock in their stories. We did not
accept their stories about seeing the Virgin Mary and so on. Now the professing Evangelical Church has its own
book of stories.

Anderson gives another example of a woman with an abusive background who was currently involved in
immorality (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 148-150):

"Janelle, we can help you with your problems because there is
a battle going on for your mind which God has given us authority
to win." As soon as I spoke those words Janelle suddenly
went catatonic. She sat as still as stone, eyes glazed over
and staring into space.

"Have you ever seen her behave like this?" I asked her pastor
and fiancé.

"No," they answered wide-eyed. They were more than a little
frightened.

"Well, there's nothing to worry about, I've seen it before," I
said. "We're going to take authority over it, but it's important
that you two affirm your right standing with God in order to
prevent any transference of this demonic influence."

I addressed the demonic influence in Janelle: "In the name of
Christ and by His authority, I bind you to that chair and I
command
you to sit there."

I wish I could have videotaped my encounter with Janelle that
day in order to show the skeptics what happens when Satan's
attempt is confronted by God's authority.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
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Anderson then described how he bound the demons in Janelle and led her through the steps to freedom. There is no
support in Scripture for this type of foolishness. If Roman Catholics or Charismatics did this we would say this was
superstitious mysticism.

Psychology has taught us that we are victims of our past. Now there are those who say we are victims of demons:

"Lydia is a middle-aged woman who was dealt a bad hand in life right from the beginning. [Aren't all
of us dealt a bad hand? David said, "In sin my mother conceived me" (Psa. 51:5).] Memories of ritual
and sexual abuse that she suffered as a young child have haunted her continually throughout her
Christian life. When she came to see me her damaged self-image seemed beyond repair" (The Bondage
Breaker, pp. 41-42).

Damaged self-image? There is no mention in Scripture of a person with that problem. Anderson then asked her
how she perceived herself (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 41-42):

"I'm evil," she answered stoically. "I'm just no good for anybody
..." 
"You're not evil," I argued. "How can a child of God be evil?"
[Anderson then explained how he wrote down some verse that
shows who we are in Christ. He then wanted her to read these
verses out loud.]

Lydia took the paper and began to read the first statement aloud
rather haltingly: I am th-the s-s-salt of the ... Suddenly her
character changed. She looked up and sneered, No way, you
dirty son of a _____!

It is never pleasant to see the evil one express his ugly personality
through a victim like Lydia. (Bold added.)

In this case, Lydia is portrayed as a victim. Here is a poor Christian, indwelt, possessed, and controlled by a
demon. She is not to blame for her foul language or her abusive speech. But what about the instruction from
Scripture, to "let no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth" (Eph. 4:29)? Does this not apply to her?
According to Anderson, she is a poor victim, with damaged self-esteem, indwelt by a demon. He then says:

"But I took authority over him through prayer in Christ's name and led Lydia through the steps to
freedom. She was able to gain a whole new perspective of who she really is in Christ" (The Bondage
Breaker, pp. 41-42).

Here is a woman who supposedly is a Christian (by his and her testimony), who is indwelt and controlled by a
demon, who spews forth many obscenities out of her mouth. If this woman was saved, what was she saved from?
Certainly not from the power of the devil. Yet, isn't that what happens at salvation? But in this situation, we find a
supposed believer controlled by a demon and shouting obscenities. How absurd!

Anderson says:

"Are you one of those Christians who lives in the quiet desperation of bondage to fear, anger,
depression, habits you can't break, thoughts or inner voices you can't elude, or sinful behavior you can't
escape? I'm not saying that every spiritual problem is the result of direct demonic activity. But you may
be in bondage because you have overlooked or denied the reality of demonic powers at work in the
world today" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 14).

He does say that not every spiritual problem is the direct result of demonic activity, but later on in the book he says
85 percent of Christians have demon problems. That means most Christians are victims of demonic powers. But

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/self-est/
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what did James say? -- Each one of us falls into sin when we are enticed by our own lusts and lured away (James
1:14). But if Anderson is right, that only applies to 15 percent of us. The rest of us have demon problems.

We do not want to make light of the struggles we have as believers, but we do not find support for Anderson's
demonology in Paul's letters to the churches. So how can Anderson say this could be our problem? Plus, all these
things he lists (bondage to fear, anger, depression, and habits that cannot be broken), the Bible classifies as SIN.

Concerning sexual sin, Anderson says:

"Virtually every person I have counseled regarding a spiritual conflict has confessed some kind of
sexual aberration. Some were in bondage to uncontrollable lust. Others were the victims of demonic
sexual attack. ... If there is such a thing as demonic transference from one person to another, I would
say that illicit sexual union is the chief means by which it happens" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 137).

But what does Paul say the terrible thing about illicit sex is? The person takes Christ and joins Him to a harlot (1
Cor. 6:16). But Anderson says it is a transfer of demons. There is direct conflict between Neil Anderson and the
Apostle Paul:

"Or do you not know that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived;
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, or adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals nor thieves, nor the
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, shall inherit the kingdom of God. Such were some
of you; but you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:911).

This passage does not say that "people who do these things will not enter the kingdom of God, unless, they are
victims of demons." People are responsible for their actions and those who practice these things will not enter the
kingdom.

Anderson continues:

"I received the following letter from a young woman I have never met . .... Dear Neil, ... For the first
14 years of my life I lived with an oppressive, abusive mother who never said 'I love you' or put her
arms around me when I cried. I received no affection, no kind words, no affirmation, no sense of who I
was -- only physical and emotional abuse (The Bondage Breaker, p. 171).

She then goes on to state that she became a believer, but then she says:

"I lost my joy and closeness to the Lord. ... The demons attacked my sense of right and wrong, and I
became involved in immorality in my search for identity and love. But that all ended yesterday when I
renounced Satan's control in my life" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 172).

Let us think about this statement theologically. Jesus said that "out of the heart of man proceed all kinds of
immorality" (Mark 7:2123). But her problem was not immorality coming from the heart; her immorality was
coming from a demon. Who, then, are we supposed to believe? When we get our theology from "stories" and
"experiences" instead of Scripture, we get ourselves in trouble, because there are no longer boundaries to keep us in
check. [For more on this issue of victimization, see Jim Owen's book, Christian Psychology's War on God's Word:
The Victimization of the Believer, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.]

In reading the material of these men the reader is likely to ask, "Who is not a victim of demonization?" Here is an
example of this type of thinking:

"Where people are plagued by evil thinking and lustful thoughts and practices, and when they find
themselves lying and perhaps blaspheming God, there is very likely some degree of demonic invasion"
(Fellowship With the Fallen, p. 170).

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/warbk.html
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What believer has never had a lustful thought? Yet this type of thinking would have us believe it could be a
demon. This sounds like the Charismatics. What happened with Jimmy Swaggart's problem with prostitutes? Oral
Roberts came in and supposedly delivered him from a long-fingernailed demon that was making him do these
things. If we believe these men's stories, why don't we believe Oral Robert's and Jimmy Swaggart's stories? Who
decides whose stories we are going to believe?

Here is another example:

"To illustrate how human and spiritual forces of wickedness work together, ask any group of
committed Christians this question: How many of you have been awakened for no apparent reason at 3
a.m.? I ask that question regularly in my conferences, and about two-thirds of the participants raise
their hands. Satanists meet from 12 to 3 a.m., and part of their ritual is to summon and send demons.
Three in the morning is prime time for demon activity, and if you have been awakened at that time it
may be that you have been targeted" (The Bondage Breaker, pp. 101-102).

Who hasn't woke up at 3 a.m. sometime in their life? Yet, this type of statement sows something in our minds the
next time we wake up at that time. We may start to think we are targeted by demons. But this is totally subjective.
Where in Scripture does it talk about the time Satan and his demons are sent out? But this man supposedly knows,
because he has talked to people who were involved with Satanism. Should the people of God "consult the mediums
and the spiritists who whisper and mutter, should not a people consult their God" (Isa. 8:19)? The Charismatics
have promoted this type of doctrine for years but now there are leading Evangelicals who are endorsing this type of
foolishness.

As discussed earlier in this report, Anderson states that 85% of Christians are demonized to one degree or another:

"It is my observation that no more than 15 percent of the evangelical Christian community is
completely free of Satan's bondage.... The other 85 percent are struggling along fruitlessly at one of at
least three levels of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

The Scripture never addresses Christians as being under Satanic bondage, yet Anderson says 85 percent of
Christians are not able to live fruitful godly lives because of it. What kind of salvation leaves more than eight out of
ten believers under the power of Satan's bondage? How does this square with the fact that Jesus rendered the devil
powerless for all who believe (Heb. 2:14)? Plus, this 85 percent is subjective. Where does this number come from?
What if someone tells him that only two percent of Christians are having this problem? Who is right? Scripture
does not say. Yet many will accept this figure because the person writing this claims to be an expert.

Anderson states that there are three levels of demonic bondage for Christians. Anderson says of the first level of
bondage:

"First, a believer may lead a fairly normal Christian life on the outside while wrestling with a steady
barrage of sinful thoughts on the inside: lust, envy, greed, hatred, apathy, etc. ... I see about 65 percent
of all Christians living at this level of spiritual conflict" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 107).

A statement like that can make us wonder if we belong on that level. Who hasn't struggled with a lustful thought,
greed, envy, hatred or apathy? Even Paul cried out, "O wretched man that I am" (Rom. 7:24). These things are an
ongoing struggle for all believers in this life. If Anderson is correct, Paul must have fit into this 65 percent.

The second level of conflict includes:

"Those who can distinguish between their own thoughts and strange evil voices which seem to
overpower them. ... About 15 percent of all Christians fall into this category" (The Bondage Breaker,
pp. 107-108).

Concerning the third level:
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"The individual has lost control and hears voices inside his mind which tell him what to think, say, and
do. ... Sadly, about 5 percent of the Christian community falls victim to this level of deception and
control" (The Bondage Breaker, p. 108).

This has become so subjective and broad. It is just like psychology in that it ends up encompassing everyone. We
may identify with some of the criteria and think we have a demon problem when in fact the criteria describes 99.9
percent of all people. It is like horoscopes -- they all fit. The same is true with this issue of demonization. This
emphasis on experience and stories in dealing with sin is dangerous. As we have seen, when we abandon the Word
of God as the sole authority for dealing with sin and living the Christian life, there is nothing to keep us in line
theologically. The only solution is for us to return to the Word of God as the sole source of instruction for godly
living.

Conclusion

We should praise God for a salvation that is full and complete. Salvation is more than just being saved from hell. It
extends to all areas of our Christian life and that includes demons. Yes, we still struggle with sin, (and the devil
wages war with us every moment of our lives), but Christ's death and resurrection have provided the victory over
sin and Satan. As believers, we have everything we need to live the Christian life. We go to the Word of God and
stand firm. We have the indwelling Holy Spirit who empowers us. There are no forces past or present that can keep
us as children of God from being everything God intended for us in Christ. It does not matter what our family
background was. It does not matter what kind of occult background our ancestors may have had (cf. 1 Corinthians
6:11).

I wish there were seven steps to spiritual victory. But there are not. There is only moment by moment, day by day,
reliance upon the living God, His truth, and submission to the Holy Spirit. That is all we need. We are always
looking for that one formula that will lift us above the struggles, battles, and warfare, but that is not the Christian
approach to life. It is an ongoing battle and warfare -- "Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of
God" (Acts 14:22).

As inviting as the doctrines of men concerning demons may be, they do not match up with Scripture. This new
teaching concerning demons is unbiblical. There should be an outcry against this in the Church. Yet there are men
promoting such teachings and there are many people buying and reading their books. The men teaching these
doctrines must be responsible for their teaching. Professing believers who pay to read and listen to their material
are accountable before God for their unfaithfulness as well. Believers are not to be "tossed here and there by waves,
and carried about by every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14).

The battle goes on. This doctrine of dealing with demons is just a variation of Charismatic theology which teaches
that you can have an "experience" that will set you above it all. But God's plan is to do battle in His strength, by His
grace and provision. That keeps us depending on Him. Is that discouraging? No. Jesus said, "I will never leave you
or forsake you" (Heb. 13:5). He has given us the Spirit of God to dwell in us as a seal. I do not need to go through
someone's seven steps to get the devil out of my life. I am opposed to any teaching, regardless of the sincerity of
intentions, that would undermine, discredit, or attack the finished work of Christ and its effect in the life of the
believer.

[For those who would like to further pursue the issue of believers and demonization, see Overrun By Demons, by
Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Harvest House:1990.]
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Kay Arthur
General Teachings/Activities

-  Kay Arthur is the executive vice president and founder of Precept Ministries International, a highly respected and
frequently recommended international women's Bible study ministry located in Chattanooga, Tennessee. (Precept
was originally founded in 1970 by Kay and husband Jack Arthur as "Reach Out, Inc.," a Bible conference center in
Chattanooga.) Kay Arthur is also the host/teacher on two radio and two television programs: Radio -- the 15-minute
daily "Precept with Kay Arthur" and the 60-second daily "Precepts from God's Word" (heard on more than 800 U.S.
stations); TV -- the weekly one-hour "How Can I Live?" (airs in all 50 states on 41 independent stations) and the
weekly half-hour "Precepts for Life." She is the author of the Precept Upon Precept inductive Bible study program,
which prints and distributes over 100,000 books each year for adults. Precept's operating budget currently exceeds
$10 million annually, made up of approximately one-third donations and two-thirds sales. 

-  Arthur claims she derives her teaching authority "from the Word of God." She conducts conferences and
seminars and speaks all over the world. Arthur's influence on women is vast. She claims that at any one time there
are more than 12,000 Precept classes in session in more than 119 countries in more than 65 languages with over
100,000 students in attendance. She has also authored more than 40 books and more than 35 "inductive Bible
studies." Beginning in the mid-1980s, Arthur has written nine books in the "Lord ..." series: Lord, I Want To Know
You (1984?); Lord, How Can I Ever Be Righteous (1985); Lord, Heal My Hurts (1988); Lord, I Need The Grace To
Make It (1989); Lord, Is It Warfare? (1991); Lord, Where Are You When Bad Things Happen? (1992);  Lord,
Teach Me to Pray in 28 Days (1995); Lord, Only You Can Change Me (1997?), Lord, I'm Torn Between Two
Masters (1999?), and Lord, Give Me a Heart for You (2001). (Two earlier, less well-known books authored by
Arthur were How Can I Live?, and Teach Me How To Live.)

Despite her frequent denials, Kay Arthur teaches doctrine to men as well as women. (In our opinion, Jack Arthur's
name is at the head of the ministry's masthead merely to dispel the unbiblical teaching practices of his wife.) The
most recent example of Kay Arthur's willingness to teach men was her August 2001 advertisement in the Houston
Chronicle -- an advertisement for a September 2001 Precept Ministries seminar:

Study with Kay Arthur in Houston, Texas. 'A Holy God … A Holy People.' Life Changing! Invite your
pastor, Sunday School teachers, youth workers, men's and women's ministry leaders."

-  In 1992, Arthur published (through Harvest House) The International Inductive Study Bible, receiving book
jacket endorsements from neo-evangelical psychologizers Howard Hendricks (DTS), Joseph Stowell (MBI), R.C.
Sproul (Ligonier), and Mrs. Pat Robertson (CBN). On 11/7/93, the John Ankerberg Show began a rerun of a five-
week series titled, "Eight Biblical Scholars Defend the Bible." At the end of each of the programs, Ankerberg ran a
premium offer promo for Arthur's Study Bible (for a gift of $85 for the leather-bound edition!). Appearing on tape
(after four of the five programs) to endorse the Study Bible were social activist Beverly LaHaye, self-love
psychobabblers R.C. Sproul and Josh McDowell, neo-evangelical Joni Eareckson Tada, and Arthur herself. After
the third program, added endorsers were Campus Crusade's neo-evangelical leader Bill Bright and
hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford. (Arthur also spoke with R.C. Sproul at his 2/3/94-2/5/94 Orlando Bible
Conference, along with James Dobson, J.I. Packer, and Ravi Zacharias.) 

-  Arthur's neo-evangelical associations and affiliations are many. For example, her 1992-1993 Precept Ministries
Product Catalog (the latest available to us) includes ministry endorsements from "defrocked" psychologizer David
Hocking, hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford; ecumenical, Catholic sympathizer Bill Bright (Campus Crusade);
psychologizer Erwin Lutzer (Moody Memorial Church); charismatic, demon-deliverer Evelyn Christenson; SBC
pastor Adrian Rogers; neo-evangelical television show programmer/host John Ankerberg; psychologizer Charles
Stanley; neo-evangelical theologian John Sproule; and E. Brandt Gustavson, then president of the National
Religious Broadcasters (NRB). [Arthur has also spoken at the Billy Graham Training Center in Asheville, North
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Carolina (The Cove) every year since at least 1994. In 1/95, she also did a so-called Christian cruise with former
SBC presidents and psychologizers Charles Stanley, Jerry Vines, and Adrian Rogers.] 

The NRB, an arm of the neo-evangelical NAE until early-2001, has a strong charismatic component. Arthur is a
"Member At Large" of the NRB's Executive Committee, a member of its 90-member Board of Directors, and has
spoken at each of its annual conventions since at least 1991. The 4/1/91 Christian News showed Arthur as "NRB
awards committee chairman" presenting a trophy to pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson, inducting him into NRB's
Hall of Fame. And at the NRB's 50th annual convention in 2/93, Arthur read an ecumenical resolution to close the
session, which included a point-by-point corporate confession of the sins of the nation and a statement of
repentance! 

-  Kay Arthur's unbiblical associations should be reason enough for professing fundamentalists to separate from her
and her ministry. Those requiring additional grounds need only examine her teachings. Considering both together,
the case for separation is overwhelming. A good summary of Kay Arthur's doctrine can be gleaned from her book
Lord, Heal My Hurts. Even though this book offers some solid Biblical teaching concerning the way to obtain so-
called "healing" (i.e., confession of sin, forgiveness, trust in the promises of God, and obedience to the Word), there
is also an overwhelming amount of unbiblical teaching that draws upon the concepts, terminology, and teachings of
Freudian and humanistic psychology. [Surprisingly, Nouthetic counseling advocate Dr. Jay E. Adams (NANC) has
endorsed this book. One would suspect (hope!) that Jay never read the book, but endorsed it as a "publisher's
favor."] 

-  The American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC) is a psychologically oriented counseling organization
that grew to about 5,000 members in 1993, more than 17,000 in 1997, and more than 24,000 today. The 5/17/93
issue of Christianity Today was devoted entirely to the defense of psychological counseling. In the special
advertising section of this issue, Gary Collins (the president of the AACC at the time) ran the following
advertisement for AACC:

"The AACC is made up of nearly 5,000 professional, pastoral, and lay counselors who are equally
committed to psychological excellence and biblical truth. Members of the AACC seek to encourage the
integration of counseling principles with biblical theology ... AACC provides its members with support
that includes its newsletter The Counseling Connection, its magazine Christian Counseling Today,
cassette tapes of interviews with counseling leaders, regional conferences, liability insurance, and
opportunities to purchase Christian counseling books at reduced rates."

In a recent brochure from the AACC, promoting their Certificate Program in Biblical Counseling, Kay Arthur is
quoted as saying: "AACC provides a powerful platform for it's membership to gain Biblical knowledge and
counseling skills. People helpers everywhere can care for the soul in real-life practical ways -- beautifully blending
the physical, emotional, clinical, and spiritual." Thus, no one should have any doubts as to where Kay Arthur places
her loyalty -- she is committed to the integration of psychology with the Bible.

-  As mentioned in our review of Lord, Heal My Hurts, perhaps the most disconcerting teaching is Arthur's
apparent acceptance of some of the heresies of the "demon deliverance" ministries. Moreover, when one reads
Arthur's 1991 book, Lord, Is It Warfare?: Teach Me To Stand (see specifically pp. 280-323), little doubt is left that
her demonology doctrine is thoroughly unbiblical. Arthur seemingly attributes every sin and every weakness to the
work of demons. And rather than Biblical exegesis to establish a doctrine of demonology, Arthur relies almost
exclusively on experience, à la Neil Anderson. In fact, on page 319 of Warfare, Arthur endorses two of Neil
Anderson's highly heretical books, Victory Over the Darkness and The Bondage Breaker, both of which teach a so-
called Christian "seven-step program" for living a victorious life. [In actuality, the books teach charismatic
approaches to both sanctification (i.e., "crisis" sanctification) and demonology (i.e., deliverance from/exorcism of a
believer's demons)]. 

In Warfare, Arthur, like Anderson in his aforementioned books, teaches that a Christian can be indwelt by demons;
that Christians have the authority to cast-out demons from believers and unbelievers alike; that since demons can be
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responsible for sickness, healing can, in many cases, be obtained by commanding the enemy to leave; that Satan's
demons have territorial powers that must be broken or the gospel cannot be effective; and that Satan's demons are
also assigned to our homes, binding the hearts and minds of our children, thereby requiring a special kind of prayer,
which she calls "offensive warfare" praying (i.e., commanding the demons to depart).

-  In the mid-1990s, Bill Bright, Billy Graham, Luis Palau, and Kyun Chik Han (Korea) were named as four new
Honorary Co-Chairmen of A.D. 2000 Evangelism. (Paul Cedar of the Evangelical Free Church at the time, chaired
the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of 200 key leaders from various
denominations, national and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical, compromising to the core, and
even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed
believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. Kay Arthur is one of these participants; Precept
Ministries held AD 2000 Women's Track Meetings in Chattanooga from 12/10/93-12/12/93, and went to Colorado
where she introduced key women leaders from sixteen countries to the "inductive study method." This unscriptural
evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all
kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of
those participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a
blessing.

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration"  (EC). This document has been
endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents
of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom
publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of
helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT
documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic
Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth
is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT
documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters
in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed
ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is
for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT
endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred
in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary
Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114
members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill
Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer,
Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck
Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and
Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Kay Arthur and fellow endorsers may be of all this, her participation in EC makes her a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
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comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus
Crusade.)]

-  One of the most ambitious undertakings may be that of "Chosen Women: Daughters of the King." This new
Pasadena, California-based group (founded by Susan Kimes, in con-junction with Calvary Church in Santa Ana,
California, where she has held women's conferences since 1985 [under the inspiration of David Hocking, who
pastored there through late-1992]) had hoped to attract 80,000 women to the Rose Bowl May 16-17, 1997, with
speakers such as Ruth Graham, Anne Graham Lotz, Elisabeth Elliot, Bunny Wilson, and Jill Briscoe. Actually,
30,000 attended, which is still the largest women-only stadium rally since the Promise Keepers men's movement
began. Women of all ages sang, danced, did the wave, blew bubbles, batted beach balls, prayed, and applauded the
all-female slate of speakers. Attendees paid between $56 and $71 in registration fees for the experience (6/16/97,
Christianity Today). [1998's event in Fresno's Bulldog Stadium (5/29/98-5/30/98) drew about 10,000; Anne
Graham Lotz spoke again, as did Kay Arthur via videotape.]

-  Another concern we have about Arthur is her view of the gospel message -- at times it appears that she
undermines the gospel of the unconditional saving grace of Jesus Christ with a man-made requirement for pre-
salvation works. We can see this by looking at her definition of faith in her Covenant Precept study: "... [faith is]
absolute surrender of one's separate self ... a total death to self ... a walk into death ... coming to God with nothing
held back." She then gives at least five requirements for salvation (all of which seem to set forth "ingredients" of
salvation, rather than that which is produced by salvation): (a) walk through the veil of His flesh; (b) death to all
other relationships -- Jesus is first; (c) death to one's own life, own interests, self-denial; (d) lose life for Jesus' sake
in order to find it; and (e) be crucified with Christ. Again, all this seems to be a focus on what an unbeliever must
do to gain salvation; i.e., according to Arthur, one can only have salvation if he dies to self, fully surrenders, and
has a "conduct inspired by that surrender." 

In the Covenant study, Arthur's definition of faith (citing the Hebrew word for believe) is "... the idea of an
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unqualified committal of oneself to another." On one of the leader tapes, Arthur defines the Greek word for believe
as "firm conviction" and "full surrender." In looking these words up (e.g., in Vine's Expository Dictionary),
however, it seems that Arthur chose certain words and left others out, conveying an unbalanced definition. For
example, pisteuo in the Greek means to "entrust one's spiritual well-being to Christ and rely upon; to be persuaded,
committed only in the sense of entrusted -- entrusting one's life to another to save." Arthur has taken something
simple -- "I cannot save myself from the penalty for my sin, but You, Lord, can and did" -- and made it quite
difficult. Granted, we must initially recognize our lost, sinful condition, and then surrender to Him by giving
ourselves up to Him to save us through the application of His substitutionary, sacrificial death. But it is faith first
and only then obedience; change of conduct follows faith because only then do we have the power within to live
obediently. We can only live the Christian life as it is meant to be lived as we have the Holy Spirit within. Yet all
too frequently, Arthur appears to believe that Christians must initially be either all for God, fully surrendered, or not
one of His at all.

-  Arthur has also written a book on this subject of the Covenant -- Our Covenant God: Learning to Trust Him. Let
Pastor Gary Gilley's review of this (March of 1999) book suffice for our concerns in this area of Arthur's teaching:

"Take away the word 'beloved' and you lose about 20 pages of this book. Remove the hype and
constant attempts to convince the reader that what they are reading is not only virgin ground seldom
explored by even the finest of Christian teachers, but that Arthur is presenting the missing ingredient to
abundant living, and you lose another 50 pages. In addition, reduce the over abundance of 'white space'
and large chunks of Scripture quotations and you shrink this 275-page book down to about 150 pages.
And … if you eliminate the elaborate retelling of the biblical stories and personal testimonials designed
to prove her case, this book could have been under 100 pages, about 25 of which are of any value. As
you can tell, I was highly unimpressed with Arthur's attempt to abridge the whole of Scripture and
Christian living to one component [a covenant]. Has God made covenants with mankind? Without
question. Are we to strain every aspect of the Christian life through the strainer of covenant?
Apparently not, or the New Testament would be filled with such teaching, which it is not. Is the
understanding of covenant the key component to the understanding of our Christian life? Is it because
we do not have a firm grasp on this subject that so many flounder spiritually? Certainly not, for the
same reason as given above. Whenever any Bible teacher attempts to reduce the complexities of
Scripture to one factor, then promises that that one factor, properly understood or experienced, is the
spiritual secret of Christianity, we know that teacher has simply gone too far. Many try it, and many
buy it, but the richness of God, Scripture, and biblical living just cannot be squeezed into simplistic
formulas.

"Even in Arthur's exposition of Scripture she makes many careless mistakes. She simply ignores the
references to the New Covenant being cut with Israel and Judah, and not the church. She butchers the
whole point of the Law being our tutor in Galatians, accepting the English meaning for tutor and
applying it to individuals today, totally out of context to the thrust of the passage. In addition, she
sprinkles the book with mystical stories and self-promotion. Our Covenant God is a book that can be
happily ignored. And for those thousands (she claims) who have been revolutionized by the covenant
concept that she teaches, I suggest a thorough reading of the New Testament to discover if these things
are so. They AIN'T."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003
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Kay Arthur -- Book Notes
Lord, Heal My Hurts

-  In this 1988 book published by Harvest House, Arthur spends considerable time encouraging readers to dredge-
up "feelings of hurts," "unmet needs," "rejection," "wounds," "horrors," "emotional scars," "destructive traumas,"
"emotional abuse," "disappointments," "depression," etc. from the "unseen" past, in order to lay a foundation for the
healing process. According to Arthur, this is best done by the victim writing-out or charting her thoughts and
feelings of past hurts and of those who hurt her, and then meditating on them before taking them to God. She even
encourages the reader to write-out her mate's or friend's past hurts if she can't think of any of her own! In Arthur's
words, "... whatever has been buried, stuffed down, or denied, needs to be exposed so that the healing balm of
Gilead can be applied and bring healing ... it must be lanced, opened, cleaned out ..." (One wonders why it is
necessary to "lance, open, and clean-out" past wounds. Does not Arthur believe that the old man, i.e., the old
Adam, is to be reckoned dead [i.e., powerless -- Rom. 6]? The efficacy of the cross and the truth of the Word are
both put in question by her insistence upon healing the wounds of the old self.) All of this so-called "past-
mapping" is clearly more Freudian than it is Biblical. (See pp. 9, 15-16, 24, 27, 34, 42, 64, 68, 93, 112, 121, 128,
138, 141, 182-184, 200, 213, 253, 257, 268-269.) 

-  Even though Arthur does present some good material concerning one's need to put self to death and others first
(particularly a section putting-down today's psychological thinking on self-love and self-esteem), she, nevertheless,
still uses some of the same humanistic terminology when identifying potential past hurts in one's life (e.g.,
"thoughts of worthlessness"; "feelings of never being good enough"; "emotionally sick"; "hurting because they don't
like who they are"; "you may not like the way you look; you may despise yourself"; "one of Satan's tactics is to
make you feel rejected"; "painful feelings of self-hatred and worthlessness"; etc.). (See pp. 17, 23, 89, 114, 123,
149, 168-169.)

-  Arthur also teaches the humanistic concepts of unconditional love/unconditional acceptance. According to
Arthur, unconditional love and acceptance, by others and of others, is absolutely essential to the "healing" process.
Arthur states that "God loves you, my friend, no matter what you are like, no matter what you do." She even
encourages the believer-reader to unconditionally accept the unbeliever "just the way he is" or healing will not be
possible. Arthur evidently confuses the unconditional/non-performance nature of our election and subsequent
positional justification by God with these humanistic psychological ideas of unconditional love and acceptance.
(See pp. 55, 80, 149, 171, 181, 194-199, 240, 243, 245, 248-249, 251-253, 255.) [Though a believer's salvation is
eternally secure, the Bible also teaches that the richness of our on-going relationship with God and His Son is most
certainly dependent upon a conditional element, that condition being our obedience. Unhindered fellowship with
God through prayer, experiencing God's blessing in our lives, God's use of us in ministry, and eternal rewards, are
all conditioned upon a believer's humble submission to the Spirit through the Word. (See Brownback, The Danger
of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II,  pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, pp. 65-71), for a proper, Biblical analyses of so-called unconditional love and
acceptance.)] 

-  Arthur has apparently accepted some the heretical teachings of the "demon deliverance" ministries. Arthur
teaches that since we have the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16), any evil thoughts must be from the devil. She says,
"Satan made me think those thoughts were my thoughts." (Does this not imply then that there is no need for the
Christian to accept responsibility for his own evil thought life?) And when she finds herself having thoughts
contrary to Phil. 4:8, she commands the devil to depart in the name of Jesus: "'Satan, those thoughts are not from
God. You have no place in me; therefore, in the name of Jesus Christ and by the blood of Jesus Christ, I command
you to leave me alone.' Why address Satan? Jesus did. He rebuked him [Satan] and told him to leave." Arthur
ignores the fact that there is no instruction in the New Testament for believers to even rebuke Satan, let alone
command him in the name of Jesus. (See pp. 147-149, 164.) [In a 1991 book by Arthur, Lord, Is It Warfare?:
Teach Me To Stand (see specifically ppgs. 280-323), she leaves little doubt as to the extremely unbiblical nature of
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her teaching in this area.]

-  Some of Arthur's teachings on "why people get angry" are also based on psychological concepts rather than
Biblical ones. For example, Arthur teaches that some people get angry because they are unable to fill their loved
one's expectations, particularly a problem with those who are "effeminate, homosexual, and lesbians" -- according
to Arthur, they were unable to be the man or woman their parent(s) wanted, and in anger, turned to the same sex
for love and acceptance! Another one of Arthur's reasons why people get angry is that others humiliate them or
cause them embarrassment, usually resulting in the explosion of pent-up anger manifested in physical abuse. Again,
this teaching is not from the Bible, but is Freudian (psychic determinism and ventilation). (See pp. 216-217,
223.) 
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Ron Blue
General Teachings/Activities

-  Ron Blue is the head of Ronald Blue & Co., a financial advisory firm with offices in Atlanta, Orlando, and
Indianapolis. He is also founder and owner of Christian Financial Management. He is a C.P.A. and holds an MBA
degree from Indiana University. Blue's wife, Judy, who has co-authored two books with him (Money Matters for
Parents and their Kids and A Woman's Guide to Financial Peace of Mind) has a degree in Speech & Hearing
Therapy from Indiana University, as well as an M.A. in Counseling & Guidance. 

-  Ron Blue is one of the two so-called "Christian financial experts" so popular today (the other being Larry
Burkett). Blue is probably best known for his book and video series, Master Your Money. He is also the popular
author of several other books on financial management -- The Debt Squeeze [now renamed Taming the Money
Monster], Money Matters for Parents and their Kids, Raising Money-Smart Kids, A Woman's Guide to Financial
Peace of Mind, Sneakers From Heaven, and Storm Shelter. One of Blue's books (Money Matters for Parents and
their Kids) has been endorsed by Gary Smalley (of left-brain/right-brain pseudoscience fame), another (Sneakers
From Heaven) by Chuck Swindoll (pop-psychologizer and recommender of books by occultists and New Agers),
and another (the 1991 edition of Master Your Money) by both Swindoll and Howard Hendricks (self-love
advocate). In addition, Blue not only appears regularly on James Dobson's radio program (as well as being
published by Focus on the Family Publishing -- The Debt Squeeze:1989), but also serves on the board of directors
for Swindoll's Insight for Living and for Promise Keepers (see later in this report).

-  As for Blue himself, it is almost humorous the way he incorporates pop psychological ideas into his explanations
of financial and economic phenomena. For example:

(a) In a February 1992 Moody Monthly article, Blue discusses the problems associated with the huge
amount of consumer debt outstanding. A logical question for Christians would be, "How can I avoid
getting into debt, and what are the causes of people overspending?" Blue has the answer: "If we look
beyond overspending to the root cause, we often find a low self-esteem [Dobson], or a need for
significance or approval [Crabb], which can trigger materialism" ("The Middle Income Muddle," p.
30). (Emphasis added.)

(b) In the August 1991 Focus On The Family magazine, Blue co-authored an article with his wife titled
"A Woman's Guide to Financial Peace of Mind." In that article, adapted from the Blue's book by the
same name, the Blues incorporate Larry Crabb's "need theology" into their idea of why men and
women invest the way they do: "Women tend to be security-oriented in their attitude toward money,
whereas men tend to be more motivated by a desire for significance. It's common, for example, for a
husband to want to invest in the stock market while the wife wants to pay off the home mortgage. Men
are driven more by the need to build something of significance than by the [woman's] desire to provide
short-term security for their families" (p. 12). (Emphasis added.)

(c) In the February 1995 In Touch magazine (Charles Stanley's publication), speaking of his latest book
at the time (Storm Shelter), Blue exhibits more Larry Crabb terminology: "The Christian who struggles
with his or her finances needs to stop and ask: 'Where does my security and significance come from?
...'"

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
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history. Nevertheless, Ron Blue is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
he has spoken at PK conferences, has written articles for the PK monthly newsletter, PK promotes his books, and
he is a member of PK's Board of Directors in 1996.

-  Blue is quite ecumenical in his associations and speaking appearances. Besides the previously detailed affiliation
with Promise Keepers, Blue was also a scheduled speaker at CBN's (Pat Robertson's) 11/10/94-11/13/94 "Financial
Success in the '90s" Conference (10/92, Charisma, p. 11; 4/1/96, Calvary Contender). 

In addition, in endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Blue says: "I consider Luis Palau
and the LPEA to be one of the vital forces in world evangelization today. ... The world needs more examples of
men like Luis who with boldness and integrity communicate the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ." Palau is a
Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-
believism.
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer
General Teachings/Activities *

-  Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) was a neo-orthodox German theologian, pastor, preacher, radio broadcaster,
and prolific writer in the 1930s and early-1940s, during the rise, rule, and downfall of Adolph Hitler. He was
greatly fascinated with neo-orthodox thought, theology, and terminology, and was greatly influenced by the major
theologian of neo-orthodoxy, Karl Barth (1886-1968). Bonhoeffer's writings are credited with helping to father the
"Death of God" theology which was popularized by the Anglican Bishop John A.T. Robinson in the decade of
the1960s. Bonhoeffer was in reality a practical atheist and a religious humanist who denied virtually every cardinal
doctrine of the historic Christian faith (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York:
Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12).

Bonhoeffer readily acknowledged "the debt he owes to liberal theology." Declaring that it was impossible to know
the objective truth about Christ's real nature and essence, Bonhoeffer proclaimed that God was dead. Moreover,
Bonhoeffer believed that the true Christian was the confessing believer who totally immersed his life in the secular
world, becoming a secular Christian. Rejecting the objective unalterable moral standards of the Bible, Bonhoeffer
proclaimed a situational ethics -- that right and wrong are determined solely by the "loving obligations of the
moment" (Letters and Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge, New York: Macmillan Co., 1972, pp. 9-12, 378;
Ethics, pp. 38, 186; No Rusty Swords, pp. 44-45).

-  The son of a Berlin professor of psychiatry, Bonhoeffer studied theology at Tubingen, Berlin and at Union
Theological Seminary in New York City. When Hitler came to power in 1933, Bonhoeffer, student chaplain and
lecturer at the University of Berlin, joined the anti-Nazi pastors in the German "church struggle." In 1935, he was
appointed head of the Finkenwalde Confessing Church Seminary, which was closed by the government in 1937. In
1939, Bonhoeffer rejected the possibility of a job in America, safe from the impending European war. He was
convinced that he had to face the difficulties ahead with the Christians in Germany.

Back in Germany during World War II, Bonhoeffer was forbidden to preach or to publish. Though claiming to be a
disciple of Gandhi and his credo of non-violence, Bonhoeffer worked as a double agent in the anti-Nazi resistance
movement and in the German military office, and eventually joined the wartime conspiracy to assassinate Hitler.
His arrest in 1943, however, arose from his direct involvement in smuggling fourteen Jews to Switzerland. He was
hanged by the Nazis at Flossenburg on April 9, 1945.

Although only 39 when executed, Bonhoeffer left a rich legacy of books, some of his best known being Sanctorum
Communio, Act and Being, The Cost of Discipleship, and Life Together, as well as letters, papers, and notes
published by his close friend and biographer, Eberhard Bethge. These include Letters and Papers from Prison,
Ethics, and six volumes of collected writings (Dr. Ruth Zerner, City University of New York, "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer," Eerdmans' Handbook To The History of Christianity, 1977, p. 603).

-  Although Bonhoeffer presented his own strain of neo-orthodox existentialism, many evangelicals have been
taken in by his warm-hearted piety and by his high sounding devotion to Christ and call to suffer for His sake. His
religious terminology may appear to be evangelical, but its substance was existential. Yet, there are those today
who continue to present Dietrich Bonhoeffer as a genuine Christian hero (e.g., Don Matzat, Chuck Colson, and the
editorial board of Christianity Today). Grand Rapids Baptist College (GARBC -- now Cornerstone College)
scheduled a play in the fall of 1991 which extolled Bonhoeffer's memory. And Dr. John F. MacArthur, Jr., has used
quotes from Bonhoeffer to expound on the nature of true Christian fellowship ("The Riches and Responsibilities of
Fellowship," The Master's Current, Winter 1994, p. 2). All such accolades to Bonhoeffer are clearly unwarranted.

-  The following is a summary of beliefs and influence of Dietrich Bonhoeffer as taken from some of the over 14
books and documents attributed to him:
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1. He believed that "God is teaching us that we must live as men who can get along very well without
Him. The God who is with us is the God who forsakes us." Bonhoeffer also believed that the concept
of God as a "supreme Being, absolute in power and goodness," was a "spurious conception of
transcendence," and that "God as a working hypothesis in morals, politics, and science ... should be
dropped, or as far as possible eliminated" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great
Britain: Fontana Books, 1953, pp. 122, 164, 360).

2. He believed that mankind had become of age and no longer needed religion, which was only a
deceptive garment of true faith; he suggested the need for a "religionless Christianity." To Bonhoeffer,
"the Christian is identified not by his beliefs, but by actions, by his participation in the suffering of God
in the life of the world" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, p. 163). Thus, Bonhoeffer's final writings have given impulse to Marxist theologians
sponsoring "liberation theology" and to others wishing to promote a worldly social gospel.

3. He refused to discuss the origin of Christ, His relationship to the Father, His two natures, or even the
relationship of the two natures. Bonhoeffer was adamant in his belief that it was impossible to know the
objective truth about the real essence of Christ's being-nature (Christ the Center, pp. 30, 88, 100-101).

4. He questioned the Virgin Birth, and in reality denied it (The Cost of Discipleship, p. 215).

5. He denied the deity of Christ; he advocated that "Jesus Christ Today" is not a real person and being,
but a "corporate presence" (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 75-76; Christ the Center, p. 58).

6. He denied the sinlessness of Christ's human nature and further questioned the sinlessness of His
earthly behavior (Christ the Center, pp. 108-109).

7. He believed that Christ exists in three "revelatory forms" -- as Word, as sacrament, and as church.
From asserting that Christ is the church, he followed that all persons in the church are identical with
Christ (Christ the Center, p. 58; The Cost of Discipleship, p. 217). This amounts to pantheism!

8. He believed that Christianity is not exclusive, i.e., that Christ is not the only way to God (Testimony
to Freedom, pp. 55-56).

9. He was a prominent figure in the early ecumenical movement, as evidenced through his associations
with the "World Alliance for International Friendship" (a forerunner of the apostate World Council of
Churches [WCC]), Union Theological Seminary, and Visser 't Hooft (who later became the first
General Secretary of the WCC) (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 22, 212, 568). Bonhoeffer also reached out
to Roman Catholics, prefiguring the broader ecumenism that blossomed after Vatican II in the mid-
1960s.

10. He was a practical evolutionist (No Rusty Swords, p. 143), and believed that the book of Genesis
was scientifically naive and full of myths (Creation and Fall: A Theological Interpretation of Genesis
1-3).

11. He adhered to neo-orthodox theology and terminology concerning salvation (Testimony to
Freedom, p. 130), was a sacramentalist (Life Together, p. 122; The Way to Freedom, pp. 115, 153),
believed in regenerational infant baptism (Letters and Papers from Prison, Macmillan, pp. 142-143) as
well as adult baptismal regeneration (The Way to Freedom, p. 151), equated church membership with
salvation (The Way to Freedom, p. 93), and denied a personal/individualistic salvation (Letters and
Papers from Prison, Macmillan, p. 156).

12. He placed little or no value on the Old Testament --"... the faith of the Old Testament is not a
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religion of salvation" (Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, p. 112).

13. He denied the verbal-plenary inspiration of Scripture, believing that the Bible was only a "witness"
to the Word of God and becomes the Word of God only when it "speaks" to an individual; otherwise, it
was simply the word of man/men (Testimony to Freedom, pp. 9, 104; Sanctorum Communio, p. 161).
To Bonhoeffer, the Bible was meant "to be expounded as a witness, not as a book of wisdom, a
teaching book, a book of eternal truth" (No Rusty Swords, p. 118). He also believed in the value of
higher criticism/historical criticism, which is a denial of the inerrancy and authenticity of the Bible
(Christ the Center, pp. 73-74).

14. He had no faith in the physical resurrection of Christ. Bonhoeffer believed the "historicity" of the
Resurrection was in "the realm of ambiguity," and that it was one of the "mythological" elements of
Christianity that "must be interpreted in such a way as not to make religion a pre-condition of faith."
He also believed that "Belief in the Resurrection is not the solution of the problem of death," and that
such things as miracles and the ascension of Christ were "mythological conceptions" as well (Christ
the Center, p. 112; Letters and Papers from Prison, S.C.M. Press edition, Great Britain: Fontana
Books, 1953, pp. 93-94, 110).

-  Dr. G. Archer Weniger declared, "If there is wholesome food in a garbage can, then one can find some good
things in Bonhoeffer, but if it be dangerous to expect to find nourishment in a garbage can, then Bonhoeffer must
be totally rejected and repudiated as blasphemy. It is worse than garbage" (FBF Information Bulletin, May 1977, p.
12).

* The material in this report was adapted in part from a paper by Don Jasmin (Fundamentalist Digest, P.O. Box
2322, Elkton, MD 21922-2322). See also the 9/13/93 and 9/18/95 issues of Christian News (p. 21 and pp. 11-13,
respectively), and the Oct-Dec 1991 Bibliotheca Sacra, pp. 399-408.]
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Stuart & Jill Briscoe
General Teachings/Activities

-  Stuart Briscoe was formerly senior pastor (now "minister-at-large") of the approximately 10,000-member
Elmbrook Church in Brookfield, Wisconsin. Elmbrook was started in 1965 as a Baptist congregation, but became
independent in 1968. Briscoe is also president of "Telling the Truth, Inc.," a radio and tape ministry that reaches
many parts of the world. He has authored and co-authored more than 50 books and recorded more than 1,000
sermons. He has a Doctor of Divinity from the neo-evangelical Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (now Trinity
International University -- an E-Free affiliated school), and a Doctorate of Humane Letters from John Brown
University (Arkansas). [It is unclear whether these degrees are earned or honorary.]

Jill Briscoe was born in Liverpool, England, graduated from Homerton College, Cambridge, and is on the Board of
Directors of the neo-evangelical magazine Christianity Today. The Briscoe family moved to the United States in
1970 and resides in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. They frequently "minister" together at so-called Christian marriage
enrichment seminars, etc. Both are highly neo-evangelical and psychological in their teachings and associations.
They currently minister together offering informal training to pastors in the third world where the church is
growing but training is unavailable.

-  In 1959, the Briscoes took over a ministry (begun in England shortly after WWII by Ian Thomas) called
"Torchbearers," a worldwide youth outreach organization. "Since Stuart Briscoe accepted the senior pastorate at
Elmbrook, average Sunday morning attendance has grown to over 6,000 and five [now seven] additional churches
have been established." It takes four police officers to keep the 2,500 cars moving smoothly into and out of the
parking lots. Elmbrook's new state-of-the-art church building seats 3,000. The church's operating budget is $3.5
million, plus another $1.25 million for missions and $1.3 million for building expansion. Like most "church-growth
movement" churches of recent times, Elmbrook is "program-oriented" rather than Bible-teaching oriented -- "[We]
offer programs that meet real needs in people's lives," says Elmbrook's senior associate pastor Dick Robinson.
Some of the programs offered include (all information derived from the March 1995 edition of Exclusively Yours,
"Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15):

(a) "An extensive counseling ministry with support groups for nearly every problem faced by people in
today's society. Lay counselors are given extensive training; they refer people for professional help
when it is needed." [Translation: A full range of psychotherapies is available, in-house or out-of-
house.]

(b) "A range of family programs. ... a complete day care facility open to the public; a 'Mom's' program
for mothers and their young children; ... Christian contemporary music concerts and social activities ...
sports leagues in two full-size gyms ..."

(c) "Women's groups include leadership training ... lecture series for young mothers, working women,
and 'empty nesters.'" [Translation: Elmbrook Church not only encourages women working outside the
home, but facilitates it through church programs.]

(d) "Men's groups include Promise Keepers ... and Top Gun ... which emphasize commitment,
responsibility, and positive role modeling for men." [See below plus BDM's report on the ecumenical,
psychological, and charismatic Promise Keepers movement.]

(e) "The church's fine arts program is extensive, offering a wide variety of music ... (evenly split
between traditional and contemporary) ... dramatic productions, and social activities." [Translation:
Elmbrook has a wide variety of entertainment for all ages and tastes; e.g., in the Spring of 1996,
Elmbrook hosted a Pat Boone concert, which included rock music -- Seats at $10 and up (11/96 letter
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on file).]

(f) An example is given in the article of an "involved" family at Elmbrook. The husband and wife have
been trained by Elmbrook as lay counselors; the wife is the head of the post-abortion support program
(see BDM's report on Crisis Pregnancy Centers for an analysis of the psychological and occultic
teachings in this type of program); and the husband works in chemical dependency counseling and
Promise Keepers!

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Stuart Briscoe is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by that detailed above and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-
monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").

-  Jill Briscoe serves on the board of Christianity Today, neo-evangelicalism's most prominent magazine, and on the
board of the theologically-liberal and politically-leftist, World Relief. She also first spoke at Moody's Founders
week in 1985, and at least two other time since (the most recent being in 2001). The Briscoe's church in Wisconsin
also has a liberal position on the role of women in ministry, e.g., "Elmbrook Church ordains women ... and has
several women among its 20 full-time pastors." Jill Briscoe has stated that she "would like to see women become
willing to serve the church at any level ..." Currently, women also serve as deacons at Elmbrook Church, and in the
past have been considered for positions as elders. Elmbrook's associate pastor of women's ministries, Laurie Katz,
states that, "At Elmbrook women are highly regarded and are given positions of responsibility in the church ... This
church is stronger because of all the women who have been empowered here. ... The Council of Elders does not
function in an authoritarian way, they just oversee things. We don't have to have our decisions approved by them"
(March 1995, Exclusively Yours, "Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15). 

The 4/8/96 Christianity Today quotes Jill Briscoe thusly:

"And for eight years I preached and taught and saw people come to Christ on the streets. The
hierarchy of the mission was thrilled and affirmed that gift in me... The people who have set me free to
minister to men as well as to women have been men, not women. In my own church, through my
husband and the elders, women have gained huge freedoms -- we have 'come a long way.' We have
women pastors on staff. We have women in every echelon of leadership, apart from the council of
elders." (Emphasis added.)

Jill Briscoe has also taught at Word of Life, Moody Bible Institute, and brought the Sunday evening message at the
3/96 National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) convention. Obviously, Jill Briscoe either has no idea of what the
Bible teaches about women in ministry, or simply doesn't care.

-  One of the busy spots at the 55th Annual NAE Convention (1997) was the "Christians for Biblical Equality"
exhibit. This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul Really Said About
Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and rejecting the Scripture texts that forbid women
serving as pastors and elders. Their statement said "We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted holistically and
thematically. The Bible teaches that in the New Testament economy women as well as men exercise the prophetic,
priestly and royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching, preaching and worship." Among
those who signed this declaration are Myron S. Augsburger, Stuart Briscoe, Tony Campolo, Vernon Grounds,
David Hubbard, Bill Hybels, Richard Mouw, and Ronald Sider.

-  Stuart Briscoe defines an "evangelical" as someone who has had "some type of conversion experience -- although
that can be defined differently by different people, from a major turning point in life to a simple baptism" (March
1995, Exclusively Yours, "Elmbrook Church: The Secret of Its Success," pp. 10-15). That's easy-believism at best
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and baptismal regeneration at worst!!

-  Stuart Briscoe, in his book What Works When Life Doesn't teaches: temperament theory, a form of personality
typing that has more in common with astrology than with scientific fact (p. 114); that counselees need a
psychologist for emotional problems, while pastors are good only for spiritual problems (p. 115); and that there is
validity in the totally discredited concept of the Freudian "unconscious" (p. 118).

-  Stuart and Jill Briscoe were both scheduled speakers for the 50th (1992) convention of the National Association
of Evangelicals (NAE), a seriously compromised association of neo-evangelicals. Other featured speakers: James
Burtchaell, professor (theology department and former Provost of the University of Notre Dame!); Bill Hybels
(pastor of the Willow Creek Church (the rock music, entertainment, and "sermonette" church); Gordon MacDonald
(an adulterer in a previous pastorate); Leighton Ford; and others. No one can question the Briscoes' neo-evangelical
credentials! [Stuart Briscoe is also a partner in Christianity Today's PREACHING today series, along with church
growth guru Bill Hybels and ecumenical psychologizer Haddon Robinson. Briscoe also spoke at a general
conference at Dallas Seminary (the day after Chuck Swindoll's inauguration as president), along with James
Dobson and Chuck Colson!]

-  Both Stuart and Jill Briscoe spoke for James Dobson at his 7/95 International Congress on the Family in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Others appearing with the Briscoes were Catholic Bill Bennett; psychologizers Gary
Smalley (right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience), Larry Crabb (need theology), Robert McGee (codependency/Rapha
Treatment Centers), and Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (Freudian/M&M New Life Clinics); charismatic E.V. Hill;
and former Southern Baptist Convention president Adrian Rodgers. (Reported in the 1/15/95, Calvary Contender.)

-  Both Stuart & Jill Briscoe endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference: "All
lives do make a difference. Gary Collins shows how to make the difference positive."

-  Jill Briscoe served as women's prayer chairman for the 1979 Milwaukee Billy Graham Crusade. Stuart Briscoe
served as the vice-chairman for the same crusade. Fundamentalists will recall that this was the Graham crusade
where the Roman Catholics held a city-wide mass for the new "converts" gained from the Graham crusade! In
addition, Jill Briscoe regularly speaks for Graham at the "Training Center at The Cove" in North Carolina; Briscoe
was listed among the following neo-evangelicals and/or psychologizers as 1998 speakers: Joseph Stowell, James
Montgomery Boice, David Jeremiah, Warren Wiersbe, Elisabeth Elliot, Anne Graham Lotz, Franklin Graham,
Woodrow Kroll, Adrian Rogers, Buster Soaries, Larry Crabb, Stephen Hayner, Jay Kesler, and Bruce Wilkinson.
(Source: 4/1/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Jill Briscoe is a member of the board of WEC, a missionary agency associated with the Evangelical Foreign
Missions Association (EFMA), an NAE affiliate organization. (Stuart Briscoe also serves of the WEC board.)

-  Stuart Briscoe has endorsed the ministry of psychologizers David and Karen Mains (of Chapel of the Air fame).
He has not only endorsed the heavily psychologized 50-Day Spiritual Adventure series (i.e., "Many people want to
grow spiritually but need something to give them a boost. The 50-Day Spiritual Adventure will do it."), he also
hosted (in 1995) an "Adventure Pastor Training Orientation Conference" at Elmbrook Church.

-  Jill Briscoe was a speaker at the 1989 missions conference at Grace Chapel, Lexington, Mass., along with Billy
Kim and Ray Bakke. Grace Chapel is known as one of the leading neo-evangelical churches in New England. Billy
Kim is a Southern Baptist preacher and a vice-president of the apostate Baptist World Alliance, an organization
which has conducted "theological dialogue(s)" (on three occasions) with the Vatican Secretariat for promoting
Christian Unity. (The theme of the third dialogue was "Our Common Testimony in the World.")

-  Of the 20 full-time pastors at Elmbrook, the one working with college-age people, started ministering with a
pastor of a PCUSA church (NCC) in the inner-city, in order to "heal racial differences." Answering concerns he
stated: "Despite our differences in doctrine, he is my brother in Christ since he calls Jesus Lord" (11/96 letter on
file).
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-  It would be an understatement to say that Stuart Briscoe is not too strong concerning the various charismatic
errors that have infiltrated the professing fundamentalist church today. He and wife, Jill, have maintained a column
in Robert Walker's charismatic Christian Life magazine, seeing nothing wrong with such an association and
example.

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Stuart Briscoe's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)
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Larry Burkett (1939-2003)
General Teachings/Activities

-  On July 4, 2003, Larry Burkett lost his long battle with cancer and heart disease. (Burkett's 1996 book, Damaged
But Not Broken, detailed his struggle with renal cell carcinoma. Discovered in 3/95, he underwent surgery to
remove his right kidney and left shoulder blade.) Burkett was the president and founder (1976) of Christian
Financial Concepts (CFC), headquartered in Gainesville, Georgia, through which he and/or his staff conducted over
a 200 seminars a year. Speaking in neo-evangelical, charismatic, liberal, and SDA pulpits, Burkett was rapidly
becoming the Bill Gothard of so-called Christian finance. CFC merged with Crown Ministries in 2001, becoming
Crown Financial Ministries (CFM) under the leadership of Crown's Howard Dayton. Larry Burkett's concepts and
teachings will continue with Crown.

-  Burkett got his start in 1973 as a financial counselor to the staff of the ecumenical Campus Crusade for Christ.
He authored more 60 financial books -- more than 70 if one includes several best selling non-fiction books and
three novels. Some of Burkett's most popular books have been How to Manage Your Money, The Complete
Financial Guide for Young Couples, Investing for the Future, Preparing for Retirement, Debt-Free Living, and The
Coming Economic Earthquake. 

Besides seminars, CFM's ministries include radio; career counseling; Single Parents, Hispanic, and Russian
Outreaches; church counselor training; and in-house counseling. CFM employs a staff of more than 140 plus nearly
1,100 trained lay volunteers around the world, with a budget of more than $15 million. The official monthly eight-
page newsletter of CFC under Burkett, Money Matters, had a circulation of over 200,000 in the U.S. and Canada. 

Burkett was also a frequent guest on pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio show, and
since 1982, had hosted his own radio show, "Money Matters" (most recently co-hosted with Crown's Steve Moore);
this live, call-in daily 30-minute program currently airs on more than 450 radio outlets across the nation, and is also
electronically available on delay via the Internet courtesy of KKLA in Los Angeles. In addition, "How to Manage
Your Money" is a daily four-minute, topical program heard on over 700 radio outlets around the world (including
stations, translators, satellite repeat stations, and cable company outlets). The CFM Radio Department also produces
a one-minute daily program, "A Money Minute" (public service announcements heard on more than 900 stations
nationwide); and a 30-minute, weekend program (333 stations) that features a radio magazine format,
"MoneyWatch." All totaled, CFM estimates a monthly listening audience of five to six million.

-  Though Burkett's books and seminars dealing with finances contained a few Scriptural principles (as well as
many worldly insights for handling money), we believe that these seminars, in particular, may have been the latest
satanic "wile" to entrap historical separatists-fundamentalists in the neo-evangelical net. Since the seminars claimed
to be both "Christian" in concept and "Biblical" in content, they come under the restrictions, boundaries, and
limitations of the Word of God with regard to Biblical separation. Yet, Burkett's associations and affiliations
appeared to lie clearly in the new evangelical camp at best, and in the apostate liberal camp at worst. (Burkett's
Money Matters newsletter for 9/95 listed five United Methodist Churches where CFC seminars were being
conducted during the fall 1995 months -- congregations associated with the apostate NCC and WCC!; also included
were Seventh-Day Adventist and Assembly of God churches.) With the economic uncertainties of the times, CFM's
seminars appeared to have had the definite possibility of replacing Bill Gothard seminars on a mass scale, seminars
which have immeasurably weakened the fundamentalist stand and enhanced the new evangelical cause, despite
personal benefits that some individuals have received. (Reported in The Fundamentalist Digest, May/June 1992 and
November/December 1995; and updated for the death of Burkett.) 

-  In his 1991 book, The Coming Economic Earthquake, Burkett warned of an impending economic calamity for the
U.S. unless a drastic effort is quickly made to curb massive federal spending and the soaring deficit. Burkett said
some good things in the book, but he was basically "panic-mongering," giving his readers no real solutions on how
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to invest for and/or protect themselves against the coming financial collapse (primarily because there are no ways to
avoid its worldly and worldwide consequences). We also disagree with his ecumenical stance (p. 140) --
bemoaning Christians not being well organized in cooperative efforts. He said: "The denominational and
ideological barriers we erect keep us divided and our resources scattered."

-  In Burkett's audiocassette message, "Perspective on the Next Four Years," he presented a sales pitch for his
Super Fund, which purportedly was to be used to employ attorneys to fight legal battles in the court system "to
protect our Christian liberties." Of course, there is no Scriptural support for the idea of Christians banding together
to defend their so-called Christian liberties. If there were, then the Apostle Paul was grossly negligent. Instead of
giving his life for the gospel, he should have used his influence to bring the churches together to fight the will of
Rome in the court system of that time (or at least organized a protest march or two). (From a letter printed in the
4/93, Berean Call.)

Along these same lines, Burkett took an active roll in the "Christian America"/political activism agendas of the so-
called Christian Right. Dr. D. James Kennedy and his church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church of Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida) sponsored the third annual "Reclaiming America for Christ" Conference (3/1/96-3/3/96; at $95 per
attendee). Larry Burkett was one of the speakers at this conference. Other speakers included Ed Meese (former
U.S. Attorney General); U.S. Senator John Ashcroft; Gary Bauer (president of Family Research Council); Roman
Catholics Phyllis Schlafly and Paul Weyrich; ecumenical charismatic Ben Kinchlow (co-host of Pat Robertson's
700 Club); Dr. Ronald Nash (of Reformed Seminary conducted a "Teen Track" for more than 100 teenagers); and
CCM religious rocker Phil Driscoll. The purpose was to "equip and motivate Christians to impact American culture
for Christ." Kennedy said, "The key to our nation's survival is the return of Christians to positions of influence and
authority in our nation's political and cultural institutions. ... to kindle a passion in the hearts of those who come, to
reengage American culture and public life with the claims of Jesus Christ" (3/25/96, Christian News).

-  The desire to handle God's money according to sound Biblical principles does not justify or override the Biblical
principle of separation from apostates and disobedient brethren. Other documented facts concerning Burkett's
inclusive, neo-evangelical stand include [(1) and (2) from the 7/96, Fundamentalist Digest]:

(1) Burkett was a featured speaker at the 1993 Concerned Women of America (CWA -- Beverly
LaHaye) National Convention, along with Roman Catholics Bill Bennett and Pat Buchanan. The
brochure promoting the conference contained a full page of prayer requests, with no disclaimer
anywhere concerning the adherence of these Roman Catholics to the agenda of the Roman papacy
(CWA 1993 National Convention Brochure).

(2) Burkett was a member of the "International Committee of Reference" for Campus Crusade for
Christ's "New Life 2000" evangelism campaign. Members of this reference committee included
apostates Norman Vincent Peale [now dead] and Robert Schuller; a Seventh-Day Adventist preacher;
relational theology advocate Bruce Larsen (Schuller asst. pastor); Baptist World Alliance promoter Dr.
Billy Kim; charismatic heretics David Yonggi Cho, Paul Crouch, and Jack Hayford; entertainer Pat
Boone; left-wing neo-evangelicals Vernon Grounds and Roberta Hestenes; papal sympathizer Jack
Van Impe; ecumenical evangelism promulgators Leighton Ford and Luis Palau; and Fuller Seminary
president Richard Mouw (1/11/93, Christianity Today, p. 38, advertisement).

(3) Burkett promoted Bill Bright's/Campus Crusade's unbiblical "Four Spiritual Laws" evangelism
concept, as well as advertised Campus Crusade's "Jesus Film" (7/21/96, CFC Home Page on the
Internet).

(4) Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he
claimed to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call
for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to
fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new
evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill,
Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard,
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Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cited "a great sense of urgency to
link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead
of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in
the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in
11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host
Committee for this event included most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill
McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted
Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third
conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included
Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil
Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill
Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade, and Bright's death in 2003.)

(5) In late-1996, 160 of Burkett's friends held a surprise party for him at the Atlanta airport to celebrate
the 20th year of CFC. The guest speaker for the night was the Catholic-sympathizer and head of
Campus Crusade for Christ, Bill Bright. (As mentioned earlier, Burkett began his career with CCC in
1973.) Burkett was also honored in videotaped messages from the neo-evangelical head of Moody
Bible Institute, Joseph Stowell, and from pop psychologist James Dobson. (Burkett also received a
plaque from Moody Press, which has published 3.5 million of his books.) Another of the guests was
Peter Lord of Park Avenue Baptist Church in Titusville, Florida. Lord is best known for his seminars
on how to love yourself "Biblically."

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Burkett tapped into four-temperaments/personality testing techniques through CFC's Life Pathways Division
(formerly Career Pathways). (The name was changed [7/97] from "Career Pathways" to "Life Pathways" to
emphasize even more "situations in which a person's unique personality and talents play a role.") CFC offered a
"Complete Career Assessment Package" (dubbed Career Direct), which included an "Interest, Skills & Values
Inventory" (ISVI) and a "Personality Inventory" (CPPI). (Over 40,000 packages at $75 each have been sold since
1990.) Other career guidance resources included a self-scoring Personality Analysis booklet to help "a person
identify and understand his or her personality profile. It highlights strengths and weaknesses and relates 16
individual profiles to the work environment." (This self-scoring personality analysis was at one time also available
as a $12.95 PC computer program, called MatchPoint -- 7/96, Money Matters, p. 6.)

In Burkett's materials catalog, there was a listing for the Personal Profile System (PPS), which is a personality
inventory based on Carl Jung's (psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-Christian) theory of psychological types,
which has its roots in the four temperaments and astrology. Burkett's catalog said the following about the PPS:

"This is the self-scoring version of the DiSC instrument that Larry Burkett began using years ago to
determine a person's basic personality profile. With it you can identify your primary and secondary
motivations and begin to understand the strengths and weaknesses of your personality. You can also
learn to appreciate how others have different motivations and see how each profile has a most desired
and most efficient work environment." (Emphasis added.)

The implied promises in this and other such listings were wholly incompatible with the facts. But then, those
infatuated with psychological concepts have never let their opinions be changed by facts. (See the Bobgan's book,
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Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Larry Burkett was a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement -- as evidenced by his regular column in the magazine New Man (originally run by PK, but now
operated by Charisma), and by his speaking at PK events. Charisma magazine says, "People tell me they sense the
Holy Spirit's presence as they read the magazine [PK's New Man]. We received rave reviews from a diverse group
of leaders such as Jack Hayford ... and Howard Hendricks ... We have a regular column on fitness and another on
finances by Larry Burkett" (7/94, Charisma).
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Tony Campolo
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tony Campolo is professor emeritus of Sociology at Eastern University in St. Davids, Pennsylvania (formerly
Eastern College), an American Baptist Convention School; he has taught there since 1966. He previously served for
ten years on the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania. He is a graduate of Eastern University and earned a
Ph.D. from Temple University. Eastern University literature reveals the following: EU has a student body of
approximately 2,400. It was founded in 1932 as a department of Eastern Baptist Seminary. It hosts the Campolo
School for Social Change, a graduate program that "exists to prepare Christian change agents -- compassionate
professionals and activist scholars -- to use their professions and their lives to assist and empower urban
communities around the world to transform themselves economically, socially, politically, and spiritually." It is
affiliated with the American Baptist Churches, USA (member of the NCC/WCC). 

Its chapels feature speakers ranging from Cardinal Bevilacqua to Habitat for Humanity's Millard Fuller. It has
active chapters of Habitat for Humanity and Evangelicals for Social Action. It has or has had relationships with
World Vision, Habitat for Humanity, YWAM, and Young Life. Its concert schedule lists United Methodist and
United Presbyterian churches, and a concert by rock group Jars of Clay. New Ager Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr. is
on EU's board of directors. David Neff (Christianity Today executive editor) was an 11/17/97 EU scheduled
speaker. Dr. Roberta Hestenes ("liberal" feminist, activist) recently stepped down as EU president to become senior
pastor of Solana Beach Presbyterian Church (USA) in California. Honorary degrees were conferred on Promise
Keepers speaker Tony Evans and wife Lois in 1996. Nearby Eastern Seminary has students from over 20
denominations, 35 percent of which are women. (Source: 5/15/97, Calvary Contender.) [Furthermore, Eastern
University was represented at the 4/93 Gay March on Washington. Four students carried a banner proclaiming,
"Christian, Gay, and Proud -- Eastern University Gay and Lesbian Community." The American Baptist Convention
is also pro-abortion.]

-  Campolo has co-hosted his own television series, Hashing It Out, on the Odyssey Network, and presently hosts
From Across The Pond, a weekly program on the Premier Radio Network in England. The author of 28 books, his
most recent titles are Revolution and Renewal: How Churches Are Saving Our Cities, Let Me Tell You a Story: Life
Lessons From Unexpected Places and Unlikely People, and Speaking My Mind, a book in which Campolo suggests
a union between Christianity and Islam. He also serves as Associate Pastor of Mt. Carmel Baptist Church in West
Philadelphia. He is also the founder and president of the Evangelical Association for the Promotion of Education
(EAPE -- an inner-city ministry that combines evangelism and social justice in public schools, universities,
orphanages, literacy centers, and tutoring programs), and heads up the social/political action group, Philadelphia
Outreach. As one reads the speaker's lists for the explos and extravaganzas of neo-evangelicalism, Campolo's name
keeps recurring (he speaks at more than 200 events a year); e.g., as featured speaker for InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship, Youth for Christ, and the National Council of Churches. He has written for World Vision, appeared on
Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program, and has produced educational videos for David C. Cook.
But merely calling Campolo a neo-evangelical is being much too kind. Campolo is a theological liberal and a
radical political socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst!

-  Campolo has spent the last 30 years or so making a career of bashing America and peddling a baptized Marxist
gospel aimed at Christian youth. He persists in his campaign against "the established wealth distribution" (Partly
Right, p. 211) and our "consumer oriented society" (Wake Up America, p. 180). Consistent with his liberal, anti-free
market hypocrisy, Campolo denounces capitalism and preaches the simple life, yet he lives in luxury in the nation
that he despises. (Campolo discloses that he lives in an area that "has maintained its reputation for sophistication
and affluence and is a place where the upwardly mobile of southeastern Pennsylvania like to live [Partly Right, p.
210].) While Campolo may admire Catholic works salvation legends such as "Mother" Teresa and Francis of
Assisi, he is apparently unwilling to take things that far in his own life.
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Campolo is currently campaigning against what he calls the "Religious Right" in his new ecumenical book from W
Publishing (formerly Word
Publishing), Speaking My Mind: The Radical Evangelical Prophet Tackles the Tough Issues Christians Are Afraid
to Face. Radical? Yes. Prophet? You decide: In promotional interviews, Campolo postulates that repelling Islamic
terrorism, defending marriage as a sacred covenant between a man and a woman, and protecting the unborn
(historically moral planks of the Republican platform) are secondary issues, instead citing injustices to Palestinians,
the plight of "born that way" homosexuals, and automobile pollution as "significant" issues that "may lead us to
vote for the Kerry campaign." (Source: 9/18/04, Toledo Blade.)

-  Campolo signed an article in the liberal Sojourners magazine in May 1981, which lambasted the United States
and stated that Roman Catholicism was the one bright light in the dark situation in El Salvador: "The Roman
Catholic church is being converted to the poor in El Salvador." This is a reference to the wicked Liberation
Theology movement in Romanism, a movement which substitutes the salvation of society for the salvation of the
soul. Liberation Theology is Christianized Marxism, but here we find Campolo signing a statement which called it
a "bright light."

-  One of Campolo's most serious errors is his confusion regarding the kingdom of God. He holds the popular
"kingdom now" theology, which is sweeping through much of the evangelical/charismatic world. According to this
thinking, the kingdom of God is something which is right now in this world. Campolo places the Bible promises for
a future earthly kingdom into the context of this apostate hour. Thus, Campolo challenges Christians to go into the
world and to transform society.

In his message at Urbana '87, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship's tri-annual youth meeting, Campolo said, "This
night is a historical moment. This night God wants to raise up a generation of men and women who will enter into
every sector of society as agents of change, transforming the world into the kind of world He wills it to be"
(Decision magazine, 3/98). This is why Campolo says "the kingdom of God is party." According to Campolo: "The
kingdom of God is a glorious and gigantic party!" (cf. Rom. 13:11-14). That is the title of one of his books and is a
keynote theme which he brings into many of his messages. To prove this idea, Campolo quotes from Bible
references to such things as the Old Testament Jewish festivals and wrongly applies this to our time.

There is no hint in the New Testament that the Apostles considered themselves agents of change in society. We
don't see them "having a party." They gave their entire attention to preaching the Gospel, building churches, and
teaching doctrine. They did not protest the problems of the Roman Empire. They did not get involved in starting
new businesses for the poor. They looked upon this present world as one under the imminent judgment of God and
they did all they could to snatch brands from the fire, to preach the gospel to men before it is too late. Yet,
Campolo actually makes fun of this type of thinking (see his book Signs of the Kingdom). (Source: O Timothy
magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  From his book, Partly Right, Campolo espouses his New Age philosophy of pantheism:

"We affirm our divinity by doing what is worthy of gods, and we affirm our humanity by taking risks
only available to mortals. God had to become one of us before He could become heroic ... Robert
Schuller affirms our divinity, yet does not deny our humanity ... isn't that what the gospel is? Isn't
God's message to sinful humanity that He sees in each of us a divine nature of such worth that He
sacrificed His own Son so that our divine potentialities might be realized? ... The hymn writer who
taught us to sing 'Amazing Grace' was all too ready to call himself a 'wretch' ... Forgetting our divinity
and over-identifying with our [Freudian] anal humanity [Freud is responsible for a host of maladies
that plague our contemporary society] ... Erich Fromm, one of the most popular psychoanalysts of our
time, recognized the diabolical social consequences that can come about when a person loses sight of
his/her own divinity ..." [Fromm was a godless anti-Christian, who took the serpent's lie, Ye Shall Be As
Gods, for the title of one of his books, and was largely responsible for the introduction of the self-love
movement into the professing Church.]

The Apostle Paul was apparently too quick to deny his own deity when he wrote, "This is a faithful saying, and
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worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners; of whom I am the chief" (I Timothy
1:15).] (Quoted in part from CIB Bulletin, December 1989.) (Emphases added.)

-  Robert Schuller reinterprets the doctrines of the Word of God to conform to his self-esteem philosophy. His
Christ is a Jesus who provides men with self-esteem. Schuller's gospel is the replacement of negative self-concepts
with positive ones. To Schuller, sin is merely the lack of self-esteem. To Schuller, the greatest evil is to call men
sinners in a Biblical fashion and thereby injure their self-esteem. Schuller is a universalist who believes that all
people are the children of God. His goal is to help each person understand and enjoy this "fact." Yet, Tony
Campolo has frequently recommended Schuller and has spoken with him on various platforms. (Source: 2/7/98,
FBIS.)

-  Campolo was booked to be a main speaker at Youth Congress '85 in Washington D.C., co-sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ and Youth for Christ, which was expected to bring 15,000 teenagers to the capital city. But a
group of Evangelical Free Church pastors in Illinois had read Campolo's 1983 book, A Reasonable Faith, and
decided that it was not so reasonable. They protested his appearance and declined to have their young people attend
if the invitation to Campolo was not rescinded. Youth for Christ's Jay Kesler still defended Campolo, but went
along with the cancellation for the sake of unity.

The focal point of the controversy in A Reasonable Faith is Campolo's development of the idea that Christ lives in
all human beings, whether or not they are Christians. Campolo asserts in this book that he is not merely saying that
all people reflect the image of God, but that the resurrected Jesus of history "actually is present" in each person:
"We want to convince the whole human race that there is a God who established the infinite value of every person,
who mystically dwells in each person ..." (A Reasonable Faith: Responding to Secularism, p. 59). "I do not mean
that others represent Jesus for us. I mean that Jesus actually is present in each other person" (p. 192). Campolo thus
embraces and teaches the New Age lie that Christ mystically indwells every human being. Such heresies not only
identify another Jesus, but are also similar to the view of Christ that the Gnostics held in the first century. The
Apostle John militated against their false doctrines and identified aberrations in Gnostic Christology as being of the
"spirit of antichrist." Campolo hopes a "new humanity" will emerge through this Christ consciousness (p. 65).
(Adapted from New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54).

Interestingly, Campolo was aware in 1983 that he would be accused of distorting the Gospel. He writes the
following in A Reasonable Faith: "There are some warnings that I wish to issue to anyone reading this book. The
first is to be aware that the theology expressed in this short volume represents a personal attempt to state my
Christian faith in a way that might prove meaningful for my secularist friends. I am sensitive to the fact that any
attempt to state the Gospel in the dominant categories of a culture inevitably leads to a distortion of the Gospel.
Consequently, anyone who accuses me of violating the biblical message is correct" (p. 190).

-  In the movie, "It's Friday, But Sunday's Coming," Campolo again espouses an extreme pantheistic view by saying
that the little Haitian child thrust into his arms as he was about to board a plane for the States was Jesus, "... and
Jesus is in everyone; not a metaphysical Jesus, but the real historic one!" Other tidbits from the movie, all delivered
in typical Campolo arrogant and obnoxious style:

(a) An off-color/crude Mother's Day joke.
(b) A colloquial profanity ("Oh Jees").
(c) An account of the "evolutionary" history of religions.
(d) "Paul has discovered the same truth the sociologists have -- we make our gods in the image of
ourselves to worship ourselves."
(e) Portrays James and John ("sons of thunder") as being "losers" and similar to "Hells Angels with
black leather jackets."
(f) Now that he has met Jesus, and therefore a "Somebody" -- emphasizes that "Jesus brings self-worth
to losers."
(g) Confuses "poor in spirit" with "poor in material things" -- equates "loser" with being worthy of
salvation and "winner" with not being worthy of salvation. (Campolo's proof text is "harder for a rich
man to enter the Kingdom of Heaven than for a camel to go through the eye of a needle.")
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(h) Preaches a gospel that Christians should be "agents of change" (the social gospel a lá Jesse
Jackson), rather than Christians taking the gospel to all the world, calling sinners out of the world.

-  "Christian" evangelicals devoid of discernment love Tony Campolo. But surprisingly, some non-believers can see
right through the man's Christian pretense. In 1997, Campolo was a guest on ABC TV's Politically Incorrect
program. Questioned time and again about his Christian faith, Campolo pandered to the liberal audience, even
making vulgar sexual comments. At one point, the host, a secular Jew, Bill Maher, stopped Campolo for a
commercial and said, "We're going to take a break because the religious guy's getting dirty." Later in the same
show, Maher got so disgusted he turned to Campolo and blurted out, "It makes me sick actually, you know, because
everything you say is like programmed to get applause. It's like the guy's a master of the soundbite. You're
supposed to be the Holy guy on the show!" (Source: 7/98, Flashpoint.)

- In an address at Prestatyn (UK) in 1988, Campolo again expressed his "Jesus is in everyone" philosophy:

"One of the most startling discoveries of my life was the realization that the Jesus that I love, the Jesus
who died for me on Calvary, that Jesus, is waiting, mystically and wonderfully, in every person I meet.
I find Jesus everywhere. The difference between a Christian and non-Christian is not that Jesus isn't in
the non-Christian -- the difference is that the Jesus who is within him [the non-Christian] is a Jesus to
whom he will not surrender his life. You say, 'Are you saying that Jesus is present in everybody?' I am
only telling you what it says in John 1:9; He is the light that lighteth every man, every woman that
cometh into the world. The minute you start saying that God isn't in some people, you're on the verge
of Fascism. Why? Erich Fromm saw that. The minute you can look at somebody and say God isn't in
him -- he is only in Christians -- that person is pure demon."

Has Campolo changed his views over the years? According to a 1/24/97 television interview with Charlie Rose, not
a bit -- "I am saying that there is no salvation apart from Jesus, that's my evangelical mindset. However, I'm not
convinced that Jesus only lives in Christians."

-  That Campolo was absolved of heresy by a panel of so-called leading evangelicals (chaired by J.I. Packer) [see
the 9/20/85, Christianity Today, pp. 30-38; the 12/13/85, Christianity Today, p. 52; and the 8/9/89, Christianity
Today] is amazing when one considers even more Campoloisms. (The following are excerpted from those reported
in the January 1991, CIB Bulletin.):

(a) "There are those who would limit Jesus to being present only in those who acknowledge Him as
Lord and Savior, but I will not accept that limitation. I believe that Jesus is present even in ... those
who refuse Him."

(b) "Then it hit me -- humanness and Godness are one and the same ... Jesus was God because He was
fully human and He was fully human because He was God ..."

(c) "Jesus is the only Savior, but not everybody who is being saved by Him is aware that He is the One
who is doing the saving ..." [This sounds strangely like the idea that each man may come to God in his
own way without any understanding of God's way of salvation (a lá C.S. Lewis).]

-  After Campolo's exoneration of heresy by the Christian Legal Society, he told Christianity Today:

"I'm worried that evangelical intellectuals will not say anything except the old phrases and the old worn
out terminology ... The way evangelical Christianity is doing theology really bothers me. If everybody
has to say only things that they know are safely orthodox, if we lose the capacity to be open and to
share ideas that people may consider heretical, I think we will lose our creativity."

What a foolish statement! To call for a questioning of the "old worn out terminology," and for theological openness
to new theology is apostasy. The "old phrases" of evangelicalism are nothing more or less than the sound Bible
doctrine which has been given to us by the Apostles and Prophets in Holy Scripture, and which has been held and
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defended by orthodox Christians through the centuries. The problem with modern evangelicalism is just this: It is
departing from the old paths. (Source: O Timothy magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  When Campolo was examined by the "evangelical" leaders in 1985, they noted that "while he accepts an
evolutionary view of the origin of man and the universe, he holds that this is consistent with Scripture that teaches
only the fact (not the method) of Creation" (Christian News, 9/23/85). This is a very serious matter. It should be
obvious even to a child that the Bible teaches not only the fact of creation, but the method as well. The Bible
plainly teaches that the world was created by God in six days and six nights. There is absolutely no room for any
sort of evolutionary thinking here, and to allow men such as Campolo to hold such views is folly. The doctrine of
special creation is the only view which reveals the nature of man as distinct from the animals, and which explains
the fall of man in a literal Garden of Eden. (Source: O Timothy magazine, Volume 9, Issue 4, 1992.)

-  Campolo spoke at Canada's August 1990, Christian Festival III, an ecumenical gathering held in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. (Campolo was billed as having special appeal for youth.) The Calvary Crusade described Campolo as
follows: "Evangelical socialists are clamoring for dialogue and social action to unite world religions. Eastern
College sociologist Dr. Tony Campolo says the task of the church is not to get us ready for heaven, but to send its
people into every avenue of life to be 'revolutionary leaven.'" [Campolo ignores the common Scriptural use of
"leaven" -- it almost always symbolizes sin or evil doctrine.]

-  Campolo spoke at the (apostate) National Counsel of Churches gathering in May of 1988; his message suggested
that standing firm on absolutes and vehemently resisting error were tantamount to "doing the devil's work." He said
that Hindu pacifist Ghandi "was more Christian than most Christians." [How can a man who rejected Christ be
more Christian than anybody?] Campolo also praised Catholic nun Mother Teresa as well as Martin Luther King.
(Reported in The Christian World Report, August 1990.) [Campolo was on the editorial board for the production of
the film Mother Teresa, which exalts the Roman Catholic nun and which contains no warning about her false
gospel. Campolo often uses Mother Teresa as an example of proper Bible Christianity, though she preached a false
gospel and worshipped Mary.]

-  "An Assessment of the Preaching of Tony Campolo, Based on His Address to the Rally of the General Assembly
of the Baptist Union of Scotland" on 10/24/91 (points excerpted from a report by UK pastor, Paul Mansbacher):

(a) Tony Campolo's style is that of the entertainer ... somewhat offensive.

(b) Tony had distorted the second commandment -- to preach that in order to love your neighbor you
first have to love yourself and that one of the things that Jesus came to do was to deliver us from self-
hatred.

(c) Quoted the Jewish mystic Martin Buber, a Taoist story.

(d) Gave some illustrations of love that were spiritually, outrageously disgusting.

(e) Campolo tells the story of the "duck woman," who had acquired the name because she constantly
quacked like a duck. One day, Tony was waiting at the traffic lights after finishing lectures, when this
woman came alongside him. He turned, and their eyes made contact. He "reached down through her
eyes into the depths of her being," making contact with the "Christ within" her, while aware that at the
same time she was doing the same to him. The effect of this was so dramatic, that the woman stopped
quacking and said to him, "It's a lovely day. It's a lovely day, isn't ...?" Before she finished her sentence
the lights changed and somebody shoved her. She fell over, and when she got up she was again
quacking like a duck. Tony used this as an illustration of loving your neighbor.

(f) It was very obvious from his address that he places no weight at all on sound exegesis.

(g) Tony closed his address by calling for people to surrender their lives to Christ, to Christian service,
and many made commitments. But to which Christ? At no point was there any mention of the way of
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salvation, God's condemnation of sin, God's love for the sinner illustrated by Jesus death on the cross in
our place, that by His blood we may be redeemed.

(h) There was no mention of the true nature of sin, only the concept of the "dark side" of human nature.
It was implied that one man could enter into the heart of another through the eyes, but Scripture teaches
that God says "I am the one who searches the heart" (Prv. 17:3; Jer. 11:20; 17:10; 20:12; Rom. 8:23
amongst others). The Christ presented was not the Christ of the Bible, but rather the mystical, New
Age "Christ within each one of us." We were presented with an idea of love, and methods of putting
that into practice, which can find no justification in Scripture.

(i) There is absolutely no doubt at all in my heart, that the spirit that was speaking through Tony on this
night was not the Holy Spirit, but the spirit of the antichrist. We need to turn to God with fasting and
repentance for having invited this spirit into our midst and condoning his message.

-  "A Report On Tony Campolo's Input to the Seminar and Evening Rally Arranged by British Youth For Christ" on
1/11/92 (points excerpted from a report by UK pastor, Paul Mansbacher):

(a) At no time did he [Campolo] mention that the source of all these evils is the sinful heart of man
which needs to be transformed by the saving Grace of Jesus Christ. Effectively, Tony was saying,
"faith comes by praxis [practice as opposed to theory]" although Rom. 10:17 says, "So then faith
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God."

(b) "It doesn't matter which comes first," says Tony, the chicken or the egg, faith or works, and we
can't know which comes first. Of course, the Bible says that faith must come first, for without faith it is
impossible to please God (Heb. 11:6). Faith is the initiator of action pleasing to God (Heb. 11). Without
it, our works are as filthy rags to God (Isa. 64:6).

(c) "How do we convert people?" asks Tony, and answers, "Get them to do Christian things before
getting them to become a Christian. Challenge them to get involved in social work, to preach the
Gospel to the poor. Truth must be communicated in the concept of action. Those who come to do the
converting end up being converted, not the children on the street. They won't convert the poor, but they
themselves will get converted due to the principle of praxis. Preach about the needs of the poor, get
people to commit themselves to Christ by helping the poor. You're a Christian when your heart is
broken by the things that break the heart of Jesus. The greatest need of a person is to love. Loving is
what it is all about." This is the concept of Tony's Philadelphia Outreach to which hundreds of young
people from around the world come each year.

(d) Tony followed this by praising the book, The Road Less Traveled, by [pantheistic New Age
psychologist] M. Scott Peck, as an "absolutely brilliant book. Everyone should order it and read it." He
claims that this book describes the process by which Scott became a Christian!

(e) Tony spoke about the "Christ within." He made it clear that he was talking about Christ present
within everyone (believers and unbelievers alike).

(f) It is very alarming to know that Tony is quite aware of what he is doing, using psychological
methods to attract large crowds to hear a gospel that is really no gospel -- relying on the methods of the
world and not relying on God to "give the increase" with man's part being simply to faithfully preach
the Word. While Tony may not be aware of it, I am sure that it is no accident that the spirituality
underlying so much of what he does and says is New Age.

(g) He said, "Jesus sends you in order that you should change the world. ... My task is to get you to be
evangelists. ... Jesus loves everybody -- through you he wants to take away suffering. ... I want to make
you all into Mother Teresa."
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(h) Tony mocked those Christians who say that the ecology movement is New Age.

-  When Campolo was asked by Christianity Today editors (9/20/85 issue) about the coming of the Holy Spirit to
indwell believers, Campolo stated the following:

"The difference is this: God is at work in every human being, as it says in Romans. Every human being
is approached by God. But the nature of every human being is to be at war with the God who is
struggling to love him or her. When one surrenders to God, the power of the Holy Spirit breaks loose in
that individual as never before, and all the fruits of the Spirit become operative in that person's life."
(Emphases added.)

Thus, Campolo clearly views the Holy Spirit as being present in every person, but only breaking forth in new
freedom when the person is saved (cf. John 14:16). Campolo's view seems quite related to the modernist's
conception of "a little bit of divinity in every man."

-  There has never been much doubt that Campolo is an environmentalist wacko (which ties in nicely with his New
Age pantheism). Campolo even goes so far as to call environmentalism a fruit of the Spirit (from an article titled
"Rescuing the Earth," in Salt & Light, a 1993 political-activism book edited by David J. Gyertson): "Spirituality
and creation-care are tied together. To be properly committed to the one should lead us inevitably to the other."
[Campolo also thinks Christians should form a "Christian Green Party" -- Chapter 11 of How to Rescue the Earth
Without Worshiping Nature, titled "The Greening of the Church."]

-  Campolo has said that the people who make up the Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the Christian
community. To counter the perception that the coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the
political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called
Religious Right, launched a group called "Call for Renewal." On May 23, 1995, Campolo and his group of self-
proclaimed evangelicals called a news conference. They said they had had enough of politics as usual and stepped
forward claiming to have a new vision for transcending Left and Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from
"a diversity of traditions" signed a document called the Cry for Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to
dissent publicly from the Coalition's policies and perceived allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians
to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity Today; and Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony
Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is nothing but a front for liberal theology, that in effect, wants the
Religious Right out of politics.

Campolo was just one of a number of evangelicals to sign on to the Cry for Renewal document. Some well known
names include; Steve Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air
Ministries; J.I. Packer, theologian (he also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up America! by Zondervan); Ted Engstrom,
World Vision; and Phillip Yancey, Christianity Today. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash
calls, "militantly evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman,
Children's Defense Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the
National Council of Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr.
Paul Sherry, President of the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal
Church.

-  Campolo is against the use of words of historic theological statements. Christianity Today quotes him as stating
(9/20/85 article): "I'm worried that evangelical intellectuals will not say anything except the old worn out
terminology that only causes people to smile on us benevolently." Campolo said he regards himself as a victim in
what he called a "wave of religious McCarthyism." (Poor Joseph McCarthy! He cannot rest in peace, for he gets
resurrected every time a liberal politician or theologian feels the heat.)

Campolo is a man whose thinking is filled with contradictions which he sets side by side in a dialectical manner,
assuming that both "facts" are true. It is rare to see a man claim a belief in inerrancy and a belief in evolution in the
same paragraph. Christianity Today states the following: "Tony vigorously affirms that the Bible is inerrant, but he
says all our interpretations of the Bible must be submitted to the authority of the church. While he accepts an
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evolutionary view of the origin of man and the universe (albeit not Darwin's version), he holds that this is
consistent with Scripture that teaches only the fact (not the method) of Creation." In plain words, Campolo is a
theistic evolutionist. (Excerpted from New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54.)

-  Campolo has chosen a different set of Christian heroes of the faith. In his appeal to the secular mind, Campolo
frequently downplays orthodox teachers like Spurgeon and Edwards, and instead draws his insights selectively from
Karl Marx, Paul Tillich, Martin Buber, and Teilhard de Chardin. Often he finds that the secular worldview has
embedded within it "more faith than I find in most churchmen." We see this in Campolo's definition of history:
"History is a class struggle between the oppressed peoples of the world and their oppressors." Familiar? Yes, but
doesn't it seem strange that a Christian and the Communists would share the same view of history? (Excerpted from
New Neutralism II, pp. 52-54.)

In his 1991 book Wake Up America!, Campolo is at it again: he claims that the voice of Martin Luther King
[womanizer and Communist sympathizer] is the one which America most needs to hear today (p. 21); he praises
the Jesus People USA (p. 42), Dietrich Bonhoeffer [the blasphemous, liberal German theologian who denied the
physical resurrection of Christ] (p. 43), liberation theology (p. 59), and the Sojourners [a group of liberals who
have promoted the work of radicals who deny Christianity] (p. 98); he commends James Cone [the radical left wing
"father of black theology"] (p. 102), and fellow neo-evangelical, radical Ronald Sider; he supports the ordination of
women (p. 106); and he is extremely sympathetic toward charismatics (pp. 106, 175, 178). (Reported in the
10/28/91, Christian News.) [Concerning the ordination of women, at a 1992 youth meeting in Vancouver, Campolo
said, "Are you suggesting women can preach? A lot better than most men! If they can preach in Africa, they can
preach in Vancouver. That's what I say."]

-  In his book, Carpe Diem: Seize the Day (Word:1994), Campolo concocts a recipe of current leftist and liberal
dogmas (see chapter 19 titled, "Hugging a Tree Isn't as Ridiculous As It Sounds"). Campolo also pays homage to
Catholicism and his hero St. Francis Assisi, the goofball priest who baptized animals and preached to the birds and
bees. In this book, Campolo has also discovered God's feminine nature! (Chapter titled "Embracing the Feminine
Side of God"):

"There is a feminine side of God. I always knew this ... Jesus approached the world with what we
would call a feminine sensitivity and appreciation. ... The masculine side of God is something to be
admired. But it is the feminine side that draws love out of me. It is this feminine side of God I find in
Jesus that makes me want to sing duets with Him ... Not only do I love the feminine Jesus, but the more
I know Jesus, the more I realize that Jesus loves the feminine in me. Until I accept the feminine in my
humanness, there will be a part of me that cannot receive the Lord's love. ... There is that feminine side
of me that must be recovered and strengthened if I am to be like Christ ... And until I feel the feminine
in Jesus, there is a part of Him which I cannot identify. What I long for in the end is to know the way
He can love Himself through me and I can love myself through Him ..." (pp. 85-88).

Man is not called to express some latent femininity which lies within him; he is called to be fully a MAN, an
uncompromising, obedient, Christ-centered, others-serving, wholehearted, zealous man of God. The Bible never
says that a man has a feminine side, and never says that a woman has a masculine side. Carl Jung, who
communicated with demons, claimed that man has a feminine side, but the Bible denies this. (Source: O Timothy,
Vol. 11; Iss. 9-10 [1994].) [At a Youth Ministry Training event which took place in Chicago 1/30/92-2/2/92,
Campolo proclaimed (on 1/30/92) that he sees prayer as "making love to Jesus" and envisions himself "lying next
to Jesus and allowing Jesus to penetrate him." -- I guess that would be the masculine Jesus penetrating the feminine
Campolo? -- what a demented, perverted blasphemer is this fellow!]

-  Campolo claims that homosexual orientation is inborn in many or most cases, and refers to "evangelical
homosexuality." He has related how two homosexual men "solved their problems of loneliness" by living in a
celibate "covenant" relationship "in all love and tenderness." He even makes the blasphemous claim that Christians
will have difficulty finding any Biblical condemnation of romantic feelings between persons of the same sex (cf.
Rom. 1:18ff)!! (Reported in the 4/1/91, Calvary Contender; and in a 2/7/94, ACCC report on the 1994 NRB
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Convention.)

In his 1988 book, 20 Hot Potatoes Christians Are Afraid To Touch, Campolo also claims that though he personally
thinks that homosexual behavior is contrary to the will of God (p. 115), Scripture does not universally condemn it.
He adds that homosexual orientation is not a matter of choice, but is inborn (pp. 112-113), and that masturbation is
an acceptable way for Christians to release pent-up sexual energies (pp. 63-64). The fact is that Tony Campolo, and
especially his wife Peggy, are activists in homosexual causes. (See an interview with Peggy Campolo in the 3/94
issue of The Lofton Letter; in the Summer of 1993, Peggy Campolo reduced her involvement in her husband's office
in order to be more active in the cause of "social justice" for lesbians and homosexual men.) [Peggy Campolo has
also said: "We both believe that homosexual orientations are not chosen any more than heterosexual orientations are
chosen. ... homosexuals are entitled to the same rights and privileges I claim for myself, including being able to
marry legally and in the sight of the church ..." (Emphasis added.) [Peggy Campolo also recently spoke out in
support of a new homosexual American Baptist Church that is starting in the Philadelphia area. The church, called
Fusion Baptist Church, held its inaugural service on 2/2/03. Peggy Campolo is a national leader of the Association
of Welcoming and Affirming Baptists, which urges American Baptist congregations to be supportive of
homosexuals. (Source: 2/14/03, FBIS.) ]

Talk show host Mark Gilman on radio station WAVA near Washington D.C. in Virginia said on a 4/13/93 program
that Tony Campolo put it best when he said: "How in the world can you expect the homosexual community to come
to Christ when they think that Christians hate them?" [But are we not to hate what God hates? And God clearly
hates homosexuality. But the question should be put back to Campolo: "How in the world can you expect the
homosexual community to come under conviction of sin and need of repentance when you falsely tell them that
God loves them just as they are?"]

-  Ten-year-old Bart Simpson sailed into his 13th season (The Simpsons) last fall with 14 million fans and a
cheerleading squad of "Christian" and conservative commentators, despite the fact that the series skewers family
and moral values. Politically correct themes, frequent profanity (especially by Bart), and unresolved moral issues
abound, wiping out whatever little positive impact a given episode might offer. It took more than a decade, but
writers who have jumped on Bart's bandwagon include Frederica Mathewes-Green in her regular column, Barbara
Curtis in The Plain Truth magazine, Mark Pinsky in Christianity Today, and Tony Campolo in his foreword to
Pinsky's book on the series.

In 2001, Pinsky authored The Gospel According to The Simpsons: The Spiritual Life of the World’s Most Animated
Family. In a 10/6/02 interview with Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Pinsky said, "... I found most of the
sexual references went over [my children's] heads, and most were between husband and wife. I found nothing
objectionable as far as my children were concerned." Tony Campolo wrote in his foreword to Pinsky's book, "As
an evangelical Christian, I find that The Simpsons provides me with a mirror that reflects my own religious life. ...
the Simpsons are basically a decent American family with good values." [It is difficult to perceive how viewers
extract positive moral lessons and good role models from The Simpsons. For example, it's hard to miss something
like Homer's hiring a homosexual secretary who kisses Homer on the mouth (6/6/91 episode). That episode began a
pattern of upholding homosexual activism. Jokes insinuate homosexual conduct between Bart and his friend
Milhouse in the 9/27/98 episode; etc.; etc.] (Source: Randall Murphree, Agape Press, 2/6/02.)

-  Campolo has the dubious honor of being former President Clinton's "good friend ... in Philadelphia" (Clinton's
1/25/94 state of the Union address). After reading an interview with Campolo in the 1/94 Bookstore Journal, it is
understandable why Clinton would consider Campolo a friend. Clinton and Gore hosted 12 "evangelical" leaders at
a private breakfast 10/18/93 in the White House, one of which was Campolo. Afterwards, Campolo claimed that
Clinton and Gore "understand the fundamental evangelical ethos." He says Clinton "is not only a Christian ... [who]
has a very high view of Scripture... [but also is] a deeply religious man." (Reported in the 3/94 issue of The Lofton
Letter, p. 8.)

Campolo remains deeply impressed with Clinton's spirituality: "If I were to posture Bill Clinton, I would have to
say he's about halfway between Baptist and Pentecostal. He really has a deep sensitivity for the excitement of
Pentecostal spirituality. A lot of people say when they go to meet with the President, I prayed with the President. I
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don't. Whenever I'm with the President I always ask him to pray and he prays with deep intensity, and I always
come away excited, because I sense something there, I sense something alive there. People always ask me, well,
what about his personal life? I don't know a thing about his personal life; I just know the man I met about four
years ago, and I love him and he's my friend and I've seen him interact with the First Lady and with Chelsea. I've
been to dinner there and I feel a loving relationship between people. I sense, much to my critics chagrin, the
presence, the presence of God there. So, I sense a man who is really seeking to know God, who really wants to
follow Christ in his everyday walk. I know a man who knows the Bible , who quotes it, who understands it, and uh,
so that's my appraisal of where he's coming from." [Yikes!] (Source: Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings
of Tony Campolo.)

Concerning the 1997-1998 Clinton sex scandals and resultant accusations of perjury and obstruction of justice,
Campolo defended Clinton by comparing his life and acceptance to that of Jesus! Campolo, worried that other
ministers might distance themselves from Clinton out of concern for their own reputations, said: "I follow a man
who really didn't give a hoot about his reputation. As a matter of fact, I think Jesus had the worst reputation in
Jerusalem" (2/2/98, Christian News).

-  Over the 11/19/93-11/21/93 period, about 500 neo-evangelical activists met in Chicago to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the signing of the 1973 "Chicago Declaration." Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA), which grew
out of that 1973 meeting, called the 1993 meeting to sign a two-page Chicago Declaration II. The latter expands on
the racism, sexism, poverty, and other social action [socialistic] themes of the 1973 document. Signers of both
documents included mainline and liberal new evangelicals. Some 1993 signers: Tony Campolo, Jim Wallis,
Roberta Hestenes [former president of the University where Campolo still teaches], Samuel Escobar, and ESA's
president Ron Sider. New age and left-wing themes such as "holistic Christianity," "the magic of ritual," and
"redistribution of the world's resources," were stressed. Animal rights people were there also (2/15/94, Calvary
Contender.)

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Tony Campolo's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.) [Campolo also endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "This is a bold
declaration of what it means to be a Christian. Figuring out what discipleship means is difficult these days and this
book helped me a lot." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in
Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.)]

-  Campolo is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." (See report on Richard Foster.) In actuality,
Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection,
"Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism
and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining
"personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of
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its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March,
1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses.")

-  Campolo is cozy with Roman Catholicism. Campolo was one of 16 writers who responded to Pope John Paul II's
Crossing the Threshold of Hope. Campolo said: "When young people say they are looking for certainty, they do not
mean they are simply looking for proof that the doctrinal propositions set forth by the church are true ... They want
that certainty that comes from a mystical, experiential encounter with the living Lord ... that comes only when they
can feel God permeating their lives. They want to have the assurance of salvation that comes when they sense that
Christ is personally addressing them ..." He said "I agree with the Pope's implication that the young cannot be
allowed to seek Christ apart from the church." He said "the most important pastor of any church body in the world
today [is] the Pope." (Source: 12/15/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the
same, with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin
Miller, Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)

-  In the Fall of 1997, a book was published titled, Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo.
Here are some excerpts from that book:

(a) Reaching out in our communities for Tony Campolo includes participating with the American
Muslim Council, the Unitarian Universalist Association, Planned Parenthood of America's Clergy
Advisory Board, the quasi-Buddhist SEVA Foundation, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the
Revolutionary Communist Party, the Democratic Socialists of America, and Americans United for
Separation of Church and State. Preaching a complete Gospel includes holding candlelight prayer vigils
outside offending factories, and calling on the church to help stop what he claims is the world's grave
over-population problem.

(b) The use of doublespeak includes the use of phrases and terms that rename otherwise objectionable
concepts. In Dr. Campolo's usage, the left-wing animal rights movement becomes "creation care."
Embracing the agenda of Worldwatch Institute and Greenpeace becomes Christian "Stewardship" of
the earth. Brutal laws such as China's one-child-per-family mandate become "farsighted" population
control strategies. Doublespeak also works the other way. Pejorative terminology quickly denigrates
things most people would not find objectionable, such as disposable diapers and cans of deodorant. In
Tony Campolo's lexicon, using disposable diapers or aerosol deodorant is "ecologically sinful."
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Watering your lawn or consuming fuel becomes "environmental terrorism." Preaching that
homosexuals must repent becomes "homophobia" and "gay-bashing." In fact, Campolo says that new
types of sin need to be introduced related to environmentalism. Speaking out against the wickedness of
Clinton White House policies becomes "meanness."

(c) For the first 172 pages of How to Rescue the Earth, Campolo presents a political action program
that is merely a baptized version of what Greenpeace and Worldwatch Institute have promoted for
years. This program involves dramatic change in the economic infrastructure of the West and a total
overhaul of our way of life, with government serving as the great enforcer of environmentally correct
behavior. In addition, throughout the book, Campolo calls for a new spirituality that embraces the
"sacramental" character of nature.

(d) To make his case that evangelical theology needs help, Campolo favorably cites the teachings of a
man named Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. He writes that Teilhard represents more "modern Christian
thinking," and that we can gain inspiration from Teilhard. He refers to Teilhard's "genius" on page 83
and on the same page insists that even "those who have sought to refute his theories could not help but
admire his genius." He does not warn readers that anything is amiss in the teachings of Teilhard.
[Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, born in 1881, was a Jesuit priest and philosopher as well as a geologist
and paleontologist. As philosopher, he fused Catholic doctrine and evolutionary theory and as a result,
conflicted with church authority. He is credited for helping to lay the foundation for the modern New
Age movement. The Christ of Teilhard de Chardin is not the Christ of Scripture. Teilhard's Christ is
the cosmic christ of an emerging global New Age spirituality. What spiritual insight can be gained
from someone who rejects the Christ of Scripture? God has made foolish the wisdom of this world (I
Corinthians 1:20). Yet, Campolo writes: "And until we come up with some more solid alternatives, the
perspectives of St. Francis and Teilhard ought to provide some of the inspiration for our preaching."]

(e) Concerning political activism, Campolo says, "May we be cautious about those who would use
political power to advance the interest of religion. I'm afraid for America. I'm afraid for its future. And
what is ironic is I am afraid for America because I fear what my fellow Christians might do." If you
heard him address the Baptist Joint Committee you would think that he is opposed to involvement by
Christians when it concerns economics and public policy. It would be more accurate to say that
Campolo is clearly opposed to religious involvement in government if those involved are
fundamentalist Christian conservatives. In his speech to an assembly of Marxists, homosexual activists,
abortion rights defenders, feminist theologians, and New Age disciples, Campolo made it very clear:
members of the "Religious Right" need not apply [to his new group, Call For Renewal]. He referred to
the worldview of the "Religious Right" as "neither biblical nor Christian."

(f) Campolo believes that Christians should join together to support Clinton: "The ball is in our court
now. We can reject Mr. Clinton's overtures and embrace the skepticism that will only lead to
destructive tensions between him and the evangelical community. Or we can act in faith and believe
that together there is much that we can do to rekindle the spiritual fires that once provided the
dynamism of our nation. I think that we have no other option but to take hold of his outstretched hand
and ask, 'Mr. President, what can we do together?'" There are millions of Christians who have refused
to join hands with President Clinton. They will not because the President's hands are covered with the
blood of innocent children.

(g) Concerning partial-birth abortions: President Clinton has always outspokenly defended the killing
of pre-born children at every stage of development. Campolo states in his book 20 Hot Potatoes that he
found pre-schoolers engaged in killing ants to be "demonic." Yet, Campolo thinks that a President who
defends the law that allows abortionists to cut open a baby's head and suck out its brains can exude the
"presence of God." The long overdue question we must ask is, which "god" is Tony Campolo talking
about?
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Paul (David) Yonggi Cho
General Teachings/Activities

-  Paul Yonggi Cho is the "pastor" of the world's largest Protestant church (Assemblies of God), the 850,000-
member Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, South Korea. (The 11/92 Charisma reports that, after a family spat,
Paul Yonggi Cho changed his name to "David.") Cho's teachings are an idolatrous mix of a little Biblical teaching
with a lot of occult healing, prophesying, visualization, sorcery, and pagan mind techniques. Cho teaches that
Christians can get anything they want by calling upon the spirit world in the "fourth dimension" and envisioning
(visualizing) their felt needs, no matter how crass and gross. Cho teaches that positive thinking, positive speaking,
and positive visualization are the keys to success, and that anyone can literally "incubate" and give birth to physical
reality by creating a vivid image in his or her mind and focusing upon it. David Cloud visited the Yoido Full
Gospel Church in November of 2003, and filed this report:

"They claim that they have 850,000 members, but I believe that is a vast exaggeration. They have
seven services on Sunday, and the auditorium seats about 14,000. It was full the two services I
attended, but even so, that is not anything like 850,000 -- even adding the other places where they have
services. It is a charismatic church and they have a lot of false doctrine, which is very sad, considering
the vast number of people that they are leading astray. The pastor, David Yonggi Cho, is very popular
around the world. He teaches that God promises healing and prosperity for every believer. In fact, he
considers this as part of the gospel. The church's web site presents a 'five fold gospel' -- the gospel of
regeneration, the gospel of the fullness of the Holy Spirit, the gospel of divine healing, the gospel of
blessing, and the gospel of the advent. The Yoido Church web site says, 'Full Gospel faith not only
accepts the Gospel of salvation which Christ made complete as He was resurrected from the dead, but
also believes in the release from physical illness and salvation for the cursed life.' By adding to the one
true gospel of the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ, [Cho] is preaching a false gospel. In 1 Cor.
15:1-4, Paul clearly stated the gospel that he preached, and it is the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ for our sins. Period. Paul warned that if someone adds to or changes this gospel, they are cursed
of God (Galatians 1). These are fearful words. The Yoido Full Gospel Church's web site says that 279
of the 527 pastors are women. This is in direct disobedience to 1 Timothy 2."

-  The 13th Annual Church Growth International Conference was held 9/28/92-10/6/92 at Cho's Yoido Full Gospel
Church in Seoul, South Korea (Korean AOG). (Cho is the head of Church Growth International [CGI].) The cost
for the conference was $1,750 per person from the West Coast. The week-long schedule for the Church Growth
Conference was one of unionistic "worship" with a veritable Babel of denominations. (Dr. C. Peter Wagner, the
Donald McGavran Professor of Church Growth and Phrenology at Fuller Theological Seminary, was special guest
speaker. Cho's connection with America is through Fuller Seminary and Dr. Wagner. Wagner is Cho's co-worker,
fellow Pentecostalist, and one of the gurus of the American Church Growth Movement.) Besides Cho's various
other false teachings concerning church growth (detailed later in this report), two other major flaws concern his
teaching of church growth through organization. First, he neglects God's will by concentrating too much on
mechanical organization. Second, he violates the Biblical role of women by appointing them to be leaders or
pastors to teach and preach to men.

-  In late 1990, Cho launched the 700,000 subscriber (total circulation of one million) Daily News in Seoul with a
staff of 500 full-time reporters all over the world, and with a Korean staff of 800 full-time workers and 400-half-
time workers. Cho claims he started the paper as an effort to further affect his nation with godly morals and
lifestyles -- each issue includes four full pages of "Christian material" and 24 pages of secular information.

-  Cho's involvements in the movements of positive thinking, prophesying and miracle healing, charismatic practice,
prosperity theology, and world-wide evangelism have caused him to be held up as an example of "success" or
"prosperity" today. Because he has achieved remarkable success in church growth, a large number of "Christian"
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leaders are recommending and using many of his books. But what Cho actually does is substitute Biblical, God-
centered teachings with a worldly, man-centered system of prosperity gospel, positive confession, visualization,
fourth dimension concept, and other dangerous ideas. His theology and methodology have deviated from the truths
of the historic Christian faith.

-  The following is a summary of Cho's teachings (from an abstract of a doctoral dissertation by Christian Wei).
Some of the specifics will be expanded upon later in this report:

(a) There are two main erroneous areas in Cho's Bibliology: the extent of revelation and the method of
interpretation. Cho subscribes to an impossible position -- the mutually exclusive view of the close of
the canon and the view of the continuity of special revelation. In so doing, he undermines the authority
and the sufficiency of God's Word. Cho's method of interpretation is so allegorical, arbitrary, and
subjective that he virtually distorts Biblical truths and textual meanings.

(b) In the doctrine of God, Cho's man-centered philosophy causes him to deviate from the Biblical
teaching in the areas of God's goodness, God's will, and God's sovereignty. When he insists that God's
will for His children is prosperity and health, he disregards the clear Scriptural teaching regarding
Christian suffering and contentment. Cho organizes his teaching around a man-centered theology when
he asserts that God cannot do anything unless man cooperates with Him. Thus, he seriously undermines
God's sovereign will, power, and position.

(c) The three major fallacies of Cho's Pneumatology (doctrine of the Holy Spirit) lie in the work,
baptism, and gifts of the Holy Spirit. Cho's teaching of the work of the Holy Spirit is closely related to
pantheism. By insisting that man can obtain and manipulate the power of the Holy Spirit, Cho, at best,
repudiates the sovereignty of the Spirit and threatens His personality; at worst, he virtually dabbles in
occultism. Cho believes that the sign of the Spirit baptism is speaking in tongues, and, thereby, he
refuses to acknowledge that the evidence of such an experience lies in moral virtues, not miraculous
proofs. Cho contends that God still grants His children miraculous and supernatural gifts. But since the
Holy Spirit divides gifts as He wills (1 Cor. 12:11), Cho violates clear Scriptural teaching when he
encourages his people to pursue such gifts.

(d) In Soteriology, Cho's teachings on the nature of the Gospel and the doctrine of faith have departed
from the truth. He insists that the Gospel includes more than the forgiveness of sins. Cho's view on
faith is rather radical since he believes that a "usable" faith will definitely experience miracles. For
Cho, if there is no miracle, there is no faith.

(e) With respect to the doctrine of sin, Cho overlooks man's sin nature when he insists that man is able
to attain his own unlimited potential, simply by exercising a positive attitude, which includes
imagination and thinking. This concept ignores the Apostle Paul's teaching that emphasizes that even
the believer cannot escape the conflict between his old sinful nature and new nature (Rom. 7:15-24).
For Cho, human sin is substituted with human sovereignty.

(f) Cho's doctrine of angelology is based on his theory of the "fourth dimension," a concept which
ultimately leads him into dualism and occultism. He believes that the evil fourth dimension is able to do
what God does. Cho also confuses demonic influence with demonic possession, insisting that all
unsaved persons are possessed or indwelt by demons. Cho also attributes all sins and sicknesses to the
devil.

(g) Cho claims that if there is no visualization, there will be no church growth. He insists that every
minister needs to have visualization, the process in a person's mind through which pictures in visions or
dreams bring about miracles and powers. This method, however, is not only unbiblical, it is the most
powerful occult technique known, having been practiced by shamans and witchdoctors for thousands of
years. [First, its foundation is unbiblical because Cho misinterprets Bible verses to fit his peculiar
theory. He also ignores God's warning regarding the dangers and deceitfulness of dreams and visions
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(Deut. 13:1-5; Jer. 23:25-32; 27:9-10). Second, it is an unsound practice since it relies on the human
mind and is related to the occult. Hence, the Scripture condemns the practice. Third, it is biased
because Cho relies on his own interpretation of Biblical examples and his personal experiences.]

(h) Divine healing is another method which Cho uses to generate church growth, claiming this is the
most essential element. This is unbiblical for many reasons. First, it rests on a false premise. The Bible
shows explicitly that healing or miracles do not necessarily bring a person to the saving knowledge of
Christ (cf. Matt. 9:22-25,32-34; 11:20-24; Acts 4:5-22). Second, it fosters wrong motivation since it
encourages the crowd to come to church with ulterior motives. Third, it obscures the true purpose of
healing, which in the Bible authenticates the messiahship of Christ and the apostleship of apostles.
Finally, Cho's concept conceals the true nature of healing since he confuses functional disorders with
organic illnesses. Furthermore, contrary to the Biblical pattern, Cho fails to "heal" some (all?) who
desire healing.

(i) Cho teaches that prayer will definitely alter the material world and lead to church growth, but he
fails to realize that true prayer does not necessarily demand the changing of circumstances or the
material world for man; rather, it requires the changing of the attitude of the believer and the
submission of his will to God's will. Cho also twists the meaning of "praying in the Holy Spirit" when
he insists that it refers to speaking in tongues. Rather, when Paul and Jude encourage believers to pray
in the Holy Spirit, they are referring to the assistance, the influence, and the intercession of the Holy
Spirit (Rom. 8:26). It has nothing to do with speaking in tongues as Cho teaches.

-  Cho tells us how he prayed for his needs: "I ordered these things in such articulate terms that God could not make
a mistake in delivering them. Then I felt faith following up …" Cho says that the Lord never welcomes vague
prayers, and goes on to teach that the believer gets these specific requests supplied by visualizing them and then
bringing them into existence by faith! Here is the point at which charismatic development leaves Christianity and
crosses into the territory of paganism.

He teaches the need for a vivid mental picture coupled with a burning desire and a firm conviction that the goal is
already accomplished. Cho calls this process: visualizing the goal, then incubating it into reality by strength of faith
-- or would it be will-power? He teaches that believers may order up wealth and success; anything they want as
long as it is moral. The key to getting these things is the art of fantasizing them, because God cannot bring them
into being unless the individual incubates the image.

-  Though Cho attempts to give some Biblical justification for his ideas, he tells us that he obtained them in the first
place because God communicated them directly to him. He claims that God spoke to him describing the material
world as belonging to the third dimension. God supposedly told Dr. Cho that because all human beings are spiritual
beings (as well as physical beings) they have the fourth dimension in their hearts, and by developing the art of
concentrating visions and dreams in their imaginations, they can influence and change the third dimension (material
things) just as the Holy Spirit did when He brooded over the primeval earth. According to Cho, God told him that
Buddhist and yoga adherents worked "miracle" cures because they explored and developed their human fourth-
dimensional power, imagining mental pictures of health and willing them into their bodies. God told him that all
human beings had the power to exercise legitimate dominion over the material world through this fourth-
dimensional activity.

Cho's teaching is a system of mind over matter (or rather, imagination over matter). He frankly admits that it is a
Christianized version of precisely the same methods practiced by Buddhists, exponents of yoga, and the followers
of other pagan, mystical, and occult systems. The only difference is that their fourth-dimensional power receives
co-operation from the devil, while that of Christians supposedly receives help from the Holy Spirit. He says that so
long as we keep our minds from foolish and wrong ideas, we shall keep the canvas of our imagination clean for the
Holy Spirit to paint on it the things we are to have. (Cho says that his massive church grew to its present size, and
continues to grow, because he follows this principle of visualization. He first imagines his church growing to a
certain figure, and he then visualizes all the faces and incubates the vision into reality.) Cho teaches that all
Christians should aim to prosper in body, soul, and spirit, and their success and failure in this is due entirely to their
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success or failure in visualizing.

-  Absolute confidence in ideas which spring into the mind as "desires" is a characteristic of Dr. Cho. Faith,
according to this teaching, is not merely trusting that God will do those things which He has promised to do in His
Word. Faith is redefined as having absolute trust in desires which come subjectively into one's mind, for these ideas
or desires are assumed to be direct communications from God. We must, therefore, develop unshakeable
confidence in them. If we take these ideas and imagine and incubate them into reality, then we are promised
"miracles," and these should be our lifelong experience.

-  Cho's focus is on the so-called "subconscious" mind. Possibility thinking, positive confession and affirmations,
self-esteem messages, imaging, "inner healing," and visualization all branch from the family tree of reprogramming
the invisible subconscious mind. True believing, Cho says, does not take place in the conscious mind but rather in
the subconscious. Similarly, positive confession, affirmations, and visualization "create reality" for the
subconscious mind. "Inner healing" works on the basis that healing takes place through reprogramming the
subconscious mind with a "positive" experience. It substitutes for forgiveness of a "negative" experience.
According to Cho, there is a three-step formula necessary to program the subconscious and get your "prayers"
answered. Step 2 is "creative prayer" in order to spiritually "picturize until the picture comes to pass." Cho calls this
spiritual picturizing "incubation: a law of faith." (Cho claims to have taught an "older spinster" to order her
husband from God through visualizing her desires for a tall, skinny, musical, Caucasian school teacher.)

Cho's theology begins with the subconscious mind. It ends with God and Cho switching roles. Cho describes the
obedience of the Holy Spirit to his will: "… I can go into the fourth dimension of the Holy Spirit, and I tell Him
what is needed in my church in Korea, and He carries out the work" (The Fourth Dimension, p. 49). [Jesus' attitude
was quite the opposite, "nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt" (Matthew 26:39).] Cho has authored a
rebellious gospel that is identical to the New Age gospel of men becoming co-creators with God.

-  Cho's visualization theology will serve anti-Christianity. Here is how he develops it: (All quotes from The Fourth
Dimension, pp. 36-47.) 

Man's spirit is his subconscious mind which includes the imagination. 
The subconscious is in the spiritual fourth dimension. 
The fourth dimension (home of the spirit/subconscious) contains both good and evil, and
controls, creates, and "incubates" the third dimension natural realm. 
Any man's spirit or subconscious, Christian or non-Christian, can be developed to control the
natural world and "carry out dominion" upon their third dimension circumstances (e.g., "visualize
a bike, get a bike"). 
To accomplish this, the human spirit/subconscious must join up with the spirit of either the evil
fourth dimension or the good fourth dimension. Thus, Buddhists possess the identical
subconscious powers as Christians.  
"God then taught me," writes Cho, "that since we can link our spirit's fourth dimension to the
fourth dimension of the Holy Father -- we can have all the more dominion over circumstances …
we can exercise great control and power over the third dimension." 
We "incubate" the subconscious through our imaginations and visualization. Thus, "only through
a vision and a dream can you visualize and dream bigger churches."  
"The Holy Spirit comes to cooperate with us" to create through our imagination and
visualization.  
The Holy Spirit then begins "to carry out dominion."

Cho justifies this theology by adding to Scripture. The Abrahamic Covenant was confirmed in Genesis 15:5: He
took him outside and said, Look up at the heavens and count the stars -- if indeed you can count them. Then he said
to him, So shall your offspring be. The Bible tells us (Genesis 15:6) Abraham believed the Lord, and he credited it
to him as righteousness. Cho's version is quite different. Abram "was struck with emotion … he saw all the stars
changing into the faces of his descendants, and once again shouting, 'Father Abraham!' Those pictures came to his
mind again and again, and became his own dreams and pictures. Those pictures immediately became part of his
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fourth dimension, in the language of spiritual visions and dreams. These visions and dreams carried dominion over
his one-hundred year-old body, and it was soon transformed as if it were like a young body" (The Fourth
Dimension, p. 48).

Simple trust in God (Genesis 15:6) has been altered to trust in visualization and the occult. Cho's mystical
foundation is built upon the sands of Sigmund Freud's and Carl Jung's subconscious mind rather than the rock of
Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 3:11). The Word of God tells us man's imagination is vain (Rom. 1:21), turned against God (2
Cor. 10:15), evil from his youth (Genesis 8:21), and connected with evil and pride (Jer. 18:12; Luke 1:51). "Fourth
Dimension theology," claiming the spirit is the subconscious and imagination, incorrectly concludes that the born
again spirit means a born again imagination. Visualization and the "creative forces of the subconscious mind" must
therefore be of God. Instead of Biblically renewing the conscious mind with the Word of God, Cho teaches that we
are to reprogram the "subconscious" and thus create through affirmations and imaging.

-  Jeremiah 23:16 says: "This is what the Lord Almighty says: 'Do not listen to what the prophets are prophesying
to you; they fill you with false hopes. They speak visions from their own minds, not from the mouth of the Lord.'"
Cho says: "The subconscious is your spirit … you may wonder how we can incubate our subconscious … the only
way for us to incubate is through our imaginations, through our visions and our dreams … visions and dreams are
the language of the fourth dimension, and the Holy Spirit communicates through them. Only through a vision and a
dream can you visualize and dream bigger churches (The Fourth Dimension, pp. 42-44).

The fruits of the "fourth dimension" seem to be "revealed secrets for answered prayer and church renewal." The
roots, however, reveal a gospel linked to the occult. Cho's doctrine of creating through our imaginations is one
more building block on the faulty foundation supporting positive confession and the power of the mind. Those who
accept Cho's mind power "secrets" are enslaving themselves to Satan rather than submitting to the Holy Spirit. The
"fourth dimension" claims to prepare believers to exercise dominion over the "third dimension" material world.
Instead, it is actually preparing an apostate church to serve the false christ.

-  New Age theology promotes the "collective unconscious," where all human beings possess a common psychic
structure. It is through the subconscious mind that the "collective unconscious" of humanity creates good or evil.
"Evil thought forms" should be replaced by positive thoughts which release "energy" to shape a new positive
consciousness. It is up to us as individuals to visualize, focus, and direct this energy. We are told that sin in our
hearts is not the problem, but is "incorrect thinking." We have unlimited potential in our minds to redirect
"consciousness." Transformation into a New Age occurs when humanity collectively unifies in positive thought.
Since the "fourth dimension" creates the third dimension material world, collective positive visualization can create
a New Age of love, peace, and harmony.

Cho has a Christian version: "One of our greatest problems as humans is our self-image. We don't realize what a
capable creation we are … According to the Creator, man is only limited by his imagination. The imagination is that
part of man's mind that creates the pictures which give context to his actions … The great hindrance to man's
potential is in his separation [from each other] … As the confusion of languages at the Tower of Babel separated
man, so also the unity of languages at Pentecost brought man together." Cho explains that we now have been given
the Holy Spirit, and thus limits to our imagination have been lifted. Thus, the unification of Christians' imaginations
"leads to a great future of unlimited potential here in this world and in the world to come" (Cho, The Leap of Faith,
pp. 15-17). [In Diakrisis (Summer, 1992 issue -- a scholarly journal published in London, England) was an article
titled: "Socerous Apprentices, Testing the Spirits of a Church Bewitched." It is a thorough treatment of New Age
thought invading the professing Christian Church. The Diakrisis article gives extensive examples of Cho's occult
language and parallels in occult textbooks.]

-  Occultists were the world's first and only scientists for thousands of years. To work their sorcery through the
"laws of manifestation," occultists have always used three scientific techniques: positive thinking, positive speaking,
and visualizing. Though all three are now accepted and used in the professing evangelical church, no one has
promoted these occult teachings as successfully as Cho.

Of positive speaking (confession), Cho declares: "You can create the presence of Jesus with your mouth … He is
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bound by your lips and by your words …" As for visualization, the most powerful occult technique, Cho writes,
"Through visualization and dreaming, you can incubate your future and hatch the results." In the foreword to Cho's
best-known book, The Fourth Dimension, Robert Schuller writes of visualization, "Don't try to understand it. Just
start to enjoy it! It's true. It works. It tried it. Thank you -- Paul Yonggi Cho -- for allowing the Holy Spirit to give
this message to us and to the world." (Cho himself admits that his message of hope always exalts people and
focuses solely on prosperity, health, and problem-free life. This teaching prompts the deceitful message of selfism,
advocating the dangerous message of uplifting man through self-love/self-esteem/self-worth.)

-  A trait of Korean Christianity is the tendency to see Christianity as a path to material prosperity. That tendency is
a residue of shamanism, the native folk religion in Korea and other northeast Asian countries for centuries. In
Shamanism, you ask the shaman (a sort of medicine man or woman) to intercede with the spirits to ensure your
health or business success. There is in Korean shamanism a great spirit, above the other spirits, who couldn't be
contacted by the shamans. That helped Christianity get off the ground, says David Susan, a Lutheran missionary,
because "when the early Christian missionaries came and said, 'There's an almighty God who judges you at your
death,' Koreans said, 'Ah, yes, we've heard of that god before.'" But in a sense, it made Christianity too easy for
Koreans to accept. Many Korean professing Christians still consider the gods of shamanism and the God of
Christianity kindred spirits.

The religious disposition of the Koreans is both harnessed and exploited by the "Christianity" of Paul Yonggi Cho
in his blatant mix of sorcery, mind-over-matter, self-interest, Sinkyo, Japanese Buddhism, and Christianity. But to
mix pagan ideas and practices with the pure religion of Christ is condemned in Scripture as the heinous sin of
idolatry. It is a marriage of Christianity and the occult, and is forbidden by Paul's words: What communion hath
light with darkness? And: What agreement hath the temple of God with idols?

What has built the largest church in the world? The answer is an idolatrous mixture of Biblical teaching and pagan
mind-techniques. God is deprived of His sovereignty in the believer's affairs, and the authority of Scripture is
replaced by the authority of supposedly direct messages from God and the produce of the imagination (Peter
Masters, The Healing Epidemic, p. 35).
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Gary Collins
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Gary Collins, a licensed clinical psychologist with a Ph.D. in Clinical psychology from Purdue University, and
author of more than 40 books, taught pastoral counseling for 20 years at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
(Deerfield, Illinois; affiliated with The Evangelical Free Church of America, and since renamed Trinity
International University), for much of the time as department chairman, before leaving to head up the psychological
counseling program at Jerry Falwell's correspondence school, The Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling (LILC,
established in 10/89). [Falwell advertised that LILC was established in order to train, by correspondence courses,
laymen interested in helping "victims" of such "psychologically damaging afflictions" as child abuse, stress, family
crisis, AIDS, depression, addictions, drug abuse, aging, etc. All courses offered had a heavy emphasis on Freudian
and humanistic approaches to counseling.]

Collins has authored more than 150 psychoheretical articles and over 50 books, including Christian Counseling: A
Comprehensive Guide, The Biblical Basis of Christian Counseling, Can You Trust Psychology?, and  Family Shock:
Keeping Families Strong in the Midst of Earthshaking Change. He was general editor of the thirty-volume
Resources for Christian Counseling series of professional counseling books mostly published in the 1980s, the
Word Christian Counseling Library of cassette tapes, and the twelve-volume Contemporary Christian Counseling
series of books that appeared in the early 1990s. 

-  Collins subsequently left LILC to head up the American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC) in 1991, a
psychologically oriented counseling organization that grew to about 5,000 members in 1993, more than 17,000 in
1997, and 24,000 today. (Collins is no longer president of the AACC, resigning in 1998, but remains the executive
director of  Christian Counseling Today, the official AACC magazine that he founded.) Currently, he is heading the
newly formed International Institute for Christian Counseling, chairs the International Federation for Christian
Counseling, and frequently travels overseas and within North America to give lectures and conduct seminars for "
Christian" counselors. The 5/17/93 issue of Christianity Today was devoted entirely to the defense of psychological
counseling. In the special advertising section of this issue, Collins ran the following advertisement for AACC:

"The AACC is made up of nearly 5,000 professional, pastoral, and lay counselors who are equally
committed to psychological excellence and biblical truth. Members of the AACC seek to encourage the
integration of counseling principles with biblical theology ... AACC provides its members with support
that includes its newsletter The Counseling Connection, its magazine Christian Counseling Today,
cassette tapes of interviews with counseling leaders, regional conferences, liability insurance, and
opportunities to purchase Christian counseling books at reduced rates."

No one should have any doubts as to where Gary Collins places his loyalty -- he is committed to the integration of
psychology with the Bible.

-  Collins participates in a number of confusions that are typical among professing Christians who are enamored
with psychological counseling and its underlying psychologies. Collins supports the "All Truth is God's Truth"
perspective, as well as the "medical model," and he believes all of the principle psychological myths (described in
detail by the Bobgans in PsychoHeresy): (1) that psychology and its underlying psychotherapies are science; (2)
that the best kind of counseling utilizes both psychology and the Bible; (3) that people experiencing
mental/emotional/behavioral problems are "mentally ill"; and (4) that psychotherapy has a high record of success. 

-  In his 1988 book Can You Trust Psychology?, Collins' conclusion was that you most certainly can trust
psychology, since after all, "psychology is a science." His reasoning is: Since we don't throw out the conclusions of
the physical sciences (such as chemistry and physics) merely because the Bible doesn't speak to them specifically,
why should we ignore the insights gained by studying the social sciences (such as psychology and sociology)? 
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The answer to that question is that the social "sciences" are not "science." For an area of study to qualify as
science, there must be the possibility of not only refuting theories, but also predicting future events, reproducing
results obtained, and controlling what is observed. Yet the cause and effect relationship so evident in the physical
sciences is largely absent in the "social sciences"; instead of statistically significant casual relationships, the social
sciences rely heavily on covariation (events which appear together, but are not necessarily related). Yet to support
his position that counseling psychologies are science, and that psychological theories are "scientific conclusions,"
Collins fails to mention one true expert (a philosopher of science, a Nobel Laureate, or a distinguished professor)
who holds his subjectively held personal view. That is because there are none! 

-  But it would make no difference if psychology was science, because God has already claimed as His exclusive
domain, all truth relating to the nature of man, how he should live, and how he can change (2 Pe 1:3; 2 Tim
3:15,16); He needs no help from godless, anti-Christians (Freud, Jung, Rogers, et al.) and their so-called scientific
theories and therapies, which were neither derived from Scripture nor compared with Scripture. Yet Collins claims
that the only reason that Jesus and His disciples did not use psychology was merely a matter of technology; i.e., it
just wasn't available then, just as the radio and antibiotics were not then available! By this same reasoning, would
Jesus have then used the modern psychological principles of stress management had they been available to Him; to
wit, the occult practices of visualization, self-hypnosis, positive self-talk, etc.?

-  In Can You Trust Psychology?, Collins does admit that Christians cannot trust all of psychology. However, in
answer to his book title Collins says, "It all depends on the psychology and the psychologist." Then he gives his
criteria of acceptance:

"When a psychologist seeks to be guided by the Holy Spirit, is committed to serving Christ faithfully,
is growing in his or her knowledge of the Scriptures, is well aware of the facts and conclusions of
psychology, and is willing to evaluate psychological ideas in the light of biblical teaching -- then you
can trust the psychologist, even though he or she at times will make mistakes, as we all do. If the
psychology or psychological technique is not at odds with scriptural teaching, then it is likely to be
trustworthy, especially if it also is supported by scientific data."

But at the present time there are over 250 competing and often contradictory therapies and over 10,000 not-always-
compatible techniques! To determine methodological systems used by professing Christians who practice
psychotherapy, the Bobgans conducted a survey with the Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS), a
national, integrationist organization composed of numerous practicing "Christian" therapists. A simple questionnaire
was used in which the therapists were asked to list in order the psychotherapeutic approaches that most influenced
their private practices. Only ten approaches were listed, but blank spaces were provided at the bottom of the sheet
for adding others before final ranking. The results indicated that Client-Centered Therapy (Rogers) and Reality
Therapy (Glasser) were the two top choices, and that psychoanalysis (Freud) and Rational Emotive Therapy (Ellis)
followed closely behind -- all therapies invented by godless, anti-Christians! Collins claims that since "Christian"
therapists have goals that are different from secular therapists, we should not be alarmed. Nevertheless, the
"Christian" therapists use theories and methods borrowed directly from approaches devised by secular psychologists
whose systems have underlying presuppositions that are antithetical to the Bible. 

-  Collins readily uses the vocabulary of humanistic psychology, both adopting it and adapting it with Biblical
explanations and examples. He claims that "the Bible does not condemn human potential," that God "molds us into
new creatures with reason for positive self-esteem," and that God "enables us, through Christ, to find real self-
fulfillment." (Compare with Lk. 9:23; 2 Tim. 3:1-4; 2 Cor. 12:9,10.) Collins fascination with the god of self has
even led him into New Age occultism; i.e., he explains Job's boils as the product of great duress, that went away
only when Job used "positive mental imagery." This is an ancient occultic technique, dressed up in modern
psychological terminology, and brought into the church under the protective umbrella of modern science, and with
the support of psychologically-based Scripture exegesis. 

-  In the Fall 1991 issue of Liberty University's Christian Counseling Newsletter, Collins reports his occultic/New
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Age recommendation for dealing with pain: "Many counselees can benefit from relaxation techniques [meditation,
visualization, etc.], a better understanding of the nature of their pain, counseling to reduce stress and anxiety,
biofeedback, and cognitive-behavioral techniques that [use] self-talk or teach management skills. Although some
Christians are critical of visualization techniques these are often helpful, especially with children." (Emphasis
added.)

Collins also allows for variations of New Age meditation. He says even some counselors misuse visualization and
guided imagery, but "this does not mean these practices are wrong in themselves." He believes that the same
technique can be occultic or non-occultic. In another book, Collins asserts that different counselors learn their
techniques from different schools. He also understands that there are Christians angrily condemning practices such
as hypnosis, visualization, self-talk, or imagery. Even though Collins does not openly promote such techniques, he
says "We do seek to be guided by the Holy Spirit in our work, and we are sensitive to the issues …" Finally, he
says "we may choose to disagree." In other  words, Collins is saying, if you want to use hypnosis and other
meditation type techniques, you may do so (Collins, Can You Trust Psychology?, pp. 105-106; Collins, What is
Christian Counseling?, pp. 12-13).

Collins also believes self-help books and tapes are not necessarily harmful. There can be value in them. These
resources include those that teach hypnosis (Gary Collins, Innovative Approaches to Counseling, Dallas: Word
Publishing, 1986, pp. 64-65). Collins agrees that parapsychology is a controversial field, but it is a serious attempt
to study psychic phenomena. His conclusion is that: "Christians should not ignore or completely dismiss this field"
(Collins, Can You Trust Psychology?, pp. 152-156). 

-  AACC's membership is made up of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, licensed counselors, mental
health professionals, pastors, youth leaders, missionaries, pastoral counselors, Christian educators, and others
interested in Christian counseling but who have little or no professional training. Membership costs $86 per year.
Only 44% of its members are men, versus about two-thirds four years ago, and about 88% hold Master’s Degrees
or higher. The AACC Advisory Board is made up of such notable psychologizers as Dan Allender, Steve
Arterburn,  Larry Crabb, Richard Dobbins, Archibald Hart, Grace Ketterman, H.B. London, Robert McGee, Paul
Meier & Frank Minirth, John Trent, Sandra Wilson, and H. Norman Wright. Christian Counseling Today, the
AACC Quarterly magazine founded by Collins, is heavy in psychological themes. We examined four issues of the
magazine from 1995-1996 and found numerous psycho-spiritual articles authored by the likes of Sandra Wilson,
Ron Hawkins, Jan Hook, John Trent, Archibald Hart, Ed Dobson, Larry Crabb, Dan Allender, and Gary Collins.
(Source: AACC's Internet web site -- 8/01.)

-  The Atlanta '92 meeting of the AACC is typical of the thinking and practice of Gary Collins:

In Atlanta in November of 1992, a bevy of psycho-occultists were assembled by Collins' AACC for
the five-day Second International Congress on Christian Counseling ("Atlanta '92"). Collins advertised
that "more than 50 national professional organizations, mental health corporations, and academic
institutions have joined as Congress sponsors. ... A group of 19 professional counselors -- all
committed Christians -- has worked together to produce an informative, state of the art program
featuring experts in almost every field of Christian counseling. ... Over 300 separate papers, workshops,
video presentations, demonstrations, and plenary addresses will focus on the diverse issues that make
up the field of Christian counseling."

Plenary speakers were self-love proponent Charles Stanley, clinical psychiatrist Grace Ketterman,
liberal pantheist Tony Campolo, Adlerean/Maslowian/Freudian psychologist Larry Crabb, as well as
Collins himself. Other well-known psychologizers on the program were David Stoop, Bruce
Narramore, and H. Norman Wright. Receiving special recognition awards were pop psychologist James
Dobson, "inner healer" David Seamands, and Larry Crabb, all "for their significant contributions to the
Christian counseling field." 

Just a sampling of the titles of the more than 300 presentations given at Atlanta '92 was very revealing
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as to just how psycho-occultic, and thereby anti-Christian, this gathering turned out to be:

The Christian Process for the Healing of Repressed Memories, Ritual Abuse, Multiple
Personality Disorder, and Other Childhood Trauma
And the Word Became Flesh ... in Psychodrama
Emotions, Prayer, and Inner Healing in Psychotherapy
Steps to a New Beginning: Leading Others to Christ Through the Twelve-Step Process
Intensive Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy and Christian Counseling: A Practical Integration
Some Long Term Effects of Child Sexual Abuse and the Use of Guided Biblical Imagery for the
Healing Journey
Integrating Hypnosis with Christian Therapy
A Critique of the Inner Child Work: Implications for Christian Counseling
A Christian Approach for Building Self-Esteem
The Usefulness of Psychology in Churches
Freedom from Demon-Induced Oppression
Multiple Personality Disorder and Scripture: Enhancing Healing
Concepts and Techniques of an Explicitly Christian Psychotherapy

-  Lee Strobel is a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois. Strobel has authored a number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside
the Mind of Unchured Harry & Mary: How to Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The
book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels, and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more
neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C.
Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill Bright, and Gary Collins.) In this book, Strobel makes it clear
that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found
himself comfortable with the music and modern style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion
experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on
his own perception, rather than honoring man's obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find
out what works, and not to find out what is Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to
please God. To read Strobel's book (and by nature of endorsement, Gary Collins' thoughts also) you come up with
the idea that the problem with people is that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as
lost and in need of a Savior (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7).

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Collins' teachings would be two books by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110): Prophets of PsychoHeresy
I, pp. 15-103 (now out of print), and Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 195-210 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel
of Self-Esteem & Psychology). Unless otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this report come from these
two sources.
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Chuck Colson
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Colson's world collapsed when he was trapped in the Watergate scandal. He was an Episcopalian with no
understanding of saving faith. A man by the name of Tom Phillips pointed him to Christ. When left alone he
humbly cried out, "God, take me as I am." Shortly after, he was sentenced to prison (Colson's testimony as reported
in New Neutralism II, p. 68). After his release from jail (he served seven months of a one-to-three-year federal
prison sentence), Colson founded Prison Fellowship Ministries (PFM) to help "meet the needs" of the kind of men
he met in prison. PFM now operates programs in more than 80% of the prisons in the U.S. 

Colson started a daily four-minute radio program, Breakpoint, in 1991, which now airs on more than 1,000 stations
nationwide with more than 3 million listeners. He is also a syndicated columnist and has also authored 38 books
(over 5 million books sold). In 1989, Colson expanded Prison Fellowship by adding Neighbors Who Care, a
community-based support system for victims of crime. PFM states its vision as: "That God's kingdom will be
manifested as the redemptive grace and peace of Jesus Christ are experienced by those impacted by crime"; and its
mission statement as: "To exhort, equip, and assist the Church in its ministry to prisoners, ex-prisoners, victims,
and their families, and in its promotion of biblical standards of justice in the criminal justice system." (Source:
10/00. Internet web site.)

-  Colson claims to have been converted in 1973 by reading C. S. Lewis (Lewis' theology is a garbled mixture of
some ideas from the Bible, more from the Anglo-Catholic Church, and many from pagans), and Colson was later
tutored in theology by R. C. Sproul, among others. Lewis was a member of the apostate Church of England, an
institution whose history is based largely on theological compromise with Rome, and R. C. Sproul clings
tenaciously to Aristotelian and Roman Catholic philosophy, while preaching the sovereignty of God, apparently
believing that a mind divided against itself can too stand. (Source: 4/98, The Trinity Review.) Colson also credits
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's writings with influencing his life. From this beginning, it is not difficult to see from where
Colson learned his twisted theology and ecumenical philosophy.

-  Until recently, Colson (born in 1931) was president of PFM. (Mike Timmis, a Roman Catholic and former
Promise Keepers board member, is now president -- see below.) Next to Billy Graham, Colson is probably the most
responsible for the growing acceptance of Roman Catholics on the part of professing evangelicals. PFM uses about
50,000 volunteer workers, and employs 21 Directors (some of whom are Roman Catholics) in PFM offices in 83
countries. (Over 70% of PFM's chaplains are Roman Catholic.) He has an ecumenical record of praising liberals,
Roman Catholics, and charismatics, and opposes the death penalty. He has even gone so far as to praise "Mother"
Teresa as "the ultimate example of holiness for me" (Christian American, May-June 1993, p. 16). By profession,
he is a Southern Baptist. [Colson's wife, Patty, is a practicing Roman Catholic, but teaches a women's Bible study
in his Southern Baptist church! (6/15/91, Calvary Contender). See also the review by John Robbins of Colson's
book, Life Sentence.] 

-  In July of 1998, Detroit businessman Michael Timmis was named chairman of PFM, succeeding founder Chuck
Colson who remains on the board as Chairman Emeritus. Timmis is a Roman Catholic. Colson, Timmis, and Jim
Berlucchi (Promise Keeper's Catholic evangelist) were scheduled speakers along with two Catholic priests at the
"Catholic Men's Conference" June 9-11 at the Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio, which is heavily
involved with Marian apparitions and with PK (6/00, The Berean Call).

Colson seems to have a policy of speaking anywhere, anytime, regardless of the heresy or apostasy emanating from
the pulpit he accepts (e.g., recipient of the 21st "Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion" (8/93), R.C. Sproul's
2/92 "Hunger for Significance" conference, NAE's 3/90 annual convention, Dallas Seminary's 1990
commencement, Wheaton College's 5/82 commencement [also received an honorary Doctor of Laws from
Wheaton], 1985 Moody Founder's Week, numerous James Dobson' Focus on the Family radio programs, etc.)
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-  Colson's Prison Fellowship appears to be a money-hungry group that milks its members. In the summer of 1993,
Colson sent out a computer-generated, fundraising letter to his thousands of followers. In the letter, Colson tearfully
appealed for an immediate $800,000 or, he claimed, Prison Fellowship wouldn't be able to pay its summer bills.
This letter was sent just after Colson's group had pocketed over $1 million he had received in May from the
"Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion."

-  In the Foreword to Keith Fournier's book Evangelical Catholics (see the end of this report for Fournier's
teachings in Evangelical Catholics), Colson wrote a glowing endorsement. This book is a plea for Protestants to
join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort (i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by
the year 2000). Fournier, former Ohio prosecutor, is one of the new breed of charismatic Catholic activists. He is
executive director of Pat Robertson's American Center For Law and Justice, and the former Dean of Evangelism
and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. He pleads for
Protestant/Catholic unity without concern for doctrine (a policy with which Colson has never had a problem).
Rather than recognize that the false gospel of Catholicism is what separates Protestants from Catholics, Fournier
and Colson want to gloss over the differences and unite in love. Christ's love, however, compels us not to "accept
Catholics," but to inform them where and why Catholic dogmas and traditions contradict God's Word. (Excerpted
in part from the 2/91, CIB Bulletin.)

Colson's thesis is that secularism is the great enemy of our age and about to overwhelm us all. Since EC's
(evangelical Catholics) and EP's (evangelical Protestants) share "belief in the basics" and "the same mission," we
should put aside "minor differences" (since we are all "whether Catholic or Protestant part of the same Body") and
work together for the evangelization of the world. Colson's hope is that Fournier's book will be a "bridge across
many historic divisions," and bind us together "against the encroaching armies of secularism ... it's high time that all
of us who are Christians come together regardless of the difference of our confessions and our traditions and make
common cause to bring Christian values to bear in our society" (Evangelical Catholics, p. vi). (Emphasis added.)

-  In Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, he calls on evangelicals to join forces with orthodox
Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism & secularism]." He says
"the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands, and Catholic ears -- all with
their eyes on Jesus." In an 11/23/92 Christianity Today interview, he criticized those evangelicals who would write-
off and not join with Roman Catholics in the "cosmic battle." Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain
of command and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the body of Christ. (Reported in the 12/15/92, Calvary
Contender.) [Colson has also made a two-part video series on The Body.] According to the 12/28/92 Christian
News, the bottom line of The Body is: 

"... the Catholic Church runs a tight ship and he approves a Southern Baptist sounding at times like a
Catholic traditionalist. praising the Catholic chain of command. Some of Colson's comments in The
Body sound like a blueprint for 'stealth campaigns' by the Christian Religious Right. An effective army,
he argues, 'infiltrates small units to disrupt the enemy's communications and attack strategic targets.'
[He argues that] this is, in fact, what Christians must do in a 'post-Christian culture' dominated by the
TV feel-good values of Donahue and Oprah." [The book has been endorsed by Jerry Falwell, Pat
Robertson, Carl F.H. Henry, James Montgomery Boice, Jack Hayford, Adrian Rogers, Vernon
Grounds, and Catholic priest Richard John Neuhaus; a 7/19/93 Christianity Today advertisement
carried additional endorsements from Roman Catholic John Cardinal O'Connor, neo-evangelicals J.I.
Packer and Kenneth Kantzer, and psychoheretic, "church growth" guru Bill Hybels.]

Colson's appeal for unity with Rome is based upon gross misinformation provided to his readers. For example, after
explaining that a major catalyst for the Reformation was Luther's revulsion for the practice of selling indulgences,
Colson writes: "The Reformers, for example, assailed the corrupt practice of indulgences; today they are gone" (p.
271). Indulgences "are gone"? Absolutely not! Vatican II's Indulgentarium Doctrina by Pope Paul VI devotes 17
pages to indulgences. This document declares that the Roman Catholic Church commands that the usage of
indulgences be kept in the Church; and it condemns with anathema those who say that indulgences are useless!
(Adapted from the 4/93, Berean Call.)
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Colson finds fault with various segments of the evangelical church, but not with today's Catholic Church. And the
praise he gives Rome is often so blind as to be embarrassing, such as his statement that "the Catholic Church, to its
great credit, does call heretics to account" (p. 132). Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the
stake! And to this day both Trent and Vatican II condemn evangelicals as heretics for holding beliefs to which
Colson subscribes. Surely he must know this! [As an example of Rome's censure of heretics, Colson commends
Pope Urban VIII for declaring "that anyone in the New World who kept Indian slaves would be excommunicated"
(p. 133). But he fails to mention that this same Pope condemned some heretics to the most horrible slavery of all --
the galleys for life! Nor does he tell us that Urban VIII also threatened an elderly and very ill Galileo with torture
for saying that the earth revolved around the sun, and had him on his knees in front of the Inquisition recanting of
this "heresy" in fear of his life! Calling heretics to account, indeed!] (Adapted from the 4/93, Berean Call.)

-  In an article in the Religious News Service (October 16,1995), Colson described his October meeting with the
Pope in New York City. He depicted the Pope as a great moral leader and a friend of Biblical orthodoxy. Consider
an excerpt:

"As one of the evangelicals present, I left with one conclusion: Those who defend eternal moral truths
and Christian orthodoxy have taken their stand on common ground.  The pope made it quite clear that
he fully supports those of all persuasions who recognize, and work to counter, the enormous problems
resulting from our society's flight from the truths of orthodoxy. When my eyes met the pope's, we
stared across centuries of distrust and suspicion and found common ground. ... Orthodoxy is nothing
less than that thread that connects the present to the past and the past to the future -- and that is the
thing that really bothers our adversaries." 

Colson's blindness is incredible. Only Biblical prophecies of last days apostasy can explain such blindness. The
Pope of Rome, a defender of Christian orthodoxy?! Why, everything he stands for uniquely as the Pope is contrary
to the Bible. He claims to be the head of all the churches. He claims to be able to turn the bread and juice of the
Lord's Supper into the very body and blood of Christ. He claims to be a spiritual father to all Christians. He claims,
as a priest, to mediate between God and men. He claims to be able to influence the eternal destinies of men through
his unscriptural sacraments. He claims that Mary is the Mother of God. He prays to her and adores her, and he
thanked her for saving him when an assassin's bullet almost ended his life. He has "all yours" embroidered on his
garments, and he admits that it refers to Mary. He claims that the blood of Christ was not sufficient to give men
eternal life but that they also need Roman masses and baptisms and other rituals. In fact, he claims that even all of
this might not be sufficient, and that even "the faithful" might have to go to a place called purgatory where their
sins will finally be expunged.

The last statement we cited by Colson is telling. Colson claims that he has found common ground with
Roman Catholicism. This is not because Romanism has changed, but it is because he himself represents an
apostate form of Christianity known as modern evangelicalism that is so nonchalant about the truth that it
cannot resist error. Colson says orthodoxy is the thread which connects the present with the past and the
future. Not so. In relation to the Pope, it is not orthodoxy which connects the past and the future, but heresy.
John Paul II represents ancient heresies which were affirmed by the anathemas of Trent; at the same time he
represents that final apostate Mother of Harlots foretold in Revelation 17. Those who yoke together with the
Pope are yoked together with his blasphemies and heresies (Revelation 18:4). (Source: FBIS)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion
and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about
Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to
aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed
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their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
Charismatic Movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for
example]. In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that
the parties can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, John White (of
NAE), Bill Bright (of Campus Crusade), Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, Colson and friends have, in effect, declared
the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I.
Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C.
Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized
them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal
with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but
has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any
form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no
better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I
stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit
or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC
among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.] 

However ignorant Colson and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based
on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  On 10/31/98, Colson spoke at Calvin College chapel. Calvin Theological Seminary and the Roman Catholic
Acton Institute in Grand Rapids, Michigan collaborated on a symposium titled "Over One Hundred Years of
Christian Social Teaching: The Legacy of Abraham Kuyper and Leo XIII." Colson presented his lecture "Building
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Common Ground in the Christian Church for the Culture of Life." A handful of Roman Catholic priests milled
about greeting those who had come. Vietnamese Archbishop Van Trang, a cabinet member at the Vatican on the
Commission of Peace and Justice (introduced as "Your Excellency"), was also present. Colson came to the platform
to rousing applause and began his lecture by commending the seminary for a conference that brought together
Calvinists and Catholics on the eve of celebrating the Reformation. Relating the 1994 release of Evangelicals and
Catholics Together (ECT), Colson said the message of the document was "something I believe in very deeply." He
went on to commend the pope, saying John Paul II, a man he called the "Holy Father," would be known as "John
Paul the Great," and he thanked the pope for his positive movement in bringing social change. 

The theme of Colson's lecture was linking ECT with the Reformed tradition as expressed a century ago by the
Dutch scholar and statesman Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920). Colson's intent was to show the existence of a historic
Reformed basis for ECT and thus justification for continuing to build a Roman/Reformed consensus and apologetic
for ECT and "The Gift of Salvation" (1997).  First stating the problem, Colson illustrated the moral decline of
America both in contemporary culture and in the political arena. To be a fundamentalist or a separatist, which
includes not engaging contemporary culture with the Bible, he said, is the "greatest sin." After thirty years of
cultural autonomy and its dismal failure, he argued that it is time to identify with John Paul II and his statement that
the new millennium will be a "springtime of the Christian faith." Evangelicals and Catholics together, according to
Colson, have a historic opportunity upon the demise of humanism to join ranks and create a driving force for
implementing world change. (Source: 3/99, The Trinity Review.)

-  Charles Colson is clearly one of the leaders of the ecumenical movement. He has expressed his fundamental
ecumenical idea in these words ("Foreword," Evangelical Catholics):

"The pain and distrust between Catholics and Protestants goes [sic] back centuries. The church has
often been plagued by wars within her walls, crippling her in her battle against the encroaching armies
of secularism. But at root, those who are called of God, whether Catholic or Protestant, are part of the
same Body. What they share is a belief in the basics: the virgin birth, the deity of Christ, His bodily
resurrection, His imminent return, and the authority of his infallible Word. They also share the same
mission: presenting Christ as Savior and Lord to a needy world. ... It's high time that all of us who are
Christians come together regardless of the differences in our confessions and our traditions and make
common cause to bring Christian values to bear in our society. When the barbarians are scaling the
walls, there is no time for petty quarreling in the camp."

Colson first asserts that "the church" has been crippled by wars within her walls. He says that Romanists and
Protestants are part of the same church. What makes them part of the same body is their common doctrine, and
Colson lists five fundamental doctrines held in common. But his fundamental doctrinal unity between the systems
of Romanism and Protestantism does not exist. Take, for example, the single issue of Scripture: Colson calls the
common doctrine "the authority of His infallible Word." But what is common about it? Romanism and historic
Protestantism have different Bibles; Rome says there are 73 books and a few fragments; historic Protestantism says
there are 66 books and no fragments. Second, Rome says that she wrote the books of Scripture, and not only did
she write them, she approves and authenticates them. Historic Protestantism says that the books of Scripture are
prior to the church, they called forth and created the church; and they judge and authenticate the church. Third,
Romanism denies the sufficiency, inerrancy, historical reliability, scientific accuracy, and clarity of Scripture;
historical Protestantism asserts all these. Romanism and historic Protestantism have nothing in common on the
doctrine of Scripture. Those who assert that they do -- such as Charles Colson -- simply display their ignorance of
what both Rome and the Scriptures teach.

Colson goes on to say, after asserting that Protestants and Romanists have fundamental doctrines in common, that
we should put aside the remaining minor doctrines and unite to fight secularism. Why does Colson find secularism
a greater threat than false religions? The greatest enemies of Christianity have always been false religions. It was
not secularists who crucified Christ; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who persecuted Christians in the
first century; it was false religionists. It was not secularists who ruined ancient Israel; it was false religionists. The
ancient prophets denounced the false religions of their times. Quite frankly, friends, the eighteenth century
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Enlightenment did less harm to Christianity than Romanism or twentieth century modernism. Colson, being a
political animal, calls for a united front against the barbarians scaling the walls. He denies that the barbarians are
already within the walls, that barbarians ruled and ruined virtually all the churches for a thousand years -- and for
the past 500 years, most of the churches professing to be Christian. 

In Colson's circle, the Cultural Mandate has been substituted for the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. In the United
States it has become the conservative counterpart to the liberal social gospel. The Western civilization that Charles
Colson and his ilk are attempting to save cannot be saved by the cultural gospel, for we do not wrestle against flesh
and blood, but against principalities and powers. Only the preaching of the Gospel can defeat those principalities
and powers. Western civilization is a by-product of the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Now, in the name
of saving what is left of Western civilization, Colson and his ilk demand that we make a theological, social, and
political alliance with the Roman State-Church, and battle the barbarians scaling the walls. Mr. Colson is ill-
educated. His many ghostwriters have not served him well. He neither understands the source of Western
Civilization nor what is required to save it. Just as the individual's eternal salvation is entirely in the hands of
Christ, so a civilization's temporal salvation depends entirely on Christ, and if his Gospel is ignored, disbelieved, or
despised, as Colson and his tribe despise it, then Christ will surely abandon that culture. All power in Heaven and
on Earth has been given to Christ. (Source: "Bleating Wolves: The Meaning of Evangelicals and Catholics
Together," 10/98, No.164,  The Trinity Review.)

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Colson says: "He preaches with a powerful,
convicting spirit and with a wonderful ability to have all people of all backgrounds relate to him. He's been
anointed to preach the Gospel." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with
pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. (Colson and Palau were elected as trustees of Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, effective May 1, 1999. As pro-Catholic ecumenicals, they should fit well with G-C's new-
evangelical stance.)

-  When Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (a book which critiqued the teachings of Dr. James C. Dobson) was published
in 1990 (republished and revised in 1998 as James's Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), Colson
consoled Dobson by saying, "Jim, God has called you to do a work for Him. Don't look to the right or left. Just go
get it done." (Colson also served on the National Advisory Committee of the 1993 National Day of Prayer, chaired
by Dobson's wife, Shirley; also, a Jewish rabbi and Catholic cardinal were listed with Dr. D. James Kennedy as
"Committee Liaisons." James Dobson has also endorsed PFM and Colson has appeared many times on Dobson's
Focus on the Family radio program.)

In 1997 there was an award established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented
annually to recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were
initially recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy,
Gary Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with
his other "achievements," Colson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Colson was a supporter of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical amalgamation of
professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal was religious
pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while was promoting a new one world religion. Other "evangelical"
signators and/or supporters with Colson were James Dobson, Beverly LaHaye, and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer
exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute," an organization
headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was
originally designated as "national teacher training and outreach center" for the Williamsburg Charter Foundation. Its
New Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic
Society," is being offered to the nations' public schools by the National Council on Religion and Public Education,
a Liberty Institute organization, and has been accepted by the California State Board of Education.)]

-  Colson endorsed R.C. Sproul's 1991 polemic for self-love, The Hunger For Significance (the revised edition of
Sproul's 1983 book, In Search of Dignity). Sproul had this to say about his own book:
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"Every person needs to feel significant. We want our lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some
way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as intense as our need for oxygen --
doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us to understand how
important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know our
present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the
human cry for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together,
we can help each other discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of
significance being made in the image of God." (Emphasis added.)

Colson had no problem endorsing the book: "This book is powerful. It speaks in understandable terms to one of the
most critical issues of our day -- the dignity and worth of man -- and equips the believer in the living God with
magnificent insight and answers for a world desperately yearning for meaning." [Colson also spoke at Sproul's 2/92
"Hunger for Significance Conference" in Orlando, Florida.]

-  Colson endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God. "Bill Hybels, one of the bright stars in today's evangelical
world, has performed a great service in Honest to God. He helps Christians deal with unrecognized sin inhibiting
our witness in today's secular struggle for a more authentic faith." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the
virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth"
movement.)

-  Colson also appears to have difficulty recognizing the seriousness of allowing children to read books with occult
fantasy themes. In a May, 2000 radio commentary, Colson opined on the Harry Potter phenomenon:

"It may relieve you to know that the magic in these books [more than eight million of them] is purely
mechanical, as opposed to occultic. That is, Harry and his friends cast spells, read crystal balls, and
turn themselves into animals -- but they don't make contact with a supernatural world."

What spiritual ignorance! There can be nothing more occultic than crystal balls (divination), casting spells, and
demonic alteration of oneself into an animal-like creature. Yet Colson sees this as mere innocent child's play.
(Source: 6/00, The Berean Call.) [See the following four linked reports on the danger of the Harry Potter books:
Report1; Report2; Report3; Report4.]

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
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psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Colson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
Colson has been a speaker at PK men's conferences and has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in
PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"). 

-  More than 6,000 delegates to the Parliament of the World's Religions (PWR) met in Chicago from 8/28/93-
9/5/93. Nearly every demonic false Christ-worshipping cult, Scripture-twisting counterfeit, and apostate Christian
group in the world was gathered at the Palmer House for a week of plenary sessions and over 500 meetings and
workshops. Prior to the Chicago meetings, a committee made up of the leaders of the world's five major religions
(Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity) met and chose Chuck Colson as the 21st recipient of the
million dollar "John M. Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion -- "for showing "extraordinary originality in
advancing humankind's understanding of God." (The "Prize" was established in 1972 by New Age
pantheist/science-of-mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton.) Colson not only agreed to take the
money (which actually came to more than $1.2 million for 1993), which he claimed would be used to further the
aims of his Prison Fellowship Ministry, but also agreed to attend and speak at the Chicago PWR event. (Although
the presentation of the Templeton Prize was not an "official act" of the PWR, the timing for the public presentation
-- a ceremony that was held on 9/2/93 in the Rockefeller Chapel of the University of Chicago -- was meant to
coincide with the PWR's meetings, and the ceremony itself was listed on PWR's 9/23 schedule of events.) There, in
the presence of some of the most evil and diabolical men and women on the face of the earth, Colson expressed his
gratitude to them in his formal acceptance speech.

Among the attendees with Colson in Chicago were a Hindu swami who heads the Divine Life Society of India
(Chidananda Saraswati); the secretary-general of the Muslim World League (Abdullah Omar Naseef); the exiled
"god-king" of Tibetan Buddhism (the Dalai Lama); the feminist director of the National Council of Churches (Joan
Campbell); several Roman Catholic dignitaries such as liberal theologian Hans Kung, the Archbishop of Chicago
(Joseph Cardinal Bernardin), a goddess advocate (Dr. Rosemary Reuther), a worshipper in Hindu temples who
dresses in robes of a Hindu guru (Dr. Bede Griffiths), and even the Vatican's official representative (Francisco
Gioia of the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue); representatives of the Eastern Religions of Taoism,
Confucianism, and Shintoism; officials of the satanic Lucis Trust; Zoroastrian sun god worshippers; witchcraft
priestesses, santeria/voodoo high priests, and various shamanists and animists; apostate "Christians"; Freemason
higher-ups; serpent charmers; liberal Jewish rabbis; assorted New Age "dignitaries"; and Druid priests! Even the
American Humanist Association was represented. In all, occultists and religionists from over 130 countries came to
celebrate their "Unity in Diversity."

The joint goal of PWR is Unity -- it "seeks to encourage understanding of the benefits of each of the great
religions," and ultimately, to bring all the world's faiths and religions together as one. As a result, PWR is made up
of a gaggle of deceived and misguided zealots blindly following the pied pipers of ecumenism. The 4/19/93
Christian News said: "The World Parliament of Religions promotes an anti-scriptural universalism, the notion that
all religions worship the true God and that Christianity is not the only true and saving faith." This intent was
reiterated by Templeton himself at the first news conference (2/17/93 in New York), where he announced that
Colson, who was present, was the 1993 Prize recipient. In response, Colson said, "I salute Sir John for establishing
this award ..." [One researcher asks, "Would Elijah have complimented the priests of Ashtoreth, Baal, Dagon,
Molech, et al. for establishing a 'progress in religion' prize and have accepted it? Would Paul have accepted such a
prize offered by the pagan leaders of his day? Then why excuse Colson?" How can anyone really justify a
professing evangelical commending and accepting the "Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion"? Is Christianity
merely another religion? Do Christians help false religions progress? Religious leaders nailed Christ to the cross.
To accept an award from Christ-rejecting Muslims, Hindus, et al. for "progress in religion" is to deny Christ and
His gospel! (11/93, Berean Call).]

Perhaps Colson was picked for this high "honor" precisely because of his devotion to the ecumenical movement. In
later press releases, Colson announced his pleasure in being selected for the "Templeton Prize." Colson noted that
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Mother Teresa and Billy Graham were past recipients. What he failed to mention was that other past recipients also
include India's Hindu guru, Baba Amte; Japanese Buddhist teacher and founder of the world's largest Buddhist lay
organization, Nikkyo Niwano; the secretary-general of the World Muslim Congress, Dr. Inamulla Khan;
evolutionist Alister Hardy; Unitarian Ralph Burhoe; the former president of India (Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan), who
was awarded the Prize for his contribution to Hinduism; and the Dalai Lama. The 6/1/93 Calvary Contender stated:
"'Evangelical' Colson, by participating in such an interfaith worship/dialogue parliament featuring New Agers and
adherents of Buddhism, Hinduism, Catholicism, Islam, etc., will confuse his followers and bring great reproach to
the cause of Christ. Even his Watergate deeds, not done in the name of religion, could hardly be so shameful."

Is Chuck Colson, then, a wolf in sheep's clothing -- a "born again" New Ager disguised as an evangelical
Christian? Whatever he is, the Hindus, Buddhists, Wiccans (witches), Moslems, and other false religionists and
cultists must have been deliriously happy that the famous Chuck Colson appeared in Chicago to bless their devilish
affair. [Portions of the above were also adapted from a 6/93 Flashpoint article and an 8/93 Media Spotlight article.]

[More on the Parliament of the World's Religions/Chuck Colson: In the "business" sessions of the PWR, it's
chairman proposed a "United Nations" of religions be established that would dispatch mediators to help defuse
inter-religious tensions. (A Zoroastrian, a Muslim, and a Buddhist actually prepared a charter. The General Council
plans to meet annually and form an Executive Council, which will meet often throughout the year. The plan is for
religious leaders to work with the United Nations on all world affairs, including war.) The Jewish ADL pulled out
of the event after Nation of Islam minister Louis Farrakhan was invited to speak. Pagans swayed and chanted "We
are one with the soul of the Earth." A Global Ethic document, drafted by Catholic theologian Hans Kung, was
signed. It made no mention of God, but called for human rights, respect for the environment, gender equality, and a
culture of peace (10/15/93, Calvary Contender).

Colson's award ceremony began with a Muslim's speech and chant (Dr. Ghulan-Haider Aasi of the American
Islamic College of Chicago). After Colson's talk, a Buddhist (Dr. Chuen Phangcham of the American Buddhist
Congress) led the audience in a "meditation," during which he and some of the audience went into a trance, and
what he was saying became unintelligible. A Roman Catholic Church leader closed with final remarks. Colson's
office claimed that accepting the Prize gave Colson "a marvelous opportunity, not unlike that of Paul on Mars Hill,
to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ clearly and powerfully to ... many who have perverted the truth." Sadly, in
none of his news conferences or speeches did he fulfill this ideal. Moreover, it would be the height of hypocrisy
and confusion to accept an award designed to promote all religions and at the same time to charge that all religions
are false and that Christ alone saves. No wonder the gospel was not made plain on any of these occasions.

In Colson's formal acceptance speech, the full Gospel was not preached, but instead he used language that would
not offend his hosts. This was by design, to emphasize the interfaith, ecumenical nature of the event. Nowhere in his
speech did Colson make it clear that we are sinners facing God's wrath and that Christ's death paid the penalty
demanded by God's justice against sin so we could be forgiven. In fact, Colson obscured that vital truth with his
final story of a prison cell occupied solely by a crucifix, which a prisoner explained as, "He's doing time for all the
rest of us" -- an appealing, but false Catholic gospel. Christ is not "doing time" for us. He is no longer on the cross.
The debt has been paid in full! (10/93, Flashpoint;11/93, Berean Call).

It is equally alarming that not only Colson, but also other professing evangelicals would imagine that he had
actually presented the gospel, when its primary elements were missing. Colson came just close enough to the gospel
for Christians to interpret his ambiguous language as meaning what they believe; and he missed it by enough so as
not to offend too badly the followers of the world's false religions or to convert them (11/93, Berean Call).]

-  Colson claims to be conservative and orthodox, but his actions speak louder than his words (from 10/93,
Flashpoint):

(a) Colson has unhealthy connections with the United Nations. In 1986, he and Prison Fellowship
reportedly endorsed the New Age movement's World Day of Healing -- also known as Global Mind-
Link -- then hastily withdrew its endorsement after receiving criticism from concerned Christians.
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(b) In a 1993 newsletter, Colson bragged that Prison Fellowship's proposal to release over half of all
criminals now in prisons from their cells, and return these convicts to their local communities, had
been adopted by Janet Reno, Bill Clinton's attorney general. Reno has also expressed support for
Colson's campaign to end capital punishment and abolish the death penalty. Colson and Prison
Fellowship are in bed with radical liberals on both these issues.

(c) Colson has encouraged Christians to read the works of fiction writer Madeleine L'Engle, in spite of
the fact that L'Engle's writings are laced with occultism and New Age imagery. He has also
enthusiastically promoted President George Bush's "Thousand Points of Light" program, which has
been proven to be a project of the New Age group, Secret Brotherhood.

(d) In the early-1990s, the ultra-liberal newspaper, The Washington Post, "invited" Colson to write a
guest article. In the article, Colson blasted pro-life Christians, accusing them of "inflammatory
rhetoric." Pro-lifers, said Colson, must "seek common ground" with the abortionists. Moreover, "the
Religious Right," Colson wrote, "must accept the fact that America is the pluralist nation."

-  See the reviews ["The Counterfeit Gospel" (Book Reviews)] of various Colson' books for more on Colson's false
Roman Catholic gospel, his praise of Catholicism, his moral/religious relativism, his social activism, etc.

Keith Fournier's Teachings in Evangelical Catholics

-  Fournier's "new birth" experience in adulthood, after he gained full knowledge of the "true Faith," is declared to
be merely a "renewing" of his "baptism vows" and infant baptism. Fournier states, "We need to insure ... that those
who occupy our churches have met Jesus Christ personally. For some of us that will mean reaffirming our baptism
as children" (p. 181). Conversion is declared to be a continual process that takes place, not a "once for all"
experience.

-  In one and two sentence statements interspersed throughout the book, Fournier indicates acceptance of and
adherence to every pagan Romish doctrine. He accepts infant baptismal regeneration (pp. 101-102, 134, 181), he
believes in using statutes as an aid to prayer (p. 26), that the Roman Catholic institution is the "ark" of spiritual
safety and the "mother church" (pp. 45, 46, 49, 165), and that it is in this "church" through which God makes
known his will (p. 49). He also adheres to the Rosary (p. 95), Mariolatry [calling Mary the "second Eve"] (p. 125),
and the Eucharist as becoming the literal body and blood of Christ (according to Fournier, it is the "heart of the
Christian life") (p. 42).

-  Fournier accepts all seven Roman Catholic sacraments as means of grace (p. 17), and he believes in the
supremacy and full authority of the papacy (pp. 18, 204), never questioning the pope's position or theology. And of
course, the Roman Catholic "church" is the one true world-wide ecumenical church (pp. 65, 143, 165). These
doctrines are carefully and subtlety "slipped in," while promoting an "evangelical" line. (Reported in the March-
April 1992, Fundamentalist Digest.)

NOTE I: Colson's conclusion about the author is: "Keith Fournier stands in the breach -- truly orthodox in his
adherence to Catholic doctrine and fully evangelical in his relationship to Christ and His creation."

NOTE II: Fournier says concerning Colson: "Several years ago we honored Chuck with our Poverello Medal, our
highest award given annually to the man, woman, or organization which most reflects the spirit of Saint Francis in
his simple love for Jesus Christ [p. 205] The Prison Fellowship Ministries staff and volunteers simply want to touch
unbelievers and fellow Christians with the love of Christ. So when their work takes them to predominantly Catholic
countries and Catholic environments, they strive to work with Catholic Christians" (p. 202). Throughout the book,
Fournier's foremost Christian heroes appear to be Mother Teresa and Charles Colson.
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NOTE III: Foundation for March-April 1990, in reference to Colson stated: "When questioned as to any doctrinal
requirements for participation in his Prison Fellowship Ministries, he explained that because of its nature and scope,
it is necessary to make no distinctions on the basis of either religion or race." After reading the revelations in
Fournier's book, it is understandable how Colson could make that statement. He simply sees no differences based on
doctrine. This is tragic. It is obvious that Colson was trained as a lawyer, not as a theologian (New Neutralism II,
pp. 68-70).

NOTE IV: Fournier lists nine current areas of cooperative effort between the evangelical- ecumenical Roman
Catholic and the evangelical-ecumenical Protestant that are expediting the "back to Rome" process: These included
(a) social ecumenism [joint social action projects]; (b) evangelistic ecumenism [ecumenical evangelism] and (c)
moral ecumenism [joint action in the anti-abortion effort]. Through the Fournier/Robertson ACLJ, professing
fundamentalists, in their desire to retain/regain essential constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, are being conned
into an ecumenical mesh from which they may be unable or unwilling to extract themselves. In the future, they
could wind up regaining/maintaining the right to publicly exercise a faith which they no longer possess that faith
having been lost in an ecumenical planning for legal justice. It has been said  that "It's never right to do wrong, in
order to get a chance to do right." This certainly appears to be applicable here. Fighting for religious liberty does
not justify forging ecumenical ties!  [Return to Text]
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Charles Colson
"The Counterfeit Gospel"* (Book Reviews)

Loving God

In this book and audio cassette tapes by Chuck Colson, he praises "Mother" Teresa very highly as one of the
"contemporary giants of the faith" and "the greatest saint in the world." I do not know which faith he is speaking
about, Christianity or Roman Catholicism, since he seems to think that the two are identical, or at least that
Catholicism is a species of the genus Christianity.

The Body

Since Loving God, Colson has written a number of books. The Body is a book about the church. It is
enthusiastically endorsed by J.I. Packer, John Cardinal O' Connor, Pat Robertson, Bill Hybels, Steve Brown, Jerry
Falwell, James Montgomery Boice, Jack Hayford, Carl F. H. Henry, Adrian Rogers, Kenneth Kantzer, Richard
John Neuhaus, and Vernon Grounds -- a cross-section of the religious establishment in America.

Like other Colson books, it is a mélanges of fictional short stories, anecdotes, social commentary, autobiography,
and theology. Although it is not a systematic discussion of the purpose, function, or structure of the church, it is
perhaps his most theological book so far.

In the nine page "Recommended Reading" list he appends to The Body, included are works by "outstanding"
theologians such as Richard Owen Roberts, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Cardinal Ratzinger, Malcolm Muggeridge,
Richard John Neuhaus, Richard Niebuhr, Ern Baxter, Avery Dulles, Charles Finney, Keith Fournier, John Frame,
John Paul II, Robert Webber, and Helmut Thelicke.

As one can surmise by reading his Recommended Reading list, Colson's views are quite eclectic -- perhaps
ecumenical is the better word. He expresses his gratitude to those who have helped him: Baptist Carl Henry;
Presbyterians Francis Schaeffer, R.C. Sproul, and T.M. Moore; Roman Catholics Richard John Neuhaus, Tom
Weinandy, and J. Daryl Charles; Anglican J. I. Packer, and so on.

The reason Colson is ecumenical is that he sees Christianity as "mere Christianity," a set of five or six
"fundamentals" that constitute the essence of Christianity -- fundamentals such as "the Virgin Birth, the deity of
Christ, the Atonement, the Resurrection, the authority of Scripture, and the Second Coming" (104; 108-109, 185ff.).
Colson claims to be a fundamentalist, and insistently says so. He calls for church unity around those fundamentals.
He is a leading proponent of minimal Christianity and maximum one-churchism. (Those two, by the way, always
go together: minimal doctrine and maximal bureaucracy. The Biblical view is maximal doctrine and minimal
bureaucracy.)

"There are fundamentalists in every denomination," he writes. "Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist,
Episcopal every Christian is a fundamentalist" (186). What we need is all to get together. Colson's book is a 400-
page equivalent of Rodney King's whine, "Can't we all just get along?"

Colson lards his book with quotations from or references to John Calvin, Martin Luther, Jonathan Edwards, the
popes, several cardinals, Charles Finney, D.L. Moody, Billy Graham, many Roman Catholic priests, and United
Methodist Ministers; he gives no evidence of understanding that these men represent different religions. If Roman
Catholicism -- with its adoration of Mary, veneration of the saints, prayers to both, religious costumes, elaborate
rituals, mass, totalitarian hierarchy, saving sacraments, eating the physical body and blood of Christ, adulterated
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Bible, perverted Gospel, and oral tradition -- is Christianity, then Calvin, Luther, Edwards, the Puritans, Pilgrims,
Reformed Baptists, and this writer are not Christians. Christians should never forget that Paul cursed the
fundamentalists in Galatia who erred on justification (Galatians 1), and the author of Hebrews excoriated the
fundamentalists to whom he wrote (Hebrews 5).

Colson is enthusiastic that the liberals -- who, as J. Gresham Machen argued, are not Christians -- and the Roman
Catholics are uniting. Colson's affinity for the Roman church is revealed throughout the book (page numbers in
parens):

1. Colson favors making the sign of the cross (106);

2. Colson laments the lack of a Protestant Magisterium (132);

3. Colson viciously attacks "individualism," "lone rangers," and the "entrepreneurial spirit" (32, 134);
(one wonders if Colson has such people as Noah, Abraham, Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, Abadnego,
David, Athanasius, John Huss, and Christ himself in mind when he condemns "Lone Rangers");

4. Colson favors private communication (140); (it seems that this is theologically correct
individualism);

5. Colson laments the lack of a monolithic church structure (199);

6. Colson laments the fact that Americans are free to choose which church they will attend (41);

7. Colson thinks that "Catholics have better made visible the spiritual reality of worship" (73);

8. Colson uses the title "Father" throughout the book to refer to priests, despite Christ's explicit
command not to do so;

9. Colson vigorously defends Mother Teresa's "Christian commitment" (87);

10. Colson endorses "natural law" (196);

11. Colson praises Billy Graham for including Roman Catholic priests in his "revivals" (333);

12. Colson includes all denominations in the work of Prison Fellowship;

13. Colson endorses "Catholic evangelicals" (101);

14. Colson asserts "the church is hierarchical and authoritarian and ultimately answerable only to God"
(133);

15. Colson criticizes those Protestants who opposed John Kennedy's presidential candidacy (169);

16. Colson implies that anti-abortion activism is more important than a correct understanding of the
doctrine of justification (114);

17. Colson praises the Catholic church for "calling heretics to account" (132);

18. Colson believes the pope to be "one of the most articulate defenders of democratic capitalism"
(268).

According to Colson, while Luther may have been justified in some of his protests against the Roman Church, the
reasons for the protests have disappeared: Indulgences, for example are gone; Rome has changed (271).
Indulgences, however, are not gone, and Rome has not changed in any important respect. Rome has always prided
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itself on staying the same -- semper eadem is its motto -- while adapting to changing cultures.

On one hand, Colson says he is "thoroughly reformed" in his theology; on the other, he praises the holiness and
charismatic movements for "breathing life into the churches." On one hand, Colson writes: "The charge is to preach
the whole truth" (123). On the other, only the fundamentals. Everything else tends to disunity.

Two Enemies

Colson sees two enemies facing the church today: secularism and Islam. They are such serious threats, he believes,
"it is so crucial for the members of the Body to put aside their less significant differences and join forces around
our integrated worldview to defend the truth" (199). The first question is, What integrated worldview? Thomism?
Calvinism? What is this integrated worldview that Colson has in mind?

Second, when confronted with a similar argument in the 16th century, the Reformers would have nothing to do with
it. They were urged to join forces with the Catholics against the "Turk." Islam was the threat then too. The
Reformers were too wise to be fooled by that specious argument. They took the command to Biblical separation
seriously, Colson doesn't.

One wonders how soon Colson will be joining the Catholic church -- doing so exactly what he and J. I. Packer are
urging others to do: "It is about time for Christians who recite the creed and mean it to come together for fellowship
and witness regardless of denominational identity" (99).

Against the Night

Against the Night, an indictment of the West and a plea that we revive Western Civilization, grew out of lectures
that Colson delivered at Wheaton College in 1988. There is little new in the book; if one has read C. S. Lewis,
Russell Kirk, and Robert Bellah, he has already read Against the Night. "Individualism" is a swear word for Colson,
which he regularly modifies by adjectives such as "rampant," "utilitarian," "experiential," and "radical"; and we
have lost our sense of "community."

What we need to do is to revive the "classical" and Christian "consensus" about the "eternal things." We must
recover "2,300 years of accumulated moral wisdom" and a "rationally defensible natural law" (44). (Weren't the
Ten Commandments revealed 3,500 years ago? What is this 2,300 year old "accumulated moral wisdom"?)
Colson's prescriptions for political, social, and educational action are conservative bromides; he does not get to the
heart of the matter.

According to Colson, the Roman Catholic church created the model we need for the next Dark Age: "Instead of
conforming to the barbarian culture of the Dark Ages, the medieval church modeled a counterculture to a world
engulfed by destruction and confusion. Thousands of monastic orders spread across Europe these religious [sic]
provided attractive models of communities of caring and character" (132).

Colson's heroes are the same as in his other books: the Roman Catholics, Jaime Cardinal Sin (yes, that's his name),
Mother Teresa, Christopher Dawson, Russell Kirk, Richard John Neuhaus, Gordon Liddy, G.K. Chesterton, Paul
Johnson, Pope John Paul II, Charles Williams, Malcolm Muggeridge, a smattering of Anglicans, and a few
Protestants. Servant, his publisher, is Catholic. There is a little light in this book, and no hope of winning against
the night.

Who Speaks for God?

This book is a collection of essays that Colson wrote for Jubilee, a publication of Prison Fellowship. In these
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essays, as in all his books, Colson does exactly what he accuses the media of doing: "The Christian worldview has
been undermined by a fierce frontal assault for the past twenty-five years. But, startling as it may sound, these
attacks are not really what alarm me. Of course, they are grave -- but also obvious. No, what concerns me more
than the frontal assault is a more subtle attack -- the insidious way Christian ideas are subtly altered by an
interpretation here, a nuance there." Colson's subversion of Christianity is dangerous, yet almost no one sees it.

The God of Stones and Spiders

The God of Stones and Spiders is a collection of essays originally written for Prison Fellowship's publication
Jubilee and for the neo-evangelical Christianity Today. Perhaps Colson's most startling statement in this book is
that "there are 350,000 churches across America where people's spiritual needs are being met" (125). Does he
seriously believe that? That's 7,000 sound churches in every state, over 100 in every county. Apparently he has a
very broad definition of "meeting spiritual needs," just as he has a very broad definition of Christianity. This book
continues Colson's program of subverting the Reformation.

Life Sentence

According to the blurb at the beginning of this book, "Life Sentence begins where Born Again left off, chronicling
Chuck Colson's growth to full Christian commitment in his prison ministry." The book is endorsed by Jack
Anderson, Billy Graham, Catherine Marshall, Carl Henry, John Perkins, and Vernon Grounds.

Life Sentence furnishes one bit of information that might explain why Colson glosses over the differences between
Roman Catholicism and Christianity: His wife Patty "was increasingly uncomfortable about my becoming involved
too much in religious work. The aggressive Christians nettled Patty, made her feel that her own quiet, Roman
Catholic beliefs were inadequate" (35). Colson explains further: "I've been an Episcopalian, but I go to Catholic
mass occasionally with my wife and sometimes we go to different churches" (39). "Two days later, as I sometimes
do, I accompanied Patty to mass in her parish church" (93).

Colson is a religious relativist, although he denounces ethical relativism in his other books. Consider this
conversation. Colson is being questioned by a member of the audience during an appearance at George Washington
University:

"Do you believe that only Christians go to heaven?"
"Yes."

"What about Jews?" (The questioner was speaking for much of the audience on that one.)
"Everyone must seek God in his or her own way. I do not judge others and I respect others' beliefs,
but I know what is truth for me. I can't compromise what Jesus says and I won't because I believe"
(79).

Notice that Colson says that "everyone must seek God in his or her own way." Christ said, "I am the way, the truth,
and the life. No man comes to the Father but by me." Colson says that Christianity is "truth for me." The Bible says
that it is truth, period. "Truth for me" is the language of relativism.

This religious relativism explains Colson's practice of working with Roman Catholics wherever possible. In fact, be
insists on working with "all churches" -- Protestant, liberal, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, you name it. Colson
informs us that "few churches have been more effective in prison ministry over the years than the Roman Catholics"
(232).

Colson's religious relativism is an indication of theological confusion, and Colson is very confused, to put it most
charitably. On page 148 he refers to "inner regenerative experiences such as election and justification -- that is,
God's work in the believer." Colson teaches the Roman Catholic doctrine of justification. The Gospel is absent
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from this book. Indeed, one looks in vain throughout his books for a clear and accurate statement of the Gospel.

Kingdoms in Conflict

The dust jacket subtitle is "An insider's challenging view of politics, power and the pulpit." This book breaks no
new ground for Colson. He continues his uninterrupted praise for and citation of Mother Teresa, Richard John
Neuhaus, Christopher Dawson, Paul Johnson, and Pope John Paul II, among others. He favors the use of
government to erect crèches and other religious symbols (209-210). And he says nothing in opposition to the
billions of dollars the government gives to religious organizations every year.

Colson points out that Hitler was a Catholic who, quoting William Shirer, borrowed "a chapter from the Roman
church [by] restoring pageantry and color and mysticism to the drab lives of twentieth-century Germans. This
morning's opening meeting had something of the mysticism and religious fervor of an Easter or Christmas mass in
a great Catholic cathedral" (131).

Colson tells us, incredibly, that "Christianity possesses the hearts of the [Polish] people and shapes the Polish
culture" (195). In fact, "Christianity has been firmly established in Poland for a thousand years" (196). Confusing
anti-Communism with Christianity (Colson seems to think that everything that is anti-Communist is pro-Christian,
forgetting that Hitler was anti-Communist), he waxes enthusiastic about Papal Masses in Poland and the
"worshippers" (what were they worshipping?) at the Shrine of Black Madonna.

Summary of Above

From the above reviews, it is obvious that Southern Baptist Charles Colson is one of the most effective
propagandists for the Roman Catholic Church in America. The following summary points out some of Colson's
anti-Christian and Roman Catholic ideas:

1. Colson asserts that the Bible is paradoxical (Loving God).

2. Colson praises the nun Teresa of Calcutta as one of the "contemporary giants of the faith" and as the
"greatest saint in the world" (Loving God).

3. Colson asserts that faith is "not just belief, but belief lived out -- practiced" (Loving God, 37).

4. Colson advocates "mere Christianity," the doctrines on which "all Christians agree" (The Body, 104,
108, 185).

5. Colson praises ecumenical discussions between Lutherans and Roman Catholics (The Body, 271).

6. Colson favors making the sign of the cross (The Body, 106).

7. Colson laments the lack of an ecclesiastical Magisterium among Protestantism (The Body, 132).

8. Colson heatedly attacks "individualism," "lone rangers," and the "entrepreneurial spirit" (The Body,
32, 134).

9. Colson advocates private communion (The Body, 140).

10. Colson laments the lack of a monolithic church structure (The Body, 199).

11. Colson laments the fact that Americans are free to choose the churches they will attend (The Body,
199).
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12. Colson believes that Roman "Catholics have better made visible the spiritual reality of worship"
(The Body, 73).

13. Colson constantly uses the title "Father" in referring to Roman and Orthodox priests.

14. Colson vigorously defends "Mother Teresa's Christian commitment" (The Body, 87).

15. Colson endorses "natural law" (The Body, 196).

16. Colson praises Billy Graham for including Roman Catholic priests in staffing his crusades (The
Body, 333).

17. Colson includes all denominations in Prison Fellowship (The Body, Life Sentence).

18. Colson endorses "Catholic evangelicals" (The Body, 101) as "a great movement of the Holy Spirit
among people completely committed to Christian living within the Catholic Church" (Foreword to
Evangelical Catholics).

19. Colson asserts that "the church is hierarchical and authoritarian and ultimately answerable only to
God" (The Body, 133).

20. Colson criticizes Protestants who opposed John Kennedy's election as President (The Body, 169).

21. Colson implies that anti-abortion activism is more important than a correct understanding of the
doctrine of justification (The Body, 114).

22. Colson praises the Roman Church-State for "calling heretics to account" (The Body, 132).

23. Colson recommends reading Roman Catholic authors (The Body).

24. Colson asserts that Rome no longer offers indulgences (The Body, 271).

25. Colson uses "inclusive language" in his own books while denouncing such inclusive language as
"code words of a feminist orthodoxy" which "represent subscription to the entire [feminist] agenda"
(The Body, 242).

26. Colson endorses a Roman Catholic monk as a "Christian" -- a monk who teaches that obedience to
God's commands is "not difficult" and "very simple" (The Body, 320).

27. Colson asserts that "it is so crucial for the members of the Body to put aside their less significant
differences and join forces around our integrated world-view" (The Body, 199).

28. Colson endorses one world church: "It is about time for Christians who recite the creed and mean it
to come together for fellowship and witness regardless of denominational identity" (The Body, 99).

29. Colson attends mass with his Roman Catholic wife (Life Sentence, 39, 93).

30. Colson asserts that "Christianity has been firmly established in Poland for a thousand years"
(Kingdoms in Conflict, 196).

31. Colson enthusiastically praises Roman Catholic masses in Poland and the worship of the Black
Madonna (Kingdoms in Conflict, 196).

32. Colson participated in mass in Northern Ireland (Loving God tapes).
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33. Colson defends lying for pious purposes (Kingdoms in Conflict, 286).

How Now Shall We Live?

Introduction

Since the review of Colson's earlier books [above], Colson has publicly attacked the Biblical doctrine of
justification by faith alone in Evangelicals and Catholics Together and The Gift of Salvation, and, if their pattern
holds, we can expect another such quasi-Romanist document from the Cardinal Cassidy Colsonites in 2000.
Colson's jihad against Biblical Christianity continues to open new theaters of conflict, and he and his Romanist and
crypto-Romanist friends have already inflicted many casualties, including some within the Southern Baptist
Convention and the Presbyterian Church in America.

Now Colson, Colson's collaborators and ghostwriters, and his vast network of enablers have presented us with
another book, How Now Shall We Live? an awkward title that bastardizes Francis Schaeffer's How Should We Then
Live? Colson desperately wants to be recognized as Schaeffer's intellectual heir (he dedicated the book to the
memory of Schaeffer). At 45 chapters and 572 pages, How Now musters more theological, philosophical, and
historical blunders than a cathedralful of chattering clerics at a Vatican Council.

The errors range from the inconsequential -- on page xi, a mere three pages into the Introduction, Colson describes
Abraham Kuyper as "the great eighteenth-century theologian" ("No, Chuck, if it's the 1800s, it's the nineteenth
century") -- to the soul-destroying. It is the latter that makes Colson so dangerous; the former are merely amusing.
Far from being a "champion of the faith," as CEO Joel Belz of World magazine described Colson in a shameless
puff piece in his neo-evangelical magazine, Colson is an enemy of the Christian faith -- one of the slickest that has
yet emerged from the theological swamp of American neo-evangelicalism.

Colson's trickery -- there are few other accurate words for it -- begins in the Introduction. Colson writes,
"Christianity offers the only viable, rationally defensible answers to these questions. ... Only Christianity offers a
way to understand both the physical and the moral order. ... God's revelation is the source of all truth" (xi). Sounds
good, doesn't it? But we must understand that by the phrase, "God's revelation," Colson does not mean the Bible;
he actually means everything else, including symphonies, in which we "hear his [God's] voice" (xii). Chuck has
exchanged the Creator for the composer, all the while unctuously pontificating about God and a Christian
worldview. Colson denies sola Scriptura, just as he denies sola fide. There can be no "Christian world and life
view" that omits, denies, soft-pedals, or perverts either of those doctrines.

And there is just the rub. There are many groups, organizations, and individuals abroad promoting what they call
the "Christian worldview." But while they may have a world-view of some sort, it is not Christian, any more than
the world-view of the apostolically anathematized Judaizers in Galatia. What removed the Judaizers from the fold
of Christianity, and what removes many today, is their denial of justification by belief alone. That doctrine is a sine
qua non for Christianity and a Christian worldview. Deny it, ignore it, soft-pedal it, and no matter how pious and
religious you are, you are not Christian. But Colson and many of the "Christian worldview" groups endorse and
collaborate with those whom the Apostle Paul has anathematized. Poor Paul: He should have seen the importance
of unity and worked together with the Judaizers to oppose the pagan worldview of the Roman Empire.

One reviewer of Colson's book (Christopher Mann writing in the Fall 1999 issue of American Outlook, a secular
magazine) commented on the fact that "although the authors [Colson and Pearcey] expend much effort investigating
examples of honest and dishonest science, they pay only a small amount of attention to the biblical worldview and
the Bible itself. Only one chapter [out of 45] is devoted to this subject, yet the Bible and its scientific and moral
implications are at the center of the debates today." Quite perceptive. How Now has no Scripture index, for it has
very little Scripture in it. Instead of Scripture, Colson appends a recommended reading list that runs for 15 pages.
Contrary to his claim, Colson does not get his worldview from Scripture.
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Rewriting History

On page ix, the very first page of the Introduction, in listing the persecutors of the Christian church, Colson
mentions pagan Rome, the barbarians, the Turks, and modern tyrants. He conveniently omits the ancient Jews, and,
more significantly, papal Rome, which has persecuted millions of Christians, kept Europe ignorant of the Gospel
for a thousand years, still keeps its own subjects ignorant today, and continues to persecute Christians 2,000 years
after the coming of Christ. Colson omits Rome from his list of persecutors, for he has made a theological and
political alliance with Rome.

The Religious New World Order

On page x, Colson quotes the Roman priest Richard John Neuhaus, one of his collaborators in the ecumenical
movement called Evangelical and Catholics Together, as optimistically predicting the "desecularization of world
history" in the next millennium. That is, Colson and Neuhaus look forward to the re-divinization of world history --
to a time when priests and witchdoctors once again rule the world.

One of the cultural consequences of the widespread preaching of Christian doctrine was the de-divinization -- the
"secularization" -- of the world. Pagan religions, including Roman Catholicism (read the Roman Catholic historian
Carlos Eire's book, War Against the Idols, for details) had populated the world with fairies and nymphs, spirits,
demons, wonderworking and weather-controlling crucifixes, and miraculous relics -- and all that was swept away
by the preaching of the Christian Gospel in Europe and North America. The world was de-divinized, secularized,
and industry and business developed as a consequence. Now that the Reformation is over, Colson and Neuhaus are
heralding the coming of a new religious world order. Following the lead of Pius IX, author of the Syllabus of
Errors, they are preaching a new Crusade against Modernity and in favor of Medievalism. (They are echoed by
some who call themselves Reformed.) The unctuous blathering of politicians about God and values is a harbinger
of great religious deception to come.

Cosmology, not Soteriology

Colson quite deliberately removes justification by faith alone from its supreme Biblical position when he writes that
"the dominating principle of Christian truth is not soteriological (i.e., justification by faith) but rather cosmological
(i.e., the sovereignty of the triune God over the whole cosmos)."

The Apostle Paul disagreed: "I determined not to know anything among you except Jesus Christ and him crucified"
(1 Corinthians 2:2). Apparently Paul did not know what the dominating principle of Christianity is. Contra Colson,
soteriology is the "dominating principle" of Christianity. "I am the way, the truth, and the life; no one comes to the
Father but by me." Christ the Savior is the only revelation of, the only spokesman for, the only Son of, and the only
way to, the sovereign God. By displacing Christ and salvation with cosmology, Colson is deliberately attempting to
set one teaching of the Bible against another.

Colson mentions justification by name only once in this large book, and then it is to depreciate its importance:
"Being justified before God is a wonderful gift, yet it is just the beginning" (279). (The sole entry for "justification"
in the index is page 12 -- a blank page, which aptly sums up Colson's soteriology.) His book jacket takes the same
condescending attitude toward salvation: "True Christianity goes far beyond John 3:16." Colson simply does not
understand that all of Christianity flows from Christ. He thinks he has discovered something higher and deeper and
more important than salvation, when there is and can be nothing higher or deeper or more important. His
depreciation of soteriology and Christ is at the foundation of his alliance with Rome and other anti-Christian
organizations that profess to believe in God.

One problem with asserting that cosmology is the defining doctrine of Christianity is that the demons -- at least the
ones mentioned by James and the one who speaks to Christ in Mark 1 -- believe in God and the power of God, but
they do not believe the Gospel. Monotheism is not Christianity. It is the doctrine of salvation that defines
Christianity; that is one of the lessons of Galatians.
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Common Grace

Colson is an advocate of "common grace." In fact, "common grace" is the reason that he wrote this book: "Because
we wanted to communicate a fuller sense of how we cooperate with God's common grace, Nancy Pearcey and I felt
compelled to write this book" (xii). "We" -- that is, presumably, all people, at least all nominal Christians, not just
Chuck and Nancy -- "cooperate with common grace." And it is common grace upon which a Christian culture can
be built. "As God's servants," Colson writes, "we may at times be agents of his saving grace, evangelizing and
bring people to Christ. But few of us really understand common grace, which is the means by which God's power
sustains creation, holding back the sin and evil that result from the Fall, and that would otherwise overwhelm his
creation like a great flood. As agents of God's common grace, we are called to help sustain and renew his creation"
(xii). And that is done apart from saving grace, Colson says.

Now, the Scriptures know nothing of Colson's "common grace"; they teach only saving grace. The whole of history
and creation, Paul tells us in Romans 8:28, is governed for the good of believers: "All things" -- the Greek is the
word for the universe -- "work together for the good of those who love God, to those who are called according to
his purpose." Colson is urging us to go beyond soteriology and "special grace" and become "agents of common
grace." He has not learned even the first lesson of Christian political theory: Any civilization that exists is due to
God's special grace toward his people. Christ taught this in the Sermon on the Mount: "Do not worry about your
life, what you will eat or what you will drink; nor about your body, what you will put on. ... For after all these
things the Gentiles seek. ... But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will be
added unto you." How Now is a sustained attack on Christ's command to seek first God's righteousness, that is, his
justification and salvation, to make seeking that righteousness the priority, the dominating principle, of one's
doctrine and life. All the rest follows from that. To put anything else first is unbelief.

Human Experience

"Christianity is, after all, a reasonable faith, solidly grounded in human experience" (xiii). The Apostle Paul
disagrees: "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man the things which God has
prepared for those who love him, but God has revealed them to us through his Spirit. ... No one knows the things of
God except the Spirit of God" (I Corinthians 2).

Idolatry

Colson enthusiastically informs us that the head of Prison Fellowship in Ecuador is a Roman Catholic and that
Prison Fellowship services (Prison Fellowship acts as a ersatz-church with officers and priests) are held in a room
in which "pictures of Christ and other religious symbols were everywhere" (7).

God and Un-Logic

On page 15, Colson asserts that "God created the laws of logic," which, if it were true, would make God illogical,
or at least non-logical. From this it follows, for example, that if the word "David" refers to the King of Israel for us,
the word "David" cannot mean the King of Israel for God. We think A is A, but God, since he is not logical, thinks
otherwise. Therefore, we have and can have no knowledge -- no propositional revelation -- of God.

However God gets along without logic, Colson says that we have no trouble obtaining knowledge apart from
Scripture: "In every area of life," Colson asserts, "genuine knowledge means discerning the laws and ordinances by
which God has structured creation. ..." But the Scriptures say that genuine knowledge is that received as a gift from
God through his Word, his propositional revelation, not by "discerning the laws ... of creation." The worldview that
Colson promotes is the Roman Catholic worldview, not the Christian. Colson quotes Al Wolters with approbation:
"It is by listening to the voice of God in the work of his hands that the farmer finds the way of agricultural
wisdom." Colson continues: "The same is true in economics, politics, the arts, medicine, communications, and
education -- in every area of society. We learn how to take care of God's creation by familiarizing ourselves with
the creational structures and living in tune with them, and we formalize that knowledge in a Christian worldview"
(516). That is, Colson's worldview is not derived from Scripture, but from experience.
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The Deficiency of Scripture

The Scriptures are insufficient, Colson tells us: "When advancing the biblical perspective in public debate, we ought
to interpret biblical truth in ways that appeal to the common good. [Question: How many different interpretations of
Biblical truth are there?] So although we believe that Scripture is God's inerrant revelation, we do not have to derive
all arguments directly from Scripture. The answer [to people who object to Colson's syncretism] is that of course
God's Word is sufficient for salvation -- for saving grace. But here we are talking about common grace -- that is,
carrying out God's work of maintaining creation" (33-34). For this task, the Bible is insufficient. [This sounds much
like R.C. Sproul's statement that: "We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to 'salvific' life,
obviously, but for the whole structure of life, we need more than the Bible."] Colson argues that we must turn to
science, politics, law, arts, medicine, and education. In this he contradicts 2 Timothy 3: 16-17: "All Scripture is
given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work." Colson simply
does not teach Christian ideas.

In Colson's scheme, common grace first overshadows and then supplants saving grace. In Colson's anti-Christian
worldview, cosmology dethrones soteriology; monotheism, not justification, defines Christianity; and the cultural
war is more important than proclaiming and contending for the faith once delivered to the saints.

Positively Medieval

Colson is such a Romanist that he describes the Middle Ages -- specifically the 12th century -- as "the days when
Christian faith was robust, even heroic" (47). Christianity, far from being robust in the Middle Ages, was cruelly
suppressed by priests, popes, and their henchmen; Christians were driven from society. The heroes were those who
did not deny Christ when threatened by the fire and sword of the Antichrists whom Colson praises.

Colson's Heroes

Speaking of heroes, whom does Colson admire? He calls the Roman Catholic Peter Kreeft a "Christian apologist"
(119). Kreeft has called for a grand alliance of monotheists -- Christians, Jews, and Muslims -- to wage a jihad --
or in Catholicese, a Crusade -- against the secularists. Colson describes John Paul II as a "Christian leader" (303).
Colson believes the legends about Patricius (300) who became St. Patrick, and praises him for establishing
monasteries in Ireland. Colson refers to the establishment of monasteries as "an astonishing feat." He writes several
pages in praise of monks, but only three lines about the Reformation. It is the Reformation that Colson wants to
reverse; it is the monasteries he wants to reinstate: "we want to transform our pagan culture as the monks did in the
Middle Ages" (308). Colson's history is wrong: On the eve of the Reformation, Europe was still pagan. Colson
should read War Against the Idols by Eire.

Science

Colson thinks science is indispensable in presenting the "Christian" worldview. For example, he writes: "What we
need to avoid is giving the mistaken idea that Christianity is opposed to science. If we are too quick to quote the
Bible, we will never break out of the stereotype spread by Inherit the Wind. We should not oppose science with
religion; we should oppose bad science with better science" (61).

In saying, "we should not oppose science with religion," that is, with the Bible, Colson disarms not only himself,
but also all those who listen to him. The Bible describes itself as our only offensive weapon in Ephesians 6. The
weapon Colson has chosen -- something called better science -- is no defense at all.

Yet Colson has an ambivalent attitude toward science. On the one hand, he thinks it can prove Christianity. He
presents an argument for God from DNA and the design of the universe, a type of argument is very popular in
some circles, but which has no value, simply because the argument is logically invalid. The Bible tells us it is
invalid: "The world through wisdom did not know God" (1 Corinthians 1:21). Colson tells us that "In many ways,
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the scientific method is merely a codification of common sense" (66), but that, of course, does not tell us whether
common sense or the scientific method is a way to discover truth. The Bible says they are not, for all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge are hidden and cannot be known except as Christ reveals them in his Word.

On the other hand, "Western science has destroyed the environment and polluted the air" (263). So while science is
good for apologetics, it is bad for technology -- at least "western science" is. Colson seems to favors some sort of
mysticism. He condemns "Western thought" as "leading to fragmentation and alienation" (263).

Colson's Faith-Based Fascism

Faith-based fascism -- the deliberate and gradual elimination of the separation of church and state by
governments' collecting taxes to fund religious schools, colleges, hospitals, welfare organizations, and other
programs -- is already well-developed in the United States, and this religious movement threatens to end religious
freedom in America.

In keeping with the Medieval nightmare that he wants us all to share, Colson attacks capitalism and self-interest:
"Whereas both classical [the word "classical" in this context, as in many contexts, means "pagan Greek and
Roman"] and Christian [the word "Christian" here means "Medieval" or "Roman Catholic"] ethics had regarded
self-interest as a vice to be overcome for the common good, [Adam] Smith contended that self-interest was actually
good for society. Instead of raising the moral bar, challenging people to go beyond self-interest [challenging people
to go beyond self-interest is, of course, what all collectivist systems do, from medievalism to 20th century
totalitarianism; one can read about the challenges in histories of Romanism, Nazism, and Communism], Smith's
system [capitalism] seemed to accommodate our sinful state. The system demanded the very impulses Christianity
had traditionally renounced as immoral. ... As the early days of industrialism proved, an autonomous, secularized
capitalism exploits both workers and the environment, creating new forms of slavery. ... Capitalism provides the
best opportunity for economic growth and human freedom only if it is tempered by compassion and regard for
social justice" (389-391). This, of course, is the fascist economic perspective of the Roman Church-State, which
Colson dutifully follows. I explain faith-based fascism in my book, Ecclesiastical Megalomania: The Economic and
Political Thought of the Roman Catholic Church. Read it, and you will see why Colson talks so much about
"natural law," the "common good," and "social justice."

WILL CHARLES COLSON GO TO HELL?

Charles Colson's eternal destination is not the issue, as some readers who object to these reviews will undoubtedly
try to make it. The issue is the counterfeit gospel Colson teaches while on Earth, which is misleading many souls
besides his own. Colson -- and anyone else -- will make it to heaven only if he believes the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
which is not the gospel Colson teaches.

The church has been plagued with celebrity Christians for much of this century. Colson is a good example of a man
who has had some sort of religious experience and is smart enough to parlay that into an organization and
movement that keeps his celebrity status alive. But the doctrine he teaches is false. His gospel is no gospel at all.

After reading Colson's books, one gets the impression that twenty years after Watergate, Charles Colson is still
working for his party. This time the work is not so innocent as getting the president re-elected. This time, Colson is
out to ensure the success of his religious party -- a party that garbles the Gospel of Jesus Christ, a party that
advocates religious relativism, a party tolerant of anyone calling himself Christian except the one who insists that
broad is the way and wide that gate that leads to destruction, and narrow is the path and strait the gate that leads to
everlasting life.

Charles Colson is a bright and clever fellow. One does not get to be White House Counsel by being stupid or
ignorant. One might conclude that Colson knows exactly what he is doing in writing his books, and perhaps he
does. But my experience has been that bright and clever fellows in one area can be stupid and ignorant in others.
That is the best and most charitable interpretation one can put on the matter. But that does not excuse the mortal
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errors that Colson is teaching in his books.

If one is looking for a proclamation and defense of Christianity, or even a clear and accurate statement of the
Gospel, he will not find it in Colson's books. That is not to say that there are no good or true statements in them;
any book that is wholly false would be rare indeed. But the "worldview" that Colson presents is not the Christian
worldview. The Gospel is missing. The knowledge of theology that a person of Colson's stature should have is
absent.

The issue is: Will those who read Colson's books find in them the information they need to get to heaven? It isn't
there. Only the grace of God will keep them from being deceived by the counterfeit gospel of Charles Colson.

* The majority of this material has been adapted/excerpted from two articles in the January and February, 1994,
The Trinity Review; the "Summary" section of this report, and the review of How Now Shall We Live? have been
adapted/excerpted from the October 2000, The Trinity Review (John W. Robbins, P.O. Box 68, Unicoi, TN 37692).
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Kenneth Copeland
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tongues-speaking charismatic Kenneth Copeland is considered to be the most prosperous and well-known in the
"Word-Faith"/"Positive Confession" movement. His television program is carried nationwide on the Trinity
Broadcasting Network, and he is the author of numerous charismatic-oriented books and articles. Copeland's daily
Believers’ Voice of Victory television broadcast is available to more than 76 million households on nearly 700
stations in the United States. An estimated 82 million households are able to receive the Sunday broadcast over
more than 600 stations, and the broadcast can be seen on about 135 International stations. Copeland also publishes
the monthly Believer's Voice of Victory magazine, and the bimonthly Shout! The Voice of Victory for Kids
magazine. 

In his Believer's Voice of Victory magazine, Copeland teaches the following heresies: "God has never used sickness
to discipline His children" (9/89); "AIDS is 'absolutely not' God's way of punishing immoral people" (11/87); Jesus
didn't claim to be God when He lived on earth (8/88); the New Age/occult techniques of positive imaging and
visualization are for God's people today (9/88); God intends for His people to be united, and, "That union won't be
based on doctrine" (12/88); healing is for every believer (2/93); and tongues are for the entire Body of Christ
(1/93). Copeland also says: "It would have been impossible for Jesus to have been poor!" (9/90, Charisma).
(Reported in the 2/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  As the name "Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what we say more that whom
we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. A favorite term in the Word-Faith movement is
"positive confession." It refers to the Word-Faith teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-
Faith teachers claim, determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say --
especially the favors you demand of God - -must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is
required to answer (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). Word-Faith believers view their positive confessions as an
incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire: "Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth.
That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 285).

-  Word-Faith is the fastest-growing movement within the professing church. It has involved two distinct but
closely related factions: the Peale/Schuller Positive/Possibility thinkers, with their roots in New Thought, and the
Hagin/Copeland Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William
Branham, and the Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain Movement. In Kenneth Hagin's book, Having Faith in Your
Faith (Copeland confesses that Hagin's tapes and books revolutionized his ministry), Hagin teaches that anyone can
develop universal "laws of faith" to get what he wants. Hagin teaches that for a pastor or anyone to drive a
Chevrolet instead of a luxury car isn't "being humble, that's being ignorant" of God's "law of prosperity" that works
for "whoever you are," saint or sinner. The battle-cry of the Positive Confession (PC) movement is: "Have faith in
your faith." This is a far cry from what Jesus taught: "Have faith in God" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). (Copeland's
book, The Laws of Prosperity, teaches these same concepts.)

This is at the heart of the PC movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel. The PC movement
is a charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their
common beliefs. PC is basically warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic language. (Other
well-known PC'ers besides the "father" of the movement, Kenneth Hagin, and Copeland, his most successful
protégé, are Charles Capps, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David (Paul) Yonggi Cho. Many of them are
graduates of Hagin's Rhema Bible Training Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma.)

-  Copeland's teaching on healing is a particularly destructive lie -- in the 2/93 issue of Believer's Voice of Victory,
Copeland says that every Christian is guaranteed physical healing and financial prosperity. Multitudes of those who
have believed the charismatic lies about healing in the Atonement have become confused and disappointed. Many
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have become bitter against God because God did not do what they were convinced He had promised to do. The
problem with Copeland's teachings is that God has not promised health and prosperity to His people in this present
world. Nevertheless, Copeland speaks disparagingly of Christians who "are still living in sickness, bondage, and
lack." Yet this "sickness, bondage, and lack" is the epitaph of a great many of God's choicest saints.

-  Copeland is perhaps the best known proponent of the charismatic's "little gods" teaching (see below). He says
Jesus told him:

"Don't be disturbed when people accuse you of thinking you are God ... They crucified Me for claiming
I was God. I didn't claim that I was God; I just claimed that I walked with Him and that He was in Me.
Hallelujah! That's what you're doing ..." ("Take Time to Pray," Believer's Voice of Victory, 2/87, p. 9).

Copeland thus denies the uniqueness of Christ, saying that Christ was not God, only that He walked closely with
God. And as Copeland says, so does he! Copeland, thereby, places himself on the same level as Jesus Christ,
willing to blur the distinction between the will of God and the will of Copeland. Copeland seems to think that he
and Jesus have about the same authority for the believer, and sounds like New Ager Shirley MacClaine when he
says:

"You're all God. You don't have a God living in you; you are one! ... When I read in the Bible where
God tells Moses, 'I AM,' I say, 'Yah, I am too!'" ("The Force of Love," Tape BBC-56).

- Copeland teaches that Adam was "created in the god class"; i.e., he was a reproduction of God:

"He was not subordinate to God ... [but] was walking as a god with the authority of a god. ... What he
said went. What he did, counted. [And when he] bowed his knee to Satan and put Satan up above him,
then there wasn't anything God could do about it, because a god had placed [Satan] there" ("The Force
of Love," tape #02-0028).

When Adam committed high treason, according to Copeland, even though "created in the god class," he fell below
the god class, but on the cross, Jesus won the right for believers to be born again back into the "god class" (see
below). Jesus' deity, according to Copeland, encompasses "healing, deliverance, financial prosperity, mental
prosperity, physical prosperity, and family prosperity." And because believers are now back in the "god class," they
are guaranteed those blessings here and now (Charismatic Chaos, p. 272).

-  Copeland teaches, as do all the Word-Faith teachers, that "Jesus Died Spiritually" (JDS). What makes the Word-
Faith teachers' version of JDS, heresy (if not blasphemy), is their teaching that our redemption comes not from
Christ's death upon the cross, but from His being tortured by Satan in hell for three days and nights! Copeland has,
thus, embraced a heresy known as the "Ransom theory of the atonement." It is the view that Christ's death was a
ransom paid to Satan to settle the legal claim the devil had on the human race because of Adam's sin. But that view
contradicts the clear Biblical teaching that Christ's death was a sacrifice offered to God, not to Satan (Eph. 5:2)
(Charismatic Chaos, p. 278). Copeland, for example, says:

"He allowed the devil to drag Him into the depths of hell as if He were the most wicked sinner who
ever lived ... Every demon in hell came down on Him to annihilate Him ... [They] tortured Him beyond
anything that anybody has ever conceived ... In a thunder of spiritual force, the voice of God spoke to
the death-whipped, broken, punished spirit of Jesus ... [in] the pit of destruction, and charged the spirit
of Jesus with resurrection power! Suddenly His twisted, death-wracked spirit began to fill out and
come back to life ... He was literally being reborn before the devil's very eyes. He began to flex His
spiritual muscles ... Jesus Christ dragged Satan up and down the halls of hell ... Jesus ... was raised up a
born-again man ... The day I realized that a born-again man had defeated Satan, hell, and death, I got
so excited ... !" ("The Price of it All," Believer’s Voice of Victory, September 1991, p. 4).

It is both fanciful nonsense and heretical to teach that our redemption comes through Satan torturing Jesus in hell.
That would make Satan our co-redeemer. If he didn't torture Jesus enough, we wouldn't be saved -- and if he did,
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do we thank Satan? Incredible! Moreover, Satan isn't even the proprietor of hell. He hasn't even been there yet. Nor
will Satan torture the damned but will himself be tortured with "everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his
angels" (Matt. 25:41) when death and hell have been "cast into the lake of fire" (Rev. 20:14).

Before He died, Jesus cried in triumph, "It is finished" (Jn. 19:30), indicating that our redemption has been
accomplished on the Cross. Christ told the thief on the cross who believed in Him, "Today shalt thou be with me in
paradise" (Lk. 23:43), not in hell! He said, "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit" (Lk. 23:46). Yet Hagin,
Copeland, et al., say He ended up, instead, in the hands of Satan in the depths of hell! What blasphemy! (5/93,
Berean Call).

-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far, because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

Other Quotes Illustrating  Kenneth Copeland’s Heretical Teachings

That Adam was God manifest in the flesh.
“God’s reason for creating Adam was His desire to reproduce Himself. I mean a reproduction of Himself, and in
the Garden of Eden He did just that. He was not a little like God. He was not almost like God. He was not
subordinate to God even. ... Adam is as much like God as you could get, just the same as Jesus. ... Adam, in the
Garden of Eden, was God manifested in the flesh.” (Following the Faith of Abraham I, 1989 audiotape, #01-3001,
side 1)

God is the greatest failure in the Universe.
“I was shocked when I found out who the biggest failure in the Bible actually is. ... The biggest one is God. ... I
mean, He lost His top-ranking, most anointed angel; the first man He ever created; the first woman He ever
created; the whole earth and all the Fullness therein; a third of the angels, at least—that’s a big loss, man ... Now,
the reason you don’t think of God as a failure is He never said He’s a failure. And you’re not a failure till you say
you’re one.” (Praise-a-Thon program on TBN [April 1988] )

God lives on a mother planet
“Heaven has a north and a south and an east and a west. Consequently, it must be a planet.” (Spirit, Soul and Body
I, 1985 audiotape #01-0601, side 1)

“You don’t think earth was first, do you? Huh? Well, you don’t think that God made man in His image, and then
made earth in some other image? There is not anything under this whole sun that’s new. Are you hearing what I’m
saying? This is all a copy. It’s a copy of home. It’s a copy of the Mother Planet. Where God lives, He made a little
one just like His and put us on it.” (Following the Faith of Abraham I, 1989 audiotape, #01-3001, side 1)    

The death of Jesus on the Cross did not pay the price for sins.
“It wasn’t the physical death on the cross that paid the price for sin ... anybody could do that.” (What Satan Saw on
the Day of Pentecost)

“Every prophet that walked the face of the earth under the Abrahamic covenant could have paid the price if it were
a physical death only” “When He said ‘It is finished’ on that cross, He was not speaking of the plan of redemption.
The plan of redemption had just begun; there were still three days and three nights to be gone through.” “[Jesus]
accepted the sin nature of Satan in His own Spirit, and at the moment that He did so, He cried ‘My God, my God,
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why have you forsaken me?’.” “He [Jesus] was down in that pit and there he suffered the punishment for three
horrible days and nights for Adam’s treason ... There is a new birth takes place in the very depths of the earth,
when the command of God says ‘That’s enough, loose him and let him go’.” (What Happened from the Cross to
the Throne)

Jesus was raped by homosexual Roman soldiers everyway possible.
“Let me tell you something folks. Anybody in here that’s ever been sexually abused, listen to me right now. Listen
to me very carefully. The Bible’s very careful about the way it says these things. But down there in that dungeon,
Romans, ungodly men, ungodly men, put Him (Jesus) to every kind of abuse that you can think of. There is no sin
that Jesus didn’t bare. There is no thing, there is no such thing as a sexual abuse on somebody that Jesus doesn’t
know firsthand what it’s all about. He’s been where you are. I don’t care what you’ve been through, Jesus has been
through it. And everything’s done to him that we couldn’t even speak of.” (The Resurrection Truth) 

God and Adam are the same size.
“God spoke Adam into existence in authority with words. These words struck Adam’s body in the face. His body
and God’s were exactly the same size.” (Holy Bible, Kenneth Copeland Reference Edition 1991, p. 45)  

God is “a being that is very uncanny the way He’s very much like you and me. A being that stands somewhere
around 6’-2”, 6’-3”, that weighs somewhere in the neighborhood of a couple of hundred pounds, little better, [and]
has a [hand] span of nine inches across.” (Spirit, Soul and Body I, 1985, audiotape #01-0601, side 1)

“[Adam] was the copy, looked just like [God]. If you stood Adam upside God, they look just exactly alike. If you
stood Jesus and Adam side-by-side, they would look and sound exactly alike.” (Authority of the Believer IV, 1987,
audiotape #01-0304, side 1)

God has no right to the earth at all; He needs an invitation.
“God had no avenue of lasting faith or moving in the earth. He had to have covenant with somebody. ... He had to
be invited in, in other words, or He couldn’t come. God is on the outside looking in. In order to have any say so in
the earth, He’s going to have to be in agreement with a man here.” (God’s Covenants With Man II, 1985, audiotape
#01-4404, side 1) 

The deification of Satan.
Satan is deified as the God this world and is positioned with so much power that he could manage to “turn the light
off in God.” 

Ownership of the earth is Satan’s.
“God’s on the outside looking in. He doesn’t have any legal entree into the earth. The thing don’t belong to Him.
You see how sassy the Devil was in the presence of God in the book of Job? God said, ‘Where have you been?’
Wasn’t any of God’s business. He [Satan] didn’t even have to answer if he didn’t want to ... God didn’t argue with
him a bit! You see, this is the position that God’s been in … Might say, ‘Well, if God’s running things He’s doing
a lousy job of it.’ He hadn’t been running ’em, except when He’s just got, you know, a little bit of a chance.”
(Image of God in You III, 1989, audiotape #01-1403, side 1)

“Here’s where we’re gonna depart from ordinary church: Now, you see, God is injecting His Word into the earth to
produce this Jesus—these faith-filled words that framed the image that’s in Him … He can’t just walk onto the
earth and say, ‘Let it be!’ because He doesn’t have the right. He had to sneak it in here around the god of this world
that was blockin’ every way that he possibly could.” (The Image of God in You III, 1989, audiotape #01-1403, side
2)

“The Bible says that God gave this earth to the sons of men … and when [Adam] turned and gave that dominion to
Satan, look where it left God. If left Him on the outside looking in … He had no legal right to do anything about it,
did He? … He had injected Himself illegally into the earth—what Satan had intended for Him to do was to fall for
it—pull off an illegal act and turn the light off in God, and subordinate God to himself … He intended to get God
into such a trap that He couldn’t get out.” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne, 1990, audiotape #02-
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0017)

“Adam committed high treason; and at that point, all the dominion and authority God had given to him was handed
over to Satan. Suddenly, God was on the outside looking in … After Adam’s fall, God found Himself in a peculiar
position …God needed an avenue back into the earth …God laid out His proposition and Abram accepted it. It gave
God access to the earth and gave man access to God ... Technically, if God ever broke the Covenant, He would
have to destroy Himself.” (Our Covenant with God, 1987, pp. 8-11) 

Jesus Christ communicates directly with Copeland.
“Don’t be disturbed when people put you down and speak harshly and roughly of you. They spoke that way of Me,
should they not speak that way of you? The more you get to be like Me, the more they’re going to think that way of
you. They crucified Me for claiming that I was God. But I didn’t claim I was God; I just claimed I walked with
Him and that He was in Me. Hallelujah.” (“Take Time to Pray,” Believer’s Voice of, February 1987, p. 9)

“The Spirit of God spoke to me and He said, ‘Son, realize this. Now follow me in this and don’t let your tradition
trip you up.’ He said, ‘Think this way—a twice-born man whipped Satan in his own domain.’ And I threw my
Bible down … like that. I said, ‘What?’ He said, ‘A born-again man defeated Satan, the firstborn of many brethren
defeated him.’ He said, ‘You are the very image, the very copy of that one.’ I said, ‘Well now you don’t mean, you
couldn’t dare mean, that I could have done the same thing?’ He said, ‘Oh yeah, if you’d had the knowledge of the
Word of God that He did, you could’ve done the same thing, ‘cause you’re a reborn man too.” (Substitution and
Identification, 1989, tape #00-0202, side 2)

Atonement Atrocities.
Copeland says that Jesus became a sign of Satan when He was hanging on the cross: “The righteousness of God
was made to be sin. He accepted the sin nature of Satan in His own spirit. And at the moment that He did so, He
cried, ‘My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken Me?’ You don’t know what happened at the cross. Why do you
think Moses, upon instruction of God, raised the serpent upon that pole instead of a lamb? That used to bug me. I
said, ‘Why in the world would you want to put a snake up there—the sign of Satan? Why didn’t you put a lamb on
that pole?’ And the Lord said, ‘Because it was a sign of Satan that was hanging on the cross.’ He said, ‘I accepted,
in My own spirit, spiritual death; and the light was turned off.’” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne,
1990, audiotape #02-0017, side 2)

“When Jesus cried, ‘It is finished!’ He was not speaking of the plan of redemption. There were still three days and
nights to go through before He went to the throne. … Jesus’ death on the cross was only the beginning of the
complete work of redemption.” (“Jesus—Our Lord of Glory,” Believer’s Voice of Victory, April 1982, p. 3) 

Jesus’ “rebirth” in hell.
“[I]n hell He [Jesus] suffered for you and for me. The Bible says hell was made for Satan and his angles. It was not
made for men. Satan was holding the Son of God there illegally … The trap was set for Satan and Jesus was the
bait.” (Walking in the Realm of the Miraculous, 1979, p. 77)

Satan blew it on a technicality, according to Faith theology, because Satan had dragged Jesus into hell illegally. As
Copeland puts it, “The Devil forgot to take into consideration that Jesus hadn’t sinned Himself but, rather, had
merely become sin as a result of the sin of others.” (What Happened from the Cross to the Throne, 1990, audiotape
#02-0017, side 2)

“… [t]hat Word of the living God went down into that pit of destruction and charged the spirit of Jesus with
resurrection power! Suddenly His twisted, death-wracked spirit began to fill out and come back to life. He began to
look like something the devil had never seen before. He was literally being reborn before the devil’s very eyes. He
began to flex His spiritual muscles … Jesus was born again—the first-born from the dead the Word calls Him—
and He whipped the devil in his own backyard. He took everything he had away from him. He took his keys and
his authority away from him.” (“The Price of it All,” Believer’s Voice of Victory, September 1991, p. 4)

Miscellaneous Quotes
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“Any O.T. prophet could have atoned for our sins if they knew what Jesus knew.” (Substitution and Identification)

“Jesus is no longer the only begotten Son of God.” (Now We Are In Christ Jesus, 1980, p. 24) 

“Adam was made in the image of God. He was as much female as he was male. He was exactly like God. Then
God separated him and removed the female part. Woman means ‘man with the womb.’ Eve had as much authority
as Adam did as long as they stayed together.” (Sensitivity of Heart, KCP Publications, 1984, p. 23)

“He [Jesus] is suffering all that there is to suffer. There is no suffering left apart from Him. His emaciated, poured
out, little, wormy spirit is down in the bottom of that thing [hell]. And the Devil thinks he’s got Him destroyed.”
(Believer’s Voice of Victory program [21 April 1991]. This message was originally delivered at the Full Gospel
Motorcycle Rally Association, 1990 Rally at Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas.)

“As a believer, you have a right to make commands in the name of Jesus. Each time you stand on the Word, you
are commanding God to a certain extent because it is His Word.” (Our Covenant with God, KCP Publications,
1987, p. 32)

“God was making promises to Jesus, and Jesus wasn’t even there. But, you see, God deals with things that are not
yet as though they already were. That’s the way He gets them to come to pass.” (What Happened from the Cross to
the Throne, 1990, audiotape #02-0017)
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Larry Crabb
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Larry Crabb is an author, licensed clinical psychologist, and founder and Director of the Institute for Biblical
Community (IBC) (formerly the Institute of Biblical Counseling) at Colorado Christian University in Morrison,
Colorado, where he is also Distinguished Scholar in Residence (since 1996). (IBC is an organization Crabb founded
in the early-1980s while on the faculty at Grace Theological Seminary in Winona Lake, Indiana [1982-1989]. IBC
has been replaced by Crabb's School of Spiritual Direction & SoulCare -- see below.) He has developed a model of
counseling that is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which is derived
from both Freudian (the unconscious supposedly being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses
governing a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (a hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis
on so-called emotional needs). His counseling model is Freudian, Adlerean, and Maslowian in its underlying
theories. It is an integrationist model; i.e., it seeks to combine theories, ideas, and opinions from psychotherapy,
clinical psychology, counseling psychology, and their underlying psychologies, with the Scriptures. (See subreport
for an excellent comparison of Crabb's model of counseling with the Biblical model.)

Crabb started New Way Ministries (the "new way" from Romans 7:6) in 2001, which puts on his School of
Spiritual Direction and SoulCare conferences. The ministry's launching pad was Shattered Dreams (WaterBrook,
2001), Crabb's book based on the journey of Naomi in the Book of Ruth. It came out during The Prayer of Jabez
fever. (According to Crabb, the message of Shattered Dreams was the exact opposite: "God, I don't like my
territory, but it's all I've got right now, so help me -- and others through me -- find you in it!") The School of
Spiritual Direction, SoulCare conferences supposedly teach participants to "enter the battle for the souls" of those
they love -- a "concurrent cycle in spiritual formation begins with brokenness (hurt caused by your and others' sin),
which leads to repentance (a realization that God is not there to cooperate with your agenda), which leads to
abandonment (you resist the temptation to escape or to curse God, instead abandoning yourself to him), which
arouses confidence (the Spirit witnesses to your spirit that you belong to God, and that he is present even in your
darkest night), which finally leads to release of what's most alive within you (springs of Living Water)." (Source:
"A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today, May 2003.)

-  Crabb was in private practice in the early 1970s (as a clinical psychologist) when his "eureka moment" came at 2
a.m. as he sat on the back porch of his Florida home, reading Lewis and Schaeffer. He woke his wife, exclaiming,
as he recalls: "The deepest longings for significance and security going on inside my clients are needs that God
actually intended to meet through the community of believers!" (Bold added.) This led Crabb to merge psychology
with theology, giving rise to his first book, Principles of Biblical Counseling (Zondervan, 1975) and then Effective
Biblical Counseling (Zondervan, 1977). (Source: "A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today, May 2003.) (He
has since authored 19 more books, and has another on tap for 2004 publication.) Despite massive evidence to the
contrary, Crabb continues to maintain that he is completely Biblical in his counseling, but the three following areas
of his teaching alone give ample evidence of the unscriptural basis of his counseling model:

(a) "Spoiling the Egyptians" Approach: Crabb believes that the best counseling model is one in which
"truth" from both the Bible and the "spoils" from secular psychology are "integrated" into a combined
counseling model.

(b) The Need for "Security" and "Significance": The main building block of Crabb's model is the
presupposition that man has these two basic "needs" at the core of his being that motivate all of his
behavior. (These two needs were originally referred to by Crabb as merely "inputs" that were required
to satisfy man's basic primary need: "a sense of personal worth, an acceptance of oneself as a whole,
real person." -- Effective Biblical Counseling, p. 61.) He maintains that men are driven ruthlessly to
meet these needs, and that these "driving forces" underlie all problems in counseling, and that the
counselor's task is that of changing the person's basic assumption about how to meet these two deepest
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needs. Thus, rather than viewing the "needs" themselves as the evil that they really are (the sins of
pride/selfism), instead, only the "improper" strategies utilized in satisfying these so-called "legitimate
needs" are condemned as sin. (In fact, Crabb teaches that a Christian can become truly productive in
his relationships with others only when he realizes that his own needs are paramount!) Crabb has,
thereby, developed a "need theology" where Christians are no longer to ask what is right or wrong, but
only what meets their so-called needs and what contributes to their self-concept, thus cutting
themselves adrift from objective truth and diminishing the "consciousness" of sin.

(c) The "Unconscious": This idea is closely related to Crabb's "need" theology, as he views the needs
for security and significance as being "hidden" in the "unconscious," causing problems when an
individual chooses an improper means of satisfying these needs. Thus, the counselor simply needs to
help the counselee know how these needs should be met. In Crabb's system, counselees are to confront
and confess the sins of others committed against them so that they can re-experience their own pain
and disappointments to find the so-called source of their erroneous thinking, which in Crabb's system
is the real sin that lies hidden in the unconscious. The concept of the "unconscious" is found nowhere
in Scripture; where it is found is in the teachings of Freudian psychology. (Freud saw the unconscious
as a reservoir of drives and impulses that govern an individual beyond his conscious awareness.) As a
matter of fact, the idea of the "unconscious" is not only not supported by the Bible, it has no scientific
support either! (The Freudian unconscious is entirely different from the ordinary use of the word as
defined in a regular dictionary, which gives as one of the definitions of the word unconscious: "not
aware of." The Freudian unconscious, as presented in Crabb's writings and as embraced by the field of
psychotherapy, is the driving force behind behavior.)

-  Crabb's doctrine of a powerful unconscious is based on the Freudian unconscious as modified by Alfred Adler.
We do not deny that Crabb confronts sin, but rather Crabb confronts sin with a Freudian/Adlerean psychological
model. It is not a matter of whether Crabb confronts sin; it's a matter of how he confronts sin and how he even
psychologically represents sinful behavior, which requires him to have a psychological answer. Psychoheresy is a
most subtle and devious spectre haunting the church, because it is perceived and received as a scientific salve for
the sick soul rather than as what it truly is: a pseudoscientific substitute system of religious belief. Crabb's own
words best define his Freudian model -- from Understanding People:

"Freud is rightly credited with introducing the whole idea of psychodynamics to the modern mind. The
term refers to psychological forces within the personality (usually unconscious) that have the power to
cause behavioral and emotional disturbance. He taught us to regard problems as symptoms of
underlying dynamic processes in the psyche" (p. 59, italics his; underlines added).

Crabb further says, "I think Freud was correct ... when he told us to look beneath surface problems to hidden
internal causes" (p. 61). While Crabb does not agree with all that Freud taught, and even sees errors in his theories,
he contends that "the error of Freud and other dynamic theorists is not an insistence that we pay close attention to
unconscious forces within personality" (p. 61, italics his). In spite of Freud's strong criticism of Christianity, Crabb
says, "I believe that [Freud's] psychodynamic theory is both provocative and valuable in recognizing elements in
the human personality that many theologians have failed to see" (Understanding People, pp. 215-216).

-  Furthermore, in Crabb's 1988 book Inside Out, in a mere four sentences, he demonstrates his allegiances to the
psychotherapies of three godless atheists: Freud, Jung, and Maslow (p. 211):

"At the very center of our soul, we feel shame and fear that is attached to our identity as male or
female. Males lack the healthy confidence that they're intact men who can move into their world
unafraid of being completely destroyed by failure or disrespect. Females lack that quietly exhilarating
awareness that they're secure women who can embrace their world with no worry of having their
essential identity crushed by someone's abuse or rejection. ... We will not face our self-protective
maneuvering nor be passionately convicted about its sinfulness until we see its function is to preserve
whatever is left of our identity as men and women" (Italics his.)
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The above quote demonstrates Crabb's combination of Freud's libido (sexual energy), Jung's animus and anima
(unconscious elements of masculinity and femininity), and Maslow's hierarchy of needs. (Source: Larry Crabb's
GOSPEL. p. 24.)

-  Crabb claims to believe in the sufficiency of the Scriptures, but apparently only in the sense that they are
"sufficient as a framework." He thus supplements that framework with psychological "insights," and relegates the
role of the Bible to that of merely another "data" source. This weak view of sufficiency is also evident in his belief
that a Biblical model "must draw implications from the Scriptures rather than rely on specific passages"
(Understanding People, p. 93). (Emphasis added.) He believes that man's problems are rooted in his need for
"security" (defined as the need for love, both unconditional and consistently expressed, and permanent acceptance)
and "significance" (defined as purpose, importance, adequacy for a job, meaningfulness, and impact), whereas the
Bible teaches that man's primary need is for "salvation" and "sanctification." Crabb's ideas concerning the
"unconscious" and "needs" are more in line with a Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian worldview than a Biblical one.

-  There is no apparent "progression toward Biblicality" in Crabb's writings over time; i.e., one is unable to find any
movement from the unbiblical to the Biblical in Crabb's counseling model, from his first book in 1975 (Basic
Principles of Biblical Counseling) through his latest book in 2002 (The Pressure’s Off). Yet, when Crabb's notions
would be described, people invariably would say, "But, have you read his latest book?," as if he had repudiated his
earlier writings. However, each time we found that though his language had changed to sound more evangelical and
less psychological, certain psychological concepts remained in place. They were simply described differently (Sep-
Oct 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter). (Even though Crabb's model has become somewhat more complex
over time, its increased complexity is not the result of the incorporation of a deeper theological framework, but of a
greater commitment to psychological principles.) Jay Adams states that, "there has been no basic change in his
[Crabb's] views. Differences in later books stem only from the use of varied biblical images with which the system
is painted and repainted" (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, p. 105). [The Crabb section of this book has been reissued
as Larry Crabb's Gospel.]

For example, in his earlier books, Crabb uses the word unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and
power for motivation. In Inside Out, he relies on metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core,"
"beneath the surface," "hidden inner regions of our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline,"
"underlying motivation," "hidden purpose," and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title, Inside
Out, suggests the Freudian notion of the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a real and powerful
part of every person. He also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are indispensable to the church! Since the
writing of Inside Out, Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling and the church. In each
instance investigated, it is clear that Crabb still supports his past books. (Source: July-August 1997, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter.)

The prime example of Crabb making superficial changes in his model over time is his subtle renaming of the man's
so-called "need for significance" to "need for impact," and the woman's so-called "need for security" to "need for
relationship." (See Understanding People, p. 15 -- "Readers familiar with my earlier books will recognize
movement in my concepts but not, I think, fundamental change. For example, my preference now is to speak of
deep longings in the human heart for relationship and impact rather than personal needs for security and
significance [italics his]). In fact, in a 1991 book, Men & Women: Enjoying the Difference, Crabb carries this
"renaming" of needs a step further -- into the realm of the God-given male/female sexual relationship. A man's
need for significance/impact becomes the longing for "separateness, achievement, and entering," while the woman's
need for security/relationship becomes the longing for "involvement, attachment, and invitation." Crabb states that,
"I do not think it stretches things too far to regard physical sexuality as a wonderful picture of personal sexuality:
men feel complete as they strongly enter; women feel enjoyed as they warmly invite." (Emphasis added.)

-  Nevertheless, an interview with Larry Crabb in the 8/14/95 Christianity Today (pp. 16-17), Crabb seemed to be
saying that he had changed his position on the integration of psychology and the Bible; i.e., that the cure of souls
belongs in the church and that mature believers should be the ones to minister to those suffering in the depths of
their souls, not psychologists and psychotherapists ("Larry Crabb's Antipsychology Crusade," were the words on
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the cover of CT). But was Crabb really repenting of his psychologically-based "Biblical counseling" model and his
years of therapizing? Was he really on a crusade against professional therapy and integrating psychology and
Christianity?

Just beneath the title of the article, "Putting an End to Christian Psychology," were these words: "Larry Crabb
thinks therapy belongs back in the churches." (Those words reminded us of Crabb's 9/22/78 CT article titled
"Moving The Couch Into The Church.") It is, thus, obvious that Crabb in 1995 was not changing his doctrine, but
simply his audience. He makes it clear in the 8/14/95 CT interview, that rather than or in addition to training
counselors with the theories developed in Understanding People and Inside Out, Crabb wants to train elders
(pastors and other mature believers) with these same psychoheretical theories! Even though Crabb admits in the
article, "I haven't got a clue what I'm doing," one must assume that he will continue to use an integrationist
approach as he attempts to move the couch into the church and help "release a generation of elders" to fulfill their
calling.

Crabb has not repudiated his past and continues to inject psychology into his teachings. Crabb is still speaking out
of both sides of his mouth. He speaks some of the same things the anti-psychologists have been saying out of the
right side of his mouth, he but continues some of the same psychogarble out of the wrong side. If he had a straight
message, he would be apologizing for the balance of his life for all the havoc he and other psychologists have
caused in the church. We have yet to hear him confess and repent of the serious errors of his horrendously
unbiblical teachings. Instead, he adjusts his language to fit his next goal: "training elders to elder." (Why is it that
psychologists and other social change agents have a penchant for taking nouns and turning them into verbs?) In
spite of the Christianity Today headlines, it is obvious that Crabb still supports his past books, his psychologized
model of "Biblical counseling," counseling for pay, and the ungodly and unbiblical American Association of
Christian Counselors (Sep-Oct 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).

[Postscript: 10/2/95 Christianity Today -- Letter to the editor from Larry Crabb (referring to the 8/14/95 CT
article): "... the interview contents did not at all support the front cover billing ('Larry Crabb's Antipsychology
Crusade') nor the title given to the interview ('Putting an End to Christian Psychology'). I am neither crusading nor
do I want to put an end to Christian psychology. ... Positioning me as an antipsychology crusader who wants to end
Christian psychology is badly inaccurate and places me in company where I don't belong. I am a friend of Christian
counseling; I am not part of the antipsychology movement; and I am grateful for many godly men and women who
faithfully represent Christ in their professional counseling." -- So much for the wishful thinking of those who
perceived Crabb as repenting of his commitment to psychotherapy.]

-  The quips below from a more recent Christianity Today article ("A Shrink Gets Stretched," Christianity Today,
May 2003) are presented as an indication of Crabb's continued love of psychology, and to demonstrate how he
seemingly incorporates psychology  into his every active thought process: 

Crabb insists that what's going on inside directors determines the quality of conversation. Peering inside
himself one morning, he tells us he had eaten six pieces of bacon at breakfast, four more than he usually
allows himself. He realized that he overate because he was mad at someone. The confession gave his words
power that morning. 

In one intense moment, he closes his eyes tightly, blood rushes to his face, and he clasps his hands together.
"Brokenness," he says, "isn't so much about how bad you've been hurt but how you've sinned in handling it."
He lifts his hands as he loosely quotes Hosea 7:13–14, imploring: "I long to redeem my people but they're not
crying out for me! They wail upon their beds! They do nothing more than hurting over their circumstances."
["Loosely quotes"? What an understatement!]

He also recites insights from an eclectic group of thinkers he drew on to come up with his model of direction:
Thomas Merton, Eugene Peterson, Francis Schaeffer, [New Age mystic] Henri Nouwen, Brennan Manning,
John of the Cross, G. K. Chesterton, Michael Card, Peter Kreeft, Augustine, Copernicus, and James
Houston. 
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But the buzz that Crabb would advise professional Christian counselors to close shop and begin giving
spiritual direction isn't true. "I don't think it's going to work very well until the day the Lord comes back," he
says. "I'm just grateful for anybody who has a good conversation with somebody. If that happens in a therapy
setting, for $100 an hour, that's fine."

-  Various other unbiblical aspects of Crabb's model are as follows:

(a) Claims man was "created for relationship," whereby the Scriptures state that man was created to
glorify and to praise God (Isa. 43:7,21; Jer. 13:11). Crabb's view is understandable in light of his
failure to distinguish between believers and unbelievers in his model, apparently seeing no real
difference in basic desires based upon regeneration.

(b) Has no higher regard for Biblical truth than any other "truth"; e.g., "To speak of biblical truth as
somehow more authoritative than scientific truth is really absurd. Truth has authority over error, not
over another truth. One truth may enjoy greater relevance to a scientific question than another truth, but
no truth is more authoritative than another truth. The authority of truth lies in its truthfulness, not in the
place where it is found" (Understanding People, p. 40). (Emphasis added.)

(c) Typical of most so-called Christian psychologists, Crabb demeans the efforts of the
pastor/theologian as being indicative of the shallow help being offered, in contrast to the profound
offerings of psychologists; e.g., "Unless we understand sin as rooted in unconscious beliefs and
motives and figure out how to expose and deal with these deep forces within the personality, the
church will continue to promote superficial adjustment, while psychotherapists, with or without biblical
foundations, will do a better job than the church in restoring troubled people to more effective
functioning ..." (Understanding People, p. 129). (Emphasis added.)

(d) Views Christians as superficial and ineffective, and thereby in need of deep probing into the
unconscious. He believes that everyone is involved in "denial" and "self-protection," and views the
Christian life as being "unspeakably sad." Crabb writes that, "Before we'll see how sinful we are as a
self-protective agent, we must first feel how disappointed we are as a vulnerable victim" (Inside Out, p.
177). (Emphasis added.) (This theme of entering into the pain of our victimization is absolutely
essential to Crabb's methodology [See Chapters 10-12 of Inside Out], but is the utter antithesis of New
Testament teachings on sin and sanctification [see Romans 6-8].) It logically follows then, that Crabb
seems to identify the "feeling of pain" (a sort of self-induced catharsis that can lead to tears) with true
salvation, while it is actually nothing more than a psychological technique used in getting Christians to
"open up." Since it cannot do the work of the Holy Spirit or the Word of God, nor can it induce
spiritual change, it at best can only superficially modify behavior.

(e) Views repentance as the identification of self-protective strategies (which are wrong in Crabb's
view because "their purpose is to avoid more relational pain"), and as the substitution of "self-
protective manipulation with vulnerable obedience" (Understanding People, p. 149). For Crabb, the
essential for real change is "forgiveness and involvement." Biblical repentance, on the other hand, is
man turning from sin to God, rather than from "protective strategies" to "involvement." The repentant
sinner's primary concern is not with the amplitude of his own pain, as Crabb so emphatically teaches,
but with the magnitude of his offense against a Holy God.

(f) Greatly overstates the change capability of therapy and technique, and claims that both go deeper
than either the Word or the Spirit in effecting change. This ignores the most elemental form of
salvation theology -- that all growth is the result of divine grace. There is absolutely no similarity
between Crabb's method of change (i.e., sanctification) and the Bible's.

-  According to Freud, the id drives the behavior, and what happens in the first five years of life (psychological
stages of development) will shape the behavior. According to Adler, what drives behavior is the need for worth
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(also referred to as striving for superiority) and what shapes behavior is what happens in a person's early life. In
both Freud's and Adler's systems, the drives and the early childhood experiences, plus resulting misconceptions,
form the content of the unconscious. In Crabb's system, the needs or longings drive behavior and the early
disappointments of not having the needs met (what Morrison identifies as the "individual's unique experience of
depravation of the things a normal human soul longs for") shape the thinking and behaving, and all of this is in the
unconscious. In all three systems, the person develops strategies to protect himself, identified by Freud as ego
defense mechanisms, such as denial (and by Crabb as "self-protective" strategies").

The main difference between Crabb and his psychological mentors is that Crabb contends that the essence of sin is
when people attempt to meet these needs apart from God -- thus the idea of autonomy as the essence of sin. Crabb's
system is designed to reveal to people that they have unmet needs and that they have sinned in their wrong thoughts
and strategies to meet those needs and to protect themselves from further pain. Thus, if only people can realize that
God Himself meets those needs/longings, then they can recognize their dependence on Him. And they can
overcome their sin of autonomy and have their unconscious needs/longings met. This is the essence of Crabb's
system of psychological sanctification. (Source: Martin & Deidre Bobgan unpublished paper.)

-  The Bobgans say this about Crabb's model in their 1998 book Larry Crabb's GOSPEL (excerpted and/or adapted
from Larry Crabb's GOSPEL, pp. 5-7, as reproduced in the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter):

From his background in psychology he comes to Scripture with a viewpoint that sounds both appealing
and workable. However, the way he hopes to solve problems and lead people into a closer walk with
the Lord depends heavily on psychological theories and techniques. Though Crabb has been sensitive
to the criticism of his work through the years, when people criticized him for using psychological
terminology rather than Biblical, he worked to improve his expression. Along the way he has discarded
much of the psychological vocabulary while keeping the psychological concepts, but making them
sound more Biblical. When he discovered that aspects of his work did not fully satisfy and that he had
not yet reached his goal of bringing the best of psychology and the Bible together for the entire body of
Christ, he expanded his eclecticism.

Crabb's book Connecting (1997) is a good example of this process; it includes some admissions, as do
his other books. He gives the impression that he is constantly discovering more about the very best way
to help people change and grow in their relationship with God and with one another. Yet, his basic
model of man and methodology of change remain firmly tied to the psychological theories presented in
his earlier books. Each book has enough truth in it to make it appear that the most recent version of his
approach is even better and more Biblical than the previous one. He is careful, however, to justify the
value of his previous work so that no one will misunderstand and think he has discarded his former
ideas or repented of his former teachings. Clearly, his original model is still intact even though he has
expanded his eclecticism.

Moreover, Crabb's amalgamation of psychology with the Bible impinges on the gospel message. Even
his theologically correct statements feed into his psychotheology. For instance, he says:

"The gospel really is good news. When the internal troubles of people are exposed, when
unsatisfied longings are felt in a way that leads to overwhelming pain, when self-
centeredness is recognized in every fiber, then (and not until then) can the wonder of the
gospel be truly appreciated" (Understanding People, p. 211). (Emphasis added.)

While the first sentence is correct, the remainder of the above quote adds psychological requirements
beyond the requirements of Scripture. Crabb interprets the message of the cross according to his
psychological ideas about the nature of man and how he changes. Thus, Larry Crabb's gospel becomes
the good news that Jesus meets the needs/longings/passions which motivate all behavior from the
unconscious. Sin becomes wrong strategies for meeting the needs/longings/passions. Confession is
telling our stories and gaining insight into those wrong strategies. Full repentance comes through
getting in touch with the pain of the past. Hence, the gospel message itself is directly tied to a
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psychological construct. Not only is the doctrine of man psychologized, but the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit are made subservient to Crabb's psychospiritual theories.

-  In summary, Crabb's model effectively denies the Biblical teachings of: the denial of self (a man-centered model
rather than a Christ-centered one); the distinction between the regenerate and the unregenerate; the means of grace
as having practical efficacy in the life of the believer; the sufficiency of Scripture; Scriptural foundation (versus a
psychological foundation); and the Holy Spirit's essential role for empowering and grace in the life of the believer.
It is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human behavior, which
system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest
emphasis on so-called emotional needs, the fulfillment of which result in a sense of personal worth and
psychological healthiness. When needs are not met, according to Crabb, they produce intense pain and sorrow --
sometimes without the person even knowing it. Counseling under Crabb's model takes the form of delving into the
unconscious by peeling away the "self-protective layers" (i.e., "defense mechanisms") and getting at the real pain
and sorrow of unmet needs (many of which began in childhood), then giving counsel on how to meet those needs in
a more spiritually healthy way. This inward and rearward focus is far from Biblical (cf. Phil. 3:13-14). Instead of
trying to "meet" our natural human "needs," we are to set our hearts on things above and put to death whatever
belongs to our sinful nature (Col. 3:1-5).

Note#1: Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians.
Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of
secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to
perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from
participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals
of Christian history. Nevertheless, Larry Crabb is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement -- Crabb was a speaker at PK's 1992 National Men's Conference, and spoke at a 1996 stadium rally.
[Crabb also speaks regularly at The Cove (a Billy Graham retreat and training center), at Moody Founder's Week
conferences, and on James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program and at family issue conferences.]

Note#2: Crabb was once a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though Crabb is no longer a
Steering Committee member of COR, he did sign its Manifesto, AND he wrote COR's World View paper on
Psychology & Counseling. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a
brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like
a different gospel? (All emphases added):  

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ’s victory at Calvary."

That Crabb has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

Note#3: Brennan Manning is the author of the psychologically-oriented book The Ragamuffin Gospel. According to
Christianity Today (May 2003, "A Shrink Gets Stretched"), Manning has been giving Larry Crabb "occasional
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spiritual direction for the last 14 years. [See Note#4 for more details on Manning's teachings] ... Manning and Crabb
see each other once a year, at best. When they do, they follow a spontaneously begun ritual. 'As soon as we spot
one another,' says Manning, 'we both jump up and down, run to one another, and kiss one another on the lips. ...
When you see two men in public doing that, there's often only one conclusion. But he's so secure in his identity that
we can throw caution to the wind. If anybody's got a problem with that, then it's their problem.'" In this same CT
article, Crabb describes a period of his life spent searching for spiritual growth and not finding it in Evangelicalism:
"I was finding water for my thirsty soul in classic Catholic writings."

Note#4: Since Manning appears to be one of Larry Crabb's spiritual mentors, it is important to note the seriousness
of the error in Manning's theology. The following is adapted and/or excerpted from a web site article titled, "The
Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association With Them Is Wrong":

Brennan Manning is a New Age/Christian mystic who used to be a Roman Catholic priest. In the last ten years
he has become a popular author and speaker among the "evangelical" church, yet he shouldn't have even gotten
his foot in the door. His teachings of "spiritual contemplation" are filled with unbiblical ideas, Eastern
mysticism and dangerous New Age meditation techniques, and yet Manning is so charming, seductive, and
cunning that he easily takes advantage of undiscerning Christians.

Manning overemphasizes the love and grace of God while ignoring His attributes of justice, righteousness, and
holiness. He teaches that Jesus has redeemed all mankind. (Source: Beware of Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing by
Mike Gendron, Reaching Catholics for Christ website.) In Manning's bestselling book, The Ragamuffin Gospel
he writes: "False gods—the gods of human understanding—despise sinners, but the Father of Jesus loves all, no
matter what they do. But of course this is almost too incredible for us to accept." (My emphasis.) Of course,
Manning doesn't point out that God's Word also thinks it is too incredible to accept: "Thou dost hate all who do
iniquity" (Psalm 5:5).

It's obvious, however, that Manning has little use for Scripture and he shows his disdain for those who do. He
says, "I am deeply distressed by what I only can call in our Christian culture the idolatry of the Scriptures. For
many Christians, the Bible is not a pointer to God but God himself. In a word—bibliolatry ... I develop a nasty
rash around people who speak as if mere scrutiny of its pages will reveal precisely how God thinks and
precisely what God wants" (The Signature of Jesus, Manning).

Sadly, Manning's answer to ascertaining God's thinking is by using occult meditation practices instead of
Scripture. In his book The Signature of Jesus, Manning teaches his readers how to pray by using an eight-word
mantra. He says, "the first step in faith is to stop thinking about God at the time of prayer" (p. 212). (Say What?
) The second step is "without moving your lips, repeat the sacred word [or phrase] inwardly, slowly, and often."
If distractions come, "simply return to listening to your sacred word" (p. 218). He also encourages his readers to
"celebrate the darkness" because "the ego has to break; and this breaking is like entering into a great darkness"
(p. 145). Manning's direction is in direct conflict with Jesus who said, "He who follows me shall not walk in
darkness" (John 8:12), and is a practice that sets people up for serious deception and demonic influence.

This dangerous technique, however, is just one of the many New Age mind-emptying methods that Manning
teaches in The Signature of Jesus. Some of the unbiblical techniques include: centering prayer, paschal
spirituality, the discipline of the secret, mineralization, practicing the presence, inner integration, yielding to the
Center, notional knowledge, contemporary spiritual masters, and masters of the interior life.

Is it any wonder that Manning practices these techniques and claims to have had visions and so-called
encounters with God? No doubt Manning has truly had these experiences, and so will his followers who try his
techniques, but they will not find true intimacy with God. Yes, they may have special feelings and experiences,
and they may "feel" closer to God. However, in the process they will actually move away from Him as a result
of a counterfeit spirituality.

For example, one of Manning's dreams was about judgment day. In his dream, Manning describes how
everyone from Adolf Hitler to Hugh Hefner are seen going before Jesus to be judged, as is Manning. When
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Manning comes forward, however, God does not really judge. Instead, says Manning, "He takes my hand and
we go home." The implication, of course, is that everyone from Hitler to Hefner will be similarly treated. In
Manning's teaching, God is a universalist who accepts everyone (The Signature of God, pp. 239-242). In an
earlier book titled Gentle Revolutionaries, Manning recounted the same dream and wrote that God told him, "I
am not your judge." This part was strangely omitted from his later accounts.

Brennan Manning, then, is a dangerous influence on the Christian world. His books promote the use of
psychology, New Age/occult meditation, ecumenism, and universalism, and yet he is still popular in Christian
circles. One of his popular books written for children, The Boy Who Cried Abba, is a mystical parable about the
journey of a boy who must go into a dark cave called Bright Darkness to find acceptance from God. Again,
Manning is leading his readers to embrace darkness and error. Even worse, he is targeting his message to
children.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Crabb's teachings is Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp.
107-220 (Critiquing Dr. Lawrence Crabb, Jr.; the Crabb section of this book has been reissued as Larry Crabb's
Gospel), by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1989, 360 pages; and a more
recent update of the Crabb section of the book: Larry Crabb's GOSPEL, 1998, 205 pages.
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Summary Criticism of Larry Crabb's Counseling Model

Perspective Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Epistemology Integrationist -- Psychology

and Scripture provide answers
to the problems of living.

Biblicist (1) -- The Scriptures
alone provide answers to the
problems of living.

Anthropology Very Positive -- Starts from the
image of God [arbitrarily
defined(2)], and is thus
controlled by a semi-Pelagian
mentality.

Very Negative -- Starts from the
fallenness of man, and is thus
controlled by an Augustinian
mentality.

Problem Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Man's Basic
Needs

Security/Significance
[Or: Relationship/Impact]

Salvation/Sanctification

Man's
Consequent
State

He is Confused! -- That is,
hitherto unable to recognize the
truth regarding the only way to
meet his needs.

He is in rebellion! -- That is, by
nature unwilling to accept the
truth regarding the only way to
have his true needs met on his
behalf.

Prescription Crabb's Model Biblical Model
Man's
Prevailing
Condition

He is miserable, and thus he
needs compassionate
direction.(3)

He is guilty, and thus he needs
compassionate confrontation.

The Message
to be
Delivered

"Know this -- God loves you
and gave His Son for you."

Therefore, you ought to love
and accept yourself!"
(Security/Significance thus
provided.)

"Know this -- God loves you and
gave His Son for you."

Therefore, you ought to love and
serve Him!" 
(Salvation/Sanctification already
provided.)

 

Endnotes

(1) Slightly overstated, as certain matters of methodology, etc. may be found outside of Scripture, as long as they
don't contradict Scripture. However, the issue of authority is very much at the center of the present discussion, and
it is easily demonstrated that in the name of "spoiling the Egyptians," Crabb has allowed unbiblical propositions
and presuppositions to control in the framing of his model (See p. 86, Larry Crabb's Gospel, EastGate Publishers,
1998).  [Return to Table]

(2) Crabb defines "personhood" (i.e., the image of God) as evaluative thinking [rationality], active choosing
[volition], emotional experiencing [emotion] and deep longings [needs]. This last element, which is not part of any
standard definition of the image of God and which seems entirely arbitrary, becomes the controlling factor in
Crabb's model. (For this reason, Crabb's approach is sometimes denominated "need theology.") This concept is
borrowed from Abraham Maslow's "hierarchy of needs."  [Return to Table]

(3) According to Crabb, instruction for truly difficult problems can be provided only by those who have been
trained as professional clinical psychotherapists. Thus, he develops three tiers of counselling capabilities, with
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professional psychotherapists alone on the uppermost tier. [Return to Table]
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Dr. James C. Dobson
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Focus on the Family (FOTF), located in Colorado Springs, Colorado (relocated there from California in 1991),
was founded in 1977 by Dr. James C. Dobson (circa 1936), a Ph.D. in child development from the University of
Southern California. (Dobson claims the Lord told his dying father that a great ministry would be fulfilled through
his son -- see below.) Dobson also has honorary doctorates from Pepperdine University (1983), Franciscan
University of Steubenville, Ohio [a Catholic university] (1988), Seattle Pacific University (1988), Asbury
Theological Seminary (1989), Mid America Nazarene College (1992), and Liberty University (1993). Prior to 1977,
Dobson served 14 years as associate clinical professor of pediatrics at the USC School of Medicine and a
concurrent 17 years on the attending staff of Los Angeles Children's Hospital in the Divisions of Child
Development and Medical Genetics. (This clinical experience supposedly gives Dobson the "authority" to advise
Christians on family matters.) Dobson has authored more than 15 books; his largest seller, Dare to Discipline (a
child-rearing manual first published in 1971 and reissued as The New Dare to Discipline in 1994) has sold over 2
million copies.

FOTF consists of more than 74 different programs in eight languages operating in 78 countries worldwide,
employing more than 1,300 in its modern three-building Colorado Springs facility. For fiscal year 1999, FOTF had
an annual operating budget of more than $120 million. Most funds come from contributions and FOTF spends over
$4 million a year on fund raising efforts! Its 30-minute daily radio broadcast is heard on approximately 2,500
stations worldwide that reach more than 650 million people every day; daily listening audience is estimated to be
about 5 million. It is the second most widely syndicated show in America (after Paul Harvey). FOTF also produces
other radio programs that hold the third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth spots in the syndication standings. They
publish Focus on the Family magazine, the second most widely read religious magazine in America (after
Guideposts), and their videos are shown in more schools than in churches. Additionally, Dobson has a 90-second
commentary feature which is carried on over 200 of the largest secular radio stations and on more than 40 secular
television stations in the United States; he claims that more than 11 million people hear and/or see these
commentaries every week. He also writes a nationally syndicated newspaper column (titled "Dr. James Dobson
Answers Your Questions"), which is published in 675 newspapers. FOTF has about 2.5 million on its ministry
mailing list. FOTF receives about 5,000-8,000 pieces of mail daily (averaging 7,000 per day), and receives between
4,000-6,000 telephone calls every working day -- totaling about three million contacts a year.

In addition to Focus on the Family magazine, the FOTF organization produces ten more magazines (Citizen,
Clubhouse, Clubhouse Jr., Breakaway, Brio, LifeWise, Teachers in Focus, Physician, Plugged In [formerly
Parental Guidance], and Single-Parent Family, as well as award-winning books, films, and videos. Through the
use of a computer data base containing Dobson's canned views on a wide range of issues, a cadre of college-
educated FOTF employees respond to all of the more than 250,000 calls and letters received each month. The so-
called tougher inquiries (about 150 each day) are handled internally by one of FOTF's more than a dozen trained
"professional" [i.e., psychological] counselors, or are referred to a network of 1,200 psychological therapists around
the country. Dobson says his methods attempt to "'turn hearts toward home' by reasonable, biblical, and empirical
[psychological] insights so that people will be able to discover the founder of homes and the creator of families-
Jesus Christ" (8/93, FOTF magazine). [FOTF's Colorado Springs campus hosts more than 100,000 visitors each
year. One of them described the FOTF operation as resembling "a cross between a crisis hotline center and Santa's
workshop ..." ("Millions of Families Served, But What Is FOF's Focus?," 1/29/96, Christian News, p. 16 (Jennifer
Mears:API story).]

FOTF is heavily engaged in public policy, and Dobson himself is very politically active. FOTF has 35 affiliated
political groups in 35 states under the direction of extremely strong grass roots lobbies. About 4% of FOTF's annual
budget is devoted to public policy projects, voter education, and lobbying (i.e., over $4 million!). Dobson himself
has served in a variety of consulting capacities to the Carter, Reagan, and Bush administrations, and was nominated
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by (then) Senate majority leader Bob Dole to the Presidential Commission on Child and Family Welfare in the
Clinton administration; he received the loving attention of virtually all of the 1996 Republican presidential
candidates, although he has been virtually ignored by George W. Bush's 2000 Campaign.)

-  In the second chapter of Dobson’s book, Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives, Dobson discusses the source of
much of his ministry. It does not come from the Scriptures, but from the Lord's direct revelation to Dobson. The
Lord first spoke to Dobson's father informing him of a joint project between he and his son. … years later, as
Dobson was rushing to his dying father's hospital bed, the Lord spoke to him. Although the voice was not audible,
somehow the Lord said, "You are going to write a book for husbands and fathers, based on the life of your dad.
The inspiration will be derived from his values, his dedications, his walk with Me. This is the joint venture of
which I spoke two years ago" Later Dobson asked the Lord for more specifics. He said to the Lord, "Why should I
depend on my own puny insight and wisdom, when I can tap the resources of the Creator of families. Give me the
concepts that you want me to communicate." It is obvious at that point that Dr. Dobson did not believe that the
Scriptures were sufficient to communicate God's will concerning families. Something more was needed, and that
something was a direct word from the Lord to Dobson. … Here were God's instructions: "If America is going to
survive the incredible stresses and dangers it now faces, it will be because husbands and fathers again place their
families at the highest level of their system of priorities, reserving a portion of their time and energy for leadership
within their home!" The emphasis of Dobson's ministry since that time has been based upon this extrabiblical
revelation, not upon the Word of God. Did Dobson hear from God or not? If he did, then that revelation should
carry divine authority. If he did not, then he has added to the Scriptures, something John warns us not to do (Rev.
22:18,19).

-  One former employee of Focus on the Family has coined the term "Dobsonology":

"Dobsonology is a mixture of psychology, humanism, New Age, political activism and ecumenism
packed in a silver box of morality; it is tied with a golden ribbon of assorted Scriptures -- not
necessarily in context. It is being sold to the Christian Community in lieu of Biblical authority through
sound doctrine by James Dobson and his Focus On The Family Organization."

The following quote from The Christian Counselor's Manual by Dr. Jay E. Adams (pp. 82-83), best describes
Dobson's child-rearing "system":

"... Dobson ... recommends strictly behavioristic methods for child raising in the name of Christianity ...
His near total capitulation to behaviorism is couched in Christian terms but really introduces an equally
godless system into the Christian home while purporting to be a Christian reaction to permissiveness ...
Reward and punishment are prominent (particularly the former), and the need for structure is
emphasized. But Dobson's approach is cold and godless. It centers upon manipulation but says nothing
of biblical confrontation. Conspicuously absent in such child discipline is the use of the Scriptures,
conversion, repentance, the work of the Holy Spirit, and sanctification. ... Biblical persuasion,
conviction, and personal commitment are ignored." (Emphasis added.)

-  In Dobson's book, Dare to Discipline, "he places a needed emphasis on discipline by structure," but he draws
from a Skinnerian ideology; i.e., "according to Dobson, a child is to be 'trained' as one would [evidently] train his
dog ...The presupposition (not stated, but underlying the book) is that man is but another animal," thereby leaving
"no place for the work of the Holy Spirit in conversion or sanctification." Change is, thereby, assumed to "take
place strictly on the horizontal level." (Excerpted from The Big Umbrella by Jay Adams, pp. 130-131.) In 1994,
Focus on the Family published The New Dare to Discipline. In the Q&A section of the book, one of the questions
was "Should teenage children be spanked for disobedience or rudeness?" Dr. James Dobson, the self-proclaimed
child-rearing expert, answered thusly:

"No. Teens desperately want to be thought of as adults and they deeply resent being treated as
children. Spanking is the ultimate insult at that age and they are justified in hating it. Besides, it doesn't
work."
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On what authority should teens not be spanked? -- Dr. Dobson's? And do we govern our lives by what teens "want"
or by what the Bible teaches? If teens resent being treated like children, then they shouldn't act like children. And if
spanking is the ultimate insult for a teenager, then this is evidence it must work very effectively in deterring the
rebellious actions that bring the rod. And finally, by saying "it doesn't work," Dobson is calling God a liar (cf. Prov.
22:15 -- Folly is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of discipline will drive it far from him.)! God says
spanking does work (and He doesn't even give an age limit -- cf. Prov. 19:18 -- Discipline your son, while there is
hope; do not be a willing party to his death).

-  In Dobson's 1993 book, When God Doesn't Make Sense, Dobson makes the blasphemous suggestion that we
should forgive God: (And so do R.C. Sproul and J.I. Packer, both of whom endorsed the book.)

"There is only one cure for the cancer of bitterness, that is to forgive the perceived offender. Once and
for all, with God's help, as strange as it seems, I am suggesting that some of us need to forgive God for
those heartaches that are charged to His account. You've carried resentment against Him for years.
Now it's time to let go of it. [Dobson now tries to escape the blasphemy he's just uttered, but he is
unsuccessful.] Please don't misunderstand me at this point. God is in the business of forgiving us, and
it almost sounds blasphemous [it is!] to suggest that the relationship could be reversed. He has done no
wrong and does not need our approbation. But the source of bitterness must be admitted before it can
be cleared. There is no better way to get rid of it than to absolve the Lord of whatever we have
harbored. ... It is the only way you will ever be entirely free. ...

"Corrie ten Boom forgave an SS guard who shared responsibility for the deaths of her family members.
[False analogy.] Surely we can forgive the King of the Universe Who sent His only Son to die as an
atonement for our sin." (Emphasis added.)

The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One Who can do no wrong and is perfect in every way,
and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a blasphemous affront to His holy, righteous
character! [See the March-April 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, "Dobson's Blasphemies?," pp. 4-5, for a
more thorough analysis of Dobson's book.] If a man has resentment against God for something, he should repent.
How can man, who is sinful, ever "absolve" God of something when God is not guilty of anything? How can man
clear God of something when God has done nothing of which he needs clearing? How can man acquit God of
something when God is not on trial? Dobson says that he knows this idea of a man forgiving God "almost sounds
blasphemous." -- it does not almost sound blasphemous; it is UTTERLY BLASPHEMOUS! It is BLATANTLY
BLASPHEMOUS! [Amazingly, When God Doesn't Make Sense won two Evangelical Christian Publishing
Association awards: the Gold Medallion award in the Christian Living category and "Christian Book of the Year"
award.]

-  Often cited are Dobson's "good works" in opposing abortion, pornography, etc., and in supporting various moral
causes, particularly family causes, as evidence of his spiritual "fruit" and, thereby, his Biblical Christianity.
However, his moralism is steeped in ecumenism, in most cases being totally devoid of God and basic Biblical
principles. This "end justifies the means" strategy, however, is not Biblical -- joining the ungodly in promoting
moralism (a system which is in actuality no better than humanism) is not what the Bible calls Christians to do. It is
not our job to transform society, nor to attempt to "Christianize" its institutions, nor to pressure the ungodly to live
like saints, but instead to call out of the world those who will respond to the gospel, that they might live wholly for
God. 

Witness FOTF's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad in USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity," in which
Dobson opined: 'Let's clean up the world's behavior,' without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! The ad
promotes pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and which, therefore, has neither the resources
nor the power to abstain. Dobson appears to be so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that he tends to
forget that the soul must be placed before the body; i.e., he has ended up promoting a social, psychological, middle-
class American moralistic gospel that cannot save! -- it can't save the home, the family, or the nation, but can
certainly stand in the way of the true Gospel. [See also the report analyzing Focus on the Family's 1994 Video,
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"Sex, Lies & The Truth," another worldly, "moralistic" production that ignores the sin issue, and, moreover, is soft-
core "pornographic" in its own right! See also the 10/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, wherein rock
music star CeCe Winas is featured in an advertisement with a very low neckline and a bare stomach. Apparently
for Dobson, only hard-core pornography is wrong.]

-  One wonders how lewd or vulgar something has to be for Dobson to disapprove of it. In Dobson's 1978 book
Preparing for Adolescence, a book obviously targeted at 10-13 year-olds, Dobson says, "... we need to talk very
plainly about the subject of sexual intercourse. ... I'm going to be treating you like adults and withholding no
subject that is relevant to you." Dobson then goes on to graphically describe the act and feelings of a man and
woman engaged in sexual intercourse (p. 82). (Is sexual intercourse really a subject that is relevant to a preteen
"preparing for adolescence"? Would a Christian parent want to have their adolescents read this material?) Though
promoting abstinence in Preparing for Adolescence, Dobson also condones masturbation, describes the "tingly
feeling" one gets from it, and claims it's a "normal part of adolescence." Moreover, since it doesn't cause disease
nor produce babies, Dobson believes it "is not much of an issue with God"! (pp. 86-87).

-  Dobson wrote an article for Billy Graham's October 1988, Decision magazine, in which Dobson stated, "We are
sexual creatures, and the physical attraction between males and females provides the basis for every dimension of
marriage and parenthood." (Emphasis added.) The Bible knows nothing of this evolutionary, humanistic theology.
[Dobson and wife Shirley also shared their testimonies at the 6/94 Graham Crusade in Cleveland before a crowd of
55,000 at Cleveland Stadium.]

-  Dobson supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of
forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social
upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Dobson's philosophy seems to be one
of "the end justifies the means."

-  Dobson has taken to favorably extolling the virtues of German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer
(9/97, FOTF magazine, pp. 10-12). We also see in the 6/98 FOTF magazine that its 3-hour radio drama "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer: The Cost of Freedom" was named a winner of the 57th annual Peabody Awards, and a "Bonhoeffer"
CD and cassette are promoted. This is all in spite of the fact that Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or
questioned nearly every major doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death
of God" theology, opposed institutional religion, and stressed existential "religionless" Christianity.

-  Dobson appears to have a close and non-critical relationship with the Roman Catholic Church and its ecumenical
agenda:

(a) In the late 1980s, Dobson helped form the Religious Alliance Against Pornography which included
Roman Catholic priests and bishops. The 1986 meeting was held in St. Patrick's Cathedral. Dobson
praised the unity which was present at that meeting and stated that "there has been great camaraderie
among the top leaders of virtually all religious groups" in the U.S. (1/87, Focus on the Family). Of this
alliance Jerry Kirk said, "Never before have we seen Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Greek Orthodox and
(Mormon) leaders come together in such agreement and cooperation on an issue." Also represented at
the meeting were the National Association of Evangelicals, the National Council of Churches, the
Southern Baptist Convention, and Charismatics. A Catholic archbishop called the alliance "an
ecumenical miracle" (8/22/98, FBIS).

(b) Dobson has frequently welcomed Roman Catholics and Mormons on his radio show, welcoming all
as members of "the family of God." In late 1989, Dobson offered a calendar with a peculiarly Mormon
slogan, "Families Are Forever," which summarizes the Mormon doctrine of eternal progression of
Mormon "temple-sealed" families (4/15/91, Calvary Contender). Dobson is also the possessor of an
honorary doctorate from the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio, and was
featured in a 9/90 five-page article (with cover photo) in the Catholic charismatic magazine New
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Covenant. (Reported in The Fundamentalist Digest, November-December 1991.)

(c) In the 11/89 issue of FOTF's Clubhouse magazine for children, a smiling "Mother" Teresa was on
the cover, and the lead article was entitled, "Teresa of Calcutta: Little Woman with a Big Heart." The
readers of this magazine were made to think that Mother Teresa was a genuine New Testament
Christian and that she was doing a great work for God through her Sisters of Charities mission.
"Mother" Teresa was, in reality, a New Age pantheist who considered Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, and
other religions all to be acceptable ways to God. This is a great deception. She also preached the false
sacramental gospel of Rome and had given multitudes of people a false comfort by encouraging them
to place their hopes in such vanities as the Roman Catholic mass and the Roman Catholic Mary. It is
an abomination before God for Dobson to feature this woman in his magazine.

(d) Protestant-turned-Catholic Scott Hahn, a theology professor at Franciscan University, and a very
popular guest on evangelical radio programs across the country, began one interview by gushing over
the fact that his Catholic school has impressed leading evangelicals James Dobson and Chuck Colson.
He quoted Dobson as noting that "he had never seen a campus where the students take the Lordship of
Jesus Christ so seriously." Hahn then added that Colson had nominated the Catholic university for
membership in the Evangelical College Coalition because, "it really is a dynamic orthodox Catholic
university that is as evangelical as it is Catholic." (Source: Scott Hahn interview, "Pittsburgh Talks,"
WORD-FM; as reported in the 4/96, The Berean Call.)

(e) The March 8-14, 1998, issue of the National Catholic Register contained an article about Catholic
musicians. It noted that the following artists who move in Contemporary Christian Music circles are
Roman Catholic: John Michael Talbot, Kathy Triccoli, Tom Booth, Tony Melendez, Sarah Hart,
Danny Langdon, and Sheryl Crow. The article also noted that James Dobson and Focus on the Family
has endorsed Kathy Triccoli and her music. The National Catholic Register also pointed out that
Dobson endorses a Catholic youth magazine named "YOU!" (8/22/98, FBIS).

(f) Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist, was a major speaker at a November 1998
conference sponsored by James Dobson's Focus on the Family organization. Dobson held two more
conferences in 1999 (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) in which Nicolosi was again featured. (See later in this
report for more details.)

-  In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in Colorado Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of
Colorado Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged that "Jewish and Catholic youth were being evangelized at
school." They met with "Christian" leaders in Colorado Springs (there were 72 national and international
"Christian" associations headquartered there at the time) and all agreed that such evangelization was improper!
Christian students were rebuked for trying to rescue their school friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The
Berean Call).

Then in April of 1993, a "Covenant of Mutual Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one
another's diverse beliefs and to avoid "polarization"! Dobson/FOTF (along with Hirsch and Hanifen) was a
signatory to this agreement. (Imagine Peter, James, and John, when forbidden by the Sanhedrin to preach the
gospel, signing an agreement to cease such activities out of respect for diverse beliefs among Roman citizens!) The
"Covenant" read that a network of organizations in the Colorado Springs area "are heralding an entirely new form
of socialistic Christianity" (i.e., ecumenism for social activism), and that those in the organization "seek to share
insights and learn from each other in a spirit of goodwill and mutual respect, thus living out this scriptural heritage.
It is our hope and prayer that in so doing we will provide a positive model of public discourse that stands upon the
foundation of our common Judeo-Christian heritage. ... a willingness to listen and learn from each other, to the end
that we may manifest the ministry of reconciliation." Hanifen was quoted as saying his hope for the future is to
"explore all kinds of issues to learn the values of various faiths and how they view the Scripture." Bottom line,
Dobson is not only ignoring fundamental differences of belief in order to unite for common causes, but has now
become a party to muzzling the gospel.
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-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  More evidence of Dobson's ecumenical mindset came when workers for Dr. Dobson's Focus on the Family "cast
their theological distinctives aside in order to achieve a common objective -- to help families," FOTF vice president
Rolf Zettersten has said. The Alabama insert for Dobson's 6/90 Focus on the Family Citizen promoted a local
ministry "dedicated to promoting unity within the body of Christ by uniting Christians in prayer together. [The
"Christians" include Roman Catholics.] ... Right doctrines shouldn't be an issue" if you are born into "that" family.
Furthermore, "an emphasis in doctrinal purity has been drilled into so many people that it has become a real
obstacle and hindrance" (7/15/90, Calvary Contender). (Emphasis added.) [Another indication of Dobson's
expanding ecumenism was an editorial in the 1/90 Citizen, which called Pope John Paul II, "the most eminent
religious leader who names the name of Jesus Christ" -- a strange accolade for a man who denies that Christians
can go directly to God with their petitions.]

-  In response to a letter-writer's question concerning Dobson's views on salvation and Christ's second coming,
Dobson responded in October 1989 that his ministry had made a deliberate decision to direct the attention of the
ministry "away from matters of biblical interpretation and theology, choosing instead to concentrate our efforts
exclusively on family-related topics." [FOTF answered similarly in 6/97 when asked Dobson's views on evolution -
- "He has chosen to direct his efforts toward the strengthening of traditional values and the institution of the family
rather than to discuss controversial theological topics" (Grey Gunn, FOTF letter on file).] This further affirms
critic's claims that Dobson's ministry is not only not Biblically based, but in fact there is a deliberate effort to turn
away from the Bible and get wisdom from somewhere else. Dobson is in effect saying, 'I'm no theologian, so don't
nail me with this Biblical stuff; I'm giving you what works.' "However, such a decision does not free an avowed
Christian ministry to the family from basing its teachings on Scripture. It is an admission to placing the Bible in a
secondary position to the psychological wisdom of men. Apparently Dobson does not agree that the Bible is
sufficient for understanding human nature and guiding behavior" (Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, p. 146).
[Notwithstanding Dobson's theological disclaimer, he does have a theology: "... he teaches a doctrine of man which
is both psychological and theological ... man [according to Dobson] is central and God serves to help people
overcome inferiority and develop self-esteem and self-acceptance" (Prophets II, p. 142). In addition, Dobson is a
Nazarene, meaning he denies the doctrine of total hereditary depravity -- the doctrine of salvation that is wholly of
grace; he also denies the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints (eternal security).]

-  The primary basis of Dobson's "ministry" is his belief in the false gospel of self-esteem/self-worth. Though
research clearly indicates, and the Bible clearly teaches, that both children and adults tend to esteem themselves
more highly than they ought, Dobson believes just the opposite; he believes that feelings of inferiority (i.e., low
self-esteem) and self-hatred (i.e., poor self-image) run rampant in society and are the basic causes of virtually
every social malady. In the November 1988 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, Dobson says:
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"Feelings of inferiority even account for outbreak of wars and international hatred. ... inferiority is the
major force behind the rampaging incidence of rape today ... How about aggressive violence in
American classrooms? ... Can it be attributed to the frustration of low self-esteem? I'm inclined to
believe so. ... The examples are legion. That is why I have contended that social chaos in all its forms
is increased when citizens feel inadequate and inferior. There are numerous other causes of course, but
none so powerful." (Emphasis added.)

In fact, Dobson even goes to the extreme of attributing the attempted genocide of the Jews in Germany during
WWII to the inferiority complex of Hitler! Dobson taught the same thing, almost word-for-word, in his 1979 book,
Hide or Seek, page 165, and in the 2/94 Focus on the Family Bulletin. And in the 10/94 FOTF magazine, Dobson
made another incredible statement about self-esteem: 

"... some things in life are more important than academic excellence, and self-esteem is one of them. A
child can survive, if he must, without knowing a noun from a verb, but if he doesn't have some
measure of self-confidence and personal respect, he won't have a chance in life."

-  The Bobgans accurately portray Dobson's worldview as, "a psychological viewpoint influenced by underlying
ideologies of the Freudian unconscious, Adlerean inferiority, and the humanistic belief in the intrinsic goodness of
man and the universal victimization of the individual by parents and society. The culprit is society (mainly parents)
and the diagnosis is low self-esteem with feelings of inferiority and inadequacy. In fact, those feelings are presented
as overwhelming and uncontrollable and thus causing rebellion. Therefore, the universal solution to personal
problems, rebellion, unhappiness, and hostility presented throughout Dobson's books is raising self-esteem"
(Prophets II, pp. 24 -25).

-  All one has to do is read Hide or Seek to understand Dobson's total reliance on the false gospel of self-esteem:

"... whenever the keys to self-esteem are seemingly out of reach for a large percentage of the people, as
in twentieth-century America, then widespread 'mental illness,' neuroticism, hatred, alcoholism, drug
abuse, violence, and social disorder will certainly occur. Personal worth is not something human beings
are free to take or leave. We must have it, and when it is unattainable, everybody suffers. ... a sizable
proportion of all human activity is devoted to the task of shielding us from the inner pain of inferiority.
I believe this is to be the most dominant force in life" (Hide or Seek, pp. 20-21, 152). (Emphasis
added.)

To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin is "the most dominant force" in human life (Rom. 3:10-18,23; 7:18,24;
Jer. 17:9, Eph. 2:1-3; 5:15-16, 1 Jn. 5:19), not "the pain of inferiority." Nevertheless, Dobson thinks he has the
answer: "The heart of this book ... is devoted to a description of ten comprehensive 'strategies' for building self-
esteem" (Hide or Seek, p. 21). Evidently, Christ is not all we need. We also (according to Dobson) need "self-
esteem." What was Paul's answer to anyone who adds anything to the gospel (i.e., anything to Christ)? -- Galatians
1:9,10 -- anathema!

-  In case there is still any question as to Dr. Dobson's perspective and teaching on self-esteem:

"If I could write a prescription for the women of the world, I would provide each one of them with a
healthy dose of self-esteem and personal worth ... I have no doubt that this is their greatest need"
(What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew about Women, p. 35).

"Feelings of self-worth and acceptance ... provide the cornerstone of a healthy personality. ... it is
apparent that emotional problems usually originate from ... an inability to gain acceptance and respect
from peers. ... I have observed the most powerful influence to emanate from ego needs" (Dr. Dobson
Answers Your Questions, pp. 168, 191, 435).

-  The March 1999 edition of Focus on the Family ran an advertisement for its "Tenth Annual Counseling
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Enrichment Program," a program for those involved with Christian counseling.  This advertisement stated, "The
program is designed to enhance the skill and effectiveness of Christian counselors by assisting them in the
integration of biblical principles with core psychological concepts" (emphasis mine). Notice that this influential
magazine can unashamedly market its conference as one that integrates the Bible with "psychological concepts."
This shows how far the church has come in denying the sufficiency of the Bible.  

So, shouldn't there be an award for all this wonderful psychobabble Dobson has perpetrated on the church. -- Now
there is. In 1997, an award was established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented
annually to recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were
initially recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy,
Gary Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with
his other "achievements," Dobson is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler.

-  Walt Disney Pictures' The Lion King sold 20 million copies in its first week of release for retail on video, and has
become one of the best-selling videos ever. But millions of children who watch it will be at great risk. Though it is
artistically amazing, its New Ageism, Neo-paganism, Hinduism, pantheism/environmentalism, astrology, and
occult imagery is devastating! Adding insult to injury is a subtle but definite promotion of homosexuality. An
admitted homosexual produced parts of the soundtrack, and two "outcasts" (Timon and Pumbaa) represent
homosexuals and the "intolerant discrimination" they experience in our society. Sodomite Ernie Sabell, the voice of
the Wart Hog in the film (Pumbaa) admitted: "These are the first homosexual Disney characters ever to come on the
screen." (Reported in the 4/15/95, Calvary Contender.) [The Disney Senior V.P. who played a major role in
marketing The Lion King died in 1/95 of AIDS. His obituary asked that donations be made to a homosexual group
(10/95, Perilous Times, p. 8).] (See report by Berit Kjos for an excellent analysis of The Lion King.)

Al Dager, editor of Media Spotlight, said this about Disney's 1994 occult/New Age "children's animation" film:

"The Lion King packs powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life,' is
a variation on the cycles of nature: life, death, and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of
evolution. The film presents this theme from the perspective of nature religion more so than Disney
films of the past -- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of shamanistic
ritualism is graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the earth" (Media
Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 3).

Dobson, on the other hand, encouraged parents to take their children to see The Lion King! The 8/15/94 issue of
Parental Guidance (a magazine published and edited by FOTF, and since renamed Plugged In) says:

"The lion's share of this movie focuses on positive themes that can be used to teach children a variety
of valuable, at times biblical, lessons. ... These two film favorites [including Pinocchio] share one other
commonality -- a mild dose of magic. ... The Lion King does include a few crude moments --
munching on bugs and worms ... large belch[es] ... comical references to the warthog's flatulence
problem [gas]. They are minor, but parents will want to discourage children from imitating these
behaviors. ... Despite a few slight imperfections, The Lion King is a wholesome, brilliantly animated
picture relating the importance of family and responsibility."

"A few slight imperfections"? Like the teaching of shamanistic ritual, necromancy, spiritualism, and occult
fantasy? One wonders if Dobson has any discernment at all. [The cover story in the 4/95 Focus on the Family
magazine also promotes The Lion King as a good family movie! Also, the 11/95 issue of Brio (published by FOTF
for teen girls) had an article on the "Christian" girl who was the singing voice of the young Nala in the movie; this
very favorable article appears to be saying that it's okay to see the movie because a Christian helped out on it.]

-  The 1998 animated film on the life of Moses, The Prince of Egypt, was made with input from evangelicals, Jews,
and Muslims. The anti-God filmmaker, DreamWorks, taking great care not to offend these religious groups, took
considerable liberties with the Biblical account. It pressured an evangelical publisher, working on a children's book
tie-in, to eliminate references to God as "He" and some references to God as "Lord" (12/98, What In The World!)
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To meet politically correct feminist criteria for an acceptable god, it has YHWH saying, "... I am the God of your
ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God of Sara, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah" (12/98, Media Spotlight). Billy
Graham, James Dobson, and Jerry Falwell were also consulted, and all praised the movie. (Reported in the 1/15/99,
Calvary Contender.) (For an excellent analysis of The Prince of Egypt, see Berit Kjos report.)

-  How much of the true gospel message is promoted through Focus on the Family? "The Garden Song" was
handed out to the people in the FOTF distribution center (1993) to be sung. Some of the words of this song are:
"Grain for grain sun and rain; find my way in nature's chain; Tune my body and my brain; to the music of the
land." The phrase "find my way in nature's chain" seems to be a reference to evolution! [Of course, this shouldn't
surprise anyone, since Dobson is a "theistic evolutionist" (see section on Hugh Ross).]

Another verse in "The Garden Song" states: "Plant your rows straight and long; season with a pray'r and song;
Mother Earth will make you strong; if you give her loving care." The mention of Mother Earth is a clear indication
of the pagan/New Age orientation of this song. There is no credit given to God who makes all things to grow, but
instead it's "Mother Earth" who will "make you strong."

Other New Age items have been promoted through FOTF. For instance, in the 1/93 Focus on the Family magazine
there was an advertisement for a new publication entitled A Better Tomorrow. This magazine, marketed to Christian
high school seniors, advocated yoga, biofeedback, affirmations, imagery, etc., and had an article by Norman
Vincent Peale (the late New Ager, 33rd degree Mason, and publisher of Guideposts magazine) in its very first
issue! Dobson has also endorsed The Natural Childbirth Book. On the cover is a picture of the occult yin/ yang
symbol. (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also
printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.) [In Goddess Earth, Samantha Smith documented that the New
Age El Pomar Foundation provided a $4 million grant to relocate Focus on the Family to Colorado Springs in 1991
(p. 185).]

-  On Dobson's 1/15/94 radio program, FOTF highly recommended The Healing Journey for Adult Children of
Alcoholics by Daryl E. Quick, which was made available through FOTF. This book advocates visualization, which
is a form of creating your own reality. Llewellyn New Times, a New Age magazine which openly promotes
witchcraft and all kinds of occultic practices, writes: "Visualization is the essence of the ability of bending reality to
will. Do you know people who have extraordinary luck? Things always seem to work out for them. That is because
whether they are conscious of it or not, they create their own reality with Creative Visualization." Another issue of
this magazine reminds us that visualization "is a simple yet potent form of magick. All it requires is the use of your
mind."

-  Quest International is a nonprofit educational organization that has placed its Quest program in thousands of
public schools. Quest also goes by the names: "Skills for Adolescence," "Skills for Growing," and "Skills for
Living." Quest utilizes the techniques of visualization and guided imagery, and is very humanistic in its approach
to learning. But this doesn't bother Dr. Dobson. Dobson, although not condemning nor endorsing Quest, claims that
if Quest's techniques are used by professionals, they are okay. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on
the Family," a 1/96 article by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 22-27.)

-  Besides visualization and guided imagery, FOTF promotes various other occultic techniques, such as hypnosis
and progressive relaxation. In the 3/95 issue of Breakaway, a magazine produced by FOTF for teen boys, a reader
wrote in to ask if hypnosis was a sin. The editor answered that it depended on the situation, but was probably okay
if done by a "well-qualified Christian therapist"! (sounds like "situation ethics").

In the 11/95 issue of Focus on the Family magazine, an article titled, "My Child Isn't Learning!," teaches an occult
technique known as progressive relaxation, a Yoga method of relaxation which was derived from Hinduism, a
pagan religion that worships literally millions of gods, including one's self.

-  FOTF is also training its employees in the occult through its various Certification programs. FOTF employees are
required to complete 15 hours of core courses in order to develop new competencies for career growth and
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development. At the end of the course descriptions, there is a list of 17 books located in the FOTF Human
Resource Library. One of the books, The Encyclopedia of Group Activities, by J. William Pfeiffer, teaches over 150
activities dealing with fantasy exploration, sensory deprivation, gestalt, psychodrama, "values clarification," out-of-
body experiences, and many other occult-/New Age-oriented concepts. Another course offered in 1995, "The Fine
Art of Managing Change," is raw New Ageism. All these things relate to each other in that they all involve altered
states of consciousness, the highway into the occult. (Reported in "Little Known Facts About Focus on the Family,"
a 1/96 article by Dr. Cathy Burns, pp. 8-19.) [Not part of the Certification program, but also offered to FOTF
employees, are various "On-Site Opportunities," which include Weight Watchers, Massage Therapy, Aerobics,
Anorexia/Bulimia Recovery Support groups, and Karate (whose roots are in Zen Buddhism)! -- 1/96, FOTF Health
and Wellness News.]

-  Dobson obviously believes in the "medical model" (which treats people as victims rather than sinners) as
evidenced by his statements that everything from pornography and child molesting to love of one's own spouse, is,
or can become, addictive. In fact, in his 1/23/89 interview with convicted child murderer Ted Bundy, the night
before Bundy's execution, Dobson would not permit Bundy to accept any personal responsibility for any of the
crimes he had committed. Instead, Bundy's behavior (according to Dobson) was due to an uncontrollable addiction
to pornography caused by an immoral society which permitted him to be exposed to it. (As in his dealing with Ted
Bundy, Dobson tends to place blame on society, not sin, for all the wicked things people do. Being a New Age
psychologist who has Christianized his New Age psychobabble first, and being a Nazarene second, he will not
admit the extent of the sinfulness of the human nature. According to Dobson, man does not sin because of his sin
nature; he sins because of society.)

-  On a FOTF radio program aired 1/29/96, Dobson and co-host Mike Trout conducted a program on "Addictive
Behaviors." Guests were H.B. London, FOTF Pastoral Ministries head, and Dr. Ralph Earl of Psychological
Counseling Services, Scottsdale, AZ (Ph.D. Pastoral Psych/M.Div. Harvard Divinity School). Dobson introduced
Dr. Earl as one who "specializes in sex therapy and other addictions." (Dobson, himself, was introduced as he
always is on the program -- "psychologist and author, James Dobson" -- it seems that not even FOTF wants to call
Dobson a Christian.) Some of the most outrageous, unbiblical, and unChristian statements were made on this
program. Here is a sample:

Dobson: "Gambling is only one addictive behavior; of course there are many others in addition to
drugs, alcohol -- addictions to spending and to shopping, and addictions to food ... because of the
cultural environment in which we live, and the list is almost endless. ... a problem that is gripping
humanity ... sexual addiction. It is rampant in our society at this time."

Trout: "It gets a hold of you [sexual addiction] and sometimes it just doesn't let go."

Dobson: "It does! ... Pornography, I believe, is one of the most addictive forces in human experience.
... For some 13 year-old boys, one exposure to pornographic material can grab and hold him for a
lifetime, every bit as much as cocaine and heroine or some of the drugs ... the matter of sexual
addiction among pastors, because it's a serious problem there."

Earl: "There's an epidemic ... One thing about sex addiction, it's progressive ... it's always in intimacy
disorders, always about hurting somebody else and self."

During Earl's 25 years of practice, he claims to have treated more than 200 pastors with "sexual addictions of
various sorts." Pastors with "sexual addictions"? Are these perverse men not aware of what the Bible teaches about
slavery (a.k.a. addiction) to sin (cf. Rom. 6)? Sexual immorality and/or perversion is not an addiction or disease; it
is SIN! Earl makes it very clear that these pastors will never overcome their "sexual addiction" until they get into
therapy. And then the best they can hope for is to have the "addiction" go into "remission ... just as those who have
cancer ... go to a physician."

[A few years later, Mike Trout must have contracted a little of that "sexual addiction" disease himself. The
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Religious News Service reported in October of 2000 that the 53 year-old Trout resigned his 19-year position as
senior VP of  the broadcast division of FOTF after admitting to "an inappropriate relationship with a woman other
than his wife." FOTF was quick to state that this was not a corporate problem, but a personal one .]

-  Dobson not only believes "alcoholism" to be a "disease" (in spite of the fact that the Scriptures call
"drunkenness" a sin), but even recommends Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) as a viable treatment option for
Christians! (He even considers AA to be a place where non-Christians might find Christ!) This recommendation
comes in spite of the overwhelming evidence that not only is AA largely ineffective in treating over-drinking, but
that the atmosphere of almost all AA centers is consistently unbiblical, if not outright anti-Christian. [AA is proud
of its ability to lead men to see their need of a Higher Power and encourages group members to discover or define
for themselves what or who that Higher Power is. Dobson evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts
being promoted by AA that are leading AA members to accept false gods (i.e., a kind of "Star Wars Force") as a
substitute for the true, living, personal God of the Bible.]

-  Dobson is a primary supporter of David Seamands, the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the
Memories/Inner Healing (which technique uses one or more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as
regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis, and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal
scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.). Various other "memory-healers"/"memory interpreters" have been regular
contributors of articles to Dobson's Focus on the Family magazine, and have made numerous appearances on
Dobson's daily radio program (e.g., Dr. Kevin Leman and Randy Carlson, authors of Unlocking the Secrets of Your
Childhood Memories, a book based upon various discredited Freudian theories).

-  Dobson is a primary supporter and endorser of so-called Christian psychologist, Gary Smalley, the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to
describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to male/female communication
effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it has no
support in Scripture). The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of
Love, co-authored by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but
apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.) The Language of Love
was published and promoted by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing, and Smalley and Trent have been
frequent guests on Dobson's radio program (as has pop psychologist, Dr. Donald Joy, credited by Smalley and Trent
as being the source of their right-/left-brain information). Similar right-brain/left-brain nonsense is frequently
propagated over the Focus on the Family airways by another Dobson favorite, H. Norman Wright, former pastor
turned psychologist.

[In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-brain silliness,
all references to such were removed. Unfortunately, this "revision" was only cosmetic. The delusion that "emotional
word pictures" are the key to relationships and spiritual growth, remains the false message of this deceptive book.
(Reported in the January 1992, CIB Bulletin.) In late-1994, Smalley and Trent appeared on Dobson's radio program
for a three-day series (11/16/94-11/18/94) titled "Learning to Communicate." They again promoted The Language
of Love and again told how to communicate effectively through the use of "emotional word pictures."]

-  David Jeremiah, then the president of Christian Heritage College and Bible teacher on the "Turning Point" radio
and television programs, appeared on James Dobson's 4/28/92 and 4/29/92 Focus on the Family radio programs to
discuss Jeremiah's book Exposing the Myths of Parenthood. On the 4/28 program, "Jeremiah's Myth #10" was
examined: "To be loved is not necessarily to feel loved" ("the only love you can use is the love you can feel,"
according to Jeremiah). Dobson then disclosed his own "theory" of why he thought children could, "by every
objective standard," be loved by their parents, yet not feel loved -- it is due to "hormonal influence," like "pre-
menstrual disequilibria," which then causes most of a child's low self-esteem problems! Dobson concluded: "... if
my guess is correct ... that there is a hormonal explanation for a lot of that rebellious behavior, and especially the
low self-esteem ... [then] it's temporary ... this is a developmental imbalance that's going on ... this is why it is of no
value whatsoever to say to [rebellious kids], 'Why are you acting this way?' ... all they know is that they feel these
things passionately inside." In effect then, Dobson was saying that there is no personal responsibility for sin!
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Instead, 'My hormones made me do it! ' Dobson agreed with Jeremiah's conclusion: "... you accept the fact that it
can be hormonal and just keep on working as hard as you can to communicate love at a feeling level."

-  Dobson's Focus on the Family has endorsed and heavily promoted Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint
of God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox
Christianity's literal/factual/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Dobson has
also given Ross a forum (the Focus on the Family radio program) to espouse this heresy. For example, on April 17-
18 of 1991, Ross appeared on Dobson's program, at which time Dobson boasted that Focus on the Family helped
give Ross's ministry ("Reasons to Believe") the initial publicity boost it needed to get started. Dobson also said that
he agrees "in an unqualified way" that the Earth is 3.5 to 4 billion years old. He also did not quarrel with Ross's
claim that physical death fully existed long before Adam and that God was fully responsible for this order of
things! In response to a critical letter from the Bible-Science Newsletter, a Dobson spokesperson said that since the
first eleven chapters of Genesis can be taken to be a form of poetry, and not necessarily factual history, Dobson
was, thereby, justified in making a figurative rather than a literal interpretation of them!

On a 9/92 FOTF program (tape:CS721), Ross was a guest along with ICR's (Institute for Creation Research) Dr.
Duane Gish, in order to debate the "Origin of the Universe." Dobson posed the question of the "scientific" necessity
of a distant origin, without it being theologically prescribed. Ross's response was that "No, it's important for both. I
can't have the Bible consistent with a thousands of years old universe." Ross was straight forwardly saying, "The
universe is billions of years old and the Bible teaches that, or I can no longer with integrity hold to the veracity of
the Bible." Ross, by his own words, places science (so-called) over the Bible, rather than placing science under the
Word of God where it belongs.

Ross also commented that ICR's approach to astronomy and astrophysics would absolutely never be seriously
entertained by the scientific community at large (and Dobson agreed!). This was all said in a tone of voice that
clearly implied the idea that ICR was ignorant, backwoods, behind the times, and an obstruction to the speeding of
a more enlightened Christian scientific position.

In August of 1996, Ross was again on Dobson's radio program, telling his view on some new "Mars rocks" that
were found in Antarctica. Scientists at the time were saying that the rocks they found were from Mars and had
traces of bacteria (long dead) in them. (See the 9/96, Acts & Facts for details.) Ross was telling Dobson his own
theory about the rock's origin; i.e., that a big rock with life on it was broken off from the earth millions of years
ago, and went to Mars; then at a later time, a piece came from Mars to earth. This laughable rendition was agreed
to by Dobson. During the program, Dobson again endorsed Ross and his ministry, and after the program, FOTF
sent out a fact sheet again referring to an earth age of "four billion years."

-  Consistent with Dobson's endorsement of Hugh Ross is an article by Marlo Schalesky in Dobson's 3/96, Teachers
in Focus, which also seems to suggest theistic evolution. In a "Teaching Evolutionary Theory Without Scrapping
Scripture" article, Schalesky explains how she taught her students to "make a distinction between the realms of
science and religion." She then gave several examples. One of these examples is: "Fossils seem to indicate that
species have been changing for millions of years ..." She then tells her students that this is "scientific." She adds:
"After teaching in this manner, I could answer, 'Who's to say how God created everything? Did He 'poof' it into
existence? Or did He use some kind of evolutionary process similar to the ones we studied in class? The Bible
doesn't really say one way or another.'"

Not true! The Bible clearly states that God created everything in six literal days. There was no long, drawn-out
evolutionary process that took place. The viewpoint expressed by Schalesky is definitely a theistic evolution (or
progressive creation) theory. Although Dobson may not be aware of each article that is printed in his magazines, his
name is listed as the "President and Publisher," so he is, thereby, responsible. (Source: 5/1/96, Calvary Contender;
and 5/20/96, Christian News.)

Dobson's unbiblical position on Biblical creationism was reaffirmed recently. Popular creationist Ken Ham is
quoted as follows in the 9/18/00 Christian News: "Recently I heaved a heavy sigh of disappointment when I heard
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Mike Trout, James Dobson's announcer [at the time], highly recommend a book for teenagers on the
creation/evolution issue titled It Couldn 't Just Happen at the end of a Focus on the Family radio program (an
interview between Dr. Dobson and Philip Johnson). This book is also listed in Focus on the Family's master book
list as one that 'offers solid, biblical answers to questions about the Big Bang Theory, dinosaurs and much more.'
My heart sank as I pictured thousands of eager moms and dads buying this book for their children. And, what
would they learn [from this book]?: (1) Noah's Flood could be local or worldwide -- we can't know for sure; (2)
The days of Creation could be ordinary days or millions of years -- we can't know for sure; (3) The Earth could be
thousands or billions of years old -- we can't know. …" (Source: 10/15/00, Calvary Contender.)

-  Dobson was a supporter and signatory of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF), an ecumenical
amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal
is religious pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while is promoting a new one world religion. Other
"evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Dobson are Beverly LaHaye, Chuck Colson, and Billy Graham.
[WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The First Liberty Institute,"
headed by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was
originally designated as "national teacher training and out-reach center" for WCF. Its New Age/One World
curriculum, "Living With Our Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is being offered to
America's public schools by the National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty Institute
organization, and has been accepted by the California State Board of Education.)]

-  In 1995, there was a concert held for the employees at FOTF's headquarters in Colorado Springs. The FOTF
"Events Management Memo" stated:

"This Thursday, June 15 [1995], at 12 noon there will be another great noontime concert! Focus
employees and guests will have an opportunity to watch authentic Polynesian dancing performed by the
Island Breeze Ministries in the Chapelteria from 12:00-1:00 pm. ... Island Breeze is a ministry of
Youth With A Mission (YWAM), founded by Sosene & Becky Le'au in 1979 in American Samoa.
Don't miss this great opportunity to experience another culture's way of spreading the Gospel of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ."

Spreading the Gospel through Polynesian dancing? The concert seemed to be more of a pagan dancing session than
anything else. One person who attended this concert wrote: "This group came complete with loud music, many
drums types (sic) and what they called 'kingdom fun.' The 100-plus decibels (sic) included 'aerobics' (sic) in which
volunteers standing in position kicked up first one leg and then the other much like a 'chorus' line-up. Visiting kids
and Focus adults took part in this event. The 'modest' grass skirts worn by four of their party became fast moving
female behinds along with four males whose body movements were suggestive -- all to the beat of the music."
(Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in
the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.) [At the FOTF daily devotions meeting held on 1/9/96 (attendance
required), Dobson brought in John Bayley, a "Christian Reggae Artist," to perform.]

-  Dobson and FOTF are also endorsers of rap music -- a rap tape was produced by FOTF. As mentioned earlier,
Breakaway is one of the magazines for teens published by FOTF (for teen boys 13 and older). In 1993, there was a
"Radical Rap" contest where the readers of Breakaway were supposed to send in their original rap songs. Forty
winners were then chosen and their raps were placed on a cassette tape which was called "Breakaway Raps." Along
with these 40 winners, the Breakaway staff did their own rap song. This tape is extremely blasphemous -- especially
the song by the Breakaway staff. At one point they refer to Jesus Christ as "the Big J.C." At another point they are
talking about "the Word" and then one of the rappers chimes in with "Nerd." All this is done while talking about
the Living Word -- who is Jesus Christ.

A little later on in the tape, the Breakaway staff is talking about the so-called Christian rap group DC Talk. One of
the men mentions that another one of the staff had inside information about DC Talk. They then asked him what
kind of underwear one of the DC Talk boys wears. He told them that he wears "green polka dot boxers" and then
another guy brags that "You heard it here first, ladies and gentlemen!" Is this even remotely Christian? (Eph. 4:29;
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5:4) (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also
printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

-  Chuck Colson, the ecumenical Catholic-sympathizer who co-authored the 1994 Catholic Evangelical Accord,
"Evangelicals and Catholics Together" (ECT), appeared with Dobson and gave the dedication speech for FOTF's
Colorado Springs facility. An excerpt from that speech was printed in the 1/94 FOTF magazine. At the end of the
article, under a picture of Dobson and Colson sitting together, FOTF says, "Chuck Colson, a longtime friend of Dr.
Dobson, holds the record for being on the most 'Focus on the Family' broadcasts with 17 'appearances.'" Dobson has
also promoted Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness, wherein Colson calls on evangelicals to
join forces with orthodox Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism
& secularism]." [The 4/94 FOTF magazine carried a two-page article extolling the virtues of former Bush
Administration official Bill Bennett (pp. 12-13). Bennett is a Roman Catholic, but this fact didn't prevent Dobson
from publishing Bennett's book The Devaluing of America.]

Dobson and Colson also had big plans at one time for cleaning up the Church. Dobson reported that at a 5/23/96
FOTF Board meeting, the Board said that "the Lord appears to have ordained two people at this time to speak to
the issue of righteousness -- Chuck Colson and myself" -- and urged Dobson to work with Colson concerning the
possibility of doing stadium rallies in 1997; Dobson said Colson was very excited about that. Dobson also said that
the Focus Board had decided that the church needed cleaning up, and that he (Dobson) and FOTF intended to take
charge and make it happen, with "Chuck Colson's help." (Source: May-June 1996, Foundation magazine, pp. 6-12.)
[The rallies were never held. An insider at FOTF at the time reports that the FOTF leadership was having trouble
defining "righteousness."]

-  Dobson wholeheartedly recommends the books of "Christian" psychiatrists, Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and
frequently hosts one or both of  them on his radio program. Minirth and Meier are perhaps the "purest" of the
Freudian psychologists in the church today, who by cleverly masquerading their discredited Freudianisms as
"Christian" have gained widespread acceptability. (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 223-334, for an excellent
analysis of Minirth & Meier's Freudian teachings with respect to the unconscious, infantile sexuality, psychic
determinism, defense mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth order, five stages of grief, etc.)

-  Bill Hybels, the guru of the unbiblical "church growth" movement and a psychologizer like Dobson [e.g., Hybels
extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in his book Honest to God], is a frequent guest on Dobson's radio
program. In 1993, Dobson also added Hybels to the Board of Directors of Focus on the Family.

-  Freud's theories are gross distortions of Biblical anthropology and should be rejected by all Christians. One of the
grossest distortions of God-given truth is Freud's theory of the Oedipus complex. No true child of God can long
endure such an heretical formulation. Yet, we conclude from the following evidence that Dobson does:

(a) In a Dobson booklet, Raising Teenagers Right, he responds to a question concerning the time in the
life of a child that the sexual nature develops: "No, it occurs long before puberty. Perhaps the most
important scientific fact suggested by Freud was his observation that children are not asexual. He
[Freud] stated that sexual gratification begins in the cradle and is first associated with feeding" (p. 13).
Such a conclusion has little to do with science. The notion that babies connect feeding with sexual
gratification is merely another evidence of Freud's obsession with sex. Yet, Dobson really believes this
nonsense! (CIB Bulletin, Sept. 1990)

(b) In November of 1998, FOTF sponsored a conference titled "Homosexuality and Youth." One of the
principal speakers at the conference was Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, a Roman Catholic psychotherapist who
authored the Freudian-oriented book Reparative Therapy of Male Homosexuality. In Nicolosi's book
and conference tapes, he reveals the Freudian roots of his theory. Nicolosi says: "Typically there is an
overly close relationship between mother and son, with the father distant from both of them ... Perhaps
one significant factor is the availability of mother when the boy of 2 or 3 is experiencing problems with
the father. A receptive and over-sympathetic mother might provide such a haven of emotional security
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that the boy would find it easy to disengage totally from such a father" (pp. 28-29). Just as the Oedipus
complex is the cornerstone of Freudian psychoanalysis, so too the Oedipus complex is the cornerstone
of Reparative Therapy for Male Homosexuals. And, just as lifetime treatment is characteristic of
Freudian psychoanalysis, so too is this true of reparative therapy. [Since the 11/98 conference, Dobson
held two more conferences (on 8/14/99 and 11/6/99) on the same theme but with a new title, "Love
Won Out." Featured at both conferences was the same Freudian therapist Dr. Joseph Nicolosi.
Promoting a Freudian (Nicolosi), knowing that he is a Freudian, and that he will promote a Freudian
view of homosexuality, is tantamount to promoting Freud, which Dobson has done. But do his
supporters mind? Apparently not.]

Less than 50 years ago, proving that a leading evangelical loved Freud's Oedipal theory would be reason enough to
question his entire ministry. However, the church has become too "sophisticated," too lukewarm, too worldly for
that to occur. Today, such a revelation usually draws only a yawn or perhaps irritation over anyone daring to
criticize. (Source: "James Dobson Promotes Freud," May-June 1999, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

-  Idolatry always takes the gifts of God and attempts to use them specifically to achieve what we want, i.e., to use
them for our own comfort and/or power. Lest you doubt that something as lovely as family could ever be used by
godless men for selfish purposes, consider the following from the bulletin insert entitled "The Church Around the
World," June 1999:

  "James Dobson’s radio commentaries on the family are broadcast in China. Ai Jai is sanctioned by
China’s Bureau of Radio and Television. Dobson, or Dr. Du as he is known in Chinese, is heard on
more than four hundred facilities. The stations make up China National Radio, the government
network. The government has asked Focus on the Family for permission to run the printed form
regularly in the Beijing daily newspaper."

The same Communist government tortures, imprisons, and places in slave labor those who bear real witness to
Christ. Do you think this government is going to sponsor any genuine Christian message, any offense of the cross?
Focusing on the family comes from the world, and the world loves it -- as does the godless government of
Communist China. The world loves the idea of the family, but hates the real Christian message.

It is not Scripture that calls us to "turn our hearts toward home." All of Scripture agrees with David in Psalm
119:112 in saying, "I have inclined mine heart to perform thy statutes alway, even unto the end." Nowhere are we
told in God's revealed Word to focus on the family. In fact, there has been no highway quite as broad anywhere for
the Freudian heresy as the road that opens when the church makes marriage and family the focus and reason for
existence, both for the individual and for the church itself.  (Source: January-February 2000, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, James Dobson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
-- FOTF has published Promise Keepers-sponsored books, radio programs featuring Promise Keepers have been
aired on FOTF radio, Dobson has written numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of
Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"), and he was a featured speaker at one of Promise Keepers
National Conferences in Boulder, Colorado.

It appears that some of the nonsense associated with Promise Keepers has rubbed-off on Dobson. On 7/20/94-
7/21/94, the FOTF radio program had on a "Christian" magician whose gimmick was putting handcuffs on people
to "show" them about the bondage that young people were in. Dobson and co-host Mike Trout were sitting there in
handcuffs, crying as they talked about drugs, homosexuality, and manhood. This is not normal behavior! [Dobson
continues to endorse PK, regardless of the problems surrounding it -- see Dobson's 11/95, FOTF letter. Dobson and
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FOTF also sponsored (on 2/14/96) a three-hour evening reception for the approximately 40,000 pastors at PK's
National Clergy Conference in Atlanta.]

-  In the summer of 1996, FOTF started a PK look-alike ministry for women called "Renewing the Heart," with its
three main purposes to "equip, encourage and evangelize." The first conference was held in Nashville in September
of 1996 and attracted a sell-out crowd of 19,600 with another 20,000 requesting tickets. It featured Patsy Clairmont,
Eva Self, Kay Coles James, Anne Graham Lotz and Shirley Dobson, as well as CCM artists. Five more "Renewing
the Heart" conferences were held in 1998.

-  In the 7/93 FOTF magazine, Dobson replied to a question from a homosexual who was writing to protest
"derogatory and demeaning references to gay people." Dobson's reply to this sodomite is amazing. In typical
psychologically-positive fashion, Dobson began by saying, "More than anything else, I appreciate the respectful,
conciliatory and very Christian attitude you conveyed in broaching an extremely emotional and controversial
subject with me." Can an unrepentant homosexual have a "Christian attitude" about anything, let alone
homosexuality? Homosexuals can certainly be saved, but they will be born again, they will be changed, and they
will not continue in their sin and rebellion against the Word of God (1 Cor. 6:11).

Dobson does not tell the homosexual that he disagrees with his understanding of Scripture, but instead says, "Let
me simply say that the same Scriptures that condemn homosexuality and premarital heterosexuality also tell us to
accept those who are in violation of these ordinances. Jesus was more compassionate toward the woman caught in
the very act of intercourse -- a capital offense in those days -- than He was toward the hypocrites in the church.
This is our model and our mandate." This is amazing! It is true that Christ was compassionate toward the woman
caught in adultery, but Dobson fails to clarify that Christ instructed the adulterous woman to "go and sin no more."
The adulterer, the homosexual, the thief, the murderer -- all can be saved. But God's Word to all sinners is "repent"
and "go and sin no more," not acceptance! (O Timothy, Vol. 10, Issue 10, 1993).

-  In 1992, Dobson formed a new team to minister to pastors and to help them "balance their competing roles as
spouses, parents and spiritual leaders." This outreach is headed by Dobson's cousin, H.B. London, Jr., who also was
Dobson's pastor at the First Church of the Nazarene in Pasadena, California, before assuming the new position in
Dobson's organization. In an interview from his office at Focus on the Family headquarters in Colorado Springs,
London said, "Every pastor deserves the right to be a father or a mother, a husband or a wife, along with their
duties as a pastor." This reveals the compromise attitude of Focus on the Family toward Biblical teaching. God
forbids a woman to be a pastor (1 Tim. 2:12), yet Focus on the Family refuses to require what God requires in
pastoral leadership. Instead, they will "minister" to female pastors and encourage them in their rebellious positions
in ruling over men. (Excerpted from O Timothy, Volume 9, Issue 8, 1992, p. 26.)

-  On Dobson's 4/23/92 Focus on the Family radio program, he discussed Chapters 3 and 4 from his 1987 book
Love for a Lifetime. Apparently, 12-step programs were also popular in the late-1980s -- Dobson detailed the "12
steps to romantic bonding," originally developed by pop psychologizer Dr. Donald Joy. These 12-steps are: eye to
body contact/eye to eye/voice to voice/hand to hand/hand to shoulder/hand to waist/face to face/hand to head/hand
to body/ mouth to breast/hand to genitals/sexual intercourse. Dobson explained two keys to understanding this
"romantic bonding" process:

(1) He got them from Scripture! (no where does he document this); and

(2) No skipping of steps or getting out of order without risk of seriously damaging the later marriage
relationship! (What if someone accidentally touched his girl friend's hair before he kissed her -- i.e.,
what if "hand to head" contact were made before "face to face" contact? Would that, as Dobson
believes, irrevocably damage the future marriage relationship? What utter nonsense!)

-  Norman Cousins is a globalist, new-age occultist and a leader in the infamous human potential movement. His
book, The Healing Heart, also endorses all kinds of mind control techniques, including transcendental meditation.
He is also an evolutionist and a humanist. He enthusiastically says: "We are seeing a new breed of scientific
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humanists and humanistic scientists." On other occasions, Cousins refers to "the gods," which should be obvious
where he stands on the issue of a personal and knowable God. Cousins also helped found Planetary Citizens, an
organization whose purpose is to aid the "World Servers everywhere." The purpose of the World Servers is to serve
as the "vanguard for the reappearance of the Christ" -- the New Age Christ.

On 9/17/84, Cousins was scheduled to be on Dobson's FOTF radio show. Many calls of protest were received at
Focus and, at the last minute, the program was pulled. However, one year later this program was sneaked into the
schedule. This time the program listing didn't mention Norman Cousins' name, so no one knew to protest it. Dobson
played a 20-minute segment from a Cousins' four-hour tape series. The theme of this segment was the ways in
which thoughts affect physical health. Much of the teaching was quite similar to that of the human potential
movement and holistic health. Cousins even related a story of mind over matter, where a person used "mind
control" to manage pain and control bleeding. This should have been easily recognized by Dobson and/or the Focus
on the Family staff for what it was -- a promotion of a New Age technique used by yogis and other occultists, and
practiced by witch doctors for thousands of years! Instead, listeners were told by the announcer introducing the tape
(Dobson's co-host, Gil Moegerly), "We are fully aware that Norman Cousins does not come from an evangelical
Christian perspective, but All Truth is God's Truth. If it's true, it came from God, and the next twenty minutes we
feel are true and valuable and will make a contribution in your life."

Even worse, another endorsement was given at the end of the program, along with a toll-free telephone number. It
supposedly had been stipulated that Dobson provide the telephone number in order to use the Cousins' segment.
The number was that of the Nightingale-Conant Corporation. A catalog of their videos was sent to those calling the
number. This catalog contained videos on yoga, affirmations, positive thinking, and other New Age oriented
techniques. One wonders how many people received this catalog, and were subsequently led into occult techniques,
thanks to the indiscretion of Dr. Dobson and Focus on the Family. (Reported in "Is Dr. Dobson Focusing On Your
Family?," an article by Dr. Cathy Burns, which was also printed in the 10/9/95, Christian News, pp. 10-11.)

Conclusion : Dobson's ministry is loaded with false teaching. He has been confronted many times by Christian
leaders and has rejected every rebuke. He is causing divisions by his worldly teachings that are contrary to sound
doctrine and, therefore, he must be avoided (Rom. 16:17; 1 Jn. 2:15-17). Further, his works are works of darkness
("destructive heresies" -- 2 Pe. 2:1-4) which we should have no fellowship with, but rather reprove them (Eph.
5:11). He is a deceiver who claims to be a Christian whose mouth must be stopped, who is subverting whole houses
teaching things which he ought not. He professes to know God, but in his works, he denies Him, being abominable
and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate (Titus 1:10-16). He is preaching another gospel other than
that which we have received; therefore, let him be accursed (Gal. 1:8,9).

Although Dobson professes to be a Christian, he continually denies Jesus Christ by adding to His Word the
philosophy and false teaching of the world. He, thus, is a type of Antichrist (2 John 7). He transgresses and abides
not in the doctrine of Christ. Therefore, the Scripture says he hath not God (2 John 9), and those who bid him well,
support him, or sponsor him are partakers of his evil deeds (2 John 11). We are called by God to hate every false
way (Psa. 119:104,127,128,163). Is Dobson's way a false way? We believe with all our hearts before God that it is.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Dobson's teachings are two books by Martin & Deidre
Bobgan (EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA): Prophets of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson
(1990, 310 pages); and James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Revised:1998, 243 pages).
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Sex, Lies & ... the Truth
(Video produced by Focus On The Family)

"Sex, Lies & ... the Truth" is a 30-minute video promoting sexual abstinence before marriage, produced by Focus
on the Family and shown in churches and schools throughout America. (James Dobson produced two versions, a
"Christian" and a secular one to be shown in schools, etc. Dobson boasts that in the secular version "there were no
references to God and religion in it.") The following analysis was prepared by Christian parents who watched the
"Christian" version of the video when it was shown to the youth group at their local church in California:

1. The hosts of the video, Kurt & Chelsea Cameron, are movie stars that are posing as examples to
youth viewing the video. They are both dressed in shorts; Kurt's are tight and Chelsea's are short-shorts
cut up as short as they can go -- not great examples of what the Bible describes as modest dress. Kurt's
character in his TV show was one of a good-looking, charming, flirtatious kid (i.e., worldly, not
glorifying to God, and not to be looked up to.) It's "cool" and "positive" to be a virgin (worldly). He
only gives himself glory, not God, by abstaining. Chelsea doesn't use her husband's last name
(worldly). She is quoted as having the philosophy that, "Nothing that's good is easy" (What Scripture is
that?) (1 Cor. 3:19-21).

2. Viewers are forced to look at bikini-clad bodies, G-strings, cleavage, demonic/evil faces and images,
etc., to get the point. One of the quotes Chelsea Cameron made was, "You have to see the whole
picture before you make a decision" (not true!). [We're trying to keep our youth "from" looking at these
things in movies/television/magazines so they aren't tempted and fall into lust. When examples as these
aren't used with Scripture, they can become glorified in and of themselves. They're exploiting
wickedness to make the point instead of having nothing to do with it. In portraying the wrong side in
this way, our youth are given instruction on how to rationalize sin (i.e., the young boys talking about
using "double protection with a condom and diaphragm").] (Rom. 16:19b; Prv. 15:26; Eph. 5:3-12;
Phil. 4:8-9)

3. The majority of points made to challenge the youth, over and over again, are scare tactics (i.e.
pregnancy, AIDS/diseases, "There's no protection for a broken heart," etc.) which are used instead of
"examples" of living a holy life for God, explaining Biblical principles, and that our bodies are temples
of the Holy Spirit not to be sinned against. (Dobson uses the same modern marketing techniques as the
world -- sex or fear.)

4. "Self-esteem" is used as follows: (1) The NFL athlete/instructor said you won't feel better about
yourself (focusing on pleasing self, not God); (2) Darius McCrary (of the television show "Family
Matters") said, "It's about respecting yourself and loving yourself enough"; (3) Oral Hersheiser said that
if you've been sexually active in the past, "there may be a possibility of a new policy, a secondary
virginity policy, now that you have the information," you can have a new virginity. He also said you
can have your self-dignity back and can be self-controlled; (4) Chelsea said, "Look inside yourself and
do what's right for you"; (5) Eric Mannes, founder of Virgin Pride, says he has a good self-image and
is fine with the way he is. He's proud he's using his own willpower to abstain "so he won't get AIDS."
(Where's the sinner's reliance on God's grace, power, and Holy Spirit to hate evil?)

5. Some Christian schools warn their students not to attend any sex/health education classes anywhere
a public school district is used as an authority. Yet, the "Health-Ed Specialist for the Los Angeles
Unified School District" was on the video as an authority!

6. The model says she stays a virgin "... so that when she gets to the altar, she can wear white and
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mean it." (What kind of a Biblical principle is that for our youth to remember? This, once again,
appeals to the flesh.) It's "cool" and "positive" to be a virgin (worldly).

7. Dobson said safe sex is a false sense of security. Also, if you don't wear a condom properly, it will
fail. The issue of sin wasn't even addressed by this "Christian leader." Yet, we are told this video is
produced by a "Christian" ministry with "Christian" contributions.

8. Even if you abstain from sexual immorality, don't get pregnant, don't get a disease, and live until
you're 90, if you're not born-again, you're going to hell! None of the celebrities in the video (with the
exception of a few) seemed to be, or even claimed to be, Christians. The few times "God" was
mentioned, it was generic and didn't refer to Jesus. No hope was given by any of the people who were
dying, except for a prolonged physical death. There's no mention of dying spiritually, only physically.
There was no gospel message given in entire video!!! (1 Cor. 2:10-16; John 17: 13-19; 2 Tim. 2:21)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/97
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James C. Dobson 
Turn Your Heart Toward Home

Film Series

Film #1: "A Father Looks Back"

Filmed in Cincinnati, Ohio, 16,000-seat, Riverfront Coliseum for a pro-family rally.
At least half the film deals with so-called mid-life crisis. "I ought to be going through a mid-life crisis ... but
I'm not ... a lot of my friends have." Proceeded to go through all of the "characteristics" of this crisis in men "
... they wear it like a neon sign.":

owns a 'hot' car
wears a silk shirt open to the navel
wears a medallion with a gold chain
is probably fighting with his wife
might run off with his secretary ("which seems to be part of the syndrome")

"One of the things that causes mid-life crisis for men, because when you hit your 40s it's not unusual to lose
your father -- that's an emotional impact that makes you think about life and how short it is."
" ... in that faith [Christianity] I find meaning, purpose, and dignity, and self-esteem, self-respect, self-
control, and identity ... I know who I am."

Film #2: "Power in Parenting: The Young Child"

"Knowing how to ventilate feelings is a very important part of a good marriage." (Freudian?)
"Children come with no instructions ... you have to kind of assemble them on your own." (I guess the Bible
has nothing to offer in the way of instruction?)
"deep-seated characteristics within us ... desire for power, desire for control, desire to take charge, desire to
have our own way ... A scientific study shows that a child one day of age already begins to behave in ways to
manipulate adults around him -- that's the essence of who we are."
"Siblings hate each other when they begin to tear down the self-esteem and attack the self-worth of the other
-- that's where hatred comes from and you've got a lifetime of it, not just a childhood of it."
"Almost every child alive, with very few exceptions, will stop working sometime between the 6th and 9th
grades ... most kids quit working in school -- they're distracted -- I mean there's such an enormous assault on
self-worth at that time that they can't and don't want to think about schoolwork." (I've never known even one
person who "quit" in any grade level!)
"A person with anorexia nervosa is usually a very compliant person who has this need to control and have
power, and this is their way of doing it."
"A strong-willed child doesn't need a battlefield -- he'll ambush you because his interest is in control and
power."
Security in defined limits -- they push you because they want the wall to hold firm. 
Power in human relationship -- deep within the human spirit is this desire for control."
"Power is the ability to control your circumstances, other people, and especially yourself. It's a natural desire
for children to control all three situations."
"The desire for power is insatiable -- a very basic human characteristic, and a dangerous one."
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Film #3: "Power in Parenting: The Adolescent"

"I haven't found this in a textbook. It may not be true [about teenagers], but I am absolutely convinced that
the rebellion, and the instability, the conflict, and even the desire for power, and much of the struggling that
goes on with an early adolescent, is not primarily sociological or psychological in nature -- it is hormonal in
nature. It has the look of pre-menstrual tension, or menopause, or a man in a severe mid-life crisis, or some
of the other intense hormonal changes that are going on inside ..." [Dobson seems to be saying that mid-life
crisis is hormonal; i.e., medical, and thereby, one's sinful response to its so-called characteristics (see notes to
Film # 1) is not one's fault. Appears to also be saying that teenage rebellion; i.e., sin, is medical in nature!]
Dobson claims that fathers need to plot the menstrual cycles of both mother (wife) and daughter, because if
they come together, you've got a potential "Molotoff cocktail."
"Are you aware that the cross-sectional relationship [mother/son; father/daughter] has a profound impact on
all future romantic relationships. And when the mother/son relationship has been good, and when the
father/daughter relationship has been good, they tend to spend the rest of their lives trying to find a duplicate
of that relationship, and when it's been bad, they tend to spend the rest of their lives trying to find something
different?" (Freudian psychic determinism?)
"My advice in raising adolescents is 'get 'em through it.' Hold your breath, grit your teeth, and get 'em
through it' ... You can cause the crisis that will affect them the rest of their lives [psychic determinism again?]
... If you don't allow some rebellion, if you don't allow some power, they'll find it, folks, in a more extreme
way."
Dobson contradicts what he just said above by saying, "determinism is a lie." He then goes on to give another
contradictory example that shows he doesn't really believe that "determinism is a lie:" A child's "self-esteem
is assaulted" in their environment, and as a result (determined?) they cope in the only way they know -- total
rebellion; i.e., the total rebellion is caused by (determined by?) the assaulting of the child's self-esteem.
Quotes Dr. John White from Parents in Pain, as helping him greatly in his understanding of the Book of
Proverbs.

Film #6: "The Heritage"

Dobson lists four principles on which the family rests, one of which is, "the worth of the individual
regardless of the circumstances in which they find themselves." Abortion is the most serious issue "due to the
worth of every individual." (No mention of the fact that abortion is wrong, not because the unborn is so
valuable, but because the child bears God's image, and thus abortion is an indirect attack on God Himself.)
"Women who have had an abortion will have a harder time forgiving themselves than God forgiving you."
Dobson then urges them to find a counselor to help them work through it.
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Dobson Dead Wrong about Self-Esteem*
Self-esteem is a high priority for many professing Christians, who work hard to develop self-esteem in themselves
and in their children. They assume that increasing self-esteem is right and good -- even an absolute necessity! Dr.
James Dobson has enthusiastically touted self-esteem through his books and his Focus on the Family radio program
and other ministry efforts. Because he professes Christianity and promotes family values, many people assume that
Dobson's teachings on self-esteem are Biblical, but they can be found nowhere in the Bible unless Scripture is bent
to fit.

The bad news concerning Dobson's self-esteem teachings is that his books promoting such teachings have sky
rocketed in sales. This is balanced, however, by the good news coming from continued research on self-esteem.
Research once again indicates that critics like Martin and Deidre Bobgan are correct about self-esteem and Dobson
is dead wrong! (See James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology). More bad news, however, is that the
research results have not reversed the incorrect assumptions about self-esteem in the minds of many professing
Christians, and the research has not dampened the sales of Dobson's self-esteem books.

In James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology, the Bobgans quoted extensive research to document
Dobson's erroneous assumptions and recommendations regarding self-esteem. One of the chapters reported on
California's expenditure of $735,000 to research the subject of self-esteem in preparation for promoting it
throughout the state. The result of this expensive effort was published in a book titled The Social Importance of
Self-Esteem.

Dr. Neil Smelzer, the professor hired to summarize the research, admits: "One of the disappointing aspects of every
chapter in this volume ... is how low the associations between self-esteem and its consequences are in research to
date." He also says:

"The authors who have assessed the state-of-the-art knowledge of factors important in the genesis of
many social problems have been unable to uncover many causally valid findings relating to that genesis
-- and they have therefore been correspondingly unable to come up with systematic statements relating
to cure or prevention."

After examining the research in The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, David L. Kirk, syndicated writer for the San
Francisco Examiner, says it more bluntly: "There is precious little evidence that self-esteem is the cause of our
social ills." He continues:

"Those social scientists looked hard ... but they could detect essentially no cause-and-effect link
between self-esteem and problematic behavior, whether it's teen pregnancy, drug use or child abuse."

John Leo's article titled "Damn, I'm Good" (US News & World Report, 5/18/98) followed his examination of the
research on self-esteem. Leo says:

"The self-esteem movement is one of the marvels of our time. It goes on and on, even though its
assumptions are wrong and its basic premises have been discredited by a great deal of research. Like a
monster in the last 10 minutes of a horror movie, it has enough fatal wounds to stop a platoon. But it
keeps stumbling on, seeming not to notice."

A New York Times article quotes Albert Bandura, a psychology professor at Stanford, as saying that "self-esteem
affects neither personal goals nor performance."

Yes, Dobson is dead wrong about self-esteem from both a Biblical and research perspective. However, in spite of
all the research that continues to contradict Dobson's position on self-esteem, his books continue to be popular.
Moreover, because he has combined the psychology of self-esteem with the Bible, many will have a difficult time
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giving it up. It's part of their faith and no amount of research to the contrary will dissuade them.

In the midst of all the psychological nonsense Dobson has brought into the church, there is still hope. The good
news is that God's Word is true and we can depend on Him, who by His "divine power hath given unto us all things
that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue: whereby
are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye might be partakers of the divine nature,
having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Peter 1:3,4).

One need not add self-esteem from the psychological wisdom of the world. God Himself provides what is needed
to live the Christian life -- knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and power that will never be found in self-esteem or
any other addition from psychology.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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Ted Engstrom
General Teachings/Activities

-  Ted Engstrom is currently president emeritus of the socialist-leaning World Vision International (WVI); he is
WVI's former president and chief executive officer. During the 1960s he was president of Youth for Christ (YFC).
Both WVI and YFC are highly ecumenical organizations with man-centered, humanistic ("religious" humanism)
gospels. Engstrom has written over forty best-selling books on Christian leadership and management, and is an
active board member of many "Christian" organizations (including Focus on the Family.) Engstrom is considered
one of the top four "Christian" leadership "experts," the others being L.E. Schaller (author of The Senior Minister),
John Maxwell (The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader), and Kenneth Gangel (Competent to Lead). [World
Vision (established in 1950) is an international relief and development organization "working to promote the well
being of all people -- especially children. In 2002, World Vision offered material, emotional, social and spiritual
support to 85 million people in 96 countries."]

-  Neo-evangelical Engstrom's two most popular books are The Making of a Christian Leader and Motivation To
Last a Lifetime. Engstrom has written these two highly psychologically-oriented books on leadership under the
guise that this is what the Bible has been teaching us all along. Both books are loaded with psychobabble being
passed-off as Christian. In the latter book, Engstrom even favorably quotes Denis Waitley, who encourages the use
of "positive self-talk" and "positive imagery" -- both occultic techniques (pp. 50-51)! (Details on The Making of a
Christian Leader are at the end of this report.) It is our opinion that a Christian man in a leadership position would
be infinitely better off reading the books of non-Christian management expert Peter Drucker -- at least with
Drucker, there is not the pretext of a "Christian" model overlayed to sanctify the humanistic concepts being taught..

-  Engstrom endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "I can think of no one more sensitively and culturally
involved in the struggles with those who seek to live life meaningfully and authentically today than Bill Hybels.
This is a book for those who want to make a difference in the decade of the '90s." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g.,
he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in the unbiblical
"church growth" movement.)

-  Engstrom also endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference: "What a
comforting, timely, and immensely challenging concept psychologist Gary Collins shares with us in this book. The
message herein is really exciting -- and most of all biblical."

-  Engstrom is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed description of Renovaré and its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and
William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's
Senses.")

-  Engstrom was once a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though Engstrom is no longer
a Steering Committee member of COR, he did sign its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated
with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for
Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):  
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"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation involves
every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to the world around him. The exercise
of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to the Christian
faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ’s victory at Calvary."

That Engstrom has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Psychological highlights from Engstrom's 1976 book, The Making of a Christian Leader:

(a) Engstrom admits the source of his leadership insights: "... it is essential to have a clear concept of
the nature of leadership, and to acquire this we borrow from secular research and analyze the
Scriptures to formulate an adequate Christian philosophy -- and theology, if you will -- of leadership to
guide Christian enterprises out of the morass" (p. 14).

(b) And leaders are lost without good self-esteem: "A person with low self-esteem has many
difficulties. This is especially so for a leader, because his view of others reflects how he sees himself.
If he does not feel good about himself as a human being, he will not be an inner-directed individual,
but will constantly have to be bolstered and motivated by people around him [p. 85] ... You will
develop a better and more adequate self-image when you begin to feel that other people are more
worthy. Practice treating other people as if they had some value -- and surprisingly enough your self-
esteem will go up [p. 87] ... What is true of the secular man as regards these traits is equally true of a
Christian. His personality and feelings of himself can constitute success or failure" (p. 89).

(c) And Engstrom believes all this is what the Bible teaches!: "The Bible clearly points this out in
Hebrews 11. The leaders mentioned there are as varied in characteristics as the situations required. A
careful study of each person's personality will disclose the manifold diversity and ability of each and
show that each had a high estimate of himself [!!!] to believe that God had uniquely chosen him for a
mission" (pp. 89-90). [The Bible says that these were humble and submissive men!]

(d) Engstrom's "shopping mall theology": "The leader's personality is more often than not, then, what
sparks the vision and enthusiasm and fuses diversity into unity. He has to kindle desire in others from
his inner self, and that is why it is so important that he has a good, healthy ego ... The Christian leader
should have the best feeling about himself because Christ has redeemed him and placed him in His
forever family ... No Christian should grovel in the dust with weak feeling of self-worth. God thought
enough of us to send His Son to die for us -- that makes us pretty important!" (p. 90). [This "shopping
mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes
something like this: "The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we
really are somebodies, that we are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great
price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but
for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not establish my personal worth, but instead was
required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the price, the costlier my sin, not the
greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything
that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that
nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
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Seduction.)] 

(e) Engstrom's Freudian underpinnings: "Anxiety is the key to personality development because it
provides a test for the ego … The way a person deals with conflict does denote whether he is a strong,
healthy, emotional person, or one who develops neurotic symptoms. The way an individual thinks of
himself and others greatly determines how he will face tension. If he has a weak ego, he will
continually rely on defense structures that sustain neuroticism and prevent emotional growth" (pp. 86-
87).

(f) Engstrom identifies with Freudian/Jungian personality theory: "Can personality be changed or
achieved? Most psychologists agree that to a certain extent one's personality can change through
emotional growth. Therefore personality cultivation can be achieved through training, therapy ...
[another] way to cultivate an enriched personality … take self-improvement courses ... We hear much
today about self-actualization from secular sources; the Christian leader must also come to grips with
his need to develop his selfhood … Nothing, however, can actually take the place of depth therapy that
helps give a person insight into his own repressions, regressions, and emotional hang-ups ... It seems to
me that the apostle Paul is a shining example of the power of self-realization" (pp. 91-92).

(g) Engstrom is a proponent of psychological/personality testing: "... potential leaders should be
screened through the use of intelligence and psychological tests … Today as never before the field of
testing is developed to disclose a person's normal and abnormal responses and motives" (pp. 122-123).
[To the contrary, personality tests have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity -- see the
Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent
analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.]

(h) Engstrom promotes the humanistic psychological technique of sensitivity training: "How does one
get people to do what has to be done? … Sensitivity training is designed to make one more aware of
the feelings of others. This is surely basic to understanding how to motivate, how to inspire, how to
infuse a spirit of willingness to perform effectively" (p 131).

(i) Engstrom extols the virtues of Maslow's (humanist psychologist) hierarchy of needs: "… one of his
primary tasks is to motivate his subordinates. A good help for a detailed study of this topic is the
hierarchy of psychological needs introduced by Abraham Maslow, the father of modern motivation
theory. His 'hierarchy' is the starting point for any deep understanding of industrial motivation" (p.
181).
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World Vision & Psychoheresy

       World Vision recently published a Stress and Trauma Handbook, which is a further testimony to their
commitment to an integration position. The integration position is one in which Scripture and psychology or
secular ideas are integrated. The introduction to the book states:

For the last five years World Vision International, the world’s largest international Christian
humanitarian organisation, has been developing a comprehensive programme to provide staff with the
support and care necessary to ensure continued health and safety (p. 2).

This is certainly a worthwhile goal, but we find that the strategies for achieving the goal are highly
ecumenical and diminished by the secular and psychological bent of the authors.

      The Stress and Trauma Handbook [Handbook] gives testimony to World Vision’s insufficiency-of-
Scripture position, because their strategies promote the secular and psychological wisdom of men, fail to
include the use of Scripture when ministering to those suffering from stress and trauma, and thus indicate that
they do not believe in the sufficiency of Scripture for ministering to the deepest mental-emotional-behavioral
needs of humanity.

      The subtitle of the Stress and Trauma Handbook is Strategies for Flourishing in Demanding
Environments. The book relies on and promotes secular and psychological authors, checklists, questionnaires,
descriptions, definitions, and, worst of all, secular strategies to “flourishing in demanding environments.”
From a broad ecumenical and very secular view, there is much excellent and informative material in the
book. However, when it comes to the essentials of the sufficiency of God’s Word empowered by the
Holy Spirit to minister to “stress and trauma,” the Handbook is a total failure.

      The Handbook does not even suggest one visibly biblical approach as a “strategy” or “intervention” for
dealing with stress and trauma, and none that involve the Bible. The “anecdotes and case-study accounts” -
referred to on page 5 exclude references to Christ, Christianity, and the Bible. They could be used in any
book produced by a secular or psychological organization. If one were only to read this one World Vision
book, one would conclude that World Vision is Christian in name only. The extreme ecumenical spirituality
promoted and the secular and psychological strategies recommended demonstrate that World Vision is not a
Christian organization in the biblical sense.

      While cautions are stated regarding the check lists, questionnaires, and inventories made available, the
underlying message throughout is: “Any concerns about mental health should immediately be brought to the
attention of a mental health professional” (p. 232). The very beginning of the book makes it clear that “Any
and all clinical diagnosis, and subsequent treatment, must always be performed by an appropriately qualified
and trained specialist” (p. 2). As applied to stress and trauma, it largely refers to mental health professionals.

      The love for secular psychology can be seen everywhere in the book and comes to a culmination in
Appendix 3, which is authored by an individual schooled in psychology and who is “passionate about the
application of integrated psychology and integrated management” (p. 248).

CISD

      Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) is a psychological approach to “stress debriefing.” While the
author mentions “professional criticisms of CISD” (p. 21), and while there is a caution about using it (p.
226), he nonetheless says, “CISD is a well-constructed therapeutic intervention for groups of people exposed
to a single shared traumatic event” (p. 21).

      In direct contrast, the Psychotherapy Networker, a publication for mental health professionals, says:
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Nowhere is the gap between researchers and clinicians more evident than in the debate about Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) and Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD).
Researchers have rarely made such a point of singling out treatments for exaggerated claims about their
effectiveness as they have with EMDR and CISD.

The Psychotherapy Networker article further declares:

Despite its widespread application, considerable research indicates that those who receive CISD typically
do no better than those who don’t, and that a significant number of people treated with CISD do even
worse than those who didn’t receive any treatment. This negative reaction seems to emerge because, for
some people, the very act of focusing on their negative feelings in CISD increases their distress and leads
to more difficulties, such as flashbacks, nightmares, and anxiety attacks. According to trauma expert
Richard Gist, “Not only did CISD not deliver much in the way of preventive efficacy, it seemed to
inhibit natural resolution for some.” The Cochrane Collaboration of Great Britain, one of the most
prominent gatekeepers in medicine, charged with assessing the effectiveness of procedures ranging from
open heart surgery to psychotherapy for depression, evaluated CISD and found it to be without
empirical support (Jay Lebow, “War of the Worlds,” Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 27, No. 5, p. 79,
bold added).

      Science News reports the following:

Efforts to get firefighters, disaster survivors, and others to talk about traumatic events immediately after
such experiences, with an emphasis on venting emotions, have mushroomed in the past few years. That
growth has unfolded despite the absence of evidence that such psychological debriefing actually aids
recovery from highly upsetting events, according to a review in the Psychological Science in the Public
Interest. . . . “For scientific and ethical reasons, professionals should cease compulsory debriefing of
trauma-exposed people,” the researchers conclude (Nos. 25 & 26, Vol. 164, p. 398).

Personality Inventories

      The confidence exhibited and recommendation for using personality inventories in the Handbook are,
also, wholly without academic support. For example, they say:

The use of tools such as Myers-Briggs or DISC would be useful as a means to enhance team cohesion
(p. 59).
In Myers-Briggs [MBTI] terms, an introvert is likely to find fieldwork, especially where bedrooms need
to be shared, to be highly stressful, whereas extroverts may describe the whole experience rather like a
very long party (p. 180).
Assessment tools such as those developed by Myers and Briggs have been used extensively by NGOs
[non-government organizations] and should form part of any individual and team preparation (p. 180).

      One textbook says: “Undoubtedly the most important question to be asked about any psychological test
concerns its validity.” The National Research Council has evaluated the MBTI. The Council members are
drawn from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and
Institute of Medicine. In appraising the MBTI, the National Research Council says:

McCaulley estimates that the MBTI is used as a diagnostic instrument by 1,700,000 people a year in the
United States, and Moore and Woods list the wide variety of organizations in business, industry,
education, government, and the military that use it. It is probably fair to say that the MBTI is the most
popular “self-insight, insight into others” instrument in use today. Unfortunately, however, the popularity
of the instrument is not coincident with supportive research results (The National Research Council, In
the Mind’s Eye, D, Druckman and R.A. Bjork, eds. (Washington: National Academy Press, 1991), p.
96).
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      In other words, research results do not support the popularity! The Council’s particular concern is the lack
of validity for the MBTI. In concluding the section on validity the Council states: “The evidence summarized
in this section raises questions about the validity of the MBTI” (p. 99).

      The conclusion stated above about the MBTI regarding the so-called introvert is one example of many in
the Handbook where statements are made entirely without support or footnote references. The end notes to
the chapter (p. 186) contain no references to support the use of the MBTI. The absence of footnotes or
support occurs for a number of important categorical statements made in the Handbook.

      For example, no evidence is provided for the following statement: “Individuals should have a good idea
as to their personality type before heading out on field missions” (p. 180). Immediately after that, the author
makes the following contradictory statement:

Although basic personality type tends to remain fairly constant, situational influences at the time of
testing may alter test results. Some evidence exists that over time, quite significant changes in personality
type can be observed” (p. 180).

One concludes from this that one’s personality type “tends to remain fairly constant,” but “that over time,
quite significant changes in personality type can be observed.” No explanation; no research support; no
footnote.

Relaxation Techniques

      One exercise recommended under “Relaxation Techniques” is Herbert Benson’s Relaxation Response (pp.
181, 182). Ten steps of this meditation are listed for the person to follow. The author may not be aware that
such techniques as guided meditation can lead to a trance state. Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework,
says:

Many times therapists aren’t even aware that they’re doing hypnosis. They’re doing what they call
guided imagery or guided meditation, which are all very mainstream hypnotic techniques (FMS
Foundation Newsletter, Aug-Sept, 1993, p. 3, bold added).

Conclusion

      World Vision’s Handbook raises a serious question: How would the prophets and patriarchs of the Old
Testament, the disciples of Jesus, the Apostle Paul, and the saints of God over the centuries have been helped
by these strategies? We say many would have been derailed or eliminated from their godly callings.

      The Handbook provides much in the way of secular education regarding “flourishing in demanding
environments,” but very little spiritual food for the suffering soul.

      “A review of the professional psychological literature” spans 25 pages of the book and is replete with
publications that exalt the use of psychology, while the spirituality chapter (“Spirituality as the foundation for
growth”) is only 10 pages long. However, even this chapter is ecumenically aimed and absent of the true
spiritual food and resources found in the only fully accurate Description of man and Prescription for help.

      Underlying the entire Handbook is the fact that World Vision is a highly ecumenical organization. The
Handbook provides secular psychological information, but no true Gospel of Jesus Christ will be found in its
pages. It does not contain biblical resolutions to stress and trauma. It does contain the very wisdom of man
about which God has warned His people (1 Cor. 2:5) and much “science falsely so called” (1 Tim. 6:20). In
fact, Jesus who is the Life of every true Christian and who is the source of the fruit of the spirit (love, joy,
peace, etc., Gal. 5:22-23) and who “has given unto us all things pertaining unto life and godliness” (2 Peter
1:3) is not even mentioned as a source of help for stress and trauma. Instead, a generic god is the only one
found in this World Vision Handbook. One will not find the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  Neither will
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one find Jesus Christ, the only begotten of the Father, the One who is able “to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound . . . to comfort all that
mourn, to appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning,
the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness” (Isaiah 61: 1-3). Instead, one will find a simulated, secular,
psychological substitute for the true balm of Gilead.

      It grieves us to criticize an organization that has done such a tremendous amount of humanitarian work.
We can commend them for their outstanding humanitarian efforts, but if this one book represents the best
World Vision can recommend for dealing with stress and trauma, then they have failed the biblical test that
demarcates the believer from the pretender.

(PAL V12N2 - March-April 2004)

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries
4137 Primavera Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
www.psychoheresy-aware.org
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Gary Ezzo
General Teachings/Activities

-  Gary Ezzo is a graduate of Talbot Theological Seminary. He gained his popularity and credibility through his ten
years on the staff of John MacArthur's Grace Community Church in Sun Valley, California. Ezzo held the position
of "Pastor, Family Ministries" at Grace Church (GCC) for eight of those ten years (1985-1993). While on staff, he
and his wife, Anne Marie Ezzo, developed a number of parenting curriculums used by GCC (e.g., Ezzo taught the
"young families and single parents" Sunday School class -- "Joint Heirs" -- and his materials were used to teach
parenting classes and were sold in large quantities in the GCC bookstore), and eventually, in a number of other
churches around the country. The growth of that ministry lead to the start-up of a separate entity that became
known as Growing Families International (GFI:1989), a Chatsworth, California-based firm. In 1993, Ezzo resigned
his pastoral position at Grace Church to give full-time to GFI, where he is Executive Director. He remained an
elder at Grace Church until July of 1995, finally leaving GCC altogether in June of 1996.

It is clear from Ezzo's teachings that he is a Freudian/Maslowian/Adlerean psychologizer, promoting many of the
same concepts taught by clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. (Crabb is the founder and director of the Institute of
Biblical Counseling, now located on the campus of Colorado Christian University in Morrison, Colorado. Crabb's
model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human
behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs,
with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs.) See the sub-reports for documentation of Ezzo's
psychological teachings.

-  The Ezzos claim that their materials are being used by one million parents in some 95 countries throughout the
world. Their church-based parenting curriculums are used by over 6,000 churches across North America. They also
state on their web site (6/98): "This ministry is here to bring hope and confidence to a new parenting generation." A
1997 GFI catalog states GFI's mission:

"From birth through your child's teen years, Growing Families International Inc., is here to help parents
raise morally responsible and biblically responsive children. We offer a full line of parenting curricula
for the church and community. Tapes, books, and other resources are available to help families apply
biblical principles for living."

The gradual evolution of GFI reveals a sad direction away from the primacy of the local church. As mentioned in
the first paragraph of this report, Ezzo began presenting his parenting ideas as a member of the pastoral team within
the Grace Community Church. Since leaving GCC, Ezzo continues to propagate his views through GFI, which as a
parachurch organization, operates outside the boundaries, control, and direction of any one local church (Acts 15:6;
20:28; Heb. 13:17). Also, his fast-selling and far-reaching materials can have the unfortunate effect of undermining
the independent teaching ministry of each local assembly. Ezzo admits at the beginning of most of his manuals that
many of the specifics of his material are not found in the Bible. Consequently, the specific parenting ideas of one
couple are being uniformly introduced into thousands of local churches throughout the world. This is in direct
conflict with God's plan for parenting instruction as outlined in Titus 2:1-8, where, in the context of the local
church, godly saints in each geographical and cultural setting pass on to the younger saints the helpful hints and
details of godly family behavior.

-  Within GFI is a division called Growing Families International Educational Services (GFIES). This division
"serves the community at large with health, educational research, and basic services in the areas of childbirth
education, parent training and general education." (p. 8, The Making of the Community School, by Ezzo, Vander
Weide, St. Clair). One part of GFIES is Community Schools International, an association of independent
community schools, which are a unique combination of traditional classroom instruction and home schooling. This
shows the Ezzos' growing social agenda. GFI's Educational Services division seeks to serve the community (not
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only the church) with a variety of educational and health services. Also, the Ezzo's introductory parenting course,
"Preparation For Parenting," has recently been re-worked into a secular edition, stripping out all religious
references and being sold under the titles of "On Becoming Babywise I & II." 

-  We have listened to and/or viewed the following three seminars by Ezzo. (A brief analysis of each is attached to
this report.):

(a) How To Raise Your Kids God's Way -- 1987, 20-message audio cassette series (since revised and
now marketed under the name Growing Kids God's Way: Biblical Ethics for Parenting); also available
in ten/120-minute video cassettes. This series is highly psychological, stressing the "Christianized"
version of need theology, psychic determinism, ventilation therapy, and self-love.

(b) Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis -- Early 1990s, 13-message/7-tape audio cassette series. This
series gets even deeper into secular psychological concepts than the previous series, and stresses self-
love almost exclusively. (Brief summary of only the first six messages in this series.)

(c) How To Raise Your Family: Biblical Essentials for No-Regret Parenting -- 1985, 4-part video
series, featuring Gary Ezzo with John MacArthur in a supporting role. This series is highly
psychological in nature, teaching various principles of humanistic and Freudian psychology,
specifically Larry Crabb's "need theology." [Analysis of only the first two tapes in this series; this
series is no longer marketed by the Ezzos, but was available on four audio cassettes through
MacArthur's 1993 "Grace to You Catalog" (GTY34-37). In addition, it is not clear whether
MacArthur's tape ministry still distributes this series. At our most recent visit to the Grace Church
Book Shack (7/25/93), this video series could not be found. However, the same series was available on
four audio cassettes (GTY34-37) through the 1993 "Grace to You Catalog."]

-  Other popular Ezzo' materials marketed by GFI include Reflections of Moral Innocence (eight/55-minute videos
or 8-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook [rev:1996]); Preparation for Parenting (six/60-
minute videos or 7-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook); Preparation for the Toddler
Years (five/60-minute videos or 6-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook); Preparation for
Adolescence: Growing Together Through the Middle Years (8-12) (six/65-minute videos or 4-tape audio cassette
series, and a student workbook); The Bible and Common Sense Parenting (booklet); On Becoming Babywise and
Babywise II (paperback books -- secularized versions of Preparation for Parenting, but without religious
references); Birth By Design (a childbirth manual); and Reaching the Heart of Your Teen (eight/55-minute videos
or 8-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student workbook).

Four individual tapes are also sold by GFI -- The Father's Mandate; Rejection: Man's Greatest Fear; Repentance:
Forgiveness & Restoration; and Memorials -- although I have only read the transcript of the Rejection tape (which
borrows heavily from humanistic psychology; the need theology of Maslow/Crabb, which stresses the "need" for
self-acceptance and self-esteem; and from Freudian psychology), the GFI catalog descriptions of the content of the
other three appear psychological as well. (As of 10/1/97, no independent bookstore may sell any of GFI's
curriculum materials, but customers and churches must now buy directly from GFI. Only Multnomah will market
the non-curriculum materials -- the Babywise books and the Reaching the Heart of Your Teen book.)

-  Some claim that Gary Ezzo no longer teaches the psychologically-oriented material described in this report --
specifically, that How To Raise Your Kids God's Way has been substantially revised and no longer contains
psychological teachings (at least to the degree described in our review). As stated above, How To Raise Your Kids
God's Way was originally recorded in 20 messages on audio cassette tapes in 1987. I first listened to these tapes in
January of 1992. In September of 1993, GFI re-recorded these messages and marketed the series under the new title
of Growing Kids God's Way: Biblical Ethics for Parenting. In a phone conversation with Anne Marie Ezzo (Gary
Ezzo's wife) in March of 1996, I was told that this 1993 revised series was a "major revision," consisting of
"condensing some of the material and adding major new material." Nevertheless, this revised series now consists of
only 19 messages. (The revised video series includes an introduction plus 17 sessions.) Upon further questioning,
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Mrs. Ezzo confirmed that the topics and material covered in the original 1987-series, such as the self-esteem
material, was also taught in this 9/93-series. (Growing Kids God's Way was re-recorded again in January of 1995,
but only to take advantage of state-of-the-art recording equipment made available to the Ezzos; i.e., "very little
change was made from the 1993 edition," according to Mrs. Ezzo.) In addition, Mrs. Ezzo confirmed that the
original Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis series has not been revised and is still being sold. Since this series is
even more psychological than the original How To Raise Your Kids God's Way series, it is evident that Gary Ezzo
has not changed his psychologically-oriented views.

Since that conversation with Mrs. Ezzo, I have endeavored to look at more of the Ezzos' teaching materials and the
analysis done by some others. An elder at a New England Bible-teaching church has written an excellent review of
Growing Kids God's Way, as well as reviews of Preparation for Parenting and Preparation for the Toddler Years. I
have adapted his materials into three new sub-reports.

-  Besides the psychological content problems with all of Ezzo's materials, Ezzo has run into a little problem with
some in the medical profession concerning his Preparation for Parenting series -- "Some physicians and nurses are
concerned that the rigidity of the feeding program the Ezzos advocate may put some newborn infants at risk of
inadequate weight gain, especially in the first weeks after birth" (8/16/93, Christianity Today, "The Brave New
Baby," p. 34). This "program" was begun in 1987 and is now in its fifth edition. Christianity Today published
another negative article in 1998 (2/9/98, "Growing Criticism, Groups back away from Preparation for Parenting," p.
96), again citing physicians "reporting a high incidence of dehydrated and failure-to-thrive children whose parents
were adhering strictly to the Ezzos' program." In a GFI web site response to the latter article, the Ezzos point out
that a million parents are now using either Preparation for Parenting or On Becoming Babywise, implying that CT's
criticism is nothing but sour grapes. Evidently, for the pragmatic Ezzos, big numbers validate one's teachings.

The Ezzo's problems in this area have not stopped them from continuing to market themselves and their
organization as experts. (Anne Marie Ezzo is a Registered Nurse with a background in pediatric nursing, and is a
childbirth instructor and co-founder of Christian Childbirth Educators.) GFI offers a child-birth teacher certification
program through its GFIES subsidiary, "designed to equip program participants in the areas of theology,
philosophy, anatomy, and physiology." They also market a bi-monthly newsletter for expectant parents and parents
of children up to one year of age -- Babyline.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Gary Ezzo is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, at
least indirectly -- the latest GFI product catalog offers two highly psychological books by a PK promoter, author,
and speaker, Stu Weber -- The Tender Warrior: God's Intention for a Man; and Locking Arms: God's Design for
Masculine Friendships. Also, Ezzo wrote a section in a "Four Thoughts on Parenting" article in PK's Summer 1996
Men of Action magazine.

Other supplemental reading materials offered by GFI which indicate the psychologically-oriented nature of the
Ezzos are books by self-love advocates Dennis Rainey (The Tribute: What Every Parent Longs to Hear) and R.C.
Sproul (Essential Truths of the Christian Faith); psychologizing marriage counselor Gary Chapman (The Five Love
Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate); and the ecumenical Elisabeth Elliot (Passion &
Purity: Learning to Bring Your Love Life Under Christ's Control).
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Gary Ezzo & John MacArthur
How To Raise Your Family

Film #1: "The Husband and Wife Relationship"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo presents his well-worn model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships -- "well-worn"
because a full three years after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for John MacArthur's Masterpiece
magazine that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape. ("Restoring Your
Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988).This "need theology" model is virtually identical to that presented by
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in his counseling model (Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a
psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate human behavior, which system is derived
from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-
called emotional needs), only some of the concept titles have been changed -- Ezzo changes Crabb's "need for
security" to "need to be loved," and Crabb's "need for significance" to "need to know where one fits," as well as
adding a third need of children, the "need to know that mom and dad love each other." Ezzo claims that God
created children with these three basic needs, but gives no Scriptural support (which is probably due to the fact that
there is none)! Rather than accepting the Biblical precept that a child is personally responsible for his bad behavior
(Ezekiel 18), Ezzo teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the parent's failure to meet the child's
"need for security."

-  Not only did John MacArthur affirm almost every one of Ezzo's psychological teachings on this video, he even
introduced a couple of disastrous psychological concepts of his own. By far the worst was MacArthur's story of a
father who required that his son spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt guilty that he had
been raising his son using an improper discipline philosophy, and thereby, saw the solution as one of letting the son
'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness from the son would have been too simplistic a solution!)
MacArthur affirmed that it was a legitimate need of the father to be spanked by the son! This is merely a slightly
modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the
church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David Seamands, et al. (One wonders what Ezzo and
MacArthur would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy meeting this new-found "need" of
the father?)

Film #2: "The Seven Pillars of Christian Character"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo details what he calls "seven character traits," that children must develop in order to live productive godly
lives: (1) respect for position, (2) respect for elders, (3) respect for parents, (4) respect for property, (5) respect for
peers, (6) respect for nature, and (7) respect for self. It is unclear as to what any of the first six "pillars of Christian
character" even have to do with Christian character, let alone to call them "pillars" of it; one might call them "six
attitudes to help develop godly character," but "pillars" implies that these are actually character traits, which they
clearly are not.

-  Ezzo's development of trait number two, "respect for elders," is based on psychological principles of child
development, not the Bible. In addition, even though Ezzo's definition of self-respect (trait number seven, defined
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by Ezzo as "confidence that what I'm doing is right"), was not the typical humanistic one, one cannot help but
wonder why Ezzo chooses to borrow terminology from humanistic psychology in the first place? Even so, the clear
implication drawn from Ezzo's teachings is that once the first six traits are developed, self-respect and a good
feeling about oneself will be the outcome. (One also fails to see where Ezzo's definition of self-respect has
anything whatsoever to do with a Christian character trait.)

-  Similar to tape number one in this series, John MacArthur again makes a number of psychological contributions
of his own. The following humanistic, selfism-type statements were made by MacArthur:

(a) MacArthur raised his kids to learn that, "You are a MacArthur, and you're special."

(b) With respect to the value of animals and plants found in nature: "If everything else is valuable, I'm
valuable; I'm part of God's creation, so that makes sense" (that he's valuable).
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Gary & Anne Marie Ezzo
How To Raise Your Kids God's Way

Audio Cassette Series

Taped in 1987 at a Grace Community Church multi-week, parenting class in Sun Valley, California (the same
church pastored, then and now, by John MacArthur). (This series has since been revised and re-taped under the
new title of Growing Kids God's Way, and now is available with an optional 338-page manual [4th edition:1993].)
There are twenty tapes in this set. In the introductory tape, Ezzo cautions the class about psychologists who take a
godless principle, dress it up in divine language, and then pass it off as Biblical. Despite this warning, Ezzo follows
this exact same practice throughout the series. Ezzo seems to go from the psychological principle, to the
"compatible" Biblical verse, to the practical application. And even when the practical application is correct (and
there are a number of these instances), it is often painted with the principles of Adlerean/Maslowian need
psychology (the school of thought used by Larry Crabb), Bruce Narramore's self-love theory, and Freud's theory of
psychic determinism (including the "unconscious," ventilation therapy, etc.).

Tape #1: "For the Scriptures Save"

-  Ezzo spends considerable time discussing the value and technique of "apologizing." But to apologize is the
world's way. In contrast, confessing and asking forgiveness is the Bible's way. (Lest one might think that this is
nitpicking, for the significance of this distinction see pp. 63-65 of From Forgiven to Forgiving by Jay Adams.)

-  Ezzo tells the story (evidently borrowed from John MacArthur's story on the 1985 video series, How to Raise
Your Family) of a father who required his son to spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt
guilty about having raised his son using an improper philosophy of discipline, and thereby, saw the solution (i.e.,
the "need") as one of letting the son 'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness would have been too
simplistic a solution?) This is merely a slightly modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently
popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David
Seamands, et al. (One wonders what Ezzo would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy
meeting this new-found "need" of the father?)

Tape #2: "Prelude to Parenting"

-  Here Ezzo fully develops his model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships. (About a year
after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for Masterpiece magazine (the house organ, at the time, for
John MacArthur's ministry) that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape
("Restoring Your Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988). This "need theology" model is virtually identical to
that presented by clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb in his counseling model -- only some of the concept titles
have been changed. Ezzo changes Crabb's unconscious "need for security" to "need to be loved/internal need to
know I belong" (the "identification factor"), and Crabb's unconscious "need for significance" to "need to know
where one fits" (the "socialization factor"), as well as adding a third need of children -- the "need to know that
mom and dad love each other." Ezzo claims that God created children with these three basic/primary needs, but
gives no Scriptural support (which is probably due to the fact that there is none!). (And why wouldn't the
commandment to obey and honor parents be one of the three "primary" needs of children?) Rather than accepting
the Biblical precept that a child is personally responsible for his bad behavior (e.g., Ezekiel 18:4,14-20), Ezzo
teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the parent's failure to meet the child's need for security.
[Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate
human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy of
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needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs.]

-  Ezzo states that the need to know where one belongs (the "socialization" factor) is "the most critical factor" in
child development -- "The root of all parental rejection and teenage rebellion begins when this need is not met."
(The Bible, on the other hand, teaches that the sin of rebellion is "inherited" as part of the sinful nature.)

-  Ezzo teaches that the father needs to know when to "rescue" the wife from her role of mother, back to that of
wife, because it's "unhealthy" for her to be getting all of her "gratification and self-worth from her children." In
such cases, says Ezzo, the husband is not being "completed," which is then "the cause of him going elsewhere for
that completion." (Again, see Ezekiel 18 for God's view of personal responsibility versus Ezzo's view.)

-  Ezzo implies that he holds some mystical, analytical power that us mere mortals don't possess. He tells the story
of his being able to tell that a 2-1/2 year old girl was insecure by merely looking into her eyes -- "she wasn't having
her [internal emotional] needs of identification and socialization satisfied."

Tape #3: "The Development of Me -- Pt. 1"

-  Ezzo uses less Scripture in this and the next message than in any of the other messages in the series. This is no
doubt accounted for by the fact that these two messages are heavy-laden in Freudian and Adlerean/Maslowian
psychological concepts (e.g., the "unconscious," psychic determinism, repression, and need satisfaction).

-  Ezzo teaches the Freudian concept that "Many of us unconsciously suppress or distort the personality
development of our children ... usually the result of how we were parented. How we were parented causes certain
'blind spots' and causes us to parent through those 'blind spots' with our children.. Many times it results from us
experiencing emotional neglect in childhood."

Tape #4: "The Development of Me -- Pt. 2"

-  Ezzo espouses the psychological theory of the development of the conscience (passed-off as a Biblical model of
course) -- "assertive" conscience (I do something because it is right or I don't do something because it is wrong)
versus "prohibitive" conscience (I do something because I fear the penalty or consequences of doing wrong or not
doing right). Ezzo contends that prohibitive conscience development will leave "lasting scars" (on the Freudian
unconscious, evidently), "which affects your entire life."

-  Ezzo implies that an adult with a prohibitive conscience is not responsible for the way he or she parents his own
children because his or her conscience was fully developed by his parents before he was five years old (clearly a
Freudian concept that has no Biblical counterpart; in fact, the Bible teaches exactly the opposite concerning
individual responsibility). (Ezzo also spends considerable time developing the psychological concept of "parent
types" -- manipulative, martyr, etc.)

-  Ezzo's adherence to Freud's concept of psychic determinism, as well as to Crabb's need theology, can be clearly
seen by the following statement:

"The only way I know that a person can rescue themselves from the guilt feelings that haunt us, the
fear of rejection, is to understand the unconditional love of Christ ... 'My mother manipulated me
because she had a need and no one took the time to take care of her need ... maybe her mother
manipulated her. ... The need to know where I belong has to be satisfied.'" (Unconditional love is not a
Biblical concept -- see Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), for a
proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)
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Tape #5: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 1"

-  This and the next two messages are classics in religious humanism. Ezzo states right up front that the subject is
"moral development;" i.e., the development of "self-worth and self-esteem into your children from a Biblical
perspective" (i.e., religious humanism). (He also covers the so-called "six pillars of character development," which
was also covered in the 1985 video series alluded to in the comments on Tape #1.) The clear teaching throughout
these three tapes is obvious -- sound moral development comes through the proper instilling of self-worth and self-
esteem into your children!: "We now have probably the most insecure generation in our nation's history, because
security, confidence, and true self-worth is tied to proper moral character development." This is a "cause and effect
relationship." (The California Commission on Self-Esteem couldn't have said it better!)

-  Ezzo teaches us what "we know about self-worth" (evidently from Ezzo's psychology textbook; certainly not
from the Bible):

-  "Every human being has inherent self-worth, but most never realize it. The question then is how do we confirm
true self-worth, both in our children and in ourselves?"

-  "There is nothing wrong with a child having a healthy sense of self-worth; there's nothing wrong with a child
feeling good about himself. There's nothing wrong with a child having confidence in himself. ... We want these
things for our children. We want them to feel good about themselves."

Here Ezzo's religious humanism comes through loud and clear: "The wrongness of the self-esteem movement that
is in our contemporary society is not the desired end product, but rather the pathway parents choose to get their
children there." (Religious humanists/self-love proponents, James Dobson and Charles Swindoll, couldn't have said
it better!)

For Ezzo, the wrong "pathway" is external positive reinforcement (showering kids with praise), while the right
"pathway" is teaching kids to place value on others. This, of course, is psychological double-talk. Ezzo is saying
that feeling good about oneself/having a high self-esteem is a desired goal (exactly what the world teaches), that
only needs to be approached in a proper/"Biblical" manner. The right "pathway" to this worthy goal becomes my
recognition of your intrinsic self-worth and value. And if I don't recognize your value, then I obviously don't have
any value either. This double-talk allows Ezzo to say that true self-worth is not selfish or self-centered at all, but is
actually rooted in one's heartfelt attitude of other-centeredness! -- a nice bit of mental gymnastics if you can sell it.

-  What does the Bible teach us about self-worth/self-esteem? According to Ezzo:

"The Bible confirms that we all have inherent self-worth ... The Bible says man has value (because he's
created in God's image -- Gen. 1:27) ... We know this speaks to man's value (Psa. 139:13,14 says we're
wonderfully made, and therefore, we have value) ... Christ's death on the cross points to our
redeemable natures ... It [Rom. 12:3] doesn't say 'don't think highly of yourself,' only not too highly ...
Recognize the value of yourself, but don't go beyond that point ... The Bible says, 'Look, you have
value, just don't esteem yourself higher.' ... [Phil.2:3] proves that esteeming others develops self-
worth." [See BDM report for an analysis of these verses used by Ezzo.]

Tape #6: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 2"

-  Ezzo believes that children develop their concept of God and His character from the way they view their parents:
"What are some of the consequences when parents fail to put a premium on teaching the importance of respecting
authority? -- children develop a warped sense of awe and respect for who God is and His authority over us. Young
children can only measure God's justice, God's fairness, God's love, and God's authority by what is demonstrated by
the parents; and dads get this, especially by you! ... A child's perception of who God is wrapped-up in how they see
mommy and daddy. 'God is only as fair as daddy is fair.'" (This teaching is not derived from the Bible, but from
Freudian psychology!)
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-  Ezzo teaches that the primary goal/end product of your parenting is to win your child's friendship! -- "This should
be the relationship goal each parent strives for -- having a deep-seated friendship with your children." (I always
thought the end goal was to be the glorification of God?)

-  Ezzo teaches that once a child passes from one stage of maturity to another (Ezzo establishes four age-stages of
character development), without being properly schooled/trained in the previous stage, 'the ball game is over,' so to
speak -- "you can't go back and retrain." Ezzo appears to allow no place for prayer and the supernatural work of
God in changing a child's heart (i.e., the cross of Christ), but instead places all the burden on one's human parents.

Tape #7: "Character Development/Self-Worth -- Pt. 3"

-  Back to his religious humanism teachings, Ezzo says that there is "one relationship we have neglected to stress
thus far -- 'respect for self' -- placing value on self." Ezzo then goes back to his concept (from Pt. 1) that the way to
obtain self-worth is to value others highly; this same old double-talk that says 'I have value because I value you.':

"It produces in the child's perception a world of 'value reality' which is then fed back to the child
through that socialization process of 'social reality integration'; thus, true self-worth is actually achieved
in your child. ... I'm not giving you anything new."

-  Ezzo claims that "Jesus taught this same principle of obtaining self-worth by first valuing others -- 'In order for a
man to gain his life, he must first lose it.' And I think we can add to this context safely: 'In order to gain value of
self you must first place value on others.' ... When I respect authority [parents, elders, peers, etc.] something
happens to me ... I feel good about myself; I really do ... Why do I feel so good about myself? Here's the key:
Because the inner person will confirm what the outer person is doing ... This takes us right back to the development
of the conscience. Do you really want your children to feel good about themselves?" And here is Ezzo's underlying
philosophy: "Then what you are going to have to do is to build their character and teach them to place value on
those outside of self so they can have a frame of reference of understanding what true human value is all about.
That's how Biblical self-worth is developed in your children!"

Tape #8: "What is Obedience?/The Appeal Process"

Nothing new on this tape that wasn't already developed in earlier tapes.

Tape #9: "The Biblical Mandate for Chastisement"

-  In discussing the subject of when spanking is actually child abuse, Ezzo places his faith in the unsubstantiated
psychological theory of psychic determinism: "Anger and hostility are communicated towards the child by both
actions and attitudes. It is the actions and the attitudes of uncontrolled emotions that are communicated from one
generation to a second generation. That's why it is very common to find that the parent who is abusive was a child
who was abused. The uncontrolled emotions is passed on from generation to generation."

-  In describing the violent stimulations that children are subjected to, Ezzo cites erroneous research concerning the
supposed receipt of "subliminal" messages from music: "The direct subliminal message of suicide fantasy accounts
for the dramatic rise of suicide among our children between 15 and 19 years old." (This position should not surprise
us when one considers that it is derived from Freud's discredited theory of the unconscious, to which Ezzo is an
adherent.) To the contrary, the scientific research has shown that "subliminals" have zero effect on behavior.
Moreover, no place in Scripture supports such an idea. In fact, the Bible is consciously and volitionally oriented
(not unconsciously and passively oriented).

Tape #10: "The Rod of Reproof/What Do I Do After I Spank?/Repentance"
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-  In the message on repentance, Ezzo goes back to the world's practice of "apology" versus the Biblical practice of
asking forgiveness.

-  Touches again on the Freudian concept of "suppressed guilt" -- Ezzo reports that Sweden's high suicide rate is
due to suppressed guilt caused by that country's "no spank" policy. (With all the variances and covariances present
in such a study, who knows what causes what?)

Tape #11: "Choosing Appropriate Methods of Discipline"

-  Ezzo heavily emphasizes "reinforcement training"; it becomes very difficult to distinguish what portion is neutral
and what portion comes from behavioristic psychology -- there is almost a "Pavlov's dog" mentality in Ezzo's
presentation.

-  To support reinforcement training, Ezzo sites a host of statistics that are not only unverifiable, but they purport to
measure things that are virtually unmeasurable; e.g., "In 1985, 85% of all children under two years old threw a
temper tantrum."

-  Ezzo again focuses on the Freudian concept that "suppressed guilt" will occur if bad behavior is not corrected
early.

-  Ezzo attempts to distinguish between a child's "frustration tantrum" and a "temper tantrum" --  this appears to be
a totally false distinction, giving the child the opportunity to claim frustration when he throws a tantrum. Ezzo
states: "Don't even think about spanking a child having a frustration tantrum, but offer to help the child. ... The
frustration tantrum is different from the temper tantrum. The frustration tantrum did not come as much from the act
of rebellion as it does from the inability in motor skills to accomplish the task they're trying to do." Based upon
Ezzo's own standards for reinforcement training, this would appear to "reinforce" the "true" frustration tantrum in
the same way that not spanking would reinforce the "true" temper tantrum?

Tape #12: "Teenage Rebellion/Family Identity"

-  Ezzo asks: "What are some of the needs in your child's life? -- if these needs aren't met, what is the end product?
" Teenage rebellion, according to Ezzo: "Much of what we see today as teenage rebellion results from the parent's
failure to meet a fundamental emotional need in the child's life. This need is called the "identification factor" -- "the
child's internal longing or need to know he belongs. ... This need [impulse] to know [in your child] keeps shouting
out -- 'I need to know I'm loved by you; I need to know I belong!'" (This "deep need inside to know I belong" is
found nowhere in the Bible, but can be found in any basic psychology textbook and in the writings of men such as
Adler, Maslow, and Larry Crabb.)

-  Ezzo makes the distinction between "interdependent" families versus "independent" families. In the context of
discussing interdependent families, Ezzo speaks of "the sociological process of association," and that we as parents
"have a need to learn from [our] children"; again, two concepts not derived from the Bible. Ezzo's basis for child
training focuses on sociological and psychological theory, rather than on what the Bible says. The question for Ezzo
is not 'Have we caused our children to be grounded in the Word?' but "Have we cultivated in his heart a sense of
[interdependent] family?"

-  Ezzo defines "identification" as "basic social needs" -- "If this need for identification is not met by the parents in
the formative years (birth to 12 years old), the child will begin to drift about from social group to social group until
this need is fulfilled ... I cannot emphasize this enough!" This implies that if parents fail here in an area of "need
satisfaction," then all is lost. But what about the child's responsibility before God for "identification" as a child of
God, in God's family unit?
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-  Rather than grounding the child in the Word of God as being all sufficient and all important for the establishment
of a firm foundation for the child to withstand the temptations of the world (Ezzo defines temptation as "peer
pressure"), Ezzo emphasizes that the key is the satisfaction of the sociological need for identification.

-  Ezzo discusses the rebellion issue -- "rebellion and parental rejection become part of the child's expression of
group identity -- did you get that? ... Whenever you see a teenager in rebellion, don't feel contempt, but
compassion, because what you're seeing is a young man searching for identity." This implies that rebellion is not
the child's fault, i.e., not his responsibility, but the parent's fault, because the parent did not meet the child's "deep
emotional need for identity." [This sounds like Don Matzat's  teachings.]

-  Ezzo even contradicts his own theory of the "need for sociological identity" when he brings up a possible
objection -- 'God is perfect and yet His two kids (Adam & Eve) rebelled.' But one could ask, 'If I, less than perfect,
am responsible for my kid's rebellion, why wasn't God responsible for His kids' rebellion?' Obviously, the issue is
not, as Ezzo teaches, whether children have had their need for identity satisfied (Adam & Eve's so-called need for
identity was certainly satisfied -- God walked in the Garden with them!), but the issue is one of faith and
obedience, and individual responsibility for disobedience. If the identity-need theory doesn't hold true for Adam
and Eve, raised in a perfect environment with a perfect Father, then it certainly can't hold for us! Nevertheless, Ezzo
continues to follow the non-Biblical model.

-  Ezzo apparently believes that environment and peer pressure account for social and individual evil -- "What we
see in our society today is the result of group association!" (I thought it was the result of unsaved men acting out
their sinful natures in obedience to the god of this world?)

Tape #13: "A Father's Mandate"

-  Ezzo again reviews the "identification factor" and the "socialization factor" in the development of children. (See
notes to tape #2.)

-  Ezzo adds that "trust" is the bridge between "identification" and "socialization," and only through this "trust" will
your children accept your faith system. This is an Arminian definition of trust that has no Biblical support. One
must ask Ezzo: 'Do we trust God because of who He is, or should we instead focus on meeting our "needs"?'

-  Ezzo gets into Dobson's concept of "building memories" -- time spent with your kids tells them, "I'm worth
something. ... You need to cultivate that sense/attitude of family identity -- our kids are proud of who they are --
Ezzos! ... And dads, you have to develop that attitude." (What about being a part of God's family for identity?)

-  Ezzo gets into the "inner child" teaching popularized today in Christendom by such men as Charles Stanley, H.
Norman Wright, Chuck Swindoll, etc. Each man has a little boy in his heart that "wants to get out and play. ...
Wives need to respect this in their husbands -- that's their private world. [Likewise] inside of that woman you know
is a little girl that's longing to get out ... and play ... Our children need to see our little girl and little boys get out
and play."

-  "Fathers, the greatest need your children can have is to be touched by you -- physically. ... We need that physical
contact. ... That hugging can fulfill an emotional need in their lives."

-  Ezzo doesn't get to the point of building a father-child relationship on God's Word until the very end of his list of
"how-to's" -- he then states, "After all, fathers, your child's eternal destiny is in your hands." (Again, an Arminian
concept that has no Biblical support.)

Tape #14: "Mealtime Behavior"

-  In discussing the standards that parents should set for mealtime behavior, Ezzo again gets into the unproven
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theory of "subliminal messages": "You're sending your child a subliminal message -- a message not of rules, but of
standards. ... It's all in the subliminal message being sent your children, building up that entire respect for character
you want to see ... It's again a subliminal message of respect [to let your elders go through the buffet line first] --
understanding the value of who they are ..."

Tape #15: "The Proper Use of Rewards"

No specific comments.

Tape #16: "Money Management Training"

Practical money management training techniques -- no psychological statements made.

Tape #17: "Parental Purity"

-  Ezzo makes a statement that has no scientific basis whatsoever -- the following theory of sexual maladjustment
sounds like Freud, not the Bible: 

"Let me go on to this conclusion ... Teaching your children the importance of modesty, purity, and
respect for their bodies have long-term effects on their social development. It also plays a vital role in
their perception of self-worth. How willing a teenager, male or female, is to becoming sexually active
is directly related to his own perception of self-worth. [Sounds like Ezzo has bought-into the Dobson'
lie that poor self-esteem/self-worth is the cause of all social ills.] ... Children who are exposed to nudity
early, whether it be mom or dad's nakedness or their own self-exposures, struggle with sexual
maladjustment problems as they grow older. ... Do not steal or cheapen your child's sense of worth by
playing down the importance of Biblical purity."

Tape #18: "Financial Stewardship" (Wayne Foslesons)

-  Foslesons adheres to the myth of "Christian America" -- the myth that America is a Christian country, founded by
Christian men, who wrote documents with a Christian foundation. Foslesons even believes that God influenced
(i.e., "providentially caused") America's founding fathers to place "In God We Trust" on the coinage. (But strange,
isn't it, that God somehow forgot to "providentially cause" His Name or the Name of His Son to appear in the
founding documents, such as the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution of the United States?)

-  Quotes favorably from Dobson's Focus on the Family magazine.

Tape #19: "Questions & Answers" (Amy & Jenny Ezzo)

-  Amy Ezzo (18 years old at the time) claims to have once gone through a period where she had lost her "self-
confidence" because her dad (Gary Ezzo) was out of town, and there was, therefore, no one around to make her
"feel special."

Tape #20: "The Four Educational Systems" (Gary & Anne Marie Ezzo)

-  Gary Ezzo, in discussing the types of educational systems available and the general value of learning and
knowledge, makes the following statement: 

"Now, not all knowledge is about God, we know that; but all knowledge is from God!" This sounds
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much like the "All truth is God's truth" heresy, which allows psychological "truths" to assume equal
footing with God's all-sufficient Scriptures.
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Gary Ezzo
Godworth and the Self-Worth Crisis

Tape #1 -- "The Basis of Dignity"

-  The whole human dignity/human worth concept and Ezzo's explanation of it comes straight out of secular
psychology, not the Bible as Ezzo claims. He has merely dressed-up this psychology in divine language.

Tape #2 -- "Self-Worth & Man's Conscience"

-  This tape reeks with religious humanism; i.e., taking the humanists self-love concepts and recasting them in
Christian terminology. 

-  Ezzo claims we get our value by creation and by imputation. Particularly offensive is Ezzo's claim that Christ's
death speaks of our great worth to Him, as assessed by Him. This is blasphemy!

-  Ezzo's extra-Biblical explanation of the human conscience ("lower and higher conscience") is Freudian. 

-  Ezzo's "Good boy, Gary" routine sounds hauntingly like Josh McDowell's rendition of God telling him, "You're
special, Josh." The self-love teaching is nauseous. 

Tape #3 -- "Moral Character Development"

-  Ezzo claims that the "four temperaments" used to deduce personality types is from God. Actually, they are
derived from astrology, and popularized and brought into the church by Tim LaHaye.

-  Ezzo's description of how the conscience works is Freudian; he teaches the concept of "unconscious"/memory
tapes playing in one's head. 

Tape #4 -- "Illusiveness of Self-Esteem"

-  Ezzo spends considerable time giving the correct interpretation of what the Bible really teaches on self-love, but
then Christianizes the whole secular mess to come up with his own self-love theory -- rather than calling it "feeling
good about ourselves," we now have "feeling right about ourselves." Ezzo has found a "legitimate way to feel right
about yourself."

-  Ezzo makes an artificial distinction between self-esteem and self-worth, expecting us to believe that self-worth is
actually from God.

-  Ezzo teaches that to feel right about yourself, i.e., good self-esteem, is in reality, humility! -- if you're humble
and obedient, then you can have good self-esteem. What a perversion of the English language and God's Word! To
quote, "Self-esteem ... is rooted in humility and is activated by obedience ... if you want to feel good about yourself,
humble yourself and obey God." 
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-  According to Ezzo, as long as you've got God, then you can have good self-esteem, feel good/ right about
yourself, have a favorable opinion about self, etc., and its all okay. But, without God, this same self-esteem would
be wrong -- Ezzo has God sanctifying self! 

-  Ezzo has fallen into the same "shopping mall theology" trap as have most self-love proponents (McDowell,
Swindoll, Dobson, etc.) -- 'The value of the object is what I am willing to pay for it or how precious it is to me.'

Tape #5 -- "Humanism & Self-Esteem"

-  Ezzo plays word games with us -- feeling "good" is bad, while feeling "right" is good. 'Since human worth comes
from God, God-worth gives me self-esteem.' -- and he sees no contradiction is all this! 

-  Ezzo teaches that the secular model of self-esteem is wrong because it is relative (i.e., no absolute standard), but
he fails to see that the "religious model" he has constructed is just as relative. Except this time, the relative choice
of a standard is the God-standard. It's still secular self-esteem, just dressed-up in divine language this time -- 'I can
feel good about myself inside of "God's gracious plan of redemption."'

Tape #6 -- "Humanism and the Self-Esteem Curriculum"

-  Ezzo rehashes the feel "good" versus the feel "right" distinction. He also Christianizes the world's practice of
"give to get" (i.e., giving or doing good for what I can expect to get out of it). 

-  Ezzo teaches again that our value was the reason for God's redemption of us (rather than our great sin that
required such a great price)?
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Introduction to the Ezzos' Parenting Curriculum*
Gary and Ann Marie Ezzo, through their materials and organization, Growing Families International (GFI), have
gained a wide following among many Christians. However, they are also incurring increasing criticism from
sources both Christian and secular. The secular criticism focuses on their techniques of child-rearing, especially
infant feeding; it also questions whether total control techniques are harmful or helpful to children. The Christian
criticism is likewise concerned with the techniques, but it also focuses on the way in which GFI and the Ezzos infer
that their particular way is God's way, and that these with a Biblical mind-set will do things the Ezzo way.

The Ezzos and GFI are going far beyond what is in the Bible -- there is no textual basis in Scripture for the Ezzos'
primary and most controversial assertions about child care. Strangely, when confronted with this sort of thing in
interviews, Gary Ezzo agrees! The Ezzos' use of Scripture is forced and frequently irrelevant. Look up their
Scriptural references and one repeatedly finds a tenuous or no relationship to the matter at hand.

If one thing is clear from a theological perspective, it is that the Ezzos fail to establish themselves as worthy of
belief regarding Biblical insights into child-rearing.

Main points in reaching this conclusion:

1. Gary and Ann Marie Ezzo are a pro-contraception couple. Their teaching on birth control methods is best
described in a 1993 GFI book titled Birth By Design (hereafter BBD). It is authored by a group of seven women
including Anne Marie Ezzo. One is a doctor, one is a midwife, and the others are nurses. The "Introduction" states:
"Birth By Design is [a] philosophical and theological treatise addressing issues related to childbearing."

In Chapter 1, "History and Philosophy of Birth Practices," BBD states: "The Hebrew nation regarded children as a
blessing, yet allowed certain methods of birth control" (p. 4). (No Biblical text is cited.) That's a grave
misstatement. There is nothing in the Bible that allows certain methods of birth control. On the contrary, the only
time there is any direct mention of birth control is in the Onan account (Gen. 38:6-10), and Onan is killed directly
by God for his use of withdrawal, an unnatural form of birth control.

2. Chapter 2 of BBD, "Changing Roles and Relationships," starts with a restatement of one of the Ezzos' recurring
themes: "The greatest influence on one's children comes not from one's role as a father or mother but as a husband
or wife. That basic Biblical truth has been forgotten and even rejected by parents today. The result is a society that
is consumed with child-centeredness" (p. 13). (Emphasis added.) The authors answer to the "child-centeredness"
problem is that "the husband needs to romance his wife and occasionally take her away from those things that so
easily distract her" (p. 19). And what are these things? The next sentence makes it clear: the baby! Naturally, there
are no Bible texts quoted to support getting away from your baby. That's just a non-Biblical belief that's very
popular in a society that is adult-centered, not child-centered.

3. The program should be labeled "Growing Kids the Ezzos' Way." There is no Biblical evidence to support the
inference that the Ezzos' "Let the baby cry-it-out" philosophy or any other distinguishing part of their program is
"God's way" of rearing children (Preparation For Parenting, Chapter 9, "When Your Baby Cries"). Still, the Ezzos
resort to a simply outrageous use of Scripture to try to support their cry-it-out philosophy. Because the common
English translation of the Bible uses the word "cried," they dare to refer to Matthew 27:46 in this context. "Jesus
cried out with a loud voice ... 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken Me?'." Amazingly, they use this text as
justification for parents not to respond to their crying infants, noting that the Father did not respond to the cry of
Jesus by taking Him off the cross. While admitting that Matthew 27:46 does not "prove" that parents should not
respond to the cries of their children, the Ezzos still cite it as supporting their views.

In a radio interview by Rich Agozino with Gary Ezzo in July of 1993, Ezzo responded to a question concerning
whether his parenting methods are found in Scripture:
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"... God gives us principles in His Word. But apart from that, there are no exact how-to's, there is no
blueprint to parent. There is nothing in Scripture that speaks about feeding babies. Whether you feed
them on a routine, whether you feed them on a hyper-schedulist model, whether you feed 'em on a free
feed, cry feed, or demand feeding -- there's nothing in Scripture about that. And, therefore, what you
have is you have freedom from that point on."

Rebecca Prewett adds a footnote at this point: "Somehow, the Ezzos have failed to communicate this freedom to
those followers of theirs to whom I have personally spoken." The point is this -- the Ezzos criticize demand nursing
and advocate what they call "parent-directed feeding." However, the Ezzos admit that there is no basis in Scripture
for either their criticism of demand nursing or their advocacy of parent-directed feeding (PDF).

4. The Ezzos' program claims to build a Biblical mind-set, but the term remains undefined (Preparation For
Parenting, pp. 19-21). To a Christian, should not a "Biblical mind-set" mean thinking and acting with the mind and
heart of the self-sacrificing Jesus Christ? One finds nothing of this nature in the Ezzos' total-control dogma, a
dogma that caters instead to parental convenience. There is no question that responding to a baby's cries with
comforting takes effort. Such response, however, is not part of the Ezzos' program -- unless you call checking in on
a crying baby every 15 minutes "comforting."

Admittedly, applying Biblical principles about love in general to a specific area such as child care is fraught with
difficulties. However, some things can be said. Babies have real needs beyond nutrition and diapering. Babies have
real needs to be held, real needs to be in physical contact with their mothers. God endowed babies with only a few
ways of communicating, and one of them is crying. The idea that responding to the cries of a baby by picking him
up is somehow contrary to a "Biblical mind-set" simply boggles the imagination.

5. The entire program of detailed instructions about time between feedings (Preparation For Parenting, pp. 53-57),
time spent in the playpen (pp. 175-178), and time spent sleeping (Chapter 8), is without basis in Scripture. If a
couple chooses to follow such an unscientific program, they should not believe that there is a Biblical basis for it,
because there is not.

6. The Ezzos denial of God-given instincts in human babies and adults is without any foundation in Scripture
(Preparation For Parenting, pp. 22-23, 140). The Ezzos strangely deny that God has given instincts to human
persons. This enables them to deny that a mother is following God-given instincts in wanting to pick up her crying
baby. If there are no instincts, then it is not instinctual for a baby to root and suckle when it is hungry, or to cry if it
has some need to which a parent ought to attend. Such denial of instincts puts the Ezzos in a world of their own.
To the extent that they give the impression that the denial of instincts is somehow part of a Biblical mind-set, they
also bring discredit upon the Bible and the Christian faith.

7. The Ezzos' program sets up an imaginary conflict between baby and parents from Day One. In the Ezzos view,
the crying baby is not carrying out a God-given instinct for getting needed attention, but is somehow seeking to
control the parents. Therefore, the parents must respond by making sure that they have total control of the baby's
eating and sleeping patterns, and later, playing habits. It is easy to see how total-control parents can become
frustrated by potty training; let us rejoice that GFI doesn't recommend using laxatives so parents can also be in total
control of the baby's defecation pattern as some total-controllers recommended in the first decade of the 20th
century. No Christian will deny that children need to be educated, trained, disciplined, and discipled. At the same
time, the Ezzos' hypothesis of baby-parent control conflict finds no support in Scripture.

8. The Ezzos give the distinct impression of having prior conclusions and then looking for some Biblical quotes to
attempt to justify them. Also, while sometimes starting with premises with which all Christians would agree, they
have a habit of drawing conclusions that do not flow from the premises. For example, from the premise that God is
the God of order, they attempt to justify baby-care schedules arranged for parental convenience. Yet when pressed,
they state that the Bible is silent on such matters.

The bottom line is that parents who choose to let their babies cry-it-out and to put their babies on strict feeding and
sleeping schedules should not try to rationalize such choices from the Bible. Such choices cannot be supported by
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Scripture or science.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from "Growing Families International: A Theological Critique," by John F. Kippley,
The Couple to Couple League International, Inc.:1998.
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A Critique of 
Preparation For Parenting
PREPARATION FOR PARENTING
Bringing God's Order to Your Baby's Day
and Restful Sleep to Your Baby's Night
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
Fifth Edition; 7th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1993, 1995

Introduction

"Preparation For Parenting" (PFP) is the starting point for the Ezzos' series on parenting. It is designed to prepare
parents for the newborn infant experience. This theme is expressed on the manual cover by two subtitles: "Bringing
God's Order to Your Baby's Day and Restful Sleep to Your Baby's Night" and "A Study in the Philosophy,
Physiology, and Practice of Nurturing a Newborn."

The first three pages of the manual are filled with positive affirmations of the book's content by a variety of health
care professionals from around the country. These positive credits introduce the reader to the decidedly clinical
emphasis in the manual. Extensive material is provided on such subjects as nursing, crying, sleeping, etc. The
book's three guiding premises as stated on page 11 are:

1. God is the God of order, not confusion. Routine and order are mutual allies of both baby and parent.

2. Parents serve their baby best when they are proactive, not reactive. Their response is to be rational,
not emotional. They are to think first, then act.

3. For the sake of their baby and the rest of the family, parents should consider their baby a welcome
member of the family, not the center of the family universe.

Points of Concern:

A. The series begins on page 19 with a disclaimer about the supposed lack of information regarding parenting in the
Scriptures:

"Scripture has very few specific mandates for practical applications in the realm of parenting, especially,
infant parenting. It provides the spiritual goals of parenting but not exact or specific how-to's. Therefore, parents
guided by the Holy Spirit have the ultimate responsibility and duty to research the parenting philosophies
available today. ... Review your parenting options, examine carefully all the alternative theories, observe the
end product, and then decide which parenting stratagem is right for you, especially when it comes to infant
nurturing." (Bold added.)

1. Such a disclaimer in the Introduction of a "parenting stratagem" serves only to discourage parents
from the important and noble exercise of searching the Scriptures for themselves (Acts 17:11). Instead,
Ezzo redirects parents from the Bible to "research the parenting philosophies available today." This
will inevitably lead one away from the Bible and to psychological theories of parenting.

2. So-called "general information" in the Bible regarding the Christian life, sanctification, holiness,
etc., when seriously and consistently applied to life's practical side will most definitely influence
parenting in a direct and specific way.
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3. Encouraging parents to "research the parenting philosophies available today" turns parents away
from the Scriptures out to the world. Ezzo assumes that there are God-pleasing parenting principles
out there in this godless world. This sounds like the psychologists' "All truth is God's truth" principle.
The world will not be the source of the wisdom that godly parents want and need. That wisdom comes
only from God, and Scripture invites us to pray to Him for wisdom when we don't have it (James 1:5).

4. Though Ezzo turns parents loose to search the "alternative theories" available today, he never
mentions in the entire series God's plan for parenting instruction within the local church, as recorded in
Titus 2:1-8. Within each individual Body of believers, the older women are to "admonish the younger
women to love their husbands, to love their children, to be ... homemakers." This divine plan guards
against two dangers that are inherent in the Ezzo "stratagem":

a) The danger of immodesty with a male explaining at length to a mixed audience the
details of female physiology, nursing, etc.

b) The danger of undermining the independence of individual Spirit-led local churches
with an external, one-size-fits-all program.

B. Ezzo talks about the dangers of a "child-centered parenting" style. We are a little confused at his choice of
terminology, in that many saved and unsaved parents today seem to be far more self-centered than child-centered.
But whatever term is used, we can see, as the Ezzos point out, an obvious failure on the part of parents to train and
discipline their children. To correct this trend, the Ezzos encourage parents to shift gears and become "parent-
centered" in their approach. We agree that a good strong relationship between husband and wife is of great benefit
to the family. However, we fear that the parent-centered approach that Ezzo imagines may not adequately prepare
couples in the areas of maturity and self-denial when the various demands of children may threaten the couple's
romantic preferences. Ezzo's practical suggestions on maintaining a close marriage (pp. 35-36) reveal an element of
immaturity (daily couch time, weekly date nights, buying present for spouse if buying for child, etc.), as well as a
somewhat privileged American middle class mind-set.

C. In connection with "couch time" (defined by Ezzo as the 10-15 minutes per day that a couple totally ignores
their children in order to sit on the couch and talk about how their days went, thereby visibly showing the children
that mother and dad come first and they are second), Ezzo writes:

"In this tangible way a child can see his mom and dad's love for one another, and thus feel secure. In addition,
couch time provides a predictable forum for a couple to share their relational needs with each other" (p. 36).

1. The above quotation links love and the sharing of "relational" needs. This "you tell me your needs
and I'll tell you mine" approach seems to have little in common with Biblical "agape" love -- a love
that denies self to meet the need of another. Christ's love for the church illustrates this kind of love
(Eph. 5:25-27).

2. In the same vein, Ezzo suggests that parents need time away from their children in order to build a
strong marriage, and that the wife should serve her husband first, before the children, even down to the
detail of who is served first at the dinner table. By putting the father first, it is asserted, the children
will learn the proper balance of relationships, and the mother will be modeling servanthood. This may
sound legitimate at first glance, but closer examination reveals many troubling possibilities. A GFI
mother posed a sincere, hypothetical dilemma: young child is teething and miserable, mother is trying
to cook dinner, father comes home hungry. By the GFI interpretation, mother concludes that
servanthood is best exemplified by setting child aside and making dinner for dad first. My question is
this: who made the sacrifice in being the servant? [child] What lesson did the child really learn? [dad is
first place, I am second] Is this servanthood, or is this merely a hierarchical, pecking-order experience?
It seems to me that true servanthood would better be modeled here if one or both parents attended to
the child first, rather than attending merely to themselves. The Ezzos' interpretation of "modeling
servanthood" is actually imposing it upon children rather than modeling it, without regard to age,
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readiness, or foundational teaching. In such a context, resentment may be the result rather than positive
Christian learning. (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?")

3. The "predictable forum" of couch time seems far too inadequate to exemplify to children the depth
of a self-denying, Christ-like love that should openly characterize the godly couple every moment of
the day.

D. The details of nursing are directed (in the manual and in local study groups) to a male/female mixed audience.

1. The idea that men must be equally familiar with the mechanics of nursing is more an American
phenomenon than a Biblical pattern.

2. Paul's letter to Titus (2:1-8) advises the older women to teach the younger women the details of their
gender-specific responsibilities within marriage and the home. This Biblical pattern avoids the
inappropriateness, immodesty, and embarrassment of a mixed audience setting.

E. Ezzo dedicates much of the PFP manual to the inter-related subjects of infant feeding, sleeping, and crying. He
rejects so-called "attachment-parenting" and "demand-feeding" and encourages parents to take the "parent-
directed" approach. This approach, according to Ezzo, is an approach of order. The fact that God is a God of order
(1 Cor. 14:40) is used for support.

1. Ezzo admitted at the beginning of the manual that the how-to's in the manual were his own ideas.
Yet he speaks quite critically of the ideas of others, particularly the ideas of foreign, primitive cultures.
His American cultural bias is often evident. He speaks, for example, rather dramatically about the
dangers of children sleeping with parents as a "passively abusive" method (p. 73). How will that advice
fit in a foreign culture where there is no such thing as a crib or bed, and the entire family sleeps in the
same room? The playpen is another example. It represents a significant prop in the Ezzo system (pp.
175-178). It provides a confined, safe spot for baby to sit while Mom gets other things done. Fine. But
why would a playpen ever be necessary in a foreign culture where three or four generations live under
one roof? While Mom worked on supper, Grandma might have a chance to spend time with baby.
Certainly, that kind of adult/child interaction is more beneficial than the developmental advantages of
drooling on the playpen rail!

2. Adherence to a strict sleep and feeding schedule may seem unnecessarily efficient to some mothers
and can be potentially dangerous to the health of the baby. Parents must not assume that the newborn
is capable of consistently adjusting to the Ezzo grand plan. Exceptions must be anticipated. Instead, it
is the responsibility of the adult to make the adjustments, to show concern, sensitivity, and self-denial.

3. To illustrate to parents that they should not get in the habit of answering the baby's every cry, Ezzo
uses the example of God, the Father. When Christ cried from the cross for His Father not to forsake
Him, "Our Father's non-intervention to His Son's cry at that moment was the right response" (p. 142).
To use this passage of Scripture (Matt. 27:46) to support his own "parenting stratagem," reveals that
Ezzo is desperately grasping for Biblical support, and it undermines the uniqueness of the Calvary
moment.

4. A true understanding of human depravity -- of our total inability to choose good over evil in the
spiritual realm and our blindness to the things of God until He regenerates us -- will render almost
ridiculous the argument that infant scheduling could offer any sort of answer to this human condition.
The suggestion that we, as parents, can train the hearts of our children and bring about a condition of
spiritual inertia and somehow take control of our children until God takes control is not only presuming
upon the sovereignty of God, but presuming that we can somehow do that which only He has power to
do -- change the heart of a child. (Source: Family Issues page; Rebecca Prewett Internet Web Site,
6/98.)
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F. The "results" achieved by Ezzo-trained parents are spotty at best. One mother makes the following observations
(Source: "Some Concerns About The Ezzo Method of Parenting," by Rebecca Prewett):

1. Within a year of hearing the Ezzos for the first time on the radio, I had learned of at least a dozen
babies in Southern California that had been diagnosed "failure to thrive" as a result of their parents'
implementation of the Ezzo method. At least one baby reportedly required hospitalization and was
expected to live only hours, but survived. Another lost 25% of body weight within two weeks of birth.
What bothered the professionals involved were the evasive answers they are being given by some of
these parents as to how often the baby nursed, whether the baby was nursing at night, etc. Only when
the parents realized how serious their babes' conditions were did they become completely forthright. A
few offered the alarming information that they had been told in their "Prep" classes not to discuss their
feeding methods with "outsiders." Further, they had been warned to expect opposition from medical
professionals who had been trained in "humanistic" institutions. As a result, some professionals are
now beginning to ask routinely if parents have taken any parenting classes or seminars; so far parents
seem willing to admit if they have taken the "Prep" course. I am appalled that Gary and Anne Marie
would appear to encourage parents to be evasive with their pediatricians and other health care
providers. Whose best interests do the Ezzos have at heart -- theirs or the babies?

2. Other parents expressed concerns about divisiveness within families and churches. Some families
had actually felt compelled to leave their churches because of constant criticism over their "refusal" to
adopt the Ezzo Method. I learned of grandparents who were alarmed at how their grandchildren were
being raised -- and were criticized strongly for voicing their feelings. In more than one church, GFI
advocates clamored for the Sunday School teachers to be replaced by those who had taken the Ezzos'
classes. Another church reportedly required attendance at GFI classes as a prerequisite for church
leadership. Certainly these sort of actions are not insisted upon by the Ezzos; however, they are
undeniably a "fruit" of their method.

3. A magazine publisher described the torrent of angry letters she received after publishing an article
about breast-feeding voicing disagreement with what she had discreetly referred to as "a couple from
California." She said that, in her years of publishing, she had never received such "unkind and
insensitive" letters. Their very tone brought to her mind Luke 6:40 ("... but everyone who is fully
trained will be like his teacher"). The letters, she wrote me, only served to convince her that this
teaching was of more cause for concern than she had previously thought.
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A Critique of
Preparation For The Toddler Years
PREPARATION FOR THE TODDLER YEARS (5-15 months)
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
7th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1994

Introduction

This is the second manual in the parenting series beginning with "Preparation For Parenting" (PFP). As the subtitle
indicates, it is "The Next Step in the Practical Development of the Child's Moral, Academic and Physical Health."
Ezzo makes a point to emphasize that this material to prepare for the toddler years is only for graduates of PFP:

"The PCF (Parent Centered Family) baby has achieved equilibrium in developmental areas while the
demand fed and attachment-parenting babies usually lag behind in states of disequilibrium" (p. 10).

The material in this manual is designed for the 5-15 month age range of the baby. During this period, the baby will
need to develop learning patterns that will provide a proper foundation for behavior in the coming toddler years.
With this purpose, the manual offers much practical advice in areas such as napping and sleeping; highchair
manners and mealtime behavior; language development, etc.

Points of Concern:

A. Within the context of the need for the mother and father to have a proper and healthy relationship together, Ezzo
makes this curious statement: "Throughout the Holy Scripture, the union of matrimony is the single metaphor
representing man and God" (p. 14). (Bold added.) What about the Father/Child relationship (2 Cor. 6:18)?

B. On page 25, the statement is made that natural talents (as opposed to basic skills) are gifts from God. The use of
the terminology "gifts from God," may cause some confusion in making the proper distinction between natural
talents and Scripturally documented spiritual gifts.

C. Regarding the academic learning of a child, Ezzo makes this bold statement: "Reading is an academic skill God
intended every man to possess. Without it, one cannot read the Word of God" (p. 26). Is literacy really a Biblical
mandate or is it a (commendable) American cultural value? Scripture seems to put the emphasis on hearing the
Word as opposed to reading it (Rom. 10:17; Eph. 1:13). Certainly, the ability to read is a valuable skill and should
be attained if at all possible. But to assert that it is God's will for everyone to read is a tenuous position.

D. Before an infant is able to communicate verbally, Ezzo advocates the use of sign language between infant and
parent so that the child doesn't have to resort to other more dramatic, destructive, or otherwise irritating means of
communication (pp. 55-56).

1. Though there is nothing Biblically wrong with teaching sign language to the infant, we wonder if the
process might unnecessarily delay the development of verbal communication. Admittedly, it is difficult
to determine what a fussing and crying baby wants or needs. But usually a patient and caring mother
learns quickly to identify the needs of her baby.

2. A child's first attempts at verbally communicating his/her wants and needs provides special and
amusing moments in family life. The universally applied sign language system stifles these unique and
precious moments.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/ezzo/
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A Critique of
Growing Kids God's Way
GROWING KIDS GOD'S WAY
Biblical Ethics For Parenting
by Gary and Anne Marie Ezzo
Fourth Edition; 16th Printing; Summer 1997
Copyright 1993

Introduction

"Growing Kids God's Way" (GKGW) is the flagship manual of the Ezzos' series on parenting.
Subtitled "Biblical Ethics For Parenting," its 300-plus pages are filled with extensive discussions on the
philosophies and principles unique to the Ezzos' "parenting stratagem." The first two manuals in the
series, Preparation For Parenting and Preparation For The Toddler Years, deal extensively with many
of the practical details of baby life. This manual, by comparison, zeros in on "How to Raise a Moral
Child" (the title of Chapter One).

It is important to realize is that GKGW really can't be taken without acceptance of the first two curricula (Prep).
This is mentioned because parents and pastors have been heard to say, "Well, we don't agree with Prep, but GKGW
is okay by itself." In several places, however, GKGW discusses the foundation that must be laid in order to
implement it, and it refers the parents back to Prep if they feel that the proper foundation has not yet been laid. This
in turn means accepting the premises put forth in Prep, including accepting the belief that mothers do not have a
mothering instinct, that our children are by nature depraved to the point that we cannot trust them to know what is
good for themselves in any circumstance, and that the parental relationship is always to be put before the children.
GKGW cannot be separated from its Prep siblings; it is a foundation stone in the philosophical building of Growing
Families International (GFI) and cannot stand alone. (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?
")

The Ezzos state their objective this way in the Introduction:

"... it is our desire to show you through Growing Kids God's Way the practical side of biblical truth.
God gives the precepts, Anne Marie and I will attempt to show you the many shades of application" (p.
9).

Some of the prominent themes throughout the manual are: Morality and character development; the father's
responsibilities; discipline and chastisement; the child's moral conscience; obedience; etc.

Points of Concern:

A. In the Introduction, the Ezzos write:

"While Biblical doctrine provides the basis for parental standards, Scripture has very few specific mandates for
practical applications. Guided by the Holy Spirit, parents have the ultimate responsibility and duty to research
the parenting philosophies available today to determine if they are in line with Scripture" (p. 15).

1. Again, the Ezzos start off another one of their books with this standard disclaimer regarding the
Bible (cf. Preparation For Parenting, p. 19); i.e., that it doesn't really have a lot to say on the subject of
child-rearing. This disclaimer serves to discourage parents from turning to the Word to seek
information. Also, we are concerned that the Ezzos do not effectively communicate that general
Biblical teaching on the Christian life will directly impact parenting practice.
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2. The Ezzos tell parents to evaluate parenting philosophies available today. Considering most extra-
Biblical parenting philosophies are psychologically-oriented, this is not sound Biblical advice. If, as the
Ezzos suggest, the Scriptures are short on specifics (which they are not), what is the frustrated parent to
do? The Ezzos suggest looking at available parenting philosophies to cull the principles and strategies
that seem to line up with Scripture. What about asking God for wisdom? The Ezzos should have
encouraged parents to open up their Bibles, express to God their need, and ask Him for wisdom (James
1:5). Is the Holy Spirit given to us to teach us God's wisdom from the Scriptures, or simply to help us
sort through the philosophies within our world?

B. To introduce the need for the parent to be involved in training the heart of the child, the Ezzos offer a few words
on the nature of man. Though they appeal to conclusions of conservative and reformed theologians, their own
explanations seem weak and unconvincing:

"At one time, human nature had no taint of sin; now sin stains it. ... The Fall of man did not strip him of his basic
God-given dignity, nor did it reduce man to something less than what God created, but man's nature is now subject
to inherent depravity" (p. 23).

"Parents then, are responsible for presenting a moral code with the hope it will eventually govern their child's life.
In early training, a child's heart is like a clean slate, not with regard to moral propensity but to specific moral
content" (p. 108).

1. Ezzo speaks of the dignity of man but offers no Scriptural definition of that "dignity." When we read
that the natural man is, in God's eyes, alienated from God, a child of wrath, and God's enemy (Col.
1:21: Eph. 2:3); we wonder where "dignity" fits into the equation. [Ezzo's view of the "dignity of man"
is more in line with the teachings of R.C. Sproul than the Bible (see In Search of Dignity:1983 and The
Hunger For Significance:1991).]

2. Ezzo presents us with a literary puzzle when he curiously states, "The Fall of man did not ... reduce
man to something less than what God created ..." To the contrary, the term "The Fall" has been used
historically as a theological term to indicate the drastic declination in man's condition compared to his
original state.

3. The condition of spiritual death into which man has fallen is never developed. Ezzo talks about
depravity in terms of a "taint of sin," "the propensity of sin," and "incurably selfish," but nothing about
spiritual death. (In his sinful condition, man is spiritually dead.) It is unfortunate that this was not
mentioned for it is highly significant to a discussion on parenting. It is the awareness of spiritual death
that will provide the parent with the commitment to pray and labor for the regeneration of the child. It
will be the awareness of spiritual death that will keep the parent from having unrealistic expectations
about the child's own abilities to perform morally and ethically.

4. The crux of GKGW philosophy is the belief that a child's heart is molded by external factors, and it
is molding by the parents that will lead the child to Christ. Rebelliousness in teenagers is seen largely
as the result of poor parenting methods/discipline, and salvation, though not stated as such, appears to
be more the result of "good" parenting than of God's grace. If we embrace classical Christianity and the
doctrine of salvation by grace, should we also be embracing a parenting method that seems to imply
that it is our parenting as much as it is God's grace that will bring our child to salvation? Yes, parents
bear heavy responsibility for the outcome of their children, and God's ability to reach even the most
difficult child seems diminished by the parental burden. But one must ask, what, then, is the role of the
Holy Spirit, in salvation? Is it He or us who brings our children to repentance? The Holy Spirit seems
minimized, even lost, in this context (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING KIDS: Is it God's Way?").

5. A secondary concern here is that, in the end, it seems that behavior modification is what is really
being taught as the key to success and Christianity. Once again, we walk a fine line in questioning this
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application; behavior modification is a long-accepted tool of child raising, and has become especially
popular in Christendom. But it should be rejected by those desiring to parent with a Biblical mind-set.

6. A true understanding of human depravity -- of our total inability to choose good over evil in the
spiritual realm and our blindness to the things of God until He regenerates us -- will render almost
ridiculous the argument that infant scheduling could offer any sort of answer to this human condition.
The suggestion that we, as parents, can train the hearts of our children and bring about a condition of
spiritual inertia and somehow take control of our children until God takes control is not only presuming
upon the sovereignty of God but presuming that we can somehow do that which only He has power to
do -- change the heart of a child. (Source: Family Issues page; Rebecca Prewett Internet Web Site,
6/98.)

C. The Ezzos share the popular psychological viewpoint of divine love. It is a viewpoint that misreads God's love
and reinterprets it with humanistic psychology's concept of love. They write these words directed to the believer:

"... you have an owner, Jesus Christ. To Him you are absolutely precious. You are so precious that He left the
splendor of heaven to come to die for you" (p. 39).

1. Ezzo confuses things by stating that God considers His redeemed children to be precious now, and
He considered them to be precious in their pre-salvation state as well. Theologically, this viewpoint
fails to adequately clarify the distinction in man's condition (and God's view of that condition) before
and after salvation. Before salvation, man was a sinner (Rom. 5:8), at enmity with God (Rom. 8:7),
unable to please God (Rom. 8:8), and under His wrath (John 3:36). Compare that with the Biblical
wording that describes the believer.

2. It is this pre-salvation "preciousness," according to Ezzo, that motivated God to send His Son to die
for us. This humanizes divine love. This is how the world loves. Human, worldly love responds to
something that is perceived to be desirable and precious. God's love is infinitely higher. His love is not
externally motivated by anything desirable He sees in unregenerate man. Rather, in spite of man's
worthlessness, rebellion, wickedness, and rottenness (Isaiah 64:6; Jer. 17:9; Rom. 3:23), God's love
flows outward from within His own infinite and eternal character to wash us, save us, and bestow on
us innumerable blessings and benefits.

3. Ezzo's view of man's worth is what can be best described as "shopping mall" theology -- that the
value of an object is equal to the price paid for it. This "theology" goes something like this: "The death
of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we
are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On
the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid
on the cross does not establish my personal worth, but instead, was required to meet the claims of
divine justice. In fact, the greater the price the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the
sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me is not anything that should make me feel
good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my sins that nailed Him there. How
could that fact possibly validate my preciousness and build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
Seduction.]

D. In the second chapter, entitled "Law, Principle, And Freedom," the Ezzos discuss how to determine what to do
in "the gray areas of life -- the non-absolutes of Scripture." They instruct us to use both the laws and principles of
the Scriptures to guide us in our behavior and in the behavior of our children. They go on to say, however, that
there will be some actions in the course of life that will not have an applicable law or principle to guide us. They
write:

"Areas of freedom result when there is no law or principle to fall back on. You are left with God, your conscience,
and 1 Corinthians 10:31. ..." (p. 50)
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"Even though God's laws and principles are unchanging, areas of freedom can change from day to day. ... In our
family we personally made those gray area decisions by classifying them into three categories: that which is
biblically best, biblically acceptable, and biblically tolerable ..." (p. 50).

1. The Ezzos seem to conclude that there are some actions which fall outside the laws and even the
principles of Scripture. We disagree, because, though there may not always be a specific law for every
specific in life, there will always be applicable principles (2 Pe. 1:3).

2. We're suspicious of the use of the three categories: "biblically best, biblically acceptable, and
biblically tolerable." Where in the Bible are we encouraged to make decisions utilizing this spurious
three point checklist? Is this three-step mental exercise really of spiritual value? Shouldn't we always
be encouraging our families to do the Biblically best thing all of the time?

3. In this section on the "gray areas of life," the Ezzos do not encourage families to ask God for
wisdom (James 1:5) nor to seek the inner guiding ministry of the Holy Spirit.

E. Regarding terminology: According to the Ezzos, the right approach is "parent-centered parenting." The wrong
approach is "child-centered parenting." Simply put, the problem with the child-centered approach is that (1) parents
do not make a priority of their husband-wife relationship, but focus instead on their roles as mom and dad; and (2)
they make the child the center of the home.

"The greatest overall influence you will have on your children will not come in your role as a dad or mom but as a
husband or wife. Our society has forgotten and even rejected that basic biblical truth. The result is a society
consumed with child-centeredness, which is the precursor to self-centeredness" (p. 58).

"Often parents leave their first love, each other, and focus extensively on their children" (p. 64).

1. When the Ezzos use the term "child-centered parenting," one would assume they are using the term
after making an observation of the typical American family. But is this really an accurate assessment --
that the average unsaved family is child-centered? To us, the opposite is apparent -- the chronic plague
of many homes is that parents are self-centered. Parents, as individuals, are preoccupied with
themselves, their careers, their pursuits, etc. Children across America are being neglected, ignored, and
at earlier ages placed under the care of others as parents pursue their own selfish interests.
Unfortunately, even in the Christian home, training and discipline is often neglected, and children are
allowed to do pretty much as they please. This is clearly a problem of self-centeredness.

2. We need to remember that godly homes are not established simply by changing the focus in the
home from child-centered to parent-centered. While we agree with the Ezzos that a good strong
marriage relationship is a tremendous benefit to the home, that in itself is not the key to a God-
honoring home. It is entirely possible for a couple to be focused on their relationship together, and yet
still be spoiling their children and failing in the responsibilities of discipline and training in the
Scriptures.

3. In claiming to redress the wrong of child-centered parenting, the Ezzos offer instead a model of self-
centered parenting. Parents of infants are advised to institute a rigid three-hour feeding schedule --
"God's Way" as the Ezzos see it, because God created an orderly universe. The main object seems to
be to get the baby on a schedule so as to cause as little inconvenience or disruption of the parents' lives
as possible. (Source: "Whose Way, After All?" by Barbara Curtis.)

4. On the subject of focus (with all the discussion of parent-centered versus child-centered homes),
would it seem too trite and rudimentary to ask why the Ezzos do not place more emphasis on having a
Christ-centered home? Shouldn't this theme have more prominence in such an extensive parenting
manual for Christian homes?
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F. On pages 67-68, the Ezzos offer five practical suggestions to help parents become a parent-centered home. The
suggestions include such ideas as "couch time," weekly date nights, buying gift for spouse when buying for child,
inviting friends over for fellowship, and maintaining relationships developed before children were born. These same
five ideas are recorded in most of the Ezzos' manuals, indicating their importance in the Ezzos' "parenting
stratagem."

1. Though the Ezzos mention the need for balance, we're concerned that these suggestions may lead
some Christian parents away from a true Biblical and sacrificial love for their children to an attitude
much like the world's. It is self-centeredness that causes many unsaved parents in our society to regard
children as an interruption and disruption of their pursuits and interests as individuals and as couples.
Even in the church, we sometimes see an absence of the kind of Biblical, sacrificial love that results in
parents committing themselves to the time and work of Biblical training and discipline.

2. Many couples experience a significant change in their activities and lifestyle when children arrive.
Many take this in stride and, with a sense of maturity, feel completely comfortable with sharing love
for spouse with child. For many of them, it means that some pre-children activities are curtailed or even
brought to an end. But this change was anticipated and accepted, and now enjoyed. To follow some of
these five suggestions by the Ezzos, for many, is unnecessary and unwelcome. Love for spouse was
never sacrificed for children, but rather it was deepened. And the rich adventures of being parents
together make the efforts to revert back to those pre-children days seem artificial, hollow, and
immature.

G. On page 75, Ezzo states emphatically that "Love is expressed through emotional languages." We question this.
Love may at times be accompanied by emotion (and we hope that it is!), but it must not be dependent on emotion.
There will be times when Biblical "agape" love must persist even when unloving emotions reside within.

H. Chapter Four is entitled "How To Say I Love You." In this chapter, the Ezzos develop a system of
communicating love based on what they call "love languages." A footnote on page 75 indicates most of this
material comes directly from two books: The Five Love Languages, by Gary Chapman; and How To Say I Love
You, by Judson Swihart. According to this material, there are five love languages that parents need to know about:

1. Encouraging words
2. Acts of service
3. Gift giving
4. Quality time
5. Physical touch and closeness

According to the Ezzos, "... one of the deepest emotional desires we have is to feel loved" (p. 74). Ezzo teaches that
parents naturally love their children, but need to be educated in how to communicate that love, and that each of us
has a primary love language (one of the five) which becomes recognizable in a child at age seven (p. 82) -- "Your
primary love language is evident in two ways: You speak it more often than the other languages, and you feel most
loved when it is spoken to you." Ezzo contends that it is incumbent on the parent to learn the primary love language
of each child, and to communicate love to each child in his respective primary love language. It is also asserted that
"the arrangement of your love languages is God given and not learned" (p. 83).

1. This significantly developed system of communicating love has no Biblical basis whatsoever. (It
does have much in common, however, with the writings of psychologizer Gary Smalley; e.g. The
Language of Love.) No Biblical passage develops the concept of primary love languages. Though the
Ezzos attempt to use a few verses for support, the context of those verses never even remotely suggests
this kind of pseudo-Christian psychological system.

2. The love language concept is an example of a needs-based psychological system (again, similar to
the one espoused by Gary Smalley). It assumes that each individual has a "need" to be loved in his/her
primary love language. It assumes that this need is legitimate and that it is God's will for that need to be
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met by others. These assumptions are man's conclusions and are not detailed in Scripture.

On page 81, we are provided with an anecdote of a child who always asked for money to buy something when he
was taken to the store with his parents. At first his parents thought this was an "abnormal materialistic streak," but
then they began to see this behavior as the signal of the child's primary love language #3 -- Gift Giving.
Consequently, they began a habitual pattern of buying gifts for the child as "a little something to say I love you." In
this case, the parents unwisely interpreted a felt need (i.e., a want) as a legitimate need. We must remind ourselves
that not every "need" felt within the human experience is a legitimate one, nor that we have a Biblical mandate to
meet that so-called need. True Biblical love will often by-pass a person's felt needs to zero in on the (often
unrealized) true spiritual need of the individual.

I. Chapter Five is entitled "The Father's Mandate." The Ezzos point out from 1 Tim. 5:8 that the father is to provide
for the physical needs of the family:

"But that is not the last word of parenting in Scripture. There is one more element that is too often missing in our
families: the duty of a father to establish a relationship with his children -- a relationship based on trust" (p. 87).

To help build that relationship of trust, the Ezzos offer the "eight non-negotiable mandates of fatherhood" (p. 89).
Here are the eight mandates:

a). A father must cultivate a sense of family identity.
b). A father must demonstrate an ongoing love for his wife.
c). A father must understand and respect his child's private world.
d). A father must keep his promises.
e). A father must give his children the freedom to fail.
f). A father must be the encourager of the family.
g). A father must routinely embrace his children.
h). A father, if he's going to build a relationship of trust with his children, must build it on God's Word and not on
human wisdom.

1. It seems rather curious that in a chapter devoted to the father's mandate, there is not a single
reference made to the typical Scripture passages that deal specifically with the subject of fathering.
While some of the eight mandates seem crucial, we wonder why hugging should be on the list, while
there is no mention of Biblically obvious duties like teaching the Scriptures (Deut. 6:7); not provoking
children to wrath (Col. 3:21); training them in the nurture and admonition of the Lord (Eph. 6:4); etc.

2. We question, as well, the Ezzos overall, big-picture responsibility of the father, i.e., to establish a
relationship based on trust with his children. We think it is a commendable and crucial responsibility,
but Biblically, it falls short. An unsaved father could take this as his fathering mandate. As Christian
fathers, shouldn't our priorities and duties be more Biblically specific and significantly different?
Though developing a relationship of trust is important, it should be viewed as a part of the means by
which we involve ourselves, as fathers, in the more important priorities -- communicating God's
character to our children; teaching them the Scriptures; leading them to Christ and salvation; etc.

J. Observations on Chapter Twelve, "Guidelines For Chastisement":

On pages 207-208, the Ezzos offer four supporting arguments in favor of spanking:

(1) Its universal use -- even outside Judeo/Christian cultures;
(2) Its practice in the animal world;
(3) Its positive results -- "Of course spanking works";
(4) Its Biblical basis -- According to the Ezzos, the Bible condones spanking: "The Bible encourages spanking but
does not command it."
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1. For Christians who are seriously looking for direction in the awesome, one-chance-only
responsibility of raising godly children, we need the confidence that comes from the instructions of the
Word of God. The first three arguments above may be accurate observations, but as Christians, we
need to be very careful about ordering our behavior based on these kinds of extra-Biblical arguments.

2. In the process of emphasizing that spanking works, the Ezzos make the statement: "That is why the
vast majority of American parents use it to correct a child's rebellious behavior" (p. 208). No
documentation is offered to support this assertion. We question its validity. If spanking works, and if
the vast majority of parents in America are using it, why do we see such extensive evidences in our
society of juvenile rebellion, disobedience, disrespect, etc.? And, even if spanking was used by the
majority of Americans, is it a Biblical form of spanking performed in a Biblical manner in conjunction
with other Biblical parental responsibilities?

3. After making this claim that spanking is used by the vast majority of Americans, and that it works,
the Ezzos go on to try to distinguish between society's "cultural spanking" and "biblical chastisement."
-- "Chastisement means to inflict pain with controlled force on an individual to amend an inner
attitude" (p. 209). On pages 209-210, the Ezzos list nine major contrasts between cultural spanking and
Biblical chastisement. One contrast is: "Cultural spanking is performed throughout a child's life.
Biblical chastisement is nearly completed by the age of five" (p. 209).

On pages 218-219, it is estimated that 75-80% of all spankings will take place between 14 and 40
months of age. We wonder if this spanking time-frame is something the Ezzos have seen in the
Scriptures, or if it is just their conclusion based on observation. They claim that their concept of
spanking comes from the book of Proverbs:

"The Bible encourages spanking but does not command it. ... We support its use because it is part of
the wisdom literature of Proverbs and is used in conjunction with righteous training" (pp. 208-209).

On page 216, the Ezzos list five passages in Proverbs where the subject of "the rod" appears (Prov.
22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15; 26:3; 10:13). This is their Biblical basis for what they call "Biblical
chastisement," which predominantly occurs between 14 and 40 months. Though our infants and
toddlers need to be controlled and corrected, we question whether these "rod" verses in Proverbs are to
be applied so specifically to the tender ages of 14-40 months. A careful study of these "rod verses"
would seem to indicate that the use of the rod was a very severe form of correction primarily reserved
for grown male youths who evidenced an advanced state of rebellion by their involvement in adult
crimes and infractions.

4. It is generally agreed that one should not pick a Bible version for the translation of a verse that one
finds more suitable to one's own philosophy. One should choose that which is the closest to the
original. Not so for Gary Ezzo. On page 213, Ezzo uses the King James Version translation of Proverbs
19:18 -- "Chasten thy son while there is hope, and let not thy soul spare for his crying." The KJV
translation has long been recognized as an inexplicably incorrect translation of the Hebrew text of the
second half of this verse. The Hebrew text properly translated reads like the New King James Version,
which offers this more accurate revision: "Chasten your son while there is hope, and do not set your
heart on his destruction."

5. One mother shares her experience from a class she attended: "At the second session, during class
discussion, one mother shared her frustration because she was spanking her child to make him take
naps. Sometimes the spankings went on for three hours, because she felt her authority was at stake.
Where was the help for this poor parent, who needed most of all to be told that her four year old child
shouldn't be forced to take a nap just because it made her life more convenient? Because the Ezzos
miss the mark, and because parents' hearts are not changed to become more Christlike, I am afraid
many children will continue to suffer needlessly."
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K. The "Morality" Factor

Throughout the manual, the various forms of the words "moral" and "ethical" pop up on almost every page. In the
"Introduction" we read that "we serve an ethical God" (p. 9). In the first paragraph of an unnumbered chapter titled,
"The Foundations of Growing Kids God's Way," is this sentence: "Our major emphasis is on the moral training of
parents and children" (p. 15). To their credit, the Ezzos occasionally link the issue of morality up with Scripture and
its demands:

"Moral training in the Christian home should equate to training in biblical virtues and values" (p. 16).

"Biblical ethics is concerned with the manner of life that the Christian faith demands" (p. 36).

1. These statements notwithstanding, we are concerned about the extensive use of these words
throughout the manual. The words "morality" and "ethics," though positive terms, are somewhat
generic and can be ambiguous due to heavy secular usage. The Ezzos perform a disservice to Christian
families when they use these generic words to the virtual exclusion of wording more specific to New
Testament Christianity: words like "spiritual," "Christ-like," "godly," "holy," etc. These are the words
that describe the kind of behavior that many Christian parents long for in their children. At one point
the Ezzos write: "When we speak of Christian character, we are referring to moral and social
excellence" (p. 121). There are many devout Catholics, Mormons, Jehovah Witnesses, etc. who would
accept that sentence. The ambiguity of the statement does not allow for the unique features and
responsibilities of New Testament Christianity to come into focus.

2. On pages 187-189, we are told that when looking at the acts of our children, we need to distinguish
between those acts that are moral and those that are morally neutral. We wonder if there is such a thing
as "morally neutral." Rather than considering the morality of a child's behavior, what if we were to
focus on whether that behavior was holy and pleasing to the Lord? A child's action is either pleasing to
the Lord or it isn't. It is holy, or it isn't. There is no neutral, middle ground.

3. The Ezzos point out that moral training (based on the Law of God) is necessary in the lives of young
children, even before regeneration (p. 17), and even before they can comprehend "morality" (p. 26).
We accept this. But we would add that the Law is designed to reveal man's sin (Rom. 7:7); and, as a
tutor, to lead people to Christ, Who is the end of the law (Gal. 3:24; Rom. 10:4). Unfortunately,
however, we believe that the Ezzos do not help Christian parents transition from the early teaching of
the moral Law to the eventual teaching of justification and sanctification in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Moral Law principles must be taught to our young children. But there will come a time in the child's
life when he will begin to experience the struggle of Romans 7 -- that it is impossible to do what is
pleasing to the Lord apart from salvation and sanctification.

4. In the text it is stated: "The duty of parents is to continually bring their children to God's standard
and not lower the standard to suit the child." Many parents have expressed concern, however, over
haziness as to when it is GOD's standard set forth, and when it is the Ezzos' standards, or a cultural
standard, i.e. required use of Mr. and Mrs. to express respect (GKGW Appendix); mealtime etiquette;
dealing with a shy child; returning shopping carts to their proper places. These are all good things in
and of themselves, yet are often presented dogmatically and in the name of God and Scripture. If we
fail to do them, are we really letting God down? Should extenuating circumstances influence our
decisions, or is it really as cut and dried as the Ezzos say it is? (Source: Lisa Marasco, "GROWING
KIDS: Is it God's Way?").

Parents must participate as guides, leading their children through this transition from self to Christ. The Ezzos do
not seem to develop the need for this necessary transition, but instead keep up a steady development of the themes
of morality, self-control, self-discipline, etc. This is, in our estimation, the most potentially damaging aspect of the
Ezzos' "parenting stratagem." At one point the Ezzos write:
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"The obedience factor is very important in your child's development. Just as Christ is the cornerstone
of Christianity, so obedience must be the foundation of Christian behavior" (p. 180).

If Christ is the cornerstone of Christianity, isn't He the foundation of our Christian behavior as well? These
teachings are slightly askew and may unfortunately lead children down a path that promotes self-reliance and
undermines faith in the sufficiency of Christ.

As mentioned in our other reports, we are aware that the Ezzos are beginning to offer secular editions of some of
their material. Their emphasis on morality and ethics at the expense New Testament Christianity makes this
possible.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 7/98

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Jerry Falwell
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Jerry Falwell (born 1933) has been pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia since its
founding in 1956 (with 35 charter members), and is chancellor of Liberty University, a four-year in residence
undergraduate college founded by Falwell in 1971 as Lynchburg Baptist College (with four full-time faculty and
154 students). The church now has 22,000 members (Falwell is planning to build a new 12,000 seat sanctuary; he
currently preaches only one Sunday morning service in the church's present 4,000-seat auditorium), and the school
has 14,000 students (5,600 in residence) from all 50 states and 52 countries. Falwell seeks to develop Liberty
University into a 50,000 student school which will "challenge Harvard in academics and Notre Dame in athletics."
[1,200 of Liberty's alumni have become pastors and 700 are missionaries, but the school has yet to live up to
Falwell's aspirations. The 1996 annual U.S. News & World Report regional rankings put Liberty in the fourth, or
bottom, tier. Among 30 Southern schools, Liberty tied for last in the academic reputation category and it had, by
far, the highest student-to-faculty ratio -- 37 to 1. Business attracts the largest number of academic majors at
Liberty, followed by psychology (12/6/96, Christianity Today).]

Falwell is also chancellor of the Liberty Bible Institute, a two-year non-degree Bible program (for $5,000 tuition)
that is part of Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary, and is chancellor of the Liberty University School of LifeLong
Learning, a correspondence school with more than 16,000 students. He is the speaker for the Old Time Gospel Hour
on radio and television. (The Old Time Gospel Hour went off the air in 1991, but is now back on 225 television
stations.) He founded and led the Moral Majority and its successor, the Liberty Federation, and founded the Elim
Home for Alcoholics and Liberty Godparent Home for Unwed Mothers.

Falwell is a graduate of Baptist Bible College in Springfield, Missouri, and has honorary doctorates from Tennessee
Temple University and the California Graduate School of Theology. The proper religious taxonomy of Dr. Falwell
has been a subject of considerable debate. He loudly proclaims himself a fundamentalist, yet his actions are those
of a new evangelical; he would be better designated a "pseudo fundamentalist." Falwell's political action efforts of
the 1980s (through his leadership in the "Moral Majority") have tended to lead him away from a clear presentation
of a separatist, fundamentalist gospel to one steeped in pop psychology and ecumenism. Falwell has no problem in
comfortably working with charismatics, Southern Baptists, Catholics, etc.

-  In 1981, Falwell declared his position on fundamentalism and new evangelicalism in a book titled, The
Fundamentalist Phenomenon. Actually, the book was written by two of Falwell's compatriots whose names do not
even appear on the book jacket, Ed Dobson and Ed Hindson (both of whom are now well-known pop
psychologizers in their own rights). Falwell wrote the concluding chapter titled, "Future-Word: An Agenda for the
Eighties." It spells out the social action platform of the Moral Majority. It makes a twin appeal -- to the
fundamentalist and to the new evangelical alike. The main thesis of the book is spelled out on page 222:

"As the English theologian James Barr has already pointed out, non-evangelicals view Evangelicals
and Fundamentalists alike anyhow. We have so much in common. Only the radicals among us (to the
left and to the right) divide us. I say it is time we denied the 'lunatic fringe' of our movements and
worked for a great conservative crusade to turn America back to God."

By the "lunatic fringe" of the Fundamentalist movement, Falwell means any fundamentalist who still believes in
Scriptural separation. Like the new evangelicals, he seems to shed vicarious tears of repentance for the great
warriors of the past who wrote "Ichabod" over the doors of apostate denominations and walked out to begin anew
with a pure church. Since Moral Majority could not hold together if godly men practice separation, those who do
must be sacrificed to facilitate Falwell's merger (New Neutralism II, pp. 90-91).

-  The first hallmark of new evangelicalism is a repudiation of Biblical separation. Falwell's personal contempt for
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separation is demonstrated very clearly in his cooperation with unbelievers in the organization of the Moral
Majority, and his willing involvement with charismatics in the PTL episode (see below). The problem of separation
is obvious in the case of Moral Majority. If a majority is to be built, it must be much broader than the circle of
brethren. Falwell recognizes this and answers: "Moral Majority is a political organization and is not based on
theological considerations" (The Fundamentalist Phenomenon, p. 188). The Moral Majority has now been
succeeded by the Liberty Federation, which is supposed to provide a larger platform for international issues (New
Neutralism II, p. 92).

-  Falwell's greatest deviation from fundamentalism has to do with his part in the PTL Network scandal. On March
20, 1987, Falwell announced that the reins of the charismatic PTL conglomerate had been turned over to him by the
"Reverend" Jim Bakker. Falwell was quoted as saying that Bakker's resignation was a "blow to the cause of
Christ," that "God would not want me to allow the collapse of this ministry," that he was "trying to save a sister
ministry," that his goal was to "rebuild the credibility and guarantee the ongoing testimony of Jesus Christ," and
that "the entire cause of Christ is at stake." All of these statements gave credibility to an enterprise which had been
a spacey combination of tongues, healing, prosperity gospel, success testimonies, and unabashed deceit. Later
revelations exposed all types of immorality, drug addiction, high living, and misappropriation of funds. In the
takeover which ensued, Falwell personally chose new board members including new evangelicals such as Ben
Armstrong of the National Association of Religious Broadcasters, Southern Baptists such as Sam Moore of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, Dr. Baily Smith and Richard Lee Common, and charismatics Richard Dortch, Rex Humbard,
and James Watt (New Neutralism II, p. 93).

-  Reggae, gospel, and rock bands entertained at the 4/96 Washington for Jesus (WFJ) rally -- organized by hyper-
charismatic John Gimenez, pastor of the Rock Church (Va. Beach). Women preachers and tongue-speaking were
featured. Falwell promoted this "Christian Woodstock" rally in his 4/96 National Liberty Journal. He, Benny Hinn,
and Kenneth Hagin, Jr. were featured speakers. Following the lead of Oral Roberts Univ., Falwell said Liberty
would give $5,000 for the expenses of the WFJ meeting. He earlier told Gimenez: "We must network together or
we will lose this country." Falwell sat on the platform while Richard Roberts was publicly claiming that God had
physically touched him and given him a prophecy that needed to be delivered at this WFJ rally. The rally concluded
with a Signs and Wonders Miracle Service led by Benny Hinn. (Reported in the 6/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

Jerry Falwell remains very friendly with the Charismatic movement. Charismatic leader Stephen Strang, editor of
the Charismatic movement's main magazine (Charisma), paid a "bridge-building" visit to Falwell in mid-1997 and
came away praising Falwell's "open[ness] to Pentecostals and charismatics" ("Revival in Lynchburg: Jerry Falwell
Now Open to Charismatics," 10/97, Charisma). Rob Jackson, Vice-President for Spiritual Life and Senior Campus
Pastor at Liberty, says, "We thank God for the hundreds of Pentecostal and Charismatic students that God continues
to send to be a part of our family ... We are not anti-charismatic in our doctrine, but we are non-charismatic and we
say so openly" (11/98, e-mail on file).

-  Falwell is scheduled to speak at a "Revival Fires Celebration" hosted by Cecil and Linda Todd in April, 1999
(Charisma, January 1999, p. 97). Other speakers include Rod Parsley, Tommy Barnett, and Jesse Duplantis, all of
whom are proponents of Word-Faith doctrine and who are closely aligned with false teachers such as Benny Hinn,
Rodney Howard-Browne, and Oral Roberts. Tommy Barnett is one of the trustees of the Charismatic Bible
Ministries (CBM), which was founded by Oral Roberts. Ads for CBM conferences at Oral Roberts University
appearing in Charisma magazine promise "miracles, signs and wonders." The men Falwell is honoring by appearing
at their conference are those who have promoted such unscriptural and hurtful teachings as "tongues speaking,"
spirit slaying, healing in the atonement, the prosperity gospel, end-time prophets, the laughing revival, and spirit
drunkenness. These are not minor doctrinal aberrations, and Falwell's fellowship with such men sends the message
that he agrees with their doctrine and that these men are "safe" to follow. (Reported in a 1/19/99 FBIS article.)

-  Falwell has always had a strong tie to the Southern Baptist Convention. In the July/August 1989 issue of
Falwell's now defunct Fundamentalist Journal, approximately 18 pages were devoted to extolling the virtues of the
SBC. In the 9/15/89 issue of the Sword of the Lord Falwell is quoted as saying: "Forty percent of the Liberty
University student body comes from SBC churches. ... More SBC pastors speak here at Thomas Road Baptist
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Church and Liberty University than from any other fellowship of churches, and I personally speak for more SBC
churches than any other one movement." In late-1993, Falwell said that he thought more cooperative meetings are
ahead for independent and Southern Baptists. He said: "I would say we're a couple of years away ... but I don't
think there's any question that we're heading toward some major mergers that will probably surprise a lot of people"
(12/15/93, Calvary Contender).

Falwell and a group of members of Thomas Road Baptist Church attended the 1998 Southern Baptist convention in
Utah and voted as messengers. They gained voting status by donating to the Southern Baptist Conservatives of
Virginia (SBCV). In the 7/98 issue of the National Liberty Journal, Falwell praised the SBC, claiming that its six
national seminaries "have fundamentalist presidents and faculties." Falwell erroneously defines fundamentalism
merely as a belief in key Biblical doctrines such as the inerrancy of Scripture and the deity and vicarious atonement
of Jesus Christ. In reality, fundamentalism has always been characterized not only by commitment to Biblical
orthodoxy, but also by separation from unorthodoxy. By the latter definition, neither Falwell nor the SBC are part
of fundamentalism.

The SBC does not practice Biblical separation or discipline, and even its most conservative leaders reject the label
of fundamentalist. SBC congregations are literally filled with heretics. Former president Jimmy Carter is a Sunday
School teacher in an SBC congregation, yet he is modernistic in his theology and believes that Mormons are
genuine Christians. President Bill Clinton is a member of an SBC congregation, yet he has done more than any
former president to defend abortion and to exalt homosexuals to power in the United States government. Evangelist
Billy Graham is a member of an SBC congregation, yet he has done more than any other man alive to break down
the walls between true churches and false and to confuse the Gospel by holding hands with heretics such as the
Pope of Rome.

The SBC recently confirmed its relationship with the very liberal China Christian Council and with the very liberal
World Baptist Alliance, through which SBC congregations hold hands with modernistic Baptist groups such as the
Baptist Union of England. The SBC even has a formal ongoing dialogue with the Roman Catholic Church. Many
of the state conventions aligned with the SBC are openly modernistic in spite of the so-called "conservative
takeover," and all of them represent an unscriptural mixture of modernism and orthodoxy.

The SBC prominently supports radically and unscripturally ecumenical organizations such as Promise Keepers
(which has a Roman Catholic on its board of directors). SBC pastors are supporting members of ecumenical clergy
associations throughout the land, and through these forums they hold hands with modernists, Catholic priests,
Seventh-day Adventists, charismatics, baptismal regenerationists, and other false teachers. The SBC also has
several hundred women pastors, and hundreds of SBC pastors are Freemasons. Falwell evidently does not oppose
women pastors or pastors being Freemasons. Former SBC president Jerry Vines is chairman of Liberty's board of
trustees. (Adapted from the 7/7/98, FBIS.)

-  Falwell's 1996 Super Conference had Wheaton College Prof. Robert Webber as leader of the Praise and Worship
Conference. The 9/30/80 Blu-Print called Webber "an ardent New Evangelical turned Episcopalian," and quoted
him as saying: "The authoritative basis for Christian truth does not rest on a doctrine of verbal inerrancy, but
Apostolic tradition"; and: "The Church, to be apostolic, ought to have within her all the charismatic gifts that were
present in the primitive church practiced within the body." The 2/3/86 Christian News quoted Webber from a 1986
book: "We may not all agree that the Bible is inerrant, but we can agree that it is the authoritative apostolic witness
to Jesus Christ"; and: "In the Episcopal church I find a healthy sense of unity and diversity." The apostate
Episcopal Church has hundreds of women priests, is a member of the NCC/WCC, and let its bishops and priests
ordain practicing homosexuals. (Reported in the 6/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

Other new evangelical visitors to Falwell's pulpit have included Josh McDowell, Harold Lindsell, Adrian Rogers,
Warren Wiersbe, Woodrow Kroll (Back to the Bible), E.V. Hill, Billy Kim, Jesse Jackson, Clyde Narramore,
Eldridge Cleaver, Charles Colson, Chuck Swindoll, Howard Hendricks, Larry Ward (World Vision), and Jack
Wyrtzen. Billy Graham was the Liberty University 1998 commencement speaker. Perhaps the low point of
Falwell's guest list came in 1983 when he wined, dined, and dialogued with Senator Edward Kennedy and featured
him in an address to the student body of Liberty Baptist College -- shades of Jehoshaphat sitting down with Ahab!
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(New Neutralism II, p. 93).

-  In June of 1997, Falwell visited porn king Larry Flynt for coffee and a friendly chat in his Beverly Hills office.
Falwell had unsuccessfully sued "sleaze merchant" Flynt over a 1983 smutty Hustler magazine cartoon which
suggested Falwell had sex with his mother. But at the meeting they acted like long-lost pen pals (6/11/97, L.A.
Times). Falwell praised Flynt: "He is a warm-hearted, very talented and very generous person whom I believe has
much to offer the world." Hardly the language of Spurgeon or Paul to a "child of the devil" and "enemy of all
righteousness" (Acts 13:10)! (Reported in the 7/1/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  In a 10/2/87 letter to Christian bookstore owners promoting a film on the Catholic pope ("The Power of Faith --
The Planet is Alive"), Falwell said he was "deeply moved" by this film. Falwell claims that it "is not a Roman
Catholic film." Technically, Falwell's correct. It's a New Age, "Global Peace" propaganda film. It is supported by
the "Planetary Initiative for the World We Choose." This group consists of a broad international group of
organizations founded in January, 1981, a coalition of over 200 organizations whose motto is "Thinking Globally,
Acting Locally." Their intentions are to create a positive "force" for change. The film is a production of Robert
Evans Productions and the Roman Catholic Church of the Archdiocese of New Orleans. It is a journey through the
life of Pope John Paul II. The film is a "visual musical" which Robert Evans says "speaks directly to the heart
without the benefit of words." The film portrays the pope as the personification of love and forgiveness.

In his letter, Falwell extols the pope: "... this man's commitment to the dignity of human life and his strong
opposition to tyranny and bigotry provide a shining light for the people of our generation who need such
reinforcement." At one point in the film, the image of Jesus is shown, then it dissolves into the image of the pope.
At another point we see a cathedral or church, then that, too, becomes the pope's image. Finally, we see the globe
which becomes the pope with outstretched hands, blessing the viewers. The main message of the film is that the
pope will be, or is, the savior of the world.

-  Falwell continues to be involved in ecumenical (Catholic) causes:

(a) In his January 1985 Morality Majority Report, Falwell called the pope and Billy Graham great
moral and religious leaders. Falwell has also said that the pope is "the greatest in my lifetime," and that
he knew "... many Catholic priests who are born again and who preach the same message I do."

(b) In the 2/21/86 Christianity Today, Falwell stated that Catholics made up the largest constituency
(30%) in Moral Majority. At that time Moral Majority had 500,000 active contributors and a mailing
list of six million people. Falwell was also one of the speakers at the 4/80 "Washington for Jesus" rally.
Fellow speakers were Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon.

(c) Falwell and New York Cardinal John O'Connor publicly joined forces in their addresses at Unity
'90, a nationwide conference of anti-abortion leaders in Chicago in June of 1990. Falwell said, "I
remember some years ago when evangelical Christians were not in the movement and the Roman
Catholics and a few other groups ... were carrying the burden ... But that's in the past." He called on
conservative Protestants to join with Roman Catholics "in the 1990s to bring an end to the nation's sin
before the 21st century." (Reported in the 7/1/90, Times Union.)

(d) Pat Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free
legal counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the
ACLJ is former Ohio prosecutor Keith Fournier, currently a charismatic Catholic activist, Dean of
Evangelism and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio,
and author of Evangelical Catholics (which book is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint
evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year
2000). Fournier, speaking of Falwell and others in Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a
tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my church and a thawing in what
had been hard ice in the past." Fournier also specifically praised Falwell for his (Falwell's) inclusion of
"great Catholic churchmen" in his efforts to influence public policy, and for his "refreshing openness."
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[See the end of the Charles Colson report for a summary of the teachings in Evangelical Catholics.]

(e) There was a full-page ad in the 6/5/93 World by the CEBA for ten Freedom videos. CEBA
president and series moderator is Liberty University professor Bob Mateer. Falwell is a speaker on one
of the videos. Roman Catholic Cardinal Anthony J. Bevilacqua and other Catholics are speakers on
some of the other videos. These are advertised as "for use in the classroom, church or home, featuring
the nation's leading economists, educators and pastors." So now "conservative" videos by Romanists
are being recommended for use in evangelical and other churches (7/1/93, Calvary Contender).

(f) Falwell endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in
Darkness (which is also endorsed by Bill Hybels, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry,
and Cardinal O'Connor). Colson, ever ecumenical, calls on evangelicals to join forces with orthodox
Catholics and charismatics in the "common cause to combat cultural relativism [atheism &
secularism]," praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet,
charismatic hands, and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman
Catholic church Colson says it, "to its great credit, does call heretics to account." One commentator
(4/93, Berean Call) responds: "Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!"

-  Have Falwell's associations with unbelievers affected his personal convictions (cf. 1 Corinthians 15:33 -- "Be not
deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners")? The 7/24/88 Washington Post Magazine carried a long
story on Dr. Falwell and stated the following:

"He has changed his mind about attending parties where booze is served, about sharing the stage with
Catholics or Jews or people who speak in tongues. He now says God answers the prayers of all people,
no matter their faith. For this, hardened fundamentalists have attacked him. He has even changed his
mind about who can go the Heaven -- with not only fundamentalists but Catholics and other Christians
of all faiths now having a chance" (New Neutralism II, p. 92).

-  Falwell was one of the original founders of the Moral Majority, which was one of the classic examples of "the
good cause syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is
good enough. Falwell clearly believes that Christianity and morality can be separated; i.e., that union between
believer and unbeliever can be sanctioned as a political union rather than a religious one, as long as the cause is a
moral one. [One Christian school administrator correctly observed, "Morality is a matter of religion; a man's
morality is based upon his religious beliefs." Men do what they do because they believe what they believe. An
organization established upon common moral beliefs has to be religious in nature.] In actuality, the Moral Majority
joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic, in an unholy union "to save the
country." But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged. The line of demarcation
between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition. (Reported in New Neutralism II, pp. 70-
71.)

Falwell sought to circumvent this unequal yoke with unbelievers in the Moral Majority (and in its successor, the
Liberty Federation) in several clever ways. He attempts to distinguish between what he does as a private citizen
and what he does as a pastor:

"Moral Majority for me is definitely a movement in which I am involved as a private citizen ... period.
I do not involve Thomas Road Baptist Church ... The largest synagogue in this country has invited me
to come and speak on Moral Majority. As a gentleman, that is all I would speak on. I would not go
there as a pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church, but as president of Moral Majority, sharing what I
think would be our points of coalescing. The same thing is true with Mormons."

Falwell is saying that there are places he can go as a citizen that he cannot go as a preacher! Yet when he goes to
these places, he is going to speak on things that will cause a growth and union between him and Jews and
Mormons! (But what fellowship does light have with darkness?) Falwell has another clever response. He says he is
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not experiencing fellowship with Catholics, Jews, and Mormons, but rather, friendship:

"There is not theological agreement in Moral Majority ... Fortunately, fundamentalists like me have
been growing up over the past 20 years. We have been finding we can have fellowship only with truth,
but we can have friendship in many other affinities."

This is religious double-talk. There is no difference between fellowship and friendship with those with whom you
are in agreement and are organizationally united in a common religious cause. Notice how Christianity and morality
become strangely blurred when "friendships" with apostasy are formed. On 3/20/85, Falwell on television favorably
quoted Bishop Fulton Sheen. According to Falwell and this "other affinity," if the church is not willing to care for
mothers and babies, she has no right to condemn abortion. Amazingly, Falwell is saying that unless and until the
church becomes a social agency caring for unwed mothers and illegitimate babies, preachers have no right to
declare that murder is morally wrong!

-  One of the supposed experts in the "church growth" movement is Dr. Elmer Towns, dean of the School of
Religion as well as professor of Systematic Theology at Falwell's Liberty University. Towns advises churches to
concentrate on the crowd called "the baby boomers" -- those in the 18-35 age bracket. Towns says that the boomers
are not attracted to religion through the old ways of guilt, fear, and tradition. He suggests that churches should drop
Sunday evening services in favor of adult education or social programs. He suggests that pastors preach "fix-it" and
"how-to" sermons on sexual topics. He thinks churches ought to get rid of the choir and use electronic music
instead of traditional hymns on the organ and piano. He suggests that churches do more hugging. Such is the upbeat
stuff of new evangelicalism. According to Towns and Falwell, baby boomers do not come under repentance in the
standard Bible way (New Neutralism II, p. 72).

-  Falwell has obviously bought into the lie that the psychological gospel is a necessary supplement for a life of
Spirit-filled Christian living. As chancellor of Liberty University and its correspondence school, Liberty University
School of LifeLong Learning (LUSLLL), Falwell advertised on the Old Time Gospel Hour (Falwell's weekly
television program) in August of 1989, that one good reason to enroll in LUSLLL would be that successful
completion would, "improve your self-esteem," and that "maybe a psychology degree is for you if you're interested
in people and you want to help them." Falwell not only billed LUSLLL as "The PSYCH CONNECTION" for those
desiring training in general psychology, but he also initiated a new degree program in so-called "Christian"
psychological counseling (details below).

The LUSLLL course catalog offered more than 30 different psychology courses, taught by psychologizers such as
Paul Meier, Ron Hawkins, and Gary Collins, all with known training in Freudian and humanistic psychology.
Moreover, LUSLLL touted itself as "The PSYCH CONNECTION" -- "... enroll today in LUSLLL, the Psych
Connection, LUSLLL's Bachelor of Science in Psychology meets a number of needs with a variety of
concentration -- GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, for example. Accreditation assures a sound reputation nation-wide
for this degree and those holding it ... These assets make LUSLLL your Psych Connection. Stop reserving your
gift for close acquaintances only. Get the training necessary to deal with others as a professional -- ministering to a
hurting world" (LUSLLL Update, May, 1989). What makes LUSLLL the Psych Connection? -- "In the past six
months similar attitudes and experiences have motivated 2,400 students to enroll in LUSLLL's Bachelor of Science
program in Psychology ... These 2000 students particularly enjoy the flexibility within the Psych program, which
features concentrations in three important areas: GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY, CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY" (LUSLLL Update, April 1989). (Emphasis added.)

-  In October of 1989, Falwell announced another new psychology program, "The Liberty Institute for Lay
Counseling" (LILC) in order to train by correspondence courses, laymen interested in helping "victims" of such
"psychologically damaging afflictions" as child abuse, stress, family crisis, AIDS, depression, addictions, drug
abuse, aging, etc. Courses offered included (all with a heavy emphasis on Freudian and humanistic approaches to
counseling):

Overcoming a Painful Past
Building Self-Esteem and Self-Control
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Counseling and Mental Illness
Helping the Sick and Grieving
Focusing on Feelings and Depression
Managing Stress and Anxiety
Counseling Hurting Parents
Identifying and Counseling Victims of Family Violence

Gary Collins, a licensed clinical psychologist, left the faculty of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School to head up the
LILC program. [Collins has since left Liberty University also.] Twelve other licensed psychologists, psychiatrists,
clinicians, and/or medical doctors made up the remainder of the faculty. Included on the LILC faculty -- Dr. A.D.
Hart, Dean of the Graduate School of Psychology at Fuller Theological Seminary, and a certified biofeedback
practitioner! LILC advertised that Dr. Hart brings to LILC his "expertise in the treatment of stress and depression."

The stated purpose for starting the LILC program was because, "There are simply not enough trained Christian
Psychologists, Psychiatrists, and Pastors to meet the counseling needs of the teeming masses who are crying out for
help. Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling will provide the necessary training so lay people can now be equipped to
do something about the hurt, confusion, neglect, abuse, and suffering that is sweeping this nation like a sinister
plague" (10/89 letter to prospective LILC enrollees). (Emphasis added.)

-  Psychology 200 (General Psychology) has been a required course of all students for AA and BA degrees at
Liberty University since at least 1985. The course text has been Introduction to Psychology by Atkinson, Atkinson,
Smith, and Hilgard. That book boasts that psychology has been able to redefine morals for society, even changing
what was once viewed as perversion to normal. It treats humans as highly evolved animals, promotes situation
ethics, and neither acknowledges God nor sin. It exalts self and legitimizes sodomy. A student wrote in 1989, "I
have completed the entire General Psychology course [with] grade of A (I add this to show that I closely listened to
and studied the material presented) and never heard the professor even once, to my recollection, correct the false,
devilish, unbiblical claims of the textbook." (3/89, Berean Call).

-  It is clear, Liberty continues to be the Psych Connection, as evidenced by the course offerings and the degree
requirements in its various 1998-1999 Course Catalogs: Liberty University Catalog (Psychology Department and
Counseling Department); Liberty University External Degree Program Catalog (same faculty and course offerings
as in the regular Liberty University Catalog); Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary Catalog; and Liberty Bible
Institute Catalog. The Liberty University Psychology Department employs eleven psychologically-trained faculty
and offers three major programs of study with twenty-five psychology courses. Likewise, the Liberty University
Counseling Department employs six psychologically-trained faculty and offers two Master's Degree programs (one
"regular" 36-hour program and one 48-hour program for certification/licensing) with twenty-nine
psychology/counseling courses.

Perhaps the following excerpts from the Purpose statement from the Counseling Department's 1998-1999 Catalog
best depicts the psychological bent of Liberty University (emphasis added):

"In accordance with the mission of Liberty University, the Department of Counseling provides master's
level training to prepare persons for service as professional counselors, within both the Christian and
world communities. ... within the framework of a reasoned Christian world view.

"LEARNING OUTCOMES: (1) Students understand and appreciate the importance of counselor
professional identity; (2) Students evaluate counseling information and acquire knowledge to become
professional counselors or to pursue more advanced graduate studies; (3) Students integrate Christian
faith and values with counseling theories and practice; (4) Students apply counseling techniques, skills,
and assessment tools.

"The 36-hour program [the "regular" program] is intended for those who use psychological information
or do some counseling in their work, but who will not be seeking licensure as professional counselors.
This includes pastors, personnel directors and those who plan to work in student development services
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in a college or university setting. ... These courses adhere to the content requirements of CACREP and
NBCC and of most states, so that by taking the 48-hour program students will meet the academic
licensing requirements for most states."

-  Falwell has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as D. James Kennedy, Charles Stanley, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Rapha also claims that over 3,500
churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Falwell is quoted as saying that, "It has been good to know that we now
have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual and substance
abuse problems." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping
the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre
Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  On Falwell's 6/23/93 radio program, he praised German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer for his
stand against Hitler's Nazism. (Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned nearly every major
doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology.) Falwell did
this in the context of praising pop psychologist James Dobson for calling on Christians to stand publicly against
America's social ills. Falwell read much of Dobson's 3/93 "prayer letter" on his program. Consider an excerpt of
what Falwell read:

"... Thank God for Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who refused to go along with this wickedness. He protested
loudly, to his own peril. ... Their silence will echo throughout eternity! So will the words and deeds of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer."

One should not be surprised that Dobson would make a statement such as this. New evangelicals have long praised
Modernists. But this is an amazing statement for a supposed Fundamental Baptist to endorse. It is fine that
Bonhoeffer stood against Nazism, but in reality, he was part of the problem, not the cure; i.e., Bonhoeffer was one
of the key proponents of Neo-Orthodoxy, which is merely the old rationalistic Modernism in new garb.

-  Cult leader Sun Myung Moon is the founder of the Unification Church (the "Moonies"), and is the self-
proclaimed Messiah to the world. In 6/85, one of Moon's organizations held several rallies, one of which was in
Washington, D.C. Falwell joined a group of religious leaders at a Washington news conference dubbed as a
"welcome home" party for Moon, who had just been released from prison after serving 13 months for evading
federal income taxes. At this conference, Falwell suggested that President Ronald Reagan issue a pardon to clear
Moon's name.

Moon hosted another of his D.C. vanity banquets at the Omni-Shoreham Hotel on 7/26/94. The occasion was his
founding of the Youth Federation for World Peace, another of Moon's Socialist front organizations for young
radicals. He lined up an all-star cast of political has-beens to lend his self-aggrandizement some much-needed
credibility. Alexander Haig, Walter Fauntroy, Edward Heath, Maureen Reagan, and Jerry Falwell sat at the head
table with the convicted felon. Falwell is featured in a front-page photo along with Moon and his wife and a group
of other public figures (9/30/94, Washington City Paper).

In December of 1995 in Montevideo, Uruguay, Falwell spoke at a conference sponsored by Moon's Inter Religious
Federation for World Peace and Washington Times Foundation, and titled, "Christian Ecumenism in the Americas:
Toward One Christian Family Under God." In his speech, Falwell said, "It is my observation and personal
conviction that conferences and seminars like this one can be very beneficial for building bridges of
communication." ("Bridges of communication"? What does that mean! Christ didn't say, "Go into all the world and
build bridges of communion." He commands us to "preach the gospel"! Any lesser "communication" is compromise
and a denial of our Lord.) (Source: 5/96, TBC.)
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Falwell continues to remain close to Mr. Moon and his money -- the following is a report from the 4Q Personal
Freedom Outreach Journal ("The Deep Pockets of Rev. Moon") (See also the 2/9/98 issue of Christianity Today):

It was revealed that the Moon-Falwell relationship had deepened when the Korean church leader's
charity was accepted in a sizable way by Falwell. According to Cornerstone magazine, "In 1994, Jerry
Falwell quietly accepted a $3.5 million donation from a Unification Church front group, the Women's
Federation for World Peace, to help bail out Falwell's then-insolvent Liberty University." The
magazine also reported that Robert Parry, a journalist for I.F. Magazine and the Los Angeles Times,
revealed that Moon had funneled the donation through the Christian Heritage Foundation (CHF), a non-
profit group that had bought the school's debt, which at the time amounted to $73 million. The reporter
had used an IRS tax form to track the donation's source. Rumors about the Unification Church-Liberty
University relationship had circulated for months. Falwell's group labeled the reports as "smoke and
mirrors" and claimed that a wire service report in November 1997 contained "an unfounded statement
that reported Liberty University had also accepted funds from the Unificationists." Falwell's newspaper,
National Liberty Journal, said it "wishes to set the record straight by assuring readers that Liberty
University has never solicited or received funds, directly or indirectly, from the Unification Church."
[Nevertheless] Falwell himself added: "If the Unificationists, the American Atheist Society, or Bill
Clinton himself ever send an unrestricted gift to any of my ministries, be assured I will operate on
evangelist Billy Sunday's philosophy of: 'The Devil's had it long enough' ... and quickly cash the
check!" [Apparently, Falwell has never read 3 John 6-9 -- "Which have borne witness of thy charity
before the church: whom if thou bring forward on their journey after a godly sort, thou shalt do well:
Because that for his name's sake they went forth, taking nothing of the Gentiles. We therefore ought
to receive such, that we might be fellowhelpers to the truth."]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Jerry Falwell is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by the following:

(a) Over 10,000 men attended a Promise Keepers Men's Ministry Leadership seminar held 3/25/95 at
Liberty University's Vines Center. Southern Baptist Adrian Rogers was the main speaker. (Source:
3/95, National Liberty Journal.)

(b) Liberty University vice president Elmer Towns wrote a long article in Falwell's 4/95 National
Liberty Journal praising Promise Keepers.

(c) Falwell's 11/98 NLJ has an article reporting PK's financial woes, and its redesigned new millennium
approach of utilizing local churches similar to Billy Graham's method. The article stated that PK is
"back on solid footing" and ready "to minister to men in pursuit of godly living. ..." (Reported in the
11/15/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  Mel White (a homosexual) ghostwrote Jerry Falwell's 1987 autobiography, Strength for the Journey. (White also
wrote Billy Graham's Approaching Hoofbeats; and Pat Robertson's America's Date with Destiny.) It is not known
whether Falwell knowingly allowed a homosexual to help write this book. However, he says he still considers
White a friend and has no regrets about their collaboration on two books. A paragraph on p. 371 has Falwell saying:
"Although I see homosexual practice as a moral wrong ... I do not want to deny [them] their civil rights or take
away their civil rights or take away their right to accommodations or employment or even their right to teach in
public schools as long as they don't use the classroom to promote homosexuality."

White has also been installed as dean of the 1200-member Cathedral of Hope in Dallas, billed as the world's largest
homosexual congregation. During his first sermon to the sodomite congregation, White railed at his former
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associates, saying they are, "wrong about the Bible, wrong about Jesus, wrong about God ... and seriously wrong
about gay and lesbian people." White says he will now dedicate himself to help the "suffering" sodomites in
America and "to help cut off that suffering at its source, the Religious Right." (Reported in the 7/19/93, Christian
News.)

-  Falwell has apparently become quite the fan of so-called Christian rap music. A 4/9/91 Wall Street Journal article
reported that Falwell can take some credit for rap's rebirth -- the popular "Christian" rap groups DC Talk and
Transformation Crusade were started by undergrads at Falwell's Liberty University in the 1980s. Falwell calls
himself a "convert of rap," and says, "I'm for it." DC Talk says it uses rap to "cool with the Creator and 'dis' with
the devil," and yet claims that its lyrics are "based on the Word of God," while set to a "beat you can dance to."
(DC Talk's "music" is a mix of soul, rap, hip-hop, and rock, performed with strobe lights and psychedelic smoke.)
The article also refers to Transformation Crusade's "throbbing rap beat" and its borrowed "hip-hop rhythms and
slanging styles."

Falwell's 1/96 National Liberty Journal reports: "Hot on the heels of their [DC Talk's] Free At Last tour, the group
is launching its Jesus Freak tour in the spring. Liberty students are already excited about welcoming the group
back to Liberty University for their second concert [4/5/96]." DC Talk has also recorded an album with the Jesus
Freak name.

-  Falwell's schools continue their multi-year struggle to survive financially. By 1990, Liberty, which has an $80
million annual budget, found itself $110 million in debt. This triggered a series of cash-flow crises and ushered in a
new era of austerity that continues today. The debt load also caused Liberty's external degree program to be placed
on probation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) in 1990-91. In 7/92, employees were
given two weeks off without pay to save $1 million. (Falwell's ministries at the time employed approximately 1,200
full-time and 600 part-time workers.) Falwell had personally guaranteed millions of dollars worth of loans for
Liberty University which he could not cover. A plan was originally worked out to give Liberty seven years to pay
back about $72.6 million of debt. And the Securities and Exchange Commission sued a now-defunct securities firm
that loaned nearly $13 million to Falwell's television ministry in the late 1980s. This fraud suit charges that a $3
million advance to Falwell's Old Time Gospel Hour was an unlawful sham. (Reported in the 7/15/92, Calvary
Contender.)

Falwell told the faithful who bought Liberty University bonds that there would be no more interest payments, but
"promised" that some day the principal would be repaid, though he didn't say when. In 1990, the campus of Liberty
University was valued at $55 million. That was when Falwell tried to sell tax-exempt Industrial Development
Revenue bonds to refinance the existing debt. Liberty is now valued at about $5.2 million. Plus the Old Time
Gospel Hour is $16 million in debt. With total debt of $89 million and assets of $5.2 million, Falwell's religious
empire was about to collapse under its own weight. As of 4/15/95, Liberty University had reduced its total debt by
$31 million, thanks to two Lynchburg business-partner trustees who forgave the loans they made to Liberty.

Christianity Today (12/9/96) gave a special report on "Jerry Falwell's Uncertain Legacy." The article focuses on the
chronic indebtedness of Liberty University "stuck at around $40 million" (the largest portion of which is owed to a
group of around 2,000 individual bondholders). The school defaulted on bonds in 1991, made late payments of
$340,000 to bondholders in 1994 and 1995, missed payments in March and September of 1996, and avoided the
threat of foreclosure on 11/11/96 by making an overdue $1.1 million payment to the bondholders. Yet, Falwell told
Christianity Today, "We have mammoth building needs right now. I don't ever see the university being debt-free."

The SACS again placed Liberty University on probation in December of 1996, stating that Liberty's financial
situation has impinged on the education program"; the SACS review "found more than three dozen violations by
Liberty, including in the areas of academic freedom, faculty compensation, and faculty loads." But that hasn't
stopped Falwell's grandiose schemes -- Falwell plans to relocate Thomas Road Baptist Church and 20 other
ministries to a 1,400-acre site on Liberty Mountain. Phase I of the Jerry Falwell Ministries world headquarters is set
for completion before Christmas 1999 and includes a new 12,000-seat sanctuary (largest in America), adjacent to
Liberty University. Total cost is projected at $200 million (9/1/98, Calvary Contender).
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-  Because of these monetary problems, Liberty University has compromised whatever "Christian" standards it
might have had left. In 1993, Falwell's Liberty University relaxed evangelical requirements in an effort to preserve
state of Virginia tuition assistance grants for students. As requested by the Virginia State Council of Higher
Education, Liberty amended its publications and informed faculty members and students of its new policies. New
school policy now specifies that faculty members are free to take positions in their teachings or publications that
may be contrary to Liberty's doctrine. Neither faculty members nor students will be required to sign any statement
that they believe or accept Liberty's doctrinal positions.

The Council also asked Liberty to drop compulsory attendance at campus religious services -- the Council said
Liberty could keep about $1.3 million in yearly state tuition aid (roughly $1400 per student) only if the school met
a list of requirements, including the dropping of compulsory attendance at religious activities. (Under Virginia law,
students who attend schools that have a primary purpose of religious or theological training are banned from
receiving financial help from the state under its Tuition Assistance Grants program.) The day the agreement was
announced, Falwell issued an incredulous statement that University officials were pleased the state "made no effort
to require Liberty to compromise its Christian convictions." [In reality, Liberty has basically agreed to exchange its
unique religious character for a government handout. Even liberals were surprised at this compromise, but Falwell
said the policy change will not alter the University because the regulations never were enforced (7/19/93,
Christianity Today).] (This is not the first compromise for Liberty in conforming to state of Virginia requirements.
It changed its name from Liberty Baptist College, "convocation" was substituted for "chapel" in its catalog, and
"community service" was substituted for "Christian" service requirements.)
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Revival in the Church*
Do We Need It?/Is It Biblical?

Far from being experts on revival, it nevertheless seems rather strange to us that modern-day revivalists proclaim
that "God is going to be bringing a great revival in these last days, characterized by a new and powerful working of
the Holy Spirit." Yet the Bible says that God's plan for the last days is the Great Apostasy, characterized by all
kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs, and wonders (2 Thes. 2:3, 6-10). Is God really bringing revival, or is what we
see happening now that which will culminate in the greatest delusion of all time (vs. 11)? We believe the latter, and
what is commonly called "revival" today, is not at all different from the revivals of yesteryear -- a religious carnival
show steeped in mysticism and rampant emotionalism.

The question that must ultimately be answered with respect to revival is this: "Is it proper (i.e., is it Biblical), to
pray for and seek revival in the Church?" Is revival wrong? Is revival contrary to the Scriptures?

Although Scripture uses the word "revive" in the Old Testament, this term must be understood in the context of
Israel's theocracy and before the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. "Revival," therefore, had an entirely different
connotation then. Revival has also been confused with various so-called "reformation movements" in the Church,
but this is also a serious historical and theological mistake.

In the revival movement of today, the common practice has been for "spiritually lethargic" churches to call in a
revival preacher to instill new life into the congregation, and solicit from members of the church new commitments
to Jesus. Besides the fact that this "decisional" type of preaching is unbiblical, our greatest quarrel is with the
experiential/emotional/mystical/fanatical approach that most modern-day revivals take.

Believers struggle to be free from the presence of sin. Some suffer defeat after defeat in their growth in
sanctification. Yet the born-again Apostle Paul said, "Wretched man that I am, who will set me free from this body
of death?" (Rom. 7:24). Still looking for a quick fix, however, many naively opt for such things as "revival"
meetings. Throughout history, "revivals" have mixed Scriptural words and concepts with mystical experiences.
These mystical experiences pretend to be direct encounters with God. In light of Jesus' discourse with Thomas
Didymus (Jn. 20:24-29), any relationship between such revival meetings and true Christianity is purely conjectural. 

Martyn Lloyd-Jones, an ardent proponent of revival himself, defined revival as "an experience in the life of the
church when the Holy Spirit does an unusual work." (Emphasis added.) This "unusual" work of the Spirit, claim the
revivalists, manifests itself in a profound and even unnerving and frighteningly disturbing conviction of sin, so that
those brought under this conviction are so completely under the control of forces beyond their power that they cry
out and groan and shout. They may even be given the privilege of seeing visions and receiving revelations from
angels or even from Jesus Christ Himself! 

Those who encourage such things are, in effect, advocating a return to Roman Catholic mysticism. Revival is
characterized by mysticism, and it was carried directly into Protestant thinking through the revivals of John Wesley
in 18th century England. Wesley was steeped deeply in the writings of Roman Catholic medieval mystics, claimed
to have read them avidly, and was instrumental in publishing a great number of these Roman Catholic works. This
false mysticism stayed with Wesley all his life, and is present today in revivalism.

The emphasis on visions and dreams, special extra-Biblical revelations, and the guidance of the Spirit through these
revelations all belong to the tradition of mysticism. No wonder there is such a striking resemblance between
revivalism and the modern charismatic movement! Yet, mysticism is contrary to the Scriptures -- it is a theology of
emotions, a theology of feeling, with little regard for doctrine. Although this cannot be said of all revivalists (e.g.,
Jonathan Edwards), in general, revivalism is at best disinterested in and careless of doctrine, and at worst, is an
enemy of the truth.
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For example, consider the life of Charles Grandison Finney, the early-19th century revivalist in the Northeastern
part of the United States, and a kindred spirit of John Wesley. (Finney doctrinalized Wesley's "second experience"
teaching.) Finney's introduction of new methods for getting converts and the orchestrating of emotion and
excitement in huge revival gatherings was clearly based on his heretical understanding of being born-again
(12/25/95, Christian News, p. 7). Finney writes that he repudiated all the fundamental doctrines of the faith,
including the vicarious nature of the atonement of Jesus Christ, in the interests of preaching revival:

"These doctrines I could not receive. I could not receive his [my teacher's] views on the subject of atonement,
regeneration, faith, repentance, the slavery of the will, or any of their kindred doctrines" (The Memoirs of Charles
Finney, p. 48).

Revivalism, then, is clearly the friend of pragmatism; i.e., using whatever method works in getting men to "make
decisions for Christ," or in getting them to "weep and wail before God as evidence of a renewed commitment to
godly living," regardless of the Bible's condemnation of any such method. Finney again, writing in 1834, declared
that revival is "a purely philosophical result of the right use of the constituted means. " In other words, Finney's
purpose was solely to convince the human will and produce decisions and commitments (12/25/95, Christian News,
p. 7). (See note at end of this report.) 

This pragmatic approach appears to be grounded in the revivalist's faulty view of conversion; i.e., the revivalists
were, for the most part, like Finney, Arminians, preaching that salvation was dependent upon the individual, and
that the preacher must prepare the individual's heart by preaching the law so as to put him in a spiritual frame of
mind either to "accept" Christ or "reject" Him. The "decision" was solely up to the individual. 

Revivalists typically hold to the false doctrine that salvation rests in man's hands, and that a "decision" can be
encouraged if only some kind of "unusual" and/or "extraordinary" experience can be generated. In the end, the
intensity of the "experience" becomes the revivalist's test, not only for the genuineness of the conversion, but for
the personal assurance of salvation as well.

Even Jonathan Edwards, whose revivals seemed to bring forth an unprecedented number of genuinely new converts
and/or recommitted believers, recognized (albeit after the fact) that any infiltration of the
mysticism/emotionalism/fanaticism common to revivals, would be detrimental to the working of the Spirit, not a
prerequisite for, nor evidence of, His working. In early-1744, shortly after the most "successful" revivals ever held,
Edwards commented that the state of religion "in New England is, on many accounts, very melancholy. There is a
vast alteration within two years. ... There had been from the beginning a great mixture ... of false experiences and
false religion with true ... and many were led away into sad delusions. ... [When an] affection arises from the
imagination, and is built upon it, as its foundation, instead of a spiritual illumination or discovery, then is the
affection, however elevated, worthless and vain." (Emphasis added.) 

So even under the watchful eye and guidance of a man like Jonathan Edwards, a man totally dedicated to the sound
preaching of the sovereignty of God in salvation, there were many spurious conversions and much false religion,
which at the time were regarded as genuine. Only later did Edwards fully recognize that the culprit was the
emotionalism and false experiences, at the time thought to be the genuine fruit of sound doctrinal preaching, and
thereby, not to be discouraged. If it was difficult then, it must be more so now, to detect the causes of the spurious
excitement -- the loud outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations -- which then so extensively prevailed.

Do we need revival? No! We need transformation. And this transformation cannot be achieved by "weeping and
wailing" before God (as the revivalists would have us do), brought on by some "unusual" outpouring of the Spirit.
The transformation that the Bible talks about is the continual sanctification through the Word and the power of the
Spirit (Rom. 12:1,2; Phil. 1:6; 2:12,13; 3:20,21). Transformation is the product of our prayers for the courage and
the grace of the Holy Spirit; standing fast with the Word in battle; not wavering, not compromising, not being
overcome with fear, but steadfast in the cause of the truth -- TRUTH! -- a word foreign to most of the revival
movement, both past and present. 
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The warning given about the "great" revivals of the 18th and 19th centuries equally applies today:

All this is a formidable array of evils. ... There was too little discrimination between true and false religious feeling.
There was too much encouragement given to outcries, faintings, and bodily agitations as probable evidence of the
presence and power of God. There was, in many, too much reliance on impulses, visions, and the pretended
power of discerning spirits. There was a great deal of censoriousness, and of sinful disregard of ecclesiastical
order. The disastrous effects of these evils, the rapid spread of false religion, the dishonour and decline of true
piety, the prevalence of erroneous doctrines, the division of congregations, the alienation of Christians, and the
long period of subsequent deadness in the church, stand up as a solemn warning to Christians, and especially to
Christian ministers in all times to come (The Trinity Review, July/August 1991).

Note on Finney's Theology: Charles Finney's "new measures" in revivalism left an indelible stamp upon
Evangelicalism. Evangelism crusades, revival meetings, the altar call, the anxious seat or mourner's bench, the
invitation, the "decision" to "accept" Christ, the "prayer of faith," the use of excitement and emotion to facilitate
"decisions" for Christ, and the attempt to promote the moral reformation of the culture, can all be attributed to the
"new measures" introduced by Finney in the 1830s. Some of his methods, such as the altar call or invitation, are
now practically a Protestant "sacrament." Many of the modern movements such as Church Growth, Promise
Keepers, and the so-called Religious Right find their roots in Finney. Evangelicals cannot escape his influence.

The problem with Finney's influence on modern-day evangelicalism is that Finney's methods produce "results." He
initiated what was called the "Second Great Awakening." Great revivals were reported in towns and cities
throughout the country. Lives were reportedly changed. Moral reformations reportedly occurred. But since Finney
did not preach the total corruption of the human nature and rejected the truth of justification by grace through faith
alone, the basis for his "results" could not have been the Holy Spirit. Finney's results were exactly as Finney
defined them -- a human dynamic. ("Assessing the Promise Keepers," 12/25/95, Christian News, pp. 1, 7-8.) 

While those involved in the Great Awakening were slow to use the word "revival" until after the fact, it was in
Finney's time that preachers were taught that they could lead, hold, or conduct a revival. This view of revival comes
from Finney's belief that "a revival is not a miracle, nor dependent on a miracle, in any sense. It is a purely
philosophical result of the use of the constituted means as much so as any other effect produced by the application
of means" (Revivals of Religion, p. 5). This stands in stark contrast to the Biblical definition of revival as a gracious
act of God. His mistaken view of revival was just one example of the faulty theology of Charles Finney that
affected his practice and the practice of those who follow his example today.

Charles Finney was converted at a time when Calvinism was the predominant theological view of the day and
heretical "hyper-Calvinism," the belief that the gospel invitation was for the elect only, was espoused as well.
Finney found these ideas offensive and rejected them as illogical. His reaction was to develop a theology that went
beyond Arminianism and approached the heresy first spread in the 5th Century by Pelagius. Finney's theology can
be found in his Autobiography (also entitled Memoirs), Systematic Theology, and Revivals of Religion. Along with
these books by Finney, B.B. Warfield's Perfectionism contains an excellent critique of Finney's theology. 

Finney began his journey away from orthodoxy by rejecting the doctrine of the depravity of man's nature. He
declared, "the sinner has all the faculties and natural abilities requisite to render perfect obedience to God." All he
needs "is to be induced to use these powers and attributes as he ought" (Systematic Theology, pp. 282-300). He
continued his backward trek by dismissing as "theological fiction" the doctrine of imputation. Specifically, he
rejected the doctrine of the imputation of Adam's sin to mankind, the imputation of the believer's sin to Christ, and
the imputation of Christ's righteousness to believers (An Autobiography, pp. 56-59). This is in contradiction to the
Biblical teaching of the doctrine of imputation found in Romans chapters 3 through 5. From his denial of the
imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity, Finney logically concluded that man does not have a sinful nature and a
natural disposition to sin, but is born morally "neutral." -- "If man's nature is not ruined by Adam's fall," Finney
reasoned, "then man is able to fulfill the will of God by himself because 'there is nothing in religion beyond the
ordinary powers of nature.'" (Revivals of Religion, p. 4). Finney stressed human ability to repent, create new hearts,
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and to perfect one's own  nature and society as well. 

With the major premise of man's neutrality in spiritual matters and innate ability to do the will of God, Finney's
revival and evangelistic efforts were marked by efforts to "persuade" people to accept God's offer of salvation.
Finney would say, "If men will not yield to persuasion, they must be lost" (Warfield, Perfectionism, p. 176). The
effect of such beliefs on Finney's methods was obvious. His book, Revivals of Religion, is pure evangelical
pragmatism; that is, "if it works, it must be good." He believed that "the success of any measure designed to
promote a revival of religion, demonstrates its wisdom. ... When the blessing evidently follows the introduction of
the measure itself, the proof is unanswerable, that the measure is wise" (Revivals of Religion, p. 211). 

Finney's error in the matter of anthropology, denying the sinful nature of man, led to other deviations from
fundamental doctrine, including an erroneous view of justification by faith alone. His doctrine was that justification
is not permanent, it is not a Divine declaration, but merely a pardon, and is achieved by man working together with
God (Systematic Theology, pp. 383-391). This view of justification led to his view of sanctification. 'Finney
claimed that complete obedience to God's law was possible on the grounds (means) of man’s natural ability
(Systematic Theology, p. 407). All of this logically led to a post-millennial eschatology, which advocated that
Christians should invest their time and energy in establishing the millennial kingdom of God on earth by winning
converts and being involved in social reform. 

The evangelistic efforts of Charles Finney caused his home area of western New York to become known as "the
burned-over district" because of the hardness the people developed to spiritual things. Warfield cites close friends
of Finney who lamented over the rapid retreat of converts back into their sinful ways. One close friend and co-
worker of Finney's, Asa Mahan, said that everyone concerned with the revivals were "left like dead coals that could
not be reignited" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Even Finney would say, "The great body of them [the
converts] are a disgrace to religion" (Warfield, Perfectionism, pp. 26-27). Critics would say that his measures
promoted superficial professors of religion. A famous contemporary, Charles Spurgeon, would say, "Possibly much
of the flimsy piety of our present day arises from the ease with which men attain to peace and joy in these
evangelistic days" (Spurgeon, Autobiography, Vol. 1, p. 54). Finney believed that the cause of this lack of
permanent results was his failure to teach them perfectionism and to instill in them the "how" of Christian living
and the fear of falling away. He would leave his evangelistic efforts to start Oberlin College, where he could
concentrate on this aspect of his doctrine. (Source: Spring 1998, The Projector.)  [Return to Text]

Quotes from the Past:

"A very great portion of modern revivalism has been more a curse than a blessing, because it has led thousands to a
kind of peace before they have known their misery; restoring the prodigal to the Father's house, and never making
him say, 'Father, I have sinned.' How can he be healed who is not sick, or he be satisfied with the bread of life who
is not hungry? The old-fashioned sense of sin is despised. ... Every thing in this age is shallow. ... The consequence
is that men leap into religion, and then leap out again. Unhumbled they came to the church, unhumbled they
remained in it, and unhumbled they go from it" (C.H. Spurgeon, 1882).

"American Protestantism is characterized by a peculiar evil which I may describe by the term 'spurious revivalism.'
The common mischief resulting from all its forms is the over-hasty reception into the communion of the churches
of multitudes of persons whom time proves to have experienced no spiritual change. In most cases, these
mischievous accessions are brought about by sensational human expedients. It is an unpopular thing for a minister
of the gospel to bear this witness. But it is true. And my regard for that account which I must soon render at a more
awful bar than that of arrogant public opinion demands its utterance" (R.L. Dabney, 1892).

*Unless otherwise indicated, the content of this report has been paraphrased or excerpted directly from three 1991
issues of The Trinity Review -- May/June, July/August, and September/October -- "Ought the Church to Pray for
Revival?" and "The Great Revival of Religion, 1740-1745" (Pts. 1 & 2). Those interested in further study should
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pursue Iain Murray's Revival and Revivalism: The Making and Marring of American Evangelicalism, 1750-1858
(Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1994).
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Richard Foster
General Teachings/Activities*

Modern Christian Mysticism

Medieval mysticism has managed to survive within small pockets of Roman Catholicism for centuries but has gone
largely unnoticed by evangelicals. It is true that a few groups, such as the Quakers, have always kept some aspect
of mysticism within range of evangelical awareness, and elements of mystical practices have actually thrived in
charismatic circles right down to the ranks of Fundamentalism. But classical mysticism was virtually unknown in
Evangelical circles until 1978 when Quaker minister Richard J. Foster published Celebration of Discipline, the Path
to Spiritual Growth. Hailed by Christianity Today as one of the ten best books of the twentieth century and voted
by the readers of that magazine as the third most influential book after the Bible, Celebration of Discipline has
blown the doors off evangelicals’ understanding of spirituality. What Foster has done, in essence, is reintroduce to
the church the so-called “masters of the interior life,” as he likes to call the Medieval mystics. He declares that they
alone have discovered the key to true spiritual life and slowly, over the last few years, convinced multitudes that he
is right. It seems to me that Foster’s recipe for Christian living has been simmering in the pot for over two decades,
but as of late has caught fire. New forces and new players have popularized Foster’s ideas to a new set of
Christians and it seems to be rapidly taking hold. This is due to the efforts of organizations such as Youth
Specialties, numerous Bible colleges, and a rash of books and speakers, all introducing mystical practices and
theology to our young people and our young ministers. Many of these, having grown up in churches that no longer
major on the teaching of Scripture, and are thus lacking Biblical discernment, are easy prey for spiritual sounding
techniques, especially those that promise such personal and life changing encounters with God.  Following is an
overview into Foster’s key teachings. 

In General

Celebration of Discipline alone, not even referencing Foster’s other writings and teachings and ministries, is a
virtual encyclopedia of theological error. We would be hard pressed to find in one so-called evangelical volume
such a composite of false teaching. These include faulty views on the subjective leading of God (pp. 10, 16-17, 18,
50, 95, 98, 108-109, 128, 139-140, 149-150, 162, 167, 182); approval of New Age teachers (see Thomas Merton
below); occultic use of imagination (pp. 25-26, 40-43, 163, 198); open theism (p. 35); misunderstanding of the will
of God in prayer (p. 37); promotion of visions, revelations and charismatic gifts (pp. 108, 165, 168-169, 171, 193);
endorsement of rosary and prayer wheel use (p. 64); misunderstanding of the Old Testament Law for today (pp. 82,
87); mystical journaling (p. 108); embracing pop-psychology (pp. 113-120); promoting Roman Catholic practices
such as use of “spiritual directors,” confession, and penance (pp. 146-150, 156, 185); and affirming of aberrant
charismatic practices (pp. 158-174, 198).

Foster’s Mystic Heroes

Foster introduces to the unsuspecting reader literally dozens of mystics, some from the Christian tradition, some
not. Many of these, he assures us, have traveled to depths of spiritual experience that we moderns cannot even
imagine. Foster wants us to know that these individuals knew the secrets to an encounter with God. If only we
would follow their pattern, we too could enjoy what they enjoyed. Just who are these mystics? Here is a thumbnail
sketch of three of Foster’s favorites:

Meister Eckhart

Eckhart, a Dominican monk who lived in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, ranks among the great
Roman Catholic mystics such as Teresa of Ávila, John of the Cross, and Julian of Norwich. Toward
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the end of his life, Eckhart was charged (and found guilty after his death in 1327) with heresy for his
mystical assertions, which the Catholic Church determined had bled over into pantheism. Eckhart
“believed that in every human soul there is something of the very nature of God. Here it is that the
human soul meets God…. [His] doctrine of the human soul has lasted to the present, and is reaffirmed
whenever one speaks of a Divine Spark within each of us.”[1]   Eckhart made statements such as these,
“Henceforth I shall not speak about the soul, for she has lost her name yonder in the oneness of divine
essence. There she is no more called soul: she is called infinite being.”  And, “She plunges into the
bottomless well of the divine nature and becomes one with God that she herself would say that she is
God.”  Such statements not only bothered the Medieval Church, but some more modern researchers
have found agreements in Eckhart’s philosophy with all the major points of Hindu mystics.[2]  Other
scholars are not so certain about Eckhart’s pantheism, but his statements certainly leave the door open
for such interpretations. Yet Eckhart is considered to be one of the most important Christian mystics of
the Middle Ages, and both ancient and modern mysticism reflect his views. Eckhart’s Divine Spark
corresponds almost directly with the teachings of Eastern Mysticism, with the difference that the Divine
Spark in Christian Mysticism is defined as God who resides in every human being.

Thomas Merton

Foster cites and/or quotes Merton on at least nine separate occasions in Celebration of Discipline, yet
Merton was not a Christian. He was a twentieth-century Roman Catholic who had so immersed himself
in Buddhism that he claimed he saw no contradiction between Buddhism and Christianity, and intended
to become as good a Buddhist as he could.[3]  But despite his doctrinal views and New Age leanings,
Foster considers Merton’s Contemplative Prayer, “A must book,”[4] and says of Merton, “[He] has
perhaps done more than any other twentieth-century figure to make the life of prayer widely known
and understood.”[5]  Merton wrote, “If only [people] could see themselves as they really are. If only
we could see each other that way all the time. There would be no more war, no more hatred, no more
cruelty, no more greed…. I suppose the big problem would be that we would fall down and worship
each other.”[6]

Ignatius Loyola

We know Loyola today mainly due to his founding of the Society of Jesus, or the order of the Jesuits,
in 1534. One of the missions of the Jesuits was to fight the battles of the church against infidels and
heretics, in what is now termed the “Counter-Reformation.”  For our purposes, Ignatius’ contribution
lies in the creation of his Spiritual Exercises which provided specifications for spiritual self-
examination and the mental and spiritual conditioning of the Jesuits. Foster’s disciplines seem to draw
heavily upon Ignatius.

St. John of the Cross and Teresa of Ávila are also mystics of note, involved in the sixteenth century Counter-
Reformation seeking to overturn the Reformation. These mystics believed that through contemplation a union with
God could be obtained which would eradicate sinful actions and tendencies.

Foster’s Main Teachings -- Celebration of Discipline

As are concerning as many of Richard Foster’s teachings and mentors, far more disturbing are the two main thrusts
of his spiritual formation system. The first is his use of what he calls the “Spiritual Disciplines.”  The second is
closely related—“Contemplative Prayer”―which is rapidly becoming the rage throughout much of evangelicalism,
especially among the youth.

Spiritual Disciplines as a Means of Grace

It might be best to begin this section by relaying an experience that Foster shares in Celebration of Discipline.
Having come to the conclusion that there must be “more spiritual resources than I was experiencing,” he prayed,
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“Lord, is there more you want to bring into my life? I want to be conquered and ruled by you. If there is anything
blocking the flow of your power, reveal it to me.”[7] God seemed to answer this prayer through a growing
impression that something in his past was impeding the flow of life, so he set aside blocks of time on three
consecutive days to listen to God in absolute silence, through the use of journaling, a process whereby God is
supposed to reveal His mind to the silent participant. After the third day, Foster took his lists to a friend, who
volunteered to serve as his confessor, who prayed for healing for all the sorrows and hurts of Foster’s past as
presumably revealed by God. It was following this experience of journaling, an experience not taught in the Bible
but common in the occultic world, that it seemed to Foster that he “was released to explore what were for me new
and uncharted regions of the Spirit. Following that event, I began to move into several of the Disciplines described
in this book that I had never experienced before.”[8] 

It is most disturbing that Foster’s magnum opus stems from a questionable Divine encounter of a dubious nature.
But it is also significant to realize that Foster’s system for spiritual formation is not drawn from the Scriptures, but
from subjective experiences involving unbiblical methodologies, and reinforced by Roman Catholic mystical
practices. At the very least, this should give pause to any seeker of truth. It must not be automatically assumed, as
many seem to do, that Foster has rediscovered the missing jewels of spirituality.

Or as Eugene Peterson describes it in the twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Celebration of Discipline, “Like a
child exploring the attic of an old house on a rainy day, discovering a trunk full of treasure and then calling all his
brothers and sisters to share the find, Richard J. Foster has ‘found’ the spiritual disciplines that the modern world
stored away and forgot, and has excitedly called us to celebrate them. For they are, as he shows us, the instruments
of joy, the way into mature Christian spirituality and abundant life” (p. 206). Even more to the point, the dust jacket
of this edition assures us “that it is only by and through these practices that the true path to spiritual growth can
be found” (emphasis mine). If spiritual growth is dependent upon the spiritual disciplines described in Foster’s
book, should not we have expected to find this truth in the Scriptures?  Why did God reveal them, not to the
apostles, but to apostate Roman Catholic mystics, and then to Richard Foster as he studied the mystics and used
occultic techniques of meditation?  We need to tread very carefully through this spiritual minefield.

The Spiritual Disciplines

But just what are the Spiritual Disciplines which are absolutely essential to our spiritual development?  Foster
breaks them into three categories: inward, outward and corporate. The first two inward disciplines both deal with
prayer (and will be the subject of an update to this report at a later date). Fasting is the third, and as might be
expected, his instructions on fasting are purely extrabiblical. The purpose behind fasting, the value of it, and the
methodology are interesting, but purely subjective and unauthorative. The final inward discipline is study. The new
reader of Foster might expect that he would direct us to the study of Scripture as the primary means of spiritual
growth. But Foster has broader ideas. Actually, there are two “books” to be studied: verbal and nonverbal. Verbal
books include any literature, and one of the important means of study is repetition. Here he sees the use of a rosary
and/or a Hindu type prayer wheel as being effective (p. 64). After a number of suggestions on reading books, Foster
finally discusses the type of books to read to enhance spiritual growth. At last, we think he will turn to the Word,
and he does, for two paragraphs, before rushing off to recommend reading the Medieval mystical classics. The
nonverbal book is mainly the “reading” of nature. Here, with St. Francis, he encourages “making friends with the
flowers and trees and the little creatures that creep upon the earth” (p. 74). We should also be students of people,
and of ourselves, and while there is undoubted value in this, many have spent a lifetime studying nature, people,
and themselves and have no clue about God. Repeatedly, we find in Foster that he is just not that interested in the
study of Scripture, except as it serves his purpose for contemplative meditation.

The outward disciplines begin with simplicity, starting with the simple life as modeled by the heretical cult known
as the Shakers. Extreme mystic Thomas Kelly tells us that simplicity allows us to live out of “The Divine Center”
(whatever that is), and existentialist Kierkegaard claimed it led to holiness. In attempting to find a Biblical base for
his view, Foster makes the Old Testament civil laws a pattern for New Testament Christianity, and manages to
misinterpret virtually every scriptural passage he uses (although he scores points on seeking the kingdom of God
first). Next up is solitude. Instead of a nice chapter on the importance of breaking free from the noise and
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distractions of our world and focusing on God and His Word, we enter into the mystical world of Medieval
Catholicism, Quakerism, and Eastern mystics. Quotes flow from Merton, Teresa of Ávila, John Woolman, George
Fox, and St. John of the Cross. Terms like “The Divine Center,” “The Divine Opening,” and “the dark night of the
soul,” dominate. It is here that we are taught to keep a journal as we “listen to the thunder of God’s silence”
(p.108). The next discipline is “submission,” and it is in this chapter that we receive our heaviest dose of
psychobabble, including: “self-fulfillment,” “self-actualization,” “loving ourselves,” and mutual submission within
marriage. The final discipline is service, and as with the others, this one too is based more on writings of the
mystics than on the Scriptures. This is only expected from Foster, because he places far more importance on
mystical experiences than he does on the Word. For example, he writes, “True service comes from a relationship
with the divine Other deep inside. We serve out of whispered promptings, divine urgings” (p. 128). Not only does
Foster consistently elevate these subjective experiences over the Scriptures, but in this chapter on service Foster
recommends self-abasement: “The strictest daily discipline is necessary to hold these passions in check. The flesh
must learn the painful lesson that it has no rights of its own. It is the work of hidden service that will accomplish
this self-abasement” (p. 131, cf. p. 133). This is in direct contradiction to Paul’s teaching in Colossians 2:20-23,
which tells us that self-abasement has no affect on the passions of the flesh.

The final category of disciplines is the corporate—and here Foster does no better. The first corporate discipline is
that of confession; and we are not surprised to discover that Foster supports the position of  the Roman Catholic
Church, complete with penance and absolution (pp. 146-149). And why not? For Dietrich Bonhoeffer assures us
that “when I go to my brother to confess, I am going to God” (p. 146), and Foster wants us to know, “The
assurance of forgiveness is sealed in the Spirit when it is spoken by our brother or sister in the name of Christ” (p.
148). Since none of this is drawn from Scripture, how can Foster be so sure? Well, not only do his favorite mystics
back his view, but so does personal experience. Once, when receiving the confession of a lady she, “looked at me
and ‘saw’ superimposed upon my eyes the eyes of Another who conveyed to her a love and acceptance that
released her to unburden her heart” (p. 155). While nothing in the Bible remotely implies such an experience, we
are left to assume that the eyes she saw were the eyes of God.

As for the discipline of worship, we find that worship “is a breaking into the Shekinah of God, or better yet, being
invaded by the Shekinah of God…. We have not worshiped the Lord until Spirit touches spirit…. [And] it all
begins as we enter the Shekinah of the heart” (pp. 158-162). This convoluted understanding of worship is
augmented with a strong charismatic flavor. As a matter of fact, “if Jesus is our Leader, miracles should be
expected to occur in worship. Healing, both inward and outward, will be the rule, not the exception” (p. 165). Such
services will have prophecies and words of knowledge (p. 165), and that is because, “The mightiest stirring of
praise in the twentieth century has been the charismatic movement. Through it God has breathed new life and
vitality into millions” (p. 168). But even more disturbing is the idea that in the worship of God, “Our rational
faculties alone are inadequate…. That is one reason for the spiritual gift of tongues. It helps us to move beyond
mere rational worship into a more inward communion with the Father. Our outward mind may not know what is
being said, but our inward spirit understands. Spirit touches spirit” (p. 169). Remember above how we have not
worshiped until Spirit touches spirit -- now we see the process. It is as we move beyond the mind and into mystical,
subjective experiences, that true worship takes place.

With all that Foster has already communicated, the discipline of guidance is predictable. “Many,” he tells us, “Are
having a deep and profound experience of an Emmanuel of the Spirit -- God with us; a knowledge that in the
power of the Spirit Jesus has come to guide his people himself; an experience of his leading that is as definite and
as immediate as the cloud by day and the pillar by night” (p. 175). The model, of course, of this kind of guidance is
the mystic. We are also introduced at this point to the Catholic concept of Spiritual Directors (pp. 185-187),
something that Foster believes only Roman Catholic monastics know much about today.

Foster brings everything together with his last discipline, that of celebration. Here we are to express joy in all that
we have learned thus far in the book, even participation in “holy laughter” on occasion (p. 198).

Robert Webber, professor of theology at Wheaton College, sums up Foster’s impact well, “Over the past two
decades, my own personal spiritual pilgrimage has taken me away from the propositional and rationalistic mind-set
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that proclaims an intellectualized proof-oriented faith toward a Christianity of practice and experience” (p. 208).
Webber is, of course, erecting a strawman. No one is calling for a purely intellectualized faith devoid of practice
and experience. What those who draw their cue from Scripture, and not mystics, are calling for is a Christian faith,
experience, and practice that is rational, intellectual, makes sense, and most importantly, is solidly grounded on the
Word of God. Foster and company have taken many far afield in pursuit of mystical experiences that lead to a
pseudo-Christianity that has the appearance of spirituality, but not the substance.

[1] Georgia Harkness, Mysticism, (Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1973), p. 106.

[2] See Winfried Corduan, Mysticism: an Evangelical Option?, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1991), pp. 106-107.

[3] See Ray Yungen, A Time of Departing, (Silverton, Oregon: Lighthouse Trails Publishing Company, 2002), p.
75.

[4] Richard Foster and Emilie Griffen, Spiritual Classics, (San Francisco: Harper, 2000), p. 17.

[5] As cited in Yungen p. 75.

[6] Thomas Merton, Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander, Image Edition of 1989, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1966), pp. 157, 158.

[7] Richard Foster, Celebration of Discipline, Third Edition, (San Francisco: Harper, 1978), p. 149.

[8] Ibid., p. 150. 

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the February 2005 Think On These Things, "Mysticism Part II," by Pastor Gary
Gilley, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL 62703. For a primer on mysticism, see Gilley's January 2005 Think
On These Things, "Mysticism Part I: Mysticism, a Way of the Past, the Wave of the Future."
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Bill Gothard
General Teachings/Activities

Born November 2, 1934, Bill Gothard has two academic degrees from Wheaton College (B.A. 1957; M.A. 1961).
His Master's thesis was entitled, "A Proposed Youth Program for Hi-Crusader Clubs." (Gothard's website now says:
"Bill wrote his master's thesis at Wheaton Graduate School on seven Biblical, non-optional principles of life which,
when followed, will result in harmonious relationships in all areas of life.") At one point, he devoted 35 hours per
week to youth work with a Chicago missionary society while still a full-time student at Wheaton, 25 miles away.
For approximately 15 years, he worked with teenage gangs in the Chicago area. He was ordained in the LaGrange
Bible Church in suburban Chicago. [Bill Gothard has never married. "There have been reports of major problems
developing from this position, but the real problem is that his ministry has become a family ministry and he has
never had a family. He is the coach who never played the game" (Pastor Bob Cosby letter).]

In 1964, Gothard developed a six-day seminar that became known as the Institute in Basic Youth Conflicts
(officially "founded" in 1973). The name of Gothard's organization was changed in 1990 to the Institute in Basic
Life Principles (IBLP). The adult/teen seminar ("The Basic Seminar") is still called the Seminar in Basic Youth
Conflicts. Gothard presents this seminar in person, or on videotape, in cities all across America. The 32-hour Basic
Seminar outlines and elaborates on the seven basic principles, which Bill Gothard describes as Biblical and non-
optional. Once a person attends this seminar, he becomes an "alumni" entitled to go to future Basic Seminars at no
cost, and to other seminars at reduced cost. The Basic Seminar is now presented over a period of four evenings and
one full day, for a total of 30 hours. Although it was not unusual in the 1970s for Gothard to pack-out auditoriums
with capacities of 10,000 to 20,000 people, attendance at his seminars today pales when compared with two decades
ago. (The height of the seminars' popularity came in 1982 and 1983, when they reached 300,000 in annual
attendance. Today, a crowd of 3,000 is considered large for an individual seminar.) Nevertheless, Gothard's
influence remains. It is estimated that there are more than 2.5 million red notebook-carrying "alumni" (which is in
keeping with the image of "educator" that Gothard seeks to project), and he has a mailing list of approximately
90,000 pastors.1 (Recently, IBLP has formed Life Study Groups. Groups of 10 or more may conduct any one of
IBLP's seminars privately for a per-participant fee.)

IBLP operates with a paid staff of about 300 out of its Oak Brook, Illinois headquarters. The organization reported
revenue of more than $19.4 million and assets of more than $34.7 million on its 1998 tax returns, the most recent
report available. (Gifts have totaled $70 million through the first half of 2000, the largest being the use of a 2,200-
acre former university campus near Tyler, Texas, used by Gothard's ALERT program). The Institute's highest-paid
employee earns $47,880. Gothard himself reports having received just $12,000 in salary and $18,000 in expenses in
1998. In 2000, Gothard says he will make $15,000. (This information is sketchy and outdated, because Gothard
does not make financial information readily available.)

In addition to the Basic Seminar, IBLP also runs more than 60 other ministries, including conducting an Advanced
Seminar, Children's Seminars (1992) (ages 6-12 -- "The Children's Institute in Basic Life Principles"), the Anger
Resolution Seminar, the Financial Freedom Seminar, the Marriage Oneness Seminar (Secrets to the Ultimate
Marriage), and special Legislative, Medical, and special training for public and private school teachers [ATI (1984)
-- Advanced Training Institute home-based education program]. In addition, IBLP has a home school curriculum
(through ATI using the Wisdom Booklet series [52 booklets]);2 operates the Oak Brook College of Law and
Government Policy (1994); operates the Telos Institute (1997) (a post-secondary, distance learning degree
program), Excel (training for young women), and Verity (distance learning undergraduate degree); conducts "All
Day Ministers' Seminars";3 and publishes a quarterly journal, Life Purpose: A Journal of God's Power in Us.
Community ministries include orphanages, the Log Cabin program for troubled youths, ALERT, CharacterLink,
and Character First!. (See Note on IBLP programs and affiliated organizations.)

Ecumenism
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Scheduling a seminar for a city can be quite a production. A number of years ago there was a movement to bring a
Gothard seminar to Cleveland. The groundwork was laid by General Association of Regular Baptist Church
(GARBC) pastors. A sheet was circulated titled, "THREE PHASES IN SELECTING A SEMINAR LOCATION."
(Caps in original.) Three steps were given and one was headed "Phase II - Petition for Seminar by Local Christian
Leadership." The first sentence under this heading reads as follows: "This phase begins when the seminar
headquarters receives personal letters of invitation from the majority of pastors representing the various
denominations in a city's greater metropolitan area." (Emphasis added.)

That is the same policy Billy Graham uses. That explains the mixed crowd at a Gothard seminar, which will run the
gamut from Roman Catholic priests and nuns, to the ecumenical crowd, to the new evangelical crowd. The
fellowship of sitting for six days with that mixed multitude makes the fundamentalist layman go home saying, "The
priest I sat beside was a very nice fellow." Attitudes toward false religion and plain unbelief are unavoidably
softened by any participation in a Gothard seminar.4 (Source: New Neutralism II, pp. 73-74.) [It has been
confirmed by a Gothard regional director's office that Gothard has Catholics on his local sponsoring committees as
well as workers at his seminars5 (8/15/96, Calvary Contender).]

Widespread ecumenical fellowship continues to be no problem for Bill Gothard.6 Campus Crusade founder Bill
Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claimed to have received a "prophecy from
God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-
evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee for the first
annual Fasting & Prayer Conference, made up of a hodge-podge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics,
was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A.
Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett.
CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of
King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the
Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath
of God.7 (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.)

The 2/95 Charisma quotes various attendees at the 1994 Fasting & Prayer Conference. Pro-Catholic Charles Colson
sees denominationalism as the biggest barrier to prison outreach. Carlton Pearson said lack of church racial
integration hinders revival. Bright embraced him and asked forgiveness for white abuses and prejudices of the past.
Charisma continues: "Then Bill Gothard said he felt impressed to share what he believed was a prophetic
directive: 'God is going to use African Americans to bring revival to America.'" Charismatics have long claimed to
have extra-biblical revelations and "prophetic words" from God. Now Bill Gothard is claiming the same.8
(Reported in the 3/15/95, Calvary Contender.)

More ecumenism: Bob Wood is a Bob Jones University faculty member specializing in "training ministerial
students as biblical counselors." He is also a "victimization" psychologizer who "presents biblical solutions for
helping those who are struggling to overcome the pain of their past" (2/95, Frontline video advertisement). Wood
was also the main speaker for Gothard's "Church Strategy Seminars" (CSS) scheduled for 5/96 and 9/96. Also,
Gothard's 1996 "Advanced Day Ministers' Seminars" (ADMS) were scheduled to be held in Assembly of God,
Southern Baptist, and Missionary Alliance churches. (Reported in the March-April 1996, Fundamentalist Digest.)

Character Training

In 1991, the head of the Moscow Department of Education (DOE) was supposedly amazed at the youth she met
who were a part of Gothard's Advanced Training Institute (ATI) working in Russia. She invited more ATI youth to
Russia and 320 responded to come and teach character in the public schools of Moscow. Moscow's DOE also gave
ATI a five-acre complex to use. Since that date, more than 2,000 students have spent various periods of time in
Moscow teaching in public schools, working with orphans, counseling delinquent teenagers, assisting pensioner
teachers, and doing other community service. This complex is now the campus for the Moscow College of the
Advanced Training Institute, and also a Training Center and refuge for orphans and juvenile delinquents. News of
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the work in Russia has spawned invitations from Taiwan, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, Bolivia, Mexico, and
China, as well as from many U.S. cities. (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) As of mid-2000, more than 75
cities worldwide have become part of Gothard's "International Association of Character Cities."

In 1992, the mayor of Indianapolis invited ATI young people to come to the city and to work in a low-income,
high-crime area. There was a news article in The Indianapolis News (8/20/92) about the city of Indianapolis
considering a link with Gothard: "Lambart (representing Gothard) said the group does not promote religion or
church, but simply deals with 'non-optional, universal principles of life. [This sounds suspiciously like paganism's
"universal life principles."] ... The concern within the social services community is that we help a person ... without
any sectarian overtones.'" Why was Gothard trying to convince the city that he helps the community "without any
sectarian overtones," while with Christians he claims to be totally Bible-based? Is this consistent with God's Word?
(Reported in the 10/92, The Biblical Examiner.)

In February of 1993, Gothard set up a permanent facility in Indianapolis (Indianapolis Training Institute), claiming
that "the results are achieved through standards of excellence and practical life application of what is learned. Only
then will young people learn to be problem solvers and become effective in helping others." (Emphasis added.) The
county's juvenile court began sending young offenders to a Gothard rehabilitation facility, the Indianapolis Training
Institute, which serves as a school for more than 100 children. Some families have complained to the state when it
was discovered that the "intensive family counseling" provided consisted of "viewing 15 IBLP religious tapes" (The
Indianapolis Star).

The Indianapolis experiment has now been developed into a character training program in other parts of the U.S.
Gothard stated, "Twenty American cities and states and other nations have officially invited the Institute and those
who have applied the principles of this Seminar to help them build stronger families!" As of mid-2000, there were
17 training centers worldwide.

Gothard is at the forefront of the character education movement in this country (CharacterFirst!), which at its top is
connected with the global ethics people (friends of Planned Parenthood and the World Bank crowd). Gothard
reported in 1997 that "a leading Democratic senator in Washington, D.C. has learned about this plan and wants to
meet with us to learn more about it for the purpose of presenting it to Congress for national application. He stated
that Congress is looking for a character program that works." (Emphasis added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site,
8/97.) [Perhaps the anonymous Democrat senator desired to "character train" the then occupants of the White
House?]

In 2000, IBLP purchased the Ramada Plaza Hotel in downtown Flint, Michigan, and has since turned it into the
Riverfront Character Inn International Convention Center. The purchase was made possible by a multimillion-dollar
donation from an anonymous donor. Gothard said he hopes the Character Inn will become a hub for IBLP -- part
hotel, part conference center offering character training to individuals and groups. The rooms were being equipped
with closed-circuit televisions to broadcast training videos and other IBLP programs. Yet, Gothard claims the
CharacterFirst! program does not involve religion in any way. (Source: 7/9/00, The Flint Journal.)

CharacterFirst! is now being offered in more than 800 schools nationwide, and is required by law in 14 states. This
character training (for K-6 children) appears to be quite similar to the unscriptural DARE program, which attempts
to teach character to unbelievers. This is all part of the new character education movement in the country -- a
mechanism to bring in a set of national core values which we must adhere to in order to be good citizens, and thus,
maintain an orderly society. True Christians, however, won't fit into their new "core values" because the authorities
allow no room for Biblical absolutes.9

One has to question, what will be the result of rearing a generation of kids who believe they can be a success in life
without Christ? Second, what will be the result of teaching kids that they can have these good character traits
without the Sprit of God. Worse yet, what if they actually can develop these good traits without Christ? Will they
then think they do not need Christ? Third, the natural result of these classes will be that the kids will believe they
are their own gods. They are the ones who are in control, and they are the ones who decide what is right and what
is wrong. They have no moral standard to go by, that is, the Word of God.
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One observer spoke with Ken Fahrenbruck, the director of Gothard's Character First! program. Fahrenbruck said he
was a Christian, and he and his wife homeschool their children. He was asked about the attempt to build character
without Christ, and the danger that could lead to. He said that he and the staff have also agonized over the same
question, but Gothard assured him it was fine, and put together a paper justifying character education without God.
[Source: The Biblical Examiner, Spring (March) 2002.]

Gothard's "Army"

Gothard operates what appears to be a paramilitary-like training school for teenagers on a 2,200-acre former
college campus in Big Sandy, Texas, as part of his ALERT program (Air Land Emergency Resource Team) --
purportedly for domestic missions work via the providing of disaster relief and humanitarian aid (see second
paragraph of Endnote #9). Gothard states that "ALERT is an intensive program in which young men [male
graduates of ATI] ages sixteen and older are trained in Biblical principles, Godly character, and practical skills.
ALERT utilizes military disciplines to train young men to restore life, rather than take it, and to bring peace and
encouragement to those in distress. The present program involves the following phases: (1) Discipline: in physical
strength, endurance, and self-control; (2) Skills: in a wide range of vocational specialties; and (3) Emergency
Services: in response to calls from cities, states, and nations." (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) As of July,
2000, the program had 181 enrolled and 600 graduates.

Since the hyper-spiritual warfare motifs of the Latter Rain movement are beginning to take a sinister shift towards
actual military, Gothard's involvement in paramilitary-like things causes us to wonder if there is a connection. Don't
forget that Joel's Army has a "chosen seed" (the coming generation) to carry out its purpose on earth, which is
dominion (both physical and spiritual). In this context, Christians should have some grave concerns about Gothard's
activities.

Along these lines, Gothard has clearly bought into the "Christian America Myth" (ATI Wisdom Booklet 53). He
believes that "Christian" conviction can be equated with Biblical faith. But, all religions offer some form of moral
basis for society. Christian conviction cannot save a nation that continues to reject true faith in Jesus Christ.
America flourished upon a "Biblical ethic" that has sustained it until recent years. But a Biblical ethic is not
necessarily evidence of a Biblical faith.

The Gothard "System" (a.k.a. "Gothardism")

Gothard's Institute has in fact become a system unto itself. This system covers teaching on counseling, ministry,
home, family, worship, church structure, divorce, adoption, dating, even hiring a church secretary. A whole church
ministry program can be set up with a Gothard minister's manual. Some of that system, Gothard suggests, should
be introduced into the church as curriculum. Even with a cursory examination, one gets the feeling that Gothard's
system is much like the legal system of the Pharisees -- legislating, dictating, directing, and regulating just about
every phase, every aspect, every move, every eventuality of life. Not much is left to the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
sanctified creativity, or just informed choice. (Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of
Bill Gothard's Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.)

In a 1974, 22-page comprehensive analysis of Gothard's ministry by Dr. E. Robert Jordan (Chancellor of Calvary
Baptist Theological Seminary at the time), 15 reasons were listed "Why Fundamentalist Baptists Should Not
Cooperate With Bill Gothard's Institute In Basic Youth Conflicts." Problem areas included Gothard's secrecy,
salvation views, chain-of-command teaching, use of Freudian psychology, interdenominationalism, new evangelical
jargon, and many doctrinal aberrations.

Gothard's seminars are "a mixture of human psychology and Scripture with emphasis upon 'problem' solving,
correcting poor self-image, and developing wholesome self-concepts.10 The ministry does not draw clear-cut lines
of demarcation regarding ecclesiastical separation, and his audiences are made-up largely of neo-evangelicals, the
unconverted, charismatics, and naive, uninformed fundamentalists." Gothard's seminars are a duplicate in the
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teaching field of what Billy Graham does ecumenically in the evangelistic field. (Reported in the 4/1/90, Calvary
Contender.)

Gothard's "system" places a heavy emphasis upon adapting Biblical principles/laws to Christian living, with the
assumption that if one follows these principles/laws/steps, he's got the formula well in hand for leading a successful
Christian life.11 (See examples on p. 32 of IBLP's Secrets to Self-Acceptance, and pp. 22-28 and 119-124 of the
Rebuilder's Guide -- Gothard seems to have a seven-step program for just about everything.12) But "the system"
smacks of legalism and putting the believer back under Old Testament law,13 and thereby, it is quite similar to the
Theonomist heresy (i.e., that all the Old Testament laws given to Israel, except the ceremonial laws, are applicable
today) espoused by the Reconstructionists.14 In fact, Gothard has stated that one does not even need to be a
Christian to benefit from his seminars. The seminars are aimed at helping people be more successful where they are
(i.e., "These principles apply to all: Jews, Christians, and Atheists." [4/26/74, St. Paul Dispatch]).15 Gothard seems
to be using the Bible as a success course for all people.

In actuality, Gothard has substituted his laws for the Law of God. The New Testament is clear that we are unable to
keep the Law of God, and that one of the purposes of the Law was to show us our need for a Savior. Given that,
why should we expect to be able to keep the principles and laws of Gothard? Gothard replaces the sovereignty of
God and a personal relationship with Him with formulas and principles. A former Gothardite puts it well:
"Gothard's system is one whereby our actions or inaction and adherence to his principles make God pleased with
us. I believe that Scripture teaches that God desires us to live lives free of sin, but my position before Him is totally
dependent upon the Blood of Jesus and the utterly and totally finished work of the cross. Gothard has created his
own Mishna, and in the process, has created a cult of neo-Pharisees. Paul referred to men like Gothard as dogs and
mutilators of the flesh (Philippians 3:2) when they tried to put new believers back under the Jewish law. Bill
Gothard has merely substituted his Institute's principles for the written and oral/rabbinical Jewish law."16

The Psychological Way

Gothard's concept of "accepting" one 's physical defects teaches that God deliberately made people with deformities
in order to glorify Himself. Notwithstanding Exodus 4:11, John 9 teaches that the defective gene pool caused by the
Fall is the original cause of all deformities, all of which God allows to occur and then may choose to use to His
glory. The Biblical teaching is quite different than Gothard's concept of God being some kind of gruesome author
of physical defects, through which the recipient of the defect is to love himself anyway. (See the Gothard
publication Secrets to Self-Acceptance, as well as page 122 of the Rebuilder 's Guide.)

Gothard also teaches that one's undue concern for clothes may be an attempt to cover up or compensate for
unchangeable physical features that the person has rejected. He claims that Jesus linked these two thoughts in
Matthew 6:27-28 ("Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature? And why take ye thought
for raiment?"). Gothard makes it sound as though Jesus is addressing the problem of shame over unwanted
blemishes, a big nose, or the like. A glance at the context, however, reveals that Jesus had nothing of the sort in
mind, but instead was addressing the sin of habitual worry (Matt. 6:25). "Jesus by no means was linking the two
thoughts of clothing and a poor self-image, but by teaching that He was, Gothard also commits the error of
anachronistic (chronologically misplaced) reasoning, by 'projecting' (if you will) the assumptions of 20th century
psychology onto the teachings of Jesus" ("A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's
Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996).

Gothard teaches a methodology for birthing godly children, which is not only unscientific, but borders on the
occult. Through what he calls "Pre-Birth Training," Gothard encourages pregnant mothers to read the Bible to the
embryos in their wombs for the purpose of relaxing the embryo and for teaching it Biblical truth (supposedly
"subconsciously" -- sounds like communication with the Freudian unconscious)!17 But a newborn baby can't even
understand the Bible, how can an embryo? Of course, it can't, unless one believes in the thoroughly discredited
concept of the Freudian unconscious. The extent to which Gothard carries opinion, seemingly made Scriptural, is
far beyond what any reputable scientist would confirm.
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Gothard continues to promote the pop psychology idea that birth order is a key determinant of human personality
traits. The "birth order" concept has long been a favorite of psychologists such as humanist Alfred Adler. However,
numerous studies have now shown this idea to be pure myth. [See pp. 235-237 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II
(reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), by Martin & Deidre Bobgan.]

Nevertheless, in an IBLP publication Secrets to Self-Acceptance, Gothard teaches that, "Every child has special
characteristics, tendencies, and needs which are directly related to his or her birth order. [The words, "Every child,"
and "directly related," certainly have the ring of an ordinal purist.] ... By accepting my birth order, I am able to
bring my tendencies under the control of the Holy Spirit, thus avoiding the destructive rivalry and bitterness which
often occurs among family members" (p. 6). (Emphasis added.) Not satisfied with merely attributing the cause of
various problems of life to one's birth order (inside front cover), Gothard even (blasphemously) applies the birth
order concept to the life of Christ; i.e., Gothard teaches that some of Christ's character traits are indicative of His
being a first-born! (p. 19). What Gothard has done is to read into Scripture an unproven idea in the same way
Minirth, Meier and other psychological integrationists "prove" that the Freudian ego-defense mechanisms are found
in the Bible.

Gothard's teachings on self are also extremely psychological in nature -- the "Self-Image" section of his Institute in
Basic Youth Conflicts (IBYC) notebook is titled "Acceptance of Self." While Gothard's defenders claim that the
self-acceptance focus of the ministry exclusively addresses how one should respond correctly to physical defects, in
reality, well over 50% of the material in the aforementioned notebook section focuses upon "forming attitudes
about ourselves." There is a two-page table entitled "Evidences of Self-Rejection" (which would perhaps be better
titled "Evidences of Self-Love"), which claims that the Bible teaches all of the following (all emphases added):

(a) "... if we cannot love ourselves in the right way, we will also find it difficult to love others in the
right way. 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself' (Mt. 19:19)."

(b) "Complaints about unchangeable physical features, abilities, parentage, and social heritage are
significant indications of self-rejection."

(c) A "perfectionist" usually is a person with unhealthy self-rejection.

(d) People who worry about clothing have inferiority complexes. (This is a typical example of
Gothard's theology -- he moves from experience to doctrine, from illustrations to principles and full-
blown teachings.)

(e) What the Bible calls "pride" is actually humility in disguise -- "A person who appears superior is
actually a person who inwardly feels inferior but is trying to narrow his field of comparison."

(f) "Self-worth increases as we make significant contributions to the body of Christ."

And in a more recent Gothard publication, Secrets to Self-Acceptance, not being able to accept oneself, or rejecting
oneself, is classified as a defining cause of failure to love one's wife (inside front cover), and is cited as evidence of
one's rejection of God! (pp. 16-17 & 23). Moreover, the symptoms of self-rejection are claimed to be
communicated to the next generation (a kind of "ancestral" inferiority?) (p. 18). A list of 42 symptoms is given for
the reader to determine if he has rejected himself, but has been covering it up (p. 24). Another Gothard selfism
along these same lines:18

"Failure to properly love myself causes me to be unable to properly love others. ... Self-worth comes
by knowing that I have a vital function within the body of Christ. ... Self-acceptance is the basis for
glorifying God and being conformed to the image of Christ" (p. 23).

Moreover, much of what Gothard teaches on basic "needs" is strikingly similar to that taught by so-called Christian
psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious
needs motivating behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind
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with drives and impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its
hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).] Gothard, like Crabb, sees man as having to
meet three primary needs: acceptance, security, and meaning/significance. Approximately 10% of the Rebuilder's
Guide is devoted to Gothard's teachings on need identification and satisfaction (pp. 128-153 & 204).

Last, but not least, Bill Gothard has promoted (and continues to promote) a Mormon by the name of Dr. Michael
Ballam, who appears to be heavily influenced by New Age principles and psychological therapies. Dr. Ballam
produces self-help tapes known as "Music and the Mind." In the mid-1990s, it is reported that Gothard's Institute
promoted the teachings of Michael Ballam at a pastors' conference of about 1,000. Ballam's "Music and the Mind"
audiotapes speak of such psychological and/or New Age/occultic concepts as "alpha levels," "right brain-left
brain," and "planetary vibration tones," and give glowing testimony of children who were having extreme difficulty
in school, then become excellent students and/or geniuses, thus reaching their highest potential, by mindfully
listening to "special music" utilizing Ballam's so-called "music therapy." 

As of February 2004, Gothard continues to promote Dr. Ballam by offering Ballam's "Music and the Mind"
audiocassettes on his website. Ballam's website promotes the concept of "Inspiration," which clearly implies that
Our Lord Jesus was merely a channeler of power and/or energy in order to do His miracles. Equating Jesus Christ's
miracle working power with the unique abilities of famous composers, Ballam's website states: "The powers from
which all truly great composers like Mozart, Schubert, Bach and Beethoven drew their inspiration is the same
power that enabled Jesus to work his miracles. It is the power that created our earth and the whole universe."
(Emphasis added.) Ballam also gives credence on his website to such New Age concepts as biofeedback, guided
imagery, meditative exercises, and all manner of self-empowerment techniques. [In a personal phone conversation
with a concerned Christian in early-1998, Gothard defended his promotion of Ballam by saying he (Gothard) "was
just trying to show the negative influences of Rock Music."]

The Medicine Man

Gothard has produced some twenty "Basic CARE" booklets/bulletins (24, including the Series Two booklets on
medical philosophy) through ILBP's Medical Training Institute of America (MTIA). These booklets contain
information and advice on a variety of medical topics. Gothard also presents diagnoses and cures for medical
problems which, in some cases, could possibly cause serious harm -- even life-threatening consequences. It seems
that some very risky and unwise choices can be made based on Bill Gothard's unclear and conflicting guidance in
these matters. 

It is also clear that Gothard devalues the opinion of medical doctors, and by devaluing doctors' opinions in these
matters, he removes the possibility of individuals making "wise" choices based on the most objective information
available which has been provided by the doctors. Gothard declares, "Wise parents will not look at these
circumstances from their point of view," i.e., doctors warning of possible serious complications, mental, and
physical deformities, but will look instead "from God's bigger picture." How "God's bigger picture" becomes
grasped by wise parents is not revealed. Many cult members have sacrificed their children and even their own lives
on such subjective and presumptuous claims of having special knowledge of God's will. 

Another example of Bill Gothard's questionable medical teaching is found in his Basic CARE Bulletin #7. In this
bulletin, "How to Avoid Unnecessary Cesarean Sections," in a section titled, "Getting a Word from the Lord,"
Romans 15:4 is quoted -- "For whatever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that we
through patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope." One might well wonder how God speaks today
through the Scriptures to any concerned couple to give direction about Cesarean Sections! Here in Bulletin #7, the
answer is provided. "A couple who is contemplating a VBAC [Vaginal Birth After Cesarean] should ask the Lord
to give them a specific portion of Scripture that they can claim for the birth. Both the father and the mother should
memorize and meditate on this passage and use it to conquer any fear that may come during the pregnancy or
delivery." (Unfortunately, this mystical approach to "getting a word from the Lord" to determine God's specific
will, is similar to the kind of divination Scripture clearly condemns. Nowhere in the Bible is the above "tea leaves"
method of reading Scripture taught as a way to discern God's will.) 
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In the Basic Care Newsletter of January, 1996, it was actually reported that in two situations the existence of
Cabbage Patch and Troll dolls in the home effectively prevented the mothers from giving birth! Once the offending
toys were removed from the homes, the women were able to successfully give birth. The "cleansing of the home
from evil influences," was credited to the attending midwives committed to Gothard's teaching. It is scary to think
that a midwife's first inclination might be to "cleanse" a home of perceived evil influences, rather than call 911 in
the midst of a challenging delivery. Attributing this much power to a doll goes beyond the pale of reason and
lapses into pagan superstition.

Too much of the medical advice offered by Gothard in his materials prescribes a distinctively mystical approach to
diagnosing and solving medical problems. The expression "medical training," under which banner these bulletins
are published, is a misnomer. Such mystical advice cannot truly be deemed "medical" since it is far removed from
any scientific foundation. Moreover, it is downright dangerous. (Excerpted and/or adapted from "Bill Gothard's
Evangelical Talmud, Part 4: Bill Gothard's Mystical Approach to Medical Issues," by Marty Butz, The Midwest
Christian Outreach Journal, September-October, 1998.) 

Dating vs. Courtship

As an offshoot of Gothard's teachings on authority, Gothard teaches that young people must allow their authorities
to determine whom they will marry, and that God can bless no marriage if it goes against parental counsel. In his
booklet titled Establishing Biblical Standards of Courtship, beneath a picture of a couple riding bikes, Gothard
writes: "Is this couple dating, or courting? The answer will have an important effect upon their lives, the lives of
their families, and (if they marry) the lives of those in ever generation which follows. There is a definite and vital
difference between courtship and dating. Unless this difference is understood and the principles of courtship are
applied, defrauding and hurts can result, as well as lasting physical, mental, and spiritual consequences." 

Gothard must view dating as an abominable sin if it can have consequences "in every generation which follows!"
Courtship, on the other hand, "is a father's agreeing to work with a qualified young man to win his daughter for
marriage …" "the Lord has warned us not to follow our natural inclinations but to receive His precise guidelines
for carrying out a Godly courtship." 

In defining dating and courting so tightly, and then juxtaposing them, Gothard creates a false dilemma by asserting
that all who date do so for their own personal pleasure rather than with the motive of forming a mutual
commitment, leading potentially to marriage. Why must Gothard's idea of "courtship," which is, in effect, arranged
marriage, be the only alternative to casual dating, rather than serious, conscientious dating? In creating this false
dilemma, he has set up his followers to accept the idea that there is only one divinely inspired, God-ordained
method of finding a spouse. Any other way is sure to bring God's cataclysmic judgment on the couple and their
descendants for generations. We find Gothard's courtship teaching to be unbiblical, unfair, unreasonable,
unworkable, and, ultimately, unwise. 

One of the reasons Gothard gives to ban dating is that "through the deception of dating, Satan is able to reduce the
fruitfulness of one's ministry both in singleness and in marriage." He reasons that single people spend too much
time pairing off and enjoying companionship with members of the opposite sex. Hence, when they marry, they may
soon get bored and "neglect the responsibilities of marriage to enjoy the benefits of singleness." 

Gothard argues that when a single person feels the need to have companionship, he or she is not being content with
the Lord and "… unless we are content with the Lord in singleness, we will not be content with another person in
marriage." In other words, feelings of loneliness indicate a spiritual problem. 

It must be emphasized again that in Gothard's system, under no possible circumstances is a courtship to be entered
into without the consent of the parents. In his seminar Gothard says, "I'm firmly convinced that God never intended
girls to turn down dates. He intended for their father's [sic] to." This principle applies equally to marriage. In
Gothard's booklet Establishing Biblical Standards of Courtship, there is a page for sons and daughters to cut out,
which is a covenant they sign with their fathers to "… demonstrate your commitment to God's plan for courtship
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instead of man's philosophy of dating. …" 

The young person must say to his or her father, "I will wait for your full release before entering into marriage." The
father, in turn, tells his daughter that "I will protect you from unqualified men." To his son the father says, "I will
protect you from strange women." This covenant is "between a father and a son as witnessed by the Lord Jesus
Christ," and must be signed by the child, the father, and the family's pastor. 

In all of Gothard's writing and teaching on the subject of courtship and marriage, there is a complete absence of any
understanding of this special kind of intimacy between a man and a woman that cements a marriage together. In
Gothard's booklet Understanding the Biblical Foundations of Marriage, no mention is made of anything even
relating to intimate love. When Gothard does mention love, it is cold and clinical. Although Gothard's teaching on
courtship does not explicitly forbid romantic love, one gets the impression that if it happens it's a bonus, not an
essential ingredient for marriage. Safety is what matters, and giving one's heart can truly be scary in an insecure
world. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 253-256; 258; 276-277)

Other Problems with Gothardism

Other general problems with Gothard's "system":

(a) Makes dogmatic assertions on arbitrary matters (e.g., "God's order of worship"). He apparently
believes that every Scriptural truth can be systematically tied-up with a neat ribbon, without any
exceptions. He then selects a Scriptural illustration that makes it all look air-tight (e.g., see pp. 4-5 of
Secrets to Self-Acceptance on adoptive parents and the death of a parent). To disagree with Gothard is,
in effect, to disagree with God. This can create great division in the local church. In Gothardom, every
issue can become a test of fellowship.19a

(b) Appeal is to submit to his system -- a system of legalistic rules -- often based on Old Testament
ceremonial law, not to submit personally to God; God is thus turned into an impersonal Deity instead
of a loving Father. With all the "universal, non-optional principles of life" that Gothard's Basic Seminar
Textbook contains, there are literally thousands more pages of IBLP materials, all filled with lists of 
"principles" for living the Christian life. How could anyone who reads them avoid drawing the
conclusion that the Christian life is one of extremely complicated rule-keeping? Several Bible teachers
have observed that legalism inevitably leads to license, because it frustrates the very grace of God. We
need to become holy. Instead of being cleansed by God's Spirit, legalism depends on one's own efforts;
and since man is not up to the task, sin invariably boils over in the human soul. 19b (Source: "Bill
Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 3: Gothard and the Law," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, July-August 1998.)

(c) Teaches a social gospel geared to save society rather than the Good News of the humility of Christ
through His death, burial, resurrection, and ascension. At its best, Gothard's system can only produce
reformed sinners, not regenerated saints (Jan-Feb 1997, Fundamentalist Digest -- comments on
Gothard's "most important letter -- ever" to "Pastors and Christian Leaders").

(d) Ignores a major premise of dispensational theology; i.e., the distinction between the nation of Israel
and the Church. By "rightly dividing the Word of truth" (2 Tim. 2:15) on the basis of Pauline
Dispensationalism, there is no possible way that God's Old Testament promises and penalties
concerning Israel can be applied to the heavenly Church; i.e., to the Christian, whose life is "hidden
with Christ in God" (Col. 3:3). (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant,
4/97, p. 2.)

(e) Has a misunderstanding of the doctrine of grace. The Advanced Seminar Textbook offers
"operational definitions" that are misleading and wrong. The Grace of God, which is God's unmerited
favor, is defined by Gothard as: "The desire and power to reproduce ourselves spiritually." In this
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redefining and recasting of grace, Gothard does not even come close. The source of grace is God, not
ourselves. It is a gift from God (Eph. 2:8-9) -- the goodness of God manifested toward the ill-
deserving. Furthermore, Gothard defines faith as "Visualizing what God intends to do." Faith is not
visualization in any sense. Faith (Greek: pistis) is trust in God and His Word. Faith is clinging to God
and His promises (Rom. 10:17). It is translated as trust in most of the Old Testament passages. It is a
distortion to turn a strong Biblical concept into a watered-down human endeavor of visualization.
(Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," The
Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.) [In a paper by Gothard titled
Definition of Grace [IBLP:2000], Gothard attacks the Biblical definition of grace as "unmerited favor,"
calling it instead a "faulty definition." He says, "In the Old Testament, those who found grace
possessed qualities that merited God's favor." This "meriting God's favor" contradicts the heart and soul
of the Biblical teaching about grace. For Gothard, the primary purpose of grace is to assist Christians in
keeping the Law, and a primary purpose for keeping the Law is to "earn" more grace! (Source: Veinot
& Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 143; 147.)]

(f) Has a weak view of the seriousness of sin in God's eyes -- sin is at times referred to as "failure"
(e.g., see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 100, 194). In some instances, he seems to have also abdicated
individual responsibility for sin (e.g., see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 79, 87, 91).

(g) Views spiritual warfare for the believer to include mandatory binding and rebuking of Satan and his
demons, and "praying a hedge of thorns" around one's estranged spouse (see Rebuilder's Guide, pp.
115, 119-121, 124). (Gothard also teaches the concept of "ancestral" demons.) Ed Silvoso, a
charismatic "spiritual warfare expert" has also appeared with Gothard at his seminars.20 A 1992
booklet, Ten Reasons for Alumni to Be Encouraged, describes a typical demon deliverance ritual then
being conducted at various IBLP meetings.21

Even spiritual warfare guru Neil Anderson (author of The Bondage Breaker) appeared with Gothard at
a 6/94 Homeschooling Training Seminar in Knoxville, Tennessee. Almost without exception,
demonizers are eradicationists. Via their experience-centered error, the old man is "crucified, dead and
gone -- extinct." Hence, it is a simple matter to substitute a demon for the indwelling old Adamic man.
Cast out the demon of a specific symptom, and the individual is "delivered." (Source: Miles J.
Stanford, 4/97 report, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant.)

(h) Leaves followers with a false understanding of spirituality -- in two ways. One way is that some
begin to think holiness is conformity to lists of rules and regulations; emphasis is placed on external
rather than internal issues. People may perceive themselves to be more spiritual than others in the
church based on adherence to dietary regulations, hairstyles, clothing regulations, types of music they
listen to, or a host of other issues promoted by Gothard. Paul frequently wrote against the use of an
external standard (Colossians 2:16-17, 20-23).  The other way concerns Gothard's mystical
tendencies.22

(i) An overly rigid division and emphasis on the tripartite division of man into body/soul/spirit.

(j) Supports principles by the implications of the text rather than by the interpretation of the text,
leading often to the implications becoming the main teaching (e.g., Job neglected his family, hence his
problems). In other words, he comes to the truth via analogy instead of by doctrine; i.e., he creates an
analogy, and on the basis of that, he builds a truth. This is dangerous because one doesn't know what
the product of the Scripture is, compared to what the product of the analogy is, because it's all mixed-
up together.23 (See also pp. 119-124 & 157 of the Rebuilder's Guide for Gothard's derivation of his
"praying a hedge of thorns" doctrine.)

(k) Similar to (j) above, Gothard makes a goal out of a byproduct. Gothard is seemingly filled with this
urge of trying to solve the problems of youth and taking care of "basic youth conflicts." He is making a
goal out of a byproduct. One illustration of this is the great appeal he makes for the desire for success.
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He teaches that if somebody wants to be successful, you teach him how to be successful. But the desire
for success doesn't need to be glorified, it needs to be crucified! The Bible tells us how to be
OBEDIENT, and if I am obedient, the byproduct is success. (Source: The Projector, Frank Sells.)

(l) Heavy reliance on paraphrased editions of the Bible (Phillip's and Living Bible most frequently),
allowing crucial principles to be established on the basis of the "feeling" expressed in the paraphrase.
Gothard claims that every teaching from his seminars is "firmly rooted in the King James Bible," but
that paraphrases, though not relied on for doctrine, "may be helpful in widening our understanding of a
verse in its application" (personal letter on file).24 (How can either of these so-called versions be
"helpful in widening our understanding of a verse in its application"? By relying on either of these
Bibles for the application of doctrine is, by definition, relying on them for doctrine.)

(m) Guilty of mixing discovery with revelation. In one of his brochures, Gothard says that in his fifteen
years of working with teenagers, he has "discovered" their problems. Then he takes the problems he
has "discovered" and finds the answers in the Bible. The fallacy of this methodology  is that neither
Gothard nor anybody else is qualified to discover the so-called problem any more than he is qualified
to solve it. We need the statement of the problem from the Bible as well as the answer from the Bible.
The Bible reveals both! Gothard in effect says, "Don't tell me anything about their problems. I know
about the problems." The answer is, he doesn't! Both the problem and the answer need to be revealed
from the Word, not discovered from experience. (Source: The Projector, Frank Sells.) (For example,
where in the Bible is the teenager's need for acceptance and a good self-image? Gothard has obviously
"discovered" this problem elsewhere.)

(n) Teaching on "Authority" and "Chain of Command" is unbiblical. Gothard teaches that children are
to obey parents even when they know God's will is something different. He teaches that there should be
an unquestioning accountability to the authority of parents, even after the child moves into adulthood,
and even if the parents are unsaved (cf. Psa. 1).25 This includes the requirement that both sets of
parents consent unanimously in their son's or daughter's selection of marriage partners, again, even if
the parents are both pagans. Failure to obey this requirement, according to Gothard, will always lead to
future marriage problems (see Rebuilder's Guide, pp. 78, 110, 154, 224, 235). (He also teaches that
women are always to obey their husbands instead of God in matters of conscience.)

(o) Incomplete exegesis of Exodus 20:4-6 (and apparent ignorance of Ezek. 18) has led to the
unscriptural teaching that children are guilty for the sins of their forefathers.26 This is the Charismatic
error of applying Old Testament generational retribution to the church (Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism:
Charismatic & Covenant, 4/97, p. 1). For example, Gothard teaches that the "sons" must agree to the
guilt and ask God to remove its consequences, and that parents of an adopted child should research the
child's biological parents and pray with the child for forgiveness, even casting out demons if necessary.
He also warns against adopting a child altogether, because you might be adopting one that has been
cursed (Exo. 20:4-6 again).27 (See Rebuilder 's Guide, pp. 160 & 181; and "Ten Reasons Why Adopted
Children Tend to Have More Conflicts," IBYC, 1982, pp. 1-2.) The only result of such a teaching is
guilt -- something Gothard seems to desire to produce in his followers.

IBLP Programs and Affiliated Organizations

Among the programs or organizations affiliated with the institute in Basic Life Principles are (Source: The Flint
Journal, "Low-keyed evangelist emerges as major player in Flint's future," July 9, 2000, pp. A-1,A-10):  [As of
July 2000; Some of the ministries and numbers have been updated from IBLP's 1/2004 website.]

Seminars: Basic Seminar; Advanced Seminar; Children's Institute; All-Day Ministers' Seminar. All are based on
principles Gothard [supposedly] gleaned from Biblical principles. More than 2.5 million people have attended the
Basic Seminar, by the Institute's count. 
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Education: The Telos Institute, a post-secondary [distance learning] degree program that integrates Biblical
principles and character training with life skills, has a current enrollment of 336. [Telos students may earn an
associate of arts degree in Character Development Services, and an associate of arts degree in Child and Youth
Character Development. Preliminary studies in mechanical engineering are also available.] Oak Brook College of
Law, a four-year juris doctorate correspondence program that offers a legal education with a [supposedly] Biblical
basis, had 21 graduates earlier this year [2000] in its inaugural class. Advanced Training Institute, a home-based
education program focusing on moral, intellectual and spiritual development, has 12,800 students. 

CharacterFirst! Education: The character-training program is offered in 800 schools across the country.

International Association of Character Cities: Provides materials and assistance to municipal leaders committed
to reinforcing positive character in their communities. More than 75 cities have adopted the program.                       

Air Land Emergency Resource Team (ALERT): Composed of male graduates of the Advanced Training
Institute, the program is activated at the request of government officials and provides disaster relief and
humanitarian aid, as well as aerial, land underwater search and recovery. The program is based on a 22-acre former
college campus in Texas donated to the Institute. The program currently has 181 enrolled; it has 600 graduates. 

Training Centers: The institute operates 17 centers worldwide that offer character-based training for individuals,
businesses, orphans, and juvenile delinquents. 

CharacterLink: The Internet service provider displays content blocks and other safe access options. There are
more than 1,300 subscribers.

[Return to Text]
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End Notes

1 Gothard's organization is an educational road show that teaches his unique view of Scripture. His seminars offer
self-help, presumably from the Bible, in the form of lists and steps to solving life's problems. He has a subjective
and personal interpretive scheme, and finds in God's Word what no one else has. (Source: "A Study in Evolving
Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom
Outreach, April-June 1996.)

Gothard promises seminar attendees: "Using this Seminar as a foundation, we can now offer you an unprecedented
series of further educational, informational, and character development opportunities that will be the best guarantee
that your sons and daughters will avoid the destructive pressures of our day ..." (Emphasis added.) [Notice there is
no mention of faith in Jesus Christ as a guarantee of anything!] Gothard continues, "you want to break destructive
habits; conquer anger, guilt, and bitterness; restore vital relationships with family and others; experience true
freedom and happiness; understand why things happen to you; and discover God's purpose for your life ... THIS
SEMINAR IS FOR YOU. This Seminar presents seven non-optional, universal principles which every person must
follow regardless of culture, race, religion, education, or social status. These principles teach people how to have
successful lives, marriages, families, and businesses." (Italics added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) It is
almost as if Gothard is saying. "With all the promises and guarantees we offer, who needs Jesus Christ!"

Gothard advertises Basic Youth Conflicts Seminar ("The Basic Seminar" -- $75 for an individual; $125 for a
married couple) topics as follows: "(1) How can I break habits which I know are wrong?; (2) What are the eight
keys to true success and happiness?; (3) How can I resolve major conflicts with parents and others?; (4) How can I
have a happy and successful marriage?; (5) What are the three root causes to which all major problems in life can
be traced?; (6) How can I overcome guilt from past failures?; (7) How can I have freedom from financial
pressures?; (8) How can I resolve anger and bitterness toward others?; (9) How can I conquer boredom and
discover purpose in life?; (10) How can I conquer fear and overcome feeling inferior?; (11) How can I establish
true friendships? ... PROVEN RESULTS" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) Notice the focus on self and what
"I" can get out of this -- where's the focus on Christ and Him crucified?

Amplifying further, Gothard says, "The Basic Seminar addresses seven Biblical principles that apply to every
person, regardless of culture, race, religion, age, education, or social status. A sampling of the topics include
insights on how to break unhealthy habits; resolve anger, guilt, bitterness, and fear; and discover real purpose for
life.  ... Designed for alumni of the Basic Seminar, the Advanced Seminar discusses more specific application of
how Biblical principles apply to marriage, family, education, financial responsibility, and additional topics. ... In the
Financial Freedom Seminar, IBLP board member and real estate developer Jim Sammons shares Biblical
perspectives related to debt, business relationships, and stewardship he learned after experiencing an overwhelming
financial collapse. Mr. Sammons intersperses Biblical counsel with personal anecdotes and lessons drawn from his
own financial woes and successes. ... Each Children's Institute is held in concurrence with a Basic Seminar and uses
nature stories, object lessons, and a 'team' approach to encourage children aged 6-12 to understand the importance
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of Godly character. Its purposes is to turn the hearts of children toward their parents (see Malachi 4:6) and to assist
parents in building strong families. [Held in concurrence with the Basic Seminar, it offers 21 hours of instruction
and has taught 88,000 children since its inception in 1992.]" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 10/00.)
[Return to text]

2 To enroll in Gothard's ATI home schooling program, parents and enrolling children are required to complete the
Basic and Advanced IBLP Seminars (and pay the yearly $675 per family tuition fee). Families must agree to many
guidelines in order to be accepted into the school and continue in it. At the yearly ATI conference, the dress code is
nearly a uniform consisting of a white shirt and navy blue pants or skirt. They must follow a dress code while they
are homeschooling, and the curriculum itself describes in detail what is required for proper and modest dress and
grooming. Beards are not allowed, but an exception is granted to those who have one because of religious
conviction. Once in ATI, a family is sent the curriculum on a regular basis. The curriculum consists of 52 Wisdom
Booklets, which provide nearly all that is required to complete the education. These booklets make a stack just over
a foot high. When a family has completed all the booklets, they start again from the beginning. The curriculum is
intended to be used for all ages simultaneously -- K-12.

Gothard claims that "As students explore information, it passes (consciously or unconsciously) through a grid of
presuppositions in their minds. After the information is evaluated by this 'grid,' it is acted upon." (Emphasis added.)
One of the goals of the training is "To identify each son and daughter's purpose in life and establish direction for
their training." One of the "Tools" to accomplish this is a "Life Purpose Appraisal," which sounds much like
personality testing! (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.) [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding
of the origins, techniques, and goals of personality testing would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.]
[Return to text]

3 These "All Day Ministers' Seminars" are purportedly for "senior pastors and Christian leaders" and their wives; it
"addresses current issues facing ministers and Christian leaders and provides training and encouragement" (IBLP
Internet web site, 10/00). A recent seminar covered the following topics: "(1) How to reach the heart of your
listener by understanding his true needs; (2) How to respond to people who live by their own rules; (3) How to
meet an urgent need in your church with new answers on Anger Resolution; (4) How to bring the light of Christ
back into your public schools (A new opportunity!); (5) How to develop three unexpected qualities that God looks
for in a leader He uses; (6) How to avoid defeat by understanding the five aspects of temptation; (7) How to have a
prayer ministry that is guaranteed to get results in your community; (8) How to win the heart of a rebel (vital for
parents); and (9) How to develop a passion for souls." (Emphasis added.) And for the pastor's wife: "(1) The key to
finding inward rest (Elisabeth Elliot teaching); (2) How to help your husband be known in the gates." (Source:
IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

4 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he excuses his ecumenically-attended meetings to the fact that publicans
and Pharisees attended the preaching of the Lord Jesus Christ. He failed to note a key difference. The Pharisees
hated the Lord Jesus Christ and quickly made plans to destroy Him. They did not sit under his ministry and enjoy it
and return to hear more. If Gothard were faithful to the Scriptures in his teachings, modernists, new evangelicals,
off-the-wall charismatics, and Roman Catholics would be convicted of their errors or would not be returning to his
seminars. (Source: 3/27/97, FBIS; adapted from a response to a 2/97 Gothard letter.)
[Return to text]

5 Quoted from a California pastor named John Mincy (8/15/96, Calvary Contender).
[Return to text]

6 A former Gothard ATI Family Coordinator reports that when traveling in Russia in 1992, visiting churches and
holding mini-training seminars for the ATI families, he refused to attend the unbiblical churches he was ordered to
attend. He was forced to resign. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]
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7 In spite of ample evidence of ecumenical compromise on Gothard's part, in an 8/97 personal letter Gothard claims
to be a Biblical separatist and lists six things he separates from. (False doctrine was not on the list.) One item listed
was fornication. It appears that Gothard is hypocritical in this matter also. Dr. Samuel J. Schultz, professor emeritus
of Old Testament, Wheaton College, was a member of the Board of IBYC (IBLP) from 1965 to 1980. On the
occasion of his resignation from the Board, due to a sex scandal involving Gothard's brother, Steve (IBLP
employee and vice president at the time), and some female members of the IBLP staff, Schultz read the following
paper to the Board. In part, he stated:

"On May 14, 1980, we as Board members were shocked to learn of the gross immorality that had
prevailed for some time among the staff under Bill's supervision as president. The disruption that
followed adversely affected the lives of almost the entire staff and families associated with IBYC.
Their confidence in Bill was shaken, and his credibility deteriorated rapidly in the wake of this tragedy.
Steve Gothard (Bill's younger brother) and the seven female employees with whom he has been
involved sexually were dismissed immediately. If any of us assumed that this was the basic problem,
we were soon made aware of the almost total loss of confidence by the staff in Bill as an administrator
and teacher in the seminars. The basic charge: Bill does not practice what he teaches. By July, Bill's
leadership was bankrupt. On Saturday morning, July 5th, a member of the Gothard family shared in
detail with the Board that Steve Gothard has also been deeply involved in pornography. The staff
communicated to us that they could not conscientiously promote the seminars since Bill was not
consistent with his message. This assertion is documented repeatedly by staff members as they resigned
throughout the rest of the year. ..." (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant,
4/97, p. 4.)

Dozens of employees resigned, angry at the way Gothard handled the incident, the Chicago Tribune reported. Bill
Gothard also resigned, but he soon returned to the ministry (less than a month after leaving). In 1986, Steve
Gothard went to court, alleging that brother Bill had tricked him into deeding his home and 360 acres of property in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan to the Institute. Steve Gothard dropped the suit in 1988 and told the Tribune in
1992 he has nothing but praise for his brother. (Source: 7/9/00, The Flint Journal.) [Bill Gothard also had some
morality problems of his own. It was reported in the 4/5/98 issue of the  L.A. Times that "Bill Gothard was seen by
staff members patting and fondling women employees. Later, he admitted in staff meetings that these actions were
'moral failures' on his part" (Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, p. 54).]
[Return to text] 

8 In a February 1997 letter to Calvary Contender's editor, Jerry Huffman, Gothard says he has not and does not
give "prophetic directives," as the 2/95 Charisma reported. The question to Gothard that goes begging for an
answer is (from Huffman's response to Gothard): 

"Why have you not cleared this up with Charisma? It is the main magazine of the charismatics, it is
down there near where the meeting was (in Florida), and was friendly to the Bright gathering. So I
assumed they would quote you correctly. But by you not first pursuing a retraction from Charisma (a
six-digit circulation magazine), the source of the 'error,' but instead faulting me for a one-sentence
reported quote from you (in my barely four-digit circulation little newsletter) is puzzling. I can see how
some might conclude that by leaving the 'prophetic directive' remark unchallenged in Charisma would
tend to boost your attendance from charismatics at your meetings, but to cover all bases, this must not
be reported to Fundamentalists. I certainly hope this is not the case and would hope that you would,
even two years later, write a letter to the Charisma editor to correct their 'erroneous' quote. ... If you
plan to do this, or take other action to clarify this, please let me know and I will gladly inform CC
readers." 

As of January of 2004, Gothard has still not responded to Mr. Huffman.
[Return to text]

9 Gothard claims: "Now is the time that you and your church can have a profound part in literally changing the
direction of America. The opportunity of the century is now here! Over twenty U.S. cities and states and other
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nations have officially invited us to work with their troubled youth and help them build stronger families! Whole
cities are now sponsoring a Basic Seminar after one city experienced a 50 percent drop in juvenile crime only four
months after their Basic Seminar. Other cities are asking us to bring our young people into their public schools to
teach their faculties and students how to develop character qualities such as honesty, diligence, obedience,
gratefulness, responsibility, virtue, initiative, orderliness, and attentiveness. A pilot program has already been
approved by the curriculum director and other school officials in Oklahoma City and will be under way February 3,
1997!" (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)

The state of Arkansas is one of 14 states that have required character training in the schools. Moreover, Arkansas
has mandated Gothard's CharacterFirst! character training program be used: "The plan calls for teaching character
in all their public schools and, at the same time, enrolling thousands of outstanding high school boys in an
'Arkansas ALERT Program' (Air Land Emergency Resource Team). These young men would learn personal
disciplines, character qualities, practical skills, and basic life principles. They would respond to needs throughout
the state and enlist welfare recipients to work with them on special projects. A superintendent of a school district in
Arkansas has offered his schools for a totally new approach to education. We would restructure his schools around
age-integrated learning teams rather than the traditional age-segregated classes. The older student team leaders
would be trained to be role models and to work with younger students on their teams. Teachers would be guides,
academic consultants, and professional tutors working to serve the parents, who would accept primary
responsibility for their children's education and facilitate further teaching in the home." (Source: IBLP Internet web
site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

10 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he pleads that his teaching cannot possibly be psychological, because he
was not trained in psychology nor has he "read the works of secular or Christian psychologists or psychiatrists."
However, it is not necessary to be trained in psychology to use psychological ideas. These psychological teachings
have thoroughly saturated our society and the church has absorbed them. Gothard's work shows clear evidence of
this through his teachings on self-acceptance, self-rejection, self-image, self-love, self-worth, and the need
theology teachings of Larry Crabb. Contrary to Gothard's claim, none of this comes from "studying the Scriptures."
(One attendee at an "All Day Ministers' Seminar" in New Jersey reported that pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson
was favorably referred to many times by Gothard. In addition, left-brain/right-brain guru and self-love proponent
Gary Smalley worked for Gothard for ten years.)

Also contradicting Gothard's claim that he is psychology-free, with all of his teachings firmly rooted in the
Scriptures, is a 1993 booklet published by IBLP titled How to Conquer the Addiction of Rock Music. One section is
titled, "How the Rock Beat Creates an Addiction: Explained by a Psychiatrist" (pp. 81-85). The psychiatrist is a
man by the name of Verle Bell, formerly of the Freudian-based Minirth-Meier Clinic (Chicago), who not only runs
a psychological counseling "ministry" in the Chicago area, but has also conducted in-house teaching/training of the
IBLP staff.
[Return to text]

11 Testimony from a former Gothardite: "It made so much sense at the time. He had an answer to everything. I was
having problems at work and Mr. Gothard pointed out that I had failed to submit to the authority of my boss and
work the eighty hours a week he demanded. For an electrical engineer, I wasn't making quite as much money as I
thought I should and Mr. Gothard attributed it all to a loan that I had taken out and I was receiving God's
chastening for violating His principles. In college, I had trouble in some of the more esoteric mathematical and
electrical engineering classes, ... it was because I had gone to public school and state college and listened to rock
music while doing so and God just couldn't help me because of that sin. Marital problems, chalk that up to
rebellious music, television and failing to follow God's plan of courtship instead of dating. Mr. Gothard presented a
world in which God had established principles to govern reality. These principles were such a strong influence in
this world that Gothard teaches that we can come to know God by knowing His principles. His Institute also
teaches that if we honor these principles, God is required to honor us. This stuff made perfect sense the first time I
heard it. All of my problems could be attributed to my unwitting failure to honor these principles. If I had just
gotten the formula right, God would have had to make me a success."
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And from another former Gothardite: "Mr. Gothard does not teach these wonderful truths which will set us free
from the power of sin (the law) and to allow the Holy Spirit to empower us to be everything we were meant to be.
No! He teaches how to be enslaved to the power and the penalty of sin. There is no freedom of the Spirit to lead in
one's life. Gothard must think he has the blueprint for one's life. By the time you have "progressed" to the elite
"home education" seminar, he will dictate when to get up in the morning, how to dress, what to eat (dietary law),
what music to listen to, how to us the TV (never) and the newspaper (let others screen it for you), not to use
contraceptives, when to have sex with your mate (based on Levitical law), what colors and styles to use in your
dress, how to clean your house, how to check your mail, choice of toys, whether a man should wear a beard or not,
how to use your money, how you should worship, how to be cleansed from sin, how to be right with your brothers,
friendships, dating, and the list goes on. Gothard's blueprint is indeed a "how to" religion which gives people no
room for personal Christianity. It is a way of controlling and cloning people. What area of life would the Holy
Spirit be able to interact with a person under this system? Does Gothard know the mind of God so well that he can
dictate so many details in the lives and hearts of God's people? Wouldn't this also isolate these people from any
truth or added information from sources outside of the Gothard camp? Would it enhance an arrogance of
superiority in the body of Christ because no one but Gothard knows God's way? (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A
Matter of Basic Principles, pp.198-199.)

Christians should be extremely wary of anyone who teaches that God requires the practice of the Old Testament
Law or portions thereof in order to become successful in one's spiritual life. On the contrary, the apostle Paul tells
believers that they are "delivered from the Law" and are "become dead to the Law" (Rom. 7:4). He adds, "Now we
are delivered from the law ... that we should serve in newness of spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter' (Rom.
7:6). The Law revealed sin (Rom. 7:7) and served as a "schoolmaster," pointing forward to Christ. The New
Testament believer is to derive his instruction for "successful" living from the New Testament, realizing that the
power to accomplish the obedience of faith comes from the Holy Spirit. Mixing law and grace as Gothard does
inevitably results in the confusion of basic, theological principles. (Source: May-June 2000, Foundation.)
[Return to text]

12 Gothard seems to truly believe that his seven principles, applied diligently, will insure that God's desires are
carried out in the lives of those who follow them and that the adherents will be the better for it. These "principles,"
rather than a relationship with God, are the focus of Gothard's teaching. The following seven steps, or principles,
are recalled by a former Gothard follower: (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 49; 207-
209; and IBLP website, 1/04.)

Accepting God's design in the way He made us (self-acceptance) -- We must accept the way that god has designed us,
and make no changes to it, except changes that will attract attention to God. Out of this principle stem two other key
teachings (a) we must have bright eyes. This is based on Isaiah 60:1, which is a clear misuse of Scripture; and (b) No
forms of birth control are acceptable even for use within marriage. God has designed us to reproduce! 

Being responsible for our offenses (clear conscience) -- We have a responsibility to God to be perfect in every action,
word, deed, and thought. This puts followers into a continual confessing process where they are scared they have
forgotten to confess some misstep. This step is really tied into the third principle. 

Getting under the protection of God-ordained leaders (response to authority) -- We must be under authority. This is
Gothard's favorite principle, and the one he spends the most time on. When you join Gothard's group, you become a part
of a "chain of authority," originating directly with God. The "chain of authority," diagrammed as a pyramid, places God at
the top, Bill Gothard directly underneath, then his aides, then the fathers of every family in his program. Of course, the
mother and children are placed under the father. This principle is tied to the second one in that children and wives are to
confess all improper words, actions, thoughts, and deeds to the father, as they would to God. 

Forgiving those who offend us (suffering) -- We will suffer for committing to such a high standard of living. The endless
lists of rules and regulations which are imposed on all members of this cult by the religious hierarchy are explained away
as a special standard of living which God expects of those who are so much closer to the truth and to Him than the rest
of the world. 

Yielding our personal rights (ownership) -- We are owned by God, and by our fathers. This is how Gothard promotes his
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teaching of arranged marriages, and a ritual that engages a daughter to her father until her time of marriage. 

Developing levels of maturity (life purpose/freedom) -- The more that we submit to authority, and continually examine
our minds for where Satan might be inhabiting us, we will find true freedom. 

Engrafting Scripture into our souls (success) -- All of this brings true success, and success will continue as long as we
continue studying Bill Gothard's teachings. 

And from a letter to Miles Stanford from an attendee of a Gothard seminar: "The first time I heard the
identification truths at a Gothard seminar was in May of 1982. Bill shared the truths in a seven-step approach. He
told the crowd that if any of the seven steps were not acted upon one could not expect victory over sin. This is
typical, as Bill is a collector. During the scandal crisis of BIYC, several of the staff were reading [Watchman] Nee's
book The Normal Christian Life. One of the staff was being groomed to replace Bill should the need occur. This
brother did all the video seminars. He met with Bill one Sunday and shared how he saw the Institute endorsing the
law instead of grace. Others shared this same burden with Bill, and out of all of them he developed these seven
(who can argue with the perfect number?) steps. Many expressed to me how excited they were that Bill was
teaching Romans Six, and I hoped that God was turning the sex scandal around. But I was disappointed when I
heard first-hand just what was being taught. Bill makes the truths of Identification a human activity -- more of a
formula than a living truth. And I am afraid that these truths are no more than another file in his drawer. Our
identification with Christ in His death, burial, resurrection, and ascension is not the central truth of Bill's ministry,
but just another truth." (Source: Miles J. Stanford, Gothardism: Charismatic & Covenant, 4/97, pp. 3-4.)
[Return to text]

13 In his Advanced Seminar handout titled "Appendix on the Place of Old Testament Law in the Life of New
Testament Believers," Gothard makes it clear that he does not believe that keeping the Old Testament Law will save
any individual. Nevertheless, he advances the idea that the Old Testament Law plays a vitally important part in the
life of the believer who desires to fulfill God's will. He says Jesus "understood the continuing value of the Law in
the lives of believers" and adds, "The Holy Spirit will guide our daily lives by all Scripture, including the Law, and
give us the power to obey His Word." He believes "the [Old Testament] Law is God's infinitely wise and masterful
'blueprint' for success in personal living, financial decisions, marriage, family, health and community life." Gothard
plunges into great detail to explain his ideas, but he continually uses Scripture out of Its proper, dispensational
context, or even edits the Scripture verses so as to force the text to support his own theology. (Source: May-June
2000, Foundation.)

Also from Gothard's Advanced Seminar materials: He believes that the Old Testament menstrual taboos are for the
New Testament as well. He equates "uncleanness," as the Old Testament refers to the menstrual cycle, to the
"uncleanness" of the New Testament, which is always in the context of refraining from fornication, adultery,
lasciviousness, etc. The conclusion is, of course, that the Old Testament sin of "uncleanness" is equal to the other
sexual sins mentioned in the New Testament. Gothard appears to be using the same English-translated word for
"uncleanliness" to build his case for marital abstinence. Page after page of material discusses sexuality in terms
implying that it limits one's spiritual "power." As a result, there is a strong push in Gothard's system for very
frequent periods of marital abstinence, in order to devote oneself to "prayer and fasting."
[Return to text]

14 Gothard does not profess to be a Theonomist. However, his interpretation of Matthew 5:17 clearly takes a
Theonomian position. Like the Theonomians, Gothard believes Christ’s basic meaning was to reaffirm the validity
of the Law for all time. Nonetheless, Gothard’s view goes beyond that of the Theonomists. He, too, believes that
modern civil laws should be based on Scripture, but he also strongly promotes the ceremonial requirements of the
Law for Christians today. In this, his belief comes closer to that of another group outside of evangelicalism:
Seventh-day Adventists. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, p. 129.)

A Baptist pastor wrote saying that his seven children are involved in home schooling with the Gothard ATI
curriculum -- "The improper interpretation of the Scripture and non-dispensationalism viewpoints are beginning to
show in their attitudes, comments, and lifestyles. The beard issue started my concern (if you have one you are not
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in submission to God)." Gothard teaches that beards indicate a lack of humility. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

15 In September of 1996, forty officials representing Russia and the U.S. Embassy attended a formal dedication of
Gothard's (character) Training Center. The "Russian Parliament adopted a declaration from a committee of experts
stating that the Biblically based principles taught by the Institute would be beneficial for all Russians to follow."
(Emphasis added.) (Source: IBLP Internet web site, 8/97.)
[Return to text]

16 Another example of Gothard's "system" is the IBLP Advanced Seminar Textbook -- Gothard provides
information on how women are to select makeup and choose colors that enhance skin tone, how to choose a hair
style, how to wear accessories, and the place of accents on the clothing, as well as how to stand (with illustrations)
and why to avoid any slits in the skirt (pp. 276-281). Beyond these materials is a large set of notes called Advanced
Training Institute of America. In it he teaches on self-image, responsibility, conscience, rights, freedom, success,
purpose, friends, engagement, finances, gratefulness, and prayer. With material this extensive, one can only wonder
when there would be time to read the Bible.

Some of the material borders on being silly. Proverbs 6:6-8 advises us to think ahead like an ant and to make
proper provision for the future. The simple illustration and context are very clear. But why leave it so simple and so
easy? From the Biblical illustration, Gothard develops an elaborate 20-point system (with drawings and
illustrations) around ants! (Source: "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's
Teachings," The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.)
[Return to text]

17 Gothard perverts Scripture to prove an unscientific psychological opinion. He says in an 8/97 personal letter:
"When John the Baptist was in his seventh month in the womb, he distinguished the voice of Mary and leaped for
joy when he heard her speak." He obviously is referring to Luke 1:41-44, but ignores Luke 1:15. This is not an
every-child situation; this is a special child ordained from the womb by God and "filled with the Holy Ghost, even
from his mother's womb." It appears Gothard is saying that what was true for John the Baptist is true for all babies
in the womb. The other verse used by Gothard is 2 Timothy 3:15. He says, "The Greek word 'brefos' means infant,
and can include an unborn child." I know of no Greek scholar who would say that this verse refers to an unborn
child.
[Return to text]

18 See also pp. 93, 122, 133, 135, 139, 166-167, and 204 of the Rebuilder's Guide for more of Gothard's current
teaching on self-acceptance/self-rejection.
[Return to text]

19a Gothard has a unique strategy for marketing his own books and material -- you could only get them by
attending his seminars. One effect of this was that no one who had not actually attended a seminar had access to
what Gothard was teaching. At his seminars, Gothard publicly discouraged attendees from even discussing
materials outside of the seminars. Since you could not just go out and buy a Gothard book at a Christian bookstore,
Christian book reviewers could not read them and point out any problems found in them. Therefore, almost no one
was able to read any critical analysis of any problems. It also meant his books were generally unavailable to Bible
professors, theologians, and those engaged apologetics and discernment ministries.

Gothard once accused Pastor G. Richard Fisher of being opposed to Bill's teachings in order to justify his (Fisher's)
desire for alcohol. The interesting aspect of this accusation is that Fisher practices complete abstinence from
alcohol. But as has occurred frequently in the past, passing false information about others is not an uncommon
thing for Gothard. At the same time, he is very concerned with keeping negative information about himself and the
Institute from getting out to the public, for he considers it "unbiblical" for others to criticize him. During a staff
meeting at the time of the sex scandal, Gothard introduced a brand-new teaching on Matthew 18. He passed around
a large poster-like contract for all to sign promising never to "give an evil report but only say good things about
other people." According to former staff members, this teaching was meant to intimidate the staff and squelch any
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critical talk about what was going on within the organization. Any discussion of perceived problems was to be
considered "gossip." Bill Gothard equates disagreeing with his teaching and methodology to doubting the Word of
God. (Source: Veinot & Henzel, A Matter of Basic Principles, pp. 53, 67, 72, 94, 95.)
[Return to text]

19b An example of Gothard's rule-making carried to the ridiculous occurred at Gothard's Advanced Seminars in
1983 -- Gothard introduced sex regulations based upon Old Testament commands. Under the session titled "Six
Purposes, Principles, and Keys To Fulfillment In The Marriage Relationship," he told married couples to abstain
from physical relations: (1) During the wife's menstrual cycle; (2) Seven days after the cycles; (3) 40 days after the
birth of a son; (4) 80 days after the birth of a daughter; and (5) The evening prior to worship.  
[Return to text]

20 Prominent Southern Baptist evangelist Mickey Bonner has also spoken for Gothard. The 8/97 Charisma said:
"Although [Bonner] was Southern Baptist, he was widely accepted by charismatics because of his emphasis on
spiritual gifts such as healing and deliverance." (Emphasis added.) Bonner collapsed and died 6/5/97 while
preaching a sermon on humility and brokenness. He was addressing 16,000 people who had gathered in Knoxville,
Tennessee for a home schooling conference sponsored by Bill Gothard. (Source: 8/15/97, Calvary Contender.)
[Return to text]

21 "... several men were trying to cast various evil spirits out of the young man. The spirits would leave and then
return. ... I (Gothard) asked him if he would like to learn what bitterness had done to his soul. He eagerly listened
as I drew a chart illustrating how his bitterness had given 'ground' to Satan and how from that 'ground,' Satan had
built his strongholds of false conclusions and was tormenting him with depression, fear, anger, and other
destructive emotions. ... After he understood how Satan had gained areas of jurisdictional authority in his soul when
he 'let the sun go down on his wrath,' he took the following three Scriptural steps. These steps appropriate the
victory that Christ already won for us with His death on the cross: (1) He confessed the sin of bitterness; (2) He
claimed the blood of Christ; (3) He asked God to regain 'ground' in areas of his soul given to Satan. ... he finally
uttered the words, and immediately his uncontrolled trembling stopped and a peace came over him. ... I explained
that immorality will also give 'ground' to Satan and that on that 'ground,' Satan will build false ideas (strongholds)
from which wrong conclusions are made. He acknowledged that there had been much immorality, so we repeated
the steps in order to regain surrendered 'ground.' ... Great praise went up to God for this marvelous demonstration of
His power. ... the next evening as attendees heard this new material on conquering bitterness and regaining 'ground.'
Throughout the remainder of the week, others who applied these steps could be heard in the hallways exclaiming,
'I'm free! I'm free!' ...

"From his strongholds, Satan's tormentors invade other areas of the soul with unexplainable fears, mental confusion,
deep depression, and uncontrollable anger or lust. No matter how these teenagers try to battle these destructive
emotions, they find little success ... 'Bill Gothard told me that because I had received and accepted these thoughts
over the years, Satan had taken a lot of "ground" in my soul. He asked me if I would like to pray and ask the Lord
to take back the "ground" I had given to Satan. ... As soon as I said the words, my shaking stopped. I just felt
relaxed, and I could see clearly. ... I felt a complete freedom! ... To this day, I have not dwelt on or considered
suicide again. I am completely free from the hold Satan had on my life.' ... Any bitterness, greed, or guilt will
darken your eyes and give Satan jurisdiction in your soul. ... A booklet describing this vital truth is available for
you to order." (Emphasis added.) (Source: Ten Reasons for Alumni to Be Encouraged.)
[Return to text]

22 At one of Gothard's seminars, the story was told of a woman who was so spiritually sensitive that she fainted
every time she heard a particular type of rock beat. This story repeated by multiple followers of IBLP. Another
church member who was at this conference, heard the story, and was deeply impressed. For some time thereafter,
every time she heard a song that had a stronger rhythm than she felt was appropriate, she would feel nauseated.
(Apparently, she could not learn how to faint.) 

Gothard and his followers also frequently speak of the "light in the eyes" the young people under his ministry
exhibit, provided they don't listen to contemporary music. A couple of Scriptures are occasionally twisted to support
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this. At one seminar, Gothard said essentially, "Jesus said the eye is the light of the body and let your light shine
before men." In personal correspondence, Gothard denies he uses these verses to support the "light in the eyes"
phenomena. However, he goes on to state, "The light in the eyes is an observable fact." (Source: Keith Gibson,
"When Gothard Comes To Church.")
[Return to text]

23 Gothard's poor hermeneutic technique is THE ISSUE behind all other problems in his ministry. An individual or
family who become heavily involved with IBLP must overlook a series of Scripture abuses. This lack of
understanding regarding proper methods of interpretation leaves the follower open to other teachers who mishandle
the Word. Many of the techniques used by Gothard are also used by cults and faith teachers. A family who
becomes involved in Gothard's ministry is ill prepared to counter these false teachers. (Source: Keith Gibson,
"When Gothard Comes To Church.")
[Return to text]

24 The same man referenced in Endnote #6 confronted Gothard on the subject of the many versions of the Bible
that are accepted and used by the staff and by Gothard himself. Gothard said that he personally believed that the
KJV is God's only Word in English, but would not make a stand. He said he encourages the use of the Phillip's
translation and the memorization of it rather than the KJV. (Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

25 In an 8/97 personal letter from Gothard, he says he teaches that as a child matures to adulthood, "he passes from
chain of command to chain of counsel. Scripture teaches that we should not forsake the counsel of our father and
mother when they are old." This is playing word games. If one is subject to absolute parental authority as long as
the parent is alive, what difference does it make whether it is the parent's chain of command authority or the
parent's counsel to which the child/adult is subject?

Moreover, Gothard is a bit hypocritical in the "Authority" area. The man referenced in Endnotes #6 and #24, when
resigning from IBLP and ATI, told Gothard he could not stay because of their differences in beliefs and because his
father would not let him work for Gothard any longer. Gothard tried to convince him otherwise. The man told
Gothard that he was going against his own authority teachings. Gothard told him to pay no attention to his father.
(Personal e-mail on file.)
[Return to text]

26 Gothard emphasizes sins visited "upon the children unto the third and fourth generation" and neither emphasizes
nor explains the pregnant phrase, "of them that hate me." It is also regrettable that he does not properly consider
verse six: "But showing love to thousands who love me and keep my commandments." In an 8/97 personal letter
from Gothard, he tries to make a distinction between the sins of the forefathers and the iniquities, claiming he
teaches that the iniquities are passed on, not the sins. However, this is playing word games again. Moreover, the
word translated iniquity in Exodus 20:4-6, as well as in many other places throughout the Old Testament, includes
not only the tendency to sin, but also the sin, the guilt, the punishment, and the consequences. Gothard also says in
his letter that, "in the same way they [parents] transfer to us physical features and health weakness, they can also
pass on spiritual tendencies." This a false analogy between the spiritual and the physical/genetic.
[Return to text]

27 Gothard teaches that the new parents of an adopted child must research the sins of the "biological parents,"
confessing them and casting the consequences off the child. He says: "Causes of Conflicts -- Adopted children are
affected by the sins of their natural parents, and these sins are usually very severe. ... Steps to Resolve Conflicts --
If the child is too young to understand, pray for the child. Confess your sins and acknowledge the sins of the natural
parents. Ask God to rebuke Satan and free the child from any unbelief or rebellion from the lives of the parents.
Pray in the name and through the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ" ("Ten Reasons Why Adopted Children Tend to
Have More Conflicts," IBYC, 1982, pp. 1-2).
[Return to text]
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The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes
Mighty
by Bill Gothard

In his short book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty,2 Bill Gothard attempts to show prayers
expressed by crying out loud are the most effective. Gothard writes, 

“For most of my life, I assumed that crying out was simply synonymous with prayer. I’ve come to be
amazed, however, to see the specific purposes and potential for crying out—and how this is
emphasized time and again in Scripture. God hears our prayers, and the Bible’s testimony reveals that,
in a special way, He particularly hears us when our requests are voiced aloud.”3 [emphasis in original] 

Jesus condemned those who make a public spectacle of their prayers and those who speak many words in hope they
will be heard (Matt. 6:5-7). The power of prayer is determined by the intent of the person, not the method of
expression. Jesus calls us to examine our prayer before it is spoken. In contrast, Gothard tells us to cry out and then
examine our prayers:

“As we call aloud our prayers, we can more easily recognize our heart’s condition before God. Hearing
our own spoken words, we quickly detect any lack of fervency or humility or reverence. Listening to
ourselves, we’re forced to examine our hearts.”4 

Does God really respond more favorably when our prayers are voiced aloud with great fervency? The answer is
unequivocally, “No.”  

What Exactly Is The Point Of This Book?  

God answers prayers that are in accordance with His will. Move your mind to the Garden of Gethsemane (Luke
22:39-46). The cry of our Savior could not have been more fervent. Jesus literally was sweating blood. He was
about to face the excruciating pain delivered by the cross. His human nature desired to be delivered from the pain
He was about to face. Nevertheless, His human will yielded to that of the Father. Christ’s prayer in Gethsemane is a
model for the believer. Ultimately, prayer is not a tool to change our circumstances or the mind of God. Effective
prayer is aligning our will with the will of God.  

The Power of Crying Out paints quite a different picture of the purpose and mechanics of prayer. Gothard clearly
makes a distinction between normal prayer and crying out to God in a loud voice. The distinction Gothard makes is
that there are some situations that favorable answers to prayer come only after the prayer is voiced aloud. As he
says it, “I saw that the Bible makes a distinction between ‘prayer’ and ‘crying out to God’.”6 

Does It Work? 

Throughout the book, there are anecdotal stories supporting Gothard’s belief there is special power in crying aloud
in prayer. Stories of cancer being cured,7 criminals lowering their guns,8 engines stalling,9 financial success,10
freedom from lust,11 and more, permeate the book.  

But God is not sitting in Heaven waiting to see what and how people will pray. He already knows our prayers—
they are a part of His eternal knowledge and sovereign plan for this world. We are called to bring to our Father
requests and petitions (Phil. 4:6). However, to think if one cries aloud God will answer the prayer favorably for
them is unbiblical. God certainly answers all our prayers. The answer, however, is often not what we desire.  

Success stories long have been effective marketing tools. Companies that sell cosmetics, dieting methods, and
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exercise equipment parade the beautiful, slim, and fit to promote their product. The wise consumer understands, as
the fine print usually states, results may vary. Gothard also asserted his own ‘fine print.’ In the “Points to Ponder”
section he writes, 

“Have you ever cried out to God in a crisis, but nothing happened? Did your cry reflect total humility?
Did you acknowledge your complete weakness? Was there unconditional surrender to God’s will on
every matter? Are there still areas in your life where you have not fully surrendered to Him?”14  

If this is the criteria for answered prayer, then God will never answer the prayer of a Christian. What Christian can
honestly say he is completely humble, completely acknowledge his weaknesses, and has unconditional surrender in
every part of his life? The Apostle John tells us, “If we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth
is not in us” (1 Jn. 1:8). It is for this reason we lean on the wisdom of God and not our own understanding.  

In an attempt to give an answer to the one whose cry is not acted upon by God, Gothard writes Chapter 11—“When
God Delays His Answer.” The title says it all. Implied in the title and explicit in the chapter is the idea that if God
has not answered your cry—just wait, He will. “I’ve been amazed at how just one cry will bring immediate results.
But, we should not always expect this to be the case. Sometimes we need to keep crying night and day.”15
[emphasis in original] 

Gothard continues in this chapter with a story of how God provided real estate to his ministry ALERT.16 The wife
of the founder of ALERT “began to cry out to the Lord with the prayer of Jabez,17 asking for expanded
facilities.”18 Gothard relates that they cried out several times after it looked like they would not get the land.
Finally, they received the land. Gothard concludes, 

“God’s Word tells us of ‘His own elect who cry out day and night to Him,’ and how God will respond
to them ‘speedily’ as He patiently hears them. His timely response will always come according to what
He wisely determines is the best schedule, in reward to our faith.”19 [emphasis in original] 

The Scripture Gothard is referring to is Luke 18:7-8. In context, Jesus is talking to His disciples about the coming
of the Kingdom of God. In Luke 18:1, Jesus begins a parable of a godless judge. A widow who wanted justice
against her adversary constantly petitioned the judge. The judge gave her justice so she would not badger him any
longer. Jesus responds, “And the Lord said, ‘Hear what the unrighteous judge said; now, will not God bring
about justice for His elect who cry to Him day and night, and will He delay long over them? I tell you that He
will bring about justice for them quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on the earth?
’ (Luke 18:7-8).” 

This passage does not teach that we are to cry out for things in this world until we get them. Jesus is explaining the
cry of the believer for justice will be answered. The Kingdom of God will come, and His judgment will be speedy.
Gothard’s application of this passage to the provision of expanded facilities is completely without warrant and a
classic example of pretexting.20 

God, Do You Hear Me? 

It should be noted that we are not against the idea of crying aloud to God. In some cases, it is a natural outflow of
the heart. Our criticism concerns Gothard’s claim there is a qualitative difference between silent prayer and prayer
spoken aloud.21  

It is the heart of the prayer God hears. Words? whether spoken silently or aloud—are an outpouring of the heart.
Words spoken aloud do not guarantee a pure and humble heart. The heart full of envy, pride, and jealousy can also
speak aloud. Gothard gives many examples where the Bible records crying aloud to God. The mistake Gothard
makes is taking what is descriptive in Scripture and making it prescriptive for everyday life. God is looking for a
heart that cries out, not a voice that cries out. 

There is nothing we can do to grab God’s ear for a special hearing. Job attempted to get such a hearing with God.
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He lamented chapter after chapter in hope God might hear his case. Job pleaded that God might explain his
suffering. The Lord responded out of the storm, “Brace yourself like a man; I will question you, and you shall
answer me” (Job 38:3). 

Just as Job could not move God to a response, neither can we. God hears the cry of the heart, but He is not moved
by our passion. Our prayers do not have power within themselves. They cannot change the mind of God nor deliver
an answer of our choosing. The power of prayer is found in the One to whom we pray, not in the prayer itself. 

Gothard is correct to stress the notion of fervency in prayer. God certainly hears the sincere prayer. Gothard makes
two incorrect deductions, however. First, Gothard equates crying aloud with fervency. Second, he believes the
fervent prayer is always answered in the affirmative. Gothard makes these two deductions when he writes, 

“Much of our prayer lacks the kind of fervency God requires for effective results. But when a person
sincerely cries out to God as his only hope for deliverance, provision, or protection, we can be quite
certain the cry will be fervent.”23 

If Gothard were to use the phrase “cries out” to mean a cry of the heart and not necessarily a cry of the voice, his
above quote would be accurate. However, in the context of the book, it is clear Gothard is referring to the cry of the
voice—a cry spoken out loud. 

God longs to hear our heart cry to Him. Our prayer should be that we might be delivered through the trouble of this
world. The cry of the heart should be centered on the very person and nature of God.  

God’s People In Prayer 

Prayer is our fellowship with the Bridegroom. The Church is the bride of Christ. What is a marriage without
communication? We pray to God, and He speaks to us through His Word. The heart of a Christian should desire
the will of her Groom. Pray to Him and also listen to Him. God will not answer a prayer in a way that is contrary to
His Word. You can bank on it.  

This cannot be overemphasized: God does not answer prayer that is in conflict with His Word. Prayer is not an
opportunity to inform God of His will. The unknowing do not explain to God “how it is.” The unknowing seek the
omniscient One to ask “how should it be?”  

Prayer is not some mystic thing, where we try to find the right combination of word and phrase that will make God
snap to attention and expand our ministry or whatever else. People in the occult 25 use prayer, word phrases, and
mysticism to gain power for them. This is not the way of the Christian. The power of prayer lies in the omnipotent
One—exactly where it should be. 

Final Thoughts 

Gothard needs to stop looking for a mechanistic method for prayer. This is a view of prayer similar to what we find
in an occultic system of reality: a + b = c (The Prayer of Jabez + our praying it = expanded ministry); b + d = q
(need in our life + crying aloud = positive answer). It is the idea that if I know the right ingredients to prayer, then I
can insure the answer to prayer. The Christian idea of prayer, however, is one of relationship with God. Prayer is
seeking to commune and communicate with our heavenly Father with whom we have a relationship. God hears our
prayers whether audible or inaudible.  

Books such as Gothard’s The Power of Crying Out plague the American church. This mode of thinking has
infected the Christian life and church. Self-help is the antithesis of the Gospel. Paul continually reminds the Roman
church that they were saved by faith. Faith is a noun and not a verb. Our faith is in what God has already done—
His Cross, and the promise of what He is still going to do—separate the good from the evil. Self-help is falling
back into a different gospel. Self-help is a desire for knowledge to control life. If faith is a verb, an action, then it is
not faith at all. Christian faith is a noun; faith is no better than the God our faith is in, what He has done, what He
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does, and what He will do. We pray in faith. Amen. 

ENDNOTES:  [Missing endnotes are the result of editing-out the cited text in question.]

2 Bill Gothard, Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, (Sisters, OR: Multnomah Publishers, 2002)   
3 Ibid., 19.   
4 Ibid., 26.
6 Ibid., 12.
7 Ibid., 10.
8 Ibid., 17.
9 Ibid., 38.
10 Ibid., 40.
11 Ibid., 47-48
14 Gothard, 73.
15 Gothard, 79.
16 Air Land Emergency Resource Team
17 For a review of The Prayer of Jabez, see Vol. 8, No. 1, Winter 2002 edition of the Midwest Christian Outreach
Journal.
18 Gothard, 79.
19 Ibid., 81.
20 Pretexting is reading one’s own ideas into Scripture rather than allowing Scripture to define our ideas. 
21 Interestingly, Neil Anderson in his book Bondage Breaker, exhorts the Christian to not speak their prayers aloud
because Satan can then hear them and use those prayers against the believer. We do not believe this to be true. But,
what is evident with both of these books is the spiritual “no-mans land” in which the Christian is left. This
illustrates the need for the believer to test the writings of all authors against Scripture.
23 Ibid., 75.
25 Bill Gothard is not in any way associated with the occult. We are simply pointing out the nature of occultic
prayer.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in the Summer 2003, MCO Journal: “For Crying Out Loud: Looking at
Bill Gothard’s Book The Power of Crying Out: When Prayer Becomes Mighty, pp. 8 & 9-12; a review by Randall
Birtell & Randal Ming. (Birtell and Ming are the Scranton, KS Branch Directors of MCOI, and are both completing
their Master’s Degree in Apologetics.) 
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More Gothard on the Web
Bill Gothard and The Institute in Basic Life Principles (IBLP) by Ron Henzel -- In the side bars of this short
article, there are links to numerous other articles on the teachings of Bill Gothard. Among them are the following
articles we consider to be key in understanding the phenomena of Gothardism:

(1) "Issues of Concern -- Bill Gothard and the Bible: A Report," by Ronald B. Allen, May 30, 1984.

(2) "There You Go Again -- Bill Gothard and 'The Facts': An Open Letter," by Ronald B. Allen, November 7,
1997.

(3) "A Study in Evolving Fadism: The Dangerous Leanings of Bill Gothard's Teachings," by G. Richard Fisher, The
Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1996.

(4) "An Evening With Bill Gothard," by Ron Henzel, Don Veinot, and Marty Butz, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, March-April 1998.

(5) "The Basis Life Principles of Bill Gothard: Benevolent Ministry or Bondage Making?," by G. Richard Fisher,
The Quarterly Journal of Personal Freedom Outreach, April-June 1998.

(6) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 1," by Don Veinot and Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian Outreach
Journal, July-August 1997.

(7) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 2: Chain of Authority," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, September 1997.  

(8) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 3: Gothard and the Law," by Ron Henzel, The Midwest Christian
Outreach Journal, July-August 1998.

(9) "Bill Gothard's Evangelical Talmud, Part 4: Bill Gothard's Mystical Approach to Medical Issues," by Marty
Butz, The Midwest Christian Outreach Journal, September-October 1998.
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Billy Graham 
General Teachings/Activities

-  Billy Graham (born in 1918) has Parkinson's disease, a progressive nervous disorder that has already made it
impossible for him to drive a car or write by hand. Graham, an ordained Southern Baptist (SBC), heads a $100
million a year evangelistic empire, the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) (Graham is now paid
$101,250 per year with a $33,750 housing allowance.) The BGEA also operates a 1,500 acre training center, "The
Cove," located in Asheville, North Carolina. The Cove was started in 1987 and includes an inn and a Cove camp
for youths ages 9-15. Approximately 5-10,000 adults are trained there annually in Graham-style evangelism.

Graham's magazine, Decision, reaches 1.7 million people, his column appears in more than 100 newspapers, his
radio program is on 700 stations worldwide, and several of his books have been best-sellers. (Angels, published in
1975, sold one million copies in just 90 days.) Graham has reportedly preached to over 200 million people and once
claimed that precisely 2,874,082 of them have stepped forward to "accept Jesus Christ as personal Savior"
(11/15/93, Time magazine). Former President Bush called Graham "America's pastor." Harry Truman called him a
"counterfeit" and publicity seeker. Pat Boone considers him "the greatest man since Jesus." Still another says
Graham "has done more harm to the cause of Christ than any other living man." Who's correct? Read on and judge
for yourself.

-  In 1995, Billy Graham's prodigal son Franklin, was named first vice chairman and eventual successor to his
father's crusade organization. Billy Graham will remain chairman and head preacher as long as he is able. Franklin
wears jeans, boots, denim shirt, and leather jacket. He was a teen rebel who drank, smoked, fought, and led police
on high-speed chases. He was kicked out of LeTourneau College. He will continue as director of Samaritan's Purse
and World Medical Mission, both social gospel organizations.

Early in June 1996, Franklin Graham, interviewed on CNBC, declared, "[W]hether it's the Roman Catholic Church
... the Orthodox Church ...we'd all agree ... it's Jesus Christ who paid the penalty for sin." That statement was
tragically deceptive. Could Franklin, like his father, be unaware that Catholicism and Orthodoxy, while using the
same Biblical words as evangelicals, mean something else? Franklin Graham told the Indianapolis Star (6/3/99)
that his father's longstanding ecumenical alliance with the Catholic Church and all other denominations, "was one
of the smartest things his father ever did." The charismatic Charisma magazine in 10/95 contained a 7-page article
on Franklin Graham. They quoted him as saying, "I thank God for the warmth I see within many of the charismatic
churches -- their love for the Lord and love for the scriptures. ..." He also said, "Probably (Samaritan's Purse)
largest base of support comes from the charismatic community." He has referred to "Mother" Teresa as an
"example of the woman God uses" (4/1/99, Calvary Contender).

Franklin Graham is a chip off the old block, and you may be sure that he will compromise as much or more than
his father. Look for little change from the current ecumenical stance of the BGEA once Franklin takes over full
time -- or worse -- Franklin Graham does not use his father's word, "crusade," but uses the secular seeker-sensitive
word "festival" for his meetings. His 5/99 "festival" at the University of Alabama drew 50,000. The 5/13/99
Alabama Baptist listed some Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) performers, and said "contemporary Christian
artist Steven Curtis Chapman had the young people rocking and singing on the coliseum floor. ..." (Source: 6/15/99,
Calvary Contender.)

-  Norman Vincent Peale was the person who was not only responsible for bringing "Christian" psychology into the
professing Church, but he also advocated such New Age and/or occult teachings as visualization, pantheism, human
potential, positive confession, positive thinking, etc. Once on the Phil Donahue Show, Peale, a 33rd degree Mason,
said, "It's not necessary to be born again. You have your way to God, I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto
shrine." (Shintoism is an ancient Oriental religion that fuses ancestor worship with mysticism.) He also denied the
necessity of believing in the virgin birth.
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Peale's false teachings apparently mattered little to Billy Graham. Bible for Today quoted Graham as saying in a
speech at a National Council of Churches luncheon on 12/6/66: "I don't know anyone who has done more for the
kingdom of God than Norman and Ruth Peale, or have meant any more in my life -- the encouragement they have
given me" (Hayes Minnick, BFT Report #565, p. 28). (Maybe Billy meant to say that he could think of no one who
had done more evil for the cause of Christ than the Peales?) Graham even once allowed Peale to give the
benediction at one of his New York City rallies, and then sent the names of some 400 new "converts" to Peale's
Marble Collegiate Church.

-  One of Norman Vincent Peale's most "successful" prot�g�s is Robert Schuller. Schuller teaches that there is no
need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no need for repentance, and no need for the crucifixion of self.
Concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the opposite philosophy -- that self is to be exalted -- which is
nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. (See Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, wherein
Schuller says, "Jesus knew His worth; His success fed His self-esteem. He suffered the cross to sanctify His self-
esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-esteem. The cross will sanctify the ego trip" [cf. Matthew
16:24].)

Yet, Graham endorses this apostate as well, saying: "Robert Schuller is a great man of God, whose shoes I am not
worthy to stoop and loose" (cf. John the Baptist's statement when speaking of Jesus in John 1:27!). Graham is also
the one who advised Schuller, back in 1969, to start his "Hour of Power" television show. In 1972, Graham made
Schuller a leader in his Anaheim Crusade, saying, "There is no one in all the world I love in Christ more than I do
Bob Schuller. ... He has done some of the greatest things for the Kingdom of God of any man in our generation"
(David Beale, S.B.C. House on the Sand, p. 144). Graham made a personal appearance on Schuller's 1000th
anniversary program (aired 4/2/89), relating how he had encouraged Schuller 20 years earlier when he said, "Bob,
why don't you think of telecasting your services." [Graham spoke at Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral in 1985,
and the two men came up with a joint definition of "born again" as "a decision to stop carrying your own luggage"
(Paul Harvey's report, 7/15/85).]

-  Cooperation with a Graham crusade will automatically necessitate fellowship with those who have denied the
cardinal doctrines of the faith. For example, Graham not only has influential unbelievers on his crusade platforms,
but has also had, on a regular basis since at least 1972, Catholic counselors counsel with new Roman Catholic
"converts," referring these new converts back to their own Catholic churches for follow-up. In fact, Graham won't
even hold a crusade in a city unless he is assured of wide denominational support (i.e., ecumenical backing). The
issue then is more than the authenticity of Billy Graham's Christianity, but is instead the fact that any involvement
whatsoever with Graham and/or his organization means "association for religious purposes with people who hold to
another gospel: in some cases a Roman Catholic gospel, in others a modernistic gospel," and in others still, no
gospel at all (R.J. Sheehan, C.H. Spurgeon and the Modern Church, pp.97-98). [Graham's habit of referring back to
the Catholic Church can even be documented as far back as 1957! In a 9/21/57 interview with the San Francisco
News, Graham said, "Anyone who makes a decision at our meetings is seen later and referred to a local clergyman,
Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish." (More recently, Graham's 1994 Crusades in Minneapolis and Cleveland: 6,000
respondents at each Crusade referred back to the Catholic Church; Graham's 9/96 Charlotte, NC Crusade: 1,700
respondents referred back to the Catholic Church)]

Over the years, Catholic leaders have learned they have nothing to fear from Billy Graham crusades. They use the
Graham crusades to retrieve non-practicing Catholics and even to gain proselytes to Romanism. Graham's call to
"receive Christ," or "make the step of faith," or "come to Christ tonight," is general enough to allow Catholic
leaders to insert their sacramental gospel into it. And the fact that Graham is working with the Catholic churches
and never sounds any warnings about Romanism gives people the idea that he accepts their theology. Catholic
priests simply teach the inquirers that they are born again at baptism and repeatedly renewed in Christ through all
sorts of religious activities -- the mass, family duties, the rosary, even coming forward at evangelistic rallies
(Wilson Ewin, The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into the Roman Catholic Church, pp. 38-39):

"For some unexplainable or even mysterious reason, Billy Graham is unable to discern the theological,
moral, and spiritual soul of Roman Catholicism. Likewise, he has failed to grasp, or worse still, has
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chosen to ignore the historical character of the entire Vatican system. Instead, he has chosen to become
attracted, impressed, and finally to honor and follow the Holy See. The result has been a tragic failure
on his part to understand the difference between the truth of God's Word and the utter blackness of
Roman Catholicism" (Ewin, p. 22).

["Early on in my life, I didn't know much about Catholics. But through the years I have made many friends within
the Roman Catholic church. In fact, when we hold a crusade in a city now, nearly all the Roman Catholic churches
support it. And when we went to Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., for the crusade [last year], we saw St. Paul, which is
largely Catholic, and Minneapolis, which is largely Lutheran, both supporting the crusade. That wouldn't have
happened 25 years ago" (Billy Graham interview with Promise Keepers New Man magazine, March-April 1997).]

-  The Billy Graham Crusade held 9/92 in the Portland, Oregon area is an excellent example of Graham's
compromise with Rome. The Catholic Sentinel of Oregon (April 24, 1992) contained an article entitled "Counselors
Recruited For Billy Graham Crusade." The Sentinel reported that 10,000 counselors were expected to attend the
necessary classes, and the Roman Catholic churches had set a goal to supply 6,000 of these. The article also stated,
(regarding the "decision makers"): "Those who have been baptized Catholic or express a Catholic preference will
be directed to local parishes that are part of the Crusade."

Fellowship with the Catholic Church was not the only worldliness at the Crusade. The 9/13/92 Oregonian said:
"Over 7,000 young Christians plugged into their source at the Graham Crusade's Power Surge youth rally Saturday
night in the Portland Memorial Coliseum. With the amplifiers turned up, and the lights turned down, the young T-
shirt-and-jeans crowd rocked the rafters with songs of praise, lifted up on a pulsating rock beat."

After the Crusade was over, the 9/25/92 Catholic Sentinel had these words of favor for Graham:

"Graham's message is for people to return to God and their churches. ... Graham offered special praise
for the Catholic Church, saying, 'We're delighted that the Roman Catholic Church now cooperates with
us wherever we go ...'"

-  Graham even finds it difficult to take a truly Christian position on moral issues. When in Portland for the
aforementioned 9/92 Crusade, Graham had the unique opportunity to declare that homosexuality is sin. He was
asked about his position on Oregon's upcoming (11/92) statewide referendum that would declare homosexuality
abnormal, and would thereby prohibit government support of it. Rather than giving a clear answer from the Bible,
Graham played the politician:

"I find it is emotional, with strong arguments on both sides of the issue. I intend to stay out of national
and local politics while here. God loves all people whatever their ethnic or political background or
their social orientation. ... Christians take opposing views on many issues ... those on both sides of the
issue must love each other. ... I never speak against other groups" (9/22/92, The Statesman Journal).

On the 12/22/94 Larry King Live Show, Graham also said that he believed that homosexuals are born with a
tendency toward homosexuality; i.e., in the genes.

Concerning the issue of abortion, a year earlier on ABC's "Good Morning America" (GMA) (9/5/91), Graham,
when asked the Christian position on abortion, said: "... there is a Christian position, I think. But I'm not prepared to
say what it is." And, again two weeks later on GMA (9/19/91), Graham said: "But there are occasions when
abortion is the only alternative" (although he didn't say when it is okay to snuff out innocent, unborn human life).
(Reported in the 2/22/93, Christian News.)

In an interview in TV Guide (8/6/94), Graham says, when asked about the issues of abortion and homosexuality:

"I don't get involved in the abortion thing. I agree with the Pope, whom I know well, on abortion. But I
just don't take extreme positions. I preach to unite people. There is a great division in the religious
community today. God loves homosexual as much as anyone else. I think homosexuality is a sin, but
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no greater than idolatry and adultery. In my judgment, it's not that big."

-  In 1948, Billy Graham was asked: "What do you expect the World Council of Churches (WCC) to do this August
when they visit Copenhagen?" He replied: "I believe they are going to nominate the Antichrist!" As early as 1966,
however, Graham boasted that he attended the WCC assembly in New Delhi in 1961, and he hoped he would
attend the 4th assembly in Uppsala, Sweden in 1968 (which he did). He has attended all but two WCC General
Assemblies since!

Graham's collaboration with apostate ecumenical leaders (such as with those in the WCC), his refusal to expose the
unscriptural position upon which their search for "Christian unity" is based, and his willingness to cooperate with
apostate religious leaders, was demonstrated once again in his reported cordial visit with Konrad Raiser, General
Secretary of the World Council of Churches. The EPS report said, "Raiser reported that he and Graham had a
friendly, informal and wide-ranging conversation. Graham recalled his attendance at the earlier WCC general
assemblies and talked about many of his current activities, Raiser said. An assistant to Graham later expressed hope
that WCC efforts to develop ties with Graham and other evangelicals would continue, Raised said, and reported that
he had invited Graham to visit WCC headquarters in Geneva whenever he could do so."

-  The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association held its North American Conference for Itinerant Evangelists in
Louisville, Kentucky 6/28/94-7/1/94. It included the participation of more than 40 denominations and organizations
as Graham predicted that "a new generation of evangelists is on the horizon." This conference followed the pattern
of previous conferences -- it gave a great boost to WCC-NCC denominations, the charismatic movement, and the
Roman Catholic Church. In the waning years of his ministry, Graham is giving great emphasis to training the future
generation of evangelists to disobey God's Word when it comes to working with those who preach a false gospel
.(Original source: Sept/Oct 1993, Foundation magazine.)

-  In 1952, and again in 1958, Billy Graham made sound statements concerning the separation from those who
teach false doctrine. For example, in 1952 he wrote to Dr. Bob Jones, Sr.: "We have never had a man on our
[crusade] committee that denied the virgin birth, the vicarious atonement, or the bodily resurrection." In 1958,
Graham stated in Eternity magazine: "If a man blatantly denies the deity of Christ or that Christ has come in the
flesh, we are not to even bid him Godspeed. Thus, the Scriptures teach that we are to be separated from those who
deny the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. ... I am to treat him as an Antichrist and an enemy of the cross." Yet, as
early as 1963, Graham had United Methodist Bishop, Gerald B. Kennedy, as his Los Angeles Crusade Chairman.
Kennedy wrote in one of his books (God's Good News, p. 125): "I believe that the testimony of the New Testament
taken as a whole is against the doctrine of the deity of Jesus. ..." Yet Graham said of Kennedy in 1963, "Bishop
Kennedy is one of the ten greatest Christian preachers in America."

-  Perhaps most dramatic is Graham's change regarding false religions. In 1948, he said: "The three gravest menaces
faced by Orthodox Christianity are Communism, Roman Catholicism, and Mohammedanism." By 1973, however,
Graham had changed his tune. He said that Communist Mao Tse-Tung's "eight precepts are basically the same as
the Ten Commandments," he praised the Roman Catholic mass as a "very beautiful thing" (see later item), and said
Mohammed Ali's beliefs in Islam "are something we all could believe."

Even earlier, in 1966, Graham said, "I find myself closer to Catholics than the radical Protestants. I think the
Roman Catholic Church today is going through a second Reformation" (5/24/66, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin).
According to Graham, this "Reformation" must have been completed by 1978, when he said, "I found that my
beliefs are essentially the same as those of orthodox Catholics. We only differ on some matters of later church
tradition. I find that my beliefs are essentially the same as those of orthodox Roman Catholics" (1/78, McCall's
Magazine).

-  Graham's gospel and Roman Catholicism's gospel are, in reality, no different. In 1978, McCall's Magazine
reported Dr. Graham's "updated" understanding of the way of salvation:

"I used to think that pagans in far-off countries were lost -- were going to hell -- if they did not have
the Gospel of Jesus Christ preached to them. I no longer believe that. ... I believe there are other ways
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of recognizing the existence of God -- through nature, for instance -- and plenty of other opportunities,
therefore, of saying yes to God."

This, of course, is a false gospel (cf. Jn. 14:6) -- and one that condemns the one who preaches it (cf. Jn. 14:6; Gal.
1:8,9)! [It's difficult to know what Graham really believes about hell. One thing for sure, to Graham it's not literal:
"The only thing I could say for sure is that hell means separation from God. We are separated from His light, from
His fellowship. That is going to hell. When it comes to a literal fire, I don't preach it because I'm not sure about it.
When the Scripture uses fire concerning hell, that is possibly an illustration of how terrible it's going to be -- not
fire but something worse, a thirst for God that cannot be quenched." (11/15/93, Time magazine).

-  In 1985, Graham affirmed his belief that those outside of Christ might be saved. Los Angeles reporter David
Colker asked Graham: "What about people of other faiths who live good lives but don't profess a belief in Christ?"
Graham replied, "I'm going to leave that to the Lord. He'll decide that" (Los Angeles Herald Examiner, 7/22/85).
While this answer might appear reasonable to those who do not know the Bible, in reality it is a great compromise
of the truth. God has already decided what will happen to those who die outside of faith in Jesus Christ. The book
of Ephesians describes the condition of such as "children of wrath" (Eph. 2:3) and "having no hope, and without
God in the world" (Eph. 2:12). That is why Christ must be preached. Men without a saving knowledge of Christ are
condemned already (John 3:18). There is no mystery or question about this matter, because the Bible has plainly
spoken.

In 1993, Graham repeated this philosophy in an interview with David Frost:

"And I think there is that hunger for God and people are living as best they know how according to the
light that they have. Well, I think they're in a separate category than people like Hitler and people who
have just defied God, and shaken their fists at God. ... I would say that God, being a God of mercy, we
have to rest it right there, and say that God is a God of mercy and love, and how it happens, we don't
know" (The Charlotte Observer, 2/16/93). [As reported in Evangelicals and Rome, by David Cloud.]

-  In 1948, Graham called Roman Catholics "one of the three gravest menaces facing orthodox Christianity." Today,
he works arm in arm with them, having become an all-out supporter. He has received numerous Catholic awards,
and is one of Pope John Paul II's greatest admirers and boosters, as evidenced by his full support of a 1989
Charismatic plan to award the Pope the "Prince of Peace Prize" (which the Pope subsequently turned down), and by
his having referred to the Pope as, "the greatest religious leader of the modern world," and as a "statesman, a
pastor, and an evangelist." Here is a brief history of Graham's papal overtures:

1963: Upon the death of Pope John XXIII, Graham said from Bonn, Germany, "I admired Pope John
tremendously ... I felt he brought a new era to the world. It is my hope that the Cardinals elect a new
Pope who will follow the same line as John. It would be a great tragedy if they chose a man who
reacted against John" (2/2/63, Michigan City News-Dispatch; 6/8/63, Chicago Tribune).

1973: Graham recommended Roman Catholic literature in the ecumenical Key '73 meetings held across
North America; he especially recommended a biography of the Pope John XXIII containing hundreds
of pages of devotion to Mary and the Saints, worship of the host (wafer) at the Mass, and his [the
Pope's] trust in the sacraments as the means of salvation. Graham advertised this book as "a classic in
devotion" (2/86, The Gospel Standard; Key '73: Congregational Resource Book).

1979: Billy Graham appeared on the Phil Donahue show on 10/11, and in discussing Pope John Paul
II's visit to the U.S.A., said: "I think the American people are looking for a leader, a moral and spiritual
leader that believes something. And the Pope does. ... Thank God, I've got somebody to quote now with
some real authority."

Graham said elsewhere: "The visit of Pope John Paul II to the United States is an event of great
significance not only for Roman Catholics, but for all Americans -- as well as the world ... In the short
time he has been the Pope, John Paul II has become the moral leader of the world. My prayers and the
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prayers of countless other Protestants will be with him as he makes his journey (9/27/79, Religious
New Service dispatch; quoted in New Neutralism II, p. 40). (Emphasis added.) He also said that John
Paul II, "is almost an evangelist because he calls to people to turn to Christ, to turn to Christianity"
(The Star, June 26, 1979; reprinted in the Australian Beacon, August 1979, p. 1).

1980: "Since his election, Pope John Paul II has emerged as the greatest religious leader of the modern
world, and one of the greatest moral and spiritual leaders of this century ... The Pope came [to
America] as a statesman and a pastor, but I believe he also sees himself coming as an evangelist. ...
The Pope sought to speak to the spiritual hunger of our age in the same way Christians throughout the
centuries have spoken to the spiritual yearnings of every age -- by pointing people to Christ" (Saturday
Evening Post, Jan.-Feb. 1980). [In this same article, Graham was quoted as saying, "Recently I learned
the word 'Pontiff' comes from the Latin words which originally meant 'bridge builder.' ... Pope John
Paul II [is] indeed a bridge builder, and that is something our divided world desperately needs."
Historically, "pontiff" does not mean bridge-builder, but refers to the papal title of Pontifex Maximus,
which was handed down to the early popes from the high priests of ancient heathen religion in the
Roman Empire; "Pontiff" in Italian and Latin means "bridge," and clearly points to the Pope's
blasphemous claim that he himself is that bridge between man and God.]

1981: Graham met with Pope John Paul II on 1/13 and was reported in the Religious News Service as
saying, "We had a spiritual time," and that the intense conversations lasting about two hours were "very
private, intimate conversation. He [the Pope] was extremely warm and interested in our work" (2/6/81
& 7/17/81, Christianity Today).

1984: On coming to Vancouver less than a month after the Pope had been there, Graham commented
on the Pope's message: "I'll tell you, that was just about as straight an evangelical address as I've ever
heard. It was tremendous. Of course, I'm a great admirer of his. He gives moral guidance in a world
that seems to have lost its way" (Foundation, Vol. V, Iss. 5, 1984).

1989: Graham spoke about a meeting with Pope John Paul II: "There was a pause in the conversation;
suddenly the Pope's arm shot out and he grabbed the lapels of my coat, he pulled me forward within
inches of his own face. He fixed his eyes on me and said, 'Listen Graham, we are brothers'" (6/8/89,
Today). Graham said that that was a great happening in his life.

1990: After meeting with the Pope, Graham said that it is particularly evident in the Pope's speeches
that his attitudes and decisions, "are based on his great personal spiritual life. ... he bases his work and
messages and vision on biblical principles" (Ewin, The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into
the Roman Catholic Church, 1992, p. N).

1993: At a 7/12 interview by Joan Lunden on ABC-TV's "Good Morning America," Graham said: "I'm
delighted the Pope is coming [to Denver for a Catholic youth conference] ... I admire the Pope even
though I don't agree with him on everything ..." [The Pope in talks this year insists that he is the
infallible "Vicar of Christ." How can anyone who proclaims the one and only true Gospel ever be
"delighted" that a counterfeit christ would come with a false gospel to beguile thousands of youth?]

-  On 4/21/72, Graham received the Catholic International Franciscan Award for "his contribution to true
ecumenism" and "his sincere and authentic ecumenism" (4/22/72, Minneapolis Star). In acknowledging the award,
Graham said, "While I am not worthy to touch the shoe laces of St. Francis, yet this same Christ that called Francis
in the 13th century also called me to be one of his servants in the 20th century" (2/86, The Gospel Standard).

-  Graham was instrumental in paving the way for Vatican ties with President Reagan's decision to appoint an
ambassador to the Vatican (Charisma, May, 1984, pp. 101-102). The President asked Graham to help the national
security adviser, William P. Clark, to gather responses for establishing formal diplomatic relations with the Holy
See. The Christian "leaders" contacted by Graham were Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, Billy Melvin (Executive
Secretary of the NAE), David Hubbard (then president of Fuller Seminary), and Gilbert Beers (then editor of
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Christianity Today). A letter to Dr. Graham sent to Mr. Clark was also obtained and quoted Graham as saying, "If
anyone can do it and get away with it, it is Mr. Reagan ..."

-  On 12/9/79, popular Catholic Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen died. Sheen was a Catholic traditionalist who upheld
Rome's dogmas. He was a staunch enemy of the New Testament faith. Yet, Graham called Sheen's death:

"a great loss to the nation and both the Catholic and Protestant churches. He broke down walls of
prejudice between Catholics and Protestants. ... I mourn his death and look forward to our reunion in
heaven" (12/22/79 ,EP News Service).

But Sheen's hope was in Mary, not in Christ's completed atonement. Unless he repented and turned wholly to
Christ on his deathbed, there is no reason to believe Sheen will be in heaven (David Cloud, Flirting With Rome,
Vol. I: Billy Graham, p. 31). [Of course, why not Fulton Sheen in heaven if Elvis is going to be there? -- In an
article in the 4/16/92 issue of USA Today, Graham stated that he "expects to spend eternity with God, the great, and
the good -- including Elvis Presley."]

-  Graham once said: "It is my opinion that we ought not to contrast the 'nurture of grace' and the 'grace of
conversion' as many have tried to do. I am convinced that there are both, and happy is the man who by the nurture
of grace is brought to the grace of conversion." Anyone familiar with Roman Catholicism knows that their "nurture
of grace" refers to the grace of the seven sacraments. Thus, Graham has both learned and accepted Rome's
sacramental grace!

We should not be surprised, then, to learn that Graham also holds to Rome's false gospel of baptismal regeneration!
The following quote is from an article written in October of 1961 after Graham gave an interview to Lutheran
clergyman Wilfred Bockelman, who was then the associate editor of The Lutheran Standard: (Emphasis added.)

"I do believe that something happens at the baptism of an infant, particularly if the parents are
Christians and teach their children Christian truths from childhood. We cannot fully understand the
mysteries of God, but I believe a miracle can happen in these children so that they are regenerated, that
is, made Christians through infant baptism. If you want to call that baptismal regeneration, that's all
right with me" (10/10/61, The Lutheran Standard).

Bockelman said, "One would assume that, as a Baptist, Dr. Graham would be opposed to infant baptism."
Bockelman not only found this not to be the case, but that Graham's wife, Ruth, and all their children but the
youngest, were baptized as infants. (Reported in the Summer 1991 Dorea, pp. 9-10.)

-  Graham has said that the virgin birth of Christ is NOT an essential part of the Christian faith. In an interview
with a United Church of Canada publication in 1966 ("Billy Graham Answers 26 Provocative Questions," United
Church Observer, July 1, 1966), Graham gave the following reply to a question about the virgin birth of Christ:

Q. Do you think a literal belief in the Virgin birth -- not just as a symbol of the incarnation or of
Christ's divinity -- as an historic event is necessary for personal salvation?

A. While I most certainly believe that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, I do not find anywhere in the
New Testament that this particular belief is necessary for personal salvation.

In his zeal to appease the apostates in the United Church of Christ (its current moderator, Bill Phipps, denies that
Jesus Christ is God), Graham tells an absolute lie. How would it be possible for a saved person to deny the virgin
birth of Jesus Christ? If Jesus Christ were not virgin born, He was a sinner; and if He were a sinner, He could not
have died for our sins. Further, if Christ were a sinner, and if He were not virgin born, He was a liar for making
such claims and the Bible that records those claims is a blatant and wicked lie, and the Bible-believing Christian is
a deceived and foolish person whose faith has no authoritative foundation. Therefore, apart from the virgin birth,
there is no Gospel and no Salvation and no authoritative Bible. The virgin birth of Christ is "fatal" doctrine,
meaning it is crucial for salvation. The entire Gospel stands or falls on the virgin birth (Evangelicals and Rome, by
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David Cloud).

-  A recent interview on CNN's "Larry King Live" television broadcast once again reveals just how far Graham has
fallen from the orthodox teaching of Scripture. King interviewed Graham for a full hour on Christmas Day, 1998.
During the course of the interview, King questioned Graham about the afterlife soon after Graham had mentioned
he was not afraid to die since he knew he would be with God (italics added):

GRAHAM: I'll know Him. He'll know me. He will receive me. I believe the moment that I die, an
angel comes and takes my hand and leads me into His presence.

KING: In your body or through a soul?

GRAHAM: Both -- maybe both, because we have been resurrected. Remember, this body's coming
back together again. Nothing ever disappears ...

KING: All right. You'll meet Jesus and then what will it be like? What will paradise be like?

GRAHAM: It's going to be like paradise. It'll be the -- everything that you ever wanted for happiness
will be there. People say that the Bible teaches there's no sex in Heaven. If sex is necessary for our
happiness and fulfillment, it'll be there. And then, if certain other things that we think are pleasurable
will -- it'll be there.

Once again, Graham's theology is completely contrary to Scripture. God's Word never teaches that whatever is
necessary for physical human happiness will be the believer's lot in heaven. On the contrary, the believer will
rejoice in praising God and fulfilling His will, not the desired will of the individual. The believer's physical body,
while on the earth, is still wrestling with the lusts of the flesh and the pride of life that are certainly pleasurable to
the earthly saint. But heaven will be a place where the believer will fulfill the will of the Savior and honor and
glorify Him throughout all eternity. To give the impression that heaven will be a type of hedonistic paradise is
dangerous, false theology. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the Jan-Feb 1999, Foundation magazine.)

-  Graham also believes that men can be saved apart from the Name of Christ. (Source: 5/31/98 television interview
with Robert Schuller, as reported in the May-June 1997, Foundation magazine.):

SCHULLER: Tell me, what do you think is the future of Christianity?

GRAHAM: Well, Christianity and being a true believer -- you know, I think there's the Body of Christ.
This comes from all the Christian groups around the world, outside the Christian groups. I think
everybody that loves Christ, or knows Christ, whether they're conscious of it or not, they're members of
the Body of Christ. [How can anyone love Christ or know Christ and not be conscious of it (Rom.
8:9,16; 10:14; 1 John 3:24; 4:13; John 3:18)?] And I don't think that we're going to see a great
sweeping revival that will turn the whole world to Christ at any time. I think James answered that --
the Apostle James in the first council in Jerusalem, when he said that God's purpose for this age is to
call out a people for His name. And that's what God is doing today, He's calling people out of the
world for His name, whether they come from the Muslim world, or the Buddhist world, or the
Christian world, or the non-believing world, they are members of the Body of Christ because they've
been called by God. They may not even know the name of Jesus [How can this be? (cf. Acts 4:12;
Rom 10:13)], but they know in their hearts that they need something that they don't have, and they turn
to the only light that they have, and I think that they are saved, and that they're going to be with us in
heaven.

SCHULLER: Well, what I hear you saying, that it's possible for Jesus Christ to come into human hearts
and soul and life, even if they've been born in darkness and have never had exposure to the Bible. Is
that a correct interpretation of what you're saying?
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GRAHAM: Yes, it is, because I believe that. I've met people in various parts of the world in tribal
situations, that they have never seen a Bible or heard about a Bible, and never heard of Jesus, but
they've believed in their hearts that there was a God, and they've tried to live a life that was quite apart
from the surrounding community in which they lived.

SCHULLER: [R.S. trips over his tongue for a moment, his face beaming, then says] This is fantastic!
I'm so thrilled to hear you say that! There's a wideness in God's mercy!

GRAHAM: There is. There definitely is.

What Graham is actually saying here is: "Sinners can be saved by their good works and that a personal relationship
to Jesus Christ by being born again is NOT necessary to salvation." This statement also directly agrees with the
Roman Catholic universal catechism, page 224; para. 847:

"Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ or his church, but who
nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart and, moved by grace, try in their actions to do his will as
they know it through the dictates of their conscience, those too may achieve eternal salvation."

Thus, Roman Catholicism, and Billy Graham, have said that even if you never hear about Christ, you can still be
saved by being the best person you can be. This directly contradicts Acts 4:12 which says, "Neither is there
salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved."
Jesus, Himself left no doubt: "Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me." (John 14:6)

-  Graham refuses to defend the Bible as the inerrant Word of God. Newsweek magazine, April 26, 1982, examined
the debate on the issue of Biblical infallibility. The article noted that Billy Graham is not on the side of inerrancy:

"Billy Graham, for one, clearly is not. 'I believe the Bible is the inspired, authoritative word of God,'
Graham says, 'but I don't use the word "inerrant" because it's become a brittle divisive word.'"

Graham avoids controversy at any cost. He knows that Modernists and unbelieving Evangelicals are willing to call
the Bible "authoritative and inspired" even while denying that it is the infallible and inerrant Word of God. Graham
aligns himself with this unbelieving camp. If the Bible is not the inerrant Word of God, who can dogmatically
determine which part is and which part is not inerrant? If the Bible is not inerrant, it is not authoritative (Source:
Evangelicals and Rome, by David Cloud).

-  Never mind that the Catholic sacrament of the Mass is the greatest attack ever on the finished work of Christ (cf.
Heb. 10:19-22), Graham thinks the Mass is not only beautiful, but that it is clear in the gospel!:

"This past week I preached in the great Catholic cathedral a funeral sermon for a close friend of mine
who was a Catholic, and they had several Bishops and Archbishops to participate. And as I sat there
going through the funeral Mass, that was a very beautiful thing, and certainly straight and clear in the
gospel. There was a wonderful little priest that would tell me when to stand and when to kneel and
what to do" (O Timothy, Vol. 10, Issue 9, 1993, pp. 16-17).

There you have it. Billy Graham kneeling and worshiping the Mass wafer! It evidently matters not to Graham that
the Mass destroys the Biblical teaching of Christ's atonement, and thereby, the very Gospel itself.

-  In an interview with the Bookstore Journal, Graham again states quite clearly his position on ecumenism, and
shows just how far he is willing to twist Scripture in order to support it:

"Another significant thing happened in the early '50s in Boston. [Catholic] Cardinal Cushing ... put
'Bravo Billy' on the front cover [of his magazine]. That made news all over the country. He and I
became close, wonderful friends. That was my first real coming to grips with the whole
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Protestant/Catholic situation. I began to realize that there were Christians everywhere. They might be
called modernists, Catholics, or whatever, but they were Christians. Jesus taught, 'By this all men will
know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.' And that love is more important than anything
else. I don't think I've ever departed from that realization" (November 1991, Bookstore Journal).

-  In 1964, Graham's aide, George Edstrom, wrote: "Mr. Graham has never preached in a Catholic Church, and he
does not agree with them in the joining of one church. If you heard this, it is nothing but false rumors." Yet, as
early as 1963, one year prior to the above statement, Graham had spoken at the Roman Catholic Belmont Abbey
College in North Carolina.

In 1967, Graham again spoke at Belmont Abbey, at the Institute for Ecumenical Dialogue, receiving his honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters (D.H.L.) from them and saying that this was "... a time when Protestants and Catholics
could meet together, and greet each other as brothers, whereas ten years ago they could not." Graham said he
"knew of no greater honor a North Carolina preacher, reared just a few miles from here, could have than to be
presented with this degree. I'm not sure but what this could start me being called 'Father Graham,'" he facetiously
added. In this same talk, Graham stated:

"Finally, the way of salvation has not changed. I know how the ending of the book will be. The gospel
that built this school and the gospel that brings me here tonight is still the way to salvation" (11/22/67,
The Gastonia Gazette).

Compare this to Graham's statement in 1957, when he branded the Catholic gospel, "a stench in the nostrils of
God" (A Prophet With Honor, p. 223).

-  In 1968, Graham was in a meeting in San Antonio, Texas. He said that the Roman Church had given
"tremendous cooperation" in areas where he had held crusades. He added, "A great part of our support today comes
from Catholics. We never hold a crusade without priests and nuns being much in evidence in the audience."

In 1985, the Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association and Tyndale House Publishers jointly published
What Christians Can Learn from One Another about Evangelizing Adults, which contained a chapter by Billy
Graham. The book called for greater cooperation between Protestants and Catholics in so-called evangelism, and
also included articles by Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Robert Schuller, Bill Bright, Jack Wyrtzen, and others
(Flirting With Rome, Vol. I: Billy Graham, p. 31).

-  Thirty-four Roman Catholic churches and 300-400 parish volunteers participated in the Graham Evangelistic
Association St. Louis Crusade led by Graham associate, Dr. Ralph Bell, September 22-29, 1991. The crusade was
co-sponsored by the Archdiocese of St. Louis. (Reported in the 1992 March-April Fundamentalist Digest.) Vincent
Heier of the Archdiocese office commented, "Billy Graham has always been very ecumenical ... Billy Graham has
not necessarily pushed people into one denomination or another but he's tries to encourage whatever denominations
that want to cooperate."

-  David Briggs, an Associated Press reporter, wrote concerning the 9/22/91 Billy Graham New York City Crusade
that "many of those who answer the call at the end of his crusade have been swayed by techniques such as having
the ushers come forward to give the impression there is a groundswell of people committing to Christ." (Reported
in The Patriot-News, Religion section, Harrisburg, PA, 9/20/91, p. 1.) The rally was endorsed by Roman Catholic
Cardinal John O'Connor who said, "the Billy Graham organization has asked our help in providing people to
counsel and to welcome back those who wish to practice their Catholic faith." At the rally, Graham thanked
O'Connor and the area archbishops for their support. Graham also expressed appreciation to the Jewish Rabbis in
New York. (Graham said: "I want to thank the Jewish Rabbis for having me for lunch. ... About 200 Rabbis
gathered and we broke bread together and we talked about the things of God and the things of New York City.")
When extending the invitation at the close of his message, Graham invited individuals to "come back to the Lord"
by "renewing" their "vows of baptism or confirmation." (Reported in the 1992 March-April Fundamentalist
Digest.) [Graham made this same appeal to "reconfirm" at a 1977 Crusade held in the heart of Roman Catholicism
at Notre Dame University: "Many of you want to come tonight to reconfirm your confirmation. You want to
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reconfirm the decision that you made when you joined the church" (Interdisciplinary Biblical Research Institute,
pp. 75-76).]

-  Graham first preached in Moscow in 1982 when it was still part of the Soviet Union. When Graham returned to
Russia for a 10/23/92-10/25/92 rally, he met with Russian Orthodox Church spokesman, Patriarch Alexi II, and
issued a joint statement denouncing proselytizing in the former Soviet Union (July-August 1993, Fundamentalist
Digest). Graham and Alexi issued the statement in a private meeting at Moscow's historic Danilov Monastery.
Graham said:

"I assured him we didn't come here to proselytize, that I have been here a number of times with the
Orthodox church as their guest, that I have a great love for the church and believe the people need to
go back to their roots and put a great deal of emphasis on Bible study." (Reported in the 12/92 ,Baptist
Challenge.) (Emphasis added.)

Street preaching, distribution of Bible tracts and other Gospel literature, and publishing of Bible- related materials
by foreign missionaries have also been banned in Russia. The restrictions were pushed by the same Russian
Orthodox denomination that Graham has such "a great love" for. Graham voiced his agreement with the new laws,
describing tract distribution as an "inappropriate" activity.

-  The 1998 animated film on the life of Moses, The Prince of Egypt, was made with input from evangelicals, Jews,
and Muslims. The anti-God filmmaker, DreamWorks, taking great care not to offend these religious groups, took
considerable liberties with the Biblical account. It pressured an evangelical publisher, working on a children's book
tie-in, to eliminate references to God as "he" and some references to God as "Lord" (12/98, What In The World!).
To meet politically correct feminist criteria for an acceptable god, it has YHWH saying, "... I am the God of your
ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God of Sara, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah" (12/98, Media Spotlight). Billy
Graham, James Dobson, and Jerry Falwell were also consulted, and all praise the movie. (Reported in the 1/15/99,
Calvary Contender.)

-  Christianity Today reported on Graham's third Pittsburgh Crusade, held from 6/2/93-6/6/93 (previous crusades
were held in 1952 and 1968):

"The effort was marked by an ecumenical cooperation that saw 1,050 churches and 65 denominations
come together. ... 171,500 persons attended ... 12,515 of them making commitments to Christ. ...
[Contributions came] in at $180,000 above the $1.45 million budget. ... the Crusade in largely Roman
Catholic Pittsburgh had six Catholics on the [Crusade] Executive Committee. Earlier crusades did not
include invitations to Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese officials. This time Graham met with eight bishops
and executives from Catholic and Protestant groups" (7/19/93 Christianity Today).

-  In 9/93, Graham held a crusade in Columbus, Ohio. In a pre-Crusade television interview, Graham said (speaking
of the people of Columbus, Ohio):

"You're too good, you don't need evangelism. ... In fact, that's what kept us from coming [to Columbus]
for so long."

A TV news reporter said Graham didn't care what faith you were from, that "the idea is to bring you back to your
faith, no matter what it is, and to use the Crusade as a catalyst to bring you back to that faith." Another reporter
said: "The Catholic Church ... is taking an active part ... and is inviting its parishioners to attend the crusades"
(9/19/93 ,Columbus Dispatch).

Graham, in his final 9/26 sermon to 44,000 people, asked: "Is AIDS a judgment from God? I cannot say for sure,
but I think so." Two weeks later he said he didn't mean it. He said: "To say God has judged people with AIDS
would be very wrong and very cruel" and "I would like to say that I am very sorry for what I said" (10/10/93,
Bloomington Herald-Times). Graham also told the Cleveland Plain Dealer, "I don't believe that, and I don't know
why I said it."
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-  In a five-day visit to North Korea in 3/92, Graham preached in one Protestant and one Catholic church (the only
two churches permitted to exist in North Korea!). He delivered a message from the Pope, and spoke with
government approval. He praised North Korea's Marxist dictator Kim II Sung's call for "reconciliation and peace,"
and Graham said that he has "learned to appreciate Korea's long struggle to preserve its national sovereignty." On
ABC's "Good Morning America" (4/6/92), talking about his trip, Graham said that the people of North Korea
seemed "relaxed and happy," noting that they were preparing for Kim's 80th birthday, of whom Graham said was
almost like "a grandfather" to his people! Graham said that Kim had given the Graham party "a very lavish
luncheon" during which he was "very warm and friendly." But, said Graham, he had no idea why he was invited to
North Korea.

"Well, I have an idea," says John Lofton of The Lofton Letter: "Graham is invited to such places as North Korea
and the then Communist Soviet Union because he is a Dupe, what Lenin called 'a useful idiot' who can be counted
on to not tell it like it is." Graham's trip was obviously of immense propaganda value to atheist North Korea, which
recently joined the United Nations, and is now contracting to sell powerful "terror weapons" to Iran. (Reported in
the 5/1/92 Calvary Contender and the 2/22/93 Christian News.) [Graham has always seemed to have a higher view
of communism than of Scripture. A number of years ago Graham said that "Mao Tse Tung's Eight Precepts are
basically the same as the Ten Commandments. In fact, if we can't have the Ten Commandments read in the schools,
I'll settle for Mao's Precepts" (Gothardism Evaluated, 1988, p. 16).]

-  Graham is a supporter of the Williamsburg Charter Foundation [WCF] (Graham gave the keynote address at the
signing ceremony on 6/25/88), an ecumenical amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New
Agers, Eastern religionists, etc., whose stated goal is religious tolerance in education, but all the while is promoting
a new one world religion. Other "evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Graham were James Dobson,
Beverly LaHaye, and Chuck Colson. [WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new"
organization, "The First Liberty Institute," an organization headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First
Liberty is located at George Mason University, which was originally designated as "national teacher training and
outreach center" for the Williamsburg Charter Foundation. Its New Age/One World curriculum, "Living With Our
Deepest Differences: Religious Liberty in a Pluralistic Society," is being offered to the nations' public schools by
the National Council on Religion and Public Education, a Liberty Institute organization, and has been accepted by
the California State Board of Education.)]

-  A 1993 article from the Houston Chronicle quoted Billy Graham's favorable comments about left wing liberal
President(s) Bill & Hillary Clinton:

"President Bill Clinton would make a great evangelist, the Rev. Billy Graham told U.S. News & World
Report in a recent interview. ... Graham said he was impressed with Clinton's charisma and 'with some
of the things he believes. ... From a biblical point of view, we should be headed in the direction of
goodness and righteousness, away from crime and immorality,' Graham said, 'and towards one's
neighbors who are in need. I'm encouraged by the emphasis President Clinton and Hillary are putting
on that.'"

Like what? Putting homosexuals in the military or helping to abort your neighbor's baby? Or perhaps Clinton's
enthusiasm towards the New World Order? That Graham should have any kind words at all for a couple who
represent the antithesis of Biblical "goodness," "righteousness," and "morality" is bad enough, but for Graham to
think that the Clintons are emphasizing these virtues exhibits a heretofore unprecedented level of ignorance and/or
self-deceit on Graham's part.

Graham attended a 1993 prayer breakfast in which Clinton participated. Senator Kerry read Jn. 3:1-21 (skipping
verse 16) and said Christ was speaking of "spiritual renewal" and that "in the spirit of Christ ... Hindu, Buddhist,
Muslim, Jew, Christian" were meeting and "there is renewal ... with a new President and Vice President ..." Billy
Graham added, "I do not know a time when we had a more spiritual time than we've had today."

[On the 3/5/98 "Today Show," Graham said about Clinton's sexual escapades: "I forgive him because I know the
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frailty of human nature and I know how hard it is, and especially a strong vigorous young man like he is -- he has
such a tremendous personality. I think the ladies just go wild over him."]

-  More evidence of Graham's ecumenism is his statement in U.S. News & World Report (12/19/88):

"World travel and getting to know clergy of all denominations has helped mold me into an ecumenical
being. We're separated by theology and, in some instances, culture and race, but all of that means
nothing to me anymore."

This should not surprise us in light of the fact that as early as 1958, Graham had reduced the doctrine of verbal
inerrancy to the status of mere "theory," and denied that "this particular theory of inspiration" was even essential to
Christian orthodoxy, let alone grounds for the breaking of Christian fellowship. (Billy Graham's letter to the editor,
11/58, Eternity magazine, pp. 18-19.)

-  A pastor who attended a Billy Graham crusade on September 22, 1990, in Nassau Coliseum on Long Island,
reported his experience as follows:

"I have read often of the compromises of Billy Graham, but doubted some of the stories as
exaggerated. Now they have been proven, in my eyes, worse than reported. ... My conclusion is that
Billy Graham is making men twofold more the child of hell ... The emphasis was on believing in God,
with a little commentary on Jesus Christ, but very little. ... We were told that the way to take care of
the sin problem is to 'receive Christ, rededicate your life, or renew your confirmation vows, or
whatever you call it in your church.' I could hardly believe my ears. What do confirmation vows have
to do with salvation? ... No one could have convinced me of the apostasy of Billy Graham any more
than my own experience. ... He even had a Rabbi on the platform to show the unity of the religions. ...
Not having competent counselors is bad enough, but then to have led them to believe that a church
experience is the same as being born again is the height of apostasy. ... Billy has not compromised, he
has gone kaput!" (From The Baptist Lighthouse, reprinted in The Perilous Times, March, 1991.)

-  During the early-1991 Gulf War with Iraq, Billy Graham was summoned to the White House to pray with and for
President George Bush. Graham has said that Bush is the best friend he has in the world outside his own staff, and
said that out of the war perhaps "will come a new peace and, as ... stated by the president, a new world order"
(2/4/91, Christian News). (Emphasis added.)

-  More evidence of Graham conforming to the world was his organization asking for a PG (Parental Guidance)
rating for the film, The Prodigal. This request was "so it wouldn't be seen as a goody- two-shoes 'religious' movie"
(4/90, Focus on the Family magazine). "Such primary/pragmatic concern for worldly image compromises [any]
possible secondary spiritual benefits [the film might have had]" (2/15/91, Calvary Contender).

-  In Amsterdam in 1986, sponsored by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Crusade at a cost of $21 million, more than
12,000 "Christian" leaders met to plan a strategy for evangelizing the world. Graham openly admitted at the closing
press conference that the only way to achieve world evangelism is under the umbrella of ecumenicity. When asked
how he could conduct a conference on worldwide evangelism when so many attending groups did not even
embrace the same fundamentals of the faith or agree on the definition of the Gospel, Graham responded:

"Evangelism is about the only word we can unite on ... Our methods would be different and there
would be debates over even the message sometimes, but there is no debate over the fact that we need to
evangelize. ... I think there is an ecumenicity that cannot [be gotten] under any other umbrella."

Thus, Graham has chosen to join in evangelism with those who would debate the very content of the Gospel!
(Reported in the July 1991 CIB Bulletin and the March-May 1991 Foundation, p. 13.)

-  Billy Graham was named as one of the four Honorary Co-Chairmen of the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization.
(The other three are Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea. Paul Cedar, then
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head of the Evangelical Free Church, chairs the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is
composed of 200 key leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is
ecumenical, compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert
Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed "believers" are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This
unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and
Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world
when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism
program a curse, not a blessing.

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  In preparation for an ecumenical evangelistic crusade that was held in Germany in March of 1993, Graham met
with leading German governmental and religious officials. Among those with whom he met was Bishop Karl
Lehmann, the "highest-ranking Roman Catholic official in the country." The purpose of their meeting was "to
extend the opportunity for local dioceses to participate in the outreach of the crusade." According to the report,
"Bishop Lehmann warmly welcomed Mr. Graham stating, 'One of the key words uniting us today, including
Orthodox, Protestant and Catholic alike is 'evangelism.'" (1/93, Decision magazine, p. 19)

[Those who fellowship with Romanism put a stamp of approval -- unwittingly, perhaps, but just as surely -- upon
the false gospel preached by their Roman Catholic friends. When Billy Graham includes Catholics in his
evangelistic crusades and sends inquirers to Catholic churches, those looking on are made to think that Roman
Catholicism must be true Christianity. When evangelical leaders fellowship with Rome, a climate is created
whereby it is very difficult to preach that Catholics need to be saved and leave their apostate [church]. Ecumenical
evangelicals break down the walls between truth and error and muddy the waters of gospel work. ..." (Reported in
the 7/1/93 ,Calvary Contender, quoting Way of Life Literature).]

-  After numerous letters from the editor of Christian News questioning Graham's alleged Masonic affiliations, a
staff member of Graham's ministry denied that Graham was ever a Freemason. (In a weakly worded statement, the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association "condemned" Freemasonry on the grounds that the church should meet the
needs one is trying to satisfy by joining a lodge, that joining a lodge could cause a rift between husband and wife if
they had not mutually agreed on the husband's lodge membership, and the requirement to take an oath violates
Scripture.) But Graham's ministry also admitted that Graham attended a 33rd degree initiation rite back in 1966.
Graham's defenders claim that this is how he became alerted to the dangers of Freemasonry.

But Masons are not in the habit of inviting the curious to its secret ceremonies! Can one then surmise that this was
Graham's own initiation ceremony? In doing primary research for his book, The Origins and Teachings of
Freemasonry (at the House of the Temple in Washington, D.C.), Dr. Robert A. Morey was told that they keep a file
on all 33rd degree Masons. Morey asked if they had a file on Billy Graham. The Librarian said, "Yes. Do you want
to see it?" But since he did not feel that it was proper, he said, "No, not at this time" (Robert Morey' letter to the
editor, Christian News, 9/14/92).

Fritz Springmeier of Portland, Oregon has written a tract, "Billy Graham and the Bible." He gives evidence of Billy
Graham being a 33rd degree Mason who has taken secret oaths in blood. In this tract, Springmeier states, "Billy
Graham took part in the initiation rites of Jim Shaw as a 33rd degree Mason. This was before Shaw left the Masons
in obedience to Christ" (9/14/92, Christian News).
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-  William Martin, a sociologist at Rice University, spent five years researching for an authorized biography of
Graham (A Prophet With Honor: The Billy Graham Story, 1991 -- this was the second authorized biography of
Graham, the other being by John Pollock in 1966). Martin characterizes Graham as a "regular guy who can skinny-
dip with Lyndon Johnson or flip through Playboy at a barber shop without embarrassment. But he is also an
example of clean living." Other observations by Martin include:

(a) Graham's form of Christianity relies upon emotion and a simplistic view of the Bible in favor of a
mass-produced approach to gaining converts.

(b) Graham is willing to tread carelessly along the line separating religion and politics in exchange for
access to the rich and powerful.

(c) Studies have found that Graham's rallies largely preach to the professing converted, and that many
of those who answer the call at the end of his crusades have been swayed by techniques, such as
having ushers come forward in order to give the impression that there is a groundswell of people
committing to Christ.

(d) Graham has been vilified for his willingness to work in cooperation with mainline Protestants,
Catholics, and others of suspect faith.

(e) Graham has publicly endorsed Martin Luther King, a known womanizer and Marxist sympathizer.

(f) Graham's ecumenical achievements include the founding of the neo-evangelical magazine
Christianity Today, and the founding of the ecumenical youth organization, Youth for Christ, as well as
having been an important cog in the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) since its early days.

-  Graham visited the NCC's (National Council of Churches) headquarters in New York City on 8/27/91 and praised
the group as follows: "There's no group of people in the world that I would rather be with right now than you all.
Because I think of you, I pray for you, and we follow with great interest the things you do. ... I don't speak to too
many church assemblies any more because I consider myself as belonging to all the churches. And I love
everybody equally and I have no problem in fellowship with anybody who says that Jesus Christ is Lord. This has
been a great relief to me to come to that conclusion about twenty-some years ago." (As reported in Foundation,
June-August 1991, p. 34.) [At the 1995 NCC convention, NCC General Secretary Joan Brown Campbell read a
letter from Graham encouraging the board -- "May God use your efforts to bring about a renewed understanding of
the priority of evangelism, and rededication to the practice of biblical evangelism within the churches you serve."]

-  For decades Billy Graham has had a love for the Charismatic movement and has supported it. His photo appears
on the cover of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship magazine, Voice, for October 1962, after he spoke at
their convention that year in Seattle. It was Billy Graham who was instrumental in bringing Oral Roberts into the
mainstream of evangelical sympathy. He invited Oral to the World Congress on Evangelism sponsored by
Christianity Today magazine in Berlin in late 1966, then spoke at the dedication of Oral Roberts University in April
of 1967.

Graham has also appeared on TV specials with Oral Roberts. There has never been a word of protest or warning
about Roberts' wild visions, faith healing, and shameless money-raising schemes. At Graham's Amsterdam '83, two
of the main speakers were David Yonggi Cho of Korea and Pat Robertson of the USA. Both, of course, are
outspoken charismatics (New Neutralism II, p. 30).

Billy Graham's love affair with the Charismatic movement continues today. He sent his greetings and blessing to
the hyper-charismatic gathering at the "New Orleans '87 North American Congress on the Holy Spirit & World
Evangelization" via a video clip which was introduced with much fanfare and shown on large screens. When asked
to send greetings, he should have been honest and said, "How in the world can God bless that mess"! Instead,
though, he said this: (Reported in an O Timothy Special Issue, "Charismatic Confusion in Indianapolis.")
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"Greetings in the name of the Lord! I would love to be with you today in your great conference. But I
am unable to do so because we are involved in a crusade here in Denver, Colorado ... I rejoice with you
at the goals of your ... Congress ... And I thank God for the vital role that your movement is having in
bringing about a spiritual awakening in this country ... My prayers are with you that your Congress will
be greatly blessed of God and used by the Holy Spirit to further the Good News of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. May God bless you all." [!!!]

-  A highly influential book promoting the charismatic "Manifest Sons of God" doctrine is Destined For the Throne
by Paul E. Billheimer. In a chapter titled, "God's purpose for the Church," regarding the extension of the Godhead,
Billheimer wrote: "The Union goes beyond a mere formal, functional or idealistic harmony or rapport. It is an
'organic relationship of personalities'; through the new birth we become bona fide members of the original, cosmic
family. ..." Billheimer claims he received his "insights" by personal ministry of the "Holy Spirit." He concludes,
"Thus through the new birth-and I speak reverently -- we become the 'next of kin' to the Trinity, a kind of
'extension' of the Godhead." Charismaniacs Jan and Paul Crouch of TBN mailed out hundreds of thousands of this
book in 1985 and 1986. Even now they send it out as a fund raiser. The foreword to the book was written by Billy
Graham. (Reported in Bold Truth News.)

-  Billy Graham has also taken the "low road" with respect to pop psychological gospel being espoused by so many
of today's leading "evangelicals." Two examples follow:

(a) Graham endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Charles Stanley, Howard Hendricks, and D.
James Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts
(e.g., study note to Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little
of ourselves ... the key to an honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth --
our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26 -- "Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share
many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we
can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of worth helps you love God ...").
Graham is quoted as saying that, "The Life Application Bible is a great step forward in helping
Christians apply the Bible's life-changing message in their lives."

(b) Graham states in his book, Answers to Life's Problems, "... faith in God is very, very important,"
but apparently not enough -- "God may choose to use an able psychiatrist to help you with some of the
problems you are facing ... Therefore, you should not feel that you are wrong in seeking the help of a
psychiatrist or trained psychologist if that will help you deal with some deep- seated emotional
problems. Seek one who will not discourage your faith in God. Your pastor can perhaps suggest a
Christian psychiatrist in your area."

-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In
the first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary
English" were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The
Message is so good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.
Billy Graham has also endorsed The Message: "The Message is one of the most dynamic recent versions of the
New Testament that I have seen ... Children can easily understand it, and veteran Bible readers will see Christ's
words in a fresh light." In fact, Billy Graham even authorized a special edition of The Message to be distributed by
his Evangelistic Association -- it contains "... many explanations that I've written to help you understand what the
New Testament says."

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm
fuzzy view of life). For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and
purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual
immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that
"commitment and intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God
gave them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (providing a loophole for
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committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner).
There are hundreds of examples like these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we
do our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."
This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we
then rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say
about a man like Billy Graham when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's
personal, politically correct interpretation. (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe, J.I. Packer, and
Jack Hayford.) [Adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE?, an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996 the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is again a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Billy Graham is a supporter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement. Graham relayed to everyone at the February, 1996, PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta that PK is "the
organization that helps the church work," and needs to "tear down the walls that separate us."

-  Foundation magazine seems to adequately sum up the case against Billy Graham:

"Fifty years of compromise have increased Billy Graham's popularity but have resulted in a serious
loss of spiritual discernment and Scriptural convictions. Fifty years of compromise have brought Billy
Graham into close fellowship and cooperation with millions of those who preach a false gospel and
teach dangerous, unscriptural doctrines. His refusal to warn about the false gospel preached by the
Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant churches is inexcusable and indefensible. His failure to
warn about the dangers of the wildfire teachings of charismatic leaders opens the door for millions of
believers to be deceived. Fifty years of compromise have even led Billy Graham into joining with
leaders of pagan, heathen religions on the basis of a mutual search for world peace" (March- May 1991
Foundation, p. 16).

Unless otherwise noted, the information in this report, and other factual documentation on Billy Graham, can be
found in the following sources:

(a) Church League of America. Billy Graham: Performer, Politician, Preacher, Prophet, 1982.

(b) Cloud, David. Flirting With Rome, Vol. 1: Billy Graham, 1992, 48 ppgs.

(c) Dullea, Charles. A Catholic Looks at Billy Graham, 1967.
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(d) Dunham, William E. "The Billy Graham Compromise," The Review of the News, 5/8/74.

(e) Ewin, Wilson. The Assimilation of Evangelist Billy Graham Into the Roman Catholic Church, 1992, 23 ppgs.

(f) Hulls, Errol. Billy Graham: The Pastor's Dilemma, 1966.

(g) Pasley, Ian. Billy Graham and the Church of Rome, 19??.

(h) Peterson, F. Paul. The Other Side of Billy Graham and Watergate, 1974.

(i) Pickering, Ernest. Biblical Separation, 1979 (pp. 141-155).

(j) Reynolds, M.H. "Billy Graham, the Pope, and the Bible," Fundamental Evangelistic Association tract, 19??.

(k) Waite, D.A. "Billy Graham's Rapid Change of Principles," Bible For Today, 6 ppgs.
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Kenneth E. Hagin (1917-2003)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tongues-speaking charismatic Kenneth E. Hagin died September 19, 2003 at the age of 85. (Because his
influence in charismatic circles will never die, and because his son and grandson carry on with Kenneth Hagin's
teachings, this report will remain posted.) He was well known as the father of the "Word-Faith"/"Positive
Confession" movement. (See endnote for a detailed description of the Hagin ministry empire.) In his The Word of
Faith magazine, Hagin taught the following heresies: Receiving healing, just as receiving salvation, is simply a
matter of appropriating what already belongs to us (6/90); healing is included in the gospel (8/92); God does not
afflict people with sickness and disease (12/90); he (Hagin) went to heaven and talked with his sister (6/91); Jesus
appeared to him in a vision in 1950 (8/91); he once went to hell in an out-of-body experience (9/91); he does not
believe in sickness and disease (7/92); it is always God's will to heal the sick (12/92); believers have a legal and
redemptive right to divine healing (1/93). Hagin says: "Your confession of faith in God's Word will bring healing
or whatever it is you need from God into the present tense and make it a reality in your life!" (12/92). (Reported in
the 2/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  As the name "Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what we say more that whom
we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. A favorite term in the Word-Faith movement is
"positive confession." It refers to the Word-Faith teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-
Faith teachers claim, determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say --
especially the favors you demand of God -- must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is
required to answer (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281). Word-Faith believers view their positive confessions as an
incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire: "Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth.
That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 285).

-  Word-Faith is the fastest-growing movement within the professing church. It has involved two distinct but
closely related factions: the Peale/Schuller-Positive/Possibility thinkers, with their roots in New Thought, and the
Hagin/Copeland Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William
Branham, and the Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain Movement. In Hagin's book, Having Faith in Your Faith, he
teaches that anyone can develop universal "laws of faith" to get what he wants. Hagin teaches that for a pastor or
anyone to drive a Chevrolet instead of a luxury car isn't "being humble, that's being ignorant" of God's "law of
prosperity" that works for "whoever you are," saint or sinner. "Having faith in your faith" is a far cry from what
Jesus taught: "Have faith in God." [Other Hagin books that clearly detail his "theology" are How to Write Your
Own Ticket with God (Tulsa: Faith Library, 1979) and Godliness is Profitable (Tulsa: Faith Library, 1982).] Hagin
claims Jesus told him, "If anybody, anywhere, will ... put these [positive confession] principles into operation, he
will always have whatever he wants from Me or God the Father" (Charismatic Chaos, p. 281).

-  In an early-1990s edition of his magazine, The Word of Faith, Hagin clearly delineated his heresy of "positive
confession." The article was entitled, "You Can Have What You Say":

"Often you create your own negative situations yourself with wrong thinking, wrong believing, and
wrong speaking. So start believing according to God's Word. Then begin making positive confessions
of faith and victory over your life. ... You will never receive anything from God beyond the words you
speak. ... If you don't like what you have in life, then begin to change the way you are thinking,
believing, and speaking. Instead of speaking according to natural circumstances out of your head, learn
to speak God's Word from your spirit. Begin to confess God's promises of life and health and victory
into your situation. Then you can begin to enjoy God's abundant life as you have what you say!"

This was not a slip of the tongue or some new doctrine. This is at the heart of the Positive Confession (PC)
movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel. The Positive Confession movement is a
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charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their
common beliefs. Positive Confession is basically warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic
language. (Other well-known PC'ers besides Hagin's most successful protégé, Kenneth Copeland, are Charles
Capps, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David Yonggi Cho. Many of them are graduates of Hagin's
RHEMA Bible Training Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma.)

-  Hagin went a step further, from heresy to blasphemy, when he said, "The believer is as much an incarnation of
God as Jesus Christ" (Hagin, "The Incarnation," The Word of Faith, 12/80, cited in Christianity in Crisis, p.
175,397). He has also said, "If we ever wake up and realize who we are, we'll start doing the work that we're
supposed to do. Because the church hasn't realized yet that they are Christ. That's who they are. They are Christ."
This is a gross heresy. The Lord Jesus Christ is God manifest in the flesh. He is the eternal Son of God. Nowhere is
the believer said to be an incarnation of Almighty God. The Lord Jesus Christ performed miracles to demonstrate
that He was the Son of God, the promised Messiah. No Christian can do the things that Christ did. Not one
Pentecostal preacher has ever been able to perform the miracles that Christ performed. It is blasphemous confusion
to claim that the believer is an incarnation of God like Christ was.

-  Hagin obviously did not believe God is sovereign. Jesus, according to Word-Faith theology, has no authority on
earth, having delegated it all to the church. He developed this point in his book The Authority of the Believer (Tulsa:
Faith Library, 1979). And though most Word-Faith advocates would affirm the personality of the Holy Spirit, their
teachings, in effect, depersonalize Him by consistently speaking of Him as a power to be drawn upon rather than it
is we who are to be His instruments (Charismatic Chaos, p. 267).

-  When one starts believing that he is Christ, with the power of Christ to create reality, the stories become
ludicrous. Surely Hagin had the most unusual story of all. He said that when he was younger and still single, God
led him to break off a relationship with a woman by revealing to him that she was morally unfit. Hagin claimed
God miraculously transported him out of church one Sunday, right in the middle of the sermon. Worst of all, Hagin
was the preacher delivering the sermon! (Charismatic Chaos, p. 49.)

-  In How to Write Your Own Ticket with God, Hagin saw a vision of Jesus, and said to Him, "Dear Lord, I have
two sermons I preach concerning the woman who touched Your clothes and was healed when You were on earth. I
received both of these sermons by inspiration." (Emphasis added.) Later, Hagin quoted what Jesus told him in
reply: "You are correct. My Spirit, the Holy Spirit, has endeavored to get another sermon into your spirit, but you
have failed to pick it up. While I am here, I will do as you ask. I will give you that sermon outline. Now get your
pencil and paper and write it down." (Emphasis added.) Hagin claimed to have received numerous visions, as well
as eight personal visitations from Jesus (see below). Hagin wrote, "The Lord Himself taught me about prosperity. I
never read about it in a book. I got it directly from heaven" (How God Taught Me About Prosperity, Tulsa: Faith
Library, 1985). That claim, of course, is a lie. (Charismatic Chaos, p. 268.) [Hagin also claimed that he knew that
Paul wrote Hebrews because Jesus appeared to him (Hagin) and told him so!]

Hagin claimed that of the eight times Jesus appeared to him, seven times Jesus was barefoot; the other time Jesus
was wearing Roman sandals, and came into Hagin's room, sat down by his bedside, and talked with him for about
30 minutes. During that time, Jesus allegedly taught Hagin how to be led by the inner witness of the Holy Spirit.
Hagin described Jesus as 5'11" tall and weighing about 180 pounds. This is of course impossible (cf. 2 Cor. 5:16).
If the resurrected, ascended, glorified Christ chose to visit Hagin for a midnight chat, He would not be wearing
sandals, and Hagin would be toast (3/4/96, Christian News, p. 12).

-  Other examples of Hagin's false teachings (Source: "Hagin Drunk 'In The Spirit'," David Cloud, 10/4/98, FBIS
report):

(a) Hagin claimed that his teaching was given to him by God, but in fact he plagiarized heavily from
the writings of Kenyon (1867-1948). D.R. McConnell, in his book A Different Gospel, documents this
with pages of comparisons proving beyond question that Hagin plagiarized Kenyon's writings.
McConnell introduces this section of his book by saying: "Hagin has, indeed, copied word-for-word
without documentation from Kenyon's writings. The following excerpts of plagiarisms from no less
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than eight books by E.W. Kenyon are presented as evidence of this charge. This is only a sampling of
such plagiarisms. Many more could be cited."

(b) Hagin taught that Christ's physical death did not remove sin. Rather, it was Christ's alleged
"spiritual death" and struggles in hell that removed sin. Hagin taught that Christ was sent to hell and
there struggled against Satan and demons, and by his victory over them was born again. This is heresy
of the greatest sort. The Bible plainly states that we are redeemed by Christ's death and blood (Acts
20:28; Heb. 9:14; 10:10). The atonement was finished on the cross. When Christ dismissed His spirit
from his body, He cried, "It is finished" (John 19:30). The Lord Jesus Christ was not born again; He
was never lost. He bore our sin, but He was never a sinner. He was never tormented in hell by Satan
and the demons. Nowhere does the Bible say that Satan is in hell or that he has any influence in hell.
One happy day in the future, Satan will be bound for 1,000 years in the bottomless pit (Rev. 20:1-3)
and ultimately he will be cast into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10), but nowhere does the Bible say Satan
is the master of hell.

(c) Hagin claimed he was guided by alleged visitations of angels and of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
His book I Believe in Visions describes eight of these. The seventh occurred December 12, 1962. Hagin
claimed the Lord prophesied to him in this visitation that He would soon begin to move among all
denominations to "bring them into a full salvation and into the baptism of the Holy Ghost." Hagin
claimed that Jesus Christ told him that he would play a part in this ecumenical miracle revival. (A
similar prophecy was given to David DuPlessis by Smith Wigglesworth in 1936. The ecumenical-
charismatic movement, which has since swept through the Roman Catholic Church and the mainline
Protestant denominations, would appear to be a fulfillment of these prophecies. DuPlessis was the first
to carry Pentecostal experiences to the Roman Catholic Church. He was the only Pentecostal to attend
Rome's Vatican II Council in the mid 1960s.) 

(d) Hagin taught a health-prosperity gospel. He wrote: "Like salvation, healing is a gift, already paid
for at Calvary. All we need to do is accept it. All we need to do is possess the promise that is ours. As
children of God, we need to realize that healing belongs to us" (Hagin, Healing Belongs to Us, p. 32).
He further said: "God is glorified through healing and deliverance, not sickness and suffering" (Hagin,
The Key to Scriptural Healing, p. 17). Hagin's claims do not match reality, though. A few years ago he
claimed that he hadn't been sick in 60 years, but actually he had several cardiovascular crises, one
lasting six weeks (and the final crises being his cause of death).

(e) Hagin claimed that the Lord spoke to him in a vision in 1959 with the words: "If you will learn to
follow that inward witness I will make you rich. I will guide you in all the affairs of life, financial as
well as spiritual" (Hagin, How to Be Led by the Holy Spirit). In an article "How God Taught Me about
Prosperity," Hagin claimed that Jesus Christ taught him not to think that it is wrong to have riches.
Allegedly Christ told him not to "pray about money anymore; that is, the way you've been praying.
CLAIM WHATEVER YOU NEED." Christ allegedly further taught Hagin that he had personal angels
who could be commanded to do his bidding. Hagin said Christ told him in 1963 that the angels were
waiting for his command to provide his material desires: "They are waiting on you to give them the
order, just as the waitress cannot do anything for you until you give her the order" (Hagin, I Believe in
Visions, p. 126). [Wasn't  it then exceedingly contradictory and hypocritical that at least 20 minutes of
Hagin's meetings were given over to fund raising?]

-  Here is just a sample of some of the direct revelations and/or direct "anointings" Kenneth Hagin claimed to have
received from the Lord. (All quotes from The Word of Faith magazine.):

(a) "'... You have learned faith both through My Word and by experience. Now go teach my people
what I've taught you. Go teach My people faith.' These words, spoken years ago by the Head of the
Church to Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin, have never lost their sense of divine urgency, Decades have passed,
and that heavenly commission still stands" (11/96).
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(b) "In March 1945 ... On Sunday afternoon I was lying on the living room floor. The Holy Ghost said,
'When you're in your sixties, the two main thrusts of your ministry will be radio and the printed page'"
(11/96).

(c) "Then almost twenty years later in 1963, during an unusual time of prayer at a meeting in Houston,
the Lord told me four things to do: Go to neutral places to hold my own 'All Faiths Crusades' and
invite everyone to come; put all my teachings from my daytime teachings on tape; and get on the radio
and teach -- don't preach" (11/96).

(d) "Waves of God's glory swept through the sanctuary, and people broke out in Holy Ghost laughter
or dancing in the Spirit. Then Brother Hagin began laying hands on various people in the audience,
telling them to 'Be blessed!' He was operating under such a strong anointing that ENTIRE ROWS OF
PEOPLE WOULD FALL UNDER THE POWER OF GOD when Brother Hagin touched the first
person in the row -- or at times just walked by the row! Afterwards, Brother Hagin began to close the
service -- but the Holy Ghost arrested him, striking him dumb or mute by the power of God! For the
next hour, Brother Hagin, unable to speak himself, walked throughout the audience, handing various
ministers the microphone so the minister could speak as the Lord led him. But the moment Brother
Hagin gave the microphone to someone, THAT MINISTER WAS EITHER STRUCK DUMB, FELL
UNDER THE POWER OF GOD, OR WAS OVERCOME BY HOLY GHOST LAUGHTER" (5/96,
Description of a meeting conducted by Kenneth Hagin at the Winter Bible Seminar '96 on the RHEMA
campus). [Hagin had been in the center of the current Laughing Revival. It was during a Rodney
Howard-Browne crusade at Hagin's church in Tulsa, Oklahoma, that Vineyard Pastor Randy Clark
received the "anointing" which he subsequently carried to Toronto.]

(e) "One morning at a recent Holy Ghost Meeting, the Lord asked me a question ... The Lord said to
me, 'Do you think I'd ask you to do something that I wouldn't be willing to do?'" (10/96).

(f) The Lord spoke audibly to him and told him when was the proper time to applaud (clap) during a
worship service: "The Lord didn't say, 'Don't ever clap.' He was explaining the right and wrong time to
clap. ... I'm only telling you what the Lord told me!" (10/96).  

-  Hagin displayed his hyper-charismatic theology on a regular basis in his The Word of Faith magazine. The
following excerpts are from Hagin's "From the Archives" series. This is presented as further proof of the nonsense
emanating from charismatic pulpits today: 

In the10/01 magazine, in an article titled "Born Again," Hagin recounted his three visits to hell as a 15 year-old boy
in the year 1933. The article introduces the visits with: "Kenneth E. Hagin suffered poor health throughout
childhood and at the age of fifteen became bedfast. That night, he died and went to the gates of hell three times": 

"As I began to descend into the darkness for the third time, my spirit cried out, 'God, I belong to the
church! I've been baptized in the water!' … I came again to the bottom of that pit. Again I could feel
the heat as it beat me in the face. Again I approached the entrance, the gates into hell itself. The
creature that met me the first two times again took me by the arm. … I just heard the voice. I don't
know what he said, but whatever he said, that place shook; it just trembled. And that creature took his
hand off my arm. It was just as if there was a suction to my back parts. It pulled me back, away from
the entrance to hell, until I stood in the shadows. Then it pulled me up headfirst." 

Hagin's out-of-body experience ends up back home: 

"I came up beside my bed in my grandparents' house. The difference between the three experiences was
that I came up on the porch the first time; at the foot of the bed the second time; and right beside the
bed the third time. When I got inside my body, my physical voice picked up and continued my prayer
right in the middle of the sentence. I was already praying out of my spirit." 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
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And quite a prayer it was—a real traffic-stopper: 

"… they tell me that between me and Momma praying so loud, traffic was lined up for two blocks on
either side of our house! They heard me praying from inside the house, and they heard my mother as
she walked the porch praying at the top of her voice. … That was the very hour I was born again …" 

Arguably, Hagin's fictionalized account of his salvation experience is necessary to give credibility to the hyper-
charismatic's claim to prophethood. But to seal the deal, the self-proclaimed charismatic prophet needed a
personalized visit from Jesus. And not just any visit would do—one on par with the Revelation of Jesus Christ to
the Apostle John WAS apparently required. In Hagin's November 2001 The Word of Faith magazine, in an article
titled "A Sobering Vision," he recounted a 1950 tent revival in Texas where Jesus appeared to him in a vision.
Reading like a passage from the Book of Revelation, Hagin actually wrote new revelation: 

"As I lay under the power of God, it seemed that I stood on a plain and could see for miles. … To the
west I saw what appeared to be a tiny dot on the horizon. As I watched, it grew larger. It was a horse
with a man upon it, riding toward me at full speed. The horseman came to me, stopped, and handed me
a scroll—a roll of paper twelve or fourteen inches long. As I unrolled it, he said, 'Take and read.' At
the top of the page in big, bold, black print were the words, 'WAR AND DESTRUCTION.' I was
struck dumb. He laid his right hand on my head and said, 'Read, in the Name of Jesus Christ!' I began
to read what followed on the paper, and as the words instructed me, I looked and saw what I read
about. First, I read about thousands upon thousands of men in uniform. … wave after wave of soldiers
marching as to war … I saw many … All of the women were bowed together in sorrow and were
weeping profusely. … I looked at the scroll again, and again looked up to see what I had read about. I
saw the skyline of a large city. Looking closer I saw its skyscrapers were burned-out hulls, and
portions of the city were in ruins. It was not written that just one city would be destroyed, burned, and
in ruins, but that there would be many such cities." 

Too bad Hagin didn't reveal this to the FBI before the September 11th WTC attacks. He continued with his vision: 

"The scroll was written in the first person; it seemed as if Jesus Himself were speaking. I read,
'America is receiving her last call. Some nations have already received their last call and will never
receive another.' Then in larger print it said, 'THE TIME OF THE END OF ALL THINGS IS AT
HAND.' This statement was repeated four or five times." 

Now for the good stuff—Jesus validates the gifts of the Spirit for today. How convenient for charismatic theology!: 

"The scroll continued, 'All the gifts of the Spirit will be in operation in the Church in these last days.
The Church will do greater things than even the Early Church did. It will have greater power, signs,
and wonders than were recorded in the Acts of the Apostles. We have seen and experienced many
healings, but we now behold amazing miracles such as have not been seen before. More and more
miracles will be performed in the last days which are just ahead (referring to the end of the last days),
for it is time for the gift of the working of miracles to be more in prominence. We now have entered
into the area of the miraculous. Many of My own people will not accept the moving of My Spirit, and
will turn back and will not be ready to meet Me at My coming. Many will be deceived by false
prophets and miracles of satanic origin. But follow the Word of God, the Spirit of God, and Me, and
you will not be deceived. I am gathering My own together and am preparing them, for the time is
short.'" 

Finally, Hagin got his papers validated as a prophet of God: 

"'Warn this generation, as did Noah his generation, for judgment is about to fall. And these sayings
shall be fulfilled shortly, for I am coming soon. This is the last revival. I am preparing My people for
My coming. Judgment is coming, but I will call My people away, even unto Myself, before the worst
shall come. But be thou faithful and watch and pray.' Then the message concluded with the words, 'For
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the time of the end of all things is at hand.'" 

In the December 2001 issue of The Word of Faith, Hagin went back to the time immediately following his "new
birth" experience. He was still bedfast when "the glory of God" filled his room with a "bright light -- brighter than
the sun shining on snow." Hagin then had another out-of-body experience, hearing Jesus speaking, "Go back! Go
back! Go back to the earth! Your work's not done!" Moreover, during the time the bright cloud of God filled
Hagin's room, Hagin's 70 year-old grandmother repeatedly tried to enter the room through the open door, only to be
repelled by the cloud, "bouncing off of it like it was a rubber ball." Granny couldn't get in the room until the cloud
had lifted. 

In the January 2002 magazine, in an article titled "Come Up to the Throne of God," Hagin recounted his face-to-
face meeting with Jesus. Even the novice Christian can discern the unbiblical nature of this false vision: 

"I was conscious of the fact that I still lay flat on my face on the floor, and for a few minutes I
remained there, feeling the glory of this miraculous visitation. Again I heard a voice say, 'Come up
hither.' And this time the voice said, 'Come up hither; come up to the throne of God.' I saw Jesus
standing again about where the top of the tent should be, and I went to Him through the air. When I
reached Him, together we continued on to Heaven. We came to the throne of God, and I beheld it in all
its splendor. The first thing that attracted my attention was the rainbow about the throne. It was very
beautiful. The second thing I noticed was the winged creatures on either side of the throne. They were
peculiar looking creatures, and as I walked up with Jesus, these creatures stood with wings out-
stretched. They were saying something, but they ceased and folded their wings. They had eyes of fire
set all the way around their heads, and they looked in all directions at once. I stood with Jesus in the
midst, about eighteen to twenty-four feet from the throne. I started to look at the One who sat upon the
throne. Jesus told me not to look upon His face. I could see only a form of a Being seated upon the
throne. Then for the first time I actually looked into the eyes of Jesus. Many times when relating this
experience I am asked, 'What did His eyes look like?' All I can say is that they looked like wells of
living love. It seemed as if one could see a half-mile deep into them, and the tender look of love is
indescribable. As I looked into His face and into His eyes, I fell at His feet. I noticed then that His feet
were bare, and I laid the palms of my hands on the top of His feet and laid my forehead on the backs of
my hands. Weeping, I said, 'Oh Lord, no one as unworthy as I should look upon Your face.' Jesus said
that I should stand upright on my feet. I stood up. He called me worthy to look upon His face, for He
had called me and cleansed me from all sin."

-  Hagin promiseed health and wealth to Christians, and SAID: "All you have to do is visualize it, speak it into
existence." Hagin claimed that Jesus appeared to him in a vision in 1950 and gave him a special anointing to
minister to the sick (4/96, The Word of Faith). After a 1952 vision, Hagin said: "[N]ow when I minister and lay
hands on people, I can tell if there is an evil spirit present either through the word of knowledge or the discerning of
spirits." He relateED a time when "there stood Jesus right in front of me" (after a failed healing) and said Jesus
pointed His finger at him, almost touching his nose. Jesus supposedly said, "I told you, 'If you feel that fire jumping
from hand to hand like heat waves, there is a demon or evil spirit in the body. Call him out in My Name and he will
leave.'" (Reported in the 7/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Hagin explained his criteria for judging between true and false spiritual gifts: 

"When God moves, everybody will be blessed. If something is of the flesh, everybody will have a sick
feeling. And if something is of the devil, it seems like the hair will stand up on your neck. That's a
simple way everyone can judge, whether they've got any spiritual discernment or not." 

There, as explicitly as it can be expressed, is a statement that defines exactly what is wrong with charismatic
mysticism. Spiritual discernment is deemed unnecessary. According to Kenneth Hagin, you can judge between
what is true, fleshly, or demonic by a process that is really just a simplified system of biofeedback (Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 160-161).
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-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far. Because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

Hagin Drunk "In The Spirit"

The following has been excerpted from a report by David Cloud, relating his experience of attending a Kenneth
Hagin "Holy Ghost Meeting":

October 4, 1998 (David W. Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, 1701 Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA
98277) –  

On Thursday, September 17, 1998, I attended a Kenneth Hagin Holy Ghost Meeting at the New Life Victory
Center in Huntington, West Virginia. A large portion of the Huntington, West Virginia, meeting was given over to a
rock-jazz concert disguised as a worship service. There were no hymns, no Scripture songs. It was obvious that the
crowd came to boogie! Even old farmer types were bopping around. The lyrics to most of the songs focused on
Word-Faith themes. The song "No More Bondage" proclaimed "no more sickness, no more poverty, no more
bondage." The song "I'm Free" stated, "I don't have to be sick; I don't have to be poor; the devil's under my feet;
sickness is under my feet; poverty is under my feet; prosperity is complete." Another song proclaimed repetitiously,
"Demons are afraid of me." The offertory was a strong jazz number which would have made any Bourbon Street
nightclub band proud. 

Hagin preached on "The Demonstration of the Spirit" from 1 Corinthians 2:4. There was no Gospel message, no
preaching against sin or carnality or worldliness or apostasy; no call to grow in Christ. Instead, the message was a
litany of alleged miracles which have been demonstrated in Hagin's ministry. He told of a woman preacher who
danced in the air (levitation). He told of another woman who danced during an entire church service; she danced
the metal taps off of her shoes, but she didn't make any noise. He told of a girl who fell into a trance during one of
his meetings and remained transfixed for eight hours and 40 minutes. He had commanded that she be filled with the
Spirit. Two men tried to lift her and move her to a warmer part of the room, but they were unable to budge her. He
told of how his wife and two other people were glued to the floor by the Holy Spirit. When someone was levitated
in a meeting, Hagin's wife and two other people had questioned whether it was of the Lord. He claims that God
instructed him to touch all three of them on the forehead with his little finger, and when he did so, they were
knocked to the floor and paralyzed so that they could not get up. They were not allowed to rise until they
acknowledged that Hagin's power was of God. When they admitted this, Hagin touched them again with his finger
and they were released. 

After he had preached for about ten minutes, Hagin began to argue that one of the demonstrations of the Spirit is
drunkenness. At that point he stopped preaching and for about 25 minutes, he staggered about, laughing, blowing on
people, waving his arms at people, and otherwise acting drunken. He repeatedly tried to speak, but was unable to
do so. Large numbers of people in the crowd also began to laugh loudly and some fell to the floor or staggered
about and acted foolishly like drunks. Women fall to the floor in all sorts of compromising positions and had to be
covered with the assistance of ladies who are assigned that task. Kenneth Hagin Jr. attempted to read from his
father's notes, but he could not form the words and staggered all across the front of the church. When Hagin began
speaking again, he claimed that this was a fulfillment of Ezekiel 3:26-27. Like most of the other Scriptures which
were used, this passage was twisted entirely out of context. 

Hagin cited Acts chapter 2 in an attempt to prove that the Apostles were drunk in the Spirit on the day of Pentecost.

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbis/index.html
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This is nonsense. Those who said the disciples were "full of new wine" were the mockers who wanted to debunk
the miracle of tongues which was occurring (Acts 2:13). The mockers did not say the disciples were drunken
because they were staggering about and slurred in speech and falling to the ground, but because of the many
languages which were used to preach the Gospel that day and because they wanted to slander the servants of
Christ. In his reply to these mockers, PETER PLAINLY SAID THEY WERE NOT DRUNKEN (Acts 2:15). In
Ephesians 5:18, Paul CONTRASTS drunkenness with the filling of the Spirit. The drunk is not in control of
himself, but is under the power of a foreign substance. In contrast, the Spirit-filled Christian is entirely in control of
himself under the direction of the Holy Spirit. There is absolutely no case in the New Testament of the Lord Jesus
Christ or the Apostles or early Christians staggering about in a drunken stupor, unable to attend to necessary duties,
as those in the laughing revival are experiencing. THE CHRISTIAN IS COMMANDED TO BE SOBER AT ALL
TIMES (1 Thess. 5:6,8; 1 Tim. 3:2,11; Titus 1:8; 2:2,4,6; 1 Pet. 1:13; 4:7; 5:8). 

If for no other reason, one should reject Hagin on this basis alone: "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary
the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour" (1 Peter 5:8). 

The only example of "spiritual drunkenness" in the Bible is in the prophets, referring to God's judgment upon sin
and apostasy (Isa. 29:9-14; Jer. 51:37-40). These prophecies sound a solemn warning to the Laughing Revival
crowd. They have rejected the sound teaching of the Bible; they have refused to be sober and vigilant; they have
mocked careful Biblical discernment; they have exalted experience over doctrine; they have gone awhoring after
feelings and "signs and wonders"; and they have been blinded by demonic delusions. God warns that those who
refuse to obey the truth will be blinded by lying wonders (2 Thess. 2:9-12). 

Throughout the rest of Hagin's sermon, various people were laughing hysterically, making it difficult to follow his
message. The service could best be characterized by confusion. It ended like it began, with a rock concert disguised
as a worship service.

The Hagin Ministry Conglomerate

Kenneth E. Hagin began his ministry in Texas in 1934 at the age of 17. For twelve years he pastored, then traveled
extensively in the evangelistic field. In 1963, the Kenneth E. Hagin Evangelistic Association was incorporated. In
1966, the offices of the ministry were moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma. Kenneth Hagin, Sr., ministers with his son,
Kenneth Hagin, Jr., and grandson, Craig Hagin. (Craig is his grandfather's Crusade Director, Special Meetings
coordinator, operations manager for the ministry, and the associate pastor of the RHEMA Bible Church, pastored
by his father. In a February, 1998 ministry letter, he also claimed that the Holy Spirit led him to preach and teach
healing.)

RHEMA Bible Training Center was founded in 1974. In 1978, the name of the ministry was changed to RHEMA
Bible Church (a.k.a. Kenneth Hagin Ministries, Inc.). The Training Center is located on a more than 110-acre
campus consisting of 23 buildings, including a 96-unit student housing complex, a 2,000-seat auditorium, and a
Prayer and Healing Center (PHC). Since the 1974-75 charter class graduated 58 students, RHEMA has provided
training to more than 23,000 graduates. RHEMA's average annual enrollment is 1,800 with graduating classes of
750-800. (Internationally, there are RHEMA Training Centers in 13 countries.) RHEMA Correspondence Bible
School has enrolled more than 60,000 students since its inception and offers an extensive curriculum for home
Bible study.

"Faith Seminar of the Air," begun in 1966, is RHEMA's radio ministry, airing on more than 250 stations in a 15-
minute daily slot, as well as being heard via short-wave radio in over 120 countries and on all continents of the
world. In addition, "RHEMA Radio Church," airs its 30-minute program via 93 radio broadcasts weekly in 30
states. All tolled, RHEMA's radio broadcasts can be picked up by 2.8 billion potential listeners. 

In late 1995, a videotape ministry was initiated. RHEMA Bible Church sends video teaching tapes to an average of
125 RHEMA missionaries each month. In 1996, "RHEMA Praise," a half-hour television program outreach of
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RHEMA Bible Church, began airing in the Tulsa area. "RHEMA Praise" is also translated into Spanish and
broadcasted into 54 nations covering all of South America and parts of Europe. In August 1999, "RHEMA Praise"
began broadcasting into 40 additional countries in Europe, Australia, and the Middle East. Since its inception,
broadcast locations have expanded to reach a combined potential audience of more than 30 million homes every
week.

Kenneth Hagin and his son, Kenneth Hagin, Jr., have authored 147 charismatic-oriented books. More than 65
million copies of these books are currently in circulation around the world, translated into more than 25 foreign
languages. RHEMA's efforts support missionaries in 109 countries and The Word of Faith magazine is sent into
more than 250,000 homes each month. More than 50,000 teaching tapes by the Hagins are distributed each month.
More than eight million tapes have been distributed since the inception of the cassette tape ministry.

Kenneth Hagin, Jr., pastors the 8,000-member RHEMA Bible Church that meets on the campus of RHEMA Bible
Training Center in a 4,500-seat auditorium. Father, son, and grandson all minister together and individually in
crusades, seminars, and other special meetings. Each July, the Hagin's conduct their indoor "Campmeeting" at
Tulsa's Convention Center. It has drawn people from all 50 states, Canada, and 68 other countries.

In the fall of 1979, Hagin, Sr., began the Healing School on the RHEMA campus (the Prayer and Healing Center).
Morning and afternoon healing sessions are held daily, at which students are taught the techniques of healing the
sick! Hagin boasted that "The highest percentage of healings is among those with incurable diseases, many of
which include cases diagnosed as terminal." [If student's really learn how to heal, why are they not then sent into
the hospitals of Tulsa and heal all the terminally ill there?]
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Jack Hayford
General Teachings/Activities

-  Jack Hayford (born 1934) is the hyper-charismatic pastor of The Church on the Way, The First Foursquare
Church of Van Nuys, California. Hayford started the church in 1969 with 18 people; it is now the largest
Foursquare Church (Pentecostal) in the U.S. -- about 9,000 members (of which about 80% speak in tongues as a
prayer language, according to Hayford) with weekly attendance between 8,500 and 10,000. Hayford promotes the
"four-square" doctrines of Pentecostalism -- that Jesus is Savior, Baptizer with the Holy Spirit, Healer, and Coming
King. He also teaches the false doctrine that healing is promised in the atonement (Charisma, June 1992). Pat
Boone is an elder in Hayford's church, and Trinity Broadcasting Network's (TBN) heretical founders, Paul and Jan
Crouch, are members. Hayford has authored more than two dozen books, and is also a prolific "hymn" writer,
composing more than 400 popular charismatic "gospel" songs, including "Majesty" (which promotes the false
charismatic "Kingdom Now" philosophy in which Christians are thought to be able to exercise kingdom authority
over sickness and the devil in this present hour). 

Hayford's teaching can be heard nationwide through his "Living Way" radio and television ministries. The half-
hour weekday radio program was started in 1981 (originally titled, "FreeWay") and is now heard in over 40 states
and in several foreign countries. In 1989, Living Way began a Sunday morning "live" broadcast of the church
services from The Church On The Way. The now one-hour Sunday television program was started in 1977 and is
seen in all 50 states on TBN (as well as in Canada and South Africa). Also on its 24 acre campus, the Church on the
Way operates The King's College, The King's Seminary, and the Jack W. Hayford School of Pastoral Nurture.

Hayford writes in A Man's Worship and Witness (p. 80) that since the inception of The Church on the Way 25 years
ago, over 40,000 "decisions for Christ" have been made at his church, more than 30 churches have been planted
elsewhere, and over 100 pastors and church leaders have gone out to serve in other places. Also, Hayford claims to
have given over $20 million to "serve human needs and spread the Gospel" throughout the world.

-  Foursquare was founded in 1923 by flamboyant, twice-divorced Pentecostal female preacher Aimee Semple
McPherson. (In a 1990 sermon about McPherson's ministry, Hayford defended her on the grounds that "she
certainly should not be viewed as one who 'bounced' from marriage to marriage," and that in his view, her ministry
was validated by the fact that "a half-century later, the devil still hates her sufficiently to spray lying venom on her
memory.") In a 3/93 Charisma magazine article, Hayford says Foursquare was "one of the first to fully embrace the
charismatic movement as being a legitimate movement of the Spirit." Yet, Foursquare teaches physical healing in
the atonement, "Spirit-slaying," spiritual warfare/demon-deliverance, tongues-speaking, signs & wonders
evangelism, extra-revelatory prophecy, etc., etc. In the face of mounting criticism, Hayford now admits to a more
flexible attitude. In his latest book, he also refrains from demanding tongues as a proof of Spirit baptism, and
instead presents "spiritual language" as a "divine and desirable provision to assist every believer ..." [still error
though]. (Reported in the 8/17/92, Christianity Today; the 3/15/93, Calvary Contender; and the 3/8/93, Christian
News.)

-  Evidence abounds of Hayford's hyper-charismatic, ecumenical, and occultic tendencies: (Reported in the 11/1/89
and 9/15/91, Calvary Contenders; and the 12/91, CIB Bulletin.)

(a) Hayford spoke at the 1989 Billy Graham/Lausanne II conference (with John Wimber, David
Yonggi Cho, and Dick Eastman), and has appeared at other ecumenical events such as Robert Schuller
"success" conferences. [Hayford also endorsed Schuller's 1996 autobiography -- Prayer: My Soul's
Adventure With God.]

(b) In 10/91, Hayford visited Sydney, Australia with John Wimber (the "signs & wonders," Church
Growth, Power Evangelism, Vineyard Movement founder and leader who died in 1997) to hold a
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"holiness conference" (a number of Catholic priests also spoke at the conference).

(c) In the 10/91 issue of Charisma magazine, Hayford relates a vision of seeing Jesus seated in heaven
and then rising from the throne. Hayford states: "As the anointing caught in the folds of His garments,
it began to splash out and fall over the church." Jesus then supposedly said, "I am beginning to rise
now in preparation for my second coming. Those who will rise with me will share in this double
portion of anointing." 

(d) Hayford praised Richard Foster for his efforts in bringing together all the streams of the church.
(Foster is the head of Renovaré, an international ecumenical organization that espouses the use of
guided imagery and visualization as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal.")

-  Charismatic Bible Ministries (CBM) was founded in 1986 by hyper-charismatic Oral Roberts. Jack Hayford was
one of the original officers and trustees of CBM. (Others included such hyper-charismatics as Richard Roberts,
Kenneth Copeland, David Yonggi Cho, Charles Capps, Morris Cerullo, Paul Crouch, Kenneth Hagin, Benny Hinn,
Charles and Frances Hunter, Robert Tilton, Casey Treat, John Osteen, Earl Paulk, Fred K.C. Price, Tommy Reid,
Stephen Strang, and Lester Sumrall.) CBM conducts leadership conferences for its charismatic coalition, many of
whom espouse dominion theology tenets. CBM's slogan is "Love and Unity through Signs and Wonders." When
people look to signs and wonders to produce love and unity, they will find themselves united with everything that
appears miraculous regardless of the source (Vengeance is Ours, pp. 125-127).

-  Paul Crouch, the founder of the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN), is a member in good standing
at the Hayford-pastored Church on the Way. Crouch publishes the monthly newsletter Praise the Lord . I think it's
fair to assume that Hayford is in agreement with Crouch's theology, or else as his pastor, Hayford would correct
Crouch and discipline him if necessary. The following are quotes from the 3/93 Praise the Lord newsletter: (All
emphases in the original.)

(a) "I love a good fight! ... who the REAL enemy is! ... the heretic hunters [e.g., Martin Bobgan] ...
searching endlessly for some new flaw in doctrine, picking, picking, picking some new splinter of error
from the eyes ..."

(b) "... the many documented miracles under Kathryn Kuhlman's ministry and, of course, Benny Hinn's
present-day ministry. ... if there is no power -- no healings -- no miracles in a church or ministry, the
only thing left to do is to develop a new theology to justify their [the "heretic hunters"] pitiful,
spiritually barren lives and ministry!" [Kuhlman was one of the first of many "stage show healers," in
effect, blazing the trail for the Benny Hinn's and Oral Roberts of today.]

(c) "If miracles really did cease at 90 A.D. ... the heretic hunters were right! If we are not 'little Gods,'
we will apologize to you in front of ten thousand times ten thousand before the Crystal Sea!" [Hayford
has taught the "little gods" heresy himself, specifically in a message first recorded in 1979 (titled
"Marching Against Mammon") and rebroadcast on a on a 10/2/86 Living Way radio program.]

(d) "A host of evil spirits ... responsible for much, if not most, of the personal difficulties, spiritual
pressures and aggravated forms of evil that characterize our modern social order. ... this constant and
fiendish disruption of the human social order is explained only by the mass activity behind the scenes
of a vast, well organized host of wicked spirits under the control of their master prince. ... When will
YOU take back everything Satan has stolen from you by bluff, bluster, lying and deceit? ... Say it with
me -- 'Satan, I bind YOUR EVIL WORKS in Jesus' name.' Say it with me, 'I claim my healing, in
Jesus' name; I take back what is mine, in Jesus' name!'" ["Name-It-and-Claim-It"/demon-deliverance].

(e) "If and when we finally lay down these petty doctrinal and traditional differences and JOIN
TOGETHER as an awesome UNITED body and force, all hell will finally retreat into the abyss, and,
together, we will bring back the king! ... When will we realize that the enforcement of Christ's Victory
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is UP TO US? " [Dominion Now theology].

(f) "Some of you have, indeed, grasped this truth and victory -- Glory! Some of you have repossessed
your rightful ownership and possessions. ... Praise the Lord, David's God is teaching our hands to war
too! Soon our enemy will be destroyed! Soon our enemy will have to yield even his remaining
strongholds. Together, we are: 'Destroying the works of the Devil' -- just as Jesus commanded us to
do." [Charismatic spiritual warfare]

-  Hayford is an endorser/participant in the National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a Kingwood, Texas
charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our city to Jesus." NEC sponsors an
annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking questions from a
form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal
of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are the Evangelical Free Church
of America, Youth With a Mission, Campus Crusade for Christ, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as
charismatic-loonies John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo,
Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman, and Richard Roberts.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. Conferences were
also held in 1997 and 1998.]

-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In
the first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary
English" were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The
Message is so good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement.
Jack Hayford has also endorsed The Message: "The Message is certainly destined to become a devotional classic,
not to mention a powerful pastoral tool." 

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm
fuzzy view of life)! For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal
and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual
immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that now
"commitment and intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God
gave them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (a loophole is provided for
committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choosing of a same-sex partner).
There are hundreds of examples like these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we
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do our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..."
This all sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we
then rewrite God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say
about a man like Jack Hayford when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's
personal, politically correct interpretation? (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe and J.I. Packer.)
[Adapted from "What Kind of Message is THE MESSAGE, an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  In the Foursquare World Advance magazine of Jan-Feb '94, when asked why he was among a group of
evangelical Christian "leaders" who met with President Clinton on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White
House (since Clinton is pro-abortion and pro-homosexual), Hayford said he respects the office of the presidency
and "Finally, I believe in the power of presence. Just my being there would leave a deposit of some sort." He also
said he has "deep love" for Clinton as "a human being," and views Clinton as "a personable, devoted public
servant." Indeed! And it's what Clinton is devoted to that should be denounced by all real Christians. [Among the
other attendees with Hayford were social radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, church growth movement guru and
psychologizer Bill Hybels (who stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda), and the
psychologized president of Taylor University Jay Kesler.] (Reported in the 4/94, Lofton Letter .) [Later, in a
congregational report, Hayford expressed his conviction regarding the "clarity of President Clinton's commitment to
Jesus Christ," and said he was convinced that Clinton was indeed a believer! (6/20/94, Christian News).]

-  Hayford spoke for Renovaré at its 1991 Los Angeles Conference -- Renovaré is an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's
Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing
the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses.")

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Hayford is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
Hayford is on PK's board of directors and has spoken at major events for Promise Keepers every year since PK's
inception. (He also patterns the men's program at The Church On The Way after the PK model.) On 5/14/94,
Hayford spoke at a regional Promise Keepers conference in Anaheim, California. During his message, Hayford
gave three reasons why God required circumcision in the Old Testament: 

"[1] God wants to touch your very identity as a man; [2] He wants to reach out and touch your secret
and private parts. This enables Him to better perform surgery on the heart; [3] God wants to touch
man's creative parts. This represents the idea that since God has touched our creative parts, we as God's
people need to be creative in our witnessing to others."

Hayford also spoke at the PK "1996 National Clergy Conference" (2/13/96-2/15/96) in Atlanta's Georgia Dome
stadium. The theme for the conference was "Fan the Flame," because McCartney (PK's founder) believes "God
wants to bring revival to His church through its clergy" (2/26/96, Christian News, p. 10). The purpose of this
gathering, according to McCartney, was to "tear the hearts of pastors wide open so that a single leadership can be
produced." He had hoped to "bring as many as 100,000 ministers and priests of all races together" (7/1/95, The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, p. C8). [Actual attendance was 38,914, which represented all 50 states and more than
a dozen foreign countries; 600 in attendance were Roman Catholic priests!] At the beginning of the conference,
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Hayford was speaking and trying to influence everyone to "dance in the Lord," an unscriptural routine favored by
the fanatical wing of Pentecostal charismaticism. Hayford said he learned the dance in Africa, and later the Lord
spoke to him directly saying, "May I have this dance?" He then began doing an African folkdance around the
podium, suggestive of the dances associated with heathen witch-doctoring. 

-  Hayford's psychological teachings are less chronicled than his charismatic doctrines, but they nevertheless are
prominent. Hayford is a frequent guest on Dr. James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program, and he endorses
many of the newly published books by "Christian" psychologists as they come to market.

-  In the Church on the Way's Mission Statement, Hayford espouses the following about tongues-speaking and
spiritual warfare (from the Living Way Ministries Internet web site -- 8/6/96):

(a) "Vitality of the Spiritual Language -- The biblical exercise of Holy Spirit enabled supernatural
utterance is vital for prayer, praise, intercession, and edification and is a desirable and an available
resource for every believer." (Emphasis added.) [Hayford offers to sell the book The Beauty of
Spiritual Language, and a 2-tape cassette album titled "The Holy Spirit: The Great Psychiatrist"!]

(b) "Committed to Spiritual Warfare -- The reality of the invisible realm of spiritual conflict demands
biblical confrontation through prayer and ministry with discernment and love; that the triumph of
Calvary is not minimized, but applied by such means." (Emphasis added.) [Hayford offers to sell the
book Prayer is Invading the Impossible, and a 2-tape cassette album titled "Resisting the Devil."]

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Hayford says: "There are many practical
reasons for supporting the ministry of Luis Palau: his fidelity to the truth, his constancy of passion for the lost, and
his integrity in personal life ... the evidence of God's sovereign choice to anoint and use this man mightily at this
crucial juncture in church history." (Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted
with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism -- hardly God's "sovereign choice.") [Hayford has also taken
part with Palau in the annual ecumenical/charismatic/ Catholic-accommodating March For Jesus campaigns.]

-  Hayford has endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which is
also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Hybels, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- Fall with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic church Colson says it,
"to its great credit, does call heretics to account." Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!
(4/93, Berean Call). 

Hayford also writes: "Redeeming worship centers on the Lord's Table. Whether your tradition celebrates it as
Communion, Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord's Supper, we are all called to this centerpiece of Christian worship"
(Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p. 19). Historically, the Roman Catholic mass has been recognized by Bible
believers as blatant blasphemy, Yet, today, Hayford teaches that this false view of Christian worship is approved by
God and proper for all Christians to accept.

-  Almost all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Orlando '95 (North American [charismatic] Congress on the Holy Spirit and World
Evangelization.) A Catholic bishop led one session. There was also conga-style aisle-dancing by the Haitian
Catholics during the evening worship sessions. Others "praised God" by dancing around the convention center
waving open umbrellas, signifying that the invisible rain of the Holy Spirit was falling. Of the 8,000 attending, over
half were charismatic Catholics. The 10/95 Charisma said, "Charismatics abandoned their theological differences ...
at least for four days. ... Today millions of Catholics, including Pope John Paul II's personal preacher ... have joined
ranks with charismatics." A Catholic priest added, "This is the greatest ecumenical movement in the Christian
church." Some of the hyper-charismatic teachers at Orlando '95 were Pat Robertson, Benny Hinn, Jack Hayford,
Marilyn Hickey, and Paul Crouch.
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-  Hayford also has a strange idea of what constitutes true worship of God (although not strange by charismatic
standards):

"Let Holy Spirit-filled worship be a blend of our highest thoughts and our deepest feelings so that the
goal of true worship be reached: the reshaping of our lives." (Emphases added.)

Wrong! The goal of worship is not the reshaping of our lives. True worship focuses on God, the object of worship,
as worthy of all glory and honor and power and obedience for Who He is, regardless of what we are. If we were
perfect in every way we would still be unworthy of Him. It is not worship, but Scripture which is useful for
reshaping our lives (2 Tim. 3:16-17). For Hayford and others of the charismatic ilk, Scripture is fast giving way to
experience as the standard upon which to base belief. Nowhere in Scripture are we told that the goal of worship is
the reshaping of our lives. That is just self-centeredness. [Source: Comments/Essays in The Answer To Happiness,
Health, and Fulfillment in Life: The Holy Bible (with Selected Writings by Leading Inspirational Authors.]
[Comments excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 (1993), No. 1.]

-  Rave is a dance movement from Europe in which teens take designer drugs, use virtual-reality devices, and dance
(usually alone) away the night and early mornings hours to repetitive techno-pop dance music. Often there is no
lighting except for strobes and lasers. "Christian" rave parties have been adopted by several youth ministries
worldwide (including Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel movement). In April of 1997, Hayford's Church on the Way
sponsored its second rave concert.
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Howard Hendricks
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Howard G. Hendricks is Distinguished Professor and Chairman of the Center for Christian Leadership at
Dallas Theological Seminary. He has an AB and a DDiv from Wheaton and a ThM from Dallas Theological
Seminary. Hendricks has written many books about marriage and family life (e.g., Heaven Help the Home), and
spends considerable time conducting so-called marriage enrichment seminars. He has spoken in more than 60
countries. It can be well documented that Hendricks has become quite psychological in his teachings over the years,
not only in his seminars and in his books, but also in his endorsements (e.g., Larry Crabb) and his appearances
(e.g., James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio show and Promise Keepers conventions).

-  Hendricks endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Charles Stanley, and D. James
Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3--"Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26--
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God ..."). Hendricks is quoted as saying that, "I am bullish on the Life Application Bible
because it is a serious attempt to relate truth to life, to transform belief into practice."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Hendricks is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at PK stadium rallies, writing chapters in PK-authored books, and his position on the PK
Board of Directors. He has also endorsed Robert Hicks' blasphemous book The Masculine Journey (promoted by
PK also) as "an eye-opening key to understanding the Bible's teaching on what it means to be a man." [Charisma
magazine also says, "People tell me they sense the Holy Spirit's presence as they read the magazine (PK's New
Man). We received rave reviews from a diverse group of leaders such as ... Howard Hendricks ..." (7/94,
Charisma).]

-  Hendricks wrote the foreword to Christian psychologist Larry Crabb's 1991 book Men and Women: Enjoying the
Difference. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly
motivates all behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a
"hierarchy of needs") psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.] Hendricks gives the book a
high recommendation:

"Of all the information and statistics published to make marriages more meaningful, this 'report and
recommendation' soars over most of them because of its biblical balance and real-life situations. For
men and women who want to invest in a profitable marriage, here is a guide to the bottom line of
beauty and lifetime benefits" (p. 12). (Emphasis added.)

What kind of "biblical balance" has Hendricks found in Men and Women? In this book, Crabb takes his need
theology a step further than heretofore -- into the realm of the God-given male/female sexual relationship. Crabb
teaches that a man's need for significance/impact becomes the need for "separateness, achievement, and entering,"
while the woman's need for security/relationship becomes the need for "involvement, attachment, and invitation."
Crabb states that, "I do not think it stretches things too far to regard physical sexuality as a wonderful picture of
personal sexuality: men feel complete as they strongly enter; women feel enjoyed as they warmly invite."
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(Emphases added.)

-  A description of some of Hendricks ecumenical activities follows:

(a) The Joyful Woman for May/June, 1994, pictured self-esteem promoter Dr. James Dobson and his
wife Shirley on the front cover. Popular author and speaker Elisabeth Elliot is the keynote speaker for
the 10/13/94-10/15/94 National Joyful Woman Jubilee at the Highland Park Baptist Church (Tennessee
Temple) in Chattanooga. Howard Hendricks was a recent-year Joyful Woman speaker. (Reported in
the 9/15/94, Calvary Contender.);

(b) Hendricks speaks frequently at the Billy Graham retreat center in Asheville, North Carolina -- The
Cove (every year since at least 1994). He also speaks frequently at Moody Founder's Week. In 2/96, he
shared the platform with hyper-charismatic E.V. Hill, church growth guru Bill Hybels, and "anti-
psychology" psychologizer John MacArthur.

(c) Besides being on the Board of Directors of Promise Keepers, Hendricks also sits on the boards of
Navigators and Walk Thru the Bible, all three highly ecumenically- and psychologically-oriented
organizations.

-  One of the concepts that Hendricks has been pushing is that of mentoring. (See Hendricks' chapter in the 1995
book Standing Together; his article titled "Vital Relationships" in the Sep-Oct 1995, New Man magazine; and his
1995 book As Iron Sharpens Iron: Building Character in a Mentoring Relationship.) This all falls right in line with
Hendricks affiliation with Promise Keepers, which is very big on mentoring. [In fact, in AsIron Sharpens Iron,
Hendricks states that the book "was prepared to coincide with the 1995 schedule of Promise Keepers conferences
..." (p. 10).] Mentoring is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom he can be held
accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Another word for mentoring would be discipling or shepherding,
which has gained prominence within the charismatic movement. Mentoring within the confines of self-help/small
groups is also used; such groups by themselves (even without mentoring) are fraught with psychoheretical dangers.

As a part of mentoring, every man must be accountable to some other man, especially in the areas of one's finances,
sexual life, and relationship to God. This partner gained through mentoring, then, must be given complete freedom
to inquire into any of these areas at will, with the understanding that he may bring correction to those areas he feels
are not in proper alignment. This is a kind of covenant relationship not found anywhere in Scripture. In fact, to the
contrary, God takes such covenants far more seriously than does Howard Hendricks (cf. Num. 30:2). (Why would
any man who had a relationship with the One true Mentor, the glorified Lord Jesus Christ, want to subject the
intimate details of his family life to the type of mentoring Howard Hendricks promotes? What was good enough for
the Apostle Paul should be good enough for Howard Hendricks!)

-  Hendricks is currently doing Teammates marriage seminars with Bruce and Donna Cook. The Cooks are not
Biblically-based teachers, but are even more psychologically-oriented than Hendricks. Bruce Cook is President of
Rapha Southeast, which a Teammates brochure describes as "a Christ-centered counseling ministry based in
Atlanta." (See note at end of this report.) When Mr. Cook was president of Leadership Dynamics International, he
developed "Biblically-based courses" now distributed by the ecumenical Walk Thru the Bible Ministries. Donna
Cook has served in teaching and counseling roles with the Dallas Public School Board and Campus Crusade for
Christ (ecumenical/psychological), and has authored the popular course entitled Time Management for Women.

The big bucks are in the video home study market, so that's where Hendricks and the Cooks have taken Teammates.
The Teammates Video Kit consists of three, 10-session videos; one hardbound spiral notebook; overhead
transparencies; leader's guide; and five course workbooks -- all for only $219.95! The ten video sessions address
such things as (all below are direct quotes from a 1993 Teammates brochure):

(a) Building on your strengths: By taking an enlightening temperament survey, couples learn their
mate's strengths and weaknesses while learning to understand, cope with, and even benefit from the
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differences;

(b) Understanding your mate: acceptance of their weaknesses ... personality traits;

(c) Relating to your mate: ... improve compatibility no matter what personality traits are involved;

(d) Meeting your mate's needs: Imagine each spouse listing his or her top individual needs and
discussing them with their mate. That's what happens here ...;

(e) Developing your love life: Dr. Hendricks shares ten ways to increase fulfillment in marriage,
including pleasure and respect, self giving, responsibility and privilege, the feeling of belongingness,
and more.

(The bold words are BDM's emphases. They help to show where these teachings come from -- Larry Crabb's need
theology and Tim LaHaye's temperament analysis/personality typing. Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of Crabb's teachings is Larry Crabb's Gospel, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers,
Santa Barbara, CA, 1998, 205 pages. Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of LaHaye's teachings
on the temperaments would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 49-66, by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.)

Teammates has even secured the endorsement of psychologizer Dr. Charles Stanley [who at the time of the
endorsement was unbiblically-separated from his wife!]: "Teammates is one of the very best tools we have to help
marriage partners. Many couples continue to express the incredibly positive impact of this program in enriching
their marriage [but apparently not so "positive" nor "enriching" for Stanley and his wife]. I heartily recommend
Teammates."

-  Hendricks has also become quite ecumenical over the years, speaking just about anywhere with anybody. For
example, Hendricks spoke at a 10/91 conference at the Southern Baptist Church of SBC president Ed Young in
Houston, Texas. Other speakers were charismatic Pat Robertson, psychologizer Chuck Swindoll, and left-
brain/right-brain guru Gary Smalley. (Reported in the 1/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  In endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Hendricks says: "It is rare to find an
individual who speaks the undiluted truth of God's Word in today's world ... Luis Palau is that type of person. I
wholeheartedly endorse Luis Palau and the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association." In truth, Palau is a Catholic
sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Howard Hendricks' thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people
is that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
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evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the
same, with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin
Miller, Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)
 

Note: Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers is an organization that heavily promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step
codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha
specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted Christians by employing an amalgamation
of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted in 1986 and claims to have treated over
20,000 psychiatric inpatients since then. Today Rapha operates 120 hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an
annual income of more than $12 million. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the
"codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery
Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)  [Back to Text]
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Benny Hinn
General Teachings/Activities*

Benny Hinn, [former] pastor of Orlando Christian Center in Orlando, Florida [the church was first re-named World
Outreach Church, and then Faith World Church in 1999 when Hinn resigned from the pastorate and moved his
"crusade and evangelism" ministry to Dallas] is one of the most prolific voices in the so-called "Christian" media
today. [Hinn's "ministry" reportedly takes in over $100 million a year, which allows him to maintain a $3.5 million
home, and to spend $8,000 on airline fares and stay in $2,000/night hotel rooms.] His book Good Morning, Holy
Spirit has remained on the best-seller list since its release in October, 1990, having sold approximately one-quarter
million copies within the first few months. In May of 1992, it was number one among paperback books according
to Christian Reading, one of the major trade publications for "Christian" bookstores, distributors, and publishers. 

Due to some rather startling statements in the original edition of Good Morning, Holy Spirit, Hinn came under fire
from a few organizations that perceived serious doctrinal discrepancies in Hinn's theology.

The most public criticism of Hinn's teachings came from the Christian Research Institute (CRI) [which has many
theological problems of its own], which took Hinn and his publisher, Thomas Nelson Company, to task for what
CRI perceived as heretical statements. This resulted in Nelson revising the questionable material in its later releases
and Hinn apologizing and promising not to promote in the future the teachings under question. However, Thomas
Nelson Company spokesman Bruce Barbour (publisher) and Bill Watkins (senior editor) as well as Hinn, say that
the theology expressed in the original edition has not been changed but merely "clarified."

Yet Hinn does claim to have changed his mind about other teachings not dealt with in Good Morning, Holy Spirit,
most notably the "Jesus-died-spiritually" heresy that has characterized the theology of word-faith teachers from E.
W. Kenyon through Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, and others.

In spite of these developments, many Christians are still questioning where Benny Hinn is coming from. And in
view of his continued popularity within the Christian marketplace, we thought that an analysis of Hinn's teachings
is in order. We also think that some of the criticism leveled against Hinn has been based not on Scriptural truth, but
upon orthodoxy -- traditionally accepted understanding of issues not necessarily addressed in clear terms by
Scripture. It is our hope [Al Dager of Media Spotlight -- see asterisk note (between the horizontal lines) at the end
of this section] to set these differences apart.

The Man

Benny Hinn was born in 1953 in Israel to a Greek father and an Armenian mother. He was raised in the Greek
Orthodox [false] religion. Hinn claims that while he was a young boy of 11 years of age in Israel, God first
appeared to him, and has been appearing to him ever since. At the age of 14, Hinn moved to Canada with his
parents. While attending high school there, he says he had visions of himself preaching before huge crowds. He
also claims that God healed him of a stuttering problem so that he could become a preacher.

Yet in spite of the visions and God's appearing to him for several years, Hinn marks the year of his being born
again as 1972 when he was about 20 years old. It was at a Kathryn Kuhlman service the following year that he says
he had a "profound spiritual experience."

Hinn readily admits that much of the misunderstanding that has arisen from his teachings is the result of his lack of
formal Bible training. In fact, almost immediately after his having been "born again," Hinn says, "The Lord
launched me into ministry almost overnight."
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In spite of these circumstances, Hinn founded the Orlando Christian Center in 1983. Beginning with just a few
hundred members, that church now boasts an average weekly attendance of over 10,000. [The newly named Faith
World Church is now being pastored by Clint Brown, who merged his charismatic Orlando church with Hinn's
when Hinn moved to Dallas in late-1999.] In addition, Hinn conducts worldwide crusades and has a daily television
program [the 30-minute This Is Your Day program is seen in more than 100 countries] that airs over the Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN), headed by Jan and Paul Crouch [see the end of this report for transcripts of two of
Hinn's recent appearances on TBN]. [Hinn also claimed to be building a $30-$35 million "Healing Center" in
Dallas, which was to operate 24 hours a day with its planned opening in 2001; part of the attraction was to be films
of previous healing services conducted by the masters of the trade -- Oral Roberts, Kathryn Kuhlman, Aimee
Semple McPhearson, A.A. Allen, Jack Coe, Lester Sumrall, etc. As of the date of this report revision, it appears that
Hinn has again raised money under false pretences -- not one brick has been laid for the Healing Center. Hinn now
says the decision to delay the project was divinely inspired (6/23/02, Dallas Morning News).]

Although Hinn states that his ministry throughout the 1970s was shaped by the writings of men like D.L. Moody
and R.A. Torrey, he was a strong proponent of "revelation knowledge" -- new truths revealed to him by God
directly -- that were not contained within Scripture. Only recently has he stated that he will no longer claim
revelation knowledge as the authority for his teachings. [See the end of this report of Hinn once again claiming
revelation knowledge].

More than this, Hinn claims to actually be a channel for God -- that God enters him and takes over his mind and
tongue to the point where he is unaware of what he has said. After his sermon on December 31, 1989, at Orlando
Christian Center, during which he gave several future prophecies, Hinn expressed that he was drunk -- presumably
on the Holy Spirit -- and asked someone to tell him what he had just said.

It became evident in the early 1980s that the word-faith teachings of Kenyon, Hagin, Copeland, and others began to
have an enormous impact on Hinn. But shortly after his encounter with critics of his book, Hinn announced that he
no longer hold to the word-faith teachings.

As Hinn's popularity increased due to his television program and the runaway sales of Good Morning, Holy Spirit,
his teachings came under close scrutiny by several apologetics ministries. The Christian Research Institute became
especially alarmed by Hinn's references to the Godhead that seemed at best unorthodox and at worst heretical. On
both his television program and in his book, Hinn asserted that all three persons of the Triune Godhead have their
own independent bodies, souls, and spirits, as well as wills (10/13/90, TBN).

What alarmed most critics of Hinn is his statement that "there are nine of them [Spirits of God]." Some took this to
mean that there are nine persons, which is not what Hinn was saying. "Nine of them" referred to the separate
elements of the Trinity: three bodies, souls, and spirits.

Hinn is clearly guilty of teaching "revelation knowledge" (God's Truth imparted to him personally), something that
is not at all supported by Scripture. As such, he has established in the minds of those who trust him, a personal
belief as if it were authoritative truth, which it is not.

While Hinn's teachings on the Trinity have captured the forefront of the debate between himself and the apologist
ministries, there are other serious issues that have taken a back seat to the questionable Trinitarian controversy --
issues that truly do lead toward heresy.

A God-Man

Hinn teaches that when one is born again by faith in Jesus, he is given a new spirit man that wasn't there before -- a
spirit man that is divine in nature and God-like (Our Position in Christ [sermon tape]).

Throughout his dissertations, Hinn avows that the Bible says what he says. But his ploy is the same as that of every
false teacher, which is to pull a proof text out of context and apply it to a personal interpretation which is claimed
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to have been given by direct revelation from God. Where in Scripture is it found that some "spirit-man" distinct
from us, comes into us? The Holy Spirit comes into us, but Hinn isn't speaking of the Holy Spirit, because he says
this spirit-man was "created before the foundation of the world."

Hinn also cites Ephesians 1 as a proof text, but this is a gross error. It does speak of our being chosen in Christ
before the foundation of the world; nowhere does it mention a God-like "spirit-man," let alone one distinct from us.

In another statement, Hinn asserts that though we are not Almighty God Himself, nevertheless, we are now divine
(12/1/90, TBN). Hinn continues by denying that he is saying we are God, but affirming that we are children of God
(elsewhere he asserts that we are gods).

Jesus Took On Satan's Nature

One of the popular word-faith teachings is that Jesus took on the nature of Satan and had to be born again. This
doctrine is intrinsically linked to the "Jesus died spiritually" heresy which postulates that Jesus' shed blood was
insufficient for the redemption of man; He had to suffer at Satan's hands in Hell and be born again as the first man
to conquer death. Hinn also teaches this heresy:

"He [Jesus] who is righteous by choice said, 'The only way I can stop sin is by Me becoming it. I can't
just stop it by letting it touch Me; I and it must become one.' Hear this! He who is the nature of God
became the nature of Satan where He became sin!" (TBN, 12/1/90).

In this one statement, Hinn manages to convey three distinct errors concerning Jesus, to which we must answer the
following:

1) Jesus is not righteous by choice, but by nature;
2) Jesus never said these words, either in Scripture or to Benny Hinn personally, because they are
unbiblical; and
3) Jesus' nature is constant; even God cannot change His nature from God to something else.

When He became a man, the Word of God commingled his divine nature with the flesh of man, not angels; but that
is the limit of His approaching anything like assuming Satan's nature. This idea is a first-rate heresy which, drawn
to its conclusion in the supposed spiritual death of Jesus, denies the blood of Christ and damns those who teach and
believe it unless they repent. It is a different gospel from that given through Scripture.

In spite of Hinn's professional rejection of the word-faith message, he hasn't given up on it entirely. The word-faith
message encompasses far more than the "name it and claim it" foolishness. It is intrinsically linked to the God-man-
believer and Jesus-died-spiritually heresies, which Hinn continues to espouse. It exalts man and denigrates Christ,
as most false teachings do.

The problem with these and other teachings of Hinn is that he exhibits the mindset of someone who "learned as he
earned," strewing spiritual wreckage in his path. Whatever comes to mind must be God's voice; after all, Hinn
believes himself a prophet of God. And woe to those who dare challenge him.

Blowing It

One of the characteristics of Hinn's services has been his claim to impart the Holy Spirit at will by blowing on
people. He has been known to wave his coat in the air, or to toss the Holy Spirit like a baseball at the audience,
causing entire sections to ostensibly swoon under the power of God. Obviously God is at Hinn's disposal. And he
doesn't mind being made a spectacle in the process.

The phenomenon known as being "slain in the Spirit" is a trademark of modern charismaticism. And while I would
not say that God will or cannot come upon someone with such a power, it becomes obvious that, coupled with false
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teachings, the power transmitted by Hinn (if there is any power at all) is not of God. [At one crusade, a man Hinn
had "slain in the Spirit" fell on a prostrate elderly woman and broke her hip, resulting in her death. The lawsuit was
settled out of court.] In fact, it appears, for several reasons, more a case of mass hysteria entered into by people
predisposed to fall:

1) they want the power of God no matter what;
2) they would be embarrassed not to fall when everyone else around them is falling;
3) many have testified that the person imparting the Holy Spirit pushed them down;
4) God might allow and even grant such a "blessing" to entrench error in people's minds who don't
care about truth as much as they do about some supernatural experience;
5) Satan and demons may duplicate such a phenomenon to validate as truth the error of one's
teachings.

[Other examples of Hinn's false healing powers: An elderly Hinn follower was turned away from one entrance to
ARGO Stadium in Sacramento, CA because she had not given enough money to enter there. Later, on the stage she
was "slain in the Spirit," and while she was lying on the floor a huge man, likewise "slain," landed on top of her,
breaking her leg. In 1993 in Basel, Switzerland, Hinn prophesied over a man with cancer that he had many years to
live. He died two days later. In Nairobi, Kenya early in May 2000, four patients released from a hospital to attend
Hinn's "Miracle Crusade" died while waiting for prayer. (Source: 9/00, TBC.)]

Finally, Hinn's errors are compounded by his continual extolling of the virtues of the pope and Roman Catholicism,
as if the errors of that [false] church are to be ignored in the interest of unity. In 1989, Hinn was a participant in the
move to grant to Pope John Paul II the "Prince of Peace" award, instigated by Harold Bradesen. Receiving much
flack for his part in that award, Hinn recanted and withdrew his participation.

* The original material (non-bracketed) has been adapted/excerpted from a Media Spotlight Special Report, "Pros
& Cons," of May, 1992. Must reading is a book by G. Richard Fisher and M. Kurt Goedelman, The Confusing
World of Benny Hinn (2002 expanded edition; 334 pages). The following is excerpted from the Foreword of that
book: "[Hinn] claims to have had more revelations and seen more visions than anyone, even in Bible times,
including John who wrote Revelation. Hinn has rebuked 'the spirit of cancer' and the 'devil of death and debt' so
many times without result that it would be laughable, if only so many weren't deceived. His bizarre heresies, false
prophesies, contradictions, and outright occult involvement, are uncovered and thoroughly documented ..."

BENNY HINN SAYS THE DEAD IN THEIR CASKETS
WILL BE RAISED TO LIFE IN FRONT OF TV SETS

The following is a transcription of what Benny Hinn said on Paul and Jan Crouch's TBN television program (Praise
The Lord, Trinity Broadcasting Network, October 19, 1999):

Benny Hinn: But here's first what I see for TBN. You're going to have people raised from the dead watching this
network. You're going to have people raised from the dead watching TBN. Programs -- just plain programs --
programs that haven't done much when it comes to supernatural manifestations -- teaching programs. It's not going
to be a Benny Hinn saying "Stretch your hands." It's going to be your average teaching program, your normal
Christian program that's blessing the church. There's going to be such power on these programs people will be
raised from the dead worldwide. I'm telling you, I see this in the Spirit. It's going to be so awesome. Jesus I give
you praise for this -- that people around the world -- maybe not so much in America -- people around the world
who will lose loved ones, will say to undertakers, "Not yet. I want to take my dead loved one and place him in
front of that TV set for 24 hours."

Paul Crouch: Benny Hinn! Jesus!
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Benny Hinn: I'm telling you. People will be -- people -- I'm telling you, I feel the anointing talking here. People are
going to be canceling funeral services and bringing their dead in their caskets, placing them -- my God! I feel the
anointing here -- placing them before a television set, waiting for God's power to come through and touch them.
And it's going to happen time and time -- so much it's going to spread. You're going to hear it from Kenya to
Mexico to Europe to South America, where people will be raised from the -- so much so that the Word will spread
that if some dead person be put in front of this TV screen, they will be raised from the dead and they will be by the
thousands. You wait. Now the Lord just told me -- and I don't know whether this is true or not -- as I'm saying this,
the Lord said He gave you that word many, many years ago.

Paul Crouch: I have said that, yes.

Benny Hinn: I don't remember you saying that to me ever.

Paul Crouch: No, I didn't.

Benny Hinn: [He said] 'I've told him this already.'

Paul Crouch: Yeah, the Lord spoke that to me in the very beginning of TBN and I
didn't really ...

Jan Crouch: And I had a dream.

Benny Hinn: You had a dream.

Paul Crouch: Yeah, tell him about that little ...

Jan Crouch: That's just a dream -- people were being raised from the dead. Years ago.

Paul Crouch: It's on tape. I said the day is coming ...

Benny Hinn: I see quite something amazing. I see rows of caskets lining up in front of this TV set and I see them
bringing them closer to the TV set and as people are coming closer I see actually loved ones picking up the hands
of the dead and letting them touch the screen and people are getting raised as their hands are touching that screen.
With this program -- I'm not talking about my program -- I'm talking programs, plain programs aired -- the glory of
God will be so on TBN that there's going to be divine resurrection happening as people bring their loved ones to the
TV set.

Paul Crouch: Just because it's His time.

Benny Hinn: It's His time. Now here's something else I see. Jesus, I give You praise for this, I give You praise for
this, I give You praise for this -- the day will come, Paul -- and I pray you'll be here. I pray the Lord will allow you
to be here and see it. I mean, physically be here. You're in your 60s now. But the day is going to come when the
gifts of the Holy Spirit will so intensify in the church that young children will be watching TBN and signs and
wonders will begin to take place through them. Impartations of the Spirit will come to them. A little child that
knows nothing about the gifts, knows nothing about the anointing, knows nothing about the power of God, will be
imbued with power from on high as a child, as that TV set comes on, and will go out like fire torches to their
schools and their playgrounds and their families. I see children, I see children, what looks like fire in their lips
spreading -- but I see these kids touching the TV set, receiving it, and going out and spreading it. And it's going to
happen with children in the U.S., Canada, all over the world. And I do see people being raised from the dead here,
but I see masses of them overseas.

The following is excerpted and/or adapted from an article titled:
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"Benny Hinn ... going Lower"
(10/99, Contending Earnestly for the Faith)

When Benny Hinn found himself in a bind over his gaffe about there being nine persons in the Trinity, he said that
it was only a joke. He has made many other irresponsible claims; e.g., that humans were created to swim like fish
and fly like birds, and with only a thought, could move from planet to planet. When challenged as to his authority
for such ridiculous claims, he appealed to his Jewish origin (Hinn was born a Palestinian Arab, not a Jew ["The
Confusing World of Benny Hinn," PFO Journal, 12/97, p. 34]) and his knowledge of Hebrew, which he clearly
doesn't have. He said that the word translated to "have dominion" in the creation story means that Adam and Eve
could do everything that the creatures over which they had dominion could do (Christianity in Crisis, p. 119). So
presumably, they could also lay eggs like hens and swarm like bees.

The teachings of Benny Hinn from the beginning of his ministry are obviously the rantings of a buffoon. A recent
TV interview, however, indicates that the man has gone beyond the pale -- that he has indeed moved to a lower
level. Paul Crouch (PC) is interviewing Benny Hinn (BH) on the Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN) with Paul
and Jan Crouch (9/13/99):

In the opening exchanges of the interview, reference is made to Kathryn Kuhlman, who BH appeals to as a
precedent for his "cursing and blessing" pronouncements at a recently held Healing Crusade in Denver. He also
refers to Fred Roberts, whom he calls "an apostle," as being another person who encouraged him to "speak
judgment" on his opponents.

BH:  He said you are entitled now because they blasphemed the Holy Spirit to tell God what you want
to see done.

PC:  Because they were attributing your works to the devil; exactly what they did to Jesus. (Hinn
agrees.)

BH:  See the second they attribute the work of God to Satan, we, as believers, step into, legally step
into, a place we can ask God to stop them.

PC:  Amen!

BH:  William Branham was ministering one time -- and this happened more than one time but I only
heard about it twice -- this happened; when a man came in and said -- he was actually lying to William
Branham -- and said -- he was trying to mock him -- and came in and said he was sick and wanted
William Branham to pray for him; and William Branham said, "you're not sick; you're just here to
mock me; but you're going to walk out with the same sickness you said you had," and he walked out
sick!

As the interview continues, BH refers to an incident that he alleges took place under the ministry of Tommy Reid
in the Philippines when God supposedly inflicted sickness upon someone who was opposing the meetings. Whether
such did or didn't take place we have no means of checking. From the way BH recounts it, it's very doubtful. What
is certain is that Benny Hinn is employing illegitimate fear tactics. Even worse, he appeals to a Biblical incident in
the life of Christ in an unscriptural way. Read what Benny Hinn said in the light of Proverbs 26:18.

BH:  When they said this -- "It's of the devil," He (said), "Ah this is one thing I won't forgive!" He
spoke there, judgment; and the judgment He spoke was eternal damnation. He said I'll forgive any sin
but not this one; and there he made the clear cut. So Tommy (Reid) said to the Lord, "All right Lord,
here's what I want done." The last night of the meeting they brought this lady with arthritis on a
wheelchair down front. The man came back, in the back again, began to do the same thing. "This is of
the devil," screaming all this stuff. And Tommy said, "Lord now!" When he said "now," the Lord
healed the lady with the arthritis and struck the man with her sickness, he switched sicknesses.

http://www.christian-witness.org/archives/cetf1999/bhinnlower.html
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PC:  Jesus!

BH:  He switched sicknesses and took it off the lady and hit the man with it. And the man began
screaming and ran out. With ARTHRITIS!

Ask yourself, "Are these the rantings of a man whose mind has gone, who is no longer thinking rationally? Or are
they, as is being presented, the expressions of someone anointed by the Holy Spirit?" According to Benny Hinn,
God heals a woman in a wheel chair. In so doing He (i.e. God Almighty) "switched sicknesses" and brought
judgment upon a poor Philippine man, who RAN out screaming with the same ARTHRITIS that had confined the
woman to a wheel chair? Sounds like a double miracle, with the second canceling out the reality of the first. Now
that really does stretch credulity.

[Apart from the utter stupidity of the ravings of Benny Hinn in this clearly fabricated story, the really sad thing is
that he appeals to Scripture as a precedent. There is such a thing as blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, of which sin
our Lord said there was no forgiveness (Matt 12:31-32). Seeing so many in the "Revival Now" camp all the time
appealing to this SIN as their get-out from legitimate examination and judgment, by those who seek to follow the
Berean example, it behooves us to know clearly what this blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is in the Scriptural
context. Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is ascribing the act of exorcising demons from people by the Lord Jesus
Christ (Himself) to the works of the devil (Satan), while maintaining that Christ Himself is demon possessed. The
application made by Benny Hinn and others like him is not legitimate Biblically. Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
relates to our Lord Jesus Christ and not to Benny Hinn or any self-acclaimed "Anointed ONE." If you are doing
what the Bible requires of you -- "testing the spirits" (1 John 4); "judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24), "proving
all things" (1 Thess. 5:21), and generally acting as a Berean Christian should act (Acts 17:11), it is impossible for
you to blaspheme the Holy Spirit. It is far more likely that men like Benny Hinn and Paul Crouch, et al., are
themselves guilty of the blasphemy that they impute to others.]

The interview gets worse:

BH:  Under the anointing not one word falls to the ground.

PC:  Amen.

BH:  I am not the same man under the anointing that I am now -- My children are afraid of me under
the anointing. What they do not know is that I'm afraid of the anointing too. [laughter] I'm not afraid of
myself, I'm afraid of what the anointing can do to me if I mistreat it. Or if I abuse it or if I misuse it.

Clearly, Benny Hinn is not talking about the "anointing" as the whole of Scripture portrays it and John the apostle
describes it in 1 John 2:19-29. What is this anointing that he and others keep talking about? Nowhere in the New
Testament is there any idea of ANYONE being specially anointed other than our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the
ANOINTED ; i.e., the CHRIST (the words "anointing, Christ, messiah" all derive from the same root). There is a
sense in which all of God's people have a general anointing, and John makes it clear that this gives us a relationship
with our blessed Lord, but it never makes one higher, better, greater, or more powerful than another. This is utter
heresy and is part of the necessary creation of a "mystique" to silence criticism and critics.

From here the TV interview goes to a level which can only be described as horrific and occultic. TBN screens a
video recorded in Denver when Benny Hinn pronounced blessings on those who support him and curses on those
who oppose him:

BH:  I've been preaching 25 years almost; I've never seen the anointing as frightening as I saw in
Denver Friday night; and so when you hear me in just a little bit give blessings and cursings ... any
who attack this anointing, I speak a judgment on them.

According to an eyewitness account: "In the recent Denver crusade, Hinn became a different person under the
influence of the 'anointing' unlike anything seen before. So much so, that his voice changed to a 'growl.' He was
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telling the people to raise their hands and exalt the master Jesus. It was obvious that he was not talking about the
Jesus of the Bible. He also cursed all who would raise their hands against his ministry in word or deed." Here are
some extracts from the video recording of what happened at Denver:

BH:  My skin is about to explode. Your body will tingle from the top to the bottom. Lift your voices.
Lift your hands and ask him for it -- People of God, be healed! People of the Lord, be delivered! Rise
up out of your sickness and jump into the river of healing and be healed, in Jesus' name. Take your
seats; this is just the beginning of the service. (Hinn then brings up a man claiming two thirds of his
heart is dead.) He's barely been able to walk (Hinn growls). The glory! The glory! If I don't release it,
I'll blow up. If I don't release the anointing, I'll blow up. I got to release it on somebody. The demon
must bow to the name of the master Jesus ... Yes Lord I'll do it! I place a curse on every man and
woman that will stretch his hand against this anointing. I curse that man who dares to speak a word
against this ministry. But any man, any woman, that raises his or her hand in blessing towards this
ministry, I bless that man. I bless that home. I bless that family. Any man, any woman, any person that
raises his tongue in blessing toward this work, raises his tongue in blessing toward this anointing,
raises his tongue in blessing toward this servant of the Lord, I bless them. I bless the work of your
hands. I bless your life with His mighty power. I bless your home with divine protection. I bless your
children with long life and I bless you (with) length of days. I bless you with healing. I bless you with
prosperity. I bless you with the very presence of Almighty God. I, a servant, bless you in the name of
the One I serve. I bless (your) people tonight in Denver. Lift your hands and receive the blessing. I
rarely ever do what I'm doing now. This is the Holy Ghost on me telling me to do this. I bless you; I
bless your homes, your life, your future, your children. May every attack of Satan be destroyed. May
every plan of hell be destroyed against you (change of voice) and every plan of God be established in
Jesus name. Amen, amen.

A number of third wave charismatics, key players in today's revivalism, were guests on Hinn's program over recent
weeks -- Kenneth Copeland, Rod Parsley, Joyce Meyer's and Rodney Howard-Browne. Hinn clearly is assuming
the apostolic father-figure of the healing ministry, picking up the mantle where, not Kathryn Kuhlman, but William
Branham left off.

Here's just one extract from one of the TV programs to let you see where things are heading. Sounds a bit like a
Jimmy Bakker re-run. This is with Benny Hinn (BH) and Rod Parsley (RP) on "This Is Your Day," August 24,
1999:

BH:  The healing ministry is almost dead. When you look at who's out there praying for the sick today,
there's not many! (This is false. There are more healing ministries today then there ever were.) And the
Lord said to me to build a healing center, a healing and prayer center that people can come to, 24 hours
a day, any day of the week, and be prayed for and get healed. And I did not really know what the Lord
would show me, but as time went on, I began to get the picture much clearer. January 3rd, the year
2000, we break ground for that Healing Centre in Dallas Texas. [Ground-breaking has yet to take
place.] It's going to have Healing Gardens with Healing Statues of Biblical Healing saints from the Old
Testament. It's going to have a Healing Fountain an Eternal Healing Fire. It's going to have places
where people can come to and be prayed for in a Healing Cathedral and Chapels in it. Think about a
place that will be staffed with partners, God-anointed partners. They will be there volunteering, where
people can come 24 hours a day and be prayed for. So no one will have to wait for a crusade. Yes, I
will continue to have crusades; yes I will continue to travel; but what wonderful thing it would be when
Gods people can come to a place like that. It's going to be built with Jerusalem rock. It's going to look
like Jerusalem and the Lord gave us property a mile and a half from the Dallas Stadium right on
highway 114. Saints, we have to preserve that anointing; whether it's the anointing ... that's on Rod ...
and your building a place now expanding your own ministry ...

Rod Parsley then prayed showing how little he understands about the true Biblical anointing.

RP:  Holy Spirit of God, I thank you even now your servant has been willing to conceive this child,
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this healing center where multiplied thousands upon thousands would be healed, but more than (that)
where the healing ministry will be preserved. Preserved so that we will not lose our roots; so that
people may know the ministry of Kathryn Kuhlman and Aimee Semple McPhearson, A.A. Allen and
Jack Coe; of Oral Roberts and Lester Sumrall, God, where those anointings will be multiplied [I'm
seeing this now Benny] and brought to bear in that place; multiplied by one another -- Smith
Wigglesworth's anointing multiplied by Oral Robert's anointing, multiplied by Kathryn Kuhlman's
anointing, multiplied by Benny Hinn's anointing. And when the people come there, their faith will be at
such a level that that spiritual genealogy, which you are preserving, will come to bear against their
need. A.A. Allen had a miracle valley. This is going to be a miracle mountain.

BH:  Whoa! This is going to be a miracle mountain.

COMMENT: Benny Hinn is a dangerous false prophet. The Bible does not promise a miracle-working revival at
the end of the church age before the return of Christ. It promises, rather, great deception (Matthew 24:24; 2
Thessalonians 2:7-10; Revelation 13:13,14). Many gullible people are deceived by miracles, but the Bible warns
that miracles can be counterfeited. As we see in the above cited verses, every time the New Testament mentions
miracles at the end of this age, it refers to them as deceptions. Miracles do not impart faith. Most of the people who
witnessed Christ's miracles did not believe. Faith comes only by hearing the Word of God, the Bible -- "So then
faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God" (Romans 10:17). Hebrews chapter 11 also tells us that
faith comes through God's Word. It is the miracles that are recorded in Scripture that give faith (John 20:30,31).
(Source: 12/11/99, FBIS.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2003
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More Hinn on the Web
(1) Benny Hinn's Move Into Necromancy: 
http://www.pfo.org/bhnecro.htm

(2) Is Benny Hinn's "Fire" Anointing Really Just The Emperor's New Clothes?: 
http://www.pfo.org/new-clth.htm

(3) Prophecy or Presumption? -- Time is Running Out on the Spurious Oracles of Benny Hinn:
http://www.pfo.org/prophecy.htm

(4) Skating on Thin Ice -- Benny Hinn's Fiasco in New Guinea
http://www.pfo.org/thin-ice.htm

(5) This Old House and Other Tall Tales -- Who Has Really "Touched" Benny Hinn
http://www.pfo.org/oldhouse.htm

(6) Touch, Topple, Tilt: Looking at the Enigmatic, Fascinating World of Benny Hinn: 
http://www.letusreason.org/Wf1.htm
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David Hocking
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. David Hocking (born 1941) was best known as the host of the "Solid Rock Radio" ministry, which had been
broadcast over 170 stations nationwide, and for many years was the host of the "BIOLA HOUR," a nationwide
psychologically-oriented radio program affiliated with the liberal (apostate?) Biola University/Talbot
Seminary/Rosemead School of Psychology institutions. (See Note.) He was also the senior pastor of the 6,000-
member Calvary Church of Santa Ana, California, located just a few miles from Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel
Costa Mesa. Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid Rock Radio in October of 1992 after confessing
to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation.

-  In October of 1992, the elders of Calvary Church caught David Hocking in a major scandal involving marital
infidelity. The elders of the church told Hocking that he could no longer be the Senior Pastor of Calvary Church
and would have to undergo a three-year restoration process. Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid
Rock Radio on 10/7/92 after confessing to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation (see newspaper
accounts from sub-report). Yet only three days later, Hocking told the leadership of Calvary Santa Ana that he had
changed his mind and wanted to return to the pulpit, immediately!

To the credit of the elders at Calvary Church Santa Ana, Hocking was permanently expelled (i.e., "ex-
communicated") over this dispute concerning his desired "restoration." But, to the rescue came Chuck Smith and
Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa. At the end of November of 1992, less than 60 days after Hocking's expulsion from
Calvary Church of Santa Ana, Hocking was trotted out (to a wildly enthusiastic reception) by Chuck Smith to give
the closing prayer at a Calvary Chapel men's seminar (interestingly titled, considering Hocking's marital infidelity,
"Biblical Morality -- Keeping Pure"). Shortly thereafter, Smith hired Hocking on Calvary Chapel's staff saying, "If
he doesn't resume his teaching, I'm afraid he'll be literally and totally destroyed." (Our records indicate Hocking
was officially added to Calvary Chapel staff on 1/1/93; Hocking denies this, and says that this proves I can't be
trusted with anything factual. But he will not say on what date his hire-on was official. One thing we know for sure,
Hocking was on Calvary Chapel's staff as of May of 1993 -- see next section below.) Thanks to Chuck Smith and
the leadership at Calvary Chapel, a statement was made that it's okay to "ordain" an admitted adulterer to teach and
preach. (Reported in the March-April 1993, Bible For Today Newsreport; the 4/5/93. Christian News; and the
2/8/93 & 3/15/93, Calvary Contender.) (Perhaps the term "admitted adulterer" is incorrect, at least from a
secular/legal standpoint -- Hocking only admitted to "sexual sin, short of sexual intercourse," and to "fondling," not
adultery. From a Biblical standpoint, however, the physical act of sexual intercourse is not a requirement for one to
be classified as an adulterer [cf. Matt. 5:28].) 

The 5/2/93 Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa Sunday Church bulletin showed that Hocking had been fully incorporated
into Calvary Chapel's teaching ministry. Hocking was listed as teaching the Wednesday night Bible Study (which is
Calvary's main, non-Sunday teaching service) held in Calvary Chapel's "sanctuary," and was scheduled to speak at
the 5/22/93 Southern California Men's Business Conference (along with Chuck Smith). Hocking was also teaching
at the Calvary Chapel Bible College in Twin Peaks (near Lake Arrowhead, CA). It was obvious to everyone from
the close timing of the events that there was no restoration process. Worse yet, the process turned into a sheep
stealing exercise as Calvary Church Santa Ana emptied out and Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa filled up, due entirely
to the presence of David Hocking. Calvary Church Santa Ana went into a financial down spin. and having Hocking
preaching less than 10 miles away on Wednesday nights made the situation much worse.

Hocking's "ministry" status today is somewhat unclear to us. Up until late-1995, Hocking maintained a wide range
of teaching duties at Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, including the Wednesday night Bible Study, a 2-hour class at
Calvary Chapel Bible College, and a nationally broadcast radio program ("Hope for Today") on Calvary Chapel's
KWVE radio station, and also officially on the pastoral staff. We called Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa and were
informed that Hocking is no longer on the staff, but does teach there occasionally. We checked out Hocking's
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"Hope For Today Ministries" website, and no mention is made of Calvary Chapel. In fact, Hocking is now teaching
Wednesday evenings at a Salvation Army Church (which he claims to be renting for this "Bible study"). He still
broadcasts a daily radio program on KWVE, "Hope For Today," that reaches 36 outlets, mostly west of the
Mississippi. He also sells books and tapes, and offers a yearly tour to Israel.

-  Hocking was the featured speaker for a 7/27/91 Leadership breakfast at the Hawthorne Gospel Church in New
Jersey, where publicity materials were distributed for an upcoming Northern New Jersey Billy Graham Crusade.
Hocking was also on the Executive Crusade Committee and Ministers Committee of the July 1985 Southern
California Graham Crusade. More recently, Hocking again spoke at a Crusade Leadership Breakfast, this time
promoting Graham's 9/92 Mission Portland Crusade [at which the Roman Catholic Church supplied 60% of the
10,000 counselors trained in directing "decision-makers" to a local church!]. (Reported in the 7/15/91 & 7/15/92,
Calvary Contender.)

This kind of ecumenism is not too difficult to understand when one is aware of what Hocking wrote in an article in
the Summer 1987, Biola Impact:

"If the issue is not essential to salvation or eternal life, he [the Apostle Paul] says, 'Let's not sweat it.
Let's learn to get along with each other.' ... there are too many things that simply are not that important.
Don't fight over them ... Your religious background or doctrinal leanings don't matter. Some people
believe in something so zealously, they will stomp, yell and fight for it, but in the final analysis it's not
crucial. And relationships with people are damaged by this stubborn and head-strong attitude."
(Emphasis added.)

Therefore, according to Hocking, a Christian should not consider doctrinal matters worth fighting for! And if he
does, he has a "stubborn and head-strong attitude." And worse yet, Hocking tells us that this is what the Apostle
Paul was really talking about in Philippians 4:1-5!

-  Hocking endorsed Hugh Ross's 1989/1991 book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for progressive
creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. (See BDM's report on Hugh Ross.) Hocking's
endorsement reads as follows:

"There is no question that this book is a tremendous treatise on the cosmological evidence for a divine
Creator Whose power, wisdom, and planning has given us the universe and all that it contains."
(Emphasis added.)

From this endorsement, we can only assume that Hocking agrees with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam. (But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded
Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things?
And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished
nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it
not be a requirement that a professing evangelical teacher be a literal creationist? (Hocking privately claims not to
believe in progressive creationism, but no public retraction of the above endorsement has been made.)

-  Hocking endorsed Neil T. Anderson's 1990 book, The Bondage Breaker, which teaches a so-called Christian
"seven-step program" for living a victorious life. In actuality, the book teaches a charismatic story-telling approach
to both sanctification (i.e., "crisis" sanctification) and demonology (i.e., deliverance from/exorcism of a believer's
demon[s]). [See BDM's reports on Neil Anderson.] Hocking's endorsement of The Bondage Breaker reads as
follows:

"Very few books strike the reader as a permanent classic and an essential tool for the Christian life and
ministry -- this is one of them! The book is one of the most important volumes for the believer I have
read in a long time. ... filled with Biblical understanding concerning most questions of the Christian life
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in terms of victory and deliverance from sinful attitudes, habits, and lifestyles." (Emphasis added.)

(Hocking privately claims not to believe as Anderson does, i.e., that a Christian can be indwelt by a demon, but
again, no public retraction of the above endorsement has ever been made.)

-  In a personal letter in May of 1992, and again in an e-mail in June of 1998, Hocking claims that the publishers of
both The Fingerprint of God and The Bondage Breaker took the above quoted endorsements "out of context," and
since he voiced his objection to the publishers (privately), he should not be held responsible for what the publishers
supposedly did. He then goes on to state, "the publisher (as often happens) took my quote out of context from the
greater remarks I had given." (Emphasis added.)

Read the two glowing endorsements again. From what greater remarks could these quotes have possibly been
taken that would render either of these endorsements "out of context"!? I asked Hocking to send me the totality of
the remarks he had provided the publishers so that I might determine whether the quoted material was really taken
out of context. He would not respond to this legitimate request. The greater question is still, "Why would anyone be
giving any kind of an endorsement of a Hugh Ross' book, considering the man denies the Biblical account of
creation at every step?! And why would anyone be giving any kind of an endorsement of a Neil Anderson' book,
considering Anderson's hyper-charismatic theology?"

-  In 1987, Hocking wrote a 24-page booklet, published by Multnomah Press, titled What the Bible Says About Self-
Esteem. The following quotes give a good picture of Hocking's complete sell-out to the false gospel of self-esteem:
(All emphases added.)

We concentrate on personal worth in an effort to establish the importance of the individual.

Is it right to place value upon yourself? ... Robert Schuller ... you can not help being
impressed with his underlying dedication to self-worth ... "Self-esteem is the human
hunger for the divine dignity that God intended to be our emotional birth-right as children
created in his image" (Schuller).

Is self-esteem a "human hunger"? We would probably answer, Yes.

By now some of you may have a question. Are we simply worms, totally depraved,
worthless in every sense, unable to do anything about our condition? ... How could we ever
build a sense of self-worth from that?

My true identity is crucial to understanding self-esteem or self-worth. My values are
deeply affected by my understanding of who I am and what my possibilities are.

The amazing thing about all these definitions of "self" is the reluctance of Christians to
think positively of themselves.

Our sense of self-esteem and worth is rooted in the redemptive work of Jesus Christ and in
the fact that we were born again. Self-esteem for the believer is based on his or her
conversion to Christ. That's when our worth was clearly established. I am valuable to God
because I am His child.

It is true that everyone has some dignity and worth because of our creation in the image of
God ... sin marred that dignity and wrecked that sense of worth and esteem. Self-worth and
esteem are restored and made what they could never before have been only when we are
born again of the Spirit of God and made new creatures in Christ!

No other event in history so clearly establishes our value to God than the death of His Son
... We are so valuable to God that He ordained the death of His Son, Jesus Christ, to save
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us.

The failure to understand who we really are can lead to a poor self-image and a sense of
failure.

We are still defeated if we see nothing good or valuable about ourselves.

A person's attitude toward himself greatly influences his attitude toward God ... A negative
self-image results when we let the values and opinions of others influence us rather than
what God says about us.

People with bad self-images and low self-esteem have trouble loving others and are
frequently rebellious. They can't develop close and intimate friendships with people and
are often judgmental or self-righteous.

Emotional problems which cause people to question their worth ... we simply don't believe
what God says about us. We can't accept that we're valuable and have great worth as His
children and His treasure.

If you never received the approval of your parents or you felt that you could never please
them, you probably have a poor self-image ... God says you are of infinite value! Do you
believe that?

Your self-esteem and worth will be restored when you learn of His faithfulness and His
love for you and what He says about you now that you are a Christian. It's tremendously
uplifting to your sense of self-esteem!

A poor self-image is not the opposite of pride. Pride is often the reason for the bad sense
of self-worth.

We are looking for self-worth and esteem in the wrong places ... We are valuable because
of what God has done for us. We are new creatures in Christ!

Immodesty ... reaching out for approval and acceptance ... rooted in pride, a refusal to
accept ourselves as God meant us to be ... wrong values can lead to a bad self-image.

Insecure people with bad self-images are often obsessed with possessions ...try to achieve
a measure of self-worth by accumulating clothes, cars, houses, and furniture. Yet
materialism leads to a poor self-image.

We are valuable because we are children of the King.

Whenever there is a pattern of sin in a believer's life, the usual result is a loss of worth and
esteem.

So remember -- true self-esteem is rooted in: spiritual birth, a new relationship to God, a
new nature from God, a new position before God!

-  The above excerpted material reads more like it came from a Norman Vincent Peale' book or from a Robert
Schuller' sermon. Yet, in a personal letter from David Hocking in May of 1992, Hocking claimed that the booklet
quoted from above (What The Bible Says About Self-Esteem) is actually an attack on the views of self-esteem, not
a polemic for them! He also stated that: "I do not support any views of self-esteem that are not rooted in the Bible
and its support of the ... worth of the individual through God's work of salvation as we are made new creatures in
Christ." (Emphasis added.) We know of no Biblically-rooted view of self-esteem (particularly in the way Hocking
implies as evidenced by the material in the booklet), and the Bible certainly does not teach that man obtains worth
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through God's salvation, nor is man worthy of salvation due to his intrinsic worth. The religious humanists teach
this (Schuller, Dobson, Swindoll, MacArthur, Ezzo, McDowell, etc.), but that Hocking believes that his booklet
teaches "what the Bible says about self-esteem" is sad indeed.

In a series of e-mail exchanges with Hocking in June of 1998, Hocking again claims that this booklet is against
self-esteem! He now also claims that Biola was responsible for its authorship, not him, and that he did not even
approve of its publication. This is puzzling considering that Biola's name appears nowhere in the booklet, and that
Hocking's name as author is printed on the front cover. It seems that where David Hocking is concerned, nothing is
what it appears to be -- endorsements are not really his endorsements and authorship is not really his authorship. It's
always somebody else's fault, somebody else's responsibility.

-  During the Summer of 1992, Calvary Church Santa Ana (at which Hocking was senior pastor at the time)
scheduled a one-night-per-week, eight-week Summer Bible Conference titled, "8 Great Nights." On eight
consecutive Wednesday evenings from 7/8/92 through 8/26/92, a different speaker each week addressed "social and
moral issues that are pertinent to the American family" looking to "biblical solutions for the challenges we face
today." The list of speakers is just another indication of Hocking's confusion over what constitutes "Biblical" and
what is psychological. (In keeping with his M.O., Hocking denies any responsibility for the scheduling of
psychologically-oriented speakers.) We concede that attendees at all eight Wednesday evenings received truly
"biblical solutions" from the likes of Dr. Martin Bobgan (who spoke on 8/5/92 on "The Danger of Psychology to
the Family," and from Ken Ham (who spoke on 8/19/92 on "The Genesis Solution to the Evolution Revolution"),
but what did they receive from the following psychologizers on the agenda?:

(a) Dr. Erwin Lutzer -- spoke on 7/8/92 on "Pulling Together in a World Tearing Apart"; Lutzer is the
senior pastor of the highly psychologized Moody Bible Church, and in his writings holds to the
psychological concepts of need theology, crisis sanctification, unconditional acceptance, self-
acceptance, deep-seated inferiority complexes, subconscious/unconscious behavior, and much more.
Worse yet, there is every indication that Lutzer holds to the Moody Bible Institute's unbiblical
charismatic position that Christians can be indwelt by demons (taught by the head of the MBI Theology
Dept.)!

(b) Steve Russo -- spoke on 7/15/92 on "The Seduction of Our Children"; Russo has co-authored a
book with Neil Anderson by that same title. (See earlier in report for more information on Neil
Anderson.)

(c) Dr. Joseph Aldrich -- spoke on 7/22/92 on "Our Families Need Prayer"; Aldrich at the time was
president of Multnomah, the neo-evangelical, psychologized "Bible" college in Oregon, and has written
Life-Style Evangelism, in which there is a chapter extolling the virtues of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
-- Aldrich teaches that it is impossible to evangelize the poor until their "needs" at the base of the
hierarchy pyramid are satisfied, and he equates salvation to the meeting of the needs of self-esteem and
self-actualization!

(d) Dr. Josh McDowell -- spoke on 8/26/92 on "Why Wait, Teen Sex and the Need for Abstinence";
McDowell is the most vocal and well-known self-love psychologizer/religious humanist in the
professing church today. His message can best be summarized as: (a) poor self-image, rather than sin,
is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image reduces or eliminates man's problems. His
most popular book at the time, Why Wait?, is a polemic for good self-image/high self-esteem as the
primary motivating force for sexual abstinence before marriage.

-  Further evidence that Hocking's ministry is psychologically-oriented rather than Biblically-based is the fact that
Calvary Church of Santa Ana (at the time he pastored it) operated an in-house counseling ministry that was
directed by a woman who was working towards a State of California [psychologically-oriented] license to counsel
(M.F.C.C. -- Marriage and Family Counseling Certificate). This same woman also headed the Church's ladies'
ministries. In addition, a staff member at the Church told us (in 7/92) that the Church's counseling ministry also
routinely refers counselees to "professionals" (i.e., licensed psychologists), but, not to fear, only to so-called
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"Christian" psychologists, and then only for the "tough cases." (In fact, at a "Q&A with David Hocking" held at
Calvary Church on 1/5/92, Hocking even admitted to having gone to a professional counselor himself, "for certain
things I wanted to find out," and that there are "many, many professional psychologists and psychiatrists" in
Calvary Church.) Calvary's counseling ministry also used Larry Crabb's materials in their counseling. [So-called
Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious
needs motivating behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind
with drives and impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its
hierarchy of needs, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]

Note: Rosemead School of Psychology has as its motto, "... dedicated to integrating the Christian faith with every
aspect of clinical psychology." On its faculty are men such as humanistic psychologist Bruce Narramore. A
Rosemead publication, Connections, touts seemingly every psycho-occultic technique known to man, all under the
banner of "Where Psychology is Integrated with Theology."  [Return to Text]
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David Hocking
Los Angeles Times 10/9/92 Article*

"Santa Ana's Rev. Hocking Quits Pulpit After Affair"

Scandal: Renowned minister acknowledges 'sexual sin' with married woman in congregation of his Calvary
Church.

By BILL BILLITER
Times Staff Writer

SANTA ANA-The Rev. David Hocking, a Protestant minister who has a national following through his taped radio
sermons, resigned as pastor of Calvary Church after acknowledging an affair with a married woman in the
congregation, a church official said Thursday.

Hocking, 51, who is married and has three grown children, could not be reached for comment.

During his 10 years as a pastor, Hocking's nondenominational Calvary Church of Santa Ana has grown from 1,000
members to over 4,500. His taped radio sermons, distributed by the Orange-based Solid Rock Radio company, are
broadcast daily on about 150 stations in the United States and Canada.

In a brief prepared statement Thursday, officials said Hocking resigned Wednesday after meeting with the church's
18-member board of elders.

"His resignation came after his admission to elders of his moral failure in recent months, resulting in sexual sin,"
said the church's announcement.

John Crandall, the new acting head of the church, said in an interview that the "sexual sin" was an affair between
Hocking and a woman in the congregation. "He confessed to a sexual involvement with woman other than his
wife," Crandall said. "It was one woman-a married woman-whom he has admitted being involved with. She is from
the congregation."

Asked how the alleged affair became known, Crandall responded: "She came forward and admitted to having a
physical involvement with him. As we understood it, [the affair] was in the last few months."

Crandall said the woman confessed her affair to church officials last week, when Hocking was on a trip to Israel.
When Hocking returned this week, church elders asked to meet with him, and Hocking also admitted the affair,
Crandall said. Hocking then submitted his resignation, and the elders on Wednesday unanimously accepted it,
Crandall said.

Crandall said the resignation was necessary, but that church officials nonetheless felt pity and sorrow for Hocking.

"Our elders, our leadership, we all feel the same way," Crandall said. "There's not any one of us that want to be
perceived as being judgmental. We believe the action he has taken in resigning, and the action we have taken, is
required by the Bible, which he has so faithfully preached. We don't do this in a judgmental or condemning sense."

Solid Rock Radio officials said Hocking resigned from that company on Tuesday. In a prepared announcement, the
radio company said that broadcast of Hocking's tapes would cease as of today.

The tapes are made from Hocking's sermons at Calvary Church.
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Crandall said that neither the woman nor Hocking are being expelled from the church. Hocking's professional plans
for the future are not clear, Crandall said.

A search will be made for a new senior pastor to succeed Hocking, Crandall said.

Calls flooded into the church's offices on Thursday from congregants distressed by the news about Hocking. A
telephone receptionist read the board of elders brief message to callers, and usually concluded by telling the callers,
"Let's pray for one another."

During the interview Thursday, Crandall was asked if church membership might decline because of Hocking's
departure.

"That's a hard call," responded Crandall. "David is a very charismatic individual. He has had a tremendous impact
nationwide in ministry. And it's no secret that many people are here because of him. So it's hard to assess what
people will do, but we would hope that they would not leave."

* This material has been excerpted from the Orange County edition of the L.A. Times.
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Michael Horton
General Teachings/Activities*

Michael Horton was president of Christians United for Reformation (CURE) until its 1994 merger with the
Philadelphia based Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE). (Actually, CURE/ACE acted as a joint organization
until 1999, when the CURE name was dropped entirely.) He is now the President and Chairman of the Council of
ACE, and an Associate Professor of Apologetics and Historical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Escondido, California. He was educated at Biola University (B.A.); Westminster Theological Seminary in
California; Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, and the University of Coventry (Ph.D.); and has also completed a Research
Fellowship at Yale University Divinity School. Horton is a minister in the United Reformed Churches, having
served in three churches in Southern California, and is the publisher of ACE's Modern Reformation magazine. Since
1990, he has hosted a 30-minute, weekly radio talk-show called "The White Horse Inn" ("exploring issues of
reformational theology in American Christianity"), which is aired weekly on Sunday evenings on approximately 27
stations in the U.S. and Canada (as well as a Sunday evening national broadcast from Los Angeles via the
Internet). 

Horton is recognized as a young champion of the Reformed faith with a "prophetic" ministry of calling the church
to repentance. He is vitally involved with ACE, which claims to exist to revive the rallying cries of the
Reformation, including "Scripture Alone," "Christ Alone," "Grace Alone," "Faith Alone," "Glory to God Alone,"
and "The Priesthood of All Believers." Horton is known for exposing false teachers and false doctrine, and has,
thereby, become a key spokesman in "Evangelical" circles. He is a prolific author having written or served as editor
of many well-known "evangelical" books (fourteen at latest count), including Putting Amazing Back into Grace,
Made In America, The Agony of Deceit, Power Religion, Christ The Lord, Beyond Culture Wars, The Law of
Perfect Freedom, Where In The World Is The Church?, We Believe, and In The Face of God. His books come
endorsed by many well-known neo-evangelicals, including James M. Boice, Carl F. Henry, and R.C. Sproul.

Horton's latest book is A Confessing Theology For Postmodern Times. Two others yet to be released are A Better
Way: Rediscovering the Drama of God-Centered Worship, and Covenant and Eschatology: the Divine Drama. He
has written articles for Modern Reformation, Pro Ecclesia, Christianity Today, The International Journal of
Systematic Theology, and Books and Culture. He is a member of the Oxford University Union Society, the Royal
Institute of Philosophy, the American Academy of Religion, the American Theological Society, and the Calvin
Studies Society. (Source: 8/27/01, ACE Internet Web Site.)

CURE/ACE

In a CURE "Dear Friends" letter dated 8/1/95, Horton said, "The vision of the organization is to enable
evangelicalism to rediscover its roots in the writings of the Reformers and to heighten awareness of the ideas and
methods developed by those Reformers in addressing the issues of their day. The organization is not sectarian or
separatist but is concerned to enable denominations, or groups within denominations, to recover a sense of identity
or purpose." (Emphasis added.)

Moreover, "The Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals exists to call the church, amidst our dying culture, to repent of
its worldliness, to recover and confess the truth of God's Word as did the Reformers, and to see that truth embodied
in doctrine, worship, and life" (ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

It is clear that Horton and the ACE organization see themselves as the protectors/defenders of Reformed theology
and true Christian worship in the evangelical church. However, as stated above, Horton has no intention of letting
the Biblical doctrine of separation get in the way of the perverted view that doctrinal strength comes through
ecumenical unity. He says:
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"At this particular time he [James Boice] served as a catalyst for bringing together many like-minded
folk from diverse traditions, including Presbyterians (R.C. Sproul), Congregationalists (David Wells),
Lutherans (Gene Veith), and Baptists (John Armstrong) -- all of us agreeing that the solas were the
bedrock of our faith. The result was the Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals (ACE), an organization
chaired by Dr. Boice and vice-chaired by David Wells and me, and headquartered in the CURE
offices" ("A Short Note About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE
Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Horton's Theology

Horton is strongly committed to Reformed (combining Luther and Calvin) and Covenant theology. He is very
opposed to Dispensational theology. Because of his Reformed and Covenant theology, he sees water baptism as the
counterpart of circumcision in the Old Testament. He, therefore, like Calvin, holds to infant baptism as the means
for bringing babies into the "Covenant." But, like Luther, he also holds baptism to be the means by which saving
grace is communicated.

Horton does not speak for all those who hold to Covenant theology (there are various views), but his views
correspond to what many believe. As one reads Horton, it appears that he is driven by a presuppositional
commitment to his system of Reformed/Covenant theology, rather than by a literal systematic interpretation of the
whole counsel of God. Nevertheless, it is easy to agree with Horton as he addresses error within the church,
particularly with his earliest works exposing the psychological gospel (i.e., The Agony of Deceit and Made In
America), albeit never condemning it.

While agreeing with Horton regarding various issues, there are also many things in his theology that are greatly
concerning. These concerns relate to the most basic and critical issues of HOW ONE RECEIVES CHRIST. In fact,
Michael Horton clearly teaches ANOTHER gospel! It is a SACRAMENTAL GOSPEL that says Christ is
received through the Sacrament of water baptism. This view is better known as BAPTISMAL REGENERATION.
This is a most serious matter! (cf. Gal. 1:6-9)

Speaking Out of Both Sides of His Mouth

On the one hand, Horton will strongly state that we are saved by FAITH ALONE. On the other hand, he states
repeatedly that water baptism is the "means of grace" by which we are saved. This is obviously a contradiction. We
cannot be saved by FAITH ALONE and FAITH plus BAPTISM at the same time. It has to be one or the other. Of
course, the problem is that Horton redefines Grace and Faith in light of his Covenant beliefs. The fact remains,
however, that the act of baptism is a work, and Grace and works are mutually exclusive (Rom. 11:6).

The Bible is clear that the GOSPEL is distinct from WATER BAPTISM (1 Cor. 1:17). The Gospel is that "... Christ
died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according
to the Scriptures. ... That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that
God hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and
with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. For the Scripture saith, Whosoever believeth on Him shall not be
ashamed" (1 Cor. 15:3b-4; Rom. 10:9-11). Baptism then follows as a symbol or testimony of our identification
with Christ (1 Pe. 3:18-21).

In His Own Words

In his earlier works, Horton often hinted at his BAPTISMAL REGENERATION views, but it was always
somewhat unclear as to where he was coming from. However, in his major book, In The Face of God, he leaves no
doubt as to his views on how one receives Christ. Note the following quotes: (Emphases added.)

(a) It is one thing for an evangelical to believe that the Word is a means of grace. It is quite another to
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add that the sacraments are a further means of grace. Even the word "sacrament" sounds "Catholic" to
many evangelical ears. In fact, it is a biblical concept. ... (p. 139).

(b) The sacraments serve the same purpose as the Word itself, not only offering or exhibiting God's
promise, but actually conferring His saving grace by linking us, through faith, to Christ and His
benefits (p. 141).

(c) The Roman Church undermined the importance of God's ordained sacraments by adding sacraments
of their own. The Anabaptist enthusiasts undermined them by reducing the efficacy of the two
sacraments [Baptism and the Lord's Supper] Christ instituted (p. 142).

(d) Furthermore, a sacrament not only reveals; it confers. Through Word and sacrament, God
actually gives that which he promises in his gospel -- forgiveness of sins, freedom from the
tyranny of sin and eternal life. The sacraments not only testify to or signify divine activity in
salvation, but are part of that divine redemptive activity (p. 219).

(e) Nothing other than the Word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper are given this place by God as a
means of grace (p. 219).

The Seriousness of the Error

In saying that BAPTISM is a means of GRACE, Horton confuses God's Grace and human works. Grace is defined
Biblically as the demonstration of love/favor that is unearned, undeserved, and unrepayable; God imputes merit
where none previously existed and declares no debt to be where one had been before. Grace is not dispensed on the
basis of good works, including the good work of baptism.

Baptism, therefore, is not "a means of saving grace" as Horton declares. Rather, GRACE is God's unmerited favor
in choosing us before time began (2 Tim. 1:9). GRACE is Christ dying in our place (Heb. 2:9). GRACE is the work
of God in our hearts bringing us to saving faith (1 Tim. 1:14). We proclaim the "gospel of the grace of God" (Acts
20:24), and when this GOSPEL is believed, the person is saved (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is the MESSAGE of God's
kind and gracious undeserved favor which He has provided for our salvation (1 Cor. 15:1-4). The way Christ is
RECEIVED is by FAITH (John 1:12), not by baptism or any of the other sacraments. Faith is a matter of the
HEART -- "For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness ..." (Rom. 10:10).

How serious is the error of BAPTISMAL REGENERATION? It is FATAL! Paul defines TRUE believers as those
who "worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). He
goes on to say that he had "suffered the loss of all things, and do count them [but] dung, that I may win Christ, And
be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of
Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith" (Phil. 3:8-9). "All things" means all things, including all good
religious rituals and exercises. In order to gain Christ, a person must completely reject everything else as
meritorious for salvation and TRUST in Christ ALONE. EVERYTHING must be counted as a total loss. Paul
counted it "dung." Why such strong language? Because if you trust in anything other than Christ alone it will
DAMN your soul!

Horton's deception is not new. Many of the Reformers, while rejecting various aspects of Roman Catholicism, yet
held on to much damning baggage. While Catholicism had SEVEN sacraments, Luther pared it back to only TWO.
The fact is, though, if one is trusting in seven sacraments, two sacraments, or just one sacrament to save his soul,
the result is the same -- HE IS LOST! Saving faith is entirely a matter of the heart as a result of the regenerating
work of God's grace in the heart. God opened Lydia's heart (Acts 16:14), so that she might believe the truth of the
Gospel. That is GRACE! The only means of Grace is the cross and God Himself working by His Spirit through the
Gospel for His own glory.
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The Sacramental Gospel Comes Full Circle -- A Martin Luther Lovefest

One only need peruse the ACE Internet web site to understand just how deep is Michael Horton's love for Luther's
sacramental gospel. One of the site's recommended reading lists, "Luther & Lutheranism: An Introductory
Bibliography," lists 138 recommended books, including eight that teach baptismal regeneration and nine that teach
consubstantiation. (These same kinds of materials can also be found in the current ACE "Online Catalog" -- 2/02,
ACE Internet Web Site.)

There are also links to other Luther web sites, including "Project Wittenberg," described as "A tremendous location
for Lutheran works. Articles by Martin Luther, Philip Melanchthon, Martin Chemnitz, and others are available.
Also gives you access to Lutheran documents." Also available is Logia: A Journal of Lutheran Theology, and other
"Lutheran Links, Journals & Resources."

Moreover, Dr. Rod Rosenbladt is one of Horton's co-hosts on "The White Horse Inn" radio program; he is a
professor of theology at the Lutheran Concordia University in Irvine, California. He received his undergraduate
degree from Pacific Lutheran College. He is also an ordained minister in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

The Psychological Gospel -- The Evidence from Power Religion

After reading the above, one might say, "What else needs to be said about Michael Horton? He believes and
teaches a false gospel; that's all we need to know." That is true, but there are other aspects of Horton's teachings
that have deceived many. For example, Horton claims to be against the therapeutic psychologies and the integration
of such into the professing church. But is Horton actually a psychologizer in his own right?

Power Religion was the title of a 1992 book edited by Michael Horton. In two earlier best-selling books (The Agony
of Deceit and Made In America), critics complained that Horton only goes after the easy targets (Kenneth
Copeland, Robert Tilton, David Yonggi Cho, etc.), leaving the big names/popular heretics (i.e., the psychologizers)
untouched. Writing about Made In America, one reviewer said: "It is an assault on the evangelical right, the easy
targets, while silent concerning the heresies of respected icons on the evangelical left (e.g., Campolo, Sider,
Wheaton, Trinity, Christianity Today)."

Power Religion is subtitled The Selling Out of the Evangelical Church. We think it is Horton who has sold out.
Again, the big names are not targeted. Instead, some of them are the authors of the book's individual chapters!
(Others have apparently been deemed untouchable by the book's neo-evangelical publisher, The Moody Bible
Institute's Moody Press.) Called on by Horton to author chapters in Power Religion are ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, Catholic-sympathizers Charles Colson and J.I. Packer (both of whom signed the ECT document -- see
section below on "The Roman Catholic Connection"); pop-psychologizer R.C. Sproul; psychological integrationists
Don Matzat, David Powlison, and Ed Welch; and some lesser known names affiliated with the neo-evangelical,
psychologized Trinity International University/Evangelical Free Church of America (Don Carson, Bill Hull, and
Tom Nettles).

The book purports to be a critique of Christian activism ("Power Politics"), the signs and wonders movement
("Power Evangelism"), the church growth movement ("Power Growth"), psychology ("Power Within"), and
personality cults ("Power Preachers"). Yet Horton claims that we can still learn something from the purveyors of
these heresies! He says:

"The contributors to Power Religion would be quick to note that these disciplines [sociology,
psychology, and politics] are not in themselves evil or unnecessary ... None of the authors suggests that
those who support Christian political activism, the signs and wonders movement, the church growth
movement, the therapeutic movement, or sensational or potentially authoritarian schemes, are non-
Christians or enemies of the faith masquerading as disciples of Christ ... [That is a large part of the
problem today -- the acceptance of everyone as genuine Christians, regardless of their doctrinal fruit.]
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In fact, none of us suggests that there is nothing to learn from these various movements. Speaking for
myself, I know that my own Christian faith and life would be the poorer without interaction with some
of my close friends who are charismatic, for instance. Likewise, I have admired the zeal of some
church growth leaders ... miracles, philosophy, corporate and psychological insights, and political
positions may well be part of the life of any Christian, [although] they are weak substitutes for the
gospel" (Jacket & pp. 14-15, 333.) (Emphasis added.)

Noting the above quotation, one wonders why Power Religion was even written.

Consider also the hypocrisy of political activist Chuck Colson writing a chapter warning about the dangers of
Christian activism. Or of Don Carson and John Armstrong, both supposedly writing against the signs and wonders
movement, yet finding many things to praise in John Wimber's Vineyard movement. Also, church growth
advocates Bill Hull and Tom Nettles, supposedly writing against the church growth movement, never mention Bill
Hybels, the guru of church growth who "pastors" at Willow Creek (possibly because the book's publisher, MBI,
employs Hybels to speak at its conferences?). David Powlison, Ed Welch, and Don Matzat are all psychological
integrationists, yet they each write a chapter in the book's anti-psychology/anti-"therapeutic movement" section.
And Ken Riddlebarger (the senior pastor at the Reformed church where Horton co-pastored), at the time studying
in the doctoral program at the psychologized, charismatic, doctrinally-void Fuller Seminary, writes a chapter in
which he is highly critical of the critics of psychoheresy, who, according to Riddlebarger, purportedly see a "legion
of demons under every psychiatrist's couch."

Michael Horton is right about one thing. The evangelical church is certainly being "sold out." Unfortunately, Horton
doesn't appear to be able to discern the difference between the sellers and the buyers.

The Psychological Gospel -- Other Evidence

There is additional evidence of Horton's outright support for the use of psychology in the church. In an official
letter dated 4/18/92 from Alan J. Maben, CURE's Director of Communications at the time, Maben writes:

"... while we oppose the 'end-run' around the cross that psychology often performs when it assures non-
believers that God is on good terms with them, we do not condemn psychology itself, only its attempt
to usurp the place of God. Psychology is a very helpful and necessary tool when used wisely"
(Emphasis added.)

Are we to assume that 2 Peter 1:3 is no longer operative for the church today? -- According as His divine power
hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him that hath called
us to glory and virtue --We now need (i.e., "necessary tool") psychology to augment the Bible's timeless truths
given to believers for the living of a godly life?

Mr. Maben also claimed that this writer (The BDM Letter, March 1992) had "misunderstood" R.C. Sproul's
comments made at Sproul's February, 1992, "Hunger For Significance" conference, whereat Sproul claimed that the
Bible was sufficient for salvation, but not for all other matters of life and godliness (again, see 2 Pe. 1:3). (Sproul, a
self-love psychologizer, is on the ACE Council1).

Sproul's exact words were: "We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to 'salvific' life, obviously,
but for the whole structure of life, we need MORE than the Bible."

It couldn't be more clear than that! Has not R.C. Sproul directly (and ACE/Maben/Horton indirectly) denied the
sanctifying sufficiency of the Word of God?! Or if Sproul is correct (in his contention that "we need more than the
Bible"), then the Holy Spirit, for nearly 2,000 years of Church history, somehow, either through ignorance or
oversight, failed to include in the Scriptures the vital psychological tools necessary for sanctified, godly living! One
can come to only one of two conclusions. Either Sproul's/Horton's so-called psychological truths are false, and
that's why God left them out of Holy Writ, or somehow, the Bible is deficient.
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The Roman Catholic Connection

Announced at a press conference on March 29, 1994, was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in September of 1992 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran
clergyman [ELCA] turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute
on Religion and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian
faith and mission." It goes downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive
proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also
confessed their past sins against Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

Michael Horton has written articles2 and spoken out on his radio programs against the ECT; yet J.I. Packer is on
the Board of CURE and Horton defends Packer's signing of the Accord! In late-1994, due to the criticism Packer
was receiving for signing the ECT, Horton drafted a document titled "Resolutions for Roman Catholic &
Evangelical Dialogue"; the final product was revised by J.I. Packer and copyrighted by CURE/ACE ("Resolutions
for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by J. I. Packer 1994
CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

"Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue" (RC&E Dialogue)

The RC&E Dialogue was written and "offered as material for dialogue between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals,
following from the recent document, Evangelicals and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium, drafted by Richard John Neuhaus and Charles Colson, with others ... in a spirit of irenic debate on
issues arising from that important joint statement. As that document was crafted to encourage cooperation on the
basis of a consensus deemed sufficient for the purpose, though confessionally incomplete, so the following
statements seek to identify issues of concern to evangelical Protestants that the thrust of the document raises. What
follows is intended to encourage further discussion of the possibilities and problems of acting together."

The RC&E Dialogue goes on to postulate areas of disagreement between Roman Catholics and Evangelicals so
that, despite these "problems of acting together," dialogue might continue amicably and not disturb the ecumenical
efforts desired. What are these problems attested to by Horton and Packer?:

(1) There is not agreement on the "essential elements" of the Gospel;

(2) The doctrine of justification by grace alone through faith alone because of Christ alone is rejected
by Roman Catholicism (Rome has, in fact, anathematized those who embrace this doctrine!), making
Rome's gospel one that "falls short" of this "tenet that distinguishes a true from a false church" (i.e.,
Horton admits that Roman Catholicism is a false church!);
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(3) Evangelicals "radically" disagree with "the teaching of the Second Vatican Council that unbelievers
may be saved by their good works, apart from faith in Christ";

(4) Nevertheless, despite Rome's false gospel and Rome's anathematizing of all who disagree with her,
there remains sufficient "creedal consensus that binds orthodox Evangelicals and Roman Catholics
together [for] the making of common cause on moral and cultural issues in society.[!!] Roman
Catholics and Evangelicals have every reason to join minds, hearts, and hands when Christian values
and behavioral patterns are at stake." Not to fear though, despite Biblical data to the contrary,
Horton/Packer claim that "it is incorrect to regard such cooperation among Christians as common
ecclesial action in fulfilling a common ecclesial mission" (cf. Amos 3:3; 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1; 2 John 11);3

(5) Moreover, "Christ's prayer for unity requires vigilant patience and diligence as we seek a greater
visible unity";4

(6) If an individual Roman Catholic does "not self-consciously assent to the precise definitions of the
Roman Catholic Magisterium regarding [the elements of Rome's false gospel], but who think and speak
evangelically about these things, are indeed our brothers and sisters in Christ, despite Rome's official
position."

Signers included Michael Horton, J.I. Packer, R.C. Sproul, James Boice, Erwin Lutzer, and Kim Riddlebarger
(CURE/ACE) ("Resolutions for Roman Catholic & Evangelical Dialogue," Drafted by Michael Horton; revised by
J. I. Packer 1994 CURE/ACE; ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

Conclusion

Michael Horton teaches a false sacramental gospel, he has exhibited a fondness for the psychological gospel and
those who teach it, and he supports ecumenical efforts with Rome. Horton and the various ACE ministries should
be avoided.

Endnotes

1  In R.C. Sproul's 1991 book titled The Hunger For Significance (which was a rewrite of his 1983 book titled In
Search of Dignity), Sproul espouses his psychological gospel: "Every person needs to feel significant. We want our
lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as
intense as our need for oxygen -- doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us
to understand how important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know
our present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the human cry
for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together, we can help each other
discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of significance being made in the
image of God." (Emphasis added.)  [Return to Text]

2  For example: "A couple of years ago, a document entitled Evangelicals and Catholics Together confirmed that
our concerns regarding the church were well-founded. Many of the leaders of evangelicalism demonstrated in their
endorsement of this document that the doctrine of justification was no longer their central concern ("A Short Note
About CURE's [1994] Merger with ACE," by Michael Horton, ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).  [Return to
Text]

3  This is what one is led to when one sees the church as a conduit for social action -- Horton/Packer write that
"The mission of the church as such is primarily the fulfilling of the Great Commission of Christ through the
ministry of Word and sacraments, and cultural, moral, political and social concerns in which Christians rightly
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engage must not be thought to determine the relationship of ecclesial communions, or allowed to become decisive
in the setting of their respective agendas."  [Return to Text]

4  On this point, we assume Horton/Packer are referring to Christ's prayer recorded in John 17:23 -- that they may
be made perfect in one [complete unity]; and that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them,
as thou hast loved me. Yet in so doing, they neglect Jesus' words in John 17:11, 21, 22, that unity is to be the same
kind of unity as Jesus has with the Father -- so that they may be one as we [are]; That they all may be one; as
thou, Father, [art] in me, and I in thee, that they may be one, even as we are one: It is obvious that Jesus and the
Father are one in perfect love, but are they not also one in perfect doctrine? Certainly Jesus in not asking in this
prayer that God's children be united in love regardless of doctrine! Without sound doctrine there can be no Christian
unity. And without sound doctrine there can be no true Christian love either. Horton and Packer have trashed the
true Gospel of Christ in order to forge a false unity for social activism.  [Return to Text] 

* Portions of this report were excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the May-June 1997 Earnestly Contending
for the Faith, used by permission of Dwight Oswald, editor (125 South 23rd Street, Council Bluffs, IA 51501).
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Dave Hunt
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Dave Hunt was born in 1926. His church background is Plymouth Brethren. He has a degree in mathematics and
a career as a CPA/management consultant, during which time he became involved in numerous campus ministries,
with a special outreach to foreign students. Beginning in 1973, Hunt went into ministry full-time. He has authored
or co-authored more than 30 books dealing with the incursion into Western culture, religion, and the church itself,
of Eastern as well as psychological and selfist philosophies, New Age thinking, ecumenism between Catholics and
Protestants, and other heretical teachings. More than three million copies of Hunt's books have been sold, and have
been translated into many languages. Hunt fills numerous speaking engagements in many countries, is a frequent
radio and TV talk-show guest (as well as co-hosting his own radio show), and has engaged in many debates with
Catholic apologists. Hunt's organization publishes a free monthly newsletter, The Berean Call, which has a mailing
list of more than 25,000.

-  Dave Hunt is not a "five-point" Arminian (he says he believes in the Perseverance of the Saints), but he is clearly
Arminian with respect to man's role in salvation. In Whatever Happened to Heaven? (Harvest House:1988), Hunt
goes so far as to say that anyone who denies man's free will in salvation blasphemes God's character. Bottom line
for Hunt, if you're not an Arminian, you are a blasphemer! (In late 2002, Hunt published another pro-Arminian
book, What Love Is This?: Calvinism's Misrepresentation of God, and is labeled by Hunt as a "defense of God's
character.") -- Hunt has kinder words for false teachers such as Billy Graham and Bill Bright than for those whom
affirm the sovereignty of God in salvation! [Hunt reiterates his "blasphemes" and/or "maligns" God's character
claim in the Q&A sections of both the 5/02 and 9/05 issues of TBC, and again in What Love Is This?. Moreover, in
the Q&A section of the 9/05 TBC, Hunt declares that those disagreeing with his Arminian theology are reprobate!]

In an article in the 2/01 The Berean Call titled "What a Sovereign God Cannot Do," Hunt puts on full display his
Arminian theology -- i.e., that God sovereignly vacates His sovereignty in order to allow man to choose salvation;
that man is not totally depraved, but capable, without any intervention by God whatsoever, of making a completely
free-will choice to "accept" Christ (i.e., decisional regeneration); that God cannot violate man's free will to choose
or reject Christ; and that God is totally incapable of bestowing the gift of salvation on any man, lest that man is
agreeable to it and accepts the gift. Dave Hunt has completely deneutered the miracle of salvation, changing it from
the miraculous act of a sovereign God, to the mundane choice of supposedly reasonable and rational men. (See
BDM's report on God's sovereign election. See also James White's "Open Letter to Dave Hunt," an excellent
refutation of Hunt's anti-sovereignty rant in What Love is This?, as well as Mitch Cirvinka's review -- another
excellent refutation of Dave Hunt's Arminian gospel in What Love is This?).

Hunt's commitment to man's sovereignty in salvation (which is a clear denial of God's sovereignty) is best
summed up by a statement he made in the 3/01 TBC: 

"Once it is admitted that man has a will, it is impossible to maintain either that it is in bondage or to
explain how it was delivered except by its own choice. No one is made willing against his will but
must have been willing to be made willing."

-  Dave Hunt does not believe in a literal hell. Below are excerpts from correspondence with a friend on this matter
[page references from Whatever Happened to Heaven? (Harvest House:1988)]:

Q:  My wife is looking for the places in Whatever Happened to Heaven concerning Hunt's denial of a
literal hell, but the only thing she found so far is on pages 28 & 29 where Hunt is saying, "Hell is not a
metaphor or a state of mind. It is a real place. But more than that, hell -- like heaven -- is also a state of
being." The "state of being" part strikes me strange, but the first part sounds okay.
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BDM:  The first part does sound okay, until you read the entire section (pp. 27-31). In the passage you
quoted above, Dave is saying hell is a "real place" all right, but "more than that," he says, it is also "a
state of being." This is where he begins to slip -- the "state of being" concept to Dave is the "burning
thirst" concept he develops, which is the "more than that" concept of hell that the Bible teaches. Hell is
certainly a real place to Dave, but "hell" to Dave is not the burning FIRE of hell, but a burning
THIRST for Christ. That concept is not Biblical.

Q:  On page 29, re: Dante, "but not because it involves 'material fire (that) will torment the bodies of
the damned' as Augustine imagined. 'Everlasting fire' that was specifically designed for Satan and his
minions, who are spirit beings without bodies, could hardly be physical. The eternal fire which
torments the damned will be much worse and far more painful and real than physical flames."

BDM:  See what he is saying! ? -- To Hunt, Augustine's concept of a "material fire" is part of
Augustine's IMAGINATION!! And that the fire that was designed for Satan "could hardly be
physical"!! That's about as clear a denial of the real hell-fire that the Bible teaches as one can make.
AND, according to Hunt, the fire that torments the damned is "much worse" than physical flames (i.e.,
the "burning thirst" as later developed by Hunt). Hunt believes the fire is not a physical fire (which is a
denial of a literal fire in hell), because physical bodies are not in hell. (I also can't figure out how a
burning thirst can be "much worse and far more painful" than physical flames. When I was an
unbeliever, if I were told that hell was a burning thirst for the Christ I didn't give a hoot about, rather
than real literal flames, my response would have been, "Not a bad price to pay for a life filled with the
pleasures of sin. I'll take the sin now and be thirsty later.")

Q:  What about this statement?: "The excruciating torment of people in the lake of fire will surely
involve remorse [Hunt refers to Lk. 16:25], but it will be painfully unrepentant remorse as they live
over and over in vivid memory the sins they have committed and in whose web they are inextricably
caught for eternity" (p. 29).

BDM:  He does it again. Notice, Hunt does NOT mention physical flames (because he has already told
us that the flames in the lake of fire are not real physical flames), but is referring once again to a
burning thirst (which he develops on pp. 29-30). This "remorse" he speaks of is not from the pain of
the flames, but from the thirst for the Christ they have rejected. This is a namby-pamby view of hell,
and thoroughly unbiblical.

Q:  Please comment on this statement: "That anguish will be all the more unbearable under the
horrifying realization that willful folly and stubborn selfishness has sent them there -- a place to which
they need not have come and from which fate God Himself did all He could to rescue them" (p. 29).

BDM:  Here is another flaw in Hunt's theology -- he totally rejects God's sovereign role in salvation!!
God "did all He could to rescue them"??!! What kind of a God is this who "did all He could," and
FAILED? And on p. 28 -- "... refusing to allow Him [God] to forgive them and to make them the
sanctified and happy persons that He desires." Again, what kind of a God do we have if He did all He
could and failed? What kind of a God do we have if we can refuse to ALLOW Him to forgive us? Not
the God of the Bible, for sure, but a God of our own imaginations that replaces His will with our will.
The Bible does NOT teach this Arminian philosophy!

Q:  I see some speculation on Hunt's part to what hell might be like, but I do not see a non-literal hell.
I would agree with Hunt that the flames of hell are certainly going to be far worse than physical flames
(on earth), because they torment without consuming.

BDM:  That's not what Hunt is saying. To Hunt, there are no flames in hell to be worse than the
physical flames on earth. He is saying the REAL burning thirst will be far worse than the physical
flames (NON-REAL flames to Hunt) that theologians of past and present have IMAGINED to be in
hell. The lake of fire to Hunt does not have real flames. If you don't have literal flames, then you don't
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have a literal hell.

Read the section of Whatever Happened to Heaven? starting at the bottom of page 29 through page 30
-- "Burning Thirst ..."; Dave is very clear here that the flames of hell cannot be physical because the
bodies are not physical. He is not describing a worse flame than earthly flames, but a DIFFERENT
kind of "flame"; i.e., a non-physical flame that he describes as a burning thirst for God that "burns
LIKE a flame." This concept is no different than that taught by C.S. Lewis, John Stott, Clark Pinnock,
and Billy Graham. Even the highly regarded (unjustifiably so) J.I. Packer teaches this non-literal hell
(with a little more selfism thrown in). (Packer says he does not believe that "the essence of hell is
grotesque bodily discomfort ... [that idea, he conceives] misses the deeper point of the lurid word-
pictures drawn by Dante and Jesus, and the New Testament writers ... The essence of hell is [rather]
self-hatred and God-hatred ...")

Hunt goes on to describe this thirst as "torture" -- "The flaming THIRST [i.e., not flaming fire] that
tortures those in the lake of fire is caused by the lack of the very love that fills heaven and makes it a
state of bliss" (p. 30). Is this not a denial of the literal hell-fire so clearly depicted in the Bible?!

That Hunt is unclear in Whatever Happened to Heaven?, I do not deny. But read the entire sections again, looking
for any admission that there are real flames of fire in hell -- you won't find it. See also Hunt's book In Defense of
the Faith, wherein Dave is much more transparent in teaching that hell is merely a state of terrific spiritual thirst for
God by its inhabitants.

Hunt must have missed these verses:

Matthew 13:42 -- "And shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and gnashing of
teeth."

Revelation 20:13-15 -- "And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered
up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works. And death
and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. And whosoever was not found written
in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire."

Revelation 21:8 -- "But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth
with fire and brimstone: which is the second death."

In short, Hunt's position on hell is closer to that of the pope's than to evangelical Christianity (i.e., Pope JPII --
"[hell is] a mental state you put yourself in by cutting yourself off from God.")

[Postscript #1:  In a letter dated 2/4/00 (and reproduced by Hunt in the 3/00 The Berean Call), Hunt attempts to
again explain his position on hell: ― "As for a literal hell with literal flames, that is exactly what I believe. Are
those flames physical, or something even more horrible? Must something be physical to be real? Is that what you
mean by 'literal'? Are the soul and spirit real? The rich man said he was 'tormented in this flame' and asked that
Lazarus might 'dip the tip of his finger in water, and cool my tongue' (Lk 16:24). There was literal flame and
burning thirst. Was it physical, or worse? His physical body was decaying in the grave and only his soul and spirit
were in hell." ― This is precisely our problem with Dave Hunt -- he has redefined "literal" to mean non-physical!
(I suppose for Hunt that to have a "literal dollar bill" could mean the "thought of a dollar bill in his mind"!) If you
read what Hunt says in Whatever Happened to Heaven?, and then in this letter, he clearly continues to define a
"spiritual" thirst WORSE and MORE HORRIBLE than the physical flames of hell. This is incredible, that a man
who assails those who allegorize and/or spiritualize the Scriptures, is doing the exact same thing!] 

[Postscript #2:  Hunt wrote an article in the 4/01 The Berean Call titled "Is Punishment Eternal." Again, a gleaning
of the article would lead one to believe that Hunt has changed his position to that of a true literal hell. Yet nowhere
in this article does Hunt say that the fire is literal. He acknowledges the presence of a Lake of Fire, but shies away
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from declaring its literality. That in this article Hunt acknowledges a Lake of Fire as a place of eternal punishment,
is no different from his previous position -- only this time he makes no mention of the "burning thirst." Bottom
line, until Hunt recants what he wrote in Whatever Happened to Heaven, and/or writes an article where he
specifically states that the Lake of Fire is a literal fire, and not just a burning thirst, then he is still on record as
denying the Biblical doctrine of a literal hell-fire.]

[Postscript #3:  From a November, 2000 reader's email  to BDM concerning Hunt's denial of a literal hell: "Right
you are that it is not Biblical [Hunt's position that hell is a state of mind rather than a physical place], but neither is
it 'mamby pamby.' It is serious major-league heresy. It smacks of Rosicrucian mysticism, developed by the Teutonic
Philosopher, Jacob Boehme.  Boehme's cosmology was that the universe is merely an emanation of the mind of
God. As God proceeds to discover Himself and all of the logical implications therein, the worlds are 'created' and
we find ourselves, evolving through the layers of evolving universal divinity, exploring its endless potential. Those
who through the force of their wills thirst for the emanation of eternal life and light, which we call 'Christ,' will
steadily unfold like a rose to ultimately discover that 'Christ' is already burning at the center of their being. Like
Boehme, Hunt's hell and heaven are ultimately mere states of mind, rather than physical states of being. This is
classic Theosophy. Forsaking the world to find this 'christ' within is a prominent theme of historic Rosicrucian
mysticism. But it sure sounds orthodox to unschooled neo-evangelicals, doesn't it? I'm afraid that Hunt's heretical
views on hellfire thus point to a far more heretical cosmology lurking just below the surface, thanks to his lifelong
obsession with the romantic Christian mystic William Law, who served as the main channel of Boehme's writings
to Europe and the New World. Were it not for Law, Boehme may have remained an obscure mystic locked away in
the archives of occult literature and western history may have emerged with a completely different tone. Deism
may have never seen its day. Freemasonry may have remained an obscure drinking club for English gentlemen,
never to take hold among the grass roots of colonial society. Christian mystical movements, such as the burning of
the bosom or higher life, may have never seen the light of day. Apparently the legacy of Boehme has left it's mark
on the church, not only through Law, but specifically in the students of Law, as evidenced by the unusual doctrines
of Dave Hunt."]

-  Hunt will speak anywhere, totally oblivious to the doctrine of Biblical separation. Hunt says, "First of all, I would
speak at the Vatican if invited to do so and allowed to state the Gospel clearly in contrast to the false Gospel of
Roman Catholicism." Sounds good, right? Billy Graham says this. It played well then, so Hunt repeats it now. But
this analogy is no good unless you actually correct the errors of those before whom you preach! When Hunt spoke
at John MacArthur's church, did he correct MacArthur on the Blood of Christ, or on MacArthur's ecumenical
associations, or on MacArthur's teaching of psychological concepts? No, he did not. So, Hunt's argument that he
would go anywhere to correct false doctrine was not followed when he himself went to John MacArthur's church.
Hunt totally failed to heed his own advice.

One time when speaking personally with Dave Hunt, I asked him why he continued to speak at Word of Life
(WOL) when the likes of a Chuck Swindoll were invited into the same pulpit. He gave me the same song and
dance -- "As long as they don't restrict what I say, I will speak anywhere." I tried to show him that WOL didn't
need to restrict him; he was restricting himself (just as he did when in MacArthur's pulpit). I asked him if he
thought he'd be invited back if he publicly chided Word of Life for having a rank psychologizer (Swindoll)
speaking for the three days immediately preceding his (Hunt's) engagement? His response was, "You're a hard man
Rick" (meaning, I suppose, that I had a critical spirit).

The bottom line is this -- Dave Hunt is totally incapable of articulating the Biblical doctrine of separation. His
application of 2 John 9-11 is only for separation from a teacher who specifically says, "I affirm that Christ did NOT
come in the flesh," which restricts us from fellowship, I suppose, only from the likes of a Bishop Spong and other
rank liberals of his ilk. One must also ask, what does it mean to "abide in the doctrine of Christ?" What is the
doctrine of Christ? Since the Bible teaches that Christ is the living Word, ALL the doctrines of the Bible make up
the "doctrine of Christ." Which doctrines would Hunt be willing to exclude in order to will into the Kingdom
disobedient professing brethren under 2 John 7-11?

-  Here is another good example of Dave Hunt failing to practice Biblical separation: Dave Hunt is on the Board of
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ExCatholics for Christ (ECFC), and has spoken at its annual meetings (including the above referenced meeting at
John MacArthur's church). The ECFC has allowed Pentecostals and Charismatics the freedom to participate on
their platform. One speaker stated in a letter in 1989, "I had what I considered to be a genuine experience of being
baptized in the Spirit and later had the experience of speaking in tongues." Giving a charismatic a forum, even
though he did not use the occasion to teach error, is a dangerous practice. Those who believe in works to be saved
or to maintain salvation are as lost as the Roman Catholic people the ECFC is seeking to bring to Christ. A
denomination that believes that speaking in tongues is a necessary part of or the evidence of salvation has fallen
into the same trap as Romanism. (Source: 2/1/99, Calvary Contender.) [The July-August 2001 Foundation
magazine further reveals: "It is disheartening to report that Henry Morris, founder of the Institute for Creation
Research, and Dave Hunt, editor of the Berean Call, joined with Calvary Chapel founder Chuck Smith recently for
a 'Wisdom of the Ages' Bible conference. ... this sad compromise lends credence to the Charismatic theology and
ecumenical endeavors of the Calvary Chapel movement." Foundation said compromise occurred when these men
joined in ministerial effort with Smith, "who espouses speaking in tongues and other revelatory gifts and feels
comfortable in the Charismatic and New Evangelical camp." (Source: 9/15/01, Calvary Contender.)]

-  It seems to be a little known fact that Dave Hunt is NOT a cessationist (one who believes not only that the canon
of Scripture is closed, but also that new revelation from God is no longer being given). Hunt's roots are in
Pentecostalism, from which he has never totally broken. His closest ties are with Chuck Smith and the Calvary
Chapels, a "moderately" charismatic denomination (as opposed to a "hyper"-charismatic one). Hunt believes
tongues and all gifts of the Spirit are for today, but warns that tongues are dangerously easy to fake and be deceived
by (10/87, Eternity). In his testimony, he describes his experience of being baptized in the Holy Spirit and speaking
in tongues (7/14/86, Christian News). The 10/87 Heritage Herald had Hunt on the PTL Club guest list. [Hunt was
once excommunicated from the Plymouth Brethren (1966) for being too Pentecostal -- specifically, for advocating
speaking in tongues and other gifts of the Spirit for today. Yet Hunt claimed that he was shunned for adamantly
speaking Biblical truth that the Brethren did not want to hear. For a full account of Hunt's story, see his 1972 book,
Confessions of a Heretic (Logos International, 216 ppgs.), specifically chapter 18, "The Heresy Hunt Begins." In
Confessions, Hunt lays claim to a number of charismatic experiences including "tongues" and hearing God's
"audible voice," and says he "sat on the stage at many a Kathryn Kuhlman meeting in the Shrine Auditorium and
watched miracles take place around me until I almost could not believe my own eyes" (Confessions, pp. 185,186).
Hunt claims that it was during this period of his life that he fashioned "a system of theology" (Confessions, p. 214)
and that "system" seems to still be infecting his thinking and writing.]

Hunt not only believes in tongues, he apparently retains the Pentecostal/charismatic view of revelation. Hunt is
supportive of Henry Blackaby (Experiencing God co-author), probably because Blackaby's view of revelation is
much the same as Hunt's. Hunt is a moderate charismatic, Blackaby a mystical Baptist (some call it Bapticostal).
(Dave Hunt would vehemently object to being called a non-cessationist as that term is defined in relation to the
canon of Scripture being closed. But as a practical matter, that is precisely what he is endorsing with his support of
Experiencing God.) The point is that both Hunt and Blackaby hold an open view of revelation -- God is still
speaking today -- not contrary to, but definitely apart from, the Scriptures. Such a position will lead to errors of
doctrine and practice, but most importantly, it is unbiblical.

-  In the March 1997 issue of The Berean Call, a reader asked Dave Hunt the following question:

"As a conservative evangelical Christian and Southern Baptist pastor I was troubled that you wrote
[Jan. '97] 'And only 55 percent of the delegates at the Southern Baptist Convention of Louisiana in
November voted that the Bible is inerrant! Why don't the Christian activists show concern for this
unbelief which eternally damns souls?' Mr. Hunt, are you trying to say that 45 percent of those
Louisiana SBC delegates are on their way to hell, and is belief in the doctrine of inerrancy a
precondition for salvation ...? Please clarify your position in the next issue of TBC. ... I question the
fairness and integrity of accusing a group of people of being in unbelief, heresy, and even apostasy by
rejecting the doctrine of inerrancy."

Dave Hunt answered the reader as follows:
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"I'm sorry that what I wrote was misunderstood. I did not intend to convey that the Southern Baptists
who deny the inerrancy of Scripture are necessarily lost. If they believe the gospel they are saved
eternally. What I did intend to convey was that a denial of inerrancy puts the gospel itself in question.
If the Bible is not entirely true, then who is to decide which parts are valid and which parts are not? A
denial of inerrancy could provide unbelievers with the excuse they seek for rejecting the gospel and
thus damn their souls. No, I did not intend to convey that the 45 percent who rejected biblical inerrancy
are 'in unbelief, heresy, and even apostasy,' but I do believe that denial of inerrancy is a big step in the
direction of all of these." (Emphasis added.)

If someone asked me that question, I would have said that those who deny inerrancy are indeed on their way to hell.
Without belief in the inerrancy of the Scriptures, belief in the Lord Jesus Christ is rendered meaningless. In
Revelation 19, one of the titles for the Lord Jesus Christ is the Word of God. He is also referred to as the Word in
John 1. I would have said that at LEAST 45 percent of those Louisiana SBC delegates, and perhaps many more
than that, are indeed on their way to hell. One has to wonder: What in the world is Dave Hunt thinking? (Source:
The Proclaimer; Issue #2, 1997.) (But this is typical of Hunt -- he regularly exposes the false teachings and
ecumenical activities of well-known "Christian" leaders, and then tells us that these same false teachers are our
brothers-in-the-Lord. Yet nowhere in the Bible is there even a hint that a man can simultaneously be both a false
teacher and a believer in Christ.)

-  A pastor wrote concerning Dave Hunt's children's book, The Money Tree (illustrated by Hunt's Daughter):

"I thought it a matter of integrity to send you back The Money Tree. The main reason I am sending it
back is because the only thing we read to our children is Scripture. Therefore, we simply would not use
this book. ... I might also point out in the 3rd scene of the book, the dream the boy has is about a
"mystical, magical, wonderful tree." Magic and mysticism are matters in which I am working at
teaching my children to hate and NOT consider "wonderful." Also, in the 2nd and l3th pictures, there is
what looks like a Saturday morning cartoon scene with "Future Heroes" above it. There is no reference
to the picture in the text of the book. I wonder why it is there. [See BDM report on so-called
"Christian" fantasy.]

-  In the Q&A section of the January, 2000, TBC, a question referenced Hunt's booklet "The Nonnegotiable
Gospel," with the concern that the word "repentance" could not be found anywhere. Hunt's response was that the
words "repent," "repentance," or "repented" are not found in the entire Gospel of John, nor is there anything
specific about repentance in the gospel as Paul defines it in 1 Corinthians 15, and that repentance is not a major
theme of the New Testament. Therefore, reasoned Hunt, repentance does not require articulation because it is
implicit in believing the gospel, and, thereby:

"... since the Bible doesn't specify repentance as part of the gospel whereby sinners are saved, I dare
not do so either. I'm not saying it might not be good to preach repentance in 'The Nonnegotiable
Gospel,' but it would require considerable explanation. Might not requiring repentance cause some
confusion? What exactly is meant by repentance? How thorough must repentance be? Must the person
repent of every sin ever committed? Is he then under obligation to live a life above sin? Might this put
a burden upon the sinner which he cannot bear, not yet realizing that Christ will give him the strength
to live a new life? I had not consciously left out repentance, but I think it is best left that way."

[Comment from the Editor of Voice in the Wilderness: The Bible doesn't teach it (?), therefore I "dare not" either (?
); it's "too confusing" to people (?). When Dave Hunt refuses to proclaim this fundamental, non-negotiable,
salvation doctrine, when Jesus commanded that "repentance and remission of sins" should be "proclaimed in His
name" (Lk. 24:47), Hunt is proclaiming a "different gospel." He is essentially suggesting that Jesus was wrong
when He commanded that repentance be proclaimed. Is not "remission of sins" the gist of how one is saved? Did
not Jesus place "repentance" within the same context? Did He not command that it be proclaimed? Yes, Hunt
admits that such a thing as "repentance" exists. And he is quite correct when he says that there are many times
where the actual word "repent" might not appear -- that it is "inherent" (implied or understood) in the "rest" of the
salvation process -- but to suggest that the Bible doesn't say that repentance is part of salvation, or that we "dare
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not" proclaim it, that it is "best left [out]," when anyone who has read even a scant amount of Scripture sees the
concept PROLIFERATING the Scriptures, and God's pleas to "Turn! Turn [repent] from your evil ways, for why
will you die ...?" (Ezek. 33:11), it is a "different gospel." Furthermore, Hunt's tangle of words indicates that he,
himself, is confused about what repentance truly is. He seems to view it as a "work," rather than a "place" at the
foot of the cross of Christ.]

[Postscript: In a 2/4/00 letter from Dave Hunt, he says, "Nor did John the Apostle and the Holy Spirit properly
present the gospel in his entire Gospel. In fact, if I understand you correctly, Jesus did not properly present the
gospel to Nicodemus, or to the woman at the well, or to the blind men, or to Zacchaeus, et al. Zacchaeus, by the
way, repented without Jesus telling him to do so. As I tried to say, I believe repentance is inherent in the gospel for
those who believe it." In other words, according to Dave Hunt, you can repent by not actually repenting, because it's
inherent in the gospel you have already believed (even though you may not have had it expressed to you as such)??
This is Clinton-speak, is it not? (See the 3/00 TBC for the printing of parts of this letter.)]

One can only suppose that Hunt is not familiar with the following Scriptures:

Mark 2:17 -- "When Jesus heard it, he saith unto them, They that are whole have no need of the
physician, but they that are sick: I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance"; or

Luke 15:7 -- "I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more
than over ninety and nine just persons, which need no repentance"; or

Luke 24:47 -- "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all
nations, beginning at Jerusalem"); or Acts 26:20 ("But shewed first unto them of Damascus, and at
Jerusalem, and throughout all the coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and
turn to God, and do works meet for repentance"; or

2 Corinthians 7:8-10 -- "For though I made you sorry with a letter, I do not repent, though I did repent:
for I perceive that the same epistle hath made you sorry, though it were but for a season. Now I rejoice,
not that ye were made sorry, but that ye sorrowed to repentance: for ye were made sorry after a godly
manner, that ye might receive damage by us in nothing. For godly sorrow worketh repentance to
salvation not to be repented of: but the sorrow of the world worketh death"; or

Hebrews 6:1 -- "Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection;
not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God"; or

2 Peter 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is
longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance."

-  Dave Hunt also demonstrates a favorable inclination towards "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical
Celebration" (EC). The editor of the Voice in the Wilderness wrote a letter to TBC regarding this: In the 7/99 The
Berean Call newsletter, TBC expresses being "... thrilled at reading [EC's] affirmations of the true gospel ..." Dave
Hunt, nor anyone else at TBC, has ever responded to that letter of concern. TBC's only concern over that document
seemed to be the "bed-fellows" of those who had signed it. Otherwise, Hunt apparently agreed with those who
endorsed the contents of the EC document.

Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on the EC document (see the 6/14/99, Christianity Today for the full text of the EC). This
document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the
controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D.
James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT
documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not
fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently
opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal
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indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of
"doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new EC document
should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could
subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from
ECT.

It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics such as
Dave Hunt. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to
admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of
EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll,
Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley,
John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant Dave Hunt and fellow EC sympathizers may be of all this, Hunt's being "thrilled" with the EC
document makes him a party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is
supposed to be a definitive and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions
repentance for salvation (sound familiar, Dave? -- see item on "repentance" above), and never mentions the total
depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a gospel of decisional regeneration). No wonder Dave Hunt is "thrilled"
with the EC document.

Moreover, EC promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all
professing believers who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in
Ephesians. While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true
Biblical unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word
"unity" in the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is
a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify
into essentials and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to
"mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
(Rom. 16:17).

-  In seeing Hunt's printed speaking itinerary each month in his TBC newsletters, noting the "labels" of some of the
places where he speaks, one wonders "how" he gains entrance into places which seem to be some of the very ones
he "targets" in his writings as being part of the apostasy and false teachings in the church. The churches of the
Calvary Chapel movement fall into this same category. Even though Dave Hunt has been a frequent speaker for
churches in the Calvary Chapel movement (almost from the inception of his public ministry), to glance at his
speaking itineraries in the 12/99 and 1/00 TBC newsletters, one would think that Hunt has now become an official
Calvary Chapel circuit rider. (The 3/01 TBC had Hunt's itinerary for March 9 through May 20 of 2001 -- more than
half of Hunt's speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary Chapel churches. The 11/02 TBC had Hunt's
itinerary for November 13-17 of 2002 -- seven of the ten Hunt' speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary
Chapel churches or radio programs. The 12/02 TBC had Hunt's itinerary for January 15 - February 23 of 2003 --
four of the seven Hunt' speaking engagements were scheduled for Calvary Chapel churches. We could go on and on
here -- as of 12/06, Hunt's speaking engagements continue to be predominately at Calvary Chapel sponsored
events.) The Calvary Chapels are very ecumenical and allow for unscriptural charismatic experiences. Also, John
Wimber, founder of the Vineyard movement, came out of the Calvary Chapel movement. By speaking in these
Calvary Chapel forums, Hunt is putting his imprimatur upon their errors, because those who observe his actions
assume he stands where they stand (and apparently he does).

The following account is a summary of the experience of the editor of the Voice in the Wilderness when he went to
a Calvary Chapel church to hear Dave Hunt speak:

One walks into this large (1500 seating capacity) "dark" auditorium, with very much the feel of, as a
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friend put it, a "movie theater." (And later I was to find out from this same friend that this "church"
even has an espresso concession stand.) Prominently in the back is a full studio-sized audio/video
control center. Sound/video system is all "state-of-the-art." And the "dark" (although lighted with
spotlights) platform is obviously designed for their resident rock band -- drum set with several
microphones on it, guitars, and black monitor boxes. There is nothing on any walls to indicate to a
person walking in that this might be a "church."

After being subjected to "piped-in" rock music during pre-service time, and the theater-like, big-screen
"promos" of coming attractions, the "worship" time begins with the wail of a rock guitar as the band
begins playing. The singers lead out in the occultish mantra-like repetitious phrases, supposedly
"praising" God, as many people are swaying and raising their hands. When the leader (the same one
who has been wailing "Satan's voice" on the rock guitar) then leads in "prayer," he is so emotionally
wrought that he spends a few seconds "sighing" into the microphone.

As an aside, this is the same place where, a few years ago when I was working at this one job, there
was this gal I talked with occasionally during coffee breaks or lunch; not a Christian, no interest in
spiritual matters, but she went to "Calvary Chapel" because ... ready for this? -- "They have a GREAT
band!"

After such an opening, and then introduction by the pastor, up to the platform goes Dave, who, up to
this moment, has been in prayer most of the time (for recent surgery). Dave's message was a good one,
but in many respects, troubling. On one hand, he cites quotes from Billy Graham, expressing Graham's
"fellowship" with the pope and other such figures, and [Graham's] statements that Mormons are okay,
and in the next breath, he says that Billy Graham "preaches the gospel" and "people have been saved"
under his ministry. Or, Dave berates Bill Bright for receiving the Templeton Prize and being a co-
signer of ECT, and in another breath refers to him as "my old friend ..." sounding as though this
"friendship" was still a "current" relationship? [Hunt authored the original story upon which a Billy
Graham film was based, and played a major role in developing Campus Crusade's "Athletes In
Action."] Where does Eph. 5:11(a) fit into this, since he is faithful to verse 11(b)? -- "[a] Have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but [b] rather expose them."

And here we get to what I asked him about. -- Considering "what" he exposes and teaches, how does
he gain entrance to places which, by their character, are the very ones whom he speaks against and
exposes? His response was on the order that, while these places have certain denominational ties and
"labels," they do, in fact, "agree with" what he writes and speaks. ... that he doesn't receive invitations
from places that don't agree ...

Well, while Dave Hunt "thinks" that the places that invite him "agree" ... and the pastor at this (local)
place got up pretending to be agreeing ... the official printed ("Position Paper") literature of the
"church" tells another story. And this local pastor, after Dave was finished and had sat down, continued
on for a bit, adding his own "two-cents" worth; and in reality, "watered down" the very clear message
as Dave had just presented it.

As detailed earlier in this report, if Dave Hunt were to specifically speak out against the false teachings and
practices of the Calvary Chapel churches at which he speaks, he would never be invited back. His clear
compromise in this area makes a hypocritical joke of his message to "earnestly contend for the faith."

-  A look at Dave Hunt's itinerary in the November 2002 TBC revealed an even more shocking speaking
engagement than the standard Calvary Chapel appearances. -- On 11/13/02, Hunt was scheduled to speak at Greg
Laurie's Harvest Christian Fellowship church! Greg Laurie is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor
of the 12,000-plus member Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California. Laurie is an ecumenical
psychologizer and speaker for and endorser of the unbiblical Promise Keepers movement. Laurie conducts 5-6
evangelistic crusades every year (Harvest Crusades) that draw about 50,000 people each. Laurie's gospel is a man-
centered (Arminian) psychological gospel; his message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in life," with Jesus as
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the One who came to "fill the void."

Apparently, it doesn't matter to Hunt that at Laurie's Harvest Crusades between 500 and 800 churches are involved
in providing various forms of support. The Harvest web site states that: "The type of support would range from
financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting attendance at the crusades. Many denominations and
associations are involved, including Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church of Christ, Assembly
of God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches." Typically, Vineyard and Roman Catholic churches also
participate. 

Quotes from the Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, Statement of Faith, and from web sites linked from the Calvary
Chapel main web page (Source: FBIS, 7/3/01):

ECUMENISM: "We are not a denominational church, nor are we opposed to denominations as such,
only their over-emphasis of doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We
believe that the only true basis of Christian fellowship is His (Agape) love, which is greater than any
differences we possess and without which we have no right to claim ourselves Christians" (Statement
of Faith, Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapels, is very ecumenical. In a 1993 book he says: "We should
realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any real divisions in the Body.
We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the Baptists! -- And the
Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong to Him. We see
the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one another"
(Smith, Answers for Today, p. 157).

Chuck Smith's ecumenism is also evident from a statement quoted in the December 1995 issue of
Sojourner magazine: "Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He
asked, 'Isn't that carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a
Presbyterian,' 'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes,
the less denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there
aren't any real divisions in the Body. We're all one."

CHARISMATIC GIFTS IN GENERAL: "We believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the
Scriptures are valid for today if they are exercised within the scriptural guidelines" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

TONGUES: "When you're alone in your closet, when you are among believers in an after-glow prayer
service, you can speak in tongues -- and you can pray to God. Why? Because nobody is going to
benefit from tongues. You know who's going to benefit? Paul says only the Lord. Because nobody
understands what you're saying. Only the Holy Spirit knows what you're saying" (A Raul Ries Bible
study; tape #IN44-5, Acts 1:8; Calvary Chapel, West Covina, CA).

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: "The Baptism with the Holy Spirit is a definite occurrence,
subsequent to salvation, whereby the Third Person of the Godhead comes upon the believer to anoint
and energize him for Spiritual service" (Greg Laurie's web site, as linked from the Calvary Chapel
main web page).

[Return to Text]

* I take no pleasure in preparing this expos� on Dave Hunt. I first met Dave in the Summer of 1988, have read all
his books, went on an Israel tour with Dave in 1990, have gone to a number of his speaking events and debates, and
considered him a good friend. Until a few years ago, I had chosen to ignore what I have considered to be some
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flaws in Dave's theology and practice, even in cases where I was convinced that he was seriously wrong. In this
complicity, I was wrong. Readers deserve to have the facts on Dave Hunt, and then discern for themselves the
seriousness of his error. I contend that error, in many cases, is very serious.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/2006
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Bill Hybels
General Teachings/Activities

-  Bill Hybels (born 1952) is the senior pastor (out of a total of more than 50 staff pastors) of the 12,000-plus
member Willow Creek Community Church located in Northwest-suburban Chicago (South Barrington, IL). (Three
branch churches have also benn established in the Chicago suburbs.) When Hybels decided to plant a church at
"Willow Creek" (the name of the rented movie theater in which the church first met), rather than "set-up shop" and
faithfully preach the Word of God, he instead took a three-man survey team through the community, asking those
people who admitted to being unchurched, why they did not regularly attend a church. The survey revealed that
people: "(1) didn't like being bugged for money; (2) found church boring, predictable, and routine; (3) didn't think
that the church was relevant to their lives; and (4) always left church feeling guilty (the Christian message too
negative with 'sin,' etc.)."

Hybels solution was to "program our Sunday morning service [in addition to a Saturday evening "seeker service"]
to non-believers, and program our service to believers [called "New Community"] on another day or evening
[Wednesday and Thursday nights]," so that the newcomers would feel welcome, unthreatened, and entertained.
Hybels states that it is absolutely essential that the "unchurched Harry's and Mary's" be introduced to a "creative,
introductory level, positive, Bible-centered church experience on a Sunday morning ... a place designed for [the
unbeliever]. We have put a lot of time and thought into what non-churched people want from a Sunday morning
service. And we have concluded that they basically want four things: (1) anonymity; (2) truth presented at an
introductory level; (3) time to 'make a decision'; and (4) excellence in programming, creativity, humor,
contemporary [worship], relevancy, etc." (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek.")

The Hybels' methodology then: "Take a poll of lost people, find out what they want in religion, then make an all
out effort in the church to provide what they want. Real Bible believers do not follow the polls to find out what
sinners want; they go to the Bible to find out what sinners need. They get their message from the Bible, not from
George Barna [or from George Gallup]" (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, p. 5).

-  Hybels' philosophy appears to have "worked." From its beginnings in a rented movie theater with 125 members
in 1975, they were at 2,000 in 1978, and now average more than 17,000 total for its six weekend services (two
exclusively designed for Gen-Xers). (Over 20,000 showed up at the church's 20th anniversary celebration at
Chicago's United Center sports arena; President Clinton sent his personal greetings via videotape.) "Worship"
services are "programmed with cutting-edge music, drama, and teaching to reach the unchurched. The services'
'wow' factor is aided by 50 vocalists, a 75-voice choir, 7 rhythm bands, a 65-piece orchestra, 41 actors, a video
production department, and an arts center with 200 students that serves as a farm club for future talent."

Willow Creek now meets in a 352,000-square-foot building that seats 4,500, located on a 155-acre campus. (A new
building project is under construction that will cost as much as $80 million. It will include a 49,000-square-foot
office building, a classroom building for workshops, and a new auditorium with approximately 7,000 seats.)
Because of Willow Creek's size, the church's leaders feel participation in small groups is essential to the spiritual
support of its members; Willow Creek has over 2,600 of them! And in keeping with its mega-church status, Willow
Creek is loaded with specialized ministries for virtually every so-called need among its devotees: Programs for four
age divisions of youth, three categories of single adults, married couples, divorced persons, single parents, and
physically and "mentally challenged" individuals, as well as outreach services to the homeless, the poor, and prison
inmates, are just a few of the selections from the church's huge and diverse menu. There is even a Sexaholics
Anonymous group. The extensive programs and the corps of committed volunteers (over 8,000) are directed by 512
Willow Creek employees, 60% of them full time. (Reported in part in the 12/2/95, Bloomington Herald-Times, an
Associated Press article by Debra Hale, "Welcome to the Un-Church, Video Screens and All," p. A8; the 9/13/00
Christianity Today, "Community Is Their Middle Name"; and the Willow Creek Internet website, 2/2004.)
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-  Hybels states that Willow Creek has four primary objectives: (1) understand and apply the ministry of
exaltation/worship (though apparently not on Sunday morning); (2) commitment to edification; (3) commitment to
evangelism; and (4) commitment to social action. Numbers (3) and (4) are worthy of a closer look; note the
extreme unbiblical nature of both objectives. (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek."):

EVANGELISM -- "The personal [evangelism] goes on out in the marketplace, and on Sundays we
continue and supplement the personal efforts by helping people as we give them a creative service to
bring people who are in the process of deciding about a relationship with Jesus Christ."

SOCIAL ACTION -- "We have Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon, Narcotics Anonymous, Emotions
Anonymous, you-name-it anonymous, I think we have it here. And we have a counseling center, and a
food pantry, and a benevolent board that counsels people that are hurting financially; an employment
counseling ministry; we are committed to helping a church in the inner-city; a hospital in Haiti;
projects through World Vision; and other ministries [one even for women going through menopause!].
I believe we are called to arrest the social decay we see happening around us."

-  In Hybels' 1990 book entitled Honest To God, he relates how he "grew" the Willow Creek Church. He claims that
he was successful in growing the church because he was "honest to God;" i.e., he grew "God's church, God's way."
In actuality, Hybels grew Willow Creek man's way (see above) -- he gave the people what they wanted -- an
apostate church in an atmosphere of glitz and entertainment, while preaching a feelings-oriented gospel of
codependency/recovery, self-love, and unconditional acceptance. Yet Hybels justifies his church growth philosophy
with the following incredible statement:

"At Willow Creek, we feel that God has given us a plan, but it doesn't necessarily have to apply to
every church. In fact, we believe that this may be one of the few churches that God, manifesting a
sense of humor if you will, has decided to say, 'Look, I'm saying to give them a little different kind of
plan over here.'" (Source: Hybels' 1990 message: "Who We Are at Willow Creek.")

-  About 17,000-20,000 people currently attend Saturday evening and the Sunday morning "seeker sensitive
services" (services designed to get lost people to enjoy church without guilt or shame; no sermons against sin and
no call for repentance), entertained by contemporary "Christian" music (played by a 20-piece rock band with laser
lights and an elaborate sound system), pop singers, multi-media displays, actors presenting dramatic sketches
illustrating contemporary problems such as grief and workplace stress (i.e., "psychodramas"), and "practical, witty
messages" geared to those "investigating Christianity." (For those not in the formal "worship service," there are
darts, basketball, and coloring for the youngsters, a [750-seat] food court fit for a shopping mall, and a fully-out-
fitted exercise gym. The church spends $125,000 annually for off-duty police officers to direct traffic.) Almost half
of the seeker service attendees come from a Catholic background. One man revealed why Willow Creek appeals to
him: "I still don't buy the God stuff, but this is helping my life." Another attendee states that going to Willow Creek
is "... like I had been sprinkled with Jesus dust."

New Community, the Wednesday and Thursday night services for professing believers (attended by approximately
3,000 on a typical evening), are advertised as following the "traditional" worship service, which Hybels defines as
prayer, communion, and "a deeper exploration of the Bible through allegorical skits and modern music. ... 'There is
no fire-and-brimstone here. No Bible-thumping. Just practical, witty messages designed to hit the listeners where
they live.' ... Hybels and other church leaders are said to be 'an ecumenical and youthful group.' [Since] half of the
attendees are from a Catholic background, so the mid-week traditional services feature the familiar 'Sacrament of
Communion.'" (See "Worshiping God Big Time," 10/15/92, Woman's Day.) (Emphasis added.)

Christianity Today interviewed a number of Willow Creek members for its extensive 9/13/00 article. One was
Teresa Russo-Cox, a volunteer coach for the hairdressers ministry. (Yes, a hairdressers ministry!; I'm not making
this up.) Russo-Cox had been a professional hairdresser for 25 years and an educator for Paul Mitchell hair
products when one of her clients invited her to Willow Creek three years ago: "I was raised Catholic but had left
the church. When I first walked into Willow, I thought, 'What is this all about? No icons? No robes?' I remember
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John Ortberg spoke on 'Shhh, God is Speaking.' My heart was beating fast, and I knew God was speaking to me.
Right there I rededicated my life to Christ." The woman was a Roman Catholic and merely rededicated her life to
Christ. No Gospel, no repentance, just a reinvigorated Catholic! (Source: 12/00, Cornerstone Challenge.)

-  The following was reported in the USA WEEKEND for April 13-15, 1990 (from New Neutralism II, pp. 72-73):
The article describes a service at Willow Creek as "a slick, show-biz service where drama and soft rock are served
up on a stage washed in pink and blue spotlights. A soft-sell sermon is delivered by Hybels from a Lucite lectern
..." The author of the article acknowledges the fact that people attending the services there "will not be bored as a
combination of drama, humor, and pop music is presented with no archaic hymns." The church building is likened
to "a 4,500 seat theatre complete with 12 big screen TVs showing close-ups of action on stage just like at rock
concerts."

-  Despite (or because of) Hybels' humanistic gospel, other churches hungry for Hybels'-style growth have been
flocking to the Willow Creek staff to learn the techniques of "church growth." Hybels says his staff cannot keep up
with the increasing number of requests for help from other churches. So in 1992, the Willow Creek Association
(WCA) was formed. WCA began as an international network of 96 like-minded churches; as of 6/03, there were
nearly 10,000 Association member churches in more than 25 countries, representing 90 denominations, many of
which are linked with liberal denominations, and some with cults. The WCA's 120 employees provide special
conferences, resources, and consultation to its constituents seeking "user friendly," "seeker sensitive" approaches to
church growth. In 2000, the WCA hosted 76,000 "church leaders" in conferences on Willow's campus and around
the world. (Hybels also formed Willow Creek Resources, a joint-publishing venture between the new association
and Zondervan Publishing House, to publish books, audios, and videos produced by staffers from within Willow
Creek Community Church and the rest of the WCA.) One observer writes: "The Willow Creek Association through
its member churches have in effect silenced the Body Of Christ and provided pagans, new-agers, atheists, socialists,
communists, Marxists, humanists, homosexuals, feminists and liberals in general thousands of sterilized venues
where they can come and present their 'felt needs' to those with open arms and open minds. By meeting the so-
called "felt needs" of the godless, THEIR voices are heard, THEIR philosophies are made known, THEIR music is
played, THEIR religion is taught, THEIR ideologies are discussed and THEIR agenda is carried out virtually
unopposed in the corridors, classrooms and worship centers of every 'seeker sensitive' church in America."

-  Willow Creek one-time assistant pastor Lee Strobel is typical of the flippant approach to holy things taken by the
leadership at Willow Creek. (Strobel is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church,
another church-growth oriented church.) While pastoring at Willow Creek in 1994, Strobel wrote a book titled
What Jesus Would Say. It takes an irreverent, humorous, "sympathetic look" at immoral, prominent, ungodly
personalities such as President Clinton, Murphey Brown, Bart Simpson, and Madonna, and suggests what would
happen if Jesus had "chats" with these people. In exploring what he thinks Jesus would say to modern celebrities,
Strobel is striving to make religion relevant to a cynical contemporary world. (As bad as that idea is, isn't
purporting to speak for God a bit presumptuous at best, and blasphemous at worse?)

In Madonna, Strobel says he thinks Jesus "would see by her own admission that it's her sense of mediocrity and her
desire to overcome that that's driving her -- it's a self-esteem issue. She said her great drive in life is not just to be
somebody, but to be SOMEBODY. Well, to Jesus, she already is somebody. He was willing to sacrifice himself to
pay for her wrongdoing." Jesus, opines Strobel, would look beyond Madonna the media icon to see Madonna the
person, someone who lost her mother at a young age and who was turned off by the trappings of traditional
religion. If people have a less than compassionate concept of God than this, Strobel lays the blame on evangelical
Christians (1/8/95, Santa Barbara Press, p. D4).

Strobel authored a previous book in 1993, Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to Reach Friends
and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels. (The book is
also endorsed/recommended by thirteen more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max Lucado, Tony
Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill Bright, and Gary
Collins.) In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the message of truth, but
by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern style of worship, he
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simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs based religion. His
purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's obligation to worship and
glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is Biblical. His purpose is to
please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by nature of endorsement, Bill
Hybels' thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is that they are simply unchurched.
To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior (1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7).

-  As one would expect to find in a church founded and nurtured on the Fuller Seminary/John Wimber/C. Peter
Wagner principles of church growth, Hybels has a distorted view of the Gospel message. In Honest To God, he
seems to be saying that there are two different gospels, one for men and one for women. According to Hybels, the
gospel message for a man is that a relationship with Jesus Christ is essential in order to avoid "mindless
misinterpretations of masculine identity," while for a woman, the gospel is that Jesus Christ offers freedom from
being a "people-pleaser," thereby allowing her to satisfy her "need for inner security." These are obviously both
self-focused gospels that are entirely devoid of a recognition of man's sin problem. (Also sounds a lot like Larry
Crabb's "Need for significance/need for security.")

-  One of the busy spots at the 1997 National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) convention was the "Christians for
Biblical Equality" exhibit. This group made available the books Women Elders Called By God and What Paul
Really Said About Women. This radical group is calling for women's ordination and rejecting the Scripture texts that
forbid women serving as pastors and elders. Their statement said, "We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted
holistically and thematically. The Bible teaches that in the New Testament economy women as well as men
exercise the prophetic, priestly and royal functions. Women are to be used in pastoral care, teaching, preaching and
worship." Among those who signed this declaration was Bill Hybels. [See BDM report on the Biblical role of
women.]

-  Of the many unscriptural practices of Hybels and Willow Creek is the acceptance of women in leadership and
teaching positions. Willow Creek has had women elders since its founding in 1975, but now expects members to
expressly accept the right of women to equality as pastors and elders. An internal draft position paper dated
January 1996, which World magazine (3/29/97) obtained, makes clear Willow Creek's belief that "when the Bible is
interpreted comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in status, giftedness, and opportunity
for ministry," despite "a few scriptural texts [that] appear to restrict the full ministry freedom of women." A
document for elders on "The Most Frequently Asked Questions About Membership at Willow Creek," written by a
female elder, says, "We ask that Participating Members of Willow Creek minimally be able to affirm with integrity
the following: that they can joyfully sit under the teaching of women teachers ... that they can joyfully submit to the
leadership of women in various leadership positions at Willow Creek." The female elder also said, "… if you can't
embrace this teaching, practically speaking, you'd probably be happier at some other church." [Source: "Femme
Fatale: The Feminist Seduction of the Evangelical Church," World magazine, March 29, 1997 (reported in a 4/21/97
FBIS report).]

-  The Hybels family are big fans of psychological counseling. On pages 114-118 of their book Rediscovering
Church, the Hybels describe how they underwent psychological counseling. Lynne Hybels says, "In January 1991, I
walked into a Christian counselor's office. The choice to take that walk was one of the wisest I have ever made ..."
(p. 114). Lynne Hybels states that after she had entered counseling, Bill entered "a Christian counselor's office as
well." [What she refers to as a "Christian counselor's office" is really a psychologist's office (source: Jean Blunt,
Hybels' secretary, 12/19/95 phone conversation).] As a result of her "counseling," Mrs. Hybels states that she had
"discovered unseen wounds deep inside me ..." Did Lynne Hybels discover "unseen wounds" or was she
psychologically indoctrinated with the theories and concepts of psychology? "Unseen wounds deep inside" is
psychobabble used to transform oneself into a victim rather than one who is fully accountable to God for every
word and action.

Bill's [psychological] counseling taught him that he had been "driven by an unconscious drive" of "unmet
emotional needs" and a "pain driven pattern ... Through conversations with his [psychologist] counselor," Bill
Hybels "pursued a deeper understanding of his emotional needs," and he learned more about "unconscious needs
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that drive ... pathological pastors." Mrs. Hybels goes on to say that she and Bill may be "shame-based" and "so
hungry for love" (p. 118) [Minirth-Meier/Freudian psycho-speak].

-  In 1991, Bill & Lynne Hybels authored Fit To Be Tied. In that book, endorsed by psychologizers Tony Campolo
and Larry Crabb, they further reveal how they saturated their minds with psychological teaching. They say:

"We also agreed that taking advantage of the wonderful self-help resources available today greatly
increased our holding power. We went to seminars and workshops and conferences on marriage. We
listened to tapes on marriage. We read books on marriage. Oh, did we read books! We read together
and read separately. We read on vacation and read ourselves to sleep at night. We read books by
theologians and psychologists and marriage counselors. We read about the temperaments, personal
growth, workaholism, conflict resolutions, sex, stress management, how to relax, how to raise kids,
how to handle money. We latched on to every good idea we could find, and it helped tremendously.
Some people give up before they read the first book, or listen to the first tape, or attend the first
workshop. That's a tragedy. Only we are to blame if we fail to use the incredible resources available at
our disposal" (pp. 210-211). (Emphasis added.)

Because the Hybels saturated their minds with psychological books and underwent psychological counseling, they
now have a psychological interpretation of people's behavior, rather than a Biblical view. One young women
(whom they describe in Fit To Be Tied) is given a psychological explanation for her behavior, i.e., coming from a
"dysfunctional family where their needs are not met. They are so desperate to be loved and accepted, so lacking in
self-esteem and fearful of being abandoned, that they will cling to any relationship, even one that brings them pain"
(p. 36). This is the classical psychological interpretation of one's sinful and selfish conduct explained away as
arising from being a victim. "Dysfunctional family," "needs not met," "desperate to be loved," "lacking in self-
esteem," "fearful of being abandoned," are all psychological clichés and labels that are standard lingo of humanistic
psychologizers.

-  As indicated above, the Hybels have read a great number of counseling and psychological books and have
attended many seminars (Fit To Be Tied, pp. 210-211). Fit To Be Tied also gives ample evidence that they have
been strongly influenced by the psychological writings of Melody Beattie. Beattie is footnoted more than any other
person in Fit To Be Tied. For example, in chapter 12 there are eight footnotes referring authoritatively to Beattie
and her book Codependent No More. On page 196, the whole page is devoted to Beattie's theories, with five
footnote references to Beattie's Codependent No More. The reader is given the clear impression that Beattie is an
expert and is to be trusted. There is no indication by the Hybels who Beattie really is and what she teaches.
(Melody Beattie's books are also sold in Hybels' church bookstore.)

Who is this woman whom the Hybels respect so much as an "author and counselor"? What does she teach in
Codependent No More and in her two sequels, Beyond Codependency and Codependent Guide to the Twelve Steps?
Beattie's books from cover to cover are hard core humanistic psychology. But they are more than that. Codependent
No More is also a strong promotion and endorsement of Alcoholics Anonymous/12-step programs. Beattie strongly
advocates and teaches her readers to seek a "Higher Power," any "Higher Power." This Higher Power is not the
God of the Bible, but is whatever one conceives in his imagination. This is idolatry in its purest form. (A female
"elder" at Willow Creek claims "our higher power here [at Willow Creek] is Christ.") [Beattie also endorses and
highly recommends reading A Course In Miracles, which is full of hard core New Age teaching and was dictated
by a spirit guide (i.e., a demon) to its author. It is published by the New Age organization Foundation for Inner
Peace. Beattie also endorses the best selling New Age book in the U.S. -- The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott
Peck. (Like Melodie Beattie, Hybels likes M. Scott Peck enough to speak favorably of him a number of times in
his books and in various articles. Hybels never gives one word of warning whatsoever about this New Age guru.)]

-  In a 12-page informative paper (March, 2003) entitled Protestant No More: Willow Creek is Infiltrated by
Renovaré, Mary Fairchild presents a "partially insider" revealing look at two dangerous movements of our day. She
writes: "I went back to Willow Creek earlier this year only to discover my plans to be serving in the women's
ministry as a 'Biblical Titus 2 woman' were, in actuality, going to be serving as a 'New Age spiritual guide.' Mystic
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ways of praying (repeating and meditating) were being taught along with frequent references to Quakers and
Catholics. New Age authors like mystic Quakers Parker Palmer and Renovaré founder Richard Foster were quoted
frequently…" Foster, a Fuller Seminary psychologist, teaches quietism, mantras, centering, Buddhism, Yoga, etc.,
yet is promoted in thought and books at Willow Creek. Other big name occultists/mystics/New Agers, and/or just
plain false teachers promoted at Willow Creek are Carl Jung, Morton Kelsey, Brennan Manning, Karen Mains, M.
Scott Peck, David Seamands, Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, Philip Yancey, Mother Teresa, Pope John Paul II,
Gilbert Bilezikian, George Fox, Parker Palmer, Ignatius Loyola (Jesuit priest), and David Keirsey (author of Please
Understand Me II and Keirsey Temperament Sorter).

-  Hybels endorsed the book Secrets of Your Family Tree: Healing for Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families, by
Townsend & Cloud (psychiatrists employed at the time by the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics). Even though this
is a book built upon the discredited theory that one's past prevents him from having normal relationships in
adulthood, Hybels had no problem providing the following endorsement on the jacket of the book: "The materials
by Drs. Townsend and Cloud on 'Forming Healthy Boundaries' and 'Achieving Adulthood' is the best I've seen on
this very needed subject." 

-  Hybels is also a 12-step advocate. He admits in Rediscovering Church that the 1992 eleven-week series Hunger
for Healing "made its way into the [Willow Creek] weekend and midweek services." (Hybels and two associate
pastors taught the series at Willow Creek.) Hybels describes the series as:

"Hunger for Healing (based on the twelve steps of the [Alcoholics Anonymous] recovery group
movement) beckoned Willow Creek attendees to emotional as well as spiritual growth. Though such
teaching was beneficial for many people in the church, it was probably most reflective of and
responsive to the needs of many staff and lay leaders during that era" (p. 122).

This series was based on Keith Miller's book Hunger for Healing. This book is a total advocacy of Alcoholics
Anonymous and the Twelve Steps of AA and just about every twelve-step group imaginable. Miller attempts to
rationalize that AA and the Twelve Steps are Biblical. It has sold over two million copies nationwide and is a very
popular seller in the Willow Creek bookstore. The series is available in the Willow Creek tape catalog under the
title: DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO GROW? The series covers each one of the 12 steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous. The tape catalog describes the series as follows:

"The 12 Step Programs (such as Alcoholics Anonymous) offer people a way out of compulsive, self-
centered and controlling behavior. This series studies the 12 steps to recovery with an emphasis on the
underlying need for spiritual growth and healing" (p. 57, Seeds Resource Center 1995 tape catalog).

A Willow Creek brochure (no date, received 12/15/95) claims "Willow Creek Community Church hosts a variety of
12-step support groups for those desiring wholeness and healing." The various 12 step groups listed are: Alcoholics
Anonymous, Adult children of Alcoholics, Al-Anon, Codependents Anonymous, Al-Akids, Debtors Anonymous,
Emotions Anonymous, Over Eaters Anonymous, Incest Survivors Anonymous, Sex Addicts Anonymous, S-Anon
(spouses of Sex Addicts Anonymous), and Nam Vets Alcoholic Anonymous. [Must reading for anyone desiring a
fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages.]

-  Bill Hybels is also an advocate and promoter of self-esteem and self-love. The church sells a four-tape album by
Hybels with the following titles: (1) Source of Your Self-Esteem; (2) What Scars Your Self-Esteem; (3) Rebuilding
your Self-Esteem; and (4) Building Self-Esteem. (In addition, Willow Creek's tape catalog advertises two self-
esteem messages by a Dr. J. Allan Petersen with the titles Self-Esteem and Building Self-Esteem in Children.)

Since 1990, Hybels also has served on the board of directors of James Dobson's organization, Focus on the Family.
Dobson is the leading promoter of self-esteem in so-called evangelicalism today. Hybels also has close ties with
self-esteem teacher/possibility thinker/apostate Robert Schuller. (Schuller wrote the blasphemous book Self-Esteem:
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The New Reformation.) Hybels promotion of Schuller is understandable considering the fact that both preach a
gospel of self-love. [Christianity Today for September 8, 1989, had a picture of Hybels with Schuller and hyper-
charismatic, "church growth" guru Dr. C. Peter Wagner at Schuller's Crystal Cathedral.] Hybels also continues to
speak at Schuller's Institute for Successful Church Leadership conferences held in January each year. (More than
eighty homosexual and lesbian pastors and lay leaders from the Metropolitan Community Churches participated in
Schuller's 1997's Institute for Successful Church Leadership; one of the key speakers was Hybels.) Hybels reveals
his close ties, friendship, and influence with Robert Schuller in Rediscovering Church. Hybels describes Schuller as
"a man so highly esteemed" and "the only credible adult who had given us any encouragement" when Hybels was
starting Willow Creek. Hybels describes this 1976 meeting as a "divinely staged encounter" (p. 69).

-  Hybels endorsed the book Toxic Faith by Steve Arterburn and Jack Felton. (Tony Campolo and Robert Schuller
also endorsed the book.) This book mixes false religions with misunderstandings of Christian doctrine, calling both
"toxic faith," and offers solutions grounded in Freudian psychotherapy. There are numerous false teachings in this
book, some of which include the use of the 12 steps of Alcoholics Anonymous and concepts of humanistic
psychology. Toxic Faith is basically an advertisement for Arterburn's for-profit corporation New Life Treatment
Centers (now Minirth-Meier New Life Clinics). On the back jacket of Toxic Faith, Hybels says: "Steve Arterburn
plows new ground with this book ... 'It is a must read.'"

-  Another book Bill Hybels highly endorses and promotes is The Workaholic and His Family, by Freudian
psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (and three other lesser known psychiatrists). Hybels says in his book
Christians In The Marketplace: "For this profile and much of the information presented in this chapter, I am
indebted to Dr. Paul Meier and his colleagues ... To anyone who suspects that he or she is a workaholic or may be
married to one, I highly recommend this practical, informative book" (p. 58). The book is a blatant mixture of the
teachings of Sigmund Freud (the founder of psychoanalysis), humanistic psychology, and so-called evangelical
theology.

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Hybels is a serious proponent of "four-temperaments" analysis and Jungian personality theory. In his book Honest
To God (pp. 70-75), Bill Hybels says God used a book called Please Understand Me: Character and Temperament
Types by David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates, to revolutionize his marriage. Please Understand Me is an in-depth
look at psycho-occultist Carl Jung's theory of the four temperaments and the applications made by Myers and
Briggs in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test, a so-called tool for identifying personality types based on various
combinations of inborn temperament traits. In Honest to God, Hybels says:

"Do you and your spouse need to patiently understand each other's ways of behaving that stem from
different inborn temperament traits? Then do it! Or better yet, find a counselor who can give you the
Myers-Briggs test, and help you work through the results. It's an investment that could revolutionize
the most important relationship in your life" (pp. 74-75).

On page 80 of Honest to God, Hybels indicates in a footnote that he has taught these concepts to his congregation.
The book Please Understand Me is also sold at the "Seeds Resource Center," the Willow Creek Church bookstore
(as of 12/7/95). [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the four temperaments and their tie to
the occult should read Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan,
EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.]

-  Also in Honest to God, Hybels says that "journaling" is how he keeps "connected" to God. There is certainly
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nothing wrong with writing down your thoughts of God or insights from Scripture. But it is when Hybels decides to
listen to God that he runs into trouble. After he prays, Hybels asks God to speak to Him. He says, "Lord, you talked
to your children all through history, and you said you're an unchangeable God. Talk to me now. I'm listening, I'm
open." He then asks God four questions and often, "... gets impressions that are so strong and real I write them
down." His first question is, "What is the next step in my relationship with You?" If he senses nothing, he
interprets that to mean that everything is okay. At other times, God specifically tells him of some move to take and
he takes it. To his other questions concerning character development, family life, and ministry, God always gives
specific suggestions. God even will often tell him to write or call someone, or to give away a possession, or start a
new ministry. Hybels assures us that these promptings don't have to be understood, but they must be obeyed. He
promises that these "moments of inspiration will become precious memories" (see pp. 20-26). [It should be noted
that Hybels' methodology is used by various cults (e.g. the Oxford Group) and even in spiritism. What has always
made Christianity unique is that we have God's communication already, we don't need more. Instead, we are to
study and obey what God has already revealed.] (Reported in The Southern View Chapel [now Think On These
Things], Pastor Gary Gilley.)

-  For a revealing look at just how psychological Willow Creek has become (it does have trained psychologists on
its staff), see "Borne on His Wings," Willow Creek Magazine, 1990 (and reprinted in The Beacon, February 1992,
pp. 3-5). This article takes a Freudian approach to life's problems. For example, the article contends that "someone
with an abusive past will inevitably have a distorted view of God ..." and that, "Sometimes, like a physical
infection, our emotional wound has been 'covered over' without adequately healing, and must be re-opened. The
wound may require 'lancing' to heal." This language is typical of psychologically-driven systems which consider it
"inevitable" that those who have experienced abuse will have a distorted view of God and will need therapy to heal
the "emotional wounds of the past."

-  Hybels has endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which is
also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also says, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic Church, Colson says, it,
"to its great credit, does call heretics to account." One writer responds, "Indeed she does, having burned more than
a million at the stake!"

-  Luis Palau brought his ecumenical evangelism crusade to Chicago for eight weeks of meetings in the Spring of
1996. Bill Hybels supported this crusade (along with 1,500 other churches), saying, "I pray that all churches will
come together to proclaim the Gospel throughout Chicago ..." Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen,
endorsed the unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his
ecumenical evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals.
His messages are also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism. The 1993 Palau Crusade
in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives
wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen
by us as an important event in the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner."

-  Hybels was among a group of twelve so-called evangelical Christian "leaders" who met with President Clinton
on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White House. In fact, Hybels was considered a spiritual advisor to Clinton
at the time, "who consults him [Hybels] on a fairly regular basis" (3/16/95 ABC News Special, "In the Name of
God," Peter Jennings reporting). Hybels stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda. At
this meeting, Clinton spoke of the pain he felt when conservatives attacked his policies (such as furthering his
homosexual agenda?). [Among the other attendees with Hybels were hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, social
radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, and the psychologizer president of Taylor University, Jay Kesler.] (Reported
in the 4/94, Lofton Letter.)

In a 4/19/97 interview, Hybels said the president is not only a policy-maker, but a person seeking God --
"Generally, in evangelicalism I think people are glad that the president is meeting with spiritual mentors." Hybels
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was one of about 10 clergy Clinton invited to Arkansas within the first month of his 1992 election (including
apostates Robert Schuller and Tony Campolo). At Clinton's second inauguration, Hybels disclosed that he and
Clinton had met monthly. (Source: 4/21/97, Washington Times.) The 4/5/97 issue of World magazine said Hybels,
on inauguration day, faced the President and praised "the wisdom and the leadership and the vision in your life the
past four years." Hybels lauded "the development of your [Clinton's] heart, your increasing desire to know God,
and to live for him. ..." Hybels wanted Clinton to know "to the depths of your being that you are loved by God.
And, not incidentally, by many, many of us." (Source: 5/1/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  President Clinton's August 2000 appearance at Willow Creek for its annual three-day Leadership Summit
Conference was another prime example of Bill Hybels' total lack of spiritual discernment and/or disregard for the
Biblical doctrine of separation. During the almost 90-minute interview and question-and-answer session led by
Hybels, the president said he was in a process of "totally rebuilding my life from a terrible mistake that I made,”
referring to his immoral conduct with Monica Lewinsky. There was little genuine baring of the soul, however, and
certainly nothing spiritually edifying taking place at Willow Creek that day. Sun-Times reporter Ernest Tucker noted
that the president "seemed at ease, at times poking fun at himself. The audience applauded and laughed at his Jay
Lenolike quips." Even compromiser Chuck Colson noted that "you could have mistaken the setting for the 'Oprah
Winfrey Show'." The president offered "little mention of God and no mention of sin." Instead, he said in reference
to his affair with Lewinsky, "I wake up every day, no matter what anybody says, with this overwhelming sense of
gratitude. If I hadn't been knocked down in the way I was and forced to come to grips with what I'd done and the
consequences of it, I might not ever have had to really deal with it a hundred percent." He also noted, "two-thirds
of the American people stuck with me. That's an incredible thing. ... In a funny way, when you realize there is
nothing left to hide, then it sort of frees you up to what you ought to be doing anyway." Colson called the event a
"graphic demonstration of the Oprah-izing of American values," and observed that the president's words were
steeped in the language of American therapeutic culture, in which self-fulfillment reigns and one's feelings about
oneself are not only the center of attention, but the only criterion for judgment. But even if "American culture has
redefined sin and repentance," is it too much to ask that the Church at least maintain the godly definitions?
Apparently it is: Clinton left to a standing ovation of 4,500 "Christian" leaders. (Another 6,300 watched by satellite
at 15 other locations.) 

Even if one accepted the president's apology (Hybels called it "... one of the most clear confessional statements that
I have ever heard"!), it is fair to ask why so-called Christian leaders would give a standing ovation to a president
who at every opportunity had waged war on unborn children. From the very first day of his presidency, when he
signed three executive orders against the unborn, until the final year of his presidency, when he struck down a ban
against killing viable babies nearly out their mothers' wombs, Clinton had participated in shedding the blood of
innocents. Of this he has never repented or apologized. And this is not to mention his steady promotion of
homosexuality as well. For "Christians" the likes of Bill Hybels and his "leadership" crowd, morality is now private
and not public -- not in the sense Clinton seems to have meant, that what a man in power does in his "private" life
is no one else's business, but in the sense that moral standards are now personal and subjective and not eternal and
objective. Sins are "mistakes," one is not caught but "knocked down," and no one asks you to repent as long as you
learn from the experience, grow, and move on. And no one asks you to repent of sins (sins like promoting abortion
and homosexuality) you yourself do not feel are sins. So everyone felt good and Hybels pronounced what can only
be described as a feel-good absolution. At the end, according to the Chicago Tribune, Hybels and Clinton stood
before the crowd; Hybels then "put his arm on the president's shoulder and prayed: 'Thank you, God, that you wired
him up the way you did'." If feelings are what count in religion, then Clinton himself played the perfect evangelist
at Willow Creek. Eleven thousand approving converts in one evening is impressive. The episode at Willow Creek
was more than the "Oprah-izing of American values," it was the Clintonizing of  professing Christians who should
know better. [Source: "A Feel-Good Sacrament," James M. Kushiner, Touchstone magazine
(touchstonemagazine.com), October 2000.] 

One observer writes, "You’ll know that your church is becoming 'seeker-sensitive' when the worship service begins
to resemble an Amway convention run by pod people in polo shirts whose savior looks more like Bill Clinton with
sunglasses and a saxophone than the Son of God hanging from a lonely cross for the sins of the world."
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-  Hybels has also invited a Roman Catholic priest, Fr. Med Laz from Holy Family Church, into his Willow Creek
pulpit to share with the congregation "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics." In introducing Laz, Hybels told
how, at Laz's invitation, he (Hybels) had spoken to a conference of Catholic leaders at Holy Family, and that he
had "developed this enormous respect and admiration for this man as a brother in Christ ..." (transcribed from
audiotape M9010, "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics," Bill Hybels/Fr. Med Lax, Seeds Tape Ministry, a
ministry of Willow Creek Community Church). Yet Laz told of "really becoming a Christian" after he was already
a priest and that it happened through going to a motel room at 2:00 A.M. to see a young female acquaintance.
Tempted to go to bed with her, he resisted the temptation and felt so good at having done so that he knew he was
now a Christian. This "testimony" was greeted with enthusiastic applause, though it was hardly an example of what
evangelicals call getting saved, and it implied a priesthood made up of men who don't know Christ. While Hybels
admitted that he and the priest didn't agree upon everything, any differences were too minor to mention. Hybels had
only praise for Roman Catholicism and its false gospel. He told the congregation, "I believe there are some things
we can learn from the Catholic Church and I'd like to ask Med ... to tell us what are some of the praiseworthy
things of the Roman Catholic Church that you think Protestants can learn from ..." (Ibid.) 

Laz then boasted that Mother Teresa was part of the Catholic Church and Hybels implied that Protestants were
jealous of that fact. There was not a word concerning her own deficient testimony. Laz also boasted that Covenant
House, America's largest crisis shelter for runaways (with six locations), was run by Catholic nuns. Again, Hybels'
only response was approval. Laz also boasted of Rome's firm commitment to marriage, to which Hybels again gave
his full assent. Not a word was said of the more than 60,000 annulments given (for a fee) by the Catholic Church in
the United States each year and which make a mockery of marriage (National Catholic Reporter, August 27, 1993).
Many annulments are granted for "psychological" reasons such as being raised in a "dysfunctional" family or being
"psychologically unprepared" for a marriage that occurred decades before and produced numerous children -- the
ultimate in hypocrisy and cynicism. Typical is the distress of a faithful Catholic woman whose Catholic husband
was granted an annulment after a 30-year marriage and five children so he could marry again "in the Church"
(letter on file). (Source: 5/23/98, FBIS report.)

-  In October of 2001, Hybels invited a local Muslim leader, Fred Hammouda, to talk about Islam to Willow Creek
churchgoers. Hammouda was provided with this huge forum to spread lies about his false and dangerous religion.
He blamed the U.S. for recent terrorism and professed hate for the U.S. and Israel. He said Muslims consider Jesus
and other Biblical figures Islamic prophets, though not as important as Mohammed. It surprised many in Hybels'
audience that Muslims believe in Jesus [not the Biblical Jesus, of course]. The deception was evident from reactions
such as, "I didn't know they believed in Jesus," and "we have much in common." Some walked out, however, when
he said things like "The U.S. is responsible for terrorism." Hybels claimed that the dialogue was beneficial. The
12/01 Foundation states: "For any Christian leader to share a platform with a Muslim and blatantly allow a false
teacher to propagate error is unthinkable. Hybels has completely rejected … Paul's admonition for church leaders to
protect the flock and beware of false teachers and false doctrine (Acts 20:28-31). Rather, he has intentionally
allowed a wolf to enter the doors of the church and deceive the flock. This … reveals the extent to which one will
compromise once the Biblical doctrine of separation is rejected." (Source: 11/01, Calvary Contender.) After the
dialogue, Hybels said in an interview that the goal of the event wasn't to change longstanding views. "I don't know
that many views needed to be changed. I think questions were answered" (Chicago Tribune, Oct. 12, 2001).
Tragically, Muslims worship a false god and believe in a false christ; and the Bible says we are to preach the
gospel to false religions, not dialogue with them. Hybels would do well to follow the example of the Apostle Paul
on Mars Hill and boldly preach against false gods and proclaim God's command that all men everywhere repent.
Instead, he is unwisely pursuing the path of ecumenical compromise and soft peddle dialogue. (Source: 10/19/01,
FBIS.) 

-  By taking a "seeker sensitive" approach to evangelism and worship, Willow Creek is, in effect, unable to take a
firm stand on anything. In a 1991 phone conversation with a Willow Creek Community Church' spokeswoman,
their policy on abortion was defined. She stated that the church is "pro-life," but in order to avoid offending
potential converts, they don't tell anyone their stand unless they are asked. It was explained that the church
preferred to wait for the conversion experience before detailing what Christianity fully entails. Is this "model
church" only one example of the compromises being made regarding honesty with the prospective "targets"
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(unsuspecting unbelievers)? Did Jesus Christ use deception to win souls? Has the "Evangelical movement" as a
whole chosen this and other unlikely tactics to bring about its agenda? 

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971, and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is, again, a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God. Yet,
Hybels says of the NLT: "The New Living Translation opens up Scripture so all people can more easily understand
the life-changing truth that transforms the nonbeliever into a devoted follower of Christ."

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Bill Hybels is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
He has written articles for the Promise Keepers magazine, New Man, written chapters in various Promise Keepers
books, and has spoken at Promise Keepers conferences in 1994 through 1996. At a 6/94 PK conference in
Indianapolis, Hybels said many men vastly overrate how good they are in the eyes of a holy God. "But ask
yourself," he said, "how you stack up against Mother Teresa and Billy Graham ..."

[For more details on the philosophies and false teachings of those who are part of "the Willow Creek Family Tree"
(Schuller, Peck, Wagner, Laz, Bridges, Manning, Jung, Bly, and Beattie), see The Willow Creek Dilemma, an
August 2001 report by Chris Carmichael.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC). (See the 6/14/99
Christianity Today for the full text of the EC.) This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright,
and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by
R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and
criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document
that deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new
EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a
person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their
names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by
former critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to
admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of
EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 
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However ignorant Bill Hybels and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  The overreaching concern, common to almost all the critics, is that "seeker-sensitive" churches compromise the
gospel by tailoring their messages to non-Christians: that the use of polished entertainment, feel-good sermons, and
marketing techniques subtly alters the gospel that is being communicated. The author of two critical works on the
state of the evangelical church -- No Place for Truth and God in the Wasteland -- theologian David Wells says, "I
honestly believe [Hybels] doesn't think he's compromising the gospel by using cultural devices, but he seems
blinded to the fact that culture is not neutral. ... The problem is that culture is laden with values that inevitably go
against the thrust of the gospel message. ... Theoretically there are many groups they choose from ... including the
poor, the aged, students, Afro-Americans and Hispanics, but practically, church marketers exclusively target white,
middle-class, college-educated baby boomers" (7/18/94, Christianity Today, "Selling Out the House of God?").
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Bill Hybels
Christian News 7/91 Article*

"Commentary: Building a Church On Marketing Surveys"

(Dr. Balmer, who writes frequently on religion in America, is associate professor of religion at Barnard
College/Columbia University. He is author of "A Perfect Babel of Confusion: Dutch Religion and English Culture
in the Middle Colonies" and "Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory: A Journey into the Evangelical Subculture of
America.")

SOUTH BARRINGTON, ILL. (RNS)-The traffic will likely be the first thing to capture your attention during a
visit to Willow Creek Community Church. The main entrance to the church is a winding, four-lane driveway that,
just before any of the three weekend services looks more like the Santa Monica Freeway at five in the afternoon
than a church entrance on Sunday morning.

From the perspective of the traffic controller perched atop the church building, the succession of Cadillacs,
Toyotas, pickup trucks and Volvo station wagons resembles a military convoy headed for the front or a regiment of
ants marching toward a picnic. The traffic maven barks instructions by radio to a bevy of uniformed traffic guards
who guide the automobiles into a huge parking lot demarcated into sections-airport style.

Welcome to the weekend worship services-one on Saturday evening and two on Sunday morning-at Willow Creek,
an evangelical church in South Barrington, Ill.

Inside the lobby there are information booths and counters offering audiocassettes for sale. Several men in three-
piece suits (conspicuous in this casually dressed crowd) roam the lobby with walkie-talkies and earpieces, their
eyes scanning the crowd, looking very much like the Secret Service.

The worship service starts on the hour with a crescendo of music from the orchestra. The congregation sings one
song. A drama troupe presents a one-act play illustrating the sermon's theme. Someone gives a few announcements,
collects an offering and a preacher struts onstage to deliver a 40-minute sermon.

From the beginning to end, the service lasts one hour and 15 minutes, whereupon the congregation files back to the
parking lot and heads home.

If all this sounds like the product of meticulous planning and execution, make no mistake about it-it is. Willow
Creek has all the trappings of an efficient corporation, from traffic control to a child-care system during the
services, complete with photo identification cards.

The church was begun in the mid-1970s by Bill Hybels, a graduate of Trinity College, Deerfield, Ill, who
conducted a door-to-door survey in the northwest suburbs of Chicago to find out why people didn't attend church.

He discovered that non-church goers preferred to remain anonymous when they did attend church, that they
resented being dunned for money and that they generally found church services boring.

Armed with the results of his public-opinion survey, Hybels proceeded to design his own church to appeal to what
he calls the "unchurched Harrys" and "unchurched Marys." Accordingly, Willow Creek spends a great deal of time,
money and effort on entertainment. Visitors are never asked to stand and introduce themselves, as they might be in
other evangelical churches. The announcements before the offertory explicitly state that visitors need not contribute,
that they should consider themselves guests.

If numbers are the criterion for determining success, Willow Creek's formula is overwhelmingly successful.
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Approximately 12,600 people attend the church's worship services each weekend.

Despite the casual appearance of the congregation-shorts and T-shirts predominate-this is the Gospel dressed in
pinstripes. Willow Creek Community Church represents ecclesiastical niche marketing at its best. The
"management team" (the term the church uses to refer to its senior pastors and administrators) has carefully crafted
a program to appeal to the tastes of suburbanites.

The church building itself resembles a corporate office park, complete with a pond, a fountain, and a flock of geese.
But it has no Christian symbols whatsoever-no cross, no icons-so as not to frighten or intimidate visitors. The
ministers refer to their overall programs as a "product." The self-help ethic pervades both the sermons and the
many support or special-interest groups-singles, new mothers, alcoholics, those with sexual addictions.

Despite its apparent novelty, however, Willow Creek Community Church lies very much within the tradition of
American religion. The free market of religion in the United States demands that churches compete with one
another for their audiences. Here in the northwest suburbs of Chicago, that entails appropriating the trappings of
corporate America, with its ideals of efficiency and its careful attention to "consumer" tastes.

Evangelicals have historically adapted to popular tastes more readily than other religious groups in America.
Unconstrained by liturgical rubrics or denominational hierarchies, they have fashioned their message to their
audiences, whether it be the Methodist circuit riders on the frontier, the mendicant revivalists around the turn of the
century or the televangelists of the 1980s peddling their prosperity gospel to Ronald Reagan's America.

I find the slick, contrived professionalism of Willow Creek discomforting somehow, but that may reflect my
uneasiness with corporate culture. For 12,000 upwardly mobile suburbanites, however, the formula works. If
success is reckoned in numbers, evangelicals have shown once again that they can package the message to meet the
demands of the marketplace.

* This material has been excerpted from the Christian News of July, 1991, which in turn was reprinted from a
7/16/91 Religious News Service piece.
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The People’s Church, Willow Creek, and the Church Growth Movement

by Paul Proctor

I walked through the doors of The First Baptist Church in the spring of 1995 after having been somewhat of a
prodigal son for roughly 10 years. I had recently rededicated my life to Christ and wanted to once again be a part
of a loving church family. As I entered and sat down to the joyful noise of a magnificent choir and orchestra
praising God in song, my heart and soul were filled with wonder, excitement and great expectation. I was truly
being prepared for worship.

When the preacher finished his sermon, I was spiritually refreshed and energized for the week ahead. His
message had been clear, powerful, convicting, biblical and full of the Holy Spirit. Over time I grew to love this
brother in Christ because of his faithfulness and passion for the gospel. After visiting the church for some months,
I knew I had found a church home.

A couple of years later, the pastor invited me to lunch at a nearby country club he frequented where he
mentioned in passing his desire to eventually do away with the First Baptist Church name and simply call it "The
People's Church", claiming "that's what everyone called it anyway". Still taken by the man's persona, I smiled and
nodded in approval as he told me of wanting to take the church in "a new direction", away from the Southern
Baptist stigma that he felt had somehow hindered us in the past and move on greater things. Unfortunately, he
didn't elaborate on what that "new direction" was and I mistakenly assumed that he meant toward a non-
denominational identity.

In the coming weeks and months a new message began emanating from his pulpit not unlike what had been
coming from, of all places, the presidential podium of Bill Clinton during the height of his scandals. A re-occurring
theme of "tolerance, diversity and unity" seemed to permeate almost every sermon. It became increasingly clear
to me that the pastor's "new direction" was worldly and that he was now being guided by someone or something
other than God. Friction grew between the two of us over the course of time as his sermons turned away from the
gospel that leads to repentance and faith in Christ to the social psychology of get-alongism. Sure, the Bible calls
us to live in peace with one another, to keep and maintain healthy relationships with our brothers and sisters in
Christ, but NOT at the expense of God. The pastor I once held in such high regard began reciting "group-think"
platitudes like: "YOU CAN'T BE RIGHT WITH GOD AND AT ODDS WITH EVERYONE ELSE", meaning it was
now time for us all to compromise our conscience and convictions for the collective. This is the "Consensus
Process" at work, a 200 year-old socialist brainwashing technique known by social psychologists the world over
as the "Hegelian Dialectic."

For the benefit of those who have not yet heard of the Hegelian Dialectic, let me briefly run through it as taught
by Authority Research Center president, Dean Gotcher. The Hegelian Dialectic or "Consensus Process" is a 200
year-old, three-step process of "thesis, antithesis and synthesis", developed in the late 1700's by a german
named Georg William Friedreich Hegel that results in what we now know as "group-think". It is a system Dean
Gotcher calls "Praxis" that socialists have used for centuries to seduce, seize and control mass populations
without warfare. It is also in full operation here in the United States under such names as: "Outcome Based
Education", "Goals 2000", "Sustainable Development", "School To Work", "DARE" and many more. It's all about
embracing "tolerance, diversity and unity" for The New World Order. To put it in layman's terms; it's brainwashing.

Here's how it works: A group gathers, and has agreed beforehand that each in attendance will ultimately
surrender his or her own personal position on any given issue to the will or "consensus" of the group after
*processing to consensus* through dialog. In a Christian setting, the presupposition is that the group's will
determines "the will of God". The group's "facilitator", whoever that may be, mediates between sides, be they
"good and evil", "for and against", "republican and democrat", "liberal and conservative", etc., whatever the case
may be, often instigating heated confrontations between the opposing sides for the purpose of suggesting
compromise as the perfect solution to restore and maintain the peace and the relationships of everyone involved.
The resulting outcome or *consensus* is then re-introduced if necessary, at the next meeting for more "Praxis",
more dialog and more compromise until another "consensus" is reached. Then the "process" repeats all over
again.....and again....and again until the facilitator's desired outcome is achieved. Over time, the convictions and
concerns anyone may have had originally are processed away beyond recognition or relevance leaving one and
all to accept the facilitator's pre-determined outcome as the consensus of the group. It's no longer a question of
what is right or wrong, good or bad, lawful or unlawful, but rather HOW WE ALL FEEL ABOUT IT......no
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absolutes, no conscience, no convictions, no laws, no Constitution, no Bible and NO GOD!!!....only
consensus....and a contrived consensus at that. Pretty slick huh? That's the Hegelian Dialectic.

The "Hegelian Dialectic" is especially damaging to those of the faith who are compelled by the process to accept
the unacceptable in order to gain the approval of the group. It is the herd mentality of humanist thinking and an
abomination before God.

You see the Bible is FULL of godly men who stood alone and died fighting the heresy of the herd mentality,
including Jesus Himself. Being "at odds with everyone else" is EXACTLY what got Him nailed to a cross! He said:
"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it." (Matthew 7:13-14) This certainly doesn't bode well for pastors whose primary agenda is
church growth and big numbers.

It was not a tolerant Jesus who cleared the temple in Jerusalem of moneychangers with a whip or a tolerant John
the Baptist who publicly railed against King Herod for marrying his brother’s wife or a tolerant Paul that stood up
against Peter for alienating uncircumcised believers or tolerance that got most of the disciples beheaded or
crucified in the early days of the church. Yet, here we are entering a new millennium, crossing that illustrious
"Bridge To The 21st Century", as a re-invented church of tolerance, diversity and unity. As the doors are all
thrown open to anyone and anything, I ask you, is the church affecting the culture or is the culture infecting the
church? Who is proselytizing whom here? Look around and tell me what you see.

It wasn't long before a vulgar campaign for cash began at The People's Church as if someone was running for
political office, complete with banquets, dinners, awards, lots of flattering speech, testimonials, presentations,
private meetings and special attention given to the church's "big givers", (their term, not mine) all to benefit a
massive new building program that would put us in a high-tech "worship center" and twelve million dollars in debt.

Today when I walk into that entertainment complex on Sunday morning where a sanctuary used to be, I see a lot
of cushioned movie theater seats where pews used to be; a big multi-media projection screen where a wooden
cross used to be; a half dozen choreographed entertainers performing to applause where a choir used to be; a
jazz/rock band playing solos where an orchestra used to be; a young female singer leading simplistic chants
before a confused audience, where a music minister used to lead great hymns of worship and praise to God and
where a charming "facilitator" in a golf shirt preaches that we should all GO ALONG TO GET ALONG, where a
once humble man of God in a suit and tie used to courageously proclaim the Word of God.

Just the other day I was listening to a pre-recorded radio program on the internet called "Steel On Steel" hosted
by John Loeffler. He was interviewing a former teacher and expert on European history and philosophy by the
name of Dean Gotcher about the "Hegelian Dialectic" or "Consensus Process" and how it is has successfully been
integrated into the government, the media, the military, law enforcement, public education, colleges, seminaries
and even the church to centralize everything and unify us all into the socialist mindset of global governance. The
global-socialist goal is and always has been a one-world government and a one-world religion. They have used
the "Hegelian Dialectic" for centuries to control large populations around the world and steer them toward a "New
World Order". Near the end of the hour-long program, he casually mentioned a couple of Christian organizations
that were known for seducing churches into this "Consensus Process" with "progressive" church-growth programs
where compromising brings in big numbers. The temptation of such worldly fruit is obviously hard to resist, even
among the most faithful of pastors. Nonetheless, doing unholy things in the name of Christ does not make them
holy.

When Dean Gotcher mentioned one of those organizations as being "The Willow Creek Association", bells began
ringing, lights began flashing and all of a sudden five years of confusion, contention and controversy between my
pastor and me were INSTANTLY brought into complete clarity. OF COURSE! The People’s Church belonged to
the Willow Creek Association! Once my eyes were opened to their carnal ways through additional research,
combined with all that I had learned over the years about global-socialism, I became convinced that we, (the
church) had been brought into the "Consensus Process" by way of a socialistic humanist organization posing as a
Christian ministry, complete with "change-agents" and "facilitators" (wolves in sheep’s clothing) that I myself had
encountered personally from Sunday School to Sunday worship. Apparently, THIS was the pastor's "new
direction" for The First Baptist Church. It came as no surprise to later discover that Willow Creek's founder, Bill
Hybels is a dear friend and personal minister to the nation’s most renown socialist and "facilitator", Bill Clinton.
NOW I KNOW why my pastor began sounding so "Clintonesque" in his Sunday morning sermons some three or
four years ago.
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As I went on to research The Willow Creek Association, I discovered that thousands upon thousands of
established churches around the country were being transformed into sensory driven "seeker churches" EXACTLY
like ours under the guidance and direction of this organization, all with the same tolerance, diversity and unity
theme, liberal worship format, scripturally shallow teaching, heavy on the comfort and light on the conscience,
equipped with huge multi-media projection screens, large sound systems, exotic music, no choir, female ministers,
feelings-motivated skits, dance interpretations and heavily burdened with millions of dollars of debt from building
state-of-the-art entertainment venues they call "worship centers". I think the revolving disco ball sparkling
overhead at our dedication service a couple of years ago was a REAL poignant moment for me personally.

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is
not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the
Father, but is of the world. And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth the will of God
abideth forever." (1st John 2:15-17)

I have long-since worn out my welcome with certain members of the church staff by repeatedly protesting our
involvement in these ecumenical movements and carnal extravaganzas beginning with the "men's movement";
that emotionally driven, highly advertised, celebrity endorsed, spiritually misguided and now financially bankrupt
organization known as "Promise Keepers". The "Consensus Process" or "Hegelian Dialectic" teaches "facilitators"
to isolate, intimidate and even shame their critics into silence and cooperation with "hurt feelings" as their license
and authority. This too is carnal. Those seeking group acceptance and approval are powerless against it. Frankly,
I'd much rather have God's acceptance and approval than the herd's. You see The Willow Creek Association
always emphasizes "felt needs", unity, harmony, peace and human relationships over everything else...Just like
the United Nations. But, that's not the Gospel.

"Consensus" is all about compromising toward "group-think" not God think. It is conformity to the collective
through peer-pressure. This is the very heart of the heresy. Centralization toward globalism is the reason for
consensus and explains why so many big corporations have merged into government-controlled monopolies; why
the two major political parties have become almost indistinguishable; why national borders have become virtually
meaningless; why national sovereignty is being surrendered to the United Nations; why the Constitution is being
ignored by our own president; why "The Millennium World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" is
meeting in August to christen a One World Religion and world leaders from 160 nations are meeting in September
at the UN. for "The Millennium Summit" to initiate World Government, complete with its own criminal court, tax
system and standing army. Unfortunately, the nasty little secret about the consensus process is that any and all
issues discussed usually have a pre-determined outcome provided by the attending "facilitator". Imagine that!
Conscience and compromise can NEVER co-exist. They are ALWAYS incompatible. One MUST surrender to the
other for there to be unity. Consensus therefore, will ALWAYS lead it’s followers away from biblical absolutes and
Authority (i.e., "Thus sayeth the Lord....") to obtain the acceptance and approval of the group.

We all want to be loved don't we? Some of us are desperate to be loved. It is undoubtedly why so many have
given their lives to the entertainment and film industry and made Hollywood their "Emerald City". They have been
taught throughout the 20th century that if they could only be a "big star" they would be loved and accepted by
everyone. The desire to BE LOVED is natural but loving those that don’t agree with us is unnatural and difficult.
Jesus said: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This
is the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself'". Yet,
millions of children for over half a century listened and learned as The Wizard Of Oz told the Tin Man: "...a heart
is not judged by how much you love, but by how much you are loved by others." This is consensus over
conviction, covetousness over conscience and flesh over spirit, the heresy of Hollywood and the wages of Willow
Creek...following the crowd and the culture in order to be loved and accepted.

"There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death." (Proverbs 14:12)

The bottom line is this; Willow Creek is a showboat, sold as a Christian cruise that in time will be remembered as
another Titanic. The First Baptist Church is truly becoming "The People's Church", because that is exactly who
they have chosen to follow and obey...PEOPLE. Needless to say, after 5 long and frustrating years aboard this
wayward vessel, I'll be going in search of a humble fishing boat where the waters are calm, the nets are full, the
crew is faithful, and Christ is the captain, because as Paul Harvey says: "Now I know the REST of the story".

"They have not known nor understood: for he hath shut their eyes, that they cannot see; and their hearts, that
they cannot understand." (Isaiah 44:18)
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THE WILLOW CREEK IDEAL: SOCIALIZING THE CHURCH

"For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned
unto fables." (II Timothy 4:3-4)

I took a break from writing for a couple of months to further research the "seeker-sensitive", "church-growth"
movement; that tumorous plague that has become to the Christian community what AIDS is to the homosexual
community. Those who have been infected always deny it publicly believing in their hearts they are righteous and
extraordinary rather than depraved, dying and delusional.

The UN sponsored, government protected disease called political correctness entered the bloodstream of
Christendom sometime ago and is quickly becoming the accepted norm in churches across America thanks to
organizations like Willow Creek and Saddleback who serve as public bathhouses for the PC infected where it is
casually acquired and transmitted through the abominable practice of TDU (tolerance, diversity and unity); a
forbidden form of carnal indulgence that liberals teach as "love", but is in fact an abominable lie with hideous
consequences. PC ought to stand for poisonous candy; the sugar cube of socialists that was made fashionable in
the 60’s by flower children who didn’t seem to care that it was laced with a virus that attacks and weakens the
conscience and severely compromises, if not corrupts altogether the soul of a person who claims to love God.

Today’s carriers of this Christian-flavored humanism are currently taking over mainstream denominations by
flaunting a fluffy and flowery Disney World doctrine of feelings and emotion while living in utter denial of the
ancient wisdom and power found in the Great Physician’s own medical manual for mankind.

"……Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away. For of this sort are they
which creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts, Ever learning,
and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth." (II Timothy 3:5-7)

When first infected, an individual shows little or no visual signs of the disease and goes about daily life as if they
were perfectly healthy. However, as time goes by, symptoms begin to surface that drive them to various clinics,
conferences and counseling sessions seeking the fashionable remedies, theories, strategies and techniques of
social psychologists, marketing specialists and motivational speakers who peddle pantheistic potions and think-
positive notions to the "enlightened" for healthy profits and praise.

These hapless victims of a re-invented religion are won through flattery, seduction, covetousness and attrition as
their church sanctuaries are slowly converted into temples of doom where the PC gospel is eventually published
as holy writ by an unaccountable leadership who privately profits from preaching propaganda. Its carriers do not
really believe in the Word of God but rather in the consensus of popular opinion and the sensual gratification of
personal experience. Theirs is a selective morality, powered by adrenaline, that never infringes on anyone else’s
self-esteem or sensitivities yet provides a colorful and charming Christ-like costume suitable for the endtimes
masquerade called Apostasy.

"Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart
departeth from the Lord." (Jeremiah 17:5)

Instead of accepting God’s way as Holy and the world’s way as sinful, they busy themselves endeavoring to make
everyone else at church exactly like them through the micromanaging and peer pressure of accountability groups
while re-defining for those outside the church what being a Christian really is…. A codependent, hypersensitive,
emotionally fragile composite of compliance, complexity and contradiction with a fossilized happy face and a
tolerance for anything and everything but intolerance.

You’ll know that your church is becoming "seeker-sensitive" when the worship service begins to resemble an
Amway convention run by pod people in polo shirts whose savior looks more like Bill Clinton with sunglasses and
a saxophone than the Son of God hanging from a lonely cross for the sins of the world.

"And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be
damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." (II Thessalonians 2: 11-12)

CONVERTING CHRISTIANITY
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One of the most damning aspects of Willow Creek and the whole Church Growth Movement is the hypocrisy that
makes up its very foundation and operation. Having its members sign covenants, (which is expressly forbidden by
Holy Scripture), saying they will not criticize or complain about the church or its leadership is not just socialism
("tyranny with a smile"), but a coup de tat of the church and its Divine mission. Willow Creek was formed, as are
its member churches by surveying the lost and unchurched in each of their respective communities to gather a
consensus of what those specific people DO NOT LIKE ABOUT CHURCH that one may be built and/or designed
to suit them. So, the Children of God are to essentially shut up while the inmates run the asylum for the
hierarchy! I think the appropriate word here would be subterfuge.

The Willow Creek Association through its member churches have in effect silenced the Body Of Christ and
provided pagans, new-agers, atheists, socialists, communists, Marxists, humanists, homosexuals, feminists and
liberals in general thousands of sterilized venues where they can come and present their "felt needs" to those with
open arms and open minds.

By creating a politically correct environment for them to work in the UN can now steer Christians and their new
church of tolerance, diversity and unity right into global governance. (Just like socialists have already done with
the federal government, public education, the media, military, law enforcement and business community.) This is
just another of the many shrewd ways the UN is successfully conquering our country through attrition. It's the
Gramsci strategy at work.

By meeting the so-called "felt needs" of the godless, THEIR voices are heard, THEIR philosophies are made
known, THEIR music is played, THEIR religion is taught, THEIR ideologies are discussed and THEIR agenda is
carried out virtually unopposed in the corridors, classrooms and worship centers of every "seeker sensitive"
church in America. Bottom line is; the REAL students here are the silent, submissive, ignorant, gullible,
compromised and compliant Christians who are held at bay by global socialists surreptitiously destroying our
religious heritage through the church growth movement.

But its OK cause we're having a GREAT TIME at a GREAT CHURCH, with GREAT PROGRAMS and GREAT
MUSIC, in a GREAT WORSHIP CENTER, with a GREAT PASTOR, that tells GREAT STORIES and GREAT
JOKES, to a GREAT CROWD before a GREAT GOD! Consequently, the only sinner in a "seeker-sensitive"
church is the party-pooper who disrupts the "unity" of the "unequally yoked" by criticizing the UN¹s doctrine of
"tolerance and diversity".

Here's what the Bible has to say about tolerance:

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is
not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of
the Father, but is of the world." (1st John 2:15)

Here's what Jesus says about diversity:

"I am the way and the truth and the life. No man cometh unto the Father but by me." (John 14:6)

Here's what He says about unity:

"Suppose ye that I come to bring peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division." (Luke 12:51)

It should therefore come as no surprise to anyone that at the UN's meeting in September called "The Millennium
World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" they:

1. All but banned evangelical Christians from attending. 2. Condemned Christianity from the podium as the first
order of business. 3. Spent the rest of the time fighting among themselves for the best seats in the house. 4.
Agreed to nothing. (So much for "World Peace" and the UN’s PC gospel of tolerance, diversity and unity.)

There is absolutely no fear or reverence of God in a seeker-sensitive church because Jesus is your party pal.
He's a guy you can hang around when you want to, talk to when you want to, listen to when you want to, ignore
when you want to, embarrass when you want to, cry on his shoulder when you want to or joke about when you
want to. You can even tell Him to shut up if you want to. FEAR? OBEY? Come on! He's a bud! The nation of
Israel used to fall to the ground trembling in fear at the presence of Almighty God. People that realized who Jesus
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Christ was during his earthy ministry also fell down before Him in tears, shame and remorse, but not at a "seeker
friendly" church. LET¹S PARTY DUDE! cause GOD ROCKS !

In my quest to find a new church home, I accidentally sat in on another "seeker-sensitive" service last Sunday
morning at a Baptist church only a few miles away from The People's Church, the one I wrote about a couple of
months ago. As you might guess, I have managed to earn somewhat of a reputation locally for the controversy of
my convictions and compositions. Fortunately, no one at this particular church knew me when my friend and I
walked in SO, believe it or not we were invited to sit right up on the front row by the man I would later discover
was the church's pastor. (See God DOES have a sense of humor.)

We suspected it might be a seeker-sensitized church when we first pulled into the parking lot because I saw
"guest parking" signs all along the building. Because there was not a multi-million dollar "worship center" on the
property I thought I should at least give them the benefit of the doubt. (FYI: I did hear later that one was on the
way) Please keep in mind that none of these superficial things I mention are necessarily bad in and of
themselves. They're just simply trademarks and symbols of the product for sale inside. You see; it's all about eye
candy for the consumer, the marketing of comfort, convenience, excitement and aesthetic appeal. They didn't as
yet, have the Wal-Mart style greeters shaking hands with everyone at the doors as is common for Willow Creek
churches, but the taped music playing inside was really thumping as we searched for a couple of empty chairs.
(The absence of church pews is another sign)

It wasn't long before the church's rock band counted off the first number and buddy let me tell you THE GOOD
TIMES ROLLED! We had everything but an open bar, including some congregational choreography (line dancing,
for you rednecks) that would make even Bob Fosse proud!

When it came time for the pastor to head for the acrylic podium, (another trademark), he jumped up and ran
onstage sliding across the hardwood floor coming to a stop in front of a laughing and applauding choir. Yes they
still had a choir at this church. The pastor had obviously not yet done away with them as did mine at The
People's Church. I heard it caused a lot of heartache when he quietly called them all together for a special
meeting to inform them that their ministry was no longer needed because of the new music and singers the
church would be acquiring. It seems that part of the transformational process into a full-blown seeker-sensitive
church is the eventual elimination of the choir. I guess it's just one of those churchy things that the target
audience (the one's surveyed) really don't care for. You see, the Willow Creek way is to maximize the
entertainment value of the service by providing the audience with the best young and attractive singers and
performers available to give them more bang for the buck. Anyway as the choir laughed hysterically at this young
pastor's comical antics onstage, I thought to myself, "If they only knew."

You must understand that most people at a "seeker-sensitive" church have no idea what is being planned for
them. Frankly, it is quite common to find very few staff members at a seeker church that even know who or what
Willow Creek is, much less who is behind the entire church growth movement. The slow, subtle and steady
transformation of a traditional church into a "seeker-friendly" church is often planned and executed behind closed
doors using slick promotion, humanist marketing strategies, slight of hand techniques and even propaganda.
When friends write me telling of disturbing things they're noticing at their church, some will ask if it is possible that
their church has become a member of The Willow Creek Association. I must tell you it is a sad duty to have to
report back to them with the bad news.

When that "worship service" was finally over last Sunday and we drove away, I asked myself, "I wonder if these
folks would act like this if Jesus Christ suddenly appeared before them?" Something tells me that if the Lord had
walked into that room it would have become deathly quiet, after a few screams of course. The band would
probably call it a night. The preacher would instantly grow up and stop acting like a sophomore in gym class. The
congregation and choir would 86 the Richard Simmons Review and everyone would get right with God while
falling to their faces in fear and repentance, trembling before the King of Kings and Lord of Lords.

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and instruction" (Proverbs 1:7)

There's absolutely nothing wrong with neighborhood kids running, jumping, screaming, playing and dancing
around outside. But you know as well as I do if they all came inside YOUR father's house, especially on a
Sunday, he would demand that every one of them be on their best behavior out of reverence and respect. I can
assure you it is no different with our Father in Heaven. His desire is that we "Worship Him in Spirit and in Truth",
not turn our churches into playpens for bored and aging adolescents who are looking for cheap thrills and a place
to party.
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"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of
my Father which is in heaven. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name?
and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto
them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity." (Matthew 7:21-23)

AN EARTHLY KINGDOM

It becomes increasingly difficult for well-meaning Christians who support the church growth movement to taste the
poison in the candy they consume after having acquired such a sweet tooth for it through habitual exposure and
indulgence. It has been my experience that these sugar addicts who so passionately defend the seeker-service
almost always overlook and/or minimize it's humanist origin, diabolical doctrine, unholy alliances and closed-door
tactics. By contrast, I have yet to hear of a single conservative congregation that openly voted to join the Willow
Creek Association and pay consultants those astronomical fees to re-invent their church. Most of us simply learn
from alternative sources that our once conservative church now belongs to a liberal organization that is in
partnership with the federal government and United Nations promoting humanist values and ecumenical ideologies
through already implemented programs we know little or nothing about. As strange as it may seem, staffers
outside the senior leadership circle of CGM churches don¹t even know enough about Willow Creek to answer the
most basic of questions from concerned members. That in itself should alarm anyone whose church belongs to
Willow Creek or Saddleback.

Because each church that embraces the seeker-sensitive formula is at a different stage of transformation, it is
impossible to accurately assess the whole movement by simply observing the people and progress of a single
congregation or staff. One has to thoroughly research the origin, background, philosophy and agenda of those
leading the movement to properly evaluate it. In addition, it must be studied outside and away from Willow Creek
and Saddleback's own propaganda and pitchmen in order to ascertain it's true agenda. Even then, without the
discernment of the Holy Spirit, all of the research in the world won't make a blind man see.

Those who shoot from the hip to passionately defend Willow Creek and Saddleback are often frustrated rock
musicians and performers who have spent a lifetime seeking their own glory. When they become a Christian,
instead of giving up their lusts and worldly pursuits for the cause of Christ they instinctively begin searching for
some way to graft their talents and tastes into the church in order to gain notoriety, credibility, gratification and the
support of fellow believers. They deceive themselves into believing that just because they do it, enjoy it and it
draws a crowd, it must be holy and therefore suitable for service. Again, these are well meaning folks who simply
confuse faith with feelings. And as many of us know, our emotions can be VERY deceiving and self-destructive.
Essentially they try to link their carnal world to their Christian life to legitimize it before the eyes of men as if a
good performance was a true affirmation of faith in Christ. Liberals in particular have a hard time grasping the
idea that faith is not an emotion and spiritual gifts are not talents. They have yet to understand that God chooses
to glorify Himself not through our strengths, (talents, abilities, wealth, education, influence, etc.), but rather through
our weakness. Why, because OUR strengths and talents glorify us,not God. (Ref: 1st Corinthians 1)

Using our talents and abilities to accomplish even the most honorable of goals and charitable ventures for the
most part glorifies the flesh. However, when we forsake OUR strengths and yield to God's strength, He then
empowers us through His Holy Spirit to accomplish those miracles in life that our human strengths never could.
That's how mountains are moved, seas are parted, arks are built, Goliath was defeated, Lazarus was raised,
demons are cast out and souls are saved unto eternal life. The Apostle Paul addressed this issue in the 3rd
chapter of Philippians for those with the courage and faith to read it. This little known spiritual truth is so
discerned and empowering that those outside the faith cannot understand nor comprehend it.

You see, Satan tempted Jesus for 40 days in the desert trying to get Him to use His own strength, power and
influence to gratify, glorify and ultimately save Himself. Instead, Jesus chose to deny Himself and humbly become
weak in the flesh to the glory of God the Father thereby applying the Almighty's power and strength necessary to
live a sinless life and perform great works. By becoming weak in the flesh, He became strong in the Spirit in
complete obedience and humility before God the Father.

God expects no less of those who profess Christ. Unfortunately, applying one's own strengths, talents and
resources to grow the church is not only a key concept and marketing strategy of Willow Creek and Saddleback,
but is an integral part of CGM's modus operandi.

The church growth movement is also about building a kingdom on Earth through those church/government
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partnerships I mentioned earlier. The goal is to make these mega-churches the very focal point of every
community around the globe where social programs can easily be implemented and managed, like government
agencies and tools of the state. How soon we Christians forget Jesus telling Pilate before his flogging and
crucifixion: "My kingdom is not of this world". It therefore leads one to the next logical question. Who are Willow
Creek and Saddleback building this kingdom for, the coming antichrist?

Could we actually be witnessing the birth of the Apostasy? I think those who truly know the Lord Jesus Christ and
have studied carefully the books of Daniel and Revelation with a healthy Christian worldview have very legitimate
suspicions about the church growth movement.

As we see all of this wealth, power and influence coming together in a vast merger of government and religion
under the direction of the UN, I would ask you to look at the temptation of Christ as described in Luke 4:1-13.
Focus for a moment, if you will on what Satan said to Jesus in the second of the three temptations in verses 5-7.

"And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment
of time. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto
me; and to whomsoever I will I give it. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine."

Notice who it is that gives men great power and glory on Earth and what is required of them to obtain it. More
importantly, notice that Jesus never disputes Satan's claim. Furthermore, if Satan did not have the authority to
give such power and glory on Earth, it would not even be a temptation. I suspect some are getting chills right now
especially those of you who support the church growth movement of Saddleback and Willow Creek.

"Beware lest anyone spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments
of the world, and not after Christ." (Colossians 2:8)

AN UNHOLY ALLIANCE

Twice this week I have stumbled onto articles heralding the new partnership between church and state now being
manifested in the form of government-sponsored faith-based organizations where social programs can be carried
out by Uncle Sam's newest federal agency, the church.

Now that a REAL born-again Christian is on his way to the White House, many religious conservatives are
mindlessly celebrating the utopian belief that God will now be able to effectively govern these United States HIS
WAY with HIS CANDIDATE, George W. Bush through church/government partnerships. Well I have news for you
God-fearing republicans. The great commission given us by Jesus Christ WAS NOT "Go ye therefore into
government service and implement social programs in my name. That's Jesse Jackson's religion. What Jesus DID
SAY was: "Go ye therefore into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." (Mark 16:15) Furthermore,
scripture is explicit about not forming unholy alliances, which is exactly what is happening here. It's one thing to
give a cup of cold water to a stranger in the name of Christ and quite another to chain oneself to the enemy for
humanitarian causes.

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or
what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye
are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will be their God,
and they shall be my people. Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and
touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you." (2nd Corinthians 6:14-17)

The church is supposed to send it's own OUT into the world to proclaim the gospel of Christ, not bring the world
into a reinvented, government approved church to receive social services and government benefits. If you doubt
there is connection between today's mainline denominations and the United Nations then proceed to the UN's own
web site and view for yourself the DPI/NGO membership list. (Department of Information/Non-governmental
organizations) On that list you will find, among other Christian organizations the Southern Baptist Convention and
Christian Life Commission. After you view the list take a look at the criteria and responsibilities of its members.

As I alluded to in "An Earthly Kingdom", we do not live in a Christian world, nor are we governed by godly men.
Those who profess faith in Christ are essentially foreign missionaries in enemy territory to be about the preaching
of the good news of Jesus Christ, not going into business with politicians, bankers and globalists to carry out the
UN's global agenda. Not only is this partnership idea from the UN but participating churches and Christian
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organizations are required to sterilize their environments of any and all references to, symbols of, and discussions
about YOUR Christian faith and are instead to disseminate THEIR propaganda, implement THEIR programs and
pursue THEIR goals. Under such guidelines Willow Creek churches are already well on their way toward UN
compliance and government service. In addition, churches that are incorporated with a 501C3 status are already
in partnership with the federal government and thereby bound to UN treaties, guidelines and directives.

CGM churches have been sterilizing their sanctuaries, sermons and Sunday school lessons for years to draw in
unwashed consumers through politically correct doors to do what they do best…CONSUME. This, they believe, is
the success of the 21st century church; a church that comes of age abandoning her "First Love" for the harlotry of
compromise, consensus, consumerism and covetousness. The REAL church however, (the remnant) will have
nothing to do with it. Hearing the still small voice of the Lord, they are already coming out from among them like
sheep being separated from the goats. And because of their faithfulness, they will be ridiculed, harassed,
persecuted and in some parts of the world even incarcerated, tortured and killed, not because of outsiders but by
the betrayal of those from within the Apostate church who once called them brothers and sisters in Christ. It has
happened many times before my friends and it will happen again, not because I said so, but because the Bible
says so.

"...Yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think that he doeth God service. And these things will
they do unto you, because they have not known the Father, nor me." (John 16:2-3)

This is why CMG churches avoid teaching bible prophecy even though almost 90% of prophecy has already been
fulfilled. When you hear someone from your church's pulpit or Sunday school class say they don't believe Bible
prophecy should be taught or discussed because it is somehow beyond our understanding you'll know you've
heard from Satan himself because he knows he's doomed and doesn't want anyone talking about it. He has a
kingdom to build and a One World Government/Religion to run and he needs all the help and cooperation he can
get.

SIFTING THE SAINTS

I have received a lot of email over the last year from many who have heard the "still small voice" calling them out
of the seeker-sensitive church-growth movement and it's thousands of Willow Creek/Saddleback churches across
America. Many have shared with me heartbreaking stories of deception and betrayal by a corrupted clergy who
they once considered to be brothers in Christ. I believe with all my heart that God has allowed this movement to
prosper for a time that Satan may sift the brethren the way he sifted the Apostle Peter before Jesus' crucifixion
that Heaven and Earth may know who belongs to Him. It is a separating of the sheep from a gathering of goats
and a coming out party for the One-World Religion that will accompany a One-World Government under the
guidance and direction of the United Nations.

Just this week an article in the Chicago Daily Herald was brought to my attention by one of my readers describing
a recent forum held at Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois for the world's largest
religions. It was like a reenactment of last September's pageant of pantheism called "The Millennium World Peace
Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders" held at the United Nations in New York City. Included in the article
was a very disturbing and yet revealing comment that confirmed much of what I've been writing all along about
Willow Creek.

"All pathways to heaven and God are not the same; that's the reality," said David Staal, a spokesman for Willow
Creek.

As any bible believing Christian knows, this is the opposite of what Jesus taught. It is more of the Hegelian
Dialectic at work made famous by socialists for centuries and the driving force behind the New World Order...The
anti-gospel.

"Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John
14:6)

"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go in thereat: because strait is the gate and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it. (Matthew 7:13-14)

These two scriptures are the essence of the gospel message and yet many of today's "Christians" continue to
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follow Willow Creek's blind guides into the global abyss seeking the emotional gratification of group acceptance. It
is clear that those who remain loyal to the church-growth movement do so because it is where their friends and
family are and they just can't bear to forfeit such valuable relationships for the cause of Christ. It is a travesty that
the cross is so readily forsaken for the frivolity of compromised companionship. These poor souls never seem to
grasp that in doing this they exchange the "Agape" love of Christ for the "Phileo" love of ecumenism. Tragically,
some even convince themselves they can carry out a ministry by playing along in these "Temples of Doom"
forgetting the Apostle Paul's warning to not be "unequally yoked together with unbelievers". (II Corinthians 6:14)

The fact is Willow Creek and Saddleback utilize many of Satan's carnal tools to promote the global agenda
believing as socialists do, that the end justifies the means. The "church growth movement" is about growing
churches and budgets instead of Christians. It is "seeker-sensitive" because it is not God sensitive. It focuses on
"felt needs" instead of spiritual needs. So, rather than equipping saints to go out into the world to rescue the lost
from a culture of death they employ the culture's own singers, celebrities and salesmen to seduce them into their
apostasy by marketing a gospel of gratification. It is the harlotry of hedonism and the very antithesis of all that is
holy.

Regardless of what the spokesman said at Willow Creek's religious forum, "...There is none other name under
Heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved." (Acts 4:12)

It is still Jesus Christ plus NOTHING.

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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The Willow Creek Dilemma: Why Our Association With Them Is Wrong

The following report, gleaned from various sources, was presented to an overseers committee at my local
Christian Church in the Fall of 2001 in an effort to confront the church leadership about their increasing
involvement with the Willow Creek Association and their Church Growth Movement principles. Although the
overseers ultimately rejected the basic premise expressed in this letter and have continued their relationship
with Willow Creek's church resources and leadership training, I believe it is important that the specific
arguments about this issue continue to be heard despite the dated references. Since I am no longer a
member of this church, and I bear no ill will against many dear friends who have remained there, I have
respectfully edited out the name of the church.  

In the past several months (our church) has strengthened its relationship with Willow Creek Church, not only by
joining the Willow Creek Association (WCA), but also by frequently using Willow Creek resources, seminars and
conferences to train our church leadership. It is all part of a noble, heartfelt effort by (our church) to adopt a more
dynamic, aggressive program of evangelism in order to better reach the unchurched in our city area. Truly, it is a
commendable endeavor on the part of (our church), and on the surface, the strong ties to Willow Creek would seem
to be an advantage.

A closer examination of the general philosophy of the Willow Creek organization, however, poses a dilemma for (our
church) and brings into question whether it is in the best interest of (our church) to continue to be under the tutelage
of the WCA, its leadership and its resources. After weeks of personal research into the Willow Creek phenomena, I
have discovered that the organization is subtly embracing a worldly, humanistic viewpoint in order to succeed in
their evangelistic mission. This pragmatic evangelism has admittedly brought them success, but it has come at a
cost to their solid Christian position.

One of the most damaging aspects of this Willow Creek pragmatism is their association and promotion of several
"Christian" leaders and experts that are espousing unbiblical teachings. Not only is Bill Hybels a supporter and friend
to some of these people, but the Willow Creek establishment is actively promoting their books and ideas throughout
their system. Shockingly, Willow Creek is seemingly unconcerned about associating with people who openly promote
Eastern mysticism, humanistic psychology, and radical ecumenism.

The question (our church) needs to ask itself as it ponders its current association with Willow Creek is "Can two
walk together, except they be agreed?" (Amos 3:3). In other words, is our "walking together" with Willow Creek
exposing us to their apparent endorsements of unbiblical positions? And should we be "agreeing" with this?

Frankly, I am fearful that the unbiblical influences that have filtered into Willow Creek’s prominent ministry will
eventually affect the solid Christian foundations of other WCA members, including (our church). Therefore, out of
love and concern for (our church), I feel compelled to warn others about some of the questionable people and
teachings that Willow Creek seems to be endorsing to unwary churches like (our church).

The following roster of people are members of what I like to call the "Willow Creek Family Tree." This is a long and
growing list of so-called Christian leaders, New Age philosophers and humanistic psychologist who are directly or
indirectly validated by Willow Creek and/or its leader, Bill Hybels. Bear with me: it is a dense, interconnected
directory of names that might make you dizzy from its complexity, but it speaks volumes about how deeply
networked these false teachers are within the Willow Creek organization and how insidious their influence could
become to unsuspecting churches like (our church).

Robert Schuller

Schuller espouses the unbiblical "Self-Esteem Christianity," and is openly an universalist who commends all forms of
religion and philosophies, including TM, Zen Buddhism, Unity, Islam, Hinduism, New Age thinking and more. (Biblical
Discernment Ministries, website.) His article in the Summer 1986 issue of Possibilities magazine declared that, "The
Christ Spirit dwells in every human being, whether the person knows it or not." (pg.12)

Especially troubling is Schuller's connection with pagan philosophies, his stance on Transcendental Meditation and
his promotion of Hindu teachings. He says, "It is important to remember that meditation in any form is the
harnessing, by human means, of God's divine laws.... We are endowed with a great many powers and forces that we
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do not yet understand.... The most effective mantras employ the 'M' sound. You can get the feel of it by repeating
the words, 'I am, I am' many times over... Transcendental Meditation or TM... is not a religion nor is it necessarily
anti-Christian." (Peace of Mind Through Possibility Thinking (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977), pp. 131-132. (Of
course, it may be important to note that in fact TM is a religious practice, one that is used in Hinduism, and that the
repetition of "I am, I am" over and over is a direct replication of Hindu meditation, which is the very first step in the
Hindu attempt to find the universe within oneself.)

Schuller is also a strong believer of "Self-Esteem" Christianity, which really isn’t Christianity at all, but more
humanistic and New Age. Among the many disturbing quotes from his book, Self-Esteem: The New Reformation,
are these sacrilegious gems:

"Classical theology has erred in its insistence that theology be ‘God-centered,’ not ‘man-
centered.’" (p. 64)
"The Cross sanctifies the ego trip. For the Cross protected our Lord’s perfect self-esteem from
turning into sinful pride." (p. 75)
"Christ is the Ideal One, for he was Self-Esteem Incarnate." (p.135)
"And what is hell?... A person is in hell when he has lost his self-esteem." (p.14-15)

These quotes and many more like them reveal Schuller’s mistaken doctrine. Despite this, however, it is widely
known that Schuller and Bill Hybels have a mentor/disciple relationship that began in the 1970s and is still going
strong today.

Hybels readily admits his close ties, friendship, and influence with Robert Schuller in his book, Rediscovering
Church. Hybels describes Schuller as "a man so highly esteemed" and "the only credible adult who had given us any
encouragement" when Hybels was first starting Willow Creek. Hybels describes this 1976 meeting as a "divinely
staged encounter" (p. 69). Schuller also revealed his mentoring relationship with Bill Hybel when he gave this
statement: "I am so proud of him … I think of him as a son. I think of him as one of the greatest things to happen in
Christianity in our time. … Bill Hybels is doing the best job of anybody I know!" (G.A. Pritchard, Willow Creek
Seekers Services: Evaluating a New Way of Doing Church, Baker: 1996., p. 56)

Their strong relationship is also publicly evidenced by Hybels’ willingness for many years now to attend Schuller’s
annual Institute of Successful Church Leadership conference at the Crystal Cathedral as teacher and speaker.
Hybels, in fact, just made an appearance at the 2001 conference this January. More recently, Hybels was the guest
speaker on Schuller’s Hour of Power telecast in May 2001. (Crystal Cathedral and Hour of Power websites.)

The unmistakable Schuller-Hybels connection is quite disturbing, regardless of whether Hybels technically agrees
with all of Schuller’s "self-esteem" gospel or not. Basically, by ignoring Schuller’s heretical teachings and publicly
associating with him, Hybels has given the impression of endorsing and approving Schuller’s wayward theology and
knowingly leading his Willow Creek followers into deception. Wouldn’t it be prudent for (our church) to distance itself
from an organization that appears to support Robert Schuller’s teachings?

C. Peter Wagner

Peter Wagner is a radical Pentecostal/Charismatic who came from the academic halls of Fuller Theological Seminary
and has strategically placed himself into the middle of an international network of "Christian" activities to help
implement, organize and dominate a Global Church within the coming New World Order. (If this sounds disturbingly
New Age, then your feelings are correct.) Currently, Wagner is President of Global Harvest Ministries whose main
objective states: "From day one we have joined hands with Jesus of whom it was said, "The Son of God was
manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil" (1 Jn. 3:8). Our mandate is to weaken the "god of this age"
that he will no longer be able to blind the minds of men and women who are lost. We know that you are ready for
war!" (Doesn’t Scripture say that Jesus Himself will destroy the devil, not any effort by Global Harvest?)

Through Global Harvest Ministries and it offshoots, Wagner Leadership Institute and the World Prayer Center
(WPC), Wagner is training future Christian leaders, tracking thousands upon thousands of churches by computer,
and creating a "New Way" in which the Holy Spirit is working in this age. Dr. Wagner says, "We see our task as
getting people in touch with one another to form interactive, human web networks that are properly equipped to
wage effective spiritual warfare." The WPC is "a fully equipped nerve center with data and information about prayer
needs throughout the world [which]... networks prayer ministries, denominations, churches and cell groups. This
creates a united prayer front that will end Satan's attempt to divide and isolate believers, and to blind so many to the
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Gospel of Jesus Christ. (These are quotes from the World Prayer Center website. My emphasis.)

For anyone who has studied the current push in today’s headlines for a One World Order and a unified Global
Chuch, Wagner’s agenda conjures up an endtime scenario straight out of the Book of Revelation. My question is, as
this WPC network becomes stronger and more powerful, how will it be used to identify Christians who don’t agree
with Wagner’s global, ecumenical One World Church? Will WPC label them as part of "Satan’s attempt to divide
believers" and make war with them? Let’s hope not.

So what specifically is Wagner doing? As part of his networking plan, he recently founded the idea of the "New
Apostolic Reformation" where apostles and prophets are rising up to take control of the Church. Dr. Wagner recently
proclaimed himself "presiding apostle" of a coalition of 200 "true" apostles by forming the "International Coalition of
Apostles." Their mandate, of course, is to build and usher in the Kingdom of God. Wagner and his apostolic brethren
purport to speak for our Lord and they claim to hold the greatest authority over the direction of the Church and the
lives of God's people. These apostles & prophets are the people that the majority of the other leaders in the
charismatic movement look to for new insights, revelation, and vision for the future of the Church.

For the last fifteen years, Wagner’s Apostolic Conferences all over the country are boldly proclaiming in their
advertisements that God is "shifting and establishing His governmental foundation." They urge, therefore, that we
must all come under their apostolic authority. (Source: Inner-City Discernment Ministry.) Among his Apostolic
buddies are Ted Haggard, Bill Hamon, Cindy Jacobs, John Eckhardt and Chuck Pierce. (Pierce, who oversees
Wagner’s World Prayer Center, has said he has the "authority to gain the keys..." and often gives unbiblical first-
person revelations from God to "entire tribes and nations." --- C. Peter Wagner's Prayer Track News, 1997.) 

The most disturbing thing about Peter Wagner is that he is never really in the forefront of the Apostolic network and
their adjacent false movements, and he is very shrewd about not being in the limelight. On the contrary, he merely
aligns himself with this specific group of questionable Christian leaders, "apostles and prophets," and allows them to
blatantly spread their false gospel, while he quietly supports them in the background. At all these "Apostolic"
conferences, Wagner is called the "convener," which clearly reveals him as the power behind the movement. In fact,
he describes himself as a "horizontal" apostle, which means that he is the behind-the-scenes apostle who organizes
and empowers the "vertical" apostles within his looseknit organizations who deal with God’s message. (Global
Harvest website.) Wagner’s true colors, however, are exposed when you see the list of his closest associates, which
include the late John Wimber, James Ryle, Jack Deere, Mike Bickle, Paul Cain, and more. Some of their false
doctrines, movements, and organizations include Vineyard, Latter Rain, Manifested Sons of God, Cleansing Stream,
Holy Laughter, and being slain in the Spirit.

Wagner is also involved in Spiritual Warfare, or what I call, "demon-chasing." In a 1997 memo to participants in
Wagner’s International Spiritual Warfare Network, Wagner urged members to do spiritual battle against a demonic
entity known as the "Queen of Heaven." There is no Biblical basis for this, but apparently, Wagner and others are
actively working to uncover the "seat" of this Queen of Heaven and destroy her influence there. They are using
extra-biblical revelations from some of their operatives and are also using bizarre, mystical interpretations from
Scripture to track this demonic influence in the world and "take that land back for the kingdom." This, unfortunately,
is all part of Wagner’s belief that the main reason people do not accept Christ is because of demonic, territorial
spirits, and not because of people’s sinful natures. (John Hart’s Review of Peter Wagner, Journal of the Grace
Evangelical Society, Spring 1997.) Much of Wagner’s teaching points to the devil, but very little on the Person of
Jesus Christ.

Wagner’s interest in demonology seems to stem from his tendency to merge paganism and Christianity in a shocking
but subtle manner. In "Territorial Spirits" p.179 he states: "In this way the Jews resolved the problem of the one and
the many. There was only one God, and he was their god for ever. All other spiritual forces, be they good or bad,
were ultimately of his creation, under his control and assigned as tutelary deities to other nations. ...The nations
which ruled the ancient world were under the supervision of their angel-princes, who in their turn were under the
ultimate control of Yahweh, the Lord of heaven and earth..." (Note that pagan ‘gods’ and spirits are seen as under
Yahweh, and acknowledged as "tutelary deities." Where does the Bible teach about a hierarchy of little gods under
the control of one big god?)

Unfortunately, much of what Wagner uses to back up his claims are based upon extra-biblical sources, since none of
his ideas have any connection to Scripture. For example, Wagner’s spiritual warfare book, "Territorial Spirits," is a
compilation of the writing of such people as Paul (David) Yonggi Cho, Larry Lea, Jack Hayford and others who
accept the neo-dominionist doctrines. This book is an anti-biblical book which teaches that Christians can
dispossess Satan’s angels from their seats of authority over geographical areas. (Biblically, these spiritual entities
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will not be put down until Jesus Christ returns. [Revelation 19-20.] Wagner, again, has usurped Christ’s authority.)

Wagner’s obsession with demons and "signs and wonders" seems to have started at Fuller Theological Seminary
where he was a "think tank" genius who created methodologies and strategies for the reintroduction of fake gifts and
mission to the churches. He was the professor of Fuller’s School of World Mission, and was a disciple and close
associate of John Wimber. He co-authored the Fuller course MC510 Signs and Wonders with Wimber and took this
course globally to every continent. He and Wimber were the implementers of the so-called restoration of the missing
holy spirit to the Churches.

Because of this unbiblical belief in a "new and improved" holy spirit, Wagner has publicly affirmed many charismatic
deceptions, like the "gold fillings" miracles in Latin America, where people have reported having regular fillings in
their mouth changed to gold by the power of God. (Wagner’s Confronting the Powers, p. 59.) His reliance on extra-
biblical spirituality is so strong, in fact, that Wagner seems to indicate that occult practitioners have superior
knowledge to Christians. He states in Confronting the Powers that "certain people such as shamans, witch doctors,
practitioners of Eastern religions, New Age gurus or professors of the occult on university faculties are examples of
the kind of people who may have much more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than most Christians have." He
goes so far as to advocate that Christians attempt "first-hand research into the world of darkness" and chides those
who are unwilling to listen to "independent expertise in demonology." (Powers, Wagner. p. 147.) This, however, is a
direct contradiction of God’s command not to attempt contact with the spirit world.

In mainstream Christian circles, however, little is known about his bizarre charismatic leanings; Wagner is mostly
recognized as one of the founders and advocates of the "Church Growth Movement" that has heavily influenced
Willow Creek and Saddleback Church. As a leader in the growth movement, Wagner has consistently pushed for
extreme ecumenicalism as a way to bring forth a global church. On page 87 of Territorial Spirits, Wagner says a
"spirit of religion" and its insistence on dogma is dividing Protestants, Catholics, and others. He says we must resist
this "spirit" and "insist that everyone who names the name of Jesus Christ and holds that name as their only hope of
salvation is our brother or sister." (Don’t Mormons "name the name" of Jesus, too?) Unfortunately, Wagner does not
differentiate between doctrinally-sound churches and those churches that proclaim Christ under a false gospel. As a
result he preaches unity over truth and leads others to accept error for the sake of global evangelism.

Nonetheless, Bill Hybels has been indoctrinated by Wagner’s work through the Church Growth field, and continues to
follow his teachings. Hybels’ books frequently quote Wagner as an expert, they have spoken together at Schuller
conferences, and in Christianity Today, September 8, 1989, there was a picture of Hybels with Schuller and Dr.
Wagner at Schuller's Crystal Cathedral. As of July 2001, Wagner had a best-selling book, Finding Your Spiritual
Gifts, in Seeds bookstore at Willow Creek.

It is not hard to see Wagner’s influence on Willow Creek as a ecumenical organization that has linked up with
thousands of other churches through the WCA. Willow Creek is the perfect Wagnerian prototype megachurch and
has definitely set itself up to be at the forefront of Wagner’s vision for a global church.

Unfortunately, (our church) has allowed itself to be put in the Wagner database through WCA.

(NOTE: As early as 1996, (our church) has favorably cited both Robert Schuller and C. Peter Wagner. Both men are
referenced often in (our church)’s Leadership Community Retreat Handbook of April 1996. This was the church’s
first such "leadership" event in its history, and the handbook exclusively used quotes from Schuller or Wagner as a
guide for (our church)’s future vision. Though the quotes are void of controversial theological content, their inclusion
was certainly an indirect promotion of these men’s false teachings among (our church) leadership. Just seeing these
quotes in (our church) publications can only lead our congregation into believing that Schuller and Wagner are men
to be trusted and revered as solid Christian leaders.)

Brennan Manning

Brennan Manning is a New Age/Christian mystic who used to be a Roman Catholic priest. In the last ten years he
has become a popular author and speaker among the "evangelical" church, yet he shouldn’t have even gotten his
foot in their door. His teachings of "spiritual contemplation" are filled with unbiblical ideas, Eastern mysticism and
dangerous New Age meditation techniques, and yet Manning is so charming, seductive and cunning that he easily
takes advantage of undiscerning Christians.

Manning overemphasizes the love and grace of God while ignoring His attributes of justice, righteousness and
holiness. He teaches that Jesus has redeemed all mankind. (Beware of Wolves in Sheeps Clothing by Mike
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Gendron, from Reaching Catholics for Christ website.) In Manning’s bestselling book, The Ragamuffin Gospel he
writes: "False gods--the gods of human understanding-- despise sinners, but the Father of Jesus loves all, no matter
what they do. But of course this is almost too incredible for us to accept." (My emphasis.) Of course, Manning
doesn’t point out that God’s word thinks it is too incredible to accept, too: "Thou dost hate all who do iniquity." Psalm
5:5.

It’s obvious, however, that Manning has little use for Scripture and he shows his disdain for those who do. He says,
"I am deeply distressed by what I only can call in our Christian culture the idolatry of the Scriptures. For many
Christians, the Bible is not a pointer to God but God himself. In a word-- bibliolatry... I develop a nasty rash around
people who speak as if mere scrutiny of its pages will reveal precisely how God thinks and precisely what God
wants." (The Signature of Jesus, Manning)

Unfortunately, Manning’s answer to ascertaining God’s thinking is by using occult meditation practices instead of
Scripture. In his book The Signature of Jesus, Manning teaches his readers how to pray by using an eight-word
mantra. He says, "the first step in faith is to stop thinking about God at the time of prayer" (p.212). (WHAT?) The
second step is "without moving your lips, repeat the sacred word [or phrase] inwardly, slowly, and often." If
distractions come, "simply return to listening to your sacred word" (p.218). He also encourages his readers to
"celebrate the darkness" because "the ego has to break; and this breaking is like entering into a great darkness"
(p.145). Manning’s direction is in direct conflict with Jesus who said, "He who follows me shall not walk in darkness"
(John 8:12), and is a practice that sets people up for serious deception and demonic influence.

This dangerous technique, however, is just one of the many New Age mind-emptying methods that Manning teaches
in The Signature of Jesus. Some of the unbiblical techniques include: centering prayer, paschal spirituality, the
discipline of the secret, mineralization, practicing the presence, inner integration, yielding to the Center, notional
knowledge, contemporary spiritual masters and masters of the interior life.

Is it any wonder that Manning practices these techniques and claims to have had visions and so-called encounters
with God? No doubt Manning has truly had these experiences, and so will his followers who try his techniques, but
they will not find true intimacy with God. Yes, they may have special feelings and experiences, and they may "feel"
closer to God. However, in the process they will actually move away from Him as a result of a counterfeit spirituality.

For example, one of Manning’s dreams was about judgment day. In his dream, Manning describes how everyone
from Adolf Hitler to Hugh Hefner are seen going before Jesus to be judged, as is Manning. When Manning comes
forward, however, God does not really judge. Instead, says Manning, "He takes my hand and we go home." The
implication, of course, is that everyone from Hitler to Hefner will be similarly treated. In Manning’s teaching, God is a
universalist who accepts everyone. (The Signature of God, p. 239-242.) In an earlier book, Gentle Revolutionaries,
Manning recounted the same dream and wrote that God told him, "I am not your judge." This part was strangely
omitted from his later accounts.

Brennan Manning, then, is a dangerous influence on the Christian world. His books promote the use of psychology,
New Age/occult meditation, ecumenism, and universalism, and yet he is still popular in Christian circles. One of his
popular books written for children, The Boy Who Cried Abba, is a mystical parable about the journey of a boy who
must go into a dark cave called Bright Darkness to find acceptance from God. Again, Manning is leading his readers
to embrace darkness and error. Even worse, he is targeting his message to kids, too.

Worse still, these Manning books are accepted by the Willow Creek organization, which proudly sells them in their
bookstore. In fact, Manning’s book Ruthless Trust is currently #9 on Seeds Bestseller List. (Willow Creek website,
July 2001.) So why does (our church) lean on the expertise of a Manning supporter and New Age propaganda
machine like Willow Creek?

Fr. Med Laz

Father Med Laz, a Catholic priest from the Chicago area, is not a prominent figure in mainstream Christianity, but I
make mention of him because he was recently asked by Bill Hybels to speak at Willow Creek to tell his Protestant
audience about the virtues of Catholicism. In fact, Hybels wanted his congregation to learn about ways the Catholics
are superior to them.

In a message entitled, "What Protestants Can Learn from Catholics" (Seeds Tape Ministry, # M9010), Hybels told
the congregation, which looks to him for leadership and guidance, "I believe that there are some things we can learn
from the Catholic Church and I’d like to ask Med... to tell what are some of the praiseworthy things of the Roman
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Catholic Church that you think Protestants can learn from..."

Priest Laz stepped forward and began to boast of Mother Teresa, Covenant House shelter, and Rome’s firm
commitment to marriage. During the whole presentation, Hybels had nothing but praise for Roman Catholicism and
the points Laz made. Apparently differences where too minor to mention. The point of this message was for Hybels
to promote the idea of unity and ecumenism between the two faiths, and to show the basic equality of their beliefs
as "brothers in Christ."

Ultimately, this approach was a slap in the face to the martyrdom of thousands upon thousands of Christians
throughout history who were killed by Rome because of their desire to reject Catholicism’s false dogmas and cling to
the true Gospel. What exactly did Martin Luther risk his life for? Was Luther’s zeal to return to the simple truths of
Jesus Christ so misguided that Hybels felt a need to lead his congregation back into a loving acceptance of
Catholicism? What exactly was the point of this exercise?

Surely there were people in the audience who had left the burdens of Catholicism for a more biblical Christianity,
only to be confused by Hybel’s implied endorsement of Rome. Were they wrong in leaving the Papal church?
Should they go back? Clearly, Hybels was irresponsible in his eagerness to embrace his Catholic brothers and
promote them in his church. What purpose did it serve, except to be a repudiation of the Protestant position?

Worse yet, Hybels let his priest friend make statements that went unchallenged, thus implying that his statements
were correct. Not only did Hybels not enlighten his congregation to the unscriptural authority and infallibility of the
Pope and the Catholic priesthood (with its heretical worship of Mary, the lie of purgatory, and the grievous
transubstantiation of their Communion), but he also allowed Laz to freely promote several examples of Catholic
"superiority" as truth.

For example, there is overwhelming proof that Mother Teresa had a deficient testimony, by her open acceptance of
Hinduism and Buddhism within her ministry, for example. Covenant House is a chain of runaway shelters run by
nuns that seeks to rescue desperate, lost youth, but does not try to save them with the gospel of Jesus Christ, even
when they ask about salvation. And the myth of the solid institution of Catholic marriages is laughable, when the fact
is exposed that the Catholic Church makes a mockery of marriage by granting more than 60,000 annulments each
year for a fee. Just ask the faithful Catholic wife who is suddenly "not married" after 30 years because her husband
wants to marry someone else "in the Church." Is this really a "commitment to the sacredness of matrimony" as
Hybels concurred with Laz? (Way of Life website: Bill Hybels and the Roman Catholic Church, David Cloud.)

That Hybels would allow such Catholic propaganda to be dispensed from the Willow Creek pulpit is a sad indication
at how misled Hybel’s passion for ecumenism has become. If Hybels came to (our church) and did the same thing, I
am aware of a number of ex-Catholics in our congregation who would be very disturbed or confused by this
presentation, in light of their heartfelt conversions to Protestantism. In fact, if our church really accepts this Willow
Creek call for "Christian unity," why don’t we just have a spokesman for the local RLDS (Community of Christ)
Church come to our church so we can learn about the "praiseworthy things" in their so-called "Christian" faith?

By associating with Willow Creek and their irresponsible support of ecumenism, (our church) is indirectly endorsing
their action of "watering down" the importance of the truth of essential Protestant doctrines that instead should be
maintained and vigorously defended.

William Bridges

William Bridges, Ph.D., is the nation's leading "Change Theorist", and was past president of the Association for
Humanistic Psychology, which is grounded in the application of the tradition in psychology. AHP is "concerned with
psychotherapy and issues of social concern. And it is in Transpersonal Psychology (Association for Transpersonal,
Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, New Age, East-West, the Consciousness Movement, Noetic Sciences); the
Growth Center and Human Potential Movements; the Self-Esteem and Addiction Recovery Movements; Family
Therapy, Holistic Health and Hospice, and Organizational Development and Organization Transformation. It is
philosophically aligned with the post-modern philosophy of science, constructivist epistemology, structuralism, and
deconstructionism. We also could include green politics, deep ecology, the feminist and gay rights movements, and
the psycho-spiritual wing of the peace movement." (AHP website. My emphasis.)

Although Bridges is not a Christian author, his new book, Way of Transition is sold at Willow Creek’s Seeds
Bookstore and is on their Top Ten bestseller list as of July 2001. (Willow Creek website.)
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According to Bridges, transition is the internal journey caused by change, and that internal journey of transition has
three parts. First, "transition always starts with an ending." Bridges writes: "In the ending, we lose or let go of our old
outlook, our old reality, our old attitude, our old values, our old self-image. We may resist this ending for a while.
We may try to talk ourselves out of what we are feeling, and when we do give in, we may be swept by feelings of
sadness and anger." (The Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 5)

Next comes the middle place. As Bridges describes it: "The . . . zone between the old and new . . . This confusing
state is a time when our lives feel as though they have broken apart or gone dead. We get mixed signals, some
from our old way of being and some from a way of being that is still unclear to us. Nothing feels solid. Yet for that
very reason, it is a time when we sometimes feel that anything is possible. So the in-between time can be a very
creative time too." (The Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 5-6)

Finally, comes the last step in transition, the new beginning. Here, Bridges writes: "We take hold of and identify with
some new outlook and new reality, as well as new attitudes and a new self-image. When we have done this, we feel
that we are finally starting a new chapter in our lives. We have . . . a new sense of purpose and possibility." (The
Way of Transition, William Bridges, p. 6)

Bridges also gave a keynote address at the Friends of the Center Leadership Conference 2000, "Personal and
Professional Renewal in a World of Constant Change." Bridges challenged his audience to think about their own
transitions and about "self-renewal." Self-renewal doesn’t start with doing something, he said; it starts with letting go.
"It’s another kind of dying — to your old life, your old habits. You have to let go of whatever got you this far. It’s
counterintuitive. You have to ask, ‘What’s really over now?’ ‘What am I holding on to, out of habit?’"

So why are Bridges’ ideas of "change" so dangerous? Because Bridges’ "Change Theory" ideas are not only being
promoted at Seeds, but have already been integrated into Willow Creek’s teachings. In a Willow Creek Seminar
Tape, for example, teacher Jim Dethmar says, "Change only occurs when there is significant disillusionment with the
status quo. This is 'Change Theory' ". (This is evidence that Mr. Bridges’ secular "change theory" has already crept
into Willow Creek teaching.) Later on in the lecture, Jim Dethmar gives a suggestion on how one might implement
change when he says, "...a simplified view of how to do change is find something that is wrong, it might be a little
one, and rub it raw, irritate it". (Willow Creek Seminar Tape.) The implication is that if a church wants to adopt
Willow Creek "changes," then it has to "irritate" the status quo, i.e. congregants who resist change.

It is very disturbing to see a church organization base their teachings on humanistic psychology that overrides the
sufficiency of the Bible to guide our lives and make us new creatures in Christ. Frankly, I don’t understand what this
humanistic propaganda is doing in a church bookstore. This is yet another example, however, of Willow Creek’s
willing promotion of secular psychology that relegates the Bible to a secondary source for edifying their membership.
Can (our church) really avoid being infected by this partiality when they rub shoulders with the WCA?

M. Scott Peck

Peck is a New Age "guru," who professes Christianity, but teaches otherwise. Life magazine, in fact, said "the Scott
Peck gospel is an amalgam of psychiatry and Christianity drizzled with Greek myth and Buddhism" (11/18/95, World
). Though he claims conversion to Christianity in 1980, M. Scott Peck has never refuted or modified in subsequent
books the views expressed in the 1978 The Road Less Traveled. In fact, his later books continue to express the
same New Age world-view.

Here are a few of Peck’s false and dangerous beliefs:

"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself). We are growing toward godhood. God is
the goal of evolution." ---from The Road Less Traveled, 1978. (Sounds like Mormonism to me.)
"God does not punish.... God cannot destroy; He can only create." --- People of the Lie, 1983.
(Denying God’s Holy Judgment.)
"It is the principal thesis of this work that these specific [evil] people - as well as human evil in
general - need to be studied scientifically..... A psychology of evil must be a healing
psychology.... a psychology of evil must be a religious psychology...it must not only embrace
valid insights from all religious traditions but must also recognize the reality of the
'supernatural'". --- People of the Lie,1983. (Embracing the occult and other false religions to
understand sin.)
"It is important for people who find the concept of emptiness frightening to remember that
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meditation - emptiness - is not an end in itself but the means to an end. It is said that nature
abhors a vacuum. So it is that the moment we become empty something comes into our
emptiness. The virtue of meditation is that whatever comes into emptiness is beyond our control.
It is the unforeseen, the unexpected, the new. And it is only from the unforeseen, the
unexpected, the new that we learn." --- The Different Drum, 1987. (An irresponsible suggestion
to unsuspecting Christians. A dangerous, dangerous practice that invites major deception.)
"Our responsibility as individuals to empty ourselves in order to achieve peace was stated
clearly by the Hindu mystic Krishnamurti twenty years ago in his book Freedom from the Known.
--- The Different Drum,1987. (Why is a Christian advocating a Hindu mystic?)
In an interview which appeared in Christianity Today, Peck was asked "what he meant when he
called Christ 'Savior.'" The reviewer writes, "Peck likes Jesus the Savior as fairy godmother (a
term I'm sure he does not use flippantly) and an exemplar, or one who shows us how to live and
die. But he does not like the idea of Jesus the Atoner" (3/1/85, Christianity Today, p. 22).

From these examples (and there are many, many more) it is easy to see why Peck is embraced by the New Age
community and featured in their bookstores. Peck, in fact, makes no bones of the fact that he is aligned with their
beliefs. In 1988, for example, Peck endorsed Cosmic New Age Christ by Matthew Fox, a mystical New Age Catholic
priest (defrocked in 1995).

The most amazing and dangerous fact about Peck, however, is that his influence is also accepted in many Christian
circles, even reaching to the top of the Willow Creek organization. Unbelievably, Bill Hybels in his book Honest to
God uses Peck as a positive resource from The Road Less Traveled and The Different Drum (a book that Marilyn
Furgeson, New Age author, endorsed by stating, "Peck has done it again!"). Hybels also wrote an article for the
Grand Rapids College newspaper entitled "Truth Telling" which favorably and extensively quoted Peck (12/15/95,
Calvary Contender & Logos Resources website).

Is it any wonder that M. Scott Peck is also referenced by John Ortberg, associate pastor at Willow Creek? You’ll find
Peck quoted in Ortberg’s new book called If You Want to Walk on Water, You Have to Get Out of The Boat, which
is currently #1 on the Seeds Bestseller List.

Remember, M. Scott Peck is a man who not only distorts the true Gospel of Jesus Christ into blasphemous New
Age drivel, but he is also the man who, in a March 1991 Playboy interview, said he thought pornography was good.
Not a very good resource to draw upon. But Hybels doesn’t seem to have a problem with it, and he draws his Willow
Creek followers further into deception by associating with a person like Peck.

Melody Beattie

Like M. Scott Peck, Melody Beattie claims to be a Christian, but is teaching unbiblical ideas that preach "Self-Love"
psychology and New Age perspectives. Author of the best-seller Codependent No More, Beattie says that we "suffer
from that vague but penetrating affliction, low self-worth" and that "self-love" is the cure. One of the chapters in her
book, in fact, is entitled, "Have a Love Affair With Yourself." She suggests we stop torturing ourselves and try to
raise our view of ourselves. How do we do that? She says: "Right now, we can give ourselves a big emotional and
mental hug. We are okay. It's wonderful to be who we are. Our thoughts are okay. Our feelings are appropriate.
We're right where we're supposed to be today, this moment. There is nothing wrong with us. There is nothing
fundamentally wrong with us." (What about Romans 3:23, "all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.")

In an excerpt from her original meditation in The Language of Letting Go, Beattie writes: "Trust yourself. Trust what
you know. Sometimes, it is hard to stand in our own truth & trust what we know, especially when others would try to
convince us otherwise... Ask to be shown the truth, clearly – not by the person trying to manipulate or convince you,
but by yourself, your Higher Power & the Universe. (The New Age terminology I underlined is blatant and decidedly
unchristian. How is the "Universe" or your "Higher Power" going to show you truth? Do we have "our own" truth?
Isn’t Jesus the only truth?)

In a 1997 interview Beattie reveals more of her "New Age spirituality" by erroneously comparing the holiness of the
crucifixion with the "holiness" of human despair. She stated: "The crucifixion has become one of the holy places, but
I'm sure it didn't feel all that holy going through it. But he (Jesus) took his pain and made it count for something. He
owned his power within that situation, he did what he wanted to do and he handled it creatively. That night when we
bottom out on drinking and we've never hated ourselves so much, that's a holy place. That day when we're ready to
blow our brains out because he won't change and do something differently so we can be happy, and someone says
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why don't you try Al-Anon, it becomes a holy place." (To describe Christ’s plan of salvation as a creative exercise in
overcoming pain and then compare it to people struggling with their sinful nature is nothing short of blasphemy.)

In this same interview Beattie implies that people living today had the opportunity (before their birth) to choose to live
at this particular time in history: "I know it sounds kind of new-agey, [she rubbed her hands together and grinned
gleefully] but I think there are some of us who just went: I know there's going to be some stuff happening there [on
earth in this time] and I want to be part of it. We might be having second thoughts as we grind through the nineties,
but I do think it's going to pay off. As we go around the tip of this decade, I think we're going to see and remember
why we're here." --- The Power of Self-Love: Conversations with Melody Beattie, Phoenix, Vol. 17, No. 10, Oct.
1997. (I agree with you, Miss Beattie, it sounds A LOT "new-agey!")

Unfortunately, Melody Beattie has strong ties to Willow Creek despite her obvious New Age leanings. Bill Hybels’
book, Fit To Be Tied gives ample evidence that he has been strongly influenced by the psychological writings of
Melody Beattie. Beattie is footnoted more than any other person in Fit To Be Tied. For example, in chapter 12, there
are eight footnotes referring authoritatively to Beattie and her book Codependent No More. On p.196, the whole
page is devoted to Beattie's theories, with five footnote references to Beattie's Codependent No More. The reader is
given the clear impression that Beattie is an expert to be trusted. There is no indication by Hybels who Beattie really
is and what she teaches.

Worse yet, Melody Beattie's books are also sold at Willow Creek’s Seeds bookstore where, G. A. Pritchard reports,
most of the books sold are psychological and self-help books, with the decidedly anti-Christian Codependent No
More by Melody Beattie the top seller at the time of his publication. (Pritchard’s Willow Creek analysis, pp. 227, 235)

Hybels and Willow Creek’s promotion of Beattie’s teachings, therefore, will only mislead unsuspecting Christians into
the notion that her New Age ideas are valid and edifying when they are really dangerous and misleading. And if the
leadership of Willow Creek is actively involved in this unbiblical pop psychology, isn’t it safe to assume that these
aberrant ideas will be sprinkled throughout Willow Creek resources under the guise of solid Christian teachings?
Can (our church) really afford to associate with an organization that openly supports people like Melody Beattie?

Carl Jung

The overwhelming majority of Christians have probably never heard of Carl G. Jung, but his influence in the church,
especially Willow Creek, is vast and affects sermons, books, and activities. Carl Jung was an internationally
renowned Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist who, along with Sigmund Freud, popularized psychoanalysis. Jung
believed that psychoanalysis was a way to achieve both personal and cultural renewal and rebirth. He believed that
we could become one with god by finding "the god within."

Carl Jung was the disgruntled son of a Protestant minister (Martin and Deidre Bobgan, Psycho-Heresy: The
Psychological Seduction of Christianity, p. 12). He found the Christian Communion to be dull and lifeless, so he
renounced Christianity. Jung did not follow his mentor, Dr. Sigmund Freud, in denying all religions. Instead he
concluded they were myths that contained some truth about the human psyche. Since he viewed all religions as
containing some truth, Jung denied the authority of the Bible and Jesus' claim to be the only way of salvation.

In repudiating Christianity, Jung became involved in idolatry. He replaced and renamed all things Christian with his
own mythology of archetypes (humble fellow). As his thinking progressed, the archetypes took form and served him
as familiar spirits (Bobgan, p. 14). Jung even claimed to have a personal spirit guide named Philemon, another
named Ka. Jung thought he could talk to the dead, and the dead could talk back (Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams,
Reflections, p. 18, 70-199).

Obviously, Jung was deeply involved in the occult. He went through what he described as a deification process,
whereby he believed he became a god through an initiation in "the Land of the Dead". (Aion: Researches in the
Phenomology of Self, 1951.) Most of his psychological ideas came after his "deification" and inspiration came from
his 'spirit guide', Philemon. He was involved in astrology, automatic writing, casting horoscopes, divination methods
and other occult practices. It was through these personal occult experiences that he developed a new belief system
called psychoanalysis, which ultimately defames man's spirituality by declaring all religion, especially Christianity, to
be fable and fantasy.

For some mysterious reason, however, Bill Hybels is a strong advocate of Jung. In 1990, Bill Hybels wrote Honest to
God? Becoming an Authentic Christian which has been widely promoted by other Christian leaders in spite of the
fact that it exalts the false theories of humanistic psychology and Carl Jung. Under the heading, "Different Isn't Bad,"
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on page 70, Hybels wrote: "In the 1920's Carl Jung took a new look at the old theory that just as people are born
with differing physical traits-tall or short, brown-eyed or blue-eyed, right-handed or left-handed-so they are born with
differing temperament traits. In the 1950s Isabel Myers and Kathryn Briggs expanded Jung's work and devised the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test, a tool for identifying personality types based on various combinations of inborn
temperament traits, an unbiblical notion to say the least.

In Honest to God Hybels also endorses Please Understand Me by David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates, which advances
the theories of Carl Jung on personality types from which the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator Test in the book was
derived. Says Hybels:

"Please Understand Me is an in-depth look at Jung's theory and the applications made by Myers and Briggs. Lynne
and I read it one year on vacation, and to say it revolutionized our marriage is no exaggeration. It dispelled the
notion that there is one standard of 'normalcy' and whoever doesn't fit it is wrong."

"The theory proposes that people approach four selected areas of life in ways that are fundamentally different-but
equally right. These different ways of behaving are called preferences."

As you can see, Bill Hybels is messing with error. Jungian "personality temperaments" philosophy is nothing more
than a false teaching that relegates our sinful nature to inbred temperaments we cannot control. The boxing in of the
four main personality traits as developed by Jung becomes a form of divination and denies that Christians can be
conformed to Christ and become new creatures. The study of these temperaments, which are man-centered, self-
oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to the unwitting Christian as a sophisticated, almost magical way
to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into
the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age personality typologies.

Unfortunately, not only is Bill Hybels deeply involved in Jungian psychology in his personal life, but he has also
heartily injected it into the Willow Creek organization. Currently, it is easy to see that Willow Creek is openly mixing
this godless, humanistic psychology with Biblical truth. Many leaders and teachers at Willow Creek have degrees in
psychology, including prominent teaching pastor, John Ortberg, whose latest book also references Jung, as well as
Jewish psychiatrist Victor Frankl, Schuller’s psychotherapist hero. (See Ortberg’s If You Want to Walk on The Water,
You Have to Get Out of the Boat.) Willow Creek also endorses the work of Freudian psychiatrists Frank Minirth and
Paul Meier.

So just how serious is this? Willow Creek blatantly dabbles in Jung's "religion" when they incorporate his notions
about man and deity through partaking in his theories, therapies, and notions that have filtered down through other
psychotherapies, through 12-step programs, through inner healing, through dream analysis, and through personality
types and tests. Unfortunately, this unholy mixture is a very deceptive attack upon Biblical standards of right and
wrong, truth and error. Remember, too, Jung was an occultist, astrologer, believed the Bible is a myth, and was
demonically possessed by two spirit guides; Philemon and Ka. But if Bill Hybels isn’t bothered by this, why should
we be?

(Our church) should be very bothered by this.

Robert Bly

Robert Bly, poet and philosopher, is the founder of the New Age Men’s Movement, and is an advocate of
mythological, psychological and occult practices to redeem man’s natural condition. Bly's books and philosophies can
be found in New Age bookstores.

The works of Robert Bly present the reader with a panorama of the pagan concepts that permeate the secular
men’s movement. Bly’s ideology assumes that the basic need of men is to "go back to ancient mythology . . . to
visualize the wild man that is part of every modern male." ("Connecting With the Wild Man Inside All Males," Utne
Reader, Nov./Dec., 1989, p. 58.) The Promise Keepers publication The Masculine Journey describes Bly’s book Iron
John as "a treatise on the need for men to experience the ancient occultic rites of initiation." These "occultic" rites of
initiation are defined as "long and intensive training with the aim of elevating the one who undergoes it go begin
(initiate) living a new, higher life, often described as being on the level of Godhood, above and beyond the state of
ordinary mortals..." (Seekers Handbook, p. 297)

To restore a boy's male identity, Bly proposes, he must quit taking cues from "Mother" (the symbolic female
influence in the boy’s life) and "go down into the psyche and accept what's dark down there." (What Men Really
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Want, Keith Thompson) This sounds very much like Brennan Manning’s unbiblical teaching of readily embracing the
darkness through meditation and self-analysis.

In a 1999 interview Bly endorsed everything from occultist Carl Jung, Sigmund Freud, and psychotherapy to strange
New Age rhetoric about the "sister of the Virgin Mary, the Baba Yaga being," and the "Mayan Lords of Death."
(Reunion of Masculine and Feminine: An Interview with Robert Bly, by Bill Bruzy, Creations Magazine, February
1999)

Unfortunately, Bill Hybels also has promoted Bly by using him as a reference in his book Honest To God. Of course,
maybe it shouldn’t be much of a surprise considering the fact that Promise Keepers has also endorsed Bly’s ideas in
the book The Masculine Journey, and Willow Creek is a big promoter of Promise Keepers, an ecumenical group that
appeases and embraces Mormons and Catholics alike within their organization.

Conclusion:

Through a misguided kind of Christian "love" that denies God’s ultimate truth and holiness, Willow Creek has
accepted all the people you just read about as part of their philosophy to view any professing Christian to be a
"brother or sister" in Christ, no matter what doctrine they espouse. Ultimately, they even accept the teachings of
several secular, nonChristian experts under the fallacious notion that "all truth is God’s truth." But is this right?

Certainly the idea of unity among all Christians is a noble concept when it involves agreement on the essentials of
Biblical Christianity. The problem with the Willow Creek method, however, is that they have opened their doors wide
open to ALL religious thought (including secular thought), and embraced them under the guise of Christian love and
acceptance, even when it is diametrically opposed to the fundamentals of Christianity. This philosophy, unfortunately,
is far beyond the boundaries of respectable ecumenism. (Of course, this is assuming that ecumenism is, in itself,
respectable ---which is very questionable.)

For example, G. A. Pritchard makes this sad assessment of Willow Creek’s practice of mixing humanistic psychology
with Christianity: "Ironically, while Hybels is evangelizing those in the world toward Christianity, he is also
evangelizing Christians toward the world. As the unchurched Harrys in the audience (10 percent) move closer to
Christianity, the Christians in the audience (90 percent) are often becoming more psychological and worldly. … In
the effort to become relevant Willow Creek ironically is in danger of becoming irrelevant" (Pritchard, p. 238-239).

Pritchard believes that this accentuation on psychology, "instead of encouraging Creekers to know and love God,
encourages them to know and accept themselves and develop a strong self-esteem. The goals and means of one's
ethics change from a God-centered to a human-centered orientation. …" (Pritchard, p. 234).

Another Christian analyst, Dr. Jay E. Adams agrees with Pritchard’s conclusions. He states: "In my opinion,
advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within the church is every bit as pagan
and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of some of the most bizarre cults. The only vital
difference is that the cults are less dangerous because their errors are more identifiable."

Yet unfortunately Willow Creek is dabbling in more than just psychology. As we’ve seen earlier, Bill Hybels has been
all too willing to look the other way when people in which he associates promote false doctrine. Therefore, Willow
Creek is almost practicing a much more severe and dangerous form of ecumenism call "syncretism," which is the
merging or union of conflicting religious beliefs which forms a new religious philosophy. By not openly rejecting these
false teachings, Willow Creek has effectively hampered its Christian mission and damaged the ability of its leaders
and members to discern light from darkness, wheat from tares, and truth from error. The result are Christians who
have been indoctrinated to easily accept and incorporate ideas from a potpourri of false "isms": Eastern mysticism,
Catholicism, Mormonism, Humanism, etc.

In the end, this mixture of false beliefs with true Christianity eventually forms a new "Willow Creek Christianity" that
bears little resemblance to the true Gospel. And with the international influence Willow Creek has built, they are
essentially leading many churches into the same kind of error.

The antidote? Simple. Bill Hybels, Willow Creek, and all WCA member churches need to remember what the Bible
clearly teaches and follow its dictates:

We are to separate from those who are not sound in the faith (2Tim. 3:5).
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We are not to assist the cause of the ungodly (2Chron. 19:2).
We are not to give honor to one who denies the faith (Gal. 1:6-9).
We are to examine a person's theological position and find it acceptable before cooperating with
him in spiritual efforts (1Jn. 4:1).
We are commanded not to join forces with unbelievers in the Lord's work (2Cor. 6:14).
We are not to emphasize unity at the expense of doctrinal purity (Jude 3).
We are not to encourage or cooperate with persons of unsound doctrine (2Jn. 10-11).

(Our church) needs to review these scriptures, too, and decide where they stand in their official association with
Willow Creek. Just look at these two facts that show two basic doctrinal differences that separate (our church) and
Willow Creek:

#1: Willow Creek believes that woman can hold the position of overseer, which (our church) does not
believe. Willow Creek, in fact, strongly promotes this belief and considers acceptance of female elders
as a criteria for membership.

#2: Willow Creek believes that baptism by "sprinkling" (as an alternative to immersion) is acceptable,
which (our church) does not believe.

Generally speaking, these two issues alone might be enough reason to feel that (our church) would be better off not
officially associating with Willow Creek. I mean, are we really sure that (our church) leaders can go to Chicago, be
trained by Willow Creek leaders, and not be influenced by some of their opposing doctrinal viewpoints?

And worse yet, what about the overwhelming use of humanistic psychology and worldly thinking that is sprinkled
throughout almost every Willow Creek program and used to defend their pragmatic, ecumenical philosophy? How
does (our church) leaders avoid being influenced by Willow Creek resources and seminars that may contain worldly,
unbiblical teachings that are couched in Christian terminology?

Frankly, I believe that some of the Willow Creek pragmatism has already started to affect some of the (church)
leadership. I can personally attest to a certain arrogance among some of the (our church) Creative Arts ministry
leaders after they came back from a seminar at a "Willow Creek-like" megachurch in Texas called Fellowship
Church. After returning from this Texas trip, the Creative Arts leaders conducted a (church) meeting to tout some of
the new ideas they gained at Fellowship Church. Unfortunately, some of the new attitude that they wanted to pass
on to the Worship Team were not edifying in the least.

One of the more disturbing attitudes they brought back with them, unhappily, was an almost callous
acknowledgement that by implementing "Willow Creek/Fellowship" strategies into (our church), they would probably
lose some valuable church members who didn’t like the "new" changes. They joked that these people might leave
and (our church) would then be known as the "Church of the Blessed Subtraction." In other words, we were to
consider the loss of these people as just a necessary evil in order to bring in more Willow Creek-type "seekers" into
our services. Personally, I found the insensitive categorization of offended brothers and sisters of our church as
"blessed subtractions" to be a disturbing attitude that has obviously come from the Willow Creek/Saddleback
mentality where "change theory" is king.

Don’t get me wrong; I am not saying there is a sinister Willow Creek "conspiracy" going on here. I am well aware
that Willow Creek has a very strong desire to reach the lost for Jesus, and that is commendable. No doubt (our
church) wants only to share in that kind of passion to bring salvation to others. But Willow Creek’s praiseworthy zeal
for evangelism has been perverted by pragmatic and ecumenical leanings that have exposed them to the influences
of the world and its false ideology. Unless and until Willow Creek changes their philosophy of worldly evangelism
and returns to Biblical discernment and truth, I believe it would be in (our) Christian Church’s best interests to no
longer financially support them, attend their seminars, or use their resources. The Bible clearly teaches:

Ephesians 5:11 says, And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them.

Galatians 1:6-11 says, I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto
another gospel: Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of Christ.
But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto
you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than
that ye have received, let him be accursed. For do I now persuade men, or God? or do I seek to please men? for if
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I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ. But I certify you, brethren, that the gospel which was
preached of me is not after man.

Based on there scriptures, should not our involvement with Willow Creek be questioned considering the dangerous
influences of people like Schuller, Peck, Beattie and Wagner? Does the WCA really supply us with so many spiritual
advantages that it is worth wading through their contaminated philosophy to get to it?

I stand by my conviction that God’s Word is wholly sufficient to guide His people in ALL things (2 Timothy 3:16), and
until I am shown compelling Biblical evidence to the contrary, I will diligently contend for the faith and be wary of any
outside worldly influence upon (our church). It is my fervent hope that the leadership of (our church) comes to the
same conclusion and deems our official Willow Creek association to be wholly unnecessary and ultimately, a
drawback to the proper edification of our membership.

--- Chris Carmichael, August 2001.
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An Insider's Account of Willow Creek's Deepening Apostasy

Excerpts from "Protestant No More:  Willow Creek Infiltrated
by a Mystic Quaker Movement Called Renovare"

 by Mary Fairchild - March 2003

Editor's Note: The unsettling information in this firsthand account by a Willow Creek insider clearly shows how
the "Church Growth" principles of consensus, tolerance and ecumenism that were implemented years ago by
Willow Creek have left them wide open to the infiltration of New Age teachings and Eastern mysticism, under
the guise of "Christian experience." This should be a warning that Willow Creek and other CGM churches,
regardless of their orthodox Faith Statements, are actually leading their congregations through a consensus
process that dismisses the authority and sufficiency of Scripture, while embracing the alternative "truths" of
mysticism, spiritualism and other false belief systems. Do not be fooled by these wolves in sheep's clothing.

For more history on mysticism, read The Evangelical Attraction To Mysticism at the Berean Beacon website. To
learn more about Quaker mystic Richard Foster and his unbiblical teachings, go to the Lighthouse Trails
website report.

Many good Christian leaders have difficulty perceiving the spirit of compromise. I went back to Willow Creek earlier this
year only to discover my plans to serve in the women's ministry as a Biblical "Titus 2 woman" serving the younger were,
in actuality, going to be a "spiritual guide" for a New Age Movement. Mystic ways of praying (repeating and meditation)
and relating to God were being taught along with frequent references to Quakers. Terms like "covenant", "covenant
groups", and "lectio divina" where frequently used. They gave out free books in the mentor training class in January
(Sacred Companions by David G. Benner, and Spiritual Mentoring by Keith Anderson & Randy Reese). One class
included a clip from the movie The Matrix. The movie was recommended and had keen insight for us in some way. We
were told to avail ourselves to the classics of Roman Catholic mystics, and do timelines on our lives...

The classics the women's ministry were instructing us to "avail to" were mystical writings from around the fourth to
fifteenth century. The mystics taught how to unclutter the mind and remove any rational thought so the mind is totally
passive. This opened them up for the "Presence of God" which is actually a form of Zen meditation. Quaker quietists
believe in a similar manner that "God is within" and they believe a "Quiet Revolution" is coming and declare there will
be a coming incomparable "harvest." They are predicting the greatest harvesting of souls in the history of the world. An
important difference to understand is that the Holy Spirit indwells (believers) and the occult meaning behind the concept
of "the god within," "the light within," or "the Christ within" has a different meaning.

It's a strategy for ecumenism without regard for doctrine. Renovare is the organization behind this movement out of the
traditions of Quakerism and it is directed by Rich Foster and William L. Vasivig.

At the Wednesday night service at WCCC we were introduced to a "spiritual formation leader", Mindy Caliguire. This
was a special night of prayer for those who had concerns about our situation in Iraq and it was a last minute idea to fill-
in because Randy Travis cancelled his concerts. It had received TV coverage due to the Iraq situation. This guide was
not on TV but she led us in ways best described as that of the "New Age." We were instructed to relax our arms and
put our palms up and be silent and meditate. She was praised by Bill Hybels for how "deeply" she had just been
praying and was introduced as someone who is very actively working behind the scenes in the spiritual direction of the
elders and the church.

On page 41 of the membership book Willow Creek currently claims to be "interdenominational," emphasizing that all
true believers are one with Christ and each other, regardless of denominational background. This is an important
change in that "nondenominational" rejects all man-made doctrines and strives to follow only what the Bible teaches
and "interdenominational" accepts all beliefs. This makes a "grave" difference. Just like the old Jesuit Philosophy, "the
end justifies the means," or "if one's goal is to promote worthy spiritual causes, one may adopt questionable means to

http://www.bereanbeacon.org/EvangelicalAttraction.html
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/richardfoster.htm
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attain those goals"...

One night Sibyl Towner was speaking to the woman next to me. She was excited telling of how she had used some
sort of spiritual exercise on a 3 year old. She said she had used it 66 times and offered it the woman she was speaking
to. She was excited because she felt that the 3 year old "was ready" somehow because she enjoyed the game where
she likes being "found" by the great shepherd.

Spiritual Formation leaders at Willow Creek

1. Mindy Caliguire: http://fm2.forministry.com/Article.asp?Record=2772 
head of spiritual formation for elders at WCCC; spiritual retreats on website; teaches at women's classes at WCCC.

2. John & Nancy Ortberg: www.caresonline.com/Presenters.html 
teaching pastors at WCCC; various websites on seminars and speaking engagements around; the world; books;
ministry; 1995 John and Ruth Barton unveiled the "spiritual formation" at WCCC; 1996 John was responsible for the
push for equality of women at WCCC.

3. Ruth Haley Barton: www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html 
co-author of book with John Ortberg; presented spiritual formation in 1995 with John Ortberg at WCCC; President of
Chicago chapter of Christians for Biblical Equality; spiritual formation minister at WCCC; spiritual formation speaker for
NAPCE pastors conference involving one-on-one spiritual directors and training.

4. Sibyl Towner: www.helpingpastors.com/covenantmembers.html 
http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html 
Sibyl is heading up mentoring for women at WCCC and various other ministries there; trainer for the Hungry Souls
Website with Karen Mains from Mainstay Ministries; teaching staff for women's ministries at WCCC.

5. Keri Wyatt Kent: Is teaching women's ministry classes at WCCC; Involved in Cenacle Retreat House Spirituality
Center-Interactive Retreats where you can experience "God within" in a variety of ways-through art, walking the
labyrinth, Franciscan priest's prayers, chanting, meditation, Indian sound mysticism, and other journeys to your creative
center; she frequently speaks at MOPS.

6. Susan Shadid: teacher from the Middle East who taught spiritual mentoring with Sibyl Towner in the women's
mentoring classes recently. She also has websites for WCCC promiseland.

In the Friday morning women's study, Practicing Our Faith by Dorothy Bass, taught by: Keri Kent, Lynn Siewert, Sibyl
Towner, and Charlotte Tofilon. The acceptance of "traditions" of other faiths is being taught through the month of May.
Last fall's women's classes were equally disturbing in topics. Meditation techniques and the writings and traditions from
the Jesuits, the Quakers, and the Black church are being mixed with Scripture and New Age ideas.

A video of Mother Theresa was shown, during the Friday study, where she vividly prayed to Mary for a cease fire and
there was a cease fire. They didn't use this to discuss true Christianity but left it up to us and many were in awe. It was
merely an example of compassion they said. While reading from Hebrews 12:1-2 Lynn Siewert pointed out that one of
the words in the verse, "hinders", also means "encumbers" and that is a Quaker word! She then goes on to tell her
woes of being a busy mom who broke down one day in her business. She began reading this book we were using for
class, Practicing Our Faith, and one day she just took the two words "be still" and meditated on them for two hours!
This has helped her to say "no" to business...

I called the leader of the women's ministries I knew from about 10 years ago and she was let go after 9/11. She was
aware of some of the influences of the women in leadership as relating to Catholic traditions. She is not very involved
now and had been busy with family over the past few years. She encouraged me to go to leadership because I may be
on to something especially if the spiritual formation was in any way leading to having another direct you in prayer in

http://fm2.forministry.com/Article.asp?Record=2772
http://www.caresonline.com/Presenters.html
http://www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html
http://www.helpingpastors.com/covenantmembers.html
http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html
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some way. I affirmed that the books did just that and that there were more in the bookstore promoting the same. She
said that Mindy Caliguire, the spiritual guide, had been an intern with her husband and that they started a church in
Boston and had returned. The associate pastor, John Ortberg, had gotten together with Ruth Barton about 5 years ago
and started a focus on "spiritual formation" with a book they co-authored.

I got a call from the women's ministries volunteer about becoming a mentor at Willow. I told her I hadn't had an
interview yet and I wasn't even a member. I only attended recently in the past few weeks. She said as long as I
attended the class that was good enough since they were understaffed. Then I let her know that I was concerned about
some of the references to Catholic, Quakers, and the Jesuits in class. She told me she was just reading a book on
"Quakers." And then she added, "We must avail ourselves to the classics!" I was concerned that the church was not
Protestant anymore so I asked about these influences from other religions. She said Sibyl Towner had been a volunteer
for 8-9 years and has recently headed up mentoring in the past year and a half. She has inspired the liturgical
influences like "lectio divina." I told her I didn't agree with these meditations and the "breath prayers" as described by
Sibyl. I warned her that this form of meditation could open people up to the wrong spirit and hearing voices. She
replied, in defense, that in the Old Testament God spoke to people. I told her God doesn't speak to us today as he did
in the Old Testament and that she may be opening herself up to other spirits and they are not of God. I shared the
Scripture Matthew 6:6-9 with her about how to pray.

 

Hungry Souls website (http://teamsundays.gospelcom.net/hungrysouls/mentortraining.html)

This Hungry Souls website, in which Sibyl Towner is planning to train mentors, details experiences by Karen Mains as
she anxiously awaits to hear her "voices." They're geared up for growth complete with "telementoring calls," and
"pilgrimages back to the sacred Spanish mystic sites."

Sibyl Towner called me after speaking with the volunteer and reading my comments on the Mother Theresa video. We
covered all of the information I shared with Pam and I asked her why not choose a great woman of faith like Elizabeth
Eliot who is not compromising like Mother Theresa. I discussed my problem with the meditating and breath prayers with
her also. I also shared my concern for her misleading innocent women with her teaching which may open them up to
evil spirits since this type of prayer is how the occult prays and it's not found in Scripture. She tried to have me see how
Psalm 1:2 taught this method. Although it describes one who meditates on the Scriptures day and night I see no
indication of choosing one or two words to repeat over and over for hours or even half a day as they are beginning to
teach in these classes.

We need to read all of God's word so we can have more resources to guide us in our daily decisions. When we pray to
God He already knows all about what is on our mind but he wants us to relate with us and when we read the Bible we
learn what He is like and what He wants for us to do. Habitual, formula prayers dominate in pagan religions. They
appeal to human nature and its "felt needs." Who wouldn't want to recite a prayer or mantra that promises easy access
to higher powers that will fulfill  your dreams and satisfy your wants? Our finite dreams and wishes fall far short of God's
wonderful plan for us.

Promoted writers and leaders of this movement at the WCCC

1. Richard J. Foster www.cephasministry.com/new_age_richard_foster.html  Renovare & Christian Mystic Quaker and
Fuller psychologist, Foster teaches all the techniques of the New Age such as quietism, mantras, centering, Buddhism,
Yoga, T. M., exercises of Ignatius Loyola, Eastern religion and so on….

2. Tilden Edwards www.shalem.org author: Spiritual Friend, Paulist Press, 1980 Episcopal priest; founder and director of
Shalem Institute For Spiritual Formation. His vision is that contemplative spirituality can have a powerful effect on
today's national life.

3. Parker Palmer believes that a life illuminated by spirit and infused with soul will transform education. His on-line [no
longer available] transcript follows the Dalai Lama. He is a Quaker.

4. Ignatius Loyola and the Jesuits Ignatius was the first general of the Jesuit army. They infiltrated churches to destroy
all that were not related to the mother church. One of the bloodiest times in the history of mankind, the Jesuits were
probably the most cruel and fierce as they justified torture and murder for the church. Loyola's spiritual exercises were
used by the Jesuits and they would put themselves into a trance and levitate.

http://www.cephasministry.com/new_age_richard_foster.html
http://www.shalem.org/
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5. George Fox founder of Quakerism Mothers of Feminism; The Story of Quaker Women in America by Margaret Hope
Bacon, Harper & Row Publishers, 1986; The Quakers by Hugh Barbour and J. William Frost, Greenwood Press, 1988,
Westport, CT. In deep depression and hopelessness Fox hears a voice and promotes it as the "Light within." Perhaps
out of his devotion to his over-indulging and well-learned mother, he pushes a strong egalitarian movement and sets up
women preachers as he twists Scripture to make sense of his "experiences" and explain his unscriptural choices.

6. Gilbert Bilezikian and Egalitarians www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html  Bilezikian is the founding elder and
influential theologian at WCCC. Egalitarians assert that women should be pastors, elders, and co-heads of families.
They twist Scripture just like George Fox did to make this possible.

7. John Ortberg & Ruth Barton Egalitarian and New Age influences. Together they opened up "spiritual formation" at
WCCC with the introduction of their new book and curriculum An Ordinary Day With Jesus.

Richard Foster

Al Dager writes: "A large part of Renovare's spiritual disciplines involve meditation on the writings of selected spiritual
masters associated with the "Christian" contemplative tradition. Most, of course, are Roman Catholic, particularly those
mystics from the fourth through the fifteenth century..

Like other occultists, Foster encourages his followers "astral projection," the ascension to heavenly places and into the
"Presence." Foster takes his followers on spiritual journeys up beyond the heavenly places and into the "Presence of
God", face to face with the Creator of the universe through the use of Eastern meditative techniques. His book,
Celebration of Discipline, instruction is offered using guided imagery in occult practices of visualization, meditation and
even astral travel.

Media Spotlight gives a long list of those supporting Foster's Renovare including: Renovare's Steering Committee
*Sister Thomas Bernard, Director. The Spirituality Centre, Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles. *Isaac Canales, Ass.
Dir. Hispanic Ministries, FTS* *T. Eugene Coffin Counselllor, Memorial Gardens, Crystal Cathedral. *Richard Felix,
President, AZUSA Pacific University. David Allen Hubbard, President of Fuller Theological Seminary…*Robert A. Seiple,
Pres. World Vision, Inc. Renovare's Board of Reference Ted W. Engstrom, Tony Compolo, Richard Felix, Roger Forster,
William C. Frey, Millare Fuller, Henry Gariepy, Michael Harper, Roberts Hestenes, Jerry R. Kirk, Clarence A Kopp, Sr.,
David LeShana, Peter Lord, Carl H. Lunquist, David and Karen Mains, Martin Marty,
Renovare's speaking platform are: (Many are from Fuller Theo. Seminary). Eugene Coffin, Crystal Cathedral, Bob
Seiple, World Vision, Inc…..

Foster reciprocated John Wimber's endorsement by commending Wimber's honesty in the forward to "Power Healing."
He affirmed Wimber's apostolic role and claimed that "John speaks with confidence as one who is living out of the
divine center." That "divine Center" is an Eastern mysticism term, meaning "God is a universal consciousness, residing
within everyone, guiding them on the path to evolutionary perfection."

Renovare is merely one of the many avenues for incorporating this mysticism and ecumenical teaching into society,
and specifically, Christianity. Foster and Vasivig have held many conferences and in 1991 had their second "National
Conference on Personal Spiritual Renewal of Christian Leaders": "with more than one thousand pastors and leaders in
attendance, the directors praised occultist/psychiatrist Carl Jung as a great psychiatrist emphasized personal renewal
through 'meditative prayer' involving 'centering down' to become quiet and passive, then used guided imagery and
visualization of Christ" "Foster called for unity in the body of Christ through the five streams of Christianity, the
contemplative, the holiness, the charismatic, social justice and evangelical. Vasivig recalled that his first experience of
"meditative prayer using visualization was taught to him personally by Episcopalian mystic Agnes Sanford.

Roman Catholic mystics, particularly of the fourth to the fifteenth century are associated with these same teachings.
Besides Jacob Boehme and George Fox, some like-minded mystics include Thomas Merton, Ingatius Loyola, Henry
Suso, Dorothy of Montau, Julian of Norwich and so on.

Tilden Edwards

"Together I think both the Catholics and Protestants vaguely have sensed that we share a time of grouping together
toward and emerging, reconstellated understanding of direction in which none of us is yet thoroughly confident. Thus, in

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
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regard to readings, as in all other dimensions of the program, there is a common sense of humble searching and
equality.
Five levels of reading are involved in the first year.."p. 223; criteria for selection of individual: 4. Have a B.A. degree or
equivalent, 5. Express commitment to Truth through a particular major religious tradition and at the same time are open
to learning from other traditions. p. 208; Roughly 50 people applied for the first program in September, 1978. Our main
disappointment was in having no black applicants. ..we chose a group of almost equal numbers of men and women and
of Roman Catholics and Protestants, and a good mix of parish clergy, religious community members, chaplains,
seminary faculty, advanced students, formation directors, and laity working in various church and community situations.
..they really need apprenticeship to a master..but in this relatively "masterless" time, ,this is not likely to happen. They
do need to be with someone who is their director, who can help them attend to the Master of Loving Truth within. There
is that dimension of charisma involved that can only be attended as an unfolding process. A program can provide
launching, sensitising, and securing platforms, but oh, how puny these look beside the spirit's movement in a person
when the time has come. A program at its best stands as midwife, attending the birth of deeper spiritual sight through
cleansing, aligning, resting.

This faithfully appropriated integrative sight is what "makes" a good spiritual director. It is not the accumulation of
knowledge. It is the nakedness of sight. The program can be taken for graduate academic credit...some are taking it as
part of academic doctoral programs in Christian Spirituality at Catholic University..and some as part of master of divinity
programs. (pp. 210-212, Tilden Edwards, Spiritual Friend, Paulist Press, 1980,).

Parker Palmer

"As we go into these five days together, let us remember one thing about the soul. It is like a wild animal: tough, self-
sufficient, resilient, but also exceedingly shy… if we are willing to go into the woods and sit quietly at the base of a tree,
that wild animal will, after a few hours, reveal itself to you. And out of the corner of your eye, you will glimpse
something of the wild preciousness that this conference is looking for.

I ask for guidance for myself and, as Quakers say, hold the entire conference in the light, to be here, to be present to
each other in the right spirit, speaking our truth gently and simply…ground in our own experience and expanded by
experiences that are not yet ours. Compassionate toward that which we do not yet understand, not only as a kindness
to others but for the sake of our growth and our students and the transformation of education. Amen."

Ignatius Loyola and the Jesuits

Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556) spent time reading about pious Roman saints and the life of Christ while recuperating from
a broken leg. Feeling too inadequate, he confessed his sins for three days at a shrine of the Virgin Mary. As his
conscience troubled him deeply he chose to earn his salvation by obedient service to the Roman church and the pope
rather than accept Christ's free offer of salvation. He soon planned to bring Catholic turned Protestants back to the
Roman Church which he thought was the Kingdom of God on earth.

The Counter-Reformation brought new life to the inquisition. The Inquisition virtually destroyed Protestantism in Spain
and halted its growth. The Inquisition became one of Europe's bloodiest times and one of the bloodiest times in the
history of mankind. Loyola was responsible for torturing and killing Protestants. He started up the Jesuits. He was the
first general of the Jesuit army. The Jesuits, an order of priests, were probably most the most cruel and fierce of all the
Catholic organizations in their tactics. They believed that "to kill or torture is justifiable, if it is done for the cause of the
church. He used to put himself into a trance and levitate like many other Roman Catholic Jesuit priests. Around 1550
the Jesuits began infiltrating every religion and denomination. Their job was to infiltrate and destroy churches other than
the mother church. Before long, Jesuits had become teachers and professors in universities throughout Europe.
Eventually they started their own schools, colleges, and universities. They saw education as a way to serve the church
by strengthening people who were already members and reclaiming those who had become Protestants.

The Roman Church remained convinced that it was the Kingdom of God on earth, and it saw the Protestant
Reformation as a threat to that Kingdom. The church determined to regain what it had lost and to put the whole world
under its religious domination once and for all. A Christian is condemned by the Roman Catholic Church. Over 100
anathemas against Christians have been pronounced by the Roman Catholic Councils of Trent and Vatican II. These
condemnations are still in effect today. A Catholic is condemned by the Word of God. There is a judged for the one
who rejects Me and does not accept my words; that very word which I spoke will condemn him at the last day (John
12:48). If we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one we preached to you, let him be
eternally condemned! (Galatians 1:9)
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They still infiltrate churches today. They also infiltrate many Bible schools and Seminaries around the world and keep
them from teaching the fullness of the word of God. Education was and is used to reach others and strengthen their
own and their hallmark is "the end justifies the means." (History of the World by A Beka Book, 1995, Pensacola
Christian Collage, p. 221, Church History and the Things to Come by A Beka Book, 1993, Pensacola Christian Collage,
p.50) 

George Fox

The Quakers sought equality for women from their beginnings and had women teachers and circuit preachers known to
abandon their large families at the start. In some of their earlier travels they appeared to enjoy arguing with young
theologians and even went to such extremes as walking through the streets naked to oppose hypocrisy. Their acts were
considered to be under the direct leading of the Holy Spirit. Some of their experiences were described as response to
falling deeply in love and they would follow whatever the Spirit wanted. The nickname "Quaker" came from the shaking
aroused by inner struggles of individuals facing their inner motives "under the Light" in the Quaker meetings. They
believe they have revived true Christianity and all other religions are false.

In 1654 pairs of north-country farmers or women who had received calling from the Quaker Light, set out to reach all
parts of England. Huge crowds gathered at a rented hall in a tavern in London and at an orchard in Bristol:

John Audland, who very much trembled…stood up, full of dread and shinning brightness on his countenance, lifted up
his voice as a trumpet, and said "I proclaim spiritual war with the inhabitants of the earth, who are in separation from
God."…some fell on the ground, others crying out under the sense of the opening of their (spiritual) states…Oh, the
tears, sighs and groans, tremblings and mournings…in the sense of our spiritual wants and necessities…We are forced
to meet without doors, and that in frost and snow, when several thousands have been assembled together.

Margaret Fell, wife of George Fox, instructed to "let the Eternal Light search you…for this …will rise up and lay you
open…naked and bare before the Lord. …Keep down your Minds that questions and stumbles at the power of God.
Puritan Francis Higginson writes during the summer of 1652: Groups met in homes or on crags sometimes a hundred
or two hundred in a swarm…..and continue all night long. They have no singing of psalms, no reading or exposition of
Holy Scripture, no administration of sacraments….Their speaker for the most part uses the posture of standing, or
sitting with his hat on, his countenance severe, his face downward, his eyes fixed mostly towards the earth, his hands
and fingers expanded, continually striking gently on his breast, …his voice low, his sentences incoherent…Some stand
in the market place…and cry "Repent, repent, woe, woe, the judge of the world has come." They exhort people to mind
the Light within, to hearken to the voice and follow the guide within them, to dwell within…The priests of the world (they
say) do deceive them, ….they speak of living under the cross, and against pride in apparel and covetousness. (The
Quakers by Hugh Barbour and J. William Frost, Greenwood Press, 1988, Westport, CT.)

George Fox was the founder of Quakerism. He was indulged by his mother who was considered to be "more learned"
than most women. George was described as an inward and serious child and was kept away from playing with the
other children since he was different and quite withdrawn. His mother had encouraged him to spend many hours of
solitary meditating and Bible reading. After the death of his mother he wrote that his spirit was in travail. As an
adolescent he writes in his journal that he continued in his "religious struggles." After seeking on a pilgrimage for
anyone who could answer his spiritual yearnings he had a religious experience where he actually heard a voice say:
"There is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to thy condition."

From then out the Quakers believed that Jesus Christ was the light within that everyone had the potential to
experience. The "light" was always given a capital "L." He believed that "there was that of God" in all men, in the
American Indian, the African Black, and in all men. We are all a "holy community" where no one has dominance over
another and where there is no reason for war. For a long time Fox had been promoting equality of men and women. In
1648 he stood up and opposed a meeting of Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, and Anglicans when a woman was
silenced and not allowed to speak in the church. Fox said that because the church is a spiritual household in which
Christ is the head that women may be allowed to prophecy and speak. In 1656 He wrote a tract called The Women
Learning in Silence: or the Mysterie of the woman's Subjection to her husband, as also, the Daughter prophesying,
wherein the Lord hath, and is fulfilling that he spake by the Prophet Joel, I will pour out my Spirit unto all Flesh. Fox
explained that he thought that people respond "to a certain measure" of their attained "Light" of the teaching of Christ in
their heart. He taught that 1 and 2 Timothy, where Paul writes that women are to keep silent in churches, is only "Paul's
attained level of knowledge on the subject."

All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness. 2 Timothy
3:16
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Every Word of God is flawless; He is a shield to those who take refuge in Him. Do not add to His words, or He will
rebuke you and prove you a liar. Proverbs 30:5-6

In his second tract he believed Paul was merely speaking to a particular group of unsaved women who had not been
raised to that "certain level of understanding" so he did not actually condemn the preaching of all women. He continued
to write and defend women and stated that the Holy Spirit is available to everyone and no one had the right to stop it.
As his followers turned to him for advice and counsel, Fox was compelled to bring others to the liberating experience he
knew and to also confound false teachings. He likened the experience of the Holy Spirit as to that of mother nurturing
her baby at her breast. In 1652, in Lancashire, Fox converted a large group of seekers. This was the beginning of the
Society of Friends once called the Children of the Light.

In 1669 when he married a convert he was determined to exemplify marriage as a union of equals. Their marriage was
considered a spiritual partnership and neither hindered the other's leading of the Spirit. After his death his wife,
Margaret Fell, traveled and counseled until her death.

Puritan values were challenged as the Quakers pushed gender equality and disorder to the Puritan's reverence for
order and the Scriptural role of the man as the sole authority of his household. William Penn, who believed that religious
liberty must be available to everyone, helped the Quakers secure their own colony while remaining ambivalent to their
roles of women. (Mothers of Feminism; The Story of Quaker Women in America by Margaret Hope Bacon, Harper &
Row Publishers, 1986).

Gilbert Bilezikian

See www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
 

Selections from the article "Femme Fatale: The Seduction of the Evangelical Church," World Magazine, March 29, 1997:
The move (to inclusive language Bibles) fits with the trend toward egalitarianism-the denial of any distinctions between
men and women-in the church and home. Egalitarians assert that women should be pastors, elders, and co-heads of
families. Gilbert Bilezikian, professor emeritus at Wheaton College and author of Beyond Sex Roles, puts it bluntly:
"There cannot be authentic community as described in the New Testament without the full inclusion of the constituency
of members into the ministry life and leadership of the group." After reading the book Mothers of Feminism; The Story of
Quaker Women in America I could see obvious parallels with Belezikian's book Beyond Sex Roles. He's been
promoting the Quaker's feminism all along.

Mr. Bilezikian is a founding elder and influential theologian at Bill Hybel's Willow Creek Community Church in South
Barrington, Ill. Willow Creek's rapid growth and it's influence on other evangelical churches through the 2,200-member
Willow Creek Association makes it position on the issue important. Willow Creek has had women elders since its
founding in 1978. But in the past year the church has made explicit among its leaders the reasons for its position-and
demanded a level of agreement from staff and prospective church members.
 
John Ortberg & Ruth Barton

John Ortberg had gotten together with Ruth Barton about 5 years ago and started a focus on "spiritual formation."
She's a graduate of Wheaton College, recently served as president of the Chicago chapter of Christians for Biblical
Equality. She is currently working on a degree at Northern Baptist Theological Seminary and ministering in the area of
spiritual formation at Willow Creek. Ruth is a trained spiritual director and speaks often to conferences and groups.
NAPCE, North American Professors of Christian Education, annual conference 2001; this conference explored the
journey to spiritual maturity in four communities; African, Asian, Hispanic and the Willow Creek Community Church
experiences. "Ruth Barton 'champions' the rapidly emerging spiritual formation emphasis at Willow Creek." At the
National Pastors Convention February 26-March 1, 2003 meetings were planned one-on-one with spiritual directors to
explore your presence and call in your life. You get to embark on an hour-long journey through the prayer experience
of Labyrinth. A personal guided meditation tour to help you "deeply" relate with God…Ruth was scheduled to teach
seminars on spiritual transformation. General session speakers included John Ortberg and Rob Bell(well known at
WCCC). John Ortberg and his wife, Nancy, both teach at Willow. John claims to be "passionate about spiritual
formation" as his write up states on the website along with his wife they are selling teaching videos there.
www.napce.org/archives/confer01/confer01.html  

Teaching videos are sold by the Ortbergs on spiritual formation. Note Nancy's New Age term "centering" and John's
terminology "Rule for Life" which was written by St. Benedict in the early years of monasticism and is still used in

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fbns/fbns464.html
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monasteries and convents; also used in the discipleship of a New Age by Alice Bailey & Djwhal Khul.

"The rule" can be roughly translated into modern English as follows: "The one upon the Way leaps forward, leaving the
world of fluid life. He makes the great transition and leaves the watery way behind. He walks upon the water and is not
submerged therein. A chela with a light leads him by the hand from light into a greater Light. (John's current book is
titled, You Can't Walk On Water Until You Get Out Of the Boat)

Mr. Ortberg's teaching became the basis for a draft position paper dated January 1996. The paper, which was
distributed only to Willow Creek's ministry leaders, says the church "has sought to ensure an appropriate level of
consensus on this issue with new staff members" to avoid an environment that "would be destructive to authentic
community and effective ministry." The statement makes clear the church's belief that "when the Bible is interpreted
comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in status, giftedness, and opportunity for ministry,"
despite "a few scriptural texts that appear to restrict the full ministry freedom of women."

Willow Creek has had women elders since its founding in 1978 (compromise #1). In 1995 John Ortand and Ruth Barton
were allowed to begin "spiritual formation" at Willow Creek Community Church (compromise #2). In 1996 John Ortberg
taught a two hour class to church ministry leaders to seek "an appropriate level of consensus on the issue of the
church's belief that "when the Bible is interpreted comprehensively, it teaches the full equality of men and women in
status, giftedness, and opportunity for ministry," despite "a few scriptural texts that appear to restrict the full ministry
freedom of women." 

Read complete article on the CEPHAS MINISTRY website
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Jack Hyles (1926-2001)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Jack Hyles (born 9/25/26) pastored the First Baptist Church in Hammond, Indiana (FBCH) from 1959 until
his death on February 6, 2001, overseeing its growth from 700 (attendance) to over 20,000 (membership claimed at
over 100,000). (The "Dr." is for a purely honorary degree from the Pontiac, Michigan, Midwestern Bible College, a
Hyles'-"protégé" school.) He was also founder and chancellor of Hyles-Anderson College (HAC -- founded in
1972 with 302 students). (Hyles was succeeded at FBCH by Dr. Jack Schaap, his son-in-law -- see note at end of
this report.) Hyles authored 49 self-published treatises/books on theology and church practice, which have sold in
excess of 14 million copies. He claimed to have traveled over 200,000 miles a year preaching in various
conferences, and to have preached over 50,000 sermons throughout his ministry. [Let's run the numbers on this last
point: assuming Hyles started preaching at age twenty-five, 50,000 sermons would be approximately 1,000 sermons
a year, or about three sermons a day, every day, for 50 years! Why is it that people into self-aggrandizement
always fail to do the math before advertising their "accomplishments"? -- And it doesn't appear that the
exaggerations will diminish any under Jack Schaap. As of the time of Hyles death, Schaap claimed to have been a
member of FBCH for 24 years and on the staff of HAC for the last 20 years, yet had found the time to preach more
than 26,000 sermons, another phenomenal three sermons a day!]

Before coming to Hammond, Jack Hyles was pastor of Miller Road Baptist Church in Garland, Texas, where he
boasted that membership grew from 44 to 4,100 in seven years. Hyles was perhaps best known for engineering the
massive growth in Sunday school and church attendance at FBCH through the development of a bus ministry.
FBCH claims to be the home of America's largest Sunday school (with church membership of over 100,000, and
thus, "is America's largest church," with total ministry property value of over $50 million), and every year leads the
nation in "conversions" and baptisms. (As of  September of 2000, Hyles claimed to have fostered 23,000
conversions and to have baptized 8,000 each year over the previous six years.) Hyles once claimed to be personally
responsible for leading over 750,000 souls to Christ! (Yet, one must ask, where are the Bible-believing churches
spawned in the Chicagoland area from the massive number of conversions claimed by Hyles over the last 40-plus
years?) Hyles also claimed that Hyles-Anderson College has "over 600 graduates now pastoring churches all over
the world, and more than 1,000 graduates serving God full-time." [Ministry statistics source: FBCH "Unofficial"
Internet web site (baptist-city.com), 8/01 & 1/03.)

Hyles had also become known for his alleged immorality, specifically his behavior with his secretary (the wife of a
deacon in the church), and for his explicit sexual references from the pulpit, in counseling, and through FBCH's
schools (grade school, high school, and Hyles-Anderson Bible College). Furthermore, Hyles conducted an annual
ecclesiastical carnival called "Pastor's School" (37 in all over his tenure at FBCH). Much of his teaching must be
labeled as unadulterated false doctrine, and he encouraged an almost cult-like mentality among FBCH's members.
[See Doctrinal Errors/Heresies report.]

-  Hyles' reported love affair with his secretary (allegedly begun in 1969), the wife of a deacon at FBCH, is well
documented -- "These were passionate love notes from Jack Hyles to Jennie [Nischik], all signed 'Your aching guy,
Jack!' They expressed undying love, telling Jennie that she was the only woman he loved. ... There were references
to secret meetings with him in different places" (The Wizard of God: My Life With Jack Hyles, by Victor Nischik,
pp. 57- 58). Victor Nischik also writes, "... my home was tampered with and my marriage deliberately wrecked by
Jack Hyles. He stole my wife, her loyalty and affection, and when the divorce hung in balance, [Hyles] unilaterally
met with the two attorneys and negotiated the divorce settlement." The latter meeting took place only eight days
after Hyles' deposition was taken under oath, and just 12 days before the case was to be heard in court. The divorce
(1986) was finalized two weeks to the day from Hyles' deposition! (The Biblical Evangelist, 5/1/89). [Hyles
continually denied all of Nischik's charges, but after I viewed the devastating WJBK-TV report (see below),
Nischik's assertions ring true. Hyles' response to the exposé was to charge Nischik with being a womanizer and a
homosexual. (Source: "Dr. Jack Hyles Replies," 1990 letter to FBCH mailing list.) See "Sin in the Camp report for
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more details.]

-  Besides Hyles own church and schools being scandalized with immorality and pedophilic activity (numerous
FBCH men have been charged or convicted of child molestation), Hyles spawned a number of "ministries" (there
are approximately 200 independent Baptist churches nationwide that hold Hyles and his teachings in high regard)
that have been scandalized in the same manner. For example, seven Hyles-affiliated churches from 1984-1993 were
rocked by child molestation scandals (San Diego; North Sharon, MI; Petersburg, VA; Anniston, AL; Monroe, LA;
Beaumont, TX; and Hyles own church in Hammond). From 5/16/93-5/20/93, Detroit television station WJBK-TV
aired a five-part exposé on Hyles and various associated ministries. Following are the "low-lights" of that series: 

(a) A.V. Ballenger, a deacon and bus route driver at Hyles' First Baptist Church Hammond, was
convicted in March of 1993 (and sentenced in July of 1993 to five years in jail) of molesting a seven
year old girl. (This crime occurred in a Sunday School room of the church! Incredibly, after conviction,
but prior to sentencing, Ballenger was allowed to resume his FBCH bus route!) The highlight of the
sentencing hearing was the testimony of three young women. Each was molested by Ballenger when
she was a child, and in each case, before age seven. Jack Hyles, who testified on Ballenger's behalf,
defiantly declared the outcome of the trial null and void, claiming that the courts had no jurisdiction in
this matter. Hyles told the girl's parents, "Deacon Ballenger just likes little girls."

(b) Hyles' protégé Earl Reeves, pastor of Lighthouse Baptist Temple in San Diego, served eight years
in prison for molesting young women and grade school girls from his congregation.

(c) Hyles-Anderson Bible College grad and Calvary Park Baptist Church's (Petersburg, VA) youth
pastor, Jeffrey Jerrell, pleaded guilty to having sex with eleven young girls from his congregation.

(d) David Hyles, Jack Hyles' son, had affairs with at least 19 different women at Miller Road Baptist
Church in Garland, Texas, during the time he pastored there. (He was dismissed when a janitor found
photos of Hyles having sex with a deacon's daughter.) Back in the Chicago area (Bolingbrook, IL), and
after David's divorce from his wife, David was cohabitating with a woman by the name of Brenda
Stevens. Brenda posed for pornographic pictures in Adam and Chicago Swingers magazines (in an
advertisement for group sex) during the time she and David were living together. After David married
Brenda, Brenda's 17-month-old son by a previous marriage was found battered and dead at the Hyles'
home. The police still consider the case a murder and continue to view David and Brenda as prime
suspects. At the coroner's inquest in 1985, Brenda was a no-show, while David Hyles pleaded the Fifth
Amendment. [David and Brenda Hyles later conceived a son, and named him Jack David Hyles. In
March of 1999, Brenda Hyles ran over the 5 year-old boy with the family car, killing him. Brenda
claimed that Jack David had fallen out of the car and she could not avoid running over him (3/25/99,
St. Petersburg Times). In June of 2003, it was reported that David Hyles had been kicked out of
another church (Pinellas Park Baptist in the Florida Keys), this time over a 9-woman sex scandal.
Nevertheless, David Hyles still keeps a full itinerary of speaking to churches on Sunday School
growth.]

-  In the years since the WJBK-TV exposé, other criminal sexual misconduct scandals involving current or former
Hyles-trained/-employed men have come to light. Some cases were more egregious than others, but none more
appalling than the case of Joseph Combs. Combs was an extremely popular Hyles-Anderson College faculty
member up until the mid-1980s. He left to start a church in Tennessee. The following is a summary account (from
a Blountville, Tennessee newspaper, March 2001) of a criminal case involving Combs and his wife:

Combs, 51, and his wife, Evangeline Combs, 50, were sentenced to 114 years and 65 years in prison,
respectively, for enslaving and abusing a girl (Esther Combs, now 22) they raised after taking her from
an Indiana orphanage. The couple, who took the girl from the orphanage in 1978, but never adopted
her, were convicted in March of 2001 of especially aggravated kidnapping. Joseph Combs also was
convicted of aggravated assault, aggravated perjury, seven counts of rape, and one count of aggravated
rape. Evangeline Combs also was convicted of four counts of aggravated child abuse. According to
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court records, Evangeline Combs often pulled out chunks of Esther's flesh with pliers. Joseph Combs
once wrapped a rope around Esther's neck and draped her over his back until she passed out. There are
more than 400 permanent scars on Esther's body resulting from the physical abuse inflicted by her
parents.

We bring up this case not to imply that Hyles should be deemed guilty by association, but to point out the gross
nature of the immorality and perversion that continues to be revealed among Hyles-trained men. One must ask, is
Combs the type of man who is naturally attracted to Hyles' schools and/or FBCH, or does a man's training and
associations there foster this immoral behavior? [For more details on the Combs' case, see The Biblical Evangelist
website.]

To bring the public record up to date, there are also the William and Andy Beith cases:

William S. Beith, a Hyles-Anderson College grad, founded Liberty Baptist Church in Lake Station
(formerly East Gary), Indiana, and later was founder and principal of Liberty Baptist Academy (a
private "Christian" school with about 160 students). He was forced to resign from the school in 1998
after being arrested for public indecency for soliciting a male undercover police officer for oral sex.
(Under the state's deferred prosecution program, he pleaded-out for probation and counseling.) His son,
William "Andy" Beith, took over as principal in 2000. It did not matter to the Academy board that
Andy had been arrested in 1990, while still a teenager, and charged with contributing to the
delinquency of a minor for exposing himself to a 15-year old girl. The younger Beith also attended
HAC. In May of 2001, Andy Beith, single and 28 years old at the time, took a car owned by Liberty
Baptist Church and left the state with an 11 year old black girl who was a student at the Academy. The
subject of a nationwide manhunt, Beith was arrested several days later in Las Vegas. He admitted to
having sex with the child on numerous occasions, and said he planned to marry the girl and have
children with her. Beith was charged by federal authorities with coercing and enticing a minor, and
transporting a minor across state lines to engage in sexual activity. He was convicted in 2002, and
while awaiting sentencing was held in Chicago's Men's Correctional Center under 24-hour solitary
lock-down. In May of 2003, Andy Beith was sentenced to 15 years in prison. It was the maximum
allowed. (Even the minimum sentence would have been 12 years and 7 months in prison.) Beith
received credit for the two-plus years he served as this case worked its way through the system; he
could earn good-time credit. But Beith would serve about 85% of his time even when time served and
good-time credit is applied. Beith also received three years of supervised release after his
imprisonment, and was ordered to pay $19,340 in restitution to the Lake County Division of Family
and Children. (In [The school and church are now run by Beith Sr.'s son-in-law Darryl Crotz (married
to William Beith's eldest daughter Cindy), both of whom are also HAC graduates.]

-  Due to the poor turnout for Hyles' 1991 Pastor's School, stronger "bait" was used for 1992 (3/16/92-3/20/92). (In
the early years of Hyles' "ministry," Pastor's School was attended by over 8,000 delegates. Attendance in the late
1990s was regularly less than a quarter of that.) Things such as automobiles, diamond rings, church buses, a Holy
Land trip for two, cash, and Bibles Jack Hyles had used, etc., were advertised to be given away. The following
excerpts are from a 1992 Pastor's School advertisement:

Dr. John R. Rice's Car: 1976 Buick Electra, with actual mileage of 32,774. 
Dr. Rice's one-carat diamond ring, valued at over $5,000.00. ("When Dr. Rice went
to heaven, Mrs. Rice placed it in a woman's setting. What a treasured possession for
some church or pastor or pastor's wife!") 
Hyles' 1989 Station Wagon. ("Brother Hyles does not own a car, but the church has
a station wagon which it used as a 'mail car.' Dr. Hyles drives it to and from his
house.") 
Man's Diamond Ring, worn by Hyles. 
A $7,000 church bus. 
1,100 tapes of Dr. Hyles' Preaching (last twenty years). 

http://www.biblicalevangelist.org/jack_hyles_chapter8.php
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Cash prizes totaling $26,000.

The ad also said, "The pastor whose church earns first place will have the first of the above awards. The award will
be given based on three things: (1) Total number of people registered in Pastor's School; (2) Total number of miles
traveled by people registered in Pastor's School; and (3) Percentage of church members registered at Pastor's
School. Each of these will determine one third of the contest results. This will give any church small or large a
chance to win."

Following are a couple of appropriate comments from the time (2/24/92, Christian News):

"We would hope that the good Dr. Rice would not approve of such crass religious commercialism
based on his name and possessions. ... Why stop with the car and rings of Hyles and Rice? Why not
give away their shoes, ties, handkerchiefs, shirts, and suits as awards. Can you not imagine the power
that a preacher would have, if he rode to his church in John R. Rice's car, stood in Rice's shoes,
wearing Jack Hyles' ring, and preaching out of a Bible that Hyles had preached out of. If that wouldn't
bring down the power, what would?" [In truth, John Rice had well sown the seed which gave sprout to
men like Jack Hyles who came preaching "decision salvation" and "easy-believism" spiced with prizes,
gimmicks, and Hollywood celebrities. Rice was an antinomian pioneer and may well have been the
granddaddy of easy-believism. His heresy was that repentance was not necessary, for it was included in
faith (much like Dave Hunt teaches). He also taught that no change was necessary in the life after one
believes. (Source: 11/96, The Perilous Times.)]

"Why would anyone show up at a religious meeting where such crude gimmickry is used? For
hundreds of years the Roman Catholic Church has trafficked in relics of the dead. I remember an Arab
Christian(?) who proudly carried a piece of the cross of Christ in his billfold. The bones of St. Peter,
Mary's milk, the cup that Jesus drank from, and the Robe of Turin ... have all been sold or exhibited by
the Catholic Church. Will fundamentalists start their own list of relics? Since Hyles has [evidently]
won more souls than Paul, built a larger Church than Spurgeon, traveled farther than Wesley, and
preached to more people than Whitfield, should they be saving everything he has ever owned? ... Think
what a blessing it would be for the young fundamentalist preacher to be able to see the unwashed
hankie of Dr. Hyles with his sweat and nose drippings on it. (Don't forget the toenail clippings.) What a
blessing to see the 'mail car' that he was allowed to drive home at night, all glass enclosed of course.
(We wouldn't want all the paint rubbed off by young men trying to get the power.)"

-  An FBCH ad published in Revival Fires advertised a Hyles' 1992 "Youth Conference" -- the picture in the ad
consisted of a "gangland" style car from the Al Capone days! In front was Jack Hyles, called "Big Mac Hyles" and
his staff: "Wendell Da Weasel" Evans, "Dead Eye Don" Boyd, "Eddie Da Lip" Lupina, "Machine Gun"
McSpadden, "Baby Face" Owens, and "Chop Shop" Schaap. All are dressed in clothing identified with the "gang-
styled" clothing of the men from whom they took their nicknames. They are armed with pistols, machine guns, etc.
(Using props, clothing, facial expressions, nick-names, and weapons typical of gangsters, represent the most
ungodly, wicked, merciless group of thieves and murderers that the United States has ever known!) Speaking of
FBCH, the ad says, "Da Joint opens at 7:00 p.m." It further states, "Dees big services will be wit da Big Boss,
himself [speaking of Hyles]."

-  There should be no personality cults among the Lord's churches. The chief of personality cults among
independent Baptists is that surrounding the late Jack Hyles. Though he died six years ago, the cult continues.
There is a magazine that is published in his honor, an annual Jack Hyles Memorial Conference, Jack Hyles
memorial web pages, and even a Jack Hyles Press. The magazine is The Independent Baptist Contender, published
by Pastor Tom Neal, Berean Baptist Church, Orange Park, Florida. The magazine's subtitle is "Perpetuating and
Protecting the Principles and Philosophies of Dr. Jack Hyles." In the November-December 2002 issue (volume 6,
issue 3), Jack Hyles is mentioned at least 95 times, not counting the hundreds of pronouns that also refer to him.
There is an advertisement on page 10 that says: "Are you a GENUINE INDEPENDENT BAPTIST? Do you
IDENTIFY YOURSELF with the brand of fundamentalism taught by Dr. Jack Hyles? Are you interested in
perpetuating REAL independent Baptist fundamentalism? Then maybe you should advertise your church in The
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Independent Baptist Contender" (emphasis in the original). On page 12 there is an ad for "The Other Shore," a
"collection of 15 songs in honor of Dr. Jack Hyles." (Can you image Peter putting out a CD collection honoring
Paul! Can you imagine him saying, "Oh, our great Paul is gone; let us establish memorials to his great name.") On
page 41 is an ad for The Other Shore: The Passing Over of Dr. Jack Hyles, a book by his adulterous son David
Hyles. Page 45 contains a full-page ad for the 2nd annual Jack Hyles Memorial Conference, where attendees can
"Hear Dr. Jack Hyles Speak through the voices of over a dozen men whose lives he greatly influenced." The article
on page 3 is titled "The Mind of Dr. Jack Hyles." Most of the "call outs" are quotes from Hyles. There are 31 of
these altogether in one issue. (Source: "I Am of Jack," 4/21/03, FBIS.)

-  Dr. Wayne Wall writes in the 7/1/92 Biblical Evangelist ("On Tootin' One's Own Horn!"):

"A cursory sampling of his [Jack Hyles] sermonic output betrays his hopeless propensity to make
himself the hero of every story and illustration and depict himself in his sermons in the legendary
proportions of his carefully crafted person around which he has built a personality cult rivaling that of
Jim Jones. ... Hyles has no room for glorifying the Savior or the Apostles in his sermons. He is too
preoccupied with glorifying Jack Hyles! Hyles is all in all in his sermons -- the subject, the object, the
beginning and end, the first and last! ... Hyles sees God as a Genie in the lamp. He is our Servant,
ready to do our bidding any time we call, rather than the other way around. In fact, it may have even
been God's plan that man sin originally, Hyles contends, just so that He might have the pleasure of
redeeming and serving us! Oh Great Hylesology! God need us? Needless to say, these inflated views
of man and distorted views of God are sick and heretical."

Ego requires continual inflation. It is easily punctured. Self-inflating statements as these were common at FBCH
under Jack Hyles: "Before you stands the source of all human knowledge"; "... God knew that probably 10,000
preachers across this nation would call me their pastor." He boasted on several occasions that if he were brought
down, Fundamentalism would fall with him -- "Just think how much destruction would happen to America and the
churches if I quit"; "America needs me"; "This is the greatest church in the history of Christianity. We must protect
it at all costs. Without us, America is gone."; "Leadership is always right"; and "We are the greatest." According to
one former Hyles-disciple, Hyles was jokingly referred to by some as the fourth member of the Godhead. (Hyles
once also claimed that should he tell people on his staff to commit suicide, they would obey him. He has also said if
he told his deacons to bow down and kiss his feet, they would do it.) [A month before Hyles death, a HAC
fundraiser was initiated for the purpose of building a statue of Jack Hyles. They had hoped to complete it by Hyles'
September 26th birthday. The projected cost was $300,000, and they were selling bricks at $50 apiece to raise the
money.]

-  Hyles' "Bus Manual" includes an oft-repeated story about a little boy who got his shoe tied by Jack Hyles. "God
tied my shoe," was the lad's remark. Hyles seemed to enjoy repeating this story, and even seemed to enjoy being
mistaken for God. Also, Hyles' long-time organist, Elaine Colsten, wrote a book on the subject of church music (As
I See Church Music) which contains a very revealing sentiment (the 120-page book does not quote a single verse
of Scripture): 

"As an organist I cannot separate the two -- God and my pastor. My pastor represents my Lord. My
Lord has put my pastor in my church as my leader. I shall and I want to follow him. I have no right to
do anything at the organ which would be in direct opposition to that which would please the pastor, for
certainly in so doing I would also be displeasing my Lord."

-  Hyles was a staunch member of the KJV-Onlyism cult. (See next item.) At Hyles' Pastor's Conference in 3/96,
Mrs. Gail Riplinger (author of New Age Bible Versions) was awarded a "Sword" and an "Honorary Doctorate" from
Hyles-Anderson College. Hyles, clowning around as was his custom, said he was ready to "ordain" Riplinger to
preach. He referred to Riplinger's book as a "masterpiece," but shortly thereafter said he had read the book but "did
not understand it." This might explain how he could endorse a book when its author denies the doctrine of the
Eternal Sonship of Christ, the same doctrine believed by the KJV translators. (Reported in the 7/29/96, Christian
News, p. 21.)
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-  Jack Hyles was a constant source of "confusion" about the King James Bible and the New Birth. In an article
posted to Hyles' website (7/97) entitled "False Bibles--An Enemy of Soul Winning," taken from Hyles' book,
Enemies of Soul Winning, Hyles tied the New Birth (for English-speaking people) to the King James Bible, making
the use of the KJB a condition of being born again:

"The words of God are the genes of regeneration. Titus 3:5, 'Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of
the Holy Ghost.' Actually the word 'regeneration' means 'to be re-gened.' Just as the genes of my
parents brought my old nature into existence, even so the genes of God brought my new nature into
existence. Your old nature is sinful because there was sin in the genes, but the genes of the Word of
God are incorruptible, meaning that which is born of God; that is, the new nature, cannot sin. Now if
the very words of God must be pure, and if in fact the King James Bible contains the preserved words
of God, then any other words are not the words of God. ... we must have the incorruptible seed in order
to be re-gened, or regenerated, or born again. Suppose corruptible seed is used. Can a person then be
born again from it? You answer that question. According to I Peter 1:23 we read, 'Being born again,
not of corruptible seed ...' Then , if corruptible seed is used, one cannot be born again. I have a
conviction as deep as my soul that every English-speaking person who has ever been born again was
born of incorruptible seed; that is, the King James Bible. Does that mean that if someone goes soul
winning and takes a false Bible that the person who receives Christ is not saved? I believe with all of
my soul that the incorruptible seed must have been used somewhere in that person's life. If all a person
has ever read is the Revised Standard Version, he cannot be born again, because corruptible seed is
used, and I Peter 1:23 is very plain to tell us that a person cannot be born again of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible seed, and it explains that that incorruptible seed is the Word of God, and it explains
that it liveth and abideth forever. ..." (Emphasis added.)

The "confusion" about this matter was created by other materials from Hyles which "seemed" to contradict the
foregoing. For example, an article by Hyles in the February 1997 issue of Revival Fires (p. 11) claimed that he
could win souls with an RSV and a Catholic Bible. In doing this, he claimed there would be "King James words" in
the RSV and Catholic Bible, so in effect, he attributed the soul-winning to the KJB. The "bottom line" is that one
must have the "words" as they are in KJB, regardless of what other English version one might have in his hands
when soul-winning, and thus, he still made the KJB "words," in one form or another, essential to salvation.

Bob Ross has also written an article on the erroneous view which Hyles espoused on 1 Peter 1:23, where Hyles
mistakenly makes the word "incorruptible" modify the "word of God," when in fact the word "incorruptible" is
referring to God Himself. Peter has our "progeny" in view, as being of the incorruptible God, contrasted to
"corruptible" progeny ("seed"). Those born again are always said to be "born OF God" as the source; "BY" the
Word refers to the instrumentality. Thus, we are "born again" of "incorruptible" progeny (God), "by the Word of
God." ["Some wrongly regard 'the Word of God' as the incorruptible seed. But they were begotten of God, 'of'
indicating the source of their new life; but were begotten by (by means of) the Word of God (James 1:18), the
truths of the Bible, the Gospel (1 Cor. 4:15)." [An American Commentary on the New Testament; First Peter, by N.
Williams, Vol. VI, page 22 in the section on First Peter].

The truth, which is presented in the KJB in its specific format and sentence structure, predated the "format" of the
KJB, and was in prior English Bibles, but was not necessarily given in the same English words and structure as the
KJB; otherwise, we would have to conclude there was no "truth" until the words and structure of the KJB came on
the scene. Furthermore, if all post-1611 English Bibles are "perversions" (as Hyles said), then would not the same
be the case with pre-1611 English Bibles? Was there no "Word of God" in English before 1611? According to what
Hyles called "logic," apparently there was no "pure" Bible in English before 1611. There was no "pure seed" until
then; and if not, how could anyone have been born again?

The idea that Biblical truth cannot be presented except in the precise and unaltered terminology and structure of the
King James Bible or any other version is tantamount to superstition. It is reminiscent of the one-and-only
"baptismal formula" taught by the "Oneness Pentecostals" who think the validity of baptism depends on the "right
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words." Such "logic" is the "confusion" sown by Jack Hyles and those who hold to the Hyles "brand" of "King
James Onlyism." (Source: Bob Ross, Pilgrim Publications, 7/25/97 e-mail article: "The 'Confusion' of Jack Hyles
and His 'King James Onlyism Salvation.'")

-  Hyles' error begins at salvation, teaching soul-winners elaborate procedures whereby to secure an outward
profession of faith and decision for Christ (The Hyles Visitation Manual, pp. 165-208), with the utter disregard for
the powerful internal operation of God -- Hyles' "procedural evangelism" is foreign to Scripture. Hyles and his
disciples also tend to invent and implement dress and behavior codes that have absolutely nothing to do with the
Scriptures, apparently in order that they may effectively avoid what the Scriptures actually prohibit: lack of love
and a servant attitude (1 Cor. 13; Mk. 10:42-45), lust (Matt. 5:27, 28), immorality (Gal. 5:16-21), etc.

-  Examples of Jack Hyles' lies, immorality, doctrinal heresies, mind control, pope ways, church stealing, cult leader
tactics, antinomianism, etc. were legion (see sub-reports). Why did Hyles do such things? For one thing, he was
famous for dreaming up far out unscriptural schemes. He led a whole generation of young preachers down the road
to easy-believism and cheap gimmickry. (Hyles spent much time ridiculing and attacking those he called the
"deeper life" people. According to him, these are the people who spend all their time studying the Scriptures and
are not out soul-winning.) This is all detailed and thoroughly documented in the following sources:

(a) A former teacher at Hyles' school (George Godfrey, 629 North Oakwood, Griffith, IN
46319) has written a paper exposing the practices and morals of Hyles.

(b) A former deacon of FBCH (Victor P. Nischik, 7647 Hohlman Ave. - #10, Munster, IN
46321) has written a book charging Hyles with serious offenses involving the affection of
the deacon's wife, among other things (The Wizard of God: My Life With Jack Hyles).

(c) An attorney (Voyle A. Glover, 101 West 75th Place, Merrillville, IN 46410), a former
member of FBCH and long-time associate of Jack Hyles, has written a 485-page book
exposing Hyles' methods and morals. Glover claims that FBCH has degenerated into a
"Christian cult" (Fundamental Seduction: The Jack Hyles Case).

(d) Bible For Today Newsreport (D.A. Waite, 900 Park Ave., Collingswood, NJ 08108)
has a multitude of materials available on Hyles' escapades. Of particular interest are two
tapes: 

(1) a 2-hour telephone interview, conducted in 6/93, with Victor Nischik
("Jack Hyles--Pastoral Promulgator of Pornographic Pollution" -- tape #2353),
and 
(2) a Detroit television station's exposé on the financial improprieties and
immorality of Jack Hyles and his protégés ("Preying from the Pulpit--The Evil
Immoral Influences of Jack Hyles" -- VHS or audio tape #2354).

(e) A former Christian newspaper publisher (Pastor Dick Sumner, P.O. Drawer 940,
Ingleside, TX 78362), wrote a lengthy cover story (5/1/89, The Biblical Evangelist)
detailing Hyles' many doctrinal errors. [In a 10-page booklet published by First Baptist
Church Hammond, titled: "Dr. Jack Hyles Answers Robert Sumner's Accusations in The
Biblical Evangelist," Hyles alleges 52 "untruths" in Sumner's article. But for Hyles to be
correct, George Godfrey, Victor Nischik, Voyle Glover, D.A. Waite, and the entire
investigative news department at station WJBK-TV in Detroit have to all be liars, and
moreover, would have to have been engaged in one of the most massive and most
successful conspiracies in the history of the world! (See The Biblical Evangelist's response
to Hyles's "Answers.")]

(f) A group of 25 independent Baptist pastors met in Indianapolis on 1/27/92 to discuss
Hyles' teachings and actions. They published a report, which we have summarized. [This
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pastors' group gave Dr. Hyles ample opportunity to come and defend the charges made
against him, but Hyles never replied.]

Note -- FBCH Ministry Update: "The charismatic former pastor of First Baptist Church in Hammond is
constantly looking down upon his surging flock. … from a towering mural of his likeness painted on a church
building overlooking the parking lot. … his name is still used almost as often as God's name by church followers.
Gone, but not forgotten, the saying goes. Hyles' 47-year-old son-in-law successor, Jack Schaap (pronounced Skop),
doesn't mind one bit. He's parlayed his mentor's … handiwork to make the church larger, more influential and
prosperous than ever before. … Last Sunday, the church's staff of a few hundred used the three-city-block complex
of buildings to preach the Gospel to more than 17,000 believers. The church leases and operates more buses on any
given weekend than some cities, up to 250 in all … Last year the church attracted 2.5 million tourists to the region
through conferences and events. In October alone, the church took in more than a half a million dollars … giving
from the congregation is up 37 percent since Hyles died. Enrollment at the church's schools, including Hyles-
Anderson College in Schererville, is at a 25-year high. Sunday school classes top 800 most every week. … church
officials broke ground for a new multimillion dollar, three-story auditorium just across the street, with seating for
10,000. After Hyles died, Schaap and other church officials got together and bought a 2002 Jaguar for Hyles'
widow … The church makes monthly payments on it. 'She was awfully down. We thought it would cheer her up,'
Schaap said." (Source: The Times, 12/9/02, pp. A1, A12.) [Perhaps this has all been made possible by Schaap's
heavy emphasis on the charismatic (prosperity message) view of tithing (see the 4/28/03, FBIS.)]  

January 2006 Update: The new building was completed in 2005. The $27 million, 167,000 square-foot church was
financed by the ministry itself and finished on budget. The auditorium seats 7,500 people, with two overflow rooms
that accommodate 270 more; two heated, 1,200 gallon baptismal pools with private changing rooms; more than 100
wall-mounted, flat-screen video displays; and 10 studio cameras connected by more than 100 miles of cable to two
72-channel recording consoles. The platform is constructed of Brazilian cherry wood and accommodates a 140-
member choir, three baby grand pianos, an organ, and a full orchestra. (Source: "Megachurch opens doors to
faithful," 3/21/05, The Post-Tribune.)
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Doctrinal Errors/Heresies of
Dr. Jack Hyles*

-  Since the rumors first started circulating around First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana (FBCH) [concerning
Hyles' immorality], one long-time member estimated that "perhaps forty percent" of Jack Hyles' teachings have
been in defense of himself, seeking to squelch the scandal. Some of the things in this sordid story that distress us
[Robert Sumner of The Biblical Evangelist]:

(1) Hyles adopted what could be considered a Mormon philosophy of celestial marriage to justify his
relationship with Jennie Nischik, Vic Nischik's wife.

(2) In 1971, when Jennie first demanded that husband Vic leave, Hyles came to Vic and reportedly
asked if, once divorce had been granted, he had permission to marry her.

(3) In 1985, when Vic demanded that Hyles give him his wife back, Hyles reportedly told Vic that he
could have Beverly (Mrs. Hyles), with the same relationship Hyles enjoyed with Jennie.

-  Untruthfulness in Hyles' preaching is abundant. His stories are so colorful, so fantastic, so numerous, so
uncharacteristic of normal reality, one cannot help but wonder if he did not take smatterings of fact and build them
into delightful tales. And Jack Hyles seems to always be the hero in each and every one of them. One man, who
earned two degrees at Hyles-Anderson College over an 8-year period, wrote: "... I heard more 'new' truth there than
you or God could ever dream of!" Some who have been in the church for years refer to this new truth as
"Hylesology!" Note the following:

(a) In Hyles' sermon, "Don't Cut the Grass," he taught that all of us have "wheat and tares" in us, but
we should let both grow side by side and not cut anything, lest we cut out the wheat (good) in us by
mistake. [This is a typical misuse of Scripture by Hyles; cf. Matt. 13:27ff.]

(b) On numerous occasions, Hyles has taught that there are two gifts of life in salvation, one is eternal
life and the other is everlasting life. The distinction being that one in qualitative and the other
quantitative. A 4/28/85 sermon, "The Gifts of God Are Everlasting Life & Eternal Life," started by
misquoting Romans 6:23 as "the gifts of God" (plural) instead of "the gift of God" (singular):

"When a person receives Christ as his Savior ... God gives him immediately -- and he is an
immediate possessor of -- everlasting life. Though he has a gift of everlasting life, he does
not necessarily possess eternal life. For everlasting life is a quantity of life and eternal is a
quality of life. ... The gift of everlasting life is taken once and for all when you receive
Christ as Savior, and the gift of eternal life is made available. ... Eternal life is a gift, but is
only made available at the acceptance of everlasting life. ... Eternal life is a life that must
be received every day. Every time you get out of bed at the sunrise in the morning, God
looks at you and says, 'I have another gift for you today. I have the gift of eternal life. You
can accept that gift and life in eternity, or you can refuse that gift and live like the base
animals of the world live.'"

Hyles also said there were hundreds of members of the FBCH who "have everlasting life, but you are
not a possessor this morning of eternal life. You are living like the animals of the field live." [This
heresy has reportedly wrought havoc among the church membership, i.e., people concluding they are
only half saved and able to live like the devil.]

(c) Hyles teaches that one should store up merits (works) to offset times of demerits (sins). If you have
enough in reserve, God will forgive your sin and put you back in business. It is "second cousin"
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teaching to the old Roman Catholic doctrine of indulgences.

(d) In a 12/26/82 sermon, "I Am Only Human," Hyles argued that "God can be maneuvered," saying,
"The Old Testament saints knew God so well they maneuvered with God. They all started off, 'Thou,
the great God of Jacob, Thou the God of the creation, Thou the God that made the stars.'" [Hyles has
also preached on the subject, "How to Make God Your Slave"!]

(e) Hyles claims to go once a week to the mausoleum where his mother's remains are interred and there
he prays to her. In his prayer meeting talk on 12/3/87, he noted that his mother is not dead, just moved
beyond his senses: "Hence, I go to the cemetery and visit with her and speak to her. She can hear me,
but I cannot hear her." Hyles has pictures in his study of John R. Rice, Lester Roloff, his mother, and
Lee Robertson. Before he leaves town on a speaking engagement, he says he follows this ritual: he
stops before the picture of Rice and Roloff, promising them he will do his best; then he stops before the
picture of his mother and asks her to intercede for him to do a good job while he is preaching. [Let the
Catholics pray to Mary, Hyles prays to his mother! As one of his members wrote, complaining about
"the deification and adoration" of Mother Hyles: "We have heard on many occasions how God used
her to bring the latest savior (Jack Hyles) into the world. His attachment to his late mother borders on
the bizarre. We in Hammond have our own Holy Mother of Hyles."]

(f) Not only does Hyles pray to the dead, he apparently prays for the dead. In a sermon on 2/7/88, "Full
Reward," he said one of the reasons he was so driven in his ministry was that he hoped his efforts
would lessen his father's suffering in hell. [That is full-blown Roman Catholicism, on two counts: first,
in the matter of praying to the dead, and second, thinking something he could do would ease his lost
father's suffering in hell.]

(g) According to Hyles, God made man body, soul, and spirit, but when man fell, he lost his spirit and
became only body and soul -- on the same level as an animal. He said that when man falls, he is no
longer human, but becomes an animal, arguing, "Man in his unregenerate state is not human." [Putting
man on the animal level is what evolutionists do, not Bible-believing Christians.]

(h) Hyles says sin does not need to be repented of, only forgotten; "We don't even have a right to
remember our sins." [Hebrews 10:17 is his proof text; see Pentecost vs. Hylescost for a more recent
update of Hyles' denial of the need for repentance in salvation.]

(i) A former Hyles-Anderson College faculty member made a thorough study on sexual messages in
Hyles' preaching. One discovery related to the street language of prostitutes used in many of his
sermons. One female faculty member reportedly got up and walked out of a chapel service in disgust
when Hyles was graphically going through every part of a woman's anatomy.

(j) In his 12/20/87 sermon, "The Good Man Versus the Spiritual Man," Hyles said that the difference
between someone who has committed adultery and one who has not is that the latter has the sin of
adultery "in remission." Hyles also says that adultery is not a sin, just a "mistake."

(k) Regarding the New Year's Eve Watch Night service on 12/31/87, Hyles told his people in advance
that the meeting would be sacrilegious, warning them not to come if they wanted a spiritual time.

(l) In a sermon on the text in 2 Corinthians 12:13-15, Hyles made the statement: "All men are mental
homosexuals."

(m) There have been a number of male students at Hyles-Anderson College who had divorced their
wives, or had been divorced by them because of what they had done. After being at Hyles-Anderson a
while, some of the divorced men reportedly went to Dr. Hyles to ask if they could remarry. No one
ever claimed to have been refused. [Reported by a former faculty member.]
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(n) Hyles has totally reversed his posture on Bible translations and now endorses the Peter Ruckman
position on the King James Bible. Not only does Hyles now say the KJV is the only "inspired
translation," he claims that if your "personal worker" used any other English translation, you are not
saved. [See General Teachings report for details.]

(o) Hyles expects absolute loyalty from all who are associated with him. In a 3/5/89 sermon, Hyles told
his congregation that if he were to tell each one of the men sitting on the platform to go jump off a
bridge and commit suicide for him, he had no doubt but what each one would do it, they were so
submitted to him. Not a word did he say about suicide being wrong, or that such loyalty/submission is
totally unbiblical. [Rather than "loyalty," it should more aptly be defined as "cultic." Such blind
obedience is the kind of mind control the cults have over their followers.]

(p) On 5/26/85, Hyles preached on "Thank you, Adam," actually thanking Adam and Eve for
disobeying God and bringing sin into the world. He said such things as, "Thank God for the chains of
sin," and, "If nobody ever got drunk, I wouldn't enjoy preaching." [Perhaps that is one reason why sin
is treated so lightly at First Baptist -- no one is ever faced openly with his sin.]

(q) In a 2/22/87 sermon, "Just What is Sin Anyway?," Hyles said that if you drank milk and did not do
it in faith, it was sin -- hence, not drinking milk in faith would be as bad as committing murder and
adultery! Referring to the "works of the flesh" in Galatians 5, Hyles said it was not "totally true" that
they were sins -- and that God didn't call them sin, adding these works of the flesh were never called
sin in the Bible.

(r) In another sermon minimizing sin (4/22/84), "No One Practices What He Preaches," Hyles
emphasized a favorite theme: no one has a right to judge another about anything! In this sermon,
Hyles offered his hearers this gem: "The way to success is to keep on failing!"

(s) One man took notes on Hyles' sermons for some time. At the bottom of the page, after the sermons,
this item appeared repeatedly: "Observation: after the initial Scripture reading ... the Bible was not
referenced at all." Another member of First Baptist, who with her husband had served as leaders in the
church for about 20 years, said Hyles very frequently says, "Close your Bibles; just listen to me." [For
some reason, the Bible is not a very popular book in Hammond. One man reportedly showed up at a
deacon's meeting with his Bible and the others laughed at him, one of them saying, "What are you
going to do, preach to us?"]

* Adapted in part from the 5/1/89 The Biblical Evangelist. See The Biblical Evangelist web site for the totality of
the Hyles articles/rebuttals.
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Dr. Jack Hyles
Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists

The following action was taken by the Indianapolis Baptist Temple (Greg Dixon, pastor):

We are not trying to interfere with another local church. We are doing only what we can do biblically to
disassociate with apostasy. We asked a council of pastors (Proverbs 11:14) to gather in our church auditorium
January 27, 1992, to hear and view evidence along with several members of our church [concerning Dr. Jack
Hyles]. We gave Dr. Hyles an opportunity to come and defend the charges made against him, [but] we never heard
from him. After prayerful deliberation, this council unanimously recommended to our church that the following
statement be considered:

(a) The Indianapolis Baptist Temple as of Feb. 12, 1992, withdraws fellowship with the First Baptist
Church of Hammond, IN, and Hyles-Anderson College, as long as Dr. Jack Hyles is pastor of the
church, Chancellor (or other official position) with the college.

(b) Dr. Hyles has enlarged the issue by making himself a litmus test for Fundamentalists and also
because of the international scope of his ministry ... other churches [25] have taken similar action.

(c) We take the admonition of I Tim 5:1,19 very seriously, but Dr. Hyles was confronted twice in
Deacon's Meetings at First Baptist Church with no success, and on several occasions good men of God
in the spirit of Matthew 18:15-19 have tried to meet with him privately and publicly to no avail; but
rather their acts of love were met with rebuff.

Statement by the Indianapolis Baptist Temple on Breaking Fellowship With First Baptist Church, Hammond,
Indiana; Hyles-Anderson College -- (Unanimous Action of the Church on February 12, 1992 -- this is a partial
statement only; the entire statement is reprinted in the 7/20/92, Christian News, p. 14.):

1) Dr. Hyles destroyed a man's [Victor Nischik's] family, alienated the affection of his wife from him
and his children. Even though he [Hyles] knew of this estranged relationship, he continued to employ
her and have close, private, and intimate contact with her in their offices behind closed and locked
doors for long periods of time. He also took her on long automobile rides and trips for hours, including
resort hotels with neither of their spouses present. He refused to stop seeing the man's wife under these
circumstances even after being confronted many times by her husband. Dr. Hyles' conduct is a clear
violation of several Scriptures ... (Rom. 14:16; I Cor. 8:13; I Thes. 5:22).

2) Dr. Hyles lied to the preachers of America when he wrote in letters dated June 7, 1990, and August
3, 1990, that he had no evidence whatsoever that his son [David] was having moral problems before he
left First Baptist Church. The fact is he had been told by many witnesses again and again that his son
was a fornicator and later an adulterer (I Sam. 2:12-36; 4:1-22; Deut. 19:15- 19). He further refused to
exercise church discipline on his son when he [the son] and his second wife returned to the First
Baptist Church of Hammond although it had been known that David was continuing to have affairs
with women. It was also known that his wife posed for a pornographic magazine in a most lewd
manner. In this magazine she was featured in an advertisement for group sex.

3) Dr. Hyles lied to the preachers in his letter of August 3, 1989, saying in point number 11: "I did not
recommend my son David to the Miller Road Baptist Church of Garland, Texas. They contacted him
apart from my knowledge and never sought my recommendation." Jack Hyles actually recommended
David to the pulpit of Miller Road in several personal phone calls with deacons. [Hyles once called
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David Hyles "the most brilliant, spiritual man I have ever met."] By recommending David, he
deliberately turned a sex maniac loose on the unsuspecting congregation. This resulted in the near
destruction of the church when David became involved with at least nineteen different women in the
church. Dr. Hyles then added insult to injury when he instructed David not to confess his sin before the
church when he was willing to do so.

4) Dr. Hyles deceived preachers when he implied that there was no door between his and Mrs.
Nischik's offices. ... In reality, there had been a door between their offices from the time he became
pastor until it was shut after the Sumner article was published [5/1/89, Biblical Evangelist].

5) Dr. Hyles lied several times about his involvement with this woman [Jenny Nischik] in dispositions
taken in early 1986. Under oath he admitted that he gave her from Church and personal funds more
than $100,000 over a 20-year period. This was in addition to her salary.

6) Dr. Hyles has taught false doctrine. He has proclaimed the heresy of the eternal humanity of Christ
in sermons preached from 1982 to 1988. In 1982, Dr. Hyles stated, "Jesus did not become human in
Bethlehem; He became flesh in Bethlehem." In sermons delivered from 1986 to 1988, Hyles preached,
"He didn't learn how to become a man when He came to Bethlehem. He already was one." "Jesus says,
'Father, you have never been human. I have always been human.'" (1986) "Jesus is man. He always was
man." (1987) "Jesus was always man or human ...; Jesus did not become man in Bethlehem; He
became flesh." (1988) To our knowledge, these statements never have been publicly retracted.

7) Dr. Hyles is dividing Fundamentalism by making himself the litmus test of Fundamentalism. For
example, if one does not attend [Hyles' annual] Pastors' School, or if one does not support him 100%,
he is not to be considered a Fundamentalist. Recently, he has declared in sermons that if a person does
not support him, that person is not in "the Faith" (Prov. 6:16,19).

8) Dr. Hyles has had numerous opportunities to clear his name of all charges. He has repeatedly
refused to meet with good men to discuss these issues; or to meet face to face those who have accused
him.

9) Dr. Hyles appears to be trying to hide his outlandish sin and heresy behind the "success syndrome,"
namely, big crowds, big enrollment, big conferences, and big offerings.

In conclusion, Dr. Hyles' greatest sin, in our opinion, is the sin of pride. In his June 7, 1990, letter to the pastors he
wrote, "I said to my people recently that God never asks us to understand Him. It is impossible for us to understand
God, so He does not require us to do so. We have never been God, so we cannot understand God. Because of this,
all God asks of us is our faith, our trust, our confidence. You cannot understand me. No one in the history of
America has ever stood in my shoes, so I cannot ask you to understand. I can ask you what God asks; I would like
to have your trust, your faith, your confidence." [Hyles claims he is being persecuted because of his defense of the
King James Version of the Bible and his conservative theology. He told his congregation that he is the purest man
they had ever seen.]
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Jack Hyles
Pentecost vs. Hylescost*

Jack Hyles is pastor of the First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana. There has been a recent comparison (by the
Hyles' sycophants) between First Baptist of Hammond and the church at Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost. The
claim has been made that Hyles' church saw more people saved on May 3, 1998 than were saved and baptized on
the day of Pentecost. Hyles estimates that around 15,000 people were saved on their special day on May 3, and
5,112 were baptized. About 500 of the "decisions" occurred in the First Baptist Church auditorium (there were
about 2,000 present in the 7,000-seat auditorium on the special day), while the other baptisms occurred at 216 other
preaching points which had been set up for the day.

Hyles' "Pentecost" illustrates serious problems which are rampant at First Baptist Hammond, and further
substantiates the material documented in our report on Hyles doctrinal heresies.

Hyles has compared himself and his church with Pentecost. He has stated that more people were saved on May 3 at
First Baptist in Hammond "than at any church in the history of Christianity." As patently ridiculous as this claim is,
it should still be tested by the Word of God. Hyles' report of his "Pentecost Sunday" and the sermon he preached
that day are recorded in the June 1998 issue of the Revival Fires paper. When one compares Hylescost with
Pentecost, as recorded in Acts chapter two of the infallible Word of God, five serious differences are readily
apparent:

(1) There was a different message at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The message preached on the day of
Pentecost focused on Jesus Christ, the promise of His coming, His preordained death and resurrection, His
exaltation to heaven, and His Lordship (Acts 2:22-36). The message preached on Hylescost was very different from
this. Hyles preached a message titled "A Place Called Heaven." His text was John 14:1-6, which, of course, is
addressed to believers, not unbelievers. He began by giving four reasons why he believes in heaven. First, because
he has met three people who claim to have been to heaven in near-death experiences. Second, because his mother
saw heaven before she died. Third, because of logic; since all civilizations have a belief in some form of heaven
there must be one which God has created to fulfill that desire. Fourth, because the Bible says there is a heaven.
(Hyles first three reasons are unnecessary, undependable, and carry no authority whatsoever.) Hyles later told the
crowd:

"If you have the least desire to go to heaven, if there's just a little bit of a desire to go to heaven, then
this morning, you trust Jesus as your Saviour" (Jack Hyles, "A Place Called Heaven," May 3, 1998).

Hyles told many stories and he mentioned the Gospel and Jesus Christ, but did not plainly preach the Gospel of
Jesus Christ so that a sinner could understand exactly Who He is and what He has done. Many Americans today
are as ignorant of the Bible and of Jesus Christ and the Gospel as any idolatrous Hindu in South Asia. When we
say that Jesus died for their sins, they don't know what sin is. Is it the lack of self-esteem? Is it a psychological
problem? Does it refer to the mistakes I have made? Is it racial discrimination? Is it economic inequality?
Ignorance of what the Gospel terms mean is certainly rampant in the ghettos of Chicago where large numbers of
Hyles' bus riders come from. When most Americans think of "Jesus," they are thinking of a false christ of some
sort. When they think of "God," they are thinking of a false god of their own imagination. Without careful
preaching, without clear Bible definitions of the facts and terms of the Gospel, people will not understand the
Gospel sufficiently to be genuinely saved. They will "trust" a "Jesus" of their own imagination to save them from a
false idea of sin.

Heaven is a wonderful subject, but the Gospel is not about heaven. The Gospel is the death, burial, and resurrection
of Jesus Christ for our sin (1 Cor. 15:1-4). Heaven is definitely a product of salvation, but why is it that none of the
Apostles preached on heaven when they were presenting the Gospel? Why are the sermons recorded in the book of
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Acts so different from the one Hyles preached? Consider the sermon Paul preached on Mars Hills to the idolatrous
pagans (Acts 17). Paul did not preach on heaven; he preached on God and His righteous judgment so that the
idolaters would understand their sin and turn to Christ for redemption. The average American today is very much
like those idolatrous pagans, and Americans need the same type of preaching. An idolatrous and apostate people
need sermons on hell more than sermons on heaven. They need sermons on the law more than sermons on grace,
because Biblical grace is only understood by the law. The law was given to prepare the way for grace. The book of
Romans begins with the law of God and the righteousness of God and the sinfulness of man before it gets to the
grace of Jesus Christ. That is the Biblical way to preach the Gospel. This is how Peter preached on the day of
Pentecost, but it is not how Jack Hyles preached on Hylescost.

(2) There was a different requirement at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The requirement for salvation at
Pentecost was "Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost" (Acts 2:38). Repentance toward God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ
is the Biblical requirement for salvation. "Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks, repentance toward
God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). This is what Peter preached (see also 2 Peter 3:9). It is
what John the Baptist preached (Matthew 3:8). It is what Jesus Christ preached (Matt. 9:13; Lk. 17:3,5). It is what
the Apostle Paul preached (Acts 17:30; 20:21; 26:20).

Therefore, in analyzing the requirement for salvation on the day of Pentecost, we note plainly that it involved
repentance. Repentance is mentioned 66 times in the New Testament, ten times in the book of Acts alone. Hyles,
though, did not preach repentance on his big day which he compares with Pentecost. In fact, he did not even
mention repentance. He did not even hint at repentance. He merely said that if his hearers had even the slightest
desire to go to heaven, they should pray to receive Christ as their Savior. They were encouraged to pray a prayer as
a ticket to heaven. No repentance whatsoever.

Actually, Jack Hyles redefines repentance to mean turning from unbelief to belief. (His sermon "Misunderstood
Repentance: An Enemy of Soul Winning" is posted to one of the Hyles unofficial websites.) He builds his doctrine
of repentance largely on human reasoning: since unbelief is the only sin which sends men to hell (so he claims),
unbelief is the only sin which must be repented of. At first glance, that sounds reasonable, but the bottom line is
that it is contrary to the clear example and teaching of the Word of God. Biblical repentance as preached by John
the Baptist, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Apostles, involved a change of mind TOWARD GOD AND SIN. Note
the following summary of Paul's message: "But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and
throughout all the coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and turn to God, and DO
WORKS MEET FOR REPENTANCE" (Acts 26:20). The Gospel message preached by Peter on the day of
Pentecost and by Paul after Pentecost required repentance and defined that as a turning to God from evil works.
Biblical repentance is a change of mind toward God and sin that results in a change of life. To say that it has
nothing to do with one's attitude toward sin is to throw away nineteen centuries of Christian preaching.

In attempting to justify his teaching on repentance, Hyles' raises many smoke screens. He says, "If a person has to
clean up his own life before he gets saved, we are back to Arminianism or salvation by works." That is pure human
reasoning and is an attempt to darken the issue. Hyles also says: "If turning from sins would get you saved, then
turning back to sins would get you lost." Repentance does have something to do with one's attitude toward and
relationship with sin, but repentance alone does not save anyone. It is repentance toward God and faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ that saves a soul, and the Bible says that salvation is eternal. Hyles further says: "If a person must
repent of his sins to be saved, of what sins must he repent?" The repentance is toward God and sin in general and
in specific as God convicts the soul about his life. The prodigal son's repentance had to do with the way he was
living. Christ dealt with the rich young ruler about his covetousness. He dealt with the woman at the well about her
adultery. The conviction of specific sin is the Holy Spirit's job: "And when he is come, he will reprove the world of
sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment:" (John 16:8). As the Concise Bible Dictionary defines it: "Repentance
is a change of mind Godward that leads to a judgment of self and one's acts." Biblical repentance is a change of
mind toward God and sin, but it is not works salvation as Hyles would have us believe. (See "The Doctrine of
Repentance In Salvation.")
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(3) There was a different doctrine of the church at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The Bible informs us that
those who were saved on the day of Pentecost were baptized and added to the church. "Then they that gladly
received his word were baptized: and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls. ... And
the Lord added to the church daily such as should be saved" (Acts 2:41,47). This is not what happened at
Hylescost, though. In his message "A Place Called Heaven," Hyles told his hearers:

"Don't join this church if you don't want to. Don't ever come back if you don't want to. ... I'm closing
the doors of our membership today. You cannot join First Baptist Church of Hammond today" (Jack
Hyles, "A Place Called Heaven," May 3, 1998).

This, also, is not scriptural evangelism. The Bible is our example, and those who were saved in the days of the
Apostles were baptized and added to the assembly immediately. The Bible does not disassociate salvation
completely from baptism and church membership as Hyles did on his special day.

(4) There was a different method at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- The only method used at Pentecost was
prayer, the preaching of the Word of God, personal testimony, and the miracle power of the Holy Spirit. This is not
the only method that Hylescost employed. Hyles uses a multiplicity of man-made promotions to attract people to
his meetings. He claims that there have been four times that First Baptist has seen more than 3,000 people saved in
one day. One of those was in 1989, and recently interviewed was one of the men who worked on the buses that
year. This man is a pastor today, but in 1989 he was a student at Hyles-Anderson College. Anyone familiar with
the bus ministry at First Baptist Church in Hammond will know that the things this pastor testifies are true.

On the big day in 1989, Chicago ghetto kids were drawn to the meetings by the promise of winning a Camero and
by being taken to a carnival. The church of Jesus Christ was turned into a worldly carnival for the sake of getting
big numbers. This pastor said that he believes very, very few of the kids who were counted as saved that day had
any abiding interest in Jesus Christ. He was there for the months before and after the meeting and had opportunity
to observe firsthand the results. He personally questioned many of the kids who were baptized on that day and most
of them did not even understand what they were doing. They had been instructed to get baptized and they did, but
they had no idea what was happening. This is typical of the Hyles method of "soul-winning." If a person can be
manipulated into praying a prayer, that person is counted as "saved," regardless of whether or not the person shows
evidence of having repented of his sin and trusted Jesus Christ for salvation. The aforementioned pastor said that
his bus captain counted salvations even if the kids who were "saved" laughed and cursed and mocked during the
salvation prayer. One day the bus captain claimed that 25 people were saved; those 25 included a group of kids who
mocked and cursed as the bus captain led them in a "salvation prayer." It was all a big joke to these kids, yet they
were listed as part of the salvation statistics at First Baptist. This is the kind of thing which goes on regularly at
First Baptist Hammond. The pressure put upon the evangelistic workers produces this type of thing. Whatever you
want to call it, it certainly is not Pentecost.

(5) There was a different result at Pentecost than at Hylescost -- What was the result of the preaching on the
day of Pentecost? The Bible leaves no doubt as to the long-term result of Pentecost: "And they CONTINUED
STEADFASTLY in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayer. ... And all that
believed were together, and had all things common ... And they, CONTINUING daily with one accord in the
temple, and breaking bread from house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of heart" (Acts
2:42-46). Those who were saved and baptized on the day of Pentecost showed every evidence of supernatural
salvation. They did not have to be begged and coerced to come back to the next church service. They did not go
home after their baptism and continue to live as if nothing had happened.

What is the result of Hylescost? Only a very, very small percentage of the 5,000 who were baptized at Hylescost
will continue in the things of God. Hyles proponents have argued heatedly that we cannot judge who is saved and
who is lost. True, I cannot know for sure who is saved or lost, but the Bible plainly says that salvation will make a
difference in a person's life and it warns about false professions. Consider some Scriptures:

"Therefore if any man be in Christ, HE IS A NEW CREATURE: old things are passed
away; behold, all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17).
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"They profess that they know God; but IN WORKS THEY DENY HIM, being
abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate" (Titus 1:16).

"But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, THE DOG IS TURNED TO
HIS OWN VOMIT AGAIN; AND THE SOW THAT WAS WASHED TO HER
WALLOWING IN THE MIRE" (2 Peter 2:22).

"HE THAT SAITH, I KNOW HIM, AND KEEPETH NOT HIS COMMANDMENTS, IS
A LIAR, and the truth is not in him" (1 John 2:4).

"HE THAT IS OF GOD HEARETH GOD'S WORDS: ye therefore hear them not, because
ye are not of God" (John 8:47).

"My sheep HEAR MY VOICE, and I know them, AND THEY FOLLOW ME" (John
10:27).

There are no examples in the New Testament of people being "saved" who cared nothing about the assembly and
Christian fellowship and the Word of God. That is not Scriptural salvation. Scriptural salvation is a miracle of God
whereby a sinner is converted and is passed from death to life and is born again by the resurrection power of the
Holy Spirit. There is no such thing as a truly born again Christian who gives no evidence of his salvation.

What was the result on Hylescost? It was this: 5,000 people prayed a prayer, went through a religious ritual
(baptism), and then a large percentage of them went home unchanged to go about their daily lives basically as if
nothing had happened. In a "no-repentance, quick-prayerism, easy-believism" environment, massive numbers of
people become almost inoculated to the Gospel by their repentantless profession of faith and by the false assurance
which is given to them by pseudo soul-winners. When someone later confronts this person with his spiritual need,
he replies, "Yea, I've done that." He means he has prayed a prayer and been baptized. He means he has been given
assurance of salvation by a soul-winner. It had no affect on his life, but he "has done that" and refuses to listen to
anything further from the Bible. This unscriptural method of evangelism, the same method taught and practiced by
Jack Hyles at First Baptist Hammond, has done great harm to the cause of Jesus Christ.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an 8/7/98 Fundamental Baptist Information Service; David Cloud, editor; 1701
Harns Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277.
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Jack Hyles
Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers

The following e-mails were received by BDM from individuals who have first-hand knowledge of the activities of
Jack Hyles and First Baptist Church Hammond. To protect the innocent (from harassment and ridicule from those
currently in FBCH "leadership"), names, locations, and dates have been suppressed:

12/7/97

I just got done reading the items that you have written on Jack Hyles. You are so right and to the point. I attended
Hammond Baptist Schools from third grade until I graduated from high school in ____. My father served on the
deacon board there for __ years and my mother taught _______ there for __ years. Needless to say, [no longer do]
my parents nor I have anything whatsoever to do with the cult "First Baptist Church of Hammond (FBCH)"
[Indiana].

There were other allegations that surfaced while I was a member, such as payoffs to faculty members who
threatened to leave or expose things there. Also, they used to have a real thing about publicly humiliating anyone
who decided to join another church in the area. There are approximately 15 to 20 other congregations in the
Calumet region made up of ex-FBCH members. When I met with Hyles for my Senior [high school] appointment,
which he [would] ask all graduating seniors from Hammond Baptist Schools to meet with him, I told him that I was
going to attend Bob Jones University (which I did for one year). He basically terminated the session and told me
that he would pray for me because he did not understand why I was not going to his school.

I saw numerous heresies while attending FBCH, such as making sure that other biblical denominations that were
not necessarily Baptist were not ever talked about. The church has basically operated as a cult since about 1975. I
started attending there in about ____, but I never noticed a cult type atmosphere until I got into ___ grade. Then it
was like, if you didn't do it their way you were going to hell. If you went against the wishes of Hyles, you were
publicly blackballed, evident in the George Godfrey incident when they broke into his house and stole his honorary
doctorate from Hyles-Anderson College. I am glad that the exposure is on the web -- too bad more people don't
know this. …

Early-1998

For your personal information, I was a member of Miller Road Baptist Church at the time David Hyles was there. I
am not vindictive, nor am I covering any man's sin. I hold the preachers of America and the missionaries of the
world directly responsible. The pastor and staff of other local churches here in Garland [Texas -- where David
Hyles was pastor of Miller Road Baptist Church] also knew of the history and some had even quietly withdrawn
support or allowing David Hyles to speak at their meetings. They did nothing!!

I had the opportunity a few years ago to take some young people and my family to The Wilds. I sat across from a
pastor and a staff man from Florida. As the conversation turned to where I was from they brought up Miller Road. I
sat quietly as they expressed how the church had unsubmissive deacons who had "run out David Hyles," how he
was then leading the music at one of the local churches, and how all the "rumors and slander" laid at his feet were
no more than unfounded gossip of jealousy and spite by those who wanted to do hurt to him and his father for their
consistent stand against modernism. They continued on and on.

You may wonder why I did not raise my voice and tell them of the broken marriages, destroyed family structures,
[and] wrecked lives of new believers. I could tell them of the names and addresses of a number of men and women.
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I could tell them of the former husband of Brenda Stevens [David Hyles' current wife] who sits in church, still
faithful despite the immense damage. I could tell of a faithful pastor and friend who has had to leave a pastorate
and is currently seeking another, because it became known within the congregation that his wife was one of the
many that fell under "David's spell." I could tell of David's divorced wife, now remarried and living in a
neighboring town who still carries the memories and bitterness … and the list goes on!!

Why did I keep quiet? At that time I recalled thinking that God in his own timing brought David Hyles to a crucial
point of exposure. He allowed him to reach the height of success to have his living exposed so that none could find
excuse. I know now I was wrong.

So I ask you to keep publishing the outlandish behavior and heretical teaching of Jack and David Hyles. Place it
prominently for all to see.

Would that the men who demand to be known as "the man of God" would raise up, proclaim the judgment upon the
men, disband the church, sell the materials and property, shut the doors of the college, and hold forth "the Word of
Truth."

Sorry for the length. I suppose my own depravity is so embarrassingly real to me, I have trouble imagining
preachers thinking themselves as so "special to God's cause." But by the merciful grace of God and the love of
Christ, I would be without the hope I cannot find but with His Word.

8/31/98

I really enjoyed reading your page on this; well, not "enjoyed," but I hope you know what I mean. I graduated from
HAC [Hyles-Anderson College] in ____, and returned to teach for ___ years on the faculty there ... The best thing
that ever happened to me, after being saved, was being delivered from the cult-like mentality of Jack Hyles. That
happened in the late ____s, and the college has "disowned" me. I haven't managed to lose any sleep over it yet! 

1/6/99 

I am very interested in some communication with you regarding your exposé on Jack Hyles. You are very on target
with your information. I was virtually raised in FBCH, attended grade school and Jr. High school in the FBC school
system, as well as two years of college at Hyles-Anderson. I finally fled the Independent Fundamentalist
"denomination" -- my first hand knowledge of SO MANY discrepancies in the teachings vs. [practice] had caused
me great confusion, frustration ,and turmoil.

An interesting side note for you: As a child I was a classmate and friend of Vic Nischik's son, Jack. To read the
documented facts about Jennie and Jack Hyles truly broke my heart. Being raised as a "loyal" follower … I
wouldn't allow myself to 'wake up and smell the coffee' (as they say) on that issue for a number of years. However,
every other issue you have listed, I have first hand knowledge of, and it is all completely accurate. I suppose I
shouldn't doubt your word on that one as well.

My father attended Hyles-Anderson College, as did my sister and one brother. At this point in time, I (strictly by
God's grace) am the only one who still goes to church or pursues the Christian life. As a result of living in
Hammond for years, there was much abuse in our home and it has splintered our family terribly. I have found that
this is the case among many of our former friends and acquaintances from Hammond. There is no spiritual growth
in that congregation or student body resulting from the teaching of or study of God's Word. I am almost ___ years
old and having been a Christian for [most] of those years, I was virtually ignorant of correct theology until three
years ago. And as immature a Christian as they come! I thank God for ripping me away from the radical beliefs of
Jack Hyles' brand of Fundamentalism. My husband and I are often amused that (in our opinion) God took us out of
"church" to get us into church.
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Anyway.....you have truly only tipped the iceberg, Sir, on this particular issue. There are still many who are blinded
and, yes, becoming more and more cultish every day. There is WAY more under the surface at FBCH and I have
no earthly idea how it all stays so secretive. I have often thought that there must be some way God might allow me
to use what I have learned to help other people get out of that blinding lie that is First Baptist Church of Hammond.
I tremble to think of the times that I stood on people's doorsteps and led them through a meaningless prayer and
assured them that "That's all there is to it -- see you in heaven!" and then walked away from a person who was AS
clueless after my visit as they were before. Incredible, isn't it?

[Concerning my abusive father], in ____ my father was an HAC student and a Sunday School bus driver on a
Chicago route. My mom taught Sunday School and was in Phoster Club. Dr. Hyles knew them on a first name
basis. My father was reported by a neighbor for child abuse. Dr. Hyles had a deacon in the church, Bruce Johnson,
represent my parents before the H.E.W. department board and I believe in court as well. The case was closed.
However, what no one ever bothered to find out was: Were the accusations true? My dad was a "lucky" one. Many
other friends from church were having their children removed from their homes by the Welfare Dept. Even the
High School Principal (a BJU graduate) had his daughter taken away and placed in foster care.

The thing was, the reports [of abuse] were absolutely true. My father was extremely abusive. And so were other
parents who lived in our neighborhood that attended FBCH. Yet the church was providing legal representation for
these offenders. And Dr. Hyles would get up from the pulpit and warn the congregation about how our church had
become a "victim" of unfair persecution by the Health Education and Welfare Department! The problem that I
currently have regarding that situation is this: I know beyond a doubt that many HAC graduates and students living
in the Hammond area are current wife and children abusers. I have friends and former roommates from college
who are married to some of these guys. My sister and I saw these girls come to church on Sunday morning with
bruised faces and bleeding lips. And the children often looked worse. What is the deal? [Why] is the church still
covering for these bums?

My sister is currently being pursued by legal council FOR First Baptist Church. They are demanding that she fly to
Hammond and testify in a lawsuit regarding an educably slow woman. They have told her that since she worked in
that ________ department, she needs to come and testify on Dr. Hyles behalf, as a favor to him. They have even
had college staff members call her and pressure her. (She was a 19__ graduate). Anyway, she and I did not realize
until very recently, by stumbling across an article online, that it is a sexual abuse case. We both feel strongly that
she should refuse to testify for FBCH, since we both know that this type of abuse happens there all the time, and
the church covers.

It's a vicious cycle! FBCH is a powerful place. They manipulate people all over this country. And it is because so
many people will NOT open their eyes to what is really going on.

4/8/99

My father is a Hyles follower. He would choose Hyles over my siblings and me.

As for me, I would never set foot back there. Seventeen years, minus all the Sundays I ditched, was too much. That
church ruined my childhood. God has completely healed that. I feared Hyles. We basically thought he was a big eye
in the sky. We never heard about the love of God. Jesus' name (to my remembering) was hardly mentioned.

11/99

I was a member of a Baptist Church here in ________ for a while whose pastor was trained at Hyles-Anderson
College. I no longer attend that church, but my boss and his family are very much into the Hyles movement. The
thing that struck me kind of' funny is the feeling you get that the people are programmed not to question their
pastor or anything that comes out of FBC of Hammond. When looking for some info ... the other day concerning
the "repentance" issue, I found your web site and the information about Jack Hyles past. I was shocked! He and his
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family have always been held up before the people here as above reproach! I did hear about one "Preacher's
School" about two years ago, when Jack Hyles had men come on stage wearing dog collars and he wore a robe like
the pope. People would ask the "dogs" questions and they could only answer when Dr. Hyles yanked their leashes.
I left the church shortly after that.

11/17/99

My name is ____________. I am one of the ____________ of the late Dr. John R. Rice. I can tell you that I have
known Jack Hyles my entire life, and everything you mention in your website is either something that I have seen
proof of myself, or something I know of. The evil things Jack Hyles did were not known till after [Dr. Rice] was in
Heaven, or we obviously would have separated from fellowship with him completely. ... Jack Hyles is a wicked,
wicked man, but I saw [Dr. Rice] read the Bible every morning at breakfast, six chapters or more, and I saw him
pray, every single day that we were together, crying by himself in his chair, and praying over his open Bible that
the Lord would bring unsaved souls to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. I saw [Dr. Rice] when I was a little
_____ on his knee, give money to hungry people, give coats away that people had given him. For years when I was
a little _____, we lived on the farm [the Rice family] owned. I never saw [Dr. Rice] do anything at all that I felt was
something the Lord would hate. I never saw him do anything arrogant or deliberately selfish. He never sold relics,
or promoted soulwinning without the backup immediately of the local church in discipling and follow-up. [Dr.
Rice] was real -- heart and soul, and one of the best examples of a Spirit-filled Servant of God that I have ever met.
He spent his life serving, not on an ego trip or anything close to Jack Hyles' current megalomania. ...

1/7/00

Thank you for printing the article about Jack Hyles. It is all true. I went to HAC for five years and then taught at
Miller Road Baptist in Garland for several years. The Hyles family is the one of the worst things that has ever
happened to Christianity. The "doctrines" they have taught are nothing more than man-made ideas which confuse
and mislead people. After 10 years away from their influence, I am still trying to find out who God really is and
what the Bible really teaches. I am convinced they have brainwashed thousands of people and will have much to
answer for some day.

I was especially glad to see the sentence about Brenda Steven's baby who died. Justice was not done, but I'm glad
the suspicions are out in the open. What happened to that child was only a part of the damage David Hyles did to
the people at Miller Road.

Thank you for exposing them.

2/21/00

I found your website just today. I find the articles that you wrote about Jack Hyles very interesting. My ex-husband
and I attended Hyles-Anderson College back in the years of ____ - ____. We left the college and church when my
husband had only one semester left of school to graduate. I believe everything that you wrote in your articles.
There were so many things that have left me feeling very unsettled through the years regarding the church and
much more about the college. The women were treated very badly and at times it felt that we were in a prison.
Some of the practices were very demoralizing (such as dress code checks). I remember having demerits given to me
because my sweater was "to clingy to my breasts." The women were not allowed to leave the campus unless ... on a
bus with several others. This was even to go to the mall, go to the doctor, and other needed errands. You had to be
chaperoned at all times. Who knows what trouble we would have caused? Today I believe myself to be a strong
Christian woman, but have suffered through the years from the lies that have been put into my head about myself
and about God.

I remember some of the meetings that the college girls would have with "The Preacher" (Dr. Hyles). If anyone
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would have walked into the room, they would have thought that all these college age girls were waiting for Elvis to
return. We were taught to actually worship him and treat him as an idol. There was a song that we would sing to
him to make him come out to the stage: 

"We love you preacher, oh yes we do, we don't love anyone as much as you. If you're not with us,
we're blue, Oh Preacher we love you"! 

He would not come out until the girls were in a frenzy. What happened to only preaching Christ and him crucified?
Even at the time, these meetings made me very uncomfortable. They seemed to be very sexual in nature. He would
speak to us as if we were his girls that he was trying to court or swoon. Being a mother today, I would NEVER
allow my daughter to attend these meetings. Hyles' Church and college have hurt many people. Many of the young
pastors that have looked up to him (like the one that I spoke of) carry on his legacy of man-worship. I feel mostly
for the women who suffer the degrading remarks and humiliation that comes from their beliefs.

9/23/00

I am ____ years old and have been a member of an Independent Baptist Church since childhood. At the age of five,
I [trusted] the Lord Jesus Christ. All through my younger years and adult life, I have always looked up to our
pastors in the Independent church. What has happened to us? God has not changed!!! I can relate to some of what
went on at the First Baptist Church in Indiana. ... I resigned as deacon ... Many of the members came to me with
concerns/complaints about our pastor. I met with him and shared these concerns. ... he did nothing about it -- his
words "the door swings both ways." As long as you agree with him and don't buck what he has to say -- you're
okay. Members are shunned if they disagree.

Some issues:

1. Monies (thousands of dollars) are not reported to any of the members. These monies are spent on
non-needed things.

2. Several buddies (of the pastor) are employed by the church. .... without voting upon them or without
knowledge of members.

3. Leadership (deacons) has no say so in any matters.

4. There is no accountability.

5. Members say that he has a cult. -- I forgot to mention ... when he came to our church three years ago
from another state, he brought along three families of followers (non-family members.) These families
sit near the pulpit ... like they are protecting him.

6. He brought in a child-molester (from out of state) to head our media ministry. He knew of this man's
past, but failed to tell anyone at the church, [yet] we have many children in our services. I stumbled on
this information.

I could go on and on. ... I still have many members that call and they are very upset with what he is still doing there
at the church, but they can't [seem to] leave.

10/9/00

I attended HAC in ____ - ____. I so appreciate your web page on Dr. Hyles and the situation in Hammond. My
involvement as a teen, here in _______, in going to Youth Conference and our church having Dave Hyles up for
our youth conferences in the early 19__s, paved the way for my "worship" of the "success" of Hammond. I went to
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HAC and thought I "was it" spiritually. This was THE place God was working. It caused a great deal of spiritual
pride and, eventually, great confusion and disillusionment!

The real attraction of Dr. Hyles was that you felt loved, cared for, and you knew he was down to earth. As a bus kid
myself from an abusive home, Dr. Hyles' screaming, hard preaching, and black and white mentality seemed so
normal.

He did lots of fun things for the students; it was a surrogate family for so many of us from abusive backgrounds.
My subsequent research into abusive churches and cults frightened me when I saw the striking similarities!

I could tell many stories, but here are the things that made me, after a year down at HAC, not want to be a part of
that movement [any longer]:

1. The demands and hours of service were absolutely crazy. The real "spiritual" students were praised
for giving their entire lives for ridiculous schedules. Some were often physically ill because of the
demands. Where was family life? No wonder so many were falling into immorality. I must note that
when I was there, I felt safe and never saw outward signs of immorality or felt Dr. Hyles said lewd
things. I guess I was involved when there was still enough Godly influence on the college staff; I don't
know.

2. They acted as though they were the only ones with truth. My church back home where I was saved
was "not separated enough." That really put a big red flag in my mind.

3. Dr. Hyles would allow us as female students to sit on his car hood while he drove off slowly, after a
girl's meeting with "Daddy Hyles,"  screaming, "We love you preacher!" like he was some rock star
with groupies!!! He would throw down 10- and 20-dollar bills from the cafeteria balcony at screaming
girls. He would allow the girls to pat his back and "touch his garments" so to speak, when he would go
to the cafeteria after a girl's meeting to have our free pizza. When I was in it, I thought it was perfectly
normal. It took some years to see the inappropriateness of this "hero worship." But at the time it really
met "needs" for love, excitement, fun, and significance.

4. One of my roommates, after a Sunday night service, got into the "preacher boys line" outside of Dr.
Hyles' office to ask a question. She was not aware she was not to be in THAT line. Well, according to
her, Dr. Hyles screamed at her in front of everyone and told her off for being in the wrong line. She
related this story, still shaken and in tears in our dorm. We were kind of in shock, and calmed her
down by saying, "he's tired, I'm sure he didn't mean it". That was the other red flag in my mind.

I guess things became more cult like in the late '80s and beyond, according to what I have just read on your
website. The fallout from this in those of us who followed Dr. Hyles is the most devastating when you start to
realize what you were in! It is a personality cult of one man who has complete control of thousands of followers.
People start to shut off their thinking when the red flags keep happening. I am so thankful to God that my own
pastor was wary of the Hyles' movement and I had a solid church to return to. I shudder to think where I would be
right now if I had married a Hyles' follower down there. I certainly wouldn't be sending you this email, because I
would think you were of the devil!

Keep on keeping on, sir. Be the watchmen and warn the sheep.

12/15/00

I was a graduate of Hammond Baptist High School and I attended Hyles-Anderson College as well for ____ years.

I was in the same class as David Hyles and it was common knowledge that the behavior which got him into so
much trouble later in life was already a problem then. Surely his father was aware of it. But he had his own reasons
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for a cover-up. ...

I have first had knowledge how these people will lie just to punish people they don't like. I did a radio show which
they didn't like. The result was that I received a letter from them demanding a full term's tuition for class I didn't
take. I had voluntarily withdrawn from the college the semester before. I called the school and explained that I
could not possibly owe them tuition since I was no longer a student. They put me on hold and then came back to
tell me that it is correct that I wasn't an official student, but now they claimed I audited all of my courses. Of
course, there would be no class attendance records and no grades or other records to show that I audited the classes.
But if I didn't pay them for the additional semester, they would refuse to send my records to any other school and I
would lose two years of credits. 

I stood by my principles and lost the two years credit because they invented a story. I also know for a fact it was
because of the radio show. I gave out an address on the air (but it wasn't my address). The letter demanding extra
money or I would lose two years worth of college credits was sent to the address I gave out on the radio. 

It showed me that the people at FBC were vindictive and would do anything to punish people -- even lie. 

I [had also] worked at an all-night health center not far from the college. I can also testify that various top church
people would use the gym to meet the people they were having affairs with. The man would check in the men's
side. The woman would go in through the ladies side. They would then meet in the common area outside the locker
rooms and sneak off somewhere to be together -- it was a two story gym and quite large so there were plenty of
places to hide. Since I worked the late night shift the place was often empty. That was a good time for "lovers" to
sneak into the locker rooms and use private changing booths. 

The FBC was a cesspool of hypocrisy and I'm glad I got out.

2/4/01

I was in a "Hyles" church in ____________ for __ years. ___ years ago I left -- thank the Lord I woke up.  My
former pastor idolized Jack Hyles, attended every Pastor's school, quoted him endlessly, and modeled our church
after 1st Baptist Church of Hammond.  Many teens from our church attended the college and are still there. Two
families have moved to Hammond to be "under Jack Hyles." I cannot tell you the twisted concepts that Jack Hyles
has passed on to pastors all over this country, but the letters I've read on your web site from other people who
"woke up" give me reason to see that I wasn't crazy in leaving that church and I was and am not "unstable" as my
former pastor told me.

Why did I stay in that environment so long? I wish I could tell you! I saw how the church treated other families
who left, and talked about them from the pulpit after they left, and then shunned them completely (just as we were
told to do from the pulpit). The thought that I would be in the same shoes if I left was more than I could bear. But I
finally left and it has taken 2 years to even begin to see the guilt leave me. Words cannot express the distorted view
of God that a "Hyles church" can give to a person. My biggest pain is that I raised two children entirely in that
atmosphere and I can see the scars that were left in their lives and on their hearts because of it! May God forgive
me for that -- and He has!!!

Don't let this web site stop letting people know what is happening.

2/9/01 

Thank you so much for your website -- I wish I had known about it before yesterday. My life changed when a
graduate from HAC became our Pastor when our previous man moved away. I wanted so badly to do what God
wanted me to do -- I struggled to know His perfect will. The new pastor told me that it was God's will for me to go
to HAC, [even though] my parents had heard some things about the college and felt I shouldn't go. These were
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loving, active people in the church. The pastor said they were being used of the devil. I was so upset that I couldn't
sleep feeling this war going on. The Pastor would leave notes in my notebook at school , "Did you sleep well last
night," and other things that I now view as a form of mental torture. 

I attended a year at HAC -- it has taken me over 8 years to feel as though I'll make it now. … I have had
nightmares through all these years about that place and not being able to escape. The inappropriate behavior of Jack
Hyles is overwhelming. At times I wanted to go to 20/20 or a place like that so he would be exposed and people
would see him for what he is, but I was always overwhelmed with fear that they would find me.

2/9/01 

I read your web site about Hyles. I had heard some faint rumors years ago, but ignored them. I was raised in a
church that was 100% supportive of Hyles. It was KJV-only and I was a loyal follower. I had to memorize over
800 verses by the time I graduated from the Christian school. I attended from 4th grade to 12th grade and then I
went to a KJV college in Ohio. I have NOTHING good to say about that church (FBCH). I ran a bus route (the
most [geographically] dangerous) and picked up kids from the projects. I had my route canned because I brought
black kids to church. My three years there was a living nightmare! Then I attended a large fundamental church in
____________. What I thought was a nightmare from the college days became worse in this Hyles copy-cat
church. … We left devastated and destroyed. After being back in the U.S. for 8 years ... still attending a Jack Hyles
pro church, [we] finally left because of the pastor's spousal abuse.  

After that I started investigating the Christian school where I grew up. I questioned former students and found out
that they came from sexual abuse homes, physically abusive homes, homes involved in witchcraft, and so on. It was
so revolting to find this out! Praise God! I'm out of it!

3/7/01

I have known of Jack Hyles for a good many years. The information presented on this site is mostly something I
am not truly familiar with. However, what I do know is that I am not happy with my contacts with those ministers
who were following him. Lies, half truths, and gossip have often characterized my contacts with them. I have first
hand knowledge of the misconduct of three of their pastors, one of whom pastored the church where God has given
me the pulpit. I found out, after he was gone, that people began confessing their sins to The Lord, and It turned out
that this "pastor" (I use the term loosely) was using cigarettes, drugs, and alcohol, all the while decrying these in
public, but outside the church he even gave these things to members of the congregation, and used them with them.
I also found out that he also had had two affairs with women in the church.

As to Jack Hyles himself, I attended one of his "Pastor's Schools." I was never so disappointed in all my life. The
very first meeting of the conference had him crying out to the crowd, "What are ya?" The reply came back,
"Idiots." God forgive him, he had trained all these people to call themselves "RACA!" As the days wore on, I
became more and more disenchanted, fed up by the time we left to come back to _________. Since I returned from
Hammond about __ years ago, I've received dozens of communications from [Hyles] inviting people to various
conferences at his church. He had a greatly inflated opinion of himself, to say the least. In all of those letters he
[might have] mentioned Jesus, Lord, God, Holy Spirit ... once, if you were lucky. Yet his own name might appear
between twenty or thirty times. He was truly a sad case ... I guess he died in February. I don't know how he could
face The Lord Jesus -- he was a heretic who left a wake of troubled people with a mechanistic Christianity, that
didn't ever get to Godliness, just a hellish legalism.

6/26/01 

Thank you so much for all of the informative articles you have posted concerning Jack Hyles. I have grown up in
an independent Baptist church, and am now an independent Baptist preacher. I was saved at age 10. One of my
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first converts was a friend the same age. I had the joy of leading him to the Lord one night as he slept over. I saw
him grow spiritually and mature in the Lord. When we were teens, we had a youth pastor who was a HAC grad,
and a loyal Hyles follower. He strongly influenced both me and my friend, and encouraged us to attend HAC. After
high school, he [my friend] went to HAC, and I attended Bible college in _______________. While I was in
School, I received a phone call from my HAC friend. He was frantic and full of worry. He warned that I was in a
liberal college, and out of God's will. He claimed my college had no soulwinning program (untrue), no dress
standards (again, not true) and "rock" music in the church's services. I was amused at my friends
inaccurate statements and asked where he heard them. He said Dr. Jack Schaap [a Hyles protégé] told him these
things. After much time and many phone conversation, I have noted some distressing opinions expressed by this
person. Some things my friend has said are: 

Jack Hyles is the "Elijah" of this generation, and not to be questioned, criticized or spoken ill of; 

God only is working through First Baptist and that church is needed if revival is going to take place in
America; 

Jack Hyles is personally responsible for my salvation (no kidding, he claims if Jack were not around, no
Americans today would be saved -- he said I needed to "thank" Hyles for my salvation); 

All churches in America have been touched by Jack Hyles; 

Jack Hyles has "led" more people to the Lord than anyone; therefore; he is not be questioned; 

Hyles words are final authority (he admitted that he doesn’t compare Hyles teachings to scripture, as this
would be sin).

7/28/01

I read with great interest the article on Hyles. Unfortunately, when I was growing up we did not have a computer in
our home. If we had the information on Hyles, it would have been a great help to me. My father is a Baptist
minister and sadly became a Hyles devotee when I was a teenager. My father  and a large part of his family were
brainwashed by this idiotic thinking. I was forced to endure pilgrimages to Hammond and seemingly endless hours
of ranting [by Hyles]. I have often wondered why as a child I could clearly see this for the cult it was, but my
parents could not.

8/1/01

Recently I had a harsh conflict with a Hyles-Anderson graduate. The man actually assaulted me. I had expressed
my concerns about Hyles' teaching. The man then began [trying] to convince me of the same false teaching of
Hyles (specifically what Hyles taught about salvation only through the KJV). 

He became very sarcastic and was wanting to take the conversation outside the church and "settle it" out there
(meaning he wanted to fight). I said that we should not continue the conversation and he continued to press me
with the issues. … as the man pressed me intensely in the conversation, I did say to him that Hyles was an adulterer
and an heretic. 

The man actually took me by the throat and raised his fist. Fortunately he didn't strike me, however, he did inflict
pain when he slammed his palm to my throat and took hold of me by the throat. … I let the associate pastor know
what happened and talked to the pastor afterwards. The man had gone to the pastor and told him what
happened. The man did come to me and "apologize" BUT said, "I warned you three times and you wouldn't
listen." The gall of the man! I was the one that wanted to cease the conversation! I told him that if he was asking
for forgiveness, then I forgave him. He walked away.
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11/3/01

Thank you for helping to spread the information about Jack Hyles & the cult he lead. We've been out of that cult for
about 17 years. The longer we are away the clearer we can see. All the unscriptural teachings I heard & believed
while under his spell! I am completely convinced, now in hind sight, that Jack Hyles actually hated the Word of
God & true men of God. If one were a true Bible scholar, knowledgeable of the Word of God, one would [easily]
be able to see all the heresy taught at First Baptist Church & Hyles-Anderson College. He regularly railed on Bible
scholars. He made fun of anyone who even thought about going on to seminary after graduating from college! He
didn't want people to know their Bible! Then they would see the false teachings. What a sick man. ... he helped
create many sick, unlearned preachers that are now all over the country. 

12/13/01

I just happened to stumble across your web page and I was very surprised by what I read. I am a grad of HAC
many moons ago. I have first hand knowledge of some of the things people on your web site are talking about. I've
been out of the loop for sometime now and I am glad that now people have seen what I was saying while I attended
there. It's sad to admit that I wasted 4 good years there and have to tell people that I went there. I am not a reporter
or have anything that has to do with the media. just a fellow grad who also been lied to all the years of my service
there. and even though I didn't attend church there, my church also was a staunch follower.

2/17/02

I was one of Jack Hyles' personal body guards from 1978-83. If you only knew the actual man. I met with him
personally and saw his megalomania and personal greed. I have talked with many of his personal staff and found
their stories to be reputable when proclaiming his escapades and sexually perverted tendencies. There was one staff
member at Hyles Anderson College, a Bill McFadden, who had sex with a student in the chapel tunnel; when it
was reported, the incident was swept under the rug and dismissed. Jack was not going to let this ruin his monarchy.
Jack was more like Jimmy Swaggart or James Bakker than a man of God. I feel most sorry for his son David, who
was a "victim" of his fathers debauchery and gutter life. I worked with David as well.

5/9/02

I grew up in an independent Baptist church from the nursery. I have had two preachers in my entire life -- both
Hyles-grads -- both ran off with women from the church. When I was in the 11th grade, I decided that I would
NEVER go to HAC, because I was so afraid I would marry a man from there that would cheat on me just like my
preachers did.

I am 21 years old, and I went to HAC for 3 yrs. The first year I went because of my dad. The second year I went
back because my boyfriend (who also attended HAC) told me I wasn't right with God if I didn't. My third year I
felt so guilty about not going back, I went to appease my conscience.

As I sat in chapel day after day, I became more and more rebellious. I am the type that likes to think things out for
myself, so I had a hard time letting someone else think for me. I got extremely disgusted when the President of
HAC got up and said, "You are at your highest level spiritually by being here. If you leave, and don't finish, it will
be all down hill from there."

It annoyed me and made me very angry when Tom Vogel got up and introduced the idea of Founders Park. -- The
park wasn't so bad, but it was the part when he said that there was going to be a life-like statue of Jack Hyles in the
middle where people from all over the country can come for years to come and pray.
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Anyway, just wanted to email you and let you know that I know exactly what you are talking about.

9/14/02 

Let me join in with the others and say thank you [David Cloud] for your wise discernments of the ministry of Jack
Hyles. Praise God and Halleluiah!

My ex and late husband ruled our home with every word spoken by Jack Hyles. He let our little girl of 6 years of
age scream and cry herself to sleep every night in the dark because Hyles said we should teach our children there is
nothing to be afraid of in the dark. He was going to throw out our only TV because Hyles referred to it as an idiot
box, but then found out that Hyles had seven TVs in his own house, so we kept ours. He ruled the children and me
with an iron hand, and was physically violent with us because Hyles said that men were the ruler of their families.
Even though people were aware of our home life, I was told that divorce was out of the question. And I listened to
them until our very lives were in jeopardy, and I divorced him. I broke from the church, but stopped in briefly on a
Sunday morning one time and a lady asked me how could I stay away -- how do I feel not attending FBC any
more? My reply? One word -- "Free." That's how I felt; free at last. Cult? -- Oh, yes.

And I, too, deeply regret sending each of our children through the Hammond Baptist School system. I once wrote a
letter to Hyles stating that if a student's parents were not on the staff of FBC or their schools, or smart enough to
make the school look good, or their parents did not have mega bucks to give to the FBC ministries, then the student
was treated shabbily. Hyles' response to me was that I was a very good letter writer. Period.

I returned to attend a funeral years after I had left the church, and listened to Hyles, now as a free person and no
longer a cult member, and discovered that the first 20 minutes of his funeral service had to do with himself; the last
10 min., he talked about the deceased.

I sang in their choir for years, was a Foster Club member, and was a loyal attendee to their Women's Spectacular
each year. I feel I have earned the right to finally speak out. 

P.S. Hyles would describe IN DETAIL how he spanked his daughter, using the words "lift up her little dress."
Every time he said it, my system automatically cringed. It was not a statement to make in front of thousands of
people.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

I grew up near the Bill Rice Ranch, in Murfreesboro, TN. During my high school years, I worked on the ranch
(1961 -1966), and Dr. Hyles would often speak there. I was caught up at first in him, but later, as I married and
moved, I began to say to my wife when we would go to hear him preach, I wonder who Jack Hyles will exalt
tonight? -- Himself or the LORD? Sadly, It was always HIMSELF. We stopped attending His meetings years ago
when everybody thought he was the BEST!!

My sister, after graduating from TTS went off to Hammond to teach at First Baptist Elementary School. While
there, her eyes were opened also. She has told me of things that happened that I could hardly believe. For example,
Dave Hyles many affairs.

It is so sad that this man, Jack Hyles, has destroyed so many people's faith in the church and the LORD.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

Jack Hyles was not only wrong on salvation and repentance, he was also a class "A" fraud. I graduated from his
college and seminary in the 1980s. I attended First Baptist Church of Hammond for seven years. I played their
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game quite well, not knowing any better at the time. I "won" more souls there than anyone in my time there. I was
awarded "The Sword of the Lord Award for Evangelism" in recognition of my "numbers." (They were in the
thousands.) I taught "soul winning" in Pastor's School.

Jack Hyles would say and do anything to validate his ministry and his massive ego. Numbers were ALL that
mattered to him. I have seen buses full of black children who, while not being allowed in the bus ministry, were
driven down the alley behind the church, told to repeat a prayer, and counted as "souls won on church property"
during big days. It was a disgraceful practice!

In all my years in Hyles' church I was NEVER able to find ONE person whom Jack Hyles personally led to the
Lord, even in his own fraudulent way. He was big on sending others, but he himself NEVER went!

Thank you for reminding folks what a fraud this entire ministry was and is. His son-in-law now runs the show. He
is a man who is thoroughly compromised by his detailed knowledge of everything that went on there for twenty
years -- the moral degeneracy of Dave Hyles, the child molestations, the rampant affairs, divorces, debauchery and
adultery, the lust and fornication on the part of so many staff members, the cultishness, the siege mentality, the
twisted doctrine, the arranged marriages, and so much more. I have seen it all firsthand.

Hyles' supporters are now saying that a new day has dawned. The truth, however, is that Jack Schaap (Hyles son-
in-law and successor) is a deeply compromised man. Until he makes that institution accountable for its sins of the
past, he deserves not one whit of respect from Christians. He knew of ALL the abuse and turned a blind eye to it
all in order to preserve his ecclesiastical inheritance. In effect, the man sold his soul. He watched more lives ruined
by two decades of abuse than most people will ever know. I saw him many times around his father-in-law, Jack
Hyles. He was a like a little puppy. I remember being so embarrassed for him.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

I am a Hyles-Anderson grad, and everything you said is right on the mark. Some of us truly tried to present the
Gospel clearly, but we had nowhere near the numbers the "big boys" did. If the Hyles and Grays and Neals and all
the others who are having "thousands saved," presented salvation as a complete change of life, you know what the
results would be. When I sat in the auditorium in Hammond for seven years (2 degrees), I hardly ever saw anyone
coming regularly who looked [or acted] like they were newly saved people. Oh, they might come once, but that was
it. Let's face it, if they were having 15-20,000 baptisms a year (that wasn't so either, but that's another story) and
only 1% were real and began attending, they would have needed to add seating for another 500 people every 3
years or so. It never happened. What a fantasy. This all panders to pride and arrogance, which is the driving force
behind all these ministries. I could go on and so could you, but for what ... the deluded will never be convinced
anyway. I think I would rather stand before God with a few truly saved from my labors than a multitude pointing
the finger at me for confirming them in their unbelief.

9/23/02  [To David Cloud]

It is certain that Hyles-Anderson, for a long period of time, did teach the heresy that repentance is not part of the
gospel, and many of their graduates have left there and taught this false gospel. Furthermore, while I was at
Fairhaven Baptist Church + College [Valparaiso, IN] (I graduated in Spring 2000), I saw firsthand instances where
people from Hyles' school would come to where we had bus kids, go through the entire area, gimmick them to a
Saturday "church party," and baptize them all to count them as "saved." It made me and my fellow bus workers
very angry! Thankfully, they would then abandon them so that we could continue to take them to church and teach
them the gospel of repentance and faith in Christ. There was one time that they did this in a project we picked kids
up in, and they baptized practically everyone, except for one kid who we picked up regularly. We asked this kid
why he did not get baptized, and he told us that they had baptized him twice already, and he did not want to be
baptized again. He did not understand the gospel, either, so he was not born again. Anyway, I say all this to say
that I am in agreement with you about the soul-damning results of Hyles-Anderson methodology and their former
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anti-repentance theology.

10/30/02

As far back as 1960 the Detroit Bible College Chorale, of which I was a member, toured with a theme of Westward
Ho. We traveled to Iowa, Colorado, Wyoming, Missouri, and came back by way of Hammond, Indiana, stopping
for a "concert" at FBCH.

Our stop at First Baptist was anything but a blessing. After being "used" by the church to sing 18 stanzas of an
invitation hymn to initiate "decisions" such as salvation, dedication, rededication, membership, transfer-
membership, service on the bus staff, ad nausea, the director of the chorale had to visually put his hand up to us to
say by gesture: "Keep your cool, gang. It will be over soon, and we'll be out of here." That's how oppressive it was
OVER 40 YEARS AGO! 

It is a sad commentary on the evil heart of pride, and a detriment to the cause of Christ Jesus our Lord. And it
certainly did not help the Baptist cause nationwide even though I am not a Baptist. Unfortunately, it did have the
effect of turning me and others away from a denominationalism of this type known for its superficial invitations
and sermons. I'm not so sure this practice did not also occur in many Baptist congregations across the country to a
lesser degree. 

11/3/02

I am also one of those converts of Jack Hyles bus ministry back in 1981. I was in the Navy stationed at Great
Lakes NTC, when approached by two men form Hyles Church. They "whizzed" me through the Scriptures, and
kept asking, "do you believe"? I said yes out of politeness, but it was all so fast. It seemed like we went through the
salvation plan in less then three minutes, then all the sudden we were praying and I was told I was going to go to
Heaven. Wow! I felt like I had been dragged to salvation. I had no clue what I had just agreed to! 

I even went to the church and was baptized that Sunday, I don’t ever remember saying or agreeing I should do this,
but I found myself in this long line of men being baptized. I remember saying to myself, you better get baptized,
and you would not want to hurt anyone’s feelings. It was all at a very manic pace.

12/25/02

My father was a Hyles follower for years. My sister went to HAC where she met her husband. Our family was so
steeped in his philosophy we would not make a move without consulting Mr. Hyles' many books and articles. My
father thought that he [Hyles] was doing right, but I could tell that he struggled with his [Hyles] teachings for years.
We were deep in the cult, though, and there was no turning back. Hyles ruined our family ... I have struggled for
years myself hating Hyles for his sick teachings and his ability to sway so many people in his direction. I realize
now that the man may not have been saved himself. My father was a good man who loved the Lord with all his
heart. His only mistake was to listen to Hyles and believe that he was a man of God when he was not. My father
passed away in 1997, no longer believing Hyles was the great man he once thought, yet not quite ready to denounce
his teaching or to believe that he was as bad as he really was. But now in heaven, he knows the truth, and the truth
is the mighty Dr. Jack Hyles is not there.

12/28/02 

I write this letter with much sadness. I started attending First Baptist Church in the 1960s. I was only in grade
school and my family was very involved there at the time. The Jack Hyles that I remember back then was a
preacher who was on the right course. His sermons from back then still have an impact on me today. Something
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happened to him around 1968. He changed. He became obsessed with numbers and the people that were close to
the Hyles children knew that things in the Hyles household were not what they should be. The cover-up was to
begin. I left the church when I graduated from their high school, which was the best thing I ever did. I realized it
was like a cult and Jesus helped me realize through a lot of circumstances in my life not to let any man take His
place in my faith and worship. 

I went back to the church after Jack Hyles died to see if the church would go back to what it started out to be many
years ago. It is with much sadness that I have realized that the church under the ministry of Jack Schaap, his son-
in-law, is going to be worse than what Jack Hyles ever thought of being. Jack Schaap has encouraged FBCH
church members to make Jack Hyles an idol. Besides the money the church has blown with paintings on sides of
buildings and statues that were made and disliked by the family ($300,000.00 out the door), only to be discarded
and replaced with new ones ( at the church's expense), the church bought Mrs. Jack Hyles a 2002 Jaguar to help her
get over the normal grieving process of losing a husband, and make her feel better (according to the local
newspaper that had a front page story about it). I guess she needed it to go along with the new Kasper Suits that the
adult Sunday school class bought her every month. I would love to ask Mrs. Hyles how she can look herself in the
mirror and sit in the front row of the choir and see all the widows whom barely have enough money for essential
things, yet she is using their tithe for her luxuries. I feel sorry for Cindy Hyles Schaap, I guess she was too young
to have remembered her preacher dad before he corrupted himself from power. It truly saddens my heart; his
ministry could have ended so differently. 

1/8/03

I went to HAC/FBC for 8 or 9 years. I was expelled from college 2 times. I have only told my story to about 5
people. And it took me 10 years to really face the truth and quit fooling myself. I cannot believe how stupid I was
to fall for all that stuff. It may have been because I was young. Either that or an easily influenced person.

I had never attended a Christian school. I was raised in a Christian home. Parents were both married still and we
attended church every week. My parents had about the same morals as they teach at FBC -- [except for allowing
of] the woman wearing pants and I could go to rated G-rated movies. ... When I first learned of FBC and went, I
loved it. I think I liked the bigness of it all. And I liked the excitement from behind the pulpit. I started riding the
bus to First Baptist as a bus kid from Division ___. 

When I graduated high school, I attended a Junior College in the area. The following year I applied to HAC. ... My
first year at HAC, no matter what I said or did, I was considered a "ghetto" bus kid, [even though] my father was
well off and I lived in a $300,000 home. So being 17 years old, I decided to make up a "bus kid" profile for myself.
I made up all these lies about my parents and myself. Said I was in a gang and did drugs, etc. I started to play the
tough guy act at the college. ... Finally, HAC decided it was best I leave for the safety of myself and the college. 

[Some years later, I re-enrolled in HAC.] I was determined in my heart to do right and graduate and go out and
start a girl's home. By now I was already into the frame of mind that "Dr. Hyles was the greatest." I thought Vic
Nischik was a lunatic -- because that is what Dr. Hyles said, so I believed it.

It makes no sense to me why [HAC] was not biblical in how they treated people. It angers me that so many
teenagers went there looking to go into full time Christian service and ended up on the sidelines, because they didn't
fit the mold and bow down to the people there. So many people ended up hating God and out of the ministry and
church too. It is a very sad sad place they run there. It is people worship. I sat there and watched several staff
members have relationships with girl students -- when they [the staff members] were married. The whole place is
pathetic and needs to be exposed as it really is. I have read Voyle Glover's book and Vic Nischik's book --
something I never dared back then -- but my eyes have been totally opened at the farce that place is.

2/2004 
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Well, all I can say is FINALLY someone believes what I have said about Jack Hyles. He turns male HAC
grads into Mini Jack Hyles -- here is an example: Our pastor Bill Wininger at the North Sharon Baptist Church in
Grass lake, MI was also a graduate of Hyles Anderson College. Some of our classes at NSBC were held in the
church basement. The pastor would call many girls up to his office one by one -- some to fondle, some to just hold
and say I love you too. He even at one time gave me money for McDonalds, but only if I  gave him a very tight
hug. He was always hugging me, telling me he loved me, and with a grin on his face, watch me as I would walk
away in my skirts. No one would believe anything we said and we were all considered liars and listening to Satan. 

The child molestation charges in 1990 with Tim Leonard and Mark Foller were all said to be of the devil and all the
3-10 yr olds were lying. I dared to say I thought they were guilty and I thought I was going to get beat for saying
that. ... Bill Wininger also told me to quit feeling sorry for myself when I tried to tell him about the abuse at home.
This HAC graduate condoned women being treated like the scum of the earth, children being abused. When I left
the state after I graduated in 1994, and told everyone I would NEVER go to HAC, I was considered a heathen.
Then in 1995, my cousin had caught Pastor Wininger in his office. having an affair with a lady member of the
church. She left her husband but no one believed my cousin.

 

 6/2004 

I am proud to have been given the opportunity to read your articles regarding the Jack Hyles ministries and
schools.  

As a child, my parents were divorced while I was an infant. My mother worked hard as a single mother for RCA in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Upon RCA's factory closing, my mother made the choice to move to Indiana, for a better
opportunity with work and mostly because of a new school which had just been started. My mother felt that a
young girl should learn the ways of being a lady and that with a religious upbringing, I would have a better chance
for my future. 

From the moment I arrived in Schererville, Indiana, I began a life of anguish and fear. Because my parents were
divorced, I was often used as an example to my class mates and made to feel inappropriate and inferior to the rest
of my peers and the teachers within HB schools. The rules I was given involved ideas I had never learned prior to
attending HB. I was told pants on a girl were unacceptable for school or church, and that television and music,
aside from hymns sung in church, were works of the devil trying to persuade me into a "demonic ways" so that I
might become a soul serving in Hell. 

On one winter day, I was very ill and had missed 2 days of school due to scarlet fever. My mother had bundled me
up from the cold and I was wearing pants as we traveled to the doctor and to the drug store afterwards. When we
entered the drug store, I noticed a teacher from HB was looking through some greeting cards and I faintly tried to
smile at her. She gave me a disdainful look and then proceeded to leave the store. A couple of days later I returned
to school and I was immediately called to the principle's office. I was counseled and given the option of explaining
why I would have been seen in public dressed as a man. I was told that it was abnormal for girls to want to wear
pants and asked if I would like to be a man instead of a woman when I grew up. After several minutes of
discussion, I was told that girls were not normally paddled for their mistakes but that boys were harder to learn their
lesson and needed more persuasion. At this time a large narrow paddle approximately 12 inches long, with large
holes cut throughout it, was removed from the counter behind the desk. I was told to stand up and remove my
underpants. When I began to cry, I was told that if I wished to live the life of a boy, I should be treated as such. I
was then told to lift my skirt and hold it above my waist. I was "paddled" severely that day. I went to school as a  9
yr old little girl that day, but I had lost my childhood. From that day forward, every teacher or adult I came into
contact with became someone I feared. 

I was called to the principle's office on several occasions during my period with HB. I began to believe that I would
never become an "acceptable" Christian girl. I continued to live the nightmare for 6 years until my mother was
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finally transferred in her job to a suburb of Chicago, and I was permitted to attend a public school. At that point, it
was if I had to undergo deprogramming. I didn't fit in with "normal" kids my age and I was already of the opinion
that I was inferior to everyone else from the treatment I had received with HB. At 15, I was checked into the
University of Chicago Hospital for a nervous breakdown and psychological evaluation. I spent 6 weeks trying to
recover my life and realize that I was perfectly normal. The doctors did a full physical workup on me and
determined my virginity had been taken from me.  My mother could not believe it and she began questioning every
move I would make. ... My mother couldn't believe that someone in the religious faith would harm a child, much
less a 9 yr old child. She eventually moved us back to Ohio, thinking it might help with my dilemma. My mother
was fooled like so many others have been. ... Just as Jack Hyles died, my Mom has since passed away and there is
not one day that goes by in my life that I don't experience difficulty or question whether I am normal or if I was
somehow not Christian enough  in God's eyes to avoid the torment I went through. In many ways, I guess you
could say the ministry of Jack Hyles still rules over my life from the grave. I can only hope that somewhere in life
each of us find a way to overcome our weaknesses and move forward. Maybe your website will help some of us do
so.

 

 6/2004 

Reading all of these articles brings back such sad memories. Honestly, it makes me want to cry for what HAC did
to my walk, my life -- to the way I viewed myself in God's eyes as a result of my experience there. 

I attended HAC in fall of 1983. I had attended a small Christian school for 3 years, but did not grow up in Christian
home. The first year was fine, as I got accustomed to rules. I thought they were odd and tough, and I was surprised
at the cult-view people had of Jack Hyles. But to say anything was out of the question was unthinkable. My
freshman year ended with some demerits for going to see a movie …  I saw the rules as very inconsistent towards
me, compared with other students whose parents were either in the ministry or strong supporters of Hyles. Over the
summer, this treatment boiled over inside me -- and not because I was far from God. In fact, because I thought God
AND the school would want to know how I felt, to do the honorable thing, etc. I would come back to school and go
to some ‘friends’ on staff. 

My sophomore year started with me telling, very calmly and humbly, that I felt maybe things were a little cultish
and at times skewed. My sophomore year ended about 4 weeks later, with expulsion from loads of demerits -- for
minor infractions that weren’t even violations -- but I couldn’t argue them with anyone. 

I went back and tried to right myself (and because I still believed Hyles was the MAN and if I wasn't there, I
wasn’t in God's will). I  left a year later, and struggled with my broken identity as a child of God for the next 10+
years. I couldn't begin to tell you the details of what happened/happens at that school -- just "Thank You, HAC" --
for weeding me out and making sure I knew my place in God's eyes.

11/2004 

I have read the articles about Jack Hyles and the personal testimonies of former HAC students and faculty and
FBCH members, and I thought I was the only one that was a "VICTIM."

I don't know where to begin, so I will start at the beginning if you don't mind. My Dad divorced and now
remarried, went to HAC around '74 with his new wife he had met in Florida, while he was involved in the "hippie
Jesus" age in the early '70s. They sold everything they had to move up there to attend this college so he could be a
preacher. I, in the meantime, was in foster care in North Carolina because his ex-wife, my mother, could not afford
to keep me, and the courts could not find my Dad. In summer of '76, I was 5 years old, my Dad came to me and
took me up to Hammond to be with him and his new wife. By that fall, I was thrown into the grade school there at
FBCH to be brainwashed. My teacher had told my parents that I was a very smart child and I became bored very
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easy, because I finished my work before the other students and I would help the other kids in my class with their
work. I would get spanked for that. 

My dad would follow the Hyles handbook on child raising, and was very abusive. When he would take me in the
room to spank me, he would have me remove my pants and he would turn out the light, it was dark outside, and he
would use his belt and he would not care where it hit. Many times I went to school the next day with bleeding welts
on my back and legs and would have a black eye from where the belt hit me in the face. There were times when I
was sent to school without food and I would beg for food from my friends. Once at the school, my first grade
teacher took my lunch away from me and threw it in the garbage for talking in class. I had already gone two days
without food and was so eagerly wanting that lunch that after school I went to the dumpster and tore open the
garbage bags until I found my lunch. Another time my Dad took me into a field and made me run, and if he caught
me he would beat me until I was bleeding. Needles to say, being only eight years old, he caught me. 

We left there when I was nine and moved to California, where my Dad tried to take-over several churches from
Pastors he worked under. Between him and my step mom, they caused several church splits. Eventually they started
a church in Fresno, CA with an attendance of 65, which about 50 were kids my Dad picked up in the back of his
pickup for every service. They could not keep adults in the church because they would run them off with Hyles-
doctrine. During this time, my Dad was still very abusive.

I graduated from High School and to make my parents happy -- I went to HAC. I made it a point to see if I could
break every rule in the rulebook and not get caught, I succeeded. I returned home and joined the military where I
served in Special Ops for 14 years. While I was in Florida at Mac Dill AFB, I met my lovely wife who I have been
married to for 10 years, and have never raised a hand to her because I had seen first hand what that will do to a
family. 

12/23/04 

My wife and I attended FBCH [1973-1987], and both graduated from HAC, where we both served on the staff, and
taught in the school system, after graduating. Your reporting is quite accurate. I personally witnessed and knew
more than I want to share. 

Thank you for your web site. Keep up with the good work, because our Lord and God will be the One whom we all
will one day give an account to.

                       

 1/2005 

Thank-you, thank-you, thank-you, for your newsletter exposing even this small percentage of abuse that goes on at
HAC. My husband and I attended the "church" and college from 1991-2001. I cannot begin to describe the
emotional and spiritual turmoil we went through at the hands of Jack Hyles and his band of merry men. 

We were newly married and very involved in our church when a Hyles grad came to be our new pastor. He was
totally devoted to Jack Hyles and FBC. This was during the height of "the battle" as Hyles called it, yet the
members of our church never heard a word about it and only knew that FBC was THE place to be and the epicenter
of Christianity. It became our Mecca, and Pastor's School was our yearly pilgrimage. Our church changed
dramatically over the next three years. We started to do things to please our pastor, and think in terms of "what
would Jack do?' We attended the Pastor's School in 1991, where there was INTENSE pressure put upon the
delegates to surrender to preach. "If God didn't call you so what? You can still volunteer! After all, God has done
that is the least you can do ..."  Needless to say, my husband went forward. Two months later we had sold our
house loaded up our possessions and left for the holy-land, Hammond, Indiana! I was four months pregnant with
our third child, and we had no job (Dr. Hyles had told us to sell our house and worry about the job when we got
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there). There was a man on staff whose job was  to help students get jobs (he had one contact which he always
used) and find apartments (again, one contact in lovely crime free Gary, IN!).

Of course, the longer one went without a job, or the worse the place you had to live, the better, made for great
sermon illustrations! My husband was a great singer and was singing a lot in church and banquets, which gave us a
pass to some of the inner circle there. Red flags started almost immediately, there was hero worship everywhere,
and the things they chose to uplift and praise seemed so anti-doctrinal. Swallowing hard, we tried to make the best
of it, after all it must be us that was bad and sinful, as everyone else seemed so happy to be told how pathetic we all
were. Plus we weren't quitters and weren't ready to say we've made a terrible mistake and come home. Our home
pastor would have considered that a failure; we couldn't disappoint him and our proud parents.  People often ask
why we didn't just leave?  You have no idea the amount of power they sway over you. 

My poor husband got only 3 to 4 hours sleep at night during the week while going to night college. I say college
loosely, as his classes all consisted on how to build a church just like Jack Hyles, and the required readings were all
Hyles books or books by faculty extolling Hyles. Every night he was told how stupid he was, and lazy he was, and
wicked he was, and his only salvation was this college and learning how to model himself after the great and
wonderful Jack. Then came the weekend, but if I thought I'd actually get to see my husband, I had another thing in
store for me. We were told the Sailor ministry (at Great Lakes Naval Training Center] was more "family-friendly"
than the bus ministry because we all could participate together. All that meant was that our whole family was
required to be their indentured servants. My husband left for the base at six in the morning, and I didn't see him
again until four in the afternoon, when he would pass by me in line as I helped serve the meal we had prepared for
100 men. Then he was off again until midnight when he would return with five to ten men (sailors) who I would
have a meal waiting for. Then they would all shower and we would make them a bed on our floors and lock
ourselves and our children into our bedroom, then up the next morning at five to make the sailors a "home-cooked
breakfast." Then a full day of preaching and feeding the sailors again at our ministry base. If you ever missed a
week you were told you didn't love your sailors and wanted them all to go to Hell. There were weeks that our
children only saw their dad for a few hours on Friday nights. It's amazing that they didn't seem to care if we loved
our children enough to spend some time with them to keep them out of Hell, no wonder MOST of the faculty and
staff kids ended up "rebelling" and leaving the place. 

Meanwhile, I was taking a few classes where I was told how I was not submissive enough, and was going to ruin
my husband and his ministry if I had the audacity to complain about not seeing him enough. This was God's man
and if he wasn't succeeding, it was my fault. Oh, if I could only be like Mrs. Hyles or Mrs. Evans. Once I was told
there was an opening to do a job that was a HUGE honor. Just to be asked was considered prestigious and that I
was doing God's business. It was to clean (for free of course) Mrs. Evans house, as she was too busy traveling and
changing America to actually take care of her own home, or make her meals, or even do her hair and make-up
every day. I was told "America needs her" and to clean her house was a great honor. Puuuuleaseee!!  This sort of
thing went on all the time. We were grunts there to do the bidding of these great  men and women of God. To
question anything was totally taboo, and considered disloyal. My husband and I after a few years of this felt so beat
down and like complete failures it was easier to just go along rather than fight it . We knew by now the place was
totally hypocritical and a farce, yet they still had enough sway over us not to leave. That would be the ultimate
failure. People who left were spoken of in hushed tones, like someone who had died. Besides, where were we to
go?  Every other church that was not 100% Hyles, was bad. Our children would surely go to the devil out there in
the abyss. After Jack Hyles died and the complete idolatry took over, we finally had had enough; to escape from
there was worth all the recriminations we would receive.

Well like most, we floated around not knowing what to believe or where to go (no  one was TELLING us now). I
went through a few years of bitterness from being so manipulated (how could they call themselves Christians), then
sadness for the lost years, and finally now thankfulness to God for being freed from there. My husband went
through an extreme period of depression and guilt. We finally feel like we have healed from the experience and are
happy, if not a little wary, and back in church serving God. There is only one word to describe that place --
CULT!  If not one of the sexual scandals or monetary escapades was true, what that place does on a day to day
basis, to all those unfortunate enough to have fallen into their way, is enough to shut their doors forever. May God
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have mercy on their souls.  

3/2/05

I stumbled upon your website rather accidentally; I graduated from Tennessee Temple in 1975.  I don't remember
much about doctrinal concerns, but I do remember John R. Rice and others.  I specifically remember Jack Hyles
being the speaker at a conference in Philadelphia, PA in 1976.   The hotel banquet hall was large and his preaching
was so loud a hotel staff member went to a closet on the balcony to turn the volume down.  I'm guessing they had
complaints from hotel guests.  Once Hyles realized the man  had turned the volume down, he stopped in the middle
of his sermon and accosted the man as he was walking away.  He demanded that the man turn the volume back up,
and embarrassed him for interfering with his message. 

4/29/05

I attended Hyles-Anderson College from ____.  There is permanent nerve damage to my hearing from extensive
amplified screaming. My family was destroyed by Hylesian Fundamentalism. The most difficult thing for survivors
of Hylesian Fundamentalism is the task of embracing truth that has been couched within lies that have hurt them. I
could tell you stories that you have never heard. Regardless of what you already know, you would be shocked! My
family was destroyed by Hylesian Fundamentalism. Twenty years ago, schisms were created that have still not
healed. Though thoroughly churched (and believers for many years) many members of my family mistakenly
placed their hope in men. Disappointed, they no longer even attend church.  

11/8/05

I attended multiple youth conferences while I was a teenager (1976-1979), and attended Hyles-Anderson college
for one year. I left after that year to pursue education at a different school. I am so thankful! Others were deeply
scarred. I have never, ever spoken to anyone but my parents, my wife, and my brother-in -aw about why I left. But
here it is: (1) Dave Hyles telling dirty jokes to students while he played basketball with us. I could not reconcile
this close personal image with his public image; (2) Being actively discouraged from reading important books by
various great Christian leaders because I had not yet completed every book by Jack Hyles and John R. Rice; (3) Joe
Combs' meetings with ministerial students about how to keep a wife, which included some rather sick and
debauched advice. I'm sure equivalent advice would have been available around the water cooler at work or in a
pornographic magazine. It simply couldn't be found in Scripture; (4) The idolatry of students toward Dr. Hyles
himself, which seemed only to be encouraged by every structure, event, and even by every sermon he preached.
 
As a young man I read the New Testament extensively and faithfully. And I could see absolutely no
correspondence between the attitudes of these men and the attitudes of Scripture. I left. I was called arrogant by
some. "You don't really believe you know better than these men of God, do you?" My answer is still the same
today: "I don't, but I know what God's Word says."

 

Letter from a Hyles Supporter to David Cloud:

Mr. Cloud, I don't know if you will personally read this e-mail, but I read your article on Pentecost vs. Hylescost.
What kind of "Christian" is a man that would critique a man of God? How could you possibly say such horrible
things about a man of God that is serving the Lord and doing exactly what God put him on this earth to do? Until
you pastor the World’s Largest Sunday School, and see over 5,000 people saved in a day, you have no right to
speak as you did about Dr. Jack Hyles. No decent Baptist would say negative things about another Baptist preacher.
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Therefore, I don't believe that you are a Baptist. I can't believe that I even allowed myself to even read such a
disgusting article. I attend Hyles-Anderson College, and First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana. I WILL
STAND FOR JACK HYLES, AND EVERYTHING HE PREACHES, I will not let anybody put him down. If you
say that you are who you really are, you would too. If I let people know about this article, you will have thousands
of people against you. Jack Hyles is doing far above more for the cause of Christ than you can ever do" (emphasis
added).

Reply from David Cloud:

Hello. I am sorry that you feel the way that you do, but I have the responsibility before God to judge preachers and
their message by the Word of God (1 Cor. 14:29; 1 Thess. 5:21; Acts 17:11), and I intend to continue to do that in
spite of the bitterness that is poured out toward me by those who blindly follow men. Your attitude of
unquestioning loyalty to a man is not Scriptural, but is cultic. No preacher is above being judged by the Word of
God. No preacher has the authority to demand unquestioning loyalty. A godly preacher, in fact, does not desire
unquestioning loyalty. Like Paul, any godly preacher is pleased when people judge him and his message and his
ministry by God's Word (Acts 17:11). A preacher's only authority is the Bible, and when he strays from that, he has
no authority whatsoever.

The Bible describes a man like Jack Hyles, and his name was Diotrephes.

"I wrote unto the church: but Diotrephes, who LOVETH TO HAVE THE PREEMINENCE among
them, receiveth us not. Wherefore, if I come, I will remember his deeds which he doeth, PRATING
AGAINST US WITH MALICIOUS WORDS: and not content therewith, neither doth he himself
receive the brethren, and forbiddeth them that would, and casteth them out of the church. Beloved,
follow not that which is evil, but that which is good. He that doeth good is of God: but he that doeth
evil hath not seen God" (3 John 9-11).

Diotrephes had a HEART problem. He was a proud man; puffed up in his own estimation; he wanted to be "top
dog." Diotrephes had a WILL problem. He ruled the church by his own will, but the pastor's job is to rule by God's
will. The church is God's flock, God's building, God's husbandry. The pastor is not to be lord over God's heritage (1
Pet. 5:3). Diotrephes also had an AUTHORITY problem. He felt he was an authority unto himself; whereas the
pastor's sole authority is the Bible. It is to the man who speaks "the Word of God" to whom God's people are to
submit (Heb. 13:7). The supposed Christian leader who attempts to lead the church by man-made tradition and
philosophy is to be rejected, not obeyed.

THERE ARE MANY DIOTREPHES IN THE INDEPENDENT BAPTIST MOVEMENT, BUT JACK HYLES IS
KING OF THEM ALL. Any preacher that would allow his people to wear "100% Hyles" buttons (as Hyles did
some years back) is a Diotrephes. My friends, beware of the spirit of Diotrephes. Don't be caught up in the cultic
clutches of such men. They will try to usurp the place of Jesus Christ in your life and will rob you of your God-
given right of private interpretation and judgment. They want people to be dependent upon them. God-ordained
pastors have real authority and are to be obeyed as they obey the Bible (Heb. 13:7,17), but a Diotrephes exceeds
this God-given pastoral authority and lords it over God's people in a carnal manner.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2006
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Jack Schaap
Teaches Prosperity Doctrine! Article by Way of Life Ministry - David
Cloud
(Copied with permission)

PROSPERITY DOCTRINE TAUGHT AT HYLES' FORMER CHURCH

April 28, 2003 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061,
866-295-4143, fbns@wayoflife.org; for instructions about subscribing and unsubscribing or changing addresses, see
the information paragraph at the end of the article) -

When Jack Hyles died in 2001, the pastorate of First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana, passed to his son-in-
law, Jack Schaap.

Schaap has since published a series of booklets titled "God's Plan for Your Money" that borrows heavily from the
hyper-charismatic prosperity teaching of Don Meares, the pastor of Evangel Temple near Washington, D.C. Meares
is a proponent of the "Kingdom Now" theology that teaches that the church will take over the world and be made
wealthy before the return of Christ. He lives a lavish lifestyle and claims that God is giving him new revelations for
these days. He is associated with many of the radical charismatics such as Oral Roberts, Kenneth Copeland, Rod
Parsley, Benny Hinn, Paul Crouch, and Creflo Dollar, Jr. (who claims that Jesus was rich). Meares believes that
God is raising up new apostles and prophets for our day.

Note the following quotes from Schaap's booklets:

Jack Schaap: "Every promise to Abraham is my blessing, and I receive that blessing by the act of tithing because
that was when Abraham was blessed. The blessing was released when the tithe was given."

Actually the blessing of Abraham comes upon those who believe. He is known in Scripture as the father of faith,
not the father of tithing! "And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which
he had yet being uncircumcised: that he might be the father of all them that believe ... Who against hope believed
in hope, that he might become the father of many nations, according to that which was spoken, So shall thy seed
be" (Rom. 4:11, 18).

Jack Schaap: "The windows [referring to Malachi 3:10] allow the tither to see into another dimension. That
dimension allows the tither to rear his children, run his marriage, to have a happy home, and to have insight into
Scripture."

This strange doctrine of tithing bringing "another dimension" has no biblical basis. It is strictly the figment of a
fevered charismatic imagination. Note the following quote from Why Tithe? by Don Meares: "When you tithe, you
can expect God to open the windows of heaven and dimensions of spiritual insight. You can expect God to show
you your destiny, who you are and where you are to go. When you do not tithe, God will not show you anything." It
is sad to see a fundamental Baptist preacher gullibly borrowing such nonsense.

Jack Schaap: "He was no longer Jacob the hustler, the shyster, or the trickster; he was Israel, a prince with God. ...
Jacob said, 'I saw who I really was. I saw what God's destiny was for me,' and that destiny was showed to a man
who promised he would be a tither."

Actually, Jacob was given the vision and promises of God BEFORE he pledged a tithe to God and his tithing had
nothing to do with the divine covenant that he inherited or with the revelation that God gave him.
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Jack Schaap: "You say, 'What is that blessing?' It's the windows of Heaven. 'What are the windows of Heaven?' It's
that perception, that insight. No wonder Jeremiah understood that he was called from his mamma's womb. I bet his
daddy was a tither."

Schaap tells us that Jeremiah received divine revelation because his father was a tither. All I can say to this is that it
must be something Pastor Schaap got from deep within the Hebrew!

Jack Schaap: "[Referring to Matthew 13:23] Your ground is your heart. God says, 'I have the power to produce fruit
in your heart, and those who tithe will produce fruit in their heart when they hear the Word of God.'"

Schaap quotes God here, but for the live of me, I can't find it in the Bible. That particular quote must be in the book
of 2nd Opinions. You know, the book that contains those famous verses "cleanliness is next to godliness" and "God
helps those who help themselves."

Jack Schaap: "The tither's heart is protected from the world and Satan. ... The tither is not easily offended. ... The
tither has special insight into God's Word. ... The tither is a fruit bearer. ... God promises that the children of tithing
parents will reach their potential. ... Those who have love and joy and peace and longsuffering and gentleness and
goodness and faith and meekness and temperance are those who tithe.""

I thought those were the fruits of walking in right relationship with Jesus Christ and His Word and being filled by
the Holy Spirit, but now I see that they come through tithing. This is indeed a new revelation.

Jack Schaap: "Abraham tithed because he wanted God's blessing."

No, Abraham tithed because he HAD God's blessing and he wanted to honor the God who had blessed him.
Abraham didn't tithe until Genesis 14, but God had already blessed him in Genesis 12. When we come to the time
of Malachi, God did promise to bless tithing, but that is long after the days of Abraham. To say that Abraham tithed
because he wanted God's blessing is simply not found in the Bible and is mere speculation.

Jack Schaap: "Nobody is immune from the devourer touching his life, but God says, 'How would you like it if I
personally walk up to that spirit that wants to give you a hard time and say, 'SIT DOWN!' Would that help you at
all? God will control the spirit o the devourer, that spirit that hurts your marriage, that wounds your heart, that
oppresses you. ... I love tithing! I sit there and put my tithe in and say, 'I'm protected! Don't mess with me! You
say, 'Do you think your hot stuff?' No, but I've got an awesome Bodyguard. I double-dog dare you to hurt me
because I know Who protects me. Tithe! It's the best form of insurance you'll ever have."

Schaap tells us that tithing will not only bring prosperity, but it will take care of ALL of your problems. This is
truly an amazing new revelation.

Jack Schaap: "According to Genesis 4, offerings are associated with tithes. ... According to Genesis 4:4, Abel
brought a tithe which was the firstling, and he brought an offering, in that order. ... The result of Abel's obedience is
recorded in Genesis 4:4b, '...And the Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering. God respected the obedience
of the obeyer; consequently, He could receive Abel's offering. Abel was qualified to make an offering because he
had given God his firstfruits. Genesis 4:5 says, But unto Cain and to his offering he had not respect...' Why?
Because Cain had not obeyed by giving the tithe first. Obedience is the prerequisite for sacrifice."

This is a very dangerous bit of scriptural twisting and it touches upon the very gospel itself. Schaap is saying that
God accepted Abel because he brought a tithe, not because he brought the bloody animal sacrifice that fore figured
the cross-work of Christ. In fact, Hebrews 11:4 says, "By faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice
than Cain..." Abel was not bringing a tithe; he was bringing a sacrifice, a sin offering. Hebrews 12:24 also plainly
states that Abel's offering pointed to Christ. Furthermore, Schaap claims that "obedience is the prerequisite for
sacrifice." If I must obey God before I can claim the blood of Christ, which is what was depicted by Abel's
offering, then that is a works gospel.
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Jack Schaap: "Nowhere in the Bible does it say that the law was hung on the cross; the Bible says ordinances were
hung on the cross."

This is the worse blunder of all. Pastor Schaap claims that the commandments of the Mosaic Law, particularly the
Ten Commandments, were not taken away by Christ. In fact, Paul says very plainly that the entire Mosaic Law was
"done away" in Christ. In 2 Corinthians 3, he refers to that which was "written and engraven in stones" (verse 7).
Obviously he is speaking of the Ten Commandments and the other laws that were written on Mt. Sinai. Paul calls
those commandments a "ministration of death" (v. 7) and a "ministration of condemnation" (v. 9). The reason for
this is that man is sinful and he cannot keep God's holy law. Thus the only thing the law can do for man is to show
him his sin and point him to the Saviour, Jesus Christ (Gal. 3:10-13, 24-26). Paul through the Holy Spirit plainly
tells us that the Mosaic Law was "DONE AWAY" (v. 11) through the blood of Christ. Hallelujah! The believer is
no longer under its condemnation. We live by a higher and better law, which is called the "law of liberty" (James
1:25), "the royal law" (James 2:8), the "law of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:2), and the "law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2).

CONCLUSION

To me, it is not surprising to find a fundamental Baptist pastor borrowing from the Charismatic prosperity message.
This fall it will have been 30 years since I became a fundamental Baptist preacher, and I know something about
what is going on in our midst. Too many independent Baptist preachers are lazy Bible students. Too many have
nursed the saints with topical milk and beat them with hobby horses and pet peeves and tickled their ears with wild
stories instead of grounding them in the meat of God's Word and discipling them in the spiritual life of Christ. Too
many are willfully uneducated about the heresies and compromises of our day. They don't know what is going on
and they don't want to know and they rebuke any man who tries to inform them. Too many have bought into the
positive-only philosophy and refuse to plainly identify error and false teachers. Therefore they and their people are
susceptible to being deceived by those very errors. Too many are looking for something that "works," some
pragmatic methodology that will build a larger church and bring in more offerings and are not exercising keen
spiritual and biblical discernment about such things.

The Charismatic movement is powerful and is influencing fundamentalist and fundamental Baptist churches in
many other ways. Charismatic music is coming in. Charismatic dress standards (meaning NO dress standards) are
coming in. The Charismatic judge-not philosophy is coming in.

In our estimation, the Charismatic movement is one of the glues of End Times apostasy. Be wise and beware!

[Distributed by Way of Life Literature's Fundamental Baptist Information Service. These articles cannot be stored
on BBS or Internet sites or sold or placed by themselves or with other material in any electronic format for sale, but
may be distributed for free by e-mail or by print. They must be left intact and nothing removed or changed,
including these informational headers. The Fundamental Baptist Information Service is a listing for Fundamental
Baptists and other fundamentalist, Bible-believing Christians. Our goal in this particular aspect of our ministry is
not devotional but is TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO ASSIST PREACHERS IN THE PROTECTION OF THE
CHURCHES IN THIS APOSTATE HOUR. This material is sent only to those who personally subscribe to the list.
If somehow you have subscribed unintentionally, following are the instructions for removal. TO SUBSCRIBE to
the Fundamental Baptist Information Service, send an email to lists@wayoflife.org and put "subscribe FBIS" in the
subject field. To UNSUBSCRIBE, send an email to lists@wayoflife.org and put "unsubscribe FBIS" in the subject
field. To change addresses, simply unsubscribe the old one, then re-subscribe the new one. Or a more simple
process is to go to the web site and sign up or change addresses there: http://www.wayoflife.org/fbis/subscribe.html
We take up a quarterly offering to fund this ministry, and those who use the materials are expected to participate
(Galatians 6:6). Some of these articles are from O Timothy magazine, which is in its 19th year of publication. Way
of Life publishes many helpful books. The catalog is located at the web site:
http://www.wayoflife.org/catalog/catalog.htm Way of Life Literature, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061.
866-295-4143, fbns@wayoflife.org (e-mail). OFFERINGS can be made at
http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/offering.html PAYPAL offerings can be made to
https://www.paypal.com/xclick/business=dcloud@wayoflife.org]
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- Article posted in its entirety with permission.
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David Jeremiah
General Teachings/Activities

-  David Jeremiah is the former president of Christian Heritage College in San Diego, California (succeeding
psychologizer Tim LaHaye in 1988, but resigning in 1999 for health reasons [cancer, now in remission]), the senior
pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church of El Cajon since 1981 (formerly known as Scott Memorial
Baptist Church and where he also succeeded LaHaye), and perhaps best known as Bible teacher on the "Turning
Point" radio and television programs. The radio program airs on 460 national and international stations daily.
Jeremiah has also authored more than a dozen books.

-  Jeremiah's neo-evangelical and psychological leanings are becoming more and more evident with the passage of
time. Jeremiah is a product of the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC), having pastored the
GARBC-affiliated Blackhawk Baptist Church in Ft. Wayne, Indiana prior to moving to Southern California, and
having served on the GARBC's ruling Council of Eighteen in the late-1970s/early-1980s. (Jeremiah's father is
Chancellor at GARBC-approved Cedarville College in Ohio.) He has also appeared frequently on "Christian"
psychologist James Dobson's Focus on the Family radio program (having first met Dobson in 1976 when Dobson
spoke at Jeremiah's church in Indiana).

-  At the time of the 1980 GARBC Annual Convention in San Diego, Jeremiah had been speaking at all kinds of
neo-evangelical meetings and conferences. Jeremiah was very angry because he had received numerous critical
letters complaining that he, as a Council of Eighteen member, was identifying the GARBC with these neo-
evangelicals. Jeremiah would not even attend the Council sessions, but did come to the closed Executive Session.
He stated before all the Council members and the newly appointed National Representative, Dr. Paul Tassell [then
a strong separatist/fundamentalist, but now a flaming neo-evangelical], that he was fed up with the GARBC and
wanted nothing more to do with it and its stand on separation! In fact, after this he soon left the GARBC. (Reported
in What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?, pp. 19-20.)

-  Jeremiah stated in 1987 (at neo-evangelical Moody Bible Institute) that a Christian should stay in a church which
no longer preaches the Bible, as long as he can do some good, and as long as his spiritual life is not hurt. Such
counsel is clear-cut, neo-evangelical philosophy! (Reported in What Happened to the GARBC at Niagara Falls?,
pp. 20-21.) Jeremiah was a 2/92 Moody Founder's Week speaker and is listed with a bevy of neo-evangelical
speakers in the 1992 Program Schedule for the Billy Graham Training Center at The Cove in North Carolina.
(Reported in the 5/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Jeremiah appeared on James Dobson's 4/28/92 and 4/29/92 Focus on the Family radio programs to discuss
Jeremiah's book Exposing the Myths of Parenthood. On the 4/28 program, myth #10 was examined: "To be loved is
not necessarily to feel loved." Jeremiah revealed that he has coined a phrase from this: "The only love you can use
is the love you can feel."

Dobson then disclosed his own "theory" of why he thought children could, by every objective standard, be loved by
their parents, yet not feel loved -- it is due to "hormonal influence," like "pre-menstrual disequilibrium," which then
causes most of a child's low self-esteem problems! Dobson concluded: "... if my guess is correct ... that there is a
hormonal explanation for a lot of that rebellious behavior, and especially the low self-esteem ... [then] it's
temporary ... this is a developmental imbalance that's going on ... this is why it is of no value whatsoever to say to
[rebellious kids], 'Why are you acting this way?' ... all they know is that they feel these things passionately inside."
Jeremiah agreed with Dobson's theory.

In effect then, Dobson and Jeremiah are saying that there is no personal responsibility for sin. Instead, 'My
hormones made me do it!' Jeremiah concluded: "I wish you [Dobson] had been around when I was going through
this [when his daughter was on drugs and being rebellious] ... you accept the fact that it can be hormonal and just
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keep on working as hard as you can to communicate love at a feeling level." What psychological dribble!

-  Jeremiah's adopted daughter, Jan, gave her testimony on Dobson's 4/29/92 radio program, which had been taped
previously at Word of Life in New York. In summary, Jan Jeremiah declared that her problems with drugs,
rebelliousness, etc. were due primarily to the identity problem she supposedly suffered when the family moved
from Indiana to California -- she had "low self-esteem" and "I hated myself." With the passage of time (supposedly
she outgrew the hormonal effects on her behavior) and with the beneficial effects of attending a school in the
Dominican Republic (where she was taught that "you are an important person in God's eyes"), she recovered and
again became a joyful Christian serving the Lord. David Jeremiah confirmed that the majority of his daughter's
problems were due to her problem of low self-worth; i.e., she just couldn't "feel" the love being given her.

The Bible knows nothing of this feeling love that Jeremiah, Dobson, and the many other religious humanists (e.g.,
James Dobson, Gary Ezzo, Chuck Swindoll, Josh McDowell, etc.) in the professing church today are so fond of.
Instead, the Bible speaks of action love-giving, obeying, doing, etc. -- and then only in the truth (John 3:16;
14:23,24; Rom. 5:8; 12:9a,20a; Eph. 5:25; 1 John 3:16a,18; 4:9,10,19,20; 5:3; 2 John 6; Rev. 2:4,5).

-  Jeremiah is on the Board of Directors of ALIVE Counseling Ministries, headquartered in El Cajon, California.
ALIVE (an acronym for "Always Living In View of Eternity") purports to be a "church oriented approach to [meet]
the counseling needs of the Christian community." However, ALIVE readily reveals its psychological, not Biblical,
basis of counseling -- the following statement from an ALIVE brochure details how it meets these counseling
needs: "... with a biblically based plan for recovery ... [benefiting] from the best of modern medical and counseling
advances that stand the test of harmony with God's revealed truth. ... Advanced formal education [translated:
"psychological training"] provides knowledge of emotions, personal relationships, and thinking about behavior
problems. This education enables Christian counselors to apply God's revealed truth to the problems of man."!
(Emphasis added.)

ALIVE in El Cajon is directed by Dr. Ken Nichols (who holds a doctor of counseling psychology from the
Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology) [Nichols is also professor and Vice President of Student Development
at Christian Heritage College where Jeremiah was president]. ALIVE also has four affiliate offices that are also
directed by men with degrees and experience in clinical and/or counseling psychology. In spite of all this, Jeremiah
endorses ALIVE's highly psychological program:

"ALIVE Counseling is meeting the needs of hundreds of families and individuals. I know personally
dozens of marriages that have been saved and deep emotional problems that have been resolved. In this
day of psychological confusion and "new age" philosophy, it is encouraging to find a counseling
ministry that is firmly rooted in the Scriptures." (Emphasis added.)

"... firmly rooted in the Scriptures"? Where in the Scriptures do we find sending Christians to godless atheists for
spiritual help ("... make referrals for professional evaluation" [i.e., evaluation by a licensed psychologist or
psychiatrist]), or where do we find the concept of support group/recovery counseling ("set up specialized support
group training programs"), or where in the Bible are we taught that the key to godly living is to focus on self ("How
a person views himself affects his perception of every facet of life ... enables participants to better understand that
they are fearfully and wonderfully made")? (Quotes are from ALIVE's "Introducing ALIVE Ministries" brochure;
emphasis added.)

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by a host of psychologizers and neo-
evangelicals such as Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT
documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of
whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number
of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT
documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic
Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth
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is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT
documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters
in Christ," in order to be relevant, the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed
ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is
for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT
endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics.

We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask
forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the
15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg,
Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack
Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.]

However ignorant Jeremiah and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  In early-1998, neo-evangelical, charismatic Greg Laurie concocted a new "ministry," PREACH THE WORD. Its
first event was held August 26-29, 1998, titled "Leader's Training Seminar." Laurie states the purpose of the
Leader's Training Seminar is to bring in "some of America's most powerful communicators to spend three days
teaching on the topic of how to effectively bring God's Word to our generation." (Source: Greg Laurie/Harvest
Crusade Internet web site, 4/98.) (The seminar was held concurrent with a Laurie' "Harvest Crusade.")

Besides Laurie speaking at the Leader's Training Seminar, four other neo-evangelical psychologizers participated:
David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Chuck Swindoll, and John MacArthur. It should be emphasized here, this event
was not dubbed a debate. These are five men speaking on the same platform in supposed agreement. (This would
seem to be a problem only for John MacArthur, since the others, including Jeremiah, have never spoken out against
psychology, but instead have taught many psychological concepts openly.)

-  Speakers at Shadow Mountain have included four-temperaments guru Tim LaHaye (10/3/99 -- both services with
books on sale), hyper-charismatic and liberal activist E.V. Hill (July, 1999, Summer Bible Conference), Promise
Keepers' Bill McCartney (1996, with his wife also giving her testimony from the pulpit), and assorted sports
figures. Also, as of November, 1999, Dr. Ken Nichols is teaching a lay counseling class. This is apparently the
same Dr. Ken Nichols who was at Northwest Baptist Seminary in Tacoma, Washington some years back. He has a
Ph.D. from Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology and was Director of Alive Counseling Ministries in
Richland, Washington -- both highly psychologized organizations. Yet, Jeremiah has identified himself with the
teachings of all these men (2 John 11).

A Shadow Mountain member reported that on the last Sunday in October of 1999, Jeremiah preached on Mary
Magdalene, concluding the sermon with a statement that "'Contrary to Baptist doctrine regarding women preachers,
Mary Magdalene was the first to 'preach' Christ's resurrection.' The ladies loved it." (Jeremiah recanted by the
evening service, saying that ordaining women pastors was not Scriptural.)
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-  Other Jeremiah' ecumenical/neo-evangelical activities include:

(a) Speaking at Billy Graham Training Center ("The Cove") programs (every year since 1992);

(b) Speaking at ecumenical, charismatic, psychospiritual men's conferences that have become so
popular since the advent of the Promise Keepers movement. For example, Jeremiah spoke at the 1994
Christian Men's Conference ("Becoming a Faithful Man") held 8/26-8/28 in Palm Springs, California;

(c) Having a blasphemous religious rap group "DC Talk" for a week long (3/3/94-3/8/94) appearance
at Shadow Mountain. (Reported in the May-Jun 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.);

(d) Participating in a four-way written dialogue with apostate relational theology preacher Bruce
Larson [now co-pastor of apostate Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral] in the Winter 1994 Leadership
magazine. Other participants included Chuck Swindoll, then the new president of Dallas Theological
Seminary, and Charles Blake, pastor of the West Angeles (CA) Church of God in Christ. (Reported in
the Jul-Aug 1994, Fundamentalist Digest.);

(e) Quoting from the Living Bible (without acknowledging that it is only a paraphrase), and honoring
liberal/neo-orthodox men like William Barclay (a favorite, seemingly) and German theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. (Reported in the 9/15/94, Calvary Contender -- from Jeremiah's 1994 book, Turning
Toward Integrity.);

(f) Speaking at National Religious Broadcaster's (NRB) meetings, and serving on its 90-member Board
of Directors. Jeremiah was the keynote speaker for the 1997 NRB Convention. As he began to speak,
Jeremiah said, "It is a privilege for Donna and me to be here. I deeply appreciate the musicians we
have just heard [rock music]. I have been coming to the NRB for 25 years, and only missed one three
years ago when I was ill.";

(g) Praising South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu on his 10/11/99 Turning Point radio program.
(Tutu is a liberation theologian who believes Christ was a revolutionary similar to Castro or Mao. He
does not believe in the inerrancy of Scripture, but believes that all great religions lead to God. He was
quoted as saying: "I am a socialist. I hate capitalism." He favors ordination of homosexuals.)
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D. James Kennedy
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. D. James Kennedy is a well-known author and pastor of the nearly 10,000-member Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Kennedy earned a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Tampa, a Master of
Divinity from Columbia Theological Seminary, a Master of Theology from Chicago Graduate School of Theology,
and a Ph.D. from New York University. He is the author of more than 55 books, including Evangelism Explosion
(more than 1.5 million copies), What If Jesus Had Never Been Born?, The Gates of Hell Shall Not Prevail, New
Every Morning, Skeptics Answered, What If The Bible Had Never Been Written?, Led By the Carpenter, Solving
Bible Mysteries, and God’s Absolute Best for You. 

Kennedy has also founded four organizations that he now oversees: Evangelism Explosion International (1962),
Knox Theological Seminary (1989), Coral Ridge Ministries Media (CRMM) (1974), and Westminster Academy
(1971). CRMM has grown from 15 employees to more than 180, broadcasting Truths That Transform, a daily half-
hour national radio program carried on nearly 485 stations; The Kennedy Commentary, a daily 90-second radio
feature heard on over 470 stations; and The Coral Ridge Hour, a weekly one-hour television program begun in
1978 and now carried on more than 600 stations and four cable networks (primarily on TBN, the blasphemous
station owned and operated by Paul and Jan Crouch), reaching 40,000 cities and 202 nations.

Kennedy also claims to be a champion of the anti-self-esteem movement, yet his actions are much softer than his
words. Also of concern is Kennedy's fascination with the "Gospel in the Stars" heresy and with his social activism
and evangelistic ecumenism with Catholics and charismatics. Kennedy has also become a full-fledged "Cultural
Mandate" promoter and an advocate of the "Christian America" myth. Kennedy's Center for Christian
Statesmanship is Coral Ridge's "spiritually based outreach to men and women in positions of influence and
authority in our nation's capital." The Center for Reclaiming America is another Coral Ridge outreach "to inform
the American public and motivate people of faith to defend and implement the biblical principles on which our
country was founded."

-  Kennedy has endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Howard Hendricks, and Charles
Stanley), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ "; and Gen. 1:26 --
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God "). Yet despite these study notes, Kennedy is quoted as saying that, "Much Bible reading
is like squirting gasoline at the opening of the fuel tank from ten feet away. Much of it ends up on the ground. The
Life Application Bible will succeed in getting more gasoline in the tank."

-  Kennedy is a proponent of the teaching known as the Gospel in the Stars, which is nothing more than a
"Christian" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in much the same class as so-called "Biblical" pyramidology
and numerology. In fact, Kennedy even calls this teaching "Biblical astrology." The following is excerpted from a
1992 brochure promoting Kennedy's book and book on audiotape, The Real Meaning of the Zodiac.

"What Does Your Future Hold? Listen to Dr. D. James Kennedy's book on audio tape, The Real
Meaning of the Zodiac. Discover what he calls Biblical astrology or the 'Gospel in the stars.' What does
the Bible tell us about the Zodiac and astrology? Startling discoveries related by eminent theologian
Dr. D. James Kennedy prove that God created the Zodiac! God intended the stars to foretell the
future of the world! Discover what Dr. Kennedy calls Biblical astrology, or the 'Gospel in the stars' Dr.
Kennedy clearly proves from Scripture that astrology is nothing more than a satanic perversion of the
original revelation of God As you listen to The Real Meaning of the Zodiac, you will gain new
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knowledge of God's sovereignty over all creation and gain valuable insight into a deception that is
anything but harmless." (Emphasis in original.)

This, of course, is the same logic men use to "Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or
practice, whether it be psychology, Eastern "medicine," magic, the martial arts, pyramidology, graphology,
numerology, etc., etc., etc. The logic goes something like this: "It was originated by God (which requires a few
verses out of context to "prove" it), Satan stole it and/or counterfeited it (under the false assumption that "Satan
can't create, he just steals from God"), we need to reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then we can use it 'to glorify
God.'" In truth, such teaching encourages a deadly mixture of humanism and Christianity in that it is much like
presenting the gospel from Star Wars or other occultic stories.

-  Kennedy published an article (in The Coral Ridge Encounter, Feb. '90) that espoused the Christian's use of
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross's five stages of grief (modified to four -- "... generally, everyone goes through denial, anger,
depression, and acceptance"). (Kübler-Ross is a practicing transpersonal psychologist/occultist who, among other
things, encourages individual efforts to achieve out-of-body experiences.)

-  Kennedy encourages the celebration of Valentine's Day as a Christian observation, though it is in reality a pagan
holiday Christianized by the Romish superstition (The Coral Ridge Encounter, Feb. '90).

-  On a radio broadcast in December, 1990, after interviewing Dr. Jay E. Adams concerning Adams' book, The
Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (a book that eloquently condemns the false gospel of self that
has entered into the professing Church), Kennedy exhibited his complete lack of understanding of the issue:

"If he [an individual lost sinner] will repent of those sins and turn instead in faith to accept Jesus Christ
as Savior and Lord, something remarkable happens to him ... he realizes he has been adopted into the
family of God, that he has become a child of the King, that he is now royalty ... He is going to discover
that his self-esteem has been inadvertently heightened and that he has found purpose and meaning and
significance to his life and to himself, and that's where true self-esteem comes from."

-  On an early-September, 1992, television show (Kennedy's program is seen on over 675 stations nationwide),
Kennedy promoted the counseling ministry of Dr. Linda Fuhurer (Christian Counseling Services of Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida), who has an earned Ph.D. in clinical psychology. The promotion claimed that Fuhurer studied clinical
psychology in order to "help others using the Bible and psychology together!" Kennedy agreed that "many have
been legitimately helped by psychology." Fuhurer's testimony is that "her self-image found a new vantage point
because of her conversion."

On this same television show, Kennedy offered a free book by Jack Kuhatschek, Self-Esteem: Seeing Ourselves As
God Sees Us. The book's teachings are identical to the self-love nonsense taught by the secular psychologists, only
dressed-up in Christian terminology and splattered with out-of-context or poorly exegeted Bible verses in order to
give the impression that this is what the Bible has always taught. For example, Kuhatschek writes that man has
inherent worth and beauty (p. 53); that "we are of great value to God. Otherwise, He would not have sent His only
Son to die for us (p. 54)"; that to not love ourselves is evidence that we do not love Christ (p. 55); and that one
must acknowledge both the old and new natures if he is to have a "healthy self-esteem," and that this is nothing
more than "healthy pride" rather than "false pride [which] is often distorted and shame-based" (pp. 59-60).

-  If there was still any doubt that Kennedy is a psychological integrationist in general, and a self-love advocate
specifically (all the while claiming to be anti-psychology and anti-self-love), one only need read the brochure
promoting Kennedy's Island Cruise '93 on "The Bible Boat" (2/8/93-2/12/93), which was touted to bring each
passenger "spiritual renewal, inspiration, and fellowship." On the front cover beside a picture of Kennedy is a
picture of Zig Ziglar. Inside the brochure, Ziglar is touted as "known on every continent as a 'world class' speaker,
author, and statesman. Whether it be in the halls of Congress, a corporate seminar, or on national television, he
shares his message of hope and humor with thousands of people each year. You will be both challenged and
motivated to make a difference in 'your' world." (Emphasis in original.)
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What does "world class" speaker Zig Ziglar really teach? -- a humanistic, psychological gospel of self-love/self-
esteem! The following is taken from Ziglar's book, See You At the Top:

"As you accept yourself, you will see yourself as a person who truly deserves 'the good things of life' ...
Shakespeare said it, 'This above all, to thine own self be true' ... Once you accept yourself for your true
worth, then the symptoms of vulgarity, profanity, sloppiness, promiscuity, etc., disappear. There, my
friend, goes your problem [pp. 90-91] To build your self-image, make a list of your positive qualities
on a card and keep it for handy reference ... Brag on yourself from time to time. Get in your own
corner ... You should also set aside a few minutes each day for the sole purpose of deliberately looking
yourself in the eye. As you do this, repeat some positive affirmations of things you have done (use
your victory list from step ten)" [pp. 84, 88].

Ziglar also recommends plastic surgery to improve one's self-image, particularly in cases of "grossly oversized or
undersized breasts, etc."

-  More recent evidence of Kennedy's infatuation with Freudian-/Minirth & Meier-style psychobabble came in the
following 8/26/93 Coral Ridge Ministries book offers:

(a) "Let God Turn Anger and Depression in Your Life Into a Positive Force! ...Coral Ridge Ministries
responds daily to many calls for help from Christians in all walks of life. Two excellent booklets are
available now for those in need. When You Feel Hurt explains the emotions of hurt and anger, and
How To Beat The Blahs will help you face depression.

(b) "When You Feel Hurt was written by Dwight L. Carlson, M.D., a psychiatry specialist for 12 of his
22 years in medicine. 'Repressed anger has serious, long-term effects,' according to Carlson, 'but can be
a very valuable force if put to constructive use.' By understanding this powerful emotion and
channeling it, we can have peace with ourselves and with God.

(c) "How to Beat the Blahs by Florence Littauer [a proponent of psycho-occultic four temperaments
theory] ... is a first-hand account of her personal struggle and triumph over depression. Learn how you
can recognize the symptoms of depression, come to terms with guilt, and develop your own plan for
permanent peace of mind."

-  Kennedy has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Today Rapha operates 120
hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an annual income of more than $12 million. Rapha also claims that
over 2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Kennedy is quoted as saying that, "Rapha offers a unique
blend of clinical competence and scriptural authority. They truly live up to their biblical name." (Must reading for
anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to
Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara,
CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  Kennedy supports the so-called validity and the use of psychological testing of Christians (The Coral Ridge
Encounter, Feb. '90). (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 74-75, and Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing,
both by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, for an excellent analyses of the
worthlessness of psychological and personality testing.)

-  Shouldn't there be an award for all this psychobabble Kennedy has perpetrated on the church? -- Now there is. In
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1997, an award was established for "Service in Christian Psychology." The award will be presented annually to
recognize Christian psychologists who are engaged in "sacrificial Christian service." Six recipients were initially
recognized and awarded $2,500 each: Elizabeth Dole, James Dobson, Art Linkletter, D. James Kennedy, Gary
Collins, E.V. Hill, Clyde Narramore, and Charles Colson. (Source: 12/29/97, Christian News.) So, along with his
other "achievements," Kennedy is now also recognized as a "sacrificial" psychobabbler. 

-  Kennedy supports and encourages participation in acts of civil disobedience, such as Randall Terry's Operation
Rescue. (Kennedy wrote one of the Forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue.) Although there are numerous
cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of forcing an ungodly society to
obey Biblical principles. Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social upheaval, and thereby pressure
governments into changing the abortion laws, Kennedy's philosophy seems to be the same as OR's -- "the end
justifies the means."

-  In January, 1990, Kennedy turned-over the pulpit of his Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church to a "PTL Crusade"
sponsored by Paul and Jan Crouch of the ecumenical and blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). Both
Paul and Jan Crouch spoke from the pulpit as well as sat on the stage for the entire program of speakers, one of
whom was Kennedy himself. Another of the speakers was ecumenical, charismatic preacher E.V. Hill (of Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church in the Watts section of Los Angeles), who during his message praised Jesse Jackson
(radical social activist) and Jack Hyles (First Baptist Church Hammond's [Indiana] who claims to have the world's
largest Sunday school bus ministry -- some of Hyles' church leaders [including Hyles] have also been implicated in
immorality scandals [some of whom have even been convicted of child molesting charges]). Hill is also linked with
liberal groups such as the National Council of Churches and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (which
endorsed the early-1993 gay march on Washington, D.C.!).

Kennedy continues to identify with the hyper-charismatic Paul Crouch -- the same 1/90 Crusade program detailed
above was aired again on TBN in 10/93 and again in 7/95 (tape #0125-90). In addition, in Crouch's 2/93 Praise the
Lord paper Crouch says: "God is bringing His church together! The old denominational barriers are coming down!
Just a few months ago, we had the privilege of joining with Dr. D. James Kennedy and many [other] pastors and
ministers from across our nation for a great Call to Prayer for America!" Kennedy is pictured with Paul and Jan
Crouch in this PTL issue. (Kennedy also appeared on Crouch's 5/17/94 TBN show to promote his [Kennedy's] book
What if Jesus Had Never Been Born?)

-  The National Day of Prayer for 1993 (5/6/93), with the theme "United in Prayer," was chaired by Mrs. James
(Shirley) Dobson. Pat Boone and Mrs. Bill Bright were co-chairmen. Ecumenicals such as E.V. Hill, Bill Bright,
and Charles Colson were on the National Advisory Committee. Also listed in National Day of Prayer literature as
"Liaisons" were a Jewish rabbi, a Catholic cardinal, and Dr. D. James Kennedy. [Kennedy was also a participant in
1994's and 1995's National Day of Prayer.]

-  Kennedy is an active member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization
dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law)
on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Kennedy is also a Steering Committee member of COR, and was scheduled
to be the moderator for the first phase of COR's 1994 Church Council on theology (held 7/25/94-7/30/94 at Campus
Crusade's Arrowhead Springs Hotel in San Bernardino, California), which seeks to establish doctrine on 24 topics in
nine major areas, one of which is "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional." He was a signator to all
of COR's founding documents. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is
from a recent brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this
not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
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Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Kennedy has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  In a promotional piece sent to ministry supporters in November, 1992, Kennedy listed ten things to be thankful
for. Number ten was "I am thankful that I live in America, a free nation established by Christian patriots upon
Christian principles." This is the standard "Christian-America" myth promoted by the Dominionists and
Reconstructionists. [See The Search For Christian America by Noll, Hatch, and Marsden, for a thorough,
documented debunking of this myth.] Proof of Kennedy's Dominionist/Reconstructionist theology comes from his
own statement on the inside of this promotional piece:

"Dr. Kennedy and Coral Ridge Ministries are dedicated to three important purposes ... 3. Reforming the
Culture -- protecting religious liberty and America's Christian heritage by encouraging the application
of Biblical principles to our culture." (Emphasis added.)

Along these same lines, Kennedy and his church sponsored the third annual "Reclaiming America for Christ"
Conference (3/1/96-3/3/96; at $95 per attendee). Speakers included Ed Meese (former U.S. Attorney General), U.S.
Senator John Ashcroft, Gary Bauer (president of Family Research Council), Roman Catholics Phyllis Schlafly and
Paul Weyrich, ecumenical charismatic Ben Kinchlow (co-host of Pat Robertson's 700 Club), psycho-financial guru
Larry Burkett, Dr. Ronald Nash (of Reformed Seminary conducted a "Teen Track" for more than 100 teenagers),
and CCM religious rocker Phil Driscoll. The purpose was to "equip and motivate Christians to impact American
culture for Christ. Kennedy said, "The key to our nation's survival is the return of Christians to positions of
influence and authority in our nation's political and cultural institutions. ... to kindle a passion in the hearts of those
who come, to reengage American culture and public life with the claims of Jesus Christ" (3/25/96, Christian News).

-  Another example of the extent to which men like Kennedy will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel,
Kennedy held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now-defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon is
the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called evangelicals
that served with Kennedy at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim LaHaye (CRF's
paid chairman!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American Family Association), Paul
Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide radio talk
show host), and charismatics James Robison and Jimmy Swaggart -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes
for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.)

-  In 1987, Bill Bright of Campus Crusade, founded a "broad-based coalition of denominations and World Christian
leaders" called New Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an advisory board of 1,000 leading
professing Christians. These "Christian" leaders include James Dobson from Focus on the Family, James Kennedy
of Coral Ridge Ministries, Charles Stanley, and Ted Engstrom, founder of World Vision and acting chairman of the
committee. Jay Gary is an author, consultant, and partner with New Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly
promoting the philosophies of the World Parliament of Religions, the United Nations agenda for education via
Robert Mueller's Global Core curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan whose goals include reduction of the world's
population by the year 2000. In a best seller entitled Megatrends 2000, endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as
well as New Ager Marilyn Ferguson, the author devotes an entire chapter to religion, speaking favorably of New
Age perspectives.) Gary is also communications consultant with New Life 2000, Campus Crusade's A.D. 2000
counterpart. Rome has, in fact, its own branch of AD 2000 called "Evangelization 2000."
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-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences
have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright’s August 2001 retirement from
Campus Crusade, and Bright’s death in 2003.)

-  Kennedy's love for the Church of Rome can be well documented:

(a) Evangelism Explosion (EE) is an organization founded by Kennedy in 1962 (named after his best
selling book), and claims to have a ministry in all 211 nations of the world. EE is training Catholics in
Catholic churches, and James Kennedy has not only defended the practice, but has expressed no
concern for the fact that people would thus be brought into the bondage of Romanism. The problem is
not so much that Catholics are sometimes present for EE training sessions. The problem is that the
training is actually given by EE, specifically for Roman Catholics, within a Roman Catholic setting.
When asked about this, the senior vice-president of Evangelism Explosion had this to say: "As far as
we have been able to ascertain to this date, the Roman Catholics who are being trained in Evangelism
Explosion in their respective churches are faithfully declaring the Gospel in its essence. The effort to
bring people into membership in their church is strictly a secondary concern" (Biblical Missions,
Jul./Aug. 1985).

(b) Kennedy thinks nothing of preaching on the same platform with Catholic priests and modernists.
He was one of the speakers for the 4/80 "Washington for Jesus" rally. Fellow speakers included
Catholic priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon; liberal blasphemer Robert
Schuller; and a host of radical charismatics, including Jim Bakker of the PTL, Pat Robertson of the 700
Club, and Demos Shakarian of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International. (F.B.F. News
Bulletin, Jul.-Aug. 1986).

(c) Kennedy appeared as a guest with Catholic priest John Bertolucci, and radical charismatics Paul
Yonggi Cho, Oral Roberts, and Demos Shakarian, during the premier broadcast week for the launching
in 1986 of the Rock Christian Network (F.B.F. News Bulletin, Jul.-Aug. 1986).

(d) In 8/88, Kennedy participated in the ecumenical "Congress '88" in Chicago. The Archbishop of
Chicago, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, brought the opening address of the Congress. This faithful son of
Rome was introduced as a "warm, caring, Christ-honoring, Christ-like brother" (Frank Bumpus, "New-
Evangelicals United with Catholics and Liberals," F.B.F. News Bulletin, Nov.-Dec. 1988). Kennedy
also joined Jerry Falwell in founding the ecumenical Moral Majority, which encouraged Catholic
participation (Flirting With Rome, Vol. 2, p. 30).

(e) Kennedy was one of the sponsors for the Billy Graham Central Park Rally in New York City in
1991. At the rally, Graham thanked Roman Catholic Cardinal O'Connor and the area archbishops for
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their support. Graham also expressed appreciation to the Jewish Rabbis in New York City. When
extending the invitation at the close of his message, Graham invited individuals to "come back to the
Lord" by "renewing" their "vows of baptism or confirmation." (Reported in the March-April 1992
Fundamentalist Digest.) Kennedy was also a scheduled speaker at Billy Graham's '92 School of
Evangelism (see 2/1/92, Calvary Contender).

(f) Kennedy had "Mother" Teresa as a guest on his 5/3/97 Truths That Transform radio program. She
was speaking on the subject of "love." The announcer for Kennedy stated warmly, "Who better to speak
on love than Mother Teresa?"

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman (ELCA) turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In January of 1995, the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at
D. James Kennedy 's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida). Other participants in the
seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT) were Ankerberg, Kennedy, John MacArthur, and
psychologizer R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and
Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six consecutive Sunday evenings starting 3/5/95. Kennedy was
seated on the grandiose stage with MacArthur and Sproul, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience, serving
as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January, 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth recognized
by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve Differences On
Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral Ridge facility)
were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called evangelicals critical of
the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D. James Kennedy, Joseph
Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
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satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
latter, Ankerberg states eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group helped write the so-called clarification agreement.]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95, "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) Kennedy and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11).

"[Kennedy] and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from,
those who promote ecumenical endeavors with roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal
Statement changed nothing" (5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

-  Kennedy also demonstrates a favorable inclination towards another document of evangelical compromise with
Catholicism -- "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC). Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the
Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a 6/18/99 statement on the EC document
(see the 6/14/99, Christianity Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles
Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as
well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul, John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly]
challenged and criticized them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this
latest document which deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is
now dealt with favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC
says, "We cannot embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace."
But there is certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James
1:8)! Because ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be
relevant, the new EC document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult
to see how a person could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to
remove their names from ECT.

It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics such as
D. James Kennedy. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their
having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant Kennedy and fellow EC sympathizers may be of all this, his participation in EC document makes
him a party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a
definitive and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for
salvation, and never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration).
Moreover, the EC promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all
professing believers who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in
Ephesians. While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true
Biblical unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word
"unity" in the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is
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a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify
into essentials and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to
"mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them"
(Rom. 16:17).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Kennedy is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. In a
salute to Promise Keepers and its founder, Bill McCartney, on Kennedy's 9/18/94 television show, Kennedy
claimed that the 1990s will be the decade of the "post-sensitive man" (the "1980s was the decade of the sensitive
man -- Alan Alda style"). Kennedy said this about Promise Keepers:

"But happily, in addition to the secular revolution of men leading them out into the woods and to their
tom-toms, there is also a Christian men's revolution that is underway that I think portends very good
and positive things. And who is it that is leading the way; it is an organization known as Promise
Keepers. The main thing they're trying to do is to inculcate in men to get them to keep their promises."

Kennedy closed the program with a film profile of Bill McCartney, conveniently omitting any reference to
McCartney's hyper-charismatic (Vineyard movement) orientation. [Note: In early-1995, Kennedy taped a favorable
radio interview with Robert Hicks concerning Hicks' blasphemous book The Masculine Journey. Promise Keepers
has endorsed Hicks' book and continues to defend Hicks and his "theology" espoused in the book.]

-  Kennedy's evangelism efforts have always been quite ecumenical. He endorsed Pat Robertson's efforts to form "a
grass roots coalition of Evangelicals, conservative Catholics, and their allies ... to make government and the media
responsible to our concerns. It's high time we realize strength that comes through unity." (Reported in the
September 1990, Omega-Letter.) Robertson began this effort in October, 1989, with the formation of the Christian
Coalition.

In 1990, Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal
counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio
prosecutor Keith Fournier, a charismatic Catholic activist and former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the
Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. Fournier has authored Evangelical Catholics, a
book which is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic
endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year 2000." Fournier, speaking of Kennedy and others in
Evangelical Catholics. "I found not only a tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my
church and a thawing in what had been hard ice in the past." [See end of Colson report for a review of Evangelical
Catholics.]

In addition, in endorsing ecumenical evangelist Luis Palau's 1991 book Say Yes!, Kennedy says: "Luis Palau is
indeed one of the premier evangelists in all of the world. He is doctrinally sound and extraordinarily gifted in
communicating the Gospel." Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop
psychology and Arminian easy-believism.
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D. James Kennedy
1990 Television Messages

"Self-Image"

These messages (broadcast in November of 1990) were part of a two-part series against (supposedly) the teachings
of psychology in general and self-image specifically. Even though most of the material was excellent and
thoroughly Biblical, Kennedy again slipped into to some common psychological traps:

-  After properly presenting the image of a sinner without God (totally depraved, worthless, and
without value), Kennedy depicts a Christian as one with value, significance, and meaning. He speaks of
himself as, "I'm royalty; I'm a child of the King!"

-  Not psychological per sé, but an indication of where one's amillennial eschatology might lead -- a
social/political action gospel message: "We must be very busy about changing society in order to bring
about the Kingdom of God."

-  The greatest emphasis of the messages is how bad "secular" psychology is, and even though
Kennedy depicts so-called "Christian" psychology as also 'bad,' he gives the clear impression that
Christian psychology is not quite as bad as that 'godless, atheistic, kind.'

-  Kennedy falls into the trap of trying to salvage something for self as he asks, "Do you know who you
are? What kind of self-image do you have? Christ would like to remake you into the very image of
God. How's that for a self-image?!"

-  Kennedy closes the first of the two messages by praying for those "struggling with feelings of
worthlessness and uselessness and insignificance and lack of purpose and meaning." Kennedy's answer
to this dilemma is to find Christ, "the doorway to meaning and significance in life." (This is purely a
psychological approach to man's focus on himself, not a Biblical one.)

-  Lends credibility to the ecumenical "ministry" of Mother Teresa.

-  Kennedy quotes Martin Luther as having the proper view of our value to God -- "God does not love
us because we are valuable; we are valuable because God loves us." Kennedy ignores the fact that I can
value something merely because of who I am, even though the object of my subjective "value"
judgment is, to all objective observers, completely worthless, with no value whatsoever. Likewise, God
loves us -- worthless, wretched sinners that we are -- because of who He is, not because of who we are.
Merely because we are objects of His love does not necessarily follow that we now have value.
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Tim & Beverly LaHaye
General Teachings/Activities

-  Tim LaHaye is the founder and director of the psychologically-oriented Family Life Seminars, Inc., now
headquartered in Arlington, Texas (originally in Washington, D.C.). -- For seventeen years, wife Beverly was a co-
speaker with Tim for Family Life Seminars; they conducted over 350 of more than 1,000 seminars together. He is
the author of more than 40 books (over 10 million copies in print) on such topics as family life, temperaments, and
prophecy. Tim is also the president of Tim LaHaye Ministries, and founder of the Pre-Trib Research Center (see
below). He has an earned doctorate degree from Western Baptist Seminary, Portland, Oregon. Among his books is
the psychologically-oriented The Act of Marriage, co-written with Beverly, which has sold more than 2.5 million
copies since it was first printed in 1976.

In 1958, the LaHayes moved to San Diego where Tim became pastor of Scott Memorial Church, a position he held
for almost 25 years. During that time he also started a Christian school that developed into a 10-school system, and
Christian Heritage College (founded with Henry Morris of the Institute for Creation Research) in nearby El Cajon.
Tim LaHaye left the pulpit in 1981 in order to devote more time to politics and to writing. One of his most popular
writing projects has been the bestselling Left Behind series of novels, written with collaborator Jerry Jenkins (see
brief review later in this report and a more extensive sub-report review). He has also written so-called Bible
commentaries such as Revelation, Illustrated and Made Plain; How to Study Bible Prophecy for Yourself; and No
Fear of the Storm: Why Christians Will Escape the Tribulation.

-  Beverly LaHaye is a nationally recognized advocate and spokeswoman on issues affecting women and the family.
Voted Christian Woman of the Year in 1984 and Churchwoman of the Year in 1988, she also received a Religious
Freedom Award in 1991, and in 1993 her nationally syndicated daily radio program, "Beverly LaHaye Live," was
named Talk Show of the Year. Her many psychologically-oriented books include The Spirit-Controlled Woman
and The Desires of a Woman's Heart. She also heads Concerned Woman for America, the nation's largest public
policy pro-family women's organization. Advocating school prayer and opposition to abortion, the organization has
over 600,000 members. The LaHayes currently live in California.

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which, in actuality, is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality types. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

Tim LaHaye is the leading so-called evangelical today peddling the temperaments as Christian, and is largely
responsible for popularizing its teachings in the Church. LaHaye has the following books out on the subject (as well
as having developed his own personality measurement instrument -- the LaHaye Temperament Analysis [LTA]):
Spirit-Controlled Temperament (1966); Transformed Temperaments (1971); Understanding the Male Temperament
(1977); Why You Act the Way You Do (1984). Beverly LaHaye also has written books on the temperaments: The
Spirit-Controlled Woman (1976/1996) and How To Develop Your Child's Temperament (1977). (Must reading for
anyone desiring a fuller understanding of LaHaye's teachings on the temperaments would be Four Temperaments,
Astrology & Personality Testing [pp. 49-66], by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara,
CA, 1992, 213 pages. The information on the temperaments detailed in this report was excerpted and/or adapted
from this source.):

(a) In Why You Act the Way You Do, one can readily see the underlying astrological roots of
temperament theory -- LaHaye labels Christians as Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melancholic,
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and applies this to explain why people are "locked-in" to behaving the way they do; according to
LaHaye, the "strengths and weaknesses" of one's temperament type determines how they act (e.g.,
LaHaye turns King David into a combination of Sanguine and Melancholic). LaHaye attempts to
distinguish between temperament, character, and personality. He defines temperament as "the
combination of inborn traits that subconsciously affects man's behavior." He calls character "the real
you" and equates it with "the hidden man of the heart" and the soul. He contends that character "is the
result of your natural temperament modified by childhood training, education, and basic attitudes,
beliefs, principles, and motivations." Finally, he defines personality as "the outward expression of
ourselves," which may be "the same as our character" or simply "a pleasing facade for an unpleasant or
weak character." LaHaye contends that "it is essential to know your temperament and to be able to
analyze other people's temperaments." He further testifies that "of all the behavior theories ever devised,
it [the four temperaments theory] has served as the most helpful explanation." He has even insisted that
temperament is genetic! (Furthermore, LaHaye has also attempted to validate the temperament theory
on the basis of so-called handwriting experts. These "graphologists" claim that a person's handwriting
reveals his personality. However, numerous research studies have refuted these claims.)

(b) LaHaye lays the usual groundwork of temperament strengths and weaknesses, combines them with
Scripture, and comes up with a foreign paradigm of man's sinful nature and the sanctification process.
While he claims to present a Biblical anthropology, LaHaye arbitrarily presents his definition of man in
terms of psychological opinion rather than in terms of Biblical categories. Just as Freud believed that
man is driven by unseen forces in his "unconscious," LaHaye teaches that a person's temperament is
"the unseen force underlying human action." LaHaye also includes Carl Jung's Introvert-Extrovert
typology in his scheme and places the Sanguine and Choleric under the Extrovert type and the
Melancholic and Phlegmatic under the Introvert type. LaHaye claims that "the four-fold classification
of temperaments is still widely used," yet even psychological theorists have generally abandoned the
four temperaments typology.

(c) As a further indication of the Biblical facade through which LaHaye attempts to sanctify his
teachings on the temperaments, he equates temperament with our "old nature": "Since temperament is
our 'old nature,' what man needs is a 'new nature.'" But LaHaye does not teach that the temperament is
to be reckoned dead or put off as the old man is to be reckoned dead and put off. He only seems to
want to put off the "weaknesses," which he calls "sin." He wants to keep and enhance the "strengths."
Then, by a huge leap of the imagination, he turns the nine-fold Fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5) into
"temperament traits" of our new nature.

(d) LaHaye presents four major persons from the Bible in terms of the temperaments. In his book
Transformed Temperaments, though warning people about indiscriminately using the four
temperaments to describe Peter, Paul, Moses, and Abraham, he, nevertheless, turns Peter into a
Sanguine, Paul into a Choleric, Moses into a Melancholic, and Abraham into a Phlegmatic. This entire
business of describing the four temperaments and assigning people to categories is so subjective as to
be both useless and misleading. LaHaye's charts and descriptions make the whole set-up look factual
and reliable, but these are arbitrary classifications and combinations. Throughout his later books,
LaHaye adds and embellishes the lists, and even makes up a test that people can take to fit themselves
into his system. LaHaye, then, leaves us with an arbitrary system of psychological theory presented by
an amateur pop psychologist.

-  Left Behind, by Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins, is the first of 12 novels (they have recently announced three
additional volumes, the first to be published in 3/05) dealing with the end times. LaHaye says that Left Behind is
"the first fictional portrayal of events that are true to the literal interpretation of Bible prophecy. It was written for
anyone who loves gripping fiction featuring believable characters, a dynamic plot that also weaves prophetic events
in a fascinating story." The story begins on the day that the Rapture takes place and concludes just as the Antichrist
is about to assume power over the world. The story, however, is wrapped around the lives of a handful of
individuals who come face to face with the fact that the Rapture has occurred. Will they come to Christ, or be taken
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in by the false explanations for the disappearance of millions throughout the world. And if they come to the Lord,
what will it cost them?

As fiction goes, the first book in the series is relatively faithful to Scripture (at least in contrast to the fiction of
Frank Peretti). Nevertheless, LaHaye's ecumenical nature comes through as does his psychological leanings. One
comment even implies that Mother Teresa was raptured! This is even more odd given the fact the book is supposed
to be set several decades in the future and Mother Teresa was nearing death when the book was written (and has
since died). But more importantly, one would think that LaHaye and Jenkins would recognize that Mother Teresa
never received Christ by faith alone. She always clung to the works-salvation of the Roman Catholic Church.
Worse yet, LaHaye has the Pope being raptured with the church! So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help
Chuck Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line
of demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity. 

Also, one wonders, with such a golden opportunity for LaHaye and Jenkins to very clearly outline the gospel of
Jesus Christ to many who will read the series, but would not let a soulwinner tell them the same, why is the sound
gospel of the grace of God so obscure, to the point of being absent from the books?! True, there are instances in the
book of some of the characters giving a brief testimony to salvation, but even those are so weak that if a person
were not looking for and familiar with God's plan of salvation, he would never know what it means to be born
again. Of what practical use is a book in the home of a lost man that does not and cannot convict of sin and show
the need for a Saviour? (Source: Pastors Kevin Bier and Gary Gilley. For a detailed review of the Left Behind
series, see BDM's companion report.) 

- LaHaye has made a small fortune off of his fictional books in the Left Behind series, and Hank Hanegraaff of the
Christian Research Institute evidently thinks there is potential in the fiction market for his fiction, too. LaHaye
fictionalizes about events related to the Second Coming of Christ, which he believes are yet to come; on the other
hand, Hanegraaff fictionalizes about events from the "Preterist" point of view, which means that the events have
already taken place in A.D. 70. One of the strange things about this is the fact that Tyndale House publishes both
the pre-trib, pre-mill views of LaHaye as well as the Preterist views of Hanegraaff. (The only "prophecy" Tyndale
seems to be interested in is whatever is "profitable.")

This recent development has caused LaHaye to have no small consternation, if the report in the book trade
magazine Christian Retailing is correct (January 3, 2005, page 1). According to the magazine, LaHaye now feels
"betrayed" by Tyndale House, for his publisher has taken money made from LaHaye's fiction to "promote the
nonsense" fiction written by Hanegraaff. Another "strange" element in this matter is the fact that even LaHaye
himself holds to some elements of Preterism. He imposes the views of Jewish Preterism over the Book of Daniel,
for example, and this accounts for his confused ideas about the Antichrist and the Abomination of Desolation.
LaHaye advocates the Jewish Preterism that the Seleucids, Ptolemies, and Antiochus Epiphanes fulfill Daniel 11:5-
35, which was first taught in the uninspired Book of Maccabees by the uninspired Jewish writer. This preteristic
idea makes Daniel 11:5-35 irrelevant to future prophetic events. (See Tim LaHaye's Prophecy Study Bible on
Daniel 11).   

It is also rather "strange" and humorous that LaHaye, who has pocketed big bucks off his fiction, which involves
elements of Preterism, is now complaining about Hanegraaff's using some of the same Preterist fiction about the
Second Coming to make money off of it. Both LaHaye and Hanegraaff borrow basic Preterist ideas which
originated before the first coming of Christ, being Jewish interpretations of Daniel which serve to nullify much of
Daniel's prophetic truth. (Source: Bob Ross, "LaHaye vs. Hanegraaff -- Or, Truth Again Proves to be 'Stranger
Than Fiction'" [01/06/05].)

-  The LaHayes have become fabulously wealthy through Tim's authorship of the Left Behind series. So much so
that the LaHayes have managed to buy a legacy for themselves -- they gave Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5
million toward a new student center; in return, the new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was
named after LaHaye, and he serves as its president. Tim has also received the honor of being named  "the most
influential evangelical leader of the last quarter century." This was the verdict of the Institute for the Study of
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American Evangelicals, located at Wheaton College in Illinois, as announced in their periodical, The Evangelical
Studies Bulletin.

-  For being a supposed prophecy expert, LaHaye has some real problems with his prophetical teachings in the Left
Behind series. For example, in books 8 & 9, LaHaye and Jenkins teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can
still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang scenario" is developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the
beast and the sealing of the Lord. In Desecration, Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question
about how a Christian can have the mark of the beast and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed
readers on the Left Behind messageboard, and was answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on
the heart," says Jenkins. "He [Chang] was a believer first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is
only fiction, so do not take it seriously." He also did not say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian
may receive the mark of the beast and be saved."

LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord Jesus Christ before men and still inherit
eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today: 

"My mind rushes to the thousands of Christians savagely killed and maimed by the lions in Roman
amphitheaters long ago. Their crime? They refused to bow down and worship Caesar. Doubtless some
on that day cowered before their oppressors and feigned a rejection of Christ. Like those who were
martyred, they will also be saved. But they will not receive the martyr's crown their Lord wanted them
to have."

The authors are teaching that if a Christian outwardly rejects the Lord Jesus Christ, he will still be saved, though he
will forfeit the martyr's crown. They are saying that the Christians in the past who bowed down and "pretended" to
worship Caesar (that is what feigning a rejection of Christ would be in that context!) would still be saved! They
would not receive the martyr's crown, but would be saved even after denying the Lord Jesus Christ before men. The
authors are reassuring Christians that even if you outwardly deny the Lord Jesus Christ (as long as you don't really
mean it on the inside) and pretend to worship a false Christ, you will still be saved. This teaching is rejected by the
Bible (Matt. 10:32,33; 16:25; Luke 12:8,9; Mark 8:35; 1 John 2:22,23).

-  Beverly LaHaye has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as Jerry Falwell, Charles Stanley, and D. James Kennedy). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Today Rapha operates 120
hospital beds in twelve psychiatric units with an annual income of more than $12 million. Rapha also claims that
over 2,000 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. LaHaye is quoted as saying, "I am confident that the Rapha
Hospital Treatment Centers are a gift of God for our generation. I am pleased to be able to recommend the Rapha
program everywhere." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy
sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Tim LaHaye is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity
("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").

-  There are many ways one can be drawn into unbiblical unity with other professing believers. It most commonly
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occurs as men focus upon one particular issue or theological topic, which issue or topic may, by itself, be legitimate
and theologically correct. Yet, that unity usually tends to set aside doctrinal differences, so that the resulting unity
overall is unbiblical. (Often, the methods employed by the organization are also unbiblical.)

Such an organization was formed by Tim LaHaye in 1994, the Pre-Trib Research Center (PTRC) (originally
headquartered in Family Life Seminar's Washington, D.C. offices, but moved to Arlington, Texas in the late-
1990s), made up of a "large group of prophetic Bible scholars given a sacred task of joining with others in
proclaiming, teaching, defending, and applying the doctrine of the Pretribulational Rapture of the Church." PTRC
claims to have brought "together such a group of like-minded prophetic scholars, communicators, and authors to
defend this very important biblical truth." PTRC claims 70 members who hold the Pre-Trib position and have
signed PTRC's doctrinal statement. Even if one assumes that the stated purpose of the PTRC is a worthy one,
PTRC's hodgepodge of neo-evangelicals, psychologizers, and prophecy hyper-speculators (listed as members on
PTRC's letterhead) would most certainly disqualify it as an organization of "like-minded scholars" in Biblical unity
(e.g., "like-minded prophetic scholars" include Ed Hindson, Kay Arthur, John Ankerberg, Chuck Missler, Martin
DeHaan II, David Jeremiah, Grant Jeffrey, Peter LaLonde, David Reagan, Jerry Vines, Adrian Rogers, Zane
Hodges, Robert Lightner, Thomas McCall, J. Dwight Pentecost, Charles Ryrie, John Walvoord, Stanley Toussaint,
Zola Levitt, Hal Lindsey, David Noebel, Richard Mayhue, John Sproule, and Elmer Towns). This is a
"dispensational ecumenism" that, in our opinion, can only go downhill from here.

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ--An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye,
Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven
Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.]

However ignorant the LaHayes and fellow endorsers may be of all this, their participation in EC makes them a
party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive
and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and
never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).
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-  Tim LaHaye was one of the original founders (along with Jerry Falwell and other neo-evangelicals) of the Moral
Majority (now succeeded by the Liberty Federation), which is one of the classic examples of "the good cause
syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is good enough.
(In actuality, the Moral Majority joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic
in an unholy union to save the country. But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged.
The line of demarcation between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition.) [Reported in New
Neutralism II, pp. 70-71.] [In 1992, Falwell's Liberty University awarded Beverly LaHaye an honorary Doctorate
of Humanities for her lifetime achievements in protecting the rights of the family.]

-  Both Tim and Beverly LaHaye have a long history of extreme ecumenism. Tim has been the president of Moral
Majority of California and a board member of the national Moral Majority. In this capacity he joined hands with
every sort of apostasy, including Romanism and Judaism. As the head of the American Coalition for Traditional
Values, LaHaye yoked together with such "distinguished Christian leaders" (his own words in 1984) as Demos
Shakarian, radical charismatic head of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International; United Methodist
pastor and head of the activist American Family Association, Don Wildmon; Jim Bakker of the PTL Club;
Kenneth Copeland; Rex Humbard; Robert Tilton; Thomas Zimmerman, then head of the Assemblies of God; Paul
Crouch, radical head of the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network; and Jimmy Swaggart. These men are as
radically ecumenical and as Biblically unsound and as opposed to fundamental, Biblical separation as any you will
find anywhere. Three have since been disgraced through their moral and financial corruption. Paul Crouch hates
fundamentalists and has publicly cursed them. Thomas Zimmerman was at the forefront of breaking down the walls
of separation between old-line Pentecostals and Romanists. For LaHaye to be the leader of this unholy, mixed
multitude is wickedness.

LaHaye's ecumenism isn't limited to his political activities. He frequently joins hands with apostates at all sorts of
ecumenical gatherings. For example, when the charismatic Rock Christian Network was launched in 1986, Tim
LaHaye's beaming face joined those of the charismatic mystics Oral Roberts, David Yonggi Cho, and Demos
Shakarian, Catholic priest John Bertolucci, and others. LaHaye has appeared regularly at "Jesus" rock festivals in
various parts of the country, joining hands with rock 'n' rollers and ecumenists, including Tom Skinner and Tony
Campolo. Tim LaHaye spoke at Oral Roberts University's 1990 Christian School Conference. He was Co-chairman
of the Jerusalem '90 charismatic conference which featured David Yonggi Cho and James Robison. In a fund-
raising promotional brochure, LaHaye praised radical charismatic "faith healer" Morris Cerullo upon his takeover of
the PTL TV Network/Heritage properties. LaHaye said he was glad it would not be lost "to the body of Christ," and
that because of Cerullo's faith, the network would "continue to be used to preach the Gospel and to present positive
programming" (11/1/90 & 3/1/91 issues of the Calvary Contender). What amazing blindness! (Reported in the 1/95,
O Timothy.)

-  Tim and Beverly LaHaye have now taken to appearing on the television shows of charismatics. -- Each day of
the week 4/21/03-4/25/03, the LaHayes appeared on the Benny Hinn nightly one-hour television show ("This Is
Your Day") aired on TBN. (LaHaye is not uninformed concerning Hinn's record since at one of LaHaye's Pre-Trib
Research Council meetings someone made a presentation, including video clips, of some of Hinn's more outlandish
prophecies.) The subject matter for the week was Bible prophecy. The LaHayes spent the five hours chumming it up
with Benny Hinn and allowing Tim's latest book, Charting the End Times, to be offered as a premium to those
contributing $50 to Hinn's heretical ministry. Included in that package were end-times charts and timelines. LaHaye
stood to make millions, and at the same time, Hinn would rake in the money. (Source: 5/1/03, The Christian
Sentinel Report; and viewing by BDM.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is an enthusiastic supporter of her husband's ecumenical stance. Through her Concerned Women
for America (CWA) organization, she is encouraging Christians to forget their differences and join hands to effect
political and social change. CWA's radical, unscriptural ecumenism was demonstrated in a CWA radio broadcast on
10/13/94. The speaker was an unsaved Jew, Dennis Prager, who was also the keynote speaker at the 1996 CWA
national conference. Prager was speaking about the moral problems of America, and promoted as a solution, that all
religious people of good will must come together to resist the powers of secularism. The statement was made, "All
Christians must come together." This dangerous, unscriptural sentiment was echoed by the hosts of CWA's
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broadcast.

Like her husband, Mrs. LaHaye does not limit her ecumenical wanderings to political activities. She was a featured
speaker at the 15th anniversary celebration of the charismatic magazine Charisma. On this occasion, she joined
hands with Oral Roberts, members of the religious rock group Petra, and hyper-charismatics Charles and Frances
Hunter to celebrate this dangerous, unscriptural publication. Beverly LaHaye has spoken at least twice at the annual
conference sponsored by the charismatic Christian Believers United (CBU) Fellowship. Calvary Contender editor
Jerry Huffman notes, "When you ask charismatics to join your political crusade, it must be hard to say no when
they want you to 'join' their religious 'crusade.' Satan is subtle! (3/1/86, Calvary Contender ). (Reported in the 1/95,
O Timothy.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is also a member of the highly ecumenical National Religious Broadcasters (NRB), and formerly
an arm of the neo-evangelical (and increasingly charismatic) National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). At the
NRB's 53rd Annual Convention in Indianapolis in February of 1996, Beverly LaHaye (through her CWA
organization) sponsored the Anniversary Banquet, which was a black-tie event at $50 per ticket. She also spoke at
the Women's Luncheon at the 1997 NRB Convention.

-  Beverly LaHaye is a Southern Baptist by profession. She recently took part in an ecumenical Bible commentary
publishing effort by 22 Southern Baptist women and 80 women from other denominations. Some of the other
unbiblical women in the project include Vonette Bright (wife of Campus Crusade's Bill Bright), Shirley Dobson
(wife of Focus on the Family's James Dobson), Karen Mains, and Jill Briscoe. The Women's Study Bible is
purported to focus on women's ideas and concerns. (Reported in the 11/1/95, Calvary Contender.)

-  Tim LaHaye was featured speaker at the Jesus Northwest festival in 7/92 at an Assemblies of God church in
Salem, Oregon. Other speakers included notorious liberal Tony Campolo, Mike Warnke, Frank Peretti, Ed
Underwood (from Walk Thru' The Bible), and over a dozen "Christian" rock/rap groups (including Petra, DC Talk,
etc.). (Reported in the 3/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Tim LaHaye is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated
to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on
unbelieving peoples and institutions. Although no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, LaHaye does give
the following strong endorsement:

"I commend the work of COR and its efforts to unite pastors and parachurch leaders to bring revival to
their churches and reformation to their societies."

Beverly LaHaye resigned from COR in 1989, but stated in a 12/89 letter that husband Tim was remaining "on the
board of the Coalition ... using this position in hopes of influencing them" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:33)! [In a personal letter
dated 6/3/93, Tim LaHaye claimed to have resigned from COR "four or more years ago" -- yet, as of early-1990,
his name was still on COR's letterhead as a Steering Committee member.] As an indication of what the people
affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference
for Christian Reconstruction. Does not the following sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."
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That LaHaye has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Being a member of a hyper-Calvinistic organization like COR, one might be surprised to learn that LaHaye's
theology is Arminian. Much like Dave Hunt, LaHaye rejects the sovereignty of God in salvation. Dave Hunt and
Joseph Chambers (Gail Riplinger's KJV-Onlyist friend in North Carolina) are now promoting an anti-Calvinist
Symposium, using a publicity blurb from LaHaye. Tim is quoted as saying, "Calvinism comes perilously close to
blasphemy," attributes it to "Greek humanism," and alleges that "the God of Calvinism is a far cry from the God of
the Bible" (End Times, January 2002, p. 16). 

-  The extent to which men like Tim LaHaye will go in furthering the social gospel is truly amazing. LaHaye held
the paid position of chairman with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon
is the founder of the Unification Church, and is the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world. He teaches the
particularly vile heresy that not only did Jesus fail in His earthly ministry, but that He had sex with the women who
followed Him.) (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter and the 1Q96, Religion in Politics.)

In June, 1985, CRF held several rallies, one of which was in Washington, D.C. There LaHaye urged the over 300
men and women present to support Moon by voluntarily going to jail with him for a week if allowed to do so by
authorities. "Not that I agree with his doctrine," said LaHaye. "Not that I agree with what he teaches, because many
of us don't know what he teaches. We have only read about it in the paper and you know how much we can trust
the papers." (Evidently LaHaye is unaware of the many books and research papers made available by Christian cult
investigators. Certainly the newspapers aren't the only source of information.) Other so-called evangelicals that
served with LaHaye at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Don Wildmon (founder
and president of the social activist American Family Association), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide
radio talk show host), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, James Robison, Jimmy
Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. [In a personal letter
dated 6/3/93, LaHaye claims to have never received any pay for his stint as CRF's "temporary chairman for a
month and a half." LaHaye seems to be saying, "It's okay to serve on the Board of an apostate organization as long
as you don't accept pay for it."]

LaHaye's involvement with Moon is particularly vile. In 1985, Carolyn Weaver, writing for Mother Jones
Magazine, exposed the fact that LaHaye had received substantial funds from Moon's aid Bo Hi Park. This was
discovered in a tape of a dictated thank you letter from LaHaye, thanking Park for a contribution in excess of
$500,000. LaHaye would not admit or deny the receipt of the contribution, instead he attacked the source of the
information. (Reported in the 1Q96, Religion in Politics.)

-  Moon held a Washington Family Federation for World Peace conference in late-1996 that attracted a gaggle of
famous "evangelical" speakers, including Christian Coalition executive director Ralph Reed (now a political
consultant), Family Research Council president Gary Bauer, and Concerned Women for America president Beverly
LaHaye. Moon and his fourth wife also addressed the conference, which attracted 1,500 participants from around
the globe. When asked in a personal letter why she would speak to a Moonie front group, Mrs. LaHaye responded
that she found out only a few days before the event that it was a Moon-sponsored event, but that "it was too late to
back out [so] I decided I would have to see it through and use it as an opportunity to share the true Word of God
..." She also claimed that both Bauer and Reed were caught in the same dilemma. "So the three of us tried to be a
true witness for Christ in this event."

Beverly LaHaye's "explanation" for speaking at the gathering does not stand up to scrutiny. The LaHayes have had
a relationship with the Moonies for years (see above); they are very well aware of all the Moonie front groups,
including the Family Federation for World Peace. But let's assume she is telling the truth in her letter, and really
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was ignorant of the group to which she was going to speak. But she admits she became aware of it "a few days
before the event," so why couldn't she cancel? Why was it "too late to back out"? Even so, in what way did she use
her appearance "as an opportunity to share the true Word of God and God's standard for the family marriage"? Did
she specifically address the fact that the Moonies are a blasphemous cult and an abomination before a holy God?
Hardly. In every account of her remarks that have been made public, she makes not one reference to the gospel.

LaHaye also remarks that Gary Bauer and Ralph Reed "were caught in the same dilemma." Not according to Reed.
When asked why the Christian Coalition chose to associate with Moon, spokesman Mike Russell said, "They're
working to strengthen the family and so are we. Ralph doesn't agree with every organization he speaks to." Nor
according to Bauer either; Bauer said, "I don't see why Christians should censor themselves out of any forum in
which our perspectives can be heard." At least these two ecumenists are willing to tell the truth. From their
statements, you can see that neither Reed nor Bauer make any claim of being ignorant of the Moonie sponsorship
of the event. Why was Beverly LaHaye such a dupe when the others were so knowledgeable? The fact is, Beverly
LaHaye was caught with her hand in the cookie jar, and now she's making excuses like a 2-year old -- "Momma, I
didn't know there were cookies in there until five minutes ago, and then it was too late to back out." (Moon has
been known to draw speakers with honorariums exceeding $100,000; perhaps that is why "it was too late to back
out.")

-  Apparently, activism runs in the family -- Beverly LaHaye is founder and chairman of Concerned Women for
America (1979), an ecumenical social activism organization for professing Christian women (CWA has in the past
featured Roman Catholic and charismatic speakers), touted to be the "nation's largest women's organization" (over
600,000 members). Mirabella magazine (2/93 edition) said Beverly LaHaye "has surpassed Phyllis Schlafly in
importance and continues to gain an audience through a monthly magazine [Family Voice], video tapes, and a
syndicated call-in radio show [Beverly LaHaye Live (weekdays) and This Week With Beverly LaHaye (weekend) --
founded in 1988 and now heard on approximately 100 "Christian" stations, reaching over 750,000 listeners], all
financed by CWA's $10 million annual budget ... Beverly LaHaye Live was named the National Religious
Broadcaster's Talk Show of the Year" for 1993 for exhibiting "outstanding achievement in stimulating and leading
the discussion of moral, political, social and religious issues relevant to the Christian community." (Reported in
Tim LaHaye's 5/93, Capital Report.). CWA employs a paid staff of 33, including legislative specialists and field
operatives. Beverly LaHaye has also authored two women's books, Who But a Woman and The Restless Woman.
[Corporations helping to bankroll CWA include: PepsiCo, Levi Strauss, Avon, American Express, Sun Company,
United Bank of Denver, and GEICO. (Reported in the 1Q96, Religion in Politics. )] 

LaHaye recently announced the appointment of Sandy Rios as president of CWA. Rios is a Chicago radio talk show
host, musician and singer, and mother of two grown children, one of whom is severely disabled. Rios says she has
a heart for those often overlooked in the cultural battle for the soul of America. "Mrs. LaHaye ... taught us a lesson
in founding CWA to show that the radical feminists do not speak for mainstream American women. ... Young
people and minorities can and must have a voice in promoting the effective Bible-based values we share. I want to
help Mrs. LaHaye reach out to make sure those voices are heard too." Rios relocated to metropolitan Washington
and begin with CWA on October 15, 2001 (10/15/01, Calvary Contender).

-  The Concerned Women For America ministry website sells books that send the message that the Harry Potter
phenomenon can advance the kingdom of God:

"In What's A Christian To Do With Harry Potter? you'll explore the valid concerns some Christians
have about the series, sort out the fact and fiction at the center of the debate, discover biblical answers
that may surprise you, and learn how you can tap into this powerful cultural phenomenon to help
advance the kingdom of God." (Emphasis added.)

The Harry Potter books contain real, black magick satanism, and even include human sacrifice. If God's people
believe fellowshipping with devils in any form can be used to advance the kingdom of God, then they are literally
being set up to believe that the antichrist is God. It is also disturbing that Connie Neal's countering-Harry-Potter-
critics book entitled The Gospel According to Harry Potter is also sold on the CWA website. Why would CWA sell
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books that counter Christian opposition to Harry Potter and possibly win Rowlings more readers?

-  Even Beverly LaHaye's entanglement with the Coors Brewing Company proved to be embarrassing -- Coors
extended health benefits to homosexual employees' partners. LaHaye's CWA has long accepted Coors' money,
which has hindered the CWA from tackling alcohol-related issues. [Alcohol is the nation's number one "drug
problem," accounting for over $100 billion in economic costs and 105,000 deaths each year [8/17/92, Christianity
Today. )] (Reported in the 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Beverly LaHaye is also a supporter and signatory of the (now defunct) Williamsburg Charter Foundation (WCF),
an ecumenical amalgamation of professing Christians, humanists, atheists, New Agers, Eastern religionists, etc.,
whose stated goal was religious pluralism and tolerance in education, but all the while promoting a new one-world
religion. Other "evangelical" signators and/or supporters with Beverly LaHaye were James Dobson, Chuck Colson,
and Billy Graham. [WCF no longer exists, but the curriculum has been passed on to a "new" organization, "The
First Liberty Institute," an organization headed up by New Ager Dr. Charles C. Haynes. (First Liberty at George
Mason University was originally designated as "national teacher training and outreach center" for the Williamsburg
Charter Foundation.)]

-  Beverly LaHaye's endorsement appears on the book cover (along with James Dobson's) of The Natural Childbirth
Book. Also on the cover is a picture of the occult yin/yang symbol. It appears Mrs. LaHaye needs to scrutinize her
endorsements more closely.

-  Tim and Beverly LaHaye also appear to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Bill
Bright, founder of Campus Crusade for Christ, fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims
to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of
liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An
Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed.
Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles
Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright
cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2
Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18
(instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the
11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los
Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included
most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly
LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and
Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the
Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby (of Experiencing God fame), Loren Cunningham
(YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy,
Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain
future with Bill Bright's August, 2001 retirement  from Campus Crusade, and with his death in 2003.)]
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Tim LaHaye (with Jerry Jenkins)
Book Review*

The Left Behind Series
The Left Behind series of novels about events following the Rapture has been a phenomenal commercial success.
The authors are Jerry Jenkins, writer-at-large for the neo-evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and
Tim LaHaye, well-known author (over 40 books), "noted authority" on Bible prophecy (e.g., Revelation Unveiled),
and promoter of the heretical "Four Temperaments" theory. 

The books have more than doubled both the profits and staff of Tyndale House Publishers (Wheaton, Illinois).
More than 65 million copies have been sold (over 75 million counting the graphic novels and children's versions),
generating more than 650 million dollars in sales since first published in 1995. Twelve volumes are now in print.
The seventh, The Indwelling, released in May of 2000, pre-sold 1.4 million copies before it was even released (total
sales of 2.9 million as of 2/04), and some stores opened at midnight to long lines of fans. It immediately hit number
one on the New York Times bestseller list. The same was true for the eighth volume, The Mark (3 million total sales
as of 2/04). The ninth volume, Desecration, published in 10/01, had a first printing of 3 million, the largest-ever
print run for a "Christian" novel. Book number 10, The Remnant, was released in 2002 with a 2.75 million print
run. Book number 11, Armageddon: The Cosmic Battle of the Ages, was released in April 2003, and book number
12, Glorious Appearing, was released March 30, 2004.# [One must question LaHaye's true contribution to the
writing of these books. Pentecostal Evangel interviewed LaHaye on May 28, 2000, and this is LaHaye's declaration
regarding the place of Scripture in the Left Behind series: "As the series enlarges, I give Jerry an outline of the
Scripture for each book, and he hangs the story on the outline."]

In addition to the more than 65 million Left Behind series books, Tyndale House has sold more than 10 million
related items, such as computer screensavers, postcards, calendars, board games, music, apparel, and collectibles.
There is a Left Behind kids series (Left Behind: The Kids -- 34 books published with sales of more than 10 million -
- targeted at 10-14 year-olds), an audio series, two movies, and a television series that premiered in 2003. The Left
Behind web site attracts more than 60,000 hits a day.

There is a serious problem with fictionalizing Bible subjects. Fiction, by its very nature, is not truth. At best, it goes
beyond truth and reality. It is not wise to fictionalize the Bible. The Scriptures tell us exactly what God wants men
to know, no more and no less, about future events. "The secret things belong unto the LORD our God: but those
things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of this law"
(Deut. 29:29). The Left Behind series goes far beyond what the Bible says, and instead, speculates about things God
has not said. Revelation 22 warns about adding to or taking away from the Words of God in prophecy. Why would
that warning not apply to the Left Behind series? One can argue that the books are only fiction, but will the
intermingling of Bible truth and fiction not leave wrong impressions in the minds of people? Will the average
reader be able to tell truth from fiction?

The fictionalizing of Scripture is an egregious offense in and of itself, but the theology presented in the books is
intolerable (despite the publisher's claim that "The series is guaranteed to be theologically sound."). Following are
just a few examples of the unscriptural things found in the Left Behind series:

(1)  Large numbers of relatives and friends of Christians are saved after the Rapture occurs. This sends the message
that it is possible to wait and get saved later. But the Bible never offers such hope. Second Thessalonians chapter
two describes the coming of the Antichrist, and it plainly states that those who are left behind who have rejected the
truth will not be saved, but will be deluded by God Himself.
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And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall
destroy with the brightness of his coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power
and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; BECAUSE
THEY RECEIVED NOT THE LOVE OF THE TRUTH, THAT THEY MIGHT BE SAVED. AND FOR THIS CAUSE
GOD SHALL SEND THEM STRONG DELUSION, THAT THEY SHOULD BELIEVE A LIE (2 Thess. 2:8-11).

[Edit made 9/20/14 I do not agree with this teaching that some holding the pretrib postulate that] many people will
be saved during the Tribulation (i.e., Revelation 6:11; 7:14), it would appear that these are people who did not have
opportunity to hear the Gospel before the Rapture. There are multiplied millions of people in the world today who
have not heard a clear and true presentation of the Gospel. While we do not know enough perhaps to be dogmatic
about exactly who will and will not be saved after the Rapture, it is irresponsible on the part of the Left Behind
authors to present a position on this that at least appears to be directly contrary to 2 Thessalonians 2:8-11.

(2)  The books feature the formation of a "Tribulation Force" to resist the Antichrist. There is nothing like this even
hinted at in the Bible.

(3)  Prayers to the dead is taught in one of the books. During the funeral for a Tribulation-era pastor, one of the
leaders of the Tribulation Force is depicted as praying to the dead man (vol. 3, Nicolae, p. 315).

(4)  New Age/occult out-of-body experiences are encouraged. One of the characters in The Indwelling has an
elaborate and richly detailed out-of-body experience (OBE); LaHaye glorifies OBE as a good way to pray.
LaHaye's OBE account is identical with OBEs described and marketed by countless New Agers on the Internet and
in myriads of occult based books (vol. 7, The Indwelling, pp. 232-248).

(5)  Satan is in charge of the weather. One of the key figures in the Left Behind books is the supposed leader of the
144,000 Jews. In book four, he sends out a message to believers throughout the world via the Internet and makes
the following statement: "Eons ago, God the Father conceded control of earth's weather to Satan himself, the prince
and power of the air" (vol. 4, Soul Harvest, p. 232). The Bible does not say that Satan has been given control of the
weather. When the Bible mentions thunder and hail and such things, it refers to them as coming from the hand of
God (i.e., Job 38:22-29; Ps. 77:18). Psalm 104 describes the various aspects of this present creation and attributes
the control of everything to God. Satan is not called the "god of this world" because God turned the world over to
him, but because mankind in general has rejected God and believed the serpent's lie.

(6)  One of the very questionable doctrines the Left Behind series teaches is that at the time of the rapture pregnant
women will suddenly become un-pregnant (that is, the unborn babies will be taken in the rapture and will leave the
unsaved mother, who is left behind, many pounds lighter!). A rapture for embryos! (vol. 1, Left Behind, pp. 46-47).

(7)  The Christians in the books make major decisions based on their intuitions and human reasoning rather than on
Bible precepts. For example, two of the heroes of the Left Behind series become romantically involved. Though
they discuss the matter and wonder if it is God's will, they get married and have a child in the midst of the Great
Tribulation, with no apparent consultation of the Scriptures. First Corinthians 7:29-35 would have settled their
question. Another example of this is the decision made by two of the members of the "Tribulation Force" to work
for the Antichrist, one as his pilot and one as the head of a news magazine. They question the propriety of their
decision, but instead of consulting the Scriptures, they "feel" it is God's will. One would think that 2 Corinthians
6:14-18 and Revelation 18:4 would easily have settled that question.

(8)  Easy-believism and low moral standards are promoted in the Left Behind series. Based on a bathroom scene
where the hero, Buck, gets converted, it appears all that is needed to be saved is mental assent to God's existence.
Then when Buck uses his credit card to embezzle and steal from his boss, this "Christian" deems all okay because
the theft is for the cause of Christ (and his boss is the Antichrist). Then in Tribulation Force, Buck expresses his
embarrassment at having to admit to Chloe that he is still a virgin at age 30. In Nicolae, Buck tells Verna, an
admitted lesbian, that "My Bible doesn't differentiate between homosexuals and heterosexuals." Also in Nicolae,
Rayford becomes "angry at himself" for trying to persuade Hattie to not have an abortion, and later apologizes to
her for hurting her feelings (p. 195). Later Chole, sounding like a Planned Parenthood counselor, tells Hattie
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concerning her abortion, "These are personal decisions only you can make," and that even if she aborts her baby,
"we won't love you any less," nor will God, who loves aborters unconditionally, "regardless of what we do" (p.
248). Later in The Indwelling, Chloe considers killing herself and her son, and Tsion wonders, "Is this a sign of
faith or lack of faith?"

(9)  Female Bible teachers are acceptable. Book three has two female members of the "Tribulation Force" trained to
teach the Bible to mixed groups of people (vol. 3, Nicolae, pp. 354,355). Contrast this teaching with 1 Timothy
2:12.

(10) Books 8 & 9 teach that recipients of the mark of the beast can still be saved. In The Mark, "the Chang
scenario" is developed, whereby a character receives both the mark of the beast and the sealing of the Lord. In
Desecration, Chang's dual-marking was justified in the storyline. The question about how a Christian can have the
mark of the beast and still be saved has been asked many times by perplexed readers on the Left Behind
messageboard, and was answered on the FAQ page at LeftBehind.com. "God looks on the heart," says Jenkins. "He
[Chang] was a believer first, and thus, always." Notice that Jenkins did not say, "It is only fiction, so do not take it
seriously." He also did not say, "You must understand that in real life, no Christian may receive the mark of the
beast and be saved" (cf. Matt. 10:32,33). [LaHaye and Jenkins also teach this "true Christians may deny the Lord
Jesus Christ before men and still inherit eternal life" concept in their non-fiction book Perhaps Today -- see
LaHaye report for more details.]

(11) The pope is raptured away! The books depict the Roman Catholic pope as a saved man who is taken away in
the Rapture. This is perhaps the most serious and dangerous error in all the books. It encourages the ecumenical
movement and its powerful back-to-Rome emphasis. It adds support to the false ecumenical concept of
"evangelical Catholicism." Of course, for any pope to be saved, he would have to reject what his own church
teaches. The Roman Catholic Church dogmatically teaches that works and sacraments are necessary to salvation,
and that man cannot be saved by the grace of Christ alone. So with this series, LaHaye and Jenkins help Chuck
Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the Catholic sympathizers to further blur the clear line of
demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity.

In summary, the Left Behind series may be tolerable fiction, but it is definitely intolerable theology, and thereby,
must be rejected by true Christians.

* This report (and the Notes below) was excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Left Behind:
Tolerable Fiction, Intolerable Theology," 6/28/01, FBIS; (2) "Left Behind: One of Satan's Latest Wiles," Raymond
Blanton, The Perilous Times, Feb/Mar 2001; (3) "Should We Promote the Left Behind Theology," Christian News,
2/23/04; and (4) The "Left Behind" official Internet web site (3/04 & 1/05).

Note#1: Books in the Left Behind series thus far: Left Behind, Tribulation Force, Nicolae, Soul Harvest, Apollyon,
Assassins, The Indwelling, The Mark, Desecration, The Remnant, and Armageddon, and Glorious Appearing
(released by Tyndale in March, 2004). [In late October of 2004, Tyndale announced three more book titles to be
added to the series -- two of the new books will be set prior to events depicted in the original book, while the third
will conclude the series. The first new volume, The Rising, is due March 1, 2005.] The Left Behind: The Kids series,
geared to 10-14 year-olds, includes 40 titles. So convinced is Tyndale that the Left Behind series has dramatically
changed lives, it conducted a nationwide search for photos of readers whose lives had been influenced by the series.
Winners pictures were used on the cover of These Will Not Be Left Behind, a book released in 2003; it features
testimonials of those who have made "faith decisions" after reading the series: "With over two-dozen real life
stories of Left Behind series readers, this book chronicles the miraculous way that God has used the series to
change their lives" (3/04, Left Behind web site).

Note#2: In July of 1999, co-author Tim LaHaye filed suit in Los Angeles Superior Court against Namesake
Entertainment, the Kentucky-based firm that originally bought the film rights to Left Behind, and Peter and Paul
Lalonde's Cloud Ten Pictures, claiming breach of contract and requesting unspecified damages. LaHaye sought to
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have the original contract voided so that he can control the film rights to sequels and children's video spin-offs. At
the time film rights were sold in 1997, fewer than 100,000 books in the Left Behind series had been purchased, and
some believe the suit was an attempt to renegotiate the terms. LaHaye's suit alleged that Namesake representatives
pledged to spend $40 million on a major motion picture that would be released in theaters before January 2000, the
time when the public was most interested in the millennium. Namesake reportedly was unable to interest a major
Hollywood studio in the project, and with its option for the film rights due to expire, contacted Cloud Ten.
(According to the contract, Cloud Ten owns the rights to future Left Behind films.) LaHaye claimed the companies
breached their contract by making a film of lower quality than promised (they spent $17.4 million instead of the
originally agreed to amount of $40 million). LaHaye's suit also states that he has been "caused ' to suffer 'emotional
and mental distress, including anxiety, worry, mental anguish and sleeplessness.'" Apparently, LaHaye's "all-
inclusive" contract with Namesake and Cloud Ten will also cost him millions in potential revenue from the planned
movie of the Left Behind: The Kids series. (Fighting the pain of this potential revenue loss, Tim and Beverly
LaHaye still managed to scrape together enough cash to give Jerry Falwell's Liberty University $4.5 million toward
a new student center; in return, the new School of Prophecy, which opened in January 2002, was named after
LaHaye, and he serves as its president.) The question one has to ask is: "If Tim LaHaye is primarily concerned for
lost souls and the imminent return of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, why is he suing for more money? Does he
plan to take it with him, or does he fear being 'left behind' and needing it?" [In March of 2003, the Federal judge in
the case dismissed all of LaHaye's claims.]

Note#3: In addition to many of the same doctrinal problems with the Left Behind books, we have a couple more
problems with the Left Behind I film/video. (A second video was released in 2002 -- Left Behind II: Tribulation
Force.) The most serious problem is that the GOSPEL of our Lord was LEFT BEHIND in this film (actually LEFT
OUT!). There was no gospel presented anywhere in the film. The name of Christ is mentioned only three times in
the film (during about a one minute segment, a scene where a video was being played to explain the rapture; the
video was prepared by a pastor prior to the rapture with the hope that it would help people to understand what was
happening after the rapture). Apart from this, Christ's Name is never mentioned. When people pray to be saved, it
is in the most general terms ("God, please forgive me"), and invitations to salvation are also very general ("You
need to believe in God"). There is no mention of the cross (Christ's substitutionary death), no empty tomb (the
Resurrection), no emphasis on the sinfulness of man (man's total depravity), and no clear presentation of the terms
of salvation (God's sovereignty in salvation). Any religious person who "believes in God" would probably think that
they have met the conditions. Also, some of the music in the video was horrible ("Christian" rock music of the
worst kind). At the end of the video, after the movie was completed, there was a review of some of the scenes in the
movie with rock music in the background, along with some scenes of a "Christian" rock group performing with
typical body movements and awful facial expressions as they sang a song called, "The Midnight Cry," which was
not even worthy to be called music. (Source: "LEFT BEHIND: The Gospel Being LEFT OUT," George Zeller, The
Middletown Bible Church, Middletown, CT; Zeller also viewed Left Behind II, and found it much less
objectionable than the first film, albeit still with major problems.)  [Return to Text]
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Greg Laurie
General Teachings/Activities

-  Greg Laurie (circa.1953) is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the eighth largest church in
America, the Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside, California. (The church also has three administrative
pastors and eleven assistant pastors, and averages a weekly attendance of 15,000.) The church was started in 1972
as Calvary Chapel Riverside -- a Bible study of about 30 people. Laurie was just 19 years of age at the time. The
name was changed to Harvest Christian Fellowship in 1982. Laurie's ministry began at Calvary Chapel of Costa
Mesa, the largest church in the state of California, under the tutelage of charismatic, psychologizer Chuck Smith.
Laurie is a product of the "Jesus People Movement" [see Note] of the 1960s and 1970s pioneered by Smith, a
counter-cultural, hippie movement which focused heavily on subjective religious experience. In 1989, Chuck Smith
asked Greg Laurie to resume teaching a Monday night Bible study at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. Soon, some
2,500 people were attending this weekly gathering.

Laurie is also the featured speaker on a nationally syndicated one-half hour daily radio program (approx. 250
stations) entitled "A New Beginning," and on a daily one-minute audio titled "A Time For Harvest." He also has a
daily half-hour television program airing in a limited number of markets (primarily on the West Coast). He is also a
regular speaker at The Billy Graham Training Center at The Cove, in Asheville, North Carolina, and at the Billy
Graham School of Evangelism; he serves on the board of directors of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
and Samaritan's Purse, among others. He holds two honorary doctorates from Biola University and Azusa Pacific
University. Laurie has authored several books, including Life, Any Questions?, The Great Compromise, Every Day
With Jesus, On Fire, The Invisible World, Five Minutes with Jesus, Discipleship: Giving God Your Best, The New
Believer's Growth Book, The God of the Second Chance: Experiencing Forgiveness, and his latest, The Upside-
Down Church.

-  Laurie is probably best known for his Harvest Crusades, which are frequently broadcast on the blasphemous
Trinity Broadcasting Network. Laurie conducts 5-6 evangelistic, three-day crusades every year that draw on average
about 50,000 people each. Since the first Harvest Crusade at Costa Mesa's Pacific Amphitheater in 1990, where
more than 90,000 people attended, 2.56 million people have heard Laurie speak at crusades across the country
(through October 2000). (Each crusade event is typically 1-1/2 hours of entertainment and announcements, and 1/2
hour of preaching.) Always keeping score, Laurie claims that through these crusades, nearly 210,000 people have
indicated that they have "made a decision to commit their lives to Jesus Christ." Laurie's ministry has been
endorsed by such notables as Billy Graham, Jerry Falwell, John MacArthur, and hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford.

Laurie's events feature "Christian" pop music and a sermon laced with quotes from Sting to John Lennon to Oscar
Wilde. Laurie describes his ministry as "old gospel in new packaging." His church sells cappuccino between
Sunday morning services. His favorite movie is "Ben Hur" (he cried during the crucifixion scene) and he collects
Disney memorabilia (11/10/94, The Charlotte Observer). Asked what he would do if his children turn from Jesus
when they grow older, Laurie said he would respect their individuality (7/30/94, Houston Chronicle).

-  Laurie's gospel is a man-centered psychological gospel -- his message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in
life," with Jesus as the One who came to "fill the void" (see below). Despite this Arminian, man-centered gospel,
Laurie claims that the "results" of his crusades prove that his ministry has "undeniably been blessed and used by
God in a unique way." Read in Laurie's own words what he has to say about his "success":

"The trademark of a Greg Laurie program, whether it be a Sunday morning church service or a stadium
crusade, is the contemporary, yet straightforward, style and format. All programs feature contemporary
music, concise messages from the Bible, and an informal atmosphere. All of this contributes to an
entertaining and non-threatening environment that attracts people of all ages, but particularly young
people" (Harvest Church Internet Web Site:10/00 posting).
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Translation: Laurie-led church services (a) are primarily attended by young people dressed in shorts and T-shirts,
(b) are heavy in entertaining "Christian" rock music, and (c) are light in Biblical message. Should we be surprised,
then, that a "non-threatening environment," with entertainment and a 15-30 minute sermon, would attract a large
crowd?

-  Rock music is a main staple of Laurie-led crusades. ReligionToday.com, an Internet religious news
service, reported after a 1998 crusade that 12,000 youth "registered decisions to commit their lives to
following Jesus Christ," and that Laurie "peppers his talks with illustrations from culture and current events,
quoting lyrics from [secular rock groups] Smashing Pumpkins or Nine Inch Nails" in order to answer young
people's questions in a more "relevant" way. Crusade director John Collins told Religion Today, "We bring
in fairly raucous music" but added that the crowd does not get out of control. Rock groups Audio
Adrenaline, the Super Tones, Big Tent Revival and The Kry generated the interest of 88,000 young people
during two evenings. Laurie is also a frequent speaker at other Christian Rock music festivals (one of which
in 1997 [Creation '97] featured the group Jars of Clay, which at the time had recently recorded for a new R-
rated film that had nudity and 83 obscenities).

Laurie's Harvest Crusade is a perfect example of how New Evangelicals today are attempting to use the
tools and amusements of the world to reach people for Christ. God's Word, however, commands believers
to act and live in a way that is different from that of the world.  The idea that the truth of the Gospel
message itself is not enough to reach people for Christ completely undermines the power of the message
and of the convicting work of the Holy Spirit. God never commands the church to use the world to make
His Gospel message more "palatable." No, the church is commanded to boldly sow the seed of God's Word,
whether or not it is attractive to the listener. (Source: Sept-Oct 1998, Foundation.)

-  The Apostle Paul in Galatians takes a very serious stand against someone who perverts the gospel
(Galatians 1:8-9). Laurie's gospel in a booklet entitled Teenage Suicide: The Ultimate Wipeout! is such a
false gospel. At the very beginning (of dealing with suicide) we are told that suicide is an "epidemic." This
subtly denies the fact that suicide is sin. He then goes into the "Breakdown [of] The Home"; "Fear of the
Future"; speaks of a need for loving the teenager "unconditionally"; and quotes Dr. James Dobson as
someone we should listen to. The booklet is completely void of any reference to the fact that suicide is
serious sin and rebellion against God.

Laurie's gospel is totally self-centered and man-centered. Laurie goes back to his old standby to explain the
suicide "epidemic" -- to wit, "Chronic Loneliness"!: 

"This chronic loneliness involves a feeling of inner emptiness, sadness, discouragement, restlessness,
anxiety, a sense of isolation and an intense desire to be wanted or needed by someone." 

We know this kind of "loneliness" is sin, because Galatians 5:20 says one of the works of the flesh is "selfish
ambitions." For someone to be so consumed with feelings of "emptiness, sadness, discouragement, restlessness, and
anxiety" because they have "an intense desire to be wanted or needed," is evidence that they are consumed with
their own self-centered desires/selfish ambitions. Jesus' cure for this is found in Luke 9:23 (deny yourself). Laurie's
cure, on the other hand, is "You need to know that Jesus has come to fill that lonely void in your life." 

Laurie's gospel is a perversion! Jesus did not come to this sin-sick, wicked world to die in utter shame exposed on
a cross and then rise up from the dead so that He could someday "fill that lonely void in your life"! Jesus came
because the wrath of God was heavy upon us! The true gospel is a slap in the face to mankind. It is not God's offer
to man to fill that "void" in his life.

-  Our concern with the ministry of Greg Laurie is five-fold: (1) He teaches a man-centered gospel; (2) He fails to
identify false teachers in the church; (3) He is duped by psychology; (4) He is ecumenical; and (5) He obliterates
the warning of discipleship:
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1. A Man-Centered Gospel

Laurie's message is one of finding a "deeper meaning in life" and "filling the void"; this is clear in his tape, What Is
the Gospel? (M634). There he says:

"Boiled down, the gospel is essentially this: that God loves humanity, but we've broken His laws; we've
miserably fallen short of his glory. Now the result of that is an emptiness and a void in our life, and a
certain judgment we will all face. Therefore, God took drastic measures, and He came to this earth, and
went to the cross and died in our place ..." (Emphasis added.)

No doubt, there is truth mixed in that statement, but if there wasn't, it wouldn't be deceitful. An L.A. Times article of
7/10/94 states, "Laurie urges Christians to appeal to that internal void." In his book Five Minutes With Jesus, Laurie
states under, "Things That Are True of Every Person" (pp. 96-97):

"Every man or woman, no matter how wealthy or powerful, has an emptiness inside. No matter how
great things look on the outside ... there is a void and an emptiness in every person's life. ... You can
assume that in addition to emptiness in a person's life, there is loneliness ... no relationship can fill that
inner loneliness in your life."

In his book Every Day with Jesus, he says:

"But still there is a void in your life, a loneliness that just won't go away. Do you know what the
hollowness is? It's a loneliness for God" (p. 291).

Laurie goes on to say that this "void" was created by God!:

"You were created with a void and an emptiness that only God can fill" (p. 292).

And, he calls Jesus the loneliest man who ever lived!:

"Next to the cross itself, I think the loneliest movement in the life of Jesus occurred in the Garden of
Gethsemane. It was there Jesus experienced a depth of loneliness no man or woman could ever know.
... There has never been a man who experienced loneliness as deeply as Jesus did" (pp. 61 & 291).

But the Bible says that loneliness is the result of living a self-centered life (Gal. 5:20 -- "selfish ambitions"). The
cure is to deny yourself (Luke 9:23). It is true that Jesus will cure this problem of "loneliness," because He is the
answer to our problem of self-centeredness and sin. But this "loneliness," that supposedly is a driving factor
towards God, is actually the result of sin in a person's life (John 10:10). No doubt there is joy in Christ, but the
abundant life Christ is speaking of is not the filling some void. This is completely a fabrication by Greg Laurie,
nowhere found in Scripture.

In Greg Laurie's man-centered gospel, he also appears to preach that it is hard to go to hell. Contrary to the
teaching of Jesus, recorded in Matthew 7:13-14, Laurie says (on the tape, God's Message To The Young (Part 1):

"But I want to tell you something. I think it's kind of hard to go to hell. I think it's hard because you
have got to resist the calling of the Spirit on your life over and over and over again. You have to really
be determined, and you have to resist Him; and ignore Him; and run from Him; and disobey Him. If
you get hell, pat yourself on the back, it took hard work."

Like all man-centered gospels, Laurie has made man sovereign in salvation.

2. Failure To Identify False Teachers In The Church (2 Peter 2:1; Jude 4)
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In the book store at Harvest Christian Fellowship, one will find such authors as Tim LaHaye, Gary Smalley, Ed
Wheat, and Dr. James Dobson. Under the sign reading, "Pastor's Recommended Reading," Laurie had Dr. James
Dobson's book, When God Doesn't Make Sense. This is the book in which Dobson actually suggests that we forgive
God (pp. 238 & 242).

3. Duped By Psychology

Even though Laurie occasionally preaches against psychology and self-esteem, he himself has been taken in by it.
On the tape Key to True Happiness (M449), Laurie says:

"... and we turn to Him and He enters into our life, now I am of great value. Not because of what I was
before Jesus came, but because of who I am since Jesus came into my life. ... So now I recognize I
have a treasure inside of me. I have something valuable inside of me, so that now, I don't walk around
and say, 'I'm garbage, I'm worthless.' No. I have something to offer this world. I have a message to
give to this world."

Laurie teaches psychology and self-esteem by "Christianizing" it -- "Now that I'm saved, I'm worth something!"

He has also bought into psychological explanations for the human dilemma. In the Southern California Christian
Times he is quoted as saying: "The majority of societal problems can be directly related to the breakdown of the
family" [sounds like James Dobson]. In Laurie's booklet, God's Blueprint For Today's Family, he says, "... I found
one common link in every major problem facing our culture: the disintegration of the family."

4. Ecumenical

Greg Laurie came out of Chuck Smith's church. In view of  this, it is no wonder he is ecumenical. In Laurie's
Harvest Crusades, between 500 and 800 churches are involved in providing various forms of support. The Harvest
web site states that:

"The type of support would range from financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting
attendance at the crusades. Many denominations and associations are involved, including Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church of Christ [baptismal regeneration], Assembly of
God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches."

Typically, Vineyard and Roman Catholic churches also participate. With this in mind, should it be a surprise to
read that Laurie said, "I find I have more in common with a committed Catholic than a liberal Protestant" (L.A.
Times ). [cf. 2 John 9-11]

5. Obliterates The Warning Of Discipleship

On His tape, Wanted Disciples (M726), Laurie says:

"You could say that every disciple is a believer, but you could not necessarily say that every believer is
a disciple. In other words, every disciple of Jesus obviously is already a believer, but just because
you're a believer doesn't mean that you become a disciple."

In Discipleship: Giving God Your Best, he calls discipleship "radical Christian living," and even talks against
"easy-believism" (p. 7). How does he explain this?:

"The requirements of discipleship are different than the requirements of salvation. To be a Christian,
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you need to believe in Him whom God has sent, and then you will receive eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord. It is a gift. To be a disciple is to take up the cross daily and follow Him, making His
will your will. It is a commitment. ... As you are learning, every disciple is a Christian, but not every
Christian is a disciple" (pp. 30-31).

That is a lie! Yet, He purports that this is what Jesus teaches. On the back cover of the book it says:

"In a biblical, straightforward manner, Greg Laurie shares: Jesus' definition of discipleship ...
Discipleship requires an unabashed, uncompromising commitment to Jesus Christ. Every disciple is a
believer, but not every believer is a disciple. Discover the dynamic difference."

Is this what Jesus taught (cf. Matt. 10:37-39)? Jesus is speaking of salvation! Just as he was talking about salvation
(eternal life) with the rich young ruler (Mark 10:17-27). If you are a Christian, you are a disciple of Christ. If you
are not a disciple of Christ, you are not a Christian! (cf. Mark 8:34-36). This is serious error Greg Laurie is
teaching. He is obliterating the very Words of our Living Savior! This is no small matter.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Greg Laurie is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement
as evidenced by his speaking at its conferences.

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson.
(Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement
(August, 2001) from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that the Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's the Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn."

In truth, the NLT (also produced under a variety of titles such as New Believer's Bible, Life Application Study
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Bible, TouchPoint Bible, and The One Year Bible) is a more worthless version than the Living Bible ever was. It is,
again, a paraphrase, like the Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of
the Word of God. No problem for Greg Laurie, though. He says:

"One tool that may help you keep that 'one thing' as your priority is the New Believer's Bible that I
mentioned in my last letter to you. It is a Bible in the New Living Translation that is chock full of notes
that I have written with the design of taking a person from the point of initial belief to a good, basic
foundation in the Word. ... I am happy to report that it is now available! I hope it will be a blessing to
you and others" (Harvest Church Internet Web Site:12/96 posting).

Note on the Jesus People Movement: Chuck Smith reached out to the hippies and spiritual "seekers" looking for
enlightenment in ways ranging from Buddhism to LSD. "Christianity" became an option for some as Calvary
Chapel welcomed these young people with long hair, jeans, and bare feet into its worship services. By 1971, Smith
was at the forefront of the Jesus People Movement, baptizing hundreds in the Pacific Ocean and erecting a giant
circus tent that could hold 1,600 people for Sunday services (12/31/94, Rapid City Journal, p.A7). The 9/93 issue of
Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the Jesus People Movement. Some key
words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk
music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse
ministries. The Jesus People Movement helped fuel the wild-fire spread of the Charismatic Movement along with
its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave vitality to such ecumenical/neo-evangelical organizations as
Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, The Navigators, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (Jesus People
USA) and Greg Laurie (indirectly) are also a products of the Jesus People Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93,
Calvary Contender.)  [Return To Text]

A Jesus People Reunion concert was held at Anaheim's Arrowhead Pond on 4/2499. The 4/25/99 Orange County
Register reported that over 10,000 people gathered to celebrate the birth of the Jesus People Movement, a
movement of hippies in the late '60s and early '70s who, under the leadership of Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith,
professed to come to Christ but continued to indulge in the music, dress, and commune-style living of the hippie
generation. The article noted that scholars today "credit them with spearheading a casual style of worship that is the
norm among many congregations worldwide." One reunion attendee told the Register, "Jesus resembled the flower
children in many ways. He probably sported long hair. He hung out with the poor and the outcasts. He shook up the
establishment. And if he understands English, he's grooving along with us right now." Chuck Smith spoke at the
reunion and reminisced about the hippie years. The Register article noted, "More than anything else, music defined
the hippie experience at Smith's sanctuary. Some of the top draws reunited Saturday afternoon." Those in
attendance listened to several bands perform, including Mustard Seed Faith, Parable, and Love Song. (Reported in
the May-June 1999, Foundation.)  [Back to Text]

* Note on Suicide: We hold that the Biblical position on suicide is that it is the sin of "Self-Murder," and by its
very nature (versus "other-murder") cannot be repented of (unless one takes the Roman Catholic way of repenting
in advance for the intentional commission of a future sin). Some will argue, however, that Samson's "suicide"
(Judg. 16:28-30) is proof that a person who commits suicide can still be a believer. But in the true sense of the
term, there are problems with classifying Samson's death as a "suicide." The verses in question read:

28 And Samson called unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I
pray thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes.
29 And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up, of
the one with his right hand, and of the other with his left.
30 And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with [all his] might; and the house
fell upon the lords, and upon all the people that [were] therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more
than [they] which he slew in his life.

A typical suicide does not require God's special power and permission to commit. The only way Samson could "kill
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himself" is if God granted him the "strength" ("I pray thee, and strengthen me") and if He gave permission therein
to die ("Let me die with the Philistines"). There is no other "suicide" like this anywhere else in the Bible. -- No
strength, no "suicide." No permission, no "suicide." -- This is more a case of God killing Samson (in order to
answer Samson's prayer to be "avenged of the Philistines"), than of Samson killing himself. If it is true that a person
who commits suicide can still be a believer, the example of Samson cannot be used as a proof-text.  [Back to Text]
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Zola Levitt (1939-2006)
General Teachings/Activities

-  Zola Levitt died in April of 2006, after a long battle with cancer. Zola was the head of Zola Levitt Ministries of
Dallas, Texas. Zola's ministry continues to produce a weekly 30-minute television program, "Zola Levitt Presents,"
which is aired on hundreds of TV stations by Paul and Jan Crouch's blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network
(TBN), Pat Robertson's Family Channel (FAM/CBN), The New Inspirational Network (INSP), and on numerous
large city independent broadcast stations. The ministry also publishes a monthly newsletter, the Levitt Letter. The
stated focus of the ministry is evangelization of the Jew and prophecy, including tours to Israel. Zola earned a
Ph.D. in music from Indiana University (he wrote more than 150 "spiritual" songs), but little formal theological
training. (He also earned a music degree from a Catholic school -- Duquesne University.)

Zola's television program features teaching, interviews, Middle Eastern film footage particularly directed to the
studies of Israel and prophecy, and various musicals/dramatic presentations set in Biblical times that have also been
televised nationally. Zola's writings and music are offered for sale on the program, which includes more than 45
book titles and 15 musical albums. Zola would also undertake speaking engagements for churches, civic groups,
university conferences and the like, giving updated Middle East reports and general Bible teaching. Zola acted as
lecturer and tour host on more than fifty trips to Israel, Egypt, the areas of the seven churches, Mediterranean
islands, European capitals, etc. He formerly taught a course on "Christ in the Old Testament" at Dallas Baptist
University. (Source: Zola Levitt Ministries Internet web site.)

-  About the time Zola was becoming more charismatic in his theology, he divorced his wife, left his Messianic
Jewish congregation, and joined W.A. Criswell's neo-evangelical, psychologized First Baptist Church of Dallas
(Southern Baptist Convention). It was always difficult to tell whether Zola increased his charismatic tendencies, or
whether Zola's increased charismatic associations were merely a part of his general fondness for ecumenism. At any
rate, Zola took part in an ecumenical charismatic renewal conference, "Indianapolis 1990: North American
Congress on the Holy Spirit & World Evangelization," held 8/15/90-8/19/90 in Indianapolis, Indiana. (Zola was
advertised to speak at the Messianic Jewish Conference, featuring "special Messianic worship and dance.") Almost
all of the major apostate religious organizations (including a large Roman Catholic contingent) had
representatives/participants at Indianapolis '90. Charisma & Christian Life magazine wrote in its pre-congress issue
that:

"One common bond that unites the groups ... is baptism in the Spirit, accompanied by the charismatic
gifts. Although there will be a multitude of differing theologies represented among participants,
everyone will be open to the work of the Holy Spirit ... The gifts of the Spirit will be welcome in all the
sessions of the congress ... The Holy Spirit will be invited to magnify Jesus Christ." (Emphasis added.)

Some of the hyper-charismatic teachers at the conference were Larry Lea, John Wimber, C. Peter Wagner, Bob
Weiner, Charles Green, Mike Bickel, and Paul Cain. 

Also speaking was Tom Forrest, Catholic "evangelist" in charge of "Evangelization 2000," an ecumenical world
evangelization project administered directly out of the Vatican. Forrest reports directly to Cardinal Suenens, who
reports to the pope. Forrest was very clear in the "Catholic only" sessions -- that outside the church of Rome, there
is no salvation. Therefore, the goal of Evangelization 2000 is to bring home the "separated brethren" [that's us].

It is important to keep in mind that every participating organization, as well as every individual speaker at the
Indianapolis '90 conference was required to subscribe to the North American Renewal Service Committee's
"Statement of Policy" (i.e., the "unity statement"). This ecumenical unity statement was written by a Roman
Catholic, Kevin Ranaghan (who was chairman of the 1977 Congress in Kansas City), which closed with the
sentences: "In view of the call we all have from the Lord to enter into this relationship for common work, we want
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to express our mutual personal respect and our respect for one another's ministries. We will speak well of one
another whenever possible." Yet it is utterly impossible to obey God's clear commands to identify, expose, rebuke,
and separate from error, and at the same time obey this Statement of Policy. Nevertheless, all of the exhibitors and
participants at Indianapolis '90, including Zola Levitt, agreed to the Statement. (Source: a special issue of O
Timothy -- "Charismatic Confusion in Indianapolis.")

-  In the September 1989 Levitt Letter, Zola printed an article submitted by Elaine Hardt entitled "Unanswered
Prayer." Miss Hardt's theology on prayer was decidedly hyper-charismatic: she continually referred to prayer as a
"price" to be paid in order to exercise authority or to command the creation in the realms of healing, or just getting
what we want in general. Not only is there absolutely no Biblical basis for this teaching, but in fact it smacks of the
positive confessionism/"name-it-and-claim-it" teachings of Kenneth Copeland, Robert Tilton, F.K.C. Price, et al.
The Bible nowhere teaches that prayer is a price to be paid to get the authority with which to get the things we
desire, but instead teaches that prayer is that process whereby one submits his will to the will of God so that His
will is done through us, His willing and humble servants. Miss Hardt's "let's put God in a box" theology is outright
heresy. [Our two letters to Zola protesting the printing of this article went answered. However, Zola did
subsequently remove us from his mailing list.]

-  In an early 1990 television production of "Zola Levitt Presents," Zola recounted his January 1990 visit to
Moscow where he attended a Global Forum convention -- as clear a gathering of New Age "environmentalist
wackos" as has ever been assembled (more than 1,000 participants from 83 countries attended). It was co-hosted by
the first freely elected Soviet parliament, all Soviet religious bodies, the Soviet Academy of Sciences, and the
International Foundation for the Survival and Development of Humanity. Yet Zola enthusiastically praised the
environmental goals of the Forum and spoke glowingly of the various conference attendees -- atheist, New Age
globalist Mikhail Gorbachev (who came with his KGB-appointed Soviet church officials in tow); globalist U.N.
Secretary General Perez de Cuellar; atheist, evolutionist, New Ager Carl [the pagan] Sagan; and earth worshiper,
radical environmentalist, New Ager, former Vice President of the U.S. (then senator), Al Gore.

In his plenary address, Gore, a Southern Baptist whose writings reflect his belief in the mother goddess, Gaia,
declared that ecological problems could only be solved through a "new spirituality" common to all religions. (Gore's
"new" ecumenical spirituality is, in reality, revived paganism.) The "Moscow Declaration" signed by participants
called for "a global council of spiritual leaders" and the "creation of an inter-faith prayer ... a new communion with
Nature ..." This growing pagan spirituality with its worship of creation instead of the Creator (Rom 1:21-23) is
ideal for joining so-called science and all non-Christian religions.

Carl Sagan (now dead), worshiper of the cosmos, told the Moscow Global Forum that Earth should be regarded as
"sacred" to encourage treating it with "care and respect" -- not because God made it, but because it (Gaia) made us!
Sagan, who rejected the Biblical God, said we should "revere the Sun and stars." (This scientific neo-pantheism is
called eco-theology. Another advocate, Professor Victor Ferkiss, says its basic premise is that "the Universe is
God.")

Some of the other attendees were the Dalai Lama of Tibetan Buddhism, as well as an odd assortment of apostate
"Christians," Hindu gurus, and Moslem potentates. Zola seemed oblivious to the dangers of his new-found
fellowship with those that worship Mother Earth, even praising Carl Sagan for acknowledging the need to view the
world as sacred, and expressing the attitude that it is just so wonderful that the Global Forum is discussing and
seemingly adopting "spiritual values." (It was Gorbachev who, at the Global Forum, first suggested the creation of
an International Green Cross, which Gorbachev said is needed to protect the environment and save the earth.
Mocking the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, in a statement that was as blasphemous as it was cunning, Gorbachev
lamented "the crucifixion of Mother Earth" by those who would pollute her. Gorbachev said Green Cross's main
purpose is "to bring nations together ... to stimulate the new environmental consciousness ... returning man to a
sense of being a part of Nature.") Zola's intense concern with the ecological survival of the planet, clearly a sign of
the Last Days, has apparently overwhelmed his concern for lost souls (details below).

Zola apparently received numerous negative responses to this television program. In the July 1990 Levitt Letter,
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Zola responded to his critics with unapproachable arrogance. In no uncertain terms, Zola expressed the view that
being critical of Zola was, in effect, being critical of the ministry of Jesus Christ Himself. Zola's attitude was one of
"don't correct me, I'm a New Age expert." He implied that his purpose in attending the Global Forum was to
evangelize the pagans and New Agers there, likening himself as a modern-day Jonah being sent to modern-day
Nineveh. In our opinion, what Zola actually accomplished was the yoking of himself with unbelievers for the
advancement of an unbiblical social gospel.

There was also a paragraph in the newsletter that implied that children dying in the Third World is reason enough to
abandon the Great Commission (which includes only three things: evangelize, baptize, and teach the whole council
of God -- note that there is no mention of "save the planet" nor "feed and clothe" the poor). Zola seems to have
adopted the philosophy of [the now deceased] Mother Teresa -- that a Christian's life mission should be to clean-
up, feed, and clothe the poor in order to send them to hell smelling good, with a full stomach, and a decent set of
clothes. Zola apparently believes that, somehow, an ecologically cleaner planet has eternal value. 

-  Even though Zola Levitt authored or co-authored books on the New Age and the occult, he apparently came to
the conclusion that the New Age Movement is no longer any big deal. In the May 1991 Levitt Letter, Zola wrote:

"I don't really understand our great concern about the so-called 'New Age Movement' in this world ...
The entire movement claims only 28,000 adherents ... As I suspected, despite what people have
imagined this movement to be, it really has little impact at all."

(Zola reiterated this view in his August 1991 Levitt Letter.) It is surprising that Zola did not recognize that many of
these "28,000 adherents" are influential political and social leaders, having influence far greater than their numbers
suggest. (Reported in the November 1991, CIB Bulletin.) Can anyone doubt for even a moment the tremendous
influence that former Vice President Al Gore has had in advancing his New Age agenda?!

-  Since Zola Levitt claimed that a major focus of his ministry was the evangelization of the lost, one has to ask,
"What is the gospel according to Levitt?" It must be the same as that espoused in Campus Crusade's (CCC) The
Four Spiritual Laws tract, because that is the tract sent to anyone contacting Zola Levitt Ministries for witnessing
materials. (Source: Zola Levitt Ministries Internet web site.) 

The Four Spiritual Laws was a tract developed in 1956 by Bill Bright at CCC, and is still being used extensively
today (translated in over 200 languages). Bright tells us how in writing The Four Spiritual Laws pamphlet, he
rearranged the points of the gospel message so an not to offend sinners:

"... revise the presentation so that the first law would be, 'God loves you and has a wonderful plan for
your life,' instead of 'You are a sinner and separated from God.' We moved the statement of the fact of
man's sin and separation from God, making it Law Two. Thus, The Four Spiritual Laws started with
the positive note of God's love ... through the presentation of the Four Spiritual Laws, that God loves
them and has a wonderful plan for their lives. Can you think of any more exciting, wonderful message
than this to proclaim to the world?" (Come Help Change the World, pp. 46-47). (Emphasis added.)

It may be an "exciting, wonderful message," but for those that are perishing, not an accurate one. God's plan for
lost, unrepentant sinners is anything but "wonderful" or "exciting" (see Rom. 1:18-32 and Rev. 20:11-15).
Emphasizing God's love at the expense of making man cognizant of his sinful, lost condition, is a perversion of the
gospel. It might bring in larger numbers of professing "converts," but what gospel have they really believed? A
"Universalist, 'God loves everybody' gospel message," is not the gospel the Apostle Paul conveyed in his letter to
the Romans (1:18-5:21). 

-  A major part of Zola's ministry (at least as a revenue source) was his tour business. Zola took as few as one and
as many as three tour groups to Israel every year. (As of year-end 2004, Zola had personally taken more than 60
tour groups to Israel.) We believe "Zola's Summer '89 Greek Isles Cruise-Israel Tour" was representative of the
typical Zola tour. Zola's regular tour guide in Israel, touted as a "Jewish Christian," was a total disaster. His
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disrespect for, and unbelief in, God's Word was abominable! He made frequent statements such as, "the Bible was
wrong when it said ..."; "Moses turned the wrong way when he turned toward Canaan [no oil reserves]"; "it makes
no sense to believe that Abraham was 172 years old, so they must have counted in seasons in Biblical times rather
than in 12-month years"; etc. Also on the 1989 tour, Zola employed a Jewish archaeological expert who was clearly
an atheistic evolutionist (e.g., in his teaching at various Temple excavation sites, he used typical circular reasoning
applied by unbelieving archaeologists for the dating of artifacts). Zola was basically "on vacation" with us, turning
everything over to his unbelieving guides, content to let them do the on-site "spiritual" teaching as well as the
historical. [The low view of Scripture demonstrated by Zola's paid tour guides (see further evidence below) is not
surprising when one considers Zola's own low view of Scripture: Peter Lalonde, who himself teaches that the Bible
contains errors, in late-1996 had Zola Levitt as a guest on his prophecy television program. Levitt accused the
King James Bible of "anti-Semitism" because of Biblical passages which, in his opinion, defame the Jews.]

-  More recently (11/99), Zola revealed in his monthly ministry letter that a Dr. Gerald Schroeder "always speaks to
our tour groups in Israel and receives the same sort of excited reactions as when he appeared on our television
program. He is the MIT professor, now residing in Jerusalem, who proposed that the six days of creation and the 15
billion years found by cosmologists in studying the universe are the same time periods." (Emphasis added.)
(Schroeder uses Psalm 105:8 to calculate the earth's age at 15 billion years.) Zola goes on to say in his letter that he
agreed with Schroeder's day-age creation theory! -- "Personally, I tend to favor Dr. Schroeder's elegant explanation
of the wonderful coordination between science and Scripture ..." (Emphasis added.) [Yet Zola Levitt Ministries'
official doctrinal statement says that the Ministry "holds to a strictly literal and inerrant Bible interpretation."
(Emphasis added.) What hypocrisy!]

From Zola's statement favoring Schroeder's "elegant explanation" for a 15 billion year-old earth, it logically follows
that Zola also had to believe that physical death fully existed long before Adam, and thereby, that death entered the
world before sin. But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed
preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin," and how did the entrance of sin change
things? And if death preceded sin, then death cannot be the penalty for sin, as the Bible proclaims, and Christ's
death on the cross accomplished nothing. Such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the
work of Christ -- and, thereby, a denial of the truth of Scripture.
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C.S. Lewis (1898-1963)
General Teachings/Activities

-  C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland, the younger of two sons; he was named Clive Staples Lewis. He claimed
to have been converted to Christianity in 1931 and was, as he put it: "A very ordinary layman of The Church of
England." (Lewis was a member of the apostate Church of England, an institution whose history is based largely on
theological compromise with Rome.) He had no theological training. He was the author of 40-plus books which
included poems, novels, children's books, science fiction, theology, literary criticisms, educational philosophy, and
an autobiography. 

From 1954 until his death, he was professor of medieval and Renaissance English at Cambridge University. Today,
C.S. Lewis is known as a distinguished literary scholar and Christian apologist. Mere Christianity (a book upon
which the beliefs of many professing Christians are based) is considered one of the most profound and logically
irrefutable writings on Christian apologetics. Nevertheless, even this book is fraught with theological error. (For
example, the concept of "mere Christianity" means agreeing on a small common denominator of Christian truth,
while tolerating great areas of disagreement.)

-  In 1993, Christianity Today explained why C.S. Lewis is so popular among Evangelicals. Among the reasons
given for his popularity was the following "Lewis's … concentration on the main doctrines of the church
coincided with evangelicals' concern to avoid ecclesiastical separatism" (Christianity Today, 10/25/93). CT
admits that C.S. Lewis is popular to Evangelicals today because, like them, he despised Biblical separation. As an
indication of Lewis's continued popularity, annual book sales remain over two million ( half of which comes from
The Chronicles Of Narnia series, an occult fantasy series written for children -- see the end of this report for an
analysis of Lewis's morbid fascination with occult fantasy). In an article commemorating the 100th anniversary of
Lewis's birth, J.I. Packer called him "our patron saint." Christianity Today said Lewis "has come to be the Aquinas,
the Augustine, and the Aesop of contemporary Evangelicalism" ("Still Surprised by Lewis," Christianity Today,
9/7/98). Wheaton College sponsored a lecture series on C.S. Lewis, and Eerdmans published "The Pilgrim’s Guide"
to C.S. Lewis. In April 1998, Mormon professor Robert Millet spoke at Wheaton College on the topic of C.S.
Lewis. In a recent issue of Christianity Today, Millet, dean of Brigham Young University, is quoted as saying that
C.S. Lewis "is so well received by Latter-day Saints [Mormons] because of his broad and inclusive vision of
Christianity" (John W. Kennedy, "Southern Baptists Take Up the Mormon Challenge," Christianity Today,
6/15/98, p. 30).

-  By the time of his death, Lewis had moved from Idealism (no idea of a personal God) to Pantheism (an
impersonal God in everything) and then to Theism (the existence of God). In Letters to Malcolm (p. 107), Lewis
indicates that shortly before his death he was turning toward the Catholic Church. Lewis termed himself "very
Catholic" -- his prayers for the dead, belief in purgatory, and rejection of the literal resurrection of the body are
serious deviations from Biblical Christianity (C.S. Lewis: A Biography, p. 234); he even went to a priest for regular
confession (p. 198), and received the sacrament of extreme unction on 7/16/63 (p. 301). His contention that some
pagans may "belong to Christ without knowing it" is a destructive heresy (Mere Christianity, pp. 176-177), as was
his statement that "Christ fulfils both Paganism and Judaism ..." (Reflections on the Psalms, p. 129). Lewis believed
that we're to become "gods," an apparent affirmation of theistic evolution. He also believed the Book of Job is
"unhistorical" (Reflections on the Psalms, pp. 110), and that the Bible contained "error" (pp. 110, 112) and is not
divinely inspired (The Inklings, p. 175). Lewis used profanities, told bawdy stories, and frequently got drunk with
his students (5/19/90, World magazine). Christians need to read more critically The Abolition of Man, The Problem
of Pain, Miracles, The Great Divorce, and God in the Dock. For example, Lewis never believed in a literal hell, but
instead believed hell is a state of mind one chooses to possess and become -- he wrote, "... every shutting-up of the
creature within the dungeon of its own mind is, in the end, Hell" (The Great Divorce, p. 65). 

If it is true to say that 'you are what you eat,' then it is also true to say that 'a Christian is what he hears and reads,'
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since this is how he gets his spiritual food. Thus if Christians are brought up on a diet of C.S. Lewis, it should
not surprise us to find they are seeking 'to continue the legacy of C.S. Lewis.' The apostle Paul said, 'A little
leaven leaveneth the whole lump' (Gal. 5:9). Thus, if evangelicals read and applaud such books as Mere
Christianity, it should come as no surprise if we find them ‘working towards a common mission’ with the
enemies of the gospel. The young Christian should be very careful what he reads, and those in positions of
authority (pastors, teachers, parents) should be very careful what they recommend others to read (Dr. Tony
Baxter, "The Enigma of C.S. Lewis," CRN Journal, Winter 1998, Christian Research Network, Colchester, United
Kingdom, p. 30).

-  It is difficult to attempt to evaluate the theology of a man regarded by many as the greatest contemporary lay
writer for the Christian faith. With his witty English humor, sharp and simple logic, and seeming loyalty to the
tenets of the Christian faith, C.S. Lewis won the admiration of thousands in England and here in the United States.
Nevertheless, the following is such an attempt. For the sake of argument, references are made only to points of
disagreement (GD=The Great Divorce; LM=Letters to Malcolm, M=Miracles, MC=Mere Christianity; PP=The
Problem of Pain; RP=Reflections on the Psalms, SJ=Surprised by Joy, SL=The Screwtape Letters):

Theology Proper

On Creation: Lewis believed that evolution was true to an extent in the past, but that it will be superseded in the
future (MC, p.169). "... for we have good reason to believe that animals existed long before men. ... For long
centuries God perfected the animal form which was to become the vehicle of humanity and the image of Himself ...
[Eventually,] God caused a new kind of consciousness to descend upon this organism" (PP, pp.133,77). "... Man,
the highest of the animals" (MC, p.139); "... but he (man) remains still a primate and an animal" (RP, pp.115,129);
"If ... you mean simply that man is physically descended from animals, I have no objection" (PP, p.72) "He made
an earth at first 'without form and void' and brought it by degrees to its perfection" (M, p.125). Nature's "pregnancy
has been long and painful and anxious, but it has reached its climax" (MC, p.172). He held that the Genesis account
came from Pagan and mythical sources -- "I have therefore no difficulty accepting, say, the view of those scholars
who tell us that the account of Creation in Genesis is derived from earlier Semitic stories which were Pagan and
mythical." (RP, p.110).

Anthropology

On the depravity of man: "... when the consequence is drawn that, since we are totally depraved, our idea of good is
worth simply nothing -- may thus turn Christianity into a form of devil worship" (PP, pp.37-38). The divine
goodness differs "from ours not as white and black but as a perfect circle from a child's first attempt to draw a
wheel" (PP, p.39). Total depravity was rejected by Lewis ("I disbelieve that doctrine") because: (1) If we were
totally depraved we could not know ourselves to be depraved; (2) Experience shows that there is much goodness in
human nature (PP, p.66).

Soteriology

How salvation (the general scope) works: "There are people in other religions who are being led by God's secret
influence to concentrate on those parts of their religion which are in agreement with Christianity, and who thus
belong to Christ without knowing it ... For example a Buddhist of good will may be led to concentrate more and
more on the Buddhist teaching about mercy and to leave in the background (though he might still say he believed)
the Buddhist teaching on certain points. Many of the good Pagans long before Christ's birth may have been in this
position" (MC, pp. 176-177). God "often makes prizes of humans who have given their lives for causes He thinks
bad on the monstrously sophistical ground that the humans thought them good and were following the best they
knew" (SL, p.26). "There are three things that spread the Christ-life to us: baptism, belief, and that mysterious
action which different Christians call by different names -- Holy Communion, the Mass, the Lord's Supper" (MC,
pp.62,63). In the other world "there will be every occasion for being the sort of people that we can become only as
the result of doing such acts here" (MC, p.63).
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On losing salvation: "There are people (a great many of them) who are slowly ceasing to be Christians ..." (MC,
p.162). "... a Christian can lose the Christ-life which has been put into him, and he has to make efforts to keep it"
(MC, p.49).

On being "Born Again": "... ye must be born again. Till then, we have duty, morality, the Law. A schoolmaster, as
St. Paul says.... But the schooldays, please God, are numbered" (LM, p.115). [Note: In context, to be "born again,"
for Lewis, is somewhere down the road yet (MC, pp.59,60).]

The Hereafter

On heaven: "All the scriptural imagery (harps, crowns, gold, etc.) is, of course, a merely symbolical attempt to
express the inexpressible. Musical instruments are mentioned because for many people (not all) music is the thing
known in the present life which most strongly suggests ecstasy and infinity. Crowns are mentioned to suggest the
fact that those who are united with God in eternity share His splendor and power and joy. Gold is mentioned to
suggest the timelessness of heaven (gold does not rust) and the preciousness of it" (MC, p.106). "The point is not
that God will refuse you admission to His eternal world if you have not certain qualities of character: the point is
that if people have not got at least the beginnings of those qualities inside them, then no possible external
conditions could make a 'Heaven' for them ..." (MC, p.63).

On animals in heaven: "The redemptive function" of man toward animals -- "It seems to me possible that certain
animals may have an immortality, not in themselves, but in the immortality of their masters" (PP, pp.136,139-140).
Lewis also pictures animals in heaven as partaking of the Christ-life through a saintly woman (GD, p.108).

Bibliology

"I have the deepest respect for Pagan myths, still more for myths in the Holy Scriptures" (PP, p.71).

Brief Analysis:

(a) Although the free will of man and the sovereignty of God were both propounded, it is difficult to clearly
delineate their inter-play as presented by Lewis. Man seems to be always presented as making choices as a result of
his own self-will; yet in his own conversion, Lewis seemed to think that he was almost compelled to believe.

(b) It is most unfortunate that theistic evolution had pervaded Lewis's theological climate, as it led him to a non-
literal interpretation of the Scriptures. It was also the beginning of a lower doctrine of anthropology and ensuing
doctrinal deviations. This position eventually affected all of Lewis's doctrinal concepts, even his concept of
salvation.

(c) To substantiate his view concerning total depravity, Lewis overlooked the clear statement of Scripture that our
righteousness is like filthy rags and that there is none that are doing good. He looked at the subject from man's point
of view rather than from God's as revealed in the Bible. What he referred to as "animal nature," should instead be
termed "sin nature" or the "natural man."

(d) C.S. Lewis's most outrageous misunderstanding was that concerning the purpose of the death of Christ, which
of course mars all subsequent propositions about the effects of the cross and salvation. Tragically, he did not hold
to the Substitutionary Atonement, but saw Christ's death as something analogous to the Roman Catholic concept of
the storing-up of grace. It is distressing to find the large number of references to loss of salvation and ceasing to be
Christians. Lewis realized that "mere improvement is not redemption," but that redemption results in transformation
was foreign to him. Rather, he thought that transformation is the process of redemption. Lewis conceived of
Christians as being born again rather than being born-again once -- he viewed salvation as a process rather than an
act.

(e) We find some rather strange ideas concerning those who are Christians. Lewis made the distinction between
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those who are saved through Christ (everyone) and those who are saved and know Him. Lewis seemed to think that
there is sufficient revelation in other religions for God to covertly direct man's attention to this revelation and bring
salvation without knowing of the particulars of Christ.

(f) Lewis held to one of the most fallacious errors of our day -- that God accepts those that are sincere even though
they are very wrong. The Church of England's influence on his theology was also evidenced by his belief that the
Christ-life is spread by baptism and communion as well as belief.

(g) In his speculations on the hereafter, Lewis is to be criticized for being so extra-Biblical. At times, his
speculations are so much of a contrast with the plain statements of Scripture as to become absurd to the Bible
reader. Perhaps the most striking example of this is his attempt to get animals into heaven through partaking of the
Christ-life through their human masters.

[See also "Did C.S. Lewis Go to Heaven?," by John Robbins, November-December 2003 The Trinity Review.]

Note on Lewis's "Christianity": The following excerpt is from "A Conversation with Thomas Howard ..." (a
Roman Catholic), considered one of the foremost experts on the life and work of C.S. Lewis (12/6/98). It again
raises the question: Why do today's "evangelicals" view C.S. Lewis as a true Christian?

Q: I have not read the whole book [JACK: C.S. Lewis and His Times, by George Sayer, a biography about C.S.
Lewis], but someone drew my attention to a certain section describing a holiday where George Sayer, C.S. Lewis
and C.S. Lewis' wife, Joy, went off to Greece. C.S. Lewis attended some Greek liturgies and a Greek wedding. I
was quite surprised that Sayer quotes C.S. Lewis as telling him that of all the liturgies he'd ever attended, he
preferred the Greek Orthodox liturgy to anything that he had seen in the West, Protestant or Roman Catholic. Then
he went on to say that of all the priests and monks that he had ever had the opportunity to meet, the Orthodox
priests that he ran across in his sojourn in Greece were the holiest, most spiritual men he had ever met. C.S. Lewis
referred to a certain look they had, a sense.

I know you are a scholar and an expert on C.S. Lewis, so I'd like your comments. I find it odd to read this pro-
Orthodox statement stuck in the middle of a biography being sold by a Calvinistic, Protestant publishing company.
This brings up a point: isn't it strange that C.S. Lewis is an "evangelical hero" when he certainly cannot be
described as Protestant, let alone "evangelical" in the classical sense?

Howard: You've put your finger on a very, very interesting point. I had an article in a Roman Catholic magazine
called CRISIS several months back on this very point: on C.S. Lewis and his evangelical "clientele." Not only is it
an irony, it is a contradiction. Lewis would have been appalled by the evangelical adulation of his work. He would
have been horrified, even enraged by a lot of what he would see today in American evangelical circles. He was not
a free church evangelical. C.S. Lewis was a sacramentalist, an Anglican who really did not want to pursue the
ecclesiological question further than he did. He resisted, rather angrily sometimes, the Church questions. But he
was not at all attracted to Protestant evangelicalism, or even Anglicanism. Actually I can bring it in closer than just
George Sayer's speaking about C.S. Lewis' attraction to the Greek Orthodox liturgy. Lewis himself, and I probably
can find the quote for you, in one of his letters, I think it's in LETTERS TO MALCOLM, Lewis speaks of having
been at an Orthodox liturgy and he said he loved it. He said some stood, some sat, some knelt and one old
man crawled around the floor like a caterpillar! He absolutely loved it! [Bold added.]

Lewis' good, very close friend, J.R.R. Tolkien, the man that wrote the hobbit books, was a very devout Roman
Catholic and tried hard over the years to budge Lewis across the line. He got nowhere. Lewis would not speak
about Church questions. We only know for sure that C.S. Lewis loved the Orthodox Church, though, of course, he
never joined it and remained in the Anglican Church.

Q: Speaking just as a layman, it seems to me that the "theology" you get out of THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA,
THE GREAT DIVORCE, THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS is Orthodox. I was recently rereading THE SCREWTAPE
LETTERS and Lewis has a section where Screwtape (the lead demon writing to the little demon, Wormwood) says
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something like, "In misleading your Protestant convert, the best thing to do is get him to pray extemporaneously;
make sure that above all he does not pray the liturgical prayers his mother taught him; let him think that everything
he says is original." When I read C.S. Lewis I hear an Orthodox voice. I hear a sacramentalist and liturgical
traditionalist writing. How do evangelical, let alone fundamentalist, Protestants read C.S. Lewis and think that they
are reading someone who is on "their side?" [Emphasis added.]

Howard: Maybe I'm being a little bit naughty, but the answer is, probably the same way they read the Bible! You
and I would say the Apostolic Church is there, in its seed, in the Bible, but apparently it's possible to read the Bible
as a Protestant for sixty or seventy or eighty years and never see it! By the same token, Lewis' evangelical
American "clientele" simply don't get it. When C.S. Lewis speaks of the blessed sacrament, they don't hear it.
When Lewis speaks of the prayers of the Church, they don't hear it. When Lewis speaks of auricular confession,
which he practiced, they don't hear it. I think when Lewis smokes a cigarette or drinks his whiskey, they don't see
it, either; not that that's on the same level as his ecclesiology! (Laughter) C.S. Lewis would have been very, very ill
at ease with his eager North American free church clientele. Very, very ill at ease and out of his métier. [Bold
added.]

Occult Fantasy

[This section has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 1985 Media Spotlight Special Report: "C.S. Lewis: The
Man and His Myths."]

In spite of what many believe to be brilliant exegesis on Christian apologetics (In light of the above, one wonders
which of Lewis's books these people have been reading?), there appears to have been in C.S. Lewis a seemingly
irresistible attraction to the shadow world of occult fantasy -- a mingling of darkness with light evident in writings
apart from his apologetics. As a child, Lewis's fertile imagination was greatly influenced by fantasy and fairy tales
told to him by his mother. His brilliant mind was quick to seize upon these experiences, and his favorite pastime
became drawing what he later called the "anthropomorphized beasts of nursery literature." He and his brother
referred to them as "dressed animals" (C.S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy, p. 6).

Lewis's early favorite literature included E. Nesbit's trilogy: Five Children and It, The Phoenix and the Wishing
Carpet, and The Amulet -- all occult fantasies. Even after having been a professing Christian for twenty-five years,
he maintained, "I can still read with delight" (p. 14). So much was Lewis's life steeped in fantasy that he wrote,
"The central story of my life is about nothing else" (p. 17). From Nesbit and Gulliver he advanced to Longfellow's
Saga of King Olaf and fell in love with the magic and pagan myths of Norse legend. By the age of twelve, there
had grown in Lewis's mind an intense relationship with the world of fantasy and elves: "I fell deeply under the
spell of Dwarfs -- the old bright-hooded, snowy-bearded dwarfs we had in those days before Arthur Rackham
sublimed or Walt Disney vulgarized, the earthmen. I visualized them so intensely that I came to the very frontiers
of hallucination; once, walking in the garden, I was for a second not quite sure that a little man had not run past me
into the shrubbery. I was faintly alarmed ..." (p. 55). Although one would expect childhood fantasies to subside after
a time, in Lewis's case they became more a delight as he grew older.

When Lewis was sent to boarding school in Hertfordshire, England, his first impression was one of revulsion
toward the unpleasant urban environment compared to his Irish countryside. He immediately hated England. Of this
same time he writes, "I also developed a great taste for all the fiction I could get about the ancient world: Quo
Vadis, Darkness and Dawn, The Gladiators, Ben Hur ... the attraction, as I now see, was erotic, and erotic in rather
a morbid way ... what I took to at the same time, is the work of Rider Haggard; and also the 'scientification' of H.G.
Wells ... The interest, when the fit was upon me, was ravenous, like a lust" (p. 35).

After advancing to preparatory school at Wyvern, Lewis gradually "ceased to be a Christian." He became interested
in the occult and embraced an attitude of pessimism about what he considered a faulty world. His taste for the
occult was nurtured and grew as he became enthralled with Wagnerian operas and their Norse sagas derived from
Celtic mythology.
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At the age of twenty-seven, after having been elected Fellow and Tutor in English Language and Literature at
Magdalen College, C.S. Lewis met John Ronald Reuel Tolkien at a meeting of the English faculty at Menton
College (5/11/26). J.R.R. Tolkien, though wary of Lewis at first, enrolled him in the "Coalbiters," a club founded by
Tolkien for the study and propagation of Norse mythology. The two became close friends, sharing their common
interest in occult fantasy. Tolkien argued that there is an inherent truth of mythology: that all pagan religions point
in the direction of God. Through this faulty argument, Lewis reasoned the story of Christ to be a "true myth" -- a
myth much the same as others, but a myth that really happened.

It was during their long association that both Lewis and Tolkien developed their most prestigious "sword and
sorcery" material. Tolkien, of course, became well-known for his mythological tale, The Hobbit, and his later work,
The Lord of the Rings, released as three volumes: The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers, and The Return of
the King. Lewis turned to expounding intermittently on Christian apologetics and to writing fantasy.

Perhaps the best-known fantasy from Lewis's pen is the seven-volume The Chronicles of Narnia. In it some see a
parallel to the warfare between God and Satan. Many of Lewis's fantasies see the great lion, Aslan, as Christ. This
because Aslan lays down his life to free the children from the curse of the evil witch (believed to represent Satan).
He possesses knowledge of a greater "magic" than that of the witch -- a magic that brings him back to life and
destroys the witch's power.

It is argued that in presenting a blend of fantasy with analogy to Christian truth, Lewis hoped to encourage his
readers to search out the truth further.* This, however, was not Lewis's intention in writing his fantasies. Rather, he
was genuinely enamored of mythology and believed the "Story" to take precedence over any preconceived moral.
In Lewis's own words:

"Some people seem to think that I began by asking myself how I could say something about
Christianity to children; then fixed on the fairy tale as an instrument; then collected information about
child-psychology and decided what age group I'd write for; then drew up a list of basic Christian truths
and hammered out 'allegories' to embody them. This is all pure moonshine. I couldn't write in that way
at all. Everything began with images; a faun carrying an umbrella, a queen on a sledge, a magnificent
lion. At first there wasn't even anything Christian about them; that element pushed itself in of its own
accord" (Of Other Worlds, p. 36).

So we see that Narnia was not by design Christian allegory. Yet even if Christian allegory or analogy was Lewis's
intention, the fact is that the truth of God, when couched in terms less than accurate, is open to question. Aside
from the fact that when presented as myth the truth may be mistaken for myth, no clear understanding can be
forthcoming without prior knowledge of the truth -- in which case the allegory or analogy is useless. In any case, it
is dangerous to present evil as good, and magic as synonymous with the miracle-working power of the Holy Spirit
(Isa. 5:20, Acts 8:9-23).

Many of Lewis's characters in his fantasies depicted as "good" are in reality associated with witchcraft, pagan
mythology, and the Norse mysteries. They are, in fact, gods of nature. And magic in these stories is used for either
"good" or "evil" purposes depending upon the source of that magic. One of the more pronounced confusions of
good and evil is Till We Have Faces, Lewis's retelling of the Greek myth of Cupid and Psyche, written just a few
years before his death. In this work, several ungodly concepts are espoused as valid truths. One such is a strong hint
at universalist doctrine:

"We're all Timbs and parts of one Whole. Hence, of each other, Men, and gods, flow in and out and
mingle" (Till We Have Faces, pp. 300-301).

When such ideas are presented by one of the chief protagonists, heralded as a purveyor of wisdom by the author,
one cannot but think the author also believed that way. So, too, one might for this same reason think Lewis looked
upon suicide as an acceptable act:

"Have I not told you often that to depart from life of a man's own will when there's good reason is one
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of the things that are according to nature?" (Till We Have Faces, p. 17).

Was Lewis necessarily aware of his error? He apparently saw no incompatibility between his professed faith and
occult fantasy. His imagination, welded upon fantasy in preference to what he considered a faulty reality, set the
theme for his writings and became the basis for confusion by readers who perceived them as "Christian" allegory.

While millions accept Lewis's apologetics as evidence of a genuine faith [mistakenly so, in our opinion], they
forget that he was a fallible human being whose writings in total must be subjected to testing by God's Word. We
see in Christian bookstores Lewis's treatises on Christian thought along side his occult fantasies. It has apparently
escaped notice that Lewis is highly respected among those involved in occultism. In fact, there has developed a cult
of sorts which venerates the fantasies of Lewis along with those of other writers who do not claim to be Christians.
Evidence of this is the fact that Lewis's Chronicles of Narnia is listed along with other occult writings as
recommended inspirational reading by the makers of the demonically-oriented game Dungeons and Dragons!

To some degree, we've all been infected by the world's philosophies. But those philosophies should be discarded as
we come to a knowledge of truth. Yet, it's difficult to discard them when they are perceived as "Christian" allegory.
While there may be insights into life that are profitable to be found in the works of C.S. Lewis, we think it not wise
to encourage young or untaught Christians to feed on such a presentation of so-called Christian truth. Some may be
readily attracted to Lewis's style and logic, but let us not be blinded and thus miss the plain and simple truth of
Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* A prime example of how a fantasy novelist is able to weave truth and untruth and fact and fable, thus distorting
God's Word, is found in the C.S. Lewis book The Last Battle of The Chronicles of Narnia series. Young people
who read this book are falsely led to believe that all the sin and evil that a person has committed, in serving Satan,
can in the end be counted as service rendered to God!

"Then I fell at his feet and thought, Surely this is the hour of death, for the Lion (who is worthy of all
honour) [supposedly the Narnian representation of Christ] will know that I have served Tash
[supposedly the Narnian representation of Satan] all my days and not him [the Lion/Christ]. ... But the
Glorious One bent down his golden head ... and said, Son, thou art welcome. But I said, Alas, Lord, I
am no son of thine but the servant of Tash. He answered, Child, all the service thou hast done to Tash,
I account as service done to me.

" ... I overcame my fear and questioned the Glorious One and said, Lord, is it then true, as the Ape
said, that thou and Tash are one? The Lion growled so that the earth shook (but his wrath was not
against me) and said, It is false. Not because he and I are one, but because we are opposites, I take to
me the services which thou hast done to him. For I and he are of such different kinds that no service
which is vile can be done to me, and none which is not vile can be done to him. Therefore if any man
swear by Tash and keep his oath for the oath's sake, it is by me that he has truly sworn, though he
know it not, and it is I who reward him. And if any man do a cruelty in my name, then, though he says
the name Aslan, it is Tash whom he serves and by Tash his deed is accepted. .. But I said also (for the
truth constrained me), Yet I have been seeking Tash all my days. Beloved, said the Glorious One,
unless thy desire had been for me thou shouldst not have sought so long and so truly. For all find what
they truly seek."

Lewis is teaching damnable false doctrine here, and it is even more wicked, in that it is intended for the
indoctrination of children. First, according to Lewis, those who sincerely serve the devil (Tash) are actually serving
God (Aslan), and will eventually be accepted by God. That is the heresy of Universalism, believing that God will
somehow receive unbelievers and followers of false religions into Heaven even though they do not know Jesus
Christ in this life. Furthermore, Lewis is teaching that salvation can be achieved by works and religious seeking,
and that is a false gospel that is cursed of God in the book of Galatians. (Source: 5/29/01, FBIS.)

[Return to Text]
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Frequently Asked Questions About

C.S. Lewis
This FAQ is adapted from an FAQ that can be found at The Socratic
Page: http://www.aslan.demon.co.uk/csl.htm

Who was C.S. Lewis?
C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast in 1898. He was educated in England, first at a prep school that he
later likened to a concentration camp, then at Malvern College and finally by a private tutor. He
enlisted in the army in 1917, saw front-line combat and was wounded at Arras. He returned to his
studies after the war, graduated in 1922 and became a fellow of Magdalen college in 1925. An atheist
in his boyhood, Lewis converted to Christianity in 1931 and became famous as a result of his wartime
religious talks on the BBC, and his children's books. Lewis was part of the Oxford literary circle
known as the Inklings, whose members also included J.R.R. Tolkien and Charles Williams. In 1957 he
married Joy Davidman Gresham, an American with whom he had corresponded for a number of years.
Joy had been a "Jewish atheist" and a communist; she converted to Christianity partly as a result of
reading Lewis's books. Joy was already suffering from bone-cancer at the time of their marriage, and
died in 1960. Lewis himself died on November the 22nd 1963, the same day that John F. Kennedy
was assassinated in Dallas.

Why was C.S. Lewis known as "Jack"?
He didn't like the name "Clive" and as a small child had a pet dog called Jacksie, which was run over
by one of the first cars in Northern Ireland. Jack decided that from thenceforth he would answer to
nothing but "Jacksie," and this became "Jack" in due course. The only person who seems ever to have
called him Clive was William Kirkpatrick, his boyhood tutor.

 

Who was Mrs. Moore?
Janie King Moore was the mother of Paddy Moore, Lewis's closest comrade-in-arms during the First
World War. Lewis reported that the two young men made a pledge that if either man didn't make it
home, the survivor would take care of Lewis's father and Moore's mother. Paddy Moore died in the
war, and Lewis fulfilled that pledge for years, contributing towards Mrs. Moore's finances when he
was still a poor student and setting up a home with her and Moore's young sister Maureen when he
obtained a teaching position and could afford one. When her declining health (years later) required
professional care, he faithfully visited the nursing home until she died. Maureen later succeeded to a
Scottish title and became Lady Dunbar of Hempriggs.

http://www.aslan.demon.co.uk/csl.htm
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The exact nature of Lewis's relationship with Mrs. Moore is not certain: many readers have surmised
that it is connected with the "enormous emotional episode" that Lewis refers to in Surprised by Joy
but says that he is not at liberty to write about. Walter Hooper writes that "The combination of
motive, means and opportunity invites, though it does not demand, the conclusion that Janie King
Moore and C.S. Lewis were lovers."

Mrs. Moore is sometimes represented as the villain in the story of C.S. Lewis. Owen Barfield says
people have turned her into "a sort of baleful stepmother." Warren Lewis described her relationship
with his brother as a "strange, self-imposed slavery." On the other hand, George Sayer writes:

"Some of those who have written about C.S. Lewis regard his living with Mrs. Moore as
odd, even sinister. This was not the view of those of us who visited his home in the
thirties. Like his other pupils, I thought it completely normal that a woman, probably a
widow, would make a home for a young bachelor. We had no difficult accepting her, even
when we came to realise that she was not his mother."

 

Who is Walter Hooper? What is his connection with Lewis?
Walter Hooper is a sort of literary manager to C.S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. He met Jack briefly in 1963, and
has since dedicated his life to bringing Jack's works before the public. He is originally American but
has lived in England for many years.

 

Did C.S. Lewis really lose his faith after the death of his wife?
Some people got this idea from Shadowlands, but it is not true, as Lewis's autobiographical book A
Grief Observed makes plain. He did go through a period of questioning God's goodness, but this
seems to have lasted for only a few hours. (A Grief Observed contains a few pages in which Lewis
speculates that God might be wicked, followed by the line "I wrote that last night. It was a yell rather
than a thought.") One of Lewis's best Christian books -- Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer -- was
written in the last years of his life, after Joy had died.

 

What biographies have been written about C.S. Lewis? Are they
reliable?
There are many, some better than others, including:

Douglas Gresham, Lenten Lands, My Childhood With C.S. Lewis and Joy Davidman
A personal account by Lewis's stepson.

William Griffin, CS Lewis --The Authentic Voice
A nice lively read with a lot of quotes from letters, diaries, books, joined up in a fairly dramatised
style.

Walter Hooper & Roger Lancelyn Green, CS Lewis: A Biography
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An "official" version by two friends of Lewis.

Walter Hooper, C.S Lewis: A Companion & Guide
Includes a biography, detailed bibliography, overviews of all Lewis's writings, and guides to the
people, places and things associated with his life. Almost certainly the definitive Lewis reference
book.

W.H. Lewis, Memoir of C.S. Lewis
This extended essay, by Lewis's brother, can be found in the Letters of C.S. Lewis. Walter Hooper
described this memoir as "the best thing ever written about C.S. Lewis."

George Sayer, Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times
Part memoir and part biography by a friend and pupil of Lewis. Douglas Gresham recommends this as
the very best biography available.

Brian Sibley, Shadowlands
A short biography of Lewis and Joy Davidman, concentrating on the last years. Note this is not to be
confused with the novelisation of the screenplay of the movie version of Shadowlands, which is a
every bit as bad as you would expect.

A.N. Wilson, C.S. Lewis: A Biography
A well-written, interesting version.

 

What did C.S. Lewis write?
For an full bibliography, see http://ic.net/~erasmus/RAZ26.HTM

Academic Books
The Allegory of Love -- 1936
A scholarly study of medieval allegory and courtly love.

The Personal Heresy -- 1939
A debate with E.W. Tillyard about literary criticism. The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms
describes it as "urbane, courteous and continuously stimulating; a model of how people should agree
to differ in their search after truth."

Preface to Paradise Lost -- 1942
An introduction to Milton's epic.

The Oxford History of English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama -- 1954
A text book, regarded as controversial, and nicknamed the "O Hell!" by Lewis.

Studies in Words -- 1960
An analysis of how words have changed their meaning over time.

An Experiment in Criticism -- 1961
An attempt to analyse literature from the point of view of the reader.

http://ic.net/~erasmus/RAZ26.HTM
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The Discarded Image -- 1964
A description of the medieval world picture.

Plus numerous literary essays, prefaces, and reviews.

Books About Christianity
The Problem of Pain -- 1940
Lewis's first attempt to explain why God allows suffering.

The Screwtape Letters -- 1942
Lewis's famous series of letters "from one devil to another."

Mere Christianity -- (As Broadcast Talks, Christian Behaviour, and Beyond Personality, 1942, '43 &
'44: in its present form, 1952.) The transcripts of the radio talks that made Lewis famous: a simple
explanation of what Christianity is and why an intelligent person can and should believe in it.

The Abolition of Man -- 1943
Lewis's defence of the idea of "natural law."

Miracles -- 1947
Lewis's exploration of whether miracles can -- in theory -- ever occur.

Reflections on the Psalms -- 1958
A series of reflections on the Psalms.

The Four Loves -- 1960
Essays on affection, friendship, erotic love, and charity.

Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer -- 1964
Devotional letters to an imaginary friend -- Lewis's last book.

Christian Reunion
Christian Reflections
Fern Seed and Elephants
First and Second Things
God in the Dock
Of This and Other Worlds
Present Concerns
Screwtape Propose at Toast
Timeless at Heart

All the above are collections of essays and articles on a wide range of subjects.

Note that Lewis's wide range of essays have been anthologised in various editions over the years; the
above are the titles of the most recent UK collections. American readers may find editions under
different titles. A detailed bibliography can be found in Hooper's Companion and Guide.

Poetry
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Poems
This contains Spirits in Bondage, Lewis's first published work, written before he was a Christian, and
many short poems written at various times during his life.

Narrative Poems
This includes "Dymer," the long poem that Lewis wrote as an undergraduate.

Fiction, Allegory, Imaginative Works
The Pilgrim's Regress -- 1933
Lewis's first "religious work" written only a year after his conversion, of which the book is an
allegorical account.

Out of the Silent Planet --1938
Perelandra -- 1943
That Hideous Strength -- 1945
The so-called "interplanetary trilogy"; science fiction books, under the influence of H.G. Wells, but
with a strong Christian theme. The first paperback edition of Perelandra was published under the
much more imaginative title of Voyage to Venus in 1953. An abridged paperback edition of That
Hideous Strength was published in 1946 under the title The Tortured Planet

The Great Divorce -- 1945
Lewis imagines what would happen if a group of damned souls were allowed to visit heaven.
Described by George Sayer as Lewis's most perfect book.

The Narnia Chronicles -- 1951-56 (see below)
Lewis's children's tales of Lions, Dragons, Princes, and Wardrobes.

Till We Have Faces --1956
A Christian version of the myth of Cupid and Psyche. Lewis's favourite of all his fiction.

The Dark Tower -- 1975
Posthumous fragments, including the abandoned beginning of a fourth book in the interplanetary
trilogy (see below).

Autobiography
Surprised by Joy -- 1955
Lewis's account of his childhood and his conversion to Christianity.

A Grief Observed -- 1961
The diary which Lewis kept in weeks following the death from cancer of his wife.

All My Road Before Me -- 1991
Lewis's diaries from his undergraduate years.

Letters
Although the complete letters of C.S. Lewis is still awaited, a selected edition and a number of smaller
volumes have been published:
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Letters of C.S. Lewis, edited by Walter Hooper
A sample of Lewis's many correspondences, with excerpts from his diaries and comments from
Warnie.

They Stand Together
The lifelong correspondence between Lewis and his best friend Arthur Greeves.

Letters to an American Lady
Pastoral letters to an anonymous American admirer.

Letters to Children
Lewis's answers to the many young people who wrote to him with questions about Narnia,
Christianity, and the craft of writing.

 

Why is my set of the Narnia books numbered in the wrong order?
There are two ways of numbering the Narnia books. When the American publisher Macmillan decided
to put numbers on their editions they chose to use the order in which the books were originally
published, i.e.:

1. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (1950)
2. Prince Caspian (1951)
3. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (1952)
4. The Silver Chair (1953)
5. The Horse and His Boy (1954)
6. The Magicians Nephew (1955)
7. The Last Battle (1956)

When Harper Collins took over the publication of the books in America, they decided to keep
numbering the books, but on the recommendation of Lewis's stepson Douglas Gresham, they adopted
the order that follows Narnian Chronology, i.e.:

1. The Magicians Nephew
2. The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe
3. The Horse and His Boy
4. Prince Caspian
5. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
6. The Silver Chair
7. The Last Battle

This is also the order followed by the current British editions, published by Fontana Lions.

A case can be made for both orders. Lewis himself came down in favour of the chronological order,
which is why Douglas Gresham recommended it. In a letter written in 1957 to an American boy
named Laurence, Lewis wrote the following:

"I think I agree with your order {i.e. chronological} for reading the books more than with
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your mother's. The series was not planned beforehand as she thinks. When I wrote The Lion
I did not know I was going to write any more. Then I wrote P. Caspian as a sequel and
still didn't think there would be any more, and when I had done The Voyage I felt quite sure
it would be the last. But I found as I was wrong. So perhaps it does not matter very much
in which order anyone read them. I'm not even sure that all the others were written in the
same order in which they were published."

 

Is Narnia an allegory?
All readers of Narnia must realise that Aslan the Lion, who is the Son of the Great Emperor Across
the Sea, who breaks the power of the White Witch by his death and resurrection -- and who, as C.S.
Lewis pointed out to one of his young readers "arrived at the same time as Father Christmas" -- is a
picture of Jesus Christ. Does it follow that the books as a whole are allegories?

C.S. Lewis used a very strict definition of the word "allegory" -- after all, one of his most important
academic books was a study of this subject. He wrote to some Maryland fifth graders in 1954:

"I did not say to myself 'Let us represent Jesus as He really is in our world by a Lion in
Narnia'; I said, 'Let us suppose that there were a land like Narnia and that the Son of God,
as he became a Man in our world, became a Lion there, and then imagine what would
happen.'"

"The whole series" wrote Lewis in another letter "works out like this:

The Magician's Nephew tells the Creation and how evil entered Narnia,
The Lion etc. - the Crucifixion and Resurrection,
Prince Caspian - restoration of the true religion after a corruption,
The Horse and His Boy - the calling and conversion of the heathen,
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader - the spiritual life (especially in Reepicheep),
The Silver Chair - the continuing war against the powers of darkness,
The Last Battle - the coming of Antichrist (the ape). The end of the world and the last
judgement."

So, in today's loose terminology the books can probably be said to be "allegorical." If you want to use
that term, then a number of characters might be said to be allegories:

The White Witch represents the Devil, as does Tash.
Peter represents the valiant and wise Christian.
Reepicheep is the very soul of chivalry with both its virtues and its failings.
"Edmund," wrote Lewis "Is, like Judas, a traitor and a sneak. But unlike Judas he repents
and is forgiven (as Judas no doubt would have been if he'd repented)."
Father Christmas -- who gives gifts to Aslan's followers to help them fight the powers of
darkness -- may be a picture of the Holy Spirit.
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Is it true that there are differences in the British and American editions
of the Narnia books?
Some very minor changes were made to The Lion ... and The Voyage ... for their American
publication. For example, the name of the witch's agent is changed from "Maugrim" to "Fenris Ulf"
and Peter's title from "Sir Peter Wolfs-Bane" to "Sir Peter Fenris-Bane." In the English edition, Aslan
says that the Emperor's magic is written "in letters as deep as a spear is long on the fire-stones of the
Secret Hill." In the American he says "in letters as deep as a spear is long on the trunk of the world
ash-tree." The current (1994) Harper Collins American editions have been standardised with the
English versions.

 

What film and TV versions of Lewis's books have there been?
a: 1967 -- The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Black and white TV adaptation, nine twenty-minute episodes, shown on British ITV.

b: 1979 --The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Two one-hour episodes by the Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation of Atlanta and the Children's
Television Workshop (creators of Sesame Street and The Electric Company), animated by Bill
Melendez.

Note that when the film was shown in the UK in 1980, the sound-track was re-recorded with a cast of
British actors including Arthur Lowe (Mr. Beaver), June Whitfield (Mrs. Beaver), Leo McKern (the
Professor), and Steven Thorn (Aslan).

c: 1988 -- The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Colour, live action version produced by BBC TV. Six, thirty-minute episodes.

d: 1989 -- Prince Caspian / The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
A sequel to the 1988 Lion with many of the same cast. A total of six, thirty-minute episodes.

e: 1990 -- The Silver Chair
The last BBC adaptation to date, a further 6 colour episodes.

The three BBC serials are available on BBC video.

 

What's this I hear about a new movie of The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe?
Paramount Pictures have bought an option on The Lion and have a screenplay in development. John
Boorman was originally scheduled to direct. In the draft script, the non-Narnian sections of the book
were updated to modern Los Angeles. The children are staying with the Professor in order to avoid an
earthquake, rather than air-raids: in an earlier draft, they were sent away as a punishment because
Edmund had shop-lifted a CD. Other delights apparently included a Narnian trades-union (ALON:
"Allied Leopards of Narnia") and centaurs that graze. The first draft evidently had Edmund asking the
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White Witch, not for "Turkish Delight" but for "Cheeseburger and Fries"!

As of spring 1997, John Boorman was replaced by Robert Minskoff as director. As a result of this, a
new script writer will also be chosen and a new version of the screenplay produced, possibly by the
team who wrote the screenplay of The Lion King. At time of writing (summer 1998) the project seems
to be at a standstill.

 

What was The C.S. Lewis Hoax?
The C.S. Lewis Hoax was a book by Kathryn Lindskoog published in 1988. It directed a number of
allegations at Walter Hooper and the C.S. Lewis estate: most notably that Hooper had lied about
rescuing unpublished works by Lewis from a bonfire; that he had exaggerated the length and intimacy
of his friendship with Lewis; and that some of Lewis's minor posthumous works, including The Dark
Tower and two of the essays in Boxen are not by Lewis at all, but forgeries by Walter Hooper. A
follow-up to the book, Light in the Shadowlands, was withdrawn under threat of legal action from the
C.S. Lewis Foundation of Redlands, CA.

It does seem to be a fact that Hooper only worked with Lewis for a period of a few weeks in 1963
(this fact is agreed by all Lewis's biographers) and not the "many years" claimed in some dust jacket
blurbs.

In 1995, forensic document examiner Nancy H. Cole of Palo Alto, CA compared the MS of the Dark
Tower and other contested works with known examples of Lewis's and Hooper's handwriting.
Although it is true that Hooper's handwriting is very similar to Lewis's, Cole lists six characteristics
which the Dark Tower shares with the Lewis texts, but not with the Hooper samples. Therefore, in her
professional opinion, the Dark Tower is certainly written by Lewis. She concludes: "There is no base
to the charge that Walter Hooper has forged these documents, and he is deserving of apology."

Cole's credibility as a handwriting analyst has been called into question by Kathryn Lindskoog's. Her
side of the argument can be found on the web at: http://www.niu.edu/acad/english/krm/lewis.html

 

Is Screwtape Proposes a Toast a sequel to The Screwtape Letters?
Not exactly. Screwtape Proposes a Toast is a separate essay in which Screwtape gives a speech
praising recent developments in the English education system. This is one essay in the collection
entitled Screwtape Proposes a Toast.

 

Is there any more posthumous Lewis material awaiting publication?
There will eventually be a complete Letters of C.S. Lewis to replace the present one volume selection.
There is also some unpublished poetry.

 

http://www.niu.edu/acad/english/krm/lewis.html
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Are there any tapes of Lewis speaking available?
The five essays that make up The Four Loves were originally radio talks commissioned by the
Episcopal Radio and Television Foundation of Atlanta Georgia in 1957. (They were not very widely
broadcast, supposedly because the Foundation thought that audiences might be shocked by the fact
that Lewis "several times brought sex into his talk on Eros.") These talks are available on audio
cassette from the Foundation.

The Foundation has published two other cassettes of Lewis speaking. One, entitled C.S Lewis:
Comments and Critiques contains a number of Lewis's BBC broadcasts: his preface to The Great
Divorce; a talk on Charles Williams; a talk on The Pilgrim's Progress; and perhaps most excitingly a
version of his inaugural lecture at Cambridge.

Sadly, only one of the wartime talks that Lewis gave on the BBC and which later became Mere
Christianity seems to have survived. This is the chapter entitled "The New Men" from the final
section of the book. The Foundation's 1982 tape of Michael York reading Mere Christianity also
included this precious recording. However, this tape is no longer available.

 

Were Lewis's proofs of the existence of God from Miracles refuted by
Elizabeth Anscombe?
On 2nd February 1948, Elizabeth Anscombe read a paper criticising the third chapter of C.S Lewis's
Miracles to the Oxford Socratic Club. Anscombe was a student of Wittgenstein, a student of
philosophy but also a convert to Catholicism. At the Socratic Club debate, she argued against Lewis's
position: she was not attacking his faith, but the philosophical validity of his argument. Lewis must
have accepted the criticisms, since he later rewrote the chapter: changing the title from "Naturalism is
Self-Refuting" to the less ambitious "The Cardinal Difficulty of Naturalism."

According to George Sayer, Lewis's friend and biographer, Lewis regarded the debate as a defeat, and
felt humiliated by it:

"He told me that he had been proved wrong, and that his argument for the existence of God
had been demolished. ...The debate had been a humiliating experience, but perhaps it was
ultimately good for him. In the past, he had been too proud of his logical ability. Now he
was humbled ....'I can never write another book of that sort' he said to me of Miracles. And
he never did. He also never wrote another theological book. Reflections on the Psalms is
really devotional and literary; Letters to Malcolm is also a devotional book, a series of
reflections on prayer, without contentious arguments."

Derek Brewer goes even further, saying that Lewis recalled the meeting "with real horror" was "deeply
disturbed by it" and described it in terms of "the retreat of infantry thrown back under heavy attack."

On the other hand, the minutes of the Socratic Club do not report such a dramatic and humiliating
defeat, merely recording that:

"In general it appeared that Mr. Lewis would have to turn his argument into a rigorous
analytic one, if his motion were to stand the test of all the questions put to him."
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Anscombe herself did not remember "humiliating" or "defeating" Lewis. She wrote:

"The fact that Lewis rewrote that chapter, and rewrote it so that it now has those qualities,
shows his honesty and seriousness. The meeting of the Socratic Club at which I read my
paper has been described by several of his friends as a horrible and shocking experience
which upset him very much. Neither Dr. Havard (who had Lewis and me to dinner a few
weeks later) nor Professor Jack Bennet remembered any such feelings on Lewis's part... My
own recollection is that it was an occasion of sober discussion of certain quite definite
criticisms, which Lewis's rethinking and rewriting showed he thought was accurate. I am
inclined to construe the odd accounts of the matter by some of his friends -- who seem not
to have been interested in the actual arguments of the subject-matter -- as an interesting
example of the phenomenon called projection."

 

Was Lewis a Roman Catholic? Didn't he believe in Purgatory?
Lewis was not a Catholic. He was and remained an Anglican (Church of England) for his post-
conversion life, describing himself as "neither particularly 'high,' nor particularly 'low'." He was
critical of some specific aspects of the Catholic faith -- memorably commenting that if the Virgin Mary
is like the best of human mothers, she doesn't want attention directed at herself instead of her Son! On
the other hand, in Letters to Malcolm and elsewhere, he defends the idea of Purgatory as a necessary
"cleaning up time" for the soul before entering the company of heaven -- although he acknowledged
that the doctrine was open to abuse. "I hope," he writes "that when the tooth of life is drawn and I am
coming round, a voice will say "Rinse your mouth out with this." This will be purgatory."

In the essay Christian Reunion he states that the real disagreement between Catholics and Protestants
is not about any particular belief, but about the source and nature of doctrine and authority:

"The real reason I cannot be in communion with you is ... that to accept your Church
means not to accept a given body of doctrine but to accept in advance any doctrine that
your Church hereafter produces."

When Lewis was working on Mere Christianity, he had Book II vetted by Anglican, Roman Catholic,
Methodist, and Presbyterian clergymen, to avoid any hint of denominational bias creeping in. In a
telling passage in Allegory of Love he recognises the potential flaws in both the Catholic and the
Protestant paths:

"When Catholicism goes bad it becomes the world-old, world-wide religion of amulets and
holy places and priest craft; Protestantism, in its corresponding decay, becomes a vague
mist of ethical platitudes."

 

What did Lewis think about the Bible? Was he a fundamentalist?
Here we again run into semantic difficulties -- what is meant by "fundamentalist"? Lewis did believe
that the Bible was the Word of God, but he also believed that we were given our minds to use them. In
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his Reflections on the Psalms Lewis says:

"At one point I had to explain how I differed on a certain point from both Catholics and
Fundamentalists: I hope I shall not for this forfeit the goodwill or the prayers of either. Nor
do I much fear it."

The "certain matter" is, again, the source of authority: although he regards much of the Bible as
being the historical truth, he cannot regard it as a source of absolute certainty, as fundamentalists
do. [Emphasis added.] His two most sustained discussions of the Bible are "Fern Seed and Elephants"
(an essay in the collection of the same title) and the chapter "Scripture" in Reflections on the Psalms.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/99
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Hal Lindsey
General Teachings/Activities

-  Hal Lindsey is best known for his multi-million copy best seller The Late Great Planet Earth. He has written
many other prophecy-related books and speaks frequently at "evangelical" prophecy conferences. He was also the
pastor of Tetelestai Christian Center in Torrance, California prior to his resignation in 1996.

Sadly, in recent years Lindsey has become quite comfortable ministering with hyper-charismatics and neo-
evangelicals, and has most recently taken up an active interest in the area of religious humanism. [Part of this may
be due to Lindsey's unscriptural divorces and remarriages (see below).] (Lindsey has even taken up with Roman
Catholics: A regular guest and commentator on Lindsey's radio program is John Gizzy. Lindsey calls him "Mr.
Conservative" and a brother-in-Christ. In late-1994, Gizzy handled the call-in portion of the show for three weeks
while Hal was on vacation in Italy. Gizzy is a Roman Catholic.)

-  Hal Lindsey is currently married to his fourth wife, having divorced his previous three. On the back cover of the
sixth printing of his 1974 book, There's a New World Coming, is a picture of Lindsey with his second wife, Jan.
(Jan is the mother of Hal's three grown daughters.) He also dedicates the book to "my best pal, my wife Jan ..."
However, "best pal" Jan is gone from the back cover of the book's 1984 "updated" edition, as is the dedication to
her. A later Lindsey' book, Planet Earth--2000 A.D. (18 million in circulation as of 1/95), carries a picture of Hal
and his third wife, Kim, who is approximately 25 years his junior. (Kim is the sister of author Johanna Michaelsen,
and the sister-in-law of Tetelestai Center's Associate Pastor, Randy Michaelsen.) After dumping Kim, Hal is now
married to wife #4, JoLyn, a member of Tetelestai and in a Bible class taught by Lindsey when she was evidently
"discovered" by Hal.

-  Lindsey is a big fan of country music, and believes that God is also!:

"A current revival of the ballad-type is known as 'country music.' This is my favorite. I like this kind
of music because it runs the gamut of emotions from gloom to glee. After a Johnny Cash concert, I'm
worn out! That music comes right out of the soul and grabs me! I wouldn't be at all surprised or
disappointed if the new song which the hosts of heaven sing to extol the incomparable Son of God has
a 'country music' style!" (There's a New World Coming, 1974 edition -- p. 97; 1984 edition -- p. 80).

-  Lindsey claims that he does not go along with many of the charismatic excesses presented on the hyper-
charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN -- owned and operated by Paul and Jan Crouch), yet he continues
to be part of its programming. One can regularly tune-in to TBN programs and find Lindsey as a guest, or even
hosting the show, heaping praise upon its charismatic and social activist participants. Lindsey also co-hosts a one-
half hour weekly TV program aired on TBN, a prophecy program called "International Intelligence Briefing." By
Lindsey's participation in the programming of TBN, he not only remains silent about the many heresies being
taught on TBN, but he actually helps build TBN's audience. The Crouches provide Lindsey's program either free of
charge or at reduced rates, knowing full well that they are attracting viewers who would not otherwise tune in nor
support TBN financially.

-  On TBN's 12/29/99 "Praise the Lord" program, Hal Lindsey and his sidekick, Cliff Ford, hosted. One of their
guests was Chuck Missler. Missler said he was there for the purpose of endorsing TBN's movie, The Omega Code,
and promoting his own new book on the Code. The three of them carried on and on about how great TBN is and
how everyone needs to continue to support the network to spread the gospel around the world. 

What they didn't say is that the new gospel of the hidden messages in the Bible (Omega Code) and the prosperity
gospel are two different gospels, not the Gospel that was preached in the New Testament. The Omega Code movie
did NOT promote the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but rather gave credence to the latest big lie -- that there are hidden
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messages in the Bible when one uses the letters as an acrostic puzzle. This is the latest blasphemy sweeping
through the professing church -- using the Bible as a tool for divination. The movie and the books on the subject
would have us believe that historical events, such as the death of Princess Diana, the assassination of President
Kennedy, and the Challenger space shuttle disaster are not only significant events in God's plan for the Ages, but
were secretly coded into the Bible just waiting for sleuths like Lindsey to discover them. What a pitiful cosmic
joke! (Source: The Christian Sentinel Report, Jackie Alnor, Eastern Christian Outreach web site, 12/99.)

-  As an example of the extent to which men like Hal Lindsey will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel,
Lindsey actually held a position with the Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF).
(Moon is the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called
evangelicals that served with Lindsey at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim
LaHaye (CRF's paid chairman at the time!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American
Family Association), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View
nationwide radio talk show host), James Robison, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and pastor of
Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly makes for
strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the 11/90, Omega-Letter.)

-  That Hal Lindsey is an ecumenical compromiser is known by many, but few know that he also is now teaching
the false gospel of self-love/self-esteem. One could speculate that this is at least partially due to Lindsey's recent
"involvement" with the Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers in Houston, Texas (one of Lindsey's former wives was
"treated" there). (Rapha operates a chain of twenty psychiatric hospitals specializing in the "treatment" of so-called
codependent and/or addicted Christians, by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology
and the Bible, all in the framework of a typical Alcoholics Anonymous 12-Step recovery program.) The "specialty"
of Rapha's Houston clinic is "self-esteem therapy."

-  Lindsey, never known for his "scholarly" style, came under harsh criticism in an 11/93 Biblical Viewpoint review
of Lindsey's 1989 book, The Road to Holocaust:

"Warmly dedicated to his 'spiritual father, Col. Robert B. Thieme, Jr.,' this book is Lindsey's rebuttal to
the theonomic postmillennial position, also known as dominion theology or Christian reconstruction. It
is simultaneously a defense of the dispensational premillennial position. Unfortunately, the book does
little more than give additional ammunition to the former and weakens the credibility of the latter. ...

"Lindsey's characteristically accusatory tone ... suggests that the author has only a surface
understanding of the reasons and motives behind the reconstructionist position. This suspicion is only
heightened when one finds apparent plagiarism rampant throughout the book. His entire biographical
section on reconstructionists appears to have been lifted directly out of Dominion Theology (a previous
work by Wayne House and Thomas Ice) right down to the order and specific phraseology of the text.

"Chapter 11 is particularly egregious; the author fails to demonstrate an independent investigation and
first-hand understanding of dominion theology, since 33 out of the 43 footnotes duplicate the footnote
material in chapter 12 of House and Ice in Dominion Theology, and only seven of these duplications
note their previous citation by House and Ice. In addition, misspellings abound (pp. 258, 264, 289, 290,
292). ... If  anything more damaging than the uncredited appropriation of unoriginal material noted
above, it would be the author's inexcusable Greek word blunders. ...This is from a man who, according
to page 296, majored at Dallas Theological Seminary in New Testament and early Greek literature."

-  Lindsey teaches the Freudian concept of the "subconscious"/"unconscious" mind:

"[The mind has a] vast area of the 'subconscious.' ... It's in the subconscious mind that ... the fortresses
of Satan are built ... in the first 16 years of life. ... Things happen in your earlier years, so your parents
played a big role in the ways you think about life -- the way you view yourself and how you view God.
If you have an abusive person, you're going to initially see God as that" (Sermon message from
Tetelestai Christian Center, aired 5/20/93 on Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN).
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Freud invented the idea of an "unconscious" as a reservoir of drives and impulses that govern an individual beyond
his conscious awareness. Freud saw the unconscious as the home of "ego-defense mechanisms," including
"repression" and "denial." The idea of the "unconscious" is not only not supported by the Bible, it has no scientific
support either!

-  Lindsey is also an adherent to the "science" of psycho-cybernetics, which trains the individual to repeat certain
affirmations regularly (e.g., "I love myself unconditionally"). Psycho-cybernetics teaches that it is not even
important that the person believe what he or she is repeating, only that it be repeated. The inner mind is supposedly
trained and will eventually respond by modifying behavior to conform to the affirmation. This principle has been
"known" for centuries by the mind-science cults, and is a frequently advertised technique in today's New Age
publications. (See pp. 233-236 of Lindsey's book, The Liberation of Planet Earth, "Your 'New Self' Means That
You Can Have A New Self-Image.")
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C.S. Lovett
General Teachings/Activities

-  C.S. Lovett is the president of Maranatha Family, which has its motto, "Helping Christians 'Prepare For His
Appearing' since 1951," and publishes the Personal Christianity newsletter. He has pastored a nondenominational
church in Baldwin Park, California, for the past 40 years. His training is in Baptist Schools (he graduated from
California Baptist Theological Seminary), has done graduate work in Psychology at Los Angeles State College, and
holds an honorary doctorate from the Protestant Episcopal University in London. He is a retired Air Force Chaplain
with the rank of Lt. Colonel. He has written more than 40 books. Unfortunately, most everything he has written is
gross heresy.

-  Lovett teaches a slightly modified form of Mind Science-ancient sorcery dressed up in Christian terminology.
This is similar to the teaching which advocates having "faith in your faith." Lovett urges us to have faith in our
subconscious. Moreover, he suggests that it was not through the power of God but through tapping into the power
of the human unconscious that Jesus healed. (Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 115):

"Would it shock you to learn that God's healing power is available through your own mind and you can
trigger it-by faith! ... If you had direct access to your unconscious mind, you could command any
disease to be healed in a flash. That's how much power is at hand. Jesus obviously had access to it, for
He produced command healings. But God has purposely placed this power beyond our awareness. That
way fallen man can't tamper with it. However there is a way to get to it indirectly-by faith ... Sounds
like mind science? I admit that. It's true that the cults have discovered certain of God's healing laws and
use them to lure people into their webs ... But let me ask, should born-again believers be denied healing
simply because certain cults exploit these laws ...?"

-  More "Science of the Mind" from C.S. Lovett: "Imagination is the key to creation. Everything God is doing he
first sees in His mind. And so it is with men made in His image ... While our faith allows us to accept what we
can't see ... imagination takes us a step beyond, allowing us to picture what we cannot see. Isn't that remarkable!"
(Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 157.)

-  And on the Christianization of the occult technique of visualization: 

"Around 300 years ago there was a French monk by the name of Brother Lawrence, who … developed
the art of visualizing the Lord Jesus, and it revolutionized his life ... THE MOST NOBLE AND
GLORIOUS PURPOSE OF THE IMAGINATION IS GIVING REALITY TO THE UNSEEN LORD!
... As you know, many tend to be superstitious about picturing the Lord ... But you see, the Lord doesn't
care one bit how we visualize Him ... Picture Him any way you wish, but love Him ... I know from
experience your enjoyment of Him is going to be greatly enhanced by giving Him arms with which to
hold you." (Reported in The Seduction of Christianity, p. 160.)

"Turn on you imagination screen ... We're going to do an exercise that can help you visualize the Lord.
I want to make sure you have a clear mental picture of Him ... But you see, the Lord doesn't care one
bit how we visualize Him ... Anyone willing to humble Himself on a cross for us isn't going to fuss
over the way we picture Him in our minds ... Thank you for alerting me to this glorious use of my
imagination ... my visualization of You is going to get clearer as we spend more time together" (The
Seduction of Christianity, p. 173).

-  In a 1991 Personal Christianity article, Lovett introduced a weight loss program tied into his conception of
Biblical fasting: 
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"It is only in recent times that I've focused on the spiritual side of fasting ... I am very excited about a
new breakthrough that allows you to fast without hunger. A person could easily take off 100 pounds or
more if necessary ... when they want to know how you did it, you can reply ... 'I did it God's way. I
fasted.'"

-  In a 1971 book What's A Parent To Do?, Lovett shows his Freudian thought processes, his charismatic approach
to dealing with so-called demon oppression ("the devil made me do it"), his complete lack of concern for doctrinal
purity in the church, his equating of spiritual passion with sexual passion, and his condoning of abortions for
pregnant teens:

(a) "No teen consciously seeks to avenge himself on his parents by getting into trouble with the law. He
is moved by an unconscious drive … What he suffers is unreasoned. It takes place down deep where
there is no reasoning or understanding" (p 18).

(b) "... a four step plan that really works … It's a real experience to tell Satan to 'bug off.' It's an
adventure when he goes! ... the idea that someone could have engineered all his trouble. He wonders if
he could have been the victim of satanic suggestion ... it is something a person wouldn't do unless he
were led into it in some mysterious way. Isn't that right? ... It is a fantastic thing to get the anti-satan
skill into a young life … Those parents who equip their teens with the anti-satan skill, give them one of
the finest advantages for walking in the Spirit [pp. 137-138] ... Next to God, he is the most powerful
person in the universe. He has the power to thrust tempting ideas into our minds as easily as God can
inspire us. For instance dear, if it ever occurs to you to wear your neck line a little lower or your
hemline a little higher, so that you will be noticed or admired, you can be sure the devil put it there ...
It's healthy for young people to learn that Satan is the author of many of their rebellious feelings and
resentments against their parents" (p. 146).

(c) "... the church you select for your teens must be one that GLOWS with the Spirit. It is not enough
to find a fellowship that acknowledges Christ as God and treasures the Bible as His Word. It should be
a church that enjoys the testimonies of young people experiencing the thrill of Christ. The church must
be ALIVE ... Don't insist on finding a church that conforms to your doctrinal system. Doctrinal
exactitude should NOT have the priority over-spiritual warmth and vitality ... Thrills in the Spirit will
do more to involve young people with Christ than the sterility of precise doctrine. It can be
demonstrated that joy in the Lord involves teens with the Christ-life quicker than a head full of
doctrines. Discount your doctrines if need be, to get into a glowing church [pp. 160-161] ... the average
evangelical church will not meet the emotional requirement of a teen" (p. 206).

(d) "It is not uncommon for young people to become sexually involved following their participation at
a youth camp … Young people sometimes get high on Christ ... Unfortunately spiritual highs are akin
to sexual highs. That is, the same feelings which accompany sexual satisfaction also accompany
spiritual highs. Thus a spiritual experience can be used by Satan to trigger sexual feelings ... Not a few
young people have become his victims after a glorious youth conference" (p. 228).

(e) "For some Christians this a bad word. A decision for abortion should not be based on public
opinion, but your own opinion as to when the fetus becomes a person ... If you hold the opinion that
God does not place the person in the fetus until after the fourth month (or when the mother feels life),
then an abortion would be no problem for you. The fetus would merely be body tissue with no
independent life of its own. It would be like removing an appendix or some other mass of tissue.
Certainly it could not be murder as some claim ... If you feel there is no child until the moment of birth,
then you could also consider abortion as a possible solution ... Aside from the moral issue, it has been
my experience that abortion solves the problem with the least amount of bad side effects. If the girl is
very young, say 13 or 14 , then it can be done and forgotten. You avoid any risk of her not being ready
for pregnancy. The surgeon's scalpel removes the tissue and God's forgiveness removes the guilt
feelings" (pp. 230-231).
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Max Lucado
General Teachings/Activities

-  Max Lucado is pulpit minister of Oak Hills Church of Christ in San Antonio, Texas, and the author of 37 books
since 1985, including the following best-sellers: And the Angels Were Silent, He Still Moves Stones, He Close the
Nails, Traveling Light, The Applause of Heaven, God Came Near, In the Eye of the Storm, On the Anvil, Six Hours
One Friday, In the Grip of Grace, You Are Special, When God Whispers Your Name, A Gentle Thunder, The Great
House of God, and No Wonder They Call Him the Savior. His popularity as an author is evidenced by the fact that
at one time he had three top ten best-sellers simultaneously. When God Whispers Your Name was the number one
hardback seller for eight straight months. In addition, at the time Lucado had 11 books in print, all of these books
simultaneously appeared on the Christian Booksellers Association hardcover, paperback, and children's best-seller
lists. Lucado has won six Gold Medallion Awards, and served as general editor of the  New Century Version The
Inspirational Study Bible, a so-called "everyday language" version. Lucado's 15-minute radio program, UpWords,
is heard daily in 47 states on more than 1,000 stations.

-  Lucado's Oak Hills Church teaches an unbiblical unconditional love/acceptance concept quite typical of feelings-
oriented churches. They state: "At Oak Hills We Teach ... LOVE -- We are a family of believers who accept each
other because God has accepted each of us." Lucado also makes it clear that doctrine will not stand in the way of
unity at Oak Hills: "While avoiding entanglement in the creeds and traditions, we make a diligent effort to follow
Christ. The original followers of Christ (the first century church) provide an inspiring model of lifestyle, worship,
doctrine, and organization that, in principle, is to be followed in our century." (Emphases added.)

-  Lucado also teaches the Church of Christ's false doctrine that salvation comes only after baptism (i.e., "baptismal
regeneration"). The following quote came from the Oak Hills Church of Christ official Internet web site -- updated
7/15/95; copied 7/12/96; and re-verified 2/98. (The Oak Hills Church pulled this statement from their web site in
1999, apparently due to complaints from evangelicals, and replaced it with a rather generic statement.):

"It is necessary to respond to God's free offer of salvation by faith, repentance, and baptism. As we
confess Christ as our Lord and are baptized by immersion, God meets us, forgives our sins and gives
us the gift of the Holy Spirit that empowers each of us." (Emphases added.)

Most Christians are not aware that Max Lucado is the pastor of the Oak Hills Church of Christ. Sadly, most
Christians are not even aware that the Church of Christ adds baptism to the Gospel. Some say that perhaps because
Max Lucado is not a member of the radical Boston Church of Christ, the fact that he pastors at the Oak Hills
Church of Christ is not a problem. But baptismal regeneration is the bedrock of EVERY Church of Christ's
statement of faith. If Lucado's church no longer believes in baptismal regeneration, then it should change the name
of the church and renounce any affiliation with the Church of Christ. Without this renunciation, one can only
assume that Max Lucado and Oak Hills Church continue to believe this false gospel, and are thereby condemned
(Gal. 1: 6-9). [In June of 1997, David Cloud of the Fundamental Baptist Information Service, spoke by telephone
with Lucado as well as with Elder Doyle Jennings of the Oak Hills Church of Christ. Both stated that they believe
that baptism is necessary for salvation, but they do not believe in baptismal regeneration (even though they mean
the same thing -- i.e., baptism necessary for salvation is the definition of baptismal regeneration). Jennings also said
he does not accept the doctrine of eternal security, while Lucado said this doctrine is not an issue in the church, and
his elders and people are free to accept it or reject it. This is very telling since a proper understanding of salvation
requires eternal security for the believer. Those who believe a born again child of God can lose his salvation simply
do not understand the Gospel.]

-  Lucado has a touchy-feely writing style that appears to be an attempt to get the reader to identify with the human
side of Jesus. The result is heresy at best and blasphemy at worst. In his book, No Wonder They Call Him the
Savior (Multnomah, 1986:199pgs.), Lucado blasphemes the Lord Jesus Christ with the following statement (pp.
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131-132):

"Now, look into the picture. Look closely through the shadowy foliage. See that person? See that
solitary figure? What's he doing? Flat on the ground. Face stained with dirt and tears. Fists pounding
the hard earth. Eyes wide with a stupor of fear. Hair matted with salty sweat. Is that blood on his
forehead? That's Jesus. Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane. ... Does this look like the picture of a
saintly Jesus resting in the palm of God? Hardly. ... We see an agonizing, straining, and struggling
Jesus. We see a 'man of sorrows.' We see a man struggling with fear, wrestling with commitments,
and yearning for relief." (Emphasis added.)

Jesus in a stupor of fear? What we see is blasphemy (defined as the defamation of the person or nature of God)! It
appears that in Lucado's attempt to help us identify with the "human side" of Jesus, he has engaged in gross
speculation, in effect rewriting the Bible's account of Jesus time in the Garden, and thereby, he portrays a different
Jesus -- a sinful One! 

The Bible tells us not to fear, but to trust God. The Bible tells us that greater is He who is in us than he who is in
the world. The Bible tells us that perfect love drives out fear. The Bible tells us to be anxious for nothing. If Jesus
agonized, strained, struggled, wrestled, and yearned, as Lucado speculates, particularly if he fell into a stupor of
fear as Lucado contends, then Jesus would have sinned and could not possibly have been the God and Savior He
claimed to be -- and that's blasphemy!

-  Lucado was a speaker at the 1995 Christian Booksellers Association (CBA) Convention. Lucado gave a call to
unity among Christians across denominational lines. Likening Christians to sailors on the same boat with "one
captain" and "one destination," Lucado urged acceptance between Protestants and Catholics, Baptists, and
Presbyterians. (Reported in the 12/95, Fundamentalist Digest.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy
Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson.
(Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001
retirement from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Max Lucado is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement,
as evidenced by his speaking at two 1997 Promise Keepers stadium rallies. He was also a speaker at the October
1997 "Stand in the Gap" rally in Washington, D.C., where he led the crowd in confessing the sin of disunity in the
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Body of Christ. [Using the same technique that he did at the PK Clergy Conference in Atlanta in February 1996
(see next item), Lucado had people call out all at once the various denominations with which they were identified.
Of course, the result was a confused, loud sound. Then they were asked to shout out the name of Jesus, and they
willingly did so in unison. In this manner, Lucado shows that PK is unified because they claim to love Jesus.]

-  At the 1996 Promise Keepers Clergy Conference in Atlanta, Max Lucado was the keynote speaker. His message
dealt with "Denominational Harmony: From Bondage to Freedom." Lucado spoke of PK's statement of faith and
emphasized that they are committed to truth and unity, "which are equal." He said, "I submit myself to the Word
and there are core beliefs. However, for too long we have allowed our differences to divide us instead of our
agreements to unite us." He urged that they subscribe to the premise, "In essentials unity -- in non-essentials
charity."

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: We wonder if Lucado considers the gospel itself "essential"? If so, how can he
yoke together with Roman Catholics who add sacraments to Christ's salvation? The phrase "in essentials unity --
in non-essentials charity" is a smokescreen for disobedience to Biblical separation. While not every teaching of
Scripture is of equal importance, the Bible does not divide doctrine into essential and non-essential. Timothy's job
in Ephesus was to make certain that NO OTHER DOCTRINE be allowed (1 Tim. 1:3). There is no hint here that
some portions of apostolic truth are "non-essential." Paul labored to preach the whole counsel of God (Acts
20:27). The man who strives to be faithful to every detail of New Testament truth will find it impossible to be
comfortable in an ecumenical Promise Keepers-type environment. As one wise man observed, "You will have a
limited fellowship, or you will have a limited message."]

Lucado then had the 40,000 call out their denominations all at once, and in the mixed multitude none could be
identified. When Lucado asked them who was the Messiah, "Jesus" was the immediate response, and that name
came through loud and clear. Lucado said, "The sin of disunity causes people to go to Hell!" (No chapter and verse
was given.). "The step to unity is acceptance and no longer to speak evil of one another. Would it not be wonderful
not to be known as either protestant or Catholic? This is a God-sized dream and no one in our generation has ever
seen the Church united."

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: This is not a "God-sized dream"; it is the vision of the Harlot that John
recorded in Revelation 17. [Lucado and Promise Keepers are] confused about the church. It certainly is not all the
alleged Christian denominations. The focus on the New Testament Scriptures is upon the church as a local body
of baptized believers organized according to the apostolic pattern for the fulfillment of the Great Commission. This
is the church which is the pillar and ground of the truth (1 Tim. 3). To define the "church" as the denominations
and to call for this hodgepodge of doctrinal and moral confusion "to stand together" is utter confusion. The
denominations today are more akin to the Harlot of Revelation 17 than to the church of Jesus Christ.]

Lucado then pled that every clergyman who had ever spoken against another group or denomination, find a member
of that group and apologize. Steve Green then belted out repeatedly "Let the Walls Come Down." The 40,000
ministers shouted, whistled, clapped, and cheered as they worked to a higher and higher pitch of emotion.

[O TIMOTHY editor, David Cloud: We are to apologize for warning people of false gospels and false baptisms and
false spirits and false Christs and false sacraments and false mediators and false views of the church and false
views of Scripture? We are to apologize for warning of sin and worldliness and compromise? I have spoken
against many Christian groups and denominations, because God commands me to preach the truth AND to
expose error (2 Timothy 4:1-6). I refuse to apologize for obeying God. By God's grace I am going to keep on
exposing error until the Lord takes me to Glory. And by God's grace I am going to name names and be specific
about the error and the sin. Oh God, help us have the courage in these evil hours to honor and obey you rather
than man.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
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which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Max Lucado and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party
to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Lee Strobel, while a pastor on the staff of church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church in
South Barrington, Illinois (he is now a pastor at Rick Warren's Saddleback Valley Community Church), authored a
number of heretical books, one being a 1993 book titled Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry & Mary: How to
Reach Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. The book is endorsed in its Foreword by Bill Hybels,
and on the jacket is endorsed/recommended by thirteen even more neo-evangelical psychologizers, including Max
Lucado, Tony Campolo, Howard Hendricks, Stuart Briscoe, C. Peter Wagner, Joseph Stowell, Elmer Towns, Bill
Bright, and Gary Collins. In this book, Strobel makes it clear that he was drawn to Hybels' church, not by the
message of truth, but by the music of the world. After he found himself comfortable with the music and modern
style of worship, he simply reasoned his way to a conversion experience. Strobel is completely geared to a needs
based religion. His purpose is to meet man's needs, based on his own perception, rather than honoring man's
obligation to worship and glorify God. Strobel's purpose is to find out what works, and not to find out what is
Biblical. His purpose is to please lost, unregenerate men, and not to please God. To read Strobel's book (and by
nature of endorsement, Max Lucado's thoughts also) you come up with the idea that the problem with people is
that they are simply unchurched. To the contrary, they need to be seen as lost and in need of a Savior. (Source:
1/96, Plains Baptist Challenger, pp. 5-7.)

-  In early-1995, Lucado was working on a novel based on the fictional account of Jesus life as if He were born in
the South in the United States today. Lucado said he was thinking of titling it The Gospel According to Manny
(Manny being short for Immanuel). Lucado's only concern for this title is that "Manny doesn't sound like a Southern
name" (June/July 1995, Release).

The interviewer of the Release article suggested to Lucado that he might want to change the title of The Gospel
According to Manny to The Gospel According to Manny Joe-Bob, in order to better reflect Jesus' fictitious Southern
heritage. Lucado said he liked that idea. [All this is not surprising when one considers the everyday, flippant,
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irreverent attitude Lucado has toward the Savior -- in his office, Lucado has hung a sketch of Jesus laughing
hysterically (5/15/96, Calvary Contender)].
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Martin Luther
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Martin Luther (1483-1546) was a German theologian and a major leader of the Protestant Reformation. He is
sometimes called the father of Protestantism, and one of the major branches of "main-line" Protestantism --
Lutheranism -- is named after him. Luther was the son of a Saxon miner. He entered the University of Erfurt when
he was 18 years old. After graduation, he began to study law in 1505. In July of that year, however, he narrowly
escaped death in a thunderstorm and vowed to become a monk. He entered the monastery of the Augustinian
Hermits at Erfurt, where he was ordained in 1507. The following year he was sent to Wittenberg, where he
continued his studies and lectured in moral philosophy. In 1511, he received his doctorate in theology and an
appointment as professor of Scripture, which he held for the rest of his life. Luther visited Rome in 1510 on
business for his order and was shocked to find corruption in high ecclesiastical places in the Roman Catholic
Church. 

He was well acquainted with the scholastic theology of his day, but he made the study of the Bible, especially the
epistles of Paul, the center of his work. Luther found that his teachings diverged increasingly from the traditional
beliefs of the Roman church. His studies had supposedly led him to the conclusion that Christ was the sole mediator
between God and man and that forgiveness of sin and salvation are effected by God's grace alone (sola gratia) and
are received by faith alone (sola fide) on the part of man. This point of view supposedly turned him against
scholastic theology, which had emphasized man's role in his own salvation, and against many church practices that
emphasized justification by good works. (We say "supposedly" because in his Small Catechism of 1529, Luther
clearly denies grace alone and faith alone in favor of adding baptism and the sacraments.) His approach to theology
soon led to a clash between Luther and church officials, precipitating the dramatic events of the Reformation. 

The doctrine of Indulgences, with its worldly view of sin and repentance, became the specific focus of Luther's
indignation. The sale by the church of indulgences -- the remission of temporal punishments for sins committed and
confessed to a priest through the payment of money -- brought in much revenue. The archbishop of Mainz
sponsored such a sale in 1517 to pay the pope for his appointment to Mainz and for the construction of Saint Peter's
in Rome. Luther posted his famous 95 theses on the door of the castle church at Wittenberg on October 31, 1517.
Although some of the theses directly criticized papal policies, they were put forward only as tentative objections for
discussion. 

In 1520, Luther completed three celebrated works in which he stated his views. In his Address to the Christian
Nobility of the German Nation, he invited the German princes to take the reform of the church into their own
hands; in A Prelude Concerning the Babylonian Captivity of the Church, he attacked the papacy and the current
theology of sacraments; and in On the Freedom of a Christian Man, he stated his position on justification and good
works. The bull of Pope Leo X, Exsurge Domine, issued on June 15 that same year, gave Luther 60 days to recant,
and Decet Romanum Pontificem, of Jan. 3, 1521, excommunicated him. 

His reforming work during subsequent years included the writing of the Small and Large Catechisms, sermon
books, more than a dozen hymns, over 100 volumes of tracts, treatises, Biblical commentaries, thousands of letters,
and the translation of the entire Bible into German. Luther's failure to reach doctrinal accord with Ulrich Zwingli on
the nature of the Eucharist (1529) split the Reform movement. Nonetheless, Luther found personal solace in his
marriage (1525) to a former Cistercian nun, Katherina von Bora; they raised six children. (Adapted and/or
excerpted from Funk & Wagnall's New Encyclopedia, Webster's New Biographical Dictionary, and Grolier's
Electronic Encyclopedia.)

-  We are told today that the rallying cry of the Reformation was: Sola Scriptura! Sola Gratia! Sola Fide! (Scripture
only, Grace only, Faith only). But is this what Luther actually believed and taught? In 1529, Luther published his
most popular book, the Small Catechism. By commenting briefly in question and answer form on the Ten
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Commandments, the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, baptism, and the Lord's Supper, the Small Catechism
explains the theology of the evangelical reformation. As Luther's theology is presented in the following excerpts
from the Small Catechism, ask yourself this question: "If this theology was presented to you anonymously (i.e.,
without Luther's name on it), what would you think about the so-called saving faith of its author?":

1. Luther & the Altering of the Ten Commandments -- Luther's rendering of the Ten Commandments follow:

(1) You must not have other gods.
(2) You must not misuse your God's name.
(3) You must keep the Sabbath holy.
(4) You must honor your father and mother. [So that things will go well for you and you will live long
on earth].
(5) You must not kill.
(6) You must not commit adultery.
(7) You must not steal.
(8) You must not tell lies about your neighbor.
(9) You must not desire your neighbor's house.
(10) You must not desire your neighbor's wife, servant, maid, animals or anything that belongs to him.

Notice how the Second Commandment of God (Idol/Image-making -- Exo. 20:4-6) is nowhere to be found!
Instead, to come up with Ten Commandments (after eliminating No. 2 and renumbering the remaining No.'s 2-9),
God's Commandment No. 10 is divided into two parts to get No.'s 9 & 10. This is EXACTLY what you will find in
the Roman Catholic Catechism. It's easy to understand why popery wanted no prohibition against idols, statutes,
and images, but isn't it strange that Luther went along with this altering of the Word of God! (cf. Deut. 4:2; 12:32;
Prov. 30:5-6; 2 Pe. 3:15-16; Rev. 22:19). 

Not surprising from a man who would alter Scripture, Luther did not believe in the inerrancy of Scripture either.
Well known is his low esteem of the epistle of James. He called it an "epistle of straw." In his opinion, it did not
contain the gospel. In his translation of the Bible, Luther placed the epistle of James after Revelation, because he
disliked it so much.

2. Luther & Baptismal Regeneration -- (Note specifically: II.)

The Sacrament of Holy Baptism: The Simple Way a Father Should Present it to His Household.

I. Q. What is Baptism?
A. Baptism is not just plain water, but it is water contained within God's command and united with God's Word.

II. Q. What does Baptism give? What good is it?
A. It gives the forgiveness of sins, redeems from death and the Devil, gives eternal salvation to all who believe this,
just as God's words and promises declare. (Emphasis added.)

Q. What are these words and promises of God?
A. Our Lord Christ spoke one of them in the last chapter of Mark: "Whoever believes and is baptized will be
saved; but whoever does not believe will be damned."

III. Q. How can water do such great things?
A. Water doesn't make these things happen, of course. It is God's Word, which is with and in the water. Because,
without God's Word, the water is plain water and not baptism. But with God's Word it is a Baptism, a grace-filled
water of life, a bath of a new birth in the Holy Spirit, as St. Paul said to Titus in the third chapter: "Through this
bath of rebirth and renewal of the Holy Spirit, which He poured out on us abundantly through Jesus Christ, our
Savior, that we, justified by the same grace are made heirs according to the hope of eternal life. This is a faithful
saying." (Emphasis added.)
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IV. Q. What is the meaning of such a water Baptism?
A. It means that the old Adam in us should be drowned by daily sorrow and repentance, and die with all sins and
evil lusts, and, in turn, a new person daily come forth and rise from death again. He will live forever before God in
righteousness and purity.

Q. Where is this written?
A. St. Paul says to the Romans in chapter six: "We are buried with Christ through Baptism into death, so that, in
the same way Christ is risen from the dead by the glory of the Father, thus also must we walk in a new life."

Is not this gospel of "baptism for salvation" another gospel? (cf. Gal. 1:6-9). Numbers III. & IV. above also touch
on the "sacramentalism" aspect of baptism, again, much like the Roman Catholic sacraments. (See Endnote
detailing Luther's teachings on baptism from his Bible commentaries.)

3. Luther & Consubstantiation/Sacramentalism -- [Consubstantiation: the actual substantial presence and
combination of the body and blood of Christ with the eucharistic bread and wine according to a teaching associated
with Martin Luther (Merriam-Webster's Dictionary).] [Sacramentalism: belief in or use of sacramental rites, acts,
or objects; specif.: belief that the sacraments are inherently efficacious and necessary for salvation (Merriam-
Webster's Dictionary).]

The Sacrament of the Altar: The Simple Way a Father Should Present it to his Household.

I. Q. What is the Sacrament of the Altar?
A. It is the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ under bread and wine for us Christians to eat and to drink,
established by Christ Himself. (Emphasis added.)

III. Q. What good does this eating and drinking do?
A. These words tell us: "Given for you" and "Shed for you to forgive sins." Namely, that the forgiveness of sins, life
and salvation are given to us through these words in the sacrament. Because, where sins are forgiven, there is life
and salvation as well. (Emphasis added.)

IV. Q. How can physical eating and drinking do such great things?
A. Of course, eating and drinking do not do these things. These words, written here, do them: "given for you" and
"shed for you to forgive sins." These words, along with physical eating and drinking are the important part of the
sacrament. Anyone who believes these words has what they say and what they record, namely, the forgiveness of
sins. (Emphasis added.)

Obviously, another of the Roman Catholic "means of grace" carried over into Lutheranism. (An interesting note: in
the book Huldrych Zwingli: His Life and Work, the author noted that the disagreement between Zwingli and Luther
over the Lord's supper had deeper roots than simply the presence of the Lord in the elements. Luther clung to his
consubstantiation view because, "According to Luther, 'Only the real presence guarantees the Lord's Supper as a
means to transmit salvation'" (p. 132). 

The above issues were supposedly the key doctrinal issues Luther was fighting Rome over! 

Sola Scriptura? -- Luther altered the Ten Commandments! Sola Gratia? -- Luther had grace being dispensed
through baptism and communion! Sola Fide? -- Luther added baptism and the sacraments to a simple believing
faith! Based on these contradictions, and the clear words of Paul in Galatians 1:6-9, what should be our position
concerning Luther's true saving faith?

-  History shows that the "Young Luther" took a more Biblical position on some of these doctrinal issues. In his
later writings, he reverted back to the Catholic views, as demonstrated above in his teachings on baptism and
"communion." In his earlier writings, Luther clearly taught "baptism of believers." He reverted later on when he
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was confronted with the necessity to organize the church in those provinces that had rejected Catholicism. Many of
the dukes introduced the "Reformation" in their territory because they could confiscate the vast real estate holdings
of the monasteries. In this situation, Luther decided to organize the churches as a State Church. Perhaps his
teachings changed because of political "necessities."

Whatever the reason, as far as one can tell by reading Luther's Catechisms, Large and Small, in the end, precious
little of popery was rejected by Martin Luther, save the practice of indulgences detailed in Luther's 95 theses. All
this probably should not be of any great surprise, since the "Reformers" were just that -- bent on "reforming"
Catholicism, not on "transforming" it, and certainly not on rejecting it outright.

Luther's Catechisms must be considered the defining statement of his beliefs. After all, that's the meaning of
"catechism" -- "an instructional summary of the basic principles of a religion, in question-and-answer form"
(American Heritage Dictionary). Also, Luther's Catechisms are the documents upon which the Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod (LCMS) was founded. So, it doesn't much matter what Luther wrote or taught outside of his Large
and Small Catechisms. He had 16 years to change them if he had changed his beliefs between the time of their
publishing in 1529 and his death in 1546. There is no evidence of his doing so.

As was suggested earlier, if these beliefs were presented you anonymously, would you not say that the author was a
heretic, without saving faith in the Lord Jesus Christ?! Strange then that with Luther's name attached, excuses are
made -- such as: "You misunderstand what he says"; "Something was lost in the translation"; "The words don't
have the same meaning they had in the 16th century"; and "How dare you attack Martin Luther!"

-  But some men say, "What about all of Luther's 'good works'? Don't they testify to his saving faith?" By 1537,
Luther's health had begun to deteriorate, and he felt burdened by the resurgence of the papacy and by what he
perceived as an attempt by Jews to take advantage of the confusion among Christians and reopen the question of
Jesus' messiahship. Apprehensive about his own responsibility for this situation, he wrote a violent polemic against
the Jews, as well as polemics against the papacy and the radical wing of the reformers, the Anabaptists. Luther
maliciously slandered anyone he disagreed with: 

(a) Luther encouraged true Christians to murder Catholic bishops and destroy their property (Against the Falsely
Called Spiritual Order of the Pope and the Bishops):

"It were better that every bishop were murdered, every [monastery or convent] rooted out, that one soul
should be destroyed ... But if they will not hear God's Word, but rage and rave with bannings and
burnings, killings and every evil, what do they better deserve than a strong uprising which will sweep
them from the earth? And we would smile did it happen. ... All who contribute body, goods and honor
that the rule of the bishops may be destroyed are God's dear children and true Christians."

(b) With the dawn of the Reformation in 1517, it seemed that Jews might fair much better. Luther rallied to their
cause and published a pamphlet in 1523 which he entitled, Jesus Christ Was Born a Jew. In it he sympathized with
the Jewish plight, mocked their enemies, and hoped to show Jews that Jesus was their promised Messiah. When
they refused to convert, Luther changed his attitude, and in 1542 he wrote a book entitled, Against the Jews and
Their Lies. For 200 pages, Luther poured out passionate diatribes of anti-Semitism that few have matched since his
time. He termed Jews "alien murderers and bloodthirsty enemies" who "practiced all sorts of vices." In his vicious
reviling of the Jews, Luther urged burning of synagogues, destroying of Jewish homes and prayer books, and
confiscating of Jewish property:

"Know, O adored Christ, and make no mistake, that aside from the Devil, you have no enemy more
venomous, more desperate, more bitter, than a true Jew ... let their synagogues be burned, their books
confiscated, that they be forbidden to pray to God in their own way, and that they be made to work
with their hands, or, better still, that the princes expel them from their lands, and that the authorities --
magistrates as well as clergy -- unite toward these ends."
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Right up until his death, Luther kept calling for various repressive measures against Jews -- burning of their
schools, confiscating their literature, prohibiting rabbis from teaching on pain of death, and confiscating their
wealth and assigning them to manual labor. Poliakov wrote, "Luther's last sermon at Eisleben, the city of his birth,
four days before his death [February 18, 1546], was entirely devoted to the obdurate Jews, whom it was a matter of
great urgency to expel from all German territory." "We are at fault for not slaying them," Luther fumed. To Luther,
a dead Jew was a good Jew. He even used profanity against them so vile that it cannot be quoted here.
Unfortunately, the teachings of Luther on Jewry became part of the theological framework for the Nazis.
(Excerpted and/or adapted from the April/May 1993 issue of Israel My Glory.)

(c) The acid tongue of Luther was often used in personal attacks and ridicule of alleged heretics, opening the door
for persecution by those who very likely needed little excuse. Luther, after dialoguing with the humble peacemaker
Casper Schwenckfeld over their differences regarding the Lord's Supper, referred to Schwenckfeld as Schwein feld,
the German term for pig (11/96, The Berean Call). Luther also condoned the active persecution of the Anabaptists,
including their wholesale slaughter! (Plain and Amish, by Bernd G. Langin, Herald Press: 1994). The Catholics
readily obliged by burning the Anabaptists on the stake and the Reformers tied their hands together on their back
and threw them into the rivers. Of the Anabaptists, Luther said, "Who seeth not here in the Anabaptists, men not
possessed with devils, but even devils themselves possessed with worse devils?"

-  It never ceases to amaze how historical figures gain a reputation based upon total ignorance of the facts. Can true
Christians just ignore Luther's altering of the Word of God, his teaching of baptismal regeneration, his theology of
Sacramentalism? Should we ignore his hatred for the Jews and his encouraging of violence in the name of Christ?
We sure wouldn't tolerate such things from the common man in the pew -- why for Luther? One never wants to
judge a man's heart. Yet, his fruit we are to judge (John 7:24; Matt. 7:13-23). I wonder how many false gospels a
man has to preach before we judge and warn as Paul did (cf. Gal. 1:6-10)?

* Some of the information in this report was derived from an Internet resource provided by Project Wittenberg,
"home to works by and about Martin Luther and other Lutherans." It is a project of the Walther Library at
Concordia Theological Seminary.

Though not covered in his Catechisms, Luther was also a devotee to the Mary of Roman Catholicism. In his own
words:

"... she is full of grace, proclaimed to be entirely without sin. ... God's grace fills her with everything
good and makes her devoid of all evil. ... God is with her, meaning that all she did or left undone is
divine and the action of God in her. Moreover, God guarded and protected her from all that might be
hurtful to her" (Luther's Works, American edition, Vol. 43, p. 40, ed. H. Lehmann, Fortress, 1968).
(Emphasis added.)

".... she is rightly called not only the mother of the man, but also the Mother of God. ... it is certain that
Mary is the Mother of the real and true God" ("Sermon on John 14:16": Luther's Works [St. Louis], ed.
Jaroslav Pelican, Concordia. Vol. 24. p. 107).

"Christ our Savior was the real and natural fruit of Mary's virginal womb. ... This was without the
cooperation of a man, and she remained a virgin after that" ("On the Gospel of St. John": Luther's
Works, Vol. 22. p. 23, ed. Jaroslav Pelican, Concordia, 1957). (Emphasis added).

"Men have crowded all her glory into a single phrase: The Mother of God. No one can say anything
greater of her, though he had as many tongues as there are leaves on the trees" (From the Commentary
on the Magnificat).

http://www.iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/wittenberg/wittenberg-home.html
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[Endnote: The fact that Luther's Catechisms teach baptismal regeneration is clear. When we take a look at his other
writings on the subject of baptism, Luther's doctrine of justification by faith alone has a hallow (heretical) ring to it.
In his commentaries on various books of the Bible, Luther wrote the following comments: (Emphases added.)

Romans 6:3 -- "We are not found in a state of perfection as soon as we have been baptized into Jesus Christ and
His death. Having been baptized into His death ... we are merely baptized into everlasting life and the kingdom of
heaven ... We have merely taken the first step to seek after eternal life. ... Therefore it is necessary that we should
be baptized into Jesus Christ and His death (Commentary On The Epistle To The Romans, trans. J. Theodore
Mueller, p. 85).

Galatians 3:27 -- "[Speaking of putting off the garment of sin and putting on Christ] This is not done by changing
of a garment, or by any laws or works, but by a new birth, and by the renewing of the inward man; which is done
in baptism, as Paul saith: 'All ye that are baptized, have put on Christ.' ... they which are baptized are regenerated
and renewed by the Holy Ghost to a heavenly righteousness and to eternal life ... This is diligently to be noted,
because of the fond and fantastical spirits, which go about to deface the majesty of baptism and speak wickedly of
it. Paul contrariwise commendeth and setteth it forth ... As if he said, Ye are carried out of the law into a new birth,
which is wrought in baptism. ...[through which] ye are clothed with a new garment; to wit, with the righteousness
of Christ." (A Commentary On Saint Paul's Epistle To The Galatians, trans. Robert Carter, pp. 346-347)

Luther and those who have perpetuated the doctrine of baptismal regeneration are responsible for a whole raft of
false teaching that afflicts Christianity today. No doubt but what our modern day Church of Christ teaching on
baptismal regeneration came from Luther's Protestantism. Though Luther would probably cringe at the thought, this
false teaching has resulted in the Mormon perversion of baptizing for the dead ("Martin Luther and Baptismal
Regeneration," a tract by E.L. Bynum, Tabernacle Baptist Church, Lubbock, Texas).]  [Return to Text]
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Martin Luther's Sacramental Gospel
by Dwight Oswald*

"... you have this baptismal regeneration, preparing stepping stones to make it easy for men to go
to Rome. ... I pray you never rest upon this wretched and rotten foundation, this deceitful
invention of antichrist." -- Charles Spurgeon (From his sermon titled Baptismal Regeneration)

"The fact that Christianity is a religion of salvation is expressed in the sacramental life of the
Church. ... Baptism and the Eucharist [are] sacraments which create in man the seed of eternal
life. -- Pope John Paul II (Quoted from Crossing the Threshold of Hope, pp. 74-75)

"To put it most simply, the power, effect, benefit, fruit, and purpose of Baptism is to save. No one
is baptized in order to become a prince, but as the words say, to 'be saved.' To be saved, we
know, is nothing else than to be delivered from sin, death, and the devil and to enter into the
kingdom of Christ and live with him forever." -- Martin Luther (Quoted from The Large Catechism)

The false sacramental gospel of "Baptismal Regeneration," as proclaimed by Martin Luther and others, has
probably (God only knows) led more people to hell than any other error propagated and tolerated within the ranks
of professing Christianity.

Background

"More books have been written about Luther [1483-1546], the great German Reformer, than about any other figure
in history, except Christ" (The History of Christianity, Lion Publishing, p. 368). Luther was born on November 10,
1483 in Eisleben, Germany. The next day he was baptized as a Roman Catholic at St. Ann's Church in Eisleben. As
a young man he attended the University of Erfurt in preparation to become a lawyer. One night [1505] on his way
to his parent's home he was nearly struck by lightening. In terror he vowed that if Saint Ann would save him he
would become a monk. Following this, much to the consternation of his father, Luther joined himself to the Cloister
of Augustinian Friars in Erfurt. He was ordained to the priesthood in 1507. During this time, Luther desperately
tried to earn favor with God through a life of rigid asceticism. It brought no peace.

On a business trip to Rome in 1510, Luther was shocked by the corruption and worldliness he witnessed in the
Roman Catholic Church. In 1511, his Augustinian order sent him to the University of Wittenberg, where he
completed his doctorate of theology. Shortly thereafter, he was given the position "Chair of Biblical Theology" at
Wittenberg, which he maintained for the rest of his life.

Sometime between 1512 and 1515, Luther supposedly came to realize that man is not justified by his own works
but rather by faith alone. On October 31, 1517, he placed his 95 Theses on the door of the Castle Church at
Wittenberg. For the most part, they challenged the practice of selling "indulgences." Initially, Luther's desire was
for REFORMATION to take place within the Roman Catholic church. In 1521, the Pope excommunicated Luther.
In 1525, Luther married a former nun by the name of Katherina von Bora. They had six children. Luther died in the
same town he was born -- Eisleben, Germany in 1546.

An Evangelical Reputation -- A Sacramental Gospel

Luther is quoted favorably by just about everyone in professing Christianity. Evangelicals and Fundamentalists
often refer to him as a champion of "Justification By Faith ALONE." However, that is only half the story. It is
absolutely amazing that very few seem to realize that Luther in fact believed that we are saved by "faith alone
through baptism." However, you can't have it both ways at the same time -- "Faith Alone" and "Faith through
Baptism." The addition of "through baptism" in effect contradicts "faith alone."

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/luther/
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In reality, Luther did not hold to JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE IN CHRIST ALONE! If he had really held
to this, he would have rejected the doctrine of "baptismal regeneration." He did not! In fact, Luther called for the
death of those (Anabaptists) who outspokenly believed in JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE IN CHRIST
ALONE and practiced BELIEVER'S BAPTISM. To get away from a gospel of works salvation, Luther referred to
baptism as "God's Work" and not a work that man does. However, the OBJECT of Luther's faith was not Christ
ALONE, but CHRIST plus BAPTISM. That is ANOTHER GOSPEL!!!

Luther's Catechisms

Luther wrote down the "essentials" of the faith as he saw them in what is known as Luther's Catechism. There was
the SMALL CATECHISM geared toward children and his LARGE CATECHISM geared toward adults. Both
Catechisms deal with five things: The Ten Commandments; The Apostles Creed; The Lord's Prayer; Baptism; and
Communion. Luther himself said:

"In the catechism, we have a very exact, direct, and short way to the whole Christian religion. ... The
catechism is the most complete and best doctrine, and therefore should continually be preached; all
public sermons should be grounded and built thereupon. ... the catechism, I insist, is the right Bible of
the laity, wherein is contained the whole sum of Christian doctrine necessary to be known by every
Christian for salvation. ... We should esteem and love the catechism, for therein is the ancient, pure,
divine doctrine of the Christian Church" (Table Talk -- Martin Luther, translated by William Hazlitt,
pp. 139-140).

"Luther said that he would be glad to have all his works perish except the reply to Erasmus and the catechism"
(Here I Stand -- Roland H. Bainton, p. 263).

Luther in His Own Words from The Large Catechism (All from The Large Catechism of
Martin Luther, translated by Robert Fischer)

"It remains for us to speak of our two sacraments, instituted by Christ. Every Christian ought to have
at least some brief, elementary instruction in them because without these no one can be a Christian ...
First we shall take up Baptism through which we are first received into the Christian community. ...
Moreover, it is solemnly and strictly commanded that we must be baptized or we shall not be saved"
(pp. 80-81). (Bold added.)

"Hence it is well described as a divine, blessed, fruitful, and gracious water, for through the Word
Baptism receives the power to become the "washing of regeneration," as St. Paul calls it in Titus 3:5. ...
Thus faith clings to the water and believes it to be Baptism in which there is sheer salvation and life
..." (p. 84). (Bold added.)

"'He who believes and is baptized will be saved,' that is, faith alone makes the person worthy to receive
the salutary, divine water profitably. ... But it becomes beneficial to you if you accept it as God's
command and ordinance, so that, baptized in the name of God, you may receive in the water the
promised salvation" (pp. 84-85). (Bold added.)

"He always [the Christian] has enough to do to believe firmly what Baptism promises and brings --
victory over death and the devil, forgiveness of sin, God's grace, the entire Christ, and the Holy Spirit
with his gifts. In short the blessings of Baptism are so boundless ... Now here in Baptism there is
brought free to every man's door just such a priceless medicine which swallows up death and saves the
lives of all men. To appreciate and use Baptism aright, we must draw strength and comfort from it
when our sins or conscience oppress us, and we must retort, "But I am baptized! And if I am
baptized, I have the promise that I shall be saved and have eternal life, both in soul and body." ...
No greater jewel, therefore, can adorn our body and soul than Baptism, for through it we obtain
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perfect holiness and salvation, which no other kind of life and no work on earth can acquire" (pp. 85-
86). (Bold added.)

"Thus we see what a great and excellent thing Baptism is, which snatches us from the jaws of the
devil and makes God our own, overcomes and takes away sin and daily strengthens the new man,
always remains until we pass from this present misery to eternal glory. ... As we have once obtained
forgiveness of sins in Baptism ..." (p. 90). (Bold added.)

Further Quotes from Luther on Baptism

"The Anabaptists cavil as to how the salvation of man is to be effected by water. The simple answer is,
that all things are possible to him who believes in God Almighty" (Table Talk, p. 180).

"Just so, when we are baptized into everlasting life and the kingdom of heaven ... Therefore it is
necessary that we should be baptized into Jesus Christ and His death" (Commentary on Romans --
Martin Luther, translated by J. Theodore Mueller, p. 101).

"... made children of God. ... by a new birth, and by the renewing of the inward man, which is done
in baptism ... For, besides that they who are baptized are regenerate and renewed by the Holy Ghost
to a heavenly righteousness, and to eternal life ... And this is to put on Christ truly, according to the
gospel. ... This is diligently to be noted, because of the fond and fantastical spirits, who go about to
deface the majesty of baptism, and speak wickedly of it. Paul, contrariwise, commendeth it, and
setteth it forth with honorable titles, calling it, 'the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy
Ghost.' And here also he saith, that 'all ye that are baptized into Christ, have put on Christ.' Wherefore
baptism is a thing of great force and efficacy" (Commentary On Galatians -- Martin Luther,
translated by Erasmus Middleton, pp. 221-222). (Bold added.)

"... so, it is to be observed, must you also be saved in baptism. Just as that water swallowed up all that
was then living, of man and beast, so baptism also swallows up all that is of the flesh and of the
corrupt nature, and makes us spiritual (Commentary On Peter & Jude -- Martin Luther, Kregel
Publications, p. 169). (Bold added.)

"Luther attached great importance to his baptism. When the Devil assailed him, he would answer, 'I am
baptized'" (Here I Stand -- Roland Bainton, p. 287).

Excusing Luther's Sacramental Gospel

Many make excuses for Luther, claiming that since he had just come out of Roman Catholicism, he couldn't be
expected to have all of his theology correct. One could concede this on so-called "secondary" issues, but the issue
here is not secondary but PRIMARY! (1 Tim. 2:4) The issue is HOW Christ is received. That is ESSENTIAL!!! It
should again be pointed out that the Anabaptists did have their doctrine correct concerning baptism, yet Luther
called for their death. It is not that Luther did not give careful thought to the issues. He did!:

"If anyone after my death should say: If Dr. Luther were living right now, he would teach and hold this
or that article differently, for he did not sufficiently consider it, against this I say now as then, and then
as now, that, by God's grace, I have most diligently compared all these articles with the Scriptures time
and time again, and have gone over them, and would defend them as confidently as I have now ..."
(Luther's Works, by Robert H. Fischer, p. 360).

Therefore, "faith alone" for Luther meant believing God saved one through the ritual of Baptism. He said it many
times. He said it clearly! And yet today many Evangelicals and Fundamentalists do not really understand that
Luther dogmatically held to "Baptismal Regeneration." In fact, if one did not believe in the Sacrament of
Baptism for salvation, then Luther held that your faith was in vain -- even if you were baptized:
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"... the Anabaptists [reject] baptism, and therefore they cannot efficiently baptize ... (Table Talk -- p.
180).

Luther held that those who believed water baptism was only a symbol and not a sacrament (means of grace) were
not saved:

"In 1527, he wrote with regard to the Anabaptists: ... 'Let everyone believe what he likes. If he is
wrong, he will have punishment enough in hell fire.' ... Most emphatically he believed that the wrong
faith would entail hell-fire ..." (Here I Stand, Roland Bainton, p. 294).

Luther and the Lord's Supper

Luther believed that through baptism one becomes a Christian. And, thus, it resulted in salvation on the basis of
"faith alone." Communion was for maintenance. Luther taught that through communion, one received forgiveness
of sins that threatened one's relationship with Christ and strength for Christian living:

"For here in the sacrament [Communion] you receive from Christ's lips the forgiveness of sins, which
contains and conveys God's grace and Spirit with all his gifts, protection, defense, and power against
death and the devil and all evils" (The Large Catechism -- p. 98).

Not Far Removed from Roman Catholicism

"Luther taught that the sacraments of baptism and Lord's Supper are vehicles that communicate the grace of God.
... Luther's concept of baptism did not differ markedly from the Roman Catholic view; he retained much of the
Roman ceremony connected with the rite. Luther taught baptism is necessary to salvation and, in fact,
produces regeneration in the person. ... Luther also upheld infant baptism, teaching that although infants are
unable to exercise faith, God through His prevenient grace, works faith in the unconscious child. He based the
baptism of infants on the command to baptize all nations (Mt. 28:19)" (Paul Enns in the Moody Handbook of
Theology, pp. 452-453). (Bold added.)

Luther and Evangelicals Today

Today, ecumenism reigns! Lutherans are embracing unity with other "baptismal regeneration" denominations and
also embracing reconciliation with Roman Catholics. Tragically, many "Evangelicals" also see a place for spiritual
fellowship with those embracing a sacramental gospel. In fact, some of the leading "champions" of the
"Evangelical" faith clearly hold to the same basic sacramental gospel espoused by Martin Luther. Michael Horton
would be one example. He is currently president of Christians United for Reformation and vice-chairman of the
Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals. He writes:

"In Baptism, we have been swept into the new creation and in the Supper we are actually fed with the
body and blood of Christ as pilgrims on the way to the Promised land ..." (Michael Horton in the
May/June 1997 issue of Modern Reformation, p. 14.)

The Sacramental Gospel is Another Gospel

One would have to agree with Luther that only the right kind of faith will get you to heaven. However, the
OBJECT of your FAITH must be Christ ALONE and not baptism!!! I would earnestly contend that the Scriptures
teach that your FAITH must be directly in CHRIST ALONE!!! (Gal. 1-3) To rest in a Sacrament (even partially) is
to deny the reality of the ONE mediator who is Jesus Christ HIMSELF (1 Tim. 2:5).

The Gospel is that Christ died for our sins and rose again (1 Cor. 15:3-4). The Gospel is the power of God unto
salvation for everyone who believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is distinct from baptism (1 Cor. 1:17). John 3:16
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promises "whosoever believes in Him [Christ] should not perish." ... Jesus said the one who believes has "passed
from death into life" (Jn. 5:24). John's essential purpose (20:31) was to write so "believing you may have life in His
name." John completely left out New Testament church baptism! Are we to believe John didn't get the GOSPEL
right?

Paul explains that the one "who does not work but believes on Him ... his faith is accounted for righteousness"
(Rom. 4:5). Again, Paul says that "with the heart one believes unto righteousness" (10:10), and the promise is
WHOSOEVER "shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved" (10:13). TRUE believers are those who "have
no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). They have counted all things loss to gain Christ and acquire the
righteousness "which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which is from God by faith" (3:7-9). Just as
Abraham was saved by faith alone (Gen. 15:6), so are we (Rom. 4; Gal. 3)! The "just shall live by faith" (Hab. 2:4;
Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11; Heb. 10:38)! All that believe are justified from all things (Acts 13:39). Our hearts are
purified by faith (Acts 15:9).

Ordinances have always been symbols. In the Old Testament, they looked forward to Christ (Heb. 8-10). In the
New Testament, they look back to Christ (1 Cor. 11). Symbols can never save -- only the substance which is
Christ can save. To rest in ordinances or rituals instead of Christ alone is to trample under foot the Son of God, to
show contempt for His precious blood, and to insult the Spirit of grace (Heb. 10:29). If faith is real in the heart,
then the expectation of Scripture is that believer's baptism (obedience/good works/fruit) will follow!

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the November-December 1997 Earnestly
Contending For The Faith, Pastor Dwight Oswald, editor (a ministry of Southview Bible Church, 2007 South 7th
Street, Council Bluffs, IA 51501.
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Josh McDowell
General Teachings/Activities

-  Once known for his apologetics (e.g., Evidence That Demands a Verdict, Answers to Tough Questions, and
Reasons Skeptics Should Consider Christianity -- three of the more than 30 books McDowell has authored or co-
authored), McDowell years ago converted to a different gospel, one that "sells better": the humanistic gospel of
self-love/self-esteem. Rather than his former message, i.e., that the evidence for Christianity demands that lost
sinners repent and believe in Christ, his new message can best be summarized as: (a) poor self-image, rather than
sin, is the cause of man's problems, and (b) improved self-image reduces or eliminates man's problems.
(Confirmation of McDowell's adherence to this new gospel was evidenced on his television program on TBN
["Issue of Truth," 5/13/94]: "... self-image is one of the greatest crises we face in the 20th century," says
McDowell.) [McDowell also has a 30-minute radio program, "Telling The Truth."] 

McDowell's espousal of this false gospel has been massive. In his 35-plus years of "ministry," since graduating
from Wheaton College and Talbot Theological Seminary (1964) (all of which has been affiliated with the
ecumenical, psychologically-oriented Campus Crusade for Christ; he also heads the Josh McDowell Ministry
International), McDowell claims to have given over 18,000 talks to over eight million high school and college
students on over 900 campuses in 84 countries. And what was the primary message of these talks? -- On the
12/12/93 John Ankerberg Show, McDowell gave a testimony as to why the Scriptures are important to him -- Josh
said the Scriptures have shown him "how to love myself in a Biblical way." [McDowell has apparently signed-on to
the Jack Hyles' school of new math -- 18,000 talks in 35 years is three talks every two days for 35 years!] 

-  McDowell's most popular book, Why Wait?, is a polemic for good self-image/high self-esteem as the primary
motivating force for sexual abstinence before marriage. According to McDowell, why should teens wait until
marriage? -- because sexual activity before marriage will cause one to have low self-esteem later in life. McDowell
gives only brief lip-service to God's commands concerning sexual purity. Evidently, a desire to please God and to
obey His commands is not a strong enough motivation for Christian teens, but instead, a dose of the world's
"What's in it for me" philosophy (humanism) is required.

-  McDowell has devoted two other entire books to helping Christians develop their self-image, self-esteem, and
sense of self-worth: Building Your Self-Image (Tyndale:1978) and His Image, My Image (Here's Life:1984). 

In His Image, My Image, McDowell presents three psychological essentials for a normal person: (1) a sense of
belonging (acceptance by others); (2) a sense of worthiness (feeling good about oneself); and (3) a sense of
competence (confidence in oneself). He didn't learn these ideas from the Bible, but from humanistic psychology. In
fact, most if not all of the heroes and heroines in the Bible lacked everything that McDowell says we need.
[McDowell still promotes these teachings via an audiotape message he sells on his Internet web site (12/26/01).] 

-  McDowell supports psychology's self-esteem, self-worth, self-acceptance teaching with a blasphemous
paraphrase from the Living Bible: "I want you to realize that God has been made rich because we who are Christ's
have been given to Him" (Eph. 1:18, LB). Elaborating on McDowell's erroneous interpretation, he is clearly saying
that we should feel good about ourselves because God was enriched through gaining us as His children! The context
of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the blessings we receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us.
Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not to an
inheritance the saints have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always
benefited by God. Common sense makes that clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be
enriched by anyone or anything. (Adapted from the 9/93, Berean Call.)

-  Regardless of which of the Bible versions a true Bible-believer might choose to use, all can agree that The Living
Bible is not an acceptable "translation." In July 1996, the New Living Translation (NLT) by Tyndale House
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Publishers came out as a remake of Kenneth Taylor's The Living Bible, which first appeared in a complete Bible in
1971 and which has sold more than 40 million copies. The advertisements tell us that "The New Living Translation
provides a wonderful balance of readability and authority. ... due to the careful work of 90 leading Bible scholars, it
is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text." The cover jacket of the NLT contains enthusiastic
recommendations by Billy Graham, Bill Hybels, and Josh McDowell, and was featured positively in the 10/28/96
edition of Christianity Today in an article, "The Living Bible Reborn." 

In truth, the NLT is a more worthless version than The Living Bible ever was. It is, again, a paraphrase, like The
Living Bible, but its updating of the language and phrase additions make a mockery of the Word of God.
Nevertheless, McDowell says, "Nothing illuminates the way God wants us to live more than the Bible. The New
Living Translation is an excellent way to communicate God's truth to people of all ages and spiritual backgrounds."

-  Referring to Building Your Self-Image, psychologizers David and Karen Mains say, "... author Josh McDowell
uses this book to describe his own battles with self-esteem and to provide practical and powerful answers to others
who lack self-confidence" (2/93, The Chapel Newsletter). The following excerpts are from Chapter one of this
book:

(a) "Yet each of us also carries another portrait with us, a picture far more important than any in our
wallet. Psychologists have a name for it. They call that mental picture of ourselves, our self-image. ...
there's always the person whose self-image is bent all out of shape, like a photo carried too long in a
wallet."

(b) "The person with a healthy, positive self-image tends to be out in front in the race of life. Whether
we like it or not, our mental self-portrait, that self-image, has a tremendous bearing on our emotional
and spiritual well-being."

(c) "Research has shown that we tend to act in harmony with our mental self-portrait. If we don't like
the kind of person we are, we think no one else likes us either. And that influences our social life, our
job performance, our relationships with others. ... That is why one writer styled the new insights about
self-image 'the most important psychological discovery of this century.'"

(d) "When did you get your mental portrait of yourself? How was it shaped? ... For all of us the
foundation begins to be laid the moment the doctor places us in our mother's arms. ... By the age of
five or six our self-concept, the person we think we are in relationship to others, is so firmly
established that we will resist efforts to change it."

(e) "... your self-portrait ... You can change it. You can develop a more accurate and healthy view of
yourself. ... The good news of the tremendous worth we have in God's eyes can light up our inner self-
portrait."

(f) "Those of you who know me or who have read my biography, A Skeptic's Quest, know what a
pitiful foundation for a good self-image was laid in my life. If I let those experiences shape my view of
myself, I would be overflowing with rage. ... I now see myself more as Jesus sees me. More and more I
like what I see in my self-portrait."

(g) "You can have your self-image reprogrammed through understanding and applying Biblical
principles. I want to help you see yourself as God sees you. I want to help you discover who you are,
the special individual you have been created to be in the eyes of God (Rom. 12:3)."

(h) "The good news of the tremendous worth we have in God's eyes can light up our inner self-
portrait."
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-  Another McDowell book, The Secret of Loving, perhaps best details his philosophy of self-love/self-esteem;
Chapter 3, "A Proper Self-Portrait," contains the following key humanistic teachings (All emphases added):

(a) "This image (what psychologists call our self-image) alone daily determines how you and I
perceive ourselves before other people ... the opinions we hold of ourselves affect everything we do ...
It's the way you think of yourself deep down inside ... that motivates your actions" (pp. 21-22).

(b) A clear presentation of McDowell's "shopping mall" theology -- "You are special also because you
are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an object is usually determined by the
price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be more true for you and me ... I am
worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis for a healthy self-image is to
understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving actions on your behalf have
demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God" (pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in
original.) [This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it --
has become quite a popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This
"theology" goes something like this: "The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human
soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we are of great value to God. After all, why would God
pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary, the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die
for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not establish my personal worth,
but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the price, the costlier
my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem me
is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it
was my sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted
from Beyond Seduction.)]

(c) According to McDowell, unconditional love and acceptance by others is essential to the
development of a good self-image, but even more important is to accept yourself because, after all,
"God can accept me just the way I am." (p. 27) "God's love, you see, is unconditional and His
acceptance is unconditional" (p. 30). (See Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and
Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

(d) McDowell's teaching on self-appreciation seems to epitomize what Paul was warning against in 2
Timothy 3:2 -- In the last days, men will be lovers of themselves. -- "I can go back to the motel room,
look in the mirror and say, 'McDowell, you're cool! I like you. ...' When one has a healthy self-image,
you can do that" (p. 31).

(e) It's okay for a Christian to buy flowers for himself or herself just, "Because I like myself ..."
McDowell then relates the story of being away from home, buying himself five dozen flowers, placing
the flowers all over his room, "And every time I look at a dozen flowers, it's going to be God saying to
me, 'Josh, I love you. Josh, I accept you. Josh, I forgive you. Josh, as the Father has loved Me, so have
I loved you. Josh, you're special!' I'll look at each dozen flowers and hear God saying, 'Josh, you're of
great value. I created you in My image. Josh, you're unique'" (p. 34).

(f) McDowell recommends two books as "further helpful resources," both of which teach a self-love
gospel: Bruce Narramore, You're Someone Special and Verna Birkey, You Are Very Special (p. 34).

[These gross heresies in The Secret of Loving (some would say blasphemies) make an utter mockery of the
doctrines of grace and redemption! "The old rugged cross" has been robbed of both its shame and its glory. The
cross is now viewed from the selfish prospective of what it did for me and what I get out of it. McDowell's teaching
on self-love/self-worth/self-esteem/self-ad nausea does epitomize what Paul was warning believers against in 2
Timothy 3:2 -- "In the last days, men will be lovers of themselves." This certainly does give new emphasis to the
concept of narcissism! (See The Danger of Self-Love; The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image; and
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Beyond Seduction, pp. 146-189; for a Biblical analysis of the so-called "self-worth" issue.]

-  On 3/6/93, the First Baptist Church of Stanton, Michigan (General Association of Regular Baptist Churches)
sponsored a massive "Christian rock" party. It was attended by more than 1,300 teens, and included sensuous
dancing and lewd behavior during the party activities. The party was part of a national teen evangelism project
(called "Operation Powerlink" --  billed as "the world's largest pizza party") sponsored by Sonlife Ministries and
Josh McDowell Ministries. An estimated one million teens participated in the nationwide event connecting
thousands of youth groups through a live, one-hour cable presentation. The presentation, called See You at the
Party, aired on the Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). McDowell's organization was expecting 150,000
"conversions" from among the nearly one million teenagers attending three-hour pizza parties at locations across
the continent.

The "party" had a definite ecumenical and charismatic flavor, with 60 participating denominations. TBN, a hyper-
charismatic, predominately blasphemous "Christian" TV network, "aired a one hour special in connection with the
party [which] included a simultaneous broadcast via satellite linking teens from across the country," including the
Stanton party. The special featured CCM artists Petra, Michael W. Smith, and Carmen, "along with dramatic
vignettes and the testimony of Josh McDowell."

One observer at the Stanton "party" reported that the live band's "music was so loud that it hurt to breathe," and that
it "was just like any other rock concert" with rising smoke, an elevated rotating drum section, and an incredible
light show. [The female vocalist in the band even taught the crowd "dance moves to make with God"!] The
associate pastor at the Stanton GARBC-affiliated church defended the "party" on the basis that (a) the church youth
group had grown from 25 to over 100 in two months since the church "began playing Christian rock at their youth
activities"; (b) there were "decisions" for Christ at the party [15 out of 1,300 in attendance]; (c) the GARBC
seminary nearby had supported and commended the "party" by sending 50 students as counselors; and (d) the
church was experiencing the beginnings of a mighty revival. (Reported in the July-August 1993, Fundamentalist
Digest.) [On a number of occasions socialist radical Tony Campolo has also been a speaker with McDowell at
"Christian" rock concerts around the country (1/25/94, A Christian View of the News).]

-  McDowell is also into "Christian" rap music for winning teens to Christ. On his 10/28/94 "Issue of Truth"
program on TBN, McDowell had as guests three "Christian" gangster-rapper kids, who redefined their "music" as
"hip-hop." They said they were previously bad guys, but now they "hip-hop for God." They also said that they let
their clothes identify them with other hip-hoppers, not their Christian walk -- "That's the beauty of it. No one
knows we're Christians, until they hear our music." McDowell also boasted that his 13 year-old daughter's favorite
music group is DC Talk, another "Christian" rap group (6/10/94, TBN -- "Issue of Truth").

This should not be surprising when one considers whom McDowell has employed as his publicist/public relations
man -- Fred Baye. Baye also represents the following people and/or groups: Jake "the snake" Roberts, a
professional wrestler; Rebecca St. James, Steven Curtis Chapman, and Michael W. Smith, pop/contemporary
"Christian" singers; John Schlitt, "Christian" rock soloist for the band Petra; Petra; Wellington Boone,
writer/charismatic evangelist/reconstructionist/Promise Keepers conference speaker; DC Talk and the Newsboys,
"Christian" rappers; and neo-evangelical psychologizers Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Jack Hayford,
and Bill Bright. (Documented from the 12/26/01 Fred Baye & Company Internet web site.)

-  The co-host of McDowell's "Issue of Truth" 30-minute television show aired on TBN is Steve Arterburn, a
codependency guru and co-author of Toxic Faith. Arterburn is the CEO of New Life Treatment Centers
(codependency treatment centers now affiliated with the Minirth/Meier Clinics), and teaches many of the same
concepts as non-religious codependency guru John Bradshaw, only dressed up in Christian terminology. [Bradshaw
is an unbeliever who defines codependency as the internalization of shame, and blames it in part on Christians who
teach doctrines of original sin, total depravity, and eternal punishment, adding that a Christian's problem results
from "toxic shame" rather than sin. This theory holds that virtually everyone in the country is a product of a
"dysfunctional family," a whopping 96% of us, and that we have all experienced some form of traumatic abuse as
children. In turn, this childhood "abuse" inevitably results in some form of adult dysfunctional behavior -- often
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some form of addiction -- the solution for which is a concerted effort to "heal the inner child" through 12-Step
programs. This is the same John Bradshaw who "heartily recommends" Love is a Choice: Recovery for
Codependent Relationships, a best-selling "Christian" recovery book which Frank Minirth and Paul Meier co-
author with Robert Hemfelt (of Serenity Bible fame).] 

-  An excerpt from McDowell's 1994 book, Right From Wrong -- What You Need To Know To Help Youth Make
Right Choices, was featured in a cover story in Dr. James Dobson's 11/94 Focus On The Family magazine. In his 2-
page article, McDowell mentions sin only twice. And he mentions not at all either the Lord Jesus Christ or the
necessity for repentance. McDowell does mention a 1994 survey he took of 3,795 kids (ages 11-18), from 13
denominations, in which they were asked 193 questions. More than 80% said they attended an "evangelical church"
weekly, and 86% said they had made "a commitment to trust Christ as their Savior and Lord." Citing a number of
worldly activities these young people engage in, McDowell says this reveals "that many of our kids are not
adopting our value system at all." He asks: "What is happening to our kids?" Well, the answer here is painfully
obvious, yet it seems not to have dawned on McDowell. The so-called "evangelical churches" are not producing
real Christians! These kids are lying. 

McDowell is also big on "honesty" --  which he never defines. He says we have to teach our kids that being
"honest" gives them "unbroken fellowship with God." But, it doesn't! Sin is what broke this fellowship, and only
faith and repentance will restore it. McDowell says nothing about being born-again. What Josh McDowell and his
ilk must face is a very unpleasant truth: Their kind of preachy, feel-good-about-yourself moralizing is not working,
has not worked, and never will work, because it is not the Gospel. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the Lofton
Letter, as reprinted in the 11/14/94, Christian News.) [McDowell then appeared on Dobson's 11/15/94 FOTF radio
program to promote the book and his latest youth campaign -- "Right from Wrong."] [McDowell continues to be a
regular on Dobson's radio program, his latest area of expertise being how to "rescue the next generation" from the
"cultural gap" between parents and youth (10/1-10/2, 2001, FOTF radio).] 

-  McDowell is also very ecumenically-minded. He was a speaker at the 55th annual NAE convention in 1997. He
gave 12 keys to networking. He said that he is now working with 50 denominations in order "to resource families
and reinforce the crumbling foundation of our young people." He added, "We are all in the same boat. Unless we
start rowing together we will all sink separately." (Source: Ralph Colas NAE convention report.)

In 1996, Campus Crusade invited Russian Orthodox theologians and Russian doctors and professors to participate
at a cult seminar, along with Josh McDowell and Ron Enroth. McDowell told Christianity Today that opportunities
exist for Protestant and Orthodox Christians to work together on right-to-life, youth, and family-related issues.
(Source: What in the World, Vol.16, No.7.)

In 2000, McDowell was part of the ecumenical Billy Graham Amsterdam 2000 extravaganza, where he taught a
workshop on family relationships.

-  McDowell is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated
to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on
unbelieving peoples and institutions. Though McDowell is no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, he has
signed its Manifesto. COR has stated that "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional," thereby making
it necessary to "rebuild [a] city's entire society upon the Bible." COR says that its founding documents (see below)
were created "to give the Church a proper foundation," and that "no denomination, church, organization, or mission
can completely fulfill its God-assigned tasks unless it stands firmly on the biblical truths represented in these
documents ... the Church must stand on these truths or remain ineffective" (July 1997, "The Vision for the Coalition
on Revival"). 

As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the
12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All
emphases added):
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"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That McDowell has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details
of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  McDowell appears to have also thrown-in with the charismatic fasting and revival crowd. Campus Crusade
founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have received a
"prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics,
and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee
made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert
Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch,
Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of
urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This
ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20)
where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been
held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus
Crusade, and his 2003 death.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Josh McDowell is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his speaking at PK events and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for
publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").
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John MacArthur
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. John F. MacArthur, Jr., (born 1940) is the pastor of Grace Community Church (GCC) in Sun Valley,
California, as well as the president of both The Master's College and The Master's Seminary. His first two years of
college were spent at Bob Jones University. His undergraduate work was completed at Los Angeles Pacific College,
followed by seminary training at Talbot Theological Seminary. Grace Church has grown from 450 members when
MacArthur accepted the pastorate in 1969, to over 12,000 today. Much of MacArthur's influence is derived from his
sermons that are edited and aired over more than 700 stations daily across the U.S. and Canada on the "Grace to
You" (GTY) radio program. First aired in 1977, GTY now has a full-time U.S. staff of approximately 45, and has
produced and distributed more than ten million audio cassette lessons. In addition, the "Grace to You Weekend"
broadcast now airs on almost 100 outlets. MacArthur is also a prolific "writer," authoring a New Testament
Commentary series, various issue-oriented books, and most recently, a study Bible. (Many of MacArthur's most
recent works are merely re-edited sermon messages.)

For many, John MacArthur is a champion of the faith whose voice is correcting many of the ills of Christianity. For
others, his teachings border on heresy, if not blasphemy (see below). Nevertheless, MacArthur's charm, charisma,
and abilities have combined to make him very appealing, even to those who should otherwise know better.
MacArthur's proclamation of much truth can also create in one's mind a delusion. In the following quotes,
MacArthur rightly reveals the deceptive ways of false teachers, yet in the process, he unwittingly describes himself:

"... they are dangerous when they tell truth because often they cannot be distinguished from true
teachers. The key to being a successful false teacher is to tell as much of the truth as possible"
(MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, Joy And Godliness, p. 17); and

"The subtlety of false teaching is that it uses the Word of God but misrepresents its teaching. Those
who teach something explicitly and overtly anti-biblical, anti-Christ, and anti-God pose no real threat
to the Christian church. But subtle teaching that appears to be biblical yet pulls unwary souls away
from the faith is a great danger to the church" (MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, Avoiding Spiritual
Counterfeiters, p. 17).

We will focus primarily on Dr. MacArthur's psychological teachings and his neo-evangelical associations, and
leave most of the other theological issues to others (e.g., a works-oriented approach to the concept of Lordship
Salvation; dispensational inconsistencies; confusion concerning the two natures of the believer; confusing
statements on the "blood of Christ"; denial of Eternal Sonship (since recanted); confusion concerning unlimited
atonement; and the use of contemporary Christian music). (Portions of the above were adapted from a 1988 OBF
Visitor Feature Article by Pastor Peter Foxx.)

-  Through books and in various sermons (heard via The Master's Fellowship tape ministry -- over 11 million
produced), MacArthur has continually claimed (since at least 1985) to be adamantly opposed to psychology and its
message of "self." Yet at the same time these anti-psychology books and messages were published and recorded,
respectively, MacArthur was fully employing the teachings of "Christian" psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb (see details
below). Likewise, in direct contradiction of this claim of being against psychology, MacArthur has preached other
sermons teaching various psychological, and thereby, non-Biblical concepts and dogma, such as self-esteem, self-
image, self-worth, self-acceptance, self-forgiveness, etc., all clothed in deceptive Christian garb. (See the "Radio
Tape Index" for details. It should be noted that many of the exact statements in this radio log can be found in
anywhere from two to four written sources, authored by MacArthur, and still being sold in the GCC bookstore!)

For example, check out the following blasphemous psychobabble from the man who not only claims to understand
the psychological seduction of Christianity, but also claims to be solidly in the camp of those of us actively
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opposing it:

"A true sense of self-worth comes from understanding our position in Christ. We have been chosen in
Christ from before the foundation of the world. Knowing this gives us a sense of our significance and
value to God. We were so important to God that He gave up His Son to die on our behalf. ...
Thank God for considering you valuable enough to bestow such riches upon you. ... If you're struggling
with a lack of self-worth, remember that you were important enough for God to give you to Jesus as an
inheritance" (The Believer's Life in Christ, MacArthur Bible Study Guide, Eph. 1:1-2:10 [Word of
Grace Communications:1989/1995], pp. 27, 36, & 69-70). (Emphases added.) [Tape series also offered
in GTY's 51-page, 1996 tape and book resource catalogue.]

God died for us because we were "important enough"?! This is a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have
people who claim to belong to the living God, and churches that claim to be Bible-believing churches, that are
robbing God of that which belongs to Him and Him alone -- all the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of
salvation -- and directing it back to themselves. What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -
- that pastors like John MacArthur can find a way to say, "You want to know how valuable I am? You want to
know how much worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-esteem? God thought I was valuable enough
to die for." That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His alone. God did not die for us because of our
great worth, but because of our great sin! He died because of who He is, and in spite of what we are (cf. Rom. 5:8).
He died to demonstrate His righteousness and His divine justice (Rom. 3:23-26). There is no mercy if it had to do
with my worth. It is not of grace if it had to do with my value. Anyone who would try to divert some of that glory,
honor, and esteem to man is robbing God of the worship due Him and Him alone.

[Elaborating on MacArthur's erroneous interpretation, he is clearly saying that we should feel good about ourselves
because God was enriched through gaining us as His children! The context of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the
blessings we receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us. Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His
inheritance in the saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not, as MacArthur teaches, to an inheritance they
have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always benefited by God.
Common sense also makes that clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be enriched by anyone
or anything. (Adapted from the 9/93 TBC.)]

-  An elder of Grace Church once said the above self-worth/significance to God quote from MacArthur was
"admittedly a poor way for John to state his point" (September 1994 letter on file). Well, MacArthur's point was --
what the fact that God the Father sent his Son into the world, says about man's value. And it is the opposite of what
the Scriptures teach! It's like saying that since a person claims to be an ardent capitalist and then states, "hence I
believe there should be no private ownership of property," is choosing a poor way to make his point. His statement
proves the exact opposite of what he said he believed. [For clarification on this issue, see "The Parable of
Heathen," which is a section in Jim Owen's book Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (pp. 62-64). Owen is
an associate professor of history at The Master's College.]

In further contradiction to what MacArthur teaches, Dr. Trevor Craigen, also of The Master's Seminary, questions
the doctrine of redemption being used "to proclaim that man is something worth dying for, and that one may now
attribute to himself dignity, worth and significance or may see himself as something worthwhile." Yet, this is the
exact concept that his employer, John MacArthur, is teaching! Craigen says:

"In Scripture no context presenting the wonder and grandeur of salvation even remotely suggests or
attempts to apply the doctrine in such a way so that anyone may now validly conclude himself to be
worth dying for, or himself to be worthwhile and significant. ... Salvation is, in all of its aspects, a
testimony of the grace of God toward those who were unworthy of eternal life and of His love.
Salvation signifies, not the worth of man, but the sinfulness of man" (T. Craigen, An Exegetical
Foundation for a Biblical Approach to Thinking of Oneself, doctoral dissertation for Grace Theological
Seminary, Winona Lake, IN, 1984, p. 43).

MacArthur would be wise to run his writings by Dr. Craigen before publishing. It would save him considerable
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embarrassment and perhaps even help him to straighten out his theology on this crucial matter.

-  In the mid-1980s, Grace Community Church, with MacArthur's full knowledge and approval, and at the same
time MacArthur was claiming to be adamantly opposed to the psychological teachings that have invaded the
church, was deeply involved with the teaching and counseling ministries of so-called Christian psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb. (Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that
supposedly motivate human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/Maslowian
psychology with its hierarchy of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs, the fulfillment of
which supposedly result in a sense of personal worth and psychological healthiness. Counseling under Crabb's
model takes the form of delving into the unconscious by peeling away the "self-protective layers" [i.e., defense
mechanisms] and getting at the "real pain and sorrow of unmet needs.") MacArthur had endorsed Crabb's film
series, Inside Out; allowed Crabb to hold seminars on the Grace Church campus on at least two different occasions
(while having Crabb as a co-speaker/teacher on at least two different "Christian cruises"); allowed his church
counseling staff to use Crabb's model in-house, as well as recommended Crabb's materials to radio listeners who
would call in for counseling; carried multiple copies of each of Crabb's books in The Master's College and
Seminary and Grace Church bookstores, while, at the same time, refusing to carry books critical of Crabb's
teachings; and had staffed the College and Seminary with a considerable number of pro-Crabb supporters (as well
as having had Dr. Crabb as an adjunct professor on the Seminary faculty).

Between August 1988 and July 1989, MacArthur's official policy regarding Larry Crabb was changing from one of
active support to one of declaring Dr. Crabb "persona-non-grata" Along with this policy change, MacArthur
claimed to have retracted the above "endorsements" of Crabb's teachings, and to have removed all identification
with Crabb's name and materials. Nevertheless, an attendee at MacArthur's March 1990 Shepherd's Conference
reported the following:

(1) many of Crabb's books were recommended as "helpful resources" in the Conference Notebook's
annotated bibliography; and

(2) Crabb's materials and/or teaching concepts were still being used extensively at Grace Church,
particularly in the adult Sunday School classes (one of which, "Marriage Builders," appeared to be
named after a Crabb book title, The Marriage Builder), and was being taught by a Grace Church staff
member and Crabb follower, John Zimmer. (Zimmer has since left Grace Church.)

Later on in the 1990s, MacArthur employed even more men teaching Crabb-like concepts and/or trained at Crabb-
influenced/-led institutions (see sections on Gary Ezzo, Wayne Mack, and David Harrell). Therefore, regardless of
his claims to the contrary, it is doubtful that MacArthur has ever abandoned his fondness for the psychological
teachings of Larry Crabb.

-  In 1985, MacArthur's tape ministry produced a two-tape audio series, The Day God's Word Went on Trial,
describing the public court trial of Grace Church relating to the Church's counseling relationship with a Talbot
Seminary Extension student who had committed suicide. The tape is not only replete with favorable references to
psychology and psychiatry, but at the same time, it makes derogatory comments concerning those who might desire
to counsel using only the Bible.

-  MacArthur's Grace Community Church owns and operates a bookstore (the Book Shack) on the Church's Sun
Valley campus. Over the August 1989-1993 period, even though the books of some of the most psychologically-
oriented authors (e.g., James Dobson, Dennis Rainey, Ed Wheat, Larry Crabb, and Minirth & Meier) were removed
from the store, books still being offered for sale were those by pantheistic New Ager Tony Campolo; financial
psychologizers Larry Burkett and Ron Blue; psychological "Christian Marriage Enrichment" counselor H. Norman
Wright; self-love advocates Josh McDowell, Chuck Swindoll, and R.C. Sproul; four temperaments guru Tim
LaHaye; right-brain/left-brain mentor Donald Joy; religious humanist Don Matzat; ecumenical Catholicism
promoter and psychologizer Chuck Colson; New Age Roman Catholic psychologist, mystic, and universalist Henri
Nouwen; Arminian revivalist Charles Finney; womens' ministries psychologizers Kay Arthur, Linda Dillow, and
Carol Mayhall; and other lesser known psychologically-oriented authors. [Correspondence with the Book Shack
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manager in November of 1990 revealed that MacArthur's main reason for selling psychologically-oriented books
was to teach his people discernment skills, and according to the manager, not to stock such books would be to
adopt a "head in the sand" mentality! (To the contrary, the Bible teaches that the shepherd's role is to warn and
protect the flock, not to expose them to dangerous heresies!]

The GCC bookstore also publishes a mail-order book catalogue, the "Grace Book Service" (GBS). Along with some
acceptable titles, the 31-page, 1996 GBS edition included a significant number of books and commentaries by
covenant theologians, plus a few books by some of the usual neo-evangelical, psychoheretical suspects -- Elisabeth
Elliot, Tony Evans, Josh McDowell, Dick Eastman, Max Lucado, Howard Hendricks, J.I. Packer, R.C. Sproul,
Walter Kaiser, Joseph Stowell, Ed Bulkley, Ed Wheat, Wayne Mack, etc.

-  On a visit to the Grace Church campus on Sunday, 7/25/93, I came across an official Grace Church "tract rack"
outside the main entrance to the Grace Church auditorium. All the tracts available were published by Good News
Publishers of Wheaton, Illinois. One of the free tracts was titled "You're Special," written by Ted Griffin. Note the
psychological concepts of self in this excerpt from the tract:

"... we are precious to God, for He continues to love us even when we pay Him no mind. He still sees
us as individuals with great value. ... He considers each of us important enough to love. ... Because you
and I are special to God, He wants to forgive us and give us a full, meaningful life. When we trust in
Jesus Christ and let Him put our lives together, the Bible says that we become 'God's masterpieces,
created in Christ Jesus.' Can anyone be more special than that?" (Emphasis added.)

Can John MacArthur really believe this psychobabble? Apparently so, or why else would such a tract be made
available free of charge to the thousands of people who pass through the Grace Church doors each Sunday? (There
is little doubt that MacArthur does believe this. The above quote reads like a paraphrase of the MacArthur quote
cited previously in this report from The Believer's Life in Christ series.)

-  In September/October of 1989, MacArthur's radio tape ministry re-aired a 1979 series, The Fulfilled Family, in
which MacArthur spends considerable time quoting from and recommending the works of so-called Christian
psychiatrist Paul Meier, with whom MacArthur now claims to disagree (see below). When asked in August of 1989
why the Meier references (as well as the other considerable psychological material in the series; i.e., favorable
quotes from Carl Rogers, James Dobson, Psychology Today, and various other "human behavior experts") were not
being edited-out of the radio messages nor the Bible Study Guide, MacArthur's top assistant at the time (who
claimed to speak with "the full authority of John MacArthur") replied, "It would cost too much; maybe we'll catch it
next time." The "next time(s)" occurred in March/April of 1991; February/March of 1993, and again in March/
April of 1995, again with no editing-out of the psychological teachings. [The Fulfilled Family was also offered in
GTY's 51-page, 1996 tape and book resource catalogue. Although a new Fulfilled Family 9-tape audio cassette
series was recorded in 1996 and aired on Grace To You (GTY) radio in 20 segments in early-1999 (2/8/99-3/5/99),
MacArthur still refers to the 1979-series as "the biblical model for family life," and claims the new series "includes
principles from the original ... plus new information and insight -- some gained through the successes and failures
of a whole generation of American families since then" (4/18/96, GTY ministry letter).]

-  In the late-1980s, with the financing of a "ministry friend," MacArthur even sent The Fulfilled Family 8-tape
cassette album and Bible Study Guide to every U.S. Senator, Congressman, and Supreme Court Justice, and to
every state governor and every "special person in the [Bush] White House" (Source: GC50-45 -- "The Secret of
Contentment -- Part 3" [Phil. 4:14-19]). MacArthur is apparently convinced that unbelievers can benefit from "the
truth that God has designed for marriage and the family" (cf. 1 Cor. 2:1) and/or he believes (like James Dobson)
that we can reform the heathen's behavior without God first regenerating the heart.

-  On 5/21/91, MacArthur debated "Christian" psychiatrist Paul Meier on John Stewart's Los Angeles radio program
(KKLA), rightly portraying Meier as a psychiatrist/psychologist with whom he [MacArthur] had serious
disagreement. Yet at the same time this debate took place, MacArthur was in the process of distributing a free tape
in the mail (GC80-69: "Shade for Our Children") that was recorded on Mother's Day, 1990. On that tape,
MacArthur again quoted favorably, and at great length, from Paul Meier's book, Christian Child-Rearing and
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Personality Development, much of which was taken directly from the transcript of MacArthur's 1979 The Fulfilled
Family series! If this wasn't bad enough, MacArthur even added more psychological references that are in direct
contradiction with some of what he says he believes in his April 1991 book, Our Sufficiency In Christ (see the
attached notes on the "Shade for Our Children" message). [Tape GC80-69 was redistributed (@$4.75/each) and
aired again on GTY radio in May of 1997; none of the psychological references were edited out. In June of 1997,
MacArthur distributed another free tape titled "A Crash Course in Christian Parenting" (no tape number).
MacArthur begins the message by affirming that Christian parents need to turn to God's Word for parenting
instructions, not the world. Ignoring his own advice, he then goes on to cite many of the same psychological
sources as in "Shade for Our Children." One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes was "If you want an accident
prone child, ignore him and fight with each other so that he hurts himself to get your attention." Where is this
psychological nonsense in the Bible?!]

-  In August of 1989, MacArthur's top assistant at the time (again, the same man who claimed to speak with the full
authority of John MacArthur) privately stated that the psychology curriculum at The Master's College was going to
be eliminated as early as the Fall 1990 semester, and that MacArthur was in the process of informing concerned
parties at the College of this decision. In November 1989, however, the top administrator of the Master's College
was questioned concerning the completion of this notification process, to which he replied, "To answer your
question concerning the elimination of our course offerings in Behavior Sciences, the answer is no." (As an
indication of the highly psychological content of the College's Behavioral Sciences curriculum at the time, the
following concepts were routinely taught: "coping mechanisms of human emotions"; "identity formation";
"adaptive techniques"; "mid-life crisis"; "treatment of abnormal behavior and personality disorders"; "group
counseling"; "psychological motivation"; "the psychology of human potential"; etc.; etc.)

The psychology curriculum was significantly altered for the Fall 1991 semester, but not eliminated entirely -- a new
program in so-called "Biblical counseling" is now being offered, but MacArthur announced at the time that the new
courses, "will be supported by courses in the social sciences" (July/August 1991, Masterpiece, p. 28). In fact, the
1996-1998 The Master's College Catalog still indicates that every Master's College degree-program student must
successfully complete an introductory social science course (p. 46), which includes course offerings in Psychology
and Sociology (pp. 158-159). In addition, students in the Liberal Studies and Teacher Education programs must
take both of the psychology courses offered in the Behavioral Studies department -- "Introduction to Psychology"
and "Child Development" (pp. 163, 207). (As of the Fall 1995 semester, the Biblical counseling program at The
Master's College had 80 students and two full-time faculty members.)

[One still needs to ask the question, "Why is the answer to 'getting rid of psychology courses in the curriculum' to
replace them with 'Biblical counseling' courses?" Shouldn't the answer be to teach the Bible? What goes on in The
Master's College theology and Bible classes if its graduates won't be able to care for their sheep without taking
special classes in psychology or Biblical counseling? The message being communicated by The Master's College is
this: Studying theology and the Bible does not adequately prepare pastors, teachers, and missionaries "for the
perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ" (Eph. 4:12). (The
Master's College continued reliance on "counseling" rather than the Bible to solve problems of living can bee seen
from the following statement on page 244 of The Master's College 1996-1998 Catalog -- "The college reserves the
right to require a student to seek a medical examination or counseling assessment and treatments or ongoing
counseling to maintain student status.")]

-  Wayne Mack was hired in 1993 to head up the Biblical counseling program at The Master's College and to train
Grace Church staff members in Biblical counseling methodologies. (Mack is now Chairman of the Biblical
Counseling Department and Professor of Biblical Counseling at The Master's College and an elder of Grace
Community Church.) Mack was formerly employed as a counselor/instructor by the Christian Counseling and
Educational Foundation (CCEF), an institution with a highly compromised Biblical stand (i.e., psychological
integrationism). (See Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible for an excellent critique of the "Biblical
counseling" movement in general and CCEF in particular.) Evidence of Mack's psychological leanings can be
gleaned from his 1991 book, Your Family, God's Way. The book is loaded down with Larry Crabb-taught concepts
and terminology such as: touchy-feely child rearing methods; "significance" and "security" needs; "self-image" and
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"self-worth"; "dysfunctional families"; "unconscious habits"; feelings of "rejection"; "listen to your inner-man";
"give yourself permission to feel and think"; "homophobia"; "inferiority feelings"; etc.; etc.

Another book by Mack, Preparing for Marriage God's Way, is also used as a text at Grace Church. (The book is
subtitled A Step-By-Step Guide for Marriage Readiness and After the Wedding Conflicts; it is designed to be used
as a premarital counseling manual.) One only need look at Mack's "Resource List of Helpful Books and Tapes for
Marriage and Family Counseling/Teaching" listed on page 153 of Preparing for Marriage God's Way to understand
the extent of this man's psychological bent -- Mack recommends books and tapes by Adlerean psychologizer John
Bettler (the director of CCEF); Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian psychologist Larry Crabb; four-temperaments gurus
Tim and Beverly LaHaye; right-brain/left-brain psychologizer Gary Smalley, Christian "sexologists" Ed and Gay
Wheat; and psychologizer and admitted adulterer Gordon MacDonald.

The book is also replete with self-centered tests no different than the personality/temperament tests used by secular
psychologists. In fact, on one of the "worksheets" (p. 15), the reader is asked to fill in the blank for: "What I like
best about myself is:" (cf. 2 Tim. 3:2). The book also teaches the pagan idea that it is "essential" to "know yourself"
and your partner "in a deep and accurate way" in order to have a successful marriage. ("Pagan" because on the
walls of the Temple of Delphi "... was inscribed the most famous of all Greek precepts -- 'Know thyself!' Man has
been preoccupied with such admonitions, and his partially successful response is reflected in the discipline of
contemporary psychology" -- Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 15, 1978, p. 149.)

[It appears that the CCEF influence (i.e., a psychological integrationist influence) is becoming dominant at Grace
Church and The Master's College and Seminary. This was reconfirmed in July of 1994 when Word Publishing
brought out a 21-chapter, 407-page book co-authored by MacArthur and Mack -- Introduction to Biblical
Counseling. The back cover proclaims that the book presents "an alternative to secular psychology" -- certainly a
bad beginning to a well-intended book. (Since when is the Bible an alternative to anything, especially an
"alternative to secular psychology"?) The book includes five chapters by John MacArthur, seven by Wayne Mack,
and six by various other then-current MacArthur employees. In addition, one of the chapters was written by David
Powlison (as well as a portion of the Q&A chapter), another psychological integrationist also employed at CCEF.
Again, those interested should obtain the Bobgan's 1994 book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible and/or
BDM's report on CCEF.]

-  The basically flawed, psychologically-oriented counseling program at The Master's College took a turn for the
worse in 1995. (See PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Jan-Feb 1996, "The Master's College: On the Downgrade?,"
pp. 1,4.) Not only are the College's Biblical counseling courses not Biblical, its rush to develop and expand
programs led to the employment of another psychologizer, David Harrell, as a faculty member in the expanding
Department of Biblical Studies. According to Dr. John Stead, who was Vice President of Academic Affairs at the
time of Harrell's hiring, Harrell was hired at the recommendation of Dr. Wayne Mack.

Harrell has a B.S. in Psychology and an M.A. in Biblical Counseling. He earned the M.A. under the leadership of
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb at Grace Theological Seminary (GTS). This is a one-year degree program
compared with an M.Div., which usually takes three years. At one time, Harrell attended Tennessee State
University and was majoring in Psychology. Harrell also has a D.Phil. degree from Oxford Graduate School, which
sounds rather prestigious until one learns that this Oxford is unaccredited and is essentially a correspondence
school in Tennessee.

Harrell was also co-founder and Executive Vice President of Buyer's Healthcare Cooperative, Inc. (BHC) from
1989 through 1995 until he left for The Master's College. The health care services provided by BHC include the
usual psychiatric and mental health services that similar plans offer. The fact that Harrell's business, BHC,
negotiates mental health care services for employees seems a bit contradictory if one supposedly stands for the
Bible as the source for dealing with problems of living. It is understandable how this would occur if one were
merely an employee, but legitimate questions arise when a professing Christian, who is an owner, is doing it. One
wonders how many Christian employees have used so-called mental health services as a result of Harrell's
company's negotiations.
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Harrell also lacked the educational and experiential background requirements for teaching in a Biblical Studies
department at an accredited Christian college. What little teaching experience Harrell does have occurred as a part-
time hourly instructor under Crabb at GTS during 1984-85, which actually required very little teaching. Moreover,
with a B.A. in Psychology, an attempt at a doctorate in Psychology, and an M.A. in an integrationist Biblical
counseling program under Crabb, there is a definite incongruity between Harrell's educational interests and his
hiring at The Master's College.

The question is: Why would Wayne Mack recommend someone as a faculty member to teach classes in Biblical
counseling when Harrell's counseling experience is so limited and the majority of his prior counseling was Crabb-
inspired? With all of the deficiencies discussed above, it is startling that Harrell was employed at The Master's
College in the first place, and as an Associate Professor, when the usual entry level is that of an Assistant Professor.
This unusual hiring of Harrell and his immediate elevation to Associate Professor causes one to wonder why he
was chosen over others. [While earlier Biblical Counseling department materials did show Harrell as an Associate
Professor, the 1996-1998 Master's College Catalog shows Harrell as an Assistant Professor. We have no idea which
is correct.] Why were the usual hiring standards set aside? Why wasn't someone with a better academic and
experiential background employed? Our guess is that Dr. Wayne Mack, who has more than a taint of integrationism
about him, selected someone who would be compatible with his own position on recycling of psychological
teachings ("recycling" is CCEF's euphemism for the integration of psychology with the Bible). Considering
Harrell's interest in psychology, with a B.A. and attempted doctorate augmented with an integrationist M.A. under
Larry Crabb, this surely makes sense.

[Harrell left the employ of The Master's College in 1996; Dr. Timothy Turner took his place. Turner died in May of
1998.]

-  Gary Ezzo held the position of "Pastor, Family Ministries" at Grace Community Church from early-1985 until
mid-1993, and taught the "young families and single parents" Sunday School class ("Joint Heirs"). (Ezzo also heads
up "Growing Families International," a Chatsworth, California-based firm, founded by Ezzo in 1989, that distributes
the materials of Gary and his wife, Anne Marie Ezzo.) Despite no longer being on the Grace Church staff, Ezzo
remained a "lay elder" at Grace Church until July of 1995, and as of November of 1995, the church was still
teaching his materials in church classes and selling his materials in its bookstore (11/19/95, Grace Today). In June
of 1996, the Ezzos resigned their membership at Grace Church.

Evident from Ezzo's teachings is that he is a Freudian/Maslowian/Adlerean psychologizer, promoting many of the
same concepts taught by Dr. Larry Crabb. It is not clear whether MacArthur's tape ministry still distributes the 1985
four-part video series, How To Raise Your Family: Biblical Essentials for No-Regret Parenting, a series featuring
John MacArthur and Gary Ezzo. [At our most recent visit to the Grace Church Book Shack (7/25/93), this video
series could not be found. However, the same series was available on four audio cassettes (GTY34-37) through the
1993 "Grace to You Catalog."] This series is highly psychological in nature, teaching various principles of
humanistic and Freudian psychology, specifically Larry Crabb's "need theology." (See the sub-report summarizing
the first two tapes in this series.)

Psychological materials by Ezzo that were available in the Book Shack (as of 11/19/95) were Godworth and the
Self-Worth Crisis (12-message audio series); Reflections of Moral Innocence (8-tape audio series); Preparation for
Parenting (loose-leaf notebook); The Bible and Common Sense Parenting (booklet); and Growing Kids God's Way
(19-message audio cassette series and workbook). Moreover (and contrary to the rumor at the time that "Ezzo is on
his way out"), Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing Kids God's Way" (GKGW) classes were scheduled to be
taught again at Grace Church in the fall of 1993 (as advertised in the 7/25/93 Grace Today, p. 3).

Besides the psychological content problems with all of Ezzo's materials, Ezzo has run into problems with some in
the medical profession concerning his Preparation for Parenting series -- "Some physicians and nurses are
concerned that the rigidity of the feeding program the Ezzo's advocate may put some newborn infants at risk of
inadequate weight gain, especially in the first weeks after birth" (8/16/93, Christianity Today, "The Brave New
Baby," p. 34). This "program" (six/60-minute videos or 7-message/4-tape audio cassette series, and a student
workbook), was created in 1987 under the auspices of MacArthur's Grace Community Church, and is now in its
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fifth edition, being used in about 3,500 churches is the U.S. The Ezzos claim that about 600,000 parents have gone
through Preparation for Parenting; and that all their materials in total are being used by one million parents in
some 95 countries throughout the world. Strange in all this is John MacArthur's response to Christianity Today's
editors when asked his opinion of Preparation for Parenting -- "no comment."

[Ezzo/MacArthur Update: On 8/15/96, BDM received an e-mail from John MacArthur's daughter, Melinda (with
a "Grace To You" e-mail address), stating that "Gary Ezzo and John MacArthur are not associated in any way ...
John does not agree at all with his [Ezzo's] methods." She provided no specifics as to when or why this separation
occurred, nor what steps John MacArthur had taken to publicly advise his and Ezzo's supporters of the decision. A
friend of BDM called the Grace Church Book Shack on 8/16/96 and asked if the bookstore still offered any Ezzo
materials. The employee said they did not, but eagerly volunteered the toll free number of Ezzo's Growing Families
International in case the caller wanted to place an order! (Does this sound like a "disagreement with Ezzo's
methods"? Is it not appalling that there was such a lack of concern -- or just plain incompetent leadership -- for the
spiritual well-being of those wanting to purchase Ezzo's materials that there was no communication with bookstore
employees concerning the Church's policy?) A few days later, a designated spokesperson of Grace To You e-
mailed me on the Ezzo matter, but refused to answer any of the above questions.

John MacArthur's Grace Community Church Board of Elders finally published a statement (dated 10/16/97)
detailing the reasons for their mid-1996 split with Gary Ezzo. The four areas of "more serious concerns" to the
elders were: (1) Throughout GFI's material there is a blurring of the line between that which is truly biblical, and
simple matters of preference; (2) GFI materials tend to be unclear on certain fundamental doctrinal issues --
particularly the issues of original sin and human depravity; (3) The GFI curriculum gives insufficient attention to
the child's need for regeneration; and (4) There is a tendency on the part of some GFI-trained parents to isolate
their children from others not involved in the program. My concerns with Ezzo are primarily his psychological
teachings, but since these teachings were not addressed at all in the Grace Church statement, one can only assume
that John MacArthur and his elders were not concerned about Ezzo in this area. That is not to say that the four
areas of disagreement the elders have with Ezzo are not important, but what about all the psychological heresies
Ezzo taught for more than ten years under the protection of the MacArthur umbrella? -- Ezzo's psychological
teachings don't even get a mention on the list of "serious concerns"! I think the obvious answer is that John
MacArthur does not oppose these psychoheresies. [In fact, in an 11/97 statement posted to the GFI website by Gary
Ezzo, Ezzo provided evidence that MacArthur (in a letter from MacArthur to Ezzo dated 7/18/95) did not question
his (Ezzo's) theology -- in MacArthur's own words: "... in my mind we're not dealing with issues of foundational
doctrine. I don't question your theology."]

At the end of the GCC Elders' statement, the elders profess their desire to handle things "privately," but that it was
now "profoundly unfortunate" to have to issue a public statement. But Ezzo's teachings were not private sins,
requiring private consultation. His teachings were not only public, they were publicly endorsed and supported by
Grace Church and John MacArthur for over ten years! It is "profoundly unfortunate" that a public statement was
withheld for over two years after Ezzo's resignation from the elder board. In my opinion, it all goes back to
MacArthur's incompetent leadership, which manifests itself in his reluctance to expose and expel grossly unbiblical
individuals such as Ezzo.

In March of 1998, Grace Church and Gary Ezzo made a truce of sorts. In exchange for Ezzo removing his detailed
response from the GFI website, Grace Church withdrew its 10/97 Statement and replaced it with a new statement
(sans the Ezzo character assassination and much of the detail of the 10/97 statement). The new GCC Elders' Board
Statement (dated 3/21/98) is very brief (only four short paragraphs totaling about 175 words), and covers only three
areas of disagreement with Ezzo's teachings (infant feeding methods, insufficient evidence on the doctrine of
depravity, and GFI-parent group isolationism); again, Ezzo's psychoheretical teachings are not mentioned as an area
that concerns the GCC elders.]

-  Hired to fill the position of GCC's Pastor of Family Ministries after Gary Ezzo's resignation in 1993 was
Associate Pastor Stuart Scott. Scott has the title of "Pastor of Biblical Counseling and Family Ministries" at GCC.
Scott is an avid promoter of the MacArthur/Mack/NANC philosophy of so-called Biblical counseling. In early-
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1998, a man from Ohio received a letter signed by Stuart Scott; it was in response to a copy of the Bobgans' book
(Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible) with a letter sent to John MacArthur. In his reply to the man from
Ohio, Scott said, "John MacArthur wishes to thank you for your letter. He asked if I would respond since I am the
pastor of the Biblical Counseling and Family Ministries at Grace Community Church." The remainder of the letter
was a severe critique of the Bobgans' book.

Martin Bobgan then sent two letters to Scott requesting information about his letter and the critique. Scott did not
answer either letter. Bobgan then wrote a response to Scott's letter and sent it to him, with a copy to MacArthur and
one to the man from Ohio. Scott then responded with a two-hour phone call and a subsequent letter, along with a
written summary of his phone-call admonishment of the Bobgans, regarding what he considers to be the Bobgans'
sinful attitudes, arrogance, etc. It was also learned that Scott claims NOT to have written the letter quoted above nor
to have written the critique. In Martin Bobgan's letter to Scott, Bobgan says, "Throughout your letter ... you use the
first person pronoun 'I' referring to yourself. The fact that you signed a letter you did not write, which is a criticism
of a book you did not critique, is more than problematic. ..." [It is patently dishonest!] (Source: July-August 1998,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) [Since Scott has not responded to Martin Bobgan's latest letter, Bobgan has
posted (to the PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries website) his response to Scott's so-called critique of Against
Biblical Counseling:]

-  It appears that MacArthur employs typical Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)/12-step recovery "Support Fellowships"
at Grace Church. In an 8/11/91 worship service handout, under the heading of "Special Ministries," two support
groups are listed -- one for people experiencing "Drug and Alcohol Problems" [not "sins"?], and another titled,
"Empowered Family Support Groups," for those apparently in so-called codependent relationships. (See the sub-
report summary taken from the 8/11/91, Grace Today.)

In addition, both Grace Church and The Master's Seminary have recommended and used a book by Dick Eastman,
The Hour That Changes The World, which offers a "12-step prayer program," complete with a call to pray that the
lost will "contemplate the possibility of a Higher Power" [sounds like AA-talk to us]. The book also encourages
believers to listen to their "inner voice" within, in order to ascertain God's will for their lives, and encourages
"journaling" to record God's audible instructions! The book is loaded with other New Age references, is heavy in
charismatic pseudomysticism, and is highly ecumenical in its approach. (MacArthur's top assistant at the time even
favorably quoted from this book in one of his 1993 speaking engagements, plus the book is offered in the 1996
edition of the Grace Book Service.) [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the
"codependent"/12-step recovery heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110, 1991, 247 pages.]

-  Charles M. Sheldon's classic In His Steps: What Would Jesus Do? is believed to have sold about 30 million
copies in over 15 languages in the past 100 years. One publication warned: "... In His Steps may be a great novel,
[but it] promotes a social gospel rather than the Saving Gospel of Jesus Christ. Walking in the steps of Jesus [as if
an unregenerate man could!] is not sufficient. One must trust in His saving merits and vicarious satisfaction to get
to Heaven." Sheldon, a Congregational minister, followed the liberal teaching of his day that Christ was merely an
example. In the past, this book has been heavily promoted by John MacArthur and Grace Church.

-  MacArthur's April 1991 book, Our Sufficiency In Christ, has an entire section devoted to the errors of
psychology. Nevertheless, MacArthur not only accepts many psychological tenets and is quite psychological in his
terminology, but he also reveals numerous contradictions between the realities of his ministry (past and present)
and his recollection of the facts pertaining thereto.

-  Bob Vernon was Assistant Chief of the Los Angeles Police Department and one of the leading candidates to
become the next Chief-of-Police when Darryl Gates was forced to "retire" over his handling of the 1991 L.A. riots
and other matters. Instead, Vernon was also politically pressured to "retire" on the pretense that his religious views
were too extreme. Vernon was, and is now, an elder at Grace Community Church. Vernon is also the author of a
book being sold in the Grace Church bookstore, L.A. Justice. The book is published by James Dobson's Focus on
the Family Publishing, and is full of the false gospel of self-esteem so prevalent in Dobson's teachings. (See
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specifically Cha. 17 of the book -- "Root Causes: The Abandonment Of Our Children"; Vernon is also an occasional
guest on Dobson's radio program.) Vernon claims his teachings are not contrary to Scripture on the self-esteem
issue. John MacArthur apparently agrees, or why would Vernon continue to be on the Grace Church Elder Board,
his book available in the Book Shack, and MacArthur favorably quote from it in his (MacArthur's) 1994 book, The
Vanishing Conscience (pp. 56-58)?

-  In a 1991 interview with Los Angeles Times religious reporter, John Dart, MacArthur sheds some light on
perhaps why he carries so many books of psychologically-oriented authors in the Grace Church bookstore:
"MacArthur said he respects Christian psychologist James Dobson," and that "he is not critical of Dobson because
he [Dobson] is not a purveyor of psychotherapy." (Incredible statement! -- Dobson is the purveyor of
psychotherapy in the church today.) Also quoted is Focus on the Family spokesman Paul Hetrick, who states that
"MacArthur and Dobson are friends and 'do not disagree on primary issues'" (9/6/91, Los Angeles Times).
(Emphases added.) [MacArthur later confirmed, in his answer to a Master's Seminary chapel question, that he had
not been misquoted by Dart, and that he indeed did not have a problem with James Dobson's teachings!]

-  In the same Los Angeles Times article cited above, MacArthur is also quoted as saying that he has "a lot in
common" with Jack Hayford, the ecumenical, hyper-charismatic, psychologically-oriented pastor of the Church on
the Way in Van Nuys, California. (Hayford has not only appeared at conferences with "signs & wonders"
charismatics John Wimber and C. Peter Wagner, but also claims to have once had a vision of Jesus seated in
heaven at the right hand of God, and then rise up in preparation for His Second Coming, promising to give a
"double portion of anointing to those who rise up with Him.") MacArthur also stated that he and Hayford "get
together and talk about ministry, agreeing to disagree." (Reported in the 9/6/91, Los Angeles Times and the 9/15/91,
Calvary Contender.)

We do not find the Apostle Paul suggesting a get-together to "talk about ministry" with Hymenaeus and Alexander
-- on the contrary, they were delivered to Satan in order that they might "learn not to blaspheme" (1 Timothy 1:20).
[One would think that, at a minimum, MacArthur should apply 2 John 7-11 here somewhere?] We think that Miles
Stanford's 3/93 open-letter warning to MacArthur is appropriate in this instance:

"Your association with Jack Hayford may seem ever so innocent and interesting, but you have a
responsibility to a tongue-vulnerable Church. You certainly should back up the stand of your
Charismatic Chaos. I would think by now you have received an inscribed copy of Hayford's latest
book, The Beauty of Spiritual Language. As you may have noted, it is a strong pitch for 'pseudo-
tongues,' and certainly has the potential for enticing many more into the present-day charismatic chaos
that has long plagued and devastated the Body."

-  In Jack Hayford's 1997 book, Pastors of Promise: A Practical and Passionate Call for Faithful Shepherds,
MacArthur is found praising Hayford along with 29 other so-called "Christian" leaders (among whom are Neil
Anderson, Robert Schuller, Bill Hybels, Chuck Colson, Bill Bright, James Ryle, Greg Laurie, and the late John
Wimber). At the beginning of Hayford's book, under "Praise for Pastors of Promise" (six pages of praise for
Hayford and his book) MacArthur's "praise" reads (on the fourth page of quotes):

"Jack Hayford is a model of diligence, faithfulness to the Lord and enduring loyalty to a local church.
It's the long haul that manifests integrity and proven character. Many have fallen in the battle. Hayford
is still standing-a tribute to God's marvelous grace."

Yet, five years prior (1992), MacArthur wrote in his book Charismatic Chaos the following:

"Lest you think cranks, obscure eccentrics, or naive charismatic believers are the only ones who would
make such claims, listen to Jack Hayford, internationally known author, media minister, and pastor of
The Church on the Way in Van Nuys, California. Hayford told the Pentecostal Fellowship of North
America that God has told him a new era is coming:

'Hayford ... related a vision in which he had seen Jesus seated on His throne at the right
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hand of the Father. In Hayford's vision, Jesus began to lean forward and rise from his seat.
As the anointing caught in the folds of His garments, it began to splash out and fall over
the church. Jesus said, "I am beginning to rise now in preparation for my second coming.
Those who will rise with Me will share in this double portion of anointing."'" [Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 48-49; footnote on Hayford, "Pentecostals Set Priorities," Charisma (January
1991), p. 44.]

MacArthur says Hayford is a man of "integrity" and "a model of diligence, faithfulness to the Lord ..." yet Hayford
claims to have seen Christ and received a revelatory message from Him! Not only is Hayford's claim contrary to 1
Peter 1:8 ("though now ye see Him not"), it is also contrary to MacArthur's own words (i.e., "Scripture is a closed
system of truth, complete, sufficient, and not to be added to (Jude 3; Rev. 22:18-19). It contains all the spiritual
truth God intended to reveal [Charismatic Chaos, p. 51]). Proverbs 30:5-6 says, "Every word of God is pure; He is
a shield to those who put their trust in Him. Do not add to His words, lest He reprove you, and you be found a
liar." Even though Hayford has added to "His words" (Proverbs 30:6) and claimed to have received a vision of
Christ, MacArthur says Hayford is "a model of diligence" and "faithfulness to the Lord"!

On page 50 of Charismatic Chaos, MacArthur asks, "Did Jack Hayford actually see Christ rise from his seat next
to God?" The obvious answer to that question (in the context of MacArthur's book) is "NO!" Jack Hayford lies
about seeing Christ (the true Christ), yet MacArthur says, "Jack Hayford is a model of diligence" and "faithfulness
to the Lord"! It took only one false prophesy in the Old Testament for a man to be found to be a false prophet
(Deut. 18:20-22). Hayford is a model of a false prophet! He is NOT a man of "integrity and proven character" as
MacArthur says. He is a false teacher who is leading thousands down the broad road to hell! This should be
obvious to even those who follow MacArthur.

-  As detailed elsewhere in this report, MacArthur claims to be against psychology and its message of self, yet he
himself proclaims it. For example, in his Commentary on Ephesians MacArthur writes:

"The only way a person can achieve a true sense of self-worth, meaning and significance is to have a
right relationship to his Creator" (p. 6).

Moreover, in MacArthur's daily devotional, Drawing Near, he perverts the fall of man into a self-focused "identity
crisis." At the head of the page in bold print he writes (for January 7):

"A true sense of identity comes from knowing that God himself personally selected you to be His
child."

Then, speaking about the fall of man (i.e. when Adam and Eve disobeyed God) he writes:

"That created within man a spiritual void and an identity crisis of unimaginable proportions."

This is what MacArthur thinks (and his friend Greg Laurie also teaches), not what God thinks. Such "identity
crisis" teaching is devoid from Genesis to Revelation.

-  Greg Laurie is an author, crusade evangelist, and charismatic pastor of the 12,000-plus member Harvest Christian
Fellowship in Riverside, California. Laurie is an ecumenical psychologizer and speaker for and endorser of the
unbiblical Promise Keepers movement. Laurie conducts 5-6 evangelistic crusades every year (Harvest Crusades)
that draw about 50,000 people each. Laurie's gospel is a man-centered psychological gospel; his message is one of
finding a "deeper meaning in life," with Jesus as the One who came to "fill the void."

Since it has been documented that John MacArthur teaches that Christ came to die for us because "we were so
important to God," it should not be surprising that MacArthur also endorses Laurie's man-centered gospel and the
ecumenical Harvest Crusades:

"I want to invite you to be a part of the Harvest Crusades -- a wonderful opportunity for you to bring
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friends who will hear the gospel of Jesus Christ presented by Pastor Greg Laurie. I believe God has His
hand on this man, and I believe that the Word of God which he preaches is clear and penetrating. I
want to encourage you that this is an opportunity for you to touch the life of someone for eternity.
Bring them, and let them sit under the anointed preaching of God's Word and the gospel of Christ."
(Source: 8/96 Harvest Crusade brochure on the Harvest Crusade Internet web site.)

Along with MacArthur, other endorsers of the Los Angeles Crusade held 11/17/96-11/20/96 at Universal Studio's
Universal Amphitheater were hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, Jerry Falwell, and Billy Graham.

[Another Laurie Harvest Crusade set for Sept. 20-22, 1999 includes as speakers: John MacArthur, Franklin
Graham, Joe Stowell, Tony Evans, Anne Graham Lotz, and Alistair Begg. MacArthur and Begg also spoke at last
year's Crusade (which had the usual "Christian" rock music), along with Chuck Swindoll, Chuck Smith, and David
Jeremiah. (Source: 6/15/99, Calvary Contender.)]

[MacArthur/Laurie Update: In late-January, 1997, a friend faxed me a copy of a letter sent him by a MacArthur
spokesperson (Grace Church's Associate Pastor of Community Evangelism, Stephen Lonetti, dtd. 1/15/97), which
was an attempt to justify MacArthur's involvement with and support of Greg Laurie and his Harvest Crusades.
Before quoting directly from MacArthur's correspondence with others who had also expressed concerns over the
MacArthur-Laurie association, Lonetti reveals that not only did MacArthur and Grace Church endorse the
November 1996 Los Angeles Harvest Crusade, but Grace Church provided and trained crusade counselors to work
the event! Lonetti defines this as involvement on a "limited basis," and thereby, acceptable.

Apparently, it doesn't matter to MacArthur that at Laurie's Harvest Crusades between 500 and 800 churches are
involved in providing various forms of support. The Harvest web site states that: "The type of support would range
from financial support to providing volunteer workers to promoting attendance at the crusades. Many
denominations and associations are involved, including Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Evangelical Free, Church
of Christ, Assembly of God, Calvary Chapels, and independent churches." Typically, Vineyard and Roman
Catholic churches also participate.

In the letter, MacArthur admits to having developed a close relationship with Laurie over the years, and to "have
had the privilege of helping him [Laurie] in the areas of doctrine and practical theology." (Could this be where
Laurie got his man-centered gospel -- from MacArthur?). More recently, MacArthur has allowed Laurie to
videotape him and use the tapes "as an endorsement" for Harvest Crusades! MacArthur admits to having "kept in
touch" with Laurie and to "have been encouraged by his [Laurie's] heart for the lost and his desire to present a clear
gospel message." So, according to MacArthur, Laurie's charismatic, feelings-oriented, man-centered, psychological
gospel is a "clear gospel message"! Absolutely incredible!

MacArthur goes on to justify Grace Church's involvement in the L.A. Harvest Crusade on the basis that Laurie
allowed Grace Church to train its own counselors and to provide "overall direction for the follow-up process. ...
[giving] us the freedom to use our own 'ground rules' for follow up ..." In other words, MacArthur says it's okay to
involve your church with a false psychological gospel and a myriad of false churches, as long as the false teacher
lets you play by your rules instead of his! Finally, all is well in this relationship because, according to MacArthur,
"God has placed [Laurie] within our sphere of influence" making it crucial that they (MacArthur and Grace Church)
"do all that we can to build a relationship ..." Where in the Bible do we find anything that would justify evil
associations in order to do some perceived good? In fact, just the opposite is taught (1 Cor. 15:33).]

-  Greg Laurie has also concocted a new "ministry," PREACH THE WORD. Its first event was held August 26-29,
1998, titled "Leader's Training Seminar." Laurie states the purpose of the Leader's Training Seminar is to bring in
"some of America's most powerful communicators to spend three days teaching on the topic of how to effectively
bring God's Word to our generation." (Source: Greg Laurie/Harvest Crusade Internet web site, 4/98.) (The event
was held concurrent with a Laurie' Harvest Crusade.)

Besides Laurie speaking at the Leader's Training Seminar, four other neo-evangelical psychologizers agreed to
participate: David Jeremiah, Chuck Smith, Chuck Swindoll, and John MacArthur. It should be emphasized here,
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this event was not been touted as a debate. These were five men speaking on the same platform in supposed
agreement. This would seem to be a problem only for John MacArthur, since the others have never spoken out
against psychology, but instead have taught many psychological concepts openly. Or, perhaps MacArthur has
abandoned his hypocrisy on the psychology issue and now openly wishes to identify with it and its infamous
teachers?

-  MacArthur has also taken-up with Chuck Smith in a political activism event. Smith and MacArthur joined with
pastors in the state of California at the 1999 "Pastor's Day at the Capitol" gathering on May 18 and 19, 1999.
Capitol Ministries, which organized the event, believes pastors can influence the lives of legislators by either
sharing the Gospel with those who are unsaved or worshipping with those who profess to know Christ. An
invitation to the event, mailed to over 16,000 California pastors, says:

"We are asking you, the men of God in our state, to come to the Capitol ... for a time of relationship
building and outreach to our elected officials. We plan to unite in a special time of fellowship, worship
and prayer all centered on the clear proclamation of God's holy Word by two of our State's leading
pastors, Chuck Smith and John MacArthur Jr."

While MacArthur speaks out against the Charismatic Movement and even many church growth programs, it is
evident that he certainly has no reservation about joining with those who believe otherwise. (Source: May-June
1999, Foundation.)

-  Besides taking nontraditional/unorthodox theological positions on the blood of Christ (that the "blood" is only
"symbolic" for death) and the eternal sonship of Christ (an eternal Jesus, but a "non-eternal" Son of God
["incarnational sonship"] -- since recanted), MacArthur's contribution to neo-evangelicalism is to cross all barriers
and bridge all gaps in diverse fellowship. In fact, MacArthur has stated, concerning himself and his Grace
Community Church staff, that they consider themselves evangelicals, not fundamentalists. A glance at MacArthur's
itineraries demonstrates that he is indeed "evangelical" -- neo-evangelical, that is.

MacArthur's speaking engagements range from supposed fundamentalists to confessed new evangelicals. He has
spoken in Southern Baptist circles at such places as Memphis' Bellevue Baptist Church with Adrian Rogers, at the
First Baptist Church of Atlanta with psychologizer Charles Stanley, and at a Medical Ethics conference sponsored
by the Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission at the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board in Nashville. He
has been an SBC Pastor's Conference speaker prior to annual Southern Baptist Conventions (once with pro-
Catholic Chuck Colson from 6/18/95-6/19/95), and addressed an Evangelical Free Church of America Pastor's
Conference. He serves on the Board of Trustees of the new evangelical, psychologized Moody Bible Institute, and
has been a frequent speaker at Moody Founder's Week and Pastor's Conferences (taking the platform with
psychologizers such as Howard Hendricks, E.V. Hill, Bill Hybels, Billy Graham's daughter, Joni Tada, and Tony
Evans). He has spoken for and endorsed the ministries of psychologizers R.C. Sproul and Jerry Falwell, and at
various churches and institutions affiliated with the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC).
He has been a featured speaker at Wheaton College (on the same platform with a Catholic speaker), Cedarville
College, Dallas Theological Seminary, California Graduate School of Theology, Word of Life, Tennessee Temple
University, National Religious Broadcasters Convention (with Pat Robertson and Rex Humbard), and the National
Fellowship of Conservative Baptists. (Reported in part in New Neutralism II, pp. 66-67.) MacArthur (via the radio
program Grace To You) is also a member of the highly ecumenical National Religious Broadcasters (MacArthur
spoke at the 1/97 NRB Convention), which is an arm of the neo-evangelical (and increasingly charismatic)
National Association of Evangelicals.

[MacArthur has even taken to quoting sympathetically from German neo-orthodox theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer!
MacArthur favorably quotes from Bonhoeffer four times in a half-page article in the Winter 1994, The Master's
Current. This in spite of the fact that Bonhoeffer was a rank apostate who denied or questioned nearly every major
doctrine of the historic Christian faith! He was also one of the fathers of the "Death of God" theology. (See "The
Riches and Responsibilities of Fellowship," The Master's Current, Winter 1994, p. 2.) In the past, MacArthur has
also quoted favorably from neo-orthodox theologian Soren Kierkegaard ("Praying for the Right Things -- Part 2,"
Grace To You audio cassette, GC53-6, 1992 -- redistributed 2/95), and from mystic Watchman Nee ("The Path to
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Pleasing God," Grace To You audio cassette, GC45-89, 1992 -- redistributed 5/95).]

To top all this off, Billy Kim was a Missions Conference speaker in 1986 at John MacArthur's Master's College!
Billy Kim speaks and travels with hyper-charismatic Paul (David) Yonggi Cho, and is vice president of the apostate
Baptist World Alliance, an organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with
the Vatican Secretariat for promoting Christian unity (5/1/93, Calvary Contender).

-  The lead article in the Spring 1995 The Master's Current details how the Political Studies major at The Master's
College is one of the newest and fastest growing on campus ("Christian Perspective Lights Up Legal Careers," p.
1). The first seniors majoring in Political Studies graduated in the Spring of 1991. The College states that two of its
1992 graduates work in Washington, D.C., one on the staff of a congressman and the other for an interest group
(euphemism for "lobbyist"), while a 1993 graduate works for a California State Legislator.

The Political Studies Department is apparently proud of the fact that they present a "non-theological" analysis of
issues, and that the course list "is very similar to that of a major university." But never fear, "the courses are taught
by committed Christians with a Christian perspective and world view. So while factual information remains the
same, The Master's College courses are value-oriented." The College also works with the politically active Christian
College Coalition in order to allow students to participate in an internship/study program in Washington, D.C.

So here we have a so-called Christian college training its students in the ways of a godless nation's political system,
then actively working to place them in employment in the system, all the while convinced that the College faculty's
so-called Christian world view, as well as a little Bible training thrown in along the way, will protect them against
the wickedness of their worldly walk. The fact that the Bible knows nothing of the acceptability of this type of
worldly employment for Christians seems not to phase MacArthur. Doesn't this approach represent a detour from
the straight path Christians are to walk before the world, not with the world (cf. James 4:4)?

[In the same Master's Current issue, the College points out proudly that The Master's is "listed in the 1993-94
Templeton Foundation for Character Building Colleges. The honor roll recognizes these colleges and universities
which presently teach character development and value building. Across the U.S., 111 colleges and universities
were chosen for this special honor." (Emphasis added.) A "special honor"?? From the Templeton Foundation? --
founded by New Age pantheist/science-of-mind universalist/investment guru John Marks Templeton! The same
John Marks Templeton who funds the yearly $1 million Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion!]

-  Each year in January, MacArthur's Master's College usually holds a five-day Bible conference with various neo-
evangelical and/or psychological speakers. Two of 1995's most notable were David Jeremiah and Russ Moir. At the
time, Jeremiah was president of Christian Heritage College and Bible teacher on the "Turning Point" radio and
television programs. His orientation is thoroughly psychological, and in recent years he has started speaking at
charismatic men's conferences as well as hosting blasphemous "Christian" rap groups at the church he pastors. Moir
pastors the psychologically-oriented Blackhawk Baptist Church (GARBC) in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and is a
supporter of the psychological, ecumenical, charismatic Promise Keepers organization (personal letter on file); Moir
also has AA-type 12-Step programs in his church. Also performing at the 1/95 Conference was CCM star Steve
Camp. (See the Winter 1994, The Master's Current.)

[In March of 1998, the psychologizer and ecumenical president of Moody Bible Institute, Joseph Stowell spoke at
MacArthur's International Conference on the Bible. (MacArthur returned the favor and spoke at MBI on 5/20/98.)
Other speakers included Tony Evans, Stephen Olford, Adrian Rogers (SBC), and David Jeremiah.]

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
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(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In the summer of 1994, MacArthur preached a message warning of the dangers of the ECT Accord. He also
distributed free to anyone requesting it an audio cassette tape of the message. We, therefore, found it strange when
the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced in January of 1995 that MacArthur would be part
of a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at Catholic-sympathizer D. James Kennedy's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida). Other participants in the seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT
document) were Ankerberg and Kennedy along with psychologizer R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part
video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six
consecutive Sunday evenings beginning 3/5/95. MacArthur was seated on the grandiose stage in between Kennedy
and Sproul, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience, serving as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January of 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth
recognized by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve
Differences On Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral
Ridge facility) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called
evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D.
James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original ECT
signators remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
latter, Ankerberg states eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group [which included John MacArthur] helped write the so-called "clarification agreement."]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95 "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) MacArthur and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11)! [At
one point on this program, MacArthur boldly stated that Roman Catholicism is a false religion with which no
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fellowship is possible. Yet when Ankerberg replied, "That's why we put paragraph #1 in this new doctrinal
statement" (which permits and encourages ecumenical fellowship for worthy objectives), MacArthur did not object!
Nor did he object to any of the outrageous statements made by Kennedy or Sproul throughout the series.
(MacArthur has endorsed Sproul's teachings thusly: "R.C.'s teaching brought me face-to-face with the awful
splendor of God's majestic holiness in a new and fresh way" -- Ligonier Ministries Internet home page.)

"MacArthur and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from,
those who promote ecumenical endeavors with Roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal
Statement changed nothing" (5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

- Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ -- An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as MacArthur. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider,
Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing
EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.]

However ignorant MacArthur and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  MacArthur, in his 1994 book The Vanishing Conscience, continues to teach various "psychological truths," while
at the same time claiming to be opposed to psychology and self-esteem. For example, in the context of total
depravity and condemning self-esteem, he writes:

"How does one feel good about himself [as if this is a legitimate concern or need] when God Himself
declares us worthy of His wrath? There is an answer to this dilemma [p. 94]. ... The liberation from sin
those verses describe [Rom. 8:1-2] is the only basis on which we can really feel good about ourselves"
(p. 104).
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MacArthur obviously still believes that man has a "dilemma"/need to "feel good about" himself. But where in
God's Word are we ever encouraged or exhorted to feel good about ourselves, either before one comes to Christ or
after? (There is nothing really new here for MacArthur. What is new is the long list of book jacket endorsements
[hard-back copy] by a bevy of psychologizers and neo-evangelicals: glowing endorsements from the likes of
hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford, Adrian Rogers, Joseph Stowell, Kay Arthur, Larry Burkett, J.I. Packer, James
Montgomery Boice, Greg Laurie, Joni Eareckson Tada, Bill Hybels, and Elisabeth Elliot!)

[See the following sampling of pages from The Vanishing Conscience for more of MacArthur's psychological
teachings: (1) p. 32 -- "healthy self-image" and "true self-respect"; (2) p. 33 -- Karl Menninger's concept of good
"mental health"; (3) p. 37 -- following one's conscience brings "self-respect"; (4) p. 90 -- here MacArthur even
seems to outdo himself and take leave of his senses by stating that the Publican left the temple with "a new sense of
self-worth" [Luke 18:10-13]. All this in a book with a chapter in which he claims to be against self-esteem!!]

-  Another humanistic psychological concept of which MacArthur is quite fond is that of self-forgiveness. In his
Bible Study Guide, Alive in Christ, he exhorts in bold print, "Do you have a problem forgiving yourself?" Then
he states:

"In Christ, we're all beloved sons ... totally forgiven. Therefore, if you can't forgive yourself, you've got
a God complex ... God has already accepted you -- so accept yourself!" ... So, if God can accept us, we
can accept ourselves. Our sense of worth comes from knowing that we matter to God. And if we matter
to God, we should matter to ourselves ... Self-worth and a firm self-image ... come from a knowledge
of what God has done for you in Christ" (pp. 66-67).

What is so damning about this self-focused doctrine is that it not only flows from the well of godless humanistic
psychology, but it is subtle and deceptive. Those who believe and follow these selfism concepts are deceitfully
diverted from a simple (2 Corinthians 11:3) focus on Christ (Hebrews 12:2) to a focus on self -- the exact opposite
of Christ's exhortation to "deny" self.

-  Word Publishers (now a Thomas Nelson division) released in late-1997 The MacArthur Study Bible, a 2,200-
page, New King James version of the Bible with John MacArthur's personal study notes explaining key words and
verses. Besides choosing a publisher well-known for the publishing of psychoheretical authors and their books,
MacArthur chose a bevy of neo-evangelicals, ecumenists, and psychologizers to endorse his Study Bible. Among
the endorsers were Adrian Rogers (former SBC president), Joseph Stowell (president of Moody Bible Institute)
Max Lucado (psychospiritual author and Church of Christ pastor), Franklin Graham, Tony Evans, Erwin Lutzer
(pastor of Moody Bible Church and teacher of charismatic spiritual warfare methodologies), and self-love teacher
Josh McDowell. Obviously, MacArthur wants to be identified with this hodge-podge of heresy, or why else would
he have chosen them to endorse this extensive theological work?

-  In an advertisement in the Christian Booksellers Association trade magazine, Marketplace, The MacArthur Study
Bible is described as follows:

"Unlike past 'classics' burdened by outdated theological systems, The MacArthur Study Bible strives to
let the systems go, and let the Word of God speak. And day after day, year after year, you can always
count on hearing something new."

On the historic, orthodox, creedal view that the Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is immanent and eternal, this
new Bible did indeed "let the systems go." The notations on Hebrews 1:5 and 7:3 demolished the historic creedal
view that Christ is the Eternal Son of God, hence there is no eternal and immanent Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. This is not "new," but compared to the view of Bible doctrine expressed in the Creeds, Confessions, and
Theological "standards," it is heterodox. In other writings, MacArthur has also expressed the view which makes the
Trinity a "nameless" unity, as he believes the "Son" is a "role" assumed by the "second person" in the flesh, which
also implies the "Father" is a "role" assumed by the "first person."

MacArthur contends in his Study Bible that "Sonship" refers to Christ in the "role" of "Son" which supposedly
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began in a "point of time" when He was incarnated via the virgin birth. This birth constituted Him as the "Son."
This is sometimes called "incarnational sonship." MacArthur uses the Syriac Pershitta translation on Hebrews 7:3 to
bring the reading of the passage more in line with his theory. We view Hebrews 7:3 as one of the strongest Biblical
affirmations of the Eternal Sonship of the "Son," and the MacArthur note demolishes this great truth from that
passage. (Excerpted from a 7/21/97 e-mail from Bob Ross of Pilgrim Publications.)

In contrast, the Bible teaches the Eternal Sonship of Christ -- that He was the Son in eternity past. To deny that the
attribute of eternality is inherent in Sonship (rather than conferred by incarnation), is, in effect, a denial of the
"equality" of the "Son" with God -- a very serious heresy!

To make matters worse, MacArthur branded as "heretics" those who held to the historical, orthodox, Biblical view
of Eternal Sonship -- he labeled the Biblical view as a "heretical idea" and he associated it with "cultists who deny
Christ's deity." Based on his concept of "Sonship," MacArthur specifically denounced the Eternal Sonship of Christ
as follows:

"He [Christ] is no 'eternal son' always subservient to God, always less than God, always under God. ...
It [Son] is his human title, and we should never get trapped in the heretical idea that Jesus Christ is
eternally subservient to God" (Commentary on Hebrews, 1983, pp. 28-29).

In that same Commentary, MacArthur associated Eternal Sonship with "cultists" who imply that eternality of the
Son means "inferiority" to God. Also, in his The Sonship of Christ booklet (published by the IFCA), MacArthur so
defined and distorted the "eternal generation" of the Son that he felt justified in branding it as being "meaningless
and confusing" (p. 9). He alleged that "orthodox teachers" who hold to "eternal generation" "echo an element" of
the "false belief" of "cultists who deny Christ's deity." He equated this with the idea that Christ was "created."
[Excerpted and/or adapted from a 11/17/97 e-mail from Bob Ross of Pilgrim Publications.]

[12/99 Update: In late-August of 1999, MacArthur released an extensive statement recanting his position of
Incarnational Sonship. A key portion of that statement read as follows:

"I want to state publicly that I have abandoned the doctrine of 'incarnational sonship.' Careful study and
reflection have brought me to understand that Scripture does indeed present the relationship between
God the Father and Christ the Son as an eternal Father-Son relationship. I no longer regard Christ's
sonship as a role He assumed in His incarnation."

Sadly, MacArthur's statement gave no indication how widely he planed to publish this doctrinal change, if at all.
Moreover, MacArthur showed no remorse or regret or repentance for the many he has misled on this vital doctrine
over the years, including, but not limited to, the damage that took place in the IFCA. (It was the same story when
MacArthur broke off with Larry Crabb and then Gary Ezzo -- absolutely no repentance for the many thousands led
into the clutches of these two psychoheretics.)

Reading the entire August, 1999 statement, MacArthur compared his theological review process to that of
Augustine's before his death. But MacArthur's words come off more as a trivialization of a crucial doctrine than
genuine remorse for teaching falsely; MacArthur's "repentance" reads more like: "Me and Augustine -- just doing a
little theological review before we die." In his statement, MacArthur even said it's no big deal for others to hold to
a mere Incarnational Sonship -- NOT "rank heresy" or anything like that -- and still falling within the boundaries of
orthodoxy. As if the doctrine of Eternal Sonship is some insignificant gray area that believers have the liberty to
accept or reject!

It would have also been helpful if MacArthur had given his followers a little of his thought process in coming to
this change in theology to which he had held so adamantly for so many years, in speaking and in writing. Should
we now expect a recall of MacArthur's Hebrews Commentary, his 1991 booklet The Sonship of Christ, and The
MacArthur Study Bible? Don't hold your breath.]

-  After John MacArthur changed his position on the doctrine of the Eternal Sonship of Christ, he wrote a letter in
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which he explained how he could sign the Independent Fundamental Churches of America (IFCA) doctrinal
statement even during all those years when he strongly denied the Eternal Sonship of Christ. These are his words
(in a letter to a Pennsylvania pastor dated 9/30/99):

"Frankly, I don't think the breach in the IFCA is merely a matter of the incarnational sonship. That's
such an isolated issue. It seems to me that the people who created the rift are, by disposition, divisive.
Also, the statement on sonship in the IFCA doctrine is simply that Christ is the eternal Son of God
without any explanation. Even people who believe in an incarnational sonship, such as I used to, could
affirm the statement that He is the eternal Son of God with qualification."

Pastor George Zeller (Middletown Bible Church, Middletown, CT) makes the following observations concerning
MacArthur's statement of recantation:

(1) I know the men MacArthur is referring to, and these men are not divisive. It was never their desire
to bring about a division in the IFCA. Their only desire was to defend and uphold the IFCA doctrinal
statement and not to broaden its meaning so as to allow for contrary views. Also these men were not
the ones who caused the rift. It was MacArthur's "Incarnational Sonship" teachings that triggered the
controversy and the whole problem could have been easily solved from the beginning if the IFCA
leadership had simply enforced its own doctrinal statement;

(2) The IFCA doctrinal statement simply says "that Christ is the eternal Son of God without any
explanation," because we believe exactly what these words mean. We take these words at face value.
Such a clear statement of doctrine does not need any explanation. The words mean what they say.
MacArthur once taught the following: "The Bible nowhere says that Christ is the eternal Son." This
denial of eternal Sonship is also very clear and needs no explanation;

(3) The problem that we have had with MacArthur is his affirmation of our [the IFCA] doctrinal
statement "with qualification." -- "I affirm the Christ is the eternal Son of God with the qualification
that He did not become the Son of God until Bethlehem." What if someone said, "I affirm the full deity
of Christ with the qualification that I don't really believe He is God!" Or, "I affirm the eternal security
of the believer with the qualification that those who depart from the faith will be lost and lost forever."
Or, "I affirm the Pre-Tribulation rapture of the church with the qualification that I really hold to the
Pre-Wrath view." Or, "I believe that Christ died as a Substitute for all mankind with the qualification
that He died as a Substitute only for the elect." Or, "I believe that the believer has two natures with the
qualification that the believer really only has one nature, the new nature in Christ." If the IFCA allowed
for such qualifications, as MacArthur contends, then any person holding to any deviant or heretical
view could sign the IFCA statement!

-  MacArthur (who is a "member in good standing" of the increasingly neo-evangelical/ecumenical IFCA), when
speaking to a gathering of Indiana GARBC churches (also now highly inclusivistic) in January of 1991, commented
on his then recent trip to the Soviet Union. While in Russia, MacArthur preached in the "registered" church. Since a
registered church is one that has already agreed to compromise the Scriptures by allowing itself to be controlled by
an atheistic government, MacArthur has apparently accepted the Communist propaganda concerning "freedom of
religion," and in effect, has stabbed the persecuted church in the back (much as Billy Graham did during his trip to
Russia in the early-1980s). (See the 6/15/91 Calvary Contender for Georgi Vins' accurate analysis of the Russian
"registered" church. Vins had refused to speak in the pulpits of Russia's registered church "where liberals have also
spoken," because his conscience would not permit him to do so. Apparently MacArthur's conscience is not as
sensitive to error as is Vins'.)

-  John MacArthur continues to sign the IFCA International's (formerly Independent Fundamental Churches of
America) doctrinal statement, even though he contradicts it in his public tapes and writings. Three examples:

(1) The Two Natures of the Believer -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that every saved person
possesses two natures, with provision made for victory of the new nature over the old through the
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power of the indwelling Holy Spirit." MacArthur: "I believe it is a serious misunderstanding to think of
the believer as having both an old and new nature ... there is no such thing as an old nature in the
believer" (Freedom from Sin: Rom. 6-7, pp. 31-32);

(2) The Extent of the Atonement -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ died on the
cross for all mankind as a representative, vicarious, substitutionary sacrifice." MacArthur: "He is the
Substitute only for those who believe. ... In the substitutionary sense He bore only the sins of those
who ultimately would put their faith in Him" (Tape GC47-36);

(3) The Eternal Sonship of Christ -- IFCA Statement: "We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ, the
eternal Son of God, became man, without ceasing to be God." MacArthur: "The Bible nowhere speaks
of the eternal Sonship of Christ ... only from His incarnation has He been Son. He was not a son until
He was born into this world" (MacArthur Commentary Series: Hebrews [1:4-5]). [Recanted 8/99 -- see
above.]

Can the IFCA leadership ignore such glaring contradictions? Apparently so. The 6/97 IFCA national convention
was held at the Word of Life facilities (NY), with John MacArthur as main speaker! (1/15/97, Calvary Contender).
So the issue with MacArthur continues to be not whether one agrees with the IFCA Doctrinal Statement, but the
hypocrisy of John MacArthur in signing the IFCA's Statement of Faith, thereby attesting to the doctrines therein,
and then teaching what amounts to an outright denial of those very doctrines!

-  MacArthur's top assistant at the time (who, you must remember, claimed to "speak with the full authority of John
MacArthur" and was an elder at Grace Church) was preaching at a large Midwestern "evangelical" church on
7/25/93. One of his messages was titled "Learn to Discern," in which he lamented the failure of today's spiritual
leaders:

"[Where is the] spiritual discernment to successfully evaluate and distinguish the wisdom of the world
from the wisdom of God? ... The church is in such a paltry state because they ape the things of the
world ... just like the issue of psychology ... [The world] is jumping off the bandwagon of psychology
just at the time when the church is running toward it full bore. [Yet] spiritual discernment says that
you're able to distinguish between ... that which is right from that which is wrong ... that which is true
from that which is false. ... Biblical separation is the process by which you say, 'This is what God says
and all others are false, not true.' ... The discernment of evil is a byproduct of learning to identify
truth."

One only has to browse around the Grace Church campus and/or listen to tapes or read the various publications
emanating from The Master's Fellowship complex of ministries to come to the conclusion that spiritual discernment
there is a commodity in extremely short supply. (For example, in MacArthur's 1994 book, The Vanishing
Conscience, he begins chapter 3 by quoting favorably from Chuck Colson's acceptance speech for the 1993
"Templeton Progress in Religion Prize," delivered at the Parliament of World Religions in Chicago!) By applying
MacArthur's own definition of discernment, MacArthur and staff need to spend a great deal more time learning to
identify truth. Perhaps then they will be able to discern what is evil.

Personal Note

In John MacArthur's (et al.) 1994 book from Word Publishing titled Introduction to Biblical Counseling,
MacArthur says on p. 378:

"Is it inherently unkind or condemnatory to say someone else's view is errant? Not if one has biblical
authority for saying so. In fact, to remain silent and allow error to go unexposed and uncorrected is an
abdication of the elder's role (Titus 1:9). The apostle Paul publicly called Peter a hypocrite for
compromising biblical principles (Gal. 2:11-15). Peter had been publicly hypocritical; it was right that
he be rebuked publicly (cf. 1 Tim. 5:20). To disagree with or critique someone's published views does
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not constitute a personal attack. If the Church cannot tolerate polemic dialogue between opposing
views -- especially if Christian leaders cannot be held accountable for whether their teaching is biblical
-- then error will have free reign."

(This same teaching on public criticism can be found in MacArthur's 1994 book Reckless Faith, pp. 20-21, 40, 44,
47, 81.) From the following account, it is obvious that MacArthur means this public criticism is for others and not
for himself. This is gross hypocrisy:

In February and March of 1994, a pastor of a small house church in Southern California (herein referred to as
HCSC) confronted John MacArthur, both publicly (via three warning messages preached to HCSC's congregation)
and privately (the tapes of the messages were personally handed to MacArthur as well as personal letters sent him),
concerning his (MacArthur's) erroneous teachings on psychology. MacArthur's response (via official action of the
Elder Board of Grace Community Church) was to label HCSC's pastor a "factious" man (i.e., a "heretic" -- Titus
3:9-10 [KJV]), to deem him unqualified to teach or preach the Word of God, and to tell him he was on his way to
hell. Moreover, in a private meeting with three members of the Grace Church Elder Board (in which two other men
from HCSC were refused admission), they completely refused to discuss with or correct HCSC's pastor in regards
to what he taught in his exposition of MacArthur's teachings. Moreover, in a subsequent scurrilous letter to HCSC's
pastor from one of these elders ("scurrilous" because of the elder's unfounded charges that HCSC's pastor was a
child-beater, was sponging off other people, had never held a steady job, and was a cult leader much like David
Koresh and Jim Jones), it was specifically contended that the Scripture forbid the elders from engaging the pastor in
a doctrinal dispute over the specifics of MacArthur's teachings until he (HCSC's pastor) would admit and repent of
being "factious"! In other words, HCSC's pastor had to first admit he was a heretic before MacArthur would defend
his own heretical teachings!*

Similarly, since 1988, Biblical Discernment Ministries privately contacted Dr. MacArthur by personal letter on three
different occasions, each time asking him to justify his various psychological teachings in light of his professed
belief that psychology is not of God. On each occasion, I have received only generic responses from various
designated spokespersons in his ministry, never from Dr. MacArthur himself. Nor have I ever received a public or
private response "correcting" me, from the Word of God, of any erroneous reporting or improper interpretation or
analysis of Dr. MacArthur's teachings.

11/97 Update: There has been some recent "contact" with MacArthur's people. An elder at Grace Church has
posted to an Internet web site personal attacks against both the pastor mentioned above and against BDM's editor.
(See BDM response.) Yet, the question still remains to be answered -- "Are MacArthur's teachings true to
Scripture?" I contend that they are not. I have documented my contentions is this report and the posted sub-reports.
Other than these personal attacks leveled by the leadership of Grace Community Church, MacArthur's defenders
remain silent.

* The pastor's name has been withheld from this "Note" beginning with the 8/96 revision to this report in an
attempt to nullify MacArthur's continued use of a red herring argument. "The fallacy of red herring gets its name
from the practice of using a herring, a particularly smelly fish when cooked, to divert hunting dogs from the scent
of a fox. To commit the fallacy of red herring in an argument is to draw attention away from an issue by raising
some other, seemingly related issue. In so doing, the arguer attempts to sidetrack the opponent's argument. (Source:
Robert M. Johnson, A Logic Book, 2nd Edition, [Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1992], p. 262.)
MacArthur seems to think that if he can discredit those who challenge his teachings (i.e., making the issue the
person challenging him rather than the specifics of the challenge), then that makes his teachings immune from
scrutiny. In today's neo-evangelical environment, he has thus far been successful.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 12/99
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John MacArthur
Audio Tape

"19 Characteristics of Leadership"

-  Taped in the Fall of 1991 as presented to the incoming class at The Master's Seminary in Sun Valley California.
MacArthur admits right up front that he will not do an exposition of a Bible text, but will speak from "my
experience." This tape is worthy of analysis, because it gives us some insights into MacArthur's philosophy of
ministry, and thereby, an indication as to why there are so many ongoing contradictions between the "talk" and the
"walk" in his ministry. (It also is a cause for pessimism for those of us who have prayed that MacArthur would
make positive changes, particularly in the personnel area. After hearing this tape, we have little hope that any real
change will occur.)

-  MacArthur lists what his experience has shown him to be the 19 characteristics necessary for effective and godly
leadership, with a definition of each and how he applies each personally in his ministry: (Those items without
comment were not pertinent to this discussion.)

(1)  Loyalty

(a) "Devoted to people at all costs ... I need to be loyal to them, then my subordinates will be loyal to
me."

(b) "If you're loyal to me, you owe me your disagreements."

(c) "Do not demand loyalty from them, give them loyalty. And what that means is that if somebody
comes to you to complain about somebody else on your staff or your team, you will not hear that. You
will defend that person to the very end, whether or not the criticism is right or wrong."

(d) "I need to be loyal to the people under me in terms of doing everything I can to meet their needs,
facilitating their efficiency ... and when I am loyal and committed to them at all costs, it's much easier
for them to be loyal back, because they feel the sense of not only example, but obligation."

(2)  Courage

(3)  Stamina

(4)  Empathy

(a) "What people feel ... ability to appreciate and understand the feelings of the people around you."

(b) Need to be sensitive to others feelings, or else will have large turnover "people aren't allowed to be
who they are ... a leader will always be dealing with people who can't move as fast as he does or they
would be in his place."

(c) "That is what builds loyalty. Sometimes people will say to me, 'You need to deal with that, and you
need to deal with that immediately.' And I say, 'Now wait a minute; there's a person here. And there's a
long-term relationship. And there's an issue of loyalty here. And I'm not ready to violate all of that just
for the sake of the speed of the process. If the process has to take a little bit longer to salvage the long-
term loyalty here, then I'm going to have to defer to that' ... We want to ... give space for them to come
along and understand where we're going and why."
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(5)  Anticipation

(6)  Competitiveness

(7)  Accountability

(8)  Credibility

(9)  Tenacity

(10) Dependability

(11) Self-discipline

(a) "Ordering your life to get the main things done."

(12) Vision

(a) "Keep people apprised of the big picture."

(13) Sacrifice

(a) "Let somebody else take the credit."

(14) Intolerant

(a) Be intolerant "of anything that threatens the ministry [which probably includes criticism] ... anything
that threatens to cause ... disunity."

(15) Negotiation Skills

(16) Able to Delegate

(17) Don't Deny Defeat/Rebound

(a) Acknowledge bad decisions and make new ones.

(18) Teachability

(19) Humility

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 2/92
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John MacArthur
Grace Church Support Group Fellowships*

Women's Ministries

Every Woman's Grace: a women's weekly Bible study, will begin again in the Fall. Watch Grace Today for
details and sign-ups.

For Women Only: women of all ages, Sunday, 10:15 a.m., Outreach office.

One with Christ: a support group for women who have lost their husbands through death or divorce, meets on the
first and third Monday of the month. For information, call Kay DeVries at 998-0200 or Kathy Therux at 360-3394.

F.A.I.T.H. Ministries: (Finding Answers in the Heart) is a post-abortion support group designed for women who
are suffering emotionally or spiritually from a past abortion. For information, call Elizabeth at 843-2035.

Evening Winning to Be One: our evening unequally yoked class, meets the third Thursday of each month at the
home of Emarie Britten, 16713 Romar Street at 7:00 p.m. For directions or information, call 363-1548.

Special Ministries

Drug and Alcohol Problems: [not sins?] Empowered Fellowship is an anonymous [AA?] ministry of individuals
and concerned family members who wrestle with substance abuse. We address these problems [not sins?] by
offering proven and time-tested methods [AA's 12 Steps?] to combat the fear, guilt, and anger associated with
these problems [not sins?]. We meet every Monday at 7:30 p.m. For information, call 909-5606.

Empowered Family Support Groups: are open to anyone (male or female) whose life is affected by a family
member or close friend who abuses alcohol or drugs [sounds like the language of "codependency"]. In an
atmosphere of anonymity [AA?], concern, love, and understanding, we are provided the opportunity to grow
spiritually by the principles of God's Word. This fellowship for coping family members [clearly "codependent"
terminology] meets every Monday at 7:30 p.m. If you are interested, call 909-5606.

Pastoral Care

The Compassion Connection: The Compassion Connection, a support group extending comfort, help, and
encouragement [how about the Gospel?] to A.I.D.S. patients, their families, and friends, meets the first Tuesday of
each month. For information, call 352-3706.

* This material has been excerpted from the 8/11/91 Grace Today (p. 2), a publication of Grace Community
Church; John MacArthur, senior pastor.

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Introduction to Biblical Counseling

This 1994 book from Word Publishing* proclaims in large letters on the book's jacket to be "An Alternative to
Secular Psychology." It is also deemed a "groundbreaking book." These days anything written by John MacArthur
seems to automatically come with high recommendations, and this book is no different. However, we can find
nothing in it to recommend. Some of our major concerns are detailed below:

-  The inside flap of the book jacket says that:

"John MacArthur's passion for the Scriptures and his experience in biblical counseling have been
combined with the vision and expertise of Wayne Mack and other members of the Master's College
Faculty to produce this definitive statement on biblical counseling. ... Pooling their years of biblical
counseling practice and the insights gained from years of biblical study and from teaching hundreds of
students to utilize such skills, the authors of this practical book provide a thorough look at this unique
field of Christian ministry."

John MacArthur has written five chapters in the book, two of which were adapted from previous books. However,
the material is actually compiled and edited by Wayne Mack. Mack is currently the Chairman of the Biblical
Counseling Department and Professor of Biblical Counseling at The Master's College, having come from the
Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) in 1993 to take over the program begun two years
earlier. But one only need look at Mack's "Resource List of Helpful Books and Tapes for Marriage and Family
Counseling/Teaching" printed in the "Counselor/Teacher's Guide" of his book Preparing for Marriage God's Way
to understand the extent of this man's psychological bent. (Mack recommends books and tapes by Adlerean
psychologizer John Bettler, Freudian/Adlerean/Maslowian psychologizer Larry Crabb, four-temperaments gurus
Tim and Beverly LaHaye, right-brain/left-brain psychologizer Gary Smalley, Christian "sexologists" Ed and Gay
Wheat, and psychologizer Gordon MacDonald.)

-  Mack has written seven chapters in Introduction to Biblical Counseling, comprising an entire section of the book
(Part III: "The Process of Biblical Counseling"). These chapters by Mack represent the very kind of psychologizing
to which the Bobgans would be opposed (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate
Publishing, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). One of these chapters, "Implementing Biblical
Instruction" (pp. 284-297), is typical of Mack's psychological interpretation of Scripture. It also is typical of Mack's
methodology of attempting to change external conditions and practices rather than dealing with the source of sin as
a means of handling outward circumstances and behavior (pp. 284, 286). Mack even instructs counselees to develop
a detailed 11-step advance plan to help them resist temptation (p. 291), and then when the counselee fails, Mack
gives him eleven more steps prepared for his recovery! (p. 292).

-  Chapter 20 of the book presents a listing of "Resources for Biblical Counseling." The list was developed for the
book by CCEF's David Powlison. (See Against Biblical Counseling for more information on Powlison's
psychological integrationist position.) Much of what is on this list is inoffensive, but it does include Ed Bulkley's
Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology, most of Wayne Mack's books, and even MacArthur's highly
psychologically-oriented audio cassette series The Fulfilled Family.

-  Also of interest is Chapter 21, "Frequently Asked Questions About Biblical Counseling." The chapter lists 21
questions with answers by various Master's Fellowship staff and faculty and by other contributors to the book.
CCEF's Powlison answers four of the questions and Grace Church's Lance Quinn three others. Among other
questionable philosophies, neither of these men sees anything wrong with sending counselees to psychologists or
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psychiatrists (pp. 372, 382).

-  Space does not permit a more thorough review of this book. Suffice it to say that recent efforts by MacArthur and
company to paint The Master's Fellowship ministries in anti-psychology hues have been successful only to the
undiscerning eye. And this latest MacArthur/Mack effort to develop an "Alternative to Psychological Counseling"
comes with the same pitfalls and psychological model underpinnings described by the Bobgans in Against Biblical
Counseling. MacArthur/Mack have come out for a model borrowed from secular psychology, dressed it up in
Biblical terminology, and now try to claim this is what the apostle Paul always meant when he penned Romans
15:14, Galatians 6:2, and Ephesians 4:12.

* The Fundamental Evangelistic Association describes Word Publishing as "a fountainhead of theological pollution
and is boosting ecumenical apostasy" (7/8/78). Word is owned by the American Broadcasting Company, the
producers of some of the most vile and immoral TV programs (i.e., 1993-94's NYPD Blue). Other major
MacArthur' works published by Word include Our Sufficiency in Christ and The Vanishing Conscience.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 11/94
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INCOMPETENT TO COUNSEL
Miles J. Stanford

The purpose of this paper is to look further into the Nouthetic (pronounced newthetic) technique of Dr. Jay E.
Adams, and to bring out its similarity to the teaching of Dr. John F. MacArthur. [Since the National Association
of Nouthetic Councelors (NANC), the Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF), and the Biblical
Counseling Foundation (BCF) all employ the counseling teachings and methodologies of Dr. Adams, the comments
made herein also apply to these organizations.]

The counseling program of The Master's College and The Master's Seminary has been formulated and is directed
by Dr. Wayne A. Mack, longtime associate of Dr. Adams. The title of the textbook for the MacArthur counseling
program is Introduction to Biblical Counseling (Word 1994, 408 pages), and was primarily edited and written by
the Covenant theologian, Dr. Mack.

We will look at some of Dr. Adams' nouthetic teaching, upon which the MacArthur program is built. Probably the
best known and most widely used book on Biblical Counseling is Dr. Adams' Competent to Counsel (Baker 1970,
278 pages). The following should make its error and danger quite clear, as something to be assiduously avoided.

Covenantism erroneously applies to the Church that which belongs primarily to Israel. All that they [Adams and
MacArthur] touch becomes law-bound, under the name of Covenant grace. Dr. Adams leaves no question as to that:

Moral judgment is the essence of counsel in the book of Proverbs. The unique element in the wisdom of
that counsel is its moral orientation. These are commands for the covenant people which enable them
to live in proper covenant relationship to God (p. 85).

Nouthetic counselors frequently hand out individual portions of the book of Proverbs. One reason why
they have found Proverbs so useful in counseling is that essentially it is a book of good counsel given
to covenant youth. Proverbs was written primarily to promote divine wisdom among God's covenant
people (pp. 97,98) [emphases ours].

In nouthetic counseling the book of Proverbs play a very significant part because these proverbs give
instruction. The system of counseling advocated in Proverbs is plainly nouthetic. Proverbs assumes the
need for divine wisdom imparted by verbal means: by instruction, by reproof, by rebuke, by correction,
and by applying God's commandments in order to change behavior for one's benefit (p. 99).

As the neophyte tends to exceed the bounds of his new theological sphere, Dr. MacArthur often out-covenants
Covenantism. In the Introduction of his non-dispensational book The Gospel According to Jesus (p. 15), he goes so
far as to establish the Church upon Judaism:

Several years ago I began to study and preach through the gospel of Matthew. As I worked through the
life and ministry of our Lord, a clear understanding of the message He proclaimed and the evangelistic
method He used crystallized in my thinking. I came to see Jesus' gospel as the foundation upon which
all NT doctrine stands. Many difficult passages in the Epistles became clearer when I understood them
in that light.

Have you ever known a dispensationalist to make such a bizarre claim as that?  Or any other doctrinally sound
believer, for that matter! Dr. MacArthur interprets Paul in the light of Jesus' Kingdom Gospel to Israel. He fails to
read Paul in light of the glorified Lord Jesus Christ's exclusive doctrine for His heavenly Body.

The way of life that Dr. MacArthur points to via Jesus' Kingdom Gospel results in "the law as the rule of life,"
whereas the ascended Lord Jesus' present "Gospel of the grace of God" results in "the law of the Spirit of life in
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Christ Jesus" (Rom. 8:3).

MOSAIC LAW -- Similarly, Dr. Adams leaves no question as to the orientation of his counseling:

Structure is the means of moral living. Lives structured according to the Ten Commandments are by
the very nature of the case also structured to the principles upon which God structured the world.

The life which disciplined disciples endeavor to live is the same life of discipline and training for
eternal holiness that Christ, the Son, perfectly lived. The disciplined life (a life lived according to God's
commandments) therefore grows out of the same kind of training to which Christ subjected Himself (p.
190).

Structured, or disciplined living is living that conforms to God's commandments. Clients and
counselors alike should be satisfied with nothing less than the goal of total structuring according to
God's law (p. 155).

The Bible teaches [to whom?] that a peace of mind which leads to longer and happier living comes
from keeping God's commandments. Thus the goal of nouthetic counseling is set forth plainly in the
Scriptures: to bring men into loving conformity to the law of God (pp. 113,55).

The Covenantists' lust for law blinds them to Pauline grace for the Christian life. They stop short of heavenly
position and grace for sanctification; hence they are blinded by the very law they would have as their "rule of life."

The law is a rule of death (2 Cor. 3:7). It is meant to bring one to Christ--Christ glorified, as Saviour and heavenly
Head of the heavenly Body--rather than to Jesus and His pre-Cross Kingdom Gospel to Israel. On that basis the
law blinds and binds the members of the Body of Christ.

"But now we are delivered from the law, having died to that in which we were held, that we should
serve in newness of spirit and not in the oldness of the letter." "For the law killeth, but the Spirit giveth
life (Rom. 7:6; 2 Cor. 3:6).

Dr. MacArthur is not to be outdone law-wise when it comes to Dr. Adams' legality:

The law is pertinent for those who believe in Christ because of its own character, and because of the
consequences of obeying and disobeying, and because its demands are clarified and enforced
throughout the rest of the NT. Its commands are not suggestions to be considered but requirements to
be followed. Those in Christ are no longer under the ultimate penalty, but are not free of its
requirements of righteousness.

The second principle is that the law is positive as well as negative. Its purpose not only is to prevent
both inward and outward sin, but to promote both inward and outward righteousness (pp.
268,272,287).

Dr. MacArthur promotes the precept rather than the Person, for the Christian life. The Christian has died to the
precept in order that he may live in, and to, the Person.

"The strength of sin is the law" (1 Cor. 15:56), hence it is not meant to prevent either inward or outward sin. That is
the exclusive work of the Spirit of Christ. Hear Paul: "This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the
lust of the flesh." "For sin shall not have dominion over you, for ye are not under law but under grace" (Gal. 5:16;
Rom. 6:14).

Christ is both our inward and outward righteousness! "But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto
us ... righteousness."  " ... that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him" (1 Cor. 1:30; 2 Cor. 5:21). For
the Covenant victim, law precepts dominate over the new-creation Person.
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HABITUATION -- When it comes to the Christian life, all Covenant theology has to offer is common ever-day
behaviorism, Do, in order to be, i.e., law.   Covenantism seems to miss or avoid the source (two Adams) factor.  
Righteousness for them is developed via good behavior, good habits, by means of keeping the law. All to them is
outside in!

Concerning the importance of habits in his nouthetic counseling, Dr. Adams writes:

One client spoke of having only "reservoirs of inadequacy."  He was correct, because he has been
living inadequately. His past provided little more than a record of inadequate solutions to fall back
upon and draw upon. But the solution to his problem was to begin drawing upon God's resources of
grace.

In this way alone could he begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequate living. Action based upon faith
was his need. As he begins to live adequately, i.e., according to the commands and promises of God, he
would begin to fill his own reservoirs with adequacy and a sense of humble confidence would grow
(p.134).

By its very nature most discipline is unpleasant. The chipping away of imperfections is a painful
process. "All discipline for a moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those who are
trained by it..."  (Heb. 12:11).

The word translated "trained" comes from the same root as our English term "gymnastics."   The
Greek, like the English, means to practice regular, systematic, habitual practice which makes the work
of the Lord natural.

Just as the athlete practices until his training makes him expert and his athletic accomplishments are
"second nature" to him, so the Christian by practice must become expert in holiness, so expert that his
"second nature" (wrought by the work of the Holy Spirit) is dominant, natural, easy. As he continues to
practice, the habit is etched in more permanently, holiness becomes easier and he becomes more
naturally a Christian (pp. 164,165).

Dr. MacArthur works on the same nouthetic habituation principle:

Since you are a new man--act like it. Leave the old habits and old selfishness that belonged [sic] to the
old man, and take on the new man's new habits of selflessness (Tape GC 2146).

Being alive unto God in Christ, we are not to attempt to "act like it." The Christian life is "for me to live is Christ." 
"... for we who live are always bearing about in the body the dying [not habits] of the Lord Jesus, that the life [not
habits] of Jesus might be made manifest in our body" (Phil. 1:21; 2 Cor. 4: 10).

Nor is it a matter of leaving "the old habits" and "the old selfishness that belonged to the old man."   We are, by
faith, to put off the source, the old Adamic man, not simply his activities. This is based upon the fact that we died
positionally to the old man. And of course we are not to take on the "new habits of selflessness which belong to the
new man." Christ, our life, is selfless because that is His life and nature--hence our new-creation life and nature is
the same.

PATTERNS -- "Manufactured in U.S.A!"  Dr. Adams' nouthetic counseling would construct the Christian life via
Israel's law. This is attempted by means of diligently working and practicing until habits are formed into patterns.
The following statement by Dr. Adams is especially saddening:

Holy living involves habit. Patterns of holiness can be established only by regular, constant practice.
Just as Christ learned obedience, we too must learn obedience by actual practice (p. 162).

Dr. Wm. R. Newell made a statement concerning Christ's obedience:
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Though being a Son, He learned from the things He suffered, obedience" (Heb. 5:8). As the Eternal
Son, the Second Person of the Deity, One in the counsels of creation itself, the Executor thereof, He
needed not to learn anything!

"He counted not the being on an equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking
the form of a servant, being made in the likeness of men; and being found in fashion as a man, He
humbled Himself, becoming obedient unto death, yea, even the death of the Cross!" (Phil. 2:6-8)
(Hebrews, Verse by Verse, p. 162).

As Eternal Son in the Godhead, there was no need for obedience. As the Son of Man He learned obedience in that it
was an altogether new issue. But He did not have to learn to obey! "Then said I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the
book it is written of Me) to do Thy will, O God" (Heb. 10:7).

That was but a hint in comparison to this:

Jesus learned God's will from God's Word which He applied to life. He had to learn how to develop
biblical patterns by actual practice in responding to life's problems (p. 162).

One must learn to do God's will which he has discovered in Scripture. He must practice the good so
faithfully that whenever the occasion to sin arises, naturally, and without deliberation, he knows what
to do and does it with ease and expertise (p. 163).

The image in man was distorted by the fall. Believers are being renewed in the spirit of their minds.
The mind because of sin had become futile, the understanding had been darkened, the heart had
become hard and callous.

All of these conditions, now, are in the process of being changed by the Spirit of God. He renews the
spirit of the believer's mind so that the former manner of life, with all its corrupt habits, patterns, and
ways of living, "the old self" or "the old man," may be shed like a tattered, worn, filthy old garment
that one throws away. Christians are called upon to "put on" instead the new biblical patterns, new
ways that truly reflect the God who created them (P. 218). [Emphases ours].

Sin is pictured as a cruel master who rules over the sinner. Proverbs says "he died," destroyed by his
own sin. He dies for lack of discipline, because he does not have the kind of structure that only God's
commandments provide. Your only hope is to rule over sin by breaking out of the pattern that is
developed through repentance and a subsequent change of behavior (p. 147).

The client must be shown the need to replace the old by new patterns. He must be shown that God
speaks of sanctification not only in terms of being "separated from" but also "separated unto." The old
man is "put off," partly, by establishing the "new man." Old habit patterns are crowded out by new
ones (p. 151).

Though habit patterns are hard to change, change is not impossible. Nouthetic counselors regularly
see patterns of 30-40 years' duration altered. What was learned can be unlearned. An old dog can
learn new tricks (p.75).

But, the issue is concerned with the old Adamic life and nature, not animals.  And Dr. MacArthur is not better off
in the Christian growth realm than Dr. Adams:

So, Christians are new creations, but sin is still a problem because of the old coat of humanness [!].
Ephesians 4:24 tells us to "put on the new man."  The "new man" is a new kind of human behavior, a
new humanness which we must put on to accommodate and fit our new nature. We must put off our
old patterns and practices--all the things of our old life that hang on us--and put on the clothes of the
new man (Tape GC 1928) [Emphasis ours].
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The new man is not a "new kind of behavior"; rather, it is our new-creation life, that naturally manifests a new kind
of behavior. All behavior has a life-source: the indwelling first Adam for that which is sinful, the Last Adam for
that which is righteous.

By reckoning upon our death to the old, and our life in the New (Rom. 6:11), the old man is practically "put off,"
and the new Man is practically "put on''--both, as we "walk in the Spirit."

NOUTHETIC CHILD-TRAINING -- It would seem that Dr. Adams is no more competent at counseling children
than he is adults:

What must be done when a child lies, talks back, or fails to come home on time? One good way to
determine fair consistent answers to such questions is to draw up a code of conduct. On a sheet,
consisting of four columns, each column is headed by the words "Crime," Punishment," By whom",
"When."

Each box in the code of conduct chart may be filled in according to the specific problem of individual
situations. For example, lying is a crime that can be punished by washing the mouth out with soap,
apologizing, and rectifying the situation by telling the truth! (When soap is used, if the child is old
enough, he is first required to do research on soaps by writing to the manufacturing company to make
sure that the use of the chosen soap is harmless [even Lifebuoy?!] (p. 188,189).

SEXUAL IMMORALITY -- Nor does Dr. Adams do any better counseling in the realm of sexual sin:

In all Scripture there is only one God-given solution to the problem of sexual desire: "It is better to
marry than to burn" (1 Cor. 7:9). Marriage is God's answer to immorality: "because of immoralities
let each man have his own wife, and let each woman have her own husband" (1 Cor. 7:2). The old
sinful pattern must be broken and replaced by the new godly one (p. 35).

The good doctor should heed the context, instead of forcing his point. Heed Paul: "Now I say unto the unmarried
and to the widows, it is good for them that they remain as I. But if they have not control over themselves let them
marry ..." (1 Cor. 7:8).

God's answer to sin, whether sexual or otherwise, as a single or otherwise, is to reckon oneself to have died unto
sin, and to be alive unto God in Christ. On that basis one is to "walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of
the flesh" (Gal. 5:16).

PSEUDO COUNSELING -- There are a number of predominant types of Christian counseling today, none of
which deal with the true source of sin in the believer's life. They are subjective, seeking to work from the outside
in--and hence are ineffective.

1 -- Psychotherapy -- This method mixes three parts secular psychology with one part Scripture, seeking to
"adjust" and Christianize the old Adamic life.

2 -- 12-STEP -- This extensive and never-ending program centers upon the Adamic life, i.e., self dealing with self.

3 -- Biblical Counseling -- This counseling seeks to center in the Scriptures, but is primarily non-dispensational,
and Covenant-oriented. It "legalizes" the client, and does not deal with the Adamic life, which Covenantism
"eradicates."

4 -- Charismatic -- This mode is totally subjective. It deals with Satan and alleged indwelling "demons," instead of
the old Adamic man--the true source of sin in the counselee.

None of the above function on the basis of the believer's position--that of being dead to sin and alive unto God in
Christ Jesus. Be warned, all ye Biblical counselors: to minister other than the truth of one's position in the glorified
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Lord Jesus Christ, is to be incompetent to counsel!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 1/99
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John MacArthur
May, 1990 Mother's Day Message

"Shade for Our Children" (Eph. 6:4)

-  A challenge for the discerning Christian would be to read John MacArthur's book Our Sufficiency In Christ and
then listen to this tape message. Then try to discern what MacArthur's true position on psychology actually is. Our
conclusion is that MacArthur is either incredibly ignorant or brazenly hypocritical.

-  In June of 1991, MacArthur sent this audio cassette message (tape#GC80-69) free of charge to anyone who
requested it. One would have to assume by this that as of June, 1991, the material contained on this tape was
MacArthur's current position on the issues covered in the message (psychology). Moreover, it could be assumed
that MacArthur felt strongly enough about these issues and his position on them that he would deem it worth the
considerable expense of offering the tape free of charge. One should also keep in mind when considering
MacArthur's comments on this tape, that his book, Our Sufficiency In Christ, had been published only two months
before the distribution of this tape. [This tape was redistributed (@$4.75/each) and aired again on Grace To You
radio in May of 1997; none of the psychological references were edited out -- i.e., the tape is identical to the one
distributed in June of 1991.1 In addition, as of June of 1999, the "Shade for Our Children" transcript (dated 1997) is
still posted to a Grace To You-authorized web site. Bottom line: the teachings on this tape are current.] 

-  One should obtain MacArthur's Bible Study Guide, The Fulfilled Family (John MacArthur's Bible Studies, John
MacArthur Jr., Word of Grace Communications, P.O. Box 4000, Panorama City, CA 91412
[1981/1985/1987/1989], pp. 127-141), and particularly tape#GC-1950 (1979 audio tape cassette) -- MacArthur
favorably quotes2 extensively from psychiatrist Paul Meier's book, Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development. [In late-1996, MacArthur re-preached The Fulfilled Family series; although not nearly as
psychologically-oriented as the original series, he still teaches a number of psychological concepts (see the
supplemental notes to "The Fulfilled Family" sub-report) -- the transcripts of the nine messages in the new series
are also available.] On this message ("Shade for Our Children"), not only does MacArthur repeat many of the same
quotes from the 1979 series, verbatim, but he also adds the following psychological comments of his own
(psychological concepts, methodologies, techniques, and/or terminology are emphasized with underlines):

(a) "Now sometimes it's not really the mother's fault. Some husbands are weak and witless; some
husbands are absent, some husbands have left all together. By the way, at our church, Gary Ezzo [an
Adlerean/Maslowian psychologizer who has since quietly left Grace Church] in our family ministries
has an excellent support system for single mothers to help you compensate for that very difficult
situation ... We have support ministries to assist those mothers who have literally been dispossessed by
an unfaithful husband." (This quote follows MacArthur's verbatim quotes of Paul Meier from pp. 128-
131 of the 1989 edition of The Fulfilled Family Study Guide.)

(b) When giving evidence that children do not know obedience naturally (i.e., the sin nature), rather
than quoting Scripture as his authority, MacArthur quotes the Minnesota Crime Commission. (Same
quote used on p. 132 of The Fulfilled Family Study Guide, 1989 ed.)

(c) When quoting Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (supposedly child-rearing "experts" because of their
training in sociology), MacArthur emphasizes that "these are Harvard sociologists" and that their
advice can help "to guarantee against a future dysfunctional child." (Other quotes used are the same as
on p. 135 of the Fulfilled Family Study Guide, 1989 ed.)

(d) MacArthur tells the story of a girl he visited in the UCLA psychiatric clinic, who eventually killed
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herself: "She could never achieve the grade-point that her parents pushed her to achieve, and finally she
killed herself. And that was her way of saying, 'I'm so angry at you because of the pain you put in my
life because I can never succeed -- I never had a sense of accomplishment -- that I'm going to make
you hurt the rest of your life.' And so she killed herself and said in effect, 'Now, live with that.' She
gave back the hurt."

-  As favorable toward psychology as the above quotes from MacArthur's 1990 Mother's Day message appear to be,
one must remember that these quotes are merely in addition to those he reiterates on this tape cassette from his
earlier (1979) The Fulfilled Family tape series. Again, one should examine pp. 127-141 of The Fulfilled Family
Bible Study Guide (1989 ed.) and/or listen to tape#GC-1950 (1979 ed.) to gain the full importance that MacArthur
gives to psychological theory and concepts. One has to wonder, is it ignorance or is it hypocrisy?

1 In June of 1997, MacArthur distributed another free tape titled: "A Crash Course in Christian Parenting."
MacArthur begins the message by affirming that Christian parents need to turn to God's Word for parenting
instructions, not the world -- i.e., "God has given us the Manual on how to raise them." Apparently ignoring his
own advice, he then goes on to quote: (1) the Glueck's "four crucial factors on how to have non-delinquent kids --
90% accurate"; (2) the results of a study by "psychologists and experts" on child depression and suicide; (3) Paul
Meier's "ten steps on how to raise a delinquent" from his book Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development, and (4) the Minnesota Crime Commission. (MacArthur also refers once again to the story of the girl
who killed herself to get back at her parents [see (d) above].) One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes was "If
you want an accident-prone child, ignore him and fight with each other so that he hurts himself to get your
attention." -- Where in the Bible is MacArthur finding this psychological nonsense?!  [Return to Text]

2 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Back to Text]
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John MacArthur
Book Notes

Our Sufficiency In Christ

(1991:Word Publishing)

p. 20 -- MacArthur condemns "your local Christian bookstore" for selling a "proliferation of so-called 'Christian'
recovery books"; yet his own Church bookstore (the Book Shack) was at the time selling these same types of books
(by such psychologically-oriented authors as Tony Campolo, Chuck Swindoll, R.C. Sproul, Josh McDowell, Tim
LaHaye, Chuck Colson, H. Norman Wright, Henry Nouwen, etc.).

pp. 55-57 -- MacArthur's recollection of the court case involving the Nally suicide incident is quite different than
that presented on his two-tape series, The Day God's Word Went On Trial. Why is there such a difference in the
two accounts and which, if either, is the truth?

pp. 58, 67 -- Favorable references to "true psychology," "emotional illnesses," "alcoholic," and "certain [helpful]
techniques of human psychology" (p. 58). Then later in Sufficiency (p. 67), MacArthur correctly states that "mental
and emotional health" is not a Biblical concept. What does he really believe here -- is there such a thing as
"emotional illness" (p. 58), or is there not (p. 67)?

p. 59 -- MacArthur states that the "supreme qualification for psychologists would be Christlikeness." This is utterly
impossible. Since psychology is a false religion, this would be like saying, "the supreme qualification for a Hindu
would be Christlikeness." How absurd! This obviously reveals MacArthur's lack of understanding on the issue of
psychology and its deadly attack on the church.

     -- MacArthur also states, "The presuppositions and most of the doctrine of psychology cannot be successfully
integrated with Christian truth." (Emphasis added.) Does he mean that some of it can? One wonders what parts of
the "doctrine of psychology" MacArthur thinks can be "successfully integrated with Christian truth"?

pp. 69-70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no quarrel with those who use ... social sciences as a helpful observer's
platform to look on human conduct and develop tools to assist people in getting some external controls in their
behavior. That may be useful as a first step to getting to the real spiritual cure." Is not the "first step" Christ and
His Word? Anything added or used along side, especially the godless "social science" of psychology, only blurs the
truth.

p. 70 -- MacArthur writes that he has "no tolerance for those who exalt psychology above ... the perfect sufficiency
of our God," and has "no encouragement for people who wish to mix psychology with the divine resources." Yet at
the time this book was published, MacArthur employed two Larry Crabb followers, John Zimmer and Gary Ezzo,
in his Church's family ministries area (as well as allowing both to teach adult Sunday School classes). Does
MacArthur want us to believe that the employment of two rank psychologizers is not "tolerance" and
"encouragement"? [John Zimmer left the Grace Church staff in early-1992, and Gary Ezzo in mid-1993. However,
Ezzo was a "lay elder" at Grace Church until the summer of 1995, at which time the Church was still teaching
Ezzo's materials in certain classes and was selling his materials in its bookstore.]

p. 108 -- MacArthur states that "modern behavioral science, by comparison [to the Bible], is superficial -- and
usually downright counterproductive." (Emphasis added.) If one really believed in the total sufficiency of Scripture
(2 Pe. 1:3) wouldn't he instead say that the behavior sciences are always "down-right counterproductive"? Isn't it
always counterproductive to access a false religious system?
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pp. 120-121 -- MacArthur asks, "Are there no beneficial insights to be gained by looking at the observations of
sociologists and psychologists? ... Useful, perhaps. Necessary, no." Do we see anywhere in 2 Peter 1:3 that any
observation from a godless false religious system would be "useful" (of which psychology is clearly one of the
many false religious systems available from which to choose)?

pp. 246, 261 -- MacArthur uses psychological language that has more in common with Larry Crabb's need theology
than with Biblical terminology. MacArthur refers to the Apostle Paul's "deep hurt" because of the "rejection and
emotional abuse" he experienced, and that people "were created for relationships" (p. 246). He also speaks of man's
"deepest longings," his "most intense cravings," and our most "profound needs" (p. 261), as if these were
legitimate. The way MacArthur uses these terms are self-centered and man-centered, not at all equivalent to godly
cravings (cf. Psa. 42). 
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John MacArthur
Self-Esteem/Self-Worth/Psychological Teachings

Radio Tape Index

May, 1988
(a) Someone preaching constantly on self-esteem means, "self-esteem too low, and needs to be built up."

3/29/89 & 2/16/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) You're important to God.
(b) Looking for a sense of self-worth, value, and self-acceptance.
(c) Christian psychologists are "motivated good;" they want to "rescue people with poor self-image."
(d) The "need" for self-worth, value, and significance (sounds like Larry Crabb's need theology?) is satisfied by
knowing who you are in Christ.
(e) Because He chose you, before the beginning of time, YOU ARE SOMEBODY! -- "When I realized that I was
chosen in Him before the foundation of the world, then the conclusion is that I'm somebody! ... What a sense of
significance!!"
(f) "Your value comes because you're in Christ -- that's your self-worth."

3/30/89 & 2/17/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) Being in Christ, planned before the world began, gives us our significance.
(b) Our election has nothing to do with our merit, but nevertheless, we are "important to God" and "have value"
because of this election.
(c) "... Doctrine of election says to me, you are of value eternally in the heart of God ... Jesus came to shed His
blood to purchase you -- you are important!"
(d) "Don't struggle with a sense of self-worth; you are worthy."
(e) "You're a child of the King; get a sense of value to yourself."

4/05/89 & 2/22/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) God accepts you, so accept yourself. [See 7/5/90 message]
(b) God forgives you, so forgive yourself -- "If you can't forgive your-self, you've got a God complex."
(c) God thinks, "I am fantastic;" therefore, "you're not half-bad," and "you're something worth something."
(d) Since you're important to God, you're worth something and your self-worth is secure.

4/06/89 & 2/23/95 [From the series: The Believer's Life in Christ]
(a) Eph 1:11 -- Interpreted by MacArthur to mean, "We are God's gift to Christ," and therefore, your self-worth is
secure because of your implied importance to God.1
(b) Our value and sense of worth are derived from God choosing us (election) before the world began.

9/18/89 & 3/18/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family; re-preached in late-1996 and re-aired over a 20-day
period in 1999: 2/8/99-3/15/99 (and scheduled again for 2001: 1/22/00-2/16/00). See The Fulfilled Family sub-
report]
(a) Introduction to The Fulfilled Family series: MacArthur states that part of the problem in the disintegration of the
family is that much of the "helpful" material on the family is counterproductive rather than a help to ministering to
family relationships. He then, later in the series, proceeds to quote2 these very same counterproductive sources (i.e.,
Carl Rogers, James Dobson, Paul Meier, etc.) as experts and legitimate helps to better family relationships.

2/15/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
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(a) MacArthur comments that: "This series keeps coming back ... it continues to be one of the most popular series
we have aired over the years. It's a very foundational teaching ... people are saved and they're looking at their
family and saying 'How do I do this thing called family now that I'm a Christian?' So there's always a brand new
audience for this particular series ... get the series on tape ... you'll maybe want to give it to your children or
relatives or friends ... it's a wonderful, wonderful tool" [a "psychological" tool?].

9/19/89 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Again stresses that the mass of so-called helps are counterproductive, but nevertheless, later in the series, quotes
from and/or recommends these same psychological "helps."

3/20/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) At the close of the broadcast, the announcer runs a promo for the psychologized MacArthur/Ezzo four-part
video series, How to Raise Your Family ("John MacArthur has an outstanding video tape series"). (Same promo run
again at end of 3/26/91 broadcast).

9/21/89 & 3/21/91 & 2/18/93 & 3/16/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Gives credence to the so-called "results" of psychological testing.

9/27/89 & 3/27/91 & 2/24/93 & 3/22/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Gives credence to man's "deep drives and needs" (sounds like Larry Crabb's "deep longings for relationship"?).

2/24/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Announcer's closing comments encourage listeners to order the 8-tape Fulfilled Family series, of which each
tape is the "complete, unedited presentation as John originally delivered this to his congregation" (i.e., despite
rhetoric to the contrary, no change in psychological teachings in almost 14 years! [1979-1993]).

9/28/89 & 3/28/91 & 2/25/93 & 3/23/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably from Carl Rogers' book (the father of client-directed therapy), Becoming Partners: Marriage
and Its Alternatives.
(b) Teaches the pop psychological concept of "unconditional love" and applies it to the nature of God's love: "We
have object-oriented attraction. Now God's love is very different. God could care less what the object is. It's His
nature to love -- anything that happens to be around gets it. God just loves, period. It's not the object that defines
the love for God. It is His nature -- anything in front of Him gets love." [Really? cf. Psa. 5:5,6 -- God hates all who
do wrong (not loves "anything that happens to be around").]

9/29/89 & 3/29/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Introduction to today's broadcasts: Stresses (1) the "need to listen to [this series] over and over again," and yet
gives no warning as to the psychological gospel contained therein (9/29/89), and (2) that "this is the third, fourth, or
fifth time we've run this series and the truths never change" (3/29/91). [What truths? -- the psychological ones?]

4/1/91 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) MacArthur's introductory remarks encourage listeners to order the Study Guide and tapes, because the
information therein lets you know "what God's standard for the family is." [God's standard now includes humanistic
and Freudian psychology?]

10/2/89 & 4/1/91 & 3/1/93 & 3/27/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably a "leading psychiatrist at the Menninger Clinic," from his "provocative book," The Castrated
Family.
(b) Quotes favorably from an article in Psychology Today.
(c) Quotes favorably a psychiatrist at Topeka State Hospital (mental).
(d) Quotes favorably from psychologizer Howard Hendricks.
(e) Quotes favorably a so-called "human behavior writer" (a.k.a. psychologist) concerning child suicide and
depression studies -- MacArthur agrees with the "expert" that child suicide is an "unconscious" act resulting from
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parental neglect and rejection (i.e., since "the emotional and spiritual needs of children are not being met" by
parents, the depression that leads to suicide is the result of the failure of the parents!) MacArthur gives no weight
whatsoever to individual responsibility and the Biblical position that suicide is the ultimate act of self.

10/3/89 & 4/2/91 & 3/2/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably from two articles in Psychology Today.

10/4/89 & 4/3/91 & 3/3/93 & 3/29/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably James Dobson's "slow-boil frog" story.

3/3/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) MacArthur advertises that the same material found in this series is also in his New Testament Commentary on
Ephesians.

3/4/93 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) In the closing promo, the announcer directs attention to family related materials for sale in the Grace To You
Catalog, one of them being the highly psychologized MacArthur/Ezzo four-part video series, How to Raise Your
Family (see notes to 3/20/91 broadcast).

10/6/89 & 4/5/91 & 3/5/93 &3/31/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Liberally and favorably quotes (for over seven minutes!) from "Christian" psychiatrist (actually "Freudian") Paul
Meier's book, Christian Child Rearing and Personality Development -- main message is that 'any behavior
abnormalities (i.e., homosexuality) in your child are your (the parent's) fault' (ignores the message of the Bible
[Ezek. 18] that each is responsible for his own sin).
(b) When MacArthur wants to prove a point, rather than using the Bible for proof-texts, he predominantly quotes
secular sources as authorities (psychiatrists, the Houston Police Department, the Minnesota Crime Commission,
etc.)
(c) MacArthur holds up the following psychological euphemisms as being valid concerns/problem areas for
Christians: alcoholics; sociopathic criminals; adult schizophrenia; obsessive-compulsive children; eating
disorders/addictions; hyper-kinetic children; and childhood hysteria.

10/9/89 & 4/8/91 & 3/8/93 & 4/3/95 [From the series: The Fulfilled Family]
(a) Quotes favorably Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (sociologists) as being able to identify juvenile delinquents via
psychological personality testing. Although MacArthur qualifies his statement by stating that "these are not
Christian people, this is just psychoanalysis," he, nevertheless, quotes the Gluecks as authorities having valid
principles that can be used to the benefit of Christians.
(b) Again cites favorably, Freudian psychiatrist Paul Meier (described by MacArthur as "the medical doctor, the
psychiatrist, the Christian") as an expert on parent-child relationships.
(c) Quotes favorably "someone" (doesn't tell us that the "someone" is behavioristic psychologist Dorothy Law
Nolte) on how a child's environment determines his feelings about everything and everybody, especially about
himself; MacArthur reads, in agreement, a list with such statements as "If a child lives with shame, he learns to feel
guilty. If a child lives with approval, he learns to like himself."
(d) Takes over ten minutes using numerous psychological euphemisms to explain how not to "provoke your
children to anger."
(e) In closing the series, MacArthur again promos the 8-tape Fulfilled Family series as "You ought to have one for
future reference and to help your friends."
(f) MacArthur encourages first time letter-writers to request his free 18-page booklet, Answering The Key Questions
About The Family -- on p. 15 of that booklet, MacArthur quotes the same Glueck study and the same Paul Meier
material as that on this tape message.

7/05/90
In disusing 13 factors that can steal one's joy, MacArthur states that psychology has nothing to offer, yet he goes on
to teach two psychological concepts:
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(1) Self-Talk Therapy: Although he apparently is talking about a Christian learning to control his emotions, his
vocabulary smacks of positive self-talk therapy, derived from the teachings of such possibility thinkers as Robert
Schuller, Norman Vincent Peale, et al. (whose teachings were originally derived from the occult).

(2) Self-Forgiveness: Much like MacArthur's comments on his 4/5/89 The Fulfilled Family broadcast (cited earlier
in this report -- use "Return to Text" link at the end of this paragraph), he claims that those who continue to
experience guilt long after God has forgiven their sin, are playing God and need to forgive themselves just as God
has already forgiven them. (The Bible knows nothing of this self-forgiveness concept, but instead teaches that guilt
is a God-given emotion which He uses to convict His children of sin. In most cases where "no feeling of
forgiveness" is present, it is probably an indication that the sin causing the guilt has never truly been forsaken.
MacArthur, therefore, rather than trying to convince people that they're already forgiven and, thereby, need to
forgive themselves, should encourage a true heart-searching by the "guilty one" to ensure that the necessary
"requirements" for forgiveness have been met; i.e., true repentance and confession. If this has been done, yet
forgiveness is still not "felt," then the individual probably has a pride problem that would only be further
aggravated by his "self-forgiveness." Or, he refuses to believe God [1 Jn. 1:9] and is actually calling God a liar in
his heart. If the latter is the case, no wonder he doesn't "feel" forgiven.)  [Return to Text]

1 MacArthur is clearly saying that we should feel good about ourselves and be secure in Him, because God was
enriched through gaining us as His children! The context of Eph. 1:18, however, is all about the blessings we
receive from God, not the blessings He receives from us. Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His inheritance in the
saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not to an inheritance the saints have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in
the Bible is God enriched by man. It is man who is always benefited by God. Common sense alone makes that
clear. God, being infinitely rich and needing nothing, cannot be enriched by anyone or anything. (Adapted from the
9/93, Berean Call.)  [Return to Text]

2 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Return to Text]
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John MacArthur
Audio Tape Series

"The Day Gods Word Went on Trial"

In April of 1979, Ken Nally, a 24-year old Talbot Seminary student (Talbot Extension Seminary on the Grace
Church campus), committed suicide. His parents filed a clergy malpractice suit, alleging that pastors at Grace
Community Church (GCC) had prevented Nally from seeking professional counseling, and had instead counseled
him only with Scripture. In 1985, GCC won the case in court; hence, MacArthur's claim that God's Word was not
only "on trial," but had won! But was it really God's Word that was on trial and won out at Grace Church? The
following excerpts are from two tapes (distributed by MacArthur's ministry) containing comments by MacArthur
and GCC's attorney in the case, Sam Ericsson (editorial comments are BDM's):

In response to the question: "In giving full range to the examination process, medical, counseling, etc., does that
include secular people, including psychiatrists?"

MacArthur: "YES ... never had any problem with psychiatrists as such. The issue is to send them to a psychiatrist
whose value system in the long-term is going to be compatible (emphasis mine). Benefit in short-term is that
psychiatrist makes a medical analysis and provides medicine for the short-term situation; but if you're talking about
a long-term counseling system, then you've got to hook up a person who has a Christian frame of reference, with a
psychiatrist who is going to have a compatible frame of reference. Value system has to be compatible or there will
be no effect [of counseling therapy]. We would not want to set aside all psychology or psychiatrists, but simply to
say those we would refer to, would be helpful in the long-term, only if their value system was compatible ... which
means for the long term, [psychologists and psychiatrists] would have to be Christian."

Comment:

(1) By definition, it is impossible to have a Christian value system that is compatible with either psychology or
psychiatry, because psychology is a false religion;

(2) A regular medical doctor is quite competent to provide a medical analysis; but why send to a combination
medical doctor/witchdoctor?;

(3) By definition, psychology's belief system (frame of reference) is the antithesis of a Christian's; it cannot ever be
compatible!;

(4) Since the value systems can never be compatible, why refer a person to a psychiatrist?;

(5) How can a person with a different religious belief system, i.e., the psychological cult of self-worship, also
profess to be Christian, in light of the fact that the Christian "system" requires putting other's interests before one's
own? -- the belief systems are at the extremes of the spiritual continuum (self-love on one end, divine love of
others on the other).

Judge Joseph Callan was the presiding judge.

Judge Callan: "It is apparent that clinical psychology and pastoral counseling do not spring from the same well."
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Comment: If the judge can recognize that the belief systems of psychology and Christianity are not compatible,
why can't John MacArthur?

Sam Ericsson was the attorney for the defense (Grace Community Church).

Ericsson: "The fact of the matter, which came out during the trial, was that he [Nally] had been seen by no less
than eight professionals, physicians, and mental health professionals, many of them arranged by John MacArthur or
his staff at Grace Church."

Comment: Why would MacArthur arrange for help from the godless profession of psychology? How can
MacArthur claim that the issue is one of the Church's right to give Biblical counsel, when he himself arranged for
Nally to receive psychological counsel?

Ericsson: "Ken Nally was encouraged to see physicians and Christian psychologists."

Comment: There is no such thing as "Christian" psychology (except in the minds of the psychologists who profess
to practice it). Psychology and Christianity are two separate belief systems. (See Judge Callan's insightful comment
above.) Therefore, in reality, MacArthur referred Nally to psychological counseling, not Biblical counseling.

In response to a question, "What should pastors be conscious of as they counsel people?"

Ericsson: "Be sensitive to using Biblical procedures, Biblical methods, and Biblical principles, and part of that is to
recognize that they [pastors] shouldn't get in over their heads -- that there are other professions. There are
physicians, there are counselors, there are psychologists and psychiatrists who do provide assistance. So be sensitive
to a person's needs, and don't assume you have all the answers; and there is wisdom in a multitude of counselors --
don't hesitate to bring in other people [the psychologists and psychiatrists] to help."

Comment: In other words, Ericsson is saying that the Word of God is insufficient and that pastors are potentially
"in over their heads" in relying solely upon the Bible, and for this reason, we need to bring in the godless
psychologists and psychiatrists to help out the poor, insufficient Bible!!! Granted, every pastor may not be
thoroughly equipped to counsel using the Bible, but training in true biblical counseling can remedy this situation. At
any rate, the problem is not with the Bible and its teachings. (See 2 Pe 1:3 -- "His divine power has given us
everything we need for life and godliness through our knowledge of Him.") Individual pastors may not have all the
answers, but the Bible does!

Overall Summary Comments: These two tapes detail that MacArthur sent Nally to eight different "professionals,"
including "mental health professionals," and for this reason, MacArthur and staff denied all responsibility for
wrongdoing concerning Nally's suicide. In addition, MacArthur and his pastoral staff make no claim to have ever
had a "counseling relationship" with Nally, nor do they claim to have given exclusively Biblical advice. Hence,
God's Word was never on trial here, but only the right of the Church to counsel in house or to refer the counselee to
outside "professionals." The use of "professional referrals" to Nally was never disputed. Grace Church stood for
and defended its "right" to refer counselees to psychological and psychiatric "professionals"; and that is all that was
on trial.
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John MacArthur Tape Series
"The Fulfilled Family"

This series was originally preached and recorded by John MacArthur in early-1979 (eight audio cassette tapes), and
broadcast on Grace To You (GTY) Radio on seven different occasions between 1981 and 1995, each time unedited
from the original. Though claiming to be against the integration of psychology and the Bible, MacArthur's eight
original messages taught many psychological concepts and quoted favorably from numerous psychological
sources.1 [Study Guide (SG) pages referenced below are from the 1989 edition of The Fulfilled Family Study
Guide.]

Psychological References (1979, 8-tape series):

(1)  Assumes the validity of psychological testing (GC#1944/SG31), when, in fact, there is none;

(2)  Quotes in a favorable light New Ager Alvin Toffler from Toffler's book Future Shock (GC#1947);

(3)  Quotes as authoritative psychologist Carl Rogers (from Becoming Partners: Marriage and Its
Alternatives)/"Unconditional love" (GC#1947/SG73), as if Christians are to gain insight from such unregenerate
people (cf. Col. 2:8);

(4)  Quotes as authoritative psychiatric research from the Menninger Clinic (psychiatric mental facility)
(GC#1948/SG95), rather than finding the answer in the Word of God;

(5)  Quotes as helpful two articles from the 2/79 issue of Psychology Today (GC#1948/SG96;100), as if this is a
good source of information for the Christian (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16-17);

(6)  Quotes as authoritative a psychiatrist from Topeka State (mental) Hospital (GC#1948/SG96), as if a psychiatrist
has something to offer the Christian.

(7)  Quotes in a favorable light pop psychologist Dr. James C. Dobson (from Dare to Discipline)
(GC#1949/SG110);

(8)  Quotes at length psychological platitudes from Freudian psychiatrist Paul Meier ("the psychiatrist and
Christian") on human behavior and child development (from Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development) (GC#1950/SG128-132;136;143), rather than expounding from the Word of God concerning child-
rearing;

(9)  Quotes authoritatively sociologists (Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck) as being able to identify juvenile delinquents
via psychological testing (from Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency) (GC#1950/SG135), as if this were valid truth for
the Christian;

(10) Cites the example of a "catatonic schizophrenic" who committed suicide, who was (according to MacArthur)
induced by the parents who "provoked their child to anger" (GC#1950) -- from this quote it is apparent MacArthur
has been taken in by the wisdom of the world (cf. Col. 2:8);

(11) Quotes deterministic psychologist Dorothy Law Nolte on how a child's environment determines his feelings
about everything and everybody, including himself (GC#1950). (See Charles Swindoll's "Growing Wise in Family
Life" study guide, p. 28, for a copy of the list from which MacArthur read.) The material in this quote is pure
humanistic psychology, yet MacArthur quotes it as if it is truth for today.
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Note: The series was re-preached in 1996 and aired on GTY radio in 20 segments in early-1999 (2/8/99-3/5/99),
and scheduled to be broadcast again in 2001 (1/22/01-2/16/01). Although not nearly as psychologically-oriented as
the original series, MacArthur still teaches a number of psychological concepts in the "new" The Fulfilled Family
(see below). The above notes from the original series are still pertinent, however, because GTY still quotes from
the original series in other currently promoted tapes (see the "Shade for Our Children" sub-report), and MacArthur
still refers to the 1979-series as "the biblical model for family life," claiming the new series "includes principles
from the original plus new information and insight-some gained through the successes and failures of a whole
generation of American families since then" (4/18/96, GTY ministry letter).

Psychological References (1996, 9-tape series):

Tape#1 (#1943) -- A Plan For Your Family: God's vs. the World's (Eph. 5:18-6:2)

MacArthur gives credence to the concept of "mental illness." He also refers to a statement by a professor with an
earned Ph.D. degree from the University of Southern California (who teaches at MacArthur's The Master's College
[most likely: Gregory J. Behle, Professor of Christian Education: BA, Biola; Th.M., Dallas Theological Seminary;
Ph.D., USC]) who claims that "all of the existing literature today done on the study of children indicates that there
is a period of time between the ages of 6 and 12 when everything foundational is either put down or not put down,
and those are determinative years in what that child will become."

This teaching comes from godless deterministic psychology, not the Bible. What about God's sovereign grace in a
life? Is God in a box after the child turns 12, so that He cannot save or transform? The only difference between this
Master's College professor's deterministic statement and that of Sigmund Freud is that Freud's determinism was set
by age 6. However, both Freud and this professor are equally wrong. Freud's theories of early life determinism (0-6
years) have never been proved; and the Master's College professor's early life determinism (6-12 years) has never
been proved either, even though the professor claims it is in the "literature."

MacArthur continues, "... can predict almost perfectly if they [children] will be anti-social or socialize in a normal
way. We can see all of the roots of criminal behavior in that period of time in the life of a child." This makes sense,
MacArthur contends, because, as in the example of Jesus, "when a Jewish child reached 12, he was ready on his
own to be a son of the Law." First, the phrases "can predict almost perfectly" and can "see all of the roots" are not
only untrue, but irresponsible. How does this square with the hope presented throughout the Bible?2 Doubly
irresponsible is MacArthur's support of this professor's remarks and, particularly, for eisegetically relating this
determinism as an example of Jesus "when a Jewish child reached 12."

Later in this message, MacArthur says we don't need psychologists, psychiatrists, etc. -- "we have the Word of
God." Yet, he had earlier espoused the wisdom of "deterministic psychology," and the rest of the series is full of
psychological solutions to problems encountered in family life.

Tape#2 (1944) -- God's Pattern for Wives, Pt.1 (Eph. 5:22-24)

None

Tape#3 (#1945) -- God's Pattern for Wives, Pt.2 (Eph. 5:22-24)

Referring to Titus 2:3-5, concerning older women "'teaching' what is good," MacArthur says that the "teaching" is
not the formal instruction, classes, seminars, books -- but modeling. He then says that the popular term for
modeling is mentoring, with the Biblical term being "discipleship." But mentoring and discipleship are not
synonymous. The concept of mentoring is based on the belief that every man must have an older mentor to whom
he can be held accountable for his decisions and actions in life. Mentoring has been applied in the church through
the shepherding movement, which has gained prominence within the charismatic movement.
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Shepherdship is an oppressive system in which a person who often perceives himself as an immature Christian
submits himself to the leading of an "elder." The elders (shepherds) are appointed in much the same way as in other
hierarchies, with one submitting to the next higher in a chain of command. Total discipline is imposed on those
who submit themselves to an elder. His leadership is total, even extending over the person's family life. Failure to
obey the shepherd can lead to disapproval, verbal condemnation, and ultimately being put out of the fellowship.
The most significant aspect of the shepherding system is that one person submits his will completely to another
individual, the shepherd or elder.

Is this the role MacArthur wants the older women to play in their "mentoring" of the younger women? Moreover, if
an older woman actually "mentors" a younger woman, she may usurp the husband's Biblical authority and
leadership. At any rate, why use a popular term such as "mentor" that has so much baggage? Why not talk about
the woman teaching through example as well as through words?

Tape#4 (#1946) -- God's Pattern for Husbands, Pt.1 (Eph. 5:18-6:4)

MacArthur greatly overemphasizes the husband meeting the wife's supposed "needs" (much like Larry Crabb's need
theology emphasis on "felt needs" -- psychological desires) versus the Bible's approach of minimum needs (Matt. 6)
-- the true physical and spiritual needs as presented in Ephesians 5.

Tape#5 (#1947) -- God's Pattern for Husbands, Pt.2 (Eph. 5:25,29)

MacArthur reads a long letter from a woman who claims that her husband totally neglects her, as well as ignores
the children. The woman laments the fact that their sons are less accomplished in sports than would be the case if
their dad would play catch with them; and their daughter focuses more on young boys for attention than would be
the case if dad only hugged her more often. The woman closes the letter with the statement that her husband's
problem is that his father treated him the same way. Incredibly, MacArthur agreed with the woman's interpretation!

The husband's problem is NOT that "his father treated him the same way." The husband's problem is that he was
born in sin, raised in a sinful world, and sins like the rest of us, including the wife who is complaining about her
husband. The solution is not to point out his errors, but rather to point to the only true way to deal with sin and to
transform a human life. MacArthur is playing amateur psychologist at least and avoiding the Scripture at worst in
even discussing this woman's letter. He should have stayed with Scripture regarding the sins of the father being
passed on to the children, and proclaimed that Jesus provides the only way to cancel sin and to enable the parents to
live as they should live. On the other hand, the woman is blaming everything on the husband. (Has MacArthur
heard both "sides"?) Unfortunately, instead of looking to the Scriptures, these answers sound as if MacArthur has
been listening to Jim Dobson.

Tape#6 (#1948) -- God's Pattern for Children, Pt.1 (Eph. 6:1-3)

MacArthur develops the psychological concept of the "hurried child" -- learning too many ways of the world and
too soon; i.e., instead of the "controlled exposure" of yesteryear ("controlled" by parents and teachers), the
electronic/technological age has led to a "hurried exposure" to evil. MacArthur quotes from Psychology Today to
proclaim that puberty is being pushed down 2-5 years as the result. This concept, that generational depravity of the
soul (a spiritual matter) is the cause of generational physiological change (a physical phenomena), is questionable
at best.

The reason for alleged earlier physiological change may be as simple as additives to food or as complex as self-
indulgence and affluence permitting earlier life activities and experiences not found in former generations.
Regardless, sin exists in every age and at every age level. It is not necessary to "psych" out the reasons, but rather
to deal with the consequences of living in sinful bodies in a sinful world where the flesh and Satan's legions are so
ready to usher mankind down the broad way that leads to destruction. Rather than pursuing the man-made wisdom
of "controlled exposure" and "hurried exposure," MacArthur should take confidence in applying the Word that he
claims to know so well.
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Tape#7 (1949) -- God's Pattern for Children, Pt.2 (Eph. 6:3)

None

Tape#8 (#1950) -- God's Pattern for Parents (Eph. 6:3)

Just as in the 1979 series (see #s 8 and 10 above), MacArthur expounds on how you can "provoke your child into
tragedy ... into anger ... get a bitter, sullen, anti-social delinquent." MacArthur speaks for over six minutes using
numerous psychological euphemisms to explain how not to "provoke your children. ..." In this "new" Fulfilled
Family message, however, MacArthur doesn't reveal the source of the material (other than to say it is from "a
typical book on child-raising about on how to raise a delinquent").

We looked up the source, and the material comes from that old MacArthur favorite, "Christian" psychiatrist Paul
Meier ("ten steps on how to raise a delinquent"), from Meier's book Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development. One of MacArthur's psychological platitudes is, "If you want an accident-prone child, fight with each
other, ignore the child, and the child will hurt himself to get your attention." One has to ask, "Where in the Bible is
MacArthur finding this psychological nonsense?" Rather than go to the Bible for God's wisdom, MacArthur
apparently continues to prefer the philosophy of men who have derived their wisdom from godless psychologists.

MacArthur then goes into his own 10-step list of how Christian parents can provoke, frustrate, and exasperate their
children to anger. He again cites the example first cited in a May 1990 message, "Shade for Our Children" (and
still promoted and distributed by Grace To You) -- a girl kills herself to get back at her parents for the pain they
had supposedly caused her by setting achievement goals too high. MacArthur then closes with a favorable quote
from another old favorite -- the Minnesota Crime Commission.

But the Bible teaches that we are not stuck with our early upbringing if it happened to be bad; and no one can
guarantee that someone with good upbringing will turn out well. However, MacArthur has apparently been
convinced by the psychological fallacies that certain kinds of early training fix abnormal behavior in adults. Thus, if
an adult is poorly adjusted, people like MacArthur mistakenly assume that he had poor early parenting.3

A person does not need to remain trapped in early negative patterns of behavior, because the Bible offers a new
way of life, whereby one puts off the old man and puts on the new. Jesus said to Nicodemus, "Ye must be born
again." Elsewhere He said that new wine could not be put into old wineskins. Jesus offers new life and new
beginnings. One who is born again has the spiritual capacity to overcome old ways and to develop new ones by
means of the Holy Spirit and according to the Word of God. One wonders why MacArthur often substitutes the
hopelessness of psychic determinism for the hope of Christianity.

Tape#9 (90-108) -- The Fulfilled Family: The Key to Maintaining Family Unity

None

1 It is one thing to quote a psychological source when critiquing psychology itself, and to show what one
psychologist says might be refuted by what another psychologist says, but quite another thing to quote as
authoritative the musings of psychologists on how to live our lives and raise our children. MacArthur frequently
slips into this error.  [Back to Text]

2 It doesn't even square with the so-called "social sciences." Social psychologist Dr. Carol Tavris cites the work of
Dr. Orville Brim of the Foundation for Child Development in New York and says, "Most of Brim's career has been
devoted to charting the course of child development and its relation to adult personality." She declares that Brim is
convinced that "people are virtually reprogrammable throughout life." She quotes him as saying, "Hundreds and
hundreds of studies now document the fact of personality change in adulthood." She also quotes Brim as saying:
"Social scientists are unable to predict adult personality from childhood or even from adolescence in any important
way. We can't blame the methods anymore, and we can't say that people who don't fit the predictions are deviant,
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unhealthy or strange. They are the norm." [See p. 295 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy I.]  [Back to Text]

3 Victor and Mildred Goertzel investigated this fallacy, and in their book CRADLES OF EMINENCE, they
described the early environments of over 400 eminent men and women of the 20th century who had experienced a
wide variety of trials and tribulations during their childhood. It is surprising, and even shocking, to discover the
environmental handicaps that have been overcome by individuals who should have been "psychically-determined"
failures according to psychological formulas like the ones MacArthur endorses. Instead of being harmed by
unfortunate early circumstances, they became outstanding in many different fields of endeavor and contributed
much to mankind. What might have been environmental curses seemed to act, rather, as catalysts to spawn genius
and creativity. This study is not an argument for poor upbringing; it is an argument against psychic determinism. 
[Back to Text]

In summary, MacArthur's "new" Fulfilled Family series is the same old siren song of psychology. It seems that
regardless of how much John MacArthur wants to be thought of as a psychology fighter, twenty years after the
original Fulfilled Family series, he is still buying into and teaching many of the same psychological concepts.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 6/99
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John MacArthur & Gary Ezzo
How To Raise Your Family Video Series

Film #1: "The Husband and Wife Relationship"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo presents his well-worn model of "need theology" as it relates to parent-child relationships -- "well-worn"
because a full three years after this series was produced, Ezzo wrote an article for John MacArthur's Masterpiece
magazine that could almost pass as a word-for-word transcript of the dialogue on this tape. ("Restoring Your
Family's Focus," Masterpiece, Winter 1988).This "need theology" model is virtually identical to that presented by
clinical psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb* in his counseling model, only some of the concept titles have been changed
-- Ezzo changes Crabb's "need for security" to "need to be loved," and Crabb's "need for significance" to "need to
know where one fits," as well as adding a third need of children, the "need to know that mom and dad love each
other." Ezzo claims that God created children with these three basic needs, but gives no Scriptural support (which is
probably due to the fact that there is none)! Rather than accepting the Biblical precept that a child is personally
responsible for his bad behavior (Ezekiel 18), Ezzo teaches that a child's bad behavior is usually caused by the
parent's failure to meet the child's "need for security."

-  Not only did John MacArthur affirm almost every one of Ezzo's psychological teachings on this video, he even
introduced a couple of disastrous psychological concepts of his own. By far the worst was MacArthur's story of a
father who required that his son spank him (the father) with a paddle! The father apparently felt guilty that he had
been raising his son using an improper discipline philosophy, and thereby, saw the solution as one of letting the son
'take-it-out on dad.' (Supposedly, seeking forgiveness from the son would have been too simplistic a solution!)
MacArthur affirmed that it was a legitimate need of the father to be spanked by the son! This is merely a slightly
modified form of Freudian ventilation therapy, most recently popularized by Arthur Janoff and brought into the
church by James Dobson, Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, David Seamands, et al. (One wonders what MacArthur and
Ezzo would counsel the father to do if the son learned to zealously enjoy meeting this new-found "need" of the
father?)

* Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate
human behavior, which system is derived from Freudian and humanistic/ Maslowian psychology with its hierarchy
of needs, with greatest emphasis on so-called emotional needs. 

Film #2: "The Seven Pillars of Christian Character"

-  Taped in 1985 in a home Bible-study forum, with Gary Ezzo leading the discussion, and John MacArthur giving
amplifying and/or qualifying comments.

-  Ezzo details what he calls "seven character traits," that children must develop in order to live productive, godly
lives:

(1) respect for position
(2) respect for elders
(3) respect for parents
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(4) respect for property
(5) respect for peers
(6) respect for nature
(7) respect for self

It is unclear as to what any of the first six "pillars of Christian character" have to do with Christian character, let
alone to call them "pillars" of it; one might call them "six attitudes to help develop godly character," but "pillars"
implies that these are actually character traits, which they clearly are not.

-  Ezzo's development of trait number two, "respect for elders," is based on psychological principles of child
development, not the Bible. In addition, even though Ezzo's definition of self-respect (trait number seven, defined
by Ezzo as "confidence that what I'm doing is right"), was not the typical humanistic one, one cannot help but
wonder why Ezzo chooses to borrow terminology from humanistic psychology in the first place? Even so, the clear
implication drawn from Ezzo's teachings is that once the first six traits are developed, self-respect and a good
feeling about oneself will be the outcome. (One also fails to see where Ezzo's definition of self-respect has
anything whatsoever to do with a Christian character trait.)

-  Similar to tape number one in this series, John MacArthur again makes a number of psychological contributions
of his own. The following humanistic, selfism-type statements were made by MacArthur:

(a) MacArthur raised his kids to learn that, "You are a MacArthur, and you're special."

(b) With respect to the value of animals and plants found in nature: "If everything else is valuable, I'm
valuable; I'm part of God's creation, so that makes sense" [that he's valuable].

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/98
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A Statement Regarding Gary Ezzo and Growing Families
International

[With Editorial Comments by Biblical Discernment Ministries in brackets]

This statement was unanimously affirmed by the board of elders of Grace Community Church
on 16 October 1997.

We have received a flood of inquiries about our stance with regard to Gary Ezzo and Growing Families International
(GFI). What follows is a brief summary of why Grace Community Church is no longer affiliated in any way with that
ministry. We as elders cannot endorse GFI until these matters are resolved, and we wish to make our position clear. We
have delayed making a public statement as long as we held out hope that these concerns might be resolved privately.
Unfortunately, that no longer appears possible. We fully realize that many people worldwide have assumed GFI enjoys
our full support. Literally dozens of people each week ask for clarification of our position relative to GFI. Therefore we
believe this public statement of our concerns is warranted -- and even somewhat overdue.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: "Somewhat overdue"? Indeed! And why wouldn't people assume that Ezzo enjoyed MacArthur's
full support -- he had been teaching at Grace Church for over ten years. I first became aware of the MacArthur-Ezzo split
in August of 1996, at which time I received an email from John MacArthur's daughter, Melinda (with a "Grace To You"
email address), stating that "Gary Ezzo and John MacArthur are not associated in any way ... John does not agree at all
with his [Ezzo's] methods." She provided no specifics as to when or why this separation occurred, nor what steps John
MacArthur had taken to publicly advise his and Ezzo's supporters of the decision. A friend of mine called the Grace
Church Book Shack on 8/16/96 and asked if the bookstore still offered any Ezzo materials. The employee said they did
not, but eagerly volunteered the toll free number of Ezzo's Growing Families International in case the caller wanted to
place an order! Does this sound like a "disagreement with Ezzo's methods"? Is it not appalling that there was such a lack
of concern (or just plain incompetent leadership) for the spiritual well-being of those wanting to purchase Ezzo's
materials that there was no communication with bookstore employees concerning the Church's policy? A few days later, a
designated spokesperson of Grace To You emailed me on the Ezzo matter, but refused to answer any of my questions
concerning the split. That's the last I heard of any of this until this belated Grace Church elders' statement.]
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is still our earnest prayer, however, that these things may ultimately be resolved in a way that honors the Lord and is in
harmony with His Word:

At an elders' meeting in the Spring of 1993, the elders of Grace Church asked Gary Ezzo to be more accountable to them
-- particularly with regard to the content of his teaching and the amount of time he was spending in GFI ministries
beyond the purview of his responsibilities as a pastor.

Soon afterward, in June 1993, Gary announced he was resigning from the pastoral staff but planned to continue serving as
a lay elder, keeping Grace Community Church as the base of GFI ministries. The reason he gave for resigning from the
church staff was that GFI now demanded his full-time involvement.

The elders nonetheless urged Gary to follow through with his commitment to be more accountable, especially with regard
to the content of his teaching. Gary promised to do so.

The pastoral staff began a review of Gary's published and taped material, and met as a group with Gary in mid-1995 to
outline several concerns about the doctrinal and biblical content of GFI materials. (Some of those same concerns are given
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below.) Gary seemed to receive the criticism well and in a good spirit. He explained and clarified several points, and
promised to make changes in his material to alleviate everyone's concerns.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: As I detail in my report on the teachings of John MacArthur, Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing
Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace Church every year up through at least 1995. In addition, Preparation for
Parenting (referred to in the elders' statement below) was sold in the Grace Church bookstore from the time of its first
printing. Yet the elders didn't get around to reviewing the "doctrinal and Biblical content" of the materials until mid-
1995!? What kind of oversight is this? There is apparently a very serious leadership void at Grace Community Church.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

However, in the weeks immediately following the meeting, Gary wrote letters to some of the pastors who had raised
criticisms. He characterized their concerns as petty and personal, and indicated he believed the staff's criticism was driven
by one or two people's personal agendas. He repeated those allegations in private conversations with church members.

The changes discussed in that meeting were never submitted to the pastoral staff. Instead, Gary resigned as an elder and
withdrew from Grace Church completely. Ultimately several of his closest followers left the church as well.

Here is an outline summary of some of the more serious concerns Grace Church's pastors and elders have raised about
GFI and its teachings:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: My concerns with Ezzo are primarily his psychological teachings. Notice in the list below detailing
the elders "more serious concerns," Ezzo's psychological teachings are not addressed at all. One can only assume that
MacArthur and his elders were not concerned about Ezzo in this area. This is probably not so strange in light of the long
history of Grace Church's heavy promotion of such Ezzo' psychological classics as "Godworth and the Self-Worth
Crisis"; "How to Raise Your Family"; and "How to Raise Your Kids God's Way" (now "Growing Kids God's Way"). As
mentioned above, Ezzo's highly psychological "Growing Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace church every year
up through at least 1995. In that series, there was very little of the teachings that MacArthur now claims caused the split.
Rather, it was loaded with psychoheresies.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Confusion between biblical standards and matters of personal preference. The best-known example of this is the
GFI emphasis on infant feeding schedules, combined with GFI's zealous opposition to demand feeding by nursing
mothers. Portraying scheduled feeding as the true biblical practice, GFI strongly implies that demand feeding should be
regarded as an unbiblical, humanistic -- even sinful -- approach to caring for infants. As elders, we see no biblical basis
whatsoever for GFI's dogmatism on this issue. While not opposing scheduled feeding, we would caution young mothers
not to adopt any system of parenting that is so rigid that it requires them to quell the God-given maternal impulse (cf. Isa.
66:10-13).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo taught these concepts at Grace Church for over ten years. Moreover, Ezzo's "dogmatism on
this issue" was strongly defended in July of 1991 by MacArthur's administrative assistant at the time, Lance Quinn.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other examples where matters of personal preference are presented as if they had biblical authority: GFI parents are
taught that sling-type baby carriers are too child-centered and therefore incompatible with biblical parenting. GFI
curriculum also teaches that mothers should not rock their babies to sleep; that they should not comfort or feed crying
infants in the parents' bed -- and especially that moms should never sleep next to their babies. Portions of the material
seem to place an undue stress on stifling the mother's desire to comfort her children. For example, Matthew 27:46 is used
to justify the teaching that mothers should refuse to attend to crying infants who have already been fed, changed, and had
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their basic needs met. Gary Ezzo writes, "Praise God that the Father did not intervene when His son cried out on the
cross" (Preparation for Parenting, p. 122).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo's teachings on "Rejection" use this same verse to teach that God the Father rejected His Son
while Jesus was on the cross: "For it was there that Christ suffered Divine rejection" ("Rejection: Man's Greatest Fear,"
Session Five, p. 21). When this was brought to the attention of Lance Quinn in August of 1989 (Ezzo was teaching a
Grace Church Sunday School class on the subject at the time), Quinn defended Ezzo.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

We find throughout the GFI material a blurring of the line between that which is truly biblical, and simple matters of
preference.

2. A lack of clarity on certain fundamental doctrinal issues. In particular, GFI materials tend to be unclear on the
issues of original sin and human depravity.

For example, in tape 12 of the "Growing Kids God's Way" tape series, Gary Ezzo says: "It is not the will of the child that
is corrupt but the nature that drives the will. It is the flesh that is corrupt." "The will itself is morally neutral." "The will
itself is not corrupt, the flesh is corrupt. The will is morally neutral."

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: "Growing Kids God's Way" classes were taught at Grace Church every year up through at least
1995, and the tape series sold in the Grace Church bookstore, without a word of warning from John MacArthur and his
elders. Dittos for Preparation for Parenting.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

However, Scripture clearly portrays our sinful nature as something that holds the unregenerate will in utter bondage (John
8:34, 44; Rom. 6:20). Nothing in Scripture suggests that the human will is morally neutral; rather Scripture teaches that
the will of the sinner is bent inexorably toward sin, enslaved to various lusts (Rom. 8:7-8; Titus 3:3). Every faculty of the
sinner's heart is corrupted by sin (cf. Gen. 6:5) -- and particularly the will. That is the whole point of the doctrine often
labeled "total depravity," which we affirm.

The notion that the human will is neutral is the very foundation of Pelagianism, a heresy that dates back to the Fifth
Century. We do not believe Gary intends to teach Pelagianism. He has expressly stated his belief that children are born
with a sin nature. (Even the statement above seems to hinge on Gary's assertion that "the nature . . . drives the will" -- i.e.,
if the nature is corrupt, the will tends to make sinful choices. But this still stops short of affirming what Scripture does:
that the sinner's will is in absolute bondage to sin.)

Again, we do not suggest that Gary means to deny the utter depravity of the sinner. But by over-classifying human
faculties and declaring the will "morally neutral," he has left room for serious misunderstanding on the issue. A similar
example is found in the GFI book Preparation for Parenting, where parents are told that the child's conscience at birth is
a "clean slate"; and then a footnote differentiates between the "higher" and "lower" conscience. All of this seems
needlessly to confuse the biblical stress on the utter corruption of the human heart and all its faculties (Jer. 17:9) -- even
from infancy: "The wicked are estranged from the womb: they go astray as soon as they be born, speaking lies" (Ps.
58:3).

3. Insufficient attention to the child's need for regeneration. Potential confusion on the human-depravity issue is
compounded by the weight of emphasis given to moral indoctrination, compared to the relatively meager stress on the
child's need for a divinely-renewed heart. Parents are repeatedly told that the goal of parenting is to raise a "morally
responsible child"; and that they can "restrain the natural corruption by instilling into the child the self-disciplines of life"
(Preparation for Parenting, p. 22). The impression is left with many parents that in training a well-mannered and morally
innocent child, they have raised their child "God's way."
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To be clear, our complaint is not that GFI material denies or omits the doctrine of regeneration. Statements are scattered
throughout various GFI publications that do mention the child's need of conversion. But the truths of the gospel and the
necessity of divine grace are by no means the essential heart of GFI's instruction to parents. Gary himself once reported in
an elders' meeting that GFI material has found a warm reception among Mormons and other non-evangelicals. This
would hardly be possible if the truths of the gospel received sufficient emphasis in the curriculum.

4. A tendency to isolationism. GFI parents tend to insulate their children from other children -- including Christian
children -- who are not part of the GFI "community" (i.e., those not indoctrinated in GFI principles). GFI parents have
been known to sever all relationships with non-GFI families. To some degree, GFI teaching is directly responsible for
encouraging this attitude.

While still a pastor at Grace Church, Gary Ezzo helped found a private "Community School," where children could be
enrolled only by personal invitation. Of course, only GFI parents were asked to enroll their children. Some were even
encouraged to withdraw their children from Grace Church's own Christian school, and move them instead to the
Community School.

Several GFI-trained parents have kept their children from participating in organized church youth activities in order to
avoid exposing their children to others not "in the community." Some GFI parents have objected because non-Christian
young people are welcome to attend youth-group activities, and because Christian young people in the youth group have
been encouraged to befriend and evangelize non-Christians in their schools and neighborhoods.

GFI material does not caution against, but rather defends, that type of isolationism. In fact, Gary Ezzo teaches that to do
otherwise could irreparably damage the "moral innocence" of children.

All of those are reasons why GFI materials are no longer available from Grace Community Church.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: In short, MacArthur and Grace Church have missed the boat again. I am not saying that the four
areas of disagreement they have with Ezzo are not important, but what about all the psychological heresies Ezzo taught
for years under the protection of the MacArthur umbrella? -- Ezzo's psychological teachings don't even get a mention
on the list of "serious concerns"! I think the obvious answer is that John MacArthur does not oppose these
psychoheresies, albeit decrying psychology yet interweaving it into his writings and sermons. MacArthur even appears in
a highly psychological video series as Ezzo's teaching partner. ]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

One additional concern has to do with how Gary Ezzo has responded to criticism.

In several instances, Gary Ezzo has declined to listen to concerns from essentially friendly critics -- including fellow
elders, pastors, and even co-workers in the GFI ministries. His responses to the elders of Grace Church have reflected a
repeated tendency to avoid accountability. For example, when the Community School was started, elders from Grace
Church's School Council asked for a meeting with Gary to share some concerns about his involvement with the
Community School. Gary refused to meet with them. Later, when asked about the Community School in a full elders'
meeting, Gary told the elders he had no direct involvement with the Community School. But in fact, he was serving on
the School's board of directors. In at least one case he assured a group of concerned elders that he would seek resolution
of a long-standing conflict -- then later refused to do so. His departure from Grace Church left a disturbing number of
conflicts unresolved and concerns unaddressed.

At the same time, Gary has been known to respond with exaggerated and even false accusations against his critics. For
example, just before he withdrew permanently from Grace Church, Gary sent an e-mail message to a Grace to You donor
in the Midwest. In the message, Gary claimed that several staff members of the church had "gone amillennial in their
eschatology"; that attendance at the church had dwindled so that church services were largely empty; and that Lance
Quinn (Senior Associate Pastor) had "walked out" on John MacArthur -- implying that Lance had left the church staff
under less than positive circumstances. (Of course, not one of those accusations is remotely true.) Gary asked the donor to
pray that the church would "close out its remaining years with dignity."
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: This portion of the elders' statement concerning Ezzo's personal attack on them reads like it came
from the pen of Grace Church elder Phil Johnson, who has made similar statements purporting things I have not said or
done. I am not denying that Ezzo is capable of such vitriol, but my first hand experience with the leadership of Grace
Community Church raises some doubt, in my mind at least, as to its veracity.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our choice would have been to deal with all these things privately, and that has been the reason for our long silence until
now. We consider it profoundly unfortunate that we must issue a public statement such as this. But our efforts to address
these concerns privately have been rebuffed or disregarded. Sadly, that has made this formal statement necessary.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

[Editor's Comment: Ezzo's teachings were not private sins, requiring private consultation. His teachings were not only
public, but they were publicly endorsed and supported by Grace Church and John MacArthur for over ten years. I
consider it "profoundly unfortunate" that a public statement was withheld for over 14 months after Ezzo's departure. In
my opinion, it all goes back to MacArthur's incompetent leadership, which manifests itself in his reluctance to say
publicly that unbiblical individuals should be exposed and put out of the church. It seems that the only time a public
statement will be made is if MacArthur is insulted personally. Remember, it has been over six years since Larry Crabb's
materials were removed from Grace Church, yet a public statement has never been made.]
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Again, our prayer is that all these matters will be resolved to the glory of Christ.

The Elders of Grace Community Church -- 10/16/97

Note: Gary Ezzo also posted an extensive response (in 11/97) to this Grace Church statement, which was very interesting
in that it included a copy of a 7/18/95 letter from John MacArthur stating things that are in direct contradiction to the
elders' statement of 10/16/97. Since that time, Philip Johnson (the author of the GCC Statement of 10/97) and Gary Ezzo
have made a truce of sorts. In exchange for Ezzo removing his detailed response from the GFI website, GCC and Johnson
have withdrawn the 10/97 Statement and replaced it with a new statement (sans the Ezzo character assassination and
much of the detail of the 10/97 statement). The new GCC Elders' Board Statement (dated 3/21/98) is very brief (only four
short paragraphs totalling about 175 words). It briefly covers only three areas of disagreement with Ezzo's teachings
(infant feeding methods, insufficient evidence on the doctrine of depravity, and GFI-parent group isolationism); again,
Ezzo's psychoheretical teachings are not mentioned as an area that concerns the GCC elders.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 10/97
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Gordon MacDonald
General Teachings/Activities

-  Gordon MacDonald was pastor of Grace Chapel in Lexington, Massachusetts for 12 years. He left in 1984 to go
with World Vision (a neo-evangelical, social gospel relief agency), and then became president of a college-age
missions organization, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (another neo-evangelical, para-church, charismatic group).
MacDonald also regularly teaches at Bethel Theological Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota, and the neo-evangelical
Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary in New England.

In 1987, while president of IVCF, he publicly admitted to an adulterous affair. Though that should have stopped
him forever from returning to the pulpit as a spiritual leader (since he was no longer Biblically qualified -- see
note), in 1989 he became pastor of Trinity Baptist Church in Manhattan. Then, as of 3/25/93, he took up the
pastorate once again at Grace Chapel in Lexington, a church with 2,300 members and weekly attendance ranging
from 2,500 to 3,000. (This shows how far down the spiritual ladder that particular church had fallen to bring back a
fallen minister to the place of leadership! Nevertheless, the decision to call MacDonald back to Grace Chapel was
hotly debated when members met on 1/10/93 -- about 26% of the 950 members attending a congregational meeting
that evening opposed MacDonald's return as senior minister.) 

-  MacDonald is best know as an author, particularly for Ordering Your Private World (1984/1985), Renewing Your
Spiritual Passion (1986/1989) (the latter [revised edition] being published subsequent to his public disgrace), and
Rebuilding Your Broken World (1990). However, all his books indicate, to one degree or another, a significant
reliance upon the psychological ideas of men rather than the pure Word of God (cf. 2 Peter 1:3). For example, in a
less well-known book, The Effective Father (specifically the chapter entitled, "Please Show Me That You Care"),
MacDonald clearly indicates his adherence to Freud's teachings on psychic determinism:

(a) Gives an example of a lady who had an "addiction" to promiscuity ("an addiction like alcohol"),
which was allegedly caused by her father's lack of affection toward her during her teen years.

(b) Makes the statement that women who become promiscuous in early adulthood are likely to have
grown-up with an unaffectionate father in the home.

-  At the height of President Clinton's sex scandal in 1998, it was announced that Gordon MacDonald was one of
the President's "spiritual advisors," so designated to help Clinton through his so-called spiritual crisis. (Clinton's
other advisors included liberal, social radical Tony Campolo, apostate Robert Schuller, and church growth guru Bill
Hybels.)  In addition to supporting the abominations of homosexuality and the murder of unborn children, former
President Clinton is a serial adulterer, a habitual liar, and a man who used the highest office of the land to obstruct
justice. In a letter of explanation written to his congregation in September of 1998, MacDonald shrugged-off
Clinton's immoral positions on homosexuality and abortion (deeming them "political" positions), and claimed that
Clinton was a genuine repentant sinner worthy of our prayers and our fellowship.

-  Even of more concern is MacDonald's book, Ordering Your Private World, in which he teaches a technique
called journaling. This technique has become a highly dangerous New Age methodology. One writer says the
following about journaling (excerpted/adapted from Beyond Seduction: A Return To Biblical Christianity, p. 237):

"'Journal-keeping' is becoming popular among Christians as a technique for recording one's inner
thoughts, along with ways to 'hear from God' by meditating on these thoughts; however, this same
technique is used by occultists to make contact with the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact
deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the 'ancient wisdom' allegedly contained in the
'collective unconscious.'"
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Ira Progoff is one of the foremost leaders in this particular application of Carl Jung's depth psychology, known as
Process Meditation; Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures (including
the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are
necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."

-  While MacDonald's description of journaling in Ordering Your Private World is strikingly similar to that taught
by Progoff, he fails to warn his readers of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for communication with God,
one's tendency toward mistaking false mysticism for spiritual enlightenment, and of spending more time upon one's
own inward thoughts than upon God's Word. In addition, since MacDonald claims to hear directly from God during
his daily communing through the journaling process (see below), one wonders what he is hearing concerning his
immorality and subsequent reinstatement to the pastorate?: (Emphases added.)

(a) "When I studied some of the mystic and contemplative Christians, I found that one practical way to
learn to listen to God speak in the garden of my private world was to keep a journal. With a pencil in
hand ready to write, I found that there was an expectancy, a readiness to hear anything God might wish
to whisper through my reading and reflection" (p. 130).

(b) "I found myself sharing in the journal more and more of the thoughts that flooded my inner spirit"
(p 131).

(c) "I began to realize that the journal was helping me come to grips with an enormous part of my inner
person that I had never been fully honest about ... I became aware ... that God's Holy Spirit was
directing many of the thoughts and insights as I wrote. On paper, the Lord and I were carrying on a
personal communion ... this began to happen only when the journal was employed" (p 131).

(d) "... twenty years of journal keeping [as of 1984] ... Hardly a morning passes that I do not open the
journal and record the things I hear God saying through my reading, meditation, and daily experience.
When the journal opens, so does the ear of my heart. If God is going to speak, I am ready to listen" (p
132).

(e) "... a beautiful example of a man listening to God in his private world through the use of a journal
... as he perceived the divine whisper, he transformed into print the still, small voice of his Lord" (p.
133).

(f) "All of this is part of listening to God. As I write, I am aware that what I am writing may actually
be what God wants to tell me. I dare presume that His Spirit is often operative in the things I am
choosing to think about and record" (p. 134).

(g) "... the main value of a journal is as a tool for listening to the quiet Voice that comes out of the
garden of the private world. Journal keeping serves as a wonderful tool for withdrawing and
communing with the Father. When I write, it is as if I am in direct conversation with Him. And there is
that sense that in the words that you are led to write, God's Spirit is mysteriously active, and
communion at the deepest level is happening" (p. 136).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Gordon MacDonald is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his speaking at various PK events and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals"
(encouraging journaling and women in leadership) for publication in PK’s bi-monthly Men of Integrity ("your daily
guide to the Bible and prayer").
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-  MacDonald and his wife are involved with James Dobson's ministry, Focus on the Family, specifically in the
making of cassette tapes in FOTF's "Pastor to Pastor" series. FOTF describes this series as: "These tapes, produced
six times a year, feature interviews with the most popular and well-informed religious leaders of our day."

-  McDonald endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Bill understands the questions people are asking, and he's
not afraid to take some risks as he thinks through the way of Christ for the 1990s." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g.,
he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical
"church growth" movement.)

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the same,
with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin Miller,
Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)
 

Qualifications for an Elder are found in Timothy and Titus. For example, Titus 1:6-8:

If any be blameless, the husband of one wife, having faithful children not accused of riot or unruly. For a bishop
must be blameless, as the steward of God; not selfwilled, not soon angry, not given to wine, no striker, not given
to filthy lucre; But a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate;

Is adultery the act of a man that  meets the qualification of blamelessness? I think not. Does MacDonald’s
repentance re-qualify him for leadership? His repentance qualified him to fellowship in a Body of believers; it did
not nullify the qualifications for eldership. In our culture of victimization, all one has to say is, "I'm sorry"; but
God's standards are a bit higher.

The commission of adultery by itself, ipso facto, makes one NOT qualified to serve as an elder, regardless of
whether or not the adulterer meets all the other qualifications of an elder. If there were not a higher standard for
eldership, why did Paul take the time to set out requirements? If all a repentant sinner (and prospective or current
elder) had to do was to repent of his sin, whether it be adultery or anything else, why didn't Paul just state that the
qualification of an elder was to simply “be a repentant sinner”? Surely Paul was not condoning the ordination of an
adulterer, as long as the adulterer had repented.

In addition, the verse about being the husband of one wife is also one that applies here. The basic covenant of the
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marriage relationship implies no adultery and no divorce. A man that violates the marriage covenant in either way
cannot possibly be deemed to be the husband of one wife, in a moral sense at least. Can he repair that sufficiently
to re-qualify for eldership? -- I don't think so.   [Return to Text]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 3/2005
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David & Karen Mains
General Teachings/Activities

-  David and Karen Mains are best known as the hosts of the (former) daily 15-minute radio broadcast from
Wheaton, Illinois, The Chapel of the Air. (Chapel of the Air was begun in 1939 and led by John D. Jess. David
Mains took it over in 1977, after serving ten years as founder and pastor of the Circle Church in Chicago.) Chapel
of the Air was heard over 500 times each Monday through Saturday on approximately 185 radio outlets across the
United States and Canada; the show went off the air in April of 1995 due to the loss of several key markets
serviced by some of these stations. At the time of its shutdown, Chapel of the Air maintained a donor list of
approximately 12,000, receiving over $5 million a year. This closing left the Mainses about $1 million in debt,
forcing the sale of two office buildings. David Mains admits the loss of key stations was due from accusations that
he and his wife, Karen, are New Age sympathizers. (See later in this report for documented proof of the Mains's
New Age leanings.) 

Remaining on the air is the Chapel's latest media outreach, a one-hour, weekly television broadcast called Focal
Point, produced in cooperation with Channel 38, the "Christian" television station in Chicago. (The Mainses first
guest was "Christian" New Ager Richard Foster!) Another television show, You Need to Know, is a half-hour
program seen daily on 1,400 stations carrying the highly-ecumenical ACTS Cable Network. In light of the
shutdown of the radio broadcast, David Mains announced he will embark on a "huge transition to reposition the
Chapel Ministries" and "will personally assist the revival movement, and will expand the Fifty Day Spiritual
Adventures International for a more effective impact and will revitalize over one hundred thousand churches."
Mains plans to "monitor, interpret and encourage the moving of His Spirit in North America." (Reported in the
5/95, Bold Truth Press, p. 7.)

-  The Mainses are also the originators of the annual "50-Day Spiritual Adventure" series (a seven-week, eight-
Sunday series) -- 50-day journeys "built around a central theme with eight supporting preaching topics created to
help listeners achieve measurable spiritual growth accelerated spiritual renewal. a proven way to nurture, mature,
and sustain revival within your church." Chapel's "50-day Adventure Journals" have been used in thousands of so-
called evangelical churches since their inception in 1980, with over three million professing Christians participating,
including more than 19,000 pastors. [Often when churches use this program (about 3,700 churches participate
annually), the Sunday sermons follow the message of the study journals.] To promote the "Adventures," the
Mainses each year sponsor dozens of pre-Adventure "Pastor/Church Leader Training & Orientation Conferences"
(130, one-half-day conferences were held in 1995-96 at churches in 40 states and four Canadian Provinces), and
offer hundreds of books and audio and video cassettes. Also sponsored are "Super Seminars -- one day spiritual
learning events for layperson inspiration," and annual "4-Week Workshop Celebrations."

The churches selected to hold the 1995-96 training seminars were a hodgepodge of charismatic, psychologically-
oriented, works-oriented, and in some cases, outright apostate denominations -- First Church of God, Nazarene,
PCUSA, E-Free, Christian, Assemblies of God, ELCA (Lutheran), Episcopal, Mennonite, United Methodist,
Missionary Alliance, Pentecostal, etc. In many cases, it is the leaders of these churches that are instrumental in
developing the Adventure series (i.e., " developed with the help of four focus groups of pastors from dozens of
denominations"). In addition, endorsers of the 50-Day Adventures include a Who's Who in neo-evangelical and/or
charismatic "Christianity" -- Joe Aldrich (Multnomah Bible College), Jane Archer (Salvation Army), Don Argue
(NAE), Stuart Briscoe, Paul Cedar (former E-Free president), Robert Coleman (E-Free seminary professor), hyper-
charismatic Jack Hayford, Steve Hayner (IVCF), Jerry Rose (president of Channel 38, Chicago), and Don Spader
(Sonlife Ministries).

[The shutdown of the radio program has also adversely affected the finances of the Spiritual Adventure project.
Mains claims that because of the ministry's woes, 1,500 fewer churches and about 200,000 fewer adults participated
in 1996 than 1995, leading to an income loss of over $1 million (in addition to the losses from the radio shutdown),
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plus the loss of a quarter-million-dollar bank line of credit. David Mains has now resorted to begging previous
donors for funds to keep operating, or else, he says, the Spiritual Adventure ministry will also be forced to
shutdown. He claims he needs $800,000 immediately to launch the 1997 Adventure cycle. (Source: 6/3/96, Chapel
of the Air Ministries letter.)]

-  The Mainses, in all their various ministries, have bought into and teach a host of psychological concepts,
including self-love/self-esteem, unconditional love/acceptance, codependency/recovery, and various Freudian
concepts. (See the Mains sub-report summarizing the last five year's Adventure series, plus the series scheduled for
early-1996.) 

To make matters worse, the Mainses currently extol the "virtues" and philosophies of various New Agers. For
example, on a 7/26/91 radio program, David Mains remarked that he had been attacked and labeled as a "New
Ager." Indeed, after he had for several earlier programs favorably referred to M. Scott Peck's Developing a Global
Community, he did receive numerous letters of protest. [Peck has been a featured writer for the New Age Journal,
calling for a new American Revolution and "radical therapy for the Church." Peck admits he is "weak on traditional
Christian redemption theology -- which holds that Jesus is this spotless, sinless lamb that was sacrificed for us, and
redeemed us." He writes, "I have trouble with that in two ways. One is, there is a real question about whether or not
Jesus was sinless, because Christian doctrine also holds that while he was fully divine he was also fully human, and
I don't see how you can be fully human and be sinless. Secondly, I worry about theology that says that because this
or that was done, that we've been saved or even part of us has been saved. " (Reported in the Fall Edition:1991,
Bold Truth Press.) In a 1991 interview with Playboy magazine, Peck said, "I believe pornography can be healthy."
In his continual best seller, The Road Less Traveled, Peck writes, "God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or
Itself)" (p. 269).] Why should Mains be surprised that he was criticized for promoting a metaphysical New Ager
and his blasphemous philosophy?

-  Both David and Karen Mains are on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's
Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing
the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight 's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses") [Evidence that David Mains continues to be enamored with psychologist Richard Foster and his
New Age organization, Renovaré, was the fact that Foster was a guest on the 5/26/93-5/28/93 Chapel of the Air
radio broadcasts, was a 1994 Focal Point television guest, and his books are still being offered in Mains's 1996
"Chapel Choices" catalogue.] 

-  Karen Mains is a prolific author (18 books), television personality (Focal Point and You Need to Know), former
radio broadcaster (Chapel of the Air), and an extremely popular speaker at Christian women's conferences (about
two dozen meetings a year). She is also chairperson of the trustee board for (neo-evangelical/psychologically-
oriented) InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. She has few peers when it comes to influence upon professing
evangelical women. Therefore, Karen Mains' 1993 book, Lonely No More, is even more shocking than it otherwise
would be (see next section for details). The book is an exercise in pseudo-mystical journaling and reflects Mrs.
Mains' inner-healing foundations -- a mixture of Freudian/Jungian psycho-occultic concepts and spiritual beliefs,
practices, and techniques. The book combines magical superstitions and witchcraft-theology with Christianity.
(Mrs. Mains received training in inner healing at the School of Pastoral Care, established by the godmother of inner
healing, Agnes Sanford. Mains considers Sanford-disciple and inner-healing/spiritual therapist Leanne Payne to be
one of her "spiritual directors.") 

The route of psychospiritual self-therapy through which Karen Mains leads the reader of Lonely No More is a
deadly swamp subjectively infested with Jungian dream analysis, symbolic imagery, shamanic visualization,
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interactive communication with dream entities, projections from the (Freudian) subconscious, and mystical
contemplative prayer and fasting. It is particularly frightening that a woman who claims to be "a historical
evangelical" and "well aware of the dangers of undisciplined subjectivity" would buy into such spiritual mockery,
let alone try to pass it off as beneficial in knowing God. There is abundant evidence throughout Lonely No More
that Karen Mains penchant for the psychospiritual has corrupted whatever Biblical sense she may have had at one
time (4/94, The Berean Call).

-  In Lonely No More, Karen Mains relates how she has established communication with a personal spirit guide!
She tells of a young man who has been appearing in her dreams. Her descriptions of him are vivid: "He was tall ...
well formed and trim, somewhere in his early thirties ... His fine, dark hair fell in a thick lock across his forehead ...
his blue-gray eyes looking earnestly into mine." The details of his communication are specific: "'You are everything
I have ever wanted spiritually,' he said before I [in the dream] started to drive away." Mrs. Mains claims that this
experience has taken place "six or eight times a year for the last four or five years," and has had a "positively
profound effect" on her, compelling her to seek psychospiritual counsel (Leanne Payne, director of Pastoral Care
Ministries and Karen Mains' "spiritual mentor").

Her "spiritual director," a Catholic nun and Jungian psychotherapist, confirms what her evangelical, inner-healing
therapist friend and "unofficial spiritual mentor" told her: "Your male-self is certainly wooing you." Karen Mains
explains, "... this indeed is my male-self, the animus that I need to complement my female being, the anima. This
psychological concept of the male-within-the-female and the female-within-the-male was developed by Carl Jung,
but it has always seemed exceptionally scriptural to me." Mrs. Mains notes Jung's perspective "that for spiritual and
psychological health a person must have a harmonious and friendly relationship with his or her unconscious" and
adds, "Through the insistent initiation of the Holy Spirit, I am being forcefully guided to make rapprochement with
my inner, deepest self." [What incredible self-delusion! The Holy Spirit's work and Jung's anti-Biblical concepts
couldn't be more contrary to each other. Much of what Jung taught was derived from his own personal spirit guide,
a demon named Philemon. (See  America: The Sorcerer's New Apprentice for Jung's heavily demonized
background.)]

In a later Jungian session with her "spiritual director" at Cenacle, a Catholic contemplative retreat center, Mrs.
Mains tells of a drastic change in the entity which has been appearing in her mind. In graphic detail, she describes
an "idiot-child sitting at a table with other people ... totally bald head lolled to one side ... drooling ... six, seven or
eight years of age ... emaciated and malnourished ... sad, huge eyes ... This is my idiot-child, the idiot-self of my
self." Her "spiritual director" has her close her eyes and "see the child again." She does so and begins to
communicate with the image who surprises them both by revealing that it is the "Christ child." [!!] (This is right out
of the book, The Occult Christ, by Ted Andrews.) Mrs. Mains ponders the thought that the young man and the
idiot-child are both Jesus Christ who has "been attempting to woo me because an essential part of my identity in
Him has been expelled from my adult development." We find that this "Christ child," whom she is instructed to
always take with her, is her "spiritual authority" [classic New Age terminology for "spirit guide"] which she is
"afraid of having" and has "rejected not only [as] a part of myself, but a part of myself that is Christ."

There are three possibilities concerning Karen Mains and her spirit guide: (1) What she has written is the promotion
of her own agenda through a vehicle which she self-characterizes: "Mains, you have a wacko creative
imagination"; (2) Her penchant for introspection and symbolism have swept her into the delusionary world of the
experiential and hopelessly subjective. This is pure Jungian hokum, nothing more; or (3) One and two have led her
down the path to New Age shamanism, where, under the guise of psychological concepts and symbolism and
through the occult practice of guided imagery, she has been in communication with a spirit guide -- in fact a demon
appearing as an angel of light! From what she writes in this book, it appears that the third possibility is the reality
in the life of Karen Mains. Indeed, with Jung's "christ" come Jung's demons. (Reported in/excerpted from the 3/94
The Berean Call and/or Media Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 1, pp. 5-7. For another independent review of Lonely No
More, see Michele Witchell's article in the July/August 1994, Contender's Journal: "The Fruit of a Psychological
Gospel.") [Lonely No More was also advertised as a gift-giving book in Chapel of the Air 's 1994, 50-Day Spiritual
Adventure Journal booklet.]
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-  The spiritual path that Karen Mains describes in Lonely No More, one can easily find in most occult spiritual
transformation books. Mrs. Mains writes about embarking into a "spiritual soul journey." Housed in this journey is
archetypal psychology, dream analysis, earthen spirituality, imagery, mental energizing and guided shamanistic
visualization. Also expressed are transmission of magical powers, dream entities, and contemplative meditation.
Mrs. Mains is immersed in pagan religions, undergirded by the philosophy of Taoism. In her religious philosophy
and perception of God, she embodies elements of the ancient mysteries of Chinese religions and Buddhism. She
incorporates the mysticism within the Catholic Church traditions and the Theosophical Society -- New Age. It is
much more than merely being "New Age sympathizers." (Reported in the 5/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  Because of the critical articles in The Berean Call and Media Spotlight, and due to heavy criticism leveled by a
"Christian" radio station in Milwaukee (WVCY) against the Mains's obvious New Age teachings, a firestorm of
controversy has raged. In response, both David and Karen Mains wrote open letters to their supporters. In David
Mains's letter, dated 3/25/94, he defends his wife and himself by calling his accusers "unbalanced" and worthy of
"pity." He also takes consolation in being in "good company" with the likes of such "Christians" (a.k.a.,
psychoheretics) as Don Hawkins, Chuck Colson, Stuart and Jill Briscoe, Richard Foster, and Tony Campolo. The
Mainses even consider "Mother" Teresa as part of this "good company" of Christians being "defamed" by their
unbalanced critics!

More recently, an article in the 5/16/94 Christianity Today ("Hunting for Heresy," pp. 38-40) was very favorable
toward Karen Mains and her explanation of her teachings. Despite her overwhelming blasphemy and heresy in
Lonely No More, Christianity Today quotes Mrs. Mains as saying she "is guilty of a failure to communicate, not of
any doctrinal error." She also claims that those questioning her are "narrow-minded, self-appointed arbiters of
legalism leveling unfair and personal attacks." The article complained that both David and Karen Mains have been
misunderstood and harshly judged, but gave no specifics. (See also the attached 6/94 open letter to the Mainses
from Media Spotlight's Al Dager.)

-  The Chrysostom Society is another New Age group started by Richard Foster. (It was named for St. John
Chrysostom, a fourth-century mystic who became the archbishop of Constantinople. He later came to be known by
the Romans as the Church Father.) It describes itself as a contemporary Christian writers group. Each year this
group of twenty "writers of faith" gather together in a different state to talk about writing, to share manuscripts and
frustrations, and to collectively write. They also contribute articles for their official magazine, Image: A Journal of
the Arts and Religion. In 1990, the Society gave birth to a book called Reality and the Vision, which contains the
insights of eighteen members of the guild. Reality pays tribute to each of the writers' mentors -- those who most
"stimulated their passion, and changed their lives in monumental ways." In reading Reality and the Vision, one
finds members of the Society promoting both paganism and Christianity.

Karen Mains is a member of the Chrysostom Society. She chose to write about a true hero of modern times,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, whose toughness and perseverance in the face of the worst of adversity underscores his
struggle in Russian labor camps. However, Mains' chapter twists this man's genuine agony into what she calls a
"mythological type of heroism." She lapses into esoteric jargon, quoting from an interview between avowed
occultist Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers on the PBS-TV program, "The Power of Myth." She praises Campbell
for his emphasis upon mythical heroes and then redefines Solzhenitsyn's personal struggles, claiming he
experienced a "transformation of consciousness, [losing] himself for the sake of a higher end, undergoing a form of
death and resurrection." (It is deeply disturbing that Karen Mains would praise "The Power of Myth," an interview
in which Joseph Campbell blasted Christianity, denied the divinity of Jesus Christ, the inerrancy of Scripture, and
everything Christians hold sacred, while at the same time speaking highly of human sacrifice, demonic possession,
and other occult practices.) 

Throughout her chapter, Mrs. Mains endorses other New Age ideas, such as Carl Jung's theory of the collective
unconscious and an occultic Time of Beginnings. She asks, "And, should not we then cherish those rare few who
can help us recover the buried memory, both individual and collective?" Why is this so-called Christian writer
promoting the concepts of an occult psychologist? Where is she getting this New Age heresy? Another Karen
Mains book, The Key to an Open Heart, reveals the source of some of this influence. Under the acknowledgments,
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she wrote, "I am grateful to the pioneering work of Agnes Sanford, on which much of the structure of this book is
based." Agnes Sanford, an Episcopalian mystic and pantheist, who believed that God is nature itself, and who
melded Jungian psychology with New Age healing techniques to formulate her own style of "inner healing," is held
in high regard by many New Agers -- and also by Karen Mains.

In Reality and the Vision, Mrs. Mains describes her personal collection of books that have gripped her "at a
personal level," striking "a soulish satisfaction" in her (p. 152). Among these is The Chosen, written by Chiam
Potok, a Jewish mystic. Within this novel, Potok weaves elements of occult numerology, the Jewish books of
mysticism, the Cabala, and the Zohar. (David Mains evidently shares his wife's admiration for Potok. On his 7/1/92
Chapel of the Air radio program, David called Potok one of his favorite authors and devoted an entire broadcast to
The Chosen, never once referring to Scripture.) [Excerpted in part from The Trojan Horse: How the New Age
Movement Infiltrates the Church, by Brenda Scott and Samantha Smith, pp. 123-131.]

-  David and Karen Mains have championed psychospirituality for decades, from their radio and television shows
to the material used in their 50-Day Spiritual Adventures for churches. Additional evidence of the Mainses sell-out
to pop psychology can be gleaned from past monthly issues of The Chapel Newsletter, wherein one can find
glowing endorsements, recommendations, and radio show guest scheduling of such Freudian, humanistic, and/or
behavioral psychologists/psychologizers as Larry Crabb, Frank Minirth, Sandra Wilson, David Seamands, Richard
Foster, Joni Eareckson Tada, Larry Burkett, Tim Sledge, Mark Senter, Josh McDowell, etc., etc. (Josh McDowell
was David Mains' guest on his 1/26/93-1/28/93 radio programs -- McDowell admonished Mains for not being "self-
love oriented" enough!) 

Conferences and seminars sponsored by Chapel of the Air also give good indications of the psychological bent of
the Mainses. In 1992, Chapel of the Air led two conferences designed especially for lay leaders on the topic: "Hope
for Hurting Christians: Moving from Shame to Grace in our Families and Churches." Psychologist Dr. Sandra
Wilson (author of the books Released From Shame and Hurt People Hurt People) was the guest speaker. In 1994,
Chapel of the Air co-sponsored two "Super Seminars" titled "Healing the Wounds from a Painful Past." Teachers
were clinical psychotherapists Sandra Wilson and Michael Crutcher -- "They'll be helping participants identify and
overcome feelings of shame and worthlessness that are byproducts of a painful past." (Chapel of the Air also
promoted Wilson's Hurt People Hurt People -- "If you were raised in a dysfunctional home, this book can help you
relinquish hurtful patterns you learned as a child. Subtitled Hope and Healing for Yourself and Your Relationships,
it explains how to make the transition from being a hurting and hurtful person to being a helpful one. It also serves
as a how-to guide for improving your relationship with yourself, friends, spouse and children. If you were raised in
a hurting or hurtful home, this book offers specific guidelines for transforming a hurting identity, friendship or
marriage.")

-  Karen Mains was also active in the social gospel of political activism and liberation theology in the 1970s; Mrs.
Mains was a participant in the Evangelical Women's Caucus (EWC). She was a choreographer for the "Liturgical
Dance" (Liturgy of Liberation) at one of their conferences. EWC was founded in 11/74 to focus on "social concerns
and women's issues." One of their interests was to compile a directory of evangelical feminists.

Other resolutions followed at succeeding conferences. In 1975, two resolutions were passed "affirming and
pledging to work for the Equal Rights Amendment. (ERA)" A resolution also affirmed "solidarity with Roman
Catholic Sisters who were seeking ordination for women." By the 1978 conference, EWC had discussion groups on
such topics as "Biblical Authority" and "The Holy Spirit as Female." Mrs. Mains's involvement and affiliations
with womanism, socialism, and liberation theology led her to occultic witchcraft. It did not happen overnight.
Apostasy comes in sequence. First comes departure from Scriptural truths, then a downward spiral to everything
that is "politically correct." (Reported in the 10/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  The Mainses have extended their connections with Socialist advocates. On 5/23/95, a joint declaration titled "The
Cry for Renewal" (CFR) was signed by Jim Wallis of "Sojourners" and Ron Sider of "Evangelicals for Social
Action." Among others were Catholic bishops and "historic Protestants." A partial list of endorsers list Karen and
David Mains, Ted Engstrom, Tony Campolo, Richard Foster, J.I. Packer, Bishop Walter F. Sullivan (from the
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Catholic Diocese of Richmond, Virginia), Margaret Cafferty (executive director of the "Leadership Conference of
Women Religions"), Carol Cross (of the "Seamless Garment Network"), Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton (from the
Catholic Archdiocese of Detroit), and Gretchen Hull (of "Christians for Biblical Equality"). The declaration "offers
an alternative voice to the Christian Right."

Among CFR "concerns," you'll find the same rhetoric of the old socialism organizations based on a philosophy of
collective ownership and redistribution of goods. In their publication, there is talk of a "different future," "new
directions," "discarding the 'old options' and 'false choices.'" They say we are in a "historical juncture," and have to
"re-examine old solutions." The wall between "public" and "private" solutions must come down in favor of the new
partnerships and configurations that involve everyone. The CFR bunch call their new approach, "Biblical faith and
spiritual politics." Instead, many of them should be called "left-wing Socialist sympathizers"! (Reported in the
10/95, Bold Truth Press.)

-  In addition to Karen Mains' Jungian and mystical preoccupation with self in her book Lonely No More (see above
for details), she also offers the basic thesis of humanistic and "Christian" psychology (Emphasis added; p. 73):

"My great concern is loving David; my great concern is loving myself. I know I will not care for him
well until I learn to care for myself well."

That is certainly not the way Jesus put it, nor is it the way of sacrificial love He both demonstrated and promises to
live through us (4/94, The Berean Call). 

-  In his 1991 book, Healing the Dysfunctional Church Family, David Mains explores what he calls "destructive
family patterns" which can infiltrate the body of Christ. Key teachings in this psychologically-oriented book are as
follows:

(a) "Our Heavenly Father's love is unconditional. Christ, the Son of God, was the same way." (See
Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-
96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of
so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

(b) Mains believes that church families display the same symptoms as what "Christian" psychologists
call "dysfunctional" individual families. He writes: "... Dysfunctional behavioral patterns often seen in
individual families are examined in ways they affect congregations. These include earning love;
blaming and shaming; unhealthy comparisons and competition; living in denial and delusion;
compulsive/addictive behavior; perfectionism; frozen feelings; and the inability to celebrate." 

(c) According to Mains, perfectionism can lead to church-hopping: "Church-hoppers jump from one
congregation to another. Many of them are looking for the perfect place to worship. They'll never find
it!"

-  David Mains has for years taught a charismatic concept of spiritual warfare, i.e., that demons can and do cause
one to sin . In his 1980 booklet, How to Resist Temptation, Mains teaches that all evil desires come directly from
Satan, and that if a Christian succumbs to temptation, he simply hasn't properly prepared his mind [didn't give
himself the correct pep-talk?]. But if he does overcome, then he can feel good about himself. (Emphases added.):

(a) "We must understand that temptation is nothing more than the enemy getting our attention through
subtlety of one kind or another. We can hardly prevent him from doing this ... the moment you
recognize feelings of jealousy rising, don't ask for forgiveness. At that point you haven't yet done
anything wrong. Identify the source [Satan] of the suggestion ..." (cf. Js. 1:14,15) (pp. 10-11). 

(b) "Satan's desire is to destroy me through his temptation. When you rise, whisper, 'Satan will want to
destroy me today.' When you pray before a meal, breathe, 'Father, help me to remember through your
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Spirit the enemy's true intent.' Write the warning on a card placed where you will see it often if that
helps. Satan's desire is to destroy. Ask a friend to repeat the truth often. In fact, say it out loud right
now. 'Satan's desire is to destroy '" (p. 17).

(c) "... too few are aware that overcoming such flaws ["Satan's desires"] bring pleasure also, including
self-respect, a spirit of confidence ..." (p. 46).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, David Mains is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement.
In The Chapel Ministries 2/9/96 "Dear friend" letter, Executive Director David Mains says he sees, "this excitement
factor regarding our Lord" present in the Promise Keepers movement. (He says he also sees it in the Campus
Crusade organization.) 

-  David Mains is a Steering Committee member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Test.
law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the
following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does
this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That David Mains has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For
further details of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A
Manifesto for the Christian Church; Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View; and Twenty-
five Articles on the Kingdom of God -- P.O. Box A, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.)
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David & Karen Mains
Summary of 50-Day Spiritual Adventures

1991 Adventure -- Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns

Reversing Self-Destructive Patterns is the name of the book version of the 1991 Adventure by the same name. The
book argues for such things as "Satan-caused" self-destructive patterns (sin?) in a Christian's life (p. 6); the validity
of personality typing (p. 8); the false gospel of self-love/self-esteem/self-image (p. 9); "workaholism" (p. 13);
"unconditional love" (p. 28); the insufficiency of Scripture (pp. 28, 33); psychological counselors and support
groups (p. 33); and visualization for Scripture memorization (p. 58).

1992 Adventure -- The Family God Wants Us to Be

Healing the Dysfunctional Church Family is the name of the David Mains' book recommended to be used with this
Adventure Journal. The Adventure Journal argues for such things as the validity of "dysfunctional" families, both in
the home and the church (Intro); "dysfunctional patterns" (not sin?) resulting from not listening to the Lord (p. 4);
self-worth/self-acceptance (pp. 6, 23); Jesus' "unconditional love"/acceptance (pp. 6, 15-17, 27); that the "Blame-
Shame Syndrome" attacks a family member's self-esteem (pp. 8, 19); Freudian "denial" preventing "wholeness"
(pp. 12, 29-30); unconditional acceptance (good) versus "unhealthy" competition (bad) (pp. 23, 25); "dysfunctional,
compulsive/addictive patterns related to the church" (p. 33); intergenerational compulsive/addictive (sin)
transmission (pp. 34-35); the codependency concept of "adult children of ..." (p. 35); the dysfunctional family trait
of "perfectionism" (pp. 37-38); and the Freudian "repression" of emotions (unhealthy) versus the Freudian
ventilation of emotions (healthy) (pp. 41, 43).

1993 Adventure -- Survival Skills for Changing Times

An advertising flier listed eight books as "Helpful Resources for Learning! ... selected to provide ... additional
insights and professional guidance on spiritual survival themes related to the 50-Day Spiritual Adventure." Five of
the books were by: (a) self-love psychologizer Josh McDowell -- Building Your Self-Image ("will help you
overcome anxieties by liberating you from the negative feelings that hold you back"); (b) Nancy LeSourd -- No
Longer the Hero: The Personal Pilgrimage of an Adult Child ("you'll learn how to overcome lifetime patterns of
perfectionism and build healthy family legacies"); (c) psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier -- The Stress
Factor: Thriving Emotionally and Spiritually in the Turbulent '90s; (d) financial psychobabbler Larry Burkett --
Your Finances in Changing Times; and (e) David Mains' own book -- 8 Survival Skills for Changing Times.

The Adventure Guide "guarantee[s] you're in for substantive spiritual growth along the way! ... It will teach you
specific skills from the Scriptures that will help you become an impact player for Christ, living purposefully during
these turbulent, changing times." The Adventure Guide argues for such things as the daily "off-loading of stress" on
God, thereby realizing "the power of prayer" (pp. 8-9, 21, 23, 33); the name-it-and-claim-it prosperity gospel,
renamed "multiply you're resources through give-and-take" (p. 37); self-worth/self-respect (pp. 4, 36-39); and the
financial astuteness of Larry Burkett and Ron Blue (p. 18).

1994 Spiritual Adventure -- Daring to Dream Again
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The Adventure Journal argues for such things as giving "pain over to Christ each day" in order to heal the pain of
the past -- "These people ... cannot dream big dreams because they hurt big hurts. Memories of bad experiences can
paralyze people" (pp. 3, 6); even the apostle Paul had to move "beyond his painful past to participate in God's
dream for him" (pp. 21-22); going on "a daily God hunt so as not to miss 'sightings' of God's activity" (p. 8);
"empower our activities with prayer" (p. 50); and ecumenical unity/becoming a "global Christian"/"world-class"
Christian/breaking down "denominational backgrounds," all in order to realize "God's dream" of a "worldwide
fellowship of Christians ... show love for all" (pp. 10-12, 40-43, 47). [The Mainses would have us fellowship with
liberal, apostate, environmentalist wackos, all for the purpose of helping "God dream." Of course, the Bible never
speaks of God dreaming.]

Recommended reading materials to use with the 50-day Adventure include: (a) Tim Sledge -- Making Peace With
Your Past: Help for Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families (coursebook) ("You can learn how to face the
painful experiences of your childhood and find the inner healing only God can provide. In this 12-unit coursebook
[units include alcoholic, drug addict, rage-aholic (short temper), work addict, sex addict, eating disorders,
spending/gambling addict, religion addict, and others], you'll discover practical, biblically-based guidelines to help
you identify, understand, and come to terms with problems of growing up in a dysfunctional family. You'll identify
how your past affects your present, understand that others share your pain, unearth your buried feelings to
experience healing, overcome barriers to making peace with yourself, and develop a sense of hope for your life."
Sledge's coursebook is also interlaced with references from books by David Seamands [citing favorably his
visualization techniques for healing a painful past], Max Lucado, and Gary Smalley & John Trent); (b) David
Mains -- Never Too Late To Dream; (c) Karen Mains -- Lonely No More (tells of her New Age spirit guide); (d)
Raleigh Washington & Glen Kehrein -- Breaking Down Walls: A Model for Reconciliation in an Age of Racial
Strife; (e) Sandra Wilson -- Released from Shame; (f) Bill Hybels -- Too Busy Not To Pray; (g) Paul Borthwick --
How to Be a World Class Christian (a polemic for a social, globalism, politically correct gospel); and (h) Ruth
Senter -- Beyond Safe Places: Trusting God Through Life's Risks ("... exchanged her individual grasping after
personal security for obedience to God and His dreams for her life").

1995 Spiritual Adventure -- Facing Down Our Fears

The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Finding Courage When Anxiety Grips the Heart) is to "address
your church's most common fears." The most psychologically-oriented/self-centered (so-called) fears of the eight
listed are "rejection by others," failure ("the big 'F'"), "living insignificant lives," and "an oppressive/unhealthy fear
of God Himself." The Adventure Journal argues for such unbiblical things as "reject[ing] the spirit of rejection"
(pp. 9, 73); conquering rejection by practicing acceptance (p. 9); naming fears so you can analyze them (pp. 11, 41);
God "not only loves us but likes us and wants to spend time with us," so "break free from the unhealthy fear of
God" (pp. 12, 73) [Do modern-day professing Christians really have a problem with fearing God too much?]; and
emotions-/feelings-oriented spirituality (p. 68).

Recommended reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure include: (a) H. Norman Wright -- Afraid No
More ("Your people will discover how to overcome unhealthy fears that keep them from living fully and
confidently."); (b) Joseph Stowell -- Perilous Pursuits (supposedly gives us a Biblical rationale for self-
centeredness: "explains why the pursuit of significance apart from God is 'perilous' at best"); (c) Carol Kent --
Tame Your Fears ("suggests ways to tame ten of the most common fears faced by women today ... of being
rejected, of facing the past, and more"); (d) David New and Randy Petersen -- How to Fear God Without Being
Afraid of Him ("This essential book is recommended reading for all adult and student Adventurers who want to
complete Discipline 5: Break Free from the Unhealthy Fear of God."); and (e) Jack & Jerry Schruer -- Family
Fears ("helps readers cultivate an environment of confident love and acceptance").

1996 Spiritual Adventure -- What To Do When You Don't Know What To Do
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The stated purpose of this Adventure (subtitled: Trusting Christ When Life Gets Confusing) is to "... help you find
personal spiritual victories in times of confusion by tapping into the true source of hope and courage -- our Lord,
Jesus Christ!" (Your Spiritual Adventure Basic Guide brochure). One of the chief ways of accomplishing this is to
form support groups (Adventure Journal, pp. 3, 36-39), complete with a Prayer Partner Covenant that advocates
non-judgmental unconditional acceptance (pp. 34-35). The Adventure's recommended Five Action Steps (pp. 7-11)
refer to rote prayer babbling, to Christ as "plugging into a power source," to playing pranks on people as one of
life's joys, and to idols in one's life as mere "spiritual clutter." The Mainses also view Satan as the direct influence
of man's sin, rather than personal responsibility (pp. 18, 27); sin is referred as "shortcomings" (p. 59).

Of the 28 books recommended as additional reading materials to use with this 50-day Adventure, the most
offensive are: (a) Carole Mayhall-- When God Whispers; (b) Max Lucado -- He Still Moves Stones; and (c) Bernard
Bangley -- If I'm Forgiven, Why Do I Still Feel Guilty? ("Forgiving yourself is often harder than forgiving someone
else. ... you'll explore roadblocks to guilt-free living that can include damaged self-esteem, resentment, and
legalism."). The Adventure Journal also quotes favorably from the blasphemous Bible paraphrase, The Message
(pp. 46, 67).

Note: For an excellent analysis of the "values level" teaching used in the Adventure Journals, see Brenda Fischer's
article in the 5/9/94 Christian News (pp. 12-13), "How Do You 'Feel' About the Bible?: With a Look at the 50-Day
Spiritual Adventures." Fischer insightfully shows how the Mainses have incorporated feelings-centered teaching
techniques that are remarkably similar to those used by Outcomes Based Education (OBE) and Values Clarification
proponents --"... [they] typically promote a sort of self-centered spirituality where environmentalism and globalism
are mixed with New Age and other paganism. ... [subjects] are taught through a manipulation of their feelings and
emotions, religions of self." Fischer then analyzes in some detail the 1994 Adventure Journal, showing how "...
values level questions are slanted to manipulate opinion or promote theology outside the study Scripture's intent."
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Don Matzat
General Teachings/Activities

-  Until October of 1998, Lutheran pastor Don Matzat (LCMS) was the host of "Issues, Etc.," a daily three-hour
radio talk show originating via satellite on the Missouri Synod's St. Louis Jubilee Network. An LCMS pastor for
over 25 years, Matzat left Messiah Lutheran in St. Louis in 1991 to give full-time effort to the daily program. (It is
now heard on approximately 100 radio stations nationwide, but is hosted by Todd Wilken, also a former LCMS
pastor.) Matzat left to accept a position at WORD-FM in Pittsburgh, but still hosts the Sunday evening "Issues,
Etc." edition, a three-hour nationally broadcast program. His guests include a Who's Who in neo-evangelicalism. 

-  Matzat, like standard LCMS teaching, believes that even infant baptism saves [the false gospel of baptismal
regeneration]: "I have on numerous occasions discussed if not debated the subject of infant Baptism with callers on
my daily radio program. The scenario is always the same. The opponent of infant Baptism is put off by the fact that
we teach and confess that an infant can become a believing Christian by God's grace through Baptism. ... " In a
2004 article posted to the Issues, Etc. website, Matzat reaffirms the false doctrine that baptism saves: "In Romans 6,
the power of baptism ... is the answer to the sins that plague Christians."

-  Matzat is best known as the author of the 1990 book, Christ-Esteem, which is an attempt to answer the current
teachings of self-esteem brought into the church by humanistic psychology. In actuality, Matzat teaches some of
the very concepts of humanistic psychology he claims to oppose, only dressed-up in Christian garb. We, therefore,
contend that Don Matzat is a "religious humanist," and believe the information in this report establishes that
contention.

-  One should, thereby, not be fooled by Matzat's alternative to self-esteem -- Christ-Esteem. It's the same old
humanism papered over with lots of "God talk," a substitution of the word "self" with the name of Christ, and then
called the "Christian" view of self. There is no better example of this form of disguised humanism than the chapter
Matzat wrote in the 1992 Michael Horton-edited book, Power Religion ("A Better Way: Christ Is My Worth," pp.
245-261).

Terminology such as "Christ is my worth" is typical of this substitutionary process. But rather than emphasizing the
teachings of the Josh McDowell's of the world (that "I have inherent worth, and that's why Christ died for me"),
Matzat usually doesn't begin the "worth-talk" until salvation, as if Christ zaps His children with value at that
moment. It is still religious humanism, and it's still a psychological integrationist position. (See pp. 258-261 of
Power Religion for Matzat's own words that his "better way" is to integrate the Bible with psychology, that
Christianity is not at odds with the "science" of psychology, and that psychology can help with "deep emotional"
problems.): (All emphases below are added.)

(a) "... every person possesses dignity and value as an image-bearer of God" (p. 248). [We don't find
this anywhere in the Bible].

(b) "The State of California correctly recognized the problem [of low self-esteem], but did not
understand it deeply enough to provide a sufficient solution" (p. 248). [The California study has been
thoroughly discredited. Besides, the Bible tells us that high self-esteem is man's problem, not low self-
esteem.]

(c) "Before the doctrine of self-esteem became a buzzword and point of controversy among Christians,
the necessity for self-confidence and a positive self-image in the arena of normal, daily human activity
was taken for granted [Taken for granted by the world, not by God as revealed in His Word!] ... It has
never been considered inappropriate for Christians, any more than for non-Christians, to encourage
their children or boost their self-esteem in this way" (p. 248).
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(d) "On one side are those who argue that any inculcation of a positive self-image is idolatry, whereas
others insist that this is the gospel. Rather, we ought to argue that positive thinking on the purely
human level is an altogether different matter than positive evaluations of our moral worth before God"
(p. 249). [No, it's still pride!]

(e) "... psychology is a science ... psychology can collect observable data, but it cannot offer any insight
into the ultimate questions" (p. 250). [A group of 10-year olds can collect observable data, but that
does not constitute science -- the greatest philosophers of science in the world confirm that psychology
is not science.]

(f) "... we feel compelled to affirm the basic human value of individuals. ... We feel uneasy giving
unequivocal support to the idea of self-esteem (even before man), but we cannot believe 'worm
theology' any longer, so we steer a middle course. What I am suggesting is that we resist that
temptation, [but still] affirming the full dignity, self-worth, and grandeur of humans as created in the
image of God, encouraging our children in their self-image, and at the same time pointing out the fact
that before God, because of our sinfulness, we are worthy only of condemnation apart from Christ's
worth" (p. 252). [This is religious humanistic psychobabble.]

(g) "We do not lose our identity when we become Christians. Although we have become 'new creations'
in Christ, we are nevertheless still the same people in terms of personality and physical, emotional, and
psychological characteristics. It is not the obliteration of personal identity to which the gospel calls us
but to the realization that our worth and merit before God come to us from outside, not from within, as
a gift, a charitable donation" (p. 258). [Where in the Bible does Matzat get this concept of "worth-
zapping" at salvation?]

(h) "The secular doctrine of self-esteem is a feeble alternative to the truth of justification" (p. 259).
[How about the so-called "Christian" doctrine of self-esteem taught by Matzat in Christ-Esteem? -- it's
equally feeble.]

(i) "In Christ we are already seated in heavenly places. In Him we have a solid, weighty, and positive
identity that constantly raises our minds from the passing assurances and positive platitudes of this
world to the heavens where we hear the promise of One who has issued us with these 'new papers.'" (p.
259). [Again, this is false concept of value being imputed at salvation.]

(j) "That does not mean, however, that Christianity is at odds with psychology as a social science any
more than it is at odds with physics. [False analogy.] It is when psychology dons the theologian's gown
or the pastor's robe that it becomes a rival. When it usurps the authority reserved for revelation ...
makes itself into a rival religion" (p. 259). [Because psychology as "social science" claims to have the
answers to who man is, how he should live, and how he can change, it has already "donned" the
theologian's gown; psychology is a false religious system!]

(k) "... emotional problems related to multiple personalities or a severe depressive condition" (p. 260).
["Multiple personality" theory is, at best, confused and controversial -- apparently, Matzat hasn't read
the research -- see The Harvard Mental Health Letter of 9/93.]

(l) "Therefore, a Christian need not feel guilty about seeing a psychologist about a sleeping disorder ...
psychologists transgress their competence when they address issues such as guilt and forgiveness" (p.
260). [But this is exactly what they do when they address the causes and remedies of the so-called
physical "disorder"! -- the "counsel" of a non-psychiatric medical doctor would suffice.]

(m) "... biblical revelation must have the final say in relation to the Christian's use of psychology. ...
psychological insights must always be scrutinized by Scripture before they are allowed to pass into
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Christian use, especially when that science [psychology is not science!] touches on so many issues
addressed by Scripture" (p. 260). [This is the old "psychology is okay if screened through
Scripture"/"All Truth is God's Truth" routine, and is apparently the same reasoning used by Matzat as
he supposedly "scrutinized by Scripture" Victor Frankl's "insights" from logotherapy (see Christ-
Esteem critique). Is Matzat ignorant of the fact that psychology is a false religious system? Would
Matzat be willing to use Buddhist, Hindu, Mormon, etc. "insights" as long as they were "scrutinized by
Scripture"?]

(n) "The fact that psychology, as a social science, is committed to producing good, moral, and
responsible people[!] does not make it an enemy of Christianity, but ... the fact that I am a miserable
sinner before God whose only ethical worth and acceptance is the gift of someone else (viz., Christ)
does not mean that I cannot maintain a sense of self-confidence and self-worth in my work, in my
relationships, and in society. ... we do have the worth and value of Christ assigned to us" (p. 260). [A
classic example of the religious humanism being passed-off by psychological integrationists today.]

(o) "Thus, the 'better way' is to steer a middle course between those, on the one hand, who would reject
psychology altogether as a legitimate discipline [but it's a false religious system!] in the kingdom of
nature, and those, on the other hand, who would give psychology a partnership in the kingdom of
grace" (p. 261). [i.e., according to Matzat, "the better way" is to integrate!!]

-  Don Matzat says of Gary Collins' pro-psychology arguments in Can You Trust Psychology?:

"Collins falls into the same trap that ensnares many who look to psychology as a means for changing
lives and developing character. Accepting the form of Scripture as being the correct description of the
quality of the Christian life, they ignore the substance or supernatural material of Christianity which is
the life of Christ himself. Viewing Christian growth as being the positive development of the human
personality into 'Christlikeness,' they feel justified to borrow from the techniques of psychology to
accomplish that end. So they boast, 'we can help produce Christian people!' While they acknowledge
the 'what' of Christian living, they ignore the 'how.' They therefore end up with what St. Paul calls 'the
form of godliness,' and for all practical purpose, deny the power that produces it" (6/20/88, Christian
News, "The Great Psychology Debate," p. 6). (Emphasis added.)

Does not Matzat do the very same thing of which he (rightly) accuses Collins? His infatuation with Frankl's
logotherapy (see review of Christ-Esteem), his teachings on the humanistic concept of self-esteem, and his clear
statements on the value of psychological integration is proof of this -- Don Matzat is a psychological integrationist
and a religious humanist.

-  In Matzat's 1996 book published by Harvest House, The Lord Told Me, I Think, he demonstrates that he has not
entirely left his charismatic roots. (Years ago, Matzat wrote an article for a Lutheran charismatic newsletter that
supported the "doctrine" of speaking in tongues. He also writes about the charismatic movement fondly, describing
the great financial success he had as a wandering tongue-speaker on the road.) Rather than the book taking aim at
the foibles of the tongue-speakers, he has produced a book that actually supports charismatic peculiar and
erroneous ways of thinking (i.e., that speaking in tongues is proof that the Holy Spirit is really at work); rather than
being critical of the "inner Word" of charismatics, he is actually offering to serve as coach of the "inner Word,"
based on his own true life adventures. Here are four examples; Matzat writes in the typical style of charismatics
who tune in to the Spirit, through their dreams and impulses, to take care of their problems: (Excerpted and/or
adapted from the 7/8/96, Christian News, pp. 8-9; and from the 7/99, Think On These Things, review by Gary
Gilley.)

(a) The book takes almost as mystical a view of God's leading as any Charismatic one would; Matzat
just leaves out tongues and some of the extreme claims of revelations. Matzat takes the tired and
misguided position that God gives personal leading and direction through circumstances, advice,
hunches, feelings, prophetic words, visions, dreams, etc. (e.g., pp. 22-23, 69, 112, 119-128). 
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(b) Over and over Matzat makes the unfounded claim that Scripture gives "clear commands and
promises about being led by the Spirit" in personal decision making, and actually teaches us how to be
led by Him (e.g. pp. 19, 24, 59, 113, 142, 149, 152). Scripture teaches no such thing. Yet every passage
used by Matzat to prove his point is taken out of context. Matzat teaches: "For us to use subjective
feelings to help discern the leading of the Holy Spirit is neither strange nor mystical" (p. 142). (But the
Holy Spirit doesn't work though feelings, because feelings are not "a means of Grace." Satan is the one
who works through our feelings and emotions.)

(c) Throughout the book, Matzat demonstrates the errors of those who take a more extreme position
than he does: Kenneth Hagan (p. 33), Rodney Howard-Browne (p. 34), Benny Hinn (pp. 37-38). But
their assertions are only different by degree from those of Matzat, not in essence. Matzat does not
believe that Scripture is able to sit in judgment upon many of our experiences (pp. 52-56). He states,
"When we evaluate our inner experience, we are always in the dimension of uncertainty. ... For this
reason, when we declare the leading of the Spirit in our lives, we should say, 'The Lord told me, I
think'" (p. 56, compare to pp. 60 & 69). Of what possible value is such nebulous, questionable leading?
Matzat claims, without Scriptural support, that the early Christians trained their minds to discern the
voice of the Holy Spirit, with the implication that we can do the same -- but of course he does not tell
us how because the Bible never mentions this subject (pp. 59, 79, 177).

(d) Matzat tells of an episode (p. 124) in which his church's bookstore went $1,500 in debt from
ordering too much stock. At a Bible study 50 miles away, a man said, "I had a dream last night that you
were having financial problems and that I helped you out. I believe that could be the Holy Spirit. Here
is a check [for $1,500]." Matzat concluded, "I believe that it was the Holy Spirit -- the Divine Director
of the Body of Christ" (p. 125). The sad effect of such stories is to encourage people to trust in their
dreams rather than in the Word of God.

-  Matzat believes that the Moslem's god is not a false god: "Because the Jew, the Turk, the Papist ... distort the
knowledge of God does not mean that they have false gods. ... It is contrary to teach that those who do not believe
the Gospel do not believe in the true God ... The Muslim God is also the true God." (Source: Matzat paper in
response to the LCMS controversy over ADP Benke's participation in a prayer service with Moslem clergy in
Yankee Stadium.)
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Don Matzat
Book Notes

Christ-Esteem
-  Don Matzat follows the teachings of psychiatrist Victor Frankl more than those of the Bible (see last item). In
trying to be relevant in today's professing church, Matzat gives the wrong diagnosis for man's problem. Instead of
sin and hell, and the need for forgiveness and heaven, he proposes a "need" for "identity" and "meaning" (pp. 11,
26-27). In the process, Matzat confuses the issues and gives (humanistic) psychology credit it does not deserve (p.
10).

-  Matzat's basic position regarding psychology is weak, even though in many places he seriously challenges its
teachings. Matzat focuses on "identity crisis" as a fundamental problem of man (pp. 11, 27, 38) and upon
psychology as offering some value in solving this problem (e.g., he invokes the "All Truth is God's Truth" defense
of the psychological integrationists) (pp. 29-30). Matzat professes to believe that those who promote the integration
of psychology and Scripture demonstrate a lack of understanding of either Biblical content or the essence of the
Christian faith (pp. 10, 28), but he is "not against psychology as a legitimate discipline studying the cause and
effect of human behavior" (p. 10). This seriously weakens both his position and his credibility.

-  Matzat places great emphasis on, and is terribly confused about, so-called human "needs":

"Humanistic psychology defines many human needs, but at closer examination, it is merely dealing
with symptoms which require the mere application of a Band-Aid to stop the bleeding. We are told, for
example, that man needs to find himself. Why is this true? How did man get lost in the first place? We
are told that man's most basic need is to feel good about himself. Why? Why doesn't he naturally feel
good about himself? [He does.] Man needs to find meaning in life. Why? Man needs a positive self-
image. Why? Why does he have to develop one? Why doesn't he have one? [He does.]" (p. 33) [The
Bible says man is lost, not that he needs to find himself, feel good about himself, or find meaning in
life. We are alienated from God and have the need for forgiveness and justification.]

Matzat does not refute these assumed needs of man and show that the whole emphasis is wrong. Instead, rather
than distinguishing between perceived needs (desires) and Biblically defined needs (cf. Mt. 6:25-33), he accepts
these needs as legitimate. In fact, some of what he says about "needs" sounds suspiciously like "Christian"
psychologist Larry Crabb's need theology (pp. 25- 27, 32-33).

-  One's supposed need for "identity" and meaning in life is a basic theme of Christ-Esteem (pp. 19, 27, etc.).
Accepting "identity" as a fundamental need of man, Matzat even describes his own "identity crisis" as a new pastor
(p. 38). The emphasized phrase, "modern man is looking for himself" (p. 66), reveals the deficiency in Matzat's
reasoning. Modern man (and man in all time periods) is alienated from God by his sin, not from self, as Matzat
seems to be saying. This is a crucial distinction. Man needs reconciliation with God, not with self. "Identity" is not
the basic need of man! Nevertheless, in an apparent attempt to "Christianize" the concept, Matzat extensively
presents Christ as the answer to this presumed "identity" need; i.e., he makes "identity" the main result of a
relationship with Christ!:

"It is my purpose to demonstrate that a relationship with the person of Jesus Christ more than
adequately solves the identity crisis of this generation and brings meaning and fulfillment of life [p. 11]
... in addition to being our righteousness, Jesus Christ is also our identity, our life, our fulfillment, our
pride, our hope, our peace, our joy, and our ultimate worth [p. 31] ... our new identity and life is
determined by the historical redeeming work of Jesus Christ [p. 75] ... The New Testament directive to
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find our identity and life in Christ Jesus is not a simplistic solution. It is profound" (p. 192). (Emphases
added.)

-  Matzat also focuses on the humanistic concept of "self-image," giving credit to so-called psychological truth:

"Our self-image is very important. It has been said that the teaching regarding self-image is the most
important psychological discovery of this century. If we don't have a self-image, we cannot answer the
question 'Who am I?' We have no way of making an accurate identification. The person who does not
know himself or cannot find himself does not possess a self-image" (p. 60). (Emphases added.)

This concept of self-image is totally cultural-bound. Can you imagine a Chinese slave laborer 400 years ago being
concerned about his self-image? The above quote sounds more like pop psychologist James Dobson or self-love
advocate Josh McDowell than the "Lutheran scholar" Matzat claims to be.

-  Matzat wants to emphasize Jesus Christ, which is wonderful, but at some points he caters to the current self-
focus of the world and the church. For example, his confession of Biblical truth even takes on a self-centered
focus:

"Standing firmly and confidently upon the truth of God's Word and focusing upon our identity in Christ
Jesus in the heavenly places, we also confess, 'I agree. I am forgiven and righteous in Christ. I am
seated in the heavenly places! I am more than a conqueror. I can do all things through Christ Jesus. I
believe your Word and promise" (p. 146). (Emphasis added.)

Note the repetition of the first person pronoun "I". But salvation is His work, an act of sheer grace, having nothing
to do with the "worth" or merit of the recipient.

-  Some of Matzat's sources are theologically questionable to say the least (even when the content of a particular
quote is not necessarily objectionable.) These sources include Universalist Paul Tournier (pp. 42, 65), neo-orthodox
Soren Kierkegaard (p. 43), blasphemous, liberal German theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer [who denied the physical
resurrection of Christ] (pp. 195, 197, 203), mystic Watchman Nee (pp. 47, 51, 101), and psychiatrist Victor Frankl
[see next item] (pp. 9, 15, 19-20, 73-74, 136). (In the endnotes to Chapter 8, Matzat even recommends one book by
psycho-spiritist/occultist and anti-Christian Carl Jung, and another by self-love theorist William James.) The danger
here is that those who respect Matzat may naively (though wrongly) assume that the men he quotes are
theologically sound. He, therefore, has a responsibility to take great care in his use of quotations.

-  It appears that of all the unbiblical sources used by Matzat, Victor Frankl is the one with which Matzat is most
enamored. An Austrian Jew and survivor of four Nazi death camps, Frankl was (died 9/98) a psychiatrist and author
of 32 books who developed a psychotherapeutic type of “treatment” called logotherapy. Frankl places much
emphasis on man's search for "meaning" (as does Matzat), particularly under conditions of intense suffering (The
Unheard Cry For Meaning, 1978). Generally, Frankl sees man as a free, self-determined agent who uniquely
determines the meaning of his own individual life, having the potential for either great good or great evil. His
system sees man not responsible before God, but only as responsible to himself; there is no place for absolute
standards of value, as determined by God, to distinguish between good and evil. Instead, "clients" are urged to
formally establish a personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences. The
logotherapist assists the patient to find meaning in his life, in essence a man-centered, relativistic "salvation"
system, less retrospective and introspective than psychoanalysis, focusing instead on the meanings to be fulfilled by
the patient in his future. Obviously, logotherapy can offer nothing of value to the Bible-believing Christian.
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John C. Maxwell
General Teachings/Activities*

Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood. For I know this,
that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock. Also of your
own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them. Therefore
watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I ceased not to warn every one night and day
with tears. (The Apostle Paul, explaining his philosophy of ministry in Acts 20:28-31.)

-  John C. Maxwell (born February 20, 1947) is one such man to warn against. Maxwell is a high-profile author,
former pastor (3,500-member Skyline Wesleyan Church, San Diego, 1981-1995), and founder of The INJOY
Group, a company whose main purpose is "… to help churches and church leaders to realize their full potential."
Currently residing in Atlanta, he conducts leadership training conferences across America, speaking to more than
250,000 people each year, and claims to have a "lifelong commitment to evangelism." He has been dubbed:
"America's expert on leadership" and "Dean of Christian Leadership." He is featured on the "peoplesuccess.com"
Internet resource, along with other humanistic, self-motivation, self-help figures such as Zig Ziglar, Og Mandino,
etc.

Maxwell grew up in Ohio, where he made a profession of "faith in Christ at the age of three, and reaffirmed that
commitment when he was 13." He holds a BA degree in Theology (1969, Circleville Bible College—Church of
Christ affiliated), a Master of Divinity (1989, from the hyper-charismatic Azusa Pacific University), a Doctorate of
Ministry (1993, from the notoriously apostate Fuller Theological Seminary), and five honorary Doctorates of
Divinity (including ones from the California Graduate School of Theology and Liberty University). Maxwell has
authored more than 30 books, some of which have achieved best-seller status. His more recent and/or best-selling
publications include:

      Leadership Promises for Everyday (2003)
Developing the Leaders Around You (2003:rev.) 
Thinking for a Change (2003) 
Attitude 101 (2003) 
The 17 Essential Qualities of a Team Player (2002)
Your Road Map for Success (2002)
Leadership 101 (2002)
The Maxwell Leadership Bible (2002) 
Running with the Giants (2002) 
Be All You Can Be (2002)
The 17 Indisputable Laws of Teamwork (2001)
Developing the Leader Within You (2001:rev.)
Failing Forward (2000)
The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader (1999)
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership (1998 )
Becoming a Person of Influence (co-author) (1997) 
The Winning Attitude (1993)

-  Major concerns about Maxwell's material, broadly speaking, are: First, the manner in which Maxwell handles the
Scriptures to "teach" his principles is sometimes egregiously mistaken, i.e., the Bible is not teaching the principles
that Maxwell contends it is. His handling of the Scripture indicates Maxwell does not know (or at least is not
utilizing) the proper methods of Biblical interpretation. Second, Maxwell either implicitly or explicitly endorses
some New Age teachers and doctrines. Third, Maxwell employs questionable theological doctrines—such as a
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mistaken notion of the miraculous, a conspicuous absence of the cross, and various psychological doctrines,
including self-esteem psychology and temperaments psychology.

-  One of our specific concerns is Maxwell's frequent misuse of Scripture. Some examples: 

(1) Proverbs 29:18 — "Where there is no vision the people perish." In The 17 Indisputable Laws of
Teamwork (ILT), Maxwell asserts, "vision gives team members direction and confidence" (ILT, p. 96).
The context shows that Maxwell is thinking of a vision as the ability of the team to "look beyond
current circumstances and any obvious shortcomings of current teammates to see the potential of the
team" (ILT. p. 95). Maxwell's use of this verse displays a common misunderstanding that is perhaps
created by the ambiguity of the English term "vision" used in the King James Version—the Hebrew
word hazon. According to Hebrew scholar Thomas Howe, it is "primarily used in the OT to refer to a
divine communication, i.e., when a prophet receives a vision." The Hebrew word is better translated as
(with the complete verse): "Where there is no revelation, the people cast off restraint; But happy is he
who keeps the law" (NKJV). Notice the contrasts in the parallelism of the verse. The "no revelation"
(no vision) is a parallel contrasting "law" (Hebrew, Torah) and the "cast off restraint" is a parallel
contrasting "happy." One can see this verse is teaching that without the Word of God, God's people
become unrestrained; and only with instruction (Torah) can God's people be happy or blessed. Thus,
the verse has nothing to do with what Maxwell is discussing. Howe comments, "There does not seem to
be a single instance where this word is used in the OT according to the popular way the word 'vision' is
used (the ability to think about or plan the future with imagination or wisdom, or a mental image of
what the future will or could be like)." 

(2) John 2 — On pages 12-13 in The Winning Attitude (TWA), Maxwell uses the story of Jesus at the
Cana wedding to illustrate several principles. Maxwell's discussion here is illustrative of how many
teachers misuse the Bible, especially if the passage in question is historical narrative. Rather than taking
the narrative at face value and trying to understand what it is saying, Maxwell often "allegorizes" or
"moralizes" the text. This means taking the elements of the story and trying to make each element
symbolize some aspect of the Christian life. Here, for example, Maxwell takes the overall "lesson" of
the story to be obedience. Maxwell tells us that we are to obey Jesus even if "you are not in the right
place" (TWA, p. 12), and takes the fact that Jesus performed His miracle at a wedding instead of a
church to mean we can expect "some of God's greatest blessings will be at 'other places' if we are
obedient to Him." Maxwell goes on to point out how other elements of the narrative illustrate obedience
in our Christian lives. One should be obedient (1) when "you have lots of problems," (2) when "you
are not encouraged," (3) when "you have not walked with Him very long," (4) when "you have not
seen Him work miracles in your life," and (5) when "you don't understand the entire process" (TWA, p.
13). These principles supposedly are taught in the narrative when the characters (1) run out of wine, (2)
when Jesus says, "My hour has not yet come," (3) because the disciples had just met Jesus, (4) because
this was Jesus' first miracle, and (5) because the characters did what Jesus commanded even in light of
not knowing what Jesus was up to. While these might be useful points in some sense, they have
nothing to do with Jesus at the Cana wedding. 

(3) 1 Samuel 17 — In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell says, "When Goliath came up against the
Israelites, the soldiers all thought, He's so big we can never kill him. David looked at the same giant
and thought, He's so big I can't miss" (TWA, p. 31; emphasis in original). This again is an example of
missing the real reason why the narrative tells us a story. To take Goliath as if he is illustrative of
problems or obstacles in our lives, the Israelite's reaction as negative thinking, and David's reaction as
positive thinking, is to completely violate sound principles of Biblical interpretation regarding
historical narrative. Maxwell's use of this passage has nothing to do with why God's Word tells us this
story. 

(4) Romans 10:7 — "Faith conies by hearing ..." Maxwell discusses how the negative and positive
words we hear can either encourage or discourage us (TWA, pp. 56-57). What he thinks Romans 10:7
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has to do with this is not clear in his discussion. One can only assume he thinks it is relevant since he
quotes part of the verse as a heading introducing this discussion. There is also an issue of the categories
of "positive" and "negative" in these discussions, but let it suffice to say here that Paul's point in
Romans 10 has nothing to do with positive or negative words and the impact they might have on us
being encouraged or discouraged. Rather, Paul is concerned with the truths contained in the Word of
God and how the hearing of God's truths can give rise to faith in God. Taking Romans 10:7 the way
Maxwell does ignores the context, reduces Paul's words to a mere platitude, and misses Paul's meaning
altogether. 

(5) Proverbs 23:7 — "For as he thinks within himself so he is." Here is another example of a verse that
is commonly taken out of context to say something it clearly does not mean. As Maxwell discusses
one's self-image, he comments, "It is impossible to perform consistently in a manner inconsistent with
the way we see ourselves. In other words, we usually act in direct response to our self-image" (TWA,
p. 61-62). Whether this pop psychological concept is true or not (it is not), this passage from Proverbs
has nothing to do with one's self-image. When one reads this verse, a question he should ask is, "Who
is the 'he' referring to?" In answering the question about what is the antecedent of the pronoun, we
have to look to the context. Consider the fuller citation: "Do not eat the bread of a miser, Nor desire his
delicacies; For as he thinks in his heart, so is he. 'Eat and drink!' he says to you, But his heart is not
with you" (vv. 6-7). It should be clear that this passage has nothing to do with self-image. Rather, the
writer is warning that though the miser outwardly seems to be hospitable, inwardly he resents the fact
you are eating his food. So, the counsel goes, do not be deceived by his hypocritical outward actions,
but be aware that how he is inwardly toward you (as he thinks in his heart) is his true disposition.
Further, Maxwell recounts a testimony where one uses this passage as a commentary on how one sees
the world around him—how one's attitude can make a difference (TWA, pp. 132-134). Again, it should
be clear this has nothing to do with the passage. 

(6) Numbers 13 & 14 — Maxwell uses the story of Israel's failure to enter the Promised Land in
Numbers 13 and 14 as illustrative of how "negative thinking limits God and our potential" (TWA, p.
122). Besides false notions of "positive thinking" and "negative thinking," Maxwell's use of this
passage misses the real reason why Israel failed to reap God's promises. It had nothing to do with being
"positive" or "negative." Rather, Israel's failure was due to unbelief. There was no question that God
repeatedly had promised Israel that He was going to give them this land. This promise constituted
God's inauguration through Abraham of His relationship with His chosen people (Genesis 12:1-3). The
difference between the two reactions of the spies and the nation of Israel was that Caleb and Joshua
believed God's promise, and the others did not. It is as simple as that. The lesson is profound. The issue
of believing God resounds throughout the entire Bible. In fact, our very salvation is a function of
believing God (Romans 4:3-5). To reduce the Numbers passage to the categories of positive and
negative thinking, rather than belief and unbelief in God, is to tragically miss the whole point of the
passage and neglect a perfect opportunity to teach a very important Biblical doctrine.

(7) Matthew 21:21 — "If you have faith and do not doubt you shall say to this mountain, 'Be taken up
and cast into the sea,' and it shall happen." Maxwell employs this passage to teach that "the only thing
that will guarantee the success of a doubtful undertaking is the faith from the beginning that you can do
it" (TWA, p. 139). There are several things wrong with taking the passage this way. First, one's faith is
not to be in one's self. I need not have faith that I can do it. Rather, faith should be directed toward
God. He is the one who can do it. But what is it He can, or will, do? This is the second problem with
Maxwell's use of Scripture here. Faith is believing what God has said. If the mountain is to be cast into
the sea, it will only be because that is God's will. We do not bring it about simply because we believe
it. First John 5:14 says, "Now this is the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask anything
according to His will, He hears us." If something is not God's will, then no amount of my believing it
or having "faith" in my ability to do something will be able to bring it about. But, how are we to know
whether God has willed it? God's will is fully revealed in His Word—the Bible. If we pray and ask
according to the Bible, we can know God will grant our petitions. This is not to say that we cannot
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pray for things about which the Bible is silent. We are invited to "cast our cares upon Him" (1 Peter
5:7). However, we must be willing to accept God's will even if it conflicts with ours. We cannot
presume that God would give us anything we ask if He has not promised it in His word.

-  Also of great concern is Maxwell's use of New Age teachers and philosophies. The following examples may
cause some believers not only to embrace the material Maxwell presents, but also view these teachers and doctrines
as harmless. 

(1) Norman Vincent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking: On several occasions, Maxwell favorably
quotes or refers to Norman Vincent Peale (TWA, p. 47, 172). In fact, in The Winning Attitude, Maxwell
recounts an episode that illustrates one of the dangers of endorsing writers such as Peale. He says, "My
father has always been a positive influence in my life. Once, while visiting my parents back east, I
noticed he was reading Norman Vincent Peale's book The Power of Positive Thinking. When I noted
that he had read this book previously, he replied enthusiastically, 'Of course! I must keep building my
attitude'" (TWA, p. 47). It is sad how many professing Christians consider Peale's doctrine to be
consistent with the Christian worldview. A more thorough examination of Peale's teachings is presented
in another BDM report, but a few examples here should suffice to show that the doctrines of The Power
of Positive Thinking are not Christian: 

(a) Many mistakenly think Peale's "positive thinking" is merely an encouragement to be
optimistic in one's outlook on life. Many mistakenly think all Peale is saying is that one
should try to look for the good in every situation. This is not "positive thinking." But even
if it were, it is still not a Biblical. The Bible encourages us to think truly—not
optimistically. Philippians 4:8 ff says, "Finally brethren, whatever things are true ...
meditate on these things." In the Bible, sometimes God was very "negative": "And the
LORD God commanded the man, saying, 'Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat;
but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you
eat of it you shall surely die'" (Genesis 2:16-17). And sometimes Satan was very
"positive": "Then the serpent said to the woman, 'You will not surely die'" (Genesis 3:4).
The categories of "positive" and "negative" do not necessarily track the categories of
"good" and "evil." 

(b) The second problem with Peale's position, even if he were talking about being
optimistic (which I contend he was not), is that we have no right to encourage anyone to be
optimistic unless and until that person has believed on Christ for eternal life. If we help the
lost person to gain an optimistic attitude, he will be discouraged from seeing his need for a
Savior. The lost person should not be optimistic because he is doomed without Christ. 

(c) There is a conspicuous lack of the cross in Peale's "positive thinking." He does not link
the fruits of "positive thinking" to an acknowledgement of one's own sin and the provision
that God has made through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross. So, even if Peale's
point were that one should have an optimistic attitude toward life, this still would be
misguided because of the greater need that one have a realistic, or true, attitude and
recognize that one is entitled to genuine optimism only if one has believed in the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. 

(d) An optimistic attitude toward life is not what Norman Vincent Peale's Power of
Positive Thinking is all about. Rather, this "power" is something by which one can "rise
above obstacles which ordinarily might defeat you" by "channeling spiritual power through
your thoughts." For Peale, this power is not merely an attitude, but is a real power that
resides in us. Peale encourages his readers to "believe in yourself! Have faith in your
abilities! Without a humble but reasonable confidence in your own powers you cannot be
successful or happy." Peale likens this power in other places as a "Higher Power" that "is
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constantly available (AA's 12-Step Higher Power?). If you open to it, it will rush in like a
mighty tide. It is there for anybody under any circumstances or in any conditions." (Even
in the condition of unbelief?) Tragically, Peale wants to relate this power to God. He
credits a friend of his for making him realize that he should "practice resting ... in God
[for] His support and power. Believe that He is giving it to you now and don't get out touch
with that power. Yield yourself to it—let it flow through you." 

(e) In relating this power to God, Peale comments, "Contact with God establishes within us
a flow of the same type of energy that re-creates the world and that renews springtime
every year. When in spiritual contact with God through our thought processes, the Divine
energy flows through the personality, automatically renewing the original creative act."
This type of thinking should sound familiar to anyone who has studied New Thought, New
Age, or Occult philosophy. For Maxwell to favorably mention Peale in his material is
misleading at best and potentially heretical at worst. 

In both The Winning Attitude and Becoming a Person of Influence (BPI), Maxwell uses the categories
of "positive" and "negative." He talks about the positive and negative influences on us (TWA, p. 44),
our positive and negative influence on others (BPI, p. 8-11), positive and negative words and attitudes
(TWA, pp. 57-58), and positive and negative thoughts (TWA, pp. 119 ff.). But the categories of
"positive" and "negative" are impotent to capture a proper understanding of reality vis-à-vis our
personal and spiritual lives. Rather, "positive" and "negative" are better suited to a discussion of an
energy like electricity. In terms of a discussion of spiritual matters, "positive" and "negative" bespeak
more of New Age and Occult philosophy. Because New Thought, New Age, and Occult philosophies
hold that the spiritual realm is an "energy" of sorts, one finds the categories of "positive" and
"negative" used extensively in such literature. Instead of "positive" and "negative," the Bible speaks in
terms of "true" and "false," "good" and "evil," "righteous" and "unrighteous," and "godly" and
"ungodly." 

(2) Positive Mental Attitude Pioneer Napoleon Hill: Concerns about Maxwell quoting Napoleon Hill in
The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader (p. 69) are similar to concerns about him quoting Norman
Vincent Peale, except Napoleon Hill is much more overtly Occult. Hill is the author of Think and Grow
Rich, which is probably one of the most widely read "positive mental attitude" and success-
motivational books around. The thrust of the book is that success is a function of one's attitude.
Specifically, Hill teaches there is a "Supreme Secret" that is the key to life. The secret is: "Anything the
human mind can believe, the human mind can achieve." In other words, the power of the mind is the
key to bring what is needed in life. Worse is Hill's testimony as to how he learned this secret (via an
Occult vision of a disembodied "Master"). Maxwell never warns his readers of these Occult teachings
when he references Napoleon Hill. 

(3) Mystical "Christian" Writer Richard Foster: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell quotes New Age
mystic writer Richard Foster (TWA, pp. 174-175). One of Foster's works is Celebration of Discipline:
The Path to Spiritual Growth. Foster is also co-director of Renovaré, an international, New Age,
ecumenical organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is
that today's Church is missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by
studying and practicing the "meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In
actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization,
astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e.,
a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the
New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a
more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster
and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave
of One's Senses"): 
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(a) Foster teaches techniques of meditation by saying, "the imagination is stronger than
conceptual thought and stronger than the will. In the West, our tendency to deify the merits
of rationalism—and it does have merit—has caused us to ignore the value of the
imagination." He goes on to advocate listening to our dreams. "For fifteen centuries
Christians overwhelmingly considered dreams as a natural way in which the spiritual
world broke into our lives." He suggests that "we can specifically pray, inviting God to
inform us through our dreams. We should tell Him of our willingness to allow Him to
speak to us in this way." But then Foster adds, "At the same time, it is wise to pray a
prayer of protection, since to open ourselves to spiritual influence can be dangerous as well
as profitable." Further, Foster thinks if one practices at meditation. he can develop his
skills in order to internalize and personalize the Scriptures. For example, He claims that in
meditating on a parable of Jesus, one enters "not as a passive observer but as an active
participant; remember that since Jesus lives in the Eternal Now and is not bound by time,
this event in the past is a living presentment experience for Him. Hence, you can actually
encounter the living Christ in the event, be addressed by His voice and be touched by His
healing power." 

(b) Foster advocates the Occult teaching of out-of-body experiences. He teaches: "In your
imagination allow your spiritual body, shining with light, to rise out of your physical body.
Look back so that you can see yourself lying in the grass and reassure your body that you
will return momentarily. Imagine your spiritual self, alive and vibrant, rising up through
the clouds and into the stratosphere. Observe your physical body, the knoll, and the forest
shrink as you leave the earth. Go deeper and deeper into outer space until there is nothing
except the warm presence of the eternal Creator." 

(c) Foster also endorses New Age writer Agnes Sanford, author of the book Healing Gifts
of the Spirit. He says, "This advice, and much more, was given to me by Agnes Sanford. I
have discovered her to be an extremely wise and skillful counselor in these matters. Her
book The Healing Gifts of the Spirit is an excellent resource." Agnes Sanford is a Pantheist.
She says, regarding the earth, the sea, the clouds, the birds and the sun, "all these God
made and He made them out of Himself." Further, Sanford teaches: "You see, God is
actually in the flowers and the growing grass and all the little chirping, singing things. He
made everything out of Himself and somehow He put a part of Himself into everything."
Regarding the baptism of the Holy Spirit, she says, "But no experience ever equaled in
bliss this baptism of pure light and power that came to me from God, not through the
medium of man counseling and praying with me, but through the sun and the waters of the
lake and the wind in the pine trees." Sanford appeals to the New Age writer Pierre Teilhard
de Chardin's works The Phenomena of Man and The Divine Milieu as authority for her
own teachings. 

(d) Foster even includes himself in the New Age Movement. He says, "We of the New
Age can risk going against the tide. Let us with abandon relish the fantasy games of
children. Let's see visions and dream dreams." 

(4) New Age Psychologist James Allen: On page 13 of The Winning Attitude, Maxwell quotes James
Allen. Among author Allen's works is As a Man Thinketh. Allen is another installment of those
positive-thinking, New Age writers who carelessly weave verses from the Bible with New Age and
Occult philosophy. In the grand tradition of the New Thought Movement, Allen claims, "all that a man
achieves and all that he fails to achieve is the direct result of his own thoughts." Further, Allen
maintains that "as a being of Power, Intelligence, and Love, and the lord of his own thought, man holds
the key to every situation, and contains within himself that transforming and regenerative agency by
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which he may make himself what he will." The contrast between this and the Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ should be obvious.

-  Another area of great concern is Maxwell's teaching of heretical doctrines. For example: 

(1) Maxwell's Notion of the Miraculous: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell gives a "four-step formula
to handle fear" from Acts 4:29-30 (TWA, pp. 139-142). Maxwell takes verse 30 to say that just as the
First-Century Apostles had their ministries attended with miracles, "This must happen in your life"
(TWA, p. 141). But the Christian should not expect his life and ministry to be attended with the
miraculous the way the Apostles' lives and ministries were attended with the miraculous. This is not to
say God cannot perform a miracle in someone's life as God sees fit, but Maxwell is missing the
significance of the presence of miracles in the ministries of the Apostles. Primarily, miracles are God's
supernatural intervention in the affairs of humans in order to vindicate His special revelation and
messenger. Throughout the Bible, God used miracles to prove that a given prophet or apostle was
speaking in God's name. God used miracles to vindicate the ministries of Moses, the Prophets, the
Apostles of Jesus, and most significantly, of Jesus Himself. To teach that any Christian should expect
the miraculous in his life is to, at best, dilute the significance of the miracles in the Bible. 

(2) A Conspicuous Absence of the Cross: In Chapter 14 of The Winning Attitude, titled "The God
Above You" (TWA pp. 169-179), Maxwell ostensibly turns to a discussion about how, with one's
security in Christ, "I can afford to take a risk in my life. Only the insecure cannot afford to risk failure.
The secure can be honest about themselves. They can admit failure. They are able to seek help and try
again. They can change" (TWA, p. 169). Maxwell discusses how one can draw strength from God's
Word, prayer, and the Holy Spirit. What is disturbing about his discussion is that nowhere does
Maxwell clearly link these prerogatives to having eternal life through trust in what Christ did for us on
the cross. Though he mentions a number of verses, including Paul's discussion of our security in
Romans 8, he says little that could not have been said by a liberal "Christian" or by someone speaking
from a generic religious perspective. Maxwell summarizes the change wrought in the disciples' lives by
the Holy Spirit as "changing an attitude" (TWA, p. 178). Throughout Maxwell's discussion of the
power the Holy Spirit gives, Maxwell characterizes that power as a power to be successful rather than a
power to live a righteous life and witness for Christ. When the power of the Gospel is relegated to
merely a change in attitude, rather than to a saving relationship with God through the cross of Christ
and being conformed to the image of Christ through the exigencies of life (cf. Proverbs 15:3 1, Phil.
3:7-15, James 1:2-4), then something is missing.

(3) Maxwell's Use of Pop Psychology: Maxwell's writings are laced with pop psychological concepts
and methodologies. For example: 

(a) Self-esteem Psychology: In The Winning Attitude, Maxwell assumes a self-image
psychology (TWA, p. 61 ff.). Sadly, self-image and self-esteem are ideas that are
widespread throughout the professing evangelical church. To say the least, such an
encroachment of psychology is unhealthy for a growing Christian life. Rather, the Gospel
of Christ admonishes us to deny ourselves (Matt. 16:24). It is telling us that Paul's "self-
image" deteriorated as he grew closer to Christ. In 1 Cor. 15:9, Paul describes himself as
the "least of the apostles." Later in his life he says that he is the "least of all the saints"
(Eph. 3:8). Near the end of his life, Paul's self-assessment was that he was "chief of
sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15). Paul understood the key to his relationship with God was an
increasing love for Christ and an increasing disregard for himself. 

(b) Four Temperaments Psychology: Maxwell also endorses Tim LaHaye's Four
Temperaments teachings. (TWA, p. 54) What is disturbing about such an approach is that
not only is the four temperaments psychology not taught in the Bible, but one would be
hard pressed to find such teaching in any academic textbook on psychology. Educational
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Psychologist and prolific writer on the dangers of "Christian" Psychology, Martin Bobgan
comments: "Christian authors promoting the four temperaments and similar typologies
base their ideas on unproven psychological theories and subjective observations which are
based on neither the rigors of scientific investigation nor the rigors of exegetical Bible
study." (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of teachings on the
temperaments would be Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, by Martin
and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages.)

-  Bible believing Christians should also beware of some more of Maxwell's unscriptural positions and efforts to
promote godless organizations and philosophies. For example:

(1) Promise Keepers: Maxwell "… is frequently asked to speak for organizations such as Promise
Keepers and Focus on the Family …", and his INJOY Group, Inc. "ministry" is listed as a Promise
Keepers Ministry Alliance. It is well documented that the PK organization is ecumenical, charismatic,
and psychoheretical (and that James Dobson's Focus on the Family employs a psychological gospel that
cannot save and cannot sanctify). PK's roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's
contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing
of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its
ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise
Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.

(2) Worldly Models: In his book Developing the Leaders Around You, Maxwell endorses the teachings
of behaviorist psychologist Edward Thorndike (p. 124). True Christians reject the man-made, man-
centered theory of behavior modification. Although the book is written to "identify and train potential
leaders," Maxwell never mentions the Lord Jesus Christ. Evidently, he feels that God is not a worthy
reference point for genuine leadership training. Instead, he refers frequently to so-called management
experts, advertising experts, marketing specialists, "success" experts, psychologists, and "leadership
specialists." The Word of God is never quoted. Only Moses and Jethro are briefly referred to for their
leadership influence. The plan of salvation is never alluded to in any way, and yet Maxwell claims to
have "… the priority of personal commitment to evangelism."

(3) New Evangelicalism: Maxwell quotes from, and is in sympathy with, such persons as neo-
evangelical psychologizers Stuart Briscoe, Billy Graham, Tony Campolo, and Chuck Swindoll; and
church growth guru Rick Warren (cf. 2 Thessalonians 3:7, Romans 16:17).

(4) Female Pastors: One of the individuals Maxwell offers as a showcase for his leadership training
skills is a woman who became a pastor on staff at his former church (Developing the Leaders Around
You, p. 209). This is in clear violation of God's Word (1 Timothy 3:2; 1 Tim 2:12).

(5) Jesus of Nazareth and the Jim Jones-Hitler Connection: In his book Developing the Leader Within
You, Maxwell quotes these words from a non-Christian source: "Hitler was a leader and so was Jim
Jones. Jesus of Nazareth, Martin Luther King, Jr., Winston Churchill, and John F. Kennedy all were
leaders. While their value systems and management abilities were very different, each had followers."
(Source: James C. Georges, from an interview in Executive Communications.) Maxwell makes no
effort whatsoever to point out that Jesus was NOT just another leader with better values and superior
management skills. The casual reader is left with the impression that Jesus of Nazareth was just another
leadership figure like Hitler or cultist Jim Jones—only with "different" values.

* Unless otherwise cited, the material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from the Fall 2003 issue of
Midwest Christian Outreach Journal.
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What Joyce Wants, Joyce Gets
By Bob Waldrep (Watchman Fellowship of Alabama)

Almost every parent has said it. Their child sees a particular toy or candy that they must have. They then begin to
ask, to beg, to pitch a tantrum, to do whatever it takes to get the desire of their heart. The shrill cries of “I want it! I
want it!” seem incessant. Finally, not able to take any more, the irritated parent says what they heard from the lips
of their own parents: “You don’t always get what you want!”

Most folks believe that this is one of life’s great lessons; The Rolling Stones even included it in a song lyric.
However, there is one group of people that just doesn’t buy it: those who embrace Word Faith teaching. In fact,
many of them believe that if you want something, just speak it into existence. However, they believe not only that
you say what you get—you also get what you say, good or bad.

Gloria Copeland, a Word Faith teacher and the wife of Kenneth Copeland, put it this way during a recent broadcast
of their television program:

“One of the first things that Ken and I learned when we started walking in the power of God was that
our words had to match what we wanted to come to pass. And we learned it from the Scripture. We
learned it from Kenneth Hagin.”1

Another prominent teacher who popularizes this belief through her seminars and radio and television broadcasts is
Joyce Meyer. She echoed this teaching when promoting her tape series, “Is Your Mouth Saved?”:

“Now I want you to realize that words are containers for power and they carry either creative or
destructive power and we need to be very careful about the words of our mouth."2

A brief commercial for the series then runs in which a young lady preparing for a job interview declares, “Why am
I even doing this? I’m too stupid to get this job. They are not going to hire me anyway.” In Word Faith teaching,
this kind of statement is known as negative confession, and will bring about the bad results that are confessed. Her
husband then enters the picture and confidently asserts, “You need to listen to Joyce.”

And what does she hear Joyce say? What you say is what you get. The Bible says that we call those things that be
not [sic] as though they are. And it doesn’t just work in the positive, it works in the negative. Words are containers
for power and they carry either creative or destructive power.

The camera then switches back to the woman making the positive affirmation, “I can do all thing through Christ
who strengthens me.”3

The clear implication is that if this woman continues to make negative confessions, she will not get the job—but if
she speaks positively, she will get the job.

Meyer’s seminars, books and tapes are extremely popular. Concerns are frequently raised as to whether or not she
should be classified within the heretical Word Faith Movement. Though there is diversity of belief and practice
among those who might be classified as, or consider themselves, part of this group, they typically will agree on
several key doctrines. Meyer teaches or has taught at least four of the more prominent of these:

1. God creates by using His faith through the power of spoken words.
2. Man is a “little god” capable of creating in the same fashion as did God.
3. Man, through faith-filled words, creates or causes to come to pass that which is spoken. Thus by one’s

spoken words health/healing and wealth/prosperity are created.
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4. Jesus earned our redemption, not on the cross, but in hell.

The view presented in the promotion of her new tape series is not a new understanding or teaching for Meyer. In an
article titled “Your Mouth is a Weapon,” Meyer expressed the same idea in similar words:

“Words are containers that carry either creative or destructive power. Your mouth is a weapon—either
for Satan or against him. We can help the devil bring destruction into our lives, or we can learn how to
agree with God and experience His best for us.”4

Later, she explains her view further:

“Romans 4:17 says God gives life to the dead and speaks of the nonexistent things as if they already
existed. He created the world with faith-filled words (see Genesis 1). We are created in His image, and
we can also call things that are not as though they are. We can speak positive thoughts about ourselves
into the atmosphere and thereby ‘prophesy our future.’”5

How does this apply to the key Word Faith areas of health and wealth? Meyer explains in this same article:

“The Lord recently showed me that we can bless or curse the financial seed we sow. We can speak
positively about our financial future, or we can say things like, ‘I can’t afford it’ . . . ‘Every time I turn
around something happens to take my money’. . . . We should water our giving with the water of His
word and expect an abundant harvest. Sow your seed and speak prosperity scriptures over your
finances.”6

She continues:

“Proverbs 18:21 teaches us that the power of life and death are in the tongue. That means we can speak
life to dead circumstances, but it is a choice and decision not made with feelings as its basis. We can
also speak death to sick circumstances. In other words, we can have something negative (sick) happen,
and we can cause very serious problems by speaking negatively about it. It may go from sick to dead,
especially if we repeatedly talk hopeless, negative, and downcast. On the other hand, we can choose to
do what seems abnormal to the natural man. We can speak life to sick circumstances and see a
complete recovery before Satan has an opportunity to gain a stronghold.”7

Words are indeed powerful: a word spoken harshly or in anger can cause great harm, while a word spoken with
gentleness and love can be a soothing balm. However, words do not have the power in and of themselves to change
circumstances or to manipulate God to do whatever a person speaks.

How do Meyer and other Word Faith proponents come to the conclusion that their words alter or shape their
reality? This belief is based on a misunderstanding of Genesis 1:26-27, in which God makes mankind in His own
image. Word Faith teachers also cite Psalm 82:6 and John 10:34 as support for their position, because each verse
uses the phrase “Ye are gods,” referring to certain humans. Word Faith proponents interpret these passages to mean
that man is a little god with the same creative powers of God, Who spoke the world into existence.

Word Faith teacher Charles Capps explains this teaching in his book, The Tongue a Creative Force:

“This is not a theory. It is a fact. It is a spiritual law. It works every time it is applied correctly. God
never does anything without saying it first. God is a faith God. God released His faith in Words. . . .
Man was created in God’s class: very capable of operating in the same kind of faith. Man is a spirit, he
has a soul, he lives in a body. . . . Man is a spirit being, very capable of operating on the same level of
faith as God.”8

In commenting on this same doctrine passages in her message “Authority and Opposition,” Meyer states,
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“You know, I was listening to a set of tapes by one man and he explained it like this, and I think this
kind of gets the point across, he said, ‘Why do people have such a fit about God calling His creation,
His man—not His whole creation, but His man—little gods? If He’s God, what’s He going to call
them but the god-kind?’ I mean, if you as a human being have a baby, you call it a human kind. If
cattle has another cattle, they call it cattle-kind. So, I mean, what’s God supposed to call us? Doesn’t
the Bible say we’re created in his image? Now, you understand I am not saying you are God with a
capital G.”9

While Meyer doesn’t name the speaker whose tapes she was listening to, it could be almost any of the prominent
Word Faith teachers because this is a commonly held teaching. For example, Earl Paulk states, “Just as dogs have
puppies and cats have kittens, so God has little gods. Seed remains true to nature, bearing its own kind.”10

No-one better illustrates the natural conclusion of this erroneous teaching than Faith leader Kenneth Copeland
when he states:

“Adam is as much like God as you could get, just the same as Jesus when he came into the earth. He
said, ‘If you’ve seen me, you’ve seen the Father.’ He wasn’t a lot like God, he’s God manifested in the
flesh. And I want you to know something, Adam in the Garden of Eden was God manifested in the
flesh! He was God’s very image, the very likeness; everything he did, everything he said, every move
he made was the very image of Almighty God.”11

No wonder Copeland could makes such a statement as “When I read in the Bible where he says ‘I am,’ I just smile
and say ‘I am too.’”12

Copeland’s statements represent the extreme views held regarding the “little gods” doctrine. Others, while
professing to hold to this doctrine, are not quite as clear as to what they really believe it means. As Rob Bowman
points out in his excellent refutation of the Word Faith, The Word-Faith Controversy,

“It is only the vague and contradictory character of most Word Faith teachers’ explanations that
prevents us from concluding definitively that their little gods doctrine is itself necessarily heretical. In
general, their teachings on this subject appear to range from the rather aberrant (Kenyon) to the
outright heretical (almost certainly Copeland). While we must be careful not to over generalize the
error, there is no getting around the fact that the doctrine of human beings as little gods is indeed
seriously erroneous.”13

Not only has Meyer taught the “little gods” doctrine and the prosperity message of the Word Faith Movement, but
she has also taught that Jesus paid the price for redemption in hell. In her book The Most Important Decision You
Will Ever Make, beneath the caption “What Should You Believe,” she writes:

“Believe that Jesus did what the Bible says. Believe He is indeed the Son of God, born of a virgin. He
took man’s sin Himself. He became our sacrifice and died on the cross. He did not stay dead. During
that time, He entered hell, where you and I deserved to go (legally) because of our sin. He paid the
price there.”14 (emphasis added)

The teaching that Jesus paid the price in hell is widely held among Word Faith adherents. Its basis begins with their
belief that, rather than paying the price for sin on the cross, Jesus instead became sin or a sinner while on the cross,
taking upon himself a debt that would require him to go to hell in order to pay the price. Again, Copeland clearly
articulates the extremes to which this teaching can lead. In his message “What Happened From the Cross to the
Throne,” he proclaims:

“Jesus was made to be sin. He accepted the nature of Satan into his own spirit. . . . You don’t know
what happened at the cross. Why do you think Moses upon the instruction of God raised a serpent up
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on that pole instead of a lamb? That used to bug me; I said why in the world did you have to put that
snake up there, the sign of Satan? Why didn’t you put a lamb on that pole? And the Lord said, ‘because
it was the sign of Satan that was hanging on the cross.’ He said, ‘I accepted in my own spirit spiritual
death and the light was turned off.’”15

Copeland maintains not only that Jesus became sin but that His victory over Satan was not guaranteed:

“[I]f Satan is capable of overpowering him [Jesus] there, he’ll win the universe and mankind is
doomed. And don’t get the idea that Jesus was incapable of failure, for if he had been it would have
been illegal.”16

Word Faith teachers conclude that Jesus died spiritually on the cross when he took man’s sin upon Himself (thus
becoming a sinner in need of redemption), was ushered into hell where for three days He strove to win his own
redemption and man’s, and by earning this redemption became a born-again man and thus could legally offer
redemption to man as well.

Without question, Meyer is familiar with this distortion of the gospel message. In her book The Most Important
Decision You Will Ever Make, she proclaims that,

“He [Jesus] was resurrected from the dead—the first born-again man.”17

Under the caption “What Happened on the Cross,” she asserts that,

“His [Jesus] spirit went to hell because that is where we deserved to go. . . . Jesus went to hell for you.
He died for you. He paid for your sins.”18

Note the similarity of Meyer’s teaching to Copeland’s, extending even to a similar title to Copeland’s “What
Happened from the Cross to the Throne.”

The idea that, in taking our sin upon Him, Christ became spiritually dead, a sinner in need of being “born-again,” is
clearly a departure from the Biblical account. As Bowman rightly points out:

“We need to be born again because we are spiritually dead in our trespasses and sins (Eph. 2:1) Jesus
has never had any need to be born again. In fact, it is precisely because Jesus was without sin and died
for the sins of others that his resurrection could be the fountain of resurrection life for others. The
teaching that Jesus was born again, therefore, is contrary to the very heart of the gospel of salvation
through the death and resurrection of Christ.”19

In studying Meyer’s work, it is evident that she did not start out as a follower of or proponent of Word Faith
teaching, ... but along the way she has embraced at least some of the Word Faith teachings and now has one foot
firmly planted in that theological camp. Her continuing movement toward Word Faith teachings and her association
with Word Faith teachers and their message makes it vitally important that those who plan to continue attending her
seminars and purchasing her materials... [instead separate themselves from her.]

Notes

1. Gloria Copeland, Believer’s Voice of Victory television program, 7/08/03.
2. Joyce Meyer, Life In the Word television program, 7/03/2003.
3. Ibid.
4. Joyce Meyer, “Your Mouth is a Weapon,” Life in the Word March 1997, p. 2.
5. Ibid., p. 4.
6. Ibid.
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Frank Minirth & Paul Meier
General Teachings/Activities*

-  None of the so-called Christian psychologists are so blatantly committed to Freudian ideas as are psychiatrists
Frank Minirth and Paul Meier. They once liberally dispensed these Freudianisms at their 25 owned and operated
Minirth Meier New Life [psychiatric inpatient] Clinics (Dallas, Texas being the main clinic, with 24 other branch
clinics nationwide, with a total of 6,500 beds, charging $1,000 or more per day, employing in total over 600
doctor/therapist staff members); there were also 55 outpatient units. The clinics averaged about 500 inpatient
admissions and about 7,500 outpatient visits per month. (See the last section of this report for the account of the
unwinding of this empire.) Through the many so-called "Christian help books" they have authored; through their
monthly publication Today's Better Life (formerly Christian Psychology for Today); over the radio airways on a
daily, call-in radio program; and in the classroom at Dallas Theological Seminary where they had been adjunct
professors on the faculty, they have very cleverly masqueraded their discredited Freudianisms as "Christian,"
twisting the Word of God to make it fit their preconceived, unproven, psychoanalytic opinions, and have, thereby,
gained widespread acceptability. (See the last section of this report for the latest on the split-up of the Minirth-
Meier team. The MMNL Clinics are now controlled by Steven Arterburn, the founder of New Life Clinics, except
for the Dallas Clinic, which has been renamed the Minirth Clinic. Paul Meier is off writing novels and other
things.)

-  What is the purpose of the MMNL clinic radio broadcast? Insiders from the Minirth-Meier group have reported
that their radio broadcasts were viewed by the owners as infomercials designed to draw paying clients into the
therapeutic net. One former M&M speaker freely admitted that program topics were chosen on the basis of how
many beds were empty at the clinics. If they needed more patients, they would do programs on addictions and
depression, for example. This was verified by a close relative of the head of psychiatry at the Minirth-Meier New
Life Clinics. The relative said, "My [relative] asked me if I knew why they [Minirth-Meier therapists] took their
patients back into their childhood. I said no. Then he laughed and said, 'Because the longer we can keep them in
their past, the longer we can keep them in therapy. And at $100 per session, we want to keep them in therapy as
long as possible.'" This, from a group that claims their purpose is to help hurting people find healing for their minds
through psychiatry.

-  A 4/93 Christianity Today article ("The Therapeutic Revolution: How Christian Counseling Is Changing the
Church," pp. 24-32) gives us some insights concerning the backgrounds and thinking of Frank Minirth and Paul
Meier:

"Meier attended ultra-fundamentalist Bob Jones University, a fact he is not eager to advertise today. By
the end of his years at BJU, fundamentalism had begun to lose its grip on him. He wanted to write a
book, to be called Practical Christianity, that would introduce a faith cleansed of unnecessary rules
and guilt, a faith that helped people rather than burdened them ... [p. 30] Meier and Minirth chose
psychiatry because they thought it would be a prestigious platform for their faith. ... They decided that
the key need was a trained pastorate. ... 'Both of us had job offers for $100,000 a year, but we felt we
could do more good at Dallas Theological Seminary.' [p. 31] Meier, no longer doing therapy, has
returned to a long-term love of his: biblical prophecy. ... Minirth and Meier both say that integrating
Scripture and psychiatry was easy for them ..." (p. 32). (Emphases added.)

-  Minirth & Meier believe in the widely discredited "medical model," which treats people as victims with
"diseases" rather than as sinners with sinful behavior; this is evidenced by their statements that everything from
anxiety and depression to love of one's own spouse, is or can become addictive. To Minirth & Meier, there
apparently are no sins for which an individual is independently responsible, but rather every "problem behavior" is
an illness just as surely as is heart disease, diabetes, and pneumonia. And what is the solution for these "diseased"
behaviors? -- "Christian" psychoanalysis, of course. (The medical/physical analogy goes something like this: since
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we wouldn't have a gall bladder removed without a trained physician, then we surely wouldn't attempt to raise
children without the psychological professional.) 

-  Minirth & Meier's idea concerning depression has two parts: "brain chemicals" and Freudian-based notions of
"repression" and "denial." Unfortunately for the followers of Minirth & Meier, "repression" and "denial" are based
upon widely discredited and unsubstantiated Freudian theory (as well as finding no place in Scripture), and their
repeated claim that holding grudges causes depletion of certain "brain chemicals," thereby resulting in depression, is
totally without scientific merit. 

-  Minirth & Meier repeatedly attempt to Biblicize Freud's idea of the "unconscious" by quoting such passages as
Jeremiah 17:9, Proverbs 21:1, and Psalm 139:23-24, in which they simply equate the "heart" with the unconscious
(with no Biblical exegesis, of course). For example, from their first book together in 1978, Happiness Is A Choice,
p. 97:

"Jeremiah 17:9 is the key to Christian psychiatry: 'The heart is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked, who can know it?' The prophet Jeremiah is saying that we humans cannot fathom
or comprehend how desperately sinful and deceitful our heart is -- our unconscious motives, conflicts,
drives, emotions, and thoughts." (Emphasis added.)

Without so much as an explanation, we're told that Jeremiah is talking about the "unconscious" mind. This is a
cavalier assumption that ignores that the heart in Old Testament usage refers to all that man is within, including his
reason and will. One has to believe in the Freudian "unconscious" mind to find it in Scripture. They give a similar
twist to Proverbs 11:14 ("Where there is no guidance, the people fall, but in an abundance of counselors there is
victory."):

"Some people (especially in the lower middle class) poke fun at getting professional counseling ... but
this ridicule is the product of their own naiveté and defensiveness. Getting guidance from a
knowledgeable Christian pastor or professional counselor can bring about victory over life's seemingly
overwhelming stresses. To obtain and apply to one's life good-quality Christian psychotherapy is
synonymous with discipleship" (p. 98). (Emphasis added.)

A proverb meant to speak to the issue of the quality of political leadership becomes a justification for "Christian"
psychiatric counseling, and psychiatric counseling (i.e., psychotherapy) becomes equated with discipleship! They
even argue that Proverbs 21:2 ("All a man's ways seem right to him, but the Lord weighs the heart") provides
evidence for "unconscious" defense mechanisms. And since they believe that repressed anger (e.g., holding a
grudge) causes depression, their prescribed therapy is Freudian "ventilation" (the verbal expression of anger onto
the casual agent of the depression). (Not only is there no Biblical evidence whatsoever for such a notion, even
secular studies reveal that the practice of ventilating anger is extremely harmful.) 

-  With their teachings on the Freudian "unconscious" as background, Minirth & Meier have easily made the
application to the "codependent" movement. (For a thorough understanding of the "codependency" heresy sweeping
the church today, see 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan,
EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages; the material in this section was drawn from this source.)
In their 1989 book, Love Is A Choice (which is highly recommended by Moody Bible Institute and Dallas
Theological Seminary), Minirth & Meier argue that the cause of codependency is unmet emotional needs, which
they then describe as unfilled "love tanks," and that all problems related to codependency can be traced to not
having been loved enough, or in the right way, as children. But the person doesn't really know that's the reason
because he has "repressed" the hurt and "denied" that he didn't get enough love. This whole idea matches the
Freudian invention of an "unconscious" which drives behavior, with its "ego-defense mechanisms" (including
repression and denial) and the Adlerean unconscious need for self-worth. 

Therefore, rather than addressing the problems found in sinful relationships from a solely Biblical perspective,
Minirth & Meier view everything through the colored glasses of psychological theories, which are merely the
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theories and wisdom of men -- and unredeemed men at that. Should not one expect better from professing
Christians who claim, in their own words, to "spend four hours every day studying the Scripture"? One would think
that studying the Scripture four hours a day would lead to more confidence in Scripture rather than confidence in
the opinions of men such as Freud. 

-  The psychobabble coming from the Minirth-Meier Clinic's "Christian" call-in radio program would be humorous
entertainment were it not so tragic in the havoc wrought in the lives of unsuspecting Christians. In a program aired
on 12/10/91, Drs. Hemfelt and Meier spent over half of the one hour program in an analysis of Charles Dickens' A
Christmas Carol. They closely examined the character of Ebenezer Scrooge, determining that Scrooge was a
suffering "codependent" who was miraculously cured in one night when the Ghost of Christmas Past visited
Scrooge and showed him that he was "a discontent, a negaholic, addicted to money, and suffered from interpersonal
relationship difficulties" (all of which were supposedly caused by the childhood trauma of Scrooge losing his
mother at a tender age, his father then turning emotionally against him, rejecting him, and then shuttling him off to
boarding schools, thereby effectively abandoning him rather than unconditionally accepting him). 

Hemfelt warns listeners that Christians, unlike Scrooge, cannot expect to be cured or healed of codependency in a
few hours one evening, but rather will need a "mechanism of recovery," such as the Minirth-Meier Clinic, where
the staff tries to "duplicate the Scrooge Experience," which "sometimes takes five days at a care clinic, or a week or
so in the hospital [at a cost of approximately $2000-$5000 per week!], or several weeks or months of committed
outpatient counseling," where "the same kind of miraculous transformation can occur."

Drs. Minirth, Meier, Hemfelt, et al., obviously give little weight to the sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit in the
lives of true believers. Even if one were to experience a "complete" and "absolute" cure, as Scrooge apparently
does in Dickens' story, the best the partially-healed Christian ("I may not ever be perfectly healed from my
codependency") can ever hope for (according to M&M) is "regular scheduled maintenance ... to sustain these
changes," which "may require some ongoing counseling, the use of a support organization such as Codependents
Anonymous, etc." 

-  The organization "Fundamentalists Anonymous" is based upon the idea that conservative Christianity (i.e.,
believing that Jesus Christ is the only way to God and that the Bible is the inerrant Word of God) is a serious,
debilitating addiction. Amazingly, in their book Love Is A Choice, Minirth & Meier have listed this anti-Christian
organization at the end of the book with the following recommendation: "Seek them out locally." [!!!] 

-  One of the most blatant errors (some would say blasphemies) of Minirth & Meier is their attempt to equate
Freud's idea of the "id," "ego," and "superego" with the Apostle Paul's teaching in the New Testament on the "old
nature," the "will," and the "conscience," respectively. In actuality, the id/ego/superego concept, with all its
psychosexual gratification underpinnings, was contrived by Freud precisely because he rejected God's truth about
man, not because there was a correspondence between Freudian theory and Biblical truth, as Minirth & Meier
would like us to believe. This is a classic example of what so-called Christian psychologists never seem to tire of
attempting to do -- they impose godless, anti-Christian ideas onto the Bible, all the while claiming a special calling
of God.

-  Someone once said that Eastern religions would come to the West as psychotherapies. Using a mantra is now
being embraced by so-called "Christian" therapists to help their clients relax. In the Summer of 1991, the Minirth &
Meier Clinic's monthly publication, Christian Psychology Today, changed its name to Today's Better Life. In the
premier issue, Frank Minirth authored an article entitled "Relax: A Prescription for Relieving Anxiety" (pp. 54-59),
in which he made the following incredulous statements (Emphasis added.):

(a) "Often when we counsel anxious patients, we teach them to use a repetitive phrase to help them
unwind. We suggest they say the same words over and over whenever they catch themselves worrying
... At the first hint of anxiety, before the symptoms multiply and conquer you, try breathing deeply, and
slowly. Each time you exhale, repeat the same phrase. What words work best? It doesn't matter" (p.
55). [To us this sounds like the incorporation of Hinduistic mantras into Christianity! How does this
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line up with Phil. 4:6, "Be anxious for nothing; but in every thing by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God?" Paul says, when you are anxious, pray. And
Jesus said, "But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall
be heard for their much speaking" (Matt 6:7). Could Minirth's recommended repetition be the kind
against which Jesus spoke?]

(b) "Anxiety and depression build because people don't air their feelings daily. We psychiatrists tell our
patients to ventilate their anxiety" (p. 56). [Freudian ventilation therapy. This is simply opinion based
upon their faith in the Freudian adaptation of the hydraulic model of energy. Only now, Minirth is
applying the model to anxiety as well as to anger. Nevertheless, the theory has been discredited.]

(c) "The most effective approach to overcoming anxiety is a multipronged plan that blends positive
praying with positive thinking, followed by positive action" (p. 57). [PMA therapy.]

At the end of his article, Minirth gives "Eight Ways to Control Anxiety," and not one of them is prayer! (p. 56).
Again, strange oversight for a man who claims to study Scripture four hours a day.

-  In late 1994, Wally Vanderzwaag, station manager at WJTG, Ft. Valley, Georgia, related the story of Scott and
Liesa Rogers. The Rogers family, who were friends and listeners to WJTG, have undergone the most traumatic,
horrific experience in their lives due to alleged false accusations brought against them by the Minirth Meier New
Life Clinic in Atlanta, Georgia. (For a detailed account of their testimony, please reference the video A Family
Betrayed. All the facts regarding this case are also established by hard copy documentation and sworn affidavits.
To obtain a copy of the video A Family Betrayed, call 1-800-729-9829. The video does have a warning on it
saying: "Contains explicit materials.")

At the beginning of the video, John Scott Rogers tells about listening to a Minirth Meier New Life Clinic radio
program on his car radio on March 15, 1994. During the broadcast, Rogers stopped his car and called the Minirth
Meier New Life Clinic because the program invited listeners to call in, and because the remarks made on the
program had precipitated some personal concerns. Specifically he relates, the statement was made on the program
that those who are abused as children grow up to be abusers. Rogers knew he had been abused as a child and, as a
result of listening to the program, now wondered if that would turn him into an abuser. He called for information
and prayer, but what followed was a nightmare for Scott Rogers and his family.

In the video, Rogers describes step by step from that one fateful phone call to allegations against him of child
sexual abuse. During the phone call to the Clinic, Rogers expressed concern that had been prompted by the
program, since he had suffered many severe beatings as a child. He told the woman from the Clinic that he did not
ever want to do to his children what had been done to him. The woman from the Clinic proceeded to ask him his
name, phone number, address, and if he carried health insurance. After he told her the name of his insurance
carrier, she insisted that he immediately check himself into a Minirth Meier New Life in-hospital treatment
program. When he expressed concern about the cost ($1,000 per day with a minimum stay of 14 days!), she told
him his insurance would pay. He assured her that he had never abused his children, but when he resisted the idea of
entering their in-hospital psychiatric treatment, she threatened to call the authorities and report him for child abuse! 

The Clinic did report Scott Rogers to Georgia authorities, accusing Rogers of sexually abusing his three year-old
son. After a more than two month ordeal, Scott Rogers was exonerated by the State of Georgia's Department of
Family and Children Services (DFCS). DFCS spent hours of evaluation with him and his family, versus twenty
minutes by phone with the Clinic. (Reported in the Sept/Oct PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) [This is not an
isolated Minirth-Meier horror story. See the 10/91, D Magazine article, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," pp. 45-
49, 66-71, for a similar family tragedy brought on by the counseling of a Minirth Meier Clinic in Dallas.]

-  There are countless horror stories from people like the Rogers, who have been treated at the MMNL clinics by
non-Christian psychiatrists and therapists as well as professing Christians. Marriages have been destroyed, families
torn apart by unbiblical therapy. One woman who believed she was maltreated had been advised by a criminal
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prosecution specialist that the MMNL clinics should be turned over to the FBI and the FCC. She wrote, "I include
Dr. James Dobson (founder, Focus on the Family) in my complaint because it was due to his promotion of the
clinics on his religious radio program that my family and I deemed them trustworthy." She said, "After hearing the
Minirth-Meier Clinic's nationwide program on our local non-profit radio station state that their clinics are run by
Christian doctors and counselors, and hearing Dr. Dobson promote them on his radio program, I went to their West
Coast clinic for a week in July '89. This clinic, we later learned, was directed by a Moslem physician." 

-  Space does not permit the critique of each and every Freudian theory and therapy that Minirth & Meier have
attempted to "Christianize." Suffice it to say that they have attempted to Christianize much of what Freud taught in
the areas of personality types and disorders; personality formation; child care; sexual identity; anxiety, anger, and
guilt; the defense mechanisms of repression, projection, and denial; depression; the unconscious; etc.; etc.; etc. And
we haven't even attempted to detail their unbiblical teachings borrowed from other schools of psychology (e.g., the
humanistic psychological concepts of self-love, self-image, and self-worth, borrowed from the likes of such anti-
Christians as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers). 

We can only echo the words of medical doctor Hilton P. Terrell, writing the foreword comments to the Bobgan's
critique of Minirth & Meier in Prophets of PsychoHeresy I -- "No amount of well-intentioned refinement of deadly
doctrines will make them clean for use by Christians. Though gems are usually found in coal mines, Christians who
go fossicking for gems of God's truth in psychoanalytic coal mines will usually emerge empty-handed and filthy.
Professional and non-professional Christians of discernment should avoid the dangerous system completely."

Breaking Up Is Hard To Do

As of 2/26/96, the Minirth-Meier radio show was airing on upwards of 200 stations. But now something was
missing here. Where was Paul Meier, Dr. Minirth's longtime partner? Or Stephen Arterburn, whose New Life
Clinics merged with Minirth-Meier in 1994 (to form Minirth Meier New Life Clinics -- MMNL)? Where were the
callers from Los Angeles and Washington, D.C., or the familiar 800 number? The new show is now officially
called "The Minirth Clinic," but gone is the network of radio stations and the nationwide chain of 80 clinics. As of
3/96, the program is aired only in the Dallas-Fort Worth market. Likewise, the name Minirth Clinic appears on just
two buildings, one in Dallas and one in D.C. The tension created by scandals and financial pressures seems to have
claimed the Minirth-Meier-Arterburn partnership as its most prominent victim. 

A spokeswoman for MMNL, which will not change its name despite the departure of the doctor with lead billing,
insists the split was amicable: "People think there must have been a big blowup, but it's really not anything like
that," said Pamela McCann from MMNL's headquarters in Richardson, TX, "It's very hard for doctors to work
within a corporate setting, and obviously there's no way to get away from that in a company this large. Dr. Minirth
wanted something specifically his own that he could control. Basically, they figured out a way to give him what he
needed." But events over the past two years suggest that the split was more than just a case of corporate
claustrophobia. 

MMNL's woes began 3/15/94 with the John Scott Rogers case [see details in report above]. Claiming that he had
been improperly accused by an intake counselor with no psychiatric training, Rogers sued MMNL for slander and
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Worse yet for the clinic, the case was picked up by broadcaster Vic
Eliason [a gross psychologizer in his own right], who publicized it widely on his network of 240 radio stations.
Strains in the Minirth-Meier-Arterburn partnership began to appear at this point. 

Soon after the Rogers case gained national prominence, Minirth dropped off the daily radio show. Throughout late-
1994, Minirth carried on an active correspondence with Eliason and other broadcasters, seeking to reassure them of
the organization's ministry orientation and Biblical foundations. In the end, Minirth would "flatly and categorically
deny all allegations of improper conduct." Throughout the increasingly nasty battle of open letters that raged
through 1995, Arterburn took over as spokesman while Minirth disappeared completely. 
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Minirth's next statement did not come until late February of 1996, after he had left MMNL and struck out on his
own. But the controversy has taken its toll. Clinics no longer run waiting lists. The radio network has dropped to
104 stations from a high of approximately 220. A new series of radio spots for an MMNL affiliate doesn't ever
mention the Minirth-Meier name. And, of course, the departure of a founding partner will continue to raise
questions in the public's mind. Given the total dominance of the MMNL organization, the answers to those
questions could well determine the future of the entire field of "Christian" psychiatry. (Adapted and/or excerpted
from a 1996 article in World magazine, "Personality splits -- Minirth of Minirth-Meier fame breaks off amid
controversy.")

Further Note: Steve Arterburn filed suit against Frank Minirth in the Superior Court of the State of California in
Orange County. In his action against Minirth, Arterburn was seeking damages in excess of $550,000. The file on
the case indicates that Arterburn's complaint was for defamation, "slander per se," and that "a jury trial [is]
demanded." Arterburn alleged that Minirth said the following words to at least Dr. Paul D. Meier and Nancy R.
Brown (Meier's sister): "He [Arterburn] is a murderer and adulterer." It is stated in Arterburn's complaint that
Minirth's statements exposed Arterburn to "hatred, contempt, ridicule, and obloquy" and impugned Arterburn's
integrity both personally and professionally. Arterburn contended that Minirth's statements were slanderous and
jeopardized Arterburn's financial livelihood, which included book revenues and speaking engagements. Arterburn
reported that he had received during the prior year $500,000 in book revenues and over $50,000 for speaking
engagements. Thus, Arterburn was seeking over $550,000 in damages. [Minirth admits that he had a private
conversation between himself and Meier, wherein Meier questioned the propriety of Minirth's decision to terminate
the contract between New Life Treatment Centers Minirth-Meier Clinic. Minirth responded to the effect that
Arterburn's judgment and actions were being affected by his previous actions, by his own admission in nationwide
print, in getting a woman pregnant out of wedlock and then being responsible for her having an abortion. Minirth
admits that his statement was true and was based upon and was a reference to Arterburn's own admissions to
nationwide audiences (in 1/94) that he had committed adultery and had been responsible for an abortion, which in
his own words and in the Christian community is the killing (murder) of an unborn child.] The suit was dismissed.
Arterburn claimed that he never intended to get money from the suit or to drag Minirth into court. (Reported in the
Nov-Dec 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter. )

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Minirth & Meier's teachings would be Prophets of
PsychoHeresy I, pp. 221-334, (Critiquing Paul Meier and Frank Minirth), by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate
Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1989, 360 pages; and Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 239-247 (Reissued as
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology). Unless otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this
report come from these two sources. (Prophets of PsychoHeresy I is now out of print; however the chapters from
the book covering Minirth and Meier are posted on the Bobgan's web site.)
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Minirth & Meier
Book Notes

Love Is A Choice

This book is primarily about codependency (subtitled: Recovery for Codependent Relationships). Relying heavily
on the speculations of Sigmund Freud, an enemy of the gospel, the authors see man as a victim rather than a
sinner. The book is endorsed by John Bradshaw and its teachings often resemble his theories, which deny every
fundamental doctrine of the Christian faith.

-  Codependency is viewed as a disease which is epidemic, chronic and progressive, and multigenerational. The
authors believe that a person must struggle with this "illness" throughout life, never becoming totally free of it.
They describe it in terms such as "loss of self," "lost child within," and "lost childhood." The believe that each
person has a "love hunger" or "narcissism" which must be satisfied. They teach that the codependent has an
obsession to repeat the family pain of his childhood and that he is locked into certain rigid family roles. Following
is the "cycle" they describe for the codependent: (1) pain, "love hunger," low self-esteem; (2) addiction to an agent
or relationship; (3) pain relief; (4) consequences and relationship pain; (5) guilt and shame; (6) back to #1! The
codependent supposedly lacks a "sense of self," lacks "boundaries," and is a "master of denial and repression."
Abuse by others is seen as the cause of sinful behavior in adult life, because one's "love tank" has not been filled.

-  Codependent relationships are described as being characterized by intense bonding, "enmeshment," excessive
dependence, and intense anger. Biblically, such behaviors/attitudes reflect a fear of man, a trusting in the flesh, and
a form of idolatry. Another significant problem here is the pathologizing of self-sacrifice, something that Christ
commands.

-  Anger, shame, and other emotions are stressed in this system. The authors recommend ventilation (misusing
Ephesians 4:26), and they believe that a person "needs" to have his emotions validated. They see "repressed" anger,
along with "false guilt," as being responsible for depression. They hold to a psychologized view of guilt as a
feeling rather than a transgression of God's laws. Stressing "denial" of emotions, they embrace as fact-and as
mandatory-the grief process model developed by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross [five-stages of grief]. They believe the
"losses" of one's childhood must be grieved according to this model-ignoring passages such as Phil. 3:8ff.

-  The Freudian "unconscious" is equated with the Biblical term "heart." The authors state, without
documentation, that only twenty percent of our decisions are made on the conscious level. This surely dilutes
responsibility before God for personal sin! Jeremiah 17:9 is misused in support of their theories. One of the things
their theories do is what God expressly reserves for Himself, using His powerful Word: the judging of the thoughts
and motives of another person's heart (Jer. 17:10, Heb. 4:12).

-  Man's relationship to God is seen as being determined by a person's transference of his relationship to his
earthly father. They note that the AA founders coined the phrase, "God as you understand Him" to get around the
bitterness arising from "dysfunctional" father-child relationships. The authors believe that dealing with one's
codependency is a prerequisite to salvation, as well as to properly understanding and applying God's Word. They
also teach (based on Carl Jung) that a person must "leave home emotionally" in order to establish a deep
relationship with the Lord. In all of this, they place unnecessary stumbling blocks in the path of the believer!

-  Self-love, self-worth, and self-parenting form the basis for much of this book. The authors stress the
formulation of new "I" messages, substituting one form of deception for another and promoting high views of self.
They stress individual "rights," including the "right" to pursue happiness. They divide the inner man so that the
"parent within" cares for the "child within." This usurps the place of God the Father and creates a division within
the inner man that contradicts Scripture. Caring for self ahead of others is emphasized, in opposition to Christ's
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clear commands (Lk. 9:23,24; Phil. 2:3).

-  Forgiveness is given last place in the authors' system of "recovery." It is based on selfish motivations, showing
no concern for the other real persons involved. Unbiblical techniques are utilized, such as writing letters that won't
be mailed and carrying on imaginary conversations (even with dead persons). These are forms of ventilation for the
sake of self, not Biblical methods for achieving reconciliation with others who have sinned. Much stress is placed
on the role of emotions in forgiveness; the authors attack "emotional dishonesty" and emphasize "emotional
integrity," despite Biblical commands to forgive regardless of one's feelings (Eph. 4:32; Col. 3:13).

-  Marital relationships receive much coverage in this book. The Freudian determinism of the authors is evident
in their belief that one's "codependent radar" dooms the person to a particular choice of spouse. Their views on
submission of wife to husband, separation/divorce, and "leaving home" grossly stretch Scripture and its clear
standards. They recommend temporary cessation of sexual involvement between husband and wife during
counseling/therapy.

-  Counseling relationships are viewed in a manner that defy New Testament "love one another" commands as
well as the actual practices of the Apostle Paul (Acts 20:31; 2 Cor. 11: 22ff). They believe the counseling
relationship must be "guarded" and that pastors, who are generally not trained to deal with codependency, are
particularly vulnerable.

-  Summary and Conclusion: The very title of this book, Love Is A Choice, reflects its unbiblical teachings.
Biblically, love is never a "choice" for the Christian, but a command that God gives:

"We love because He first loved us. If anyone says, 'I love God,' yet hates his brother, he is a liar. For
anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen.
And He has given us this command: Whoever loves God must also love his brother" (1 John 4:19-
21)
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Minirth & Meier: Psychologizers of the Faith*
Psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier are among the ranks of the most popular psychologizers of Christianity.
Minirth and Meier have become widely known in the church through their best-selling books, nationwide radio,
television programs, and "Christian" psychiatric clinics.

The Bobgans' book Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, which is now out-of-print, shows how Minirth and Meier
psychologized the Bible in their failed attempts to Biblicize psychology. They demeaned the Word of God by
twisting the Bible to make it fit their preconceived, unproven psychoanalytic opinions. They confused the issue
even more by using the defunct medical model of human behavior and justifying their psychology with "all truth is
God's truth." For those individuals who want fellowship with Freud with a Biblical facade, Minirth and Meier
would be a good choice.

Minirth and Meier have filled the minds of Christians with many Freudian myths. The following reveals their
unbiblical, Freudian view of battered women. In their best-selling book Happiness Is A Choice (over 500,000
copies sold), they say:

"Whenever a battered wife comes seeking advice and consolation because her husband beats her up
twice a week, our usual response is, "Oh, really? How do you get him to do that?" In all the scores
of cases of this nature that we have analyzed in depth, there was only one case in which the battered
wife was not provoking (usually unconsciously) her explosive husband until he reached the boiling
point (of course, this does not diminish the husband's responsibility). After a beating, the husband
usually feels very guilty and spoils his wife for several weeks. In the meantime, she is getting from
people around her the sympathy which she craves, and she is satisfying her unconscious needs to be
a masochist" (Happiness Is a Choice, Grand Rapids:Baker Book House, 1978, pp. 96-97). (Emphasis
added.)

When Minirth and Meier say that "she is satisfying her unconscious needs to be a masochist," they are
demonstrating their attachment to Freudian ideas. Freud coined the term masochism. The Dictionary of Psychology
defines masochism as "a sexual disorder in which the individual derives satisfaction from the infliction of pain upon
himself."

Placing the blame on a woman for being battered because of "unconscious needs to be a masochist" encourages
self-blame for a woman and diminishes full responsibility on the part of the man. It is extremely unfortunate when
women who are battered reach out for help and are slapped down again, not with clubs and fists, but with a defunct
theory that causes further degradation. It is surprising that women have not risen up in outrage over Minirth and
Meier's reference to a battered woman's "unconscious needs to be a masochist."

There is certainly a great incongruity between what Minirth and Meier say about battered women and what
researchers have said about this tragedy. After more "than fifteen years of research and study of family violence"
authors of the book Intimate Violence say, "Perhaps the cruelest of all the myths surrounding family violence is
the one that claims that battered women like being hit." (Emphasis added.) In summarizing the research, they say:

"The research on the factors that determine whether women stay or leave violent relationships
effectively explodes the myth that wives who remain with violent men are masochistic. The weight of
the collected evidence points more to social factors entrapping women in violent marriages" (Gelles
and Straus, p. 146).

Dr. Theodor Reik says in his book Masochism in Modern Man, "A woman does not want to be punished, abused,
tormented or flagellated, but wants to be loved" (Reik, p. 203). Women endure suffering because of love, not
masochism.
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Minirth and Meier's approach to the problem of the battered woman reflects their Freudian bias and their
psychoanalytic training. As with most psychotherapeutic theories, Freud's theories about women are merely a
matter of his own personal opinion. The real losers in all of this psychology-based-on-mythology are the women
who are found guilty of masochism without a jury, a trial, or even a hearing.

Minirth and Meier repeatedly emphasize the importance of early childhood. For example, they say that "the roots of
the hysterical personality reach back into childhood" (p. 79). In a special note they say:

"Over one-third of the hysterical females we have treated have had sexual intercourse with their fathers
or stepfathers. Usually they claim they were raped by their fathers, denying the obvious fact that they
also had a strong hand in the situation by seducing them, either consciously or unconsciously [of
course, this in no way diminishes the responsibility of the father or stepfather]" (p. 80; brackets theirs).

Our focus here is Minirth and Meier's statement about the little girls "denying the obvious fact that they also had a
strong hand in the situation by seducing them [fathers and stepfathers], either consciously or unconsciously."
Because Minirth and Meier use the "hysterical personality" terminology, we consulted the DSM-III-R, which they
admit using as their source for personality disorders. The DSM-III-R has a section on the "Histrionic Personality
Disorder," which is the equivalent of the "Hysterical Personality." This "personality disorder" is described as
"inappropriately sexually seductive in appearance or behavior."

However, nowhere in the DSM-III-R description is there any hint of a little girl seducing her father. It is a
cataclysmic leap from describing a woman as being "inappropriately sexually seductive" and saying that women
who were sexually abused as young children were seducing their fathers or stepfathers. The source for that
repugnant idea is obviously the Freudian Oedipal theory.

One wonders how many women have been betrayed by psychotherapists who have perpetrated this unproven
Freudian theory. And then as a result, how many have been submerged in years of analysis to get over the false
condemnation of having seductively encouraged the rape?

Freud believed that during what he called the phallic stage of development every boy desires to kill his father and
have sexual intercourse with his mother; and every girl desires to kill her mother and have sexual intercourse with
her father. Freud attributed those desires to all children between the ages of three and six. Minirth and Meier's
version of the Oedipus complex is very interesting. They say:

"During these years most children go through a stage of thinking that somehow they will grow up but
the parent of the opposite sex will stay the same age. The idea that they will somehow replace the
parent of the same sex by marrying the parent of the opposite sex is known as the Oedipus complex.
Although the oedipal stage of development was greatly over-emphasized by Sigmund Freud and others,
it has been documented repeatedly as occurring in probably a majority of children" (Minirth, Meier,
and Wichern, Introduction to Psychology and Counseling, pp. 110-111).

Minirth and Meier obviously believe in the Oedipus complex, but their version of it, in contrast to Freud's, would
be amusing if they had not influenced so many Christians with this myth.

Unfortunately, too many professing Christians have dipped into the broken cisterns of secular psychology, tried to
combine those theories with Scripture, and ended up with an ungodly mixture. Rather than turning to the opinions
of unsaved individuals to understand human nature and how one is to change and grow, Christians need to turn
back to the Lord and His Word. He is the only one who knows the human heart. Why look elsewhere when, "All
scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness: that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works" (2 Timothy 3:16,17).

* Excerpted and/or adapted from the July-August 1998, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter. The pages from Prophets
of PsychoHeresy I that cover Minirth and Meier are now posted on the Bobgan's web site.
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Sun Myung Moon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Sun Myung Moon, founder of the Unification Church, says he is the Messiah of the Second Coming and that his
family is the first true family in all history! (His followers have been nicknamed "Moonies.") He is also the power
behind an international network which includes more than 350 closely affiliated companies worldwide (280 of them
in the U.S.), including the Washington Times, the International Cultural Foundation, the Washington Institute for
Values and Public Policy, Paragon House Publishers, the Christian Bernard jewelry chain, and Happy World toy
and clothing outlets. Other Unification Church' holdings include the following:

Political groups: American Freedom Coalition, CAUSU USA, CAUSU International, American Leadership
Conference, American Constitution Committee, Association for the Unity of Latin America.
Media organizations: News World Communications, New York City Tribune, Insight Magazine, World
Media Association.
Businesses: One Up Enterprises, U.S. Property Development, International Oceanic Enterprises.
Religious organizations: 55 principal worship centers (two in California, Texas and New York, one in every
other state, D.C., and Puerto Rico), and 206 additional churches.

-  The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World
Christianity. It was officially founded in 1954 by Moon, who claims that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ
appeared to him on a mountainside in Northwestern Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of
establishing the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. After World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of
communist North Korea, where he set up his first church (1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation,"
during which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's
influence. In 1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp),
accusing him of bigotry and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War
(1950). (Still today, Moon's sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents
Day," he observed, "Woman was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs
are the place of the true love palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the
Unification Church, which now claims more than three million members worldwide (about 45,000 U.S.), but both
these figures are believed by many to be grossly exaggerated (e.g., The Encyclopedia Americana reports Moon's
church membership at only 30,000 worldwide).

-  Moon's Unification Church has been the subject of much national publicity, primarily due to Moon's federal
conviction on income tax fraud (see next item), for which he served 11 months in federal prison. Moon is a
permanent resident of the U.S. (since 1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the
"Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to which Moon himself has laid claim!). Moon's theology is a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal "Christianity," Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics. (The
last three pages of this report highlight what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical
interpretation, sin, Christ, salvation, marriage, eschatology, heaven and hell, etc., drawn from BDM's 7/97 cult
report on the Unification Church).

-  Moon's legal problems stemmed from his being charged with having failed to pay tax on a combined interest
income of $150,000, resulting in less than $7,500 in tax. He was also charged (along with Takeru Kamiyama,
Moon's aide) with having falsified tax return statements and with perjury. After an audit was made of Moon's 1973-
75 returns, the Justice Department filled a thirteen-count indictment which sought to prove that Moon was the
principle beneficiary and owner of interest-bearing accounts in the Chase Manhattan Bank, and stock in a
corporation, Tong II Enterprises. These accounts bore Moon's personal name only as the beneficiary. In the three
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years in question, $1.7 million had been deposited in these accounts. Moon made personal transactions in the form
of loans to other Unification Church organizations, and other purchases including his personal estate, "East Garden"
in Tarrytown, New York.

Moon's defense, in its appeals for review, never argued against the validity of the charges against Moon, but against
the process by which he was found guilty. In Moon's Petition for Certiorari, we read, "At issue in this petition is
not the facts the government purports to have established, but the process -- including the choice of tribunal and the
charge to the jury -- by which the government obtained the result it sought."

Moon was convicted and sent to the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury, Connecticut, for a term of 18
months for tax evasion, falsifying tax documents, and perjury. He served 11 months of his sentence and was
released to serve the remainder at the Oxford Project halfway house in Brooklyn. There he was free to conduct his
church business during the day, but was required to spend nights at the facility. After only two more months he was
released for "good behavior."

Upon Moon's release from prison, his God and Freedom Committee spent over $100,000 on a public relations effort
to welcome him at a banquet where a purported 1,700 religious leaders dined, then listened to several speakers laud
Moon. Besides the Coalition for Religious Freedom, the list of churches and other groups that filed amicus briefs
with the court on behalf of Moon include the following: National Council for the Churches of Christ in the USA;
American Baptist Churches in the USA; Presbyterian Church USA; National Association of Evangelicals; Southern
Christian Leadership Conference; The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormons); American Civil
Liberties Union; The Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights; and the American Association of Christian
Schools.

Media Spotlight 's investigation (Media Spotlight, January-March 1986) determined that the charge of "religious
and ethnic persecution" was originally brought by Moon and the Unification Church. Through a broad public
relations campaign, pastors of tens of thousands of churches in the United States were contacted for the purpose of
garnering their support for Moon based on the Unification Church's claim that he was suffering under religious
persecution, and that if they wanted to ensure their own freedoms, they must rally to his defense. The Unification
Church spent approximately $30 million in its campaign, of which $4.5 million was spent on a mail blitz to
300,000 ministers who received a box bearing the words: "A GIFT FOR YOU FROM SOME FOLKS WHO
CARE." Inside were three video cassettes containing six hours of doctrinal lectures, two books expounding the
Divine Principle, some pamphlets, and two letters from Mose Durst, president of the Unification Church in
America. Sadly, many so-called evangelical leaders were taken in by this ploy.

-  In 1993, a l0,000-member-strong alliance of academics founded by Moon -- the Professors World Peace
Academy (PWPA) -- rescued the small University of Bridgeport (CT) with a $50,000 loan and grant package. In
exchange, PWPA received control of the University's board of trustees. This prompted a lawsuit from a Bridgeport
coalition. PWPA is by charter, independent, but 90% of its money comes from the Unification Church, and it
resolved a decade ago "to work with Moon toward the establishment of a God-centered world of universal
fellowship and harmony." Steven Hassan, a former Moon rising star, says Moon is deadly serious and dangerous.
He says no Moon affiliate is independent, but that all are links in his scheme for "taking over the world" (7/1/93,
Calvary Contender).

-  A two-page advertisement in Moon's 5/17/93 Washington Times printed the speech that Moon delivered on
5/15/93 in Washington, D.C. titled: "True Parents and the Completed Testament Age." The following excerpt
provides an excellent summary of "Moonie" ecumenical socialism (from the 6/28/93 Christian News, copy attached
as part of the print report):

"It was God's will that the Messiah of the Second Coming should unite the two hostile blocs. That is
why I mobilized our church to help settle conflicts between the right wing, represented by the free
world, and the left wing, represented by communism. We have also worked on behalf of Christianity
and Judaism as a peacemaker with our Islamic brothers and sisters."
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Despite Moon's "World Anti-Communist League," he, in reality, advocates a Communist/Socialist society. His
Multiplex Umbrella of organizations are clones of his ideologies expressed in Divine Principles (the Moonie bible).
He teaches that Socialism is God's Heavenly Kingdom here on earth. According to Moon's theology, man's original
mind, the "heavenly side," is trying to realize the principle of coexistence, co-prosperity, and common cause. Moon
is not the image he portrays to his Moonies or to many of the politically active "evangelicals" he fellowships with.
He is part of the One World, One Religion, Anti-Christ system (Bold Truth Press). [Moon has praised Gorbachev,
and has called "Marxist" Martin Luther King "the greatest American of this century." Moon also has built a $250
million automobile plant in communist China, and has established a friendship with Moscow's communist
leadership, stating that: "The Soviet Union will be at the center of God's providence in the next century."]

-  Sun Myung Moon's "spiritual discernment" supposedly enables him to pick the right mates for members of the
Unification Church, his followers say. Moon reportedly spent two months matching photographs and applications
in preparation for 1992 mass wedding ceremony. On 8/25/92 in Seoul, about 30,000 couples were wed. At the
service, Moon and his wife were called the "true parents of mankind" (9/7/92, NIR Report). In 1995, more than
720,000 people -- two-thirds of whom were renewing their vows -- were married via satellite at 545 sites in more
than 100 countries; 10,000 of those participating were American. Moon and his wife spent 15 months matching
people for marriage, using photographs categorized by sex, age and nationality. Japanese couples paid $29,000 each
to participate in the ceremony; Americans paid $2,000. Church officials say the money goes for satellite charges
and the costs for 200,000 African couples, but a number of Protestant churches in Korea said that the ceremonies,
which have brought the church $1.3 billion throughout the years, are just a way for the church to make money.
(Source: 9/25/95, Christian News, p. 14.) 

-  In purveying his "heavenly deceit," Moon incorporates classical cultic tactics to lure unsuspecting youth into his
fold. Through various front organizations, he attracts idealistic people who are seeking for ways to bring about a
better world. His staunch anti-communism and anti-secular humanism provides a platform upon which he displays
the "evils of the world." Pointing to abortion, pornography, crime, prostitution, and other evils that plague western
civilization, Moon offers hope for what he calls a "New Age" of righteousness under the coming salvation through
obedience to Moon. 

Recruits lives are kept busy with non-stop work, lecture sessions, and fund-raising activities. For their efforts, they
are provided meals and a bed in one of Moon's communes spread throughout America, Western Europe, Korea,
and Japan. Married couples who join are separated and their children are taken from them to be raised in Moon's
nurseries. The children are told that the "Reverend" and Mrs. Moon are their parents. Single Moonies are
discouraged from developing close friendships with members of the opposite sex. Rather, they are required to
purify themselves through prayer and hard work until the time Moon assigns them a marriage partner. "Before
marriage, Moonies must confess any sexual sins to the 'Father' and beg his forgiveness. After marriage, intercourse
is banned for forty days and then spouses are usually assigned to different -- and distant -- locations. As a result,
Moonies produce few children. 

Beliefs of Unification Church/Sun Myung Moon

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church:
"While church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics."
Below are the highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation,
the fall of man, the occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and
hell: [Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report -- Unification Church Cult report;
Revised 11/01: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia; (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They
Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 243-267; (4) "Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of
World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic &
Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification Church," April 2000, pp. 32-33.]:
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1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly
revealed directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third
testament" of the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to
have received new revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with
John the Baptist. This is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine
Principle revealed in this book is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be
continually revealed" (Unification Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where
they are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be
agents of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work
of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on
the cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not
refer to raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression
"end of the world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that
Christianity is not the one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many
religions. ... God cannot be found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They
claim that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached
perfection, and that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and
childbearing. Therefore, the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the
spiritual fall) and then with Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown
But Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later
transcribed.] Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it
readily accepts clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the
tree of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan,
and Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam
and Eve thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin
is a matter of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical
redemption; i.e. it is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and
blessed by Moon himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by
having sexual relations with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon).
Now, those who totally submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the
Unification Church, allowing Moon to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of
purification not requiring sexual cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and
the deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God
must exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and
femininity which are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught
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by Unification theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid
theological insight" (Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is
just like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no
means be God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the
bastard offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle,
pp. 143-145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was
killed before He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973).
Moonies believe that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into
a power bloc for Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or
essential part of God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical
salvation by redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it
to provide an incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor.
15:12-20), but that He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical
salvation by marrying and producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate
it considers him to be this "third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt
of sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising,
recruitment, and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that
the "third Adam" will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p.
148). They teach that once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and
bear sinless children. [HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a
perfect family (indeed, his twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers
through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being
different from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit,
"... appears feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a
bright light or a field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy
Spirit is a "female spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also
cleanses the sins of the people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage.
[HJB] Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated,
"Unification theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God.
Hence it is not primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification
Theology, p. 53).  

11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and
false lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies
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which we conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's
love and man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third
Adam." They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the
First Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam"
through marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to
establish God's kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that
Jesus failed at the First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential
because it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death
depends on his spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions."
Rather than immortal perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires,
dislikes, and aspirations as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to
accept Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a
new Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by
Moon, was born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want
us to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come
in the clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and
those who do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

__________________

Endnotes

Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with
famed Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide,
concerning his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a
leader in the Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak
asked, "Could you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here
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today?" Fletcher answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World
Teacher will be able to speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested
through him is the Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to
make a revelation he has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I
have been speaking for a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows
through him, the intelligence, is not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their
inspiration and their knowledge from One Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in
some strange symbolical way that pool becomes Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was
then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle
brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered, "That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not
exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for
revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are
popularly known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing,"
as Moonies refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides
and grooms and repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to
obtain marriage licenses from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun
Myung Moon had matched (Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife
based on Moon's selection) or those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of
celibacy before marriage) would be allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as
a 'recommitment of marriage' to unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

__________________

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/97
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Unification Church*
Christian or Cult?

The official title of the Unification Church is The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity.
It was officially founded in 1954 by Sun Myung Moon (which has led to the referring of his followers as
"Moonies") and moved to America in 1959, where he established his international headquarters. Born in Korea in
1920, Moon claims that in 1936, when he was 16, Jesus Christ appeared to him on Easter morning on a
mountainside in Northwestern Korea and told him that God had chosen him for the mission of establishing the
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, a mission that Christ had only begun. Christ supposedly told Moon that he would be
"the completer of man's salvation by being the Second Coming of Christ" (Sun Myung Moon and The Unification
Church, James Bjornstad, p. 9). After World War II, Moon returned to Pyongyang, the capital of communist North
Korea, where he set up his first church (1945). 

There, according to reports, Moon involved his congregation in an unusual ritual known as "blood separation,"
during which female members of the church were required to have sex with him to cleanse themselves of Satan's
influence. In 1948, North Korean authorities arrested and jailed Moon (he spent two years in a labor camp),
accusing him of bigotry and adultery. Moon was finally liberated by United Nations' troops during the Korean War
(1950). (Still today, Moon's sermons focus on sex and the idea of female submissiveness. In 1995, on "True Parents
Day," he observed, "Woman was born to connect in love with man's sexual organ. Man and woman's sexual organs
are the place of the true love palace.") After the Korean War, Moon fled to South Korea and established the
Unification Church, which now claims three million members in more than 120 countries (about 40-45 thousand
U.S.), but both these figures are believed by many to be grossly exaggerated. (The largest concentration of Moonies
reside in Korea and Japan.) In 1956, Moon published the English version of the Divine Principle as the
authoritative work of the Unification Church. (The Korean Version: "Wolli Haesol" or "Explanation of the
Principle" was published on August 15th, 1957.) 

This "church" has been the subject of much negative U.S. publicity, primarily due to alleged unethical recruitment
and fund-raising tactics and Moon's authoritative leadership style. In 1982, Moon was convicted of federal income
tax fraud, for which he served 11 months (of an 18-month sentence) in federal prison (beginning in the summer of
1984). The Unification Church of America was founded in 1972 and is headquartered in New York City. To train
those interested in joining the movement, a "seminary" was established in 1975 at Barrytown, New York (the
Unification Theological Seminary), with the goal of unifying all theological beliefs. Its faculty is drawn from
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Eastern Orthodox backgrounds, as well as from the Unification Church. Its
mission statement reads, "to inspire Christian denomination and all the world's religions to supersede their
separateness and cooperate for the attainment of God's will."

Moon has also launched numerous business ventures, and with the free labor of his followers, has built a multi-
million dollar empire that includes pharmaceutical companies, manufacturing, banking, publishing, and other
industries. (The Unification News is a monthly newspaper owned by the Church. They also publish a monthly
magazine called Insight. While not an official publication of the Unification Church, the Church does own and
operate the Washington Times, located in Washington, D.C. Today's World is a monthly magazine.) Moon is a
permanent resident of the U.S. (since 1973), and believes that the U.S. will be the future base of operations for the
"Lord of the Second Advent" (a title to which Moon himself has laid claim!).

Moon is particularly fond of drawing former U.S. intelligence and military officers into his organizations. Moon
has masterfully used his hard line anti-communist campaigns, multi-million dollar business deals, and substantial
political donations to blur his ultimate objective of a one-world government originating from a centralized religious
power -- ruled by Moon -- under which his followers will purchase goods and services only from church sponsored
manufacturers.
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The Unification Church has also been linked to a variety of associated organizations. Some of these include The
American Freedom Coalition, Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP), CAUSA USA,
American Leadership Conferences, American Constitution Committee, National Committee Against Religions
Bigotry and Racism, Conservative Action Foundation, National Council for Church and Social Action, The
Washington Times Corporation, World Media Association, U.S. Property Development Corporation, Atlanta Video,
Happy World Inc., as well as numerous others (Washington Post, 15 October 1989).

In 1976, The New York Times made the following astute observation about Moon and the Unification Church:
"While church members accept Moon's theology as revealed truth, non-members generally find it a mind-boggling
mixture of Pentecostal Christianity, Eastern mysticism, anti-Communism, pop psychology, and metaphysics."
Below are the highlights of what the Moonies believe concerning their source of authority, Biblical interpretation,
the fall of man, the occult, sin, Christ, salvation, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, marriage, eschatology, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The Moonies teach that the Bible is "not the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth."
Moon's 536-page spiritual manifesto, Divine Principle (1957), is considered to be their scriptures (supposedly
revealed directly to Moon by Jesus Christ), along with the Bible. (Divine Principle is considered to be the "third
testament" of the Bible, and superior to the Bible.) They also believe in continuing revelation. (Moon claims to
have received new revelations from God; i.e., "I spoke with Jesus Christ in the spirit world. And I also spoke with
John the Baptist. This is my authority.") [HJB] Even Divine Principle is not the complete truth. "The Divine
Principle revealed in this book is only part of the new truth. ... as time goes on, deeper parts of the truth will be
continually revealed" (Unification Theology, p. 16).  

Ultimately, Moon's interpretations and teachings are considered to be the final and absolute source of authority.
Moon's teachings warn church members that life on earth is a continuous battle between good and evil -- where
they are the Chosen People -- and everyone outside of the "True Family," including their biological parents, may be
agents of Satan. Any person harboring doubts about Moon is deemed to be allowing himself to be part of the work
of Satan.

2. Method of Interpretation. The Moonies interpret much of the Bible allegorically; they teach that the thieves on
the cross represent democracy (the "right") and Communism (the "left"). They claim that "resurrection" does not
refer to raising the dead, but to accepting the "word of God" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:12-20). They say that the expression
"end of the world" only means that "evil is going to end." [HJB] Moon also believes the Bible teaches that
Christianity is not the one and only divinely revealed and saving faith. He says that "God has established many
religions. ... God cannot be found where there is conflict. Catholicism and Protestantism must become one."

3. Dualism and the Fall. Moonies believe that everything in existence has a dual aspect, including God. They
claim that God originally intended for Adam and Eve to have a brother/sister relationship until they reached
perfection, and that Adam and Eve were supposed to establish God's kingdom on earth through marriage and
childbearing. Therefore, the Fall was the result of sexual sin; i.e., that Eve had sexual relations with Satan (the
spiritual fall) and then with Adam (the physical fall). [HJB] 

4. The Occult. Moon admits communicating with familiar spirits by means of séances. [It is a well-known fact that
Moon has participated in séances conducted by a spirit transmedium named Arthur Ford (a famous Philadelphian
necromancer). Ford's "spirit guide" first spoke of Moon on 11/1/64, again on 3/18/65, and on 4/21/65 (Unknown
But Known, p. 121). Moon was present at this last séance and his comments were tape recorded and later
transcribed.] Though the Christian ordinances of baptism and communion are avoided by the Unification Church, it
readily accepts clairvoyance, automatic handwriting, and mediumistic trances.

5. Sin. Unification theology teaches that Adam and Eve's fall came not from disobedience in eating fruit from the
tree of knowledge, but was sexual in nature. Eve's sin, the church holds, was engaging in an act of sex with Satan,
and Adam's was in turn "a premature act of love" with Eve, thus leading to mankind's physical corruption. Adam
and Eve thus failed to fulfill God's plan for them to be the "true parents" of mankind. According to Moon, then, sin
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is a matter of genetics (physical children of Lucifer), not moral choice. Salvation, therefore, requires a physical
redemption; i.e. it is a matter of being born of Moon's physical bond or entering a marriage union chosen and
blessed by Moon himself. [Originally, "Blood cleansing" as defined by Moon was accomplished for any male by
having sexual relations with a woman that had been "cleansed" by Moon (i.e., had sexual relations with Moon).
Now, those who totally submit to Moon's authority (e.g., defined as turning over all financial assets to the
Unification Church, allowing Moon to choose one's mate, etc.) may consider their devotion to be a spiritual kind of
purification not requiring sexual cohabitation.]

6. God the Father. "Unification theology asserts that God has both masculine and feminine qualities based on the
universal fact of polarity ..." There are similarities between the Unification Church theology of God the Father and
the deity concept of I Ching, Confucianism, Taoism, and even the Hindu worship of a Mother Goddess: "... God
must exist in polarity. That is, He must possess within Himself the dual characteristics of masculinity and
femininity which are perfectly expressed and fully harmonized in His nature. The doctrine of divine polarity taught
by Unification theology should be seen not as an eccentric novelty but rather as a reaffirmation of a valid
theological insight" (Unification Theology, p. 56).  

7. Jesus Christ. Moonies deny the deity of Jesus Christ; instead they claim He was just a man, not God. ("God is
just like you and me. All human traits originate in God." -- Moon, Christianity in Crisis, p. 4; and "He can by no
means be God Himself." -- Divine Principle, pp. 210-211). They teach that Jesus was not virgin born, but was the
bastard offspring of Zechariah and Mary! They also claim that Jesus failed in His earthly mission (Divine Principle,
pp. 143-145), and that Christ's purpose in coming was to marry and to produce perfect children. However, He was
killed before He could fulfill His mission (i.e., "The Cross is the symbol of defeat of Christianity," Moon, 1973).
Moonies believe that John the Baptist was responsible for the death of Jesus (by failing to convert his audience into
a power bloc for Jesus) (Divine Principle, pp. 156-162), and that Christ's death on the cross was not an original or
essential part of God's plan of redemption ("... however devout a man of faith may be, he cannot fulfill physical
salvation by redemption through Jesus crucifixion alone." -- Divine Principle, p. 148), but that God merely used it
to provide an incomplete, spiritual salvation. They do not believe that Jesus was physically resurrected (cf. 1 Cor.
15:12-20), but that He returned as a spirit, and that a "third Adam" must come to fulfill God's plan for physical
salvation by marrying and producing the sinless race. The Unification Church has given titles to Moon that indicate
it considers him to be this "third Adam." [HJB]

8. Salvation . Moonies teach the "Law of Indemnity" -- that God's children must pay for at least a part of their debt
of sin before God will forgive them. They believe a person earns his salvation through fasting, fund-raising,
recruitment, and other such works. They claim that both a spiritual and a physical salvation are needed -- and that
the "third Adam" will provide physical salvation by marrying and producing sinless children (Divine Principle, p.
148). They teach that once the "third Adam" comes, those who have paid indemnity will also be able to marry and
bear sinless children. [HJB] Moonies view Moon as that "third Adam" who provides physical salvation through a
perfect family (indeed, his twelve children are considered sinless!), and extends this perfection to his followers
through their obedience to him. 

9. Holy Spirit. "In Unification theology the main point is that the Holy Spirit is not a separate entity, a being
different from God the Father. The Holy Spirit simply refers to God's redemptive activity." Further, the Holy Spirit,
"... appears feminine, masculine and impersonal. ... Like God Himself, the Spirit is invisible and incorporeal -- a
bright light or a field of magnetic energy" (Unification Theology, pp. 201-202). Moonies also teach that the Holy
Spirit is a "female spirit" -- the "True Mother" and spiritual wife of Jesus (Divine Principle, p. 215). "She" also
cleanses the sins of the people in order to restore them, thus indemnifying the sin committed by Eve.

10. Trinity . Moonies deny the Biblical concept of the Trinity. They teach that the "third Adam," his bride, and God
constituted the first "trinity," and that mankind will be restored by forming trinities with God through marriage.
[HJB] Young Oon Kim, professor of systematic theology at the Unification Theological Seminary, stated,
"Unification theology starts with the fact of polarity as the main clue for understanding the essential nature of God.
Hence it is not primarily interested in defending the Trinitarian doctrine of the fourth century creeds" (Unification
Theology, p. 53).  
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11. Marriage . Moonies claim that marriage is the most important means of establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Moon teaches that "God-centered families are the building blocks of a world of peace, stability, and love," and that
only those who are married will be saved, or qualified, for the kingdom. Hence, Moon's fondness for mass marriage
ceremonies, wherein 35,000 to 50,000 couples are married at a time, most whom have never met before! [Moon and
his wife, Hak-ja Han Moon (wife #4 -- he divorced the first three), charge each couple an arrangement fee for these
mass marriages, which has brought the church more than two billion dollars throughout the years.] A ceremony
marrying 3.6 million couples (most by satellite) occurred in 1997, and another 120 million couples in 2000. (These
numbers are, of course, highly suspect.)

Moonism transcends biology. Church members are considered the "True Family" and Moon and his wife are the
world's "True Parents" -- "my wife and I are cleansing everything that was polluted by false love, false life, and
false lineage. Our marriage has achieved the True Parents position; the large international marriage ceremonies
which we conduct are to sow the seed of true love, true life, and true lineage, which results from the unity of God's
love and man's love" (1995). Members celebrate as birthdays the day they joined the Unification Church.

12. Second Coming . Moonies use Biblical terms to refer to the Second Coming, but have changed their meanings.
They deny that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, will return, but say that God will send another man as the "third
Adam." They deny that the "Christ" will come in the clouds, but instead that he will be born just as Jesus was in the
First Advent. They teach that the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven will be established by the "third Adam"
through marriage. The bottom line is that they believe that Moon is this "third Adam" and that he has begun to
establish God's kingdom -- "He [God] is living in me. I am the incarnation of Himself." [HJB] [Moon says that
Jesus failed at the First Coming, but he (Moon) will not! (speech on 8/24/92).]

13. Heaven and Hell. Moonies teach that heaven is a realm of the spirit world and that hell is inconsequential
because it will "pass away as heaven expands," and all mankind is redeemed. Also, one's destination after death
depends on his spirit's "quality of life on earth; by the degree of goodness we build into them through actions."
Rather than immortal perfection, Moon teaches that in the afterlife his followers will experience the same "desires,
dislikes, and aspirations as before death." 

Summary: According to Moon, it was God's plan for Jesus to find a perfect mate and produce sinless children,
bringing about the world's physical and spiritual salvation. But Jesus failed because He couldn't get the Jews to
accept Him as Messiah. The Crucifixion was a "mistake" which thwarted God's plans and made it necessary for a
new Messiah to come during this present age. This new "messiah," called the "Lord of the Second Advent" by
Moon, was born in Korea in 1920 (which, coincidentally, is the place and time of his own birth). 

By the year 2000, Moon claimed, the Messiah would be revealed (cf. Duet. 18:22). Therefore, Moon does not want
us to think of the Second Coming in terms of a literal interpretation of Scripture, which states that Jesus will come
in the clouds with great glory. Moon insists that the second messiah will be a Korean man born of the flesh -- and
those who do not accept him will face God's wrath.

Accordingly, everyone must be born again by new parents in order to fulfill God's original plan of redemption.
Translated into Moon's theology, this means: acceptance of Moon and his wife as spiritual parents is necessary for
salvation.

Quotes from Moon Illustrating Essential Theological Points

"He [God] is living in me and I am the incarnation of Himself. ... The whole world is in my hand, and I will
conquer and subjugate the world."
"God is now throwing Christianity away and is now establishing a new religion, and this new religion is the
Unification Church."
"All the Christians in the world are destined to be absorbed by our movement."
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"There have been saints, prophets, many religious leaders in past human history. Master here [Moon] is more
than any of those people and greater than Jesus himself."
"I [Moon] am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end."
"God and man are one. Man is incarnate God."

Endnotes

Note on Séances: In 1965, one of the most interesting events in Moon's life took place. He had a sitting with
famed Spirit Medium Arthur Ford. At this séance, Moon was given information by Fletcher, Ford's spirit guide,
concerning his destiny as a spiritual leader. Present at this occultic ceremony were Ford, Moon, Bo Hi Pak (a
leader in the Unification Church), as well as Miss Kim, Moon's interpreter. After Ford had gone into a trance, Pak
asked, "Could you ask him in connection with the New Age, more specifically, the mission of Our Leader here
today?" Fletcher answered, "He is one of those who will be the human instrument through whom the World
Teacher will be able to speak. ... The Jesus of Galilee will not return, it is not necessary. The Christ who manifested
through him is the Eternal, he will manifest again. ...But the important thing to remember is that when God wants to
make a revelation he has to choose a human instrument.... Sun Myung Moon is the one I have been talking about. I
have been speaking for a group of people here. This group seems to surround him. And the power that flows
through him, the intelligence, is not just one it is a great group of people. And they seem all to draw their
inspiration and their knowledge from One Source and then they seem to pour it symbolically into a pool and in
some strange symbolical way that pool becomes Sun Myung Moon." Fletcher, having mentioned revelation, was
then asked by Pak, "You are speaking of New Revelation; that means you are speaking of  the Divine Principle
brought by Sun Myung Moon?" Fletcher answered, "That's part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon has not
exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. He is, and as long as he lives will continue to be, a channel for
revelation" (Unknown But Known, pp. 131-139).  [Return to Text]

Note on Mass Marriages: The term "Mass Marriage" is actually a misnomer, but that is what they are
popularly known as. In reality, no one is being married in these mass wedding spectacles. Instead, the "Blessing,"
as Moonies refer to this event, is a religious ceremony and not actual weddings. Though they are dressed as brides
and grooms and repeat marriage vows at these events, the ones that intend to be husband and wife will have to
obtain marriage licenses from whatever jurisdiction they reside in. In former years, only those couples that Sun
Myung Moon had matched (Moon chose usually complete strangers who would then become husband and wife
based on Moon's selection) or those who had passed very stringent qualifications (including from 3 to 7 years of
celibacy before marriage) would be allowed to be 'blessed' by Moon. In recent years, these events are often billed as
a 'recommitment of marriage' to unsuspecting participants.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia; (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990,
pp. 243-267; (4) "Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Unification
Church," April 2000, pp. 32-33.
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The Leaven of Lakewood
“‘I don’t want this to sound arrogant, but I believe one day we’re going to have 100,000 a weekend,” 

says Pastor Joel Osteen of Lakewood Church in Houston .’”[1]

By Robert S. Liichow (In its entirety from Discernment.org website no longer available)

 The Kudos

I want to begin this article by giving credit where credit is due.  When it comes to the Lakewood 
charismatic mega-church there are aspects of this ministry which must be cited as worthy.  To begin with the
church was originally started by John Osteen, who was originally a Southern Baptist pastor but after receiving the
“baptism” in/with the Holy Spirit he became enamored with the charismatic renewal movement in its early stage
and eventually became associated with the Word of Faith (WOF) cult.  The following commentary was taken from
the official web site of Lakewood Church :  

The late John Osteen served the Lord Jesus Christ as pastor, evangelist, author, and teacher
for sixty years. Ordained as a Southern Baptist, he received the baptism in the Holy Ghost
in 1958, an experience which revolutionized his ministry into a worldwide outreach…John
Osteen began Lakewood Church in a dusty, abandoned feed store on Mother's Day 1959…
John Osteen was driven by an amazing love for people of all ages, races, nationalities and
walks of life.[2]  

One thing is certain in a time of racial division, John Osteen opened wide the doors of his church to all
people, and all shades and classes of people came.  John, even though he had rejected his Baptist theology (he did
actually earn a Masters degree from Northern Baptist Seminary), he never lost sight of the need for foreign
missions and his congregation supported and still supports a great deal of foreign mission work.  At the time of his
death, Lakewood Church had risen to 8,000 members.

I must be honest with you; out of all the WOF teachers my wife and I listened to we enjoyed John Osteen
more than most.  He did have a genuine pastor’s heart and a desire to see people come to a saving faith in Jesus
Christ.  We have many of John Osteen’s books and tapes in the DMI archives.  It seems that his seminary
education helped keep John from espousing some of the most heretical doctrines that are commonly taught by WOF
teachers today.

However, I am under no illusions regarding the WOF “leaven” which John propagated and is unfortunately
being further magnified through his son Joel Osteen who took over as Pastor when his father died in 1999.  John
was a big crusader for the error of positive confession.  This is a metaphysical belief that we can either create or
change our reality by the power of our words, for example he stated the following:  

When they say like they did to Smith Wigglesworth, "How are you feeling today?" He said
"Listen, I don't ask my body how it's feeling; I tell it how to feel." And your words should
not be to describe the situation; your words should be given to change the situation. And

so, read it, meditate upon it, and speak it
[3]

I am the sum total of what I have been confessing through the years. My children are the
best children that ever lived on the face of the earth.  They are blessed of God.  They are
the sum total of what Dodie and I have confessed and loved them into being[4]

Osteen is on record as fully endorsing the WOF errant concepts surrounding financial prosperity:  

It's God's will for you to live in prosperity instead of poverty. It's God's will for you to pay
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your bills and not be in debt. It's God's will for you to live in health and not in sickness all
the days of your life[5]  

In the above sermon we can see the Health & Wealth “gospel” summed up three sentences.  So despite the
good things that John Osteen did as a Pastor, he got ensnared by the subtlety of false teaching and ended up
misleading millions before his death.

Jesus in speaking to His disciples warned them about the leaven of the Pharisees in the following
discussion:

     Mt 16:6,11-12 -- Then Jesus said unto them, Take heed and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees
and of the                         Sadducees…How is it that ye do not understand that I spake [it] not to you
concerning bread, that ye should beware of the leaven of the   Pharisees and of the Sadducees?  Then
understood they how that he bade [them] not beware of the leaven of bread, but of                    the doctrine
of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees.

Even though it seems to us that His disciples were a little slow on the “uptake” at times Jesus makes His
point crystal clear to them --- He was warning them to beware[6], to be on guard against the danger of their
doctrinal errors, which Jesus likens to leaven in bread.  Jesus knew that if left unchecked, like leaven in bread, their
doctrinal error would spread.  The leaven of false doctrines which he instilled in his son are now expanding and
misleading more people than John Osteen could have ever imagined.

The Concerns

Joel Osteen Master of Marketeering

Joel Osteen has absolutely no biblical training or experience to be a pastor.  Charismatic pulpits are
filled with people who feel “called” to the pastorate and that is enough for them and those who follow them.  They
attempt to build congregations on the “strength” of their calling.  Some charismatic leaders may go on to some
unaccredited “Bible School” for a year or two, none (which encompasses a large group of ministers) that we were
ever acquainted with attended any legitimate seminary.

Would you allow a surgeon to operate on you because he felt “called” to be a surgeon as a child, but never
went on to medical school?  Or would you allow someone to build your house who firmly believed God had called
him to be an architect yet had never gone on to college to study architectural design?  Of course not, it would be
the height of foolishness!

Yet millions of professing Christians are more than willing to follow a man (or woman) who says “God”
has called them and has supernaturally equipped them to be ministers.  These especially anointed men and women
have no need to study Church history, hermeneutics, systematic theology and struggle through Greek and Hebrew
as other ministers do.  They hear directly from God (this is especially true for the sign-gift[7] pastors, most seeker-
sensitive churches are led by seminary educated individuals).

So my first main concern is that we have a man in the pulpit of the largest congregation in America, being
beamed around the world, who has no biblical education or training for the vocation he says he has!  To me we
have a clear case of the blind leading the blind (read Luke 6:39) with the end result being masses of people falling
into the ditch of spiritual ignorance, abuse and/or extremism.

Joel Osteen made the following statement which ought to be enough to drive thousands of people away
from his church:  

Osteen’s upbeat style is deliberate and authentic. ‘Make church relevant,’ he says.
‘Give them something to be able to take away.  I find today people are not looking
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for theology.  There’s a place for it, [But] in your everyday life you need to know
how to live.[8]  

That statement is loaded with seeker-sensitive “code.”  My wife and I left a North American Baptist church
of over 1,000 members which had as its acronym “GPARS” which stood for: (1) Grace; (2) People; (3)
Authenticity; (4) Relevance and (5) Small groups.

Of course Osteen’s “style” is upbeat; would you expect negativity from a positive confession devotee?  No! 
Deliberate, absolutely, he really believes much of the WOF nonsense his father taught him all his life, not to
mention whatever offbeat spirituality he may have gleaned from his two years at Oral Roberts University. 
Authentic?  Without a doubt!  What you see is what you get.  Joel Osteen is a man without any biblical education,
but an admitted talent for marketing. 

To be a success in marketing you have to know where people itch and scratch it.  Or, you have to
create a desire in them by creating a hunger for something they currently do not have nor formerly knew
they needed.  All commercials can be condensed down to one of these two truths.

So to become a mega-church, a pastor has to make church relevant.  He has to give the people what they
want, something that soothes that spiritual itch.  In order to be a “success” (i.e. large masses of people and money)
pastors must preach unchallenging messages that uplift rather than convict.  He must pander to the lowest common
denominator and make sure that whatever is taught does not offend anymore at anytime.  What we are seeing is
really nothing new, it is a simply fulfillment of 2 Tim. 4:3-4:

For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves
teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.

 This is exactly where multitudes of people are spiritually today.  The above text also helps explain the
phenomena of people like Robert Schuller, Rick Warren, Bill Hybels, and now Joel Osteen.

Osteen goes on to say that “I find today that people are not looking for theology.”  Well that is obvious
because if they were they would not find any sound theology at Lakewood!  Although he does not reveal to the
readers where he found this astonishing fact out, it appears the folks he has talked to have no interest in theology.

Lest you think me a bit harsh, let me remind you that theology simply means “the knowledge of God.”  In
essence, Osteen has said that people are really not interested in learning about God.  Somehow (undoubtedly
due to his lack of biblical education) he has made a disconnect between knowing the God of the Bible via sound
biblical theology and “knowing how to live.” 

Brothers and sisters, my wife and I can testify to you that the more accurately you understand God within
the biblical context, the better life you will live before Him.  Tracy and I have a daughter. She does not like to eat
certain vegetables, but we MAKE her eat them from time to time.  Why?  As her parents, even though somewhat
distasteful to her, we know that eating them will be beneficial.

The same is true for every man who mounts a pulpit!  God does not tell us to feed the sheep what they want
to eat.  Jesus told Peter “feed My sheep,” (see John 21:16).  Jesus said “feed” the sheep not “entertain” them!  We
are to give them the Word of God in its totality.  Any pastor can fall into the trap of becoming a people pleaser. 
This is why Paul, through the Holy Ghost warned young Timothy in the verse just above the one I cited: 2 Tim. 4:-
2:

I charge [thee] therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and
his kingdom; Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine.  

Timothy is WARNED to be steadfast in his proclamation of the Gospel to be ready and in his preaching to:
(1) REPROVE; (2) REBUKE; (3) EXHORT the people according to the Scriptures.  How? We are to preach with
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all longsuffering (because such preaching is unpleasant to people’s carnal nature) and with doctrine.  GASP! 
Doctrine?  I can hear the seeker-sensitive pundits saying “oh come now, Rev. Liichow, surely you know preaching
doctrinal messages is passé?”  Osteen would do well to heed the word of the Lord from a genuine prophet who
stated:

 Eze 34:2 -3 -- Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel , prophesy, and say unto them, Thus saith the
Lord GOD unto the shepherds; Woe [be] to the shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves! should not the shepherds feed
the flocks?  Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: [but] ye feed not the flock.

 There are many biblical themes which are very “unpopular” and even politically “incorrect” yet the
faithful pastor/teacher will expound on these topics as well so that the flock under his care is receiving a
balanced spiritual diet and is able to walk in the full light of God’s Word and not in the shadows.

What is Joel’s educational background and experience?  Since we know his training is not theological, what
is it?  He did attend Oral Roberts University for two years, but his area of study had to do with television
production and marketing.  

Meanwhile, son Joel, one of six children, was learning the business of television… ‘Growing up, I knew
what I wanted to do.  I wanted to be involved in TV production,’ he says. ‘That was just my passion.’  In

1981 he came home from Oral Roberts University (ORU) to start the Lakewood TV ministry.[9]  

For seventeen (17) years Joel was behind the scenes handling all the television and marketing of his father’s
ministry.  The next statement from the Charisma article is very revealing:  

The younger Osteen’s television-marketing talents and his dad’s preaching skills resulted eventually in the
church churches being aired on stations nationwide and in more than 100 countries.[10]  

            Joel Osteen had the ability to get his father’s heavily WOF influenced message out all over America and
into 100 foreign markets.  Due to this dynamic-duo of folksy preaching/teaching and highly visible presence on
television, Lakewood Church grew to close to 8,000 members at the time of John Osteen’s death in 1999.

            With his father sick in the hospital, John asks his son, Joel, to preach for him that Sunday.  Initially, Joel
balked at the idea and said “no.”  He then relented, and here are Joel’s own words concerning his preaching that
day:  

I just got up there and told stories.  I was so glad when it was over, I said, ‘I’ll never do this again in my
life.’[11]  

That was the beginning of his public ministry; he just got up and told “stories.”  Joel has been telling stories
that have been tickling the ears of the multitudes ever since. Here is how the article describes Joel’s style of
preaching:  

The appealing style of Osteen’s personality in the pulpit is unmistakable.  It is part of the reason for the
Lakewood ’s current level of success.[12]
Everyone agrees Osteen’s preaching is a key ingredient.  Descriptions of his style include ‘simple,’ ‘down-
to-earth,’ ‘practical,’ ‘relatable,’ ‘easy,’ ‘folksy,’ ‘humble.’[13]
It’s 10 a.m. when he began his sermon.  The theme is practical as he gives example after example of the
importance of following God’s timing rather than one’s own.  He keeps the tone cheerful, optimistic. ‘God
doesn’t want anybody walking out of here today heavy-hearted and downcast,” Osteen says.[14]  

Joel Osteen is charismatic in his personality.  He is not a bad looking man; his delivery is as non-
threatening as the positive messages he delivers.  Perhaps I am reading in too much, yet when I read “practical” it
makes me think that he believes teaching theology is somehow “impractical.”  The example after example simply
means he tells a lot of stories and anecdotes that somehow relate to the message in which he may cite one or two
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proof texts to make his point.

It also concerns me when a pastor can make the statement that God does not want anybody walking out of
here “heavy-hearted.” My Bible says “godly sorrow worketh repentance…” (see 2 Cor. 7:10).  At times God does
want us to walk out of a service “heavy-hearted” if we have been sinning against His will.  We should allow the
Word (when properly expounded) and the Spirit (when genuinely present) to break us, to convict us of sinful
attitudes and practices. 

However, if all you hear is “upbeat,” “cheerful,” and “optimistic” messages, there is little opportunity for the
Holy Spirit to work conviction in the hearts of the hearers.  This folksy, down home, non-confrontational type of
message also goes a long way in explaining the huge crowds that gather to be entertained.   

Let Us Entertain You

Entertained?  Oh yes, it is not only Joel’s preaching style, but the music of Lakewood that is an important
ingredient in drawing hoards of people. Once Joel took command of Lakewood’s already large congregation
(between 6,000 to 8,000 members), he began to expand the musical talent as well.  

Four years ago, when Cindy Cruse-Ratcliff --- former member of the Dove Award-winning Cruse Family
gospel group --- became Lakewood’s minister of music, the church had only one Sunday morning
service…Soon after Cruse-Ratcliff arrived Lakewood expanded when two Sunday morning services were
added…’The growth was extremely rapid,’ says Cruse-Ratcliff, who still serves on the 200-member
Lakewood. Staff.[15]  

“Star power” brings people to churches as well, especially musical stars and Joel is not ignorant of this fact. 
As minister of music Ms. Ratcliff knows people in the contemporary music scene and she no doubt help add to the
musical strength of this mega-church by helping bring in some more musical talent:  

Helping to spice up that mix are two of the most prominent names in worship music.  Marcos Witt, who
fills stadiums in Latin America for worship concerts was tapped in 2002 to pastor Lakewood ’s 3,000
member Hispanic congregation.  Also adding diversity to the Lakewood staff is Israel Houghton, whose
soulful worship anthems are sung around the world.[16]
 

The music at Lakewood is contemporary.  They have musical stars that appeal to Hispanic (Witt), African-
American (Houghton) and Caucasian members (Ratcliff).  The musical team writes many of their own songs and
nothing in the article is ever mentioned about hymns.

This is not surprising when you consider that (to our knowledge) no seeker-sensitive or WOF congregation
use hymnals at all, apart from the occasional singing of Amazing Grace.  The charismatic movement’s brand of
music has infiltrated almost all evangelical congregations that have forsaken the use of the historic hymns.  At our
former seeker-sensitive Baptist church, we sang songs that originated from theToronto “revival” and from the
Vineyard movement, two examples of some of the wildest expressions within the renewal movement.

Musically speaking, there is a method “to their madness” at Lakewood and other mega-churches.  They have
a strong emphasis to cut all ties with traditional Christianity.  The classic, highly theological hymns and hymnals
virtually scream out the dreaded word “traditional.”

  Out With the Old, In With the New

  Lakewood and all seeker congregations do not want to be associated with any denominational trappings or
any forms of liturgical worship[17].  Many of these churches have even removed crosses from behind their pulpits
lest they appear to be too churchy to the seeker. 
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In all our time spent among both Pentecostal believers and seeker-sensitive groups, we never recited the
Lord’s prayer as part of our worship.  We never recited any of the historic creeds of the orthodox Church.  I doubt
there are three people who attend Lakewood who could recite the Apostles or Nicene Creeds, and probably few
know the Lord’s Prayer.  Catechism classes?  You’ve got to be kidding!  In its place some groups may offer a new
member’s class, but these classes are usually just general introductions to what the church has to offer the
“seeker.”  Osteen being a sign-gift believer, offers classes which promote the concept of a second baptism
in/with/by the Holy Spirit, but this aspect seems to be soft-peddled as well.

What Is the Key to Osteen’s Success?

Osteen, I believe, is probably the first of many WOF devotee’s who has melded the successful marketing
techniques of the seeker-sensitive mega-churches with their positive confession health & wealth message.  The
blend becomes a potent hybrid that appeals to both sign-gift believers (sort of “charismatic lite”) and baby-boomer
seekers.

The message that God wants to bless His children with complete physical health, to give them great
financial wealth, and to demand little of them regarding their spiritual life is a highly appealing message.  When
you combine this with well known Gospel singers, highly orchestrated praise and worship teams in a decidedly
non-church atmosphere, it will appeal to even a wider audience.

We cannot forget to mix in the vast television footprint that Lakewood church promotes, along with its web
site. Daddy John Osteen’s books are still in almost all Christian bookstores, so it is not difficult to understand how
it can gather 30,000 people in Lakewood’s rented 16,000 seat arena, formerly the home of the Houston Rockets.

Lastly, we cannot lose sight of the fact that a certain synergy builds with any church when it begins to reach
such a size.  People, who have no solid doctrinal foundation, will want to attend the place where “something” is
happening (throw in a coffee bar, ice rink and gym does not hurt either).  In America, bigger is better.  After all,
many posit, if Joel was not being used of the Lord, then why would God allow all these people to come to
Lakewood church?

Could it be a sign of God’s judgment on His people who have forsaken His ways?  Often we think of
God’s judgment as some divine catastrophe, yet often, and just as catastrophic, is when He simply allows people to
have own way.  I believe the words of Jeremiah are applicable to many in the Church today:

Jer 2:12-13 --  Be astonished, O ye heavens, at this, and be horribly afraid, be ye very desolate, saith the LORD. 
For my people have committed two evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, [and] hewed
them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no water.  

As much as Joel Osteen no doubt believes the growth they’ve experienced is due to the blessing of God, it
really boils down to three simple things, all of which have nothing to do with God at all: (1) his father’s legacy and
an already existing mega-church; (2) Joel’s slick marketing abilities; (3) a biblically errant, but hugely popular
message which appeals to the masses seeking to have their ears tickled and experience a “good time” in church.  

[1] Charisma, June 2004, pg. 42

[2] http://www.lakewood.cc/john_osteen_tribute.htm

[3] Osteen, John. Sermon entitled Developing Miracle Working Faith, FA- 006.  Bold type and underlining added
for emphasis.

[4]
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 Obtained from http://www.myfortress.org/JohnOsteen.html on 06-10-04.

[5] Osteen, John . Sermon, The Holy Spirit Part I HS-001

[6] prose/xw a ; e)pe/xw a : to be in a continuous state of readiness to learn of any future danger, need, or error,
and to respond appropriately - `to pay attention to, to keep on the lookout for, to be alert for, to be on one's guard
against.' Taken from the Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, Silver Mountain Software, ver 5.0.

[7] I purposefully use the term sign-gift in place of charismatic because all Christians are charismatic believers in
that each one of us have been gifted with some gift or gifts from the Holy Spirit (read 1 Cor. 12:7).

[8] Charisma, June 2004, pp. 44-45. Bold type added for emphasis.

[9]Ibid., June 2004, p. 44

[10] Ibid. p. 44.

[11] Ibid. p. 44.  Underlining added for emphasis.

[12] Ibid. p. 46.

[13] Ibid. p. 45.

[14] Ibid. p. 49. Italics and underlining added for emphasis.

[15] Ibid. p. 44.

[16] Ibid.  p. 46.

[17] It is interesting as hard as they have tried to distance themselves from established “traditional” forms of
Christian worship they have created their own liturgies of a sort.  They have banners which are marched around,
they have praise dancers (we called them “Glory Dancers”).  They have alter calls, and other aspects which have
become standard practices and thus traditions.
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Joel Osteen Can’t Tell You the Gospel/Doesn’t Know Who’s Going to
Hell

Joel Osteen’s book, Your Best Life Now: 7 Steps to Living at Your Full Potential, has rocketed up to #1 on The New
York Times bestseller list. (It includes chapters titled “Enlarge Your Vision,” “Develop a Healthy Self-Image,” and
“Discover the Power of Your Thoughts and Words.”) He’s filling up auditoriums for his road shows. His happy
times prosperity gospel church in Houston, Texas, has even bought up a 60,000-seat stadium for Osteen to preach
to his 30,000 followers. On June 20, 2005, Osteen sat for an interview with Larry King on CNN’s The Larry King
Show. King introduced Osteen as “evangelism’s hottest rising star, pastor for the biggest congregation in the United
States.” And what does he preach? Osteen said he doesn’t get into controversial subjects like sin and judgment.
False religions such as Islam, Hinduism, and Judaism don’t concern him. He doesn’t really know who’s going to
hell and who isn’t. 

Excerpts below are from the interview—a full transcript is available at: 
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0506/20/lkl.01.html.

KING: Is—have you always believed?

OSTEEN: I have always believed. I grew up, you know, my parents were a good Christian people. They showed us
love in the home. My parents were the same in the pulpit as they were at home. I think that’s where a lot of
preachers’ kids get off base sometimes. Because they don’t see the same things at both places. But I’ve always
believed. I saw it through my parents. And I just grew up believing. [Believing what?] 

KING: But you’re not fire and brimstone, right? You’re not pound the decks and hell and damnation? 

OSTEEN: No. That’s not me. It’s never been me. I’ve always been an encourager at heart. And when I took over
from my father, he came from the Southern Baptist background, and back 40-50 years ago, there was a lot more of
that. But, you know, I just—I don’t believe in that. I don’t believe—maybe it was for a time. But I don’t have it in
my heart to condemn people. I’m there to encourage them. I see myself more as a coach, as a motivator to help
them experience the life God has for us. 

KING: But don’t you think if people don’t believe as you believe, they’re somehow condemned? 

OSTEEN: You know, I think that happens in our society. But I try not to do that. I tell people all the time, preached
a couple Sundays about it. I’m for everybody. You may not agree with me, but to me it’s not my job to try to
straighten everybody out. The Gospel is called the good news. My message is a message of hope, that’s God’s
[message] for you. You can live a good life no matter what’s happened to you. And so I don’t know. I know there is
condemnation, but I don’t feel that’s my place. 

KING: You’ve been criticized for that, haven’t you? 

OSTEEN: I have. I have. Because I don’t know. 

KING: Good news guy, right? 

OSTEEN: Yeah. But you know what? It’s just in me . . . 

KING: So it’s self-fulfilling. Billy Graham was here last Thursday. 

OSTEEN: I saw. 
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KING: Might have been his last interview. Is he a hero to the evangelists? 

OSTEEN: He is a hero to us all. His life of integrity. Somebody that can stick with it for that long and just stick
with his message. What I love about Dr. Graham is he stayed on course. He didn’t get sidetracked. That’s what
happens to so many people today. It’s a good lesson for me, a good example for me to say, you know what, Joel,
you may have a lot now, but I want to be here 40 years from now sitting with you. 

KING: Do you share Billy’s beliefs of life after death in a sense of going somewhere? 

OSTEEN: I do, I do. We probably agree on 99 percent. I do. I believe there’s a heaven you know. Afterwards,
there’s, you know, a place called hell. And I believe it’s when we have a relationship with God and his son Jesus
and that’s what the Bible teaches us. I believe it. [So that’s the gospel?] 

KING: Is it hard to lead a Christian life? 

OSTEEN: I don’t think it’s that hard. To me it’s fun. We have joy and happiness. Our family—I don’t feel like that
at all. I’m not trying to follow a set of rules and stuff. I’m just living my life. 

KING: But you have rules, don’t you? 

OSTEEN: We do have rules. But the main rule to me is to honor God with your life. To live a life of integrity. Not
be selfish. You know, help others. But that’s really the essence of the Christian faith. 

KING: That we live in deeds? 

OSTEEN: I don’t know. What do you mean by that? 

KING: Because we’ve had ministers on who said, your record don’t count. You either believe in Christ or you
don’t. If you believe in Christ, you are, you are going to heaven. And if you don’t, no matter what you’ve done in
your life, you ain’t. 

OSTEEN: Yeah, I don’t know. There’s probably a balance between. I believe you have to know Christ. But I think
that if you know Christ, if you’re a believer in God, you’re going to have some good works. I think it’s a cop-out to
say I’m a Christian but I don’t ever do anything . . . 

KING: What if you’re Jewish or Muslim, you don’t accept Christ at all? 

OSTEEN: You know, I’m very careful about saying who would and wouldn’t go to heaven. I don’t know . . . 

KING: If you believe you have to believe in Christ? They’re wrong, aren’t they? 

OSTEEN: Well, I don’t know if I believe they’re wrong. I believe here’s what the Bible teaches and from the
Christian faith this is what I believe. But I just think that only God will judge a person’s heart. I spent a lot of time
in India with my father. I don’t know all about their religion. But I know they love God. And I don’t know. I’ve
seen their sincerity. So I don’t know. I know for me, and what the Bible teaches, I want to have a relationship with
Jesus. [Hindus love Jehovah God (Yahweh), and worship Him as Scripture commands? All sincere souls go to
heaven? What about Christ’s claim that “no man cometh unto the Father, but by me” (John 14:6)?]

One thing is clear from Joel Osteen’s interview: He revealed more about what he doesn’t know than about what he
claims to know. Osteen joins a growing company of celebrity “evangelicals” who have appeared on Larry King
Live and have failed “to give an answer to every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you . . .” (1
Peter 3:15). As evidenced by this transcript, Osteen seems a great deal less certain about the Gospel than the
following New Testament saints: 
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Paul declared, “I am not ashamed: for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded . . .” (2 Timothy 1:12); he
prayed, “that ye may know what is the hope of [Christ’s] calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance
in the saints” (Ephesians 1:18); and wrote, “Now we know that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them
who are under the law: that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may become guilty before God”
(Romans 3:19); “That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings . . .”
(Philippians 3:10); “Let your speech be alway with grace, seasoned with salt, that ye may know how ye ought to
answer every man” (Colossians 4:6); John declared, “These things have I written unto you . . . that ye may know
that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God. And we know that we are of God,
and the whole world lieth in wickedness. And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an
understanding, that we may know him that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This
is the true God, and eternal life” (1 John 5:13,19,20).  

And of course, the Old Testament also repeatedly states, “that ye may know. . . .” God certainly has conveyed the
impression that He wants us to be certain! Yet for Joel Osteen, over and over again, it’s “I don’t know.”

The above material was excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: the August, 2005 issue of The Power of
Prophecy; and the July, 2005 issue of The Berean Call.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 8/05
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J.I. Packer
General Teachings/Activities

-  J.I. Packer has authored many books, is a professor at the neo-evangelical Regent College located in Vancouver,
British Columbia, and is a senior editor, Visiting Scholar, and Institute Fellow for the neo-evangelical magazine
Christianity Today. Over the years, Dr. Packer has become increasingly neo-evangelical and ecumenical in his
writings, his endorsements, and his associations. Nevertheless, his reputation among the undiscerning remains
unscathed. Who among us has not heard at one time or another the retort, "J.I. Packer endorsed that book; it must be
okay"? As demonstrated in this report, however, Packer will apparently endorse anyone, or speak in any forum, as
long as they or it claim(s) to be Christian.

-  Even though much of what Packer has personally authored is well-written and theologically sound (perhaps he is
best known for Knowing God, his classic on the attributes of God), he nevertheless interjects into many of his later
writings much of the "pop psychology" gospel permeating evangelicalism today; e.g., Packer has evidently bought-
into the self-love gospel (self-esteem, self-image, self-worth, self-forgiveness, self-etc.):

"However unloved and worthless we once felt, and however much self-hate and condemnation we once
nursed, we must now see that by loving us enough to redeem us God gave us value, and by forgiving us
completely He obligated us to forgive ourselves and made it sin for us not to" (Eternity, April 1988).
(Emphases added.)

By definition, sin is the failure to obey a command of God, by not doing what He requires or by doing what He
forbids. Where in the Bible, then, are we commanded to forgive ourselves? Nowhere! It is a dangerous thing, indeed,
to extrapolate a command to forgive ourselves from the fact that God forgives us -- it is putting commands in God's
mouth and putting burdens on men's backs that they need not bear. (From Jay E. Adams, From Forgiven To
Forgiving, pp. 66-69.) [Packer also evidently believes the blasphemy that we should forgive God! This is evidenced
by his endorsement of the James Dobson' book that teaches this psychological concept (When God Doesn't Make
Sense). The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One Who can do no wrong and is perfect in every
way, and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a total affront to His holy, righteous
character!]

-  Packer was the keynote speaker at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School's [now Trinity International University
(TIU) -- an Evangelical Free Church-affiliated school] "Repentance, Holiness, and Power" conference held 5/29/91-
6/1/91. Other speakers at the conference were Catholic charismatics Michael Scanlan and Ann Shields. In the
6/22/92 Christianity Today, Packer analyzes and praises the Catholic charismatic movement. He calls it, "God's
witness," "God's therapy," "God's cure," and "God's summons." He says: "Protestant and Catholic charismatic
teaching on the Christian life is to all intents and purposes identical." Packer also seemed to defend Gordon College
professor Thomas Howard's 1985 conversion to Catholicism by saying it is nothing like the tragedy of becoming a
liberal (5/17/85, Christianity Today). Packer has also stated that the charismatic movement "must be adjudged a work
of God" (7/15/89, Calvary Contender), and that "Catholics are among the most loyal and [spiritually] virile brothers
evangelicals can find these days" (7/15/85, Christianity Today).

-  In the early-1990s, TIU' faculty member Murray J. Harris, Professor of NT Exegesis and Theology, denied the
Biblical teaching of the physical, material nature of the resurrection body. This was specifically taught in Professor
Harris's 1987 book, Raised Immortal, and in his 1990 book, From Grave to Glory. Harris taught that Christ did not
rise immortal in the same essentially physical body in which He died, and that Jesus does not now have a body of
physical "flesh and bones." This is nearly the doctrine of Jehovah's Witnesses. The key concern about Dr. Harris's
1990 book is that, in effect, it teaches the annihilation, not the resurrection of the essentially physical body of Jesus,
and that it, therefore, serves to undermine the Biblical doctrine of the present "incarnate" Christ. Like the JWs, Harris
also claims the Lord's appearances after His "resurrection" were "materializations" and that the heavenly body is
"immaterial." [It appears not to concern Harris that historic, orthodox Christianity has always held that Scripture
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teaches the necessity of belief in the resurrection of Christ's body of "flesh" for salvation (Jn. 2:18-22; Lk. 24:36-39;
Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:1-3,14, 17).] Also like the JWs, Harris denies the resurrection of the believer's body from the
grave; Harris holds that the believer's resurrection body is by nature "invisible," "immaterial," and "spiritual," and that
believers get it (in this "immaterial" form, "qualitatively and numerically distinct from the old body") at the moment
of death, even though the real physical body is still in the grave! [Harris apparently abandoned this latter view, but
the EFCA still holds it to be "orthodox."]

In a press release dated 9/24/92, Witness Inc., a major countercult ministry in Clayton, CA, announced that it and 34
other leading countercult organizations had taken a united stand against the doctrine of the resurrection as taught by
Harris (the number in the coalition had increased to 156 as of 1/96), saying that it is not "orthodox" but "akin to the
doctrine of the JW cult." Nevertheless, Dr. Kenneth Meyer, president of Trinity at the time, along with Dr. Harris in
a 13-page letter, asked all E-Free Churches "to respect and support" Trinity's judgment on Harris. Apparently, EFCA
leadership wanted their people to believe it is "orthodox" to hold that Jesus does not now have a body of physical
"flesh and bones"; that at the time of each person's death, the believer's physical body will be "replaced" by a form
that is not essentially material; and that it is "orthodox" to hold that the body that dies remains forever in the grave,
having been "replaced" by an immaterial/invisible "spiritual" form. And, apparently, so does J.I. Packer! He writes:

"The whole church benefits from the necessity laid on Professor Harris to prove his orthodoxy in the
matter of resurrection -- Christ's and ours. This is a clear, warm-hearted book [From Grave to Glory],
impeccable in scholarship and inspiring to read. Resurrection questions are not easy, and not all readers
will agree with Professor Harris on every detail, but Harris is undoubtedly in the main stream of
resurrection faith, and there is no more thorough treatment of the questions currently in print" (11/30/92,
Christian News -- from the back jacket of From Grave to Glory). (Emphases added.)

Packer, in a 4/5/93 Christianity Today article (pp. 64-65), also mentions the teachings of Origen as support for
Harris. What Packer doesn't say is that Origen's view of the resurrection was condemned by Church Councils as
deviations from Biblical truth. (In fact, with the exception of Origen, there was not a single major church father that
denied that Jesus was raised in His same material body of flesh!) Yet Packer maintains, "The nature of the
resurrection bodies is so mysterious, being right outside our present experience, that any theories about it must be
tentative at best" (p. 64). For J.I. Packer then, the belief in a resurrected Jesus of "flesh and bones" is merely belief in
a "tentative" theory! [The 6/17/93 issue of Christianity Today, after receiving much mail in protest over Packer's
statement, claimed that two of the most controversial paragraphs in the 4/5/93 Packer article were written by a
mystery writer, and that, by a "straightforward clerical error," must have become "accidentally snagged by a paper
clip" and, thusly, drug into Packer's piece! Incredible!]

In an article in the same 4/5/93 Christianity Today, "Why I Left," Packer explains how (though not why) it took him
29 years (from 1944-1973) to see unbelief at the core of the ecumenism of the World Council of Churches. Will it
take him another 29 years to discern Harris's errors?

-  Packer endorsed so-called Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's book, Men & Women: Enjoying the Difference
[Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which
is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses which
govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs, with great
emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]:

"Larry Crabb's insight into human nature, divine grace and Christian life yields a better blueprint for
marriage than the self-absorbed, rule-ridden role-play with which too many stop short. This is a wise
and liberating book for struggling couples -- and many others too."

-  Packer also endorsed Gary Collins' 1992 psychobabble book, You Can Make a Difference -- "Gary Collins digs us
heavily into the ribs to make us ask ourselves whether we count for God as we might, and if not, what are we going
to do about it. Here is therapy, spiritual and commonsensical, that will do a lot of us a lot of good."

-  Sometimes one wonders if J.I. Packer even knows how to identify heresy anymore. Tony Campolo is a theological
liberal and a radical political socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst. In 1983, he
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wrote a book titled A Reasonable Faith, in which he contends that Jesus Christ is mystically incarnate in every
human being, not just those born again. Nevertheless, a four-member panel, headed by J.I. Packer, cleared Campolo
of any heresy, merely labeling the book "methodologically naive and verbally incautious" containing "some
involuntary unorthodoxies of substance as well as some calculated unconventionalities in presentation" (9/20/85,
Christianity Today, pp. 30-38; and 12/13/85, Christianity Today, p. 52). (Packer also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up
America! by Zondervan.)

-  Tony Campolo has said that the people who make up the Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the
Christian community. To counter the perception that the coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the
political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called Religious
Right, launched a group called "Call for Renewal." On 5/23/95, Campolo and his group of self-proclaimed evangelicals
called a news conference. They said they had had enough of politics as usual and stepped forward claiming to have a
new vision for transcending Left and Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from "a diversity of traditions" signed
a document called the Cry for Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to dissent publicly from the Coalition's
policies and perceived allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity
Today; and Renegade Prophet?: A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is
nothing but a front for liberal theology. Some well known names signing on to the Cry for Renewal include; Steve
Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air Ministries; Ted Engstrom, World
Vision; Phillip Yancey; and  J.I. Packer. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash calls, "militantly
evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman, Children's Defense
Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the National Council of
Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr. Paul Sherry, President of
the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal Church. 

-  Packer is on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization that
emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some
wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and "contemplative"
lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early pagan traditions of guided imagery
and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology
(i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age
model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of
Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's
Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses.")

-  Packer allows for women's ordination, and thereby, women preachers, as long as they are "properly supervised" by
men! He states that, "Since authority rests in the Word of God rather than in preachers and teachers of either sex, it is
my opinion that a woman's preaching and teaching gifts may be used to the full in situations where a male minister of
the Word has the effect of supplementing and supporting his own preaching and teaching." He then justifies this
effective nullification of the Word of God with the somewhat flippant statement that, "We in the West are no longer in
the Bibleless situation to which I Tim. 2:12 was directed" (2/11/91, Christianity Today). (Emphases added.)

-  More than 100 so-called evangelical leaders and academics, having declared Biblical faith is essential to solving
environmental problems, called on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal."
The statement, "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of Creation," had been in preparation for more than a year. It is
the joint effort of the Evangelical Environmental Network's World Vision (the neo-evangelical/ecumenical relief and
humanitarian agency) and radical social action group Evangelicals for Social Action (a network of professing Christians
involved in a broad range of public policy issues). (The Evangelical Environmental Network is also part of the National
Religious Partnership, which includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Consultation on Jewish Life and the Environment.) Though the statement carefully distances evangelical views of the
environment from aspects of ecological spirituality characterized as "pantheistic" and New Age, it, nevertheless, says
there is a Biblical responsibility for each person to care for the Earth. The document was drafted by a number of neo-
evangelical leaders, including World Vision President Robert Seiple, Evangelicals for Social Action President Ron
Sider, and Susan Drake, an organizer of the 1993 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio. Signers of the statement included J.I.
Packer. (Reported in the 4/4/94, Christian News.)
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-  Eugene Peterson's The Message has swept into Christian bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the
first four months after its mid-July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English"
were printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. Apparently, most readers were delighted: "The Message is so
good it leaves me breathless," wrote popular New Age author Madeleine L'Engle in her endorsement. J.I. Packer has
also endorsed The Message: "In this crowded world of Bible versions, Eugene Peterson's blend of accurate scholarship
and vivid idiom make this rendering both distinctive and distinguished. The Message catches the logical flow, personal
energy, and imaginative overtones of the original very well indeed."

But The Message teaches a different gospel and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy
view of life). For example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal and purpose
of my life," versus the Bible's "...The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-20, the words "sexual immorality" are
deleted and the words "avoids commitment and intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that "commitment and
intimacy," not marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God gave them over ..."
are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (providing a loophole for committed homosexuals who
"love" each other; thus lust becomes the sin, not the choice of a same-sex partner). There are hundreds of examples like
these in The Message.

Peterson himself, in his introduction to The Message, says, "This version of the New Testament in a contemporary
idiom keeps the language of The Message current and fresh and understandable in the same language in which we do
our shopping, talk with our friends, worry about world affairs, and teach our children their table manners ..." This all
sounds like an excuse for "dumbing-down" Scripture to match our culture's downward trends. Should we then rewrite
God's holy Scriptures to fit our more shallow and worldly communications? And what does it say about a man like J.I.
Packer when he endorses it as an authentic translation of the Bible rather than as Peterson's personal, politically correct
interpretation. (Also endorsing The Message were Warren Wiersbe and Jack Hayford.) [Adapted from "What Kind of
Message is THE MESSAGE?" an article by Berit Kjos.]

-  The 2/88 issue of the Catholic charismatic magazine New Covenant carried a series of interviews with leaders from
various parts of Christendom. The same question was asked of each of these leaders: "Where is renewal happening in
the Catholic Church?" J.I. Packer was among those interviewed and his reply was significant:

"I see two streams of renewal flowing. ... One is a renewal of true godliness. This stream runs mainly,
though not exclusively, in charismatic channels. ... The second stream is a renewal of authentic
supernaturalism... Though I do not enthuse about the papacy and the Curia as institutions,
pronouncements from both sources since John Paul II took over have seemed to me, not indeed
infallible, but bracing expressions of this convictional renewal. ... It is as these two streams of renewal
continue to flow, and hopefully converge, that the Catholic Church will give most to the rest of
Christendom and to the benighted pagan world of our time."

How Packer can see signs of renewal in a totally apostate entity like the Roman Catholic Church is beyond the logic
of any discerning Bible-believer (Flirting With Rome, Vol. 2, p. 35).

-  Inclusivism teaches that adult adherents of other religions can be saved by being good adherents of their own
religions. This is the natural conclusion of pluralism. If no one is right, then everyone is right. Who are evangelical
Christians to make the absurd claim that only they have found the key to eternal life? Such an attitude we expect
from the unbeliever, but as postmodernism invades the church, inclusivism is rapidly being accepted there as well.
J.I. Packer writes, "We can safely say (i) if any good pagan reached the point of throwing himself on His Maker's
mercy for pardon, it was grace that brought him there; (ii) God will surely save anyone he brings thus far; (iii)
anyone thus saved would learn in the next world that he was saved through Christ" (God’s Words, p. 210). [This is
identical to the heretical teaching of C.S. Lewis—he says some pagans may "belong to Christ without knowing it"
(Mere Christianity, pp. 176-177), and "Christ fulfils both Paganism and Judaism ..." (Reflections on the Psalms,
p.129).] (Reported in Think on These Things – Postmodernism, Pt. IV, January 2003.) 

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
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initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned Catholic
priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life (headed by
Neuhaus). The declaration starts with, "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led
through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill
from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a
mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against Catholic/Protestant
unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This conveniently
ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of what brought
these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the charismatic movement
and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example]. In fact, one writer
correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties can continue to
cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In an article in the 12/12/94 Christianity Today ("Why I Signed It," pp. 34-37), Packer says he endorsed the accord
because "it affirms positions and expresses attitudes" that have been his "for half a lifetime"! Packer also said that he
has "... long thought that informal grassroots collaboration with Roman Catholics in ministry is the most fruitful sort
of ecumenism that one can practice nowadays," and that "evangelicals and Catholics who actively believe are
Christians together ... united in the one Body of Christ, joint-heirs not only with Him but with each other. ...
ecclesiastically divided Christians should not settle for doing separately anything that their consciences allow them to
do together." Packer knows that Catholics do not preach the gospel, but since they focus on many of the same things
that evangelicals do, Packer claims, "This constitutes a sufficient account of the gospel of salvation for shared
evangelistic ministry." Just how far Packer is willing to compromise is evident when he states, "We need to put sola
fide in small print because it is no longer one of the large-print issues that ought to divide us, nor should it divide us
in common mission." According to Packer, then, ecumenicity before truth!

Moreover, according to Packer, those refusing to join in this ecumenical spirit are in sin!: "Where there is fellowship
in faith, fellowship in service should follow, and the cherishing of standoffishness and isolationism becomes sin."
Bottom line for Packer: "... present needs of both church and community in North America ... cry out for an alliance
of good evangelical Protestants with good Roman Catholics (and good Eastern Orthodox, too)." To J.I. Packer, it
matters not that Catholics deny the heart of the gospel of Christ (i.e., the Catholic belief in baptismal regeneration
alone should be enough for evangelicals to separate from Catholics), as long as Catholics are active participants in
their church, that makes them Christian! And to Packer, for true Christians to obey God's commands to separate from
error, that is sin! How ludicrous! What insanity!

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks, that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January, 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth recognized
by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95, Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve Differences On
Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (held at Catholic-sympathizer D. James
Kennedy's Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright,
and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John
Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D. James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John
Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. In fact, in June of 1995, Packer co-authored a document with Michael Horton titled,
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"Resolutions for Roman Catholic and Evangelical Dialogue." The document encourages Catholics and Evangelicals
to join together when "Christian values and behavioral patterns are at stake," but this union is not to be regarded as
agreement in doctrine! It also accepts as fact that the Roman Catholic Church contains many believers.

Then in late-1995, Evangelicals and Catholics Together: Toward a Common Mission, edited by Colson and Neuhaus,
was published. The book is a collection of essays defending the ECT, including one essay by J.I. Packer. The
overall thesis of the book is that evangelicals and Catholics need each other to reform decaying culture obsessed with
destructive individualism and materialism, and that the Christian gospels compel a unity between sincere Christians
regardless of different, even irreconcilable theologies. (Reported in the 12/23/95, Houston Chronicle.) [Signers of
ECT I also signed the second ECT manifesto on 11/12/97, titled "The Gift of Salvation."]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better example
of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe EC
will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness for
their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members of
the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony
Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly
LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph
Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack
Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant J.I. Packer and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC promotes
an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers who attest to
the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we are instructed by
Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on complete
agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New Testament is
found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith" (v. 13) based on
sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials and non-essentials
(Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  The 7/02 TBC detailed Packer's latest comments concerning Catholicism -- "Catholics and Evangelicals in
Conversation" was a conference recently presented at Wheaton College and sponsored by its Department of Bible
and Theology and InterVarsity Press. It was a further development, and the first public endeavor of the ECT. At the
Wheaton conference, J.I. Packer shared the following: "What I dream of and long to see is evangelicals and Roman
Catholics standing together on the same platform to tell the world that Jesus Christ is the Savior whom everybody
needs." He then amplified his vision:

"I dream of those who respond to that good gospel word being taken through what would be a revived
catechumenate [a basic instructional program in the faith], a matter, incidentally, on which Roman
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Catholics, I think, have got further in these last few years than evangelicals have. A revived
catechumenate that is a grounding for new converts in which they are told that for the first year or two
years they should postpone the question of which church they are going to identify with, and simply
concentrate on getting the benefit of ministry of the Word and Christian fellowship in whatever churches
in their part of the world provide these. Catholic or Protestant. And it might be either."

Packer also left no doubt as to his commitment to the Evangelicals and Catholics Together dialogues:

"If through ECT there was for the future less evangelical apartheid in relation to Roman Catholics than
there has been in the past, and less Roman Catholic triumphalism...and more of Roman Catholic and
evangelical together[ness] in the re-Christianizing of society and the re-evangelizing and discipling of
the world community which is so largely drifting away from Christianity, then I should feel that we have
not failed. That's what I hope for and pray for, and it's to that effort that I for one hope that God in this
whole project will prosper what we're doing, keep us from folly, and enable us to be as influential in
these ways as [best] we can be."

An incredible statement considering the Catholic Church teaches that salvation is only through the Sacrament of
Baptism. Catholic teachings on salvation cannot be reconciled to the Bible. What we have here are two gospels: the
Biblical gospel, and, in the words of the Apostle Paul, "another gospel" (Gal 1:6,7) that can save no one.
Emphasizing that point, Paul twice calls the preachers of such a gospel "accursed" (Gal 1:8,9). How then could any
true evangelical advocate the partnership in winning souls to Christ proposed in Evangelicals and Catholics
Together? He could not. But that fact has neither deterred the participants of the ECT dialogue nor dampened their
enthusiasm.

-  Packer wrote the Foreword to Chuck Colson's book Who Speaks for God? He describes Colson as Richard Nixon's
"fixer and hatchet man," as "remarkable" and "gruesomely brilliant." Packer also says that Colson:

"... seeks to confront secular America with Christian truth ... to challenge the church to biblical fidelity
and obedience. ... He diagnoses our spiritual malaise in clear and stark terms. Thank God for his clarity
and vision!"

John Robbins (editor of The Trinity Review) says this about Packer: "The last good Foreword J.I. Packer wrote was
to John Owen's The Death of Death in the Death of Christ. Since then he has been praising -- and presumably being
well paid for his praise -- books he hasn't read. (And that is a charitable judgment.)" [Packer has also endorsed
Colson's book The Body, a book that calls for unity between Catholics and Protestants.]

-  Packer says he does not believe that "the essence of hell is grotesque bodily discomfort ... [that idea, he conceives]
misses the deeper point of the lurid word-pictures drawn by Dante and Jesus, and the New Testament writers ... The
essence of hell is [rather] self-hatred and God-hatred ..." (Reported in the 12/15/9,1 Calvary Contender.) This is a
Scripturally deficient concept of hell, and sounds much like the writings of C.S. Lewis, and more recently, Clark
Pinnock and John Stott.

-  Packer is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. Though Packer is no longer a Steering Committee member of COR, he has signed its
Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure
announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different
gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of personal
salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law structure which is
alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that sovereignty and thus
government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family, church or state (civil
government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant. Furthermore, salvation
involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to the world around him.
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The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is therefore basic and vital to
the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's victory at Calvary."

That Packer has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents, make
up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  J.I. Packer is an endorser of  the highly controversial and dangerous Alpha Course. It was devised by Holy Trinity
Brompton, London, a large charismatic Anglican church. Anglican priest Nicky Gumbel began teaching it in 1990. It
is now the largest evangelistic effort in Britain and has been taken up by the main denominations and spread to the
U.S. Its philosophy is clearly New Age, leading one to experiences rooted in the occult. The Alpha Course,
originally intended for new Christians, is now aimed at the unchurched. But at its core is a "watered down" gospel at
best. It is geared less to conversion than to seeking the spurious Toronto Blessing experience (12/15/98, Calvary
Contender).

-  Based on all of the above, it is little wonder that J. I. Packer has now seen fit to blast fundamentalism as
"contentious orthodoxy." During a speech at "Not of This World: an Ecumenical Conference for Traditional
Christians," Packer declared, "I hope we are, none of us, fundamentalists." He said twice that fundamentalism is near
to being a "cultic heresy." During a question period after his speech, he said that Christians should be open to
different interpretations of Genesis 1-11 and that they should have "mental elbow room" in testing the historic
creeds. (Reported in the 6/12/95, Christian News.)
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Luis Palau
General Teachings/Activities

-  Luis Palau (pronounced pahl-OW), is an Argentinean-born (1934, to Roman Catholic parents) international
evangelistic preacher with immense popularity in South and Central America. He claims to have been born-again at
age 12, and immigrated to the U.S. in 1960. Palau is the author of 44 books and booklets, and has written more
than 100 articles published in Charisma, Christian Herald, Christian Parenting Today, Christian Reader,
Christianity Today, Decision, Discipleship Journal, Focus on the Family, Moody, The Plain Truth, Pursuit, World,
World Vision, Worldwide Challenge, and many other periodicals. He has been pegged by some to replace the
ecumenical Billy Graham as the United States' pre-eminent evangelist; "the Billy Graham of everywhere" says The
Wall Street Journal. (This, of course, was prior to the 11/95 appointment of Graham's son, Franklin, to replace the
retiring Billy.) Palau models his ministry and organization after Graham, being influenced by Graham since 1962,
when he served as a translator at a Graham crusade in California. Graham gave Palau money to start his own
organization in 1978, the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA). Palau raises money for his stadium crusades
like Graham also -- the responsibility falls upon sponsoring local churches.

-  Palau is a graduate and member of the Trustee Board at the neo-evangelical/psychologically-oriented Multnomah
School of the Bible in Portland, Oregon (now Multnomah Biblical Seminary). He is commonly called "the Billy
Graham of South America." The title is fitting, for he has followed Graham's new evangelical policies in his
crusades and has been willing to join hands with liberals, charismatics, and Roman Catholics. His ministry has not
been confined to South America, however. He has had crusades in such diverse places as Aberdeen, Scotland; New
Zealand; Managua, Nicaragua; and Peoria, Illinois (New Neutralism II, p. 67).

-  Since Palau's first crusade in 1966, an estimated 14 million people in 69 nations have attended 414 of Palau's
cross-denominational crusades and rallies (now termed "Festivals") -- he has preached on every continent except
Antarctica, and was the first evangelist to hold stadium evangelistic meetings in the Soviet Union (1989). In
addition, tens of millions more have been exposed to the Palau message through radio and TV broadcasts in 104
nations. His radio programs are broadcast each weekday on more than 500 stations in North, South, and Central
America (200 in the U.S.). Palau often purchases television time in cities where he plans stadium crusades, airing a
live call-in program called Night Talk with Luis Palau (carried by two national cable networks -- the National
Empowerment Television Network and the Inspirational Network). Viewers call to discuss their spiritual, family,
and other concerns. Palau claims to explain the basic Gospel and prays with those who want to trust Jesus Christ.
The national program also features taped segments of live TV programs from Palau's U.S. crusades. [Palau now airs
two distinct radio programs -- Luis Palau Responde and Cruzada, Spanish radio programs broadcast on more than
500 stations throughout Latin America and the United States; and Reaching Your World with Luis Palau, a two-
minute daily radio program, which went on the air 1/31/00, broadcast on more than 530 stations in the English-
speaking world.] (Source: LPEA Internet web site, 8/27/01.)

The Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA), his Portland, Oregon based non-profit organization, cites more
than 757,000 "known public decisions for Jesus Christ" as a result of the crusades, while tens of thousands more
have supposedly made life-changing decisions for Christ as a result of LPEA's broad range of ministries. The
LPEA has an annual budget of more than $4 million and 80 full- and part-time employees. In 1995, the operation
moved into a $1.3 million complex in Beaverton, Oregon, a Portland suburb. The new building includes a
television studio in addition to radio rooms. Palau has dreams of becoming a "Christian-based alternative to
'Geraldo' and 'Oprah.' I want to go nose to nose with the talk shows" (Martha Irvine: 10/13/95, Associated Press
story).

-  What kind of gospel is preached at a typical Palau' crusade? Palau conducted a "festival" in Waterbury,
Connecticut on 4/29/01. In an interview with Ed Flynn of "Talk of the Town" on radio station 1320 AM, on April
24, promoters of the Palau festival said that the evangelist is "a uniter, not a divider," that he is nondenominational
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and sends his converts "right back to the churches they come from." 

On 10/1/93, WGN-TV superstation out of Chicago aired a tape of Palau's message from his Phoenix Crusade held
at the America West Arena the end of October of 1992. [Jerry Colangelo, the president and CEO of the Phoenix
Suns professional basketball team, was the Crusade Chairman.] Palau's message was titled, "Hope for the Stressed-
Out."

Palau's message was peppered with "the Bible says" this/"the Bible says" that, but Palau never quoted a Bible
passage. For example: "The Bible says the Lord saves us from the pit -- the pit of despair, the pit of low self-
esteem ... the Bible says He redeems your life from the pit." Palau, of course, didn't give the passage from the Bible
to document that the Bible actually says God saves us from low self-esteem -- probably because there is no such
passage. (Chuck Swindoll, Josh McDowell, R.C. Sproul, Clyde Narramore, and other "Christian" psychologizers
say the Lord saves us from low self-esteem, but the Bible certainly doesn't say that. The salvation of sinners
depends upon the convicting power of the Holy Spirit to show sinners that they are lost and guilty before God, so
that they might repent and place their trust in Christ for salvation. What does this have to do with helping the sinner
enjoy feelings of greater self-esteem?)

The serious error in Palau's so-called gospel message was further illustrated in the Phoenix crusade video. The
Phoenix message was interrupted with cut-outs to a call-in television show Palau had done earlier in 1992. One
caller, a homosexual with AIDS from San Antonio, was "led to the Lord" by Palau via the repetition of an easy-
believism, decisional regeneration type of prayer so common in today's crusade evangelism. Nowhere in the prayer
was there the acknowledgement that the man's homosexuality was sin (although Palau told the caller that he had
"failed" the God who "loved and died for him").

-  Scholars have observed that although evangelists traditionally preached about hell-fire and brimstone, they began
avoiding the topic entirely in the 1960s and '70s, concentrating instead on the love of God rather than risk of
offending the populace. Adhering to this trend, Palau says he will emphasize God's forgiveness: "I think that's
where I'm gearing my message," he said. "I think there's a great sense of guilt in America. People want to know if
they're going to heaven, an implicit acknowledgment that there's a less desirable alternative than paradise. There is
no need to call Americans sinners. They know it already." (Emphasis added.) (4/17/96, Chicago Tribune). [In a
6/6/01 interview with Religion Today, Palau confirms his position: "While he does not emphasize hell in his
preaching 'to excess,' says Palau, 'I do bring it in as a warning -- not as a major but as a minor emphasis.'"]

So not to offend with the gospel, Palau is, in effect, saying that he preaches a watered-down gospel that is no gospel
at all. For example, in 1995, Palau preached to an estimated 26,000 in four meetings in Kathmandu, Nepal. Since
proselytization is illegal in Nepal, Palau encouraged Nepalis to "fall in love with Jesus," instead of urging them to
renounce Hinduism. This, of course, is not the Gospel of Christ. And what about the other gods the Hindus
worship? They would gladly add Jesus to their thousands of other gods. They might even make Him their chief god,
but not the only God (10/95, O Timothy). [Responding to BDM's criticism of Palau’s "watered-down gospel," Palau
responds in a 6/6/01 interview with Religion Today, "Almost 80 percent of my preaching comes from the Bible.
The other 20 percent is cultural, historic and psychological. I try to position and think, 'Where is my audience
coming from?'"]

-  Many times the best indicator of the "Biblical quality" of a ministry is the "quality" of those endorsing it. A Palau
brochure received by BDM in 12/93 had a section entitled "What Others Are Saying." It included glowing
endorsements from the ecumenical Billy Graham; charismatic demon-deliverer Evelyn Christenson; liberal
charismatic preacher E.V. Hill; hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford; and Catholic sympathizer and New Age religionist
Chuck Colson. [In a separate piece of literature, Joseph Stowell, president of Moody Bible Institute, endorsed
Palau's 8-week Chicago Crusade scheduled for April-May, 1996 (see below).]

BDM also received a book from the LPEA titled Say Yes!: How To Renew Your Spiritual Passion (Multnomah
Press, 1991, 168 ppgs.). In addition to Graham, Hayford, and Colson endorsing the book, other endorsers were
modernist John Stott; Campus Crusade's ecumenical leader Bill Bright; Dallas Seminary's neo-evangelical
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psychologizer Howard Hendricks; ecumenical social activist D. James Kennedy; the then director of the neo-
evangelical National Religious Broadcasters, E. Brandt Gustavson; and financial psychobabbler Ron Blue.
[Additionally, on 12/2/93, TBN aired a tape of a Palau' message from his 10/16/93-10/24/93 Greater Ft. Worth
Crusade held at the Tarrant County Convention Center. Giving testimonial endorsements prior to Palau's message
were ex-Dallas Cowboy football coach, Tom Landry, and self-love psychologizer and motivational speaker Zig
Ziglar.]

Also, Palau's web site lists endorsers of his ministry: Billy Graham, Chuck Colson, Jack Hayford, Joni Eareckson
Tada, Joseph Stowell, and the Archbishop of Canterbury (Angelican). 

Of all the endorsers of Palau and his ministry, we could not find a single endorsement by anyone even remotely
considered to be an evangelical, Biblical fundamentalist!

-  Palau says the fight against violence and hopelessness in America must be fought with more contemporary
weapons. So he incorporates some modern devices into his crusades. Christian rap music replaces the traditional
hymns at many events, and big-screen video shots of sporting events are used to attract younger audiences. Palau
says, "I think we need to adapt rather than fight it. I'm sure somebody is called to fight it, but my attitude is rather
than fight it, exploit it." Palau also quietly accepts the MTV cartoon characters, Beavis and Butt-head -- "Those two
guys ... you can scream all you like, but they're here to stay, those two," showing a sort of respect for the cartoon
delinquents on MTV (10/93 Associated Press report, printed in the Bloomington, Indiana, 10/23/93, The Herald-
Times).

An example of Palau's contemporary techniques would be his 1992 Phoenix Crusade (which drew about 72,000
total over the five days of meetings). On the last day of the crusade, the "Christian" rap group DC Talk performed
to about 16,000 of all ages amid roving colored lights and man-made fog. (See the 6/96, Christian Conscience for a
review of a DC Talk concert -- article by John Beardsley, pp. 54-58.) Palau sandwiched himself in the middle of
the afternoon's festivities with a short message and an invitation. About 700 came forward before the rapping
resumed. In his messages throughout the week, Palau frequently used humor and made references to such popular
figures as Madonna and Elizabeth Taylor. He said he wants to present the Christian message "positively" and to
show people he's not a "ranting, raving preacher." In one message he talked of heaven, but noted that many
preachers dwell too much on hell (11/2/92, The Arizona Republic).

-  Palau's 8-week "Say Yes, Chicago" Crusade was held over a 57-day period in April-May, 1996, and featured
more than 70 events in a variety of metropolitan-area venues, including the Rosemont Horizon, the UIC Pavilion,
and Soldier Field. Palau staffers and a 150-member executive committee of local clergy and laity raised $2.3
million and enlisted 1,700 churches from Kenosha to Kankakee and DeKalb, as well as from the city and suburbs.
The official Palau Chicago campaign brochure lists churches of many denominations: Presbyterian, Lutheran,
Assemblies of God, Evangelical Free, Nazarene, Episcopal, and Christian. Rock musicians performed. Individual
Catholic priests were involved in leadership roles. One of the sponsoring churches was church growth guru Bill
Hybels of Willow Creek Community Church. Ecumenical speakers included Tony Evans, E.V. Hill, Raleigh
Washington, Joseph Stowell, Erwin Lutzer, and Rabi Maharaj. The attendance goal was set at 500,000; 15,000
people were given a two-hour training course on how to share their faith with friends and neighbors. The schedule
included a nightly call-in TV show, special breakfasts and luncheons, and women's, children's, and youth events.

Palau claims to have preached the gospel to 129,000 people at 75 events throughout greater Chicago, and to have
bagged 9,460 new Christians during the two-month campaign (of which 44% were "first-time commitments").
Palau also presented his version of the gospel through 27 one-hour television programs on four Chicago stations,
originating in the studios of WCFC-TV38, and as a result, claimed more than 650 callers "indicated they prayed
with Luis or with counselors, committing their lives to Christ." (Source: LPEA Internet web site, 8/27/01.)

-  From 1/1/80-1/4/80, a "Methodist Congress on Evangelism" was held at Oral Roberts University. Palau appeared
with Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, Dr. Charles Allen of the First United Methodist Church of Houston, and several
Methodist bishops. This is just an example to show that Palau is not adverse to cooperation with those still in the
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fellowship of apostate Methodism or those on the radical fringe of charismaticism. In addition, Palau's 5/92 Peoria
Crusade included cooperation with over 150 churches, many of them liberal, charismatic, and even some from John
Wimber's radical Vineyard Christian Fellowship.

Palau's evangelistic association is also affiliated with the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). Along with
(apostate) comedian Steve Allen, Palau was a speaker at the 1987 convention of the National Religious
Broadcasters, an arm of the NAE at the time. Despite these dubious connections, he has also been a speaker at
Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Seminary's "School of Evangelism," and the 25th anniversary celebration of Talbot
Seminary (New Neutralism II, pp. 67-68).

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Palau is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at PK's 1992 National Men's Conference and at regional stadium rallies in 1995, 1996,
and 2000, and by his authoring a chapter in two PK books (Go the Distance and Seven Promises of a Promise
Keeper). [Palau's wife, Pat, also authored a chapter in two PK books (Promises! Promises! and The Joy of a
Promise Kept) designed for the wives of Promise Keepers. Others authoring chapters in Promises! Promises! are
the wives of Howard Hendricks, Gary Smalley, and John Trent.)]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Palau and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
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(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-   Luis Palau was named as one of four Honorary Co-Chairmen of the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization. (The
other three were Billy Graham, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea. Paul Cedar of the
Evangelical Free Church chaired the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of
200 key leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical,
compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller), yet many
undiscerning or uninformed believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This unscriptural evangelism
movement includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is
evident that many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those
participating in that effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a
blessing.

According to the July-August 1993, Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  The  "Alpha Course" was devised by Holy Trinity Brompton, London, a large charismatic Anglican church.
Anglican priest Nicky Gumbel began teaching it in 1990. It is now the largest evangelistic effort in Britain and has
been taken up by the main denominations and spread to the U.S. and elsewhere. Luis Palau has endorsed it. Its
philosophy is New Age, leading to experiences rooted in the occult. The Alpha Course, originally intended for new
Christians, is now aimed at the unchurched. But at its core is a "watered-down" gospel. It is geared less to
conversion than to seeking the spurious Toronto Blessing experience. (Source: 12/15/98, Calvary Contender). 

-  Palau is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. Since Palau has signed COR's Manifesto, it is interesting to read what the people affiliated
with COR believe. The following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for
Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Palau has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
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Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August  2001retirement from Campus
Crusade, and his 2003 death.)]

-  While reporting on Amsterdam '86, Fundamental Evangelistic Association reporter Dennis Costella asked Palau if
he would cooperate with Roman Catholics. Palau replied that he certainly would and admitted that it was being
done. He went on to mention specific plans for more extensive Catholic involvement in his future crusades (Jul/Aug
1986, Foundation magazine). Some of the details of past Palau's involvement with Catholics follows:

(a) In 1974, in a meeting in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, Catholic charismatics were among the counselors
(8/16/92, Pastor James E. Singleton sermon, Tri-City Baptist Church, Tempe, Arizona).

(b) In Managua, Nicaragua in 12/75, a conservative tabloid Novedodes carried this headline:
"Archbishop sees no problem with the Palau campaign." The 12/19/75 Christianity Today reported: "It
enjoyed the support of most of Managua's 125 Protestant churches and many Catholics. Catholic
charismatic groups attended."

(c) The Canadian Paper Faith Today (5/78) gave a glowing report of Palau's crusade in Montevideo,
Uruguay. It said, "On the final night of the crusade, the secretary of the Catholic Bishop of Montevideo
attended the meeting. He conveyed the Bishop's regrets that he could not attend personally, but he
assured Palau that on some future occasion, he hoped to be present."

(d) The 1987 Palau Crusade in New Zealand was reportedly "the first time the Catholic Church has
ever backed a major evangelical Christian mission" in that area. Catholic Bishop Dennis Browne of
Auckland accepted an invitation to join the mission's advisory board along with leaders of many other
denominations (4/18/86, College Weekly).

(e) The 1993 Palau Crusade in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate
in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen by us as an important event in the spreading of the
Gospel in an ecumenical manner" (3/15/93, Calvary Contender).

(f) A Palau Londonderry (Ireland) crusade campaign organizing committee member (a Baptist pastor)
was interviewed on BBC radio in company with a Roman Catholic priest -- he did not dispute claims
that Palau sends Catholics back to Rome. At Palau's 5/16/95-5/21/95 crusade, Roman Catholics and
Protestants worshipped together in a tent-pavilion on the bank of the Foyle River, which divides
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Protestant and Catholic communities (6/12/95, NIIR; and 9/15/95, Calvary Contender).

(g) Palau admits that his 2001 Mission Connecticut audience has been, in some spots, 60 to 70 percent
Roman Catholic: "The good thing about that," according to Palau, "is that they bring a high respect for
God, a high sense of sinfulness, and a sense of the holiness and the awesomeness of God" (6/6/01,
Religion Today). [What a perverted view of the true spiritual state of Roman Catholics!]

-  More evidence Palau has made a determined effort to appeal to Catholics: A 10/31/92 article in The Arizona
Republic ("One In Christ: Luis Palau Emphasizes Similarities in Making Interdenominational Appeal," p. B8)
detailed Palau's philosophy for reaching the lost in false religious systems:

"... Palau's form of worship presents such a broad Christian message that it appeals to Protestants and
Catholics alike. ... But unlike other evangelicals who have actively tried to lure ... Catholics away from
their churches, Palau aims to keep people in their own Christian churches -- regardless of
denomination. ... 'on the core of Christianity, we are one,' Palau said in a recent interview. ... Palau
represents a growing trend among religious groups ... that do not want to alienate Catholics. ... [Palau]
carefully avoids the controversial differences between Catholics and Protestants. ... Protestants of
Palau's type have a message that does not require abandoning church membership ... Bible studies are
deliberately held at times that would not conflict with Masses and controversial subjects like the Virgin
Mary are avoided. Instead there's an attempt to find a common ground in the Bible."

In other words, Palau's plan is to give them (Catholics, in the above example) a watered-down, non-offensive
gospel, and then leave them in the same blasphemous religious system they were in before being "saved." [LEPA
and Palau have also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic/Catholic-accommodating March For Jesus
campaigns.]

-  Some think that the ecumenical evangelism techniques used by Palau are not that serious a matter, and that those
opposing him are over-reacting. The following excerpts are from a letter from the pastor of the First Romanian
Fundamentalist Baptist Church in Chicago:

"Louis Palau has organized evangelistic meetings in some cities in Romania. The Baptist believers in
Romania were not informed about who he is, and therefore helped in these meetings. The association
of Mr. Palau spread word that 40,000 have been converted through these meetings. I had the occasion
of talking with some Romanian pastors after the meetings, and this is their evaluation:

(a) There were no additions to the churches with people "converted" in these evangelistic
meetings;

(b) One pastor mentioned that the only result he could point to in his church was the one
drunk person came to him and said he wanted to be baptized, for he heard Mr. Palau
saying people need to be baptized. This was the evidence of people responding after the
meetings;

(c) Some pastors observed that now they have a hard time organizing evangelistic
meetings, because people have participated in those organized by Mr. Palau and their
interest in these events is gone. By such actions, people are being immunized against the
Word of God!

If Mr. Palau has succeeded in anything in Romania, he has succeeded in conditioning people against
the Gospel."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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M. Scott Peck
The Road Broadly Traveled

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck (born 1936) has become an extremely popular speaker and writer (15 books authored).
His books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading "evangelical" magazine's
Book of the Year list. The list was a result of votes cast by a group of so-called evangelical writers, leaders, and
theologians selected by the magazine. The Road Less Traveled, published in 1978 and translated into more than 20
languages, remained on the New York Times bestseller list for over 544 weeks or 12 years (with over six million
copies sold to date in North America alone)! (Peck's The Different Drum and Further Along The Road Less
Traveled have also sold well.) A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast
Bible Belt"; the reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to
the 20th-century discoveries of Freud and Jung." Indeed!

Scott Peck began his trek down The Road Less Traveled as a Buddhist when he wrote his best selling book by that
title. By the time his second book was published, he claimed a conversion to Christianity (circa 1980). However,
his Buddhist teachings remain a vital part of his writings, along with other aberrations such as process theology,
Mormonism, New Age doctrine, and the secular humanist values of psychotherapy. Although The Road Less
Traveled is reminiscent of our Lord's words about the narrow road to life, Peck is clearly headed down the broad
road to destruction. Peck is ecumenical, New Age, and anti-Church. His "road" leads us away from God, away
from salvation, and away from the Bible. His theology clashes with Christianity at every crucial point; for the
Christian, Peck's writings should be a road not traveled:

1. Truth: Peck has no clear standards concerning the nature of truth. He is committed to mythology and paradox,
rather than to the Bible. Although he claims in places not to know anything, his writings reveal that he has
developed his own system of truth and values, a system that rejects Scripture as God's standard of truth (John
17:17).

2. Scripture: Peck interprets Scripture primarily as mythology, and he considers the Bible to be a mixture of truth
and error, fact and fiction. He believes that the Fifth Commandment, to honor one's parents, deserves "radical
rewriting." He denies the historical accuracy of the Bible's account of Adam and Eve and claims that the Bible
supports evolution. Thus, Peck sets himself up as the judge of Biblically revealed truth (Psalm 19:7).

3. God: Peck denies the sovereignty of God. In place of the God of the Scriptures, Peck worships a finite "god"
who is both limited and in the process of change. His teachings blur the crucial distinction between God the Creator
and man the creature, as Peck is more impressed with the "higher power" terminology of 12-step theology than the
sovereign Lord of Scripture. He uses inclusive language for God -- "She" or "He/She" (Jeremiah 10:10).

4. Jesus Christ: In places, Peck affirms that Jesus Christ is fully God and fully man. However, his writings reveal
an emphasis on His humanity that effectively denies His unique deity as Son of God. Some of Peck's speculations
about what Jesus might have said or thought border on outright blasphemy. Peck does not affirm Christ as the
Savior who sacrificed Himself on the cross to make propitiation for the sins of His people (Hebrews 1:3). 

5. Man: Evolution is the foundation for Peck's view of man. He believes that man is evolving forward, and thus, he
anticipates radical changes in the nature of man that Scripture does not support. He stresses man's freedom to the
point of denying God's sovereignty altogether. He views man's fall into sin as an evolutionary thrusting forth into
"consciousness," and therefore, a step forward. He claims that man lost his "oneness" with nature at that time. Peck
affirms self-love, but cautions against self-esteem. In general, he has no absolute standards for how man should
live.

Peck proposes "four stages of spirituality" for man. The third stage, characterized by skepticism and atheism, is
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claimed to be "higher" than the second stage, which would describe the orthodox Christian. The fourth and
"highest" stage is New Age mysticism (Rom. 5:12).

6. Evil: It is in this area where Peck departs from at least some of the teachings of New Age theology, where the
reality of evil is denied. However, Peck again denies God's sovereignty by viewing evil as essentially beyond God's
control. At the same time, he denies the original goodness of creation, taught in Genesis 1, by stating that the world
is essentially an evil one that is "contaminated" by good. Another error is Peck's view of evil, in man, as "mental
illness," rather than sin against God (Prov. 16:4).

7. The Devil: Peck has come to acknowledge the reality of the devil, but he believes that at the time of the Fall,
Satan was given a positive role by God, to contribute to the "spiritual growth" of man. Peck's views about the
relationship of Christ and the devil border on Mormonism. Also, a grave error occurs in Peck's view that the devil
will ultimately have a chance to accept the "friendship" of mankind and be saved. Significantly, this appraisal of
Satan occurs in People of the Lie, a book embraced by many professing evangelicals and frequently found in
"Christian" bookstores (Rev. 20:10).

8. Resurrection, Heaven and Hell: Peck rejects the bodily resurrection taught in Scripture. He finds it "distasteful."
He believes that people of all religions will be found in heaven and that the "gates of hell" are wide open so that
anyone can choose to walk out at any time (1 Cor. 15:42-44).

9. Eschatology: Instead of the glorious hope of Christ's visible return to consummate history, overthrow evil, and
usher in the eternal state, Peck substitutes a global "community" ushered in primarily by the efforts of man (1 Thes.
4:16-18).

10. Salvation: Peck offers a false salvation message in his teachings about "community building." This "salvation"
is claimed to be available to people of all religious faiths. Peck adamantly denies that there is an exclusive way of
salvation (Acts 4:12). In fact, Peck's definition of original sin is "laziness," and his view of salvation is "to become
all that you can be" ("The Road Well Traveled," MCO Journal, Vol.2, No.1).

11. New Age: Peck's commitment to New Age theology has undergone some revisions, but he remains entrenched
in its pantheism, meditation methods, and hopes of global unity, calling it potentially a "very holy thing" if it is
reformational rather than revolutionary.

12. Community: Peck's vision of "community" is characterized by an inclusivity uniting people of all religious
faiths, and a contempt for any claim to exclusive truth. It is a "leaderless" group similar to 12-step meetings. Peck
envisions his method of "salvation" occurring in the business community rather than in either the church or the
family.

13. Psychiatry and Religion: There are significant admissions here, as Peck acknowledges his profession's
traditional hostility to religion and the resulting problems. He also recognizes the religious nature of counseling and
the fact that psychiatry is not a purely objective science with no system of values. In spite of these admissions, he
upholds the values of secular humanism and sees the problems being solved by an integration of psychiatry and
spirituality, based on his own "stages of spirituality" and "diagnostic categories" of evil. He affirms a limited value
to pastoral counseling, but considers "Christian fundamentalist programs," along with "New Age practitioners," to
be competition from the fringes.

Peck's erroneous theology appears repeatedly throughout all of his books. The title of his most recent book, Further
Along the Road Less Traveled, is an accurate description of Peck's continued journey away from God's truth.

Additional Info: Life magazine says, "the Scott Peck gospel is an amalgam of psychiatry and Christianity drizzled
with Greek myth and Buddhism" (11/18/95, World). Peck announced in 1983 that he had become a Christian, but
his all-embracing definition of Christian included no statement of faith, but "millions of Hindus, Buddhists,
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Muslims, Jews, atheists, and agnostics." In 1988, Peck endorsed a "Cosmic New Age Christ" book by Matthew
Fox, a mystical New Age Catholic priest (defrocked in 1995). Yet neo-evangelical David Mains has
extensively/approvingly quoted from Peck's writings on his radio broadcast [now defunct]. And the GARBC-
approved Grand Rapids Baptist College (now Cornerstone College) has carried an article in its paper by Bill Hybels
that favorably quoted Peck (12/15/95, Calvary Contender).

* This report, unless otherwise cited, has been excerpted and/or adapted from "M. Scott Peck: The Road Broadly
Traveled," by D. Dewart, July-August 1996, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, pp. 3, 6.
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Frank Peretti
General Teachings/Activities*

Since World War II, most scholars say that America and the West are in a post-Christian era. A number of
Christian scholars have suggested that we have now entered into a new dark age, similar to the thousand-year
period preceding the Reformation. One of the most well-known aspects of the dark ages was a preoccupation with
the mystical and the occult, based upon experimental knowledge. Perhaps this accounts, to some degree, for the
explosion of interest in the demonic realm and, for many Christians, the new priority upon deliverance teachings
and, what is often called, "spiritual warfare." Into this climate steps a "Christian" novelist -- Frank Peretti.

Frank Peretti's [first] two books have taken the Christian market by storm. Although they are fiction, they are chock
full of theological presuppositions and teachings on the Christian life. Since they are fiction, these theological
views are not highlighted or supported by Scripture references and the casual reader, reading for pleasure, often
unknowingly picks up Peretti's theology of spiritual warfare. It is therefore imperative that Peretti's novels be
evaluated from a Biblical viewpoint. Even though Peretti writes fiction, we believe that he pretty much believes
what he is writing is realistic. Very likely, he sees himself helping the Christian community prepare for spiritual
warfare. "Keep on ... piercing the Darkness!" was how he autographed one of his books. 

Peretti's Rise to Fame

In 1986, Frank Peretti's book This Present Darkness (Present) was the first published, but little notice was taken of
it at that time. So-called Christian fiction was just beginning to become popular in the Christian market. By 1988,
this sleeper suddenly awoke and took the market by storm. As late as July of 1989 Present was still the #1 best-
seller among Christian books. In August 1989, Peretti's next work, Piercing the Darkness (Piercing), was released
by Crossway Books and promised to be at least as popular (by 10/89, it had already passed the 750,000 sales level
of Present). [In 1992, Peretti authored another charismatic thriller, Prophet; its popularity never matched that of his
other two books. Nevertheless, all three remain on the "Christian" best-seller list and have topped five million in
print. In August 1995, Peretti's fourth spiritual warfare novel, The Oath, is scheduled for release.]

An important shift has taken place in Christian books in the last few years, the more popular books are no longer
non-fiction Bible study or devotional works, but novels. In itself, this is not necessarily bad. The use of stories has
always been an extremely effective way to communicate important principles. Just look at the number of parables
our Lord used to communicate important truths about the Christian life. So even though fiction can be an effective
way to teach the truth, it more often can be very dangerous; since the theology is normally not clearly stated, non-
Biblical and erroneous ideas can be taught without the reader distinguishing between literary license and false
teaching. In addition, we must remember that when Christ used parables, he taught something that was true, not
fiction. Fiction, therefore, can never be an excuse for sloppy theology, even though many fiction writers want to
hide behind this flimsy excuse. 

Exposing the New Age Movement

Both books revolve around the theme of New Age groups which seek to defeat Christianity. [Only Present and
Piercing are discussed in this report; see also the Media Spotlight review of This Present Darkness for additional
details.] Peretti's unique approach is that he gives the reader a "two-dimensional" view of the conflict. Not only
does the reader see the various human agencies which are working against the church, but he opens up the spirit
world so that the reader can see what [supposedly] is going on behind the scenes in the spiritual realm. Here is the
real arena of spiritual warfare -- the struggle between the Holy Angels and the fallen angels or demons and how
they work to influence what is going on in the physical realm. The reader sees the connection between the demons
and New Age practices, such as creative visualization, channeling, and how the demons influence fallen men to
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work against the cause of Christ and Christianity. We think his exposé of the New Age is the only strength of his
books.

In both books, Peretti does a masterful job of describing the problem confronting the church and the Christian
today. Present is set in a small town called Ashton. There, several people, including a local college professor, the
police chief, the mayor, the pastor of the large liberal church in town, and a number of important townspeople, have
become involved in various New Age groups emphasizing human potential, mind control, hypnotism, etc. The
common denominator is that they are all in pursuit of power and control. In their attempt to gain control of the
small town, various crimes, including murder, are committed. Arrayed against them is the small community church
led by a faithful man of God and the editor of the local newspaper. Peretti paints a picture of just how a town can
be taken over by evil, of how many Christians are afraid and simply want to ignore what is really going on, and
what tragic consequences apathy and spiritual ignorance can produce.

In the more recent Piercing, Peretti gives a chilling account of just how fragile our current religious freedoms are in
this country, and presents a convincing scenario of how these freedoms can be destroyed. In this book, the
headmaster of a local church school is accused of child abuse and his children are taken from him by the local
authorities. At the same time, charges are brought against him at the school for child abuse -- he spanked a
disruptive child -- (carried out in a loving and Biblical way), for outrageous religious behavior against a child, and
excessive religious instruction harmful to the child. These charges were brought because a child, who had picked up
a spirit guide while practicing guided imagery exercises at the public school, was being taken over by a demon in
the classroom and blaspheming God. An exorcism had then been attempted. Behind this is an attempt by the ACFA
(a thinly-veiled parallel to the ACLU) to get restrictive legal definitions and precedents established to restrict
Christian teaching in private schools. Behind this, of course, is the demonic plan to destroy the witness of Christ.
Networked with the ACFA are various other groups involved in everything from human potential to witchcraft. It is
only through the diligence and faithfulness of the local church and the pastor and their strong prayer cover that
victory is won.

In both of these works, Peretti has given a very convincing scenario of just how precarious the position of
Christianity in America is today. He shows an excellent understanding of the New Age movement and all of its
various manifestations. He also gives a realistic account of how the various organizations grouped under the
umbrella term, "New Age," network together, and the very real danger they present to Biblical Christianity.
However, while Peretti does an excellent job in describing a problem confronting the church today, he falls into
some very serious errors in describing the solution. 

Spiritual Warfare

Peretti's emphasis on spiritual warfare and his description of war with demons reveals a certain theological
approach, whether he intends this or not. This deeply concerns us because it is a view of spiritual warfare that is
becoming very popular, yet has what we believe to be some serious errors. While it would be easy to take potshots
at Peretti's description of angels (they all seem to have wings -- only cherubim and seraphim have wings in
Scripture) and some of his graphic descriptions of how they do battle and what the demons look like, that does not
really concern us. The serious problems are those which do not fit with the picture given in Scripture. 

Problems with Peretti

Problem One: Peretti's view of the Holy Angels is serious error. He seems to make them glorified humans, even to
the point of having some sinful attitudes. At one point in Piercing, one angel laughs a "spiteful laugh" (p. 16).
Further, his angels seem to come in various races -- one is a Native American, another an Oriental, and another an
East Indian. There is no Biblical basis for either of these views. First, the Holy Angels are no longer capable of sin,
thus would not be given to spite. Second, the angels are non-racial, at least in human terms.

Problem Two: Peretti seriously confuses demons with the works of the flesh. He has demons named murder,
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hatred, lust, greed, strife, and division. In the Scriptures, these are works of the flesh (Gal. 5:19-21), not demons.
This approach is becoming very common in contemporary, "pop" demonology. The source for this knowledge of
demon names comes not from the Scripture, but from interviews with demons. Are we to believe lying spirits?
There are at least two major problems with this approach:

(1) The great danger that this poses is that it causes believers who struggle with sins of the flesh to look
to some sort of exorcism or deliverance as their solution, rather than claiming the victory of Christ over
sin and simply walking in obedience. In Peretti's view, the believer sins not because of his own flesh,
but because he is being moved to do so by a demon. At one point in the book, two Christians in the
local church are having a phone conversation and spreading gossip and malicious rumors about the
pastor and the school headmaster. When Peretti attempts to show what is going on in the spirit realm
he writes: "Gossip sat on her shoulders, dangling his skinny fingers in her brain while Strife sat on the
table and watched" (p. 223).

(2) Perhaps many believers do not realize that to get information from demons, no matter how much, is
condemned in the Bible as spiritism and sorcery (Deut. 18:10-11). We are not to seek or listen to any
information which a demon gives out. We are to develop our views on this, and any other matter,
solely from the text of Scripture, not the interpretation of our experiences with demonic power.

Problem Three: Another major area of weakness is Peretti's understanding of prayer. While prayer is a vital aspect
of spiritual warfare, Peretti makes spiritual victory so dependent upon prayer that he has the angels receiving their
strength from the prayers of the saints. According to Peretti, as long as the saints are praying, the holy angels can
have victory, but when the saints stop praying, the angels become helpless. This view of prayer totally ignores the
sovereign power and the work of God. God will work out his purposes and plans for man and is not limited by the
prayers of the saints. The closest parallel to this is found in Daniel 10:10-21. However, notice that the angel who
came to interpret Daniel's vision was sent from God on the first day of Daniel's prayer (10:12). Why did it take him
three weeks and the intervention of Michael, "one of the chief princes," for God's messenger to get through?
Because he received opposition from an evil angel -- "the prince of the kingdom of Persia" (10:13). But nowhere in
this "angelic conflict" is Daniel and his prayers -- in any way, shape, or form -- related to helping the angel get
through to Daniel. The text merely states that there was a conflict and opposition from below. To infer, as some
have done, that Daniel's prayer helped the angel get through, is to add to what the Bible says. 

Further, Peretti's view of prayer comes dangerously close to positive confession at times. According to Peretti, if the
church will submit to God and pray, they will always have victory over the demonic. There seems to be no room in
his view that temporary demonic victory may be in God's plan (e.g., Dan. 7:25; Rev. 13:7-8). This is where Peretti
and this new view of spiritual warfare is sympathetic with certain elements of dominion theology. One school of
dominion theology emphasizes spiritual dominion more than political dominion. In their view, Christians will be
victorious over Satan in this age.

Problem Four: This weakness is related to the third. Peretti has his angles and demons operating in a fashion that
appears to be completely independent of God. [Peretti also has demons in charge of hell, a concept not found in the
Bible.] In fact, God is so far removed from the actual battle that He is only alluded to at times. This leaves the
reader with the impression that God is not in complete control of every move made by either demons or angels. The
Scriptures clearly teach that Satan and the demons are completely under the control of God. In Job 1, Satan must
get God's permission to inflict suffering on Job. In fact, it was God who initiated the conversation by asking, "Have
you considered My servant Job?" (1:8; 2:3) The demons are not left to their own devices. This is the basis for the
promise in 1 Corinthians 10:13 -- that no Christian will be tested beyond his ability to withstand.

Further, Peretti's view fails to take into account the way God uses Satan and the demons to discipline believers and
unbelievers, even to the point of purposefully deceiving them. In 1 Samuel 16:14, God sent a distressing spirit to
Saul; in 1 Kings 22:19-22, God sent a spirit to deceive Ahab in his battle with Syria. Also, in 2 Samuel 24:1, we are
told that God moved David to number the people, but in 1 Chronicles 21:1, we are told that Satan moved David.
Apparently God used Satan to move David to sin in order to discipline the nation for their disobedience. God's
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involvement in spiritual warfare is so removed from Peretti's scenario that his view comes very close to being
autonomous forces doing battle on their own moves. In fact, as one reads Peretti, God does not come out the hero;
instead, it is the victorious Christians who win the day.

In summary, Peretti's understanding of angels, demons, and spiritual warfare does not reflect a correct view of the
Scriptures. But his books are so popular because many Christians today are being led astray into this erroneous
view of spiritual warfare by deliverance teachers. The role of demons is becoming emphasized in a way that goes
beyond the Scriptures. We want to make it clear that we believe in the reality of demons and that demons do tempt
the saints and are actively engaged in warfare against the saints. Our problem is that the solution presented by those
who hold to a deliverance theology are putting an emphasis on demons that goes way beyond the Scriptures. Too
often the knowledge about demons and their warfare does not come from the Scriptures but from those who have
had "experience" with the demonic. This, in effect, puts experience over the clear teaching of Scripture. The
counterattack to demons presented in Scripture includes prayer (Eph. 6:18), submission to God and resisting Satan
(James 4:7), and the pursuit of holiness and righteousness in the believer's life (James 4:8; 2 Tim. 2:22). 

But how is this to be implemented? What is the Biblical view of spiritual warfare and how does it differ from the
increasingly popular view as fictionalized by Peretti and the deliverance teachers? 

A Biblical View of Spiritual Warfare

It is not uncommon today to hear Christians talk about how they have recently been enlightened concerning the
demonic realm or spiritual warfare by listening to the experiences of other Christians. They may speak of how they
used to not believe in the supernatural world, but now they do after hearing or seeing an event relating to demonic
activity. As Christians, we should not believe in Satan and the demonic because of experiences; rather we should
believe because the Bible tells us it is true. We believe in demonic activity because the Bible tells us, not because
we have had a wild and hair-raising experience. The question always comes up: "How do you interpret and
evaluate these experiences?" On the same basis a Christian believes in demons in the first place -- the Bible tells
me so. The Bible is the basis for the believer's instructions relating to spiritual warfare. 

The New Spiritual Warfare

[For a more complete understanding of "the new spiritual warfare," see Ice and Dean's 1990 book, A Holy
Rebellion: Strategy for Spiritual Warfare (Harvest House: 194 ppgs.).] There is potential danger in this new
emphasis, because like King Saul, advocates of the deliverance ministries are going beyond the limits of Scripture.
One of the ways Christians are opened-up to the new spiritual warfare is over the issue of just how active Satan and
his demons are today. The discussion usually centers on whether or not one believes in the supernatural realm,
which most people in America do believe in today. Then, when a person is convinced that the demonic realm is
alive and well on planet earth, it is assumed that they are to be dealt with in accordance with the teachings of the
deliverance teachers. 

These are really two separate questions?: (1) Are demons active in the world today?; (2) Since they are, then how
does the Bible tell us how to handle them? So often, once a Christian is convinced of question one, then they do not
even think to ask question two. Often believers are then rapidly escorted into an experience-based approach to
dealing with the demonic. (Unfortunately, this popular approach, which has been largely developed by "talking"
with demons, is advocated by so-called mainstream evangelicals such as C. Fred Dickason in his book Demon
Possession and the Christian: A New Perspective. Dickason is a theology professor and head of the Theology
Department at Moody Bible Institute.) 

Some Problems with the New Spiritual Warfare

The new deliverance teachings fail to account for the uniqueness of the ministry of Christ and the Apostles (Eph.
2:20). The deliverance teaching is modeled (often only loosely) after Christ's unique ministry where He came into
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direct conflict with Satan and his demons. There are events in the life of Christ that are as unique to His special
one-time ministry. While we are to be like Christ, there are many areas in which the things He said and did were
related to His special, one-time ministry as the God-man who came into the world to save sinners. How do we
distinguish the aspects of the life of Christ which we are to build upon from those areas which were related to His
unique, Messianic ministry? We believe that the New Testament (NT) Epistles were given to specialize in
instructions for how Christians are to live during the Church Age.

Many of Christ's miracles and conflicts with the powers of darkness are related to His Messiahship, and are not a
pattern for "spiritual warfare" during the Church Age. A couple of examples would include: (1) Satan's direct
temptation of Christ to forsake the Father's plan for His Messianic mission by following Satan's course (Matt. 4:1-
11); (2) An encounter with demons who were afraid that Jesus, the Messiah, was there to destroy them (Mark 1:23-
27), something which will happen fully at the Second Coming.

This is not the picture painted by that section of the NT which specializes in doctrine and examples for living the
Christian life during the Church Age -- the Epistles. Direct demonic conflict will resume in the future during the
seven year Tribulation period when Christ finally does bind the strong man and the demons and deposits them in
the bottomless pit. While it is true that believers are tempted as was Jesus the Messiah, and that we are involved in
spiritual warfare, it is handled in a different way as we will seek to demonstrate later.

The Greek word for "demon" (daimonion) and its related words are used 77 times in the (NT), according to our
sources. All but eleven of these instances occur in the four Gospels. Only seven of these uses are in the Epistles (4
times in 1 Cor. 10:20-21; 1 Tim. 4:1; James 2:19, 3:15). The other four uses occur once in Acts 17:18, and three
times in Revelation (9:20; 16:14; 18:2). A similar use occurs with the phrase "evil/unclean spirits," except that this
phrase is used more in Acts (6 times), but in a way similar to the Gospels. We do not think these occurrences
approach the thinking and practice being taught by many in the deliverance "ministries" of contemporary
Evangelicalism. We are not setting one portion of the NT against another, rather because these two sections are
harmonious, it is instructive that the Epistles do not warn believers to look out for demon possession, nor do they
describe how to become engaged in a deliverance ministry. 

Taking Dominion

Reconstructionist Gary North has described the agenda of the Christian in this present age to be that of gradually
taking back the ground from Satan lost in the fall of Adam. "God is in charge, waiting for His people to challenge
the rulers of the earth and take the steering wheel from them," claims North, "the battle for the earth is currently
going on" (Liberating Planet Earth, pp. 23-24). Dominionists believe that this is taking place right now (Kingdom
Now), before Christ returns. Therefore, we are living in the Kingdom of God and it is up to us to defeat Satan, his
human allies, and to take spiritual and physical dominion. North explains the nature of this process as something
which is to be accomplished "step by step, person by person, nation by nation" (p. 9).

Peretti paints a similar "take dominion" picture in Present -- step by step, demon by demon, Christians can take
over a town for Christ and run them out of town spiritually. Whether spiritually or physically, the principle of
taking dominion generally is the same. However, we believe that the task for believers during this present evil age
is evangelism and Christian living, while "waiting for his Son from heaven, who he raised from the dead, Jesus
who delivers us from the wrath to come" (1 Thes. 1:10), not gradually taking over a town for Christ by rounding up
the demons and running them out of town. The task of taking dominion is often expressed in the deliverance
teachings of binding demons and the Devil to prohibit Satanic influence. 

The Danger of Spiritism

Spiritism is best defined as "the masquerade of demonic forces, who pretend to be departed spirits with the intent
of deceiving through the power of Satan those foolish enough to believe the testimony of demons in preference to
the authority of the Word of God Himself" (The Kingdom of the Cults, pp. 199-200). Since Spiritism involves
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unauthorized communication with demons, this abomination is a very real possibility for those like Peretti who
practice the new spiritual warfare. This approach seems twice as risky in light of the many Biblical warnings for
believers to stay away from these kinds of things (Matt. 7:21-23; 2 Cor. 11:13-15; 2 Thes. 2:1-12; Rev. 9:20-21;
16:13-14; 18:2). 

Direct or Indirect?

It is not that we do not believe that demons are real, or not active. Just the opposite is true! It is because we believe
in their activity that we are concerned about current trends relating to the handling of this problem. The Scripture
warns us of tremendous demonic activity during all of human history, but how does this same Bible tell Christians
to handle it? We believe in an indirect manner rather than a direct approach.

The direct approach was what Christ and the Apostles were engaged in during Messiah's first coming. As noted
above, this was related to his one-time, unique ministry. The direct approach will be implemented during the
Tribulation and at the Second Coming in the future. We believe that a proper understanding of what is going on in
the Gospels and Acts and how it relates to the everyday instructions as outlined in the Epistles is central to this
issue. If one sees the direct approach of Christ as the norm for today, then he will likely be greatly impressed with
the new spiritual warfare, however, at the risk of becoming involved in spiritism. On the other hand, if the Epistles
present the standard, then an indirect approach follows.

The indirect approach would deal with demonic activity in a person's life, whether believer or unbeliever, by
challenging them to follow God's Word in any given area of contention. We call this approach indirect since
demonic influence is sometimes behind a specific problem. However, the specific issues should be dealt with and
God will work behind the scene to take care of the demonic when the subject works on the overt problem.

If you are dealing with an unbeliever, then you preach the gospel to them as you would any unbeliever, since all
unsaved are at the mercy of "the spirit that is now working in the sons of disobedience" (Eph 2:2). There is no
Biblical precedent for having to cast out demons from any sinner before he can be placed in a savable condition
any more than there is for a sinner to make any adjustment in his unsaved state (through psychology, inner healing,
etc.) so he can come to faith in Christ.

When dealing with a believer's problem, the issue of sin should be dealt with directly and God will do the behind
the scenes work. If the problem is lust, then the product of the flesh should be handled the way any sin of the flesh
is to be tackled. One is only asking for trouble by passing the buck and not dealing with the problem for what it
really is. Sins of the flesh cannot be dealt with by labeling the problem as the demon of lust and attempting to
exorcise it. Spiritual warfare as outlined in the Epistles is clear:: (1) recognize that Satan is behind temptation and
false doctrine 
(1 Tim. 3:7, 4:1), (2) flee youthful lusts (2 Tim. 2:22) and (3) stand against Satan through the power of prayer (Eph
6:18). The emphasis is on personal responsibility to overcome sin by asking God for the victory (1 Jn. 5:4), not by
verbal arguments with demons. 

Frank Peretti and the New Spiritual Warfare

Instead of seeing spiritual warfare as it is presented in the Bible, where the devil is fought with the weapons of
prayer, preaching, witness, godly living, and obedience to the Scriptures, Peretti sees himself as a modern-day
exorcist desiring hand-to-hand combat, striking the powers of darkness with dramatic words of authority. This is a
far cry from the picture of the spiritual warfare given by the Apostle Paul in Ephesians 6:10-20. Peretti's concept of
spiritual warfare teeters precariously between the superstitions of medieval Rome and the notions of Eastern, pagan
religions (Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, p. 83). [The foregoing statement was applied by Masters to
charismatic "demonologists" in general; we have specifically applied this teaching to Peretti.] 

If Peretti merely dispensed his flawed (if not heretical) spiritual warfare theology in novels, that would be bad
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enough. But Peretti (an ordained Assemblies of God minister) also travels throughout the country as a regular
conference speaker (presenting "dramatic visual presentation[s] you'll never forget") -- not as a novelist, but as an
expert theologian in what the Bible teaches about true spiritual warfare. But since his teachings are, in reality, based
upon charismatic experiences, not the Bible, true Bible-believing Christians should beware.

*This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Awareness Ministries' report by Robert L. Dean, Jr., and
Thomas Ice ("Frank Peretti and the New Spiritual Warfare," Biblical Perspectives, Vol. II, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1989).
(Biblical Awareness Ministries and its newsletter, Biblical Perspectives, no longer exist.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 6/95
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Frank Peretti
Book Review*

This Present Darkness
The residents of the sleepy college town of Ashton, comfortable in their middle American lifestyle, had no idea that
their community was about to play a significant role in the ages-old battle between the forces of good versus evil. A
malevolent storm was brewing in the nether regions, a storm that would challenge the mightiest of God's angels in
their task to preserve the earth from satanic conquest. And the people of Ashton were to play the major role in
equipping His angels with the power they would need to meet that challenge.

Author Frank E. Peretti weaves a tale of suspense tempered with humor in his book, This Present Darkness, which,
just of late, seems to have surged into popularity since its original release in 1986. Already in its eighth printing
since its debut, This Present Darkness is causing Christians to buzz with excitement at the prospect that they may
have learned something new and of great importance to help them in their own struggles against the spiritual
darkness that pervades the earth.

The premise of Peretti's book is the power of prayer to influence the forces in the spiritual world. When the novel's
chief protagonist, a godly pastor by the name of Hank Busche, discovers a sinister plot to turn Ashton's college into
a bulwark of New Age philosophy, he finds that human effort alone will not stop the advance of this evil. A novice
at prayer, Hank and his wife Mary learn quickly that, unless God intervenes, their very lives are at stake.

Facing discouragement at every turn, set up for a sexual scandal intended to discredit Hank, threatened with death
or worse, the Busches find that they are not alone in the fight. God has other prayer warriors they know nothing
about until the chips are down and the eleventh hour has passed in the plot to turn Whitmore College over to a
political machine steeped in witchcraft.

Behind the political machine is one Alexander Kaseph, holder of interests in multi-billion dollar corporations
working to establish a new world order. Kaseph allows himself to be possessed by "the Strongman," chief of all
demons.

Employed in Kaseph's service is professor of psychology Juleen Langstrat, known to dabble in witchcraft, and a
channeler for one of the Strongman's princes, Ba'al Rafar. Through her wiles, she controls the local sheriff, Alf
Brummel, and other lesser characters embroiled in their sinister plot.

But Kaseph, Langstrat, et al., do not reckon on the power of God to move the hearts of men toward good. Besides
the Busches, Marshall Hogan, editor of the Ashton Clarion, discovers through some top-notch investigative work
that all is not kosher in his quiet little town. With the help of an assistant, Bernice Krueger, he gathers enough
evidence to indict the conspirators, provided he can overcome the superior game-playing that he is up against. And
provided he doesn't get murdered as have others before him who got too nosy.

Peretti's tale braids the story of Ashton's human struggle with the "real" struggle behind the scenes: the spiritual
warfare that controls the destinies of men. Demon spirits, dark, sinister, fierce in their antagonism against God and
man, gather in a brooding cloud of evil, discernible only to other spirits in their realm: God's angels strategically
planted to offset this attack here, that countermove there.

Flailing with swords against forces vastly superior in number, God's angels take their share of blows. A broken
wing, a deep gash in the body, pain from countless injuries incurred during moments of lull in the humans' prayer
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lives. But with every prayer comes a new surge of strength, equipping the angels with the ability to stand against
the strongest demons.

On the other side, lesser demons are terrorized by their superiors, kicked into submission, ridiculed, and abased by
every means available to spirit entities. Tiny demons disappear into puffs of smoke, if not at the hands of God's
angels, then at the behest of their superiors displeased with their lack of performance. And it seems that, no matter
how powerful a demon, there is always one more powerful than he to keep him in place. Jealousy results in a
treasonous act by one demon of high status who is rankled over the impending victory by his hated and abusive
superior.

In the end, the Christians of Ashton -- The "Remnant" -- win the day along with a lot of souls, and keep Whitmore
College free of control by the Strongman.

Peretti's tale is absorbing. It can even be described as positively inspiring. However, it reflects an inaccurate
concept of spiritual warfare and the spirit realm in general.

Let's keep in mind that all we really know about the spirit realm is what Scripture reveals. Anything beyond that is
conjecture. When we fictionalize reality we have a novel. When we fictionalize conjecture we have fantasy. And
that is what we have in This Present Darkness -- a fantasy.

I don't say this to burst the balloons of all those who enjoyed reading This Present Darkness. Nor is it necessarily a
criticism of Peretti's authorship. It's just that because of the success of his book, Peretti is sought after for speaking
engagements on spiritual warfare in churches all across America, especially those predisposed toward dominionism.
It is therefore important that we make a distinction between spiritual warfare based on reality from one based on
fantasy.

As an attempt to depict spiritual warfare using fiction based on conjecture. This Present Darkness may be well-
meaning and entertaining. But if taken as an accurate portrayal of spiritual warfare, it could prove extremely
harmful.

An example of Peretti's warfare in his fantasy is the use of the all-too-common phrase among Christians, "I rebuke
you, Satan," invoked even during prayer. Let's consider this idea of rebuking Satan from the standpoint of reality
(i.e. Scriptural truth).

In the first place, Satan is not omnipresent. He is in a specific locale, most likely the heavenlies, working under the
permission of God to test the hearts of men (Job 1:6-12; 2:1-6). So he probably doesn't even hear our "rebukes."
We see from these same verses he is an angel, a "son of God," who rebelled and drew others (angels, demons, and
men) from allegiance to God. (He continues to draw men away from God. Whether he continues to draw angels is
doubtful.) He has access to earth and goes about as a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour (1 Pe. 5:8).

The point of this is that spiritual warfare does not consist of shot-gunning "rebukes" in the spirit realm. To say, "I
rebuke you, Satan!" is merely to say, "I admonish you, Satan!" For that is what "rebuke" means. It means
"admonish," or "verbally chastise." To verbally chastise Satan does not cause him to cease in action any more than
telling your car, "I rebuke you, car!" causes it to stop at every red light. In order to restrain, or hold back something
(cause it to cease in action) we must take some action (such as apply the brake to stop the car) and the thing we
want stopped will be stopped.

How, then, do we confront Satan's influence in our lives? God's Word is our weapon. By applying it to our life's
situations we destroy the works of the devil. By holding firmly to the truth we overcome evil.

When we see or hear false teaching, we come against it with the truth. When we are tempted, we employ God's
Word: "Resist the devil, and he will flee from you" (James 4:7). Jesus set the example for spiritual warfare by
coming against every challenge with the retort, "it is written," or "Have you not read?". God's Word combined with
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prayer is the offensive weapon in our spiritual armor (Ephesians 6:11-18). Our prayer life can only be as effective
as our knowledge of God's Word enables us to pray with understanding.

The mystical approach of throwing rebukes around has no basis in Scripture. Just the opposite is true. We are not to
rail against principalities and authorities in the spirit realm (Jude 8-9). Jude has some rather unpleasant remarks
concerning the fate of those who rail against spiritual powers. And we can see from His mention of Michael and
the devil that God does not look favorably upon those who rail against any authorities including Satan's. Yet the
Church is filled today with teachers who tell us how they're going to "stomp on the devil." They call him names out
of spite and rail against him as if to demonstrate that they have power over him.

The fact is that we have power over Satan only as long as we believe and act in accordance with God's Word. If we
are acting in the flesh, basing our actions on an erroneous concept of spiritual warfare, Satan will maintain his
influence over us. We can "rebuke" and rail all we want in our attempts to engage in spiritual warfare, but we will
be acting contrary to God's Word. There is no Scriptural teaching, example, or precedent for rebuking Satan. There
is, however, a teaching and an example of turning believers over to Satan for correction (1 Cor. 5:5; 1 Tim. 1:20).

The only areas in which we are commanded to invoke rebukes is against men who are in sin, in error, and/or
prevent the truth of God's Word (Lk. 17:3; 1 Tim. 5:20; 2 Tim. 4:2; Titus 1:13; 2:15). But this is not something we
are to take pleasure in. It must be done in humility, and with fear and trembling, considering our own weaknesses.

In spite of the Word of God to the contrary, many professing Christians go on rebuking rampages against the devil
while refusing to administer correction to false teachers. Yet false teachers, masquerading as ministers of
righteousness (2 Cor. 11:15), comprise the single most destructive element in the Church.

I suspect that our role in spiritual warfare is more mundane than many Christians would like to believe. It's more
appealing to our pride to confront satanic powers than to confront human beings. Besides, we don't have to suffer
the taunts of those whom we confront with their errors if we limit our spiritual warfare to the unseen realm. It's
something else again to confront teachers who spread errors, especially when those teachers have the majority of
the congregation on their side.

Yet, besides Jesus' encounter with the tempter in the desert, the only Scriptural instances of confrontation with
satanic powers were those who manifested themselves through human beings. Even Paul, when troubled by his
"thorn in the flesh," prayed to God to have it removed. It was not removed, but Paul was admonished to trust in the
sufficiency of God's grace (2 Cor. 12:7-9).

Not once in Scripture do we see the apostles confronting spirits except those who manifested themselves in human
agencies. When confronting false teachers, the way in which they rebuked them (and stopped their mouths) was by
challenging them with the Word of God just as Jesus did his enemies. This is our example for when we must
confront false teachers. True, they may go on teaching their errors, but it won't be in our presence or with our silent
permission.

Of course, besides the Word of God, we must employ prayer in our spiritual warfare. But while prayer is one of our
most powerful helps in waging that warfare, it does not work in quite the manner Peretti's book suggests. According
to This Present Darkness, if Christians do not pray, God's angels suffer defeats. There is no Scriptural basis for this
conclusion.

Contrary to Peretti's assumption, prayer is not what gives angels strength; God's power gives them strength. This is
why Michael, while contending for the body of Moses said, "The Lord rebuke thee." Satan works, believe it or not,
at the behest of God. This is amply demonstrated in the book of Job.

Yet our prayers are important to demonstrate to God our recognition of the need for His power in our lives. Prayer
demonstrates humility provided it is tempered with our desire for God's will to be done regardless of the
consequences to us personally. Many pray for their own wills to be done thinking that, because their will is in line
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with some perceived "good," it is acceptable to God.

Those of the mindset reflected in Peretti's concept of prayer, credit Daniel's prayers with giving "Gabriel" his power
to overcome the prince of Persia. But if we examine these passages of Scripture in Daniel 10, we'll see that Daniel's
prayers were merely for an understanding of future events that would befall God's people. They were not for
victory over adversity (Dan. 10:12-14).

Daniel was not praying for the defeat of the prince of Persia. But the angel, in his conflict with that prince, could
not be sent to Daniel until he had completed that task, which took twenty-one days (verse 13). The angel's power to
defeat the prince of Persia did not depend upon Daniel's prayers. More importantly, the purpose of that prince's
defeat was to allow another prince to arise to power -- the prince of Grecia. Daniel did not pray for the prince of
Grecia to be given power. He only prayed for an understanding of the future events revealed to him in visions and
dreams.

There is no doubt that Satan's forces are organized into principalities and powers (Eph. 6:10-12), probably of varied
strengths. But there is no evidence, as suggested by Peretti's book, that they fight among themselves. On the
contrary, Jesus' answer to the Pharisees who accused Him of casting out devils by the power of Satan indicated that
Satan is not so foolish as to allow his kingdom to be divided against itself (Matt. 12:20-28). Since Scripture does
not indicate any infighting among Satan's forces, the best that can be said of Peretti's descriptions of such infighting
is that it is amusing conjecture.

As far as satanic dominion over geographic areas is concerned, the only Scriptural reference to such dominion is in
Daniel 10. There we are told only that there was a prince of Persia whom an angel (commonly believed to be
Gabriel, but possibly the preincarnate Word of God [verses 5 and 6]) fought with the aid of Michael in order to
make room for the coming prince of Grecia (verses 12-20). Notice from these verses that God's angels did not
eliminate evil government, but merely worked to replace one world power with another according to God's will.

Evidently there are spirit princes of earthly kingdoms, at least over those predominant during their allotted time.
But whether or not there are specific princes over each country, state or province, county, city, community, social
institution, business, church, individual, or other entities, Scripture does not reveal. What happened to the prince of
Persia after his defeat to make way for the prince of Grecia? There may be satanic forces assigned to these areas,
but how many, and what their strengths are, no one can know for certain.

Other areas that mark This Present Darkness as fantasy are female angels, baby angels, pipsqueak demons, angels
with wings (some may have them, we don't know that they all do), and the portrayal of demonic spirits in charge of
hell. All these notions are elements of pagan mythology and have no basis in Biblical reality. If such things do
exist, there is not Scriptural evidence for them. And as far as Satan and his demons ruling in hell, that's strictly out
of Dante's Inferno, gleaned from pagan mythology as well. Satan in not in control of hell, God is.

Readers of This Present Darkness should keep these things in mind so they won't be misled into thinking that
Peretti's concept of spiritual warfare is Scriptural. That is not to say that no elements of his writing are Scriptural;
some are. But if his book must be read, keep in mind that it is a fantasy. Three hundred seventy-seven pages of
fantasy. Long reading that would be better spent in the Word of God learning the true aspects of spiritual warfare.

*This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 6/88 Media Spotlight Special Report -- "This Present
Darkness: Spiritual Warfare -- Fact or Fantasy?"; by Albert James Dager.

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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Dennis Rainey
General Teachings/Activities

-  In 1976, Campus Crusade for Christ began "Family Ministry" to provide pre-marriage seminars for its staff
members, and later branched into married staff couples marriage seminars. Family Ministry was "spun-off" in 1976;
it is now called "FamilyLife" (headed by Dennis and Barbara Rainey). The Raineys opened the "FamilyLife
Marriage Conference" to the public in 1978. In 2002, the Raineys held more than 100 FamilyLife Marriage
Conferences (weekends) in almost every major city in America. (FamilyLife Seminars are abbreviated versions of
FamilyLife's full weekend, hotel-based marriage and parenting conferences. While the material is the same, some
sessions have been shortened and combined to accommodate the Friday night and all day Saturday seminar
format.)  In 1999, the "I Still Do" one-day (8-hour) seminar series was launched—seven of these are scheduled for
2003. (See details below of a 2002 "I Still Do" conference held in Chicago.)

Since 1976, more than one million people have attended FamilyLife conferences and even more have used its
materials, offering "the tools needed to build strong homes." FamilyLife's 30-minute daily radio program,
"FamilyLife Today" (winner of the NRB Radio Program Producer of the year award for 1995) can be heard on
hundreds of "Christian" radio stations nationwide, "providing practical, biblical answers to the issues couples and
families face." FamilyLife also airs a 90-second daily "Real FamilyLife" program, as well as a 30-minute weekend
"FamilyLife This Week" program. (Source: 12/02, FamilyLife Internet Website.)

-  Dennis and Barbara Rainey became best known for their 1980s book Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem, a
thoroughly self-oriented book that built on the psychological teachings of the self-love/self-esteem movement,
popularized in the professing church by such pop psychology notables as James Dobson and Josh McDowell. In
1995, Nelson Publishers printed a revised edition titled The New Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem (1995:Nelson,
191 pp.). It was endorsed by Josh McDowell ("… Dennis and Barbara Rainey have the most practical answers you
could ever want."; Howard Hendricks ("… has proven to be a professional uplift to strengthen the foundations of
our homes."; and Max Lucado ("I readily add my name to the growing list of people impacted by the ministry of
Dennis Rainey. Give heed to his heart—you'll be glad you did.").

The Raineys have also recorded an 8-tape audio series—"Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem: 10 Building Blocks":  

"Self-esteem is either the crippler or the completer of a marriage … If couples don't learn to base their
self-esteem on God's Word, they will develop an unhealthy concept of themselves and each other. …
In this 8 tape series, you'll learn how to: Communicate unconditional acceptance; Put the past in proper
perspective; Plant positive words; Give your mate the freedom to fail; Be a partner pleaser; Keep life
manageable; and Live with purpose." (Source: 12/02, FamilyLife Internet Website.)

Evidence of the Rainey's continued commitment to psychology is their offering of books (on the FamilyLife
website) by Freudian psychologists H. Norman Wright, James Dobson, Steve Arterburn, and Dan Allender (the
latter a Larry Crabb-trained psychologist). 

-  Wherever social ills are decried, the "dysfunctional" marriage and family are implicated as causative, and
"happy" marriages and "strong" families are then described as curative. Accordingly, the building of these ill-
defined entities has become a major individual, local, national, and international objective. Marriage and family
have come to dominate the airwaves and printed pages of so-called Christian media. They are the most common
subjects of "Christian" seminars and conferences. Their popularity has even spawned a new form of "Christian"
conferencing, the "road show," in which a conference is scheduled to play in various cities across the country,
featuring a cast of popular "Christian" speakers and entertainers in a "get-away-from-it-all" atmosphere that
combines teaching, entertainment, fun, food, shopping, and excitement. 
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The secular psychological self-improvement seminars have now fully evolved into "Christianized" psychological
self-improvement seminars, presented as road shows moving around the country or as national simulcast events
down-linked to churches. The amount of psychology and secular self-help ideas vary from speaker to speaker. but
are an integral part of these conferences. Two medical doctors describe a FamilyLife conference (a "ministry" of
Dennis and Barbara Rainey) they attended in Chicago titled "I still Do," which lists sixteen well-known speakers
for an eight-city tour with thousands attending. Highlights from this one-day conference follow: 

(a) On 8/24/02, several thousand married professing Christian couples attended "I still Do"—"A Life
Changing One-Day Conference for Couples" at the United Center, home of the Chicago Bulls. The "I
still Do" conference was billed by its producer and director, Dennis Rainey, as "an important step
toward improving your marriage … a fun, romantic, bonding experience with your spouse." Its four
guest speakers were to help attendees "understand the significance of [their] marriage vows … unlock
the secrets to romance and intimacy … improve communication … aspire and endeavor to make your
marriage last a lifetime." "FamilyLife," the "Leader in Marriage Conferences," produced this
conference, which was one of many scheduled across the country. The superbly organized and upbeat
format featured five popular "Christian" speakers, what was called praise and worship, special music
by a popular country-western singer, and a resource center featuring innumerable "how to" books by
the speakers and other authors, in addition to a host of other products somehow related to marriage.

(b) The opening speaker was popular pastor, radio, and conference speaker, Alistair Begg. Although
starting out well (from a Biblical standpoint), Begg left the misleading impression that our relationship
with God is important, but subservient to the ultimate goal of building a strong marriage.

The second speaker was Paul Sheppard, "senior pastor and musician," radio speaker, and conference
leader "in constant demand." The gospel was presented as something that works to create "harmony" in
marriage. Couples "need Christ and his body for their family." He emphasized the duty of the husband
to sacrifice "whatever" to meet the needs of the wife, to love her "supremely," to make the marriage
"spicy," to "cover" her faults instead of "criticizing." He said that God would call the husband to
account for everything that happens in the marriage, but did not mention the wife's responsibility before
God for her own sin.

The third speaker was Gary Chapman, popular author, "pastor and educator" who "delivers keen,
memorable insights on marriage." He spoke humorously on how to "rediscover emotional love in
marriage," by which he apparently meant the kind of starry-eyed emotions experienced by young
couples during pre-marital dating. Predictably for his address, he reviewed his best-selling book, The
Five Love Languages (similar to the "love language" nonsense taught by Gary Smalley). As a bonus
for this conference, he added seven steps to solve conflict (only two had Scriptural references). He
informed the audience: "… you don't have any conflicts that cannot be resolved" with these seven
steps. 

The fourth speaker was Les Parrott, "co-director of the Center for Relationship Development at Seattle
Pacific University," who teaches "the basics of good relationships through seminars and marriage
mentoring." Parrott drew his thoroughly secular advice from Yale University psychologist Robert
Sternberg, who understands marriage as a triangle of passion, intimacy, and commitment. Accordingly,
Parrott spoke of a wife's "undeniable need to be cherished" and of a husbands "undeniable need for
sex," while offering numerous techniques to satisfy those "needs." In his entire 50-minute presentation,
there was only one brief reference to Scripture, and that was from a paraphrased version of the Bible.

Dennis Rainey closed the show with an address calling for a "statement on behalf of marriage and
family." He offered five techniques to prevent divorce and called for spouses to "come forward" and
pick up a "rose of reconciliation" for their spouse. Each attending couple was given a large "Our
Marriage Covenant" document to sign, frame, and hang on the wall to "leave a legacy of Christ-
centered love" for future generations to see.
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(c) The message of the "I still Do" conference can be summarized in its title (in bold): I, in my own
strength and employing whatever techniques and methods psychology has to offer, still do have the
power to achieve and maintain a happy marriage. Sigmund Freud would have loved this conference. He
would have been pleased to see that it has taken little more than a century for his doctrines that he
concocted to take priority over Scripture, even within the professing Christian church. Freud boldly
rejected Christ and ridiculed Scripture's teaching of original sin. He taught that people have problems
with thinking, feeling, or behaving (and problems in marriage) because of past traumatic experiences.
For Freud, the solution to those problems comes via informed or insightful self-effort. Usually a
therapist or some special guidance is required. To him, the measure of psychological maturity or
"success" was personal pleasure, the fulfillment of sensual "needs." The Freudian paradigm rejected
any notion of original sin, conviction of sin, the counsel and guidance of the Holy Spirit, the
transforming work of God in the life of a believer, and the Christian life purposed in faithful service to
a redeeming, holy God.

(d) With the exception of Alistair Begg's opening remarks, there was essentially no mention of the
fallen state of man, his sinful nature, his absolute need for salvation, or the sin-corrupted nature of his
reasoning and resolve. Problems in marriage were presented simply as errors of technique, and the
ultimate goal in marriage was presented as sensual satisfaction. Conflict in marriage was not presented
as the expected result of individual sin in a marriage partner. There was no suggestion of: "From
whence come wars and fightings among you? come they not hence, even of your lusts that war in your
members? Ye lust, and have not: ye kill, and desire to have, and cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet ye
have not, because ye ask not" (James 4:1,2). There was no mention of the need for confession of sin,
repentance, forgiveness, or bearing with one another. The attendees were assumed to be good people
making errors in marriage due to ignorance of proper technique.

(e) "I still Do" was sold as a Christian conference for Christian couples. Although there was initial
reference to the importance of faith and salvation, one speaker after another made it clear that the real
value of Christianity was its pragmatic use as a step toward the higher goal of a happy marriage. This
kind of thinking is common and seemingly acceptable in Christianity today. Forgiveness is valuable
because it reduces blood pressure. Families that "pray together stay together" and supposedly have
fewer children in prison because they have stayed together. "Religiousness" is associated with
"healthier" responses to disaster. God is presented as a means to an end in contrast to Scripture's clear
presentation of God as the beginning and the end. God was surely made for us, rather than us for Him
(Col. 1:16). Christianity is presented as "useful" and its value as practical. The Christian is seen as an
eager consumer of the benefits of the Christian faith rather than as an eager servant loving that
Redeemer who first loved him.

(f) The emphasis on "I" was profound throughout the conference. Each individual husband and wife
were assumed to be able to accomplish their assigned tasks to achieve a "happy marriage." Failure was
never attributed to the fallen nature, but rather to error in technique or to insufficient information and
tools. This was a "do it yourself" Christian couples conference. All of the speakers supported this
approach to solving problems in marriage. The last three speakers made little or no reference to
Scripture and drew their advice from popular counseling psychology. In so doing, they left the
audience with the impression that God's Word is insufficient for godliness in marriage and family.
There was not a hint of II Peter 1:3-4 which says: "According as his divine power hath given unto us
all things that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to
glory and virtue: Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye
might be partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through
lust. And beside this, giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge."

(g) Nearly all the "tips and recommendations" were drawn from the world of psychology, motivational
dynamics, conflict resolution theory, and the personal experience and fascinating anecdotes of the
speakers. Even though the advice had a show of wisdom (Col. 2:23), it lacked the spiritual power
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necessary for real change (i.e., for sanctification). It would seem that the enthusiastic attendees were
largely taken captive "through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ" (Col. 2:8).

Scripture does not teach that righteousness comes about by self-effort. Attendees were not pointed
toward the Lord; they were pointed toward self and lists of things they should and supposedly could
do. Righteousness was not considered to be an issue and was certainly not the goal. The attendees
therefore left with lengthy lists, a diploma, and a sense of self-empowerment with the goal being a
"happy marriage."

Passages like Ephesians 5:22-33, Colossians 3:18-21, and 1 Peter 3:1-7 tell believers what our conduct
in marriage should be. But these are not lists of methods or techniques; they are fruits of the Spirit
working within the believer. These are not skills that can be purchased from the psychological self-help
marketplace. They come about as we are transformed by the Holy Spirit as we obediently and
gratefully "seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God" and
"mortify [your] members which are upon the earth," that part of our earthly nature that seeks self-
gratification (Col. 3:1, 5).

(h) Throughout the conference there was repeated reference to the necessity of fulfilling "needs."
Attendees were encouraged to fulfill the needs of their spouses, but it seemed always for their own gain
rather than for the glory of God. These "needs" were entirely romantic, erotic, and decidedly selfish.
Scripture tells us that the real need for each one of us is the removal of the wrath of God resting upon
us because of our sin (Phil. 3:8-16; Matt. 16:24-26; Luke 18:28-30). When atonement for sin has been
made, we are then called to mortify (put to death) that part of us that seeks to gratify the self. A
conference that validates psychology's so-called hierarchy of needs contradicts the clear Biblical truth
that Christ came to redeem us from the enslavement to such "needs." For before salvation we were all
enslaved to "serving divers lusts and pleasures" (Titus 3:3).

(i) The attendees were left with the impression that a "happy" marriage and a "strong" family are the
ultimate goals of the Christian life. At no time were Christian couples encouraged to pour out their
lives for anyone but themselves. With this kind of teaching from those we call "Christian" leaders, it
should not be surprising that hospitality, neighborliness, and authentic witnessing to "strangers" has
disappeared from the life of the church. Who has time for such when "date night," "sex night," "re-
igniting the fire in the bedroom night," "just sit on the couch looking at each other," "quality time," and
"family night" increasingly fill the calendar of committed "I still Do'ers!" The Word of God in
complacency-jarring hyperbole teaches a different priority: "And a man's foes shall be they of his own
household" (Matt. 10:36); and "If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife,
and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke
14:26).

(j) An even more fundamental concern about Rainey's "I still Do" conference is the message that God
depends upon the methods and efforts of man to accomplish His purposes. Scripture teaches us
repeatedly that when man turns to his own methods to accomplish even what he believes are God's
highest goals, his efforts are not only fruitless, but are condemned by God. (Abram's attempt to fulfill
God's covenant via Hagar produced no godly fruit. Isaac prayed to the Lord for twenty years before a
barren Rebekah became pregnant with Esau and Jacob. Meanwhile, Ishmael had already produced
twelve sons.) The Lord's ways are not our ways. (Joseph's brothers tried to kill him; yet the names of
those twelve boys from that "dysfunctional family" will be written on the gates of the eternal Jerusalem
[Rev. 21:12]. John the Baptist was born to a doubting old Zechariah and his barren old Elizabeth.)

Summary: This conference is characteristic of many large Christian conferences, which are highly advertised,
well-attended, and multi-citied or simulcast, with big name speakers who are to deliver on all kinds of direct and
implied promises regarding how to better one's life, marriage, and family. While well-intended, these conferences
incorporate psychology and self-help principles and practices mixed with Christianity. Some speakers promote
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psychological self-help ideas with little or no Scripture. Others, whether trained in psychology and it's solutions to
life's problems or not, mix it with Scripture and, thus, promote a psychological self-help gospel, unaware that they
are devaluing God's Word.  

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Dennis Rainey is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement, as evidenced by his speaking at their men's conferences and by his writing numerous daily "devotionals"
(encouraging such unbiblical practices as journaling and women leadership) for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men
of Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer"). 

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included were:
Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul
Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great
sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)."
This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr.
20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500
"evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/ Host Committee for this event included most of those listed above,
plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson,
Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A
third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee included Max
Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise
Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held
every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade.)]
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Pat Robertson
General Teachings/Activities

-  Pat Robertson (circa. 1930) was Chairman of the Board of the cable network "The Family Channel" (TFC),
which was founded by the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) of Virginia Beach, Virginia. He was also
president of the political action group Christian Coalition. Robertson is the son of a United States senator. He
graduated from the Yale University Law School and the New York Theological Seminary, and briefly attended the
University of London. Pat Robertson has a mammoth media, educational, and legal empire with an estimated value
of a billion dollars. These enterprises work hand in hand to further Robertson's agenda. Robertson's message is
carried daily on the "700 Club" talk/news program, via his (now private, for profit) Family Channel, broadcast on
almost 10,000 cable systems and reaching some 68 million homes.

The "700 Club," founded by CBN (1977), was funded substantially with monies contributed by CBN donors.
Robertson, who piously touts the importance of moral integrity, has yet to answer for the millions that found their
way into his pockets in early May of 1992, when he and his son sold public shares in TFC. The network changed its
name to the Family Channel in 1989. To protect the tax-exempt status of CBN, Pat Robertson and his son, Tim,
spun off the Family Channel in 1990, legally separating it from CBN. In 1992, the Robertsons sold shares of stock
for the Family Channel, which resulted in a payoff of over $500 million for CBN. The Robertsons also owned a
block of stock. Regeant University, founded by Robertson, has on its sprawling campus a journalism school and
law school. Regeant receives funding from Coors beer through the Coors Foundation. 

Robertson lives on the top of a Virginia mountain, in a huge mansion with a private airstrip. He owns the Ice
Capades, a small hotel, diamond mines (in Zaire), a vitamin company (Kalo Vita) involved in a multi-level
marketing scheme along the lines of Amway, and until recently, International Family Entertainment, parent
company of the Family Channel (see below) -- all estimated to be worth between $150-200 million. How does a
televangelist, who is supposedly involved in non-profit work, manage to create such a fortune for himself? One
thing is known for sure, Robertson's numerous private business interests have at times pushed their expenses onto
the tax-exempt, religious interests of CBN. For example, Robertson was caught using CBN money and equipment
to aid his diamond mining operation -- a double good deal for Pat, seeing as he employed people in Zaire for
ridiculously low wages, and managed to use CBN's infrastructure to cut costs even more. In looking at Robertson's
businesses, one is struck by the constant use of non-profit, donor money to fund his schemes. (For documentation
of this and more, see Rob Boston's book entitled The Most Dangerous Man in America?: Pat Robertson and the
Rise of the Christian Coalition.)

-  On 6/11/97, Pat Robertson announced his departure as president of the Christian Coalition and the Christian
Broadcasting Network (CBN). On the same day, Robertson, along with his son , Tim, struck a megadeal with
media baron Rupert Murdoch for the sale of International Family Entertainment (IFE), parent company of the
Family Channel, for $1.9 billion. In addition, CBN agreed to sell its more than 3.8 million shares of stock in IFE to
Murdoch for $136.1 million. (Robertson remains active in both organizations.) The deal enabled Murdoch to take
over the Family Channel's cable television audience for his subsidiary, Fox Kids Worldwide. Murdoch intends to
transform the Family Channel, which is the ninth-largest cable television network in America, into a network of
children's programming that will compete with Time Warner's Cartoon Network and Viacom's Nickelodeon. Under
the terms of the sale, Fox Kids is required to continue carrying The 700 Club, which Robertson cohosts, at 10am
Eastern time weekdays, and to keep rebroadcasts on at 10pm. Also benefiting from the deal was Regeant
University, the graduate school Robertson established in 1977 as CBN University. Having agreed to sell its 4.2
million shares in IFE for $147.5 million, Regeant's total endowment will rise to $276.5 million, making it one of the
100 most highly endowed universities in the country.  

Robertson has relinquished day-to-day operations of his eight-year-old grassroots political organization, the
Christian Coalition, but he has become board chair, a new position. Don Hodel, 62, a secretary of Energy and
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Interior in the Reagan administration, succeeded Robertson as president and chief executive. He is a former board
member and executive vice president of Focus on the Family. Pat and Tim Robertson, along with Tele-
Communications Inc. founder John Malone, formed IFE in 1990 to buy out the Family Channel from CBN after the
network's profitability threatened the ministry's tax-exempt status. While CBN programming originally had been
heavy with Christian shows, The 700 Club wound up as the only overtly "Christian" show on the Family Channel
schedule. (Source: 7/14/97, Christianity Today.)

-  Until the mid-1980s, Robertson was known to his television viewers as a Southern Baptist preacher and
Pentecostal who claimed to speak in tongues and publicly divert hurricanes through the power of prayer. When he
ran for the Republican presidential nomination in 1988, however, he abruptly resigned his ordination, insisted that
he was merely a media executive, and grew testy when anyone referred to him as a televangelist. During his
campaign, he was forced to concede that he had exaggerated his educational background, that he had failed the bar
exam, and that he had fudged the date of his marriage to conceal the fact that his first child had been conceived out
of wedlock. (Reported in the 5/25/92 issue of Christian News.)

-  What does Pat Robertson believe concerning the inerrancy and inspiring of God's Word? On 6/1/78, Robertson
stated on a 700 Club program: 

"Anything coming through man is contaminated to some extent. Therefore, since the Bible came
through man, there must be some errors in it. So, we must never equate the Bible with the perfect
Jesus." (Emphasis added.) 

This is modernistic unbelief! (cf. 2 Pe 1:20-21). In 1985, Robertson also made statements such as: "The Bible is not
a science textbook," and "The only thing perfect in the universe is God Himself." [As of 11/00, we have no
evidence that Robertson has amended these views.]

-  In October of 1989, Robertson started the Christian Coalition (CC) to stand against the National Endowment for
the Arts and to promote Christian values in the political arena (i.e., "... to give Christians a voice in their
government again ... [seeking] to reverse the moral decay that threatens our nation by training Christians for
effective political action and getting more Christians involved in influencing public policy"). Robertson has also
stated that the Coalition's purpose is to "restore Godly principles and Godly people to all centers of influence, from
the school house to the White House." The plan was to contact all churches and train Christians (including "pro-life
Catholics") to be effective in the political arena and assist in voter registration. (Quoted from a 9/92 fund raising
letter from CC.) The Christian Coalition's main activity is to distribute voter guides in election years (depicting
candidates' positions on the issues) -- 70 million were distributed for the year 2000 election. 

That the Christian Coalition is a big-time political action organization cannot be questioned. It has organized
seminars throughout the country to train more than 5,000 evangelicals in how to succeed in local politics,
particularly by capturing school board seats and influencing local education policies. It has full-time lobbyists in
Washington. Each year numerous "Christian Action Training Schools" are held across the country; 2-day
workshops at $35 per person to teach activists how to shape public policy, run grass-roots organizations, elect
candidates who say they represent "Christian values," and run for offices ranging from school board to Congress.
(See the Christian Coalition Congressional Scorecard.)

[The Christian Coalition is not as new as it would appear. It came into being as a spin-off from Robertson's 1981
organization, The Freedom Council. Robertson was not successful with The Freedom Council. In 10/86, in the
midst of an IRS audit, the organization was dissolved. It appeared that The Freedom Council had abused its tax-
exempt status.]

-  In 1990, Robertson started the American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal
counsel for Christians in battle with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio
prosecutor Keith Fournier, a charismatic Catholic activist and former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the
Roman Catholic (Franciscan) University of Steubenville in Ohio. Fournier has authored Evangelical Catholics, a
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book which is a plea for Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic
endeavor" that will "evangelize" the world by the year 2000." Fournier, speaking of Robertson and others in
Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my
church and a thawing in what had been hard ice in the past." 

Jay Sekulow serves as the ACLJ's  general counsel. The ACLJ absorbed Concerned Women for America's legal
staff when CWA disbanded that aspect of its work. Sekulow boasts of having SWAT teams, which he defines as
"spiritual warfare assault teams," to defend religious liberty and fight anti-Christian bigotry. Using leased and
chartered jets, lawyers from the ACLJ's Virginia Beach headquarters leave at a moment's notice to defend its
agenda anywhere in the nation. The ACLJ staff includes 17 full-time lawyers and more than 500 affiliated lawyers.
The ACLJ's main office occupies the fourth floor of Regeant University in Virginia Beach. There are regional
offices in Atlanta, Mobile, Phoenix, Nashville, and New Hope, Kentucky (a suburb of Louisville -- this office
handles most of the ACLJ's anti-abortion cases), as well as a legislative office in Washington, DC. (Source: The
Freedom Writer). 

The ACLJ poses a danger that outweighs whatever beneficial purposes it might have -- a danger that should
labeled: LEGAL ECUMENISM. The potential danger in the ACLJ is the ecumenical overtones and ecumenical bait
being dangled before the legally-needy believer. Professing fundamentalists must be extremely careful in the future,
that in their desire to retain/regain constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, they are not conned into an ecumenical
mesh from which they will be unable to extract themselves. Those who in the future accept the assistance of the
ACLJ may discover that they could wind up regaining/maintaining the right to publicly exercise a faith which they
no longer possess, that faith having been lost in an ecumenical planning for legal justice (11/92, Fundamentalist
Digest).

These political arms (CC and ACLJ) of Robertson's ministry are unbiblical because they facilitate the bringing
together of many different denominations under the guise of encouraging conservative political action on the part of
those who hold so-called traditional Christian values. This is the same false philosophy held by Jerry Falwell's
Moral Majority (now defunct) that America can be helped politically and religiously by disobeying the plain
commands of God's Word that forbid fellowship with those who preach a false gospel, no matter how good their
political intentions may be. Fighting for religious liberty does not justify forging ecumenical ties!

-  Regeant University (formerly CBN University) was founded by Robertson. Known for its liberal arts and law
courses, it also boasts of a psychological counseling department that literally denies the sufficiency of Scripture:

"It is exciting to be a counselor or psychologist as we approach a new millennium. We are in an age of
technology, but technology has not resolved the basic problems of the human condition. With a
mission to family, church, and community, the School of Counseling and Human Services offers an
opportunity to be a leader in a still-emerging field. The challenge to the Christian mental health
professional is to synergize personal faith with practice in public, private, academic, and corporate
arenas [otherwise known as the integration of psychology and the Bible.] Our master’s program alumni
work in educational and mental health offices across the country and internationally. Our doctoral
program in clinical psychology is the only evangelical program of its kind on the East Coast. Today's
students are tomorrow's leaders in helping people and organizations make sense out of the strife and
chaos of modern life through understanding, healing, reconciliation, and faith. (Source: Rosemarie
Scotti Hughes, Ph.D., Dean of the Regeant School of Counseling and Human Services.)

Some "unique" features of the school, as described by Regeant are: "Integration of Judeo-Christian principles into
the curriculum and programs; a clinic to train students in the practice of counseling and psychology practice as well
as to conduct research on the efficacy of Christian counseling; cooperative ventures with other schools at Regeant,
such as law and education, in programs for families, churches, and the larger community; and curriculum
established to meet national accrediting standards and state licensure" (10/00, Regeant University web site). You
can pick up the catalogue of any secular university's psychology department, and its course descriptions would not
vary from the godless courses found at Regeant.
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-  Robertson supports and encourages participation in acts of civil disobedience, such as Randall Terry's Operation
Rescue. (Robertson wrote one of the forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue.) Although there are numerous
cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of forcing an ungodly society to
obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social upheaval, and thereby pressure
governments into changing the abortion laws, Robertson's philosophy seems to be the same as Operation Rescue's -
- "the end justifies the means."

-  In July of 1999, Pat Robertson's CBN joined Tyndale House Publishers in launching a $7 million advertising
campaign to promote "The Book," an edition of the The New Living Bible. Called the largest, most expensive book
promotion in the history of America (7/26/99, Christian News), the ad campaign used prime-time television
commercials, billboards, Internet promotions, and celebrity endorsements. The ads for "The Book" featured hiphop
(rap) and country-western music. One advertising jingle has Smokey Robinson and Andrae Crouch singing, "Rock
me, shock me, turn me, change me, set me free, show me what it has for me, take me to The Book." This is a
mockery of the things of God. Those who turn to "God" through such worldly methodology and message turn to a
false god and a false Christianity. The God of the Bible is not worldly cool and does not "dig" wicked rock music.
[Ads also feature such worldly comedians and musicians as Sinbad, Charlie Daniels, Chaka Khan, and Naomi Judd.
Sinbad tells vile, off-colored jokes and is completely at home with the wicked Las Vegas crowd and then promotes
the Bible. What confusion! Country/bluegrass musician Charlie Daniels has produced 29 albums, two of them
"Christian." An interview with Daniels in the Huntsville Times ([Alabama]) quoted him using profanity.] (Source:
FBIS, 7/29/99.)

-  Robertson endorsed Catholic-sympathizer Chuck Colson's 1993 book, The Body: Being Light in Darkness (which
was also endorsed by Jerry Falwell, J.I. Packer, Bill Hybels, Jack Hayford, Carl Henry, and Cardinal O'Connor).
Colson, ever ecumenical, praises the Catholic chain of command, and includes the Catholic Church as a part of the
body of Christ. He also said, "the body of Christ, in all its diversity, is created with Baptist feet, charismatic hands,
and Catholic ears -- all with their eyes on Jesus." In blindly praising the Roman Catholic Church Colson says it, "to
its great credit, does call heretics to account. Indeed she does, having burned more than a million at the stake!"
(4/93, Berean Call).

-  "Mother" Teresa was featured, together with other famous professing Christians, in an award-winning television
special entitled "Don't ask me, ask God." Hosted in 1984 by Pat Robertson, and broadcast on 150 television outlets
as well as CBN, the first airing had more than 15 million viewers and ranked as one of the top five television
specials of the season. (Reported in Is Mother Teresa a True Christian?, by David W. Cloud, pp. 5-6.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the
declaration were initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former Lutheran clergyman
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion
and Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about
Christian faith and mission." It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to
aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact), and even confessed
their past sins against unity. 

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
Charismatic Movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for
example]. In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that
the parties can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document, including Protestants J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, John White (of
NAE), Bill Bright (of Campus Crusade), Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
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"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, Robertson and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake! 

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I.
Packer, all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C.
Sproul, John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized
them for signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal
with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but
has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any
form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no
better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I
stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit
or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC
among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John
Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado,
Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald
Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were
hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford, Steven Strang, and Bruce Wilkinson.] 

However ignorant Robertson and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to
its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ) never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith). But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based
on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Robertson's endorsement of ECT and EC was not much of a surprise in light of his 1992 exhortation to his 700
Club audience: "It's high time the 50 million evangelicals and the 40 million Roman Catholics get together and say
'Look, Christian bashing is over. We're not going to put up with it in America'" (11/19/92). Later in the year of
Robertson's ECT endorsement (early in October of 1994), Roman Catholic Bishop Walter Sullivan was allowed to
celebrate mass for Regeant's Catholic lawyers and law students. After the service, Sullivan said that homosexuals
are genetically predisposed to their sexual orientation and must endure their sinful tendencies. Some students
complained to Regeant Pres. Terry Lindvall, but he defended the school's decision (12/15/94, Calvary Contender).

-  Robertson also had a seat of honor at the Mass during Pope John Paul II's 10/7/95 visit to New York. He also
marched at the head of an ecumenical procession to the papal altar and was seated with Protestant, Orthodox, and
evangelical leaders . He said his meeting with the Pontiff was "very warm" and, through a personal letter hand-
delivered to the pope, pledged to work for Christian unity between evangelicals and Catholics. Robertson called the
pope "a humble and caring servant of the Lord." He said: "I believe the time has come where he must lay aside
minor differences and focus on the common ground of our faith in the lord Jesus Christ." Robertson said of the
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pope: "He's got great humility and spirituality …" The New York Times reported Robertson saying: "We all admire
the Holy Father tremendously. We all want to build bridges with the Catholic Church." (Source: 12/1/95, Calvary
Contender.) In his 1993 book, The Turning Tide, Robertson said (p. 279): "Pope John Paul II stands like a rock
against all opposition in his clear enunciation of the foundational principles of the Christian faith." All this is
spiritual blindness. How can Robertson say the Pope enunciates the foundational principles of the Christian faith
when he perverts the very gospel? Is the gospel not foundational!

-  In the 2/27/86 issue of the Catholic publication Wanderer was an interview with Robertson. When asked about
the supposed miracles that have occurred at the Mary shrine at Lourdes, Robertson gave this amazing reply: "I
understand there have been some tremendous healings. ... Again, the nice thing is that so many Roman Catholics
believe in miracles. They believe in a God who answers prayer. Miracles are part of the warp and woof of the
Church." Does Pat Robertson really believe that it is acceptable to pray to Mary for healing and to set up shrines in
her honor? (Source: 5/31/00, FBIS.)

-  Robertson has exhibited many charismatic tendencies over the years. On his 700 Club television programs, he has
on more than one occasion peered into the camera, and as if he could see into peoples' living rooms, describing
people who are being healed at that very moment. On a program during the summer of 1976, Robertson was
interviewing charismaniac Marvin Ford, who told about his experience of dying, going to heaven, and then
returning! Ford claimed the necktie he was wearing that day retained the aroma of heaven. He kept it so that
whenever he wanted to refresh his memory of that experience, he simply sniffed the tie. (Reported in Charismatic
Chaos, pp. 27-28.)

-  Robertson, like most charismatics, claims to receive additional revelation from God, and on a regular and
consistent basis. In fact, he even claims that God speaks to him in an audible voice. He also apparently considers
himself a prophet. But on several occasions, he has made prophecies which did not come to pass. For example, he
predicted the Tribulation would take place in 1982, then again in 1984 (cf. Deut. 18:22). Robertson says God gave
him a mission in July of 1977, not to be a religious leader, but to be an educator who would influence the very
center of our culture -- "from God's perspective." He also claimed that God chose him "to usher in the coming of
My Son."

-  Robertson also has bought into the "name it and claim it"/"Word-Faith" movement, which sees faith as an
immutable, impersonal "law" that, like gravity or the laws of thermodynamics, rules the universe -- a principle that
works regardless of who is exercising it, or for what purpose it is exercised. When asked if the laws of the
Kingdom work, even for non-Christians, Robertson wrote: "Yes. These are not just Christian and Jewish ... The
laws of God work for anybody who will follow them. The principles of the Kingdom apply to all of creation."
(Emphasis added.) Applied to the "law" of faith, that reasoning means all who claim a blessing without doubting
can have whatever they claim -- whether they are Christians or not! (Pat Robertson, Answers to 200 of Life's Most
Probing Questions [Nashville: Nelson, 1984], p. 271.)

Going one step further than your average Word-Faith charismatic, Robertson also said that, "Spirit controls matter
... The mind is the ultimate conduit of the spirit. In other words, when you confess blessing, favor, victory, and
success, those things will come to you." Further, those who remain ill or poverty-stricken demonstrate they have
"failed to grasp the points we have been making" or are "not living according to the major principles," which
Robertson refers to as "laws of prosperity." Robertson teaches that just as surely as scientific laws, these spiritual
laws govern good or ill-fortune. God's name is "like a blank check ... Use the water in the reservoir. Remember that
faith is the title deed to that pool of power. It is all ours if we know the rules of miracles."

Robertson not only embraces this "mind over matter" philosophy of Transcendentalism, but also appears to deny
the reality of matter altogether: "Matter is merely a form of energy. The great paradox is that what we perceive as
real and tangible is actually an illusion. The reality is energy." All this is in keeping with the emerging worldview
of what has been called "the new paganism." (Reported in Made in America, pp. 123-126.) (Emphasis added.)
[Robertson seems to have a strange affinity to Eastern mystical religions. In his book, Beyond Reason (p. 108),
Robertson makes this metaphysical statement: "The great paradox is that what we perceive as real and tangible is
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actually an illusion." This is the Eastern worldview, specifically Hinduism. Hindus believe in non-reality. They call
it "maya." To them, everything is an illusion.]

-  Roughly 15,000 people gathered together in St. Louis, Missouri, June 21-23, to participate in Celebrate Jesus
2000 (not to be confused with an ecumenical evangelistic program operated by Mission America which has the
same name). This is the sixth ecumenical-charismatic conference sponsored by the North American Renewal
Service Committee. (The conferences were originally called "North American Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization.") The first was in Kansas City in 1977 and was attended by 50,000 people. That was the first
major conference to include the "three streams" of the Charismatic movement -- Classical Pentecostals,
Charismatic Protestants, and Charismatic Roman Catholics. The next two meetings were held in New Orleans,
Louisiana in 1986 and 1987. Then there was a conference in Indianapolis in 1990, and one in Orlando in 1995.
YWAM has participated in all except the first North American (charismatic) Congress, and was right at home in
that radically ecumenical environment in St. Louis.

The Executive Committee for the 2000 conference was composed of Vinson Synan (Pentecostal), Nancy Kellar
(Roman Catholic nun), Jim Jackson (Christian Believers United), and Vernon Stoop (United Church of Christ
pastor). There were many well-known speakers, including Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, Stephen Hill, John
Kilpatrick, Cindy Jacobs, John Arnott, Steve Strang, Richard Roberts, Michael Scanlan, Tom Forrest, Thomas
Trask, and Rick Joyner (all either charismatic or Roman Catholic, or both). The stated goals of the meetings in a
nutshell are threefold: (1) To promote and celebrate the Charismatic movement, (2) to promote ecumenical unity
between all denominations, and (3) to further world evangelism. The grand focus, though, is ecumenical unity.
These conferences present a microcosm of the end-times ecumenical movement. The fact that the error is
intermingled with and glossed over with truth makes the ecumenical movement attractive to large numbers of
people and extremely dangerous. (Source: "CELEBRATION JESUS 2000: END TIMES CONFUSION IN ST.
LOUIS," David Cloud, Way of Life Literature.)

-  Robertson was a speaker at a March 1995 "signs and wonders" conference hosted by an Assemblies of God
seminary. More than 30 workshops will addressed such issues as healing, spiritual warfare, intercession, prayer, and
worship. Other speakers included Marilyn Hickey . On a 10/27/94 700 Club show, Robertson even praised Rodney
Howard-Browne's "holy laughter" revivals: "… what this says to me is that revival is taking place in the world in a
mass wave … and we look to the coming of the Lord. I think this is a very encouraging sign in the middle of all
this trouble and all these wars and all this confusion. God is saying 'I'm on the throne and I'm going to touch
multiplied millions.' It's wonderful. I applaud it." Robertson also promoted a 3/95 CBN conference titled "SIGNS
AND WONDERS—With Rodney Howard Browne—The Fire of the Holy Spirit." CBN launched a global
evangelism project (WorldReach) in 1995 with a week of tent "revival" services on the CBN campus. Oral Roberts,
James Robison, Robert Schuller, Benny Hinn and Robertson took turns preaching to the more than 

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
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been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's planned retirement (August, 2001)
from Campus Crusade.)]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Robertson is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. --
In Robertson's 4/95 "Christian America Newspaper," there was a full page promotion for Promise Keepers . Also,
after showing a several minute video promoting PK on a 6/26/96 700 Club show (from a recent stadium rally  -- 
Charlotte race track), Robertson said, "We're so grateful for PK." 

-  In his book, The Secret Kingdom (which is merely warmed-over Postmillennialism), Robertson claimed God gave
him a revelation of eight Universal Laws, and that God is bound by these laws and has no choice but to obey them.
Robertson calls this the "Law of Reciprocity." (This is very similar to the claims of the Rosicrucian cult, which
claims that by acting upon those immutable laws, one can have what he believes and imagines into existence. This
is a foundational principle of all occult religion, including witchcraft.) Robertson speaks of the universality of the
"eight laws," and that his solutions could "save our world." He calls for an International Year of Jubilee where all
of the world's debts would be cancelled as the start of a new worldwide economic system. He paints a picture of a
better world -- a utopia on earth brought about by man's own efforts rather than by the return of Jesus. He proclaims
that the Church is going to take control of the world in order to hand it over to Jesus when He returns.

-  The major thrusts of Robertson's books are disturbing to many of those aware of the strategies of the New Age
Movement. There are disturbingly strong parallels between them and Rosicrucianism, Theosophy (including Alice
Bailey's teachings [the "mother" of the New Age Movement]), and even those of Russian occultist George
Gurdjieff. Robertson's Law of Reciprocity sounds amazingly like Gurdjieff's "Law of Reciprocal Maintenance."
Such parallels take on deep significance to the Christian when one considers Robertson's claim that God chose him
and CBN "to usher in the coming of my Son." They take on even deeper meaning when one considers the
frequency with which the 700 Club has featured New Age activists (see below).

[According to the CBN movie, "For I have Chosen You," the prophecy that God chose CBN and Pat Robertson to
"usher in the coming of My Son" came through Herald Bredesen. This allegedly took place at a charismatic-style
prayer meeting. In 1982, Pat Robertson solicited donations in closed circuit television telecasts to groups gathered
in hotels and other meeting spots around the United States. At that time, Pat Robertson was soliciting donations for
his Middle East television station. One of the reasons he gave these audiences for wanting money was that Jesus
had appeared to him in a vision and told him that he had been appointed a modern day John the Baptist to "usher
in" His coming. Further, he says that Jesus specifically told Robertson He wanted him to get the first television
shots of His return to earth. (Robertson says that when the Bible says "every eye shall behold Him," it means "on
television.") Robertson's scenario fits closely those given by many major New Age writers; e.g., The Armageddon
Script by Peter LeMesurier, The Book of Co-creation--The Book of Revelation by Barbara Marx Hubbard; The
Externalisation of The Hierarchy by Alice Bailey; and The Reappearance of the Christ by Benjamin Creme. (From
"Special Report on Pat Robertson," Constance Cumby's New Age Monitor, 1987.)]

-  The 700 Club has often given New Age interests a significant platform. (Robertson himself sometimes calls God
"The Initiator" and teaches the doctrines of "God Immanent" and "God Transcendent," all common New Age
terminology). Some of the prominent New Agers and/or New Age organizations that have appeared on the 700
Club include Norman Cousins, Jeremy Rifkin, Herbert Benson, John Naisbitt, Alvin Toffler, Amory and Hunter
Lovins, Curtis Sliwa, the Buckminster Fuller Institute, and Mother Earth News. [Also appearing have been
promoters of questionable, even obviously New Age-oriented theologies, including Richard Foster (of Renovaré),
Bruce Larson (who claims Carl Jung, an occultist and anti-Christian, is one of his heroes), Robert Schuller, and
Denis Waitley.] Holistic health doctors have been featured. They in turn promoted "Wellness Centers." A 7/82
program gave advice on what one could do until he or she could reach the "Wellness Center" -- "adopt a technique
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of visualization."

One wonders how many people became involved with Amory and Hunter Lovins or with Jeremy Rifkin as a result
of their favorable treatment on Robertson's programs? (Rifkin has boasted to interviewers that Robertson's program
has been one of his chief entry points to the Evangelicals.) How many people adopted a "visualization technique"?
How many became involved with Holistic Health through "Wellness Centers" because the 700 Club promoted
them? How many young people joined Sliwa's Guardian Angels? (More shocking still, the 700 Club celebrated
"International Forgiveness Week" in 1985an old time Lucis Trust project! What a spectacle -- the Lucis Trust, Tara
Center, and the 700 Club all celebrating International Forgiveness Week, all at the same time!) [From "Special
Report on Pat Robertson," Constance Cumby's New Age Monitor, 1987.]

-  Although claiming to be premillennial in his eschatological beliefs, and not expecting some reconstructed utopia
on earth, Robertson is very much Reconstructionist/Dominion Theology in practice. [Reconstructionism is
dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law)
on unbelieving peoples and institutions, so that Christ is then able to return and take-over the Kingdom.] Robertson
has deep Reconstructionist political ties, as well as makes available his 700 Club cable television program to
Reconstructionist leaders Rousas Rushdoony and Gary North. Moreover, reconstructionists often cite Robertson's
creation of the television network and the founding of (neo-evangelical) Regeant University (formerly CBN
University) as a model of effective Christian organization.

In fact, in an 8/17/92 Christianity Today letter to the editor, well-known Christian Reconstructionist Gary DeMar
wrote: "I was a bit confused when Pat Robertson claimed that he doesn't 'agree with Reconstructionism' but does
believe that 'Jesus is the Lord of all the world ... of the government, and the church, and business, and, hopefully,
one day, Lord of the press.' This is the heart and soul of Reconstructionism. Robertson says he wants 'the church to
move into the world.' Reconstructionists have been saying this and getting criticized for it for over 30 years. At the
very least, Pat Robertson, as I've always suspected, is an operational Reconstructionist." (Emphasis added.)
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James Robison
General Teachings/Activities

-  Robison is "officially" a Southern Baptist evangelist (but sounds more like a holy-roller Pentecostalist), who
claims to have a "ministry of reconciliation" (translated "unconditional acceptance and love based on feelings rather
than on truth"). In 1982, he claimed to have been "exorcized" of demons, and as a result, began converting to the
charismatic movement. Since then, his annual conferences have featured hyper-charismatics such as John Wimber,
and he has preached in Catholic churches with David Yonggi Cho. Robison's January 1991 conference featured
tongues-speaker Jamie Buckingham (now deceased), who had defended the Trinity-rejecting United Pentecostal
Church. Robison also spoke at the 1987 Catholic/Charismatic Congress in New Orleans, praising the pope and
Roman Catholics. (Reported in the 1/15/91, Calvary Contender.) 

-  Speakers at Robison's 1/92 Dallas "Bible" Conference included church growth specialist and Schuller-promoter
Bill Hybels, charismatic huckster Larry Lea, and former 12-year Dallas Seminary professor Jack Deere* (a key
figure in John Wimber's healing/deliverance movement as of 1/92, but in 8/92 was working informally with
Robison). Performing at the conference were Glen Campbell and Wayne Watson. (Reported in the 12/15/91,
Calvary Contender.) 

-  Robison, as a fiery young Southern Baptist evangelist, warned of Rome's false gospel and exposed Rome's
blasphemies. Today he says the pope is the finest example of morality in the world and claims that it is probable
that the Pope is a saved man. (Source: message at New Orleans '87, a charismatic renewal conference.) Robison on
Catholicism:

"I tell you what, all the critical Protestants standing around knocking Catholics, you'd better watch it!
God'll run right by you, pick up the whole Catholic movement, and wrap them up in Jesus and just love
them, and strip everything that is wrong there, and make them an expression to the whole earth. He
may be doing it right now. I tell you what, one of the finest moral representatives of morality in this
earth right now is the pope. People who know him really believe he is a born-again man." (Reported in
the 2/10/92, Christian News).

-  As an example of the extent to which men like James Robison will go in the pursuit of furthering the social
gospel, Robison held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF).
(Moon is the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called
evangelicals that served with Robison at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim
LaHaye (CRF's paid chairman!), Don Wildmon (founder and president of the social activist American Family
Association), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Marlin Maddoux (Point Of View nationwide radio
talk show host), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James
Kennedy (author and pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social
activism certainly makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.) 

-  In the November/December 1986 issue of Day of Restoration, James Robison wrote that the miracle of Christmas
is "that Christ is formed in you;" that "our actual purpose in this world: receiving and expressing the fullness of the
life of Jesus." He goes on to say that "God wants us to see Jesus as merely the big brother in a huge family of
brothers and sisters like Him." Further, he states that II Corinthians 5:17 means that we "have the divine nature, the
eternal life of God." Still Christ must be "formed in you." He goes on to say that Jesus was a pattern; that "Jesus
Himself pioneered the process He is putting us through." He claims that "God reveals that Christ had to be formed
even in Jesus. ... That same Jesus also will be formed in you -- in anyone who will receive the light of this truth."
This is blasphemy! This is another Jesus, another gospel! He has fallen away from the Jesus of the Bible and
embraces the Christ anointing of the New Age religion and the "ongoing incarnation of Manifest Sons 'till we
produce Christ in the flesh." (Emphasis added.)
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-  Robison's calling himself a "Baptist" is quite deceptive -- his doctrines are hyper-charismatic! As evidence of
this, one only need listen to the four-part tape series that Robison would routinely send to each new "Restoration
Partner" in the early-1990s (i.e., pledge contributor), which clearly depicts his ministry as one that believes in the
following false doctrines:

(a) Charismatic demon warfare/deliverance (commands "death" to the growth on his daughter's lip).
Believes that he has authority from God to cast-out demons, as do all Christians who really believe that
they are "to do the ministry of Jesus ... You have total authority over demonic powers. You can cast
them out." 

(b) Dominionist/Reconstructionist view that "Israel" is now the "Church" (all the old covenants of God
with Israel now belong to the Church).

(c) Claims to have periodically received unrestricted healing power -- "Everybody I prayed for during
that period were instantly healed."

(d) Claims to speak directly with Jesus.

(e) Claims that the Holy Spirit "moves on" his Bible conferences to such a striking degree that even
one man was "literally lifted off the ground." 

(f) In his message on "Doing the Works of Jesus," Robison teaches that the ministry of Christ should
be a pattern for his [Robison's] and his followers' own work; i.e., he wants to make Christ our example
for healing. Robison interprets Matt. 4:23 and John 20:19-22 as "Jesus is sending us to do the same
ministry He had ... What He came to do [including all the miracles and healings] in ministry, we are to
do!" (cf. 2 Cor. 12:12; Heb. 2:3,4; Heb. 1:2) (For "six straight months" after learning he had this
healing power from God, there was not one single person he prayed for that was not "instantly
healed.") Robison states that he believes that he will see the day when he's preaching a funeral and the
corpse will get out of the casket -- "after all, Jesus raised the dead, didn't he." (And if you don't believe
as Robison does, it's because of your pride -- "God will not penetrate spiritual pride. Satan was hurled
out of heaven because of it ... Proud folks don't get healed at anybody's meeting.")

(g) Gives credit to the following mystic healers as those exemplifying the works of Jesus in their
ministries: John Wimber; Kathryn Kuhlman; R.W. Schambach; E.W. Kenyon; and Oral Roberts.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Robison is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by his speaking at two of PK's 1996 men's conferences.

-  Robison places himself and his ministry above criticism. He equates those who measure a practice or ministry by
Scripture with the unbelieving scribes. This effectively insulates his teaching and practice from Scriptural critique.
He is equating opposition to his ministry with non-recognition of the person and ministry of the Holy Spirit.
Robison hides behind a facade of true adherence to the moving of the Spirit of God in order to insulate his theology
and practices from those who would unravel the facade with God's Word. At the same time, he equates anyone that
would challenge that facade with those who will not recognize Jesus' authority and work. This is a cult mentality
that does not address the real issue -- whether or not these practices and ideas are Biblical.
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* In 1986 Jack Deere believed the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit had passed away. He had just completed his
10th year as an associate professor at Dallas Seminary, and 7th year as pastor of a Bible church. Then he invited
British psychiatrist John White as guest speaker, and reluctantly agreed to let him teach about miraculous healing.
Soon after, Deere's thinking "radically reversed." He said: "First I began to believe that the scriptures taught that
healing and miracles were for today. Then I believed that God spoke today outside the Bible. ... And the final stage
was believing all the gifts of the Spirit actually are for today." Two weeks later he met Vineyard movement founder
John Wimber, developed close ties, and was dismissed from Dallas Seminary. Today he ministers worldwide with
"signs and wonders," prophetic minister Paul Cain (9/93, Charisma). Deere says: "After John Wimber prayed for
me several years ago, I noticed an immediate increase in revelatory words and healings whenever I prayed for
people. I've also seen this happen when Paul Cain has prayed for people ..." (Source: 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)
Deere is one of the most powerful spokesman for the Vineyard. His book Surprised by the Power of the Spirit is
probably the best defense of the Vineyard's views and has undoubtedly drawn many into the movement. His 1995
book, Surprised by the Voice of God, is supposed to be a treatise on how to tell God's voice from our own, or even
Satan's. In this volume, he defends the view that God is giving fresh revelations today.

In a private interview with Graham Banister following a Vineyard conference workshop taught by Deere (March of
1990 in Sydney, Australia), Deere was asked, "What is the Gospel?" Deere asked Banister what he thought the
gospel was. Banister replied that it was about Jesus Christ who died for our sins was buried and raised on the third
day and that it is this gospel by which we are saved (1 Cor. 15). Deere's reply was that this was not the gospel.
When asked what, then, is the gospel, Deere replied, "I'm not prepared to make a formal statement about that."
When asked, "Could you perhaps tell me informally what you believe to be the gospel?" Deere answered, "I'm not
sure. ... I used to be just like you ... thinking the gospel was simply justification by faith." When asked what he
would add to it, he responded, "Deliverance. ... things like demons and healing ... it's the complete package -- the
word and the works of Jesus?" But he was not yet ready to give a definitive answer to the question, "What is the
gospel?" Continuing to be amazed, Banister asked, "Are you saying that you couldn't go back into that pavilion and
tell those people the gospel?" He replied, "No, not yet. ... Maybe [in] five years, maybe ten ..." Amazingly, one of
the leading theological minds in the Signs and Wonders movement did not know what was the gospel! [Source:
4/24/90, The Briefing, "John Wimber: Friend or Foe," Sydney, Australia -- Deere claims that the article contains
"serious misrepresentations, false reporting, and erroneous methodology" concerning the Vineyard's teachings, and
misrepresents his (Deere's) understanding of the Gospel. Since it was just Graham Banister and Jack Deere present
for the interview, the reader must judge for himself whether The Briefing's rendition is consistent with what we
know of Deere's documented doctrinal positions. For Jack Deere's take on the interview in question, see the
"Misrepresentation Of Jack Deere's Teaching And Views" section of the May, 1992, "Vineyard Position Paper #2:
The Vineyard's Response to The Briefing," by Jack Deere.]  [Back to Text]
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Hugh Ross
General Teachings/Activities

-  Hugh Ross (born 1945) is president and founder of Reasons to Believe, Inc., a Progressive Creationist ministry
located in Pasadena, California. Yet, Reasons To Believe claims to be "an organization dedicated to showing how
the latest scientific discoveries point to the God of the Bible, the Creator. Reasons To Believe was founded in 1986
with the desire to reach the secular scientific community with the truth of the Gospel. Today Reasons To Believe
has 20 full time staff and 60 volunteers dedicated to sharing the joy of Christ through the latest scientific
discoveries" (Reasons to Believe Internet web site -- 7/16/96). Ross has a Ph.D. in Astronomy from the University
of Toronto, and is the former Minister of Evangelism at the Sierra Madre Congregational Church. Ross has
authored three books, two of which have become very controversial, The Fingerprint of God (1989) and Creation
and Time (1994). 

-  Dr. Ross is a professing Christian currently in full-time, non-denominational ministry dealing with apologetics,
especially Bible and science issues. Ross is perhaps the most visible spokesman for Progressive Creationism, a
belief which opposes both atheistic evolutionism and historic Christianity's understanding of Biblical creationism.
At best, then, Ross is a theistic evolutionist. He has become increasingly well-known as he has appeared on many
"Christian" radio and television programs and spoken before numerous audiences (see list at end of this report).
Ross packages his beliefs in a way that appears Biblically conservative and evangelical; thus, Ross prominently
displays endorsements of his books from many respected evangelicals (so-called) (see list at end of this report). 

-  Few people (even pastors) have the time or background necessary to deal effectively with Progressive
Creationism's/Ross's claims. Many have felt intimidated and confused by the scientific claims of its supporters and
their insistence that the Bible supports their view. But Ross's views contrast sharply with those of fundamentalist,
evangelical Christians who accept a literal, six-day Creation and a young Earth. Moreover, in some cases, Ross's
stand on foundational Biblical issues is heretical at best and neo-orthodox at worst (see numbers 2, 4, and 11
below). The following documented listing of Ross's teachings has been compiled from the work of a variety of
Bible-science organizations: 

1. Origin of the Universe (the Big Bang). Dr. Ross teaches that the universe is 17 billion years old, plus or minus
3 billion years. He maintains that the universe began with a God-engineered "Big Bang," and that the stars and
planets evolved into their present form and positions during these billions of years -- eventually resulting in the
formation of Earth approximately 5 billion years ago. Ross claims that the Big Bang Theory has been "undeniably"
proven, and he has taught the theory so strongly that if it were abandoned by the majority of scientists, as one day
may be the case, it will be a major embarrassment to his ministry. [See: Creation and Time, pp. 91-118, 129; The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 158-159; Hugh Ross, "Why Big Bang Opponents Never Say Die,"
Facts & Faith newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1990-91).]

[NOTE: God's Word provides lists of generations between Adam and Jesus Christ. Even if there were a few gaps in
the lists, it would be absurd to accept insertions of tens of thousands (or even millions) of years in the genealogy.
Actually, the great majority of scientific age estimation methods indicate a young earth. Dr. Ross's bias is apparent
in his willingness to accept only those scientific methods that agree with his belief in billions of years. In the final
analysis, none of man's scientific age estimation methods can be considered foolproof, young or old. We would
prefer to stick with the testimony of the only eyewitness, God.]

2. Origin of the Stars and Planets (order of creation). In contrast to Scripture, Dr. Ross teaches that the sun,
moon, and stars were created even before the first "day" (i.e., "in the beginning"), rather than on the fourth day as
stated in Genesis. He says that most of the stars existed long before Earth's creation; i.e., that approximately 10-15
billion years of stellar evolution occurred prior to the Creation Week. (Note: Thus, he claims that not all of the
heavens and earth were created in six days as the Bible plainly states in Exo. 20:11.) Dr. Ross claims that Genesis
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1 describes Creation from the point of view of one standing on the earth, and that the sun, moon, and stars did not
become visible until the fourth day. He believes the stars were not created instantaneously, but they evolved by the
physical laws of nature put into place by God: "This entire process of stellar evolution is by natural process alone.
We do not have to invoke Divine intervention at any stage in the history of the life-cycle of the stars that we
observe." According to Dr. Ross, many stars had long ceased to exist by the time of Adam's creation: "The planets
and life-essential elements are the burned-up remains -- i.e., ashes -- of [the Big Bang's] hydrogen gas." [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 158-159, 165-169; Creation and Time, pp. 52, 131, 148-151; Hugh
Ross, "Why Big Bang Opponents Never Say Die," Facts & Faith newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1990-91); Hugh
Ross, "Species Development: Natural Process or Divine Action" audiotape, (Reasons to Believe, 1990).]

3. Creation Week (not days, but billions of years). Dr. Ross teaches that the Creation of the heavens and Earth
took place about 4.6 billion years ago during six long, partially-overlapping periods, not 24 hour type days. [See:
The Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 146-155.] "Based on scientific dating records, each of God's
creation days is several hundred million years long." [Hugh Ross, Genesis 1: A Scientific Perspective, Revised
Edition (Sierra Madre, California: Wiseman Productions, 1983), p 11.] Dr. Ross teaches that we are currently in the
7th Day -- a day that began after God made Adam and Eve, and which will not end until the beginning of the New
Heavens and New Earth. [See: Creation and Time, pp. 59, 91-118.] 

4. Origin of Death (not a result of sin). Dr. Ross strongly teaches that the existence of physical death in our world
is not due to Adam's sin. He claims that death was created by God as a basic part of earthly existence since the
beginning of life, and that physical death and animal predation existed for billions of years throughout the world
prior to Adam's sin. (Note: Would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and
bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of
sin change things? And if death proceeded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross
accomplished nothing! Thus, any scheme that places death prior to man's sin is a False Gospel!) [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 153-155, 159-160; "Reasons to Believe," 90-second radio spots No. 47
& 48 (February 1991); Hugh Ross: "Focus on the Family" radio program, April 18, 1991.]

5. No Original Paradise. Dr. Ross does not believe the Garden of Eden was free of death, pain, suffering, or
degeneration -- a world created in perfection. According to Dr. Ross, there was no original paradise, except in the
sense that Adam walked with God, experienced less pain than we do, and experienced no sin initially. He believes
that death and degeneration existed in the beginning and have continued for billions of years. He also teaches that
neither the fall to sin nor the Flood resulted in significant physical changes in Nature. Dr. Ross claims that our
planet has always been subject to catastrophes and violent predation. He says that long before Adam, there were
supernovas and collisions with meteorites that wiped out millions of animals and caused "mass extinction." There
were floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, harmful mutations, and diseases of all sorts. In other words, God used "random,
wasteful, inefficiencies" to create the world into which Adam was placed. [Creation and Time, pp. 55, 65-69, 88;
Hugh Ross, "Species Development: Natural Process or Divine Action" audiotape, tape 2, side 1 (Reasons to
Believe, 1990).]

[NOTE: According to the Bible, death (both physical and spiritual) entered the world through man's sin (Gen. 2:17;
3:19, Rom. 5:12; 6:23; 1 Cor. 15:20-23). The Bible indicates that our world is very different from the one which
God created and pronounced as "very good." The Bible clearly says animals were not created carnivorous; God
originally commanded them to eat plants -- see Gen. 1:29-30, etc. Because of sin, God cursed the ground and
physical creation (Gen. 3:17). Scripture says the whole creation has been affected by man's sin, causing it to groan
as it awaits freedom from bondage to decay (Rom. 8:20-22). The global Flood judgment changed earth even more
(Gen. 8:21). One day God will restore paradise. Once again the lion will lie down with the lamb.]

6. Origin of Species: Progressive Creations (amoeba to man). Dr. Ross defines Progressive Creationism as "the
hypothesis that God has increased the complexity of life on earth by successive creations of new life forms over
billions of years while miraculously changing the earth to accommodate the new life." [Quote is from "Dinosaurs
and Hominids" audiotape, Reasons to Believe (1990).] In fact, Dr. Ross accepts a history of life very similar to that
outlined by Evolutionist Stephen Jay Gould. Gould's Punctuated Equilibrium theory describes slow progress by
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natural means, interspersed with mass extinctions and sudden, rapid advances. For Dr. Ross, the advances are the
result of a multitude of Divine miracles. He seems to accept far more miraculous creations ("hundreds of millions
of species of life") than most Progressive Creationists when he claims to "deny any significant biological evolution
over time scales long or short." Elsewhere, Dr. Ross seems to have a different attitude when he says that "many of
the changes that take place within the biological arena [are] by natural process natural selection, mutational advance
" He teaches that for billions of years before Adam, major disasters befell the animals, including supernovas,
asteroid impacts, etc. As a result, animals frequently became extinct, never to be seen by man. God stepped in many
times to create replacements or improved models -- sometimes completely abandoning entire groups of animals,
changing the previous course of life on earth. Eventually, God created Adam and Eve from the dust, but after the
majority of the earth's history had already taken place. The order of creation was from amoeba to man. Thus, for
Progressive Creationists, creation was an extremely long process interspersed with numerous miraculous events
which produced new forms of animals and plants. [See: Hugh Ross, "Open Line" radio program (Moody, April
1994); Creation and Time, p. 83; "Species Development," audiotape; "Dinosaurs and Hominids," audiotape
(Reasons to Believe, 1990).]

7. Hominids (man-like creatures). Dr. Ross: "Bipedal, tool-using, large-brained hominids roamed the earth at least
as long ago as one million years. New evidence indicates that the hominid species may have gone extinct before, or
as a result of, the appearance of man. Starting about 2 to 4 million years ago, God began creating man-like
mammals." Although some of these creatures looked completely human (e.g., Cro-Magnon, Neanderthal), "used
tools, buried their dead, and painted on cave walls," they were actually animals and "had no spirits." Ross has
stated that the major difference between men and hominids is that humans were "the first spirit creatures." [See: The
Fingerprint of God, first edition (1989), pp. 159-160; "Genesis One, Dinosaurs, and Cavemen," (Reasons to
Believe, 1989);Creation and Time, p. 88, etc.]

8. Origin of Man. Dr. Ross teaches that man was created by God from the dust of the Earth, but not on the last of
six 24-hour type days, as the Bible teaches. Humans were created somewhere between 6,000 and 60,000 years ago
-- after the majority of Earth's supposed history had already taken place, and after billions of years of animal life
and death. [Note: The Bible says that "from the beginning of the creation (not 17 billion years after the beginning)
God made them male and female." (Mark 10:6)] Dr. Ross: "If the time since the creation of the universe were
scaled down to a single year, the whole of human history would be less than one minute." [See: The Fingerprint of
God, first edition (1989), pp. 159-160, 178-179; Creation and Time, pp. 140-141; Hugh Ross, "Open Line" radio
program with Chris Fabry (Moody, April and May, 1994).]

9. Pre-Flood World. According to Dr. Ross, the pre-Flood world was basically identical to the post-Flood world --
same geology and paleontology, no significant environmental changes. He claims that rain began during the second
Creation Day when the modern atmosphere was created billions of years before the creation of Adam. (Note: The
Bible specifically says there was no rain until at least the sixth day, which for Dr. Ross would be billions of years
after plants and animals had first been created.) Incredibly, Dr. Ross has also claimed that before the Flood
"probably at least 19 out of 20 people were dying a death of murder. That's what was keeping the people from
living a long period of time." (Note: To the contrary, the Bible indicates pre-Flood lifespans were generally very
long. The average for the patriarchs was 912 years. In addition, such violent conditions would cause people to
scatter all over the world -- a problem for Dr. Ross because he teaches the Flood was local, not global.) [Hugh
Ross, "The Flood" audiotape (Reasons to Believe, 1990).] 

10. Noah's Flood (regional, not global). Dr. Ross teaches that the Flood of Noah's day did not cover the entire
planet nor all Earth's mountains of the day. Rather, Noah and animals floated on a shallow, temporary inland sea
(22 feet deep), somehow covering the Mesopotamian region; thus, it was a regional flood which destroyed all
mankind (except Noah and his family). He believes that the Flood did not destroy animals outside of man's sphere
of influence; death was basically limited to those "livestock, poultry, game animals," and any other birds and
mammals that had contact with man. [See: Facts & Faith, Reasons to Believe's quarterly newsletter, multiple part
article on the Flood, 1989-91, especially parts 7 and 8 (Fall and Winter 1990); Hugh Ross, "Noah's Floating Zoo,"
Facts & Faith newsletter Vol. 4 (Fall 1990), pp. 4-5; Creation and Time, p. 73; Hugh Ross, "The Flood," audiotape
(Reasons to Believe, 1990).]
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[NOTE: Dr. Ross claims that earth's entire human population was limited to this Mesopotamian region. Yet, the
Bible clearly states that every land animal and bird on the face of the earth was wiped out (Genesis 6:7; 7:21-23).
Dr. Ross teaches that most of the animals of the world were not affected, only those animals in Mesopotamia. Of
course, few, if any, of these animals were unique to the region. According to Dr. Ross, all of today's land animals
and birds are not descended from the creatures on the Ark. In other words, God required Noah to consume 120
years of his life building a huge boat to save representative animals which really didn't need to be saved. Most, if
not all, of these animals were alive and well in other parts of the world. In Dr. Ross's scenario, dry land is just over
the horizon all along. Despite the lack of necessity, God keeps Noah trapped in this boat full of animals under these
strange circumstances for over a year.]

11. "Dual Revelation" Theology. Dr. Ross frequently says that Nature is "the sixty-seventh book" of the Bible; he
tends to treat Nature as equal in authority to the written revelation of God (the Bible), and that neither is "inferior or
superior" to the other. Dr. Ross believes that Nature provides an accurate understanding of God and His plan for
history. They are simply "different, just like the content of Ezra is distinct from that of Romans" (Creation and
Time, p. 57). He proceeds to accept most of the interpretations of secular science while attempting to maintain the
doctrine of Biblical inerrancy. He has accused young-earth creationists of believing in "Single-Revelation
Theology" and denying "physical reality." He holds the unorthodox theological view that, "The plan of salvation as
stated in the Bible can be seen through observation of the universe around us." For example, he teaches that Job
"without the aid of scriptures discerned all the elements of 'the gospel,' the good news of how man can find eternal
life in God." [See: The Fingerprint of God, second edition (1989), pp. 144-145, 163-164, 179-181; Creation and
Time, pp. 11, 41, 55-57, 123; Hugh Ross, "Creation Days," audiotape (Reasons to Believe, 1990); "Hugh Ross's
Apologetics Hot Line," Christianity Today (March 11, 1991), p. 23.]

[NOTE: It is important to understand that: (1) Nature has no speech or voice (Psalm 19:3). Therefore, Nature is
subject to Man's misinterpretation, as the history of science has repeatedly demonstrated; (2) Man is particularly
limited in his ability to know the ancient past with certainty. We have no time machines to travel back and examine
actual events. Secular scientists who describe in great detail ancient animals and environments are guessing, making
assumptions, and hypothesizing; (3) The world and the universe have changed since their creation. The Fall and the
global Flood of Noah greatly marred the perfection of God's creations. What we have now is different in many
ways from what God originally created; (4) We humans are quite ungod-like in our abilities and understanding. We
are sinful, finite creatures with an enormous inclination to believe in lies. Earth is under the dominion of the Father
of Lies -- Satan. Our understanding of this universe is very incomplete and fallible. Scientific opinions are often
biased and change regularly, sometimes radically. Dr. Ross even goes so far as to make the strange claim that "in
addition to the words of the Bible being 'God-breathed useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting, and training in
righteousness,' so also are the words of God spoken through the work of His hands" (Creation and Time, p. 56). Dr.
Ross elevates the message of creation beyond its natural limitations. On many matters, it is naive, pompous, and
exceedingly dangerous to rate sinful man's incomplete and changing understanding of this degenerating universe as
equal in clarity with the written Word of God! Such views have led to dreadful errors. The Bible has demonstrated
its beautiful accuracy again and again, in contrast to the "scientific" pronouncements of men which have frequently
been wrong and often dominated by blinding bias.]

Partial List of Recent Appearances by Hugh Ross:
Trinity Broadcasting Network (15-part weekly series, "Reasons to Believe," featuring Dr. Ross (begun October 23,
1991 and continuing today broadcasting the contents of Creation and Time), plus various appearances on the
"Praise the Lord" program with Paul and Jan Crouch (nationwide television in the U.S. plus 33 foreign countries);
"Focus on the Family" radio programs with Dr. James Dobson, April 17-18, 1991, and September 1992 (Tape
CS721); Wheaton College (March 19, 1992); (GLASS) Greater Los Angeles Sunday Schools Convention; "Today's
Reasons to Believe," 90-second radio feature program series on some Christian radio stations in America; Lausanne
Commission for World Evangelization meetings in Moscow and Kiev; various seminary lectures which according
to Dr. Ross's publications include Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (an arm of the Evangelical Free Church of
America) and Fuller Theological Seminary; CBMC meetings; Moody Broadcasting Network's "Open Line" radio
program (WMBI, March 18, 1992); Craig Hawkins "Talk from the Heart" radio program; Rich Buhler's "Table
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Talk" radio program; many churches, Christian conference centers, Christian schools, Christian radio and television
stations (U.S. and Canadian), secular universities, etc. 

Doubleday has recently offered Ross's Creation and Time, and his earlier book, Creation and the Cosmos, to
members of its book-of-the-month club. In 1995, Ross also appeared in documentaries on CBS, CTV, and the
Learning Channel. He is working with an Emmy-winning producer on a high quality video series that may be
shown on PBS or the Discovery Channel. Also, in mid-1996, NavPress plans to release yet another Ross book. 
[Return to Text]

Endorsers of Hugh Ross and/or His Books:
Bill Bright -- Campus Crusade for Christ
R.C. Sproul -- Ligonier Ministries
Norman Geisler -- Southern Evangelical Seminary
David Hocking -- Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa
Harold Lindsell -- former editor of Christianity Today
Don Richardson -- author of Peace Child and Eternity in Their Heart
Ralph D. Winter -- US Center for World Mission
Earl Radmacher -- former president of Western Conservative Baptist Seminary
Walter Kaiser -- Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and editor of Christianity Today
Stan Oakes -- Christian Leadership Ministries, Campus Crusade for Christ
Jim Barney -- InterVarsity Christian Fellowship of Canada
Ted Martin -- International School of Theology, Campus Crusade for Christ
John Ankerberg -- The John Ankerberg Show
James Dobson -- Focus on the Family
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Jack Schaap
General Teachings/Activities
 [The apple did not fall far from the Hyles' sad legacy!]

-  Dr. Jack Schaap has been the Pastor of First Baptist Church (FBC) of Hammond, Indiana and Chancellor of
Hyles-Anderson College of Schererville, Indiana since 2001, after the passing of his mentor and father-in-law, Dr.
Jack Hyles. According to the Hyles-Anderson College website (12/7/08) they have a goal of, "...perpetuating the
ministry of Dr. Jack Hyles for the next generation." Dr. Schaap has authored many books but one in particular
written in 2005, Marriage: The Divine Intimacy led to this exposé/book review. The contents appear reminiscent of
the heretical Promise Keeper book The Masculine Journey by Robert Hicks and the exposé on the sin within the
Hyles camp here on the BDM site. Before leading into a brief book review, there are related items on Dr. Schaap's
teachings relevant to help form a picture of what could be a dangerous ministry on the verge of being a cult.
 
- The "Hall of Shame" found on the site Hardpreaching.com reveals more details of Schaap’s doings. This site has
actual audio and video clips of other outrages directly from the mouth of Dr. Schaap. In a synopsis:  (part of
sermon transcript linked here)

-         Schaap sympathizes with Pope John Paul II, saying to the effect he was a man of God.
-         Schaap sympathizes with sexual sin, in particular comparing the pedophile with a cigarette smoker who

believes he is a Christian. In comparing the history of scandal surrounding Hyles-Anderson College
(founded by Jack Hyles), it is easy to see why these scandals live on with such remarks from their new
leader!

-         A sympathetic defense of the angry red-headed Irish man who beats his wife!
-         Statements unbecoming anyone who would call themselves a man of God in what sounds like a sexual or

worldly context! (Listen for yourself from the link above!)
-    Announces he is a "friend" of a racist Rev. Meeks.

(One disclaimer - BDM does not endorse hardpreaching.com, this is an exposé reference only since they favorably post sermons of  Jack
Hyles  (for more click here).
 
So begins the revelation of numerous "Schaapologies" carrying on from his mentor and father-in-law’s
"Hylesology!"
 
- The book Marriage: The Divine Intimacy by Dr. Schaap, demonstrates the impunity in which FBC and
Hyles-Anderson College operate without accountability for its teachings. Here are only some of Schaap's wacky
teaching along with responses. Starting with quotes from Dr. Schaap followed by portions of the book that were
authored by his wife Cindy Schaap (Jack Hyles’ daughter):
 
Page 42, paragraph 3:

"When a person takes the bread during the Lord’s Supper, he is not actually eating Christ’s body. That
person is saying, this element represents something. The person who deeply loves Christ understands that
when he receives Christ as Saviour, it is a spiritual intercourse. A person receives the body of Christ. A
Christian is the female gender in the spiritual realm, and God is the male gender of the spiritual realm.
When a person receives Christ as Saviour, he is receiving Christ as a lover."

 
Compare this with the heretical Roman Catholic Eucharist where Catholics are taught they are eating the actual
body and drinking the blood of our Lord Jesus. In  this Schaapology, he compares the Lord’s Supper to engaging in
spiritual intercourse. This teaching of Schaap’s is so outrageous it is hard to comment further... but then it gets
worse!
 
Page 44, paragraph 2, Schaap states:
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"Psalm 119:30 says, 'I have chosen the way of truth: thy judgments have I laid before me.' That word laid is
a sexual term which literally means the same thing as a man laying with a woman. God was saying that
God’s laws should be as intimate as a marriage partner in a sexual liaison."

 
Reproof for this "Schaapology": No, Dr. Schaap, look at that Hebrew a bit closer. A similar verse is found in the
NT.  John 3:21: "But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are
wrought in God." It is ironic that Schaap would apply anything sexual, since both of these verses deal with
truthfulness. 
 
Schaap continues in the next paragraph:

"In the next verse [Ps 119:31], David gets more graphic. 'I have stuck unto thy testimonies: O LORD, put
me not to shame.' That word stuck means the act of a man entering his wife; it is sexual intercourse. God
says that the Word of God should be the Christian’s lover, and nothing should be closer to him than the
Bible. The Words of God are supposed to be the most intimate lover of his life."

 
Schaap's statement is blasphemy and is one of the most vile perversions of Scripture, perhaps only comparable to
the works of Sigmund Freud! A bit of Scriptural reproof, the Bible teaches, in John 8:31: "Then said Jesus to those
Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, [then] are ye my disciples indeed;" There is nothing sexual
implied in either verse. Rather, "stuck unto thy testimonies," and "continue in my word" both refer to holding to
God’s Word and being His disciple, NOT being His lover in the sexual context that Schaap states outright!
 
- The outrageous teachings go further when Schaap states born again believers need to seek forgiveness for the sins
of their ancestors. Page 50, the heading reads: "Confess the sins of your fathers, your ancestors." This Schaapology
is introduced concerning couples having problems in their romantic lives and that they should look to the previous
generation and even "ancestral" background. On page 51 Schaap adds: "…when one of our ancestors allows sexual
sin to come into his or her life, then an unclean spirit invades that family." Where in Scripture did that come from?
Schaap's statement smacks of the mysticism seen in charismatic deliverance doctrines. If anyone is concerned
Schaap was taken out of context, please consider the following quote from page 52:
 

"Christians need to confess the sins of their fathers. I believe it is very wise to go to the Lord and say, 'Lord
I have to admit that my father (or any other family member) committed sexual misconduct, and I know about
it, God. I want to admit that I have their genes in me because in principle, I was in the loins with them. I
want to confess the sin we committed, and I want You to rid me of the iniquity that is in my heart.'"

 
This is ludicrous! If this misconduct took place, you as an adult should be reporting it to the authorities! Going by
the previous paragraph, Schaap mentions some sins that are still illegal today "…such as molestations, child abuse,
pedophilia…" along with others sins such as adultery! You wouldn’t just confess these to God! Look at 1
Corinthians 5 and how harshly Christians are to deal with such sins! Here Schaap would have us confess for these
people and move on?! Schaap preaches confessing the sins of our previous generation and ancestors.  Perhaps they
should lead the way starting with the sordid history of FBC and Hyles-Anderson!

The heresy of confessing the sins of our ancestors has ties to spiritism and the Vineyard movement. It is exposed by
Al Dager in his book The World Christian Movement:  "The idea of identificational repentance is to stand in the
gap as a substitute for a corporate people in order to nullify so-called 'generational curses.' In essence, it is to
identify oneself with a corporate group of people to confess that group's social sins (e.g., I'm a white man who
killed an Indian and stole his land). This is the basis of the Reconciliation Movement." (p. 125)

- There's more! On Page 81 under the topic of "Clothing" another Schaapology states:
"Lady, your husband wants you to play multiple roles. As a matter of fact, a husband probably would not
mind if his wife played the role of an exotic dancer and danced for him in the privacy of their bedroom. A
wife might say, 'I couldn’t do that. I’m not that kind of woman!' Would you rather your husband go to some
gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!"
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This quote exemplifies why Schaap’s book is WORSE than the Promise Keeper Masculine Journey book! Asking
our wives (closer to demanding our wives) play the role of an exotic dancer is dishonoring our wives; it is simply
sexual deviancy and not something you would expect of a Independent Fundamental Baptist, King James Only
preacher of a growing ministry! ANY man wishing to exert this sort of pressure on his wife degrading her to the
level of a stripper (that is what an exotic dancer is), has a serious issue! Following Schaap's logic, I suppose a brass
pole in the bedroom is next!? Teachings promoting such demeaning role playing certainly give the appearance that
Schaap sees women in a lower class!
 
On page 82 Schaap asks with a comment on lovemaking, concerning where they do it. The husband in this case
asks his wife first and Schaap states, "...even if she thinks a suggestion is strange, at least he is thinking about her
feelings." Schaap contradicts his earlier more threatening tone towards the wife where he said, "Would you rather
your husband go to some gentleman’s club and have another woman give him what you will not?!" How
hypocritical! 
 
[Personal Note: Speaking as a man who has been the husband of one wife for almost 25 years, I find Schaap’s
teaching personally repulsive and an affront to the truth in the Scriptures! Schaap’s idea that it is alright for a
husband to pressure his wife to dance like a stripper (and other role playing of this nature) dishonors his wife, his
marriage, and foremost God! The Bible teaches our wives to be submissive, but goes on to say in Ephesians 5:25,
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it;" And in 1 Peter 3:7,
"Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with [them] according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife, as unto the
weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life; that your prayers be not hindered." It is hard not to
give an angry response to Schaap’s indecent proposal for wives! To any man following Schaap's teachings with
his own wife, TAKE HEED, such selfish sinful behavior will not go unanswered by our Lord!]

- And not to be forgotten, Cindy Schaap (Dr. Hyles' daughter) for her book A Wife’s Purpose, states, "…I deeply
appreciate my husband allowing me to write this book." Strange choice of words. Did she really need his
permission to write a book? I would have encouraged my wife since she is a godly woman! Additionally, the
foreword, written by her husband Jack Schaap, makes mention of how Dr. Hyles said, "…if we would wait one year
longer and give him time to groom and polish her, that he could insure Cindy would not be a good wife –rather, she
would be a great wife." (Read on, thoughts connected below). Schaap, in the next paragraph states, "A synonym for
the word prudent could be matched, fitted or appropriate. Cindy is my perfect match, and she is very fitted and
suitable for me." Not sure where we are to "polish and groom" our daughters in the area of intimacy in marriage, as
Cindy reports her father did. Where in the dictionary does it defines prudent as meaning these things? 

On page 125 of Marriage: The Divine Intimacy Cindy Schaap writes about her marriage and after having to deal
with her young children all day, "…[that] can take away your desire for sex." She then mentions the following,
"My father sat down with me before I got married and told me over and over again the importance of the sexual
relationship in marriage. So I did something to correct my feelings." (Personal note: I know it would have seriously
"creeped out" my daughter had I discussed this "over and over" prior to her marriage!) Another natural question is
where was her mother in this? If this is not bad enough, Cindy goes on, "Before my husband would come home, I
would read books in private about romance; and I would get myself ready to be excited about romance." On the
previous page on this topic, Cindy has the header for this section titled, "Igniting the Eros Love, the Sensual Love"
"1. Read good books on sex" without qualifying to which books she is referring; it begs the question what books
would she feel the need to read, "…in private about romance" to get ready, especially in light of the other items
quoted from this book!

Cindy Schaap continues on this track that she "... never did the no-sex-for-six-weeks thing ..." after having her
children. She then refers to a counseling case where a husband went and had an affair during the six weeks after!
Relate this to what I quoted above of Schaap. This is not God’s love, but fear based on the threat that if I cannot get
it at home I will go somewhere else to get it! If a man is such an animal to do such a thing he is not in Christ! The
Bible is filled with warnings about immorality, but if we follow Schaap’s teachings most men cannot control their
fleshly desires. Again, to ANY man believing Schaap on this, he has not been reading the Bible! 2 Peter 1:8-10
speaks of having self-control, "For if these things be in you, and abound, they make [you that ye shall] neither [be]
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barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh these things is blind, and
cannot see afar off, and hath forgotten that he was purged from his old sins. Wherefore the rather, brethren, give
diligence to make your calling and election sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall:"

- Cindy Schaap in her book, A Wife’s Purpose on page 31 regarding a man’s basic needs, "…a man would rather
be admired and accepted for who he is than loved…" That being said, for her father and now her husband, perhaps
there is some truth in this picture of them! The self-glorification continues with numerous references to themselves
(see David Cloud’s site). 

- One last note, on page 76 of A Wife’s Purpose regarding washing of feet, there is a bit more psychobabble. Cindy
asks, "Why was Jesus able to volunteer to do such a menial task?" She quotes John 13:3 "Jesus knowing that the
Father had given all things into his hands, and that he was come from God, and went to God;" and she states, "This
verse tells us that Jesus could do this task because He knew who He was. In other words, He had a good sense of
identity or self-worth." From here I would almost need to write another critique as she goes on explaining how a
Christian can find his identity in Jesus. I will stop here and refer you to the BDM critique that speaks well to this
nonsense (linked here).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is my humble opinion any Bible believing, born-again, Fundamental Independent Baptist or any serious Bible
believing Christian should mark and avoid FBC and Hyles-Anderson in accordance with Scriptures. Acts 20:30,
"Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them." And
Ephesians 5:11, "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove [them]." Also
see Scriptures in Romans 16:17-18, Jude 3, and others. Read the FBC and Hyles-Anderson history, read what is in
black in white here, listen to the audio and video clips!

For those of you who are members of Independent Fundamental Baptist Churches that openly endorse FBC and
Hyles-Anderson, it is past time to bring this material to the attention of your Pastors! For pastors reading this, here
is an opportunity to cleanse your church of this hypocrisy! You should not be afraid to repudiate and reprove
such nonsense as you would any other sin from your pulpits!  Question yourselves before quoting MEN such as
Schaap or Hyles! 2 John 1:11 says, "For he that biddeth him God speed is a partaker of his evil deeds." How is
quoting these men favorably any different?

For those of you opposing the error taught by Hyles and Schaap, and yet attend churches that endorse and/or see no
problem with FBC and Hyles-Anderson, be prepared for rejection with comments like "you do not throw the baby
out with the bath water," and then remind them how quick they are to do just that with other false teachers! If you
need reminders of some of them, please come back to the BDM site for a list. I find it unconscionable how so many
Baptists give FBC and Hyles-Anderson a pass on their false teachings when they are ready to condemn others so
quickly for the slightest doctrinal error! It is a double standard and the sort of hypocrisy our Lord Jesus condemned
in the Pharisees! Matthew 23:24, "[Ye] blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel."

The Bible teaches in Luke 18:14, "…for every one that exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth
himself shall be exalted." It is past time for some at FBC and Hyles-Anderson to do some serious soul searching.
Your pride and arrogance has blinded you to heresy in your midst.  Do you think God is blind to your hypocrisy?
Even the world sees it.  A Google search reveals some pretty significant and alarming facts, you are giving
ammunition to many we would consider enemies of Christianity! It is time to realize you have left your first love
and teach things that are outside the Bible. It is time for real repentance, not the Hyles’ variety of repentance either!
(linked here)

Luke 12:1, "In the mean time, when there were gathered together an innumerable multitude of people, insomuch
that they trode one upon another, he began to say unto his disciples first of all, Beware ye of the leaven of the
Pharisees, which is hypocrisy."

James 3:17, "But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, [and] easy to be intreated, full
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of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2008 
[Assembled by John Beardsley]

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Robert Schuller
General Teachings/Activities

-  Born in 1926 to an Iowan family of Dutch descent, Robert Schuller was reared in the Reformed Church in
America. He entered the pastorate in 1951 at Hope Church in Chicago, which over the next four years grew from
38 to 400 members. In 1955, his denomination sent him to Orange County, California to establish a new church
there. After trying unsuccessfully to rent numerous facilities, Schuller finally rented the Orange County Drive-In
Theater for Sunday mornings. Schuller went from door to door inviting people to come to his church, and asking
them what type of church they would like to attend. He began to see his church as a mission, a place where non-
Christians would feel comfortable enough to come in and then later "accept Jesus." How would he do this? By
preaching only positive things! Schuller credits close friend Norman Vincent Peale "with fine tuning his own
positive faith and laying the foundation for his own Possibility Thinking that was to come."

In September of 1959, ground-breaking ceremonies were held at the location of the present church property in
Garden Grove, California. The Crystal Cathedral was completed in 1980, from which Schuller now tapes his
weekly service and later broadcasts on his weekly "Hour of Power" television show (begun in 1970). This cathedral
is a vast golden edifice with 10,000 windows, huge video screens, and a 10-foot tall angel hovering from the roof
on a rope of gold. He has built up a congregation of over 9,500 members in a church that cost over $20 million.

The "Tower of Power" television ministry makes more than $50 million a year and is beamed to about 20 million
viewers in more than 180 countries. Schuller claims to receive between thirty and forty thousand letters a week and
has a mailing list of over one million people. He has authored more than 25 books, several of them national best
sellers. (Source: "A Profile of Robert Schuller," by J.P. Gudel, Forward, Spring 1985.)

-  Schuller's false teaching is an extremely serious matter in light of his wide influence. His is the most popular
religion television broadcast in America. His books sell by the millions. He appears with presidents. His "self-
esteem Christianity" has been adopted by multitudes. These believe they are Christians and attend churches; but in
reality, they worship a false christ and follow a false gospel. Robert Schuller and his mentor, the late Norman
Vincent Peale, are two of the key culprits in promoting this error.

Schuller reinterprets the doctrines of the Word of God to conform with his self-esteem philosophy. His Christ is a
Jesus who provides men with self-esteem. Schuller's gospel is the replacement of negative self concepts with
positive ones. To Schuller, sin is merely the lack of self-esteem. To Schuller, the greatest evil is to call men sinners
in a Biblical fashion and thereby injure their self-esteem. Schuller is a universalist who believes that all people are
the children of God. His goal is to help each person understand and enjoy this "fact." Bottom line, Schuller's
message is that there is no need for one to recognize his own personal sin, no need for repentance, and no need for
the crucifixion of self. In fact, concerning the latter point, Schuller teaches just the opposite philosophy -- that self
is to be exalted -- which is nothing less than an outright denial of the Gospel of Jesus Christ:

(a) Personal Sin?: "What do I mean by sin? Answer: Any human condition or act that robs God of
glory by stripping one of his children of their right to divine dignity. I could offer another
complementing answer: Sin is that deep lack of trust that separates me from God and leaves me with a
sense of shame and unworthiness. I can offer still another answer: Sin is any act or thought that robs
myself or another human being of his or her self-esteem" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, p. 14).
In a 10/5/84 letter to Christianity Today, Schuller wrote, "I don't think anything has been done in the
name of Christ and under the banner of Christianity that has proven more destructive to human
personality and hence counterproductive to the evangelism enterprise than the often crude, uncouth,
and unchristian strategy of attempting to make people aware of their lost and sinful condition" (cf.
Romans 1:18-3:20).
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(b) Repentance?: In response to a question from Paul Crouch on Crouch's TBN 12/8/87 television
show, concerning critic's claims that Schuller doesn't preach repentance, Schuller responded, "I preach
repentance so positively, most people don't recognize it" (cf. Ezekiel 18:30-32).

(c) Denial of Self?: One of Schuller's books, Self-Love: The Dynamic Force of Success, took Eric
Fromm's humanistic self-love teachings and brought them into the church. In Self-Esteem: The New
Reformation (Word Books, 1982), Schuller teaches that: (1) the church's problem is that it has had a
God-centered theology for centuries, when it needs a man-centered one; (2) we're not bad, merely
badly informed about how good we are; (3) it would be an insult to the integrity of any human being to
call him a sinner; and (4) "Jesus knew His worth; His success fed His self-esteem. He suffered the
cross to sanctify His self-esteem and He bore the cross to sanctify your self-esteem. The cross will
sanctify the ego trip" (p. 115) (cf. Matt. 16:24). (See attached reports for more analysis and quotes
from Self-Esteem: The New Reformation) [Schuller further amplified this latter thought on the 8/12/80
Phil Donahue Show; Schuller said, "Jesus had an ego. He said, 'I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men
unto me.' Wow, what an ego trip He was on!"]

-  The following are highlights from an 11/92 radio interview with Robert Schuller; it provides a good snapshot
summary of Schuller's perverted gospel of self:

QUESTIONER: Dr. Schuller, did you write "The unsaved person cannot perceive himself as worthy of
divine grace and hence rejects it."? 
SCHULLER: I may have said that because I am inclined to believe very definitely that the person who
is lost and unsaved is afraid of the light. The person who is only used to darkness is afraid of the light
and I think unsaved people do not consider themselves worthy enough; I think that's absolutely true,
"While we were yet sinners Christ died for us."
QUESTIONER: But not while we were "worthy" Christ died for us? 
SCHULLER: Listen, if Christ had died for somebody who wasn't worth anything that would have been
a lousy deal. God is a good steward and he teaches us to be good stewards. God knows the worst
sinner is worth saving so that he would die on a cross for us. 
QUESTIONER: But if we are worth it, then it is not grace, it's merit. 
SCHULLER: No, no. It means that we are still creatures of God, we are still sons of God. We have
value. We still have value. 

QUESTIONER: Would you be willing to address your congregation as a group as sinners?
SCHULLER: No I don't think I need to do that. ... My only concern is: I don't want to drive them
farther away than they are! ... I do let people know how great their sins and miseries are. How do I do
that? I don't do that by standing in a pulpit and telling them they're sinners. ... The way I do it is ask
questions. Are you happy? Do you have problems, what are they? So then I come across as somebody
who cares about them ... So the way I preach sin is by calling to attention what it does to them here and
now, and their need for divine grace! ... I believe in heaven. I believe in hell. But I don't know what
happens there. I don't take it literally that it's a fire that never stops burning. 
QUESTIONER: As Jesus said it was? 
SCHULLER: Jesus was not literal. 

QUESTIONER: Justified from what? The wrath of God? 
SCHULLER: Oh! I'll never use that language.
QUESTIONER: But the Bible does.
SCHULLER: Yes, the Bible does, but the Bible is ... a contradiction: Old Testament -- Law, New
Testament -- Grace. Jesus is a contradiction; totally human and totally God.
QUESTIONER: Of course we would say that the dual nature of Christ is a "mystery" but not a
contradiction.
SCHULLER: It is a contradiction, but you know what? Contradictions are ultimate points of
creativity...
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QUESTIONER: How could the cross, as you write, "sanctify the ego trip," and make us proud, in the
light of passages that say, "I hate pride and arrogance (Prov. 8:13), "Pride goes before destruction"
(Prov. 16:18),"The Lord detests all the proud" (Prov. 16:5), "Do not be proud" (Rom. 12:16), "Love
does not boast, it is not proud" (1 Cor. 13:4). In fact Paul warns Timothy that in the last days men "will
be lovers of themselves" (2 Tim. 3:2). ... Why should we do anything to encourage people to become
"lovers of themselves" if Paul in fact warned others that that would be the state of godlessness in the
last days? 
SCHULLER: I hope you don't [preach this] because you could do a lot of damage to a lot of beautiful
people. ... if you preach that text, oh man, I sure hope you give it the kind of interpretation that I do or,
I'll tell you, you'll drive them farther away and they'll be madder than hell at you and they'll turn the
Bible off, and they'll switch you off, and they'll turn on the rock music and Madonna. Just because it's
in the Bible doesn't mean you should preach it. ... it is so difficult to preach some of those texts and not
come across as lacking humility ...

QUESTIONER: Dr. Schuller, what do we tell someone who says, "I'm already happy and fulfilled, so
why do I need the gospel?" 
SCHULLER: I don't know ... I can't relate to that. 
QUESTIONER: Ought we to pray, "Our father in heaven, honorable is our name"? 
SCHULLER: (Silence)
QUESTIONER: That's a legitimate question?
SCHULLER: It may be a legitimate question but I think it's kind of a dumb question because I don't
teach that. Ask someone who teaches it. 
QUESTIONER: Well you wrote it on page 69 of Self-Esteem: The New Reformation. 
SCHULLER: You know what, I'm tired now. You're laying so many heavy trips on me, and I wasn't
prepared for this.

-  Since Schuller will not preach from the pulpit the gospel of repentance of sin and faith in Jesus Christ, nor teach
from the Bible, what then is the message he propagates? Los Angeles Times staff writer Bella Stumbo, after an
extended interview with Schuller, wrote: "In short, Robert Schuller believes that God placed him on this Earth to
preach possibility thinking" ("The Gospel of Success," 5/29/83, Los Angeles Times, p. 24). To underscore just how
"vitally important" this message is, Schuller once wrote: "I believe in positive thinking. It is almost as important as
the resurrection of Jesus Christ" (Michael Nason and Donna Nason, Robert Schuller: The Inside Story, 1983, p.
152).

-  Schuller's "possibility thinking" replaces truth. It doesn't matter what or whom one believes, but only that one be
positive. He argues that Biblical doctrine may have communicated to people in the past, but to our generation it
seems so "negative" and offensive that it turns people off. So what is needed now is a "positive" gospel that
everyone can accept. In an article in The Orange County Register, Schuller berated preachers "who spew forth their
angry, hate-filled sermons of fire and brimstone." Explaining that the way to "tell the good religion from the bad
religion" is whether it is "positive," Schuller exhorted "religious leaders ... whatever their theology ... to articulate
their faith in positive terms." He then called for a "massive, united effort by leaders of all religions" to proclaim
"the positive power ... of world-community-building religious values." (Emphases added.)

For Schuller, then, "faith" is a power of the mind and "God" is merely a placebo that helps one "believe" and
thereby activate mind power. For example, on an Amway tape, Schuller exults, "You don't know the power you
have within you! ... You make the world into anything you choose." It is Babel again, only in a more sophisticated
form. The power of thinking becomes the magic stairway that leads to the paradise where all one's wishes can be
fulfilled -- nothing but an "evangelical" form of Christian Science or Science of Mind! (6/93, The Berean Call).

-  For one who doesn't use the Bible much, it shouldn't surprise us when we hear how Schuller has distorted it,
usually in order to justify his theological positions. For instance, what does Schuller say Jesus really meant when
He taught His disciples to pray for their "daily bread" (Matt. 6:11)?

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/repent.htm
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"'Give us our daily bread.' What does the word bread mean? Bread refers to life's basic needs. God
doesn't promise that we will have the crust. ... What is the crust that God offers? We call it possibility
thinking. 'Give us this day our daily bread.' God will give us what we need. And what is that? It is
creative, inspiring, possibility-pregnant ideas" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, pp. 80,82).

Schuller is guilty of even more blatant distortion when he equates the "rivers of living water" that Jesus referred to
in John 7:38 with self-esteem:

"And I can feel the self-esteem rising all around me and within me, 'Rivers of living water shall flow
from the inmost being of anyone who believes in me' (John 7:38, TLB). I'll really feel good about
myself" (Self-Esteem: The New Reformation, p. 80).

-  The prime focus of Schuller's ministry continues today to be the self-esteem of the individual. This was reflected
in most of his earlier books, but was never specifically formulated until 1982, when he wrote SELF-ESTEEM: THE
NEW REFORMATION. Schuller believes that virtually every problem a person has, every ill that plagues society,
all sin and evil in the world, is a result of people having low self-esteem. Therefore, our greatest need is to have
our self-esteem increased:

"Self-esteem then, or 'pride in being a human being,' is the single greatest need facing the human race
today. ... I strongly suggest that self-love is the ultimate will of man -- that what you really want more
than anything else in the world is the awareness that you are a worthy person. ... Do not fear pride: the
easiest job God has is to humble us. God's almost impossible task is to keep us believing every hour of
every day how great we are as his sons and daughters on planet earth."

So, why didn't the early Church preach a theology of self-esteem? They were virtually surrounded by non-
believers, people whose greatest need, according to Schuller, was to have their self-esteem lifted. However, the
early Church followed the example of Paul, and preached "Christ and Him crucified," not any gospel of self-esteem
(e.g., 1 Cor. 2:2; 1:18,23; Rom. 3:10-18). We find no examples in the preaching of the apostles that man's basic
problem was a low self-esteem. Instead we find that it is a need for forgiveness of his sins.] 

-  It's doubtful that Schuller even knows what the gospel is. Schuller says: "Is there any possibility of a person
being, quote -- saved -- unquote, without accepting Jesus Christ in a way evangelicals preach it today? My answer
is, I don't know. That's the honest to God truth. But I believe in the sovereignty of God and the sovereignty of Jesus
Christ. I hope so. Is it possible to be saved without making public repentance? I think so. On the cross, Jesus said,
'Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.' He didn't say, 'Father, forgive them because they repented.'
Jesus has a different theology of salvation than most preachers." (Reported in O Timothy.) 

-  Robert Schuller has proudly said: "...what sets me apart from fundamentalists [is that they] are trying to convert
everybody to believe how they believe. ... We know the things the major faiths can agree on. We try to focus on
those without offending those with different view-points. ..." Schuller's connections include or have included Soviet
sycophant Armand Hammer; the cult of Unity; media magnate Rupert Murdoch, who's financing Schuller TV in
Europe; Napolean Hill's associate W. Clement Stone (like the deceased Norman Vincent Peale, Schuller's mentor, a
33rd degree Mason), who put up the funds to send out over 250,000 copies of Self-Esteem: The New Reformation to
pastors and seminary professors; "Course In Miracles" promoter Gerald Jampolsky; Amway; etc. (3/23/89, USA
Today).

-  With the "opening" of the Iron Curtain, Schuller was invited to appear on Soviet television. Schuller said
regarding this opportunity: "In 15 minutes, the only thing I could try to accomplish was to increase their perception
of a personal and positive God." Similarly, the 9/29/90 edition of the Houston Chronicle reported the following:

"Of all the big-name Protestant ministers moving behind what used to be the Iron Curtain, the Rev.
Robert Schuller ... might prove to be the most palatable. With the diplomatic help of industrialist
Armand Hammer, a long-time friend of the Soviets, Schuller delivered upbeat messages twice on
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Soviet television in recent months and hopes to begin a monthly television program before the end of
the year. As he does in this country, Schuller indicated he would talk mainly to non-believers,
emphasizing a self-esteem message not heavily laden with 'Jesus talk' ..." (Emphases added.)

-  Proof of Schuller's promotion of New Age teachings and teachers is his article in the Summer 1986 issue of
Possibilities magazine. As well as the central message being that 'all is God and God is all,' the article also declared
that, "The Christ Spirit dwells in every human being, whether the person knows it or not" (p. 12). In the past,
Schuller has also given his Hour of Power pulpit to a long list of New Agers, cultists, and occultists, ranging from
Gerald Jampolsky (who uses A Course in Miracles, dictated by a demon posing as Jesus), to influential Mormon
leader, Jack Anderson. (Reported in the 1/88 and 2/88 issues of the CIB Bulletin.) Schuller has even commended
all forms of Eastern meditation such as TM, Zen Buddhism, and yoga as valid methods for "the harnessing, by
human means, of God's divine laws. ..." 

Schuller has also addressed Unity ministers in Kansas City, not only stating that he agreed with their teachings
(which, among other things, reject the gospel of Christ, and teach Yoga, reincarnation, and other New Age
philosophies), but he also commended Unity and offered his success techniques to help Unity grow larger. In an
address to a Unity congregation in Warren, Michigan, Schuller's motivational talk presented Jesus as "the greatest
Possibility Thinker of all time!" (Reported in the 1/88 issue of the CIB Bulletin.)

-  Schuller has sympathized with Catholicism in the past. In 1972, Schuller "invited Catholic Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen to his pulpit and joined with Catholic bishops at their Mass at the Annual Mary's Hour at the Los Angeles
Sports Arena" (David Beale, S.B.C. House on the Sand, p. 144). During the Pope's visit to Los Angeles in 1987,
Schuller "played the papal hoopla on [his church's] giant-sized screen for people to come watch." Schuller said: "It's
time for Protestants to go to the shepherd [Pope] and say 'what do we have to do to come home?'" (11/15/87,
Calvary Contender). When Schuller was planning for the building of his Crystal Cathedral, he made a special trip
to Rome to ask the Pope's blessing on the building plans (Foundation, March-April 1990).

In 1985, the Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association and Tyndale House Publishers jointly published
What Christians Can Learn from One Another about Evangelizing Adults, which contained a chapter by Billy
Graham. The book called for greater cooperation between Protestants and Catholics in so-called evangelism, and
also included articles by Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Robert Schuller, Bill Bright, Jack Wyrtzen, and others
(Flirting With Rome, p. 31).

-  Those who still believe Schuller is an evangelical should consider the fact that the Roman Catholic Cardinal for
Los Angeles, Roger Mahony, was Schuller's honored guest at his church and on his television program on 3/22/92.
The content of Dr. Schuller's messages and those of most of his pulpit guests should make it clear that his ministry
is leading people away from the truth of the Gospel. (Foundation, July-August 1992)

Schuller also frequently speaks at conferences with Roman Catholic priests and bishops. He spoke at the
"Washington for Jesus" rally on 4/28/80, with priests John Bertolucci, John Randall, and Michael Scanlon. In
10/87, Schuller spoke at a Roman Catholic conference called the Jesus Day VII, in Chicago. Catholic priests
Matthew Fox, John Powell, and Richard McBrien also spoke (National & International Religion Report, 9/21/87).
In 8/88, Schuller participated in the ecumenical Congress '88 in Chicago. The Archbishop of Chicago at the time,
Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, brought the opening address of the Congress, and was introduced as a "warm, caring,
Christ-honoring, Christ-like brother" (Frank Bumpus, "New Evangelicals United with Catholics and Liberals," FBF
News Bltn., Nov-Dec 1988). 

-  Schuller joined David Yonggi Cho in Sicily for the country's first Church Growth Conference in March 1998,
visiting Pope John Paul II en route to the conference. The May 1998 issue of Powerlines, Schuller's monthly
newsletter, highlights his church growth conference with Cho and his meeting with Pope John Paul II in Rome.
According to the newsletter, "it was the fourth time Dr. Schuller and the Pope had met, hand-to-hand, heart-to-
heart at the Vatican." The article also added a brief note concerning the discussion between the Pope and Schuller:
"When the Schullers met Pope John Paul II in March, the Pope expressed interest in how our churches could work
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together to take part in the Vatican's preparations for the Jubilee celebrations of Christianity's third millennium in
the year 2000." Pope John Paul II also blessed Mrs. Schuller, an act which Robert Schuller said may have caused
his wife to be healed five days later when Mrs. Schuller suffered a mild heart attack. "How could Arvella help but
be healed when the Crystal Cathedral Congregation is praying for her, and after she had received private blessings
from the Pope and a special visit from the pastor of the largest Protestant church in the world, David Yonggi Cho,"
Schuller said. Both the Pope and David Yonggi Cho are leading millions of people astray by the false doctrines
they propagate, and Schuller is perfectly comfortable commending these men as servants of God! (Source: May-
June 1998, Foundation magazine.)

-  As one of 16 writers who responded to Pope John Paul's Crossing of the Threshold of Hope book, in a new book,
A Reader's Companion to Crossing the Threshold of Hope, Robert Schuller said (p. 163): "God has promised
salvation to all of us. But only when we realize that we have been saved and we accept God's love do we open
ourselves to Jesus Christ ..." He speaks of experiencing "the Christ within" us, and "innermost potential." He said
"meaning" lies in a God who is committed to our happiness, and that belief in God helps us become possibility
thinkers. Schuller said: "When we know we have been redeemed and we know we are part of God's family, we are
ready to dream that great divine dream of building the kingdom of God in the world." (Source: 5/97, Sword and
Trumpet.)

-  Schuller boasted to Billy Graham that "thousands of pastors and hundreds of rabbis and ... over a million
Muslims a week" watch his Hour of Power television program. Schuller, whose Crystal Cathedral houses offices
for "Christians and Muslims for Peace," told Imam Alfred Mohammed of the Muslim American Society that "if he
[Schuller] came back in 100 years and found his descendants Muslims, it wouldn't bother him. ..." Apparently,
Schuller is unconcerned that Islam denies that Jesus is God and that He died for our sins (someone else died on the
Cross in His place), offers a gospel of good works for salvation, and death in jihad as the only sure way to the
Muslim's "heaven," where the faithful are rewarded with rivers of wine (which they are not permitted on earth) and
harems of beautiful virgins. (Source: 5/98, TBC.) ["Muslims for Peace" is quite a misnomer considering Muslims
lay claim to their "peace" when they earn "points" on their eternal scorecards for killing Jews and Christians.]

-  Over 100 churches, led by Schuller, banded together in 1992 to form Churches United in Global Missions
(CUGM), "seeking to address the needs of humanity and our environment." It is currently made up primarily of
mega-church pastors, but membership is open to any size church which can pay the annual dues of $1,000. "The
aim is to lure baby boomers back to church by welcoming all comers regardless of their beliefs and appealing to
their lack of theological convictions." Thus far we are unaware of any Catholic or Orthodox members in CUGM,
but CUGM's declaration affirms that it seeks "a spirit of unity that is truly Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox,
Evangelical, and Charismatic." The CUGM network does include charismatic, Baptist, Episcopal, Lutheran, and
Methodist churches. (Originally reported in the 5/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Since 1970, Schuller has operated the Robert Schuller Institute for Successful Church Leadership, with more than
20,000 church leaders having attended. One previous attendee testifies that: "The institute is a place where you
have an encounter with God, where God gives the instructions, where lives are transformed and you leave with a
lift" (magazine advertisement for the 1/93 seminar). More than eighty homosexual and lesbian pastors and lay
leaders from the Metropolitan Community Churches participated in 1997's Institute. (Source: Record, Spring 1997).
The January 25-28, 1999 meeting features "Father" Hank Albietz as a workshop speaker. In reply to a query to the
Crystal Cathedral, Holly Lovas wrote: "Father Hank is a Roman Catholic priest from St. Patrick Church,
Bellefontaine, OH. ... We are lucky to have him speak this year on goal setting in the ministry." (Source: 11/15/98,
Calvary Contender.)

-  In the 7/93 Charisma, Argentine preacher Juan Carlos Ortiz said Schuller asked him in 1990 to start a Hispanic
congregation from Schuller's Crystal Cathedral. Ortiz was a prominent charismatic movement leader in the 1970s,
and has insisted on associating with Catholics and mainline Protestants. At the Crystal Cathedral, Ortiz still courts
Catholics, lays hands on parishioners to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit, and says some speak in tongues. He
says Schuller respects people's self-esteem, and "doesn't scold them from the pulpit by saying they are sinners"
(7/15/93, Calvary Contender).
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-  Despite Schuller's unbiblical, heretical, and often blasphemous message, Schuller's 1000th Anniversary television
show (The Hour of Power, aired on April 2, 1989), presented film clip testimonies from seventeen of Schuller's
fans, including:

Billy Graham (suggested to Schuller in 1969, "Bob, why don't you think of telecasting your services.")
Former presidents Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan (the latter of whom said, "Your possibility thinking
messages have brought self-esteem to millions.")
Skip Humphrey (Hubert's son) ("... teaching us positive thinking and self-esteem.")
Entertainers Sammy Davis Jr., Bob Hope, Sheryll Ladd, and Ricky Schroeder.
Norman Vincent Peale, Mother Teresa, and Coretta Scott King ("three spiritual greats") (Schuller's son said
of Peale, he was "responsible for dad's possibility thinking.")

Schuller spent a considerable amount of time praising Billy Graham and Norman Vincent Peale (Positive Mental
Attitude), and stated his "indebtedness to our brothers and sisters of Roman Catholic faith in the great family of
believers." (He also billed his ministry as, "the only worldwide telecast of a Protestant and ecumenical ministry.")
Schuller offered a gift premium, "to keep you believing in the Great Believer, Who believes in us ... believe in the
God Who believes in you ... Be a believer in belief and believe in the Great Believer. Someday you'll be in heaven
because you believed in the Great Believer."

Schuller also changed the words to "Rise Up Great Men of God," in order to proclaim his self-love message, and
closed the show by singing "Dream the Impossible Dream."

[In a later interview with USA Today, Schuller was asked about the fact that Sammy Davis was Jewish. Schuller
said, "That's what sets me apart from fundamentalists who are trying to convert everybody to believe how they
believe. My role is as a churchman. ... We know the things the major faiths can agree on. We try to focus on those
without offending those with different viewpoints, or without compromising the integrity of my own Christian
commitment" (6/89, Chalcedon Report).]

-  In his broadcast on 1/16/94, Robert Schuller was in tears. He was talking about the 12/24/93 death of Norman
Vincent Peale. Schuller told how Peale had been his inspiration and mentor and how he had started the positive
thinking movement. Schuller then said he had swallowed it: "Hook, line, and sinker." [Peale was a 33rd degree
Mason who rejected the Christian doctrine of sin, the physical resurrection of Jesus Christ, and justification by faith
alone in the merits of Christ. Although he used Christian terminology and rhetoric, in a sense his theology had little
to do with Christianity, because it had little to do with sin and redemption. Although he may never have heard of
the fourth-century heresy called Pelagianism, he was a thorough Pelagian -- that is, someone who believes that
human nature is essentially good and that human beings are saved by developing their inner potential (2/7/94,
Christian News).]

-  On 1/28/94, Schuller appeared on Larry King Live to promote his new book, Achieve Your True Potential
Through Power Thinking or Power Thoughts. Schuller said:

"Forty years ago in 1953, the seminal book was published, The Power of Positive Thinking. Twenty
years later, a book was published, Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking, and now 20 years later in
1993, there's a book Achieve Your True Potential Through Power Thinking or Power Thoughts. So it's
from positive thinking to possibility thinking, to power thinking, and each is a level. ... Positive
thinking says, 'Hey. I am somebody. I can do it.' Possibility thinking picks up on it and says, 'Okay,
how is it possible and how can we make it possible,' and power thinking says, 'Okay. I am. I can. It's
possible. Okay, let's you and me do it. Let's just make it happen.'... I sum up this in a sentence. Faith
plus focus plus follow through equals achievement, and many people fail because they just don't have
the faith in themselves, and others have the faith in themselves, but they don't focus.

"... chapter three is the process of power thinking, seven levels to the process of thinking power
thoughts. First level is potentialize, second level is prioritize, the third is possibilitize ... you know, my
first studies were all of psychology. ... I'm not the first to say this, 'if you can believe it, you can
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achieve it.' But what I am saying in this book, a line that I had never used before ...'You're not free --
I'm not free until I believe in me.' ... I picked up my pen and wrote a quote: 'In the beginning' ... Ideas
generate energy. Once there was a power thought, and we are designed by the Creator, the Power
Thinker of all, we are designed to be power thought processors to receive power thoughts, catalogue,
compute them, evaluate them, reject them or accept and generate other power thoughts. It's very
exciting. ... the secret of conquering the invasion of negative thoughts is to keep your mind focused
actively on your dream, ...You know, this book, Larry, I think if it can be grasped and communicated,
is the answer to the violence that we face today. ...

"Back to self esteem. The first person ever to write a textbook of self-esteem theology. This came out
of my studies with Victor Frankl. [Frankl was an unbelieving Jewish psychiatrist who developed a
psychotherapeutic type of "treatment" called logotherapy. Frankl placed much emphasis on man's
search for "meaning."] We're going back 22 years ago, and I asked Victor Frankl, 'Put it to me in a
nutshell. What is the single heart of a person that makes him a human being?' 'Well' he said, 'Freud said
it's will to pleasure. Adler said it's will to power. I say it's will to meaning ... one thing no one can ever
take from me and that's my ultimate freedom to choose how I will react to what happens to me.' That, I
think, is part of the greatest sentence spoken by a living human being in this century."

-  A recent interview on CNN's "Larry King Live" television broadcast once again reveals just how far Schuller has
fallen from the orthodox teaching of Scripture. The 12/19/98 broadcast of "Larry King Live Weekend" featured a
panel of United States senators who discussed the implications of the House of Representatives' impeachment vote
against President Clinton. Toward the end of the broadcast, King interviewed Robert Schuller, asking him if this
was a time for national prayer (italics added):

SCHULLER: You know, it surely is. I think it's probably providential that this comes at just the day
before Larry King is going to be Robert Schuller's guest and you will offer your first public prayer in
the Crystal Cathedral.

KING: What does the nation do with something like this? What would you say to people? It's a sad
day.

SCHULLER: It's a sad day, and people are hurting, and they're hurting on all sides. What does this
mean? A hurt internally is an indication that we have spiritual needs that we're not totally personally
adequate to handle all alone, which means we all need God. We have to find God in our own way,
God lives in people.

KING: But Democrats say they believe in God and Republicans say they believe in God ... and they're
angry, and people are being hurt and we're meddling into lives.

SCHULLER: Which means we need -- we need Ramadan. We need Christmas. We need Hanukkah.
This is the time of the year when all human beings should realize, leave us alone into our whims and
fantasies and prejudices and hatreds and insecurities and fears and prejudices and we can be very mean
people. People can be real mean. This is the time to come clean and be kind and civil.

King proceeded to ask Schuller what advice he would give to the Democratic Senators and others who are angry
about the impeachment of President Clinton:

SCHULLER: I'd say to them, go to your knees and try prayer. I think that when Larry King writes a
book called Powerful Prayers, as you did -- and I'm so proud to have my name as a foreword to it.
When you call people to look at prayer, that's what we need -- in your own way.

The idea that people need to "find God in their own way" because "God lives in people" is completely contrary to
Scripture. Schuller's universalistic theology, while popular today among the majority of liberal churches and even
many so-called evangelical churches, is an abomination to God and is a false gospel. The Word of God teaches that
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all men are sinners and in rebellion against God, and that Jesus Christ is "the way, the truth, and the life." It is also
sad that Schuller promotes King's latest book on prayer, for the ["Jewish"] King is a self-professed agnostic.
(Excerpted and/or adapted from the Jan-Feb 1999, Foundation.)

-  Schuller has no problem roughing up a flight attendant when things don't go his way. According to an Associated
Press story, Schuller "roughed up" a United Airlines flight attendant after he refused to hang up Schuller's garment
bag and then later refused to serve him fruit without cheese. Schuller reportedly stood up and grabbed and shook
the attendant by the shoulders. Schuller was traveling to New York City, on the June 28, 1997 cross-country flight,
to speak at the memorial service of Betty Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X. Schuller denied assaulting the flight
attendant, but admitted that he might have touched him. An airline representative said Schuller "made physical
contact with the flight attendant and the flight attendant was injured." The attendant went on medical leave
following the episode, claiming physical pain consistent with whiplash. Schuller indicated that he was making
attempts for reconciliation with the man. In August of 1997, Schuller pleaded not guilty to a count of misdemeanor
assault, but then read an apology in court and agreed to pay an $1,100 fine and undergo a six-month diversion
program.

Perhaps the most incredible aspect of the incident was Schuller's declaration of moral innocence -- "I'm very
proud of who I am. I am innocent. I have not broken a single one of the Ten Commandments. I have not
broken any of the teachings of Jesus Christ, and so I'm proud of my faith and message," Schuller said at a
July 1 news conference after the incident. (Source: 4Q 1997, PFO The Quarterly Journal.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nonetheless, Robert Schuller is a promoter of PK as evidenced by his hosting local PK men's conferences
in his church.

Schuller's words to the tune "Rise Up Great Men of God:

People, people, everywhere, Each a jewel, fair and rare. 
Wake up world! Lost in fear! Jesus calls to hope and cheer. 
People, people, round the earth, Hunger for a deep self-worth. 
See the cross, the Holy Sign, Shape your life by this design. 
People, people, will you dare, Venture forth in noble prayer? 
Claim your heritage divine, Born to be a star to shine. 
Christ my Savior, help me see, This grand possibility. 
Saved from sin's indignity, Saved to love eternally.

[Return to Text]
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Robert Schuller
Self-Esteem or Satanic Error?*

Robert Schuller is not a new name in the realm of religion. Indeed, his glowing smile, striking appearance, and
winning way have brought him a world-wide following through his "Hour of Power" television program and the
familiar Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, California. (Schuller lost property tax exemption on the Cathedral due
to its use for secular performers like Beverly Sills, Victor Borge, and members of the Lawrence Welk show
[1/21/83 Christianity Today, p. 22].) But what is his message? Strip away the charisma and charm, separate the man
from his message and try the spirits of this man's ministry. The best way to examine a man's doctrine is to have
him put it in writing, to study his published work. This we have in Schuller's latest book, Self- Esteem the New
Reformation (Word:1982). 1 John 2:19 states that those in apostasy "went out that they might be made manifest that
they were not all of us," referring to their doctrinal departure from the faith which marks them for us to avoid. Is
Schuller for the faith or against it? Is he a misguided brother or an enemy to the cause of Christ?

The Word or the World?

The primary area in which apostasy becomes evident is in its attack upon the Scripture, either by full-blown denial
of it as the inspired Word of God or by a means such as declaring "degrees of inspiration" in it. How does Schuller
stand on the doctrine of verbal plenary inspiration? He states "can anything be above the Scriptures? Yes, the
Eternal Word transcends the written Word. … Christ is Lord over the Scriptures; the Scriptures are not Lord over
Christ" (p. 45).

This sounds pious enough until one realizes that apart from the Scriptures we would have no knowledge of Christ;
His Word is the only revelation of Himself and is in complete agreement with the Incarnate Word (John 1:14;
17:17). Schuller has adopted the Neo-Orthodox method of separating the spiritual Word from the written Word,
opening the door to spiritualizing or neglecting whatever he desires.

He states that "any creed, any biblical interpretation … that assaults and offends the self-esteem of persons is
heretically failing to be truly Christian no matter how … undergirded it might be with biblical references" (pp. 135-
136). He calls for the adoption of an "international, universal, transcreedal, transcultural, transracial standard" (p.
38). Note the conspicuous absence of the term "Biblical" or "Scriptural."

He also believes that Paul was not as inspired as the Gospel writers. God, however, says that all Scripture is given
by the inspiration of God (2 Tim. 3:16), including Paul's epistles (2 Pe. 3:15,16). When Schuller does use Scripture,
which is seldom in 176 pages, he often uses it out of context. He uses part of Matthew 4:4 ("Man shall not live by
bread alone") to say that the poor should not be manipulated by those who would feed them (p. 165). This totally
ignores the true meaning and importance of the verse by leaving out the fact stated in the rest of the verse that
many shall live "by every Word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." Such misapplications are numerous
throughout the book. With such a disregard for the authority of Scripture, the foundation is laid for further departure
from the faith.

The Dictionary of Schullerese

In order to remain within the good graces of as many people as possible, it becomes necessary to use terminology
which is recognized, familiar, and accepted. The key to introducing error is to redefine those time-honored, Biblical
terms so that the false teaching enveloped by the sugar-coat of orthodox wording will sound right and will be
palatable to the unwary and undiscerning. This is one of Schuller's main techniques for selling his "theology." Note
the following examples:

(a) Sin is no longer to be understood as lawlessness (1 Tim. 1:9), disobedience to God (Rom. 5:19), transgression(2
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Jn. 3:4), or unrighteousness (1 Jn. 5:17). It is, rather, "Any human condition or act that robs God of glory by
stripping one of his children of their right to divine dignity … that deep lack of trust that separates me from God
and leaves me with a sense of shame and unworthiness … any act or thought that robs myself or another human
being of his or her self-esteem" (p. 14). He states over and over again that the core of man's sin is not his depravity
(Gen. 6:5), but a "lack of self-dignity" (p. 15), "self-esteem," or "trust" (p. 65). Imagine the Apostle Paul writing
"Christ Jesus came into the world to save negative thinkers, those who lack self-esteem, of whom I am chief" (cf. 1
Tim. 1:15). But Schuller would have us believe that seeing sin as rebellion against God is shallow and lacking "in-
depth analysis" (p. 67). Likewise "guilt" is redefined by Schuller as "loss of self-esteem" (p. 65), thus equating
guilt with sin, a false assumption since guilt arises as a result of sin.

(b) Hell is no longer a literal place of eternal torment for unrepentant sinners (Matt. 25:41; Lk. 16:23), but is
redefined as "the loss of pride that naturally follows separation from God. … A person is in hell when he has lost
his self-esteem" (pp. 14-15). According to Schuller, it would be hell if God were to show him all the opportunities
to fulfill himself, to succeed, to do good that he could have done but did not (pp. 93-94). Further on he indicates
that hell is "on earth" (p. 96). What a rude awakening awaits Schuller! In addition, according to Schuller, to be
"delivered from evil" is to be delivered, not from the power of Satan and our sin nature, but from fear (p. 124).

(c) Salvation according to Schuller's theology is not rescue from sin, death, and hell (Eph. 2:1,5,6; Col. 1:13; Jn.
3:14); but is "rescue from shame to glory … guilt to pride … fear to love … distrust to faith … hypocrisy to
honesty" (p. 151). It is to become a "possibility thinker" (p. 99), "to be permanently lifted from sin (psychological
self-abuse …) and shame to self-esteem" (p. 99). Therefore, being "born again means that we must be changed
from a negative to a positive self-image-from inferiority to self-esteem, from fear to love, from doubt to trust" (p.
68).

(d) Repentance is no longer the change of mind from sin to faith in the finished work of Christ (1 Thes. 1:9; Acts
2:38). It is to be interpreted as a "positive, dynamic and highly-motivated redirection of life form a guilt-induced
fear and its consequent withdrawal form the divine call to a caring, risky trust which promises the hope of glory, for
yourself and your heavenly Father, through noble, human-need-filling achievements" (p. 104). To simplify this
grandiose pronouncement into short "Schullerese," repentance is turning over a new leaf, from lack of self-esteem
to self-esteem, from inferiority to good works. This is a far cry from the attitude of repentance seen in Scripture
and so beautifully exemplified in the publican's prayer: "God be merciful to me a sinner" (Lk. 18:13). There was no
surge of self-esteem in the publican who would not lift up so much as his eyes unto heaven. On the other hand, it
does not appear that there was a Schullerite theologian standing close by.

(e) Faith is redefined as "a commitment to an unprovable assumption" (p. 133). Had Schuller not already
discounted the absolute authority of Scripture, he could have found a different description of faith in Hebrews 11.
Observe the circumstances, events, and results in the lives of these heroes of the faith. As one example of the
fallacy of the above definition, consider Moses (11:29). How unprovable an assumption was it that allowed Israel to
pass through the Red Sea on dry ground? Indeed, our faith is by no means based on an "unprovable assumption;" it
is no "leap in the dark" hope. We have an accurate historical record of God's past dealings with man. Fulfilled
prophecies, events verified by extra-Biblical sources, and an empty tomb, are among the proofs of the surety of our
faith. Beyond these is the present verifiable witness of our own salvation experience which seals personally the
certainty of our faith.

Perhaps Schuller's "salvation experience" will shed light upon his lack of understanding about the nature of faith.
He states that at some time after he took his position at the Garden Grove, he was overtaken by a fear of failure for
about two years. Finally he prayed, "Dear Jesus Christ, if you're alive (emphasis mine), and I can't even prove you
are, I pray that you'll reach into my mind and take out this horrible fear. Save me," after which he felt a pressure in
his head, then release and peace (p. 130). This author will refrain from further comment concerning the pressure or
lack thereof in Schuller's head, but the Bible does say that "he that cometh to God must believe that He is" (Heb.
11:6). This requirement seems to be lacking in Schuller's experience. One wonders how he lasted so long previous
to this experience, while peddling the same sort of "positive thinking" doctrine, if he was then unsaved.

(f) Grace redefined is no longer the favor of God bestowed upon those who merit only God's disfavor (Rom. 5:8;
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Eph. 2:5-8). It is "divine self-esteem" (p. 95).

One tires quickly of the repetitious and redundant use of the term "self-esteem" found throughout Schuller's warped
theology. Compounding the absurdity of this heretical hobby-horse is the merciless overuse of a cacophony of
clichés and catch-phrases such as "nonjudgmental love," "the 'I am' determines the 'I can'," "the Cross sanctifies
your ego trip," and others. Most of these he has picked up from other men such as Norman Vincent Peale and C.A.
Seguin.

The Gospel According to Schuller

Incorporating the new meanings given to orthodox terminology, Schuller's view of the Gospel becomes evident. He
rejects the depravity of man calling it an "error" (p. 162) and "too shallow" (p. 63), insisting that salvation should
be man-centered [humanistic] rather than God-centered (p. 64). This is a devious way of saying that God's holiness
and His hatred of and judgment upon sin are to be ignored and only His "nonjudgmental love" is to be recognized.
Anything contrary to this is rejected as being too negative. Time and again he asserts that "Jesus never called
anyone a sinner" (pp. 100,126,157), that He "never puts down another human being" (p. 48). But would the scribes
and Pharisees, who Jesus "complimented" with such names as "hypocrites, white sepulchres, serpents, generation of
vipers, fools" (Matt. 23) agree? Would Jesus have preached repentance to those who were not sinners (Mk. 1:15)?
And did Jesus not acknowledge the woman taken in adultery as one guilty of sin (Jn. 8:11)?

The next liberal lie (and another of the clichés) in Schuller's scheme is the false doctrine of the Fatherhood of God.
He reiterates this theme in a variety of ways, even renaming a chapter after the concept. Schuller claims that in
order to create the kingdom of God here on earth we must all accentuate the positives, eliminate the negatives, fill
up on self-esteem, get everyone else to do the same regardless of creed (meaning regardless of what anyone
believes), join together, and all be God's children. As he says, "God is trying … to build a society of human beings
who live out the golden rule" (p. 135). This is, of course, based on the presupposition that we are all God's children
to begin with, whether in belief or if we simply make people aware of their divine parentage they will automatically
begin acting accordingly, what with everybody being full of divine self-esteem and all. This, in a nutshell so to
speak, is Schuller's "New Reformation" idea. But Jesus said that there is a different source for our spiritual
parentage (Jn. 8:44-"ye are of your father, the devil"), and that salvation is the only way to become His child (Jn.
1:12).

"Positively" Ecumenical

Naturally, in a hodge-podge religious household such as the one Schuller advocates, everyone must be included.
One of the main schisms to be reunited would be that between Protestantism, of which Schuller's Reformed Church
is a part, and the huge harlot cult of Roman Catholicism. This explains the glowing commendation Schuller gives
to the Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, calling him an "outstanding Christian" (p. 52), and the tribute paid to Mother Teresa
as an example of Christian dedication (pp. 70,76), and various flattering references to the pontifex maximus himself,
Pope John Paul II, to whom Schuller says he was "immediately attracted" (p. 17).

He calls for an embracing of the Social Gospel, calling it the "ministry that helps self-esteem-impoverished persons
to discover their self-worth through salvation and subsequent social service in our Saviour's name" (p. 118). He
believes that "self-esteem" will create a "theological bridge" to "bring together inter-connecting theologies" in order
to "attack the world's ills" (p. 149). Inherent with this call to unite in service is the call to ecumenical dialogue,
which he calls "construction" and which is to replace "confrontation" (pp. 116-117), that is, contending for the faith
and exposing error. A decidedly antidoctrinal, antifundamentalist bias manifests itself as he speaks of those who are
involved in the "casual practice of labeling" and who exercise "narrow authoritarianism in doctrines and practices
and … [who sow] seeds of suspicion and dissension in the religious community" (p. 153). Apparently Paul's
admonitions to Timothy no longer apply (2 Tim. 4:2).

The Blue-Plate Special at Schuller's Cafè

Schuller's manifesto reveals his true position and identity. He is not an original thinker, but has carefully picked
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through the theological garbage of other apostates and psychologists, arranged the resulting mess into an eye-
catching order smothered in the sweet spice of "self-esteem," and has declared it the "blue-plate special" for today.
He even goes so far as to declare that unless his theology is adopted, Christianity may not survive at all. Ironically,
there is a very appropriate refutation of Schuller's work found in the book itself. In chapter two, he declares that
"Any theological suggestion that self-esteem is to be the benchmark of our theology loses integrity, authenticity,
and must be branded as counterfeit and contrived secular humanisms unless it is central to the concern of Christ"
(p. 45: emphasis mine).

Well spoken for once, Mr. Schuller. How completely foreign these Schullerite concepts are to the central concern
of Christ is easily seen from the Scriptures: "For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (Jn. 3:16); "Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15); "God commendeth His love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us" (Rom. 5:8); "God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Gal.
6:14); "… let each esteem each other better than themselves" (Phil. 2:3).

The believer's duty is clear: "such are false prophets, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of
Christ" (1 Cor. 11:13); "from such turn away" (2 Tim. 3:5).

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a June, 1983, Ohio Bible Fellowship Visitor insert report
by Jack E. Stevens (Ohio Bible Fellowship, 3865 North High Street, Columbus, OH 43214).
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Robert Schuller
Quotes from Self-Esteem: The New Reformation

Schuller's theology is nothing but dressed-up humanism -- religious humanism. Religious humanism is much worse
than secular humanism because of the religious language used to convey the message. As one noted reviewer of
Self-Esteem: The New Reformation (Word:1982) said: "He sets man rather than God in the forefront, has no room
for a doctrine of human depravity, ascribes man's resistance to grace to a lost sense of self-worth, and thinks we
should tell sinners that they are worthy rather than unworthy. He redefines the terminology of the Faith so as to
produce an entirely different, and false, theology."

Schuller says he believes in salvation by grace, but what he actually believes is that salvation is being rescued from
poor self-esteem. He says he believes in hell; but his hell is the loss of self-esteem, not a place of fiery eternal
torment. He says he believes in sin; but sin is not willful rebellion against God and His law, but the loss of self-
esteem. He says he believes in Jesus Christ; but his positive-only, "Self-Esteem Incarnate" Jesus is not the Jesus of
the Bible. The man is an arch-heretic, a blasphemer. 

Nevertheless, Schuller's book was endorsed by such so-called evangelical leaders as Clark Pinnock of McMaster
Divinity College, David Hubbard of Fuller Theological Seminary, and Kenneth Chafin of the Southern Baptist
Convention. In 1984, Christianity Today editors examined Schuller's theology, and, amazingly, concluded that he is
not a heretic, claiming that, "He believes all the 'fundamental' doctrines of traditional fundamentalism. He adheres
to every line of the Apostles' Creed with a tenacity born of deep conviction." (All emphases below have been
added.)

General Theology

"I found myself immediately attracted to Pope John Paul II when, upon his election to the Papacy, his published
speeches invariably called attention to the need for recognizing the dignity of the human being as a child of God"
(p. 17).

"Classical theology has erred in its insistence that theology be 'God-centered,' not 'man-centered'" (p. 64).

"Historical theology has too often failed to interpret repentance as a positive creative force. ... Essentially, if
Christianity is to succeed in the next millennium, it must cease to be a negative religion and must become positive"
(p. 104).

"Roman Catholics utter their Papal edicts, Protestants quote their Bible, Fundamentalists declare their orthodox
theological dogmas, and we are all expected to renounce private reflection and peacefully acquiesce to these
pronouncements. And the result is that the dignity of the person is violated by such oppressive, intelligence-
smothering forms of communication" (p. 153).

"One classical role of the pulpit in Protestantism has been to 'preach sermons' which imply indoctrination more
than education. Within this from of communication, there is an inherent, intrinsic inclination to intimidate,
manipulate, and, hence, offend the person's most prized quality of humanness -- his dignity" (p. 153).

"In a theology that starts with an uncompromising respect for each person's pride and dignity, I have no right to
ever preach a sermon or write an article that would offend the self-respect and violate the self-dignity of a listener
or reader. Any minister, religious leader, writer, or reporter who stoops to a style, a strategy, a substance, or a spirit
that fails to show respect for his or her audience is committing an insulting sin. Every human being must be treated
with respect; self-esteem is his sacred right" (pp. 153-154).
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"The tragedy of Christendom today is the existence of entire congregations of church members who are dominated
by emotionally deprived or emotionally under-developed persons. These congregations have been accurately
labeled 'God's Frozen People.' ... And they do this by exercising narrow authoritarianism in doctrines and practices
and by sowing seeds of suspicion and dissension in the religious community. ... By contrast, strong persons -- self-
assured personalities, whose egos find their nourishment in a self-esteem-generating personal relationship with
Jesus Christ -- dare to face contrary opinions, diverse interpretations, and deviations of theology without becoming
disrespectful, judgmental, or accusatory" (p. 154).

"The classical error of historical Christianity is that we have never started with the value of the person. Rather, we
have started from the 'unworthiness of the sinner,' and that starting point has set the stage for the glorification of
human shame in Christian theology" (p. 162).

What is Sin?

"What do I mean by sin? Answer: Any human condition or act that robs God of glory by stripping one of His
children of their right to divine dignity. ... I can offer still another answer: 'Sin is any act or thought that robs
myself or another human being of his or her self-esteem'" (p. 14).

"Classical theology defines sin as 'rebellion against God.' The answer is not incorrect as much as it is shallow and
insulting to the human being. Every person deserves to be treated with dignity even if he or she is a 'rebellious
sinner" (p. 65).

"The core of original sin, then is LOT -- Lack of Trust. Or, it could be considered an innate inability to adequately
value ourselves. Label it a 'negative self-image,' but do not say that the central core of the human soul is
wickedness. ... positive Christianity does not hold to human depravity, but to human inability" (p. 67).

"Any analysis of 'sin' or 'evil' or 'demonic influence' or 'negative thinking' or 'systemic evil' or 'antisocial behavior'
that fails to see the lack of self-dignity as the core of the problem will prove to be too shallow" (p. 68).

"... the core of sin is a lack of self-esteem. ... Sin is psychological self-abuse. ... the most serious sin is one that
causes me to say, 'I am unworthy. I may have no claim to divine sonship if you examine me at my worst.' For once
a person believes he is an 'unworthy sinner,' it is doubtful if he can really honestly accept the saving grace God
offers in Jesus Christ" (pp. 98-99).

What is Hell?

"And what is 'hell'? It is the loss of pride that naturally follows separation from God -- the ultimate and unfailing
source of our soul's sense of self-respect. 'My God, my God, why has thou forsaken me?' was Christ's encounter
with hell. In that 'hellish' death our Lord experienced the ultimate horror-humiliation, shame, and loss of pride as a
human being. A person is in hell when he has lost his self-esteem. Can you imagine any condition more tragic than
to live life and eternity in shame?" (pp. 14-15, 93).

What is Salvation?

"What we need is a theology of salvation that begins and ends with a recognition of every person's hunger for
glory" (pp. 26-27).

"We are born to soar. We are children of God. ... The Fatherhood of God offers a deep spiritual cure for the
inferiority complex and lays the firm foundation for a solid spiritual self-esteem" (p. 60).

"I am humanly unable to correct my negative self-image until I encounter a life-changing experience with non-
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judgmental love bestowed upon me by a Person whom I admire so much that to be unconditionally accepted by
Him is to be born again" (p. 67).

"To be born again means that we must be changed from a negative to a positive self-image -- from inferiority to
self-esteem, from fear to love, from doubt to trust" (p. 68).

"The Cross sanctifies the ego trip. For the Cross protected our Lord's perfect self-esteem from turning into sinful
pride" (p. 75).

Who is Christ?

"Christ is the Ideal One, for he was Self-Esteem Incarnate" (p. 135).

"Jesus never called a person a sinner. ... Rather he reserved his righteous rebuke for those who used their religious
authority to generate guilt and caused people to lose their ability to taste and enjoy their right to dignity ..." (pp.
100, 126).
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David Seamands
General Teachings/Activities

-  Healing of the memories, or inner healing, or healing of the emotions has its roots in the teachings of anti-
Christian and occultist, Agnes Sanford. It was carried on after her death by those she influenced, such as lay
therapists Ruth Carter Stapleton (deceased sister of Jimmy Carter), Rosalind Rinker, John and Paula Sandford,
William Vaswig (of Renovaré fame), Rita Bennett, and others. John Wimber, David Yonggi Cho, Robert Schuller,
and Norman Vincent Peale are some of the well-known pop psychological practitioners of inner healing, but it has
spread widely in so- called evangelical circles in a more sophisticated form through such "Christian" psychologists
as David Seamands, H. Norman Wright, and James G. Friesen, as well as a number of lay therapists like Fred and
Florence Littauer. 

Inner healing therapies are offshoots of Freudian and Jungian theories rooted in the occult. They have destructively
impacted secular society for decades and are now taking their devastating toll within the professing Church. A
variety of "memory-healing" psychotherapies are masquerading under Christian terminology and turning Christians
from God to self. Among the most deadly are "regressive" therapies designed to probe the "unconscious" for buried
memories which are allegedly causing everything from depression to fits of anger and sexual misconduct, and
must, therefore, be uncovered and "healed." 

-  The basic teaching of inner healing is the theory that salvation or healing comes through the uprooting of
negative memories or "hurts" caused by others in early childhood that are supposedly buried in the "subconscious"
from where they tend to dictate our behavior without us even knowing it. Thus, the blame for one's bad behavior
(a.k.a. "emotional problems") in the present is placed upon others (who are perceived to have sinned against us in
the past) rather than upon ourselves where it belongs (cf. Ezekiel 18). In order to "heal" these "diseased memories,"
the occultic technique of visualization (which is in reality a type of sorcery or divination which has been used by
shamans, witchdoctors, and sorcerers for thousands of years, and is specifically forbid by the Bible) is frequently
used to recreate the distressful childhood scene, "image" Jesus (if one is a professing Christian), bringing Him into
the past situation as a "spirit guide"/"healing agent," and then causing Him to sanctify the event, forgive the person
who supposedly caused the hurt, and in most cases, even alter the reality of the situation in the subject's mind, all so
that the subject might be "delivered" from the "crippling emotional pain" associated with the past negative
experience that supposedly "diseased memory" in the first place. (Charismatic Roman Catholic memory-healers
employ the same techniques, but generally substitute Mary for Jesus as the "healing agent" whom the subject meets
in the fantasy.)

In actuality, what is being taught as inner healing/healing of memories is nothing but basic sorcery, which is an
attempt to manipulate reality in the past, present, or future, and denies God's omnipotence by implying that He
needs our "creative visualization" in order to apply effectively His forgiveness and healing, while simultaneously,
sets us up as gods who can, through prescribed rituals, use Him and His power as our tools. In fact, inner
healing/healing of memories is nothing but "Christianized psychoanalysis" that uses the power of suggestion to
solve so-called problems, which the technique itself has many times created. 

-  David Seamands is professor of Pastoral Ministries at the liberal Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
Kentucky. He is known as one of the pioneers of the type of counseling known as healing of the memories -- two
of his books, Healing for Damaged Emotions and Healing of Memories, are considered the "inner-healer's bibles"
in today's psychologically-oriented pulpits. Seamands claims to use prayer, imagery, identification and clarification
of past hurts, and positive visualization. In reality, his practice of inner healing uses one or more psychological
and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis, and the various
Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc. Seamands rationalizes that the imagination
is used: (1) to "recreate the painful memory ... [to] visualize it as it once took place," and (2) to "visualize Christ
present at the time of the painful incident." This is justified, he reasons, because Christ "is the Lord of time -- past,
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present, and future ... He transcends all time and space." Seamands completely ignores the dangerous occultic
influences to which he is subjecting his counselees. 

-  Like Rita Bennett before him, Seamands builds his ideas on a foundation of anecdotes and interesting tales about
the faculty of memory, rather than deriving them from Scripture. Of course, Seamands claims that his methods are
Biblical. In a chapter entitled "Biblical Foundations for Memory Healing" (in Healing of Memories), Seamands
declares that it is of the utmost importance to understand that these methods have a "solid foundation" in the
Scripture. Yet, he immediately launches into a heated criticism of people who reject his methods because they are
not described in the Bible.

The entire chapter on "Biblical Foundations ..." manages to raise no more than four Scripture passages, none of
which even remotely justifies these techniques. One of these is 1 Cor. 13:11, where Paul speaks of putting away
childish things. This text is promptly wrenched from its context and made to say that Paul felt a need to be freed
from childish memories which had held him in bondage! The use of such a passage to justify visualizing and
fantasizing is not merely absurd, it is to be condemned as willful spiritual and intellectual dishonesty.

Another of Seamand's texts is Hebrews 13:8, which reads, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and for
ever." Seamands argues that because Jesus is the Lord of time, He will happily enter into our visualizing games and
thereby heal our past hurts. It should be clear to all unprejudiced readers that this text in no way describes or
justifies visualizing or fantasizing Jesus into existence, and anyone who uses such a text to justify these techniques
can hardly be recognized as a person who takes seriously the message of Scripture.

Seamands goes so far as to say that counselors may dispense forgiveness like priests. He says:

"We Protestants have reacted against the Roman Catholic misuse of the confessional and the granting
of absolution by priests. In doing so we have given up one of the greatest privileges of our priesthood -
- being temporary assistants to the Spirit as His instruments to bring forgiveness."

Seamands claims that Matt. 18:18-20 gives authority for this (a clear indication of his lack of genuine evangelical
convictions) and tells us that he keeps handy consecrated communion elements for the purpose of bestowing
forgiveness!

What is wrong all of a sudden with direct prayer? Why can God no longer heal "emotional wounds" in answer to
prayer? Why should 1 Pe. 5:7 no longer be good enough ("Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you")?
Why should the fiction world of fantasizing, role-play, and pretense be elevated above believing prayer? And why
should God have waited 2,000 years to reveal a "better" method of healing to Seamands and company? (Adapted
and/or excerpted from Peter Masters, The Healing Epidemic, pp. 172-177.)

-  Seamands, in an interview with Christianity Today in September of 1987 (p. 21), said:

"The point is that it's possible to have sin cancelled and for it still to have power over you. People can
accept Christ, be on their way to heaven, and yet there's hurt and sin in the past that has power over
them. It's got to be broken, and if it's not broken they cannot live faithfully" (cf. Rom. 6:4-7; Heb. 2:4).
(Emphasis added.)

Seamands then goes on to defend the "inner healing of memories," not the cross, as the appropriate way to
accomplish this!

-  Seamands believes that some people just can't appropriate God's grace without the "inner healing" of past
victimizations (Healing for Damaged Emotions, p. 85):

"The realization of grace cannot be maintained in some people without an inner healing of the past.
God's care cannot be felt without a deep inner reprogramming of all the bad conditioning that has been
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put into them by parents and family and teachers and preachers and the church." (Emphases added.)

-  Seamands is also a believer in the humanistic concept of self-love/self-esteem. Approximately one-fourth of
Healing for Damaged Emotions covers this "problem" (which Seamands describes as "Satan's deadliest weapon").
Seamands claims that most of our enemy's weapons are "psychological," rather than spiritual in nature: fear, doubt,
anger, hostility, worry, guilt lingering on after a Christian receives God's forgiveness, and finally, inferiority,
inadequacy, low self- esteem or self-worth. Seamands' teaching, found nowhere in Scripture, albeit dressed-up in a
Christian facade: "... it is technically true to say that we are not actually commanded in these Scriptures [see below]
to love ourselves." He then goes on to state that Scripture assumes we have a healthy self-love, a proper sense of
self-worth, and thus we have been enabled to respond to Christ's command in an appropriate way (Healing Grace,
pp. 141-142):

"The plain inference in every one of them [Lev. 19:18,34; Matt. 19:19; 22:39; Mk. 12:31,33; Luke
10:27; Rom. 13:9; Gal. 5:14; Js. 2:8] is that a proper kind of self-love is the normal basis of relating
to others. It is not commanded, but it is assumed." (Emphasis his.)

The word "assumed" is the standard eisegetical wedge that so-called "Christian" psychology brings to Scripture to
allow it to bring Scripture around to conform to its view. Seamands is right that Scripture assumes we all love
ourselves, but it does not assume that our self-love is appropriate, normal, or proper. Scripture assumes we love
ourselves because it is the unavoidable expression of our sin nature! And never does Scripture assume that being
"in Christ" is the sanctifier of self-love (as Seamands obviously believes), but instead, being in Christ, we have
been redeemed from this self-idolatry.

-  When one considers that achieving the self-esteem Seamands is talking about can only be truly gained through
much memory healing (victimization) counseling, one can only wonder why our Lord ever invited us to abide in
Him so that we might have His joy in us -- yet never made any mention of these things:

"Jesus said that we should love God with our whole hearts and love our neighbors as we love
ourselves. Love for self is as necessary for maturity and wholeness and holiness as is love for God and
for other people. Indeed, loving God and loving my neighbor requires a measure of self-acceptance and
self-love in which I hold my own selfhood in esteem, integrity, identity, and respect" (Putting Away
Childish Things, p. 114). (Emphasis added.)
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Inner Healing/Healing of Memories
Christian or Occult?*

-  Healing of the memories, or inner healing, or healing of the emotions has its roots in the teachings of anti-
Christian and occultist, Agnes Sanford. It was carried on after her death by those she influenced, such as lay
therapists Ruth Carter Stapleton (deceased sister of Jimmy Carter), Rosalind Rinker, John and Paula Sandford
(currently of Elijah House, a demon-deliverance and memory healing center in Port Falls, Idaho), William Vaswig
(of Renovaré fame), Rita Bennett, and others. John Wimber, David Yonggi Cho, Robert Schuller, and Norman
Vincent Peale are some of the well-known pop psychological practitioners of inner healing, but it has spread widely
in so- called evangelical circles in a more sophisticated form through such "Christian" psychologists as David
Seamands, H. Norman Wright, and James G. Friesen, as well as a number of lay therapists like Fred and Florence
Littauer. (Two of David Seamand's books, Healing for Damaged Emotions and Healing of Memories, are
considered the "inner-healer's bibles" in today's psychologically-oriented pulpits.)

Inner healing therapies are offshoots of Freudian and Jungian theories rooted in the occult. They have destructively
impacted secular society for decades and are now taking their devastating toll within the professing Church. A
variety of "memory-healing" psychotherapies are masquerading under Christian terminology and turning Christians
from God to self. Among the most deadly are "regressive" therapies designed to probe the "unconscious" for buried
memories which are allegedly causing everything from depression to fits of anger and sexual misconduct, and
must, therefore, be uncovered and "healed."

-  The basic teaching of inner healing is the theory that salvation or healing comes through the uprooting of
negative memories or "hurts" caused by others in early childhood that are supposedly buried in the "subconscious"
from where they tend to dictate our behavior without us even knowing it. Thus, the blame for one's bad behavior
(a.k.a. "emotional problems") in the present is placed upon others (who are perceived to have sinned against us in
the past) rather than upon ourselves where it belongs (cf. Ezekiel 18). In order to "heal" these "diseased memories,"
the occultic technique of visualization (which is in reality a type of sorcery or divination which has been used by
shamans, witchdoctors, and sorcerers for thousands of years, and is specifically forbid by the Bible) is frequently
used to recreate the distressful childhood scene, "image" Jesus (if one is a professing Christian), bringing Him into
the past situation as a "spirit guide"/"healing agent," and then causing Him to sanctify the event, forgive the person
who supposedly caused the hurt, and in most cases, even alter the reality of the situation in the subject's mind, all so
that the subject might be "delivered" from the "crippling emotional pain" associated with the past negative
experience that supposedly "diseased memory" in the first place. (Charismatic Roman Catholic memory-healers
employ the same techniques, but generally substitute Mary for Jesus as the "healing agent" whom the subject meets
in the fantasy.)

-  One of the seemingly attractive forms of inner healing is to have Jesus enter a painful scene from the past. The
inner-healer helps the person recreate the memory by having Jesus do or say things that will make the person feel
better about the situation. For instance, if a man's dad had neglected him when he was a boy, an inner-healer may
help that man create a new memory of Jesus having played baseball with him when he was a boy. Through verbal
encouragement, he would regress him back to his childhood and encourage him to visualize Jesus pitching the ball
and praising him for hitting a home run. Some inner-healers regress people back to the womb and lead them
through "rebirthing" by guided imagery and imagination. Thus, through these psychoanalytic/occult techniques,
inner-healers should not be surprised at the possibility of actually altering or enhancing the memory in their zeal to
replace bad memories with good memories. Inner-healers are always in danger of unwittingly enhancing or
engrafting memories through words or actions that mean one thing to the inner-healer, but may communicate
something else entirely to the highly vulnerable subject.

-  Inner healing is based upon the implication that we clearly need something more than God's love and forgiveness
in order to love and forgive others who are perceived to have wronged us in the past. Since the Bible distinctly
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teaches that Jesus can never be called-up and forced to "perform" at our command, any "Jesus" actually visualized
would have to be a demon spirit and not of God. Of course, that is precisely the danger of the occult technique of
visualization -- subjects are being taught to experiment with things that God has repeatedly condemned in both the
Old and New Testaments alike, not because the phenomena visualized (i.e. "spirit guides") are not real, but rather
because they are produced by demons determined to lead one into the worship of other gods and ultimate
destruction (Deut. 13 ff.). The Bible repeatedly warns against becoming involved with the occult on any level,
because of what the Bible identifies as "spirits of demons working signs" for the purpose of deceiving the whole
world (Rev. 16:14; cf. 13:14). This exposure to the occult, however unintentional and innocent, could easily lead
the undiscerning into far more serious spiritual or "emotional" problems than they ever dreamed possible.
Unfortunately, the research is replete with such cases of demonic/occultic influence experienced by first-time
dabblers. 

-  Inner healing practices of regressing into the past, fossicking about in the unconscious for hidden memories,
conjuring up images, acting out fantasies and nightmares, and believing lies, all resemble the world of the occult,
not the work of the Holy Spirit. An imaginary memory created under a highly suggestible, hypnotic-like state will
only bring imaginary healing. It may also plunge people into a living nightmare. 

What is being taught as inner healing/healing of memories is nothing but basic sorcery, which is an attempt to
manipulate reality in the past, present, or future, and denies God's omnipotence by implying that He needs our
"creative visualization" in order to apply effectively His forgiveness and healing, while simultaneously, sets us up
as gods who can, through prescribed rituals, use Him and His power as our tools. In fact, inner healing/healing of
memories is nothing but "Christianized psychoanalysis" that uses the power of suggestion to solve so-called
problems, which the technique itself has many times created.

-  The Bible has much to say concerning the healing of memories (besides condemning its methodologies). The
Bible clearly teaches that moral choices rather than past traumas determine our current condition and actions, and
thereby, our responsibility; the Bible has always taught that it is not the act in the past but how one reacts to the act
that determines "which soul has sinned" (Ezekiel 18 again). Since there is no Biblical evidence that any prophet,
priest, or apostle ever dealt with anything remotely related to buried or repressed emotions or memories, then
shouldn't one question why this is so if inner healing is the big truth that its practitioners say it is? 

-  If prayer and Bible study and the power of the Holy Spirit are not enough for saints today to deal with life and
problems, then the saints of old, including the apostle Paul, must have been greatly lacking. Despite his many
hardships described in Scripture, Paul was able to function and rejoice in the Lord without the help of
psychoanalysis. Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to all those who love
Christ's appearing (2 Tim 4:7-8). 

Likewise, throughout Church history Christians have managed the same when they should have been at a great
disadvantage without the "insights" of modern psychology. It is a dangerous heresy to insist that we must accept
this new "revelation" by psychologists or live deficient lives. The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are
new creations for whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the
past in order to find an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture.
Though it may seem to help for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is
not the past, but one's personal relationship to Christ now. 

-  The people who are most vulnerable to inner-healers are those who are at a low point in their spiritual walk or
who are experiencing difficult circumstances. The inner-healers entice through all kinds of direct and implied
promises for healing damaged emotions, healing roots in the past that prevent personal growth, and enabling a
person to have a closer walk with God. They circle about congregations like vultures, waiting for the opportunity to
swoop down on those who are near to dropping from "spiritual exhaustion." They assure their prospective victims
of their sincere desire to help and they communicate a Biblical facade by using butchered Bible verses and
Christian-sounding conversation. However, once their talons pierce the person, a penetrating parasitic process
begins. And the host/parasite relationship continues as long as the host continues to look to the inner-healer to
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make him emotionally well and spiritually whole.

- Instead of being healed, there is a very strong possibility that the recipients of inner healing are now living on the
basis of a lie from the pit of hell. Inner healing is not based upon truth. It is based upon faulty memory, guided
imagery, fantasy, visualization, and hypnotic-like suggestibility. And, while the inner-healers may conjure up a
"Jesus" and recite Bible verses, such inner healing is not Biblical. Jesus said, "If ye continue in My Word, then are
ye My disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" (Jn. 8:31-32).

Moreover, inner healing is insulting to God when the "healers" attempt to take away His power to bless
"emotionally-distressed" people simply in response to their repentance and prayers. It is extra-Biblical,
blasphemous, and carnal in its visualization and manipulation of the Son of God. It is dangerous in the way it
forces people into childish self-interest, subjectivism, and emotionalism. And it is wickedly presumptuous in its
priestly bestowing of forgiveness and assurance.

* Major portions of this report were adapted from: (a) the Fall 1989 issue of PsychoHeresy Update (now the
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter), (b) the 2/93 issue of The Berean Call, (c) two articles in the September 1990,
Media Spotlight Special Report entitled "Latter- Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the
Kansas City-Vineyard Connection" and "Testing the Fruit of the Vineyard," and (d) the books The Seduction of
Christianity, Beyond Seduction, and The Healing Epidemic.
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Gary Smalley
General Teachings/Activities*

-  Smalley is a so-called Christian psychologist who seeks to integrate the presuppositions of psychology with those
of Scripture and equate the same level of authority to both of them. Smalley worked with Bill Gothard for ten
years, and now conducts family seminars through his own company, Today's Family. (Smalley has one seminar
version for Christian audiences and another version for secular audiences.) Today's Family is located in Branson,
Missouri.

Smalley began his career working for Bill Gothard teaching a spiritual "chain of command" theology, which was
very authoritarian and encouraged women to be compliant to and dependent on their husbands. When Smalley's
own marriage failed, he evidently made a disastrous revision of this theology by assigning an even greater burden
of marital responsibility to the husband, while stripping him of the authority necessary to carry it out. He reduced
women to inculpable "responders" to their husbands, congenital victims of gender with little of the strength of will
or character shown by Abigail with Nabal, for example. In a strange twist, the wife may then presume to be the
family's spiritual conscience and her husband's worst critic (Gen. 3:16). Disciplinary separations are encouraged
until the husband conforms to her expectations of "godly" behavior. [Paul Stevens (author of Married for Good)
says overcoming the problems with Gothard and Smalley's theology accounts for at least half his time as a marriage
counselor. He says the problem is not bad marriages, but bad theology.] (Source: Stephen Smyth.)

-  Smalley is a strong proponent of right-brain/left-brain theory, which postulates that men use the left side of their
brains, while women use the right side of theirs. Thus, according to Smalley, women are "more in touch" with their
feelings. On the basis of this theory, he approaches the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's point of view,
and concentrates on how the wife can get the husband to meet all of her so-called needs, rather than how she can
be a loving help-mate to him. Smalley, therefore, actually promotes a form of female dominance in the marriage
relationship. His techniques for "bonding" in the family and his counsel to wives on how to change their husbands
are shallow, selfish, and manipulative. 

-  Smalley is the "church's" leading proponent of right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience. This right-brain/left-brain
myth, which claims to describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights to
male/female communication effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists, to say
nothing of the fact that it has no support in Scripture. 

The popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of Love, co-authored
by Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both worked together in Phoenix, Arizona from 1984-1993. Both
also have theological degrees, but apparently believe that the Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems
of living.) The Language of Love was published and promoted by James Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing,
and Smalley and Trent have been frequent guests on Dobson's radio program (as has pop psychologist, Dr. Donald
Joy, credited by Smalley and Trent as being the source of their right-/left-brain information). The book touts
"emotional word pictures" as the means of "activating" the "right brain," alleged to be essential for a wife to
communicate with her husband. (In a rare reference to Scripture, Smalley and Trent assert that the prophet Nathan
activated the right side of king David's brain with "an emotional word picture that would change the course of a
kingdom.") [In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-
brain silliness, all references to such were removed. "Unfortunately, this 'revision' was only cosmetic. The delusion
that 'emotional word pictures' are the key to relationships and spiritual growth remains the false message of this
deceptive book" (1/92, CIB Bulletin).]

[One writer described Smalley's 1988 Christian Broadcasters Convention speech as "humanistic nonsense," and
that, "His entire talk was based upon today's popular left-brain/right-brain myth spawned by pop psychology -- a
myth which brain researchers call "whole-brain/half-wittedness." (Source: 2/89, CIB Bulletin). In 1988, even
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Psychology Today ridiculed the concept with an article titled "Left-Brain/Right-Brain/Broccoli-Brain."]

-  In Winning the War Within, Smalley and Trent endorse an even more widely accepted myth, that of low self-
esteem as being the cause of most of our problems. For example, they say: "The degree of self-control you have in
your life is in direct proportion to the degree of acceptance you have for yourself. Put another way, if you don't
value yourself, you won't 'pull in the reins' on actions and attitudes that will affect you for the worst" (p. 44). They
go on to say that addictions, guilt, pride and apathy are all caused by a distorted view of ourselves as a result of the
damage caused to us by others. So, if our sins (which is what addictions, pride, etc. are) are caused by low self-
esteem, we would expect to find that Christ has come, at least in part, to save us from our own bad self-image (see
Beyond Promises, p. 79) Bill McCartney seems to believe this when he says in Trent and Smalley's book that he
came to Christ in order to "Gain some real satisfaction," since he "wasn't feeling good" about himself (p. 11).

Of course, the Scriptures do not sanction the low self-esteem theory -- it is thoroughly out of sync with the whole
message of the Bible. "The problem of the natural man is not that he fails to esteem or love himself enough; it is
that he loves himself too much" -- is the true message of Scripture. What makes a critique of Gary Smalley's
teachings on self-esteem so vital is that Smalley, like Robert Schuller, has not only distorted the Biblical teachings
on sanctification, but he has also distorted the message of the Gospel. The self-esteem gospel minimizes sin, points
us inward instead of to Christ, ignores the true purpose of the cross, and presents Christianity as a feel-good, self-
oriented religion, instead of a call to deny self and follow Christ. Are those who respond to the gospel of self-
esteem truly Christians, or have they been deceived? Paul's attitude toward those who preached a false gospel was
to condemn them (Galatians 1:6-9), not to join them!

What Gary Smalley and all his "self-esteem" cult followers mean when they say "self love" is so far from the
Biblical command to love your neighbor as yourself that it isn't rational to try making a comparison. What Smalley
is saying when he talks of "self-love" is that there is an intrinsic virtue or power within man whereby if he were to
activate it or act on it he would be able to solve his "low self-image" and effect a change that is needed within his
nature. It is a theology of humanism which exalts man and all that he is above everything else. It is a belief-system
which Smalley and his fellow humanists believe, which regards the essential nature of man as "good" and that man
is able to effect a change in his nature and consequently his behavior. (Adapted from the June/July 1997, Think on
These Things.)

-  Browsing the "book table" at my local Sam's Club in October of 1996, I stumbled upon Gary Smalley's latest
half-witted, pop-psychology contribution to the "Christian" book market, Making Love Last Forever (1996:Word). I
gleaned a few pages to learn that Smalley now has a "love guarantee" for every married couple -- for just $11.95
(discounted 60% at Sam's Club), you too can be blessed as Gary "reveals the secrets behind his love guarantee." It's
all typical Gary Smalley "matriarchal manipulation," all within his well-worn psychoheretical framework. The
endorsers on the back cover of the book are of interest. Not only has Smalley bagged the endorsements of such
"Christian" stalwarts as Connie Sellecca and John Tesh, Kathie Lee Gifford, and John Gray (author of Men are
from Mars, Women are from Venus), but DTS president Chuck Swindoll has signed on once again. (Swindoll
endorsed Smalley's Language of Love in 1989.) [Swindoll says, "If you're looking for an encouragement
transfusion, Gary Smalley can't be beat." "Can't be beat"!? I thought it's the Word of God that gives
encouragement? John Gray, a monk for nine years and former secretary to the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, prides
himself on bedding one woman per day for a year after leaving monkhood. That apparently gave him the
"qualifications" for writing on the topic of the sexes. He's a New Ager to boot! Why would Smalley seek such a
man for a book endorsement?]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Smalley is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement. He
speaks frequently at PK's conferences and contributes his writings to its publications (e.g., the 1994 book Seven
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Promises of A Promise Keeper).

-  Smalley endorsed so-called Christian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb's 1991 book, Men & Women: Enjoying the
Difference [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs,
with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).]: 

"You know Larry Crabb's latest book is a winner when you want your entire staff to read it and then
schedule a weekend retreat to discuss and apply it."

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of Smalley's teachings would be pp. 211-223 of Prophets
of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1990, 310 pages; and "Gary
Smalley: The Psychology of Matriarchy," Media Spotlight Special Report, Albert Dager, 1989, 4 pages. Some of
the material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from these sources.
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Gary Smalley
The Psychology of Matriarchy*

In teaching on family and personal relationships, perhaps the one person having the greatest impact upon the
Church today apart from Dr. James Dobson, is Gary Smalley. Smalley's messages in lectures and writings have
been targeted primarily for Christians.

His book Joy That Lasts (Zondervan: 1988) is a good example of a style that attempts to apply Scripture to real-life
experiences taken from counseling sessions. Joy That Lasts provides some worthwhile reading. Some of his
teachings are open to debate. But generally, as long as Smalley relies on Scripture to guide his judgment, he has
proven capable to counsel. [Problem is, in most cases, Smalley taints his Scriptures with the psychological ideas of
unregenerate men.]

In his books on marital relationships, however, he tends to rely more upon the human wisdom and psychological
technique than upon Scripture. There are some problems with his earlier writings that are still being published and
widely read, as well as with his 1989 book, The Language of Love. The books with which we deal in this report are
those that are devoid of any strong Biblically-based counsel. In them, Smalley has opted for psychological
techniques that promise wonderful results to those who master them.

In The Language of Love, Smalley and co-author John Trent present a psychological technique which utilizes what
they call "word pictures." They tell us that to be effective in communicating with others -- especially our spouses
and children -- plain language will not suffice. But if we paint them a picture in their minds, using stories that help
them identify with our point, they will be more inclined to receive correction and change their behavior.

The authors tell how world leaders use word pictures to move the masses -- some for "good," others for "evil." Yet
they insist that word pictures are the "language of love." But are expressions of love valid without emphasis upon
Jesus? Jesus, after all, is the one who expresses God's love -- the only love worthy of the name.

But Jesus is not mentioned in The Language of Love, except as an example of one who allegedly uses word
pictures. Yet the authors neglect to point out that Jesus used "word pictures" (parables) so that those who heard
them would not understand the truths they conveyed lest they repent and be saved (Matt. 13:10-16; Mk. 4:10-12).

Nor does the book, replete with case histories of the successful use of word pictures to effect psychological change,
make reference to prayer, seeking the Holy Spirit's intervention, or conviction of sin. This proves that its advice
may be viable for secular counselors, but for Christians, it offers a vast minefield of dangers -- advice that calls for
reliance upon psychological technique rather than God's intervention.

For example, the authors present an entire chapter on "Pillars That Support a Fulfilling Marriage" (pp. 108-125).
The five pillars are: (1) Security: a Warm Blanket of Love; (2) Meaningful Communication; (3)
Emotional/Romantic Times; (4) Meaningful Touch; and (5) Spiritual Intimacy. The first four are given pages of
attention. Spiritual intimacy rates no more than two paragraphs with no explanation of what it means.

The authors apply the same pillars to parent-child relationships, but they are not placed within a Biblical context.
Only secular advice on bonding is given. Unfortunately, Biblical applications are conspicuously absent. How about
family devotions, church attendance, and raising children in the admonition of the Lord?

These are the best ways to "bond" within a Christian family. I wouldn't suggest that Smalley sees no value in
spiritual exercises. But my concern is that in this book, he virtually ignores their application.

Left-Brain-Right-Brain
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Smalley is a strong proponent of the "left-brain-right-brain" theory, which postulates that men use the left side of
their brains while women use the right side of their brains. Thus women are "more in touch" with their feelings.

Without dwelling on this theory too greatly, we must remember that it is just that: a theory.

Employing the left-brain-right-brain theory, Smalley insists that men should defer to the interests of their wives.
This is true for both parties within the context of the husband's position. Lacking any Biblical context, Smalley thus
emasculates men in favor of their wives' desires:

"If a woman truly expects to have meaningful communication with her husband, she must activate the
right side of his brain. And if a man truly wants to communicate with his wife, he must enter her world
of emotions. In both these regards, word pictures can serve as a tremendous aid" (p. 42).

What do we learn from this? That women must activate the right side of their husbands' brains. Why? To get them
to think as women do. And men must enter their wives' world of emotions. Why? To get themselves to think as
women do. Thus, husbands are placed in subservience to their wives, contrary to God's order.

Female Dominance: (For Better or for Best and If Only He Knew)

This is only one example of Smalley's psychological advice that reverses the male-female roles, making the woman
dominant. More graphic examples of this role-reversal ploy are Smalley's two best-selling "marriage manuals," For
Better or for Best and If Only He Knew.

Each book was written for different readers -- For Better or for Best for the wife, If Only He Knew for the husband.
One might assume that the wife's book is designed to teach her how to esteem her husband's needs above her own,
while the husband's would teach the man the same for his wife's benefit. This is only partly true.

The man's book tells him where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. The woman's book tells
her the same thing -- where the husband goes wrong in his relationship with his wife. In other words, both books
approach the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's viewpoint. They comprise a course on how to get the
husband to meet the needs of his wife, with only a cursory explanation in For Better or for Best of how the wife
can meet the needs of her husband -- and this with the ulterior motive of inducing him to meet her needs.

If Only He Knew recognizes the need for men to truly love their wives. But this is not to say Smalley's book for
husbands contains wise counsel. Essentially, he wants them to give into their wives' every whim, regardless of
whether wisdom or God's leading direct otherwise. But since both books are designed to be used in conjunction
with each other, the wife's book should focus as much attention on her faults as the husband's book does on his. At
least they shouldn't be out of balance to the degree that these two are.

Motivation-Manipulation

An example of the lopsided approach to Smalley's marital counseling is the constant reference that the wife's book
makes to the husband's book. This is to encourage the wife to get her husband to read his book so she can
"motivate" him to shape up. Yet there is virtually no reference to her book in his. Thus, the husband is unknowingly
being "set up" for correction as a kind of conspiracy between Smalley and the husband's wife.

Many churches are using these books in courses for married couples and for those engaged to be married. The
strategy is that neither is to read the other's book: The husband is to read If Only He Knew; and the wife For Better
or for Best. I have personally seen this result in men becoming self-effacing, while their wives discuss how boorish
and totally out of touch with their reality their husband's are. They are educated on how to get their husbands'
minds off normal masculine interests and totally on the wives' interests.

One particularly distasteful portion in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) is an illustration of a sexual bondage
technique through which Smalley encourages wives to get their way by using trickery to play upon their husband's
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sexual appetites.

In Smalley's example, a wife wants her husband "to learn more about what a woman needs from a man, and, more
precisely, she wanted him to read the two books she had just purchased for him on the subject." Smalley points out
how the wife failed, and then offers advice on what she could have done by using what he calls the "salt principle"
on "How to catch your husband's interest and keep it." According to Smalley, the wife should have concentrated on
her husband's "area of higher interest" -- in this case, his sexual appetite.

Smalley then goes on to detail how the wife should have used sexual manipulation to bring her husband under
bondage. Smalley calls this perverse psychological ploy "motivation." In reality, it is manipulation; and not only
manipulation, but manipulation based on a lie. The books didn't "turn on" the wife at all, nor did she necessarily
even have to read them (pp. 48-49). If her concern is for herself -- how she can get what she wants -- and
especially if she uses subterfuge, lying, even the slightest amount of deception -- she is being manipulative. It is
this latter method that colors Smalley's advice to women.

In effect, this book teaches women to prostitute themselves within their own marriages by trading sexual favors for
approved behavior.

The Wife as Teacher

In his advice to the wife, Smalley puts her in the role of a teacher to her husband:

"Remember, you are in the process of teaching him, and he is in the process of learning" (105).

She is told how to get her husband to receive her correction, how to get him to stop watching "the most important
football game of the year" and focus his attention on any trivial matter she wants to discuss. But if she loves him,
why can't she let trivial matters wait and allow him to watch the game in peace -- perhaps even try to develop an
interest in it herself?

Were one to expound on the unscriptural nature of Smalley's advice to wives, it would take volumes. Suffice it to
say that of the 170 pages in For Better or for Best (the wife's book) there are at the most some eight or ten pages
worth of copy, split up among various sentences and paragraphs, that acknowledge the wife's responsibility to get
her act together. Add the remaining 160 pages to the 167 pages that dump on the husband in If He Only Knew, and
those few nuggets aren't worth digging for.

A Subtle Witchcraft

What makes Smalley's advice in these books particularly dangerous is the scant use of Scripture to justify what
amounts to a secularist philosophy. How much better would it have been for Smalley to present the Scriptures as
inviolable, recognizing that "Neither was man created for the woman; but the woman for the man" (1 Cor. 11:9).

If a man allows his wife to lead him, or a wife seeks to lead her husband (both of which Smalley teaches in these
books), they have disobeyed the Father's command; they have rebelled against His order of creation. They cannot
expect His protection upon their union. They are, in effect, guilty of a sin as serious as witchcraft (1 Sam 15:23).

An important aspect of witchcraft is the propagation of female supremacy. This comes from witchcraft's worship of
nature spirits, the earth goddess being supreme.

It is from pagan religious philosophy that the feminine aspects of nature are stressed. It is obvious then, that, the
Scriptures being true when they say that the man is the head of the woman as Christ is the head of the Church (1
Cor. 11:3; Eph. 5:23), those who advocate equality of authority in marriage are in rebellion against God.

Unrealistic Views

Will marriages be helped by Smalley's advice? Some might be -- those that are gross examples of a husband's total
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insensitivity to his wife's needs. But it won't be the Holy Spirit doing the work. It will be a manipulative wife
employing psychological subterfuge. And she must maintain the ruse throughout the life of the marriage. Any lapse
could prove disastrous.

And therein lies an essential problem with Smalley's philosophy. It is predicated upon the blanket proposition that
all men are by nature lowbrow creeps whose only redeeming value lies in their brute strength which, if "harnessed"
by women, as Smalley implies, might be put to some good use -- like helping with the housework.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from a 1989 Media Spotlight Special Report by the same name
(Albert James Dager).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/95
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Chuck Smith
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Smith is best known to those outside of the state of California as the teacher on the nationwide radio
program, "The Word for Today." The radio programs are edited messages from Smith's sermons at Calvary Chapel
in Costa Mesa, California, where he is the senior pastor. [The television version of The Word for Today (taped
services from Calvary Chapel) is also seen nationwide on the blasphemous Trinity Broadcasting Network.] Calvary
Chapel also operates a wholly-owned radio station (KWVE); a two-year Bible College (offering an Associate's
Degree in Theology, and a Bachelor's in Biblical Studies) on a 47-acre campus in Murietta Hot Springs, California;
a castle in Austria; and other properties. In addition, Calvary Chapel's related ministries include, Calvary Chapel
Music, Calvary Chapel Satellite Network International, Calvary Chapel Conference Center, Calvary Chapel
Christian Camp, Maranatha Christian Academy, and Calvary Chapel High School.

Born in 1927, Smith started Calvary Chapel in 1965 with only 25 people. Smith's ministry grew out of the
Christianized version of the hippie youth movement of the 1960s and 1970s; he was a leader in the "Jesus People
Movement,"* a counter-cultural movement which focused heavily on subjective religious experience. Smith
reached out to the hippies and spiritual "seekers" looking for enlightenment in ways ranging from Buddhism to
LSD. "Christianity" became an option for some as Calvary Chapel welcomed these young people with long hair,
jeans, and bare feet into its worship services. By 1971, Smith was at the forefront of the Jesus People Movement,
baptizing hundreds in the Pacific Ocean and erecting a giant circus tent that could hold 1,600 people for Sunday
services (12/31/94, Rapid City Journal, p. A7).

Six months from conception, Calvary Chapel's "membership" doubled. Today it has a reported membership of
approximately 15,000 and has planted Calvary Chapels all over the globe. More than 850 churches (approximately
700 nationally and 165 more worldwide) have grown out of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, some of them with
memberships of more than 5,000. Chuck Smith has been touted thusly: "This man, Chuck Smith and his church,
Calvary Chapel, has had an amazing influence upon the Christian world." That being the case: What kind of
message have they received (and do they receive) from Smith and Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa? We believe that
the rest of this report clearly demonstrates that Chuck Smith is highly ecumenical, compromises with psychology,
and is, at best, a fringe charismatic. [In addition. an excellent web site for a detailed analysis of the Calvary Chapel
"issues," see Calvary Chapel Frequently Asked But Unanswered Questions Answered.] 

I.  A Subtle Diversion Away From Loving The Truth: It's doubtful that Chuck Smith or the pastors at Calvary
Chapel would ever come right out and say they don't love the truth, but this is actually the message that they bring.
Larry Taylor, an assisting pastor to Chuck Smith and an administrator of Calvary Chapel Bible College, wrote a
booklet in 1994 entitled, Things I Learned From My Pastor: Biblical Principles of Ministry as Taught by Pastor
Chuck Smith. This booklet is sold in the bookstore at Calvary Chapel in Costa Mesa. In the introduction, Taylor
states: 

"The principles of ministry which follow are not at all original with me. In fact, 100% of what follows
I was taught by my pastor, Chuck Smith ... Pastor Chuck has been my pastor for over twenty years.
Many years ago, he took me, along with many other misplaced young men, under his wing, and taught
us by example how to be shepherds of God's people. All that I've done is pull together what he taught
us in one outline."

Under point "XIII. Be Balanced Theologically (see 1 Tim. 4:16. II Tim. 2:23-26)," Taylor says, "Pastor Chuck has
always sought to avoid those issues which do nothing but divide the Body of Christ, and, as he once said, 'when
Christ's Body is divided, pray tell, who bleeds?'" But avoiding controversial issues is not loving the truth. Jesus was
very controversial and much division was created because of Him (Luke 12:51-53; John 7:40-43; 9:16; 10:15-21).
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Some may argue that what Larry Taylor and Chuck Smith mean is that they don't get involved in foolish
controversies (like 2 Tim. 2:14, 23). But this is not what Smith means. 

In Smith's 1994 book, Why Grace Changes Everything, Smith relates a story of a couple of influential families at
Calvary Chapel who bought into the doctrine of the "Jesus Only" Pentecostals. (This cult teaches that the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit are merely different terms for Jesus.) Since Smith has "always detested arguing Scripture with
people," he "let them lay out their faulty positions without trying to tear them apart. ... I knew many Scriptures that
would clarify the issue, but I didn't bother to argue with these folks." (This in no way is what Paul was talking about
in 2 Tim. 2:23-26; i.e., "correcting them"!) Smith had deceived these families so badly by not correcting them, that
they believed Smith actually agreed with them, which encouraged them to go about confidently espousing their
false doctrine in the church (pp. 174-176). The point is this -- How can you leave someone in false doctrine, as if
what they believed was no serious matter, and still claim to love the Truth?!

In another 1994 booklet by Larry Taylor entitled, The Ministry of An Assisting Pastor: (Or, More Things I Learned
From My Pastor), Taylor defines gossip "as saying anything negative, whether true or not, to anyone about the
pastor or about the ministry" (section "7. Never Gossip"). He teaches that you should quit the church and be quiet
rather than "ever say anything negative about the pastor or the ministry to anyone, even after you've quit. In a
situation where something in the church is so completely wrong that the sheep in the body are in spiritual danger,
then say nothing to anybody, resign, and move on." (Emphasis added.) This sounds like the teaching of a hireling
(John 10:12), not a lover of the truth. (This booklet is also sold in Calvary Chapel's bookstore.)

II.  Chuck Smith Is Ecumenical: In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, Smith says the following:

"Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He asked, 'Isn't that
carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a Presbyterian,'
'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes, the less
denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't
any real divisions in the Body. We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the
Baptists! -- And the Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all
belong to Him. We see the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving
against one another" (p. 157). (Emphasis added.)

If anything should be clear, it is that Roman Catholicism is a false religious system and is in NO WAY part of the
Body of Christ. Yet Chuck Smith views Catholicism as merely another Christian denomination.

III.  Smith Denies the Power of Godliness (2 Tim. 3:5): This is exemplified via his teaching on a "carnal
Christian." In his 1993 book, Answers For Today, he denies the power of godliness (i.e., the power of a changed
life that comes through faith in Christ -- 2 Cor. 5:17):

"The carnal Christian, however, has enough of the Lord to be saved, but not enough of the Lord to rest
in that salvation. He has enough of Christ to be miserable in the world, but too much of the world to be
happy in Christ" [p. 148]. ... The 'carnal Christian' is the man who has been awakened by the Spirit of
God to his need of Jesus Christ and has received Jesus Christ into his life as his Saviour -- but he has
never submitted his life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Thus, he is one who believes in Jesus Christ as
his Saviour but is still ruled by his flesh" (p. 154).

To begin with, Smith's definition of a "carnal Christian" as a person who is "saved" is seriously flawed. Such a
person "ruled by his flesh" is not saved (Rom. 10:9-10; 6:5-7; 8:5-6,13; 1 Jn 2:4). In 1 Cor. 3:1-3, Paul is rebuking
and correcting the Corinthians and is in no way saying they could continue on in this "carnal" state and still be
saved!
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IV.  False Teaching On Suicide: In Answers For Today, Smith is asked, "Is a person who commits suicide totally
lost for eternity?" Smith answers, "Definitely not! I believe that a person who is driven to the point of committing
suicide no longer has full responsibility for the things he's doing. Driven to a point of such mental extremes, he isn't
necessarily responsible for the action of taking his own life" (pp. 88-89). That is precisely what psychology
teaches! -- Not the Word of God! The very fact that a person is suicidal (and ready and willing to murder himself)
proves him to be reprobate, in rebellion (1 Sam. 15:23) against God, and still at odds with Him (Col. 1:21; Rom.
5:1; Gal. 5:19-21). At the very least, if one is talking about premeditated suicide, there is no way such a person
knows God! He is a murderer (1 Jn. 3:15)!

Chuck Smith disciple Larry Taylor wrote a 1994 booklet entitled Suicide And The Church. In section "V. Suicide In
The Bible," he states, "So then, we see that a born again Christian could commit suicide, and if he did, he would go
to heaven." Taylor then tells the story of his own teenage son's 1986 suicide (section "VII. A Personal Word of
Testimony"). His son had been deeply involved in Dungeons and Dragons and was listening regularly to hard rock
music. Yet Taylor claims this was a Christian home his son grew up in, and that it was the fault of Dungeons and
Dragons that led to his son's death, not his son's rebellion and lost condition that led him to Dungeons and
Dragons. The truth is too hard to face, so men lie to themselves, just as Romans 1:18 and John 3:20 say they do.

V.  A Hypocritical Stand Against Psychology: Chuck Smith is the editor of a booklet that Bob Hoekstra has
written entitled, The Psychologizing of the Faith, that exposes the evils and false doctrine that has come into the
church via psychology. This booklet is sold in the book store at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. Although the
Calvary Chapel book store has a disclaimer at the cash register which says that they can't fully endorse every book
sold, it is absolute hypocrisy to endorse The Psychologizing of the Faith, and at the same time sell and promote (by
selling) books written by pop psychologist Dr. James C. Dobson, Tim and Beverly LaHaye (four-temperament
gurus), Charles Stanley, Billy Graham, Max Lucado, Kay Arthur, Bill Bright, etc. In addition, in the 1994 booklet
What Calvary Chapel Teaches: A Brief Explanation of the Doctrine of the Calvary Chapel Movement, by Larry
Taylor, Calvary Chapel admits to approving of "mental health professionals" and says, "we thank God for them."
(Taylor has a Ph.D. in psychologically-oriented counseling and has held previous private employment as a
consultant to psychiatric hospitals and social service departments; he claims most of the booklet was written by
Chuck Smith.)

Along the lines of hypocritically standing against the psychologizing of the faith while denying the power of
godliness, Calvary Chapel sponsors "DISCIPLESHIP SUPPORT GROUPS" every Friday evening at 7:20 P.M. in
Room MCA 202 (from a flyer distributed in the early-1990s by Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa). The flier describes
who should attend these support group meetings:

"For ... (a) People Pleasers -- For those who painfully depend on approval from others in an attempt to
find safety, value and identity; (b) Sexually Abused -- For women whose lives have been impacted by
sexual abuse in some form; (c) Bereavement -- For those who have lost a spouse or other loved one,
whether recently or in the past; (d) Separated/Divorced -- For those who have suffered the break-up of
a marriage; (e) Men Impacted by Sexual Abuse -- For men who have been sexually abused or have a
loved one who has been abused; and (f) Overeaters -- For those who compulsively eat."

This all follows the pattern of a psychological approach -- as does Calvary Chapel's "Tuesday School of the Bible."
Of the 34 course offerings listed in a School of the Bible catalog, over a quarter are blatantly psychologized, with
such titles as: (a) Preparation for Marriage (using a book written by pastor turned psychologist H. Norman Wright);
(b) Choosing to Love (teaches codependency concepts); (c) The Step to Sobriety (codependency course using The
Serenity Bible for the text); (d) Children With Chemically Dependent Parents (taught to 7 to 12 year-olds who have
parents who are drunks or are on drugs); and (e) Biblical Strategies For Recovery From Abuse (with a course
description that reads like a course on Inner Healing).

Smith teaches psychological concepts in many other places. For example, in his 1982 book Charisma vs.
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Charismania, Smith teaches Freud's concept of the superego as a picture of our ideal self (p. 47); that God prizes
and values us (p. 63); that Maslow's concept of a hierarchy of needs is valid for Christians (pp. 99-100); that what
the Bible calls sins are actually "overt escapes" (plus such psychological terminology as "I hate myself" and "a
subconscious desire for punishment") (pp. 102-103); etc. More psychological concepts can be found in Smith's
1977/1980 booklet titled Family Relationships, wherein he speaks of the "ego" and "superego" (p. 9) (also found in
his 1995 book, Why Grace Changes Everything, [pp. 32-33]); the "emotional spectrum" of women and men (p. 12);
"emotional needs" and the "male ego" (pp. 32-33); and "psychological problems" (p. 54).

VI.  Smith is a Charismatic: Though Smith cannot be classified as a hyper-charismatic (i.e., one who holds
physical healing and/or demon deliverance services in open church), his theology is definitely charismatic. (Former
Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa members also tell us that some of the more radical charismatic practices are allowed
and even encouraged in home Bible studies and prayer groups. Yet, Smith himself has a very personable aspect, his
speaking approach is low-key, and he is careful to avoid any untoward Charismatic characteristics. Hence, his
ministry is especially dangerous, in that most Christians today tend to evaluate a leader by his personality and
appearance, rather than by his doctrine. But this is a fatal practice, especially concerning false teachers.)
Nevertheless, in his 1996 book Living Water: The Power of the Holy Spirit in Your Life, Smith writes: 

"In exercising the ministry of pastor-teacher, I believe there are three spiritual gifts that operate,
especially when we are teaching the word of God: prophecy, the word of knowledge ["the Lord told
me"], and the word of wisdom [p. 19]. ... How is the gift of tongues to be used in the life of the
believer? Tongues are exciting! It builds you up in your walk with God, and invigorates your
relationship with Him" (p. 178).

In his 1982 book Charisma vs. Charismania, Smith teaches that the "abuse of tongues" (i.e., blurting out gibberish
in a formal church service) makes one a "charismaniac," but speaking in tongues as a private prayer language is not
only acceptable, but encouraged (p. 113) and to be an enjoyable "experience" (p. 110). Smith's experience-oriented
theology probably comes from the fact that he is strongly Arminian (i.e., easy-believism/decisional regeneration),
so strongly Arminian that he, in effect, has rendered meaningless the Biblical doctrine of God's sovereignty in
salvation (Word for Today tape#1849 and Calvinism vs. Arminianism, by Larry Taylor).

Chuck Smith's charismatic leanings are also evident from the conferences in which he participates or endorses; e.g.,
Bill Bright's Fasting & Prayer Conferences. Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer
of 1994, during which he claims to have received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then
issued a call for hundreds of liberals, charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to
fast and pray for revival. An Invitation Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and
charismatics was formed. Included were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson,
W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley, Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry
Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the
spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the
Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of 2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath
of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was
held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for
this event included most of those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise
Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye, Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph
Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich (Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis.
New additions to the Host Committee included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg
Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips (Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks,
and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's
August 2001 retirement from Campus Crusade.)]

VII.  Worldly Evangelism: Perhaps a result of Smith's early days in the counter-cultural "Jesus People
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Movement,"* he seems to have a particular fondness for using the world's methods to aid in teaching and/or
evangelism. For example, drama and soft-rock musicals have always been a staple in Calvary Chapel's youth
ministries. However, "Christianizing" the things of the world in order to reach the lost seems to have gone
considerably further at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa. The 6/13/94 NIRR and the 11/16/94 Christian Century report
that Calvary Chapel has begun a ministry at all-night "rave" parties. Rave is a dance movement from Europe in
which teens take designer drugs, use virtual-reality devices, and dance (usually alone) away the night and early
mornings hours to repetitive techno-pop dance music. Often, there is no lighting except for strobes and lasers.

The raves are usually held in abandoned warehouses or on Indian reservations. The youth members from Calvary
Chapel dress like the ravers. The males wear leather jackets, T-shirts, parachute pants or shorts, and shoes similar
to army boots. The females usually wear T-shirts, cutoff shorts, and the same style boots. Calvary outreach
assistant Tracy Herman claims that the Calvary Chapel evangelists hand out "really hip tracts" at the raves, and the
response to the gospel is "almost always positive." Even if that were true, is it not a sin for a church to expose its
young people to such a wicked environment (1 Cor. 15:33)?

VIII.  Smith "Ordained" a Man Who Admitted to Sexual Sin: Dr. David Hocking (born 1941) was best known
as the host of the "Solid Rock Radio" ministry, which had been broadcast over 170 stations nationwide, and for
many years was the host of the "BIOLA HOUR," a nationwide psychologically-oriented radio program affiliated
with the liberal (apostate?) Biola University/Talbot Seminary/Rosemead School of Psychology institutions. He was
also the senior pastor of the 6,000-member Calvary Church of Santa Ana, California, located just a few miles from
Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa. (Despite the "Calvary" in both names, these two churches are not
affiliated in any way.) Hocking resigned from the pastorate and from Solid Rock Radio on 10/7/92 after confessing
to "sexual sin" with a married woman in his congregation. Yet only three days later, Hocking stated that he wanted
to return to the pulpit! 

To the credit of the elders at Calvary Church Santa Ana, Hocking was permanently expelled (i.e., "ex-
communicated") after a dispute over his desired "restoration" after his "moral failure"; i.e., Hocking refused to
accept the three-year restoration plan of the elders. (It should be noted that Hocking never admitted to committing
adultery, but only "sexual sin, short of sexual intercourse" and to "fondling.") But, to the rescue came Chuck Smith
and Calvary Chapel. Smith pre-empted the discipline process of Calvary Santa Ana by immediately hiring Hocking
as a Calvary Chapel pastor. Smith then declared, "If he [Hocking] doesn't resume his teaching, I'm afraid he'll be
literally and totally destroyed." Thanks to Chuck Smith and the leadership at Calvary Chapel, a statement was made
that, in effect, it's okay to "ordain" a man to teach and preach even though he had admitted to sexual immorality.
(Reported in the March-April 1993, Bible For Today Newsreport; the 4/5/93, Christian News; and the 2/8/93 &
3/15/93, Calvary Contender.) 

This then turned into a simple sheep-stealing exercise, as Calvary Church emptied out and Calvary Chapel further
filled-up, due entirely to the presence of David Hocking. Calvary Church went into a financial downspin, and
having Hocking preaching less than ten miles away on Wednesday nights made the situation much worse. The
5/2/93 Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa Sunday Church bulletin showed that Hocking had been fully incorporated into
Calvary Chapel's teaching ministry. Hocking was listed as teaching the Wednesday night Bible Study held in
Calvary Chapel's "sanctuary," and was scheduled to speak at the 5/22/93 Southern California Men's Business
Conference (along with Chuck Smith). Though no longer affiliated with Calvary Chapel (he left in 1995), while
there Hocking maintained a wide range of teaching duties, including the Wednesday night Bible Study, a 2-hour
class at Calvary Chapel Bible College, and a nightly radio program on Calvary Chapel's KWVE radio station
("Hope for Today," heard in 21 markets).

IX.  Smith Soft On Promise Keepers: Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a
"phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade
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any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history. Nevertheless, Chuck Smith is a promoter of this ecumenical,
charismatic, psychologized men's movement.

Smith spoke at one of the Promise Keepers 1994 regional conferences, indicating his support for the concept and
goals of PK. Since then, Smith has found it necessary to "clarify" his position towards PK. In a 4/5/95 letter "To all
Calvary Chapel Pastors," Smith voiced concern about PK's "excessive costs for attendance and materials" and with
"the psychological emphasis demonstrated in the use of the book [by Robert Hicks], The Masculine Journey ."
Being aware of the blasphemous, psychosexual teachings in Hicks' book, one would think that Chuck Smith would
strongly recommend that no Calvary Chapel pastor or church member attend a Promise Keepers function. Instead,
Smith merely "discourage[s] men from attending Promise Keepers events" and "encourages the use of discernment
as to your involvement with Promise Keepers."

* Note on the Jesus People Movement: The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing
the legacy of the "Jesus People Movement" of the late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this
movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation, long hair, hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest,
peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children, communes, and coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary
Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus People Movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread of the
Charismatic Movement along with its so-called Contemporary Christian Music. It gave vitality to such
ecumenical/neo-evangelical organizations as Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, The Navigators, and Jews
for Jesus. Cornerstone magazine (Jesus People USA) (indirectly) and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel
convert) are also products of the Jesus People Movement. (Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

A Jesus People Reunion concert was held at Anaheim's Arrowhead Pond on 4/24/99. The 4/25/99 Orange County
Register reported that over 10,000 people gathered to celebrate the birth of the Jesus People Movement, a
movement of hippies in the late '60s and early '70s who, under the leadership of Calvary Chapel's Chuck Smith,
professed to come to Christ but continued to indulge in the music, dress, and commune-style living of the hippie
generation. The article noted that scholars today "credit them with spearheading a casual style of worship that is the
norm among many congregations worldwide." One reunion attendee told the Register, "Jesus resembled the flower
children in many ways. He probably sported long hair. He hung out with the poor and the outcasts. He shook up the
establishment. And if he understands English, he's grooving along with us right now." Chuck Smith spoke at the
reunion and reminisced about the hippie years. The Register article noted, "More than anything else, music defined
the hippie experience at Smith's sanctuary. Some of the top draws reunited Saturday afternoon." Those in
attendance listened to several bands perform, including Mustard Seed Faith, Parable, and Love Song. (Reported in
the May-June 1999, Foundation magazine.)  [Back to Text]

* Note on Suicide: We hold that the Biblical position on suicide is that it is the sin of "Self-Murder," and by its
very nature (versus "other-murder") cannot be repented of (unless one takes the Roman Catholic way of repenting
in advance for the intentional commission of a future sin). Some will argue, however, that Samson's "suicide"
(Judg. 16:28-30) is proof that a person who commits suicide can still be a believer. But in the true sense of the
term, there are problems with classifying Samson's death as a "suicide." The verses in question read:

28 And Samson called unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I
pray thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes.
29 And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up, of
the one with his right hand, and of the other with his left.
30 And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with [all his] might; and the house
fell upon the lords, and upon all the people that [were] therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more
than [they] which he slew in his life.

A typical suicide does not require God's special power and permission to commit. The only way Samson could "kill
himself" is if God granted him the "strength" ("I pray thee, and strengthen me") and if He gave permission therein
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to die ("Let me die with the Philistines"). There is no other "suicide" like this anywhere else in the Bible. -- No
strength, no "suicide." No permission, no "suicide." -- This is more a case of God killing Samson (in order to
answer Samson's prayer to be "avenged of the Philistines"), than of Samson killing himself. If it is true that a person
who commits suicide can still be a believer, the example of Samson cannot be used as a proof-text.  [Back to Test]
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Calvary Chapel Movement*
Biblical Doctrine or Charismatic & Ecumenical?

Aberrant Charismatic Theology

Calvary Chapels teach the errors of the Charismatic movement. Calvary teaches that the sign and revelatory gifts in
the early church are still available today and should be sought and practiced. They teach their followers to seek
what Charismatics call the "baptism of the Holy Spirit." According to Calvary doctrine, this baptism is a second
baptism which comes upon the believer subsequent to his salvation.

Nowhere in God's Word are believers exhorted or encouraged to seek a second baptism. In fact, the Bible teaches
the opposite when It states, "For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles,
whether we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:13). The Scripture states
there is but one baptism. Charismatics teach that there are two. The Bible states all true Christians are fully and
completely baptized with one baptism. Charismatics teach that only some are complete in their baptism.

One leader within the Calvary Chapel movement, Larry Taylor, writes in the booklet What Calvary Chapel
Teaches:

In our services, we focus on a personal relationship with God through worship, prayer, and the teaching of the
Word of God. We teach both expositorily and topically. We do not allow speaking in tongues loudly during
services, nor prophecy while a Bible study is in progress because we do not believe that the Holy Spirit would
interrupt Himself. We have specific "after-glow services" and believer's meetings when these gifts of the Spirit
may be exercised (http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

Calvary Chapel's charismatic doctrine is often referred to as being "moderately charismatic." This is because
Calvary Chapels do not teach nor believe in many of the blatant errors of the hyper-Charismatics. Chuck Smith,
founder of Calvary Chapel, does not believe that a Christian can be demon-possessed or that a person under the
Holy Spirit's influence should be out of control or behave in an undignified manner. He teaches against practices
such as "being slain in the spirit," and barking or laughing uncontrollably. Calvary's stance thus seems sensible and
orderly, but this combination of truth and error is what makes these doctrines so seductive and confusing.

Concerning Fundamentalism, Taylor writes:

Fundamentalism is that portion of Protestantism which holds to the literal interpretation of the Scriptures,
believing that they are divinely inspired and inerrant. Hence, the "fundamentals" of the faith are emphasized.
Although the modem news media and the liberal church scorn fundamentalists as backwards and stupid, the
truth is that fundamentalism has preserved the integrity of God's Word and held on to the essential doctrines of
the orthodox faith ... (Ibid.)

In this instance, Taylor is correct. Fundamentalism has held and should continue to hold to the fundamentals of the
faith (would be better termed "cardinal doctrines of the faith"). A day does not go by that I do not thank God for
strengthening and raising up men and women who refuse to compromise the teachings of Scripture with the
philosophies of the world (Col. 2:8). But teaching that speaking in tongues is for today is a direct contradiction of
the so-called "fundamentals."

Taylor then defines Pentecostalism:

Pentecostalism as a modern movement grew out of the Azusa Street revival in Los Angeles at the turn of the
20th century, and spawned denominations that emphasize the fullness of the Holy Spirit and the exercise of
spiritual and Scriptural gifts of the Spirit which had fallen dormant in the main line churches. (Ibid.)
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Taylor points to the Azusa Street revival as the beginning of the restoration of the "Scriptural gifts of the Spirit." 
However, neither the gifts of the Holy Spirit nor the Holy Spirit has been dormant for the last 1,900 years. Only the
revelatory and the miraculous sign gifts "ceased" when the perfect canon of Scripture was completed in the first
century (1 Cor. 13:8). The Holy Spirit has never left the church (Eph. 1:13-14; Heb. 13:5). It must be noted that the
phenomena at Azusa Street could not be a true movement of the Holy Spirit, for there were spiritists, hypnotists,
and many unscriptural activities taking place at the Azusa Street Mission. People who were allegedly under the
power of the Holy Spirit were given to fits of laughing and weeping uncontrollably. Many babbled in unintelligible
gibberish. Much of the same error and unscriptural activity that took place at Azusa Street is occurring today in
places such as Toronto and Pensacola.

Taylor then defines the position of the Calvary Chapel as the following:

Over the years, however, fundamentalism, while it clung to the integrity of God's Word, tended to become rigid,
legalistic, and unaccepting of spiritual gifts. Similarly, Pentecostalism became enthusiastic and emotional at the
expense of the teaching of God's Word. Calvary Chapel is the balance between the two. At Calvary Chapel we
believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the Bible, and we encourage their exercise, but always
decently and in order, and with the primary emphasis on the Word of God which we look to as our primary rule of
faith. (Ibid.)

According to Taylor, then, anyone who believes that the gifts of the foundational Apostolic Period are not for
today is "rigid and legalistic." But the Bible teaches that believers are to base their beliefs on Scripture alone as
opposed to experience—there is nothing "legalistic" about it. Calvary claims to be the balance between those who
cling to God's Word and those who put emotionalism and experience in the place of God's Word. This is not
balance. Make no mistake about it, Calvary is teaching grave error. The world teaches us to seek unity and
common ground with those who have beliefs different from our own.1 God's Word teaches us to separate from
unscriptural practices. John 8:32 says, "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." We are not
instructed to find the "balance" or the "middle ground." Jesus did not say, "know the balance, and the balance shall
make you free."

Many people who attend Calvary are either confused or unaware of what Chuck Smith teaches on the issue of
"tongues" being for today. The following quotes are taken from an article entitled "The Baptism of the Holy Spirit"
by Calvary Chapel founder Chuck Smith:

Speaking in tongues is an exercise of faith that is an affront to my intellect. My intellect used to be very important
to me. A straight-A average was the most important thing in the world when I was going to school, but God
humbled me. I must admit it is very humbling to pray to God in tongues, for you don't understand what you are
saying. I must by-pass my intellect to communicate with God in the spirit. I must trust the Holy Spirit to speak to
God, instead of my intellect. I must have faith that He knows, much better than I know, what is best for me and
how to petition God for it. In order to exercise my faith by speaking in tongues, I must deny that my own intellect
is better able to communicate (http://calvarychapel.com/ashland/hspirit.html).

Chuck Smith bases his belief that one must pray in tongues, while bypassing his intellect, on Romans 8:26:
"Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: but the
Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This is a misunderstanding and
misapplication of this verse. First, it is not we who are praying or making intercession; the verse clearly states that
"the Spirit itself maketh intercession." We have nothing to do with His intercession on our behalf. Second, the
Holy Spirit makes intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered." This rules out speaking or groaning
out loud in public or in private.  Chuck Smith teaches the same error that extreme Pentecostals and Charismatics
use to justify praying in unintelligible gibberish.

Chuck Smith also believes that if an individual doubts that he is speaking in tongues because he has the ability to
stop, Satan must be behind it. He writes:

The first hassle you find, the minute you start speaking in an unknown tongue, is that Satan tells you that you're
just making it up. When he does you're going to stop—just like that. And then he will say, "See, you were making
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it up, because you can stop." That is exactly what he did to me. But Paul said, "I will pray with the Spirit, and I
will pray with understanding." (Ibid.)

This is the same erroneous teaching that Charismatic seminars promote when training people to speak in tongues.
The people giving the seminar encourage the participants to "let their voices go" and to speak out whatever
syllables or gibberish is in their head. They are then told not to let the devil deceive them into thinking it is only
gibberish and not a genuine Holy Spirit-given "prayer language." How can such faulty teaching be reconciled with
what is clearly stated in God's Word, which says, "For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all
churches of the saints" (1 Cor. 14:33)?

No one needed to teach the apostles how to speak in tongues on the day of Pentecost. They did not speak gibberish
but, instead, known languages understood both by them as well as those hearing them. They spoke intelligible
languages as the "Holy Ghost gave them utterance" (Acts 2:4-11). The apostles had no reason to doubt that this
was an act of God. Faith is reasonable, and we must never "bypass" the mind that God has given us.

When the Pentecostal movement began at Azusa Street, a clear and definite difference existed between the
emotionally driven Pentecostal and the sober Bible-believing Fundamentalist. Hyper-Pentecostals were considered
"extremists" and part of the "lunatic fringe." But this is no longer true today. The Fundamentalist is now the one
who is considered divisive, extreme, and unloving while the Pentecostal/Charismatic churches are considered
loving and tolerant. What has caused this dramatic reversal? Though many factors exist, the primary reason is that
the vast majority of churches have gradually compromised. Doctrinal issues have been clouded because church
leaders fail to practice Biblical separation from those who promote these unscriptural doctrines. Many churches
have not heeded the apostle Paul's exhortation: "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

Calvary Chapel churches have played no small part in giving the Charismatic Movement the respectability it has
needed to thrive and flourish. Calvary Chapel, by taking a so-called moderate or "balanced" stand on extrabiblical
revelation, such as prophecy and tongues, has made what was once considered extreme and unacceptable now
appear to be moderate and credible.

Fellowshipping with Compromisers

Chuck Smith, Greg Laurie, Chuck Missler and many other well-known leaders of the Calvary Chapel movement
often appear on the hyper-Charismatic Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). By appearing on TBN, these men, by
association (2 John 9-11), actually endorse TBN's many programs that con money from their faithful viewers. The
manipulative and blatantly unscriptural practices of TBN to raise money are almost beyond belief. Promising those
who send money 100 to 1,000-fold returns on their "seed faith" offerings is only one of the many deceptions TBN
uses to fleece the flock, yet Chuck Smith and Chuck Missler hosted the "Praise the Lord" broadcast just this past
year (2000). 

Chuck Smith opposes such unscriptural practices, but then he appears on TBN. His compromise has a huge impact
on those who attend the various Calvary Chapel churches and who identify strongly with him, for it implies that
this network and its blasphemous "word-faith" teachings have his stamp of approval. After all, if the gifts of
miracles, tongues, and prophecy are for today, who would dare question or judge TBN's ministry? Galatians 5:9
makes it clear that only "a little leaven [bad doctrine] leaveneth the whole lump." TBN has much more than a little
leaven. Chuck Smith warns people about unscrupulous televangelists on his various radio ministries, but he rarely
names the people or programs against whom he is speaking. An overseer of the church of God has an obligation to
warn other believers of unscriptural and ungodly practices. How can church leaders warn God's people if they
remain silent for the most part and go so far as to participate with and, thereby, endorse those who promote
unscriptural teachings for profit?

Calvary teaches that the doctrines on spiritual gifts were "side issues" and that these issues should not divide the
body. Calvary has a built-in philosophy for compromise and toleration of questionable doctrines. Notice once
again what Larry Taylor writes:
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When we move away from the essential doctrines to those that are less essential we risk setting barriers up in
the church, something we at Calvary Chapel have no desire to do. Still, Calvary Chapel is distinct from
denominational churches and other Protestant groups and people want to know what those distinctions are. That
is the purpose of this little booklet (http://calvarychapel.com/library/taylor-larry/text/wcct.htm).

The Scriptures do not teach that any portion of the Word of God contains doctrines that are "less essential."2 Our
Lord and Savior left no room for doubt on this subject: "It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4).

Endnotes

1  While we are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true biblical
unity based on complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in
the New Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity
of faith" (v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down (Jude 3). No real
spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them which cause divisions and offences
contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).  [Return to Text]

2  This does not appear to me to put much of a priority on truth other than the "essentials." In fact, why run so as to
win (1 Corinthians 9:24)? If you have the "essentials" down, it's no big deal if you get deceived into other areas.
What kind of a warning is Colossians 2:8 then anyway? So what if you're taken in by empty deceit! You have your
essentials! Eat and drink (theologically speaking), for tomorrow we all go to heaven! WHAT A LIE! One cannot
categorize Bible doctrine as very essential, not so very essential, less essential, non-essential, or whatever other
type of human ranking system. Differences in "Importance," yes, but there are no doctrines that are more or less
essential than others. The Bible does not divide doctrine into essential and non-essential. Paul labored to preach the
whole counsel of God (Acts 20:27). Modern evangelicalism claims that certain doctrines are "essential" and others
are "non-essential," and that Christian unity revolves strictly around the essentials, while the non-essentials have no
meaning in regard to fellowship. But the Bible nowhere says that doctrine can be so divided. "The faith once
delivered unto the saints" (Jude 3) describes that body of truth delivered to us by the Lord's Apostles through the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The entire body of truth is to be contended for. Timothy was to allow NO OTHER
DOCTRINE to be taught (1 Timothy 1:3). There is no hint here that some Bible doctrine is essential and other
doctrine is not.  [Back to Text]

Quotes from the Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, Statement of Faith, and from web sites linked from the Calvary
Chapel main web page (Source: FBIS, 7/3/01):

ECUMENISM: "We are not a denominational church, nor are we opposed to denominations as such,
only their over-emphasis of doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We
believe that the only true basis of Christian fellowship is His (Agape) love, which is greater than any
differences we possess and without which we have no right to claim ourselves Christians" (Statement
of Faith, Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapels, is very ecumenical. In a 1993 book he says: "We should
realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there aren't any real divisions in the Body.
We're all one. What a glorious day when we discover that God loves the Baptists! -- And the
Presbyterians, and the Methodists, and the Catholics. We're all His and we all belong to Him. We see
the whole Body of Christ, and we begin to strive together rather than striving against one another"
(Smith, Answers for Today, p. 157).

Chuck Smith's ecumenism is also evident from a statement quoted in the December 1995 issue of
Sojourner magazine. "Paul points out that some say, 'I'm of Paul,' while others say, 'I'm of Apollos.' He
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asked, 'Isn't that carnal?' But what's the difference between saying that or saying, 'I'm a Baptist,' 'I'm a
Presbyterian,' 'I'm a Methodist,' 'I'm a Catholic'? I have found that the more spiritual a person becomes,
the less denominational he is. We should realize that we're all part of the Body of Christ and that there
aren't any real divisions in the Body. We're all one."

CHARISMATIC GIFTS IN GENERAL: "We believe in the gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the
Scriptures are valid for today if they are exercised within the scriptural guidelines" (Statement of Faith,
Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa).

TONGUES: "When you're alone in your closet, when you are among believers in an after-glow prayer
service, you can speak in tongues -- and you can pray to God. Why? Because nobody is going to
benefit from tongues. You know who's going to benefit? Paul says only the Lord. Because nobody
understands what you're saying. Only the Holy Spirit knows what you're saying" (A Raul Ries Bible
study; tape #IN44-5, Acts 1:8; Calvary Chapel, West Covina, CA).

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: "The Baptism with the Holy Spirit is a definite occurrence,
subsequent to salvation, whereby the Third Person of the Godhead comes upon the believer to anoint
and energize him for Spiritual service" (Greg Laurie's web site, as linked from the Calvary Chapel
main web page).  [Return to Top]

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a May-June 2001 Foundation magazine article: "Some Reflections on the Calvary
Chapel Movement," by Robert W. Hurzeler.
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Charles Solomon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Charles Solomon has a doctorate in psychology and counseling from the University of Northern Colorado
(1972). (Officially, the degree is a "Doctor of Education in Spirituotherapy.") He is the founder and executive
director of Grace Fellowship International (GFI), which was incorporated in the state of Colorado in 1969 as a non-
profit corporation for the express purpose of implementing a spiritual counseling ministry. (Grace Fellowship is
also a member of the neo-evangelical National Association of Evangelicals [NAE]).1 "Sharing the power of the
Cross with hurting people," is GFI's stated goal; to achieve this, other men and women have been trained and
ministries have been established in various places in the United States and on five continents. Solomon claims that
much of the work toward his doctorate was "original research, counseling, writing, and teaching associated with the
discipline of Spirituotherapy" (see below for details) (Source: Handbook of Happiness, pp. 6-7; and a 1995 GFI
"The Solomon Institute in Spirituotherapy" brochure).

-  Solomon has written several books about his personal (psycho-spiritual, integrationist) approach to counseling.
He describes his position in his 1977 book, Counseling with the Mind of Christ, as follows: "Rare, indeed, is the
individual who employs psychology exclusively for purposes of understanding the psychodynamics of the behavior
in question while allowing the Spirit of God to apply the Word of God to produce a child of God and that child
being 'conformed to His image'" (see Romans 8:29). He also shows his psychological preferences in Handbook of
Happiness when he says:

"the thesis of this book ... is supported by empirical evidence proving that where psychotherapy has
either failed completely or caused harmful results in many lives, the person subsequently has been
totally delivered through Spirituotherapy at Grace Fellowship ... there are many Christians within the
ranks of psychotherapists who are very sound in their faith and who are fundamental in doctrine. They
do much to alleviate suffering on the part of emotionally disturbed patients and many return to a fuller
life who are much better adjusted psychologically" (p. 18). (Emphasis added.)

On the back cover of Solomon's 1977 book, Handbook of Happiness: A Guide to Victorious Living and Effective
Counseling (11/84:6th printing), the publisher says:

"Now professionally trained in psychology, he has developed a Bible-based approach to contemporary
personal crises. He terms this 'Spirituotherapy.'! This manual details this technique that is answering
the quest for many troubled minds for a life that not only can mentally survive but spiritually abound in
the present space age complexities ... this may prove to be the answer you seek; it is not simply another
'Christian psychology' treatment. Rather, it dares to depart from some traditional psychological
approaches and to lead a distressed individual directly to the cross not only for life, but for the life
more abundant that Jesus promised." (Emphasis added.)

-  Despite Solomon paying lip-service in Handbook of Happiness to the evils of psychotherapy, "another Christian
psychology" is exactly what Spirituotherapy is -- its roots are Freudian, but with a little behaviorism and humanism
thrown in: (All emphases added.)

(a) Solomon quotes from Glasser's Reality Therapy ("At all times in our lives we must have at least
one other person who cares about us and whom we care for ourselves. If we do not have this essential
person, we will not be able to fulfill our basic needs. One characteristic is essential in the other person:
he must be in touch with reality himself and able to fulfill his own needs in the world.") and says,
"This, too, is the basic premise of Spirituotherapy; the prime difference is that the Person who meets
our needs is the Lord Jesus Christ -- not a human therapist. If Glasser's book were read with this
significant substitution, the approach of Spirituotherapy would be approximated" (p. 20).
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(b) "The counselor in Spirituotherapy is not a therapist but a spiritual guide. The therapy is
accompanied by the Master Therapist, the Holy Spirit. Thus, the therapy of the Holy Spirit within the
human spirit results in deliverance from psychological symptoms caused by spiritual maladjustment.
This is not to say that all psychological difficulties have a spiritual genesis. Many, if not most, of these
stem from early childhood, and psychology is beneficial in understanding some of the resultant
behavior" (p. 21).

(c) "... more than ninety per cent of all Christians never experience the abundant or victorious life, so
they do not understand how deep psychological problems can be resolved" (p. 23).

(d) Check out Solomon's humanistic poem on page 26: "ACCEPTANCE: Oh, to know acceptance; In a
feeling sort of way; To be known for what I am -- Not what I do or say; It's nice to be loved and
wanted, For the person I seem to be, But my heart cries out to be loved, For the person who really is
me! ... The path to feeling acceptance of God, Is paved with acceptance on Earth; Being valued by
others I love, Enhances my own feeling of worth ..."

(e) "If we propose to work with the human being in coping with the problems of living, it is a foregone
conclusion that we must understand his basic needs ... Freud ... It is suggested that he took the basics
for his theory of personality from the Bible, just as we do at Grace Fellowship. However, he perverted
them, while we employ them just as given. His constructs of id, ego, and superego are roughly
equivalent to those presented in the Word of God as body, soul, and spirit, respectively ... To deny the
genius of Freud in developing a counterfeit system in rivalry to God would be to show a complete lack
of understanding of the monumental work that he did. Also, to refuse to profit by his research and
understanding of human behavior would be to ignore a great body of knowledge which is extremely
useful, providing it is used solely for understanding ..." (pp. 27-28). [In actuality, the id/ego/superego
concept, with all its psychosexual gratification underpinnings, was contrived by Freud precisely
because he rejected God's truth about man, not because there was a correspondence between Freudian
theory and Biblical truth, as Solomon would like us to believe. This is a classic example of what so-
called Christian psychologists never seem to tire of attempting to do -- they impose godless, anti-
Christian ideas onto the Bible, all the while claiming a special calling of God.]

(f) Solomon describes one of the ways he uses Freud: "... some of the terms developed by Freud and
his successors to define certain behavioral traits are utilized when appropriate, since these terms are
well understood and afford a means of communication" (p. 29).

(g) Also basic to Solomon's Spirituotherapy system is the unbiblical, charismatic concept of "crisis
sanctification" or the "second blessing," whereby salvation from Christ and identification with Christ
are seen as two distinct and separate events: "How can this no-longer-I-but-Christ awareness take
place? It happens differently in every life. But in point of time it has to become as much as reality as
the day we trusted Jesus Christ to save us ... we must realize that this identification awareness is an
event that actually takes place at a point in time and experience. We may not be able to identify that
crisis point ... But the result is unmistakable -- self is dethroned and Christ takes control" (pp. 56-57) ...
"age 10 ... the average age at which a person enters into a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ (p. 64) ... age 40 ... a conservative estimate of the average age at which a Christian enters into
the abiding, abundant life of identification with Christ ... it is necessary that we have assurance of
identification. This is parallel to and just as vital as being sure of salvation. Unless we have assurance
of salvation, we will not possess our possessions in Christ; unless we have assurance of identification
we cannot rest in the finished work of Christ" (pp. 68-69).

(h) "If we are well adjusted psychologically, there is not as much disparity between our feelings and
the facts. However, a person who feels inferior, insecure, inadequate and unacceptable is continuously
faced with a set of emotions which are at variance with the facts or reality. Therefore, he must distort
the facts to agree with his feelings or employ some defense mechanism to permit him to cope with an
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untenable situation. Neurosis is said to be the distortion of reality" (p. 95).

(i) Solomon administers The Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis test (TJTA) "... to almost all of
those who have been counseled prior to the first interview. Additional testing after a prolonged period
will permit some valid objective data which has statistical significance" (p. 114). [The TJTA has been
proven to have no adequate statistical validity in either measuring personality traits, nor in using such
results to successfully predict marriage compatibility, occupational fitness, child success in school, etc.
Moreover, personality tests like the TJTA are based upon the theories of godless atheists (Carl Jung) --
see the Bobgans' book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an
excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.]

-  The following information was documented from various GFI brochures, advertising its conferences and training
seminars (received in May of 1994 from GFI Executive Director, Theron O. Messer) -- the psychological bent of
GFI's programs is evident:

(a) "The GRACE THAT WORKS Conference" is geared for "church members [who] are experiencing
the same conflicts and dysfunctions as the worldly society. ... designed ... to help participants discover
a powerful, personal faith, which will put the gifts of grace to work in order that they might become
more like Jesus."

(b) GFI conducts counselor training conferences, offering two levels of training in Spirituotherapy. The
first, the GFI workshop, offers 20 hours of training to "prepare you to take a life history and to present
God's solution using a Wheel and Line. You will be able to lead another into a personal experience of
oneness with Christ, whereby they exchange their old, fleshly identity for their new Christ-like spiritual
identity."

(c) There is also the Solomon Institute in Spirituotherapy, which is advanced training in
Spirituotherapy: "an intensive, one week (30 hours) Institute ... This Professional level of training has
been approved by various states ... by the National Board for Certified Counselors (NBCC) for
continuing education credits needed to keep counseling licenses current." [That would be a
psychologist's license.] "The institute is designed for those who are serious about being used of God in
ministering to the needs of hurting people. Committed lay people, pastors, counselors, physicians,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers can profit equally by such intensive study." (Emphasis
added.) The following psychologically-oriented books are recommended for students in the Institute:
Handbook to Happiness; The Ins and Outs of Rejection; Counseling With the Mind of Christ;
Handbook to Acceptance; Handbook to Happiness; and You -- A Spiritual Clinic.

(d) The "Exchanged Life Conference," is "designed such that a believer who is experiencing defeat in
his life may find the way to walk in faith and the victory that the Bible promises; ... When the self-life
is exchanged for the Christ-life, many symptoms of lifetime duration are dealt with in a very short
time. Defeat, emotional disturbances, mental symptoms, and interpersonal conflicts (such as in
marriage) are all within the realm of the Holy Spirit's working as the flesh gives way to the Spirit" [and
you cough-up your $425 per couple for the conference!]. Psycho-spiritual topics covered in the
conference are identity; rejection and its detrimental influence; healing and damaged emotions; the
exchanged life; the process of appropriation; application to daily life; and a counseling session video.

In Messer's letter that accompanied the brochures, Messer admits that GFI charges $50 an hour for counseling
clients.2 He also admits to referring those "out of touch with reality [Glasser's "Reality Therapy" terminology] ... to
such clinics as Rapha." [Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas, is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous (12-Step codependency/recovery) programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerian-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha claims
that over 3,500 churches in the U.S. are using its materials. (Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to Destruction:
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Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages.)] 

-  It is obvious that Solomon approaches the understanding of problems of living through psychological, not Biblical
eyes. Moreover, in later years, his psychological understanding of man is seen almost exclusively through the
concept of "Rejection." Just as Freud viewed human problems through the early life Oedipus Complex, Solomon
sees human problems through an "early life rejection syndrome." Rejection is now the cornerstone of Solomon's
theoretical amalgamation. And, just as Freudian analysts' patients report the Oedipal ideas and feelings to them, so
do Solomon's patients report the rejection syndrome to him and his followers. Solomon says: "... the majority of
mental and emotional symptoms have roots traceable to childhood rejection which has limited the person's options
in coping with responsibility and stress."

Solomon even outdoes Freud in how far back he is willing to carry the possibility of rejection. In his 1982 book,
The Rejection Syndrome, he says: "Research has also substantiated a cause-and-effect relationship between a
mother's rejection of an unborn child and the psychological difficulties of the child in later life." Although an
interesting psychological idea, the research has not substantiated any such cause-and-effect relationship. (A single
phone call to any medical school with faculty in child development or pediatric neurology will reveal this.)
Although Solomon thinks he has a spiritual solution to the so-called rejection syndrome, his model of man is
definitely psychological. (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 95-96.)

Note: One of the problems at the root of Solomon's psychological model is his doctrine of "One-Naturism" -- the
teaching of the eradication of the believer's Adamic life and nature. [Solomon wrote: "Satan, the enemy of souls,
has made another critical deception in blinding the minds of believers to the truth that the old man or sin nature no
longer exists in the Christian (The Rejection Syndrome, p. 106).] It is a product of Covenant theology, and is being
spread by the likes of John MacArthur, Neil Anderson, Woodrow Kroll, and Charles Stanley. The eradicationist
dispenses with the sinful Adamic life and nature by relegating the first Adam to extinction. Then, in order to
account for sin in the life of the believer, the "flesh" becomes the source of indwelling evil. The flesh is described
by such symptoms as: learned and developed pre-conversion habits, appetites, influences, tendencies, residual sin,
and "vestiges of our sinful flesh," "graveclothes of our sinful flesh," and "residual fallenness." Eradication instills in
the believer a tendency to avoid responsibility for personal sins. Considering his old man eradicated, he is wont to
shift the blame for his sin upon factors form his past -- old habits and tendencies, "dysfunctional" family
conditions, etc. Some eradicationists avoid responsibility for personal sin by blaming Satan. Heretofore it was, "The
devil made me do it"; but now it is, "Satan did it."

Every candid believer knows full well that the sin that dwells in him is manifested by the identical characteristics
that it had before he was saved -- nothing new, or different. It is the same old man that it ever was -- Adamic self
himself. Every honest Christian knows his indwelling old Adamic life and nature very well, having grown up in it.
It is not symptomatic habits, psychological victimization caused by "childhood rejection," or Satan, but hard-core
Adamic life and nature. The Covenant, one-nature, eradication error results from the lack of
dispensational/positional teaching. When Romans 6:6 is held to be actual and experiential, rather than judicial and
positional, it is only natural to deduct that the Adamic life is eradicated from the life of the believer. (Source:
Adapted from an 11/96 Miles Stanford paper: "Back to the Bible and One-Naturism.")

Endnotes

1  In November of 2001, BDM received an email from GFI's John Woodward, stating that GFI is no longer a
member of the NAE. I responded as follows: "If you will confirm that NO GFI site throughout the world belongs to
the NAE, I will correct the reference to the following: 'GFI was but is no longer a member of NAE.'" Woodward
never responded.  [Return to text]

2  Woodward also claims that "Grace Fellowship does not charge counselees a fee for counseling." I responded as
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follows: "If you will send me a statement indicating that NO GFI site throughout the world and NO GFI counselor
charges fees to counselees, I will be happy to make a correction.  Please indicate if any of the GFI counselors
encourage and accept donations for counseling." Again, Woodward never responded.  [Return to text]
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Charles Solomon's Integration*
Charles Solomon's approach to counseling is one that seems initially to promise a truly Biblical methodology.
Specifically, his counseling method promises to be grounded in "the truth of freedom through union with Christ in
His death and resurrection." He claims the cross and the power of God's Spirit to be central to his approach. The
following is written in Solomon's book Handbook to Happiness:

"Spirituotherapy is a word coined by Dr. Solomon to identify an approach to counseling that makes the
believer's relationship to the cross of Christ central to its method and goal. The Holy Spirit is the
therapist who renews the mind and transforms the life in accord with Romans 12:2" (p. 11).

Solomon does correctly remind us of the important concept of our union with Christ. Certainly that is an essential
concept in the area of sanctification. Unfortunately, Solomon emerges as yet another psychological integrationist
promising an approach that is accurate in its combination of psychology and theology. Such attempts at integration
are fundamentally flawed, and this one is no exception.

Criticisms of Psychotherapy

Severe criticisms of modern psychotherapy, scattered throughout Solomon's writings, hide the fact of his own
psychological integration. He rightly criticizes the strengthening of self, the therapeutic relationship, and the
practice of making counseling referrals outside the church. However, he admits his willingness to use psychological
categories to understand human nature, yet insists that he uses solely Biblical solutions. What is needed, however,
and lacking in Solomon's work, is a Biblical understanding of man's problems and solutions grounded solely in
God's truth and power.

Trichotomy

Solomon's particular understanding of man as a three-part being (body, soul, and spirit) is unbiblical and leads to
some rather strange conclusions. For example, he makes a sharp soul-spirit separation, insisting that the soul relates
to people while the spirit relates to God. On this basis, one wonders how Solomon would understand the command
to love God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength. Furthermore, trichotomy in general implies that the
psychologist cares for the soul while the pastor cares for the spirit. God's Word and Spirit, however, are sufficient
for the entire inner man (2 Peter 1:3).

Rejection

"Rejection" is undoubtedly Solomon's major psychological category for understanding human behavior. He places a
huge emphasis on "the absence of meaningful love." Rejection, for Solomon, is a very broad category that includes
the death or divorce of parents, or even time spent in an incubator prior to the development of "conscious"
memories.

Certainly, we live in a fallen world where all are sinned against to some degree. However, focusing on rejection
experienced at the hand of other fallen human beings, as the driving force behind adult behavior, diverts us from
the Biblical doctrine of sin and the glory of our reconciliation to God in Christ.

Identity

Here is another key to unlocking Solomon's counseling methods. Solomon believes that identity, either assigned by
others or created by self, has a powerful impact on our decisions and relationships with others. He sees it as one of
the major forces driving sinful behavior. Although Solomon's teachings appear Biblical in his exhortation to
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exchange identities, he remains subtly focused on self -- on guarding personal "identity" or self-concept.

Assurance of Salvation

Solomon rightly says that assurance of salvation is to be based on the facts of Scripture rather than our feelings.
Unfortunately, he insists that emotions most commonly account for a lack of assurance, and that an appeal to
Biblical facts fails to clear the confusion. He does note the Bible's teaching that we can have assurance (1 John
5:13). However, his attitude reflects a weak view of the power of God's living Word (consider Hebrews 4:12!).
Solomon claims to be Biblical, but denies the sufficiency of the Scripture (2 Peter 1:3). Similar reasoning is applied
when Solomon considers feelings of inferiority, insecurity, inadequacy, and such.

Salvation Plus...

Salvation, according to Solomon's teaching, is only one major milestone along the believer's path to glory.
Although denying a "second work of grace," Solomon clearly proposes "total surrender" as a separately identifiable
second experience that almost always occurs at some point after salvation. "Total surrender" involves a daily
"aggressive yielding" that borders on works-righteousness. In fact, it doesn't stop there. Solomon identifies a third
experience, that of identification with the cross of Christ. Important as this concept is, Scripture affirms its truth for
all believers (Romans 6:1-14), rather than identifying separate experiences that occur at some point after salvation.

Being vs. Doing

Pagan psychologist Abraham Maslow emphasized "being" over "becoming" or doing. Popular "recovery guru" John
Bradshaw has a similar disdain for any sort of "doing," counseling his listeners to love themselves for just "being."
Solomon is far more Biblical than these two, yet we encounter a similar concern, perhaps borrowed from pagan
sources. Solomon believes that the believer who really matures into "spiritual adulthood" is one who "is interested
primarily in his growth rather than in his service -- in "being rather than doing." However, Scripture does not
dissect "being" and "doing." Rather, being conformed to the image of Christ is highly correlated with active
obedience to His commands. "Being" -- in Christ -- is accompanied by "doing" -- Christ's commands. Jesus taught
that those who love Him will keep His commandments (John 14:15).

Solomon's being/doing division is evident in his distinction between the blood of Christ and the cross of Christ. Yet
although he makes some Biblical statements about Christ's work of atonement, this sort of dichotomy distorts the
Biblical message. Christ shed His blood on the cross. The cross and blood are inseparable.

Maintaining Victory

When Solomon considers difficult times during the believer's life, he borrows heavily from the polluted streams of
psychology. The beginning of a "downer," according to Solomon, is likely to involve a significant rejection, loss of
self-esteem, frustration, hostility, or depression. Such factors are emphasized more than sin arising out of the heart.
Furthermore, if Solomon were fully consistent with his thesis of the "exchanged" life, the "loss of self-esteem"
would hardly be a concern. Rejection, too, would not occupy such a prime position, as the believer can expect
rejection and persecution for his faith (John 15:18-20; 1 Peter 4:12-19).

Suffering

Solomon emphasizes God's use of suffering in the lives of Christians. Certainly, the reality of suffering is evident
from the Scriptures, and God uses it to accomplish His purposes. However, the necessity of suffering, as perhaps
the way in which God works in the believer's life, is Solomon's emphasis. Even though Solomon promotes an
"exchanged" life in which self is dethroned, his focal point is still self rather than God's glory. The use of human
suffering for God's glory is a scriptural emphasis that overshadows its use only to transform the believer. The
transformation of the believer is accomplished in order that God may be glorified.
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Conclusion

Solomon's work focuses on the important issue of our union with Christ. A Biblical understanding of this concept is
essential to comprehending the nature of our salvation and sanctification. However, it is important to look carefully
at what the Bible actually says and to correct the flaws in Solomon's analysis. Flaws exist not only in his
understanding of our union with Christ, but in his doctrine of the nature of man, and in his proposal that some
"second" or even "third" experience is needed to live the victorious Christian life. In addition, careful examination
is needed to identify the psychological concepts (particularly rejection) that Solomon introduces and mixes in with
Biblical teaching. His method sounds promising, and his intentions seem sincere, yet his counseling must be
exposed as yet another unbiblical integration of God's truth with man's "wisdom."

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article by D. Dewart in the March-April 1997, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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R.C. Sproul
General Teachings/Activities

-  R.C. Sproul was for years professor of systematic theology and apologetics at Reformed Theological Seminary in
Orlando, Florida (where one can "receive professional training that integrates Reformed theology and superior
psychological research.") He is now Professor of Theology and Apologetics at Knox Theological Seminary in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, and teaches at Westminster Theological Seminary as well. He is also the founder and chairman
of Ligonier Ministries (circa 1974) in Orlando ("designed to fill the gap between Sunday school and seminary");
Ligonier has more than 50 employees. Sproul has also authored over 50 books, recorded hundreds of messages on
video and audio cassette, and has a daily radio broadcast, "Renewing Your Mind," heard on more than 300 outlets
nationwide and throughout 120 countries. Sproul also publishes a monthly "Bible study" magazine (Tabletalk),
conducts conferences and seminars, and sells his and others videos, audios, and books. On Sproul's "Renewing
Your Mind Online" website, he touts ministry endorsements by such notable neo-evangelical psychologizers as
John MacArthur, D. James Kennedy, Elisabeth Elliot, Ravi Zacharias, Jerry Bridges, and Joni Eareckson Tada.

-  Sproul has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist, Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs,
with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs).] Evidence of this endorsement comes from Sproul's October
1989, Tabletalk interview with Dr. Crabb ("Dealing With Sexual Sin: A Perspective on Guilt and Sexuality from
Dr. Larry Crabb," pp. 6-10), and a pull-out advertisement for a Larry Crabb' book (Inside Out) in the same
Tabletalk issue.

-  Sproul endorses the general teachings of psychologist James Dobson, particularly Dobson's teachings on self-
esteem/self-love/self-image. Sproul has not only published articles by Dobson in his ministry's Tabletalk
publication (e.g., see the December 1988 issue for Dobson's article, "Little Ones to Him Belong," in which Dobson's
main point is that an important fringe benefit of Christianity is that one obtains an additional source of self-esteem),
but also espouses Dobson's selfism philosophy in his own writings as well (e.g., see the 10/89 issue of Tabletalk,
"Who We Really Are," and the 10/25/89 InterAct devotional).

-  Sproul endorsed Bill Hybels' 1990 book Honest to God, saying, "Bill Hybels has an exciting and contagious
faith." Hybels is a psychologizer (e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory and "journaling" in
Honest to God), and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.) Sproul also recommends
Christ in Christmas ("An Advent devotional guide for the whole family. Features articles by R.C., Chuck Swindoll,
James Dobson ...") and Christ in Easter ("An Easter devotional guide for the whole family. Features articles by
Charles Colson, Max Lucado, Billy Graham ...").

-  R.C. Sproul publicly endorsed Hugh Ross's book, Creation and Time, which is a polemic for progressive
creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is a denial of orthodox Christianity's literal/factual/historical
interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. This NavPress published book also openly attacks
the creation movement and the major people involved (2/26/96, Christian News).

From this endorsement, we can only assume that R.C. Sproul agrees with Ross's evolutionary philosophy. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam. (But would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded
Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things?
And if death preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished
nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally incompatible with the work of Christ, should it
not be a requirement that the head of a major so-called "apologetic" ministry be a literal creationist?
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-  In a 3/88 Eternity editorial, Sproul promoted a raunchy movie staring Barbara Streisand -- the movie included
cursing, prostitution, incest, and a glib justification for abortion. Sproul bemoans the fact that most Christians won't
see the film simply "because there is a growing taboo in the evangelical world against watching movies."
Raunchiness is not new for Sproul. In his Johnny Come Novel, many of its pages were "blue with blasphemy"
uttered by its principal characters, and he used "unnecessary and offensive explicitness" in relating an illicit event
(7/24/87, Sword of the Lord). In the 3/87 Eternity, he said, "All art bears witness to God." He made the astounding
charge that "for a Christian to despise art approaches blasphemy. A Christianity without art is a Christianity without
beauty [which is] ... a Christianity without Christ [which is] ... no Christianity at all." With this kind of mind-set, is
it any wonder that R.C. Sproul has spoken for apostate Robert Schuller on at least two occasions? (Reported in the
3/15/88, Calvary Contender.)

-  Even though some of what Sproul has authored is well-written and theologically sound, he nevertheless interjects
into many of his later books much of the "pop psychology" gospel permeating evangelicalism today. For example,
in his otherwise excellent 1988 book, Pleasing God, Sproul endorses the psychological and unbiblical concept(s) of:
self-esteem and self-confidence (pp. 59 &115); "All Truth is God's Truth" (p. 69); homosexual "orientations" of
some individuals (p. 80); the benefits of psychiatric help for the Christian (pp. 118 & 186-187); self-forgiveness
(pp. 131-133); and Freudian insights (p. 173). [Sproul also evidently believes the blasphemy that we should
"forgive God," as evidenced by his endorsement of the James Dobson' book (When God Doesn't Make Sense),
which teaches this psychological concept; see later in this report.]

-  Perhaps the best overall indication of Sproul's complete sell-out to the false gospel of self is his 1983 book, In
Search of Dignity. The statement from the book's inside jacket is an excellent indicator of the thoroughly
humanistic philosophy espoused by Sproul throughout this book:

"It is because God has assigned worth to men and women that human dignity is established. From his
creation to his redemption, man's dignity is preserved. His origin is significant. His destiny is
significant. He is significant. The conviction that permeates each chapter is the importance of daily
respect for the dignity of other people which requires a sensitivity to their self-esteem. We are also led
to the realization that the most fragile mechanization on this planet is the human ego." (Emphasis
added.)

-  Sproul has written a revised edition (1991) of In Search of Dignity and renamed it The Hunger For Significance.
It has been endorsed by some of the most prominent psychologizers in the professing church (Charles Allen [author
of God's Psychiatry, who says, "Reading this book has stimulated my sense of self-worth"], Bill Bright, Chuck
Colson, Joni Eareckson Tada, and David Hubbard [then president of Fuller seminary]). Sproul says this about his
book (still being offered for sale by Ligonier as of August of 2001):

"Every person needs to feel significant. We want our lives to count. We yearn to believe that in some
way we are important and that hunger for significance -- a drive as intense as our need for oxygen --
doesn't come from pride or ego. It comes from God because he wants each of us to understand how
important we are. ... We must seek our roots, our origin, and our destiny so that we can know our
present value. ...Written for anyone who shares the hunger for significance. This book explores the
human cry for dignity, the hallowed longing for love and respect. ... Wherever people come together,
we can help each other discover our self-worth. We can help each other realize that we are persons of
significance being made in the image of God." (Emphasis added.)

-  Sproul and his Ligonier Ministries sponsored a conference in Orlando, Florida (February 20-22, 1992) titled,
"The Hunger For Significance." Besides Sproul, also on the program were ecumenical, Catholic-sympathizer
Charles Colson; neo-evangelical J.I. Packer; and pop psychologizer Chuck Swindoll. In addition, a special pre-
conference seminar was held on February 20th titled "Psychology and the Christian Faith -- Psychohealing or
Psychoheresy?" featuring Sproul and Dr. Bill White (president of Pathways Educational Network -- a fee-for-
service counseling and referral service located in Pittsburgh). (White has written for Tabletalk as far back as the
1970s.)
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Besides the general psychobabble in each man's message and in the joint Q&A session (see PAL article for more
details), of particular interest was Sproul's response to a question concerning how he would reconcile his belief that
"All truth is God's truth" (thereby allowing the use of the principles of psychology along with the Bible) with what
the Apostle Peter said under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit (II Peter 1:3 -- According as his divine power hath
given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to
glory and virtue)? Sproul's response:

"If you mean for the saving of life ... We talk about the sufficiency of the Scriptures to lead one to
'salvific' life, obviously, but for the whole structure of life, we need more than the Bible."

It couldn't be more clear than that! R.C. Sproul has directly denied the sanctifying sufficiency of the Word
of God! Or if he is correct (in his contention that "we need more than the Bible"), then the Holy Spirit, for nearly
2000 years of Church history, somehow, either through ignorance or oversight, failed to include in the Scriptures
the vital psychological tools necessary for sanctified godly living! One can come to only one of two conclusions.
Either Sproul's so-called psychological truths are false, and that's why God left them out of Holy Writ, or
somehow, the Bible is deficient.

-  Again from Sproul's 1992 talk referred to above, Sproul raises the psychological wisdom of men to the level of
science (when, in fact, it is a false religious system). He says: "Now what you heard from him [White's talk] this
morning and what you're hearing from me is that the Christian who cuts himself off from natural science or from
secular science has cut himself off from divine revelation" (bold added). While on the one hand Sproul refers to
psychology as an "inexact science"; on the other hand he says:

"The care of the human soul is one of the top priorities that God has given to you in your ministry.
So, if there's anybody that should be searching the depths of Scripture to understand the human soul,
it's the pastor. And, if there's anybody who should be supplementing his search of sacred
Scripture concerning the nature of human souls by studying secular psychology, it's the pastor,
because of what is at stake, the souls of your people."

One of the critical problems with Sproul's talk is that he assumes that psychotherapy is science and gives his own
say so as the authority. By implying that the anti-psychology position is opposed to science, Sproul has distorted
what psychoheresy is really all about. "We give both Biblical and scientific reasons are given as to why Christians
should reject the pseudoscientific theories and therapies of counseling psychology. We use scientific research to
demonstrate the failures and fallacies of psychotherapy and other forms of counseling psychology and talk therapy.
We are not opposed to science, but we are opposed to pseudoscience. Sproul presents pseudoscience as science and
implies that those who are opposed to psychohealing are opposed to science. Sproul's position on psychohealing is
both theologically and scientifically dangerously flawed and should be avoided by all believers." (Source:
November-December 2003, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, p. 8.)

-  Dr. John H. Coe, as Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Theology at Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola
University, wrote a paper titled "Educating the Church for Wisdom's Sake or Why Biblical Counseling is
Unbiblical." The paper claims that believers have a mandate to look beyond Scripture for the wisdom and truth
necessary for righteous and successful living (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3)! Coe claims that the Bible itself "mandates the church to
develop a science of [moral and spiritual] values and human nature" from extra-Biblical sources. He declares that
whatever is "natural" is good and that one can deduce a "science of [moral] values" simply from observing nature.
(This is obviously not true.) Coe also declares that without natural revelation "the Bible ... alone is insufficient." Of
course, he includes in natural revelation that part of "God's truth" which secular psychologists have allegedly
discovered and which is therefore needed to supplement Scripture. We expect a psychological/psychotherapeutic
view of Scripture from a professor at the psychoheretical Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology, but R.C.
Sproul evidently also agrees with Coe -- Sproul carried a similar article by Coe in a late-1993 Tabletalk issue.

[Yes, the Bible is insufficient when it comes to flying an airplane, repairing an engine, transplanting a kidney, but
not when it comes to those "things that pertain to life and godliness," all of which Peter says have been given to us
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in Christ (2 Pe. 1:3,4). Paul says that through Scripture alone, the man or woman of God is "thoroughly furnished
unto all good works" (2 Tim. 3:17). Christ said that the Holy Spirit is "the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot
receive" (Jn. 14:17) and who guides believers "into all truth" (Jn. 16:13). He said that those who continue in His
word, which "is truth" (Jn. 17:17) know "the truth" (Jn. 8:32), not part of the truth, and are thereby set free, not
partially free. The Bible's declaration that the "natural man" cannot know God's truth, which is only revealed by the
Spirit of God (1 Cor. 2:14), is proof that Freud, et al. had nothing of God's truth to impart. That fact alone
thoroughly demolishes the Coe/Sproul/Christian psychology thesis that part of God's truth is to be found in secular
psychology. It isn't there. (Source: 2/97, The Berean Call.)]

-  Sproul sponsored another "Hunger for Significance" Conference (10/21/9310/23/93), this time in San Diego,
California. Besides Sproul himself, speaking again were Chuck Colson, J.I. Packer, and Chuck Swindoll. In the
Conference brochure Sproul says:

"We are capable of greatness and wickedness. We hunger for significance, yet we turn from our
Creator ... But even sin can't erase the stamp of God's image upon us. Even sin can't eliminate our
worth. This fall, Ligonier Ministries will examine the dignity of man during its 1993 conference "The
Hunger for Significance." Hear ... explain[ed] our origin, destiny, and calling. See why all people,
regardless of age, size, or health, are valuable. (Emphasis added.)

-  More self-love theology from Sproul comes from his Ligonier Ministries' 2/91 issue of Tabletalk:

"The Bible commands us to love ourselves. ... the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all. ...
Because you are the image of God, to love yourself means to love God. ... Humanity's ... hatred of itself
is concealed in what is perversely called 'self-love'." (Emphasis added.)

The 2/14/92, Tabletalk "devotional" has even more of the same. This is proof-positive that Sproul's self-love
teachings have only gotten worse over time. Contrary to this teaching, the Bible teaches that no man ever yet hated
his own self (Eph. 5:29), and warns that in the last days, men will not be haters of themselves, but instead, lovers
of self (2 Tim. 3:2). Sproul's brand of self-love is evidence of unbelief in the last days.

-  Sproul's 7/91 Tabletalk had an article by William H. McDowell, a staffer at Sproul's Ligonier Ministries at the
time, which praised Mortimer Adler and compared him to the Caleb of the Bible. Yet Adler openly admitted that
he could not understand Christianity, made no profession in any religion, and refused to talk about his own faith,
leaving the room if anyone asked him about it. (Reported in the 1/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

-  Sproul endorsed James Dobson's 1994 book When God Doesn't Make Sense, in which Dobson makes the
blasphemous suggestion that we should forgive God! Dobson says:

"There is only one cure for the cancer of bitterness, that is to forgive the perceived offender. Once and
for all, with God's help, as strange as it seems, I am suggesting that some of us need to forgive God for
those heartaches that are charged to His account. You've carried resentment against Him for years.
Now it's time to let go of it. [Dobson now tries to escape the blasphemy he's just uttered, but he is
unsuccessful.] Please don't misunderstand me at this point. God is in the business of forgiving us, and
it almost sounds blasphemous [it is!] to suggest that the relationship could be reversed. He has done no
wrong and does not need our approbation. But the source of bitterness must be admitted before it can
be cleared. There is no better way to get rid of it than to absolve the Lord of whatever we have
harbored. ... It is the only way you will ever be entirely free. ... Corrie ten Boom forgave an SS guard
who shared responsibility for the deaths of her family members. Surely we can forgive the King of the
Universe who sent His only Son to die as an atonement for our sin." (Emphasis added.)

The very fact that we would have anger towards God, the One who can do no wrong and is perfect in every way,
and that we would feel like we need to forgive Him, is wickedness and a total affront to His holy, righteous
character! How could Sproul endorse this blasphemy?
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-  On 11/7/93, the John Ankerberg Show began a six-week series titled, "Eight Biblical Scholars Defend the Bible."
At the end of each program, Ankerberg ran a premium offer promo for Kay Arthur's International Inductive Study
Bible (IISB). (Kay Arthur heads up Precept Ministries in Chattanooga, Tennessee, a women's Bible study ministry.
Mrs. Arthur is ecumenical and neo-evangelical, and even teaches charismatic spiritual warfare techniques [Lord, Is
It Warfare?, pp. 280-323].) One of those appearing on tape (on four of the five programs) to endorse the IISB was
R.C. Sproul. (Sproul also wrote a jacket endorsement for the IISB, and Arthur spoke at a Sproul Bible conference
in Orlando 2/3/94-2/5/94.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA] turned
Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and Public Life
(headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have
been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission." It goes
downhill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's flocks
(in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity.

The declaration said: "All who accept Christ as Lord and Savior are brothers and sisters in Christ." This
conveniently ignores the fact that Catholics espouse a works-salvation false gospel! In a revealing admission of
what brought these groups together, some signers said it was the experiences of worshiping together in the
charismatic movement and working together in political causes such as anti-abortion [Moral Majority for example].
In fact, one writer correctly assessed that the declaration "amounts to a truce on theological issues so that the parties
can continue to cooperate on political issues."

Forty people signed or endorsed the document (20 Catholics and 20 so-called evangelicals), including Protestants
J.I. Packer, Pat Robertson, Bill Bright, Os Guinness, and Mark Noll (a historian at Wheaton College who said,
"Evangelicals can no longer consider Catholics as ogres or anti-Christs"). Catholic endorsers included six priests,
three bishops, one Archbishop, and one Cardinal. By joint declaration, then, J.I. Packer and friends have, in effect,
declared the Protestant Reformation a tragic mistake!

In January of 1995, the neo-evangelical host of the John Ankerberg Show announced a 2/8/95 seminar to be held at
Catholic-sympathizer D. James Kennedy's church (Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida).
Other participants in the seminar (to supposedly expose the errors in the ECT) were Ankerberg, Kennedy, John
MacArthur, and R.C. Sproul. [Ankerberg produced a 6-part video series of this seminar (titled "Protestants and
Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"), and aired it on six consecutive Sunday evenings starting 3/5/95. Sproul was
seated on the grandiose stage with MacArthur and Kennedy, while Ankerberg stood at a table in the audience,
serving as host-moderator.]

The ECT Accord generated so much heat in Protestant ranks that Colson found it necessary to call a meeting in
January of 1995 to try "to achieve a measure of understanding, clarification, and harmony around the truth
recognized by historic orthodoxy" (1/25/95 Prison Fellowship News Release -- "Evangelical Leaders Resolve
Differences On Evangelical-Catholic Paper"). Attending the 1/19/95 peace meeting (also held at Kennedy's Coral
Ridge facility) were ECT signers Colson, Packer, Bright, and Kent Hill, along with a group of so-called
evangelicals critical of the ECT (i.e., the "anti-ECT group") -- John Ankerberg, John MacArthur, R.C. Sproul, D.
James Kennedy, Joseph Stowell, Michael Horton, and John Woodbridge.

After the meeting, Colson, Bright, Packer, and Hill issued a joint doctrinal statement supposedly clarifying their
position on the ECT. However, no changes to the ECT were recommended, nor would any of the original signators
remove their names from it. Ankerberg, MacArthur, Kennedy, Sproul, et al., did not sign this clarification
agreement, but they did help write it, and the clear implication was that they agreed that this new statement
satisfactorily answered any concern one might have over the content of the original ECT! [See Colson's 1/25/95
news release; the 3/6/95 Christianity Today, "Evangelicals Clarify Accord with Catholics," pp. 52-53; and the 6-
part John Ankerberg Show video series (titled "Protestants and Catholics: Do They Now Agree?"). Concerning the
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latter, Ankerberg stated eight different times over the course of the six programs that he and the others in the anti-
ECT group helped write the so-called clarification agreement.]

On Ankerberg's second program, the program's participants agreed that it was possible to have "parachurch
cooperation with evangelically committed Roman Catholics for the pursuit of agreed objectives" without implying
"acceptance of Roman Catholic doctrinal distinctives or endorsement of the Roman Catholic church system"!
(1/19/95 "Statement By Protestant Signers To ECT," paragraph #1). It didn't seem to bother them that this
statement, which, by their own admission, they helped write, does not agree with what God's Word says! (Amos 3:3
states: Can two walk together except they be agreed?) R.C. Sproul and his neo-evangelical brethren have now, in
effect, stipulated to words that are in direct conflict with the Word of God! God says if you fellowship with
unbelievers in joint projects, you have identified with the doctrine of the co-participants (see also 2 John 9-11).

In Ankerberg program #3, Sproul terms Catholic theology as it relates to the person of Christ, "heroic" and
"consistent." The problem with Roman Catholic theology, according to Sproul, is its concept of the work of Christ,
not the person of Christ -- if Catholics would only "repent of their rejection of sola fide," Sproul says he could sign
the ECT accord!! After all, Roman Catholics are correct ("heroic" and "consistent") on all the other "essentials" of
Christian doctrine; i.e., the person of Christ. And in program #4, Sproul stated that the clarification agreement
averted "a theological war" within Protestantism. What incredible naiveté!

"[Sproul] ... and the others thus lend credence to, serve as 'bridges' to, and refuse to separate from, those who
promote ecumenical endeavors with Roman Catholics. The 'clarified' ECT Doctrinal Statement changed nothing"
(5/1/95, Calvary Contender).

[Note: Sproul also signed an agreement drafted in 6/95 by J.I. Packer and Michael Horton titled, "Resolutions for
Roman Catholic and Evangelical Dialogue." This document encouraged Catholics and Evangelicals to join together
when "Christian values and behavioral patterns are at stake," but the union is not to be regarded as agreement in
doctrine! The document also accepted as fact that the Roman Catholic Church contains many believers.]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Sproul and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
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promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Sproul is on the board of CURE/ACE (Christians United for Reformation/Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals), a
Philadelphia-based Reformation "think-tank" with the vision "to enable evangelicalism to rediscover its roots in the
writings of the Reformers and to heighten awareness of the ideas and methods developed by those Reformers in
addressing the issues of their day. The organization is not sectarian or separatist but is concerned to enable
denominations, or groups within denominations, to recover a sense of identity or purpose." (Emphasis added.)
Moreover, "The Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals exists to call the church, amidst our dying culture, to repent of
its worldliness, to recover and confess the truth of God's Word as did the Reformers, and to see that truth embodied
in doctrine, worship, and life" (ACE/CURE Internet Web Site -- 6/97).

It is clear that Sproul and the CURE/ACE organization see themselves as the protectors/defenders of Reformed
theology and true Christian worship in the evangelical church. However, as stated above, Sproul has no intention of
letting the Biblical doctrine of separation get in the way of the perverted view that doctrinal strength comes through
ecumenical unity.

-  Michael Horton is the president of CURE/ACE. In his earlier works, Horton often hinted at his baptismal
regeneration views, but it was always somewhat unclear as to where he was coming from. However, in his book In
The Face of God, Horton leaves no doubt as to his views on how one receives Christ. R.C. Sproul has endorsed
this book. Note the following quotes: (Emphases added.)

(a) It is one thing for an evangelical to believe that the Word is a means of grace. It is quite another to
add that the sacraments are a further means of grace. Even the word "sacrament" sounds "Catholic" to
many evangelical ears. In fact, it is a biblical concept. ... (p. 139).

(b) The sacraments serve the same purpose as the Word itself, not only offering or exhibiting God's
promise, but actually conferring His saving grace by linking us, through faith, to Christ and His
benefits (p. 141).

(c) The Roman Church undermined the importance of God's ordained sacraments by adding sacraments
of their own. The Anabaptist enthusiasts undermined them by reducing the efficacy of the two
sacraments [Baptism and the Lord's Supper] Christ instituted (p. 142).

(d) Furthermore, a sacrament not only reveals; it confers. Through Word and sacrament, God
actually gives that which he promises in his gospel -- forgiveness of sins, freedom from the
tyranny of sin and eternal life. The sacraments not only testify to or signify divine activity in
salvation, but are part of that divine redemptive activity (p. 219).

(e) Nothing other than the Word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper are given this place by God as a
means of grace (p. 219).

In saying that baptism is a means of grace, Horton (and Sproul by his endorsement) confuses God's Grace and
human works. Grace is defined Biblically as the demonstration of love/favor that is unearned, undeserved, and
unrepayable; God imputes merit where none previously existed and declares no debt to be where one had been
before. Grace is not dispensed on the basis of good works, including the good work of baptism.

Baptism, therefore, is not "a means of saving grace." Rather, grace is God's unmerited favor in choosing us before
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time began (2 Tim. 1:9). Grace is Christ dying in our place (Heb. 2:9). Grace is the work of God in our hearts
bringing us to saving faith (1 Tim. 1:14). We proclaim the "gospel of the grace of God" (Acts 20:24), and when
this Gospel is believed, the person is saved (Rom. 1:16). The gospel is the message of God's kind and gracious
undeserved favor which He has provided for our salvation (1 Cor. 15:1-4). The way Christ is received is by faith
(John 1:12), not by baptism or any of the other sacraments. Faith is a matter of the heart -- "For with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness" ... (Rom. 10:10).

How serious is the error of baptismal regeneration? It is FATAL! Paul defines true believers as those who
"worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh" (Phil. 3:3). He goes on
to say that he had "suffered the loss of all things, and do count them [but] dung, that I may win Christ, And be
found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ,
the righteousness which is of God by faith" (Phil. 3:8-9). "All things" means all things, including all good religious
rituals and exercises. In order to gain Christ, a person must completely reject everything else as meritorious for
salvation and TRUST in Christ ALONE. EVERYTHING must be counted as a total loss. Paul counted it "dung."
Why such strong language? Because if you trust in anything other than Christ alone it will DAMN your soul!

In June of 1997, a reader wrote to Sproul asking him how he could endorse Horton's book. Sproul's assistant, V.A.
Voorhis, wrote back that Sproul is not saying that baptism is "the" means of grace, only "a" means! Substituting
circumcision for baptism, isn't this exactly what the Judaizers were saying in Galatia (Gal. 1)? Voorhis claimed that
Sproul rejects baptismal regeneration as "a classic principle of Reformed theology ... Baptism is not the instrumental
cause of justification but a means of grace God uses to proclaim His Word." This is playing word games that result
in the denying of Scripture.
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R. C. Sproul Responds

One year ago we published an article titled "R. C. Sproul and Psychoheresy."1 A reader sent the article to
Sproul to which he responded. Sproul claims:

I hold to the classical Christian view of the relationship between general revelation and special
revelation, and the thesis that no truth of any kind can be discovered apart from God’s revelation. With
Augustine, Aquinas, and all of orthodox Christianity, I believe that all truth is God’s truth.

Before we deal with what Sproul said, we begin by repeating our definition of psychoheresy, because this is
fundamental to our critique of Sproul. "Psychoheresy is the integration of secular psychological counseling
theories and therapies with the Bible." The dictionary defines integration as "an act or instance of combining
into an integral whole." The psychological integrationist combines "secular psychological counseling theories
and therapies with the Bible." As we demonstrated in our original article, Sproul supports the psychological
integrationist position and is therefore guilty of psychoheresy.

Practical Examples:

In our original article, we gave both scientific and theological reasons why Sproul’s support of integration is
contrary to both the Bible and science. Here we provide as evidence four individuals, all integrationists, who
are endorsed by Sproul and whose integrationist position he shares.

Dr. Bill White

Dr. Bill White was a co-speaker with Sproul on the Ligonier Ministries conference topic "Psychology:
Psychoheresy or Psychohealing?" White is a fee-for-service counselor and has written for Tabletalk, a
Ligonier Ministries publication.

One main thrust of White’s talk was an attempt to justify integrating psychology and the Bible. What Sproul
said following White’s talk dovetailed with White’s support for the integration position.

Dr. James Dobson

Probably the most popular world-wide promoter of psychoheresy (integration) is psychologist Dr. James
Dobson. Sproul endorses the general teachings of Dobson in the area of psychology and has promoted his
work in Tabletalk. Dobson’s Tabletalk article promotes an egregious example of selfism for which Dobson is
famous.

Dobson asks the following rhetorical question in the Tabletalk article: "What greater source of self-esteem
can there be than to know that Jesus would have died for him if he were the only human being on earth?"2

This wild speculation did not originate from Scripture, but rather out of Dobson’s humanistic psychological
orientation. It is a self-oriented psychology transformed into a man-oriented theology that we call
psychoheresy. We document many of Dobson’s false teachings in our book James Dobson’s Gospel of Self-
Esteem & Psychology.3

Compatibility with this and other heretical teachings of Dobson can be found in Sproul’s books In Search of
Dignity and The Hunger for Significance, as well as in Tabletalk articles. The book’s inside jacket cover
description of In Search of Dignity says:

It is because God has assigned worth to men and women that human dignity is established. From his
creation to his redemption, man’s dignity is preserved. His origin is significant. His destiny is
significant. He is significant. The conviction that permeates each chapter is the importance of daily
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respect for the dignity of other people which requires a sensitivity to their self-esteem. We are also led
to the realization that the most fragile mechanization on this planet is the human ego.

In a Tabletalk article titled "Humanity Hates Itself," Sproul begins with the following:

The Bible commands us to love ourselves when it says, "Love your neighbor as yourself" (Leviticus
19:18; Matthew 19:19). The command says as much about self-love as it says about loving others. We
might assume that all people love themselves, but the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all
(2-14-92).

This statement demonstrates how much the selfism of psychological theories has influenced Sproul’s
interpretation of Scripture. The verses he cites do not teach self-love. They do not say, "Love your neighbor
and yourself." The "as yourself" serves as a example of how much to love others.

Dr. Larry Crabb

We have demonstrated in our book Larry Crabb’s Gospel 4 and numerous articles about psychologist Larry
Crabb that he is an integrationist. Sproul ran an article by Crabb in Tabletalk with an advertisement for his
book Inside Out. We were told by a Ligonier staff member that "R. C. holds to Larry Crabb’s view."

In Tabletalk’s interview of Crabb on the subject of guilt and sexuality, Crabb says, "Rather than looking
deeper into the guilt, most of us hope that prayer or Bible study or something ‘spiritual’ will provide."5 To
understand what Crabb means by "looking deeper into the guilt," one needs to understand Crabb’s
commitment to discovering the source of the guilt in the unconscious. Throughout Crabb’s writings, he
demonstrates that guilt comes from attempting to protect oneself from the pain of unmet personal needs for
security and significance, called relationship and impact in his later writings. While what he writes may
sound biblical on the surface, one sees throughout his writings, that Crabb is committed to "looking deeper"
into the psyche through insights gleaned from Freud and others.

In his book Understanding People, Crabb suggests that ignorance of the crucial role of the unconscious
allows error to spread throughout the entire evangelical church.6 He says, "Perhaps the major error of
evangelical churches today involves a shallow and deficient understanding of sin ... many pastors preach an
‘iceberg view’ of sin. All they worry about is what is visible above the waterline." 7

Crabb’s use of psychology for dealing with sin and sanctification reveals that he does not find enough help in
biblical means of dealing with sin, guilt, and spiritual growth. He explains in the Tabletalk interview:

If in fact guilt continues over a long-since stopped sin, then the real issue is not to confess more
effectively or to try to believe more deeply in the efficacy of the Cross. That is self-defeating. The real
issue is an ongoing sinful pattern, and it may not be sexual at all. ... The reason people struggle with
ongoing guilt has to do much more with the quality of their relationships than with truly believing God
forgave them 20 years ago.8

In other words, people struggle with guilt because their deep need for relationship has not been met. And to
discover that deep need, one must have someone help the individual look deeply into the unconscious to find
the source of the pain and to repent of the sinful pattern of self-protection. While Crabb has made a number
of shifts and changes through the years, he has neither repudiated these earlier teachings nor requested to
have his early books put out-of-print.

Dr. John Coe

Dr. John Coe is Associate professor at Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology. Rosemead believes in,
promotes, and teaches the psychological integration position. We have exposed Coe’s erroneous justification
for the psychological integration position in our previous article on Sproul and in our book CRI Guilty of
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Psychoheresy? (Chapter 2).9 Coe presents an insufficiency of Scripture view necessitating an openness to the
psychological theories and therapies taught at Rosemead. Sproul supports this view and carried an article on
this theme in Tabletalk.

White, Dobson, Crabb, and Coe are all psychological integrationists; all are promoted by Sproul. Adding this
to the comments in our original article, one must conclude that Sproul supports integration and is therefore
guilty of psychoheresy.

Is All Truth God’s Truth?

The "All truth is God’s truth" referred to by Sproul is the shibboleth of all integrationists. It is Sproul’s
misuse, misapplication, and theological distortion of "All truth is God’s truth" that leads him to support the
integrationist position. In addition to articles on our web site and sections in our books discussing the abuse
of this statement, we recommend reading Dave Hunt’s chapter titled "Is All Truth God’s Truth?" in his book
Beyond Seduction,10 in which Hunt asks, "Should we not consider it odd that God has apparently inspired
men such as Freud, Jung, and now more recently Maslow and Rogers with ‘truths’ hidden from the apostles
and prophets and all of the leaders in the entire history of the church until the present time?" (p. 157). Hunt
distinguishes between human discoveries about the human physical body and God’s revelation about the soul
and spirit. He says,

What is meant by truth is seldom elaborated [by the integrationists]. Are we talking about scientific
facts involving the brain and body, or about God’s truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy
word is truth," not part of the truth. Psychotherapy deals with a subject upon which God has spoken
with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word the whole truth. There are
no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo, only to be discovered somewhere in the
secular world (p. 137).

Hunt accuses those who use the phrase "All truth is God’s truth," in an attempt to justify integration, of
undermining the authority of the Bible (p. 138), and warns, "We must cease adding to and taking away from
the Bible. God has specifically forbidden this and has prescribed heavy penalties for it" (p. 145).

We also recommend reading Dr. Jay Adams’ book Is All Truth God’s Truth?11 The following describes his
book:

The statement that "All truth is God’s Truth" has become the slogan of integrationist counselors. Under
this rubric many of the false and harmful ideas of non-Christian counseling have been incorporated
into the practices of the church (back cover).

Adams presents the problem of what integrationists include under "All truth is God’s truth" when he says:

All revelation from God is inerrant. This fact poses a new problem for the integrationist. He can call
some theory, idea, or method supposedly discovered in nature "God’s Truth" if he wishes, but if he
thinks for a minute, how is he to establish it as such? In no other field of endeavor has there been so
much disagreement. Psychologists retool throughout their lifetime to keep up with the latest newly-
uncovered system (or parts thereof) (p. 24).

Adams asks:

Which theory is True and which is not? Why should there be a mixture of truth and error if God has
truly revealed Truth? Did God want to confuse us? Revelation, whether General or Special, is always
inerrant. In Special Revelation, we can turn with confidence to any part of it and be sure that we are
dealing with Truth. In dealing with nature, on the other hand, integrationists tell us that we must
separate truth from error, revealed materials from non-revealed materials. If there were Truth mixed
with error, who gets to decide what is revelation and what is not? (p. 25).
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God,, in His common grace does allow unbelievers to investigate His universe and discover physical laws,
but such discoveries do not deserve the title "revelation," nor are they worthy of the measure of certainty with
which men ought to regard a word directly from God (which is precisely what all revelation is). Further, there
is a huge difference between understanding aerodynamics, for instance, and knowing the complexities of the
human soul. While superficialities can be observed about mankind, the depths of human nature elude
scientific investigation, and morality is beyond its comprehension. Natural reason can draw some conclusions
from observation, but these again are at the superficial level and subject to human distortion. Anything
beyond the superficial ends up being speculation and opinion.

Scripture is clear about who is able to know and understand the inner man. "The heart is deceitful above all
things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? I the LORD search the heart, I try the reins, even to give
every man according to his ways, and according to the fruit of his doings" (Jer. 17:9). Knowing the inner
workings of the human heart, soul, mind, and spirit is God’s domain. Because He is the primary Person
molding each of His children who have been born again by His Spirit, this is His prerogative to know and to
reveal.

Classical and Orthodox?

In Sproul’s response to our exposing his psychoheretical (integrationist) teachings, he refers to "the classical
Christian view" and to "Augustine, Aquinas, and all of orthodox Christianity" for his support.

Augustine (354-430)

Would Augustine, if he were living today, support Sproul’s integrationist position as he claims? Which of the
over 450 psychological theories would Augustine say is "God’s truth" and which of the over 10,000
techniques would he say is God’s revelation?

Augustine came against three precursors of psychotherapy, namely Gnosticism, Pelagianism, and Platonism.
All three early movements in the church were precursors of psychotherapy and Augustine was opposed to all
of them. We will only present Augustine’s opposition to Gnosticism. 

In modern-day insight-oriented psychotherapy, participants focus on themselves, their own "stories," their
own emotions, their own feelings. The therapy is directed toward self-validation, self-actualization, self-
development, and self-cure. It requires the participation of a therapist, who affirms, accepts, clarifies, and
encourages the client toward self-understanding and the achievement of a better, more effective, more
independent "higher self," with an expected state of pleasure, devoid of guilt and shame (p. 157).

Ever since the Fall, mankind has desired to know everything. Man naturally seeks to explain all that he
perceives. He demands to understand his reality fully and tends to have no respect for limits placed upon such
understanding. "For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil." (Gen. 3:5) Being like God, knowing good and evil, having all the answers: This is
the essence of the desire. From the dawn of creation, the desire for human solutions has tempted mankind to
stray from simple faith, simple trust, and simple obedience.

In his book Heresies, Harold O. J. Brown describes the Christian heresy known as "Gnosticism," which
"asserts that over and above the simple Gospel, which is all the ordinary spirits can understand, there is a
secret higher knowledge reserved for an elite" (p. 39). Augustine totally opposed the gnostic ideas and how
these very gnostic ideas reside in modern-day psychotherapy. The ancient Gnostics and their modern-day
heirs, the psychotherapists, teach a gospel different from that presented in Scripture. They present an
unbiblical view of our human problem and offer an unbiblical solution. They see our problem as the
thwarting of our innate goodness by a hostile and responsible environment; the solution they offer is insight
and effort.

One of the early psychotherapies was Freud’s psychoanalysis. Silvano Arieti, an enduring icon of the
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psychotherapy community, speculated as to why it took until the late nineteenth century for someone like
Freud to appear on the scene and originate psychoanalysis. One of the major reasons for this delay, according
to Arieti, was the work of Augustine. Arieti credits Augustine’s ideas about sin, his "moral evaluation of
behavior" from a sin-perspective, with forestalling Western man "from studying the psychological,
nonjudgmental motivation of phenomena. Augustine would clearly be opposed to modern-day psychotherapy
and therefore be opposed to the integration position.

Even though each of these ideas suffered defeat under the pen of Augustine and the authority of the early
church, it was obviously not a permanent defeat, for all of these ideas are alive and flourishing today in
modern psychotherapy. This resurgence is greatly strengthened as the church has adopted these ideas into its
own amalgam of "Christian psychology." If Augustine were among us today he would surely set his mind
prayerfully to pen and his voice to pulpit, fighting these ideas and their spokespeople. Surely his ardor would
be against those who have tried to "integrate" these ideas into the church through Christian psychology.

Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)

In addition to Augustine, Sproul uses Aquinas for his defense. According to the Evangelical Dictionary of
Theology (EDT), Thomism is: "The school of philosophy and theology following the thought of Thomas
Aquinas.... It developed in various phases and has experienced periods of support and neglect." EDT
describes the periods of "support and neglect" and reveals that shortly after Aquinas died, "there was still
much opposition to his Aristotelianism on the part of church authorities, and in 1277 in Paris and Oxford,
several propositions derived from Thomas’s teachings were condemned."13 Apparently the "church
authorities" at the time did not regard all of his teachings as classical or orthodox. The fact is that many
Roman Catholic doctrines, which are regarded as classical and orthodox by the Roman Catholic Church, are
rejected by Protestants. For example, the Roman Catholic doctrines of the infallibility of the Pope and
purgatory are certainly classical and orthodox to the Roman Catholic church. Aquinas supported both of
these Roman Catholic doctrines. Now, just because Augustine and Aquinas taught a particular doctrine is not
sufficient justification for calling it classical and orthodox or for accepting it as biblical.

Unfortunately Sproul teaches an unbiblical blend of Thomism and Scripture that deifies human reason and
transmogrifies the doctrine of general revelation.

Conclusion

Sproul says in his letter referred to earlier, "I have to say the article [our original article] was quite poor in
both its exposition of my position and its refutation." Note how careful we are to quote Sproul and support
our accusation of psychoheresy on his part in both the original article and this present article; note how
careless he is not to quote what we have said, but merely to contradict us on his say-so alone without any
evidence. Contrary to what Sproul says, a long-time staff member of Ligonier ministries, who is familiar
with Sproul’s teachings, said that "Sproul is on the integrationists’ side."

Sproul said in his response, "I have little recollection of the lecture referred to in the article as it was given
almost 20 years ago." The brochure for the conference is dated February 20-22, 1992. Simple arithmetic
indicates that instead of "almost 20 years ago," it was only about 12 years prior to the article appearing in our
newsletter. Moreover, the tapes of the talks were still available at the time of our writing the article and
surely would be available to him for review. Sproul is not only in error about when he gave the talk, but also
in error in his support of psychological integration (psychoheresy).

Sproul’s teachings have been tarnished with psychoheresy for years, which is why he supports the
psychoheresy of White, Dobson, Crabb, Coe, and others. Sproul’s application of the biblical teaching of
general revelation is neither classical nor orthodox as he claims, but rather comical and heterodox. Our two
articles and the tapes of the conference talks confirm that, contrary to what he says, R.C. Sproul is indeed
guilty of psychoheresy. If Sproul has changed his mind about his support of White, Dobson, Crabb, and Coe,
and if he no longer supports the integrationist position, we would rejoice and be happy to report such a
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dramatic change.

____________________

1 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, November-December 2003, Vol. 11, No. 6.
2 Tabletalk, December 1988, p. 5.
3 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, See materials sheet.
4 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, 1-800-216-4696.
5 Tabletalk, October 1989, p. 7.
6 Lawrence J. Crabb. Understanding People. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1987, p. 126-130.
7 Ibid., p. 129.
8 Tabletalk, October 1989, p. 10.
9 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries.
10 Available from The Berean Call, 1-800-937-6638.
11 Available from Timeless Texts, 1-800-800-8141.
12 Available from Psychoheresy Awareness Ministries, 1-800-216-4696.
13 Walter A. Elwell, ed. Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, 2nd ed. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2001, p. 1198.
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R.C. Sproul
"Humanity Hates Itself"*

Whoever fails to find me harms himself; all who hate me love to death (Proverbs 8:36)

The Bible commands us to love ourselves when it says, "Love your neighbors as yourself" (Leviticus 19:18;
Matthew 19:19). The command says as much about self-love as it says about loving others. We might assume that
all people love themselves, but the Bible implies that we do not love ourselves at all.

What does it mean to love yourself? Because you are the image of God, to love yourself means to love God. Those
who hate God hate themselves for the same reason. Also, because other people are made in God's image, to love
yourself is to love them. This is especially true when it comes to those God has put close to us. Paul writes: "He
who loves his wife loves himself. After all, no one ever hated his own body, but he feeds and cares for it, just as
Christ does the church" (Ephesians 5:28b-29). Of course, those we call "masochists" do hate their own bodies, and
in one way or another, everyone outside of Christ hates himself.

The Bible appeals to self-love. Jesus asked, "What good will it be for a man if he gains the whole world, yet
forfeits his soul? Or what can a man give in exchange for his soul?" (Matthew 16:26). Here is an exhortation to
repent grounded in enlightened self-interest. If we really loved ourselves, we would repent, put our trust in Christ,
and save ourselves; but we don't do that, showing again that we really hate ourselves. Apart from God's intervening
grace, people do not act out of enlightened self-interest.

Humanity's love of death (Proverbs 8:36) and hatred of itself is concealed in what is perversely called "self-love."
As Christians we can call this counterfeit self-love "selfish love." Selfish love is self-centered, quick to resent other
people, and grounded in rebellion against God. True self-love, by way of contrast, is grounded in love for God and
embraces sacrificial love for other people. God is the Maker of the self, and the obligation to nurture and protect
ourselves is a Divine mandate. Apart from God, however, people work to destroy themselves, because they hate the
image of God and seek to deface it.

CORAM DEO

The celebration of Valentine's Day seems to capitalize on sentiment. True love of one's self and others, however,
flows not from fleeting emotions and feelings but from the love of God. Seek to cultivate that understanding by
celebrating that love given and received by the source of all love, God.

* This "devotional" material has been excerpted from a 2/14/92 Tabletalk (a publication of R.C. Sproul's Ligonier
Ministries of Orlando, Florida); it is indicative of the heretical view of self as practiced by R.C. Sproul.

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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Charles Stanley
General Teachings/Activities

-  Dr. Charles Stanley (born 1933) is the senior pastor (since 1971) of the 13,000-member First Baptist Church of
Atlanta (FBCA) (Southern Baptist Convention). Stanley has twice been elected president of the SBC during his 30-
year reign at First Baptist. He has degrees from the University of Richmond, Southwestern Theological Seminary,
and Luther Rice Seminary. Stanley has authored more than 20 books.

He airs his sermon messages over nationwide radio and television via In Touch Ministries. In Touch was begun in
1974 on radio, went nationwide in 1977, and is now heard in every country in the world on more than 500 stations
and in 14 languages, and has an annual budget of more than $40 million (derived primarily from product sales and
donations). In the United States, In Touch airs on 478 radio stations; with 261 additional translators and satellites;
two radio satellite networks; 143 television stations, with 265 low power stations; eight television satellite networks;
and 18 cable access channels (1999 figures -- current numbers not available on In Touch  web site). In Touch
operates offices in Moscow, England, Brazil, and the Philippines. Stanley also publishes a free monthly magazine
titled In Touch (although removal for non-contributors is routine).

-  Stanley's wife of over 40 years, Anna J. Stanley, originally filed for divorce on 6/22/93 following their separation
in the spring of 1992, but his attorney got her to amend the lawsuit to seek a legal separation instead ("separate
maintenance"), while seeking reconciliation. She again filed for divorce on 3/20/95. Anna Stanley's divorce filing
asked for a jury trial (originally to begin in the first half of 1996) and sought alimony division of assets and
possession of their home. Stanley claimed his "childhood difficulties" caused the problems in his marriage.

Stanley stepped down from all administrative duties at First Baptist Church (FBCA) (effective 9/1/95) in an
emotional 4-hour, 8/13/95 meeting, but retained preaching responsibilities. He said he would resign completely if
the divorce became final. Stanley's son, Andy Stanley, resigned the pastorate (8/2/95) of FBCA's northside satellite
congregation (estb. 1988) and has started a new church (incorporated as Northpoint Community Church: geared to
people "who feel disenfranchised by traditional churches"; services began in late-1996). He thought his father
should have stepped down as leader of FBC Atlanta. Several other FBC Atlanta senior staff people also resigned.

At a 10/95 Congregational meeting, about 86% of FBCA's 5,000 members present agreed with the deacon's 35-3
decision to retain Stanley as pastor. Stanley then claimed God told him, "You keep doing what I called you to do,
where I called you to do it, until I tell you to do something else. If God wants me to move, He can move me
instantly. ... I'm not going to step aside and step down in disobedience to God. ... If you want to move me out, you
live by it." Stanley made it clear he was still the church's leader -- "Somebody has to give direction." (Reported in
the 5/1/95 & 9/15/95 issues of the Calvary Contender and the 10/9/95, Christian News.)

In early-1996, Anna Stanley withdrew her nearly 3-year-old petition for divorce. She said: "I am pleased to
announce that Charles and I are making progress toward reconciling our marriage differences. This past week I
cancelled my petition for divorce ... Although we are not living together at this time, we are working toward that
end ..." (3/26/96, Indiana Baptist). Mrs. Stanley moved back home shortly thereafter.

According to the May 23, 2000 edition of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Anna Stanley filed a petition, as "A.J.
Stanley" requesting divorce from "C.F. Stanley," on February 16, 2000, charging their marriage of 44 years was
"irretrievably broken." An Atlanta judge signed the final divorce decree May 11, 2000, following the execution of a
property agreement by the Stanleys on April 5th. Stanley has retained his position as pastor of FBCA.

-  Stanley was one of the original founders (along with Jerry Falwell and other neo-evangelicals) of the Moral
Majority (now succeeded by the Liberty Federation), which is one of the classic examples of "the good cause
syndrome" -- the persuasion that Christians can cross Scriptural lines of demarcation if the cause is good enough.
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(In actuality, the Moral Majority joined believer and unbeliever, Mormon and Methodist, Catholic and charismatic
in an unholy union to save the country. But rather than the country being saved, the cause of Christ was damaged.
The line of demarcation between the godly and the "do-gooder" was blurred beyond recognition.) (Reported in New
Neutralism II, pp. 70-71.) [Stanley was also instrumental in the formation of Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition.]

-  Stanley has also served on the board of the National Religious Broadcasters, one of the most compromising neo-
evangelical organizations in Christendom today. But most damaging to Stanley's claim to the fundamentalist label
is his affiliation with the Southern Baptist Convention. There can be no genuine fundamentalists in the SBC.
(Fundamentalism is the militant belief and proclamation of the totality of the doctrine of Christ, including
Scriptural separation from those who reject it and from those who effectively deny the sufficiency of Christ.)

Stanley claims to believe in Biblical inerrancy, and at one time clearly recognized the apostasy of the SBC. Stanley
instructed his church that the way to fight the apostasy was to starve it out by refusing to give to the SBC's
Cooperative Program. But then in 1984, Stanley was elected to the presidency of the SBC. His statement at his first
press conference was: "I think we have to learn to live together and love each other, whether we agree or not."
Stanley announced to the Baptist Press Association on 9/17/84, that he had now challenged his church to more than
double its Cooperative Program giving for the coming year and to "rethink" its entire missions program. Dr.
Stanley chose to settle for parity instead of purity (New Neutralism II, pp. 70-71).

-  Stanley has endorsed the Life Application Bible (along with Billy Graham, Howard Hendricks, and D. James
Kennedy), a study Bible with study notes in support of self-love and other humanistic concepts (e.g., study note to
Rom. 12:3 -- "Healthy self-esteem is important because some of us think too little of ourselves ... the key to an
honest and accurate evaluation is knowing the basis of our self-worth -- our identity in Christ ..."; and Gen. 1:26 -- 
"Knowing that we are made in God's image, and thus share many of His characteristics, provides a solid basis for
self-worth ... Because we bear God's image, we can feel positive about ourselves ... Knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God ..."). Stanley is quoted on the back cover saying, "The Life Application Bible is a concrete
step toward allowing the Spirit to transform the reader into a modern-day living epistle."

-  Stanley has endorsed Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers of Houston, Texas (along with other so-called
evangelicals as D. James Kennedy, Jerry Falwell, and Beverly LaHaye). Rapha is an organization that heavily
promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian" methodology for the
cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-called codependent and/or addicted
Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean-Maslowian need psychology and the Bible. Rapha debuted
in 1986 and claims to have treated over 30,000 psychiatric in-patients since then. Rapha also claims that over 3,500
churches in the U.S. are using its materials. Stanley is quoted as saying that, "I am grateful to God for all Rapha is
doing to help hurting people. Those of us who are pastors are thankful for an organization like Rapha." (Must
reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of the "codependent" heresy sweeping the church today would be
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers,
Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages.)

-  March, 1990: Stanley announced on his television show, an "Inspiration Cruise" where a guest speaker would be
David Seamands, the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the Memories/Inner Healing (which uses one or
more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided imagery, dream analysis,
and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.). (In Stanley's 9/91 In
Touch magazine, he again announced a cruise with Seamands for March of 1992.) [In a message broadcast
10/23/98 titled "Self-Defense Against Satan's Relentless Assault," Stanley taught that visualization is not occultic,
but quite normal; i.e., no different than picturing a banana split you're going to order after church. In that same
light, Christians "need to visualize doing good, so that Satan's tape recording in your mind will not have harmful
effects."]

-  Gary Smalley joined Stanley for In Touch Ministries ' March 4-8, 1991 "Bible Cruise." Smalley is the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience. (This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to
describe personality types by brain hemisphere dominance, as well as give insights into male/female
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communication effectiveness, has been thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists, to say nothing of the fact
that it has no support in Scripture -- for a more detailed analysis of Smalley's teachings, see pp. 211-223 of
Prophets of PsychoHeresy II: Critiquing Dr. James C. Dobson (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem
& Psychology, without the Smalley chapter), Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA,
1990, 310 pages; and "Gary Smalley: The Psychology of Matriarchy," Media Spotlight Special Report, Albert
Dager, 1989, 4 pages.)

In addition, Gary Smalley's "Love Is A Decision" Seminar (Gary Smalley & John Trent) for those "desiring to
strengthen their relationships" was held at Stanley's First Baptist Church 9/27/91-9/28/91. The Seminar was
advertised as being endorsed by Dobson's Focus On The Family and cost $35 per person. Topics included: "The
Incredible Worth of a Woman"; "Five Ways To Love and Network Your Kids"; and "How To Discover and
Maximize Your Personality Strengths" (7/28/91, The Witness).

-  Stanley has also endorsed the NIV Men's Devotional Bible (Zondervan)"... you will find the daily sharpening you
need from more than one hundred Christian men." These "Christian" men included Tom Landry, Larry Burkett,
Bill Hybels, and Dave Dravecky. All three also taught on Stanley's 1994 January Cruise. Stanley also held a 1995
January Bible Study Cruise through Templeton Tours. Speakers were neo-evangelical psychologizer, female
teacher Kay Arthur and former Southern Baptist Convention presidents Jerry Vines and Adrian Rogers. Stanley was
also a featured speaker at the Billy Graham Training Center at the Cove, North Carolina, from 8/11/94-8/14/94, and
every year since.

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Stanley is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement --
over 200 members from Stanley's First Baptist of Atlanta (FBCA) attended the Promise Keepers National
Convention in Boulder, Colorado in 1994, and PK is listed as a "Support Group" ministry at FBCA.

-  October, 1989: Stanley broadcast a radio message in support of unconditional love and acceptance, giving as
Scriptural support the Parable of the Lost Son (Lk. 15:11ff); Stanley stopped at v. 20, calling that verse proof of our
unconditional acceptance by God, without our confession! (Verses 21ff. should be examined to see that acceptance
only follows confession -- See Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Bobgan, Prophets of
PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology) for proper, Biblical
analyses of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

-  Stanley has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist, Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that
supposedly motivates all behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic
(a "hierarchy of needs") psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs.]

-  Howard Hendricks is currently doing Teammates marriage seminars with Bruce and Donna Cook. The Cooks are
not Biblically-based teachers, but are even more psychologically-oriented than Hendricks and Stanley. Bruce Cook
is also President of Rapha Southeast, which a Teammates ' brochure describes as "a Christ-centered counseling
ministry based in Atlanta." The 10-tape Teammates video series heavily promotes temperament surveys, personality
testing, and "individual needs" analysis. Strangely, Teammates was endorsed by Charles Stanley (who at the time
was unbiblically separated from his wife!): "Teammates is one of the very best tools we have to help marriage
partners. Many couples continue to express the incredibly positive impact of this program in enriching their
marriage. I heartily recommend Teammates." What incredible hypocrisy here! If Stanley's self-esteem therapy
hasn't worked for his own marriage, why is he continuing to sell it to the world? (See below.)

-  Stanley's evangelism efforts have become quite ecumenical -- he endorsed Pat Robertson's initial efforts to form
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"a grass roots coalition of Evangelicals, conservative Catholics, and their allies ... to make government and the
media responsible to our concerns. It's high time we realize strength that comes through unity." (Reported in the
September 1990, Omega Letter.)

Robertson began this effort in 1989 with the formation of the Christian Coalition. In 1990, Robertson started the
American Center For Law and Justice (ACLJ), a law group providing free legal counsel for Christians in battle
with "anti-God, anti-family groups." Executive director of the ACLJ is former Ohio prosecutor Keith Fournier, a
charismatic Catholic activist, former Dean of Evangelism and legal counsel at the Roman Catholic (Franciscan)
University of Steubenville in Ohio, and author of the book Evangelical Catholics (which book is a plea for
Protestants to join Catholics in a joint evangelization effort; i.e., an "evangelistic endeavor" that will "evangelize"
the world by the year 2000). Fournier, speaking of Stanley and others in Evangelical Catholics: "I found not only a
tremendous openness to my presence but also a growing respect for my church and a thawing in what had been
hard ice in the past."

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ -- An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents (see above). There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which
deal with areas which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with
favorably, but has been consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot
embrace any form of doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is
certainly no better example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because
ECT I stated that "Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC
document should be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person
could subscribe to both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names
from ECT. It also appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former
critics such as R.C. Sproul. We believe EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without
their having to admit or ask forgiveness for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical"
endorsers of EC among the 15 members of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee
include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur, Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy,
Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim & Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson,
Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias;
also endorsing EC were hyper-charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Stanley and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a party to its
consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive and
comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and never
mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

           -  In 1987, Bill Bright of the ecumenical Campus Crusade for Christ founded a "broad-based coalition of
denominations and World Christian leaders" called New Life 2000. Billy Graham is the honorary chairman of an
advisory board of 1000 leading "Christians." These so-called Christian leaders include James Dobson from Focus
on the Family, James Kennedy of Coral Ridge Ministries, Charles Stanley , E.V. Hill, and Ted Engstrom (founder
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of World Vision and acting chairman of the committee). Jay Gary is an author, consultant, and partner with New
Age occultist, Robert Muller. (Gary is directly promoting the philosophies of the World Parliament of Religions,
the United Nations agenda for education via Robert Mueller's Global Core curriculum, and Global 2000, a plan
whose goals include reduction of the world's population by the year 2000. In a best seller entitled Megatrends 2000,
endorsed by Gary/Muller's newsletter as well as New Ager Marilyn Ferguson, the author devotes an entire chapter
to religion, speaking favorably of New Age perspectives.) Jay Gary is also communications consultant with "New
Life 2000," CCC's A.D. 2000 counterpart.

Stanley is also involved in another ecumenical evangelism organization -- the CoMission, a coalition of over 60
"evangelical" groups chaired by Bruce Wilkinson, the ecumenical head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries and
author of the name-it-and-claim-it best seller, The Prayer of Jabez.. Members besides Stanley's In Touch ministries
include: Campus Crusade for Christ, Moody Bible Institute, Youth For Christ, Church of God, and Biola. The
CoMission has the endorsement of the Russian Orthodox Church. (Reported in the 7/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright fasted 40 days during the summer of 1994, during which he claims to have
received a "prophecy from God" that a mighty revival is coming. He then issued a call for hundreds of liberals,
charismatics, and new-evangelicals to gather in Orlando 12/5/94-12/7/94 to fast and pray for revival. An Invitation
Committee made up of a hodgepodge of 72 liberals, new evangelicals, and charismatics was formed. Included
were: Robert Schuller, Charles Colson, E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, James Dobson, W.A. Criswell, Charles Stanley,
Paul Crouch, Luis Palau, Bill Gothard, Pat Robertson, Kay Arthur, and Larry Burkett. CCC's Bill Bright cites "a
great sense of urgency to link arms and unitedly call upon God for help in the spirit of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
20)." This ecumenical "linking" is in the "spirit of Jehoshaphat" indeed, but the Jehoshaphat of 2 Chr. 18 (instead of
2 Chr. 20) where he "linked" with wicked King Ahab and incurred the wrath of God. (Reported in the 11/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [Another three-day "Fasting & Prayer" conference was held in 11/95 in Los Angeles; it
attracted 3,500 "evangelicals" and charismatics. The Invitation/Host Committee for this event included most of
those listed above, plus Dick Eastman, Chuck Smith, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), Tim and Beverly LaHaye,
Shirley Dobson, Paul Cedar (E-Free), Ted Engstrom (World Vision), Joseph Stowell (Moody), and Joseph Aldrich
(Multnomah). A third conference was held 11/14/96-11/16/96 in St. Louis. New additions to the Host Committee
included Max Lucado, Henry Blackaby, Loren Cunningham (YWAM), Greg Laurie, Dennis Rainey, Randy Phillips
(Promise Keepers), Josh McDowell, D. James Kennedy, Howard Hendricks, and Neil Anderson. (Conferences have
been held every year now, but there is an uncertain future with Bill Bright's retirement (August, 2001) from
Campus Crusade.)]

-  Stanley has also evidently jumped on the bandwagon of the charismatic spiritual warfare movement. The 1/9/93
Bulletin of Stanley's FBCA contained the following announcement: "Spiritual Warfare Conference -- Saturday and
Sunday, January 15 and 16. Speakers: Dr. Mark I. Bubeck [former professor at Moody Bible Institute, author, and
self-proclaimed "spiritual warfare counselor" (Center for Counseling, Sioux City, IA)], Dr. Victor M. Matthews
[demon-deliverance teacher at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary], and Dr. C. Fred Dickason [Professor and Chairman
of the Theology Department at Moody Bible Institute, where he has been teaching students "demon deliverance"
since 1961]. [In a 2/94 letter to "Friends of IN TOUCH," Stanley writes: "When Satan puts an immoral thought in
your mind, reject it. When he tempts you, thank God for His way of escape. When he oppresses your spirit or
emotions, tell him to leave 'in Jesus' name.'"]

As a result of this conference, possibly thousands of Christians were subjected to the concentrated efforts of three
leading veterans (40-plus years) of the warfare, demon-deliverance movement -- plus all their Satan-/demon-
centered books. Some of the message titles were: "Interfacing Our Three Enemies," "Spiritual Warfare
Counseling," "Practical Benefits of Spiritual Warfare," and "Helping People Grow Toward Freedom." These
charismatic meetings, seminars, conferences, and books, are not Christ-centered, but rather Satan- and demon-
centered.

-  The serious error of eradication of the believer's Adamic life and nature is causing harm throughout the Church.
It is a product of Covenant theology, and is being spread by Charles Stanley. On a TV broadcast, Stanley said, 
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"I no longer believe that the believer has two natures. All our struggles are spiritual in nature. Each one
is a part of an ongoing struggle between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan.” 

The eradicationist, as seen above, dispenses with the sinful Adamic life and nature by relegating the first Adam to
extinction. In order to account for sin in the life of the believer, the "flesh" becomes the source of indwelling evil.
The flesh is described by such symptoms as: learned and developed pre-conversion habits, appetites, influences,
tendencies, residual sin, and according to John  MacArthur, "vestiges of our sinful flesh," "graveclothes of our
sinful flesh," and "residual fallenness," etc. 

Eradication instills in the believer a tendency to avoid responsibility for personal sins. Considering his old man
eradicated, he is wont to shift the blame for his sin upon factors form his past -- old habits and tendencies,
dysfunctional family conditions, etc. Many avoid responsibility for personal sin by blaming Satan. Heretofore it
was, "The devil made me do it"; but now it is, "Satan did it." (Source: “Back to the Bible and One Naturism,”
11/96, paper by Miles Stanford.)

-  Stanley's religious roots are Pentecostal, and he has never forsaken them. A 9/96 Charisma article reveals that
Stanley's Atlanta church attracts many charismatics who also watch his program on stations affiliated with Paul
Crouch's TBN. Stanley says:

"I have no problem with the Pentecostal movement. I think they have put life back into the church,
frankly. People ask me, 'Do you have charismatic people in your meetings?' Absolutely! Then they ask,
'Do you like that?' Absolutely! It makes for a good mixture. There needs to be life, joy, happiness and
praising God, and I'm all for that."

Stanley thinks it's humorous that many charismatics believe he is one of them while some Baptists aren't too sure
what he is. Stanley says, "None of that bothers me, I just love God. If somebody loves God, who cares what kind of
title they have?" (Reported in part in the 9/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  On a recent radio broadcast, Stanley said that God will not send people to hell if they have never heard the
gospel. Following is an extract:

 "… [W]ould God send somebody to hell because they did not receive Jesus whom they never heard
about, never had the privilege of knowing about? And my answer is: No, he would not" (Stanley, In
Touch Ministries, "Reconciling God's Love with His Justice," July 31, 2001). 

This is a great error. In Ephesians 2, God describes the condition of those who are outside of Christ. They are dead
in trespasses and sins (v. 1), by nature the children of wrath (v. 3), having no hope, and without God in the world
(v. 12). This is the unsaved man's condition regardless of whether or not he has heard the gospel. He is condemned
already, and that is why it is so imperative that Christ's commission be obeyed and the gospel be preached to the
ends of the earth. (Church News Notes, 8/3/01, David Cloud, FBIS)

-  In his 1994 book How To Listen To God, Stanley espouses the belief that God continues to speak to man today
outside of His Word (i.e., special revelation) (pp. 15-16; 81-82), and that he has been specifically used by God as a
conduit/channel for that special revelation to others! (pp. 15-16). Stanley even claims to have had a vision from
God (p. 11), and that those who rely solely on Scripture are missing out on all that God has for them (p. 128). He
even spends a whole chapter on "Identifying the Voice of God," which turns out to be nothing but a guessing game.

-  Stanley disagrees with his denomination's stand against women leading the church (6/28/00, Charlotte Observer).
He said he was led to Christ by a fiery female pastor and, "There are some godly women. ..." "I would never say
that a woman could not preach. ..." "You just can't draw the line and say, 'You can't do so-and-so.' You just can't
put God in a box." As to this issue being divisive, he said sometimes our decisions "alienate people." But Jesus was
"divisive" and his doctrines sometimes alienated people. (Source: 7/15/00, Calvary Contender.)

-  In 1992, Radio Bible Class's Discovery House Publishers published a revised edition of Oswald Chambers 1935
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daily devotional classic My Utmost for His Highest. This revised edition is billed as "an updated edition in today's
language." It was revised/edited by James Reimann, who has been a part of Charles Stanley's ministry "for over 20
years." Stanley says this about the revised edition in its Foreword:

"I am greatly encouraged to see these powerful daily devotions updated with more contemporary
expressions. The purpose of this edition is to make it more readable and easily understood. Not a single
truth has been altered even to the slightest degree . ..." (Emphasis added.)

One only need read the devotional for February 10th, "Is Your Ability To See God Blinded?" (in Chambers words,
"Is Your Imagination of God Starved?"), to understand that truth has been altered by Mr. Reimann. In the text of
the 2/10 devotional, in three instances where Chambers writes of "imagination," Reimann substitutes the word
"visualize" or "visualization." Can Mr. Reimann possibly be unaware that in "today's language" visualization is an
occult technique?! [In fact, visualization is the most powerful occult technique available -- visualizing an entity,
even "God" or "Christ," puts one in touch with a masquerading demon (see Beyond Seduction, pp. 190-240).]

-  In an August, 1990, advertising flier sent to parents that home school their children, Stanley's In Touch Ministries
offered to sell a Personality Profile test package (for $30.00) that promises to, "build your child's self-esteem,
discover what motivates their actions, ... understand recurring patterns of behavior, provide appropriate discipline
and instruction geared to their specific temperament, prepare your children to deal with peer pressure through a
positive self-image, and make your job as a parent less frustrating and more rewarding." The test results are also
promised to provide "a classical personality pattern(s)," for each child, such as achiever, perfectionist, persuader,
etc., in order to describe the child's emotions, goals, strengths, weaknesses, group behavior, and value system, all in
order to "transform" the parent's relationship with his child; i.e., "The Personality Profile will help your child
prepare for future career decisions while building an environment where your child may avoid negative peer
pressure and grow spiritually." (Emphasis added.)

Stanley's Personality Profile is merely another psychological testing/personality typing gimmick, of which all such
tests have been proven in the past to have insufficient statistical validity or reliability, either in measuring
personality traits or in using such traits to successfully motivate or modify behavior. (See PsychoHeresy, pp. 74-75,
and Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, both by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate
Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, for excellent analyses of the worthlessness of psychological and personality testing.)

-  Stanley's church teaches self-love/self-esteem to children in its beginners Sunday School classes and has held
numerous seminars on "building your child's self-esteem." One publication states, "Try teaching pre-schoolers.
Showing a toddler the wonders of nature or how wonderfully he/she is made and unconditionally loved happens to
be a great training ground for sharing your faith" (7/28/91, The Witness). Stanley continues with this self-esteem
theme: In a message broadcast 10/23/98 titled "Self-Defense Against Satan's Relentless Assault," Stanley taught
that Satan's constant assault causes Christians to feel worthless and have their self-esteem crushed. This is bad,
according to Stanley, since "Christ died for us because of our great value."

God died for us "because of our great value"?! This is a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have people
who claim to belong to the living God, and churches that claim to be Bible-believing churches, that are robbing
God of that which belongs to Him and Him alone -- all the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of salvation --
and directing it back to themselves. What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -- that men
like Charles Stanley can find a way to say, "You want to know how valuable I am? You want to know how much
worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-esteem? God thought I was valuable enough to die for."
That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His alone. God did not die for us because of our great worth,
but because of our great sin! He died because of who He is, and in spite of what we are (cf. Rom. 5:8). He died to
demonstrate His righteousness and His divine justice (Rom. 3:23-26). There is no mercy if it had to do with my
worth. It is not of grace if it had to do with my value. Anyone who would try to divert some of that glory, honor,
and esteem to man is robbing God of the worship due Him and Him alone.

-  Stanley's psychologizing is evident throughout the materials he sends to those on his mailing list. Just as an
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example, in the 1/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley speaks of reaching "emotional overload[s]" due to childhood
problems. He teaches unconditional love for others (1/6), self-love for yourself (1/7), self-forgiveness necessary to
truly enjoy the liberation that God's forgiveness brings (1/7), self-worth and self-esteem (1/8; 1/29), unconditional
love and acceptance (1/8; 1/19), and intrinsic worth (1/11). In the 6/93 and 7/93 In Touch magazines, Stanley
implies that man is generally born good, but becomes unlikable only "with time and abuse" (6/93); that man's
greatest need is significance (6/17); that self-esteem and self-worth are necessary for good husband-wife
relationships (6/17); and that it is important to instill feelings of worth in your child so that he may experience
"healthy growth and stability" and not struggle "with the acceptance of God's love and grace" (7/20). Moreover, in
the 9/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley quotes favorably from psychologist and mystic Richard Foster's book The
Celebration of Discipline (9/22). (Foster is the head of Renovaré, an international ecumenical organization that
espouses the use of guided imagery and visualization as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal.") In the
11/93 In Touch magazine, Stanley advertises for sale the books of psychologist James Dobson (When God Doesn't
Make Sense) and ecumenical Catholic-sympathizer Charles Colson (The Body).

The 10/94 In Touch magazine featured a four-page article by Stanley titled, "When We Feel Inferior." Stanley
claimed that: 

"... along with my stepfather's words that I was 'good for nothing and would never amount to anything,'
only helped to reinforce my struggle with low self-esteem, an emotional conflict I would fight for years
to come. Anytime we buy into feelings of inferiority, our minds become clouded with a sense of self-
doubt and insecurity. But when God sees us, He sees tremendous potential. He loves us unconditionally
and accepts us right where we are. ... When others do not approve, but criticize us, we feel a loss of
worthiness and self-esteem. ... Each of us at some point in life struggles with feelings of inferiority. ...
countless housewives struggle with depression and low self-esteem because they feel inferior to their
friends who work in an office along with its perks. ... we can dare to disregard the idea that we are
nobody. We no longer need to deceive ourselves about our true self-identity; we know we are
somebody to God. ... God loves you ... no matter how rich or poor, you can step toward Him and tell
Him: 'Lord, I need You. I feel so inferior, and it hurts so badly.' He will come to your aid and give you
a place of rest, a sense of worthiness, and a vision of hope for the future. ... With God there is always
hope. He sees your life and knows exactly what it takes to turn your thinking around. You are a person
of worth, because God is worthy and He lives inside of you. This is where inferiority stops and courage
and self-worth are born."

On the inside cover of the same issue of In Touch, Stanley says: 

"The struggle with inferiority can be all consuming. ... even affects the tenor of our fellowship with
Christ. The less we think of ourselves, the more grueling our emotional journey through life. An
unstable childhood deposited layers of inferiority in my thinking and behavior that discouraged me for
many years. First, I realized that inferiority is just a feeling. ... What others say or do or how the past
affects you may cause you to feel inferior; but from God's perspective of truth, you are fully adequate,
competent, and worthy. He loves us unconditionally, ... Shifting your mental focus from feelings to the
truth of Scripture is God's way to surmount the emotional gravity of inferiority. ... Believe what He
declares true about you, and slowly you will find the feelings of inferiority diminish in intensity. ... The
Lord has a very special plan for you because you are somebody very special to Him." 

Stanley also wants to be very special to his listeners and viewers. On a 6/23/91 In Touch radio broadcast, Stanley
offered a packet of materials titled, "Meditations with Charles Stanley." Included with the kit of materials were
"two black and white photos of Dr. Stanley to help you with your meditations."

More current, the First Baptist Church Atlanta website (as of 8/01) lists in detail a wide range of church-sponsored
psychological ministries (dubbed "Support Groups"):

Substance Abuse
Sexual Abuse Survivors (for women)
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Healing for Damaged Emotions
Sexual Addiction (for men)
Homosexual Recovery
Eating Disorders
Promise Keepers
HIV/Aids (those infected and those affected)
Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families

-  Stanley’s FBCA has scheduled a “Freedom in Christ” Seminar for 9/14-9/15 of 2001. The Seminar is being put
on by Neil Anderson's psychological-/spiritual warfare-oriented Freedom in Christ Recovery Ministries. For
$25/person, attendees will be taught "how to find freedom in your life from issues such as: Addiction &
Codependency; Anger & Bitterness; Perfectionism & Workaholism; Low Self-esteem; Eating Disorders, Gambling,
and Other Compulsive Behaviors; Depression & Irrational Fears; Sex Addiction & Pornography; Stress & Anxiety;
[Demonic] Strongholds; Habitual Sins; Negative Thoughts; and Broken Relationships." Here are some other
beauties as to why believers cannot find freedom in Christ (each a totally unbiblical concept -- see BDM reports on
Neil Anderson for an critical analysis of his "ministry"): 

Need to realize that God accepts them just the way they are, forgive themselves, and accept themselves.

Do not know they are dead to the law, and everything is permissible, and are still trying to perform and
measure up to get their acceptance and worth.
Don't know that God accepts them as they are and has not changed as a result of their sin.
Do not understand spiritual warfare and that Satan was defeated at the cross, and we have authority over him
and the demonic.

-  For more detailed information on Stanley's apparent love for "Christian" pop psychology and the psychological
gospel, see the following tape message indices: (1) "Unmet Needs"--9/92 & 2/99; (2) "Childhood Memories"--
2/91; (3) "Self-Rejection"--1/90.
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Charles Stanley
February, 1991 Radio Message

"Putting Away Childish Things"

-  Stanley uses 1 Corinthians 13:11 as the "proof-text" for this message, even though he readily admits that it
doesn't apply! ("I want to take this verse out of context, so to speak, to apply that to our emotional lives and the
effect that childish things of the past have on us today -- that is not exactly what Paul was referring to, but the truth
of what I'm going to say is indeed the truth.") Stanley then defines the kind of childishness he's talking about:

"I'm talking about the things that damaged us when we were children -- that our parents placed within
our lives -- damaging ideas that we live with. And when that little boy crops up, or that little girl crops
up, then we've got problems ... All of us have them [these damaged childhood memories] ... Many of
these attitudes that we never chose to adopt -- nobody ever said, 'Would you like to think this about
yourself?' -- it's just that it was programmed into our thinking ... In fact, all of us have the little boy and
the little girl still within us," which then can "act-up" beyond our control. "... the little child-likeness
within us still acts out, in a mature adult body, childish attitudes that are the result of those damaging
ideas that were programmed into our thinking while we were children ..."

"Often times it's not that we choose to respond that way; the little boy or the little girl comes to life and
acts out this carnal, fleshly attitude, and embarrasses the adult ... More than likely if they keep
reoccurring, it's the little boy or little girl within you that's trying to express himself or herself ... Who
is it that's really responding? Is that a choice you've made or is that the little boy back there with
damaged emotions, or little girl, who's rising to exercise their authority?"

-  The thesis of Stanley's message is one based upon Freud's thoroughly discredited theory of psychic determinism:

"When you and I were born, and even before we were born, we began to be programmed, and on this
'grid system' of our mind, our parents, other people, school teachers, friends later on, and people that
became a part of our life, began to make a contribution to our grid system -- that is, they began to say
things about us or to us that left indelible impressions as little children.

"If our parents were godly and loving and kind, they built beautiful, beautiful truths into our 'grid
system' because everything we would think from the very beginning would have to sift through that. If
my parents built self-worth in me, and a sense of security, and to be somebody, and I was worth
something, and that I was competent, then everything the rest of my life would sort of go through that,
and I would sift all the negative and the positive through my sense of self-worth and competency -- my
adequacy to face life. But if that parent built within me a sense of worthlessness -- 'you can't do that,
you won't ever amount to anything,' and all the rest -- into that grid system is built that, and so all the
other things the rest of my life are going to be sifted through those first-indelible impressions that were
made upon my life and your life."

-  Therefore, what the Bible calls sinful actions and/or sinful responses, Stanley calls uncontrollable impulses over
which one has no control, and thereby, cannot be held accountable nor responsible for:

"Not a matter of sin, but a matter of pre-programmed attitude, so be very, very careful of what you say
to your children ... Not really sinning, but the problem is your pre-programming of inferiority by your
parents."

-  Stanley offers no hope for those suffering from the effects of this so-called early childhood (or even pre-birth)
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pre-programming -- "You can't deny it's true, but you can deal with it." He even goes so far to say that, "if the little
boy or girl within you has not been dealt with, you do not know the God of this Book!"

-  Stanley claims to know "these truths" (of pre-programmed behavior for which one is not responsible) from
personal experience -- Stanley himself grew up with "rejection, poor self-esteem, poor self-image, and other things
that destroy a person emotionally." (Stanley claims to have grown up with a step-father who "totally rejected" him
and could not accept him, which thereby led to Stanley forming a programmed opinion of God that was the same as
the opinion he had of his earthly father.)

-  Stanley lists seven steps in dealing with the ill-effects of childhood pre-programming: (Remember, according to
Stanley, there is no cure for "these things," but one's only hope is to develop mechanisms for dealing with them.)

(a) Identify the childhood emotions, attitudes, and actions.

(b) Acknowledge its presence, its effect, and its source (your parents) in your life.

(c) Forgive those responsible -- place an empty chair in a room, visualize the responsible party sitting
in the chair (remember, it can't be your fault because you've been pre-programmed), and "forgive him
[your father] for programming low self-esteem into your life." (Stanley, incredibly, cautions us not to
go to the person directly!) This suggested methodology is identical to that taught by the "inner healers"
in the church today (David Seamands, Kevin Leman, Randy Carlson, etc.), who have derived their
techniques from such anti-Christians as Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud.

(d) Forgive yourself for the expectations you placed on yourself.

(e) Accept God's acceptance of me just the way I am, because "you're programmed" and, thereby, not
responsible for your actions.

(f) Believe your acceptance.

(g) Renew your mind with the Word, which is the truth that, "the little boy in me doesn't have to
control me," and that "I am SOMEBODY in the eyes of God."

(h) Stanley's prayer at the end of the message is typical of the Freudianisms he has become so fond of -
- "Grant them the courage to get started. Send them a friend -- a true friend who will listen to them cry,
listen to them shout and hurl their attitudes of animosity and resentment, who will listen and love them
right through to victory." (Freudian ventilation therapy)
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Charles Stanley
Book Notes*

How To Handle Adversity

p. 16 -- "Sin ... causes our self-esteem to die ... All of these forms of death result in adversity to some degree."

pp. 19-20 -- Stanley relates the case of a rebellious son who is the product of a broken home. Stanley lays no blame
whatsoever on the son's sin (rebellion) for the cause of his circumstances (i.e., a broken relationship with his
mother), but places it all on the mother who was the reason for the broken home. Stanley's theology apparently
allows for only one possibility -- that one's suffering must be due to another's sin (which is the correct
interpretation in some cases), but he appears to give no weight to the probability that one's suffering could be due
to the "victim's" sinful response to the sin against him (which is the correct interpretation in most cases). He
thereby, by this apparent lack of understanding of Ezekiel 18, promotes blame-shifting and neglect of individual
responsibility for one's own actions/reactions.

pp. 27-42 -- In relating the account of the Lazarus story of John 11, Stanley encourages his readers to "try to forget
the end of the story and 'feel' as they [the Biblical characters] must have." This is a very feeling-/emotion-oriented
approach (rather than action/behavior-oriented), based entirely upon speculation rather than actual Biblical
narrative.

p. 34 -- Stanley uses the terms "rejection" and "compensate" in a standard psychological sense.

p. 43 -- "So many situations arising today seem to go beyond the bounds of what the Scriptures address." (Oh,
really!? -- in 2 Peter 1:3 and 1 Timothy 3:16, God says exactly the opposite!)

p. 50 -- "Every time I deal with an individual suffering from something that happened during childhood, I think,
'Lord, it was not this person's decision to be born into that home.'" (Freudian psychic determinism)

p. 85 -- Stanley evidently has great respect for Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), particularly its ability to lead men to
see their "need of a higher power." He claims that "there aren't any atheists in AA," since they have seen their need
and "the group allows members to discover or define for themselves what or who that higher power is." (Emphasis
added.) Stanley evidently has no conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are leading AA
members to accept false gods (in this case, a kind of "Star Wars Force" as a substitute for the true, living, personal
God of the Bible).

pp. 108-109 -- Stanley relates the story of a lady who was presently "pushy" and "bossy" because of her childhood
where her parents had high expectations for her without any affection. This environment in which she grew up was,
therefore, the cause of her "aggressive spirit." Stanley gives no weight whatsoever to the fact that, even though
probably sinned against first by her parents, her response to this "sin" was sinful in and of itself. Instead, Stanley
says, "Every major family counseling session I have been involved in centered on problems that stemmed from
some family member's past. Because of this, I begin almost every session with questions about early family life."
(Emphasis added.) (The Bible says that problems may stem from some learned sinful response in the past, but
present sin is not caused by past experiences.)

p. 127 -- "Perhaps a recent tragedy or illness has left you wondering about your usefulness or self-worth."
(Emphasis added.)

p. 180 -- Espouses the Freudian concept of "denial."
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p. 188 -- "Truths ... are essential to maintaining the right perspective on adversity. The reason is that self-esteem
and confidence in God are usually two things affected most by tragedy." (Emphasis added.) (Stanley doesn't
explain how one reconciles the conflict between self-esteem and confidence in God.)

* To be fair to Dr. Stanley, the material he presents in Chapters 5 and 13, pp. 69-82 and 149-161, respectively, is
excellent.
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Charles Stanley
January, 1990 Radio Message

"Self-Rejection: Its Characteristics, Causes & Cures"

-  "Self-rejection is a form of bondage that causes you to project these feelings on others that they didn't feel them
at all." (Self-rejection, and all the so-called feelings associated with it, would be better defined (Biblically) as one's
sinful response to ones circumstances and/or sin against him.)

-  Uses Col. 1:21,22 as proof-text for this message and the thesis that people who suffer from feelings of self-
rejection, "suffer from a very painful form of bondage."

-  "People in self-rejection syndrome have chronic feelings of unworthiness."

-  "Rejection is a form of control, manipulation, and domination; when someone needs acceptance and we deprive
them of that, we are controlling, manipulating, and dominating them." (The Bible, of course, knows nothing of this
"need for acceptance;" its source in humanistic psychology.)

-  Stanley's bottom line is that "people who suffer from self-rejection are willing to base their self-worth on opinion
of others rather than on relationship to God."

-  "Dominating thought of person feeling self-rejection is this: 'I must please these people in order to feel good
about myself.'"

-  Characteristics of people feeling self-rejection:

-  Overemphasis on dress (a self-image problem)
-  Difficult time trusting God
-  Difficult time loving others/being loved by others (psychic determinism/childhood hurts)
-  Critical spirit
-  Feelings of inferiority/inadequacy
-  Anger
-  Perfectionism ("I must be perfect to feel good about myself; arrogance and pride feelings are really
cover-ups for insecurity.")
-  Easily hurt
-  Suspicious of others actions
-  Self-isolation (that way, the only one that rejects them is themselves)
-  Depression (because you failed your expectations)
-  Self-verification (of their worthiness/self-worth)
-  Sensual fantasies (not a matter of sexual morality, it's a matter of acceptance)
-  Domineering the circumstances

The above list should actually be labeled "sinful responses of people claiming self-rejection." The above items in
the list have no Biblical basis. Their roots are instead Rogerian/behavioristic psychology and Freudian psychic
determinism.

-  "So what if someone else rejects you, your self-worth is not based on that individual's opinion, but on God's." 
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-  Causes of self-rejection: (This scenario completely ignores an individual's responsibility for sinful responses to
ones circumstances and/or to sinful actions against them.)

-  Early in life deformity
-  Deep emotional hurt from past childhood [psychic determinism]
-  Death of a parent ("Daddy died because he didn't love me" feelings.)
-  Abandonment ("You create awesome feelings of rejection that will go with that family the rest of
their life, and you will be the ultimate reason for it.")
-  Divorce
-  Child abuse
-  Guilt feelings from past sins/mistakes
-  Criticism from other people

-  According to Stanley, three feelings needed for one to be emotionally healthy:

(a) Feelings of belonging
(b) Feelings of worthiness 
(c) Feelings of competence

-  Self-worth should be based upon what God says, which according to Stanley is, "I have a sense of worth -- Jesus
died for me; I have a sense of competence -- the Holy Spirit is working in me" (complete failure to recognize that
Christ died for us, not because of our great worth, but because of our great sin!).

-  Stanley's three steps to overcoming self-rejection:

(a) Identify the feelings of rejection
(b) Reject the feelings of rejection (based on God having said, "I'm worthy ")
(c) Affirm the following: (sounds a little like positive confession)

(1) "Father, I thank you that I am unconditionally loved"
(2) "I am completely forgiven"
(3) "I am totally accepted"
(4) "I am complete in Christ" 
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Charles Stanley
September 13, 1992 Television Message

"Our Unmet Needs: The Basics"

-  Stanley states that the following three needs are absolutely "essential" for all healthy relationships -- with God,
others, self, etc. This is a "three-legged stool" according to Stanley, meaning that each leg must be present for the
stool (the emotionally healthy individual) to remain standing -- must be well-adjusted in all three areas or "things
aren't going to be right." God supposedly created these three basic needs in each person's life, so that each person
could be "whole":

(a) a need for sense of belonging 
(b) a need for sense of worthiness 
(c) a need for sense of competence

Stanley takes this psychological need system (Adlerian/Maslowian/Freudian), and then tries to Biblicize it -- "God
made these a part of every one of our lives." Stanley teaches that these are needs that God not only created in us,
but that "God has also provided for" (Phil 4:19); i.e., belonging comes from salvation (from the Father through
Christ), worthiness is evidenced by Christ dying for us and competence is from the Holy Spirit enabling us.

A.  Sense of Belonging -- an awareness of being wanted, cared for, and accepted. Stanley states that "God has
created in every single one of us the need to feel that we belong ... These are legitimate needs that God has placed
in all of us ... This need doesn't begin at 21. It begins in the mother's womb." Stanley contends that if this need isn't
satisfied in a loving, belonging household, you get "gangs, burning, looting, killing, sexual perversions, drugs, etc."
A teenager wouldn't want to be part of a gang if his home life had fulfilled this "God-given need."

According to Stanley, if you could do "no other thing" for a child, show him "that he belongs." Those who do not
have a sense of belonging will look for a substitute. People without sense of belonging have a difficult time giving
or receiving love. When Jesus said on the cross, "Why hath thou forsaken me?," He had lost his sense of belonging.
"Jesus no longer felt He belonged ... 'My God, My God, My belongingness has been fragmented!'" 

"What about a child growing up without that [sense of belonging satisfied]? You say 'Well, they'll get over it.' No
they won't!" How does he know "you don't get over it"? Stanley has experience on his side [not the Bible, because
the Bible says believers can and do get over it (Phil. 3:12-14)]. But Stanley has "observed and listened to others for
more than 35 years." He also has the benefit of his own personal situation. Stanley never had a real sense of
belonging (because he "moved 17 times in the first 16 years" of his life). 

B.  Sense of Worthiness -- "a sense of feeling good about yourself ... everybody needs a sense of worthiness ...
there's a healthy way to love yourself ... Jesus said love our neighbors as ourselves. We are to love our neighbors
and ourselves in a healthy fashion ... there is a healthy way to love ourselves. We should respect ourselves. We
should love ourselves in a godly fashion, not egotistically or pridefully, but in a healthful fashion ... so we should
love ourselves wisely."

"God says, 'Do you want to know how much you're worth? ... Here's how much you're worth. [Stanley stretches out
his arms like Jesus on the cross.] I died for you. You're worth so much, I was willing to die for you. That's how
much you're worth. [applause] It makes no difference what anybody else thinks. I died for you. That's how worthy I
think you are.' God looked down and said, 'Is he/she [you and me] worth dying for? -- and My answer is "yes,"
(hallelujah), "yes."'"
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"That's the reason you and I are saved. We were worth dying for ... Just remember this every time you look at the
cross ... God is shouting 'You are worth dying for!' ... It is God, with all His absolute knowledge who said, 'You and
I are worth dying for.' ... I know I'm worth saving because God said it and God demonstrated it!"

"Why is it that people do not have a sense of worth? Everybody should love themselves or think well of
themselves, but they don't." Anyone who gives you a "fishy handshake" is because "their sense of worth is dragging
so deep in the mud, and they feel so unworthy ... they can't look you in the eye ... Sometimes the worst kind of
abuse isn't beating ... [it's] feeling I'm unwanted and unworthy of being wanted." Why are we worthy to be wanted?
According to Stanley, it's because "no child comes into the world hostile or angry. No child is born a rebel ..." In
Stanley's opinion, we're all born with the good outweighing the bad.

"Failures in our past that somehow we cannot overcome" also can cause a sense of unworthiness, as can sin. "Sin
strikes out at your sense of self-esteem, your sense of worth. That's why guilt can absolutely destroy our sense of
worth ..."

Many business failures are due to lack of worth feelings. "Something inside of them keeps shouting 'You are not
worth succeeding.' ... Some of that is that old tape recording placed there by our parents that said 'You'll never
amount to anything in life. Don't even try.' ... So sometimes it's the sin of other people that causes us to have that
sense of worthlessness." You must deal with the past guilt or "subconsciously the gnawing is still going on ... you
don't get over it by becoming an adult. You get over it by dealing with it."

C.  Sense of Competence -- "I can; I'm capable." According to Stanley, Jesus spent so much time in the Upper
Room (John 13-17) because He knew what the disciples were feeling -- their sense of competence needed to be
built up.

-  In closing, Stanley brings in one of David Seamands' heresies, "healing of emotions": "People who planted things
into your mind when you were a child growing up, they were devastating to you. You can be liberated and freed
from every single solitary bit of it. Instantly? No. Because healing of emotions do not come over night. It takes
time." How can you get right with God and take a "dramatic step" towards wholeness? Stanley closes with a prayer
and some advice:

"Father, I just want to thank You for showing me today that You took care of my sense of belonging
by making me one of Your children. I want to thank You that You're my Father and I'm Your child,
and that I fully belong and nothing would be able to separate me from You. ... I want to thank You that
I must really be special because to think that You, God, would come to this earth, and be crucified on a
cross in order to say to me, 'You are worth My life.' ... I want to thank You for sending the Holy Spirit
to live on the inside of me. Because now I know that I'm really capable of doing anything in this world
You want me to do. So Lord, I'll begin today to trust You to heal those damaged emotions back
yonder. And I'm willing, Lord, to deal with any guilt back there that I've not dealt with. I'm willing to
forgive anybody who planted the wrong attitudes in my mind and heart so that I can begin to enjoy my
belongingness, and enjoy my worth, and enjoy my capacity as a child of God."

"Some sermons you can walk out and put 'em in your pocket and forget it. You better not forget this
sermon. You better not forget it. Because if you do, it's going to affect you, your family, your friends,
and it could affect you the rest of your life on this earth ... You can be a whole person if you have a
healthy sense of belongingness, worthiness, and competence. And if you don't, you will die [long
pause], NEVER COMPLETE!"

Biblical Discernment Ministries
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Charles Swindoll
General Teachings/Activities

-  Chuck Swindoll (born 1934) is a 1963 graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary (DTS). (Swindoll does not have
a college undergraduate degree; he was admitted to DTS in 1959 as a "special student" through the influence of
R.B. Thieme, Jr.) He was senior pastor of the First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California for 23 years
(1971-1994). Swindoll resigned the Fullerton pastorate effective 4/15/94 to take the post of president of DTS, the
sixth largest seminary in the world (effective 7/1/94). The 5/25/94 Dallas Morning News said Swindoll, "hedged on
specifics but said the focus [at DTS] will be on spicing up the image of the seminary." An interview in the 10/25/93
Christianity Today said: "President-elect Charles Swindoll says get ready for a kinder, gentler Dallas Seminary." He
said the "dispensationalism" term may disappear, and "perhaps it should." (Reported in the 11/15/94, Calvary
Contender.) 

Swindoll's installation as DTS's fourth president was held 10/27/94 at Prestonwood Baptist Church (Southern
Baptist Convention) in Dallas. The next day's events included a general conference featuring ecumenical
psychologizers James Dobson, Stuart Briscoe, and Chuck Colson (who gave the keynote address!). The following
day, Swindoll spoke at a local Promise Keepers conference. [Swindoll also spoke at both neo-evangelical Moody
Bible Institute and at church growth guru Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Church in 9/94.] (Reported in the 10/15/94,
Calvary Contender.) [In May of 2001, former provost and v-p for academic affairs, Mark L. Bailey, assumed the
presidency of Dallas Seminary. Swindoll now serves as chancellor of DTS and senior pastor of the Stonebriar
Community Church in Frisco, Texas (established 1998).]

-  When Swindoll originally assumed the DTS presidency, he had planned to move to Tennessee, relocating his
radio and publishing ministry to Nashville (one of his children lives in Nashville). He also planned to establish a
non-denominational church in Nashville while maintaining a second residence in Dallas. But his residence and
church-planting plans were put on hold and are now merely "long-range goals." Also, original plans called for Dr.
John Sailhamer of Trinity International University (TIU) [formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (TEDS)] to
be Dallas Seminary's Provost, but DTS' then current vice-president, Wendell Johnston was designated Executive
Vice President with responsibility for day-to-day operations.

As Swindoll began his second year at DTS's president, he set forth his priorities for the 1995-96 school year. Three
of the items on Swindoll's agenda are of particular interest: (a) "Soften and change the image of the school from
'exclusive' to 'distinctive'"; (b) "Provide training in and exposure to a variety of worship styles to lead worship
creatively"; and (c) "Promote the importance of affirmation and encouragement." Is this not an agenda that any
card-carrying neo-evangelical compromiser could be proud of?

-  Swindoll is one of the eminent popularizers of new evangelicalism in general and of pop psychology specifically.
His psychological gospel is perpetrated mainly through the print and broadcast media, the latter over the radio
airways where his 30-minute Insight For Living (IFL) broadcasts continue to be carried daily, in 16 languages, on
more than 2,100 radio stations worldwide. [IFL is the radio ministry developed by Swindoll and E-Free Fullerton in
1977, when it began broadcasting as a church ministry on 27 stations in the U.S. It is still operating today (but in
Plano, Texas, as of March 2001), with 150 staff, broadcasting Swindoll's sermons and distributing his Bible study
guides. Swindoll continues to officially head up IFL, with day-to-day operations under the control of his wife
Cynthia (president and CEO).]

Swindoll has also authored 59 books, 5 mini-books, and 38 booklets; he has received eleven Gold Medallion
Awards to date. He is also a regular featured speaker for the ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement known as Promise Keepers. [Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on
homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a
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"phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade
any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading
movements in the annals of Christian history. (At the 7/94 Boulder, Colorado National Promise Keepers
Conference, to the band's playing of "Born to Be Wild," Swindoll roared onto the stage astride a motorcycle, and
then delivered a sermon on avoiding temptation. Could this be what Swindoll means by "spicing up the image of
the seminary"?) Swindoll and his two sons were also on the cover of the Jan/Feb 1996, New Man, the official PK
magazine published by Charisma.]

-  Since at least 1987, Swindoll has completely psychologized his message; a mere cursory glance at the footnotes
and "Books for Probing Further" section of his Insight For Living Bible study guides will find glowing
endorsements and recommendations of such Freudian, humanistic, and/or behavioral psychologists/psychologizers
as Larry Crabb, James C. Dobson, Tony Campolo, Jerry White, Carl Rogers, Max Lucado, Tim Hansel, Frank
Minirth and Paul Meier, Philip Yancey, David Seamands, Gary Collins, Gary Smalley and John Trent, John White,
Josh McDowell, David Hocking, David and Karen Mains, Bruce and Clyde Narramore, H. Norman Wright, Paul
Tournier, Grace Ketterman, Karl Menninger, Kevin Leman, etc., etc. [Amazingly though, Swindoll sees himself as
part of the solution to the problem of the psychologizing of the Church rather than part of the problem! In a
5/17/93, Christianity Today article, "The Therapeutic Revolution: How Christian Counseling Is Changing the
Church," Swindoll says, "There's a lot of schlocky stuff being passed off as Christian counseling by a lot of
schlocky people."]

-  In a personal web site Q&A posting (titled "Who am I, really?"), Swindoll further reveals his neo-evangelical
and psychological preferences. To the question, "Who are your favorite writers and what books have made an
impact on your life?," Swindoll lists psychologizer Philip Yancey's Fearfully and Wonderfully Made as his number
one pick. He picks ecumenical psychologizer J.I. Packer as number 6, and Catholic-sympathizer and author of
occult fantasy C.S. Lewis as number 7. Easy-believism poster boy Charles Ryrie comes in number 11, Eugene
Peterson (author of the blasphemous Bible version The Message) comes in 12th., and psychologizer Warren
Wiersbe 13th. To the question, "Who do you consider to be the best Bible preachers of all time?," Swindoll picks
as number three John R.W. Stott, an Anglican ecumenical who denies the reality of a literal hell. (Source: Chuck
Swindoll personal web site, 2/02.)

In addition, Swindoll frequently quotes as authorities and sources helpful to Christians, various New Age
spokespersons, e.g., futurist Alvin Toffler (1/16/89 radio broadcast); transpersonal New Age psychologist and
occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross (Abraham: The Friend of God Bible Study Guide, p. 136 & 1/23/89 radio
broadcast); psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-Christian, Carl Jung (6/89, Insight For Living monthly letter);
author and occultist, Edgar Allan Poe (First Corinthians Bible Study Guide, p. 56); New Age pastor, Bruce Larson
(Strengthening Your Grip Bible Study Guide, p. 89); pantheistic, "evangelical" liberal, social activist, Tony
Campolo (Discipleship Bible Study Guide, p. 42); and pantheistic New Age psychologist, M. Scott Peck (6/89 &
2/92 Insight For Living monthly letters and Second Corinthians Bible Study Guide, p. 104). He recommends and
uncritically quotes from the books of a wide variety of false teachers; he has promoted the neo-orthodox theologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, praised the work of Roman Catholic "Mother" Teresa, and promoted and spoken for the
ministry of Billy Graham. In his book The Tale of the Tardy Oxcart, Swindoll quotes Robert Schuller with no
qualification, in spite of the fact that Schuller preaches a false gospel of self-esteem. 

-  Apparently as a result of his close friendship with Dr. James C. Dobson (circa 1987), Swindoll has become a full-
fledged advocate of the gospel of religious humanism -- self-love and self-esteem. [Swindoll was also at one time
involved with James Dobson's Focus on the Family (FOTF) ministry in the making of cassette tapes in FOTF's
"Pastor to Pastor" series. FOTF describes this series as: "These tapes, produced six times a year, feature interviews
with the most popular and well-informed religious leaders of our day."] Swindoll's book and Bible Study Guide,
both titled Growing Wise in Family Life (and both re-titled and republished in 1991 as The Strong Family),
shockingly develop the primary teachings of this false gospel; i.e., that the Bible purportedly teaches that we are to
love ourselves, that we are unable to love God and others until we do learn to love ourselves, and that most, if not
all, of society's social and moral ills are the result of its members having low self-image/low self-esteem.
(Particularly abominable is Swindoll's so-called exegesis of Ephesians 5:29, i.e., that that verse is a command to
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love and cherish oneself, rather than its clear meaning that man already loves and cherishes himself.) Therefore,
progressive sanctification for the Swindoll disciple primarily involves improving his feelings about himself. (See
pp. 131-148 and 99-114 of the books, Growing Wise in Family Life and The Strong Family, respectively, and pp.
66-71 and 63-70, respectively, of the Study Guides by the same names.) (See also Swindoll's 1990 Bible Study
Guide, The Grace Awakening, pp. 110-111, for further evidence of Swindoll's self-love teachings supposedly
"exegeted" from Eph. 5:22-30.)

-  On Swindoll's 9/1/89 Insight For Living radio broadcast, he developed the thought (from Matthew 6) that we are
worthy because Jesus says we have more worth than the sparrows, proceeded to follow with the thought that our
value is so high because of the high price paid by Christ (another example of Swindoll's "shopping mall" theology,
having no Biblical basis whatsoever), and ended with, "... if it hadn't been for you and for me, there wouldn't have
been a Savior!" Swindoll is in effect saying, "Isn't it great to know that our utter depravity and sinfulness is the
source of our value in that we made it possible for Christ to come into the world!" This gross heresy (some would
say blasphemy), that man is not only something worth dying for, but worth the life of the Son of God, makes an
utter mockery of the doctrines of grace and redemption. The value placed upon man as described in Matthew 6 is
value that is based upon the grace (undeserved, unwarranted favor) of God, not the grandeur of man.

-  On a 1995 Insight for Living radio program, Swindoll was commenting on Galatians 1:8,9. Swindoll did not like
the apostle Paul's viewpoint here, and said so. He then read a poem by Sara Teasdale that talked about
compromising: Swindoll said, "To learn to compromise is the mark of a mature Christian." Teasdale's poem that
Swindoll read on the air follows:

"WISDOM -- When I have ceased to break my wings / Against the faultiness of things / And learned
that compromises wait / Behind each hardly opened gate / When I can look Life in the eyes / Grown
calm and very coldly wise / Life will have given me the Truth / And taken in exchange -- my youth."
(Sara Teasdale:c.1916 -- emphasis added.)

The fact is that Sara Teasdale never claimed to be a "Christian," and died a suicide. Yet, Chuck Swindoll prefers
her views to those of the apostle Paul!

-  Swindoll endorses and recommends David Seamands (e.g., Abraham: The Friend of God Bible Study Guide, p.
170: Healing for Damaged Emotions), the "Church's" leading proponent of Healing of the Memories/Inner Healing
(which uses one or more psychological and/or occultic techniques, such as regression, visualization, guided
imagery, dream analysis, and the various Gestalt therapies consisting of primal scream, ventilation, role plays, etc.).
[Swindoll also endorsed another psycho-occultic book, Secrets of Your Family Tree: Healing for Adult Children of
Dysfunctional Families, by Carder, Townsend, et al.]

-  Swindoll teaches an "unconditional forgiveness/carnal Christian" gospel that says, "nothing we do can hinder or
halt His giving ... Love prompts Him to keep on giving ... without expecting anything in return" (9/98, Insight For
Living newsletter). (Emphasis added.) Swindoll completely ignores the necessity of confession and repentance to
restore "broken fellowship" with God -- in fact, Swindoll apparently doesn't believe that a Christian can ever do
anything that could hinder man's free flow of communication with God, such as willful disobedience and
unconfessed sin (cf. Isaiah 59:1,2). [See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin &
Deidre Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96 (reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem &
Psychology), for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and acceptance.)

-  Swindoll's position on unconditional forgiveness/acceptance is even more clear in his 1990 book, The Grace
Awakening :

"Because there are differences of taste or preference, grace frees us to choose. My counsel is this: Let
people make their own choices. Accept them as they are  [p. 141)]. ... Freeing others means we never
assume a position we are not qualified to fill. This, in one sentence, is enough to stop any person from
judging another. We're not qualified" (p. 164). (Emphasis added.)
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Swindoll seems to be ignorant of the fact that it is not possible for a Christian to function Biblically without making
judgments (John 7:24; Gal. 6:1). Yet many professing evangelicals whose conduct and/or doctrine clearly call for
judgment, seek to avoid being called to account by claiming it would be legalistic to do so.
 
-  One of the habits of new evangelicals is to use the testimonies of prominent worldlings who claim to have
received Christ -- movie stars, entertainment figures, and professional sports celebrities. Swindoll took this
penchant to a new height in his Winter 1986, Insights by using the testimony of brewery magnate Adolph Coors IV.
(Source: New Neutralism II, p. 72.)

-  Swindoll has fully endorsed the general teachings and counseling model of so-called Christian psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb (4/89, Insight For Living monthly letter; Strengthening Your Grip Bible Study Guide, p. 121;
Discipleship Bible Study Guide, p. 108; You and Your Problems Bible Study Guide, p. 122; etc.). Crabb's model of
counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating behavior, which is derived from
Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and impulses which govern a person's
thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs [Maslow/Adler], with great
emphasis on so-called emotional needs). (See Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 105-222, for an excellent analysis of
Larry Crabb's teachings [reissued as Larry Crabb's Gospel].)

-  Swindoll is a primary supporter and endorser of so-called Christian psychologist, Gary Smalley, the "Church's"
leading proponent of Right-Brain/Left-Brain pseudoscience (Esther Bible Study Guide, p. 108; 2/28/89 radio
broadcast; 3/1/89 advertisement of Swindoll's Alaska cruise with "Gary Smalley teaching marrieds"; and the 2/89
Insight For Living monthly letter). This right-brain/left-brain myth, which claims to describe personality types by
brain hemisphere dominance as well as give insights to male/female communication effectiveness, has been
thoroughly discredited by secular neuroscientists (to say nothing of the fact that it has no support in Scripture). The
popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to the book, The Language of Love, co-authored by
Smalley and fellow psychologist, John Trent. (Both also have theological degrees, but apparently believe that the
Bible alone is insufficient to handle people's problems of living.)

The Language of Love was published and promoted by Dobson's Focus on the Family Publishing, and was endorsed
by Swindoll as, "two extremely gifted writers. This, their latest book, provides time-tested techniques for
expressing our love in ways that will be understood ... and remembered" (2/89, Insight For Living monthly letter).
[In the second edition of The Language of Love, due largely to the discrediting of the right-brain/left-brain silliness,
all references to such were removed. Sadly, this "revision" was only cosmetic. The delusion that "emotional word
pictures" are the key to relationships and spiritual growth, remains the false message of this deceptive book (1/92,
CIB Bulletin).]

-  Swindoll recommends the books of so-called Christian psychiatrists Frank Minirth and Paul Meier (numerous
Bible study guide recommendations; 9/90 radio interview; 5/92 Insight For Living monthly letter; etc.), and
wholeheartedly endorses the Minirth-Meier New Life Clinic in Dallas. (In early-1996, the Minirth-Meier team split
up.) Minirth and Meier are perhaps the "purest" of the Freudian psychologists in the professing Church today, who
by cleverly masquerading their discredited Freudianisms as "Christian," have gained widespread acceptability. (See
Prophets of PsychoHeresy I, pp. 223-334, for an excellent analysis of Minirth and Meier's Freudian teachings with
respect to the unconscious, infantile sexuality, psychic determinism, defense mechanisms, ventilation therapy, birth
order, five stages of grief, etc.) [See You and Your Problems Bible Study Guide for evidence of Swindoll's
acquiescence with these Freudian concepts.]

-  Swindoll clearly shows his fascination with the New Age/occult in his book, Living Above the Level of
Mediocrity. In this book, he praises a New Age mind control book by Roger van Oech titled A Whack on the Side
of the Head (e.g., "you owe it to yourself to read it," p. 25), and openly endorses visualization (a popular technique
of New Agers that has deep roots in the occult) as a technique for spiritual growth! In clearly New Age jargon,
Swindoll describes visualization as one of the key high-powered secrets to success, and encourages those who want
to break through the "mediocrity barrier" to "mentally visualize being on a higher plane" (p. 29). [Swindoll also
favorably quotes Denis Waitley (Abraham: The Man of God, p. 154), who encourages the use of "positive self-talk"
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and "positive imagery" (both occult techniques). Also, after Swindoll praised the book, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, he was confronted with a critique of its New Age teachings, to which Swindoll replied,
"All truth is God's truth, regardless of the source"! (personal letter on file).]

-  Dr. Bill Jackson, president of the Association of Fundamentalists Evangelizing Catholics (AFEC), prepared a
6/18/99 statement on "The Gospel of Jesus Christ—An Evangelical Celebration" (EC) (see the 6/14/99 Christianity
Today for the full text of the EC). This document has been endorsed by Charles Colson, Bill Bright, and J.I. Packer,
all of whom also signed the controversial ECT documents of 1994 and 1997; as well as endorsed by R.C. Sproul,
John MacArthur, and D. James Kennedy, all of whom publicly [albeit weakly] challenged and criticized them for
signing the ECT documents. There are a number of helpful statements in this latest document which deal with areas
which were not fully dealt with in the ECT documents (e.g., imputation is now dealt with favorably, but has been
consistently opposed by Roman Catholic Councils and Catechisms). EC says, "We cannot embrace any form of
doctrinal indifferentism by which God's truth is sacrificed for a false peace." But there is certainly no better
example of "doctrinal indifferentism" than the ECT documents themselves (James 1:8)! Because ECT I stated that
"Evangelicals and Catholics are brothers and sisters in Christ," in order to be relevant the new EC document should
be submitted to the Roman Catholics who signed ECT I and II. It is difficult to see how a person could subscribe to
both ECT and EC. The only logical conclusion is for all who signed EC to remove their names from ECT. It also
appears that the so-called "evangelical" ECT endorsers have been "let off the hook" by former critics. We believe
EC will be used to rehabilitate those who erred in 1994 and 1997, without their having to admit or ask forgiveness
for their error. (Source: 7/15/99, Calvary Contender.) [Other "evangelical" endorsers of EC among the 15 members
of the Drafting Committee and 114 members of the Endorsing Committee include John Ankerberg, Kay Arthur,
Tony Evans, Jerry Falwell, Bill Hybels, David Jeremiah, D. James Kennedy, Max Lucado, Woodrow Kroll, Tim &
Beverly LaHaye, Erwin Lutzer, Bill McCartney, Luis Palau, Pat Robertson, Ronald Sider, Charles Stanley, John
Stott, Joseph Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Bruce Wilkinson, and Ravi Zacharias; also endorsing EC were hyper-
charismatics Jack Hayford and Steven Strang.] 

However ignorant Chuck Swindoll and fellow endorsers may be of all this, his participation in EC makes him a
party to its consequences. It is also important to note that the EC document (which is supposed to be a definitive
and comprehensive statement of the true saving Gospel of Christ), never mentions repentance for salvation, and
never mentions the total depravity of man (thereby leaning towards a decisional regeneration). Moreover, the EC
promotes an ecumenical unity (via "trans-denominational cooperative enterprises") with all professing believers
who attest to the EC's "essentials" of the faith. But this is not the unity of the faith taught in Ephesians. While we
are instructed by Scripture to be of one mind, the evangelical today scoffs at the idea of true Biblical unity based on
complete agreement with, and submission to, God's holy Word. The only use of the word "unity" in the New
Testament is found in Ephesians chapter four. It is a "unity of the Spirit" (v. 3), not of men. It is a "unity of faith"
(v. 13) based on sound doctrine for which believers are to contend, not water down nor reclassify into essentials
and non-essentials (Jude 3). No real spiritual unity can exist apart from doctrinal unity, and we are to "mark them
which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom. 16:17).

-  Swindoll supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged in for the purpose
of forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create
social upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Swindoll's philosophy seems to
be one of "the end justifies the means." In the event a "rescue" fails, however, Swindoll recommends that
psychological counselors and support groups be used in counseling those who have had abortions, "to assist them
through the therapy of recovery" (Focus on the Family magazine, August 1990, pp. 18-21).

-  Swindoll's 6/92 Insight For Living newsletter was devoted entirely to "feelings." Swindoll relates how his sister
asked him "What is your favorite feeling?" Swindoll's response: "In computer-like fashion my brain began to think
through a dozen or more possibilities. Being a person to whom feelings are extremely important, I had a tough time
selecting one." (Emphasis added.) [The Bible knows nothing of this feeling orientation that Swindoll and his fellow
religious humanists (Dobson, McDowell, Hocking, MacArthur, Kennedy, Ezzo, etc.) in the professing church today
are so fond of. Instead, the Bible speaks of action -- giving, obeying, doing, etc. -- and then only in the truth (John
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3:16; 14:23,24; Rom. 5:8; 12:9a, 20a; Eph. 5:25; 1 John 3:16a,18; 4:9,10,19,20; 5:3; 2 John 6; Rev. 2:4,5).]
(Swindoll revealed that his favorite feeling is accomplishment, while his sister's is relief.)

-  Swindoll is also quite sympathetic to the unbiblical doctrines of the charismatic movement and its leaders, all
under the guise of grace and non-judgmental acceptance (From The Grace Awakening): (Emphases added.)

"Here's another grace-binding example: I'm not a charismatic. However, I don't feel it's my calling to
shoot great volleys of theological artillery at my charismatic brothers and sisters. Who knows how
much good they have done and the magnificent ministries many of them have? Thankfully, I've grown
up a little and learned that God uses many of them, in song as well as in writing and in pulpits today.
Grace helps to hold us close [p. 188]. ... More than ever we need grace-awakened ministers who free
rather than bind: Life beyond the letter of the Scripture ... absence of dogmatic Bible-bashing" (p. 233).

Swindoll's "grace" is not only gullible, but is out of control. "Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ" (John 1:17).
Grace that disregards its bounds of doctrinal truth, as Swindoll's clearly does, amounts to just another form of
antinomianism! (Miles Stanford's 4/91 report on Charles Swindoll: The Grace Awakening).

-  In Swindoll's booklet titled Demonism, published by Multnomah Press in 1981, Swindoll clearly teaches that
believers can be demon possessed:

"Can a Christian be demonized? For a number of years I questioned this, but now I am convinced it
can occur. If a 'ground of entrance' has been granted the power of darkness (such as trafficking in the
occult, a continual unforgiving spirit, a habitual state of carnality, etc.) the demon(s) sees this as a
green light -- okay to proceed. ... I have worked personally with troubled, anguished Christians for
many years. On a few occasions I have assisted in the painful process of delivering them of demons. ...
while present within the body (perhaps in the region of the soul) that evil force can wreck havoc within
the life." (Emphasis added.)

This teaching coming from Swindoll should not be surprising considering that it is taught at Trinity International
University (E-Free's denominationally supported seminary and college), and can easily fit into the theological
framework of those holding to the "free-grace/cheap-grace" position -- "the devil made me do it" can become a
convenient alibi for those "living-out their freedom in Christ."

-  In 1990, Swindoll promoted the corrupt Living Bible paraphrase, saying: "The Living Bible is like a stream of
sparkling water wandering across life's arid landscape: intriguing, refreshing, nourishing, comforting. My thirsty
soul is often satisfied by this invigorating wellspring" (Charisma, December 1990). Actually, the Living Bible is
crude, inaccurate, and promotes false doctrine. For example, in 1 Kings 18:27, the Living Bible says, "Perhaps he is
talking to someone or else is out sitting on the toilet." A footnote in the Living Bible at Zechariah 13:6, which refers
to the wounds on Christ's hands, claims that the passage is not Messianic. A footnote in Genesis 1 says "evening
and morning" could be translated "a period of time," which is an error and a capitulation to the false doctrine of
theistic evolution. 2 Corinthians 5:21 says our sins were poured into Christ, which is a false doctrine. A footnote at
1 Peter 2:2 says an alternative translation is, "Eat God's Word, read it, think about it, and grow strong in the Lord
and be saved." This was the actual reading in the text in early editions of the Living Bible, until it was transferred to
a footnote. 1 Peter 3:21 says, "in being baptized we are turning to God and asking him to cleanse our hearts from
sin." This is false doctrine, because in being baptized properly and Scripturally the candidate is not turning to God
and asking for forgiveness, but is merely showing forth publicly the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ.
(Source: 3/12/01, FBIS.)

Shopping Mall Theology -- First popularized and brought into the church by Josh McDowell: 

"You are special because you are of great value and worth to God. ... The value or worth of an object is
usually determined by the price one is willing to pay to purchase or redeem it. It couldn't be more true
for you and me ... I am worth the price God paid for me, which was 'Jesus' ... the real basis for a
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healthy self-image is to understand and accept the value God has placed on you. ... Christ's loving
actions on your behalf have demonstrated and documented forever the great value you have to God"
(Building Your Self-Image, pp. 24-25). (First emphasis in original.) 

This "shopping mall" theology -- that the value of an object is equal to the price paid for it -- has become quite a
popular concept among the psychologizers in today's professing church. This "theology" goes something like this:
"The death of Christ on the cross is God's price tag on the human soul; it means we really are somebodies, that we
are of great value to God. After all, why would God pay such a great price if we're not worth it?" On the contrary,
the Bible teaches that Christ didn't die for somebodies but for sinners. The price He paid on the cross does not
establish my personal worth, but instead was required to meet the claims of divine justice. In fact, the greater the
price the costlier my sin, not the greater my worth! That the sinless Son of God had to die upon the cross to redeem
me is not anything that should make me feel good about myself, but instead humbled and ashamed, for it was my
sins that nailed Him there. How could that fact possibly build up my self-esteem? (Adapted from Beyond
Seduction.]  [Return to Text]
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"Mother" Teresa (1910-1997)
General Teachings/Activities

-  "Mother" Teresa was born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu of Albanian parents in what is now Yugoslavia/Bosnia on
August 27, 1910. She died of a heart attack on September 5, 1997. The diminutive nun arrived in India on January
6, 1929, where she started assisting the needy and eventually established the now-global "Missionaries of Charity"
organization. Ultimately, more than 500 missions in 100 countries were established. Yet, "Mother" Teresa, and
those who worked with her, never tried to convert to Christ the dying people for whom they cared. Instead,
"Mother" Teresa declared: "If in coming face to face with God we accept Him in our lives, then we are converting.
We become a better Hindu, a better Muslim, a better Catholic, a better whatever we are. ... What God is in your
mind you must accept" (from Mother Teresa: Her People and Her Work, by Desmond Doig, p. 156).

-  How did "Mother" Teresa become such a great symbol of charity and saintliness? Her break into stardom came
when Malcolm Muggeridge -- a very pious British political and social pundit -- adopted her for his pet cause. In
1969, he made a very famous film about her life -- and later a book -- called Something Beautiful for God. Both the
book and the film deserve the label hagiography. So it wasn't the result of the propaganda of the "Holy Office," but
when the Catholic church realized it had a winner on its hands, it was quick to adopt her. She was a very great
favorite of the faithful and a very good advertisement to attract non-believers or non-Catholics. And she was very
useful for the current pope as a weapon against reformists and challengers within the church. (Source: "An
Interview with Christopher Hitchens on Mother Teresa," Fall 1996, Free Inquiry, pp. 54-55.)

-  Acknowledging that "Mother" Teresa was a good woman from the human perspective does not answer the
question: [Was] "Mother" Teresa a regenerate Christian in the Biblical sense -- a woman and an organization with
which Christians should associate and work? The secular world honored her with the Nobel Peace Prize (1979) and
accolades on every hand. In 6/85, she received from President Reagan the highest United States civilian honor, the
Medal of Freedom award. In 10/85, she received the "warmest ovation of the United Nation's 40th anniversary
celebration." It [was] not all that surprising to see the world, Catholicism, and liberal Protestantism offer
unqualified applause to "Mother" Teresa. More significant and difficult to understand [was] the applause given to
her by those claiming to be Bible-believing Christians. This, though, is evidenced on every hand ("Is Mother Teresa
a True Christian?," by David W. Cloud, pp. 5-6).

-  "Mother" Teresa was a thoroughgoing Catholic. She was a great worshiper of Mary; she believed the cracker of
the mass is Jesus Christ; she believed all men are children of God. In her speech before the United Nations in
October 1985, she said, "We gather to thank God for the 40 years of the beautiful work of the United Nations for
the good of the people. No color, no religion, no nationality should come between us -- we are all children of God.
... When we destroy an unborn child, we destroy God" (11/11/85, Christian News, p. 17).

-  Other notable quotes from "Mother" Teresa (12/4/89, Time magazine, pp. 11,13): (All emphases added):

(a) "The dying, the crippled, the mentally ill, the unwanted, the unloved -- they are Jesus in disguise. ...
[through the] poor people I have an opportunity to be 24 hours a day with Jesus." [On another
occasion, she again demonstrated her pantheistic religious philosophy: "Every AIDS victim is Jesus in
a pitiful disguise; Jesus is in everyone.. ... [AIDS sufferers are] children of God [who] have been
created for greater things" (1/13/86, Time).]

(b) "You must make them feel loved and wanted. They are Jesus for me."

(c) "I love all religions. ... If people become better Hindus, better Muslims, better Buddhists by our acts
of love, then there is something else growing there." [On another occasion, she again demonstrated her
false gospel that 'there are many ways to God': "All is God -- Buddhists, Hindus, Christians, etc., all
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have access to the same God."]

-  In her book, Life in the Spirit: Reflections, Meditations, and Prayers, "Mother" Teresa says on pp. 81-82:

"We never try to convert those who receive [aid from Missionaries of Charity] to Christianity but in
our work we bear witness to the love of God's presence and if Catholics, Protestants, Buddhists, or
agnostics become for this better men -- simply better -- we will be satisfied. It matters to the individual
what church he belongs to. If that individual thinks and believes that this is the only way to God for her
or him, this is the way God comes into their life -- his life. If he does not know any other way and if he
has no doubt so that he does not need to search then this is his way to salvation."

But Jesus Christ clearly stated, "I am the way, the truth, and the life. NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER
EXCEPT THROUGH ME" (Jn. 14:6). "Mother" Teresa could not have preached a clearer false gospel than that
quoted above.

-  It should be clear that "Mother" Teresa was anything but an Evangelical Christian. She was a self-sacrificing
woman who followed a false religion. Consider some quotes from her speech at the 10/84 Worldwide Retreat for
Priests:

(a) "At the word of a priest, that little piece of bread becomes the body of Christ, the Bread of Life."

(b) "Without a priest, without Jesus going with them, our sisters couldn't go anywhere."

(c) "When the priest is there, then can we have our altar and our tabernacle and our Jesus. Only the
priest put Jesus there for us. ... Jesus wants to go there, but we cannot bring him unless you first give
him to us. This is why I love priests so much. We could never be what we are and do the things we do
without you priests who first bring Jesus to us."

(d) "Mary ... is our patroness and our Mother, and she is always leading us to Jesus."

-  No one would deny that "Mother" Teresa did a marvelous piece of wonderful humanitarian work among the poor
and neglected of the world, but what gospel did she preach to them? She definitely did not lead them to the one,
true, eternal salvation through the finished sacrifice of Calvary. "Mother" Teresa provided the classic example of
compassionate and charitable deeds divorced from truth. She said that her purpose was to bring her patients closer
to the "God" in whom they already believe; so that a Hindu becomes a better Hindu, a Buddhist a better Buddhist,
etc.1 (Vatican II says those of all religions are somehow saved through the Church.) She told how to witness for
Jesus: In an interview with a nun who worked with "Mother" Teresa , dying Hindus were instructed to pray to their
own Hindu gods!2 (reported in Christian News):

"These people are waiting to die. What are you telling them to prepare them for death and eternity? She
replied candidly, 'We tell them to pray to their Bhagwan, to their gods.'"

She was instructing these staunch Hindus to pray sincerely to their own Hindu idols and she felt that if they did
this, God would certainly not judge them! No matter how plausible from man's earthly vantage point, when good
works are conducted by unregenerate religious people, what is promoted is a cursed false gospel, encouraging the
lost heathen to have hope in their false gods, even as they lay upon their death beds. In God's eyes, therefore, the
entire endeavor was a cursed one, and no Christian should have supported, assisted, or praised a work cursed by
God!

-  Since "Mother" Teresa has been labeled by many "Christian" leaders as the greatest modern day example of
Christianity, a look at her theology and beliefs is especially appropriate. Mother Teresa -- A Simple Path contains
inside cover notes declaring it "a unique spiritual guide." Thus, from it we can learn of her beliefs. A paragraph in
the Foreword sets the foundation for its reading. (Source: A Review of A Simple Path, by L. Barnes):
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"The Christian way has always been to love God and ones neighbor as oneself. Yet Mother Teresa has,
perhaps with the influence of the East, distilled six steps to creating peace in ourselves and others that
can be taken by anyone -- even someone of no religious beliefs or of a religious background other than
Christian -- with no insult to beliefs or practices. This is why, when reading Mother Teresa's words and
those of her community, we may, if we choose, replace the references to Jesus with references to other
godheads or symbols of divinity" (p. xxviii).

Her six steps to creating peace are: silence, prayer, faith, love, service, and peace. For those who don't know if they
believe much in anything, "Mother" Teresa suggested they try small acts of love toward others. She strongly
believed in prayer for everyone. She found no problem praying with Hindus, Muslims and other faiths. Three pages
of sample prayers are prefaced with, "You could replace 'Jesus' by 'God' if you are not a Christian" (p. 35).

In 184 pages, there was nothing stating that salvation was through Jesus alone. She wrote, "I've always said we
should help a Hindu become a better Hindu, a Muslim become a better Muslim, a Catholic become a better
Catholic" (p. 31). There is no attempt to let others know that Jesus is the only way. There is no hint that "Mother"
Teresa or her "sisters" believed the narrow way Jesus preached (cf. Matt. 7:13-14).

Scriptures were limited to three quotes from Jesus on the subject of serving, with no book, chapter, or verse
references. Since this was a book on "Mother" Teresa's faith, no Scripture until page 55 is quite a statement in itself.
Rather than Scripture, there was page after page of humanitarian testimonies. The value of God's Word was not
evident. In fact, "Mother" Teresa had a different word of God -- "Sister" Theresina put it this way, "We pray the
Rosary as we go out -- it's our weapon, the word of God" (p. 125).

-  The following is from an interview with a Catholic nun, "Sister" Ann, who worked in Kathman-du, Nepal, with
"Mother" Teresa's organization Missionaries of Charity. The interview was conducted 11/23/84 at the Pashupati
Temple:

Q: Do you believe if they die believing in Shiva or in Ram [Hindu gods] they will go to heaven?
A: Yes, that is their faith. My own faith will lead me to God, ... So if they have believed in their god
very strongly, if they have faith, surely they will be saved.

Q: Today it does not seem that the Catholic Church is trying to convert anymore. I know that John Paul
II is saying now that those of other religions are saved. You do not believe they are lost anyway, right?
A: No, they are not lost. They are saved according to their faith, you know. If they believe whatever
they believe, that is their salvation.

Obviously, then, "Mother" Teresa was both a pantheist and a Universalist -- Universalists maintain that Muslims,
Hindus, Jews, and other non-Christians can get to heaven without saving faith in Christ; they are those who believe
that all who sincerely follow their own religions or beliefs will be saved. "Mother" Teresa told Muslims and Jews
that they worship the same God that Christians worship. "Mother" Teresa even called atheistic communists children
of God!

-  In 12/96, a former nun in "Mother" Teresa's order wrote the following letter (Source: FBIS, 2/1/97):

"I myself was in Mother Teresa's order, the Missionaries of Charity. I am now a Christian. I was saved
on 3/3/96 ... You are quite right about the pagan influences on the order. When I was a postulant in
Rome, we had Hindu-style meditation techniques from a book called "Sadhana" by Father Antony De
Mello. Mother Teresa behaves like a Hindu guru. She visits each convent at six monthly to yearly
intervals. The sisters seem to live for these visits and sit worshipfully at her feet when she gives one of
her talks. On the special occasion when she presented us with our personal rosaries (in the postulancy
in Rome) she said, "My words are scripture for you," and of course she was right. All the letters which
she writes on "spiritual" matters are kept, printed and copied and bound into volumes. Each convent
has a copy of these volumes of her words which are studied daily as Christians study the Bible.
Cuttings of Mother Teresa's hair and pieces of her saris are kept in a cupboard in Rome, ready to be
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made into relics when she is canonized.

"But my main worry was the corporal penances used by the sisters and kept in small hand-made
drawstring bags, along with toothbrush, needle and thread, etc. These include a whip made of rope and
bracelets and waist-chains made of something similar to gardening wire which pierce the flesh. These
penance implements are made by the novices in Rome. This is dangerous to the health, but is kept
secret." (Signed, Pamela Hursch, England).

-  Christopher Hitchens, in his book The Missionary Position: Mother Teresa in Theory and Practice (Verso:1995),
and in his television program, strongly criticized "Mother" Teresa. He documented the pitiful conditions of
"Mother" Teresa's care facilities, despite the millions of dollars she collected yearly. The care facilities were
grotesquely simple: rudimentary, unscientific, miles behind any modern conception of what medical science is
supposed to do. Very rightly, it was said that she tended to the dying, because if you were doing anything but dying,
she hadn't really much to offer.

Hitchens was not indicting her with a lack of compassion or with cruelty toward her patients. The problem was her
Roman Catholic belief that personal suffering helps to earn one's salvation. She thought suffering was good, and she
didn't use pain relievers in her clinics. She had said that the suffering of the poor is something very beautiful and
the world is being very much helped by the nobility of this example of misery and suffering. Many Catholic priests
and nuns, to this day, wear hair undergarments, put stones in their shoes, flagellate themselves and otherwise try to
merit heaven by suffering. Poverty and suffering are not simply endured, but are sought and even created. Just as
she hoped to earn her way to heaven through her own deprivation and suffering, so "Mother" Teresa hoped to help
her patients as well to reach heaven through the suffering she imposed upon them.

In Roman Catholicism, baptism is essential for salvation. It is known that "Mother" Teresa's assistants secretly
"baptized" patients by placing a damp cloth on fevered brows, under their breath saying the magic formula that
allegedly erases original sin and gives entrance into the kingdom of God. Of course, the uncertain route leads
through purgatory and additional suffering in its flames before the gates of heaven can be opened. But then,
according to "Mother" Teresa, suffering is good. "Mother" Teresa (who herself, it should be noted, had checked
into some of the finest and costliest clinics and hospitals in the West during her bouts with heart trouble and old
age) once gave this game away in a filmed interview. She described a person who was in the last agonies of cancer
and suffering unbearable pain. With a smile, "Mother" Teresa told the camera what she told this terminal patient:
"You are suffering like Christ on the cross. So Jesus must be kissing you" (Hitchens, p. 41).

Contradictions abounded, not the least being her association with a number of unsavory persons with whom she
had been photographed and from whom she had received large sums of money and to whom she had given her
blessing and endorsement. There she was in 1981, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti in a photo with Michele Duvalier, wife
of the infamous dictator Jean-Claude ("Baby Doc") Duvalier. The occasion was "Mother" Teresa's reception of the
Haitian Legion d'honneur award. In return, she praised the wonderful treatment of the poor in Haiti, when actually
they were enduring a living hell. The Duvaliers had to flee Haiti not long thereafter to save their wealth and their
lives.

Then we have the photo taken with John-Roger, whom at that time almost everyone had already recognized as the
most obvious of frauds, leader of the "Insight" cult known as "Movement of Spiritual Inner Awareness" (MSIA).
Ironically, the occasion was her acceptance of the "Integrity Award," along with a check for $10,000, from this
shameless charlatan who claimed to have a "spiritual consciousness" superior to that of Jesus Christ.

Consider one more example of the associations of this legendary woman. The photo is with Charles Keating of
Lincoln Savings and Loan, now in prison for having swindled hundreds of millions of dollars from simple folk.
Keating, a staunch Roman Catholic whom "Mother" Teresa visited whenever in California, gave her more that a
million dollars. She wrote to Judge Lance Ito requesting leniency for Keating during his trial. (Source: "An
Interview with Christopher Hitchens on Mother Teresa," Fall 1996, Free Inquiry, pp. 53-58; and The Berean Call,
10/96.)
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-  "Mother" Teresa was very much in the mainstream of the ecumenical world evangelization project
"Evangelization 2000." She was on hand in June, 1987, by invitation, to help dedicate the offices of Evangelization
2000 in Rome. She was an honorary member of Lumen 2000, the electronic media aspect of Evangelization 2000.
The first issue of New Evangelization 2000 featured "Mother" Teresa prominently with photographs of her, and one
entire article entitled, "Mother Teresa Promises Support." (Reported in the 2/15/93, Bold Truth Press.) ["Mother"
Teresa was also scheduled to join the Dalai Lama and hundreds of other world religious leaders at the Parliament of
the World's Religions in 1993 in Chicago. She was scheduled to lead a closed session of key participants on future
co-operative efforts among the world's religions, but was forced to cancel for health reasons.]

-  "Mother" Teresa was also involved in various projects with New Agers and "one-worlders." In 1985, "Mother"
Teresa attended a conference sponsored by the United Nations University of Peace whose featured agenda was a
call to bring about the New World Order. Others participating in the "Spirit of Peace" conference included Marilyn
Ferguson, leading proponent of the New Age movement; Prince Bernhardt of the Netherlands, commonly known as
a leader of the one-world secret elitist society, the Bilderbergers; "His Holiness" Tenzin Gyatso, the XIV Dalai
Lama of Tibet; Helen Caldicott, president of "Physicians for Social Responsibility," an organization favoring U.S.
unilateral disarmament; Bishop Desmond Tutu, proponent of leftist revolution in South Africa; and New Ager
Robert Muller, Ass't. Secretary General of the U.N., in charge of coordinating the work of 32 specialized agencies
and world programs. [Reported in "Ecumenism, 'Global Spirituality' and Mother Teresa," Christian Inquirer (April
1985), p. 26; and The Prophecy Newsletter (Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 6).]

"Mother" Teresa also participated in the "Summit for Peace" in Assisi, Italy, in November 1986. This blasphemous
prayer meeting was arranged by the Pope and was attended by leaders of many different religions, including Hindu,
Buddhist, Islamic, Shinto, Sikh, and North American Indian -- all of whom united in prayers for world peace
(11/10/86, Time magazine, pp. 78-79).

-  "Mother" Teresa is apparently on a fast track to become a Catholic saint. Normally, there is a five-year wait
before the process of "sainthood" is pursued, but Pope John Paul II made an exception for "Mother" Teresa and the
process began within a year of her demise. There are three steps to sainthood: veneration, beatification, and
canonization. Step two, which requires confirmation of a miracle, is possibly nearing completion for "Mother"
Teresa, as a 12-member inquiry tribunal is looking at alleged miracles caused by her. In particular, they are
examining the disappearance of a malignant tumor from a village girl's stomach.  

But the Bible says nothing about a special class of saints who can hear and answer prayer. The term "saint" is used
in Scripture to refer to every born again child of God (Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:2; Eph. 1:1; Phil. 1:1; Col. 1:2, etc.).
Many evangelical leaders praised "Mother" Teresa while she was alive. Why do they not lift their voices publicly
today to condemn this idolatrous, heretical saintification process? (Source: 7/6/01, FBIS.)

-  In diaries scheduled to be published in 12/2002 in Italy, "Mother" Teresa described terrible, nagging doubts that
plagued her mind for the last 50 years of her life. The Italian newspaper Il Messeggero said, "The real Mother
Teresa was one who for one year had visions and who for the next 50 had doubts -- until her death." In 1958 she
wrote, "My smile is a great cloak that hides a multitude of pains." In another letter she said: "The damned of hell
suffer eternal punishment because they experiment with the loss of God. In my own soul, I feel the terrible pain of
this loss. I feel that God does not want me, that God is not God and that he does not really exist." The Bible says
that the true believer in Jesus Christ has eternal life as a gift of God and that it is not of works but of faith (John
3:16; Eph. 2:8-9). The Bible gives the true believer a blessed assurance of salvation (1 John 5:11-13). The
believer's hope is not an uncertain thing, but is "an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast" (Heb. 6:18-19).
"Mother" Teresa, on the other hand, had no assurance of salvation, because she put her faith in Rome's false
sacramental-works gospel. (Source: 12/6/02, FBIS.)

-  In September of 2001, Archbishop of Calcutta Henry D'Souza said "Mother" Teresa had an exorcism performed
on her while in the hospital in 1997, but he said this would not affect her candidacy for sainthood (9/7/01, Religion
Today). The exorcism took place in a hospital where she had gone for cardiac problems. The archbishop himself
had been hospitalized at the same facility and shared the same doctor as "Mother" Teresa. He said he noticed that
while "Mother" Teresa was calm during the day, at night she appeared "extremely agitated." D'Souza said "Mother"
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Teresa would pull off wires and other monitoring equipment stuck to her body.

He said that is when he believed "Mother" Teresa "might be under the attack of the evil one." He offered to arrange
for an exorcism for the elderly nun. She agreed. "So I said let's do the prayer of exorcism over her. So I called one
of the priests who was a holy man in Calcutta ..." After the exorcism was over, the archbishop said "Mother" Teresa
"slept like a baby." D'Souza said the revelations about "Mother" Teresa show that she was "both holy and human,"
making her even more special. (Source: 9/5/01, Satinder Bindra, CNN New Delhi Bureau.)

Endnotes

1  When "Mother" Teresa died, her longtime friend and biographer Naveen Chawla said that he once asked her
bluntly, "Do you convert?" She replied, "Of course I convert. I convert you to be a better Hindu or a better Muslim
or a better Protestant. Once you've found God, it's up to you to decide how to worship him" ("Mother Teresa
Touched Other Faiths," Associated Press, 9/7/97).  [Return to Text]

2  The April 7-13, 1990, issue of Radio Times tells the story of "Mother" Teresa sheltering an old Hindu priest.
"She nursed him with her own hands and helped him to die reconciled with his own gods."  [Return to Text]
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The Purpose-Driven Life
A Review of Scripture Misuse*

If the sense of a passage of Scripture is up for grabs; if your understanding is as good as mine; if a text has more
than one meaning and all meanings are equally justified, then why study the Bible at all? Why not think up
something you want to teach and then run to the Scriptures to try to find a passage that supports your views? Of
course, this has been an all too common practice for years. But now there is a new twist. When a leader wants to
develop a certain thesis and ground it in the Scriptures, but no objectively understood passage can support this
particular notion, what is to be done? He might force a passage out of context, simply misinterpret it and hope no
one notices. Or he might allegorize or spiritualize the passage, adding a foreign meaning. But all of this has been
done before. A novel approach, one that might work even better, is to get creative and find a translation or
paraphrase that will back your claim -- even if that translation has seriously distorted the passage. With this final
methodology, there is the advantage of actually using the Scriptures as the authority and a fair amount of certainty
that few will ever bother to check the passage for its accuracy and/or context. All of this brings to mind Peter’s
comments concerning the untaught and unstable distorting the Scriptures to their own destruction (2 Peter 3:16).
The word “distort” in that verse basically means “to torture.” It is the idea of twisting Scripture to make it mean
something it was not intended to mean, with the end result being our own destruction. 

I first discovered this new fad when I visited some market-driven evangelical churches. Here were churches where
their worship services were crowded and full of enthusiasm. Spiritual life appeared to flow as the congregations
sang praise choruses. But something was missing -- Bibles. I wondered why until I sat through the services and
found that Bibles were not needed. The Scriptures were never opened, never read. When the pastor preached, at
least he did open his Bible, but he asked no one to open theirs, nor did he expect anyone to do so. He preached a
message loosely based on Scripture and throughout his sermon his main points were projected on the overhead
screens along with a few Scripture verses. A church with no open Bibles created the scent of spiritual death to me.
Many who come to church today are Biblically illiterate. They can barely find Genesis, let alone Ezekiel. 

Churches all across the land are following the same methodologies. Apparently the church-growth leaders have
been recommending this approach and their disciples have jumped on board -- in many cases, perhaps, without
serious evaluation. But it is dangerous for Christians to close their Bibles. What are Bereans to do without their
Bibles? What if the leadership of the church has an agenda they want to foster and they misuse the Scriptures to
promote it? Who would examine the Word and “see whether these things are so” (Acts 17:11).

The Purpose-Driven Life

 About that time, I picked up Rick Warren’s runaway bestseller, The Purpose-Driven Life. Warren’s book promises
to be “a guide to a 40-day spiritual journey that will enable you to discover the answers to life’s most important
question: What on earth am I here for?” More than that, “By the end of this journey you will know God’s purpose
for your life and will understand the big picture -- how all the pieces of your life fit together” (p.9). With this kind
of promo, and with Warren’s notoriety, we would expect his book to sell well, and it has. Not only is it the number
one best selling Christian book at the time of this writing but thousands of churches are gearing up to take his 40-
day spiritual journey. 

First, we should say a word or two about Warren himself and his book in general. His first book, The Purpose-
Driven Church, has greatly influenced churches throughout the world, due certainly to the fact that the church he
pastors, Saddleback Church in southern California, is one of the largest churches in America, and a trendsetter
among new paradigm churches. Saddleback reports that over 300,000 pastors from over 100 countries have been
trained at their leadership conferences. Warren obviously has astounding influence over churches throughout the
world.  
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There are a number of similarities between The Purpose-Driven Church and The Purpose-Driven Life. Both, for
instance, offer some good advice, helpful Biblical insight, and practical suggestions -- AND both are riddled with
errors throughout. The highly discerning reader can perhaps sift through the wheat and tares and make a good loaf
of bread, but most readers, I fear, will swallow the poison along with the substance. This leads me to ask, “Who is
Warren’s audience?” I was thoroughly bewildered as to with whom the author was trying to connect. If it is a book
for the unsaved, then he fails miserably, for the gospel is never at anytime clearly presented. The closest he came
was when he wrote, “Real life begins by committing yourself completely to Jesus Christ” (p. 58). In Warren’s
gospel, no mention is made of sin, repentance, or even the Cross. Real life (i.e., a life with purpose) seems to be the
reward, and lack of real life (purpose) the problem. The thesis of The Purpose-Driven Life is stated, I believe, on
page twenty-five, “We discover that meaning and purpose only when we make God the reference point of our
lives.” Warren’s message is this:  Find God and you will find yourself (purpose). 

We will agree that meaning and purpose will be a reality to the Christian, but they are not the objects of the gospel
itself. The gospel is that we as rebellious sinners have offended a holy God, are dead in our sins, enslaved to sin
and the devil, and under the wrath of God. But God, rich in mercy, sent His Son to die as our substitute to redeem
us from our lost condition and give us eternal life. We receive this gift by faith as we turn to Christ, and from sin
(Ephesians 2:1-10). That our life takes on new purpose at that point is absolutely true. However, we do not come to
Christ because we sense a lack of purpose, but because God has opened our eyes to our need for forgiveness of sin
and a relationship with Him. This is one of the fatal flaws in the market-driven church’s message in which the
unbeliever is called to follow Christ in order to receive any number of benefits -- fulfillment, self-esteem, an
improved marriage, a thrilling lifestyle, or purpose, rather than freedom from sin and the gift of eternal salvation.

If Warren is writing for new believers, which seems the case due to the elementary tone and substance of the whole
book, he again misses the mark, for he uses many expressions and Biblical references that would be unfamiliar to
the novice. On the other hand, if he is writing to the mature, he has wasted paper, for any semi-well-taught believer
will be completely bored with this book. So, while much praise will surely be lavished on The Purpose-Driven Life,
it escapes me who will really profit.

As I began reading this book, the problems were so numerous and obvious that I backed up and began marking
these errors. I found 42 such Biblical inaccuracies, plus 18 out-of-context passages of Scripture, supposedly used to
prove his point, and another nine distorted translations. (More on some of these later in this report). In general, there
is much that is disturbing within the pages of The Purpose-Driven Life. Even though he denies it, Warren is
obviously a disciple of pop-psychology, which is littered throughout. The wise reader is well aware that simply
because someone denies they are teaching something does not mean they are not teaching it. (John MacArthur and
Larry Crabb are good examples of teachers who utilize this technique.) The proof is not in the denial but in the
substance. 

In this case, Warren, on the one hand, repeatedly rejects psychobabble, but on the other hand, he immerses his
readers in it. One example is his statement, “Most conflict is rooted in unmet needs” (p.154). You will find that idea
in Rogers and Freud and Crabb, but try to find it in Scripture. He quotes favorably from a wide variety of dubious
authors, from Aldous Huxley and Albert Schweitzer to George Bernard Shaw to St. John of the Cross (Catholic
mystic). He apparently believes practicing Roman Catholics are true believers, several times mentioning monks and
nuns as Christian examples, and of course the obligatory reference to Mother Teresa (twice). This unqualified
acceptance and promotion of Catholics brings into question Warren’s understanding of the gospel message itself. If
he believes that faithful Roman Catholics, who believe in a works-righteousness, are born-again Christians, what
does he believe the gospel is? Do we receive the gift of salvation by faith alone, or by faith plus certain works and
sacraments? This is no minor issue, especially in a book that never spells out the plan of salvation.

When every third page (on average) of a book presents either an unbiblical, or at least a Biblically unsupportable
idea, there is not much sense bothering to read it. And that would be my suggestion-- don’t bother.

Torturing Scripture
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What we want to do in the remainder of our examination of Warren’s popular book is to point out some examples
of his distortion of Scripture. This is not to say that everything he says is wrong. The irony is that often he will say
something that is Biblically correct, but rather than use proper Scriptural support, he chooses to twist the meaning
of some other passage to prove his point. Our concern here is focused on his blatant twisting of the Biblical text to
suit his purposes.

Matthew 16:25

As stated above, it is not unusual for Warren to make good statements, such as his rejection of pop-psychology,
then turn around and by his misuse of Scripture promote the very thing he just condemned.   The reader is then
faced with two problems: What does Warren really believe about this subject, and more importantly, why has he
chosen to either distort the Word of God directly or through his use of faulty translations? For example, in the
midst of his denial of pop-psychology (p. 19), he quotes The Message translation of Matthew 16:25 -- Self-help is
no help at all. Self-sacrifice is the way, my way, to finding yourself, your true self (emphasis mine throughout). The
Message has altered the meaning of Jesus’ words into a means by which a person finds himself, a fad having roots
back to the 1960s but not to the Bible. Compare the NASB rendering: “For whoever wishes to save his life shall
lose it; but whoever loses his life for My sake shall find it.” Jesus is speaking of eternal life (v. 26 makes this clear),
not the modern day concept of “finding yourself.” 

There is a bit of bait-and-switch going on in many of these quotes. Warren is attempting to tap into the current felt-
needs making the rounds-- in this case finding ourselves and/or finding our purpose in life. He is then presenting
the Christian life as a means of meeting that felt-need. It is true that the Lord will give you purpose in life, but that
purpose will be to live for and follow Christ. It is not a promise that we will find ourselves (if you ever find
yourself you are going to be disappointed anyway) but that we will find true life in Christ. What often happens is
subtle:  Warren turns these passages, and the Christian life, from being Christ-centered to being centered on the
human self, the individual. The focus now becomes us rather than Christ.

Romans 12:3

The thesis of the book is found on page 25, where Warren says, “We discover that meaning and purpose only when
we make God the reference point of our lives.”  The Message paraphrase of Romans 12:3 says, The only accurate
way to understand ourselves is by what God is and by what he does for us.” The Message has subtly changed the
meaning of the text. The NASB reads, For by the grace given to me I say to every man among you not to think
more highly of himself than he ought to think; but to think so as to have sound judgment, as God has allotted to
each a measure of faith. The thrust of the verse is the problem of pride, in the context of spiritual gifts (see verses
4-8). Apparently, some in the church body were arrogant about their spiritual gifts, leading to anger, bitterness and
vengeance (see verses 9-21). Paul told them not to think so highly of themselves but to have sound judgment in
reference to their giftedness. The result would be the proper functioning of the body. The passage is not giving a
formula for how to understand ourselves. The Message abuses the true meaning of the text, yet Warren quotes it to
support his thesis. 

In both of these examples Warren’s use of Scripture is not even close enough to be confusing, let alone accepted
without question. This is not a minor issue. Once we believe we have the right to change the meaning of God’s
Word to suit our agenda, there is no limit as to how far the misrepresentation of God’s truth can go. This is exactly
how virtually every cult and heresy is started. It should disturb us even more to discover that so few Christians care.
  

I Corinthians 2:7

In chapter one, Warren makes several statements with which I would agree. He writes that the Bible “explains what
no self-help or philosophy book could know” (p. 20). He then quotes 1 Corinthians 2:7 from The Message
paraphrase as support: God’s wisdom… goes deep into the interior of his purposes…. It’s not the latest message,
but more like the oldest -- what God determined as the way to bring out his best in us (emphasis mine throughout).
Let’s first compare this to the NASB: but we speak God’s wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom, which God
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predestined before the ages to our glory. Just a quick reading reveals that The Message’s paraphrase has no real
connection with the meaning Paul was intending. Paul was writing of the wisdom of God, which is unlike the
world’s in several ways. First, it is a mystery, which in Scripture speaks of something hidden in the past and
unknowable without revelation from God (see Ephesians 3:3-5). God’s wisdom is still hidden from the people of
the world (vv. 6, 8), but revealed to God’s people through the Holy Spirit in the New Testament Scriptures. God
had determined this wisdom before time began, but has now worked it out in the present age. All of this was for
our glory. In the context of the passage, this refers to the eternal salvation of God’s people as a result of the
crucifixion of Christ (see v. 8). Our glory is Biblical language referring to the final goal of salvation, which is to
share in the glory of the Lord Himself (v. 8b). Now, let’s back up to Warren and his use of The Message. The
wisdom of God that has been revealed through the apostle Paul is not that God has determined “the way to bring
out His best in us,” but that the Lord has determined the way to bring us to eternal glory. It is not about purpose in
life, but about the truth of salvation. The problem is that he is misusing Scripture, in a rather imaginative fashion, to
prove his position. 

Ephesians 1:11

A similar type of thing happens in the very next paragraph of the book. Warren makes a Biblically defensible
statement, “You must build your life on eternal truths, not pop psychology, success-motivation, or inspirational
stories.” But rather than backing this truth with proper Scripture, he decides to use a distorted paraphrase of
Ephesians 1:11, found in The Message once again. It reads, It’s in Christ that we find out who we are and what we
are living for. Long before we first heard of Christ and got our hopes up, he had his eyes on us, had designs on us
for glorious living, part of the overall purpose he is working out in everything and everyone. Warren says that this
quote gives us three insights into our purpose, the first of which is, “You discover your identity and purpose
through a relationship with Jesus Christ.”

The NASB reads: Also we have obtained an inheritance, having been predestined according to His purpose who
works all things after the counsel of His will. This verse says nothing about discovering our purpose through a
relationship with Christ. It speaks about our position in Christ -- our eternal inheritance in Him. This verse tells us
that we have been made the heirs of God; through no merit of our own we were given the right to all the blessings
of salvation, both now and in eternity. It speaks of being “predestined according to His purpose,” not finding our
purpose or identity.

Jeremiah 29:11

A more common form of misuse of Scripture is taking passages out of context. Warren gives this exaggerated
promise, “If you have felt hopeless, hold on!  Wonderful changes are going to happen in your life as you begin to
live it on purpose,” followed up with this quote from Jeremiah 29:11, I know what I am planning for you…. “I have
good plans for you, not plans to hurt you. I will give you hope and a good future” (p. 31). But this is a promise to
Israel concerning their future, not a general promise for all people (even Christians) at all times. Just a few chapters
later, the promise is reversed, Behold, I am watching over them for harm and not for good… (44:27). And in
Lamentations 3:38, the same prophet writes, Is it not from the mouth of the Most High that both good and ill go
forth? It is strange how people love to claim Jeremiah 29:11 and ignore passages such as these last two. I have yet
to find anyone who has claimed Jeremiah 44:27 as their life’s verse.

Genesis 6:8

Chapter nine is devoted to the kind of person who makes God smile and is rooted in this Living Bible paraphrase of
Genesis 6:8: Noah was a pleasure to the Lord. The New King James translates this verse, Noah found grace in the
eyes of the Lord. Some other literal versions translate “grace” as “favor,” and the Hebrew word can have that
meaning. But when used of God, the word always means unmerited favor or grace. When Noah found grace, he
was the recipient of undeserved Divine favor. He was not spared the flood because of his righteousness, but because
of God’s grace. By changing the word from “grace” to “pleasure,” the Living Bible has turned the true meaning of
the passage on its head. Now Noah is spared due to his goodness -- he is the kind of guy that makes God smile --
and you can be such a person too. But now grace is no longer grace; it has been transformed into a work that
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pleases God. This is not a minor error. It strikes at the root of the Christian faith. (Ironically, Genesis 6:9, which
tells us that Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his time, and Noah walked with God, could have been used to
support Warren’s chapter, so keep in mind our concern. We are not accusing Warren of being wrong in everything
he is saying, but we are accusing him of distorting Scripture.) Warren is undermining the Word of God by changing
its meaning to suit his purposes. In this case the marvelous doctrine of grace takes the hit.

Job 22:21

Warren strains Scripture to interesting limits by using none other than Eliphaz as his spokesman. “The Bible is
crystal clear about how you benefit when you fully surrender your life to God. First you experience peace” (p. 82).
The proof-text is Job 22:21, Stop quarreling with God!  If you agree with him, you will have peace at last, and
things will go well for you. If you recall, this speech from Job’s friend is a promotion of works-righteousness
which, along with Eliphaz’s whole theology of living, will be condemned by God later in the book. To use it as a
means of finding peace with God is, at minimum, an extremely careless use of Scripture.

Romans 6:17

In the same paragraph, Warren also promises freedom if we surrender to God. He uses The Message’s rendering of
Romans 6:17: Offer yourselves to the ways of God and the freedom never quits…. [his] commands set you free to
live openly in freedom!  It is true that we have been set free in Christ, but what kind of freedom is Paul offering?
The NASB translates this verse: But thanks be to God that though you were slaves of sin, you became obedient
from the heart to that form of teaching to which you were committed. Verse eighteen continues, and having been
freed from sin, you became slaves of righteousness. Warren does not mention that the freedom promised in
Scripture is from sin, and that the believer becomes immediately the slave of another -- righteousness. Nor is there
any mention that this slavery transferal is not predicated upon a subsequent surrender on the part of the Christian,
but rather is actually the definition of a Christian. When people come to Christ for salvation, their master is
changed. They no longer owe any allegiance to sin for they have become the slave of God. Whether they live in
fidelity to this new Master is another matter, but ownership has changed hands. This is the argument of Romans
Six, which is ignored by Warren. Instead, he forces it to say what God never intended.

Hebrews 12:1

Warren uses The Living Bible paraphrase of Hebrews 12:1 to teach that God has assigned certain boundaries to each
believer: “When we try to overextend our ministry reach beyond what God shaped us for, we experience stress. Just
as each runner in a race is given a different lane to run in, we must individually run with patience the particular
race that God has set before us” (p. 253). But this verse simply reads: Let us run with endurance the race that is
set before us (NASB), and is speaking of the Christian race of faith in general. This verse cannot be pressed to
teach that each Christian has a particular race to run -- it is simply not the context or meaning of the passage.

Philippians 4:7

We are told that “worry is the warning light that God has been shoved to the sideline. The moment you put him
back at the center, you will have peace again” (p. 314). He then quotes The Message’s translation of Philippians
4:7: A sense of God’s wholeness…will come and settle you down. It’s wonderful what happens when Christ
displaces worry at the center of your life. While there may be truth in what Warren says, a proper translation of this
verse will not teach what he says it does: And the peace of God which surpasses all comprehension, shall guard
your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus (NASB). Let’s break it down a bit. “A sense of God’s wholeness,” whatever
that means, is not the same thing as the peace of God. The last sentence found in The Message is foreign to the
passage. The peace of God guarding our hearts and minds cannot be contorted to mean that something wonderful
happens when Christ displaces worry at the center of your life. Warren is developing his propositions upon faulty
paraphrases of Scripture and the average reader is none the wiser. Placing God back at the center of your life may
indeed result in peace, but, and this is the important thing, Philippians 4:7 does not say so. To make Scripture say
what it does not say is manipulation, not exegesis.
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Of course we could go on, but hopefully you get the point. Other notable examples of Warren contorting Scripture
are:

Page 24 -- James 1:18
Pages 25, 30 -- Isaiah 49:4
Page 104 -- I Corinthians 14:16-17
Page 105 -- Romans 12:1,2
Page 109 -- Job 23: 8-10
Page 110 -- Job 7:11
Page 219 -- II Corinthians 3:18
Page 223 -- Habakkuk 2:3
Page 232 -- Mark 8:35
Pages 272-273 -- I Corinthians 1:27
Pages 273 -- II Corinthians 12:9-10

Summary

So, what difference does all this make? What if Warren is misrepresenting Scripture over 40 times as well as
peppering his book with extra-Biblical psychological theories and other earthly pieces of wisdom, disguised as
Biblical principles? Overall he says some good things, and even in the sections where Scripture is abused, he
sometimes says the right thing, but uses wrong Scripture to support it. What’s the big deal? The big deal is this:
Once we sign off on this kind of “Christian” teaching and torturing of Scripture, the sky is the limit. It should not
go without notice that every cult claims to believe in the Bible. The uniqueness of cults is that they twist the
interpretation of Scripture to say what they want it to say, and failing that, they write their own translations to
support their heresies (e.g. Jehovah Witnesses’ New World Bible). Should we then endorse these same
methodologies when professing evangelicals promote them? Or should we refute those who openly sanction such
approaches to Scripture? Remember, we are not discussing different opinions on interpretations of certain passages.
That too cannot be ignored. But of a more serious nature is this careless and wanton mishandling of Scripture that
we have been discussing. To purposely ignore the proper translation of a passage and insert one that has no basis in
the original languages in order to undergird a particular point of view is one of the most dangerous things
imaginable. The only thing more concerning would be to discover large segments of the evangelical community
being incapable of discerning this kind of problem -- and/or not caring.   

* The material in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from a two-part report by Gary Gilley, Southern View
Chapel, Springfield, IL (“The Purpose-Driven Life: An Evaluation,” October & November 2003, Think on These
Things).
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A Visit to Saddleback Church (Lake Forest, CA)
 September 2, 2003 (Adapted and excerpted from: David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O.
Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061) -- Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California, pastored by Rick Warren, is
one of the most influential churches in the world. Warren says, "This is a world class church making a world class
impact." He is right about the impact, but sadly that impact is not encouraging strict faithfulness to God's Word. 

Saddleback is associated with the Southern Baptist Convention, but Warren's "Purpose Driven" philosophy has
spread to most denominations. Called by Christianity Today "America's most influential pastor," Warren's influence
is vast. He has taught 300,000 pastors through his church growth seminars and far more through his books and
videos. His influence reaches into every sphere of Christianity today, from Catholicism, to liberal Protestantism, to
evangelicalism, to fundamentalist Bible and Baptist churches. His latest book, The Purpose-Driven Life (sequel to
The Purpose-Driven Church), has sold 4.5 million copies. 

Many independent Baptist churches are being influenced by Warren's teaching. Rick Warren and Jerry Falwell
(who affiliates both with the Southern Baptist Convention and the Bible Baptist Fellowship) are partnering for a
Purpose-Driven "SuperConference" in October [2003]. It will be held on the campus of Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Virginia. Simultaneously, a Rick Warren "40 Days of Purpose" campaign will be shown by telecast in
more than 4,000 churches, including Falwell's church. 

I [David Cloud] visited two of the three morning services at Saddleback on August 24, 2003, the one at 8 a.m. and
the one at 9:45 a.m. The church complex is huge. The main auditorium seats many thousands, and there are dozens
of other buildings for various ministries. The overall mood of the services is casual in the extreme. The people dress
much as they would for a secular sporting event. Women are dressed in shorts, short skirts, tight pants, and other
types of immodest attire. The church bulletin for that Sunday was patterned after the cover to the TV Guide. The
words "TV Guide" were replaced with "SC Guide" for Saddleback Church. Television was mentioned several times
in the message, but there was not a hint of warning about its dangers. 

The Music 

The music was pure rock and roll. There were five singers, two electric guitars, a drum kit, an electric keyboard,
two saxophones, a piano, trumpet, trombone, and flute. Three special numbers were performed with a pure
nightclub effect, complete with swirling lights in the background and attractive female singers swaying and dancing
to the music. It appeared to me that not many of the people were actually participating in the worship service. Most
were merely watching the show up front.   

[Rick Warren was once quoted as saying: "I believe that one of the major church issues (of the future) will be how
we're going to reach the next generation with our music." Did he say "reach" them with "OUR MUSIC"? That's
what record companies and rock stars do! Is that what Jesus sent US to do? Is that what transforms sinners from the
old life into the new -- "OUR MUSIC"? Did Jesus carry a band around with Him to help draw a crowd so He could
"reach" His generation with a song? If it's music that brings us to repentance and faith, why didn't Jesus round up
12 top-notch musicians to be His apostles and just sing to us? Why spend so much time lecturing everyone about
the will of God? Is it only because they didn't have amplifiers and electricity back then to make them "feel it"?

Music, regardless of "style," volume, tempo, or instrumentation, simply cannot accomplish what proclaiming the
Word of God can. It might draw and hold a larger crowd than a lecture, bring everyone to their feet in resounding
applause, and help us all FEEL better about ourselves, but if a sinner, bound for hell, doesn't care about the Word
of God, there's not a song in the world that can save him. He might scream "JESUS ROCKS!" at the top of his
lungs during the band's closing number, but I doubt seriously he'll take up his cross and follow Christ when the
music stops and the hard times come -- which brings me to the controversial question: What are these passion-
filled, music-induced moments at Saddleback all about -- teaching obedience to the Word of God or manipulating
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the emotions and behavior of the masses into communal cooperation?

Speaking at one of his "Building A Purpose-Driven Church" Seminar, Warren had this to say: "We are really,
really loud on a weekend service. ... I say, 'we're not gonna' turn it down.' Now the reason why is baby boomers
want to feel the music, not just hear it ..." Further, "To insist that all good music came from Europe 200 years ago;
there's a name for that -- racism." Showing anything BUT "tolerance, diversity and unity" (the driving doctrine of
seekerism), Warren does what liberals ALWAYS do to traditionalists; he pulls the race card to try and not just
elevate himself and his cause under a guise of humility and compassion, but also shame his "stuck in the past"
critics into silence with politically correct hyperbole and innuendo. Therefore, taking exception to music at church
that is spiritually, emotionally, and even physically unhealthy, now makes you a racist. (Source: 10/29/03, "A New
Song," Paul Proctor, NewsWithViews.com.)]

The Message

The message, which was titled "The Potential of a Single Life," was a witty, motivational challenge to single people
to dedicate themselves to God. Rick Warren said, "You are as happy as you choose to be. You can waste your life
on vanities, spend your life on yourself, and invest your life for God." Mother Teresa was used as an example, with
no warning about her false gospel. There was no specific mention of the hard things of God's Word such as sin,
separation, judgment, hell, or repentance. These were replaced with general and vague references to Biblical truth.
No clear gospel message was given. Some of the things that were stated were good, but the error lay chiefly in
what was not stated. This is the hallmark of New Evangelicalism, which is characterized not so much by the heresy
that is preached, but by the truth that is neglected in an effort to present the Bible in a more positive light. 

Everything about Saddleback is shallow. Truth has been boiled down to such a low common denominator that not
much is left. For example, the Saddleback Statement of Faith has six simple points. Note the following statement
on salvation, which we are quoting in full: "Salvation is a gift from God to mankind. We can never make up for our
sin by self-improvement or good works. Only by trusting in Jesus Christ as God's offer of forgiveness can we be
saved from sin's penalty. Eternal life begins the moment we receive Jesus Christ into our life by faith." Note that
the gospel is not actually given in this statement. There is nothing about Christ's death, burial, and resurrection,
nothing about His shed blood and atonement. Sinners are exhorted to trust Christ, but that is not explained in any
sense whatsoever. 

I talked with one man who told me he has been a member of Saddleback for two years. I asked him when he was
born again. He replied, "I have always been a Christian. I grew up in the Christian Church." By that he was
referring to the Disciples of Christ, which preaches baptismal regeneration. He said that his mother took him to
church, though his father was a Buddhist. I asked him what he was required to do to join Saddleback, and he
replied that he "rededicated" his life at that time. I asked him if that was when he was born again, and he insisted
again that he has always been a Christian. 

Bible Versions

An outline of the sermon was handed out with the bulletin, and six or seven versions were quoted, most of them
paraphrases such as The Living Bible, The New Living Translation, The Message, The Today's English Version, and
The Contemporary English Version. I observed on the way into the auditorium that only a few of the people carried
Bibles, and the reason became clear when I saw the multiplicity of versions that were used in the preaching. It
would have been impossible to have followed along in one's Bible. The result is that the people do not bring their
own Bibles and do not therefore carefully test the preaching. 

Avoiding Doctrinal Controversy

In an interview with USA Today that ran in the July 21, 2003 issue, Rick Warren cites Billy Graham, the king of
ecumenical "positive onlyism," as his model. Warren says: "I'm not going to get into a debate over the non-
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essentials. I won't try to change other denominations. Why be divisive?" 

[The reason we need to be divisive is because God has commanded us to preach all of His Word and to "reprove,
rebuke, exhort" (2 Tim. 4:2). The emphasis in 2 Timothy 4 is as much "negative" as "positive." That is the
preacher's divine standard. God has commanded us not only to believe sound doctrine, but also to earnestly contend
for it (Jude 3). That means we are to fight aggressively against that which is false. This is exactly what we see in
the uncompromising ministry of the Lord's apostles. Their epistles contain strong and clear warnings about false
teaching. Paul often named the names of the false teachers. Such a ministry naturally causes divisions between
those who are committed to the truth and those who are following error. Paul made no effort whatsoever to avoid
doctrinal controversy. The apostasy of our time is much advanced in comparison with that of the days of the
apostles (2 Tim. 3:1-13; 4:3-4). The Holy Spirit warned that "evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse,
deceiving, and being deceived" (2 Tim. 3:13). That is the story of church history. The apostasy that was just
beginning in the days of the first churches grew quickly as the centuries passed, eventually producing the Roman
Catholic Church, and it has continued to grow and spread throughout the age. The Bible warns that just prior to the
return of Christ, the apostasy will be almost complete. Thus preachers today are obligated to be even more
aggressive and more divisive, if you will, than the apostles!] 

Conclusion

Our day is described plainly in Bible prophecy: "For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine;
but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away their
ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables" (2 Timothy 4:3-4). 

This generation has itching ears, and it will not hear the preaching of God's Word that plainly rebukes its sin and
forthrightly condemns its heresies; but it eagerly hears -- yea, flocks in droves to hear -- those soft-speaking
teachers that are willing to be non-divisive and tickle ears with a positive-only, non-offensive message. The same
generation that hates the uncompromising, plain-spoken, "old time" fundamentalist-style preaching, dearly loves the
preaching of the Billy Grahams and the Rick Warrens and the Robert Schullers. 

Rick Warren claims that he has not compromised the Word of God with his principles and methods, that he has
only modernized them; but when I look into the book of Acts and the Epistles, I see a different kind of Christianity,
a different kind of church there, than the one that Rick Warren has devised. Thus, I must reject Warren's Purpose-
Driven methods and I must warn those who have an ear to hear, regardless of how small that crowd may be, that
they not heed the siren call of the contemporary church growth gurus.
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Donald Wildmon
General Teachings/Activities

-  Donald Wildmon is an ordained minister in the apostate United Methodist denomination (serving as a pastor for
12 years), and the founder (1977) and president of the American Family Association (AFA), a so-called "Christian
activism" organization headquartered in Tupelo, Mississippi. (The AFA was originally founded as the National
Federation for Decency; the name was changed in 1988.) Wildmon has also authored 22 books with more than a
million copies in print. Wildmon says that, "AFA is for people who are tired of cursing the darkness and who are
ready to light a bonfire. ... [a Christian organization promoting the biblical ethic of decency and] represents and
stands for traditional family values, focusing primarily on the influence of television and other media -- including
pornography -- on our society." Wildmon's United Methodist foundation clearly shows through when he claims to
love all people, "from gays to murderers, but not necessarily their acts. 'We're all God's children,' he's fond of
saying" (11/6/81, Christianity Today, and AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96 & 1/21/04 -- the bracketed verbiage was
removed from the 2004 website blurb and the words "represents and stands for" were added).

-  Not long after the AFA was formed, Wildmon claims to have seen "the need for local activist groups." While the
AFA national office serves as the conduit for educational and legal resources, the movement depends on the
independent Local Affiliates to fight AFA's front line battles. Dubbed the "decency brigade," approximately 400
local AFA affiliates form a nationwide network of groups working for decency at the local level. Nineteen states
also have state directors to help coordinate statewide efforts. Other AFA "ministries" include: (All of the
information below has been excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96 & 1/21/04.)

(a) The AFA Center for Law & Policy (CLP) is a non-profit legal organization which intends to defend
the civil rights of Christians. Founded in 1990, it has numerous attorneys on staff who defend
Christians who think their Constitutionally protected rights have been attacked. In addition, more than
500 attorneys have registered a commitment to assist the CLP with cases in their respective areas
throughout the country. The CLP also engages in constitutional litigation in state and federal courts
throughout the country, and advises state and federal legislators on constitutional, political, and legal
issues; it also drafts legislation for governmental bodies at the local, state, and federal level.

(b) American Family Radio is AFA's network of more than 215 radio stations nation wide, offering 24-
hour-a-day programming of "light contemporary Christian music" and/or the teaching of popular
psychologically-oriented radio ministries.

(c) Through Aletheia Clubs, AFA provides resources for students to organize student-led Christian
clubs on junior high and high school campuses. Aletheia focuses on "restoring America to her three
founding pillars: faith, family and freedom." (It is unclear whether these clubs still exist.)

(d) Through AFA Resources, AFA offers the AFA Journal, which carries "action-oriented information
on moral issues; ideas for individual and community involvement; features by noted Christian authors;
scholarly research on the effects of TV sex, violence, and profanity; studies on relationships between
pornography and crimes of sexual aggression; information on the creators of TV entertainment, their
backgrounds, beliefs, etc." It is published eleven times a year, monthly, except for a
November/December issue, and is circulated throughout the United States.

(e) The OutReach division of AFA claims "to offer help for pornography addicts, their families, sexual
trauma victims, and for counselors who work with them." OutReach plans and leads workshops for so-
called "sexual addicts, and offers other educational materials dealing with pornography and sexual
addiction." (As of 2004, this Division is no longer active; see last item in this report.)
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-  Rather than the Biblical method of calling sinners "out of the world" to Christ (i.e., regeneration),
Wildmon's/AFA's strategy is to transform society or to attempt to "Christianize" its institutions, thereby pressuring
the ungodly to live like saints. Wildmon appears to be so caught up in the social aspect of good causes that he tends
to forget that the soul must be placed before the body; i.e., he has ended up promoting a social, psychological,
middle-class American moralistic gospel that cannot save! -- it can't save the home, the family, or the nation, but
can, and does, stand in the way of the true Gospel.

-  Wildmon organizes protests/marches/boycotts/etc. that are thoroughly ecumenical in their appeal. Wildmon
openly enlists and receives support from almost any organization or religion, just as long as the social gospel is
furthered. For example, in 1993 he advertised that the AFA is endorsed by more than 200 top Christian leaders --
his list included 81 Roman Catholics, 11 Episcopalians, 19 Southern Baptists, 16 United Methodists, four Greek
(Eastern) Orthodox, three American Baptists, and a hodge-podge of other representatives of professing Christian
groups. Individuals endorsements of AFA have  included those by Catholic John Cardinal O'Connor, Catholic-
sympathizer Chuck Colson, pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson, and D. James Kennedy.

-  Wildmon is a member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to
a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. (Yet, in a response to a letter sent him on 8/30/92, Wildmon claimed that not only does
COR no longer exist, but that he did not belong to the organization!) Though Wildmon is no longer a Steering
Committee member of COR, he did sign its 1986 Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with
COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian
Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationship she sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Wildmon has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  Wildmon supports and encourages participation in Operation Rescue and other avenues of civil disobedience.
(Although there are numerous cases of civil disobedience in the Scriptures, it was never engaged for the purpose of
forcing an ungodly society to obey Biblical principles.) Since Operation Rescue's stated purpose is to create social
upheaval, and thereby pressure governments into changing the abortion laws, Wildmon's philosophy seems to be
one of 'the end justifies the means.'

-  Another example of the extent to which men like Wildmon will go in the pursuit of furthering the social gospel --
Wildmon held a position with Sun Myung Moon's now defunct Coalition for Religious Freedom (CRF). (Moon is
the founder of the Unification Church, and the self-proclaimed Messiah to the world.) Other so-called evangelicals
that served with Wildmon at CRF as executive committee and/or advisory board members were Tim LaHaye
(CRF's paid chairman!), Paul Crouch (TBN Network's infamous founder), Hal Lindsey, Marlin Maddoux (Point Of
View nationwide radio talk show host), James Robison, Jimmy Swaggart, and D. James Kennedy (author and
pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida) -- an agenda of social activism certainly
makes for strange ecumenical bedfellows. (Reported in the November 1990, Omega-Letter.)
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-  Wildmon and his AFA clearly believe in the "medical model" (versus individual responsibility for sin) as
evidenced by articles in the February 1990 AFA Journal that state that "pornography causes violence," and "a man
who is addicted to pornography." Moreover, Wildmon does not appear to believe in the sufficiency of the
Scriptures either. In the same February 1990, AFA Journal, he says, "to simply tell the one hurting, 'Pray that God
would keep the filth out of your head' simply won't fly. They need real, in-depth help, counseling, and
suggestions."

More recently (the mid-1990s), Wildmon's AFA instituted a host of programs promoting psychospiritual
"treatment" for so-called "sexual addictions," a medical model term used in place of the Biblical term, sexual sin.
And rather than Biblical solutions for man's sexual immorality and/or perversions, Wildmon mimics the
codependency/recovery solutions offered by today's pop psychologists. [Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller
understanding of the "codependent"/12-step recovery heresy sweeping the church today would be 12 Steps to
Destruction: Codependency/ Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110, 1991, 247 pages.] The following is a listing of some of the AFA's past
"addiction" programs. (The AFA still promotes the sexual addiction concept, but it no longer has the programs
described below.):

(a) The 6/96 AFA Journal had an advertisement that read: "If you or someone you love is hiding the
secret sin of sexual addiction, we have good news! There is help and hope when you call this number
... Through workshops, resources, confidential phone referrals, and now a special ministry to the wives
of sex addicts, AFA's OutReach Division is giving hope to men and their families trapped in sexual
addiction." The ad offers two codependency books (Faithful & True and 12 Steps to Sexual Addiction
Recovery: A Christ-Centered Bible Study) and a six-part audio tape series that "covers a complete
range of sexual addiction issues."

(b) AFA's OutReach has also offered Sexual Addiction Workshops to "help men overcome
inappropriate sexual behavior. Using Christ-centered tools OutReach workshops direct sex addicts to
an intimate relationship with the Lord -- a relationship that will hopefully lead to recovery." (Emphasis
added.) One of the workshop leaders was Mark R. Laaser, Ph.D., "a behavioral medicine and sexual
addiction consultant with various hospitals, clinical programs, and church groups." He has lectured
around the world and is the author of several books including The Secret Sin: Healing the Wounds of
Sexual Addictions and Couples in Recovery: Using the 12 Steps to Heal your Relationships. Neal J.
Clement, the then Director of AFA's OutReach Services "has been involved with the addiction field for
over six years," and has authored 12 Steps to Sexual Addiction Recovery: A Christ Centered Bible
Study and God's Quiet Voice, "a pornography prevention comic book used to educate children about
the negative effects of pornography in their lives." Workshop topics included "sources of sexual
addiction, identifying triggers toward acting out, addressing rituals of addiction, recovery tools, family
systems, appropriately bonding with other men, and working with recovery tools once you are back
home." Inner healing techniques were also used in these once-a-month, four-day workshops. The cost
was $1,100! (Excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(c) AFA's OutReach also operated a Sexual Addiction Intervention program designed to "confront
inappropriate behavior. Interrupting that specific behavior while offering support for the individual. ...
This tactic is to help sexually addicted individuals accept treatment or counseling for their problem."
AFA provided dozens of psychological techniques to use in conducting a group intervention, with the
caution: "Always contact a professional counselor or intervention specialist before trying to plan an
intervention on your own." (Excerpted and/or adapted from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(d) The Encourager was the newsletter of AFA OutReach, and the book Wounded Warriors: Healing
for the Wife of a Sex Addict explored emotional and spiritual issues of the wife of a so-called sex
addict. First Steps was another AFA 12-step approach, along with AFA's Wounded Warriors Retreat to
"offer spiritual renewal, support, encouragement, and instruction for wives of sex addicts." AFA listed
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for wives 17 "signs that may indicate a sexual addiction" plus four psychological coping techniques for
wives of sexual addicts, including, "Invent ways to raise your self-esteem." (Excerpted and/or adapted
from AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

(e) AFA's OutReach also had a program called LifeLink: "Why do I need a LifeLink sponsor? Addicts
fight a perpetual battle to stop their inappropriate behavior [not sin?]. Most often they fail. ... The
addict needs a LifeLink sponsor to show him, step-by-step, what recovery looks like and how to deal
with anger, loneliness, confusion, failure and frustration. The addict needs direction from someone who
has fought with addiction and won. ... An addict is only as sick as the secrets he carries. A LifeLink
sponsor acts as a deterrent to hiding secrets. ... LifeLink sponsors are men and women in recovery that
care enough about other struggling people to help guide them through the decision making processes of
their own recovery." (Emphasis added.) AFA also listed potential LifeLink sponsors among those
"successfully engaged in recovery," including pastors! AFA also recommended "recovery groups such
as Overcomers Outreach, Sexaholics Anonymous, Sex Addicts Anonymous, Sex and Love Addicts
Anonymous, and the National Association for Christian Recovery. (Excerpted and/or adapted from
AFA's Internet web site, 7/22/96.)

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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John Wimber
General Teachings/Activities

-  John Wimber, founder and director of the Association of Vineyard Churches, died November 17, 1997 of a brain
hemorrhage following a fall and recent coronary bypass surgery. He was 63 years old. From its beginnings in the
1970s, Wimber's Vineyard movement has grown to approximately 450 U.S. congregations and 250 more in other
countries. It was a strong influence in the "Laughing Revival" and Promise Keepers movements (top PK leaders are
Vineyard members). Wimber, a former Quaker, emphasized supernatural healing, spiritual warfare, and prophecies.
He taught a church growth course at Fuller Seminary with C. Peter Wagner. Wagner said of Wimber's Vineyard
churches, "It congealed more around relationships than written bylaws." Many of Wimber's "signs and wonders"
teachings are rooted in Eastern mysticism and mind-science inner healing techniques (per a 1996, 32-page report by
Media Spotlight; see adapted report). (12/15/97, Calvary Contender)

Wimber was the leader of the Vineyard Christian Fellowships, a hyper-charismatic organization within the
Vineyard Movement (which itself is also known by the names of "third wave," "Signs and Wonders Movement,"
and "power theology"). He was senior pastor of the 5,000-member Anaheim Vineyard from 1977-1994. He openly
admitted that his so-called conversion to Christianity occurred "in total mental confusion and emotional frustration"
(as quoted in Peter Masters' 1988 book, The Healing Epidemic, p. 41). (Before professing to be a Christian, Wimber
was the manager of the Righteous Brothers singing group.) Wimber had been a devotee to easy-believism from the
beginning, but became especially impressed by the effect which charismatic healing gifts had in increasing church
growth in Third World countries. It was, therefore, pragmatism combined with confusion that led Wimber "to chose
the radical solution of charismatic experimentation" (Masters, p. 42). 

- As an overview, Wimber's teachings erred dramatically in three main areas (each one of these is addressed in
more detail later in this report): (MS, p. 22)*

(1) Dependence on experience rather than Scripture, leading to both a pragmatic (if it works, it must be
from God) and a subjective approach (all sources of truth are equally valid) -- "experience first, then
mold theology to fit the experience," seemed to be Wimber's motto.

(2) Acceptance of occult/New Age practices in "Christian" forms, such as aura reading and
manipulation, the teaching of "inner healing," astral projection, contact with familiar spirits, and
psychological and occult methodologies.

(3) A mystical view of spiritual warfare that comes dangerously close to spiritism, culminating in the
belief that even Christians can be possessed by demons.

-  Wimber claimed that signs and wonders were the essential ingredient for success in first century church
evangelism (a claim which is not supported anywhere in the Book of Acts), and that for today, the only way to get
people to believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of
demons; Wimber called this "power evangelism." It was Wimber's opinion that only by startling the world by
demonstrations of clairvoyance and powerful healings would the gospel message receive respectful attention,
because (apparently) by itself, the Gospel is too weak and powerless to break the stubbornness and rebellion of the
human heart. (Cited in Masters, pp.74-75.)

-  Wimber's approach to healing was not the mere laying on of hands accompanied by fervent prayer, but the
incorporation of an unholy mixture of Jungian psychology and Agnes Sanford's "inner healing" techniques, both of
which have their roots in the occult, but have become popularized in our day through the New Age Movement
(Albert James Dager, Vengeance Is Ours, p. 155). "There is every indication that the Vineyard movement, chasing
after signs and wonders, has become caught up in a mystical [New Age] mindset that will lead inevitably to a
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greater religious deception to which the vast majority of the world's populace will succumb" (Dager, p. 156).

-  The conclusive influence which turned Wimber to a charismatic position was his conviction that God began to
speak to him in a direct and authoritative manner, and that God told him to use his authority to cast out demons and
illnesses from people. ("It never seems to have occurred to John Wimber that people who make dogmatic claims to
have messages from God are setting themselves up in the place of God. They deify their imaginations and become
their own god" [Masters, p. 43].) Up until 1995, Wimber pursued a worldwide ministry of healing through large
convention meetings, receiving "words of knowledge" in which he saw the illnesses of various people present in
the audience before praying for their healing. He then "called down" the Holy Spirit and ordered Him around with
language that was nothing short of blasphemy. 

-  "One of the most serious (and blasphemous) aspects of teachers like Wimber is that they are ready and willing to
diminish the Lord Jesus Christ in their desperation to find some shred of biblical support for what they do ... he
[Wimber] claims the ministry of Christ as a pattern for his own work. In the most explicit way he denies our Lord's
divine character, detracting from His power and glory and reducing Him virtually to the level of an ordinary
person. According to Wimber, Christ did not possess the personal power to read thoughts or to know the outcome
of events." Wimber's motive in downgrading the person and work of Christ appeared to be "that he wants to make
Christ our example not only for healing, but also for receiving 'words of knowledge' -- direct impressions and
commands from God ... Wimber empties the Lord Jesus Christ of His divine attributes -- particularly His
foreknowledge -- making Him totally dependent upon the Father for both information and orders concerning His
activities moment by moment ... Wimber repeatedly emphasizes this 'limited' divinity of Jesus as he strives to make
Him a person who we can legitimately imitate in every respect, including the receiving of intuitions from God, and
the performing of healing works" (Masters, pp. 46-47 -- see Col. 1:15,19; 2:3,9; Heb. 1:3; Jn. 1:14; 6:64; 16:30 for
Biblical refutation of Wimber's theology). Wimber's teaching was "anti-Christian in his abuse of Christ, despising
and disregarding His divinity and glory in order to present Him as a 'humanized' example of healing techniques
which may be copied in our day" (Masters, p. 51).

-  Wimber consistently maintained an ecumenical spirit toward Roman Catholicism. He frequently appeared on the
same platforms with Roman Catholic clergy in ecumenical gatherings, and hosted Catholic "leaders" at his various
church growth/healing seminars. Wimber even once wrote an article for the Catholic charismatic publication, New
Covenant, entitled "Why I Love Mary," lending credibility to the doctrines of Mariology. In that article, Wimber
wrote: "Wouldn't you like to sit down with Mary and have a cup of coffee with her and talk about faith? The Bible
doesn't tell us some of the answers that it would be fascinating to know." Remember when talking with the dead
used to be called "séances," and receiving extra-Biblical information is asking for the plagues that are mentioned in
Revelation.

If the pope and/or other visible Roman Catholic clergy and laity ever begin to truly perform signs and wonders,
Wimber will have played a large part in aiding the Vatican's designs for "reunification" (Dager, p. 158). In fact,
Wimber actively encouraged reunification -- he once "apologized" to the Catholic church on behalf of all
Protestants, stating that "the pope, who by the way is very responsive to the charismatic movement, and is himself a
born-again evangelical, is preaching the Gospel as clear as anyone in the world today" (MS, p. 24). Wimber also
called the pope's "Evangelization 2000" program, "One of the greatest things that has ever happened" (2/1/91,
Calvary Contender).

-  Wimber's personal testimony "is shot through with stories of signs and wonders and all sorts of supernatural
events. But the important truth of the Gospel is missing. One can only wonder how God can be behind a movement
that seems to ignore the Gospel in favor of the miraculous and replaces the cross with signs and wonders" (Robert
Dean, Jr., Biblical Perspectives, "Don't Be Caught By The Undertow Of The Third Wave," p. 4).

-  Wimber's doctrine of Demonology was thoroughly unscriptural; he saw demons behind many physical illnesses,
and most emotional problems, entering into people, both lost and saved, in varying degrees, either for "possession"
or "oppression," so as to control all or some aspects of their lives. "There is no biblical basis for the notion that
demons are free to cause illnesses outside the context of full demon possession. [And the power of Satan to enter
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and "possess" souls uninvited; i.e., at the whim of the demon, was ended at Christ's resurrection.] The only case in
the Bible of a person who suffered from an illness caused by Satan without being demon possessed, is that of Job"
(Masters, p. 86).

But even then, Satan had to secure permission from God, which would indicate that Satan and his demons have no
power to inflict illnesses in the ordinary course of events. To treat illnesses on the basis of a demon needing to be
expelled from a particular organ, as Wimber taught, is an idea derived from pagan religious cults and/or the
priestcraft of Rome, not from the Bible. Believers will certainly do battle with the wiles and temptations wrought by
Satan, "but nowhere in the New Testament is temptation resisted by a process of commanding demons to loose their
hold or leave a Christian's mind or body. Satan is resisted by being denied success in the temptation. Or if he
mounts an attack of depressive suggestions, he is resisted as the believer strives to keep hold of the comfort and
promises of God's Word" (Masters, p. 92).

-  Wimber and his team of traveling faith-healers once conducted a "healing meeting" in Leeds, England, which
happened to be attended by five doctors who were born-again Christians. To summarize the doctors' general
observations, one of them stated that there was not any evidence whatsoever of any true physical healing that
occurred at that evening's "very expert performance" (which included "many minutes of assorted shakings,
tremblings, smilings, fallings, swayings and utterings" as so-called evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit's
healing power), but instead all the evidence pointed to "all the textbook characteristics of the induction of
hypnosis." In their joint statement, the five Christian doctors said:

"Hypnotic trance with suggestion is a powerful psychological tool. It has many uses. Psychosomatic
disorders and physical symptoms related to neurosis [sin] are very likely in the short-term to respond to
this treatment. Relief of pain as in dental extraction or childbirth is relatively commonplace with
hypnosis. In Wimber's team meeting we saw no change that suggested any healing of organic, physical
disease. Given the concern of many attendees to be of use to their neighbors, some very helpful
suggestions were undoubtedly made during the numerous trance states. (Emphasis added.)

"The hypnotic state, though conscious, is not what Scripture means by self-control, the mind of Christ
in us, or mind renewal. To describe these trances, their visible or audible features, or any healings
experienced as [are] the perfectly legitimate result of hypnosis -- to describe them as the plain work of
the Holy Spirit is a deception. To encourage techniques which produce hypnosis and hysteria and to
teach that one is learning how to exercise kingdom rule over demons, disease, and nature is false; it is
misrepresentation." (All quotes from Masters, p. 213.)

Professor Verna Wright, M.D., Rheumatology, concluded that the great dangers of Wimber's "miraculous healing
teaching" are: (1) "it discredits the person of Christ because of the very obvious failures, when we claim to serve a
Savior Who never fails"; (2) "it undermines the Word, because it elevates a new form of 'revelation' -- so-called
words of knowledge or prophecy"; (3) "it deceives Christians and breeds a race of gullible believers, taken in by
virtually anything"; (4) "it increases the agony of suffering"; (5) "it removes Christian comfort"; and (6) "it
diminishes Christian testimony." (Cited in Masters, p. 227)

-  As an example of a practice rejected by the church for centuries, but engaged in by Wimber and the Vineyard
movement, is the use of relics (human remains and objects thought to have supernatural miracle powers by virtue of
their being connected with a Saint; the relic may be the whole or a part of a Saint's body, or something a Saint has
touched). The use of relics of the dead is an utterly pagan concept with no Scriptural justification whatsoever;
rather it is associated with necromancy. (Masters)

-  Wimber was on Renovaré's "Board of Reference" -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical
organization that emanates from the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is
missing out on some wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the
"meditative" and "contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the
early pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for meditation
(i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman Catholic mystical spiritual
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tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining "personal spiritual renewal" in the lives
of believers. (For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors, psychologist Richard
Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March, 1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of
One's Senses.")

-  Wimber listed raising of the dead as one of the basic elements of the healing ministry (Power Healing, pp. 38,
62), and agreed with C. Peter Wagner's assessment of the phenomena for today: "I, too, now believe that dead
people are literally being raised in the world today. As soon as I say that, some ask if I believe it is 'normative.' I
doubt if it would be normative in any local situation, but it probably is normative in terms of the universal body of
Christ. Even though it is an extremely uncommon event, I would not be surprised if it were happening several times
a year" (The Third Wave of the Holy Spirit, p. 112).

-  Wimber always placed himself and his ministry above criticism; "... he equates those who measure a practice or
ministry by Scripture with the unbelieving scribes. This effectively insulates his teaching and practice from
Scriptural critique. He is equating his ministry with non-recognition of the person and ministry of the Holy Spirit ...
Wimber is hiding behind a facade of true adherence to the moving of the Spirit of God in order to insulate his
theology and practices from those who would unravel the facade with God's Word. At the same time, he equates
anyone that would challenge that facade with those who did not recognize Jesus' authority and work. This is a cult
mentality that does not address the real issue: whether or not these practices and ideas are biblical" (MS, p. 23-24).

* All of the quotes and excerpts used in this report designated "MS," are derived from two articles in the September
1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and
the Kansas City-Vineyard Connection"; and "Testing the Fruit of the Vineyard."
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John Wimber & The Vineyard
by Albert James Dager*

In 1963, a young jazz musician by the name of John Wimber made a profession of faith in Jesus Christ. In 1970, he
joined the staff as an assistant pastor at the Yorba Linda Friends Church (Quaker) in Yorba Linda, California.

In 1974, Wimber left the pastorate of Yorba Linda Friends Church to join the staff of the Charles E. Fuller Institute
of Evangelism and Church Growth at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. For four years he
studied factors that lead to church growth. He was impressed by the statistics which showed that the most dramatic
growth was being enjoyed by Pentecostal and charismatic churches. Wimber's attitude toward signs and wonders
greatly changed, not because of his study of Scripture, but as a result of the reported growth of Pentecostal and
charismatic churches.

Wimber's wife had become a charismatic. She had undergone what she called a "personality meltdown" through the
work of the Holy Spirit to change her attitude toward charismatics (Carol Wimber, "Hunger for God: A Reflective
Look at the Vineyard Beginnings," The Vineyard Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. 3, Fall, 1987, p. 1).

The man who would have the most impact on Wimber's philosophy was C. Peter Wagner, alleged expert on church
growth, and a strong proponent of signs and wonders for the purpose of church growth. Affiliations at Fuller
convinced Wimber to study the relationship between spiritual gifts and evangelism. The result was his development
of what he called "power evangelism," predicated upon the supposition that the Gospel is largely ineffective unless
accompanied by signs and wonders.

The Beginning of the Vineyard

In his book Power Healing (Harper and Row), Wimber relates that on Mother's Day in May of 1977, he preached
his first sermon as pastor of what is now called the Vineyard Christian Fellowship. Wimber's pastoral association
with Calvary Chapel began in 1978 when he requested "Calvary Chapel covering" for his new group.

"In 1978, God spoke to me about returning to the pastorate, ... I resigned my position at the Institute of
Evangelism and Church Growth and returned to the pastorate ..." (John Wimber & Kevin Springer,
Power Evangelism, p. 84).

It wasn't long before Wimber began to categorize methodologies for healing, music ministry, leadership, outreach,
evangelism, etc. All aspects of body life became studies of method.

Within a short time, Wimber brought on Sam Thompson, a licensed psychologist, as an assistant pastor in charge of
counseling. Thompson developed the ministerial aspects of the Vineyard, combining psychological theory with
charismatic practices. He taught how to look for signs of spiritual and physical problems, and how to deal with
them. The emphasis was, and still is, on attaining spiritual power. The congregation would stand in circles, holding
hands and commanding demons to manifest themselves in order to cast them out.

The church was growing in numbers, and had the outward appearance of a typical Calvary Chapel. Wimber's "signs
and wonders" philosophy was developing and gaining adherents under the Calvary Chapel label. Concerned
Calvary Chapel pastors began to ask Wimber about the reports of people levitating, being "slain in the spirit,"
engaging in aura reading, and other bizarre practices.

Wimber made two statements in defense of the manifestations at Yorba Linda on which Chuck Smith challenged
him: 1) "God is above His Word"; and 2) "God is not limited by His Word." In other words, Wimber did not need
a Scriptural basis for the manifestations.
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Smith then offered the Calvary Chapel pastors the opportunity to either remain with Calvary Chapel and stress the
teaching of Scripture, or follow after Wimber and stress manifestations. Many chose to follow Wimber, converting
their churches to Vineyards.

The rest is history. The Vineyard has grown to more than seven hundred congregations in eight countries. They
claim some one hundred thousand members. In 1982, shortly after taking over the Vineyard, Wimber returned to
the Fuller Theological Seminary to co-teach with C. Peter Wagner a course entitled MC:510, "The Miraculous and
Church Growth." It was a laboratory for experiments in signs and wonders.

The Vineyard Philosophy

The Vineyard philosophy of signs and wonders is expressed primarily in the teachings of John Wimber. Major
points he emphasizes are:

(a) The need for a paradigm shift in the Church (we must change our Western world view to that
which integrates reliance upon supernatural influences);

(b) The charismatic movement is "where it's at" in church growth;

(c) We should be doing the "stuff" Jesus did;

(d) The supernatural practices beginning to emerge were of the Lord, and to be desired and pursued
(i.e., hot, tingly sensations indicating healing taking place during prayer; trance-like euphoric states of
"worship" characterized by a restful "alpha-wave"-type feeling, which is verification of the "presence"
of the Lord; supposed "words of knowledge," "discerning of spirits," "personal prophecy," etc.);

(e) Every believer can walk, talk, and do the very things Jesus and the apostles did;

(f) The signs-and-wonders movement is the third wave of God's power manifesting in the 20th century
(the first wave was turn-of-the-century Pentecostalism; the second wave was the charismatic
movement);

(g) We are involved in spiritual warfare to take the Kingdom by force; for this, the major weapon is
"power evangelism."

The Paradigm Shift

Wimber stated that the Western Church is largely out of touch with the power of God because of Western
materialism. Third World countries are more open to God's power because they have a different world view or
"paradigm."

Looking at the influences in Wimber's paradigm shift (originally a New Age term suggesting a shift from Western
materialism and pragmatism to Eastern spirituality), we can see how he had crossed the line from sound Biblical
truth to Eastern spiritual methodologies, while espousing a Biblical Christology. The fact is that the Vineyard does
adhere to a sound doctrine in statement. But the words don't line up with the deeds.

The call for a new world view, a shift from an objective approach to God's truth, to an almost entirely experiential
approach, to attempt to abandon your entire world view, particularly, your "Western rationalistic paradigm," and
replace it with a more subjective view, leaves you quite vulnerable.

Power Evangelism

In simple terms, "power evangelism," according to Wimber, means the combining of the proclamation of the
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Gospel with the demonstration of supernatural power through the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The premise is that signs
and wonders such as healing, raising the dead, and other miracles, are especially effective as tools to reinforce the
truth of the Gospel. Wimber has said that the Gospel is largely ineffective without signs and wonders.

The Other Side of the Pragmatism

Wimber suggests that we must demonstrate supernatural power in order to win souls, especially among "primitive
peoples":

"Primitive peoples often need to see the superior power of the gospel demonstrated for them to believe"
(Power Evangelism, p. 54).

First, there is no such thing as "primitive peoples." Mankind is unchanged since his creation. What has changed is
his knowledge of science, which has produced some advanced civilizations. Second, Wimber fails to see that
reliance upon signs and wonders for belief is just as pragmatic as intellectual investigation of the Gospel. (cf. John
20:29)

True, lasting faith comes to those who do not need signs and wonders to validate God's truth. The flesh looks for a
sign; the Holy Spirit impresses the truth upon our minds.

Method Ministry

The problem with Wimber's ministry was not only that he insisted that the [sign] gifts of the Spirit are still operable
today, it was also the assumption that the gifts of the Spirit can be manifested through a particular methodology --
also, that every supernatural gift of the Holy Spirit should be manifested in every believer on a regular basis. This,
most often, leads to the abuses and excesses of human flesh masquerading as the work of the Holy Spirit.

Compounding the problem is the penchant on the part of those obsessed with signs and wonders to cite Scripture
erroneously in order to validate their attempts at getting God to work in their behalf. An example was Wimber's
citing of Jesus' miracles to validate power evangelism. In fact, he believed that Jesus taught His disciples how to
perform signs and wonders.

There were many ways in which Wimber's attempts at signs and wonders differed from the simple, direct, and
unfailing ministry of the Holy Spirit. With the Wimber/Vineyard method, in order to effect a healing one must
"interview" the subject, often taking him or her back into the past to relive circumstances (inner healing) that may
have lead to their problem. Casting out demons is likewise a process that may take days or even years. The byword
for all Wimber/Vineyard ministry is method.

In spite of Wimber's statements that seem to warn against the use of methodology, it is methodology that typifies
the Vineyard form of ministry. Their methods include inner healing techniques, visualization, meditation, and
psychological integration. Wimber's book Power Evangelism has even been updated to include a study guide on
how to perform signs and wonders, replete with methodologies.

Experimentation

Two words characterize Wimber's methodology: experience and experimentation. In the former case, most of
Wimber's teachings were anecdotal, drawing from unverifiable but seemingly credible testimonies of signs and
wonders, rather than from Scripture. Often, Scripture was used as a proof text to validate the anecdotal. In the latter
case, Wimber encouraged his disciples to experiment through trial and error. And his idea of prayer went beyond
petition to commanding healing.

Having begun in the flesh, it is no wonder that the Vineyard ministry continues in the flesh. Yet even the flesh will
be gratified eventually, if not by God, certainly by Satan, or even by psychosomatic reactions to suggestion.
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The Same As Jesus?

Wimber acknowledged that his healing techniques didn't always work. His approach to "prophetic words" was
similar:

"Many if not most personal prophetic words given today are conditional, and as such are invitational,
not certainties" (John Wimber & Kevin Springer, Power Points: Your Action Plan to ..., p. 56).

This is a convenient way to explain why many personal prophecies do not come to pass. But what about John
14:12? -- Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater
works than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father. Wimber often cites this verse to validate his attempts at
signs and wonders. Up to his death date, after over 15 years of trying, he still hadn't done as well as Jesus, let alone
greater.

Psychic Healing

The methods of inner healing, including meditation, visualization, and other psychic and psychological
manipulations gleaned from the writings of Agnes Sanford and her disciples, are the same as those of psychic
healers. So is the evidence of healing power described by Wimber.

Because Wimber rejected the "Western worldview" and accepted certain forms of Eastern mystical practices, he
confused the deceptions of Satan and the flesh with the power of the Holy Spirit. Although he cited psychic healing
as a false system, by using the intuitive approach to healing Wimber nonetheless dabbled in the occult realm of
psychic healing. His methodology included exercises similar to those of psychic healers, such as aura healing.

Psychic healing is predicted upon the belief that the mind is capable of both causing and healing disease. This was
also affirmed by Wimber as far as the cause of disease is concerned (Wimber & Springer, Power Healing, pp. 44-
45). Unlike psychic healers, however, Wimber would also say that illness can be caused by Satan or demonic
attack. This, too, is partially true.

Seldom if ever taken into account by practitioners of so-called "divine healing" is the fact that God Himself causes
illness, and brings calamity upon the world (cf. Isa. 45:7; Ex 4:11). Unless one includes God's will in the equation,
one will be found fighting against God in the name of Holy Spirit ministry. Not recognizing God's design, those
who attempt trial-and-error healing methodologies are utilizing occult techniques. This is why the Vineyard healing
teams are encouraged to use the mind-science inner healing techniques of Agnes Sanford, which include
visualization, meditation, and other psychic healing methods.

Wimber would deny that he believed in a cosmic consciousness. But because he had been influenced by deceivers
masquerading as ministers of the gift of healing, he had adopted their psychic healing methods. How can an self-
proclaimed apostle of Christ learn spiritual truth from those who deny Christ?

The Vineyard's inner healing methods are especially rooted in psychic healing practices which, in turn, are based on
the belief in karma. Karma is said to be "the unconscious memory or knowledge of, and attachment to, unfinished
relationships, unfulfilled desires, and other incomplete cycles." Karma does not relate only to alleged past lives; it
also relates to memories of childhood and even of the womb.

Wimber would have denied such concepts as psychic surgery, and most of what is taught by psychic healers
philosophically. But in practice, he adopted virtually every form of psychic healing without being able to relate any
of it to Scripture. This should be cause for concern to all believers who would have any contact with the Vineyard.

Discrepancies
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Wimber seemed oblivious to the many contradictions in his writings. His suggestion that methodologies are
improper, countered by the fact that his entire ministry was methodologically empowered, is only one such
discrepancy.

Wimber insisted that Scripture must be the basis for all belief and practice. In reality, the experiences themselves
were to him validation enough that they were from God, unless they came in the name of an overtly occult
philosophy (i.e., mind science, T.M. est, psychic healing, or some other movement). As long as they came in the
name of Jesus, or were perpetuated by one who called himself a Christian, they were accepted by Wimber, even if
they originated in New Age occultism or, at best, Roman Catholic mysticism.

Influences

In order to properly understand Wimber's metamorphosis from that of a hard-line dispensationalist to an
ecumenical, charismatic "apostle" and healing practitioner, one must understand the influences upon his beliefs.

Morton Kelsey's name popped up frequently in Wimber's teachings, and Wimber had even dedicated a seminar
series to him. One wonders how one who claimed to be an apostle of Jesus could give credibility to someone who
equated the ministry of Jesus with that of a shaman -- a witch doctor.

Wimber evidently hoped to justify his learning from Kelsey by saying that he didn't agree with some of his
teachings. But there is no justification for "learning from" someone who equated Jesus with a witch doctor, or His
divine ability to know with "extra-sensory perception." Kelsey's errors extended far beyond this blasphemous
teaching. Anyone with a modicum of Holy Spirit discernment wouldn't touch Kelsey's writings with a ten-foot
pole, let alone dedicate a teaching to him.

There were many other influences whom Wimber cited in his teachings:

(a) Agnes Sanford -- pantheist and "mother" of inner healing in the churches;

(b) Ruth Carter Stapleton (former President Jimmy Carter's sister) -- disciple of Agnes Sanford, who
claimed that one could be "born again" by listening to greater music or gazing upon certain works of
art;

(c) Dennis and Rita Bennett -- disciples of Agnes Sanford, and early pioneers of the charismatic
movement;

(d) John and Paula Sanford -- pantheists, and disciples of Agnes Sanford;

(e) Francis MacNutt -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of
inner healing methodologies;

(f) Michael Scanlan -- Roman Catholic charismatic priest, disciple of Agnes Sanford, proponent of
inner healing methodologies;

(g) Kenneth E. Hagin -- "father" of the word-faith movement, mentor of Kenneth Copeland, and
disciple of E.W. Kenyon, whose theology was heavily influenced by science of mind teachings;

Space does not allow for more except to say that Wimber often sprinkled warnings about the New Age, the occult,
and erroneous charismatic suppositions as if his power evangelism methodologies were removed from them. This,
coupled with his listing in his bibliography the words of men like Kurt Koch and Doug Groothuis, acted as a
smoke-screen

Roman Catholic Influences
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Wimber gave much credence to Roman Catholic sources for establishing the validity of miracles. (Power Healing,
p. 7). He contrasted the false claims of healing by "Elmer Gantrys, men and women out for material gain at the
expense of the faithful," with the Catholic Church's "stringent criteria" for validating true miracles from God
(Power Healing, p. 10). Wimber implied that the Roman Catholic approach to miracles was more trustworthy than
that of Protestants (Power Healing, p. 11).

But why should this surprise us? Wimber's wife Carol was raised in the Roman Catholic Church. Wimber stated
that after having separated for awhile over marriage difficulties, he and Carol were remarried in the Catholic
Church. Neither of the Wimbers ever renounced their Roman Catholic experiences -- another reason why the occult
influences of Roman Catholic mysticism find expression in the Vineyard.

Additionally, Wimber wrote for the Catholic charismatic publication, New Covenant (June, 1988). His article, "Why
I Love Mary," didn't affirm the Catholic dogmas of Mary's sinlessness, her perpetual virginity, or her assumption
into heaven. But neither did it offer any refutation of them. Knowing the Catholic belief in Mary as "the Mother of
God," and the unbiblical doctrines that attend her veneration, such an article left the impression that Wimber had no
problem with the Catholic approach to Mary. (Moreover, in his ecumenical fervor, Wimber publicly apologized to
the Archbishop of Los Angeles on behalf of all Protestants.)

Holy Laughter

A phenomenon that has swept through many Vineyard churches is that known as "holy laughter." Many churches
are reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during times of solemn
ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in ecstatic trances,
and animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like drunken people,
unable to walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy laughter," since laughter
is the pre-eminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in the form of virtually any
expression attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit. Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence
of a fresh outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the people's desire to see a new sign from God.

The phenomena was imported into the United States and Canada from South Africa through one Rodney Howard-
Browne. It erupted in 1994 at the Toronto Airport Vineyard in Toronto, Canada, pastored by John Arnott. The
bizarre exhibitions of human flesh in this movement are in every way similar to what, for centuries, have been
regarded as evidence of demonic influences. It's little wonder that the Vineyard has led the charge, considering the
lack of discernment on the part of its leadership. Actually, these manifestations were in evidence during the early
years of Wimber's Vineyard ministry.

Initially, John Wimber kept a wait-and-see attitude, while validating the experiences as perhaps fleshly at times,
but, overall, a move of God -- "There's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see,
and I can't think of anything throughout the church age that would. So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's
just phenomena. It's just people responding to God" (2/95, Charisma). In December, 1995, he moved to
disenfranchise the Toronto Airport Vineyard. This was perceived by some as evidence that the Vineyard was acting
reasonably to keep such phenomena separate from its "legitimate" ministry.

However, the reason given by the leadership of the Association of Vineyard Churches (AVC) was not that the
Association rejected the goings-on at Toronto, but that the Toronto Airport Vineyard had gone "over the edge" by
promoting and encouraging the animal sounds and accompanying behavior (Marcia Ford, "Toronto Church Ousted
From Vineyard," Charisma and Christian Life, 2/96, p. 12). In September 1994, the AVC issued guidelines which
indicated that, while they were not against such phenomena, they did not want it promoted.

It needs to be emphasized, John Wimber never did reject the laughing revival. He endorsed John Arnott's book, The
Father's Blessing. He merely rejected some of the grosser aspects of this movement. The Vineyard Association's
statement of December 1995 concluded: 
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"OUR ACTION DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE HAVE REJECTED THE CURRENT RENEWAL.
Many of our churches have benefited greatly from this current renewal and have incorporated it into
their church life within the healthy and biblical guidelines reflected in the articles and policies
published over the past two years. WE HOPE THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE TO PURSUE
RENEWAL IN THIS WAY."

Why would Wimber and the AVC take such harsh measures since Wimber himself had endorsed the Toronto
phenomena, and since he had allowed the same behavior in his own meetings? Are they manifestations of God or
not? If so, why not allow Arnott to promote and encourage them? If not, why has the AVC not condemned them
and taken similar action against the other almost 50% of Vineyard churches that encourage the phenomena?

Not ever being able to take a firm stand on the authority of these things, the AVC decided to dissociate from the
most visible and central Vineyard church promoting these phenomena, on the basis that its pastor did not comply
with the AVC Board's position. The AVC Board took the same non-committal stance that Wimber had taken. In
fact, they allowed their statement to be subject to the discretion of the local pastors.

The Kansas City Connection

Toward the mid to late 1980s, Wimber became enamored by the ministry team of the Kansas City Fellowship, or as
they became known as, "The Kansas City Prophets." At an August 1989 conference in Denver, Colorado, Wimber
called on Vineyard pastors to receive their ministry.

Interestingly enough, in 1990, when the Kansas City Prophets began to be exposed as fraudulent, it was to Wimber
that they went for "correction." But, he never stopped promoting the erroneous teachings of Paul Cain, Mike
Bickle, Bob Jones, and John Paul Jackson. In 1991, he did stop promoting Bob Jones, but not because of heresy,
but because of immorality.

The point is that Wimber, by his acceptance of false prophets, paved the way for an unquestioning acceptance of
"prophets" in general. Of course, there is nothing wrong with "modern day prophets" as long as they will submit to
the tests of Deut. 18 and Deut. 13. But, these prophets actually boasted about the margin of error that the Lord had
graciously allowed them!

The Gifts of the Spirit

God always has performed and always will perform His miracles according to His own purpose and pleasure. The
excesses and errors of the Vineyard, as well as many within the charismatic and Pentecostal churches, merely prove
that most of what is transpiring in the name of God's power is really the flesh of man seeking a sign to validate the
truth of God's Word.

Essentially, the [permanent] gifts of the Spirit are given primarily for the edification of the Church, not for
evangelism. The sign gifts, i.e., the miraculous gifts, have ceased. This does not negate the fact that God might
occasionally use the gifts to convict and convince those He has chosen for salvation. But first and foremost, the
gifts are for "power edification," not "power evangelism."

Conclusion

To hear virtually every major teacher in the Church today, there are no false teachers except those who call out the
false teachers and staunchly insist on a defense of the Faith -- the so-called "heretic hunters." Why are few leaders
of any real magnitude warning the brethren about false teachers? Because most are the false teachers. They are
compromising with the Vatican to lead all of Christendom back under the papal umbrella. And the central force for
that unity is not the true Gospel; it is false "love" combined with false doctrine and lying signs and wonders --
miracles of God -- implemented through occult methodologies.
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* This report is adapted as a condensation of a 1996, 32-page report ("The Vineyard: History, Teachings &
Practices") by Al Dager of Media Spotlight.
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Philip Yancey
General Teachings/Activities

-  Philip Yancey is best known as the author of several books dealing with a Christian's relationship with God when
undergoing hardship, specifically the books Where Is God When It Hurts? (1981) and Disappointment With God
(1988) (see following paragraphs). [Other books by Yancey include Fearfully and Wonderfully Made, In His Image,
Unhappy Secrets, Open Windows (1982) [art & Christianity], I Was Just Wondering (1989) [Q&A essays], Praying
with the KGB (1992), The Bible Jesus Read (1999), What's So Amazing About Grace? (1998), The Jesus I Never
Knew (1995), Reaching for the Invisible God (2000), and most recently, Rumors of a Another World: What on
Earth Are We Missing (2004).] Yancey is also an editor-at-large for the neo-evangelical publication Christianity
Today and co-chair of the editorial board for Books and Culture, also a Christianity Today publication.

Yancey earned graduate degrees in Communications and English from Wheaton College Graduate School and the
University of Chicago. He joined the staff of Campus Life Magazine in 1971, and worked there as Editor for eight
years. Since 1978 Yancey has primarily concentrated on freelance writing. More than 600 of his articles have
appeared in 80 different publications, including Reader's Digest, Publisher's Weekly, National Wildlife, Saturday
Evening Post, Christian Century, and The Reformed Journal. His books have won eleven Gold Medallion Awards
from the Evangelical Christian Publishers Association and have sold more than five million copies.

-  Where Is God When It Hurts? was written by Yancey in 1981 while he was the editor of Campus Life magazine
(a publication of the neo-evangelical/psychologized Youth For Christ). Though Yancey gives lip-service to the
Biblical view that suffering in the lives of believers can be used by God for our benefit (but, according to Yancey,
not for our punishment), the underlying theme appears to be that God is somewhat unjustified in hurting those He
has decreed to love. This theme is more fully developed in Disappointment With God (see below). (In Where Is
God When It Hurts?, Yancey also speaks favorably of the mental health establishment [psychiatric and
psychological counseling], Mother Teresa, the "psychological pain of Abraham," the value of pursuing a social-
activist agenda, the ecumenical movement, "psychological pain," and positive thinking/self-love/self-
acceptance/self-confidence/self-therapy.)

-  Disappointment With God was written in 1988 and was endorsed by psychologizer Chuck Swindoll and neo-
evangelical Vernon Grounds. Yancey attempts to answer three doubting/self-centered questions: (1) Is God
listening to me?; (2) Can He be trusted?; and (3) Does He even exist? On the inside front jacket Yancey
comments: "I wanted a God who would roll up His sleeves and step into my life with power ... [I] began to
understand what God wants from human beings. God doesn't want to be analyzed. He just wants to be loved ... a
passionate God -- hungry for the love of His people" (Emphasis added). [In chapter 24 titled, "Is God Unfair,"
Yancey even quotes favorably from pantheistic New Age psychologist M. Scott Peck (from The Road Less
Traveled)!]

Yancey's concept of God is not Biblical. He seems to be saying throughout the book that God acts to bring suffering
into our lives because we haven't loved Him properly. He also appears to believe that there are instances in which
one can be justifiably "disappointed with God," even to the extent of directly voicing our disappointment to God.
This would imply that God could do wrong, or at least act outside of our best interests!

-  Considering both Where Is God When It Hurts? and Disappointment With God, one must ask: Has there ever
been a case were a Christian was justified in being "disappointed" with God? If so, would this not imply that God
had in some way erred? And can any true believer really believe that God accepts being "raked over the coals" by
one of his redeemed people? Is it then okay to get angry with God and "vent" our ill feelings and criticisms in His
face and then say we have done no wrong? One can honestly sympathize with someone's pain and frustration when
they or their loved ones suffer. Many have been tempted to rage and accuse God of meanness. But shouldn't one
instead feel guilty about such thoughts or behavior, not told that this is acceptable for Christians? When we get
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angry with God, even merely disappointed with Him, we sin.

By telling people that they have done nothing wrong by "venting" their disappointment with God, God is not only
misrepresented, but the offender is robbed of an opportunity to glorify God in times of trouble. We must admit that
God is righteous and just in all He does, that He is sovereign over everything and every aspect of life, and that he is
bringing us to maturity and holiness through painful hardship. Jim Owen, in his book Christian Psychology's War
on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer, accurately states the problem with an approach (like Yancey's) to
handling hardship:

"Far too often, however, we resent and resist any interference on God's part that might deprive us of
our deepest desires. Many Christians who sing, 'It is well with my soul,' are lying. It is not well with
their souls because they are not persevering, and they have no intention of doing so, because they are
bitter and hostile toward God and mourn over their 'victimization' at His hands. Others are little better,
for they 'persevere' with a cold, stony, stoic demeanor that constantly reminds God how much they are
doing for Him despite His lack of reciprocity" (p. 184).

-  More of Yancey's psychologizing can be documented. In Unhappy Secrets, Yancey speaks favorably of
psychological self-love counselor Paul Tournier; quotes favorably from psychologist, spiritist/occultist, and anti-
Christian, Carl Jung; and holds to the psychological concepts of unconditional self-regard/self-acceptance/self-
forgiveness. In Fearfully and Wonderfully Made, Yancey encourages us to support the likes of Mother Teresa and
Billy Graham, and exhorts us to participate in small-group catharsis sessions, much like those developed by "John
Wesley's Methodists."

-  The Chrysostom Society is another New Age group started by Richard Foster (of Renovaré fame). (It was named
for St. John Chrysostom, a fourth-century mystic who became the archbishop of Constantinople. He later came to
be known by the Romans as the Church Father.) It describes itself as a contemporary Christian writers group. Each
year this group of twenty "writers of faith" gather together in a different state to talk about writing, to share
manuscripts and frustrations, and to collectively write. They also contribute articles for their official magazine,
Image: A Journal of the Arts and Religion. In 1990, the Society gave birth to a book called Reality and the Vision,
which contains the insights of eighteen members of the guild. Reality pays tribute to each of the writers' mentors --
those who most "stimulated their passion, and changed their lives in monumental ways." [Excerpted in part from
The Trojan Horse: How the New Age Movement Infiltrates the Church by Brenda Scott and Samantha Smith, pp.
123-131.]

The editing task for Reality and the Vision was given to Philip Yancey. In reading the book, one finds members of
the Society promoting both New Age paganism and Christianity. For example, throughout a chapter written by
Karen Mains, we find endorsements of New Age ideas, such as Carl Jung's theory of the collective unconscious and
an occultic Time of Beginnings. Mains asks, "And, should not we then cherish those rare few who can help us
recover the buried memory, both individual and collective?" Why is this so-called Christian writer promoting the
concepts of an occult psychologist? Where is Karen Mains getting this New Age heresy? And why is Philip
Yancey the editor of this pseudo-mystical book? If this stuff routinely got by Yancey as editor, can we not say that
he is in agreement with the New Age material in the book? Otherwise, wouldn't he have removed himself from the
role of editor?

-  Philip Yancey on "Guidance": "The sociologist Bronislaw Malinowski suggests a distinction between magic and
religion. Magic, he said, is when we manipulate the deities so that they perform our wishes; religion is when we
subject ourselves to the will of the deities. True guidance cannot resemble magic, a way for God to give us
shortcuts and genie bottles. It must, rather, fall under Malinowski's definition of religion. If so, it will occur in the
context of a committed relationship between a Christian and his God."

NO! True guidance must fall under God's (not Malinowski's) definition of religion as stated in His Word. A major
problem in the churches today is that man has become subjected to an inaccurate understanding of who God is and
what He wants. This is the result of basing "God's will" on the traditions of men rather than the pure, unadulterated
Word of God as it is clearly stated. [Source: Comments/Essays in The Answer To Happiness, Health, and
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Fulfillment in Life: The Holy Bible (with Selected Writings by Leading Inspirational Authors).] (Comments
excerpted/adapted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 14 (1993), No. 1.)

-  Yancey co-authored an article on then President Bill Clinton's "faith" in the 4/25/94 Christianity Today. As
expressed in a letter-to-the-editor in the 7/18/94 Christianity Today, Yancey believes that Clinton "appears to be a
man of faith in a world that has no regard for faith. He (Clinton) is balancing these conflicting weights with
remarkable success."

In the Foursquare World Advance magazine of Jan-Feb '94, when asked why he was among a group of
"evangelical Christian leaders" who met with President Clinton on 10/18/93 at a private breakfast in the White
House (since Clinton is pro-abortion and pro-homosexual), Jack Hayford said he respects the office of the
presidency and "Finally, I believe in the power of presence. Just my being there would leave a deposit of some
sort." He also said he has "deep love" for Clinton as "a human being," and views Clinton as "a personable, devoted
public servant." Indeed. And it's what Clinton is devoted to that should be denounced by all real Christians. [Among
the other attendees with Hayford were social radical and pantheist Tony Campolo, church growth movement guru
and psychologizer Bill Hybels (who stayed overnight at the White House and helped Clinton set the agenda),
psychologizer Philip Yancey, Bob Seiple of World Vision, and the psychologized president of Taylor University,
Jay Kesler.] (Reported in the 4/94, Lofton Letter.)

Yancey again brought up Bill Clinton during a panel discussion at a conference on C. S. Lewis. Some on the panel
had criticized other American Evangelicals (and fundamentalists, particularly) for fighting in the "culture wars" on
everything from abortion to prayer in the schools to homosexuality. Addressing the 600-plus (mostly)
"Evangelicals" present, Yancey ended his remarks by informing us that he had been privileged to meet and
interview the president privately. And then he told us how Clinton had shared with him an important point, namely,
that there is a difference between private morality and public morality. That piece of wisdom was left in our laps by
an Evangelical leader as a saying worthy of all acceptance, though it came from a president with obvious self-
interest in separating the two. [Source: "A Feel-Good Sacrament," James M. Kushiner, Touchstone magazine
(touchstonemagazine.com), October 2000.]

-  Yancey has an unscriptural view of homosexuality and a dangerously perverted view of Biblical grace. In an
interview with lesbian Candace Chellew-Hodge, Yancey spoke of his continued close friendship with homosexual
Mel White, and said that love compels him to "show love and grace" ("Amazed by Grace: An Interview with author
Philip Yancey," Whosoever.org). What Yancey fails to say is that love for sinners requires exposing their sin and
the true grace of God results in a changed life (Matt. 3:7-8; Acts 26:20; 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Eph. 2:8-10; 5:11; Titus
2:11-15; 1 John 5:3). Yancey goes on to say: "As I've attended gay and lesbian churches, I'm also saddened that the
evangelical church by and large finds no place for homosexuals. I've met wonderful, committed Christians who
attend MCC [Metropolitan Community Church -- a church specifically organized by and for homosexuals]
churches, and I wish that the larger church had the benefit of their faith." (Source: FBIS, 11/16/04, "Friday Church
News Notes.") 

Comments on two other statements by Yancey in the interview: (1) Yancey reduces the MANY PASSAGES of
Scripture that identify sexual activity outside the confines of the God-ordained marriage relationship of one man
and one woman [Gen. 1:27-28; 2:24] as being sinful, to "there are a FEW PASSAGES of scripture that give me
pause"; and (2) Asked how can other evangelical Christians develop an attitude of grace (if not acceptance) toward
gay and lesbian Christians? , Yancey says, "The only way is through personal exposure. ... Disapproving
conservatives should have contact with those people, and vice versa. " Yancey encourages Christians to tolerate
such sinful practices amongst professing Christians by having what he calls "contact" with such people, rather than
disapprovingly confronting them. Measuring Yancey's comments against the teaching of the Word of God, Yancey
is guilty of what Jude warned against in verse 4, namely of "turning the grace of God into lasciviousness." Yancey
is either not equipped or simply unwilling to articulate God's clear views on this moral issue, and as a result, he is
giving false spiritual hope and comfort to those who are in danger of suffering the same judgment as their 'sexually
orientated ancestors'; as we read in Jude 7: "Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner, giving
themselves over to fornication and going after strange flesh, are set forth, for an example, suffering the vengeance
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of eternal fire." (Source: Cecil Andrews, "Take Heed" Ministries, 7/5/04.)

In a report written by Pastor Gary Gilley of Southern View Chapel, Gilley writes: "Yancey has a fundamental flaw
that runs throughout all of his writings -- he doesn't always draw his thoughts and principles from Scripture … this
serious flaw of not basing his concepts squarely upon the Scriptures eventually leads Yancey astray. Yancey does
not know the difference between tolerance and arrogance; between grace and license; between boldness and
harshness. By Yancey's definitions John the Baptist and Elijah would be men of "ungrace"; but God did not seem
to think so … Certainly Jesus loved and spent time with prostitutes, but He did so to call them to repentance, not to
accept their way of living. Yancey's method of dealing with a homosexual, who is also a church leader, may seem
like "grace" to him, it may seem like what Jesus would do, but it is clearly out of sync with the teachings and
examples of Scripture." (Source: 7/10/99 Review of What Is So Amazing About Grace?)

-  Christianity Today, with its blatant New Evangelical philosophy, is a very dangerous Christian publication. This
was evident in the October 2003 issue. In the article "Holy Sex," Philip Yancey said, "In one sense, we are never
more Godlike than in the act of sex." Where does the Bible support such a view? It does not, of course. This is an
unscriptural philosophy that is more akin to Tantric Hinduism than to Biblical Christianity. Yancey spoke casually
of having viewed pornography and of giving himself over to illicit lusts. He did not refer to these actions from an
attitude of deep remorse and repentance, nor did he describe them as sinful and wicked. He spoke of them, rather,
in psychological terms such as "the disconnect technique of sex." (Source: 11/7/03, FBIS.)

-  Liberal left-wing radical (and pro-homosexual) Tony Campolo has said that the people who make up the
Christian Coalition represent only a minority of the Christian community. To counter the perception that the
coalition is the sole voice for the believing community in the political arena, Campolo, along with other colleagues
who do not identify themselves as part of the so-called Religious Right, launched a group called Call for Renewal.
On May 23, 1995, Campolo and his group of self-proclaimed evangelicals called a news conference. They said they
had had enough of politics as usual and stepped forward claiming to have a new vision for transcending Left and
Right. Over one hundred "Christian leaders" from "a diversity of traditions" signed a document called the Cry for
Renewal. The Call mounted its campaign both to dissent publicly from the Coalition's policies and perceived
allegiances and to develop "a new way" for Christians to engage in politics (10/7/96, Christianity Today; and
Renegade Prophet? A Look at the Teachings of Tony Campolo). In actuality, Campolo's organization is nothing but
a front for liberal theology, that in effect, wants the Religious Right out of politics.

Campolo was just one of a number of evangelicals to sign on to the Cry for Renewal document. Some well known
names include; Steve Haynor, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Karen and David Mains, Chapel of the Air
Ministries; J.I. Packer, theologian (he also endorsed Campolo's Wake Up America! by Zondervan); Ted Engstrom,
World Vision; and Phillip Yancey. These names are posted next to those Professor Ron Nash calls, "militantly
evangelical." Some of the clearly non-evangelical names on the list are Marion Wright Edelman, Children's
Defense Fund; Dr. James Forbes, Riverside Church; Joan Brown Campbell, General Secretary of the National
Council of Churches; Mary Dennis, Maryknoll Justice and Peace; Roman Catholic J. Bryan Hehir; Dr. Paul Sherry,
President of the United Church of Christ denomination and Edmond L. Browning of the Episcopal Church.

-  Yancey wrote an editorial article in the 7/18/94 issue of Christianity Today, in which he defends (as brethren
"inside the tent") a multitude of neo-evangelicals, psychologizers, ecumenical social radicals, and New Agers:

"Everywhere I turn, it seems, I hear of Christians under attack -- not from secular humanists or
fundamentalist Muslims, but from fellow members of the Christian community. Charles Colson ...
Tony Campolo ... Karen Mains's career ... threatened by a boycott over what she has written about her
dream life. And Eugene Peterson's New Testament paraphrase, The Message, has made him a target of
those upset with anyone 'tampering with God's Word.' Richard Foster ... [is even] under suspicion as a
New Ager.

"What has infected the Christian community with such outright meanness? The tactics used by some of
the critics remind me of the worst attacks of Joseph McCarthy and the Reverend Carl McIntire, my
heroes as I grew up in Southern fundamentalism. It was only later that I learned to recognize their
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conspiracy theories as a house of cards based on rumor, innuendo, and guilt by association."

Moreover, Yancey refers to the ecumenical/radically liberal Chicago Declaration II as "the conference of
evangelical stalwarts." Yancey also defends Billy Graham, saying, "He [Graham] was savaged for inviting
Catholics onto his platform, for golfing with John Kennedy, for meeting with Jews and liberal Christians, for
traveling to communist countries. Yet he met all vituperation with soft words, humility, and a gentle spirit.
Eventually, Graham's irenic spirit provided an umbrella that sheltered -- and helped to mature -- the entire
evangelical movement. What will happen to that movement when Graham's peace-making spirit is no longer with
us?"

Yancey seems to have forgotten (if he ever knew) that truth must take priority over love, and that love without truth
is a false unity.

-  When Yancey pastored a church in Chicago, he let an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) chapter meet in the
basement room of the church building. Yancey tells of one new church attendee who recalled "that a church that
welcomes an AA group can't be all bad ..." Yancey goes on to praise the AA concept:

"[AA was] a solution to the church's tendency toward legalism and pride. AA's twelve steps, which
have had such a revolutionary impact on so many lives, boil down to two basic principles: radical
honesty and radical dependence. These are the very same principles expressed in the Lord's Prayer,
Jesus' capsule summary of prayerfully living one day at a time. AA meetings, which do not tolerate a
holier-than-thou front, insist on radical honesty from all. Members preface every comment with 'I'm an
alcoholic' or 'I'm a drug addict.' Half of the twelve steps relate to human inability to change, a painful
admission for any of us; the other half point to cure: radical dependence on a Higher Power and on
fellow strugglers." (Reprinted from a Christianity Today article in the 2/20/94 Vista [Wesleyan Church
Sunday School paper], "Where the High and Mighty Meet the Down and Dirty," pp. 2-3.)

This recommendation comes in spite of the overwhelming evidence that not only is AA largely ineffective in
treating over-drinking, but that the atmosphere of almost all AA centers is consistently unbiblical, if not outright
anti-Christian. AA is indeed proud of its ability to lead men to see their need of a Higher Power and encourages
group members to discover or define for themselves what or who that Higher Power is. Yancey evidently has no
conception of the New Age concepts being promoted by AA that are leading AA members to accept false gods as a
substitute for the true, living, personal God of the Bible.

-  In a 2/3/97 Christianity Today article ("My Gallery of Saints"), Yancey again spews his false views about AA
and its origins:

"I think of the thousands of chapters based on the Twelve Step program that meet in church basements,
VFW halls, and living rooms all across the nation, any night of the week. The Christians who founded
Alcoholics Anonymous faced the choice of whether to make it a restrictively Christian organization, or
to found it on Christian principles and then set it free. They chose the latter option, and now millions of
people in America look to that model -- based on dependence on a 'Higher Power' and on a supportive
community -- as a lifeline against addictions to alcohol, drugs, sex, and food."

AA's founders were not Christians! See 12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Martin and
Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991, 247 pages) for the facts on AA and its founders.

-  Yancey continues to be a fan of the AA/recovery movement. In his article titled "Lessons from Rock Bottom"
(Christianity Today, Vol. 44, No. 8), Yancey contends that Christians have much to learn from the natural
theologies of alcoholics and the recovery movement. He sees them as friendly allies rather than other religions.
Yancey begins his article by saying, "In earlier times, some theologians wrote 'natural theologies' by first explicating
the wonders of nature and then gradually moving toward theism, revelation, and Christian doctrine." This is a weak
foundation on which to rest. Any form of natural theology is severely weakened and distorted by the noetic effects
of the fall. Yancey says, "If I were writing a natural theology today, I think I would start with recovering
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alcoholics." Thus, Yancey builds on this faulty foundation of natural theology by equating fallen, sinful man
("recovering alcoholics") to "the wonders of nature." The "recovering alcoholics," as well as all fallen men, are
severely limited by the unsearchable depths of man and the inability of fallen man to accurately know himself
without the confusing intrusion of sinful biases. We who trust the Bible as sufficient for life and godliness say that
the Bible is the sole authoritative source of understanding the human condition, including values, and the sole
authoritative source of prescribing how one is to live. None of the humanly derived observations or strategies of
"recovering alcoholics" or others can ever be regarded as possessing certainty or authority equal to that of Scripture.

Yancey says, "Anthropology, original sin, regeneration, sanctification -- the recovery movement contains within it
seeds of all these doctrines." This statement is irrelevant and confusing. It is irrelevant as far as Christianity is
concerned, because, if you replace the words "the recovery movement" with any one of the many major world
religions, it would read equally well. If one believes that Jesus is the only "name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" (Acts 4:12), one must conclude that Yancey's statement is not just confusing. It is
deceptive. It can be used to justify any world religion as well as the world religion of Alcoholics Anonymous. He
may protest that he would not do that, but the truth is that AA opens the door to all religions (occultic, animistic,
and otherwise). (Source: May-June 2001 and July-August 2001 issues of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  Yancey claims that in seeking models for his 1997 book, What's So Amazing About Grace?, he "turned to
imperfect people imparting love and acceptance in unlikely places: 'I have been to AA groups with friends. As I've
been there, I keep thinking: "If only the church was like this." ... What I wish the church would be is a place where
we're accepted by our failures ...'" Overall, the book is a polemic for the church as an evangelistic society, rather
than the Biblical view of the church -- the pillar and support of the truth. (Source: 12/13/97, Houston Chronicle
article -- "'Grace is Christianity's best gift to world,' author says.")

-  Yancey endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Bill has two very strange ideas about the church. One is that
Sunday services should be open to (and enjoyed by) people who ordinarily wouldn't be caught dead in a pew.
Another is the subject of this refreshing book." (Hybels is a psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian
personality theory in Honest to God] and is one of the leaders in the unbiblical "church growth" movement.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history.  Nevertheless, Philip Yancey is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement as evidenced by his writing numerous daily "devotionals" for publication in PK's bi-monthly Men of
Integrity ("your daily guide to the Bible and prayer").  

-  The National Pastors' Convention is an event sponsored by Youth Specialties (America's most influential
evangelical organization for youth pastors and leaders), and Zondervan (publisher of The Purpose-Driven Life, the
NIV-Message Parallel Bible, and evangelical distributor for Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ DVD). The
2004 Convention began its daily program with contemplative prayer (see Richard Foster report) and  "Yoga &
Stretching" exercises. Emerging church liturgies based upon Roman Catholic and Orthodox rituals and
sacramentals were introduced, including daily "labyrinth prayer" opportunities. The latter is a meditative prayer
walk around a circular, maze-like pattern copied from a floor design found in Chartres Cathedral. This mystical
Catholic ritual dates back to the Middle Ages, when it became a substitute for journeying to the dangerous,
Muslim-controlled Holy Land in order to trace the "Passion route" of Jesus. As Catholics walked the labyrinth and
meditated on the sufferings of Christ in their imagination, they obtained the same indulgences (pardons that would
shorten their time of suffering in Purgatory to expiate their sins) as for making the actual pilgrimage. The
Convention's evening programs included Christian comedy acts, The Jesus Painter (who "paints portraits of Christ
in under 20 minutes"), "Tribe Church Drumming Experience," "Personal Emotional Health Discussion," an
"emergent Pub with Live Music," and "Late Night Contemplative Prayer Services." 

The greater percentage of speakers were practitioners of mystical Christian prayer and worship forms (referred to as
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"authentic faith"), and the rest appeared to be advocates of, or at least encouragers for, the development of new
methodologies and liturgies for the emerging culture of the 21st century. One topic was titled, "A New Theology
for a New World." The double-location conference attracted thousands, and featured many influential church
leaders, including Gordon MacDonald, Henry Cloud, Brennan Manning, Dallas Willard, Joseph Stowell, Howard
Hendricks, Gary Thomas, Tony Campolo, and Rick Warren. The 2005 convention promises to be more of the same,
with Christian contemplative, experiential, and emerging church headliners such as Richard Foster, Calvin Miller,
Philip Yancey, Ruth Haley Barton, Doug Pagitt, and Dan Kimball. (Source: 3/2005, The Berean Call.)

More on Disappointment with God: Philip Yancey's extremely popular book, Disappointment with God,
ironically is packaged with a little yellow sticker that reads, "100% Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you
are dissatisfied with this book, return it postpaid … for a complete refund." It has not gone unnoticed that a book on
disappointment with God promises not to disappoint -- and if it does you can get your money back. If God came
with a warranty, perhaps He would fare better with today's "seekers."

Nevertheless, Yancey comes up with an interesting way of handling the "problem" when "bad things happen to
good people." Pain and suffering can be laid on the doorstep of the devil, or of people, to be sure. But the real
culprit seems to be life itself. Toward the end of the book, Yancey quotes favorably a friend who has learned to
handle tragedy by separating life from God:

"I learned, first through my wife's illness and then especially through the accident, not to confuse God with
life. I'm no stoic. I am as upset about what happened to me as anyone could be. I feel free to curse the
unfairness of life and to vent all my grief and anger. But I believe God feels the same way about that
accident -- grieved and angry. I don't blame him for what happened. … I have learned to see beyond the
physical reality in this world to the spiritual reality. We tend to think, 'Life should be fair because God is
fair.' But God is not life" (p. 183).

Yancey admits being a bit bothered with this strict separation of "physical reality" and "spiritual reality," but
intrigued nevertheless (p. 184). According to Yancey's borrowed theory, God is at odds with life. He, personally, is
fair and more than willing to do great things for us, but life (whatever that is) keeps getting in the way. Not only is
"God not life," God can't even control life. He is left, along with us, wringing His hands in "grief and anger" at
what life has done to His people. If only there was something He could do, but He lacks the power. But it is worse
than that, concludes Yancey, "No one is exempt from tragedy or disappointment -- God himself was not exempt"
(p. 186). How can we expect God to help us, He can't even help Himself. Yancey's basis for such a statement is the
Cross. Just think, he recommends, of the tragedy and disappointment that God faced at the Cross. [How absurd!
Without minimizing in any way the pain of the Cross, surely God never viewed it as a tragedy or a disappointment.
God had foreordained long before the world was ever created that His Son would die on the cross (Acts 2:16). The
Cross is God's power unto salvation for all mankind (I Corinthians 1:18; Romans 1:16,17). Certainly God was
saddened at the Cross, as He is with all sin. But He is never disappointed, and views nothing as a tragedy. Yancey's
God is far too human; no wonder he is disappointed.]

What kind of God is at the mercy of Satan, or people, or life in general? If we choose to believe in a God who is
all-loving and all-merciful, if for no other reason than we cannot bear the thought that He is not, that leaves us with
a God of one of two deficiencies. Either He is inadequate in power or He is lacking in knowledge. Either He does
not have the strength to pull off what His kind heart would love to do, or He has insufficient "know-how." One
might ask, do any Christian leaders who claim to be evangelical believe in such an insipid God? Unfortunately yes.

Philip Yancey speaks of God as One who takes risks. In the case of Job, for example, God was trying a little
experiment. He was making a "wager" (Yancey's word) with the devil that Job would stay the course no matter
what he had to suffer. God personally did not know if He was right and so He took a chance. As a matter of fact,
this wager went so far, Yancey believes, that, "God 'risks' the future of the human experiment on a person's
response" (p. 252). 

The human experiment?! Is the human race an experiment with God -- one in which He is uncertain about the
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outcome; a wager perhaps between God and the devil? Does Yancey believe that God is truly taking a gamble on
how the world will turn out? Is God in danger of losing His investment in His children? If God is at risk to lose
anything, then He is vulnerable; and if God is vulnerable, He is not the omnipotent One of the Bible.

This type of thinking is known as "open theism." Open theism, in short, is the view that God is bound by time just
as we are. As a result, God, who we are assured by the Bible knows all things that are knowable, does not know the
future because the future has not yet happened, and, thus, is unknowable, even to the Lord. God is extremely
resourceful and can make excellent guesses about the future, but He can neither infallibly determine nor predict the
future. In other words, He simply does not know how things are going to turn out. In Disappointment with God,
Yancey's thesis is that God's highest goal is for His creatures to love Him freely. He has therefore chosen to limit
His own power in order that we might be able to exercise free will in choosing to either love or reject God.

The open theist has chosen to retain the love of God, but at the expense of the power and knowledge of God. When
faced with suffering, we can be certain of God's concern and sympathy. He is suffering right along with us -- and
wishes He could do more, but simply cannot. In this system, God is not in any way responsible for evil or pain -- so
that problem is solved; but we are left with an anemic God pacing heaven's floors as He hopelessly watches our
plight on earth. One theologian summarizes it this way, "To abandon belief in the omnipotence of God may 'solve'
the problem of evil, but the cost is enormous: the resulting God is incapable of helping us. He may be able to give
us quite a bit of sympathy, and even groan along with us; but He clearly cannot help us -- not now, not in the
future. There is no point praying to such a God and asking for help. He is already doing the best He can, poor chap,
but He has reached the end of His resources" (How Long O Lord, p. 31).

In an attempt to shelter God and His reputation from any responsibility, directly or indirectly, for suffering or pain,
Yancey has made Him into something less than God. (Source: Excerpted and/or adapted from "The Pain, The Pain,"
Gary Gilley, Think on These Things, September, 2000.) [Return to text]
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Zig Ziglar
General Teachings/Activities

-  Zig Ziglar was once prominently affiliated with First Baptist Church (Southern Baptist Convention) in Dallas
(the late W.A. Criswell's former church), teaching a national cable network Sunday school class. Ziglar is now
affiliated with Prestonwood Baptist Church in Plano, Texas, where he teaches a Sunday morning class called
"Encouragers," but is best known as the head of a private organization that actively promotes Ziglar's motivational
seminars, tapes, and books (even an apparel line), all of which focus heavily upon Freudian and humanistic
psychological concepts (called "Christian" of course). This private organization is dubbed Ziglar Training Systems;
with its four-day, $1,295/person "Born to Win" seminar, Ziglar is the world's leading motivational guru: 

"the motivation and inspiration of the world's leading authority on complete, balanced success. … Zig
Ziglar has an appeal that transcends barriers of age, culture and occupation. Since 1970, he has traveled
over four million miles across the world delivering powerful life improvement messages, cultivating
the energy of change. ... Ziglar has written twenty-one celebrated books on personal growth,
leadership, sales, faith, family and success, including See You at the Top, Raising Positive Kids in a
Negative World, Top Performance, Courtship After Marriage, Over The Top and Secrets of Closing the
Sale. Nine titles have been on the bestseller lists; his books and tapes have been translated into over
thirty-eight languages and dialects. Success For Dummies and Confessions of a Grieving Christian
were released in 1998. The 25th Anniversary Revised Edition of See You at the Top and Staying Up,
Up, Up in a Down, Down World were released in 2000. His autobiography, ZIG, was published in July
2002." (Source: Ziglar Internet Website, 1/03.)

Ziglar also regularly speaks at apostate Robert Schuller's annual International Men's Conferences and church
growth seminars. It is at these "Christian" mega events that Ziglar's teachings are "Christianized" and marketed to
the self-focused masses in today's professing church. In addition, Ziglar has developed a Bill Gothard-like
character-building curriculum called "I Can," which is marketed and distributed by the Alexander Resource Group.

-  An example of a typical Ziglar conference/seminar appearance occurred at the "Success 1995 Business Seminar"
in Orlando, Florida on March 15, 1995. (Other "headline attractions" were Robert Schuller, Barbara Bush, and
General Colin Powell.) Ziglar was advertised as "the number one motivational speaker in the world. He has
changed more people's mental, physical, and spiritual lives than any other speaker. He invites you to fasten your
inspirational seat-belt and come along for the ride to success and happiness. His book, See You at the Top, is
actually used as a textbook, by companies and institutions alike. … you'll have all the information you need to get
there, based on Zig's unique blend of research and personal wisdom."

-  A video sold by the Zig Ziglar Corporation (now "Ziglar Training Systems") in the late-1980s is indicative of
Ziglar’s Freudian teachings today (e.g., "The Subconscious Mind" supposedly teaches you "how to tap the
subconscious mind—the 90% of the dynamic storehouse of power and knowledge which most people never use.").
(Reported in the September 1988, CIB Bulletin.)

-  Much of Ziglar's teachings also are laced with various New Age and occultic themes, again dressed-up as
"Christian." Indicative of this is Ziglar's receipt of the Napoleon Hill (an avowed occultist and cohort of Norman
Vincent Peale) Foundation's Gold Medal award in 1984. (Under heavy pressure, Ziglar returned the award in 1987,
but his organization continues to promote many of Hill's teachings.) (Reported in the September 1988, CIB Bulletin;
Ziglar Internet Website, 1/03.)

-  An indication of Ziglar's humanistic psychological gospel of self-love/self-esteem can be gleaned from the
following quotes from his book, See You at the Top (as quoted in The Seduction of Christianity, pp. 193, 196):
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"As you accept yourself, you will see yourself as a person who truly deserves 'the good things of life' ...
Shakespeare said it, 'This above all, to thine own self be true' ... Once you accept yourself for your true
worth, then the symptoms of vulgarity, profanity, sloppiness, promiscuity, etc., disappear. There, my
friend, goes your problem" (pp. 90-91).

"To build your self-image, make a list of your positive qualities on a card and keep it for handy
reference ... Brag on yourself from time to time. Get in your own corner ... You should also set aside a
few minutes each day for the sole purpose of deliberately looking yourself in the eye. As you do this,
repeat some positive affirmations of things you have done (use your victory list from step ten). ...
[Ziglar also recommends plastic surgery to improve one's self-image, particularly in cases of] grossly
oversized or undersized breasts, etc." (pp.84, 88).

-  Ziglar has also on occasion appeared with the proponents of the Positive Confession movement (Robert Tilton,
Kenneth Copeland, Earl Paulk, etc.), openly agreeing with the movement's Positive Mental Attitude,
success/motivation teachings.
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Recommended Publications
Since we are often asked which publications, newsletters, and other sources of Bible study/teaching materials would
be helpful for the discerning Christian, we update the "approved list" we publish from time to time. Although it is
never possible to unreservedly recommend a ministry's materials, we have found the following sources to be
consistently Biblical and informative (Frequency of Publication/Tax Deductibility of Contributions/Annual Cost of
Publication):
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Recommended Books
PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity (Bobgan)
Larry Crabb's Gospel (Bobgan)
James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (Bobgan)
The End of "Christian Psychology" (Bobgan)
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (Bobgan)
Competent To Minister: The Biblical Care of Souls (Bobgan)
Christ-Centered Misistry vs. Problem-Centered Counseling (Bobgan)
12 Steps to Destruction: Codependency/Recovery Heresies (Bobgan)
Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing (Bobgan)
TheoPhostic Counseling: Divine Revelation? OR PsychoHeresy? (Bobgan)
Missions & PsychoHeresy (Bobgan)
HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic? (Bobgan)

Manufacturing Victims: What the Psychology Industry is Doing to People (Dineen)

Abusing Memory: The Healing Theology of Agnes Sanford (Gumprecht)

Horoscopes & the Christian (Morey)

Christian Psychology's War on God's Word (Owen)

Need: The New Religion (Walter)

From Forgiven to Forgiving (Adams)
Call To Discernment (Adams)
The Biblical View of Self-Esteem, Self-Love, Self-Image (Adams)

The Danger of Self-Love (Brownback)

Can You Trust Your Doctor? (New Age Medicine) (Ankerberg/Weldon)

The Illustrated ORIGINS Answer Book (Taylor)

The Genesis Flood (Whitcomb/Morris)

Roman Catholicism (Boettner)

Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church (Pickering)

Should a Christian Celebrate Christmas?  
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.
You Are On Our Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School
Teacher's Edition Oxford 1880s KJV
Bible - A Bible once endorsed by C.H.
Spurgeon

Our Blog Truth with Snares!?

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Maintained as part of our Ministry 

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

Newest Articles 
No One Will Be “Left Behind” …But You Will Be Separated! February 2013

- You like J.N. Darby and C.I. Scofield? Some lies stretch back some 173 years!
Soularize -Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left

– Homo-emergent teaching!? A glimpse at the homosexual agenda coming to the church! 

Christian-Yoga Studio Owner Claims No Compromise of Faith? 
- Owner states, "...we practice a hatha-based yoga."

Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search

  
 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries
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following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
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that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site NOT be
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Introduction

Why A Discernment Notebook? (2/04) 

Is It Right to Judge?

Is Controversy Christian?  (6/98)

False Doctrine & Matthew 18  (1/99)

All Truth is God's Truth?  (1/02)

Unconditional Love/Acceptance  (12/97)

Are We Too Negative?  (1/99)

I Don't Wanna' Hear It  (1/99)

Love/Doctrine/Unity/Truth  (10/98)

Modern Day Balaams  (8/96)

Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel  (12/97)

The Siren Song of Unity  (1/97)

The New Birth  (4/97)

Baptismal Regeneration and Bible Salvation (6/97)

The Sovereignty of God in Salvation  (12/03) 

The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation  (8/98)

Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith: The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not 
(8/98)
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Book Reviews / Movie Reviews

Book Reviews Movie Reviews

Bondage Breaker, The  
(Neil Anderson) (10/92) The Passion of the Christ  (3/05)  

Can You Trust Your Doctor?  
(Ankerberg & Weldon) (6/91) Atlantis: The Lost Empire  (2/04) 

Celebration of Discipline 
(Richard Foster) (3/05) Casper  (2/04) 

Christ-Esteem
(Don Matzat) (2/02) The Chronicles of Narnia (12/05)

Creative Counterpart  
(Linda Dillow) (8/90) Contact  (2/04)

Da Vinci Code, The
(Dan Brown) (12/06)    Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2/04) 

Every Man's Battle  
(Arterburn & Stoeker) (10/03) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2/04) 

Experiencing God  
(Henry Blackaby) (4/99) Hercules (2/04) 

Flames of Freedom  
(Erwin Lutzer) (4/92) Left Behind -- The Movie  (3/04) 

Fresh Encounter  
(Henry Blackaby) (3/00) The Lion King (2/04) 

Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire  
(Jim Cymbala) (2/04) The Lord of the Rings (2/04) 

Hearing God's Voice
(Henry & Richard Blackaby) (12/06)   Maltilda (2/04) 

Hell's Best Kept Secret
(Ray Comfort) (12/06)    Matrix (2/04) 

Hour That Changes The World, The
(Dick Eastman) ( 8/92) Pocahontas (2/04) 

How To Handle Adversity  
(Charles Stanley) (6/91) Pokeman (2/04) 

I Just Saw JESUS  
(Paul Eshleman) (12/97) The Prince of Egypt (2/04) 

In The Face of God  
(Michael Horton) (2/02) Shrek (2/04) 

Intended For Pleasure  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99) Spider-Man (2/04) 

Introduction to Biblical Counseling  
(John MacArthur) (11/94) Star Wars: The Revenge of the Sith (1/06)

Jesus Manifesto, The - The Way of The Organic Church: Part 2

 (3/11) Tarzan (2/04) 

http://www.svchapel.org/Resources/Articles/read_articles.asp?id=95
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Left Behind Series, The  
(Tim LaHaye & Jerry Jenkins) (1/05)  

Life Application Bible  
(Zondervan/Tyndale) (2/92)  

Life-Style Evangelism  
(Joseph Aldrich) (9/99)  

Like Lambs to the Slaughter  
(Johanna Michaelsen) (2/92)  

Lord, Heal My Hurts  
(Kay Arthur) (8/01)  

Lordship Salvation -- Two Views
(John MacArthur v. Charles Ryrie) (1/97)  

Love Is A Choice  
(Minirth & Meier) (1/97)  

Love-Life  
(Ed Wheat) (9/99)  

Marriage: The Divine Intimacy  
(Jack Schaap) (12/08)  

Masculine Journey, The  
(Robert Hicks) (8/97)  

Message, The  
(Eugene Peterson) (3/95)  

Mount Up On Wounded Wings  
(Beneth Peters Jones) (4/97)  

New Kind of Christian, A
(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Our Sufficiency in Christ
(John MacArthur) (12/97)  

Power of Crying Out, The  
(Bill Gothard) (1/04)  

Power Religion  
(Michael Horton, ed.) (9/92)  

Prayer of Jabez, The  
(Bruce Wilkinson) (3/03)  

Purpose Driven Church, The  
(Rick Warren) (4/99)  

Purpose Driven Life, The  
(Rick Warren) (11/03)   

Ragamuffin Gospel, The  
(Brennan Manning) (10/03)   

Rekindled 
(Pat Williams) (3/96)  

Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible, The 
(Richard Foster) (8/05)  

Road Less Traveled, The  
(M. Scott Peck) (2/03)  

Secret Message of Jesus, The

http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/beware-newkind-christian.html
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2003/1-purpose.htm
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(Brian McLaren) (12/06)     

Serenity: Companion for 12-Step Rcvy  
(Hemfelt/Fowler) (2/93)  

Shack, The  
(William P. Young) (2/09)  

This Present Darkness  
(Frank Peretti) (6/95)  

What Love Is This? 
(Dave Hunt) (12/06)   

Why Christians Can't Trust Psychology  
(Ed Bulkley) (6/95)  

Wild at Heart  
(John Eldredge) (10/03)   
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Quotes

Misc. Quotes On False Teachers/Teachings  (9/90)

Quotes On "Unity"  (8/92)

C.H. Spurgeon On "Separation"  (9/92)

Quotes On "Psychology"  (1/94)

Quotes On "Public" v. "Private" Correction of Error  (4/92)

Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church  (3/81)

Doctrinal Division & Discernment  (12/91)

Watch Out For False Teachers Among You  (12/91)

Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers  (11/92)

What Is Success In Ministry?  (10/87)

Compromise & Pragmatism  (11/89)

Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?  (4/88)
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Psych/New Age/Misc.

Affective Education: Self-Esteem Project/Quest/Etc.  (1/05)

Age of the Universe: How Old Is It?  (7/92)

Alpha Course (3/04) 

America's Christian Roots? / Activism & War  (8/01)

Awana Clubs  (5/01)

Back To The Bible  (8/99)

Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)  (2/05)

Biofeedback  (8/92)

Birth Order  (1/03) 

Bob Jones University (BJU)  (3/03)

Calvary Chapel Movement  (1/02)

Campus Crusade For Christ  (10/03) 

Canadian Revival Fellowship  (4/92)

Charismatic Movement  (8/00)

Childhood Memories?  (8/01)

Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation (CCEF-East)  (2/05)

Christian Research Institute (CRI)  (10/00)

Christian Rock Music?  (1/99)

Christian Schools  (6/00)

Christmas  (11/02)

Church Growth Movement  (9/06) 

Codependency/12-Steps/Alcoholics Anonymous  (10/05) 

Counseling Methods Survey  (8/01)

Crisis Pregnancy Centers/Care Net-Christian Act. Council (5/94)

Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)  (8/01)

Dominion Theol./Reconstructionism/Coalition on Revival  (1/04) 
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Ecclesiology  (12/03) 

Emerging Church Movement, The  (3/11)  

Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)  (8/96)

Fantasy  (1/97)

General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC)  (2/03) 

Gospel In The Stars: "Christian" Astrology?  (11/92)

Grief: The Five Stages  (12/04)  

Guideposts Magazine (+ Notes on Norman Vincent Peale)  (3/96)

Halloween  (10/00)

Holy Laughter  (3/96)

Hypnosis  (8/01)

Independent Fundamental Churches of America (IFCA)  (2/99)

Inner Healing/Healing of the Memories  (5/94)

Institute for Creation Research (ICR)  (1/04) 

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF)  (8/01)

Journaling  (8/92)

Km (by Matol)  (2/92)

KJV-Onlyism (12/03) 

Landmarkism (3/05)

LinkCare (10/03) 

Martial Arts  (4/92)

Mid-Life Crisis  (5/92)

Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)  (8/01)

National Association of Evangelicals (NAE)  (2/04) 

National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)  (2/05)

Navigators - Psychoheresy & Ecumenism  (9/00)

Neo-Evangelicalism  (8/01)

New Age Medicine  (11/95)
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Operation Rescue  (3/95)

Organic Church, The - Home -Cell Church Movement revived   (1/11)  

Palmistry  (8/92)

Planned Parenthood  (2/05) 

Positive Confession/PMA  (8/96)

Promise Keepers  (10/03) 

Psychology: Science or Religion?  (11/95)

Radio Bible Class  (10/00)

Revival in the Church  (8/01)

Right-Brain/Left-Brain Pseudoscience  (8/92)

Salvation Army (02/03) 

Self Esteem/Self-Love  (10/98) 

Self-Help/Support Groups  (5/93)

Sensitivity Training  (3/95)

Spiritual Warfare  (11/03) 

Subliminals  (8/01)

Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing  (8/92)

The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM)  (1/94)

TheoPhostic Counseling (12/06) 

Trans World Radio (TWR)  (1/94)

Vineyard Movement  (2/04) 

Women of Faith  (12/06)  

Women of Influence  (12/03)

World Vision  (3/04) 

Yoga  (1/02)

Youth For Christ (YFC)  (4/97)

Youth With A Mission (YWAM)  (1/05)
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Cults

Marks Of A Cult  (12/01)

Christian Science  (10/01)

Eckankar  (8/98)

Jehovah's Witnesses  (11/01)

Masons (Freemasonry) (12/01)

Mormonism  (3/03) 

New Age Movement  (11/01)

Scientology  (11/01)

Seventh-Day Adventism  (11/01)

Silva Method (Silva Mind Control) (11/94)

Unification Church (Moonies) (11/01)

Unitarian Universalists  (8/97)

Unity School of Christianity  (11/01)

Way International, The  (11/01)

WorldWide Church of God, The (Armstrongism) (11/01)
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Hyles, Jack

General Teachings/Activities  (1/06) 

Doctrinal Errors and Heresies (1/06)   [Excerpts from The Biblical Evangelist Exposé on Jack Hyles] 

Sin in the Camp of Fundamentalists (1/94)

Pentecost vs. Hylescost (8/98)

Testimonies From Former Hyles Followers  (1/06)

General Teachings/Activities  (12/08) Of Jack Schaap protégé and replacement for his mentor Jack Hyles 

Prosperity Doctrine Taught at Hyles' Former Church  (12/08) 
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Dominion Theology/Reconstructionism/COR

Dominion Theology (1/97)

Notes on Reconstructionism (10/03) 

Coalition on Revival (COR) (1/04) 
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Copeland, Kenneth

General Teachings/Activities   (8/01) 
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Parsley, Rod

Rod Parsley: The Raging Prophet  (PFO:1999) (1/06) 
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Hinn, Benny

General Teachings/Activities (2/03)

Charismatic Confusion and Benny Hinn by M.H. Reynolds, Jr. (2/04) 

More Benny Hinn on the Web -- Links to Six More Articles on the Teachings of Benny Hinn (2/03)
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National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC)

National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) Biblical or Psychological?  (2/03)

Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?   (8/97)

$$Simony & Biblical Counseling  (12/97)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05)

Incompetent to Counsel - by Miles Stanford  (1/99)
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Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation
(CCEF-East)

Biblical or Psychological? (12/97)

Psychological Counseling at CCEF? (12/97)

Faculty Credentials & Associations (11/94)

John Bettler - Power Struggles in the Family (10/91)

Notes On Catalog Course Descriptions  (11/94)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement? (8/97)

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05)

$$Simony & Biblical Counseling (12/97)

Incompetent to Counsel -By Miles Stanford (1/99)
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Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)

Confronting BCF's Self-Confrontation Manual  (11/95)

BCF - Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?  (8/97)

Man's Last Stand  (2/05) 

The End of Biblical Counseling  (7/05) 

Incompetent to Counsel -B y Miles Stanford  (1/99)
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.  
 

Back to Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School Teacher's
Edition Oxford 1880s KJV Bible 

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Part of our Ministry

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

The Organic Church? Based on God's Word or Truth from the Dung
Heap?

2 Timothy 4:3-4 "For the time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having
itching ears; And they shall turn away [their] ears from the truth, and shall be

turned unto fables."
 The Organic Church: House2House - and the NAR & Contemplative

Way September 2011
Has House2House Church been co-opted by connections to the radical hyper-

charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd,
Dominionist teachings, AND even  Contemplative Mysticism? Or are they just

another facet of the same emergent movement?
 Blue is the New Red - 'Violology' is the New Theology! - God's Wife is the

Devil's Consort!? 
– Did One NAR / Home Church Leader Marry God to Form of “Ashtoreth?” 

 September 2011
The Church is the wife of God? / Connections to The Shack's Female God /

Jesus the lonely Bachelor? / The Trinity Redefined / Ties to Much More!
 The Organic Church: In Typical Christian Na’vi Blue - The message comes

forth! "Epic Jesus: The Christ You Never Knew"
– by Frank Viola 9/4/11 reviewed by John Beardsley 9/7/11   September 2011
The Tree of Life morphed into the enemy of God / The Church is the wife of

God?! ---What!?
Beardsley Ministries Series on The Organic Church

 The Organic Church Together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One January 2011
 The Way of The Organic Church: Part Two  March 2011

The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three  August 2011
Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011

Link to: "Open Letter to George Barna" August 30, 2011
A very timely letter addressing some of the concerns of the book Pagan

Christianity authored by George Barna and Frank Viola
- A book that was a primer for the book Reimagining Church and other issues

addresses here on BDM with the Organic Movement! 
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More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or
yours! Examples of criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or
using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports
or articles on this site NOT be stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express
permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you need, a link to us does not mean we
endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.  
 

Back to Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School Teacher's
Edition Oxford 1880s KJV Bible 

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Part of our Ministry

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

 

Important Issues for Bible Believing Christians Today
Soularize -Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left – Homo-emergent teaching!? A
glimpse at the homosexual agenda coming to the church! 

Christian-Yoga Studio Owner Claims No Compromise of Faith? - Owner states, "...we practice
a hatha-based yoga."

Elevation ‘Video’ Church – A Visit to the Early Service at Matthews, NC - September 11, 2011
Pastor Steve Furtick and their not so "audacious faith" just another popular flash in the pan
 with a mix of rock-n-roll, hip-hop and gimmicks?

Book Review of The Shack - A dangerous self-published book by William P.
Young which has become a best seller - Popularized and endorsed by
numerous liberal, new age, and emergent church leaders! Including endorsements
or praise by Christianity Today, The Gaithers, Mark Lowry, Michael W. Smith, Eugene Peterson
and more! This review exposes numerous Satanic lies rolled into what many consider a
"Christian" Novel.

“The Left Behind Series” – Book  Review - Will you be left behind? Following
this book series, the majority of professing Christianity is left behind!
The Passion of the Christ - Movie Reviews Why True Christians Should
Avoid the "Roman Catholic" Evangelical Film "The Passion of Christ" The
script is based on the four gospels AND The Mystical City of God by Mary of
Agreda,  AND a book of visions by Ann Catherine Emmerich -- "passion
mystic" Catholic nuns!
WWJD? (What Would Jesus Do?) - The Popular Fad Examined to the Light
of Scriptures

Cults to beware of and those with "Cult like" behavior! - -With a number of
links to other helpful pages
A Critique of Dr. Lawrence Crabb's Book "Inside Out" - Demonstrates
Crabb's "Freudian" tendencies and unscriptural counsel

Morality Issues
Holy Matrimony or Bust!?  - Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to
change laws to force acceptance of their unhealthy lifestyles! This is a
frightening glimpse of what so-called same sex marriage mean for the not so
distant future!!! Article published in the Rapid City Journal  June 19th, 2004
under title "Majority must speak out"
Stand Up For Morality!  - A 2001 Article on the subject that is still
relevant! Article Published in Our Local Newspaper opposing the idea of
homosexual marriages
HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW - Must we have new hate crime laws?

Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search
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appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have such advertising. In the interest of having site search
capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because it is a free service. If you come across any particularly

offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the
ads.

Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses
from people who "profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers,"
"false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or
yours! Examples of criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote
and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the
reports or articles on this site NOT be stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our
express permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you need, a link to us does not
mean we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/fundamentalistpharisees.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/youlegalist.html
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We are dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as His servants and to exposing error taught as truth.  
 

Back to Home Page

Sowers of the Word The Sunday School Teacher's
Edition Oxford 1880s KJV Bible 

Biblical Discernment Ministries
- Part of our Ministry

The Organic Church God's Word
Or Compost?

Our New Blog Truth with Snares!?

Articles Important for Bible Believers

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only) 

So-called Christian Rock / CCM Dangers 

Dangers of Promise Keepers (from 1990s)

Homosexuality is not "gay" 
- nor are you born this way! 

Poems and Prose (various subjects)

Links to our many discernment ministry friends

John's Testimony
and Purpose for this Web Site 

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail

So-called Fundamentalists (In name only)
 A Short Exposé of Dr. Jack Schaap & Book Review -  Dr. Jack Schaap - His General
Teachings/Activities on the BDM Site (12/08)
- Something serious to carefully ponder if you are looking for a Christian College!  This exposé
reveals what I believe is dangerous doctrine in a book called "Marriage: The Divine Intimacy" along with other wacky
teachings in keeping Dr. Schaap's goal of, "... perpetuating the ministry of Dr. Jack Hyles for the next generation."

PROSPERITY DOCTRINE TAUGHT AT HYLES' FORMER CHURCH Jack Schaap Teaches Prosperity Doctrine!
Article by Way of Life Ministry - David Cloud (Copied with permission)

Biblical Discernment Ministries reports on Jack Hyles

Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search

  
 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful) Some advertising from Google sponsors  may appear in connection with your
searches. All free search engines have such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because
it is a free service. If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google with

any complaints on the ads.

Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response! We get numerous ugly responses from people who
"profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," "slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc. 
Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 
Those Fundamentalist Pharisees  Legalism Is it Right to Judge?  
More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say about Doctrine? 
- Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of
criticisms that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what
you say. 

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site
NOT be stored or re-posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our
site as you need, a link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.

 
 

 The Organic Church: House2House - and the NAR & Contemplative Way September 2011
Has House2House Church been co-opted by connections to the radical hyper-charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd,

Dominionist teachings, AND even  Contemplative Mysticism? Or are they just another facet of the same emergent movement? 
Here is a quick look at the "Momentum National House Church Conference" conference the weekend of 9/2-9/4, 2011 at Jacksonville, Florida 

with keynote speakers Neil Cole, Frank Viola and Wolfgang Simson. Complete with a breakout session from at least one contemplative
teacher!

One excerpt where Simson practices the New Age extra-biblical practice of interpreting dreams from his own site:

"Heavens TV. When God speaks to you in dreams. How we learn to stop missing the real night show; practical introduction to
interpreting dreams humans have from God – and how we in turn can become what God dreams of us (Starfish Edition, 2010)"
Wolfgang Simson - on his site: http://www.simsonwolfgang.de/html/welcome.html

 Blue is the New Red - 'Violology' is the New Theology! - God's Wife is the Devil's Consort!? 
– Did One NAR / Home Church Leader Marry God to Form of “Ashtoreth?”   September 2011

The Church is the wife of God? / Connections to The Shack's Female God / Jesus the lonely Bachelor? / The Trinity Redefined / Ties to Much
More!

 The Organic Church: In Typical Christian Na’vi Blue - The message comes forth! "Epic Jesus: The Christ You Never Knew"
– by Frank Viola 9/4/11 reviewed by John Beardsley 9/7/11   September 2011

The Tree of Life morphed into the enemy of God / The Church is the wife of God?! ---What!?
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The Organic Church – Doctrines of Demons and of Men: Part Three   August 2011
Continuing to expose the assault on the local church of foundational and fundamental doctrines! 

Again I show some of the people behind it are clearly connected to the Emerging Church Movement 
showing clear connections to the radical hyper-charismatic New Apostolic Reformation crowd, Dominionist teachings, 

Contemplative Mysticism, Extreme Ecumenical ties and more. 
If you are into the so-called Organic Church Movement watch out!!!

Birds of the Feather Gathering Together- The Starlings of The Jesus Manifesto August 2011
- A quick look at the 26 endorsers of The Jesus Manifesto listed from their site!

I was even a bit surprised with all of the connections to the Emergent, New Apostolic Reformation, Liberal theology, and even New Age!
Not a Biblical one in the list I can see!

Link to: "Open Letter to George Barna" August 30, 2011
A very timely letter addressing some of the concerns of the book Pagan Christianity authored by George Barna and Frank Viola

- A book that was a primer for the book Reimagining Church and other issues addresses here on BDM with the Organic Movement! 
One quote: "How, after that, you have been on a path to really eliminate the local church as we know it -- cross-pollinating
your half-baked results with half-baked theology and history to try to paint a new churchless Christianity which, it seems, is

the next step after seeker-sensitive, commitophobic churches.  The detractors of this blog will want evidence of such so I
point them to these reviews of your execrable books Revolution and Pagan Christianity."

 The Way of The Organic Church: Part Two  March 2011
 The next article of this continuing series revealing a fresh assault on the local church of its foundational and fundamental doctrines! A focus is
made on the book The Jesus Manifesto and the sources linking it to the old "God is dead" liberal theologians and to teachings called a cult-like

by the late Dr Walter Martin

 The Organic Church together with the Emergent Church Movement: Part One January 2011
 New article revealing a fresh assault on the local church of its foundational and fundamental doctrines! Demonstrating ties to the New

Apostolic Reformation, Liberal theology and even to the New Age. - First of a series!

Frank Viola said in "Rethinking The Wineskin" (1998) and later revised in “Reimagining Church” quoted here: 
"To borrow a term from scientific philosopher Thomas Kuhn, we need a "paradigm shift" regarding the church before we can properly
rebuild it. That is, we need a new worldview regarding the meaning of the body of Christ. A new model for understanding the ekklesia. A
new framework for thinking about the church. Of course, the “new paradigm” that I’m speaking of is not new at all. It’s the paradigm that
undergirds the entire New Testament.”  (Reimaging Church p272, 2008) Emphasis bold and underlined mine.

---Or did Viola accurately say it right the first time and actually is introducing house churches to the emergent paradigm of the Leadership
Network and New Apostolic Reformation? If Viola’s paradigm is correct he is saying we have been “doing church” wrong for more than a

millennium and we need to “…rebuild it” As if it needs restoration!. Do we need Viola's definition of a paradigm shift that includes restoration
type theology or to get back to the Bible?!

 Book Review of The Shack 
 A dangerous self-published book by William P. Young which has become a best seller

- Popularized and endorsed by numerous liberal, new age, and emergent church leaders!
Including endorsements or praise by Christianity Today, The Gaithers, Mark Lowry, Michael W. Smith, Eugene Peterson and more! This review

exposes numerous Satanic lies rolled into what many consider a "Christian" Novel.

Holy Matrimony or Bust!? 
Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to change laws 

to force acceptance of their unhealthy lifestyles! This is a frightening glimpse of what so-called same sex marriage mean for the not so distant
future!!! Article published in the Rapid City Journal  June 19th, 2004 under title "Majority must speak out"

The Passion of the Christ  
- Movie Reviews Why True Christians Should Avoid the "Roman Catholic" Evangelical Film "The Passion of Christ" The script is based on the
four gospels AND The Mystical City of God by Mary of Agreda,  AND a book of visions by Ann Catherine Emmerich -- "passion mystic" Catholic

nuns!
 

Stand Up For Morality! 
-A 2001 Article on the subject that is still relevant! Article Published in Our Local Newspaper

opposing the idea of homosexual marriages
 

HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW 
Must we have new hate crime laws?

David danced and so can I!
-Another lame excuse of c-rockers to

behave like the world.
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Hello!? Is Anybody Out There? 
- Just How Big is the Universe? 

Science fiction is putting faith where there
is no hope.

 

Onward Followers of the Christ!?
- A Prose for today January 14, 2012 

Why so many walk the road a road most
travelled...

Google - Beardsley Ministry & BDM Site Search 

  
 WWW  The Beardsley Ministry and Biblical Discernment Ministries 

(We do not guarantee the "Google" search is complete but it has been useful)
Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have such

advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because it is a free service.
If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them. However, feel free to notify Google

with any complaints on the ads.

Click Here to reach us by E-Mail
Please read this before e-mailing us an accusatory response!

We get numerous ugly responses from people who "profess" to be Christians that quickly label us: "Pharisees," 
"slanderers," "false accusers," "legalists" and etc.  Carefully consider the following articles linked here: 

"Those Fundamentalist Pharisees"  "Legalism" "Is it Right to Judge?"  More Related Articles by topic from BDM and  What Does the Bible say
about "Doctrine?"

Unless you can prove specifically what is posted is incorrect, PLEASE don't waste our time or yours! Examples of criticisms
that will gladly be responded to: Notifying us of a misquote and/or using scripture to rightly to defend what you say. Our

purpose is not to provide you a sounding board!

Last Updated: February 17, 2012 
Thank you for visiting our homepage.

John & Kathy Beardsley

Due to a problem we have experienced with individuals in the past we ask that any of the reports or articles on this site NOT be stored or re-
posted on other Internet sites without our express permission. However, we invite you to link to our site as you need, a link to us does not mean

we endorse you in ANY way. Again, thank you for visiting our site.

Site Active Since September 2, 1997
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Articles Exposing the Dangers of so called CCM & "Christian" Rock
-C-rockers, PLEASE DO NOT e-mail us anymore, we are NOT interested in further debates with those

twisting
God's word to justify their compromise with rock music and the behavior that goes with it .If you are interested

 in repenting of C-rock we will be more than happy to assist you. We admonish anyone using C-rock as a means
 to reach the lost to REPENT and do what the Bible teaches.  We have documented the ungodly

 & unbiblical behavior of C-rock repeatedly in some of the articles and links below.

Link to: HELPFUL MUSIC RESOURCES 
By David Cloud, Way Of Life Ministry 

Has much information on where to find good music!

Link to: Sacred Music Services
A great source for music and more!

Link to: DOES JESUS GROOVE TO ROCK MUSIC?
By David Cloud, Way Of Life Ministry 

The July issue of Charisma, ... exhorting the readers to "Get in the Groove." The author, J. Lee Grady, mocks
traditional Christian music as "dirge-like" and "lily-white" and something only for "grandmothers." He goes

on to make the pretentious claim that worship music in Heaven will feature "a dozen Hammond-B3 organs and
a procession of hip-hop [rap] dancers." Not content with this brazen claim, Grady tells us that Jesus Christ

"loves all music--even the funkiest" and that Jesus Christ enjoys dancing with the angels and "grooving to the
sound of Christian R&B [rhythm and blues] pumped out of a boom box."

Why I Knock so-called "Christian" Rock (C-Rock) 
This is not for C-rockers unless you plan on repenting and following what the Bible teaches!

The purpose is to assist Christians that are serious in defending their churches against this wile (C-rock and
CCM) of our adversary.  Nothing in my walk with my Lord Jesus, for some 20 years now has been more divisive

an issue than music, in particular so called "Christian" Rock and CCM music.  -- That is why I believe an
article such as this one is so badly needed.

To Sin to Reach a Sinner?! 
– An Ode to C-Rockers and the like 

For C-rockers questioning their rationale since many of them are bent on criticizing this site. 
A quick and easy answer to their many lies and distortions of God’s Holy Word.

The Church Upon We Rock??
Following the concepts of today’s "Revival"  A fictional story using various pieces of things actually taking

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/86ebb61683ddd5151cd6cd7709c2ce91-284.html
http://www.smsrecordings.com/
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/d71aa41148eaa805afc94b14c0518e20-482.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/files/d71aa41148eaa805afc94b14c0518e20-482.html
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place in so called "Christian Rock" concerts and in churches!!! It can be a glimpse into the near future!!!"

The Invasion Begins!
A Review Of the Newsboys 1997 "Take Me To Your Leader Tour"

The secular media even compares their musical sound to secular "Matthew Sweet," "Bush," "Stone Temple
Pilots," "Live," "Pet Shop Boys" and "Pearl Jam!" --  WHAT KIND OF GOSPEL ARE THEY PREACHING?

READ THIS ARTICLE AND FIND OUT!

DC Talk Examined - Headbanging and Moshing for Jesus?
A Review of DC Talk's 1996 "Jesus Freak Tour"

Some of the Band's role models are the Beatles, David Bowie, U2, The Police, Nat King Cole and Frank
Sinatra!

They play parts of secular "R.E.M.'s" and anti-Christian "Nirvana's" music!!!  Even the secular media states:
"But DC Talk's own songs seemed far too derivative of such groups as U2, Nine Inch Nails, and the Beastie

Boys." 
-- DOES DC TALK PLAY CHRISTIAN MUSIC?

---OR JUST MAYBE ARE THESE CHRISTIANS WHO PLAY ROCK & ROLL???!!! 
READ THE ARTICLE TO FIND OUT!

DC Talk Defended - ANSWERED!
This page is an answer to the hatchet job done to our article DC Talk Examined by a C-rocker !

Does the Bible Support Christian Rock?
A quick answer for so called "Christian Rockers"

What is it to be "all things" to all people?
A prose regarding 1 Corinthians 9:18 -23 and much more  -- a verse misused terribly by so called "Christian

Rockers" as an excuse for their rock!!!

Link to: "CHARISMATIC-STYLE WORSHIP: GETTING HIGH ON MUSIC "
An article giving you alarming information on many CCM performers you need to know!

Link to: WHY WE ARE OPPOSED TO CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MUSIC
Jars Of Clay a trio that names Jimi Hendrix and The Beatles as their inspiration! Many more...

Link to: Way of Life Ministry Topics on Music
Links to many useful articles on what to look for and what to watch out for

Link to: "Is ‘new worship’ compatible with traditional worship?"
AN EXCELLENT ARTICLE! "Can contemporary Christian worship
(we shall call it new worship) be combined with traditional worship?"

Links to more Information of what the Bible teaches regarding so called "Christian Rock"

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/highonmusic.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/opposedtoccm.html
http://wayoflife.org/database/musicheader.html
http://www.freedomministries.org.uk/masters/worship1.htm
http://www.biblebelievers.net/ChristianRock/kjcrockm.htm
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Articles Exposing the Dangers of "Promise Keepers"

Promise Keepers Changes Doctrinal Statement To Appease Catholics - by FBNS
Article describes the efforts which have been made by Promise Keepers leaders to make Catholics feel at home

in their organization.

Does Promise Keepers teach Biblical doctrine?
A list of numerous irreconcilable problems for the Bible believing Christian to be a PKer

The Promise Keeper "Process"
Is this the Gospel?

My Letter to Promise Keepers
A copy of my letter to PK - The how and Why I started examining the Promise Keeper Movement

My Experience With the PK Book, "The Masculine Journey"
A Sunday school class turned into an "encounter group!"

Promise Keeper History by BDM
Many more links exposing Promise Keepers below

Return To Our Home Page
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Articles That Demonstrate Homosexuality is a Sin

"BEHAVIOR IS A CHOICE"
An Article put together with the assistance of my Pastor

"BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY!"
Divine Revelation & Human Sexuality 

I found the insight and history in this article useful in exposing the lies promoted by homosexuals who claim to
be Christians Written by The Diakrisis Ministry

Return To Our Home Page
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Various Poems and More

Hello!? Is Anybody Out There? 
- Just How Big is the Universe? 

Science fiction is putting faith where there is no hope.

Onward Followers of the Christ!?
- A Prose for today January 14, 2012 

Why so many walk the road a road most travelled...

Is This Really Revival ? - A Poem

Tolerance? A - Prose

Some of John's Writings
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Related Ministry Links:

Biblical Discernment Ministries
Site Maintained Here

Apprising Ministries (Exposing the Emergent Church)

Herescope (Exposing the Emergent Church and more)

Lighthouse Trails (Number of resources useful on Emergent Church)

Voice In The Wilderness

Bible Believer's Resource Page (Tied to FEA) 

Calvary Contender

Freedom Ministries

PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries

Sacred Music Services

Songfest

Way of Life Literature Home Page
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http://www.smsrecordings.com/
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My Testimony and Purpose for this Web Site

How Jesus Christ sought me out when I deserved nothing:

Isaiah 55:11 (All Bible References will always be KJV)
"So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it
shall accomplish that which I please, and shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it."

I grew up as an average kid, with one brother and one sister, born in Newark, New Jersey,
lived in Morristown until I was 8 and my dad got transferred to Charlotte, NC around 1970. In
Charlotte I "attended" a church and as many kids I was bored, my mind was fixed on a myriad
of things, unfortunately Jesus Christ was not one of them.

When I reached the volatile age of 12 I learned the meaning of the word divorce. My parents
split and my Dad moved back to New Jersey with his parents. My brother, sister and I stayed
in Charlotte with our mother. At that time I was happy my father had moved away, my Dad
and I were not the best of friends. I did not love him then, because of the angry way he treated
and abused me. So began my troubled teen years.

I began making new "friends" at the apartments we moved too, needless to say not one a
Christian. I became involved in a variety of malicious mischief, vandalism, chasing girls,
smoking, alcohol, and yes drugs, fortunately nothing beyond marijuana plus a growing love for
rock and roll music that helped motivate me through it all! Worst of all I became fascinated
with the study of ESP (that is really nothing more than witchcraft and sorcery) and the practice
of it, all this while I was 13 and 14 years old!

At 15 my Mom remarried and everything changed for what I thought was the worse. We moved
to a town called Unionville (one of those towns you bat your eyes and you missed it). I John
Beardsley had to learn to be a country boy! To this day I remember my city friends singing me
that John Denver song, and something about slopping the hogs, Oh how I hated it!

As it was the country life left me with lots of time on my hands. I ventured deeper into learning
about electronics, computers, and communications which would eventually become my career. I
developed high ambitions and wanted to get out and fight in this dog eat dog world. At the
same time I was becoming more and more interested in ESP and it's power. My Public High
School fueled my interests with a class in parapsychology! Before my eyes I saw what should
not be possible! Until I was 18 I dabbled with anything that seemed supernatural walking a
step away from full occult involvement!

At the age of 16, along with my study of the bizarre and supernatural I was asking myself the
infamous questions "Why am I here?", "What is the purpose of life?" and a few others. I had
convinced myself I was lonely, bored, and now I began to explore a new freedom with an old
AMC Javelin automobile. – what a piece of junk that was! Then the recession of 1979-1980 hurt
my step-father’s construction work causing him to have trouble supporting us plus the home
was getting a bit crowded with my third sister’s birth. So I moved out to live in Charlotte with
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my grandmother to begin working and to finish High School. I was itching to get out of the
country setting. (Even though I had grown to love it in ways I never thought I would).

After working a couple of restaurants in 1979, I got a job with the firm of Copes-Vulcan doing
electronic technician work at the age of 17. I thought I was finally on my way to a big career
when one morning on the way to work "crash!" My car was totaled and I was at fault. After
that it did not take me long to realize I was at a crossroads and a major decision would have to
be made. I thought of getting a second job to buy another car, but then how would I go to
college? I saw a long uphill climb and I wanted a way out, that’s when the idea of the military
came to mind, it looked like my best chance to succeed. April 1980 my Mom signed the papers
when I volunteered to be a part of the United States Air Force.

My recruiter gave me more than a job he handed me a new life in Christ when he placed one of
those green New Testaments from the Gideons in my hands. There was even a second testament
in my foot locker, God was signaling to me but I wasn’t listening. I started to read the book of
Revelations while I was in Basic Training, and I found it fascinating and a bit scary. (Typical
teen doing things backwards) The first seed of God in my life and I didn't begin to realize it
until my father died in August 1980 of a sudden heart attack. In September 1980 those deep
questions haunted my soul, I was really searching for the meaning of life. I knew there was no
consistency to the ESP stuff, but I knew there is power out there, I believed there is a God and
Jesus is the Son. (I remembered that from church anyway!)

After Basic Training I went to Corry Station, Florida for Technical Training June 1980. I began
to party with hard liquor and hard rock as if there was no tomorrow, and by the end of Sept.
1980 I had hit bottom. I concluded the party life was no life at all, I knew I didn’t have the
answers to this life and prayed with all I am to know the God out there whose Son is Jesus, I
prayed I want your truth in my life and nothing else! This world doesn't have the answers!
Unfortunately, you would think this is where my life gets on the right track, no, I decided to
follow in the steps of the world and its ways until I finished my technical training at Corry
Station, FL.

God took me a couple thousand miles away to Misawa AB, Japan, Jan 1981 where I finally got
cornered when a good friend named Sherman Watkins (a brand new Christian himself) came to
me and said, "I see you understand a lot about the Bible, but have you ever received Jesus as
your personal Savior?" It was at that moment I knew I was a sinner and needed a Savior, that I
needed to repent (turn away) from my wickedness and quit making excuses for my behavior.

Romans 3:10 
10 As it is written, There is none righteous, no, not one:

Acts 8:22 
"22 Repent therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of thine heart
may be forgiven thee."

Right there I prayed for God to forgive me of my sins believing on the powerful words in the
Bible, because I knew without Jesus’ saving work on the cross, His shed blood for me I was on
my way to an eternal Hell!
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Romans 3:22 - 28
"22 Even the righteousness of God [which is] by faith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them
that believe: for there is no difference: 23 For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God;
24 Being justified freely by his grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: 25 Whom
God hath set forth [to be] a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for
the remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God; 26 To declare, [I say], at this
time his righteousness: that he might be just, and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus. 27
Where [is] boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? of works? Nay: but by the law of faith. 28
Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the deeds of the law."

Romans 6:23
"23 For the wages of sin [is] death; but the gift of God [is] eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord."

Acts 2:38 
"38 Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost."

Acts 3:19 
"19 Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of
refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;"

James 1:21 
"21 Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness, and receive with meekness
the engrafted word, which is able to save your souls."

I understood a lot about the Bible before, but I didn’t know the God who wrote it until I
repented!

Romans 5:8 
"8 But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us."

I learned that Jesus Christ died for SINNERS like me!

1 Peter 2:24 
" 24 Who his own self bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins,
should live unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed."

Isaiah 53:3 - 6
"3 He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as
it were [our] faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not. 4. Surely he hath borne
our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. 5
But he [was] wounded for our transgressions, [he was] bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement
of our peace [was] upon him; and with his stripes we are healed. 6 All we like sheep have gone
astray; we have turned every one to his own way; and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of
us all."
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I KNEW SORROW FOR MY WAYS (and several more times after that as God brought back
things to my remembrance!) This is when the Holy Spirit came into my heart and I understood
on who it is I believed by the words of the Bible and MY life has never been the same!

So many today call themselves Christians but go on living the same worldly lives (just like I did)
thinking "I’m a good person," or even deceiving themselves into thinking they are teaching the
gospel when its no gospel at all, -seen with the numerous links to my site.

---Your good morals and self righteousness will lead you to Hell!

Matthew 7:22 - 23
"22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy
name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? 23 And then will I
profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity."

I can honestly say I know I’m on my way to Heaven! Not because of some feeling or religious
experience! But by believing with ALL my being by faith from God in His written Word, the
Bible, that is 100% without error – completely trustworthy!

2 Timothy 3:15 - 17
"15 And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures, which are able to make thee wise
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. 16 All scripture [is] given by inspiration of
God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: 17
That the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works."

Assurance of salvation is mine!

John 5:24 
"24 Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me,
hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto life."

1 John 5:13
"13 These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God; that ye may
know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God. 14. And
this is the confidence that we have in him, that, if we ask any thing according to his will, he
heareth us: 15 And if we know that he hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the
petitions that we desired of him."

We are new creatures! We have changed lives! And WE EXPERIENCE TRUE
RECONCILIATION TO GOD not the false reconciliation of groups like Promise Keepers
documented on my site. BECAUSE IF YOU ARE A RACIST YOU ARE NOT IN CHRIST
BUT ON YOUR WAY TO HELL, and this is not my judgment but God’s pronounced in the
Bible!

1 John 3:15 
"15 Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life
abiding in him."
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1 John 4:20 
"20 If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother
whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?"

2 Corinthians 5:17 - 19
"17 Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new creature: old things are passed away;
behold, all things are become new. 18 And all things [are] of God, who hath reconciled us to
himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation; 19 To wit, that God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and
hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation."

Before I had got saved I had accumulated a collection of Rock worth more than $2,000 dollars
with groups and singers including the likes of AC/DC, Van Halen, Pink Floyd, ZZ Top, Kansas,
Blondie, Doobie Brothers, Pat Benetar, ELO, Eagles, and many, many more... I say this to show
what I left behind, what I separated myself from as I played frisbee in an empty parking lot
with the more expensive type of vinyl records! Yes, my best friend and I did clean up the mess
and yes I did enjoy it! I used to "cuss like a sailor" too but through the new life I have found in
Jesus Christ I put that behind me as well, right along with alcohol! My life was really changed!

---Now many try to hang onto their Rock n Roll by calling it Christian and giving it some
supposed Christian words even though they know, like I do, Rock is born of rebellion and idol
worship. Rock has NO PLACE in the church or the Christian's life! Those that try to introduce
it into the church need to be strongly opposed! Consider these verses for starters:

2 Corinthians 6:16 - 18
"16 And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living
God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in [them]; and I will be their God, and they
shall be my people. 17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean [thing]; and I will receive you, 18 And will be a Father unto you, and
ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty."

---This quick word on the dangers of Rock doesn't begin to cover the problems with it,
including its fads, drugs, promotion of deviant behavior and etc! (Some documented on our site
and those linked to it) HOW CHRISTIANS CAN "CHRISTIANIZE" ROCK "n" ROLL and
say we "need it to reach the younger generation," is a BOLD FACED LIE! I knew many
who listened to this "alternative" Christian Rock and as far as I know they are as unsaved
today as they were before ---because C-Rock removes the need for them to change, SO THEY
DON'T CHANGE, continuing on a path that leads to an eternal Hell!!! I am glad I didn't learn
of this "alternative" until AFTER I was saved!

Today after serving 12 fruitful years in the USAF, I got out after much prayer and
consideration not knowing for certain where I would work, where I would live and I wasn’t
alone anymore I had to consider my beautiful wife and two children (all saved). From a base in
South Carolina to Oklahoma City, and then to Rapid City where I initially got one job as a
Software Consultant and then a second one about a month later where I am now a Computer
Operations Manager. Even the ambitions I gave up to the Lord, he saw fit to restore!
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So what’s the purpose of the website? Well this came of some trials and tribulations
documented here. After being surprised by some teachings regarding psychology at one church
plus some other differences I will not go into here we prayed for and sought out another
church. To our dismay we watched the next church we joined become "program driven," and
the heretical 50 day adventure came in (David & Karen Mains "Chapel of the Air"), Crabb’s
book "Inside Out," some other 12 step psychology book and of course Promise Keepers. After
expressing concerns about this to our Pastor at this church he encouraged my wife and I to read
more and report to him of what was being said and taught by these so-called teachers and we
were shocked at our findings!

We have discovered very few Christians take the time to listen and learn that these so-called
teachers they think so highly of are replacing God’s Word with false doctrine! The Bible has
numerous references to the importance of sound doctrine (instruction) and we are
WITNESSING it being thrown to the winds of psychology and "feelings" or "having an
experience." Then the time came when we would have been asked to leave if we had tried to
stay, so left that church. This is in spite the fact we were not propagating our findings to the
membership but to the church leadership as we are instructed in the Bible. (These leaders even
apologized to us for spreading our findings to the membership themselves, for that we were
grateful.) We posed too many questions for these church elders to answer or handle because they
would not compare the findings to scriptures. God does not call Christians to split churches but
to seek out a church with sound Biblical teachings in such situations – or to start one if one
cannot be found. Since then, we joined with Liberty Baptist Tabernacle in late 1994 and have
no plans to leave. (Praise the Lord!) It has been with their encouragement and our strong
convictions this website was created to mark those who teach false doctrines and to point out
what the Bible teaches. This is not a ministry we went looking for but one we believe with all
our hearts God dropped into our laps. Just remember, much can be learned if you dare to ask
questions! No lie comes from the truth and the infalliable truth we need is found in the Bible
ALONE!

1 John 2:21 
"21 I have not written unto you because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it, and that
no lie is of the truth."

So is it of any wonder how these false teachers gather such crowds:

1 John 4:5 
"5 They are of the world: therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them. 6 We are
of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know we
the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error."

Thank you for taking the time to read my testimony and it is my heartfelt
prayer that someone would be helped through it.

John A. Beardsley III
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Christians are saved BY FAITH ALONE! 
Romans 10:8 - 13
"8 But what saith it? The word is nigh thee, [even] in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the
word of faith, which we preach; 9 That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and
shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. 10 For
with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation. 11 For the scripture saith, Whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed. 12. For
there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all
that call upon him. 13 For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."

Ephesians 2:8- 9 
"8 For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: [it is] the gift of God: 9 Not
of works, lest any man should boast."

BACK TO OUR HOME PAGE
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Soularize – Wild Geese Migrate West And To The Far Left 

By John Beardsley - January 2, 2012

Last year Apprising Ministries was the first to expose “…the latest apostasia-palooza thrown by the
sinfully ecumenical [i.e. Reformation repudiating] Emergent Church aka the Emerging Church.” At the
Wild Goose Festival (WGF) held at Shakori Hills, NC June 2011.  

 Largely unnoticed by those of us in the discernment work, another WGF type conference held 10/18-
21, 2011 in San Diego by some of the same feathered birds of WGF continuing to propagate the
various heresies of the Emergent Church – as well as a strong emphasis to reach out to the
homosexual.  

 So what is Soularize? Their own site overview call it:

A 3-Day Learning Party!

Join us in sunny San Diego for a three day “learning party” that will stretch your mind, fill your
heart, and encourage you toward the future. At each Soularize, we bring together an
unparalleled combination of keynote presenters and workshop leaders to give you a broad view
of the current (and future) conversations in the Church today.

 > WRESTLE through an attractional/missional approach to ministry.

> CHALLENGE what it means to be about social justice…not just talking about it.

> STRETCH your mind with new ways of thinking about heaven, hell, and our journey on the
Earth.

> CONNECT with other women and men who are passionate about following the Way of Jesus.

http://www.soularize.net/soularize-2011/overview/

However, this is part of a continued attack on Biblical Christianity’s view of sexuality by the likes of
Tony Jones, Doug Pagitt and Brian McLaren who spread doubt and confusion in the church in order
to welcome the unrepentant homosexual as a fellow brother or sister in Christ.

Though there are plenty of other items regarding Soularize that could be written, it is clear they
passionately follow the way of another Jesus! For example, the workshop titled The Church and
Homosexuality 101, by Brian Ammons  is summarized as follows, “In this workshop, Brian will
unpack the range of responses to and engagements with "the homosexuality question" drawing
attention to the underlying beliefs about biblical authority and the nature of identity.”

While I have not been able to find the actual Soularize session, consider this about Ammons:

“Brian Ammons is an educator, spiritual director, author, and ordained Baptist minister. He
lives and works in the intersections of gender, sexuality, spirituality, and justice, with particular

http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://apprising.org/2011/07/04/gay-tattooed-and-generally-liberal-folk-on-the-emerging-wild-goose-chase/
http://www.soularize.net/soularize-2011/overview/
http://apprising.org/2011/08/07/christianity-21-to-attack-christian-sexuality/
http://apprising.org/2011/08/07/christianity-21-to-attack-christian-sexuality/
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attention to how systems of knowing shape our understanding of the possibilities (or
impossibilities) of how those threads might be woven together.”

And,

“Though his postmodern aesthetic makes it unlikely that he would use these words to describe
himself, he is mostly okay with being understood as a gay Christian evangelist to the
evangelicals.” (Source from his own bio on his Internet blog “Nekkid Resurrection” link not
provided due to nudity on the site’s header & page emphasis in bold mine)

Brian Ammons is an openly homosexual man who has come under criticism by fellow emergent
church leaders in the publication of the book Baptimergent wherein the chapter he created was banned
for being too gay! Obviously the Baptist part of “Bapti” -mergent are those Ammons criticizes
elsewhere,

“Being a very proud Baptist, one of the things that continuously embarrasses me is NOT our
fundamentalist cousins in the SBC but the uber-wussy “moderate” Baptists who basically
pretend to be radically different than their SBC friends because they ordain women (and hire
very few of them).  I have long hoped for a Baptist community that is a big enough fellowship
to permit every disciple of Jesus to be present, honest, and then encouraged to take the next
step in their faith.” (Bold emphasis mine) http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/03/02/thats-
too-gay-brian-ammons-banned-chapter-from-baptimergent/

What is that “next step” Ammons is pushing these neo-evangelical churches (Baptist in name only) to
take?

More from Ammons own lips,

“I never asked to be the litmus test even we committed post modern types have tended to revert to
liberal and evangelical camps as soon as the GBLT questions come up. So in the big tent we’ll all get
under the big tent until somebody starts to talking about gays and we’ll run back to our sides. Um and 
I am ready for a different conversation, I am tired of being the object by which other folks define
themselves as a good liberal, or a good conservative, or a good moderate…” Big Tent Sexuality with
Brian Ammons & Richard Rohr http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-
with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/

For more on the “Big Tent” click http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-
postmodern-liberalism/ and on Spencer Burke who appears to be one of the driving forces
behind Soularize http://apprising.org/2008/11/26/spencer-burke-im-a-universalist-who-believes-
in-hell/

My conclusion: Ammons wants people to quit running from the GBLT questions and normalize
homosexual behavior in the church. Even the unrepentant homosexual can see the hypocrisy of the
“uber-wussies” who are just Baptist pretenders, afraid to make a stand FOR homosexuality which true
Christians know is AGAINST the teachings of the Bible, God’s final word on the matter! As for the
lie that the homosexuals are born that way, even science disagrees. Only tainted studies twisting the
facts are on their side.

http://www.helwys.com/books/baptimergent.html
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/03/02/thats-too-gay-brian-ammons-banned-chapter-from-baptimergent/
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/03/02/thats-too-gay-brian-ammons-banned-chapter-from-baptimergent/
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/
http://homebrewedchristianity.com/2011/02/25/big-tent-sexuality-with-brian-ammons-richard-rohr/
http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-postmodern-liberalism/
http://apprising.org/2011/01/26/big-tent-circus-of-postmodern-liberalism/
http://apprising.org/2008/11/26/spencer-burke-im-a-universalist-who-believes-in-hell/
http://apprising.org/2008/11/26/spencer-burke-im-a-universalist-who-believes-in-hell/
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No study has proven that homosexuality is genetic, hormonal or environmental! An article from
Hastings Center Report even challenges the science in key research studies that have suggested
a genetic base for homosexuality! The whole argument for genetic homosexuality is flawed. It
is being pushed upon the public through the guise of being "normal" insisting we must accept
their behavior or suffer consequences, lawsuits! Homosexuals are pushing an agenda, along
with propaganda, attempting to redefine laws and making it a crime to have an opinion against
them! Calling anyone who stands against them as being hateful homophobic bigots! Stand Up
For Morality!, 2001 by John Beardsley http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/behavior.htm

So-called Christians attending these WGF type conferences are being used by those pushing the
homosexual agenda in the church working toward undermining our freedom of religion. The strategy
is plain to see as the behavior is normalized in what is called the church that it will lead to
persecution to those of us standing for the unadulterated Word of God. The day will come when the
law makes it hate speech for true Christians to object or debate the behavior of homosexuality as
wrong or sinful according to the Bible and even for physical science that dare oppose it!

On their blog http://theimageoffish.com/  Soularize speakers and Quakers, Callid & Kristina Keefe-
Perry have are rather strong pro-GBLTQ statement for the Ohio Valley Quakers posted 8/3/2011:

Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting (Quakers) Publically Affirms GLBTQ Marriage

This is their formal statement, discerned and minuted during their annual sessions, July 27-31,
2011. Short and sweet:

    Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Friends have been led by the Light of the Living Christ to
understand that God's love extends with equality to all people regardless of sexual orientation or
gender identity. The understanding that Christ has given us as Quakers today leads us to three
conclusions. We affirm the full humanity of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and
transgenderpersons. We are committed to their equal status within the Religious Society
of Friends and the wider world. We celebrate their covenant relationships, including
marriages under the care of our constituent meetings, as just as sacred, just as valid, and
the cause for just as much joy as those of any other persons.

 So if Ammons was not enough evidence to make the case of what normalizing homosexual behavior
REALLY means – do not marginalize the others belonging to GBLTQ - Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian,
Transgender and Queer!

 What Does It All Mean and Why You Need To Be Concerned

      My home state faces a same sex marriage vote that should never have come due to weak liberal
leaders in North Carolina. New York had a vote passing this same legislation last year! The
connections are frighteningly clear, Christians who believe the Bible is true need to stand up and be
heard! We also need to show the pseudo-science of homosexual research for the sham it is.
Homosexuality is as much a behavioral choice as any other sin, like heterosexual sex outside of
marriage - both are evil before a Holy God! Repentance and forgiveness can be found in Jesus Christ
by His shed blood on the cross.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/behavior.htm
http://theimageoffish.com/
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 Without a doubt, based on my past experience opposing the homosexual movement, there will be
argumentation based on psychology that this thinking is backwards and verbal personal attacks of my
person. It is not “hate” to show sin as sin, it is hate not to point it out so that someone may repent.
To point out sin – is not discrimination unless you are calling the God of Heaven a bigot! It is
hate for you to compare me to some disreputable hate group. Additionally, talking about your
homosexual tendencies constantly and making them a federal issue shows your heart is of the flesh,
not of God. It would be just as wrong for me to constantly discuss that I am heterosexual in the same
fashion it is unhealthy physically and spiritually because all the importance is placed on the flesh and
not God.  It is not homophobia to oppose homosexuals any more than it is adulterer-phobic to oppose
adultery or witchcraft-phobic to oppose witchcraft. The homosexual is no more a victim of
homosexuality, than a murderer or a thief that is caught for their wrongdoing and acceptance of such
behavior should not be tolerated by society – much less a Church that would dare call upon the name
of Jesus Christ! Sin is sin, the Bible is crystal clear on this topic:

Romans 1:26-28 “For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their women
did change the natural use into that which is against nature: And likewise also the men, leaving
the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working
that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was
meet. And even as they did not like to retain God in [their] knowledge, God gave them over to
a reprobate mind, to do those things which are not convenient;”

 So there is no common ground; there can be no bridge building to do what God has condemned.
What those behind Ammons, Keefe-Perry and others at Soularize are doing is yet another attack on
foundational teaching of the Bible and an abomination to God. Such actions are predictable by those
who care nothing for doctrine and the truth of the Bible even willing to reinterpret and reimagine it to
prop up their aberrant teachings. My only hope is this article serves as a way to warn those caught in
this devilish snare so that they might escape!

Jude 1:22-23 And of some have compassion, making a difference: And others save with fear,
pulling [them] out of the fire; hating even the garment spotted by the flesh.
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Is It Right to Judge?
by Franklin C. Huling, MA

©Fundamental Evangelistic Association

(This article is posted in its entirety until the reconstruction of the www.feasite.org is completed)

THIS QUESTION- "IS IT RIGHT TO JUDGE?" is one that puzzles many sincere Christians. A careful and
open minded study of the Bible makes it clear that concerning certain vital matters, it is not only right but a positive
duty to judge. Many do not know that the Scripture commands us to judge. The Lord Jesus Christ commanded,
"Judge righteous judgment" (John 7:24). He told a man, "Thou hast rightly judged" (Luke 7:43). To others, our
Lord asked, "Why even of yourselves judge ye not what is right?" (Luke 12:57).

The Apostle Paul wrote, "I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say" (1 Corinthians 10:15). Again, Paul declared,
"He that is spiritual judgeth all things" (1 Corinthians 2:15). It is our positive duty to judge.

False Teachers and False Teaching

"Beware of false prophets!" (Matthew 7:15) is the warning and command of our Lord. But how could we "beware"
and how could we know they are "false prophets" if we did not judge? And what is the God given standard by
which we are to judge? " To the Law and to the Testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them." (Isaiah 8:20). "Ye shall know them by their fruits" (Matthew 7:16), Christ said. And in
judging the "fruits," we must judge by God's Word, not by what appeals to human reasoning. Many things seem
good to human judgment which are false to the Word of God.

The Apostle Paul admonished believers, "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord
Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple" (Romans
16:17-18). This apostolic command could not be obeyed were it not right to judge. God wants us to know His
Word and then test all teachers and teaching by it. Notice also that it is the false teachers who make the "divisions,"
and not those who protest against their false teaching. And these deceivers are not serving Christ, as they profess,
"but their own belly," or their own "bread and butter," as we would put it. We are to "mark them and avoid them."

"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17, read verses 14-18). and
"From such turn away." (2 Timothy 3:5). "Withdraw yourselves" (2 Thessalonians 3:6). "And have no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them " (Ephesians 5:1 1). "Abhor that which is evil; cleave
to that which is good" (Romans 12:9). "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21). It
would be impossible to obey these injunctions of God's Word unless it were right to judge! And remember, nothing
is "good" in God's sight that is not true to His Word.

The Apostle John wrote, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try [test, judge] the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the world " ( 1 John 4:1 ) . Again he wrote, "For many deceivers
are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.... If there come any unto you, and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds" (2 John 7,10-11). This Scripture commands us to judge between those who
do, and those who do not bring the true doctrine of Christ.

http://www.feasite.org/
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Whenever a child of God contributes to a denominational budget that supports Modernist (liberal, compromising)
missionaries or teachers, he is guilty before God, according to this Scripture, of bidding them, "God speed " in the
most effective way possible. And he thereby becomes a "partaker" with them of their "evil deeds" of spreading soul
damning poison. How terrible, but how true! Arouse yourself, child of God. If you are guilty, ask God to forgive
you and help you never again to be guilty of the blood of souls for whom Christ died. When we are willing to
suffer for Christ, we can readily see the truth of God's Word on this tremendously important matter. "If we suffer,
we shall also reign with Him" (2 Timothy 2:12) .

Misunderstood and Misused Scripture

One of the best known and most misunderstood and misapplied Scriptures is "Judge not" (Matthew 7:1). Let us
examine the entire passage:

"Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but
considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out
of thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye;
and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye" (Matthew 7:1-5).

Read this again carefully. Notice that it is addressed to a hypocrite!-not to those who sincerely want to discern
whether a teacher or teaching is true or false to God's Word. And instead of being a prohibition against honest
judgment, it is a solemn warning against hypocritical judgment. In fact, the last statement of this Scripture
commands sincere judgment-"Then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." If we take a
verse or a part of a verse out of its setting, we can make the Word of God appear to teach the very opposite of what
it really does teach. And those who do this cannot escape the judgment of God for twisting His Word (2 Peter
3:16). Let this be a warning to us never again to take a text of Scripture out of its context.

Many who piously quote, "Judge not," out of its context, in order to defend that which is false to God's Word, do
not see their own inconsistency in thus judging those who would obey God's Word about judging that which is
untrue to the Bible. It is tragic that so much that is anti-Scriptural has undeservedly found shelter behind a misuse
of the Scripture just quoted. The reason the professed church of Christ is today honeycombed and paralyzed by
satanic Modernism is because Christians have not obeyed the commands of God's Word to judge and put away and
separate from false teachers and false teaching when they first appeared in their midst. Physical health is
maintained by separation from disease germs. Spiritual health is maintained by separation from germs of false
doctrine. The greatest peril of our day is not too much judging, but too little judging of spiritual falsehood.

God wants His children to be like the noble Bereans who "searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were
so"(Acts 17:11).

Romans 2:1-3 is also addressed to the religious hypocrite who condemned himself because he was guilty of the
same things for which he condemned others. James 4:11-12 refers to an evil spirit of backbiting and fault finding,
not to judging whether teachers or teachings agree or disagree with God's Word. The Bible never contradicts itself.
To understand one portion of Scripture we must view it in the light of all Scripture. "No prophecy of the Scripture
is of any private [isolated] interpretation" (2 Peter 1:20). "Comparing spiritual things [words] with spiritual" (1
Corinthians 2:13).

The "Wheat and Tares" parable of Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43, is much misunderstood. First of all, our Lord is
talking about the world, not His Church-"the field is the world." He goes on to say that "the good seed are the
children of the Kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one" (Matthew 13:38) . They are the two
groups in the world; children of God-those who have received Christ (John 1:12), and the children of the devil-
those who reject Christ (John 8:44). When any of the "children of the wicked one" get into the professed church of
Christ, as they have always done, a definite procedure for God's children is set forth in His Word. First, it is their
duty to tell them that they have "neither part nor lot" in Christ (see Acts 8:21-23 and context).
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If the children of the devil do not leave voluntarily, as is generally the case, God's children are commanded to
"purge out" (1 Corinthians 5:7) these unbelievers. But God's people have disobeyed His Word about this, and so
unbelievers [and disobedient brethren- 2 Thessalonians 3:6,14-15] have gotten into control, as is now the case in
most denominations. Therefore, those who purpose to be true to Christ and His Word are commanded to "come out
from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord" (2 Corinthians 6:17), regardless of property or any other
considerations. When we obey God's Word, we can trust Him to take care of all the consequences of our obedience.

Other Matters to be Judged

The immoral conduct of professed believers in Christ is to be judged. 1 Corinthians, Chapter 5, tells a sad story and
closes with the Apostolic injunction, "Therefore put away from among yourselves that wicked person" (1
Corinthians 5:13).

Disputes between Christians concerning "things that pertain to this life," (1 Corinthians 6:3) should be judged by a
tribunal of fellow Christians instead of going before unbelievers in the civil courts. The whole sixth chapter of 1
Corinthians makes clear God's plan for His people in this regard. And some startling truths are here revealed: First,
"The saints shall judge the world." Second, "We shall judge angels" (1 Corinthians 6:2-3). Beloved, are we letting
God prepare us for this high place?

We ought to judge ourselves. "Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves" (2
Corinthians 13:5). "For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged. But when we are judged, we are
chastened [child trained] of the Lord, that we should not be condemned with the world" (1 Corinthians 11:31-32).
What a change and what a blessing it would be if we would judge our own faults as uncharitably as we do the
faults of others-and if we would judge the failings of others as charitably as we do our own! And Christians could
save themselves much chastening of the Lord if they would judge and confess and cease their disobedience to God.
And, oh, how much dishonor and lack of fruit would our blessed Lord be spared!

Limitations of Human Judgment

Not scruples or conscience concerning matters of which the Bible does not directly speak. God forbids our judging
our brethren concerning the eating of certain kinds of food, keeping of days, etc. Romans, Chapter 14, 1
Corinthians 10:23-33, and Colossians 2:16-17 cover this subject.

Not motives. See 1 Corinthians 4:1-5. Only God can see into the heart and know the motives that underlie actions.

Not as to whom are saved. "The Lord knoweth them that are His" (2 Timothy 2:19). We cannot look into anyone's
heart and say whether or not they have accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as their personal Saviour, if they profess that
they have. But we had better test ourselves according to 2 Corinthians 5:17: "If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." If this change has not taken place, our
profession is vain.

Two Elements in Judgment

The New Testament Greek word that is most often translated "judge" or "judgment" is "krino." On the one hand, it
means to distinguish, to decide, to determine, to conclude, to try, to think and to call in question. That is what God
wants His children to do as to whether preachers, teachers and their teachings are true or false to His Word. The
Apostle Paul writes: "And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge and in all
judgment; that ye may approve things that are excellent" (Philippians 1:9-10). A wrong idea of love and lack of
knowledge and judgment causes God's people often to approve things that are anything but excellent in God's sight.
The epistle to the Hebrews tells us that mature believers, that is, those who are of "full age, " are ". .. those who by
reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil " (see Hebrews 5:11-14).
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On the other hand, the Greek word "krino"-judge or judgment-means to condemn, to sentence and to punish. This
is God's prerogative for He has said, "Vengeance is Mine, I will repay, saith the Lord" (Romans 12:19).

Guard Against a Wrong Attitude

Christians should guard against the tendency of the flesh to assume a critical and censorious attitude toward those
who do not share our opinions about other matters than those which have to do with Bible doctrine and moral
conduct. Rather than "pick to pieces" our brethren in Christ, it is our privilege and duty to do everything we can to
encourage their spiritual edification. We ought to love and pray for one another and consider ourselves lest we be
tempted. Galatians 6:1.

A Final Word

If you are saved, my reader, let us not forget that "We must all appear before the Judgment Seat of Christ" (2
Corinthians 5:10). It will be well with those who are studying God's Word, walking in the light of it, living for
Christ and the salvation of souls. It will go ill with those who have accepted Christ but who are living for the things
of this world. If you are a mere professor of Christ, or profess nothing, my friend, may I lovingly remind you "That
judgment must begin at the House of God; and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the
Gospel?" (1 Peter 4:17).

Delay not another moment to ask God for Christ's sake to forgive your sins. Surrender your heart and will to the
loving Saviour who died for you and rose again. Make Him the Lord of your life. Happy and blessed will you be,
now and forever.

"For there is some danger of falling into a soft and effeminate Christianity, under the plea of a lofty
and ethereal theology. Christianity was born for endurance; not an exotic, but a hardy plant, braced by
the keen wind; not languid, nor childish, nor cowardly. If walks with strong step and erect frame; it is
kindly, but firm; it is gentle, but honest; it is calm, but not facile; obliging, but not imbecile; decided,
but not churlish. It does not fear to speak the stern word of condemnation against error, nor to raise its
voice against surrounding evils, under the pretext it is not of this world; it does not shrink from giving
honest reproof, lest it come under the charge of displaying an unchristian spirit. It calls sin sin, on
whomsoever it is found, and would rather risk the accusation of being actuated by a bad spirit than not
discharge an explicit duty. Let us not. misjudge strong words used in honest controversy. Out of the
heat a viper may come forth but we shake it off and feel no harm. The religion of both Old and New
Testaments is marked by fervent outspoken testimonies against evil. To speak smooth things in such a
case may be sentimentalism, but it is not Christianity. It is a betrayal of the cause of truth and
righteousness. If anyone should be frank, manly, honest, cheerful (I do not say blunt or rude, for a
Christian must be courteous and polite); it is he who has tasted that the Lord is gracious, and is
looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God I know that charity covereth a multitude of
sins; but it does not call evil good, because a good man has done it; it does not excuse inconsistencies,
because the inconsistent brother has a high name and a fervent spirit; crookedness and worldliness are
still crookedness and worldliness, though exhibited in one who seems to have reached no common
height of attainment." -- HORATIUS BONAR (1808-89)

Fundamental Evangelistic Association
[Tracts, pamphlets and literature posted on-line are for your use in reaching lost souls with the one pure, true and precious Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and for encouraging and edifying believers as well as sounding a faithful warning regarding false teaching and movements in these deceptive last days. All
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scriptural references and quotes are based on the King James Version (AV1611) only. Because the F.E.A. provides these materials at or below cost, it is far
more economical to order the actual printed resources rather than making multiple copies from the files you print or download. The materials provided are
usually copyrighted and are so indicated; however, you have permission to make copies for your personal use provided proper reference to the the author is
maintained and the content is not changed. You have permission to link to these materials; however we ask that you do not post these materials on your
website or BBS. This ensures that changes and any corrections are incorporated. We encourage you to reach out to all who haven't heard the Gospel, that
precious lost souls will be saved for Christ and for His glory! All comments and questions regarding these materials should be directed to the Editor,
FOUNDATION Magazine, P.O. Box 6278, Los Osos, California 93412.]
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What does the Bible say about

"Doctrine?"
Doctrine Defined Using the Strong's Concordance Linked to verses below:

03948 leqach {leh'-kakh} from 03947; TWOT - 1124a; n m 
AV - doctrine 4, learning 4, fair speech 1; 9, 1) learning, teaching, insight, 1a) instruction (obj), 1b)
teaching (thing taught),1b1) teaching-power, 1b2) persuasiveness,

08052 sh muw`ah {sehm-oo-aw'} pass part of 08085; TWOT - 2412d; n f
AV - rumour 9, tidings 8, report 4, fame 2, bruit 1, doctrine 1, mentioned 1, news 1; 27, 1) report,
news, rumour, 1a) report, news, tidings, 1b) mention

04148 muwcar {moo-sawr'} from 03256; TWOT - 877b; n m 
AV - instruction 30, correction 8, chasten 4, chastisement 3, check 1, bond 1, discipline 1, doctrine 1,
rebuker 1; 50, 1) discipline, chastening, correction, 1a) discipline, correction, 1b) chastening

1322 didache {did-akh-ay'} from 1321; TDNT - 2:163,161; n f 
AV - doctrine 29, has been taught 1; 30, 1) teaching, 1a) that which is taught, 1b) doctrine, teaching,
concerning something, 2) the act of teaching, instruction, 2a) in religious assemblies of the Christians,
to speak in the way of teaching, in distinction from other modes of speaking in public

1319 didaskalia {did-as-kal-ee'-ah} from 1320; TDNT - 2:160,161; n f
AV - doctrine 19, teaching 1, learning 1; 21, 1) teaching, instruction, 2) teaching, 2a) that which is
taught, doctrine, 2b) teachings, precepts

2085 heterodidaskaleo {het-er-od-id-as-kal-eh'-o}, from 2087 and 1320; TDNT - 2:163,161; v
AV - teach other doctrine 1, teach otherwise 1; 2, 1) to teach other or different doctrine, 1a) deviating
from the truth

3056  logos {log'-os}, from 3004; TDNT - 4:69,505; n m
AV - word 218, saying 50, account 8, speech 8, Word (Christ) 7, thing 5, not tr 2, misc 32; 330, 1) of
speech, 1a) a word, uttered by a living voice, embodies a conception or idea, 1b) what someone has
said, 1b1) a word, 1b2) the sayings of God, 1b3) decree, mandate or order, 1b4) of the moral precepts
given by God, 1b5) Old Testament prophecy given by the prophets, 1b6) what is declared, a thought,
declaration, aphorism, a weighty saying, a dictum, a maxim, 1c) discourse, 1c1) the act of speaking,
speech, 1c2) the faculty of speech, skill and practice in speaking, 1c3) a kind or style of speaking, 1c4)
a continuous speaking discourse - instruction, 1d) doctrine, teaching, 1e) anything reported in speech; a
narration, narrative, 1f) matter under discussion, thing spoken of, affair, a matter in dispute, case, suit at
law, 1g) the thing spoken of or talked about; event, deed
2) its use as respect to the MIND alone, 2a) reason, the mental faculty of thinking, meditating,
reasoning, calculating, 2b) account, i.e. regard, consideration, 2c) account, i.e. reckoning, score, 2d)
account, i.e. answer or explanation in reference to judgment, 2e) relation, i.e. with whom as judge we
stand in relation, 2e1) reason would, 2f) reason, cause, ground
3) In John, denotes the essential Word of God, Jesus Christ, the personal wisdom and power in union
with God, his minister in creation and government of the universe, the cause of all the world's life both
physical and ethical, which for the procurement of man's salvation put on human nature in the person
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of Jesus the Messiah, the second person in the Godhead, and shone forth conspicuously from His
words and deeds.

All References KJV

Deuteronomy 32:2 My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, as the small
rain upon the tender herb, and as the showers upon the grass: Strongs 03948

Job 11:4 For thou hast said, My doctrine is pure, and I am clean in thine eyes. Strongs 03948

Proverbs 4:2 For I give you good doctrine, forsake ye not my law. Strongs 03948

Isaiah 28:9  Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall he make to understand doctrine? them
that are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts. Strongs 08052

Isaiah 29:24 They also that erred in spirit shall come to understanding, and they that murmured shall
learn doctrine. Strongs 03948

Jeremiah 10:8 But they are altogether brutish and foolish: the stock is a doctrine of vanities.Strongs
04148

Matthew 7:28 And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings, the people were astonished at
his doctrine: Strongs 1322

Matthew 16:12 Then understood they how that he bade them not beware of the leaven of bread, but of
the doctrine of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees.Strongs 1322

Matthew 22:33 And when the multitude heard this, they were astonished at his doctrine. Strongs 1322

Mark 1:22 And they were astonished at his doctrine: for he taught them as one that had authority, and
not as the scribes. Strongs 1322

Mark 1:27 And they were all amazed, insomuch that they questioned among themselves, saying, What
thing is this? what new doctrine is this? for with authority commandeth he even the unclean spirits,
and they do obey him. Strongs 1322

Mark 4:2 And he taught them many things by parables, and said unto them in his doctrine, Strongs
1322

Mark 11:18 And the scribes and chief priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy him: for they
feared him, because all the people was astonished at his doctrine. Strongs 1322

Mark 12:38 And he said unto them in his doctrine, Beware of the scribes, which love to go in long
clothing, and love salutations in the marketplaces, Strongs 1322

Luke 4:32 And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his word was with power. Strongs 1322

John 7:16 Jesus answered them, and said, My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. Strongs 1322

John 7:17 If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself. Strongs 1322

John 18:19 The high priest then asked Jesus of his disciples, and of his doctrine. Strongs 1322
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Acts 2:42  And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of
bread,  and in prayers. Strongs 1322

Acts 5:28 Saying, Did not we straitly command you that ye should not teach in this name? and, behold,
ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and intend to bring this man's blood upon us. Strongs 1322

Acts 13:12 Then the deputy, when he saw what was done, believed, being astonished at the doctrine of
the Lord. Strongs 1322

Acts 17:19 And they took him, and brought him unto Areopagus, saying, May we know what this new
doctrine, whereof thou speakest, Strongs 1322

Romans 6:17 But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart
that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Strongs 1322

Romans 16:17  Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary
to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them.Strongs 1322

1 Corinthians 14:6  Now, brethren, if I come unto you speaking with tongues, what shall I profit you,
except I shall speak to you either by revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine?
Strongs 1322

1 Corinthians 14:26  How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a psalm,
hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto
edifying.Strongs 1322

Ephesians 4:14 That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every
wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 1:3 As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia, that thou
mightest charge some that they teach no other doctrine, Strongs 2085

1 Timothy 1:10 For whoremongers, for them that defile themselves with mankind, for menstealers, for
liars, for perjured persons, and if there be any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine; Strongs
1319

1 Timothy 4:6  If thou put the brethren in remembrance of these things, thou shalt be a good minister
of Jesus Christ, nourished up in the words of faith and of good doctrine, whereunto thou hast attained.
Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 4:13 Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 4:16 Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this thou
shalt both save thyself, and them that hear thee. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 5:17  Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honour, especially they who
labour in the word and doctrine. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 6:1  Let as many servants as are under the yoke count their own masters worthy of all
honour, that the name of God and his doctrine be not blasphemed. Strongs 1319

1 Timothy 6:3 If any man teach otherwise, and consent not to wholesome words, even the words of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is according to godliness; Strongs 1319
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2 Timothy 3:10  But thou hast fully known my doctrine, manner of life, purpose, faith, longsuffering,
charity, patience, Strongs 1319

2 Timothy 3:16 All scripture is  given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in righteousness: Strongs 1319

2 Timothy 4:2 Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
longsuffering and doctrine. Strongs 1322

2 Timothy 4:3 For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own
lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; Strongs 1319

Titus 1:9 Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine
both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. Strongs 1319

Titus 2:1  But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine: Strongs 1319

Titus 2:7 In all things shewing thyself a pattern of good works: in doctrine shewing uncorruptness,
gravity, sincerity, Strongs 1319

Titus 2:10 Not purloining, but shewing all good fidelity; that they may adorn the doctrine of God our
Saviour in all things. Strongs 1319

Hebrews 6:1  Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection;
not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God, Strongs 3056

Hebrews 6:2 Of the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead,
and of eternal judgment. Strongs 1322

2 John 1:9 Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. Strongs 1322

2 John 1:10  If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house,
neither bid him God speed: Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:14 But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the
doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children of Israel, to eat
things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication. Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:15 So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate.
Strongs 1322

Revelation 2:24 But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine,
and which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will put upon you none other burden.
Strongs 1322
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Why A Discernment Notebook?
The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Rom. 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (2 Tim. 2:20,21), or worse yet, we are
identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11).

Wolves in disguise have entered the flock and are deceiving many. For this reason, it is important for us to closely
examine their teachings. And since it is impossible to separate the teachings from the teacher, we make no effort to
sidestep certain personalities or soften positions taken by these individuals. Nevertheless, this examination is not
done for the purpose of tearing down or simply to be negative, but only to help those who wish to be Biblical. 

Conservative fundamentalist thinking has always been accused of negativism and of delving into personalities in its
polemic against unbelief; but now fundamentalists are being encouraged to not even touch on the negative aspects
of doctrine. Yet the Bible has no such hands-off policy. The Bible uses terms such as "false prophets" (Mt. 7:15;
24:24); "heresies" (2 Pet. 2:1); "heretic" (Tit. 3:10); "false teacher" (2 Pet. 2:1); "false apostles, deceitful workers"
(2 Co. 11:13); "doctrines of devils" (1 Tim. 4:1); "tradition of men" (Col. 2:8); "evil workers" (Ph. 3:2); "another
gospel" (2 Cor. 11:4; Gal. 1:6), "antichrists" (1 Jn. 3:18); "evil men and seducers" (2 Tim. 3:13); "deceivers" (2
Tim. 3:13); "every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4:14); "them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned" (Rom. 16:17). 

The exercise of discernment is vitally necessary today. The difficulty is that many teachers on the contemporary
scene seem to affirm a Biblically sound doctrinal statement (i.e., the inspiration, infallibility, and inerrancy of
Scripture; the Trinity; the full deity and humanity of Christ; etc.); seem to affirm the gospel and speak often about
evangelism and bringing the lost to Christ; and often their teaching is replete with Scripture references and is
sometimes couched in very scholarly terms, giving the appearance of a well thought through Biblical position. More
in depth analysis, however, often reveals that, in practice, they depart from their orthodox position. What they say
they believe and what they actually teach are often miles apart.

Opposition and heresy from without and within have made defense of the faith always an imperative. But now we
seem to live in a day when believers are enamored by personalities, thereby consistently ignoring Rom. 16:17,
which teaches that believers are to 'NOTE them, MARK them, and AVOID them' -- those who bring contrary
doctrine. WHY? Because these false teachers serve only themselves, not Christ, and deceive the naive with smooth
talk (Rom. 16:18). The Bible never tells us to fellowship with "them," all the while ignoring their destructive
heresies -- that would be compromise. Instead, the Bible teaches that sound doctrine cannot be perpetuated through
compromise (1 Cor. 15:33), and that compromise cannot be avoided without separation (2 John 10,11).

The teachings of these men are like the proverbial bad penny -- they keep showing up. The problem is that they are
not always recognizable by those in positions to correct or avoid them. Sometimes an outsider must don the role of
realist in order to startle the insider into reality. Therefore, the information detailed in these Notebook reports is
written with a spirit of concern, and ought not to be misinterpreted as mere rock-hurling. The intention is to inform
and alert believers to the false gospels being passed-off as orthodoxy; this is clearly within our Biblical authority
and command. It is done without any personal animosity or hatred toward those involved.

But some would ask, "What about Christ's command to 'love one another' and 'the mark of a disciple being love'?
And doesn't the Bible say that love is the highest of the spiritual virtues, even above faith and hope?" (1 Cor.
13:13). Yes, but love certainly cannot be higher than truth! In fact, doctrine and truth are necessary prerequisites
for Biblical faith, hope, and love. Without sound doctrine there can be no faith, hope, or love. (Love rejoices in the
truth [1 Cor. 13:6], because without truth, love cannot even exist [1 Pe. 1:22].) Moreover, the Bible teaches that
love is the result (i.e., the fruit) of sound doctrine, not vice versa (1 Tim. 1:3-5; 1 Pe. 1:22). Our priority must
always be on truth. Therefore, "love as the mark of a true disciple" cannot be determined by the gauge of our
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agreement with one another. Instead, it must always be remembered that love is a Biblical doctrine in and of itself -
- LOVE in the TRUTH (see 2 & 3 John and Eph. 4:15).

Yet many would still contend that the top priority of the Church is the conversion of the lost, and thereby, as long
as one preaches the bare minimum of the true gospel, we should uphold that one and not criticize him for other
areas in which he may hold and teach false doctrine. Not only would this position be one of compromise and
accommodation, and thereby in contradiction with the clear teaching of Scripture, it also blurs the clear two-fold
function of the Church -- the Church's function is not only the propagation of the faith, but its preservation also.
Obviously, if the faith is not preserved, it cannot be passed-on to others. Thereby, whenever anyone in the
professing Church elevates the propagation of the message to the neglect of the preservation of it, then they are
defeating the very purpose of their existence, and must be challenged. We would agree with the comments in the
foreword to PsychoHeresy:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ. ...
[Religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then [the spirit of] the
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ...

"If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from a factual
and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then lovers of
God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

Again, we want to emphasize that our purpose is not to indiscriminately criticize, but to expose doctrinal error
while holding forth the Word of Truth. This will inevitably be unpopular with the mass of professing Christians as
they and their ministries compromise the truth to gain acceptance. But then, we are to be looking for the approval
of God, not men. To do otherwise would be to befriend the enemy and cause harm to the body of Christ.

It is, therefore, our desire to not only be 100% factually accurate in all the information provided in the reports in
this Notebook (quotes, context, etc.), but also to be fair in our interpretation and analysis of the facts. We, thereby,
welcome all comments and criticism along these lines.

May we all continue to be "good servants of Christ Jesus" (1 Tim. 4:1,2,6), upholding the Church as the "pillar and
support of the truth" (1 Timothy 3:15).

* Much of the content of this paper is paraphrased from two primary sources -- Neoevangelicalism Today, by
Robert Lightner; and Biblical Perspectives, "The Myths Of The Third Wave," by Robert Dean.

"A fundamentalist is one who adheres with strong conviction to the fundamentals ... of the Christian faith, and who
insists on separation from worldliness, apostasy, and disobedient brethren . ... it is a necessary prerequisite for being
called a fundamentalist -- separation must be seen as a defining element of fundamentalism" (Ken
Pulliam). Biblical Fundamentalism is the movement of men and ministries who, recognizing God's Word as
completely authoritative in every area of which it speaks, are dedicated to theological orthodoxy and an attitude of
disdain for unbelief as well as theological, ecclesial, or ministerial compromise. Such an attitude manifests itself by
militant defense of the faith once delivered (as recorded in its completeness in God's Word, the Bible) and
subsequent separation from those who entertain unbelief or compromise. Biblical fundamentalism is always marked
by 1) ecclesial separation from unbelievers or those who seek common ministerial cause with unbelievers or even
professing brethren who propagate false doctrine and, 2) defense of absolute truth as revealed in God's Word.
[Return to Text]
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Is Controversy Christian?
Many earnest Christians are very much opposed to religious controversy. To them, disagreement, debate, and
division over religious issues is quite deplorable and, in their judgment, contrary to the spirit of Christ and
detrimental to His cause. Hence, these people tend to avoid discussions, meetings, literature, or issues which would
bring into focus matters likely to cause controversy. A plea is made for a spirit of tolerance. But one man has put
his finger on the error often present here when he writes:

"There are many pleas made these days for 'tolerance.' But often 'tolerance' is not the right word for that
which is demanded. What is meant is 'compromise.' Tolerance and compromise are not the same thing.
This is tolerance -- to grant to another the same rights which I claim for myself. This is compromise --
to sacrifice heart-felt conviction in order that someone else may be pleased or in order to avoid a
breach of peace" (Copied).

To compromise with wrong in the name of tolerance is to dishonor God and His Word.

An extensive study could be made of the controversies of Jesus. Practically every day of His life on earth found
Him either opposed by or opposing error and sin. He had many conflicts with the scribes and Pharisees (cf. Matt.
23 and 12:24ff.). On some occasions, He opposed His own disciples (Matt. 16:21ff.). He taught that His followers
would have trouble, opposition, and controversy (Matt. 10:35ff.).

"Many religious persons have a dread of controversy, and wish truth to be stated without any reference
to those who hold the opposite errors. Controversy and a bad spirit are, in their estimation,
synonymous terms, and to strenuously oppose what is wrong is considered as contrary to Christian
meekness. Those who hold this opinion seem to overlook what every page of the New Testament lays
before us. In all the history of our Lord Jesus Christ, we never find Him out of controversy." (From the
writings of Robert Haldane).

Whole Bible books are given over to polemics. The epistle of Jude is an outstanding example. The entire book is a
rebuke to false teachers, a warning to believers, and a battle-cry against error. No doubt many Christians would feel
that Jude ought to have been more "positive." But God the Holy Spirit thought otherwise.

A prominent feature throughout the pages of the New Testament is controversy over doctrine. Yet, sincere
professing Christians sometimes say that they do not feel there should be any controversy over doctrine -- we ought
to just "preach the gospel" and not "argue" among ourselves. While all spiritual Christians would agree that purely
carnal argument (argument that springs from and promotes the desires of the flesh) should be avoided, at the same
time, the New Testament is clear that churches will be engaged in doctrinal conflict until Jesus comes back for His
saints.

The truth of God is constantly subject to attack, misrepresentation, and dilution. Acts 15:2 declares that Paul and
Barnabas "had no small dissension and disputation" with the Judaists, the propagators of a false gospel. Suppose no
one had engaged in controversy at this point? Suppose Paul and Barnabas had shunned "dissension" and
"disputation" on the grounds that it was not a spiritual approach to the problem? The Galatian heresy would have
spread throughout the churches and choked out its very life.

Note also that it is a doctrinal battle about which Paul speaks when he exhorts believers to "fight the good fight of
[the] faith" (1 Tim. 6:12) and when he triumphantly declares that he has, through the years of his tumultuous
ministry, "kept the faith" (2 Tim. 4:7). Those who go astray doctrinally are to be rebuked "sharply, that they may be
sound in the faith" (Titus 1:13).

Again it was Paul -- the same Paul who wrote the great chapter on love -- who, when his fellow preacher, Peter,
failed to stand true to Biblical principles, "withstood him to the face, because he was to be blamed" (Gal. 2:11). An
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unpleasant controversy indeed, and between two Christians and two preachers! But suppose Paul had refused to
enter into controversy with his friend Peter. Numbers had already followed Peter in his error and compromise (Gal.
2:13). With such an influential leader piloting the boat in the wrong direction, early Christianity might have been
wrecked upon the rocks of legalism.

Some well-meaning pastors, desiring to maintain peace and harmony in their churches, flee any controversial issue,
fearing that it will split their church and they will lose their pulpit. Granted that divine wisdom must be exercised in
the handling of controversial issues, they must, nevertheless, be handled. Controversy in local churches is
sometimes very healthy if righteousness and New Testament principles are being defended.

Let us not forget the blessings of controversy to the Church of Jesus Christ. Thank God for men in every age who,
with steadfast purpose, battled against error and those who held it. J. C. Ryle, in remarking on the danger of
Christians who were unwilling to fight, said:

"The only positive thing about them is that they dislike distinctiveness and think extreme and decided
and positive views are very naughty and very wrong. These people live in a kind of mist or fog. They
see nothing clearly, and do not know of what they believe. ... They are eaten up with a morbid dread of
controversy and an ignorant dislike of party spirit; and yet they really cannot define what they mean by
these phrases."

In these days when there is an abundance of pietistic objection that controversies and controversialists are hindering
the work of God in evangelism, let us hear the scholar, J. Gresham Machen:

"Again, men say that instead of engaging in controversy in the Church, we ought to pray to God for a
revival; instead of polemics, we ought to have evangelism. Well, what kind of evangelism is it that is
indifferent to the question what evangel it is that is to be preached? ... not the evangelism that Paul
meant when he said, 'Woe is unto me, if I preach not the gospel.' No, my friends, there can be no true
evangelism which makes common cause with the enemies of the cause of Christ ... Every true [moving
of the Holy Spirit] is born in controversy, and leads to more controversy."

It can without doubt be said that every great Christian truth is controversial. God is the controversial Figure in the
universe. His people are controversial as well. The truth stings, burns, and angers the hearts of men. May we be
faithful to the cause of truth!

[The above report was adapted from an article of the same title by Dr. Ernest Pickering, formerly president of
Central Baptist Seminary and Deputation Secretary for the Baptist World Mission. All Christians need to read Dr.
Pickering's book Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church.]
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False Doctrine & Matthew 18*
"Private" vs. "Public" Correction

Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But if he will
not hear [thee, then] take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three
witnesses every word may be established. And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell [it]
unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican (Matt. 18:15-17). (KJV)

Some suggest that on the basis of Matthew 18:15-17, that all criticism of a person's teachings should be done on a
one to one basis. However, Matthew 18 primarily applies to personal offenses and not to doctrinal problems. In all
cases of our work, there is no personal offense because no one has personally offended us. In fact, we usually do
not even know these people personally.

The danger and correction of false doctrine are not the subject of Matthew 18, and, therefore, do not necessarily
come under the specific instructions Christ gives in that passage regarding private confrontation. Moreover, it is
impossible for erroneous teaching that is presented publicly ever to be considered solely a private trespass of one
person against another, which might be dealt with privately between the two. The dissemination of false doctrine is
never a private matter and is always to be dealt with publicly . In fact, much of the New Testament was written to
publicly correct false teaching. (Even though not required by Scripture that the originator of error be individually
counselled, this is not to say that it might be feasible and convenient to do so. However, if such a person does not
make speedy and extensive efforts to retract his error, then the people of God are entitled to be warned and
protected by those who are in a position to do so.)

Jay Adams in his book Handbook of Church Discipline sheds some light on the subject of private versus public
correction of error:

"Some think that if one Christian differs with the writings or public statements of another [professing]
Christian on a point of doctrine, without rancor or any problem between them as persons, he is wrong
for stating the differences publicly before going privately to the 'brother' with whom he disagrees. That
is a misconception. First of all, there is no unreconciled condition between them; they simply differ.
Secondly, therefore, there is no matter of church discipline involved. Thirdly, even if this were a matter
of discipline, the first party wrote or spoke publicly--he put it before the church or the world; he did
not speak privately. For that reason it is as appropriate for the second brother to write or speak as
publicly as the first did in refuting what he thinks is a wrong interpretation of the Scriptures and which,
therefore, he believes may hurt the church if he doesn't" (pp. 34-35). (Emphasis added.)

Even the beloved Apostle John named Diotrephes in 3 John, and promised that when he came to that church he
would publicly correct the offender in person. Paul withstood Peter to his face publicly for his false interpretation
of the law that caused him not to associate with Gentile believers (Gal. 2:11-14). In a day of mass media,
particularly when access is denied by so-called "Christian" television and radio to those adhering to Biblical
teaching, the only method of public correction of false teaching is to write books and newsletters and to speak
publicly in order to call attention to errors that affect the whole Body.

In keeping with many other Scriptures that could be cited, 1 Cor. 14:29 (KJV) clearly states: "Let the prophets
speak two or three, and let the other judge." Clearly the issue is not whether an individual listener is offended by
what one of the preachers has said, even if you could stretch that to be a "sin" against his brother. It would be
entirely inappropriate for a listener to take aside the prophet he felt had spoken falsely and have a private
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discussion with him, and only if he refused to hear, then tell it to the Church. 

The issue is the doctrinal purity of the Body which must be guarded at all cost. And what has been publicly stated
must be discussed publicly. It may well be that the prophet spoke truly and the offended listener is wrong. So when
he speaks out against what the prophet has said, he himself will be corrected by others. It is this kind of open
discussion among believers that the Bible teaches, and that is the only protection against error being introduced and
allowed to corrupt the Church. Never is it suggested that no one must disagree with what is being taught because to
do so would cause "division." (In fact, the Bible tells us that it is by division that we are able to judge who has
God's approval [1 Cor. 11:18,19]!) On the contrary, we are told that we must correct error in teaching and do so
publicly so that the "others may also fear" (1 Tim. 5:19,20). Moreover, we are to correct and rebuke without
partiality (1 Tim. 5:21).

Furthermore, what teachers say in books and on television, etc. is part of a public domain, subject to review,
analysis, and critique of any kind. Anyone who makes public declarations intended to influence large audiences
through books, radio, television, etc., ought to know that he is responsible for what he says, and will be held
accountable. No one need ask anyone for permission to critique anything that has been espoused in a public forum.
The foreword to PsychoHeresy elaborates on this thought:

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ ....
[religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit or on
radio and television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then the [spirit of the]
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authoritarianism of a Protestant
popery. ... If [a particular teaching is] valid and Biblical, then its proponents have nothing to fear from
a factual and Scriptural analysis of its tenets; and if its precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then
lovers of God and truth will be grateful when error is exposed."

It is also a rather weak excuse to say that some writer or leader really didn't mean what he said. Then he should
have said what he meant. Even if one of these people has changed his beliefs, we must still deal with what has
been published for the sake of those who have been affected by it. Unfortunately, there are thousands, and in the
case of some, millions who have read and/or heard and taken it at face value, as any responsible person would.
Words have meaning, and it is assumed that the normal meaning applies. So if a person has truly changed his
beliefs, then he ought to publish just as widely in tape and book form a renunciation of any false or
misleading teaching he has given in the past.

We as Christians are to love one another genuinely and to seek unity. However, it should be remembered that it is
the "unity of the faith" that we are to maintain; and it is the truth that we are to speak in love. If members of the
professing Body have erred, then if we love them, we will correct them. ["Open rebuke (is) better than secret love"
(Prov. 27:5).] If this brings division, then so be it.

What the Bible does speak out against, however, is division caused by elevating personalities (1 Cor. 1); infighting
not having to do with critical doctrine, but motivated by selfish desires--having one's own way (3 John; Gal. 5:13-
15); and division caused by heresy (Gal. 1; 2 Pe. 2). The most loving thing we can do for the Body of Christ is to
warn believers of those who propagate false teachings, and the most loving thing to do for the perpetrators of error
is to continue to speak forth publicly in hopes that they will repent.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from an article in The Berean Call; and an article by Martin & Deidre Bobgan from the
January-February 1994 issue of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter [used by permission of PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110].
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"All Truth Is God's Truth"?*
So Says "Christian" Psychology

Psychology pretends to be the study of the soul; in fact, it has become known as the cure of souls. But is not the
"cure of souls" the domain of the Bible? God is the only One who can take care of man's spiritual problems, and in
fact, He has done so. The Bible claims that God has given to the believer "all things that pertain unto life and
godliness" (2 Pe. 2:3). We don't need help from Freud, et al..

"Christian" psychology says that we do need such help, that the Bible doesn't have all the answers we need, that
prayer, repentance, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and other Biblical remedies are not enough because there are
psychological problems that require something more. Does it not seem a bit odd that God has apparently inspired
the likes of Freud, Jung, Maslow, Rogers, et al., with the "truths" unknown to the apostles and prophets and all of
the leaders in the entire history of the Church? No, we are told reassuringly, this is not to be considered strange at
all. What we need to understand is that "All truth is God's truth." This suspicious phrase is trotted out whenever
questions are raised, and is generally accepted without further thought.

But the question of what is meant by truth is seldom asked. Are we talking about scientific facts involving the brain
and body, or about God's truth involving the soul and spirit? Jesus said, "Thy Word is truth" (John 17:17), not part
of the truth. Jesus said, "The world cannot accept Him [the Spirit of truth], because it neither sees Him nor knows
Him ... But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all truth" (John 14:17; 16:13). Therefore, it
is the Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, that leads us into ALL truth. How, then, can a Freud,
Rogers, Maslow, Jung, et al., have any truth for believers? -- Are they not of the world whom Jesus says cannot
even receive truth, let alone lead us into it? They cannot know anything about truth!

Jesus also said, "If you continue in My Word, then you are My disciples [not if you continue in Freud's word], and
you will know the truth and the truth will set you free" (John 8:31,32). What extrabiblical "truth" ever set anyone
free? One may get some facts of nature from extrabiblical sources, but NOT the truth that sets you free. {E=MC2}
is a scientific "truth," most certainly, but it sets no one free. Likewise, does God's truth include Freudian
pronouncements of obsessive neurosis or Jung's structure of archetypes? Or is God's truth Roger's ideas on human
love or the behaviorism of B.F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Paul wrote, "... the things of God knoweth no man but by the Spirit of God." It is clear in the context that he is not
talking about scientific discoveries made by atheists through an insight into nature or the witness of moral
conscience that God gives to all men. Paul is referring not to natural, but to spiritual truths, which he specifically
states are revealed by God only to true believers. The Bible clearly claims to be written to those who belong to the
Lord, and the truth it communicates is called "the things of the Spirit of God." We are told in unequivocal terms
that "the natural [unsaved] man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him;
neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2:14).

How, then, can "God's truth" be communicated to humanists who have rejected even the witness of creation and
conscience? Are such persons really God's chosen vessels to reveal heretofore undiscovered spiritual truths to the
body of Christ? Unless born again of the Spirit of God through faith in Christ, no man can even begin to
understand the "things of God," precisely because they have to be "spiritually discerned."

God's truth, says Paul, is only understood by the "spiritual man" who has been born of God's Spirit into the family
of God. It is only such men, Paul declares, who have "the mind of Christ" (1 Corinthians 2:16). To the unsaved,
Jesus said, "He that is of God heareth God's word; ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God" (John
8:47). Yet we are asked to believe that a part of God's truth heretofore unknown to those who are of God, and who,
therefore, have the mind of Christ, has lately been discovered by those who are not of God, and that this new
insight ought to be incorporated by the Church into its understanding of the Word of God! Before we accept such
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an unbiblical and illogical thesis, we need better justification than the plea: "All truth is God's truth."

Since there is not one standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called "Christian" psychologist decides for
himself which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing,
the subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word
of God. Perhaps they think that what has been observed in nature by the limited minds of men equals God's truth.
But the Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception.
Whatever else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot
be equal to God's truth. (See piece below on "General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'.")

Psychology pretends to deal with the soul and spirit (it actually claims to be a science of mind), a subject upon
which God has spoken with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word -- the whole
truth. There are no parts of this truth missing from the Bible and left in limbo to be discovered by godless theorists
floating about in the secular world. To suggest that there are, is to contradict the clear testimony of Scripture and
the consistent teaching of the Church since the beginning until Psychology's very recent introduction into secular
society and from there into Christianity -- a Church that got along very well without psychology, that withstood the
Roman arena and the Inquisition, and left the stamp of victorious Christian living and the blood of her martyrs
upon the pages of history.

As soon as the door was opened for the "truths" of psychology to shed further light upon Scripture, a subtle process
began. If "All truth is God's truth," and psychology is part of that truth, then it has to be given at least equal
authority with the Bible. Of course, "Christian" psychologists deny that they do this. In all sincerity, they assure us
that no psychological theory will be accepted that contradicts the Bible; but in actual practice, "psychological truth"
is imposed upon the Bible and becomes the new grid through which the Bible is to be interpreted.

Imperceptibly, but inevitably, psychological theory by this process gains authority over the Bible and the Church,
and anyone not trained in the new "truths" of psychology is deemed unqualified to question the new interpretations.
"Christian" universities and seminaries develop large and growing psychology departments in order to keep up with
"current trends." No church staff of any size is any longer complete without at least one psychologist. Pastors begin
to believe that they are not competent to counsel from the Bible without going back to seminary for an advanced
degree in psychology. They are competent to preach or to teach the Word of God if they have a degree in theology,
but incompetent to counsel from the Word of God without a degree in psychology. This new state of affairs is
accepted almost without question; and those of us who do question it as unbiblical are accused of causing division
or of speaking from ignorance, because we presumably don't know enough about psychology.

So-called "Christian" psychology could almost be described as a cult inside our churches. It has its own
vocabulary, an endless new category of problems tagged with labels not found in the Bible and unknown to the
Church in its entire history. These strange new phrases now roll glibly off the tongues of pastors who are trying to
be "relevant" and to "communicate" in modern terms. In short, this cult has its own gospel, its own religious rituals
administered by its own class of priests -- the "Christian" psychologists, who have gained authority over those who
only counsel from the Word of God, but have been judged unqualified to do so because they have not yet been
initiated into psychology's inner academic circle. Nor can anyone appeal to the Scriptures as a means of correcting
this new priestly class, because they alone hold the keys to a vital part of "God's truth," which allows for a new
interpretation of the Bible and a new Christianity. It is a masterstroke of genius from the great mastermind of
deception himself. And it is all being carried on in the name of the Lord and for the supposed good of His Church.

The Christian life is not a grit-your-teeth and hold-your-breath roller-coaster ride. It is Christ living His
resurrection life in those who have trusted in Him. To suggest that psychotherapeutic techniques lately discovered
by Freud, et al., are now necessary in order for today's Christian to experience the abundant life in Christ is
destructive of the very faith that the proponents of this teaching say they are trying to enhance. Such is the
inevitable result of interpreting the Bible on the basis of the predetermined outside opinions of men. We desperately
need a return to Biblical Christianity (Jer. 17:9,10; 2 Tim. 3:15-17; 2 Pe. 1:3).
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General Revelation and the "Discovery" of "Truth"

General revelation is an important theological concept. Conservative theologians have used the term general
revelation to identify a very narrow category of truth that God has made powerfully evident (thus the word
revelation) to every rational human being (thus the word general), according to the way He fashioned the moral
and physical universe. Romans 1 and 2, the most important New Testament discussion of general revelation, states
unequivocally that the revelation God has set before all men, through the infinitely mysterious, complicated
physical universe and through the moral consciousness of all human beings, renders all humans without excuse
when they reject that truth.

Lately, however, the important theological category of general revelation has been broadened to include all truth-
claims made as a result of human efforts to understand the many aspects of the created order. Those who have
broadened the category argue that the Scriptures are indeed the "special" revelation which God has left to us and
that, because God is the Author of the entire created order, whenever men discover "truth" in that order, we can
refer to that humanly discovered "truth" as "general revelation."

Doug Bookman, in a paper titled "In Defense of Biblical Counseling," identifies the very dangerous ramifications
of the argument that replaces the Biblical doctrine of general revelation:

First ... by defining general revelation as that body of truth which is gained by human investigation and
discovery, the argument is guilty of neglecting the element of non-discoverability which is intrinsic to
the biblical notion of revelation and supplanting that notion with its exact antithesis. Further, the
approach is dangerous in that it attributes to the truth-claims of men an authority which they do not and
cannot possess, and renders it virtually impossible to bring those truth-claims under the authority of the
one standard by which God demands that they be measured.

Second, the argument ... is confused in its definition of the term "general." By mistakenly taking that
term to refer to the content of the category (rather than to the audience to which the revelation thus
denominated is available), the apologists who employ this argument commit two fallacies which are
destructive of orthodox theology: first, they expand the category to include all manner of truth-claims
which have no right to be thus honored; and second, they eviscerate the character of revelation by
including in the category truth-claims which are admittedly lesser than the truths of Scripture, which
demand that finite and fallen men measure them to determine their validity, and which at best can
possibly issue in a higher level of insight into the demands of living (italics in original).

Bookman concludes that:

... as described in Scripture, general revelation is truth which is manifestly set forth before all men
(Rom. 1:17-19; 2:14,15); it is truth so clear and irrefutable as to be known intuitively by all rational
men (Ps. 19:1-6; Rom. 1: 19); it is truth so authoritative and manifest that when men, by reason of
willful rebellion, reject that truth, they do so at the cost of their own eternal damnation (Rom. 1:20;
2:1,15). For this seamless, flawless and majestic tapestry of God-given truth is substituted a patchwork
of "lesser" truths, of truth which "is obtainable at least in part," truths which "are not delineated for us
by God" but are "discovered by fallible humans." ... Surely such a concept of general revelation
represents a ravaging of the biblical concept.

General revelation includes the proposition that "fallen man retains the ability and propensity to deduce truth from
the created world and thus to arrive at conclusions which are as authoritative as the Scriptures themselves." The
"All truth is God's truth"-ers defend such a proposition, not by any exegetical consideration of relevant Biblical
passages, but rather by pointing out that the sage in the book of Proverbs explicitly says he learned some things by
observing the natural order and that those things are recorded in Scripture, concluding that if it could be done by the
Biblical sage, it can be done by any human being. However, such a parallel is illegitimate. The conclusions drawn
from the supposed parallel are wrong and dangerous.
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More central to the issue is that the argument involves a denial of the Biblical insistence that divine truth is
foolishness to the natural man (1 Cor. 2:14); that apart from regeneration, man’s understanding is darkened and
alienated from the life of God (Eph. 4:17); that all men are enemies in their minds until God transforms them
through the work of salvation (Col. 1:13); and that from the sole of the foot even unto the head, there is no
soundness in fallen man (Isa. 1:5). Further, even regenerated man is crippled by the continuing corruption of sin, as
well as by the reality of his own finiteness (Isa. 55:8,9; 1 Cor. 2:16).

Thus, for any man, saved or lost, to suppose that his thoughts ought to be regarded as certain and/or as authoritative
as those of God—let alone the notion that all human truth-claims deserve such respect, simply because the sage of
the Old Testament sometimes related his articulation of truth to observations he had made in the natural order—is
to deny what the Bible says so often and so clearly about the real fallenness and finiteness of man and about the
infinite wisdom and matchless authority of God.

The question is whether the Bible is fully God-breathed or includes information discovered by the human intellect.
The "All truth is God's truth"-ers are convinced that the knowledge possessed by the sage in Proverbs and recorded
by him in Scripture was discovered by the sage alone, with no dependence upon God, yet this perceived parallel
between the ministry of the Old Testament sage and the work of the modern "social scientist" simply does not exist.

The issue here relates very directly to the character of inspired Scripture. Wisdom literature, such as that which is
represented by the sage in the book of Proverbs, is one of many precious and profitable genres of Biblical literature.
But the recorded message of the sage, no less than that of the prophet, the Gospelist, or the writer of a New
Testament epistle, is authoritative and dependable simply and only because it was breathed out by God (2 Tim.
3:16). The prophets received their messages by means of dreams (Num. 12:6); that doesn’t suggest that the dreams
of men today are just as authoritative as those of the prophets. The sage normally received his message by means of
observation; it is erroneous to conclude that, therefore, the observations of any man are as authoritative and/or
dependable as those observations of the sage which are recorded in the pages of sacred Scripture. 

Note carefully that the debate here is not whether any of the observations made by human beings might be true.
Rather, the debate is whether the observations of men today ought to be regarded as possessing the absolute
certainty and/or normative authority which the Bible possesses in all of its parts. The words of the sage are not
certain and authoritative because they were discovered by observation, any more than the words of Jude are certain
and authoritative because he cites them from the apocryphal book of Enoch (Jude 14). The words of all Biblical
writers are authoritative because the recording of them was done under the careful supervision of the Holy Spirit,
which is known as "inspiration." To regard the words of men as possessing the same sublime dignity and ultimate
authority that the words of the Bible possess is remarkably dangerous.

In summary, the "All truth is God's truth"-er understanding of general revelation is all-encompassing but erroneous.
In one fell swoop they even reduce sections of Scripture to less than God-breathed in their attempt to show that
God’s revelation refers to that which can be discovered through observation and natural reason. The word
revelation refers to an unveiling, a revealing of something that could not be otherwise discovered or known. What
mankind gleans through observation, reason, and logic is not revelation, but discovery. These discoveries can be
very helpful to mankind, such as the discovery of electricity. The kind of psychology the "All truth is God's truth"-
ers defend may include some discovery about the superficial aspects of man through observation, reason, and logic,
but these kinds of theories include highly subjective, speculative imaginations about the depths of man, and that
(the depths of man) is the sole province of Scripture.  [Return to Text]

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Beyond Seduction; pp. 137-145;  PsychoHeresy, pp. 32-35; and from an article by
the same name ["General Revelation and the 'Discovery' of 'Truth'"] in the March-April 2001 issue of
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (the latter two by permission of PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137
Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/truth92.html
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Unconditional Love and Acceptance?*

Eph. 1:6 -- To the praise of the glory of His grace, wherein 
He hath made us accepted in the Beloved.

Among the stellar emotional needs of humanistic psychology are unconditional acceptance, unconditional self-
regard, unconditional self-acceptance, and unconditional love. The usual meaning of the word unconditional is
"without conditions or reservations; absolute." The practical extension of the theories of unconditional love is a
permissive attitude and a morally nonrestrictive atmosphere. That means no conditions or restrictions in child
rearing, counseling, and other human relationships. It must be an absolute love, unrestricted by human feelings or
failings, since the very meaning of the word is "absolute."

But, if there is any absolute when it comes to love, it is that human love is limited. It is not what it was originally
created to be, even in the best of people and circumstances, except when Jesus Himself is loving in and through a
person.

Humanistic psychologists Alfred Adler and Abraham Maslow considered these "unconditionals" to be basic human
needs, essential to a person's sense of well-being. They taught that people need to be loved and accepted
unconditionally -- without any conditions of performance. Thus, their followers also teach and encourage all people
to love and accept themselves unconditionally.

Men such as Adler, Maslow, and Rogers believed that a human being would find answers to his own dilemmas and
naturally blossom into his best self in an atmosphere of unconditional love and acceptance (by which they meant a
permissive, unstructured atmosphere). Nevertheless, as much as they would like to think that they themselves loved
their clients unconditionally, the truth of the matter is this: people are NOT able to love unconditionally.

The Myth of Unconditional Love

Unconditional love is a myth. That is because humans are naturally self-biased and the human heart is so deceitful
that one can fool himself into thinking that he is loving unconditionally, when in fact he has all kinds of conditions.
For instance, what kind of "unconditional" love is at work when the psychiatrist's client can no longer pay for
services and therapy is discontinued?

Unconditional love cannot be based upon performance or it wouldn't be unconditional. Therefore, it must be based
on the intrinsic worth of the person. Paul Brownback, in his book The Danger of Self-Love, explains it this way:

"... by unconditional love we are speaking of love on the basis of being rather than doing. One
implication of this teaching is the place of grandeur that it gives to the human being. I am lovable just
because I am human; therefore being human, in and of itself, regardless of what I do with my
humanness, must have some sort of independent value or worth. It is by itself a sufficient claim to
respect and esteem" (p. 66).

Thus, according to the self theories, everyone is born with the right to receive unconditional love and unconditional
acceptance throughout his entire life, no matter what!

James Dobson, one of the chief proponents of unconditional love, believes that all people need it. Dobson declares:
"I'm convinced the human spirit craves this kind of unconditional love and experiences something akin to 'soul
hunger' when it cannot be achieved." Then as an extra bonus, Dobson brings God in as the primary person who
gives this unconditional love and acceptance -- he says "God's acceptance is unconditional." Dobson is not alone in
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that conclusion. A host of well-respected professing Christian leaders describe God's love as unconditional.

Pastors should have been alert to the subtleties of deception that would turn a believer's eyes from God to self. But
alas, rather that warning the sheep, many of the "shepherds" have joined the psychologists and embrace their
teachings of unconditional love and acceptance.

A Misunderstanding of God's Love

The basis for their eager embrace is a misunderstanding of "the love of Christ which passeth knowledge" (Eph.
3:19). They equate unconditional love and acceptance with the fact that God's love is vast, unfathomable, and
unmerited. Then they follow that with the idea that if God loves and accepts people unconditionally, they should
also love and accept themselves unconditionally. While this may sound like a logical progression, there are some
serious problems with the basic assumptions.

Therefore, we must address the question: Is God's love unconditional? Or are there any conditions that must be met
to become a recipient of His love?

Paul prayed that the believers in Ephesus would be able to comprehend the length, width, depth, and height of
God's love. He desired that they know the love of Christ, which surpasses knowledge, so that they would be filled
with the fullness of God (Eph. 3:16-19). The wide expanse of God's love has been the theme of the gospel
throughout the ages, for to know His love is to know Him. Therefore, any consideration of His love is highly
important and must be based upon His revelation of Himself rather than upon the imagination of men.

Love According to Secular Humanism

Ever since the rise of secular humanism in this country, and especially since the establishment of humanistic
psychology, the popular, "relevant" term to describe God's love has been unconditional. The thrust of this word in
humanistic psychology has been both to give and to expect unconditional love from one another with no strings
attached. While unconditional love and acceptance supposedly promote change and growth, they make no
requirements. But God, who is love, requires change and enables his children to grow in righteousness.

In humanistic psychology, parents and society are always the culprits. Since they believe that every person is born
with intrinsic worth and innate goodness, psychologists contend that one main reason people experience emotional
and behavioral problems is because they have not received unconditional love from their parents. Following that
thesis, Christians have come to believe that the best kind of love is unconditional love. It is the highest love secular
humanists know. It is touted as a love that makes no demands for performance, good behavior, or the like. It has
also been associated with a kind of permissiveness, since it makes no demands and has no conditions, even though
the promoters of the unconditional love jargon would say that unconditional love does not have to dispense with
discipline.

God's Love Revealed through Scripture

Because the concept of unconditional love permeates society and because it is often thought of as the highest form
of human love, it is natural for a Christian to mistakenly use this term to describe God. After all, His love is far
greater than any human love imaginable. God's love for humanity is so great that "He gave His only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (John 3:16). Oh, the magnitude of the
cost! We cannot even fathom His love even though our very breath depends upon it! His love indeed reaches to the
heights and depths. But again, is God's love truly unconditional?

God's love is available to human beings by grace alone. There is nothing that men can do to earn that love. There is
no good work that is either demanded or even possible. But does that make God's love unconditional? "That
whosoever will" is most certainly not a work, but it is a condition. Otherwise we would end up with universalism
(all people saved) rather than salvation by grace received through faith.
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God chooses upon whom He will place His love and the benefits of His love. Did Jesus ever imply that God's love
is unconditional? He said to His disciples:

"He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me: and he that loveth Me
shall be loved of My Father, and I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him" (John 14:21).

One might argue that the story of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11ff) proves unconditional love (as Charles Stanley
teaches). It indeed illustrates the vastness of God's love, forgiveness, and longsuffering. However, the son
repented! If he had a prosperous evil life he may never have repented. And while the father would have waited and
hoped, he would not have extended his love. After all, he did not go out searching for him to support his folly.

Up to a point, this seems to indicate unconditional love, and yet, God is not waiting in ignorance, not knowing what
those for whom His Son died might be doing. It is difficult enough to understand God's love without adding the
term unconditional love which is loaded with secular, humanistic, psychological connotations. The story of the
prodigal son teaches grace, forgiveness and mercy -- but unconditional love? No!

While God loves with a greater love than humans can comprehend, His holiness and justice also must be taken into
consideration. Therefore, the term unconditional love is inadequate for defining God. It does not account for God's
reaction to pompous men who devise plans against Him and His anointed. The psalmist goes so far as to say:

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak to
them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure" (Psalm 2:4-5).

And what about Lot's wife as she turned to look at the smoldering cities? Or what about Jesus' words to the cities
that refused to repent? Does this sound like unconditional love?:

"Woe to thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, which were done in you,
had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say
unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou,
Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell ... it shall be more tolerable
for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee" (Matthew 11:21-24).

Conclusion

But perhaps one could say that God's love for the Christian is unconditional since the Christian partakes of His love
and grace through faith. Wouldn't it be better to say that the conditions have been met? Jesus met the first
condition, to wash away the sin that God hates. The believer meets the second condition, but only by God's grace
through faith.

Or perhaps it would be better to say that God's love extended to a person is conditioned by His plan to give
eternal life to those whom He has enabled to believe on His Son. The conditions of God's love are resident
within Himself. As our opening Bible verse says: He hath MADE us accepted!

There is a strong temptation to use vocabulary that is popular in society in order to make Christianity sound
relevant. Christians have something far better than what the world offers, but in expressing that good news, they
confuse people by using words that are already loaded with humanistic connotations and systems of thought. It
would be better not to use the expression unconditional love when describing God's love. There are plenty of other
good words (1 John 4:9,10,16):

In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through him.

Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for
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our sins. ...

And we have known and believed the love that God hath to us. God is love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.

The incomprehensible magnitude of God's love surpasses any concept of love devised by humanistic psychologists.
The doctrine of unconditional love is a myth that glorifies man rather than God.

*Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, [now in a revised 1998 edition titled James Dobson's
Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology (pp. 65-71) (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110)], and from the September-October 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter by permission of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan. (See also Paul Brownback's book, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, for an excellent theological
critique of the unconditional love/acceptance phenomena.)  [Return to Top]
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Are We Too Negative?
Critics have long leveled the charge of "divisive" and "negative" against those who would warn the church of
unbiblical teachings and practices. They would rather we preach only "positive" things. I, also, long to put behind
me the controversy that has become such an unwelcome part of my life. Yet in articulating the pure gospel, one
must carefully distinguish it from the clever counterfeits all around.

How negligent it would be not to warn the sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds who promote lies in the
name of truth. Yet the odds are staggering. Norman Vincent Peale's magazines, for example, have 16 million
readers monthly, nearly 10,000 times BDM's small circulation! The flesh faints with weariness and frustration.
Then why persist in a task so lonely and burdensome? Yes, why this burning passion?

Compelled by God's Word

There are, thank God, the many letters of encouragement from those who offer their love, support and prayers.
There are, too, the earnest "thank you's" from thousands who've been set free from the delusion and bondage of
false gospels -- from Catholicism and "Christian" psychology to Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive
Confession. Yet even without any such encouragement, we would be compelled to carry on.

Jeremiah was hated, maligned, imprisoned, and threatened with death because he preached repentance and warned
of God's impending judgment, while the "positive prophets" promised peace and prosperity "by the word of the
Lord." Popular opinion opposed him. He became so discouraged that he declared that he would no longer speak for
God nor even mention His Name. But God's Word was in his heart and burned like a fire in his bones, so that he
had to speak (Jer. 20). Yes, above all, it is God's Word burning within that compels us.

Distressed by accusations of "negativism," I cry out to God and turn to His unfailing Word. And what do I find
there? The very message I am constrained to preach! Christ Himself was far more "negative" than I have dared to
be. He continually warned of judgment and hell, exposed sin, demanded repentance, rebuked the religious leaders,
and indicted them as hypocrites, white sepulchers, and blind leaders of the blind fools. Without doubt, He would be
banned from most Christian pulpits and media today!

The Sermon on the Mount is not intended to enhance one's "self-esteem." It encourages one to be poor in spirit, to
mourn, to be meek and merciful, and promises that those who are true to God and His Word will be hated,
persecuted, and vilified (Matt. 5). But didn't Jesus say, "Judge not that ye be not judged" (Matt 7:1)? Isn't it
unbiblical, then, to accuse a Christian leader of any wrong? On the contrary, Christ could only have meant that we
were not to judge motives, for He clearly told us to judge teachings and lives: "Beware of false prophets [i.e.
teachers] ... by their fruits [doctrine and lives] ye shall know them" (15-20). Surely he is calling us to judge false
doctrines and deeds!

A "Judging" Which Satan Hates

When Paul exhorted Timothy to "preach the Word," he explained that to do so one must "reprove, rebuke, exhort
with all longsuffering and doctrine" (2 Tim. 4:2). Paul warned of "vain talkers and deceivers ... whose mouths must
be stopped [from teaching false doctrine]." He urged Titus to "rebuke them sharply" (Titus 1:9-14). He told
Timothy, "Them that sin rebuke before all [i.e. publicly] that others also may fear" (1 Tim. 5:20). Clearly such
reproof requires a judging that does not violate Christ's prohibition but which, in fact, He commanded and the
apostles practiced -- a judging which Satan hates because it unmasks his lies.

The International Genocide Treaty signed by former President Reagan makes it a crime to try to convert anyone of
another religion or to suggest that their beliefs are wrong. It will soon be a serious crime to call homosexuality a
sin. The day is coming when, to protect "minority rights," we will be prohibited by law from preaching the gospel
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except in the most "positive" manner. Sadly, much of the evangelical church has already conformed.

It is not enough simply to "preach the truth" when there are lies which counterfeit it so closely that many can't tell
the difference. It is both logically and Scripturally essential to expose and refute today's pernicious false gospels.
Yet to do so is to be opposed by church leaders and barred from most platforms. True Bible teachers are banned
from "Christian" radio stations like the Moody network, lest they expose the humanism Moody promotes in the
name of "Christian psychology." Why not allow an open discussion of vital issues before the whole church? Are
church leaders concerned for truth -- or with protecting their own interests?

Turning Inexcusable Sin Into Excusable "Sickness"

"Christian" psychology may seem to help for a time, but it undermines our real victory in Christ by redefining sin
as "mental illness." This heresy inspired a host of new terms such as obsessive-compulsive behavior, dysfunctional
families, addiction -- and, more recently, the increasingly popular co-dependency myths and Twelve-Step recovery
programs spawned by Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). In 12 Steps to Destruction, the Bobgans point out that Bill
Wilson, founder of AA, based his system upon what was revolutionary new theory: that drunkenness was not a
"moral defect" but an excusable "illness." Wilson was relieved to learn that he was an "alcoholic" -- a new term at
the time.

Enlarging upon this lie, "Christian" psychologists have redefined as mental "illness" all manner of behavior that
Jesus, the Great Physician, diagnosed as sin. A woman called into a "Christian" psychology radio program to
confess that she couldn't keep from having sex with anybody and everybody. She was told that her problem arose
from an overbearing mother and milquetoast father, and that it was an "addiction" that could take years of therapy
to cure. So much for Christ's "Go and sin no more" (Jn. 8:11)! Disobeying God is no longer sin if one has a
"compulsion" or "addiction" or traumatic childhood.

One author wrote a while back: "The depth to which sanctified psychotherapy can sink is really quite profound. A
local newspaper a recently featured an article about a 34-bed clinic that has opened in Southern California to treat
'Christian sex addicts.' According to the article the clinic is affiliated with a large well-known Protestant church in
the area." Several leading "Christian" psychologists interviewed for the article "scoffed at the power of God's Word
to transform a heart and break the bondage of sexual sin." The director explained that his treatment center would
serve to rescue many Christians who had been taught that "the Bible is all you need."

Exposing the Lie

In The Journal of Biblical Ethics in Medicine, Dr. Robert Maddox warns that "all manner of sin ... from gluttony to
fornication, from stealing to bestiality ... is [being] labeled as disease, to be cured with chemical, electrical and
mechanical treatments." The Bobgans also quote from University of California professor Herbert Fingarette's book
Heavy Drinking: The Myth of Alcoholism as a Disease: "I just don't understand why any churches would go for the
disease idea ... [it] denies the spiritual dimension of the whole thing." They also quote Stanton Peele from his book
Diseasing of America: Addiction Treatment Out of Control: "... disease definitions undermine the individual's
obligations to control behavior and to answer for misconduct ... [and] actually increase the incidence of the
behaviors of concern."

How astonishing that as the secular world is abandoning the sinking ship of psychotherapy, Christians are jumping
aboard, imagining that this doomed vessel will not only stay afloat, but add needed buoyancy to the ark God has
provided!

It makes me weep to watch the growing deception, to cry out against it, and to be heeded by so few and opposed by
so many. Why is that essential correction which Scripture so clearly demands left to a few of us nobodies and
shunned by church leaders who would be heeded by millions?

Write to the most influential so-called evangelical leaders and ask how they can "preach the Word" without
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involving themselves in the reproof and rebuke of rampant error that Paul said must be at the very heart of Biblical
preaching!

Christian Publishing Gone Astray

A memo from a researcher, who along with her husband is among the nobodies crying out against heresy in the
church, stressed Her concern about The Ragamuffin Gospel by Brennan Manning, a Catholic, published by
Multnomah Press. In part she said: "Manning teaches ... that [a Christian] may continue to live a life of debauchery
... describes himself as a [heavy] smoker and someone who became an alcoholic after conversion ... wants active
homosexuals accepted into full fellowship (p. 26) along with other immoral people ... teaches an eastern-type
meditation (pp. 43, 205-6) ... twists Scripture (pp. 23, 28, 73, 173); he says that everyone, but the self-righteous
(those that obey God by Brennan's definition), will go to heaven (pp. 17, 26, 29) ... This book is dangerous ... a ploy
by a new age Catholic to invade the evangelical church ... Christian[s] must be warned that ... the once trusted
names of Multnomah, Thomas Nelson, and Fleming Revell [to name a few] are no guarantee of orthodoxy. What a
shame!"

"Christian" publishers can no longer be trusted to publish truth, but have become purveyors of death! A dump truck
would not be large enough to haul all of the heresy out of a typical Christian Booksellers Convention. Even Roman
Catholic publishers of the most awful blasphemy and incredible nonsense, such as Paulist Press, are represented
alongside so-called evangelical publishers.

Take, for example, the Christian Booksellers Convention in Orlando a number of years ago. At the booth of another
Catholic Publisher, Our Sunday Visitor, one of their books on display told the story of Padre Pio, a recently
deceased Catholic monk admired by Pope John Paul II. Pio manifested the "stigmata," bleeding from his palms to
make up the deficiency in Christ's redemptive work on the cross! Pio believed he was suffering for the salvation of
sinners! He claimed that literally millions of the spirits of the dead, whom he saw with his physical eyes, came to
him on their way to heaven to thank him for gaining their release from purgatory! This is only one of Rome's many
heresies. On confronting Our Sunday Visitor employees concerning this demonic delusion promoted by their books,
and objecting to their presence at a convention of evangelical publishers, they pointed to a nearby booth promoting
horrendous, allegedly "Christian" Rock music and declared: "We have as much right to be here as they do!" One
could only agree.

Today's "evangelical" leaders shun their duty to oppose heresy. Many of them promote Catholicism, occultism, and
humanistic psychology. Therefore, we, the nobodies, though few heed us, must cry out even louder to warn the
sheep of poisoned pastures and false shepherds. "Positive or "negative" is not the issue, but truth and simple
obedience to the Lord and His Word.

* This material has been adapted and/or excerpted from an October, 1990, CIB Bulletin article.
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I Don't Wanna' Hear It*
We regularly receive letters expressing disapproval of our exposing ungodliness in the Church. We're accused of
sowing discord among brethren, of being unloving -- even hateful -- and are exhorted to concentrate on positive
issues that help build self-esteem. Evidently it disturbs many Christians to think that evil is in their midst. But evil
is in our midst. And there are plenty of books and periodicals already available for those who desire to have their
consciences massaged and their self-esteem enlarged.

Most Christians are disposed to point to the evil in the world, but it disturbs them to face the evil in their very midst
within the Church. It horrifies them to think that their pastor or favorite media preacher is advocating doctrines of
demons. So like the proverbial ostrich they stick their heads in the sand and ask only to be comforted in their
delusion.

Peruse the shelves of any Christian bookstore and you'll find that 98% of the books are inspirational, educational or
technical (Bible-study aids, etc.), instructional on living (how to pray, how to raise one's family, etc.), and
downright heretical (sufficiently aberrant in doctrinal positions to render them dangerous to the reader's faith). You
could carry in one arm those that expose the unfruitful works of darkness within the Church. Most written in that
vein are banned from display and are available only upon request -- if at all.

Listen to the sermons that proliferate in most churches and in the "Christian" media and you'll quickly see that the
vast majority fall within the above categories.

Satan isn't concerned if we Christians feel good about ourselves in our moral lifestyle and church attendance,
comparing ourselves with the lost. Nor is he so concerned that we spend hours pouring over the Scriptures as long
as we receive our understanding from teachers who do his bidding, whether knowingly or unknowingly. But dare to
expose his work in the bastions of the faith -- the hallowed halls of churches, seminaries, and "Christian" radio and
television studios -- and the fury of his wrath will be expressed through weak-willed Christians echoing his
euphemisms designed to shut down opposition: "Judge not!" and "Touch not God's anointed!"

If there is a need for prayer today it is that God will raise up godly men and women of faith who will stand firm in
the face of deception and be willing to suffer the consequences of following Christ.

We all rejoice in the knowledge that one day He will return. But I wonder if we all rejoice in that day when our
works are judged.

* Adapted and/or excerpted from Media Spotlight, Vol. 10 - No. 3
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When Love Divorces Doctrine and Unity Rejects
Truth
It is evident that leading neo-evangelicals believe our main goal is to eliminate doctrinal distinctives and to
emphasize unity among those claiming to be believers.

One of the basic ideas of today's philosophy of ecumenical evangelism is that love is more important than doctrine.
Ecumenical evangelists say that doctrine divides, whereas love unifies. What does the Bible say? Is it true that in
the New Testament love is more important than doctrine, or Truth? In the so-called Love chapter of 1 Corinthians
13, we are told:

Now abideth in faith, hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love (agape).

Some say -- That settles it: love is supreme! But when we examine that chapter more carefully, we discover that
Truth is also mentioned in the chapter. In verse 6 we are told that, love rejoices in the truth. In other words, faith,
hope, and love are virtues but Truth has an altogether different status. It is the frame of reference, the foundation,
the atmosphere without which virtues such as love cannot exist at all.

Love rejoices in the truth. Why? Because without Truth to define it, to interpret it, to protect it, to guide it, to
channel it -- love can become a total disaster. We dare not place Truth on the same level as virtues. Virtues would
shrivel up and die if it were not for Truth.

We cannot imagine life on this planet without water. Water is absolutely essential for life, as long as it stays within
proper channels, within its canals, aqueduct, and pipes. But when water gets out of control, it is the second greatest
catastrophe that can happen to this planet, second only to fire. On the one hand, it is an absolute blessing, but on
the other hand, it can be a total disaster. So it is with love.

God's Definition Of Love

Love without divine definition (God's revealed channels within which it must flow) becomes the most horrible thing
on earth. It can destroy human beings by the millions, and can be reduced to satanic sentimentalism.

Love, as defined by God, is doing for a person that which is best for him in the light of eternity, no matter what the
cost may be. That is how it is defined by God. Somehow, when it comes to world evangelism, many people have
forgotten God's definitions and have fallen into sentimentalism. Consider some key Scriptures which illustrate the
distinction between love and Truth.

Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed; And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. -- John 8:31,32

Ultimate freedom may only be achieved by total submission -- unconditional surrender to Truth. There is nothing
here about love.

Love Obeys The Truth

There are many who speak glowingly of their love for Jesus Christ and for lost men. In John 14:15,21,23,24, He
stresses that obedience to Truth is the best form of love:

If ye love me, keep my commandments He that hath my commandments, and keeps them, he it is that
loves me If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and we will come unto
him, and make our abode with him. He that loveth me not keeps not my sayings: ...
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This is what we call the acid test of love -- does a man obey the commandments of the Lord Jesus Christ? It makes
no difference how much we talk about our love if we do not obey Christ. It is obedience that counts, not words.
Obedience without love is theoretically possible, but love without obedience is, in practice, impossible. It is a
satanic substitute for God's plan.

Love Teaches the Truth

John 21 gives an example of one who said much about his love for Jesus. But when it came to obedience, it was not
there. When the pressure came, his resolution collapsed and he denied his Lord. After the resurrection of Jesus, our
Lord confronted Peter lovingly, but in truth:

... Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou knowest
that I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my lambs Feed my sheep Feed my sheep. -- John 21:15-17

How do we express love to the Lord Jesus according to the lesson of this confrontation? By feeding His sheep, as
He also commanded in the great commission, by teaching His people and training them in the whole counsel of
God, teaching them whatsoever I have commanded you.

In Acts 20, we find a good example of an apostle who obeyed the great commission. He says nothing about love to
the Ephesians in this passage. But he exhibited the supreme love of any disciple toward the Ephesians. What did he
do for them? Did he say, I love you, I love you, I love you? Acts 20:26-27 gives the answer:

Wherefore I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all men. For I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of God.

Love Leaves Nothing Out

The result was that all which dwelt in Asia, both Jews and Greeks, heard the word of the Lord Jesus. Paul based his
evangelism on sound doctrinal instruction. That is God's key for world evangelism. The words of Paul in Galatians
1:6 were blunt and necessary as Paul says in Galatians 4, in order to tell them the Truth.

Ephesians 4 tells us how we can achieve the perfect balance. Note the gifts God gave the true Church, the body of
Christ, for service and ministry in this age: And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some evangelists;
and some pastors and teachers. -- Ephesians 4:11

Every one of these gifts in the form of a person is a doctrinal person. They are all totally involved in Truth. All
were totally involved in preaching, teaching, and discipling in the light of revealed Truth. There is no teaching
whatsoever in the New Testament suggesting that love is more important than doctrine or Truth.

Love is referred to in Galatians 4:15 where we read of, speaking the truth in love. Love is the manner and method
of speaking Truth. Love is the servant of Truth. It makes it easier to receive, absorb, and digest. But it must never
be allowed to eclipse or set aside Truth. God's Truth can never change, but God's Truth in the hands of human
messengers is a very delicate and fragile thing.

Love Resists Poisons

There is no living system known to science that can survive without an intricate, elaborate, and constantly-used
system to purify itself from poisons. This is true of God's Church. It is impossible for any organization to survive
unless it has a system to purify itself from poisonous influences.

We need to remember we are in a highly poisoned environment. We are immersed in Satan's world. He has
constant access to every servant of God through his fallen nature. How can the relative success of a Christian's
ministry be evaluated apart from God's infallible inerrant Word? Who is to determine what success means?
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Love Protects the Flock

Did the Lord Jesus encourage His disciples to listen sympathetically to other religious leaders of that time? His
answer is given in Matt. 7:15, Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they
are ravening wolves. Yet we are told today by neo-evangelicals that we should both teach and study in liberal
universities and colleges of theology. There is one thing worse than division and that is peace with compromise.
Truth is infinitely more important than the false unity of the world.

Love Corrects Error

Why? Because for the sake of Truth, even families will be split with hostility so that at least someone within that
unit can perpetuate God's Truth. In Romans 16:17 Paul says,

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which causes divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them.

If we honor and love the Lord Jesus we will watch for anything which may destroy His Truth. We will avoid such
people. 

A good way of life or good doctrine is always contaminated by a bad environment or bad associations. A mere
association of the good with the bad will never make the bad thing better. The good gets worse; the bad does not
improve. It is the same with a rotten apple in a barrel. The bad one never gets better, but the good ones go rotten (1
Cor. 15:33). Is it right for doctrinal purity to be blatantly submerged for the sake of worldly ecclesiastical unity?
Surely this is a total denial of the Holy Spirit's Word through the Scriptures.

-- Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Jr.
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Modern Day Balaams 
Spiritual Counterfeits Conducting Spiritual Fraud* (Numbers 22-24)

Balaam was a diviner (one who uses omens to determine God's will) and a soothsayer (possessing certain powers
not of God), the practices of which were condemned in Deut. 18. Yet by all appearances, Balaam was a man of
God -- a genuine prophet: Balaam's "God-talk" attested to his being a prophet (Num. 22:8,13,34,38; 23:12,28;
24:13); God was speaking to him and through him (Num. 22:9,12,20,32-35; 23:4,5,16,18-24); Balaam appeared to
worship God in spirit and truth (Num. 22:31); and he blessed the people of God (Num. 23:5,7-10,18-24; 24:2-9,15-
19).

There are other instances in the Bible where God appears to pagan peoples and reveals Himself: Ambimalech in a
dream (Gen. 20:6,7); Pharaoh (Gen. 41:25); Nebuchadnezzar before his conversion (Dan. 2,4); Pilate's wife through
suffering in a dream (Matt. 27:19); Saul (1 Sam. 19:23,24); and to Caiphas (Jn. 11:51,52).

Therefore, just because an individual seems to have great powers or a large following or that God is "using" him,
doesn't mean that the person is a genuine "prophet," let alone a believer in Jesus Christ. The person could be a
pagan, a false prophet, a spiritual fraud, who God is using for His purposes. Spiritual frauds are quite capable of
quoting the Word of God, of sounding pious and true, yet can be totally wicked. God speaking through a false
prophet does not signal a believer, any more than Balaam's donkey was a believer because God spoke through him
(Num. 23:21-30). In fact, the deception of a false prophet appearing to be from God was so prevalent in Old
Testament times that God established another screen for true prophets (in addition to accurate predictions) -- "Do
they lead you to worship other gods?" (Deut. 13:1-5).

The bottom line is that we must examine a teacher's fruit of doctrine. If his doctrine is impure, avoid him (Rom.
16:17; 2 Jn. 10,11). Even though his "God-talk" may proliferate, we must examine the fruit of his doctrine --
"diviners" and "soothsayers" cannot be the children of God.

Yet, we have a professing Church today that tolerates Balaams -- "They say some good things. They use the
Bible." Yes, but their doctrine gives them away. They are false prophets, corrupting and destroying the Church
from the inside!

The issue is not whether there is some good in their teachings. The issue is their erroneous doctrinal teachings from
which the Bible commands us to separate. So, look out for those who reject spiritual separation. In these days of
ecumenism, there are scores of frauds about us who make no distinction between what is right or wrong, whose
energies are devoted to man-made unity while they de-emphasize doctrine, whose purposes are to appeal to the
hearts of the masses while neglecting the truth of God. Inclusivism because of areas of agreement can never take
precedence over our obligation to separate because of error.

Believers need to use the weapons of truth which God has given us, so that we identify and deal with every
Balaamite fraud in the spiritual arena in which we live. Note his characteristics. He can be seen everywhere around
us on the landscape of Christendom. Mark such evil entities and avoid them. Learn the lesson Israel learned the
hard way from her unfortunate exposure to Balaam and his unscrupulous methods.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from a 1988 sermon by Gil Rugh, Senior Pastor, Indian Hills Community Church,
Lincoln, NE; and from an article by Dave Kazen in the 4/96 Uplook: "Spiritual Fraud," pp. 4-5.
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Beware of the Counsel of Gamaliel!*
And now I say unto you, Refrain from these men, and let them alone: for if this counsel or
this work be of men, it will come to nought: But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest
haply ye be found even to fight against God. (Acts 5:38-39)

Some people seem to think that Gamaliel was the only wise man in the whole of the Bible! Whenever wisdom is
needed to assess the latest strange idea or movement to penetrate the churches, we hear the famous "counsel of
Gamaliel" quoted. We hear it endlessly, for example, in connection with the "Toronto Blessing" [laughing revival].

We hear it especially when there is no scriptural support for something. When the rest of the Bible seems to say
"No!" then the counsel of Gamaliel comes to the rescue.

Gamaliel is often preferred above Paul. If the apostle clearly condemns something, his word is pushed aside in favor
of Gamaliel's. But Paul is not alone in this. Gamaliel is even wiser than the Lord Jesus Christ in the estimation of
some. Where Christ says, "Beware of false prophets," Gamaliel says, "Leave them be; just watch and wait. Say and
do nothing. And if they survive and flourish, they will prove to be from God."

A Liberal Appeal

A famous historical appeal to the counsel of Gamaliel was made by the notorious liberal, Harry Emerson Fosdick.
In an infamous sermon of 1922 (entitled, "Shall the Fundamentalists Win?"), Gamaliel was extolled as the
personification of tolerance and magnanimity. Fundamentalists were urged to abandon their narrow and
cantankerous unreasonableness and to adopt the great Gamaliel's intellectual liberalism.

In recent decades, however, evangelicals too have been heard to press the counsel of Gamaliel as a reason for doing
nothing about a range of new trends, including contemporary music in worship and charismatic excesses. The
ministry of warning has been strangled, and the people of God exposed to wild experimentation, all on account of
the wisdom of Gamaliel.

Who, then, was this man Gamaliel? Was he a good and faithful wise man? Did he speak from God? Is his
celebrated counsel as wonderful as many seem to think?

Gamaliel was a leading Pharisee, a doctor of the law, and a member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, who possessed great
influence between A.D. 20 and 58. He believed firmly that God's favor was secured by virtue of being born a Jew,
and by meticulous obedience to the ceremonial law. As a leading Pharisee, he would have been swamped by self-
righteousness and vehemently hostile to salvation by grace through faith.

He was well aware of the teaching of John the Baptist, that Christ was the Lamb of God, appointed to take away
the sin of the world. He was also very familiar with the teaching of Christ, that neither Jewishness nor the
ceremonial law could save the soul, and that individuals must repent and be born again by the power of God. These
teachings he rejected. Indeed, he rejected the idea that Jesus Christ was any more than a man.

If Gamaliel had been affected by the ministry of Christ in the smallest degree, he was nevertheless among those
who loved their position and the esteem of men far more than the praise of God. We must remember that he was
one of those of whom Christ had said: "You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to
do ..." (John 8:44).

Gamaliel's Intervention

Is it true that when the furious Jewish leaders were about to execute the apostles, Gamaliel intervened to save them.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
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The older Protestant commentators, however, were never impressed. How remarkable, they said, that God would
use a proud man with foolish reasoning to blunt the mad fury of a murderous Sanhedrin. The old writers gave the
glory to God, and no credit to Gamaliel.

Calvin expressed astonishment at the intellectual shallowness of Gamaliel, saying, "His opinion is not what one
might expect from a man of wisdom." If Gamaliel had been right, observed Calvin, "men must punish nobody and
all crime must go uncorrected."

Gamaliel's "do-nothing" counsel would certainly bring to an end all law enforcement, if adopted by any State.
Equally, there would be no discipline in the church. God repeatedly commands in His Word that right conduct
should be approved and wrongdoing should be restrained. The Sanhedrin had a duty to establish the truth (using the
Scriptures) and act accordingly.

If the apostles were teaching correctly, they should have been supported and encouraged. If they were teaching
falsehood, they should have been excluded from the Temple, and the people warned. Gamaliel and his colleagues
should have sided either for or against the apostles. Gamaliel's counsel was a total abdication of responsibility. He
said, in effect, "Time will tell. In the meantime, it does not matter whom they mislead."

It must be admitted Gamaliel made two correct statements: first, that the work of men comes to nothing, and
secondly, that the work of God cannot be overthrown. But he failed to note that the fall of the false may not take
place for many centuries! Has Islam fallen yet, or Rome, or Hinduism? By Gamaliel's test, perhaps we should
conclude that these movements are of God. But Gamaliel forgot that God does not judge the false immediately.
Some false institutions will last until Christ destroys them at His Coming.

True Only at Final Judgment

The counsel of Gamaliel is true only when set in the context of eternity, and the final judgment. In the meantime
we have a duty to exercise discernment by the clear guidance of the Word. To substitute the do-nothing counsel of
Gamaliel for discernment leads to one of two consequences, as we have noted. Either we fail to support something
which is right, or we say and do nothing about something which is harmful and dishonoring to God. Gamaliel's
counsel is always foolish, selfish, and hideously costly to the cause of Christ.

In the event, by doing nothing Gamaliel fought against God, because he failed to support God's cause. He even
failed to act when the apostles were beaten and charged not to speak in the name of the Lord.

Gamaliel's absurd counsel was not due to his being a foolish man, for he was a renowned scholar and thinker. His
reasoning was the product of fear. He was afraid of the reaction of the crowds in Jerusalem.

The other members of that hastily convened Jewish Council imagined that they possessed the social standing and
moral authority to get away with whatever their murderous instincts dictated. Gamaliel knew better, realizing that
the death of the apostles could put the Council itself at risk. So he warned, "Take heed to yourselves what you
intend to do."

Counsel of Fear

The Temple police sent to arrest the apostles had not dared to use violence "for they feared as people, lest they
should be stoned" (verse 26). The people sympathized with the apostles on account of their power to heal.

History repeats itself. Just as self-preservation and self-interest was the motive behind Gamaliel's original counsel,
so it is often the reason for its use today. The "Toronto blessing" arrives in a town where a weak and vacillating
pastor leads a fellowship of the Lord's people. "If I oppose this," he reasons," I may lose members in my church.
Worse, the advocates of this new phenomenon may push me aside. On the other hand, if I encourage this new
phenomenon too openly and too early, I will certainly meet with disapproval from others."
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What can this "dishonest steward," this "hireling," do? How will an insincere, indecisive, unprotecting pastor
handle such a dilemma?

He will not find a text presenting the words of Christ, or any prophet or apostle, to justify an ambivalent,
compromising, equivocal position. But fortunately for the unworthy pastor, the words of a proud, self-righteous,
unconverted Pharisee will come to his rescue. The counsel of Gamaliel is available for any pastor or elder interested
only in self-preservation and peace at any price.

Who are these who appeal so much to the counsel of Gamaliel? They are like him. They do not want the counsel of
God, but a safe, easy, and congenial solution. Even with the entire Bible open before them, nothing is to their taste
or of any value except for the words of an unregenerate Pharisee.

Gamaliel, to support his plea to do nothing, mentioned the cases of two rebel leaders who had been killed
(apparently by the Roman authorities), with the result that their influence soon waned. The obvious implication was
that Jesus of Nazareth had also been put to death by the Romans, and his following would doubtless die out in the
same way. Gamaliel further warned that if the movements was from God, to kill the disciples would be to fight
against Him.

So Gamaliel employed two arguments. Number One: If God is not behind the disciples, they will disperse without
our interference. Number Two: If God is behind them, we will be guilty of fighting Him. How frequently these
arguments are heard today! If God is not behind the gimmicks, the worldliness, and the hysterical and occult
practices coming into present-day Christianity, they will die out in time. Therefore, forget all pastoral responsibility
and let them be.

On the other hand, if you act against them, you may find you are quenching and blaspheming the work of the Spirit
of the living God. Therefore, keep off! Don't interfere! Stand on the "touch line." See which way the wind blows.
Do whatever is most advantageous and favorable to yourself and see how matters unfold.

A Test of Pastors!

The most useful purpose of the counsel of Gamaliel to present-day believers is that it serves as an indication of the
depth and reliability of those who function as pastors, leaders, and Bible teachers. The use of the counsel of
Gamaliel in defense of a "do-nothing" or "run-with-the-tide" approach to any new fad is a sure sign of a person
who has an inadequate respect for Scripture as the authoritative judge of all matters.

In other words, the counsel of Gamaliel may tell you much more about a pastor than about how you should respond
to the latest spiritual threats.

It is only to be expected that Gamaliel should be held in high regard by today's "evangelical" Bible commentators.
If the present array of new-evangelical, ecumenical evangelicals can endorse the Pope, then why not Gamaliel?
What is the difference? Both stand tenaciously for works as the basis of salvation, and both reject grace. Both
uphold a mediatorial priesthood imagined to be vested in themselves, and both reject the simplicity which is in
Christ. The similarities could be continued at length. Just as the Pope is now widely accepted as a true man of faith,
so Gamaliel, a Christ-rejecting, proud Pharisee, is regarded as a saintly protector of the apostles.

Fellow believers -- be warned and beware of the counsel of Gamaliel!

* Adapted from an article by Dr. Peter Masters: SWORD & TROWELL, The Metropolitan Tabernacle, Issue: 1995,
No. 3.
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The Siren Song of Unity!*
In Greek and Roman mythology, sirens were women who lured ships onto rocky shores by enticing the sailors with
their singing. Today the world's leaders, like the sirens of mythology, are singing an enchanting song of unification
very similar to the days of Babel: "Then they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to
the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the whole earth'"
(Genesis 11:4).

We have a comparable message coming from the present world's leaders telling us we must rethink our world and
come into a new way of doing things:

"Today humankind is facing a choice,' [Mikhail Gorbachev, former head of the Soviet Union] said. It is
time for every individual, nation, and state to re-think its place and role in world affairs.'... We need to
find a new paradigm .... This search for a new paradigm should be a search for synthesis, for what is
common to and unites people, countries and nations, rather than what divides them'" (From speech
given at the State of the World Forum in San Francisco, Oct., 1995, as quoted in letter from Lucis Trust
promoting World Invocation Day, received March, 1996).

Unfortunately, this "siren song of unity" is reaching into the Christian community. The book A Plea for Purity, Sex,
Marriage, and God, by J. Christoph Arnold (a pastor) includes a foreword by Mother Teresa, with endorsements by
men who also participated in or endorsed "Evangelical & Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third
Millennium."

Subtly we are being directed toward Christian unity -- a unity not based on the Holy Scriptures and Biblical
doctrine, but founded on social issues ("better families," "sexual purity," "father/son relationships") and Promise
Keeper-like emotional experiences (fathers and sons embracing, standing ovations for pastors, and the joining of
hands during worship songs). As compelling and heart warming as the social issues and emotional experiences
might be, these cannot be the basis for Biblical unity. 

An unbiblical ecumenical union is not in the best interest of the body of Christ. Besides, many pastors and laymen
attending ecumenical gatherings are promoting and practicing beliefs not in accord with Biblical Christianity. This
fact alone should force us, out of respect for Christ and His teachings, as well as for our own spiritual well-being,
to avoid fellowship.

As conscientious and watchful Christians who need to be keenly aware of what Scripture warns about the last days'
generation, we must not only examine, but also scrutinize movements impacting the Church -- their immediate,
individual effects and also their long-term collective effects. Pastors and other church leaders cannot blindly accept
short-term benefits and not consider the long-range consequences. And the long-range consequences of uniting
with movements that want religious unity over Biblical unity will be compromising pastors, diminishing reliance on
the Word and doctrine, lukewarm congregations, unholy alliances with any faith, and eventually embracing the
religion of the Antichrist and the False Prophet.

Individuals who become saved and added to the body of Christ (regardless of when and where) must be discipled
with Christ-centered worship, Bible-based preaching, an "in-the-Bible" Bible study, and taught to test all things
according to Scripture. To lead them into unscriptural teachings and unbiblical unity is to tamper with the good
work started by the Holy Spirit.

Unity Fever is Everywhere

As the following quotations demonstrate, the song of unity has many melodies and many singers:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/pk/
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(a) "We [participants in the Parliament of World Religions] are persons who have committed ourselves
to the precepts and practices of the world's religions. We confirm that there is already a consensus
among the religions which can be the basis for a global ethic -- a minimal fundamental consensus
concerning binding values, irrevocable standards, and fundamental moral attitudes" (Given at the 1993
Parliament of the World's Religions, September 4, 1993, in Chicago, Illinois).

(b) "The Millennium Council of Faiths is being asked to design suitable 'rites of passage' through
which people will 'die' to old 20th century ways of thinking and being, and emerge as new 21st century
people. Through the Parliament of the World's Religions, the Peace Council, and other major interfaith
organizations, we are building leadership commitments in Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Baha'm, Jain, Sikh, Wicca, Brahma Kumari, Shinto, Indigenous, and other faith traditions to
making the year 2000 a turning point" (The Millennial Moment Initiative: The Overall Plan,
December,1995).

(c) "Now that we [Catholic Church leadership] have briefly set out the conditions for ecumenical
action and the principles by which it is to be directed, we look with confidence to the future. This
Sacred Council exhorts the faithful to refrain from superficiality and imprudent zeal, which can hinder
real progress toward unity" (Decree On Ecumenism proclaimed at Saint Peter's, by Pope Paul VI on
Nov. 21, 1964).

(d) "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who have been led through prayer, study,
and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission. ... In this statement we
address what we have discovered both about our unity and about our differences" (Evangelicals &
Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium).

(e) "In spite of its problems, Christian television has done much to help tear down the barriers between
denominations and movements. Catholics now watch Baptists, and Presbyterians watch Pentecostals,
with everyone learning that there is merit to the beliefs of others. There are many Christian events that
draw believers together from across the spectrum of the body of Christ, and genuine interchange is
taking place. There is probably more unity in the church today than at any time in the last one
thousand years" (The Morning Star Prophetic Bulletin, May 1996, "Civil War in the Church").

(f) "We are in the prophesied latter days. This is the harvest time, the transition cycle between the
ending of the old, materialistic age and the New Age of Aquarius, now dawning. This forty-year
period (1960-2000) also is known as the Mark Age, or age of marks and signs when all on Earth know
we are entering a new spiritual dimension of love, peace and brotherhood" (MARK-AGE [Planet
Earth] Love in action for the New Age, [Mark-Age, Inc. is a nonprofit spiritual-educational
organization founded in 1960. Executive director and primary channel is Nada-Yolanda, a prophet for
the New Age and the Second Coming. International headquarters are in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
USA.]).

The body of Christ cannot hide from this unification crusade whether it be political or religious. The Book of
Revelation speaks to both types:

"Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He had two horns like a lamb, but he spoke like a
dragon. He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his behalf, and made the earth and its
inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And he performed great
and miraculous signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to earth in full view of men.
Because of the signs he was given power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants
of the earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword
and yet lived. He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak
and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. He also forced everyone, small and
great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no-
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one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his
name" (Revelation 13:11-17).

Since the Bible speaks of a false world religion in the end times that is an offense to Christ, and since we see a
push for oneness not only from politicians and economists but also from professing Christians, the body of Christ
must have a good understanding of what the Scriptures say about unity among believers.

Shouldn't Truth Unify the Church?

If believers remain in Christ's truth, the unity that He prayed for in John 17:20-26 is possible -- "that they may be
one as We are one. ... I in them and You in Me." Jesus and God are one spiritually. They have one essence or
nature, no separate kingdom, no separate interests, no separate will, no separate desire, and no separate truth. This
is the true unity that the body of Christ should have today. This kind of unity cannot occur in man simply through
ecumenical councils and unbiblical confessions. This unity can come only through the Holy Spirit's work in the
hearts of believers who are committed to the Word and to the testimony of Jesus.

To be Biblically one requires more than church attendance, more than emotional experiences, more than pseudo-
supernatural signs and wonders, more than promises, and more than resolving social ills. It requires "the glory that
You gave Me." What is this glory? "The 'glory' of Christ was His life of self-denying service and His dying on the
cross in order to redeem the human race. Likewise, the 'glory' of the believer is the path of humble service and
bearing his or her cross. Humility, self-denial, and the willingness to suffer for Christ will ensure the true unity of
believers and will lead to true glory" (Full Life Study Bible, p. 1621). This glory is not earned by some work of man
but bestowed by God through Jesus (John 17:22).

Above all else, Jesus and the Father are united with regards to the TRUTH, and believers are to be united likewise:
"Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for
they are the kind of worshippers the Father seeks" (John 4:23). Since truth comes from the Father through Jesus to
the apostles, and the Church is told to build upon the apostles (as well as Jesus), the apostles' teachings should be
followed: "They [the early believers] devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer" (Acts 2:42). The instructions of the apostles of what they knew about Christ and
His teachings became known as doctrines.

It seems interesting that doctrine is being ridiculed in some circles as being divisive: "If people didn't stick to their
'pet doctrines,' the Church wouldn't be so divided." I agree that some people divide over irrelevant issues. However,
Paul warns Timothy to beware, "For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to
suit their own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want
to hear" (2 Timothy 4:3). There is a major distinction between irrelevant issues and sound Biblical doctrine. Sound
Biblical doctrine needs to be aggressively defended, not timidly compromised. Here are some other Biblical
insights into the role of doctrine and its importance to the body of Christ:

(1) "He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage
others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it" (Titus 1:9);

(2) "You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine" (Titus 2:1);

(3) "Watch your life and doctrine closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both
yourself and your hearers" (1 Timothy 4:16); and

(4) "for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and liars and perjurers -- and for whatever else is
contrary to the sound doctrine" (1 Timothy 1:10);

Believers united as Christ defined in John 17 have kept to sound doctrine, and there has always been a remnant like
this:
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"God did not reject His people, whom He foreknew. Don't you know what the Scripture says in the
passage about Elijah -- how he appealed to God against Israel: 'Lord, they have killed Your prophets
and torn down Your altars; I am the only one left, and they are trying to kill me'! And what was God's
answer to him? 'I have reserved for Myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal.' So
too, at the present time there is a remnant chosen by grace" (Romans 11:2-5).

The whole professing church may seem to be succumbing to the unification movement; but a remnant still exists
today who have not bowed down to every new wave, new teaching, or new experience that comes along. They have
not united around social issues, signs and wonders, or a lowest-common-denominator Biblical standard that any
religion can join. They search the Scriptures daily, they worship, they deny themselves, they seek God's face
through prayer and supplication. Their hearts are turned toward their God, asking Him what He desires. Believers
like this, in fact, are united and they possess "the glory that You gave Me, that they may be one as We are one"
(John 17:22).

Since Jesus has left us His Biblical criterion for unity, the leaders of "Christian" ecumenism should willingly use
the Bible as the standard. When looking at the history of God's chosen people and the Church, it is easy to see that
any unity less than the one Jesus defines results ultimately in rebellion against His Word.

Does the Body Have Unity?

According to Paul in Ephesians chapter 4, the Church has unity because Paul instructs believers to "make every
effort to keep the unity of the Spirit" (v. 3). You only keep what you already have. This unity is kept "through the
bond of peace" (v. 3). This bond is defined in verse 2 as humility, gentleness, patience, and love.

Paul goes on in a very "narrow-minded" fashion by showing how exclusive real Biblical unity is. There is one
body, one Spirit, one hope (v. 4), one Lord, one faith, one baptism (v. 5), and "one God and Father of all, who is
over all and through all and in all" (v. 6).

So believers would be able to "grow up into Him who is the Head" (v. 15), Jesus established apostles, prophets,
evangelists, pastors, and teachers (v. 11). Through these offices, the Holy Spirit (a) prepares God's people for works
of service, (b) builds up the body of Christ, (c) brings us to unity in the faith and knowledge of Jesus Christ, thus
enabling us to "become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ" (vs. 12-13).

Once this fullness is attained, believers won't be deceived and seduced by false teachings and false doctrines
promoted by cunning and crafty men, but will speak the truth in love.

How Does the Church Remain United?

Since Jesus is our "wisdom from God -- that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption" (1 Corinthians 1:30),
we need to, "See that what [we] have heard from the beginning remains in [us]. If it does, [we] also will remain in
the Son and in the Father" (1 John 2:24).

As can be seen from John 15:4-11, it is imperative that the Church read, study, know, heed, and do the works of
Jesus as outlined in the Scriptures. "Anyone who runs ahead and does not continue in the teaching of Christ does
not have God; whoever continues in the teaching has both the Father and the Son" (2 John 1:9).

As members in the body of Christ, and with so much emphasis placed by Jesus on remaining in sound teaching, this
responsibility requires that we should not "let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels
disqualify [us] for the prize. Such a person goes into great detail about what he has seen, and his unspiritual mind
puffs him up with idle notions. He has lost connection with the Head, from whom the whole body, supported and
held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow" (Colossians 2:18-19).

If the body of Christ is indeed impotent and not doing the work of the Lord, is visible unity the answer? Or maybe
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it needs to return to the teachings of Christ, the vine! Perhaps the Church needs to return to Christ-centered
worship and preaching of the Word by pastors who believe in the reality and reliability of Scripture, the virgin
birth, the bodily resurrection, salvation by grace through faith alone in Christ alone, and other foundational truths.
Congregations need to desire the Word of God preached and that sin be exposed rather than desire "make-me-feel-
good" sermons, signs, miracles, wonders, and unscriptural experiences as a substitute. Jesus says, "No branch can
bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine."

Can the Body of Christ Afford to Ignore Christ's Warnings?

In the Book of Revelation, Christ tells us what a church should be like:

1. Not tolerating wicked persons -- 2:2
2. Testing the life, doctrine, and claims of Christian leaders -- 2:2
3. Persevering in faith, love, witness, service, and suffering for Christ -- 2:3,10,13,19,26
4. Hating what God hates -- 2:6
5. Overcoming sin, Satan, and the ungodly world -- 2:7,11,17 26; 3:5,12,21
6. Refusing to conform to immorality in the world and worldliness in the church -- 2:24; 3:4
7. Keeping God's Word -- 3:8,10

The Book of Revelation also reveals that churches have a natural tendency to error, to be influenced and misled by
false teaching, and to adapt to the evil, anti-God elements of the world:

1. To the church at Ephesus, Jesus said, "You have forsaken your first love" (2:4);

2. To the church at Smyrna, Jesus said, "I know your afflictions and your poverty -- yet you are rich"
(2:9)! (Notice Jesus had no rebuke for this church that by man's standards was poor.);

3. To the church at Pergamum, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have a few things against you: You have
people there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by
eating food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual immorality. Likewise you also have those who
hold to the teaching of the Nicolaitans" (2:14-15);

4. To the church in Thyatira, Jesus said, "Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that
woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess. By her teaching she misleads My servants into sexual
immorality and the eating of food sacrificed to idols" (2:20);

5. To the church at Sardis, Jesus said, "... I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but
you are dead. Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds
complete in the sight of My God. Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it,
and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I
will come to you" (3:1-3);

6. To the church at Philadelphia, Jesus said, "I know your deeds. See, I have placed before you an open
door that no-one can shut. I know that you have little strength, yet you have kept My word and have
not denied My name" (3:8). (Notice that Jesus commends them for keeping His Word and for not
denying His name.); and

7. To the church in Laodicea, Jesus said, "I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish
you were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm -- neither hot nor cold -- I am about to
spit you out of My mouth. You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.' But
you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked" (3:15-17).

By the end of the first century, only two churches out of seven are commended by Christ Himself. It seems the
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visible Church does not have a very good track record.

What Should Christians Do?

As the unity/ecumenical pressure increases, those opposing will be considered obstructions to a so-called "move of
God." Any opposing views will be condemned as divisive, negative, proud, unloving, narrow, radical, or some
other malicious label. To be able to stand against the criticism, avoid unholy entanglements, and be confident of
your position, we offer this checklist of questions as a guide to evaluate any ecumenical movement:

1. Is theology built on the 66 books of the Old and New Testament Scriptures used in context?;

2. Is the Biblical Christ the cornerstone?;

3. Is the bodily resurrection of the Biblical Jesus accepted and taught as literal, historical fact?;

4. Does the Biblical Jesus have preeminence in all areas?;

5. Do members love the Jesus Christ identified in the Scriptures, as evidenced by their obedience to His
Word?;

6. Is God's Word the final truth -- the last court of appeals in all matters of faith and doctrine?;

7. Is all worship, preaching, and teaching Christ-centered and leading to the Christ of the Bible?;

8. Do teachers promote the Word and the testimony of Jesus?; and

9. Are the Scriptures viewed as sufficient for all matters of life and godliness? Or are worldly
philosophies and pseudo-scientific teachings brought in under the guise of "All Truth Is God's Truth"?

Christians need to heed Jesus' prayer for unity, and desire, recognize, and work for His kind of unity -- not force
or promote an unbiblical one. Jesus Himself said, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Me" (John 14:6). This claim offends and excludes those who are not sold out to Him. In John
6, some of Christ's disciples were offended by His teaching that "... no one can come to Me unless the Father has
enabled him" (v. 65). Because of this teaching, many disciples abandoned Jesus (v. 66) just like many do today
because of His teachings. After this reaction, Jesus turned to the twelve disciples -- His core group -- and asked,
"You do not want to leave too, do you?" (v. 67). Notice how Simon Peter responded: "Lord, to whom shall we go?
You have the words of eternal life. We believe and know that You are the Holy One of God" (vs. 68-69). No one
else has the words which lead to eternal life or can claim to be the eternal God; so how can Christians unite with
any religious group that does not believe as Peter did?

Don't let the siren song of the current unity movement lure you away from Biblical Christianity or cause you to
make a compromised commitment to the Jesus of the Bible. Instead, stand in true Biblical unity, "the faith that was
once for all entrusted to the saints" (Jude 3).

Foremost, we need to adhere to Christ's teachings, live for Him and through Him, and be willing even to die for
Him as martyrs are doing today in many foreign countries like China and the Sudan. Biblical unity will
automatically follow those whose love and faith in Jesus are more important than life itself. Then true, sold-out
believers will be able to stand for Biblical Christianity, do great works, and be witnesses to a fallen world.
Combined with God's Word and our testimony of Jesus and the genuine power of the Holy Spirit, Christ's Church
will be an unblemished Bride occupying this earthly home until the Bridegroom returns.

"'Yes, I am coming soon.' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus" (Revelation 22:20).
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* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by Jim Weikal, Biblical Research and Instruction
Director, Bill Rudge Ministries, Newsletter, Vol. 19, No. 2., pp. 1-5.
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The New Birth*
One evangelist was asked why he preached so often on "Ye must be born again." He answered, "Because ye must
be born again." Have YOU been born again? Without it, you have no hope of escaping the terrors of hell or
enjoying the glories of heaven. The Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again" (John 3:7).

I. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS NOT 

1. It is not a religion. Nicodemus was a Pharisee, a very strict religionist. He celebrated the Passover, paid tithes,
said prayers, brought sacrifices, and tried to keep the Law. To HIM the Lord Jesus said, "Ye must be born again."
Lawkeeping, joining the church, being baptized, or living up to a religious creed will not save you. There will be
many in hell who did all of these things. Will you? Ye MUST be born again.

2. It is not morality. You may try to keep the golden rule, pay your bills, be a good neighbor, keep out of jail, and
live a clean moral life, but that won't save you.

It is not recorded that our Lord said, "Ye must be born again," to cowardly, vacillating Pilate, or to two-faced,
hypocritical Judas. Why? Because you would say, "I know miserable hypocrites like Judas and men like Pilate need
to be born again, but I'm not like them. I wouldn't betray Christ with a kiss after professing to be His friend. I
wouldn't order Jesus to be beaten and then turn Him over to a howling, blood-thirsty mob to be crucified.
Gangsters, thugs, adulterers, whore-mongers, liars, drunkards, and gamblers need to be born again, but not I. I'm all
right."

My friend, do you realize that God's Son spoke these words on the new birth to a man who was doing his best to
gain heaven? Without a doubt, he was neither a crook, drunkard, nor gambler. He was a true husband, a good
neighbor, a man of clean morals, and religious. If he needed to be born again, so do you. How do you expect to
make it to heaven without being born again if Nicodemus couldn't?

3. It is not reformation. Even if you would quit all your meanness, that would not be the new birth. Your trouble is
not on the outside, but on the inside. You don't need exterior decoration but interior regeneration. Satan wants you
to rest in a false peace. We warn you in Jesus' name, don't be satisfied unless you have been born again.

II. WHAT THE NEW BIRTH IS 

1. It is a mystery you cannot explain, but a reality no man can explain away. "The wind bloweth where it listeth
(pleaseth), and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth; so is every
one that is born of the Spirit" (John 3:8). Just as Nicodemus could not understand or explain the wind, so no man
can understand or explain the new birth.

But the wind is a reality no man can explain away. Only a fool would say, "I don't believe in the wind because I
have never seen it and I can't understand it."

See the wind move the big limbs of an oak. Watch the wind tear a house to splinters. You cannot deny the reality
of wind! You cannot see the Holy Spirit. You cannot explain Him. But see His mighty power make the harlot pure,
the liar honest, the drunkard sober, the blasphemer pray, and then try to deny the reality of it.

2. It is the work of God by which a poor, lost, guilty, hell-deserving sinner who receives the Lord Jesus receives a
new nature, becomes a child of God, and begins a new life. It is a second birth, a spiritual birth.
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Physical life begins by birth. Spiritual life begins the same way--not by joining a church and becoming religious.
You cannot JOIN the family of God, you must be BORN into it. Someone has said, "You can't make a Christian
out of anybody." True, Christians are not made, they are born.

A birth is the coming into being of a new life which has the nature of its parents. When you were born the first
time, you were made a partaker of the old nature, the sinful nature we all received from Adam. When you are born
again, you become a partaker of the divine nature (II Peter 1:4).

No matter what kind of a religious profession you have made, no matter how good a person you may be morally,
unless you have been made a partaker of the divine nature, you are not saved. God gives you this new nature the
moment you receive His Son. It is instantaneous. You can no more be born again by degrees than you can shoot a
firecracker by degrees.

When you are born again, you begin living a new life; it is the evidence of the new Life dwelling within you. That
is what happened when you were born the first time; you began living a life you had never lived before.

Some think they are going to heaven just because they went forward in a meeting. Be sure you are born again.
There may be a more spectacular change in the life of one who is a drunken, railing blasphemer, but even in you
who have not been down deep in sin, there is bound to be a change when you are born again. There will be a new
attitude towards the Lord Jesus Christ, His Word, and His people.

Are you SURE you have been born again? If you are not certain about this most solemn matter, read on (John 3:36-
-"He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life.").

III. WHY YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN 

1. Because the Lord Jesus Christ said so. That ought to settle it.

2. Because you have a sinful nature. The nature we all receive from Adam is fallen, corrupt, and totally depraved.
God says the heart of man is desperately wicked and deceitful above all things (Jeremiah 17:9). With this old
nature, you could not even enjoy yourself in heaven, let alone rejoice in God's presence and worship Him. Instead,
the lost are destined for a Christless eternity--an eternal hell-fire beyond the most horrible description. Heaven is a
holy place. When you are born again, God gives you a new nature that you might desire holy things, now and in
heaven.

3. Because you cannot save yourself. "For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the
gift of God: Not of works, lest any man should boast" (Ephesians 2:8,9). "Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to His mercy He saved us ..." (Titus 3:5a). Now don't skip lightly over these two
quotations from God's Holy Word. Read them again and again until the truth grips you. You cannot save yourself--
you MUST be born again--and that by the sovereign will of Almighty God.

IV. HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN 

"He came unto His own, and His own received Him not. But as many as received Him, to them gave He power to
become the sons of God, even to them that believe on His Name: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:11-13).

1. It is not of blood. You are not a Christian just because your parents may be. You do not inherit salvation from
your parents. Even though your folks may be saved, if you have not been born again, you are lost.

2. Nor of the will of the flesh. It is not by your own efforts and will power. You will fail. So why not stop trying to
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work your way to heaven? Instead of trying, trust, receive, depend upon the One who died and rose again.

3. Nor of the will of man. It is not brought about by any of man's religious creeds, systems, or ceremonies. No man
or organization can do anything to you or for you that will make you a child of God. Join what you will, go through
ceremony after ceremony, memorize creeds, and try to keep the rules and regulations of man-made systems, but it
will not save you.

4. But of God. The Lord Jesus said you must be born "of the SPIRIT." It is 100% God's work, not yours. It is a
miracle. Only God can perform it. If God has not done a work in your life, you are not born again. Your part is to
believe God's record about you: You must believe that you are a lost, worthless sinner, and in desperate need of a
Savior. You must repent of your sins and receive the Lord Jesus Christ as both Lord and Saviour. He died on
Calvary's cross, satisfying the righteousness and justice of God, that He might take your sins and punishment upon
Himself. He arose and is seated today as God's Man at the right hand of the Majesty on high (see Hebrews 1:3), and
He is offered to you as God's only way of salvation (see John 14:6). When you receive HIM, you will be saved, for
Paul says we are "... children of God by faith in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:26).

You do not receive Christ by taking communion, or by being baptized, or by joining a church, or by any other
human effort. You receive Christ by faith and trust alone in His finished work on the cross. 

Ye MUST be born again!

* Adapted from a tract by Paul J. Levin; Bible Tracts, Inc.; Normal, Illinois.
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God's Sovereign Election to Salvation

"We believe that in order to be saved, sinners must be regenerated, or born again; that regeneration
consists in giving a holy disposition to the mind; that it is effected in a manner above our
comprehension by the power of the Holy Spirit, in connection with divine truth, so as to secure our
voluntary obedience to the gospel; and that its proper evidence appears in the holy fruits of repentance,
and faith, and newness of life." (Quoted from: BAPTIST CHURCH MANUAL, Revised, J.M. Pendleton,
1966, Broadman Press, Nashville, Tennessee, pp. 49-50)

Believers are born into God's family, NOT by man's will but by God's will. We are not free to choose Christ at any
time. Man's will is in BONDAGE to his nature. But God's people -- believing sinners -- shall be WILLING in the
day of His power, when Jesus Christ is revealed for Who He is, the Savior of the sinners (John 1:13; Psa. 110:3;
Phil. 2:13).

Salvation is the miraculous gift of God's grace given to all who believe on the Son (i.e., to all whom God has
sovereignly ELECTED to salvation). It includes all that God does in saving the elect from the penalty, power, and
presence of sin, and in restoring them to a right relationship with God. As such, it is solely the work of God from
initiation to completion. It cannot be gained by good works, but is a free gift for all whom God has ENABLED to
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and His finished work on the cross. All who so put their faith in Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord have been forgiven and saved from their sins and declared righteous before God (Christ's
righteousness is imputed to the sinner [Rom. 4:22-24], not "infused" as Roman Catholicism teaches -- i.e.,
believers have been declared righteous, not made righteous), and have been born into the family of God by the
regenerating work of the Holy Spirit. God's purpose for saving His elect is so that they bring glory to Him by their
lives (Rom. 1:16; 10:17; Acts 16:14b; Eph. 1:7; 2:8,9; Jn. 1:12,13; Rom. 9:16; 2 Cor. 5:21; Phil. 1:6; Titus 2:11-14;
3:5-7; 1 Pe. 1:18- 19; Jn. 5:40; 6:44; 3:36; 5:24; 1 Jn. 5:1).

Because of man's depravity, blindness, and rebellious nature, salvation is possible only as a gift without merit; i.e.,
grace alone is efficacious to the saving of the soul (Eph. 2:8,9). This "gift" of salvation includes all things necessary
as evidence that one has trusted Christ; i.e., the faith necessary to trust Christ and the repentant heart necessary to
turn from sin to Christ are both gifts from God to His elect (Acts 13:48; Eph, 2:8,9; Phil. 1:29; Rom. 2:4; Acts
5:31; 11:18; 14:27; 2 Tim. 2:25).

A life of obedience to the law -- that which God demands -- has been performed by the doing and the dying of
Jesus Christ -- His sinless life and His obedient death. Sinners are enabled to present the righteousness of Christ to
God by faith. Therefore, total forgiveness is granted by God based on the substitutional death of Christ on behalf of
the believer, thereby imputing to the believer the righteousness of God in Jesus Christ. All believers acknowledge
their sinful condition and trust in the death of Christ to pay the penalty for sin past, present, and future (1 Jn. 1:9).
To acknowledge sin as sin is a confession that characterizes believers. The responsibility of believers is to flee all
unrighteousness (1 Thes. 1:9b; 1 Tim. 6:11; 2 Tim. 2:22), having an appreciation for the cleansing ministry of Jesus
Christ (1 Jn. 2:1,2).

A "Christian," then, is the result of the creative act which Scripture calls regeneration -- a new birth. In order to be
saved, sinners must be "born again" (Jn. 3:3,5; Eph. 2:1,5; 1 Jn. 5:1), which is the new creation in Christ Jesus (2
Cor. 5:17; Col 2:13; Jn. 3:8). It occurs the instant a person believes on and receives the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord (Acts 16:30,31); i.e., it is not a process (Jn. 5:24). In the new birth, the one dead in trespasses and in sins
is made a partaker of the divine nature and receives eternal life, the free gift of God (Rom. 3:23; 6:23).

Q & A on Election

Q: I still don't agree with your view on election, I think it's fraught with too many contradictions with Scripture.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/repent.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/newbirth.htm
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A: There are no contradictions with Scripture, only with man's desire to make himself sovereign over God, rather
than vice versa.

Q: How does one reconcile the numerous verses where God says it is not His wish that any should perish, but that
all should go to heaven? Here's the crux of the matter: how could God possibly claim this, that He wishes all could
go to heaven, if He very well knows that He hasn't enabled all, by regenerating them, to "accept" Christ? This is
tough for Christians themselves to answer.

A: This is not hard at all to answer. You are referring to 2 Pe. 3:9 -- "The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise,
as some understand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to
repentance." Notwithstanding the fact that God is writing to His elect (NOT the entire world of humanity -- see
Peter's introduction to this epistle), God is expressing His "Desiretive"/"moral" will, which is not to be confused
with His "Declarative"/"Determinative"/"Decretive"/"Predestined" will (e.g., the creation of the world or the eternal
doom of Satan). A sovereign God desires, or has pleasure in (e.g., that all be saved), the accomplishment of that
which He does NOT necessarily declare or determine or decree or predestine will be accomplished. God also
commands (i.e., desires) obedience from all, but He does not declare or determine or decree or predestine it so, but
nevertheless, holds us accountable for our disobedience. 

Acts 3:19 (KJV) [Repent] ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord;
Acts 8:22 (KJV) [Repent] therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the thought of
thine heart may be forgiven thee.
Acts 17:30 (KJV) And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every
where to [repent]:
Acts 26:20 (KJV) But showed first unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and throughout all the
coasts of Judaea, and then to the Gentiles, that they should [repent] and turn to God, and do works
meet for repentance.

This is God's desiretive will displayed in all four of the verses above, yet He has not decreed that all will repent.
Only those will repent who have been GRANTED repentance by God:

Acts 11:18 (KJV) When they heard these things, they held their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then
hath God also to the Gentiles GRANTED REPENTANCE UNTO LIFE.

Back to this verse (2 Pe. 3:9), God patiently waits until all the ELECT are brought to repentance, that none of them
may perish. (This is to whom Peter writes in both of his letters -- the ELECT -- 1 Pe. 1:1; 2 Pe. 1:10.) (See also 2
Pe. 3:9; Ezek. 18:23, 32; 33:11; Acts 17:30; Rom. 2:4.)

Q: Election is hard in witnessing because it violates God's attributes (His love for all and the fact that Christ died
for the sins of the whole world). Therein lies another dilemma -- Why did God say Christ died for the sins of the
whole world while He very well knew He would only enable a few to benefit from it? He might as well have said
that Christ died only for the sins of those whom God had chosen.

A: This is flawed logic. God had to die for the sins of the whole world, or He would not be able to hold all
responsible for their unbelief. If He had not provided for (through the blood of Christ) the salvation of all, He
would be unjust in requiring that they all repent. His justice requires that the Guiltless One die for the guilty (Rom.
3:23-26). No one could be held accountable for NOT turning to Christ for salvation unless there is a sense in which
God has appointed His Christ to be the Savior of all the guilty ones. When Christ judges the wicked (Rev. 20 -- the
Great White Throne Judgment), it will be evident that He does so in full justice! (Romans 3:25,26):

Moreover, who are we to question God for His sovereign election?
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Romans 9:14-26 (KJV) What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid. For
he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom
I will have compassion. So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that
showeth mercy. For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up,
that I might show my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth.
Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth. Thou wilt say
then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will? Nay but, O man, who art
thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made
me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour,
and another unto dishonour? What if God, willing to show his wrath, and to make his power known,
endured with much longsuffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction: And that he might make
known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory, Even
us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles? As he saith also in Osee, I will
call them my people, which were not my people; and her beloved, which was not beloved. And it shall
come to pass, that in the place where it was said unto them, Ye are not my people; there shall they be
called the children of the living God.

Q: What logic was there in Christ saying to us to go and make disciples of all nations when He knew quite clearly
that only a few have been enabled to accept the message? He could have said for us to go and preach the Gospel
only to those whom God had enabled to accept Christ.

A: By man's "logic," there would indeed be no reason to evangelize. But God says this is the means He will use to
bring the elect to repentance. By your logic, we could also ask "why should we pray?" The old saying that "prayer
changes things," holds no water for a sovereign God. God's sovereign will controls all -- the purpose of prayer is to
line up our wills with the will of God. The purpose of evangelizing is to obey and to be used by Him in His
glorious purposes. Some of the greatest preachers of election of all time (e.g. Edwards, Spurgeon, etc.) were great
evangelists. Why, if only the elect would be saved? Because God commanded it, and these were men of great faith
and great obedience.

Q: Your theory of election has frightening questions which seem to violate who God is. I'm not accusing you of
being a heretic -- all I'm saying is I prefer Dave Hunt's Arminianism because, even though it has HUGE problems,
these don't contradict what we already know about God, but they cannot be answered because we simply don't have
that info in the Bible.

A: This is nonsense. The reason Arminians don't like election is because it puts total control in God's hands, i.e., it
makes salvation all of God and none of man. In our flesh, we don't like that. How is God's character violated (as
Dave Hunt teaches in his almost maniacal rantings against the sovereignty of God) when we say salvation is all of
Him and none of us? In the Romans' verses I quoted above, God says all are depraved, and from that pool of ALL
depraved humanity, God has mercy on some to salvation. That is perfectly in character with God's holy Nature. The
question should be, "Why does God save anyone?" Are we going to ask the Potter, "Why did you make me like
this?" (Rom. 9:19-21)? God forbid!

Q: For instance, Hunt's assertion that foreknowledge is the cause of predestination elicits the question, "How could
God know something was going to happen if He hadn't decided it should happen?" In our human realm, it's
impossible, but I don't see any contradiction with Scripture if I assert that it has to be possible with God, as
opposed to what you espouse which answers that question (by saying He knows because He's decided it will
happen), but in the process seemingly contradicts God's attributes (as I've explained above).

A: This is a misconception of the Bible's use of the word "foreknow." God's sovereign plan of "deciding what will

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/hunt/
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happen," does not contradict His attributes at all! In fact, this supports His sovereignty. Do you think that God is
surprised by what happens in this world? An omniscient God is surprised by nothing. If He had not decreed
everything to happen in His sovereign plan, or at the minimum, decreed the framework from which everything
happens according to His plan, He'd have to be surprised, and THAT would violate His character. 

Q: The question of the "regenerate unbeliever" is another hot one! We're told that one cannot choose Christ because
he cannot will to do so, but that once we're regenerated, we "cannot avoid" choosing Christ (irresistible Grace).

A: That's correct. No more than we can avoid choosing diesel fuel for a car that our mechanic has pulled the gas
engine and replaced it with a diesel engine. Our choice is a "free will" choice, but the choice is now "bound" by the
new engine. This analogy is a good one for the new heart in "choosing Christ" -- it's a free will choice, but the
choice is bound up in the fact that our will follows the new heart and, therefore, can make no other choice.

Q: We can safely say, for the sake of argument, that once regenerated, we're at the same "spiritual level" as Adam
was before Adam sinned. But Adam was able to "resist" God's will, just as much as a regenerate person could
choose to "resist" accepting Christ.

A: The Bible does not tell us the nature of Adam's heart when He sinned. We cannot at all "safely say" what
spiritual level Adam was at when he sinned. That was a completely different dispensation (The Age of Innocence).
Also, having been given a regenerate heart does not mean that it renders one unable to sin. A regenerate man still
has the Adamic nature, which we struggle against throughout our time of sanctification (Rom. 7). Therefore, to fall
back on Adam as an example is meaningless. [Some Sovereign Grace theologians make a good case that Adam, in
his perfect innocence at creation, did have free will in the truest sense -- he could choose good or evil by a will
totally unbound by the fallen nature. As we know, he chose to sin, thereby resulting in the Fall and the imputation
of a sin nature to all of humanity, to which the will then became bound, both his will by imputation, and our wills
by inheritance.]

Q: What do you see as the difference between the will of man and the will of the flesh (John 1:13)? If there is a
difference, which one is totally depraved, or are both totally depraved?

A: Both come from the depraved nature of man.

Q: The Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position elects certain men to salvation and certain men to damnation?

A: Some argue for a double-election. But I think Romans 9:20-23 is quite clear. All have sinned and are destined
for a Christless eternity. But God, in His grace, elected some (from the pile of depraved clay) for glory. Those not
elected are LEFT in their depraved condition, NOT elected to it.

Q: Are you stating that God is willing to predestinate some to everlasting bliss and others to everlasting suffering?

A: I think this was covered in my answer above. ALL are destined to everlasting suffering, BUT for God's grace in
electing some for salvation. Why does He elect some and not others? The question should be, "Why has He elected
anybody?" Because of His mercy and grace, some He has DECLARED righteous and IMPUTED the righteousness
of His Son.

Q: Was I, before I got saved, in Adam or in Christ? If I was in Christ, did I fall out of Christ, get into Adam, and
then get out of Adam and back into Christ?
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A: This question doesn't make any sense. You can be of the elect and still not YET be saved, because God has not
yet regenerated your heart. But, in God's good time, all the elect will be saved.

Q: Jesus said: "... how often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her
wings, and ye would not!"

A: Of course they would not -- they were not elect. Nevertheless, Jesus DESIRED that they be saved, yea, even
COMMANDED obedience (which is impossible without Christ).

Q: Luke 13:34, how can the Calvinist (you call it Biblical) position state that the will of man plays no part in the
performance of the will of God?

A: The will of man plays NO part -- that is correct. If man's will can in any way whatsoever trigger the
"performance" (your word) of the will of God, then God is NOT the Almighty Sovereign He claims Himself to be
in the Bible. Salvation is either all of God or none of God.

Q: Jesus said He "would" but the people said we "would not."

A: Not until He grants them the faith and the power to repent; i.e., regenerates them with a new heart. The will of
man is bound by his nature. New nature, new will. The old nature WILL NOT, yea CANNOT, choose Christ. The
new nature WILL "choose" Christ -- no other choice can be made. That is what is meant by the phrase -- "Man's
will, bound yet free." Man's will is always bound by his nature.

Q: Many modern-day Arminians are in opposition to the view that "faith" comes to us as a "bestowed gift."

A: Speaking purely from my own salvation experience, if this were not a "bestowed gift" in my believing, working,
and persevering, I don't have an egg's chance of surviving a trip over Niagara Falls. I don't know a single thing that
I ever did which was acceptable to God that was not a "bestowed gift." John Bunyan once said that the best prayer
he ever uttered had enough sin in it to damn the world, and I must plead the same depravity as Bunyan. Faith is
indeed the "bestowed gift" of God, for it is His own creative work by the Word of God and its use by the Holy
Spirit. We are born "OF" (ek) the Spirit, BY (I) the Word of God. We are distinctly told that it is "not of blood, nor
of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God" (John 1:13). Whatever is essential to salvation is a
"work," and whatever is a "work" is a "condition," and whatever is a "condition" is what the Holy Spirit "bestows"
upon us in accomplishing the making of us new creations in Christ. The real issue is, "Who is sufficient for these
things? -- God or man?" "For who maketh thee to differ from another? and what hast thou that thou didst not
receive?" (1 Cor. 4:7).

Q: Isn't it clear that God has a will, the people have a will; God willed one thing, the people willed the opposite;
therefore God's will was not performed? This is a common occurrence throughout the Scriptures. How can you
explain this from the Bible?

A: Shame on you! Do you realize what you are saying? "Man can prevent God's will from functioning"!!! I'm sorry,
but you have just made man sovereign and God subject to man's will! You are confused between God allowing
something to happen and being forced to go along with the flow of man's will. This is very dangerous ground to be
on.
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And so the way is prepared for that caricature of gospel preaching, that consists chiefly in begging the
sinner to come to Jesus before it is too late, leaves the false impression that it is quite in his power to
come today or tomorrow, or whatever time may be convenient to him, and that presents a very willing
but powerless Jesus, that would ever be pleased to save the sinner, but is incapable to do so unless the
sinner gives his consent. The "whosoever will may come" is presented as meaning: "All men can will
to come whenever they please." And instead of the truth of the gospel that no man can come to Christ
unless the Father draw him, we now hear; "No, Christ cannot come to the sinner, unless the sinner
permit him!" Here is a fair example of it: "God is ready, God is willing, God is eager, God is anxious,
God is pleading for the privilege of washing away the sins of every soul in the precious blood of His
son and heir. But His hands are tied, His power is limited, His grace is constrained by you. If you want
to be saved, God is willing to save you. If you don't want to be saved, there isn't anything that even
God can do to rescue you from that pit of eternal burning." That is what becomes of the preaching of
the gospel when the truth of God's sovereign grace is either forgotten or denied. Call it the gospel, if
you like; to me it is nothing short of blasphemy of the name of the living God! An anxious and
pleading God, whose power is limited, and whose hands may be tied by the proud and stubborn sinner,
who is less than dust of the balance, is no God, but a miserable idol! (Herman Hoeksema (1886-1965)
in Whosoever Will).

Note on Calvinism vs. Arminianism -- The "Five Points of Calvinism" 

The five points of Calvinism were in response to the heretical teachings of Arminius, not vice versa. In fact,
Arminius "five points" (i.e., "five articles of faith") were drawn up in 1610 by his followers, one year AFTER
Arminias's death. The Arminians presented these five doctrines to the state of Holland in the form of a
Remonstrance, protesting the Belgic Confession of Faith and the Heidelberg Catechism, and demanding that the
official standards of the Church of Holland be changed to conform to the "five articles." In 1618, the Synod of
Dort  was called to examine each of the five views of Arminius as detailed in the Remonstrance; it met in 154
sessions over a seven month period, culminating in 1619 with a total rejection of all five points. Knowing a mere
rejection would be insufficient, the so-called "five points of Calvinism" were set out to specifically answer each of
the five articles of Arminius: (See also, "Five Points," by G.A. Chan.)

(1) Calvinists believe man is Totally Depraved in all his faculties, dead in trespasses and sins, and
completely unable to turn to God apart from regenerating grace. Arminians, on the other hand, contend
that man's depravity has not rendered him incapable of savingly exercising his will in trusting Christ for
salvation. Arminians, therefore, emphasize the so-called free will of man, while Calvinists stress the
free grace of God.

(2) Calvinists maintain that Election is Unconditional, arising from God's free and sovereign grace. In
opposition to this truth, the main body of Arminians affirm election to be conditional, issuing forth
from God's foreknowledge of faith in some whom He then designates as His elect: “Some Arminians
contend God does not [even] know the free actions of men, not because He cannot know them, but
because He chooses not to do so” (Abstract of Systematic Theology, Boyce, p. 120).

(3) Calvinists avow the atonement was specifically made for God's elect only. Hence, they hold to
Particular Redemption or Definite Atonement. Because of this position, they are wrongly accused
by Arminians of believing in a Limited Atonement. In reality, it is the Arminians, not the Calvinists,
who limit the atonement, for, in their system of belief, Christ died for all men equally, rendering all
men savable, but securing the salvation of no one.

(4) Calvinists affirm that God's grace is always effectual in saving the elect. This truth is sometimes
referred to as Irresistible Grace. Although saving grace is irresistible, it is so, not because the sinner is
saved against his will, but because he is made willing to be saved through the change of his nature, and
thus, his will in the new birth (Psalm 110:3). Many Calvinists prefer to call this truth the Effectual
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Call or Efficacious Grace. Arminians, on the other hand, believe that the sinner can effectively resist
the grace of God until he ultimately thwarts God's purpose to save him. It is evident, therefore, whom
Arminians regard to be sovereign. -- Arminians make man to be the sovereign and God to be bound by
man's choice.

(5) Calvinists maintain that the elect who have been born again will persevere in their faith and never
fall away so as to be lost forever. This is the doctrine of the Perseverance of the Saints. While they
do believe in the eternal security of the born-again believer, Calvinists do not teach that every person
who professes faith in Christ is thereby saved and eternally secure (i.e., false professors are not saved).
Arminians are divided on this issue. Some Arminians believe in the security of the professed believer,
e.g., the General Baptists of England, most modern Baptists, and some others. Indeed, it is because of
an Arminians' belief in the security of the believer that they deny they are Arminians (e.g., Dave Hunt).
Other Arminians contend that believers can fall away from Christ so as to be finally lost in hell (e.g.,
Free Will Baptists, Wesleyans, Campbellites, and Pentecostals).

The soteriological (salvational) concepts of Calvinists are always consistent with the sovereignty of God. Indeed,
God's sovereignty, along with the Biblical revelation of His nature and attributes, is the foundational truth on which
all other aspects of soteriology are founded. In contrast, Arminian soteriology rests upon the so-called free will of
man, as did Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism from whose roots Arminianism has developed. Instead of pointing
men to a sovereign God whose grace alone can save, Arminianism relies on the supposed sufficiency of the human
will to choose to be saved when influenced by the gospel. Thus, the foundational doctrine of Arminianism is man's
alleged free will, not God's free grace; its chief emphasis is human merit, not divine sovereignty; it worships at the
altar of choice not mercy; it stresses what is fair, not just; and it elevates humanity, not deity.

The Arminian tree has produced much rotten fruit. Arminianism has produced so-called decisional salvation with
its anxious seats, mourners benches, counseling rooms, and the modern invitation, which is nothing less than a
psychological tool to coerce people into professing faith in Christ. With its emphasis on fairness and God's owing
every person the same opportunity to be saved, it has given rise to contemporary humanism and the whole modern-
day rights movement. Because human choice is the high doctrine of this system, to which every other teaching
must be adjusted, many sinful and abominable practices based on the so-called right of choice have developed
wherever Arminianism has prevailed. [Adapted and/or excerpted from an article by Royce Smith.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/2003
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The Doctrine of Repentance In Salvation*
C.H. Spurgeon once made the statement: "Brethren, we shall not adjust our Bible to the age, but the age to the
Bible."

We are living in a day and age where man is taught to think good thoughts, high thoughts, wonderful thoughts
about himself. Within the last 20 years or so there has been a covert invasion in Christianity in America without
hardly a whimper of protest. This invasion can best be described as "Christian" psychology, which is nothing more
than watered-down humanism. While there are millions of people searching for answers to their complicated
problems created by their increasingly complex lives, psychology comes along and attempts to answer and solve
man's sin problems and its consequences through the building up and restoration of man's self-esteem and self-
image. We are told today to get in touch with our inner self and ask the question: "How do you feel about yourself?
" The bottom line is, it doesn't amount to a hill of beans what we think or feel about ourselves, but what does the
Bible say and teach.

This matrimony between psychology and Christianity has created an unholy alliance which is producing some
strange children that are permitting, promoting, and preaching deceiving, dangerous, and damnable false doctrines.
This diabolical psychobabble of self-love is sweeping through churches today among self-seeking men in a self-
centered society whose greatest problem is a desire to worship at the altar of self. The apostle Paul warned us that
one of the characteristics of the last days would be that "men shall be lovers of their own selves" (2 Tim. 3:2).

I'm afraid many so-called fundamental/evangelical churches and preachers have fallen into the trap of teaching this
mushy self-worth propaganda that seeks to camouflage itself in robes of charity and tolerance. Churches and
preachers alike are abandoning their God-called purpose of holding up the mirror of God's Word and graphically
revealing to man what he really looks like in the sight of a holy God. The missing message in modern-day
preaching is the Biblical doctrine of repentance, where a sinner is convinced and convicted of his exceeding
sinfulness and lost condition.

Christ Preached Repentance

"Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom
of God, And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe
the gospel" (Mark 1:14-15).

When the very Son of God, the Lord Jesus Christ, appeared upon the scene in His public ministry, He came
preaching the narrow and exclusive doctrines of repentance and faith. If Jesus felt compelled to preach such a
message before a lost and dying world, so should we. Galatians 1:6-9 teaches that there is only one gospel, and if
any gospel message leaves out the doctrine of repentance or faith or both, you can be assured it is a false gospel.

Meaning of Repentance

The words "repent," "repentance," and "repented" are mentioned over 100 times in the Bible. There has been a lot
of misunderstanding and confusion over what the word repentance means. When the word "repent" is used in the
Word of God in the context of Biblical salvation, it is referring to a truly God-given, Spirit-led change of heart and
mind toward God about sin.

"Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out ..." (Acts 3:19).

The greatest need for any sinner is have his sins blotted out, but a man will never have the pardon of sin while he is
in love with his sin. There must be a hatred of sin, a loathing of it, a turning from it. Repentance is a revolution in
dealing with our attitude and view towards sin and righteousness. Repentance is not something one does with his
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hands, but it is an inward attitude of the soul. Sin must become, in the eyes of the sinner, exceedingly sinful.

All Sinners Are Condemned

Everyone knows they are not perfect, but for most sinners that is consolation, not condemnation. But the Bible
declares all sinners are already condemned:

"For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might
be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God" (John 3:17-18).

The problem is "all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God" (Rom.3:23). Man, in his lost, sinful,
condemned state, has failed to glorify God. Until a person becomes personally exceedingly sinful in his own eyes,
he will never see his need for repentance. Eph.2:1 says man is spiritually dead; Rom.3:10 and Isa.64:6 tells us no
one is righteous before a holy God; Rom.3:19 says all stand guilty and condemned before God; Eph.4:18 declares
all sinners are separated from God whose hearts and minds are blinded so that they cannot understand God or the
things of God.

Repentance basically involves two facts: the fact of sin and the fact of God's grace. If a person is not a sinner, he
would not need to repent, and if God was not the God of all grace, it would do no good to repent. Repentance
implies sin, sorrow for it, and a changed attitude towards God about it.

It should also be stressed that repentance itself is not a human act, but comes only from God (Rom.2:4) -- it is a
divine gift of God (Acts 5:31; 11:18; 2 Tim. 2:25).

The Nature of Repentance

In true Biblical repentance, there will be three things to occur as God does a work of grace upon the sinner's heart:

1) Conviction -- where sin is admitted. Man must see himself as a lost, ruined, guilty, desperately wicked sinner
without hope or help, in danger of hell. In repentance, a lost sinner not only sees himself as a sinner, but he
recognizes the fact that he has sinned against a righteous and holy God. The message that Paul preached was:
"repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 20:21). In repentance, there will be
confession of sin to God (Psa. 32:5; 51:1-4).

2) Contrition -- where sin is abhorred. When one sees himself as he appears before God, he is brought to a place
where there is godly sorrow for his sin and hates it altogether.

"For I will declare mine iniquity; I will be sorry for my sin." (Psa. 38:18); "For godly sorrow worketh
repentance to salvation not to be repented of ..." (2 Cor. 7:10).

To hate sin is to love God. In true repentance, there is not only the desire to escape the consequences of sin, but to
be rid of sin itself as a thing displeasing to God.

3) Conversion -- where sin is abandoned. Repentance involves the forsaking of sin:

"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the
LORD, and he will have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon" (Isa. 55:7);
"He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have
mercy" (Prov. 28:13).

Repentance is not only a heart broken for sin, but also from sin. We must forsake what we would have God
forgive.
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It should be stressed that it is not enough just to turn away from sin; one must also turn to God for salvation:

"... to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive
forgiveness of sins ... should repent and turn to God ..." (Acts 26:18,20).

In true repentance, there is conviction, contrition, and conversion as one turns from his sin to Christ for salvation.
Salvation is deliverance of a person from his sin, not merely from a sinful environment. Jesus Christ is the Saviour
from not only the penalty and punishment of sin, but also the power of sin.

Why Did Jesus Come?

"... I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Matt. 9:13).

The reason Jesus came to this earth was to call sinners to repentance. Those who did not see themselves as sinners,
deserving God's wrath, were not candidates for God's salvation. The sinner must reject his own righteousness,
because Jesus did not come to call the righteous, not even the self-righteous. The only way a sinner will come to
reject his own righteousness is by coming face to face with his own wickedness. You can take it from the lips of
Jesus Himself as a settled issue that He will not call the righteous. Only those to whom it is revealed (by God's
Spirit) that they are lost, depraved, ungodly sinners will respond to the calling of the Saviour in salvation.

All Sinners Commanded To Repent and Believe

Jesus soundly declared the message in His day: "repent ye, and believe the gospel." Repentance and faith are
inseparable and occur simultaneously in a sinner's heart; you cannot have one without the other. The order as given
in the Bible is repentance and faith (Mark 1:15; Acts 20:21; 26:20; 2 Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1).

Repentance is turning from sin; and faith is turning to Christ. Repentance comes about through the convicting
power of the Spirit of God using the Word of God to cause a change of attitude, action, and affection.

Saving faith is trust in and reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ as one's personal Lord and Saviour. Saving faith is
believing with your heart; it is coming to Christ, receiving Christ, looking to Christ, calling upon Christ to save
your soul.

Yes, Jesus said you must repent and believe the gospel, because the gospel of Christ is the power of God unto
salvation, to every one that believes (Rom. 1:16). The gospel, the good news for every sinner, is that Christ died on
the cross for our sins, as our Substitute, and shed His precious blood to wash away our sins, and arose from the
dead on the third day in order that we might have the forgiveness of sins and have eternal life through Him.
Salvation of one's soul is the most important thing in this whole world.

But repentance without faith is nothing more than remorse or regret. And faith without repentance makes Christ
nothing more than a fire escape. There must be a work of repentance and faith upon the sinner's heart before
salvation can become a reality. Repentance is caused by the working of the Holy Spirit who takes the Sword of the
Spirit and slays the sinner's self-righteousness, self- goodness, self-decency, self-esteem, and causes him to cry
out: "God be merciful to me a sinner" (Luke 18:13) and "what must I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30).

Serious Questions To Consider

Is the preaching of repentance important?

Jesus thought so enough that He preached it. John the Baptist preached it (Matt. 3:1-2). The apostles were
commanded to preach it: "And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all
nations, beginning at Jerusalem" (Luke 24:47).
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Who is commanded to repent?

"And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to repent:"
(Acts 17:30).

The good, the bad, the rich, the poor, the old, the young, the educated, the uneducated -- every man must repent
because we are all sinners. Notice it is God's command that 
is to be obeyed, now.

What happens if you don't repent?

"I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3,5).

The worst thing in the world for any person is to perish in their sins without Christ as their Saviour and spend an
eternity in the lake of fire, to be tormented and suffer forever and ever.

"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the
world; but that the world through him might be saved" (John 3:16-17).

Turn from yourself and sin and turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to save your soul -- that is the sinner's only hope.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 4/98 Plains Baptist Challenger: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
DOCTRINE OF REPENTANCE?, by Dean Robinson. The original of the article can be found at
<http://www.llano.net/baptist/pbc-4-98.htm>.
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Those Who Are Born Again by the Holy Spirit Continue In The Faith
The Easy-Believism "Converts" Do Not*

Colossians 1:21-23a -- And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in [your] mind by wicked
works, yet now hath he reconciled in the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and [be]
not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,

There is a heresy that is being taught that says a person may "get saved," live a Christian life for a certain length of
time, and then "get lost" again. Others teach that a person may "get saved" and live a Christian life for a time and
then go back to his old ways. He goes back to sins and cannot be distinguished from a lost person. This school of
thought affirms that such a person will still go to heaven when he dies because he is still saved (even though
"carnal"). Let us look at the Scriptures which make it very clear what the truth is concerning this matter of
salvation. We will find that those who are truly born again will continue in the faith.

Our Text is an assurance of salvation. It is a proof that one is born again. If one does not continue in the faith, he
was never saved. The Scriptures tell us that when we are saved we have everlasting life. We are indwelt by the
Holy Spirit by whom we are sealed unto the day of redemption, and that God will continue the work that He begins
in us.

The Bible tells us when we are saved we are new creatures in Christ, born again, washed in the blood of Christ,
have our names written in heaven, and have a mansion prepared for us in glory. There will be no empty mansions
in heaven nor empty seats at the marriage supper of the Lamb because so-called members of the Bride have turned
back to sin. Once you are saved, you are saved eternally, and the proof is: "If ye continue in the faith grounded and
settled." If you turn away from the faith, it is proof you were never saved in the first place.

If a person is living in sin, that person is lost. No matter how many aisles he walked, no matter how many
preacher's hands he shook, no matter how many times he got baptized, no matter what he did or what he claims. If
he is living in sin, he is lost. A Christian may fall into sin, but he will not live in sin.

1 Thessalonians 3:8 -- For now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord.

Christians continue in the faith. Those who are born again go on, thick or thin. They don't turn back. They continue:
"For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world" (Titus 2:11-13).

The salvation package comes with this teaching. The same grace that saves, teaches. The faith that comes by
hearing the Word of God is tried, tried, and tried again. It will come forth as gold, though it be tried with fire. It is
much more precious than gold that perisheth, because the faith that brings salvation does not perish.

These are proof Scriptures. Look back at I Thessalonians 3:8. Isn't that a strong statement? "... now we live, if ye
stand fast in the Lord." If the "ye" doesn't stand fast in the Lord, then it is not "we." It becomes "I." Anyone who is
called a brother, anyone who claims to be saved, we normally take them at their word until they prove themselves
otherwise. If they are not saved, in time they will prove themselves not saved.

There are multitudes who have been told by someone that they are all right, that they are going to heaven, when
they've never truly come to know the Lord. They have never been born again. Their life never changed. They never
repented. They have not ceased to do evil and learned to do well. They never believed the Gospel. They never
received the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ personally. They simply said, "Okay, yes, all right, I'll agree, I'll do, you
lead, I'll follow." They followed some man or some organization and never came to know the Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.
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Multitudes are in this awful state, supposing they are going to heaven and are instead going straight to hell. The end
of this Church Age is at hand. This could be the day. The children of God could leave here today. Everything is
complete. Everything is ready. If the rapture takes place today and you are not saved, you'll be left to endure the
Tribulation. You'll be the same. You'll have sinned away your day of grace with a thin religious coat on. You say,
"Well, I believe I'm all right." Well, if you are saved, you know it. You don't hope it. You don't think it. You don't
wish it. You know it. Here is one of the ways you will know you have eternal life -- "... if ye stand fast in the
Lord."

There will be some testing and trying. There will be some big terrible waves, storms, problems and mountains and
valleys, pitfalls, pitchforks, devils, and people trying their best to make you waver and turn and compromise and
give up. But we can stand fast in the Lord, it is proof we are saved. If we turn back, it proves we are not saved.
Christians continue. The pressures are heavy to make you not continue! The way it turns out, most who do profess,
do not continue.

Hebrews 3:6 -- But Christ as a son over his own house; whose house are we, if we hold fast the
confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.

This does not mean that a person who says he is saved will become lost again if he doesn't "hold these things fast
unto the end." It does prove that a person is saved if he perseveres to the end, and if he doesn't, that proves he was
never saved.

This idea of antinomianism is prominent. Antinomianism teaches that people who live in sin, yet say they are
saved, are going to heaven. That's the Devil's lie. That teaching is not found in the Bible. The ones who are saved
do hold fast the confidence and hope firm unto the end. Why do you think the martyrs would be burned at the stake
rather than recant? Why do you suppose they would stand with their eyes toward heaven, some singing hymns,
some praying, others testifying as the fire burned the life out of them? Because they were Christians. They
continued in the faith. They would die before they would turn back. They held fast their confidence and the
rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end. Proof of salvation. Christians continue.

Hebrews 5:9 -- And being made perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him;

And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say? (Luke 6:46)

My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: (John 10:27)

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. (John 15:14)

Those who are possessors of eternal life by the grace of God, obey Him. But those who don't obey the Lord, don't
even desire to obey the Lord, don't want to serve the Lord, don't want to please the Lord, why would anyone think
that person is a Christian?

Christ is the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey Him. We don't keep ourselves saved by obeying
Him, but obedience is simply proof that we are His sheep. If we had to keep ourselves saved, we wouldn't last long.
We obey Him because we are saved, because we know Him.

Hebrews 6:11-12 -- And we desire that every one of you do shew the same diligence to the full
assurance of hope unto the end. That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through faith and
patience inherit the promises.

Christians continue. They desire to serve the Lord. This passage reveals the danger that there might be false
professors among the saved. Paul's desire was that they were all saved, "every one." The proof of that genuine
salvation will be, "... the same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the end." Christians continue by faith.
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Hebrews 10:38-39 -- Now the just shall live by faith: but if any man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to the
saving of the soul.

Those who are new creatures in Christ will not be found among those "who draw back unto perdition." Those who
draw back unto perdition are lost. They never were saved. They are just as lost after they make a profession as they
were before. They are worse off than before. This age of easy-believism has succeeded in persuading raw sinners to
try to act like they are saved. They can't do it for long. They wind up back in their old hog wallers of sin time and
time again.

In order for "evangelists" to save face and reputation as powerful soul winners, the name of "carnal Christian" was
invented. When their "converts" wind up back in their adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry,
witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strive, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness,
revellings, sodomy, covetousness, self-loving, boasting, pride, blasphemies, disobedience to parents,
unthankfulness, ungodliness, etc. etc., they are excused by saying, "Oh, they are just carnal Christians. They just
need to grow."

That sounds good to the sinner. He can do all this sinning and still go to heaven. The broad way is crowded with
those who are going straight to hell, yet thinking they will go to heaven (Matthew 7:13-14). But God says, "Be not
deceived ..." These shall not inherit the kingdom of God! Christians continue.

2 Peter 2:19-22 -- While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption. for
of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. For it had been
better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them according to the true
proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the
mire.

Here we have a Bible description of the easy-believism "soul winners" and their "converts." Notice, "... The dog is
turned to his own vomit again." He was still a dog after making his profession of salvation. If he had been saved,
he would have then been a sheep. Also, "... the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire." She was still a
sow. She wasn't washed in the blood of Christ. If she had been, she would have been a new creature. She would
have been a ewe instead of a sow. Sheep don't eat their vomit and ewes don't wallow in the mire. Dogs and sows
do! Satan and his ministers are professionals at getting people to make false professions that won't hold up under
pressure. Real Christians continue!

1 John 2:18-19 -- Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come,
even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time. They went out from us,
but they were not of us; for f they had been of us, they would no doubt have continued with us: but they
went out, that they might be made manifest that they were not all of us.

The tares are called antichrists. They were among the Christians, but not of them. If they had been saved, there
would have been no doubt about them continuing with them. Why? Christians continue.

Romans 6:23 -- For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ
our Lord.

Those who live in sin are sinners. Find one place in the Bible where God's children are called sinners after they are
saved. Oh, we are not perfect. We are not perfect creatures, but we are new creatures. Sin is not the theme of our
lives as it was before salvation. You will not find one case in the Bible where a child of God is called a sinner. The
lost are called sinners, God's children are called saints and sons of God. This is not sinless perfection, but the
domination of sin is broken.
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"Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether of
sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness? But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin, but ye
have obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was delivered you. Being then made free from sin, ye
became the servants of righteousness" (Romans 6:16-18).

Conclusion

Many have been led down "the Roman Road" more than once, only to end up again in the mire of sin. Others have
repeated a prayer after some nice person, with no change in their life. The Roman Road may lead to Rome, but no
one finds salvation there. It is on the Calvary road where men and women "find the Saviour." Just hearing about
Him is not enough. You must know Him.

Luke 23:33 -- And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they crucified him,
and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.

Why did He die? -- "For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our
sins according to the scriptures; And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the
scriptures:" (1 Cor. 15:3-4).

That is the gospel. The Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ said -- "... repent ye, and believe the gospel" (Mark 1:15b); "I
tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:3).

There is no salvation apart from repentance. If you have not repented, you are not saved. If you know now you are
a lost sinner who deserves to go to hell, but you really do desire God's salvation, are you repentantly sorrowful for
your sins? Will you repent and turn from your sins?

The Bible says -- "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon him while he is near" (Isaiah 55:6). The
Bible does not say repeat after someone. It says, "call ye upon him while he is near." The Lord is near. He will save
you and you will know it. And you will continue by His grace and strength.

* Excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the July 1998, The Perilous Times
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The Passion of the Christ - a Film by Mel Gibson*

Exodus 20:4-6 -- Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any
thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth below, or that is in the water under
the earth. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy
God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third
and fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing mercy unto thousands of
them that love me, and keep my commandments.

Mel Gibson’s Film: THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST
March 26, 2004 (David Cloud, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, P.O. Box 610368, Port Huron, MI 48061,
fbns@wayoflife.org). [Revised from 2/06, 2/20, 2/27, 3/2, 3/3, March 7-8, and 3/12 reports.)] (Specifically, see
Cloud’s 3/02/04 FBIS titled, “More About Mel Gibson’s Movie,” for a detailed, comprehensive response to those
who would recommend seeing the film. See also Cloud's 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel Gibson’s Movie: Do We
Have Artistic License?,” for a listing of the things in Gibson’s movie that are added to, are contrary to, and are
heretical to the Bible account.)
Hollywood actor-director Mel Gibson’s controversial film on the death of Christ proved popular among Christians
even before its February 25th release date. The graphic, $30 million film (plus an additional $15 million in
marketing costs), The Passion of the Christ, depicts Christ’s life from the Garden of Gethsemane to the
resurrection. On the one-month anniversary of its release, the film has grossed more than $300 million in the U.S.
and Canada alone (plus another $11 million overseas). It has become the highest-grossing R-rated film ever
(surpassing Matrix Reloaded), and has already broken into the top ten films of all time. Experts now estimate total
gross (before video, DVD sales, and licensing of merchandise such as books, mugs, t-shirts, and “Jesus nails”) will
likely exceed $500 million. One would also assume that income will be explosive from the heavily Catholicized
parts of the world such as South America, Italy, Slovakia, Ireland, and the Philippines, and from Greek Orthodox
strongholds such as Russia. The movie’s soundtrack is also selling like hotcakes―50,000 CDs sold in the first week,
which is huge for soundtracks. Only the John Williams’ soundtracks for Star Wars I & II sold more in the first week.
[The following numbers are revised for 3/2005 availability: (1) the theater showing of the movie grossed $609
million worldwide; and (2) release of the DVD/VHS on 8/31/04 sold 4.5 million copies its first day, and an
estimated 20 million copies to date (approximately $560 million in sales!). (Churches purchased the DVD in bulk,
some customized with the church’s name and a personal message.) Gibson’s personal profits from the theater
showing and DVD/VHS sales combined are estimated at over $400 million.]
After a private showing, Billy Graham praised it. Mission America Coalition plans to use the movie for evangelism.
Campus Crusade is promoting it. Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church in southern California purchased 18,000
tickets. The Evangelical Free Church of Naperville, Illinois, purchased more than 1,000. Two members of Wheaton
Bible Church in Wheaton, Illinois, have offered to buy out two screenings of the movie at a local theater. After
Gibson showed part of the movie to a convention of the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship, he received a
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standing ovation. Afterward, the daughter of the organization’s president laid hands on Gibson and asked Jesus to
“bind Satan, bind the press, we ask you, Lord” (Peter Boyer, “The Jesus War,” The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Worship
Leader magazine for 2/04 offers a free guide to Gibson’s movie and says, “There has never been a film like it!
Powerful, life changing, an unprecedented opportunity for evangelism & discipleship.” Robert Schuller of the
Crystal Cathedral was given a private showing and afterward proclaimed, “It’s not your dream, this is God’s dream.
He gave it to you, because He knew you wouldn’t throw it away. Trust Him.” The movie has been recommended
by psychologist James Dobson and by Don Hodel, the current president of Focus on the Family. Ted Haggard,
president of the National Association of Evangelicals, called Gibson “the Michelangelo of this generation.”  The
American Tract Society proclaims on its web site that the movie is “one of the greatest opportunities for
evangelism in 2,000 years.” Teen Mania says at least 3,000 youth leaders have bought kits that instruct young
people in how to use the film to bring their friends to accept Christ. The Catholic League purchased 1,200 tickets
at $9.75 apiece and will make them available to members for $5. The film was shown to members of the Vatican
Secretariat of State, the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, and the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, and all of them expressed unanimous appreciation and approval. A positive review of the movie is making
the rounds via e-mail under the name “Paul Harvey’s Comments on The Passion,” but it was actually written by
Roman Catholic apologist Keith Fournier.

Gibson belongs to a Traditionalist Catholic group that performs the mass in Latin, abstains from meat on Fridays,
eschews ecumenism, and other such things that were changed at the Vatican II Council in the 1960s. Gibson built
his own Catholic chapel, called Holy Family, near his California home. During the filming, Gibson attended a
Catholic mass every morning with the misguided desire “to be squeaky clean.” The script was translated into
Aramaic and Latin by Jesuit priest William Fulco. Originally, Gibson did not plan to include even subtitles in English,
but he was convinced of the necessity of this by “evangelicals” who reviewed the film.

What gospel is Mel Gibson trying to preach through this movie? It is the Catholic gospel of sacramentalism. When
asked by a Protestant interviewer if someone can be saved apart from the Roman Catholic Church, Gibson replied,
“There is no salvation for those outside the Church” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). This was the official teaching of
Rome prior to Vatican II. Also in accordance with Catholic theology, Gibson identifies the Mass with Christ’s
sacrifice. He told Eternal Word Television Network that the “sacrifice of the cross” and “the sacrifice of the altar”
are “the same thing” (EWTNews Feature, 1/13/04).
According to Romanism, Jesus Christ died on the cross and purchased redemption and then delivered this
redemption to the Catholic Church to be distributed to men piecemeal via the seven sacraments. Man cannot
receive eternal salvation directly from Christ through faith; he must approach Christ through the Catholic Church,
via baptism, confirmation, mass, confession to a Catholic priest, etc. The Catholic Church teaches that Jesus’
sacrifice on the cross was not once for all and sufficient, but must be perpetuated in the mass, which is called a
non-bloody sacrifice. Consider this statement from the Vatican II Council: “Hence the Mass, the Lord’s Supper, is at
the same time and inseparably: a sacrifice in which the sacrifice of the cross is perpetuated … For in it Christ
perpetuates in an unbloody manner the sacrifice offered on the cross, offering himself to the Father for the
world’s salvation through the ministry of priests” (Vatican II Documents, The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy,
Instruction on the Worship of the Eucharistic Mystery, Introduction, C 1,2, p. 108). The New Catholic Catechism of
1992 said, “The sacrifice of Christ and the sacrifice of the Eucharist are one single sacrifice ... In this divine sacrifice
which is celebrated in the Mass, the same Christ who offered himself once in a bloody manner on the altar of the
cross is contained and offered in an unbloody manner.” The creed of Pope Pius IV, which authoritatively
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summarized the teaching of the Council of Trent, stated: “I profess likewise, that in the Mass is offered to God a
true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead; and that, in the most holy sacrifice of the
Eucharist, there is truly, really, and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity of our
Lord Jesus Christ.”
The movie is not based solely on the Bible, but also on the visions of Roman Catholic nun-mystics St. Anne
Catherine Emmerich and Mary of Agreda: [The following endorsement of Emmerich is more than just problematic;
Gibson’s endorsement has caused many to rush out and buy her book. In February of 2004 alone -- 17,000 copies
sold -- versus 3,000 copies for the entire 2003 calendar year.]

(1) Of the visions of Emmerich, Gibson said, “She supplied me with stuff I never would have thought
of” (The New Yorker, 9/15/03). Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774-1824) was a German nun who
allegedly had the stigmata or wounds of Christ in her body. Emmerich supposedly “had the use of
reason from her birth and could understand liturgical Latin from her first time at Mass.” During the
last 12 years of her life, she allegedly ate no food except the wafer of the Catholic mass. Her visions
on the life of Christ were published in 1824 under the title The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. They are still in print and were consulted by Gibson. An advertisement for
Emmerich’s Life of the Virgin Mary says, “This book is filled with unusual, saintly descriptions that are
not recorded in the Gospel story—descriptions that supplement and illustrate the Biblical narrative in
a way that makes the actual Scripture passages truly come alive.” Thus, these alleged visions go
beyond the Bible. According to Emmerich’s visions, Protestants also go to purgatory, but they suffer
more than Catholics because no one prays for them or offers masses for them. She taught that it is
more holy to pray for souls in purgatory than for sinners who are still alive. Her deceptive visions on
the suffering of Christ describe His scourging and crucifixion in great detail, giving many “facts” which
do not appear in Scripture. For example, she claimed that Christ “quivered and writhed like a poor
worm” and that He “cried in a suppressed voice, and a clear, sweet-sounding wailing” as He was being
beaten. She even claimed that Christ “glanced at His torturers, and sued for mercy.” She also claimed
that Jesus suffered from a wound on his shoulder more than any other.

(2) Mary of Agreda (1602-1665) was also a Catholic nun and visionary mystic. Her entire family
entered monasteries and convents in 1618, which means that her mother and father disobeyed 1
Corinthians 7 and separated for the sake of the Catholic church. She was given to trances and even
claimed that she could leave her body and teach people in foreign lands. Her book The Mystical City
of God is about Mary. Like the visions of Anne Catherine Emmerich, those of Mary of Agreda go far
beyond the Bible. For example, she claimed that though Joseph ate meat, Jesus and Mary seldom did.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Gibson’s film contains errors when judged by the Biblical account. It is, indeed, a
Catholic movie. For example, in the Garden of Gethsemane, the devil is depicted with Christ, whereas the Bible
says nothing about this. After Christ’s arrest and as He is being escorted to the high priest’s residence, He is
beaten, knocked down, and thrown off a bridge. After Christ is whipped, Mary gets down on her knees and wipes
up the blood. Mary is depicted as accompanying Christ all of the way to the cross and basically enduring the
suffering with Him. On the way to the cross, Jesus tells Mary, “Behold I make all things new.” As Jesus falls on the
way to the cross, there is a flashback to His childhood, when He supposedly fell and Mary ran to pick Him up.
Mary is depicted as holding Jesus in her arms when He is taken down from the cross. The apostles address Mary as
“Mother” throughout the movie. Mary is even depicted with supernatural powers. One man who saw the movie
described the following scene: “Mary was walking across a stone courtyard and then stopped and went prostrate
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on the ground, placing her ear to the stones. The camera went down, as if through the earth, and showed Jesus
hanging in chains from the stone ceiling of a jail cell. Jesus felt Mary’s presence, and looked up at her, as if to see
her through the stones.” In another scene, “Mary is watching Jesus being flogged and Jesus in turn looks to Satan
who is standing amongst the Roman soldiers holding what looks like (for lack of a better description) a pale
oversized retarded or demonic baby that mocks and laughs at Jesus.” (See the 3/8/04 FBIS titled, “Errors in Mel
Gibson's Movie: Do We Have Artistic License?, for a complete listing of Gibson’s errors and heresies in this movie.)
Then there is the relentless torture itself, which goes far beyond what the Bible depicts. One movie reviewer
rightly observed that if Jesus had actually been treated as described in Mel Gibson’s movie, He would have been
dead long before He reached the cross! The film is rated “R” precisely because of its violence. The scourging and
crucifixion are shown in great detail. In fact, it goes far, far beyond the Biblical account. In his review of the film,
Roger Friedman observed:

“But the real problem with ‘The Passion’ is that it is graphic beyond belief, and unrelenting. How
anyone will be able to sit through this thing is the real mystery. There is blood, blood, everywhere.
The violence toward Jesus is sadistic and grotesque. Basically, the entire second half of the film is
spent watching Jesus endure physical torture never before seen in a movie. By the time it’s done,
actor James Caviezel’s body is a map of bloody rivers and lakes with craters of flesh excised from his
torso. Is this disgusting? You bet. It’s also puzzling, because what Gibson hasn’t done in ‘The Passion’
is explain his love of Christ or his own passion or devotion. We have no idea why Christ is so reviled by
the Jews, what he’s done to earn their anger, or what he’s done to earn Gibson’s respect. From the
moment the film begins, Jesus is simply a target for unbridled, unrestrained bloodlust. Yes, we get to
see the nails driven through him, blood spurting in every direction, skin being torn in the process. Is
there anything that’s learned by witnessing this enactment? I wish I could say there was, but there
isn’t. IT’S SIMPLE BRUTALITY, WITH A HARD ROCK MUSIC TRACK PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND” (Fox
News, 2/25/04).

Contrary to Gibson’s Catholic movie, the Bible does not focus on the violence of the crucifixion. Following is how
the Bible describes the crucifixion:

“... and when he had scourged Jesus, he delivered him to be crucified. Then the soldiers of the
governor took Jesus into the common hall, and gathered unto him the whole band of soldiers. And
they stripped him, and put on him a scarlet robe. And when they had platted a crown of thorns, they
put it upon his head, and a reed in his right hand: and they bowed the knee before him, and mocked
him, saying, Hail, King of the Jews! And they spit upon him, and took the reed, and smote him on the
head. And after that they had mocked him, they took the robe off from him, and put his own raiment
on him, and led him away to crucify him. And as they came out, they found a man of Cyrene, Simon
by name: him they compelled to bear his cross. And when they were come unto a place called
Golgotha, that is to say, a place of a skull, they gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall: and when
he had tasted thereof, he would not drink. And they crucified him ...” (Matt. 27:26-35).

Thus we see that the Bible does not linger on the details of Christ’s suffering. The Bible’s description is not R-
rated. (See Note at the end of this report.) While it is true that “by his stripes we are healed” (Is. 53:5), this does
not mean that salvation came through Christ’s beating. The focus of the Scriptures is not upon Christ’s suffering,
but upon Him being made sin in the sinner’s place. It was not Christ’s suffering in itself that made the atonement;
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it was our sin being laid upon Christ during His suffering. That is why Christ cried out, “My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?” God laid the sins of the world upon Christ. That is what has made our salvation possible. “For
he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in him” (2
Cor. 5:21). Further, it was not Christ’s suffering in general that made the atonement; it was precisely His blood and
death. “Much more then, being now justified BY HIS BLOOD, we shall be saved from wrath through him. For if,
when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God BY THE DEATH of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life” (Rom. 5:9, 10).

Jim Caviezel, who plays Jesus in the Gibson film, is also a staunch Roman Catholic. He prayed to St. Genesius of
Arles and St. Anthony of Padua for help in his acting career. He has visited Medjugorje to witness the site where
Mary allegedly appeared to six young people. One of the things that Mary allegedly told them is that the pope
“should consider himself as the father of all people and not only the Christians.” Caviezel said, “This film is
something that I believe was made by Mary for her Son” (Interview with Jim and Kerri Caviezel by Catholic priest
Mario Knezovic, Radio “Mir” Medjugorje, December 2003). Caviezel also said that his goal with the movie is to
“bring mankind back together.” Caviezel said that he was given “a piece of the true cross, which he kept with him
all of the time during the filming of the movie. He also had relics of “Padre Pio, St. Anthony of Padoua, Ste Maria
Goretti, and saint Denisius, the Patron saint of Actors.” 
On a recent visit to Rome, Caviezel said that it is important to fight evil “through the power of the rosary.” He said
this following attendance at a mass at the Church of San Giovanni (“Under the make-up, a man of faith,”
Asianews, March 20, 2004). This is the church that has the following words carved in Latin prominently on the
front marble face: “Most Holy Lateran Church, Mother and Mistress of All Churches of the City and the World.”
This is also the home of the tomb of Pope Innocent III, who was a great persecutor of those who refused to
accept Roman doctrine and, in fact, was one of the fathers of the horrible, centuries-long inquisition. When asked
how he acted the part of Jesus, Caviezel told the Catholic Zenit news service: “I began with the rosary, the rosary
led me to confession, confession led me to the Mass, every day, and always when I have the Eucharist in my body,
I feel more like being in Christ.”
Moreover, The Passion of the Christ is intimately associated with the moral vileness of those involved in its
production. Monica Bellucci, the actress who plays Mary Magdalene in Gibson’s movie, is a famous pornography
star in Italy (“The Passion of the Christ: An International Hoax”), and she has also played in R-rated movies in the
States. She posed for the 2001 GQ Italia Totally Nude calendar, and she has appeared in the nude or nearly nude
in many movies, including Irreversible, Melena, Brotherhood of the Wolf (a Dracula movie), and Under Suspicion.
Describing the film Irreversible, a professional movie reviewer says it “makes pure pornography look pretty
appealing in comparison.” The reviewer, Steve Rhodes, said it should be rated X, and based on his reviews of other
films, it is obvious that he is no “prude.” The movie has a ten minute anal rape scene featuring Bellucci, which is
“complete with penetration shots and depictions of sodomy.” The Society for the Promotion of Community
Standards gave this warning about Bellucci’s Irreversible: “Premiered at last years Cannes Film Festival, Irreversible
proved so shocking that 250 people walked out, some needing medical attention,” and described the movie as
“hard-core pornography.” 
Two of the other actresses in Gibson’s Jesus movie have pornographic photos plastered all over the Internet:
Rosita Celentano, who plays Satan; and Claudia Gerini, who plays Pilate’s wife. Maia Morgenstern, who plays Jesus’
mother Mary in the film, also starred in a vile, sexually provocative 1997 Hungarian movie entitled The Witman
Boys.  Finally, John Debney  wrote the rock ‘n’ roll music score to the film, the same man who wrote the rock
score for the blasphemous movie Bruce Almighty.
Much more could be said along these lines about other actors in The Passion of the Christ, but instead we need
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look no further than the producer himself. Mel Gibson has made millions, some of it used to finance this movie,
through his roles in R-rated films that have contributed significantly to the moral debasement of society, such as
Mad Max, Braveheart, Payback, and the extremely violent Lethal Weapon series. In the latter, Gibson played a
rogue policeman who excels in violence. Most of his movies are filled with foul language and profanity, including
those he has made during the past 12 years since, according to his own testimony, he has been dreaming about
making The Passion of the Christ. The Payback movie, for example, contained, according to one reviewer, at least
94 instances of cursing (including the most vile words) and filthy language, and used the name of the Lord in vain.
Gibson also starred in the sexually debauched 2000 film What Women Want. In this movie, Gibson played “a
character named Nick, whose goal in life was to bed all the women his lustful heart desired.” One Christian
reviewer summarized Gibson’s movies as follows: “The legacy of Mel Gibson has been sexual immorality, profanity,
coarse jesting, extreme violence and vigilantism” (Joseph Herrin, “The Passion of Mel Gibson”).
Gibson says that a major message of his film is tolerance. In an interview with Rachel Abramowitz of the Los
Angeles Times (“He’s Bruised, Defiant over Persecution,” 1/15/04), Gibson said, “Now the message he [Christ]
brought was one of peace and love and tolerance—all the messages of tolerance that I put in there, particularly
toward the end.” The message of peace, love, and tolerance is NOT exactly the message that Jesus Christ
preached. He did exemplify the greatest love known to mankind, but He also proclaimed Himself as the only Lord
and Saviour, that no man can come unto God except through Him (Jn. 10:7, 8; 14:6). He preached frequently on
eternal hellfire, warning that all men will go there unless they are born again through faith in Him (Jn. 3; Mat.
25:46). He warned that men will be judged in every area of their lives, even every idle word (Mat. 12:36). He
warned that He did not come to bring peace to the earth but division and a sword (Mat. 10:34; Lk. 12:51). — No
message of tolerance here.   
Besides all the other problems with the movie, our main concern is the idolatry involved. We believe that it is
idolatrous to depict the Lord Jesus Christ in pictures and films. (See the next review.) The law of God forbids man
to make any likeness of God. The Jesus in Mel Gibson’s movie is depicted in the typical fashion with long hair,
whereas the Bible is clear that Jesus would not have worn long hair (1 Cor. 11:14). Gibson got his inspiration for
the long-haired Jesus from the Shroud of Turin. He attempted to re-create the face depicted on the Shroud. 

Man has no divine authority to do this type of thing. It is presumptuous in the extreme for a fallen man to
attempt to portray the holy, sinless, eternal Son of God. As for Christ’s deity, that would be impossible to depict,
and even His humanity is not depicted properly in this film. The only thing the Bible tells us about Christ’s earthly
appearance is the following statement from Isaiah: “he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him,
there is no beauty that we should desire him” (Isaiah 53:2). Further, we know that Jesus Christ was a Jewish man.
Thus, whatever Jesus looked like, he certainly DID NOT look like the tall, blond, and handsome Caucasian
Hollywood movie star that plays the part in Gibson’s film!

Note the following warning about depictions of Christ from former Catholic priest Richard Bennett: 

“Creating a visual representation of the Lord Jesus, by definition, is to portray ‘another Jesus.’ The
Lord Jesus in His Person, character, and work is divine and perfect. No Savior other than the One
proclaimed in Scripture is permissible. Those who claim they are only depicting the humanity of Jesus
Christ fall into the grievous heresy of Nestorius, as they wrongly attempt to divide the humanity from
the deity of Christ, ending up with idols produced by the imaginations of their own hearts. The Lord
God gave believers a Wordbook, not a picture book. ... The visual works of a man’s devising, for all
their emotional power, are too dull a tool to bring to the individual conviction of sin and the explicit
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Gospel of grace that the Written Word and the truth preached bring.”

“But this fact notwithstanding, a three-dimensional image of Christ is not only allowed by official
Catholic teaching, but it is also to be venerated. The Vatican states, ‘Basing itself on the mystery of the
incarnate Word, the seventh ecumenical council at Nicaea (787) justified … the veneration of icons —
of Christ, but also of the Mother of God, the angels, and all the saints.’ The temptation to replace the
biblical Lord with a visible Christ dominates Catholic nations across of the world. Men calling
themselves Christian are now beginning to accept it. A figure one can touch, see, wear on jewelry, and
is visible in statues and on a crucifix, is identified as an object through which one can approach God
and learn of Him. Yet the Scripture clearly states that ‘there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men, the man Christ Jesus.’ The Lord God is approachable only through the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself. But as the bleeding Savior of Gibson’s passion is presented to the world, this fact seems
thrown aside. We ask, then, what worse blasphemy could there be than depicting with an image the
Lord God who condemns images? Evangelical leaders, by endorsing this Catholic film, further solidify
the image of the counterfeit Christ upon the minds of many” (Richard Bennett and J. Virgil Dunbar,
“The Passion of Christ: Mel Gibson’s Vivid Deception”).

Those supporting this movie are supporting a Roman Catholic producer who preaches a false gospel, and a movie
that is based not only on the Bible, but also on the Mary-centered visions of deluded Catholic mystics. Faith does
not come by seeing; faith comes by hearing the Word of God (Rom. 10:17).
We close with this warning from Buddy Smith, pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Malanda, Queensland: 

“What might be the results from this movie The Passion of the Christ? (1) There may be a handful of 
people genuinely converted to Christ [but] God does turn the follies of men to His own ends. (2) There will
be many who will be influenced toward Roman Catholicism, especially Mel Gibson’s form of traditional
(Latin mass) brand. (3) The ecumenical movement will receive a great boost as undiscerning Christians miss
the subtle Catholic innuendos of the film, and are motivated to participate in more and more ecumenical
meetings. (4) We will see and hear more and more of the New Evangelical spokesmen (Focus on the
Family, Campus Crusade, Billy Graham, and friends) encouraging interfaith dialogue with Rome. (5) And
last, I believe that those who are ‘converted’ through the film will suffer the ‘birth defects’ of compromise
with Rome and Hollywood through their exposure to both in the ‘film evangelism’ used by the churches to
win them.”

_______________________________
[Note: In an interview with conservative radio talk-show host Sean Hannity, Mel Gibson said the Bible is R-rated
and he is considering making a movie about the book of Maccabees. Gibson appeared with Hannity in Las Vegas
on March 17, 2004, sponsored by KXNT radio. When asked about the violence of his movie The Passion of the
Christ and its R-rating, Gibson replied, “Well, the Bible is R-rated. I mean it’s the most R-rated book I’ve ever read.
There’s murder and adultery all through it.” While it is true that the Bible describes adultery and murder, it’s
descriptions of evil are not graphic, sensual, or titillating; they are not R-rated in any sense. Gibson also said that
the graphic violence of his movie has made the suffering of Christ “believable now.” It is obvious that he does not
understand the divine authority and power of the Holy Scriptures, nor does he understand that the source of faith
is solely the Word of God. When asked by Hannity what he might be inclined to do next, Gibson responded, “The
story that’s always fired my imagination ... is the Book of Maccabees.” This is an apocryphal book accepted by the
Roman Catholic Church as authoritative. We wonder if the Protestants and Baptists who have given uncritical
support to Gibson and his Jesus movie will follow him on his next jaunt. They have much of the credit for the
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wealth that is pouring into his pockets, the funds that will enable him to continue supporting his traditionalist
Catholic faith with donations and by new movies.]

Five Reasons Not to Go See The Passion of the Christ
by Andrew J. Webb

On February 25, 2004, Icon films will be releasing Mel Gibson’s much anticipated film The Passion of the Christ.
The date of the release was deliberately chosen to coincide with the Roman Catholic holy day of Ash Wednesday,
and is indicative of the fact that for Gibson, his film was more of a work of devotion than a money making
enterprise. In an interview on the Roman Catholic Television Network EWTN, Gibson candidly stated why this
movie is so different from all his others, “It reflects my beliefs―I’ve never done that before.”1 He is also quite
open about his desire to see his movie used for worldwide evangelism. Many noted Evangelicals, including James
Dobson and Billy Graham, have also come forward to endorse The Passion of the Christ and recommend its use as
a teaching tool. Currently, The Passion of the Christ is riding a groundswell of nationwide support from both
Evangelicals and Roman Catholics, with many well-known Evangelical congregations, such as church growth guru
Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church, which purchased 18,000 tickets at seven theatres, doing everything they can to
ensure that The Passion of the Christ will be a smash hit amongst Christians and “seekers.” Expressing a widely
held view amongst the film’s supporters, Lisa Wheeler, associate editor of Catholic Exchange, a Web portal
dedicated to Catholic evangelism, told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, “It’s the best evangelization opportunity
we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus.”2

But should Evangelicals be supporting The Passion of the Christ and endorsing its use as an Evangelism tool? Is this
really the best evangelization opportunity we’ve had since the actual death of Jesus?3 After careful consideration,
my conclusion is an unequivocal “No.” Here then are five reasons why I believe Evangelicals should not see or
recommend The Passion of the Christ.

1) Its Origins: Even though Evangelicals are promoting The Passion of the Christ, it is not an Evangelical movie. As
Mel Gibson, a devout Roman Catholic put it so well, “It reflects my beliefs.” The Passion of the Christ is a Roman
Catholic movie, made by a Roman Catholic director, with Roman Catholic theological advisers, which gained the
endorsement of Pope John Paul II (who said after viewing it, “It is as it was.”4) The Passion of the Christ has
already proven its effectiveness as an evangelism tool in producing Catholic conversions and encouraging Catholic
devotion:

“In his first nationally broadcast interview about his starring role in Mel Gibson’s much-anticipated film The
Passion of the Christ, James Caviezel―Gibson’s Jesus―detailed on Friday the ordeal of filming the
Crucifixion scenes, noting that the overall experience prompted many in the crew to convert to
Catholicism.”

Noting the amount of conversions due to the movie, he said the experience of filming Christ’s story “really
changed people’s lives.” Caviezel recalled telling Gibson, “I think it’s very important that we have mass every
day―at least I need that to play this guy. … I felt if I was going to play him I needed [the sacrament] in me. So
[Gibson] provided that.”5

2) Its Script: Although it is widely thought that the script for the movie is based entirely on the gospel according
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to John, this is NOT the case. The script for The Passion of the Christ contains much extrabiblical material, and is
based in part on a mystical Roman Catholic devotional work by an 18th century German Nun (Anne Emmerich)
entitled The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Gibson stated on EWTN that reading
Emmerich’s book was his primary inspiration for making the movie. By introducing extrabiblical elements, not only
does The Passion of the Christ change some of the theological emphases of the Biblical account of Christ’s
crucifixion, but it will also create a false impression amongst the very “seekers” that Evangelicals are trying to
reach, i.e., that things were said and done at the crucifixion that did not actually happen. For Evangelicals, who
would feel very uncomfortable with a version of the Bible that put words into the mouth of Christ, to endorse a
movie that does the very same thing seems hopelessly inconsistent.
The script for The Passion of the Christ not only adds things that didn’t occur in the Bible, it cuts out other things
that did. The most widely known example of this is the important declaration, “His blood be on us and on our
children.” (Matthew 27:25) [This was removed from the film after considerable pressure from the Jewish Anti-
Defamation League.]

The script for The Passion of the Christ was translated into Aramaic and Latin by “Father” William Fulco, an old
friend of Mel Gibson’s. This was not done for reasons of making it more authentic.6 The language decisions in The
Passion of the Christ were made for theological reasons:

“It is crucial to realize that the images and language at the heart of The Passion of Christ flow directly out
of Gibson’s personal dedication to Catholicism in one of its most traditional and mysterious forms―the
16th-century Latin Mass.”

“I don’t go to any other services,” the director told the Eternal Word Television Network. “I go to the old
Tridentine Rite. That’s the way that I first saw it when I was a kid. So I think that that informs one’s understanding
of how to transcend language. Now, initially, I didn’t understand the Latin. ... But I understood the meaning and
the message and what they were doing. I understood it very fully and it was very moving and emotional and
efficacious, if I may say so.” The goal of the movie is to shake modern audiences by brashly juxtaposing the
“sacrifice of the cross with the sacrifice of the altar―which is the same thing,” said Gibson. This ancient union of
symbols and sounds has never lost its hold on him. There is, he stressed, “a lot of power in these dead
languages.” Thus, the seemingly bizarre choice of Latin and Aramaic was actually part of the message.7

The script of The Passion of the Christ was specifically intended to link the crucifixion of Christ with what Roman
Catholics believe is the re-sacrificing of Christ that occurs in the mass. Gibson’s intent is to show us that the
sacrifice of the cross and the sacrifice of the altar (the mass) are the same thing. Protestant Evangelicals have
historically rejected the idea that Christ can be sacrificed again and again, and declared it “abominable.”  Speaking
of the concept that the Crucifixion and the mass is the same thing, the Protestant Westminster Confession
declares:

“In this sacrament, Christ is not offered up to his Father; nor any real sacrifice made at all, for
remission of sins of the quick or dead; but only a commemoration of that one offering up of himself,
by himself, upon the cross, once for all: and a spiritual oblation of all possible praise unto God, for the
same: so that the popish sacrifice of the mass (as they call it) is most abominably injurious to Christ’s
one, only sacrifice, the alone propitiation for all the sins of his elect.”8

3) Its Theology: Gibson’s comment about the sacrifice of the altar and the sacrifice of the cross shows the
indispensable link in this movie between the Catholic view of Christ’s sacrifice and the portrayal of the Crucifixion
in The Passion of the Christ. The fact that Evangelicals have uncritically endorsed it speaks volumes about how far
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the Evangelical Protestant understanding of Christ’s death and the related subject of Justification have slipped
since the Reformation. In Roman Catholic theology, the intense physical suffering of Christ’s Crucifixion is the focus
along with the emphasis on physical sacrifice. This is one of the reasons why in Roman Catholic iconography we
have so much imagery related to Christ’s physical pain and that crucifixes show him still suffering on the cross.
This emphasis on Christ’s physical agony is repeated in Roman Catholic devotional material, prayers, and, of
course, in The Passion of the Christ. The theology of the Bible, however, points out to us that the grand
importance of Christ’s crucifixion lay not in His physical suffering, but in His once for all propitiation of God’s wrath
(1 John 4:10). Lest we forget, the greatest torment that Christ experienced on the cross was not caused by the
nails driven into His flesh, but in His being made “sin for us” and vicariously suffering the righteous punishment of
the Father in our place. Even the worst physical torments inflicted by the Sanhedrin and the Romans upon Jesus
were nothing by comparison to the anguish of having the sins of the world laid upon Him and Him making full
satisfaction for them. Satisfying the justice of the Romans on a cross was comparatively easy; thousands of
condemned men and women, including Spartacus and several of the Apostles, did that, but only Christ could
satisfy the justice of God.
 
The sacrifice of Christ was a glorious event in which, in accordance with God’s plan, full satisfaction for sin was
procured by Christ on behalf of His people (Acts 2:43). The Passion of the Christ leaves us with a vision of the
sacrifice of Christ that is only dolorous (Dolorous: Full of grief; sad; sorrowful; doleful; dismal) and which puts into
sharp relief the Roman Catholic notion, not only of the importance of Christ’s agony, but that of Mary in “offering
her Son.” In an interview with Zenit, the Roman Catholic News Service, Thomas Rosica, the Catholic priest who
oversaw World Youth Day 2002 and its Way of the Cross through the streets of Toronto, illustrated how The
Passion of the Christ, in keeping with Roman Catholic theology, uses extrabiblical content to massively exaggerate
the role of Mary:

“One scene, in particular, was very moving. As Jesus falls on the Way of the Cross, there is a flashback
to his falling on a Jerusalem street as a child, and his mother running out of the house to pick him up.
The interplay of Mary and Jesus in this film is moving, and reaches its apex in the scene of the Pietà.
The Mother of the Lord is inviting each of us to share her grief and behold her Son.”9

This use of extra-biblical material, emphasis on physical suffering, exaggeration of the role of Mary, and explicitly
Roman Catholic theology should not surprise us, as these are all hallmarks of the primary inspiration for this
movie: The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Two examples can illustrate this, particularly
concerning the emphasis on the replacement of physical pain for the far greater agony of sin-bearing:

“‘He will not stretch himself out, but we will help him’; they accompanied these words with the most
fearful oaths and imprecations, and having fastened a rope to his right leg, dragged it violently until it
reached the wood, and then tied it down as tightly as possible. The agony which Jesus suffered from
this violent tension was indescribable; the words ‘My God, my God,’ escaped his lips, and the
executioners increased his pain by tying his chest and arms to the cross, lest the hands should be torn
from the nails.”10

“The hour of our Lord was at last come; his death-struggle had commenced; a cold sweat overspread every
limb. John stood at the foot of the Cross, and wiped the feet of Jesus with his scapular. Magdalen was
crouched to the ground in a perfect frenzy of grief behind the Cross. The Blessed Virgin stood between
Jesus and the good thief, supported by Salome and Mary of Cleophas, with her eyes riveted on the
countenance of her dying Son. Jesus then said: ‘It is consummated’; and, raising his head, cried out in a
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loud voice, ‘Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit.’ These words, which he uttered in a clear and
thrilling tone, resounded through heaven and earth; and a moment after, he bowed down his head and
gave up the ghost. I saw his soul, under the appearance of a bright meteor, penetrate the earth at the foot
of the Cross. John and the holy women fell prostrate on the ground.”11 

Emmerich’s book is literally filled with extra-biblical scenes like the two above, and also includes many extra-
biblical sayings of Jesus, which Emmerich says she personally heard in her visions.

4) Its Medium: Many Evangelical Pastors are hailing movies like The Passion of the Christ as part of a new and
better way of spreading the Gospel:

“This is a window of opportunity we have. Here’s a guy who’s putting his money into a movie that has
everything to do with what we do,” said pastor Cory Engel of Harvest Springs Community Church in
Great Falls, Mont. “Churches used to communicate by having a little lecture time on Sunday morning.
People don’t interact that way anymore. Here’s a chance for us to use a modern-day technique to
communicate the truth of the Bible,” the Rev. Engel said.12

It is indeed true that we live in a highly visual and increasingly anti-literate society―one that places a premium on
sound bites and easily assimilated visual imagery. But does this mean that we should abandon preaching in favor
of using movies or dramatic presentations? We need to remember that the last time dramatic presentations
replaced preaching as the main vehicle by which the truth of the Bible was communicated was during the Middle
Ages when the church refused to allow the translation of the Bible into common languages, and when in place of
the preaching and teaching of God’s Word, the common people were given visual presentations such as Passion
Plays, statues, relics, and icons. These things were designed, like most visual imagery, to play upon the emotions
and stimulate a response; but the ability to evoke an emotional response via imagery or drama is not the same as
successfully transmitting the Gospel. The means that God has ordained for the transmission of the Gospel was
neither drama, imagery, nor even “lectures”―it is preaching. Preaching involves the communication of the Gospel
in a way that patiently convinces, rebukes, exhorts, and teaches (2 Timothy 4:2-4). The Bible teaches us the
awesome importance of preaching and why it cannot be replaced by another medium:

“Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all
longsuffering and teaching. For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves
teachers; and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables.” (2 Tim.
4:2-4)

We must preach God’s Word because it always accomplishes the purpose for which it was sent: “For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, So are My ways higher than your ways, And My thoughts than your thoughts.
For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, And do not return there, But water the earth, And make
it bring forth and bud, That it may give seed to the sower And bread to the eater, So shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; It shall not return to Me void, But it shall accomplish what I please, And it shall prosper in
the thing for which I sent it.” (Isa.55:9-11)

God does not command us to produce dramatic presentations of Gospel themes, He commands us to preach.
Though this drama option was freely available to the Apostles as they brought the Gospel to cities with
amphitheaters and a long tradition of using the dramatic arts to convey religious and moral themes to the
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populace, they did not do so. The wisdom of the Apostolic methodology has been borne out by the fact that it
was when the Gospel was being transmitted primarily by plays and symbolism that true Christianity began to sink
under the weight of superstition. We are in danger of returning to precisely that state of affairs by reviving the
teaching methodology of the medieval church. Even though it was produced in the 21st century, The Passion of
the Christ is identical in all critical aspects to the Passion Plays of the Roman Catholic Church in the Middle Ages.

5) Its Main Character: Billy Graham, in his endorsement of The Passion of the Christ, said, “Every time I preach or
speak about the Cross, the things I saw on the screen will be on my heart and mind.”13 This is unfortunately part
of the problem with all visual representations of Jesus. Although we may intend for them only to have a role in
teaching, they inevitably become part of our worship and adoration. As a result of seeing this film, James Caviezel,
the “Jesus” of The Passion of the Christ, will become the figure countless thousands of people think of when they
worship Jesus Christ. To do this is to fall into the trap of changing “the glory of the incorruptible God into an
image made like corruptible man” (Romans 1:23) and to violate the Second Commandment.

Every visual representation of Jesus is inevitably a lie. There are two main reasons for this.

The first reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is because the only wise God went to great lengths
not to leave us with any description of the physical appearance of His Son, lest we fall into the sin of image-
making. Therefore, all of our representations of Jesus are inevitably speculations, usually based upon our own
desires. We create an image of Jesus that says more about the Jesus we want than the Jesus whom God sent.

For instance, isn’t it remarkable that the Jesus of The Passion of the Christ, as in almost all physical representations
of Christ, is tall, slim, and handsome? Why should not The Son of David (Luke 18:38) have been a relatively small
man like His great ancestor? It never seems to have occurred to most image-makers that Jesus could be relatively
short, or stout, or even have had a receding hairline. This is in spite of the fact that one of the few details the
Bible does give us about Christ’s appearance is that “He has no form or comeliness; And when we see Him, There
is no beauty that we should desire Him” (Isa. 53:2b). The fact that we have any concept of what Jesus looks like,
and that Gibson’s Jesus looks like the traditional Jesus, is a testament to the abiding impact of past iconography.
While the Gospels purposely leave out any description of Jesus that we might use to construct an idol, people
have created an image of Jesus that has become almost an industry standard, and it is solely for that reason,
rather than any basis in fact, that audiences would have been outraged had Gibson cast Danny DeVito and not
James Caviezel in the leading role.

The Second reason why all visual representations of Jesus are lies is that they can never hope to represent the
glory of Christ in His true nature. The best an image of Jesus can do is to represent Him as a man, and while Jesus
was truly a man, He was not merely a man. Jesus was also God, and no artist or filmmaker who has ever lived
could hope to create an image that captures the true Glory of Jesus as God. While this may not appear to be a
problem to us, the separation of Christ’s manhood from His deity is actually a grave heresy called Nestorianism.
For the first four centuries of its existence, the church did not use pictures of Jesus as an aid to evangelism. This
was despite the fact that they were bringing the gospel to highly visual cultures that had always used imagery to
convey religious ideas. The initial movements toward making pictures of Christ were initially strongly opposed, and
the practice was formally condemned by the church as late as 753 AD. Sadly, once they had taken hold of the
public imagination, the practice of making visible representations of Christ proved difficult, if not impossible, to
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eradicate. Gradually, pictures and dramatic representations of Jesus became quite commonplace in the church. At
the time of the Reformation, Protestants overwhelmingly rejected the practice of making images of Jesus as a
clear violation of the Second Commandment. They also rejected the notion that such images had a necessary role
as “textbooks for the laity,” and then proved that notion false by producing generations of other Protestants well
versed in the Word and familiar with their Savior, though they had never once owned or seen a representation of
Him.

Rather than visual imagery, they relied on the preaching of the Word to save souls, and the gospel made great
advances. If we return to the use of imagery and begin endorsing movies like The Passion of the Christ, we will be
returning to the very state of affairs the first Protestants struggled and died to reform. We must not think that
merely endorsing one form of visible representation of Christ will not lead inevitably to others. For instance, it is
impossible to make a coherent argument against the use of the crucifix in teaching the Gospel if we have already
endorsed the use of a movie that portrays the crucifixion. Merely because one display is static and the other
moving does not change their essential nature at all. The Passion of the Christ is, in essence, an animated Crucifix.

In closing, let me address a common objection, namely, that we must use tools like The Passion of the Christ in
order to reach the lost, and that if we don’t, we are “missing a great opportunity.” Are we really missing an
opportunity though? If we are convinced that using a Roman Catholic movie to present the Gospel is in essence a
violation of God’s Word, how could we possibly use it? Should we sin that grace may abound?

Also, are we really certain that this will be as effective as we think in saving souls? J. Marcellus Kik in his tract
titled “Pictures of Christ” addressed that very question and gave us some wise advice, which all Christians would
do well to heed:

“But can it not help in the saving of souls, it is asked. But how? Looking at a picture of Christ hanging
upon the cross tells me nothing. It does not tell me that He hung there for sin. It does not tell me that
He hung there for my sin. It does not tell me that He is the Son of God. Only the Word of God does
that. And it is the Word of God that has been given us to tell the story of salvation through the blood
of Christ. It is not through the foolishness of pictures that sinners are converted, but through the
foolishness of preaching.”

It is amazing how slowly unscriptural practices enter the professing Christian church. We must at all times go back
to the Scriptures. The Bible is our infallible guide. And if our practices and doctrines do not conform with the
teachings of the Scriptures, then we must eliminate them. The Bible instructs us not to make any likeness of
Christ. The present day pictures of Christ are false and no one would make a serious claim that they resemble
Christ upon earth. They separate His humanity from His deity. They do not at all give us a glimpse of His present
glory. They were not condoned by the inspired Apostles.

God has ordained the foolishness of preaching to evangelize the world. He has promised to attend the preaching
of the Word with the power of the Holy Spirit. The so-called pictures of Christ are a hindrance to the Gospel and a
temptation to idolatry. Let us cleanse the Temple of God from them.”14

Endnotes
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Thoughts on The Passion of the Christ
By Tom Holtz

First, let’s start with the obvious. By all accounts the movie is extremely gory and violent—even for
Hollywood. It is said to be at least as violent as Mel Gibson’s earlier movie The Patriot, or Pulp Fiction, which the
New York Times described as two of the most gory and violent artistic works of the modern era. This was a red
flag for us. Philippians 4:8 says, “whatsoever things are true, …honest, …just, …pure, …lovely, …of good report…
think on these things.”  I don’t believe this movie satisfies that standard, even if it purportedly describes the
suffering of our Lord on the cross. 

Some say shocking violence, vivid gore, and explicit images of repulsive brutality are excusable because
they’ll help people see what Christ did for them, such as Bob Lepine of Family Life, who writes, 

The Passion may be [Gibson’s] most violent film to date, and it deserves its R rating. On more than one occasion as I
watched this movie, I had to turn away from the screen. I remember thinking at one point, “Enough. This is over the
top.” And almost immediately I had a second thought. “That’s right,” I thought. “This is over the top, because the
death of Christ was, in reality, barbaric and violent.” Maybe what we all need to see is not a cleaned up, sanitized
Hollywood version of His death, but a more accurate and graphic look at how He suffered for us. (February, 2004
website article; emphasis added.) 

Why does Lepine (and so many others) suddenly link “accurate” and “graphic” in the same sentence these days as
though they were perfect synonyms?  The Bible doesn’t include graphic details in any crucifixion narrative.
Certainly God knows how “powerful” and “moving” it would have been to include such descriptions, but strong
preaching applied to man’s conscience is what God ordained to spread the gospel with power through the
movement of the Holy Spirit. The Bible says “…faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.”  And, “I
am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God unto salvation…”  And, “you were born again, not with
corruptible seed, but by incorruptible, through the living and abiding word of God.”  And, “for the preaching of the
cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God.” Man can use shock
and violence to evoke extreme empathy and emotion and bind viewers together in a “shared experience” of grief,

http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=46445
http://www.zenit.org/english/visualizza.phtml?sid=48636.
http://www.passionchrist.org/
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horror, and outrage, but this is not God’s pathway to saving faith revealed in the New Testament, nor is it a means
to greater devotion and intimacy with God among God’s people. 

Yet, Mel Gibson (and evangelical leaders lining-up behind him) tells us that a graphic depiction of Christ’s
death will make it more “real” and powerful. In September, 2003, Gibson told New Yorker magazine: “I wanted to
be true to the gospels. That has never been done before. I didn’t want to see Jesus looking really pretty. I wanted
to mess-up one of his eyes, destroy it.” True to the gospels, Mel? Which of the Gospels depict Jesus with “a
destroyed eye” or anything like it? The Biblical accounts of Jesus’ beating and crucifixion are as minimal as they
could be. Matthew, Mark and Luke essentially state: “Having scourged Jesus, Pilate delivered him to be crucified,”
and “when they came to the place which is called the skull, there they crucified him.” A dozen or so verses later,
Jesus is dead. The Gospel writers did not linger over His suffering to stir emotions and empathy. As one
commentator put it: 

It would be as odd as welcoming home a wounded soldier and, instead of focusing on the victory he won, dwelling
on the exact moment the bayonet pierced his stomach—how he felt and what it looked like. A human soldier might
well feel annoyed with such attention to his weakness rather than his strength. He would feel that it better
preserved his dignity for visitors to avert their eyes from such details and recount that part of the story as scantly as
possible to focus instead on the final achievement. This is the sense we pick up in the Gospels. Jesus’ suffering is
rendered in the briefest terms, as if drawing about it a veil of modesty. What’s important is not that Jesus suffered
for us, but that Jesus suffered for us. It is the contrast with His eternal glory that awed the earliest Christians—and
should us today. 

As reasonable as this explanation appears to be, we don’t really know why the gospel writers don’t give explicit
details. The only fact we know for sure is that they don’t. 

Likewise, nowhere outside the gospels does the Bible suggest we meditate on the gory details of Christ’s
suffering—rather, that we focus on His life, the fact of his death, His resurrection, intercession for us, and His
future return. For example, in the classic text of Philippians 2:5-11, Paul exhorts believers to focus on Christ: 

Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery
to be equal with God: but made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was
made in the likeness of men: and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name
which is above every name, …

Surely, Paul knew what suffering was all about, yet he lifts up for meditation the fact of Christ’s humility and
suffering in light of His deity and subsequent exaltation, not the gore and torture of His execution. Likewise, in
Hebrews 12:2-4, the writer exhorts us to consider the death of Christ in another historically beloved text: 

Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God. For
consider him that endured such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint
in your minds. Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.

Clearly, the fact of Christ’s bloodshed is in view, but where’s the graphic depiction of the teeth-grinding anguish
and repulsive brutality of Roman soldiers torturing our Lord mercilessly? Again, in Psalm 22, a classic lament of
David with clear messianic overtones, we observe modest and poetic language describing His physical sufferings: 

They gaped upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring lion. I am poured out like water, and all my
bones are out of joint: my heart is like wax; it is melted in the midst of my bowels. My strength is dried up like a
potsherd; and my tongue cleaveth to my jaws; and thou hast brought me into the dust of death. For dogs have
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compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet. I may tell all my
bones: they look and stare upon me. They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my vesture. 

God’s people have much for their imaginations here, yet nothing graphic or torturous is spelled out. One might
easily conclude from Scripture that our appreciation of what Christ did at the cross is not enhanced by
experiencing a graphic, artistic rendition of the crucifixion event.[1][1] 

In Matthew 7:15-20, Christ tells us to beware of false teachers who will come in looking like the flock. We
are told to examine their fruits because a tree is known by its fruits. A good tree will produce good fruit and vice
versa. When evaluating some new doctrine or method or any new thing, Christ tells us to examine the fruits of the
person offering it, in addition to its apparent conformity to Scripture. The Passion of the Christ was written,
produced, financed and directed by Mel Gibson, a Hollywood actor who describes himself as not a born again
Christian, but a devout Roman Catholic “Traditionalist,” which holds tightly to the view that Mary is co-
Redemptress with Christ, and that the grace of Christ is mediated to man through Mary. He rejects salvation by
grace alone through faith alone—his church everywhere teaches that those who believe that pernicious doctrine
are anathema (damned to Hell). He believes there is no salvation outside the Roman Catholic Church, but is
mediated only through taking her communion in the traditional, Latin-rite Mass of the Eucharist. Gibson believes
Pope John Paul II is a liberal because he accepts Vatican II (1965), which allowed the mass in languages other than
Latin, and expunged the Jews of blood guilt for killing Christ (formerly Catholic dogma for 8 centuries).  

On March 6, 2003, a friend of Gibson’s, Gary Giuffré, told the New York Times that Gibson’s movie “will
graphically portray the intense suffering of Christ, perhaps as no film has done before,” and that it will “lay the
blame for the death of Christ where it belongs.”[2][2]  OK, so he’s not exactly a Christian. But I’ve heard many say
he has a good reputation. Gibson’s reputation might be good by Hollywood standards, but what about Biblical
ones? Gibson is known exclusively for his movies, which, without exception, contain countless expletives and are
extremely violent and gory (Kill Bill, Lethal Weapon, Mad Max, Braveheart, Patriot, etc). As a New Republic
reporter put it, “Gibson loves gore.”[3][3] Would you say we have a “good tree” here, from a Biblical point of
view?  Does Mel Gibson meet the standard of Matthew 7? Does anyone associated with this movie meet that
standard? 

Some say, it’s just a movie and it’ll get people talking about Christ and we can use it for pre-evangelism and
ignore the bothersome elements of Gibson’s personal faith and not-so-Christian reputation. If The Passion of the
Christ is a tool of evangelism, who’s the evangelist? Is Mel Gibson one of the sheep?  Should we expect to receive
something from Mel Gibson that true, born-again, New Testament Christians would find perfectly suited to taking
to a lost world? Answer this question not on the basis of how you think the church could use his movie, but from
what Christ says about false teachers coming in among the sheep.      

Let’s look more closely at the movie. The script is based on the four gospels and The Mystical City of God by
St. Mary of Agreda, and a book of visions entitled, Dolorous Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by St.
Ann Catherine Emmerich. The latter two are Roman Catholic saints and “passion mystics” of the nineteenth
century. The passion mystic school has always been a very popular Catholic subcurrent. It emphasizes strange
devotional rituals (e.g., Stations of the Cross) to induce trance-like meditations on the sufferings of Christ as a
source of inner power and transcendence. Many Catholics quickly and correctly recognized The Passion of the
Christ as a passion meditation in the classical mystic tradition. Passion mysticism is far from Biblical—in fact, it’s
occultic. Emmerich is a legend among passion mystics and Gibson is a serious follower who carries a relic of hers
with him. There’s an introduction to her life at <http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm>. The whole article is
astonishing, but here’s an excerpt:

The famous work of hers is a book of visions called The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. That’s the one tied

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/mary.htm
http://www.spiritdaily.net/dolorous.htm
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to the movie. All I can say is that I knew she was a major mystic. I knew she had incredibly detailed visions. I knew
she suffered the stigmata.[4][4] But I had no idea of the extent of what this remarkable German woman reportedly
experienced. [She grew up] in Flamske, Germany, and the older she got, the more one sensed what Msgr. Schmogen
describes as a “mysterious power that emanated from her.”  Her visions began early in life. By the tender age of four
she often prolonged her prayer for two to three hours. She claimed to see her guardian angel on a nearly constant
basis. She also levitated. When she entered a cloister, she was frequently seen inexplicably above the ground. She
was said to “bilocate.” In vision (or bilocation) she saw the execution of King Louis XVI, and “visited” Marie
Antoinette, queen of France, in prison. As a child, she was taken to see the suffering souls in purgatory. Historic
pictures flashed before her eyes—like those that would spawn The Dolorous Passion, and serve to fill in details (like
those in The Passion of the Christ) that are not recorded in Scripture. She also saw “the creation of Heaven, the fall of
the angels, the creation of the earth, and paradise,” notes Schmoger. “In successive visions, she followed, through
ages and generations, the development of the holy mysteries of the Incarnation and the Redemption.” As Schmoger
says, reading her revelations leaves one feeling that he has undergone an “unusual influence” similar to what is now
reported with those who see the movie. It’s no surprise that there is a special “something” around a movie that taps
into them. It’s no surprise that the movie’s director, Mel Gibson, is said to carry one of her relics. The visions may not
be perfect. No mysticism is, but they are extremely potent. Her entire life was potent. And highly mysterious.

Gibson admits his movie is based upon Emmerich’s book, which was also the inspiration for it in the first place. 
For the mystics, the purpose of their transcendent meditations is to become so emotionally and psycho-

spiritually connected with the actual, physical sufferings of Christ, that they are “changed within” and gain greater
spiritual growth and awareness from the experience. Sound familiar? This is what many evangelicals suggest will
be gained by “experiencing” the movie. The construction of The Passion of the Christ as a passion meditation in
the mystic tradition was no minor artistic afterthought. The film was shot in southern Italy and in Rome in part so
Gibson could be near the Vatican for consultation. According to Italy’s national Catholic newspaper, Avenire,
Gibson consulted high-level Catholic theologians within the church almost daily throughout the shooting. On
December 11, 2003, Pope John Paul II screened The Passion on DVD with his close friend and secretary,
Monsignor Staislaw Dziwisz, in his private residence, and gave it his approval (the Pope recently changed his public
position for political reasons to neutral and reported comments were officially retracted). No one denies that
“Roman Catholic teachings” are readily apparent in many places in the film. It is important to understand that the
movie itself is a passion meditation. Claims about technically accuracy are irrelevant to this point. If you watch the
movie, you are participating in a passion meditation (i.e., a mystical rite). This is why Christ instructed us not to
rely solely on our own assumed ability to spot false teaching in the things offered to us for consumption, but to
look also at who is offering them.  

Some will say, “So, what can a little mystical dogma hurt, so long as Christ is presented?”  Remember,
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, New Agers, etc., all present Christ. First-century Gnostics presented Christ.
Catholics, for their part, present Christ—as well as a “Come Home to Rome” campaign among nominal Christians
and evangelicals—with some success. They see “evangelical” (toward Rome) potential in this movie. For example,
The Daily Catholic reports: 

Many see Gibson as a Hollywood movie star, but True Catholics see him as an evangelist in the purist sense. A true
Apostle for the Truths and Traditions of the Church Christ founded. Mel has set on film what has always been set in
stone: the everlasting reminder of why Christ died for each and every one of us. We have that reminder daily in the
Latin Mass in the Alter Christus—the priest offers Him up daily as a propitiatory sacrifice in an unbloody manner to
the Father for us. Prayerfully this movie will move the hearts and souls of millions to return to the Truths and
Traditions of Christ’s True Church. (Daily Catholic, January 17, 2004; emphasis added). 

Indeed, the international magazine Inside the Vatican has chosen Mel Gibson as its “Man of the Year” for 2003.
And why not?  When unbelievers are led to this movie (and its creator) as a good introduction to Christ, and they
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like what they see, why wouldn’t they consider Gibson’s faith as a whole? Again, who is the evangelist, here? It is
Mel Gibson, not all the evangelical leaders lining up behind him. Evangelical leaders do not control Mel Gibson, the
Roman Catholic organization, or the steps either one of them will take after this movie has been consumed by the
public. They decide what comes next. This is why the Roman church is so excited about this movie. Check their
websites. 

Thirdly, is the movie really accurate? Linda Chavez, a Roman Catholic and President of the Center for Equal
Opportunity, syndicated columnist, and former head of the Civil Rights Commission for the Reagan Administration,
writes: 

Gibson’s film is an intensely Catholic account of the death of Christ. Indeed most of the scenes depicting Christ’s
journey along the Via Dolorosa on the way to Golgotha seem inspired by the medieval Catholic devotional ritual
referred to as the “Stations of the Cross,” which dates back to the 14th century. A scene in the film depicting Jesus’
encounter with Veronica, who wipes his face and is left with Christ’s image on her veil, is part of Catholic tradition,
for example, and may be totally unfamiliar to non-Catholic viewers. (Emphasis added.) 

Here’s what another reviewer observed who saw the entire movie: 
Much has been added to the gospel story to fill in the gaps. In an interview after the film, Gibson stated that it was
“the Gospels plus my imagination” and that he brought the story from the Gospels and added information from
“history, visions, and medicine.” Perhaps because of Gibson’s Roman Catholic background, Mary has a major role in
the film. Gibson puts Mary at nearly all of the events of his trial, torture and crucifixion, and even has Mary kissing
Jesus feet when he is on the cross. There are many scenes like that one—not Biblical, but based upon mystic and
apocryphal writings and Roman Catholic tradition. I took notes of the non-Biblical scenes, events and characters and
had a full page of them. The danger is that this film will become the Oliver Stone’s JFK of the crucifixion—that is, the
public will only “know” the crucifixion story as it is depicted here with all the non-Biblical material assumed to be
Biblical or historical. This is the only way, I’m told, that many now “know” the details of the assassination of John F.
Kennedy—through Oliver Stone’s fictional film. 

Another reviewer had a similar experience and similar concerns. Here’s an excerpt of his review: 
Consider, for example, that the movie is said to depict a frenzied riot around Jesus as he drags the cross to Calvary—
Romans, Jews and others wildly fighting, with Christ being brutalized by all. Wild riots happened a lot in Mad Max
movies, but not in the Gospels. Christ is depicted as falling at three points, but otherwise the carrying of the cross is
presented as a solemn event. Here … is how the Gospel writer Luke, a deeply ardent believer, presents the scene:
“As they led him away … A great number of the People followed him, and among them were women who were
beating their breasts and wailing for him. But Jesus turned to them and said, “daughters of Jerusalem, do not weep
for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.” This doesn’t sound like the depiction of a crazed riot, nor
does Christ’s injunction sound like the sort of thing shouted over a melee. 

Despite Gibson’s definitively Catholic interpretation, he asserts his work is “the truth”—historically accurate in the
factual sense. What Mel Gibson means by “truth” is whatever he and his Catholic advisors think happened. 

Interestingly, Gibson tells of many “miracles” that led to the creation of the movie, and on the set where
shooting took place. For example, a blind 2-year-old child had her sight miraculously restored. Both Reuters and
Associated Press carried the story that Assistant Director Jan Michelini was struck by lightning twice during filming,
and the actor playing Jesus, James Caviezel, was struck once. Both were miraculously spared from harm with no
signs of injury—“only smoke coming from Caviezel’s ears,” according to witnesses. Caviezel is also a staunch
Roman Catholic who, during breaks in shooting, “always had a priest with him.” Gibson tells of many others. I’m
not sure what all this means, but these are self-reported by people (mostly Gibson himself) who think these are
signs of God’s blessing. He says so openly. 

Some acknowledge objectionable elements in the movie, but ask, “won’t people be moved by Christ’s
sufferings on their behalf and be more likely to investigate further?  Can’t we use it for pre-evangelism? First of
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all, the pre-evangelism we see in Scripture is that of serving people in selfless acts of Christian love. This was the
basis of Christ’s healing ministry and other miracles (feeding the 5,000, etc.). Christ met people’s physical needs
because he loved them. That supernatural demonstration of love won Him a hearing with people and softened
their hearts. That principle is still at work today all over the world as missionaries heal, treat, feed, and care for
the poor, teach people English, and perform other acts of service. This is pre-evangelism. The gory details of
Christ’s crucifixion will evoke extreme emotions—empathy, outrage, shock, sorrow, despair—but experiencing the
movie is not a supernatural demonstration of Christian love for which the only explanation is God. Christ’s work
depicted in the movie might be, but to the movie-goer it is just another movie about someone being tortured and,
quite frankly, they’ve seen many, many of those. Keep in mind all movies, in one way or another, depict a hero
doing something selfless and grand for the benefit of others, even giving their own life. These characters may
inspire us temporarily and make us feel good, but they do not work a lasting change within us. 

Furthermore, God can and will use whatever means He chooses to achieve His sovereign purposes, even
false teachers and our own bad choices. But we should guard against the creeping pragmatism of “whatever
appears to work,” and follow a Biblical path in faith and trust God for the results. No doubt, pragmatism will seem
too abstract and theoretical for some. Any method other than preaching the word, the prayers of God’s people,
testimonies, worship, self-sacrificial service in the name of Christ, and living-out our faith before the watching
world, should be suspect, especially when it fails Philippians 4:8 and Matthew 7. A pure walk and a joyful
abstinence from all appearance of evil and false teaching is the best pre-evangelism. 
___________________

QUESTIONS THAT MIGHT BE USED TO EVALUATE THIS OR A FUTURE FILM
1.                   Does this film satisfy the letter and spirit of Philippians 4:8? Is it pure, wholesome, lovely, and of good report in
every respect?
2.                   Does Mel Gibson’s religious beliefs and reputation with other movies constitute “good fruit” in the meaning of
Matthew 7? Is    he one of the sheep? Is Gibson a “good tree” from which we should expect to see good fruit through which
Christ will bring glory to Himself?
 3.                   Does close and personal identification with this actor, this movie, or the Hollywood movie industry compromise a
healthy degree of separation from all appearance of evil and false teaching? Will endorsement of this movie help a false
teacher (or teachers) gain a foothold among the flock or among unbelievers? (Separation is a touchy subject these days, but
remember—much error arises from running too far from other men’s errors.)
 4.                   Does this movie reflect the spirit of this age in any respect? If so, how? What are the implications of this if such a
movie were unqualifiedly embraced by the church in a major mass evangelism effort?
 5.                   Suppose everyone sees the movie as suggested and the movie is a blockbuster. What will Hollywood do next? How
will we react to Gibson’s next movie entitled, A Day in Hell (i.e., Dante’s Inferno), or The Stigmata (life of Ann Catherine
Emmerich), or some other cultish project? Will unbelievers, new believers, or persons “impacted” by The Passion of the
Christ be likely to view these movies? To what consequence?

* The preceding three reports were excerpted and/or adapted from the originals. For other reviews see (1) “Mel
Gibson's Passion,” by Berit Kjos; (2) “The Jesus War: Mel Gibson & ‘The Passion’,” 9/15/03, New Yorker, by Peter J.
Boyer; (3) “Why I Will Not See The Passion of the Christ,” by John LeGare; and (4) “The Passion of Christ: Mel
Gibson’s Vivid Deception,” by Richard Bennett and Virgil Dunbar, 2/04, The Beacon. Also, an article written over 40
years ago has great relevance for today: “The Menace of the Religious Movie,” by A.W. Tozer.
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HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL

[1][1] On the other hand, explicit depictions of Jesus’ broken body and sufferings through paintings, statues, and
literature is a well-known Roman Catholic distinctive (we now add “film” to that list of genre). How would you react to
seeing a large crucifix installed in our church lobby? How would you argue against it?  Keep in mind, Catholics deny that
they “keep Jesus on the cross” by such things. Catholics affirm Christ’s resurrection. They claim these images help us
meditate on Christ’s sufferings. The removal of such distracting icons was a key feature of the Protestant reformation and
the theology behind it. 

[2][2] The Catholic tradition of “passion plays” has a checkered history in medieval Europe and Russia, where
their performance around Easter often produced violent pogroms against Jews. This is the historical context for the Anti-
Defamation League’s criticism of the movie. Many clips were removed (after pressure from the ADL) before a rough cut
of the film was screened for evangelical leaders, and edits have been made since those screenings. Some say Gibson
changed his original commitment to portray Jews as he originally planned. 

[3][3] Bob Lepine of Family Life wrote, “Those who have seen other Gibson movies (Braveheart, The Patriot, We
Were Soldiers) know that he does not shy away from violence and gore as a filmmaker.”  Gibson does not shy away from
violence and gore?  Are we to congratulate Gibson for these courageous films?  Another reviewer points out, “[Gibson’s]
Mad Max movies are an embarrassing paean [tribute] to teen fantasies of violence and slaughter as fun. His Lethal Weapon
movies depict criminals killing more often, and police killing far more often, than occurs in real life. There’s little wonder
that The Passion of the Christ depicts an over-the-top, Hollywood-style splatter movie.” 

[4][4] The high point of the passion mystics’ belief and practice was to receive the stigmata, which is the
miraculous appearance of the actual physical wounds of Christ in their bodies. Emmerich’s wounds (including thorn
wounds to her head) are said to have bled on and off during her lifetime, and she wore bandages frequently.
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Celebration of Discipline*
by Richard Foster

Written over twenty-five hears ago, and proclaimed by Christianity Today as one of the ten best books of the
twentieth century, the influence of Celebration of Discipline is all but incalculable. It's author, Richard Foster, is a
Quaker, so his spiritual life is grounded in the subjective “inner light” presupposition of the Friends. He is highly
steeped in the Roman Catholic mystics, drawing from dozens of them for his theology. More than that, Eugene
Peterson informs us that Foster has “‘found’ the spiritual disciplines [in the mystics] that the modern world stored
away and forgot” (p. 206). Foster’s views are also formed by Quaker mystics and even secular thinking, most
surprisingly Carl Jung, self-confessed demon-possessed psychologist.

Without question, these extra-biblical sources are behind Foster’s understanding of the Christian life. That is not to
say that he does not refer to Scripture and occasionally interpret it correctly. However, it is astounding to see how
often he mutilates the Word of God (e.g., pp. 16, 17, 55, 83, 114, 156, 170, and 177).

As a result of his unbiblical routes and disregard for the meaning of Scripture, it should not surprise us that Foster
has become a Pied Piper, leading multitudes away from Biblical Christianity. From the vantage point of twenty-six
years since the publication of Celebration of Discipline, we see just how far astray Foster has taken his followers.
These include:

• Subjective leading of God as being the norm (pp. 10, 16-17, 18, 50, 95, 98, 108-109, 128, 139-140,
149-150, 162, 167, 182);

• Journaling and prayer as ways that God speaks to us (p. 108);

• Open theism (p. 35);

• Misunderstanding of the Old Testament Law for today (pp. 82, 87);

• The contemplative prayer movement, which has taken many to the foothills of Eastern mysticism;

• Centering prayer, in which one moves to the center of God or self—an Eastern mystical practice;

•  Misunderstanding of the will of God in prayer (p. 37);

• An unbiblical use of imagination, which leads to occultic visualization (pp. 25-26, 40-43, 163, 198);

• Receptivity to all the charismatic gifts including tongues, visions, revelations and prophecy (pp. 108,
165, 168-169, 171, 193);

• Use of rosaries and prayer wheels (p. 64)

• Approval of New Age teachers (i.e.; Merton, Eckhart; Loyola; etc.);

• Embracing of pop-psychological views such as self-fulfillment, self-actualization, loving ourselves,
mutual submission, and healing of inner wounds (pp. 113-120);

• Propagation of the Roman Catholic view of confession, penitence, and spiritual directives (pp. 146-
150, 156, 185);

• Promoting charismatic patterns of worship, including calling for the presence of God and holy
laughter (pp. 158-174, 198). 
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Overall Foster’s book is an encyclopedia of unbiblical teaching, which leads the unsuspecting reader away from
Christ and into mysticism, or worse. It is a telltale sign of the state of the church to find how accepted Foster’s
teachings are.

 

* Reviewed by Pastor Gary Gilley, Southern View Chapel, Springfield, IL 62703. More detailed information on the
teachings in Celebration of Discipline is available in Gilley's February 2005 Think On These Things article:
"Mysticism Part II," and posted as BDM's report on Richard Foster. For a primer on mysticism, see Gilley's January
2005 Think On These Things, "Mysticism Part I: Mysticism, a Way of the Past, the Wave of the Future."
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Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth Exposes the Truth
about The Shack

2 Timothy 2:15, 16 “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth.

But shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness.”

Ephesians 4:14 “That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men, 

and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;”

     If ever there was truth, it is in the verses above. A book like The Shack by William P. Young will succeed only
in increasing ungodliness because it has no truth in it concerning God the Father, the Trinity, or the Christian life
and no where will you find a salvation message. What a missed opportunity if ever there was one. In my opinion it
is a fiction that in key places, tugs at the heart strings and creates a web of emotion in which the reader is caught
and drawn into a world of deception and lies. Those who know little or nothing about the true nature of God trying
to decide what they believe and are at a fork in the road will undoubtedly follow the wrong road. A large crowd
going in the same direction does not mean they are going the right way.

     Matthew 7:13, 14 “Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth
unto life, and few there be that find it.”

     It speaks volumes to the apostasy we live in by the endorsements of this book and the reviews given at Christian
Book Distributors website, that though it is labeled fiction, people are not seeing it as such and in fact accept it as
teaching them about God. (more material at the end of this review) The author is being lauded as an authority on
the person(s) of God as well as having the answers to the toughest questions concerning the spiritual realm
venerating him and his Gnostic teachings.  This book not only profanes God the Father and His deity but
blasphemes with almost every word.

     Aside from attempting political correctness by the mention of several ethnic descriptions of the trinity, the
author is seemingly trying to appease everyone ecumenically as well. Being raised as a child of missionaries I
would think the author would know the lines he crossed through blatant contradictions to God’s word. One has to
wonder if he was more influenced by the Eastern religions he was raised around in his youth and wrote this book
out of bitterness, rebellion and lack of discernment as a result of his “great loss as a child and young adult”
described on the back cover. I’m also curious to know what William Young means by “wastefulness of grace” that
he enjoys with his family. If God sees fit to show grace toward us, wasteful would not be a word I would use.

Ephesians 4:7 “But unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ.”

    Young not only used his imagination writing this book but borrowed from other cultures and religions which is
exactly why this book should not be taken seriously. Reading this book, I got the impression that Mr. Young,
through the various uses of other religions and occult practices, doesn’t know what he believes; maybe that explains
why he pushes love and relationships so hard, not that there is anything wrong with either if in accordance to God’s
principals. Mr. Young’s god is clearly from his own imagination and contrary to a quote you’ll see later, our
imagination does not “…make us so like them” (i.e. the trinity).

     The Shack is a story centering on a man named Mack, who four years earlier, lost his youngest child Missy to
murder. One day Mack checks the mail and pulls out a note written by God—signed Papa—telling him to come
back to the shack where Missy's bloody dress was found. Once there, Mack eventually falls asleep, weary with
grief and shivering from the winter cold. Next thing he knows he's meeting Papa, Jesus and Sarayu. They take turns
helping him through his emotional rollercoaster ride. Mack is then given the choice to stay with them and his
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beloved Missy or return to his life with his wife and remaining two children. Mack chooses to go back and is
awakened to find himself where he originally laid on the floor (by the blood stain that was his daughter's). Mack
gets in an accident on the way home and is nearly killed. Ironically, Mack's wife Nan, the spiritually strong one in
the family, is initially skeptical of Mack's experience at the shack but their love and relationship get them through
and they live happily ever after.

Because there are numerous things in contradiction to God’s word and Christianity as a whole, this will be an
attempt to focus on the most obvious errors.

This is just a partial list of errors and blasphemies:

Young introduces his version of the trinity with a variety of ethnic descriptions as well as two of the three being
female pg 82-84, “…a large African-American woman…”(Papa God the Father), “…a small distinctively Asian
woman…virtually transparent and hard to see…”, (Sarayu Holy Spirit), a man “…appeared Middle Eastern and
dressed like a laborer complete with tool belt and gloves...(Jesus as a carpenter).  
Nowhere in the Bible is God or any part of the Trinity described as female, creating a unholy trinity. Young,
assigned them names stemming from Eastern religion and Greek mythology; Papa and Elousia (God), Jesus’ name
is the same but certain aspects of his character are not scriptural, Sarayu (Holy Spirit), Sophia (a personification of
God’s wisdom).    

Pg 171 Sophia is named and defined as, “..a personification of Papa’s wisdom,” and “She’s part of the mystery
surrounding of Sarayu.” The conversation between Mack and Jesus concerning Sophia is as follows with a few
inconsequential details left out (such as Mack stopping to tie his shoes): Mack asks if she is God too, making four
of them. Jesus says no, there are only three of us. “Sophia is a personification of God’s wisdom.” Mack says, “Oh,
like in Proverbs, where wisdom is pictured as a woman calling out in the streets, trying to find anyone who’ll listen
to her?” Jesus: “That’s her.” Mack: “But…she seemed so real.” Jesus: “Oh, she’s quite real.” “She’s part of the
mystery surrounding of Sarayu.”

Which is it? Is she the personification of God’s wisdom or is she a mystery surrounding Sarayu? What is she to
Jesus? Young’s three persons of the trinity are all God equally yet Sophia is only something to two of them.

 Pg 152 Mack describes Sophia as, “...a tall, beautiful, olive-skinned woman with chiseled Hispanic features...”and
continues on 153 with Mack thinking she is “Everything that sensuality strives to be, but falls painfully short.”

Webster’s dictionary defines sensuality as, “The quality or state of being sensual; devotedness to the gratification of
the bodily appetites; free indulgence in carnal or sensual pleasures; luxuriousness; voluptuousness; lewdness.” Why
is it necessary to sensualize wisdom? First of all, wisdom is not referred to as a literal woman in the passage in
Proverbs that Young has Mack remember but rather metaphorically speaking and it was a proverb or analogy
Solomon was depicting between a wise man hearing and increasing learning and understanding, whereas fools
despise wisdom and instruction. Young’s fixation on the woman smacks more of a pagan love goddess not
wisdom!

Pg 92 Papa is telling Mack,
Honey, there’s no easy answer that will take your pain away. Believe me, if I had one, I’d use it now. I have
no magic wand to wave over you and make it all better. Life takes a bit of time and a lot of relationship.
[Bold emphasis mine]  

This is bringing God down to human level. Young’s god can’t take the pain away and doesn’t have an answer
except that time and relationships is all that’s needed to heal the hurt he is feeling. This is what you get in a false
god. 
Matthew 11:28-30 “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light.”
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Pg 95 Papa bears the same scars of the cross that Jesus does. “…Mack noticed the scars in her wrists, like those he
now assumed Jesus also had on his.” Again, nowhere is this found in scripture.

Pg 96 Papa: “Don’t ever think that what my son chose to do didn’t cost us dearly. Love always leaves a significant
mark,” she stated softly and gently. “We were there together.”” Mack: “At the cross? Now wait, I thought you left
him—you know—‘My God, my god, why hast thou forsaken me?” Papa: “You misunderstand the mystery there.
Regardless of what he felt at that moment, I never left him.” “…When all you can see is your pain, perhaps then
you lose sight of me?”

With this piece Young denies the finished work of the cross! Without God the Father turning His back on Jesus,
sin remains and there is no Biblical forgiveness. God the Father allowed this to happen for a divine purpose and
Jesus knew it. Jesus had to die in the manner He did on the cross for sin to be crucified with Him. This is the worse
sort of blasphemy rejecting Christ’s finished work thereby denying the Jesus of the Bible. John 19:28, “After this,
Jesus knowing that all things were now accomplished, that the scripture might be fulfilled, saith, I thirst.” Jesus
knew this truth, God the Father turned away that the scriptures be fulfilled. The Father turned away from His Son
when He bore the sins of the whole world. Holiness does not look upon unholiness. Young completely distorted
part of the foundational message of the Gospel of Christ and created another god!

Pg 141 Jesus tells Mack, “You imagine. Such a powerful ability, the imagination! That power alone makes you so
like us. But without wisdom, imagination is a cruel taskmaster.”

This power of imagination is not that of a simple child’s game, but more like today’s New Age practices:
Transcendental meditation, spirit guides, certain forms of yoga, all of which come from Eastern religions. Much
like the ones Young grew up around.

Romans 1:18-23 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for
God hath shewed it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse;
Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their
imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, And
changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man…” [Bold emphasis
mine]

 Pg 148 Mack asks Jesus the question,
But you came in the form of a man. Doesn’t that say something?” “Yes, but not what many have assumed. I
came as a man to complete a wonderful picture in how we made you. From the first day we hid the woman
within the man, so that at the right time we could remove her from within him. We didn’t create man to live
alone; she was purposed from the beginning. By taking her out of him, he birthed her in a sense. We created
a circle of relationship, like our own, but for humans. She, out of him, and now all the males, including me,
birthed through her; and all originating, or birthed, from God.

Eve was not hidden within Adam. There is no circle of relationship. God created Adam from the dust of the earth
and breathed life into him. God then took a rib from Adam and created Eve and they worshipped and
fellowshipped with God. 
Genesis 2:21, 22 “And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; and the rib, which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a
woman, and brought her unto the man.”

Ch. 15 opens with Sarayu and Papa taking Mack on a journey of sorts in his mind. When Mack opened his eyes he
was blinded by the light emanating from Sarayu, to which she responds, “You will find it very difficult to look at me
directly” “…or at Papa. But as your mind becomes accustomed to the changes, it will be easier.”

The rest of the chapter tells of Mack’s clarity of vision. He is now able to see as the three god figures see and
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everything is illuminated with halos of light: Nature, animals, angels, sentinels, and of course people have an aura
about them, more New Age philosophy that flows right into Necromancy. This is the second time in this book that
Mack will have contact with a dead loved one. The first, being with Missy when he was with Sophia and he saw
his daughter through a waterfall. Missy knew her father was there and motioned as if she was hugging him. Now, in
his mind with Sarayu and Papa, Mack sees a commotion of agitated lights which are coming from his dead father.
This time Mack actually embraces his father, they forgive each other and all is well.

     I believe The Shack is a compilation for all to see exactly what Mr. Young didn’t learn while growing up with
missionary parents and the occult influence that apparently took hold and grew in his perverse imagination. I’m
also leaning toward the belief that because of his great loss as a child and young adult, Mr. Young’s personal
beliefs and perhaps a bit of his own story are incorporated into this “fiction.”  

So often people think that Christianity is only something soft, only a kind of gooey love that loves evil
equally with good. This is not the biblical position. The holiness of God is to be exhibited simultaneously
with love. We must be careful, therefore, not to say that what is wrong is right, whether it is in the area of
doctrine or of life, in our own group or another. What is wrong is wrong anywhere, and we have a
responsibility in that situation to say that what is wrong is wrong.  (Schaeffer, Francis A.: The Mark of a
Christian. Westchester , Ill. : Crossway Books, 1996, c1982)

      Finally, I am saddened and bewildered to see the praise of this book by so many, especially those claiming a
Christian testimony. May your eyes be opened and your lack of discernment be found growing in wisdom in
accordance to God’s truth and not vain and profane babblings. If you don’t know the attributes of God the Father,
Jesus his Son, and the Holy Spirit as described in God’s word, but would rather take truth out of an erroneous
fiction, then I would consider this an indication that you do not know God at all and your gullibility to be taken in
by this deception is very disheartening. The evidence shows this book to be weighed and found wanting. 

John's notes: Today so many books are coming out claiming the name of Christ, to be speaking about His
Holiness, attributes and spirituality and more of God's character. Yet presenting works of fiction such as Frank
Peretti's This Present Darkness, William P. Young's The Shack, the movie The Passion of Christ and a host of
others then these writers are being seen as leaders and wise men speaking to large groups of Christians who
applaud them for their works of fiction as giving some great spiritual insight when in fact they are no different than
the Judaizers of Paul's day! The Apostle Paul condemned such false teachings in the harshest of ways in Galatians
1:6-9 which Paul says,

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of Christ unto another
gospel: Which is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of
Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach
any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed.

We need to contend against such things that others can mark and avoid them, Jude 3, Romans 16:17-18. We need
to show how in fact they are presenting another Gospel, another Christ, another God or as Kathy has done showing
them how books like The Shack perverts the very nature of our God. Churches promoting things like this and those
exposed on BDM should be admonished and abandoned if they persist in being lulled into apostasy. It is important
to know the true nature of the God of the Bible, His Son, and the Holy Spirit for times like these when a book such
as The Shack (a work of fiction) distorts it and gains a following so it can easily be exposed as a counterfeit.
Likewise, it is important to know the attributes of our enemy the Devil. What is clear is the confusion this book
causes about the very nature and character of God is just one more subtle attempt to deceive the unlearned who are
not faithful in seeing if these things are so as in Act 17:11 with the Bereans. I have fully supported my wife in this
endeavor to expose this book for what it is - a book of lies, written by a person angry with Biblical Christianity
who touches about every precious truth of scripture and desecrates it. 
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Some of the endorsements given to The Shack:

Gloria Gaither – Hosted a reading of The Shack even photographed and published in The New York Times.

Michael W. Smith (CCMer) – “The Shack is the most absorbing work of fiction I’ve read in many years. My wife
and I laughed, cried, and repented of our own lack of faith along the way. The Shack will leave you craving for the
presence of God.” On back of The Shack.

Mark Lowry (former singer with the Gaithers) – “Well, I finally finished The Shack by William P. Young. The first
five chapters are very hard to read. Very painful. But somewhere around chapter 6, Dorothy lands in Oz and
everything becomes technicolor. I really love this book. It confirmed for me a lot of things I’ve been learning about
God.” From his 2008 Ramblings on his website May 2008.

James Ryle – “If God is all powerful and full of love why doesn’t he do something about all the pain and suffering
in our world? This book answers that age old question with startling creativity and staggering clarity by far one of
the best books I ever read.” In front section of the book “On what others are saying about  The Shack.” (Mentioned
many times within the Promise Keeper fiasco on BDM and in the article, Interesting Information About “Promise
Keepers”: 
 

James Ryle, Pastor of one of the Vineyard churches which supports the "Toronto Experience," along with
other "signs and wonders," Pastor to PK Founder Bill McCartney, Ryle himself recently participated in a
service making animal noises from the pulpit (this is one of the Toronto manifestations) “There are waves
of tear-wiping laughter. Ryle makes sound effects, including some animal noises. He snaps his fingers,
bangs the podium, paces and tells how God will appear here in suit of fire, oil, water. "You will feel! And
the glory of the Lord will put you down!”   (From the Washington Post 11/18/95)

Eugene Peterson – Author of the perversion of scripture called The Message

Christianity Today Magazine – The Shack received a positive review 7/10/2008 in Fiction for the Faith-Starved,
while acknowledging many Christian publishers rejected The Shack “…ostensibly for being too theologically
edgy…” they also praise its emotional story and state:

Despite its weaknesses, this is a story with the potential to wake readers up, to rekindle or reinvigorate their
faith. In an era when so much Christian fiction is about pat answers, conventional themes, and the
regurgitation of what we already know and believe, such stories are good news for thoughtful readers.

Not a word of about the heresy, blasphemy and gross error just excusing it as a “novel” See BDM warning on
Christian Fantasy.    

Other links to reviews warning of the deception of this book and more:

Deceived by a counterfeit “Jesus” The twisted "truths" of The Shack & A Course in Miracles -By Berit Kjos -
February 14, 2008
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm

The Consequence of Role-Reversals in The Shack – Parts 1 & 2 The Divine-Human Relationship - By Pastor Larry
DeBruyn
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm

The Emerging (Global) Church – Numerous links to articles related to where The Shack gets many of its
endorsements and the growing danger of the “Emergent Church Movement”

Contemplative Mysticism – Exposing the danger of this sort of imagination and visualization.

http://www.wayoflife.org/files/8565e7c7f98e6d3341e4c3ecd2e4a263-137.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/ccmconverting.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/crocke.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/opposedtoccm.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/doesprom.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/holylaugh.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/fantasy.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/8-31-role-reversals-shack.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/08/discernment/9-5-role-reversals-shack-2.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/charts/new-spirituality.htm
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/contemplativeheader.html
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Book Reviews - What Love is This?

James White's Open Letter to Dave Hunt  (5/02)

What Love is That?  (A Refutation of Dave Hunt's Arminian Gospel in What Love is This?) by Mitch Cervinka 
(12/06)  
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Misc. Quotes on False Teachers/Teachings*

"To seek unity with false prophets without challenging their errors leaves one's own beliefs open to questions.
Those who defend heretics, even if they do not believe in their teachings, are guilty of lending credibility to their
heresies, and will be held accountable to God for the souls that are destroyed as a result. It's up to those that know
the truth to defend the Church against false teachers whatever the cost to unity or to personal benefit" (p. 11).

"When the Scriptures tell us to judge the prophets by their fruit, it means their holy living and conformity to God's
Word for themselves and those they teach. It does not mean the number of spectacular events that transpire in their
lives. Nor does it rest on how many people are blessed by them; many are blessed by New Age practitioners. [Nor
does it rest on the number of moral causes they are involved in.] ... Yet today's prophets tell us not to judge the
ungodly lives [nor the bad doctrine] of the prophets, but to believe them because of the 'fruit' of their ministries."
(p. 12) "It is not to signs and wonders that we should look [nor to the number or nature of the moral causes they are
involved in], but to the overall integrity of the man who performs them. Integrity not only includes freedom from
greed, lust, and avarice, but adherence to sound doctrine" (p. 16).

How can one be exonerated of bad doctrine of a particular ministry, "when he has openly endorsed that ministry
and appears on their platform? One who endorses a work bears responsibility for that work and is identified with its
fruit" (p. 16).

"... unity is not found in uniformity of thought, but in the fellowship of the Spirit, based on sound doctrine which,
in turn, is predicated on the clear teaching of Scripture. This is why Paul exhorts us to "mark them which cause
divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them" (Rom 16:17). The false
prophets call for unity based not on Scriptural doctrine, but on their [the false prophets] claim for authority. Those
who insist on fellowship based on sound doctrine are labeled legalists, while the false prophets are the ones
imposing unscriptural demands upon those who follow them" (p. 14).

The term "another gospel" referred to in Gal 1:6-9, "is a perversion of the true gospel. That is, it centers on the
person and work of Jesus, but adds or subtracts teachings that refocus people's efforts toward untruths" (p. 17).

* Quotes are derived from the September, 1990, Media Spotlight Special Report, entitled "Latter-Day Prophets: The
Restoration of Apostles and Prophets and the Kansas City-Vineyard Connection."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 9/90
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Quotes on Unity*

Puritan John Trapp

"Unity without verity [truth] is no better than conspiracy" (cited in The Golden Treasury of Puritan Quotations, p.
304).

A.W. Tozer

"The constantly recurring question must be: What shall we unite with and from what shall we separate? The
question of coexistence does not enter here, but the question of union and fellowship does. The wheat grows in the
same field as the tares, but shall the two cross-pollinate? The sheep graze near the goats, but shall they seek to
interbreed? The unjust and the just enjoy the same rain and sunshine, but shall they forget their deep moral
differences and intermarry? ... The Spirit-illuminated church will have none of this" (The Best of A.W. Tozer, p.
72).

C.H. Spurgeon

"On all hands we hear cries for unity in this and unity in that; but in our mind the main need of this age is not
compromise but conscientiousness, 'First pure, then peaceable.' It is easy to cry 'A confederacy,' but that union that
is not based on the truth of God is rather a conspiracy than a communion. Charity by all means: but honesty also.
Love of course, but love to God as well as love to men, and love of truth as well as love of union. It is exceedingly
difficult in these times to preserve one's fidelity before God and one's fraternity among men. Should not the former
be preferred to the latter if both cannot be maintained? We think so" (The Sword and Trowel, April 1887, p. 196, as
cited in C.H. Spurgeon and the Modern Church, by R.J. Sheehan, p. 22).

J.N. Darby

"Separation from evil is the necessary first principle of communion with Him ... Separation from evil is His
principle of unity" (Separation of Evil: God's Principle of Unity, as cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest
Pickering, p. 116).

J. Gresham Machen

"Again, men tell us that our preaching should be positive and not negative, that we can preach the truth without
attacking error. But if we follow that advice we shall have to close our Bible and desert its teachings. The New
Testament is a polemic book almost from beginning to end ... It is when men have felt compelled to take a stand
against error that they have risen to the really great heights in the celebration of the truth" (What Is Christianity, as
cited in Biblical Separation, by Ernest Pickering, p. 97).

John Whitcomb Jr.

"Diversity and division is infinitely more precious than a satanic unity. The problem God's people are facing today:
Satan wants unity in what? -- in error. God would infinitely prefer division because of truth. Do you know what
Jesus said in Matthew 10? He said, 'I have come not to bring peace, not to bring unity, but to bring division, to set a
son against his father, a daughter against her mother, so that people within their own households will be enemies of
each other.' That is what Jesus said he came to do ... God's smashing of satanic ecumenical unity was an incredible
blessing [Genesis 11: the Tower of Babel] ... The potential for satanic depravity is infinite, as long as what
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continues? -- a unity in error -- organized blasphemy. Measure this friends. Grasp it. Satan will, in his brief hour,
at the end of this world, be given his opportunity to demonstrate what total unity is like in the human race, when
every person will have a mark on the forehead or right hand, and will walk lockstep under incredible blasphemy ... 

"You say, 'We want unity.' Oh, really? What kind of unity? 'We want all the churches to get together.' Oh, really?
You mean in error, in confusion, in heresy? That is, dear friends, the ecumenical movement of our hour, in which
all the great denominations and all the great church leaders are becoming more and more unified. In what? -- in
compromise and theological error; and this is the ultimate horror" (from Human Races, a message delivered at
Indian Hills Community Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Fall of 1984).

* Key Bible Verses: 
Psa. 133:1; Jn. 17:11, 21-23; 2 Chron. 30:12; Rom 15:5,6; 16:17,18; Dan. 2:43; 1 Cor. 1:10; 5:12,13; 10:17; 11:19;
Eph. 4:3-6, 13-15; Phil. 1:27; 2:2; Col. 2:2; 3:14
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Charles Haddon Spurgeon on "Separation"*

"Neither when we have chosen our way can we keep company with those who go the other way. There must come
with decision for truth a corresponding protest against error." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, September
1887.

"Avowed atheists are not a tenth as dangerous as those preachers who scatter doubt and stab at faith." -- C.H.S.,
The Sword and the Trowel, August 1887.

"Believers in Christ's atonement are now in declared union with those who make light of it; believers in Holy
Scripture are in confederacy with those who deny plenary inspiration; those who hold evangelical doctrine are in
open alliance with those who call the Fall a fable, who deny the personality of the Holy Ghost, who call
justification by faith immoral, and hold that there is another probation after death ... Yes, we have before us the
wretched spectacle of professedly orthodox Christians publicly avowing their union with those who deny the faith,
and scarcely concealing their contempt for those who can not be guilty of such a gross disloyalty to Christ. To be
very plain, we are unable to call these things Christian Unions; they begin to look like Confederacies in Evil ... It is
our solemn conviction that where there can be no real spiritual communion there should be no pretense of
fellowship. Fellowship with known and vital error is participation in sin." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel,
November 1887.

"The day will come when those who think they can repair a house which has no foundations will see the wisdom in
quitting it altogether. All along we have said that to come out from association with questionable doctrines is the
only possible solution of a difficulty which, however it may be denied, is not to be trifled with by those who are
conscious of its terrible reality." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, July 1889.

"Complicity with error will take from the best of men the power to enter any successful protest against it ...
Fellowship with known and vital error is participation in sin ... As soon as I saw, or thought I saw, that error had
become firmly established, I did not deliberate, but quitted the body at once. Since then my counsel has been 'Come
out from among them.' I have felt that no protest could be equal to that of distinct separation from known evil ...
That I might not stultify my testimony I have cut myself clear of those who err from the faith, and even from those
who associate with them." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel.

"Ah, my dear brethren, there are many that are deceived by this method of reasoning. They remain where their
conscience tells them they ought not to be, because, they say, they are more useful than they would be if they went
'without the camp.' This doing evil that good may come, can never be tolerated by an enlightened conscience. If an
act of sin would increase my usefulness tenfold, I have no right to do it; and if an act of righteousness would appear
likely to destroy all my apparent usefulness, I am yet to do it. It is yours and mine to do the right though the
heavens fall, and follow the command of Christ whatever the consequences may be. 'That is strong meat,' do you
say? Be strong men, then, and feed thereon." -- C.H.S., Sermons, 37, p. 426.

"Constantly we hear of proposals for union, and truly these are welcome where mere technical matters divide true
Christians; but what is the use of pretending to create union where there can be none? There is another matter
which needs to be thought of as well as union, and that is TRUTH. To part with truth to show charity is to betray
our Lord with a kiss. Between those who believe in the eternal verities and those who constantly cast doubt on them
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there can be no union. One cried of old, 'Is it peace?' And the answer was a sharp and true one. We render it thus --
'What hast thou to do with peace while departures from the truth of God are so many?' The first question is, 'Are
we one in Christ?' And are we obedient to the truth revealed in the Scriptures? If so, union will necessarily follow:
but if not, it is vain to clamour for a confederacy which would only be an agreement to aid and abet each other's
errors." -- C.H.S., The Sword and the Trowel, February 1887.

"For Christians to be linked in association with ministries who do not preach the gospel of Christ is to incur moral
guilt. A Union which can continue irrespective of whether its member churches belong to a common faith is not
fulfilling any scriptural function. The preservation of a denominational association when it is powerless to
discipline heretics cannot be justified on the grounds of the preservation of 'Christian unity'... It is error which
breaks the unity of churches, and to remain in a denominational alignment which condones error is to support
schism." -- C.H.S., The Forgotten Spurgeon, pp. 164-165.

"I have preached God's truth, so far as I know it, and I have not been ashamed of its peculiarities. That I might not
stultify my testimony, I have cut myself clear of those who error from the faith, and even from those who associate
with them." -- C.H.S., October 1888.

* Key Bible Verses: 
Exo. 34:15,16; 1 Jn. 4:1-6; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; Hag. 2:11-13; Gal. 1:8,9; 1 Cor. 15:33; Amos 3:3; Rom. 16:17; 2
Cor. 6:14-18; 2 Chron. 19:2; Titus 3:10; 2 Cor. 7:1; Neh. 13:23,25; 1 Tim. 6:3-5; 2 Tim. 2:20,21; Hos. 4:17; Matt.
18:17; 1 Tim. 5:22; Psa. 1:1; 2 Tim. 3:1,2,5; 2 John 10,11; 1 Cor. 5:11; Acts 19:9; Eph. 5:11; Rev. 18:4
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Quotes on Psychology

Roger Mills: The field of psychology today is literally a mess. There are as many techniques, methods, and
theories around as there are researchers and therapists. I have personally seen therapists convince their clients that
all of their problems come from their mothers, the stars, their bio-chemical makeup, their diet, their lifestyle, and
even the "kharma" from their past lives. (psychologist)

Sigmund Koch: The hope of a psychological science became indistinguishable from the fact of psychological
science. The entire subsequent history of psychology can be seen as a ritualistic endeavor to emulate the forms of
science in order to sustain the delusion that it already is a science. ... Throughout psychology's history as "science,"
the hard knowledge it has deposited has been uniformly negative. (psychiatrist)

Thomas Szasz: It [psychology] is not merely a religion that pretends to be science, it is actually a fake religion that
seeks to destroy true religion. ... psychotherapy is a modern, scientific-sounding name for what used to be called
the "cure of souls" ... with the decline of religion and the growth of science in the eighteenth century, the cure of
(sinful) souls, which had been an integral part of the Christian religions, was recast as the cure of (sick) minds, and
became an integral part of medicine. ... It is customary to define psychiatry as a medical specialty concerned with
the study, diagnosis, and treatment of mental illness. This is a worthless and misleading definition. Mental illness is
a myth. ... the notion of a person "having a mental illness" is scientifically crippling. It provides professional assent
to the popular rationalization -- namely, that problems in living experienced and expressed in terms of so-called
psychiatric symptoms are basically similar to bodily diseases. (psychiatrist)

Carl Jung: Religions are systems of healing for psychic illness. ... That is why patients force the psychotherapist
into the role of a priest, and expect and demand of him that he shall free them from their distress. This is why we
psychotherapists must occupy ourselves with problems which, strictly speaking, belong to the theologian. (occultist
and transpersonal psychologist)

Jacob Needleman: A large and growing number of psychotherapists are now convinced that the Eastern religions
now offer an understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisaged by Western science. At the
same time, the leaders of the new religions themselves -- the numerous gurus and spiritual teachers now in the
West are reformulating and adapting the traditional systems according to the language and atmosphere of modern
psychology. (philosopher)

E. Fuller Torrey: The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are with few exceptions on exactly the same
scientific plane as the techniques used by witch doctors. ... The term itself ["mental illness"] is nonsensical, a
semantic mistake. The two words cannot go together ... you can no more have a mental "disease" than you can have
a purple idea or a wise space. ... The mind cannot really become diseased any more than the intellect can become
abscessed. Furthermore, the idea that mental "diseases" are actually brain diseases creates a strange category of
"diseases" which are, by definition, without known cause. Body and behavior become intertwined in this confusion
until they are no longer distinguishable. It is necessary to return to first principles: a disease is something you have,
behavior is something you do. (research psychiatrist)

Richard Feynman: Psychoanalysis is not a science [and it is] perhaps more like witch-doctoring. (Nobelist)

Am. Psychiatric Assoc.: An experiment at the All-India Institute of Mental Health in Bangalore found that
Western-trained psychiatrists and native healers had a comparable recovery rate. The most notable difference was
that the so-called "witch doctors" released their patients sooner.

Dr. Lee Coleman: There is no such thing as these repressed memories. That is a fraud, it's a fake, it doesn't exist.
They are completely the product of suggestibility in which vulnerable people end up getting manipulated by some
individual or group therapy setting. (psychiatrist and expert court witness on false memories)

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm
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CAPS: We are often asked if we are "Christian psychologists" and find it difficult to answer since we don't know
what the question implies. We are Christians who are psychologists but at the present time there is no acceptable
Christian psychology that is markedly different from non- Christian psychology. It is difficult to imply that we
function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian colleagues ... as yet there is not an
acceptable theory, mode of research or treatment methodology that is distinctly Christian. (paper presented at
meeting of Christian Association for Psychological Studies)

J. Vernon McGee: So-called Christian psychology is secular psychology clothed in pious platitudes and religious
rhetoric. (Bible teacher)

Jay E. Adams: In my opinion, advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within
the church is every bit as pagan and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of some of the
most bizarre cults. The only vital difference is that the cults are less dangerous because their errors are more
identifiable. (theologian and biblical counselor)

Ed Payne: The amount of research against psychology is amazing and from people in their own camps. ... the
impossibility of integration of avowedly pagan psychologists with Scripture seems obvious. One begins to wonder
whether these promoters of psychology have any biblical discernment. ... Church leaders must bear the guilt of the
invasion of psychology into the church. These are the people who are ordained of God to guard the minds of their
sheep [I Tim. 4:1,2,6]. Instead, they have invited wolves into the fold. Christian publishers are guilty as well. The
"profit margin" has become the most important consideration for them. In reality Christian publishers ought to be
under the authority of the church, so even in this area church leaders are at fault. (medical doctor and author)

Hilton P. Terrell: A Trojan horse full of dangerous psycho-fantasies has been professionally prepared for us by
Christian psychiatrists and psychologists. ... At base, such therapies stand upon dogma, not scientific observations,
and the dogma is the odious one of Freud and his followers who were some of the century's most anti-Christ
teachers. No amount of well- intentioned refinement of deadly doctrines will make them clean for use by Christians.
Though gems are usually found in coal mines, Christians who go fossicking for gems of God's truth in
psychoanalytic coal mines will usually emerge empty-handed and filthy. ... Christians of discernment should avoid
the dangerous system completely. (medical doctor)
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Quotes on Public vs. Private Correction of Error

"Some think that if one Christian differs with the writings or public statements of another [professing]
Christian on a point of doctrine, without rancor or any problem between them as persons, he is wrong
for stating the differences publicly before going privately to the 'brother' with whom he disagrees. That
is a misconception. First of all, there is no unreconciled condition between them; they simply differ.
Secondly, therefore, there is no matter of church discipline involved. Thirdly, even if this were a matter
of discipline, the first party wrote or spoke publicly -- he put it before the church or the world; he did
not speak privately. For that reason it is as appropriate for the second to write or speak as publicly as
the first did in refuting what he thinks is a wrong interpretation of the Scriptures and which, therefore,
he believes may hurt the church if he doesn't (Handbook of Church Discipline, pp. 34-35).

"... many church leaders, though well intentioned, are feeding ... deadly poison to the Body of Christ. ...
[Religious] leaders should be held accountable for what they say in books, magazines and pulpit, or on
radio or television. Certainly no one can object if what he has stated publicly is quoted or questioned
publicly. If any church leader is granted immunity from challenge or correction, then [the spirit of] the
Reformation was in vain and we are back under the unscriptural authorization of a Protestant popery. If
[their] teachings are valid and Biblical, then [they] have nothing to fear from a factual and Scriptural
analysis ... and if [their] precepts are in fact false and dangerous, then lovers of God and truth will be
grateful when error is exposed" (Comments from the Foreword to PsychoHeresy).

"False doctrine is not the subject of Matthew 18, but something else entirely and, therefore, does not
come under the instructions Christ gives in that passage. False doctrine is never a private matter and is
always to be dealt with publicly. In fact, much of the New Testament was written to publicly correct
false teaching ... Paul withstood Peter to his face publicly for his false interpretation of the law that
caused him not to associate with Gentile believers (Gal. 2:11-14). In a day of mass media, particularly
when denied access to so-called 'Christian' television and radio, the only method of public correction of
false teaching is to write books and to speak publicly, in order to call the attention of the Body to
errors that affect the whole Body.

"Furthermore, what teachers say in books and on television, etc. is part of a public domain, subject to
review, analysis, and critique of any kind. Anyone who makes public declarations intended to influence
large audiences through books, radio, television, etc. ought to know that he is responsible for what he
says, and will be held accountable. No one need ask anyone for permission to critique anything that has
been espoused in a public forum. It is not necessary to first talk with a writer or speaker in order to be
accurate and fair in critiquing him ... If members of the Body have erred, then if we love them, we will
correct them" (February 1986, CIB Bulletin).
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Tolerating False Teachers/Apostates in the Church*

"Note the seriousness here -- the believers were tolerating them [the false teachers]. Now, that's the awfulness of it.
It's not amazing that there'd be men of this character [in the church]. The tragedy is that believers are tolerant of
these individuals! ...What happens when they're tolerated is they come in [into the church]. And you know what
they are? They're hidden reefs ... unsuspecting believers then crash on them. And their faith is upset and their life
is ruined. That's why you cannot tolerate it [false teaching] among believers. 

"You allow this hidden reef for an unsuspecting Christian to crash on, and often it's done under the guise and in the
name of "love." It's loving to set-up a reef for a Christian to be smashed on? Not on your life! You know what it
is? -- it's cowardice on the part of believers. They don't want to deal with it [false teaching], so they say it wouldn't
be loving. You know what they're afraid of? -- they're afraid of the battle. 

"That's why Jude says, 'contend earnestly.' You've got to deal with it. You can't be tolerant of it ... When you think
of how deceived believers have been -- you have to sift them [the apostates] very carefully through the Scriptures."

* Taken from a commentary on Jude 12a, preached 3/15/81 (Gil Rugh).
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Doctrinal Division & Discernment*

"The second part of Satan's program [the first being the hindering of the plan of God in salvation], is once a person
does come to believe in Jesus Christ, he wants to prevent him from taking in the pure milk of the Word -- he wants
to turn him aside from the simple commitment to following Christ and being obedient to His Word [2 Cor. 11:3,4]
... His [Paul's] concern for the Corinthians, as those who have come to believe in Jesus Christ, is that they might be
turned aside from the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ by paying attention to false teaching, to the
corrupted gospel that was being promoted by false teachers. They need to be alert and aware ... This is the concern
that is on Paul's mind as he addresses the Romans [Rom. 16:17,18].

"... He wants to remind them [the Romans] and warn them of the danger of false teachers who would turn them
aside from the truth of the Word of God. They [the false teachers] would hinder their growth and mar the testimony
for Christ ... Paul is saying that we are, as believers, to keep our eye on, to look over carefully, to watch out for,
these kinds of people. In other words, we are not allowed to be casual or indifferent as God's children in regard to
those that would cause dissension [division] and trouble in the body of Christ. We ought to be aware of those, who
by their wrong teaching, would divide the body, would cause trouble in the body. We are to recognize them, know
who they are. We are to keep our eye on them ... Believers are to know what's going on. We're to understand the
issues. We're to discern and recognize true teachers and false teachers ... Believers are to be discerning -- it's not an
option.

"... Now, how do we know who's doing this [bringing division]? Any time you have doctrine presented, you're
going to have division occur -- doctrine divides. What's the standard here? Well, Paul gives it very clearly in
Romans 16:17, when he says, 'contrary to the teaching which you learned.' Those who teach contrary to the
teaching that has been given through the Apostles and Prophets, are those who are causing dissensions and
conflicts. I want you to note this -- it's NOT those who are teaching sound doctrine, it's NOT those who are
teaching the truth of the Word of God that are divisive, that cause trouble. Rather, it's those who teach contrary to
the Word of God, contrary to what has been revealed by God. They are dividing the church. They are dividing
believers. They are causing trouble and preventing the growth of the body of Christ. That's important to keep in
mind, because any time we get into a doctrinal issue, a doctrinal conflict, the question comes, 'Well, should we be
divisive over this?' If you're presenting the truth of the Word of God, it's not divisive. What brings division and
dissension is those that bring teaching contrary to the Word of God. And you cannot sacrifice the truth of God for
peace, unity, or harmony.

"... The response to these people? -- very simply, verse 17 -- 'Turn away from them' ... We as believers are to pay
close attention, to watch out for, those who are causing dissension and hindrances by teaching contrary to the Word
of God, and we are to turn away from them. Have nothing to do with them ... Anyone who advocates doctrine
contrary to the Word is creating conflict within the body of Christ ... And dissension/division is always the result ...
We must carefully, carefully evaluate the content of what is being presented. There is no other way to discern evil.

". . .you cannot tell whether the doctrine being presented is true or false by the personality of the speaker. You can
only tell by analyzing the doctrine in light of the Word ... You see the issue here? -- false teachers wooing away
believers from their devotion to Christ; this is a serious matter ... This is the plan and program of Satan in the world
today -- to develop counterfeits to the plan and program of God in salvation ... and he can adjust it so it is
appealing to us, so it sounds good to us. And we have to be discerning lest we be led astray from the simplicity and
purity of devotion to Christ ... Some of those kind of teachers come up from among the church. They profess to be
believers; they appear in so many ways to look good. The only way to deal with satanic counterfeits is to sift the
doctrine carefully, carefully, carefully through the Scripture. The better the counterfeit, the more discerning you
have to be.

"... '[But] this person may be a believer.' You know, the Scripture doesn't call on me to make that final decision.
Some of these teachers promoting wrong doctrine, I can't tell whether they're believers or not ... But you know what
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the Scripture tells me to do -- discern their doctrine. If their doctrine's not correct, turn away from them. It doesn't
tell me to make a subjective decision -- 'If you feel good about the fact that they're probably believers, then forget
the doctrine.' If they're teaching contrary to the truth of the Word, turn away from them. And if you don't, over time
their smooth, flattering speech will deceive your heart, and you will be amazed at how far adrift from the truth you
can end up.

"... You note here, you're to contend earnestly for the faith [Jude 3]. 'Believers aren't to be divisive, are they?' We're
not to cause dissensions, no. How do we avoid that? We constantly just present the truth. That means we will be
constantly battling against error. People will say, 'Well look, I don't want a church where they have conflict, and I
don't want to have division.' What they're looking for is a nice squishy, emotional bath where people will throw
doctrine out the door for good feelings. And all that matters is that we 'come together and have love.' And love and
peace supersede doctrine. But you take doctrine out of your love and what do you have? ... What is your love
without truth? ... There is no love apart from truth! ... Biblical love only functions in the context of truth. There is
no sacrificing of doctrine for any reason, because then you've turned aside from purity of devotion to Christ.

"... And having a good testimony as a church does not mean now that you can sit back and take it easy. It means
that you must now be all the more alert, all the more careful, because there's all the more danger that you would be
turned from your obedience ... We're often gullible because we think we know better than God. 'Well, I know but I
don't want to be a doctrinal nitpicker here. My goodness, can't we just love one another for a while and forget this
doctrine?' No you can't. Satan won't go away ... One of his tactics is to wear us down ... The servants of Satan
cannot change. Any compromise has to come from us -- compromising God's standard and God's truth. And God
has not given us the right to compromise his truth -- not even the smallest jot and tittle can be compromised ...
What is taking place with this false doctrine and this false teaching is the activity of Satan. These are doctrines of
demons that are being promoted. That's why it brings dissension. That's why it troubles the body and brings
hindrances to growth. You cannot mix the doctrines of Satan and the doctrines of Almighty God.

"... We are called to peace as God's people. We are called to war as God's people. We are called to peace with
those who are like-minded in the gospel of Jesus Christ. We are called to war with those, to contend for the faith
against those, who oppose the truth of the Word of God."

* Taken from a commentary on Romans 16:17-20, preached 12/8/91 (Gil Rugh).
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Watch Out for the False Teachers Among You*

"Paul said that these false teachers (Romans 16:17,18) are effective in deceiving believers. They're effective for two
reasons: (1) These false teachers are very effective communicators -- 'They use smooth and flattering speech to
deceive people;' ... (2) Believers aren't paying attention. Believers are unsuspecting ... They're [the false teachers]
using smooth and flattering speech. They have personal magnetism about them. Our attention gets turned away
from what they are saying to how they are saying it, to the impression they are making with their own personality.
And when we are put in that situation, we turn our attention from the content of what is being taught, and ... we
open ourselves up to be deceived and turned away from our purity and devotion to Jesus Christ.

"Now, one of the ways that believers get deluded is they begin to focus on what they agree with in false teaching,
but what is at issue is what we disagree with ... Many believers are being deluded today [in this way] ... In such a
debate [with false teachers], we have to be sure to focus on what we disagree on ... we have to be very careful as
we are exposed to false teachers. 

" ... If we're talking about it being the power of God that establishes us, how do believers get deceived? Did God's
power not work for them? ... You must understand the means of God's power -- 'according to my Gospel ' ... The
Gospel of God is the message of Jesus Christ. He is the subject of that message ... The Gospel includes everything
related to His death, burial, and resurrection ... The whole book of Romans is a detailed presentation of the Gospel
... God's power always works in the context of His Gospel, His revealed Word ... That is true not only in the initial
salvation of the lost, but the ongoing salvation that the believer experiences [i.e., progressive sanctification] ... God's
power does not work in the life of God's child -- to establish them, to firmly plant them, to strengthen them -- apart
from the ministry of the Word of God in that life. If you are not being regularly exposed and taught and saturated
with the Word of God, then God's power will not operate to establish you, and you will become a prey to satanic
deception.

"I hope you have this underlined in your Bible -- 'There will also be false teachers among you.' He doesn't say
maybe. We're not talking about the [cults] ... we're talking about those that rise from within the Church of Jesus
Christ and promote false doctrine. 'They will secretly introduce destructive heresies' (2 Peter 2:1). How can you
secretly introduce a destructive heresy among believers? Well, you present it under the guise of being truth to
believers who are unsuspecting. You present it very cleverly, very smoothly ... 

"We [the Church] are more concerned with our feelings and our experiences than we are with the Truth of God ...
You better be looking for a place where the Word is believed and taught. That's what the Church is; it's the pillar
and support of the truth ... Are you looking for friends or are you looking for the truth? We want to corrupt and
twist the Church to make it what people want ... Come to the church that believes and teaches the truth! ... God's
power does not operate apart from God's Word ... If Satan wants to disrupt the work of God in your life, what does
he do? -- attack the Word, so that the power of God does not work ... You could never have been saved apart from
the Word of God, and you ought to understand, you can never grow, you can never be firmly planted as a child of
God, unless you are constantly, constantly taking in the diet of the pure milk of the Word of God ... We must have
that imbedded in our hearts and minds. Never be satisfied, never tolerate anything else, than a ministry that is
focused in its entirety on the Gospel of Jesus Christ."

* Taken from a commentary on Romans 16:17-20 & 2 Peter 2:1-3, preached 12/15/91 (Gil Rugh).
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Blasphemy of the Self-Esteem Teachers*

"Honor ... or esteem ... all the honor and esteem is given to Him. ... In complete humility, we are to cast ourselves
on our face. ... All the honor, all the esteem, is His for what He's done. Need I say, there's no place here for self-
worth and self-esteem? There's a tragedy of immeasurable magnitude that we have people who claim to belong to
the living God; we have churches that claim to be Bible believing churches, that are robbing God of that which
alone belongs to Him. All the esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of salvation.

"What blasphemy is being promoted from within the church today! -- that people find a way to say 'You want to
know how valuable I am? You want to know how much worth I have? You want to know what gives me self-
esteem? God thought I was valuable enough to die for.' That's blasphemy. That's robbing God of that which is His
alone. Whether the men preaching it belong to the living God or not, I do not know, and it's not necessary for me to
know. God knows. But I tell you what is being preached by these men is blasphemy. In heaven itself, all the host of
heaven, including the redeemed, declare that all the honor, all the esteem, all the credit goes to God only, and
anyone who would try to divert some of that glory, honor, and esteem to man is robbing God and is guilty of
blasphemy. [Some of the men documented to be teaching this "blasphemy" are Charles Stanley, Chuck Swindoll,
Josh McDowell, Gary Ezzo, John MacArthur, David Hocking, Dennis Rainey, and John Stott.]

"We need to be clear on this which is at the heart of Biblical Christianity -- the salvation of the lost soul. And that
which is the foundation and heart of Biblical Christianity is under attack. And the Church is asleep! -- anyone
saying, 'My! You have established my worth; You have given me a real sense of self-esteem.' When we move to
heaven and find out all the host of heaven -- angels and redeemed alike -- are on their face before God declaring
that He is the only One to be esteemed we say, 'How did the paganism of this world, the worship of the Canaanite
people (to draw the analogy) so grip the hearts of the people who have declared themselves to be the people of
God?' What a tragedy. All the honor, all the esteem, goes to the One who alone is worthy -- because salvation
comes from our God on the throne and from the Lamb. There is no mercy if it had to do with my worth. It is not of
grace if it had to do with my value.

"But, oh it's hard, for us as sinners, to declare ourselves worthless, without value, and cast ourselves on God's
mercy and grace. In heaven there's no question. The whole host is there. Can you imagine me strutting forth ... and
saying, 'Oh yes, we ascribe all the glory to God, and do you realize my worth? Have you esteemed me properly? I
want you to know, I'm filled with thoughts of myself. I've got a good self-image as we gather here before the
throne.' Everybody else on their face before the throne and me strutting around worth something, full of a good
self-image and self-esteem?

"There won't be anybody in heaven doing that. And I fear that many of those doing it on earth aren't going to be
there. We're at the heart of what Biblical Christianity is. We're not dealing with a side issue. We're talking about,
according to verse 10 [Rev. 7:10], the salvation that comes from our God. Can you not have this straight and be a
child of God? It ought to be a tremendous concern to all of us in the Church of Jesus Christ today."

* Taken from a commentary on Revelation 7:11,12, preached 11/29/92 (Gil Rugh). 
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What Is Success In Ministry?*

"Back in Exodus 17:1-7, we had a similar incident. There God said to Moses: 'Go out, strike the rock with a rod,
water will come out.' Here He says, 'Go out and speak to the rock and water will come out.' Moses goes out, gives
a brief speech in verse ten [Num. 20:10] ... 'struck the rock twice, and water came forth abundantly ...'

"Note that 'water came forth abundantly' ... That's the first thing you ought to note here -- he [Moses] was a success.
The people are thirsty. He strikes the rock and water comes forth in super-abundance, and their needs are met. If
you're going to look at this, humanly speaking, you'd have to say it got the job done. No, it's Moses' greatest
failure!

"I'm somewhat puzzled by that. I think he might have struck the rock and nothing would have happened. But he
struck the rock and water came out. Were the whole nation of Israel to evaluate that you would have to say, 'There's
another evidence that Moses is the servant of God.' But you know what this is? It's an evidence of rebellion in
Moses' heart.

"I need to be very careful. Sometimes we as believers are duped into looking at what we call 'results,' and saying,
'God must be blessing that ministry. Look at what is happening! People get saved! Needs are met! How can you
criticize that?' [But] keep in mind that this is Moses' greatest failure! For this sin, he will not go into the land of
Canaan! All that he has done, all of his faithfulness, all of his intercession ... And here water is provided
abundantly, and for this sin, Moses is not going into Canaan.

"I need to be very careful. It's not just the results that God's looking at. He wants it done His Way. The issue is not
whether people get saved or not. The issue is: Is it done God's way?! He can save anybody He wants, anytime.
What He has called us to do is do it His way. ... I look and say, 'Well, things are happening. That's God's mark of
approval.' It is if it's happening God's way. It may look great to everybody else -- 'What can you say? Water --
abundantly -- the congregation and all their animals drank. What more could you ask for?' OBEDIENCE! Moses
failed [Num. 20:12]!

"God says to Moses: 'The problem here, and the reason you can't go in, is your unbelief -- you rebelled against Me'
[Num. 20:24; Psa. 106:32,33]. And the result is [that God] was not held up as holy before the people. You see what
happens when I rebel against God, when I don't do it His way? -- God is not exalted as holy before the people.
'They got their water didn't they? It was supernatural! What difference did it make to Israel, whether Moses struck
the rock or spoke to the rock? Why would that affect God's holiness?' God's holiness is exalted only when I serve
Him in obedience. [And only then can one's ministry be deemed a success.]"

* Taken from a commentary on Numbers 20:8-12, preached 10/11/87 (Gil Rugh).
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Compromise & Pragmatism*

"... Satan works to blend together his system with God's system, because when you blend error with truth you have
destroyed the truth. You no longer have a mixture of truth and error; you have error. Just like when you take poison
and put it in a glass of milk -- you not only have a glass of milk and poison, you have a glass of poison, because
the poison has corrupted the good milk. So it is with Satan's system when it is mixed-in, even with Biblical things,
it becomes a corrupting influence and you no longer have truth and error -- you have error. And the truth is even
corrupted by the error.

"... Part of the ministry and message of Jeremiah was one of condemnation because Israel had adopted the
corrupting influence of the worship of the Queen of Heaven [Jer. 44:17,18] ... Important to note -- people are
concerned about what works. One of the things destroying the church today is pragmatism. We find even believers
looking to see what works and that becomes the standard for what they want to adopt, rather than looking to the
Word of God and building upon that. And this is the foundation for why the people of Israel were worshiping the
Queen of Heaven ... It's just a pragmatic approach; things worked better.

"And that's the way some Christians look at it. They look around and see what's going on in some churches and
they say, 'Well, that's what we ought to do -- it works!' But that's never a fair test or standard. The question is, 'Is it
Biblical?' not 'Does it work?' Because here the testimony of the Jews [Jer. 44:17,18] was, 'We were better off; we
had less misfortune when we worshiped the Queen of Heaven then we do now, so Jeremiah, you can't change our
mind.'"

* Taken from a sermon titled Apostate Church in Prophecy, preached 11/26/89 (Gil Rugh).
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Are There Cultural Aspects of the Bible?*
(and, thereby, Portions of Scripture Not Applicable for Today?)

 

"... as we approach the Scriptures and interpret it, we interpret it in a literal or normal way according to the rules of
grammar in light of the historical setting in which it was given by God. We need to be very careful we don't write-
off portions of the Word -- [saying] 'That was cultural.' Because everything in the Word of God was cultural -- it
was written within the culture within which it was given.

"So the cultural arguments simply become an excuse [for some] to reject whatever portion of the Word of God that
does not fit with what [they and] the world ... [are] doing in this area today. The Word of God transcends culture ...
What is important here is that it is God giving these instructions. Some say, 'Well, these portions simply reflect the
cultural practices of that period of time.' That is a denial of the inspiration of the Scriptures."

* Taken from a sermon titled Family Fitness: Equal But Different, preached 4/24/88 (Gil Rugh).
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Affective Education*
Danger of Self-Esteem Programs

The Affect

Psychological curricula deals with the AFFECT, or emotions. The movement has been labeled Affective Education
by educators, and includes a wide range of programs and curricula which attempt to change the values and behavior
of students. Public schools, and even some private schools, spend valuable classroom time engaged in "cooperative"
learning (group learning) encounter sessions and discussion groups that employ pop psychology. These programs
are designed for a very specific purpose -- to change the attitudes, values and beliefs of children in order to prepare
them to be proper environmental citizens in the "sustainable" global village. Such behavior-modification programs
are the very root of the destruction of America's public education system.

With the rise of whole-brain research in the 1950s and 1960s, and with the concurrent development of humanistic
education, affective education got its start with a program called Quest. Quest was first marketed as a "humanistic
values education curriculum" in 1975. The Quest program has been revised considerably since the first 400-page
curriculum was published. A second version was released in 1982, and six versions of the program have been
published since.

Program Goals

Some programs are specifically targeted at resolving social problems such as drug abuse, the reduction of teen
pregnancy, the reduction of school dropout rates, crime, and other social ills.

Even though described as "value-free," most of the programs do deal with values, or their clarification. Almost all
claim positive outcomes such as:

Enhancement of self-esteem
Promotion of good decision-making
Reduction of stress
Improvement of academic performance
Improvement of a student's sensitivity to others

Almost without exception, the psychological curricula use a foundation of moral relativism and self-interest as the
primary motivation for character development or behavior modification.

A lucrative market has been developed since their inception in the mid-1970s. Estimates of the number of affective
education programs range up to 300 now being marketed in U.S. public schools. They are often funded by civic
groups such as Lions Club or Kiwanis, or large companies.

Most are identified as "living or coping skills development" programs. Collectively they are called Affective
Education Programs, dealing with the emotional content of a child's learning processes, as opposed to cognitive
education programs, which deal with academics such as reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Most importantly, they attempt to change values, therefore coming into conflict with parents, because they influence
the value systems of students exposed to them.

Principles

Affective education employs a number of psychological and pedagogic principles as primary to their success. The
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most significant of these principles includes beliefs such as:

The meaning of life lies in subjective experience.
Self-Interest is and should be the foundation for all moral decisions.
The teacher should be child advocate and therapist.
Problem-solving through the application of moral relativism.
Teaching by facilitation, giving no knowledge of opinions.
Children are capable of making sophisticated judgments.
Peer group pressure is more influential in establishing values than is home, school,
or church.
Commitment to a "clinical-therapeutic" education approach.

One of the founders of value-free education, Dr. W.R. Coulson, now admits that he made a costly mistake in
pushing affective education programs on the American school system:

"Youthful experimentation with sex, alcohol, marijuana, and a variety of other drugs -- whatever's
popular at the time -- has been shown to follow value-free education quite predictably. We now know
that after these classes, students become more prone to give into temptation than if they'd never been
enrolled."

The following are some of the more popular Affective Education Programs:

Project Self-Esteem

Project Self-Esteem is an elementary level program which purports to enhance self-esteem, improve memory,
improve communication skills, stress individuality, increase sensitivity to others, and improve self responsibility.

Project Self-Esteem is based upon a form of moral relativism (situation ethics), which uses self- interest as the
primary motivator for character development. One example from the section on stealing -- The objectives state that
the child will:

understand the difference between borrowing and stealing.
State the reasons why people steal.
Understand that stealing hurts himself and the victim.
Understand it lowers his self-esteem.

No judgment is made concerning the wrongness of stealing, and teachers are instructed to refrain from making
judgments about the rightness or wrongness of the act or injecting their own moral values. Self-interest, not society,
is the norm of behavior.

The child is asked to assess the short-term and long-term benefits, his feelings and the feelings of the people
affected by his actions, and then to decide a course of action based upon what is best for him.

This is a sophisticated and mature line of reasoning for a child, requiring him to assess long-term over short-term
benefits. For a child, at what the learning theorist Piaget called the "pre-operational stage of development," such
reasoning power is highly questionable.

A substantial part of the Project Self-Esteem program focuses on personal feelings, beliefs, and attitudes, with the
object of changing them. Such activities could be identified as a form of psychological testing and treatment.

Quest

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/self-est/
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Quest was originally published as a Humanistic Values Curriculum in 1975. The Quest program is divided into two
main curricula: Skills for Living -- High school level; and Skills for Adolescence for grades 6-8. The program has
undergone substantial modification, and at least seven different producers have marketed the program.

The promotion of Skills for Adolescence is a special project of the Lions Club International. Local Lions Clubs
promote and often finance the adoption of the Quest program at the local level.

Its most serious fault is the use of values clarification techniques. The program places "overwhelming emphasis on
students feelings, emotions, and private family information, compared to the much lesser significance given to facts
about the danger of drugs and alcohol."

The most common question concerning Quest is: "Is it a drug education program or isn't it?" The Skills for
Adolescence program is composed of seven instructional units, only one of which is about the facts and dangers of
drugs and alcohol. The other "dimensions" of the program deal with thinking, feeling, decision-making,
communication and action.

Since 1982, when the second edition of the program was published, it has been "used in more than 8,000
communities and schools throughout the world." One of the co-authors described the program as "... a humanistic
education curriculum ... a curriculum designed to enhance students self-esteem ... It has lots of values clarification
in it ... lots of communication skills ... lots of self-talk ... It's, I think, you know, a really fine synthesis of a live
humanistic education" (Howard Kirschenbaum, ASCD Convention, 1984).

The program has come under considerable fire in its long history. Parents have objected to the program's intrusive
nature and seeming lack of emphasis on its purported purpose. Prominent psychologist Joseph Adelson, Ph.D.
Professor of psychology at the University of Michigan Psychological Clinic in Ann Arbor, has stated that "Certain
parts of the syllabus qualify as personality testing."

100 Ways to Enhance Self-Esteem in the Classroom

The author of this manual is California psychologist, Jack Canfield. He recommends a variety of techniques, which
include Eastern religions precepts like guided imagery, meditation, relaxation exercises, and yoga exercises.

Canfield's theory of self-esteem is based on a distinction between the left and right brain. He claims the brain has
two hemispheres. The left hemisphere controls the logical thinking while the right hemisphere controls feelings and
impulses. Canfield asserts that working with guided imagery stimulates the right brain and will help students solve
all their problems -- not just academic ones, but physical ones as well. Guided imagery will help them to be smarter
and more creative, will increase their memory capacity, allow them to answer any troubling questions they have,
will increase their athletic performance, and even help to relieve headaches!

Guided Imagery exercises are usually introduced by asking students to discuss their dreams, nightmares, recurring
dreams, and the importance of dreams to our physical and mental health. A typical guided imagery exercise is
preceded with a brief period of relaxation. Then, students are told to notice how their stomach and chest rise and
expand.

Parents in Stockton, California learned that a Canfield curriculum was being used in a 10th grade English class.
Students told their parents they were practicing mind-relaxing exercises in the class. When parents checked with
the teacher to find out what the purpose of these exercises was, he said he was teaching students to learn how to
relax to reduce tensions before bedtime or to minimize stress in their lives. (This was supposed to help them do
better work in their English class.) The curriculum used in the class was Canfield's 18-page manual on Introduction
to Guided Imagery, which the teacher had obtained at a workshop on "self-esteem."

Over 600 concerned citizens protested the use of this curriculum, which was eventually removed after a dialogue
with the school board and administration.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/temper.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/silva.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/yoga.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Letter/v8n1.htm#The Myth Of Mental Illness
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Workshop Way

This is supposedly a reading program for Grades 1-6. The emphasis, however, is on attitude changes and
developing feelings of self-worth. Among the philosophical statements of Workshop Way are:

1) The foremost goal in Workshop Way is to protect each child's dignity.

2) Growing a positive self-concept is feasible for all students because the self-concept is never
associated with knowledge, skills or right answers.

3) Obstacles to Workshop Way include report cards and morning recesses (which destroy any chance
of developing concentration in most students) as well as parents demanding papers with work marked
right or wrong.

Workshop Way uses a series of concentration tasks to develop self-esteem. There are ten motor coordination tasks
that pupils perform daily. One exercise is called "Pouring." The pupil practices pouring water from one container
into another without spilling it. He repeats this until he wishes to quit.

Parents in Jenks, Oklahoma describe Workshop Way as being anti-intellectual and anti-education, because
academic skills are subordinated to the "self-actualization" of the child. The program clearly states that one of the
major goals is to lead pupils toward "higher levels of consciousness and deepening awareness in students by
leading them to self-discovery."

Skills for Adolescence

This program, produced by the Quest organization in Ohio, is very popular all over the country. It promises to
improve communication skills and self-esteem by teaching students to make "responsible" decisions.

Students engage in rap sessions resembling group psychotherapy during which they discuss their private emotions
and attitudes -- what makes them sad or happy, what worries them. They also participate in touchy-feely games
which are supposed to make them feel good about themselves. Some of these games include: "Machine" (groups of
students create machines using their bodies and sounds); "Open Fist Simulation" (attempt to open partner's fist);
"Pretzel" (untwist body contortions); and imagination games like "Elevator" (pretend the floor is a certain year of
your life and describe that year).

Six classroom sessions of the Skills for Adolescence curriculum are devoted to the topic of private emotions. In one
assignment, students are supposed to fill in an "Emotional Clock" indicating what time of day they feel anger,
happiness, frustration, nervousness, surprise, anxiety, or sadness, and then must write down the reason for the
particular emotion.

PUMSY in Pursuit of Excellence

This is a very popular self-esteem program written by Jill Anderson and published by Timberline Press in Eugene,
Oregon. Pumsy is a girl dragon who has three parts to her mind. These include her Sparkler Mind, her Clear Mind,
and her Mud Mind. The author defines the Sparkler Mind as a mind that runs and plays like tiny pieces of happy
lightning. Pumsy wishes the Sparkler Mind would last forever. The Clear Mind is defined as a pond, still and quiet,
in the middle of a spring meadow. When Pumsy is in her Clear Mind, she feels good about herself and at peace.
The Mud mind is defined as a puddle of mud that does not allow her to think clearly. When she is in her Mud
Mind, she doesn't feel good about herself. All 39 pages of Pumsy are devoted to the self-analysis of the three parts
of the mind.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/sensit.htm
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In a school district in Sonoma, California which uses Pumsy, the children in a second-grade class (8-year-olds)
were told to get rid of their "mud" mind by writing down their "mud" (negative) thoughts to the tune of "I've Been
Working on the Railroad." One little boy wrote the following illiterate ditty expressing self-hatred:

"I'v ben worken on my mud mind. I'v ben work en hard. I hate my self. I am no good. I wish I could
kill my self."

When the boy brought this assignment home, his mother asked him whether he really felt this way. His answer was
"No!" Then she asked why he wrote these things. His reply was, "Because I thought that's what the teacher wanted
me to write."

The boy received the idea of hating himself directly from the "Pumsy Storybook." There are several pages about the
Mud Mind. In one section, Pumsy lets her Mud Mind say, "I'm no good," 100 times. The phrase ,"I'm no good,"
written by the child came directly from the text. Because of the requirement that the children write their "mud"
thoughts down on paper, this little boy was forced to write negative things about himself -- whether or not he really
believed them.

An even more tragic event was reported in Beverly Eakman's book Educating for the New World Order. On March
24, 1990, an 8-year-old boy in Michigan, Stephen Nalepa, saw a film entitled "Nobody's Useless" as part of a self-
esteem exercise in his second-grade class. One purpose was to encourage compassion for the physically
handicapped. There was an explicit description in the film of how to hang oneself, showing how to apply a rope to
the carotid artery and cut off air supply. Unlike the boy in the film, who was rescued from his suicide attempt,
Stephen Nalepa was found dead in his bedroom, his feet a couple of inches off the ground.

The DUSO Program

This program, "DUSO--Developing Understanding of Self and Others," contains 42 guided imagery lessons in
which children are ordered by teachers, the same way a hypnotist orders his subjects, to relax and close their eyes.
Then the children are told to imagine they're traveling to strange planets, meeting friendly creatures. Former Las
Vegas hypnotist Phil Potter (El Cajon, Calif.) reviewed DUSO and says that it is "exactly what we call hypnotism."

As a result of parental complaints about DUSO in New Mexico and other mind-altering programs, a resolution was
passed in 1988 that the teaching of or counseling by certain mind-altering psychological techniques be entirely
eliminated in New Mexico public schools.

GROUP

Many parents have sought to protect their children from the behavior-modification programs (described above) that
have taken the place of academic education in public schools. To escape the assault of Outcome-Based Education
(OBE), multi-culturalism, and workforce training programs, parents in ever-increasing numbers are placing their
children in private schools or are home-schooling. In spite of the "school wars," parents have felt safe taking their
children to Sunday School to help build a solid moral foundation. But, your church's Sunday School curriculum
may be as bad as that in the public schools -- tree-hugging, earth-worshipping paganism intermixed in the Christian
lessons.

Many churches are now using a Sunday School curriculum created by an organization in Colorado called "Group."
There is nothing in Group's publications that tells who they are, what they believe in, or anything about the
backgrounds of the creators of the materials. Nevertheless, Group curriculum is now sold in most Christian
bookstores. The Group material offers "Hands-on Bible curriculum" and advocates a "new approach to learning."

However, a close inspection of Group's materials and teaching methods shows it bears a close resemblance to the
behavior-modification techniques of OBE. For example, under the sub-head "Successful Teaching: You can do it!,"

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/hypno.htm
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the teacher's manual asks the question: "What does active learning mean to you as a teacher? It takes a lot of
pressure off because the spotlight shifts from you to the students. Instead of being the principle player, you become
a guide and FACILITATOR." This is basic OBE classroom organization where students are not taught by a teacher,
but are guided to learn on their own, as the class FACILITATOR simply suggests and gently directs toward a pre-
programmed, psychology-driven lesson plan.

Just as in OBE behavior-modification exercises, the Group curriculum provides "Problem Cards" for student
discussion of personal and family issues. Some examples from the Group workbook for fifth and sixth grade
Sunday School classes:

1. PROBLEM CARD: "It seems like my parents fight all the time. I don't know what's going to
happen. I'm afraid they're going to split up."
2. PROBLEM CARD: "The cool kids at school treat me like a total nothing. It's like I don't even exist."
3. PROBLEM CARD: "My dad is afraid he's going to lose his job, so we don't get to go anywhere on
vacation this summer."
4. PROBLEM CARD: "I got in trouble for not cleaning up my room. Now I'm grounded for the
weekend and can't go to my friend's birthday party. Doesn't that stink?"

Each of these examples are designed for group discussions in which the entire class takes on one child's personal
problem. Personal family business is disclosed, parental authority is questioned, and student "self-esteem" becomes
the central concern. This is Outcome-Based Education at work in the Sunday School class. Worse, all of it is done
under the authority of the local church.

Then, there's  pagan earth-worshipping. In a Group lesson entitled "Hug a Tree," students are led outside to an area
with trees. A child is blindfolded and led to a tree where he/she is to hug it, and then feel the tree very carefully:
"Try to learn everything about the tree that you can without looking at it." The student is led back to the group,
spun around three times, and the blindfold is removed. The Group tree-hugging lesson goes on to instruct the
facilitator: "After everyone has hugged a tree, been spun around and sat down, remove the blindfolds and find out
how many kids can identify the trees they hugged. If it's a nice day, sit down on the grass and discuss the
experience." Questions for the "facilitator" to ask: (1) How did it feel to hug a tree?; (2) How did you feel when you
recognized the tree you hugged?; and (3) What do you like about trees?

Another part of the lesson is called "Life Applications." Children are to be taken on a walk around the outdoor area
of the church. Once back inside, "Ask about the natural surroundings and human-made sounds. Talk about natural
beauty and human-made pollution. If you want, have the kids go back outside and pick up any trash they saw on
the walk." Question for the "facilitator to ask: “How do you think God feels when He sees how people have messed
up the beautiful world he created?" Children are then given a game to play to simulate pollution.

In a Group Workbook entitled, "Sunday School Specials," a chapter tells students that "real conservation means
remembering to turn off lights, hiking or biking instead of hitching a car ride, and cooling off in the shade instead
of in the air conditioning. Kids are often tempted to do things the easy way instead of the 'green' way. They need
lots of encouragement and affirmation to develop and stick to an environment-conscious lifestyle ..." That one line
demonstrates an important key to the purpose of Group's Sunday School curriculum -- to promote a political
agenda based on pagan earth worship rather than Christian values.

A Typical Self-Esteem Questionnaire

In many self-esteem classes, confidential questionnaires are given to students in order to determine how students
feel about themselves and their family. One questionnaire called "The Doctor is In" lists 20 statements and asks
students in all grade levels to "put a check next to each statement that applies to you." A few of these statements
follow:
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I get very little support at home.
I'm too shy.
Many/things/people make me nervous.
I fail at many things.
I'm not physically attractive.
I feel inferior to others.
I'm unhappy a lot of the time.
I don't get along with my family.
I think I'm prejudiced (race, religion).
I don't think I'll succeed in life.
I argue a lot.
I'm sometimes immature.

After completing the questionnaire, students are instructed to select three statements that are true for them
personally, and to write an essay discussing at least three of their choices and why they feel that way.

Criticisms of Self-Esteem Programs

There has been a barrage of criticism leveled against self-esteem programs:

1) They teach "New Age" and Eastern religious precepts which violate separation of church and state.

2) They violate the child's right of privacy by probing into private feelings and attitudes resembling
group psychotherapy.

3) They have not been proven to be beneficial to the child either emotionally or academically. To the
contrary, there are legitimate concerns that by probing into the child's psyche, there is a potential for
emotional harm.

4) They waste valuable academic time.

A recent study published in the book entitled The Social Importance of Self-Esteem, and based on research by
several University of California psychologists and sociologists, indicates that there is NO correlation between self-
esteem and academic performance. In addition, these social "scientists" could find no conclusive evidence
indicating a relationship between self-esteem and teen pregnancy rates; self-esteem and alcohol/drug use; and self-
esteem and child abuse.

Edward Wynne, Professor of Education at the University of Illinois (Chicago Circle campus), and Kevin Ryan,
Professor of Education at Boston University, question the benefits of the obsession with self-esteem in America's
schools. In their recently published book Reclaiming Our Schools, they note:

"The self-esteem movement puts a false and infectious pressure on teachers. They are more and more
expected to keep students feeling good about themselves. In other eras, teachers were expected to
provide pupils with an environment and educational opportunity to grow and achieve."

A 1990 study contrasting the performance of American students in mathematics skills with five other countries
revealed that the math scores of American 5th-graders were the lowest of the six countries. The Koreans were first.
The test asked pupils to say whether they felt they would be "good at mathematics in high school." Of the
Americans, 68% said "yes" while only 26% of the high-scoring Koreans gave that reply.

Commenting on Workshop Way, psychiatrist Twilah Fox (Tulsa, Oklahoma), says the methods used are definitely
based on dangerous "New Age" ideas which are a prescription for mental chaos, rebellion, and degradation.

Dr. David Shaffer, M.D., Director of the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at Columbia University

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/newage.htm
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Medical School (New York City), thinks total self-esteem may reduce motivation. He says, "We know that anxiety
in small doses is a powerful, motivating force, and that a lack of concern and indifference to the opinion of others
can actually be quite handicapping."

Parental Rights and Self-Esteem Programs

1) Under the Freedom of Information Act, parents have the right to examine all school curricula.

2) Parents have the right to exempt their children from any portion of or all of any psychological
programs. Many of these programs are an invasion of child and family privacy and violate the moral
and religious freedom of the student and his family.

* Most of this material has been excerpted from a June 1990 Citizens for Excellence in Education special report
(Report #18--"Psychological Curriculum: An Overview ... With a Special Emphasis on Quest and Project Self-
Esteem") [NACE/CEE, Costa Mesa, CA] and from an August 1993 National Monitor of Education pamphlet ("The
dangers of Self-Esteem Programs"). The section on "Group" was adapted from a 1/05 NewsWithViews.com article
by Tom DeWeese: "Is Your Church Teaching Pagan Earth Worship in Sunday School?"

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2005
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Age of the Universe
Just How Old Is The Universe?*

Have you ever wondered about the origin of the universe? Did it start with a whimper or a big bang? How old is
the universe? Is it eternal or was it created out of nothing by nothing? And for good measure, how old is the planet
on which we live?

Questions such as these are valid and demand careful attention because they provide important solutions to the great
riddle of life. What is important is that these questions should be approached with an open mind instead of a
predetermined judgment. We should follow the evidence wherever it leads.

Since the present popular evolutionary position is that the universe is 15 to 25 billion years old, we should check the
evidence to see if this position is true. The following is a brief and partial list of some "puzzling" scientific facts
which indicate the universe and the earth is not billions of years old. The evidence indicates that we should think in
terms of thousands of years instead of billions of years.

I. The Top Soil Factor

It takes around a thousand years to produce one inch of top soil by the forces of erosion such as wind and rain. If
the earth is billions of years old and the process by which top soil is created has been functioning all the time (i.e.,
uniformitarianism) there should be a thick layer of top soil on the earth's crust. But there is only an average depth
of six to nine inches of top soil on the earth! This amount can only explain thousands of years of erosion. Where is
the top soil created by billions of years of erosion? Where did it go?

II. The Ocean's Floor

Perhaps the vast amount of top soil created by billions of years of erosion has simply washed into the ocean and
can be found in sedimentary deposits on its floor. If the earth is billions of years old and the erosion rate has been
steady and of such a degree to explain where all the top soil went, the sediment at the bottom of the ocean should
be miles deep. But the sediment on the ocean floor only has a 0.56 mile average thickness! This depth can only
explain thousands of years and cannot represent billions of years of erosion. Where is the sediment created by
billions of years of erosion. Where did it go?

III. Meteor Dust

When meteors collide with the earth's atmosphere they disintegrate into dust which settles on the earth's surface.
Given the present rate at which meteor dust is settling on the earth, if the earth is billions of years old there should
be at least fifty-four feet of meteor dust on the surface of the planet. Since the depths of top soil and ocean
sediment do not contain billions of years of meteor dust, what happened to this dust? Where did it go?

IV. The Helium Factor

As radioactive materials disintegrate, helium is released as a by-product into the atmosphere. Given the present rate
at which helium is released into the atmosphere, if the earth is billions of years old, there should be enough helium
in the atmosphere to make us all talk like Donald Duck. There is only enough helium in the atmosphere to explain
thousands of years. Where did the helium produced by billions of years go?

V. The Salty Sea

Given the present rate at which salt and other materials are being washed into the ocean, if the earth is billions of
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years old, what should be the concentration of salt in the earth's oceans? There is only enough salt in the ocean to
explain thousands of years of erosion. The concentration of such minerals as nickel as well as salt in the earth's
oceans would be many times greater if the earth were billions of years old. Where has all the billions of years of
salt and other minerals gone?

VI. The Earth's Magnetic Field

The scientific evidence clearly indicates that the earth's magnetic field is decaying. With an understanding of the
second law of Thermodynamics, this should be expected. Given the present rate of decay, if the earth were billions
of years old, the earth's magnetic field would have passed into nonexistence long ago. If the earth is billions of
years old, why does it still have a magnetic field?

VII. Moon Dust

The vehicles prepared for landing on the moon were equipped with special snow shoes because it was assumed that
if the moon was billions of years old there should be an incredibly thick layer of dust on the moon created by such
things as meteor impact. They discovered only one-fourth of an inch of dust on the moon! This amount of dust can
account for only thousands of years. If the moon is billions of years old, where did all the dust accumulated during
this time go?

VIII. The Shrinking Sun

The sun is shrinking as its energy is flung into the galaxy. Given the present rate of shrinkage, if the sun is billions
of years old, it should have disappeared by now. Or, if the sun is billions of years old, in order for it to have shrunk
down to the size it is now, it would have been at the beginning so big that it would have engulfed the space now
occupied by most of the planets in this galaxy. If this is true, then where did the planets come from?

IX. Active Volcanoes

Since the earth's moon is a dead world with no active volcanoes, it was assumed that this meant that the moon was
billions of years old. It was also assumed that no moons would have active volcanoes. The evidence is now clear
that at least one of the moons of Jupiter has active volcanoes. Does not this fact indicate that the assumption of the
necessity of billions of years of the age of the universe is erroneous? As a matter of fact, if the universe is billions
of years old, why and how should any planet or moon have active volcanoes?

X. The Rings of Saturn

If the universe is billions of years old, we must assume that the rings of Saturn are of this age. Given the rate of
orbital and structural decay, if the rings of Saturn are billions of years old, they should have collapsed and blurred
into one vast confusion. Yet the rings are so distinct that over a thousand of them can be counted and some of them
look as if they were braided by twisting around each other. Given the laws of physics, the rings must be viewed as
young and not old. If the rings are billions of years old, why are they clear and distinct?

Conclusion

These are ten puzzling scientific facts which will lead any open-minded person to the conclusion that the universe
is a lot younger than billions of years old. We should not let the religious prejudice of the evolutionists force us to
accept their doctrines by a blind leap of faith when the scientific evidence does not correspond to their theories.

Post Script

"The age of our globe is presently thought to be some 4.5 billion years, based on radio decay rates of
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uranium and thorium. Such 'confirmation' may be short-lived, as nature is not to be discovered quite so
easily. There has been in recent years the horrible realization that radio decay rates are not as constant
as previously thought, nor are they immune to environmental influences. And this could mean that the
atomic clocks are reset during some global disaster, and events which brought the Mesozoic to a close
may not be 65 million years ago but, rather, within the age and memory of man (Frederic B. Jueneman,
FAIC, "Secular Catastrophism," Industrial Research and Development, June 1982, p. 21).

"Evolution is a fairy tale for grown-ups. This theory has helped nothing in the progress of science, It is
useless" [Prof. Louis Bounoure (Former President of the Biological Society of Strasbourg and Director
of the Strasbourg Zoological Museum, later Director of Research at the French National Centre of
Scientific Research), as quoted in The Advocate, Thursday, March 8, 1984, p. 17].

*This material has been excerpted from a July 1992 pamphlet ("Just How Old Is The Universe?: Some Puzzling
Scientific Facts") from the Research & Education Foundation (P.O. Box 141455, Austin, TX 78714). For a more
complete discussion, obtain a copy of The Illustrated Origins Answer Book by Paul S. Taylor (Films for Christ).
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Awana Clubs
Ecumenical Children's Clubs?

-  Awana Clubs International is an organization that charters church-operated children's clubs primarily for three-
year-olds through 8th graders (although programs are also available for high school students). Awana was
established in Chicago in 1950, and now operates in more than 10,200 churches in 104 countries, with more than
45,000 club programs under charter. The Awana program is used in more than 8,200 churches in the U.S. alone,
with more than 800,000 "Clubbers." (The "home office" in Streamwood, Illinois employs 176.) Awana has a goal
of 15,000 U.S. clubs and 25,000 clubs worldwide by 2005. (See end of report for a detailed description of each of
the club programs.)

The children take part in various "Bible-centered" activities, with considerable emphasis on Bible verse
memorization. Club time is typically divided into three segments: game-time, a Bible lesson, and a time for
individuals to recite the verses they have been learning. Bible Quiz and Awana Olympics are held in the spring of
each year. Churches pay a yearly membership fee that entitles them to purchase Awana materials, take part in
regional and national Awana events, and publicize their affiliation with Awana.

Part of our problem with Awana is that it has become so well respected that it in effect has become a denomination,
in the sense that many people look for an "Awana" church rather than a "fundamental, Bible-teaching" church. Is
this respect warranted? And with whom and what are a church and its members identifying when they accept an
Awana charter?

-  Awana continues to claim to have very strict chartering requirements. Prior to 1995, its policy stated that it would
not grant charters to "churches affiliated with denominations that are members of the [apostate] National Council of
Churches [NCC] and/or the World Council of Churches [WCC]." In actuality, Awana charters churches affiliated
with the American Baptist Churches, USA (ABC), which is a member of the NCC. (Awana has been chartering
ABC churches since as early as 1963, though its policy statement against NCC membership was not instituted until
the early 1980s. Awana is committed to compromise with the NCC, and as of mid-1999, had chartered at least 40
American Baptist Churches.) Awana justified this clear violation of its own policy on the grounds that some ABC
churches fully support Awana doctrinally, have publicly declared themselves opposed and non- supportive of the
NCC, and remain in the ABC "only because of the financial repercussions of leaving" (1994 letter on file from
Awana's Missions Director).

In 1995, Awana officially changed its position regarding its relationship to churches within the NCC/WCC. Since
in recent years Awana's policy of not chartering NCC-member churches was not being practiced (see above), the
new statement reads that the Awana charter is not available to churches that are "supportive of the NCC and/or the
WCC" (removing the word "affiliated"). This implies that one can be affiliated with apostasy without being
supportive of it. Can Awana really believe that one can be affiliated with an NCC-member church without
partaking of its evil deeds? (cf. 2 John 9-11). If words mean anything any more, affiliation includes support. Not
according to Awana -- a church can be a part of an apostate denomination and simply tell Awana "we are not
supportive" of that denomination, and they will be granted a charter. The entire issue is now totally subjective. Who
will define "supportive"? This issue places Awana squarely in the neo-evangelical camp.

[5/5/01 Update to the Above: Awana recently sent a letter from its president to churches who
currently use Awana. The biggest changes are once again in the doctrinal statement. Awana claims it is
going back to its roots, but this is really a step toward further compromise. In a recent long discourse
with an Awana official, a Kansas pastor wrote the following: "… My problem is with the deceit of
chartering American Baptist Churches despite the clear statements prohibiting it, and now the
removing of key parts of the doctrinal statement that clearly speak against false doctrine and trends
such as the charismatic movement, and the policy change. Its statement formerly said churches who
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used Awana were not to be 'affiliated with' the NCC/WCC at all. Then they weakened it to 'not be
supportive of.'" Now this more recent change is to drop the policy on this completely, and opens the
door for charismatic/Pentecostal and liberal churches to be affiliated with Awana. The Awana official,
in an e-mail to the Kansas pastor, noted specifically that the Assemblies of God and all American
Baptist Churches now would be free to use Awana. The Kansas pastor adds: "In this latest change,
Awana has dropped its policy of selecting churches completely. All you have to do now is say you
agree to teach the materials as they are given." He said Awana’s philosophy, and that of many other
organizations and churches that formerly stood for the truth, is to downplay doctrine so that more
people can be reached for the gospel. The Bible clearly condemns that philosophy ["end justifies the
means"]. (Source: 5/15/01, Calvary Contender).]

Awana also charters non-NCC supporting Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) churches, also because they are
willing to affirm Awana's doctrinal statement. Yet the SBC is part of the apostate Baptist World Alliance (an
organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with the Vatican Secretariat for
promoting Christian unity), and both are represented on certain NCC Boards. (Awana's Home Missions director
says: "I am well aware of the liberal aspects of the SBC. However, it is beyond the role of Awana to make a change
in that situation. … There are Southern Baptist churches that have affirmed their agreement with the Awana
doctrinal statement, and therefore, are chartered.") (Reported in the 1/15/92, Calvary Contender.)

So if your church is in Awana, you are in an organization with both ABC and SBC churches. And your children
could be fellowshipping with and competing against the children affiliated with those churches. This, of course, is
in direct disobedience to God's commands concerning separation from modernism and apostasy (2 Jn. 10,11; Rom.
16:17; 2 Cor. 6: 14-7:1).

-  Awana's leaders and missionaries are very neo-evangelical in their associations. For example, Awana's president,
Art Rorheim, accepted an honorary doctorate from Jerry Falwell's neo-evangelical Liberty University a few years
ago. More recently, an Awana college missionary in Arizona was a supporter of the 10/92 Luis Palau Phoenix
Crusade; he published a brochure that told of an Awana Clubbers choir that was scheduled to sing and called for
counselors for the meeting (i.e., "You are needed as a personal worker at the end of Rev. Palau's message to help
boys and girls who desire to make a spiritual decision. … Come on Awana leaders, lets this [be] the best part of
our work, the harvest.") [Palau is a Catholic sympathizer whose ecumenical message is heavily diluted with pop
psychology and Arminian easy-believism.]

- Awana was also an exhibitor for the first time at the 1997 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention.
(Until early-2001, the NRB was an arm of the neo-evangelical National Association of Evangelicals, but remains as
ecumenical as ever.) Awana also was an official sponsor and provided the delegate badges. This indicates a greater
involvement and identification with these neo-evangelical organizations. In 1999, however, Awana was only one of
the NRB Convention exhibitors. Awana also denied it was ever an NRB sponsor to some who questioned the
practice, while the evidence revealed it indeed was. Apparently, Awana leaders decided to discontinue being a
sponsor while still renting space for their exhibit. (Source: Calvary Contender.)

-  The Spring 1993 Awana Clubs' Leader's Digest lists guidelines from a Wayne Kiser book for getting free
publicity from newspapers for club news. One is: "Avoid Christian clichés like 'saved,' 'shared,' and 'blessed.'" A
book by radical liberal sociologist Anthony Campolo was included on a list of Awana Headquarters "Recommended
Resources." Though a mild disclaimer was given for the contents of listed books, none was given for authors.
(Reported in the 5/1/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  Some say it's okay to support Awana because it's a good vehicle for child evangelism. But Awana's gospel
message is not the gospel of Christ. The Bible teaches that to be saved, man must repent of his sins as the Spirit of
God quickens his soul (Rom. 3:23; Lk. 13:3,5; Acts 17:30; 11:18). Antinomians contend that repent means "a
change of mind" only, with no fruit necessarily evident in the life of the professing Christian. Awana missionaries
believe as the Antinomians (there is also no mention of repentance in Awana's Statement of Faith):

"The sole condition for receiving salvation is faith (trust) in the Lord Jesus Christ. No act of … sorrow
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for or turning from one's sin may be added to or considered a part of faith as a condition for receiving
eternal life" (Reported in The Perilous Times).

This is the false gospel that is inherent in much of Awana Clubs' materials. [See the Nov/ Dec 1986 issue of
SIGNAL, pp. 12-13, for Awana board member Rich Wager's article espousing "decisional regeneration."]

Clubs are broken down into age groups: preschoolers (3-4 yrs.) (Cubbies); kindergarten thru' second grade (Sparks);
third & fourth grades (Pals & Chums); fifth & sixth grades (Pioneers & Guards); seventh & eighth grades (Junior
Varsity); and grades 9-12 (Varsity). For third grade through sixth grade clubs, boys and girls are separated into
different clubs. A detailed description of the Awana Club programs follow (Source: Awana Internet web site,
10/00):

Cubbies is the Awana Club for preschoolers during the two years prior to regular kindergarten, usually three- and
four-year-olds. Cubbies is unique because it supports and maintains parents as the primary source of spiritual
nurturing by directly involving them in the teaching and learning process. Cubbies uses the fundamental Awana
elements of games and activities, Bible memorization, handbooks, and awards. 

Sparks is the Awana Club for kindergartners, first-graders, and second-graders. Each club meeting has three
parts. In Game Time, Sparkies enjoy entertaining games played on the Awana Game Circle. During Green
Meadow Time, Sparkies gather for their age-appropriate Bible lesson. During Sparkle Time, clubbers recite Bible
verses from memory, complete handbook sections, and earn awards. Sparky, the friendly firefly, appears
throughout the Bible-based materials to encourage clubbers to complete their handbook achievements.

Pals is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade boys. An American Indian theme is used throughout the Bible-
based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented
games are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible
teaching, and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups
to recite Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and
earn awards.

Chums is the Awana Club for third- and fourth-grade girls. An American Indian theme is used throughout the
Bible-based materials. Club meetings consist of three segments. Game Time is when fun, exciting, team-oriented
games are played on the Awana Game Circle. Council Time is when clubbers get together for singing and Bible
teaching, and are challenged to serve God. Handbook Time is when boys and girls meet in separate, small groups
to recite Bible verses from memory, interact with their trained adult leaders, complete their handbook sections, and
earn awards.

Pioneers is the Awana Club for fifth- and sixth-grade boys. As they mature and head toward their teenage years,
Pioneers use handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. These clubs use a
contemporary nautical theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive
games and a message that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time,
leaders interact with clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Guards is the club for fifth- and sixth-grade girls. As girls mature and head toward their teenage years, they use
handbooks and other materials especially geared for their older age group. Guards uses a contemporary nautical
theme throughout the Bible-based materials. The club meeting features fun and competitive games and a
message that focuses on the gospel and applying God’s Word to daily life. During Handbook Time, leaders
interact with clubbers to help them memorize and understand Scripture verses.

Awana CrossTrainers is an inexpensive, Bible-centered club program run by urban churches and designed
specifically for inner-city boys and girls in third through sixth grade. The purpose of CrossTrainers is to assist the
local church in evangelizing, discipling, challenging, and training inner-city youth by providing Bible-based, Christ-
centered weekly club programs.  

[Back to Text]
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Back to the Bible
Or "Back to Psychology"

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph. 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we
are identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). Back to the Bible, on the
other hand, has identified itself with a wide range of false teachings and false teachers.

-  Back to the Bible (BTTB), headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska, was founded in 1939 by Theodore Epp, with a
vision to teach the Bible through radio. It now broadcasts a daily 25-minute program on more than 600 stations
worldwide in 17 languages and 13 countries. "In addition, literature, video, counseling, and missions outreaches are
carried out through a network of the international headquarters in the United States and 10 international offices"
(Source: 10/97 & 8/99, BTTB Internet web site). Back to the Bible Television also airs weekly on a few U.S. local
stations and on the ecumenical/charismatic Sky Angel Satellite Network .(See BJU report for Sky Angel details.)
Back to the Bible's purpose statement says:

"Back to the Bible is a worldwide service ministry whose purpose is to lead believers into spiritual
maturity and active service for Christ and the world and to reach unbelievers with the Gospel of Christ
by teaching the Bible through media."

But BTTB long ago abandoned its Biblical moorings, opting instead for the easy-sell of psychology and
ecumenical affiliation. This rapid slide began in earnest under Warren Wiersbe, and has shown no slowdown
under its current leader, Woodrow Kroll.

-  When Woodrow Kroll was appointed in 1990 to replace Dr. Warren Wiersbe as general director and Bible
teacher for Back to the Bible Broadcast, Christian News (6/4/90) reported that Kroll had been an associate pastor at
Jerry Falwell's church and a professor at Liberty University. Kroll has spoken at Moody, Word of Life, and at the
Billy Graham Training Center ("The Cove") in North Carolina. Many erstwhile good ministries today deceive
supporters by misleading and evasive tactics to downplay or cover their ecumenical ties -- BTTB is one of these.
Jerry Falwell's National Liberty Journal (4/98) included Kroll on its "distinguished list of visiting professors" at
Liberty Baptist Seminary (LBS). Yet when Jerry Huffman of the Calvary Contender reported this, Dr. Kroll, in an
e-mail from his secretary, seemed to distance himself from LBS and made the Calvary Contender the issue. His
secretary wrote: "He [Kroll] has no idea what the 'Calvary Contender' is nor knows what it is saying about an
association with Jerry Falwell." (Reported in the 5/15/98, Calvary Contender.)

-  In 1993, BTTB opted to hire veteran broadcaster from Dallas, and former co-host of the Freudian Minirth &
Meier program, Don Hawkins, as the new producer and co-host of the BTTB radio program (Hawkins started at
BTTB on 9/6/93). According to Kroll, the program's "Bible" teacher, the presence of a co-host means the program
will take a more "interactive approach." Hawkins also represents BTTB at public meetings. At the time of Hawkins
move to BTTB, he was also the host and executive producer of the highly psychological live call-in program, Life
Perspectives, which has been on the air since 1990 (affiliated with Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers). (Hawkins
continues broadcasting the program from Lincoln.) (Original source: 7/19/93, Christian News.) [Kroll has also co-
authored three books with Hawkins. BTTB recently hired a new associate Bible teacher who pastored a General
Association of Regular Baptist Church (GARBC) (5/15/99, Calvary Contender.)]

-  Hawkins also co-hosts a live call-in radio program produced by Back to the Bible -- "Confident Living" --
which is designed to address:

"the concerns of individuals in the middle stage of life by providing a biblical perspective for the
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complex issues they are facing. The program strives to point those in their mid-life years toward a
dynamic relationship with God so they can mentor others, reach beyond themselves to impact the
world with God's Word and be involved personally and financially in God's work. For two hours every
Saturday morning [on 60 stations], Don Hawkins and Eunice Arant challenge those in the mid-life
years to be about the business of building the kingdom of God. Each weekday, the five-minute version
of Confident Living addresses the same topics as the upcoming weekend program" (8/99, BTTB
Internet web site).

From 1998 through August of 1999, guests on Confident Living included the following psychologically-oriented
teachers: Crabb-trained Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Dan Allender; Linda Dillow; Warren Wiersbe;
Freudian/Adlerean psychologist Gary Oliver; David Mains; Erwin Lutzer; Elisabeth Elliot; Kay Arthur; John Trent;
the cowgirl charismatic Dale Evans Rogers; and birth-order guru Kevin Lehman (referred to as a "family
authority").

-  On 5/1/90, Back to the Bible held its 51st anniversary celebration in Lincoln, Nebraska with the main speakers
including Charles Swindoll (who is second only to James Dobson in the proclivity of self-love/self-esteem
teachings) and a man by the name of Gary Oliver.

Oliver is a clinical psychologist heading up the Southwest Counseling Associates in Littleton, Colorado; is visiting
Associate Professor of Marriage and Family Therapy and Co-Director of the D.Min. program in Marriage and
Family Counseling at Denver Seminary (neo-evangelical); and writes the "Encouraging Words" column in Back to
the Bible's monthly magazine, Confident Living. [Among the many Freudian and miscellaneous humanistic
psychological models used by Oliver, his favorite appears to be one based upon the teachings of Larry Crabb --
Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivates all
behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs. See Oliver's book Real Men Have Feelings Too for
a flavor of Oliver's Adlerean/Freudian approach.] In April of 1990, Oliver's office in Littleton stated that Oliver
highly recommends the following materials to his counselees: [Since then, Oliver has added the guru of right-
brain/left-brain pseudoscience, Gary Smalley, to his list of recommended counselors.]

(a) His Needs, Her Needs, by Willard F. Harley, Jr.;
(b) all of John Bradshaw's books on the family (a secular psychologist specializing in so-called
"codependency" treatment);
(c) all of H. Norman Wright's books (a "Christian" psychologist emphasizing occult techniques for
treating Christians with bad memories in the "unconscious"), especially the book Making Peace With
Your Past;
(d) David Burns' book, Feeling Good;
(e) Ward's book, Self-Esteem: A Gift from God;
(f) Minirth & Meier's book, Happiness is a Choice (Freudian psychiatrists);
(g) all of James Dobson's tapes.

Oliver's office also stated that Oliver administers two personality tests to all counselees, the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator and the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis tests. (See the Bobgan's book on this subject, Four
Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131- 172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of
personality testing; e.g., the Myers-Briggs test has its roots in Jungian psychology.)

Also contacted in April of 1990 was Mr. Roger Morrow, an executive editor of Confident Living at Back to the
Bible. Mr. Morrow had only the highest of praise for both Charles Swindoll and Gary Oliver. 

-  BTTB is a member of the IFMA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Trans World Radio, Far East Broadcasting Co., and
other highly neo-evangelical "ministries." IFMA is made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries. IFMA
accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of the
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mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members
even accept World Council of Churches' funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding
themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC
position. 

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IFMA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that BTTB's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IFMA policy. For example, does BTTB agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.

-  BTTB over the years has also functioned as a Christian book publisher. One highly regarded book was titled What
They Believe by Harold J. Berry -- a book that detailed the beliefs of 15 groups recognized as cults. In the 1992
edition, however, two of the cult groups included in every earlier edition were dropped -- Roman Catholicism and
Seventh Day Adventism. Could BTTB have been pressured by its contributing Catholic listeners? And was any
pressure exerted by the highly influential SDA headquarters in Lincoln? (BTTB unilaterally declassifying Roman
Catholicism and Seventh Day Adventism as cults reminds us of the American Psychological Association's vote a
few years ago, when the APA declared that homosexuality was, from that point forward, to be deemed normal
behavior!) 

-  Under Warren Wiersbe (who retired from BTTB in mid-1990 after five years as its director), BTTB was very
much "anti-Lordship" and for "easy-believism." Wiersbe even wrote a glowing endorsement of Charles Ryrie's so-
called "exegetical scholarship" in the forward to Ryrie's book So Great Salvation, in which Ryrie claims that the
repentance God calls us to is a changing of our minds about Jesus, but not necessarily about sin (So Great
Salvation, p. 94). (For an excellent review of the "Lordship controversy," and a comparative review of The Gospel
According to Jesus versus So Great Salvation, see "Lordship Salvation: Two Views," Media Spotlight, Vol. 11-No.
1, 1990, pp. 10-12;16.)

-  In a May 1986 letter responding to David Cloud's (editor of O Timothy) questioning of Warren Wiersbe's (and
BTTB's) neo-evangelical affiliations and associations, Wiersbe said:

"I am not sure what a 'new evangelical' really is. ... Quite frankly, my brother, I wish some of the
brethren would take off their boxing gloves and pick up a towel. Perhaps if people began to wash one
another's feet, there might be more love and unity."

Cloud comments: "This is typical of new evangelical duplicity. We are certain that Dr. Wiersbe does know what
new evangelicalism is. He is a voracious reader, and we are confident that the man knows the history and principles
of new evangelicalism. He has been closely associated in leadership positions with new evangelicalism's major
publications and institutions. One of the key principles of new evangelicalism of course, is that of neutralism and
toleration as contrasted with Bible separation and militancy against error. [While] Jesus Christ and the Apostles
lifted their voices against heresy ... Dr. Wiersbe has warm fellowship with Catholics, liberals, and other apostates." 

-  In Back to the Bible's Spring 1991 Catalog, offered was Elisabeth Elliot's tape, "Love Accepts." Mrs. Elliot,
Back to the Bible's popular author and speaker (she hosts "Gateway to Joy" on BTTB), teaches a psychological
version of unconditional love/unconditional acceptance (while the Bible teaches that love confronts, not
unconditionally accepts). (See Paul Brownback, The Danger of Self-Love, pp. 109-116, and Martin & Deidre
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Bobgan, Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, pp. 91-96, for a proper, Biblical analysis of so-called unconditional love and
acceptance.) Elliot's neo-evangelical/ecumenical stance has been well documented in the past (see the 10/1/89
Calvary Contender); in June of 1991, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Creation '91 "Christian" festival, which featured
Tony Campolo, Josh McDowell, the "Christian" hard rock band Petra, and a hodge-podge of other charismatics,
neo-evangelicals, and rock/rap groups (She has also made frequent appearances on the "Christian" radio show of
pop psychologist/religious humanist, James Dobson.)

-  In the March/April 1992 issue of The Elisabeth Elliot Newsletter, her speaking itinerary lists two Catholic
organizations. She also requests that readers thank God with her that after all her years of praying for a helper, God
sent her a husband. (Isn't it wonderful how God answers prayer? -- instead of her being some man's helpmate, she
receives a man as a helpmate to her!)

Regardless of the many good things which could be said about Elisabeth Elliot, she is a committed ecumenist. She
regularly joins hands with such recognized anti-separatists as Billy Graham, Luis Palau, John Stott, James Dobson,
and Haddon Robinson (an editor of Christianity Today and Radio Bible Class speaker). All of these men are openly
opposed to Fundamentalism and Biblical separation.

Mrs. Elliot spoke at the 1995 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention, together with Luis Palau and
Billy Graham. There is not a more religiously confused hodgepodge anywhere than the NRB (the broadcasting arm
of the National Association of Evangelicals [NAE]). (In 1994, the NRB awarded its Milestone Award to The Voice
of Prophecy, a Seventh-day Adventist television program!) In July 1989, Mrs. Elliot spoke at the Roman Catholic
Franciscan University in Steubenville, Ohio, a hotbed of Roman Catholic-Charismatic enthusiasm. Each year the
Franciscan University holds a conference to exalt the blasphemous Catholic dogmas that Mary is the immaculately
conceived Queen of Heaven and advocate of God's people. (Source: 9/15/97, FBIS.)

-  Also offered in BTTB's Spring 1991 Catalog was a book of articles, How to Raise Your Kids in a Non-Christian
World , compiled by the neo-evangelical organization, Youth for Christ (ecumenical, easy-believism, psychological,
etc.). The Back to the Bible promo for the book calls humanistic psychologist James Dobson a "family expert."

Authors currently promoted, along with their books sold on BTTB's web site, are Joseph Aldrich, Kay Arthur, Don
Hawkins (12 books), Max Lucado (Church of Christ), Chuck Swindoll, John Trent, Gary Oliver, Billy Melvin, and
Warren Wiersbe (16 books). In addition, BTTB's "Interacting With God" series is based on New Testament studies
by Gene Getz and co-author Claude V. King, who himself co-authored with Henry Blackaby the mystical,
psychoheretical book, Experiencing God.

- Current and former BTTB directors, Woodrow Kroll and Warren Wiersbe, respectively, were among listed
speakers for 1993 at the Billy Graham training center at the Cove, Asheville, 
North Carolina. In addition, Wiersbe, Kroll, and Elisabeth Elliot were speakers at the 1998 and 1999 Graham
conferences. Obviously, neither Kroll, Wiersbe, or Elliot have any conviction against Billy Graham's Catholic or
ecumenical connections.

-  In Back to the Bible's November 1991 issue of its monthly magazine, Confident Living, a very favorable article
on the Salvation Army was run; among many of the favorable statements made was the following:

"Many people do not know that the Salvation Army is a growing church, operating in 90 countries with
more than three million members. At the head of the Salvation Army, as its 13th General, is Eva
Burrows, the most kindly warrior you could ever hope to meet."

Can Back to the Bible be ignorant of the fact that the Salvation Army claims to be a church, yet ignores God's
ordinances (it has no Baptism and no Lord's Supper); and that it is eclectic throughout in its ways and methods,
working upon feelings and producing in people an idea that they have been converted if they merely drop their pet
sins? That the Salvation Army does "good" (in man's eyes) is not in question, but that never has been, nor never
can be, the test for our affections. (Reported in 11/4/91 Christian News.)
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Biofeedback
Self-Cure Medicine or Westernized Yoga?

-  Biofeedback is a technique by which a person supposedly learns relaxation. Of course, this relaxation is not
"resting" or "taking it easy." It is actually occult meditation; i.e., simply a Westernized, mechanized method of
achieving within a few weeks or months what it has traditionally taken Yogis 20 to 40 years to accomplish. One
"swami" (a Hindu teacher of occult meditation) said that it took him between 15 and 30 years to learn the same type
of meditation and relaxation as his students could learn in 15 to 30 days with biofeedback equipment. And
biofeedback usually (if not always) requires use of visualization, repetition, and meditation.

-  The basic biofeedback machine has been around since the late-1960s. Some of the units are very simple while
others, like a new unit known as the "Mind Mirror," are complex and expensive. By attaching oneself to a specially
designed monitor, people are learning to control the automatic ("unconscious") functions of their bodies, including
heartrate, skin temperature, blood pressure, etc. The chief developers of biofeedback, Dr. Elmer Green (head of the
Voluntary Controls Program at the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas), and his wife, Alyce Green, in their
book Beyond Biofeedback, called biofeedback "the yoga of the West," and are intrigued by the fact that many who
use it and other techniques of hypnosis and mind-training have developed psychic abilities.

-  In other words, this "electronic yoga" puts one into the same state of consciousness and develops the same
control over involuntary bodily functions -- and the same occult experiences and psychic powers -- that have been
the stock in trade of great Yogis since the Garden of Eden. Elmer and Alyce Green reflect this Hindu-Buddhist
occult world view:

"In working with patients we do not often point out that the 'detachment' to which we refer is a basic
feature of yogic training ... There are other similarities between biofeedback training and yoga ... I
guided myself through the development of these ideas [in the book] by the intentional use of
hypnogogic imagery. Whenever I was 'stuck' I made my mind a blank and asked the unconscious to get
the information I needed from wherever it was, from ... the collective mind, or from the 'future' ... I
believe that this technique, which I developed over a period of years, is not unique to me, but can be
learned by anyone who takes time and makes the effort."

We should not be surprised, then, that an article in Psychology Today that discusses the use of biofeedback,
relaxation, self-hypnosis, and imagery/visualization exercises in helping children (as young as three years old) to
gain control of pain was entitled "Little Swamis."

-  The Donning International Encyclopedic Psychic Dictionary even recognizes the dangers of biofeedback training
sessions:

"Dangers ... occur if the doctor or therapist who is monitoring the readouts and session is not familiar
with parapsychological principles."

Biofeedback is also recognized as an important tool in "consciousness research." Some Transpersonal biofeedback
researchers (i.e., New Age researchers) believe that widespread use of the machine will help bring about an
evolutionary leap of mankind as more of us learn to experience the "Awakened Mind" that their machines help one
achieve.

Biblical Discernment Ministries  -  8/92
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Birth Order*
Science or Myth?

-  Dr. Kevin Leman has a book titled The Birth Order Book: Why You Are the Way You Are. He says, "Whatever
your family was, you are." Dr. James Dobson claims that, "The Birth Order Book has sold over a half-million
copies." In response to the declining birth rate, Leman says, "A greater proportion of first-born and only children
will make us a society of flaw-pickers, yuppies, and achievers."

In answer to the question asked by Christianity Today: "Can most church pastors who do a fair amount of
counseling use birth-order after reading a book or two?" Leman answers: " Absolutely. I have tried to train pastors
in a seminar called 'Counseling Families When You Don't Have Much Time.' This is an economical way to get
behind the eyes of someone in the church and understand their family and their plight in life" (Christianity Today,
10/18/85, p. 49).

-  On one of Dobson's Focus on the Family radio interviews with Leman, Dobson refers to The Birth Order Book as
"very relevant to parenting." He says to Leman, "I agree with your Birth Order Book," and after some discussion
about the book's subtitle, "Why You Are the Way You Are," the two agree that the subtitle is not meant to be an
absolute. At the end of the broadcast Dobson says, "I think you have a real winner here ... Keep writing." Leman
also appeared on the heretical Trinity Broadcasting Network program (TBN) on 6/26/92 to promote the birth order
concept.

-  Leman teaches concerning birth order that:

"The difference that is evident in kids' lives between the first-born child [and] the second-born child in
the family, you can almost guarantee they're going to be the opposite. As we go down the family
branch we see that each child branches off in a very unique way ... There's hard research to
substantiate there is something to birth order ... We find that people in certain occupational areas and
expertise in life, such as architecture, accounting, engineering, those structured occupations tend to be
first-born children. As we go through the family constellation and go through second children, youngest
children, we find that people go into much more people-oriented vocations."

Leman then attempts to Christianize the concept:

"The biblical characters in the Bible prove out birth order very well."

-  It is obvious that Leman is enthusiastic about the relationship between birth order and personality. However,
contrary to what he says, the research has not proven it. Science magazine featured a special report by John
Tierney on "The Myth of the Firstborn." Tierney says:

"Birth order theory makes an appealing neat way to categorize human beings -- like astrology, but with
scientific trappings ..."

After reviewing 35 years of research -- some 1500 studies -- Cécile Ernst and Jules Angst of the University of
Zurich reach a simple conclusion:

"On a scale of importance, the effects of birth order fall somewhere between negligible and
nonexistent " (Science, December 1983, p. 16). (Emphasis added.)

One wonders about the "hard research" to which Leman might be referring.

-  In addition to the subtitle of Leman's book, the following is found on the cover of the book:
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"FIRST BORN? MIDDLE CHILD? BABY OF THE FAMILY? FIND OUT WHAT IT MEANS FOR
YOUR CAREER, YOUR KIDS, AND YOUR MARRIAGE ..."

"THE COMBINATION THAT MAKES THE PERFECT MARRIAGE MATCH THE CAREER
CHOICE THAT FITS YOU BEST HOW TO MAKE YOUR BIRTH ORDER WORK FOR YOU
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE ..."

These are outrageous direct and implied promises that are based upon opinion, not fact. Leman says in the book:

"Birth order has nothing to do with astrology, but it definitely affects your personality, whom you
marry, your children, your occupational choice, and even how well you get along with God."

While birth order has nothing directly to do with astrology, there is a similarity [from which Four Temperament
Theory is derived]. Both astrology and birth order lack scientific support for their validity, and like astrology, both
are based upon opinion unsubstantiated by research.

-  Where is God in all of this? As usual, almost totally absent. Read another similar psychologically oriented book
by Leman, Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories, as well as The Birth Order Book. See if you can
find God there beyond a few passing references. Nor is He given any preeminence on the Focus on the Family radio
programs on which Leman espoused this psychological nonsense.

In both Unlocking the Secrets of Your Childhood Memories and The Birth Order Book, the premises upon which
they rest are false. A false foundation can only result in false theories, techniques, and methodologies, which is the
case with these two books. Even people who love psychology should look askance at such books.

-  In a 1994 book published by Focus on the Family, Living in a Step Family Without Getting Stepped On, Leman
goes even further with his birth order myth. He now claims that birth order is a science and "If you understand how
the various birth orders react and relate, you can save yourself a lot of trouble!" (9/94, Focus on the Family
magazine, p. 14). He claims that if there are big age differences between children (i.e., "staircase" children), then
you can have more than one "first-born" in a family -- "... any child who is a least five years younger than his
oldest brother or sister is likely to have the characteristics of a first-born" (Ibid.). How convenient! [Focus on the
Family will also publish Leman's 1995 book, Raising Up Kids Without Tearing Them Down.]

-  Some further research debunking the validity of birth order derived personality typologies: 

(a) "Personality measurements for ascendancy, emotional stability, responsibility, sociability, and self-
esteem were compared across birth order categories. Undergraduates (N= 535 total) reported whether they
were the eldest, middle, or youngest children of their families, only children, or of inconsistent birth order
due to parents' remarriage.  ANOVA [a statistical procedure] did not support any significant effects for these
personality traits across birth order categories for either males or females. It was concluded that the
hypothesized differences must be relegated to folklore" (excerpted from the Journal of Articles in Support
of the Null Hypotheses). (Reported in the September-October, 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.) 

(b) Are Firstborns Smarter? -- "Challenging popular belief is new research, published in American
Psychologist, that asserts that there is no direct link between birth order and intelligence, and that concerns
that big families produce less intelligent children are misguided" (excerpted from Psychology Today, Vol.
33, No. 6, p. 20, based on an article in the American Psychologist, Vol. 55, No.6, pp. 599-612). Authors of
the American Psychologist article clearly state: "The apparent relation between birth order and intelligence
has been a methodological illusion." (Reported in the May-June, 2001, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

* Besides James Dobson being favorably disposed to the birth order concept, another well-known devotee is Bill
Gothard. Gothard continues to promote the pop psychology idea that "birth order" is a key determinant of human
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personality traits. (Gothard even claims Jesus exhibits first born personality characteristics!) The "birth order"
concept has long been a favorite of psychologists such as humanist Alfred Adler, but as stated in this report,
numerous studies have now shown this idea to be pure myth. (See pp. 235-237 of Prophets of PsychoHeresy II, by
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, from which most of the information in this report has been drawn. PH II is now out of
print and has been replaced by James Dobson's Gospel of Self-Esteem & Psychology.)
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The Charismatic Movement
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Childhood Memories?*
(Or the "Power of Suggestion"?)

-  Roseanne Barr Arnold shocked the pagan world with her story that she had "remembered," through the help of a
psychotherapist, that her parents had sexually abused her as a child- something she never dreamed of before the
counseling sessions. These horror stories have entered the Church also, with the help of "Christian"
psychotherapists helping their patients to "remember." Yet neuro-scientists caution that seemingly long-buried
memories can be pure fantasy or distortions. Some critics say that repressed memory has become a fad diagnosis,
used wrongly and sometimes harmfully to explain all manner of so-called psychological suffering. Psychotherapists
lead patients to believe they are abused, sexually or otherwise, when they are not. False memories can, and often
are, planted through mere tone of voice or the phrasing of a question (Isa 30:1,2; Psa. 1:1) [3/15/92, Calvary
Contender].

-  Across America parents are receiving phone calls and correspondence that plunge them into a nightmare of
accusations of abuse and incest. These are not parents of young children or teenagers. They are parents of grown
children who throughout their lives had had no recollection of being sexually molested by their mother or father.
These adult children, usually daughters, now claim to remember precise details of one of their parents sexually
abusing them. Where do they get such ideas? Where do those sordid memories come from? What brings them to the
surface? Inner healing and other forms of regressive-type therapy lurk behind this surge of family horror stories. At
first, the parents are stunned. They are being accused of sexual exploits that they declare they would never even
think of doing. But when they try to talk to their son or daughter they are accused and condemned without a trial-all
based upon alleged memories discovered through inner healing.

With the media accentuating and exaggerating the numbers of women who have been molested, nearly anyone who
cries "incest" is believed without question. And why should anyone doubt a grown woman's sudden "recall" of a
memory hidden in her unconscious? After all, isn't the memory like a tape recorder or computer that faithfully
records and retains every event in some deep unconscious vault of the mind? Aren't there reliable techniques that
enable a person to recall past events accurately? Or, are there some problems with those assumptions?

-  While many writers of pop psychology continue to equate the human mind with a tape recorder or computer,
those are poor and misleading analogies. Dr. John Searle, in his Reith Lecture "Minds, Brains, and Science,"
explained: "Because we don't understand the brain very well we're constantly tempted to use the latest technology
as a model for trying to understand it. The computer is probably no better and no worse as a metaphor for the brain
than earlier mechanical metaphors. We learn as much about the brain by saying it's a computer as we do by saying
it's a telephone switchboard, a telegraph system, a water pump, or a steam engine." Medical doctor-researcher
Nancy Andreasen, in her book The Broken Brain, declares that "there is no accurate model or metaphor to describe
how [the brain] works." She concludes that "the human brain is probably too complex to lend itself to any single
metaphor."

Current research demonstrates that computer memory and biological memory are significantly different. In his book
Remembering and Forgetting: Inquiries into the Nature of Memory, Edmund Bolles refers to the human brain as
"the most complicated structure in the known universe." He says:

"For several thousand years people have believed that remembering retrieves information stored
somewhere in the mind. The metaphors of memory have always been metaphors of storage: We
preserve images on wax; we carve them in stone; we write memories as with a pencil on paper, we file
memories away; we have photographic memories; we retain facts so firmly they seem held in a steel
trap. Each of these images proposes a memory warehouse where the past lies preserved like childhood
souvenirs in an attic. This book reports a revolution that has overturned that vision of memory.
Remembering is a creative, constructive process. There is no storehouse of information about the past
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anywhere in our brain." (Emphasis added.)

-  Unlike a computer, the memory does not store everything that goes into it. First, the mind sifts through the
multitude of stimuli that enter it during an actual event. The time, later events, and even later recall, color or alter
memories. During the creative process of recall, sketchy memories of events may be filled in with imagined details.
And, an amazing amount of information is simply forgotten-gone, not just hidden away in some deep cavern of the
mind. Memory is neither complete nor fixed. Nor is it accurate. As researcher Carol Tavris so aptly describes it:
"Memory is, in a word, lousy. It is a traitor at worst, a mischief-maker at best. It gives us vivid recollections of
events that could never have happened, and it obscures critical details of events that did." Yes, memories can even
be created, not from remembering true events, but by implanting imagined events onto the mind. In fact, it is
possible for implanted and enhanced memories to seem even more vivid than memories of actual past events.

-  Under certain conditions, a person's mind is open to suggestion in such a way that illusions of memory can be
received, believed, and remembered as true memories. Hypnosis, guided imagery, inner healing, and age regression
therapies (such as primal therapy) are as likely to cause a person to dredge up false information as true accounts of
past events. In a state of heightened suggestibility, a person's memory can easily be altered and enhanced.

Because the power of suggestion is so very strong in regressive explorations and in groups that encourage
remembering and reliving the past, some of the same things happen in hypnosis. Bernard Diamond, a professor of
law and clinical professor of psychiatry, says that hypnotized persons "graft onto their memories fantasies or
suggestions deliberately or unwittingly communicated by the hypnotist." Not only may they have new memories,
but Diamond declares that "after hypnosis the subject cannot differentiate between a true recollection and a fantasy
or a suggested detail." He notes that court witnesses who have been hypnotized "often develop a certitude about
their memories that ordinary witnesses seldom exhibit." Diamond declares, "no one, regardless of experience, can
verify the accuracy of the hypnotically enhanced memory."

-  Hypnosis in its various forms often occurs in unexpected places in which a person may be led into a trance state
without realizing that it is hypnosis. Therapists who attempt to help clients remember events and feelings from their
childhood often use hypnotic techniques that actually move clients into a trance state. They may deny using
hypnosis, but guided imagery and other techniques used in leading a person back into the past are hypnotic
induction devices. Dr. Michael Yapko, author of Trancework, says: "Many times therapists aren't even aware that
they're doing hypnosis. They're doing what they call guided imagery or guided meditation, which are all very
mainstream hypnotic techniques."

The suggestions, the emotions, and the focus on feelings in the past rarely produce true memories. In various forms
of regressive therapy, the therapist attempts to convince the client that present problems are from past hurtful events
and then proceeds to help the client remember and re-experience hurtful events in the past. However, rather than
positive change, many false memories are produced. Some writers, such as Campbell Perry, indicate that such
techniques as the eliciting of memories, relaxation, and regression work are often disguised forms of hypnosis. In
introducing his paper on controversies regarding the False Memory Syndrome (FMS), Perry describes some of the
procedures that: "... appear to be strongly linked with the development of a subjectively convincing memory that a
person (usually a woman) was sexually abused during childhood by (usually) her father, that the putative memory
has been repressed, only to seemingly resurface during the course of 'recovered memory' therapy. Special emphasis
is placed upon the role of 'disguised' hypnosis in eliciting such memories -- that is, upon procedures that are
characterized by such terms as guided imagery, 'relaxation,' dream analysis, regression work and sodium amytal
represented as 'truth serum.' All of these appear to tap into the mechanisms thought to underlie the experience of
hypnosis." Leading questions, direct guidance, and voice intonation are enough to serve as an induction into the
trance state for many individuals. Mark Pendergrast says: "The 'guided imagery' exercises that trauma therapists
employ to gain access to buried memories can be enormously convincing, whether we choose to call the process
hypnosis or not. When someone is relaxed, willing to suspend critical judgment, engage in fantasy, and place
ultimate faith in an authority figure using ritualistic methods, deceptive scenes from the past can easily be
induced." (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory Syndrome: Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of
the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)
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-  The certainty of pseudomemories and the uncertainty of real memories render such activities as hypnosis and
regressive explorations questionable at best and dangerous at worst. Because memory is so unreliable, methods of
cure that rely on unearthing so-called hidden memories not only open up the possibility of human creativity, but
also expose the mind to possible demonic suggestion. Even though the hypnotist or inner healer may wish to
protect the person from receiving false material, he cannot avoid implanting human suggestion. Nor can he prevent
demonic suggestions from entering the vulnerable mind of the person who is in a heightened state of suggestibility.
Therefore, it is very possible that people who remember verbal abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse, or incest by
regressing are remembering an illusion or distortion of reality, a destructive suggestion accidentally placed there by
another person, or created through a combination of stimuli, such as from a nightmare, or worse yet, implanted by
demonic influence. (The possibility of lies and fantasies being engrafted onto the memory remains. That is because
of the involvement in occult activity, which is forbidden in the Bible.) The pain and agony of false memories is
then augmented by the pain and agony of reliving false and enhanced memories, leading to a seemingly endless
cycle of regressive exploration and therapy.

-  A newspaper wire story appearing in late-August of 1992 confirms the falseness of the notion that people can
have "repressed" memories of their past-typically said to involve traumatic events such as sexual abuse during
childhood-that are then brought out by psychotherapists. The wire service story reports that this idea is not
supported by scientific evidence, and quotes Elizabeth Loftus, a leading secular authority on memory (University of
Washington psychologist): "' The idea of repression of early traumatic memories is a concept many
psychotherapists readily accept,' but there is much evidence to suggest that 'memories' are false ones, implanted by
therapists through the power of suggestion and then uncritically accepted by them as evidence of truth." Loftus
attributes some of the popularity of the theory to a then current book, The Courage to Heal, which Loftus says
"suggests that abuse probably happened even if you have no memories and that any demands for corroboration are
not reasonable." Loftus said her research shows that it is easy to "implant" false memories.

-  Grown children are even accusing their parents of Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). The common thread in the
majority of cases is psychological therapy. A person begins counseling with a therapist who believes that people's
present distress is the result of past events. The therapist then "helps" the person "remember" so-called "repressed
memories" of abuse, including bizarre ritualistic activities from incest to sacrificing infants. As mentioned above,
most of these "repressed memories" are actually what is now labeled the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). Rather
than people suffering from "repressed memories," they are suffering from false memories-many created during
therapy.

One story, "The Seduction of Gloria Grady," by Glenna Whitley in the October 1991 issue of D Magazine, revealed
the horror and pain of families caught in the dilemma of accusations based on false memories. Gloria Grady had
accused her parents of repeated SRA and the murder of a child she claimed to have birthed when she was a
teenager. Thankfully in this case, the Gradys were exonerated in court because of testimonies by Gloria's
pediatrician and others, who testified that she had never been pregnant during her teenage years. In addition, other
external evidence demonstrated that such abuse had not occurred.

Gloria Grady had received her "therapy" at the so called "Christian" Minirth-Meier Clinic in Richardson, Texas.
Grady's therapist, who was well-known for "discovering" hidden abuse in most of his patients, encouraged Grady
"to recover those 'memories' through individual 'trance writing.'" Hypnosis and group therapy were also used. Group
therapy included such activities as screaming, crying, "banging on chairs with bats, tearing up phone books and
throwing them across the room." Group members would describe what they were remembering and others would
repeat the same thing.

Ironically, the articles in D Magazine have been challenged by the Christian Association for Psychological Studies
(CAPS), which contended that D Magazine had maligned two "Christian therapists." CAPS defends its members
who practice such psychological/occult therapy by advising them to carry malpractice insurance and, "Know that
the evil one desires to cripple or destroy those who oppose him and help God's children to freedom." Naturally, in
this context, those who oppose the evil one are the so-called "Christian" therapists. God help us!

-  Regressing into the past, rummaging about in the unconscious for hidden memories, conjuring up images,
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experiencing the agony of such nightmares, and believing lies, resemble the work of Satan, not the Holy Spirit. An
imaginary memory created in a highly suggestible activity or environment will only bring imaginary healing. Even
if the memories were truly reliable, which they are not, the solution to the problem does not lie in the past or in
what other people have supposedly done to us. It is not the sins of others that separate us from God, and ultimately
from each other, but our own sin and own sinful reactions.

Some claim that one must uncover memories of past abuse in order to have a right relationship with God? Where
does the Bible say so? In contrast, Paul forgot the past and pressed on toward the prize (Phil. 3:13-14) promised to
all those who love Christ's appearing (2 Tim. 4: 7-8). The past is of little consequence if Christians truly are new
creations for whom "old things are passed away [and] all things are become new" (2 Cor. 5:17). Searching the past
in order to find an "explanation" for one's present behavior conflicts with the entire teaching of Scripture. Though it
may seem to help for a time, it actually robs one of the Biblical solution through Christ. What matters is not the
past, but one's personal relationship to Christ now (2/93, TBC).

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 152-158),
Hypnosis and the Christian (pp. 24-27), and PsychoHeresy Update, Fall 1989 and Winter/Spring 1992, [now
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter] by permission of Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110. (Hypnosis and the Christian has been reissued as HYPNOSIS: Medical, Scientific,
or Occultic?.
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“Christian” College Dilemma 
     With secular education so thoroughly corrupted by grossly immoral philosophy, liberal politics, and
evolutionary theory, one seriously questions why Christian young people are frequently advised to attend such
institutions. Despite some occasional issues of accreditation, Christian schools can offer such benefits as: (1)
excellent academic training, (2) healthy environment for social interaction, (3) opportunity for development of
talents in Christian service experience, and (4) prospects for spiritual friendships and potential marriage partners.
Nevertheless, Christian colleges pose some serious issues of their own.

     It has been with a great deal of concern that we have monitored the sad example set by two leading Christian
colleges that claim to be fundamental. One school (Pensacola Christian College) has been involved in a strange
campaign to actively and publicly promote a misguided adherence to one translation of the Bible, which has
resulted in false accusations about other Christian institutions and in godly Bible teachers being labeled “new
evangelical” or even “neo-orthodox.” Thousands of videotapes have been distributed throughout the country,
perpetuating a complex web of misinformation and sophistry, which greatly increases the confusion about the
inspiration, preservation, and translation of Scripture. 

     Another school (Bob Jones University [BJU]) responded in a shameful way when their policy against interracial
dating became an issue in the 2000 Presidential primary campaign. When the president of BJU announced on
national television (Larry King Live) that the rule had been dropped, he failed to acknowledge the sad truth of the
reality of racism at his school. He misrepresented the truth in trying to downplay the seriousness of the
inconsistency that the university had maintained for seventy years. Far better if he had set a godly example by
admitting their sin and asking forgiveness from the nation, especially those against whom they held such prejudice.
The Gospel witness that was given would have been much more meaningful if it had been accompanied by
complete honesty and contrition.

     Moreover, BJU and a number of other Christian schools are utilizing the works of C.S. Lewis, such as Mere
Christianity and The Chronicles of Narnia, even though the writings of Lewis promote much false doctrine,
including occult fantasy. Evangelicals and even fundamentalists admire Lewis, although he lived a worldly lifestyle
and identified himself with Roman Catholicism in his last days.

     There also seems to be a universal trend by Christian liberal arts colleges, and even Bible Colleges, to include
“Fine Arts” in their academic programs. The following are some puzzling typical examples of “Fine Arts”
productions produced and used as promotion by some well-known, “fundamentalist Christian” colleges: 

Barber of Seville ¾ Rossini’s opera, 1816, (Il Barbiere di Siviglia, a takeoff on The Marriage of Figaro);
includes the depiction of drunkenness, deception, threats, implied adultery, and romantic foolishness unbecoming
to God-fearing Christians.

The Elixir of Love ¾ opera by Donizetti, 1832, (L’elisir d’Amore); depicts romantic foolishness unbecoming to
God-fearing Christians, drunkenness (the “elixir” is really wine), and deception by a quack “doctor.”

Hansel and Gretel ¾ opera music by Engelbert Humperdinck and libretto by Adelheid Wette (translated by
Norman Kelley, 1967); depicts superstition, drunkenness, witchcraft, cannibalism, “magic spells,” deception, and
murder.

Tosca ¾ opera by Puccini, 1900; Act I takes place in a Roman Catholic church and depicts veneration for a
statue of the Virgin Mary; alludes to a rendezvous for lovemaking; depicts heroine as offering her body to the
villain to save her lover; and depicts murders (one by stabbing, with a crucifix laid on the corpse, and one by a
firing squad) and suicide.
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A Man for All Seasons ¾ an award winning play (also made into an award winning movie) by Robert Bolt,
1960, 1962. This is supposedly an account of the martyrdom of Sir Thomas More. More was a Roman Catholic
humanist, statesman, scholar, friend of Erasmus, and author of Utopia (1516). Appointed Lord Chancellor, he
wrote nine books (1,000 pages) to discredit the Protestant writings of William Tyndale (“Father of the English
Bible”) and his (Tyndale’s) efforts to translate the Word of God into English. More had many people executed
because they denied the Pope’s authority. Ironically, he was executed by King Henry VIII (1535) for his
stubborn support of Papal supremacy. Pope Pius XI canonized More as a “saint” in 1935. The play contains
inaccuracies and curses and demonstrates a lack of careful research into the times in which the events took
place. 

     In addition, a supposedly very conservative, fundamental school recently performed “Charlie’s Aunt,” an
English farce that centers on a young man dressed as a woman. Some supposedly “moderate” fundamentalist
colleges have also put on productions of Fiddler on the Roof, Sound of Music,  Hello Dolly, and Oklahoma. BJU
also includes the “Don Cossacks,” a Russian dance troupe, in their cultural offerings, and heavily publicizes its
museum and art galley, which enshrines religious art—paintings that evidence the influences of paganism and
blasphemous Romanism.

      The above examples of the “Fine Arts” are also found in the publicity materials of Christian colleges. One has
to ask, “What ‘redeeming’ qualities might these productions have for the believer?” To know about these things
may be helpful in understanding our worldly culture, but I fail to understand why Christian young people are
encouraged to put their time, energy, and money into them. Even if the worldliness is “toned down,” knowledgeable
people in the community know what these works are supposed to represent. In fact, toning them down may lead
some to seek out the original works and participate in them.

      Operas demonstrate how one may be deceived into dwelling on sinful behavior because the music can be
appealing. Yet I suspect that if CCM (Contemporary Christian Music) artists engaged in such activities with their
music, they would be severely criticized by these very same schools.

      In these times when it is necessary to express our concern over the intrusion of worldliness into our lives,
homes, and churches, our protestations have been challenged with counter accusations of hypocrisy and
inconsistency.

      The defenders of so-called “Contemporary Christian Music” ask us why we are so critical of CCM’s more
conservative performers and artists when we remain silent regarding certain practices of supposedly fundamental
Christian colleges. As detailed above, such schools proudly produce elaborate operas and plays in the name of
“Fine Arts” that contain worldly, ungodly plots depicting behavior such as flirtation, adultery, use of alcoholic
beverages, lying, and even murder. Students and the public are urged to participate in and attend these theatrics,
which were once considered off-limits by God-fearing believers at the time of their origination.

      While the music itself may be beautiful and the attire fairly modest, the activities depicted are the kind that even
CCM artists are unlikely to portray. Though it may be necessary for God’s people to be aware of musical and
literary influences in our culture, can God be pleased by their active participation involving a significant investment
of time and finances?

      Some of these institutions also sponsor cheerleading camps and competition for teenagers. (Some even sponsor
Karate evangelism teams!) In this day when professional sports cheerleaders are clearly entertainers who wear
scanty costumes and dance provocatively, how can these schools justify encouraging Christian girls to copy this
worldly behavior in light of the Scriptural call for modesty?

      Moreover, it would be heartening if these schools would direct their promotional staff and recruiters to adhere
to Biblical principles. The mail brings us colorful ad campaigns, clever (sometimes outrageous) slogans, and
recruitment incentives that are contrary to any basic understanding of the principles of God’s Word. How are our
Christian young people going to learn to trust God and rely on prayer, or learn to function Biblically in their local
church, when our training institutions act as though they are entitled to operate without regard for the Bible? It is
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not just new evangelicals that advocate “the end justifies the means.”

      Although we can have a measure of reassurance when these schools uphold generally high standards for student
conduct, we receive, little comfort when one realizes that even the simple Gospel is many times seriously
compromised with psychological reasoning. Add to this the worldly programs described in this article, and it
becomes impossible to recommend any Christian schools. Even in a so-called Christian setting, there are just too
many temptations and pitfalls to be alert to and to avoid by God’s grace. 
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Counseling Methods Survey
Theories/Theorists & Terminology*

I. Theories and Theorists

(The following people are not all pure types)

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Freud, Sigmund: This man is the founder of psychoanalysis, and believed religion to be
"the universal obessional neurosis of humanity." He considered sexual impulses to be a
primary source of motivation for man, and that mental activity is essentially unconscious;
i.e., that the unconscious is a hidden reservoir of the mind which is filled with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior. .

2. Adler, Alfred: The first well-known dissenter from Freud's school of thought. Adler
became the father of what he called "individual psychology." He shifted the motivational
emphasis from biological instincts to social relationships. He believed man's primary
motivation to be a "will to power." This is based upon his conception of the universal need
of children to be dependent upon adults. Such dependency produces feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority which each must strive to overcome. (Adler is also considered a humanist.)

3. Jung, Carl: Here is another dissenter from Freud's school who de-emphasized the role
of sex in personality development. Jung also disagreed on the importance of dealing with
an individual's past. He submitted that attention must be given to man's religious, aesthetic,
and other such needs. Thus, in Jung we see the seeds of modern day existentialism being
planted. He is also noted for his work with the concepts of introversion/extroversion and
archetypes.

4. Horney, Karen: She is the first person to talk about a self-concept, and thus we can see
in her approach the roots of the third force theorists. Problems are considered to stem from
a "basic anxiety" that may be produced in individuals if they are not reared in an accepting
environment. Therapy consists of diminishing discrepancies between one's ideal-self and
self-concept.

5. Sullivan, Harry S.: The term "interpersonal anxiety" was coined by this man to express
his belief that man's greatest need is for satisfactory relationships with others. But these
basic relationship needs are not considered to be linked to physiological needs. Sullivan
was the first to formally construct a motivational hierarchy of physiological needs.

6. Erikson, Erik: He designed what are called the eight stages of ego development. Each
stage is said to be dependent upon the former. Counseling centers around identifying one's
present stage of development and working toward the next.

7. Fromm, Erich: His work was grounded in Freudian psychoanalytic theory, but evolved
into humanistic psychology. In his books Escape From Freedom and The Art of Loving ,
Fromm sets forth his idea that man fears being independent, and therefore, seeks structure
for security. Fromm is a total humanist, expander of secular existentialism, and initially
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developed the self-love concepts adapted by today's church.

8. Berne, Eric: This man is the father of "transactional analysis." Therapy consists of
analyzing and categorizing communication "bits" as expressing certain roles. The goal is
the understanding of why communication fails and making appropriate adjustments. The
roles (parent, adult, and child) are comparable to the psychoanalytic personality structures
(super-ego, ego, and id, respectively).

9. Harris, Thomas: He is a popular transactional analyst who wrote the book I'm OK,
You're OK .

B. Behavioristic

1. Watson, J. B.: As an originator of behaviorism, Watson stressed a reductionistic
approach to the study of human behavior. Reacting to the use of unseen constructs to
explain behavior, he opted for operationally defined constructs.

2. Skinner, B. F.: This man is most responsible for popularizing behavioristic philosophy.
He authored Walden II , a book describing a utopian society based upon this approach to
controlling human behavior. He firmly asserts that man can be wholly understood and
controlled through the basic principles of learning (once they are discovered). Motivation
is seen as a purely hedonistic matter.

3. Wolpe, Joseph: A method called "systematic desensitization" has been developed by
Wolpe to deal with fear. In this approach, responses prohibitive of fear are elicited and
then the previously fear producing stimulus is gradually introduced into the situation. Thus,
given the same stimulus, the new response is supposedly substituted for the fear response.

4. Glasser, William: The father of "reality therapy" has been well accepted by the teaching
profession and in the field of corrections. His is a hedonistic approach to directing
individuals in seeking the best possible life given the powers and circumstances that exist.

5. Dobson, James: The author of Dare to Discipline presents an approach to child-rearing
which is based primarily upon developing a system of immediate rewards and
punishments. The admonition aspect of Ephesians 6:4 is absent and the nature of his
system is extra-Biblical. He is primarily known, however, as a self-love practitioner.

C. Humanistic ("Self" Theorists)

1. Rogers, Carl: As the father of "client-centered therapy," Rogers has said that the
counselor is to be "nondirective" in the sessions--his job is to reflect the counselee's
responses back to him and, thus, set up a catalytic atmosphere of acceptance. Such an
environment is supposed to allow the client to get in touch with the innate resources within
himself for successfully dealing with life and developing self-esteem.

2. Maslow, Abraham: The term "self-actualization" has been popularized by this man. The
underlying assumption is that man is basically good and has within himself all he needs to
develop his full potential to be a worthwhile individual; i.e., to self-actualize. Maslow is
also noted for developing a hierarchy of motivational needs, including both physiological
and psychological ones. The physiological were more primary in his thinking.

3. Frankl, Viktor: He is the father of "logotherapy," an existential approach to counseling.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/self-est/
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Maladjustment is seen as an attempt to establish some meaningfulness to one's existence.
We are motivated primarily by a desire for identity. Clients are urged to formally establish
a personal set of spiritual and ethical values gleaned from their past experiences.

4. May, Rollo: Another existentialist, May speaks of discovering what is known as a state
of "satori." This is based upon the premise that one thing is as good as another and striving
is useless -- i.e., be content with what you are and what you have. He sees no need for
value judgments.

5. Hiltner, Seward: This man has advocated applying non-directive techniques to pastoral
counseling. He says that the pastor can best help by being an understanding and non-
judgmental friend to the counselee, helping the latter "get in touch with himself."

6. Mowrer, O. Hobart: The father of "integrity therapy," Mowrer believes that the solution
to man's problems lies in the group milieu. The group provides all that is necessary to
handle guilt (confession and restitution on the human level only), and then to develop a
sense of self-worth.

7. Perls, Fritz: This man is a the founder of "Gestalt" therapy. He believes conventional
morals cut man off from freely experiencing life with his physical senses. He is rather
directive in his approach to encouraging clients to get in touch with their "feelings" in the
"now" and act according to them.

8. Ellis, Albert: He has developed a counseling approach called "Rational Emotive
Therapy" (RET). The counselor is to be very directive in attacking certain unproductive
evaluations and behaviors of the client -- the counselor tells the client what to do and how
to think.

II. Terms

A. Psychoanalytic

1. Libido: the instinctual drives of id which are the source of motivation and "psychic
energy."

2. Oedipus Complex: repressed attitudes of hostility of a child toward the parent of the
same sex, and love (sexual desire) for the parent of the opposite sex, which may then lead
to certain neurotic symptoms.

3. Cathexes  the investment of psychic energy in some person or thing which can serve as
an object for fulfilling one of the various instinctual drives.

4. Catharsis: the actual discharge of psychic energy associated with a previously
suppressed cathexes, usually done as part of the "talk therapy."

5. Ventilation: the discharge of pent-up emotional energy by striking out in some way --
in counseling, by verbally getting things off one's chest.

6. Transference: the shifting of emotional energy from one person or object to the
therapist in the counseling session -- taking an unpleasant past experience and reliving it in
the presence of a warm, accepting therapist; thus, the superego is reduced in strength.
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7. Transactional Analysis: a modern day approach growing out of Freud's basic
personality structures. (See Eric Berne)

B. Behavioristic

1. Operant Conditioning: a form of learning in which the correct response (or
approximations to it) is selectively reinforced and supposedly becomes more likely to
occur.

2. Desensitization: a process by which reactions to traumatic experiences are reduced in
intensity by repeatedly exposing the individual to them in mild form, either in reality or in
fantasy.

3. Operationalism: a movement to insist that all definitions in the study of human
behavior be linked to observational data; the behavior is to be explained in terms of the
operations evoking it.

4. Parsimony (principle of): the most basic (simple) of two hypotheses should always be
accepted: i.e., explanations of human behavior are to be void of abstract concepts such as
"superego," "will" and "self."

5. Hedonism: idea that man is motivated primarily by a pleasure/pain principle.

C. Humanistic

1. Support: the attempt to maintain a person at his present manner of functioning through
listening and showing the client "acceptance."

2. Self-actualization: the realization of one's full potential as a human being brought about
be putting faith in one's self and doing whatever comes "natural."

3. Client Centered Therapy: begun by Carl Rogers, which calls for the counselor to act
as a reflector helping the client get in touch with himself, his potentials for self-
actualization, and solving all his own problems.

4. Directive Therapy: that in which the counselor instructs the client on what to do and
how to change in accordance with the counselors own value system and adjustment to life.

5. Existentialism: a view of man which emphasizes man's responsibility for himself and to
himself for becoming a meaningful person as he himself defines this.

III. Additional Terminology/Abnormal Behavior

A. Neurosis: an abnormal reaction pattern marked by acute anxiety, which lowers one's efficiency,
but which does not portray a break with reality. (Some examples are amnesias, multiple personality,
phobias, neurasthenia, and hysterical paralysis.)

B. Psychosis: abnormal reaction patterns which portray a lack of contact with reality and are usually
characterized by delusions and hallucinations.

1. Schizophrenia: person displays a retreat from reality into an imaginary world --
thoughts appear irrational and often unconnected.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/mpd.htm
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a. Simple: withdrawal from social contacts and a display of emotional
indifference.
b. Hebephrenic: regression to a silly, childish level of behavior where
responsibility for coping may be avoided.
c. Catatonic: characterized by behavioral states of motionlessness and/or great
excitement.
d. Paranoid: marked by persecutory delusions and/or visions of grandeur.
e. Undifferentiated: others

2. Paranoid: marked by delusions of persecution and/or grandeur but without appearing to
be out of contact with reality.

3. Affective Psychotic Reactions: a severe disorder of mood accompanied by thought
disturbances.

a. Depression: emotional state of dejection, feelings of worthlessness and
guilt, and usually apprehension.
b. Manic-Depression: characterized by prolonged periods of excitement and
over-activity (manic) or by periods of depression and underactivity
(depressive), or by alternations or mixture of the two.

4. Involutional Psychotic Reactions: (senility is an example)

Note: The operation of the multi-billion-dollar psychotherapy industry depends on the existence of a multitude of
therapists. When the average person asks, "Who can help me solve my problems?" the automatic answer is, "You
need to find a good therapist." From all walks of life, students enroll in a vast and highly variable sea of training
curricula designed to supply the ever-enlarging demand for therapists and counselors. Most of these students do not
realize that there is no standardized, agreed-upon, or proven curriculum for their chosen profession. By the time
they do realize it, it often is of little concern to them or their customers. The lack of scientific support for insight-
oriented psychotherapy has little impact on the throngs of individuals who pursue the revered mantle of "therapist."
Nor does it seem to dissuade the troubled millions who seek their help.

While the therapist is the central figure in psychotherapy, the Bible's teaching on the "care of souls" describes no
such central figure. It speaks only of exhorting and encouraging one another, of discipling the new believer, and of
discipline within the church. In so speaking, Scripture presents a complete, authoritative, and sufficient theology of
soul care. It is a theology both distinctive from and clearly opposed to that which has evolved in the practice of
psychotherapy.

Scripture speaks of what we might call counseling, but it speaks against those who pretend to read minds and
communicate with spirits, even for the supposedly noble purpose of helping another in distress. It urges those of us
who follow Christ to know and use God's Word, to care for fellow believers, and to confront sin in those for whom
we show that care. The church is to rebuke, train, encourage, and generally disciple those who are troubled or are
going astray. To do this is one of the ways we "love one another" (I John 4:7). To fail to do this, or to substitute
human wisdom for God's revealed wisdom, is to fail to love.

This stands in contrast to most "Christian therapists," who have taken on not only the fundamental doctrines of the
secular insight-oriented psychotherapy industry, but also its practices and trappings. Among these counselors who
characterize themselves as "Christian," all too often we find: (1) the claim to possess the secret knowledge of an
elite corps, along with the use of a vocabulary so elusive and complex that an aura of sheer magic surrounds it, (2)
credentials framed on the wall, and (3) fifty-minute therapy sessions, after which they charge fees for what should
be considered discipling. These counselors move within the church, more as people possessing secret knowledge
than as loving church leaders fighting the good fight.

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/depres73.html
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Quite apart from these professional counselors, Christians have the following four sources available for counsel: the
Holy Spirit, the Word of God, other Christians, and the organized church.

* For a more full development of the information in this report, see The End of "Christian Psychology" and
AGAINST "Biblical Counseling": FOR the BIBLE, both books by Martin & Deidre Bobgan (EastGate Publishers,
4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The above Note was excerpted and/or adapted from How
Christian Is Christian Counseling, pp. 49-51.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPC)/Christian Action
Council (CAC)[Care Net]*
Religious Humanism in Disguise?

-  We believe that the crux of the "problem" today with the pro-life/anti-abortion movement, as promoted by
professing Christians, is its capitulation to a moralistic/humanistic/psychological/ecumenical/social action gospel
that puts the body before the soul. It's a gospel of religious humanism -- humanism because, in the end, it exalts
man's "worth" over Christ's, and religious because it is clothed in "Christian"/moralistic terminology. Dr. Jay E.
Adams hits the nail on the head when he writes:

"... [In their attempt] to thwart the abortion movement many well-meaning Christians unintentionally
exalt man by declaring him to be of infinite worth. Abortion should not be fought on the basis that
killing a human being is wrong because he or she is so valuable, but on the basis that, when a child
bearing God's image is slaughtered, it is God who is attacked because that child bears His image. If you
tear up a picture of my wife, you'll have me to answer to -- not because of the intrinsic worth or value
of the paper and print that you destroyed, but because you have insulted my wife. An attack on the
image of God is serious, not because of man's supposed great worth, but because of the One whose
image he reflects" (A Call to Discernment, pp. 18-19).

The focus of the pro-life movement today seems to be one of attempting to "Christianize" societal institutions by
pressuring the ungodly to live like saints. Instead, its focus should be one of presenting the pure Gospel of Christ,
which is to call out of the world (i.e., repentance of sin) those who will respond to this Gospel, so that they might
then (and only then) be enabled by the Spirit to live wholly for God. 

In addition, in many instances the pro-life movement seems to be denying the sovereignty of God; its proponents
behave as if God is not in control over who shall live and who shall die. For example, most pro-life organizations
promote pre-marital sexual abstinence to a culture without Christ, and therefore, a culture that has neither the
resources nor the power to abstain (witness Focus on the Family's/James Dobson's 4/14/92 full-page newspaper ad
in USA Today titled "In Defense of a Little Virginity"). Then, if abstinence fails and immorality leads to
conception, pro-life organizations focus on saving the baby's body, with an almost total disregard for the mother's
soul (as witnessed by the law-breaking tactics of Operation Rescue). It all gets back to our first point; the pro-life
movement is focused on cleaning up the world's behavior without attempting to get at the root cause -- SIN! 

-  Another problem with the pro-life movement is its rampant ecumenism -- the pro-life movement, from top to
bottom, is heavily influenced by Catholics. Visit a protest or picket line at an abortion clinic and there is a good
chance that you will see someone (often priests or nuns) praying directly to Mary, saying the Rosary, or carrying
some kind of graven image. Or go into a Crisis Pregnancy Center and ask how many of its counselors are
Catholics. Since the Bible speaks against being unequally yoked with unbelievers (2 Cor. 6:14), any alliances with
Romanists do not and cannot honor the Lord. Moreover, ecumenical gatherings serve to weaken resistance to false
teachings; the Bible-believer's attitudes towards the Vatican may soften after being in the trenches with Catholics (1
Cor. 15:33). (Adapted from the 4/93, Christian Defender.)

-  An integral part of the pro-life movement is the vast system of Crisis Pregnancy Centers. Crisis Pregnancy Center
(CPC) is a generic name for any church or parachurch organization that counsels women against abortion. Most
operate out of small, storefront offices in 1,500-3,000 locations nationally, seeing an estimated 700,000 to
1,000,000 women annually. Most CPC' counselors are not "professionals," though most go through an
approximately 32-hour training course and about 20 hours of in-service preparation. Most CPCs also have no
official ties with Operation Rescue, although some of its volunteer counselors do take part in "rescues." 
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All CPCs offer a similar menu -- a free, self-administered pregnancy test, a crisis hot line, information about
abortion procedures, and alternatives to abortion. None of them offers referrals to abortion clinics nor contraceptive
information, preferring to stress abstinence for those not married. For women whose tests are negative (about 50%
are), counselors try to talk about the relationships with men that have made pregnancy a "crisis." And increasingly,
CPCs offer post-abortion counseling, often in the form of small-group Bible studies (see information on PACE later
in this report), many of which utilize the "five stages of grief" (developed by transpersonal New Age psychologist
and occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross). (CPC leaders point to this as proof that they are not harsh and judgmental; if
they were, how many women would come to them for help after an abortion?) 

Most CPCs also attempt to help women carry their babies to term, by offering free second-hand baby and maternity
clothes. Other practical helps may include a place to stay with a family, parenting classes, nutrition classes, prenatal
medical care, even job training, and helping to arrange adoptions ("Inside Crisis Pregnancy Centers," by Tim
Stafford, Christianity Today, 8/17/92).

-  The two largest "umbrella" organizations for CPCs are the Christian Action Council (CAC) (now Care Net -- see
footnote at end of report) and Birthright, comprising services for more than 1,000 CPCs in the U.S. and Canada.
CAC began in 1975 (founded by Billy Graham, C. Everett Koop, and Edith Schaeffer!) as a political lobby when
"evangelical Protestants" joined Catholics in their post-Roe v. Wade opposition to abortion. (Koop, previously
unaffectionately known as "Captain Condom," has now linked-up with the Clintons to promote pro-abortion health
care plans!) By 1981, CAC began organizing CPCs; approximately 450 centers are now affiliated with CAC.
(Birthright runs 500 CPCs in the U.S. and 75 in Canada. Birthright centers often have informal links to the Catholic
church.) Outside of the umbrella organizations are many independent CPCs, but nobody knows how many or what
methods and morals predominate. 

Other religious humanist organizations are also getting into the act of "advising" CPCs. An article in the 5/94 Focus
on the Family magazine (a publication of self-love advocate James Dobson's ministry) is titled "Crisis Pregnancy
Centers Receive the Focus Touch." Dobson says that FOTF has started a new quarterly newsletter, Heart to Heart,
in an "effort to encourage and support crisis pregnancy centers. ... will help build a strategic network for center-to-
center communication ... Each issue will feature evaluations of resources, including counseling manuals and
programs, pro-life videos and abstinence programs, as well as related news stories, creative ideas, successful
approaches and special projects. Every crisis pregnancy center on FOTF's mailing receives Heart to Heart free of
charge." (Notice there is no mention of the Gospel of Christ.)

-  We will focus on the Christian Action Council's/Care Net's materials, specifically its 71-page Crisis Pregnancy
Center Volunteer Training Manual. Despite CAC's claim that its primary focus is to evangelize its counselees, the
Training Manual gives only brief lip-service to the necessity of a Christ-centered gospel versus a man-centered
one (p. 61). When one examines the rest of the Manual , it is unclear how any volunteer counselor could possibly
present any semblance of an accurate gospel message to the lost (one focusing on God and others to the detriment
of self) -- the counseling training material comes straight from the teachings of anti-Christian, self-loving, godless
humanists, teaching such concepts as unconditional acceptance, self-esteem/self-image/self-worth/self-ad nauseam,
"feelings-oriented"/man-centered counseling techniques; Rogerian client-directed listening therapy, Freudian
ventilation therapy and psychosexual dysfunction therapy, etc., all about which the Bible knows nothing! [CAC
even admits (p. 7) that "... these terms are borrowed from secular psychology," but incredibly claims that "they
reflect biblical principles" anyway!] In fact, with only two pages out of the entire 71-page Training Manual devoted
to the gospel message, evangelism appears more as an afterthought than a CAC priority.

Perhaps a specific example from the Volunteer Training Manual would better illustrate the nature of the unbiblical
teaching perpetrated by CAC: "How To Talk to the Client About Sexuality" (pp. 55-57). The entire approach for
effecting change comes from a self-centered rather than a God-centered perspective -- discussion of the risks of
continued promiscuity (for a girl testing negative on her pregnancy test) centers on "her future happiness" and her
"well-being." This self-centered motivation for change is the antithesis of the Bible's teaching on motivation; i.e.,
the Bible says that sufficient motivation for any change is the believer's desire to do what is pleasing to God, not
"what's in it for me?" or how will it affect my "goals and hopes" later in life (Rom. 7:7-25). Sinful man in his
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sinful, self-centered nature will never be able to effect long-term, permanent, godly change on the basis of "what's
good for me" (Jer. 17:9). The Bible says "change because God commands it." But without Christ, this is impossible.
With Christ living within us, however, we have all the power and the motivation necessary to make the change
from an immoral lifestyle to a godly one (i.e., "put-off" sinful behavior and "put-on" righteousness -- Eph. 4:17-5:2
and Phil. 4:13). Yet, with CAC's pitiful emphasis on the gospel message, one wonders how any counselee can ever
hope to get to the point of repentance and subsequent desire to live a godly life!

-  More and more CPCs are offering post-abortion counseling, generally in the form of small-group Bible studies.
(This is encouraged by CAC in its brochure "Facts You Should Know About Abortion.") One such Bible study is
titled "Women in Ramah: A Post Abortion Bible Study," published by PACE (Post Abortion Counseling and
Education), and written by Linda Cochrane, a psychiatric nurse. Some examples of the teaching in this 71-page
manual are worthy of note:

(a) Appendix: "Why A Group?" (pp. 67-71) -- The techniques recommended are strikingly similar to
the psychiatric group therapy that one might have become familiar with if he had seen such movies as
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" or "The Dream Team." It is thoroughly "feelings" and "emotions"
oriented, and loaded down with psychological platitudes that are in direct conflict with Biblical
teaching. "People grow by living through their pain," is but one example of the psychobabble being
bought-into by the professing Church today, and being passed off as a spiritual truth in this Bible
study. 

(b) "Naming Your Baby" (pp. 58-59) -- This teaching is clearly one with spiritism underpinnings.
PACE recommends that a woman who has had an abortion embrace a pillow to relieve the "empty
arms feeling," communicate with the aborted baby by writing the baby a letter, and imagine the aborted
baby communicating its thoughts to you, the mother. These "techniques" are not only gestalt in nature,
but are, in actuality, forms of necromancy, i.e., consultation with the spirits of the dead (only, in this
example, without a medium to aid in the process). This practice is one of those strictly forbidden by
God, and called by Him an abomination (Deut. 18:10-13). It is also extremely dangerous for the
spiritual health of anyone dabbling in it, not only because God forbids it (which should be reason
enough for any Christian not to engage in it), but because it can serve as an introduction to the occult,
a realm in which the demons do not respect the innocence nor the naiveté of the participant.

-  Both Birthright and the Christian Action Council/Care Net require their affiliates to pledge a vow of "absolute
confidentiality" to the pregnant mothers who come in for counseling. But as Christians, should we be willing to
make such a vow? Dr. Jay Adams (in his book, Handbook of Church Discipline), says no we should not, since this
type of vow "originated in the Middle Ages and is unbiblical and contrary to Scripture." Also, "absolute"
confidentiality often prohibits the proper exercise of church discipline and possible restoration for a young woman
or couple (Matt. 18:15-17). CPCs need to reserve the right to tell those people who are Biblically authorized to
know.

Most CPCs today do not have a policy of notifying a Christian girl's parents or pastor when they have knowledge
that she is uncertain as to what she is going to do with her pre-born child, or worse, declares her intent to abort her
baby. Instead, most have policies of absolute confidentiality. At that point, the CPC is sharing the same
confidentiality policy as Planned Parenthood. The CPCs have a standard answer for their absolute confidentiality
policy. They fear that if they bring parents or husbands and pastors into the situation, pregnant woman will stop
coming to their center. But, does this not presume that godly parents, spouses, and pastors will not be used by the
Spirit to guide a Christian woman back to the right path, to bring accountability back into her life, and maybe bring
an end to the matter in such a way that brings glory to Him?

But with such an unholy vow of silence covering the CPCs, how can the fornication or adultery often leading to the
"crisis pregnancy" be set right? What keeps the sinners from ending up again at the CPC or the abortion mill? Very
little is corrected with silence. CPCs should attempt to steer the unwed pregnant girl and her family to a church that
understands and teaches the Bible, so as to facilitate confession, repentance, and restoration unto Christ. If the girl
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and the family reject this, then the death of her pre-born baby is not on the CPC's hands. But since many involved
with CPCs have courses or degrees in psychology, and have already replaced Biblical/ethical counseling with
psycho-therapeutic counseling, the moral foundation of these CPCs has already been destroyed. Thus, they are
often ill-equipped to accept the deeper moral problems concerning "absolute" confidentiality. (Adapted from "Are
Some Crisis Pregnancy Centers Fanning the Abortion Crisis," by Paul Dorr, FWR Report, 4/93.)

* Note: The CAC has changed its name to Care Net (1/15/94, World). It will now supposedly de-emphasize what it
is against (abortion) and reemphasize what it is for (women). In our opinion, this will only lead to an even greater
emphasis on pop psychology and victimization theology.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 5/94
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D.A.R.E.*
Experimental Mysticism in the Classroom

-  Based on the idea that education can cut into the drug cartels' sources of revenue, there have arisen several
programs aimed at instructing young people about drugs and the consequences involved in using them. The
reasoning is that if people can be induced to make informed choices from an early age, the number of drug users
will dwindle sufficiently so as to make it less profitable for drug dealers to operate. The most well-known drug
awareness program is D.A.R.E. -- Drug Abuse Resistance Education (hereafter referred to as DARE).

Since DARE has become a regular part of today's education scene, knowledge of DARE's operation is of vital
importance to Christian parents. What is DARE? Does DARE really work in preventing children from becoming
involved in drugs? Should Christian children be involved in DARE?

-  DARE was conceived in 1983 by Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Chief Daryl Gates. He believed that if
the system could get to the kids while they were still young and relatively unexposed to drugs, especially by a
credible role model such as a police officer, fewer would choose to do drugs when they got older. The DARE
program quickly got spread to other school districts throughout the nation through DARE America, a private
funding arm put together by the LAPD working with major corporate sponsors. Now most every state has its own
DARE training center. Having established its programs in the elementary grades first, DARE has expanded to
Junior High and High Schools.

-  DARE takes an approach designed to present children with informed decision-making opportunities. DARE's
stated strategy is one of prevention, teaching social skills such as how to resist pressure from others, and
consequential thinking which presents options and their consequences if followed. However, there is more to DARE
than meets the eye. Charges from credible sources are correct: DARE is not a drug prevention program, but
rather psychotherapy with a basis in values clarification and self-esteem enhancement.

A basic premise of the DARE Program is that low self-esteem is a principle cause of drug abuse. Therefore, DARE
attempts to raise childrens' self-esteem by helping them think of themselves as worthy of a good life and capable of
achieving whatever they desire. Thus, only positive individuals are presented as role models.

-  DARE utilizes what is known as "affective education." Children are subjected to psychotherapy as a means to
condition them to think critically and to establish their own set of values in their relationships with others. This is
actually "Experimental Mysticism," a name attributed to psychologist Joseph Hart, and is a blend of "meditation
psychotherapy and encounter techniques." Synonyms for affective education were called by Dr. Hart "humanistic,"
"circle-based," "process education," and "experiential education"; i.e., experimental mysticism was developed atop
a foundation provided by client-centered psychotherapy. (This is nothing other than Rogerian Psychology, which
teaches that one's values should be discovered within oneself -- they should not be imposed from without.) Thus, it
is Joseph Hart's experimental mysticism that is the basis of all affective education programs in today's schools. It
incorporates group therapy, values clarification (now referred to as "critical thinking"), deep breathing exercises
(yoga), meditation, and myriad other means by which intuitional, non-objective reasoning is reached. It affirms that
there are no right or wrong choices; what is wrong for one individual may be right for another individual.
Therefore, in drug awareness programs for example, children are not instructed to abstain from drugs because they
are harmful and illegal. Rather, they are instructed only to weigh the consequences of any action to determine
whether or not that action is right for them, with the hope they will choose not to use drugs.

-  This values clarification approach, rather than an approach of teaching right from wrong, was made very clear by
Dr. Jerold Greenberg at the State University of New York:

"I propose that the objectives of health education not be decreasing the incidence of smoking, drug
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abuse, or any other health-related behavior. Rather, the objectives should be to improve self-esteem,
decrease alienation, help students realize the effects of peer group pressure, learn health knowledge and
skills, and so on. [It should] free people to make their own decisions."

Greenberg has classified the "student in school" as a "client" for this experiment in psychotherapy -- the client is
your child in the classroom!

Currently, every approved sex-education program in American public schools implements Greenberg's strategy --
the psychotherapeutic approach to education. Most drug-awareness programs also utilize this approach; some of the
more well-known are Quest, DECIDE, Project SMART, Here's Looking at You 2000, and DARE.

-  In the early 1970s, a Stanford University research team, headed by Dr. Richard Blum, began testing affective
education on school children. His intention was that his experiment would keep kids away from drugs; he learned
instead that "it guided them toward early use of cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana; and he knew that, as 'gateway
drugs,' these could lead to amphetamines, hallucinogens and heroin." Blum concluded that less time should be given
to "process," as it is called, and "more to content ... it is clear that slighting content and substituting a
psychotherapeutic style of classroom management turns out to hurt good children." In other words, feeling-oriented,
affective education, not only fails to achieve the desired results, but actually induces undesirable results. (In yet
another study, USC's Project SMART for alcohol prevention, found that "significantly more members of the
experimental group [those involved in Project SMART] than the controls [those not involved in Project SMART]
imbibed alcohol. 'It was as if we had driven them to drink!'")

One must, therefore, always remember that to the "social scientists" who promote these programs, success does not
lie in reduced aberrant behavior, but in free choice, whether for or against that behavior. Even the study offered by
DARE as evidence of its success in combating drug use has mixed results. While in some local DARE groups there
has been a modicum of success, overall these programs are either ineffective or detrimental. None of the programs,
some in operation since the early 1970s, can point to any outside, objective study to prove their effectiveness in
sufficiently diminishing the involvement in traditionally undesirable actions by their subjects. This is exactly what
one would expect to find since by affective education standards, the only result considered undesirable is for a child
to make a decision based upon learned values (especially values learned from parents), rather than upon his own
self-determined values.

-  DARE was created using the formulas of previous affective education programs, but with a new twist. While
other programs utilize classroom teachers as "facilitators," DARE utilizes uniformed police officers! The DARE
curriculum incorporates seventeen classroom sessions conducted by a DARE-trained police officer. Included are a
variety of activities such as question-and-answer, role-playing, group discussion, and DARE Workbook exercises.
(Not being familiar with psychotherapy, the DARE officers think nothing ill of the affective education approach.)
These exercises are disarming because they are "fun." They bring out the emotions and soften attitudes toward
others. And since DARE considers instruction on the dangers of drugs to be "scare tactics," enhanced self-esteem is
assumed to be the answer instead. Not once in the course of seventeen lessons does the DARE officer ever say,
"Don't use drugs." DARE works on developing the self-esteem that supposedly makes it easier to say "no." And it
works on the specific ways to say "no." (See next section.)

-  One of the key elements in the DARE program, and in any "affective education" program, is the assumed
positive relationship between self-esteem and decision making. In actuality, the emphasis is nothing but neo-
paganism -- a religion based on worship of self. DARE teaches children that self-esteem means being one's own
person, developing one's own values apart from values of others, especially the values of one's parents. The only
outcome of such a philosophy is a generation of selfish, defiant, and rebellious people who put themselves before
others. Children are being taught that they are worthy of self-esteem regardless of their behavior.

No true believer in Jesus Christ should buy the humanists' lie that low self-esteem is the reason for man's problems.
The best Christian parents can expect from a program such as DARE is that the children will become well-adjusted
humanists. (DARE officers are quoted as saying: "We have a course of 17 lesson plans. One is presented each
week. It deals with the ways to feel good about themselves.") The idea that high self-esteem will keep kids off
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drugs is bogus. Some of the most well-publicized users of illegal drugs are famous entertainers (especially rock
stars), well-heeled politicians, and high-society darlings. Who has higher self-esteem than these people?! Most are
super egotists. Drug abuse extends across the full spectrum of human economic, social, and political strata. Why?
Because man is plagued with self-esteem. It doesn't take a mental giant to see the results of "feel good"
psychotherapy in the schools for the past three decades or so.

-  Another key element in the DARE program is Values Clarification, a process by which children are
reprogrammed to set aside their parent's values and determine for themselves the values in life they wish to hold. It
was the brainchild in the mid-1960s of social "scientists" -- in particular, Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and
Sidney B. Simon. The Wall Street Journal clearly defines what is meant by values clarification:

"Teachers should never try to teach children correct values. To tell a student stealing is wrong or that
kindness and loyalty are good values, would be, according to Values Clarification, to manipulate and
coerce a student. Teachers should help students discover and clarify their own personal values instead
of trying to force someone else's values on them."

But values clarification presupposes very specific views about human nature and society, it becomes a kind of
"religious" position in its own right, which then competes directly with other religious views.

Values Clarification goes by many different names: "critical thinking," "decision-making skills," "situation ethics,"
"personal choice," and others. The meaning is the same: there are no values outside of yourself; you must determine
what is right for you; what's right in one case may be wrong in another; values change with new understanding. It
is strongly implied that to adopt one's parents' values is to fail to come to full self-actualization. In the process,
however, children are reinforced with the new values of the education system -- the state's concept of what
constitutes right and wrong. In the case of DARE, Values Clarification is openly espoused as a means to enhance
one's self-esteem. (One must remember that "success" in affective education does not necessarily mean that fewer
kids use drugs after going through the program; it means that the goal of getting kids to make their own choices has
been met!)

For Christians, God's Word should establish the values by which we are to believe and act. Values Clarification by
nature puts barriers between God's authority and the "self-actualized" child. It also puts barriers between parents
and children. Values Clarification is a tool of Satan to take children from under the authority of their parents and
place their decision-making in the hands of a godless, mindless, state-mandated educational system. One might just
as well send his child to a Buddhist temple as to a public school where values clarification or any element of
affective education is implemented!

-  A third key element in the DARE program is Group Therapy and Role Playing. DARE proposes group
discussions and role playing as teaching strategies. The term "group discussions" can be misleading when applied
to in-depth discussions of participants' personal lives. At that point the discussion transcends into group therapy,
particularly if the motive is to help "actualize" participants, or to help them change or resolve attitudes and
behavior. As stated in An Invitation to Project DARE, group discussions and role playing are used for exactly that
purpose: Self-Esteem Enhancement; Risk Assessment; Decision-Making Skills; Interpersonal and Communication
skills; and Critical Thinking. In child group discussions, Christian children do not belong in such groups with non-
Christian children. The danger of conflict with the Biblical values that Christian parents want instilled in their
children is just too great.

Role playing is another method used in DARE, and is merely another term for psycho-drama (i.e., spontaneous,
dramatic role-play), a device used in psychotherapy . Such psychotherapeutic devices can break down inhibitions
and result in the children revealing things that, in normal situations, they would not want to reveal. In some cases,
this has resulted in police action against families and in children being separated from their parents.

-  Perhaps the most disconcerting definition of child abuse involves "mental abuse." This vague term has been used
to justify the state's intrusion into the family for reasons as minor as depriving one's child of television viewing or
other expressions of the child's personal will. Child abuse is so vaguely defined as to give the state absolute power
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to enforce its will in any circumstance that suits its globalist atheistic policy. Though rarely implemented as yet,
child abuse may also include parents teaching their faith to their children. How would DARE fit into this scheme?
The DARE officer is instructed that, while he or she is not acting in the role of a police officer, but as a facilitator,
any revelations of illegal activities or suspected child abuse are to be reported to the principal, and appropriate
action is to be taken. The psychotherapy of role playing and group therapy are specifically designed to break down
inhibitions and cause children to reveal the secrets they would not normally reveal. The DARE program promises
to be an ideal tool for the implementation of such a police state, and especially a means to gain information from
children against their parents.

-  The problem with the whole DARE program lies in the methodology and the system devised by the Los Angeles
Unified School District, a government agency long steeped in humanistic psychology. The police officers are as
much victims of the psychotherapeutic approach as are the students; their training requires them to undergo the
same therapy as they use on the students.

DARE is only one affective education program among many being implemented through virtually every
educational district in the United States and in many foreign countries. It probably isn't the worst, simply because at
least the kids see a uniformed police officer who attempts to gain their respect for law enforcement. Beyond that,
however, DARE fits into the same category as all other such programs. Because Christians have lacked discernment
for failure to study Scripture, Christian children are being sacrificed to Baal on the altars of education. Unless their
parents take the time and effort, and are willing to suffer whatever is necessary to preserve their children from this
evil, they will bear the guilt along with those educators into whose hands they placed them.

Note on DARE's "Effectiveness": 

[From a September, 2000, article by James Bovard, the author of Feeling Your Pain: The Explosion and Abuse of
Government Power in the Clinton-Gore Years (St. Martin’s Press, August 2000). This article is adapted from an
essay titled "DARE's Dying Gasp," published by The Future of Freedom Foundation in Fairfax, Va. (www.fff.org).
See also "Destroying Families for the Glory of the Drug War," Parts I and II. (All three of these articles are
available on the BDM CD-ROM.]

The nation's most popular drug education program may be on the ropes. The Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(DARE) program is increasingly being tossed out of school systems as the evidence of its failure to deter drug use
becomes overwhelming.

DARE was the brainchild of Los Angeles Police Department chief Daryl Gates, who launched the program in the
early 1980s. More than 20 million students receive DARE training each school day; DARE is taught in every state
and in three-quarters of the nation's school districts. The DARE curriculum is taught by police primarily to fifth-
and sixth-graders, though children in kindergarten and in high school also receive DARE instruction. The police
are supposed to serve as role models and trusted confidants.

America is deluged with DARE paraphernalia -- including bears, bumper stickers, buttons, hats, and jeeps. DARE
has everything -- except good results. Many independent experts have found that DARE miserably fails students:

• The federal Bureau of Justice Assistance paid $300,000 to the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), a
North Carolina research firm, to analyze DARE’s effectiveness. The RTI study found that DARE failed
to significantly reduce drug use. Researchers warned that "DARE could be taking the place of other,
more beneficial drug-use curricula."

• Dennis Rosenbaum, professor of criminal justice studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
surveyed and tracked 1,800 kids who had DARE training, and concluded in 1998 that "suburban
students who participated in DARE reported significantly higher rates of drug use … than suburban
students who did not participate in the program."

http://www.fff.org/comment/ed0900g.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0297d.asp
http://www.fff.org/freedom/0397d.asp
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• A 1999 study by the California legislative analyst's office "concluded that DARE didn't keep children
from using drugs. In fact, it found that suburban kids who took DARE were more likely than others to
drink, smoke and take drugs," the Los Angeles Times reported.

• A 1999 University of Kentucky study, funded by the National Institutes of Health, examined the
effect of DARE on students' behavior over the subsequent 10 years. The report concluded: "Our results
are consistent in documenting the absence of beneficial effects associated with the DARE program.
This was true whether the outcome consisted of actual drug use or merely attitudes toward drug use."
One Kentucky researcher observed: "The only difference was that those who received D.A.R.E.
reported slightly lower levels of self-esteem at age 20."

Salt Lake City mayor Rocky Anderson recently denounced DARE as "a fraud on the people of America."
Anderson, who yanked DARE from Salt Lake City schools, complained: "For far too long, drug-prevention policies
have been driven by mindless adherence to a wasteful, ineffective, feel-good program. DARE has been a huge
public-relations success but a failure at accomplishing the goal of long-term drug-abuse prevention."

DARE America president Glenn Levant defends DARE by pointing to the reported 13 percent decline in teenage
drug use in the most recent annual survey. However, the percentage of eighth-graders who used marijuana, cocaine,
and LSD tripled between 1991 and 1997. DARE cannot claim credit for the most recent decline without accepting
blame for the huge increase in the preceding years -- at a time when DARE already saturated the nation's public
schools.

DARE suffered a stunning defeat in April of 2000 that could cripple its ability to stifle criticism. Federal judge
Virginia Phillips, in a case involving DARE America's libel suit against Rolling Stone magazine, ruled that there
was "substantial truth" to the charges that DARE had sought to "suppress scientific research" critical of DARE and
had "attempted to silence researchers" at the Research Triangle Institute, editors at the American Journal of Public
Health, and producers at Dateline: NBC.

DARE's feel-good photo opportunities are no substitute for effective drug education. American children deserve
something more than a drug program that fails to persuasively inform and warn them of the danger of narcotics.
Politicians, school officials, and police need the courage to admit that DARE is a dud.  [Return to Text]

* D.A.R.E. is an acronym for Drug Abuse Resistance Education. Except for the "Effectiveness Note," (above), this
report has been excerpted almost entirely from a Media Spotlight Report by the same name, published in August
1992. The following is excerpted from a January 2001 statement from Media Spotlight concerning the failure of
DARE programs: 

"When we first exposed the DARE program eight years ago, there were no secular studies done on the
effectiveness of the anti-drug program. Over the past few years, however, reports in the news media of
diverse studies indicate that not only has DARE proven ineffective in stemming the use of drugs
among school children, some even state that those who take the training are more likely to become
involved in drug use than those who do not take the training. About 80 percent of school districts in the
U.S. implement the DARE program at a cost of $230 million. In the last few years, several cities and
counties have dropped the program in the wake of critical studies. These include Seattle, Houston,
Omaha, and Rochester, N.Y. among many others.

"One of the first studies came from the criminal justice department at the University of Illinois. A
seven-year study in that state tracked students at 36 elementary schools, half of which offered the
DARE program. While the study found that DARE students were less likely to use cigarettes
immediately after graduating from the program, and started drinking later than those students who did
not participate, after five years there was no appreciable difference in drug and alcohol use between the
two groups. Other studies have drawn the same conclusions. 
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"Two years ago, the Essex, Vermont schools and police discontinued the DARE program after meeting
with teachers, parents, and students. The students said they thought the program was silly (some call it
"lame"), and they didn’t remember much of what they had learned after they got into high school. Not
to be deterred from addressing the problem of alcohol and drug abuse among children, however, some
schools are trying other programs similar to DARE. Essex decided to try a new program called Project
Northland, with sixth- through eight-graders. Project Northland is a shorter course (five or six sessions)
that focuses primarily on alcohol.

"I would think that these will eventually be found ineffective as well. Why? Because the problem is not
one of education, but of spiritual deficiency. The idea of attempting to bolster children’s self-esteem in
the hope that they will be better people is approaching the problem from the wrong angle. Children
already suffer from too much self-esteem. They need to be humbled; they do not need their egos fed."

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/01
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Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA)
A Smorgasbord of Heresy

-  The Bible teaches that we are to test all teachings (I John 4:1,6), expose those teachings that are false (Eph 5:11),
confront and rebuke the false teachers (Titus 1:9,13), and then separate from those who persist in false teaching
(Romans 16:17; Titus 3:10), lest in the end, we are disqualified for service (II Timothy 2:20,21), or worse yet, we
are identified with the false teachings and the false teachers themselves (2 John 10,11). But E-Free denomination
leaders, rather than separating, have instead chosen to identify with a wide range of false teachings and false
teachers. In fact in some cases, E-Free institutions and spokespersons have become the leading forces in espousing
and implementing false doctrine!

-  A smorgasbord is a buffet meal featuring a varied number of dishes -- a kind of "something for everyone"
approach to dining out. By that definition, a veritable "smorgasbord" of false doctrines is readily available at
EFCA's headquarters, in its educational institutions, and throughout its member churches. Some of the unbiblical
programs, concepts, and/or teachings are: general psychology, self-love/self-esteem, codependency/recovery,
demonization of believers, signs & wonders charismania, the non-material resurrection of the believer, ecumenism
with Catholicism, progressive creationism/theistic evolution, "church growth" philosophies, and Dominion
Theology/Reconstructionism. (Details follow.)

-  If one wants to know what EFCA stands for, one only need look at the teachings of Charles Swindoll. Swindoll
was the senior pastor of First Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California for 23 years (before resigning in
1994 to take the post of president of Dallas Theological Seminary), and thus is perhaps the best known E-Free
pastor/spokesperson. Swindoll's "résumé of heresy" is seemingly endless. To briefly summarize, he recommends the
books of many of the worst psychologizers, New Agers, and occultists imaginable, all under the banner of "All
Truth is God's Truth"; he teaches a psychological self-love/self-esteem gospel that is virtually indistinguishable
from that of the atheistic psychologists, in effect, denying the doctrines of grace and redemption; he openly
supports ecumenical cooperation with Catholics and charismatics, all under the guise of "grace" and non-
judgmental "acceptance"; he endorses the occultic practices of visualization and inner healing/victimization therapy;
and he teaches that believers can be demon possessed. 

-  Of all of the large and growing number of professing evangelical church fellowships/denominations buying into
the "religion" of codependency/recovery, EFCA would have to be considered the prime example. The most obvious
evidence of this is the June 1991 issue of The Evangelical Beacon, the "official magazine of The Evangelical Free
Church of America" -- the issue is titled "Power Through Grace: Freedom From Addiction and Codependency." It
contains ten pieces of "literature" (articles, editor's letters, interviews, columns, etc.) that could easily serve as the
philosophical guide for any church desiring to switch allegiance from the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the gospel of
codependency/12-step recovery; it is a perfect example of "heresy called sound doctrine." 

A letter to Dr. Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity International Univ. (TIU) [formerly Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School (TEDS)], the official Seminary of the E-Free denomination located in Deerfield, Illinois, criticizing
his part in the codependency heresy, drew the following, almost unbelievable response: [Kenneth Meyer resigned in
1995 and was replaced by Gregory Waybright.]

"Your letter ... showed an arrogance and total lack of Biblical sense in regard to codependent and
addictive needs ... the issue of The Evangelical Beacon you criticized was probably the best in their
recent history. Your letter shows your need for the ministry of a Christian psychologist or psychiatrist."
(Emphasis added.)

-  The EFCA has also publicly come out in favor of the unbiblical charismatic position on so-called "spiritual
warfare." The March 1992 issue of The Evangelical Beacon was titled "The Battle Rages." This issue contained
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seven articles on spiritual warfare issues -- five of particular interest are summarized below:

(a) Paul Cedar, president of EFCA, stresses "unity" necessary to defeat Satan (but no mention of "unity
in the truth").

(b) Timothy Warner, TIU professor, stresses that the church has the duty to "appropriate" the victory
over Satan. How do we know that this spiritual warfare is real? -- because, according to Warner,
"professionals in the psychological world are talking about spiritual power at work in their clients as
never before." He has authored the book Spiritual Warfare and recommends other heretical books on
spiritual warfare by the following authors: Bubeck [The Satanic Revival], Dawson [Taking Our Cities
for God: How to Break Spiritual Strongholds], Wagner [Engaging the Enemy], Webster [Tearing
Down Strongholds], and Christensen [Battling the Prince of Darkness]. Warner's article also teaches
unconditional love based upon the false premise that we are not "essentially bad persons."

(c) Mark Bubeck, former professor at Moody Bible Institute, author, and self-proclaimed "spiritual
warfare counselor" alleges demonic manifestations and recommends Neil Anderson's The Bondage
Breaker and Victory Over the Darkness to cure "our damaged emotions" and "defeated feelings" (e.g.,
"Low self-esteem has brought a plague of inaction upon the church ... a debilitating inferiority complex
is paralyzing believers"). 

(d) Richard Ensrud, an E-Free church pastor, had determined Satan had a stronghold on his church
("being overtly oppressed by the enemy") that needed to be reclaimed. He called on the church's
"spiritual warfare" counselors who brought the healing that the church's staff psychologist (i.e., the
"staff therapist") was unable to effect. ["One of our spiritual warfare counseling teams prayed with her
and was able to help her gain freedom from demonic strongholds in her life. The staff therapist noticed
a difference immediately."] He also writes of Satan's "binding and blinding powers" over believers (cf.
Rom. 6:4-7) ... "[and that] a church that doesn't understand spiritual warfare will never see how great
God is ..."

(e) Rick Keenan, president of Abundant Life Ministries, an organization specializing in spiritual
warfare counseling, and a member of Ensrud's church, presents a model for spiritual warfare which
includes retaking control from Satan and rebuking Satan and his host; he also gives a model prayer to
use in the retaking and rebuking process. At the completion of the article, the editor of the Beacon
concludes that pastors need to call on "spiritual warfare counselors or others experienced in spiritual
warfare."

-  The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) was a sponsoring organization of a conference titled
Evangelical Affirmations '89. It was held on TIU's campus 5/14/89-5/17/89. The purpose of the conference was for
the theologians of neo-evangelicalism to define the movement. They were, in essence, seeking to agree on the
"fundamentals" of new evangelicalism. A key doctrinal deviation of evangelicalism, the non-physical reality of hell,
was discussed. Christianity Today reported the following in its report of June 16, 1989:

"Strong disagreements did surface over the position of annihilationism ... Debate arose in the final
plenary session over whether such a view should be denounced in the affirmations. A representative
from the Advent Christian General Conference, whose churches hold such a view, argued strongly
against such a move. ... he pleaded with the group not to exclude Advent Christians from evangelical
fellowship on the basis of that single position. ... no renunciation of the position was included in the
draft document."

Here you have a key doctrinal deviation addressed by the group preparing the "fundamentals" for new
evangelicalism. Their action, in effect, wiped Scripture clean of all that Christ said about hell (New Neutralism II, p.
18). [Former TIU' faculty member Kenneth Kantzer has publicly stated that he also does not believe in a literal
hell; he says: "But when Jesus spoke of flames ... these are the most likely figurative warnings" (5/1/91, Calvary
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Contender).]

-  Three former and/or current TIU' faculty members (Kenneth S. Kantzer, Barry Beitzel, and Grant Osborne) were
contributors to/theological reviewers of The Life Application Bible (LAB). The LAB could best be described as the
"Self-Love/Self-Esteem" Bible. Its study notes teach the following psychological concepts: "You have great value
to God"; that the Bible teaches self-love; that our self-worth comes from Christ; that "knowing you are a person of
worth helps you love God"; and the blasphemous teaching that "you are so valuable that God sent His only Son to
die for you." (See BDM's Josh McDowell report for an analysis of the latter concept.)

-  Up until 1995, Dr. Kenneth Kantzer was Dean Emeritus, Distinguished Professor of Biblical and Systematic
Theology at TIU; president and chancellor of Trinity College (1963-1991); and is a senior editor of the neo-
evangelical magazine Christianity Today. He has lavishly praised the pope, calling him "the successor of St. Peter,"
has said that Catholic charismatics have become true evangelicals, and has called for continued dialogue with
Catholics. In addition, he pragmatically embraces women's ordination. (Reported in the 1/1/92, Calvary Contender.)

The September 6, 1985 issue of Christianity Today contained an editorial by Kantzer entitled "A Man Under
Orders." Though Kantzer did acknowledge briefly that "on many vital matters that affect the souls of men and their
relationship to God, Rome is still Rome," this two-page editorial is actually an amazing tribute to John Paul II.
Consider some excerpts:

"His goal, therefore, is to forge a united church, renewed spiritually, updated just enough to survive in
a world of twentieth-century science, psychology, sociology, and biblical criticism, yet basically
traditional in its adherence to Roman Catholic theology and morals ... On a far deeper level, moreover,
that is the kind of church God has called the successor of Saint Peter to build. Consequently, the Pope
sees himself as a man under orders. It is a matter of duty and obedience, and of deep convictions and a
sharp sense of duty ... his strong support of certain fundamental doctrines of biblical faith; his biblical
emphasis in which his messages are invariably sprinkled with scriptural teaching; his strong
commitment to the family, to a biblical sexual ethics, and to pro-life positions; his insistence upon
justice and true freedom of religion everywhere; and his bold stand for the priority of the Christian
message over political involvement. All these endear him to the hearts of evangelicals." (Emphasis
added.)

To appreciate the pope because of his supposed good qualities is like appreciating the devil because he sometimes
quotes Scripture, or like appreciating the antichrist because he talks about God! If there is such a thing as a wicked,
vile, blasphemous false teacher, it is the pope of Rome. (And by such praise, Kantzer is likewise identified -- 2
John 9-11.) 

Kantzer said similar things in an 11/7/86 editorial in Christianity Today: 

"Traditional Roman Catholics are a different matter altogether. They retain much of biblical
Christianity and possess qualities that I admire and wish to imitate. For example, I treasure ... their
frequent celebration of the Lord's Supper, their loyalty to the Bible ... we can rejoice with the new-
found evangelicals in the Roman Catholic Church. We can encourage them. [cf. 2 John 10,11] We can
learn from them ... we can work together on those political and social issues where we are in such
strong agreement" (Kenneth Kantzer, "Church on the Move," 11/7/86, Christianity Today). 

Can Kantzer be serious when he praises traditional Roman Catholics for their "frequent celebrations of the Lord's
Supper"? Does the man not know that the Lord's Supper for a traditional Catholic is an abominable, idolatrous
event in which an illicit priest claims to have the power to sacrifice Christ afresh, to turn bread into the very Christ
of Glory? (Reported in Flirting With Rome; Vol. 2, pp. 26-27.)

-  Announced at a press conference on 3/29/94 was an ecumenical declaration titled "Evangelicals and Catholics
Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium" (ECT). The negotiations toward the declaration were
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initiated in 9/92 by Chuck Colson and Richard Neuhaus (the latter a former liberal Lutheran clergyman [ELCA]
turned Catholic priest) under the auspices of the ecumenical and theologically liberal Institute on Religion and
Public Life (headed by Neuhaus). The declaration starts with "We are Evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics
who have been led through prayer, study, and discussion to common convictions about Christian faith and mission."
It goes down-hill from there. The coalition specifically called for an end to aggressive proselytizing of each other's
flocks (in effect, a mutual non-aggression pact). The signers of the Accord also confessed their past sins against
Catholic/Protestant unity. 

Kenneth Kantzer affirms that a document such as this should have been "signed by all evangelicals three decades
ago. ... we evangelicals need to close ranks with our Catholic neighbors. And with Mormons, conservative Jews,
and secularists who share our values" ("Should Roman Catholics and Evangelicals Join Ranks?", Christianity
Today, 7/18/94). It's difficult to understand how Kantzer can say this in light of the recent 803-page Catholic tome,
Catechism of the Catholic Church -- simply stated, there are no doctrinal grounds whatsoever upon which to forge a
unity between Roman Catholics and evangelical Christianity. In fact, the two groups are hopelessly and eternally
separated on the "core beliefs of Christianity."

-  Kantzer is the ultimate neo-evangelical. In a Christianity Today 10/5/92 article titled "The Doctrine Wars,"
Kantzer completely shuns Biblical separation from false teachers and their neo-evangelical organizations. He
believes that all our doctrinal differences do not have to be "worked out before Christians can join together to work
for the cause of Christ" (e.g., ecumenical evangelism) -- after all, these are merely "theological differences among
those whose evangelicalism is not questioned." The bottom line for Kantzer is that we must draw together "into
greater cooperation and unity" in order to fight the real enemy, which is "secularism," not "liberalism."

-  The New Revised Standard Version of the Bible, released May 1, 1990, updates the 1952 RSV. Liberal Bruce
Metzger chaired the revision committee of 30 Protestant and Catholic "scholars." The apostate National Council of
Churches receives a royalty fee for each NRSV sold, as it has with the older RSV version. The 11/23/92
Christianity Today had a big ad picturing "Evangelical scholar" and TIU professor D.A. Carson promoting the
NRSV.

-  TIU has two faculty members, Dr. Wayne Grudem (professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology) and Dr.
Timothy Warner (professor of World Mission and Evangelism), who teach John Wimber's "Power Encounter,"
including the belief that Christians can be indwelt by demons! (Wimber claims that signs and wonders were the
essential ingredient for success in first century church evangelism, and that for today, the only way to get people to
believe the Gospel is to startle them into believing through healing, prophecy, and the casting out of demons -- that
is, through a "power encounter.") TIU claims that Warner's course, "Power Encounter in Missionary Ministry," is
the Seminary's most popular elective class. Both men also hold off-campus seminars on how to free demonized
Christians.

In 1988, Warner delivered the annual Church Growth Lectures at Fuller Seminary (the home of John Wimber). In
his talk, "The Power Encounter and World Evangelization," he stated, "I have come to believe that Satan does
indeed assign a demon or corps of demons to every geopolitical unit in the world." (This is the latest Power
Encounter fad, a là Frank Peretti.) From a book edited by C. Peter Wagner (Wrestling With Dark Angels, p. 111),
Warner shares the following lying wonder. Here we have a typical charismatic, experiential "Encounter":

"A Christian man was experiencing a deep spiritual depression from which he could not find relief. A
counselor asked him if anything else significant happened in his life about the time of the onset of the
depression. The man replied that, in fact, it was about the time someone prayed for him, and his
congenitally shortened leg was made whole for the first time in his life. The counselor then suggested
that it was possible that the healing was by demonic power and that the price of the healing was
depression. The man immediately said that if the healing was not from God he renounced it.
Whereupon his leg shriveled up again, but he lost his spiritual depression." (Emphasis added.)

Miles Stanford sums up this dangerous trend well: "The faculty members in our evangelical schools who are
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teaching and publishing demonism and deliverance are far above the general charismatic level of intelligence and
training, and usually come from sound evangelical backgrounds. But once they fall for the deliverance hoax they
tend to out-crazy the charismatic crazies."

-  Is God speaking through prophets today? Yes, say TIU faculty members Wayne Grudem and Don Carson, but
not with the same "authority" as in the Old and New Testaments!:

Wayne Grudem: Professor of Biblical and Systematic Theology -- Argues that NT apostles were the
functional equivalents of OT prophets, and were in authority over NT prophets. Therefore, Grudem
considers NT non-apostolic prophecy less authoritative than both OT prophecy and NT apostolic
prophecy, in that it consists primarily of "impressions" which God gives the individual. Since the
individual may misunderstand or misinterpret these impressions, this NT prophecy is open to error and
is not required to meet the 100% accuracy demand of the OT (Dt. 3:1-5; 18:20-22). Thus, the view that
underlies much of the thinking about prophecy in the Vineyard Movement (in fact, Grudem has
claimed Vineyard preaches the true gospel of Christ), and now at TIU, is that "today's 'prophecies' are
usually imperfect and not trustworthy" (The Gift of Prophecy, pp. 100ff); by this means, Grudem can
and does argue that "prophecy" occurs today without the necessity of proving any miraculous element. 

D.A. Carson: Research Professor of New Testament. -- Carson has written a book, Showing the Spirit,
which affirms Grudem's views concerning the "inferiority" of NT prophecy (to wit, pp.97-98). Again,
by accepting the lie that the church at large in the NT was given some "second rate" gift, the door is
opened for Carson to accept the lie that the modern-day, self-appointed prophet can be acting in the
power of the Spirit, yet have a gift that is impotent and/or inaccurate.

-  J.I. Packer was the keynote speaker at TIU's "Repentance, Holiness, and Power" conference held 5/29/91-6/1/91;
other speakers at the conference were Catholic charismatics Michael Scanlan and Ann Shields. Packer has stated
that the charismatic movement "must be adjudged a work of God" (7/15/89, Calvary Contender), and that
"Catholics are among the most loyal and [spiritually] virile brothers evangelicals can find these days" (7/15/85,
Christianity Today). There was no protest to these statements from anyone at the conference.

-  TIU employs a large psychologically-trained faculty. Background on some of its most notable members follows
(quotes taken from TIU's Fall 1991, Wellspring magazine, "Is Christian Psychology Possible"):

Warren Heard:  Asst. Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MS in Family Therapy and a
clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy) -- "The Bible's
primary purpose is to tell us how to be right with God, not what to do when someone has a nervous
breakdown ...What we try to do at TEDS [TIU] is to help students form a good theological base, which
will equip them to glean truth from the field of psychology ... Because of this, the student is better able
to choose counseling theories that are compatible with a Christian worldview and therefore most
helpful to the client."

William Secor: Associate Professor of Pastoral Counseling and Psychology (MA in Psychology and
Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Marquette) -- Practiced as a licensed psychologist in both
Christian and secular settings. "There is no demonstrated truth in psychology that has threatened my
theology or my biblical stance ... the Bible provides us with principles that many of us didn't see until
we started observing people and their behavior. What we're doing in counseling is bringing out 'truth in
the inward parts.' (Psa 51:6) ... A Christian psychologist that has this understanding [that there is a
spiritual dimension to emotional problems] as well as training in useful counseling techniques and
psychological theory, is uniquely equipped to be God's instrument in this kind of healing -- 'The
purposes of a man's heart are deep waters, but a man of understanding draws them out.' (Prv 20:5)."

Jan Hook: Director of the Trinity Counseling Center (which provides counseling services to clients
from TIU and Trinity College; counseling psychology majors do their practicum in the Counseling
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Center); (MA in Counseling Psychology at TIU) -- "It [psychology] can be complimentary, it can be
integrated. That's the challenge ... The Bible has to be the filter, the ground."

Other psychologized TIU-system employees/faculty members are David E. Carlson (licensed social worker in
private practice, and teaches in TIU's Doctoral of Ministries Program -- author of Counseling and Self-Esteem); Dr.
Sandra Wilson (TIU visiting professor of pastoral counseling and psychology -- author of Released from Shame);
Dr. Charles Sell (TIU professor of Christian Education -- author of Unfinished Business: Helping Adult Children
Resolve Their Past); Dr. Neil Snider (president of Trinity Western University); and Dr. Kenneth Meyer (former
president of both TIU and Trinity College). (See the June 1991 Evangelical Beacon for articles written by these
people.)

-  Dr. Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe, Inc., has lectured frequently at TIU-sponsored events. Ross is the author of
the book, The Fingerprint of God, which is a polemic for progressive creationism/theistic evolution, and thereby, is
in effect a denial of the literal/historical interpretation of the first eleven chapters of the Book of Genesis. Among
other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical death fully existed long before
Adam and that God was fully responsible for this order of things! (Would not this belief cause the doctrines of sin
and salvation to fall? If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what are "the wages of
sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death proceeded sin, then death is not the penalty for
sin, and Christ's death on the cross accomplished nothing!) Since such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, should it not be a requirement that the administration and all of the faculty at
a so-called evangelical seminary be literal creationists?

-  TIU' faculty member Murray J. Harris, Professor of NT Exegesis and Theology, has denied the Biblical teaching
of the physical, material nature of the resurrection body. This is specifically taught in Professor Harris's 1987 book,
Raised Immortal, and in his 1990 book, From Grave to Glory. Harris teaches that Christ did not rise immortal in
the same essentially physical body in which He died, and that Jesus does not now have a body of physical "flesh
and bones." This is nearly the doctrine of Jehovah's Witnesses! The key concerns about Dr. Harris's latest book is
that, in effect, it teaches the annihilation, not the resurrection, of the essentially physical body of Jesus, and,
therefore, it serves to undermine the Biblical doctrine of the present "incarnate" Christ. Like the JWs, Harris also
claims the Lord's appearances after His "resurrection" were "materializations" and that the heavenly body is
"immaterial." [It appears not to concern Harris that historic, orthodox Christianity has always held that Scripture
teaches the necessity of belief in the resurrection of Christ's body of "flesh" for salvation (Jn. 2:18-22; Lk. 24:36-
39; Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 15:1-3,14, 17).] Also like the JWs, Harris denies the resurrection of the believer's body from
the grave. Professor Harris holds that the believer's resurrection body is by nature "invisible," "immaterial," and
"spiritual," and that believers get it (in this "immaterial" form, "qualitatively and numerically distinct from the old
body") at the moment of death, even though the real physical body is still in the grave! [Harris has apparently
abandoned this latter view, but the EFCA still holds it to be "orthodox."]

After the release of Raised Immortal, the EFCA was challenged on Harris's teaching on the resurrection at its 1988
annual conference by the well-known neo-evangelical author and apologist Norman Geisler (albeit a Catholic-
sympathizer himself), who through his book Battle for the Resurrection, was the first to bring the issue of Harris's
unorthodoxy to the public. EFCA upheld Harris's teaching as it voted to approve (on 6/22/88) the orthodoxy of this
heretical view; on 6/24/88, EFCA leaders ruled out of order a resolution from a local EFCA church to affirm the
historic Free Church belief in the physical nature of the resurrection body. When Geisler protested to the EFCA
leaders concerning its affirmation of this heresy, he was met with verbal abuse (called a "liar," a "rat," a "pagan,"
"ruthless," and a "deceiver") and accused that, "You are mentally ill." Kenneth Meyer, then president of Trinity,
also stated that he would "shun" Geisler in order "to treat him as a pagan." Geisler also requested a private meeting
with Professor Harris, but was rejected. Geisler, in a 7/5/88 letter, "Why I Left the Evangelical Free Church
Ministerial," makes the following observation:

"This is precisely how denominations go liberal, namely, when their doctrinal statements are stretched
beyond their original meaning to accommodate new doctrinal deviations. We cannot allow critical
doctrine[s] to be watered down by accommodating deviant views, no matter how much we personally
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like those who hold these positions. The simple truth is that brotherly charity should not be used as an
excuse to neglect doctrinal purity."

This issue flared-up again with the release of From Grave to Glory. In a press release dated 9/24/92, Witness Inc., a
major countercult ministry in Clayton, California, announced that it and 34 other leading countercult organizations
(the number in the coalition had increased to 156 as of 1/96) had taken a united stand against the doctrine of the
resurrection as taught by Harris:

"Trinity is the seminary of the Evangelical Free Church whose leadership endorses the teaching of
Harris as "orthodox." Thirty-five cult evangelism ministries, after fully studying the issue, have
determined that Dr. Harris' teaching on the resurrection, particularly that of Jesus, is not only outside of
orthodoxy, but is dangerous to the Church, akin to the doctrine of the JW cult. Not one countercult
organization has stated Harris is orthodox on the resurrection ... We hereby express our solemn concern
that this teaching of Dr. Harris undermines the very resurrection gospel upon which we stand (1 Cor.
15:1)."

Readers should scrutinize the following pages of Harris's books in order to examine his teachings first-hand: Raised
Immortal -- pp. 44, 53-54, 100-101, 124, 126-127, 133; From Grave to Glory -- pp. 142-143, 193-195, 198, 202-
208, 238, 351, 376, 385, 391-392, 404-408, 414-415, 423-424, 435. [Those interested in a thorough analysis of this
issue should write Duane Magnani of Witness, Inc. (P.O. Box 597, Clayton, CA 94517) for their well-documented,
29-page open-letter to "Pastors and friends of the EFC"; Witness also has available Dr. Robert D. Culver's book, A
Wakeup Call.] Dr. Kenneth Meyer of Trinity, along with Dr. Harris, responded to Witness's material with a 13-page
letter asking all E-Free Churches "to respect and support" Trinity's judgment on Harris. 

Does EFCA's leadership want their people to believe it is "orthodox" to hold that Jesus does not now have a body
of physical "flesh and bones"; that at the time of each person's death, the believer's physical body will be "replaced"
by a form that is not essentially material; and that it is "orthodox" to hold that the body that dies remains forever in
the grave, having been "replaced" by an immaterial/invisible "spiritual" form? Apparently so (despite EFCA's
Statement of Faith to the contrary -- i.e., Articles III and VII). Meyer's/Harris's 13-page rejoinder is a declaration
that Trinity and the EFCA leadership stand solidly behind/endorse the teaching of Murray Harris in regards to his
being "orthodox." (Letters from Paul Cedar, Kenneth Kantzer, and the TIU Alumni Board have also endorsed
Harris as orthodox.) Sadly, even J.I. Packer and James Montgomery Boice have joined in with their support of
Harris's heretical teaching.

[Harris/EFCA Update: After Dr. Meyer's resignation as president of Trinity, and with the hiring of Dr. Greg
Waybright, EFCA president, Paul Cedar, renewed dialog with Duane Magnani in the summer of 1995. The result
was an early-1996 "Reaffirmation statement" by the Board of Directors of the EFCA, which takes a firm stand
against Murray Harris's teaching that Jesus rose in a non-physical/non-fleshly body. And since all EFCA pastors
and each member of the Trinity faculty must affirm to the statement, Geisler and Magnani declared in early-March,
1996, "The Battle for the Resurrection is Over." Since Harris is required to annually affirm this statement, Magnani
praised God that "Harris now holds to the resurrection of Jesus in a physical body with 'flesh and bones' and that
believers will be raised in their 'physical' bodies." (See the 3/18/96 issue of the Christian News, pp. 1, 11-12.)

Remember though, this has always been the official position of the EFCA, and Harris has affirmed this statement
in writing every year, all the while writing books that denied it! So why should we now believe that Harris is
orthodox on the resurrection merely because he continues to sign the EFCA's statement of faith along with the
Reaffirmation statement? Shouldn't we have more tangible proof of doctrinal correction than this? Should we not
expect Harris and the EFCA to publicly correct the heresy previously taught? And what about all those adversely
affected by Harris's previous books? Does Harris plan an extensive public campaign to repent of these past false
teachings, just as widely as he originally taught them? Is Harris going to publicly request that his two books be
removed from distribution? I submit that Harris's failure to do these things raises a serious question that he has
truly corrected his false doctrine. Instead, it would appear that Harris has merely signed-on to hold his job at a
school that has now officially abandoned his position on a crucial doctrine.
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-  Paul Cedar, former president of EFCA (he retired effective 9/30/96), is no stranger to the heresies in his
denomination. In October of 1991, Cedar traveled with Wimberites, C. Peter Wagner (the "signs and wonders,"
Church Growth, Power Evangelism, Vineyard Fellowship follower) and Jack Hayford (hyper-charismatic/occultist)
to a church growth meeting in Argentina, where all three were scheduled speakers. Wagner and Cedar were
scheduled to speak there again in 11/92. (Reported in the 9/15/91 & 8/15/92 issues of Calvary Contender.):

(a) Charismatic healers Charles and Frances Hunter teach that all Christians are commanded to speak in
tongues and to heal the sick. The Hunters led a 1992 nationwide evangelistic campaign to "Win Your
City to Jesus." Cedar urged EFCA-affiliated churches to participate. [Also supporting this "outreach"
were liberal Robert Schuller's CUGM churches and Campus Crusade (8/15/92, Calvary Contender).]

(b) Cedar also spoke at a number of Billy Graham's 1992 Schools of Evangelism (Toronto, Asheville,
Portland, and Lake Louise, Canada). Teaching with Cedar were such neo-evangelicals as Franklin
Graham (Billy's son), Lloyd Ogilvie, Joe Aldrich, and D. James Kennedy. Cedar was also scheduled to
be the host dean at the 9/92 Graham Portland Crusade. (Reported in the 2/1/92 and 8/15/92 issues of
Calvary Contender.) 

(c) Cedar has succeeded (5/15/92) Leighton Ford as Chairman of the Board of the Lausanne
Committee in the U.S. Cedar says that, "World evangelism is the greatest concern that the Lord has
given me." The Lausanne is a highly ecumenical evangelization "ministry."

(d) Cedar is now the full-time head of Mission America, which has an ambitious (ecumenical) strategy
for evangelizing the entire U.S. by the year 2000. About 100 denominations and parachurch ministries
have joined this effort. (Reported in the 8/15/96, Calvary Contender.)

-  Paul Cedar and the EFCA were endorsers/participants in the 9/95 National Evangelistic Census (NEC), a
Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by winning our city to Jesus."
NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey where teams of two go door-to-door asking
questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be
shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are
Youth With a Mission, Campus Crusade for Christ, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as charismatic-
loonies John Osteen, John Hagee, Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn
Hickey, Dick Eastman, Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.) [Cedar has also taken part in the annual
ecumenical/charismatic March For Jesus campaigns.]

-  Paul Cedar chairs the A.D. 2000 International Coalition of Christian Leaders, which is composed of 200 key
leaders from various denominations, national, and local churches. (The latest news from the A.D. 2000 Evangelism
organization is that Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea have
been named as the four new Honorary Co-Chairmen.) A.D. 2000 Evangelism is ecumenical, compromising to the
core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert Muller) yet many undiscerning or
uninformed believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it. This unscriptural evangelism movement
includes Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that
many have not yet realized the impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those participating in that
effort preach a false gospel. This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in
fact, it's own branch of A.D. 2000 called "Evangelization 2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993 Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
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(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine). 

-  Kenneth Meyer, former president of TIU, endorsed Bill Hybels' book Honest to God: "Hybels' transparent life
comes through on every page, and his godly perception speaks directly to where we live." (Hybels is a
psychologizer [e.g., he extols the virtues of Jungian personality theory in Honest to God] and one of the leaders in
the unbiblical "church growth" movement -- a movement of which TIU has been an active supporter, as evidenced
by the church growth conference held there in 1991, and by TIU course offerings in church growth theory and
techniques.)

-  Robert Coleman is Professor of Evangelism and Director of the School of World Mission and Evangelism at
TIU, and is also the director of the Billy Graham Institute at Wheaton College. In 4/92, he spoke at the 50th
Anniversary convention of The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) on the topic "Mobilizing the Church
for Evangelism." (The NAE's establishment in 1942 was actually a repudiation of historic fundamentalism; it is an
organization that was founded on a platform of compromise, and its compromises have multiplied over the last five
decades.) While rightfully stressing the need for godliness and holiness, Coleman amazingly used Bill Hybels'
Willow Creek Community Church as a model of a "church focused on evangelism." (It would be difficult to find
any other church, even in the ecumenical movement, which uses more worldly approaches and programs than
Hybels' supposedly "evangelical" church.)

Coleman also demonstrated his inconsistency in stressing the need for the fullness of the Holy Spirit to empower
believers for witnessing. He praised Dr. C. Peter Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary for his emphasis on
"Power Evangelism" -- one of the newer heresies of our day, which holds that "signs, healings, miracles, and
wonders" must accompany evangelism in these last days in order to make the Gospel effective. (Reported in the
March-April 1992, Foundation magazine.)

-  Paul Cedar, former E-Free president, and Robert Coleman, TIU faculty member and author of The Coming World
Revival, have both endorsed the ministry of psychologizers David and Karen Mains (of Chapel of the Air fame).
Speaking of the heavily psychologized 50-Day Spiritual Adventure series for 1996, Cedar said it is "One of the
most strategic ministries God has raised up in our day"; Coleman said, "Take it as tonic for your soul" (1996
Chapel Adventure brochure).

-  For many years Walter C. Kaiser was Academic Dean and professor of Semitic languages and Old Testament at
Trinity. Dr. Kaiser has actively supported the ordination of women since at least the early-1980s. According to Dr.
Kaiser: 

"Paul's argument [in 1 Tim. 2:12], then, is based on the 'orders of education,' not the 'orders of
creation.' Thus, when the women have been taught, the conditions raised in the 'because,' or 'for'
clauses (vv. 13-14) will have been met and the ban [mentioned in 1 Tim. 2:12] removed even as the
Bible illustrates in the lives of Miriam, Deborah, Huldah, evangelist Philip's daughters, Phoebe,
Priscilla, Junias, Tryphena, Tryphosa, Persis, Euodia and Syntyche" ("Shared Leadership or Male
Headship?," Christianity Today , 10/3/86, p. 12-I). 

This is a liberal position and is shameful for a man of such linguistic ability to hold it.

-  A number of TIU's faculty members are actively involved in COR (Coalition on Revival), a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose
Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Dr. Gleason Archer, Professor
Emeritus of O.T. and Semantic Languages at TIU, is one such person; he is a Steering Committee member of COR
and has signed its Manifesto. As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is
from a recent brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this
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not sound like a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary ."

That Archer has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church; Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View; and Twenty-five Articles on the
Kingdom of God -- P.O. Box A, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, the EFCA denomination is a strong supporter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized
men's movement -- three issues of the 1995 Evangelical Beacon had very favorable articles on Promise Keepers.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/96
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"Christian" Fantasy
Biblical or Oxymoron?

-  The dictionary defines fable as:

"fantasy/fiction/falsehood dependent for effect on strangeness of setting (as other worlds or times) and
of characters (as supernatural or unnatural beings); the setting is usually in a non-existent or unreal
world, the characters are fanciful or unreal, or the conflict focuses on physical or scientific principles
not yet discovered or contrary to present experience."

-  Fantasy is especially dangerous for children. While most children in the 1970s knew enough truth to place
divination in the forbidden realm of the occult, today's children -- who often feel more comfortable with occult
games than Biblical truth -- see nothing wrong with pagan practices. Fantasy movies, like Disney's The Lion King,
are good matches for the new earth-centered paradigm or world view that is transforming childrens' views of
reality. While God told us to continually communicate truth to our children (Deut. 6:5-7), today's culture trains
children to see reality through a global, earth-centered filter. This "new" mental framework distorts truth, stretches
the meaning of familiar words, and promotes mystical "insights" that are incompatible with Christianity. Packaged
with entertainment, this message usually bypasses rational resistance, desensitizes opened minds, and fuels general
acceptance of pagan spirituality (Berit Kjos, "The Spirit Behind The Lion King," 1/95, The Christian Conscience,
pp. 32-34).

-  Most true Christians would recognize fantasy, such as the movie Star Wars, as being extremely wicked (in this
case, sorcery -- "The Force" being equivalent to black magic and white witchcraft). Yet, apparently, when we call it
"Christian," this somehow sanctifies what we do with our minds (imaginations), or what we allow our minds to
entertain. For example, one can look in any issue of the Christian Book Distributors Fiction Catalog and find the
most outrageous fantasy literature, yet it is all dubbed "Christian." The following is taken from the CBD Fiction
Catalog, 9/94 premier edition:

" ... now there's no more compromising for those who love Christian fiction, because you are holding
the key to your next escape-from-it-all right in the palm of your hand ... CBD's brand new Fiction
Catalog? It's filled with the latest and the best refreshing, thrilling, inspiring, wholesome fiction for you
and your family" (p. 2).

Wholesome? The following is a sample of that which CBD considers "wholesome." [Much of this type of writing
comes from medieval mysticism, which God hates (cf. Deut. 18: 10-12).]:

(a) Millennium's Dawn, by Ed Stewart (p. 25):

"June 2001. The future never seemed brighter for Dr. Evan Rider and his new bride, Shelby, as they
prepare to embark on the honeymoon of their dreams. But the dream quickly becomes a nightmare as a
long-buried secret shared by three college friends erupts, engulfing the couple in a sinister plot of
blackmail, terror, and betrayal."

(b) Till We Have Faces, by C. S. Lewis (p. 34):

"The unlovely Orual, eldest daughter of the King of Glome, becomes so consumed by her mingled love
and jealousy of her beautiful half-sister that she makes a complaint to the gods -- and receives an
answer she did not expect. This novel, possibly Lewis' best work and the one he considered his own
favorite, is his compelling rework of the myth of Cupid and Psyche." [Sound like something you could
want your children to read -- about "the gods"?]
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(c) The Song of Albion, by Stephen Lawhead (p. 33):

"Wolves prowl the streets of Oxford. A Green Man haunts the Highlands. A breach has been opened
between our world and the Celtic Otherworld and anything, anyone, may now enter [sounds similar to
Poltergeist, one of the most wicked movies ever produced]. But it's Lewis Gillies, an American
graduate student at Oxford, who reluctantly stumbles through. In the savagely beautiful Otherworld,
Lewis finds himself caught in an epic struggle between light and darkness -- a struggle that will
determine the fate of his own world. Memorably penned with vivid and poetic imagery, Lawhead's
breathtaking reworking of Celtic myth will keep you reading long into the night" [no doubt, and right
into the DARKNESS! -- the Celtic civilization is the culture from which we have received much of our
modern day Halloween practices.]

-  "Well," someone might say, "I'm not doing anything wicked, I'm just reading about wickedness." But does this
align with godliness? There are four things about fantasy which must be considered:

I.    It is Anti-Truth.
II.   It Slips Into Reality.
III.  It Does Not Fit True Godliness.
IV. A Love for God Will Oppose It.

I. Fantasy Is Anti-Truth

Isaiah 32:6 describes error against the Lord. All lies are against God (1 John 2:21; John 8:44). Satan is the father of
lies. Since fantasy is not true, then it is a lie! We have been duped into thinking there is some spiritual gray realm
out there in which something can be neither true nor a lie. It's just called fantasy! But fantasy is made up of lies,
deceit, and unreality, all wrapped up in a pretty (or sometimes, not so pretty) package.

How about the popular 1994 Disney occult/New Age "children's animation" film, The Lion King, which some
consider wholesome "fantasy." One observer wrote this about The Lion King:

"The Lion King packs a powerful New Age symbolism and philosophy. Its theme, the 'Circle of Life' is
a variation on the cycles of nature: life, death and rebirth, particularly as it relates to the theory of
evolution. The film presents this theme from the perspective of the nature religion, more so than
Disney films of the past -- 'We are all connected in the great circle of life.' The accoutrements of
shamanistic ritualism is graphically portrayed in the dedication of the baby Simba to the spirits of the
earth" (Media Spotlight, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 3).

Yet, we have others who claim the name of Christ, like James Dobson's Focus on the Family, who would like to
encourage you to go and see this film that is filled with abominable contents. (See the 8/15/94 Parental Guidance
magazine, which is published by Focus on the Family.) FOTF claims that The Lion King has only a few slight
imperfections, otherwise it is "a wholesome, brilliantly animated picture relating the importance of family and
responsibility."

A "few slight imperfections"? How about the character Rafiki speaking of the eternal state of life and his
connectedness with it when Simba, as an adult lion, asks the question, "You knew my father." Rafiki's answer:
"Correction! I know your father." Recalling that his father had once told him that the stars are former kings who
look down on the earth and guide its inhabitants, Simba looks up at the stars and cries out to his father, "You said
you'd always be with me, but you aren't." Shortly thereafter his father appears to him [spiritism; cf. Deut. 18:10ff]
in a cloud and reminds him of his responsibility to assume his rightful place in the circle of life. -- "Look inside
yourself, Simba," he says. "You are more than what you have become."
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Besides the spiritism in the film, ask yourself a question -- "Do animals talk?" Just on this fantasy alone (animals
talking) it is a lie.

II. Fantasy Subtly Slips Into Reality.

It becomes very difficult to separate fantasy from reality, especially in the minds of children. There was an
interesting article in The Newhall Signal (newspaper) in light of this. Noting one of the teachings of the popular
fantasy games, "Death is usually seen as a temporary state with characters returning 'from beyond' to play again"
(7/22/87, The Newhall Signal, "Fantasy Games Linked to Real Deaths," p. 16).

Notice a few more books in the CBD Catalog:

(a) A Skeleton in God's Closet, by Paul L. Maier (p. 25):

"Move over, Indiana Jones! In this novel, Harvard archaeologist Dr. John Weber has just discovered a
shocking secret -- Jesus' bones. The evidence [an obvious denial of the resurrection] seems
incontestable. When word of the discovery leaks out, pandemonium ensues and millions abandon their
Christian faith. But which is the hoax -- the archaeological find or the Resurrection itself?" [How can
this be edifying?]

(b) The Guardian, by Jane Hamilton (p. 25):

"A new frontier for Christian fiction! Tabris [a guardian angel] has been given a second chance. As a
guardian angel, he was found guilty of committing the one unforgivable act against his human charge
and against God. Yet God, with mercy and grace, has forgiven Tabris and given him one more
assignment -- one more human being to protect. Why? Find out in this celestial parable that will
illuminate the indefinable love God has for his creation -- you, me, even angels. " (Emphasis added.)
[See the jump from fantasy to reality -- cf. Heb. 2:16 -- any angel who has ever sinned is a demon.
Sinning angels are never forgiven, but doomed eternally!]

(c) Darien: The Guardian Angel of Jesus, by Roger Elwood (p. 22):

"The ultimate adventure with an unforgettable guardian angel! Of all the guardian angels in heaven,
God chose only one to protect Christ during His time on earth. He chose Darien. (That's the Darien
who questioned God's decision to throw Lucifer from heaven and was sent to earth to witness Lucifer's
destruction of the world in the novel Angel Walk.) You can imagine that Darien has quite a tale to tell,
protecting God's own son -- and he tells it with poignancy and originality. Through this angel's eyes,
you'll go on a fascinating and even disturbing journey from the time of Lucifer's rebellion, to creation,
to the miracles of Jesus' birth and life. If the stories of Christ's life have become just matter-of-fact
Sunday school lessons to you, then here's the breath of fresh air you need!" [Notice the move from
fantasy into reality? How are lies, deceit, and fantasy going to freshen one's love for the Word of God?
]

This move from fantasy to reality, by definition, affects one's view of reality. Remember when Close Encounters of
the Third Kind came out? People believed it! Fantasy gets people to fantasize about reality. It is a slippery slide into
lies unknowingly.

III. Fantasy Does Not Fit True Godliness

What is godliness (1 Tim. 6:3; Prov. 3:5-6; 28:14)? Romans 1:18 teaches that God's wrath is against "ungodliness."
And as shown above, fantasy is ungodliness. Diving into fantasy, which, by its very nature is against the Truth, is a
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denial of God, what He says, and the Truth of His Word. How can a lie be used for evangelism, worship, or
anything else godly? By its very nature, fantasy removes the person from the Truth (reality) and moves them into a
realm away from God. This ungodliness is well depicted in the CBD Fiction Catalog, where it says on page 2:

"It's been said that reading fiction is one of the best ways to 'escape' from the cares of everyday life.
Since the beginning of time, great thinkers and writers (even Jesus himself) have been inspired to
create allegories, parables and epics, as well as the good, old-fashioned novel itself. What a tragedy to
think we have to settle for fiction that merely grabs our attention, but lacks the values and spiritual
insight we could carry with us when we return to the 'real world.'" [Again, the move from fantasy to
reality.]

Is this what the Lord wants us to do -- "escape" from reality? No! Fantasy is an attack on the very core of one's
being as a follower of Christ! And what about the claim that Jesus' parables and the allegories in Scripture, or
figurative speech, are parallel to the use of fantasy? No! The Bible's parables, allegories, and figurative speech are
not about fantasy at all. They are all about Truth!

IV. A Love For God Will Oppose Fantasy

God would not have His children take refuge in unreality. A love for God is equal to a love for the Truth (John
14:6). Matthew 22:34-40 teaches to love the Lord with all your mind (imagination). What does the Lord say in
Ephesians 4:25? -- Speak the Truth to one another! Do we ever stop speaking the truth and speak fantasy to one
another, or write fantasy to one another? Is this how God would have us live? Notice Ephesians 4:29. What's the
goal? Build each other up in the TRUTH! (not in fantasy). If a Christian is loving the Lord with all his MIND
(imagination), he will be dwelling on truth, reality, His Word, and Him, NOT FAIRY TALES AND FANTASY! 

Fantasy typically is filled with evil. What should be the Christian's perspective of evil (Rom. 16:19)? If we love the
Lord with all our MINDS, then we will not only avoid taking any pleasure in fantasy, but we will hate it. Because
fantasy is anti-reality, it is against godliness, it opens the door to deceit, and is an affront to the very core of your
being as a Christian. And what is that? -- Taking refuge in God, not escaping reality (Psalm 73:25-28).

-  In 2 Timothy 4:3-4 ("For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their
own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.
They will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths"), the Greek word translated myths means
tales, stories, or fables (untrue stories). So what about Pilgrim's Progress and other so-called Christian stories like
it?

Pilgrim's Progress (by John Bunyan) is claimed by many to be a good illustration of the truth -- the truth of a
Christian's pilgrimage in this life. Some would say, "The Bible uses (a) parables, (b) allegories, (c) figurative
language, symbolism, etc., and (d) dreams and visions, so what's wrong with Pilgrim's Progress doing the same? A
few examples follow:

(a) Parables are not fables. 

Matt. 12: 33-35 (using a real idea, expressing another real idea)
Matt. 13:3-9/18-23 (real/real)
Matt. 13:24-30/13:37-43 (real/real) 
Matt. 13:31-32 (real/real)
Matt. 13:33 (real/real)
Matt. 13:44 (real/real)
Matt. 13:45-46 (real/real - He does not fly out of the realm of reality)
Matt. 13:47-50 (real/real)
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(b) Allegory is symbolic, not mythical -- Gal. 4:22-31 (real/real)

(c) Figurative is not mythical -- John 6:53-63 -- Jesus does not fly out of the realm of reality. In fact,
He uses such explicitly (real) language that people are having a hard time understanding Him. Yet, He
explains that He is speaking in a figurative way (John 6:63).

(d) Dreams and Visions are not untrue stories -- Daniel 7:1ff; 8:17 refers to truth; 8:26 ("is true"); 9:21
(writing of Truth). These are not untrue stories (fables). Ezekiel 1 &10 -- these are real creatures!

So what about Pilgrim's Progress? There are serious problems in what that book teaches. For example, Christian
leaves his armor behind and eventually his sword for the rest of his journey. This does not at all square with
Ephesians 6.

Of course, someone would say, "It just a story." Exactly. It is a story that is supposed to illustrate truth, and when it
fails to do this, it falls short and becomes an untrue story (fable), which is not doing a good job (at times) in
illustrating truth. No doubt, there are many aspects about the story that are interesting and thought-provoking, but
that does not excuse the twisting of truth into a lie. Here are some more problems:

(a) Is it a myth? Yes. "But, it is a 'Christian' myth!" Is this supposed to make it okay? No, it makes it
worse! That's what Paul was talking about in 2 Tim. 4:4? Pagan myths? No -- "Christian" myths!
That's why it is so dangerous.

(b) Another possible danger with Pilgrim's Progress is that the Christian life could be seen through the
eyes of the story rather than solely through the Word of God. Romans says to transform our minds
(12:1). Only the Word of God can do that, not "Christian" fantasy. A Christian's affection should be
upon God's Word and His truth, not the fables of men. This type of Christian fable can pull our
affections away from the Word.

(c) Has the Word of God become so dull, dry, drab, or undesirable to us that we would even think we
would need such a book as Pilgrim's Progress to spur us on in the faith? 

-  A few more Scriptures indicate our concern with "Christian" fantasy:

(a) 2 Peter 1:16 -- We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you about the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his majesty. 

(b) Titus 1:14 -- and will pay no attention to Jewish myths or to the commands of those who reject the
truth. 

(c) 1 Timothy 1:4 -- nor to devote themselves to myths and endless genealogies. These promote
controversies rather than God's work -- which is by faith.

(d) 1 Timothy 4:7 -- Have nothing to do with godless myths and old wives' tales; rather, train yourself
to be godly.

-  Considering the present distress (2 Tim. 3:1), how can fantasy, no matter how supposedly good it may be, be
found profitable? We need to concentrate on reality -- the truth of the Word of God -- and leave the fantasizing to
those who are perishing (especially in light of the prevailing ignorance of the Word). And, especially when Paul
describes the "against the true church" as those who will "be turned aside to fables," we ought to hold fast to the
truth -- the Word of God (1 Thess. 5:21). 
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An Example from a "Christian" College

A recent FrontLine magazine (Vol. 6, No. 4) with a cover theme, "The Christian and the Arts," carried a lead
article titled "The God of All Beauty." The article is very disturbing because it lists so many Scripture references
[out of context/misapplied], but the author's rationalizations fail to give due consideration to Pauline Epistle truths
for this Church Age and the warnings about this world/age. Two other articles in this FrontLine issue are by Donna
Lynn Hess of Bob Jones University (BJU), one on fantasy and the other on selecting reading material for children.

The first article refers favorably to C.S. Lewis, a devotee and author of occult fantasy with unbiblical metaphors;
yet Hess claims that this kind of fantasy is useful in helping children "develop valuable literary skills" and in
developing an understanding of "similar literary elements used in Scripture." In the second article by Hess, she
states: "As Christian parents, we recognize the need for choosing books in which the theme is morally sound. But it
is just as important to be sure that this theme is artfully expressed"; she also says that it's okay to expose children to
stories with themes "antithetical to Christian beliefs" in order to "help inoculate them against the false ideas,
attitudes and behaviors these writers promote." 

BJU's ShowForth video division ("The video source you can trust.") also markets three video productions of C.S.
Lewis' fiction, and a documentary biography of Lewis himself. ShowForth 's catalog layout (p. 7), under
"Inspirational," lists C.S. Lewis as one of the "Warriors of the Word" along with C.H. Spurgeon. Considering
Lewis' many theological errors, it is dangerously deceptive to place him in such august company. A pastor
knowledgeable in the unbiblical teachings of Lewis wrote to BJU documenting Lewis's errors. BJU responded with
an involved, articulate, but off-the-mark defense for using "fantasy" as a teaching tool.

In the articles in FrontLine, as well in articles sent out by ShowForth, Hess gives an unusually broad description to
the term "fantasy," and does not give adequate consideration to the whole counsel of God. "Fantasy" should not be
used, as BJU does, to describe the figures of speech and literary techniques found in God's Word. More serious
study ought be made of the nature of God, the condemnation of all forms of spiritism throughout Scripture, the
recurring theme of sober/sound mind (especially in the New Testament), and the disassociation in the Epistles with
"fables" (myths) in presenting God's message.

In these times we live in, we believe pastors and parents must exercise extreme caution regarding the literary use of
fantasy. But caution is apparently not in BJU's vocabulary concerning this matter. BJU Press has published
Medallion, a popular fantasy reader for elementary age home-schoolers. There are strange similarities between
Medallion and two explicitly pagan books -- one a sixth-grade reader for public schools called The Dark is Rising,
and a Wiccan manual by Starhawk called The Spiral Dance. In response to a review of Medallion by Berit Kjos,
BJU trivializes the similarities, and states, "It appears that what this critique requires of Medallion rules out all
fantasy for the Christian. We hold that no story can mix fantasy with the supernatural facts of Scripture without
dangerously trivializing Biblical truth by associating scriptural realities with a dream world." [Couldn't have stated
the truth more clearly if we had tried!] Contrary to the scholarly opinion of BJU's Literature and Language
departments, "Christian" fantasy parallels the occultic literature for children, using similar images, story-lines,
symbols, and characters. Literary fantasy, rather than being neutral, has occultic roots. (This paragraph was
excerpted and/or adapted from the 10/96, The Christian Conscience, "Pagan Story for Christian Children," pp. 40-
42; see page 41 for a detailed comparison of Medallion and The Dark is Rising.)
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The "Gospel in the Stars"
(Or Astrology & Occultism?)

-  The "Gospel in the Stars" was popular in the late 1800s. Some of the books published then have lately been
brought back into print, among them E.W. Bullinger's The Witness of the Stars (1893) and Joseph A. Seiss's The
Gospel in the Stars (1884), both republished by Kregel. This is all done under the tenuous assumption that the signs
of the Zodiac were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel;" that this "Gospel in the Stars" was
known to those living before the Flood; that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology (as an
instrument of divination -- the predicting of the future and/or the determining of personality traits based on the
positions of the heavenly bodies); and that the alleged recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a
great "witness" to God and His Word. 

In actuality, it is a century-old "wind of doctrine" which seems to be gaining new popularity among many of
today's Christians who feel a need to prove the veracity of the Gospel by some means outside God's Word. They
attempt to glean diamonds of hidden truth from the gravel pit of occult theory. [Besides well-known "evangelical"
D. James Kennedy who teaches this "Gospel in the Stars" folly, other lesser known promoters are Noah Hutchings,
J.R. Church, John Barela, and David Webber, all currently or formerly of Southwest Radio Church, and Chuck
Missler, [formerly of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa.] Yet, not one shred of historical evidence can be offered in
support of this theory. It is based not upon fact, but speculation. Seiss even admits in his book (p. 5) that the
insights leading to his thesis came "in connection with [his] studies of the marvelous wisdom embodied in the Great
Pyramid of Gizeh." Thereby, the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" is simply a "Christianized" interpretation of
astrology and occultism, in the same class as pyramidology -- and equally dangerous.

-  It is claimed that "by way of the Bible itself we reach the idea of the GOSPEL in the STARS" (Seiss, p. 13). Not
so! While the Bible frequently states that the heavens are given for "signs," it never implies, much less states, that
these "signs" present the gospel. The Bible indicates that creation reveals God's glory and power, which are "clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made" (Rom. 1:20), and that "there is no speech nor language where
their voice is not heard" (Psa. 19:3). Never does it say that the heavens or any part of creation declare the gospel.
That is presented only by God's Word and preaching -- and that not even by angels, but only by men.

-  The idea of the "Gospel in the Stars" puts an alleged witness from creation on a par with the revelations
contained in the Bible. If this thesis is correct, then there are many places (Psa. 19:1-4; Rom. 1:19-24; Heb. 1:1-2;
2 Pe. 1:21; etc.) where the Bible could have, and should have, told us that the "gospel is in the stars" -- but it does
not. Hebrews 1:1 for example, tells us that God "spake in times past unto the fathers by the prophets," but fails to
say that He also spoke in the stars. Why does the Bible never propose this idea? Obviously because creation
witnesses to one thing, prophets to something else. The creation witnesses to God's eternal existence and power and
wisdom; the Bible takes it from there and explains the gospel. This distinction is destroyed by asserting that the
gospel is contained in the stars.

Actually, those who promote this myth admit that the gospel can't be seen in the stars themselves, but that it comes
from a "Christianized" interpretation of the fanciful "signs" of the Zodiac assigned by the ancients to certain
constellations. Nor can these figures be seen in the natural formations of the stars, but are the arbitrary product of
human imagination. And even if they could, one would not know from that "sign" that the Son of God and Savior
of the world was to be born of a virgin -- much less that He would die in our place and offer pardon for sin as a
free gift of God's grace. One simply cannot derive the "gospel" from the starry heavens, or from any other part of
creation!

-  There is no way that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" can be equated with what the Bible says the "heavens
declare" -- a message that Paul reminds us is "clearly seen" (Rom. 1:20) and understood by all those who observe
God's creation, no matter what their language (Psa. 19:3). That this is not the case with the "Gospel in the Stars," is
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obvious. In fact, the very idea that the "Gospel" is in the stars would never have entered the average Christian's
(much less pagan's) head from looking up at the starry heavens. Yet, in complete contradiction both of Scripture
and common sense, it is declared that the gospel "in all its length and breadth, stands written upon the stars ..."
(Seiss, p. 14). The truth is that the alleged "Gospel in the Stars" is not contained in the stars at all. It is found only
in the books that tell us about this supposed wonder of the heavens and pretend to give us the original meanings
allegedly conveyed in ancient oral traditions -- for which there can be found no historical evidence today.

-  Even the Southern Cross, which is the only constellation that really forms a somewhat recognizable figure (and
thus is "Exhibit A" for those who promote this myth), fails on at least two counts:

First of all, the "gospel" is not clear from looking at a cross. One can only wonder that evangelicals,
who would reject the notion that the gospel is preached by a cross in a church, would suggest that it is
preached by a much less clearly formed "cross" in the sky! Even the physical meaning of such a
symbol was unknown before Roman times; and to this day the spiritual meaning of the cross is
unknown to those who have never read the Bible or heard the gospel preached by men.

Secondly, the fact that the Old Testament doesn't even mention the cross is reason enough to reject any
suggestion that an oral tradition interpreting the stars presented that truth before Christ's advent.
David's statement in Psalm 22 ("they pierced my hands and my feet") was only understood after its
meaning had been revealed through its fulfillment in Christ.

So even a "cross" clearly depicted in the stars could not possibly have conveyed the "gospel," which was not
revealed until after Christ's crucifixion. How much less, then, could any other symbol do so -- then or now?

-  To suggest that there was an oral tradition connected to the stars that presented the gospel, when even the Old
Testament did not present it, puts an oral tradition above Scripture, and thus undermines God's Word. In the
Genesis 3 statement by God that "the seed of the woman will bruise the serpent's head," the gospel is contained
only in embryo and in mystery, and was not understood until the New Testament revealed it. Without the Bible,
and with only the stars themselves to look at, even were the "signs of the Zodiac" distinct, which they are not, no
one could understand the gospel from them. In fact, the symbols of the Zodiac have universally served to support
occultism and astrology since the earliest times. To suggest that the "gospel" was their "original meaning" promotes
a deadly delusion.

The word "gospel" is used 101 times in 95 versus in the Bible (all New Testament) and it is never associated with
the stars or the witness of creation. The gospel is always preached by men and must be made perfectly clear for it to
be of any effect. The alleged "Gospel in the Stars" fails on both counts. Moreover, Matt. 24:14, Mk. 13:10, etc.,
indicate that the gospel must yet be preached to all nations, and thus it clearly had not been preached in the stars --
certainly not in "all its length and breadth ..." as Seiss, et al. enthusiastically but erroneously declare. The Bible
indicates that the gospel began to be preached with the advent of Christ (2 Tim. 1:10). Paul refers to "the beginning
of the gospel" (Phil. 4:15), and states that it had been a mystery until then "kept secret since the world began"
(Rom. 16:25). It is a contradiction of Scripture to suggest that for thousands of years before it was made clear in the
Bible, the gospel had been proclaimed in an oral tradition associated with the stars. Yet Siess claims that "men who
lived almost a thousand years [i.e. those before the Flood]" were taught the "gospel" by God from the stars. Then
why did Christ, during His time in Hades, preach the gospel to those who had lived before the Flood (see 1 Pe.
3:19-20) -- and why didn't Noah, in his preaching to these people before they died, present the "gospel" that was in
the stars?

It just doesn't add up from any angle. Yet Seiss, for example, swept up in an enthusiasm that carried him far beyond
facts and reason, expansively declared: "... all the great doctrines of the Christian faith were known, believed,
cherished, and recorded [in the stars] from the earliest generations of our race, proving that God has spoken to man,
and verily given him a revelation of truths and hopes precisely as written in our Scriptures, and so fondly cherished
by all Christian believers" (p. 15). That is blatantly false. And such speculation, far from supporting the Bible,
actually undermines it and gives mankind an excuse to look to oral traditions instead of only to God's written Word.
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-  If the "Gospel in the Stars" is factual and so valuable for us to know about, why doesn't the Bible even once refer
to it? Why didn't the prophets mention it for support and build upon it? Why doesn't Peter on the day of Pentecost,
who referred to the signs in the sky (Acts 2:19), use this great "sign"? One would think that such a witness would
have had a powerful effect upon Jews "who require a sign." Why didn't Paul, in reasoning with the Greeks in
Athens (or in his many debates with unbelievers elsewhere), along with referring to what their "own poets have
said" (Acts 17), mention this great "sign" in the heavens? Why didn't Jesus, who quoted so often the Old Testament
and continually used illustrations, make at least one reference to the gospel in the stars?

Such total silence throughout Scripture upon a topic that we are now told is of great value disproves this thesis.
Paul, in reasoning with his audience from creation, did not go beyond what creation declares plainly to all and that
which is known by all in their consciences. The very claim that the "gospel" is in the stars is inconsistent with the
knowledge that Scripture attributes to creation and with the manner in which Christ and His Apostles referred to
creation for a witness. When it came to the gospel, Paul based what he said upon Scripture and Christ's life, death,
and resurrection -- not upon the signs of the Zodiac!

-  To summarize: Lacking any solid evidence that the names of the stars have any direct relation to the Zodiac, the
proponents of the "Gospel in the Stars" theory have attempted to build their case on conjecture. In the process, they
have melded God's truth with pagan myth, traceable no further back than Babylon. It was from the vanity of man's
imagination that the pagan deities pictured in the Zodiac were conceived. Romans 1:21-23 is an accurate
description of this Zodiac, wherein we find imaginative portrayals of men and women, animals, insects, and even
mythological concoctions. It wasn't out of biblical imagery, but out of nature worship that astrology was born and
the Zodiac implemented, as far back as the Babylonian civilization. Such creatures as the winged horse Pegasus, the
half men and half animals Centaurus and Sagittarius, and others in the Zodiac, are clearly inventions of man's
imagination, which God's Word declares is only evil continually (Genesis 6:5). 

The teaching of this "Christianized" paganism could easily blur the truth with error and cause Christians weak in
faith to become involved in astrology. To become taken in by it, would, at the least, result in a terrible waste of
time, and may even result in Christians looking to the stars and reading horoscopes for knowledge, rather than the
Scriptures. (Perhaps it won't be long before zodiacal charms are sold in "Christian" bookstores.) The fact is that the
Zodiac is an instrument of occult divination -- the pagan interpretations of the Zodiac are the only ones of which
any legitimate records exist, and they predate the Gospels by at least two thousand years. These are the most
significant points in the whole matter. If the stars proclaim the entire Gospel as clearly as this theory makes them
seem to do, why didn't the Old Testament prophets understand fully the plan of redemption? Until it was clearly
proclaimed by the Apostles after Christ's resurrection, the mystery of God's redemptive plan was just that -- a
mystery. 

In their attempts to validate the Gospel, some people chase after any fantasy that will bolster their faith. Unable to
believe without seeing, they try to see something that doesn't exist. Anyone who tries to substitute sight for faith
ends up confusing the issue and building his house on sand. While Christians chase after every spectacular theory
and promise of secret knowledge to prove to themselves that the Gospel is true, they are wasting precious time that
could be better spent in service to God based upon genuine faith.

* Most of this report was adapted from a CIB newsletter article; additional material was adapted from a Media
Spotlight booklet titled "The Gospel in the Zodiac: A Biblical Analysis," by Al Dager.
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Five Stages of Grief*
Biblical or Psycho-Occultic?

-  Transpersonal psychologist and New Ager Elisabeth Kübler-Ross (1926-2004) (who, among other things,
encouraged the occult practice of achieving out-of-body experiences)# developed the concept of the Five Stages of
Grief, first from the perspective of the dying person:

shock followed by initial denial; 
denial replaced by anger, rage, envy, and resentment; 
bargaining (with God); 
depression;
ultimate acceptance

She taught that not every dying person had to go precisely through each stage, but emotional health would be more
likely achieved if each did. From the above, Kübler-Ross laid the groundwork from which other psychologists
developed five stages of grief necessary for the emotional well-being of the surviving friends and family members:

shock/denial 
inward anger 
outward anger 
depression 
acceptance

More recently, the teachings of the Five Stages have been brought into the church by so-called "Christian"
[Freudian] psychiatrists Paul Meier and Frank Minirth, and by psychologist James Dobson. The concept has gained
even greater popularity through pop psychologizers D. James Kennedy, Charles Swindoll, Charles Stanley, and
others.

-  The Psalms poignantly and accurately reveal the deep emotions felt by God's people. One of those emotions is
grief (Psalms 6:7; 31:9,10). We are admonished to weep with those who weep (Romans 12:15) and to encourage
one another to draw near to the God of all comfort. But it seems at every turn after a tragedy there is someone
standing ready to ask, "What stage are you at now?," referring to this so-called grief process. It seems that the grief
process proponents deny the "everlasting consolation and the good hope through grace" and the "patience and
comfort of the Scriptures" available to us through Jesus Christ. It is His all-sufficient and satisfying comfort that is
able to "establish us in every good word and work."

This is our consolation and comfort in affliction -- Thy Word. Is it not even the doctrine of our Lord's return that
comforts and saves us from superfluous "anger, denial, bargaining, and depression" following trial and tragedy?
We are first to admit the pain, overwhelming pain at times, coupled with disobedience and doubts; we are first to
admit the "night watches" of controversy between the soul and the flesh, convincing the soul to "Hope thou in
God." But, the insisted stages of grief, and in the proper order -- NO. This "concoction" is from psychology. It
contorts the mind, will, and emotions unnecessarily, and especially when one is already vulnerable following
tragedy.

-  Nurses have always noticed that people experience various emotions during the process of death and grief. Then
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross and others codified grief into a system -- emotions in steps. Never mind the fact that not all
people experience the same thing or in the same order. Therapists and others often think that if a person does not
grieve in a prescribed way, he has not completed the process and will be emotionally damaged for it. Thus, they
work at making people express anger and cry during "grief work" types of therapy. "Grievers" are told to relive the
experience of their real loss in an artificial setting, which often demands them to go through each of the prescribed
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steps of grief in a manner acceptable to the therapist. People are forced to feel the pain of their loss again (in
contrived circumstances) and to express their agony (in the presence of a therapist). Invariably, the "patient" is
worse off for the therapy than before.

Research continues to verify that such "grief work" is of no effect: "Time remains the best healer for bereavement,
according to a pair of new studies. And 'grief work' usually doesn't work at all. Two studies … find no benefit in
helping people disclose their feelings about a loved one's death. Belgian researchers Margaret and Wolfgang
Stroebe and Henk Schut asked people widowed within the last three months to complete two questionnaires. … In
the second study, Schut and the Stroebes examined whether writing about feelings helped. … Distress decreased for
all the groups, suggesting that time, not any intervention, was the healer" (excerpted from  Psychotherapy
Networker, Vol. 26, No. 4, p. 18). (Source: Jan-Feb 2003, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter; "Psych Notes" section.)

[Note: "Now an examination of about 500 studies on grief and bereavement, led by social worker Janice Genevro,
concludes that there's no one-size-fits-all model for grieving, that grief therapy doesn’t shorten grieving, and that it
doesn't significantly alleviate the intensity or side effects of grief" (excerpted from Psychotherapy Networker, Vol.
28, No. 3, pp. 21, 22).  [The 182-page report discussing Genevro’s work is issued by the Center for the
Advancement for Health and is available free at the Center's web site.]

-  The Lord isn't sufficient for the professional therapists, who have to make it happen according to the steps of the
grief formula. But what excuse do professing Christians have for "Christianizing" this same five-step grief process,
and giving it precedence over Christ and His powerful and all- sufficient Word (2 Peter 1:3,4)? We believe that
many who try to force a so-called grief process on others are playing god and bringing more grief than they are
resolving. Not only are people harmed, the Lord is being dishonored. God's children are being led to believe that He
is not enough -- that He is not really the God of all comfort. God's grace is cheapened and His children are cheated.

* Much of the material in this report has been adapted or excerpted from an article in the Summer 1992,
PsychoHeresy Update ("Death and Dying: Grief By Prescription"); PsychoHeresy Update is now the PsychoHeresy
Awareness Letter and is published by PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara,
CA 93110.

# Elizabeth Kübler-Ross's 1969 book On Death and Dying helped launch the hospice movement in America. She
became involved in the 1970s with a New Age cult, "spirit guides," and practiced "out of body" experiences. Her
husband divorced her. When incapacitated by a series of strokes in 1995, she did nothing but sit at home in Arizona
"smoking cigarettes, watching TV, and waiting to die" (Dr. Hugh Pyle, 8/22/97, Sword). She said: "I don't give a
hoot about the afterlife, reincarnation, or anything. I'm finished, and I'm not coming back." Before her death in
August of 2004, she said, "I am like a plane that has left the gate and not taken off. I would rather go back to the
gate or fly away." At the time, she was living in Arizona, claiming to enjoy "the daily company of the birds and
coyotes," and had written a new book, Life Lessons, supposedly teaching "us about the mysteries of life and living"
(Kübler-Ross Internet website, 1/03).
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HALLOWE'EN: Should Christians Be Apart? (3/95)

The Truth About HALLOWE’EN

HALLOWE'EN 1999: A Seductive Bridge Between Two Cultures by Berit Kjos (10/99)

HALLOWE'EN 2000: Starring Harry Potter by Berit Kjos (10/00)
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Holy Laughter
Rodney Howard-Browne and the Toronto Blessing*

There are few within the evangelical Christian churches today have not heard of the phenomenon known as "holy
laughter." It has been increasingly manifesting in charismatic churches in the United States, Canada and Great
Britain for over two years, and its reach into new churches continues at a rapid pace.

WHAT IS HOLY LAUGHTER? 

Many churches are reporting spontaneous, uncontrollable laughter erupting from their congregations, even during
times of solemn ceremony or messages from the pulpit. Some report uncontrollable weeping, falling to the floor in
ecstatic trances, and animal noises such as barking like dogs and roaring like lions. Some stagger and reel like
drunken people, unable to walk a straight line. For simplicity's sake, all these have come to be called "holy
laughter," since laughter is the preeminent phenomenon displayed. In simple terms, it is physical manifestations in
the form of virtually any expression attributed to absolute control by the Holy Spirit.

Proponents of these phenomena say they are evidence of a fresh outpouring of the Holy Spirit in response to the
people's desire to see a new sign from God -- the latest in manifestations of Holy Ghost power, such as took place
at Azusa Street in Los Angeles at the turn of the century. They point to the Welsh Revival, the Cane Ridge Revival
in Bourbon County, Kentucky in 1801, and to [Arminian] preachers like Charles Finney, to validate today's holy
laughter experience.

Opponents say it is either a manifestation of the flesh, at best, or of demonic spirits at worst. Those who believe it
is of God point to changed lives, deeper commitment to faith in Jesus, huge responses to the salvation message, a
renewed strength and purpose for ministry, and all sorts of positive results. On the other hand, there are also reports
of demonic oppression, suicidal feelings, and loss of faith after the holy laughter experience.

Whatever one thinks of holy laughter, it has certainly impressed a number of well-known personalities within the
Christian media circuit. There seems to be a strong manifestation especially in word-faith churches, and within the
Vineyard movement, as well as charismatic mainline churches such as Episcopalian and Anglican. Individuals who
have flocked to holy laughter meetings span every denomination from Baptist to Roman Catholic.

Holy laughter has also received the endorsements of Oral and Richard Roberts, Marilyn Hickey, Paul and Jan
Crouch, Karl Strader, Larry Tomszak, Kenneth Copeland, Benny Hinn, John Wimber, and many other hyper-
charismatic luminaries.

While the claim of spontaneity is heard from all sources, the current popularity of the phenomenon can be traced to
one man, Rodney Howard-Browne, formerly a Pentecostal South African evangelist. The major impetus for the
worldwide spread of the movement has come through one church in particular -- the Toronto Airport Vineyard, in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, famous for "the Toronto Blessing."

THE TORONTO BLESSING 

People have flocked from all over the globe to attend services at the Toronto Airport Vineyard, hoping to
experience holy laughter. So impacting has been the influence of this church on the holy laughter phenomenon that
Charisma magazine devoted considerable space to the Toronto Blessing in its February, 1995, issue.

HOW DID IT START?

On January 20, 1994, what was intended to be the start of several "revival" meetings was held at a small church
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located in an industrial complex near Pearson International Airport in Toronto. Within one year, it had become
what Diana Doucet, writing for Charisma, calls, "a mecca of sorts." Because of the huge crowds seeking a sign
from God, the church continues to conduct meetings every night except Mondays. Even the secular media have
focused reports on the phenomenon with articles and television documentaries. The focus of all reports is upon the
physical manifestations displayed at these meetings. Says Diana Doucet in the 2/95 Charisma (pp. 20, 21):

"... Worshipers are overcome by laughing, weeping, groaning, shaking, falling and, to the chagrin of
some, noise-making that has been described as 'a cross between a jungle and a farmyard.' But of
greater significance are the reports of changed lives: healings, restored relationships and increased
fervor for God."

Doucet attributes the origins of the Toronto Blessing to Vineyard pastor Randy Clark of St. Louis, Missouri, who
had been influenced by Rodney Howard-Browne in late 1993:

"... What was intended to be a four-day series of meetings with Clark expanded into months of nightly
services that sometimes lasted until 3 a.m."

News of the movement spread, and by April, 1994, curious international visitors were arriving in Toronto. By
December, 75,000 people from almost every country of the world had crossed the Airport Vineyard's threshold.
Cumulative attendance has been more than 200,000, some 10,000 of them clergy [as of mid-1995].

It can be honestly stated that, until Clark took what he had received from Howard-Browne to the Toronto
Vineyard, Howard-Browne and holy laughter were virtually unheard of. This, in spite of the fact that Howard-
Browne claims he first experienced holy laughter in his meetings over thirteen years ago [1982]. Although Howard-
Browne is now the most visible spokesman for the phenomenon, it has virtually become a Vineyard movement
within its own right, spreading to Europe, Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world.

The impact of the Toronto Blessing has been especially felt in Great Britain, where it is reported that it has touched
every denomination in some way, with estimates that from 2,500 to 4,000 churches have had meetings similar to
those of the Airport Vineyard.

Is this hyperbole, or are such tremendous figures for real? Knowing the penchant toward "evangelistic speaking"
that is prevalent among charismatics, it is doubtful. But numbers aren't as important as the phenomenon's true
spiritual origins and its true spiritual origins and its true spiritual consequences.

THE ORIGINS 

Rodney Morgan Howard-Browne, a burly, 6-foot charismatic preacher from South Africa, was born June 12, 1961,
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. He says he committed his life to Christ at age 5, and was filled with the Holy Spirit
at age 8. In 1979, while praying for hours seeking a deeper spiritual experience, he challenged God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation. Suddenly, his whole body felt like it was on fire. He began to laugh uncontrollably. Then
he wept and began to speak in tongues. 'I was plugged into heaven's electrical supply,' he later wrote in
his book, The Touch of God. 'And since then my desire has been to go and plug other people in'" (Julia
Dulin, "Praise the Lord and Pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p. 22).

For the next ten years, Howard-Browne moved about, pastoring for two years at Rhema Church in Johannesburg,
South Africa, prior to moving to the United States in 1987. He became an itinerant preacher, with small
engagements, throughout the country. It was in April, 1989, while Howard-Browne was preaching in a church near
Albany, New York, that the holy laughter outbreak began. Browne claims that he felt a sensation like a heavy
blanket coming over him. Soon he began falling out of their seats, some laughing, others crying. From that point on,
his reputation began to grow.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/vine
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He established the Rodney Howard-Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of
1993, Karl Strader, pastor of Carpenter's Church in Lakeland, Florida, invited him to preach. Scheduled for a one-
week appearance, he was carried over for three more weeks.

Since the services were broadcast on radio, many people began showing up at Carpenter's Church to experience
what they heard on the air. It wasn't long before Howard-Browne was appearing on the Trinity Broadcasting
Network (TBN). It was only shortly afterward that Howard-Browne's influence began to envelope the Toronto
Airport Vineyard through the visit by Randy Clark. From that point, it was spread from the Toronto Airport
Vineyard to churches throughout the world, primarily through the Vineyard movement.

In the final analysis, then, the present popularity of the holy laughter phenomenon can be traced to this one man,
Rodney Howard-Browne, and his influence through radio and television, and his impact upon Randy Clark.

Or can it? Not to be outdone by Rodney Howard-Browne of the Vineyard movement, suddenly we learn from
Charles and Frances Hunter (a.k.a. "the Happy Hunters") that they were experiencing this phenomenon many, many
years ago. It's only in 1994 that they decided to let us know about it in their book, Holy Laughter. Frances Hunter
states that she fell under the power of the Holy Spirit at a Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship banquet in
Houston. She neglects to mention the year, but they were new to the charismatic experience at the time, so it must
have been sometime in the 1960s or '70s at the latest. After falling down with Charles, she found herself glued to
the floor, unable to move. Then she began to erupt into uncontrolled laughter for about one-half hour. After which
the Holy Spirit allegedly released her from His grip.

This was just the beginning of holy laughter for the Hunters. Thereafter, it seems that holy laughter manifested
itself at their meetings, almost always accompanied by claims of physical healings. New to the charismatic
experience at the time, the Hunters wanted to know what the phenomenon was. They asked their good friend Lester
Sumrall what he though of it:

"Dr. Sumrall said, 'What you experienced in your service is holy laughter.' Then he continued,
'Anything that is of God is holy and anything that is holy has power connected to it.' Now we began to
understand why the unusual healings took place because it was a supernatural move of God and it
brought supernatural healing power with it. Hallelujah!" (Holy Laughter, pp. 21-22).

One may wonder why holy laughter was never promoted by the Hunters until after it became popular through
Howard-Browne and the Vineyard. The Hunters do mention Howard-Browne, however, and give him credit for
imparting to them the gift of holy laughter on a greater scale by the laying on of his hands. But apparently they are
the originators and the experts on the phenomenon.

But wait! We have another person whose claim to holy laughter precedes that of the Hunters. Derek Prince, writing
in the 2/95 Charisma, states:

"I believe the Holy Spirit at times produces in people prolonged, exuberant and apparently causeless
laughter. I have to believe it, because that is how I was saved more than 50 years ago" (p. 52).

AN EARLIER PRECEDENT?

The holy laughter purveyors tell us that this is really nothing new, but has always been a part of revival. For
example, Charisma magazine quotes Jonathan Edwards, "pioneer of the First Great Awakening in the 1730s,"
whose revivals led to tears and laughter. 

One who is convicted of sin might well laugh or cry after he has felt release from the condemnation and control of
sin, which comes with confession and repentance. But there is no evidence he will bark like a dog or make other
animal noises. The manifestation have historically been attributed to demonic spirits, not to the Holy Spirit.
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Although today's holy laughter proponents like to point to Jonathan Edwards as validation for their practices,
history doesn't line up with their claims. The fact of the matter is, there is no true historical precedent for what is
occurring today with Rodney Howard-Browne, or at the Vineyard and other holy laughter meetings. And even if
there were a true historical precedent, it would mean, at best, that whatever is motivating today's holy laughter
participants motivated someone before. So what? There is no Biblical precedent.

But there is, the holy laughter proponents would say. It was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at "Pentecost" as
recorded in the Book of Acts. That outpouring resulted in the Lord's disciples preaching the Gospel unto
repentance, with the Holy Spirit giving them utterance in specific languages that the visitors from other nations
could hear and understand. This is a far cry from what is occurring under the alleged ministry of the holy laughter
preachers.

IS IT OF GOD? 

By what standard do the proponents of holy laughter judge whether the phenomenon is of God or not? Do they cite
Scripture properly? Do they minister with unfailing signs and wonders as did Jesus' apostles? No. Rather, they base
their judgment upon perceived results, and whether or not it catches on. Says Howard-Browne:

"The proof that this is a move of God is that when I leave, it doesn't stop" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord
and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. Why? Because they cannot
stand a theological test. Any valid theological test must be based on the clear teaching of Scripture, and holy
laughter doesn't measure up.

The only measure the holy laughter people want to apply is that which is based on outward results to their liking:

"Since last March [1994], Howard-Browne has been back to Carpenter's Church three times. The
church has added 800 new members, and its income is up 30 percent, according to [pastor Karl]
Strader. 'I've been here 28 years, and there's never been anything like this,' he adds. 'We've had 2,200
people baptized. We'd go until almost 2 a.m., Rodney baptizing them six at a time in our pool. That's
why we think we've had revival.' Strader invited Ron Clarke, pastor of Living Water Church in Tampa,
Florida, to one of the meetings. He was reluctant at first, but then he found himself lying on the floor,
laughing uncontrollably ... Clarke is still laughing today. In one year, membership at his church has
grown from 800 to 1,500, and the congregation recently bought a new building. Clarke says
conversions, baptisms in the Holy Spirit, and healings have soared" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and
pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

So, this so-called revival has come not through the preaching of the Gospel, but through allegedly uncontrollable
laughter. Strange that Scripture doesn't record any such event. The apostles did perform signs and wonders, but the
Gospel was always clearly delineated and repentance was called for. Seldom if ever is this the case with holy
laughter.

VALIDATION BY RESULTS

The Hunters claim that the purpose of holy laughter is to effect healing. They offer testimony after testimony of
people healed at their services after experiencing holy laughter. They also point to changed lives as do those in the
Toronto Blessing and the Rodney Howard-Browne camps:

"People began to testify of wonderful changed in their lives. Many displayed a new hunger for God
and a new zeal to see Him glorified. Bad relationships were healed, and weak marriages were
wonderfully strengthened. Formerly depressed people were changed beyond recognition" (Terry Virgo,
"Interrupted by the Spirit," 2/95, Charisma, p.29).
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"Church leaders also point to the spiritual fruit produced in people's lives. Overall, they report,
participants are experiencing a deeper relationship with God. Repentance is often manifested on both a
personal and a congregational level. People yield to forgiveness, relationships are healed, and families
are restored ... Their initial experiences often led to other results: the healing of long-standing
emotional hurts, a growing love for the Lord and an increased desire to read His Word and to pray.
Reports abound with testimonies of physical healings and stories of non-believers being overcome by
the power of God" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 22).

God may indeed be at work in individual lives. But results are subjective. Will they last? Are they emotionally
based or a true work of the Holy Spirit? Cults point to results of changed lives for the better to validate their beliefs
and practices. Should we not be critical of those beliefs and practices?

For that matter, the same results claimed by the holy laughter people can be found among non-Charismatics without
benefit of the experiences. It may be asked, "Who is the more spiritually mature -- those whose lives are changed
by willful obedience to God's Word, or those who cannot or will not change unless they experience what they
believe is a supernatural manifestation in their lives?" Scripture would point to the former.

Are the conversions genuine? Is God using holy laughter? Let's not confuse God's grace with man's foolishness.
Nor should we justify man's foolishness because of God's grace. And let's not confuse results with truth.

Yet, regardless of whether or not healings and changed lives accompany holy laughter, people are feeling
something; they are experiencing something that convinces they that God is manifesting Himself to them in a
unique way. But is it of God? Or is it demonic? Or is it merely the flesh? Can it possibly be that all three sources
are being manifested at the same time?

Even the proponents of holy laughter believe that not all manifestations are of God. While falling short of
attributing them to demons, they do acknowledge that sometimes the flesh gets involved:

"For Pentecostals or charismatics, such manifestations as fainting, weeping or laughing aren't
completely foreign. More problematic, however, are the animal sounds -- particularly the barking or
roaring that has been reported in meetings in Toronto, London and elsewhere. Opinions vary widely on
the origin of these animal sounds. Many reject them as demonic. Others counted that they are simply a
fleshly response to the Holy Spirit. In the British magazine Alpha, Toronto Vineyard pastor Marc
Dupont suggests that the noises could be from God. He tells of praying for Gideon Chui, a Vancouver-
based Chinese Pentecostal pastor. 'He began to roar like a lion,' Dupont relates, noting that normally he
would have assumed Chui needed deliverance from a demon spirit. But he believed Chui's unusual
vocal expression heralded a sign from God. 'This symbolic, prophetic act signifies that the Lion of
Judah will triumph,' Dupont explains" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto, 2/95, Charisma,
pp. 25-26).

Are we to assume that those who bark like dogs are heralding the triumph of Christ in some other form? Dogs are
unclean animals (as are lions). Can we imagine Jesus or any of the apostles barking like dogs or roaring like lions?
Yet who was more filled with the Holy Spirit than they?

How can these facts be overlooked? Vineyard movement founder John Wimber offers a clue:

"John Wimber takes a rather neutral approach to the more bizarre manifestations. 'There's nothing in
Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena that I can see, and I can't think of anything
throughout the church age that would,' Wimber writes. 'So I feel no obligation to try to explain it. It's
just phenomena. It's just people responding to God'" (Diana Doucet, "What is God doing in Toronto,
2/95, Charisma, p. 26).

What an amazing statement! His Vineyard movement has virtually exploded with this thing; he has exported it to
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the ends of the earth; and he feels no obligation to try to explain it, even though, by his own admission, it has no
precedent in Scripture or in Church history. How does this measure up to Scripture's exhortation that we must test
the spirits to see if they are of God or not (1 John 4:1)?

It will be argued that the test is whether or not one confesses that Jesus Christ came in the flesh (verses 2-3). And
this, certainly, the proponents of holy laughter would lay claim to. In the light of history, we must understand that
at the time John wrote those words, there was no one who would claim that Jesus Christ had come in the flesh other
than those who were His true disciples. By the same token, no one could say "Jesus is Lord," except by the Holy
Spirit (1 Cor. 12:3).

No one can deny that, today, many deceivers claim that Jesus has come in the flesh; they even use the expression
"Jesus is Lord." The Mormons, the pope, the Jehovah's Witnesses, virtually all pseudo-Christian cults and false
teachers who come in the name of Christ will testify to these truths. This is evidence that we are in the last days
(Matt. 24). While there have been false prophets through the ages, the last days are seeing a proliferation of false
prophets coming with lying signs and wonders. Therefore, the test today is whether or not something is in mere
agreement with God's Word.

The operative words in 1 John 4:1-3, then, are, "believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God." Today especially -- regardless of one's confession of faith -- it is imperative that we always try (test) the
spirits. And how do we try the spirits? Luke gives us an example in Acts 17:11, in speaking of the Jews at Berea:

These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of
mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so.

The Bereans did not merely accept what the apostles told them, even though their words were anointed by the Holy
Spirit. They searched the Scriptures to see if what they were told was true. If a teaching or a manifestation cannot
bear the scrutiny of Scripture, then it must be rejected.

Proper exegesis does not permit the misapplying of God's Word in attempts to bolster acceptance of any teaching
or phenomenon. The Scriptures must be applied properly and in context in order to justify acceptance by believers.

Since, by John Wimber's own admission, "there's nothing in Scripture that supports these kinds of phenomena,"
they must be classified as unbiblical or, at best, extra-Biblical. Let us assume the best -- that they are extra-Biblical.
That being the case, the proponents should take care not to insist that those who do not enter into them or accept
them as genuine manifestations of the Holy Spirit are missing out on God's move, or are unspiritual, or are "closed
to the Holy Spirit." At least they should be willing to give people time to test this thing. But are these phenomena
being presented in this manner?

GET OUT OF YOUR MIND

To the contrary, Charles and Frances Hunter tell us not to test it, but to go whole-hog:

"Could this be the way God is bringing us into the final great revival before the return of Jesus?
Whether it is or not, we can feel the Holy Spirit moving -- and we're going right along with Him! Don't
stick your toe in to test the water! Don't wait! Jump all the way into this flowing river" (Holy Laughter,
p. 159).

Really? Just jump in? Don't test it? Don't wait? This is contrary to Scripture; it is the same tactic used by cultists to
intimidate candidates to follow their way. Don't use your mind:

"We always need to be completely open to the move of the Holy Spirit and never be so closed that we
cannot see that God might be doing something so fresh and new today that there is not way our finite
minds can understand it! Let's just enjoy it an not try to figure out God" (Holy Laughter, p. 103).
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The Hunter's language indicated that they themselves aren't all that positive about this thing. They use the phrases,
"whether or not," and "God might be doing something." Yet they insist that we not test what they are promoting.
This is characteristic of most of the major proponents of holy laughter, including Rodney Howard-Browne:

"Howard-Browne disparages those who try to apply a theological test to his methods. 'You can't
understand what God is doing in these meetings with an analytical mind,' he says. 'The only way you're
going to understand what God is doing is with your heart'" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the
New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.26).

But the heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked (Jer. 17:9) -- even the heart of the born again
believer in Jesus. This is why Scripture exhorts us to examine ourselves and to judge ourselves. Our self-life is still
part of the unredeemed flesh.

Scripture warns us repeatedly not only not to trust our hearts, but to keep a sound mind and to test everything that
comes in the name of Christ. When lauding the Bereans for searching after truth, Luke tells us that they "received
the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

Readiness of mind is important to discerning truth from error. Those who tell us not to trust our minds are not to be
trusted. No true minister of God would tell us such a thing. 

Something doesn't add up here. Nor does it add up that Terry Virgo, a Columbia, Missouri, pastor, would heartily
endorse this movement on one hand, and on the other say that it must be proven true from Scripture:

"Moving into the supernatural does not mean you kiss your brain goodbye. What we experience may
be amazing -- outside our normal realm -- but we should be able to articulate from Scripture the
precedent and the purpose for what is happening" (2/95, Charisma, p. 25).

But there is no precedent or purpose found in Scripture for what is happening in the holy laughter movement.

We find many similar mixed signals from the holy laughter proponents, even within the same forum of discussion.
For example, Mona Johnian, writing in the February, 1995, Charisma, implies dire consequences for those who do
not enter into the flow of this new thing:

"The question we as believers must answer is this: Will we flow with the plans and purposes of God
for this hour or will we hinder revival? I'm concerned that many are in danger of creating a false
comfort zone for themselves. By the position they're taking, they are saying: 'I'm not sure about this
present move. I'm just going to wait and see what happens.' But Jesus said, 'He who is not with Me is
against Me' (Matt. 12:30, NKJV). Pentecost was not -- and is not -- an option. God considers us to be
either for or against what He is doing at any given time" ("Flowing With Revival," p. 14).

Because someone doesn't blindly accept an extra-Biblical teaching or practice doesn't place him in the camp of
Christ's enemies. We can still be for Him. It is presumption to say that we will be against Him just because we
don't go with the flow.

Some have said that we cannot judge these phenomena without being there with an open spirit. But if truth or error
can only be judged by experience, what purpose do the Spirit of God and the Word of God serve? To observe any
religious thing with an open spirit precludes judgment. We would do better to observe everything with a spirit
attuned to the Holy Spirit, testing everything by God's Word. In fact, Derek Prince, while endorsing this movement
says:

"It is appropriate to approach unusual manifestations with caution, but not with blank, negative
skepticism. After all, the fact that an experience is unconventional -- or even extraordinary -- does not
necessarily mean that it is not from God" ("Uproar in the Church," 2/95, Charisma, p. 52).
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Testing by God's Word, of course, is not blind skepticism. Nor is coming to the conclusion to reject extra-Biblical
phenomena.

Charisma publisher Steven Strang goes even further in urging caution. After experiencing being "slain in the Spirit"
at the Toronto Airport Vineyard, he would still not endorse the holy laughter phenomenon personally, even though
he has published several glowing accounts of it by others:

"Am I endorsing what I saw and experienced in Toronto? No, because I still don't understand much of
it. Similar manifestations have occurred in past revivals; but I believe an experience should also be
established in the Word of God. Furthermore, I'm concerned. First, I'm concerned that such a move of
God has the potential to create a new group of 'spiritual elite' -- with those who have experienced
strange manifestations wearing them like a badge of spirituality. Second, I'm concerned that the
manifestations themselves could become so important that people who don't receive them through the
power of the Holy Spirit will fake them -- as Simon the magician wanted to do in Acts 8. Finally, I'm
concerned that a new denomination of shriekers, twitchers and laughter could spring up. Impossible,
you say? Well, remember the Shakers and Quakers -- religious sects named after the phenomenon for
which they were known" ("Floored in Toronto," 2/95, Charisma, p. 106).

Strang's perceptions are valid. He went to Toronto; he experienced something there himself; yet he is reticent to
endorse it because it cannot be validated by God's Word. And no one who knows anything about Charisma would
doubt Strang's charismatic fervor. He does say that he senses that what is happening is a part of what God is doing
because it's happening worldwide. But so is Islam happening worldwide. 

BLASPHEMING THE HOLY SPIRIT? 

No doubt those who reject phenomena like this as being of God will be accused of blaspheming against the Holy
Spirit. The experience-oriented religionists point to Matthew 12:31-32 to claim that those who attribute to Satan or
to the flesh what they believe is the work of the Holy Spirit, have blasphemed against the Holy Spirit.

This is a serious accusation. Those who blaspheme against the Holy Spirit are eternally condemned; according to
Jesus' own words, they will not be forgiven in this world or in the next. This should cause us to be careful in
making any assessment of supernatural (or seemingly supernatural) phenomena. Certainly we must guard our hearts
to be sure we are not resisting the grace of God from impure motives.

The fear that comes upon many who are uncomfortable with these things, yet who lack understanding or
discernment to be able to make a judgment, causes them to freeze at the thought of challenging the proponents.
This has been the problem in the churches these days; many pastors are too cowardly to speak against something so
bizarre, from fear that they may be blaspheming the Holy Spirit. Others become prideful in their acceptance of
anything -- their non-judgmentalism -- which keeps them in touch with everything going on.

Lester Sumrall says it this way:

"The reason I have been in every move of God is because I have never criticized any ministry or work
of God!" (Holy Laughter, p. 103)

Well, of course! Someone who will not criticize even the most blatantly unscriptural claims to truth and to God's
hand at work will find himself involved in every alleged "move of God." This is the true ecumenical spirit that
pervades the alleged supernatural manifestations at work today.

If we are confident in our relationship with the Lord based upon unreserved trust in His written Word. We need not
fear blaspheming the Holy Spirit. The Lord will keep us in check or will reveal to us what is of Himself. There are
many in the churches whose testimonies are pure -- whose walks are pure -- whose hearts are right before the Lord
-- who do not accept holy laughter being of God. They are not fighting the Holy Spirit out of spite, as did the
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religionists of Jesus' day who accused Him of casting out devils by the prince of devils. There is not jealousy
toward these people and their alleged Holy Spirit ministry. But there is concern that what is transpiring finds no
genuine fertile field among gullible professing Christians whose discernment is woefully lacking.

Truth does not produce guilt except guilt of sin. It is not a sin to test the claims of these people; it is not a sin not to
laugh when they prompt us to laugh; it is not a sin to reject any subjective, extra-Biblical or unbiblical work.
Therefore, we should have no guilt for rejecting any of these phenomena.

Those who are in faith will not be brought under condemnation by anything or anyone except those things that are
clearly delineated in God's Word. Everything else is subject to acceptance or rejection.

JOY! JOY! JOY! 

What is it that these holy laughter proponents want us to enter into without reservation? Obviously it entails
laughter, but not always. Nor is laughter the end in itself. It is the joy of the Lord, they claim, that the laughter
testifies to. As the Hunters say:

"There is a powerful new wind of the Holy Spirit blowing, but it's lots more than a rushing mighty
wind! There's an energizing, forceful sound that's coming with this new wind of the Spirit and it is the
exciting sound of joy, joy, joy, joy! Not only an inward joy, but it's bringing a vocal joy, a holy
laughter, right along with it. It's energetically stirring us to higher levels with God!" (Holy Laughter, p.
5)

We're told by the holy laughter purveyors that God wants to bless his people because He loves us so much. No
matter that the churches are in a chaotic mess of unbelief, false doctrine, self-pride, broken marriages, adultery,
ecumenical fervor, and toleration of sin and of different gospels. God just wants to bless us; He wants us to be
happy.

While Scripture warns us that the last days would see a great falling away from the purity of the Faith, the holy
laughter crowd is telling us that the last days are seeing a revival. While Scripture warns us that there would be
false teachers abounding in great numbers in the last days, the charismatics and others tell us that the false teachers
are those who are against false teachers. While Scripture warns us that judgment must come upon the house of God
before it comes upon the world, the happy crowd tells us that there is no judgment coming upon the Church -- only
blessings; we should be filled with joy, not sorrow, at the prospect of the Church's condition today.

Certainly we can understand how such a deception can come about. Recall how Howard-Browne sought a special
touch from God:

"'Either You come down here and touch me, or I will come up there and touch You,' he prayed in
desperation" (The Touch of God, p. 73).

The arrogance to demand anything from God reveals and attitude of self-love. This is common among charismatics
who place more stock in alleged signs and wonders than they do in God's written Word. This is reflected in
Howard-Browne's demand that if God didn't do something for him he would ascend into heaven and touch God.
Sound familiar?

Few believe Howard-Browne believed he could actually ascend into heaven and touch God, even at 18-years-of-
age. He was merely challenging God with extreme language. Yet even this is effrontery against the holiness of our
mighty, sovereign God. Such an attitude may well prompt God to send something -- but it won't be something a
true believer would want. And while we may all on occasion be guilty of challenging God, it isn't something we
should broadcast as an acceptable practice.

Because men do not love the truth (God's Word) -- because they use unbiblical means to approach Him -- He will
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send a strong delusion so that they would believe a lie (2 Thes. 2:11). By every test based on God's Word, holy
laughter is outwardly a blessing to those who follow after the flesh -- but it is a strong delusion.

INTIMIDATION 

Not only do the major proponents of holy laughter tell us not to use our minds -- not to bother testing these things -
- some denigrate those who do not readily fall under their spell. Howard-Browne calls those who do not enter into
this move "ugly," "sad," and other choice words that do not reflect the humility and kind spirit of a true minister of
God. This is intimidation at the basic level. While everyone around you is losing their minds, you feel out of place -
- conspicuous, unholy, unrighteous, guilty -- because you don't feel the bubbling up of holy laughter.

Claims of his wide-eyed fans to the contrary, Howard-Browne does intimidate verbally. On several occasions he
would "slay people in the Spirit," and if they didn't begin to laugh he would place his foot on their stomach and tell
them to laugh. Some he would kick as they lay there, and accuse them of not yielding to the Holy Spirit. He would
keep at it until they would obviously begin to force some kind of laugh out of themselves.

Since Rodney Howard-Browne is the catalyst for the holy laughter phenomenon's popularity today (most purveyors
tracing their "anointing" either directly or indirectly to him), it would be expedient to concentrate on his
methodology. From the root springs the tree. Rodney Howard-Browne is the root of the holy laughter movement.

HOWARD-BROWNE'S TEACHINGS 

Howard-Browne's primary focus in his book, The Touch of God, as well as in his preaching, is on the anointing of
God -- what the anointing is, the responsibilities that come with it, as well as the dangers and pitfalls. His call is for
holiness of life and seeking after God with all one's heart.

On the subject of God's anointing, Howard-Browne states that the anointing is not a formula but a relationship with
Jesus. The problem, Howard-Browne says, is that the early church had the substance and the modern church has the
formula. God's power, he says, should be tangible and evident in our lives. This, one must agree, is a problem in
today's churches. For the most part, either they are chasing after signs and wonders for their own sake, or they are
chasing after human potential schemes (such as 12-step programs and four temperament personality testing) for
spiritual giftedness. This is all confusion.

Howard-Browne takes a dim view of the extreme deliverance methods that incorporate railing against the devil
rather than prayer. He likens it to a spiritual Nintendo game, accusing many of living in a fantasy world of spiritual
warfare. One statement alludes to spiritual warfare novels that have set the tone for their readers' prayer lives.

Interestingly, Howard-Browne has many indicting things to say about certain self-proclaimed prophets and
apostles. He calls them "charismatic gurus," who always give vague prophecies, or apostles who want to rule over
others no matter how few. His solution is to be led by the Spirit of God -- to be like Jesus who said that He could
do nothing except what He saw the Father do.

In this process of teaching some valid truths, Howard-Browne reveals inside knowledge of how some alleged men
of God operate. Without offering names, he lets us know that things are not always as they seem on the outside.

He states that some ministers actually buy large crusades in third-world countries, offering one dollar per head,
because it looks good on television (and in their full-color brochures). It can move people in affluent countries to
contribute to their cause if they can offer visual evidence that they can assemble a quarter of a million people to
hear them preach. $250,000 invested can result in millions in return. This is quite a revelation.

Howard-Browne has harsh words for mail-order ministries that send trinkets in the mail promising God's anointing
for those who use them as a point of contact. This is interesting in view of Oral Robert's fund-raising methods and
the fact that Howard-Browne unashamedly states that Roberts laid hands on him. The point-of-contact and "seed
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faith" methods are Oral Roberts traditions.

It's in the area of accountability that one must disagree with Howard-Browne -- particularly when it comes to
exposing those who teach error. He believes that it is wrong to criticize anyone who claims to be a man of God. He
has harsh words for those who call these men to accountability:

"It's amazing how it's always the ones who are doing nothing for God who know how it should be
done. There are ministries that start off exposing the cults but then turn on the Body of Christ like
cannibals. They build their ministries off the fallings of God's servants" (The Touch of God, p. 107).

The important thing in exposing error is to not judge the motives of those teaching error. But we must, in a spirit of
humility -- yet with all boldness -- deal with the issues they bring up. In doing so, it is necessary to exercise the one
gift of the Spirit few in the churches care to concern themselves with today: the gift of discernment.

Discernment is more often recognizing error based upon knowledge and understanding of God's Word. It is not
merely some mystical sensory perception of demonic spirits. In any case, one's discernment must be based upon
rightly dividing the Word of Truth. God's Word is still the bottom line for judging all beliefs and practices.

Amazingly, Howard-Browne is full of criticism of others who take advantage of the Body of Christ. He just doesn't
name them. But he must have them in mind when he writes about them. So what's the difference? Is he not judging
them in his heart? His indictment is that they have no integrity.

While Howard-Browne laments the lack of integrity in the ministry, he can be found sharing the platform with
such men. How can a true man of God share the platform with a teacher who insists that we should think of
ourselves as equal to God, and teaches that it wasn't Jesus' death on the cross that saves us, but his suffering in hell
[Kenneth Copeland]. This is a denial of the blood of Christ. It lacks integrity not in the realm of money, but in the
realm of Biblical truth.

How can a true man of God share the platform with men who pronounce curses upon people that don't give
financially to their cause, telling them God will abandon them; they will suffer divorce; they will suffer financial
hardship. Yet that is the message of the word-faith people with whom Howard-Browne associates.

How can a true man of God have hands laid on him by someone who consistently says that the Lord told him to do
something and it will be blessed, when time after time it doesn't come to pass and God's blessing is not evident. In
the process, millions of dollars of the faithful are squandered on the promise of God's faithfulness.

He goes against his own words. Howard-Browne insists that men of God must have integrity. He claims, "I don't
do anything in my meetings other than allow the Holy Spirit to come and have free reign." Yet this will also be
proven false as we observe how he conducts his meetings.

Even if one were to suspend judgment on whether or not God wants to fill us with joy in the manner that the holy
laughter teachers say, how is that joy being manifested in the meetings?

A HOWARD-BROWNE SERVICE 

The following is a description taken from a video tape of a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church and aired on
TBN. Rodney Howard-Browne begins by exhorting the audience not to accept just anything that comes along in the
name of the Lord. He ridicules those who have fallen into ritualistic formalism, and gives examples of people
operating in the flesh.

"Whatever is done as mere symbolism and out of mere ritual and tradition is nothing more than a
religious noose that's going to choke you and rob you of the joy of serving Jesus."
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He cautions people about laying hands on others if they don't have the anointing, and about having hands laid on
them by those who don't have the anointing:

"I encourage people to lay hands on. But some churches go overboard and just have it as a free-for-all,
and you've got empty hands being laid on empty heads, and that's why -- you can't just call any donkey
out that's not anointed of God to come and put his hand on somebody's head to encourage that person.
If they've got no anointing, they've got no business putting their hands on somebody's head."

He continues that there's no reason to have empty hands laid on you because you're not going to get anything. Then
he goes on to say that whenever he has had hands laid on him, he didn't care who the person was; he just expected
God to do something and he's never been disappointed.

Well, which is it? Can expectancy on the part of a recipient force God's hand to move through the hands of one
who is not anointed? Where is chapter and verse for this? And why would he not take his own advice? This is just
one example of the illogical mentality behind much of the charismatic fervor today.

When it comes to free-for-all laying on of hands, that's just what the Vineyard churches practice. Everybody is
encouraged to lay hands on the person next to them. Yet Howard-Browne endorses the Vineyard movement while
ridiculing the very thing they practice. Again, which is it? He also ridicules those who advertise their school of the
prophets. He rightly states that one cannot go to school to learn to be a prophet.

Overall, there wasn't much to find fault with in his preaching time, although, again, Scripture was seldom cited. It
was more of a time for establishing that he could be trusted because he tore down the false assumptions of other
unnamed teachers.

During this time, a few hoots and laughs can be heard emanating from the audience, but there is still relative order.
After preaching, Howard-Browne calls a pastor forward who, the night before, had said he was ready to check
himself into a mental clinic. Promising a double dose of the Holy Spirit this night, Howard-Browne lays his hand
on the man, who promptly falls to the floor.

Howard-Browne then puts one foot on the man's stomach and pronounces that he will go forth forever changed.
This sets the stage for working his audience into laughter, and disproves the claims that he does not provoke
laughing responses:

"Someone said, 'Why'd you put your foot on him?' Because I didn't feel like bending down and putting
my hand on him."

The audience erupts in laughter; from this point on things begin to roll. He then does similarly with the man's wife.
Having fallen, she prays somewhat quietly. Howard-Browne tells her not to pray. He exhorts her with the words,
"Joy! joy! joy!"

One person after another is called out to receive his anointing. Those who do not laugh, he prompts to do so. Most
take quite a bit of prompting. One man lies there, also praying quietly. This is how Howard-Browne addresses him:

"Stop praying now and let the joy bubble out your belly. Joy. Joy. Joy. Don't pray! Laugh!"

The audience laughs all the more as he goes from person to person prodding them to laugh. If it seems to be
belaboring the point it's to demonstrate that, contrary to claims that holy laughter is spontaneous and uncontrollable,
it is more often induced through coercion. Going back to a man he had kicked in the foot, Howard-Browne chides
him:

"Why didn't you listen to the preacher? Why didn't you listen to the preacher? I said laugh!"

The man is coerced. He erupts into an obviously strained attempt to laugh under this intimidation. So much for the
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claims that the laughter is uncontrollable and spontaneous.

Then comes Howard-Browne's ridicule of those who do not wish to enter into his laugh parade. Making a dour face
he continues:

"Some people say, 'I don't want that joy brother Rodney. [His face becomes even more dour.] I'm
happy just like I am. My great grandfather was sad. My grandfather was sad. And when he died -- just
before he died -- he looked at me and said, 'Son, will you carry on the family tradition?' And I said,
'Yes, dad.'"

Hoots and hollering erupt from the audience as they join in laughing to derision those who don't enter in.

After some more banter calling people "ugly things" who aren't open to the Holy Spirit (read "open to falling down
and laughing"), Howard-Browne slaps on the side of the head a man sitting on the front pew. The man falls over
onto the pew, shaking his legs and hands in the air. The audience continues to roll with laughter.

Another man comes forward, goes down under Howard-Browne's touch and begins to pray. Says Howard-Browne:

"Get out of the praying mode and get into the rejoicing mode! Pray when you go home! Lord, have
mercy! I mean, if their prayers had been working they wouldn't have had to come up here in the first
place."

He begins a dissertation on the laying on of hands, pointing out that you can bless people by laying on of hands, you
can heal them, and you can pass on the anointing and people fall over. He begins to quote Peter in Acts 2: "These
are not drunk as you suppose ..." He lays his hand on a lady in the front pew, causing her to shriek repeatedly,
shaking her hands as if she had palsy. He points out that she is a pastor's wife. In fact, most of the front-row pews
are filled with pastors and their wives.

As he repeats, "These are not drunk as you suppose," "the drunkard" begins his routine. While sitting in his pew, a
man throws his head back and laughs heartily, kicking one leg up in the air. Suddenly, he bolts from his seat and
does a locomotive-action shuffle in a tight circle. Then he faces Howard-Browne, kicks one leg out in front and
does a pratfall. Another man jumps out of his seat, does the same sort of locomotion shuffle, arms flailing wildly,
and falls on the floor. Shortly afterward, the first man gets up and staggers around with a mock drunken smile on
his face, salutes Howard-Browne, and plops down in the pew again. It is obviously contrived, but Howard-Browne
and the audience eat it up.

Things continue in the same vein for the rest of the evening.

DRUNK IN THE SPIRITS 

Rodney Howard-Browne likes to call himself a "Holy Ghost bartender" who dispenses the "new wine" of
charismatic fervor. In an earlier meeting than the one described above, he teaches that, if there is drunkenness in the
physical realm, there must be drunkenness in the spiritual realm, also. To prove this illogical assumption, he quotes
Acts 2 to suggest that the disciples at Pentecost were acting like drunkards.

Suddenly, a man from the second row stands up. He's wearing slacks and a sport coat opened to reveal suspenders,
throws his head back, and in stereotypical pantomime of a comedic drunk (a la Foster Brooks or Jackie Gleason),
adopts a smirk. Peering down his nose, he looks with half-closed eyes at the audience as he sways back and forth.
He then plops himself in his pew and nods as if he's drunk, smiling at Howard-Browne, who enjoys it
tremendously. Loud guffaws abound.

Cannot Howard-Browne discern that this man is merely seeking attention -- that he is not truly "drunk in the
Spirit," as Howard-Browne claims? And what is being "drunk in the Spirit"? Scripture makes no mention of this.
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The proponents of holy laughter cite Acts 2 to suggest that acting drunk by the Holy Spirit is valid. But does Acts 2
really imply that such a thing is of God?

Versus 1-12 clearly teach that the disciples came forth from the upper room under the anointing of the Holy Spirit,
and began to preach the Gospel in the languages of those present from various nations. Although the hearers
discerned their own language, they also heard all the other languages being spoken at the same time. The mockers
(verse 13) did not listen to the message, but heard what seemed to them like a lot of babbling. Thus, they accused
the disciples of being drunk.

Verses 14-34 record Peter's dissertation to the crowd, exhorting them to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and to
repent of their sins. Verses 35-47 record the results of that plea.

While the disciples were accused of being drunk, they were not staggering about in the manner characteristic of
those "intoxicated" by holy laughter; they were accused of being drunk because, while some heard their own
languages, they also heard other languages. Nor did all the people accuse them, but only the mockers. It was a
phenomenon they did not understand, and to them it seemed for the most part like babbling. Peter set them straight
and many of them repented of their sins and were born again by the Spirit of God.

Furthermore, Acts 3 and 4 record that the disciples' activities after Pentecost resulted in persecution by the religious
establishment. Today's religious establishment isn't beating up on the holy laughter people -- it is embracing them.
In no way can Acts 2 be constructed to mean that the disciples were acting like drunkards -- certainly not like the
stereotypical comedic drunkard at the Howard-Browne meeting. Nor can it or Ephesians 5:18 be construed to mean
that the Holy Spirit would cause us to lose our sensibilities.

MISAPPLYING SCRIPTURE 

The misapplication of Scripture by the holy laughter people is not limited to Acts 2. In listening to Howard-Browne
and others, there is hardly a Scripture citation that isn't twisted to mean what they want it mean in order to validate
their peculiar experience. This, if nothing else, should be ample warning for caution if not down-right rejection of
these experiences.

As with Acts 2, the holy laughter people like to quote Ephesians 5:18 to prove their claim that being filled with the
Holy Spirit may result in one acting like a drunkard. This misapplication is evident to anyone who takes the time to
read Ephesians 5:18 in context. The meaning of being filled with the Spirit within the context of the body is
demonstrated in verses 19-21. These activities do not reflect a mindless stupor; rather they reflect a holy attitude of
worship and edification. 

What is taking place in these Howard-Browne meetings is pure exhibitionism played out for a group of spiritual
voyeurs. One could liken it to spiritual pornography; it titillates in an ungodly manner. People who go for it can't
get enough. Eventually their hunger grows for more bizarre stuff.

It wasn't enough to believe that they spoke in tongues; now they have to bark like dogs in the Spirit, roar like lions
in the Spirit, cackle like chickens in the Spirit, and stagger like drunks in the Spirit. What will be the next "move of
the Spirit?"

This exhibitionism may also be classified as pure experientialism -- a group therapy session engaging laughter as a
catharsis in place of the primal scream. Does it work? Outwardly, yes. People feel better. They feel happier. Anyone
who's had a good laugh feels better afterward. As one man at the meeting said, as he lay on the floor laughing,
"Laughing doeth good like a medicine." (This was a misquote of Proverbs 17:22.)

There is a difference between a merry heart and laughter. Laughter can be good or bad, depending upon the
circumstances. A merry heart reflects the joy of the Lord in all circumstances that are appropriate. Just as there are
proper times to laugh, there are proper times to weep (Eccl. 3:1-4).What transpires at these meetings is not proper
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laughter. It is coerced in the name of the Holy Spirit. 

Scripture warns against improper laughter (see Eccl. 7:3-4; 6) Proper laughter and rejoicing in the Lord is certainly
acceptable to the believer in Christ. But laughing to derision those who do not agree with you; coercing people to
laugh; claiming an anointing from the Holy Spirit on such laughter -- this is sin. It is evidence that one is in the
house of fools.

PREDISPOSITION 

In spite of the obvious coercion involved, we are told that this laughter is "uncontrollable" and "spontaneous." It is
true that Howard-Browne rarely cracks a smile. Yes, he holds a straight face. He rarely tells jokes -- if we're talking
about jokes that include a setup, a plot, and a punch line. But he does utilize witticisms in his preaching, designed
to invoke laughter. This, often at the expense of those who do not enter into the "flow" of what he's doing. A good
actor can easily keep a straight face while going through a comedy routine. 

And in spite of glowing reports of masses falling down in fits of uncontrollable laughter, many faces can be seen
with no merriment on them, or with mere smiles. The scenario we've described hardly suggests that much of the
laughter is uncontrollable when Howard-Browne has to prompt one after another to "let the joy bubble out your
belly."

A clue as to why so many fall under the spell may be found in this statement from one of the Charisma reports on
Howard-Browne:

"But his appeal is evident. It lies in his utter lack of slick evangelism. His simple style and genuine
desire to unleash spiritual revival in America have caught the attention of charismatics who are eager to
see signs and wonders" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.22).

It becomes obvious that many of the people who attend these meetings are predisposed to laugh. They already know
the reputation of the holy laughter preacher and that's what they're seeking when they arrive. They are "eager to see
signs and wonders." They have come from miles around and they are not going to be disappointed.

Yet not all the laughter is contrived. Some of it is very genuine. People do laugh at others who laugh. Laughter is
contagious. If someone begins to laugh uncontrollably in our presence, our natural tendency is to laugh also.

In view of Howard-Browne's methods of inducing laughter, it's obvious that much of the laughter is not from
contagion but from coercion; it is contrived. If such an obvious contrivance is lost upon Howard-Browne, who is
supposed to be ministering this thing, how are others to know what is of God and what is of the flesh? If it is
acceptable to Howard-Browne or other proponents of holy laughter, even when it is obviously of the flesh, should
we not at least be suspicious of these proponents' motives? If not of their motives, certainly their discernment. In
either case, their credibility as ministers of the true spiritual gifts is in question. If they are operating with wrong
motives or if they are unable to discern the flesh at work, they are unqualified to lead God's people.

Their followers may leave feeling better about themselves; they may even have experienced a change in their
attitude toward God, or toward their mate, or toward their enemies. But, again, one cannot confuse God's grace in
using error with the validation of the error.

SHOW TIME! 

Much of the holy laughter delusion smacks of show biz. It's played out like a circus act with the lead characters
vying for starring roles. Even the language used to record Howard-Browne's rise to fame reveals a show business
mentality:

"Howard-Browne's reputation grew during the next four years, and he established the Rodney Howard-
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Browne Evangelistic Association in Louisville, Kentucky. In the spring of 1993 his big break came
when Assemblies of God pastor Karl Strader invited him to preach in Lakeland, Florida, at Carpenter's
Home Church" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.23).

His "big break"? This suggests that the ministry is for the benefit of the minister. God's servants don't get "big
breaks." They get big trouble! Their reputations are not enhanced unless they are tickling people's ears. The vast
majority of those who follow after signs and wonders are not disposed to hear the hard Word of God. They want
feel-good religion. And that's what they get with the holy laughter teaching, as attested to by this statement in
Charisma:

"The difference was the laughter. No matter what Howard-Browne did or said, hundreds who attended
the daily sessions always ended up on the sanctuary floor in helpless laughter. When the services were
broadcast on radio, more curious seekers showed up to join the fun" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and
pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.24).

"Curious seekers?" "Fun?" Since when does our holy God play to the benefit of curiosity seekers' amusement?
Since when has the holy Faith been turned into an occasion for "fun?" Jesus was a man of sorrows. He sorrowed
over the sins of the world. He would sorrow over "curious seekers" today; He would sorrow over the spectacle that
has been made of His Church to the derision of those outside.

There are those in the Body of Christ who are sorrowing over these things. While so many who hear of this
experience called holy laughter flock to receive gratification of their flesh, there is a small number who are
genuinely sorrowing over those people's captivity to this latest fad. They have fallen prey to a delusion that causes
them to think that, because they fall down and laugh, they have gotten a dose of holiness.

There is seldom any true teaching from God's Word in these meetings. And when there is, it is interrupted by
laughter. It makes God's Word of no effect. As a writer for Charisma says:

"No one doubts that having vast numbers of listeners convulsed in laughter can make whatever is being
said from the pulpit irrelevant" (Julia Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma,
p.24).

What an indictment from one who lauds this side show! "Irrelevant" is an apt word to demonstrate how God's
Word has little place among the holy laughter crowd. But since when did God ordain that His Word should ever
become irrelevant? In essence, it is making the Word of no effect, which is what Jesus accused the religious leaders
of doing through their tradition and other such things (Mk. 7:13).

Interruptions of God's Word, even if taught by false teachers, is not a sign of the Holy Spirit at work. At worst, it is
a sign of demonic spirits at work. At best, it is a sign of irreverence on the part of those who do the interrupting.
Rather than accept such interruptions as a sign from God, a true minister of the Word would rebuke those who
would do such a thing. A true disciple of the Lord Jesus would continue in His Word (Jn. 8:31-32).

The truth -- God's Word -- is what makes us free, not experiences (especially extra-Biblical experiences like holy
laughter as claimed by its proponents). In fact, the holy laughter proponents demonstrate a rather low view of
Scripture.

A LOW VIEW OF SCRIPTURE 

Hugh E. "Bud" Williams, rector of an Episcopal church in Lakeland, Florida, received the "anointing" from
Howard-Browne in a meeting held at Carpenter's Home Church:

"... After two meetings he was not impressed; during the third, Howard-Browne called him and three
others out into the aisle and simply said, 'Be filled!' 'Boom! Down I went in the Spirit,' Williams says,
'and I started laughing, I laughed so hard for 20 minutes, my throat was sore the next day. I've been
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charismatic for 14 years, but I had dried out and grown tired. This refreshed me personally and
changed my marriage.' So why would God use laughter to bring spiritual renewal? Williams says many
people today need more than words -- they need a demonstration of God's power. 'Words have become
meaningless in our society,' he says. 'Signs and wonders are what must recapture our attention'" (Julia
Duin, "Praise the Lord and pass the New Wine," 8/94, Charisma, p.28).

Does faith come from signs and wonders? Not according to God's Word (Rom. 10:17). Man's words may be
meaningless, but God's Word is never meaningless. Was Williams speaking about man's words or God's Word? If
man's words, we must agree with him. But then why extol experience over man's words? Why not extol Scripture
instead? It seems apparent that he was speaking of Scripture as mere "words."

Scripture records that those who seek signs from God are not content with His Word. Multitudes flocked to Jesus
for miracles, and in spite of his demonstrations of God's power, they crucified Him when His words became too
difficult for them to hear (Mt. 12:39).

The Good News of the resurrection should be sufficient to minister joy to the hearts of those truly surrendered to
God. But just as the resurrection did not satisfy the Jews of Jesus' day, it doesn't satisfy many professing Christians
today. To get joy (read "fun"), they must turn to extra-Biblical activities.

BRAINWASHING 

Those who know anything about brainwashing techniques and the ability to induce altered states of consciousness
in mass meetings will recognize that, often, these techniques are utilized in hyper-charismatic services.

Dick Sutphen, a professional hypnotist, conducts seminars on persuasion and brainwashing techniques. His purpose
is not to teach his listeners how to subvert other's minds, but to educate on how government, the military, cults, and
religious groups utilize certain techniques to induce control and gain converts to their particular causes.

He points out that many who use these techniques are not necessarily aware that they are using them. They may
well have learned them from watching others use them successfully. In any case, the bottom line is control; the
intent may be perfectly altruistic, it may be beneficial in the mind of the controller. But the fact remains that people
are being controlled, often with the belief that the Holy Spirit is doing a work in them.

Sutphen is not a believer in Christ. In fact, he is anti-Christ and a New Ager. But his logic and knowledge cannot
be argued with. This is because he is not addressing the Faith or holy laughter; he is addressing a subject that he
knows: brainwashing.

Sutphen believe that religion is valid, but that manipulation in the name of God is not:

"So, to begin, I want to state the most basic of all facts about brainwashing: IN THE ENTIRE
HISTORY OF MAN, NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN BRAINWASHED AND REALIZED, OR
BELIEVED, THAT HE HAD BEEN BRAINWASHED. Those who have been brainwashed will
usually passionately defend their manipulators, claiming they have simply been 'shown the light,' or
have been transformed in miraculous ways" (Sutphen undated transcript, 'The Battle for Your Mind:
Persuasion and Brainwashing Techniques Being Used on the Public Today," p. 1). (Emphasis
Sutphen's.)

Sutphen gives an example of how manipulators set their marks up. The first step is to give information that the
listeners will agree with. This gets them in the frame of mind to trust the speaker. Once trust has been instilled, they
are open to suggestion:

"... Assume for a moment that you are watching a politician give a speech. First, he might generate
what is called a 'YES SET.' These are statements that will cause listeners to agree; they might even
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unknowingly nod their heads in agreement. Next come the TRUISMS. These are usually facts that
could be debated but, once the politician has his audience agree, the odds are in the politician's favor
that the audience wont stop to think for themselves, thus continuing to agree. Last comes the
SUGGESTION. This is what the politician wants you to do and, since you have been agreeing all
along, you could be persuaded to accept the suggestion" (Sutphen, p. 10). (Emphasis Sutphen's.)

In the same manner, false teachers will preach from God's Word, sharing obvious truths. That's phase one -- the
"yes set." As well they will share what may be considered deep insights -- ideas that are debatable but not
necessarily untrue. These are the "truisms." Then comes the suggestion. It is generally toward the end of the
evening -- sometimes after two or three hours or more -- that the false teaching or inducement toward activity will
be implemented. This is exactly what one witnesses in the holy laughter movement, not to mention the charismatic
movement (particularly the word-faith movement) in general.

Sutphen points out that different entities may use different techniques -- the military may use some techniques that
the government, dealing with civilians, may not use. Religionists and cultists will use still other techniques. Most
techniques involve taking the subjects through stages or phases of conversion. Says Sutphen:

"With the progression through each phase, the degree of conversion becomes more effective and
complete. The ways to achieve conversion are many and varied, but the usual first step in religious or
political brainwashing is to work on the emotions of an individual or group until they reach an
abnormal level of anger, fear, excitement, or nervous tension. The progressive result of this mental
condition is to impair judgment and increase suggestibility. The more this condition can be maintained
or intensified, the more it compounds. Once catharsis, or the first brain phase, is reached, the complete
mental takeover becomes easier. Existing mental programming can be replaced with new patterns of
thinking and behavior" (Sutphen, p. 3).

Most people who attend the hyper-charismatic meetings that result in pandemonium and out-of-order behavior are
normal, everyday folks. They may be professional people and hold responsible jobs. Many are normally "dignified"
or "reserved." But they come with a sense of expectancy to receive something from the touch of the preacher --
something they are inclined to believe they can't receive from God on their own. They believe that God has placed
a special anointing on the preacher, probably because they have been induced with a clergy-laity mentality that is
the norm for most churches. Because they are so normal -- even possessing a reserved personality -- they can't
believe that they can be brainwashed or manipulated. But the manner in which excitement and fervor builds in
some meetings catches them off guard. They are susceptible to suggestion -- even the suggestion that they have
been healed. To not be healed often generates feelings of guilt, an emotion that is easily exploited by the preacher.
About alleged spiritual healing, Sutphen states:

"For some, the healing may be permanent. For many, it will last four days to a week, which is,
incidentally, how long a hypnotic suggestion given to a somnambulistic subject will usually last. Even
if the healing doesn't last, if they come back every week, the power of suggestion may continually
override the problem -- or sometimes, sadly, it can mask a physical problem which could prove to be
very detrimental to the individual in the long run. I'm not saying that legitimate healings do not take
place. They do. Maybe the individual was ready to let go of the negativity that caused the problem in
the first place; maybe it was the work of God. Yet I contend that it can be explained with existing
knowledge of brain/mind function" (Sutphen, pp. 4-5).

Sorry to say, Sutphen is correct in his assessment. New Agers testify of healings by laying on of hands, too. And
the scenarios are all to common among those who claim to have healing ministries in the Church: Short-term
healings; people neglecting proper health care because they believe they've been healed when they haven't been;
even death from diseases whose symptoms disappeared. The preacher will tell those whose healings didn't last that
it was because they "let go" of the healing. They didn't have enough faith to maintain it.

The difference between God's work and the work of the flesh is that God's work will always be validated by His
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written Word. And God doesn't play games with us. If He heals us by His sovereign will, we will be healed, period.

TOWARD THE NEW AGE? 

What we are witnessing in new evangelicalism and the charismatic movement is a subjective approach to God's
Word. If something seems to work, it is accepted even if it cannot be validated by Scripture. Since it cannot be
validated, it is assumed to be a new work of God. Those who reject it on the basis of its unbiblical or extra-Biblical
character are regarded as faithless when, in fact, they are faithless toward the subjective religious philosophy of the
"new thing" -- not toward God.

This subjectivity is necessary if Satan is going to meld humanity into a one-world religion. As the masses open
themselves up to beliefs and practices that are not validated by Scripture, they leave themselves open to deception
of the highest order, often presented in the name of Jesus.

The first step toward melding Christians into the New Age religion is not dissimilar to brianwashing techniques.
The "yes set" is to get us to agree that all denominations share a common belief system. This is the motivating force
behind the ecumenical movement sponsored by the Vatican and the major players in new evangelicalism and the
charismatic movement.

The "truisms" will be that we also share common beliefs and values with aberrant Christian cults and monotheistic
religions such as cabalistic Judaism and Islam.

The "suggestion" will be that we have a common spiritual bond with all of mankind. This suggestion will be
implemented through the observation of signs and wonders construed to be of God. And if God can honor the faith
of non-Christians, who are we to dissent from unity with them? 

Anyone who thinks he is above falling into this snare is hopelessly naive. In fact, he is an excellent candidate for
deception.

It is not merely coincidental that holy laughter has found its place among the mystically inclined whose beliefs lean
toward New Age philosophy. Leanne Payne, a disciple of inner healing guru, the late Agnes Sanford, has also
indulged in holy laughter. (Her experience is recorded in Karen Mains's book Lonely No More.) Payne blends New
Age mysticism, Jungian psychology, and Christian philosophy. Her ministry team is headed primarily by women
who share this integrationist methodology. To Payne, all sin is linked to lack of self-acceptance and failure to
recognize God's affirmation of oneself. Of course, this is a simple explanation of her more involved theology.

Is it merely coincidental that her disciple, Karen Mains, wrote of this holy laughter experience in 1993, essentially
the same time Rodney Howard-Browne's notoriety and the Toronto blessing began? And is it merely coincidental
that a phenomenon similar to holy laughter is found in the New Age movement is exactly at the same time?

Barbara Marx Hubbard is the founder of the Foundation for Conscious Evolution, and a leader at the frontier of
social and spiritual change for the New Age. At the same time holy laughter began to ripple through the churches,
she wrote as one channeling the thoughts of God. The instruction given was to expect planetary transformation and
a quantum leap in evolutionary personal transformation through uncontrollable joy. This uncontrollable joy of
which Hubbard speaks will transcend all barriers to unity. False signs and wonders will likewise break down those
barriers to unity (Mk. 13:22).

We can expect the holy laughter people to defend their practices as being of God, while these other practices are
counterfeits. But holy laughter as we know it today came lately. All attempts to link it to Scripture or early revival
history are without merit. Its real precedent is coincidental to New Age philosophy. Does God mimic something
Satan originates? Or is He taken off guard by Satan? I think not. Else He would be guilty of causing confusion
among His people. And God is not the author of confusion. (1 Cor. 14:33). 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/neoe.htm
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REORDERED THINKING 

What is transpiring in the Church is similar to what is transpiring in the world. In conditioning men's minds to
accept a globalist mentality, the New Age change agents call for unity in diversity with no judgment -- no concern
for what others believe or practice. If it doesn't fit for us, well, we just have a different truth. Let's just focus on our
common objectives.

But we're not dealing with one human philosophy vs. another human philosophy. We're dealing with all of man's
philosophies vs. God's Word. The world's rules don't apply here. This worldly assessment of truth is behind
criticism of those who expose error in the Body of Christ; just because we don't understand it, we shouldn't be
critical of it; it doesn't matter if it cannot be supported by Scripture; God may be doing a new thing we don't
understand; we just don't have the same truth that the popular preacher has.

This can be intimidating to those who don't know Scripture. But those who do know Scripture have a responsibility
to expose those who are in error. And it doesn't matter if they are 99.99% correct in their teachings. If the .01%
error is sufficient to lead someone astray, it must be challenged.

To demonstrate how the professing church's thinking is parallel to the world's thinking in subjective terms, we
might look at the current government education system and how it breaks down objective values in order to
substitute new, subjective values. This is done in order to create a globalist population that is easily controlled. If
someone doesn't have an absolute set of values, he can be exploited for the benefit of the hierarchy, whether
political or religious.

The breakdown in absolutes is accomplished through the reordering of thinking skills. Modern education relies
heavily on Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy which places knowledge of facts and comprehension on the bottom of the
order in thinking skills.

Bloom is considered by the education elite to be the foremost expert on change agent strategy. The object of
Bloom's reordering of thinking skills is to replace the Biblical model for thinking objectively with a new model
rooted in subjective intuitive thought. This is the basis of witchcraft.The following demonstrates that objective
understanding is considered to be lower on the scale than subjective and intuitive reasoning:

Higher Order Thinkng Skills
(1) Evaluation 
(2) Synthesis
(3) Analysis
(4) Application

Lower Order Thinking Skills 
(1) Comprehension
(2) Knowledge

Berit Kjos, an expert on the education system and New Age philosophy, points out that one of the methods for
bringing in the new global values is the removal of facts -- the removal of logical thinking -- so that people can't
argue back from a basis of understanding. They will not have an objective framework from which to draw
conclusions. Therefore, the education system is free to bring in all kinds of models for the new global spirituality
from earth-centered cultures around the world. Those cultures are basically pantheistic and polytheistic. What we
are seeing is a rise in animistic religions because the Biblical ethic and value system has been not only discarded,
but forbidden to be discussed.

Is this not similar to what is happening in the churches today? Attempts to hold teachers accountable to God's
Word are met with derision, even by those who insist that they believe that God's Word must form the basis for
judging all things. We learn quickly that their exhortation to Biblical integrity is merely a ploy to disarm their
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critics and deceive their listeners. God's Word is valued, yes; but it is placed on the lower order of thinking skills.
What is more important is intuitive "Holy Spirit" power.

Bloom's "higher order" thinking skills do have value; but they have no genuine value unless they are held
accountable to the objective truths and facts that reside in knowledge and comprehension. By the same token, what
is said to be of the Holy Spirit has value only if it is held accountable to, and is validated by, the objective truths
that reside in God's Word.

Modern education places a lower value on objective conclusions; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion
replace clear, concise teaching and instruction from facts. By the same token, the trend in the modern Church is to
disregard objective assessment of alleged signs and wonders; everything becomes relative. Appeals to emotion
replaces clear, concise teaching and instruction from God's Word.

People can only react against these deceptions if they have a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge, and which
motivates them to react against those deceptions. Most Christians lack a solid Biblical basis upon which to judge.
And they are fearful of reacting. Under the rules established by the religious hierarchy, you cannot judge or
challenge these subjective teachings and practices. To do so brings the religious leaders' judgment that you have
"touched God's anointed," or have blasphemed the Holy Spirit, thus risking God's wrath.

Thus, too, you cannot judge anyone else's belief system, whether Roman Catholicism, Mormonism, apostate
Judaism, or anything that produces palpable spiritual benefit or satisfaction.To the subjective religionists, objective
assessment of their teachings equals judgmentalism. And judgmentalism stirs God's anger. Fear and intimidation is
very much a part of this subjective religion.

What is ridiculed most is any suggestion that the subjective religion is leading its adherents toward induction into
the coming one-world New Age religious system. How dare anyone suggest that the major players within modern
"Christianity" could fall into that trap and lead others as well. Yet the major move today among virtually all the
well-known professing Christian leaders is toward ecumenism. They have already stated their disdain for those who
warn against unity with the papacy.

They have chosen to overlook serious Biblical error in order to forge a united front against certain evils such as
abortion, crime, pornography, and such. It's because they do not perceive heresy as any big deal that they can
overlook much of the same error in the Protestant churches. And where there can be found agreement with New
Age philosophy which works for a world wherein love and peace abide, one soon finds more "Christian" leaders
joining hands with New Age prophets.

CONCLUSION 

The only defenses we have against spiritual deceptions arising today are a holy life, a solid grounding in God's
Word, and a refusal to accept anything as being from Him that is not validated in His Word. We should heed John
4:23:

But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in
truth: for the Father seeketh such to worship him.

Many wish to worship God in the Spirit, and this is fine; but they neglect the second requirement: that we worship
Him in truth. His Word is truth (John 17:17). The two cannot be separated, for God's work is by His Word.

His Word says that all things in the Church must be done decently and in order (1 Cor. 14:40). Women (let alone
men) flopping on the floor and hooting or making animal sounds is not decent. Holy laughter is not orderly.

It doesn't matter how unspiritual we are perceived to be by those who go whole-log after alleged supernatural
phenomena. We must stand firmly for the integrity of God's Word, even when they cast us out of the synagogues
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and put us to death, believing they are doing God a service.

The day is coming and is now here when we will have to count the true cost of following Jesus.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 4/95 Special Report by the same name from Media
Spotlight (Albert James Dager).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 3/96

HOME NOTEBOOK MAIL
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Hypnosis*
Christian or Occult?

-  In these days of supposed great stress and strain, hypnosis claims to offer relief for the masses. Hypnosis has
become the therapeutic tool health professionals are pulling out of the bag to battle smoking and weight problems;
manage anxiety, fears, and phobias; relieve pain; overcome depression; improve a person's sex life; cure maladies
such as asthma and hayfever; undergo chemotherapy without nausea; prompt injuries to heal more quickly; and
improve grades. Otherwise legitimate medical doctors use hypnosis as part of the healing process to reduce the side
effects from drugs, to help speed patient recovery, and reduce post-operative discomfort. Dentists are using
hypnotic techniques in conjunction with nitrous oxide to relax patients, minimize pain and bleeding, and control
patient gas reflex during procedures. 

The sad part of it all is that even some unsuspecting Christians are willing to "try it." A 1992 newspaper ad placed
by a "Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist" (there is even an "American Society for Clinical Hypnosis") made some
amazing statements that indicate just how unbiblical (i.e., New Age) the technique of hypnosis is:

"Hypnosis is the most effective method of changing the way you think, feel and act. When you align
your subconscious mind -- your inner voice -- with your conscious mind, you erase conflicting beliefs
that hold you back. You can then move forward, without sabotaging yourself. Clinical hypnotic
techniques guide you to a relaxed, peaceful state of mind. You remain in total control while learning
how to use the power of your full mind to create a strong desire to accomplish your goal. You can
change your life."

-  Hypnosis is nothing new. It has been used for thousands of years by witchdoctors, spirit mediums, shamans,
Hindus, Buddhists, and yogis. But the increasing popularity of hypnosis for healing in the secular world has
influenced many in the professing church to accept hypnosis as a means of treatment. Both non-Christian and
professing Christian medical doctors, dentists, psychiatrists, and psychologists are recommending and using
hypnosis. 

Although a hypnotist may encourage only a light or medium trance, he cannot prevent a hypnotized subject from
spontaneously plunging into the danger zone, which may include a sense of separation from the body, seeming
clairvoyance, hallucination, mystical states similar to those described by Eastern mystics, and even what hypnotism
researcher Ernest Hilgard describes as "demonic possession." We would argue that hypnosis is occultic at any
trance level, but at its deeper levels, hypnosis is unmistakably occult. 

-  There is some controversy as to whether or not a hypnotist can cause a person to do something against his will.
Many hypnotists say categorically that the will cannot be violated. However, the evidence is otherwise. Hypnosis
heightens a person's suggestibility to the point that the subject will believe almost anything the hypnotist tells him --
even to the point of hallucinating at the hypnotist's suggestion. During hypnosis, a person's critical abilities are
reduced in such a way as to create what has been called a "trance logic" that undiscerningly accepts what would
normally seem irrational, illogical, and incompatible. 

Because almost anything can be made to seem plausible to someone in the trance state, it is possible for a
hypnotized person to act against his will -- to do what he would not do outside of the hypnotic state. Hypnosis
bypasses the will by placing personal responsibility outside of objective, rational, critical choice. With normal
evaluating abilities submerged, suggestibility heightened, and rational restraint reduced, the will is seriously
hampered and is, at the very least, capable of being violated. 

-  One popular use of hypnosis has been that of searching the memory by "going back into childhood." Some
patients even describe experiencing what they believe to be their life in the womb and subsequent birth. (This is
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impossible, however, because of the neurological, scientific fact that the myelin sheathing is too underdeveloped in
the prenatal, natal, and early postnatal brain to store such memories.) Still others describe some sort of disembodied
state and then what they identify as past lives and former identities. How much of this is created by heightened
suggestibility, unrestrained imagination, trance hallucination, or demonic intervention cannot be determined.
Furthermore, the Bible clearly contradicts past lives and reincarnation -- "It is appointed unto man once to die"
(Heb. 9:27).

Hypnosis is not even reliable with recent recall. What is "remembered" under hypnosis has often been created,
reconstructed, or enhanced during the state of heightened suggestibility. Research indicates that after hypnosis, a
person is unable to distinguish between a true recollection and what he imagined or created under the heightened
suggestibility. Hypnosis is just as likely to bring forth false impressions as true accounts of past events. (Individuals
can and do lie under hypnosis!) Hypnosis is thus more likely to contaminate the memory than to help a person
remember what really happened.

Besides past life hypnotic therapy, some practitioners are doing future life hypnotic therapy. The hypnotized person
supposedly sees future events, solves murders, reveals the future fates of well-known personalities, etc. One
involved in this hypnotic time travel must ask himself, "Where is the line of demarcation between the demonic and
the divine, between the realm of Satan and Science? At what point does the door of darkness open and the devil
gain a foothold?"

-  In today's landscape of promises for self-fulfillment, self-mastery, personal well-being, and quick fixes for
problems of living, one could easily find oneself in an environment conducive to hypnosis. One such environment
would be the regression into childhood memories (see above). Another would be in Large Group Awareness
Training. The Forum (formerly est), Life Spring, and Momentus are the names of some of the more well-known
large-group training seminars that promise life-transforming results. Using many of the ideas and techniques of the
encounter movement, such group sessions attempt to alter participants' present way of thinking (mind set, world
view, personal faith, etc.) through intense personal and group experiences. Some have marathon meetings that last
numerous hours and take advantage of fatigue working together with much repetition, group pressure, and various
psychological techniques, some of which attack personal belief systems and cause mental confusion. The confusion
technique, which is also a hypnotic device, may be used to disorient the subject to make him more responsive to
cues. Michael Yapko says: "In the confusion technique, you give a person more information than they could
possibly keep up with, you get them to question everything, you make them feel uncertain as a way of building up
their motivation to attain certainty." While hypnosis may not be intended or admitted in such large group training
sessions, the possibility is very strong for participants to experience hypnotic suggestion, dissociation, and impaired
personal judgment. (Other activities and settings where hypnosis may occur also include: music, church services,
prayer and meditation, medical offices, and self-help tapes.)

-  Since some doctors and many psychologists use hypnosis, most believe that hypnosis is medical and, therefore,
scientific. The label "medical" before the word hypnosis makes hypnosis seem benevolent and safe. Even some
well-known professing Christians (e.g., the late Walter Martin of CRI, and Josh McDowell & John Stewart in their
book Understanding the Occult) allege that hypnosis can be helpful if practiced by medical doctors whose intent is
good rather than evil. However, Donald Hebb says in "Psychology Today/The State of the Science" that "hypnosis
has persistently lacked satisfactory explanation." At the present time, there is no agreed-upon scientific explanation
of exactly what hypnosis is. Psychiatry professor Thomas Szasz describes hypnosis as the therapy of "a fake
science." We cannot call hypnosis a science, but we can say that it has been an integral part of the occult for
thousands of years. (Although hypnosis has been investigated by scientific means, and there are some measurable
criteria concerning the trance itself, hypnosis is not a science.) 

No one knows exactly how hypnosis "works," other than the obvious "placebo effect" -- the successful use of "false
feedback" in the same manner that feedback is used in the occult techniques common to acupuncture, biofeedback,
and psychotherapy. But compounding the word hypnosis with the word therapy does not lift the practice from the
occult to the scientific. The white coat may be a more respectable garb than feathers and face paint, but the basics
are the same. Hypnosis is hypnosis, whether it is called medical hypnosis, hypnotherapy, autosuggestion, or
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anything else. Hypnosis in the hands of a medical doctor is as scientific as a dowsing rod in the hands of a civil
engineer.

Trances brought about through medical doctors are not significantly different from occultic hypnosis. In their text
on hypnosis, which is used in medical schools, two well-known researchers state categorically: "The reader should
not be confused by the supposed differences between hypnosis, Zen, Yoga, and other Eastern healing
methodologies. Although the rituals for each differs, they are fundamentally the same." E. Fuller Torrey, a research
psychiatrist, aligns hypnotic techniques with witchcraft. He also says, "Hypnosis is one aspect of the yoga
techniques of therapeutic meditation." Medical doctor William Kroger states, "The fundamental principles of Yoga
are, in many respects, similar to those of hypnosis." To protect the scientific label for hypnosis he declares, "Yoga
is not considered a religion, but rather a 'science' to achieve mastery of the mind and cure physical and emotional
sickness." Then he makes a strange confession, "There are many systems to Yoga, but the central aim -- union with
God -- is common to all of them and is the method by which it achieves cure." Obviously then, just because
hypnosis is used by medical doctors does not mean that it is free of its occult nature. More and more medical
practitioners are being influenced by ancient, occult medical practices. The holistic healing movement has
successfully wed Western medicine to Eastern mysticism.

We then raise the following questions about the use of hypnosis by a medical doctor: How can one tell the long-
range spiritual effect of even a well-meaning medical doctor's use of hypnosis on a Christian patient? Would an
M.D. with an anti-Christian or occult bias in any way affect a Christian through trance treatment? How about the
use of a medical hypnotherapist who belongs to the Satanist church? What about an M.D. hypnotherapist who uses
past or future lives therapy as a means of mental-emotional or physical relief? These and other questions need to be
answered before subjecting oneself to such treatment, even, and especially,  in the hands of a medical doctor or
psychologist. 

-  Those who might feel a bit nervous about being hypnotized by another often tend to feel safe with self-hypnosis.
(Although those in a self-induced hypnotic trance may gain a certain amount of control and exercise some degree
of choice, they, nevertheless, do not retain their normal means of evaluation of reality and rational restraint.)
Teachers of self-hypnosis will generally try to assure people that hypnosis is simply focused attention, increased
concentration, relaxation, visualization, and imagination. Yet such activities are precisely the useful means of going
into the trance. Furthermore, they continue on at a different level during the trance. By imagining one is leaving his
body, one may move into the trance with the kind of hallucination and trance logic of really seeming to be out of
the body.

A medical doctor, teaching a class in self-hypnosis, instructed his students to go into a hypnotic trance, leave their
bodies, and then go back in to explore various parts of the body. All of this was for the purpose of self-diagnosis
and self-healing. Occultist Edgar Cayce also used self-hypnosis to diagnose disease and prescribe treatment.
Therefore, self-hypnosis can be as occult and demonic an activity as a trance directed by a hypnotist.

-  One researcher makes some interesting observations concerning why he would classify hypnosis as part of the
occult (Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, pp. 119-120):

"One reason for calling hypnotherapy a religious ritual is the fact that it produces mysterious effects
that leave any investigator who approaches it as science thoroughly puzzled: (1) under hypnosis
administered by psychiatrists, persons who have never had any contact with UFOs can be stimulated to
'remember' UFO abductions that conform in detail to those described by supposed genuine abductees;
(2) hypnosis also leads to spontaneous 'memories' of past and future lives, about one-fifth involving
existence on other planets; (3) hypnotic trance also duplicates the experiences common under the
stimulation of psychedelic drugs, TM, and other forms of Yoga and Eastern meditation; (4) hypnosis
also creates spontaneous psychic powers, clairvoyance, out-of-body experiences, and the whole range
of occult phenomena; and (5) the experience of so-called clinical death is also produced under
hypnosis.
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"Two conclusions that most investigators find very distasteful seem nevertheless to be inescapable: (1)
there is a common source behind all occult phenomena, including UFOs, that seems to be intelligently
and deliberately orchestrating a clever deception for its own purposes; and (2) hypnosis, or the power
of suggestion, is at the very heart of this scheme"

The connection between hypnosis and Eastern mysticism is clear. At varying depths of the hypnotic trance, patients
describe experiences that are identical to the cosmic consciousness and self-realization induced by yogic trance.
They experience first of all a deep peace, then detachment from the body, then release from identity with one's own
small self to merge with the universe, and the feeling that they are everything and have no limitation upon what
they can experience or become: i.e., God-consciousness "in which time, space, and ego are supposedly transcended,
leaving pure awareness of the primal nothingness from which all manifested creation comes."

-  Hypnosis began as part of the occult and false religion. The Bible speaks out strongly against all practices of
false religion and the occult. God desires His people to turn to Him in need, not to those who practice sorcery,
divination, or enchantment. He warns His people about following after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers,
and those who have a familiar spirit (Deut. 18:9-14). Hypnosis, as it is practiced today, may very well be the same
as what is identified as "enchantment" in the Bible (Lev. 19:26 KJV).

In hypnotism, faith is shifted from God and His Word to the hypnotist and his technique. God speaks to people
through the conscious, rational mind. He commands individuals as creatures who make conscious, volitional
choices. He sent His Holy Spirit to indwell Christians to enable them to trust and obey Him through love and
conscious choice. Hypnosis, on the other hand, operates on the basis of imagination, illusion, hallucination, and
deception. Jesus warned His followers about deception. After a person has opened his mind to deception through
hypnosis, he may become even more vulnerable to other forms of spiritual deception.

Hypnosis can generate Satan's counterfeits of true religious exercise. If hypnosis generates any form of faith and
worship not directed toward the God of the Bible, any person who subjects himself to hypnotism may be playing
the harlot in the spiritual realm. (See Lev. 19:26,31; 20:6,27; Deut. 18:9-14; 2 Ki 21:6; 2 Chron. 33:6; Isa. 47:9-13;
Jer. 27:9.)

-  Hypnotism is demonic at its worst and potentially dangerous at its best. At its worst, it opens an individual to
psychic experiences and satanic possession. When mediums go into hypnotic trances and contact the "dead," when
clairvoyants reveal information which they could not possibly know, when fortunetellers through self-hypnosis
reveal the future, Satan is most certainly at work.

Are people in the church being enticed to enter the twilight zone of the occult because hypnosis is now called
"science" and "medicine"? Let those who call the occult "science" tell us what the difference is between medical
and occultic hypnosis. And let those Christians who call it "scientific" explain why they also recommend that it be
performed only by a Christian. If hypnosis is science indeed, why the added requirement of Christianity for the
practitioner? There is a scarcity of adequate long-term studies of those who have been hypnotized. And there have
been none which have examined the effect on the individual's resulting faith or interest in the occult.

Before hypnotism becomes the new panacea from the pulpit, followed by a plethora of books on the subject, its
claims, methods, and long-term results should be considered. Arthur Shapiro has said, "One man's religion is
another man's superstition and one man's magic is another man's science." Hypnosis has become "scientific" and
"medical" for some Christians with little proof of its validity, longevity of its results, or understanding of its nature.
Because hypnosis has always been an integral part of the occult, because it is not a science, because of its known
harmful effects, and because of its potential for spiritual deception, the wise Christian will completely avoid it, even
for "medical" purposes. It is obvious that hypnosis is lethal if used for evil purposes. However, we contend that
hypnosis is potentially lethal for whatever purpose it is used. The moment one surrenders himself to the doorway of
the occult, even in the halls of "science" and "medicine," he is vulnerable to the powers of darkness.
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* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report was originally adapted from Hypnosis and the Christian,
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, Bethany House Publishers, 1984, 61 pages. The book was revised and reissued in 2001 as
Hypnosis: Medical, Scientific, or Occultic?, and some of this report was also drawn from this source.
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Inst. for Creation Research (ICR)
Ecumenism Under the Umbrella of Creation Science

-  The Institute for Creation Research (ICR), located in Santee, California, was founded in 1970 (in conjunction
with the Christian Heritage College [CHC] in San Diego, and as a division of CHC until 1981, at which time it
became autonomous), and reorganized with its present name in 1972, by theologian and creation scientist Dr. Henry
M. Morris. In 10/95, the then 77 year-old Dr. Morris announced his retirement from the ICR presidency, effective
1/1/96. He continues on a half-time basis with ICR, with the title of Founder and President Emeritus, doing
occasional speaking and writing. Dr. John D. Morris, Henry Morris's eldest son, was appointed as his successor.
John Morris previously served as ICR's V.P. for Outreach as well as Professor of Geology in the ICR Graduate
School. He has been with ICR intermittently since 1972 and full-time since 1984. (See note on John D. Morris's
testimony at the end of the report.)

ICR is mainly known for:

the founding of Christian Heritage College (San Diego);
 the ICR Graduate School (1981: current faculty of nine Ph.D. scientists);
the Museum of Creation and Earth History (founded in 1992 in San Diego, now receiving more than 20,000
visitors annually);
creation-evolution debates (more than 350 held, usually on college and university campuses, with attendances
ranging up to 5,000 each);
educational field tours;
ICR creation science seminars, week-long summer institutes, workshops, and student assemblies; 
ICR web site (over a million "hits" monthly); and
the publication of the quarterly devotional, Days of Praise (300,000 circulation), and the monthly creation
science newsletter, Acts & Facts (119,000 circulation).

 ICR also produces three radio features (carried on 1,668 different stations) -- the one-minute weekday commentary,
Back to Genesis, in English and Spanish; the 15-minute weekly creation "news magazine," Science, Scripture, &
Salvation (circa 1972); and the hour-long Jonathan Park Adventure specials. In addition, ICR's writers have
published more than 125 books and booklets in at least 25 languages, produced more than 60 creationist videos, and
its scientists have spoken in at least 40 foreign countries. In all, ICR speakers ministered to about 92,000 people in
2003. The total includes seminar and church meetings, Good Science workshops, youth camps, and debates, as well
as international meetings in the United Kingdom, the Ukraine, and Caribbean Islands. ICR has a combined
scientific and support staff of more than 100 full-time employees.  

-  ICR for years had maintained a unique combination of scholarly creation science credentials along with solid
Biblical positions on the issues of the day. Over time, however, ICR has become more and more ecumenical, neo-
evangelical, and psychological. With the seemingly psychological mindset of its new president (see below), we
have little hope for ICR's return to its Biblical, evangelical beginnings.

-  We used to be able to recommend ICR because of its strong stand against the pop psychology terminology and
practice that has seemingly taken over the professing evangelical church. However, ICR now seems to be
succumbing to these same psychological teachings. Dr. John D. Morris (the president of ICR as of 1/1/96) wrote an
Impact article (No. 248) for ICR's 2/94, Acts & Facts -- "Would China Benefit From Christianity?" The article
details the content of 13 proposed lectures to be given at a hoped-for Chinese conference presenting the Christian
worldview and its application to Chinese society. Lectures 7, 11, and 12 introduce the pop psychological concept of
man having "great personal worth/self-worth" because of his being created in the image of God. Lecture 10 uses the
secular, victimization term "alcoholism" in place of the Biblical term "drunkenness," and uses the terminology of
the recovery movement when referring to "dysfunctional families" as one of the offshoots of societal decay. This is
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clearly not a "Christian worldview," but "Christian" psychology's worldview.

Also of note is ICR's 8/12/93 Days of Praise devotional titled, "Love or Lust" (also written by John D. Morris),
wherein Proverbs 5 is "exegeted" through the eyes of secular and "Christian" psychology. Morris gives
psychologists credit as human behavior experts when he writes:

"Psychologists have long recognized that many prostitutes ply their trade out of a hatred for men,
purposefully and conscientiously destroying their companions (v.5)."

He also says that low self-esteem will be the result of yielding to the temptation of a prostitute (vs.12,13)! [Sounds
like the teaching of Josh McDowell. Since Dr. John D. Morris apparently has neither background nor training in
psychology, one might wonder where he has been getting his psychologically-oriented ideas. The answer probably
lies in the fact that Morris's wife has an M.A. in Counseling from the University of Oklahoma.]

-  In 1991, in response to reader requests for the names of schools that teach literal creationism, ICR began to
compile a list. A brief list was published in the 9/91 Acts & Facts, which then provoked responses from non-
included schools asking how they could get on the list. The criterion developed subsequently by ICR was a rather
loose one -- the "... sole criterion for inclusion in the list is for the administration and faculty ..." of each school to
profess to be literal creationists in their teaching (3/92, "Impact No. 225 -- Creationist Schools"). No other doctrinal
positions were deemed important enough for consideration!

Approximately 145 schools in 35 states affirmed ICR's definition of "creationist," and were, therefore, included on
the list. This final list was loaded with neo-evangelical, psychologically-oriented, and/or charismatic colleges and
seminaries. Of the 145 schools, there were nine Lutheran schools (baptismal regeneration); six charismatic schools
(why, in a tongues-vulnerable church?), and at least 14 neo-evangelical/heavily psychologized schools. Included
among the latter category were such names as Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Theological Seminary, Grace College
of the Bible (Omaha), Grace College & Seminary (Indiana), Grand Rapids Baptist College & Seminary (since
changed its name to Grand Rapids Seminary and Cornerstone College) (GARBC), Cedarville College (GARBC),
Tennessee Temple (now GARBC also), and Liberty University (Jerry Falwell).

Our contention is that for the majority of the 145 schools on the list, literal creationism is about the only thing
Biblical they do teach. And what could be better for a school that teaches aberrant doctrine (even assuming that
they do actually teach literal creationism: see bracketed comments below) than to be on ICR's "approved list"? It
merely lends credibility to their overall programs when a prestigious institution like ICR recognizes them. So it
shouldn't have been a great surprise that such schools were seemingly falling all over themselves to get on ICR's
list. Apparently oblivious to what was going on, ICR willingly played the role of "useful idiot" (a term coined by
Lenin when referring to non-Communists doing the work of Communists). (One can understand a parent's concern
in looking for a school that holds to literal creationism. But shouldn't ICR have at least warned them that their
children could be getting the very same evolutionary-based teachings in other areas of the school's curriculum,
disguised as "Christian counseling" courses, child development courses for prospective school teachers, and/or other
general courses in a school's behavioral "sciences" department?)

[Consider the following statement by Henry Morris (8/94, Acts & Facts, Back to Genesis No. 68, "Naive
Literalism"): "When I began to study the Bible seriously after getting out of college, I soon found that it was
impossible to harmonize the Bible with evolution, and so became a 'progressive creationist,' trying to correlate the
ages of geology with the days of creation in Genesis. This was the position advocated in most of the evangelical
colleges and seminaries at the time (and still is for that matter)." (Emphasis added.) Then how can ICR attempt to
make up a list of schools that teach literal creationism when they readily admit that currently most actually teach
progressive creationism?!]

[2003 Update to Approved School List: In an 11/2003 Impact article ("Impact #365 -- Creationist Colleges"),
ICR did another survey to provide readers with an updated list of "creationist colleges." ICR surveyed 649
"Protestant Christian colleges" in the U.S. (Only 224 schools responded to the survey.) This is what ICR proudly
reports (emphasis ours):
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"We are glad to report that at least 188 of these colleges now have tenets and/or faculty that support
literal Biblical creationism ... either exclusively or almost so. ... Quite frankly, some of the responses
surprised us, for we are aware that some of the responding schools employ vocal faculty members with
negative attitudes toward creation thinking. We are thankful that so many administrators identify their
schools as creationist."

First, ICR appears to be saying that some of the "approved" schools have faculty members that are anti-creation,
while the administrators at those schools say (via their "tenets") that they are pro-creation. Should not this raise a
red flag with ICR? -- Why would ICR "approve" a school with a sound creationist statement of faith, while at the
same time it employs faculty members whom ICR knows are anti-creation? Secondly, what would be an "almost"
Biblical position on creationism, and why would any creationist position less than 100% Biblical be acceptable to
ICR?

Looking over the updated approved list of 188 schools, the list continues to include a hodge-podge of Lutheran,
charismatic, ecumenical, and psychologized schools. Even two Seventh-day Adventist schools are included this
time around! And as with the 1991 listing, ICR invites schools "inadvertently omitted from the lists" to let them
know so that ICR might "make corrections in future printings." ICR continues to play the role of useful idiot.]

-  ICR routinely holds its "Back To Genesis," "Genesis Presentations," "Case for Creation," and "Good Science
Workshop" seminars (as well as various student assemblies and workshops, in total reaching over 100,000
individuals in 2000) at neo-evangelical and charismatic churches, schools, and institutions (e.g., Assemblies of
God, Church of God, Foursquare, Pentecostal, Lutheran, United Methodist, Evangelical Free, Southern Baptist,
Missionary Alliance, Nazarene, and Church of Christ churches, as well as Cedarville College, Cornerstone College,
Liberty University, Young Life, Christian Research Institute, and Christian Heritage College). In fact, ICR brags
about its inclusiveness with error:

"[ICR's meetings] are designed to minister to an entire community, with many churches involved, for
all churches, regardless of denominational distinctives, should incorporate creation in their foundation"
(6/96, Acts & Facts, "'Back To Genesis': Ministering to 30,000 People in Four Weeks," p. 1).
(Emphasis added.) [As if a church's "foundation" of creationism will be viewed favorably by God,
regardless of its doctrinal heresies.]

It appears that there is no heretical institution or church that is off-limits to ICR. For example, on at least three
different occasions, ICR has held meetings at Vineyard Fellowship churches!; from 5/17/91-5/18/91: an
"Understanding Genesis" seminar at a Vineyard Church in San Diego (7/91, Acts & Facts); from 10/28/94-
10/29/94: an "Other Engagement" at a Vineyard in Uncasville, Connecticut (10/94, Acts & Facts); and from
3/23/98-3/25/98: a "Back To Genesis" at a Vineyard in Eureka, California (12/97, Acts & Facts). (The Vineyard
Movement was founded by "signs and wonders," hyper-charismatic John Wimber; the meetings were arranged by
an ICR board member.) Not even Roman Catholic institutions are out-of-bounds for ICR; Dr. Duane Gish (ICR
V.P.) was the keynote speaker during the third quadrennial International Conference on Creationism held at
Duquesne University from 7/18/94-7/23/94. In all, some 22 papers were presented by resident and/or adjunct
members of ICR's science faculty! (3/94 & 9/94, Acts & Facts). [In 1999, Gish gave four lectures at the Catholic
University of Goias (6/99, Acts & Facts).] Nor are cult groups off-limits; in October of 1997, ICR held a meeting at
a Seventh-Day Adventist church (10/97, Acts & Facts), and a “Case for Creation” seminar at another SDA church
in March of 1999 (11/98, Acts & Facts). 

ICR's staff members also appear on charismatic and neo-evangelical/psychologically-oriented television and radio
programs. Dr. Gish (again), while in the Norfolk, Virginia area in the summer of 1992, was the chapel speaker at
Pat Robertson's CBN University (now Regent), and also recorded a television interview for Robertson's 700 Club
program (2/92, Acts & Facts). Gish has also been interviewed by James Dobson on Dobson's Focus on the Family
radio program. The point of all this is that when "evangelicals" ignore the doctrine of Biblical separation (Rom.
16:17; 2 Jn. 9-11; 2 Thes. 3:6,14,15; etc.), as ICR flagrantly does, they mislead those who indiscriminately marvel
at their otherwise good works.
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-  ICR now seems to be making a special effort to let its supporters know of its affections for neo-
evangelical/psychologized Moody Bible Institute, as well as for Bill Gothard and his ATIA home school
curriculum. In the 11/94 Acts & Facts, an article appears telling of Dr. John D. Morris's lecturing in four scheduled
Moody classes on 9/21/94, while his brother, Dr. Henry Morris III, lectured to nearly the entire student body in
Moody's 9/22/94 chapel. Compromising Moody Bible Institute is described as an institution that "... has long been
respected for its uncompromising stand on Biblical inerrancy and authority." (Emphasis added.) By what
"authority" does Moody promote the teachings of clinical psychologist Larry Crabb, the demon-
deliverance/spiritual warfare teachings of Theology Department head Dr. C. Fred Dickason, and the host of
psychobabblers featured each day over the Moody Bible Network? Certainly not Biblical authority!

While in Chicago, John Morris and his 14-year-old daughter also made two visits to Bill Gothard's ATIA
headquarters (Advanced Training Institute of America), the source of the home schooling curriculum used in the
Morris's home: "They felt great kinship in spirit and respect for God's Word with this organization headed by Mr.
Bill Gothard." Can Dr. Morris be totally ignorant of Gothard's psychologized, demon-deliverance, charismatic,
ecumenical, and reconstructionist/dominion heresies?

-  Perhaps the most grievous of ICR's recommendations/endorsements occurred in its 7/92 Acts &Facts publication.
It referred "interested" readers to an overseas Roman Catholic creation group! In an article titled, "Catholic
Creation Group Formed In England," ICR said, "Daylight: Creation Science for Catholics is the name of a new
organization and periodical recently established in England to oppose evolutionism in Roman Catholic institutions."
ICR then gave an address to write to. One can only wonder, would ICR be as accommodating toward a Mormon
creationist group, or a Buddhist, or a Hindu, or a Muslim, or any other cult/false religion group with a so-called
creationist agenda? (We say "so-called creationist" because Roman Catholicism teaches a progressive
creationism/theistic evolutionism, a teaching which ICR claims to be against.)

-  Dr. Duane Gish is ICR's chief debater in ICR-sponsored creation-evolution debates. Dr. Richard Bliss was ICR's
Director of Curriculum prior to his death. Dr. John D. Morris is ICR's president. All three of these men profess a
Reconstructionist/Dominionist theology as evidenced by the fact that all have signed two strategic Coalition on
Revival (COR) documents -- A Manifesto for the Christian Church and Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a
Christian World View (Summer 1995, Crosswinds: The Reformation Digest, pp. 60-62). (Gish and Bliss are/were
also  Steering Committee member of COR.) COR is a Reconstructionist/Dominionist organization dedicated to a
social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old Testament law) on unbelieving
peoples and institutions. As an indication of what people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a
brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like
a different gospel? (All emphases added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That these three men would sign these two documents is disconcerting to say the least. (For details of COR's
unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian
Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and
Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View Documents,
make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  ICR is a supporter/co-founder of the psychologized Christian Heritage College (CHC) in San Diego. CHC was
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co-founded in 1970 by Henry Morris and psychologizer/four-temperaments guru Dr. Tim LaHaye. LaHaye served
as CHC's president for many years (and was headed-up until early-1999 by psychologizer David Jeremiah). Dr.
Vance Yoder, former Dean of psychologized Grace College (Winona Lake, Indiana), is CHC's current president.
ICR boasts of the excellent creation science curriculum at CHC, but what about the LaHaye/Jeremiah/Yoder
psychologically-oriented "behavioral sciences" curriculum?

-  ICR held its August, 1995 Summer Institute on Scientific Creationism at David Noebel's Summit Ministries in
Manitou Springs, Colorado. (Summer Institutes are designed to offer more advanced material on the creation-
evolution controversy than can be obtained in other ICR programs. As of 1/96, ICR had conducted over 90 such
week-long meetings, each consisting of approximately 30 hours of lectures.) This was the 13th time in 24 years that
ICR held its Summer Institute at Summit. Noebel is a psychologizer and a neo-evangelical, and his ministry is
Reconstructionist-/political activism-oriented, aimed at instilling a so-called Christian worldview in college-bound
young people. At mid-week, ICR took a side-trip to visit pop psychologist James Dobson's Focus on the Family
headquarters in nearby Colorado Springs (10/95, Acts & Facts). [Three Summer Institutes were held in 1996: the
first in July at psychologically-oriented, GARBC-approved Cedarville College; the second at CHC in August
(where an Institute has been held every year since 1972); and the third again at Summit in August.]

-  It seems ICR is willing to endorse any organization as long as that organization will endorse scientific
creationism. In 6/95, the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC) Annual Conference proposed
a strong resolution supporting scientific and Biblical creation. The 10/95 Acts &Facts reprinted the entire GARBC'
resolution, and then said, "The G.A.R.B.'s have long been known for their unwavering commitment to the inerrancy
and authority of Scripture ..." Really? Then why does Cornerstone College (formerly Grand Rapids Baptist Bible
College), a GARBC-supported/-affiliated school, employ professors who deny a literal heaven and a literal fire in
hell? (See BDM GARBC report.)

Not content to let a sleeping dog lie, ICR's 11/96 Acts & Facts has another glowing endorsement of the GARBC --
ICR sites another "strong resolution supporting literal creationism and the global flood" agreed to at the GARBC's
1996 Annual Conference. ICR commends the GARBC for maintaining "a strong Biblical stand ever since its
formation in 1932," and then recommends all seven of GARBC-supported/-affiliated schools of higher education!
Special recognition is given to Cedarville College in Ohio ("outstanding liberal arts college") and GARBC's two
seminaries. The fact of the matter is that GARBC has been spiritually deteriorating since its formation, but
especially since the early-1980s. Moreover, all seven of its affiliated schools are thoroughly neo-evangelical and
highly psychologized; perhaps the worst on both of these counts is ICR's favorite, Cedarville College!

-  In an Impact article in the 12/95 Acts & Facts ("Impact #270 -- An Educational Step in the Right Direction"),
Steve Deckard, Assistant Professor of Science Education at ICR's Graduate School, refers favorably to
psychologizer Josh McDowell's 1994 book Right From Wrong, giving the impression that Deckard believes that
McDowell is an authoritative/scientific source on childhood behavior. The truth is that McDowell is a self-love
advocate who believes that almost all society's problems result not from sin, but from low self-esteem. What Josh
McDowell refuses to face in Right From Wrong is a very unpleasant truth -- his kind of preachy, feel-good-about-
yourself moralizing is not working, has not worked, and never will work because it is not the Gospel. The fact that
Deckard/ICR think McDowell is an authoritative source on child behavior is another indication of ICR's severe lack
of discernment as it relates to psychologically-oriented subjects and teachers. [Perhaps this is what ICR thinks is
the gospel message -- from the "Origins Issues" section of the 3/99 Acts & Facts: "All people need to be told of the
value they have in God's eyes and that He has a plan and purpose for their life. Such is the wonderful message of
the Gospel ..."]

-  ICR's fellowship with psychologizers, neo-evangelicals, and so-called Christian activists continues. In 9/96, ICR
announced the release of a cassette titled "Truth and Creation." The cassette purports to discuss "the relevance of
creation and shows how the evolutionary worldview lays the foundation for man's rebellion against God. ... presents
a new perspective on the age-old battle of evolution versus creation." This would no doubt be a cassette featuring
creation-science experts, right? Wrong! Besides ICR president John Morris, the cassette features self-love advocate
Josh McDowell; psychologizer, neo-evangelical pastor of Moody Church, Erwin Lutzer; and "Christian" social
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activist and Director of the Family Research Council, Gary Bauer (9/96, Acts & Facts, p. 4).

-  ICR's long-time association with psychologizer and four-temperaments guru Tim LaHaye and family continues.
(Tim LaHaye heads up Family Life Seminars, Inc., a psychologically-oriented family "ministry" out of Arlington,
Texas, has written numerous books espousing four-temperaments/personality typing theory, and is most recently
famous for his co-authorship of the Left Behind series novels.) An article in the 5/93 Acts & Facts details this
continued association with, and support of, Dr. LaHaye. (LaHaye conducted a one-day retreat for ICR's staff
members on 3/24/93.) LaHaye was also the main speaker for ICR's 25th anniversary celebration held 10/95 in
Washington, D.C. -- his presence was billed as "a special treat" (8/95, Acts & Facts). And when ICR completed its
new research building, the 10/29/00 combined dedication ceremony and 35th Anniversary celebration featured Tim
LaHaye as speaker (9/00, "Dear Friends" letter). In addition, an article in the 2/94 Acts & Facts tells of ICR's hiring
of Richard LaHaye (Tim's brother) as director of ICR's Extension Services. (Richard LaHaye has a psychologically-
oriented degree in counseling, spent a year as Director of Operations for the highly ecumenical and heretical
Salvation Army [San Diego office], and has worked with brother Tim at Family Life Seminars.)

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Henry Morris, Morris defends Tim LaHaye and his four temperaments theory,
not on the basis that the temperaments are taught in Scripture (because they are not), but because it is "a useful
methodology in organizing and dealing with the personality and behavior problems that different people have. ... it
has been helpful to many people." But so has astrology been helpful to many people, from which the four
temperaments is derived! In other words, "If it works, let's use it! Who cares if it has more in common with
astrology than with Biblical truth." Morris even says that ICR's Biology Department is considering a research
project to see whether there is a correlation between the four temperaments and genetics! (For more on the four
temperaments, see BDM's 4-page report and/or a book by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, Four Temperaments,
Astrology &Personality Testing, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages [pp. 49-66 specifically
cover Tim LaHaye's teachings].)

Also in the 5/20/93 letter, Dr. Morris said that Dr. LaHaye should be respected for his books, his preaching, "and
even his political activities." He then goes on to defend Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority and pooh-poohs the doctrine
of Biblical separation.

-  In the 1/01 Acts & Facts, Henry Morris writes of his speaking to over 2,000 people in October of 2000 at Chuck
Smith's Calvary Chapel Bible College in Murietta Hot Springs, California: "The Calvary Chapel Bible College,
with some 500 students, serves a network of over 3,000 Calvary Chapel churches, all stemming from the first
Calvary Chapel (Costa Mesa, California) founded by Pastor Chuck Smith back in the 1960s around the so-called
'Jesus People' movement of that period. Pastor Chuck Smith presided at the Conference sessions, giving a gracious
testimony to the influence of Dr. Morris' books and the ICR ministry in general on his own life and ministry. We
are grateful that the whole Calvary Chapel movement is vitally committed to creationism and Biblical inerrancy in
general." 

The July-August 2001 Foundation magazine further reveals: "It is disheartening to report that Henry Morris,
founder of the Institute for Creation Research, and Dave Hunt, editor of the Berean Call, joined with Calvary
Chapel founder Chuck Smith recently for a 'Wisdom of the Ages' Bible conference. ... this sad compromise lends
credence to the Charismatic theology and ecumenical endeavors of the Calvary Chapel movement." Foundation
said compromise occurred when these men joined in ministerial effort with Smith, "who espouses speaking in
tongues and other revelatory gifts and feels comfortable in the Charismatic and New Evangelical camp." (Source:
9/15/01, Calvary Contender.) Also, John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard movement, came out of the Calvary
Chapel movement. By speaking in these Calvary Chapel forums, Morris is putting his imprimatur upon their errors,
because those who observe his actions assume he stands where they stand.

The 4/02  Acts & Facts reports that Chuck Smith, Tim LaHaye, and ICR's Duane Gish and Henry Morris were
getting together for another ICR-sponsored wing-ding -- "... teaming up for one of the most momentous events
since the modern creation movement began over 30 years ago. Passing the Torch of Creation is scheduled for
Saturday, May 18, 2002, at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa ... Dr. Tim LaHaye will be discussing the dangers of
Biblical compromise [and] the necessity of standing firm on God's Word ..." Tim LaHaye discussing the dangers of
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Biblical compromise!? This would be laughable were it not so sad. The event drew a crowd of about 2,800,
drawing supporters from about 250 cities and from 20 states and Canada (8/02, Acts & Facts). ICR is now selling
videos and CDs of the conference.

-  Dr. Henry Morris authored The Defender's Study Bible (KJV), "a reference Bible that approaches Scripture from a
literal, creationist viewpoint." This Study Bible represents notes accumulated by Dr. Morris over a 50-year period.
ICR's promotion of The Defender's Study Bible looks good until one examines its endorsers -- all neo-evangelicals
and psychologizers -- John MacArthur, Tim LaHaye, Woodrow Kroll (Back to the Bible), and David Jeremiah. A
dedicatory service for the new Bible was conducted by Tim LaHaye at ICR's 25th anniversary celebration in
Washington, D.C. in October of 1995.

-  ICR also advocates the "Gospel in the Stars" heresy. (See Dr. Henry Morris's 6/24/93 Days of Praise devotional
article -- "Creation and the Constellations"; and Morris's book -- Many Infallible Proofs [pp. 334-343].) The
"Gospel in the Stars" was first popular in the late-1800s. The theory was conceived under the tenuous assumption
that the signs of the Zodiac were originally designed by God to communicate the "gospel," that this "Gospel in the
Stars" was known to those living before the Flood, that it was later corrupted into the occult science of astrology,
and that the alleged recovery of the "gospel interpretation" of the Zodiac is a great "witness" to God and His Word.

Actually, the "Gospel in the Stars" is nothing more than a "Christian" interpretation of astrology and occultism, in
much the same class as so-called "Biblical" pyramidology and numerology. It is the same logic men use to
"Christianize" any worldly, pagan, and/or occult philosophy or practice, whether it be psychology, Eastern
"medicine," "voodoo music," magic, the martial arts, etc. [The logic goes something like this: "It was originated by
God (which requires a few verses out of context to "prove" it), Satan stole it and/or counterfeited it (under the false
assumption that "Satan can't create, he just steals from God"), we need to reclaim it and re-Christianize it, and then
we can use it 'to glorify God.'" In truth, such teaching encourages a deadly mixture of humanism and Christianity in
that it is much like presenting the gospel from Star Wars or other occultic stories.]

In a 5/20/93 personal letter from Dr. Morris, he defends the "Gospel in the Stars" with the same distorted logic
detailed above. Morris admits the Bible knows nothing of the concept, but it is "reasonable" anyway. He even
makes the absurd statement that the "Gospel in the Stars" is "at least consistent with the doctrine of special creation
and the character of God and is certainly not contradicted by any Scripture."

-  Want to "earn" that "good and faithful servant" accommodation from the Lord (Matt. 25:21)? ICR has the answer
-- put ICR in your last will and testament! ICR's Acts and Facts has a page devoted to Stewardship and Trust
Services. A recent issue had the following statement:

"Are you convinced that this is something you should look into? Do you need help getting started? If
so, give me a call or send me your phone number, and I will call you. Please know that this offer of
service is not a scheme to be included in your estate plans. If the Lord should move you in that
direction, we would be grateful, but that is between you and Him. Our desire is to help you earn the
'well done thou good and faithful servant ...' for which you yearn. In so doing, we will receive our own
'well done' in eternity, and God's promised provision for today. I look forward to your call."

As one subscriber wrote BDM: "Can you believe this? -- they are going to help me EARN a 'well done. ...'"

Note: For John D. Morris's testimony, see the 3/96 Acts & Facts, Back To Genesis No. 87, "For Such a Time as
This -- ICR and the Future -- Passing the Mantle." Morris claims that during his college days in the late-1960s, he
experienced "several years of rebellion and rejection" of God, was "primarily interested in worldly pleasures," and
was not reading the Bible because it didn't make "real sense" to him. Nevertheless, because he had "accepted Christ
... at an early age," Morris claims to have "never doubted" that he was saved during this entire period! This is
classic Arminianism -- an easy-believism/non-repentance gospel. [Spurgeon well described the kind of "salvation"
to which Dr. John D. Morris professes: "Do not imagine that the Gospel is magnified or God glorified by going to
worldlings and telling them that they may be saved at this moment simply by 'accepting Christ' as their Saviour,
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while they're wedded to their idols and their hearts are still in love with sin. If I do so, I tell them a lie, I pervert the
Gospel, I insult Christ, and turn the grace of God into lasciviousness." -- C.H. Spurgeon]  [Return to Text.]

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2004
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Journaling*
Biblical or Occultic?

-  "Journal-keeping" is becoming popular among Christians as a new genre of books emphasizes the "inner life"
and presents various methodologies for "hearing from God." This is not to say that meditating on the Word of God
and seeking closer communication with Him and deeper insights into His will ought not to be an important part of
every Christian's life, and even writing down for future reference insights or guidance that one believes to be
derived from this would be very helpful. However, this same technique is used by occultists to make contact with
the spirit world, and by psychologists to contact deep levels of the psyche, and thereby, tap into the "ancient
wisdom" allegedly contained in the "collective unconscious."

-  Ira Progoff is one of the foremost leaders in this particular application of Carl Jung's depth psychology, known as
Process Meditation. Progoff believes that through journaling "mankind has to renew its sacred Scriptures (including
the Bible), which are now outdated." Progoff believes that extensive workshops, retreats, and seminars are
necessary to get in touch with the "underground streams of images and recollections within each of us."

-  "Christian" books on journaling, however, seldom warn of the dangers of mistaking one's imagination for
communication with God, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's Word.
Whether through a "proper" use of journaling or journal-keeping, or other forms of meditation, one's focus must
always be upon the Scriptures and must never deviate from that Guide.

-  Two well-known authors/teachers that incorporate journaling in their books/models are Gordon MacDonald
(Ordering Your Private World), and Dick Eastman (The Hour That Changes The World):

(a) MacDonald -- While his description of journaling in Ordering Your Private World is strikingly
similar to that taught by Progoff, MacDonald fails to warn his readers of the dangers of mistaking one's
imagination for communication with God, one's tendency toward mistaking false mysticism for
spiritual enlightenment, and of spending more time upon one's own inward thoughts than upon God's
Word: (All emphases added.)

(1) "When I studied some of the mystic and contemplative Christians, I found that one
practical way to learn to listen to God speak in the garden of my private world was to keep
a journal. With a pencil in hand ready to write, I found that there was an expectancy, a
readiness to hear anything God might wish to whisper through my reading and reflection"
(p. 130).

(2) "I found myself sharing in the journal more and more of the thoughts that flooded my
inner spirit" (p 131).

(3) "I began to realize that the journal was helping me come to grips with an enormous part
of my inner person that I had never been fully honest about ... I became aware ... that God's
Holy Spirit was directing many of the thoughts and insights as I wrote. On paper, the Lord
and I were carrying on a personal communion ... this began to happen only when the
journal was employed" (p 131).

(4) "twenty years of journal keeping [as of 1984] ... Hardly a morning passes that I do not
open the journal and record the things I hear God saying through my reading, meditation,
and daily experience. When the journal opens, so does the ear of my heart. If God is going
to speak, I am ready to listen" (p 132).

(5) "a beautiful example of a man listening to God in his private world through the use of
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a journal ... as he perceived the divine whisper, he transformed into print the still, small
voice of his Lord" (p. 133).

(6) "All of this is part of listening to God. As I write, I am aware that what I am writing
may actually be what God wants to tell me. I dare presume that His Spirit is often
operative in the things I am choosing to think about and record" (p. 134).

(7) "the main value of a journal is as a tool for listening to the quiet Voice that comes out
of the garden of the private world. Journal keeping serves as a wonderful tool for
withdrawing and communing with the Father. When I write, it is as if I am in direct
conversation with Him. And there is that sense that in the words that you are led to write,
God's Spirit is mysteriously active, and communion at the deepest level is happening" (p.
136).

(b) Eastman -- In The Hour That Changes The World, Dick Eastman falls into the same mystical,
experiential, "direct communication with God" techniques as does Gordon MacDonald: (All emphases
added.)

(1) Eastman quotes F.W. Faber: "Whenever the sounds of the world die out in the soul,
then we hear the whisperings of God. He is always whispering to us, only we don't always
hear because of the noise, hurry and distractions which life causes as it rushes on" (p. 132).

(2) "Often His whisperings come in the form of a quiet impression on the heart ... On other
occasions there is no inner voice to guide us" (p. 132).

(3) "During the listening aspect of prayer you may wish to keep a note tablet handy to
record these impressions concerning your day. If a housewife asks God to help her plan the
day's activities, she should be ready to jot down any divine promptings (p. 133).

(4) "Always remember, listening serves a practical function. You are not merely listening
for divine 'niceties' ... The value of having paper and pencil is that it displays faith. It says
to God, 'I believe you will truly speak to me, and I have come prepared to record your
instructions'" [!!!] (p. 133).

(5) "There are dangers to be faced when we enter these deeper aspects of prayer [because
they are occultic in nature!!]. Much of prayer is an experiment [i.e., experientially based,
not Scripturally based] in spiritual growth that involves both failure and success ... As
Bridgid Herman so accurately states, 'One hour of such listening may give us a deeper
insight into the mysteries of human nature, a surer instinct for Divine values, than a year's
hard study or external intercourse with men'" (p. 133).

* The first three paragraphs have been excerpted in part from Beyond Seduction: A Return To Biblical Christianity,
p. 237.
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KJV-Onlyism
Biblical or Cultic?

There are many today, often very sincere and well-meaning, who are seeking to promote a “double inspiration
theory.” They teach that not only were the original manuscripts inspired by God, but also that the King James Bible
translation has been miraculously preserved and translated with the result that it is absolutely perfect and flawless.

This view is stated clearly by one of its defenders: “We believe that the same God who gave the original Scriptures
has the power and authority to PRESERVE them through the years of time and give them to us in our language—
infallible and without possibility of error. … We believe that Almighty God through the power of the Holy Spirit
has INSPIRED and PRESERVED (emphasis his) one and only one translation and version in the English language
as the infallible and inerrant Holy Scriptures. That version is the King James Authorized Version of 1611” (written
by Mark A. Underwood, president and founder of THE KING JAMES BIBLE MINISTRY, a ministry which was
founded “for the purpose of promoting and defending the KJV of 1611 as the infallible and inspired Holy
Scriptures”; the above quotations are from Underwood’s brochure in which he tells about his ministry and presents
his statement of faith).

I, also, am “King James Only” in the sense that I use only the King James Bible in my reading and study of the
Word. I love and honor and respect this translation of the Bible, and recognize that it has been greatly used of God
since its first edition in 1611. I also recognize that there are serious problems involving the multitude of modern
translations that are on the market today and that these problems must be faced and dealt with. But it is my
position, and the historic position of Bible believers, that it is only the original manuscripts (autographs) which have
been given by inspiration of God and that no translation, not even the revered KJV, is absolutely flawless and
perfect. A translation is accurate only to the extent that it faithfully gives an accurate rendering of the original text.
I am thankful that in general the KJV does this and does it very well. (Adapted from a 5/9/98 pastor’s e-mail.)

One can certainly appreciate the point that many modern translations are suspect because of the heterodoxy of the
translators. Still, insisting on retreat to a less than perfect translation of 1611, as all translations must be (and in fact
usually using a 1769 tenth edition of that translation, which alleviates some of the earlier nine editions’
imperfections), is still retreat, not an advance for the Kingdom of God. We can continue to appreciate and use “the
KJV (tenth edition)” without making it into an idol that is as detestable to God as any other idol.

Background Information

The Old Testament (OT) was almost all originally written in Hebrew with a few portions in Aramaic. The New
Testament (NT) was written in Greek. The OT: Before the Dead Sea Scrolls were found (1947-1956), the earliest
hand copied manuscript of the Hebrew OT was dated about A.D. 900. The Dead Sea Scrolls provided manuscripts
that were copied from 100 B.C. - A.D. 200. These manuscripts were about 1,000 years older than any previously
known copies of Hebrew OT texts. The remarkable thing was that a comparison proved the amazing similarity of
the texts. The only variation involved what scholars termed “incidental matters.” Today, there is little debate over
the OT text.

The NT: There are three major sources to examine to try and determine the actual text of the original writings of the
Greek New Testament. They are the Greek Manuscripts (about 5,300), the versions which are earlier translations
(about 8,000) and Bible quotations in the writings of the early church fathers.

Greek manuscripts have two primary text-type families. The debate over the preferred (or non-corrupted, if you are
KJV-Only) text centers around the Byzantine and the Alexandrian text-types. The Byzantine text-type was the
Greek text used during the Byzantine period (A.D. 312-1453). The King James translation was based on a few
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(about 6) of these manuscripts. Those few manuscripts became the basis for what became known as the TEXTUS
RECEPTUS or THE RECEIVED TEXT as presented in the KJV. The manuscripts that the KJV were based on
were late, with none earlier than the 10th century (cf. THE KING JAMES VERSION DEBATE by D.A. Carson, pp.
35-36). The earliest Byzantine texts are from the 4th century. The Alexandrian text-type has fewer manuscripts but
they are older. They were discovered after the translation of the KJV. Modern translations are based primarily on
these older manuscripts.

Facts of the Matter

1. Of over 5,000 copies of the NT available (of which no two are identical), only 50 are complete NTs, of which the
Textus Receptus is only one.

2. The Textus Receptus (TR) is NOT the NT the KJV translators used (for the 1611 KJV translation)—they used
the Stephens of 1550. The TR did not even exist until after 1624. The TR was a combination of the Stephens and
Beza texts. There are 200-300 variations between the Stephens text used by the KJV translators and the TR.

3. Other translations were used by the KJV translators is producing the 1611 edition—2.9% of the KJV is word-for-
word from the 1525 Tyndale Bible. Overall, 61% of the KJV was taken from other available translations, including
the Geneva Bible (see preface to the 1611 KJV).

4. The KJV used today is NOT the 1611 version, but the 10th edition! (which occurred about 150 years after 1611).
Moreover, the KJV of 1611 included the Roman Catholic Apocrypha (also called “Deuterocanonical books”)! How
could these “God-guided” translators (as KJV-Onlyites like to refer to them) have made such a grievous error?
[The Apocrypha began to be omitted in approximately 1769, and the most common printings of the modern day
rarely include them (except that all Roman Catholic Bibles still do). However the British coronation service
requires, or required, an “unmutilated” edition.]

5. Modern translations of the Bible as a standard practice include textual notes to indicate to the reader where the
Greek or Hebrew manuscripts contain variants. KJV-Only advocates, generally, dislike such footnotes, feeling that
they can “confuse” the reader, and that they are, in fact, faith-destroying. However, the KJV contained 8,422 such
marginal readings and notes when it was first published.

6. The translators of the 1611 edition, in the preface, stated the need for constant revision to update the language.
Yet KJV-Onlyism people criticize the modern translations for doing this very thing. If the KJV is the “authorized”
Bible, then KJV-Onlyites should have a real problem with what the translators themselves said.

7. A KJV-Only advocate, Texe Marrs, wrote the following letter on July 28, 1994, in response to receiving twenty-
eight pages of documentation demonstrating the errors and misrepresentations in Gail Riplinger’s book, New Age
Bible Versions: “Don’t write me again unless in sincere repentance. You are a devil, plain & simple. I understand
well why Mrs. Riplinger does not respond to your ridiculous assertions. Why dignify the lying claims of a servant
of Satan!” Is this the kind of “godliness” and “humility” we can expect from KJV-Only defenders?

8. It’s unfortunate that King James name is even on the KJV—he was an unsavory character. 

Questions for KJV-Onlyism Advocates
 
To those who believe that the King James translation has been flawlessly preserved and miraculously inspired, we
would ask the following questions (for more questions):

1. Which revision of the KJV is inspired and/or preserved, since it was revised ten times, the last being in 1850? 

2. What Bible did God have for the English-speaking world prior to 1611? Was it also a perfect translation? If God
was under obligation to make the King James Version perfect, then why would He leave English-speaking people
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for 1600 years without a translation they could rely on? 

3. Where in the Bible does God guarantee that any translator of the Bible, anyone who copies the Bible, anyone
who preached the Bible, or anyone who teaches the Bible, will be infallibly correct? [There is no such Scripture.
The doctrine of infallibility of the translation in the King James is not a Bible doctrine; it is a manmade scheme by
some partly ignorant and some partly influenced by bad motives.]

4. The KJV translators translated the Apocrypha and included these books in the original 1611 edition. If the KJV
translation was inspired, does this mean that the Apocrypha is inspired by God also? And if so, why was the
Apocrypha removed from later editions? 

5. If God gave the English-speaking world an inspired translation, did He also give an inspired translation in the
other languages (French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc.)? If so, where is it? If not, why not? [If God has obligated
Himself, as some fanatics say, to make one translation in English, that is, the King James Version, perfectly
translated without error, then would not God be obligated to furnish such a translation in every other language also?
What are those translations?] 

6. Why did the KJV translators use marginal notes showing alternate translation possibilities and showing variant
manuscript readings?

7. If the KJV translators were inspired of God in their work, why did they not know this and why did they not
mention this in their introduction, “The Translators to the Reader”? Instead, why did they humbly acknowledge
their own shortcomings and imperfections as Bible translators? If the KJV was perfect, why did the translators
expect that others would one day make their 1611 Bible into an even better one?

8. When there is a difference between the Textus Receptus (the “Received Text”) and the KJV translation, why do
you favor the KJV and reject the Textus Receptus?

9. When there is a difference between the Majority Text and the KJV translation, why do you favor the KJV and
reject the Majority Text?

10. Did our Pilgrim fathers have the wrong Bible with them when they brought the Geneva Bible with them to
North America?

11. If the KJV differs or varies from the original Greek text, should we correct the English by making it agree with
the Greek or should we correct the Greek by making it agree with the English?

12. When was the KJV “given by inspiration by God”? In 1611 or in one of the years when major/minor revisions
took place?—in 1613, 1629, 1638, 1644, 1664, 1701, 1744, 1762, 1769, or 1850?

13. Was the original Greek lost after 1611? If not, where are we to find it? It cannot be the Textus Receptus,
because there are many places where the KJV differs from the Textus Receptus. It cannot be the Majority Text
because there are many places where the KJV differs from the Majority Text.

14. Where does the Bible teach that God will perfectly preserve His Word in the form of one and only one
seventeenth-century English translation?

15. Should we condemn Tyndale’s translation (1525), Coverdale’s translation (1535), the Great Bible (1539), or the
Geneva Bible (1560—the Bible of the Pilgrims), because these English Bibles varied slightly from the KJV? And if
so, why did the “inspired” translators use these translations in their own readings?

16. If the KJV can “correct” the inspired originals, does this mean that the Hebrew and Greek originally “breathed
out by God” was in need of correction and improvement? How can the inspired, infallible originals need correcting
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or improving?

17. Why did the Lord Jesus and the Apostles make use of and quote from the Septuagint translation (ancient Greek
translation of the OT), even though the Septuagint differed from the original Hebrew in places and was certainly
not a perfect translation?

18. Since no two manuscripts of the Greek New Testament have been found to be exactly alike, which manuscript
is it that has been perfectly preserved and perfectly reflects the original?

19. F.H.A. Scrivener published a Greek New Testament that was made to reflect what the KJV says. The 1976
Trinitarian Bible Society Greek New Testament followed the text of Scrivener and claimed to be the Greek text
behind the KJV. Why is it that the KJV differs from these two Greek editions in certain places? [For example, in
Acts 19:20, where the Greek editions have “Lord” but the KJV has “God.”]

20. King James Only advocates frequently refer to the “Textus Receptus” (TR, Text Received) and the work of the
Roman Catholic monk Erasmus (ca. 1466-1536) as the only correct Greek text of the New Testament. Were the
compilers of the Textus Receptus (Erasmus, Stephanus, etc.) inspired by God in their work and miraculously kept
from error? But Erasmus revised the Greek text four times (and the KJV translators did not use his last edition).
Which is the correct, inspired text?

21. For 150 years Wycliffe’s translation was the only complete English translation in use. He completed his
translation about 1382. It was not translated from the original languages but from the Latin Vulgate. Wycliffe’s
translation varied from the KJV in many places. Should Wycliffe’s Bible be condemned or did it serve a good
purpose? Was it helpful or hurtful?

22. Luther translated the Greek New Testament into the German language. Was his translation a perfect translation?
Was it blessed of God and useful to the German people? Was it of the devil or of God?

23. Was Tyndale’s Bible a good translation? Was Tyndale guided by God any less than the KJV translators? It has
been estimated that one-third of the King James Version is worded as Tyndale had it, and that even in the
remaining two-thirds, the general literary structure set by Tyndale has been retained. Some scholars have said that
ninety per cent of Tyndale is reproduced in the King James Version of the New Testament. Thus, the KJV
translators were greatly indebted to Tyndale and yet they recognized that even his work was in need of revision and
correcting. Did they not also recognize that their work might also be improved upon?

24. The Geneva Bible was the translation used by Shakespeare, John Bunyan, the Puritans in England, and Oliver
Cromwell, as well as the Pilgrim fathers. It was the Bible that was brought to America on the Mayflower. Even the
address from “The Translators to the Reader,” which is prefaced to the Authorized Version of 1611, took its
quotations of the Scripture from the Geneva Bible. Was this Bible a corrupted Bible? Was it used of God? Was it
hurtful or helpful to the cause of Christ? Did it make people wise unto salvation? Was it used effectively in
building up God’s people in the most holy faith?

25. If God guided the KJV translators to translate a perfect Bible, did He also guide them to translate an imperfect
and uninspired Apocrypha? Were the Old and New Testaments translated in the Spirit and the Apocrypha
translated in the flesh? 

26. Why were italics employed by the KJV translators in 1 John 2:23? [The italics were not employed, as usual, to
mark a supplement, but to show that the words were regarded as suspicious. Stephanus excluded the clause but had
a reference to it in the margin; Beza admits it without hesitation]. Do the italics indicate that the KJV translators
were uncertain as to whether or not this clause was part of the original text?

27. Why were there 35 textual notes given in the margin of the King James Bible? [Examples: Matthew 26:26
—“Many Greek copies have…” Luke 10:22—“Many ancient copies add these words…” Luke 17:36—“This verse
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is wanting in most of the Greek copies” Acts 25:6—“Or as some copies read, no more than eight or ten days.”

28. Was the KJV correct in following the Latin Vulgate in Revelation 22:19 (“book of life”), even though most
Greek manuscripts have “tree of life”? Should the Latin be preferred over the Greek?

29. The Greek text underlying the King James Version agrees in 81 places with Beza’s Greek edition against
Stephen’s Greek edition, and it agrees in about 21 places with Stephen’s Greek edition against Beza’s Greek
edition, and in 29 places they agree with neither. In light of this, which Greek edition can we say has been divinely
and perfectly preserved?

30. Blayney’s edition of the KJV (1769) became the standard form of the version and is unto this day, but his
edition differs from the 1611 edition in about 75,000 minor details. Which edition of the KJV (Blayney’s or the
original) is the perfect, flawless Bible? If the original 1611 Bible that the KJV translators produced was perfect,
does this mean that our present KJV edition (based on Blayney’s edition) is flawed in about 75,000 details?

In Their Own Words

As cited earlier in this report, the King James translators did NOT think they were inspired by the Holy Spirit to
produce an infallible translation which was to be the only English Bible that God would ever use to preserve His
Word.

In fact, in the preface to the 1611 version (the Preface and the Apocrypha which they translated have both been
omitted from most copies of the KJV today), they clearly disclaim that their translation was the only Word of God.
There were already several English translations in existence and being used in England, America, and other
countries. Some of these were Wycliffe (1380), Tyndale (1525-30), Coverdale (1535), Matthew’s Bible (1537),
Great Bible (1540), Geneva Bible (1560), and Bishop’s Bible (1568).

In the preface titled, “The Translators to The Reader,” was written:

“... We do not deny, nay we affirm and avow, that the very meanest [most common, lowest quality]
translation of the Bible in English … containeth the Word of God, nay, is the Word of God. … We are
so far off from condemning any of their labors that prevailed before us [previous translators of
previous versions] in this kind, either in this land or beyond sea … that we acknowledge them to have
been raised up of God, for the building and furnishing of his Church, and that they deserve to be had of
us and of posterity in everlasting remembrance. … Truly (good Christian reader) we never thought
from the beginning that we should need to make a new translation, nor yet to make of a bad one a good
one … but to make a good one better, or out of many good ones, one principle good one …”

The 1611 original had numerous margin notes that offer different possible translations of words and phrases. The
translators wrote in the preface:

“Some peradventure would have no variety of senses to be set in the margin, less the authority of the
Scriptures for deciding of controversies by that show of uncertainty, should somewhat be shaken. But
we hold their judgment not to be so sound in this point. … It hath pleased God in his divine
providence, here and there to scatter words and sentences of that difficulty and doubtfulness. …
Variety of translations is profitable for the finding out of the sense of the Scriptures: so diversity of
signification and sense in the margin, where the text is not so clear, must needs do good, yea, is
necessary, as we are persuaded. …We have not tied ourselves to a uniformity of phrasing, or to an
identity of words, as some peradventure would wish that we had done. …Why should we be in
bondage to them [words or syllables] if we may be free, use one precisely when we may use another no
less fit, as commodiously? …We have … avoided the scrupulosity of the Puritans.”

Conclusion

http://www.tegart.com/brian/bible/kjvonly/1611pref.html
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KJV-Onlyism runs the gambit from moderately reasonable advocates (David Cloud, E.L. Bynum, John R. Rice), to
the wacked-out, stone throwers (D.A. Waite, Jack Hyles, Samuel Gipp, Walter Bebe, Texe Marrs, Peter Ruckman,
Gail Riplinger, etc.). A couple of years ago, Gary Hudson launched a website devoted to exposing the errors of
“King James Onlyism”—“The King James Only Resource Center.” Gary has a number of articles and reports
posted. This site has become a “one stop” resource center for all questions related to “King James Onlyism.” 
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Mid-Life Crisis
Science or Myth?

-  The proponents of mid-life crisis teach that by the time one reaches middle-age, normal situations that earlier in
life caused no stress or consternation whatsoever, now suddenly lead to dysfunction or even total paralysis.

-  The concept originated in secular psychology, and was popularized in the 1974 book Passages by Beth Sheehy,
who contended that:

(a) it occurs in women 35-45 years old (it originated with women in menopause, and was later picked-
up by men who didn't have menopause to fall back on);

(b) it is usually understood and treated by psychotherapy; and

(c) it is normally verbalized only in psychological terms and concepts.

Other secular books popularizing the concept were:

(a) The Awareness of Middle Age, Baumgartner, 1968

(b) The Wonderful Crisis of Middle Age, Lesham, 1973

(c) The Seasons of a Man's Life, Levinson, 1978

-  Two of the people who brought the concept into the church in the 1980s were Jim & Sally Conway (currently
directors of "Mid-Life Dimensions") with their books, Women in Mid-Life Crisis, Men in Mid-Life Crisis, and You
and Your Husband's Mid-Life Crisis. In Men in Mid-Life Crisis, Jim Conway refers to the period of so-called mid-
life crisis as a "second adolescence." He then develops this idea by speculating that a man faces four major enemies
in the throes of that crisis:

(a) His body -- Losing his looks, hair, physique, etc.;

(b) His work -- Monotony in what previously was an exciting job;

(c) His wife & family -- Trapped in his responsibilities; and

(d) His God -- Accusing him of selfishness, laziness, lust.

All this, we are told, causes a man to lash-back at God and blame Him for giving him a frail body, along with its
drives and weaknesses.

-  From a Biblical perspective, one diagnosed as being in mid-life crisis is merely making excuses for sinful
behavior (dissatisfied with life, etc.), walking in the flesh, etc., and blaming it all on an "uncontrollable life
situation." And as seen by Conway's analysis of the situation (alluded to above), a person convinced that he is in a
mid-life crisis, even justifies ventilating it all on God Himself!

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 5/92
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Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)

Another PsychoHeresy!*
"Christian" psychology has once again joined hands with the world. Christians are actively involved with alleged
multiple personalities, both as therapists and as patients. Besides following the world in diagnosis and treatment,
they may add exorcism and/or a new kind of evangelism that seeks to save each and every alternate personality --
just to be sure the entire person will go to heaven.

Since Christians are diagnosing and treating other Christians as if they have "multiple personality disorder" (MPD),
we must ask two questions: 

(1) Is MPD a scientifically established diagnosis or is it the latest fad in the mysterious world of
psychology and psychiatry?; and 
(2) Can one remain true to Biblical orthodoxy while combining it with secular MPD diagnosis and
treatment?

MPD is one of the most fascinating and seemingly mind-boggling psychiatric phenomena today. It is also one of
the fastest growing segments of psychiatric consumerism. Its growth parallels the booming business of recovering
(or constructing) memories of abuse and satanic ritual abuse (SRA). They go together.

Consider the case of Lucy Abney, who entered treatment for depression and ended up with 100 alternate
personalities after two years of therapy. Besides developing so-called MPD, Abney "relived" such horrendous
"memories" as sacrificing three of her children and drinking blood. Although Abney admits that "the memories
were very real, very vivid," she has concluded they were not based on reality. They were fantasy.1

Abney is just one of many abuse victims. However, the abuse appears to have occurred in therapy. Such psychiatric
abuse is costly to patients in terms of time spent in psychiatric units, unjust accusations of parents, the personal
emotional trauma of experiencing such horrible fantasies, and just plain dollars (in her case over $300,000).2

There is quite a bit of disagreement in the field concerning the diagnosis, treatment, and even existence of MPD.
However, most recognize its close connection to hypnosis and some researchers say that paranormal experiences
are often associated with those with alleged MPD. Much of the writing depends upon what we call "anecdotal
psychology" rather than research psychology. In other words, the authors rely on subjective views of individual
cases rather than solid research.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-III-R) describes MPD as:

"The existence within the person of two or more distinct personalities or personality states ... [each
having] a relatively enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and
one's self. ... At least two of the personalities, at some time and recurrently, take full control of the
person's behavior."3

This description sounds authoritative. However, neither the description nor diagnosis has been established by
objective scientific standards.

The usefulness of MPD being listed and defined in the DSM-III-R is financial. In fact, one might look at the DSM-
III-R as the guide to financial gain through psychiatric diagnosis. If a therapist can attach a DSM-III-R label to an
individual, he can be paid by insurance companies.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/memory.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/memory.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/hypno.htm
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Beyond that, the DSM-III-R has numerous problems, with most of the "diseases" not being true diseases at all, but
rather problems of living.

Such medical jargon makes MPD sound as if it is beyond the reach of Biblical analysis. If a condition is described
as psychopathological, people assume it is outside the realm of Scripture. However, personality itself is an aspect of
the soul, and the Bible is the only accurate, authoritative source for understanding the soul. Nevertheless, before we
discuss MPD from a Biblical perspective, let's look at how various people in psychiatry and psychology view and
treat MPD.

101 Personalities?

Can a person have 100 different alternate personalities? Can a person have even one extra personality? That is a
question under considerable debate among the "professionals." The therapists who are busy diagnosing and treating
those to whom they've assigned the MPD diagnosis believe they are right. They contend that the only reason why
MPD used to be such a rare occurrence was because it was not previously recognized for what it was.

On the other hand, Dr. Paul R. McHugh, who is a professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins, believes that so-called
MPDs are created by the therapists themselves. He says:

"This formerly rare and disputed diagnosis became popular after the appearance of several best-selling
books and movies. It is often based on the crudest form of suggestion."4

Here are some of the kinds of suggestions McHugh says are used by therapists to find alter personalities in their
patients. Therapists ask such questions as "Have you ever felt like another part of you does things that you can't
control?" Then, if the patient gives any kind of positive response, the next question might be, "Does this set of
feelings have a name?" Even if the person does not yet give a name to that "set of feelings," the therapist may ask,
"Can I talk to the part of you that is taking those long drives in the country?" Here the therapist separates the person
into different personalities without even using hypnosis.5

McHugh contends, "Once patients have permitted a psychiatrist to 'talk to the part ... that is taking these long
drives,' they are committed to the idea that they have MPD and must act in ways consistent with this self-image."
He says, "The emergence of the first alter breaches the barrier of reality, and fantasy is allowed free rein."6

Advantages of MPD

There are distinct advantages of an MPD diagnosis. MPD provides a personally blameless explanation for why the
person's life is not working. MPD provides a convenient excuse -- just blame the sin on one of the multiples and
avoid having to own up to responsibility. It may be a case of wanting one's cake and eating it, too -- doing what
one knows is wrong but not having to feel guilty or bear the consequences. Generally, the alleged alters do what the
patient would "never do."

MPD can also be a very dramatic way of making sense out of life or drawing attention to one's own importance by
having a condition that seems beyond the scope of most people. The person becomes both the star and the entire
cast in a drama that challenges all who try to help, even the therapist, who is a partner in the drama -- the joint
playwright, producer, and director.

The diagnosis is also an advantage for the therapist. MPDs are fascinating and long term. If a therapist has enough
MPD cases, he won't have to drum up business. He can participate as the paid partner in this production for a "long
run."

Whereas the few isolated cases of people with suspected multiple personalities in the past had only one or two, the
numbers have now expanded, with the possibility of over 100 different personalities, including animals and
members of the opposite sex.
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The drama of MPD may begin with depression. Alter personalities are suspected and elicited. Memories of abuse
are suggested and encouraged. Then the therapist begins the long process of trying to integrate all those
personalities into one person.

In his study of 29 case reports, Dr. Myron Boor says: 

"A variety of therapy approaches, including psychoanalysis, hypnotherapy, behavior therapy, structured
videotaped sodium amobarbital interviews, and general integrative techniques, was used with some
success to treat the patients in these case reports."7 

Most of these techniques rely primarily on suggestion. Therefore, the entire treatment may simply become a
conspiracy of fantasy. Furthermore, there are documented dangers to using hypnosis and other mind-altering
techniques.

Both sides of this controversy present case studies to support their claims. But, one cannot rely on individual cases.
They are subjective and isolated.

McHugh compares the proliferation of MPD with that of "hystero-epilepsy," discovered by Jean-Martin Charcot in
the nineteenth century. A student by the name of Babinski insisted that Charcot himself had persuaded his patients
that they had hystero-epilepsy. At first Charcot objected. However, when Babinski connected the patient's
vulnerability to suggestion with the fact that they had been placed in the same ward with epileptic and hysterical
patients, Charcot was ready to try an experiment.8

Charcot moved these patients to other wards, away from the epileptics and hysterical patients, and away from the
others he had diagnosed as having hystero-epilepsy. Next, he and the hospital staff began to ignore the symptoms
resembling hysteria and epilepsy. Instead, they talked with the patients about the various concerns that had initially
led them into treatment. Without reinforcement, the patients' symptoms disappeared.9

McHugh relates this discovery that "doctors can induce a variety of physical and mental disorders, especially in
young, inexperienced, emotionally troubled women" to the current MPD vogue.10 He says:

"The rules discovered by Babinski and Charcot, now embedded in psychiatric textbooks and confirmed
by decades of research in social psychology, are being overlooked in the midst of a nationwide
epidemic of alleged MPD that is wreaking havoc on both patients and therapists."11

McHugh argues that "MPD, like hystero-epilepsy, is created by therapists."12 He recommends:

"Ignore the alters. Stop talking to them, taking notes on them, and discussing them in staff conferences.
Pay attention to real present problems and conflicts rather than fantasy. If these simple, familiar rules
are followed, multiple personalities will soon wither away."13

Another researcher, H. Merskey, examined a series of MPD cases and found that "no report fully excluded the
possibility of artificial production." In his article "The Manufacture of Personalities: The Production of Multiple
Personality Disorder," published in the British Journal of Psychiatry, Merskey says:

"Unprecedented numbers of cases of MPD have been diagnosed mainly in North America, since 1957.
Widespread publicity for the concept makes it uncertain whether any case can now arise without being
promoted by suggestion or prior preparation."14

Merskey mentions that MPD is "rarely, if ever, found in Japan or Britain."15 He says:

"It is likely that MPD never occurs as a spontaneous persistent natural event in adults. ... Suggestion,
social encouragement, preparation by expectation, and the reward of attention can produce and sustain

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/depres73.html
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/hypno.htm
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a second personality. ... Enthusiasm for the phenomenon is a means of increasing it."16

In spite of the enthusiasm for diagnosing and treating MPD, both the description and diagnosis of MPD rest solely
on subjective material, such as: what the patient says in therapy, what the therapist thinks about what the patient
says, and such things as journals about dreams and fantasies. The only evidence regarding MPD is as scientific as
testimonies from alleged UFO abductees and Past Lives Therapy. Any information gleaned from a patient
diagnosed with MPD is highly subjective within a highly suggestive situation.

Erroneous Assumptions about MPD

Nevertheless, many assumptions about MPD are spoken of as facts from an authoritative sounding position. These
include this notion:

"Most people with this disorder have been physically and sexually abused for many years as children.
They are terrorized, violated, confused about who is to blame, and threatened with horrible
consequences if they reveal the truth."17

Such an assumption seems to make sense, since MPDs and SRAs and other forms of allegedly remembered abuse
go together. However, with such memories now in question, very possibly having been created by suggestion, it
appears that MPD also comes from suggestion rather than from early childhood abuse.

The manufactured memories of FMS (false memory syndrome) may simply accompany manufactured personalities.
Rather than sexual abuse being the cause of MPD, both may be created in therapy through the expectations of the
therapist and the patient, as well as through suggestive techniques, such as hypnosis.

While MPD therapists are busy "discovering" multiple personalities in their patients to integrate them into one
personality, there are other therapists who are working to help their patients discover their "sub-personalities."
Through guided imagery, they help their clients discover hidden aspects of themselves.

Specialists in sub-personalities teach people to imagine a lovely place and wait for a person or an animal to appear.
This entity is supposedly one of their own sub-personalities, somewhat like Carl Jung's archetypes. The humanistic
idea is that we can find wisdom within ourselves from these sub-personalities or archetypes. But, Jung became
involved with demons through this activity. What initially appeared as part of his own psyche turned out to be a
familiar spirit.

Thus we have all kinds of possibilities in our culture to develop what might look like multiple personalities. Are
they simply states brought on through hypnosis and other forms of suggestion? Are they actually parts of the person
that have split off from the central personality? Are they demon spirits? The professional community remains
divided on this issue. There are many opinions, but no consensus based upon objective scientific research.

MPD PsychoHeresy

The myths surrounding MPD have entered the church. Many [professing] Christians believe the popular,
unsubstantiated stories about satanic ritual abuse, and they may be receptive to creating false memories. Once they
enter the fantasy realm of FMS, they are ready to participate in the MPD drama.

There are [professing] Christians who see a demon behind every bush, and psychotherapists who see multiple
personalities behind every emotional or behavioral disturbance. But in the MPD craze, there are [professing]
Christians who integrate lots of notions about psychology with various doctrines of demons. Along with secular
therapists, there are "Christian psychologists" who look for abuse and SRA behind every MPD. Some try to help
patients integrate the personalities, some believe the alters are demons, and others attempt to distinguish the two
classes of alleged personalities. Many use hypnosis, which opens the mind to the demonic realm.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/journal.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/inheal.htm
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James Friesen's book Uncovering the Mystery of MPD is treated as an authoritative text for Christians. However,
Friesen promotes just about every secular myth about MPD, memories of child abuse, and SRA. He also includes
unbiblical teachings about spiritual warfare. He advocates such unbiblical activities as occultic visualization.18 His
book is based upon individual cases rather than scientific objectivity or solid Biblical exegesis. The substance of his
teachings are pure subjectivity and conjecture -- his own and his patients'.

One has to wonder about the kind of religion Friesen embraces, for he gives M. Scott Peck credit for his work with
MPD and SRA. He says:

"My preconceptions about therapy and about people began to change when I read People of the Lie:
The Hope for Healing Human Evil. That book led me to be more open to the clinical benefits of
exorcisms, and it prepared me for contact with evil."19

Peck refers to himself as a Christian, but his form of Christianity is another gospel, which is quite acceptable to
New Agers, and he is often featured at their conferences. (For a brief critique of Peck's work, see PsychoHeresy,
pp. 84-88.)

Because of the high degree of possible deception in the diagnosis and treatment of MPD, Christians should avoid it.
Using hypnosis is forbidden in Scripture and presents many dangers. (See the Bobgan's book HYPNOSIS: Medical,
Scientific, or Occultic?) Christians should also be wary of eliciting memories of abuse that have been forgotten.
Too many so-called repressed memories are contaminated by illusion and fantasy. One does not have to remember,
resurrect, or reconstruct the past in order to walk in newness of life. (See Parts 1 and 2 of "False Memory
Syndrome: Creating Memories" In Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 of the PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

What does the Bible say about MPD?

Rather than following subjective experience and psychological notions about why people are the way they are and
how they are to change, the Christian should follow the Bible as the authoritative guide to studying the soul.
Therefore, we have to ask: What does the Bible say about MPD? NOTHING.

The Bible does speak of demons inhabiting people, but it does not support the notion that Christians can be demon
possessed or controlled. It does say that all unbelievers are under Satan's rule (Ephesians 2:2-3). But, it also
declares that God "hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his
dear Son (Colossians 1:13).

The Bible says Christians can be tempted by Satan and his legions. But, inhabited? No! Controlled? No! God
enables Christians to resist temptation and overcome sin. If Christians do follow after temptation, they are walking
after the flesh and therefore do what will please the evil one. Nevertheless, the battle for the Christian is between
the flesh and the spirit.

Instead of presenting multiple personality disorder, the Bible shows that unbelievers are sinners with a sinful nature
and that believers may temporarily revert to the ways of the old nature's sinfulness. Instead of many personalities,
the Christian has two natures. The old nature has judicially been put to death and buried, but the flesh can make it
sinfully operative. The new nature is the new life in Christ which comes from true conversion by the Holy Spirit.

Paul rejoiced in this truth:

"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I
now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me"
(Galatians 2:20).

The Bible gives Christians the necessary information and power for living an abundant life. Christ is sufficient to
enable Christians to put off the old man and put on the new. Rather than instructing Christians to discover hidden
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alter personalities, the Bible tells believers:

"That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to the
deceitful lusts; and be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that ye put on the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness" (Ephesians 4:22-24).

We contend that the current craze of MPD diagnosis is mistaken and misguided. Such a diagnosis covers up the real
problem -- sin -- and the true answers given in Scripture.
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19 Ibid., p. 15.

Note: MPD is now most commonly referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID). Jerry Mungadze, a
Zimbabwean psychologist living and working in the U.S., considers this "disease" to be the result of childhood
trauma or "woundedness." In separating the emotional from the spiritual, he accepts the unbiblical view of man as a
victim rather than the Biblical view of man as a rebel. Therefore, he believes psychotherapy, rather than the cross,
has the answers.

DID has a 150-year history of waxing and waning popularity. It reappeared in the mid-1980s as an outgrowth of
the explosion of concern over child abuse and the popular paranoia about Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA). Searching
for past abuse that supposedly always causes DID, therapists "recovered" lurid memories without regard to their
truthfulness. Out of that practice came another psycho-phenomenon, the False Memory Syndrome (FMS). At the
present time MPD, DID, SRA, and FMS are once again passing from the scene, chased off the stage of psycho-
history by malpractice attorneys. True victims of psychotherapy are suing therapists who therapeutically
manufactured multiple personalities and false memories in their clients while slandering family members with false
accusations of childhood sexual abuse. (For more on this subject, see Victims of Memory by Mark Pendergrast)

DID is not a biologically based disease. There is no authentic science to support its definition as a true disease. All
evidence points to the fact that it is a phenomenon created by a therapist and client caught up in a victimization
myth used to explain human mental suffering. (Read Manufacturing Victims by Tana Dineen or Creating Hysteria:
Women and Multiple Personality Disorder by Joan Acocella.)

The type of deliverance ministry Mungadze supports has also been used by Neil Anderson, Mark Bubeck, John
Wimber, Timothy Warner, C. Fred Dickason, and others. By drawing verses and descriptions from Scripture, by
adding exciting stories or dramatic personal accounts, and by inventing elaborate new concepts and terms, an entire
demon mythology has entered the Church. Central to this teaching are the assumptions that modern man can
reliably diagnose demon possession, can have reasonable conversations with demons, and can believe what they
say, even though Scripture is clear that demons come from the father of lies. Also important are the assumptions
that believers can be demon-possessed and that other believers are empowered, even expected, to cast demons out
of them. These teachings have become standard at many "Christian" schools (e.g., Moody Bible Institute) and
Seminaries (e.g., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School). Fueled by the American culture of victimization, its "the-
devil-made-me-do-it" attraction gained great popularity among [professing] Christians who had no interest in being
Bereans (Acts 17). (Read Overrun By Demons by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean, Jr.)

For too many generations the African and other third world people have been steeped in animism, spiritism, and
other snares of Satan. Individuals caught in the animistic religions have been held in fearful bondage to witch
doctors who practice these beliefs. It is tragic to see these very beliefs and practices syncretized into Christianity via
"deliverance ministers" or so-called Christian psychologists.

* This entire report (except for the Note above) has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article appearing in the
November-December 1993 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110). The Note was adapted and/or excerpted for an article in the March-April 2001
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.
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National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) - Or National Association of Neo-Evangelicals?  (2/04) 

Two Neo-Evangelical Organazations: NAE & NRB (2/04) 

 

[The NRB is no longer an arm of the NAE, but it was at the time of the two reports below]

1/97 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention   (4/97)

1/98 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention  (8/98)
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The Navigators
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism*

-  "To reach, disciple, and equip people to know Christ and to make Him known through successive generations."
That is the stated mission of The Navigators, an organization headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The
U.S. International Ministries Group, which is the missions branch of the U. S. Navigators says, "We serve 460
American staff who work in 65 countries," and, "We also have links to countries where our non-American staff are
ministering, giving you opportunities to serve in a total of 102 countries." The U.S. Military Ministry of The
Navigators says, "We are composed of approximately 257 staff and more than 1,200 active-duty works [sic]
serving Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard personnel on more then 117 U.S. and overseas
military bases and posts." (Source: Navigators Internet web site, 9/00.)

As The Navigators describe their history and their current work, one will be impressed -- unless the psychologizing
of the faith (psychoheresy) and rank ecumenism are important issues. Through their involvement in both
psychoheresy and ecumenism, The Navigators organization has drifted drastically off course. Concerning
psychoheresy, The Navigators organization has been deeply involved in psychoheresy in two primary ministry
efforts. The first is through books published by NavPress, which is The Navigators' publishing arm; the second is
through their recruitment and care of missionaries. Concerning ecumenism, The Navigators endorse and/or affiliate
with a number of ecumenical, unbiblical organizations, and publish the books of ecumenical authors.

-  The Navigators have demonstrated a love for psychology through NavPress books. An enormous amount of
writing would be necessary to critique all the books produced by NavPress that involve psychoheresy, self-esteem,
12-step programs, and other aberrant and heretical teachings. Some of the major psychoheresy in the church has
originated from NavPress with such authors as Dan Allender, Gary Collins, Larry Crabb, and Robert Hicks, to
name a few. Two prime examples of psychoheresy would be books by Larry Crabb and Robert Hicks:

(a) Probably Crabb's best-known and most popular book is Inside Out, published by NavPress. This
book has been a prime source of the psychologizing of the faith. In his earlier books, Crabb uses the
word unconscious directly and explains its hidden nature and power for motivation. In Inside Out, he
relies on metaphors and descriptive phrases such as "heart," "core," "beneath the surface," "hidden
inner regions of our soul," "dark regions of our soul," "beneath the waterline," "underlying motivation,"
"hidden purpose," and "reservoir of their self-protective energy." The very title Inside Out suggests the
Freudian notion of the unconscious. Crabb clearly presents the unconscious as a real and powerful part
of every person. He also suggests that doctrines of the unconscious are indispensable to the church!
The many problems with Inside Out have been documented by various writers, including the Bobgans
(see Larry Crabb's Gospel). Yet, in spite of its unbiblical teachings, NavPress continues to offer it.
Since the writing of Inside Out, Crabb has written other books and spoken publicly about counseling
and the church. It is clear that Crabb still supports his past books, his psychologized model of "biblical
counseling," counseling for pay, and the ungodly and unbiblical American Association of Christian
Counselors (of which NavPress published author Gary Collins [was its long-time] president).

(b) The other example of a psychoheretical book published by NavPress is The Masculine Journey
(TMJ) by Robert Hicks. TMJ is not only filled with psychoheresy, but is also riddled with blasphemy
and heresy. The publication of TMJ in 1993 was originally co-sponsored by Promise Keepers (PK).
Thus, the Bobgan's 44-page booklet critiquing of TMJ titled Promise Keepers & PsychoHeresy could
as well have been titled The Navigators and PsychoHeresy. PK has discontinued supporting the book,
but NavPress continues to advertise and sell it. 

Hicks' book is based on his own personal experience of what it means to be a man. He
forms arbitrary stages, in which to place his own personal experience and subjective
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psychological notions. By giving Biblical labels to these stages and mixing in some
Biblical truth, he makes it appear that the Bible validates everything he says about
manhood.

Hicks recalls six Hebrew words he learned in seminary. Miraculously, each word just
happens to fit one of Hicks' contrived stages of manhood. One of the six Hebrew words
for one of Hicks' stages of manhood is zakar. (One acid test to give pastors for the book is
to ask them to preach a message in graphic detail from TMJ, particularly from Chapter 3,
"The Phallic Man -- Zakar. " It is our belief that any pastor who preaches it the way it is
written would be dismissed from his pastorate.) Hicks contends that "this word [zakar]
reflects the phallic male in his distinct sexual aspect" (TMJ, p. 24). He says, "To be male
is to be a phallic kind of guy, and as men we should never apologize for it, or allow it to
be denigrated by women (or crass men either)" (p. 24). He also identifies Jesus as being
"very much zakar, phallic" and says, "I believe Jesus was phallic with all the inherent
phallic passions we experience as men" (TMJ, p. 181).

The phrase "a phallic kind of guy" brings forth images of Greek paganism rather than
Biblical manhood. That is exactly the direction Hicks takes his readers. To emphasize the
connection between sexuality and spirituality, Hicks refers to various pagan artifacts and
practices as well as Biblical circumcision. He says, "The phallus has always been the
symbol of religious devotion and dedication" (TMJ, p. 51). Hicks reduces the Biblical
definition of manhood to one body part. He says, "The Bible simply defines manhood by
the phallus" (TMJ, p. 49). As a matter of fact, Christianity has nothing to do with the
phallus as a symbol of manhood. Paul even called those who insisted on circumcising new
believers as preaching another (not the same) gospel. Why does Hicks want to introduce
the phallus into Christianity? He says, "We are called to worship God as phallic kinds of
guys, not as some sort of androgynous, neutered non-males, or the feminized males so
popular in many feminist-enlightened churches" (TMJ, p. 51).

Hicks declares: "I believe until the church sees men for what they are, phallic males with
all their inherent spiritual tensions, it will not begin to reach men where they are living"
(TMJ, p. 55). He contends that men's sexual problems (including "sexual addictions,"
pornography, and adultery) "reveal how desperate we are to express, in some perverted
form, the deep compulsion to worship with our phallus" (TMJ, p. 56). But his analysis of
the situation is driven by psychological notions. He fails to give any solid Biblical support
that every man has a "deep compulsion to worship with [his] phallus."

If The Navigators were truly a Bible-centered organization, and if they truly cared for the doctrines and practices of
the faith, they would never have published Hicks' book in the first place. Moreover, they would have removed all of
their books that contain psychoheresy and issued an apology, a repudiation, and even a warning. However, one
look at any NavPress catalog reveals just the opposite.

-  The love for psychology can be seen throughout The Navigators. That love is not restricted to NavPress, but
permeates the very core, being embraced by administrators and missionaries alike. The leaders are proud of their
recruitment of missionaries, even though they use two questionable psychological tests, as well as a psychological
evaluation by a Ph.D. psychologist, in examining candidates for missionary work. The Navigators are also proud of
the psychological way they take care of their missionaries on the field. If a Navigators missionary is having
personal or family problems on the field, The Navigators sends a psychologist to give psychological assistance.
Such reliance on psychological tests, psychological evaluations, and psychological counseling communicates little
confidence in the Word of God or in the power of the Holy Spirit. There is no good reason to involve psychological
tests, psychological evaluations, or psychological counseling in recruiting or caring for missionaries. For both
Biblical and scientific reasons, such use of psychology is completely unnecessary and unwarranted (e.g., see the
Bobgan's Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing; Missions & PsychoHeresy; and Against Biblical
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Counseling: For the Bible).

-  The Navigators have ecumenically compromised in a number of ways. Just a few of many possible examples
follow:

(a) Promise Keepers -- Promise Keepers (PK) is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among
professing evangelical Christians. Its roots are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory
stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its
depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and
unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating. Promise Keepers is proving
to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian history.
Nevertheless, The Navigators and its president, Terry Taylor, have been strongly supportive of PK. An
eight-page letter supporting The Masculine Journey (TMJ) is no longer sent out by PK, and PK has
asked that its logo be removed from TMJ. Earlier, when the letter of support was available through PK,
Taylor was also sending it out to individuals. In addition, Taylor has referred to "the overwhelmingly
positive influence Promise Keepers is having on men in our society." Taylor also refers to the PK
movement as "a remarkable work of God in our time." In further support of PK, NavPress has also
published another PK book, What Makes a Man by Bill McCartney, PK's founder.

(b) Renovaré -- Renovaré is an international, New Age, ecumenical organization that emanates from
the religious traditions of Quakerism, whose message is that today's Church is missing out on some
wonderful spiritual experiences that can only be found by studying and practicing the "meditative" and
"contemplative" lifestyle "of early Christianity." In actuality, Renovaré espouses the use of the early
pagan traditions of guided imagery and visualization, astral projection, "Zen" prayer techniques for
meditation (i.e., Buddhism), and Jungian psychology (i.e., a blend of Eastern mysticism and Roman
Catholic mystical spiritual tradition, which nicely fits the New Age model), all as means of obtaining
"personal spiritual renewal" in the lives of believers. Richard Foster is the author of Celebration of
Discipline (Harper & Row), which is filled with psychoheresy and Eastern meditative techniques.
Foster is also the co-director of Renovaré. Nevertheless, The Navigators sponsored a Richard Foster
conference at The Navigators' Glen Eyrie retreat center and sent announcements to those on The
Navigators' mailing list. [For a more detailed analysis of Renovaré and the teachings of its co-directors,
psychologist Richard Foster and William Vaswig, see Media Spotlight's Special Report of March,
1992: "Renovaré: Taking Leave of One's Senses."]

(c) Covenant of Mutual Respect -- In early-1993, Rabbi Howard Hirsch of Temple Shalom in
Colorado Springs, and the Catholic Bishop of Colorado Springs, Richard C. Hanifen, were outraged
that "Jewish and Catholic youth were being evangelized at school." They met with "Christian" leaders
in Colorado Springs (there are 72 national and international "Christian" associations headquartered
there) and agreed that such evangelization was improper! Christian students were rebuked for trying to
rescue their school friends from a Christless eternity (11/95, The Berean Call). In April of 1993, a
"Covenant of Mutual Respect" was drawn up in which the parties agreed to respect one another's
diverse beliefs and to avoid "polarization"! The covenant was signed by a diversity of religious leaders
in the Colorado Springs area, including a Rabbi, a Bishop, James Dobson, and Terry Taylor of The
Navigators. The dictionary defines covenant as "a binding and solemn agreement made by two or more
individuals, parties, etc. to do or keep from doing a specified thing; compact." (Imagine Peter, James,
and John, when forbidden by the Sanhedrin to preach the gospel, signing an agreement to cease such
activities out of respect for diverse beliefs among Roman citizens!) Two of the sentences from the
"Covenant" are: "The diversity of our religious perspectives may lead us into areas of possible
disagreement. It is our hope to address those areas of difference with an attitude of openness, respect
and love, and a willingness to listen and learn from each other to the end that we may manifest the
ministry of reconciliation" (6/2/93, The Catholic Herald). Bottom line, The Navigators are not only
ignoring fundamental differences of belief in order to unite for common causes, but have also become a
party to muzzling the gospel.
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(d) NavPress Authors -- A review of NavPress books will demonstrate how broadly ecumenical they
are willing to be. The following are four examples. (A call to NavPress reveals that the first two books
are now out-of-print, but the question remains, why were they published originally?):

(1) A House United by Keith Fournier. Fournier "claims to be both fully evangelical and
fully Catholic" (see the 2/91, The Berean Call). Fournier is a leading Catholic apologist
and listed as one of the signers of the Evangelicals and Catholics Together accord (ECT)
and author of the book Evangelical Catholics. The Navigators refer to this book as: "A
plea for evangelicals and Catholics to form a winning alliance for the 21st century." (See
also the BDM report on Chuck Colson, which has a lengthy section detailing Fournier's
teachings in Evangelical Catholics.)

(2) Gospel According to Judas by Ray Anderson. The endorsement of this book by M.
Scott Peck should be enough to warn any reader. One researcher writes, "Peck, though his
books are highly praised by some evangelical leaders, is a blatant New Ager who, though
he deceives many with 'Christian' terminology, denies the ... faith -- as does professor
Anderson in Judas. The book is heretical from beginning to end" (see the 1/96, The Berean
Call). (See also the BDM report on M. Scott Peck.)

(3) Eugene Peterson's modern Bible "translation," The Message, has swept into Christian
bookstores, homes, and churches from coast to coast. In the first four months after its mid-
July, 1993 release, 100,000 copies of this "New Testament in contemporary English" were
printed by NavPress and 70,000 books were sold. The Message teaches a different gospel
and a different morality than the Bible (as well as a worldly/warm fuzzy view of life)! For
example, The Message translates Jesus' statement in John 14:28, "The Father is the goal
and purpose of my life," versus the Bible's "... The Father is greater than I." In l Cor. 6:18-
20, the words "sexual immorality" are deleted and the words "avoids commitment and
intimacy" are added. (One could conclude that now "commitment and intimacy," not
marriage, set the boundaries for acceptable sex.) In Rom. 1:26-27, the words "God gave
them over ..." are deleted and words that qualify homosexuality are added (a loophole is
provided for committed homosexuals who "love" each other; thus "lust" becomes the sin,
not the choosing of a same-sex partner). There are hundreds of examples like these in The
Message.

(4) NavPress has published three of Hugh Ross's books -- Creation and Time, The Creator
and the Cosmos, and Beyond the Cosmos. Ross is perhaps the most visible spokesman for
Progressive Creationism, a belief that opposes both atheistic evolutionism and historic
Christianity's understanding of Biblical creationism. At best, Ross is a theistic evolutionist.
Among other things, Ross teaches that the Earth is billions of years old and that physical
death fully existed long before Adam. Yet, this belief causes the doctrines of sin and
salvation to fall! If death and bloodshed preceded Adam's rebellion against God, then what
are "the wages of sin" and how did the entrance of sin change things? And if death
preceded sin, then death is not the penalty for sin, and Christ's death on the cross
accomplished nothing! Even though such evolutionary and old-earth thinking is totally
incompatible with the work of Christ, NavPress has had no problem publishing and
promoting Ross's books. (For more, see the BDM report on Hugh Ross.)

-  Perhaps one of the most offensive things about The Navigators is its acceptance of Romanism as just another
Christian denomination. An e-mail sent out to The Navigators field staff on 9/14/00 made the following [excerpted]
announcement (emphases in CAPS ours):

"… During the past decade, God has led several staff to develop ministries with Catholics, starting with
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the Hispanic ministry in Albuquerque in the mid 1980s. In 1993, Rich and Gail Cleveland began to
experiment with Catholic ministry in Colorado Springs, AND WERE WELCOMED BY THE LOCAL
BISHOP AND SEVERAL PARISH PRIESTS. RICH NOW DIRECTS THE SMALL-GROUP
MINISTRY AT THE LARGEST CATHOLIC CHURCH IN COLORADO SPRINGS, leading more
than 200 people each year through a three-book discipling tool, Emmaus Journey, that he's designed
especially for Catholics. This series, which INCORPORATES CATHOLIC TERMINOLOGY,
THEOLOGY, AND REFERENCES while preserving Navigator values and distinctives, has been well
received by Catholic leaders and laymen across the country. …

"'God has consistently demonstrated that He will open doors of ministry opportunity,' Rich explains, 'as
long as we come with a desire to help Catholics know Christ and MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO
UNDERMINE THEIR CATHOLICITY. Every indication is that God is going before these ministries,
opening doors, and making the rough places smooth, and that He desires Roman Catholics to
participate fully with the Navigator ministry.'

"… The task force concluded that, for the U.S. Navigators, THERE IS 'ROOM TO RUN' IN
MINISTERING WITH CATHOLICS AS CATHOLICS. CATHOLIC DISCIPLES CAN ENRICH
THE NAVIGATOR CULTURE, particularly in the areas of devotion to Christ, care for the poor and
needy, and accepting the mystery of God and His work. … AFFIRMED THE LEGITIMACY AND
STRATEGIC VALUE OF MINISTRY WITH CATHOLICS. We believe the Holy Spirit is doing a
new and unique work of evangelism in and through Catholic communities …"

Roman Catholics need to be reached with the gospel of the grace of Jesus Christ, but the Bible absolutely forbids
Bible-believing Christians to yoke together with the Roman Catholic Church in the aforementioned manner. It is
impossible to be faithful to the Scriptures and to the Lord's Great Commission while at the same time making "no
attempt to undermine Catholicity." To preach the blessed gospel to Roman Catholics is obedience to the Lord's
command; to yoke together in ministry with the Roman Catholic Church in any fashion whatsoever is grave
disobedience and confusion. (Source: 9/26/00, FBIS e-mail.)

-  Those with long-term involvement with The Navigators make the following observations: (1) The Navigators
organization is not what it used to be years ago; (2) The Navigators organization has admitted making mistakes over
the years, but the leaders do not identify these mistakes except in euphemistic terms; (3) The Navigators
organization does not publicly repudiate its past errors nor repent of them; and (4) If one surveyed The Navigators'
missionaries, one would find the same embracing of rank ecumenism and psychoheresy. The missionaries for The
Navigators are merely a reflection of the problems presented above.

It is sad to see so many well-intentioned organizations go astray. The twin cancers of psychologism and ecumenism
tend to invade and engulf together. All true Christians need to behave like the noble Bereans who "received the
word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so" (Acts 17:11).

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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Neo-Evangelicalism
Characteristics and Positions

In general, a neo-evangelical would be defined as one who has taken a "lower view" of Scripture, has developed a
more open, inclusivistic spirit toward liberalism, and has become ecumenical in evangelism efforts. The movement
was one born of compromise, nurtured on pride of intellect, growing on appeasement of evil, and doomed by the
judgment of God's Word (Lightner, p. 109). In general, the neo-evangelicals "are radical -- theologically,
politically, and socially" (Pickering, p. 131). One of the chief spokesmen of neo-evangelicalism would be Billy
Graham; chief neo-evangelical scholars would be Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, and Bernard Ramm; major neo-
evangelical organizations would be the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), The World Evangelical
Fellowship, the Lausanne Committee, Campus Crusade for Christ, and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship; and
major neo-evangelical periodicals would be Christianity Today and Moody Monthly. Following are some of the
characteristics and positions of the leading neo-evangelicals (see Overview below) (Where indicated, quotes and
excerpts are taken from Biblical Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Ernest Pickering, pp. 131-138;
Neoevangelicalism Today, by Robert P. Lightner, 208 pages; or from a Grace Seminary course syllabus on "Biblical
Fundamentalism" by John C. Whitcomb, 1979, pp 1-2.):

Leading Characteristics of Neo-Evangelicals:

(1)  Espousal of, or toleration toward, questionable views of Scripture; e.g., most neo-evangelicals, to
one degree or another, have scuttled the doctrine of total, complete inerrancy of the Bible (regardless
of the lip-service given to it); there is evidence of the acceptance of a conceptual theory of inspiration,
but the neo-evangelical hesitates to accept the total verbal inspiration of the Bible. The issue becomes:
"Is the Bible inerrant in all its pronouncements [the conservative fundamental view], or is it merely an
inerrant record of some inspired truth [the neo-evangelical view]?" A "popular view of the Bible now
promoted" among neo-evangelicals is that "the Bible is inerrant when it is teaching us about God and
His redemptive works (that is, when instructing in important doctrinal matters [revelational]), but it
may contain errors in other areas about which it speaks [non-revelational matters]" (Lightner, pp. 80-
81, 84; Pickering, pp. 132-133). 

(2)  The sufficiency of Scripture is effectively denied as evidenced by neo-evangelical attempts to
"Christianize" pagan ideas and systems founded upon unbelief (i.e., psychology/psychiatry,
numerology, astrology, personality theory, etc.) In effect, the Bible is deemed NOT sufficient for all
matters pertaining to life and godliness (cf. 2 Pe. 1:3,4). Emphasis has been shifted from the authority
of Bible doctrine to the realm of human experience, thereby causing churches to move toward a
seminar type of ministry rather than an authoritative and dogmatic preaching ministry. 

(3)  The neo-evangelical's weak view of the inerrancy of Scripture has inevitability led to the
toleration of a wide diversity of theological viewpoints (Pickering, p. 131).

(4)  Expresses a dangerous subservience to science; the desire to gain intellectual acceptability has led
to a friendly attitude toward science, almost to the point of placing scholarship and science in the seat
of authority. This is evidenced in a friendliness toward, or acceptance of, evolutionary theories (e.g.,
progressive creation and/or theistic evolution), with particularly broad concessions to organic
evolutionism and uniformitarianism at the expense of a consistent and normal interpretation of the first
eleven chapters of Genesis. (Lightner, p. 76; Pickering, p. 132; Whitcomb, p. 1)

(5)  Emphasis upon the implications of the social gospel; neo-evangelicals view the gospel as being
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two-pronged in nature -- individual and social, thereby neglecting New Testament priorities. As a
result, rather than making the gospel applicable to the world, the gospel tends to get watered down to
make it acceptable to the world. "The societal impact which [the neo-evangelical] proposes to make
fosters the connotation of a 'Christianization' of society ..." which frequently speaks of a "'Christian
culture,' a 'new society,' and a 'new social order,' ... [the neo-evangelical aligns] himself and his church
with existing social reform movements." (Pickering, p. 134; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, pp. 67-68, 91-
92)

(6)  Enthusiasm over cooperative evangelism, even to the extent of aligning with groups that have
been traditionally subversive of Bible truth (e.g., Roman Catholicism). (Pickering, p. 134) Billy
Graham, more than any other, has epitomized this inclusivistic approach to evangelism (as opposed to
the Biblical separatistic approach). Official neo-evangelical evangelism projects following this
approach would be "AD 2000 Evangelism" and "Discipleship 2000," both claiming the goal of
reaching all the lost with the Gospel of Jesus Christ by the year 2000.

(7)  Strong criticism of traditional fundamentalism, particularly criticism of its doctrinal emphasis,
which is said to have caused neglect of the social application of Christianity to the world (Pickering, p.
135; Lightner, pp. 133-134); this criticism usually includes the call for preaching only a "positive
message," as often expressed by the statement, "God called me to win souls, not to criticize others."

(8)  The ways of the world are readily accepted by the neo-evangelical; there is a tendency toward
finding justifiable reasons condoning and using that which evolves from a carnality, sensuality,
secularism, and worldliness (especially in regards to music, theatrics, emotionalistic and psychological
manipulations, promotionalism, and general appearance).

(9)  Pleas for more political involvement and "Christian" Activism (Pickering, p. 135).

(10) Unbiblical views regarding God's role for women (Pickering, p. 135).

(11) Based upon a generally weak view of Scripture, there has been a natural shift from objective
Biblical doctrine to subjective experience -- allowance for the possible validity of apostolic sign-gifts
for our own day (prophecy, tongues, miracles of healing through special persons, etc.) (Whitcomb, p.
2).

(12) Shift away from dispensational premillennialism to some form of "historic premillennialism"
(even postmillennialism views are becoming widespread), together with a minimizing of the
importance of Biblical eschatology in general, not from doctrinal conviction, but for ecumenical
opportunity (Whitcomb, p. 2; Lightner, p. 101).

(13) Emphasis upon the unity of the church in preference to its purity. "Neo-evangelicals either tone
down or completely neglect ecclesiastical separation from apostasy and personal separation from the
world until these are virtually denied." (Pickering, p. 135; Lightner, p. 16) (See later in report for more
specific comments on this neglect of the Biblical doctrine of separation.)

Further Descriptions of Neo-Evangelicalism:

William Ashbrook -- "A movement born of compromise, nurtured on the pride of intellect, growing
on the appeasement of evil, and doomed by the judgment of the Word of God."

Charles Woodbridge -- "A movement with a new mood (toleration of false teachers, ridicule of
fundamentalists), with a new method ('the end justifies the means'), a new theology (questioning the
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canon of the Bible, its inerrant authority, and the nature of its content), and a new ethic (repudiation of
personal separation for interaction with the culture). ... following the downward path of toleration of
error, accommodation to error, cooperation with error, contamination by error, and capitulation to
error."

Ernest Pickering -- "It lacks moral courage in the face of the great conflict with apostasy. It lacks
doctrinal clarity in important areas of theology. It makes unwarranted concessions to the enemies of the
cross of Christ."

Francis Stiles -- "Neo-evangelicalism is a religious philosophy. It attempts to reach and minister to
man through his felt needs. It seeks to commend man for his achievements and realign his energies for
good. It emphasizes unity at the expense of truth and reduces the Biblical requirements of purity and
separation unto God until they are obscure. Man and his present circumstances, rather than God and
His eternal precepts, are the core of its concern.

Position of Neo-Evangelicals with Regard to Separation:  

[Separation from modernism, neo-orthodoxy, and all other errant philosophies and doctrines.]

(1) Willingness to remain within old-line denominations, even those that are clearly apostate, under
the guise of favorably influencing them with the gospel. The neo-evangelical hopes to emphasize
points of agreement with the liberal and the neo-orthodox rather than points of disagreement, in order
to "recapture" denominations. (Pickering, p. 136; Lightner, p. 57)

(2) Ecclesiastical separation is considered to be merely a matter of conscience rather than a command
of Scripture; the neo-evangelical ignores Rom. 16:17,18. (Lightner, pp. 94, 152-153)

(3) Maintains broad ecumenical fellowship, even to the extent of being involved in the apostate
National and World Council of Churches; evangelicals are even urged "to obtain all or part of their
training at liberal universities and seminaries" in order to "give evangelism more clout." The
conservative is called upon to welcome the neo-orthodox as friends and brethren since "truth is
welcomed wherever it is preached." This ecumenism generally involves the elevation of "love" above
doctrine. (Pickering, pp. 136-137; Whitcomb, p. 1; Lightner, p. 56)

(4) Participates in ecumenical missionary efforts, clearly placing a higher priority on "opportunity"
than on "purity of testimony." (The neo-evangelical also tends to justify questionable methods in
missions or evangelism by pointing to successes, e.g., the popularity of the enterprise, numbers,
"conversions," etc.) Leaders in this effort would be Billy Graham, Wycliffe Bible Translators, and the
Latin American Mission. (Pickering, pp. 137-138; Lightner, p. 155)

Contemporary Fundamentalism is defined by the doctrine and practice of Biblical separation. To a large degree the
difference between Conservative Evangelicalism and Fundamentalism is a matter of separation. Contemporary
Fundamentalism maintains stricter views of moral and ecclesiastical (or doctrinal) separation than Evangelicalism.
While many spiritual leaders in conservative evangelical circles would practice separation from apostates and
Roman Catholics, virtually none would practice separation from [professing] believers who persist in sinful
doctrine or sinful practice. In many cases, while certain conservative evangelical leaders would oppose false
doctrine by actively teaching against it, few would actively separate from [professing] believers who persist in false
doctrine. History has vindicated the Fundamentalist view of separation; that is, no doctrinal position can be
maintained over time apart from the practice of separation. (Source: Rocco Piserchia)

Part of the immediate problem is that many so-called evangelical churches and leaders spent much of the mid-
twentieth century separating themselves from those who preached separation from unbelief. The neo-evangelicals
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had such a horror of separation that they had to separate from the separationists. Carl Henry was one of the leaders
of the neo-evangelicals. He and others wanted to lead a movement that would distance itself from fundamentalism,
and neo-evangelicalism was born. This in turn led quickly to Billy Graham's acceptance of liberal churches as
sponsors of his crusades in the 1950s, and in the 1960s to acceptance of Romanist churches as sponsors of the
crusades. What the Bible teaches on theological and ecclesiastical separation was ignored; and compromise, though
under different labels, became the modus operandi of the neo-evangelicals. It was called "cooperation" -- and who
is anti-social enough to oppose cooperation? It was called "engagement," and who is isolationist enough to reject
engagement? It was called "co-belligerence," a metaphor borrowed from war in which two parties fighting a third
party do not fight each other. But the idea of co-belligerence -- let alone the notions of cooperation and theological
alliance -- is itself a betrayal of Christ; it is abandoning theological warfare for cultural warfare. Co-belligerence
involves deciding that Christians will neither criticize Romanism nor evangelize Roman Catholics, nor criticize
Arminianism nor evangelize Arminians, nor criticize Judaism nor evangelize Jews -- because they are our allies in
the Culture Wars against the secularists. But fighting Culture Wars is not the Great Commission; Scripture knows
only Theology Wars, and in those Wars, all unbiblical thoughts and institutions are the enemies of Christ. Making a
separate peace with any one of them, as co-belligerency requires, is treason to Christ.

Overview: The following overview of Neo-Evangelicalism is excerpted from Biblical
Separation: The Struggle for a Pure Church, by Dr. Ernest D. Pickering (copyright 1979,
Regular Baptist Press), pp. 127-130:

Some errors are openly evident to true believers. Others are far more difficult to discern. The old
modernism was transparently erroneous. God's people saw immediately that men who denied great
truths taught in Scripture, such as the virgin birth of Christ and His substitutionary death, were
obviously heretics. They were branded as such and duly rejected.

In more recent years, however, systems of thought have been espoused by men thought of as
evangelical, teaching in evangelical schools, or ministering to multitudes in evangelism. These are more
subtle in their compromises and are much more difficult for the average believer to detect. The more
truth contained in a specific system of thought the more difficult it is to isolate the errors. So it has
been with the system which has been named the "new evangelicalism."

Someone has said that the new evangelicalism had its beginnings with a mood. Perhaps this is true, and
it makes it the more pernicious because a mood is extremely difficult to describe. You may feel it, but
you cannot verbally diagnose it.

After the great struggles between modernism and fundamentalism, a group of younger men arose who
had been reared, for the most part, in the homes and churches of fundamentalism. They were
intellectually bright and aspiring scholars, many of them trained in either completely secular or
liberally oriented religious schools. They were embarrassed by what they viewed as the "backwoodsy"
provincialism of fundamentalism. Somehow they wanted to make evangelical truth more "relevant" and
acceptable to a larger segment of society. No doubt many of them were sincere in their desire to do so.
This mood which characterized them, however, was to lead them into strange paths.

Among these young scholars a more open spirit developed toward liberalism. Not that they openly
embraced it, for they did not. But they desired to have more interaction with liberal scholars and
leaders, with the hope of learning from them and hopefully imparting some Biblical truth to them as
well. It was also their fervent desire that evangelical scholarship have wider recognition. They noted
that evangelicalism (fundamentalism) was viewed as unscholarly by society as a whole. Why could not
evangelicals win recognition through the writing of books and by securing faculty appointments at
prestigious institutions? Of course, to win such recognition before unbelieving scholars, who, for the
most part, were bitter enemies of Biblical truth, it would be necessary to show that evangelicals were
sufficiently broad-minded and flexible to be able to accept new ideas and work them into their system
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of thought. Two areas were particularly troublesome to humanistic, unregenerate scholars: the doctrine
of Biblical infallibility and the doctrine of creationism. But rising young evangelical thinkers were
prepared to make concessions in these areas. Some began to adopt compromising positions regarding
creationism. They accepted certain evolutionary premises, using such terms as "theistic evolution" or
"threshold creationism." It was an attempt to incorporate at least parts of the theory of evolution into a
Biblical framework.

As they moved along in their efforts, the doctrine of the inerrancy of Scripture became more and more
of a stumbling block. If the Bible were without error when speaking in areas of biology, cosmology,
geology and the like, then evangelicals would have no latitude to formulate views that would
accommodate to contemporary scientific theories. So, many evangelicals began to equivocate on the
doctrine of infallibility.

There were also the pressures of ecumenicity. Ecumenism is a hot commodity these days. Everyone
who is anyone is in favor of getting together. For one to be against all [professing] Christians working
together is like being opposed to the most sacred things in human life. The ecumenical fever struck
many evangelicals. They disdained the isolationism of fundamentalism and longed for wider fellowship
and broader horizons. They felt that the evangelical viewpoint should be represented in ecumenical
circles. Definite moves were made to see that it was.

With these attitudes prevailing, several historical incidents took place, which were important stepping-
stones to the public, visible ascendancy of the new evangelicalism. One of the earliest was the
organization of Fuller Theological Seminary (1947). Named after Charles Fuller, famous radio
preacher, one of its main purposes, according to its first president, Harold Ockenga, was to train young
men to go back into the old-line denominations and win a place for evangelicalism. Because millions
of people were acquainted with Charles Fuller through the "Old-Fashioned Revival Hour," and because
he was a strong Bible believer and preacher, the public naturally assumed that the school which bore
his name would also occupy his theological position. In this they were sadly misled. Fuller became one
of the major fountainheads for the new evangelical philosophy, and it has drifted farther and farther
from the position of the man whose name it bears.

In 1956, articles appeared in Christian Life magazine entitled "Is Evangelical Theology Changing?"
The conclusion of most of those interviewed was that it was changing. Among those responding to the
question were Vernon Grounds, Bernard Ramm, and Edward Carnell. They felt that fundamentalism
was changing for the better by having a more open attitude toward the gift of tongues, by being less
dispensational, and by evidencing a more accepting attitude toward science.

In 1956, the magazine Christianity Today was begun. It was intended as an evangelical counterpart to
the prestigious liberal journal Christian Century. In early issues, two editorials appeared which showed
the direction of the magazine. These were entitled "Beyond the Fundamentalist-Modernist
Controversy" and "Dare We Renew the Controversy?" The thought was expressed that too much time
has been wasted on fighting the battles with modernism; evangelicals should now progress to more
productive efforts. Another editorial, "The Perils of Independency," supported the mediating view of
the NAE [National Association of Evangelicals] as over against the views of independency
(fundamental separatism) or church unionism (ecumenism). The editors of the periodical expressed the
opinion that "the apostasy condemned by Independency is not as clearly discernible as it is assumed"
(Editorial, "The Perils of Independency," Christianity Today, Nov.12, 1956, pp. 20-23).

Interestingly, in the early days of Christianity Today's existence, the Conservative Baptist Fellowship
submitted a display ad for the famous Casebooks written by Chester Tulga. These books exposed
various forms of modernism and unbelief. The magazine refused to run the ad, explaining the reaction
of their editorial committee thus:

"There was a strong feeling, however, that in view of our circulation among many different
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groups, and of our announced intention to win the liberal, we would be, by running this ad in an
early issue, standing the risk of alienating the very persons whom we are trying to win" (Quoted
by R.T. Ketcham, "Christianity Today--An Analysis," Baptist Bulletin, XXII, March 1957,
pp.8,9).

The ministry of evangelist Billy Graham also aided the rise of the new evangelicalism, since he was
one of its chief spokesmen. His crusades, mixed in nature as they were, gave popular expression to the
whole philosophy behind new evangelicalism.

Many of the new evangelicals were authors, some of them prolific. Books and articles began to appear
from their pens. Edward Carnell, Carl Henry, Bernard Ramm and others produced works which had
widespread influence and promoted aspects of the new evangelical position.

The National Association of Evangelicals became an organizational haven for leaders of this
movement. The NAE made no official statements about it, but its own approach to the question of the
apostasy made it a natural gathering place for the new evangelicals.

[Return to Text]
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New Age Medicine
Therapies from the Devil?*

Altered States of Consciousness

Definition:  The deliberate cultivation of abnormal states of consciousness (states not normally experienced apart
from a specific technique or program to develop them).

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Proponents claim that altered states allegedly produce a "higher" state of
consciousness or "being," including dramatic revelations and a positive restructuring of the participant's world
view.

Scientific Evaluation:  Science cannot evaluate subjective claims concerning a particular state of consciousness.
Scientific research in this area is a mixture of investigating normal, marginally altered consciousness (e.g., dreams),
and occultic and parapsychological exploration of mystical, occultic states.

Occultic Potential:  Spirit contact, psychic transformation.

Major Problem:  Occultic associations.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic associations.

Potential Dangers:  Apparent "mental" illness; occult bondage; spirit possession.

Acupuncture

Definition:  Acupuncture is the practice of ancient Chinese needle stimulation based upon the occultic religion of
Taoism.

Founder:  Unknown; the traditional Chinese text is The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal Medicine.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Acupuncture claims to work by stimulating acupuncture points with needles,
supposedly permitting the cosmic energy of the universe (chi) to flow freely through the body organs and systems,
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Disputed, but largely discredited; while its Taoism is ignored in scientific studies, these
studies have yet to demonstrate acupuncture's effectiveness scientifically. A definitive three-year study released in
1991 concluded acupuncture was nothing more than, at best, a powerful placebo.

Occultic Potential:  Taoist practice and philosophy; psychic practitioners; meditative programs and other occultic
practices used in conjunction with acupuncture therapy.

Major Problem(s):  Acupuncture works on the basis of psychological, religious, or occultic principles, not scientific
ones or its own stated theories.
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Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Classical acupuncture involves the practice of an ancient pagan medicine
inseparably tied to Taoism.

Potential Dangers:  Needle stimulation has occasionally produced physical complications and injuries, some
serious; misdiagnosis of a serious illness; occult influence.

Attitudinal Healing

Definition:  Attitudinal healing is the regulation or maintenance of physical, "mental," and/or spiritual health by
learning "proper" mental attitudes.

Founder:  Unknown

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Because the spirit, mind, and body are interrelated, "proper" mental attitudes may
influence the entire person toward desired spiritual, psychological, and/or physical goals.

Scientific Evaluation:  Unsubstantiated claims.

Occultic Potential:  Adopting new age philosophy; encountering spiritistic revelations and contacts.

Major Problem(s):  Mental attitudes are typically restructured to harmonize with new age/spiritistic philosophy.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The form of attitudinal healing examined in this summary is from Jane Robert's The
Nature of Personal Reality, and the three-volume text, A Course in Miracles. These materials constitute spiritistic
revelations admittedly produced by occultic means, which the Bible forbids (Deut. 18:9-12). Cultivating occultic or
unbiblical attitudes toward life is not in harmony with Scriptural purposes, but rather is spiritually harmful.

Potential Dangers:  Adopting occultic philosophy and practice in the guise of physical, mental, and spiritual health.

Applied Kinesiology (Muscle Testing)

Definition:  Applied kinesiology is a method of diagnosis and treatment that combines chiropractic, muscle-testing,
nutritional evaluations, and other methods for overall preventive medicine and health maintenance.

Founder:  George Goodheart

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Applied kinesiology claims to induce proper structural and chemical-nutritional
organization in the body, as well as "left-and-right-brain" hemisphere balance. It claims to evaluate and correct
problems of the nervous, circulatory, lymphatic, skeletal-musculature, and "meridian" systems, thereby maintaining
health. Its practices are believed to permit the even flow of cosmic energy throughout the body, thus nurturing
individual organs and systems with the proper supply of chi energy.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited; see summary on acupuncture (above) and chiropractic (below).

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; energy channeling.

Major Problem(s):  Unsubstantiated practice with occultic potential.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are quack or potentially occultic should be avoided.
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Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis; quack treatment; occultic influence.

Channeling

Definition:  Channeling is a new age term for mediumism or spirit-possession, in this case, employing spirit guides
in new age medicine. Channeling occurs when someone permits a spirit entity to possess him or her for new age
healing purposes. The spirits may perform psychic diagnosis or healing through a healer, or they may speak
through the person's vocal chords in order to give spiritual, medical, and other teaching. Automatic writing and
inner voice dictation are other forms of spirit communication by channeling.

Founder:  The first recorded incident of channeling per se is found in Genesis 3:1 (see also 2 Cor. 11:3, 13-15; Rev.
12:9; 20:2).

How Does it Claim to Work?:  By meditation, visualization, hypnosis, altered states of consciousness, and other
methods, the spirits are able to enter, possess, and control a person, much in the same manner a puppeteer controls
a puppet. People claim that by permitting spirits to possess and speak through them, mankind can attain a wealth of
spiritual and other wisdom directly from spirits who have "passed on" or are highly evolved. The spirits claim they
can assist people's health concerns and direct them toward true individual and social enlightenment.

Scientific Evaluation:  Certain aspects of the practice can be "scientifically" evaluated, as in parapsychological
research, but science cannot evaluate the channelers' specific claims concerning the spirits' existence, nature, or
purpose.

Occultic Potential:  Channeling can be used for an endless number of occultic pursuits, including so-called higher
(altered) states of consciousness, developing psychic powers, attaining new revelations, etc. The new age movement
as a whole is largely based upon channeled revelations and activities.

Major Problem(s):  The spirits who claim to be "Ascended Masters" or wise and loving entities sent from God are
really evil spirits the Bible identifies as demons (see below).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Channeling is part of what the Bible calls spiritual warfare (Eph. 6:10-18) and is a
practice specifically forbidden (Deut. 18:9-12). The spirits' hidden purpose is to bring about people's eventual
spiritual ruin by gaining their trust and exerting influence over them (2 Cor. 4:4, 11:14).

Potential Dangers:  Spiritual deception, occult bondage, demon possession, mental breakdown, physical harm,
shortened life, and a host of other harmful consequences.

Chiropractic

Definition:  Physical adjustments to correct subluxations or "misalignments" of the spine.

Founder:  D.D. Palmer

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Spinal misalignments allegedly impinge or cause pressure upon spinal nerves,
interfering with the flow of nerve impulses to the rest of the body and producing susceptibility to disease. By
correcting subluxations (spinal misalignments), proper performance of the nervous system is restored, thereby
maintaining health.

Scientific Evaluation:  Some physical manipulation employed by chiropractors may be both safe and beneficial.
General massage for tension headaches and rational, conservative spinal manipulation therapy for some
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neuromusculoskeletal disorders is medically justifiable. However, the fundamental chiropractic theory of
subluxations causing disease is false: subluxations have never been proven to even exist, let alone to function in the
manner claimed.

Occultic Potential:  May lead to occultic practices or beliefs or other new age health treatments in that these are
often employed by chiropractors.

Major Problem:  The basic theory underlying chiropractic treatment is false; the practice is employed far too
extensively to be justified on the basis of its limited effectiveness. Furthermore, chiropractic theory and practice are
easily integrated with many other new age therapies, thereby promoting new age medicine in general.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Avoid any irrational or potentially occultic aspects of chiropractic; to accomplish
this would probably require an avoidance of it altogether.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis and/or delay or treatment of a serious illness; moderate to serious physical harm
resulting from spinal adjustments; problems arising from over treatment; treatment by occultic practices; over
radiation from unnecessary full spine x-rays.

Crystal Healing/Crystal Work

Definition:  The use of a supposed "power" inherent within crystals for healing, developing psychic abilities, spirit
contact, and other new age goals.

Founder:  Unknown: but similar practices (e.g., the use of amulets and other magical stones or gems) have been
employed for millennia.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Crystals supposedly contain the ability to focus and direct psychic energies for
healing and other practices.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic development; spiritism.

Major Problem(s):  Crystals per se have no magical powers and easily become an implement behind which spirits
can work.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Forbidden on the basis of occultic usage.

Potential Dangers:  Misdiagnosis, occultic influences.

Herbal Medicine

Definition:  The use of herbs and other plant products to cure a wide variety of physical ailments; the use of
"spiritually potentized" herbs and plants for psychic healing and/or other occultic pursuits.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Particular herbs, plants, or flowers are believed to possess particular healing
properties, physical and/or spiritual. Roots, leaves, stems, plants, seeds, etc., are prepared in various ways,
sometimes through psychic methods, and then either consumed orally as medicine or used on the skin as ointment.
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Scientific Evaluation:  Some herbs and plants do contain medicinal properties and in extracted or synthetic forms
are used in modern health care and medical treatment. Unfortunately, new age herbalism largely ignores scientific
facts or concerns and pursues its own methods and interests.

Occultic Potential:  Developing altered states of consciousness and spirit contact by hallucinogenic plants;
practicing psychic healing through a supposed occult power in herbs.

Major Problem(s):  New age herbal medicine is largely, if not exclusively, a combination of questionable
commercialism and wishful thinking based on ignorance.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Prior to the Fall, human and animal life was vegetarian; seed-bearing plants and
fruits were the intended diet of both man and animals (Gen. 1:29-30; cf. 9:3; Isa. 11:7; 65:25). This might suggest
that plants were not only nutritious but also medicinal (see Isa. 38:21). Nevertheless, modern popular herbalism
presents both physical and spiritual risk: quack or occultic applications should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Many commonly sold herbs are potentially harmful by themselves (through "overdoses," for
example) or through synergism; using ineffective or dangerous treatments which delay or otherwise acerbate
serious illness; spiritistic influences through occultic herbalism.

Homeopathy

Definition:  Homeopathy is a system of diagnosis and treatment based on the principle of "like cures like" -- that
the same substance causing symptoms in a healthy person will cure those symptoms in a sick person.

Founder:  Samuel Hahnermann

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Homeopathy claims to work by correcting an imbalance or problem in the body's
"vital force" or life energy that is currently or will later be manifesting as disease. By an almost ritual process of
diluting and shaking, substances supposedly become powerful energy medicines which, in turn, either stimulate the
immune system or correct problems in the supposed vital force of the body, thereby curing the illness.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing, spiritism, astrology, and other occult philosophies; use of pendulums, radionic
instruments, and other occult devices.

Major Problem(s):  Homeopathic diagnosis is ineffective; homeopathic medicines are so diluted they cannot
possibly exert a physical effect (without a spirituistic influence).

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Any system of medicine that is quackery or occultic should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Incorrect and/or harmful diagnosis and treatment; occultic influences.

Iridology

Definition:  Iridology is the study of the iris of the human eye to diagnose present and even future illness and
disease.

Founder:  Ignatz von Peczely is considered the modern founder; however, similar practices can be seen in ancient
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Chinese practices related to astrology. Bernard Jensen is considered the leading U.S. authority.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Iridologists claim that the eyes can "mirror" the health condition of the body because
the iris displays in detail the status of every organ system. The iris's connection with the central nervous system
allegedly permits detailed information to be sent from the rest of the body back to the iris. Furthermore, each iris
reveals what is happening on its own side of the body.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited in numerous scientific tests.

Occultic Potential:  Possible psychic diagnosis and healing.

Major Problem:  The diagnostic ability of iridology for both present and future illness is a myth.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Quack and potentially occultic practices should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  The progression of a serious illness that iridology fails to uncover; personal anxiety and loss of
finances from misdiagnosis that a serious illness exists; occult influences.

Meditation

Definition:  New age (Eastern/occultic) meditation involves the control and regulation of the mind for various
physical and spiritual purposes or goals.

Founder:  Unknown; the practice is ancient and cross-cultural.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Meditation claims to work by "stilling" or otherwise influencing the mind; the
mediator is allegedly able to perceive "true" reality and his own "true" nature, and achieve spiritual
"enlightenment." Meditation promoters also claim the practice has numerous health benefits.

Scientific Evaluation:  Apart from a "relaxation response," scientific studies have also confirmed
psychophysiological influences of meditation, but their meaning and value is variously interpreted; science cannot
comment on its spiritual claims.

Occultic Potential:  The development of psychic powers, altered states of consciousness, astral projection, spiritism,
kundalini arousal.

Major Problem:  New age meditation uses the mind in an abnormal manner to radically restructure a person's
perceptions to support new age philosophy and goals; regressive states of consciousness are wrongly interpreted as
"higher" or "divine" states of consciousness; meditation-developed psychic powers are falsely interpreted as
evidence of a latent divine nature; mediators often do not realize the possible long-term results or consequences of
these practices, such as kundalini arousal, nor would many have been likely to begin the practice had they known
them.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  The nature, context, purpose, and type of meditation determines its validity and
outcome. Biblical meditation (Psalm 19:14; 77:12; 119:97,99) is a spiritually healthy practice; new age meditation
is an occult practice with harmful spiritual consequences.

Potential Dangers:  Occult influences; demon possession; physical, spiritual damage.

Naturopathy
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Definition:  Naturopathy is an approach to health and disease which assumes that "natural" methods of treatment
are preferable to "synthetic" treatments, such as drugs and surgery.

Founder:  Unknown.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Naturopathy is based on the idea that illness is due to an accumulation of toxins or
waste products in the body. Symptoms are the body's attempt to rid itself of such substances. By using only natural
agents in the treatment of disease, it is claimed that the body will heal itself. Health is maintained by adopting a
lifestyle that harmonizes with nature's healing agents.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Naturopathy may employ a wide range of New Age treatments having occultic potential, such
as radionics, homeopathy, meditation, and yoga.

Major Problem:  Naturopathy is often biased against modern medicine. Natural methods are often not sufficiently
powerful to cure specific illness. Further, the definition of "natural" is often subjective. "Natural" treatment may
include the methods of occult medicine.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  With theoretical revision and practical safeguards, naturopathy could function as a
commendable model for preventive health care and treatment of minor ailments. But as a whole, naturopathy is a
part of New Age medicine; Christian enthusiasts should exercise extreme caution.

Potential Dangers:  Naturopathy may inhibit correct diagnosis of a problem, permitting a curable illness to assume
serious or incurable proportions; it may also offer ineffective treatments, and involve clients in occultic methods.

Therapeutic Touch

Definition:  Therapeutic Touch is a form of psychic healing stressing the manipulation of alleged body energies
(e.g., prana).

Founders:  Dolores Krieger and Dora Kunz.

How Does it Claim to Work?:  Therapeutic Touch claims to work by channeling (psychic transfer) the therapist's
supposed prana into the patient. Practitioners claim that this prods the patient's own life energies toward healing.

Scientific Evaluation:  Discredited.

Occultic Potential:  Psychic healing; spiritism; developing psychic powers; occultic self-transformation; use of
occult meditation; and altered states of consciousness.

Major Problems:  Therapeutic Touch appears so innocent and is sufficiently accepted within the nursing profession
that many people refuse to classify it as a form of psychic healing.

Biblical/Christian Evaluation:  Practices that are occultic or potentially occultic (which include most if not all
practices) should be avoided.

Potential Dangers:  Occultic influences.

* Each of the therapies described in this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from the Ankerberg and
Weldon authored book, Can You Trust Your Doctor?: The Complete Guide to New Age Medicine and Its Threat to
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Your Family. The book was published in 1991 by the now defunct Wolgemuth & Hyatt Publishers.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 11/95
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Operation Rescue
A Biblical Look*

In the minds of many, the greatest battle confronting the church today is overturning the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
that has legalized the murder of millions of unborn babies. As the church confronts this situation, Christians must
make sure that not only what they want is Biblical, but that the way they go about it is also Biblical. In the process
of achieving a goal that glorifies God, we must not dishonor God by the tactics we use.

In January 1986, Randall Terry and a group of six followers began a new movement in the abortion battle,
Operation Rescue. At first, Christians viewed the group as radical, but the group quickly gained a following. Their
tactic was to blockade a targeted abortion clinic, in effect shutting it down, through the use of non-violent
resistance. Rescuers, as the participants are called, would park their cars around an abortion clinic, preventing
access. Then they would sit or lie down in front of the clinic, preventing anyone from entering. Whenever a woman
would come to the clinic as a client, someone would take her aside and explain to her what she was doing and give
her some literature, with the hope that she would decide against an abortion. The problem is that to shut down a
clinic in this way involves breaking the law. Rescuers are arrested and taken to jail. In most cases, rescuers have
been found guilty of criminal trespass.

Since that time, there have been hundreds of "rescues." The tactic has gained the support of influential "Christian"
leaders: James Dobson, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and D. James Kennedy, to name a few. The latter two wrote
forewords to Terry's book Operation Rescue. In his foreword Kennedy writes:

"The shocking reality is that Christians could stop abortions today if they wanted to. If four million
Christians went tomorrow and stood as a visible presence in front of every abortion clinic in the land,
no babies would be killed. ... I feel this approach is Biblically correct. ... I consider Operation Rescue a
legitimate front-line force in the pro-life movement."

Not all pro-life evangelical leaders (so-called) are so glowing in their praise. Some believe that rescuers are
misusing Scripture, breaking the law, and are thus criminal. Many others may not be as outspoken, but are just as
opposed.

After 21 years of legalized abortion, many in the pro-life camp are frustrated and discouraged with the progress
made in the movement and are open to any new tactic that promises results. A Supreme Court decision some years
ago (7/3/89), which allowed portions of the Missouri abortion law to stand (Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services), was clearly a shift in the Supreme Court's position and has encouraged pro-lifers. The rescues continue.

In light of the claims made, the endorsements by "Christian" leaders, and the obvious results which the rescues
have had, many more [professing] Christians are finding the courage to join a rescue. Unfortunately, many do this
without carefully evaluating the Biblical arguments used to see if they are right. Even though Dr. Kennedy feels that
this approach is Biblically correct, we must not take his word for it [especially when he's so wrong in so many
other doctrinal areas]. We must be like the Bereans the apostle Paul praised, and search the Scriptures to see if this
is so. In this paper we will evaluate the arguments used by the Rescuers to see if we can find a Biblical basis for
this tactic.

To simplify this, the argument used by the rescuers can be set fort in the following syllogism:

Major Premise: The Christian is obligated to obey God's law when it comes in conflict with man's
law.

Minor Premise: God's law demands that we protect the life of the unborn (taken to be those "unjustly
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sentenced to death," Prv. 24:11).

Conclusion: The Christian is obligated to protect the life of the unborn even if that involves breaking
man's law.

These premises will be examined against the testimony of Scripture to see if they are Biblical. If the premises can
be broken, then the conclusion is invalid.

WHEN IS THE CHRISTIAN OBLIGATED TO BREAK MAN'S LAW?

The basis for the rescue argument is that the Scriptures teach that God's law is higher than man's law, and it is
perfectly legitimate for God's people to violate the law of human government if in the obeying of human law they
will violate God's law. This is called "civil disobedience." 

There is no question that there is a Biblical precedent and basis for civil disobedience. God's law is always to be
obeyed. Nevertheless, too often Christians have been known to make something an issue of civil disobedience
which is not clearly taught in Scripture. For example, some strongly believe that the income tax law is inequitable
and unjust. They vigorously claim that Scripture teaches that each person is responsible for his or her own wealth
under the doctrine of stewardship. They believe that the taxation of personal income hinders them from being
faithful stewards of their money. Firmly convicted of this, they then quit reporting and paying income tax. 

Likewise, there are many Christians who hold strong convictions about what the Scriptures teach which may
conflict with government law. Often this is used as a reason to violate the law. Too often, the whole teaching of
Scripture is ignored. In the case of those refusing to pay income taxes, they ignore the passages where Jesus taught
that the State has a right to tax and that the citizens of the State are to "render therefore to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's" (Matt. 22:21, Rom. 13:7). Taxes always hinder the accumulation of wealth and cut into money that could
be used for missions, evangelism, helping the poor, or any number of righteous causes that are mandated by the
Scriptures. Nevertheless, the Christian is required to dutifully and joyfully pay his taxes and use the remainder in
service to God.

Therefore, before engaging in an act of civil disobedience, breaking man's law in order to obey the Scripture, we
must make sure that there is clearly a Biblical mandate and/or a Biblical precedent for the action. If there is no clear
command in the Scriptures, no parallel, and no example, then the act of civil disobedience is not Biblical. In the
following section we will examine passages which teach obedience to government and passages which show the
saints of God disobeying human government, to see if there is a parallel to Operation Rescue.

Submission to Government

The Scriptural basis for the institution of human government is found in two central New Testament passages:
Rom. 13:1-5 and 1 Peter 2:13-17. Here the believer is clearly told that part of his responsibility is to obey
government officials because they are established by God for the purpose of establishing righteousness. Often these
passages are cited by some who insist that believers should always obey government set over them. In order to
accurately evaluate these passages, we need to look at them.

"Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and
the authorities that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the
ordinance of God, and those who resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to
good works, but to evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will
have praise of the same. For he is God's minister to you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he
does not bear the sword in vain; for he is God's minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who
practices evil. Therefore you must be subject, not only because of wrath but also for conscience' sake."
(Romans 13:1-5).
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The Apostle Paul makes several important points here:

1. Christians are to subject themselves to the government authorities.
2. Government authorities, whether saved or unsaved, are appointed by God. Remember, Paul was
writing under the ungodly administration of Nero.
3. Resisting government authority is the same as resistance against God and will bring Divine
judgment.
4. The governing authority is God's servant, even though he may be an atheist or pagan. God
demonstrated this to Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4.

The apostle Peter makes a similar point:

"Therefore submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, whether to the king as
supreme, or to governors, as to those who are sent by him for the punishment of evildoers and for the
praise of those who do good. For this is the will of God that by doing good you may put to silence the
ignorance of foolish men. -- as free, yet not using your liberty as a cloak for vice, but as servants of
God. Honor all people. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the king" (1 Peter 2:13-17).

Like Paul, Peter sounds as if there is no room for any kind of civil disobedience. However, we know from Acts 4
that Peter and John disobeyed the civil magistrates in Jerusalem who attempted to keep them from preaching the
gospel. By comparing the above Scripture with other Scripture, we discover that there are apparently situations
which put the believers obedience to God in conflict with his obedience to human government. At those times, the
believer is responsible to obey God rather than man. By examining those situations, we can arrive at a clear picture
of the kinds of situations which the Scriptures authorize for civil disobedience, and then we can determine if
Operation Rescue fits with Biblical precedents.

Examples of Civil Disobedience

The Case of the Jewish Midwives (Exodus 1:15-21): At the beginning of Exodus, the Israelites had been in Egypt
for about 200 years. A new Pharaoh arose who "did not know Joseph" and made slaves out of Israel. Motivated
perhaps by a fear of the growing size of Israel (the census taken at Sinai indicates a population of about 2,000,000),
the Pharaoh charged two Hebrew midwives with the task of population control -- a government sponsored planned
parenthood. They were instructed to kill any male child when he was born. Pharaoh's authority gave this the force
of law. Because the Hebrew midwives "feared God" they disobeyed the law and did not kill any of the male
children.

An analysis of this situation shows that individuals were personally commanded by the magistrate to commit an act
in violation of God's command. The midwives had to make their own decision and chose to obey God rather than
man. This put their lives in danger and they apparently lied to avoid the consequences. God's blessing on them was
not because they lied, but because they saved the children.

The Case of Rahab (Joshua 2:1-6,15): This is the well known incident of Rahab the harlot protecting the two
Hebrew spies in Jericho. When the king of Jericho was informed that the spies were in Jericho staying at the house
of Rahab, he sent word to Rahab to give up the men. Rahab refused to do so, hid the men, and lied to protect them.
The brief narrative of Joshua leaves many questions unanswered. Why did they go to the house of Rahab the
harlot? Did they know beforehand that she was a follower of Yahweh? Was this a prearranged rendezvous or did
they go to her place simply by chance (which raises some other questions)? A little more insight can perhaps be
gleaned from Hebrews 11:31: "By faith the harlot Rahab did not perish with those who did not believe, when she
had received the spies with peace."

From this notice we can justifiably conclude that Rahab had some knowledge of Yahweh and His purposes for
Israel. Since faith is not some feeling, but belief about something, she apparently had some knowledge that she was
trusting in. She would also have known that to give up the spies would have probably cost them their lives. Once
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again, we have a situation where an individual is asked by the magistrate to do something which would entail
violating the command of God. Rahab chose to obey God rather than man.

The Case of Esther (Esther 5): Some suggest that Esther's appeal to Ahasuerus in Esther 5 is a case of civil
disobedience. It may be, but it has some unusual features. First, no one is commanding Esther to do anything
contrary to God's law. She is faced with Haman's conspiracy against the Jews and realizes that in order to stop it
she must gain the aid of the king. Since she had not been granted an audience with the king, she decided to make a
bold move. Under Persian law, no one was allowed to enter the King's presence without an invitation. However,
provision was made that if someone wanted to appeal to the king, they could enter his presence unannounced, but if
the king refused to recognize them, they would forfeit their life. Esther chose to take this bold move, although the
decision was entirely hers. Esther's situation is not comparable to others, and thus, does not constitute a case of
civil disobedience.

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Daniel 3): In this chapter, we are told that Nebuchadnezzar, the king of the
Babylonian Empire, erected an enormous statue -- an idol -- and commanded all in his kingdom "to fall down and
worship the gold image." The penalty for failure was to be thrown into a fiery furnace. When the time came for all
to worship the image, three young Jews who were being trained for service in the Babylonian bureaucracy refused
to worship the image. They were arrested, given a second chance, again refused, were cast into the fiery furnace,
and miraculously delivered by God.

This is clearly a case of civil disobedience. The pattern is like those already examined. Individuals were asked to
perform an act that was in violation of God's stated command. They chose to obey God rather than man.

Daniel and the Lion's Den (Daniel 6:10-13): This story is well known to most Christians. Jealous of Daniel's
position and favor with the king, a large group of governors and other government officials conspired to have King
Darius pass a law which would make it illegal for anyone to petition any god or king other than Darius. Darius
signed the law into effect and the jealous bureaucrats set a trap for Daniel. Daniel refused to obey the law and
continued to pray according to his daily practice. His jealous enemies caught him and took him before King Darius,
who was forced by the law to cast Daniel into a den of lions. God was gracious to Daniel, though, and miraculously
shut the mouths of the lions and preserved Daniel.

This again is a clear case of civil disobedience. Daniel refused to obey a human law that put him in conflict with
God's law. He obeyed God rather than man.

The Magi (Matt. 2:7-8): When the Magi were searching for the baby Jesus, they inquired of Herod. Herod told
them to tell him where the child was when they had found him. After finding the Child, they apparently intended to
obey Herod, but were "divinely warned in a dream" not to return to favor. 

As in the previous situations, they chose to obey God rather than man. Another clear case of civil disobedience.

John the Baptizer (Mark 6:14-29): This case is sometimes brought forward by those favoring rescue, but the case
is somewhat unique. John was arrested because he had condemned the marriage of Herod Antipas to Herodias, who
had been married to his brother Philip. This constituted incest under Mosaic Law (Lev. 18:16). We are also told in
Mark 6:20 that apparently Herod knew that John was right. 

This case involves freedom of speech. Apparently it was a violation of Herod's desire, and thus the law, to
condemn the marriage. John chose to speak the truth and to face the consequences. It seems that this would relate to
the Operation Rescue situation only if Christians were forbidden to express their opinion, which they are not.

Peter and John (Acts 4:19,20) : Here Peter and John were taken before the Sanhedrin, who attempted to forbid
them from preaching the Gospel and teaching about Jesus. Since Christ had commissioned them to do just that,
Peter and John chose to obey God rather than man.
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Paul and Phillipi (Acts 16): After being beaten by the magistrates for preaching the gospel in Phillipi, and then
being miraculously released from prison, Paul and Silas refused to leave town when asked. They staged a "sit-in." 

But the issue was the preaching of the Gospel. Paul's legal rights as a Roman citizen had been violated and he
wanted to press the point home to the magistrates of the city.

Conclusion: As we wrap up this survey of incidents in the Scriptures which involved acts of civil disobedience, we
must strongly affirm that the Scriptures do show that there is a proper time and situation when the believer is
obligated to disobey the civil government. In each of these cases, two parties were involved, the government which
mandated that an individual take a particular action, and the individual who chose to obey God rather than man. 

However, there is an important difference between these situations and those confronting the believer in the
abortion crisis. In the rescue scenario, we have a third party interfering and attempting to keep another
individual from disobeying God's command. The Biblical case would be established only if an example of third
party interference could be produced. 

In the Old Testament, a situation similar to infanticide took place in Molech worship. There a child was sacrificed
to the god. While the Old Testament prophets clearly condemned this practice, there is no evidence that they sought
to block the action physically. They proclaimed and condemned the practice. But they never sought to stop it
through a "sit-in" or physical restraint.

While these passages cited in the rescuers argument do support civil disobedience, they are not parallel to the
current abortion situation and thus do not apply. Thus the major premise, that believers are responsible to God to
obey Him rather than man is true, but the Scriptures give clear examples of the types of situations in which this
applies. These situations are not parallel to the abortion dilemma, and thus cannot be used to support the kind of
actions which rescuers carry out. These situations would apply only if the government were mandating abortion as
is done in China. Then believers would have the obligation to personally refrain from obeying the law.

A consistent principle emerges by observing the passages above: All the acts of legitimate civil disobedience
involved two parties (the adversary and the subject). There are no examples, as in the current Rescue argument,
which involves a third party (someone who acts on behalf of another). No law is compelling the rescuers to be
party to an abortion. 

Another facet of these examples is that the unjust law was the law that was broken. The unjust law the rescuers are
concerned about is the abortion law. But the law the rescuers are breaking, the trespass law, is a perfectly valid and
just law. Thus, Operation Rescue fails to fit the Biblical pattern in their practice of civil disobedience.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO "RESCUE THOSE UNJUSTLY SENTENCED TO DEATH"? 

Proverbs 24:11

Perhaps the central passage used by rescuers is found in Proverbs 24:11. Terry quotes the Living Bible version of
this on the cover of his book:

"Rescue those who are unjustly sentenced to death; don't stand back and let them die."

At first glance, it appears that this verse may provide a basis for the type of activity that Operation Rescue involves.
However, a close examination of this text is necessary. Rather than relying upon a paraphrase, we must look at a
translation of the text as well as the original Hebrew to see what this proverb is teaching and its application for
today. The NASB renders Proverbs 24:11,12:

"Deliver those who are being taken away to death, and those who are staggering to slaughter, Oh hold
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them back. If you say, "See, we did not know this," Does He not consider it who weighs the hearts?
And does He not know it who keeps your soul? And will He not render to man according to his work?"

It is clear from this translation that the paraphrase of the Living Bible puts a slant on the verse that is more
sympathetic to the aims of the rescuers.

To correctly interpret and apply this passage, we must first understand something about the nature of the Book of
Proverbs. A large portion of Proverbs was written by Solomon for his son. Over and over again he addresses these
to his son (1:8,10,15; 2:1; 3:1,11,21; 6:20; 7:1; 23:15,19,24,26; 24:13, 21). Since his son would follow him as king,
the immediate purpose of these Proverbs was to instruct his son to be a wise king. Obviously, the Proverbs cover
many areas of life and responsibilities that apply to everyone as well as a king. But certain of these Proverbs clearly
have a more direct application to the governing authorities or magistrate. 

In Proverbs 24, the passage in question is bracketed by other proverbs that clearly apply to one who, like Solomon
and his son, had governing responsibilities. Verse 6 talks about the need for the guidance to wage war and obtain
victory over the enemy. Verse 17 talks about the attitude toward defeated enemies -- he was not to rejoice. This is
parallel to the New Testament instruction not to hate ones enemies, which is related to the command to love your
enemies. Jesus gave this instruction in the context of explaining what it meant to "love you neighbor" (Matt. 5:44).
In between these verses, we have the proverb relating to delivering those being taken away to death.

The key to the understanding of this passage is found in verse 12. It might be easy for the king to ignore the plight
of some of his subjects and to plead ignorance to a miscarriage of justice. Solomon points out that this may get him
off the hook with men, but not with God who weighs the motive. Solomon is emphasizing the fact that his son is in
a position of authority and responsibility for others who depend upon him, and he must, therefore, not grow "slack
in the day of distress."

From this it appears that the direct application of the passage is to one in authority, not just anyone. Secondly, if the
passage has a judicial thrust, then the more direct application of the passage would indicate that Christians would be
investigating possible miscarriages of justice, and would be doing everything possible to rescue those on death row
who may have been wrongly accused. But we don't see Christians boycotting or trying to break unjustly sentenced
convicts out of jail.

To apply this verse to the plight of the unborn is at best a long stretch, at worst a misapplication. However, even if
we do admit this as a legitimate application of the verse, all we get from it is an injunction to do whatever is in our
power to help those being led away to death. There is no indication from this verse that violation of civil law is in
view. The point of the passage is that those who are in a position to do something about a calamity are obligated to
get involved. The extent of that involvement is not under consideration.

Luke 10:25-37

Another passage the rescuers appeal to is the parable of the Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37). This parable was told in
response to the question, "Who is my neighbor?" It was designed to show that all men are neighbors and that we are
to help them without discrimination. At no point is there any indication that this would involve breaking civil law,
although it could involve violation of social trends. Rescuers suggest the point of this passage is that we are to do
good to our neighbor. If and when the government defines what the good is, then we are justified in breaking the
law to go beyond this.

This is even weaker support for the kind of application Terry desires. Jesus is not addressing a civil disobedience
issue. He is simply pointing out that we need to do whatever we can when we are in a position to help those in
need. To read into this account an application to break the law to help the one in need is neither justified nor
warranted. It is an issue totally outside the scope of Luke 10.

After looking at these two passages, the most that can be said is that they indicate that Christians should be involved
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with those in need. Involvement in civil disobedience is outside the scope of either passage. The most that these
passages can be used for in the abortion issue is that Christians should be involved in educating and counseling
those considering an abortion.

The type of Biblical evidence rescuers need is a case where believers interfere in a situation where someone was
going to take a life in a legally or culturally accepted way, such as sacrificing a child to Molech. Yet, at no point is
this type of evidence found in the Scriptures.

IS THE CHURCH THE PRESERVER OF THE NATION?

One of the crucial issues in this entire discussion is the role of the Church in the world today? Is the primary
mandate of the church today to proclaim the gospel or is it to impose God's righteous standard on the world?
Christians today are beginning to act as if it is the latter. This means more than simply that Christians should take a
stand for righteousness and speak out against immorality and evil (exposing evil). This is clearly taught in Scripture
(Eph. 5:13). But does Scripture go one step further and teach that the Church should impose God's standard on an
ungodly and God- hating world (conquering evil). The central passage used for this is found in Matthew 5:13,
where Jesus said to his disciples, "You are the salt of the earth." Here Jesus was comparing the role of the believer
in the world to salt. What did He mean?

Over the years, preachers have waxed eloquently on this metaphor. They usually talk about all the many uses salt
has. Salt is used for seasoning bland food, salt is used for creating thirst, and salt is used for preservation. Usually,
the third idea is the one selected in interpreting this passage. However, the context would indicate that this is simply
not the case. 

Whenever Scripture uses a figure of speech, the best way to understand the significance of the figure is through
some clue given in the context. While speaking to His disciples here, Jesus gave just such a clue. After stating that
they were the salt of the earth, Jesus then said, "but if the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be seasoned?" (NKJV)
The original Greek word is moraino, which means "make tasteless or become tasteless or insipid" (Arndt and
Gingrich: 533). This indicates that the point Jesus is making has nothing to do with preservation, but with
seasoning. The believer is to live a life that shows the world that without Christ life is dull, drab, and tasteless. No
other verses seem to be used to indicate that the Church is to have a preservative effect on society. If the role of the
Church isn't to preserve society, what is it?

The primary function of the Church is to be "the pillar and support of the truth" (1 Tim. 3:15). Next in importance,
the Church is to proclaim the Gospel. In the process of the proclamation of the Gospel, our Sovereign God will call
out people for Himself and regenerate them. Only regenerate men have a hope of living in obedience to God's
standard. God's plan for the current age involves the Christian presence as a restraint of evil until His return, but
never a conquering of evil. To try to impose God's righteousness upon society apart from regeneration is a task
doomed to failure. Yet, that seems to be exactly what so many professing Christians want to do. In their frustration
over apparent lack of success and the moral decline of American society, they have given up on the Biblically
mandated practices of evangelism, prayer, and holding forth the standard of righteousness, and have followed the
humanistic tactics of men like Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. in order to achieve their goal.

That professing Christians have adopted an ends-justifies-the-means approach seems all too obvious. The first thing
that strikes one as he reads Randall Terry's book is that he begins by describing the results of Operation Rescue (an
emotional argument) before he ever attempts to demonstrate its Biblical base. While Terry himself may not believe
that the end justifies the means, and may even believe that his practice is grounded first on Scripture, the way he
presents his case clearly puts results before Scripture. For him, Operation Rescue is the answer because it is
producing results. It seems that this is another example of Christians who get fired up for a particular cause and
then go to the Bible to try to find some support for their actions. Faithfully trusting God and praying and relying on
a Sovereign God isn't enough and doesn't seem to work, so humanistic tactics are adopted. The answer to the
world's social problems is not Christian activism and revolution, but the preaching of the Gospel and the
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regeneration of the Holy Spirit.

*This material has been excerpted/adapted from a Biblical Perspectives report by the same name: Robert L. Dean,
Jr., Biblical Awareness Ministries, Vol. II, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1989. (Biblical Awareness Ministries no longer exists.)
The use of this material should in no way imply an endorsement by BDM or its editor of Tommy Ice or of his
current ministry affiliations; in fact, because of Ice's affiliation with the ministries of Tim LaHaye, the guru of Four
Temperaments/Personality Testing in the professing church, we do not recommend any of Ice's books or articles
written after the demise of Biblical Awareness Ministries at year-end 1992.
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Palmistry
Science or Hoax?

-  Palmistry is the ancient art of counseling according to occult knowledge of one's karma (i.e., "psychic
counseling") revealed in the shape, size, color, and lines of the hands. Because one's karma is supposedly revealed
in this manner, one's future is also supposedly revealed. The objective of palmistry, then, is to learn the karmic
consequences under which the counselee is living, and encourage him to alter his thinking in order to affect those
consequences and ensure a better karma in his next incarnation.

-  Chiromancy, or palmistry, has a long history. It was practiced in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, and
extensively in China. Modern practices in palmistry were imported into Europe from Asia by Gypsies during the
Renaissance. This period was marked by a flourishing of beliefs in divining personality by studying parts of the
body. It has long been a favored means of fortune telling. It probably originated among medicine men, diviners, and
priests, and was probably related to divination by the examination of the entrails of sacrificial victims. Confidence
in the practice was based probably on the fact that no two palms are exactly alike, and, therefore, the palm was
taken to be an index of marked individuality. Some chiromancers even claimed to have found a greater authority in
the Bible -- Job 37:7 ("sealeth up the hand of every man: that all men may know his work") and Proverbs 3:16
("length of days is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and honour").

-  Over many centuries in Europe palmistry was held in high repute. Men of rank in society, politics, and the church
devoted time to its study. It was taught in the universities. From its early acceptance as a priestly institution it
degenerated even further into a medium of commercialized fortune telling. Thousands of palmists are active in
places of public amusement. Millions of people spend millions of dollars every year throughout the world upon
fortune telling. Yet, in no respect is it validated by scientific data or by intelligent understanding of human nature.
More importantly for Bible-believing Christians, all forms of fortune telling are nothing more than ancient
techniques of divination, and thereby, forbidden in God's Word (Deut. 18:10-12). 

Note the following quote from the 7/28/92 Bloomington Herald-Times, indicating the religious nature of palm
reading:

"One of the biggest misconceptions is that psychics are not religious ... that's simply not true. Reading
a palm comes from the mind and everything it is comes from God ... [She] pointed out that she has
studied various religions and was even a Sunday School teacher at one church. She said she often has
her Bible by her side as she does readings" ("Psychic's Future is Clear," p. D1).

-  Palmistry is clearly a form of divination -- a practice that seeks to foretell or foresee future events. Crystal balls,
the Ouija board, astrology, horoscopes, palm reading, and tarot card reading all deal with trying to foretell the
future in some way. Palm reading and tarot card reading are also done by astrologers. A palm reader "reads" the
lines in the palm of the hand, and depending on how the lines look (such as how long or short the line is, or how
deep the line is, etc.), tries to predict the future. Every aspect of both hands, but mostly the dominant hand, is
considered. The lines and swirls of the hand are considered as well as the overall shape and sizes of the various
parts. Color is also considered.

-  Palm readers say that as one changes his thinking, his personality will change, as will the characteristics of his
hands -- lines grow longer or shorter, appear or disappear, etc. Like astrology and virtually every form of occult
practice, palmistry is predicated upon the supposition that an individual's karma is discernible in natural phenomena.
In this case, the lines and other characteristics of one's hands supposedly reveal one's future based upon his karmic
dispensation. It is not surprising then, that palmists use many symbols from mythology and astrology -- "Palmistry
is related to astrology in that most parts of the palm are correlated with one of the astrological houses" (Brenner,
The Hand Book). In the final analysis, palmistry is merely another of man's attempts to substitute human reasoning
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for God's wisdom as revealed in His Word. As a form of divination, like any other psychic practice, the mind of the
individual is put under the control of others no more capable of living their lives free from turmoil than anyone
else.
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Planned Parenthood
(Or "Planning Family Size Through Abortion"?)

-  A pamphlet published by the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA) in 1963 contained the following
statement: "An abortion kills the life of the baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to your life and health. It may
make you sterile so that when you want a child you cannot have it." Even in its 1990-1993 Long Range Plan,
Planned Parenthood admitted that abortion is so traumatic to most people who undergo its procedure that, "... the
incidence of post-procedural trauma for abortion clients may be as high as 91% of all cases." How interesting is all
this in light of Planned Parenthood's present, public position!

-  To Planned Parenthood, "Pro-Choice" now means pro-abortion. Planned Parenthood was founded in 1916 (by
Margaret Sanger) and now operates nearly 850 abortion clinics through its 123 affiliates in the District of Columbia
and all fifty states. (Although not all clinics perform abortions, all refer and counsel for them.) Planned Parenthood
killed 244,628 babies in its clinics in calendar year 2003, the highest number in its 89-year history. It is the largest
single provider of abortion services in the U.S. -- Planned Parenthood took in $810 million in the 2003-2004 fiscal
year (ending 6/30/04), with $306.2 million coming from "Clinic Income" and $265.2 million coming from
"Government Grants and Contracts" (i.e., out of the taxpayer's pocket). (With 33% of its total revenues derived
from taxpayers, it is also easy to see why Planned Parenthood invests so much time, money, and effort in the
political arena. On the expense side, Planned Parenthood indicates that it spent $39.4 million on "Public Policy"”)
The rest ($238.6 million) came from "Private Contributions and Bequests" and other sources. 

Planned Parenthood releases no figures on its abortion income. But a very conservative estimate, using the $372 the
Alan Guttmacher Institute (AGI -- Planned Parenthood's "special affiliate" for "reproductive health research") says
clinics charge for a standard, first-trimester, suction curettage abortion (chemical abortions cost more, as do the
second-trimester abortions many Planned Parenthood clinics advertise and perform), suggests that Planned
Parenthood, at a minimum, receives approximately $91 million a year for the abortions it performs, or nearly one-
third of its total clinic income in FY2004. In fact, the figure may be much, much higher -- clinics do abortions well
into the second trimester, with the average cost ranging from $774 when the baby is 16 weeks old to $1,179 for a
child of 20 weeks of age. If so, Planned Parenthood's income from abortion could be close to double the $91
million figure. (All abortion procedure costs stated are FY2002 amounts, but applied to FY2004 abortion numbers.)
Moreover, according to statistics released by the AGI, abortions have declined in the U.S. every year but one from
1990 to 2000 (the last year for which national statistics were available). This represents an overall decrease of 18%
in those 11 years. By contrast, since 1990 Planned Parenthood abortions have increased in 12 of the 14 years
Planned Parenthood has reported statistics. The overall increase for PPFA is more than 80% during the period.

Planned Parenthood is also trying to bring sex education programs and abortion counseling into churches, calling its
programs "faith-based initiatives" (7/27/02, World). George Grant, in his book Grand Illusions, says Planned
Parenthood also receives a set percentage of total United Way campaign funds. Their ads say they are "pro-choice,"
but the reality is that of all pregnant women who go to Planned Parenthood, 90% get an abortion. While it was
performing 244,628 abortions in calendar year 2003, Planned Parenthood saw only 16,427 prenatal clients, or just 1
for every 15 abortion patients! Only 1,774 clients were referred to adoption agencies (or 138 abortions performed
for every adoption referral), and just 465 patients were counseled or treated for infertility, proving once again that
Planned Parenthood's plans typically do NOT involve parenthood. (Source: Randall K. O'Bannon, National Right to
Life Internet Web Site, 2/05; and Planned Parenthood FY2004 Annual Report.)

-  There apparently is no type of abortion procedure abhorrent to Planned Parenthood. They approve of partial-birth
abortions (where the abortionist delivers the baby's entire body except for the head, jams scissors into the baby's
skull, opening them to enlarge the hole, and then sucking the child's brains out through a suction tube, causing the
skull to collapse), as well as the "medical abortion" drug RU486, which employs the powerful drug mifepristone.
Just a week before the FDA declared RU486 "approvable," Planned Parenthood announced it had received
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clearance from the FDA to conduct a nationwide study using an alternative abortion drug, methotrexate. The trial
began in September of 1996. Because methotrexate is a highly toxic anti-cancer drug that doctors are afraid to use,
Planned Parenthood wanted the FDA to recommend a change in the labeling so that "physicians will be able to use
methotrexate for medical abortion without undue hesitation about insurance or liability issues" (NRL News,
11/14/96). [In addition to special training, tracking, and advertising for RU486 in FY2003, Planned Parenthood
says it performed abortions using mifepristone on 48,500 women (an increase of 48% from the previous fiscal
year), through 172 of its clinics. Over half, or 74 out of its 125 affiliates at the time, were offering these chemical
abortions. (No figures are yet available for FY2004.)]

-  The following is adapted and/or excerpted from "The Predators of Planned Parenthood," by syndicated columnist
Michelle Malkin, 12/3/03. -- It provides shocking insight to the real Planned Parenthood agenda:

Planned Parenthood's outspoken activists remain stone-cold silent about Holly Patterson. She's the teenager who died of tragic
complications from taking the abortion drug cocktail RU-486, which she obtained from a northern California Planned
Parenthood clinic in September. Holly and her unborn child suffered a painful, bloody, and prolonged death.

Patterson was seven weeks pregnant when she received the chemical abortion regimen. After seven days and two desperate
trips to a hospital emergency room seeking help for intense cramping and bleeding, she succumbed to "septic shock, due to
endomyometritis (inflammation) due to therapeutic, drug-induced abortion," according to an Alameda County coroner's report.
The silence of the abortion lobby speaks volumes. While Patterson's family mourns and the Food and Drug Administration
investigates, Planned Parenthood continues to dispense the abortion kill pills to pregnant teens -- and it continues to entice
young people to its abortion clinics with a glitzy, MTV-like Web site offering "sexuality and relationship info you can trust." 

Called "Teenwire.com," the Planned Parenthood site is chock-full of colorful graphics, hip jargon, voluminous health advice,
and lots of exclamation points: "Check out our interactive color diagrams of female and male anatomy!"; "SEX TALK LIVE!";
"Got Lube?"; "I want both guys!"; "MASTURBATION: Go there!" Amid explicit discussions of "dry humping," oral sex,
masturbation, and encouragement for "queer and questioning" teens, the Teenwire.com site issues a stern note to parents who
might be trying to monitor what kind of sex education propaganda their kids are reading. Planned Parenthood lectures mothers
and fathers that "this Web site is for teens. This is their place. Take a look around the site if you like, but please do not register
on the site." Translation: We're the experts. You are meddling parents. Bug off and butt out.

Teenwire.com's readers are advised by Planned Parenthood legal experts to call a free hotline number for confidential
pregnancy tests and private abortion counseling. Responding to a 14-year-old girl nicknamed "devilchik," who writes a letter
asking the experts if she can get an abortion without her mom's permission, the Planned Parenthood advisers supply a list of
state laws regarding parental notification and consent. California, where Holly died, has no parental involvement requirement. In
a section titled "Yikes!" the experts enthusiastically explain the "judicial bypass" process for circumventing parents altogether
when a teen wants to take RU-486 in secret.

The Web site pounds home the blithe message that "abortion is a very safe procedure" akin to taking an aspirin or getting
tonsils removed. Shamelessly courting repeat customers, the Web site also mentions several times to its teenage audience that
second abortions are no big deal. Ignoring the untold number of American women who suffer from post-abortion trauma, the
Planned Parenthood experts also tell young girls that abortion "poses little danger to a woman's emotional and mental health.
Although a woman may feel some regret or remorse, the most common emotion after an abortion is relief."

Teenwire.com's section on abortion pills (mifepristone and misoprostol) reads like a cheerleading pharmaceutical press release.
"It's finally here!" crows Planned Parenthood writer Susan Motamed. "It's time-tested and super-safe," she informs teens. "Not
one woman has died from using mifepristone with misoprostol to end pregnancy," Teenwire.com falsely asserts. Unmentioned
are the approximately 400 adverse events linked to RU-486 by its manufacturer, including hemorrhaging, bacterial infections,
and the deaths of three women in North America, including 18-year-old Holly.

Predators win the trust of their victims by luring them away from their closest loved ones, speaking their language and telling
them what they want to hear. Planned Parenthood subverts parents and dispenses death pills to vulnerable teens like candy --
cheap! easy! super-safe! But as Holly's dad, Monty, sobbed at a press conference after his daughter's RU-486-induced
homicide: "There's no quick fix for pregnancy, no magic pill ... They told her it was safe, and it killed her."

Put that in capital letters, Planned Parenthood experts. File it on your Web site under "Yikes!" in memory of Holly Patterson
and her child who never had a chance.
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-  Planned Parenthood's week-long conference for children, "Nobody's Fool," held in Waco, Texas in July of 2004,
attracted 350 youngsters. The conference, open to children from grades five through nine, or 10 to 14 years old,
banned parents from attending. American Life League's STOPP International executive director, Jim Sedlak, called
the conference a "thinly veiled attack on parental rights, public morality, and the health and well-being of our
children." For the $5 admission charge, children in grades seven through nine also received a free copy of the book,
It's Perfectly Normal (by Robie H. Harris), an 89-page primer of sexually-explicit, nude illustrations (71 of them)
meant to teach children the tools for engaging in sexual acts, including masturbation. "This so-called 'educational
text' is nothing more than pornography in comic book form," Sedlak said. Some examples from the text include,
"The ancient Greeks thought that love between two men was the highest form of love" (p.17). According to
instructions on page 73 of the text, "There are many reasons why a female or a couple might want or need to end a
pregnancy," The ninth reason is listed as "female did not intend to become pregnant." [Source: 
WorldNetDaily.com, "Planned Parenthood gives kids 'porn' book," 7/17/04.]

In 2003, John Pisciotta, a Baylor University economics professor, led a successful boycott of the Bluebonnet
Council of the Girl Scouts in Waco, Texas because of its co-sponsorship of last year's [2003] "Nobody's Fool"
conference.  In an article, Pisciotta writes that Planned Parenthood passed out It's Perfectly Normal to young girls
that included the Girl Scouts logo and chapters on masturbation and homosexuality. The book also had images of
couples having sex and a boy wearing a condom. "The provocative drawings are designed to dissolve modesty and
desensitize children into thinking of sex in a casual way. Topics covered in the how-to book include heterosexual
intercourse, homosexuality, masturbation, birth control and abortion." (As a result of national attention gained by
the boycott, parents began removing their girls from the Scouts, leading to the closure of several troops and a
decision by the council to not sponsor future conferences.) [Source:  BeLogical.com, "Nobody's Fool or
Everybody's Fool," by John Pisciotta, 3/1/04.]

-  The deception used by Planned Parenthood in recruiting women for abortion is apparent in the following
example: Former Attorney General Edwin Meese told World magazine, "Planned Parenthood clinics are counseling
people they believe to be minors in inappropriate ways in order to thwart the purpose of the law." Life Dynamics, a
pro-life group in Denton, TX, employed a woman with a little-girl's voice to telephone 875 Planned Parenthood
clinics across the nation to tell the same story, that she was only 13 years old and thought she was pregnant by her
22-year-old boyfriend, and that she didn't want anyone to know. In each case she asked clinic personnel repeatedly
if anyone would have to know about the age of her "boyfriend." A typical answer was, "Oh, absolutely not. We
don't tell anybody about anything." Eight out of ten clinic employees agreed to conceal or willfully ignore the
felony sexual abuse of a 13-year-old girl by a 22-year-old man. Laws in every state require medical personnel to
report to child protective services or law-enforcement officials any suspected child abuse. In the fiscal year 2000,
Planned Parenthood’s national organization received more than $54 million under Title X. Yet according to law, no
provider of services under Title X shall be exempt from any state law requiring notification of the reporting of
child abuse, child molestation, or sexual abuse (World, 7/27/02). 

-  Margaret Sanger (1879-1966) was the founder of Planned Parenthood (in 1916). She has been given the unusual
title, "Father of Modern Society." The following facts on Sanger's philosophy of life give us insight into the
underlying philosophy on which Planned Parenthood was founded: (Other references on Sanger, in addition to those
cited below: (a) Elasah Drogin, Margaret Sanger: Father of Modern Society, (b) Margaret Sanger, The Pivot of
Civilization, and (c) Margaret Sanger, "A Plan for Peace," Birth Control Review.) (On the official Planned
Parenthood web page, PPFA claims that all these quotes attributed to Margaret Sanger are either taken out of
context or were actually said or written by others and falsely attributed to Sanger ["Sanger Fact Sheet," PPFA
Internet web site, 12/03 & 2/05].)

(a) Sanger was a militant radical who believed parents had the right to kill their children; 

(b) In her book, Women and the New Race, Sanger said that it is "merciful" to kill infants; she said that,
"The most merciful thing that the large family does to one of its infant members is to kill it";

(c) Sanger was a socialist, feminist, occultist, and a believer in promiscuous sex;
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(d) Sanger believed in controlled reproduction to purify the races (i.e., sterilization);

(e) Sanger founded and edited The Woman Rebel, the masthead read "No Gods, No Masters";

(f) Sanger coined the term "birth control" in 1912, founded the Voluntary Parenthood League in 1914,
and founded the first birth control clinic in 1916 in Brooklyn, NY;

(g) That Planned Parenthood was anti-Christianity from the beginning is without dispute. In her first
newspaper, The Woman Rebel, Margaret Sanger admitted that, "Birth control appeals to the advanced
radical, because it is calculated to undermine the authority of the Christian Churches. I look forward to
seeing humanity free someday of the tyranny of Christianity no less than Capitalism";

(h) Sanger was the president of the American Birth Control League in 1939 from which Planned
Parenthood was formed, and she remained honorary chairman of Planned Parenthood until her death
in 1966;

(i) Sanger called the marriage bed "the most degenerating influence in the social order" (i.e., she was a
"free love" advocate); she believed all sexual conduct was normal as long as harm was not brought to
others;

(j) Sanger was violently anti-family: "only individuals count, not families"; 

(k) Sanger believed the poor should be sexually sterilized, and she endorsed euthanasia; she believed in
selective breeding of the human race to produce "perfect" individuals (it was later that the Nazis
adopted this philosophy). Her slogan was "more children from the fit, less from the unfit";

(l) Sanger hoped for a motherhood that would refuse "to bring forth weaklings ..." She wrote of
"woman's upward struggle" and described the "lack of balance between the birth rate of the "unfit" and
the "fit" as "the greatest present menace to civilization";

(m) Sanger hoped to use birth control to exterminate the genetically inferior races, which to her meant
most of the non-white world; she wrote an article in 1921 called "Birth Control to Create a Race of
Thoroughbreds";

(n) In 1922, Sanger declared that Jews, Hispanics, and blacks were "human weeds" that would by
reproduction, "bring a dead weight of human waste into the world"; in April of 1932, Sanger outlined a
"plan for peace" to eliminate these groups (in an article titled "Birth Control Review"). The article also
advocated: (1) close doors to emigration to certain aliens; and (c) establishment of sterilization and/or
segregation of issengenic groups, namely people considered to have bad genes;

(o) Sanger approved of Hitler's extermination of Jews in Europe, and had as a goal the extermination
of the black race in the U.S. through sterilization and encouraging birth control via prominent black
clergy (who would be "paid-off" if necessary);

(p) Sanger frequently attended séances to communicate with her dead daughter, and later drifted into
eastern mysticism, Unitarianism, Rosicrucinism, astrology, and numerology; and

(q) Humanists declared Sanger "humanist of the year" in 1957.

As stated above, Planned Parenthood's website presents a greatly edited version of their founder's life. This
carefully crafted version seeks to downplay any charges that she promoted racial ideas and insist that others are
simply quoting her out of context. As indicated by the extensive quotes below, the truth is far different -- the quotes
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of Sanger and her colleagues' show a tremendous affinity for the ideals espoused by Hitler's Germany: 

"While striving to limit the propagation of mental defectives and others grossly unfit, and guarding
mothers from dangerous or excessive childbearing, we physicians would be grievously remiss if we
failed to follow the recommendation of the most impressive of the birth control conferences, the one
held in New York in 1925, that 'persons whose progeny gives promise of being of decided value to the
community should be encouraged to bear as large families as they feasibly can.'" [Robert L. Dickinson.
"On the Control of Conception," Birth Control Review, Volume XV, Number 1 (January 1931), p. 5.]

In 1939 (10/19/39), Sanger wrote Clarence Gamble, instructing him to hire "three or four colored
ministers with engaging personalities … we do not want word to get out that we want to exterminate
the Negro population, and the minister is the man who can straighten out that idea if it occurs to any of
their more rebellious members." (Source: Linda Gordon, Women's Body, Women's Right, A Social
History of Birth Control in America, p. 333.) Another commentator notes, "Sanger frequently featured
racists and eugenicists in her magazine, the Birth Control Review. Contributor Lothrop Stoddard, who
also served on Sanger's board of directors, wrote in The Rising Tide of Color Against White World-
Supremacy that 'We must resolutely oppose both Asiatic permeation of white race-areas and Asiatic
inundation of those non-white, but equally non-Asiatic regions inhabited by the really inferior races.'
Each issue of the Birth Control Review was packed with such ideas. But Sanger was not content merely
to publish racist propaganda; the magazine also made concrete policy proposals, such as the creation of
'moron communities,' the forced production of children by the 'fit,' and the compulsory sterilization and
even elimination of the 'unfit.'"

"Sanger's own racist views were scarcely less opprobrious. In 1939, she and Clarence Gamble made an
infamous proposal called 'Birth Control and the Negro,' which asserted that 'the poorer areas,
particularly in the South … are producing alarmingly more than their share of future generations.' Her
'religion of birth control' would, she wrote, 'ease the financial load of caring for with public funds …
children destined to become a burden to themselves, to their family, and ultimately to the nation.'"
(Source: "The Repackaging of Margaret Sanger," Steven W. Mosher, The Wall Street Journal, May 5,
1997.)

-  The following "Eight Great Deceptions of Planned Parenthood," taken together, comprise one of the biggest lies
ever perpetrated upon the American public. This lie continues to deceive the uninformed and the unsuspecting.
(Excerpted in part from a 1994 CR Ministries publication.):

(1) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to advocate the freedom of women to choose if and when they will
have children, without government interference. 
Fact: From the beginning, Planned Parenthood has sought mandatory population control measures. Over the years
it has proposed our government implement "compulsory abortion for out-of-wedlock pregnancies," federal
entitlement "payments to encourage abortion," "compulsory sterilization for those who have already had two
children," and "tax penalties" for existing large families.

(2) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to serve the needs of poor women and low-income families. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood has always targeted minorities, the unwanted, and the disadvantaged for family
limitation, contraception, abortion, and sterilization. Planned Parenthood founder Margaret Sanger's "charity" was
"to eliminate the stocks" that she felt were most detrimental "to the future of the race and the world."

(3) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims to be a privately funded, non-profit family planning organization. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood helps ban families, not plan families. As an association of over 300 separately
incorporated organizations worldwide, a vast portion of its funding comes right from American taxpayers'
pocketbooks. In 1993 alone, almost $160 million came from the Title X appropriations of the Public Health Service
Act and from 18 other federal statues!
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(4) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its system of birth control is safe and effective. 
Fact: Absolutely none of Planned Parenthood's birth control systems are 100% effective -- from the pill or
diaphragm to the IUD. A teen practicing "safe sex" with condoms has nearly an 87% chance of pregnancy. The
Planned Parenthood system virtually guarantees women will get pregnant and in the end be "forced" to fall back on
Planned Parenthood's ultimate birth control practice -- abortion.

(5) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that it is in the forefront of the battle against sexually transmitted
diseases. 
Fact: Through Planned Parenthood's distribution of non-barrier birth control contraceptives to 80% of its clients,
syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, herpes, hepatitis, granuloma, chancroid, and even AIDS are being encouraged.
Recent studies indicate the use of Planned Parenthood-favored birth control devices may actually enhance the risk
of sexually transmitted diseases.

(6) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that sex education is a necessary and effective means of preventing
teen pregnancies. 
Fact: Planned Parenthood's sex education programs have backfired, actually increasing teen pregnancies. A 1986
Louis Harris poll of teens who took "comprehensive" sex education have a 50% higher rate of sexual activity that
their "unenlightened" peers.

(7) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims its efforts to provide abortion services have at last removed the
specter of dangerous back alley abortions from our land. 
Fact: Abortions may be legal, but they are not safe. A UCLA study by two obstetrical and gynecological professors
conclude "abortion can be a killer." Other complications are at least partially responsible for the steep rise in female
medical care costs over the last decade.

(8) Deception: Planned Parenthood claims that its birth control, sex education, and abortion juggernaut is
essential to control rapid population growth. 
Fact: Instead of worrying about Planned Parenthood's "population bomb," many researchers are concerned about a
"birth dearth." Fertility in the U.S. has been steadily declining for two decades. The worldwide birthrate is now
falling faster than the mortality rate for the first time in recorded history.

Note: So, what should be a Christian's response to Planned Parenthood? Certainly it is NOT to engage in the
unbiblical tactics of Operation Rescue, which is based on a theology of activism. Operation Rescue's founder,
Randall Terry, explains that its purpose is to create social upheaval and thereby pressure government into changing
the abortion laws. A typical brochure declares: "Rescues help produce the social tension necessary for political
change ... whether for good or bad, political change comes after groups of Americans bring enough tension to the
nation and pressure on politicians that the laws are changed." This kind of "Christian" activism involves today the
well-meaning but foolish attempt to force "Christian principles" upon a godless society through more effective
lobbying, larger demonstrations, and greater "social upheaval" than the homosexuals, abortionists, or pornographers
can produce. But rather than pressure the ungodly to live like saints, we must win them to Christ that they might
live wholly for God. As Christians, our personal lives must also be lived in obedience to God, even if that brings us
into conflict with civil laws. In addition to avoiding idolatry and immorality, Christians must preach the gospel to
everyone everywhere. That would be the Biblical response to Planned Parenthood.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 2/2005
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Positive Confession/PMA*
Prosperity Gospel & The New Age

-  The fastest growing segment of professing Christianity in recent years has been among churches connected with
the Positive Confession movement or Word-Faith movement (all part of the modern Charismatic movement). It has
involved two distinct but closely related factions: the Norman Vincent Peale/Robert Schuller Positive-Possibility
thinkers/Positive Mental Attitude, with their roots in New Thought; and the Kenneth Hagin/Kenneth Copeland
Positive Confession and Word-Faith groups, which have their roots in E.W. Kenyon, William Branham, and the
Manifest Sons of God/Latter Rain movement. Well-known names among its leaders are E.W. Kenyon, Charles
Capps, Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, Frederick K.C. Price, Robert Tilton, and David [Paul] Yonggi Cho. It
does not yet constitute a new denomination, but it certainly represents innovative teachings outside of mainstream
Christianity. The situation is so serious now because of the dominance over the so-called Christian media achieved
by the teachers of Positive/Possibility Thinking and Positive Confession. 

D.R. McConnell points out that "any new religious movement [within Protestantism] must bear the scrutiny of two
criteria: biblical fidelity and historical orthodoxy." Regrettably, the Positive Confession movement fails on both
counts. The historical roots of this movement (which Charles Farah has called "Faith Formula Theology") lie in the
occult, and most recently, in New Thought and its off-shoot, the Mind Science cults. Its Biblical basis is found only
in the peculiar interpretations of its own leaders, not in generally accepted Christian theology. 

-  As the name "Positive Confession"/"Word-Faith" implies, this movement teaches that faith is a matter of what
we say more than whom we trust or what truths we embrace and affirm in our hearts. The term "positive
confession" refers to the teaching that words have creative power. What you say, Word-Faith teachers claim,
determines everything that happens to you. Your "confessions," that is, the things you say -- especially the favors
you demand of God -- must all be stated positively and without wavering. Then God is required to answer. Word-
Faith believers view their positive confessions as an incantation by which they can conjure up anything they desire:
"Believe it in your heart; say it with your mouth. That is the principle of faith. You can have what you say"
(Charismatic Chaos, pp. 281, 285).

This is at the heart of the Positive Confession movement today, also known as the "name-it-and-claim-it" gospel.
The Positive Confession movement is nothing but a charismatic form of Christian Science. This can be
substantiated by simply comparing the similarities in their common beliefs. Positive Confession is basically
warmed-over New Thought dressed in evangelical/charismatic language. Positive Confession's basic beliefs can be
summarized as follows:

1. Faith is a force that both God and man can use: "Faith is a force just like electricity or gravity"
(Copeland), and it is the substance out of which God creates whatever is (Capps). God uses faith, and
so may we in exactly the same way in order to produce the same results through obedience to the same
"laws of faith" (Capps) that God applied in creation. "You have the same ability [as God has] dwelling
or residing on the inside of you" (Capps). "We have all the capabilities of God. We have His faith"
(Copeland).

2. Faith's force is released by speaking words: "Words are the most powerful thing in the universe"
because they "are containers" that "carry faith or fear and they produce after their kind" (Capps). God
operates by these very same laws. "God had faith in His own words ... God had faith in His faith,
because He spoke words of faith and they came to pass. That faith force was transported by words ...
the God-kind-of-faith ... is released by the words of your mouth" (Hagin). "Creative power was in
God's mouth. It is in your mouth also" (Capps).

3. Man is a "little god" in God's class: "Man was designed or created by God to be the god of this
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world" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was the god of this world ... [but he] sold out to Satan, and
Satan became the god of this world" (Hagin). "We were created to be gods over the earth, but
remember to spell it with a little 'g'" (Tilton, Hagin, Capps). "Adam was created in God's class ... to
rule as a god ... by speaking words" (Copeland). "Man was created in the God class ... We are a class of
gods ... God himself spawned us from His innermost being ... We are in God; so that makes us part of
God (2 Cor 5:17)" (Copeland).

4. Anyone -- occultist or Christian -- can use the faith force: Because man is a little god "in God's
class: very capable of operating on the same level of faith as God" (Capps), and "because all men are
spirit beings" (Hagin), therefore anyone, whether Christian or pagan, can release this "faith force" by
speaking words if he only believes in his words as God believes in His (Hagin). "God is a faith God.
God releases His faith in Words, [and we must do the same:] ... Everything you say [positive or
negative] will come to pass" (Capps). "Spiritual things are created by WORDS. Even natural, physical
things are created by WORDS" (Hagin).

5. You get what you confess: The vital key is confessing, or speaking aloud, and thereby, releasing the
force of faith. "You get what you say" (Hagin, Hunter). "Only by mouth confession can faith power be
released, allowing tremendous things to happen" (Cho). "Remember, the key to receiving the desires of
your heart is to make the words of your mouth agree with what you want" (Copeland). "Whatever
comes out of your mouth shall be produced in your life" (Tilton). "They're [his two children] 30-some
years of age today, and I don't believe I prayed more than half a dozen times for both of them in all
these years. Why? Because you can have what you say -- and I had already said it!" (Hagin).

6. Never make a negative confession: The tongue "can kill you, or it can release the life of God within
you ... whether you believe right or wrong, it is still the law" (Capps). There is power in "the evil fourth
dimension" (Cho). If you confess sickness you get it, if you confess health you get it; whatever you say
you get" (Hagin). "Faith is as a seed ... you plant it by speaking it" (Capps). "The spoken word ...
releases power -- power for good or power for evil" (Bashan). Therefore, it is very important never to
speak anything negative but only to make a positive confession -- hence the name of the Positive
Confession movement.

-  Positive Confession leaders have a wrong view of faith: Instead of trust in God as its object, it is a metaphysical
force they trust. They have a wrong view of God: He is not sufficient in Himself, but can only do what He does by
using this universal faith-force in obedience to certain cosmic laws. They have a wrong view of man: He is a little
god in God's class who has the same powers as God and can use the same force of faith by obedience to the same
laws that God also must obey. They also have a wrong view of redemption and the cross of Christ. 

-  Word-Faith teachers owe their ancestry to groups like Christian Science, Swedenborgianism, Theosophy, Science
of Mind, and New Thought -- not to classical Pentecostalism. It reveals that at their very core, Word-Faith
teachings are corrupt. Their undeniable derivation is cultish, not Christian. The sad truth is that the gospel
proclaimed by the Word-Faith movement is not the gospel of the New Testament. Word-Faith doctrine is a mongrel
system, a blend of mysticism, dualism, and gnosticism that borrows generously from the teachings of the
metaphysical cults. The Word-Faith movement may be the most dangerous false system that has grown out of the
charismatic movement so far, because so many charismatics are unsure of the finality of Scripture (Charismatic
Chaos, p. 290).

-  Linked to the Positive Confession movement is the concept of Positive Mental Attitude (PMA). PMA has become
the major link between sorcery and Christianity. It is the human potential movement that incorporates the age old
Eastern mystique that all men can acquire godhood, that "we can achieve anything we conceive." But the Bible
says: "With God all things are possible." PMA, however, declares: "With man all things are possible," which means
either that we do not need God or that we are God. Paul said, "I can do all things through Him [Christ] who
strengthens me." The New Age/PMA "Christ" is a state of consciousness rather than a historic Person. The
Christian has a positive attitude not because he believes in the power of positive thinking, but because he is trusting
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in God. The PMA that is promoted in today's New Age, however, is based upon humanistic psychology's first
article of faith: "Human potential is infinite!" The real Christian is happy and positive in all circumstances because
he believes that God, who alone is infinite, loves and cares for him. These two concepts -- Christian and PMA --
are mutually contradictory, in spite of the sincere people who believe they are the same thing expressed in different
language.

-  Those directly responsible for bringing PMA into the professing church are Norman Vincent Peale and Robert
Schuller. Napoleon Hill and W. Clement Stone, the originators or the PMA concept, talk about "God" in their
books, but their "God" is a metaphysical "Divine Power" that can be tapped into through mind-power techniques
(from visualization to positive self-talk and other forms of self-hypnosis and self-image psychology). Hill and
Stone don't substitute PMA for faith, but promote an even more dangerous idea: that PMA and faith are one and
the same, that believing in the power of the mind is somehow the same as believing in God; that the human mind is
some kind of magic talisman that wields a metaphysical force with infinite potential because, somehow, it is part of
what they call Infinite Intelligence. This is the "God" of the mind-science cults and of the New Age.

Note: There are many faithful believers who live modestly and will never have more than the basic necessities of
life. Yet they are content to have what they have. The prosperity teachers ridicule such and say that they only have
that little because they don't trust God for more; the fact of their contentment (which is highly regarded by God) is
looked upon as a lack of faith. And they are chastised because they haven't got the faith to get more so they can
give more. Ultimately, the giving is expected to go into the coffers of the prosperity teacher; they may give to
others, but not apart from also giving to the prosperity teacher.

All the prosperity teachers use a particular fear tactic to establish their rule for giving -- if you don't give, God will
curse you. Many also teach that if one wishes to use the prosperity gospel for selfish ends -- to acquire personal
wealth without giving -- it isn't going to work. If, however, one uses the prosperity gospel with the intention of
acquiring wealth for unselfish purposes (i.e., giving to the prosperity teacher, no doubt), God's promise is that He
will shower abundant financial blessings upon him. 

There is not a single prosperity teacher who can rightly divide the Word of Truth sufficiently to be qualified as a
teacher in the Church. They are renegades who present their own theories as absolute, Biblical authority. They
allegorize, theorize, and spiritualize the Word of God; the only time they approach it from a literal standpoint is if it
fits in with something they just happen to be saying that's true. Bottom line, the fact is that to deny the reality and
to attempt to alter reality with one's positive words and/or thoughts is witchcraft; it is not Biblical. (Source: Media
Spotlight -- v.13, #1, 12/92.)

* The material in this report, unless otherwise noted, was excerpted and/or adapted from two books: Beyond
Seduction (pp. 51-53) and The Seduction of Christianity (pp. 28, 217).
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Psychology
Science or Religion?*

What William Law wrote two centuries ago is even more evident today: "Man needs to be saved from his own
wisdom as much as from his own righteousness, for they produce one and the same corruption."

It is paradoxical that at a time when secular psychological researchers are demonstrating less confidence in
psychological counseling, more and more professing Christians are pursuing it. "Christian" counseling centers are
springing up all over the nation offering what many believe is the perfect combination: Christianity plus
psychology. Furthermore, Christians who are not even in the counseling ministry look to psychologists for advice
on how to live, how to relate to others, and how to meet the challenges of life.

In their attempts to be relevant, many preachers, teachers, counselors, and writers promote a psychological
perspective of life rather than a Biblical one. The symbol of psychology overshadows the cross of Christ, and
psychological jargon contaminates the Word of God.

Psychology is a subtle and widespread leaven in the Church. It has permeated the entire loaf and is stealthily
starving the sheep. It promises far more than it can deliver and what it does deliver is not the food that nourishes.
Yet multitudes of professing Christians view psychology with respect and awe.

Now, when we speak of psychology as leaven we are not referring to the entire field of psychological study, such
as valid research. Our concern is primarily with those areas that deal with the nature of man, how he should live,
and how he can change. These involve some values, attitudes, and behavior that are diametrically opposed to God's
Word. We will see, therefore, that psychoanalysis and psychotherapy have no compatibility with the Christian faith.

FOUR MYTHS ABOUT PSYCHOLOGY

Among professing Christians, there are four major myths about psychology which have become entrenched in the
Church:

The first major myth is common to Christians and non-Christians alike: that psychotherapy
(psychological counseling along with its theories and techniques) is a science -- a means of
understanding and helping humanity based on empirical evidence gleaned from measurable and
consistent data.

The second major myth is that the best kind of counseling utilizes both psychology and the Bible.
Psychologists who also claim to be Christians generally claim that they are more qualified to help
people understand themselves and change their behavior than are other Christians (including pastors
and elders) who are not trained in psychology.

The third major myth is that people who are experiencing mental-emotional behavioral problems are
mentally ill. They are supposedly psychologically sick and, therefore, need psychological therapy. The
common argument is that the doctor treats the body, the minister treats the spirit, and the psychologist
treats the mind and emotions. Ministers, unless they are trained in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy,
are then supposedly unqualified to help people who are suffering from serious problems of living.

The fourth major myth is that psychotherapy has a high record of success -- that professional
psychological counseling produces greater results than other forms of help, such as self-help or that
provided by family, friends, or pastors. Thus, psychological counseling is seen as more effective than
Biblical counseling in helping some Christians. This is one of the main reasons why so many
professing Christians are training to become psychotherapists.
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IS PSYCHOLOGY A SCIENCE?

Men and women of God seek wisdom and knowledge from both the revelation of Scripture and the physical world.
Paul contends that everyone is accountable before God because of the evidence that creation gives of His existence
(Rom. 1:20).

Scientific study is a valid way of coming to an understanding of God's work, and can be very useful in many walks
of life.

True science develops theories based on what is observed. It examines each theory with rigorous tests to see if it
describes reality. The scientific method works well in observing and recording physical data and in reaching
conclusions which either confirm or nullify a theory.

During the mid-19th century, scholars (philosophers, really) desired to study human nature in the hope of applying
the scientific method to observe, record, and treat human behavior. They believed that if people could be studied in
a scientific manner, there would be greater accuracy in understanding present behavior, in predicting future
behavior, and in altering behavior through scientific intervention.

Psychology, and its active arm of psychotherapy, have indeed adopted the scientific posture. However, from a
strictly scientific point of view, they have not been able to meet the requirements of true science.

In attempting to evaluate the status of psychology, the American Psychological Association appointed Sigmund
Koch to plan and direct a study which was subsidized by the National Science Foundation. This study involved
eighty eminent scholars in assessing the facts, theories, and methods of psychology. In 1983, the results were
published in a seven-volume series entitled Psychology: A Study of Science. Koch describes the delusion in
thinking of psychology as a science:

"The hope of a psychological science became indistinguishable from the fact of psychological science.
The entire subsequent history of psychology can be seen as a ritualistic endeavor to emulate the forms
of science in order to sustain the delusion that it already is a science."

Koch also says, "Throughout psychology's history as 'science,' the hard knowledge it has deposited has been
uniformly negative."

The fact is that psychological statements which describe human behavior or which report results from research can
be scientific. However, when we move from describing human behavior to explaining it, and particularly changing
it, we move from science to opinion.

To move from description to prescription is to move from objectivity to opinion. And opinion about human
behavior, when presented as truth or scientific fact, is mere pseudoscience. It rests upon false premises (opinions,
guesses, subjective explanations) and leads to false conclusions.

The dictionary defines pseudoscience as "a system of theories, assumptions, and methods erroneously regarded as
scientific." Pseudoscience, or pseudoscientism, includes the use of the scientific label to protect and promote
opinions which are neither provable nor refutable.

One aspect of psychology riddled with pseudoscience is that of psychotherapy. Had psychotherapy succeeded as a
science, we would have some consensus in the field regarding mental-emotional-behavioral problems and how to
treat them. Instead, the field is filled with contradictory theories and techniques, all of which communicate
confusion rather than anything approximating scientific order.

Psychotherapy proliferates with many conflicting explanations of man and his behavior. Psychologist Roger Mills,
in his 1980 article, "Psychology Goes Insane, Botches Role as Science," says:
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"The field of psychology today is literally a mess. There are as many techniques, methods and theories
around as there are researchers and therapists. I have personally seen therapists convince their clients
that all of their problems come from their mothers, the stars, their bio-chemical make-up, their diet,
their life-style and even the "kharma" from their past lives."

With over 250 separate systems of psychotherapy, each claiming superiority over the rest, it is hard to view such
diverse opinions as scientific or even factual.

The actual foundations of psychotherapy are not science, but rather various philosophical world views, especially
those of determinism, secular humanism, behaviorism, existentialism, and even evolutionism. World-renowned
research psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey is very blunt when he says:

"The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are, with few exceptions, on exactly the same scientific
plane as the techniques used by witch doctors."

PSYCHOLOGY AS RELIGION

Explanations of why people behave the way they do and how they change have concerned philosophers,
theologians, cultists, and occultists throughout the centuries. These explanations form the basis of modern
psychology. Yet psychology deals with the very same areas of concern already dealt with in Scripture.

Since God's Word tells us how to live, all ideas about the why's of behavior and the how's of change must be
viewed as religious in nature. Whereas the Bible claims divine revelation, psychotherapy claims scientific
substantiation. Nevertheless, when it comes to behavior and attitudes, and morals and values, we are dealing with
religion -- either the Christian faith or any one of a number of other religions, including secular humanism.

Nobelist Richard Feynman, in considering the claimed scientific status of psychotherapy, says that "psychoanalysis
is not a science" and that it is "perhaps even more like witch-doctoring."

Carl Jung himself wrote:

"Religions are systems of healing for psychic illness. ... That is why patients force the psychotherapist
into the role of a priest, and expect and demand of him that he shall free them from their distress. That
is why we psychotherapists must occupy ourselves with problems which, strictly speaking, belong to
the theologian."

Note that Jung used the word "religions" rather than Christianity. Jung had repudiated Christianity and explored
other forms of religious experience, including the occult. Without throwing out the religious nature of man, Jung
dispensed with the God of the Bible and assumed the role of priest himself.

Jung viewed all religions, including Christianity, as collective mythologies. He did not believe they were real in
essence, but that they could affect the human personality, and might serve as solutions to human problems.

In contrast to Jung, Sigmund Freud reduced all religious beliefs to the status of illusion and called religion "the
obsessional neurosis of humanity." He viewed religion as delusionary and, therefore, evil and the source of mental
problems.

Both Jung's and Freud's positions are true in respect to the world's religions, but they are also anti-Christian. One
denies Christianity and the other mythologizes it.

Repudiating the God of the Bible, both Freud and Jung led their followers in the quest for alternative
understandings of mankind and alternative solutions to problems of living. They turned inward to their own limited
imaginations and viewed their subjects from their own anti-Christian subjectivity.

The faith once delivered to the saints was displaced by a substitute faith disguising itself as medicine or science, but
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based upon foundations which are in direct contradiction to the Bible.

Psychiatrist Thomas Szasz, in his 1978 book The Myth of Psychotherapy, says, "The basic ingredients of
psychotherapy does not always involve repression." He points out that while psychotherapy does not always
involve repression, it does always involve religion and rhetoric (conversation). Szasz says very strongly that "the
human relations we now call 'psychotherapy,' are, in fact, matters of religion -- and that we mislabel them as
'therapeutic' at great risk to our spiritual well-being." Elsewhere, in referring to psychotherapy as a religion, Szasz
says:

"It is not merely a religion that pretends to be a science, it is actually a fake religion that seeks to
destroy true religion."

Szasz also says that "psychotherapy is a modern, scientific-sounding name for what used to be called the 'cure of
souls.'" One of his primary purposes for writing The Myth of Psychotherapy was:

"... to show how, with the decline of religion and the growth of science in the eighteenth century, the
cure of (sinful) souls, which had been an integral part of the Christian religions, was recast as the cure
of (sick) minds, and became an integral part of medicine."

The cure of souls, which once was a vital ministry of the Church, has now in this century been displaced by a cure
of minds called "psychotherapy." True "Biblical" counseling has waned until presently it is almost nonexistent.

TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

Although all forms of psychotherapy are religious, the fourth branch of psychology -- the transpersonal -- is more
blatantly religious than the others. Transpersonal psychologies involve faith in the supernatural -- something
beyond the physical universe. However, the spirituality they offer includes mystical experiences of both the occult
and Eastern religions.

Through transpersonal psychotherapies, various forms of Eastern religion are creeping into Western life.
Psychologist Daniel Goleman quotes Chogyam Trungpa as saying, "Buddhism will come to the West as
psychology." Goleman points out how Oriental religions "seem to be making gradual headway as psychologies, not
as religions." Also, Jacob Needleman says:

"A large and growing number of psychotherapists are now convinced that the Eastern religions offer an
understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisaged by Western science. At the
same time, the leaders of the new religions themselves -- the numerous gurus and spiritual teachers
now in the West -- are reformulating and adapting the traditional systems according to the language
and atmosphere of modern psychology."

PSYCHOLOGY PLUS THE BIBLE

The Church has not escaped the all-pervasive influence of psychotherapy. It has unwittingly and eagerly embraced
the pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy and has intimately incorporated this spectre into the very sinew of its life.
Not only does the Church include the concepts and teachings of psychotherapists in sermons and seminaries, it
steps aside and entrusts the mentally and emotionally halt and lame to the "high altar" of psychotherapy.

Many Church leaders contend that the Church doesn't have the ability to meet the needs of people suffering from
depression, anxiety, fear, and other problems of living. They, therefore, trust the paid practitioners of the
pseudoscientisms of psychotherapy more than they trust the Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit.

Because of the confusion between science and pseudoscience, Church leaders have elevated the psychotherapist to
a position of authority in the modern Church. Thus, any attack on the amalgamation of psychotherapy and
Christianity is considered to be an attack on the Church itself.
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Although the Church has almost universally accepted and endorsed the psychological way, there are Christians who
have not. Dr. Jay E. Adams says:

"In my opinion, advocating, allowing and practicing psychiatric and psychoanalytical dogmas within
the church is every bit as pagan and heretical (and therefore perilous) as propagating the teachings of
some of the most bizarre cults. The only vital difference is that the cults are less dangerous because
their errors are more identifiable."

Psychotherapy is a most subtle and devious spectre haunting the Church, because it is perceived and received as a
scientific salve for the sick soul, rather than for what it truly is: a pseudoscientific substitute system of religious
belief.

The early Church faced and ministered to mental-emotional-behavioral problems which were as complex as the
ones that exist today. If anything, the conditions of the early Church were more difficult than those we currently
face. The early Christians suffered persecution, poverty, and various afflictions which are foreign to most of the
twentieth-century Christendom (especially in the West). The catacombs of Rome are a testimony to the extent of
the problems faced by the early Church.

If we suffer at all, it is from affluence and ease, which have propelled us toward a greater fixation on self that
would likely have occurred in less affluent times. However, the cure for sins of self-preoccupation existed in the
early Church and is just as available today. In fact, Biblical cures used by the early Church are just as potent if used
today.

The Word of God and the work of the Holy Spirit are applicable to all problems of living and do not need to be
superceded by talk therapies and talk therapists.

Has the modern Church given up its call and obligation to minister to suffering individuals? If so, it is because
Christians believe the myth that psychological counseling is science when, in fact, it is another religion and another
gospel.

The conflict between the psychological way of counseling and the Biblical way is not between true science and
religion. The conflict is strictly religious -- it's a conflict between many religions grouped under the name of
psychotherapy (psychological counseling) and the one true religion of the Bible.

The worst of the primrose promises of Christian psychology is that the Bible plus psychotherapy can provide better
help than just the Bible alone. While this idea has been promulgated and promoted by many "Christian"
psychotherapists, there is no research evidence to support it. No one has ever shown that the Bible needs
psychological augmentation to be more effective in dealing with life's problems.

No one has proven that a Christianized cure of minds (psychotherapy) is any more beneficial than the original
unadulterated simple cure of souls (Biblical counseling).

IS THERE A CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY?

The Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) is a group of psychologists and psychological
counselors who are professing Christians. At one of their meetings the following was stated:

"We are often asked if we are "Christian Psychologists" and find it difficult to answer since we don't
know what the question implies. We are Christians who are psychologists but at the present time there
is no acceptable Christian psychology that is markedly different from non-Christian psychology. It is
difficult to imply that we function in a manner that is fundamentally distinct from our non-Christian
colleagues ... as yet there is not an acceptable theory, mode of research or treatment methodology that
is distinctly Christian" (6/76 CAPS Western Assoc. meeting).
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In spite of the hodge-podge of unscientific opinions and contradictions, "Christian psychologists" proclaim, "All
truth is God's truth." They use this statement to support their use of psychology, but they are not clear about what
"God's truth is." Is God's truth Freudian pronouncements of obsessive neurosis? Or is it Jung's structure of
archetypes? Or is God's truth the behaviorism of B. F. Skinner? Or is God's truth "I'm OK; You're OK"?

Psychology, like all religions, includes elements of truth. Even Satan's temptation of Eve included both truth and
lie. The enticement of the "All truth is God's truth" fallacy is that there is some similarity between Biblical
teachings and psychological ideas. However, similarities do not make psychology compatible with Christianity any
more than the similarities between Christianity and other religious systems of belief. Even the writings of the
Hindu, Buddhist, and Moslem religions contain statements about attitudes and behavior which may be similar to
some Bible verses.

The similarities between psychology and Christianity merely indicate that the systems of psychological counseling
are indeed religious. Christians should no more turn to psychologists than to leaders of non-Christian religions to
find wisdom and help with problems of living.

Since there exists no standardized "Christian" psychology, each so-called Christian psychologist decides for himself
which of the many psychological opinions and methods constitute his ideas of "God's truth." In so doing, the
subjective observations and biased opinions of mere mortals are placed on the same level as the inspired Word of
God.

The Bible contains the only pure truth of God. All else is distorted by the limitations of human perception.
Whatever else one can discover about God's creation is only partial knowledge and partial understanding. It cannot
in any way be equal to God's truth.

To even hint that the often conflicting theories of such unredeemed men as Freud, Jung, Rogers, etc. are God's truth
is to undermine the very Word of God. The revealed Word of God does not need the support or help of
psychological pronouncements. The Word alone stands as the truth of God. That psychologists who call themselves
Christian would even use such a phrase to justify their use of psychology, indicates the direction of their faith.

The statement "All truth is God's truth" is discussed in the popular "Christian" publication, Baker Encyclopedia of
Psychology. The book claims that its contributors are "among the finest evangelical scholars in the field." In his
review of this book, Dr. Ed Payne, Associate Professor of Medicine at Medical College of Georgia, says, "Almost
certainly the message of the book and its authors is that the Bible and psychological literature stand on the same
authoritative level."

Payne also states:

"Many pastors and laymen may be deceived by the Christian label of this book. Such psychology
presented by Christians is a plague on the modern church, distorting the Christian's relationship with
God, retarding his sanctification, and severely weakening the church. No other area of knowledge
seems to have a stranglehold on the church. This book strengthens that hold both individually and
corporately."

Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology merely reflects what the Church has come to accept: Unscientific,
unsubstantiated, unproven psychological opinions of men have now been leavened into the Church through the
semantic sorcery of "All truth is God's truth." The equating of psychology and theology reveals that the leaven has
now come to full loaf.

THE GOSPEL OF SELF

One of the most popular themes in psychology is that of self-fulfillment. Although this is an extremely popular
theme, it is a theme of recent origin, having arisen only within the past forty years [late-1940s] outside of the
Church an in the past twenty years with the Church itself.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/atgt.htm
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As society moved from self-denial to self-fulfillment, a new vocabulary emerged which revealed a new inner
attitude and a different view of life. The new vocabulary became the very fabric of a new psychology known as
humanistic psychology. Its major focus is self-actualization and its clarion call is self-fulfillment. And self-
fulfillment, with all its accompanying self-hyphenated and self-fixated variations such as self-love, self-
acceptance, self-esteem, and self-worth, has become the new promised land. Then as the Church became
psychologized, the emphasis shifted from God to self.

"Christian" books began to reflect what was accepted in society. Some examples are Love Yourself; The Art of
Learning to Celebrate Yourself; Loving Yourselves; Celebrate Yourself; You're Someone Special; Self-Esteem:
You're Better than You Think; and probably best known, Robert Schuller's Self Esteem: The New Reformation.
Books and examples of a psychological self-stroking mentality are numerous.

According to the psychologizers of Christianity, the greatest detriment to a fulfilling life is low self-esteem. In their
quest to bring their followers to the realization of their full potential (self-actualization), they substitute one form of
self-centeredness (high self-esteem) for another form of self-centeredness (low self-esteem). In either case, self is
the focal point of the cure as well as the problem.

Low self-esteem is popular because it's much more palatable to accept the idea of having "low self-esteem" than to
confess evil, ungodly, self-centered thoughts and then repent through believing what God has said in His Word.
While low self-esteem calls for psychological treatment to raise self-esteem, sinful thinking calls for confession,
repentance, restoration, and walking by faith in a love relationship with God provided by the cross of Christ. We
would suggest that one look to Scripture to discover one's greatest need and to find an antidote to life's problems,
rather than attempt to scripturalize some psychological fad. Mankind's greatest need is for Jesus Christ, not self-
esteem.

Unless Scripture is molded to conform to the teachings that promote self, the Bible clearly teaches one to be Christ-
centered and other-oriented. Loving God above all else and with one's entire being, and loving neighbor as much as
one ALREADY loves oneself, are the primary injunctions of the Bible. The admonition to love oneself or to esteem
oneself is missing.

Rather than self-love being taught as a virtue in Scripture, it is placed among the diabolical works of the flesh. For
example, Paul addresses the issue of self-love from just the opposite perspective of present-day promoters both
inside and outside the Church (2 Tim. 3:1-5).

The teachings of self-love, self-esteem, and self-worth have been gleaned from the world rather than from
Scripture. They are products of humanistic psychologists rather than the truth of God's Word.

Numerous are the examples of "Christian" psychologists who are ordained ministers. They begin with a desire to
Christianize psychology and end up psychologizing Christianity. Dr. Richard Dobbins, founder and director of
Emerge Ministries, is one example of the many ministers who have turned to psychology.

In his teaching film The Believer and His Self Concept, Dobbins leads the viewers through a series of steps to end
up chanting, "I am a lovable person. I am a valuable person. I am a forgivable person." In Dobbins' exercise is
found the confusion between the Biblical fact that God loves, values, and forgives His children and the humanistic
psychological lie that we are intrinsically lovable, valuable, and forgivable. If we have one iota of loveliness, or one
iota of value, or one iota of forgivability, then it makes no sense that Christ should have to die for us.

God has chosen to set his love upon us because of His essence, not because of ours, even after we are believers. His
love, His choice to place value upon us, and His choice to forgive us are by His grace alone. It is fully undeserved.
It is not because of who we are by some intrinsic value of our own or by our own righteousness.

The paradoxical, profound, and powerful truth of Scripture is that though we are not intrinsically lovable, valuable,
or forgivable, God loves, values, and forgives us. That is the pure theology of Scripture and the overpowering
message of Christ's death and resurrection. The Biblical truth is better presented as: "I am not a lovable person. I
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am not a valuable person. I am not a forgivable person. But Christ died for me!"

The alternative to self-love is not self-hate, but rather love in relationship with God and others. The alternative to
self-esteem is not self-denigration, but rather an understanding of the greatness of God dwelling in a weak vessel
of flesh. The alternative to self-fulfillment is not a life of emptiness and meaninglessness. It is God's invitation to
be so completely involved with His will and His purposes that fulfillment comes through relationship with Him
rather than with self.

The realization that the God and Creator of the universe has chosen to set His love upon us, should engender love
and esteem for Him rather than for self. The amazing truth that He has called us into relationship with Him to do
His will far surpass the puny dreams of self-fulfillment.

The psychologizers in the Church are not providing spiritual sustenance to those they try to make comfortable in
their self-centeredness. They are robbing them of the riches of Christ offered to all who will humble themselves
before Him.

Humility is not in the language of psychology to any great degree. Dobbins even goes so far as to encourage
individuals to express anger at God. [See James Dobson report for this same teaching.] He says, "If you're angry
with God, tell Him you're angry with Him. Go ahead and tell Him. He's big enough to take it." Where in Scripture
do we have an example that it's okay to be angry with God? Jonah was angry to his own detriment, but no example
can be found where anger at God is condoned, let alone encouraged (cf. Eccl. 5:2).

Whenever psychology is intermingled with Scripture, it dilutes the Word and deludes the Church. Anger is more
complex than the dangerous simplicity that Dobbins portrays. His Biblical basis for expressing anger is weak at best
and misleading at least. Dobbins' writings and films are based upon his own personal, unproven psychological
opinions. Unfortunately, his opinions and conclusions do not square with reality. Apparently, Dobbins would like us
to believe what he says because he says so. However, to subscribe to the defunct hydraulic-ventilationist theory and
to prescribe tackling dummies, pounding mattresses, punching a bag, etc. (as he does in his writings), and to
recommend getting angry with God without valid research or Biblical proof is scientifically inexcusable and
Biblically unreliable.

THE ROAD MORE TRAVELED

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck has become an extremely popular speaker and writer among professing Christians. His
books People of the Lie and The Road Less Traveled have appeared on a leading evangelical magazine's Book of
the Year list. The list is a result of votes cast by a group of evangelical writers, leaders, and theologians selected by
the magazine. A New York Times book reviewer reveals, "The book's main audience is in the vast Bible Belt." The
reviewer describes The Road Less Traveled as "an ambitious attempt to wed Christian theology to the 20th-century
discoveries of Freud and Jung."

In an interview which appeared in Christianity Today, Peck was asked "what he meant when he called Christ
'Savior.'" The reviewer writes,

"Peck likes Jesus the Savior as fairy godmother (a term I'm sure he does not use flippantly) and an
exemplar, or one who shows us how to live and die. But he does not like the idea of Jesus the Atoner"
(3/1/85, Christianity Today, p. 22).

Peck's understanding of the nature of God and the nature of man comes from a blend of Jungian psychology and
Eastern mysticism rather than from the Bible. He says of God and man:

"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself). We are growing toward godhood. God is the
goal of evolution. It is God who is the source of the evolutionary force and God who is the destination.
This is what we mean when we say that He is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end"
(cf. Isa. 44:6).
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Peck continues:

"It is one thing to believe in a nice old God who will take good care of us from a lofty position of
power which we ourselves could never begin to attain. It is quite another to believe in a God who has it
in mind for us precisely that we should attain His position, His power, His wisdom, His identity."

The only words that approach this description are those of Lucifer in Isaiah 14:13-14. And indeed, Peck claims
godhood for those who will take the responsibility for attaining it:

"Nonetheless, as soon as we believe it is possible for man to become God, we can really never rest for
long, never say, 'OK, my job is finished, my work is done.' We must constantly push ourselves to
greater and greater wisdom, greater and greater effectiveness. By this belief we will have trapped
ourselves, at least until death, on an effortful treadmill of self-improvement and spiritual growth. God's
responsibility must be our own."

Peck goes further into the morass of Eastern mysticism and Jungian occultism when he says, "To put it plainly, our
unconscious is God. God within us. We were part of God all the time. God has been with us all along, is now, and
always will be."

In contrast to Peck, the Bible reveals that the only way a person comes into relationship with God is through faith
in Jesus Christ as the only Way to the Father. Until a person is born of the Spirit, he resides in the kingdom of
darkness and is under the dominion of Satan (Eph. 2:1-5).

No matter how personable and well-meaning "Christian" therapists (or therapists who claim to be Christian) may
be, they are heavily influenced by the ungodly psychological perspective. Psychology thus becomes the means for
both interpreting Scripture and applying it to daily living. When one reads the Bible from the psychological
perspective of Freud, Jung, Adler, Maslow, Rogers, et al., he tends to conform his understanding of the Bible to
their theories. Rather than looking at life through the lens of the Bible, he looks at the Bible through the lens of
psychology.

Amalgamators add the wisdom of men to fill in what they think is missing from the Bible. They take the age-old
sin problem rooted in self-centeredness, give it a new name, such as "mid-life crisis," or some other idea, and offer
solutions from the leavened loaf. They integrate psychological ideas with a Bible verse or story here and there to
come up with what they believe to be effective solutions to problems they mistakenly think are beyond the reach of
Scripture.

PASTORS UNDERMINED

Psychological counselors undermine pastors and have developed a formula for referral: (1) Anyone who is not
psychologically trained is not qualified to counsel those people with the really serious problems of living; and (2)
Refer them to professional trained therapists. This is one predictable and pathetic pattern of the psychological
seduction of Christianity.

Pastors have been intimidated by the warnings from psychologists. They have become fearful of doing the very
thing God has called them to do: to minister to the spiritual needs of the people through godly counsel both in and
out of the pulpit. Some of that intimidation has come from pastors trained in psychology.

A spokesman for the American Association of Pastoral Counselors, a psychotherapeutically trained group of
pastors, says, "Our concern is that there are a lot of ministers who aren't trained to handle their parishioners'
psychotherapy." And of course, if the pastors are not trained, they are not considered qualified. Therefore, the
predictable benediction to the litany is: "refer to a professional."

Within the confines of the psychotherapists' office, the pastoral message confronting sin in the individual's life is
subverted. There has been a subtle change in the meanings of words and phrases. The word sin has been substituted
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with less convicting words such as shortcoming, mistake, reaction to past hurt. Words such as healed and whole
replace sanctified and holy. In fact, the word holy has been redefined to mean some kind of psychological
wholeness. For the psychologizers, what is literal in Scripture often becomes metaphorical, and what is
metaphorical becomes literal.

But these redefinitions are not received only by those who pay the price to receive them from psychotherapists;
they have become standardized within the professing Christian community at large through the influence of
psychotherapy in books, magazines, and in the so-called Christian media.

Is it any wonder that the few godly pastors that are left today are at their wit's end in attempting to counsel from
Scripture those under their care?

Ultimately, those who trust in psychotherapy rather than in Scripture will suffer because they are not brought face-
to-face with their sin nature. What psychological system justifies a person before God and gives him peace with
God? What psychological system gives the kind of faith in which a person can live by all of God's promises? What
psychological system fulfills its promises the way God fulfills His? What psychological system gives the hope of
which Paul speaks? What psychological system enables a person to exult in the midst of tribulation? What
psychological system increases the kind of perseverance that builds proven character, gives hope, and produces
divine love -- love that extends even to one's enemies?

Throughout the centuries, there have been individuals who have suffered from extremely difficult problems of
living who have sought God, and they have found Him to be true and faithful. They looked into the Word of God
for wisdom and guidance for living with and overcoming the problems of life. The lives of those saints far outshine
the lives of such pitiful souls as those who have followed the siren song of psychotherapy.

THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS

The terms mental disease, mental illness, and mental disorder are popular catch-alls for all kinds of problems of
living, most of which have little or nothing to do with disease. As soon as a person's behavior is labeled "illness,"
treatment and therapy become the solutions. If, on the other hand, we consider a person to be responsible for his
behavior, we should deal with him in the areas of education, faith, and choice. If we label him "mentally ill," we
rob him of the human dignity of personal responsibility and the divine relationship by which problems may be met.

Because the term mental illness throws attitudes and behavior into the medical realm, it is important to examine its
accuracy. In discussing the concept of mental illness or mental disease, research psychiatrist E. Fuller Torrey says:

"The term itself is nonsensical, a semantic mistake. The two words cannot go together ... you can no
more have a mental 'disease' than you can have a purple idea or a wise space."

The word mental means "mind" and the mind is not the same as the brain. Also, the mind is really more than just a
function or activity of the brain. Brain researcher and author Barbara Brown insists that the mind goes beyond the
brain. She says:

"The scientific consensus that mind is only mechanical brain is dead wrong ... the research data of the
sciences themselves point much more strongly toward the existence of a mind-more-than-brain than
they do toward the mere mechanical brain action."

God created the human mind to know Him and to choose to love, trust, and obey Him. In the very creative act, God
planned for mankind to rule His earthly creation and to serve as His representatives on earth. Because the mind
goes beyond the physical realm, it goes beyond the reaches of science and cannot be medically sick.

Since the mind is not a physical organ, it cannot have a disease. While one can have a diseased brain, once cannot
have a diseased mind, although he may have a sinful or unredeemed mind. Torrey aptly says:
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"The mind cannot really become diseased any more than the intellect can become abscessed.
Furthermore, the idea that mental 'diseases' are actually brain diseases creates a strange category of
'diseases' which are, by definition, without known cause. Body and behavior become intertwined in this
confusion until they are no longer distinguishable. It is necessary to return to first principles: a disease
is something you have, behavior is something you do."

One can understand what a diseased body is, but what is a diseased mind? It is obvious that one cannot have a
diseased emotion or a diseased behavior. Then why a diseased mind? Nevertheless, therapists continually refer to
mental-emotional-behavioral problems as diseases.

Thomas Szasz criticizes what he calls the "psychiatric impostor" who "supports a common, culturally shared desire
to equate and confuse brain and mind, nerves and nervousness." Not only are brain and mind not synonymous,
neither are nerves and nervousness. One might nervously await the arrival of a friend who is late for an
appointment, but the nerves are busy performing other tasks. Szasz further says:

"It is customary to define psychiatry as a medical specialty concerned with the study, diagnosis, and
treatment of mental illness. This is a worthless and misleading definition. Mental illness is a myth ...
the notion of a person 'having a mental illness' is scientifically crippling. It provides professional assent
to the popular rationalization -- namely, that problems in living experienced and expressed in terms of
so-called psychiatric symptoms are basically similar to bodily diseases."

Although a medical problem or brain disease may bring on mental-emotional-behavioral symptoms, the person
does not and cannot rationally be classified as "mentally ill." He is medically ill, not mentally ill. The words
psychological and biological are not synonymous. In the same way, mental and medical are not synonymous. One
refers to the mind, the other to the body.

Psychological counseling does not deal with the physical brain. It deals with aspects of thinking, feeling, and
behaving. Therefore, the psychotherapist is not in the business of healing diseases, but of teaching new ways of
thinking, feeling, and behaving. He is a teacher, not a doctor.

Many have dishonestly used the term mental illness to describe a whole host of problems of thinking and behaving
which should be labeled as "problems of living." Though the term mental illness is a misnomer and a mismatch of
words, it has become firmly ingrained in the public vocabulary and is glibly pronounced on all sorts of occasions by
both lay and professional persons. Jonas Robitscher says:

"Our culture is permeated with psychiatric thought. Psychiatry, which had its beginnings in the care of
the sick , has expanded its net to include everyone, and it exercises its authority over this total
population by methods that range from enforced therapy and coerced control to the advancement of
ideas and the promulgation of values."

The very term mental illness has become a blight on society. If we really believe that a person with a mental-
emotional-behavioral problem is sick, then we have admitted that he is no longer responsible for his behavior. And
if he is not responsible for his behavior, who is?

The psychoanalytic and behavioristic approaches preach that man's behavior is fixed by forces outside of his
control. In the psychoanalytic approach, man is controlled by inner psychic forces. If man's behavior is determined
by internal or external uncontrollable forces, it follows that he is not responsible for his behavior. Thus, criminals
are allowed to plea bargain on the basis of "temporary insanity," "diminished capacity," and "incompetent to stand
trial." The full impact of the evil unleashed upon society by the psychoanalytical professionals is yet to be realized.

Meanwhile, the mystique surrounding the term mental illness has frightened away people who could be of great
help to those suffering from problems of living. Many people who want to help individuals with problems of living
feel "unqualified" to help a person labeled "mentally ill." The confusion inherent within this strange juxtaposition of
terms has led to errors which have often been more harmful than helpful to those thus labeled.
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Case histories abound of governmental intrusion into personal lives, forced incarceration in mental institutions,
deprivation of personal rights, and loss of livelihoods because of the stigma attached to the term "mental illness."
Nevertheless, the profession continues to promote the false concept of mental illness, to align it with medicine, and
consign it to science -- and the public follows. [Even infants are now being diagnosed as mentally ill!] Worse yet,
the professing Church follows.

IS PSYCHOTHERAPY SUCCESSFUL?

Because of the great faith in what is believed to be science and the ever expanding numbers of people labeled
"mentally ill," psychotherapy continues to flourish with promises for change, cure, and happiness. Assurances are
undergirded by testimonies and confidence in psychological models and methods. Yet research tells us something
different about the effectiveness and the limitations of psychotherapy.

The best-known earthly research on the success and failure rates of psychotherapy was reported in 1952 by Hans J.
Eysenck, an eminent English scholar. Eysenck compared groups of patients treated by psychotherapy with persons
given little or no treatment at all. He found that a greater percentage of patients who did not undergo psychotherapy
demonstrated greater improvement over those who did undergo therapy. After examining over 8,000 cases, Eysenck
concluded that:

"... roughly two-thirds of a group of neurotic patients will recover or improve to a marked extent within
about two years of the onset of their illness, whether they are treated by means of psychotherapy or
not."

The American Psychiatric Association indicates that a definite answer to the question, "Is psychotherapy effective?
" may be unattainable. Their 1982 research book, Psychotherapy Research: Methodological and Efficacy Issues,
concludes: "Unequivocal conclusions about casual connections between treatment and outcome may never be
possible in psychotherapy research." In its review of this book, the Brain/Mind Bulletin says, "Research often fails
to demonstrate an unequivocal advantage from psychotherapy." The following is an interesting example from the
book:

..". an experiment at the All-India Institute of Mental Health in Bangalore found that Western-trained
psychiatrists and native healers had a comparable recovery rate. The most notable difference was that
the so-called 'witch doctors' released their patients sooner."

If the American Psychopathological Association and the American Psychiatric Association (as well as other
independent study groups) give mixed reports about the efficacy of psychotherapy, why do so many "Christian"
leaders promote the untenable promises of psychology? And if there is so little sound research, and virtually no
empirical evidence to support psychotherapy, why are professing Christians eager to substitute theories and
therapists for Scripture and the work of the Holy Spirit? These are legitimate questions, especially in view of the
obvious religious nature of psychotherapy.

CONCLUSION

The Church exists in a hostile world. If its members do not reject the philosophies of the world they will reflect
them in their lives. If we are friends with the world (its religions, philosophies, psychological systems and
practices) then we must seriously ask ourselves why we do not heed Jesus' words:

If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love
you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is
why the world hates you (Jn. 15:18-19).

Obviously, if we do not heed His words, it's because we don't believe His words. The Church has been called to
reflect Jesus, not the world. Even though we are in the world we are not of the world. Thus, every ministry of the
Body of Christ must be Biblical and must not attempt to incorporate worldly philosophies, theories, or techniques.
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Jesus is "the way, the truth, and the life," not Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, Maslow, Ellis, or any other man. A
church that does not seek the Lord as its source but relies on the philosophical and psychological ideas and
techniques of men will become as secular as the world. Such a church may indeed have a form of godliness but it
has denied the power of God. It has established man as its god.

As the Body of Christ we need to pray for cleansing. We need to pray for pruning. We need to seek His face with
diligence. We need to put off the old (all that is of the world, the flesh, and the devil), and put on the new (all that
is in Jesus Christ).

Let us therefore drink from the springs of living water that flow from Jesus rather than the broken cisterns of
psychological systems.

* This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 6/89 Special Report by the same name from Media
Spotlight, which is a condensation of the 1987 book, PsychoHeresy: The Psychological Seduction of Christianity by
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers and PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, Santa Barbara, CA.
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Right-Brain/Left-Brain*
Science or Pseudoscience?

-  Many Christians believe in the right-brain/left-brain pseudoscience. This has followed in the wake of the first
flush of false teaching generated by incomplete findings having to do with persons with brain damage, have then
embraced the implications, labeled them science, and brought them into the church.

-  Christians as well as non-Christians also use the brain hemispheres to describe personality types. The so-called
left-brain person is thought to be linear, logical, analytical, and unemotional; and the right-brained person is
thought to be spatial, creative, mystical, intuitive, and emotional. While such adjectives may describe people to
various degrees during various activities and in different work or social situations, this certainly is no basis for
knowing or understanding an individual. However, personality typologies have always been popular, even though
they are as spurious as astrological signs. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality typing and its connection with
astrology and the occult.)

-  One "Christian" radio personality has even claimed that the reason we don't have miracles and healings is
because we have become a "left-brained church." He argued that primitive people operate in the right side of the
brain and, therefore, get healings more easily. He declared categorically: "Faith cannot operate in the left side of the
brain." He contended that if he prays for a person's back and it still hurts, it means that the person is still operating
in the left side of the brain. Besides putting faith into the right hemisphere of the brain, he also assigned this
hemisphere to the spirit and claimed that God is doing all kinds of things in the right side of the brain when a
person is "slain in the spirit." He also declared that the so-called memory banks are in the right side of the brain
and that a good deal of praying in tongues is to heal those so-called buried-in-the-subconscious memories and
hurts. As one might expect, the research does not support the "memory-bank" model of the brain nor the "buried-
in-the-subconscious" model.

-  Professing Christians, both charismatic and non-charismatic, have gone on record as promoting visualization
techniques (guided imagery) as a spiritual, right-brain activity. They attempt to justify using the occult activity of
visualization by identifying it with brain research. However, visualization/guided imagery is an occult practice
based upon the belief that a person can create reality in his mind. But there is no support from brain research.
(Terence Hines, in his book Pseudoscience and the Paranormal (1988), says, "The actual evidence shows that, if
anything, the left hemisphere is more involved with dreaming and mental imagery than the right.")

-  Brain research has shown some particular areas of strengths of one hemisphere over the other, but George Deutsh
of the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston says that "differences within a hemisphere account for
more than differences between them" (quoted by Kevin McKean, "Of Two Minds: Selling the Right Brain,"
Discover, 1985, p. 38). Neurologist John Mazziotta at the UCLA school of medicine says:

"Even on the most trivial tasks our studies showed that everything in the brain was in flux -- both sides,
the front and back, the top and bottom. It was tremendously complicated. To think that you could
reduce this to a simple left-right dichotomy would be misleading and oversimplified" (Mazziotta,
quoted by Kevin McKean, see above).

While each hemisphere may specialize in certain activities, the only clear-cut function which only one side has is
related to speaking. The left hemisphere controls the muscles of the vocal tract (Terence Hines, Pseudoscience and
the Paranormal, 1988, pp. 298-299).

-  Jerre Levy, a biopsychologist at the University of Chicago, contends:
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"The two-brain myth was founded on an erroneous premise: that since each hemisphere was
specialized, each must function as an independent brain. But in fact, just the opposite is true. To the
extent that regions are differentiated in the brain, they must integrate their activities. Indeed, it is
precisely that integration that gives rise to behavior and mental processes greater than and different
from each region's contribution. Thus, since the central premise of the mythmakers is wrong, so are all
the inferences derived from it" ("Right Brain, Left Brain: Fact and Fiction," Psychology Today, May
1985, p. 43).

-  Today's popular left-brain/right-brain myth was spawned by pop psychology -- a myth which some brain
researchers have called "whole-brain/half-wittedness." In 1988, even Psychology Today ridiculed the concept with
an article titled "Left-Brain/Right-Brain/Broccoli-Brain." One should not be surprised when the whole world is
deceived, nor when New Age promoters use the pseudoscience of brain hemisphere dichotomy to give a semblance
of substance to their desires to market intuition, creativity, visualization, and mystical experience. One should be
concerned, though, when professing, evangelical Christians embrace and enthusiastically teach this myth as fact.
We see those who purport to speak for God use such "science falsely so-called" (1 Timothy 6:20) and
"philosophies and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ"
(Colossians 2:8). Rather than checking the accuracy of statements about right and left brain research and
conclusions, too many have moved into the never-never land of fantasy. Not only are their assumptions erroneous
from a logical point of view; they have no support in Scripture.

-  Gary Smalley is one such professing Christian teaching this right-brain/left-brain nonsense. According to
Smalley, because women are "right-brained," they are "more in touch" with their feelings. On the basis of this
theory, Smalley approaches the marriage relationship from a selfish wife's point of view, and concentrates on how
the wife can get her husband to meet all of her so-called needs, rather than how she can be a loving help-mate to
him. Smalley, therefore, actually promotes a form of female dominance in the marriage relationship. Smalley's
popularization of right-brain/left-brain has been largely due to his book The Language of Love (published and
promoted by James Dobson's Focus on the Family Radio program), co-authored by Smalley and fellow
psychologist, John Trent. The book touts "emotional word pictures" as the means of "activating" the "right brain,"
alleged to be essential for a wife to communicate with her husband.

-  Other well-known proponents of this teaching (besides Smalley, Trent, and Dobson mentioned above) are
Donald Joy (who Smalley and Trent credit as being the source of their right/left brain information) and H. Norman
Wright. They all dichotomize differences in a way the research does not permit, and promote right-brain/left-brain
pseudoscience that the researchers oppose. They claim differences that do not exist and they ignore overlapping
distributions that do exist. This misinformation and disinformation by such popularizers of right-brain/left-brain
mythology are a gross disservice to the church.

* Adapted from Prophets of PsychoHeresy II (pp. 211-223) (now reissued as James Dobson's Gospel of Self-
Esteem & Psychology) and PsychoHeresy Update (Spring 1989) (now renamed PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter).
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Salvation Army
Psychoheresy & Ecumenism Conquers the Army*

-  The "Mission Statement" of the Salvation Army (SA) reads as follows:

"The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the universal Christian
church. Its Message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without discrimination."

Note that its message is to be based on the Bible, its ministry is to be motivated by love, and its mission is "to
preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs." According to the SA journal titled The Salvation
Army War Cry, "The Salvation Army provides services to 33 million people each year. Approximately 3 million of
these people suffer from stress, relationship problems or mental illness" (Vol. 120, No. 9, p. 5). Another issue of the
War Cry is titled "A Christian Perspective on Mental Health." There is no question that the Salvation Army (SA)
provides an extensive rehabilitation program for those who suffer from "mental illness," substance abuse, and other
problems of living. They have spent huge amounts of money to carry on their rehab programs. Though SA is
known as a Christian organization, it does NOT provide a truly Biblical perspective and program.

A "Mission Statement" of their publication War Cry speaks of witnessing "to the power of the gospel of Jesus
Christ to change lives." However, laced throughout the SA rehab programs meant to change lives is the use of the
very wisdom of men about which the Scripture warns. SA has adopted the alcoholism as a disease concept; it is
immersed in the 12-Step Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) originated programs; and the language is that of addiction
and recovery, including "once an alcoholic always an alcoholic" (e.g., War Cry, Vol. 117, No 16; and Vol. 120, No.
9). The testimony in one article declares, "At one time I was a hopeless alcoholic -- now I am an alcoholic with
hope" (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 17).

-  An article giving an example of "The Army's Recovery Ministries" starts out this way (War Cry, Vol. 117, No.
16, p. 6):

"Hi, I'm Jackie, I'm an addict"; "My name is Pat, I'm an alcoholic"; "I'm June, I'm recovering from a
drug addiction"; "My name is Vicki, I'm a grateful recovering addict"; "I'm Vivian, I'm still in
recovery."

The Bible used with this group of women is The Serenity Bible: A Companion for 12 Step Recovery. Since when
does the Bible need to be augmented by an AA format and need to be integrated with the 12-Step vocabulary and
mindset? It is only because we live in a psychological society that SA and other professing Christian groups have
adopted and practiced the psychological mindset. The Bobgans have produced academic and Biblical evidence in
opposition to the integration of worldly addiction-recovery programs with Christianity in their book 12 Steps to
Destruction. (See also "AA: Christian or Occult Roots?" in PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, Vol. 5, No. 5.) In
these writings they refute a number of myths about AA and the codependency-recovery movement, including the
idea that addictions are diseases, that AA is based on Christianity, that the founders of AA were truly Christians,
that AA is highly effective, and that one can uncompromisingly Christianize the AA approach to addictions.

-  The Salvation Army has joined such worldly organizations as AA, NA, ACOA and others in their criticism of the
church. A War Cry article presents the following question and answer (Vol. 117, No. 16, p. 5):

"Did you ever think about going to a church or somewhere for help?"; "Church? Why would I ever go
there? I was already feeling terrible about myself. They would just make me feel worse." 

Where is the SA criticism of the secular groups, including AA itself? Why doesn't SA admit the obvious and
criticize the very worldly organizations they copy. Why don't they reveal that there is no Biblical grace in them,
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because the God of the Bible is absent and Jesus Christ as the only way to the Father is entirely avoided?
Individuals are regularly excluded from AA meetings simply because they profess "the gospel of Jesus Christ,"
which is what the SA "Mission Statement" claims to do.

-  Like their worldly counterparts, the Salvation Army brags about the success rates of its rehab programs. One War
Cry article stated the following: "22.5% of all individuals who entered one of the 41 rehabilitation centers'
programs in 1996 graduated. The success rate for those in the long-term program was much higher." However, the
problem with the figures provided by the SA is that they are based on the say so of a "program development
officer," unsubstantiated by third-party researchers. And, there is no reference to follow-up studies after the
"graduates" have been gone for awhile. The Bobgans document many of the fallacies of the 12-Step movement in
their book 12 Steps to Destruction. AA is notorious for making unsubstantiated claims that disappear when third-
party researchers examine the claims. The same would no doubt happen with the SA claim since they use the same
12-Step approach.

-  Another area that is a compromise with the world and a contradiction of the SA principles is in the employment
of personnel in the rehab programs and in the screening of individuals to enter officers' training, as well as in the
training programs for officers and ministers. According to the SA web sites, the degrees and education required for
the personnel in rehab programs reflect the same academic and psychological training and experience requirements
as for secular rehab programs. Although the Bobgans in their research checked with only one SA Territorial
Headquarters, it is suspected from reading the War Cry that psychologists and psychological tests are used
throughout the SA for admission to the officer training program. Two psychological tests included in the screening
for those who wish to become officers are the MMPI and the 16PF. The DISC is also presented at the SA college.
Moreover, the manner in which these tests are used by SA is definitely contrary to the Standards volume available
from the American Psychological Association. The Bobgans have discussed these tests and their misuse in their
book Missions & PsychoHeresy. It is doubtful that any independent third-party, well-known psychometrist would
endorse the use of such tests in the manner in which they are used by SA. (The SA will say that the results of the
psychological interviews and psychological tests do not themselves screen out any applicant, but the tests are
required, i.e. no one is exempt from them.)

-  While many procedures established by the Salvation Army in nineteenth-century London are still in place, its
first U.S.-born general is moving the international organization toward greater flexibility in youth outreach. The 1.4
million-member Salvation Army is in no hurry to dispense with its distinctive hierarchy, uniforms, and territorial
divisions, but the denomination's leaders are re-examining their methods in order to be “responsive” to concerns
from youth leaders. At a 1/97 youth forum in Cape Town, South Africa, leaders, including Gen. Paul A. Rader,
received feedback from young Salvationists, as church members are called, who desire their organization to
diversify. Rader chose church growth as a leading priority when he assumed the top command, placing a high
value on keeping the Salvation Army culturally relevant in the more than 90 countries in which it operates. But the
Salvationists asked for more flexibility in the wearing of uniforms and more recognition in the command hierarchy
of decision making from local churches, or "corps," as they are known. Some participants called for the
introduction of water baptism and the celebration of Communion during worship services. (Source: 3/3/97,
Christianity Today.)

-  A man who had attended a Salvation Army church for two years was dismayed when he received a flier in his
mailbox depicting a Roman Catholic Cardinal (Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston) conducting services at one of the
main retreat centers of The Salvation Army. He went to the leaders, giving them the chance to repent. Instead, they
took up the cause of Roman Catholicism and defended them as "Christian brothers." In a letter, the area SA
"Colonel" responded: "… we do believe that allowing Cardinal Law to speak recently at a Salvation Army function
in no way compromises our theology or evangelical position. While there clearly are doctrinal differences between
The Salvation Army and the Catholic Church, we share a oneness in our ultimate allegiance to Jesus Christ. We
seek to proclaim Christ as Lord in this ecumenical effort." In another letter from Salvation Army World
Headquarters, SA confirms its global intent and unholy alliance with the Roman Catholic Church: "You will see
from the attached however that our position is that of support for the Roman Catholic Church as with other
Christian groups. That includes respect for their doctrines and practices and, as opportunity allows, sharing in
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corporate worship and public events of an ecumenical nature." (Source: "The Salvation Army in Bed with Rome,"
2001.)

-  The Salvation Army in the western part of the United States has decided to give benefits to the "partners" of
homosexual employees. In 1998, the city of San Francisco forbade the SA to receive public money unless it would
grant benefits to same-sex couples. At the time, the Salvation Army refused to go along with these ungodly terms
and gave up $3.5 million in public assistance, rightfully observing that the law conflicts with the organization's
Christian beliefs. An SA official in San Francisco was quoted as saying that "homosexuality presents a serious
threat to the integrity, quality and solidarity of society as a whole." Subsequently, the SA did an about face on the
issue and have put money before moral conviction. The local Salvation Army chapter promised it would not
discriminate against homosexuals, and also agreed to launch pro-gay sensitivity training for its staff, work to hire
more homosexuals, and review its policy on homosexuality. (The Salvation Army is also a member of the neo-
evangelical NAE.) (Source: 7/15/97, Calvary Contender; 11/9/01, FBIS.)

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article titled, "Salvation Army &
PsychoHeresy," by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, March-April 2002, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Self-Help/Support Groups*
Catharsis for Christians?

-  More and more, it is not the Word of God that binds our hearts and minds in common unity, but rather our
particular "dysfunction" or "addiction" or "need." With increasing frequency, the church is being fragmented into
small groups centered on the group's common problem and often organized around the 12-step method adapted
from Alcoholics Anonymous [e.g., the "codependency" support-group movement within the professing church]. We
share our problems, we share our feelings, we share our "victimizations," we share our sinful lusts—in fact, we
almost glory in these things. The result is a dependent elitism. And one comes to believe that only the others in the
group can really understand him or her—that only those in the group know what the others suffer, struggle with,
hurt over, etc.

-  The idea behind such groups, in theory, can serve a good purpose. It is good to know that others of like
background have overcome temptation and are there to encourage us. But the dangers inherent in such groupings
are many and are detrimental to the church. Five such dangers are listed below:

1. Because group identity is so strong, there is little real identification with the rest of the church or
with its mission. In fact, one often sees the mission of the church as meeting one's own particular
"need," which in most cases is defined as "helping to control my 'problem' [never my sin] and work
through the pain it causes me."

2. There is little deep fellowship with, or ministry to, other believers outside of the "identity" group.
Only the group is deemed as being able to provide the unique sympathy craved. [What we end up with,
in reality, are church-sponsored pity parties.]

3. Dependence on the group is usually so great that if one is separated from it for any length of time,
his or her Christian walk begins to deteriorate.

4. Because the group's center is the group's common problem, and the methodology designed to control
the problem, there never develops the confidence in Christ's faithfulness which allows one to
experience the reality of His sufficiency and His power. Instead, sufficiency and power flow from the
group and the group's methodology.

5. One's relationship with Christ is always self-centered. It always focuses on one's "problem" and how
one can use Christ to keep the "problem" under control. This sabotages a healthy relationship of
absolute dependence on Christ. One never completely trusts Jesus as his Lord of Glory, his only hope
of glory, and himself as a servant of others for Christ's sake (2 Cor. 4:7). (The very nature of the group
limits one's ability to move toward bringing every thought captive to Christ, where one's every longing
is to see Christ face to face, where one's every work is to glorify and exalt Christ alone, and one's
greatest joy is fellowship with Christ.)

-  Often those who get into these groups never seem to get beyond their "problem." They never seem to get their
focus on Christ. They seem instead to always ponder their "victimization" or the problems stemming from it.
Always they identify themselves as a "recovering" something or other, still "working through their feelings." In
other words, they always remain self-focused.

-  Such fragmenting of believers into self-help/support groups is unbiblical. All such groupings ultimately teach a
deficient understanding of Christ and our new life in Him. The glory of the Christian's calling, the whole purpose of
his or her life in Christ, is to exalt Christ wholeheartedly, worship Him and imitate Him with great joy. It is not to
create a "life that is under control" or "behavior that works."
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-  Both Scripture and personal experience teach that believers are not to center their lives around any particular sin
or the memory of it or the threat of it. Nor are they to fellowship on the basis of any sin. But that is exactly what
groups modeled on AA do. [The group ends up making doctrine out of common experience.] "One must never
forget one's problem or escape its shadow," they say. Yet, the bondage continues, despite Christ. The great liberty
that is ours in Christ is never experienced (Rom. 6:14), nor is Christ ever truly trusted as He desires (Heb. 4:14-16).
What is trusted and practiced is the method itself.

-  The Christian's growing reliance on such methods as the 12-step program is a terrible admission about our lack of
reliance on the reality and power of our Lord Jesus. Scripture offers us a far more excellent way, and a far more
exciting way, than any 12-step method. In 1 Cor. 6:9-11, Paul lists many sinful behaviors that once characterized
the Corinthians. Some had been sexually promiscuous, others had been adulterers, male prostitutes, and
homosexuals. Still others had been idolaters, thieves, greedy money-grubbers, drunkards, slanderers, and swindlers.
Yet concerning this group Paul says, "And that is what some of you were"—past tense. You were that but you are
not that anymore. What a glorious declaration of deliverance! He goes on to say, "But you were washed, you were
sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of God"—cleaned up, made
straight, and set free.

The one thing you don't read of the Corinthians doing, even after many behaved carnally, even after Satan moved
in with his "super-apostles" and Paul had to apply strong disciplinary measures—is breaking up into small groups
each according to his or her past, sinful "addiction." In fact, no present, sinful addiction was to be tolerated. The ex-
drunkards didn't get off by themselves because only other ex-drunkards could understand their hurts and
disappointments and struggles. Nor did the ex-homosexuals, ex-thieves, ex-prostitutes, ex-swindlers, or ex-
anybody. Their fellowship was not in what they had been or what had been done to them. It was centered in Jesus
Christ. They had been washed, sanctified, and justified "in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of
our God." They were not "recovering" victims of any stripe.

-  It is time for the Christian to get back to the Bible and to put aside all of the how-to, self-help books. It is time to
abandon the "discovered" wisdom of psychotherapy and the support group mentality. Let us return to the Scriptures
and allow them to rebuke, correct, teach, and encourage us into paths of righteousness and service with joy. For
that is what God intended in giving them to us. And if, at the Bema seat of our Lord Jesus, we are told that we put
too much confidence in Christ and His Word, and that we should have submitted instead to His "discovered
revelation," then to our shame we will be "as one escaping through the flames." Yet with all your heart, can you
imagine Him saying, "You trusted my Word too much."?

* Unless otherwise indicated, the material used in this report was excerpted and/or adapted from Jim Owen's 1993
book, Christian Psychology's WAR on God's Word: The Victimization of the Believer, pp. 137-141; by permission
of EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.
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Sensitivity Training*
New Age Psychology in the Church

Sensitivity Training -- a Satanic brainwashing technique (also called Relational Therapy), the results
of which lead believers to "gracefully accept" rather than "scripturally oppose" evil and evil workers.

-  Traditional psychology involved two persons -- the patient on the couch and the psychologist in the armchair.
Now, people with things troubling their minds meet in groups to "talk, walk, cry, comfort, touch, feel, etc." Very
few of the people who become involved in these group sessions actually realize what is taking place. The truth is
that they have become involved in sensitivity training, a clever psychological technique and tool for producing
change.

Sensitivity Training is really a form of brainwashing, originated by the communists and refined and renamed for
American consumption. The Russian scientist, Pavlov, whose experiments with the behavior of dogs and the
methods of controlling their actions and reactions seems to have influenced Lenin's philosophy of controlling
people through the psychological manipulations of the mind. This whole theory, of course, is based on the
unscriptural, animalistic, evolutionary concept of man and it has been used for years by the communists -- both
Russian and Chinese -- to bind their people in mental and physical slavery. 

-  Sensitivity Training in the United States apparently had its beginning about 1946, with the formation of the
National Training Laboratories in Group Development. In 1947, the name was changed to the National Training
Laboratories Institute for Applied Behavioral Science under the auspices of the National Education Association
Adult Education Service. In 1962, it became a separate division of the NEA, and in 1967, it became an independent
nonprofit corporation associated with the National Education Association. This relationship is important to
understand, since every effort is being made to make Sensitivity Training mandatory for all public schools. The
NEA is alone one of the prime promoters of Sex Education in the public schools and there is a definite relationship
between Sex Education and Sensitivity Training.

-  A very simple definition of Sensitivity Training is: "Psychological techniques and programs designed to change
the standards, attitudes and behavior of individuals." The term "sensitivity training" was apparently coined by
behavioral scientists who are obsessed with the idea that a Utopian society and world can be realized through
psychological means.

Sensitivity Training goes by many different names to deceive the unwary. Sensitivity training techniques have
always been presented under a variety of names, but with the recent exposures of the true nature and character of
sensitivity training, the proliferation of names is astounding. Here are some of the names under which sensitivity
training now masquerades:

Reality Therapy

Conflict Management

New Consciousness

Psycho-Drama

Developing Personal Potential

Feeling Therapy
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Marathon Therapy

Nude Therapy

Interpersonal Relations

Group Development

Group Therapy

Group Theory

Personal Development Lab

Group Dynamics

Group Confession

Group Discussion

Interpersonal Competence

Interpersonal Behavior

Conflict Resolution

Self-Evaluation

T-Group Training

Auto-Criticism

Prayer Therapy

Basic Encounter Group

Operant Conditioning

Human Potential Workshop

Synanon Games Club

Cybernetics

Mind Set

Family Life Education

Body Awareness

Cursillo Movements

Community Relations

Enhancement of Human Potential
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Leadership Class

Management Development

Socio Drama

Sociometry

Truth Sessions

Self-Honesty Sessions

Micro-labs

Group Life Institute

Team Interpretation

Gestalt Therapy

Role Playing

Social Psychology

Confrontation Groups

Actualization Groups

Sensory Playing

Sensory Awareness Groups

Growth Groups

Social Philosophy

Personality Evaluation

Human Relations Lab

Gut Level Talks

Of course, not everything presented under these titles is sensitivity training, but when you see any of these names, it
will bear investigation.

-  What is the real purpose of Sensitivity Training? Proponents of this technique claim that it will increase love and
trust, open up honest communication, develop leadership and produce greater understanding and sensitivity for the
feelings of others. Who could find fault with such noble goals? What actually happens, however, is that after
hearing others in the group confess their wrong doings (either real or imagined) the individual is likely to feel that
his own sins are not so bad after all, thus paving the way for acceptance of lower moral standards. The government,
the family, the home, our friends, and our religious beliefs may all be torn to pieces by the group, thus placing
extreme pressure on the individual to feel that his own previously held standards were too high or too unrealistic.
The extreme anti-Christian character or sensitivity training may be clearly seen by the fact that their standards of
conduct and morals must be based on group consensus rather than on the sure and eternal Word of God.
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-  Sensitivity training involves group confession where the individual's problems become the problems of the group,
which in turn tries to find a solution. After criticizing others and being criticized yourself, doubt is introduced into
the mind of each individual as to whose standards are really proper. Suppose your child were the only Christian in a
sensitivity training group situation! Can you imagine how hard it would be to withstand the attacks from all the
others in this group upon his faith in Christ, his obedience to his parents, and his Biblical standards of morality and
decency? The extreme pressures that can be brought to bear on any individual in a small group situation should not
be underestimated. It is dangerous to permit our children and youth to be subjected to such pressures.

-  How to Spot Sensitivity Training Sessions: We have already pointed out that you can't go by the name "sensitivity
training" alone. In addition, not every sensitivity training session will use the exact same techniques. The following
methods are given only because they are perhaps the most frequently used and readily observable procedures:

1. One or more people in the group, known technically as trainers, or change agents, or facilitators, will
give the impression that they are merely stimulating free expression or openness, but will actually by
manipulating the group, without their knowledge, if possible.

2. Most sensitivity training sessions stress agreement upon certain ground rules, which actually become
the first foundation of sensitivity training, since individuals hesitate to break rules which they
themselves agreed to at the outset. Such rules may simply be agreeing to stay until the session is
ended; agreeing to be open and honest in all conversations; agreeing not to talk during non-verbal
exercises; and in some cases, the rules go so far as to agree not to object to language normally thought
objectionable in the group.

3. You will probably be asked to speak of or write out your greatest problems or faults or hang-ups so
the group can make suggestions as to how you can overcome these things. You, in turn, may be
encouraged to criticize others in the group if you feel they are not fully open or honest in confessing
their faults.

4. Non-verbal exercises may be used where individuals are asked to convey their feelings by some
means other than words. This may involve the use of the eyes, facial expression, or body movement,
including touching each other's hands, faces, or bodies in an effort to communicate feeling.

5. Periods of silence and meditation with eyes either closed or open are frequently used when the
discussions seem to be developing in the wrong way or when the trainer desires to make an abrupt
change in the procedures.

6. Marathon sessions are frequently used to break down "inhibitions" and encourage participants to
express "their true feelings" under the stress of physical fatigue and lack of sleep.

7. Body awareness exercises are often used, such as the group pushing a person down to help him feel
hostility, and then helping him up to help him feel love. Or a person may be asked to fall backward,
only to be caught by members of the group, to develop trust. All of these techniques involve bodily
contact in one form or another.

8. Nude sensitivity training sessions are used with increasing frequency. As one leading exponent of
Nude Encounter Workshop Sessions said, "Clothes accentuate feelings of guilt and separateness.
Clothing can keep you from touching other people." It is not difficult to see that the time may not be
far off when Nude Sensitivity Training sessions are common-place rather than exceptions.

-  Names associated with sensitivity training which you may want to remember -- the list is not offered as being
complete in any sense of the word, but it is helpful to know some of the prime leaders of this movement, since they
are to be found with increasing frequency in various periodicals throughout the country:
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(a) Dr. Carl Rogers, Resident Fellow at the Center for Studies of the Person, LaJolla, CA;
(b) Walter Anderson, Executive Director of the California Institute of Psycho Drama;
(c) Betty Fuller, Director of Consulting Services at Esalen;
(d) Bernard Gunther, Resident Staff Member of Esalen Institute and a pioneer in the use of Touch,
Relaxation, Body Awareness, and Non-Verbal Communication;
(e) Frederick S. Perls, Founder of the Gestalt School of Psycho-Therapy; 
(f) Richard Rubenstein, called by the Esalen catalog, "the best-known Jewish radical theologian";
(g) Alec Rubin, active in Experimental Church Services and Living Theater; 
(h) Virginia Satir, active in Marriage and Family Therapy Research and Work Shops; 
(i) William C. Schutz, Director of Esalen's Resident Program and a prime mover of Sensitivity
Programs throughout the United States;
(j) Stuart Shapiro, on the staff of the NTL and UCLA Institute of Industrial Relations -- very active in
educational circles;
(k) Lewis Yablonsky, President of the California Institute of Psycho-Drama and a pupil of Dr. J.L.
Moreno, the creator of Psycho-Drama;
(l) Richard E. Farson, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute; 
(m) Dr. William Glasser, originator and promoter of Reality Therapy; 
(n) Alan Watts, chief promoter of Zen Buddhism in the United States.

How beneficial is sensitivity training?: Even the NTL Institute Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2, for April 1968, admits that
"Research evidence on the effectiveness of sensitivity training is rather scarce and often subject to serious
methodological problems." It is amazing that so many people should fall for an un-scriptural, un-godly, un-proven
program such as this.

-  The history of sensitivity training in the churches: The National Council of Churches has been deeply involved in
sensitivity training programs almost from the very beginning. Since 1956, the NCC has sponsored an annual Spring
training laboratory for "pastors and church workers who want to initiate change in congregations or their
organizations, and persons who want to initiate community change." Much of the revolutionary spirit which has
rapidly spread through the churches in recent years is a direct result of the so-called "small group movement,"
which is really another way of saying "sensitivity training."

The World Council of Churches is also deeply involved in, and has been a showcase for, sensitivity training. As
early as 1954, when the WCC set up the Ecumenical Institute, it was obvious that sensitivity training was going to
play an important part in the future of the WCC. This is now clearly seen in the development of many of the newer
forms of worship services which have swept the world. At the 1968 World Council Assembly in Uppsala, Sweden,
Mr. William McGaw, Director of Communications at the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, introduced what
the press called the "Touch-and-Tell Worship Service," which was nothing more nor less than sensitivity training
set within a supposed religious framework. It received world-wide publicity.

The YMCA and YWCA have been heavily involved in sensitivity training programs for several years. Of course,
both organizations have long since ceased to be Christian, but they continue to exert a considerable influence upon
the children and youth of our nation. The utter contempt of sensitivity training leaders for Christian principles is to
be clearly seen in an article by Dr. William C. Schutz, who is an Associate in Residence and Director of Esalen
Institute's Resident Program at Big Sur, California. Writing in Redbook magazine for July, 1968, Dr. Schutz stated,
"When a Christian organization like the YMCA puts its boys through an encounter group to develop their
independence, they may find some of the boys questioning Christian principles. These are not only possibilities,
they happen, but they are necessary risks for individual development."

-  Sensitivity training --"the soft revolution": The Christian Century of 12/31/69, in an article entitled "The Soft
Revolution Explored," presents sensitivity training as an alternative to "The Hard Revolution." The author of the
article, Dr. Sam Keen, was formerly professor of Philosophy and Christian Faith at Louisville Presbyterian
Seminary and is now a post-doctoral Fellow at Western Behavioral Sciences Institute in LaJolla, California. Dr.
Keen is one of the chief advocates of sensitivity training in the church, and his article paints a glowing picture of
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the experiments and workshops which have been and are being conducted at Esalen and other Sensitivity Training
Centers. In spite of his obvious enthusiasm for sensitivity training, Dr. Keen, in his article admits, "with both its
promise and its ambiguities, the Soft Revolution must be embraced. Although it is too soon to name it, the new
spirit is moving in the world. Whether it leads toward greater wholeness or greater folly we do not know." Once
can only feel pity for the learned doctor who is willing to follow a path without knowing its destination. His
position is typical of every so-called church leader who has rejected the Word of God and is experimenting with
the theories of men.

Methodist Youth Leader for Spring 1970 called sensitivity training "tremendously exciting" and "utterly intriguing."
The article entitled "What is Sensitivity Training?" reports four statements made by high school young people who
attended a sensitivity training session sponsored by a State Council of Churches. The reports were most
illuminating and followed the usual sensitivity training techniques of both verbal and non-verbal communications.
Participants were asked to lie on the floor and relax to soft music. They were asked to choose partners without
speaking. They were asked to write out problems on which they needed help. They rocked certain individuals in the
group as an exercise in trust. It was reported that two pastors in the group, who had known each other previously,
had to be physically restrained from violence. One young man who had difficulty in expressing hostility, was given
a pillow and told to beat on it as a way of getting out his hostile feelings. Participants were told that feelings are
neither right nor wrong, good or bad. They just are -- "Because they exist, our feelings are true for us." Such amoral
philosophy is of course essential to the whole sensitivity training program, since the absolutes of God's Word are
rejected in favor of the changing standards and norms of the group.

-  Many liberal religious leaders have become experts in the field of sensitivity training, and are busily engaged in
training others to become change agents in the church and in society. Some of the more familiar names include: 

Dr. Robert Cromey, Episcopal priest from San Francisco, who has gained notoriety through his
defense of homosexuals and drug addicts; 

Dr. Harvey Cox, who has been active in encouraging dialog between Christianity and Marxism; 

Dr. William Hamilton, whose chief fame came through his espousal of the "God is Dead" theory;
and 

Dr. William McGaw of the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, who gained public attention
through the "Touch and Tell" worship services at the World Council Assembly in Uppsala,
Sweden. 

The late Bishop Pike was one of the most active supporters of this movement before his death. These men,
however, are all from the liberal establishment. The most disturbing factor of all is to realize that those in the New
Evangelical movement have also been drawn into this same satanic program.

-  Sensitivity training was just another program many pastors kept hearing about until some met it first hand in the
National and World Councils of Churches and in the Sex Education battle in their local school districts. But it
wasn't until Billy Graham's United States Congress on Evangelism held in Minneapolis in September 1969 that it
became evident how this program was being pushed in evangelical churches. Developments since then leads one to
conclude that sensitivity training is one of the most powerful, attractive, and deceptive forces which evangelical
churches will face in the years ahead.

Forty-six "Church In Action" workshops were presented at this U.S. Congress on Evangelism. At least one-third of
these workshops definitely involved sensitivity training techniques. Had this taken place at a meeting of the
National or World Councils of Churches it would have been expected. But to find it presented to evangelical
churches as "successful ways of reaching men for Christ in the contemporary world" was almost unbelievable.
These techniques were to be promoted throughout the nation by a series of National Clergy Conferences. Billy
Graham's brother-in-law, Leighton Ford, was one of those vitally interested in promoting this program. If you've
wondered about the so-called new forms of worship, coffee houses, jazz communions, psychedelic worship,
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experimental celebrations, etc., it was learned at Minneapolis that many of these are a direct result of the gut-level,
in-depth experiences produced by sensitivity training sessions. And the end is not yet! They are still experimenting:

(a) "Do Your Thing" was the title of one of the "Church in Action" workshop sessions at Minneapolis.
The leader was Lyman Coleman, Director of the Halfway House, Newton, Pennsylvania, and a
minister in the apostate American Baptist denomination. This workshop was a travesty on evangelism
and Christianity. The two hundred or more participants -- pastors, pastor's wives, youth leaders, Sunday
School teachers, and laymen -- were skillfully brainwashed step-by-step during the two-hour session,
until they ended up in a carnival spirit instead of a challenge to Biblical evangelism. From start to
finish, this was an uproarious, irreverent, flippant, worldly mockery of the gospel. 

"Do Your Thing" worship's supposed purpose was to show how to reach young people for Christ
through a coffee house experience. Participants were seated in groups of fours facing inward. "Role
playing" or psycho-drama techniques were used. Brainstorming prayer, gut-level discussion, and
sharing experiences were also common. Participants went back to the original groups of four. Slips of
paper were distributed to each one on which were written 1 Cor. 13:1-6. Each person was asked to
write their own free translation of this Scripture. On the back of the paper, everyone was asked to write
down what he considered to be his greatest problem or "hang up" -- and then put down three
suggestions for meeting that problem. Coleman stressed the importance of being absolutely open and
honest -- a gut-level discussion, he called it. After this, the leader explained "brainstorming prayer."
Hands were to be stacked or clasped in a foursome. The leader was to begin, "Lord, I ..." and then pray
for his own needs or the needs of others in the group as they had become acquainted with them through
the gut-level discussions. Anyone in the group was to feel free to break in at any time, without
introducing or saying "Amen" and it was suggested that non-verbal communication was good and
proper by squeezing the hand of another to show concern. After several minutes of bedlam as all
prayed aloud at once, Coleman said aloud, "Amen" and the prayer session was over.

(b) "Breaking Free" was the title of another "Church in Action" workshop at Minneapolis. The leader
of this group, Mr. George Kinnamon, stated that he had developed at least 120 various techniques for
engaging people in trying to "break free." The techniques presented at this session involved groupings
of two people with both verbal and non-verbal communication stressed. Participants were asked to put
on paper some symbol or mark which would convey to their partner what they really felt inside. Then,
the partner had the task of trying to understand the meaning of the symbol. There was the exchanging
of confidences as to problems (self-criticism), and hand holding during prayer, even though the
pairings involved different sexes.

"Listen fully to the other person and feel from his toes, from his vibrations ... what he is really saying
... give yourself fully to the other person," instructed Mr. Kinnamon. "It will astound you -- the depth
levels you can get to -- I mean a non-traumatic level, but a very high spiritual therapeutic level where
people are," he continued. "I want you to affirm each other. Tell your partner what you think about him
positively ... Affirm that good part of the person which you see inside ... Enable them to become the
person God wishes them to be, permitting the inner person to come out." (One would have thought he
was attending a Christian Science or Science of Mind lecture instead of a Congress on Evangelism
workshop.) "Would you close by touching each other," said Mr. Kinnamon -- "by holding each other's
hands in an intimate kind of touch which says, 'I love you.' This is a non-verbal way of saying, 'I care
about you.' We are afraid to touch each other -- but there is great power in the personal touch. We think
of it between a man and a woman as a sexual touch -- the kind of thing we're flirting with each other --
BALONEY! All of us need to be affirmed by the personal touch."

This U.S. Congress on Evangelism became a springboard for introducing Sensitivity Training to pastors across the
country. Mr. Kinnamon said that while in Minneapolis, he and a number of others who were interested in these new
approaches had met with Leighton Ford, Billy Graham's brother-in-law, to discuss the possibility of holding a
series of pastor's conferences across the country during 1970 to introduce "these exciting new techniques to the
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churches."

*This material has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the September-October 1994 issue of
Foundation magazine, M.H. Reynolds, Jr., editor. (Fundamental Evangelistic Association, P.O. Box 6278, Los
Osos, CA 93412.)
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Subliminals*
Science or Myth?

-  In 1957, during the showing of a film in a movie theater in New Jersey, the words Drink Coke and Eat Popcorn
were flashed on the screen at a level below the conscious perception. The claim at the time was that Coke and
popcorn sales rose significantly because of those subliminal messages. Everyone who knows about subliminal
messages knows about this incident, but few seem to know that the procedure used was not up to scientific
standards, and more important, the results have never been reproduced!

-  The theory behind the use of subliminals is that the messages which are below a person's audio level or visual
level will be received directly by the "unconscious" mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation. At the audible
level, subliminal tapes contain music or sounds from nature, such as ocean waves. Below these audible sounds are
verbal messages that are inaudible as far as conscious perception. According to this theory, the "subconscious"
mind can and will distinguish the inaudible verbal messages from the audible sound messages, respond to them,
and act upon them. (The same idea underlies visual subliminals, such as the Coke/popcorn incident that started this
whole craze.)

-  The notion of the unconscious receiving messages directly through finer perceptive mechanisms than available to
the conscious mind is based upon a theory of the unconscious proposed by Sigmund Freud. Freud taught that the
driving force behind human behavior is the unconscious mind. He described the mind as being like an iceberg with
most of the mass (the unconscious) below the surface. According to Freud, it is out of this internal (subterranean)
unconscious abyss, of which we are unaware, that our external behavior arises. Therefore, the promoters of
subliminals are basically Freudian, most without even knowing it. Also, most are unaware that Freud's ideas about
the unconscious and other matters have been discredited because they have not been supported either
neurologically or scientifically. Moreover, the "Freudian unconscious" is contrary to the Word of God. No Scripture
passage supports such an idea. Instead, the Bible is consciously and volitionally oriented.

-  Through the use of subliminal tapes and the supposed power of the Freudian-invented unconscious, individuals
are told that they can stop smoking, improve their sex life, lose weight, improve sleep, overcome fears, relieve
stress, and be headache-free, along with hundreds of other promises and possibilities. Unfortunately, some
subliminal promoters even suggest cancer cures, as well as deliverance from other physical problems. Such
promises have been referred to as "one of the biggest rip-offs going" and "another form of health fraud."

The January 1991 issue of the University of California, Berkeley, Wellness Letter refers to "the complete lack of
any scientific evidence that such messages can alter human behavior. Nevertheless, one survey shows that 68
percent of the public believes in subliminal tapes, which are now a $50-million-a-year business." The article goes
on to say that "double blind tests have consistently shown that these products [subliminal tapes] fail to produce their
claimed effects." Numerous other valid research studies also fail to support the promises made by subliminal
promoters.

-  Think about the claim for subliminals. The claim is that the unconscious mind can understand messages that are
below the level of perception, repeated as many as 100,000 times an hour, at the same time the person is
consciously hearing musical or other pleasant sounds. Since the conscious mind processes speech significantly
below the level of the subliminal messages, it would be necessary for the unconscious mind to hear more words per
hour than the conscious mind. If anyone is helped by such tapes, it must be attributed to the "placebo effect" and
not to the tapes, since the human mind (conscious or "unconscious") is neither capable of perceiving such messages
nor acting upon them. (In fact, in the Wellness Letter referred to earlier, it was reported that "One research team
noted a 'non-specific placebo effect' ... tapes without subliminal messages produced a greater effect that those with
them"[!]) Moreover, it is not subliminal messages that individuals need to be concerned about, but rather audible,
understandable messages.
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-  Despite complete lack of scientific evidence supporting the effectiveness of subliminals, they have become quite
popular among professing Christians. There are now available "Christian" subliminal tapes provided by a number of
so-called Christian "ministries." Now instead of Drink Coke or Eat Popcorn, Scripture is used along with, or in
place of, other messages. These so-called Christian subliminal promoters promise about the same things as their
secular counterparts, with one exception. Unlike their secular counterparts, they claim Christian growth and
Christian spiritual help for the listeners. What follows is a mere sampling of what Christians are being offered:

(a) Vicki Jamison-Peterson Ministries announces: "A great breakthrough in science brings to us the
opportunity to hide God's Word in our hearts as never before. Since our brain has the capacity of
receiving many messages at one time at different levels of consciousness, the astonishing information I
wish to present to you is that the entire New Testament has been recorded layer upon layer on one
cassette so that in 60 minutes of time our brain can receive all of this information on a subliminal
level." The subliminal New Testament is hidden beneath "the gentle sound of ocean waves and sea
gulls." In addition, Vicki Jamison-Peterson Ministries says, "We have over 100 additional titles on
various subjects of self-improvement and behavioral modification."

(b) Renew Ministries offers continuous-play tapes promising "freedom from: Doubt, Fear, Failure,
Fear of Death, Guilt, Grief, Depression, Temper, Pride, Lust, Temptation, Pornography, Procrastination,
Unforgiveness, Rejection, Drugs, Alcohol, Smoking, Anger, Rebellion, Anxiety and Panic, Judging,
Homosexuality, Scars of Child Abuse & Molestation." Other Renew tapes promise to "speak into
being: Prosperity, Weight Loss, Peace, Healing, Self-Esteem, Salvation, Marital Harmony, Surrender
to God, Acceptance of God's Love, A Closer Walk With God!" According to Renew, "Bible-based
subliminal messages hit controlling spirits where they live and command them to leave in Jesus' name.
Then the void is filled with the Word of God!" ("Subliminal Deliverance" [advertisement] Charisma,
November 1990, p. 145.) (Emphasis in original.)

(c) Rapha Ranch of Defuniak, FL offers what they call "The Spiritual Solution to the Secular
Subliminal." They advertise that "tens of thousands of scriptures penetrate your total mind in just one
hour." In addition, the ad lists two testimonies, one from a medical doctor, the other from a pastor. The
medical doctor refers to: "Daily reports of healings, new peace and calmness, hearts being convicted
and lives changed." The pastor testifies of a woman "with Alzheimer's Disease who had been confined
to a mental institution," but who supposedly "received restoration of her mind and is functioning today
as a normal human being" after hearing the subliminals.

(d) W.V. Grant Evangelistic Association is even more absurd than the above examples, advertising
subliminal neckties! Two words, "Jesus Saves," are repeatedly, imperceptibly embedded in the
neckties. The ad says: "When a Christian wears Eagle Neckwear: He is reaching thousands—virtually
everyone who looks his way with the message 'Jesus Saves'—what a silent soul winning tool!" They
claim: "When worn, the words 'Jesus Saves' are actually being planted in the subconscious minds of
everyone who sees it. ... Never before in history has the Lord revealed such a plan as this!"

-  When people generally speak of the evils of secular rock music, they often refer to the supposedly evil and/or
satanic messages that are covertly placed in the minds of the listeners through a method called "back-masking." The
theory behind back-masking is the same as that of subliminals—that messages below the audio level (reversed
messages in this case) will be received by the unconscious mind, thus by-passing conscious evaluation, and then at
some time in the future, are able to affect the behavior of the listener.

There is no doubt that back-masked messages have in fact been recorded, but since there is no proof that the human
mind is capable of even receiving these messages, their effect on human behavior must obviously be zero. In fact,
in a 1990 court case involving the British rock band Judas Priest, the band was accused of culpability in the suicide
deaths of two teenagers who had allegedly killed themselves as a result of acting upon the back-masked
"subliminal" messages on the band's recordings. However, the band was found not guilty, not because the
subliminal messages were not recorded (they were recorded), but because the scientific evidence presented at the
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trial was overwhelmingly convincing that subliminal messages just don't work!

Therefore, it is quite disturbing to hear that so-called Christian musicians have also been getting involved with the
back-masking of "Christian" messages on their recordings, under the guise of "subliminal evangelism" (apparently
echoing the same thinking as Grant with his subliminal neckties). Some have even made the incredulous claim that,
unbeknownst to them, the Holy Spirit Himself did the back-masking!! (Even assuming their ignorance of the non-
efficacy of back- masking, are not these musicians in effect saying that the Holy Spirit needs to resort to trickery in
order save sinners? Do they believe that the Word of God, preached clearly and without deceit, is no longer capable
of convicting men and calling them out for salvation? Evidently not.)

-  In summary, research evidence to the contrary, these so-called Christian subliminals are promoted with
outrageously unsubstantiated claims and personal opinions. Besides being a waste of time, subliminals encourage
faith in Freud and his unconscious motivation notions instead of faith in God and His Word. They encourage
mindlessness rather than diligent study of God's Word. They encourage magical passivity rather than obedience.
Instead of equipping the saints, they disarm them and make them vulnerable for the next gimmick—to bypass the
mind and the will and the opt for the 60-second, effortless transformation. The Word of God is clear about the
relationship between faith in God, conscientious study of His Word, and obedience (2 Tim. 2:15- 16; 3:16-17; 4:3-
4). It should be heeded.

Update Note [2000]: "An Update on Subliminal Influence," by Timothy E. Moore and Anthony R. Pratkanis

What has happened in the area of subliminal influence in the 8 years since we wrote our reviews for Skeptical
Inquirer? [See: Moore, T.E. (1992). " Subliminal perception: Facts and fallacies," Skeptical Inquirer, 16, 273-281;
Pratkanis, A. (1992), and " The cargo cult science of subliminal persuasion," Skeptical Inquirer,16, 260-272.] In a
nutshell, a little bit more science, a little less hysteria, and some still long-term, unresolved issues. In the "little bit
more" category, recent scientific evidence continues to support our original appraisal that actions, motives, and
beliefs are NOT susceptible to manipulation through the use of briefly (i.e., subliminally) presented messages or
directives. If anything the case against subliminal manipulation is stronger now than ever as a result of some recent
research designed to address Anthony Greenwald's (1992) "two-word challenge" -- to create an experimental
demonstration that multiple words presented subliminally could be understood as a unit and more than the sum of
the parts.

Numerous studies had previously demonstrated semantic activation of single words under conditions in which
subjects had no phenomenal awareness of the stimulus, as we noted in our reviews. However, no priming study had
shown that multiple words, presented subliminally, were capable of semantic activation. Such a demonstration
would be essential for validating claims that phrases such as "Eat Popcorn/Drink Coke" ... could affect human
motivation and behavior. A recent study by Draine (1997) has cast considerable doubt on the proposition that
multiple words presented subliminally can be comprehended. In his work, Draine established that priming effects of
word pairs are a function of individual word meanings, rather than their combined meaning. For example, the pair
of words "Not Dirty" was perceived to be evaluatively negative. The impact of the prime was uninfluenced by its
negation. Draine concluded that two-word grammatical combinations are beyond the analytic powers of
unconscious cognition. 

In the "little less of" category, we are pleased to report that much of the furor over subliminal influence has died
down. There have been no new rock bands labeled as "subliminal criminals." ... The news media, including ABC,
CBS News, and CNN Headline News have made numerous accurate presentations of the scientific data showing
the ineffectiveness of subliminal influence in general and subliminal self-help tapes in particular. The National
Academy of Science and the British Psychological Association both issued statements concerning the lack of
efficacy of subliminal tapes. The level of promotion of subliminal self-help tapes seems to have declined. The
message seems to have gotten out that when it comes to subliminal tapes, "Buyer Beware," although sales of such
tapes continue.

We wish we could end this update on a happy note and state that the hysterical claims for the power of subliminal
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influence have finally been laid to rest. However, we noted in our reviews that interest in subliminal influence is
often cyclical -- first appearing before the turn of century, then again in the 1950s, 1970s, and today. And while the
most recent manifestations of interest in things subliminal appear to have died down, the underlying reasons for
this interest remain. These include a general lack of scientific literacy, unclear standards for qualifying experts in
court, confusing unconscious perceptual processes with the psychodynamic unconscious, a mass media interested in
ratings and the sensational, and a desire for quick solutions to difficult problems and quick scapegoats when the
quick solutions don't work.

There is also a feature of subliminal stimulation that is somewhat unique compared to other urban myths -- namely
that evidence that could disconfirm the presence of subliminal stimuli is not readily available to the viewer (or
listener). A subliminal stimulus is, by definition, outside of conscious awareness. Consequently, NOT seeing (or
hearing) subliminal messages when one suspects their presence, confirms their presence in the minds of those who
have been encouraged to believe in subliminal persuasion. For this reason, subliminal conspiracies will no doubt
continue to crop up. Time will tell if, 5 or 10 or 20 years from now, some new researchers will need to write articles
similar to the ones we wrote 6 years ago to alert the public to the fact that no scientific evidence is available
showing that subliminal stimulation can significantly influence human motivation and behavior.

* Unless otherwise indicated, the bulk of this report has been adapted from 12 Steps to Destruction (pp. 220-221)
and PsychoHeresy Update [now PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter], Vol. 3, No. 1, Winter 1991, by permission of
Martin & Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA, 93110.
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Temperament Analysis/Personality Typing*
Christian or Psycho-Occult?

-  A major deception in the church today is the so-called spiritual application of pseudo-psychological temperament
theory for individual personality assessment, which in actuality is derived from pagan and occultic philosophies.
(The "temperament" can be defined as the unique mental and emotional disposition identifiable as the personality.)
The study of the temperaments, which are man-centered, self-oriented, and psycho-paganistic, are being offered to
the unwitting as a sophisticated, almost magical way to understand our deepest natures and our personality type. In
actuality, Christians could be unknowingly lured into the occult by practicing the temperaments and other New Age
personality typologies.

-  The underlying basis for the four temperament types (Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melancholy) is in
ancient astrology, which is defined by the Bible as divination:

The "forth-telling" of time and destiny; seeking to foresee the future or discover hidden knowledge about the past,
present, or future through occultic methods, such as astrology, channeling, crystal balls, tarot cards, etc.

The casual observance of temperament/personality types brings to memory a time 20 years ago when the most
popular question to ask was, "What's your sign?" Now the question is, "What's your temperament type?" Back
then, astrology claimed that one acts in a certain way because he was born under a particular sign of the
constellation. Now it is believed that a Melancholy will act in a certain way because he has been classified as a
melancholy temperament type.

The four temperaments connection to astrology is not accidental, but rather by original design. Both astrology and
the temperaments are branches of the same tree -- ancient Babylon! (The practice of astrology is not simply limited
to knowing various charts and relating the configurations of the sky with the person's birth. Astrologers have
admitted they receive psychic knowledge about people beyond their abilities to use and understand the horoscope.
They are evidently given special information concerning individuals through demons. Similarly, anyone who reads
auras and types people accordingly receives information from demon spirits.)

-  The twelve zodiac personality types are arranged in four sets with three signs in each set. These are called trigons
or triplicities. Each triplicity corresponds with one of the four elements of Empedocles. Furthermore, each triplicity
corresponds with one of Hippocrates' four humors. And each triplicity corresponds with one of the four
temperaments. From Empedocles to Galen, each person who developed those categories also believed in the
influences of the planets and the stars on the elements, humors, and temperaments. Synthesizing ideas from
classical Greek medicine and astronomy, a theory of temperaments prevailing well into medieval times held that,
for example, a sanguine disposition reflected a particular combination of humors in the body and that, in turn, this
combination had been fixed by a certain configuration of the stars at the time of an individual's birth. The four
temperaments were finally devalued and considered relics of limited, ancient attempts to understand and deal with
individual differences. Although they remained a point of historical novelty, they are often totally ignored in current
psychology textbooks. In fact, few scholars give serious attention to the four temperament classifications except as
historical reference.

Nevertheless, the four temperaments are more popular than ever today, especially among astrologers and professing
evangelical Christians. The twelve signs of the zodiac are arranged according to the elements (fire, earth, air, and
water), the humors (yellow bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm), and the temperaments (choleric, melancholy,
sanguine, and phlegmatic), three times round in sequence. It was only as various psychologists examined the four
temperaments or drew from them to form their own personality theories and categories that the four temperaments
have been treated as though they are independent from astrology. Nevertheless, while they may appear to stand on
their own, the four temperaments are intrinsically part of astrology. They constitute an inadvertent way for people
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to practice an astrological kind of psychic and esoteric determinism without casting a horoscope and without even
realizing that they are practicing the essence of astrology. Neither astrology nor the four temperaments theory is
scientific. Both are deceptive and invalid. Both reinterpret Biblical doctrine. And both are bound to their occult
roots. Astrology is anathema to the Christian. And since the four temperaments are an intrinsic component of
astrology, the four temperaments should be avoided as well.

-  Under the "Christianization" of the temperaments, one's temperament type is determined by listing both positive
and negative word descriptions describing personality traits, thereby describing one's strengths and weaknesses. The
category with the most personality traits indicates the appropriate temperament type, which then, according to the
theory, somehow magically opens the door to a better and deeper understanding of oneself and others, revealing the
true nature of the personality with all its strengths and weaknesses, and facilitates the transformation of one's
weaknesses into strengths (see Tim LaHaye's Transformed Temperaments). At this point, the temperament theory is
interspersed with Scripture, specifically the Holy Spirit's power and the Fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22,23). But
attempting to wed temperament theory with the doctrines of salvation and sanctification leads to theological mish-
mash that is in essence a religion of works.

The temperament theorists fail to understand that we are unable to exhibit the Fruit of the Spirit by improving our
personalities (through the "flesh"), but that the Fruit of the Spirit shines forth only as one possesses the fullness of
the Holy Spirit of God (through the Spirit). In fact, examining closely a list of temperament strengths and
weaknesses, one will notice that not one of the nine-fold Fruit of the Spirit is even listed! Again, this is because the
strengths and weaknesses are by-products of the "flesh," not the Spirit. Temperament theory put into practice is
nothing more than a fleshly approach to sanctification. (What actually ends up happening is that one's sinful
behavior is relabeled as "weaknesses," thereby replacing personal responsibility with helplessness.)

-  Confusion arises from attempting to wed a pagan system of "strengths" and "weaknesses" -- the four
temperaments' astrological polarities -- with Biblical doctrines of man. People who try to wed the four
temperaments (or any other such personality types) with Scripture emphasize strengths and weaknesses of each
type rather than obedience and disobedience to God. To attempt to deal with these differences through a four
temperaments typology undermines the Holy Spirit's work in a person's life. Psychological systems for explaining
and understanding man's essence tend to replace relationship with the Lord Jesus with formulas and techniques.
Because of the system's pagan nature and the errors involved, a Christian may come into the bondage of trying to
fix himself up through modifying his weaknesses and exercising his strengths, rather than allowing the Holy Spirit
to work in His way. Scripture does not set forth a system of personality differences, but rather one of putting off
the old self and putting on the new; of loving God and following His way rather that the way of the self -- of
loving one another sacrificially as we already love ourselves. No matter what the individual differences are between
people, love is the issue and obedience to the Lord is the response.

Understanding ourselves in terms of typologies is unnecessary for walking after the Spirit and bearing the Fruit of
the Spirit. Concentration on such categories only feeds the flesh and ultimately leads to works of the flesh.
Focusing on temperament and personality categories, profiles, and tests avoids the real problem of sin and attempts
to fix us up with the ways of the world. Any system that focuses on strengths and weaknesses of various
temperament types is limited to reaching the greatest potential of what the Bible calls the "old man." In Philippians
1:6, Paul is not talking about people reaching their greatest potential through understanding themselves through
temperament categories. He is talking about the Holy Spirit's work in each person through the process of
sanctification whereby believers are transformed into the image of Christ. The four temperaments and similar
typologies give false power based upon a lie. The Word of God is true. It is quick and powerful. To replace it or
assist it with erroneous personality typologies is an insult to the Lord, especially considering the occult relationship.

Nevertheless, the temperament philosophy continues to strive to promote harmonious relationships across the gamut
of Christian living through compatibility and the understanding of differences, and the temperament followers
continue to claim greater harmony and interaction in personal relationships than those who use the Bible alone. In
actuality, the four temperaments and other personality type systems are rival religious systems to Christianity -- part
of the philosophical/psychological pool of man-made systems and personal opinions which attempt to explain the
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nature of man and present methods for change.

-  The leading so-called evangelicals today who consistently peddle the idea of the temperaments as Christian, are
Tim LaHaye [Spirit-Controlled Temperament (1967); Transformed Temperaments (1971); and Why You Act the
Way You Do (1984)], and Florence Littauer: [Some others in the professing Church promoting temperament
typologies, personality inventories, and/or tests of spiritual gifts are Charles Stanley, Larry Burkett, John
MacArthur, Gary Ezzo, H. Norman Wright, Ken Voges, Ron Braund, and Hal Lindsey.]

(a) In LaHaye's book Why You Act the Way You Do (as well as in his other books), one can readily see
the underlying astrological roots of temperament theory -- he labels Christians as Sanguine, Choleric,
Phlegmatic, and Melancholy, and applies this to explain why people are "locked-in" to behaving the
way they do; according to LaHaye, the strengths and weaknesses of one's temperament type determines
how he acts.

(b) Littauer, in her books (After Every Wedding Comes a Marriage, Your Personality Tree, Personality
Plus, and Personalities in Power), also espouses the virtues of temperament theory. In fact, Littauer
followed in LaHaye's steps after reading his book Spirit-Controlled Temperament. Since that time she
has conducted seminars and written a number of books focused on personality types. She encourages
self-analysis through understanding and applying the four temperaments because she believes that such
knowledge can help people truly become what God intended them to be -- that they can reach their full
potential. According to Littauer, God is the One who is using the four temperaments. She says that she
is "amazed at how God uses this tool to open people's eyes to themselves and their relationships with
others ... We will never reach the potential that is within us until we pull off the [temperament] mask
and become the real person God intended us to be;" i.e., she believes that God meant each person to be
one of the four temperament types! Littauer's system [she has developed the (unsubstantiated and
statistically invalid) Personality Profile Test (PPT)] promises that besides being free to be oneself, an
individual will know how to get his own unique-to-his-temperament needs met; she says that if their
needs are not met, they are vulnerable to temptation.

-  Christians using LaHaye's and Littauer's books claim that the similarity between astrology and the temperaments
results because astrology borrowed the "truth" of God's Word concerning the understanding of personalities through
the temperaments and misapplied it as "false belief" through astrology! Yet the Bible knows nothing of personality-
typing to understand behavior. Whatever the label Christians will give to the latest fad in New Age personality
systems, its origins can be traced to ancient pagan philosophy or occult religions, not the Bible. Even when
combined with Biblical teachings, the four temperaments do not become transformed. They are forever being
tempered within the confines of determinism. True freedom does not come from figuring out one's temperament
according to the relics of the four temperaments and astrology. Jesus already gave us the way to freedom, and that
is through believing the Word of God and living by that Truth (John 8:31-32).

True freedom does not come from learning the four temperaments and then redefining the Fruit of the Spirit into
so-called temperament traits of the new nature. The four temperaments are rooted in paganism and astrology.
Christians do not need pagan beliefs and practices, such as the four temperaments, to grow spiritually. If they did,
the Bible would have included such teachings. The four temperaments were certainly available at the time, along
with all other pagan practices that were an abomination to God. Instead of incorporating the Greek teachings of the
humors and temperaments for self-improvement, Paul insisted that there is only one true Gospel and that "the hope
of glory" is "Christ in you."

-  The four temperaments theory of personality is among the worst kinds of psychology. Furthermore, it is a means
of opening Christians to other psychological theories dressed in Bible verses. Those who integrate the four
temperaments theory of personality are doing the same thing as those who integrate any other personality theory
with Christianity, be it Freud's, Jung's, Adler's, Maslow's, Rogers', Hippocrates', Galen's, or Kant's. Those who
enthusiastically promote temperament theories, personality profiles, and other typologies are introducing foreign
paradigms which originated in paganism. Once such foreign paradigms are introduced, they are used to understand
and explain the human condition undergirded by a new interpretation of Scripture.
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Note on Psychological Testing: Psychological testing is the categorical term normally applied to the kind of
temperament/personality typing discussed in this report. With the rise of science and the use of mathematics in the
nineteenth century, hope was raised that mathematical models could be harnessed to understand and explain man
and to make predictions about him. The hope still is that, through the use of mathematics, psychological tests can
be developed that will use a small sample of man's behavior (as exhibited on the test) to reveal a great deal more
about him. The psychological test is an attempt to diagnose some broad and significant aspect of an individual's
behavior in order to reveal something about him or to predict how he will perform in the future.

Psychological testing can be categorized under the following three general headings: (1) tests of general intellectual
level, (2) tests of separate abilities, and (3) personality tests. A Christian's primary concern should be with the last
category, which includes personality inventories and temperament tests [such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI), the DiSC Personal Profile System (PPS), the Biblical Personal Profiles (BPP), the Taylor-Johnson
Temperament Analysis (TJTA), the LaHaye Temperament Analysis (LTA), the Personality Profile Test (PPT), the
Spiritual Gifts Inventories (SGI), etc.], all of which have pagan astrology as their basis, and/or were developed by,
or were based upon, the underlying theories of men who were godless atheists. As demonstrated in this report, not
only are these tests and what they purport to explain unbiblical, but they have also been proven to have extremely
poor statistical reliability and validity.

* Must reading for anyone desiring a fuller understanding of this subject would be Four Temperaments, Astrology
& Personality Testing by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1992, 213 pages;
and Tempora Mysticism by Shirley Ann Miller, Starburst Publishers, Lancaster, PA, 1991, 169 pages. Unless
otherwise stated, all quotes and excerpts used in this report come from these two sources.
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The Evangelical Alliance Mission (T.E.A.M.)
Mission Improbable?

-  The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM) has had suspect neo-evangelical associations for over two decades,
but has in recent years unmistakably chartered a new evangelical course. TEAM's home office (Wheaton, Illinois)
has persistently claimed that TEAM opposes new evangelicalism, while at the same time its missionaries on the
field have joined in all sorts of ecumenical compromise (e.g., Billy Graham crusades -- Norman Mydske, a
missionary with TEAM, was the director of the 1991 Billy Graham Argentina Crusade, and George Snook, field
chairman for TEAM, was the 1990-91 missionary/scholar-in-residence at the Billy Graham Center at Wheaton
College). The following items were reported in the 7/15/92 Calvary Contender:

(a) Dr. Don Jasmin warned (6/87, FBF News Btn.) that a TEAM radio ministry was headed by
Southern Baptist ecumenist Dr. Billy Kim (Far East Broadcasting Company, Korea). Billy Kim speaks
and travels with hyper-charismatic David Yonggi Cho, is vice president of the apostate Baptist World
Alliance (an organization which has conducted on at least three occasions "theological dialogue" with
the Vatican Secretariat for promoting Christian unity), and was a 2/88 Moody Founder's Week speaker
(5/1/93, Calvary Contender).

(b) Christianity Today Senior Editor and pope-praiser Dr. Kenneth Kantzer has served on TEAM's
board many years since the mid-70s or earlier.

(c) The 2/27/84 Christian News carried a TEAM letter documenting TEAM compromise and cover-up.

(d) BJU Chancellor Dr. Bob Jones in a 5/9/80 open letter to TEAM cited its involvement in an IVCF
Urbana conference, and said: "For more than 20 years now I have protested not only the compromise
of TEAM but also the deceit which is practiced by your office in misrepresenting entirely TEAM's
position, which is as ecumenical as that of any 'faith' mission I know. Naturally, the result of this
deception is that you are getting money from Biblical Christians who would not give you a dime if they
knew the facts as to what TEAM missionaries are doing around the world in promoting apostasy,
ecclesiastical compromise, and ecumenicity."

-  TEAM is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with Trans World
Radio, RMBU Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East
Broadcasting Co., etc. IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and
6,500 missionaries. IFMA accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the
doctrinal position of the mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in
order to represent their ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation.
Some of its members even accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational
ministries, thus finding themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements
against the liberal WCC position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TEAM's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IMFA policy. For example, does TEAM agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
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the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
Pentecostal groups as members.

-  The Boards of TEAM and the 90 year-old Bible Christian Union (BCU) voted to merge BCU into TEAM
effective 1/1/94. Both were members of IFMA (see above). BCU's director, George Murray, will replace TEAM's
Richard Winchell in 8/94, working with Winchell until then. BCU will give up its name.
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TheoPhostic Counseling

TheoPhostic Psychoheresy (12/06)  

TheoPhostic Mind Set  (12/06)  

Theological Critiques of TheoPhostic Ministry  (12/06)  

TheoPhostic Prayer Ministry  (12/06)  
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Trans World Radio
Gospel of Christ to the World?

-  1992 marked the 40th anniversary of international gospel broadcaster, Trans World Radio (TWR). TWR was
incorporated as International Evangelism, Inc. on 2/11/52 by Dr. Paul E. Freed, its founder and present-day
president, for the purpose of reaching those areas of the world yet unreached with the gospel. TWR began with a
2,500 watt station in Tangier, Morocco called "The Voice of Tangier." The fledging station went on the air on
2/22/54 in two languages, Spanish and English, with broadcasts to the people of Spain. Today, the gospel is
transmitted to 46 countries in Europe, North Africa, and the former Soviet republics in at least 36 languages from
this one station alone.

Since these modest beginnings, TWR has become one of the world's largest missionary broadcasters -- TWR
transmits over 1,000 hours of gospel programming each week in 90 languages from seven transmitting locations,
reaching approximately 80% of the world's people. Trans World Radio has 37 national partners and/or offices in 30
countries, including such international organizations as ERF International in Germany and Norea Radio
Evangelistic Association in Norway. Approximately half a million letters are received annually in response to the
broadcasts.

-  Unfortunately, TWR reaches its vast audience with rock music, government propaganda, Billy Graham, National
Religious Broadcasting style charismaticism, neo-evangelical inclusivism, etc. For example, TWR participated in
Urbana '90 and promoted the Billy Graham School of Evangelism in Moscow. TWR has also set-up a transmitting
station in a Moscow Baptist church (a KGB-controlled showcase church!) with the equipment being jointly owned
by TRW and this "church." TRW is also a member of the neo-evangelical EFMA/IFMA (see below). (Reported in
the 12/15/91 Calvary Contender.)

-  TWR is a member of the IMFA (Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association), along with TEAM, RMBU
Int'l., Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers, Jews for Jesus, Back to the Bible, Far East Broadcasting Co., etc.
IMFA is a highly neo-evangelical missions organization, made up of 59 such agencies and 6,500 missionaries.
IFMA accepts missionaries from liberal denominations or churches as long as they agree to the doctrinal position of
the mission societies. Missionaries thus find themselves cooperating with these churches in order to represent their
ministries. Obviously, separation from ecumenism is practically impossible in this situation. Some of its members
even accept World Council of Churches' (WCC) funds to aid their medical or educational ministries, thus finding
themselves entangled in WCC commitments in spite of the fact they make pronouncements against the liberal WCC
position.

Since some of the member agencies/societies have resigned over the years as IMFA has become more ecumenical
and more neo-evangelical, we can only assume that TWR's continued membership is an indication of agreement
with IMFA policy. For example, does TWR agree with this IFMA statement?:

"It is recognized that within liberal groups there are some individuals which are concerned that the
Gospel go forth in its fundamental, evangelical form. IFMA missions provide a channel for missionary
giving for many of these, and for independent nondenominational churches as well."

In recent years, the IFMA has begun to work closely with the EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Mission Association),
the two associations being represented on eight joint committees. The EFMA has a number of tongues-speaking
pentecostal groups as members.
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Vineyard Movement

Vineyard Movement -- "Christian" Charismania (12/97)

Vineyard Movement -- A Visit to the Mother Church (11/03) 

Vineyard Movement -- Its Leadership and Doctrine (2/04) 

Vineyard Movement -- John Wimber & the Vineyard (12/97)
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Yoga
Relaxation or Occult?*

-  Yoga is from the Sankrit word Yug, meaning "union" (with the Divine, your higher "SELF"). Yoga is a path for
transcending the ordinary mind (who you think you are) in order to merge with your "higher SELF" or "God
SELF." Yoga means "to yoke" -- to yoke with Brahman (i.e., the "Infinite," the "Universal Spirit," the impersonal
force that the Hindus call "God") via the realization of an altered state of consciousness, thereby theoretically
releasing oneself from the bondage of endless reincarnation. Yoga comes out of the Hindu Vedas. It can be traced
back to Patanjali, who was a religious leader. Shiva, one of Hinduism's three most powerful gods, was known as
"The Destroyer" -- he's called Yogi Swara or the "Lord of Yoga."

-  Consider the following portion of an article from a secular newspaper:

"It is estimated that there are 10,000 yoga teachers in the United States, who teach between 4 and 5
million students a week. Yoga is a program that involves conscious stretching, deliberate movements,
controlled breathing and relaxation exercises. Its purpose is to develop strength, flexibility, balance,
body alignment, body awareness, muscular balance, calmness and controlled breathing. Yoga originated
from a school of thought in the Hindu religion, which suggests that postures can isolate the soul from
the body and the mind.

"In the Western world, yoga is used mainly as a form of exercise. Yoga comes from the original
Sanskrit word, 'joga,' which means 'to join.' Yoga means to join body, mind and breath; to get them to
work together in harmony [This is a lie!]. It's very gentle, slow and meditative; but it requires
concentration. Yoga instructors say they have received a handful of complaints from people who
believe yoga is intertwined with mysticism and the occult. [We] acknowledge that yoga does indeed
come from a portion of India's Hindu religion, but [our] classes deal mainly with the physical aspects
of yoga, and do not in any way coerce people to become involved in Eastern religion" [another lie].
(Source: The Bloomington Herald-Times, 1991.) (Emphasis added.)

Sadly, even professing Christians have bought into this lie. Every Yoga teacher is, in effect, a Hindu or Buddhist
missionary, even though "he or she may wear a cross, insist that Jesus was a great Yogi, and protest that Yoga is
not a religion, but science. This is the most blatant of lies. Yet it has been so widely proclaimed and believed that
in America's public schools, beginning in kindergarten and in almost every other area of society today, Yoga and
other forms of Hindu-Buddhist occultism are taught and accepted as science. In contrast, Christianity has been
thrown out of the schools and is being crowded out of every other area of life in the 'broad-minded' move to
replace religion with the New Age 'science'!" (Source: Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust, p. 147.)

-  Yoga is clearly a New Age concept that is deeply religious and pantheistic in its origin. It is widely practiced and
supported by New Age proponents. The New Age movement denies the reality of sin and total depravity, and
believes that man is generally good and is divine. They teach that there is a god within us, and we are to harness
that and develop it through meditation and other metaphysical techniques. They teach that the only thing people
need is enlightenment regarding their divinity. They believe that through reincarnation man is reunited with God.
They believe in karma, which is a debt one owes because of his previous life. They also believe and teach the
evolution of man as opposed to the Creation that is taught in the Bible. Yoga is also associated with imagery,
visualization, hypnosis, mind magic, chanting of mantra, positive thinking, and Silva mind techniques, which are
not only unbiblical, but are potentially dangerous. When practiced by professing believers, it allows a certain
external spiritual influence in our lives, which is inconsistent with, and disallowed (2 Cor. 6:14-18), in the
teachings of the Holy Scriptures (2 Cor. 4:4).

The practice of Yoga is pagan at best, and occultic at worse. Its teachings emanate from the Eastern religions, all of
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which teach that self is God, only we just don't realize it:

"The goal of Yoga is 'self-realization ' -- to look deeply within what ought to be the temple of the one
true God and there to discover the alleged 'true Self' or 'higher Self' and declare self to be God.
Nothing could be more religious than that, yet with straight faces all of the Yogis insist that practicing
Yoga will not change anyone's religious beliefs. This is the religion of Antichrist; and for the first time
in history it is being widely practiced throughout the Western world as Transcendental Meditation and
other forms of Yoga." (Source: The Seduction of Christianity, p. 54.)

-  Yoga calls itself science. "By calling itself science, Yoga (which is the very heart of Hinduism) has within the
last [30] years become an integral part of Western society, where it is taught in nearly every YMCA or YWCA, in
clubs, in public schools, in industry, and in many churches. Dressed in Western clothes, Yoga has gained
acceptance in medicine, psychology, education, and religion under such euphemisms as 'centering,' 'relaxation
therapy,' 'self-hypnosis,' and 'creative visualization.' Yoga is designed to lead to the 'realization' of one's true
'godhood' through an inward meditative journey that finally locates the ultimate source of everything within the
human psyche." (Source: The Seduction of Christianity, p. 110.)

-  Hatha-yoga is a popular form of Yoga practiced today by those looking for a form of relaxation and non-
strenuous exercise. Johanna Michaelsen, however, correctly discerns:

"There is a common misconception in the West that hatha-yoga, one of about ten forms of Yoga that
supposedly leads to self-realization, is merely a neutral form of exercise, a soothing and effective
alternative for those who abhor jogging and calisthenics ... [However], Hatha-yoga is 'one of the six
recognized systems of orthodox Hinduism' and is at its roots religious and mystical. It is also one of the
most difficult and potentially [spiritually] dangerous forms of Yoga.

"The term hatha is derived from the verb hath, which means 'to oppress.'... What the practice of hatha-
yoga is designed to do is suppress the flow of psychic energies through these channels ["symbolic, or
psychic passages on either side of the spinal column"], thereby forcing the 'serpent power' or the
kundalini force to rise through the central psychic channel in the spine (the sushumna) and up through
the chakras, the supposed psychic centers of human personality and power. Westerners mistakenly
believe that one can practice hatha-yoga apart from the philosophical and religious beliefs that
undergird it. This is an absolutely false belief. ... You cannot separate the exercises from the
philosophy. ... 'The movements themselves become a form of meditation.' The continued practice of the
exercises will, whether you ... intend it or not, eventually influence you toward an Eastern/mystical
perspective. That is what it is meant to do! ... There is, by definition, no such thing as 'neutral' Yoga"
(Like Lambs to the Slaughter, pp. 93-95). (Last emphasis added.)

-  Other types or brands of Yoga:

(a) Laya Yoga: Path of Universal Body -- In Laya Yoga, the Macrocosm (the Universe) is directly
networked with the Microcosm (the human body). There are five centres (chakras, or "wheels") along
the spine and one between the eyebrows that directly corresponds with some aspect of creation. These
chakras are linked through an etheric channel along the spine. A primordial creative energy (kundalini)
lies dormant at the base of the spine in the root chakra. The Laya Yogi (someone who practices Laya
Yoga), through meditation and Asanas (posture exercises), will coax this kundalini energy into
traveling up the channel through each chakra until it reaches its point of origin at the top of the skull.
At that point, the yogi will have merged with the source of creation. If the yogi then chooses to reverse
the process, the kundalini energy will travel back down the channel recharging each centre with an
increased amount of Prana (life force energy). The result is that the yogi will then have more
understanding of, and control over, all aspects of creation each time this process is done.

(b) Karma Yoga: Path of Selfless Action -- Action performed for the purpose of satisfying a desire has
the effect of generating new desires that require additional actions. Addiction to pleasure (in any form)
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is a good example of this. Once the desire is satisfied, it generates more desire, which then needs to be
satisfied ad infinitum. In Karma Yoga, one seeks to end this cycle by not being attached to the outcome
of anything he does. Actions are thus performed based on what seems appropriate in a given situation.
The person performing the action has no concern about whether the end result is "good" or "bad."
Since the actions are not performed for self-gratification, the person is free of them. As a result of not
being attached to the outcome, a person can become completely involved in whatever he is doing. In
this way, yogis seek to end the eternal cycle of death and rebirth.

(c) Jnana Yoga: Path of Transcendental Knowledge -- This type of yoga is geared toward those who
have an intellectual curiosity, who like to reason and analyze. The ordinary mind can never know
Ultimately and Absolutely. Therefore, the goal is for the ordinary mind to realize that and, thereby, get
out of the way. In effect, one uses the ordinary mind to transcend the ordinary mind. Gradually the
ordinary mind reveals its true nature to itself. In the "Who am I?" inquiry, as taught by the great Indian
guru Ramana Maharshi, the mind's false identities are discounted one by one until it is exhausted. Once
the mind has exhausted all its answers, then the higher Self may emerge.

(d) Bhakti Yoga: Path of Devotion -- Bhakti Yoga is considered the simplest of the Yogas. Bhakti is a
practice of self-surrender for the purpose of eventually identifying with the source of love, or the
higher Self. It is not unlike devotion and service associated with religion in the West. The yogi selects a
Saint, Guru, or another figure to direct his devotional love. Every act in daily life is done to serve the
beloved one. Visualizations and mantras are also part of Bhatki Yoga practice. The goal is to visualize
the beloved one all the time. At first one may have a picture or representation to look at as the
visualization skill is developed. A sound is repeated at the same time as the visualization. Although
there are many words that can be selected, the sound of "GM" (A-U-M) is one anyone can use. This
practice is especially suitable for people with intense emotional natures. Key words are: worship,
devotion, self-surrender, visualization, and mantra.

(e) Raja Yoga: Path of Stillness -- In Raja Yoga, the goal is to quiet the mind through meditation
where the attention is fixed on an object, mantra, or concept. Whenever the mind wanders, it is brought
back to whatever is the object of concentration. In time, the mind will cease wandering and become
completely still. A state of focused, uninterrupted concentration will occur. From this state, the yogi
will eventually merge with the higher SELF.

(f) Kriya Yoga -- Babaji's Kriya Yoga is a scientific art of perfect God Truth union and Self-
Realization. The great Master of India, Babaji Nagarag, revived it as a synthesis of ancient teachings of
the 18 Siddha tradition. Kriya Yoga claims to bring about an integrated transformation of the individual
in all five planes of existence: physical, vital, mental, intellectual, and spiritual. It includes a series of
144 techniques or, "Kriyas," grouped into five phases, or branches.

1. Kriya Hatha Yoga: including "Asanas," physical postures of relaxation, "bandahs,"
muscular locks, and "mudras," gestures, all of which bring about greater health, peace, and
the awakening of the principal energy centres, the "chakras." Babaji has selected a
particularly effective series of 18 postures, which are taught in stages and in pairs. One
cares for the physical body, not for its own sake, but as a vehicle or temple of the Divine
(religious, not just an exercise).

2. Kriya Kundalini Pranayama: the "potential" technique, is a powerful breathing exercise
to awaken powerful latent energy and circulate it through the seven principal chakras
between the base of the spine and crown of the head. It awakens their corresponding
psychological states and makes one a dynamo on all five planes of existence.

3. Kriya Dhyana Yoga: meditation, the scientific art of mastering the mind: to cleanse the
subconscious; develop concentration, mental clarity, and vision; to awaken the intuitive
and creative faculties; and bring about the breathless state of communion with God,
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"samadhi" (not the God of the Bible).

4. Kriya Mantra Yoga: the mental repetition of subtle sounds to awaken the intuition, the
intellect, and the chakras; the mantra becomes a substitute for the "I" centred chatter and
facilitates the accumulation of great amounts of energy. The mantra is supposed to cleanse
habitual subconscious tendencies (it is a religious repetitive chant).

5. Kriya Bhakti Yoga: devotional activities and service to awaken pure Divine universal
love and spiritual bliss; it includes chanting and singing, ceremonies, pilgrimages, and
worship.

-  So if someone's interested in physical exercises that are designed to help one's body, he should not take Yoga,
which is designed for death, and teaches how to reach this state of consciousness (see note) where one gets a better
reincarnation. Even the physical positions in Yoga come right out of the Hindu scriptures, and are designed to put
one into this state of consciousness where you imagine that you're God. Therefore, Christians who think they think
they're getting relaxation and/or exercise, are really getting Hinduism! They think they're getting science, but they're
getting religion. It's mislabeled and it's dangerous! (Source: a 1988 John Ankerberg Show program, "The New Age
in Society.")

-  John Weldon and Clifford Wilson wrote in Occult Shock and Psychic Forces that Yoga is really pure occultism.
Hans-Ulrich Rieker, in his book The Yoga of Light, also warns that misunderstanding the true nature of Yoga can
mean "death or insanity." Another little known fact is that virtually every major guru in India has issued warnings
similar to these; i.e., deep-breathing techniques such as the ones taught in Yoga are a time-honored method for
entering altered states of consciousness and for developing so-called psychic power. [Note: Yoga is one of the basic
means of reaching this altered state of consciousness. And the altered state is the doorway to the occult. Sir John
Eccles, Nobel Prize Winner for his research on the brain, said the brain is "a machine that a ghost can operate." In a
normal state of consciousness, one's own spirit ticks off the neurons in his brain and operates his body. We are
spirits connected with a body. But in an altered state, reached under drugs, Yoga, hypnosis, etc., this passive but
alert state, the connection between the spirit and the brain, is loosened. That allows another spirit to interpose itself,
to begin to tick off the neurons in the brain, and create an entire universe of illusion. You've then opened yourself
up. It's called sorcery. People are literally teaching themselves how to be demonized, all in the name of developing
one's full potential.]

* Unless otherwise cited, parts of this report have been excerpted and/or adapted from  Examining & Exposing
Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, “Should a Christian Practise Yoga?,” April 2000, pp. 79-84.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 1/2002
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Youth for Christ
Para-Church Ecumenism

-  The root error of new evangelicalism is not so much what it teaches that is wrong, but what it refuses to preach
and the illicit fellowship in which it is involved. If we don't lift a voice against compromise of this magnitude,
surely we must be branded as traitors. More than twenty years ago Dr. Charles Woodbridge defined new
evangelicalism as "a spirit of compromise with unbelief." He identified five steps of progression: (1) toleration of
error, (2) accommodation to error, (3) cooperation with error, (4) contamination by error, and (5) capitulation to
error. Youth for Christ has clearly followed these steps of neo-evangelicalism. The Bible does not speak in vain
when it warns, "Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Cor. 15:33).

-  Youth for Christ, headquartered in Denver, Colorado, is a para-church organization focusing on the interest of
teen-agers.* Established in 1944, it has more than 225 chapters across the U.S.; Youth for Christ/International
(YFCI) is represented in 127 countries -- 65 chartered chapters and 62 pioneering chapters. YFC has over 800 full-
time employees and over 11,000 volunteers who work with students. YFC claims to work directly with 56,000
students, but to have "touched" the lives of over 600,000 in 1994 alone, with 31,000 coming "to know Christ." It
has always been ecumenical (Billy Graham was YFC's first paid employee and became one of YFC's early leaders),
but in its earlier years it did take a stand somewhat against Romanism. In the 1940s, for example, Youth for Christ
rented a plane and "bombed" the Vatican with gospel tracts (James Hefley, "How I Lost my Protestant Prejudice,"
Eternity, Nov. 1971)! 

Like most of the evangelical world, though, Youth for Christ has since become reconciled with Rome and is given
over to the most radical form of ecumenism. As early as 1971, YFC had a Catholic nun on its full-time staff in
Rochester, New York. Since the early 1970s, YFC has joined Roman Catholics in ecumenical meetings throughout
the world. Sam Wolgemuth represented Youth for Christ International on the Central Committee of the ecumenical
Key '73, which had strong participation by Roman Catholic leaders and laymen (Flirting With Rome: Key Men and
Organizations, Way of Life Literature, pp. 46-47). Another example of YFC's ecumenical activities is seen in its
participation in the Evangelical and Ecumenical Conference for Clergy and Laity in 1983. Together with the Roman
Catholic diocese of San Diego, the Salvation Army, and other organizations, the San Diego Youth for Christ co-
sponsored this meeting (Foundation,Vol. IV, Iss. II, 1983).

-  Campus Life is a division of Youth for Christ. (Campus Life/JV, or Club JV, is Campus Life for junior high and
middle school students.) Teen-agers on junior high and high school campuses are presented an Arminian,
psychological gospel (e.g., the "goal is to reach young people with a positive Christian message," asking them to
"accept Christ"). It is the working policy of Youth for Christ to then send "converts" to the "church of their choice."
Ian Grant, Australian/New Zealand director for YFC says, "We make no judgment of churches -- that's the Holy
Spirit's job. Young Christians can be more led into Bible reading and faith in a charismatic Catholic Church than in
some conservative evangelical churches." (Reported in the 7/91, CIB Bulletin.) (Grant has also been quoted as
saying, "We have to make sure young people hear about the Christian message in a creative way," such as
"Saturday night rock music, drama, and dance.") Read what YFC says about Campus Life:

"Campus Life is a relational ministry geared to high school aged young people who meet regularly in
private homes, community halls, etc., under the supervision of adult staff leaders. There are no dues or
membership requirements. In addition, camps, conferences, and other recreational activities are offered
at nominal cost. Campus Life believes in the balanced life concept; therefore, we strive to develop a
spiritual, physical, mental, and social balance in the young person's life. If any one area is
underdeveloped, the young person is unable to grow to the mature, young adult God intended
and parents desire." (Emphasis added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

-  A TOUCH OF CLASS--RAUCOUS COMEDY--LIVE BANDS--HOT DANCE MOVES -- As a Christian,
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if you read these words in a newspaper ad inviting attendance at a special program, would you want to attend
yourself, or rush to invite others? Exactly these words headlined an ad in the New Zealand Herald inviting
attendance at a Youth for Christ program to be held on 8/15/92 at the Auckland Town Hall. The rest of the ad
read: "Featured Band: 'The Pilgrims' from Waikato. Speaker: Ian Grant. Admission Free. Collection to cover
expenses. Another Youth for Christ program. Followed by a Dance Party in the Town Hall. Tickets $5.00 available
from Auckland Youth for Christ, or at the door." 

Of course, Youth for Christ never did take a fundamentalist position, but few people would have ever imagined that
this youth organization would have fallen to such depths of worldliness. Grant offered the amazing rationale for his
worldly programs by saying, "We have to make sure young people hear about such goings on?" (Foundation, July-
August 1992). 

-  YFC continues on the ecumenical, rock music kick; every three years it sponsors two "Youth Evangelism" Super
Conferences. In July-August 1994, "DC/LA '94" was held. The promotional brochure stated that the music would
feature fading lights, rising drumbeats, and the "hottest and latest" sounds in so-called "Christian music" with "Late
Night" comedy piped into the hotel rooms. Music groups included: Newsboys; 4 Him; and "Christian" rappers DC
Talk. Listed speakers included: Josh McDowell, Buster Soaries, and Tony Campolo. YFC "networked" with the
"True Love Waits" campaign, begun by Southern Baptists. The DC '94 conference involved 26 denominations and
youth organizations, including Southern Baptists, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Catholics, and Campus Crusade
for Christ. In the summer of 1995 at Six Flags Over Georgia, the 9th Annual Atlanta Fest was held. Sponsors
included Youth for Christ; CCM magazine; Jerry Falwell; Tony Campolo; Josh McDowell; and Andy Stanley. The
22nd Annual Fishnet conference (7/10/96-7/13/96) featured Tony Campolo with Youth for Christ representatives.
(Source: 1/1/95; 6/15/95; 4/1/96; Calvary Contender.)

Youth For Christ expects 35,000 attendees at its 1997 rock gatherings -- Washington, DC (July 16-20) and Los
Angeles (June 25-29). The list of over 75 "Christian Colleges" involved include: Oral Roberts University, Fuller,
Wheaton, Trinity, Biola, Gordon-Conwell, Baylor, Asbury, Moody, Liberty, Grace (IN), and the GARBC's
Western Baptist College and Christian Heritage College. Speakers include: Josh McDowell, Ron Luce, and Buster
Soaries. Music is by: Michael W. Smith, Jars of Clay, Newsboys, and Steven Curtis Chapman (4/1/97, Calvary
Contender).

-  Warren Wiersbe, a well-known author and Bible teacher, former senior pastor of Moody Church in Chicago, and
former general director of Back To The Bible in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1991 joined the staff of YFC International in
Wheaton, Illinois, directing its publications ministry. (Wiersbe later became its staff evangelist.) Wiersbe has tacitly
approved or associated with liberals, Roman Catholics, and neo-evangelicals for many years. Wiersbe himself is
overtly Arminian in his theology and a blatant psychologizer, and he frequently speaks through inclusivist pulpits
(e.g., at Trinity International University [formerly Trinity Evangelical Divinity School], Bill Hybels' Willow Creek
Community Church, etc.). (Reported in the 12/1/91, Calvary Contender.) 

-  Jim Groen, president of Youth for Christ International, was one of the organizers for the 1987 Billy Graham
crusade in Denver, Colorado, which featured close Catholic cooperation. The crusade had the full backing of the
regional Catholic hierarchy, trained dozens of Catholics as "counselors," and sent to local Catholic churches the
names of hundreds of those who had responded to the altar calls each night. One of the supervisors of the 6,600
counselors was Catholic priest Donald Willette.

-  Youth for Christ has supported many Luis Palau crusades. Palau has honored Soviet atheistic churchmen,
endorsed the unreliable Living Bible, spoken at Oral Roberts University and Moody Bible Institute, and his
ecumenical evangelism campaigns have involved Roman Catholics, charismatics, liberals, and new evangelicals.
(His messages are also heavily diluted with pop psychology and Arminian easy-believism.) The 1993 Palau
Crusade in Jamaica featured this note in a 1/31 newspaper ad: "The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Kingston gives
wholehearted support in mobilizing its members to participate in the National Crusade 1993. This venture is seen
by us as an important event in the spreading of the Gospel in an ecumenical manner." 
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-  On 1/11/92, British Youth for Christ sponsored an appearance by neo-evangelical Tony Campolo. But merely
calling Campolo a neo-evangelical is being much to kind. Campolo is a theological liberal and a radical political
socialist whose teachings are heretical at best and blasphemous at worst! At this meeting, Campolo's message
was one of works salvation, New Age pantheism, and social action. Campolo even had praise for New Age
psychologist M. Scott Peck. (See BDM's report on Tony Campolo for more details of this speech.) 

-  Youth for Christ has endorsed the Southern Baptist campaign in which teens publicly pledge to abstain from sex.
Catholic leaders have also signed on. Baptist Sunday School Board youth consultant Richard Ross met with
officials in the National Conference of Catholic Bishops recently in Washington to discuss the 15 million-member
denomination's "True Love Waits" campaign. The no-sex campaign hopes to collect 500,000 or more youth
pledges. Also endorsing this ecumenical campaign is the Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee), the nation's oldest
Pentecostal church (7/31/93, The Houston Post).

-  The CoMission is a coalition of over 60 New Evangelical groups (Wheaton, Navigators, YFC, Campus Crusade,
Moody Bible Institute, Cedarville College, In Touch Ministries [Charles Stanley], Biola, etc.) chaired by Bruce
Wilkinson, the ecumenical, charismatic head of Walk Thru The Bible Ministries. It exists to teach former Soviet
Union educators Christian ethics and morality ("Character Education") for them to teach to students. A 1995 letter
canceling the Protocol had negligible effect. Tongues-speaking CoMission members are asked to refrain from
public exercise, but private exercise of tongues is permitted. In an 11/22/96 paper from the Navigators, CoMission
stated its policy for dealing with doctrinal diversity: "All CoMission organizations and individuals must agree to
the Lausanne Covenant. This provides for great commonality. CoMission training focuses on what we have in
common and what we have to offer each other, not on different doctrines, traditions or gray areas." The
Graham/Stott Lausanne Covenant is weak on Biblical inerrancy. (Source: 7/1/93 & 1/15/97, Calvary Contender.)

-  More than 100 evangelical leaders and academics, declaring Biblical faith is essential to solving environmental
problems, are calling on Christians to make their lives and churches "centers of creation's care and renewal." Nearly
150 so-called evangelical leaders have signed the 1,600-word "An Evangelical Declaration on the Care of
Creation," which was prepared under the auspices of the Evangelical Environment Network (EEN). "As followers
of Jesus Christ, committed to the full authority of the Scriptures, and aware of the ways we have degraded creation,
we believe that biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological problems," the statement declares. Signers
include at least seventeen seminary and college presidents, World Relief, World Vision, Youth for Christ, Young
Life, Zondervan, Tyndale House, Christianity Today, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, SIM International, and
Latin America Mission (Christian News, 4/4/94). [The Evangelical Environmental Network is part of the National
Religious Partnership, which also includes the National Council of Churches, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the
Consultation on Jewish Life and the Environment.]

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, Youth for Christ is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's
movement: A fax from a former GARBC pastor states that the Battle Creek (Michigan) YFC organized a group of
80 pastors to attend the 2/96 Atlanta Promise Keepers Clergy conference. Pastors from United Methodist,
Presbyterian (USA), Regular Baptist, Christian Reformed, etc., churches were "flying together, staying together,
praying together and trusting God to give us a vision to win Battle Creek together." Speakers at this ecumenical
event included: E.V. Hill, Jack Hayford, Joseph Stowell, and Chuck Swindoll. Approximately 40,000 clergy from
every denomination participated. (Reported in the 1/1/96, Calvary Contender.)

* YFC describes its mission thusly -- note the references to using "what works" in evangelization of the lost, and
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by whatever "means" or "creative" methods YFC deems "responsible":

"Youth for Christ's mission is to communicate the life-changing message of Jesus Christ to every
young person. Our purpose is to participate in the body of Christ in the responsible evangelism of
youth, presenting them with the person, work, and teachings of Jesus Christ, discipling them, and
leading them into the local church. Our strategy is to mobilize the Christian community to reach lost
youth wherever they are and by all responsible means. 

"YFC is committed to doing whatever it takes to reach young people with the Gospel. This means that
we need to find what works best in each community. Young people live in such diverse cultures --
from the suburban junior high student to the inner city gang kid. Our strategy is to mobilize the
Christian community to reach lost youth wherever they are and by all possible means.

"YFC divides it's ministries into schools, institutions, neighborhoods and churches with more than 40
creative models of ministry. YFC sponsors national training/leadership events, campus ministries and
programs for at-risk teens, emphasizing crisis pregnancy centers, AIDS prevention, abstinence
education, gang reconciliation and non-violent conflict resolution through schools, neighborhoods and
institutions." (Emphases added.) (Source: YFC Internet web site.)

[Back to Text]
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Youth With A Mission
Ecumenical (Catholic/Charismatic) Evangelism

-  Youth With A Mission (YWAM) is one of the largest mission groups in the world -- an international parachurch
organization with roughly 11,000 permanent and 51,000 short-term and student youth "missionaries" [see note]
serving in over 800 operating locations in over 135 countries. YWAM operates with a volunteer staff of about
12,000. It was founded in 1960 by a young Assemblies of God college student, Loren Cunningham, to "train young
Christians for short-term volunteer service in evangelism and faith development." YWAM operates as a family of
ministries rather than as a very structured, centralized agency, maintaining no international headquarters -- each
YWAM location does its own mobilizing and training, and sets its own priorities in carrying out ministry. As part
of this "family," YWAM operates two "mercy ships," the Good Samaritan and the Anastasis, both of which provide
medical and emergency supplies and conduct discipleship training and evangelism at ports around the world. Floyd
McClung Jr. heads YWAM today as its International Executive Director, while D. Leland Paris is the Director of
the Americas. YWAM also has a strong charismatic influence. 

-  Since the late-1970s, YWAM has worked closely with Catholic charismatics. In 1978, a YWAM worker in
Austria was praying about whether it was possible for a born-again, Bible-believing Christian to be a committed
Roman Catholic and decided it was. Beginning in 1978, YWAM workers in Austria began to cooperate with
Catholics there. By 1984, YWAM formally accepted a proposal to work with the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox
churches in various projects. YWAM has since played an important role in helping "nascent [emerging] charismatic
communities among Roman Catholic youth," resulting in the spreading of new Catholic centers for evangelism
training.

There are now a "good number" of young Roman Catholics working for YWAM, including Rob Clarke, the
national director of YWAM's discipleship training center in Dublin, Ireland. (Clarke has said: "We are trying to get
away from the idea of simply 'converting' Catholics -- that is turning them into Protestants -- and towards a
framework of ministry within the Catholic Church.") A YWAM representative at the 1987 Charismatic Congress in
New Orleans estimated that up to 1,000 of YWAM workers were Catholics. YWAM also worked with three Roman
Catholic dioceses in Poland in building "local communities of faith" (12/92, Religion Watch). This pattern of
YWAM cooperation with Catholics is spreading from Europe to Africa and Asia (1/4/93, Christian News). Al
Akimoff, YWAM's director for Slavic Ministries, said YWAM's missionaries are not aiming to lure Catholics out of
their churches.

-  Besides YWAM's Catholic connections, it is also very much tied into the Charismatic Movement. Although
YWAM does not label itself "independent charismatic," it absorbs by far the lion's share of the independent
charismatic missionary force worldwide. An estimated fifteen percent of YWAM's full-time missionaries and
annual short-termers are independent charismatics. (Reported in the 2/15/93, Christian News.)

-  YWAM is a somewhat sanitized version of Jesus People, USA (JPUSA -- publishers of Cornerstone magazine).
Like JPUSA, YWAM is counterculture, charismatic, and youth-oriented, promoting the idea that young people can
be heroes who will save the world. Also like JPUSA, they frequently live communally and have been accused of
cultic brainwashing by ex-members, as well as the abuses of the Shepherding movement. Martin Spacaro, who was
with YWAM for four years, considers the organization a borderline cult. Spacaro also claims that during his time
with YWAM, he "did not once hear the doctrine of justification by faith articulated." He also claimed YWAM is
anti-intellectual, discouraging informed theological understanding, and that it incorporates a feelings-oriented
Pentecostal theology. (Reported in the 9/11/95, Christian News.)

-  Roughly 15,000 people gathered together in St. Louis, Missouri, June 21-23, to participate in Celebrate Jesus
2000 (not to be confused with an ecumenical evangelistic program operated by Mission America which has the
same name). This is the sixth ecumenical-charismatic conference sponsored by the North American Renewal
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Service Committee. (The conferences were originally called "North American Congresses on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization.") The first was in Kansas City in 1977 and was attended by 50,000 people. That was the first
major conference to include the "three streams" of the Charismatic movement -- Classical Pentecostals,
Charismatic Protestants, and Charismatic Roman Catholics. The next two meetings were held in New Orleans,
Louisiana in 1986 and 1987. Then there was a conference in Indianapolis in 1990, and one in Orlando in 1995.
YWAM has participated in all except the first North American (charismatic) Congress, and was right at home in
that radically ecumenical environment in St. Louis.

The Executive Committee for the 2000 conference was composed of Vinson Synan (Pentecostal), Nancy Kellar
(Roman Catholic nun), Jim Jackson (Christian Believers United), and Vernon Stoop (United Church of Christ
pastor). There were many well-known speakers, including Jack Hayford, Pat Robertson, Stephen Hill, John
Kilpatrick, Cindy Jacobs, John Arnott, Steve Strang, Richard Roberts, Michael Scanlan, Tom Forrest, Thomas
Trask, and Rick Joyner (all either charismatic or Roman Catholic, or both). The stated goals of the meetings in a
nutshell are threefold: (1) To promote and celebrate the Charismatic movement, (2) to promote ecumenical unity
between all denominations, and (3) to further world evangelism. The grand focus, though, is ecumenical unity.
These conferences present a microcosm of the end-times ecumenical movement. The fact that the error is
intermingled with and glossed over with truth makes the ecumenical movement attractive to large numbers of
people and extremely dangerous. (Source: "CELEBRATION JESUS 2000: END TIMES CONFUSION IN ST.
LOUIS," David Cloud, Way of Life Literature.)

-  The 9/93 issue of Charisma magazine had a section of articles discussing the legacy of the "Jesus Movement" of
the late 1960s. Some key words/phrases characterizing this movement were: Sexual revolution, acid generation,
long hair, hippies, rock/folk music, rebellion, anti-war protest, peace, love, "Jesus freaks," flower children,
communes, and coffeehouse ministries. Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel were prominently discussed. The "Jesus
Movement" helped fuel the wildfire spread of the charismatic movement along with its so-called Contemporary
Christian Music. It gave vitality to Campus Crusade, Youth With A Mission, and Jews for Jesus. Cornerstone
magazine (indirectly) and Greg Laurie (an early Calvary Chapel convert) are also products of the Jesus Movement.
(Reported in the 9/15/93, Calvary Contender.)

-  YWAM participates in the A.D. 2000 Evangelism organization. Billy Graham, Luis Palau, Campus Crusade's Bill
Bright, and Kyun Chik Han of Korea were named as four Honorary Co-Chairmen. A.D. 2000 Evangelism is
ecumenical, compromising to the core, and even has some New Agers in its ranks (e.g., Jay Gary and Robert
Muller), yet many undiscerning or uninformed professing believers are supporting, praising, and participating in it.
[Jay Gary was writing a guest column (in 1994) for YWAM's bimonthly 12-page news-service, World Christian
News. It goes to all A.D. 2,000 leaders.] This unscriptural evangelism movement includes Roman Catholics,
Orthodox, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and Protestants of all kinds. It is evident that many have not yet realized the
impossibility of evangelizing the world when millions of those participating in that effort preach a false gospel.
This makes the A.D. 2000 Evangelism program a curse, not a blessing. (Rome has in fact, it's own branch of A.D.
2000 called "Evangelization 2000.")

According to the July-August, 1993, Mission Frontiers Bulletin, "These International Coalition leaders share the
vision of the A.D. 2000 and Beyond Movement. ["A church for every people and the Gospel for every person by
A.D. 2000," is their slogan.] They are 'front line' leaders, implementers, activists, equippers, and/or mobilizers in
the ministry of world evangelization. Coalition members give leadership to the involvement of their own
constituencies and share spiritual counsel with the various A.D. 2000 boards, committees and resource network
leaders. They will seek to rally support and resources of all kinds to see the objectives of the movement fulfilled."
(Emphasis added.) Seeking "all kinds" of support simply means that they will utilize whatever group claims to be in
agreement with their "objectives" of global evangelization. The problem with such an inclusivist policy, however, is
that some of the groups whose support they are trying to enlist embrace many unbiblical beliefs and strange gospels
(September-October 1993, Foundation magazine).

-  In 5/92, so-called leading evangelicals joined a coalition of science and religion sponsored by the "Joint Appeal
by Religion and Science for the Environment." Joint Appeal is based at New York's godless Episcopal Cathedral of
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St. John the Divine, a bastion of New Age/ecumenical/Antichrist deception. Its blasphemous dean, James Parks
Morton, declares that "the body of Christ is the earth ..." Out of the 5/92 meeting came an environmental
consortium of the U.S. Catholic Conference, the National Council of Churches, the Evangelical Environmental
Network, and the Consultation of Jewish Life and the Environment.

The environmental movement is a religion, a "bio-spiritual faith" in which man is a part of the natural order of
things "with no special claim on its resources and no special claim on God's love." Such pagan folly is gaining an
increasing following among evangelicals, who now claim that Christ's command to preach the gospel includes
rescuing the environment. Such is the message of a course titled "Environmental Stewardship: A Biblical
Perspective" taught at YWAM's University of the Nations at their headquarters in Hawaii. "Thus, [professing]
Christians enter compromising partnerships with the ungodly and expend their time and efforts on caring for a
temporal earth instead of preparing souls for eternity" (3/94, The Berean Call). 

-  YWAM's University of the Nations co-published a book with the charismatic-oriented organization Global
Mapping International, titled, Target: Earth. The book integrates the message of urgency for worldwide evangelism
with a New Age ecological and peace message. It erroneously traces Roman Catholicism to A.D. 33, which implies
that it is, as it claims, the true church from which all others split. (In fact, Roman Catholicism was spawned under
the Emperor Constantine in the fourth century, and was the first great apostasy from the true Faith.) The author-
contributors to Target: Earth could be best classified not as New Agers or liberal theologians, but as new
evangelicals or members of the "Redemptive Community." Redemptive theology, like the "Christian"
Reconstructionists/Dominion Now theologians, is concerned not just with saving souls, but with saving the planet
and the world social order. Thus, YWAM and its allies closely identify with the environmental activism and
paranoia found in New Age writings. (Reported in a 12/95 Media Spotlight Special Report titled "Celebration 2000:
Neo-Orthodoxy and the New Evangelism," pp. 11-12.)

-  YWAM is experimenting with a new, unscriptural missions strategy. Several international missions
organizations, including YWAM, are testing a new approach to missionary work in areas where Christianity is
unwelcome. A March 24, 2000, Charisma News Service report said some missionaries are now making converts but
are allowing them to "hold on to many of their traditional religious beliefs and practices" so as to refrain from
offending others within their culture. The Charisma article noted: "'Messianic Muslims, who continue to read the
Koran, visit the mosque and say their daily prayers but accept Christ as their Savior, are the products of the strategy
which is being tried in several countries." One particular church planter in Asia related how 50 members of a
Muslim family accepted Christ as Savior and formed their own fellowship. He writes in YWAM's staff newsletter,
"They continued a life of following the Islamic requirements, including mosque attendance, fasting and Koranic
reading, besides getting together as a fellowship of Muslims who acknowledge Christ as the source of God's mercy
for them." According to the Charisma report, the church planter said these "Messianic Muslims" also "meet
according to mosque traditions in a style that would horrify many Western Christians." Yet he claimed that this
method is Biblical. The Charisma report added that "YWAM is also adopting the approach in India, where a team
is working with a Hindu holy man."

This new approach in which the missionaries or church planters teach new converts that it is acceptable to continue
to adhere to pagan beliefs and practices is completely contrary to Scripture. God's Word declares that a believer
becomes a "new creature" in Christ at the moment he is saved and commands the believer to therefore separate
from the "unfruitful works of darkness" that once held him in bondage. Certainly many Jewish Christians in the
first-century church at Jerusalem and elsewhere did need a better understanding of grace vs. law, but those
Judaizers who espoused the idea that newly professing Christians needed to become more zealous in law-keeping
were diametrically opposed to the apostolic instruction for the church.  They actually became the chief enemies of
the apostle Paul as he sought to evangelize all men with the same Gospel of God's grace apart from works and
establish New Testament churches comprised of Jews and Gentiles alike (Rom. 4:16-25; Eph. 2:11-18; Gal. 3:10-
14; 5: 1). Paul emphasized the fact that the law was "bondage" but that life in Christ is "grace and peace." Those
who come to Christ must reject, turn from and separate from other gods and unbiblical beliefs and practices, no
matter how "culturally established" such practices and beliefs may be. Of course, the new believers were to refrain
from causing undue offense, but a difference certainly existed between causing undue offense and actually
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continuing to live, act, worship and believe as the unsaved Jews or Gentiles. (Source: May-June 2000,
Foundation.)

-  Promise Keepers is the gigantic new (1991) "men's movement" among professing evangelical Christians. Its roots
are Catholic and charismatic to the core. PK's contradictory stand on homosexuality; its promotion of secular
psychology; its unscriptural feminizing of men; its depiction of Jesus as a "phallic messiah" tempted to perform
homosexual acts; and its ecumenical and unbiblical teachings should dissuade any true Christian from participating.
Promise Keepers is proving to be one of the most ungodly and misleading movements in the annals of Christian
history. Nevertheless, YWAM is a promoter of this ecumenical, charismatic, psychologized men's movement, as
evidenced by various YWAM directors speaking at PK men's conferences (e.g., John Dawson in 1996).

-  Other YWAM notes:

(a) YWAM and three of its executives endorsed and participated in the 9/95 National Evangelistic
Census (NEC), a Kingwood, Texas charismatic/ecumenical ministry to "turn the nation back to God by
winning our cities to Jesus." NEC sponsors an annual one day "census"/global neighborhood survey
where teams of two go door-to-door asking questions from a form and presenting the "gospel"; an
NEC brochure predicts: "The angels in heaven will be shouting when the goal of 25 million souls are
reported won to Jesus in one day!" (Among other endorsers are Campus Crusade for Christ, the E-Free
Church, and A.D. 2000 & Beyond Movement, as well as hyper-charismatics John Osteen, John Hagee,
Charles and Frances Hunter, Frederick K.C. Price, Morris Cerullo, Marilyn Hickey, Dick Eastman,
Jack Hayford, and Richard Roberts.) [YWAM has also taken part in the annual ecumenical/charismatic
(now defunct) March For Jesus campaigns.]

(b) Author John Dawson (International Director for Urban Ministries of YWAM) is one of the big-time
"spiritual warfare" promoters in the professing church today. He has written Taking Our Cities for
God: How to Break Spiritual Strongholds (Creation House:1989) and Defeating Territorial Spirits (in
which Dawson claims, "battles against evil spiritual forces controlling our cities can be waged and
won"). YWAM's fascination with the "strategic-level spiritual warfare movement" is concerning,
because its characteristics are akin to shamanism (i.e., witchdoctoring). [The shaman's world is one of
direct daily contact with the spirit realm. The shaman leads his people in spiritually efficacious rituals
or public dances/marches to the glory of his spirits. He develops methods and techniques to overcome
evil spirits, techniques he receives from good spirits, so he believes. Communication with invisible
entities is totally subjective, often experimental, and always pragmatic: if it works it's good medicine.
The "good" spirits give the shaman spiritual discernment, enabling him to recognize curse-laden
objects and even to "see" evil entities which could be destructive to his village. All such methods,
techniques, and rituals encompass sorcery and are diametrically opposed to God's way. (Source: 7/97
TBC.)]

(c) Leaders of YWAM appointed their first female national director in 3/93 to oversee a 200-member
staff in Switzerland. At a 1992 conference, YWAM founder Loren Cunningham spoke out strongly
against what he called "cultural bias" against women. He also warned that God's blessing might be
removed if YWAM did not commission female leaders (7/92, Charisma) (cf. 1 Tim. 2:11-14; 1 Cor.
14:34-37).

(d) Methods used by YWAM at their Discipleship Training School are some of the same types of
methods used by Chinese Brainwashing experts, the Moonies, and Scientology. Students are isolated
from their families and old acquaintances, forced to participate in obsessive personal confession and
exposure in small groups using classical "sensitivity training"/encounter group techniques familiar to
many cults, and forced to accept appointed authorities just for authority sake, whether the authorities
acted correctly or incorrectly (Laurie Jacobson, The Cultic Studies Journal, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1986). [The
Discipleship Training School (usually 24 weeks in length) is the basic YWAM school that serves as a
prerequisite to applying as YWAM staff and all other YWAM training programs.]
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(e) Growing out of the encounter group movement in the 1960s were what is now termed "Large
Group Awareness Training" (LGAT). LGAT's are part psychotherapy, part spirituality, and part
business. Erhard Seminars Training (est) was the most successful of these groups. The est model of
self-transformation is structured around an intense weekend experience along the lines of sensitivity
training, and has been widely imitated. One such imitation is Momentus, which describes itself as a
dynamic Christian seminar which "restores self-examination as a crucial aspect of Christian
transformation." Momentus has come under fire from cult awareness groups as well as from former
participants. Nevertheless, YWAM praises it highly and recommends it for YWAM trainees. [And why
not? -- Momentus' techniques are strikingly similar to those used at YWAM's Discipleship Training
Schools (see above).] (Source: "Momentus: Killing the Inner Victim," Media Spotlight, Vol.23-No.3,
October 2000.)

(f) Al Akimoff, YWAM director for Slavic Ministries, said: "YWAM's missions are not aiming to lure
Catholics out of their churches ... our philosophy is not to tear down but to build on what's there" (8/93,
Charisma).

(g) YWAM is a signatory to the 1974 Lausanne Covenant -- an ecumenical evangelism effort begun by
Billy Graham and Leighton Ford.

(h) YWAM leader Lynn Green is calling upon Christians to "make peace with Muslims through
reconciliation rather than confrontation" (Charisma News Service, 9/11/02). In April of 2002, he held
caucuses of Christian and Muslim leaders in Beirut and Damascus and urged Christians to refrain from
"collectively demonizing" Muslims. Green was a leader in the Reconciliation Walk (see below) from
1996-1999, during which ecumenical Christians retraced the path of the medieval Catholic crusades to
Palestine and apologized "in the name of the church" for the atrocities committed by the crusaders.
(Source: 9/27/02, FBIS.) 

(i) YWAM, along with its friends at A.D. 2000 & Beyond, organized "A Walk of Reconciliation" in
order to "promote better understanding between Christians, Muslims, and Jews. ... A walking tour that
is building bridges with Muslims and Jews." The Reconciliation Walk was launched in 1996 to
apologize for the harm that the Crusades brought to the people of the Middle East during the Middle
Ages. "Identificational repentance" was called for in order to "purge the corporate sin of Christians
during the Crusades." The hope is that the project "will result in substantial reconciliation between the
major monotheistic faiths." (Reported in the 1/96, Perilous Times.) This is an exercise in vanity. The
atrocities were not committed by Christians in general but specifically by Roman Catholics under the
urging of the popes. Ecumenists have an unscriptural view of the church, which they see as being
composed of all denominations. It was not the church of Jesus Christ that committed those atrocities; it
was the devil's harlot church, the one described in Revelation 17 as "drunken with the blood of the
saints." In addition, YWAM and others have no authority to reconcile and build bridges to Christ-
rejecting religions. The Cross of Christ is God's only salvation bridge. For Muslims, Jews, and others
who refuse that, there can be no real reconciliation (3/15/97, Calvary Contender; 9/27/02, FBIS). Basic
understanding like this frequently escapes YWAM leaders. 

(j) YWAM is one of the "sending agencies" of Adopt-A-People (Colorado Springs, Colorado), a
mission strategy that rather than focusing on countries and missionaries, focuses on people groups or
"nations"/tribes. Their ecumenical motto is "A Church For Every People," and it publishes a "List of
Unreached and Adoptable Peoples" through its Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse (co-published by A.D.
2000 & Beyond Movement and the Southern Baptist Convention Foreign Mission Board). Resources
available include books by A.D. 2000's Luis Bush and Jay Gary. (Other sending agencies are TEAM
and The Jesus Film Project.)

(k) YWAM has sought and received the endorsements of a number of liberals and ecumenicals: Bill
Bright (Campus Crusade for Christ), Tony Campolo, Dick Easton, Millard Fuller (Habitat for
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Humanity), Jack Hayford, Bill Hybels, Bill McCartney (Promise Keepers), and Billy Graham. 

(l) YWAM's leadership, including both Loren Cunningham and Joy Dawson, have been on the Benny
Hinn "This Is Your Day" show in endorsement of his ministry, pledging to work with him. Joy Dawson
flew to Hawaii with Hinn for his 2002 crusade, and stood on stage with Hinn promising that YWAM
would work with Hinn to evangelize the youth of the islands. Local YWAM leadership in Hawaii is
now responsible to implement Hinn's future crusades in Hawaii, and YWAM will be helping Hinn all
over the world. Hinrich Kranzlin, director of YWAM Oceania, indicated that he has only minor
problems with Hinn, but no real major problems with YWAM working with Hinn, and considers Hinn
to be a good evangelist. (YWAM also helped organize the ecumenical World Christian Gathering On
Indigenous People in Hawaii in October of 2002, and promoted the event on Honolulu radio.) (Source:
"YWAM: The Facts About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

(m) YWAM has been promoting heretical books by Third Wavers like Rick Joyner and Francis
Frangepane, publishes books by George Otis, Jr. and C. Peter Wagner, and hands out many others all
over the Hawaiian Islands to pastors and church leaders there.  YWAM is actively inviting people out
of Biblical churches to go to Third Wave churches and events. In Micronesia, YWAM is actively
proselytizing people from Evangelical churches to go to the Brownsville type church there, using false
spiritual warfare techniques such as binding territorial demons, blowing shofars on mountain tops,
getting the Holy Spirit by impartation and "through the mouth," going up to the hills with salt and
water to "reconcile men with women in the culture," prayer walking, spiritual mapping, etc. (Source:
"YWAM: The Facts About Their Headlong Dive Into Apostasy," by Sandy Simpson, 12/7/02.)

-  The following is from an email BDM received in 1996. The writer was a former YWAM missionary who went
through YWAM's Discipleship Training School (DTS) and served on the YWAM mercy ship Anastasis: (For more
testimonies from former YWAM'ers ...)

During the classroom phase [of DTS] different instructors come to teach and or minister.
One instructor was a psychologist -- a devoted disciple of Larry Crabb. He taught on Cliff
Jumping and exposing our true selves to others so we could have a higher degree of
intimacy with them and with God. Along this vein, [DTS has] small groups in which
students discuss their feelings, griefs, etc. with one another … In retrospect they were
nothing more than encounter groups. A lot of YWAM training involves being "freed from
your hurts or past" so you can serve -- sound a little like inner healing? In addition, on
more than one occasion I was concerned about YWAM's soteriological errors. -- Such
statements as: "God is revealing Himself to the Muslim world by appearing to them in
dreams. Muslims worship the same God we do, they just have a little distorted vision of
him."

On a more practical level, YWAM doesn't fare much better. DTS  students … are required
to do work around the base or ship. Usually these are menial tasks [regardless of] the
abilities of the student. This is [supposedly] necessary in order to learn servitude and
humility. After [successful completion of] DTS people can go on staff with YWAM. Many
times they do not receive the positions promised. They also tell DTS students that part of
the function of the DTS training is to develop character. It would seem at times, though,
that YWAM behavior borders on hazing, just to see if they can get a reaction out of you.

Often times their preparation for outreach is poor. Off to some 3rd world country goes a
party of DTS students with minimal contacts and minimal preparation. I did my outreach
in Albania. Many of my classmates were professionals like myself or had a skilled
trade. Thirty of us went into three different areas of Albania -- To do what??? We didn't
have a clue. YWAM said, "Just do a little friendship evangelism or whatever God shows
you." So we spent 8 weeks doing not much. We had two dentists in our group and they
went to a few villages and pulled some teeth. That was it. Many outreaches involve
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dramas. That's all they did -- dramas all day long for 8 weeks.

The last day of my DTS was the happiest day of my life. I couldn't wait to get away from
them. They were always trying to get inside my head and get me to express my real
feelings and to reveal some nonexistent emotional pain.

Now for the straw that broke the camel's back. Almost a year after completing my DTS, I
went out to a YWAM meeting with some friends. The speaker was a man named Steve
Pretzel. His first words were, "I sense a tired spirit here. I want you all to close your eyes
and go to that place where you meet Jesus. It might be in the mountains or by a stream or
in a field. But go to that place where you meet Jesus. And, Jesus is coming to you and He's
going to minister to you, and only you know how he's going to minister to you." Pure inner
healing/visualization!

YWAM also stoops to flat-out extortion to prevent people from spreading the message
about YWAM's many problems -- they use the story of Joshua and Caleb, cautioning
students not to bring back a bad report of YWAM lest the wrath of God fall on them.  

Note: It is unbiblical that youth should be displaced from their own families and artificially isolated in their own
company. In addition, the young are not intended by God to be missionaries. In fact, there is a strong warning not to
exalt novices, which most young Christians obviously are (1 Tim. 3:6). One has only to do a word study on "youth"
to see that it is a doctrine of devils to send the young out to do the labor of the mature Christian. Some will cite
Timothy and David as examples, but both of these young men were exceptional, and were not segregated in groups
of their peers. (Source: 
[Return to Text]
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The Marks of a Cult*
One must be careful to distinguish between the sociological position of what constitutes a cult (i.e., which states
that whatever is normative to a given culture is not cultic) and the theological position (i.e., which states that only
those groups that adhere to the Bible as the basis for all theology and practice are considered normative, and
thereby, not cultic).

From the theological viewpoint, any group or religious system, whether it calls itself "Christian" or not, that offers
other criteria as equal to or superior to the Bible, including but not limited to erroneous and/or exclusive
interpretations of Scripture, should be considered a cult. From the theological position, then, a cult can be best
defined as:

A system of religious beliefs and rituals with a body of adherents deeply devoted to an extrabiblical person, idea,
or thing; it cultivates worship in a religion that, with reference to its basis for man's salvation, is considered to be
unorthodox, spurious, or false, thereby insulating its members against true salvation in Christ. And inasmuch as
the central doctrine of Biblical Christianity is the sacrificial death of Christ for man's sin (Eph. 2:8,9), all cultic
deviations tend to downplay the finished work of Christ and emphasize the importance of earning moral
acceptance before God through one's own religious works.

From the theological viewpoint, all the groups/religious systems included in the Cult section of the Notebook are
obviously cults. They are all centered in religious beliefs or practices calling for devotion to a religious view
centered in false doctrine -- it is nothing less than organized heresy. 

To be classified as a cult, not all of the following characteristics have to be present, but in most cases, in one form
or another, all of them will be:

1. Extrabiblical Authority: All cults deny what God says in His Word as true. Cults have shifted their theological
point of authority away from God's full and final written Word, the Bible, to their own unique, self-promoting
opinions about the Bible; they generally will use parts of the Bible but will have their own unique scripture which
is considered to be superior to the Bible. While some cult groups give token respect for the Bible and go through
the motions of accepting the authority of Scripture, in reality, they honor the group's or leader's novel interpretation
of Scripture as normative. 

2. Works Salvation/Legalism: Cults teach that eternal life depends upon something other than the Atonement; i.e.,
faith in the atoning, finished work of Christ on the cross is deemed not to be sufficient (usually replaced with
human works and human responsibility). Rather than relying on the grace of God alone for salvation, the salvation
message of the cults always boils down to required obedience to, or abstention from, certain obligations and
practices (some even including obedience to the Old Testament law). 

3. No Assurance of Salvation: The issue of a cult member's salvation is never settled, but is constantly affected by
the changing circumstances of life; in this way, cult leaders are able to produce continued obligation and spiritual
bondage, rather than spiritual freedom.

4. Guru-Type Leader/Modern Prophet: The cult leader is looked to as the infallible interpreter of Scripture,
specially appointed by God to be a special saint, guru, or contemporary messiah, and thereby, has divine authority
that must not be violated. Cultists almost always quote their leader rather than the Bible. The cult's adherents often
expound the virtues of the founders and seek to cover the founder's sins and wickedness.

5. Vacillating, Ambiguous Doctrines/Spiritual Deception: In order to gain favor with the public, and thereby aid
in the recruitment of new members, cult "doctrine" tends to be characterized by many false or deceptive claims
concerning the cult's true spiritual beliefs (e.g., Mormons are not quick to reveal their belief that God was a man,
who has now become the God of planet Earth). 
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6. Exclusivity from/Denunciation of Other Groups: Each cult group, regardless of what other doctrines are
taught, will all have this one common idea -- "The Only True Church Syndrome." The members of each specific
organization have been taught that their church, organization, or community, is the only true group and that all other
groups are false. The group's leaders will explain that it is impossible to serve God without being a member of the
specific group. Moreover, when the cult leader announces himself as the true "Messiah," all others are declared to
be dishonest, deceitful, and deluded, and must be put down; alternative views are denounced as being satanic and
corrupt. Persecution is welcomed, and even glorified in, as "evidence" that they are being persecuted for
righteousness sake. Thus, if a member decides to leave the group, they have been told that they are not simply
leaving an organization, but rather they are leaving God and His only true organization. Hence, for a member of a
cult who has been in a group for any length of time, the action of leaving the group is much more difficult than
what most Christians understand. To leave the group is, in the minds of the cult member, tantamount to leaving
God. 

7. Claims of Special Discoveries/Additional Revelation: Acceptance of new, contemporary, continual revelations
that either deny the Bible or are allowed to explain it. The fundamental characteristic of Christianity is that it is
historical, not dependent upon private knowledge and secret, unconfirmable relationships, while the almost
universal basis of cult religion is the claimed exclusive revelation that one person has supposedly received. Rather
than conforming to Biblical rules of evidence (2 Cor. 13:1), cult leader revelations almost always emanate from
hallucinations, visions, dreams, private discoveries, etc. These new revelations often become codified as official
written "scripture" of the cults (e.g., The Book of Mormon), and are considered as valid as that of the apostles (and
even more relevant because they are given in these end times).

8. Defective Christology: Cults always have a false view of the nature of the Person of Jesus Christ; a cult will
usually deny the true deity of Christ, His true humanity, His true origin, or the true union of the two natures in one
Person.

9. Defective "Nature of Man": Most cults do not see man as an immortal being; instead they see him either as an
animal without a soul or as a being which is being perfected to the point of becoming a god. They usually do not
see man as a spirit clothed in a body of flesh awaiting the redemption of body and soul.

10. Out-Of-Context Scripture Use as Proof-Texts/Segmented Biblical Attention: Cults tend to focus on one
verse or passage of the Bible to the exclusion of others, and without regard for the context in which Scripture is
given (e.g., 1 Cor. 15:29 used by Mormons to justify baptism for the dead). In addition, cults have made an art form
out of using Christian terminology, all the while pouring out their own meanings into the words.

11. Erroneous Doctrines Concerning Life After Death and Retribution: Covering the gamut from soul sleep to
annihilationism to purgatory to universalism to the progression to godhood, cults invariably deny the existence of a
final judgment of, and a final "resting" place for, the unrighteous. 

12. Entangling Organization Structure: The less truth a movement represents, the more highly it seems to have to
organize itself; the absence of truth seems to make necessary the application of the bonds of fear. Cults often
demand total commitment by their converts to an organizational involvement that entangles them in a complicated
set of human restrictions, giving the impression of passionate and often irrational devotion to a cause.  

13. Financial Exploitation: The cultic practitioner strongly implies that money contributed to the cause will earn
the contributor numerous gifts, powers, and abilities, and in many cases, outright salvation.

14. Pseudomystical/Spiritistic/Occultic Influence: Occult influence is many times found in either the origin of the
group and/or in its current practices.

* The information herein was adapted from the following sources: (1) The Marks of a Cult, Dave Breese; (2)
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"Roman Catholicism: Is It A Cult?," Media Spotlight, Albert James Dager; (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry;
(4) Cults and the Church of Christ, George Faull and Brooks Alexander of the Spiritual Counterfeits Project; (5)
"Patterns in the Cults," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1994); and (6) Examining & Exposing Cultic
& Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, April 2000, pp. 14-16; 73-78.
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Christian Science
Christian or Cult?*

The movement known as Christian Science is a religion "emphasizing divine healing as practiced by Jesus Christ."
It is officially known as The Church of Christ, Scientist (CCS) (with headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts),
founded in 1879 by the much married Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy (1821-1910). It is one of the more
sophisticated modern cults, attracting many intellectuals. Estimated membership was about 350,000 in the 1930s
with approximately 2,500 branch churches, societies, and college organizations in more than 50 countries
worldwide. Estimates suggest that membership has fallen to well under 100,000 at the present time. While the
branches are democratic in government, they all conform to the rules laid down in Mary Baker Eddy's Manual of
The Mother Church (1895); church affairs are now overseen by a self-perpetuating board of five people. 

Under the leadership of Board of Directors Chairman Virginia Harris, the CCS has embarked on an aggressive,
multi-faceted marketing program designed to mainstream itself and to attract new members. For example, the CCS
is finding new ways to promote itself in light of our society's current interest in self-awareness, spirituality,
mind/body connections, alternative medicine, and women's issues. The CCS's weekly magazine has been
redesigned to include quotes from New-Age proponent Oprah Winfrey. Church representatives are also turning up
at medical conferences and other places.

Mrs. Eddy was chronically sick growing up, with many ailments including paralysis, hysteria, seizures and
convulsions. At 22, she married her first of three husbands, George Glover, who died within 6 months from yellow
fever. Following Glover's death, she began to be involved in mesmerism (hypnosis) and the occult practices of
spiritualism and clairvoyance (Ruth Tucker, Another Gospel, p. 152). Still ill, she married Daniel Patterson in 1853,
a dentist and homeopathic practitioner. It was during this time she met mental healer Phineas P. Quimby (1802-
1866), whose influence would shape her belief of Christian Science. Quimby believed that illness and disease could
be cured through positive thoughts and healthy attitudes, by changing one's beliefs about the illness. She claimed
that Quimby cured her; she suddenly improved, but later the symptoms returned (Another Gospel, p. 155).

After Quimby's death in 1866, Mrs. Eddy determined to carry on his work. She had developed a "psychic
dependence" on Quimby, drawing on his spiritual presence, claiming even visitations by his apparition.  Eddy
"reached the scientific certainty that all causation rests with the Mind, and that every effect is a mental phenomena."
Eddy took Quimby's teachings one step further, claiming that sickness, death, and even our physical bodies do not
exist, but are only imagined. Based on this absurdity, Mary Baker Eddy formulated her unique interpretations of
Scripture upon which Christian Science was founded (and recorded in Eddy's 1875 book, Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures. [HJB] (In 2001, the ten millionth copy of Science and Health was sold). In essence, Christian
Science is a revival of ancient Pantheism. [Eddy later published 16 other books, including Retrospection and
Introspection (1891), which tells of her own experience of discovering, practicing, and teaching the "science" of
Christian healing.] [The CCS recently announced plans to build (at a cost of $25 million) the Mary Baker Eddy
Library for the Betterment of Humanity. Scheduled to open in 2002 in Boston, the library will house over 500,000
unpublished documents and artifacts related to Mrs. Eddy. It will also allow the CCS to secure another 45 years of
copyright protection for the writings under new U.S. copyright laws that take effect at the end of 2002.]

The event that Mrs. Eddy claimed as the inauguration of Christian Science occurred in February of 1866. She
claimed to have had a near fatal fall on icy pavement, but was instantly healed when "the healing Truth dawned
upon my senses," and the divine healing ministry was born (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 24; Science and Health, p.
107). Testimony from her attending physician as well as other correspondence from Mrs. Eddy at the time strongly
dispute Mrs. Eddy's "official" version of those events (Anthony Hoekema, Christian Science, pp. 12-13). 

Healing became a major distinctive of Christian Science. According to Eddy Baker, the central fact of the Bible is
the superiority of spiritual over physical power. The spiritual superiority is evident in other ways than healing.
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Telepathy is practiced in Christian Science treatment, and may be considered a form of psychic healing. Christian
Science claims to prove through the healing of disease and other difficulties that the understanding of God and his
spiritual creation is as effective now as it was in Jesus' time. Its adherents, therefore, rely on "divine law" in times
of sickness instead of resorting to medical and other material means. Christian Scientists do not use doctors,
medicine, or immunizations. Christian Science Practitioners are used to " help people through the false reality of
illness." Instead, proper prayer and training are employed to battle the "non-reality" of illness. (The right of
Christian Science parents to withhold medical treatment from their children has many times been challenged in
court.)

During the formative stages, the church saw many rivalries, scandals, and dissident movements. One of the
dissidents was Emma Hopkins, who as an independent Christian Science leader, taught Charles and Myrtle
Fillmore, who later founded the Unity School of Christianity (another "mind-science" cult). Because Mrs. Eddy
wanted to spread Christian Science, especially to the upper class, she increased her control over all aspects of the
movement and would not tolerate any disloyalty (Georgine Milmine, The Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy, p. 234 ff).

Publications of the Christian Science Publishing Society include the Christian Science Quarterly, containing Bible
lessons for daily study; The Christian Science Journal, a monthly magazine; Christian Science Sentinel, a weekly
magazine; The Christian Science Monitor, a daily newspaper; and The Herald of Christian Science. In the 1980s,
the group expanded into other media, producing both radio and television news programming. Their venture into
cable-television operations was ended in 1992, when it was discovered "that the church had secretly transferred
$46.5 million from endowments and pension funds to help cover huge losses on the 'Monitor Channel,' which had
lost over $325 million" (Chicago Tribune, 1/27/93, p. 2). [Additionally, there were losses of $36 million and the
resulting termination of World Monitor, a newspaper begun in 1988. The Christian Science Monitor is said to be
losing $13 million annually (Martin Gardner, The Healing Revelations of Mary Baker Eddy, p. 218).]

Instead of preachers (the CCS has no ordained clergy), Christian Science's Sunday services consist mainly of
prescribed readings from the Bible, followed by interpretive readings from Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures (which Eddy thought was divinely inspired -- "I should blush to write of Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures as I have, were it of human origin and I apart from God its author; but [since] I was only a scribe
echoing the harmonies of heaven in Divine Metaphysics, I cannot be super-modest of the Christian Science
Textbook."). Eddy's "Scientific Statement of Being" (read every week from every Christian Science pulpit) begins
with, "There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in matter," and ends with, "Therefore, man is not material;
he is spiritual." Wednesday meetings include testimonies of healing from the congregation. Readers, both men and
women, are elected from the membership to conduct the services. Practitioners, also both men and women, devote
full time to the work of "spiritual healing."

Mrs. Eddy presented Christian Science as a scientific system of healing based upon spiritual laws God (allegedly)
had revealed to her. She taught these laws must be followed -- without deviation -- if a believer wishes to practice
Christian Science with consistent success. She taught Christian Science cannot be mixed with any other doctrine or
spiritual healing system, and, thereby, it is incompatible with medicine. Eddy also believed in "Malicious Animal
Magnetism" (MAM), which is negative mental energy or power, on the level of black magic. "Reading Rooms" are
local Christian Science libraries where members go to read Eddy's works to aid their spiritual evolvement.

Christian Scientists call themselves Christians, but their beliefs deviate from Biblical Christianity on nearly every
central Doctrine. Below are the highlights of what Christian Scientists believe concerning their source of authority,
the Godhead, Christ, the Holy Spirit,  the Resurrection, sin and salvation, heaven and hell, man's destiny, and
disease and death: 

1. Source of Authority. Mary Baker Eddy claimed the Bible was her "only textbook" and "only authority." Yet she
also said the Bible has thousands of errors -- 30,000 in the Old Testament and 300,000 in the New Testament.
Christian Scientists believe that Mrs. Eddy's discovery of Divine Science is the "final revelation" from God. They
claim Science and Health is divinely inspired (even though it has been proven to contain numerous plagiarisms and
revisions). -- Science and Health is the "first book" which has been "uncontaminated by human hypothesis" (The
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First Church of Christ, Scientist and Miscellany, p. 115; Science and Health, pp. 99, 139, 456-457). [HJB] One is
only supposed to read the Bible if they have Eddy's "key" in hand, so as to find out what a passage means. The
implication is that God couldn't make Himself plain, but has to have Mary Baker Eddy interpret what He says. With
this in mind, the world was, in effect, left to grope in darkness until Mrs. Eddy came on the scene.

2. Language. Christian Scientists have given Bible terms allegorical, metaphysical definitions that are completely
different from normal usage. Everything is spiritualized to the point that the physical no longer exists. New
meanings have also been assigned to many traditional theological doctrines. (For example: "Adam was not an
actual person who was created by God and fell into sin. 'Adam' means error; a falsity; the belief in 'original sin,'
sickness, and death; evil; the opposite of good.") [HJB] 

3. Trinity. Christian Science clearly repudiates the Trinitarian Godhead: "The theory of three persons in one God
(that is, a personal Trinity or Tri-unity) suggests polytheism, rather than the one ever-present I Am" (Science and
Health, p. 256). Instead, "Life, Truth, and Love constitutes the triune Person called God ... God the Father-Mother;
Christ the spiritual idea of sonship; divine Science or the Holy Comforter" (Science and Health, p. 331-332).
Christian Science teaches that the Biblical concept of the Trinity suggests "heathen gods" (Science and Health, p.
152). God is thus viewed as an impersonal "Divine Principle," a conception of one's mind (Science and Health, pp.
361, 469). On page 465 in another of Mrs. Eddy's "authoritative" books, entitled Miscellaneous Writings, she wrote:
"God is incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite, mind, spirit, soul, principle, life, truth, love," but devoid of any
personality. [HJB] [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that God is a triune, personal, transcendent Being who
created "the world and all things in it" (Act 17:24). He is not a pantheistic all-in-all. He is holy and just, as well as
love. God created and governs the universe, including man (Acts 17:24-27).]

4. Jesus Christ. Christian Science denies that the incarnation of Christ was the fullness of deity dwelling in human
flesh, denies the perfection of the man Jesus, and attempts to explain away the historical death and bodily
resurrection of Jesus Christ (Science and Health, pp. 336, 29, 332, 53, 398, 313, 593; Miscellaneous Writings, p.
201) Christian Science believes that Mary's conception of Jesus was spiritual -- on pages 332 and 347 of Science
and Health, the virgin birth of Christ is described and explained: "Jesus was the offspring of Mary's self-conscious
communion with God. ... Mary's conception of him was spiritual." Christian Science believes that the names "Jesus"
and "Christ" do not refer to the same person -- that Jesus is the human man and Christ is the "divine idea" (i.e.,
"dualism"). They teach that the spiritual (good) cannot dwell in material bodies because they are evil; thus Jesus
could not have been both God and man. [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is not the divine idea
of God but was God uniquely manifested in the flesh, truly God and truly man, one divine Person with two
indivisible natures, who is the only Savior and the only truth and Lord (John 1:1-3,14; Col. 2:9; Phil. 2:6-7; John
14:6).] Christian Science believes that Jesus was not God and the only way to heaven, but only the "wayshower"
(cf. Jn. 20:31; I Jn. 4:2,3).

Christian Science not only denies that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, it also denies that Jesus is one Person with two
natures -- fully God and fully man. Christian Science presents Jesus Christ in terms of a Gnostic duality: "The
spiritual Christ was infallible: Jesus as material manhood was not Christ'' (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 84). "Christ
as the true spiritual ideal, is the ideal of God now and forever ..." (Science and Health, p. 361). "The Christ is
incorporeal, spiritual ..." while, "The corporeal [physical] man Jesus was human only (Science and Health, p 332).
Yet "matter is mortal error … matter is the unreal and temporal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 21). So what Christian
Science actually concludes is that the physical humanity of Jesus was an illusion, ''as it seemed to mortal view"
(Science and Health, p. 315).

Concerning the blood atonement of Jesus Christ: "The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious to cleanse
from sin when it was shed upon 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins ..." (Science and Health, p.
25). Christian Science teaches that the death of Jesus Christ for sin was a "man-made" theory, and that Jesus was
alive in the tomb, demonstrating the "power of Spirit to overrule mortal, material sense" (Science and Health, p.
44). Eddy states, "Christ was not crucified ... Jesus, being the man who possessed the Christ consciousness, was the
one who went to the cross and who appeared to die." Thus, according to the theology of Christian Science, the
Bible only appears to say that Jesus died on the cross and His body was laid in the tomb; it must instead be
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understood that Jesus actually never died, but was rather in the tomb denying death's reality!

5. Holy Spirit. Christian Science denies that the Holy Spirit is a personal being. It teaches that the Holy Spirit is
Christian Science. -- "This Comforter I understand to be Divine Science" (Science and Health, p. 55). It is the
unfolding of the thoughts and infinite mind of God (pp. 502-503). [cf. Jn. 16:13-14] Thus, God, the Holy Spirit,
cannot indwell a person (Science and Health, p. 336).

6. The Resurrection. It is obvious that if Jesus never physically died on the cross to atone for sins that mankind
cannot commit (Science and Health, pp. 45-46), then the resurrection must also have a unique meaning in Christian
Science. Eddy explains, "When Jesus reproduced his body after its burial, he revealed the myth or material falsity
of evil; its powerlessness to destroy good and the omnipotence of the Mind that knows this: he also showed forth
the error of nothingness of supposed life in matter, and the great somethingness of the good we possess, which is of
Spirit, and immortal" (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 201). Jesus resurrection was thus the manifestation of the error of
evil. He demonstrated that sin and death are illusions and that if one wishes to rid themselves of these illusions,
they only need to deny their reality.

7. Sin. Christian Science denies the existence of all matter, including man's physical body. They say that man is
"incapable of sin, sickness, and death." They claim sin, sickness, and death are the "effects of error," thereby
denying the reality of sin. [HJB] Bottom line, to Christian Science, there is no sin (Science and Health, p. 447).
This is a consistent deduction and fundamental principle of the Christian Science system -- namely, God is all and
God is good, and since the real man has never departed from his original state of perfection, he is not in need of
salvation. He is saved now and reposing in the bosom of the Father. He has always been saved -- that is, as God's
idea of the expression of the mind, man is forever held in the divine consciousness. And since sin and evil have no
reality, all ideas of sin and evil are illusions. They are the product of the mortal mind. Hence, it is a sense of sin
which is sinful because of the illusory product of the mortal mind. They say that man's real problem is the belief of
sin, and that "Christ came to destroy the belief of sin." [Eddy writes in Miscellaneous Writings in the question and
answer section: "If there is no sin, why did Jesus come to save sinners?" She answers, "Jesus came to seek and to
save such as believe in the reality of the unreal; to save them from this false belief; that they might lay hold of
eternal Life ..." (p. 63). In other words, Jesus came to save mankind from the false belief that sin is real! Jesus
saving work was to exemplify the fact that death is unreal, that sin is only an illusion or false belief, and that to
deny its existence is the ultimate task of each person.]

8. Salvation. Since Christian Scientists do not believe that sin is real, they, therefore, see no need for salvation in
Jesus Christ. Notwithstanding, Christian Scientists still teach a salvation based on works -- and contrary to even
their own teachings, a salvation through victory over suffering and temptation. [HJB] 

9. Hell. Christian Science denies the existence of hell and eternal punishment, and, therefore, there is no devil
(Science and Health, p. 469). Hell is defined as "mortal belief; error; lust; remorse; hatred; revenge; sin; sickness;
death." They believe that hell is a self-imposed "mental anguish," emanating from the guilt of one's imagined sin.
[HJB]

10. Man's Destiny. Christian Science teaches that since God is all good and nothing that is real exists outside God,
then sin, sickness, and death are mortal error or an illusion. Christ, as the Truth, therefore came to set man free
from these false beliefs by His teachings and example (Science and Health, pp. 473, 475, 108). Christian Science
denies the penal, substitutionary atonement of Christ, saying, ''The material blood of Jesus was no more efficacious
to cleanse from sin when it was shed on 'the accursed tree,' than when it was flowing in his veins as he went daily
about His Father's business" (Science and Health, p.25). "Jesus taught the way of Life by demonstration. There is
but one way to heaven, harmony, and Christ in Divine Science shows us this way" (Science and Health, p. 242).
''Universal salvation rests on progression and probation … No final judgment awaits mortals …" (Science and
Health, p. 291)

11. Disease and Death. Christian Scientists claim that since organic disease does not exist, "the cause of all so-
called disease is mental" [i.e., 'the belief in sin is thereby the cause of it'], "a mistaken belief" (Science and Health,
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p. 377).  They say that since our physical bodies do not exist, disease and death are only illusions (Science and
Health, pp. 348,386). [To the contrary, the Bible teaches that sin, sickness, and evil are not an illusion, but a result
of man’s willful choice to rebel against a Holy God, and death (both physical and the spiritual eternal separation
from God) is the result of sin (Rom. 3:10, 23; 5:12-14; 1 John 1:8-10).] They believe they have restored Christ's
principles of divine healing through their practices of mental healing; i.e., the healing performed by Christian
Science involves helping a person to deny the reality of his illness, and thereby, any failure to heal is due to a
person's inability to overcome his belief. Mary Baker Eddy claimed to have this power of healing (called Divine
Science), though she never provided any tangible proof of it. [HJB] [Whereas the Christian Science approach to
healing may help psychosomatic illnesses, it has been scientifically demonstrated that it is not effective with real
illness. In fact, studies comparing the cumulative death rates of practicing Christian Scientists with control groups
have shown significantly higher death rates among the Christian Scientists (Journal of American Medical
Association, September 22/29, 1989, pp 1657-58; and Morbidity Weekly Report, August 23, 1991, pp. 579-582).]

12. The "Gospel" of Christian Science. Jesus, who possessed the Christ consciousness as do all men to a lesser
extent, went to the cross, not to bring about forgiveness of sin, for sin is an illusion, but rather to demonstrate that
death is an illusion. On the morning of the resurrection, the supposed physical body of Jesus was reproduced in its
original illusionary form, for all matter is illusion, and thereby demonstrated to mankind that all could do the same
by denying the reality of sin and death.

Jesus' "seeming" death on the cross was not intended to pay for our sins, but to prove the unreality of sin, disease,
and death. The Bible is full of mistakes. Jesus' words were recorded by "dull disciples ... in a decaying language,"
and must be spiritually interpreted through Christian Science.

To put it another way: "Jesus was laid down as the result of apparent death, into a fictitious tomb, in an unreal
body, to make an unnecessary atonement for sins that had never been a reality and had been committed in an
imaginary body, and that He saves from non-existing evil those headed toward an imaginary hell, the false fancy of
an erroneous Mortal Mind" (J.K. VanBaalen, The Chaos of Cults).

13. Conclusion. Christian Science offers some real enticements -- a "spiritually scientific" method for healing,
victory over life's circumstances, and guaranteed salvation. All one has to do to receive these blessings is to study
Eddy's writings and obey them to the letter. She was God's messenger to this age and her writings are considered
infallible. Just obey her teaching, and learn to think as she thought, and you will be victorious.

The physical dangers of Christian Science are obvious. Since they are taught that learning about their bodies is
spiritually harmful, Christian Scientists are ill equipped to understand the symptoms of illness. They often suffer
needlessly from treatable ailments and neglect life-threatening conditions that could be cured if treated in their
early stages. 

* Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia;(2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; (3) "Christian Science, Attempting a Comeback," MCO Journal,
Spring 2001, pp. 8-11, 15; (4) "Christian Science," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1997); (5)
Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Christian Science Examined," April 2000, pp. 26-
31; and (6) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 29-49.
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Eckankar (ECK)
New Age Religion

In 1964, a "new" religion made its appearance -- Eckankar, The Ancient Science of Soul Travel (Eck). Eck was
founded by Paul Twitchell, a journalist, eccentric occult dabbler, and self-proclaimed soldier of fortune. In 1964
and l965, he wrote articles and gave lectures on his peculiar philosophy of "Biolocation," or supposed out-of-body
travels. He evolved the philosophy and practice of Eck out of this experience and from studying the teachings of
Ruhani Satsung, Scientology, and several other religious and occult groups. Twitchell, who was born in Paducah,
Kentucky sometime between 1908 and 1912, and died in 1971, asserted that Eck did not actually begin in 1964, but
rather was a timeless and universal Truth which had been "revived" for public dissemination at that time. 

Eck's membership is estimated at approximately 50,000, but there are supposedly about 3 million "followers"
throughout the world. It was originally centered in Las Vegas, Nevada, but after Twitchell's death and the coming
to power of Darwin Gross, the group moved to Menlo Park, California. Its main headquarters are currently in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, but Eck also has active works in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Australia, and Africa.
Eck's authoritative books are An Introduction to Eckankar and Eckankar: The Key to Secret Worlds, both written by
Twitchell. Eck also publishes a monthly publication, Eck World News.

Twitchell sensed that he had hit upon a winning combination with Eck, proclaiming himself the unique incarnation
of God on earth (i.e., the "Living Eck Master"), insisting that only through him and his movement could an
individual find truth and salvation. Eck embodies almost all of the characteristics of a "made in America" cult
religion -- a recent vintage eclectic movement, combining occult philosophy and mystical experience, big money,
misrepresentation of origins, rampant spiritism, manifestations of psychic phenomena, virtual veneration of the
leader as God, syncretism, indoctrination, and a form of attempted mind control -- not to mention the standard
"esoteric gap," that is, the difference between the image the group projects to the public and the inner truths
revealed to initiates. Eck has gone from (literally) nothing to a highly systematized belief system with a large
corporate bureaucracy and an in-residence "God-man" as its leader.

Eckankar presents itself as the most ancient teaching known to mankind. It is referred to as "The Path of Total
Awareness." Below are the highlights of what Eckankar believes concerning its source(s) of authority, God, sin and
salvation, Christ, spiritual practice, the Kingdom of Heaven, reincarnation, and prayer*: 

1. Source of Authority. The current Living Eck Master -- "the MAHANTA, the Vi-Guru, the Light-Giver, the
Way Shower, the protector, guide and companion of every ECK chela" -- is the Eckist's sole authority for Eckankar
doctrine. Eck also has its own Scriptures, The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad, which state that "the faith that one has in the
Mahanta must be that of complete understanding and surrender." The "Word of God" in Eckankar is also known as
"Shabda, Basni" -- it is the Eckist's security, and "should one have this Word of God flowing from the temple
within himself, then he should be protected from bad experiences."

2. Eck Master. Eckankar teaches that few religious disciplines are able to transcend the lower states, due to
ignorance and the error of their way. Only through "soul travel," which is supposedly a superior and exclusive form
of out-of-the-body experience, is one able to flow upward (or inward) through the various realms in hopes of
eventually reaching the Sugmad, which exists as pure formless essence on the topmost plane. And the only way to
succeed is by submitting totally to the guidance of the Living Eck Master, or Mahanta, who plugs the chela (learner
or student) into the cosmic current. [This "current," known simply as the Eck, ostensibly flows out from, and back
into, the Sugmad. Eckists say it can be heard as sound and seen as light; thus with the help of the Mahanta, other
spirit guides (i.e., demons), and two of his five senses, the chela learns to flow with the Eck up through the various
"God Worlds," gradually attaining enlightenment and spiritual maturity along the way.]

When Living Eck Master Paul Twitchell died in 1971, his wife, Gail, claimed that Twitchell came to her in a dream
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and told her that Darwin Gross was to succeed him as the new Mahanta. Gail did as she was told and named Gross
the new Mahanta. She then married him in October 1972. Gross described himself as "the only man ever manifested
in all of history in whom individualism and universalism are combined in their full expression." (Gross was
obviously not to be outdone in his claims by Twitchell.) The Grosses were to have a short marriage. Five years later
they were divorced. At the suggestion of his advisory council, Gross resigned as the only "God-man" in October of
1981, and was replaced by the current "Living Eck Master," Sri Harold Klemp. This particular God-man was born
in Wisconsin.

Klemp and his predecessors are considered to be Mahantas -- one step above the normal Eck Masters. A Living
Eck Master is held so high that Eckists seem to put him equal with God. Twitchell said this of the Living Eck
Master: "The Living Eck Master is the only man, should I say being, who is capable of manifesting both individuals
and universalism in their full expressions. He is law unto himself, does what he pleases, has what he wants, comes
and goes absolutely at his own will, and asks no favors of any man." Sir Darwin Gross suggested that "self-
surrender" by everyone to the Living Eck Master's "radiant form" is the key to spiritual success. An Eck Master,
then, turns out to be nothing but a standard avatar, a routine "savior" who "incarnates" to instruct humanity,
reputedly being able to lift people out of the cycle of death and rebirth if they submit to him in total faith,
submission, and self-negation.

3. God. Twitchell realized early on that if he was going to create a new religion, he had to conjure up a new
concept of God to go with it. He used methods of eclectic cross-fertilization in his effort to come up with a new
hybrid, blending together monism and pantheism, with a touch of monotheism to give his theology some character.
The final product is a confused, crippled, and impotent deity which he indifferently labels "It." Like most hybrids,
Eck's "God" is sterile, incapable of producing new life. If anything, it is a throwback to the primitive fear religions
of the animistic and pagan cultures.

The "God" of Eckankar (Sugmad) does not manifest as a personality. Consequently, seeking, knowing, or desiring
to comprehend God in personal terms is impossible; indeed, it may be impossible in any terms. Twitchell writes
that "we do not, and cannot, know God. ... God itself is realized by the very cessation of all seeking and by
dropping of the mind. ... You will never find God by searching for Him. He is here and now within you! So never
search. Just realize this!"

Sugmad is a pantheistic god described by Eck as "progressive Self-realization or God-realization." Eck teaches that
God is all things, and more significantly, that God is not separate from his creation. Twitchell wrote: "There is
nothing in the universe that is not the SUGMAD, the everlasting ECK." By this logic, then, Eck is forced to pin the
universe's flaws and problems upon its own "God," and grudgingly admits that it is the Sugmad's "lower natures"
that generate negativity. (In Twitchell's book, The Tiger's Fang, Sugmad is described as being ignorant, internally
inconsistent, in need of wisdom and education, negative, unawakened, wondering, poor, unhappy, not content with
"his" creation, and in need of assistance.) Eck tries to evade this dilemma by teaching that the dynamic which
makes evil operative is a form of free will, which when abused, spawns "ignorance," leading to a lack of God-
realization in the self.

4. Sin. Eck does not adhere to the concept of "original sin." Eck believes this about sin: "The idea of man born in
sin is one of the oldest pitfalls which the Kal Niranjan ("Kal" for short -- Eck terminology for the negative force of
the cosmos, otherwise identified by Eck as "the Devil") could plan for keeping Soul in ignorance of Its true glory.
... All the doctrines of man born in sin, to be purified by the appearance of a messiah who dies for man's sins, is that
of a Kalistic belief." (Eck does not endorse or uphold Christian morals concerning sexual behavior. Also, Eck does
not believe this Soul enters the body of an unborn child; thus, they have no problem with abortion.)

5. Salvation. Twitchell said that "Eck is the highest of all paths to God. ... there is no other way to gain spiritual
enlightenment." He sweepingly pronounces that "belief in anything except the Eck is false. ... ECKANKAR is the
only direct path to God. ... All other paths are only stepping stones into the Astral plane. ... belief in anything except
the Eck is false ... it is not possible to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven except through the teachings of
ECKANKAR."
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6. Jesus Christ. Eck does not recognize any authenticity of the "virgin-birth." Twitchell stated that "Kal is the
Jehovah of the Jewish faith and the Father of the Christian teachings. ... Therefore, we really see [Jesus] as a son of
Kal Niranjan, king of the lower worlds." Thus, in Eck, the Bible, the entire structure of its moral teachings, and
Jesus Christ Himself are identified with the evil power of the cosmos -- in a word, with the Devil!

7. Spiritual Practice. The primary means of spiritual unfoldment practiced by Eck is soul travel or out-of-the-body
experiences. Five of the major techniques used are: (1) imaginative projection, (2) meditation, (3) projection via the
dream state, (4) trance, and (5) direct projection (intentionally willing one's consciousness to be in another
location). Mantras are frequently chanted and contact with spirit guides is practiced as well. Almost all forms and
types of occult/mystical consciousness alteration come into play. Trance states and spiritism are encouraged from
the outset in Eck spiritual practice, but the experience grows more esoteric as the Eckist travels up through "the
realms." There are ten initiations -- one for advancement to each plane. They are generally given yearly and are
considered the basic "sacrament" of Eckankar.

The chela finds himself going through thirty-two varied, but unique, phases of "spiritual unfoldment." These are
sometimes called the gift of Spirit, or the "essence of the ECK." Some of the most significant are mediumship,
E.S.P., telepathy, mind reading, clairvoyance, speaking in unknown tongues, magic, cosmic consciousness,
telekinetic powers, alchemy, and weather control. When one finally reaches this "upper level," he merges with the
Absolute and becomes a "coworker" with God. He becomes part of God, and there is nothing in the universe that is
not Sugmad (God) or the everlasting "ECK."

8. Kingdom of Heaven. The Kingdom of Heaven to which Twitchell refers is a cosmic layer cake of eleven
different realms or planes. Strictly speaking, only the upper six planes are "heavenly," the lower five being ruled by
the negative God-forces, especially by a cruel buffoon named Kal Niranjan, who supposedly causes all the familiar
woes and confusion we experience here on Earth Plane, or First Plane. The second realm, known popularly as the
Astral Plane, gives rise to all the garden varieties of occultic and psychic phenomena -- from deceitful spirits to
flying saucers and out-of-the-body astral projection experiences.

9. Reincarnation. According to Eck, as souls live their lives and make both conscious and "unconscious" choices,
they accrue karma and karmic debt. Souls must then pay for or work off negative karma acquired through wrong
action, either in this life or a previous one. In Eck, the individual soul must go through seemingly endless rounds of
reincarnations to work off karma, taking millions of years and millions of reincarnations as the soul rises up the
evolutionary scale of life. Eck teaches that the soul enters the universe as a mineral, then works its way up through
plant, fish, reptile, and mammal incarnations, eventually becoming human, where it will spend any number of
lifetimes until it attains spiritual enlightenment. [Twitchell claimed to have entered the lower universe as an
unspecified mineral eight million years ago, and supposedly got off the "Wheel of 84" (meaning no more
reincarnations) when he "translated" (Eckese for "died") in 1971.] The shortcut to God-realization is to meet and
follow the Living Eck Master, whose presence will burn away eons of karmic debt, freeing the soul from the
endless rebirths on the "Wheel of 84."

10. Prayer. Eck believes the Biblical concept of intercessory prayer is an "occult" technique.

*Most of the material in this report was derived from three sources: (1) SCP Journal, September 1979; (2) The
DISCERNER, 2Q1992; and (3) Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter, November 1996.
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Jehovah's Witnesses
Christian or Cult?*

Jehovah's Witnesses, also known as the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (with headquarters in Brooklyn, New
York), was officially founded in 1884 [as the Zion's Watch Tower and Tract Society (originally the Zion's Watch
Tower in 1879), officially adopting the name of Jehovah's Witnesses in 1931], by Charles Taze Russell (1852-
1916). In 1870, Russell was exposed to the teachings of William Miller, one of the founders of the Second
Adventist Movement and acquired an interest in end time prophecies. Russell originally denied  the doctrine of
Hell, and would go on to reject nearly every other Christian doctrine, as well as add many physically and spiritually
dangerous doctrines of his own making. Many of these unique and bizarre teachings were to be found in his six
volume series titled, Studies in the Scriptures.

For the year 2000, the Watchtower Society claims a worldwide membership of over six  million (about one  million
U.S.) in more than 91,000 congregations in 235 countries speaking 340 languages, and takes in approximately
300,000 new members each year (288,907 in 2000). According to JW statistics, yearly proselytizing is
accomplished via 4.8 million home Bible studies and 1.2 billion hours of witnessing. The JWs field over 500,000
full and part-time missionaries. Instruction and training are provided for all JWs at five meetings a week, held
primarily in "Kingdom Halls." Every week, an average of 45 new JW congregations are formed. [In the year 2000
in the United States alone, it was reported that 988,000 Jehovah's Witnesses spent more than 181 million hours in
field service (i.e., door-to-door witnessing and Bible studies).] 

JW leadership claims its victims by asserting itself to be the sole Christian religion and authority on the earth today,
as well as God's mouthpiece or prophet. The Watchtower further disrupts families through its harsh and unbiblical
interpretation of "disfellowshipping" and the practice of "shunning." Family members who are former JWs are
labeled by Watchtower adherents as "apostates" and prevented from even social contact. Disfellowshipped or
disassociated children, parents, and grandparents are kept from any type of communication with active members of
the organization. Divorces are common within the sect when one member becomes disillusioned with Watchtower
teaching and mind-control. 

Not only has the name of this cult been changed time and again, but they also change their doctrines regularly --
between 1917 and 1928, they changed their doctrines 148 times! (Prior to 1931, Jehovah's Witnesses had also gone
by the names of Millennial Dawn, People's Pulpit Association, The Brooklyn Tabernacle, and the International
Bible Students Association.) Russell died in 1916 and was replaced by the second president, Joseph F. Rutherford.
"A process of replacing Russell's writings with Rutherford's began in 1921 with the publication of Rutherford's
Harp of God. Between 1921 and 1941, Rutherford was to write twenty books and numerous pamphlets, which
would slowly revise the doctrine and structure left him by Russell" (Encyclopedia of American Religions, G.
Melton, Vol. 1, p. 485). One of Rutherford's books that caused a great amount of controversy was the seventh
volume of the Studies in the Scriptures.  

Russell adopted many of his doctrines from the Seventh-Day Adventists, but the JWs began to emphasize door-to-
door evangelism and literature distribution after Russell's death and subsequent leadership assumption by Joseph
Franklin Rutherford. The JWs have published over ten billion pieces of literature since 1928. Its main periodicals
are The Watchtower magazine (circulation of over 20 million in more than 130 languages) and Awake! (about 16
million copies in more than 80 languages), both published semi-monthly. 

Historically, the JWs are best known for their practices of refusing: (1) to serve in the military; (2) to salute the
flag; (3) to celebrate Christmas, birthdays, or other holidays; and (4) to give or to accept blood transfusions.
[Rejecting the medical practices of vaccinations, organ transplants, and blood transfusions, the Watchtower has
caused the deaths of many of its members throughout its history. Interestingly, vaccinations and organ transplants
have now been acknowledged by the Watchtower as acceptable practices, contradicting their previous doctrinal
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position.] (Although some of these practices are neither Biblical nor unbiblical in and of themselves, depending
upon one's motives and the exact nature of the practice, the reasons the JWs give for them often are unbiblical.) 

Below are the highlights of what JWs believe concerning their source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin,
salvation, heaven and hell, etc.: 

1. Source of Authority. JWs claim the Bible as their final authority, but Russell's writings, especially Studies in the
Scriptures, are considered "the light of the Scriptures." JWs have their own translation of the Scriptures (New
World Translation, published in 1961), which reflects the binding interpretations of the group's leaders. The JWs'
New World Translation greatly perverts the Scriptures to avoid placing themselves under the judgment of God (cf.
Jn. 1:1; 8:58; I Tim. 2:6; Ac. 10:36; Col. 1:16-17; 2:9-10; etc.). Hence, the leader's interpretation of the Bible, not
the Bible itself, is the final authority of JWs. The Watchtower magazine is one of the JWs main sources of doctrine,
and is considered authoritative by its members.

2. Trinity. JWs believe that God is not a triune God, but only "Jehovah God" (Let God Be True, pp. 100-101); they
teach that Trinitarianism is a belief in three gods, and thereby, Satan-inspired polytheism. Rutherford wrote: "...
sincere persons who want to know the true God and serve him find it a bit difficult to love and worship a
complicated, freakish-looking, three-headed God. The clergy who inject such ideas will contradict themselves in the
very next breath by stating that God made man in his own image; for certainly no one has ever seen a three-headed
human creature" (Let God Be True, 2nd ed., pp. 101-102).

3. God the Father. Known as Jehovah, the Watchtower considers Him to be the only true eternal God, the
Almighty. They write, "There was, therefore, a time when Jehovah was all alone in universal space" (Let God Be
True, p. 25). Being alone, the first creative act of Jehovah was to create His Son. 

4. Jesus Christ. Since JWs do not believe in the Trinity, they also do not believe that Jesus is God in the flesh.
They add the word "other" four times to Colossians 1:16,17, teaching that Christ was God's first creation, i.e., the
reincarnation of Michael the archangel created by Jehovah, rather than the Creator. [The "Watchtower" teaches that
Jehovah God created Michael the Archangel before the foundation of the world; Michael was His only begotten son
by virtue of the fact that he was the only creature directly created by Jehovah. It was this created Michael who
became the JW Jesus (i.e., a denial of the eternality of Christ). JWs say that "Since actual conception took place, it
appears that Jehovah God caused an ovum or egg in Mary's womb to become fertile, accomplishing this by the
transfer of the life of his first born son (Michael) from the spirit realm to the earth" (Aid to Bible Understanding, p.
920). "Marvelously, Jehovah transferred the life-force and the personality pattern of his first born heavenly son
(Michael) to the womb of Mary. God's own active force, his holy spirit, safeguarded the development of the child in
Mary's womb so that what was born was a perfect human" (Reasoning, p. 255).] JWs also add an "a" in John 1:1,
making the verse read, "the Word was a god" (which in essence, makes the JWs guilty of the same polytheism of
which they accuse Trinitarians). 

5. Use of Name Jehovah. JWs use the name "Jehovah" only for God (in order to distinguish between God and
Jesus Christ), while failing to recognize that Jesus is the fulfillment of "Jehovah" in Isaiah 40:3 and Matthew 3:3.
[HJB] 

6. Resurrection of Christ . JWs deny the bodily resurrection of Christ through their teaching that the body of
Christ was annihilated by God -- not risen -- but rather a new one was created three days after His death. This they
call the "resurrection" of Christ. Thus, Jesus was "resurrected" as a "glorious spirit creature" and does not now have
a glorified physical body. Instead, they claim Jesus arose spiritually and only "materialized" at various times after
His resurrection so He could be seen alive. (Awake!, 7/22/73, p. 4) 

7. The Holy Spirit. JWs deny the deity of the third person of the Trinity, as either God or as a person; they claim
that the Holy Spirit is only an impersonal "active force of Almighty God which moves His servants to do His will"
(Reasoning From the Scriptures, pp. 406-407; The Watchtower, 6/1/54, p. 24). They have written, "But the holy
spirit has no personal name. The reason for this is that the holy spirit is not an intelligent person. It is the
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impersonal, invisible active force that finds its source and reservoir in Jehovah God and that he uses to accomplish
his will even at great distances, over light years of space" (Let Your Name Be Sanctified, p. 269). 

8. Sin. JWs believe that the first man, Adam, disobeyed Jehovah when tempted by the angel Lucifer, who was
jealous of man. As a result of disobedience, Adam and all his descendants lost the right to life and so became liable
to death. This liability is applied to temporal death only. 

9. Salvation . JWs claim everlasting life is a reward for doing the will of God and carrying out one's dedication --
in other words, salvation is a reward for good works. (JWs are expected to spend five hours per week in door-to-
door visitation and witnessing, are responsible for selling twelve subscriptions to The Watchtower magazine each
month, and are responsible for conducting a "Bible study" each month in the homes of their converts.) According to
JW theology, a person has one of three possible destinies. The Anointed (144,000) will be in heaven to reign with
Jehovah God. The rest of the faithful Jehovah's Witnesses (not of the 144,000) will live forever on a paradise Earth.
Both of these classifications are determined to a great extent on membership in the Watchtower organization as
well as going door-to-door spreading the message of the Watchtower. Those people who are not members of the
Watchtower organization will be destroyed by Jehovah God and cease to exist. There is no concept of eternal
punishment or hell in Watchtower theology (Let God Be True, pp. 90-95, 289). They also believe that men will
have a second chance, after death, to be saved.

10. The Body of Christ. JWs believe that the members of the spiritual Body of Christ, or "Christian
Congregation," number only 144,000 (Rev. 7:4-8). Most of those members of Christ's Body are now deceased and
are reigning with Jesus in heaven since 1918. (Anybody born after 1936 cannot be in that number.) The remaining
members still on earth, approximately 8,000 (out of whom are selected the "Governing Body"), are known as the
"Remnant." They are collectively known as Jehovah God's "channel of communication" to men. They are the only
ones "born again" and are the only ones who have a hope of going to Heaven. The rest of Jehovah's faithful
witnesses only hope to be worthy enough to inherit the Earth, and will never see "Jesus/Michael," nor will they
ever go to Heaven. All "so called Christendom" will be destroyed at Armageddon.

11. Soul Sleep. JWs deny the immortality of the soul. They do not believe the soul can exist apart from the body,
but that a corpse remains in an unconscious state in the grave waiting for the resurrection. [HJB] 

12. Annihilation of the Wicked. JWs teach that the "second death" is annihilation and extinction -- the wicked will
cease to exist and will not suffer everlasting torment. They claim that a "doctrine of a burning hell" is "wholly
unscriptural," "unreasonable," "contrary to God's love," and "repugnant to justice." [HJB] They claim that "hell" is
the grave.

13. Prophecy . The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for
identification: (1) through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies
don't come to pass (Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20);
(5) men speak well of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and
for all in the flesh (1 Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most
cults are founded upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue
cultists. Russell's false prophecies formed the basis for what became The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society and
the Jehovah's Witnesses. Russell declared that the Second Coming had taken place invisibly in October 1874, and
the Lord was truly present, and that in 1914 the faithful (the 144,000) would be translated to heaven and the wicked
destroyed. Armageddon (which began in 1874) would culminate in 1914 with the complete overthrow of earth's
rulers and the end of the world. C.T. Russell, still on earth, died in 1916. 

In the early 1920s, JWs zealously distributed on the streets and from door to door a book titled Millions Now Living
Will Never Die. It was prophesied, "The year 1925 is a date definitely and clearly marked in the Scriptures, even
more clearly than that of 1914 ... we may confidently expect that 1925 will mark the return of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob and the faithful prophets of old ... to the condition of human perfection" ("Millions Now Living Will Never
Die," The Watchtower, 7/15/24, p. 89). The JWs even built a house in San Diego where the patriarchs were to live
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and tried to deed it to King David. (The house was quietly sold in 1954.) In the early 1940s, JWs were declaring
that Armageddon, only months away, would end World War II and the defeat of the Nazis would usher in God's
rule on earth (The Watchtower, 12/41). Their book, Children, suggested that plans to marry and have children be
postponed until after Armageddon. It's been a long wait! Not giving up, they later prophesied that God's millennial
kingdom would commence in 1975. Again JWs were told not to engage in any plans for this world, including
marriage and having children. Many quit their jobs, sold their homes, and dedicated themselves to going door to
door. (Source: 3/97, The Berean Call.) All in all, the Watchtower has predicted the end of the world for 1914,
1918, 1925, 1975, and 1989.

Five Myths of Jehovah's Witnesses

(Source: 4Q1993, The DISCERNER.)

Myth #1: The JWs are polytheist, believing in both a big God, Jehovah, and a little God, Jesus Christ.
Fact: JWs are absolutely monotheist, believing in Jehovah the Father who is the one true God and in His son, Jesus
Christ, who is not God in any way at all. 

Myth #2: JWs are pacifist and refuse to pay taxes.
Fact: JWs today refer to their stand as neutrality, not pacifism; that is, they are not against the use of force or even
killing; rather they seek to maintain strict neutrality in the world's affairs, not taking sides or serving any
government. As to paying taxes, the Witnesses do pay them.

Myth #3: JWs will not accept blood for any reason.
Fact: While it's true that they will not accept blood transfusions, JWs are allowed to have all the component parts
of blood plasma.

Myth #4: The Watchtower Society claims to be an inspired prophet with continuing revelations.  
Fact: JWs' Governing Body has always enjoyed all the privileges of prophets or apostles without any of the
responsibilities. So, technically, though they do not claim to be inspired prophets, in practice, that is just what they
are to the millions of JWs around the world. [Due to the resignation of the Governing Body's president and six
other board members in October of 2000, JWs formed three new corporations to run its U.S. operations.]

Myth #5: JWs are super-zealots living exemplary Christian lives.
Fact: The foremost reason for their super zealot reputation is the active door-to-door ministry. Many are impressed
by their willingness to spend so much time in their mission work. But what are their motives? Mainly they are fear
and guilt. The tight control the organization holds over its members helps bring about conformity in moral
standards.

The Jehovah's Witness "Jesus" -- what JWs confess and what they mean are two totally different things:
(Source: 1/94, Mount Carmel Outreach Newsletter.)

(1) "Jesus Christ is the Son of God." -- The first created son of God was known as Michael the Archangel. This
angel was recreated as a perfect man on earth and named "Jesus." This Jesus died on a torture stake (not a cross), so
that men could work their way into God's Kingdom. This Jesus/Michael now rules over his Kingdom invisibly
since 1914. (Since he failed to show up then, to destroy the unfaithful, he was declared by the Watchtower "powers
that be," to be invisible!)

(2) "We believe in the second coming of Jesus Christ." -- The angel Michael turned his attention to the affairs of the
Earth in 1914 by establishing an invisible heavenly kingdom. This is what is meant by "second coming." He will
never return visibly to Earth, but will rule through his "anointed" or "remnant" group of JWs here on Earth.
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(3) "Jesus was resurrected." -- God (Jehovah) placed a newly created copy of Jesus' life pattern (or personality) into
a newly created Michael the Archangel's spiritual (not physical) body. Since Jesus had been totally annihilated,
Jehovah had to recreate Jesus from his memory, and he is now Jesus/Michael in heaven. 

[Return to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 51-70; (4) "Watchtower Bible and Tract Society," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile,
1993); and (5) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "Focus on JWs," April 2000, pp. 16-
20.
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Masons (Freemasonry)
Christian or Anti-Christian?*

Freemasonry refers to the principles, institutions, and practices of the fraternal order of the Free and Accepted
Masons. The largest worldwide society, Freemasonry is an organization of men based on the "fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man," using builders' tools as symbols to teach basic moral truths generally accepted by
persons of good will. Their motto is "morality in which all men agree, that is, to be good men and true." It is
religious in that a belief in a Supreme Being and in the immortality of the soul are the two prime requirements for
membership, but it is nonsectarian in that no religious test is used.1 The purpose of Freemasonry is to enable men to
meet in harmony, to promote friendship, and to be charitable. Its basic ideals are that all persons are the children of
one God, that all persons are related to each other, and that the best way to worship God is to be of service to
people. 

Masons have no national headquarters as such, but the largest regional is the Scottish Rite Southern Jurisdiction (35
Southern states), which is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia. U.S. membership is claimed at about 3.5 million,
with about five million worldwide. The basic unit of Freemasonry is the lodge, which exists under a charter issued
by a grand lodge exercising administrative powers. The lodges are linked together informally by a system of mutual
recognition between lodges that meet the Masonic requirements. The lodge confers three degrees: Entered
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. Additional degrees are conferred by two groups of advanced
Freemasonry: the York Rite, which awards 12 degrees; and the Scottish Rite, which awards 30 higher degrees. In
the United States and Canada, members have formed a large number of groups to enable them to expand their
social and charitable activities. The best known of these groups is the Shriners (official name: "Ancient Arabic
Order Nobles Mystic Shrine"), who hold festive parades and support hospitals for crippled and burned children. (To
be a Shriner, one must be a 32nd degree Scottish Rite Mason, or its equivalent in the York Rite [Knights
Templar]). [The 33rd degree is an honorary degree bestowed upon especially worthy masons who have
accomplished outstanding work in such fields as religion and politics.] 

Although only men (of at least 21 years of age) can be Masons, related organizations are available for their
relatives -- there is the Order of the Eastern Star for Master Masons and their wives; the Order of De Molay for
boys; and the Order of Job's Daughters and the Order of Rainbow for young girls. The Masonic Lodge has more
than a hundred such fraternal organizations, including Daughters of the Nile, The Tall Cedars of Lebanon, The
Mystic Order of Veiled Prophets Of The Enchanted Realm, The Knights Of The Red Cross Of Constantine, and The
Blue Lodge.

Though some Masons trace their organization's origin back to the beginning of time (much of their teaching is tied
to Solomon's temple, but they also claim that John the Baptist and the Apostle John were Masons), modern
Masonry dates only to 1717. It was in that year that four lodges in Great Britain formed the first Grand Lodge of
England, which became the Premier Grand Lodge of the world. Since that time, lodges have spread all over the
world with local grand lodges formed whenever enough lodges exist in an area. Lodges first appeared in America
in Philadelphia (1730) and Boston (1733). 

The terminology and symbolism of Masonry seem to come mostly from the actual craft of stonemasonry during the
Middle Ages. The "free" in Masonry probably came from the "freestones" (stones that could be cut without
splitting) with which Mason's worked. Stonemasons had three classifications for workers practicing their craft:
Apprentice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. As mentioned earlier, this is also the terminology used for the first
three degrees in Masonry today.

Many allegories and symbols are used in Masonry. The old English Constitution refers to an ancient definition of
the ancient craft: "Freemasonry is a system of morality, veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbol," [Freemason'
symbols can be made to mean almost anything a person chooses to make them; Master Masons take an oath, "Ever
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to conceal, never to reveal."2] It seeks to make good men better through the form of belief in "the fatherhood of
God, the brotherhood of man, and the    immortality of the soul."

Masonry was originally a means by which people in the occult could practice their "craft" and still remain
respectable citizens. The official publication of "The Supreme Council 33" of Scottish Rite Freemasonry is titled
New Age. Some church denominations are also led by avowed Masons. For example, a 1991 survey by the Southern
Baptist Convention Sunday School Board found that 14% of SBC pastors and 18% of SBC deacon board chairs
were Masons; it is also estimated that SBC members comprise 37% of total U.S. lodge membership. (A 2000
updated SBC report found that over 1,000 SBC pastors are Masons.) 

Many other secret societies seem to be patterned after the Masons. L. James Rongstad says that Freemasonry "is the
'Granddaddy' of all lodges. Its teachings, rituals, customs and practices, and its secrecy have had an inspirational
effect on other similar groups such as the Moose, Eagles, Elks, and the National Grange." Mormon Temple rites are
also strikingly similar to Masonic Lodge practices (probably because Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon
Church, was also a Mason). Most of the rituals of today's college fraternities are also based more or less directly
upon Masonic rituals.

The symbols on the back of the U.S. dollar bill (pyramid, all-seeing eye, the number of feathers on the eagle's
spread wings, the stars above the eagle's head in the shape of the Star of David, and the mottos e pluribus unum
[out of many one] and novus ordo seclorum [a new order of the ages]) also appear to emanate from Freemasonry;
this would not be surprising considering many of America's so-called founding fathers were themselves Masons --
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, Ethan Allen, John Hancock, John Paul Jones, Paul
Revere, Robert Livingston, and 35 other lesser known men who were signers of the Declaration of Independence
and/or the Constitution. (It should be noted that there were also a number of the founding fathers who condemned
masonry: John Adams, John Quincy Adams, James Madison, Millard Fillmore, Daniel Webster, and Charles
Sumner.) Other notable men in history who have been Freemasons include Mozart, Henry Ford, Rudyard Kipling,
Gerald Ford, Norman Vincent Peale, Douglas MacArthur, and Will Rogers. 

Since Masons are involved in so many worthy causes, many are unaware that Masonic leaders readily admit that
Freemasonry is actually a religion, not merely a "fraternal, social, civic service organization." Joseph Fort Newton
(1880-1950), an Episcopal minister and recognized authority in the Masonic world, said, "Masonry is not a religion
but Religion -- not a church but a worship in which men of all religions may unite." In fact, Freemasonry even sees
itself as superseding and unifying all religions. (At various times and places, Freemasonry has met religious and
political opposition. Religious opponents, especially the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, have
traditionally claimed that Freemasonry is a religion and is a secret organization.)

Henry Wilson Coil is the author of the encyclopedia that many lodges now accept as their authoritative source
(Coil's Masonic Encyclopedia). Coil says that if Freemasonry is not a religion, nothing would have to be added to
make it such, and that the religious service at the funeral of a Mason is evidence enough that Freemasonry is a
religion. But the fact that Freemasonry is religion would not necessarily condemn it, except that the views of the
Masonic religion are in open conflict with Biblical Christianity, so much so that, in our opinion, a knowledgeable
and committed Mason could not possibly be a true Christian. 

Below is detailed what the Masons believe about their source of authority, God, Jesus Christ, sin, and salvation and
future life:

1. Source of Authority. Masons refer to the Bible as the "Volume of the Sacred Law" (V.S.L.), and it is considered
an indispensable part of what is called "the furniture" in a Masonic Lodge. But the Bible is used only in a so-called
"Christian" lodge -- the Hebrew Pentateuch is used in a Hebrew lodge, the Koran in a Mohammedan lodge, the
Vedas in a Brahmin lodge, etc. Jim Shaw, a former 33rd degree Mason, says that Masonry is not based on the Bible
(referred to as "The Great Light"), but on the Kabala (Cabala), a medieval book of mysticism and magic. Masonic
authority Henry Wilson Coil also admits that the Kabala's teachings can be seen in some of the mystical and
philosophical degrees of Masonry. Albert Pike (see next), the man responsible for virtually rewriting the Scottish
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Rite degrees into their present form, said that the Masonic "search after light" leads directly back to the Kabala, the
ultimate source of Masonic beliefs (Morals and Dogma). [HJB]

One of the great authorities on Masonry was Albert Pike (1809-1901), Sovereign Grand Commander of the
Southern Supreme Council of Scottish Right Freemasonry in the USA and "an honorary member of almost every
Supreme Council in the world" (Albert G. Mackey, 33rd degree, and Charles T. McClenachan, 33rd degree,
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, The Masonic History Company, 1921, rev. ed.; 2:564). Pike authored Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry for the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree,
which was published by its authority. This compendium of official Masonic lore clearly traces Masonry to
Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, and other Eastern religions. Albert G. Mackey, co-author of Encyclopedia of
Freemasonry, is also one of Masonry's highest authorities. In his Manual of the Lodge, he traces Masonic teaching
back to "the ancient rites and mysteries practiced in the very bosom of pagan darkness. ..." (Albert G. Mackey,
Manual of the Lodge, Macoy and Sickles, 1802, p. 96).

In the final analysis, Masons do not adjust their beliefs to fit the Bible, the Bible is adjusted to fit their beliefs. A
Mason's loyalty is never to God but to the Lodge. Coil has concluded that: "The prevailing Masonic opinion is that
the Bible is only a symbol of Divine Will, Law, or Revelation, and not that its contents are Divine Law, inspired, or
revealed. So far, no responsible authority has held that a Freemason must believe the Bible or any part of it."
Masonry's only concern is that each person must swear by the most holy book he knows, so that he will then keep
the oaths of Freemasonry. (See Endnote #2 again.) 

2. God. Masons require one to believe in God to be a member, but the candidate is never required to say what god
he believes in -- "Masonry ... requires merely that you believe in some deity, give him what name you will ... any
god will do, so he is your god" (Little Masonic Library, Macoy Publishing, 1977, 4:32). Masons commonly refer to
their deity as the "Great Architect of the Universe" (G.A.O.T.U.) or the Supreme Being. God is further described as
Grand Artificer, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge Above, Jehovah, Allah, Buddha, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, or
Great Geometer. (The "G" in the Masonic ring can refer to God; it can also refer to geometry.) Masons claim that
the actual name for God has been lost (cf. Jn. 14:8,9; Phil. 2:9-11; 1 Jn. 5:20) [HJB]. 

3. Jesus Christ. The name of Christ is seldom referred to in Masonic literature, apparently due to Masons not
wanting to offend their non-Christian members. Some Masonic leaders even teach that the Messiah will not be an
individual, but "the perfection of the human race." One such leader thinks that the stories about various Messiahs
have their origin in the most ancient of religious beliefs -- Solar Worship. Masons, therefore, consider the
discussion about the deity of Christ to be an endless, futile argument. When quoting from the Bible, references to
Christ are omitted, and prayer is never allowed to be offered (in a "well-ordered" lodge) in the name of Jesus
Christ. Masons do not care whether a person privately petitions God or Jehovah, Allah or Buddha, Mohammed or
Jesus, the God of Israel or the "Great First Cause," but in the Lodge, the only petition allowed is to the "Great
Architect of the Universe." [HJB] Clearly then, Freemasonry does not believe that Jesus Christ is God, nor that
salvation is available only through Him (cf. 1 Jn. 4:3). Freemasonry is a religion without a Savior.

At the heart of Masonry is a secret Luciferian doctrine which a Mason only comes to understand as he reaches the
higher levels. Manly Palmer Hall, another of the great authorities on Masonry, writes, "When the Mason ... has
learned the mystery of his Craft, the seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands. ..." (Manly Palmer Hall, The Lost
Keys of Freemasonry, p. 48). The Apostle John warned that those who deny that Jesus is the only, all sufficient
Christ, and that He came once and for all in the flesh, have embraced the spirit of Antichrist (1 Jn. 4:1-3). That
Jesus was not the Christ, but that He had attained to the state of "Christ-consciousness" available to all mankind, is
again part of Masonry: "Jesus of Nazareth had attained a level of consciousness, of perfection, that has been called
by various names: cosmic consciousness, soul regeneration, philosophic initiation, spiritual illumination, Brahmic
Splendor, Christ-consciousness" (Lynn F. Perkins, The Meaning of Masonry, CSA Press, 1971, p. 53).

4. Sin. Sin is seldom referred to in Masonic literature. The reality of sin in the Biblical sense is denied (much like
the Christian Scientists); Masons think that any "shortcomings" can be overcome by greater enlightenment. Yet in
attaining the degree of Master Mason, the symbolism implies that a person is redeemed from the death of sin and
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sin's pollution. [HJB] 

5. Salvation and Future Life. Masons think that salvation refers to being brought from the material to the spiritual;
i.e., when man returns to "his forgotten inherent spirituality." Masons believe that the degree of Master Mason is
symbolical of old age, which allows a person to happily reflect on a well-spent life and to "die in the hope of a
glorious immortality." Because they deny the reality of sin, Masons see no need of salvation in the Biblical sense.
They see salvation as a step-by-step enlightenment, which comes through initiation into the Masonic degrees and
their mysteries. [HJB] 

In the 19th degree of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, the initiate is told that attachment to Masonry's "statutes and rules
of the order" will make him "deserving of entering the celestial Jerusalem [heaven]." In the 28th degree, he is told
that "the true Mason [is one] who raises himself by degrees till he reaches heaven" and that one of his duties is "To
divest [him]self of original sin ..." Masons clearly teach a salvation by works, or character development, not a
salvation by faith in Christ alone. Even in the 32nd Degree, a Mason never can nor will find the "light" he is
looking for.

Endnotes

1 Sectarianism is simply the belief that one's faith has an exclusive corner on the Truth and that all others are false.
In fact, Christianity is deemed by Freemasonry to be a sect, and Christians who believe in Jesus alone are said by
Masons to be sectarian. Since it is revealed that their Masonic "God" hates sectarianism, in effect, Freemasonry's
elite are admitting that they hate Jesus Christ. That is why the Masonic institution freely accepts Buddhists,
Moslems, Zoroastrians, Voodooists, and even Satanists into its fraternal chambers. All are welcomed so long as
each agrees that his particular religion is not exclusive. That would be sectarianism. However, Jesus Christ
testified that He alone is the one true God, that He alone is "The Way, The Truth, and The Life." Therefore, all
those who believe in Him as Lord and Savior refuse to give glory to any other deity. Every true Christian, in the
strictest Masonic view, is therefore, necessarily hated and despised as a divisive, sectarian believer. (Source: 1/95,
Flashpoint.)  [Return to Text]

2 Most do not realize the terrible oaths that Masons are required to take for each advancing degree in this cult.
Each Entering Apprentice, for example, is required to repeat:

"... most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, that I will always hail, ever conceal, and never
reveal, any of the arts, parts or points of the hidden mysteries of ancient Freemasonry. ... All this I
most solemnly, sincerely promise and swear, with a firm and steadfast resolution to perform the same,
without any mental reservation or secret evasion of mine whatever binding myself under no less a
penalty than that of having my throat cut across, my tongue torn out by its roots, and buried in the
rough sand of the sea at low water mark where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours,
should I ever knowingly or willingly violate my solemn oath and obligation as an Entered Apprentice
Mason. So help me, God."

Each succeeding degree has a similar horrible oath and penalty connected with it. But Jesus commanded His
followers to "not swear at all" (Matthew 5:34; James 5:12). In addition, Jesus would never sanction these required
oaths, for He said: "I have said nothing in secret" (John 18:20). Masonry claims to have found the truth, and yet
demands that its members swear never to reveal and always to conceal its teachings! -- How unlike true
Christianity in which believers are commanded to "go into all the world and preach the good news to all creation"
(Mark 16:15). Masonry's methods stand condemned by the Word of God.  [Return to Text]

*Unless otherwise cited, six primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 71-96); (3) Freemasonry and
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Christianity, Alva J. McClain, BMH Books:1986; (4) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack
Sin, "Of Freemasonry and the Lodge," April 2000, pp. 42-46; (5) "Freemasonry: The Cult--The Truth," Jack Harris
(former Past Worshipful Master of a Masonic lodge), 3/01, Internet web site; and (6) 7/97, The Berean Call.
 [Return to Top.]
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Mormonism
Christian* or Cult?#

Mormonism, known as The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (with headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah
-- a state that is now 70% Mormon), was officially founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith Jr. (1805-1844). Smith
claimed to have had a personal visit from God the Father at the age of 15, who introduced him to Christ.1 Jesus
then supposedly told him not to join any church because they were all wrong and all the Christian church's doctrines
"were an abomination" (Joseph Smith -- History 19, Pearl of Great Price). After Smith's murder in 1844, Brigham
Young took the cult to Utah, where there is now a major University named after him, and the number of Mormons
exceed one million. The Mormon Church currently claims about 11 million baptized members worldwide (5.2
million U.S., ranking it 5th among the largest 25 U.S. denominations), up from about 2.5 million in 1970. 1970.
Over the last decade, nearly 300,000 individuals over the age of eight have joined the Mormon Church every year.
Membership is expected to grow to over 23 million over the next two decades. It is growing fastest in Latin
America and Asia. Official publications include Church News, a weekly 16-page newspaper, and the Ensign, a
monthly magazine. 

The Mormon Church collects at least $6 billion a year from its members, and generates at least another $5 billion in
sales from its various business enterprises; total church assets exceed $30 billion. (At least 100 companies are
controlled by the Mormon Church, and some estimate its total annual revenues in excess of $20 billion! The church
also owns 18 radio stations in the U.S.) Part of the Church's income goes to operate an elaborate internal welfare
system so its members avoid any governmental assistance. The Mormon Church also has a 58,000-plus missionary
force working in more than 160 nations in 102 languages. The Church's Provo, Utah, 26-acre Missionary Training
Center receives 500 new missionaries a week into its 3-9 week intensive missionary training program. (All boys,
once they turn 19, are expected to dedicate two years of their lives to missionary service.) Fielding missionaries is a
$500 million per year effort and currently reaps more than 300,000 new converts each year. Nevertheless, only
about 46% of Mormons attend a church meeting at least once a month. (The clean-cut image that Mormons have
attained has been a major factor in the attractiveness of the Mormon Church to outsiders. They are forbidden to
drink coffee, tea, and alcoholic beverages, and use tobacco products.)

The Mormon church (LDS) is organized so that one prophet leads the church. Beneath the prophet in authority is
the Council of the Twelve Apostles. A third group of men are called the First and Second Councils of the Seventy.
All of these men together are called the General Authorities. Local churches are called Wards or Stake Centers and
meet for worship in what the Mormons call "meetinghouses." The Temples are not for worship, but are used for
ceremonies for the living and the dead. Less than ten percent of all LDS members are allowed to enter these
structures.

As of year-end 2002, there were 114 operating temples of Mormondom worldwide, with another 14 under
construction or approved (albeit less elaborate than the 50 temples in existence at the end of 1997). (Approximately
65,000 members must be in an immediate area to qualify for a temple.) Temples are required for Mormon
marriages and for proxy baptisms of ancestors. Most people assume Mormon temples are places of worship. This is
not true. Only secret, occult rituals for the living and the dead are performed there, and Mormons think they must
perform them to have eternal life. It is tragic that over eleven million Mormons think they need secret handshakes,
oaths, incantations, and rituals, which originated in occultic Scottish Rite Freemasonry, in order to be with God in
heaven! (In the final years of Joseph Smith Jr.'s life, he became a "worshipful master" in the Masonic Lodge.)

Many today are under the false impression that Mormonism is merely another Christian denomination, when in
actuality, Mormon beliefs are not only unbiblical, but anti-Christian. Below are the highlights of what Mormons
believe concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 
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1. Source of Authority. Mormonism teaches that the canon of Scripture was not closed when the Bible was
completed. They have three sources in addition to the Bible, all of which they believe contain God's revelations --
the Book of Mormon 2 (changed in more than 4,000 places since 1830), Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of
Great Price. However, Mormons follow the teachings of these three books even when they contradict the Bible. For
example, Mormonism teaches that the Bible is the Word of God "as far as it is translated correctly." Then whenever
a Mormon belief contradicts Scripture, the Mormons say that particular part of Scripture is translated incorrectly,
and that the correct translation is in one of the Mormon scriptures (The Maze of Mormonism, p. 131). Thereby, the
Bible is rejected as the infallible Word of God. [e.g. "The Bible is considered usable, but suspect due to its many
errors and missing parts" (Articles of Faith No. 8, Ensign, January 1989, pp. 25, 27).

2. Trinity. Mormonism teaches polytheism (versus monotheism taught in the Bible), believing that the universe is
inhabited by many gods who produce spirit children. Joseph Smith declared, "I will preach on the plurality of Gods.
I have always declared God to be a distinct personage, Jesus Christ a separate and distinct personage from God the
Father, and the Holy Ghost was a distinct personage and a Spirit: and these three constitute three distinct
personages and three Gods" (Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, p. 370). Mormon Apostle Bruce R. McConkie
spoke about the Godhead in this way, "Plurality of Gods: Three separate personages: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
comprise the Godhead. As each of these persons is a God, it is evident, from this standpoint alone, that a plurality
of Gods exists. To us, speaking in the proper finite sense, these three are the only Gods we worship. But in addition
there is an infinite number of holy personages, drawn from worlds without number, who have passed on to
exaltation and are thus gods" (Mormon Doctrine, pp. 576-577).  

3. God.  In Mormon theology, the god of our planet is believed to have once been a man on another planet, who
through self-effort and the help of his own father-god, was appointed by a counsel of gods in the heavens to his
high position as the god of planet Earth, and now has a physical, resurrected, glorified body. Mormonism teaches
that through the atonement of Christ and by their good deeds and "holy" living, men can one day become gods, and
with their multiplicity of "goddess wives," populate their own planets. (This is what the celestial marriage and the
Mormon temple vows are all about.) Mormon theology, therefore, humanizes God and deifies man.3

4. Christ. Mormonism acknowledges the divinity of Christ, but as noted above, Mormon doctrine on what
constitutes divinity falls seriously short of the Biblical standard. Mormonism teaches that Jesus, Lucifer, and all the
demons, as well as all mankind, are actually all spirit brothers and sisters, born in the spirit world as spirit babies to
our man-god Heavenly Father and his goddess wives. Mormon leaders have consistently taught that God the Father
("Adam-god") had sexual relations on earth with Mary (his own spirit daughter), to produce the physical body of
Jesus. Early Mormon apostles also asserted that Christ was a polygamist, and that His wives included Mary and
Martha (the sisters of Lazarus) and Mary Magdalene.4

5. Holy Spirit. In Mormonism, a distinction is drawn between the Holy Ghost and the Holy Spirit. As LDS Apostle
Marion G. Romney stated: "The Holy Ghost is a person, a spirit, the third member of the Godhead" (Ensign, May
1977, pp. 43-44). The sixth LDS prophet, Joseph F. Smith, explains that the Holy Spirit is not a person but rather
an impersonal force: "You may call it the Spirit of God, you may call it the influence of God's intelligence, you
may call it the substance of his power; no matter what it is called, it is the spirit of intelligence that permeates the
universe" (Mormon Doctrine, McConkie, pp. 752-753).

6. Sin. In Mormon theology, it is not quite clear how the first humans, Adam and Eve, came to live on this earth
and received bodies, but somehow they did and began the process of human procreation, whereby bodies are
produced for their spirit children. But at the very beginning of the process of human generation, sin entered
necessarily. The earthly bodies of Adam and Eve were intended to be immortal tabernacles for their spirits, "but it
was necessary for them to possess through mortality and be redeemed through the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ
that the fullness of life might come." Therefore, they disobeyed God's commands. Since the fall of man was
necessary, it became necessary for men to disobey God in order to do His will. Adam's fall, thereby, was a fall
"upward."5 Concerning the transmission of sin to Adam's posterity, Mormons take a negative position -- they
believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's transgression. Having rejected the doctrine
of the imputation of the guilt of sin, Latter-Day Saints likewise repudiate the transmission of inherent corruption or
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original sin.

7. Salvation. Mormon theology teaches that the atonement of Christ was essential to our salvation and eternal life
with God, but that it is not sufficient. Christ's shed blood on the cross provides for universal resurrection of all
people, but does not pay for personal sins; according to Mormonism, only Christ's blood shed in the Garden of
Gethsemane atones for personal sin. Besides faith in Christ, complete and permanent repentance of all sin as well
as many good works are required.6 Mormonism also teaches that one must be baptized in water to be saved
(baptismal regeneration), and that salvation will also be available in the next world for those "missing-out" in this
one. Therefore, Mormons avidly pursue genealogy and practice baptism for the dead.7 

8. Heaven and Hell. Mormonism teaches that there are three degrees of glory: Celestial (for good Mormons able to
cease sinning in this lifetime -- see endnote #6 below), Terrestrial (for good people who do not comply with all the
teachings of Mormonism), and Telestial (for those who have lived unclean earthly lives). (See also Mormon
Doctrines, p. 348.) Mormonism teaches that there is a hell, but only for the "sons of perdition," a very small
number of souls that cannot be redeemed. According to Mormonism, then, the vast majority of mankind will be
"saved," though it should be obvious that no one will make it to the Celestial Kingdom. [Blacks used to be totally
out of the equation: "Black people are black because of their misdeeds in the pre-existence" (Three Degrees of
Glory, LDS Apostle Melvin J. Ballard, p. 21); "The Negro is an unfortunate man. He has been given a black skin.
But that is nothing compared with that greater handicap. He is not permitted to receive the priesthood and the
ordinances of the temple, necessary to prepare men and women to enter into and enjoy a fullness of glory in the
Celestial Kingdom" (Elder George E. Richards). In 1978, however, the Mormon Church announced that God had
lifted his curse from the African race.] 

9. Temple Rituals. A typical temple ceremony would take place as follows: "The ritual began in a small cubicle
where we had to strip completely. We then put on 'the shield,' a poncho with a hole for the head, but open on the
sides (similar to a hospital gown). We went through a series of 'washings and anointings,' as various parts of our
bodies were touched by elderly temple workers who mumbled appropriate incantations over them. Our Mormon
underwear, 'the garments,' are said to have powers to protect us from 'the evil one.' It had occult markings, which
were so 'sacred' that we were instructed to burn them when the garments wore out. The endowment ceremony
mocked all doctrines held to by Biblical Christianity, and Christian pastors were portrayed as servants of Satan. We
had to swear many blood oaths, promising we would forfeit our lives if we weren't faithful, or if we revealed any of
the secrets revealed to us in the temple ceremonies. We were made to pretend by grotesque gestures to cut our
throats, chests, and abdomens, indicating how we would lose our lives. We were never told who would kill us! The
inference was, and history testifies to, that it would be the Mormon priesthood." (Testimony of a former Mormon.)
[Note: The blood oaths and portrayal of Christian pastors were removed in April of 1990, despite the fact that the
ordinance was purported to have been given originally by a revelation and was never to be changed.]

10. More from the Mouths of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young. 

  Joseph Smith

"God made Aaron to be the mouthpiece for the children of Israel, and He will make
me to be God to you in His stead, and the elders to be mouth for me; and if you don't
like it, you must lump it" (Documentary History of the Church, vol. 6, pp 319-320).

"I have more to boast of than ever any man had. I am the only man that has ever
been able to keep a whole church together since the days of Adam. A large majority of
the whole have stood by me. Neither Paul, John, Peter, nor Jesus ever did it. I boast
that no man ever did such a work as I" (D.H C., vol. 6, p. 408-409).

"The whole Earth shall bear me witness that I, like the towering rock in the midst of
the ocean, which has withstood the mighty surges of the warring waves for
centuries, am impregnable ... I combat the errors of ages; I meet the violence of
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mobs; I cope with illegal proceedings from executive authority; I cut the gordian knot
of powers, and I solve mathematical problems of universities, with truth -- diamond
truth; and God is my right hand man." (D.H.C., Vol. 6, p. 78).

"And I prophesy in the name of the Lord God of Israel, unless the United States
redress the wrongs committed upon the Saints in Missouri and punish the crimes
committed by her officers that in a few years the government will be utterly
overthrown and wasted and there will not be so much as a potsherd left, ..." (D.H
C., vol. 5, p. 394). [This prophecy was made in May of 1843, and the United States
government has not been overthrown and wasted.]

"Here then is eternal life -- to know the only wise and true God; and you have got to
learn how to be Gods yourselves, and to be kings and priests to God, the same as all
Gods have done before you..." (Teachings of the Prophet, Joseph Smith, p. 346).

"In the beginning, the head of the Gods called a council of the Gods; and they came
together and concocted a plan to create the world and people it" (Ibid., p. 349). 

"The greatest responsibility in this world that God has laid upon us is to seek after
our dead" [Our God of the Bible has forbidden us to have anything to do with the
dead (Deut. 18:10,11).

Brigham Young

"I have never yet preached a sertuon and sent it out to the children of men, that they may
not call Scripture. Let me have the privilege of correcting a sermon, and it is as good a
scripture" (Journa1 of Discourses, vol. 13, p. 95; also see vol. 13, p. 264). 

"I say, rather than the apostates should flourish here, I will unsheath my Bowie knife,
and conquer or die. [Great commotion in the congregation, and a simultaneous burst of
feeling, assenting to the declaration.] Now, you nasty apostates, clear out, or judgment
will be put on the line ... If you say it is right, raise your hands [All hands up], let us call
upon the Lord to assist us in this, and every good work." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p.
83) 

"I could refer you to plenty of instances where men have been righteously slain, in
order to atone for their sins ... This is loving our neighbor as ourselves, if he needs help,
help him, and if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in
order that he may be saved, spill it." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4,  p. 220). [Many were
killed under what is called the "Blood Atonement Doctrine" Leaving Mormonism was one
of the sins that the blood of Jesus could not atone for, and a person's own blood must be
shed by Mormon priests as an atonement for sin.]

"I intend to meet them on their own grounds. ... and if any miserable scoundrel comes
here, cut their throats." [And they obeyed; a wagon train of innocent men, women, and
children were massacred at Mountain Meadows under the orders of Brigham Young. They
were passing through Utah, and Brigham thought they were from Illinois where Joseph
Smith had been killed. Many more were "atoned."]

"Gold and silver grow, and so does every other kind of metal, the same as the hair upon
my head or the wheat in the field; ..." (JOD., vol. 1, p. 219).

"Who can tell us of the inhabitants of this little planet that shines of an evening, called
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the Moon? ... So it is with regard to the inhabitants of the Sun. Do you not think it is
inhabited? I rather think it is. Do you think there is any life there? No Question of it; it
was not made in vain." (Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 219).

"Do you think we shall ever be admitted as a State into the Union without denying the
principal of polygamy? If we are not admitted until then, we shall never be admitted."
(Journal of Discourses, vol. 11, p. 269). [The Edmunds Act was passed in 1882 forbidding
polygamy in the territory, and only then was Utah allowed to enter the Union. At that point
the LDS church officially gave up polygamy. Another false prophecy from the Mormon
prophet!]

"I think these preliminaries will satisfy me, and I feel prepared to take my text. It is the
words of Jesus Christ, but where they are in the Bible I cannot tell you now, for I have
not taken pains to look at them.  I have had so much to do, that I have not read the Bible
for many years. I used to read and study it, but did not understand the spirit and
meaning of it ..." (1854 Conference discourse, October 8). [Brigham Young obviously did
not understand the Bible, and neither do any of the other Mormon prophets!]

* In recent years, Mormon leaders, including the church's modern-day "Prophet," Gordon B. Hinckley, have
sought to align the LDS' public teachings and practices with those of politically correct, global ecumenicism. But it
is only until recently that Mormons wanted to be called "Christians," preferring not to be included with Christian
denominations, which Joseph Smith Jr. said were, "all wrong ... all their creeds were an abomination in His sight,
and that those professors (Christians) were all corrupt" (Pearl of Great Price, Joseph Smith, 2:18-19); Mormons
have preferred to be called "saints." However, in the recent years, the LDS church has spent millions of dollars in
an intense "PR" campaign aimed at moving the Mormon church into the mainstream of Christianity. The political
and economic benefits of Mormons being included in the mainstream of Christianity are obvious. Further, for
Mormons to be accepted as traditional Christians would greatly aid in proselytizing the members of Christian
denominations into the LDS church. This is why the LDS church is trying so hard to present itself as Christian and
is trying to overcome the stigma of being a cult (9/16/96, FBIS, "Are Mormons Christians," by Cooper P. Abrams
III). Moreover, Mormons let it be known in early-2001 that they no longer wanted to be referred to as "the Mormon
Church," "the Latter-day Saints Church," or by "LDS Church." If the name must be shortened, "the Church of
Jesus Christ," or "the Church" is acceptable, they said (3/19/01, USN&WR).  [Back to Top]

# This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from two sources: (1) "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1993); and (2) Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "What is Wrong with Mormonism," April 2000, pp. 21-25.

Endnotes

1  The Bible lists six identifying marks of false prophets, any one of which is sufficient for identification: (1)
through signs and wonders they lead astray after false gods (Dt. 13:1-4); (2) their prophecies don't come to pass
(Dt. 18:20-22); (3) they contradict God's Word (Isa. 8:20); (4) they bear bad fruit (Mt. 7:18-20); (5) men speak well
of them (Lk. 6:26); and (6) they deny that Jesus, the one and only Christ, has come once and for all in the flesh (1
Jn. 4:3), thereby denying His sufficiency in all matters of life and godliness (2 Pe. 1:3). Most cults are founded
upon false prophecies, which, if pointed out, offer an effective way to open blind eyes and rescue cultists.
Mormonism boasts of its prophets -- but they have all been false. In the course of 18 years, founding prophet
Joseph Smith made 64 specific prophecies. Only six of them were fulfilled -- fewer than 10 percent. Many of his
proclamations dealt with the future of his church. For example, in August of 1831 he stated that God had told him,
"The faithful among you shall be preserved and rejoice together in the land of Missouri." In September of 1832, he
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stated that the city of Independence would become the "New Jerusalem ... even the place of the temple, which
temple shall be reared in this generation." Six years later the Mormons were driven out of Independence. No temple
was built there. Eventually they were driven from Missouri and settled in Utah. In 1833, Smith prophesied that the
United States would suffer unparalleled multiple disasters ("pestilence, hail, famine, and earthquake") which would
sweep the wicked (non-Mormons) off the land, leaving Mormons safe in their Zion haven in Missouri. Instead,
they fled to Utah. Among Smith's many other false prophecies was the declaration in 1835 that Christ would return
within 56 years and many living then would "not taste of death till Christ comes" (History of the Church [Vol. 2], p.
182; [Vol. 5], p. 336). Smith's successor, Brigham Young, prophesied that the Civil War would not free the slaves.
 [Back to Text]

2  The Book of Mormon, purported by Joseph Smith Jr. to be "inspired by God," is the most famous of specifically
Mormon "scriptures." Smith concocted the preposterous yarn that an angel named Moroni (pronounced ma-roe-nee)
appeared to him in 1827 and told him of some golden plates hidden in a hillside near Palmyra, New York. From
these plates, Smith supposedly translated the Book of Mormon. [Published in 1830, this was to become the first of
many scriptures for the Mormon Church. By this time, Smith had also officially organized the LDS Church and
was gaining a following. Over the next ten years, the church headquarters would move to Kirtland, Ohio;
Independence, Missouri, and Far West, Missouri. Finally it would find a resting place in Nauvoo, Illinois.] In
actuality, the Book of Mormon is a fraud, having been plagiarized from the Bible, from Shakespeare, from the
pope's Essays on Man, from the Westminster Confession of Faith, and from other leading authors of the last few
hundred years prior to Smith's death. Despite its plagiarisms, the Book of Mormon contradicts the Bible in hundreds
of places (9/95, Maranatha Baptist Watchman).  [Back to Text]

3  Joseph Smith explained, "I am going to tell you how God came to be God. We have imagined and supposed that
God was God from all eternity. I will refute that idea, and take away the veil, so that you may see. He was once a
man like us; yea, that God himself, the father of us all, dwelt on an earth, the same as Jesus Christ Himself did"
(LDS History of the Church, Vol. 6, p. 305). "The Father has promised us that through our faithfulness we shall be
blessed with the fullness of his kingdom. In other words we will have the privilege of becoming like him. To
become like him we must have all the powers of godhood; thus a man and his wife when glorified will have spirit
children who eventually will go on an earth like this one we are on and pass through the same kind of experiences,
being subject to mortal conditions, and if faithful, then they also will receive the fullness of exaltation and partake
of the same blessings. There is no end to this development; it will go on forever. We will become gods and have
jurisdiction over the world, and the world will be peopled by our own offspring. We will have an endless eternity
for this" (Doctrines of Salvation, Vol. 2, p. 48).  [Back to Text]

4  Brigham Young stated, "The birth of the Saviour was as natural as are the births of our children; it was the result
of natural action. He partook of flesh and blood, was begotten of his Father, as we were of our father" (Journal of
Discourses, Vol. 8, p. 115). Mormon Apostle McConkie explained, "And Christ was born into the world as a literal
Son this Holy Being; he was born in the same personal, real, and literal sense that any mortal son is born to a
mortal father. He was begotten, conceived and born in the normal and natural course of events (Mormon Doctrine,
p. 742). Jesus, according to Milton Hunter of the LDS First Council of the Seventy, is the brother of Lucifer: "The
appointment of Jesus to be the Savior of the world was contested by one of the other sons of God. He was called
Lucifer, son of the morning. Haughty, ambitious, and covetous of power and glory, this spirit-brother of Jesus
desperately tried to become the Savior of mankind" (The Gospel Through the Ages, p. 15).  [Back to Text]

5  On June 8, 1873, speaking from the Salt Lake City Tabernacle, Brigham Young said, "The Devil told the truth ...
I do not blame Mother Eve. I would not have had her miss eating the forbidden fruit for anything. ..." Another
Mormon president declared, "The fall of man came as a blessing in disguise... We can hardly look upon anything
resulting in such benefits [i.e., godhood] as a sin." Incredibly, Mormonism is based upon the belief that Satan's
central lie is the gospel truth!  [Back to Text]

6  See: (1) Book of Mormon: 3 Nephi 27:13-27; Moroni 10:32-33; Mosiah 15:26-27; Alma 12:14-28; 34:32-35; 1
Nephi 3:7; (2) Doctrine & Covenants: 14:7; 58:42-43; and (3) Miracle of Forgiveness (Kimball): pp. 206-210, 313-
315, 321-322, 354-355.  [Back to Text]
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7  Mormons believe that everyone who lives and dies on this earth goes to a place called the Spirit Prison, except
faithful Mormons, who go to Paradise. Mormon Spirit Missionaries go down from Paradise to the Spirit Prison and
teach the Gospel of Joseph Smith to the lost Christians and others there. Those who accept Mormonism must
remain in prison until a worthy Mormon performs certain essential rituals, called "Ordinances," for them in one of
the Mormon Temples. Then they are released from Spirit Prison to join the Mormons in Paradise. Since these
rituals or Ordinances require a physical body to be washed, anointed, baptized, etc., they can only be performed by
a living person in the place and manner prescribed by Deity, acting under Universal (Mormon) cosmic laws.  [Back
to Text]

The Other Mormon Church# (RLDS)
(Community of Christ)
We are often asked about the "other Mormon church" that is headquartered in Independence, Missouri. The
questions vary from: "are they a cult?" to "what is the difference between them and the Utah Mormons?"

The answer to the first is easy. YES, they are a cult.

The answer to the second is a bit more complicated. The RLDS (Reorganized Latter Day Saints) actually had its
start after the assassination of Joseph Smith Jr., the founder and prophet of all LDS churches. After his death in
1844, there were many men who rose up and declared themselves to be the true prophet to replace Smith. Many of
these new "prophets" began their own version of the "only true church." In fact, there have been over 100 distinct
groups claiming to be the church that would end all controversy about the "restored" gospel. The RLDS is the
largest of these spin-off groups.

When Brigham Young led most of the "saints" to the Salt Lake Valley in Utah, several leaders, who did not accept
Smith's revelation on polygamy, branched off and formed the RLDS church. One of these men, Jason Briggs, who
had been an elder in the LDS church in Nauvoo, Illinois, had his own revelation that Joseph Smith III (Joseph Jr.'s
son) was the one to rightfully assume the mantle of "prophet." He, along with about 300 others, followed Emma
Smith (Joseph Jr.'s first and only non-polygamous wife), to Independence, Missouri. At first, Joseph Smith III
refused to take on the job of prophet, but he later relented and became the official head of the RLDS church on
April 6, 1860. Its official publications are the monthly magazine Saints Herald and the bimonthly Restoration
Witness.

Similar to most other churches which claim Joseph Smith Jr. as their founder, the RLDS Church is led by a Prophet
and his counselors. These men are known collectively as the First Presidency. In addition, the RLDS Church has a
Council of Twelve Apostles. There are lesser offices in the RLDS Church such as Bishops, Elders, etc. An RLDS
Fundamentalist or Restorationist is one who believes the Book of Mormon is historically and theologically accurate.
They also believe the RLDS Church, as defined by Joseph Smith III, is the only true church. 

Since its founding, each RLDS prophet had to be a descendent of Joseph Smith Jr. This was not a problem until
Prophet Wallace B. Smith failed to produce a male heir. But, the god of the RLDS was not to be foiled by this
unfortunate turn of events; he "revealed" to Wallace in 1984 that it was now acceptable for women to hold the
Mormon priesthood. Since Wallace does have daughters, it seemed likely that the next prophet of the RLDS church
would be a prophetess. However, Wallace B. Smith retired several years ago, and for the first time in the church's
history, a person not in direct lineage of Joseph Smith was appointed to be president -- Grant McMurray. 

Strange as it may seem, the RLDS church has built its doctrinal statement on points of disagreement with the
doctrine of the Utah Mormons. Unlike the Utah Mormons, they do not accept polygamy, marriage for time and
eternity, that men can become gods, and blood atonement as taught by Joseph Smith Jr. Rather, they blame all these
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errors on Brigham Young. Here they had to change history, because both Young and Smith practiced and taught
those things, semi-secretly until Smith's death. Later, Young taught all this in public without blushing. But, the
RLDSs have plenty of heresies of their own.

Historically, the RLDS has taught the following doctrines:

The RLDS versions of the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants are considered to be scripture.
They also accept Joseph Smith's rewritten version of the Bible, the Inspired Version [I.V.], as scripture.
Complete apostasy of the early Christian church (Fundamentals, F. Henry Edwards, pp. 175-210).
Joseph Smith Jr. was a prophet who restored God's church (D&C 1:4a and 1:5d-e).
Aaronic and Melchizedek Priesthoods were restored (History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Vol. 1, pp. 34-35).
Baptism for the remission of sins (D&C 39:2a-b, 16:4e).
Zion will be established in, and Jesus will return to, Independence, Missouri (I.V. of Gen. 7:20-25, D&C 57,
Times and Seasons, Vol. 3, p. 710).
Heaven has three levels (D&C 76:5-7).
Those who do not hear the RLDS gospel in this life will have another opportunity in the next (D&C 76:6c).

Of the Holy Spirit, Kurt Goedelman of Personal Freedom Outreach, writes, "While it is easy to find stated that the
Father and Son are regarded as persons in RLDS literature, it is difficult to find references to the Holy Spirit (or
Holy Ghost) as a person. Rather, He is mainly regarded as 'the living power and presence of God'" (Quarterly
Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 7).

Unlike the Mormon Church, most RLDS members view the Book of Mormon as a 19th century product (Position
Papers, pp. 103-112). The RLDS version of the Doctrine and Covenants also contains additional and different
revelations than will be found in the Mormon version. In addition, they do not use the Pearl of Great Price as do
the Utah Mormons.

In recent years, the RLDS Church has avoided viewing the Restoration of the Church as an actual historical event.
In a speech given at the First Presidency Meetings in 1979, it was stated, "When we are honest about our own
personal and corporate history, we realize that the apostasy and the Restoration were not events that happened one
time in history but rather are processes continually at work among us" (Presidential Papers, p. 28). Thus, by
denying the Restoration was an actual historical event, the RLDS Church has undermined the very foundation upon
which all of Joseph Smith Jr.'s later work depends and, thereby, undermining their own foundation.

Even these RLDS' doctrines that had been cast in stone are giving way to modern day liberalism and New Age
thinking. Paul Edwards, the dean of the Park College Graduate School of Religion and Temple School Center
director, has stated that each member must look to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. They
should not base their beliefs on the Bible or even the Book of Mormon, for each individual must form his own
belief founded on his experiences. The Bible is considered a springboard for each person to form his or her own
theology without help from any authority. Here is a quote from Edwards: "One of the most important needs for
RLDS people today is to look existentially at primary experiences as the starting point for their theological
activity." (Emphasis ours.)

Simply stated, Edwards is advocating that each individual view theological truths from a personal, subjective
perspective, rather than from an historical, objective perspective. Instead of beginning with the Bible, or even
RLDS scripture, such as the Book of Mormon and/or Doctrine and Covenants, the RLDS dean of theology
recommends that each believer looks to his or her own existential experience for a basis of truth. Based on this
idea, it would be difficult for the RLDS hierarchy to adopt any single Statement of Faith; for each individual would
interpret those beliefs in his own existential way.

Echoing Edwards' views, Anthony Chvala-Smith, who received his Ph.D. from Marquette University, "explained
there can be no 'perennial theology, only a theology of wayfarers'" (Ibid., p. 9). Thus, each believer in the RLDS
religion is left to stumble in darkness, making their own way through the maze, with no help from higher
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authorities.

Finally, Robert Mesle, professor of religion at Graceland, in speaking about the place of the Bible in RLDS
theology, stated, "We need to be teaching our young people to be responsible, discriminating readers of scripture
(who) use scripture as a springboard not a trap" (Ibid.). In RLDS theology, the Bible is simply a beginning point for
the individual's personal theology. The important source for theological truth is not God's word, but rather that
subjective, existential experience. It is felt by many cult researchers that this ambiguity of doctrine may be due, in
part, to both the on-going controversy between Fundamentalists and Liberals within the RLDS Church and the
church's tendency to reflect the latest social trends.

________________ 

#This article ("The Other Mormon Church -- RLDS") as been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the
January 1997 Mount Carmel Outreach newsletter; and from "Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints," Craig
Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996[?]). On April 7, 2000, members of the RLDS voted at its world
conference to go by a new name: Community of Christ. The new name took effect April 6, 2001.    [Back to Top
of RLDS]
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New Age Movement
New Age or Old Occult?*

The New Age Movement (NAM) is both a religious and a social movement. In fact, Western culture is currently
experiencing a phenomenal, spiritual, ideological, and sociological shift. It is a religious world view that is alien
and hostile to Christianity. It's a multi-focused, multi-faceted synthesis, in varying degrees, of the Far Eastern,
mystical religions, mainly Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Western Occultism, adapted to and influenced by
Western, materialistic culture. It sometimes appears in secularized forms. 

Prominent expressions of the NAM were carried on into more modern times in Europe and America by Emanuel
Swedenborg (1688-1772), transcendentalists like Thoreau, Emerson, and Wordsworth (early 1800s), and
Theosophy introduced by Madame Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) (The New Age Rage, pp. 22-24). The decade of
the sixties witnessed a revival of Eastern mysticism as traditional values were being challenged. Zen, Carlos
Castañada, the Beatles, Transcendental Meditation, and yoga all became popular.

The New Age Movement consists of an incredibly huge and well organized network consisting of thousands of
groups, trusts, foundations, clubs, lodges, and religious groups whose goal and purpose is to prepare the world to
enter the coming "Age Of Aquarius." A small sampling of only a few of the organizations involved would include:
Amnesty International, Zero Population Growth, California New Age Caucus, New World Alliance, World
Goodwill, The Church Universal and Triumphant, The Theosophical Society, the Forum, Planetary Initiative for the
World We Choose, the Club of Rome, Church Universal & Triumphant, Christian Science, and the Unity School of
Christianity. This list, by no means all inclusive, demonstrates the diversity of organizations operating in economic,
political, and religious spheres of influence. 

The New Age movement is not a unified, traditional cult system of beliefs and practices, even though its roots
derive from Eastern religions and the occult. It has no official leader, headquarters, nor membership list, but instead
is a network of groups working toward specific goals. One of its main goals is to bring to the forefront a one-world
leader who is called "The Christ" or "Maitreya." Nevertheless, it is estimated that there are millions of worldwide
followers of various New Age practices and/or holders of one or more of the major beliefs of the New Age.

The NAM has gained significant influence, affecting almost every area of the culture -- sociology, psychology,
medicine, the government, ecology, science, arts, education, the business community, the media, entertainment,
sports, and even the church. The movement expresses itself in widely divergent and various mutated forms, from
the blatantly obvious to the subtle. It is expressed in organized religious forms such as Christian Science, Unity,
and even forms of Witchcraft. Yet, it shows up in secular forms as well, in various human potential seminars, and
much in between, i.e., transcendental meditation, some alternative holistic health practices, and certain curriculum
in public (and private) schools. 

The book Networking lists over 1,200 organizations, centers, cooperatives, groups, communities, and networks in
fields ranging from health care and spiritual growth, through politics, economics, and ecology, to education,
communications, personal growth, and intercultural relations. There is hardly any area of human interest that does
not have some people somewhere exploring it from a New Age point of view. Due to the lack of a central
organization and the diversity of emphasis adhered to by the various New Age groups, there are literally hundreds
of publications. Some popular publications and journals are New Age Journal, Body Mind Spirit, Yoga Journal,
Gnosis, East West, Noetic Sciences, and Omega.

The major goal of the New Age Movement is to bring peace to the world upon entering the Age of Aquarius. This
will be accomplished primarily through the leadership of "the Christ" (also known as "Lord Maitreya"), who will
supposedly come to teach us to live at peace with each other. Some of the other stated goals of the movement are to
establish a World Food Authority, World Water Authority, World Economic Order, and an entirely New World
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Order. It should be noted here that one of the requirements for a person to enter the New Age is that he or she will
have to take what is known as a "Luciferic Initiation," a kind of pledge of allegiance to the Christ of the New Age
and to the New World Order. The primary goals of the movement then, are to prepare the world to receive the
Christ and to enter the Age of Aquarius, thus establishing the New World Order.

The New Age Movement professes a broad-minded openness to all religions, but its basic underlying philosophy
represents a carefully calculated undermining of Judeo-Christian beliefs with various combinations of gnosticism
and occultism. [Gnosticism is an ancient world-view stating that Divine essence is the only true or highest reality,
and that the unconscious Self of man is actually this essence. It is through intuitional discovery, "visionary
experience or initiation into secret doctrine" (not the plenary revelation of propositional truth in the Bible), that man
becomes conscious of this true Self (Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 10, 1968, p. 506; New Bible Dictionary, J.D.
Douglas, ed., pp. 473-474).] It bears a remarkable resemblance to the apostate world religion that H.G. Wells
claimed as his own and predicted would one day take over the world. It also fits the description of "The Plan" for
establishing the new world government that is described in various psychic communications from alleged E.T.'s and
ascended masters. There is one more connection: the New Age Movement fits the description of the Antichrist's
religion -- a rejection of the Judeo-Christian God and the declaration that Self is God. (Source: The Seduction of
Christianity.) 

Douglas R. Groothuis, author of Unmasking the New Age and Confronting the New Age, identifies six distinctives
of New Age thinking: (1) all is one; (2) all is God; (3) humanity is God; (4) a change in consciousness; (5) all
religions are one; and (6) cosmic evolutionary optimism. Norman Geisler details 14 primary "doctrines" of New
Age religions: (1) an impersonal god (force); (2) an eternal universe; (3) an illusory nature of matter; (4) a cyclical
nature of life; (5) the necessity of reincarnations; (6) the evolution of man into Godhood; (7) continuing revelations
from beings beyond the world; (8) the identity of man with God; (9) the need for meditation (or other
consciousness-changing techniques); (10) occult practices (astrology, mediums, etc.); (11) vegetarianism and
holistic health; (12) pacifism (or anti-war activities); (13) one world (global) order; and (14) syncretism (unity of
all religions). [HJB] 

The New Age also encompasses a wide array of notions: spiritualism, astrology, bioenergy, Chi energy, chakras,
nirvana, Christ-consciousness, Native American Spirituality, Prajna, out-of-body/near-death experiences,
reincarnation, and the occult disciplines, as well as unorthodox psychotherapeutic techniques and pseudoscientific
applications of the "healing powers" of crystals and pyramids. Some commonly used New Age terms are: guided
imagery, reincarnation; positive thinking; human potential; holistic; holographic; synergistic; unity; oneness;
transformation; awakening; networking; communal sharing; one-world/globalism/new world order (i.e., one
language, one government, one currency, one religion); cosmic consciousness; etc. (See New Age Dictionary
below.)

It is important for Christians to recognize even the most disguised forms of the New Age Movement. Some New
Age practices are: rebirthing; inner healing; biofeedback; yoga; I Ching; reflexology; black and white magic; fire-
walking; trance-channeling; therapeutic touch; transpersonal psychology; witchcraft; parapsychology; Magick; Tai
Chi; Shamanism; hypnotherapy; acupuncture/acupressure; TM; martial arts; Zen; Relaxation; Erhard Seminar
Training (est); Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control); visualization; etc. Some prominent New Agers are:
Alice Bailey, Alvin Toffler, Dr. Barbara Ray, Benjamin Creme, Levi Dowling, George Trevelyan, Fritjof Capra,
Abraham Maslow, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Ruth Montgomery, Shirley MacLaine, J.Z. Knight, Marilyn Ferguson,
David Spangler, Jeremy Rifkin, Norman Cousins, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, John Denver, George Lucas, and
Norman Lear. 

Many New Agers attach great importance to artifacts, relics, and sacred objects, all of which can be profitably
offered for sale: Tibetan bells, exotic herbal teas, Viking runes, solar energizers, colored candles for
"chromotherapy," and a plethora of occult books, pamphlets, instructions, and tape recordings. Crystals are the
favorite New Age object. These are not only thought to have mysterious healing powers, but are considered
programmable, like a computer, if one just concentrates hard enough. Other New Age objects would include the
rainbow; butterfly; pyramid; triangle; eye in triangle/pyramid; unicorn; Pegasus (winged-horse); swastika; yin-
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yang; goathead on pentagram; concentric circles; rays of light; crescent moon; etc. 

New Age music is a term applied to the works of various composers and musicians who strive to create soothing
audio environments rather than follow song structures. Born of an interest in spirituality and healing in the late
1970s, it is often used as an aid in meditation. The defining features of New Age music are harmonic consonance,
contemplative melodies, nonlinear song forms, and uplifting themes. New Age performers may use traditional
ethnic, acoustic, electric, or electronic instruments, or even sounds from nature. New Age music is meditative,
almost invariably instrumental style with roots in Oriental, jazz, and classical music; often derivative, New Age
compositions can sound like minimalist music or like lush evocations of the natural environment. Prominent New
Age musicians include electronic-music pioneer Brian Eno, multi-instrumentalist Kitaro; solo-piano artist George
Winston, vocalist Liz Story; harpist Andreas Vollenweider, and electric violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. 

Athletes are using guided imagery. Graduate schools of business are invoking Zen, yoga, and tarot cards in teaching
courses on creativity in business (e.g., Stanford Graduate School of Business). Stock market gurus employ
Fibonacci numbers and "wave theory" in their forecasting, both based upon astrology. Even some churches teach
that the best way to get to know God is to visualize Christ, ignoring that visualization is a powerful occult device.
(Visualizing an entity, even God or Christ, ultimately puts one in touch with a masquerading demon.) 

In summary, the term "New Age" is an informal term derived from astrology, which indicates that this earth, if not
the cosmos, is on the verge of an evolutionary transition from the Piscean Age (rationality) to the Aquarian Age of
spirituality, bliss, and harmony of all things. Even though it is undergoing a significant revival, the "New Age" is
hardly new. In fact, it is very old. A better term would be the "Old Occult." 

Keeping in mind that the myriads of New Age groups are quite eclectic, drawing from several religious traditions
mentioned earlier, the following is a general description of the more prominent unifying themes of the NAM. i.e.,
the highlights of what New Agers believe concerning their source of authority, God, Christ, sin and salvation, good
and evil, Satan, and future life:

1. Source of Authority. New Agers claim no external source of authority -- only an internal one ("the god
within"). They believe the individual is the standard of truth, saying that "truth as an objective reality simply does
not exist" (Shirley MacLaine, It's All in the Playing) (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet. 1:21; Matt. 5:18). [HJB]

2. God. New Agers confuse the Creator with His creation and think that God is part of creation, not separate from
it. They borrow from Eastern religions the belief in monism -- that "all is One" -- only one essence in the universe,
everyone and everything being a part of that essence. Everything is a different form of that essence (energy,
consciousness, power, love, force). But the belief in monism is really Hinduistic pantheism (all is God). New Agers
view God as an impersonal life force, consciousness, or energy (M. Ferguson, Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 382; S.
Gawain, Living In the Light, pp. 7-8) (e.g., the "Star Wars Force"), rather than a Person. They believe that every
person and thing is "intertwined" with God (evolving spiritually to the state of "the Christ" being), and use Luke
17:21 ("the kingdom of God is within you") to support this idea (despite the fact that "within you" in this passage
means "in your midst"). They claim every human has a divine spark within him because of being part of the divine
essence. The state of God is called by various terms among different New Age groups, i.e., God-consciousness,
Universal Love, Self-Realization, the I AM, Higher Self, Brahman, Nirvana, etc. New Agers are obviously part of a
religion of idolatry and self-worship. [HJB]

3. Jesus Christ. A major idea in New Age thinking is that of the "Christ Consciousness." In other words, Christ is
an office rather than an individual, such as Jesus, whom Christians know to be THE CHRIST. This idea of "Christ
Consciousness" asserts that Jesus was not the only Christ, but that He equipped Himself to receive the "Christ
Consciousness" (i.e., He was a great "spiritual master" who attained Christ Consciousness), as supposedly also did
Buddha, Krishna, and Mohammed. [This is an old occult Gnostic teaching which stems from the ancient
Babylonian mystery religions. New Agers also reinvent the historical Jesus by claiming that he spent 18 years in
India (during His "silent years") absorbing Hinduism and the teachings of Buddha.] New Agers believe that Jesus
received the Christ Consciousness at His baptism, and that it left Him at His crucifixion.
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4. Sin and Salvation. There is no place for the concept of sin in the New Age. There can be no sin because there is
no transcendent God to rebel against. There are no rules or absolute moral imperatives. New Agers have a "New
Thought" view of sin, which knows nothing of a representative man (Adam) by whose sin all men sinned. Nor does
New Thought teach that there is any original sin, but that man's true essence is divine and perfect. Indeed, it finds
nothing which is of the nature of sin. Instead, it speaks of "troublesome desires" which appear to be natural human
impulses which direct men from consciousness to their identity with God, and, therefore, are troublesome but
hardly sinful. Since New Agers believe that each person is god, thereby having endless potential for self-
improvement, sin is denied as the Bible defines it (man being inherently sinful and utterly depraved -- Rom. 5:12).
Sin is merely ignorance of one's "inner divinity." Because sin does not exist, there is no need for repentance or
forgiveness, and Jesus did not die for our sins. They think that any perceived lack that man might have is merely a
lack of enlightenment, thereby eliminating the need of salvation or a Savior. [In fact, salvation is not even an issue
for New Agers. The soul is part of the universe and never dies. It is reborn or reincarnated in different physical
bodies in a succession of future lives. The good or bad "karma" earned in the present lifetime determines one's
subsequent incarnation. Humans should seek to progress to higher states of consciousness and higher planes of
existence. There are many different paths to the goal of spiritual perfection. No one path is the only correct path.
The assumed cycle of reincarnation and karma presupposes a salvation by works, contrary to the principle of
salvation by God’s grace through faith in Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:8-9).]

5. Man's Destiny. The salvation of the world depends upon human beings. When enough people harmonize their
positive energy and turn their thoughts to peace, the world will be cleansed or negative elements and New Age
ideals will be realized in an era of spiritual enlightenment. Since man is intrinsically divine and perfect, his only
real problem is ignorance of that fact. Man has a perception of finiteness which is, in reality, an illusion (Ken
Keyes, Jr., Handbook to Higher Consciousness, pp. 125-29). Salvation in the New Age is for man to become
enlightened through experiential knowledge (gnosis). New Age groups offer various occultic techniques to enable
individuals, and ultimately the world, to evolve into this oneness (unitive) consciousness (James Redfield, The
Celestine Prophecy: An Experimental Guide, pp. 243-60). These techniques may include altered states of
consciousness (often transcendental meditation), yoga, crystals, channeling (spirit guides), psychics, past-life
therapy, acupuncture, etc.

6. Good and Evil. Mimicking the Eastern religions, New Agers distort the distinction between good and evil. They
believe that because "all is One," ultimately there is neither good nor evil. They think that a person can transcend
his consciousness and go beyond the bounds of moral distinctions, so that even murder sometimes becomes an
acceptable way of serving one's gods (e.g., Charles Manson). [HJB] 

7. Satan. The traditional view of Lucifer as the devil or Satan is clearly absent in New Age literature. Rather, he is
described as a mighty being of light and the "Ruler of Humanity," as Alice Bailey, foundational apostle and leading
writer of the New Age Movement, puts it. As to the history and achievements of Lucifer, Benjamin Creme, a
leading lecturer and proponent of the New Age, says, "Lucifer came from the planet Venus 18.5 million years ago;
he's the director of our planetary evolution, he is the sacrificial lamb, and the prodigal son. Lucifer made an
incredible sacrifice, a supreme sacrifice for our planet."

8. Future Life (Reincarnation). New Agers believe in the ancient [Hindu] Eastern religious concept of
reincarnation -- that through a long process of rebirths, man can eventually reach spiritual perfection (cf. Heb.
9:27). New Agers often place animal rights above human rights, because many New Agers believe animals are
reincarnated souls. They also teach the Hindu principle of "karma" -- that what a person sows in this life, he will
reap in the next life in his reincarnated state. This belief in reincarnation has led to believing in the power of "spirit
guides" or "channels" -- those who allow spirits from another dimension to speak through their bodies. [HJB]
These entities always seem to repeat the three-fold error: (1) There is no death, (2) man is god, (3) knowledge of
self is salvation and power (Brooks Alexander, Spiritual Counterfeits Project). New Agers misrepresent church
history, the doctrines of Christianity, and often twist Scripture to support the idea that original Christianity taught
reincarnation. They wrongly argue that the early church suppressed the doctrine and censored its teaching (Kenneth
Ring, Heading Toward Omega, p. 158).
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Endnotes

"Old Occult" -- The New Age Movement is a modern revival of very ancient, divergent, religious traditions and
practices. The actual original root is squarely centered in Genesis 3:1-5, and reverberates throughout the
movement's continued historical expressions. In the original lie, Satan questions God's word, His authority and
benevolent rule (v. 1), disputes that death results from disobedience (v. 4), and claims that through the acquisition
of secret or Gnostic wisdom man can be enlightened and can be "like God" (v. 5).

Many of the occult practices and beliefs revived by the modern NAM were a part of very early pagan cultures.
Many practices common to the NAM, such as witchcraft/sorcery, spiritism, divination, (clairvoyance; seeing the
future), necromancy (consulting the dead), and astrology, are clearly and strongly condemned in Scripture
(Deuteronomy 18: 9-17; Isaiah 47: 9-15). These and other occultic practices were spread through the ancient magic
and mystery religions of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and most notably, the Assyrian-Babylonian culture (Ancient
Empires of the New Age, pp. 15-62). Noting the scope of its continuing presence, the Bible informs Christians of
Babylon's eschatological implications. The lie of Genesis 3 is significantly developed in Babylon (Isaiah 47) and
continues to its ultimate state of development, revealed as Satan's one-world system at the end of the age
(Revelation 17-18).

Three major world religions whose beliefs and practices are entwined with the NAM are Hinduism, a product of
5,000 years of development, Buddhism, circa 560 B.C., and Taoism, circa 500 B.C. (Eerdman's Handbook to the
World's Religions, pp. 170, 221, 252). Another prominent occultic influence in Europe was Druidism, the religion
of the Celts, which extended from 300 B.C. into the middle ages (Ibid., pp. 114-19).  [Return to Text]

Reincarnation -- Christians should be able to demonstrate that the Bible does NOT teach reincarnation. When
Jesus calls John the Baptist "Elijah," He is clearly speaking metaphorically. Luke 1:17 demonstrates that John was
filling the office of Elijah, fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi 4:5-6. In fact, Elijah was seen with Jesus on the
Mount of Transfiguration in Matthew 17:1-3. The meaning of the resurrection is the opposite of reincarnation
(Hebrews 9:27; 1 Cor. 15:12-28). Point out that if God is an impersonal force, then love and forgiveness are not
possible. These are personal attributes as opposed to impersonal karmic law. Fundamentally, intercessory prayer is
absolutely necessary. The battle for the souls of men is won through God's grace, intervening and drawing them to
Himself.  [Return to Text]

 

* Unless otherwise cited, five primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB],
BTTB:1990, pp. 117-138; (4) "The New Age Movement," Craig Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and
(5)  Examining & Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The New Age Movement," April 2000, pp.
51-62.

A Brief Dictionary of New Age Terminology

(Unless otherwise cited, adapted and/or excerpted from David L. Brown, Th.M. -- Investigative Researcher with
Logos Communication; and from "The Vocabulary of the 'New Agers,'" Sept/Oct 2001, The Perilous Times.)

The average Christian has little idea what the concepts and ideals of the New Age really are. Then when they
encounter New Age vocabulary, confusion really sets in. New Agers often play semantic word games, using the
same words Christians do, yet the definitions used bear no resemblance to the Christian definitions. This brief
dictionary is designed to help you understand New Age terminology as they define their terms. -- David L. Brown
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Age of Aquarius -- Astrologers believe that evolution goes through cycles corresponding to the signs of the zodiac,
each lasting from 2,000 to 2,400 years. New Age advocates say we are now moving from the cycle associated with
Pisces into the one associated with Aquarius. The Aquarian Age will supposedly be characterized by a heightened
degree of spiritual or cosmic consciousness. 

Agent -- A person sending a telepathic message. 

Akashic Record -- Imperishable records of every person's every word, thought, or act [allegedly from "outer
space"] inscribed in the earth or spirit realms, allegedly from "outer space" (known as "ether").

Alpha -- The physical body.

Angstrom -- a ten-billionth of a "meter." This is connected with "wave lengths." 

Animism -- The belief that inanimate things (such as plants) possess a soul or spirit. New Age advocates see
animism as a way of rededicating the earth. 

Anthroposophy -- An esoteric cult founded by German mystic Rudolf Steiner. The term literally means "wisdom
of man." It teaches that we possess the truth within ourselves. The system of thought is occultic and spiritistic. 

Ascended Masters -- Refers to those who have supposedly reached the highest level of spiritual consciousness and
have become guides of the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Ascension of Christ -- This is reinterpreted in a mystical way to refer to the rise of the "Christ-consciousness" in
mankind. It describes the awareness that man is divine.

Astral -- The word is from "star" (as in "ASTROnaut" and "ASTROnomy"). Here, it refers to an "after-death, out-
of-the-body" experience. In Humanism, demonism, Satanism, and Theosophy, the extended umbilical cord holds
the "astral" and the "physical" together. The experience is an "astral flight." Literally: "STAR FLIGHT," known on
TV as "Star Trek." 

Astral Body -- A spiritual body capable of projection from the physical body. The astral body survives death. 

Astral Flight -- Soul travel occurring particularly during sleep or deep meditation. 

Attunement -- A New Age counterpart to prayer. Also referred to as at-one-ment, the term relates primarily to the
New Age idea that complete oneness with God can be experienced by human beings. One attains a hypnotic
consciousness of an amoral, neuter "state of being" through meditation: Krishna consciousness, Nirvana, Prajna,
Samadhi, etc. Various consciousness techniques are used to cause this "oneness": meditation; guided imagery; yoga;
hypnosis; chanting of a mantra; ecstatic dancing; channeling of spirit guides; New Age music; and positive thinking
or Alpha Mind techniques. 

Aura -- Radiated glow or halo surrounding living beings. 

Automatic Writing -- Writing produced without conscious thought of a living person; written message given
through a spirit guide with a pencil or typewriter. 

Avatar -- A person who "descends" into human form from above as a manifestation of divinity and who reveals
divine truth to people. Such a one has supposedly progressed beyond the need to be reincarnated in another body
(i.e., there is no further "bad karma" to work off). 

Bhagavad Gita -- Hindu sacred scripture.
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Biofeedback -- A technique in which brain waves are monitored to bring normally unconscious, involuntary bodily
functions under conscious, voluntary control. Biofeedback can lead to altered states of consciousness and mystical
experiences. 

Blood of Christ -- This is understood by some New Agers to refer to the "life-energy" of the Cosmic Christ. This
"blood" supposedly flowed from the cross into the etheric (or spiritual) realms of the earth. From these realms, the
Christ seeks to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Bodhisattva -- A being who has supposedly earned the right to enter into Nirvana or into illumination, but instead
voluntarily turns back from that state in order to aid humanity in attaining the same goal. The "Christ" is said to be
a Bodhisattva. 

Buddha -- "The Enlightened One." An avatar or messenger.

Chakras -- The seven "energy points" on the body. Yoga is practiced through the Chakras; the "crown" Chakra is,
naturally, on top of the skull. 

Channeling -- A New Age form of mediumship or spiritism. The channeled yields control of his/her perceptual
and cognitive capacities to a spiritual entity with the intent of receiving paranormal information.

Chela -- A "Guru's" pupil. 

Chinook Learning Community -- A New Age educational community located in the Pacific Northwest. This
group sponsors both long and short-term educational programs on personal and social transformation, New Age
spirituality, and how to live with an ecological perspective. 

Clairaudience -- Ability to hear mentally without using the ears. 

Clairvoyance -- Ability to see mentally without using the eyes, beyond ordinary time and space limits; also called
"Second Sight." 

Consciousness Revolution -- New Age advocates call for a "consciousness revolution," a new way of looking at
and experiencing life. The primary focus of the new consciousness is oneness with God, all mankind, the earth, and
with the entire universe. 

Control -- The Spirit that sends messages through a medium in trance. 

Cosmic Christ -- In esoteric schools of thought, the Christ is considered to be a universal spirit or a cosmic force.
The primary goal of this impersonal spirit or force is to guide the spiritual evolution of mankind. 

Cosmic Consciousness -- A spiritual and mystical perception that all in the universe is "one." To attain cosmic
consciousness is to see the universe as God and God as the universe. 

Cosmic Humanism -- In contrast to normative humanism that sees man as the measure of all things, cosmic
humanism sees man as having virtually unlimited potential because of his inner divinity. 

Crystals -- New Age advocates believe that crystals contain incredible healing and energizing powers. Crystals are
often touted as being able to restore the "how of energy" in the human body. 

Deja Vu -- A French expression, meaning to relive life over again after another "incarnation." Transmigration of
souls is also connected with this. The feeling of having already experienced an event or place that is being
encountered for the very first time. 
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Discarnate -- The soul or personality of a living creature who has died. 

Dowser -- A sensitive who uses a forked stick that points to hidden water, oil, buried money, lost articles, or
people. 

Earth Logos -- Some New Age advocates believe that the Earth Logos is a great spiritual being who is the
ensouling life of planet earth. The earth is considered a physical manifestation (or body) of this spiritual
intelligence. This pagan religion is called "Animism." 

Ectoplasm -- A white filmy substance pouring from a medium's bodily openings, supposedly denoting the presence
of a disembodied spirit. 

Esalen Institute -- A "growth center" that offers a wide variety of workshops for mind, body, and spirit. It is
located in Big Sur, California. 

Esoteric -- A word used to describe knowledge that is possessed or understood only by a few. 

Esoteric Christianity -- A mystical form of professing Christianity that sees its "core truth" as identical to the
"core truth" of every other religion (i.e., man is divine). This form of Christianity is at home with Aldous Huxley's
"perennial philosophy." (See: Perennial Philosophy.) 

ESP -- Extrasensory perception encompassing paranormal abilities such as telepathy, precognition, and
clairvoyance. 

ESP Cards -- A pack of twenty-five cards bearing five symbols, including stars, squares, circles, crosses, and
waves. 

Exoteric Christianity -- A form of Christianity identified with historic or orthodox Christianity that New Agers
would describe as being devoid of all spiritual authenticity. 

Fall of Man -- Refers to the fall of man's consciousness. A fallen consciousness is one that recognizes the existence
of only the material realm. The Christ is believed to have "redeemed" man in the sense that He enabled man to
perceive the spiritual world behind the material world. 

Findhorn Community -- A legendary New Age community located in the North of Scotland. This group offers an
ongoing educational program in the principles of New Age spirituality. 

Gaia -- A Greek name for the goddess of the earth. It also refers to a scientific hypothesis formulated by James
Lovelock whereby all living matter on the earth is believed to be a single living organism. In such a scheme,
humanity is considered the nervous system of the living earth. 

Globalism -- A modern-day term referring to the need for a transformation from the present nation-state divisions
into a one-world community. 

Gnosticism -- A tradition going back to the second century which holds that salvation comes through intuitive
"gnosis" or knowledge of one's supposed divinity. 

God -- A being who has "many faces." He (it) is considered a radically immanent being who is often referred to as
a "universal consciousness," "universal life," or "universal energy." The New Age god is more or less an
impersonal force that pervades the universe. 

Graphology -- Character analysis and foretelling based on handwriting. 
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Great Invocation -- A New Age prayer that has been translated into over eighty languages. The purpose of this
prayer is to invoke the presence of the Cosmic Christ on earth, thus leading to the oneness and brotherhood of all
mankind. 

Group Guru -- A slang New Age term referring to the idea that the Cosmic Christ is incarnate in all of humanity.
All mankind is seen as a single "guru." 

Guru -- Teacher or master (sometimes "Gura."). The opposite of "Chela." The Guru is the Buddhist "Master." The
"Chela" is his pupil. 

Harmonic Convergence -- The assembly of New Age meditators gathered at the same propitious astrological time
in different locations to usher in peace on earth and one-world government. 

Holism -- The theory that all reality is organically one. Everything in the universe is viewed as interrelated and
interdependent. It is the basis of Hinduism and Buddhism, now taught in all colleges and universities in America
that followed Einstein's "theory of relativity." It is called "Yin and Yang" in Chinese and will be found on the
national flag of Korea, as a symbol.  

Holistic Health -- Holistic health sees the body as an inter-related organism. Its goal is to treat the whole person
(body, mind, and spirit) as opposed to merely treating a particular sickness. 

Hologram -- A three-dimensional projection resulting from the interaction of laser beams. Scientists have
discovered that the image of an entire hologram can be reproduced from any one of its many component parts.
New Agers use this to illustrate the oneness of all reality. 

Homeopathy -- A system of medicine rooted in occult ideas that was developed by Samuel Hahnemann. It claims
to manipulate the "vital force" of the human body by transferring the power of homeopathic medicines that have
been potentized by a process of dilutions and succession (vigorous shaking with impact). 

Human Potential Movement -- A movement with roots in humanistic psychology that stresses man's essential
goodness and unlimited potential.

I Ching -- A Chinese textbook, used in Red China, showing how to "divine" (a counterfeit way to tell the future)
by throwing sticks into six-sided figures as in "666" (cf. Rev. 13). 

Initiation -- This occult term is generally used in reference to the expansion or transformation of a person's
consciousness. An "initiate" is one whose consciousness has been transformed so that he now perceives inner
realities. There are varying "degrees" of initiation (i.e., "first degree initiates," "second-degree initiates," etc.). 

Inner Self or Higher Self -- Refers to the inner divine nature possessed by human beings. All people are said to
possess an inner self, though not all are aware of it. 

Interdependence or Interconnectedness -- These words are used by New Agers to describe the oneness and
essential unity of everything in the universe. All of reality is viewed as interdependent and interconnected. 

Jesus -- An avatar who attained a high level of attunement to the Cosmic Christ. This enabled him to become a
bodily vehicle for the Christ for a period of three years. (See: Avatar) 

Kabala (Cabbala, Qaballah) -- Hebrew mystery lore based on mystical interpretation of the Bible; magical, occult
practices stemming largely from the Middle Ages. 

Karma -- Refers to the "debt" accumulated against a soul as a result of good or bad actions committed during one's
life (or lives). If one accumulates good karma, he will supposedly be reincarnated in a desirable state. If one
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accumulates bad karma, he will be reincarnated in a less desirable state.

Kirlian --  The source of energy in people; it is supposed to be lying at the base of the spine, slightly lower than
the navel; it lies "coiled" there, as a serpent (cf. Isa. 27:1; Rev. 12:1-6; Gen. 3:1). 

Kirlian Photography -- A photographic process that measures living auras. 

Kundalini -- The elemental energy of the human body which, like a serpent, rests coiled at the base of the spine. 

Levitation -- Raising of objects or people off the ground without using physical energy. 

Lucis Trust -- Originally incorporated as the Lucifer Publishing Company, the Lucis Trust oversees the Lucis
Publishing Company, World Goodwill, and Arcane School. Lucis Trust owns all the copyrights of the Alice Bailey
books. 

Magic Circle Ring -- Drawn by occultists to protect them from the spirits and demons they call up by incantations
and rituals. 

Maitreya -- The name has its roots in a legendary Buddha figure. Some New Age advocates believe that the
"second coming of Christ" occurred in 1977 in the person of Maitreya. 

Mandala -- A design, usually concentric, that focuses attention to a single point. 

Mantra -- A word or phrase that is to be chanted repetitively in an effort to empty the mind and attain "cosmic
consciousness" (oneness with God and the universe). 

Mass Incarnation -- An incarnation of the Christ in all of humanity. New Age advocates say that this incarnation
is presently taking place on a planetary scale, and is not unlike the incarnation of the Cosmic Christ in the body of
Jesus 2,000 years ago. 

Medium -- A psychic or sensitive living person whose body is used as a vehicle for communicating with spirits. 

Metaphysics -- The science of the supernatural, although the word used in Philosophy (1600-1900, along with
Axiology and Epistemology) never meant that at all. Metaphysics was the study of Causality, Cosmology, the
nature of the Universe, etc. Literally, it deals with the problem of "What is real?" In the New Age, where lunacy is
the "norm," it deals with "Om," "Rome," and "Mahabone": three magic words used in Oriental religions, the
Catholic religion, and in Masonry. (OM symbolizes "Brahma.") 

Monism -- A metaphysical theory that sees all of reality as a unified whole. Everything in the universe is seen as
being made of the same stuff. 

Network -- An informal, decentralized organization created by like-minded individuals who are interested in
addressing specific problems and offering possible solutions. All of this takes place outside of conventional
institutions. 

New Age Movement -- A loose organization of people, many of them "Yuppies," who believe the world has
entered the Aquarian Age when peace on earth and one-world government will rule. They see themselves as
advanced in consciousness, rejecting Judeo-Christian values and the Bible in favor of Oriental philosophies and
religion. Among them may be found environmentalists, nuclear-freeze proponents, Marxist-socialist utopians,
mind-control advocates, ESP cultists, spiritists, witchcraft practitioners, and others using magical rites. 

Nirvana -- Liberation from earthly things; paradise. 
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Numerology -- The analysis of hidden or prophetic meanings of numbers. 

Occultism -- Belief in supernatural forces and beings. Available only to the initiate; secret.

Om -- A word symbolizing Brahma, the Creator God. 

One Worlders -- Those who advocate the abolition of nations, working to hand over power to a single-world
government similar in structure to the present United Nations; off-shoots of the United World Federalists founded
in the 1930s. 

Ouiji Board -- Game board containing all the letters of the alphabet plus numbers from 0 to 9 and "Yes/No." A
sliding pointer (planchette) spells out words in answer to questions asked by players. 

Out-of-Body Experience -- Leaving the physical body while at rest, asleep, near death, or temporarily dead. 

Pantheism -- Doctrine that identifies God with the whole universe, every particle, tree, table, animal, and person
being part of Him. 

Paradigm Shift -- Refers to a shift in world views. The so-called "new paradigm" (new model or form) is
pantheistic (all is God) and monistic (all is one). Practically, it means that toleration of sin becomes progress, while
virtue, morality, and purity become defects. In addition, lunacy becomes normal behavior while common sense
becomes a "hindrance to change." 

Paranormal -- Beyond or above normal human powers or senses. 

Parapsychology -- Study of psychic phenomena using scientific methods. 

Pendulum -- Heavy object on a string, used for dowsing or fortune telling. 

Pentagram -- Five-pointed star used in magical ceremonies. While sometimes used by Satanists, it is not strictly a
Satanic symbol. (Also, Satanists use the Pentagram only in its inverted orientation, while other occultists use it
almost exclusively in the upright orientation.)

Percipient -- Person who receives telepathic messages. 

Perennial Philosophy -- A term made popular by Aldous Huxley (coined by Liebniz) that sees all religious truth or
experience as one and the same. This philosophy proposes that even though the externals of the various religions
may differ, the essence or core truth is the same in each. 

Plan, The -- A phrase that occurs often in the writings of Alice Bailey. It refers to specific preparations in the
world for a New Age and a New Age Christ. These preparations are carried out by the "Masters of the Hierarchy,"
a group of exalted beings who supposedly guide the spiritual evolution of people on earth. Though this teaching of
the Plan does actually exist, the term has been sensationalized by some "Christian" writers. These writers have
mistakenly hypothesized that New Agers are completely unified in a "behind-the-scenes manipulation" of world
events in order to conquer the world for its true god, Lucifer. 

Planetary Citizens -- A New Age activist group committed to engendering a "planetary consciousness" among
both New Agers and the general public. 

Planetization -- New Age advocates believe that the various threats facing the human race require a global
solution. This solution is "planetization." The word refers to the unifying of the world into a corporate brotherhood. 

Poltergeist -- German word for a noisy, mischievous, destructive spirit (a demon). 
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Precognition -- Advance knowledge of future events. 

PSI -- Term used in place of psychic or paraphysical; ESP. 

Psychic Birth -- A quickening of spiritual or cosmic consciousness and power. This new consciousness is one that
recognizes oneness with God and the universe. Psychic birth is an occult counterpart to the Christian new birth. 

Psychic Energy -- Extrasensory energy that enables people to do miracles. 

Psychic Healer -- A person who cures mental or physical illness from the cosmic energy emanating through the
healer's hands. 

Psychoanalysis -- Tracing mental and physical ills back to hurtful childhood experiences; based on Sigmund
Freud's theories. 

Psychometry -- Reading information from an object about events involving the person who owns it, usually by
handling it. 

Psychotechnologies -- Refers to the various approaches or systems aimed at deliberately altering one's
consciousness. 

Reincarnation -- Refers to the cyclical evolution of a person's soul as it repeatedly passes from one body to
another at death. This process continues until the soul reaches a state of perfection. 

Retrocognition -- Knowledge of past events learned paranormally. 

Right Brain Learning -- The right hemisphere of the brain is believed to be the center of intuitive and creative
thought (as opposed to the rational nature of the left hemisphere). New Agers have seized on this as a justification
to bring "right brain learning techniques" into the classroom. These techniques include meditation, yoga, and guided
imagery. 

Rolfing -- Seeks to relieve energy blockages in the body by applying deep pressure or massage. 

Séance -- A gathering of people seeking communication with deceased loved ones or famous historical figures
through a medium. 

Second Coming of Christ -- Understood by some as the coming of the Cosmic Christ in all of humanity, related to
the New Age concept of the "mass incarnation." The Second Coming is supposedly now occurring in the hearts and
minds of people all over the earth. Others associate it specifically with the appearance of Maitreya as the avatar of
the coming age. 

Self-realization -- New Agers use this as a synonym for God-realization. It refers to a personal recognition of
one's divinity. 

Sensitive -- A person who frequently demonstrates extrasensory gifts such as clairvoyance, telepathy, or
precognition. 

Shaman -- A medicine man/woman or witchdoctor, who uses hypnotism, charms, drugs, chants (mantras), "Chi"
energy, etc., to open his victims to demon possession and controlled responses. 

Solar Logos -- Believed by some to be a mighty spiritual being who is the ensouling life of the solar system. The
material solar system is simply a physical manifestation (or body) of this living intelligence. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/brain.htm
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Spirit Control -- A disembodied spirit who relays messages from dead people to the living through a trance
medium. 

Spirit Guide -- A spiritual entity who provides information of "guidance," often through a medium or channeled.
The spirit provides guidance only after the channeled relinquishes his perceptual and cognitive capacities into its
control. 

Spiritual Hierarchy of Masters -- New Age advocates believe these spiritual "masters" are highly evolved men
who, having already perfected themselves, are now guiding the rest of humanity to this same end. 

Spiritualist or Spiritist -- Person who believes in the ability to contact departed souls through a medium. 

Subject -- Person used for experiments in ESP studies. 

Sufism -- Persian mystical religion based on Islam. 

Syncretism -- The attempt to combine or unify differing religious systems. New Age gurus often claim that all the
world religions teach the same core truth: all people possess an inner divinity. 

Synergy -- A principle which states that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Tantra -- A word invented to describe the Hindu and Buddhist "scriptures" (which are actually called Sutras and
Vedas) which show people "shortcuts" to getting Prajna ("enlightenment"). 

Taoism -- A Chinese religion and philosophy that sees the universe as engaged in ceaseless motion and activity.
All is considered to be in continual flux. The universe is intrinsically dynamic. This continual cosmic process is
called the "Tao" by the Chinese. (The process is described in terms of Yin and Yang -- see: Yin/Yang). Tao is that
which is formless, yet the mother of all forms, and that which is timeless, yet prior to all manifestations, and that
which does nothing, yet leaves nothing undone. The most outrageous Taoist doctrine for Bible believers would be
Lao Tzu's adage "Forget right and wrong, and it will be better for everyone."  

Tarot Cards -- Deck of seventy-eight cards that supposedly reveal the secrets of man and the universe. 

Telekinesis -- The ability to move physical objects by force of will or mental energy alone; also called
psychokinesis. 

Telepathy -- Communication between minds by extrasensory means. 

Tetragram -- A magic diagram shaped as a four-pointed star. 

Theosophy -- A school of thought founded by Helena P. Blavatsky. The term literally means "divine wisdom." The
goals of Theosophy are to (1) form a universal brotherhood; (2) do comparative study of world religions, science,
and philosophy; and (3) investigate the psychic and spiritual powers latent in man. Theosophy is the forerunner of
much New Age thought.

Therapeutic Touch -- A "therapy" in which the practitioner "channels" the universal life energy for the patient and
then helps the patient to assimilate this energy. 

Third Eye -- An imaginary eye in the forehead believed to be the center of psychic vision. 

Trance -- A mental state resembling sleep during which the conscious mind rests while the spirit entity takes over
the medium's body. 
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Trance Channeler -- The newest term for "trance medium." (See: Medium.) 

Transformation -- New Age advocates promote both personal and planetary transformation. Personal
transformation involves the changes wrought in one's life by increasing Self-realization. As more and more people
are personally transformed, the planet too will be transformed into a global brotherhood. 

Trumpet Medium -- A psychic or "sensitive" who brings forth "spirit voices" through a trumpet at séances. 

UFO -- Unidentified flying object; flying saucer. 

Unity-in-Diversity Council -- A New Age "meta-network" of over 100 networks and groups rallying for global
cooperation and interdependence. 

Veda -- The most ancient of the Hindu scriptures. 

Visualization -- Also known as "guided imagery," visualization basically refers to "mind over matter." It involves
the attempt to bring about change in the material realm by the power of the mind. 

Warlock -- A wizard or sorcerer; a male witch. (Some male witches claim that "warlock" does not refer to a male
witch at all, but merely means "oath-breaker.")

World Goodwill -- A New Age political lobby that aims to unfold "The Plan" as spelled out in the writings of
Alice Bailey. 

Yin/Yang -- Chinese names referring to the active and passive principles of the universe. Yin refers to the female
or [inactive] negative force; Yang to the male or active force. These two polar forces continually interplay with
each other. Briefly, it means that "good and evil" and "right and wrong" are actually the SAME; they simply appear
as opposites. Get rid of all the Opposites (seen and unseen, hot and cold, up and down, back and forth, day and
night, high and low, etc.), and you can attain perfection (Nirvana, Samadhi, Prajna, etc.).  

Yoga -- A means of becoming united with the supreme being, or with the universal soul. 

Yogi -- Someone who practices yoga. 

Zodiac -- The band of twelve constellations along the plane of the ecliptic through which pass the sun, moon, and
planets across the sky. Each constellation, or sign, is attributed symbolic significance and associations that affect
various aspects of life on Earth.  

[Back to Text]
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Scientology
Science or New Age Cult?*

Scientology, officially known as The Church of Scientology, was founded in 1953 by L. Ron Hubbard (1912-1986),
and popularized through his 1950 book, DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health (over ten million
copies sold). Dianetics was originally intended to be Hubbard's psychotherapeutic answer to the techniques of
modern psychiatry. (The word "Dianetics" means "through the soul," and promises to reveal "the single source of
all man's insanities, psychosomatic illnesses, and neuroses.") In addition to Dianetics, Scientology produces scores
of other publications. A short list includes Source, The Delphian, Advance!, and The Auditor.

The history of Scientology actually begins much earlier than 1953. Hubbard had become a well known science
fiction writer in the 1930s. In fact, some of his ideas which are "common to Scientology first appeared in his 1938
manuscript titled Excalibur" (Kingdom of the Cults,  p. 345), more than a decade before its official founding. Wild
claims have been made about Hubbard's earlier life by Scientology publications. For example, they have claimed
that he "graduated in civil engineering from George Washington University as a nuclear physicist, although the
university records show that he attended for two short years, during the second of which he was on academic
probation, and failed physics. Hubbard's Ph.D. was said to be from a Sequoia University in California, although
there is no proof of the existence of any accredited institution in California by that name that grants doctorates"
(Podiatry Today, March 1990).

Gerry Armstrong, a devout Scientologist assigned by the Church to write an authorized biography of Hubbard,
discovered other inconsistencies in Hubbard's history. Armstrong, who has now left Scientology, states: "Nor was
Hubbard a World War II hero who miraculously cured himself of nearly fatal combat wounds, as he claimed.
Hubbard never saw combat. After his discharge from the Navy in 1946, he was granted 40% disability pay for
arthritis, bursitis and conjunctivitis. He continued to collect this pay long after he claimed to have discovered the
secret of how to cure such ailments" (Another Gospel, Ruth Tucker, p. 301). Hubbard's reputation as an explorer,
prolific science fiction writer, and parabotanist (he was one of the first to expound the idea of "communicating"
with plants) enlarged to make him the worldwide spokesman for this fast-growing cult.

Biographers have also uncovered Hubbard's involvement with the Occult, which probably influenced his writings.
Hubbard claimed to have had a near-death experience where he learned everything that ever puzzled the mind of
man. The notorious Satanist, Aleister Crowley, was Hubbard's mentor and he lived with Crowley prot�g� John
Parsons, engaging in sex magic at their black magic mansion hospice (Los Angeles Times, 24 June 1990, p. A1).

Despite the inconsistencies in his history, Hubbard would become one of the wealthiest and most well known
leaders of a religious movement in only a few years. Scientology currently holds assets of nearly $500 million,
including a 440-foot cruise ship used as a "seagoing religious retreat." Assets also include two publishing houses, a
2,845-acre California ranch used as a school for the children of church staffers, and more than 45 buildings on 500
acres in Riverside County, California. Other assets include reinforced vaults designed to preserve the church's
teachings in case of earthquake or nuclear attack. (These teachings include 500,000 pages of Hubbard's writings,
6,500 reels of tape, and 42 films.)

Scientology's methodology and beliefs have also led some members into a long history of criminal and civil actions
and convictions. Both the U.S. Federal and Canadian courts have found top Scientology officials and the church
guilty of charges such as burglarizing, wiretapping, and conspiracy against government agencies (Time, 6 May
1991, p. 50). In 1980, for example, eleven of Scientology's top leaders, including Hubbard's wife, were jailed for
bugging and burglarizing the U.S. Justice Department and other federal agencies in the 1970s. 

Within the church, there have been widespread purges and defections. Some former members have filed lawsuits
accusing the church of intimidating its critics, breaking up families, and using high-pressure sales techniques to
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separate large sums of money from its followers. In 1986, Scientology paid an estimated $5 million to settle more
than 20 of the suits, without admitting wrongdoing. In exchange, the plaintiffs agreed never again to criticize
Scientology or Hubbard and to have their lawsuits forever sealed from public view.

Hubbard formalized his theories into a religion in order to obtain tax-exempt status and freedom from governmental
interference for some of his organizations. Scientology currently claims to have more than eight  million members
in more than 3,000 "churches, mission-related organizations, and groups" in more than 133 countries. (Source:
11/2001, Scientology official Internet web site.) Closer to the truth is that there are only about 50,000 active
members. 

The cult claims "Celebrity Centers" (a chain of clubhouses that offer expensive counseling and career guidance) in
more than 100 cities in more than 15 countries. The cult appeals strongly to intellectuals and the "gifted," relying
extensively on endorsements from celebrities and corporations that employ Dianetics. Various world locations for
Scientology include Washington, D.C.; Clearwater, Florida (a Scientology Training Center); Sussex, England
(where it operates a thirty-room mansion and a fifty-seven acre estate); and Los Angeles (claiming such movie
stars and entertainers as John Travolta, Tom Cruise, Karen Black, Jennifer Aspen, Isaac Hayes, Priscilla Presley,
Kristie Alley, and the late Sonny Bono -- Scientology's "representative" in the U.S. Congress).  

There are numerous front organizations in the Church of Scientology used as vehicles for their objectives. Some of
the more prominent would include Advanced Organization of Los Angeles, Religious Technology Center, and
FLAG. Some of the more clandestine vehicles for recruitment and dissemination of Scientology are its affiliated
agencies and business programs, most of which are part of W.I.S.E. (Worldwide Institute of Scientology
Enterprises). There are groups like Sterling Management Systems; Steller Management; Singer Consultants;
Uptrends; Owl Management; Applied Scholastics; Citizens Commission on Human Rights; Citizens Against Taxes;
The Way to Happiness Foundation; Hollander Consultants; Irons, Marcus & Valko; and Uptrends (Podiatry Today,
March 1990; Watchman Expositor, 1997). They also work through Concerned Businessmen of America, and
through The Way to Happiness and Set a Good Example Contest, the latter two aimed at school children, and
through Narconon (meaning "non-narcosis" or "no drugs"), an alleged drug rehab program consisting of 50 alcohol
and drug rehabilitation centers in 21 countries, operating in 750 prisons under the name "Criminon" (Criminon,
meaning "no crime," is a volunteer criminal rehabilitation program which utilizes technologies developed by
Hubbard to help convicts recover pride and self-esteem). Narconon is a classic vehicle for drawing addicts into the
cult.

Hubbard was a best-selling author for more than 50 years, with over 589 published works to his credit. His fiction
sales total over 25 million copies, and his non-fiction works have sold more than 23 million. Many may have first
come in contact with Scientology through a clean-cut young man or woman at the door offering a "free personality
analysis." But the 200 questions posed are part of the recruiting program for the Church of Scientology, which is
nothing but an applied religious philosophy offering "a clear, bright insight to help you blaze toward your mind's
full potential."

In a nutshell, Scientology teaches that all humans descended from a race of uncreated, omnipotent gods called
Thetans, who gave up their powers to enter the Material-Energy-Space-Time (MEST) world of Earth. [Hubbard's
Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary explains, "The Thetan is immortal and is possessed of capabilities
well in excess of those hitherto predicted for man. In the final analysis what is this thing called Thetan? It is simply
you before you mocked yourself up and that is the handiest definition I know of" (p. 432). The Thetan is thus that
part of each individual which is immortal and which has become contaminated or debased by the influences of
MEST.] Gradually, they evolved upward by reincarnation to become humans who could not remember their deified
state. Scientologists are encouraged to awaken their dormant Thetan potential by removing all mental blocks called
engrams. By doing so, they can realize their true personhood, achieving total power and control over MEST.
Scientology offers a psychotherapeutic process for breaking through the engrams "picked up from traumas in prior
lives," to "realize" once again one's true identity as an "operating Thetan" (God) beyond the limitations of MEST.

Scientology, thereby, does nothing more than incorporate certain aspects of New Age pseudoscience,
psychotherapy, and various occult practices into the ancient lie of promised godhood. Below are the highlights of
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what Scientology believes and practices concerning its source of authority, roots, tactics, sin and salvation, Christ,
and spiritual practice:

1. Source of Authority. The official Scientology Internet web site says: "The writings and recorded spoken words
of L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of Scientology collectively constitute the Scripture of the religion. He set forth
the Scientology philosophy and technologies in more than 500,000 pages of writings, including dozens of books,
and more than 2,000 tape-recorded lectures." Principally, Hubbard and his 1950 book, Dianetics, is the authority for
Scientology. [The Church of Scientology's current Church president is Heber T. Jentzsch, but the real authority is
David Miscavige.] Scientology has even found it necessary to publish a dictionary with 7,000 definitions for the
use of over 3,000 Dianetic words. In 1951, Hubbard released his findings on the spirit of Man, which served as the
foundation of the religion of Scientology, dealing with what Hubbard considered the fundamental truths concerning
the essence of life, what came before, and the hereafter. This was later followed by another basic book,
SCIENTOLOGY: The Fundamentals of Thought. Hubbard's own definition of Scientology is "Knowing how to
know ... Know thyself ... and the truth shall set you free" -- an obvious twisting of the words of Jesus Christ in
John 8:32 -- "And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."

2. Its Roots. Even though Hubbard himself declared Dianetics to be "the spiritual heir of Buddhism in the Western
world," there is evidence of even darker roots. Hubbard was at one time closely linked with British Satanist and
New Ager Aleister Crowley, and there are strong indications that the word Dianetics had its origins in the worship
of the goddess Diana.

3. Its Tactics. Scientology attempts to give the appearance that it is both a science and a religion. Fifty hours of
Scientology counseling can cost $2,350. Some former members say they invested up to $80,000, which may
explain some claims that the organization's total take is over $3 million per day. ["Auditing" is by far Scientology's
most expensive service. Auditing is purchased in 12 1/2-hour chunks, costing the Scientologist anywhere between
$3,000 and $11,000 each, depending on where it is bought.] Members are usually well-scrubbed, respectable,
middle-class types. Church "ministers" wear the conventional black priest-suit and white collar, and even sport
crosses, though they point out it isn't representative of Christ's crucifix. When their teachings and tactics are
questioned, Scientologists are not prone to turn the other cheek. Hubbard says, "you only get hurt when you duck."
Scientology's alleged tactics of harassment, intimidation, and defamation of critics are well-known -- once an FBI
raid on church quarters revealed a "hit list" of enemies. [The elite of Scientology's workers, at least 5,000 of them,
belong to a zealous faction known as the Sea Organization and are given room, board, and a small weekly
allowance. (Scientology web site: "Today, more than 5,000 members of this religious order occupy staff positions in
upper level Scientology church organizations around the world.") They sign contracts to serve Scientology in this
and future lifetimes -- for a billion years. Their motto is: "We come back." Dressed in mock navy uniforms adorned
with ribbons, they bark orders with a clipped, military cadence. They hold ranks such as captain, lieutenant, and
ensign. Officers, including women, are addressed as "Sir."]

4. Sin and Salvation. A major creed of L. Ron Hubbard states that "man is good," an immortal Thetan, able to
create MEST. This tenet is consistent with the Dianetic belief that man is descended from the gods and may
someday evolve to reclaim his Thetan potential. "Salvation" involves a process of working through levels of self-
knowledge and knowledge of past lives (reincarnation) to awaken the pre-existent deity within and regain total
godhood. As would be expected, the existence of an eternal heaven and hell is denied.

5. Christ. Christ is deemed merely a "cleared" individual (see #6 below), i.e., "just a man."

6. Spiritual Practice. Other doctrines and practices of Scientology include astral travel, regression to past lives,
and the "urge toward existence as spirits." Through the use of a Scientology "E-meter" (something like a lie
detector) in an "auditing" session, members undergo exercises and counseling to eliminate negative mental images
from past lives and achieve a state of "clear." (Hubbard believed all illnesses were psychosomatic and could be
cured by eliminating these past experiences from the brain.) Scientology promises members higher intelligence and
greater business success through Scientology courses that cost thousands of dollars. "Upper-level" or "OT6" ("OT"
stands for "Operating Thetan") teachings of Scientology are available only to members who graduate through
preliminary Church of Scientology programs. Scientologists tell their members that if they get into Level 6 before
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going through the preliminary levels, they could "dematerialize or develop [fatal] illnesses." Scientology is creating
a powerful group of brainwashed robots who believe they have found a solution for their own problems as well as a
master plan for every person and nation in the world, now and forever.

7. Summary of Scientology Theology. In the beginning were the Thetans. These were to eventually create the
MEST, which in actuality would not be the best thing they could have done. For when the Thetan, who inhabits the
MEST, comes into conflict with other MEST, an engram is recorded in the reactive mind. This engram, whether it
be remembered or not, due to unconsciousness which accompanies every engram, is stored in the reactive mind and
causes the Thetan to believe false data [erroneous ideas]. It is the purpose of Scientology, through its auditing
efforts, to rid the Thetan of all engrams so that in turn that Thetan, who now possesses a new educational
perspective on reality, as a result of the auditing, may advance to a higher state of being or Clear. Once one reaches
"Clear" (a 38-step process), there are 20 more steps before one reaches "OT," when one supposedly doesn't need a
body to exist and is clear of all "engrams."

Endnotes

MEST -- As Scientology endeavors to render this MEST mess intelligible they write, "An engram comes about
when the individual organism suffers an intense impact with MEST. Every moment of physical pain contains with
it a partial or major shutdown of the analytical function of the mind" (Science of Survival, Book Two, p. 28). Thus,
an engram is a memory which is caused when any accidental event (be it major or minor) is experienced. However,
at the instant that the engram is formed, often the person is unaware of the event. How is this possible?

In a series of lectures given during August and September 1950, Hubbard explained the process: "An engram is a
moment of pain and unconsciousness which contains perceptics. Actually there are thousands of moments of pain
with just a little unconsciousness. Even a little thing such as someone burning his finger still causes a flick of
attenuation of the analytical mind. The engram has one common denominator above all else, unconsciousness. But
unconsciousness is common to every single engram, because unconsciousness does just one thing; it closes down
the analytical mind. So, we have coined the word anaten. It is a contraction of the two words analytical attenuation
(Attenuation means shutting or closing down)" (Research and Discovery Series: A Running Record of Research
into the Mind and Life, Vol. 3, pp. 114-115).

This engram is thus that "mental picture" which "contains, as part of its content, unconsciousness and physical
pain" and is stored in the individual's mind (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 114). But which
mind?

As Hubbard explained, every person has two minds -- the analytical mind and the reactive mind. Both have very
specific functions, though not necessarily beneficial functions. In the booklet, Basic Dictionary of Dianetics and
Scientology, the two minds are defined in the following ways: "analytical mind: In Dianetics and Scientology the
analytical mind is the one which is alert and aware and the reactive mind simply reacts without analysis." It
continues with, "reactive mind: the portion of the mind which works on a stimulus-response basis. It consists of
locks, secondaries, engrams and chains of them and is the single source of human aberrations and psychosomatic
ills" (pp. 2, 23).

Thus, Man in his true nature is an immortal Thetan. However, the Thetan is responsible for the creation of MEST.
Though the Thetan created the MEST, sometimes the MEST collides with the Thetan resulting in the acquisition of
an engram. Because every engram is accompanied by unconsciousness to a greater or lesser degree, not all engrams
are known to exist by the Thetan's analytical mind. As a result of the build-up of thousands of known and unknown
engrams, stored in his reactive mind, man seems to experience problems throughout his life. These engrams have
accumulated not only in this life but in many past lives as well through reincarnation. Thus, it is Scientology's
purpose to rid the Thetan of these unwanted engrams. How is this accomplished? By becoming Clear.  [Return to
Text]
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Clear State -- In defining Clear, Hubbard used an interesting analogy. Clear is "The name of a button on an adding
machine. When you push it, all the hidden answers in the machine clear and the machine can be used for a proper
computation. So long as the button is not pressed the machine adds all old answers to all new efforts to compute
and wrong answers result. Really, that's all a Clear is. Clears are beings who have been Cleared of wrong answers
or useless answers which keep them from living or thinking." The Clear "can create energy at will, and can handle
and control, erase or re-create an analytical mind or reactive mind. The Clear has no engrams which can be
restimulated to throw out the correctness of computations by entering hidden and false data in it" (Dianetics and
Scientology: Technical Dictionary, pp. 75-76).

Hence, the Thetan who has reached the desired state of Clear has, in actuality, become a blank slate simply waiting
for new data to be entered. As Hubbard explained in a lecture series, "you have to have a new education if you are
going to change a Clear's viewpoint" (Research and Discovery Series, Vol. 2, p. 408). Thus, the new data given by
Scientology is not merely a rearrangement of already existing beliefs and ideas. Rather, it is completely "new"
material, which is precisely what is needed for the "new education." The "Clear" is now free to start working
towards immortality again by practicing higher disciplines that will re-educate him about his archaic origins in
space. (As he learns more and more about his past, he will become an "Operating Thetan," or OT. There are six
levels ranging from OT-1 to OT-6, the highest of Scientology disciplines. Hubbard, however, was said to be
working on OT-7 or OT-8 a few years before his disappearance.) Without this new education it is impossible to
reach the state of Clear. But if Clear is a higher state of being to which all should desire to evolve, then how is this
to be accomplished? By the Scientology practice of Auditing.  [Return to Text]

Auditing -- Since the reactive mind consists of "locks" and chains of engrams, in order for the Thetan to be
declared Clear, the reactive mind with its engrams must be removed by auditing. "The reactive mind is removed by
'returning' the pre-clear to the engram, and laying its contents before the scrutiny of the analytical mind"
(Dianetics: The Original Thesis, p. 54). 

Once the engram is openly expressed by the pre-clear [Scientology student], then "Auditing gets rid of unwanted
barriers that inhibit, stop or blunt a person's natural abilities as well as gradiently increasing the abilities a person
has so that he becomes more able and his survival, happiness and intelligence increase enormously. An activity of
an auditor taking over the control of and shepherding the attention of a pc [pre-clear] so as to bring about a higher
level of confront ability" (Dianetics and Scientology: Technical Dictionary, p. 28). After the Thetan has
remembered the engram, it is then removed from the reactive mind during the auditing session with the aid of the
Scientology E-Meter. This device, similar in function to a lie-detector, is said to be "An electronic instrument for
measuring mental state and change of state in individuals, as an aid to precision and speed in auditing" (Basic
Dictionary of Dianetics and Scientology, p. 11).  [Return to Text]

Note on Science Fiction: Hubbard first gained notoriety in the minds of Americans as the author of numerous
science fiction novels. He would later use his skills to tightly weave the web of science fiction and religion. His
theology, which is today accepted by millions, eventually leads to tales of preincarnate souls trapped in ice cubes
from the planet Mars: "One preclear (student of Scientology) said that this Thetan (somewhat similar to 'soul' or
'spirit') had inhabited the body of a doll on the planet Mars 469,476,600 years ago. Martians seized the doll and
took it to a temple, where it was zapped by a bishop's gun while the congregation chanted 'God is Love.' The
Thetan was then put in an ice cube, placed aboard a flying saucer, and dropped off at Planet ZX 432, where it was
given a robot body, then put to work unloading flying saucers. Being a bit unruly, it zapped another robot to death
and was shipped off in a flying saucer to be punished.  But the flying saucer exploded, and the Thetan fell into
space" (story as reprinted in Kingdom of the Cults, p. 346, 1985 ed.). While this may be where the theology of the
Church of Scientology eventually leads, it is not explained to the initiate in these precise words. Rather, it is touted
to the world as the cure for all man's problems and a way to gain every desire.  [Return to Text]

Note on Religion: In 1967, the Church of Scientology of California was stripped of its tax-exempt status by the
IRS (deeming Scientology a for-profit business that enriched church officials), an action the church considered
unlawful and thus ignored. (The church also replied with more than 2,000 lawsuits against the IRS.) The IRS, in
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turn, undertook a mammoth audit of the church for the years 1970 through 1974. A federal court ruled in 1971 that
Hubbard's medical claims were bogus and that E-meter auditing could no longer be called a scientific treatment.
Hubbard responded by going fully religious, seeking First Amendment protection for Scientology's strange rites.
Scientology ministers (formerly "counselors") started to wear white collars, dark suits, and silver crosses. Sunday
services were mandated, chapels were erected in Scientology buildings, franchises became "missions," fees became
"fixed donations," and Hubbard's comic-book cosmology became "sacred scriptures." It was made a punishable
offense for a staffer to omit from church literature the notation that Scientology is a "religious philosophy." Many
of the changes flowed from a flurry of "religious image" directives issued by high-level Scientology executives.
One policy put it bluntly: "Visual evidences that Scientology is a religion are mandatory." 

IRS-conducted audits proved that Hubbard was skimming millions of dollars from the church, laundering the
money through dummy corporations in Panama, and stashing it in Swiss bank accounts. Moreover, church members
stole IRS documents, filed false tax returns, and harassed the agency's employees. By late 1985, with high-level
defectors accusing Hubbard of having stolen as much as $200 million from the church, the IRS was seeking an
indictment of Hubbard for tax fraud. Scientology members "worked day and night" shredding documents the IRS
sought, according to a defector who took part in the scheme. (Hubbard, who had been in hiding for five years, died
before the criminal case could be prosecuted.) None of this, however, convinced the IRS, which assessed the
church more than $1 million in back taxes for the years 1970 through 1972. Scientology appealed to the U.S. Tax
Court, where, in 1984, it was handed one of the worst financial and public relations disasters in its history. The
battle with the Internal Revenue Service was finally resolved on October 1, 1993. On that day, despite all the
evidence to the contrary, the IRS issued letters recognizing the Church of Scientology and its related churches and
organizations as tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In return, the Church of
Scientology paid the IRS $12.5 million to settle any tax assessments prior to 1993, and dropped all its lawsuits
against the IRS. The IRS also agreed to drop any outstanding audits of Scientology organizations and declared
several related Scientology organizations as tax-exempt, including a trust that oversees the church's 440-foot cruise
ship, Freewinds. Also, church members were permitted to henceforth deduct from their personal income taxes the
fees they pay for "auditing."  [Return to Text]

Note on Tactics: Frequently, a person's first contact with Scientology comes when he is approached by a staff
member on the street and offered a free personality test, or receives a lengthy questionnaire in the mail. Using
charts and graphs, the idea is to convince a person that he has some problem, or "ruin," that Scientology can fix,
while assuaging concerns he may have about the church. According to Hubbard, "if the job has been done well, the
person should be worried." With that accomplished, the customer is pushed to buy services he is told will improve
his sorry condition and perhaps give him such powers as being able to spiritually travel outside his body -- or, in
Scientology jargon, to "exteriorize." Church members are then required to write testimonials -- "success stories" --
as they progress from one level to the next. 

The Scientology organization uses sophisticated sales tactics to sell a seemingly endless progression of expensive
courses, each serving as a prerequisite for the next. Known collectively as "The Bridge," the courses promise
salvation, higher intelligence, superhuman powers, and even possible survival from nuclear fallout -- for those who
can pay. Church tenets mandate that parishioners purchase Scientology goods and services under Hubbard's
"doctrine of exchange." A person must learn to give, he said, as well as receive. For its programs and books, the
church charges "fixed donations" that range from $50 for an elementary course in improving communication skills
to more than $13,000 for Hubbard's secret teachings on the origins of the universe and the genesis of mankind's
ills. 

From time to time, the church offers "limited time only" deals on a select package of Hubbard courses, which
represent a small portion of The Bridge. One such offer packaged courses  that if bought individually would
supposedly cost $55,455; the sale price was $33,399.50. To complete Hubbard's progression of courses, a
Scientologist could conceivably spend a lifetime and more than $400,000. The Scientology Bridge is always under
construction, keeping the Supreme Answer one step away from church members -- a potent sales strategy devised
by Hubbard to keep the money flowing, critics contend. 
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New courses continually are added, each of which is said to be crucial for spiritual progress, each heavily
promoted. Church members are warned that unless they keep purchasing Scientology services, misery and sickness
may befall them. For the true believer, this is a powerful incentive to keep buying whatever the group is selling.
Through the mail, Scientologists are bombarded with glossy, colorful brochures announcing the latest courses and
discounts. Letters and postcards sound the dire warning, "Urgent! Urgent! Your future is at risk! ... It is time to
ACT! NOW! ... You must buy now!" 

Scientology staffers who sell Hubbard's courses are called "registrars." They earn commissions on their sales and
are skilled at eliciting every facet of an individual's finances, including bank accounts, stocks, cars, houses,
whatever can be converted to cash. Like all Scientology staffers, a registrar's productivity is evaluated each week.
Performance is judged by how much money he or she brings in by each Thursday afternoon. And, in Scientology,
declining or stagnant productivity is not viewed favorably. (Source: "The Scientology Story, Pt.2," L.A. Times,
6/25/90.)   [Return to Text]  

Note on David Miscavige: To the public, Heber Jentzsch, president of the Church of Scientology International,
is portrayed as Scientology's top official. He appears regularly at news conferences and on talk shows, appearing to
be chiefly responsible for church public relations. The real power is consolidated among a handful of Scientologists
who keep low public profiles. The Church of Scientology serves as the mother church and is responsible for the
overall ecclesiastical management, dissemination, and propagation of Scientology and the various churches of
Scientology, but the Religious Technology Center (RTC) serves as "protector of the religion." And, more
importantly, RTC is Scientology's final arbiter of orthodoxy. 

David Miscavige (41) (a high school drop out) has served as RTC's Chairman of the Board, its most senior
position, since 1987. Miscavige has been an active Scientologist for most of his life, and has been involved with
nearly every aspect of the Church's activities, closely working with Hubbard. Miscavige wields power with the iron-
fisted approach of his mentor. RTC owns the trademarks that Scientology churches need to operate, including the
words Scientology and Dianetics. RTC licenses the churches to use the trademarks and can revoke permission if a
church fails to perform properly. Therein rests much, but not all, of Miscavige's power. He is the man in control,
charting a direction for the organization that is at once expansionist and combative -- in keeping with the dictates
and personality of Hubbard, his role model.  [Return to Text]

More Detail on Scientology�s Wide Array of Front Groups and Financial Scams (Source:
5/6/91, Time Magazine): 

CONSULTING. Sterling Management Systems, formed in 1983, has been ranked in recent years by Inc. magazine
as one of America's fastest-growing private companies (estimated 1988 revenues of $20 million). Sterling regularly
mails a free newsletter to more than 300,000 health-care professionals, mostly dentists, promising to increase their
incomes dramatically. The firm offers seminars and courses that typically cost $10,000. But Sterling's true aim is to
hook customers for Scientology. Sterling's founder, dentist Gregory Hughes, is now under investigation by
California's Board of Dental Examiners for incompetence. Nine lawsuits are pending against him for malpractice
(seven others have been settled), mostly for orthodontic work on children. 

PUBLIC INFLUENCE. One front, the Way to Happiness Foundation, has distributed to children in thousands of
the nation's public schools more than 3.5 million copies of a booklet Hubbard wrote on morality. The church calls
the scheme "the largest dissemination project in Scientology history." Applied Scholastics is the name of still
another front, which is attempting to install a Hubbard tutorial program in public schools, primarily those populated
by minorities. The group also plans a 1,000-acre campus, where it will train educators to teach various Hubbard
methods. The disingenuously named Citizens Commission on Human Rights is a Scientology group at war with
psychiatry, its primary competitor. The commission typically issues reports aimed at discrediting particular
psychiatrists and the field in general [not a bad goal]. The CCHR is also behind an all-out war against Eli Lilly, the
maker of Prozac, the nation's top-selling anti-depression drug, claiming that Prozac drives people to murder or
suicide. Another Scientology-linked group, the Concerned Businessmen's Association of America, holds anti-drug
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contests and awards $5,000 grants to schools as a way to recruit students and curry favor with education officials. 

HEALTH CARE. HealthMed, a chain of clinics run by Scientologists, promotes a grueling and excessive system of
saunas, exercise, and vitamins designed by Hubbard to purify the body. Experts denounce the regime as quackery
and potentially harmful, yet HealthMed solicits unions and public agencies for contracts. The chain is plugged
heavily in a book, Diet for a Poisoned Planet, by journalist David Steinman, who concludes that scores of common
foods (among them: peanuts, bluefish, peaches and cottage cheese) are dangerous. Former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop labeled the book "trash," and the Food and Drug Administration issued a paper in October [of 1990]
that claims Steinman distorts his facts. "HealthMed is a gateway to Scientology, and Steinman's book is a sorting
mechanism," says physician William Jarvis, who is head of the National Council Against Health Fraud. 

DRUG TREATMENT. Hubbard's purification treatments are the mainstay of Narconon, a Scientology-run chain of
[50] alcohol and drug rehabilitation centers -- some in prisons under the name "Criminon." 

FINANCIAL SCAMS. Three Florida Scientologists, including Ronald Bernstein, a big contributor to the church's
international "war chest," pleaded guilty in March of 1991 to using their rare-coin dealership as a money laundry.
Other notorious activities by Scientologists include making the shady Vancouver stock exchange even shadier, and
plotting to plant operatives in the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and Export-Import Bank. The alleged
purpose of this scheme: to gain inside information on which countries are going to be denied credit so that
Scientology-linked traders can make illicit profits by taking "short" positions in those countries' currencies. 

BOOK PUBLISHING. Scientology mischief-making has even moved to the book industry. Since 1985, at least a
dozen Hubbard books, printed by a church company, have made best-seller lists. They range from a 5,000-page sci-
fi decology (Black Genesis, The Enemy Within, An Alien Affair, etc.) to the [50]-year-old Dianetics. Critics pan
most of Hubbard's books as unreadable, while defectors claim that church insiders are sometimes the real authors.
Even so, Scientology has sent out armies of its followers to buy the group's books at such major chains as B.
Dalton's and Waldenbooks to sustain the illusion of a best-selling author. A former Dalton's manager says that
some books arrived in his store with the chain's price stickers already on them, suggesting that copies are being
recycled. Scientology claims that sales of Hubbard books now top [100] million worldwide.  [Back to Text]

* Unless otherwise cited, this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from the following sources: (1) "Church of
Scientology," Rick Branch (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "Scientology: Science or Science Fiction," G.
Richard Fisher, PFO Quarterly Journal, Vol.17 No.3; (3) "Lafayette Ronald Hubbard and the Theology of the
Church of Scientology," The Discerner, and (4) "Church of Scientology: A Religious Mafia?," The Watchman
Expositor (Vol. 15, No. 1, 1998, p. 5). [Christian books on the cults also have chapters or sections on Scientology.
For example, The Kingdom of the Cults, 1997; Ruth A. Tucker, Another Gospel, 1989; William Watson, A Concise
Dictionary of Cults and Religions, 1991; and J. Gordon Melton, Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America, 1986.
Two works by secular writers are Bent Coryden's L. Ron Hubbard: Messiah or Madman?, 1992; and Russell
Miller's Bare-Faced Messiah: The True Story of L. Ron Hubbard, 1987. One is advised that in both of these works
Hubbard frequently is quoted verbatim and any Christian will find his words vulgar, obscene, and offensive.]
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Silva Mind Control (Silva Method)*
Christian or New Age Mind Cult?

Silva Method (formerly Silva Mind Control [SMC]) was developed by José Silva. Over six million students in 71
countries have taken the Silva International courses (formerly Silva Mind Control International). (One of Silva's
goals is to have the Silva Method course taught to all school children, both in grade school and in college.) He
claims that any person who will take his 48-hour (four day) course will develop psychic powers. A student is shown
how to enter an altered state of consciousness, and in that state is taught how to tap into "higher intelligence in the
universe." The student is taught how to function psychically and clairvoyantly, and how to invite counselors, or
psychic guides, into his mind to help him with his problems. By the third day of the course, students are supposed
to be able to operate psychically enough so that they can project their awareness outside of their bodies; i.e., have
out-of-body experiences. Their minds are supposed to be able to tap into any source in the universe for the
information, including the minds of other men, alive or dead. 

Silva Method uses visualization and guided imagery quite heavily; both have long been recognized by sorcerers of
all kinds as the most powerful and effective methodology for contacting the spirit world in order to acquire
supernatural power, knowledge, and healing. This sort of thing has been going on down through history. It's known
as "shamanism," or witchcraft. Yet, Silva claims that God sent Jesus to teach us all of this! 

Obviously, the Silva Method is little more than a New Age psychological mind control technique, rather than a
cultic system of teaching with readily identifiable followers. Nevertheless, it does have spiritual underpinnings (see
Silva's book Keys to the Kingdom), and it does, in many ways, consider itself Christian. Below are the highlights of
what Silva Mind Control/Silva Method teaches concerning its source of authority, Christ, sin, salvation, the Holy
Spirit, and prayer: 

1. Source of Authority. Authority for the Silva Method student is José Silva and his official publication THE
SILVA METHOD. 

2. Jesus Christ. The Silva Method teaches that Jesus did miracles in the same way that the Silva Method teaches its
students. The Bible teaches that Jesus was not doing miracles by mind over matter. He did them by the power of
His Father. Silva Method fails to differentiate between the miraculous, genuine supernatural power of God and that
which man attributes to his own mind, which is nothing more than the usurping of the authority of God and trying
to be little gods themselves. 

Silva Method also teaches that "Rabbi Jesus was assigned by Almighty God of the Universe to Planet Earth to teach
humanity, in a step-by-step procedure, how to look for and find what is called the kingdom of God within us all. ...
Jesus came to give us a message to correct the problem of human development on this planet because Moses didn't
do it and Noah didn't do it, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob didn't ... Zoroaster, Krishna, Buddha, Mohammed didn't do it. So
Jesus finally came to straighten out their mess and problem ..." Silva says that Jesus said that we are to go into an
alpha state (an altered state of consciousness) with our spirit guides, thus gaining the psychic powers necessary to
correct the human situation. (Silva also says, "Jesus is not coming back, so we've got to do it. But He gave us the
keys; He gave us the message. Look inside; find this power; you've got the power and you can make earth 'paradise
earth.'") 

3. Sin. Silva denies original sin and sees only "problems to be solved." Silva teaches that the present is a process of
materializing thoughts, while the future is composed of conceived thoughts not yet materialized. He talks about
being able to prophesy, a process of projecting into thought patterns to see if we can detect information that can
help us solve problems. According to the Silva Method, this information is for no other thing than for solving
problems -- "to make this planet a better world to live in. ... if you get information to solve problems, where people
are suffering, and you do alleviate that suffering and you correct the problem, who cares where the information
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comes from? The idea is get it anyway you can to stop a problem and forget everything else." Silva's done away
with the blood of Jesus Christ; he's done away with the sacrificial death of Christ for our sins. According to the
Silva Method, it's not a sin problem anymore, it's ignorance! 

4. Salvation. Since Silva believes that we have been sent to the planet to solve problems (i.e., "to convert this
planet into a paradise"), salvation is earned by one's success in problem solving. The emphasis is one of total
pragmatism. But just the fact that one is solving problems does not answer the question of whether or not an
activity itself is right or pleasing to God. "Positive" results can occur through the occult world or the psychic world.

Being "born again" also has a unique meaning for Silva Method practitioners: "When we enter the kingdom of
heaven, once there we become centered and have access to the use of the right brain hemisphere ... This would truly
be the concept of being born again ... being 'born again' means 'Go back and retrace your steps and pick up the use
of the right brain hemisphere like you did when you were born originally.' ... when you get to use both brain
hemispheres, that is really being born again." Silva sums up what salvation is not in the Silva Method: "Somebody
who died 1,900 years ago or 2,000 years ago, his blood cleansing us from sin and so forth, that doesn't help solve
problems today." Salvation for Silva leads the lost away from the sacrifice of Christ for their sins upon the cross.
They don't need that anymore. All they need is alpha in the right brain.

The message of the Silva Method is one of complete rejection of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ upon the
cross, i.e., a claim that we have the power within us. Silva overlooks the major problem of evil in the human heart,
the sin nature of man, to which Jesus specifically said, "I come not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance."
One hears no repentance from Silva, no acknowledgement of any real guilt. Instead, it's just something that's a state
of mind that you can get rid of by going into your alpha level. 

5. Holy Spirit. In the Silva Method, the Holy Spirit is a "dimension that we can create -- a state of mind to enter it
and make use of it for problem-solving situations. ... We were sent to do a work for God -- help God with creation
in thinking of His creatures."

Rather than the Holy Spirit as Counselor, on the third day of Silva Method training, students are asked to pick two
counselors. The lecturer explains how to invoke them. And in the last session, during meditation, two counselors
appear in the laboratory of the mind of the student and they are available from that point on, whenever the student
needs them. Silva says that anytime that you find yourself with a problem and you do not know what to do next,
you consult your counselors: "They are here to do the work for you; they are here to help you evolve ... become ...
as good as they are, whoever they are." This, of course, is spiritism; and the nature of spiritism is ultimately
demonic. One can hear the same things from mediums and spiritists who talk to their advisors or their spirit guides
or counselors, all of which is prohibited by Scripture (cf. Deut. 18). 

6. Prayer. For Silva, praying is psychic -- the use of mind: "... we're praying; we're using psychic systems to pray,
to visualize ... imagine what's to happen, and believe that you already have it and you shall receive it." (Sounds like
the "name-it-and-claim-it" teaching of the Positive Confession movement.)

*Most of the material in this report came from a panel discussion on the subject on a 1988 John Ankerberg Show.
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Unitarian Universalists
Christian or Cult?

Unitarian Universalism (UU), known officially as the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations in North
America (with headquarters in Boston, Mass.), was officially formed in 1961 with the merger of two separate
religious groups whose roots date back to the early 1500s -- the American Unitarian Association (1825) and the
Universalist Church of America (1793). Unitarian Universalism is one of the most liberal of the denominations,
being more akin to a society of free thinkers than a traditional "Christian" denomination. 

In America, the religious liberalism that came to be known as Unitarianism appeared within the congregational
churches in Massachusetts as a reaction against the revivalism of the Great Awakening (1740-43). Unitarianism
prospered in the late-18th century among the Harvard elite, and emerged full bloom in the early-19th century as a
rational, mystical, liberal religion that rejected the divinity of Christ as well as the Calvinist view of man as totally
depraved. The Unitarians believed that man was not only morally perfectible, but that education was the only true
way to salvation. Since they believed that evil was caused by ignorance, poverty, and social injustice, they were
convinced that only a good liberal education, provided by the government at no charge, would solve society's
problems (1/96, The Blumenfeld Education Letter, p. 2). 

Universalism is the theological doctrine that all souls will ultimately be saved and that there are no torments of hell.
Universalism has been asserted at various times in different contexts throughout the history of the "Christian
church" -- e.g., Origen in the 3rd century. The Universalists also denied the miraculous element in Scripture, and
rejected such important Bible doctrines as the total depravity of man and the Trinity. 

There are currently about 205,000 Unitarian Universalist members in 1,040 congregations in North America. The
beliefs of Unitarian Universalism appeal greatly to the "yuppie" generation of today -- no penalty for sin, no hell,
salvation for all, ecumenism with all other religions, and extreme theological liberalism with no official creeds.
Many in this "church" do not believe in Biblical Christianity, and some do not even want to be known as
Christians. According to the Unitarian-Universalist 1985 revised statement, no minister, member, or congregation
"shall be required to subscribe to any particular interpretation of religion, or to any particular religious belief or
creed." Four of their seven Principles and Purposes are these: The inherent worth and dignity of every person; a
free and responsible search for truth; the goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all; respect
for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part. 

In their attempt to be "free thinking" and "non-creedal," the UUs have become so liberal that they deny almost
every doctrine of the Christian faith, replacing the worship of God with a worship of self, teaching that human
reason and experience take precedence over the Word of God. Below are the highlights of what the Unitarian
Universalists "believe" concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, God, Christ, salvation, and heaven and
hell: 

1. Source of Authority. The UUs deny the divine inspiration and absolute authority of the Scriptures. They claim
the Bible was merely the creation of men, and therefore, the Bible contains many "inaccuracies, inconsistencies,
and errors." They substitute human reason for revelation as their source of authority, and believe there are no
absolute or infallible guides, including reason. [HJB] In fact, UUs desire a world religion that "draws from and
honors the teachings of all of the great religious traditions."

2. Trinity. The UUs deny that one God exists in three Persons. Instead, they claim that Trinitarian doctrine was
added by the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325. [HJB] 

3. God. The UUs hold a variety of liberal views about God: Some do not believe that He is a Person, but instead
claim He is an impersonal spirit, a natural force, or a principle. Some even claim that He is a created being, not
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supernatural. Others even deny His existence completely.

4. Jesus Christ. The UUs deny the deity of Christ -- that He is not God and Savior, but only a good man and
teacher. They claim that the apostles and other Christian writers added to the Scriptures the teachings concerning
Christ's atonement for sin.

5. Salvation. The UUs teach that the essence of salvation is character development ("deeds not creeds"), rather than
faith in Jesus Christ alone -- the "social gospel" reigns supreme in UU. This belief allows every person to do
whatever is right in his own eyes as long as he is sincere about it (including homosexual behavior -- UU became
the first denomination to call for the legal recognition of same-sex marriages [Associated Press:6/25/96]; as early as
1970, UUs called for an end to discrimination against homosexuals and bisexuals, and in 1980, UUs resolved that
homosexuals should be ordained.). 

6. Hell. The UUs hold the "universalist" belief that no one will be eternally condemned. They, therefore, deny the
existence of hell, claiming it is unreasonable for a loving God to send people to a place of eternal torment. They
believe that we suffer the consequences of sin in this life only. [HJB]

* Unless otherwise cited, three primary sources were used for this report: (1) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia
Encyclopedia, (2) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, and (3) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB] ,
BTTB:1990, pp. 269-287.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - Revised 8/97
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Unity School of Christianity*
Christian or Cult?

Unity School of Christianity, also known as Unity (with headquarters on a 1,400-acre campus in Unity Village,
Missouri -- near Lee's Summit, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City), was "founded" in 1889 (with the publishing of
a national monthly magazine called Modern Thought -- renamed Unity Magazine in 1894) by Charles S. Fillmore
(1854-1948), a spiritist with no Christian background, and Myrtle (Paige) Fillmore (1845-1931), a Methodist; this
was after Myrtle said she was healed of tuberculosis by repeating an occultic mind-over-matter affirmation, "I am a
child of God, and therefore I do not inherent sickness" (she had been dabbling heavily in Christian Science). It was
later incorporated as a church in 1903 by the Unity Society of Practical Christianity. In 1948, the control of Unity
was assumed by the Fillmore's two sons, Lowell and W. Rickert Fillmore, and has since experienced tremendous
growth. Unity currently claims about 200,000 U.S. members and 1.5 million members worldwide.

Unity's leader is now Connie Fillmore Bazzy, a great-granddaughter of the founders. She controls everything from
publishing Unity's magazines to the 24-hour Silent Unity Prayer ministry that generates the majority of the
organization's approximately $30 million in annual income. Charles R. Fillmore is the grandson of the founder and
acts as Chairman of the Board for Unity.

Unity's roots are to be found in the ministry of Dr. Franz Anton Mesmer, who practiced what was called "animal
magnetism." His work involved manipulating the "subconscious" mind, and he was the first modern user of
hypnotism (hence, the term "mesmerism"). Some years later, Unity joined the International New Thought Alliance
(along with Christian Science and New Thought) from which many of their doctrines have emanated.1 

The Fillmores studied Spiritualism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Brahmanism, Rosicrucianism, Theosophy, New Thought,
Christian Science, and other Mind Science religions, believing that there was some good in every religion. (They
did disagree, however; with the Christian Science doctrine that matter is not real.) Charles Fillmore admits that he
and Myrtle had taken "more than forty courses (in metaphysical subjects)" (The Story of Unity, James Dillet
Freeman, Unity Books publishing, pp. 35, 41-42). The Fillmores also took "several courses" from Emma Curtis
Hopkins to further their understanding of New Thought. Hopkins had been an editor on the Christian Science
Journal, Mary Baker Eddy's publication (The Story of Unity, pp. 43-45).

Charles Fillmore chose the ancient Egyptian winged disc, an occult symbol, as the symbol to represent Unity.
Steeped in Hinduism, Fillmore felt that he had been associated with the symbol in previous lives. (He believed he
was the reincarnation of the Apostle Paul!) A Unity video states that this symbol is a representation of the "Earth
being lifted in consciousness." Unity Magazine says it is "a soul giving wings to the body." These are thoroughly
pagan ideas. (Frank Yurco, an Egyptologist at the University of Chicago, says the "winged disc" symbol represents
"a fear of demons and evil gods. ... It represents the sun-god, Ra, as he flees across the sky.")

This occultic fixation eventually led to the formation of a group which would pray, or meditate, for the healing of
others. This became the Society of Silent Help, later changed to Silent Unity, that extolled the virtues of creative
thinking and the power of the human mind to cure any ailment. The Fillmores never thought of starting a church, so
they took the name "Unity School of Practical Christianity." "Practical" was dropped from the name in 1914, at
which time the Unity Tract Society and Silent Unity incorporated under the name of Unity School of Christianity.
Fillmore, during a time of silent prayer, is said to have received the name Unity. Fillmore explained he heard the
name "just as the voice of Jesus was heard by Paul" (The Story of Unity, p. 61). 

Today the "school" is a centralized group with churches in many areas. They distribute millions of pieces of
literature a year; their most popular publications (with a total circulation of about three million) are Unity Magazine
(articles on metaphysical topics) and Daily Word (their daily devotional magazine). There are many "authoritative"
Unity writings, two of which are Mysteries in Genesis and Christian Healing, both by Charles Fillmore. They also
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air a number of radio broadcasts. They have over 500 churches and/or study groups in America, with an additional
100 or so congregations and study groups in 15 foreign countries.  

Unity's doctrines are a mish-mash of borrowed teachings from different religions and philosophies -- Hinduism,
Spiritism, Theosophy, Christian Science, and Christianity. At the heart of Unity's teachings is a "health and wealth"
philosophy so popular to many in the professing Christian church today. But according to a Unity booklet by
Elizabeth Sand Turner, What Unity Teaches, Unity has no dogmatic statement of faith to which the people must
adhere. Instead, the follower is to "accept what he finds helpful to lift his consciousness to a higher level."
Nevertheless, Charles R. Fillmore, grandson of Charles S. and Myrtle, wrote The Adventure Called Unity in 1963,
which clearly delineates Unity's teachings. 

Below are the highlights of what Unity believes concerning its source of authority, the Godhead, Christ, sin and
salvation, hell, sickness, and reincarnation: 

1. Source of Authority. Because of Unity's philosophy that all religions teach truth, the Bible is simply another
book of Scripture. Charles Fillmore wrote, "It is not necessary that you despise the scriptures of the Jews, of the
Hindus, or of any people, but you are to take them for what they are: the records of men as to what their
experiences have been in communing with the omnipresent God" (The Twelve Powers of Man, p. 115). Unity does
not believe that the Scriptures are the complete and absolute authority, but that they are merely the "testimonials of
men." They do not even consider their own teachings to be permanently binding, but believe that such teachings are
always open to new revelation. They teach that the Bible is an "allegory" -- i.e., that experience, if you are 'in tune'
with God, is more accurate and reliable than the Bible. They give metaphysical interpretations to many obvious
truths in the Bible so that the normal meaning is twisted and the passage then fits their theology. (In other words,
Unity says the Bible doesn't mean what it says.) They consider reason and "logic of the mind" to be their final
authority. [HJB] 

2. Trinity. Unity has given a metaphysical meaning to the word "trinity"; they say the Father, Son, and the Holy
Spirit refer to "mind, idea, and expression." They believe that God is Universal Law or divine Principle, not a
person. [HJB] They teach the New Age/Pantheistic idea that God is All and All is God. They explain, "God is
Spirit, or the creative energy which is the cause of all visible things. God is not a being or person having life,
intelligence, love, power. God is that invisible, intangible, but very real, something we call life. Each rock, tree,
animal, everything visible, is a manifestation of the one Spirit -- God -- differing only in degree of manifestation;
and each of the numberless modes of manifestation, or individualities, however insignificant, contains the whole"
(Lessons In Truth, H. Emilie Cady, pp. 6, 8).

3. God. Under the heading "spirit," Unity's Metaphysical Bible Dictionary states, "A name for God. Spirit and Mind
are synonymous; therefore we know God-Spirit as Mind, the one Mind, or Intelligence, of the universe." The
Dictionary continues with "The Father is Principle. Thus, we might also say, Father is Being in the absolute, the
unlimited, the unrelated" (p. 629). "Childlike, untrained minds say God is a personal being. The statement that God
is principle chills them, and in terror they cry out. God is the name we give to that unchangeable, inexorable
principle at the source of all existence. To the individual consciousness God takes on personality, but as the creative
underlying cause of all things, He is principle, impersonal; as expressed in each individual, He becomes personal to
that one -- a personal, loving, all-forgiving Father-Mother" (Lessons In Truth, p. 11).

4. Jesus Christ. Unity teaches that Christ is an idea, the essence of "divine Mind." They claim that Jesus was
merely a perfect man who fully possessed the Christ principle, which He obtained by advancing "through many
reincarnations" (What Unity Teaches). They say that every person is potentially perfect, and that Jesus expressed
that perfection, and while we are still only working toward it, we are part of the divine universal consciousness, and
therefore, divine by nature. They believe that we can do anything Jesus did, in effect raising mankind to the level of
the divine, and making us equal with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Unity tells us that studying about God and Jesus Christ is
not enough. We must discover the Christ principles of successful living and then be ready to apply them to our
own daily living. In summary, rather than viewing Jesus as the Savior from our sins, Unity views Him as merely
the "Way Shower."2 
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Unity believes in the Second Coming of Christ, not in the flesh, but as the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit to all who
are prepared to receive it. The Holy Spirit is a latent power within every man. This, they believe, is the fulfillment
of the promise of Jesus to his disciples (e.g., Unity says, "In this day of great spiritual awakening, when the hearts
and minds of many are turning to God, the Second Coming of Christ is taking place for them.").

5. Holy Spirit. Charles Fillmore, again in harmony with the Pantheistic ideology of his day, stated that the Holy
Spirit was not a personal being, but rather only an impersonal force. He wrote, "The Holy Spirit in Divine Mind
corresponds to our thought in our minds. So we can ideate the unlimited Divine Mind, but when this Mind is
brought into our world or consciousness it is limited to our conception of it" (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind, p.
99).

6. Sin and Salvation. Unity denies the reality of sin and evil. They do not recognize man as being sinful or in need
of salvation, because they believe that every person is part of God. They teach that we can overcome weaknesses
and mistakes through wisdom and right thinking, not by a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. [HJB] Instead,
Unity tells us that man's mind is his connecting link with God, and that if man is to control his spiritual growth and
fulfillment, he must control his thinking. They teach that the atonement is the reconciliation of our minds with the
Divine Mind. 

In Talks on Truth, Unity says: "Salvation is finally attained when the cycle of rebirth is broken and man comes to
birth no more. The true spiritual body is to replace the physical body and the man becomes like Christ. This is to be
done on earth ... eternal life means conscious existence in the body." For Unity, then, salvation and true religious
growth are "do-it-yourself projects" (The Adventure Called Unity, pp. 6-7). 

7. Hell. With the Unity concept of the power of positive thinking, there is no talk about sin, and therefore, no
eternal hell and no eternal punishment. They deny that hell is a real place, but claim that both heaven and hell are
"states of mind," not geographical locations, that people experience as a result of their thoughts, words, and deeds.
[HJB] Unity, thereby, is one of the most dangerous cults, because it lulls followers into thinking that they will
never have to face the living God of the Bible.

8. Sickness. Unity claims that pain, sickness, old age, and death are not real. Instead, they teach a process of
healing that uses "denial" and mental power: "Unity believes in the creative power of thoughts and words. We can
have neither good nor ill unless we think and speak it into manifestation. ... what we think and speak will act to lift
the consciousness to a higher level" (What Unity Teaches).

9. Reincarnation. Unity goes a step beyond Christian Science in its teaching of "transmigration of souls." Unity
believes in reincarnation, i.e., that through a long process of rebirths we eventually reach perfection and
immortality. (Unity teaches that Christ had been David, Moses, and Elijah in previous lives.) This was borrowed
directly from Hinduism, in effect, lifted right out of Hindu's sacred writings. (However, unlike Hinduism, Unity's
reincarnation is only to a new human body, never to an animal body.) They claim that God never intended for man
to die, but that reincarnation was His merciful provision (cf. Heb. 9:27). They teach that once we reach perfection,
we become part of the "Divine Mind," an eternal state of peace and tranquility [HJB]. Fulfillment, for the Unity
adherent, is to come to the end of countless reincarnations, because one has then finally arrived at his Christ-like
perfection state -- "The second birth is that in which we 'put on Christ.' It is a process of mental adjustment and
body transmutation that takes place right here on earth." [From Unity's Statement of Faith, Article 22: "We believe
that the dissolution of spirit, soul and body caused by death, is annulled by rebirth of the same spirit and soul in
another body here on earth. We believe the repeated incarnations of man to be a merciful provision of our loving
Father to the end that all may have opportunity to attain immortality through regeneration, as did Jesus."]

10. Summary. Following are quotes from Charles Fillmore's book Christian Healing (Unity School of Christianity,
Unity Village, MO). They are found at the end of the chapters in his book and are meant as summarizations and
points of meditation:
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"God is the name of my good" (p. 17);

"God is the name of the everywhere Principle, in whom I live, move, and have my being" (p. 17);

"I am the son of God, and the Spirit of the Most High dwells in me" (p. 29);

"I am the only begotten son, dwelling in the bosom of the Father" (p. 29);

"I am the Christ of God" (p. 29);

"I and my Father are one" (p. 29);

"I am one with Almightiness" (p. 29);

"God is good, and God is all, therefore I refuse to believe in the reality of evil in any of its forms" (p. 60);

"My perfection is now established in Divine Mind" (p. 83);

"Holding continuously to the reality of things spiritual establishes them in mind -- they become mental
substance" (p. 84);

"I see the light of Christ consciousness always" (p. 106).

11. Biblical Response. 

God is not all and all is not God. Rather, God is the creator of all things. (Genesis 1:1; Isa 44:24; John 1:2-3;
Col. 1:16);
The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit have personal attributes. They speak (Ex. 24:12, Acts 13:2); They reason
(Isa. 1:18); They feel compassion. (Luke 13:34, John 3:16-18);
Jesus was not possessed of a Christ consciousness, He is the Christ. (Matt. 1:18; Luke 2:11);
All religions are not true. (Matt. 7:21, 24:24; John 14:6; Acts 4:12);
Poverty, sin, sickness, and death are real. (Matt. 4:24; Mark 14:7; Rom. 3:23, 6:23; 1 John 1:7-10);
Reincarnation is not Biblical (Heb. 9:27).

Endnotes

1 A religious movement that began in the United States in the late 19th century, New Thought stresses the power of
the mind to heal disease and to improve life. Its individualistic orientation has hindered the development of
centralized institutions. New Thought, however, has influenced many who claim no allegiance to its organizations.
Phineas P. Quimby, a mental healer and metaphysician, is considered the founder of New Thought, even though the
movement incorporates ideas of other thinkers, including those of the American transcendentalists. Warren F. Evans
(1817-89) and Julius A. Dresser (1838-93) spread Quimby's teachings. The magazine New Thought, which is still
published today as Unity Magazine, was begun in 1894. The National New Thought Alliance was formed in 1908,
and the International New Thought Alliance (INTA) in 1914. The Unity School of Christianity, although not part of
INTA, is a prominent New Thought movement. 

New Thought was a philosophical school of thought that believed in the ability of the human mind to solve all of
the problems one might encounter. According to New Thought, the tremendous power of mind is explained by the
divinity of humankind. Unlike Christian Science, which New Thought resembles in some respects, New Thought
does not accept any final revelation and is not opposed in principle to material medicine. New Thought's optimistic
influence can be seen in such works as Norman Vincent Peale's The Power of Positive Thinking (1952). New
Thought has also paved the way for recent interest in faith healing and in non-Western religions. (Source: 1995
Grolier Electronic Multimedia Encyclopedia.)  [Back to Text]
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2 As with other New Age/pantheistic groups, Unity distinguishes between Jesus, the man, and Christ, the divine
consciousness. This view of Christ is also shared by the Christian Science church of Mary Baker Eddy. Unity
states: "Jesus represents God's idea of man in expression; Christ is that idea in the absolute." Unity draws a similar
concept of the birth of Jesus as many other New Age cults. The Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, pp. 345-346, states:
"In the individual consciousness, the meaning of Jesus' being born in Bethlehem of Judea is that the principles of
truth have laid hold of the intelligent substance of Spirit (Bethlehem), and through praise (Judea) have brought the
Christ into manifestation. It is wise to protect the newborn spiritual consciousness from contact with Herod, the
personal ego; Herod seeks 'the young child to destroy him,' but under the guidance of Spirit, no harm comes to the
child. He is taken into Egypt (down into the protected places of the subconsciousness), to remain until the personal
ego destroys itself; then the Christ child is free to come forth and express."  [Back to Text]

*Some of the material in this report has been excerpted and/or adapted from seven sources: (1) the 4/93 issue of
The Discerner; (2) the 10/96 issue of the Mount Carmel Outreach; (3) Evaluating & Exposing Cultic & Occultic
Movements, Jack Sin, "Unity," April 2000, pp. 34-35; (4) "Unity School of Christianity," Rick Branch (Watchman
Fellowship Profile, 1993); (5) Grolier's 1995 Multimedia Encyclopedia; (6) Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia; and
(7) What They Believe, Harold J. Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 289-304.  [Back to Top]
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The Way International
Christian or Cult?*

The Way International (also known as the Way Bible Research Institute), with headquarters in New Knoxville,
Ohio, was officially founded in 1957 by Victor Paul Wierwille (1916-1985). (Although no significant growth
occurred until the Jesus Movement of the late 1960s, others attribute The Way's beginning to October of 1942 to
Wierwille's radio broadcast, the "Vesper Chimes," which first aired on WLOK in Lima). Formerly, Wierwille was a
United Church of Christ minister who had studied at two liberal seminaries -- the University of Chicago Divinity
School and Princeton Theological Seminary. [Although his followers referred to him as "Doctor," Wierwille had no
earned doctorate. His bogus doctoral degree was purchased from Pikes Peak Bible Seminary, a diploma mill (see,
From "Vesper Chimes" to "The Way International," pp. 10-11).] Though exposed to the Bible, Wierwille was a
man who had rejected God's truth in utter rebellion. Putting the Bible aside, Wierwille exercised very little
discernment in learning from others, readily accepting teachings from itinerant mystics, Christian Scientists, and
spiritists.

Wierwille founded what would become The Way after receiving (in 1942) what he claimed was a message from
God: "He spoke to me audibly, just like I am talking to you now," Wierwille explained in a Way biography -- "He
said he would teach me the Word as it had not been known since the first century, if I would teach it to others" (The
Way: Living in Love, p. 178). In some ways, Wierwille's beliefs were not that unique. Nor did they come directly
from God's lips. Much evidence exists that Wierwille borrowed theories from George Lamsa (The Quarterly
Journal, Personal Freedom Outreach, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1989, p. 1), and plagiarized portions of his foundational books
from the writings of others such as E.W. Bullinger and E.W. Kenyon (see: The Integrity and Accuracy of The
Way's Word, and Will the Real Author Please Stand Up?). 

Three years before his death, Wierwille passed leadership to L. Craig Martindale. After Wierwille died, the church
was beset by infighting and tax troubles, leading to a decade of decline and splintering amid charges of
mismanagement, authoritarianism, intolerance, plagiarism, and adultery. Membership fell from approximately
100,000 people in all 50 states and 40 foreign countries to an estimated 10,000 in 1996. (Official Way publications
include The Way Magazine, Jesus Christ is Not God, The Bible Tells Me So, God's Magnified Word, The Word's
Way, and The Rise and Expansion of the Church.)

Considerable criticism has focused on the founder. During his lifetime, Wierwille had been elevated to the level of
a living legend in the minds of his followers, according to former adherents. Most of the criticism by former Way
leaders, however, has been directed at L. Craig Martindale. Wierwille, fighting cancer, installed Martindale as
president in 1982. Born in 1948, Martindale had served as youth minister in a Southern Baptist church in
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and had been president of both the local Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Baptist
Student Union at the University of Kansas before joining The Way in 1971 (Profile: Rev. L. Craig Martindale,
published by The Way, Int'l.). Dissidents have questioned and even rebelled against Martindale's leadership amidst
violent turmoil and shocking controversy. Especially troubling to many former members are "widespread reports of
rampant adultery and promiscuous sex in The Way, including the highest levels of leadership. One ex-member said
the [Way] Corps' resident training was sometimes like a 'bordello,' with promiscuity, adultery, orgies, wife-
swapping, and even gang-rape" (Christian Research Journal, Summer 1996, pp. 6-7). [These scandals apparently
took their toll -- in April of 2000, Martindale resigned from The Way's board of trustees. Way's vice president,
Rosalie Rivenbark, became The Way's new president.]

The Way is also battling charges of rampant homosexuality. In 1994, The Way ended the WOW Ambassador
program (Word Over the World) at its annual "Rock of Ages" festival, fearing that nearly 10 percent of that year's
applicants were homosexual. [Martindale's restructuring of most of the sect's traditional programs may have been
intended in part to deal with this issue. Martindale said, "We have flushed homosexuals and 'homo' fantasizers and
sympathizers out of our Way Corps and Staff." One Way staffer reported that by January of 1995, "163 sodomites
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had been purged, marked and avoided" (Ibid., p. 6).] Later in 1995, The Way began the "The Way Disciples
Outreach Group" program to replace the WOWs. The Disciples were to find new recruits for The Way as the
WOWs did, but serve only four months instead of the year the WOWs served. But the Trustees now limit the
Disciples to only Advanced Class graduates in order to assure that they are more entrenched in Way practices and
more answerable to leaders. Amid these and other charges, the loss in followers has been paralleled by a drop in
finances, and many former Way members are flocking to break-off organizations (some of which are led by well-
known and respected ex-leaders: Christian Educational Service (CES) led by John Lynn; Pacific West Fellowship;
Great Lakes Fellowship; and The Way of Great Britain headed by Chris Geer.

Although The Way holds services, commissions missionaries, performs weddings, and other functions associated
with churches, technically, The Way does not consider itself to be a religion or a church. -- "The Way International
is a biblical research and teaching organization concerned with ... the inherent accuracy of the Word of God ... The
Way is not a church, nor is it a denomination or a religious sect of any sort" (This Is The Way, pamphlet). Yet, it
has been successful in attracting recruits via a time-tested cult technique known as "love-bombing" -- in The Way's
case, the showering of unconditional love and acceptance through its "Twig fellowships." 

Wierwille organized The Way around the structure of a tree, with the international headquarters serving as the
"roots," national offices forming the "trunks," state advisors serving as "limb" coordinators, regional or area
organizations serving as "branches," local congregations of 3 to 30 followers meeting in home study groups called
"twigs," and individual members are the "leaves." As most cults operate, The Way innocently infiltrates a
fellowship. After a meeting, they engage new Christians in Biblical discussions and invite them to Bible studies.
Left undisturbed, The Way members will display loving dispositions and appear quite harmless. 

Wierwille was also a conspiracy theorist with a "militia" mindset, warning followers about the Illuminati, a
supposed world cartel of powerful individuals secretly planning to overthrow the U.S. government. Rumors of
survival training and the buildup of a military stronghold circulated through Way fellowships. Students attending
advanced Way classes were required to learn how to shoot a gun -- they were advised to bring a Bible, Dale
Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence People, and a rifle or shotgun (handgun also if desired).

One of the most damaging aspects of The Way is the ability of its leadership to control many of the thoughts and
actions of its followers, using tactics of mind control. This is not strictly speaking "brainwashing" (which uses
physical abuse), but is the use of emotionally manipulative tactics to direct a person's attitudes and behavior. The
Way also routinely condemns everyone outside the organization of being "possessed by devil spirits." The Way
member often tells the children of divorced parents to be wary of, resist, not obey, or avoid the fallen-away parent
(the one who has left The Way) to protect themselves from the influence of the parent's devil spirits. The most
common and vicious claim is that people are possessed by "homosexual devil spirits." 

Anyone who closely views the lives of Way members is amazed and shocked by how every aspect of a follower's
life is controlled. Way members are also taught that the President of The Way is "The Man of God" and that they
must give allegiance to and obey him in all things, no matter how insignificant, and even if it appears that he is in
error. Way members are also told to obey local leadership, especially the "clergy" and "Way Corps" who have
graduated from The Way's leadership program. Leadership tells followers whom to date, whom to marry (and not
marry), when to separate or divorce, how to spend their time and money, when to sell their house, where to live,
when to change jobs, how to discipline their children -- the list goes on and on. In recent years, leaders have told
Way members to vacate certain towns and move close to leaders (sometimes hundreds of miles away, as when Way
members in Saint Louis were all told to move to Columbia, MO, in 1998) to be under their "protection."

Way teachers also typically attack verbally anyone who is not in The Way, so as children accept Way teaching,
they tend to turn against parents and family members who are not in The Way. Profanity and name-calling are
typical in the language of Way followers and Way leaders. Former Way President Martindale set the example, as
he peppered his conversation, lectures, and even sermons with profanity. In a brief, 15-minute impromptu talk to
his followers during a Sunday Night Service (May 4, 1997), he called his critics "morons," "snot-nosed punk,"
"can't find their *** in the dark," full of "devil spirits," "not have two brain cells to rub together," etc. He identified
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the local newspaper as "St. Mary's puke sheet" and mused at how wonderful it would be if all journalism and law
schools were burned down. In less public settings, he is even more profane. Since children commonly hear Way
members and leaders call their non-Way parents profane and derogatory names, this reduces their respect for them
and increases allegiance to the group.

Many of the core beliefs (anti-Semitic) that Wierwille taught should disturb true Christians -- such as Jesus Christ
is not God; today's Jews are actually an impostor tribe from Siberia; the Jewish Holocaust is a myth; and that much
of the Gospel doesn't have any real meaning today. Insiders have also reported instances of weapons stockpiling,
kidnapping, wife-swapping and other sexual misconduct, and financial scandal -- with varying degrees of
documentation in personal testimony and in the press. Below are the highlights of what The Way International
believes concerning their source of authority, the Trinity, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation, giving, spiritual
gifts, heaven and hell, laws, and God's dispensations: 

1. Source of Authority. The Way claims the Bible as their final authority, but in practice, Wierwille's
interpretations of the Bible are seen as the true, final authority -- Wierwille stated that he produced the only "pure
and correct" interpretation of the Bible since the first century. Wierwille claimed to have received special revelation
from God, but that the "Bible as a whole is not relevant to all people of all times." He rejected the Old Testament
and the Gospels as unnecessary. [HJB] The Way also teaches that the Bible is not the Word of God, but only
contains the word of God. Only the rest of the New Testament is relevant for his group, which he called the
"Church of God." The Way also believes that the New Testament was first written in Aramaic, not Greek. 

The original Way new-member, Power for Abundant Living video course (PFAL) was the main source of teaching
and outreach. (PFAL cost about $50, and was an intense, 12-session, 36-hour, no note-taking, no questions-
allowed, instruction series in The Way's doctrines. PFAL promised that right "believing" will keep away sickness,
insure prosperity, and even protect soldiers from enemy bullets. Poverty is condemned as the result of imperfect
faith. The "Good Life" is the proper reward for believing.) Power for Abundant Living has been replaced by
Martindale's, The Way of Abundance and Power. Other courses are also offered, starting at a minimum of $65 each,
providing The Way with most of its revenues.

2. Trinity. The Way denies the Trinity doctrine and teaches a doctrine of God similar to the Arianism of the
Jehovah's Witnesses. Technically, Way theology is called Dynamic Monarchianism (See Evangelical Dictionary of
Theology, "Arianism," "Monarchianism"). They correctly believe that there is only one God, but wrongly conclude
that God is limited to one Person. They believe that only the Father is God, denying the deity of Christ and the third
Person, the Holy Spirit. According to The Way, the Father, ONLY, is the one true God. He created all things
including Jesus and "holy spirit." 

3. Jesus Christ. Wierwille believed that Jesus Christ had no preincarnate existence except in the mind of God the
Father. The Way teaches that Jesus is not God, but a perfect human who came into existence when the Father
created sinless sperm and implanted it in Mary. Thus, The Way denies the deity of Christ, making the distinction
that "Jesus Christ is not God [that is, God Himself], but [merely] the Son of God. They are not 'co-eternal, without
beginning or end, and co-equal.' Jesus Christ was not literally with God in the beginning; neither does he have all
the assets of God" (Jesus Christ is Not God, p. 5). To support this, they change the meaning of common Greek
words in John 1:1 -- it is claimed that the phrase "the Word was with God" actually means "Jesus Christ was with
God in His foreknowledge," but that Jesus was not co-eternal with God the Father. The Way claims that "if Jesus
Christ is God ... we have not yet been redeemed." [HJB] 

4. Holy Spirit. Wierwille denied the deity and personality of the Holy Spirit. To circumvent obvious Biblical
references supporting the deity of the Holy Spirit, The Way arbitrarily provides two different meanings to the term
Holy Spirit (pneuma hagion) in the New Testament. Wierwille argued that in some texts the term should be
translated capitalized and in other verses with all small letters. According to Wierwille, the term Holy Spirit
(capitalized) is another name for God the Father (just like Bob is another name for Robert). The term "holy spirit"
(small letters) refers to an impersonal force that is given by the Father (Holy Spirit) to empower His believers.
Thus, holy spirit is the gift (inanimate force) and Holy Spirit (God the Father) is the giver (Receiving the Holy
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Spirit Today, pp. 1-5). To support his position, Wierwille contends that the deity of Christ was a late invention of
apostate Christianity and was never taught during the first three centuries of church history (Jesus Christ is Not
God, p. 12). [McDowell and Stewart refute Wierwille's claim: "Ignatius, (A.D. 50-115), an early Church Father and
disciple of the Apostle John, clearly writes of Christ's deity. Irenaeus (A.D. 115-190), another Church Father,
makes clear reference in Against Heresies, when he calls Christ Jesus 'Lord and God.' The apologist Tertullian
(A.D. 160-220) calls Christ the 'God of God.' Also Hippolytus, Origen and Lucian of Antioch, all clearly refer to
Christ as the one God" (Handbook of Today's Religions, pp. 107-108).]

The Way teaches that natural man is born with a body and soul, but not a spirit. When one is born again, God
creates a human spirit in him or her. This spirit is also called "Christ in you," "holy spirit," "inherent spiritual
power," "power from on high," "spiritual abilities," and "the mystery." It is not Jesus Christ Himself.

5. Salvation. Rather than emphasizing salvation through faith in Christ, Wierwille artificially separated "faith" from
"believing." He taught a very mechanical view of faith in Christ -- a mere intellectual or mental assent to Biblical,
historical facts. He also redefined repentance as just confession and belief. Thus, salvation does not involve
repentance of sins, but only doing "the will of God" (The Bible Tells Me So, p. 18; Jesus Christ Is God, pp. 238-
257). The Way also teaches that Jesus was raised on Saturday and that there were four people crucified with Him,
not two. Additionally, only true believers who lived after Pentecost will be saved. Also, The Way teaches that once
a person is saved, he cannot sin in his spirit. His body and soul can sin, but not his spirit -- this can lead to sinful
practices that are said to not affect the spirit of a person.

6. Abundant Sharing (and Tithing). Wierwille taught that every person owes God a tithe of his or her income,
and "true giving" only begins after the "minimum payment" is made. The portion over the tithe is called "abundant
sharing" and (with the tithe) is to be paid directly to the headquarters of The Way International. God's unchanging
"law of prosperity" is that the payment of one's "debt" of the tithe insures that the payer will not experience
financial collapse, health problems, or accidents. The Way's law of tithing and abundant sharing requires followers
give this 10%-plus even if personal needs go unmet.

7. Speaking in Tongues. The Way claims that every true believer should speak in tongues, and that the "holy
spirit" within enables the believer to do so. They claim that speaking in tongues is "the only visible and audible
proof that a man has been born again." [HJB] Followers are taught how to speak in tongues, interpret tongues, and
prophesy; and are then expected to do so instantly when called on by a leader in any meeting. [Wierwille taught
"tongues" by having his followers relax and inhale "holy spirit" through "heavy breathing," which he claimed was a
more accurate translation of "mighty rushing wind" in Acts 2:2 (Receiving the Holy Spirit Today, pp. 61-62).] 

8. Soul Sleep. Like Jehovah's Witnesses, The Way also teaches that the soul is the body's life force, which is in the
blood, and that the dead cease to exist (Ibid., pp. 258-290). The Way claims that "no passage of Scripture teaches
that there is conscious existence after death" -- they deny that believers immediately go to be with the Lord at
death. [HJB] Similarly, they teach that the wicked are annihilated at death, thereby denying the clear Biblical
teaching concerning eternal suffering in hell. 

9. Laws. The Way teaches that God established "immutable laws" which govern human situations, such as the law
of believing (whatever one believes will happen to one, whether bad or good -- i.e., positive/negative confession),
the law of prosperity, and the law of tithing. Accordingly, what one does, believes, or confesses (affirms) causes
either good or bad to come to him or her, depending on the quality of his or her action or belief. [Wierwille once
claimed that a boy's death in an automobile accident was actually caused by his mother's fear that he may be hurt
(Power for Abundant Living, pp. 37-44).]

10. Administrations. Wierwille adapted E.W. Bullinger's ultra-dispensationalism. Dispensationalism divides
history into seven administrations (dispensations). Ultra-dispensationalism teaches that water baptism should no
longer be practiced and that only the seven "church epistles" by the Apostle Paul are meant for Christians today,
thereby placing little stock in the other 59 books of the Bible.
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Endnotes

1) Steven Hassan, in his book, Combating Mind Control, describes several features common to groups like The
Way, which use such tactics of mental coercion, including:

making followers fearful that terrible things will happen to them if they disobey leadership or leave the group.
Way leaders say that if followers disobey, they will be "outside the protection of the household," and so they
"will be a grease spot by midnight," that they will be involved in a terrible accident, and that they will
destroy their relationship with God.
requiring followers to obey leadership strictly, even on seemingly minor issues, and even when obedience
damages the followers' lives. For instance, Way members are compelled to sell their homes if there is a
mortgage of any size (even if rental rates are much higher than the mortgage payment), quit a job, and move
to a new city to be near leadership.
inducing thought control by requiring recruits to use only approved language and jargon.
causing followers to block out all information from outside the group. They are required to burn literature
which was written by former followers of The Way who left it, even if the content of the books does not
contradict current teachings of The Way. They are not allowed to read literature critical of The Way, are told
not to read teaching by any religious group except The Way, and are taught that even distributing the Bible
without The Way's teaching will mislead people.
isolating followers by requiring them to forsake all outside activities (including children's school activities) in
order to devote long hours to group meetings and work.
"confronting" errant followers by yelling, screaming, cursing, haranguing, and verbally battering followers
until they obey leadership.
compelling youth, as well as parents, to "renew their minds" by submitting themselves to constant
indoctrination, including The Way publications, classes, taped sermons, and so forth. They are compelled to
attend Way meetings several nights a week, usually at the expense of all other school, community, and family
activities.  [Return to text]

2) The founder's "Advanced Power for Abundant Living" class, on which The Way's current teachings on devil
spirits is based, listed more than 31 varieties of devil spirits, including: Spirit of Anti-Christ, Bondage, Error, Fear
(in any realm of life), Jealousy, Emulation (ambition), Envy, Infirmity, Iniquity, Leviathan (alcoholics), Oppression,
Depression, Hallucination (often from drugs), Cancer, Murder, Epilepsy, Lesbianism, Sensuality, Obsession,
Sadism, Lying, Deception, Python, Masochism and many more. Followers of The Way can easily see many more
devil spirits in non-Way parents, even when they aren't actually there, especially a Spirit of Strife (people who can't
see and entirely obey The Way's version of truth), Whoredoms (especially not worshiping The Way's version of
God; therefore, in most anyone in any religion or church other than The Way), a Morbid Spirit (sickness), Sordid
Spirit (foul language), Sullen Spirit (introvert, sourpuss, unsociable, which may well be confused with the sadness
of being recently divorced and under attack by a Way ex-spouse), Spirit of Python (being critical, as any ex-Way
spouse would be of The Way), and other devil spirits. Since devil spirits can harm people, children are taught by
The Way to avoid people, including parents, who may be possessed.  [Return to text]

* Unless otherwise cited, primary sources used for this report are: (1) 10/15/95, Arkansas Democrat Gazette; (2)
"Sweeping Changes in The Way International," CRI Journal 1996 Special Report; (3) What They Believe, Harold J.
Berry [HJB], BTTB:1990, pp. 305-324; (4) "The 'Closing' of The Way International," 2Q98 PFO Quarterly
Journal; (5) "The Poisoning of Families: Mind Control in The Way International," 3Q99 PFO Quarterly Journal;
(6) "The Way 'Robot Corps'," 2Q00 PFO Quarterly Journal; (7) "The Way Tree is Splintering," CRI Journal, Fall
1988; (8) "The Way, International," James K. Walker, (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); and (9) Examining &
Exposing Cultic & Occultic Movements, Jack Sin, "The Way International," April 2000, pp. 40-41. 
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Worldwide Church of God
Christian or Cult?*

The Worldwide Church of God (WCG), with headquarters in Pasadena, California, was officially begun in Oregon
in late-1933/early-1934 by Herbert W. Armstrong (1892-1986) (originally called "The Radio Church of God" --
changed to WCG in 1968). (The "original" WCG should not be confused with the organization "The Church of
God International" in Tyler, Texas, founded in 1978 by Herbert Armstrong's "disfellowshipped" son, Garner Ted
Armstrong.) Once a very large organization with a huge media impact, Armstrongism has waned in recent years. At
its peak, Armstrong's radio/television broadcast, "The World Tomorrow," aired on more than 446 television and
radio stations, but was eliminated in 1994 and replaced with spot ads and a two-minute time-slot radio program.
Armstrong's grossly misnamed magazine, The Plain Truth, peaked at a monthly distribution of more than eight
million, but has since fallen to less than 100,000 (and will probably decrease even further with its 1997 change
from a free to a paid subscription basis). 

In The Plain Truth magazine of January 1959, Armstrong claimed that "on the first Sunday of 1934" his radio
ministry "was the initial start-off event of the fulfilling of some 90% of all the prophecies in the Bible!" (The Plain
Truth, 1/59, p. 3). Furthermore, when Armstrong's broadcast "leaped to Europe" in 1953, he claimed that the Gospel
"went to Europe for the first time in 18-1/2 centuries" (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 2/64, p. 46). By the mid-
seventies, Armstrong was widely proclaiming himself God's apostle for the last days. (In 1979, the state of
California placed the church in receivership under allegations of financial abuses by church leaders. After lengthy
court battles, the courts removed the church from receivership.) Thus, Armstrong viewed himself to be the "endtime
Elijah," the "restorer" of "truths lost to the Church," and "God's apostle" for the "Philadelphia era." (See
Armstrong's summarial history in his Mystery of the Ages volume, which he published at age 94 and regarded as
virtually inspired. He said, "I feel I myself did not write it. Rather, I believe God used me in writing it.") 

The WCG's membership peaked at about 145,000 during Armstrong's lifetime. The group still claims about 67,000
members in about 100 countries in more than 950 congregations served by more than 1,400 pastors, but its active
membership is closer to 40,000. At one time, income for the group totaled more than $200 million a year, but fell
to about $70 million in 1984 after the loss of a $1.3 million defamation suit; income is currently down to an
annualized $28 million (for the first eight months of  2001 -- also, expenses exceeded revenues by $4 million during
this period). In 1988, the WCG claimed to have mailed 127 million pieces of literature; in 1991, it reported only
11.4 million, an 80% reduction! It is estimated that 2001 mailings will be less than five million. (In addition to The
Plain Truth, the WCG also publishes The Worldwide News in the U.S., the British Plain Truth in Great Britain, and
Northern Light in Canada.)

The WCG still owns 51 acres of land in Pasadena, along with 72 buildings, but the entire property is up for sale.
(Employees at Pasadena headquarters have fallen from 1,000 to 150. Even some pastors have been terminated and
lay pastors appointed for small congregations.) The WCG also sold Ambassador College/University, an accredited,
coeducational, liberal-arts undergraduate institution founded in 1947 (which had an enrollment of about 1,200 in its
heyday), located in Big Sandy, Texas (about 100 miles east of Dallas) -- the WCG closed the facility at the end of
the 1996-1997 school year (5/97), and sold all the properties. At that time, the WCG brought the Ambassador
students into a working relationship with Azusa Pacific University along with Fuller Theological Seminary (two
theologically liberal institutions) (1/21/97, The Worldwide News, p. 1).

Just prior to Armstrong's death in 1986, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr., assumed the title of "Pastor General" of the WCG.
(Tkach died in September, 1995, at the age of 68. He was succeeded by his son, Joseph Tkach, Jr.) Since the 1986
leadership change, observers of the cult's affairs can list some 40 changes in WCG's doctrines, as well as a
withdrawal from circulation of a number of Armstrong's written works. The leadership of the WCG has issued a
new statement of faith which, on the surface, appears to accept traditional Bible doctrine in many areas. The major
changes are toward a more orthodox position on the Trinity and salvation through the grace of God alone and not
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through good deeds. The WCG has also declared that tithing and observing the Sabbath are no longer mandatory.
[Of the Sabbath, it says, "Though physical Sabbath keeping is not required for Christians, it is the tradition and
practice of the Worldwide Church of God to hold its weekly worship service on the seventh-day Sabbath
(Saturday)."] And though the WCG continues to hold annual festivals based on the Old Testament feasts, they no
longer claim that these are binding upon Christians. (Despite the doctrinal changes, many still question the sincerity
of the WCG leadership in making them -- see note below.)

Due to the doctrinal and practical changes brought in by the new leadership, Joseph Tkach Jr. lists 104
organizations that have splintered from the Worldwide Church of God to form separate entities. (There were
approximately 350 pastors in the Worldwide Church of God as of 2/95, but more than 40% of these ministers had
resigned or been terminated because they could not accept the church's movement toward so-called mainstream
Christianity; with new additions, however, as of 11/01 there were 334 WCG pastors in the U.S.) These dissident-
formed breakaway churches include the Global Church of God; the Philadelphia Church of God; the United Church
of God; Triumph Prophetic Ministries (Church of God); and Christian Churches of God. To various degrees, all
these continue to promote Armstrongism. (See Notes below on the Philadelphia Church of God and the United
Church of God.)

Without doubt, under the new leadership, the legalism of this cult has been moderated. Gone are the prohibitions
against the use of cosmetics, celebrating birthdays and holidays, seeking medical treatment, and interracial
marriage. However, when examining the WCG's new doctrinal statement, one has trouble considering it to be an
Evangelical, much less Fundamentalist statement on basic doctrines -- namely, the Scriptures. For example, the
WCG depicts the Bible as "the fully reliable record of God's revelation to humanity." One can ask if the Bible is
"God's revelation to humanity" or is it just a "record" of it? A reliable record to tell us about God's revelation is not
the same as God's revelation. A Fundamentalist would declare that "the Bible is God's revelation of His Person,
His works, and His will for humanity." Since there are other cases like this, it is still uncertain as to exactly what
the membership of the new and reconstituted WCG truly believes, and how the defections will affect the continued
existence of the original group. (Glancing at some of the articles in recent issues of The Worldwide News, one's
hopes for the WCG's doctrinal correctness are not bolstered -- articles ranged from praise of Martin Luther King,
Jr., to an account of the encouragement of self-love and self-esteem at a WCG woman's conference, to a
psychologically-oriented article on how to cope with the pain from childhood abuse.)

In the August 25, 1986 issue of The Worldwide News, appeared the article, "God Restored These 18 Truths: How
Thankful Are You For Them?" The article stated that, "The Editorial Services staff has compiled here, for the first
time in any of the Church's publications, 18 essential, basic truths that God restored to His Church through Herbert
W. Armstrong." In less than a decade after that article was written, most of those "Truths" have been abandoned by
the church under the leadership of Joseph W. Tkach. The doctrinal foundation of the Worldwide Church of God
was adopted from the Seventh-Day Adventists through the Church of God-7th Day. Armstrong added the Identity
of Modern Israel theory which he obtained from J. H. Allen and the Jewish Feast Days, church eras, and the "true
name" of God's church which he picked up from G.G. Rupert (Address at a local elders' conference at Big Sandy,
Texas by Tkach, Jr., June 1994).

Therefore, what is presented below are the highlights of what the Worldwide Church of God officially believed,
pre-1994 (and what most of the breakaway groups continue to believe), compared with the WCG under Tkach,
concerning the Godhead, salvation, heaven and hell, and prophecy. [See the following articles for an up-to-date
analysis of the WCG's doctrinal positions: (1) David Cloud article, "What is Happening With the Worldwide
Church of God; (2) "The Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God," 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal; and (3)
"Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make' History,'" 3Q98, PFO Quarterly
Journal.]:

1. God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Armstrong) -- "The Hebrew for God is Elohim, a uniplural noun, such as
the words family, church, group ... And so, in truth, God is not merely one personage or even limited to a 'Trinity,'
but is a family" (The Good News, February, 1979, p. 1). "The doctrine of the Trinity is false ... Elohim is the divine
family -- only one family, but more than one divine Person ... So the eternal Father is a Person, and is God. Jesus
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Christ is a different Person -- and is God. They are two separate and individual Persons ..." (The Missing
Dimension In Sex, p. 32). Also, the Holy Spirit is not a person, but an active force emanating from God. 
Armstrong taught that the Bible reveals "two Personages coexisted and nothing else did.  No third Person is
mentioned -- no 'Ghost'" (Mystery of the Ages, p. 37). One argument for why the Holy Spirit is not a person comes
from an interpretation of Acts 2:18 and 10:45. These verses say that the Holy Spirit is poured out.  Armstrong
reasons that a person cannot be poured out, "The Holy Spirit, like water or a fluid, can be 'poured out.' Can you
pour out a person from one into another -- as from God into those assembled there?" (Ibid., p. 47).

God/Holy Spirit/The Trinity. (under Tkach) -- "Do let me summarize, and I hope to make this crystal clear. Our
old literature taught that there are two god beings in one God Family, each composed of Holy Spirit. That teaching,
which implied that there are two Gods, is not biblical. The Bible teaches that there is one God, not two. "The Bible
does not teach that God is a family name, with two God Beings in that family right now, and billions to come later.
The Bible teaches that the one and same God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit" (Pastor General's Report, July 27,
1993, p. 4).

2. Christ. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that before Jesus was conceived by Mary, He was not the Son of God, and
therefore, is not equal with God the Father -- Jesus only became a Son of God by His resurrection. It is also claimed
that the Blood of Christ does not finally save anyone, but it saves merely from the death penalty of sin. "Christ is
the Yahweh of the Old Testament" (The Plain Truth, Jan., 1955, p. 7). "Hence, we see that He was not the 'Son' of
God until He was born of the virgin Mary" (The Plain Truth, July/August, 1955, p. 4). "The Satan inspired doctrine
that Jesus was not human, that He did not inherit the sinful nature of Adam, that He did not have all the normal
human passions and weaknesses against which all of us have to struggle ... this is the doctrine of the antichrist"
(Ibid.). "Now notice carefully God the Father did not cause Jesus Christ to get back into the body which had died"
(The Plain Truth, April, 1963, p. 10).

Christ. (under Tkach) -- "Was Jesus the God of the Old Testament? Since God is one, what is the point of asking
who the God of the Old Testament was? The answer ... has to be 'The one and only true God. Who else?'" (Review
on the Nature of God, p. 5). "The Son of God is one of the three hypostases of the one God. Therefore, the Son of
God hypostasis is eternal" (Pastor General Report, Oct. 1993). "From God's standpoint, there was no possibility
that Christ might sin, ..." (Pastor General Report, Jan. 22, 1991). "Jesus Christ clearly showed to his disciples that
after his resurrection, He still had the body He had before His death" (The Plain Truth, April 1994, p. 19).

3. Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Claims that salvation is by faith, but that it also requires works, and as such,
water baptism is essential for salvation. Actually, there are as many as six steps necessary for salvation: repentance,
faith, baptism, receiving the Holy Spirit, obedience, and resurrection (the "new birth"). Since "obedience" is one of
the required steps for salvation, a disciple of Armstrongism can never be secure in this life -- one can be converted
in this life, but salvation will have to await a future resurrection (cf. Acts 16:31; Eph. 4:30; 1 John 5:13).
[Armstrong claimed that the true Gospel had been lost to the world from A.D. 70 until it was restored by God
through Herbert W. Armstrong in 1934.] "We are saved by GRACE, and through faith -- make no mistake about
that; but -- there are conditions! ... People have been taught, falsely, that 'Christ completed the Plan of Salvation on
the Cross' -- when actually it was only begun there. The popular denominations have taught, 'Just BELIEVE --
that's all there is to it; believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you are that instant saved! That teaching is false!" (All
About Water Baptism, p. 2, 1954 edition). "... Jesus gave them the final GOSPEL COMMISSION ... He
commanded baptism as an obligatory ordinance for this Gospel dispensation: ... it is 'he that is baptized' that shall
be saved. It's part of the divine Commission -- a required ordinance for salvation!" (Ibid., p. 5). "Now water
baptism is a required CONDITION to receive the Holy Spirit" (Ibid., p. 8). "But now see how God's Spirit entering
and dwelling in one compares to the physical sperm impregnating the ovum -- the imparting of eternal SPIRIT life,
later to produce ... a SPIRIT PERSON! ... Life from the Father has been imparted to it ... but neither embryo nor
fetus is YET a born person. In the same manner the Spirit-begotten human is not, yet, a SPIRIT PERSON ..." (Just
What Do You Mean ... BORN AGAIN, p. 17, 1972 ed.). Armstrong taught that a believer could lose salvation by
disobeying what Armstrong declared to be "God's command through His chosen Apostle." He wrote, "Do you want
to let resentment against God's government over you NOW disqualify you -- snatch you from God's GRACE and
PURPOSE for you, and cast you into a lake of fire?" (Dear Brethren Letter, May 2, 1974, p. 7).
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Salvation. (under Tkach) -- "The gospel of the Kingdom of God is the gospel of salvation in Jesus Christ" (The
Worldwide News, August 11, 1992, p. 4). "Our hope of the future, the time when we will receive the fullness of our
inheritance, is made all the more real to us as we truly enter into and participate in the new life to which God has
called us in Christ right now" (The Worldwide News, October 6, 1992, p. 1). "... forgiveness is not a result of
baptism. Jesus forgave sins without having to perform a baptism. So when does a believer receive the Holy Spirit?
When a person believes, he or she is 'in Christ,' sealed with the Holy Spirit" (Reviews You Can Use,
November/December, 1993, pp. 21, 22). Yet Tkach has also taught that believers can lose their salvation by not
being overcomers: "Salvation is one thing but overcoming is another. And if we are not interested in overcoming,
you can rest assured that salvation is not going to be there. Salvation is a present possession. However, it does not
mean once saved always saved in any way, shape or form. You have to overcome and endure to the end" (Joseph
Tkach Sr., "Feast of Tabernacles," Sept. 30, 1993). "If the Christian remains faithful and does not turn away from
God, his salvation remains firm and secure. In that sense, 'once saved always saved' is right" (Pastor General
Report, May 15, 1990). 

4. Sabbath. (under Armstrong) -- The Jewish Sabbath must be observed to maintain one's salvation. Also required
is the keeping of the feasts and other aspects of the Old Testament Law (cf. Col. 2:16,17).

Sabbath. (under Tkach) -- Sabbath-keeping is no longer required for salvation. Also, it is now alright to work on
the Sabbath for a brief period of time. The Sabbath (Saturday) is still the WCG day of corporate worship.

5. Being Born Again. Claims that the term "born again" refers to a physical resurrection, not to spiritual birth --
"receiving" Christ merely means to be "conceived." Claims also that Jesus Christ had to be born again.

6. Second Chance for Salvation. (under Armstrong) -- Those who "missed the chance" to believe in this life will
be given a second chance in the next life -- that they will be resurrected at the close of the Millennium and given
another opportunity to believe the Gospel (cf. Rom. 2:12-15; 2 Cor. 6:2; Heb. 9:27; Rev. 20:11-15).

Second Chance for Salvation. (under Tkach) -- The WCG still teaches a variation of the "second chance"
principle -- the unbiblical concept of "postmortem evangelization": "It is the belief of the Worldwide Church of
God that the Lord has made righteous provision in the Judgment for the unevangelized dead, and that many will
respond to their risen and glorified Savior in faith and be saved, while the rest will be condemned" (11/2001, WCG
Internet web site).

7. Heaven and Hell. (under Armstrong) -- Denies the Biblical promise of heaven for believers. Instead, believers
will spend eternity with Christ on earth. Likewise, hell is reserved for Satan and his demons only, while the wicked
are annihilated; i.e., they do not suffer eternal torment in the lake of fire (cf. Rev. 19:20; 20:10; Matt. 25:46).

Heaven and Hell. (under Tkach) -- The new WCG still rejects the Biblical concept of eternal punishment.

8. Soul Sleep. Claims that the soul is mortal; i.e., it will die, and that there is no conscious existence between death
and resurrection. (This is the same teaching as the Jehovah's Witnesses and the Seventh-Day Adventists -- cf. Lk.
16:19-31; 2 Cor. 5:1-8; Phil. 1:23,24; 1 Thes. 4:14.)

9. Forced Tithing. (under Armstrong) -- Tithing is required, and on special occasions, giving a tithe of the tithe of
the tithe (i.e., a three-tithe, 30% system).

Tithing. (under Tkach) -- Tithing is not part of the New Covenant and Christians are not obligated to obey tithing
laws. But when income dropped, the WCG was quick to explain that the new doctrine means members are not
restricted to giving only 10 percent of their income (i.e., they should now be giving more). This amounts to no real
change because the WCG under Armstrong also told members to not only pay their tithes, but to give generous
offerings besides. Further, the new WCG has returned to the old manipulative techniques of telling members that
God will bless them for giving, God commands them to give, and the WCG, with its unique ministry, is in financial
need.
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10. British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Armstrong) -- Views the "lost ten tribes" of Israel as the key to
prophecy. Claims that "Judah" and "Israel" always refer to the two separate nations, and that inhabitants of Great
Britain are of the tribe of Ephraim, while the inhabitants of America are of the tribe of Manasseh. (Armstrong
never did explain how a Britisher, by immigrating to the U.S., moves from the tribe of Ephraim to the tribe of
Manasseh.) Claims that white Anglo-Saxons are the chosen people of God.

British Israelism/Anglo-Israelism. (under Tkach) -- Late-1995, the church officially rejected the doctrine that the
Anglo-Saxons descended from the tribes of Israel

* Unless otherwise cited, four primary sources were used for this report: (1) "The Worldwide Church of God,"
Phillip Arnn (Watchman Fellowship Profile, 1996); (2) "The Philadelphia Church of God," Tim Martin (Watchman
Fellowship, 2001); (3) "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO Quarterly Journal;
and (4) "Transforming the Truth – The Worldwide Church of God Continues to 'Make History'," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal; 

Note on the Sincerity of WCG Doctrinal Changes: Throughout the WCG "transformation," an issue that
needs careful consideration is: Are the changes mere external representations or true internal persuasions? Robert L.
Sumner astutely noted that the Worldwide Church of God's "changes seem more convenience than conviction!" In
his 1997 article, "Is Armstrong's Cult Now Orthodox?," he writes: 

"While going through their alleged metamorphous from a worm to a butterfly, the leaders repeatedly
changed and modified their statements to please their 'guides.' For example, in the matter of the Trinity,
especially as it related to the Holy Spirit, they would agree among themselves as to a position, then go
to those whom they were trying to please, saying, 'How is this?' The latter would reply, 'It doesn’t go
far enough.' So they would go back to the drawing board and make suggested changes, then return to
ask, 'Now what do you think?' That kind of 'doctoring doctrine' is not the stuff of which true Bible
believers are made, nor the stuff that may be called orthodox conviction" (The Biblical Evangelist,
Nov.-Dec. 1997, p. 7; and reprinted in a 2000 Biblical Evangelism Press booklet, pp. 10-11).

Two more disturbing issues further give pause: The church's continued kinship to its founder, Herbert W.
Armstrong, and its conviction that its past doctrine and practice did not separate it from the Body of Christ. 

Concerning the former, much is being made by the church's hierarchy that critics will not be satisfied until
the bones of Herbert W. Armstrong are exhumed and burned. This is a grave overstatement, to say the least.
All should be deeply concerned by the continued claims and allusions to Armstrong "as a minister of Jesus
Christ." It is inconceivable to us as to the amount of false doctrine, false prophecy, and abusive practices of
this man which has had to be altered and/or camouflaged, and for this organization to continue to promote
him with such reverence. 

The most important reason for caution is Matthew 7:15-20. Jesus identified cultic and aberrational groups as
"false prophets." He said we would know them by their fruit (v. 16) and that a rotten tree does not produce
good fruit (v. 18). Yet the WCG's  leadership today is telling us that the "church" is capable of producing
good fruit. It has had to rework and relegate its "bad tree" history into a "good tree" image, which just needs
a little care and some pruning and fertilizer. Yet Jesus said, "Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut
down and thrown into the fire" (v. 19). He did not tell us to coddle, prune, and nurture it.

Source: Excerpted and/or adapted from "The Worldwide Church of God's Orthodox Bandwagon," 3Q98, PFO
Quarterly Journal.  [Back to Text]

Note on the Philadelphia Church of God: Simon-pure Armstrongism is being perpetuated in a very
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effective and broad manner by the "Philadelphia Church of God" splinter founded in 1989 and headquartered in
Edmond, Oklahoma. The Oklahoma "splinter" is headed by Gerald Flurry, a devotee of Herbert Armstrong, who
was "fired" by the Pasadena group "for disagreement with the new direction" taken by Armstrong's appointed
successor, Joseph W. Tkach, Sr. (The Philadelphia Trumpet, 1/97, p. 17). Flurry and about a dozen others launched
the Philadelphia Church of God "on the Sabbath [Sat.] of December 16, 1989 in a home," and has since risen to
6,000 members in 115 countries, presumably including many long-time followers of Armstrong who also rejected
the "changes" of the Pasadena headquarters.

The Philadelphia group publishes the monthly The Philadelphia Trumpet (circulation of about 80,000), which
replicates Armstrong's The Plain Truth, and True Education, a quarterly magazine for youth. Flurry regards the late
founder as being the "endtime Elijah" of "Bible prophecy." Flurry is not only totally dedicated to the claims and
teachings of Herbert W. Armstrong, his speaking manner is very much imitative of the alleged "endtime Elijah." He
alleges that the original Worldwide Church of God has now made "40 major doctrinal changes" from the "truths
restored to the church through Mr. Armstrong" (TPT, 1/97, p. 18). A booklet entitled WCG Doctrinal Changes and
the Tragic Results is published by the Flurry-led sect, and is being used to "recall" old Armstrongites who accept
the "restored truths lost to the Church over the centuries ... restored to the Church during Mr. Armstrong's ministry"
(TPT, 12/96, p. 24).

Gerald Flurry has imitated the ministry of Armstrong in other ways. Similar to the old The World Tomorrow
television program, Flurry airs a weekly television program called the Key of David. "The program is broadcast to
over 400 million worldwide." The Key of David program offers numerous free books on their web site. Most of
these books are written by Flurry, but several are from Armstrong and Steven Flurry (Gerald Flurry's son). Flurry
began republishing Armstrong's books, but was challenged in court by the WCG. A Federal court ordered Flurry to
cease publication of the Armstrong material in September, 2000.

Flurry follows Armstrong's theories as closely as any of the dead leader's followers. British-Israelism, Sabbath
keeping, "keeping the Ten Commandments" as a condition of salvation, baptism as a condition of salvation, and
similar departures from "orthodoxy" are as much a part of "Flurryism" as "Armstrongism." Flurry remarks, "If Mr.
Armstrong was right in that statement [declaring himself the "endtime Elijah"], then those words flowed right out
of the mind of the living, all-powerful GOD!" (TPT, 2/97, p. 1). Flurry's own "Malachi's Message" has been used
to "warn" the apostatized Armstrongites of what he calls the "Philadelphia era." (Source: Bob Ross, Pilgrim
Publications, 2/97.)

Since Armstrong's death, Flurry has taught that the Bible prophesied that the WCG would change direction as it
did.  However, this is not to say that the truth would be lost. "If God's Church goes astray, Christ rebukes it. If they
fail to repent, then He removes the lamp and raises up another Church or Work." Obviously, Flurry believes that
"other church" is the Philadelphia Church of God.

In a public address, Flurry stated that Armstrong fulfilled the role depicted in Matthew 24:14: "And this gospel of
the kingdom will be preached in the whole world ..." And that the subsequent verse describes the successor to the
WCG, Joseph Tkach Sr.: "so when you see standing in the holy place the abomination that causes desolation
..." Tkach is standing in the holy place because he became the Pastor General of the WCG after Armstrong died. He
is the abomination of desolation because he changed the doctrines that Armstrong restored.

According to Flurry, the time between Armstrong's death and Flurry's reestablishing the truth is depicted in Daniel
8. Verse 14 indicates that 2,300 evenings and mornings will pass before the sanctuary would be cleansed. After
explaining that 2,300 actually refers to 1,150 days, Flurry reveals that this was the time period in between
Armstrong's death and the writing of his book, Malachi's Message To God's Church Today. Finally, God is testing
his people with the changes in the WCG: "God's church has been flooded with His precious truth.  Now God is
going to see if we JUST TALK about faith -- or REALLY LIVE BY FAITH -- by His word.  Do we remember
what we were taught and live by it?"  [Return to Text]
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Note on the United Church of God: In June of 1995, a group of the WCG's highest-ranking pastors, with
12,000 members, organized a new denomination called the United Church of God. This new church -- announced
at the close of a four-day conference in Indianapolis -- is headed by David Hulmes of Pasadena, who resigned from
the WCG after 23 years as an evangelist and director of its Ambassador Performing Arts Foundation. The new
United Church of God now has more than 360 churches in 43 countries (230 in the U.S.), and claims approximately
20,000 members. It also airs a weekly radio broadcast in 11 media markets ("Good News Radio"), and publishes
Good News Magazine, a bimonthly magazine.  [Back to Text]

What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God?**

Many well-known evangelical leaders and cult watch organizations have accepted the leadership of the new
Worldwide Church of God as brothers in Christ and have called for acceptance of the organization. Hank
Hanegraaff, President of the Christian Research Institute, has been glowing in his praise of the changes which have
occurred in the WCG. An article in the 10/2/95 Christianity Today was very positive toward the "post-Armstrong
Worldwide Church of God." The article noted that the reformed WCG has been accepted by faculty from Regent
College, Fuller Seminary, and Azusa Pacific University [all liberal institutions].  David Neff, an editor of
Christianity Today, bewailed the fact that many Christians have been slow to receive the WCG with open arms:
"Sadly, Christians outside the WCG have been suspicious and slow to extend the right hand of fellowship." [The
National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) has also accepted the new WCG with full membership status.]

Though the leadership of the WCG has officially restated their doctrine in a more Biblical fashion, it is impossible
to know how many of its members still cling to Armstrongism. A 1995 report by Phillip Arnn in The Watchman
Expositor noted that Tkach's call for WCG ministers to preach the new doctrinal position on the Trinity has been
met by hostility: "One of those changes was a bombshell dropped in July of 1993 with the adoption of 'a form of
the Trinity' as the official statement on the nature of God. Although the change has been in effect for over a year,
many field ministers have failed to explain the new position to their church members. ... Armstrong taught that the
Trinity doctrine was false, and God was a family. Ministers and members were taught that God was reproducing
Himself and they had the potential to become Gods themselves. THE CHANGE HAS BEEN MET WITH
HOSTILITY FROM MINISTERS AND MEMBERS ALIKE. ... Many are unwilling to give up the 'Truth' they
received from Armstrong. Watchman has received numerous reports from members and ministers who are saying
that they can not understand the New Covenant being preached by Tkach."

This fact must be taken into consideration when determining what position to take toward the reformed Worldwide
Church of God. While at least some of the leaders today have rejected Armstrongism, many within its rank and file
have not. It is a mixed multitude in every sense of the term.

WHAT ABOUT SALVATION?

Many things about the reformation occurring in the Worldwide Church of God are confusing. The first area of
concern pertains to salvation. When were the members of the Worldwide Church of God born again? Since
Armstrong plainly denied that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone, and that works are a necessary part of
salvation, they could not have been saved under Armstrong -- no person can be saved through a false doctrine of
salvation.

If WCG members claim that they have always been saved, then they are not to be believed. That judgment is not
mine. It is based on the testimony of the Word of God. Those who openly deny the testimony of Scripture, as
Armstrong and his followers have done, prove that they are not taught of the Spirit (1 John 2:19,20). Now some
Worldwide Church of God leaders are attempting to follow Bible doctrine. That is wonderful, but we still ask
"When were they saved?" The Bible says they could not have been saved under Armstrongism. Doubtless, some
members did not accept all of the tenants of Armstrongism, but it is also doubtless that most of the members did
accept Armstrong's doctrines OR THEY WOULD NOT HAVE JOINED SUCH AN UNSCRIPTURAL
MOVEMENT.
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WHEN DID THIS STRANGE ENTITY, WITH ITS BLASPHEMOUS HERETICAL HISTORY, BECOME A
TRUE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH?

A second area of concern we have pertains to the Worldwide Church of God as a church. One has to wonder --
when did this strange entity, with its blasphemous heretical history, become a true New Testament church? The fact
is that it was not a true church under Armstrong, and it is not a true church today. It is a religious organization, but
it is not a New Testament church. We can understand how denominational structures can tentatively accept the
WCG as a church, because the denominations themselves are unscriptural. It is not surprising that
denominationally-minded men can accept the Worldwide Church of God as a "church," but we cannot. It is not a
New Testament church. If the leaders of the WCG want to obey the Word of God, let them disband their
unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved and to join sound churches. By attempting to
reform an unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are
creating tremendous confusion.

MORE ECUMENICAL CONFUSION

As the WCG tries to evolve from its cultic position to one that is more orthodox, we soon find that they are being
drawn in by the ecumenical/charismatic crowd. In the closing paragraphs of an article, Tkach says that, "We are
grateful for those fellow Christians -- Hank Hanegraaff (Christian Research Institute, successor to Walter Martin),
Ruth Tucker (a participant of Christians for Biblical Equality, an organization that puts women on the same par
with men in the ministry), David Neff (Executive Editor of Christianity Today), William G. Brafford, and friends at
Azusa Pacific University, Fuller Theological Seminary, Regent College and elsewhere -- who have extended the
hand of fellowship to us as we sincerely seek to follow Jesus Christ." We will not question the sincerity of Tkach
and the WCG, but we do question those with whom they have aligned themselves.

Christianity Today editor David Neff, after commending the WCG leadership for its courage in pursuit of truth,
concluded his article on the WCG with the following words: "Can we now welcome their people into this
transdenominational fellowship we call evangelicalism?" (Neff, "The Road to Orthodoxy," Christianity Today, Oct.
2, 1995). Therein lies the problem! Ecumenism in a nutshell, if you will. Neff's description of evangelicalism as
"this transdenominational fellowship" is precisely what evangelicalism has become, and it is an utterly unscriptural
concept.

Modern evangelicalism represented by Christianity Today and its sister publications and institutions is not
following the Bible. It is following a philosophy called "New Evangelicalism" which was formulated 50 years ago
by men who had rejected Biblical Christianity for a worldly-minded, positive-emphasis Christianity. Modern
evangelicalism is proud of its intellectual accomplishments, but is spiritually blind. This same Christianity Today
examined the teachings of Robert Schuller a few years ago and declared that he is not a heretic. This same
Christianity Today has argued that the Roman Catholic Church should not be called a cult and that there is such a
thing today as an "evangelical Catholic." This is an incredible lack of spiritual discernment. Modern evangelicalism
will accept the reformed Worldwide Church of God as a genuine church, but that is not surprising.

It appears that the reformed Worldwide Church of God is going to fit right into the ecumenical movement of these
last hours. The ecumenists will receive them and not be overly concerned about when or if they were born again,
and the WCG will add just a little more confusion to an already confused ecumenical stew.

CONCLUSION

We conclude by repeating our earlier statement: If the leaders of the Worldwide Church of God want to obey the
Word of God, let them disband their unscriptural organization and exhort their members to get saved by trusting the
finished atonement of Jesus Christ and to join sound New Testament churches. By attempting to reform an
unscriptural organization which has such a wretched and apostate history, the leaders of the WCG are creating
tremendous confusion.
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[** The above article ("What is Happening With the Worldwide Church of God") has been excerpted and/or
adapted from an article (by the same name) in the 6/96, O Timothy, pp. 9-15 (David Cloud, editor).]  [Return to
Text]

A Personal Note from a Former Worldwide Church of God Member#

David Covington was a member of the WCG for 25 years and was in the full-time ministry for five of those years.
He was pastor of the Roanoke and Lynchburg, Virginia, congregations and was a contributing writer to the WCG's
Plain Truth magazine. In May 1996, Covington resigned because, "after 19 months of addressing these issues with
[the WCG's] administration, it became apparent that I was actually enabling a sick system that does not desire
genuine change for Jesus."

Referring to pastor General Joe Tkach Jr., Mike Feazell, director of Church Administration, and Greg Albrecht,
editor of The Plain Truth, Covington writes:

"... I am convinced you aren't even capable of seeing, much less addressing the genuine problems. I
compare the 1996 WCG to a husband who used to beat his wife seven days a week and now has cut
back to four. And, the wife is supposed to be satisfied with his progress! Worse still, he's holding
seminars on domestic violence!"

Addressing why outside observers are reporting that genuine repentance has taken place in the WCG, Covington
points out, "These observers cannot possibly understand what it is like to be a member of this church. They miss
the dynamics of this system which remains abusive."

Covington also points out continuing doctrinal problems: "The WCG still rejects the doctrine of eternal punishment,
holds observances on the Jewish Sabbath and festivals ... and teaches as doctrine the debatable matter of post-
mortem evangelization [i.e., those who are not saved in this life still have a chance to be saved in a future
resurrection]. I would add that the abusive heretic, Herbert W. Armstrong, continues to be regarded as a minister of
Jesus Christ." Covington also disputes the WCG's profit motive:

"I have long said that the WCG exists to perpetuate itself and profit its leaders. Observers might argue
that this is not true of the new WCG as evidenced by the loss of members and income due to its
doctrinal correction. But while employed by the WCG, I was told that the charges were being made to
shed the cult image and to shift Plain Truth readership to a market more likely to donate. ... I know you
[Tkach] say that you have lost members and income by the changes you have made. However, your
power and prestige have not been abated. In fact, you have now had opportunity to speak before
hundreds of denominational leaders, be interviewed on radio with James Kennedy and Hank
Hanegraaff, obtain several book contracts, and that in addition to your planned radio program (and
aforementioned pay increase). You did not possess anywhere near this kind of prominence before."

Covington concludes that he "... hope[s] that observers of the WCG will begin to see the complexity of the issue of
an abusive cult becoming a healthy, orthodox church. It is not as simple as changing a few doctrines and mouthing
some evangelical sounding phrases."

[# This personal note has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article in the 1Q97, PFO Quarterly Journal: "The
Two Faces of the Worldwide Church of God.]
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Dominion Theology/Kingdom Now/Reconstructionism
Blessing or Curse?*

-  There is a movement about that is casting a long shadow for its size. It is known as Reconstructionism, Kingdom
Now theology, Theonomy, and/or Dominion theology, and it is a curious blend of Reformed/Calvinist theology and
Charismatic influence. While there are relatively few who would call themselves reconstructionists, a number of the
movement's ideas have infiltrated the thinking and actions of many professing believers, often without them
knowing it. The movement is led by such theologians as Rousas J. Rushdoony; Gary North; Ray Sutton; Greg
Bahnsen (deceased); David Chilton, and by Charismatic leaders such as Earl Paulk. But their ideas are often
reflected by non-reconstructionists such as Pat Robertson, D. James Kennedy, John Whitehead, Franky Schaeffer,
and Jerry Falwell. [In spite of the fact that many Dominionists-Reconstructionists-Theonomists are hyper-
Calvinists, yet at the same time they write and speak as if they believe that they must help God get things under
control down here on earth, so that the kingdom (their version of it) can be set up in order that the King Himself
can reign properly (through them, of course!).]

-  Dominion theology (the belief-system behind the Reconstructionist movement) teaches that through the coming
of Christ the believer has dominion over every area of life. We are now in the Kingdom of God (note the similar
view of the Kingdom that the Vineyard movement takes, as well as the plethora of Christian songs being written
implying that we are in the Kingdom at the present time), and as a result, we should be reigning with Christ over
the earth (as Rev. 5:10 says). The question is when will we reign. If the Kingdom is on earth now, then we should
have dominion now, so say the Dominionists. Many of us non-reconstructionists proclaim this same thought when
we sing the popular Charismatic song "Majesty" (written by hyper-charismatic Jack Hayford), which invites us to
"Come glorify Christ Jesus, the King" -- after all, "Kingdom authority flows from His throne unto His own." With
this authority from the King, we are to reclaim the earth for Christ, not just spiritually, but socially, economically (it
is no accident that one of the Reconstructionists' organizations is called "The Institute for Christian Economics"),
and politically. The dominion of the earth is accomplished not only through prayer and evangelism, but through
political process and social reformation. [The Dominion/Reconstructionist organization Coalition on Revival (COR)
was established for this purpose.] Christ will not (and cannot) return to earth until the church has accomplished this
task, so say the dominionists.

-  Dominion theology is predicated upon three basic beliefs:

(a) Satan usurped man's dominion over the earth through the temptation of Adam and Eve;
(b) The Church is God's instrument to take dominion back from Satan; and
(c) Jesus cannot or will not return until the Church has taken dominion by gaining control of the earth's
governmental and social institutions.

More specifically, what does Dominion Theology (DT) teach? Here are the highlights:

(a) The Old Testament (OT) Law is our rule of life for today. Although DT teaches that keeping of the
Law is not a condition for salvation, it is a condition for sanctification. (However, some of the COR's
official statements appear to specifically condition salvation upon OT Law-keeping!);

(b) In addition, the OT Law is to govern over society as well. Since we are called to subdue the earth
(Gen. 1:28), DT teaches that God's Law should rule (or dominate) all aspects of society. This view is
known as Theonomy (or God's law), and is described by Greg Bahnsen as: "The Christian is obligated
to keep the whole law of God as a pattern for sanctification and that this law is to be enforced by the
civil magistrate" (Theonomy, p. 34). This would mean that Christians would be obligated to keep the
whole OT Law except in a case in which the New Testament (NT) explicitly cancels a command, such
as the sacrificial system;
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(c) A central piece of DT is its belief in covenant theology. As a result, it makes no distinction between
the church and Israel (i.e., the church has become "spiritual Israel"). However, DT goes beyond
traditional covenant theology and teaches that the church is to be governed by the same laws, is subject
to the same curses, and is promised the same blessings as Israel;

(d) DT teaches a high level of social and political activism. If the Kingdom of God is to gradually take
dominion over the earth, it only makes sense that Christians should be attempting to change society
through the changing of laws and through social action;

(e) Followers of DT, like many charismatics, especially the Latter Rain Movement, look for a great end
time revival in which the masses will turn to Christ. As a result, DT does not believe in the rapture of
the church. According to DT, the world should be, and is becoming, a better place through the efforts
of Christians (cf. 2 Thes. 2:1-12);

(f) As with many others who follow the teachings of George Ladd, DT believes that we are in the
Kingdom age, but the Kingdom in another sense is yet to come. We are in the Kingdom, and have
Kingdom authority, but on the other hand, we are ushering in the Kingdom through our efforts. "The
Kingdom is now, but not yet," is a popular DT slogan;

(g) DT is postmillennial in its eschatology. It is believed that as a result of the reconstruction of society
by Biblical principals, that the final aspect of the Kingdom of God will be established on earth. Christ
cannot return until a certain amount of dominion is achieved by the church. It is believed that the curse
will slowly be removed as the world is won over. Even disease and death will be all but eliminated
before Christ returns to the earth;

(h) DT is preterist in its interpretation of prophecy. This means that they teach that virtually all
prophecies which most Christians believe are still future, have in fact been fulfilled already, mainly
between the years A.D. 30 and 70. In David Chilton's book, Days of Vengeance, he says that the book
of Revelation, "is not about the Second Coming of Christ. It is about the destruction of Israel and
Christ's victory over His enemies [during the first century]" (p. 43); and

(i) DT uses an allegorical hermeneutic, especially in reference to prophecy. So we find that the Great
Tribulation took place at the fall of Israel in A.D. 70; the Antichrist refers to the apostasy of the
Church prior to the fall of Jerusalem; the Beast of Revelation was Nero and the Roman Empire, etc.;

-  One of the most important distinctives of DT is its belief in Theonomy. DT teaches that Christians are under the
Law as a way of life, and are obligated to ultimately bring the world under that Law. This concept is based on
several passages. First, Gen. 1:28 commands Adam to subdue the earth. Adam lost his ability to do so to Satan as a
result of sin. The church should now be in the process of reclaiming from the devil what Adam lost. (You will note
a hint of the Spiritual Warfare movement here.) Secondly, the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20) commands the
followers of Christ to disciple all the nations, which we are told, goes beyond personal salvation and sanctification
to the reformation of society;

Matt. 5:17-19 is the passage upon which the system hinges. DT claims that the word "fulfill" actually means
"confirm." Thus, Christ did not in any sense fulfill, or complete, or do away with the Law, rather he confirmed it as
our rule of life today. The normal and best translation of plerosai is "fulfill" not "confirm." Besides this, however,
we have the weight of the NT teaching concerning the Law. The epistles clearly teach that believers are no longer
under the Law of Moses (Rom. 6:14; 7:6; 8:2-4; Gal. 3:24,25; 5:18), having been set free from that bondage to
serve under grace and the law of Christ (Gal. 6:2);

And besides, if the Christian is still under Law, why do we not keep the OT ceremonial laws? DT's answer is that
the Law was divided into three sections: civil, moral, and ceremonial. The ceremonial law, it is claimed, has been
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fulfilled by Christ and is no longer incumbent upon the believer, but not so the moral and civil parts of the law.
Therefore, we are to live under the moral law and seek to establish, in our society, the civil system of OT Israel.
The problem with this view is that nowhere in the Bible is the Law broken into these three sections; this is
something invented by men. Whenever the Law is mentioned, the Scriptures are speaking of the whole Law as a
unit. The Jews were as obligated to keep the sacrificial system and commandments concerning food and dress
(ceremonial law) as they were the Ten Commandments (moral law). If the NT says that Christ fulfilled the Law,
and that as Christians we are no longer under the Law, it means the whole Law. Church age saints are no longer
obligated to any aspect of the OT Law. No one has the right to arbitrarily claim that we have been set free from
some of the Law (the parts we don't like), but that the rest of the Law is obligatory. Either the believer has been
released from the whole Law (Rom. 7:4,6) or none of it. [As Thomas Ice reminds us, "The Law of Moses was
given to a specific people (Israel), to be followed in a specific location (the land of Israel), to deal with their
specific situation. Therefore, the Law cannot simply be obeyed today by the Church, as was expected of Israel
when it was given to that nation" (Biblical Perspectives, Vol. II, No. 6). On the positive side, Ice comments, "Paul
teaches in Galatians 3 and 4 that Christ has set us free from the bondage of the Law, not so that we can be lawless
as the Reconstructionists insist, instead, so that we can walk in the newness of the motivation of the Holy Spirit"
(Ibid., p. 2).]

-  There are many negative effects that the teachings of DT are having on evangelical Christianity today. Four of
these would be:

(a) Reconstructionists teach that the mission of the church goes beyond the spiritual transformation of
individuals, to a mandate to change society, a "moral patriotism," if you will, in opposition to secular
humanism. For Christ to be pleased with Christians, thereby, they must become political and social
activists. We must change the laws of the land, gear up to elect Christians to office, and generally seek
to take dominion over our world and bring it under the Law of Moses. We see the influence of this
thinking even in those who may know little about DT -- James Dobson, Larry Burkett, the Christian
Coalition, Pat Robertson, Promise Keepers, Charles Colson and the Evangelicals and Catholics
Together document (ECT), and Operation Rescue, are but a few of the evidences that reconstructionist
thinking is beginning to dominate the so-called evangelical world;

(b) Motivation for godly living, based upon the blessed hope -- the return of Christ (Titus 2:13) -- is
replaced with the task of restructuring society. This cultural mandate to restructure/restore society is a
task that may take thousands of years, even by the DT's own admission (approximately 36,000 years,
according to David Chilton);

(c) If we are in the Kingdom of God now, then the Charismatics are correct to teach that health and
prosperity is the right of every believer today. This is why "Reconstruction" Calvinists and "Kingdom
Now" Charismatics have formed at least a loose unity -- they both have the same world view. They are
not looking for Christ to return and set up His Kingdom; they are attempting to set it up for Him; and

(d) A theological anti-Semitism exists in the Dominionist plan to replace of Old Testament Israel with
the Church, often called the "New Israel" (i.e., "replacement theology" -- the church replaces the Jews
as the new or true Israel, and Israel has no future as a distinct nation within God's plan). They believe
that Israel does not have a future different from any other nation. Historically, replacement theology
has been the theological foundation upon which anti-Semitism has been built within the confines of
professing Christianity. While reconstructionists do believe that the individual Jews will be converted
to Christ in mass in the future, almost none of them believe that national Israel has a future, and thus,
the Church has completely taken over the promises of national Israel. (Reconstructionist David Chilton
said that "ethnic Israel was excommunicated for its apostasy and will never again be God's Kingdom. ...
the Bible does not tell of any future plan for Israel as a special nation." Reconstructionists believe that
the Church is now that new nation, which is why Christ destroyed the Jewish state. Reconstructionists
DeMar and Leithart have said, "In destroying Israel, Christ transferred the blessings of the kingdom
from Israel to a new people, the church."
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* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and H. Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The
Church in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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Notes on Reconstructionism*
Roots of a New "Christian" Inquisition?

-  During the 1960s, a new movement began within the sphere of Reformed or Covenant Theology, primarily out of
conservative Presbyterianism (Reformed and Orthodox). That movement has been called by three different names:
Reconstructionism (because it advocates the reconstruction of society), Dominion Theology (because its theology
teaches that Biblical Christianity is to rule every sphere of society), and Theonomy (a combination of two Greek
words -- theos [God] and nomos [law] -- because it asserts that all of society is to be brought into the obedience to
the Mosaic Law). It should be noted that this movement is not advocated by everyone within the realm of Reformed
or Covenant Theology (12/90, Israel My Glory). "The Reconstructionist movement and its allies and offshoots, by
substituting political and cultural action for the proclamation of the Gospel, by substituting eschatology for
soteriology, and by mangling the Gospel itself, have become tools of Romanist political action" (3/02, The Trinity
Review).

"Theonomy involves the application of the law of God, and the biblical law particularly, to all of life. It also
requires that one appeal to the whole law of God -- including the civil law of the Old Testament -- as a necessary
supplement to being saved by grace through faith. Some of Rushdoony's followers prefer the term
"reconstructionist," because they believe it does a better job of conveying their positive outlook on life. Indeed,
their view of the future could be described as postmillennial, since they tend to believe that God's Kingdom will
eventually be established on earth through the faithful preaching of the gospel and the faithful application of God's
law to society. The result will be a Christian civilization and a thousand year reign of Jesus Christ." (Emphasis
added.) (Source: William Edgar, "The Passing of R.J. Rushdoony," First Things, August/September 2001, pp. 24-
25.)

-  Reconstructionism has adopted "covenantalism," the theological doctrine that Biblical "covenants" exist between
God and man, God and nations, God and families, and that they make up the binding, incorporating doctrine that
makes sense of everything. Specifically, there is a series of covenant "structures" that make up a Biblical blueprint
for society's institutions. Reconstructionists believe that God "judges" a whole society according to how it keeps
these covenantal laws, and provides signs of that judgment. 

The significance of the Reconstructionist movement is not its numbers, but the power of its ideas and their
surprisingly rapid acceptance. Many on the Christian Right are unaware that they hold Reconstructionist ideas.
Because as a theology it is controversial, even among evangelicals, many who are consciously influenced by it
avoid the label. This furtiveness is not, however, as significant as the potency of the ideology itself. Generally,
Reconstructionism seeks to replace democracy with a theocratic elite that would govern by imposing their
interpretation of "Biblical Law." Reconstructionism would eliminate not only democracy but many of its
manifestations, such as labor unions, civil rights laws, and public schools. Insufficiently Christian men would be
denied citizenship, perhaps executed. So severe is this theocracy that it would extend capital punishment beyond
such crimes as kidnapping, rape, and murder to include, among other things, blasphemy, heresy, adultery, and
homosexuality ("Christian Reconstructionism: Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 1 -- Overview and
Roots," by Frederick Clarkson, 3/94 The Public Eye). 

-  The "Christian" Reconstruction movement (CRM) claims that believers possess a cultural mandate from God to
reclaim in this age dominion over human society -- a dominion forfeited by the fall, but supposedly regained for
immediate claim with the New Birth experience. As believers obey this mandate, gradually gaining dominion over
earthly society, this present world will supposedly become "Christianized," inaugurating the Millennium. In reality,
if effected, the entire earthly society would be placed under an O.T. "Theonomy" law system, rather than the N.T.
teaching of believers as a group of "called out" saints from the world. They want to apply Old Testament law to
today's society. This includes slavery as an alternative to prisons and capital punishment for a variety of offenses
(murder, homosexuality, etc.). This view advocates the reconstruction of society as a theocracy and is heavily
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postmillennial.

-  In Reconstructionism, the main thrust shifts from the salvaging of lost souls in a doomed society to the
reconstruction of a Christian world. The Great Commission is thus either lowered to the status of a co-equal with
the cultural mandate or merged with it, confusing its real identity. "Christian" Reconstructionism is a religious kin
to the "two" gospel theory (spiritual gospel/social gospel) promoted by new-evangelicals, and has links to the
secular gospel (social gospel) promulgated by the religious apostates. [God's mandate for believers in this age,
however, is not the restoration of cultural dominion over the earth, but the carrying out of the Great Commission.
The Scriptures predict great spiritual and moral decline, not the reverse, for the "latter days" and "last times" of this
dispensation (I Timothy 4:1-2, II Timothy 3:1-6). The Biblical course of action is the fulfillment of the Great
Commission (Matthew 28:18-20) (Sep-Oct '93, Fundamentalist Digest).]

-  The following is from a brochure announcing the 12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian
Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel?: (All emphases added.)

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

-  The three basic points underlying Reconstructionist philosophy are presuppositional apologetics, theonomy, and
postmillennialism. Also, Kingdom Theology teaching underscores the doctrine of CRM. CRM holds that man
forfeited dominion over the earth at the fall of Adam and Eve. Their fall allowed Satan to gain control of the earth.
God, through His Son Jesus, will regain control of the earth with human overcomers who will reign and rule with
Christ. The chief Biblical error of the Kingdom concept pertains to the timing of the appearance of the Millennium
and the means by which it will be installed. CRM preaches that the Kingdom is NOW. 

-  At the heart of Reconstructionism's system of belief is a postmillennial view of eschatology. Postmillennialists
believe that Christ will return to earth in His Second Coming after the Millennium. Reconstructionism asserts that
at creation God issued to Adam a cultural or dominion mandate to subdue the earth on behalf of God and thereby
establish the Kingdom of God on earth (Gen. 1:28). This mandate was an eternally binding covenant upon Adam
and his descendents. Israel and the Gentiles failed to keep the covenant mandate, just as Adam did. According to
the Reconstructionists (Matt 5:17-19), during His first coming Jesus "established and restored" the Mosaic Law "to
full measure as the rule of life for believers as well as society."

Through His atoning death, resurrection, and ascension, Christ defeated and bound Satan and his demons in a
definitive way, thereby causing them to lose their stranglehold on the world. Although they remain active in the
world, their activity is restricted. When every sphere of society, every nation, and the entire earth have been
subjected to the rule of Christ by the end of history, the Kingdom of God will have been established fully and
finally on earth, and Christ will return in His Second Coming on the last day to receive His Kingdom. God
permanently excommunicated the nation of Israel from its covenant position. Israel as a nation will never be
restored to its former covenant status; God has no special program for Israel in the future. God replaced Israel with
a new group as His covenant people. That new group is the Church; the Church is the new spiritual Israel. The
Church also owns all of God's future promises made to national Israel.

The Church is destined to fulfill the covenant mandate given at creation because it is empowered by the Holy Spirit.
The goal of the Church could be stated in the following ways: the "Cultural Christianization" of the world; "to
conquer the whole world for Jesus Christ"; "to work toward the creation of a one-world Christian order"; "the
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complete social transformation of the entire world"; "world dominion under Christ's lordship, a 'world takeover'";
"to impress heaven's pattern on earth"; to "take authority over the nations with the applied rule of Christ Jesus"; and
to establish a "Christocracy."

-  The Christianization of culture involves the transformation of every nation into a Christian nation; every national
government must be converted to an alliance with Christ -- a theocratic republic -- through the subjection of its
structures to Christ's rule. Every other sphere of society ("self, family, institutional church, business/vocations,
private associations") must be conformed to the rule of Christ. According to Reconstructionism, in order for the
dominion mandate, or Great Commission, to be fulfilled, three things must happen:

(a) the vast majority of people must experience true Christian conversion;

(b) Christians must take over the rule of every sphere of society; this means that Christians must be
political and social activists; and

(c) as Christians take over the rule of the world, they must subject every sphere of society to the
Biblical law found in the Old Testament, especially all the moral and civil aspects of the Mosaic Law
that God gave to Israel at Mount Sinai.

This enforcement of the Mosaic Law will involve the application of the death penalty for such capital crimes as
murder, rape, kidnapping, bestiality, incest, adultery, fornication, homosexuality, idolatry, witchcraft, the offering of
human sacrifice, unchangeable rebellion in adolescent children, flagrant negligence resulting in the death of another
person, blasphemy, apostasy, the spreading of false doctrines, and perhaps Sabbath breaking. The reconstructed
society will regard dissenters and heretics as treasonous criminals at war with the law and society. The
reconstructed society will also be characterized by the rights of private property, a free market economy bordering
on libertarianism, tight limitations on debt, the abolition of 30-year mortgages, a monetary system based on the gold
standard, the tithe rather than public taxes financing most social welfare, restitution of wrong rather the
imprisonment for many criminals, and voluntary slavery for purposes such as the restitution of a wrong or the
desire for financial security. (Excerpted and/or adapted from the 12/90 & 1/91 issues of Israel My Glory.)

-  Who are the "Players" in Christian Reconstructionism?:

(a) Dr. Rousas J. Rushdoony (1917-2001) is considered the patriarch of CRM. (Cornelius Van Til, a
Princeton University theologian, is credited as being the "father of Reconstructionism," even though
Van Til himself never became a Reconstructionist.) Rushdoony was a prolific writer of books and the
founder (in 1965) of the Chalcedon Foundation in Vallecito, California (a think tank organization
named after the Council of Chalcedon, held in A.D. 451). This organization publishes Chalcedon and
The Journal of Christian Reconstruction. Rushdoony's massive two-volume Institutes of Biblical Law is
an extensive study (1,600 pages) of how the Ten Commandments could be applied to modern society,
followed by detailed treatments of taxation, government, virtue, oaths, penal sanctions, property, and
nearly every domain of jurisprudence. It is the "Bible" of Reconstructionist philosophy. Rushdoony, in
a 3/88 letter said: "[Our objective is] nothing less than the re-Christianizing of America." At the time of
his death, Rushdoony believed as many as twenty million charismatics worldwide were part of the
Reconstruction movement (even though he was not as fond of charismatics as is Gary North).
Reconstructionists would deny that they believe or teach salvation by works. Yet their spiritual father,
Rushdoony, believed a Christian had denied God if he did not actively work to transform society: "A
godly law order will work to disinherit, execute, and supplant the ungodly and to confirm the godly in
their inheritance. For Christians to work for anything less is to deny God." [If the latter statement were
true, all the Apostles, and Jesus Himself, would have to be counted as denying God!!]

(b) Gary North is the son-in-law of Rushdoony, and the founder of the Institute for Christian
Economics (in Tyler, Texas) and Dominion Press, and is one of the most militant Reconstructionists.
(Rushdoony and North did not speak to each other for years -- Rushdoony looked at North as a heretic,
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because North teaches that the menstrual blood of a virgin bride is a type of Jesus' blood shed on the
cross. North also broke with Rushdoony over the issue of "Christian America" -- North holding that
Article VI of the Constitution is proof of the establishment of a non-religious republic.) He publishes a
number of "gloom & doom" investment newsletters, all of which are long on verbosity and short on
useful investment advice. With an earned doctorate in economics, North would seem to be an unlikely
candidate as the single most influential spokesman for a modern socio-theological movement.
Nevertheless, through his enormous and diverse literary output (via Spurgeon Press, Geneva Ministries,
Dominion Press, Institute for Christian Economics, and Reconstruction Press) he has become the
primary shaker-and-mover of the Christian Reconstruction position today. Like his late father-in-law
and mentor, Rousas Rushdoony, North's forte is rhetoric, not exegesis. Consequently, his approach is
characterized more by logical/theological arguments occasionally punctuated with Scripture than by
hard reasoning derived from careful exegetical analysis of Scripture. (According to North, women who
have abortions should be publicly executed, "along with those who advised them to abort their
children." As the means of execution, North prefers stoning because, among other things, stones are
cheap, plentiful, and convenient.) North claims that "the ideas of the Reconstructionists have penetrated
into Protestant circles that for the most part are unaware of the original source of the theological ideas
that are beginning to transform them." North describes the "three major legs of the Reconstructionist
movement" as "the Presbyterian oriented educators, the Baptist school headmasters and pastors, and
the charismatic telecommunications system." 

(c) Kenneth Gentry is an author and speaker; He Shall Have Dominion: A Postmillennial Eschatology,
is a 500-plus-page book extolling the Reconstructionist view of the end times.

(d) David Chilton is a pastor in Placerville, California, and represents the prophetic arm of
Reconstructionism. He regards Matthew 5:13-16 as "... nothing less than a mandate for the complete
social transformation of the entire world." One point Chilton makes over and over again is that
literalism must be considered secondary to consistent Biblical imagery (that is, consistent with
Reconstructionist theology). 

(e) Greg Bahnsen (deceased) was a radical religious totalitarian who believed the codified Law of
Moses must be applied directly to American society. His controversial book, Theonomy in Christian
Ethics, argues that the Mosaic penal code should be applied to American civil law. (Bahnsen believed
that there are fifteen crimes that merit capital punishment in a Reconstructed society, including murder,
rape, sodomy, apostasy, witchcraft, Sabbath breaking, blasphemy, and incorrigibility in children.
Bahnsen considered an insolent teen or one who becomes repeatedly drunk, is a glutton, or who breaks
a civil law, as one who must die for his sin.)

(f) Gary DeMar is president of American Vision in Atlanta. He says: "Dominion Theology teaches that
we can, do and will have a kingdom of God on earth without Jesus' physical presence in Jerusalem"
(The Reduction of Christianity, Foreword, p. xii). DeMar edits The Biblical Worldview, a monthly
newsletter published by American Vision. This and other kinds of literature put out by
Reconstructionists have made significant in-roads into the curricula of Church-affiliated Christian
schools and home schools. Theonomist books, such as DeMar's God and Government, are often used as
texts.

(g) Dr. James Jordan is the pastor of the Reconstructionist Church in Tyler, Texas. Jordan is
unabashedly harsh and violent in calling for blood vengeance and maledictions (curses) on sinners. In
fact, Jordan says, "I suggest that in a Christian society ... the death penalty is still appropriate for the
crime of worshipping another god on the Lord's Day" (The Geneva Papers, July, 1982). Jordan says it
is a "myth" that society can be transformed from the bottom up. He also espouses the ideology of the
ecumenical movement, putting the organization, the visible church, first and theology second. This
clearly demonstrates the preference Reconstructionists have for power (dominion) over truth. (God,
however, grants primacy, not to the visible church, but to His doctrine. God's idea of unity is unity of
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mind/doctrine/theology, not unity of organization [John 17:11, 21-23; 1 Cor. 1:10; 2 Cor. 13:11; Phil.
1:27; 1 Pe 3:8]. God gave one theology in many churches; the Reconstructionists want many theologies
in one church.)

(h) Dennis Peacocke is a former Marxist who was tightly aligned with the Shepherding Movement.

(i) Joseph C. Morecraft III is the pastor of the Chalcedon Presbyterian Church in Atlanta. Following a
1987 Reconstructionist/Pentecostal theological meeting, Morecraft exclaimed: "God is blending
Presbyterian theology with charismatic zeal into a force that cannot be stopped!" 

(j) Ray Sutton is considered the expert in interpreting the CRM view of the Biblical covenants. He is
pastor of Good Shepherd Episcopal Church in Tyler, Texas, and author of That You May Prosper, a
book that is highly regarded within the movement as an exceptional work on covenants.

(k) Joseph Kickasola is a professor of international affairs at Regent University.

(l) Earl Paulk is the founding pastor of mega-church, Chapel Hill Harvester Church near Atlanta. He
believes that Christ cannot return until the church has taken dominion over the earth.

(m) Dr. Jay Grimstead is the founder of the Coalition on Revival (COR). His chief mission is
obtaining the signatures/endorsement of pastors and Christian leaders in America to the COR
Manifesto.

(n) Robert G. Grant is an influential Washington, D.C. based political/social activist. He has ties to the
Unification Church (the Moonies).

(o) Pat Robertson is the founder and President of Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN). He
maintains a low profile among the more militant Reconstructionists, although Rushdoony and North
have appeared a number of times on Robertson's 700 Club television program. Also, professing
Reconstructionist Joseph Kickasola teaches in (Robertson-founded) Regent University's School of
Public Policy; the dean of the Schools of Law and Public Policy was Herbert Titus, though not a
Reconstructionist himself, has said the school used six or seven Rushdoony and North titles for
textbooks; and Regent University board chair Mrs. Dee Jepson is a longtime COR (an organization
with a Reconstructionist agenda) Steering Committee member. In turn, Reconstructionists cite
Robertson's creation of a television network and Regent University as a model of effective Christian
organization.

(p) Rushdoony and North have also been repeat guests on D. James Kennedy's television program,
which often calls America to return to its "Christian base." Kennedy has denied that he is "a
Theonomist as such," because, "It would be impractical for every nation to go theonomic. But would
that be desirable."

CRM leaders believe an Old Testament-based government will replace democracy. The Theonomy that details the
laws will make America as strict as the most orthodox Muslim society. "True to the letter of Old Testament Law,
homosexuals, incorrigible children, adulterers, blasphemers, astrologers and others will be executed," says Rodney
Clapp (Christianity Today, 1987). CRM leaders have shaped their political, judicial, and economic programs by
relying totally on Old Testament Law.

For the most part, these Reconstructionist leaders attempt to portray their strong supporters as brilliant scholars.
Negatively, they generally attempt to portray their opponents as ignorant or dishonest, usually both. Often they do
not even make a reasonable attempt to answer the objections of their opponents, but instead they try to make fun or
ridicule them. They usually try to display themselves as being of very high moral standards and superior conduct,
ideals, and ethics, while attempting to insinuate that opponents are "antinomians" or unethical in some form or
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other. If one attempts to talk to them, or pin them down on any single point, one of their favorite defenses is to
pretend that we just "didn't understand what they wrote" or that they "didn't really say what we say they said."

-  The Christian "home schooling" movement is part of the long-term revolutionary strategy of Reconstructionism.
One of the principal home schooling curricula is provided by Reconstructionist Paul Lindstrom of Christian Liberty
Academy (CLA) in Arlington Heights, Illinois. CLA claims that it serves about 20,000 families. Its 1994 curriculum
included a book on "Biblical Economics" by Gary North. Home schooling advocate Christopher Klicka, who has
been deeply influenced by R. J. Rushdoony, writes: "Sending our children to the public school violates nearly every
Biblical principle. ... It is tantamount to sending our children to be trained by the enemy." He claims that the public
schools are Satan's choice. Klicka also advocates religious self-segregation and advises Christians not to affiliate
with non-Christian home schoolers in any way. "The differences I am talking about," declares Klicka, "have
resulted in wars and martyrdom in the not too distant past." According to Klicka, who is an attorney with the Home
School Legal Defense Association, "as an organization, and as individuals, we are committed to promote the cause
of Christ and His Kingdom." ("Christian Reconstructionism: Theocratic Dominionism Gains Influence: Part 3 -- No
Longer Without Sheep," by Frederick Clarkson, 6/94 The Public Eye). 

-  Rushdoony's Institutes of Biblical Law consciously echoes a major work of the Protestant Reformation, John
Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion. In fact, Reconstructionists see themselves as the theological and
political heirs of Calvin. The theocracy Calvin created in Geneva, Switzerland in the 1500s is one of the political
models Reconstructionists look to, along with Old Testament Israel and the Calvinist Puritans of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. 

In fact, the Puritans were the direct forerunners of today's Kingdom/Dominion/Reconstructionist heresy. The
Puritans believed that they were carrying to America true Christianity as decreed by God, especially as written in
the Old Testament. They believed too that they were on a divine mission to America, a place specially appointed by
God to be the "New Israel," a theocratic "city upon a hill." The Puritans viewed themselves as God's special people,
replacing national Israel, and that the American Indians were the "new Canaanites." The fruit of the Puritan's
theology was brutal. They saw their mission as convert these "Canaanites" to Christianity, or slaughter them in the
name of Christ. For example, the Puritan massacres of the Pequot Indian tribe on May 26, 1637, and again on July
14, 1637, were deemed by the Puritans to be directed by God -- Captain John Mason declared, "God laughed his
enemies and the enemies of his people to scorn, making them as a fiery oven ... Thus did the Lord judge among the
heathen, filling the place with dead bodies" (Segal and Stinenback, Puritans, Indians, and Manifest Destiny, pp.
111-112, 134-135). Converting the pagans for God was acceptable to the Puritans, but killing the pagans for the
Lord was also acceptable!

Nearly three and a half centuries later, the "New Puritans," called Reconstructionists, want to do what the earlier
ones could not. Believing they have a mandate from God to reconstruct American society, they want to establish a
theocracy or Theonomy (God's law) by instituting the civil code of the Law of Moses under which all Americans,
and eventually all the world must live. They propose to eradicate democracy and reinstate a form of slavery. (Most
Reconstructionists are also anti-Semitic and racist, views deeply seeded in the old Identity Movement that
purported to be Christian.) Reconstructionism has married politics and attached its agenda to that arena. Under the
cover of fighting abortion, homosexuality, witchcraft, pornography, secular public education, and other anathemas
to Christianity, it has made enormous strides in religious and political affairs.

-  Christian Reconstructionism was a limited aberrant movement until the early-1980s when it invaded the
Charismatic churches. It began when Robert Tilton's wife read Gary DeMar's book God and Government in late
1983, and then persuaded her husband to invite a group of Reconstructionists to speak before 1,000 "positive
confession" pastors and their wives at a January 1984 rally sponsored by Tilton's Church. The all-day panel was
very well received. Gary DeMar subsequently taught a course on the Christian basis of civil government on Tilton's
satellite network. 

One writer says, concerning this phenomenon: "Although they are not charismatics, Reconstructionists are working
with such groups because charismatic television and radio networks provide an effective means of propagating
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related Reconstructionist beliefs. Gary North has openly acknowledged using the charismatics to this end. On their
part, the charismatics are apparently happy with their new partners because the Reconstructionists provide the
intellectual and academic credibility that has [more often than not] been in short supply within the [experience-
laden] charismatic movement. Gary North is convinced that a Reconstructionist partnership with the ... charismatics'
telecommunication system will transform the whole shape of American religious life ... He (North) goes on to say:
'the growing alliance between charismatics and Reconstructionists has (caused) ... critics (to) worry about the fact
that ... (the charismatic) infantry is at last being armed with Reconstructionism's field artillery. They should be
worried. This represents one of the most fundamental realignments in U.S. Protestant Church history'." 

-  Why would a movement that seems so good be so dangerous? First, it rests on unbiblical underpinnings.
Secondly, it is seeking to accomplish in a pluralistic country and world a Mosaic government, something that will
not happen. Lastly, though it will ultimately fail, its militancy will mean severe persecution for all Christians, and
worse, it will set in place the theocratic structure Antichrist will assume.

-  Reconstructionists represent extremist views. Their intent is to create a theocracy based on God's "New
Covenant." Their chief Biblical error is the assumption that the 1000-year kingdom of Christ on earth is now. But if
that is so, why isn't Christ physically ruling from Jerusalem? Where are the resurrected saints who rule with Him?
When did the Lord and His armies (resurrected saints and angels) destroy Antichrist and the False Prophet, and
when was Satan bound? Moreover, their rhetoric is rancorous anti-Semitism and smacks of racism. They are
planning a U.S. "Christian Government" based on Old Testament law, and their interpretation of Scriptures. Most
Reconstructionists pride themselves on Biblical knowledge. Yet, Al Dager says, "Of all the dominionist' materials
I've read I have yet to see a single, accurately exegeted Scripture reference that substantiates the dominionist
mandate for subduing the nations and/or ruling the world prior to Jesus' return. They either spiritualize, allegorize,
or erroneously apply the Scriptures in their attempts to justify an otherwise untenable position."

Not only will a man-made theocracy fail because it is not Biblical, it will result in massive persecution of Christians
who refuse to participate. If it succeeds, chances are it will mesh with the governmental structure of Antichrist. Its
premises are not scriptural. The kingdom of Christ on earth is yet to come. Some Reconstructionists believe the
Kingdom of God on earth is being established now by Christians and will be presented to Christ when He returns.
Politicians have always "used" religion as part of their programs to restore nationalism. The results have always led
to dictatorship, savagery, and death. Scripture tells us that when Jesus returns the nations will be allied against
Him; they will not be waiting to welcome Him (Revelation 16:14; 19:19). Whether Antichrist is a man or -- as
stated by many dominionists -- a system, the fact remains that, when Jesus returns, at least a vastly major portion of
the world will be under the rule of Antichrist, not under the rule of the Church. 

-  The concepts of the United States as a chosen country or a "Christian nation" is a basic teaching of the
"Dominionist", "Reconstructionists", "Kingdom Now" or "Replacement Theology" movements. There is a form of
elitism among these groups, because they see themselves as the heirs to all the promises made to Israel. In the book
of Romans, it is clear that the Gentiles (us) were made partakers of Israel's spiritual promises -- not the land (cf.
Rom. 15:27; Acts 13). When you combine the concept of a "Chosen Christian America" and the "Chosen Church,"
this results in "superior people" mentality, and this combination becomes political action. The "Chosen Church"
merges their identities and ideas with political action leaders, who are skilled in whipping up group passions and
fears to form the political army.

The rallying cry used to evoke emotional involvement is: "We must return America to the values and lifestyles
upon which it was founded"; this stirs the passions of the "Chosen Church" into action, resulting in the Gospel of
moralism and an alliance with cultic religions based upon issues, not doctrine. Misled Christians see their patriotic
and religious duty as a mandate to change society, and to ensure outward conformity to their concept of American
culture "legal rights." They feel they must rid society of "God haters," "evil doers," "God's enemies," "secular
humanists," "Pagans," and ultra-liberal heathens, who have subverted the "Christian American" culture and ethics
(4/93, Bold Truth News, p. 9).

-  We must not force the graceless, majority culture to live like Christians. A major problem of past sacralistic
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societies is that they produce an outward (hypocritical) adherence to prescribed religious standards. Our evangelistic
goal is to pray for a tranquil environment in which men can carry out their cultural functions. The time has come
for us to acknowledge that any "Christianity" that needs a sword to ensure its permanence, and that promises peace
only when the "good guys" have the artillery, is not Christianity. Further, it is critical that the church recognize the
errors of sacralism in order that she may shed her old covenant orientation, and act responsibly as a Christ-
informed counter-culture.

-  "Dominion" in Reconstructionist' literature means rigorous political rule. In fact, the Reconstructionists identify
their so-called cultural mandate with the Great Commission. Yet Christ himself condemned dominion theology:
"You know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise authority
upon them. But it shall not be so among you" (Mat 20:25-26). Dominion over men is an anti-Christian notion. In
Genesis 1, dominion is given to man over the whole non-human creation (angels excepted): the fish, the fowl, the
cattle, all the earth. No dominion over men is given. The Great Commission, as opposed to the so-called cultural
mandate, is addressed only to Christians, not to all men, and it is a command to preach, baptize, and teach through
peaceful persuasion; it is not a command to exercise dominion. Christ's servants do not fight, precisely because his
kingdom is not of this world. His method of establishing His kingdom, preaching, and teaching, is foolishness to
the world, and apparently to some Reconstructionists as well (2/24/92, Christian News).

-  The Reconstructionist' postmillennial view of history has prompted the adoption of some interesting beliefs and
interpretations of the Scriptures (excerpted and/or adapted from the 2/91 & 3/91 issues of Israel My Glory):

(1) Authority -- Some Reconstructionists imply that the Scriptures by themselves are not sufficient as
final authority for faith and practice. One individual indicates that there is a twofold authority, namely,
the Bible and theology. 

(2) Eschatology -- Reconstructionism is strongly opposed to Dispensationalism. Reconstructionism
asserts that God intends the Mosaic Law to be in effect throughout history. By contrast,
Dispensationalism teaches that the Mosaic Law was abolished when Christ died. Reconstructionism
accuses Premillennialism of defeatism (seeing no victorious end to history), of regarding the history of
the Church as irrelevant, of draining believers of the motivation to develop the Kingdom of God on
earth, and of being a product of paganism. Reconstructionism rejects the idea that the Rapture and the
Second Coming will be two separate events at different times. It insists that the Church will be raptured
to meet Christ in the air while He is descending to earth in His glorious Second Coming on the last day
of world history. Reconstructionists are convinced that the great majority of New Testament
prophecies, including most of the Book of Revelation, have already been fulfilled. In fact, they believe
that most of these prophecies were fulfilled by the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.
Reconstructionists teach that Matthew 24 and the Book of Revelation are not about the Second Coming
of Christ. Instead, they are prophecies about the 70 A.D. destruction of Jerusalem and Israel as a
national entity. Reconstructionism declares that the world coming in Revelation never refers to the
physical return of Christ to the earth at His Second Coming; it insists that most Biblical references to
Christ's coming are to periodic comings of divine judgment upon people and nations during this present
age.

(3) Economics -- Reconstructionists are convinced of the eventual collapse of the American economy
and the social breakdown of the American republic. They believe that when this collapse of the present
apostate civilization takes place, the Kingdom of God can be developed in the world by the remnant
that survives the collapse through the adoption of a medieval, feudalistic type of economy and lifestyle.

(4) Democracy -- Reconstructionists assert that a democracy in which ultimate authority resides in the
whim of the people is the inevitable enemy of divinely revealed Christianity.

(5) Humanism and Public Education -- Reconstructionists believe that humanism and God's law are
irreconcilable enemies. The modern state is dominated primarily by humanists, who use the state to
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enforce satanic control over other spheres of life.

(6) The Mosaic Law and Sanctification -- Reconstructionists strongly reject the idea that the Mosaic
Law was abolished when Christ died. Instead of Christ's death abolishing the Law, it enabled man to
keep the Law. They insist that God requires all nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals to be
subject to the civil and moral aspects of the Mosaic Law. Reconstructionists are convinced that there
are only two alternatives open to nations, institutions, cultures, and individuals -- obedience to the
Mosaic Law or humanistic self-rule and lawlessness. According to Reconstructionists, Christians are
dead to the Mosaic Law as the means of justification, but they are not dead to it as a rule of life. For
the Christian, obedience to the Mosaic Law is required for practical living; keeping the Law is the
Christian's means of sanctification.

(7) Evangelism and the Gospel -- Reconstructionists propose that personal redemption is not the do-all
and end-all of the Great Commission, but our evangelism must include sociology as well as salvation;
it must include reform and redemption, culture and conversion, a new social order as well as a new
birth, a revolution as well as a regeneration. This is a false gospel (cf. Gal. 1:8-10).

-  From the mouths of the Reconstructions themselves (7/94, Chalcedon Report):

"Since we are Calvinists, we believe the Christian Faith applies to all of life."

"Reconstructionists are dominionists, not priests. We hold that to limit God's authority over all of life is
to deny His sovereignty ... We believe we are called like the first Adam and mainly in the strength of
the second Adam, our Lord, to exercise dominion in His name throughout the earth."

"Reconstructionists are Theonomists. Theonomy just means the law of God. It equals the requirements
found in His written Word."

"The law is the standard of sanctification. It is true that Christ merited salvation for His people by
keeping the law, and thus released us from its penalty and condemnation. But God never intended to
replace the law as a reflection of His character. The law cannot save us, but it will forever remain a
perfect reflection of God's character. For that reason, we strive to keep the law, not as a means of
justification, but as the standard of sanctification. The Spirit has been given to us to assist us in
keeping the law."

"Theonomists believe God's law governs all of life. It must govern society no less than it governs our
individual lives, families, and churches."

"Reconstructionists are postmillennialists. We believe that Christ established His mediatorial kingdom
at His first coming." 

"We believe ... that the main reason God gave the Holy Spirit to the church in a special empowering
was so the church could do even greater works than Christ did while He was on earth, so it can fulfill
the commission given to it, bringing all nations and peoples under the authority of Christ and his
gospel and word. ... We believe our calling as individuals and families and churches and civil
governments is to take godly dominion in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."

"We Reconstructionists are God-centered not church-centered. We believe the church is but one
(though an important) institution among others."

"We fervently support the separations of church and state. but we do not believe in the separation of the
state (or any other institution) from God. God by His law must govern the state just as He governs the
individual, family, and church."
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"Some critics say our views would destroy the freedoms we Americans have. Some say we want to
replace the Constitution. That is utter nonsense. It is true that the Constitution -- like everything else --
must be subordinate to God's word, but we have never advocated replacing the Constitution."

And other sources:

"In winning a nation to the gospel, the sword as well as the pen must be used" (Gary North, Christian
Reconstructionism, 6:1, p. 198).

"The divorce problem will be solved in a society under God's law because any spouse guilty of capital
crimes (adultery, homosexuality, Sabbath desecration, etc.) would be swiftly executed, thus freeing the
other part to remarry" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"Parents would be required to bring their incorrigible children before the judge and, if convicted, have
them stoned to death" (Mark Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report #252, 1986).

"A godly nation must keep the Sabbath to have God's blessing, embracing not only a weekly
observance, but the observance of the sabbatical year of rest ... This is a legal national duty and
requirement ... For the nation to deny the Sabbath is to deny God" (R. J. Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report
#20).

"In a Christian society the death penalty is still appropriate for the crime of worshipping another god on
the Lord's day" (James Jordan, The Green Papers, July, 1982). [I guess that means that Jews, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Hindus should be put to death.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Wayne House; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The
Church in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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Coalition On Revival (COR)
A Revival of Old Testament Law*

-  Reconstructionism had been of interest to few outside the evangelical community until the early 1990s, when its
political significance began to emerge. The formation of the Coalition on Revival (COR) has been a key force in
the politics of religion. At the same time that COR provided a catalyst (and a cover) for the discussion,
dissemination, and acceptance of Reconstructionist doctrine, these ideas have percolated up through a wide swath
of American Protestantism. COR "is a network of evangelical leaders from every major denominational and
theological perspective who share a vision for and a commitment to worldwide revival, renewal, and reformation in
Church and society. COR's basic mission is to encourage and help the universal Church of Jesus Christ to obey
God's Cultural Mandate and the Great Commission. COR's vision is to see Christians everywhere doing all they can
in the power of the Holy Spirit to take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ in every aspect of life.
COR's mission is 'to help the Church rebuild civilization on the principles of the Bible so God's will may be done
on earth as it is in heaven'" (COR official Internet website, 1/2004). 

COR was formed in the 1980s, and headed by Jay Grimstead. Dr. Grimstead received his doctorate of ministries at
Fuller Theological Seminary and was an area director of Young Life (a neo-evangelical, psychologized ministry)
from 1957 to 1977, when he helped to organize the now-defunct International Council on Biblical Inerrancy. He
founded COR in 1984, and the National Coordinating Council came into formal existence in January 1990.
Grimstead says he started out in the Presbyterian tradition, but has lately been associated with a Pentecostal
Holiness church in San Jose, California, and has close ties with the Shepherding movement. Describing the 50-
member National Coordinating Council and the 112 leaders of the Coalition on Revival, Dr. Grimstead told RNS in
11/90, "We are evangelicals, and some of us are fundamentalists and a bunch of us are charismatics. What it is is a
political-economic think tank. Our hope is to get America back to where it once was ... We're not dangerous, really.
We're just trying to get a sick America back to where it was safer and saner."

-  An 11-page document from a COR-sponsored "Continental Congress on Christian World View III" held July 2-4,
1986, in Washington D.C. says, "The Coalition on Revival was called into existence as a catalyst to help unify and
mobilize leadership in the Body of Christ to cause 'God's will to be done on earth as it is in heaven.'" This
Manifesto-Covenant was signed by 60 of COR's Steering Committee members. They made "A Solemn Covenant"
with God and each other to live by its terms until death, natural or martyred. COR signers made a public covenant
with God to establish a theocracy in place of democracy. They admitted that the covenant is "a recruiting tool" to
pool believers into an army. The other objective is to use the covenant as a means to "teach" (indoctrinate) believers
with COR's brand of Christianity. (As we shall see later in this report, discipleship, according to COR, requires
political activism. What COR requires of those who sign its covenant is to be willing to die in the attempt to
establish a theonomic political state. This statement makes the COR Manifesto-Covenant more than just a
covenant; it is a blood covenant, sworn to on the life of the signers; cf. Matt. 5:33-36.)

COR presented to the Christian church 17 documents and a Manifesto which they mailed to 15,000 U.S. and
Canadian churches for their own signing and commitment. They also planed to form Pastors Prayer Groups to
"raise up Gideon's army" around the United States and other countries. Their plan was to reverse materialism,
greed, and covetousness in such areas as government, education, law, business, Christian unity, evangelism, and
missions. COR's "Manifesto" states that "a consistent Biblical world view should be the standard for the American
life." They also propose a highly political agenda and include such organizations as Strategic Christian Services
(founded by Reconstructionist activist Dennis Peacock), American Christian Task Force, American Coalition for
Traditional Values, Christian Voice, and American Freedom Coalition.

-  Grimstead founded COR when he proposed the idea to the late Francis A. Schaeffer and Dr. Tim LaHaye. Their
support, and that of 60 other religious leaders and activists launched the Coalition by 1984. Its prime objective is to
apply Christian theology to 17 Spheres of "life and thought." These are: Government, Social Action, Law,
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Economics, Business and Occupations, Education, Discipleship, Art & Communication, Medicine, Psychology and
Counseling, Science and Technology, Church Unity, Local and World Evangelism, Helping the Hurting,
Revitalizing Christian Colleges and Universities, the Family, and Pastoral Renewal. (Freudian psychologist Larry
Crabb was instrumental in writing the Psychology and Counseling document.) According to the "calling" of COR's
Steering Committee, "these World View Documents and the Manifesto for the Christian Church would play a
modern role analogous to Luther's 95 Theses, the Westminster Confession and the Declaration of Independence."
According to Grimstead, the plan of COR is to set up a "Christian Green Beret boot camp for radical world changes
... to train over 200 political activists a year." (COR also publishes the monthly magazine Crosswinds, a magazine
that provides "a helicopter view of the entire battlefield.")

The real influence as far as the final form of these documents is concerned has been the Editorial Committee
comprised of Jay Grimstead, Dennis Peacocke, Bob Mumford, Cal Beisner, Gleason Archer, Gary DeMar, Larry
Walker, Bob Simonds, Duane Gish, and Henry Krabbandam. Grimstead, Peacocke, Mumford, DeMar, and Walker
are admitted Reconstructions; Mumford and Peacocke are strong Shepherding-Discipleship advocates as well, and
seem to cross the line between Charismatic Dominionism and Reconstruction. With 25% of the initial COR
Steering Committee and 50% of the Editorial Committee comprised of Dominionists, it was inevitable that the
dominionist mandate would find its way into the COR documents. [Grimstead claims that only nine of the original
112 members of COR's Steering Committee are postmillennialists. (The Steering Committee currently has a
membership of about 50.) But this is begging the question, however. Postmillennialism is not the issue; the
dominionist mandate is the issue, and this transcends postmillennialism -- what Gary North likes to call
"operational postmillennialists."] (Also of concern is the number of original Steering Committee members with
"Christian" psychology roots -- so-called evangelicals Larry Crabb, D.J. Kennedy, Tim LaHaye, Josh McDowell,
J.I. Packer, Jack Van Impe, Don Wildmon, and George Scipione [CCEF].)

-  COR is headquartered in Mountain View, California. It is an organization actively working to implement
Coventalism and Reconstructionism in the churches. COR is a theopolitical movement with a 24-point "Master
Plan" for implementing God's kingdom on earth (i.e., a "Christian America"). It proposes Christian takeovers of
virtually all societal areas, such as: education, the arts, politics, and even the military (11/19/90, Christianity
Today). COR leader Jay Grimstead says COR is made up of "fundamentalists, evangelicals, and a bunch of
charismatics" (11/12/90, Christian News). Its goal is revival of the church and "reformation of society." Its 1986
Call to Action called for casting out demons and bringing "judicial and legal systems in as close approximation to
the laws and commandments of the Bible" as citizens will allow. It is closely linked with the
Theonomy/Reconstruction movement. COR is dedicated to "helping the Body of Christ become unified and
mobilized around a Biblical Worldview and the Lordship of Christ in every sphere." With shades of Romanism,
COR sees the need for a "redemptive priestly ministry." It, as Christian Reconstructionism, is heavily post-
millennial. It is comprised of approximately 500 "Christian" leaders who must swear to a Dominionistic oath.

-  To bring the American Christian churches under its tight control, COR devised "The Christian Manifesto for the
Christian Church: Declaration and Covenant." This 7/4/86 document declares "where the church must stand and
what action it must take over the remaining years of this century." This strong stand and bold action, according to
the document, "begin with humble repentance from our past sins and indifference, and acceptance of much of the
blame for the world's desperate condition." Incredibly, pastors who sign the manifesto are admitting they are
responsible for the sin of the world. (For details of COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see
COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian
World View, and Twenty-five Articles of Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents,
along with the 17 Sphere/World View Documents referred to earlier, make up what COR calls the "20 COR World
View Documents.") 

-  COR is a militant organization. It uses subtle intimidation practices (fear and guilt), strident warrior rhetoric,
melodramatic public rituals ("Solemn Assemblies"), and emotionally charged psychological manipulation to attract
and involve unwary, impressionable Christians. Many COR organizers came out of the notorious Shepherding
Movement whose means of control duplicated cult practices. Members of Shepherding Churches submitted
themselves to their shepherds and had to consult them before making decisions such as purchasing a car or taking
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medicine. [Grimstead advocates the "use of the controversial and authoritarian 'shepherding-discipleship' model of
church organization. 'Pastors should study shepherding techniques and COR theological materials for 18 months
...'" (Church & State Magazine, 10/91). This "discipling" and "obedience to the church" has the markings of the
Puritans or the Roman Catholic Church.]

-  To achieve its objectives, the "Manifesto of the Christian Church calls for a new covenant for unity, and it
culminates in a statement of truth and a call to action." The unity aspect is leading a virulent ecumenical
movement. Grimstead believes that differences in eschatology among various Christian religions can be surmounted
in view of a larger purpose; they have committed to unity and a non-quarreling policy over doctrinal points such as
eschatology, dispensationalism, Christian freedom, tongues, charismatic activity, and evangelism. Nevertheless, in
the end, everyone must agree with COR. -- In 2/87 Jay Grimstead said: "... each one of these points we're saying is
ESSENTIAL ... NON-NEGOTIABLE" (referring to the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View"
document). ... we're telling the premillennialists, who are scared to death of the postmillennialists and don't like the
word Dominion or Kingdom or Reconstruction, to wake up and realize that THERE'S NO OTHER OPTION."
Since the 42 Articles contained in this document are, in COR's words, "essential" and "non-negotiable" for
Christians, they are saying that one is not a Christian if he does not subscribe to them!

-  When a pastor is asked to join a local COR Steering Committee and sign the Manifesto, he is expected to "be
enthusiastically committed to accomplishing the 12 goals for Reformation in their country." Some of those goals are
as follows:

1) A pastor forms a discipleship chain so he produces an army of 100-plus mighty warriors within his
church: active members praying an hour per day; establish a Social Impact Committee within the
church.

2) Replace anti-biblical legislation in the country with righteous, sane, biblically-oriented legislation.

3) Replace anti-biblical elected officials with biblically oriented candidates.

How sad to see thousands of professing Christians coming under the delusion of this kind of leadership. In their
hearts they believe they must do something to rescue a rotten America. But why? The Scriptures must be fulfilled.
Evil will wax worse. God's judgment is at hand. The end is near. Naturally, we do not participate in evil, but neither
do we try to do the impossible. The Christian's first objective is to solidify his union with Christ on a personal basis.
Of course, it is much easier to join a Rescue, attend a rally, get arrested, and perform political work than it is to
come to grips with personal sin. The Reconstructionists and the Religious Right have combined to make a mockery
of Christianity. In their zealousness to fulfill what is really unbiblical -- a kingdom on earth now -- they are
producing a terrible witness for Christ, and worse, their actions and rhetoric will result in mass persecutions of all
true Christians.

-  COR's goals do not exclude violence in accomplishing them. At a 1989 COR conference, one well known
evangelist suggested that Christians should pray that God would kill all of those leaders who are opposing
Dominion Theology. Then later in the week, another well known pastor from the Dallas area suggested that God is
purging his church and purifying it for a great revival, and that believers need to be willing to use violence if
necessary in order to help bring in the kingdom. This violence message is really scary. The call to be willing to use
violence to bring the kingdom can't be more clear -- even if that violence is directed against Christian brothers and
sisters. According to Dominionists, those who believe in the "any moment return of Jesus" and are not willing to
commit to violence to bring in the kingdom, are obstructing the coming of the kingdom and are preventing the
outpouring of God's Spirit on the earth. (Personal letter on file.)

In Dennis Peacock's book, Winning the Battle for the Minds of Men, he quotes of Karl Marx (p. 34): "We need to
be MILITANT in our ASSAULT against the sham walls that imprison the nations." The whole book is full of
militant statements. Similarly, Jay Grimstead, on a 2/87 tape said: "We are to make Bible-obeying disciples of
anybody that gets in our way." In Thy Kingdom Come, by R.J. Rushdoony, in referring to Psalm 149, he speaks of
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the literal destruction of God's enemies as a means of praise -- he writes that those who are guilty of blasphemy
deserve the vengeance of God "whether they are believers or not."

-  In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century (1700s and 1800s), many pastors expressed the belief that
America would lead the rest of the world in ushering in the Kingdom of God. As a result, the doctrine of the
"Manifest Destiny" was declared by many. We are seeing that the same doctrine today under a different name --
Reconstructionist Kingdom, New Dominion Teachings, Restoration Movement. The proponents behind COR have
the same views, with a different twist. They are scurrying to network all Christians with this movement and their
ideas. They believe that not only the preaching of the Gospel, but also the government and educational systems
must come under this jurisdiction, and they are conditioning the Christian community to accept their ideas to "clean
up" so Jesus can return ("COR-Pt. I," Bold Truth Press, Fall 1987).

-  Some key beliefs of COR as stated in its Sphere (Christian World View) Documents ["Social, Political and Moral
Issues" (SPM); "Local and World Evangelism" (LWE); "Helping the Hurting" (HH); "Business and Occupations"
(BO); "Art and Communication" (AC); "Pastoral Renewal" (PR); and the "42 Articles of the Essentials of a
Christian World View" (42E)] follow:

Article 20 (SPM): "We deny that God and His truth should ever be separated from the State; this
should put to rest the Reconstructionists' claim that the Church will not control the government in a
theonomic society."

Article 22 (SPM): "Christians must be involved in all processes and offices of civil government in
obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ ... such involvement is part of the Church's prophetic role in
society." [Where in Scripture is this "prophetic role" of the Church? It doesn't exist. Where, too, are we
commanded to involve ourselves in the political process in order to be "in obedience"?]

Article 21a (LWE): "The ultimate goal of missions ... must be the totality of the gospel and the
necessity of Christ's lordship in all of its fullness for all the life of individuals, families, churches,
states, and other aspects of society." [If the drafters of this document had omitted the word "states"
there would not be much quarrel. But nowhere in Scripture are missionaries mandated to even exert
influence on states, let alone bring them under the lordship of Christ.]

Preface (HH): "The church must conform social, economic, legal, educational, medical, and
governmental structures to Biblical order." [Had COR said "influence" or "inform" rather than
"conform," there would be no quarrel.]

Preface (BO): "man ... is responsible, as God's faithful servant, to co-labor with Christ to bring all
nature under God's rulership." [What they're really saying is that nature must come under their
dominion.]

Preface (AC): "Christians must bring all art and communication under His authority. ... All art and
communication must be brought into captivity to the mind of Christ." [Had these statements said
Christians must bring their art and communication under Jesus' authority, there would be no quarrel.
But we're not required to bring all under His authority. If we look at what passes for art even in the
"Christian" community, we'd have to admit that here, too, the Church needs to get its own house in
order before trying to clean up the world.]

Article 15a (PR): "Every pastor, to accomplish his task and stay encouraged, needs to surround himself
with a few trustworthy and loyal men from among his church's leaders who are in the process of
catching his vision for their church and are eager to play their part in it and to be discipled by him in
how to be Christ-centered, Bible-obeying men of God." [There is no scriptural precedent for a pastor
to "surround himself with a few trustworthy and loyal men" to catch his vision. This is a priestcraft.
The fact remains that the head of the Church is Jesus, not the pastor. Many pastors are being swayed by
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Dominionists to think of themselves as "God anointed" on the basis that they happen to have been
placed in the position of "priest" to some church. They are told that, as "God's anointed no one is to
touch them or challenge their 'vision.'" Those who do -- even the elders -- are to be dealt with in a
manner that will strike fear in the hearts of others.]

Specific Actions, Article 7 (PR): "Those pastors and churches that mistakenly think that neither
pastors nor churches have any business trying to change society and stand for social righteousness by
constitutional means must become exposed to the COR Manifesto and the COR sphere documents. ...
in order to disabuse their minds of that false dichotomy." [This is the Dominionist commission for the
churches, not Christ's.]

Article 37 (42E): "We deny that any citizen is obliged to obey any government when it transgresses its
God given mandate or requires him to disobey God's Laws." [If a government requires us to disobey
God's laws, we must disobey that government. But because a government transgresses its "God given
mandate" does not arbitrarily mean we can disobey it. The problem lies within the definition of "God
given mandate." What exactly is God's mandate to government? According to COR, it is to administer
God's Law (Theonomy or theocracy). In this case, no government on earth is fulfilling its "God given
mandate." It logically follows, therefore, that all governments, as they are presently constituted, may be
disobeyed if they do not find favor with the Dominionist agenda.]

* Unless otherwise indicated, some of the material in this and companion reports has been excerpted and/or adapted
from three sources: (1) "Dominion Theology," Pastor Gary E. Gilley, Southern View Chapel, January, 1996; (2)
Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?, by Thomas Ice and Robert Dean; and (3) Vengeance Is Ours: The Church
in Dominion, by Albert James Dager.
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National Association of Nouthetic Counselors
(NANC)*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  The National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) is a fellowship of Christian pastors and laymen who
have banded together to promote and develop "counseling that is thoroughly grounded in the Scriptures as the only
rule of faith and practice." The stated purpose of NANC's founding (1975) was "to certify counselors and
counseling centers, to build a referral network of trustworthy counselors and institutions, to provide fellowship with
others who stand in the mainstream of biblical counseling, and to provide continuing education." Though NANC
was founded by anti-psychological integrationist Dr. Jay E. Adams (the widely recognized "father" of the
"nouthetic" Biblical counseling movement), and though NANC continues to verbally proclaim an anti-integrationist
position, its cross-pollination over the years with the integrationist Christian Counseling and Educational
Foundation (CCEF), the neo-evangelical, psychologically-oriented General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC), and the psychologized ministries of John MacArthur's Master's Fellowship, have left it slowly
sinking in a psychological quagmire. (NANC's 14-member Board of Trustees has only four members affiliated
outside these three organizations, and NANC's director, Randy Patten, is the former head of the Indiana GARBC.)

-  We also have a problem with Jay Adams' nouthetic method: nouthetic counseling is a law-oriented
confrontational type of approach. In his booklet, Godliness Through Discipline, Adams states: "Liberty comes
through law, not apart from it. Godly, commandment-oriented living comes only from Biblical structure and
discipline." In Competent to Counsel, Adams says: "Nouthesis presupposes a counseling type of confrontation in
which the object is to effect a characterological and behavioral change in the counselee. Nouthetic confrontation, in
its Biblical usage, aims at straightening out the individual by changing his patterns of behavior to conform to
biblical standards. Personality change in Scripture involves confession, repentance, and the development of biblical
patterns" (p. 46). (Emphasis added.) The nouthetic theory of working to change a person's personality by
establishing patterns of living from the outside in, is the heart of the problem with counseling in general and
specifically with NANC (Miles Stanford, 11/94 paper on Biblical counseling).

-  NANC holds an annual conference each year where "Biblical counseling" aficionados gather to attend plenary
and workshop sessions over a 48-hour period; the meetings purport to deal with a wide range of counseling issues.
Typical of the agenda and speakers at such conferences was the 1994 NANC Convention held 10/3/94-10/5/94 at
NANC headquarters in Lafayette, Indiana. [NANC moved its headquarters to Indianapolis in February of 2002.] It
featured five plenary session speakers and 23 workshop speakers. John MacArthur was one plenary session speaker
(two messages), as was psychologizer Wayne Mack of the Master's College (formerly of CCEF) and CCEF's
director/Adlerean psychologizer John Bettler. Of the 28 speakers on the program, four were from MacArthur's
ministries, five from CCEF, and eight from GARBC-affiliated churches. [In addition to the annual conference,
NANC's other recurring events include its On-The-Road Training Conferences, One-Day Symposiums, Parenting
Conferences, and Couples Conferences.]

The 2002 Convention was held in Rolling Meadows, Illinois; plenary speakers included John MacArthur and the
ecumenical Charles Ware. NANC recognized 22 newly certified Biblical counselors, bringing the total to 275
certified counselors, with over 250 persons in the process of certification. At its 2001 Convention, NANC
announced that there are now only 16 states that have no NANC-certified counselors. Also in 2001, NANC
expanded its Trustee Board by one member -- adding former MacArthur assistant Lance Quinn. The 2003
conference is to be held in Little Rock, AR (at Quinn's church). Scheduled plenary speakers include NANC director
Randy Patten and psychological integrationist David Powlison. 

-  Prior to the 10/88 NANC Convention held in St. Louis (and in prior years as well), NANC sponsored a 10-hour,
one-day training seminar teaching pastors and lay counselors the use of the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis
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(TJTA) test. (The TJTA is a psychologically-based personality test that has been proven to have no adequate
statistical validity in either measuring personality traits nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage
compatibility, occupational fitness, child success in school, etc., etc. (See the Bobgan's book Four Temperaments,
Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.)
Prerequisite for the course was a degree in Social Sciences (i.e., sociology or psychology!) or a seminary degree.
Worse yet, the TJTA course was taught by Lloyd Jonas, a board member of NANC! This is just one example of
NANC declaring one view (anti-psychology/anti-integration) and practicing another (encouraging NANC member
use of a psychologically-based personality test). This difference between what NANC says and their true beliefs
pervade the organization. [At the 2001 NANC Convention, Jonas was named to the "Academy of NANC," a very
prestigious ranking. In NANC's 26 year history, only four people have been named to this position. This position is
reserved for those who have distinguished themselves in significantly advancing the cause of Biblical counseling,
especially through training others. Lloyd has started and developed seven church-based counseling centers and was
one of the founding board members of NANC.]

-  NANC publishes a bimonthly newsletter, The Biblical Counselor (circulation 14,000). Its 7/93 issue carried an
article by CCEF's Adlerean director, John Bettler: "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past." The article, though
short, gave enough information to reveal Bettler's integration of Adlerean psychology that it should have invoked a
protest immediately after its publication. A call to NANC's Executive Director a few months after the appearance of
the article revealed that there was not even one complaint. Therefore, we think it is fair to say that there has been
wholesale acceptance of psychological integration, exemplified by Bettler's teachings on the past, among those
affiliated with NANC who call themselves Biblical counselors.

In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology, there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence
on the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled
"Alfred Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Yet, NANC board members Jay Adams and David Powlison
(CCEF), as well as others affiliated with NANC, have publicly stated their belief that Bettler's teachings about
using the past are Biblical (see Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, Chas. 5 & 6). NANC,
therefore, has obviously joined the rest of the integrationists who call themselves Biblical.

-  The psychological leanings of NANC can also be readily ascertained by examining its Resource List and Catalog;
numerous books and tapes from a bevy of neo-evangelical psychologizers fill the pages: Linda Dillow, Ed Wheat,
Ed Buckley, Lou Priolo, Lloyd Jonas, John MacArthur, Wayne Mack, Stuart Scott, Ed Welch, David Powlison,
John Bettler, Charles Ware, Dorie Van Stone, etc. The teachings of many of NANC's "resources" are not only
antithetical to the Bible's, but in some cases, are identical to those emanating from psychology.

One example of many is Lou Priolo, a long-time NANC counselor and head of an Atlanta Biblical counseling
center. He has written a psychologically-oriented book titled The Complete Husband (1999); i.e., with regard to the
specific talk and interaction between a husband and wife, the instruction/teaching given in The Complete Husband
is essentially the same as in James Dobson's What Wives Wished Their Husbands Knew about Women. That is,
where the rubber meets the road (desirable, "Biblical" talk and behavior), there is no essential difference between
what the two books teach, other than the fact that The Complete Husband actually facilitates/invites the wife to
accomplish what Dobson's book says she may have difficulty doing due to the husband's resistance and sin.
Dobson's book has building the wife's self-esteem at its goal. Priolo's book tells the husband to do the things that
will facilitate what Dobson wants wives to do in order to have their husbands build their wives self-esteem. Most
"Biblical Counselors" will agree that it is sinful to behave in ways that  build self-esteem, using Dobson's methods
or any similar methods. Therefore, there must be something radically wrong with the teaching in Priolo's book. The
same behavior cannot be both sinful and righteous. 

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and
the separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. NANC can be criticized on both
these counts. Charging fees is totally unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task.
Any such predators on Christians, who are suffering problems of living and crying out for help, should be put out
of business. And, that's what it is! -- A ministry turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the
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expense and disadvantage of the person being counseled. For how many more years will church leaders hear so-
called Biblical counselors close in prayer and ask, "Will you pay by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly
condemning such a 20th century, never-heard-of-before church practice?

There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word
of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to
require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for
ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a
minister is paid a salary, but that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend
church. We hope no one would even think of doing that!) 

This "pay-for-service" makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices
simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime
example of charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the
psychological and Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments
in the future for those being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical
counselor stopped directly charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

-  Faith Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana (a GARBC-affiliated church) is the home of Faith Baptist Counseling
Ministries, and until February of 2002, was the home of NANC. The former director of NANC, the late Dr.
William Goode, was also senior pastor of Faith Baptist Church. Dr. Bob Smith, the head of Faith Baptist
Counseling Ministries, is a member of Faith Baptist Church and a member of the boards of both CCEF and NANC;
he also set up the so-called Biblical counseling program at John MacArthur's Master's College. Former NANC
Director Goode has said:

"The basic position of NANC is that the ideal in Biblical counseling model is one where troubled
people receive counseling from their pastor and or church family. We would not tout Faith Baptist
Counseling Ministries or CCEF to be 'the ultimate Church sponsored model.' They are training centers.
A church where pastor and people are involved in counseling is the ultimate model" (letter on file).

The dictionary definition of Pharisaic is: "1. of the Pharisees; 2. emphasizing or observing the letter but not the
spirit of religious law; 3. pretending to be highly moral and virtuous without actually being so; hypocritical." Does
Goode's remark sound Pharisaic?

NANC would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay because we 'are training centers.'"
But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and thereby justify its
existence? Both NANC and CCEF approve of charging fees for counseling. Maybe the fees are also justified by
virtue of being a "training center."

Whether one is dying in the hospital or "dying" from the sins and heartaches of life, there is absolutely no Biblical
reason to charge for ministering to one another in the Body of Christ. Goode would not have dared directly charge
the members of his church for worship services or for private pastoral consultation or for hospital visitation. He
wouldn't have dared even suggest or hint at "cash, check, or credit card" for ministry in his church. Nor would he
have dared attempt to justify charging for worship services and pastoral care by making his church a "training
center." Then why dare charge for ministry given at Faith Baptist Counseling Ministries? Why does NANC not
only approve but encourage such practices?

Because NANC participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of NANC weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role
of church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
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Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.) [It is reported that as of 1/1/95, Faith
Baptist Counseling Ministries no longer charges counselees for counseling. Nevertheless, NANC maintains its close
affiliation with CCEF (has members on CCEF's board and vice versa), which reaps over $500,000 annually in
counseling fees and continues to derive over 50% of its income from counseling fees. Therefore, for whatever
reason FBCM stopped charging counseling fees, it is not so opposed to the practice as to separate from an
organization that literally survives on it.]

-  NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant, but also sufficient."
Underneath this statement are a number of serious issues and questions, all having Biblical implications. None have
been discussed at NANC annual meetings, and probably will never be discussed at NANC. Below are seven issues
as examples of what NANC is unwilling to discuss publicly: 

Charging for Biblical counseling. 
Separated-from-the-Church Biblical counseling centers. 
The use of words such as counselor, counselee, and counseling, which are borrowed from secular counseling
and are not found in Scripture as they are generally used and practiced by Biblical counselors.
Women counseling men. 
Men counseling women. 
A Biblical counselor counseling a husband or wife in the absence of the other spouse. 
Participation in insurance reimbursement plans by those Biblical counselors who qualify, which necessitates
using practices within their license, mental health designations for reimbursement, and psychological write
ups for continued counseling. 

A case can easily be made by some that the above practices are not Biblically supported. Others would say just the
opposite. These are issues that should be confronted and discussed by any organization that claims to be "on the
leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also sufficient." All of the above are
prolifically practiced throughout the Biblical counseling movement, but have not been addressed at NANC
conferences. Those who differ with the status quo will not be given a chance in NANC's leadership; neither will
they be permitted to conduct workshops on these issues. We wonder if such individuals dare even suggest such
workshops. It is our impression that NANC functions on the basis of cronyism. Those who rise to leadership are
those who will keep an unwritten commitment to supporting current leadership and not rocking the boat. Not
rocking the boat includes a willingness to avoid controversial issues, never challenge what leadership says, and just
follow the good ole boy practices of secular organizations. (Source: "NANC & the APA," Sep-Oct '98,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  It is as though Biblical counseling has become a life raft in the sea of psychobabble, psychotechniques, and
psychoheresy. And the life raft crowd is working hard at making their craft appealing to those who are floating
along on the flotsam of psychology. Nevertheless, the Biblical counseling life raft continues to be tossed to and fro
in that sea of psychoheresy. Thus, believers should get out of the sea and stand on the solid rock. Believers do not
need either what the world offers or NANC's facsimile thereof.

A church does not need to have a "counseling ministry" or a "counselor training program" for believers to minister
to one another according to Scripture. After all, what did believers do for almost 2,000 years before the Biblical
counseling movement and NANC's promotion of it? They ministered to one another through encouragement,
admonition, discernment, comfort, counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers
from the inception of the church, because God's people believed and acted according to the Word of God by the
very life of Christ living in and through them by the Holy Spirit. Those who wish to remain faithful to Scripture
and the sufficiency of Christ should depart from "Biblical counseling" and NANC and simply minister to one
another in the mercy and grace of God without the title of "Biblical counselor." After all, Jesus Christ, the Holy
Spirit, and the Word of God are our true counselors.

-  In conclusion, for the reasons stated in this report (and in our reports on CCEF, MacArthur, and GARBC), we
believe that those at NANC have compromised the clear message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for
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some psychological pottage. What was meant for NANC to be a solution to the influx of psychology into
Christianity has drifted into a compromise with it. What was meant to be a return to Biblically-based pastoral care
and mutual ministry slid back into a reflection of the very problem it was meant to solve. We need more, not less,
separation from secular psychology and all those who have attempted to integrate it. NANC has done nothing more
than taken Biblical principles and molded them into a twentieth-century format to provide a replacement/alternative
for psychological counseling. This has encouraged and facilitated a therapeutic mentality and given credence to a
technology of change. Instead, Christians should be encouraged to minister to one another through the Word of
God, the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, and the Bible-based ministries of the local church (Bobgan:
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 117-118 & 168-191).

*For a good overview of what is wrong with the Biblical counseling movement in general, see Martin and Deidre
Bobgan's book Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110. Some of the information in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from this source.
This report should be read in conjunction with BDM's report on CCEF; BDM reports on John MacArthur and
GARBC will also give background information concerning the people and organizations closely affiliated with
NANC.
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counselor, and counsels do have shades of meaning.
However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical counseling
movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor. 

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
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anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice. 

Challenge to NANC

The 1997 Annual Conference of the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) will be held at Faith
Baptist Church in Lafayette, Indiana on October 6-8. Listed as "Plenary Session Speakers" are Jay Adams, Rich
Ganz, Bill Goode, Wayne Mack, Lance Quinn, and Ken Sande. NANC conference material emphasizes the Bible
and ethics. NANC claims to be "on the leading edge of holding up the Word of God as not only inerrant but also
sufficient."

Most or all of the plenary speakers would agree that it is unbiblical to charge fees for counseling and that a
separated-from-the-church counseling center is unbiblical. We know that confronting both of these serious Biblical
contradictions of the Bible at one meeting would be too big a task. Therefore, we ask that one of them be
confronted. We ask that at this NANC conference it be made absolutely clear that the organization condemns
the unbiblical practice of charging fees for counseling God's Word and names those individuals and
organizations that are in violation. Jay Adams has pointed out that believers have an obligation to name names,
just as the Apostle Paul did. Here is an opportunity for NANC to do so.

To our knowledge, no such action has ever been officially taken by any of the Biblical counseling organizations --
to their shame. The NANC conference is an opportunity to correct such malpractice so that hurting individuals will
not be further hurt by those who are supposed to draw alongside and help bear their burdens instead of adding to
them.
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God will certainly be glorified in such a corrective action. If NANC believes in what they say, it should be easy
enough to accomplish this policy, which should, of course, include the naming of names. 

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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$$Simony & Biblical Counseling*
In another report on this site, one of the "props" mentioned as holding up the Biblical counseling movement was
that of charging fees. Also mentioned briefly were the words simony and simoniac. An accurate understanding of
these two terms suggest that the Biblical counseling movement is mired in the sin of simony. Additionally, the
leaders in the movement are reluctant to condemn the practice of charging fees and to name organizations and
individuals involved.

We want to make it clear once more that, according to I Cor 9:7-14 and other verses, the person who ministers can
be supported, but the person who ministers cannot charge. The support for one who ministers is produced by those
who voluntarily contribute and should never be mandated for Biblical counseling.

There is no Biblical precedent for the one who ministers to charge for ministry. Can you imagine the Apostle Paul
or any other disciple in the Bible charging? Is there anywhere in the entire Bible that would condone such a
practice?

Those who support the charging of fees for Biblical counseling must by analogy be in favor of charging fees for
communion, prayers, funerals, graveside services, hospital and home visits, marriage ceremonies, baptisms, worship
services, Bible classes and other ministries. In fact, those who favor fee-for-service Biblical counseling no doubt
favor a "menu" approach to church ministries with the fees for such services listed. If the fee-for-service Biblical
counselors would object to such a fee-for-service "menu," how can they justify charging for Biblical counseling?

The term simony is derived from Acts 8 and refers to Simon the sorcerer, who tried to buy the power of the Holy
Spirit he saw working through the Apostles (Acts 8:14-20). The New Catholic Encyclopedia states:

Modern authors usually adopt the definition of Thomas Aquinas: "A deliberate design of selling or buying
something spiritual or annexed to the spiritual."

The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia defines it as follows: "Simony, in CANON LAW, buying or selling of any
spiritual benefit for a temporal consideration." Part of the definition from Baker’s Dictionary of Theology is "the
charging of fees for benefits which may be received through the administration of word and sacrament."

Because Simon offered to buy the power of the Holy Spirit from the Apostles, some have said that simony involves
only the buying of something spiritual and does not involve the selling of it.

In response to this, Thomas Aquinas has said:

Simon Magus wished to buy a spiritual power in order to sell it afterwards. Gratian writes, Simon the magician
wished to buy the gift of the Holy Spirit in order that he might make money by selling the signs that were to be
wrought through him. So those who sell spiritual things are like him in intention, while those who buy them are like
him in deed. Those who sell are in deed also like Giezi the disciple of Eliseus, of whom we read, that he received
money from the leper who was made clean. And so the sellers of spiritual things may be called not only simoniacs
but also ‘Giezites.’ [2 Kings 5:20ff.]

Some early ecclesiastical writers distinguished between simony as buying and giezia as selling. However, the
various dictionaries and encyclopedias we consulted included both buying and selling in their definitions of simony.

In defending his own definition of simony, Aquinas said:

Now a spiritual thing is not the matter for buying and selling, and for three reasons. First, because a spiritual thing
cannot be appraised at any earthly price, as is written concerning wisdom, She is more precious than corals, and
none of your choice possessions can compare with her. Peter went to the root of Simon’s wickedness, Thy money
go to destruction with thee, because thou has thought that the gift of God could be purchased with money.

Secondly, a thing is not for sale if the seller is not the owner, as is clear from the authority cited. Ecclesiastical
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superiors are not owners, but the guardians of spiritual matters, according to St Paul, Let a man so account us,
as servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God.

Thirdly, sale strikes at the source of spiritual matters, since they flow from the freely-giving will of God. Our Lord
tells us, Freely you have received, freely give.

And so, by buying or selling a spiritual thing a man treats God and divine matters with irreverence, and
consequently commits a sin of irreligion.

John Wyclif in his work On Simony mentions another writer (William of Peraldus, bishop of Lyons) who called
simony spiritual sodomy. Wyclif said:

For just as in carnal sodomy contrary to nature the seed is lost by which an individual human being would be
formed, so in this sodomy the seed of God’s word is cast aside with which a spiritual generation in Christ Jesus
would be created. And just as sodomy in the time of the law of nature was one of the most serious sins against
nature, so simony in the time of the law of grace is one of the most serious sins against grace.

Wyclif also said:

Where God says in Matthew 10:8: "Freely you have received, freely give," the simoniac defends the opposite: that
he should not grant a spiritual gift from God except for a tangible return or compensation; and thus are committed
blasphemy, apostasy, and all kinds of vices, and these are directly contrary to the root of virtues. Without a doubt,
therefore, simony as contrary to such a virtuous principle destroys even more members of the church. Thus Peter
in Acts 8 says significantly: "Thy money go to destruction with you."

In concluding one of his sections on simony, Wyclif said:

For when someone in exchange for money performs a service or ministers in an office in which the Holy Spirit is
conferred, he not only makes money his god but sacrifices both persons to the idol that he adores.

Some of the early writers on simony emphasized that both the buyer and seller are guilty of simony. It may be that
those who pay for Biblical counseling are as guilty of simony as those who charge.

The answers to the following two questions are critical:

1. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) the sin of simony?

2. Is charging fees for ministry (Biblical counseling or any other ministry) unbiblical?

Our answer to both questions is yes. We realize that some will disagree with our calling charging fees for ministry
simony, but hopefully all those who truly know the Bible will agree that charging for ministry is clearly unbiblical.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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CCEF-East*
Biblical or Psychological?

-  CCEF-East, now located in Laverock, Pennsylvania, was founded in 1968 in Hatboro, Pennsylvania. Key in its
founding and in the initial development of its Biblical counseling principles (dubbed "nouthetic counseling" and
defined as confronting the believer with the Word of God for the purpose of change) was co-founder Dr. Jay E.
Adams. Eight years after the establishment of CCEF, Dr. Adams left Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia, where he was a faculty member, and after an approximately six year "writing" period in Georgia, took
a similar position with Westminster Theological Seminary in Escondido, California. Apparently due to the lack of
the direct influence of Dr. Adams at CCEF after 1976, and under the leadership of CCEF's co-founder and
Adlerean director, John Bettler, the faculty and course offerings at CCEF have become increasingly psychological
in nature. (See the sub-reports detailing CCEF-East faculty member' credentials and association memberships, and
an analysis of CCEF-East's course offering descriptions.)

-  CCEF was founded primarily because of Jay Adams' concern that pastors needed a site where counseling was
actually taking place, where they could learn to counsel, and then return to their congregations. (Last year [fiscal
1993] almost ten thousand counseling sessions were conducted at the Laverock headquarters and its Bethlehem,
Princeton, Cherry Hill, and Reading branches. This is a part of our objection to CCEF; it operates as a para-church
ministry, outside the authority of any local church.) CCEF has grown as an institution under John Bettler's
leadership. Besides training counselors for degree programs at Westminster and at Biblical Theological Seminary,
CCEF offers short-term Certificate and Diploma programs for pastors and other church workers, and conducts
workshop and week-long Summer Institutes.

In the process, CCEF has become big business bringing in big money. In CCEF's fiscal year ended 8/31/94, CCEF
received more than $395,000 in total contributions, up from $248,000 in fiscal 1993. This 60% increase was
apparently the result of CCEF's aggressive fund raising efforts -- in October of 1993, CCEF started LAUNCH 2000,
a $500,000 capital campaign to expand its programs and facilities (Spring 1994 Pulse). CCEF also charged more
than $427,000 in counseling fees in fiscal year 1994 (versus approximately $550,000 in fiscal 1993), and received
educational/seminar income of approximately $250,000 (versus $270,000 in fiscal 1993). From over $1.1 million
dollars in total 1993-94 revenue, CCEF paid its faculty and staff over $750,000 in salary and benefits! (Fall 1993
Pulse and from CCEF's Form 990 federal tax returns).

[Counseling fees for 1996 approximated $500,000 once again, a portion of which were reimbursements from
insurance companies for psychological services rendered. Ed Welch, the Director of Counseling Services at CCEF,
is a licensed psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a
psychologist by providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for
the treatment.]

-  John Bettler has been CCEF-East's full-time director since 1974. Since Bettler is in charge of CCEF, he must
bear final responsibility for its psychological integrationist position. Bettler is a member of the North American
Society of Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) and a clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy (AAMFT). These organizations are purely and simply psychologically-oriented groups. (See the
attached "Faculty Credentials and Associations" sheet for more details on these two organizations -- why would
anyone supposedly committed to "Biblical counseling," instead of psychological counseling, be interested in
belonging to these organizations, meeting their requirements for membership, or even attending their conferences?)

NASAP calls itself "the home of Adlereans," reflecting it as an association that patterns its counseling methods
after the teachings of humanistic psychologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937). Bettler's bent for Style-style
integrationism became quite clear at CCEF-East's June 1993 Summer Institute. Bettler delivered three messages on
"Dealing with a Person's Past." [Bettler reiterates these teachings in "Towards a 'Confession of Faith' on the Past"
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(The Biblical Counselor, July 1993) and in "Counseling and the Problem of the Past" (The Journal of Biblical
Counseling, Winter 1994, pp. 5-23).] Bettler's argument for exploring the past and his proposed use of the past in
counseling not only reveal his Adlerean background, but show his commitment to integrating Adler without even
referring to Adler or crediting him in any way.

In his third message from "Dealing with a Person's Past," Bettler employed the typical integrationist technique of
taking a psychological concept, changing its name to disguise its origin, and then distorting Bible verses to show
that this concept has been in the Bible all the time, but not heretofore recognized as such without the help of the
"Christian" psychologizer. Bettler borrows godless psychologist Alfred Adler's concept of "style of life," renames it
"manner of life" ("a person's creative interpretation [Adler again] of past influences ... the way of doing things that
you return to again and again") and teaches that this is what Paul meant in Eph. 4:17-23 [NASB] (rather than
"sin")! But since Bettler does not credit Adler in any way, those unfamiliar with Adler's teachings are led to believe
that Bettler's proposed use of the past comes solely from Scripture. Instead, Bettler twists Scripture to support his
Adlerean beliefs. For example, in his final talk, Bettler says:

"If you're going to do counseling, you've got to know the person's 'manner of life' ... the way he has
processed all of those things that have happened to him and brought him into a 'style of life' [an
Adlerean slip?]. He needs to repent of the wrong kinds of conclusions and 'styles' he's developed over
the years. ... It's pretty dangerous to give assignments [to counselees] if you don't understand 'manner of
life' [not sin patterns?]."

Bettler should have been up front about his use of Adlerean psychology. Since his teachings are an excellent
example of integration (euphemized as "recycling" at CCEF), he should have identified them as such, both for the
sake of honesty and for the purpose of demonstrating how "recycling" works to supplement and interpret Scripture
with the wisdom of men. Bettler "recycles" Adler's style of life theories and thus integrates the idea of repentance.
Bettler's teaching about "manner of life" implies that God does not have the means to transform a person from
darkness to light without the insights gleaned from Adler and other theorists who seek to peer into the soul and fix
it from the inside out. Bettler goes outside Scripture to find a psychological system that purports to do the inner
work. Bettler's doctrines of using the past to discover a counselee's "manner of life" did not come from careful
Biblical analysis, but from proof-texting with Adlerean notions. (See Chapter 6 of Bobgan: Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible [pp. 119-162] for a more thorough analysis of Adler's teachings and Bettler's integration
of them.)

[In the Fall 1990 issue of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology there was an article titled "Alfred Adler's Influence
on the Three Leading Cofounders of Humanistic Psychology." Perhaps someone should write an article titled
"Alfred Adler's Influence on Biblical Counseling." Jay Adams, David Powlison, and others affiliated with CCEF
have publicly stated their belief that Bettler's "recycled" teachings about using the past are Biblical ("25 Years of
Biblical Counseling," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Fall 1993; and "From the Editor's Desk: Do You Use
This Journal?," The Journal of Biblical Counseling, Winter 1994). They have obviously joined the rest of the
integrationists who call themselves Biblical. (CCEF's desire to devise a form of Biblical counseling that will fix the
inner man is what apparently made Adlerean/Maslowian/Freudian psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb so appealing to
CCEF. See the report summarizing Bettler's 10/91 message delivered at the National Association of Nouthetic
Counselors [NANC] Convention in Lafayette, Indiana, wherein Bettler indicates his fondness for Crabb's
teachings.)]

-  David Powlison is a Lecturer in Practical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia and is
the editor of The Journal of Biblical Counseling (formerly The Journal of Pastoral Practice -- it has a circulation
of about 1100, distributed in 48 states and 26 foreign countries.) Powlison is also a highly regarded faculty and
counseling staff member at CCEF-East. But, because of the subtlety of his methods, he is in our opinion, one of the
most dangerous psychologizers of all -- Powlison claims to be within the mainstream of nouthetic/Biblical
counseling, yet he writes, speaks, and teaches an integrationist agenda.

For example, in 1984 Powlison wrote an article titled, "Which Presuppositions? Secular Psychology and the
Categories of Biblical Thought" (Journal of Psychology and Theology, Vol. 12, No. 4 [1984]: 270-278). (This
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article is still being recommended for reading by various members of the National Association of Nouthetic
Counselors [NANC], of which Powlison is also a board member, and by faculty members at John MacArthur's
Master's College.) Powlison erroneously writes that psychology is true science, that there is considerable value in
looking for truth and "insights" in psychological systems of thought, and that psychology is worthy of "creative
integration" with theology. This article clearly affirms Powlison as an integrationist who finds value in using
psychology in counseling.

In another article, "Crucial Issues in Contemporary Biblical Counseling" (Journal of Pastoral Practice, Vol. 9, No.
3 [1988]: 53-78), Powlison details his plan to "redeem error" from the secular counseling theorists. It sounds like
he's saying that we are to search through secular theories and therapies to discover what truth they have found but
distorted, and then undistort them according to the Bible. Powlison's plan to "redeem error by placing distorted bits
back within their proper biblical framework," is just a fancy way of saying he's really an integrationist. In fact, on
page 76 of "Critical Issues ..." Powlison comes right out and says he is: "... we, of all people, are the ones who
successfully will 'integrate' secular psychology ... reframe everything that psychologists see and hold dear into
biblical categories." Powlison concludes the article by authoritatively quoting from a personal letter from John
Carter of Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology. Carter is as clear an enemy to Biblical counseling as one
could find. But this would be consistent with Powlison's integrationist position.

[In this same "Critical Issues ..." article cited above, Powlison even disparages Jay Adams' position on psychology.
Through selective (and clearly deceptive) quoting from Adams' book Competent to Counsel (p. xxi), Powlison
would have us believe that Jay Adams is also an integrationist and a psychologizer. On page 74 of "Critical Issues
..." Powlison contends that Adams agrees with him that "there is a legitimate role for psychology" in
nouthetic/Biblical counseling! See also page 30 of "Critiquing Modern Integrationists" (The Journal of Biblical
Counseling, Vol. XI, No. 3, Spring 1993) and page 366 of Introduction to Biblical Counseling (MacArthur, Mack,
et al., 1994), wherein Powlison again selectively and deceptively quotes Adams from Competent to Counsel to
make it sound like Adams believes that "psychology can be a 'useful adjunct' to biblical counseling ... 'for the
purposes of illustrating, filling in generalizations with specifics' and ... 'challenging wrong human interpretations of
Scripture, thereby forcing the student to restudy the Scriptures.'" What Adams actually says on page xxi of
Competent to Counsel is that science could be a "useful adjunct," not psychology. We know that Adams is not
speaking of psychology as science (unlike Powlison) because Adams' last sentence of the paragraph (which
Powlison conveniently leaves out of what he quotes in all three articles) says, "However, in the area of psychiatry,
science has given way to humanistic philosophy and gross speculation." (See also Adams' footnote to this
sentence.) Powlison's misquoting of Adams once could be forgiven, but misquoting in the same way three times
must be viewed as highly questionable at best and dishonest at worst. (Although Jay Adams is supportive of CCEF-
East and its staff and programs, we are still reluctant to label him an integrationist or a psychologizer in the same
class as a Powlison or a Bettler. However, if Adams remains on CCEF's Board after reading Against Biblical
Counseling, Chapters 5 and 6, then one can draw no other conclusion.)]

While others have integrated in a non-Biblical way, Powlison and CCEF think they will be the ones to integrate in
a Biblical way! Powlison does not see that he is advocating out and out integration because he sees it as a
superior/Biblical form of integration! Knowingly or not, Powlison has provided an academic, not Biblical basis, for
psychological integration. Somehow he believes it is possible to incorporate psychological ideas and techniques into
Biblical categories in such a way to avoid integration. That is nonsense! And, in our opinion, anyone who holds this
point of view cannot rightfully call himself a "Biblical counselor." After reading Powlison, one can come to no
other conclusion -- Powlison is an integrationist. [See also Powlison's contribution to the Michael Horton edited
book Power Religion ("Integration or Inundation," specifically pp. 212-213) for more of Powlison's
accommodations to integrationists.]

Powlison's articles are a sad testimony to what is wrong with CCEF. CCEF contends that we must explore the
"neglected riches" of psychological theories and therapies in order to find bits of distorted gems to use to construct
a form of counseling that is fully Biblical. Without such an integrated model, Powlison and CCEF assert that
nouthetic counselors will appear to be superficial and poorly equipped to deal with matters of heart motivation and
human suffering. Powlison and CCEF have compromised the clear message of true nouthetic counseling and have
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in effect denied the sufficiency of Scripture! [See Chapter 5 of Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible
(pp. 109-117) and/or the two PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries critiques on CCEF/David Powlison for a more
thorough analysis of Powlison's integrationist teachings. See also "CCEF Catalog Course Descriptions" for analysis
of Powlison-taught courses CC42 and CC44.]

-  David Powlison was once an active member of COR (Coalition on Revival), a Reconstructionist/Dominionist
organization dedicated to a social gospel/activism agenda that proposes to impose Biblical standards (e.g., Old
Testament law) on unbelieving peoples and institutions. Powlison was also a Steering Committee member of COR.
COR has stated that "Unity of the Body of Christ in any city as non-optional," thereby making it necessary to
"rebuild [a] city's entire society upon the Bible." COR says that its documents (see below) were created "to give the
Church a proper foundation," and that "no denomination, church, organization, or mission can completely fulfill its
God-assigned tasks unless it stands firmly on the biblical truths represented in these documents ... the Church must
stand on these truths or remain ineffective" (July 1997, "The Vision for the Coalition on Revival").

As an indication of what the people affiliated with COR believe, the following is from a brochure announcing the
12th Annual Northwest Conference for Christian Reconstruction. Does this not sound like a different gospel? With
this unbiblical world view, is Powlison the kind of man qualified to do "Biblical counseling"? (All emphases
added):

"The Christian Reconstruction movement believes that the Bible contains not only a message of
personal salvation through the blood of Christ shed on the cross, but also a comprehensive law
structure which is alone able to provide a just basis for society. It is committed to the view that
sovereignty and thus government belong to God, and that all delegated government, whether to family,
church or state (civil government), is to be exercised in obedience to the law of God's covenant.
Furthermore, salvation involves every aspect of man's life and thus also the relationships he sustains to
the world around him. The exercise of dominion in accordance with the terms of God's covenant is
therefore basic and vital to the Christian faith. To neglect this is to deprecate the extent of Christ's
victory at Calvary."

That Powlison has no problem identifying with this movement is a bit disconcerting to say the least. (For details of
COR's unbiblical strategy for "taking the world for Christ," see COR' documents titled A Manifesto for the
Christian Church, Forty-two Articles of the Essentials of a Christian World View, and Twenty-five Articles of
Affirmation and Denial on the Kingdom of God. These three documents, along with COR's 17 Sphere/World View
Documents, make up what COR calls its "20 COR World View Documents.")

-  At one time, CCEF-East distributed and recommended materials from a mail order catalog entitled Christian
Study Services. (The Christian Study Services organization was closely affiliated with CCEF, if not outright owned
and operated by CCEF, but "went out of business" in 1991. From 1983-1991, the catalog referred to here was
available to anyone interested in ordering from it.) Significant is the fact that a large number of the books in the
catalog were authored by avowed psychologizers (e.g., Crabb, Hoekema, Narramore, Solomon, Wright, Minirth &
Meier, Collins, Dobson, LaHaye, Tournier, Trobisch, etc.) -- a full 30% of the total offerings in the combined
"General Subject Index" and "Recent Books of Interest" sections of the catalog were books that specifically profess
and teach a psychological gospel! Worse yet, many of these psychologically-oriented books were noted as
"especially helpful for counseling assistance" or as "must have books"!

-  At CCEF-East's 1990 "Summer Institute" (The Summer Institute of Counseling Studies, held each summer for
three to five days each in San Diego and Philadelphia), CCEF's director, John Bettler, spoke on the topic of "Sex in
the Sanctuary," in which he gave credence to the idea that pastors can become sexually "addicted" (which thereby
implies that personal responsibility is not a factor in such "addictions"). (See 12 Steps to Destruction:
Codependency/Recovery Heresies, by Martin and Deidre Bobgan, EastGate Publishers, Santa Barbara, CA, 1991,
247 pages, for the Biblical view of such so-called addictions.)

Other CCEF featured speakers have included Larry Crabb (in 1988 and again in 1989) and Paul Vitz (in 1988).
Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs that supposedly motivate all
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behavior; this system has been derived from Freudian (the "unconscious") and humanistic (a hierarchy of needs)
psychology, with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs. Since there is no question that Crabb has been an
integrationist from his earliest writings to the present, why did CCEF invite him, listen to him, and then invite him
again? Wouldn't one exposure to Crabb be enough? As for well-known integrationist Paul Vitz, he proudly testifies
of being a Roman Catholic, and believes that Jung, Freud, etc. were correct in their descriptions of human
behavior, but that Jesus is the answer because "Jesus is the anti-Oedipus" (Journal of Psychology and Theology:
Vol. 12, No. 1, 1984). Vitz wrote: "... in the long run I believe it will be possible to 'baptize' large portions of
secular psychology; that is, to use what is valid in them, while removing their anti-Christian threat" (The Christian
Vision: Man in Society, Lynne Morris [ed.], 1989, p. 80). CCEF said they were "especially pleased to have him
[Vitz]" speak there. It is also true that Fuller Graduate School of Psychology was pleased to have him speak there.
It's understandable why integrationists would be "pleased to have him," but why a professing anti-integrationist
institution?

-  CCEF-East publishes a quarterly newsletter, Pulse. The Summer 1990 issue published an article composed of
excerpts from a May 9, 1990, talk to a CCEF Alumni Conference by CCEF-East faculty member, counselor, and
certified social worker (A.C.S.W.) Leslie Vernick. Her talk dealt with "scriptural guidance for counseling adults
who were sexually abused as children" ("When Sexually Abused Children Grow Up, What Do the Scriptures Say to
Them?" Summer 1990, Pulse). The article is an amalgamation of psychology and Bible, with many Freudian
psycho-subtleties, such as ventilation techniques for repressed emotions, the probing for influences from the so-
called unconscious past, etc. In this article, Vernick not only misrepresents the research on sexual abuse of children,
she also promotes her own psychological ideas and mutilates Scripture to "prove" her position. By her Freudian
orientation and psychological methodology and language, she demonstrates a great commitment to psychology and
a woeful lack of commitment to the Scriptures for dealing with problems of living. The mere fact that CCEF chose
to publish Ms. Vernick's article, let alone its policy to employ such a person as a teacher and counselor in the first
place, is a clear indication of just how far down the psychological road CCEF has traveled. (For a more in-depth
analysis of the Pulse article by Vernick, see the Bobgan's Fall 1991 PsychoHeresy Update and/or Chapter 5 of
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 106-108.)

Then in the Fall 1990 issue of Pulse, which followed the issue mentioned above, under a headline asking "Does
Your Childhood Abuse Still Hurt?," CCEF's main office announced "a new counseling program ... Group
counseling." And the group leader was Leslie Vernick! A phone call to CCEF also revealed that Vernick
recommended the AA model of 12-Steps, and that she planned to use a 12-Step type of spiritual approach with this
new group! It was also revealed that Vernick recommends for women who have suffered abuse The Wounded Heart
by Dan Allender (Larry Crabb's associate at IBC in Colorado) and The Door of Hope: Recognizing and Resolving
the Pains of Your Past by Jan Frank. Evidently, CCEF must be in agreement with the books and the 12-Step group
therapeutic approach to permit this. Yet at the same time, they claim to understand the dangers of psychological
counseling. [Amazingly, this rank integrationist [Vernick] is not only still on CCEF's staff, but she also writes for
CCEF's academic journal! (e.g., "Getting to the Heart of the Matter in Marriage Counseling," The Journal of
Biblical Counseling, Vol. 12, No. 3, Spring 1994, pp. 31-35).]

-  Ed Welch is another CCEF-East staff member (Director of Counseling) whose ties to the psychological
counseling world are greater than to Biblical counseling. He is a member of the American Psychological
Association and is a licensed psychologist. Welch claims that he maintains this membership and license in order to
maintain access to secular organizations and their publications that he would not otherwise have. This seems a
weak argument, but even so, if CCEF really stands for Biblical counseling, why list an organization on your
"résumé" which stands for problems of living being solved by anything but the Bible? Does not listing this
affiliation and license communicate some commonality and professional credibility? "Such affiliations represent
more than a thread of compromise with the promoters of psychological counseling theories and therapies; it
demonstrates a lack of full confidence in the biblical way" (PsychoHeresy Update, Winter/Spring 1992, pp. 3-4,
and Against Biblical Counseling, Chapter 5, p. 106). [Welch has also mentioned before that he is favorably
impressed with the work of C.J. Jung, an anti-Christian and occultist! (message at a 6/87 CCEF-West conference);
and that he "appreciate(s) lots of things that Larry Crabb has done" (message at the 1987 CCEF-East Summer
Institute).]
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-  One of our many concerns about CCEF is that one of their counselors (Leslie Vernick) recommended the
Alcoholics Anonymous model of 12 Steps and used a 12-Step type of approach. In response to that criticism, David
Powlison responded, "I can't imagine any CCEF staff person mentioning the 12 Steps, since we ruthlessly critique
it" (letter from Powlison, 1/29/93, emphasis added).

Two books have been co-authored by CCEF's Director of Counseling, Ed Welch, and were published in 1995. The
book titled Addictive Behavior is written for the "counselor," and the book titled Running in Circles: How to Find
Freedom from Addictive Behavior is for the "counselee." Both books are supportive of 12-Step programs and
recommend some of the very books against which Christians should be warned.

In Running in Circles, Welch and his co-author, Gary Steven Shogren, discuss support groups (pp. 85-86). They
conclude: "To almost all Christians who ask me whether they should go to a Twelve-Step group, my answer is
"yes." The benefits will outweigh the disadvantages" (p. 87). The "Resource List" in Appendix A, the books listed
in their section "For Further Reading," and their list of "Recovery Devotional Guides" are more than enough to
condemn this book for Christian consumption. Without an appropriate warning, Appendix B displays "The Twelve
Steps and the Twelve Traditions of AA."

The book Addictive Behavior includes an "Addiction and Recovery Books" section, listing many of the same
recovery books as are listed in Running in Circles. One of the many bad examples of what they recommend in both
books is Melody Beattie's book Codependent No More. Here is the description given in Addictive Behavior: "The
most popular of the codependency books. The problem is control, the treatment is self-love. Also by Beattie,
Beyond Codependency" (p. 190). Not a word of warning. Not a suggestion here that there is anything wrong with
self-love as the treatment.

Welch's blatant support of the 12 Steps certainly does not support Powlison's contention that "we ruthlessly
critique it." (Source: November-December 1995, PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter.)

-  In CCEF-East's most recent Course Catalog (published in early-1991, but updated each "school year" with inserts
of current course offerings), CCEF includes a section titled, "What Others Say About CCEF" (pp. 5-7). Included
are the following testimonies about the value of CCEF's training program: (We assume that the views these
individuals have about Biblical counseling would be compatible with those of CCEF, or why else would their
endorsements be in the catalog? See also Against Biblical Counseling, pp. 116-117, for documentation of CCEF's
listing with other integrationist counseling organizations in paid counseling directories.]

Judy Blore -- Formerly managed a Ronald McDonald House and is now a counselor for BASIS, a
"Christian bereavement ministry." Counseling at BASIS is clearly psychologically-oriented, despite the
facade of Christian terminology and claims to the contrary. For example, BASIS uses the "five stages
of grief" in counseling the bereaved, a psychological scheme developed by transpersonal New Age
transpersonal psychologist and occultist, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross; BASIS also recommends books by
pop psychologist Dr. James Dobson.

Jerry Falwell -- This neo-evangelical, psychologizer, televangelist, and pastor says that he commends
CCEF for their "commitment to biblical counseling and their desire to equip the church to counsel."
Being that Falwell is one of the strongest proponents of the integration of psychology and the Bible in
the entire professing evangelical church, CCEF's solicitation and use of Falwell's endorsement of
CCEF's supposedly Biblical counseling program is shocking. Falwell heads a major university and two
correspondence schools that offer highly psychological curriculums (i.e., Falwell advertises Liberty
University's School of LifeLong Learning [LUSLLL] as "The PSYCH CONNECTION," and in
October, 1989, established the Liberty Institute for Lay Counseling [LILC], in order to train laymen
interested in helping "victims" with a multitude of "psychologically damaging afflictions.") Falwell
also endorses the highly psychological, Rapha Hospital Treatment Centers. If LUSLLL, LILC, and
Rapha are examples of what Falwell considers to be institutions that offer "Biblical counseling," then
what kind of counseling is he really endorsing at CCEF? [Rapha is an organization that heavily
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promotes Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-Step codependency/recovery programs as a "Christian"
methodology for the cure of "dysfunctional" relationships. Rapha specializes in the "treatment" of so-
called codependent and/or addicted Christians by employing an amalgamation of Adlerean/Maslowian
need psychology and the Bible. Falwell is quoted as saying that, "It has been good to know that we
now have a place to refer persons we counsel who are in need of hospital care for emotional, spiritual
and substance abuse problems."]

Joseph K. Newmann -- Clinical Psychologist at a Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Tennessee. Newmann claims that when he became a Christian in 1979, CCEF afforded him the
opportunity to "integrate" his psychological "counseling training and experience with [his] newfound
faith." Newmann says that, "God graciously led me to CCEF" and "left a real mark on my professional
work"! It sounds as if Newmann is thanking CCEF for providing him the training necessary to
amalgamate the godless teachings of psychology with the Bible! That CCEF's training (see companion
report on CCEF course offerings) could facilitate such a godless endeavor (the integration of
psychology and theology), and that CCEF's director is so proud of it that he publishes Newmann's
laudatory comments about the CCEF program, speaks volumes about the true psychological nature of
CCEF's training and counseling. [Apparently one of the concepts taught Newmann at CCEF was the
value of psychological/personality testing. Newmann uses the Millon Behavioral Health Inventory in
his work at the VA, despite its proven poor validity (see Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality
Testing, Chapters 8-10).]

-  Two of the many criticisms we have of the so-called Biblical counseling movement is the charging of fees and
the separation of counseling from the Biblically ordained ministries of the church, especially to the extent of ones
geographically separated from the church. CCEF can be criticized on both these counts. Charging fees is totally
unbiblical and those Biblical counselors who do so should be taken to task. Any such predators on Christians who
are suffering problems of living and crying out for help should be put out of business. And, that's what it is! A
ministry turned business to produce an income for the counselor at the expense and disadvantage of the person
being counseled. For how many more years will church leaders hear so-called Biblical counselors close in prayer
and ask, "Will you pay by cash, check, or credit card?" before utterly condemning such a 20th century, never-
heard-of-before church practice?

There is no justifiable reason to charge for such counsel, and any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is
unbiblical. Whether one agrees with Biblical counseling or not, it is a ministry. It is designed to minister the Word
of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will receive it. It is unbiblical to
require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that justifies charging a fee for
ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. (Someone might protest that a
minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be charging someone a fee to attend
church. We hope no one would even think of doing that!)

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. A simoniac is "a person who practices
simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things." Charging fees for counseling is a prime
example of charging for a church ministry. Filthy lucre (1 Pe. 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the
psychological and Biblical counseling movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments
in the future for those being trained, the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical
counselor stopped directly charging and receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

CCEF would say, "We're not 'the ultimate church sponsored model,' but it's okay to charge fees because we 'are
training centers.'" But, can't any "Biblical counseling" center separated from the church be a training center and
thereby justify its existence? As said earlier in this report, CCEF receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. Maybe these fees are also justified by virtue of being a "training center."

Because CCEF participates in and supports the extracting of money and the degrading of the Biblically ordained
ministries of the church, we recommend against the organization. We think it has drifted too far for too long to be
salvageable. The principles and practices of CCEF weaken the position of the church, the role of pastors, the role of
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church leaders, and even the ability of lay people to minister to one another. The church of Jesus Christ is clearly
worse off because of the seriousness of these practices. (Adapted from "Biblical Counseling: Simoniacs and
Pharisaics," PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, January-February 1995, pp. 1,3.)

-  In conclusion, for all the reasons stated in this report, we believe those at CCEF-East have compromised the
clear message of Scripture and have sold their birthright for some psychological pottage. What was meant for
CCEF to be a solution to the influx of psychology into Christianity has drifted into a compromise with it. What was
meant to be a return to Biblically-based pastoral care and mutual ministry slid back into a reflection of the very
problem it was meant to solve. We need more, not less, separation from secular psychology and all those who have
attempted to integrate it. We believe Biblical counseling should be opposed, particularly para-church Biblical
counseling as practiced at CCEF. CCEF has done nothing more than taken Biblical principles and molded them into
a twentieth-century format to provide a replacement/alternative for psychological counseling. This has encouraged
and facilitated a therapeutic mentality and given credence to a technology of change. Instead, Christians should be
encouraged to minister to one another through the Word of God, the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, and
the Bible-based ministries of the local church (Bobgan: Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible, pp. 117-118 &
168-191).

* Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation, 1790 East Willow Grove Ave., Laverock, PA 19118. CCEF-
West in San Diego, CA is under the same general "CCEF umbrella" (formerly termed a "branch" office by CCEF-
East), but operates as an independent entity under the directorship of George Scipione. Other CCEF branches are
located in Bethlehem, PA (Mike Bobick), Princeton and Cherry Hill, NJ (John McConaughy), and in Reading, PA
(Earl Cook). The comments in this report, unless otherwise stated, do not necessarily apply to all CCEF branches,
although the Bethlehem, Princeton, Cherry Hill, and Reading branches are certainly much more closely tied,
operationally, to Laverock than is CCEF-West (although Scipione [CCEF-West] is on CCEF-East's Board of
Directors).

[Some of the material in this report has been adapted and/or excerpted from Chapters 5 and 6 of Martin & Deidre
Bobgan's 1994 book, Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible (EastGate Publishers, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93110). We have also drawn from two special reports written by Martin Bobgan ("A Critique of
CCEF-East" [31 ppgs.] and "A Second Critique of CCEF-East: A Response to David Powlison" [24 ppgs.]), also
available from EastGate/PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries in Santa Barbara. Readers should consult these
materials for even more details and analysis of CCEF-East's psychological leanings.]
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Psychological Counseling at CCEF?*

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) is located in Glenside, Pennsylvania and is
connected to Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. We were told recently that CCEF is involved in
third party (insurance) payments for counseling done under Ed Welch, a licensed psychologist who is the CCEF
director of counseling services. We wrote to Welch and asked him if what we heard is true. He wrote back, but
refused to answer our question. We then faxed him a letter and explained that we wanted to be accurate in what
we wrote. He still did not respond.

We then asked someone in the CCEF area to obtain the information. The individual called and received a letter
from CCEF. The following is a quote from the letter, which is apparently sent to anyone who asks:

Does CCEF qualify for insurance payment?

In today’s changing health insurance climate, the answer to this question can change monthly. As a general rule,
our counseling services are covered by some but not all insurance plans. Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Employee
Assistance Programs, and a number of private insurers have often reimbursed those seeking help at CCEF.
HMO’s, however, typically do not use CCEF as a designated provider.

You should check with your own insurance company to see if you should be reimbursed. Be sure to let them
know that CCEF counseling is done under the supervision of a licensed psychologist but is not always done by a
licensed psychologist.

If you qualify for coverage, we would be glad to do everything possible to help you submit the proper information
to your carrier. However, you will be expected to make payment at the time of your session and have your
insurance company reimburse you.

We have called several national insurance companies and asked if Biblical counseling is covered under any of
their plans. In each instance, we were told no. We do not pretend to know what all insurance companies do, but we
were told by the insurance companies we called that a diagnosis is required before counseling can begin. The
diagnosis is required to be from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). The DSM
contains a list of mental disorders that are used to psychologically label individuals for psychiatric and
psychological treatment.

There is a whole host of questions that individuals should be interested in having answered. And, because CCEF is
a "Christian" nonprofit agency, it should be open to answering. For example, which insurance companies are
involved? Do these insurance companies cover Biblical counseling? Do the insurance companies involved in
reimbursing CCEF clients require a DSM label? Has Welch used the DSM to psychologically label clients in order
to qualify for insurance payments? What do the involved insurance companies require of Welch?

CCEF purports to do Biblical, not psychological counseling. How, then, do they qualify clients for payments?
How much of the $500,000 in counseling fees received annually by CCEF is from insurance payments reimbursed
to clients? We ask these questions and raise the issue publicly, because Welch has been unwilling to respond.

* This report has been excerpted and/or adapted from an article by the same name in the September-October 1997
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter (PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110).

Update from November-December 1997 PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter :

In the above article, the Bobgans reported on a seeming discrepancy between what is advertised and promoted at
CCEF and what clients are reimbursed for. Though claiming to be Biblical counselors at CCEF, several insurance
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companies have stated that Biblical counseling was not covered in their plans. 

Martin Bobgan sent a copy of his article from the September-October PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter to Ed
Welch, CCEF's licensed psychologist and director of counseling services. In response, he scribbled a brief note.
The following is Martin Bobgan's reply to him with a copy sent to John Bettler, who heads CCEF and is
responsible for what happens there:

I received your brief note in response to my request. I am still eager to hear your response to the questions that
naturally arise from the situation at CCEF that we described in our article.

You say in part two of your memo, "Please stop lying about the size of our counseling budget." The reason I
have been repeatedly contacting you is to print the truth. Hopefully that is a goal we share. There are several
sources for the reference to $500,000 in annual counseling fees at CCEF. David Powlison reports that in 1991
the annual gross income from counseling was "over $500,000." The Fall 1993 Pulse reports a counseling fee
income of $491,791.55. In addition, a recent letter received from your office states that CCEF staff "schedules
over two hundred counseling hours each week." At $60 to $75 per hour for 52 weeks, the total comes to over
$500,000. If this is in error, please help me print the truth in our next newsletter. Give me the annual gross
income from counseling fees at CCEF each year from 1991 to present and I will print it.

We are beginning to write articles for our next newsletter. Please provide written answers to my questions. If you
wish to speak by phone, I am happy to call you, provided I have your permission to tape our conversation. I
would, of course, provide you a copy of the tape. I urge you to provide answers soon to the questions that
naturally arise.

Because of the lack of cooperation on the part of Welch and CCEF, Dr. Bobgan decided to investigate further. He
located an insurance company where Welch is a designated provider. He spoke with two representatives from that
company and found out many things, such as:

1. While this company writes a great number of policies, it is extremely unlikely that any would cover
Biblical counseling.

2. To comply with this company's requirements, Welch must follow the published policies.

3. To meet the conditions for reimbursement to his clients by this company, Welch must function
within the scope of his license as a psychologist.

4. Welch is required to give a mental health code designation to his clients to identify their
psychological condition.

Dr. Bobgan privately confronted Welch and CCEF with his questions in hopes of making sense out of the seeming
contradiction between what CCEF claims to do and what the insurance companies have said. Welch is a licensed
psychologist, expected by the insurance companies to function within the scope of his license as a psychologist by
providing psychological services to his clients, and he must even provide mental health labels for the treatment.
We believe he is doing so.

We have already demonstrated in our reports on CCEF that Bettler, Powlison, and Welch are integrationists. This
present critique should further demonstrate that they are integrationists indeed, since Welch is the CCEF director
of counseling. Case is closed. CCEF is, without question, integrationist.

Biblical Discernment Ministries - 12/97
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CCEF-East
Faculty Credentials & Associations*

John F. Bettler

-  Clinical Member, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) -- an association that
clearly uses psychological, not Biblical methods of counseling. The requirements for clinical membership are
extensive and cover four pages in the AAMFT brochure. Why would Bettler want to fulfill the requirements for a
clinical rather than an associate membership?

-  Member, North American Society of Adlerean Psychology (NASAP) -- called "the home of Adlereans,"
reflecting that NASAP is an association that patterns its counseling methods after the teachings of humanistic
psychologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937). NASAP says it is interested in "fulfilling human potential," and their stated
goal is "to promote the growth and understanding of Adlerean psychology." Since this is also one of the schools of
psychology utilized by Larry Crabb, it becomes easier to understand Bettler's and CCEF's long-time "appreciation
for" and "indebtedness to" this psychological integrationist.

Jeffrey S. Black

-  Member, American Psychological Association (APA) -- an organization of humanists, Freudians, behaviorists,
transpersonalists, and even shamans and occultists. Why would a so-called "Biblical" counselor want to belong to
such an association?

-  Member, Society for Research in Child Development -- an association that patterns it counseling methods after
the teachings of behavioristic psychologist B.F. Skinner.

David A.C. Powlison

-  Member (1983-1989), Christian Association for Psychological Studies (CAPS) -- an organization committed to
an integration position. Members include some of Jay Adams harshest and most unloving critics. In addition, the
research commissioned by CAPS seemingly goes out of its way to attack and discredit any approach that uses
exclusively nouthetic techniques and methods. Although both Powlison and CAPS claim that Powlison is no longer
a member, the most recent CCEF-East Catalog (1991) still lists him as one.

-  Member, The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences (self-explanatory).

Edward T. Welch

-  Member, American Psychological Association (self-explanatory -- see Black comments).

-  Licensed Psychologist, Pennsylvania (self-explanatory).

* Unless otherwise stated, this information was derived from CCEF's catalog of courses, pp. 14-16.
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John Bettler (CCEF-East Director)
"Power Struggles in the Family"

Taped in October, 1991 at the National Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) Convention in Lafayette,
Indiana. (See our CCEF-East report for more information about NANC, CCEF, and John Bettler.) This tape was
the second of two messages by the same title -- the first given at the Convention's plenary session, and this one at a
workshop on the following day.

At the beginning of this message, Bettler clearly demonstrates his infatuation with the teachings of psychologist Dr.
Larry Crabb. [Crabb's model of counseling is primarily a psychological system of unconscious needs motivating
behavior, which is derived from Freudian (the unconscious being a hidden reservoir of the mind with drives and
impulses which govern a person's thinking and behavior) and humanistic psychology (with its hierarchy of needs
[Maslow/Adler], with great emphasis on so-called emotional needs). (See Larry Crabb's Gospel for an excellent
analysis of Crabb's teachings.)] The following is quoted from Bettler's message:

"We'll call this path, the path of manipulation, and we'll call this path, the path of ministry. Now, these
terms are terms that I got from Larry Crabb. I understand that in some areas of this conference, that's a
bad name to ascribe any indebtedness to. Quite honestly, I have tremendous appreciation for Larry
Crabb.

"Now, probably, that was a dumb thing to say. I just created controversy here. ... At any rate, I've got
tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. You read the first 70 pages [first three chapters] of
Understanding People, where Crabb puts forth his view of the sufficiency of Scripture, and I doubt
whether there's anyone in this conference here who wouldn't subscribe to that. I mean, it's excellent,
excellent material! Crabb is upholding the Scripture as sufficient. [Oh really? At the beginning of
Chapter four, Crabb pays homage to the great insights Freud gave us!]

"Now, the problem is how he goes about applying his understanding of the sufficiency of Scripture.
But you see, that's an exegetical problem. I can disagree with Crabb, because it's an argument of
exegesis. We've got the same authority. [It's not an exegesis problem; Crabb's authorities are Freud,
Adler, and Maslow. But then, so are Bettler's. No wonder he "appreciates" Crabb!] He says his
authority is the Scripture, not psychology. [Crabb is lying.] Now, I can say, 'Hey, you can say that,
Larry, but you're misusing this passage when you jump to that conclusion.' We can have an argument
because we have the same authority. I can't have that argument with Clyde Narramore. I can't have that
argument with Gary Collins because he has a different authority. He's got the Scripture and
psychology. He has two authorities. [So does Larry Crabb and so does John Bettler.]

"At any rate, tremendous appreciation for Larry Crabb. Lots of things I disagree with -- lots and lots
and lots -- Inside Out is the worst book he wrote -- shouldn't have written it. But, one of the good
books he wrote was The Marriage Builder. ... In The Marriage Builder, he makes this distinction
between manipulation and ministry -- that's a great distinction." [Crabb's The Marriage Builder (1982)
espouses the same "need theology" nonsense as his earlier and later books. Again, see the Bobgan's
book, Larry Crabb's Gospel for an excellent analysis of Larry Crabb's heretical teachings, including the
heresy in one of Bettler's favorites, The Marriage Builder.]
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CCEF-East
Notes On Catalog Course Descriptions*

Human Personality (CC 41) (Welch)

-  This course "evaluates the dominant personality theories" of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, etc. Although
recognizing that these theories are of "radically unbiblical roots," Welch claims that they nevertheless "work" and
"seem plausible." Why? Because "they [the godless atheists who developed the various theories] have borrowed,
albeit in distorted form, certain aspects of the truth." This is a typical error of the "integrationist" -- if some
secular/extra-biblical theory or method seems to work, then, the integrationist reasons, it must contain certain
elements of God's truth, and is, therefore, worthy of our integration of these "truth" elements into our counseling
models.

-  An even more basic error seems to be the assumption that complex human behavior can be better understood if
people are categorized into oversimplified and generalized personality typologies. (At any rate, this is our
interpretation of the language in the course description.) This thinking has more in common with astrology and its
horoscopes than with anything found in the Bible. (See Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp.
131-172, for an excellent analysis of the worthlessness of personality testing.)

Principles of Learning (CC 42)# (Powlison)

-  "This course interacts biblically with psychological theories of how people learn and change." (Emphasis added.)
This "and change" terminology implies that not only is learning theory a science, but that the counseling
psychologies are also science (a position with which eminent scholars disagree), from which we are then able to
collect and study its "particular data" and compare with the "data of Scripture." (Since when are the Holy Scriptures
to be referred to as a source from which we can collect scientific "data"?) Calling the counseling psychologies
science is usually the first step "closet" integrationists take to establish the authenticity and credibility of
psychology.

-  "This course aims to give students a working 'feel' for how the valid observations of psychologists relate to the
distortions caused by their secularism." (Emphasis added.) This is, in effect, a declaration that psychology has valid
observations that are problematic only because they are distorted "by their secularism," and thereby, implies that
these same "valid" observations from psychology could be embraced if observed by Christians. This faulty thinking
again opens the door to so-called "Christian" psychology as a valid, God-sanctioned discipline, when in actuality, it
is integrationism again.

Theology and Secular Psychology (CC 44)** (Powlison)

-  Proposes at least the partial acceptance (claims that the course "avoids their [secular psychotherapies] wholesale
acceptance") of the integration of psychology and theology, but renames it a "recycling" model, which is a
euphemism for the "integration" model that it actually is. Since CCEF is not into the "wholesale acceptance" of
"secular psychotherapies," the implication is that their "recycling model" is perfectly acceptable.

-  Powlison makes the claim that the Christian counselor would be robbed "of the stimulus of secular
[psychological] insights" if he refused to "recycle" (i.e., integrate) these "secular psychotherapies" with the Bible!
Even more incredible is the claim that the godless counseling models of Freud, Skinner, Rogers, Adler, etc., and
psychological schools of counseling such as cognitive, behavioral, and family systems, are necessary additions to
the biblical counselor's "arsenal of methods to use to enhance biblical change." (Emphasis added.)

-  Much in this course effectively denies the Bible's claim to sufficiency and Christ's adequacy as the Counselor (2
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Pe. 1:3; 2 tim. 3:16). One wonders how the Church survived for over 1900 years without the necessary
psychological resources to solve human problems and to live godly lives.

Counseling Families and Children (CC 46)*** (Black)

-  Claims to "examine the fundamentals of child development" relating to "solving behavioral problems in
children." The concept of "fundamentals of child development" comes from psychology, not the Bible.

-  The course also explores "various methods of family systems approaches." "Family systems" (e.g., "family
sculpting") is a secular psychological tool based on an underlying philosophy of change that is without Biblical
warrant.

Introduction To Psychological Assessment (CC 47)## (Black & Welch)

-  Claims that the course will give the student "the skills to think biblically" when called on to "evaluate
psychological research that is of interest to Christian counselors and to develop a scientifically informed and
biblical view of psychological tests." (Emphasis added.) How can CCEF teach that the study of psychology and
psychological tests can give a Biblical counselor any skill, let alone the skills necessary to "think biblically"?

-  Students take or review a number of psychological tests, and are taught how to use them in so-called Biblical
counseling. Yet the tests examined in this course have been proven to have no adequate statistical validity in either
measuring personality traits, nor in using such results to successfully predict marriage compatibility, occupational
fitness, child success in school, etc. Moreover, these tests are based upon the theories of godless atheists; e.g., the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test (one of those taught in this CCEF-East course) is based upon Jungian
psychology! (Jung was an occultist who thoroughly rejected Christianity and everything it stands for.) (See the
Bobgan's book Four Temperaments, Astrology & Personality Testing, pp. 131-172, for an excellent analysis of the
worthlessness of personality testing.)

*     Taken from the CCEF Catalog of courses, pp. 26-31. 

**   Formerly titled Counseling Methodologies.  [Back to Text]

*** Formerly titled Counseling and Child Development.  [Back to Text]

#     Although CC 42 is not currently taught at CCEF-East, we believe that the description of its previous offering is
indicative of the psychological leanings of CCEF-East in general, and of David Powlison specifically. Therefore,
the analysis above is based upon the course description in the previous Catalog (1987), and is presented here for
background information only.  [Back to Text]

##   This course apparently replaces Scientific Psychology I (CC 43) and Scientific Psychology II (CC 47). The
new CC 47 is not listed in the latest CCEF-East Catalog (1991) even though it was scheduled to be taught in the
Spring of 1993. Our analysis of the new CC 47 is, therefore, based on the old CC 43 course description in the
previous Catalog (1987). [Note: A personal letter from CCEF-East dated 7/8/92 confirmed that CC 47 did indeed
replace CC 43, and that it does still teach the use of various psychological tests and personality profiles.]  [Back to
Text]
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CCEF-East
Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*

Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ.

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that!

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccef/bibor.htm
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While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions.

Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers.

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel , counsellor , and counsels do have shades of
meaning. However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical
counseling movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counselling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor.

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
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a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place.

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,
PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/shutdown.html
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Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF)
Confronting BCF's Self-Confrontation Manual*

For a number of years we have recommended the Biblical Counseling Foundation's manual currently titled Self-
Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. However, with our growing concern about the Biblical
counseling movement, we have taken another look at the manual as an integral part of the counseling training
program offered by the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF).

We express many of our concerns about the growing Biblical counseling movement in our book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible. We have serious problems with much of what is now called "Biblical counseling."

One of the big problems with the Biblical counseling movement is the erroneous impression, encouraged by many
organizations, that one needs to take a Biblical counseling course or complete a Biblical counseling program before
one can counsel from Scripture and certainly before one can excel in ministering godly counsel. Therefore, many
Christians enroll in these programs with the idea that they need such specialized training before they can or even
should minister Biblical counsel to another believer. However, the truth is that, for a variety of reasons, one could
become a worse counselor after taking such training.

We say categorically in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible:

Any person who can be used by the Holy Spirit to lead another to salvation or along the way of sanctification is
competent to be used by God to give wise counsel without needing specialized biblical counseling training.1

The "training" must be Biblical, and the promoters of these training programs would agree with that. However, a
disagreement we would have with the Biblical counseling training program promoters is that they attempt to prepare
individuals to be "Biblical counselors," when they should prepare individuals to give godly counsel as they minister
to one another in the body of Christ as part of the Biblically ordained ministries found in Ephesians 4:11-16,
Romans 12, and elsewhere in Scripture.

One needs to "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth" (2 Timothy 2:15). Such study occurs in worship services, Bible studies, Sunday school
classes, and at other times of reading and instruction in the Word. Such study occurs in Biblical counseling
programs as well, but there too much error and baggage that come from an emphasis on the process of counseling.

One feature of many Biblical counseling training programs is the identification of a number of areas of problems
(including sins and shortcomings) with Bible verses that may be applicable to such problems. Pastors and lay
people alike are then intimidated into believing they need the training to learn the verses that apply to specific
problems before they can minister appropriately.

What we say may shock those in the Biblical counseling movement, but it is entirely unnecessary to take such
classes and learn the verses as listed in their manuals in order to be used by God to minister godly counsel to one
another along the way to Christian maturity. Problems of living present possibilities for Christian growth, but it is
not necessary to know or learn specific verses about specific problems for Christian growth to occur.

We have studied the academic research on counseling for over 20 years. Based upon our familiarity with the
research, and we believe that researchers would agree with us, it would make no difference in the results of Biblical
counseling whether or not a counselor used or entirely avoided the specific verses related to the problems
confronted and whether or not one ever completed a Biblical counseling program.

In other words, one does not need to learn the lock-step relationship between specific verses and problems to
minister appropriately and effectively to one another in the body of Christ according to God's Word. Why?
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Because the true counselor is the Holy Spirit and He will convict a heart and change a life. It is the Word that will
be used by the Holy Spirit. Whether one uses specific verses related to problems or other passages of Scripture, the
results will be equivalent-except that the handbook-trained Biblical counselor more often comes with the worldly
baggage described in Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible.

One more answer to the question of "why?" is this: According to research, the number one reason why people
change is because they want to. In most instances in which a person needs to change, that individual will know
what needs to be changed even before counseling begins. The problem may be spiritual stagnation often brought
about by disobedience to Scripture. The person may be spiritually stagnant and need spiritual growth. Reading the
Word and obeying the Word in any area of life will bring both spiritual and behavioral change in one who desires
to follow Christ at the cost of taking up his cross and denying himself.

The Relationship of BCF's Manual to the Biblical Counseling Movement

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship2 is the required text for the first course in BCF's Biblical
counseling training program. One may argue that this book is a discipleship book, not a counseling manual. But
this book has to do with discipleship and counseling. Not only is this book used in the first course of the BCF
counseling training program, but BCF equates counseling with discipleship. A BCF article titled "Equation for
Effectiveness: Biblical Counseling = In-depth Discipleship" says, "Many Christian leaders have separated
discipleship and Biblical counseling when, in fact, Scripture makes no such distinction."3 However, we disagree
with that conclusion.

Jesus' disciples were those who followed Him and learned from Him. Disciples are followers who are learning to
be like their master. Thus Christian discipleship is the process of following Christ and becoming like Him. It does
not require a counselor apart from the Holy Spirit, though it does involve an evangelist, pastor and teacher.
Teaching and learning are much closer to the Biblical idea of discipleship than counseling, especially any
counseling that is contaminated by the one-up-one-down mentality of psychological therapy. Nevertheless, BCF
uses the terms discipleship and counseling as synonyms, such as in the following statement:

We should not approach discipleship as a salesman who has a predetermined set of ideas to get across, but as a
physician who works with each individual to help him through any test, no matter how formidable it may initially
seem to be. In-depth discipleship (biblical counseling) requires great diligence in study and practice.4
(Parentheses in original.)

Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is a counseling manual with an extended case study along
with counseling instructions. Furthermore, the Self-Confrontation Course, which uses this book as its initial text, is,
according to BCF, "the first part of a comprehensive training program in biblical counseling."5 In addition, the
supplements of the manual include aspects of worldly counseling never found in Scripture.

Even so-called "Christian" psychologists and psychiatrists claim to be doing discipleship when, in fact, they are
practicing psychotherapy and psychiatry.

Under the leadership of John Broger, the Biblical Counseling Foundation (BCF) in Rancho Mirage, California,
developed training programs and manuals for Biblical counseling. Over a period of years they wrote the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus, which has gone through a number of revisions and was used in BCF training programs.
Bracy Ball, BCF Vice President of Operations, asked us to critique an earlier version of the Syllabus and we did
so. To our knowledge, our suggestions were addressed in a later revision. Until two years ago, we whole-heartedly
recommended the BCF syllabus and training. As a matter of fact, numerous pastors and lay people first heard about
BCF from us. Nevertheless, we no longer recommend BCF or the manual, now titled Self-Confrontation: a manual
for in-depth discipleship.

Basic Doctrine
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The best and most useful aspect of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is the presentation of
basic Bible doctrines in the first chapters, which read more like a basic catechism than a counseling book. The
popularity of the BCF manual reveals the famine in many churches and provides foundational teachings that must
be lacking in many lives. Its usefulness suggests that churches need to teach and reteach classes on basic Christian
doctrine. The inclusion of homework in this manual also suggests that Christians are willing to do homework to
solve their problems and to equip themselves for ministry. Thus, Bible teachers should not hesitate to expect Bible
students to study the doctrines of Scripture themselves.

Besides basic doctrine, Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship also stresses the practical application
of Biblical doctrines. For those reasons the initial chapters of the book can be quite useful. However, the emphasis
on counseling, the problem-centered approach of later chapters, and the psychotainted sections in the appendix
(discussed later in this paper) prohibit us from recommending it.

Use of Scripture References

The presentation of Biblical doctrine in Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship is helpful. And, as
one works through the BCF manual, there are numerous Scripture passages to look up along the way. The plethora
of verses gives the impression that they were generated with a computer program and then not thoroughly
evaluated. However, many of the verses used are only tangentially applicable, inapplicable, or simply misused. The
manual badly needs a theologian with a great amount of time to check all verses used in the manual.

The great number of verses to look up tends to discourage studying the verses in context. Thus, rather than a section
of Scripture being used in some depth, there are many individual verses strung together to support a particular
principle. Some verses are used numerous times to support various principles. If this is indeed a discipleship
manual, it should at least teach people to study verses in context.

At times, BCF misuses verses simply because they do not exegete them properly. But, of course, this is another
weakness. If they exegeted the verses in depth, the manual would end up to be several volumes instead of one.

For example, on the cover of the original syllabus preceding the title is the following Scripture reference: "Matthew
7:1-5." The apparent reason for its position on the cover and its use within the manual is to support the idea that to
counsel others, one must first learn to confront oneself. BCF says:

Self-confrontation must continue throughout your Christian walk if you are to avoid the hypocrisy of judging the
failures of others without first examining your own life in a biblical manner (Matthew 7:1-5; Luke 6:41-42).6

Matthew 7:1-5 certainly has to do with judging and hypocrisy. However, the BCF use of Matthew 7:1-5 and the
above quote turns counseling into judging. Following the logic of their use of terms leads one to this unfortunate
syllogism: Counseling equals discipleship. Counseling equals judging. Therefore, discipleship is judging. To drive
the logical progression even further: If discipleship equals counseling, does disciple equal counselee?

While removing the beam from one's own eye before attempting to remove a splinter from another person's eye is
what those who are under the law must do if they are not to be identified as hypocrites, this verse has to do with
judging, not counseling, unless as BCF implies, counseling and judging are the same thing. Look up the words
judging and counseling in a dictionary and see the difference.

Is BCF saying that Biblical counseling is primarily "judging the failures of others" by persons who attempt to avoid
hypocrisy through self-confrontation? Is "judging the failures of others" the main thrust of BCF? If not, they should
not use Matthew 7:1-5 as a foundational verse for justifying their first course. A more appropriate verse would have
been Galatians 6:1-3, which directly gives instruction for restoring a fellow believer. This verse has to do with the
personal ministry of restoration, not with judging.

But, again, judging is apparently a very important aspect for counseling and discipleship for BCF, since their
Principle 3 says:

http://www.feasite.org/Tracts/fbcjudge.htm
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Practicing God's Word begins with judging yourself and removing sinful obstructions from your own life (Matthew
7:1-5; 1 Corinthians 11:28-31; Hebrews 12:1). Then, you have the privilege and responsibility of restoring others
to victorious living (Matthew 7:5; Romans 15:14; II Corinthians 1:3-4; Galatians 6:1-5).7

By justifying their methodology of self-confrontation with this verse, they make judging a primary activity for both
counseling and discipleship. We would question the order and emphasis of this Principle 3 with 2 Timothy 3:16-17,
which indicates that practicing God's Word begins with doctrine. Then after the doctrine comes the reproof, which
is not necessarily "judging yourself," but rather conviction by the Holy Spirit. Judging ourselves is not necessarily a
good activity. Lots of people judge themselves and improve their flesh and deafen themselves to the conviction of
the Holy Spirit. We may even decide what we want to improve in ourselves by our own self-judging and God may
have a different order of change, a more significant depth of change.

The self-confrontation process does require a great deal of looking at oneself and judging oneself. The manual
declares:

Discipleship requires constant self-examination that is in accordance with God's Word (based on Matthew 7:1-5; I
Corinthians 11:31; Galatians 6:4).8

But do we become like Christ by looking at ourselves or by looking at Him ? Yes, we are to examine ourselves and
judge ourselves, but there is no indication that this is to be a constant activity. In fact, constant self-examination
may lead to disguised self-improvement and self-righteousness. In spite of good intentions and many Biblically
sound statements, self-confrontation easily becomes self-preoccupation, works oriented activity, and bondage
clouding our liberty in Christ. The greater emphasis in Scripture appears to be looking to Christ and at Christ in
order to become like Christ.

To best understand Matthew 7:1-5 and Luke 6:41-42, it is also necessary to do more work on the use of mote and
beam and how those words relate to the use of the words thou hypocrite. Even then, there is much more to be
learned here. This is only one of numerous examples of either misuse or superficial use of Bible verses. It is one of
many examples of BCF drawing inferences from Bible verses to make implications for Biblical counseling, rather
than presenting the intended meaning of the verse.

Intimidation

Within the chapter titled "Purposes of This Course" under the section "Overview of Biblical Counseling Training,"
John Broger says:

The overall objective of biblical counseling training is to teach members of the local church body to face the
challenge of living biblically in a fallen world and to prepare them to counsel others in a strictly biblical manner.9

This is a worthy goal: to equip the body of Christ. Such instructions and tools may indeed enable people to live
more effectively for Christ. However, instructions and tools can also become shackles of legalism and bondage.

Numerous people have expressed to us that the manual is too intimidating to use. Others have been intimidated by
the idea that they must go through special training before they can minister to others in the Body of Christ. Though
meant to be a help, the manual, the self-confrontation course, and the additional four levels of counseling training
can become a burden. How does that happen?

Supplement 1 of the BCF manual says:

The Bible itself states that the truths contained within it are entirely sufficient to enable a person to live a life
pleasing to God (II Peter 1:3-4).10

Other supporting verses are given in this section to emphasize the sufficiency of Scripture. However, immediately
following this section is one titled "Developing Biblical Habits." This section touts the use of the BCF Self-
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Confrontation course. It says:

In order to establish a scriptural base for biblical counseling, 105 biblical principles and their supporting verses are
presented in the BCF Self-Confrontation course. These biblical principles can be applied in a systematic manner
to overcome any problem of life and are not a mixture of man-contrived theories sprinkled with a few Bible
verses unrelated to problem solving. Instead, these biblical principles provide the essential foundation for any
person to change his unbiblical patterns of living and establish new habits of biblical behavior. While extensive and
unalterable, these biblical principles are not meant to be all inclusive due to the living and active characteristics of
God's Word (Hebrews 4:12).11 (Bold added.)

This not too subtle move from using the Bible to using the BCF manual, because it is organized with 105
"unalterable" Biblical principles with a plethora of Bible verses, is one reason why individuals are intimidated by
the manual. The intimidation is found in the legalistic-sounding lists of should and should-not, in the 105 principles
to be followed, and in the numerous verses to look up if one is to follow Scripture. This round about manner of
approaching Scripture, while systematically organized, focuses more on the principles themselves than on the
context of Scripture. While on the one hand, such principles may clarify or emphasize a truth from Scripture, there
is the danger of living by principles rather than by the living Word of God. One may follow a principle derived
from Scripture and still be walking according to self-effort even though some of the principles reveal the
uselessness of self-effort.

Whenever we expand on or even explain Scripture, we are at least once removed from Scripture itself. An example
of this was the Pharisees' attempt to define the Sabbath Law, to the point of how much a person could lift, how far
he could walk, and what exactly was or was not work. In an attempt to clarify the Law and give instructions and
tools for living, the Pharisees burdened the people beyond the requirements of the Law.

BCF is correct in rejecting the psychological wisdom of men, but wrong in immodestly touting their Bible-plus 105
Biblical principles for Biblical counseling. The truth is that one need not study their principles in order to live
victoriously or successfully minister godly counsel. To stress the 105 Biblical principles and application in a
"systematic manner to solve any problem of life" is both intimidating and Biblically false. Such a declaration that
these 105 principles are "to solve any problem of life" suggests a necessity to know those 105 principles if
problems are to be solved. By implication, such a statement emphasizes those principles more than the rest of God's
Word and inadvertently places the "systematic" manual in a superior position next to the Bible itself.

Part of the intimidation is involved in the 105 principles. The other intimidation comes from the five levels of
training offered in the BCF program. (See Supplement 2.12) One supposedly must not only learn the principles to
be a Biblical counselor, but must also go through the five levels. While a person in the midst of working through
the self-confrontation manual is encouraged to counsel others according to what he is learning, the implication is
that the more levels of training one has, the more adequate one will become.

Lesson 24 of Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship says: "Those who counsel others in a biblical
manner must have specific steps to follow just as a medical doctor must follow basic steps to accomplish his
purposes."13 Thus, according to BCF, one must learn the "specific steps" before one can minister to another
believer. This is not only intimidating; it puts Biblical, Holy Spirit ministry into a straight jacket. Thus, that which
is meant to be a help may become a hindrance.

Another point of intimidation regards the rigidity of the BCF sequence of training. A BCF leader once said that
even Dr. Jay Adams would have to take the BCF level 1 before taking level 2, etc. So, the man who was
instrumental in starting the Biblical counseling movement (Adams) needs to complete the BCF level 1 before going
to level 2, etc., even though some of the self-confrontation manual is based directly on material from Adams' book
The Christian Counselor's Manual.14 This only adds to the already existent intimidation in the manual itself.

Under these conditions of intimidation, a tool (the manual) becomes a burden (must learn the 105 principles to
counsel). Individuals may get the idea that they must work on sanctification in a prescribed manner. The final result
may be one of legalism. Though BCF preaches against a legalistic approach, the ingredients in the manual may
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result in the very thing BCF wishes to avoid.

The Case Study

Throughout much of the manual is a case study called "Mary's Husband Has Left Her." The case study is first
presented in Lesson 9, and subsequent counseling sessions follow in the later lessons. In Lesson 9 the student of the
manual is to read the information about Mary and then answer questions. Unfortunately, the information about
Mary is too brief to be comprehensible. Mary has presumably come to "your house" with a marital problem. She is
distraught because her husband left her after arguing all night. After only a brief description, the reader of the
manual is asked questions regarding Mary and how one might help her. Throughout this "case study" the pronoun
"you" is used to designate the person who is presumably doing the counseling. However, as we discuss aspects of
this "case study" of Mary we will refer to the person to whom Mary came for help as the "woman" to avoid
confusion among "you" the reader of this paper, "you" the reader of the manual, and "you" the "counselor" in the
"case study."

In spite of the scarcity of information given regarding Mary and her situation, the reader of the manual is directed
to answer specific questions. However, to ask one to presume to give answers without sufficient information may
cause one to "answereth a matter before he heareth it," and that would be a "folly and shame unto him" (Proverbs
18:13). While one may pick up clues from the brief amount of information, the answers will involve some
speculation. For instance Question 3 asks, "What additional problems could result if Mary continues responding in
the same way (for example: depression, anxiety, suicide, murder, living as a recluse, physical or emotional
breakdown, alcohol and drug use)? What else?"15 But there simply is not enough information to give a definitive
answer. How does one presume to deal with such sketchy information? Answer: one must presume. We are also
concerned about BCF's use of such psychological terminology as "emotional breakdown."

Another question asks: "How would you give hope to Mary using FACTS ABOUT BIBLICAL COUNSELING
(Supplement 12)?"16 One would certainly want to find out about Mary's spiritual condition at this point, because
Jesus is our hope in every situation. However, if one turns to "Facts about Biblical Counseling," one may not feel
adequate to minister hope beyond arranging counseling appointments with trained counselors or counselors-in-
training. In that case, Mary might look to counseling as her hope rather than Jesus Christ.

Lesson 10 includes the same event in the case history of Mary. Here, we see that the hope to be given is a
counseling appointment. The "woman" who has been approached by Mary for help calls her pastor, who tells her to
pray with Mary and to set up an appointment for the next day with some other counselors present. Of course, these
are to be trained counselors or counselors-in-training, because that is what BCF is all about. The pastor directs the
woman to: "Set a specific time and place for Mary to come tomorrow and discuss her problem with you and other
Biblical counselors." Notice that BCF recommends that counselors counsel in teams. In other words, one Christian
does not minister privately with one other Christian, but one designated as "counselee" is to be "counseled" by a
group of "counselors."

In Lesson 10 the four elements "to be emphasized in every counseling session" are presented. They are:
"Understand the problem." "There is hope." "You must learn how to change." "You must practice being a doer of
God's Word."17 Directions are given to ask Mary questions to "understand the problem." But, the student of the
manual cannot ask the questions of Mary, who is neither actually present nor fully presented. Then the student of
the manual, who has not been given enough information even to begin to understand the problem, must proceed
with the process of what to counsel.

The section "Understand the problem" directs the reader to ask questions to gain information regarding the problem.
We agree that one must have the facts to avoid jumping to conclusions and thereby giving unwise counsel.
However, in the section "Understand the problem" one is instructed: "Make biblical inquiry by asking 'what, who,
when, where, and how' questions, but avoid 'why' questions; get all the facts (Proverbs 18:13, 17; James 1:19)."18
These verses support the idea of listening to what is being said and gaining factual information, but they do not
forbid anyone from asking "why?" The instruction "avoid 'why' questions" does not come from the verses cited.
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Instead, we see the influence of William Glasser's Reality Therapy in which he says:

In Reality Therapy, therefore, we rarely ask why. Our usual question is What? What are you doing-not why are
you doing it? Why implies that the reasons for the patient's behavior make a difference in therapy, but they do
not.19 (Emphasis his.)

Directing counselors to "avoid 'why' questions" may help them avoid expeditions into subjectivity and
rationalization for sin. However the direction to "avoid 'why' questions" is presented as if it is a Biblical injunction.

The verses used by BCF to support "understand the problem" and "avoid 'why' questions" are: Proverbs 18:13, "He
that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him"; Proverbs 18:17, "He that is first in his
own cause seemeth just; but his neighbour cometh and searcheth him"; and James 1:19, "Wherefore, my beloved
brethren, let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath." These verses direct a person to listen but
say nothing about understanding the problem or about what kinds of questions to avoid. This is an example of the
careless manner in which verses are sometimes used in this manual.

The most one can hope to gain by asking questions will be information and some subjective impressions, which
may lead to accurate or inaccurate understanding. However, no matter how many facts one collects, only the Holy
Spirit truly understands the problem and the people involved. Christians who come alongside other Christians who
are experiencing problems of living need to know the Lord and His Word, may need a certain amount of factual
information, but are not required to understand the person's problem in order to minister.

The "case study" of Mary continues in Lesson 12. The dialogues in this "case study" are called "role plays" and are
supposed to be demonstrations of how to do Biblical counseling. Here in the "role play" dialogue, one of the
counselors attempts to find out if Mary is saved. The counselor asks, "Mary, tell me how you came to know Jesus
Christ." Mary answers:

I accepted the Lord at a Christian summer camp when I was 16. I had real joy in the Lord. I regularly attended
church and Sunday school for a couple of years after that. I also had plenty of Christian friends. (Pause) In
college I started down a spiral. I met Tom who was not interested in the Christian life.20

Mary then proceeds to complain about her husband. After Mary states a few more complaints about Tom, the
counselor asks, "When did the problems first start between you and your husband Tom?"21

The counselors are evidently satisfied with Mary's testimony. However, one might well wonder whether Mary
really heard the Gospel at the camp or if she simply had an emotional response to an emotional appeal. From what
Mary says during the dialog, there is no evidence of repentance for sin or genuine conversion (beyond attending
church and having some Christian friends for two years).

Here there is a great need to establish Mary's position in Christ. Instead, the counselor proceeds with questions
about the problems with the husband, when her spiritual life should have been the first direction of the counsel.
Rather than pursuing the genuineness of Mary's faith, the counselors give Mary a platform for talking about her
husband behind his back.22 We express our concern about the direction of this counseling session, because the
dialogues in the "case study" are for the purpose of demonstrating how to counsel Biblically.

In Lesson 13's counseling session, "The counselor points out that Mary's most serious problem is that she is not
loving God."23 But, she is incapable of loving God if she has not been born again. Nowhere has it been established
that she has been converted. Then, in the next session, described briefly in Lesson 14, Mary sounds as bad as or
worse than at the first session. There is still no evidence that Mary has truly been regenerated, yet the counselors
continue trying to help her change. Besides that, while this case may be based on a real one, it sounds phony,
probably because the authors are trying to squeeze in what they want to teach and leave out most of the
conversation that would have occurred.

In Lesson 15, Mary has suddenly changed. No change was revealed in any of the previous sessions. But here,
glowing things are said about her being quite transformed, so much so that her husband, Tom, has now come to the
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counseling session with Mary. The assumption is that her change is due to spiritual growth. Evidently the
counselors were satisfied with her shallow testimony, because one counselor tells Tom that Mary has changed
"because of her commitment to please the Lord and be obedient to God's Word, which began with her spiritual new
birth."24

Lesson 15 gives a brief description of several counseling sessions where the counselor works with Mary while her
husband only observes. However, when he does begin to participate, the couple is instructed to have a "conference
table. . . to provide a structured environment for developing the habit of solving problems in a biblical fashion."25
At the conference table the husband is instructed to be the leader and the wife is told to be the "recorder." While
this format may be useful to some people, no such structure for family conferences can be found in the Bible. Such
a structure is not in itself Biblical communication, which is speaking the truth in love, forgiving one another, and
following other Biblical guidelines having to do with communication.

During this counseling session the couple practice the conference table approach. When they begin to argue, the
counselor raises his hand to demonstrate how to stop a fight. He then instructs Mary and Tom to raise their hands
when they start arguing. This gimmick may work for some people, but during a later counseling session, presented
in Lesson 18, one can see that the usefulness of the conference table and hand raising was of short duration. In fact,
in this lesson everything seems worse.

In Lesson 18, Mary reports that she has been ill, her house is a mess, and Tom has refused to attend the counseling
session. Mary tells her counselors that she was sick and in bed, and then, when she began to recover, she looked at
the mess and went back to bed because she could not face it. This lesson proceeds with questions about how to help
Mary see her "sinful self-focus," with verses for hope, and with assigned homework. There is no suggestion that the
counselors do anything practical, such as help clean up her house. With four counselors, at least one ought to be
able to lend a hand and be a good example of loving one another in practical ways.

In Lesson 19, Mary and Tom are back on track asking and giving forgiveness, but in Lesson 21, we discover for the
very first time that Mary's husband has a drinking problem. How odd that this did not surface earlier. But then,
when you have to concoct a prolonged "case study" and cover all the various problems at the right time in the
manual, you are bound not to make sense.

In reading through the entire case, one sees that this is really contrived with all kinds of processes and record-
keeping, etc., similar to psychological counseling. One wonders how the apostle Paul was able to minister without
these added "helps." Do believers need all of this to be able to minister Biblically? With all the worksheets and
procedures one wonders what Christians might do if they only had the Bible! While many of the teachings in the
various lessons are Biblical and worthy of study, we would strongly discourage using this case study as a model for
counseling.

The Holy Spirit in Counseling

The Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship does emphasize the work of the Holy Spirit in
counseling (Lesson 3). However, the manual also presents a methodology that could easily ignore the sovereign
work of the Spirit. The manual states:

In counseling that is true to God's Word, a Biblical counselor will collect enough information to enable him to
recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution.26

And, of course, the manual provides a means of collecting "enough information to enable him to recognize and
understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution."27 This approach suggests that after gathering
enough information, the counselor will indeed be able to "recognize and understand the problem in order to
formulate the biblical solution." This assumes that through this process the right questions will be asked and the
right information gathered. Even if this were possible, such as with a specific, limited superficial problem, the
Biblical solution formulated by the counselor may bypass the very thing the Lord is working in the person. Thus,
the counselor may intrude his own evaluation and diagnosis, which may be erroneous. That is why one must stress
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the convicting and directing role of the Word of God and the Holy Spirit. The counselor may indeed suggest
passages of Scripture that may apply or may convict. But, he cannot assume that data gathering will necessarily
"enable him to recognize and understand the problem in order to formulate the biblical solution." Moreover, his
own bias from his own experience may drastically contaminate his evaluation and understanding.

Instead of a manual with 105 principles, the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit will bring understanding
to the problem and provide a Biblical solution. It is rare that a counselor understands a person or that person's
problem beyond the most superficial layer. Moreover, it is rare for a counselor to know specifically how a person
will change or even what Scriptures may lead to that understanding or change. The Holy Spirit is the true counselor
and human counselors should not mess with the clay. The counselor does not decide how change will occur; that's
the work of the Holy Spirit.

Apart from the Holy Spirit and the Word of God, a person cannot take the internal spiritual temperature of himself.
Apart from what Scripture says generally about the heart, no one can know what is going on inside anyone else.
"For what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him? even so the things of God
knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God" (1 Corinthians 2:11). Furthermore, in attempting to analyze another
person's inner life (feeling and heart levels) in addition to external behavior (doing level)28, a counselor is in
danger of usurping the place of the Lord and of leading a person astray with his speculation.

The manual says: "Only God can accurately judge the entire spiritual condition of the heart."29 This begs the
question: Can a human thus judge an aspect of another's heart and conclude that the person is self-righteous,
jealous, prideful, etc.? Even observing behavior may not result in accurate evaluation of another's heart or
motivation. While this manual is for self-confrontation, one must keep in mind that it is the required preparation
(Track 1, In-depth Biblical Counseling/ Discipleship) for the BCF counseling program. The idea throughout is that
after an individual has confronted himself at the feeling, doing, and heart levels (Lesson 6, pages 4-5), that he can
confront others at those same levels. The implication comes from BCF's use of Matthew 7:1,5-that after one has
judged himself he may judge another at the feeling, doing, and heart levels. Thus, the BCF manual appears to
encourage Christians to evaluate one another's inner man regarding attitudes and motives.

For instance, the chart connecting the "Self-Centered Life" with "Self-Centered Deeds" indicates that "Arrogance"
is "Demonstrated by: Saying unkind words, being critical."30 Is one to conclude that whenever an unkind-sounding
or critical word is spoken, the heart attitude is one of arrogance? While the Bible clearly teaches that our actions
come from our inner attitudes, one cannot necessarily identify the inner attitude. For instance, what may appear to
be an unkind or critical word may actually originate from an attitude of love and a desire to help. Or, it may come
from a place of discouragement. Humans too often jump to conclusions. But the Lord knows the heart. That is why
David cried out to the Lord: "Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: And see if
there be any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting" (Psalm 139:23,24). While BCF discourages
speculation and allowing one's own experience and opinions from intruding, such can easily occur when attempting
to analyze and understand a problem at the heart and feeling levels, especially when it is someone else's heart.

The Christian life is lived both internally and externally. Man works out what God works within. "Wherefore, my
beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more in my absence, work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling. For it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good
pleasure" (Philippians 2:12,13).

Personal History/Problem Evaluation

Supplement 6 of the manual is titled "Personal History/Problem Evaluation." Except for the Religious Background
section, questions asked and information obtained in this section merely reflect the type of information sought by
secular counselors. Even the Religious Background section parallels the types of questions secularists ask.

Prior to the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, can you imagine a Christian, simply out of the blue, asking
another Christian such questions as: "Have you ever felt people were watching you? Yes____ No____ When?" or
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"Are you afraid of being in a car? Airplane? Yes____ No____ When?"31 Read through the information and
questions in this Supplement and see if you can imagine anyone in the church using such a format prior to the
current psychology craze. Until the rise of the Biblical counseling movement, the church did not need such forms,
because it ministered the Word to the individual and let the true Counselor direct the work of change.

Sharing Homework

Studying the Bible, memorizing Scripture, writing out one's personal testimony of God's gracious work in one's life
are all commendable activities and should be encouraged in all churches. BCF can be congratulated for encouraging
such activities. The statement at the bottom of every homework page says: "The completion of assignments marked
with an asterisk (*) is a prerequisite for further Biblical counseling training." However, some of the homework,
which is required if one is to continue training and hope to become a BCF certified counselor, may involve
exposing the sins of others. If one completes the "Bible Study and Application Format"32 with the specificity
required by the examples, he might easily confess the sins of others as well as his own. Additionally, an instructor
who reads and evaluates the homework may see a particular student in the light of having confessed some private
sinful attitude, such as the example of being selfish on Page 2 of Supplement 3. Without intending to look at that
person as a selfish individual, the one who has read the homework may easily fall into the trap of continually
viewing the student as selfish.

The "Discovering Problem Patterns Worksheet" asks people to observe and record patterns in their lives.33 They
are directed to write down instances of sinful behavior, such as all the times one is lazy during the week. While that
may be useful for some people, there is something very contrived about it. Moreover, one could follow such a
worksheet and improve the flesh without walking after the Spirit. Actually, a person could faithfully complete this
worksheet and never change. Worse, perhaps, would be "improving" the flesh and becoming prideful. New
Creations in Christ do not attempt to fix up old Adam by looking at patterns and then changing those patterns. Each
time one sins one must recognize that he is walking after the flesh rather than after the Spirit. He does not need to
identify patterns, but sins, whether they follow particular patterns or not. The Bible calls for confessing sins, not
writing them down and keeping track of them. Scripture says: "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (1 John 1:9). But, where does it say, "If we write
down patterns of sins for the week, we will overcome our sinful habit patterns and be cleansed from all
unrighteousness"?

Limited Warning

When I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; and thou givest him not warning, nor speakest to warn the
wicked from his wicked way, to save his life; the same wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood will I
require at thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked, and he turn not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked way,
he shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast delivered thy soul (Ezekiel 3:18-19).

A responsibility of every pastor and every teacher is to warn. Self-Confrontation does warn about the dangers of
humanistic psychology and even contrasts four "common humanistic philosophies" with the Bible.34 However,
there is no warning against patently unbiblical ministries, practices, and doctrines within the professing church. It is
doubtful that BCF will expose any individual or any false teaching that will lead to conflict. The BCF instructors
manual says:

... your aim must be to teach your students to recognize the difference between truth and error. Your purpose
here is to teach the students the error of the world's philosophies, not to critique particular individuals.35

But, is it Biblical not to do so? We contend that it is not only unbiblical, but naive. People who study Biblical
counseling do not necessarily limit themselves to the Bible. They often dip into numerous teachings by
psychologically oriented individuals.

Rather than warn about those who attempt to integrate psychology and the Bible, BCF extols one of the leading
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founders of integrationist "Christian psychology," Dr. Henry Brandt. Broger says in the 1990 edition of the Self-
Confrontation Syllabus:

We also owe a great debt to Dr. Jay E. Adams and Dr. Henry Brandt for their outstanding leadership and
pioneering efforts in the area of authoritative biblical counseling. We thank God for their dedication and singleness
of purpose in this important field of ministry.

Strange acknowledgment since Brandt is an integrationist! Also, it is strange to link two such names (Brandt and
Adams), when one is an integrationist and the other is not.

We provided evidence of Brandt's integration to BCF some time prior to the Nelson printing of their syllabus.
Nevertheless, the 1992 BCF edition and the current edition include the following acknowledgment: "Dr. Brandt's
emphasis on Jesus Christ as the only source of true peace and joy greatly helped our focus in training." While
changed from the earlier acknowledgment, it still leaves the wrong impression. And, it is still strange, because
Brandt is still an integrationist!

In addition, BCF is working together with a publisher of blatant psychoheresy. The BCF staff originally published
the Self-Confrontation Syllabus themselves. However, they have given Thomas Nelson Publishers the rights to
publish the syllabus "to expand the availability of Self-Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores."36
Nelson published it in early 1994 under the title Self-Confrontation: a manual for in-depth discipleship. Nelson is
one of the most blatantly psychological publishers in the Christian publishing field. Nelson has led large numbers
of Christians astray with their psychological and recovery books. They ran a large, expensive eight-page insert for a
special series of their recovery books in the June 1992 New Age Journal ( a rank new-age publication). A Nelson
representative even bragged about the fact that one New-Age distributor listed several of Nelson's books among
their top fifty best sellers.

Why have the BCF Syllabus published by a publisher with such a visibly disreputable reputation for publishing
books that are contrary to what BCF claims to stand for? Their explanation is "to expand the availability of Self-
Confrontation to thousands of Christian bookstores." However, if BCF had openly criticized Nelson authors who
promote psychoheresy, it is doubtful that Nelson would have been interested.

Conclusion

With all the problems related to Biblical counseling training programs, all believers, including pastors, should rely
exclusively on Bible study and prayer for spiritual growth, and pastors should not send their sheep outside the
church to psychological or Biblical counseling shepherds. And, for all the reasons mentioned in our book, even a
Biblical counseling training program in the church, led by outsiders or even the pastor should be avoided.

The driving force behind the desire to be Biblical counselors may often be the visibility, respect, and status that
accompany the title of "counselor." This has been conditioned by the secular psychological model. Nevertheless,
Biblical counsel should be a part of (not apart from) the Biblically ordained ministries of the church. And, Biblical
counsel should be under, not over, the Biblically ordained ministries.

Biblical counseling handbooks and training programs should be at best supplementary, just like lexicons, Bible
dictionaries, etc. However there is commonly a great misuse of these manuals to the detriment of Scripture. This is
partly because of "oversell" on the part of various organizations, the idea of Biblical counseling being an alternative
to psychology, and the inherent nature of the problem-centered focus of many such manuals.

The BCF manual is less than 20 years old. Its current version or nearly so is less than 3 years old. As indicated
above, the latest version still has many problems that need correcting. Nevertheless, the statement on the cover has
the audacity to present the manual as "The definitive resource for developing and assessing your faith and
conduct." The dictionary defines definitive as follows:

1. that decides or settles in a final way; decisive; conclusive
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2. most nearly complete and accurate.

This type of puffing presents too positive a picture, which should embarrass even its most ardent promoters.

We no longer recommend any manuals or training programs for Biblical counseling. A church does not need to
have a "counseling ministry" or a counselor training program for believers to minister to one another according to
Scripture. After all, what did believers do for almost 2000 years without the Biblical counseling movement? There
has been some personal care among believers ministering to one another through encouragement, admonition,
discernment, comfort, counsel, compassion, prayer, and discipleship. This happened among believers from the
inception of the church, because people believed and acted according to the Word of God, by the very life of Christ
living in and through them by the Holy Spirit.37

For years people have thought of Biblical counseling as an alternative to psychological counseling. But,
psychotherapy began as a religious alternative to Christianity. Therefore, rather than offering an alternative "look
alike," such as Biblical counseling, we urge Christians to return to the Bible. Counsel from the Bible is not an
alternative. It is God's truth versus the counsel of the world. It is God's light rather than the darkness of the wisdom
of men. We call Christians back to the light of God's Word and the life of Christ in the believer.

The Biblical counseling movement as it currently exists must die. Is there any hope for the Biblical counseling
movement? Yes, but only resurrected in its proper place as a part of the Biblically ordained ministries of the
church. Instead of a "counseling" ministry Christians should follow the Bible regarding mutual care among
believers, under Biblically ordained leadership. The answer to problems of living is not Biblical counseling, but
ongoing Biblical ministry in the body of Christ:

Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ: That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to
deceive; But speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is the head, even Christ: From
whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the
effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love
(Ephesians 4:13-16).
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* This entire report has been excerpted and/or adapted from a 1995 PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries (PAM)
position paper. The complete 15-page paper with all footnotes may be ordered from PAM for $5.00 (PsychoHeresy
Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93110).
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Shut Down the "Biblical Counseling" Movement?*
Even though Biblical counseling looks much better than psychological counseling, we wonder if the Biblical
counseling movement should be shut down. We [the Bobgans] have given reasons for our concern in our book
Against Biblical Counseling: For the Bible. 

We have even said that the movement might cease to exist if its unbiblical props were removed. The first prop
holding up the movement is the grossly unbiblical practice of charging fees. There is no justifiable reason to charge
for such counsel. We say categorically that any Biblical counseling ministry that charges a price is unbiblical.
Yes, "the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke 10:7), and "the labourer is worthy of his reward" (1 Timothy 5:18).
Paul even argued that as he had sown spiritual things, should he not also reap carnal things (1 Corinthians 9:11).
Nevertheless, he also said: "What is my reward then? Verily that, when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel
of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power in the gospel" (1 Corinthians 9:18). Peter wrote to the elders:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1 Peter 5:2).

Whether one agrees with the way Biblical counseling is conducted or not, it is nevertheless a ministry. It is
designed to minister the Word of God empowered by the Holy Spirit by one who knows Christ to one who will
receive it. It is unbiblical to require a direct charge for such a ministry. There is no example in Scripture that
justifies charging a fee for ministering the Word of God by the grace of God to a brother or sister in Christ. 

Someone might protest that a minister is paid a salary. But that is a false analogy. The true analogy would be
charging someone for attending church or for being visited in the hospital. We hope no one would even think of
doing that! 

Pay for Service

This pay for service makes any Biblical counseling grossly unbiblical. Imagine someone going to a Biblical
counseling center for ministry concerning a life issue? Let's say that the conversation and direction are Biblical.
Can you imagine at the end a prayer, an Amen, and then a bill for services? Would Paul or the disciples have done
such a thing? Absolutely not!

A simoniac is "a person who practices simony," and simony is "the buying or selling of sacred or spiritual things."
Charging fees for counseling is one example of charging for a church ministry. Another example of simony is the
sale of indulgences in the Roman Catholic church. The Catholic church was selling and people thought they were
buying their way to heaven.

Filthy lucre (1 Peter 5:2) is the great financial fuel that drives both the psychological and Biblical counseling
movements. Without the charging of fees or the hope of receiving payments in the future for those being trained,
the Biblical counseling movement would be decimated. If every Biblical counselor stopped directly charging and
receiving fees, it would literally cripple the movement as it currently exists.

The Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF) receives about $500,000 annually for counseling
fees. No one knows how much is received annually by all the so-called Biblical counselors in or out of churches
across America. It is obviously a huge sum of money. The direct charging and receiving of money for ministry is
just one of many factors in which Biblical counselors parrot psychological counselors. It is a disgrace and a shame
for the church to sit silently and permit such a blight to exist in her midst.

While many of the organizations and individuals in the Biblical counseling movement will give lip service to the
fact that charging fees for such a ministry as counseling is unbiblical, we know of none that makes a serious issue
of it, probably in order not to offend the many leaders in the movement who charge or encourage contributions. 

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/psych.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/simony.htm
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/
http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/ccef/
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Separated-from-the-Church Counseling Centers

The second prop of the Biblical counseling movement is the separated-from-the-church counseling centers, some
of which exist in church buildings. Here again, most in the movement will agree that a separated-from-the-church
Biblical counseling center is unbiblical. Yet, none will make this an issue of separation. And, as a matter of fact,
some of the most visible leaders in the movement have such separated-from-the-church centers. 

Vocabulary

The third prop of the movement is the vocabulary. The three main vocabulary words of the movement are
counselee, counselor, and counseling or some variation of each. In our [the Bobgan's] book Against Biblical
Counseling: For the Bible, we review the use of the words counsel, counselor, and counselee in both the Old and
New Testaments.

Obviously, the Bible usages of the words translated as counsel, counsellor, and counsels do have shades of
meaning. However, in no instance does the use of those words justify what is currently practiced in the Biblical
counseling movement.

We are not saying that these are the only words and examples associated with counseling in the Old and New
Testaments. What we are saying is that there is no counseling found in the Bible as it is presently conducted by
most of those who call themselves Biblical counselors. One cannot use the definition of the above words to defend
the common practice of contemporary Biblical counseling.

Neither the Old nor the New Testament has an equivalent word for counselee. In fact, the English word counselee
did not show up in a dictionary until 1934. The definition of counselee in the Oxford English Dictionary is "One
who receives professional counseling (esp. in Psychol)." No wonder it is nowhere in the Bible. Psychological
counseling created the need for a word to designate those receiving "professional counseling." Yet Biblical
counselors faithfully call their recipients "counselees." Those who charge fees should be honest enough to call them
"customers."

Our society places great value on the position of counselor, probably even higher than that of pastor, evangelist, or
teacher. If the common name for a psychotherapist were "advisor" and the activity were called "advising," those
would probably be the very words adopted by the church. Instead of "Biblical counselors," there would be "Biblical
advisors" doing "Biblical advising." If those terms sound dull and flat, it's because the powerful status symbol is
counselor, not advisor.  

While those who call themselves "Biblical counselors" may be operating according to Scripture to some degree,
they do so not within a position delineated in Scripture, because the Bible does not present the position of the
contemporary counselor. If they do minister Biblically to another believer, they do so simply as a fellow believer or
within ordained ministries presented in Scripture, such as an evangelist, pastor, teacher, elder, or deacon.

It is sad that such a well-intentioned movement with many Biblically astute leaders would hesitate to make a
serious issue about the charging of fees and separated-from-the-church counseling centers -- worse yet, to be
unwilling to rebuke leaders in the movement who are in violation of such clear Biblical doctrines.

Moreover, it is grievous that few in the movement recognize that in the main the Biblical counseling movement is
merely a reflection of the psychological counseling movement. When will the leaders who know better at least cry
a halt to the unbiblical practice of charging fees? And, how can those who know better Biblically justify their
silence?

For too long now, we have heard the cries of those who have been financially pillaged by those who practice
Biblical counseling as a profession instead of a ministry. We can understand why those on the take will not do
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anything about stopping their personal income, but those who know better and do not make a serious issue of it are
also to be held accountable. Those who seek such ministry are the ones who suffer most. They suffer first and
foremost because of their situations, but the suffering is compounded and amplified by the charging of fees. The
one who ministers becomes worse than a paid friend by reducing relationship in the Body of Christ to a commercial
transaction.

Imagine what it would be like if pastors, elders, and other fellow members of the Body of Christ were to charge
fees for ministering God's grace to one another just like the fee-for-service Biblical counselors. There would be fee-
for-service worship services, fee-for-service Bible class and Sunday school, fee-for-service hospital visitations,
fee-for-service prayer, fee-for-service funerals, baptisms, marriages, etc. Before or after providing each service, the
provider would ask, "Will you pay by cash, check or credit card?"

Would anyone in his right mind do such a thing? Never! If it were not for the fact that fee-for-service Biblical
counseling is merely a reflection of professional psychological counseling, it would never have happened in the
first place. 

While there is Biblical justification for pastors to be paid a salary by the local church, there is no Biblical
justification for fee-for-ministry arrangements. Yet, shepherds of the sheep not only give their approval by silence,
but many also send their sheep out to fee-for-service counselors. Many have reneged on their calling to care for the
sheep and to equip members of the Body of Christ to minister God's grace to one another, and they approve directly
or indirectly the financial fleecing of their sheep.

Perhaps it is time for those who have been charged fees for Biblical counseling to follow Matthew 18 and confront
those who sinned against them by charging money for ministry. While restitution may not be possible, there should
at least be confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

How dare those so-called Biblical counselors extract fees from those whose lives are already torn up? How dare
they reduce mutual care in the Body of Christ to a paid relationship? And, how can those who know better stand by
as hirelings fleece the sheep? All of them, those who charge and those leaders who are quiet about it, are guilty for
exploiting poor souls who reach out for help. Those who stand guilty include the entire faculty at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, where CCEF is connected. To our knowledge, not even one professor there
has protested this despicable practice.

While BCF is clear in its official statements about not charging for Biblical counseling, they are guilty of not being
serious enough about the charging issue to critique by name individuals and organizations who do. Charging is a
serious violation of Scripture and is practiced by many who are BCF trained. BCF needs to stop playing politics
regarding the charging issue and make more than a passing comment about it at their workshops. 

Prediction: BCF will continue to downplay their position on charging at workshops and will never publicly name
even one individual or organization involved in this grossly unbiblical practice.

Conclusion

The replacement for psychological counseling is not Biblical counseling. It is ministering the Word of God to each
other in love, patience, and forbearance. It is believers being equipped through the apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers. Moreover, the Lord Himself eliminates the need for a psychologist or Biblical counselor. He
has given His Word, His Son, and His Spirit to both create and nourish the Body of Christ and the individuals
members thereof. The care of souls belongs in the church as a natural function of the Body of Christ as believers
are equipped with the Word, walk in the Spirit, and communicate love and truth to one another in all matters of
life. The Biblical counseling movement may need to cease in order to enhance these possibilities.

* This report has been adapted and/or excerpted from an article by the same name from the July-August 1997,

http://www.psychoheresy-aware.org/shutdown.html
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PsychoHeresy Awareness Letter, PsychoHeresy Awareness Ministries, 4137 Primavera Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93110.
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“The Left Behind Series” – Book  Review
By Pastor Kevin Beier, Bible Believer's Baptist Church of Custer, South Dakota
Updated 2/3/2000 - Jump to update "click here"

 Are you left behind? Unfortunately the majority of professing Christianity is left behind. I am not referring to
being left behind in the rapture, (although I would not be surprised if many in professing Christianity are), but
rather being left behind in the mad scramble to learn more about ‘The Tribulation Force” and their endeavor to
expose the Antichrist and bring the word to Jesus Christ as it is being described in the Left Behind series by Tim
LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins.

 I do not want to be labeled hypocritical, so let me first confess to the fact that I have read the first four books in the
series. Quite honestly, the story line in the series is very interesting and exciting. But who would have thought
otherwise? Any time someone writes using the Bible as their source to entertain, the supernatural events described
in Scripture tend to interest people. Most people want nothing to do with the Bible or the God of the Bible, but
have no reservations about being entertained by someone who writes about the Bible. Hollywood figured that out
years ago. Stories about the Bible make big bucks.

 I have asked myself a number of times why folks detest the Bible so much, but love books about the Bible. Maybe
it is because the Bible reveals to you who you really are and demands a change and that into the image of Jesus
Christ. Who likes to be convicted about sin? However, books about the Bible tend to be a little easier on the ego
and conscience, so of course men are going to like books about the Book instead of the Book Itself!

 While I found myself being enthralled by the story-line in the books. I also found myself wondering, with such a
golden opportunity for LaHaye and Jenkins to very clearly outline the gospel of Jesus Christ to many who will read
the series but would not let a soul-winner tell them the same, why is the sound gospel of the grace of God so
obscure, to the point of being absent from the books?! At the very least it seems that the plan of salvation could
be given at the end or beginning of each book so that those who are lost might know how not to be left behind.
True that there are instances in the book of some of the characters giving a brief testimony to salvation, but even
those are so weak that if a person were not looking for and familiar with God’s plan of salvation they would never
know how to be born again. How do I know this to be true? A lady I work with is reading the first book. I saw her
with the book and asked how she liked it. She asked if I had read it and then said, “It is good science fiction.” She
is a Roman Catholic. When I tried to explain that it was supposed to be based upon Biblical facts, she responded
with surprise. I continued to talk with her about the content of the book to see if she had picked-up on the plan of
salvation. Nothing. Praise the Lord that I was able to give her the gospel and explain to her that the book, while
being thrilling, could not replace the Word of God which pleads with sinners to repent and turn to Jesus Christ for
salvation. But what if I hadn’t told her of Jesus? The book certainly did not!

But there is another problem. With such a vast range of readers, LaHaye and Jenkins are forced to be very careful
not to offend people who might see things a little differently. And that when the Bible is clear that the gospel is an
offence to those who are lost, yet is to be spoken anyway. So to help with the size of the target market, I mean to
keep from offending people. there must be little gems like the Pope being raptured with the church! Now come
on! Anyone who understands the Scriptures and what a Roman Catholic believes, knows that a person cannot
believe what that “church” teaches and the Pope stands for and be saved. It is impossible. So LaHaye and Jenkins
help Chuck Colson, Billy Graham, Charles Stanley and the rest of the closet liberals to further blur the clear line of
demarcation between true Christianity and apostate Christianity.

 I am sure that many will argue that the books are able to get into the homes of many people who normally would
not let a Christian come into their home and teach the Bible. True. But of what practical use is a book that does
not and cannot convict of sin and show the need for a Saviour in the home of a lost man? What good is it if
people know facts about the Scriptures, like the rapture and the wrath of God, but never know how to use it in their
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lives? Isn’t that one of the primary problems with today’s “Christianity?” Too many people are becoming
familiar with Bible and not familiar with the God of the Bible. A man can know the Bible upside down and
backwards, but if he has not the new birth and the Spirit of God to teach him how to receive the Word of God, all
of his Bible knowledge is in vain and worthless. There is a movement of looking and acting like a Christian, as it is
outlined by the liberal apostates who promote CCM (Contemporary Christian Music) [from worldly sounding pop
to heavy metal rock and rap],  the ECT accord (Evangelicals and Catholics Together) [an accord that compromises
our faith], and WWJD (What Would Jesus Do) [Fad trinkets], without being a Christian. What a difference!
[Editor's note: Items in blue underline linked to articles on the subject.]

What about the fact that two of the characters in the books, Chloe and Amanda are established as Bible teachers
when the Bible forbids such a practice, (1 Timothy 2:12)? Is that just a minor doctrinal difference that is to be
overlooked? Or the fact that three of the primary characters in the books, Chloe, Amanda, and Rayford are saved
after the rapture, when 2 Thessalonians 2:11 declares that God will send strong delusion to those who heard the
gospel but had pleasure in unrighteousness that they should believe a lie. ---In the book all three of these characters
took pleasure in their unrighteousness, so what are the odds of them really getting saved? None!  Are we going to
take the teaching of (Catholic) purgatory and change it to an earthly purgatory where those who are left behind
(like these characters) are allowed the second chance? If so, then no wonder the gospel is so obscure in the books.
Why offend people who will buy the books if they have a second chance after the rapture?! What’s more important
here anyway?!

[Editor's note: The Bible makes it clear ALL those who take pleasure in unrighteousness are damned! The
book series gives hope for these characters where there is none for their kind!] 
2 Thessalonians 2:11-12 "And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:
That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness."

The Left Behind series by LaHaye and Jenkins are very well written. If you like excitement, intrigue, and suspense
these are the books for you. But, if you are concerned about rightly dividing the word of truth, taking a bold
stand for Jesus Christ and His gospel. and/or the salvation of your friends and loved ones, I suggest reading
your King James Bible and buying a copy for someone else. After all, the same events found in the Left Behind
series are found in the Bible and you don’t even have to wait for the next book in the series to come out to find out
what happens next. It’s all in one volume! Oh, and after you spend eighty dollars on God’s Book (and it should be
less), it can be read again and again with something new for you every time.

Editor's notes:
After looking over the website dedicated to promoting the "Left Behind" series much of what Pastor Beier points
out is evident.  The website, like the book, says almost nothing about the eternal Hell that awaits those that are truly
left behind, it openly promotes the CCM with links to music done by the likes of rocking and rapping DC Talk and
more.  Beyond this the site advertises they are in production of "Left Behind--The Movie!!!"  A look at who is
producing this movie was enough to make me cringe!

From: http://www.leftbehind-themovie.com/leftbehindmoverdrivers.html   (This site no longer active)
Joe Goodman, Producer - "...he has co-produced two TV movies, including "Every Mother’s Worst Fear" (USA
Network) and "Can of Worms" (Disney Channel). He has two more TV movies in development, "Rock a Byte Baby"
(Showtime) and "Twas the Night Before..." (CBS)."

Ralph Winter, Producer - "... a veteran movie producer whose credits include ... "Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered
Country," and "Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home..."  "He has also worked as a producer or Executive Producer on
..."Mighty Joe Young" (Disney), "Inspector Gadget" (Disney), "Hackers" (UA), "The Puppet Masters" (Disney),
"Hocus Pocus" (Disney), "Captain Ron" (Disney), and the upcoming "X-Men."

---I think this makes the point!!! (More on the site referenced) These books are being used by those in Hollywood
to serve the almighty dollar and NOT a Holy God that condemns such endeavors!  I SERIOUSLY doubt the movie
houses are going to open there doors "for free" to let the people be warned!   In light of such facts, it is a Christian's

http://www.wayoflife.org/database/rccheader.html
http://www.wayoflife.org/database/rccheader.html
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duty to question the motives of these men.  Pastor Bier demonstrates the lack of truth in this book series, how it
actually comes across as a science fiction and not as the time when Jesus returns for His own!  I suppose it should
not surprise me since I know Tim LaHaye also endorses the corrupt NKJV Bible (he was on the oversight
committee) and that he openly promotes the teachings of sicko pervert Sigmund Freud! Look at these three links if
you need to know more:

The New King James Version: Counterfeit 
Tim & Beverly LaHaye General Teachings/Activities 
Temperament Analysis/ Personality Typing - Christian or Psycho-Occult?

Christians ---take heed! The popularity of this book series should an alarm to you! If those reading it believe it
they may never listen to the true Gospel that calls sinners to repentance!  Preachers, mark and avoid this book series
in your churches!

Romans 16:17-18
"Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye
have learned; and avoid them.  For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple."

Titus 1:9-11
"Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort
and to convince the gainsayers. For there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they of the
circumcision:  Whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not,
for filthy lucre's sake."

Pastor Kevin Beier can be reached at the following address:
Pastor Kevin Beier

PO Box 441
Custer,  South Dakota 57730

An Update From Pastor Kevin Beier:

As a response to those who have questioned where I found the reference to the Pope being raptured in the book
series Left Behind, the following information should be helpful.   On page 53 of book number two, The Tribulation
Force, the book says,

“Most interesting to Buck was the interpretation of the event on the part of other churchmen. A lot of Catholics
were confused, because while many remained, some had disappeared-including the new pope, who had been
installed just a few months before the vanishings.”

The book then goes on to make reference to the teachings of the pope being more toward the “heresy” of Martin
Luther than the historic Roman Catholic position. I would give the benefit of the doubt to Jenkins and LaHaye and
say that they intended for people to understand that Roman Catholic doctrine does not allow for Biblical salvation.
However, I cannot. There are still two problems showing why:

 1)  Mother Teresa was raptured in the first book, Left Behind, on page 319. Now we all know who Mother Teresa
was and that she was a “good Catholic,” i.e. she believed in a works salvation.

2) The notion that the pope was raptured smacks of the current issues of ECT and the thinking that Pope John Paul
II is a revolutionary pope who is in favor of Roman Catholics studying their Bibles and even his giving lip service
to being in basic agreement on salvation with Evangelicals.

http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html
http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/exposes/lahaye/general.htm
file:///D:/Users/Dad/Documents/My Web Sites/mysite/Beardsley Ministry/bdm/exposes/lahaye/general.htm
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Neither of these is true. He may tell them to study their Bibles, but he still teaches that if they disagree with the
doctrines of “Holy Mother Church” they are wrong and need to do penance for following false doctrine. What good
is studying your Bible if you are not allowed to follow your own, Holy Spirit guided conclusions? Furthermore, the
Roman Church IS NOT in agreement with Biblical salvation by grace through faith alone.

  Many men and women who keep up with the movement and positions of the Pope and the Roman Catholic
Church prove the false teachings are STILL being taught!

[From Webmaster] Look at these other links for more information on why anyone claiming to be Christian must
abandon the Roman Catholic church: http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Cults/Catholicism/

  Again, these books boil down to good old-fashioned COMPROMISE! Jenkins and LaHaye have adopted the
philosophy that it is okay to tone-down truth to keep from offending people and to broaden the target market of
readers.

  The Bible plainly says that Jesus is an offense, (Romans 9:32-33). Moreover, those who teach and preach the
untarnished, pure, and straightforward Word of God never have been and never will be popular: and that doesn’t
work when you are trying to sell your books and tapes.

Someone once said, “It is never right to do wrong to get a chance to do right.” Just stick with God’s truth no matter
what people say or how they feel about it. God never changes His truth. Should we?

Return To Our Home Page
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WWJD? (What Would Jesus Do?)
- The Popular Fad Examined to the Light of Scriptures

Here are some things to consider with this latest WWJD "What Would Jesus Do" fad:
We are now selling Jesus’ name for profit! Through WWJD Bracelets, Shoestrings, Anklets, Necklaces,
License Tags, Pens, Dog Tags, Lapel Pins, Auto Fishes, Bumper Stickers, Crosses, Keychains, Bible covers,
golf balls and etc! 

I don't know who started the fad and it doesn't matter. In my example I demonstrate "Carman" is one of it's
big pushers! He is making merchandise of the name of our Lord and Saviour!!

2 Peter 2:3 
"And through covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a
long time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not."

Here is just some of the ridiculous items for sale on the Carman website!
    WWJD Woven Bracelet  $1.50             Assorted colors
    WWJD Neon Shoestring Bracelet  $1.99  Bright Neon with Footprints
    WWJD Pewter Cube Bracelet $3.49        Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD Pewter Cube Anklet  $3.49         Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD Pewter Cube Necklace  $3.99       Pewter Cube letters on leather strap
    WWJD License Tag  $4.49                Plate for front of vehicle
    WWJD License Tag Frame  $2.95          Frame for front or back plate
    WWJD Blanc-a-like Pen   $5.99          Look-a-like Mont Blanc style pen in gift box
    WWJD Pewter Dog Tag  $2.99             Pewter Dog Tag on chain
    WWJD Pewter Lapel Pin  $1.25           Pewter pin "WWJD
    WWJD Charm Necklace  $2.49             WWJD in single charm style necklace
    WWJD Auto Fish       $3.49             Fish symbol with WWJD inside
    WWJD Bumper Sticker  $1.39             Mutil-color WWJD Bumper sticker
    WWJD Leather Keychain $1.99            Leather Key Tag with WWJD
    WWJD Pewter Keychain  $3.49            Pewter WWJD Key Chain
    WWJD Bible Cover   $13.99              Blue, L
    And several more WWJD covers!

So what would Jesus really do?  Burn this stuff? Put this stuff in the garbage dump? He certainly would NOT be
making merchandise of His name as Carman and many of the CCM and C-rock crowd do! (Not to mention
the CCMers and C-rockers glorification of themselves through very similiar items documented in our News Boys
and DC Talk articles!)

All we have to do is think what Jesus did to the money changers in the temple John 2:14-16.   This was in
reference to the temple of God so whether or not you apply it to a church building or the individual the spiritual
implications are very clear.  Do we or should we adorn ourselves with things that make merchandise of the name of
Jesus? Absolutely not!  All these trinkets serve is mammon and NOT God. It does not necessarily mean a person
is saved, it just identifies them with this latest fad. This is only another fad run amuck.  Dare we ask what's
next?!  What will be the next fad promoted? Christian tattoos?  Its not beyond Carman to blaspheme as
revealed from links to our site! For what its worth Carman and the like need to repent of this sort of manipulation
and get to what scriptures teach.

In a message a person who withheld their name speaks very well to the WWJD issue: [Bold Emphasis Mine]
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Subject: SEND: Jesus Bracelets
Seeing WWJD bracelets the other day made me ponder why I never liked the idea.  I'd seen the ad in the paper
urging kids to consider that and it didn't seem right but I never really pondered why I felt that way. Just down
inside the Holy Spirit said no.  Since Saturday I've gathered my thoughts as to what was wrong and want to share
them with you.

First thing this bracelet is another notch in the religious unity belt. The ad that I saw said nothing about
declaring/examining a teen's doctrine regarding Jesus before you could have the bracelet.  It's very much like
Promise Keepers and March for Jesus!  So Catholics can wear the bracelet and Lutherans can wear the bracelet
and Methodists can wear the bracelet. Also since they don't identify which Jesus and the bible tells us there is
another Jesus anyone can wear the bracelet.  Certainly Mormons believe in Jesus and JW's believe in Jesus. 
Also Muslims see Jesus as a great prophet so they could wear the bracelet.  Even new agers see Jesus as an
ascended master so it could be appropriate for them to wear the bracelet.  Just one big happy family, huh?

Next the question the bracelet asks a teen is What would Jesus do?  This really sounds like a good question to ask
oneself in every situation. However any answer given to that question would have to be an opinion and not fact! 
Now every answer/opinion given is going to be based on something but it will remain that, just one's opinion.  If the
question were what did Jesus do then the answer could be factual.  I would assume that the teen is to search the
scriptures for his answer/opinion; however, it's dangerous to direct one's actions based on one's opinions.  My
Bible tells me that all who are the sons of God are led by the spirit of God (and not their opinions.)

It must be really something in the local junior and senior high schools. I bet you a lot of kids wear those WWJD
bracelets.  Consider this scenario. This kid goes to high school and hangs around with a bunch of other kids, all
Christian.  So one Saturday night when a group of boys and girls are together at the bowling alley one kid suggests
an activity that isn't appropriate.  Since they are all Christians and wearing their bracelets another kid says what
would Jesus do?  Someone says, Jesus wouldn't do that; he'd go home alone before he did that.  However someone
else says, Jesus wouldn't find anything wrong with that; you're unloving and judgmental in your attitude and Jesus
wouldn't be like that.  One kid kicks in and acts like a moderator and what do you have?   Well there's a group of
diversified people with a social problem dialoging to a resolution.  Aha, the dialectic process!   All because the
question only allows an opinion (I think or I feel) and not facts!

Now the poor true child of God in this situation is going to be really torn. Here he is say a junior in high school
and for three years he's hung around with this group.  He's seen them at march for Jesus rallies and they've been
there in the morning to rally around the flag pole and pray together before school.  What is he to think?  In all his
time of association with them they've never discussed what they believe doctrinally only how much they love Jesus! 
... One part of him knows that what's proposed is wrong while another part of him feels that these kids are
Christians just like him.  All because the question raised is what would Jesus do.

Now if the question were what does God say (WDGS) [in the Bible] the answer wouldn't allow for opinion and the
dialectic process but only fact/truth.  However that probably wouldn't be popular and would be divisive.  Some
would chose to act on the word of God but others would chose to be hearers only and not doers of the word,
deceiving themselves by reasoning contrary to the truth. This would split the group into sheep and goats.  That
doesn't promote the unity the world needs for a one world religion that worships the anti-Christ, the one who
stands in the place of Jesus Christ.

It's so human to want to identify with a group of your peers that the church is using that to do a great disservice to
our youth.  Instead of teaching them to deny themselves and follow after Jesus they're causing them to be grouped
and numbered by an outward bracelet.   My Bible tells me that for the Christian true circumcision is inwardly and
a matter of the heart.  What are we telling our teens when we sell them a bracelet to remind them of Jesus?
Madison Avenue marketing leads the way.  How like Laodicea we are because we don't recognize how naked, blind
and poor we truly are.   May God have mercy on our souls.  It seems apparent why Paul says, awake, for the night
is far spent and the day is at hand.  We truly are asleep and sleeping we're like sheep led to the slaughter.
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In Conclusion from my Pastor on the WWJD fad:
"You might want to tell the people that it is not "What would Jesus do?" since we cannot read His mind, but
rather, "What did Jesus say in His Word?" that is clearly stated for us as a direction to take.  It is still the
clearly written Word of God that we must look to.  Fifteen people may have fifteen different ideas about
what Jesus would do!!!

Return To Our Home Page
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Cults

Marks Of A Cult  (12/01)

Christian Science  (10/01)

Eckankar  (8/98)

Jehovah's Witnesses  (11/01)

Masons (Freemasonry) (12/01)

Mormonism  (3/03) 

New Age Movement  (11/01)

Roman Catholic Church (9/11)

Scientology  (11/01)

Seventh-Day Adventism  (11/01)

Silva Method (Silva Mind Control) (11/94)

Unification Church (Moonies) (11/01)

Unitarian Universalists  (8/97)

Unity School of Christianity  (11/01)

Way International, The  (11/01)

WorldWide Church of God, The (Armstrongism) (11/01)
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Some advertising from Google sponsors may appear in connection with your searches. All free search engines have
such advertising. In the interest of having site search capability, we have elected to use Google at this time because

it is a free service. If you come across any particularly offensive advertisements, we have no control over them.
However, feel free to notify Google with any complaints on the ads.
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A Critique of Dr. Lawrence (Larry) Crabb’s Book
"Inside Out"
Dr. Crabb’s book tears across the foundation of Christianity. Obedience, faith, love, hope, prayer, and God Himself
are not enough or His grace sufficient. "Inside Out" is full of the idea we are miserable and need counselors
(Christian Psychologists) like Dr. Crabb. He comes across as if all Pastors are completely inept to perform the
task of reaching out to our soul (psyche). We need people like him to reach below the waterline (unconscious
mind). We need him in order to be complete Christians!

From the introduction we are led to believe Christianity (fundamentalists and charismatics particularly) fall short of
reaching hearts to address our lives problems. He teaches that fundamentalists are too rigid and rule following and
charismatics cover their feelings with emotion. Crabb seems to focus a special distaste for fundamentalists in
particular. Next Crabb tries to convince the reader that he/she has nagging doubts as to whether or not they are
"truly happy" or just covering over problems.

On page 44 Dr. Crabb uses the Freudian iceberg to explain our soul’s makeup. As follows: (Brackets, italics, and
bold indicate emphasis from me)

"Think of yourself as an iceberg. Let the visible peak above the waterline represent the things you do,
the thoughts you consciously think, and the feelings you sense within you. Let the great mass beneath
the waterline represent the part of you that cannot be clearly seen: the motives and attitudes of your
heart, those strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them, the painful
memories and raging emotions you prefer to keep hidden beneath the surface of your life."

"The Christian community generally presents three options for dealing with the confusing realities
beneath the waterline. All three promise deep internal change. In the rest of this chapter, I want to
briefly outline these options, each of which has value but is incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating."

Hold the thought, "... incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating".

Continue from Page 45

"Option 1: Do your Christian Duties

Perhaps the most common understanding of how change comes about is this one: If we determine to do
whatever God says, and if we couple that determination with involvement in Christian activities, then
somehow the power of God is released, enabling us to live as we should."

"We’re told we must obey God but that we must do it in His strength. Every effort to live in the power
of the flesh will inevitably fail. Above the waterline [consciously], we do what we should , including
immersing ourselves in God’s Word, praying, and serving others. As we do these things, God’s power
eventually overwhelms all those problems below the waterline [unconscious] and we are enabled to
live in consistent victory."

Then the next paragraph:

"When we fail above the waterline [consciously], then more effort is called for-- perhaps spending
more time in the Word or in prayer or enlisting in the church’s witnessing campaign. Obedience to
Christian duty and bathing our mind and soul in God’s truth keep us from quenching or grieving the
Holy Spirit. As we free Him to work powerfully in our life, His grace enables us to do what is right.
There is no need for an inside [unconscious] look. Whatever issues are rumbling beneath the surface
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[unconscious] will sort themselves out as God gets hold of our life through the performance of
Christian duties. An inside look [to the unconscious] is an unnecessary and damaging psychological
sidetrack on the path to maturity."

Following this he offers a case to make it clear the above is NOT sufficient.

Option 2 "Depend on the work of the Holy Spirit

A second approach grants that more needs to be done to change than performing Christian duties and
expecting the resulting *grace to take care of below-the-waterline problems. The effects of the Fall and
our stubborn inclination to sin must be forcefully dealt with by a definite work of the Holy Spirit."

Other parts of option 2 as follows:

"Other teaching prepares us to unconditionally surrender our heart to God by convincing us of the
impossibility of living as we should in our own strength."

"Still others encourage us to reckon ourselves as co-crucified and co-resurrected with Christ to the
point where we exchange our life for His. Holding to the truth of our identity in Christ and choosing to
depend on the reality of His life present within us empowers us to live at a new level of victory."

"Option 3 Work through obstacles to growth [He reviews the first two options and here is what
follows]

Frustration to these approaches [options] has opened the door to the modern emphasis on counseling,
share groups, and seminars on self-understanding. Doing right or yielding to God’s Spirit has not
always produced the change we desired. Disappointed with traditional Christian approaches to
change, we eagerly welcome new ideas. When blocks to growth are not overcome by more study or
deeper yielding, some form of counseling sometimes seems appropriate."

"I am a counselor. I have worked with hundreds of people and, I believe, have substantially helped
many. I am sympathetic to our modern emphasis on counseling because most counselors (not all)
encourage an honest look below the waterline [the unconscious]. I regard that as a big one. The
tragedy is that counselors are often more aware of the importance of facing who we really are than are
churches."

"Until this situation changes, until communities of God’s people are willing to courageously look at
each other’s lives and to search out God’s answers for tough questions, professional counseling will
play a needed and vital role in promoting deep change. Unfortunately, individual counselors may not
provide biblical solutions for their desperate clients. Unless the church begins to encourage an inside
look [to the unconscious]as well, hurting people may only find false and temporary solutions." [such as
options 1 and 2 this is very clear]

Dr. Crabb sums up this chapter as follows:

"Dealing with our insides can be frustrating. Disciplined Christian living fails to resolve all the
problems of our soul. Inviting the Holy Spirit to take over our life leaves part of our being
untouched. Looking honestly at our insides with the help of a counselor leads sometimes to confusion
and morbid self-protection. But still our Lord requires us to clean the insides [the unconscious] of
our personalities before we can ever experience legitimate cleanness on the outside [conscious]. We
must take an inside look [at the unconscious] if real change is to occur."

"In the remainder of this book, I want to develop a framework for understanding "inside-out" [the
Freudian iceberg concept] change that can guide us through the joys and trials of life. An inside look
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can be frustrating, but we can do better than talk about two dogs barking for the control of our life."
[one of option 1’s examples] [So ends page 49.]

According to Crabb the Holy Spirit no matter how much we yield, God in all His infinite power cannot reach below
the waterline "unconscious". We need counselors, we need our Pastors, and we all need to look below the waterline
to be honest with ourselves!!! Dr. Crabb’s material is deceitful. Using the guise that his material is biblical this
material methodically picks apart the very essence of being a Christian! Simply, his method is a lie.

The very premise of Crabb’s teachings is based that we have an unconscious, and deceives the naive reader because
he never says unconscious! Read the first paragraph again:

"Think of yourself as an iceberg. Let the visible peak above the waterline represent the things you do,
the thoughts you consciously think, and the feelings you sense within you. Let the great mass beneath
the waterline represent the part of you that cannot be clearly seen: the motives and attitudes of your
heart, those strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them, the painful
memories and raging emotions you prefer to keep hidden beneath the surface of your life."

Notice Crabb is careful not to say unconscious, but what else could he possibly be referring to? He doesn’t use the
word "unconscious" to make his teachings palatable to the Christian. The Bible in no way supports the teaching we
have an unconscious which causes "strange impulses that sometime overwhelm your determination to resist them".
We alone are responsible for our actions and sin. If you were to follow that thought the cliché "the devil made me
do it" would be true in a sense! The iceberg teaching is a textbook classic Freudian explanation of the conscious
and unconscious, Freud the Father of Secular (Anti-Christian) Psychology.

When you look how he presents Options 1 and 2 besides the fact he speaks as an outsider to these ideas, he refers
to them initially as "... incomplete and unnecessarily frustrating". These options combined ARE in fact the way a
Christian lives and breathes! Option 1 live a disciplined Christian Life, option 2 rely on the empowerment of the
Holy Spirit for strength, considering ourselves unconditionally surrendered to Christ, co-crucified and co-
resurrected. At the end of explaining options 1-3 he calls them "...false and temporary solutions."

*Refer to grace. Crabb’s own words show he treats grace with a kind of contempt, and that God’s grace is
insufficient to take care of our soul! Again a lie, was not God’s grace sufficient for the Apostle Paul? Is not God’s
own Word enough? Not according to Crabb.

Crabb comes to the defense of modern counselors and explains his sympathy and how most of them look at the
unconscious which he regards as a "big one". Then proceeds to cut down churches for their lack of emphasis of the
unconscious!

Crabb’s summarization of what he said is the last nail in the coffin for his teaching,

"Dealing with our insides can be frustrating. Disciplined Christian living fails to resolve all the
problems of our soul. Inviting the Holy Spirit to take over our life leaves part of our being
untouched."

God is not able? He goes on with the psychobabble about reaching beneath the waterline, (unconscious) and has the
gall to say it is the Lord himself who tells us to do that. The fact is there is no such thing as an unconscious, a great
mass beneath the waterline, motives and attitudes of our heart and/or strange impulses that sometime overwhelm
your determination to resist them. This is NOT God’s truth! Those are our conscious thoughts to sin the Bible
teaches:

"But every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived, it
bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death. Do not err, my beloved brethren." James 1:14-
16
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Have we forgotten we have a sinful nature? Crabb’s teaching could make someone believe we don’t have one!

Crabb seems fond of quoting scriptures, but often misuses them. Example:

"Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: and see if there be any wicked way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting." Psalm 139:23-24

God knows and understands the heart, yet Crabb teaches God does not by misquoting Jeremiah 17:9 on page 53,
"our heart is impossible to understand" He leaves off verse 10! Here is what the Bible says,

Vs 9 "The heart [is] deceitful above all [things], and desperately wicked: who can know it?" 
Vs 10 "I the LORD search the heart, [I] try the reins, even to give every man according to his ways, [and]
according to the fruit of his doings." Jeremiah 17:9-10

This is where Crabb defines "beneath the waterline" with his "impossible to understand heart", he is wrong. The
heart is deceitful because of the fall, we trust no man for that very reason, we are all sinful. The Bible is the ONLY
source we can trust on these issues. Whether or not Crabb is deliberately spreading heresy is not for me to decide
but to expose the error.

"Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to
convince the gainsayers." Titus 1:9

These teachings will cause the very problems they are supposed to fix. So-called "disappointed Christians" are
nothing new, that’s how many a cult got started like the Mormons and etc! Counseling is not our hope for solving
life’s complicated problems but rather a combination of options 1 & 2 which Crabb discounts as a waste!

"For our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our conscience, that in simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly
wisdom, but by the grace of God, we have had our conversation in the world, and more abundantly to you-ward." 2
Corinthians 1:12

"But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so your minds should be corrupted
from the simplicity that is in Christ. "For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached,
or [if] ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye
might well bear with [him]." 2 Corinthians 11:3-4

Crabb teaches using the Bible to prove there is a subconscious mind from Romans 12:1-2, "but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your mind" This is error. If Crabb had read Romans 12:3, "For I say, through the grace given
unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think [of himself] more highly than he ought to think; but to think
soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith." Crabb approached verse 12:2 with the
presupposition of the unconscious, but when put together with verse 3 Paul tells us it’s the conscious mind "Do not
think of yourselves more highly than you ought". No place can be found in the Bible to support claims like Crabb’s,
God has defined the nature and make-up of man. Here are the verses which prove the context:

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God. For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think [of himself] more
highly than he ought to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith."
Romans 12:1-3

How can we be consciously happy, joyous, blissful, content, but at the same time be miserable and unhappy? This
another of Crabb’s contentions in this book! Another Freudian concept!

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
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unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or
what part hath he that believeth with an infidel?" 2 Corinthians 6:14 -15

Examples that we should feel victimized: page 186 read the 3/4 of the page.

"The first act of changing his current relational lifestyle had to be to open himself to feeling the pain
of his past. Only then would he be in a position to realize how deeply determined he was to never feel
that pain again...moving on to deeper levels of involvements with others required this man to more
deeply feel his pain and face his self-protective sin. The more deeply we enter our disappointment, the
more thoroughly we can face our sin. Unless we feel the pain of being victimized, we will tend to limit
the definition of our problem with sin to visible acts of transgression." [emphasis mine]

From the book PsychoHeresy I by Martin & Deidre Bobgan, "This return to feel the pain of past is based upon the
Freudian theory of abreaction. The Dictionary of Psychology defines abreaction as "the discharge of tension by
reliving in words, feelings, and actions" a painful event from the past. Supposedly reliving the pain of past
experience relieves a person from its unconscious grip. However, research has never proven this idea. On the other
hand, there is a great deal of suspicion that quite the reverse is true. ... You may be creating new pain"

To quote Dr. Jay Adams, a respected Biblical Counselor (one who teaches the Bible is wholly sufficient), "Crabb
sincerely wants to be biblical and thinks that his system is. But as long as he continues to build his basic system out
of pagan materials [Freud, Maslow, Alder, Ellis, plus others] he will never achieve his goal."

"That their hearts might be comforted, being knit together in love, and unto all riches of the full assurance of
understanding, to the acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ; In whom are hid
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. And this I say, lest any man should beguile you with enticing words."
Colossians 2:2-4

Crabb is really saying, we have to feel and think about the pain of past sins against us, realize how much we hate it
to move on because releasing the pain allows us to move on to deeper relationships with others. We have to feel
victimized by other’s sins or we don’t address the problems in our heart. To put it bluntly this is a lie. First of all
show me in the Bible where we need to feel and think about the pain of past sin against us. (that’s a sin in itself!)
Secondly, remembering sin often causes the problems Crabb says he wants to help with (depression, sadness of
heart). Worst of all we are to think of OUR sins only to become repentant sinners! We alone must answer to God
for our actions and not for the actions of others. Talk about getting side-tracked!

"Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments
of the world, and not after Christ." Colossians 2:8

In another place Crabb says, "The gospel really is good news. When the internal troubles of people are exposed,
when unsatisfied longings are felt in a way that leads to overwhelming pain, when self-centeredness is recognized
in every fiber, then (and not until then) can the wonder of the gospel be truly appreciated."

Crabb interprets the gospel by the means of his "needs psychology"! He commits many errors contrary to the
teachings of the Bible with his statement. Yes the gospel is really good news, but from there he’s unbiblical.
Examples: "Who hath saved us, and called [us] with an holy calling, not according to our works, but according to
his own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began," 2 Timothy 1:9 "And
brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved? And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved, and thy house." Acts 16:30-31

How can anyone dare put conditions on salvation beyond those specified in scripture? What do my unsatisfied
longings have to do with my salvation? Must one feel overwhelming pain? Must I recognize self-centeredness in
every fiber before I can appreciate the Gospel of Christ? The Bible makes no such stipulations or conditions, I only
"need" to see myself as a sinner, then repent and accept the salvation freely offered by God. Crabb must be
listening to the author of confusion, his writings often leave me miffed to what he means. Some Christians call it
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psychobabble because it makes no sense and is self-contradicting. Even the world recognizes the foolishness of
Freud’s teachings. Why do people like Crabb continue to parade around like they have more knowledge about the
nature of man then even God?

Even the title of the book "Inside Out" is a direct reference to Crabb’s theology of the subconscious needs. It is not
Biblical. We are called to deny our "self" when people like Crabb teach us to exalt it. Humanism, psychoanalytic
techniques, behavoristic ideas, and personality psychologies stand against the way of the Cross. How can we
support such teachings? These things need to be rooted out from our church and from the body of all true believers.

"Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If any [man] will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross,
and follow me. For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find
it." Matthew 16:24-25

The list of problems with this book could go on and on. The thought of using this book in any capacity within a
Bible believing church should be immediately scrapped. It is heresy, it directly contradicts the True Word of God.
Crabb misuses scripture for his own purpose with his own words attempts to deceive the reader into thinking that
God does not reach the innermost parts of our being. He teaches no amount of yielding to God will help, and that
we NEED him to counsel us into God’s real truth to overcome our problems. Crabb’s God is a God far off who if
he wishes to help may, but not the God of the Bible who loves us and cares for the MOST difficult of problems we
could ever know in our "heart".

"The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire, and the prophets thereof divine for
money: yet will they lean upon the LORD, and say, [Is] not the LORD among us? none evil can come upon us."
Micah 3:11

"Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ" II Corinthians 10:5

Created: February 2/94 Revised 1/97 By John Beardsley
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Holy Matrimony or Bust!?
Published June 19th 2004

In the Rapid City Journal, Rapid City South Dakota under the title
 "Majority must speak out"

Article by: John Beardsley e-mail: jb_bdm@yahoo.com
(As Submitted to the Rapid City Journal)

(Article may be used with permission links to some of the sources below)

Marriage by definition is, �the legal union of a man and woman as husband and wife.� Now a few
judges in the state of Massachusetts have reinvented it, all part of a cleverly devised scheme by activist
homosexuals and the like.

The decision of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) deleting homosexuality from their list of
sexual disorders in 1973 was not a scientific decision but response to a political campaign that society
discriminates against homosexuality. Now homosexuals have attempted somewhat successfully making
their �behavior� a matter of civil rights based on research that gives no supporting evidence to their
claim. Homosexuals are identified by the �behaviors� they commit; there is no comparison with
race or sex to qualify homosexuals as a protected class of citizens! 

If we allow homosexual marriages what behavior will be normalized next? Answer: May 19, 2003, the
APA met in San Francisco to debate the removal of such sexual deviations as pedophilia, sado-
masochism, transvestism, transsexualism, and even bestiality from the DSM-IV-TR! -- The Bible of
mental health disorders!?

Homosexuals and other deviants are moving to change laws to force acceptance of their unhealthy
lifestyles! This is in spite of numerous inherent health risks associated with their behavior, shorter
life-spans, increased mental health issues and more! The laws against such behavior are to protect
citizens from harm and based on Biblical morality! We are deluding ourselves not to recognize that
diseases like AIDS are still primarily homosexual and recently cases of syphilis have
disproportionately increased in their population!

Redefining marriage means redefining the family, more confusion for our children, and worse
tolerance for a licentious & promiscuous lifestyle! Looking at so-called �Gay Pride� parades,
�Gay Days� at many family theme parks you get a glimpse of what acceptance means: public nudity
(people wearing thongs, just body paint or less), topless woman, people simulating anal sex,
transvestites decked out in lewd and disgusting of costumes, masochists in leather outfits and more!
Need proof? A 2004 Gay Day promotion on Father�s Day at Disney World, �Eroticism! See the
human body manipulated and displayed in ways you would never dream possible. This is more than
theater. This is total sensory overload.� More proof, other Gay Days at Disney (captured on video),
open drug use, homosexual acts, nudity, fondling, Disney cast on stage performing homosexual
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positions plus testimony from families that witnessed pornographic movies being shown on a Disney
bus. This sort of thing has been going on with Disney since 1991!

So where is the outrage!? Janet Jackson bares a breast on TV while feigning sex and people get angry!
What makes the homosexual movement different? Are we becoming numb from the pro-homosexual
TV shows --and that makes it ok now? Are we getting our morals from anti-Christian Hollywood?

Hollywood, coupled with homosexuals use big money to further their agenda and unless we fight back
will bully the rest of us into acceptance! Homosexual activists say they are going to silence their
opposition! Now the so-called oppressed �victims� are becoming the oppressors! They will strip
away our religious freedoms, outlaw the Bible as a hate book (like Canada has now), penalize those
opposing their views (even when quoting the Bible properly) and possibly even jailing us! 

Think of your children and their future you are �destroying� by cowering to these bullies! One
major homosexual activist admittedly uses Hitler's propaganda and Nazi Brown Shirt strategies to
terrorize opponents! Homosexual advocates regularly label decent moral people as bigots,
homophobes, accusing us of �bashing� in spite of overwhelming evidence showing they are the
bigots! Is it irrational fear (phobia), or prejudice to stand against what you know is wrong and
immoral!? 

�The shock of these startling attempts to change marriage by judicial edict is all the more troubling
because they skirt the democratic process. This shreds the rule of law, excludes the people from this
fundamental debate and decision, and emboldens local officials to determine for themselves which
laws they will and will not enforce� (Jay Sekulow, ACLJ).

"The sacred institution of marriage should not be redefined by a few activist judges" (President Bush).

The majority must speak out, our silence assures the lies will be believed and OUR rights taken away!

Some of the Sources:

The APA quote:
http://www.traditionalvalues.org/pdf_files/TVCSpecialRptTransgenders1234.PDF 

Quotes of homosexual activists saying they are going to silence opposition (Me in this case) This link
is no longer active:
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2004/05/03/sd_lawmaker_plans_to_undergo_sex_change?
mode=PF 
Where Rapid City Councilman Tom Murphy stated: �He said he made his decision after someone
expressed hatred of gays in a letter to the editor. "I said it's time for me to make him quiet, just put
him to rest and let him know I'm around and where I stand," he said.�
--- and:
http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=38275 

http://www.traditionalvalues.org/pdf_files/TVCSpecialRptTransgenders1234.PDF
http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=38275
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�The head of a national homosexual organization is vowing to politically "punish," "terrify" and
"torture" activists who oppose his organization's agenda on "gay" rights � which he says would give
him "endless satisfaction." --- Matt Foreman, executive director of the National Gay & Lesbian Task
Force in Washington, D.C., made the comments in yesterday's edition of Between the Lines, a Detroit
area homosexual newsmagazine
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Stand Up For Morality!
Published August 31, 2001

In the Rapid City Journal, Rapid City South Dakota

Article by: John Beardsley e-mail: jb_bdm@yahoo.com
(As Submitted to the Rapid City Journal)

(Article may be used with permission)

Marriage by definition is the joining of a man and woman. Our society has not rightfully considered the moral and
social implications of homosexuals being joined. Changing the law based on emotion or feelings is a mistake no
matter how heartfelt they are.

If homosexual behavior is to be considered "normal" what does human science have to say about it? Are there
verifiable facts to support the contentions of the homosexual movement that their "orientation" is somehow
genetic? Like a person being born white or black, male or female? Should we fundamentally alter our society's
laws for a "chosen behavior"? If we make this paradigm shift, what behavior will someone want to normalize next?

As a Christian, I take great exception to Michael Coats' viewpoint (Forum, Aug. 25) that opposition to homosexuals
being Christian is solely based on a particular interpretation of scripture. If you are Christian, you either believe
what the Bible says condemning homosexuality, or you do not believe it and you are not Christian by definition.
The book of Romans 1 and 1 Corinthians 6:9 leaves no room for a person to be an unrepentant homosexual
Christian. Jesus came to call sinners unto repentance whether homosexual, adulterer, thief, and etc.

A case study, Bailey & Pillard, of twins tries to demonstrate that homosexuality is inherited, however: "This study
has been understood as a demonstration that homosexuality is genetic, but there are some real problems with that
conclusion. ... Whatever the answer, it is not genetic." - Dr. Robert A. Pyne. Another study done by Simon Levay
reveals possible abnormalities in the hypothalamus of homosexuals which researchers said needs replication.

According to an October 1996 panel at the American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG), "No conclusions can be
drawn from studies relating genetics to sexual orientation." The ASHG also warned against "'genetic determinism'
on the basis of today's fragmentary and sometimes contradictory findings."

No study has proven that homosexuality is genetic, hormonal or environmental! An article from Hastings Center
Report even challenges the science in key research studies that have suggested a genetic base for homosexuality!
The whole argument for genetic homosexuality is flawed. It is being pushed upon the public through the guise of
being "normal" insisting we must accept their behavior or suffer consequences, lawsuits! Homosexuals are pushing
an agenda, along with propaganda, attempting to redefine laws and making it a crime to have an opinion against
them! Calling anyone who stands against them as being hateful homophobic bigots!

The homosexual agenda is readily observed in the following Hollywood shows and more: "Veronica's Closet,"
"Head Over Heals," "413 Hope Street," "Profiler," "E.R.," "NYPD Blue," "Friends," "Spin City," "Mad About
You," "Party of Five," "The Simpsons," "The Larry Sanders Show," "Cybill," "Chicago Hope," "All My Children,"
"Nash Bridges," "Fraiser," "Unhappily Ever After" and "Babylon 5" (Source: Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation). This is not counting the infiltration of Disney by homosexuals!

The National Education Association has taken up the pro-homosexual agenda by encouraging schools to introduce
pro-homosexual materials and concepts to students. The National Gay Task Force has goals to remove all age of
consent laws, and to legalize same-sex marriages. More radical homosexual groups like ACT-UP and Queer Nation
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have even used more aggressiveness to further their agendas!

The fact is that humans are made up of male and female, just like God created them. Marriage is the monogamous
joining of male and female for the purpose of love, togetherness and procreation. As we all know there can be no
new humans without the involvement of a male sperm and a female egg. God fixed that as a natural law, and no
homosexual or lesbian can change it!

More Bible references condemning homosexual behavior: Leviticus 18:22-24, Leviticus 20:13. (Under Old
Testament Law the penalty was death, but in Christ there is grace for the repentant sinner.)

"And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of a woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with
men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompense of their error which was meet."
(Romans 1:27)

Is it bashing or arrogance to point out facts not acceptable to homosexuals? No more than for them to bash
Christians who speak the facts in public. Yes, homosexuals and lesbians must be loved as any other person is loved,
but their error does not have to be loved or accepted.

We pass laws against murder, rape, robbery and other social behaviors. We have also passed laws against immoral
behavior. However, a society that has become very immoral in behavior seeks to repeal the moral laws. It is time
for the people of this land who still love truth and biblical morality to rise up and oppose such notions as
homosexual marriage, and declare the facts!
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HATE CRIMES AND THE LAW
"We must have hate crime laws immediately!"

This cry comes from the east and from the west, from the north and from the south. It is heard on TV,
radio, in news papers and other forums of free speech. It is also heard in the halls of Washington, DC.
Why? Two young men murdered Matthew Shepard outside the city of Laramie, Wyoming. It is not as
though Wyoming has no laws to deal with murderers. It does. Murderers have been punished in
Wyoming since statehood. This murder, however, was supposed to be motivated by hate - hate for a
homosexual!

What "hate crime law" can stop a rapist who hates women? What "hate crime law" can stop hatred
which leads to spousal murder? What "hate crime law" can stop a drunk driver from killing on the
road? What "hate crime law" can stop a member of one race from murdering someone of another race?
What "hate crime law" can stop Arabs and Jews from killing each other in the Middle East?

Can "hate crime laws" stop smokers from hating those who try to stop them from smoking? Can "hate
crime laws" stop slobs from creating a mess for others to clean up? Can "hate crime laws" stop road
rage which results in highway shootings? Can "hate crime laws" stop hatred during strikes in the work
place? If hate could be stopped by a law, it would have been done ages ago. Hatred cannot be stopped
by a law any more than love can be enforced by a law.

It can be argued that the better way to use law to stop hatred is to post the Ten Commandments
everywhere in the land, even in the halls of schools and universities. One of the commandments
requires love - the only solution for hate. Another forbids murder! If these two commandments had
been enforced in Wyoming, Matthew Shepard would still be alive - without any "hate crime law." We
do not need "hate crime laws" when we have the Ten Commandments, but then some hate the Ten
Commandments! If the Ten Commandments were enforced, there would be no more hate crimes! Yet,
they are being pulled out of almost every place except churches and one judge's chamber in Alabama.

The atheist wants no law which attempts to make him love God or creationism; yet, some people think
they can pass laws which will force Christians to accept evolution as a fact without dispute or
argument. According to the Christian Law Association's "briefcase," one Idaho city's School Board
plans by 2003 to make it impossible for students to graduate from their science course unless they
accept evolution as a fact!. The only thing "hate crime laws" will do is make certain kinds of belief
and free speech unlawful. They will provide the power to punish Christians who disagree with, and
speak against, the "approved" belief system.

Christians were thrown to the lions in Rome, not because they were Christians, but because they
dared preach that Caesar was not a god. There exists now enough hatred toward Christians in this
country to throw them to the lions if laws allowed, simply because they speak for a higher moral
standard than some want to live. Our president committed sexual sins, lied about it, and before the
blue dress stained with his semen was brought to light to prove his guilt, his wife accused the
Christian Right of causing his problems. That, fellow Americans, is hatred!

Many have defended our lying president while they attack with hatred those who seek the truth for the
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sake of justice. It is some of the same who are demanding "hate crime laws," but, against whom will
they use them? Is there any doubt about that question? Such would fill our nation with gross
immorality, and use the "hate crime laws" to pass judgment and imprisonment upon anyone who dared
speak against their immoral behavior. This fact is before the American people even now!

What "hate crime laws" will stop the hatred James Carville has for Kenneth Starr and the Christian
Right, upon whom he has declared war? Kenneth Starr is even being accused by Susan McDougal's
defense lawyer of being behind her embezzlement case in California.

The way such "hate crime laws" would be written, Christians who continue to speak and write their
opinions about the homosexual life-style, will be thrown in jail in short order. The James Carvilles of
the nation will continue, without any punishment, to wage war against duly appointed judges with a
job to do, and against Christians on the Right who oppose lying and immorality in our White House.
The White House is ours as much as it is theirs, right? We are citizens, too!

Hatred and murder have been around since Cain and Abel. They were brothers! Cain hated Abel
because Abel's life-style was acceptable to God and his was not. Christians in general are being
blamed for the murder in Wyoming because they have exercised their free speech to express their
beliefs about the issue of life-style, and the consequences of life-styles. The truth is, there is as much
hatred for God, the Bible, and Bible-believers by some as there ever has been for homosexuals and
lesbians by some Christians. Do those who blame Christians for Matthew Shepard's murder love
Christians? Would their "hate crime laws" protect Christians' free speech who speak against
homosexuality as acceptable life-style? The answer is obvious in recent news reports!

When laws are written which violate free speech and freedom of expression of beliefs, this nation is in
grave danger of becoming a despotic nation. The homosexual and lesbian must be free to state their
beliefs and defend their position. Christians must also be free to use speech and the written page to
state and defend their beliefs. Neither, however, has the right to murder another human being and not
pay for that crime of murder, whatever the motive was for the murder!

"You can't legislate morality."

Many moral laws which have been on the books since nationhood, have been repealed under this same
argument. Leaving what? This cry is made by the opposition when legislators attempt to pass laws to
raise the standards of morals to a higher level. Can laws be written which will force someone not to
hate something or someone? No, no more than a law can be written which will force someone to love
something or someone. No law can make anyone love, or not hate, anyone or anything! Who will
determine what cannot be hated under "hate crime law" legislation? Who will have that power?

I hate what the homosexual and lesbian life-style has done, and is doing further, to my homeland! I
have that right, as much as I have the right to hate drunkenness and what it does to families and
nation. I hate what drugs are doing to my nation, too. "Hate crime laws" would punish me for my
hatred. I do not have to hate the drunkard, the drug-taker, nor the homosexual to hate the life-style. I
have never abused nor harmed nor murdered any homosexual or lesbian, nor will I in the future. My
respect for the sanctity of one's life is far greater than my hatred for one's life-style.

We are in a crises in this nation. It is a moral and a legal crises. We are legalizing behavior which has
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destroyed every nation before us. "Hate crime laws" will legalize hatred toward those who oppose the
"new morality." We are on a collision course with a sad destiny if we do not see what is happening to
us.

I would chose jail before I would give up my freedom to declare my beliefs and convictions on a
matter. "Hate crime laws" will do more to destroy these freedoms than one can imagine, except those
who know what they really want to accomplish with such laws. In the spirit of Patrick Henry, I say,
"Give me liberty [freedom of belief and public expression of those beliefs] or give me death." Let one
of the greatest world leaders ever in human history, King David, state the case:

Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law? (Psalms
94:20)

There is very real "mischief" in the "hate crime laws" being demanded because of the murder of
Matthew Shepard in Wyoming. Use the death penalty for those murderers, but do not tamper with
freedom by passing "hate crime laws."

Pastor H. Wayne Williams 
Liberty Baptist Tabernacle Rapid City, SD 
E-Mail Address: pastorhwaynewilliams@earthlink.net

Church Address:
1515 Space Ave.
Rapid City, SD 57701
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David danced and so can I!
 -Another lame excuse of c-rockers to behave like the world.

In my ever growing experience in dealing with so called Christian rockers (C-rockers) and the like, I have run
across yet one more excuse for them to defend their worldly behavior. As is almost always the case, the person
wanting to defend their pet sin seeks to rationalize it using scripture. In this case it is to defend their worldly
dancing, body-surfing, moshing and head-banging being used in their concerts:

2 Samuel 6:14 "And David danced before the LORD with all his might; and David was girded with a linen ephod."

To top this off, the argument that David was almost naked for this dancing! The verse makes it clear he was
wearing a priest's linen ephod and as you will see in the following scripture that is NOT all!

1 Chronicles 15:27 "And David was clothed with a robe of fine linen, and all the Levites that bare the ark, and the
singers, and Chenaniah the master of the song with the singers: David also had upon him an ephod of linen."

No where in these scriptures does David uncontrollably flail his body around into others, nor do those
around him pick him up and pass him around in their hands and we certainly do not see him dancing
together with others. In fact, a closer study of dancing on the Old Testament reveals the dancing was a "whirling"
nothing like what is being practiced at concerts today. Further, Michal despises David not recognizing David's
joyful worship of God that is expressing itself in a controlled way but mightily! How ANYONE can take and
pervert these scriptures to support the behavior of worldly uncontrolled dancing, body-surfing, moshing and head-
banging commits the same sort of blasphemous act as Michal! (unless you want to count the guards or police for
crowd control!) We are first hand witnesses to a small part of what is taking place at these so called Christian
concerts and the "dancing" taking place is not in worship but emotional hype and is most often sexual in nature -the
complete opposite of what the Bible teaches.

It appears the c-rock & CCM crowd will go to any length to defend their sacred cow, certainly we will hear from
many a c-rocker or CCMer for shedding a little light in this area but the whole filthy industry of marketing our God
in sounding like their worldly counterparts needs to be exposed to the truth. What they are doing is wrong and
without defense in scripture.

Links Exposing Christian Rock's True Nature

Or
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Hello!? Is Anybody Out There?
- Just How Big is the Universe?
- By John A Beardsley III

The Bible says:

Genesis 15:5 

"And he brought him forth abroad, and said, Look now toward heaven,
and tell the stars, if thou be able to number them: and he said unto him, So
shall thy seed be."

Here are some deep thoughts: Is the universe bigger then what we can see?
Are we short-sighted? Yes! Our eyes and telescopes are too weak to see how
big the universe is. Do you believe God created what we call the universe?  
Or do you think these galaxies just exploded into existence from nothing? Or
is the universe much smaller than we know and God much greater than we
understand?  Are there only three dimensions or do realms exist beyond
human comprehension?

Could our lack of vision of all creation, only allow us to see a small part of
what’s "out there?"   These questions and many more go through the minds
of some in this day that science fails to explain how vast the known universe
is.

So many look at themselves as the center of the universe, truly an example of
how empty humans are when looking into the vastness of space, ---
demonstrating the feeble human condition on the intellectual level!

So many are willing to believe and even conclude that there IS alien life "out
there" not acknowledging the distances you must travel that must defy all
understanding of time and space to reach them or for them to reach us, ---
otherwise it would take thousands of years!

Back to reality from the "world" of science fiction, to date there is still no
proof AT ALL of life "out there" yet in spite of that science fiction movies
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abound to fill that gap in our hearts and minds.  The fact is without God, you
must make a giant leap of faith ---Science fiction is putting faith where there
is no hope.  But don’t tell the "UFO-ologists" that! (Those are the real kooks
chasing Unidentified Flying Objects for a reason for life)

If there is any truth to UFOs this verse gives you the source, Satan!

Ephesians 2:2
"Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh
in the children of disobedience:"

This shouldn’t surprise you if you read your Bible what better way to deceive
the masses!!!

2 Thessalonians 2:9
"Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and
signs and lying wonders,"

Today’s science fiction is more a false religion and fantasy revealing a truth
of the human condition, --- without God in the picture of the universe, visible
and invisible the universe is indeed a very, very large empty place!  The day
has come reader, I have to tell you, the force is NOT with you! I realize I
just dashed to bits another childhood dream but better learning it here then
learning the truth before God!

Romans 1:20-22
"For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power
and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: Because that, when they
knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but
became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened.
Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,"

How desperately we seek to find something to hope in, something to have
faith in, instead of seeking the face of God who made the universe!
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The size of the universe should boggle the mind of any rationale human
being.  From the smallest particles to the biggest objects visible in the
cosmos.  On Earth, from the simplest life form, to the human being.  Frankly,
I am aghast that any human can really believe that it is all "by chance." Or
other ridiculous notions that we were "planted" here by some alien race!
Where’s the proof?  It doesn’t exist except in vain and foolish minds, who
seek to deny the existence of God.  We have indeed become fools if we deny
there was even a creator "God."

Psalms 53:1
<<To the chief Musician upon Mahalath, Maschil, A Psalm of David.>>
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. Corrupt are they, and
have done abominable iniquity: there is none that doeth good.

Are we foolish enough to blindly leap in faith that there is some benevolent
alien being out there watching over Earth affairs that’s keeping us from
destroying it?

Do we grasp and live by the concept that the universe is just part of some
greater "circle of life" expanding and contracting over and over --- and has
always been in existence? 

Dr. Stan Swinney, (a real) retired NASA scientist (designer of the space
shuttle cockpit, the laser technology in guided smart bombs, and many other
things), describes this amazing number as follows: 
"If a man could count 20 numbers per second, it would take 100 million
billion years to count the known stars."

Psalm 147:4-5 

"He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth them all by their names.
Great is our Lord, and of great power: his understanding is infinite."

Even the atheist and humanist cannot fully grasp the size of the universe and
neither can this writer. So how can we be so arrogant to deny the possibility
that there is a God who created everything? ---This is the same argument
used by those who put stock in the alien theories! Couldn’t it be that all we
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see was created to point to a God of infinite wisdom and power?!  Can we
honestly say we know enough to deny the existence of God?  --- How much
knowledge is enough? Our science only can grasp the most basic items of the
world, yet we pretend we have the answers to life?!   Science changes almost
daily on topics like evolution, even those who believe evolution cannot agree
on all pertinent aspects!  How absurd to demand people believe evolution is
true then!

II Peter 3: 3-13
"Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking
after their own lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for
since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the
beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by
the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the
water and in the water: Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed
with water, perished: But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the
same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment
and perdition of ungodly men. But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one
thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one day. The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some
men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance. But the day of the
Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the
earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing then
that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to
be in all holy conversation and godliness, Looking for and hasting unto the
coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be
dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we,
according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness."

Matthew 24:29
"Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened,
and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven,
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and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken:"

Here’s a thought for these science fiction followers to chew on.   Put verses
like the ones above into the mix and imagine what could, make the "elements
shall melt with fervent heat,"  "And the stars shall fall from heaven." Could it
be what we are witnessing in the "cosmos" is our future destruction? Could
the phenomena of "Black Holes" be the hand of God holding back the
destruction foretold in scriptures? Or some other thing in space?   Perhaps. 
The world seems to love a good horror movie and one day its going to get
horror in full color as it happens to them! 

Consider this: Is it easier to believe that there is a God out there who created
all things OR that everything is "by chance?" What are you going to put your
faith in? Now using logic, if you believe there is a God out there didn’t He go
to a lot of trouble to create everything? Is it not sound reasoning to think that
He may have provided some form of communication with us? --- This isn’t
too far fetched compared to those supposed "alien" contacts our scientists
search for!!! Test what the Bible teaches, search its truth for yourself and see
what a great God has done! When you do, you find Him to be true! Many
great men and women have made this discovery when they sought to
challenge the scriptures but instead of revealing a lie, they found a Creator
and Savior! Don’t let your finite mind deceive you into thinking there is no
God, pray that your eyes would be opened to the truth today!

Hebrews 8:1 
"Now of the things which we have spoken this is the sum: We have such
an high priest, who is set on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in
the heavens;"

--- He made the universe, is there any task too small or too great for Him?
My "universe" got a whole lot bigger and brighter the day Jesus Christ
became my Savior, my Lord and my God! I am empty no more!

Revised 7/17/99
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Onward Followers of the Christ!?

In the search of knowing
Whence we came

We find a road most traveled
Not knowing where it goes

We just follow it with a feeling,
--- That we think is right.

 
Sensing there must be some force driving us on this road,

We make it how we live,
We walk along on it but whether it is real or fiction we cannot tell,

--- Surround it with our personal beliefs and make it our faith.
 

To protect how we feel we write books of comfort
Persuading others to come along,

--- So we can all go together down this road most traveled.
 

It maybe without reason we march down the road
But we cannot tell it just seems the only way to go,

We hear words of religion but do not want to hear any word of a place called Hell!
We look to each other to support our cause,

--- Not knowing what we believe is a god we have made in our minds.
 

We are without condemnation of those who act on their base or vile passions,
Freedom from the tyranny of religion is what we preach!

We make leaders of those who extol that nature most
with their books, conferences and fine speech!

--- We especially love those who are bold finding a greater experience!
 

 Are we the real fools who thinking ourselves wise
While stating how we hate religion but love Jesus?

--- Or is it you that is unwise!?
 

Our leaders are not afraid to say what they feel,
And quick to point out truth is too ambiguous to be defined!
--- We can show how our critics are too rigid, stiff and blind!

 
We clear our minds to new ideas and experience,

We write and sell more of our books than any of you,
--- Who dares to say what we write is unfounded or baseless lies!?
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Truth is relative and experience opens the mind,
--- But our detractors rely solely on a Bible - as if God could be so confined!

 
Since we’ve been marching on this road most traveled for some time,

We have found the true way! Don't you see?
It is our critics you must watch out for

With their trappings of a reality!
 

Onward Followers March!
Oppose any who would just use that Bible alone!

Those people are so narrow to think,
You do not know what is right for your heart!

--- They are not interpreting the Bible in the light!
 

Our numbers are growing!
How can they not see God is with us!?

Come with us!
--- Follow your feelings, intuitions and experience!

 
We are emerging into light! Can you feel it shine on you?

--- We are followers of the Christ!
 

We are on the road most traveled,
Not really knowing where it goes,

We feel we should somewhere deep inside, maybe,
But we don't question why or what we actually follow,

--- Because we are strong and walk the path we say is right!
 

We may sense there is be some force behind it,
We call upon its name from time to time,

We made it our god, we may even call it Christ,
We surround it with our personal beliefs,

--- It is truly our religion but please don’t call it that!
 

We protect how we feel with our written words of comfort and
We even have our own Bible or redefine one to fit.
We march boldly forward daring any to oppose,

Showing them to be haters,
 --- As we go together down this road most traveled.

By John Beardsley 1/14/12

Matthew 7:13 "Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide [is] the gate, and broad [is] the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:"
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Why I Knock so-called "Christian" Rock (C-Rock)

After debating on numerous occasions with this group of people who most often identify themselves as "C-rockers"
I started seeing a dangerous trend in their defense. My purpose in putting this web page article together is to assist
Christians that are serious in defending their churches against this wile of our adversary.  Nothing in my walk with
my Lord for some 18+ years now has been more divisive an issue than music, in particular so called "Christian"
Rock and CCM music. -- That is why I believe an article such as this one is so badly needed. 

(NOTE: If you are a C-rocker reading this I make no apologies for the offense it will inflict
on your heart, this article unequivocally destroys the C-rock defense, because the Bible,

NOT John Beardsley judges it as wrong.)

1. The Rationales of C-rockers Defending Their Sacred Cow: 
Outrageous quotes from various individuals who have visited our site
(copies of e-mails on file) Remarks in Blue mine:

-- Consider next two messages together:
"I really do not understand how you can say that rock that glorifies Christ is bad. I like to mosh. I like to headbang.
And I like to worship Christ. We have different ways of worshipping. I can worship and have fun at the same
time."

"As far as the crowd surfing and "jumping around," as you call it, goes, they are no indication of someone's spiritual
state. We are free to celebrate God in ANY form of music or dance, provided that people do not get abused or
hurt."

--You won't find this in scriptures! Funny how so many c-rockers apply their behavior and music to the Bible
but the Bible offers them condemnation not accommodation for their behavior! This line of thinking is common
throughout these quotes. Here are just a couple of verses that condemn this sort of outrageous behavior:

1 Corinthians 7:1 "Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: It is good for a man not to touch a
woman."
(In answer to the ridiculous notion that this verse only applies to the act of sex in a sinful manner the Bible
disagrees with you, it includes the practices of the heathen you cannot separate this practice of heathens in rock
concerts and "Christianize" it.)

Romans 12:2 "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

"About the body surfing; you have taken the verse about a man not touching a woman far out of context; the verse
speaks of sexual touching; casual touching, as far as I know, is not sinful. (If I am wrong, then should a man and
woman not shake hands?)"
--Bodysurfing is certainly NO handshake! You need to examine 1 Co. 7:1 more closely!

"What is biblically wrong with earrings, colored hair, and loud music? Please explain to me because I do not
understand where you are coming up with your information. I am 18 years old and have had more colors of hair
than God put in the rainbow. I have also had several ear piercings and a belly button piercing. I don't believe these
things did anything to hindrance my relationship with God and in fact had a positive impact on my witnessing to
others."
-- How then are you different from the world? I do not believe you are making a lasting difference conforming
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to the world, and your outward appearance is an affront to what scriptures teach no matter how you justify it.

"I'm just saying watch what you say. Because not all of us are OK with the kind of music I can imagine you listen
to which scares me!"
--Hmmm, "psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord;" pretty
scary stuff! Here's a link to help find some of that "scary stuff" the Bible talks of: 
"HELPFUL MUSIC RESOURCES" http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/helpful.htm

"I would just like to state that there are MANY Christian rock groups that have nothing but edifying lyrics and there
are many common hymns (Such as 'How Marvelous') which contain lyrics which defeat the entire purpose of the
gospel (Plus Christian Rock Lyrics don't require a master's degree in English to understand)."
--This person is as bad as another who tears apart "Amazing Grace!" Christian rock lyrics are quite so abstract
or vague that they can be interpreted a number of ways as demonstrated on our site.

"DC Talk does incorporate into their concerts many elements also found in secular music. However, these elements
themselves are not necessarily contrary to the teachings of Christ."
-- Point made for me by a c-rocker!

--These next three separate messages consider together:
"The merchandise there was relative to all Christian products. All Christian items are more expensive than secular
items. Even the Holy Bible. The reason they are promoting themselves is that they are using it as a witnessing tool.
Christian teens can buy shirts and what not show them to their non Christian friends and share to them the message
of the group, which is the message that Jesus has told us to share with the world."

"One thing that I would like to challenge is the notion that c-rock is about money. Let me tell you that Christian
music is not where the money is, and to suggest that is simply not accurate. Are their cases of ministries coveting
money unjustly? Of course there are, and I don't think that it has a stronghold on just the CCM industry."

"It is sad that you think it is all about money. I cannot believe the innuendoes made in the article about how
Christian rock bands are in it mostly for the money. Once again - a judgment - and a false one at that."
--I'll let the one billion false dollars made by the CCM and C-rock industry answer those remarks on money!
Plus I refer you to the reviews of what their message was and what they are selling! 

"There are some excellent Christian "rock" bands out there who play very theologically correct music, i.e.
Tourniquet's song "Sola Christus"" 
-- This band defended here called "Tourniquet" really does some pretty nasty stuff! LOOK:
"Tourniquet recently toured with anti-Christ band Atheist! Tourniquet is scheduled to play the Milwaukee Metal
Festival. They'll share the stage with such ungodly groups as Deicide and Morbid Angel, Deicide (whose name
means the death of God) are hard-core Satanists. Deicide has an album titled "Once Upon the Cross", the cover
shows a cloth covering the crucified Lord Jesus Christ with blood from each wound. On the inside of the album
they have taken the Lord Jesus Christ and cut Him open and are in the process of removing His insides! And
Tourniquet is going to share the stage with such an ungodly, wicked Christ-hating bunch! And Tourniquet has the
audacity to claim to be a follower of Jesus Christ! And don't tell me about being a witness, or a light in a dark
place — the Bible is clear! Ephesians 5:11 says, "And have NO FELLOWSHIP with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather REPROVE THEM." SOURCE: CHRISTIAN ROCK: Blessing or Blasphemy?
<http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

"For over six years I have wondered if a band would ever again be as big as Stryper was. It now seems that that
time has come, with the arrival of DC Talk."
-- Again the bands defended here "Stryper" and "DC Talk" are just as bad! LOOK:
"Stryper is not exactly "good little Christian boys." In 1989 Stryper toured with secular rockers White Lion.
Drummer, Greg D Angelo, says, "We threw a party . . . About two in the morning ROBERT SWEET WAS
WHACKED! DRUNK! He was being dragged around on his tiptoes by two women holding him up!" (RIP, June,
1989, p.41) Stryper also toured with the perverted secular group WASP (whose name stands for We Are Sex

http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/helpful.htm
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
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Perverts). WASP singer Blackie Lawless drinks blood on stage from a human skull. WASP spreads their satanic
message, as they tell young people the vicious lie that Lucifer loves them much they're drunk on his love and magic,
in "Sleeping in the Fire":"  SOURCE: CHRISTIAN ROCK: Blessing or Blasphemy?
<http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

DC Talk (since these guys are very popular I am going to share a bit more about them) goto:

Right from the Mouths of DC Talk

And for more than you might want to know goto: " Blessing or Blasphemy?" <http://www.av1611.org/crock.html

A couple of samples: "The concert mosh pit is full and frantic, with enough pogoing an body-surfing to frighten
even the hippest of parents. The three DC Talk members all take turns at stage diving and body-surfing; security
must extract each from the crowd. Mr. McKeehan makes the most daring effort-a jump from a 12-foot high
stack of stage speakers into the mosh pit."

""Jesus Freak" was directed by an Englishman named Simon Maxwell. And who is Simon Maxwell? Simon
Maxwell is video director for the satanic and blasphemous Nine Inch Nails! DC Talk openly admits to
watching one of Nine Inch Nails videos, and liked Maxwell's style. "We had seen some of Simon's work with
Nine Inch Nails", says DC Talk vocalist Toby McKeehan. "HIS STYLE APPEALED TO US.""

"It's an odd paring, but Christian act DC Talk has teamed up with Simon Maxwell, known for his direction
on Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt," for one of the most progressive religious music clips ever released."
Please look at the links above, there is PLENTY of proof! Onto the next quote:

"Excuse for Christians to Rock?" and I am appalled at your criticism of what I believe to be a very GOOD thing.
As a music lover, I own over 150 CD's--ranging from classical to heavy metal. Very few of them are of Christian
music. But of all the music I own I consider "Jesus Freak" by D.C. Talk one of the BEST albums I have. And that
is not based solely on musical quality, but rather, because of the deep spiritual message the album proclaims."
-- If groups like "Tourniquet," "Stryper and "DC Talk" are examples of good c-rock, I would dread to see bad!
Sadly, yes there is even worse in the name of Christianity!

-- Consider next two messages together
"You said that this kind of music was not Christian music because it was loud. Hello? Even if it is loud, it's a praise
to Jesus."

"I would like to bring up about your article.  First, the loudness. Frankly put, some people like loud music, some
like soft. Some people like living in loud cities, others in the quiet country. Whatever  The police is there for
everybody's protection, not that a fight may break out, but that accidents do happen. Police are also at anti-abortion
rallies, but does that mean that they are wrong?"
-- Another common form of attack of c-rockers, accuse me of things I never said. I will say there is a very
serious problem if ANY music is literally deafening, remembering the body should be treated as a temple for the
Holy Spirit. To listen to music that loud is to abuse your body! As to the "Hello?" I hear fine, but I can't say the
same for avid c-rockers!

"1 Corinthians 6:19 What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which
ye have of God, and ye are not your own?"

-- Consider next three messages together:
"Do you go just to find fault? The whole exercise seems like a waste of time and effort. If C-rock is not your
scene, then go to a traditional hymn recital."

"If I am to accept your arguments ( and who am I to dispute them? ), then Christianity is about conforming to
conservative traditionalism, where cool music, dancing, modern dress, freedom of expression, and the freedom to

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/dctalki.htm
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
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challenge and explore new ideas are all frowned upon. It is a place where freedom to be oneself is not welcomed."

"I am writing in response to your article on Christian rock music. You seem to expect every Christian song to
resemble those found in the hymnals at church. I am a college student, and if it were not for Christian rap and rock
I would not listen to Christian music. You said that the score should not overshadow the lyrics, but I do not
understand this."
-- Interesting stereotype used often to detract from the issue of c-rock, also untrue.

"You know what? I have been reading through some of your propaganda. And I think you may have actually
missed some "unscriptural" doctrines out there. Like using toilet paper and driving a car." 
-- "Propaganda?" Sharing what the Bible teaches? Oh well if its "propaganda" I didn't write it in the Bible,
God did!!!

"I just read your review of the Newsboys/Third Day concert and must say I am not surprised to find much of the
same judgmental attitude of the DC Talk review."
--- Another very common ploy used by c-rockers, shoot the messenger, and offer no proof of their accusations! 

"As a youth leader and deacon in my church I have to say that I not only enjoy the music of both of these groups
[DC Talk & Newsboys] but I heartily endorse them and use their material in teaching my Sunday School class on
occasion."
---As a Sunday school teacher and youth leader myself I have one thing to say to this remark, AHHH! This
person is in church leadership! Now that I find pretty scary!!!

"I have only one question; if DC Talk and other Christian bands are so bad then how can a man like Billy Graham
associate himself and the ministry that he has been blessed with the likes of DC Talk and still call himself a
credible preacher."
---Is Graham a Biblically sound preacher? Sorry to say no he is not. 
Go to this link to learn more:   http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/graham/

"I find your web page utterly repulsive. You are the prime example of a modern day Pharisee."
--- And yet another accusation often used with NO PROOF, its easy for c-rockers to call names just don't expect
any substantive proof to back it up.  I often remind c-rockers who the Pharisees were, the religious leaders of
Jesus' day well known for adding and taking away from scriptures to THEIR ADVANTAGE, like those exposed
on our web site!

"I am sorry to hear you condemn so many moves of God. Be careful not to judge God's anointed. You may be
hindering the work of the Holy Spirit." 
--- And yes, another accusation. But if one reads what is shared, the truth is God has already judged the
behavior exposed on our site, so it cannot be from God to begin with! 

"For one thing, I am not a fan of the Newsboys--as a matter of fact, I prefer a harder style of music. I do, however,
have their "Take Me to your Leader" CD and I appreciate the stand they take for Jesus Christ. That is why I feel I
should defend them--they are my brothers in Christ and do not deserve to have their ministry shot down by a
holier-than-thou highbrow like yourself. [Emphasis in italics/underline mine]
---What stand did the Newsboys take? I refer you to our review on them to see for yourself But it doesn't stop
there! Here's more from this same person:

"I am distorting NOTHING that the Bible says; you, however, seem to have a knack for taking things out of
context and reproducing them as absolute truth. Everything I do, I do to the glory of God....whether I am
worshipping in a church service, reading the Bible, or picking up my bass guitar and singing in my rock band. Rock
music is nothing more than the popular music of today, just as hymns were the popular music of the day when they
were written. You are not the one to tell me what type of music glorifies God and what does not--I believe that He
would know that better than you, and I feel that I am glorifying Him in what I do, as are the Newsboys and many
other Christian bands. And if rebellion against parents and God is a side effect of "evil" Christian rock music, it

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/exposes/graham/
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must have passed me by." (Italics emphasis mine)
-- This describes the majority of  c-rockers better then any of the others above. It clearly demonstrates their
defense, their rationale is nothing more than excuses!!! Everything we have exposed gets twisted and turned into
a defense for c-rock, no matter how many scriptures, no matter that we witnessed some of the insane behavior
for ourselves.  Frankly, it is like dealing with cult members and homosexuals who twist scriptures to defend their
doctrines and behaviors that the Bible condemns. These are indeed days described in scriptures: 2 Ti 4!

"I think it commendable that you are taking the effort to express your beliefs. But, I have a hard time with this
method. I believe you are trying to do what is right in your eyes but you seem to have forgotten "What Would Jesus
DO?""
--- Indeed! What would Jesus Do?  I'll let scriptures answer as He probably would: Perhaps Jesus would quote
these scriptures with many others like them!

Body-surfing, head-banging and moshing? Violates:
1 Corinthians 7:1 Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: It is good for a man not to touch a
woman. (Discussed above).

Also consider:
Matthew 7:18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.

2 Corinthians 6:17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean thing; and I will receive you,

Romans 16:17 Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them.

The key: "Beware of the leaven!" Tossing out c-rock is tossing out the leavened bread and does not fit that
popular cliche' of "throw the baby out with the bath water" which is often used by c-rockers in order to excuse
their outrageous behavior and rebellious music.

2. The Rationales are really excuses to Rock!

Where do we stop making excuses for C-Rock and CCM!? It is obvious from the quotes above that the c-rockers
are NOT in agreement on the intensity of their music and behavior --- where do you draw the line?  They simply
refer it to a matter of taste in spite of overwhelming evidence that what they are doing is Biblically wrong. They
turn and accuse me of judging their music and they accuse me of "only singing hymns" when they do not know me
and know the great love of Godly music I have. C-rockers attempt to confuse the issue and attack my person!.

For the point of argument , say I swallow their "pill" of c-rock is OK, where does the music I listen to stop being
Christian music and start being unchristian? How much of the behavior documented on our site and others
linked to it has to occur at the c-rock concerts before its wrong and sinful? How many more "new"
Christian things copying the world's secular ungodly, antichristian music can be employed before it violates
the Bible about conforming to this world?  These are frank and honest questions that c-rockers offer NO
consistent or substantive answer to, because Biblically they have nothing to stand on! C-rockers have crossed lines
set in scripture by God, not by me. Its anyone's guess how far c-rock can go! I've seen enough out here on the
Internet to KNOW what I am saying here is completely true, the varying degree of these c-rockers and rockers
alike prove it for me.

No Biblical discernment is used or desired by c-rockers as the quotes above demonstrate.  There is no defense to
the behavior at these concerts because they do conform to the world. They do not rightly divide scriptures, they
"proof text" scripture (approach scriptures with a preconceived thought of defending a behavior and making it fit). 
Anytime any of us sin intentionally we often try and justify it in such a manner, but then the Holy Spirit lets us
know we are being disobedient and if we are God's children we repent. C-rockers don't repent, but in fact laud their
behavior as wholesome and Christian!  This is why I refer to other debates I have had in the past with cult members
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and homosexuals; they too use the same methodology and logic to defend their behaviors and teachings!  As the
quotes above demonstrate over and over they have no proof, no scripture to defend their outrageous behavior! Just
for a second, try and imagine a concert like one of those described, say a "Tourniquet" concert was held some 100
years ago, would it be tolerated by God fearing Christians? No!! So why do we tolerate these workers of Satan
now? Why do we allow our teens to listen to music that turns their hearts away from God and to the world --
-even despising godly hymns!   Pastors and/or parents, we must stop the move of this music into our churches and
it must start in the homes. 

Here is an example of the damage c-rock and CCM causes:
"And I don't want to have to be that way to my friends that listen to that music because they won't want to be my
friends anymore if I am mean to them. are they going to hell for that music? I think they are good Christian people.
I'm really confused, can you help?"

Confused? Consider the author of the confusion, CCM and C-rock are "new" in the church and NOT
supported Biblically. Confusion comes from our adversary Satan.

1 Corinthians 14:33 "For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of the saints."

This e-mail quoted is another typical one we get, the confusion caused by C-rock and CCM sends some of our kids
into a tailspin.  Who will this one follow? His friends or Godly instruction? Parents, wake up!!! C-rock and CCM
is in MOST of our churches and along with it the a ton of other baggage!!!  This is not an alarmist cry!  I have
provided only a little of the proof revealing the true spirit of C-rock and CCM.   C-rock and CCM are completely
tied to the other so called "movements" of God invading the church such as the Charismatic Movement, Laughter
Movement (Much of C-rock and CCM got their starts with the Vineyard), Ecumenical Movement link here:
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/contemporarychristian.htm, and numerous false teachers!

I hope this article has helped you learn what not to give your children.  Don't pollute them with the world's ways:

James 1:27
"Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction,
and to keep himself unspotted from the world."

3. The Kind of Faith Christians are called to exhibit:
The concerts such as DC Talk and etc., totally violate that our faith is to be a sober faith: (Being sober means not
only not drinking or drugs!) 
1 Thessalonians 5:6 "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be sober."

1 Thessalonians 5:8 "But let us, who are of the day, be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith and love; and for
an helmet, the hope of salvation."

Titus 1:8 "But a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate;"

Titus 2:2 "That the aged men be sober, grave, temperate, sound in faith, in charity, in patience."

Titus 2:6 "Young men likewise exhort to be sober minded."

1 Peter 1:13 "Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be
brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ;"

1 Peter 4:7 "But the end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober, and watch unto prayer."

1 Peter 5:8 "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour:"

Only two of the references are in regards to getting drunk with wine. A further study of what the Bible is

http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/contemporarychristian.htm
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saying shows sober to mean:

"to be of sound mind, to be in one's right mind, to exercise self control, to put a moderate estimate upon one's self,
to curb one's passions, be in right mind, to be calm and collected in spirit, to be temperate, dispassionate,
circumspect, of a sound mind, sane, in one's senses, curbing one's desires and impulses, self-controlled, temperate."

I think that more than makes the point. The C-rock/CCM crowd often encourages and participates in outrageous and
even insane behavior completely violating this principle in the name of "fun" again as shown in the articles
exposing the C-rock/CCM crowd. Please look at the other links exposing so called "Christian Rock & CCM" from
our site.

Information compiled:
January 1, 1999 by John Beardsley (Minor revisions and corrections on 12/7/2008) 

Please DO NOT COPY OR RE-POST on other Internet sites without our express permission.
  However, we invite you to link to our site as you need,
A link to us does not mean we endorse you in ANY way.
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To Sin to Reach a Sinner?!
– An Ode to C-Rockers and the like
…in answer to their many lies and distortions of God’s Holy Word.

Did Christ become a sinner to reach us? 
Or did he endure the cross to bring salvation? 
Did Jesus say go and sin to be saved from sin? 
Or go and sin no more?

John 8:11 "She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more."
Matthew 16:24 "Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up
his cross, and follow me."

What are we to believe friend? 
Do we walk with the world? 
Or do we walk in the world ever apart from it?

2 Corinthians 6:14,17 "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath
righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?" 17 "Wherefore come out from
among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you,"

Do we take on their appearance look and style,
When it compromises the Word in which we say believe?
Do we make ourselves to conform with others, 
When it causes some to stumble?

Romans 12:2 "And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

Is it so difficult just to trust and obey friend?
Is it so hard to believe God's Word is true, 
Since you claim to believe in the same Jesus I do?

Acts 5:29 "Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said, We ought to obey God rather than men."

Don't you see what you are doing?
Don't you see the pain you are causing?
Don't you care for the parents that are crying?
As you always say to me, "What would Jesus do?"
Indeed, what would He do!

Matthew 18:6 "But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea." 
1 Corinthians 8:9 "But take heed lest by any means this liberty of yours become a stumblingblock to them that are
weak."
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1 Peter 4:17 "For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what
shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?"

Why must you have it your way?
Why not accept the scriptures for what they say,what God says.
And you call me "unloving!?" ---Where is "your" love for God!?
I cannot stop you from sinning to reach the sinner, 
I only stand against you as a witness, 
Your behavior is abominable, 
Your appearance is of the world yet you claim you are "Christian," 
Beware! Your walk is as children of disobedience ---to the Bible you claim as true!

Ephesians 5:6-11 "Let no man deceive you with vain words: for because of these things cometh the wrath of God
upon the children of disobedience. Be not ye therefore partakers with them. For ye were sometimes darkness, but
now are ye light in the Lord: walk as children of light: (For the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth;) Proving what is acceptable unto the Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, but rather reprove them."

Romans 16:17-18 "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the
doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their
own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple."

John Beardsley 3/13/99

Links Exposing Christian Rock's True Nature:
Bible Believers' Resource Page

Topic : Christian? Rock

Or

Return To Our Home Page
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"I can of my own self do nothing: as I hear I judge: and my judgment is just: because I seek not mine
own will, but the will of the Father which hath sent me." John 5:30

The Church Upon We Rock?
(Following the concepts of today’s "Revival" ) A fictional story using various pieces of things
actually taking place in so called "Christian Rock" concerts and in churchs!!! It can be a
glimpse into the near future!!!

One day I turned on my TV and I got an invitation to come and hear of a faith that promised to
rebuild me inside. These guys looked just like me with their long two tone hair, and earrings! I had
really been hurting these past few months since my father died, nothing really made sense and I was
tired of the party life. Drugs and alcohol were just making me feel worse, even suicide seemed like a
good choice! My rock and roll only deepened my depression. There was no hope in the music or in
the words and the beat of the bass just thundered in my head.

I went to a church that Saturday and wow what a church it was! As I approached the door a gentleman
said that will be twenty dollars please. I handed him the money and went and found my seat. Much
like the rock concerts I attended, the musical stage was elaborate with lots of speakers and lights! I
thought, surely this is a new kind of church, they must have what I need.

As the service began, an announcer/comedian came up and told a few corny jokes and then a band
came on stage. The lights dimmed and the drummer began the beat --- I found myself asking what’s
the difference from the other concerts I would attend? Just like a rock concert the audience rushed
forward and pressed against the stage and began to jump with the beat. They would be singing but I
could hardly hear the words; occasionally I would hear them say the name of Jesus or just to "shine."
The words really didn’t make sense; but Oh well, who cares, they rhymed almost!

I saw a man with a big fat belly
It moved like a bowl of jello
It was hard to understand what he said
Because I had to move to see his head
Jesus Saves is what he ranted in a typical suit and tie
As he stood on a box in the city
Claiming he knows the way

They had an unplugged session where they told me how people stumble and will disappoint me and
how there is someone who never will. I could assume they were talking about Jesus but they didn’t
say how to know Him.

The next part of the service, much to my surprise, was made up of several entertaining skits about life
being a "process" with Jesus at the head. That our problem wasn’t our sin but a low esteem of
ourselves and how we should forgive God that we have harbored wrong feelings in our inner child. An
announcer spoke of the great revival we are witnessing and how God gave one of their members a
vision of tweety bird laying an egg! I laughed thinking this lady has got to be kidding! But she said,
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"Indeed these are serious times!" And concluded in saying we should be sure to get our "What Would
Jesus Do" (WWJD) bracelets before we leave.

The band returned for a second session they said would be worship and what worship it was! As the
audience got wild some people started dropping to the floor as if they were dead while others
screamed aloud "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus!" Another next to me started babbling a repetitive sound and
another crowed like a rooster! What is this place I have come into! Not even the rock concerts could
compare! These people are either mad or have a few screws loose! The wild music then switched to
bizarre as a music video started behind them and the audience of those still standing were mesmerized
by the music and the lights.

Before it was all over, just like the concerts I’m used to attending, the band would rev our emotions
up on high and got a good mosh pit going! There I was up by the front, and whoa! Look at this girl
being body surfed across the crowd and they’re rolling her all around! Even the band joined in the
fray, stage diving into the crowd… was that someone on a stretcher being taken out?!

Before they stopped I moved back to my seat – everyone was oblivious to me, a lost soul! I watched
and listened intently when the band members and announcers had spoken, but I was agonizing inside
still. Who is Jesus? What did he do? How can I know Him and learn of His truth?

All they told me was to ask someone around me as they were heading out, but how do I talk to a
stranger to find the answers. Isn’t that what the people conducting the service are there for? As I left
the auditorium I saw people crowded around tables buying and selling – maybe there I can learn more;
I thought! I pressed my way through only to be disappointed at all I saw; trinkets, coins and signed
posters by the band! Nothing to tell me more about the Jesus they said they were singing about!

As I left the church I wondered why I had bothered. They are just like the rest of us living as if life is
just one big party! So back to my friends I went, at least I can talk to them, even if they don’t know
who Jesus is. Maybe He’s not that important after all!

Return To Our Home Page
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The Invasion Begins!
A Review Of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader Tour"

Article published in The Christian Conscience June 1997

 In the days leading to May 12, 1997 at 7:30p.m. we were warned by radio and television our town would be
invaded by the band News Boys along with two others as they came to Rapid City South Dakota’s Civic Center
Arena. It was then I decided a follow-up article was needed to the article my wife and I put together about DC Talk
last June. The article examined the unchristian behavior and lack of a gospel message to the unsaved persons
attending these concerts. After our experience last year, I was prepared with earplugs to help drown the heavy bass
and I needed them!

 Last year in the DC Talk concert I witnessed the behavior seen in the secular rock scene of "body-surfing,
moshing and head banging" this concert was calm in comparison --- but it was not for a lack of trying, there was
no "mosh pit" so they simply were not set up for it. During the concert a News Boys video was shown exhibiting
this behavior and even one of our local "Christian" radio station representatives jumped into the crowd and was
"body-surfed" back onto the stage. Other irresponsible behavior by the crowd was subdued by the security at the
stage. One teenage boy bared his top half to the crowd danced around on stage twice before security could catch
him and remove him. --- Look and see for yourself the behavior which goes with the music! This is the true spirit
of "Rock n’ Roll" not godly Christian music. Eph 5:19-20.

 Even the review of this tour by our local newspaper saw the problem with the News Boys, titled:" "Newsboys'
message lost on latest CD" and comments such as: "Although most of the choruses are straightforward, the verses
are hard to follow, a flaw that serves to trivialize the band's Christian message." and "Built on lyrics that leave too
many holes to be filled, the band's message gets lost somewhere in the alternative music." With this as an overview
I will now give you my first hand account of the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader" tour.

 As I walked into the Civic Center I noticed the ambulance parked by the arena doors and while entering saw the
young man in front of me snuffing out his cigarette before going in. Yes, here I am again, the only member of the
crowd in suit and tie, boy did I get some strange looks, mostly from the teens and some adults who had donned
their "grunge" clothes. I found myself a seat towards the back of the arena and awaited the concerts’ start. Looking
around I counted 20 speakers on each side hanging above the stage though in comparison they were not as large as
the ones used by DC Talk. The crowd appeared to be a composed of more young teens than the DC Talk concert,
definitely more kids that appeared to be 10 years old or younger.

 The announcer from one of our "Christian" radio stations came on stage to introduce the first group "3rd Day" and
said to the crowd loudly, "gotta get pumped!" He went onto say how the News Boys "Take Me To Your Leader"
tour was voted No# 1 by CCM Contemporary Christian Music Magazine. The announcer then introduced a new
"stand-up comic," Bob Smiley --- now we have stand-up comics for Christ too?! Hmmm, maybe we should open a
Christian night club for him! After some poor attempts at humor the band 3rd Day came on stage. They opened with
a piece from the secular song "Celebrate," then went into playing loud hard rock music. I will say the first two
bands were to be exceeded in volume by the News Boys. Other than this band encouraging the audience to jump up
and down you could hardly understand a word of their lyrics. Prior to the concert I read their lyrics but
unfortunately I seriously doubt anyone understood them as they were drown out by their heavy beat. After about
forty-five minutes they finished their session and the radio announcers returned to "rev" up the crowd more. One of
them got the crowd to start making a "hoo’ing" noise then said to the effect, "90% of your time at the concert
tonight should be screaming and losing your mind and the other 10% left for your drive home. The comic returned
wearing multiple tee-shirts and gave a sales pitch for them and the dog-tags, pendants, crosses and posters of the
bands and how all money made from these go straight to the bands. 
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The group "Plankeye" was then introduced. Plankeye was very much like the first group, 3rd Day. With their loud
music you could hardly understand a word of what was said because it was drown out by the guitars. Plankeye in a
short break shared more of a Christian message (one maybe, two minutes) than any of the others. The band member
spoke of "no excuses," "Jesus came to give life abundantly" --- but no mention of how to know Jesus unless you
take their next "slow" song as the gospel which says in part, "Please take my life away to give it away to Jesus." --
that is no gospel either. Then in about a minute they returned to the heavy metal sound. At a point in one of their
songs I noticed a child, maybe 8 or 9 years old holding his ears and his Dad or guardian leading him out of the
concert arena, a few minutes later he returned with cotton freshly inserted in his ears! A testimony based solely on
action alone!

 At the end of the Plankeye session one of the band members said of the teens who were bouncing at the front of
the stage, remarking how they were "jumping because Jesus made a difference in their lives." I put this right up
there with "holy laughter," we now have "holy jumping!" I believe it was a member of Plankeye who went into a
commercial for "World Vision" and how the News Boys had teamed together with them to feed and educate some
of the poor of the world. He also mentioned they teach them with the Bible. They brought out a small screen and
turned on a commercial saying what they can do with just $20 a month. At the end of the commercial a sales pitch
was given to get you to sign up on sheets in the foyer of the arena. Intermission time.

 During the intermission some notable music was played over the speakers. Movie theme songs to Close
Encounters, Superman, 2001, The Star Wars Series and others. --- The whole bit was really an introduction to the
alien encounter I was about to experience! Alien to Christ that is! At the end of the intermission the lights are
dimmed and the crowd gets as wild as it gets for the night, cheering, hoooping, yelling and stomping their feet for
the News Boys to start. –Was this a concert for Jesus or a football game!? Then they turned out all the lights. The
sound of a deep bass drone fills the arena for a minute or two and the theme to "Star Wars" starts playing.
Immediately after, strobe lights turn on underneath what is supposed to be three "flying saucers" descending onto
the stage. I then noticed the band members on top of these "saucers" dressed in space suits and lights on top of their
heads. In addition to the strobe lights, black lights are used to enhance the special effects. As soon as the "saucers"
landed the band members jumped off and onto the stage and started into a very loud rock music piece. The band
members were jumping up and down and the crowd jumped with them. The bass beat, just like or worse then DC
Talk, went right through my body. The beat combined with the strobes and black lights even caused me to
experience a bit of nausea. The lyrics to the News Boys music proved to be more unintelligible than the other bands
with the exception of a slow piece entitled, "Lets talk about love." The News Boys, like DC Talk, are fond of the
strange lights and using moving hypnotic patterns, similar to a sixties rock group. At one point the music used an
extremely heavy deep bass while you heard an enchanting but unintelligible voice. The "saucers" were then lifted
up sideways and became large video viewing screens. At this point they showed clips from their movie "Down
Under the Big Top" and they sang a song about joining the circus. During this part of the session they played
secular music "Funky town," and another piece I remember from Peter Frampton but I do not remember the title.
Next, one of the News Boys crew went down in front of the stage with a live video camera, eyeing the band up
close. As the lead singer went on singing he got his face very close to the camera and it gave him the appearance of
having his eyes darkened due to the lack of light, and with his bald head it was quite a sight; not a pleasant one! In
one of the next pieces the heavy bass beat and guitar continued but the video was of the band riding ATVs and
motorcycles. This would not really be interesting except to say they were performing jumps into the air where they
would even dump the motorcycle -- a potentially dangerous thing to do or promote!

 The band made some attempts at humor, even the lyrics had some silly remarks that would make some laugh ---
but there is no laughing when I put their words next to scriptures. There is no gospel message and the name of
Jesus is not said even one time in the "Take Me To Your Leader" album or the previous album "Going Public."
There are references made to God, Lord and one to the cross ---that’s all, only unclear references to being a
Christian. When reviewing the lyrics I noticed another prominent C-Rocker, Steve Taylor, who wrote or assisted in
the writing in eight of the eleven songs on the album. I found this ironic since Taylor has been criticized in the past
for the same lack of gospel in his music!

 They went into a dueling drum piece about midway through the concert which was almost too much to bear for the
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shear thumping of the drums. The incessant drumming truly reminded me of my unsaved years. As an unsaved teen
I’m sure I would have cheered them on as this crowd did. It ended with one of the drummers throwing one of his
drumsticks into the crowd! That was really stupid --- who knows where it could have landed and that was not the
first time the band threw objects into the crowd. After the "duel" they went in to one of their earlier albums "Going
Public" and sang the song "Shine" which is obviously quite popular with their fans. You really had to struggle to
hear the lyrics until they sang the chorus,

"Shine, Make’em wonder what you’ve got, Make’em wish that they were not, On the outside looking bored, Shine,
Let it shine before all men, Let’em see good works, and then Let’em glorify the Lord." Reading the lyrics I saw the
rest of the song as nothing but nonsense.

 This song is typical of their music giving vague references to the gospel, maybe not as abstract as those of DC
Talk but unclear none the less. Following this song, they brought back the weird lights and video clips on their
saucer screens, clips of different leaders and pieces of the news, TV shows, even one from a nasty cartoon which is
put on by MTV –B&B. Then the music stopped and what is to be their gospel message began. The band member
who spoke said to the effect, we should have a passion for our faith, that people should see we are different, we
should be salty Christians, that we should tell our friends what Jesus did in our lives and how God has changed us.
He told how salt preserves, and how we can help stop the spread of decay and corruption and how if we lose our
saltiness we are good for nothing. The band member then gave his version of the story of Sodom and Gomorrah,
saying these were people just interested in "doing their own thing." He spoke of how Abraham bartered with God
to spare the cities, and then he used this reasoning to say God destroyed these cites due to their lack of righteous
people, not sin!? I listened very carefully to the points he made and scripture does not agree at all:

"But the men of Sodom [were] wicked and sinners before the LORD exceedingly." Genesis 13:13

 "And the LORD said, Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and because their sin is very grievous;"
Genesis 18:20

 "And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where [are] the men which came in to thee this night? bring them
out unto us, that we may know them." Genesis 19:5

 "The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not.
Woe unto their soul! for they have rewarded evil unto themselves." Isaiah 3:9

 "Sinners before the LORD exceedingly," "because their sin is very grievous," "bring them out unto us, that we may
know them," "and they declare their sin as Sodom, they hide [it] not." The people of Sodom were evil, wicked
sinners and demonstrated it in homosexual behavior! They were not only, "doing their own thing" they were a
reprobate and perverse people. The News Boys band member speaking, changed the words of God into a
completely different meaning, softening the judgment of God upon sin. There is more than a problem with
semantics, this is false teaching! In conclusion, he said to those who didn’t know Jesus to ask those they came with
or ask someone around them about what Jesus did in their lives and he said to the effect, before going back into
their rock music, "I know you don’t want to hear anymore preaching." There may have been another couple of
songs until the close of the concert with them climbing onto the now lowered platforms/saucers and raising them
off back to the planet from which they came. –The invasion ended! But who won the battle? As the curtain closed
a sheet was dropped down which read, "Live long and Prosper." -- A phrase which gets its popularity from the
"Star Trek" series. For a group that puts down the New Age movement they do a great job promoting it!

You can call this a "Christian" concert if you wish -- but I promise you it is not. Like DC Talk, maybe these are
Christians singing Rock, but it is not Christian music. Eph. 5:19-20. In addition, the same unchristian behavior is
the earmark for both of these concerts NOT a presentation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The so-called "preaching"
left off a few of the most key elements like quoting scriptures! We as Christians are responsible to share the gospel
with the unsaved Matt 28:19-20. Here are a few of the missing elements: First, we are sinners. Ro. 3:23. Second,
we need a savior –Jesus Christ who died on a cross for our sins. Third, to ask God’s forgiveness by faith believing
on the finished work of Jesus on the cross. And others were omitted from the preaching as it was with DC Talk.
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The News Boys as "salty Christians," or as ones with "a passion for their faith" failed miserably in their gospel
presentation if their faith is in Jesus Christ.

Christians can have "fun" without all of the world's nonsense and fads. The idea we need these C-rock concerts to
reach teens is bunk. What we are actually doing is telling them its "OK" to rock! My advice to C-rockers, is simple
-- Repent! Quit trying to rationalize the behavior, quit distorting the Bible's teachings on music to make them fit
what you are doing. The heathen -especially the homosexuals- do the same thing! Return or turn to the music that is
truly spiritual. I have read a group of testimonies of mostly teenagers and the damage C-rock did to them. One of
the known side-effects of this music is rebellion against parents and God! The folks of CCM need some hard
looking at since they called this the number #1 tour for the year. It appears that the less you say of Jesus Christ and
His finished work on the cross for our redemption the more popular you are! Something is amuck in the Christian
music scene and it comes down to the love of money, and a lack of a genuine love for lost souls. Many of the
applications included do not apply to Christian music alone --- many have gone away from the faith and have
adopted doctrines foreign to scriptures. Many of the same verses of scripture that reprove those who participate in
Christian Rock speak just as strongly to those involved in the so-called "Holy Laughter" movement. The same
ridiculous behavior, the same kinds of teaching permeate Christian Rock and the laughter movement --- the same
spirit! The spirit of the anti-Christ! A simple word or two on what a spirit filled Christian does, shows the contrast!

Ephesians 5:18 - 21
18 And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit; 19 Speaking to yourselves in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord; 20 Giving thanks
always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ; 21. Submitting yourselves one
to another in the fear of God.

Colossians 3:16 
"Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."

Being filled with the Spirit has what results? Speaking to yourselves in psalms, hymns and spiritual songs, making
melody in your heart to the Lord. Then we are to give thanks always, and submit to one another in the fear of God.
Col. 3:16 closely parallels Eph. 5:18. Being filled means to let the word of Christ dwell in you richly! The behavior
of Christian Rockers and the like are the opposite! So if our kids are attending these concerts saved and unsaved
what are we really accomplishing??? Nothing, short of indoctrinating them to the rebellious rock scene. It is this
writer’s heartfelt belief as alcohol leads to drugs, lessor drugs to harder drugs these so-called Christian Rockers are
the pied-pipers with music leading to Hell. Using seductive methods to excite the emotions of our teens which
include heavy bass, hypnotic lights, loud guitars and a variety of theatrics helping to strip away our teens
inhibitions to perform acts in the flesh. This is seen in the bodysurfing, head-banging, moshing and jumping too!
Secular rock concerts and the violence of these acts are clearly seen, it is riotous behavior they are introducing as
Christian! (Read Romans 13:13-14) The Bible teaches much more on this subject which there is not enough room
to go into here. To close here are a few more Bible references which will help the person serious about following
Jesus Christ to leave the rock scene: 2 Corinthians 6:14-18, Exodus 32:17 – 19, Romans 12:1-2, 2 Timothy 3:16,
Jeremiah 10:2, 2 Corinthians 5:15-17, Mark 9:42, James 4:4
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DC Talk Examined
By John & Kathy Beardsley

Article as it appears in The Christian Conscience June 1996
(Corrections made 5/30/98 to several quotes thought to be made by Kevin Smith now made to read generically by a DC Talk band member.)

Christian Rock or an excuse for Christians to Rock? --- the band DC Talk Examined

The fun started the day a promotional tape came to our church for the DC Talk "Jesus Freak Tour" which was
about a month before their concert on the evening of May 16th at the Rapid City Civic Center. I sat down at home
and watched their video and was quite surprised by what was introduced to me as Christian music. I was so
surprised I wanted to learn more. Little did I know the roller coaster ride I was stepping onto! I requested tickets
from CMA, the promoters of DC Talk telling them I sought to write about the group for The Christian Conscience
Magazine. Their hospitality in providing two tickets is appreciated. In part of my explanation as to why I wanted to
attend, I told the promoters, "I believe Christians should have nothing to hide." My pastor puts it another way, "The
truth never fears examination."

Who is the Group DC Talk?

DC Talk was formed in 1989 by [Toby] McKeehan and [Michael] Tait in Washington, D.C. DC Talk
was a reference to the area, but their record label suggested they counter "vulgar stuff" out there by
saying "DC" stood for "decent Christian" talk." (2)

"The group won Artist of the Year and Song of the Year at the Gospel Music Association’s Dove
Awards in April. It was the first time a rock group or rock song had been honored in either catagory."
(1)

The Album "Jesus Freak" is DC Talk’s latest work and sold 85,000 copies in its first week. "There are
a lot of kids who come to see us on the road. Some of them like the music for its sheer listening
pleasure." says Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1) "But its nice when fans go deeper and hear what Smith,
28, McKeehan, 31, and Michael Tait, 30, have to say as artists," Smith says.

The music’s message is as strong as the driving rock beat of "Jesus Freak," and as heartfelt as the
lyrical beauty of their song "What if I Stumble." (1) Some of DC Talk’s musical role models are the
Beatles, David Bowie, The Police, U2. [Ed. Note: these are ALL secular bands]

II Corinthians 6:14 reminds us:

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?"

"I think Jesus would have liked our music." "I think he would have appreciated the message, the stand
we’re taking."- Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1)

The Message and Stand of DC Talk — Our First Hand Account

"And when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they shouted, he said unto Moses, [There is] a noise of war in
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the camp. And he said, [It is] not the voice of [them that] shout for mastery, neither [is it] the voice of [them that]
cry for being overcome: [but] the noise of [them that] sing do I hear. And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh
unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his
hands, and brake them beneath the mount.." (Exodus 32:17 - 19)

The evening of May 16, 1996 my wife, Kathy, and I went to the Rapid City Civic Center to see for ourselves why
DC Talk is so popular. We did not anticipate the decibel level at which the band played, but thankfully, the Lord
provided earplugs through a friend working security. We knew the music would be loud, but not the earsplitting
level we experienced that evening. We spotted eighteen speakers over head on each side –36 speakers in all.

The tickets we were provided placed us in row one to one side of the stage. From our seats we could see at least
18-20 support staff as well as 5 police officers for security. We both noticed a surprisingly large number of young
children at the concert ranging in age from approximately 5 years to preteen. I guess most parents felt safe taking
or letting their young children go to a "Christian" concert.

Just before the concert began an announcer cautioned that the dance floor area (otherwise known as the "mosh pit")
on the opposite side of the stage from where we were, was restricted to those who were eighteen and above. A
couple of representatives from one of our local Christian stations did a bit of a theatrical introduction. I could not
help but notice the earrings one of these men was wearing along with his "two tone" hair; it was quite a sight to
behold.

The time arrived for the concert to begin, lights dimmed and the first band Audio Adrenaline came on stage.
Suddenly a large number from the audience left their seats and rushed forward to be near the stage. At about the
same time the band played the first bass beat and this crowd began to jump up and down to the music.

An extremely loud and incessant heavy bass beat was the predominant trademark for both bands for the entire
evening. The musicians of Audio Adrenaline stirred-up the crowd as they thrashed their heads around, and
bounced around the stage to their hard rock music. Kathy and I decided after the first couple of songs to move
away after one girl jumping wildly near us knocked down another Thankfully they were both okay.

There was virtually no self control near the stage. This crowd was "high" on the loud music. On the third song we
carried out our decision to move up and further away which gave us a better view but unfortunately no relief of the
pounding bass beat we would feel in our chests until the concert ended.

Just when we thought things could not get nuttier, Audio Adrenaline played the secular rock song Free Ride. The
crowd cheered wildly and went bananas, obviously recognizing the secular artist who wrote the song. They jumped
harder and a small group in the front started waving their bodies around to the music in what is called a "mosh."
Then someone was lifted on top of the crowd and was moved around by the crowds hands in a "body surf." This
maybe mellow compared to a "secular" rock concert --- but should Christians behave like this?

Towards the end, even one of the Audio Adrenaline band members jumped on top of the crowd for a "surf"
creating an atmosphere for chaos. All the while the music was so loud if anyone could hear the words it wasn’t
enough to get a message from, hence, the reaction was to the "rock" beat not the words. After some 45 minutes
Audio Adrenaline finished their session.

During the intermission I looked around to see what kind of items were for sale. Did they have books sharing their
testimony? Or anything which would identify them with Christ? I didn’t find any. Instead, all I could see on the
tables were T-Shirts promoting the bands, pendants, key-rings and pictures of the band at what I thought were
exorbitant prices. Anyone going to this concert paid $18.50 just to get in, so I guess it should not have been a
surprise.

 

The Eye and the Freak
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The intermission ended and the stage was completely rearranged. A very elaborate lighting array encompassed the
band and stage. The lights dimmed, the heavy bass started and the crowd was jumping again. DC Talk also added
a video screen behind them and as they played various pictures were shown with some songs. Other frames had
abstract colors similar to what you might see in an old ‘60s movie portraying those weird acid rock groups!

In the video for the song Mind’s Eye some of the pictures went from abstract to bizarre. The video flashed pictures
of a human eye then switching to the eye of an eagle or a hawk, it was hard to say, from soaring above scenery of
the outdoors, through clouds and this sequence repeated a few times. Then it switched to that of flying into a
lightning storm which really was weird, a spot on the cloud would light up and the bolt of lightning followed, all
very fast and sometimes several at once. Then it switched back to the human eye flashing back and forth with that
hawk or eagle eye. Just the name of the song I believe gave it more than a New Age theme, whether the band
knows that or not!

Numerous strobe lights which were used during certain parts of DC Talk’s session along with a combination of the
other effects. An interesting thing we noticed was that every time DC Talk played a secular song such as the
Beatles’ Help and the Doobie Brothers’ Jesus is Just Alright With Me, the crowd got louder and more excited. DC
Talk also used, Jimi Hendrix’s, Purple Haze [Editor note: a drug reference], and the sound of the mouthpiece
instrument made famous by the Rock singer, Peter Frampton. Each time either band did anything secular the
amount of body surfing increased as well as other behavior unbecoming of Christians. That should suggest that the
majority of the crowd was there for the "rock" music and the Christian aspect had nothing to do with it.

Let’s not forget ---the members from both bands encouraged the behavior and took part in it! Two of the DC Talk
band members jumped off stage into the crowd and the third band member jumped off sound equipment that sat on
the stage which made his jump higher. Appearing to be about five feet above the raised hands of the crowd from
where we were sitting.

One of the DC Talk Band members, when introducing their main song Jesus Freak, explained how he was trying to
come up with some lyrics and that he opened his dictionary and "stumbled across a word in the ‘F’ section" – The
crowd cheered loudly before he went on to say what the word was--- "freak.". then proceeded to give definitions of
the word:

1. Strange, weird or queer.

2. Jokingly saying, "I don’t remember, uh, Bill Clinton."

3. Lastly, "An ardent enthusiast," inferring they are ardent enthusiasts for Jesus Christ, to which the crowd roared
loudly once again.

 

A Strange Gospel Presentation

Through the DC Talk session which ran about one hour and forty minutes, the band members spoke of God in
general terms only. I noticed how often the band leader, kept saying "God is coming again." Perhaps I’m not used
to hearing it put that way, but I tell people, "Jesus is coming again!" I found his statements to be confusing and
almost misleading at times.

The band leader did say, there’s a God who forgives us when we stumble, which led into one song I could half way
understand. DC Talk also quoted from a Bible translation I am unfamiliar with. He said, "…anyone who dislikes
his fellowman is not in the light…" meaning, he is not right with God. The Bible says in 1 John 2:9-11:

"He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now. He that loveth his brother
abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness,
and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes."
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"Disliking someone" versus "hating" someone is one example of changing what the Bible says.

The stand for Christ at the end of the concert given by one of the band members started with "People will let you
down," and "I’m not here to preach". While some of what was said was good, "people letting you down whereas
Jesus Christ won’t," his message ended with the words "Any kind of pressure is wrong, I don’t want to put any
pressure on anyone" and "Just ask someone walking around you"—in reference to finding out more about "this
Jesus."

Though the band members spoke of their personal struggles and briefly mentioned that Jesus carried them through,
they weren’t explicit in telling the crowd HOW they can know Jesus Christ as their personal Savior. ---They left
the responsibility to the unsuspecting people in the crowd, who the majority it would seem, cared more about
beating everyone else out the door!

Case in point: Many folks had already left the auditorium when they realized the music was over and more were
leaving as the band member started talking!

During a break in the middle of the concert, the band members took time to share with the audience. That should
have been the perfect time to give a salvation message, knowing the crowd would stick around for the music
following. Unfortunately, the opportunity was completely missed. It was truly heartbreaking to see so many left
hanging when there was opportunity to plant seeds of salvation.

 

A Message of Compromise

Smith said, referring to Jesus, "I think He would appreciate the message, the stand we’re taking." My question is:
What stand did he take? What message did he give the people other than you know how to compromise with the
world; using their music, speaking in adoration of the people who wrote the secular music, making your role
models those who are of the secular world? Some of these role models you chose are anti-Christian and are of the
world and not of God.

A lesson to be learned!--- When you compromise with the world, you will end up doing things their way, not
God’s. Labeling something "Christian" doesn’t make so. As a Christian, can you stand apart from the world when
you blend in so well? How are they going to know?

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God." (Romans 12:1-2)

We believe DC Talk and their music are prime examples of compromising these verses in the Christian realm.
When I put this together with other statements by Smith in an interview with our local paper,

"None of the three band members is a member of an organized Christian denomination." Smith, "We
follow the person of Jesus Christ." Then Smith goes on to say, "We feel the Christian belief is a
personal belief, that it’s not something that can be taught."

What about Bible verses like: II Timothy 3:16?

"All scripture [is] given by inspiration of God, and [is] profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness:"

The interview points out that Smith was raised in a Christian family like the other band members and he says, "I
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grew up knowing theology, but I didn’t know a personal relationship with God until I found it by myself."

Compare Smith’s statement and his music to the following verses:

"And [that] he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which died
for them, and rose again. Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have known Christ
after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we [him] no more. Therefore if any man [be] in Christ, [he is] a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." (2 Corinthians 5:15-17)

Does this kind of music reflect the new or the old? DC Talk was right, people let you down. Their "sermon," was
the biggest let down and most irresponsible one I have ever heard.

 

Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging for Jesus?

"Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen…" (Jeremiah 10:2 )

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord…" (II Corinthians 6:17)

Yes! The "Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging" we witnessed on the video was largely the reason we saw the
need to research and write this article. No one we talked to has ever heard of this behavior in the name of
Christianity. In fact, DC Talk says in their promotional video, "we want to get a good mosh pit going and some
head-banging." As to the bodysurfing, well the band participates! Does this sort of behavior align to scripture?
Consider the following scriptures:

"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in
strife and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to [fulfil] the lusts
[thereof]." (Romans 13:13-14)

Are Christian parents so naïve that they do not see the "fleshly" appeal to their teenagers? What about the riotous
atmosphere? They passed people across the top of a crowd with their hands, on their front and back, boy and girl
alike!!!

How about the extremely loud volume? It was earsplitting in a literal sense, I listened through one song, and my
ears were ringing. Are not our bodies considered a temple for the Holy Spirit? Why do Christians want to subject
their eardrums to abuse? Why is it necessary to promote this kind of behavior, much less be a part of it? Do we
agree with the worldly philosophy of "safe sex," and say, "Well they’re going to do it anyway?"

What about the children at this concert? Kathy and I both saw different reactions from the small children some
were mimicking the adults, others were in a stupor sitting quietly as the music droned on and on. We even had one
boy pass in front of us saying to a friend, "Now all I have to do is get my hearing back." – That was only halfway
through the concert! We were saddened more by watching these young kids than anything else. What must be going
through the heads of these children?! For both of us our sadness turns to anger against anyone who would corrupt
our children like this! What did Jesus say about the little ones?

"And whosoever shall offend one of [these] little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea." (Mark 9:42)

Sadly, even the promoters for the band echo the same sentiment one of our local Christian radio stations did, these
are the "thing to do" with kids at concerts. Has God changed, or have we? A local response to a letter to the editor
of our newspaper concerning these activities that would occur, compared Christian Rock to David dancing in the
Temple. So, are we now going to start charging $18.50 a seat to worship?
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The verses in the Bible are numerous which speak against these activities, even though the promoters have argued,
"it is well orchestrated and safety is a priority," this does not change the fact that the behavior is not Christian. I
have spent over a week thinking of how to convey the danger and deception of the music and behavior. It comes
down to what does the Bible say? What are the standards for Christian music set forth in the Bible? Do musical
forms reflect beliefs? Where is the line? Where does the Christian set their standards? We must agree on Christian
behavior, do you participate in these things?

I was saved out of the rock scene. Why would I want to enslave myself to this worldly lifestyle again? While
speaking with Sarah Leslie, Editor of the Christian Conscience, she pointed out that

"The use of the term "freak", according to its original meaning, has now been turned completely
around. Those who were hippie counter-culture "freaks" were radically saved. When we were called
"Jesus Freaks" in the ‘70’s, it was a reference to our past life, but also implied being willing to live for
Jesus in a holy, sober and righteous manner that ran completely contrary to the popular hippie culture -
-- in other words becoming a new type of "freak".

DC Talk has twisted the term completely around to mean Christians mimicking the popular
culture --- willing to act wildly, moshing, head-banging, etc. (like "freaks") to spread the
Gospel."

I have to ask why would we ever use such a word as "freak" to describe our fervor for Jesus Christ? Why do we
need to "dress down" as these band members do? Do we need to do this to be accepted? Do we have to cross-dress
to reach cross-dressers?

The Rock and Roll culture is a subculture, on the fringe of our society. Is this kind of music Christian? No, I do not
believe it is. Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by the music and the words, only
God knows the heart. At best this was a Rock n’ Roll concert performed by some misled Christians. Parents
beware!

"Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God? whosoever
therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4)

Footnotes: 
(1) Article in Rapid City Journal May 10, 1996 "Musical Missionaries"
(2) Article in Rapid City Journal May 18, 1996 "DC Talk, Audio Adrenaline played spirited rock n’ roll

Don’t Compromise! 
Poem by - Kathy Beardsley , Inspired by Our Lord Jesus
Date - February 8, 1992

With every passing hour of the day,
Kids are being tricked into thinking
That Christian rock and alike are O.K.
Because the lyrics keep them from sinking.
Rock music, heavy metal and rap;
Where are their roots of origin?
Christian rock, etc. is a trap;
Compromise with the world’s sin.
Remember, God’s word stands strong on it’s own.
"My words will not return unto me void."

Don’t use God’s word to justify and condone
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Worldly music that’s meant to destroy.
Some say: "Christian words make the song,
Nothing else really matters!"

But when the music is so loud and strong,
For all they know it’s idle chatter.
"Be separate from the world" God tells us,
And show ourselves worthy unto Him.

Don’t compromise the principals He gave us
Just so the world will accept you in.

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye thankful. Let
the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord." (Colossians 3:15-16,Also refer to Ephesians
5:19)

Return To Our Home Page
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DC TALK DEFENDED - Answered!
- This page is an answer to the hatchet job done to our article DC Talk
Examined by a C-rocker! The C-Rocker's article is printed in blue and
my responses are in teal, parts in black from our original article, 1st and
2nd responses.
Since the publication of the article "DC Talk Examined" I have heard numerous excuses for why it is "OK"
for a Christian to rock.  The public accusations leveled by this c-rocker deserve an answer, and because it is
typical of the e-mails I have received.  Here it goes:

Here is perhaps the most interesting of my pages on Christian rock apologetics. I came
across an entire article slamming one Christian group, and my response to it invoked a
response from its author, which is more than I can say for any of the other authors I have
written.

"Slamming?!"  Is it "slamming" when I question their ungodly behavior in the light of scripture? Or is that plain
and simple discernment. Please read on.

With each page I create I first e-mail what I have to say to its author and/or webmaster,
then upload it to my own site. It's been months since my first page, and I've never received
a response from an author until this one. Mr. Beardsley replied promptly but unfortunately
no more cordially than the tone of the article that follows, followed by our dialogue.

But how did this C-rocker come to me? "I trust you would have no objections to my posting a response to your
article. I will of course confront you with it first as per the Lord's instruction and give you an opportunity to change
your page, if you find it necessary." He came with the intent to confront and defend his position no more "cordial"
than I. I answered in a manner of here are the facts of the events that occurred and compared them to scriptures.
Because this person sees this as lacking in being cordial there is nothing for me to apologize nor is it offered.

As Mr. Beardsley will say, "Christians should have nothing to hide," and that the "truth
never fears examination"... therefore despite his lack of response on this matter I trust he
would have no objections to my posting this. As per the Lord's instruction I have gone to
him personally and individually (via e-mail), and by his saying "goodbye" below, I see that
as his saying he will "refuse to listen to me," and so here I am presenting it to the church
on my web site. Parts have been deleted from this one in the interest of brevity, and as
usual all my remarks are in blue. [Bold Emphasis mine]

The "goodbye" Mr. C-rocker, was to tell you there is nothing further to discuss. I offered Biblical proof of what I
was saying, but you did not receive it. I am not part of your local church! My web site tells you where I am a
member ---your use of Matthew 18 is completely unbiblical (as if churches that openly endorse such behavior
would ever consider adding us to their membership besides). I refer readers to this web page for a further
discussion on this matter and much more on sound doctrine and how Christians are to judge:

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/

For over six years I have wondered if a band would ever again be as big as Stryper was. It now seems
that that time has come, with the arrival of DC Talk.

http://www.rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Introduction/
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You defend groups like Stryper?! A group that mimics the secular group KISS???!!! Simply amazing!  And your
site includes a who's who list in c-rock and cross over groups and singers. (listed later in this response) For more
evidence of the hearts of those groups I refer readers to the following web pages:

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm Christian" Rock Music Christian or Satanic?

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html Christian Rock - Blessing or Blasphemy? - by Terry Watkins

Now, having released four explicitly Christian albums, gaining some mainstream recognition and
filling arenas coast to coast, just as Stryper did, DC Talk is also falling under attack by certain
Christians, whose personal preferences are getting in the way of letting God work through a particular
style of music. This persecution I believe was a key factor in the unfortunate demise of Stryper in the
early 1990's. One can only pray that the same thing will not happen again, and that folks like Mr.
Beardsley will find something more productive to do with their time than slam fellow Christians
because they don't like their music style or its decibel level.

Who said I was not fond of rock? I learned through reading my Bible that it was wrong and THAT IS WHY I
LEFT IT!!! You seem to enjoy putting words in people's mouths! [There is reason for my expressed emotion
here our articles and others showing facts of events are twisted and perverted in order to discredit us which is the
definition often applied to of "slamming" and "attacking." - This is far different from what I have done. Now to put
it in perspective, I have been attacked by you and you have attacked other Christians like Terry Watkins and
Jeff Godwin publicly on your website.  You are condemning these men and others like them for standing on
what SCRIPTURES teach us clearly --- as you promote riotous and wanton behavior. Mr. C-rocker if you
believe everything you say here and your site you are spiritually blind!

I have been a fan of DC Talk ever since I heard "Spinnin' Round" in 1991, and it has been a thrill to
see what they have become. Already with many Dove and Grammy Awards and over a million records
sold, they released Jesus Freak in late 1995. JF remained true to their form in that every song carried
an explicit Christian message. Even with little if any mainstream radio or video airplay, the album
debuted at #16 on the Billboard Top 200. (That's the Billboard Top 200, not just the Christian chart,
where they had spent many months on top). With this success brought recognition and distribution
from a large secular label, and this has in turn brought some mainstream radio chart success in recent
months.

Explicit Christian message? Nonsense!  I don't know if the DC Talk website carries their lyrics still but feel free to
look at this freak of a record album dubbed as Christian music! Their message is vague or abstract at best. Look at
my critique of the lyrics of the song.  Fame and awards doesn't mean their so-called Christian message is true to
scripture.Jesus Freak linked here.

None of us can imagine what the temptation these brothers must be going through, to compromise their
lyrics for a chance at even more mainstream recognition and fame.

The temptation to crossover to secular is what you are talking about, because the world wants them not for their
Christian testimony, but their rock music period. What does the Bible have to say about being friends with the
world? Because they certainly are! Just look at DC Talk's appearance, their attire, their music, their lyrics and
behavior! Compromise is the key!  True Christians need only worry about recognition from their Heavenly Father,
not from man.  It's obvious which is ore important to them. What's the difference between them and the world? If
there is a clear difference it is not evident!

How nice it would be if artists like DC Talk could focus all their attention on spreading the Gospel of
Christ, rather than having to defend themselves against the likes of these folks.

What Gospel? Where is it? How nice it would be if c-rockers would take off their blinders and take responsibility
for feeding the frenzy of rebellious teens as they think they are doing God a service by confusing our kids and

http://rapidnet.com/~jbeard/bdm/Psychology/rockm/satanic.htm
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/freaks.htm
http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/freaks.htm
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encouraging them to rebel against their parents!!!

I never had the pleasure of seeing a Stryper show, but like all accounts I have heard, at a DC Talk
show (which I have seen many many times), while full of energy, the presence of God is so sweet and
so evident. Unfortunately, not everyone goes to a DC Talk show for fun, fellowship, praise, or
awesome musicianship...

I refer you to my article DC Talk examined for what this show I witnessed with my wife was really like! Energy?
Yes there was plenty! God's presence?! Absolutely NOT!  Were rock musicians present? Yes, with that I cannot
argue, they are rock musicians.

Actually, the group did not form in DC, and the statement about the record label is quite presumptuous.

Mr. C-rocker didn't even ask for my source of this quote. It was provided to our local newspaper by the promotion
of the DC Talk band! Contact the Rapid City Journal and their sources. I even double checked this accusation,
and the quote from the Journal is correct.  The only difference is my article included the band members first
names in the quote questioned!!! So I've corrected the quote as follows:

"DC Talk was formed in 1989 by [Toby] McKeehan and [Michael] Tait in Washington, D.C. DC Talk was a
reference to the area, but their record label suggested they counter "vulgar stuff" out there by saying "DC"
stood for "decent Christian" talk." 

Now are you saying this yourself, or agreeing with what was said about them in the press? Regardless,
your saying that their message is strong conflicts with you saying that it's "hard to tell if the band
members are Christian by the lyrics..."

Some of DC Talk's musical role models are the Beatles, David Bowie, The Police, U2. [Ed. Note: these are ALL
secular bands]

[My note: These are their musical role models.]

Thank you for proving my point! Another C-rock group you laud "Jars of Clay" made a similar statement. 
Remember; we're to strive to be more Christ like, which means, we model ourselves after Jesus not after secular
rock bands.  (This is detailed more as you read on.)

"Jars of Clay, which recently appeared on "The Late Show with David Letterman," is a trio that names Jimi
Hendrix and The Beatles as their inspirations." Of course the national media and others reporting this are all
conspiring against them to destroy their Christian reputation! NOT!

And as we said in the original article:
II Corinthians 6:14 reminds us:

"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?"

"I think Jesus would have liked our music." "I think he would have appreciated the message, the stand we're
taking." Kevin Smith of DC Talk (1)

THE MESSAGE AND STAND OF DC TALK -- OUR FIRST HAND ACCOUNT

"And when Joshua heard the noise of the people as they shouted, he said unto Moses, [There is] a
noise of war in the camp. And he said, [It is] not the voice of [them that] shout for mastery, neither [is
it] the voice of [them that] cry for being overcome: [but] the noise of [them that] sing do I hear. And it
came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and
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Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his hands, and brake them beneath the mount.."
(Exodus 32:17 -19)

I'm [having trouble] figuring out [the relevancy] of [this passage] here.

I am not surprised, so I'll spell it out: 
1. "A noise of war," "the noise of [them that] sing" LOUD MUSIC.
2. Golden Calf, 
3. Revelry and riotous behavior. 
- We witnessed something VERY much like this at the DC Talk concert.

The evening of May 16, 1996 my wife, Kathy, and I went to the Rapid City Civic Center to see for ourselves why
DC Talk is so popular. We did not anticipate the decibel level at which the band played, but thankfully, the Lord
provided earplugs through a friend working security. We knew the music would be loud, but not the earsplitting
level we experienced that evening. We spotted eighteen speakers over head on each side -36 speakers in all.

The tickets we were provided placed us in row one to one side of the stage. From our seats we could see at least
18-20 support staff as well as 5 police officers for security. We both noticed a surprisingly large number of young
children at the concert ranging in age from approximately 5 years to preteen. I guess most parents felt safe taking
or letting their young children go to a "Christian" concert.

[More background information and slams against opening act Audio Adrenaline deleted].

This writer likes using the word "slam" since my wife and I dare to object to these groups on Biblical principles.
NOT because we don't like a particular style!!!

During the intermission I looked around to see what kind of items were for sale. Did they have books sharing their
testimony? Or anything which would identify them with Christ? I didn't find any. Instead, all I could see on the
tables were T-Shirts promoting the bands, pendants, key-rings and pictures of the band at what I thought were
exorbitant prices. Anyone going to this concert paid $18.50 just to get in, so I guess it should not have been a
surprise.

Touche. But this seems odd coming from someone who along with his wife was given complimentary
tickets.

This snide remark comes with no acknowledgement of the WHY we went to the concert in the first place that is
explained in the first paragraph of the article. I even remarked of the promoter, "Their hospitality in providing two
tickets is appreciated." We did not lie to the promoters on why we were requesting the tickets. Obviously the c-
rocker just doesn't like the point of truth, the materialism in c-rock is at epidemic proportions!

THE EYE AND THE FREAK

The intermission ended and the stage was completely rearranged. A very elaborate lighting array encompassed the
band and stage. The lights dimmed, the heavy bass started and the crowd was jumping again. DC Talk also added a
video screen behind them and as they played various pictures were shown with some songs. Other frames had
abstract colors similar to what you might see in an old '60s movie portraying those weird acid rock groups!

In the video for the song Mind's Eye some of the pictures went from abstract to bizarre. The video flashed pictures
of a human eye then switching to the eye of an eagle or a hawk, it was hard to say, from soaring above scenery of
the outdoors, through clouds and this sequence repeated a few times. Then it switched to that of flying into a
lightning storm which really was weird, a spot on the cloud would light up and the bolt of lightning followed, all
very fast and sometimes several at once. Then it switched back to the human eye flashing back and forth with that
hawk or eagle eye. Just the name of the song I believe gave it more than a New Age theme, whether the band
knows that or not!
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A New Age theme? Give them a break! "Mind's Eye" is a brilliant song about a Christian's faith
journey! Why give such credit to the New Age?

Mr. C-rocker I guess you can make whatever you want of this yourself but as with "Jesus Freak" there is no gospel
message to the song "Mind's Eye" for all the listener knows it could be Buddha, or the so-called Rev. Moon they
are talking about or just someone talking to a spirit guide! That is a fact, the song is so generic any faith can
derive meaning from it! Here's a critique of "Mind's Eye" that shows all the New Age influence!

Numerous strobe lights which were used during certain parts of DC Talk's session along with a combination of the
other effects. An interesting thing we noticed was that every time DC Talk played a secular song such as the
Beatles' Help and the Doobie Brothers' Jesus is Just Alright With Me, the crowd got louder and more excited. DC
Talk also used, Jimi Hendrix's, Purple Haze [Editor note: a drug reference], and the sound of the mouthpiece
instrument made famous by the Rock singer, Peter Frampton. Each time either band did anything secular the
amount of body surfing increased as well as other behavior unbecoming of Christians. That should suggest that the
majority of the crowd was there for the "rock" music and the Christian aspect had nothing to do with it.

This is utterly ridiculous. First of all, how did the band 'do something secular?'

THEY PLAYED SECULAR ROCK SONGS, THAT'S HOW! Are you really that blind? Do we conform to the
world to reach it?

As for the crowd getting "louder and more excited," this would be very difficult for you to defend, I
have seen many many DC Talk shows, as well as own a lot of concert footage video, the intensity
level is high throughout. I'm having trouble seeing how you could say that when DC Talk played
"Help," the crowd got louder and more excited." That is the very first song in their set! I would
certainly hope that the a crowd at any show would get "louder and more excited" during the
performance as during the intermission! As for "Jesus Is Just Alright," as it is performed by DC Talk it
is really stretching it to say that it is the Doobie Brothers.' Mr. Watkins was confused on this issue as
well, and this was dealt with on my page responding to him. Just where did they use "Purple Haze?"
As for the mouthpiece that you give Peter Frampton the credit for, this has been used by countless
musicians, Christian included.

Defense of the loud music getting louder is not necessary because it happened.  The crowd obviously recognized
the secular songs and responded in kind.   Also, the bands don't necessarily follow the same routine every where
they go.   Anyone going to these concerts can see and hear for themselves, though I do not advise it, that the music
is used to manipulate the crowd into a frenzy ---constantly shifting gears you can say. Mr. C-rocker, why must I
defend this statement when it is so very blatantly obvious that it is true?! And I used to listen to groups like the
Doobie's and DC Talk DID copy the Doobie's song that is a fact!

Finally, how is it up to you to say that 'body surfing' and the like is 'unbecoming of Christians?'

If Mr. c-rocker can honestly say that his hormones aren't aroused when a woman is being passed over his head,
whether he touches her or not, than he can place himself on a pretty high pedestal and pat himself on his back.  It is
not up to me or you but God. And He says:

1 Corinthians 7:1 
"Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me: [It is] good for a man not to touch a woman."  (This
verse covers participating in heathen practices, how is this body-surfing not one? A closer examination of this verse
alone shows it covers this sort of behavior and many more illicit acts, it is a shame any Christian would downplay
how dangerous body-surfing and the like is.)

Let's not forget ---the members from both bands encouraged the behavior and took part in it! Two of the DC Talk
band members jumped off stage into the crowd and the third band member jumped off sound equipment that sat on

http://jbeard.users.rapidnet.com/mind.htm
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the stage which made his jump higher. Appearing to be about five feet above the raised hands of the crowd from
where we were sitting.

Let's not forget -- you have not at all established that there is something inherently wrong or
unchristian with doing this.

Oh yes I most certainly did.  Tell me, what is it about "riotous behavior" do you not understand? I just gave another
verse which you are encouraging people to violate! And this behavior IS demonstrated as "inherently wrong" later
in our article as well.  I guess you didn't read it before responding to it.

A STRANGE GOSPEL PRESENTATION

Through the DC Talk session which ran about one hour and forty minutes, the band members spoke of God in
general terms only. I noticed how often the band leader, Smith, kept saying "God is coming again." Perhaps I'm not
used to hearing it put that way, but I tell people, "Jesus is coming again!" I found Smith's statements to be
confusing and almost misleading at times.

Well first of all, you obviously went into the arena looking for things for which to condemn DC Talk.

Again you are judging and condemning me and putting words in my mouth.  This Mr. C-rocker is untrue, plus one
would not have to try hard to find the problems we found.

(You say later that you do not believe that rock music is of God). Second, unless the show you attended
happened to be way different than all the ones I've ever attended (which I highly doubt), the band
member you should be referring to is Toby McKeehan. To get even the name of the band's leader
wrong suggests how ill-qualified you are to cyber-preach against them.

This is a typical tactic to detract from the point I am making. Did I say I know each band member? If I confused a
couple of the members you now consider me "ill-qualified" to preach against them, how stupid!

Smith did say, there's a God who forgives us when we stumble, which led into one song I could half way
understand.

That's very nice. I might add though, that the majority of fans in attendance know each of the songs by
heart.

We saw no indication that half or one quarter of the fans attending knew the lyrics of the songs by heart...they knew
the music maybe.

DC Talk also quoted from a Bible translation I am unfamiliar with. Smith said, "...anyone who dislikes his
fellowman is not in the light..." meaning, he is not right with God. The Bible says in 1 John 2:9-11: (bold emphasis
mine)

"He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now. He that loveth his brother
abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness,
and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes." (bold
emphasis mine)

"Disliking someone" versus "hating" someone is one example of changing what the Bible says.

The stand for Christ at the end of the concert given by Smith started with "People will let you down," and "I'm not
here to preach". While some of what was said was good, "people letting you down whereas Jesus Christ won't," his
message ended with the words "Any kind of pressure is wrong, I don't want to put any pressure on anyone" and
"Just ask someone walking around you"-in reference to finding out more about "this Jesus."
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Obviously, since you had no response to the above you have no problem with whatever translation is used by your
c-rock idols nor is sound doctrine a concern. Or was your silence here an agreement that they are teaching falsely!?

During a break in the middle of the concert, the band members took time to share with the audience. That should
have been the perfect time to give a salvation message, knowing the crowd would stick around for the music
following. Unfortunately, the opportunity was completely missed. It was truly heartbreaking to see so many left
hanging when there was opportunity to plant seeds of salvation.

I can guarantee that many, many seeds are planted every night DC Talk comes to town.

Seeds of corruption perhaps. Because of the lack of a gospel message in the music or speaking it was not the Jesus
of the Bible. Jesus commanded us to preach the gospel:

Matthew 28:19-20 "Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am
with you alway, [even] unto the end of the world. Amen."

DC Talk's concert LACKED a gospel message!

A MESSAGE OF COMPROMISE

Smith said, referring to Jesus, "I think He would appreciate the message, the stand we're taking." My question is:
What stand did he take? What message did he give the people other than you know how to compromise with the
world; using their music, speaking in adoration of the people who wrote the secular music, making your role
models those who are of the secular world? Some of these role models you chose are anti-Christian and are of the
world and not of God.

First of all, to whom are you saying rock music belongs? The world? Terry Watkins et al took a similar
stance and were dealt with in short order, on some of my other pages, the links of which I have given
you. Second, I have never seen DC Talk proclaim any adoration from the stage of any secular musician
(nor have you backed this up), much less making role models out of any of them.

Again it seems you c-rockers can justify whatever you want. You are ignoring warnings from scripture spoken by
Godly men and women who have a passion for the Bible as you have a passion for your c-rock. I have read
Watkin's, Godwin's and the material from many others and you just whitewash over the revealed sins of c-rock.
You got your answer from them on their pages and on mine. You come to our site with YOUR self-righteous
attitude along with a friend to try and nit-pick different points we have made, yet YOU have not disproved what
we have said.  Instead you and those like you argue about the "sound," the "beat," some like you even comparing
the wild behavior to innocent children's games like 'hide-n-seek'. Your arguments defending c-rock are not only
ridiculous but are completely unbiblical and blasphemous! These c-rockers by modeling their secular role models
have become like them! Is it any wonder that many c-rockers even sound much like their secular counterparts!?
Jeff Godwin has it right, they've got a mark of Satan that identifies them!!!

A lesson to be learned!--- When you compromise with the world, you will end up doing things their way, not
God's. Labeling something "Christian" doesn't make so. As a Christian, how can you stand apart from the world
when you blend in so well? How are they going to know?

OK, but this is not relevant here, as playing a certain style of music, rock included, is not a
compromise with the world.

The music is NOT neutral! Here is a link to an article by Terry Watkins http://www.av1611.org/neutral.html and
another which is linked at my site talking about the difference between good and bad music:
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/differencebetween.htm

http://www.av1611.org/neutral.html
http://wayoflife.org/~dcloud/fbns/differencebetween.htm
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The style DOES say something about where a person's heart is and the bad fruit of c-rock is evident for anyone
who examines it in light of scripture. Here for the readers is a link to Terry Watkin's homepage and the article that
exposes the numerous bad fruit of c-rock much like what I have witnessed for myself.
http://www.av1611.org/crock.html and here's another article on the DC Talk "Freak" show by Jeff Godwin
http://www.av1611.org/crock/dcfreak1.html You forget I used to love to listen to rock music ---and I can openly
admit and reveal that the "soul" of Rock & Roll is evil!  The rock singers don't try to hide it and neither do their
lyrics.  The rock music has always been designed to corrupt people from Biblical principles of morality --its roots
are of old alright! In Satan! Or do you not believe that Satan has music of his own? The rock style provokes a
response of its listeners just as much as slow soothing music would help someone relax.

"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, [which is] your reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will
of God." (Romans 12:1-2)

We believe DC Talk and their music are prime examples of compromising these verses in the Christian realm.
When I put this together with other statements by Smith in an interview with our local paper,

"None of the three band members is a member of an organized Christian denomination." Smith, "We follow the
person of Jesus Christ."

Amen! I can say the same thing. Are you saying there's a problem here?

Because of their lack of any gospel message, yes there is a problem! Who are these guys accountable to? If its a
gospel preaching, Bible believing church ANY pastor should exhort these guys at the very least to preach the
gospel. Plus, so very many people claim to be a "Christian" yet they claim no church affiliation and say their
testimony is something "personal" and don't share it.   --- Of that number many are unreached and unsaved.

The Bible teaches:

1 Peter 3:15 
"But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and [be] ready always to [give] an answer to every man that asketh
you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear:"

2 Timothy 4:2 
"Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and
doctrine."

DC Talk was right, people let you down. Their "sermon," was the biggest let down and most irresponsible one I
have ever heard.

Sorry you were let down. I myself have come away very encouraged from every DC Talk show I have
ever seen (which is a lot).

Biblical encouragement, no way. Emotional hype perhaps.

BODYSURFING, MOSHING AND HEADBANGING FOR JESUS?

"Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen..." (Jeremiah 10:2 )

"Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord..." (II Corinthians 6:17)

Yes! The "Bodysurfing, Moshing and Headbanging" we witnessed on the video was largely the reason we saw the
need to research and write this article. No one we talked to has ever heard of this behavior in the name of

http://www.av1611.org/crock.html
http://www.av1611.org/crock/dcfreak1.html
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Christianity. In fact, DC Talk says in their promotional video, "we want to get a good mosh pit going and some
head-banging." As to the bodysurfing, well the band participates! Does this sort of behavior align to scripture?
Consider the following scriptures:

"Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and
wantonness, not in strife and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh, to [fulfil] the lusts [thereof]." (Romans 13:13-14)

I don't see head-banging or crowd surfing falling under any of these categories.

This clearly demonstrates your lack of Biblical knowledge and common sense of right and wrong. C-rockers are
teaching to conform to the world by their music, lyrics and their wild behavior. Plus the verse quoted above draws
this together (1 Cor 7:1).

Are Christian parents so naïve that they do not see the "fleshly" appeal to their teenagers? What about the riotous
atmosphere? They passed people across the top of a crowd with their hands, on their front and back, boy and girl
alike!!!

How about the extremely loud volume? It was earsplitting in a literal sense, I listened through one song, and my
ears were ringing. Are not our bodies considered a temple for the Holy Spirit? Why do Christians want to subject
their eardrums to abuse?

Sorry to hear about your ears... but I myself have been to literally hundreds of gigs like this, including
DC Talk many times, sans ear protection, and have never had a problem with my hearing. I for one
happen to like it loud, and have seen some of the loudest bands in Christian music. When I feel the
need to wear ear protection, then I will. However, this has only happened twice in my life, and both of
those times were at secular concerts, in an outdoor venue. (And 99% of the concerts I attend are
Christian).

Hearing damage is most often cumulative, I hope you don't wait too long to find out how much hearing loss
you've acquired so far.

Why is it necessary to promote this kind of behavior, much less be a part of it? Do we agree with the worldly
philosophy of "safe sex," and say, "Well they're going to do it anyway?"

Why not? This kind of behavior is not analogous to premarital sex, which the Bible specifically warns
against.

Numerous parents I know USED the analogy "Well they're going to do it anyway" to justify their kids attending
this and other concerts like it (Code of Ethics, News Boys, Jars of Clay) This is the SAME argument used to
justify other sins and they're paying the price with uncontrollable kids.  I have absolutely NO DOUBTS that
the behavior we witnessed does lead our youth to committing greater sins than just body surfing someone's body
across their hands! Again, you C-rockers are either completely ignorant of scripture, or naïve, or lying or totally
lack any common sense if you really believe this is just innocent fun!

What about the children at this concert? Kathy and I both saw different reactions from the small children. Some
were mimicking the adults, others were in a stupor sitting quietly as the music droned on and on. We even had one
boy pass in front of us saying to a friend, "Now all I have to do is get my hearing back." - That was only halfway
through the concert! We were saddened more by watching these young kids than anything else. What must be going
through the heads of these children?!

Couldn't tell ya. But I can begin to imagine what I would be thinking, were I a younger lad
experiencing a DC Talk concert for the first time...
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Wow! This music really kicks! Geeze, most other shows like this are filled with cursing and sexual
connotations! And look, everyone around me is dancing and singing along, having a great time while
they are sober and not even drunk! Some even have their hands raised in praise to the Lord! I think I
can get into this scene... who even needs any of that secular stuff. What will people think when they
hear that I'm a   Jesus Freak...

To put it very kindly, "You really missed the boat here!!!" If you really believe this you are blind to the truth.
AND HOW HEARTLESS YOU ARE IF YOU DO!!!  I SAW THOSE KIDS AND THEY WERE NOT HAPPY,
THEY WERE SCARED!!! HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SCARED CHILD?!  WHEN I PUT MYSELF IN THE
CHILD'S SHOES ONLY "RUNNING" COMES TO MIND. I HAVE NO DOUBT THEIR EARS HURT TOO!!!  I
WOULD HAVE BEEN AS TERRIFIED AND FROZEN AS THOSE SMALL CHILDREN PRESENT!!!  IT'S
SATAN'S WORK TO DESTROY OUR CHILDREN!!! AND C-ROCK MAKES NO SECRET THAT'S WHO
THEY ARE OUT TO REACH!!! THE YOUTH! 
THE BIBLE TEACHES:

Matthew 18:6 - 7
"But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and [that] he were drowned in the depth of the sea. Woe unto the world because of
offences! for it must needs be that offences come; but woe to that man by whom the offence cometh!"

Your statements testify against you Mr. C-rocker! I am certain you won't agree but as you
are saying to the effect that we are opposing God by opposing C-rock you had better take a

closer look at what you are promoting!!!

Sadly, even the promoters for the band echo the same sediment one of our local Christian radio stations did, these
are the "thing to do" with kids at concerts. Has God changed, or have we? A local response to a letter to the editor
of our newspaper concerning these activities that would occur, compared Christian Rock to David dancing in the
Temple. So, are we now going to start charging $18.50 a seat to worship?

I'm sure that you will agree that the quality of DC Talk's stage presentation easily rivals, if not
surpasses, those of their secular counterparts. You get what you pay for. I have no problem paying
money for a ticket. And you my friend, shouldn't complain, having not paid a single cent for them.

Again, I refer to the first paragraph that apparently you skipped by. The gospel should not be charged for, God's
truth is supposed to be free.  Plus this group among the rest makes merchandise of those who come, as they heavily
push the t-shirts, trinkets, coins and other miscellaneous garbage. 2 Peter 2:3 "And through covetousness shall they
with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and their
damnation slumbereth not." (Bold emphasis mine showing how these people are using others for gain in an
unBiblical way.) 

The verses in the Bible are numerous which speak against these activities, even though the promoters have argued,
"it is well orchestrated and safety is a priority," this does not change the fact that the behavior is not Christian. I
have spent over a week thinking of how to convey the danger and deception of the music and behavior. It comes
down to what does the Bible say? What are the standards for Christian music set forth in the Bible? Do musical
forms reflect beliefs? Where is the line? Where does the Christian set their standards? We must agree on Christian
behavior, do you participate in these things?

These are good questions. I would disagree though with your statement that we 'must agree' on
Christian behavior. Is having a drink Christian? Or is it a sin? I myself never drink, on the other hand I
would not condemn a fellow believer for doing so, as this is a non-essential item that people have
different convictions about. Do I love Christian music, and rock out to it? Heck yes! But am I going to
condemn others for loving hymns and such? No.
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Better think longer than a week on these things.

You are wrong, we MUST agree on what Christian behavior is and its the Bible that sets the standards. The
behavior and the rock music are intertwined inseparably. If you do not believe the Bible, than standards are
whatever you want to make them you are attempting to detract from the points. 

I was saved out of the rock scene. Why would I want to enslave myself to this worldly lifestyle again?

Praise God. But like I've said before, if such music causes you to stumble, then yes, stay away from it.
But do not condemn others for it.

You have stumbled but you are blind to it. Now you condone and praise those that cause others to stumble this is
what c-rock does to the young Christian as it confuses and misleads our youth into thinking they can live and
behave like the world. The condemnation comes not from us but from the Bible who do such things.

While speaking with Sarah Leslie, Editor of the Christian Conscience, she pointed out that

"The use of the term "freak", according to its original meaning, has now been turned completely
around. Those who were hippie counter-culture "freaks" were radically saved. When we were called
"Jesus Freaks" in the '70's, it was a reference to our past life, but also implied being willing to live for
Jesus in a holy, sober and righteous manner that ran completely contrary to the popular hippie culture -
-- in other words becoming a new type of "freak".

DC Talk has twisted the term completely around to mean Christians mimicking the popular culture willing to act
wildly, moshing, head-banging, etc. (like "freaks") to spread the Gospel."

I have to ask why would we ever use such a word as "freak" to describe our fervor for Jesus Christ?

You already went over that. What is a 'freak?' An ardent follower. Therefore a Jesus Freak is an
ardent follower of Christ!

Your spin on it. Those like Sarah see DC Talk's play on the old term "Jesus Freak" as DC Talk tries to REDEFINE
it! Our article reveals the truth! The primary connotation for "freak" is NOT for the Christian, except for someone
who WAS a freak and is now gloriously saved.

Why do we need to "dress down" as these band members do? Do we need to do this to be accepted? Do we have to
cross-dress to reach cross-dressers?

This is frankly a very poor analogy.

Because you don't like it, doesn't make it poor. Again it is very clearly the truth as the band imitates the world's
"grunge" look right along with the crowd! -The fad demonstrates their "role model"  loyalty to the secular rock
group Nirvana! A blatantly anti-Christian group! In this case the comparison does not detract from the point but
exemplifies it, it is the same logic reaching to a fringe group.

The Rock and Roll culture is a subculture, on the fringe of our society. Is this kind of music Christian? No, I do not
believe it is.

I see. Now you are venturing into totally different territory. Again, if rock music causes you to stumble,
then by all means stay away from it, at least for a season. But this does not justify your condemning it.
If I were you, I would check out my Christian rock apologetic pages before I even went there.

You have rationalized more scriptures than I care to count on your c-rock defense page. You come across as
someone who doesn't care who they hurt, as you defend every c-rocker I've ever heard of and some I have not! Its
the Bible that judges the behavior of these groups, so if you have a problem you are talking to the wrong person, I
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am only saying what the Bible teaches.

Are the band members Christians? Perhaps, it is hard to tell if you go by the music and the words, only God knows
the heart.

It is hard to tell if you go by the words? Dude, please take a look at a lyric sheet from any of their
albums. Every song they have ever put out has an explicit Christian message. If you are going to post
pages condemning DC Talk's music, and questioning their Christianity, you owe it to them to at least
take a look at the lyric sheet from any of their albums!

Again you made a bad assumption and I did read one.  I again refer the reader to the song critiqued above "Jesus
Freak." One album was enough, no need to waste my time with more. THERE IS NO GOSPEL OR CLEAR
CHRISTIAN MESSAGE IN DC TALK'S LYRICS. I still have nothing but questions about the faith of ANYONE
who promotes the kind of behavior we witnessed. Because the Bible teaches us to judge by the fruit people bear
and we have only witnessed BAD FRUIT in relation to c-rock.

At best this was a Rock n' Roll concert performed by some misled Christians. Parents beware!

"Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God?
whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4)

Footnotes: (1) Article in Rapid City Journal May 10, 1996 "Musical Missionaries" (2) Article in Rapid City Journal
May 18, 1996 "DC Talk, Audio Adrenaline played spirited rock n' roll

"And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye
thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."
(Colossians 3:15-16; also refer to Ephesians 5:19)
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